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EDITORIAL
In this first issue .of the Calaveras County Historical 

Society Bulletin it seems necessary to trace the brief history 
of the organization and state some of the hopes for the 
future.

The Society came into being through the efforts of the 
Calaveras Grange who sponsored the formation of the or
ganization as a part of its community service activity. A 
committee consisting of Sadie Hunt, Amon Tanner, George 
Poore, and Coke Wood, was created and given authority to 
draw on the treasury of the Grange to the amount necessary 
to get the Historical Society organized. Once the Society 
was established the Grange would withdraw and leave the 
organization entirely independent.

The first public meeting for the purpose of organizing 
the Historical Society was called in April to meet in the 
library of the Calaveras Union High School at San Andreas. 
There were twelve people present at this meeting and all 
were enthusiastic about the formation of an historical 
society. Mr. Covert Martin greatly encouraged the group 
by telling of the success of the San Joaquin Pioneer and 
Historical Society. A monthly meeting date was agreed 
upon and plans made to draw up a set of by-laws. These 
were drawn up at the June meeting and adopted at the 
July meeting. According to the statement of purpose in the 
by-laws, the Historical Society was organized for the pur
pose of stimulating research and preserving the history of 
Calaveras county.

A nominating committee was appointed at the July 
meeting to bring in a list of candidates for the offices of 
the society. The report of this committee wias unanimously 
approved at the August meeting and the following officers 
elected: President, Judge J. A. Smith; Vice-President, 
Coke Wood; Secretary, Sadie Hunt; Treasurer, Ella Thomp
son; Board of Directors, George Poore, Amon Tanner, 
Frances Lombardi and John Squellati.

At the September meeting in the court room at San 
Andreas, Judge Smith presided. The regular monthly meet- 

(Continued on page two)

Calaveras County’s First Court House

EARLY CALAVERAS HISTORY
by Judge J. A. Smith

Calaveras county, one of the original 27 counties of 
the State, was organized at the 1849-50 session of the 
California State Legislature. At one time it embraced a 
portion of Amador, Alpine and Mono Counties. In 1854, 
Amador county was created from Calaveras and El Dorado 
counties, and parts of Calaveras county was taken to form 
Fresno county in 1856, Mono county in 1861 and Alpine 
county in 1864.

Calaveras is a Spanish word meaning skull. This 
name was first given to the river because of the great 
quantities of human skulls found along the lower reaches 
of the river.

The first officers of the county were: William Fowle 
Smith, County Judge; Colonel Collier, County Clerk; A. B. 
Mudge, Treasurer; H. A. Carter, Prosecuting Attorney.

Pleasant Valley, better known as Double Springs, was 
designated as the first county seat. Court was first held 
in a large tent, and later a small court house was erected 
from camphor wood imported from China. The old build
ing is still standing at Double Springs.

The county seat was moved to Jackson in 1850 where 
it remained until 1852. (Jackson was at that time in 
Calaveras County.) In 1852 the county seat of Calaveras 
county was moved to Mokelumne Hill where it remained 
until 1863. After an election in 1863 San Andreas was de
clared to be the county seat. Legal action followed this 
election, and it was not until 1866 that the county seat was 
actually moved to San Andreas where it has since remained. 

The Calaveras Chronicle, the first weekly newspaper 
published in California, was first published on October 28, 
1851, at Mokelumne Hill.

(Continued on page two)



STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
President J. A. Smith

History is a record of past events. Many counties in 
the State of California have their past events preserved in 
a written history of the county. This is not true of the 
county of Calaveras as its history has never been written.

Located in the center of the gold mining district of 
California Calaveras county is rich in history, tradition, 
romance, and lore. The early growth and development of 
the State of California to a great extent took place in the 
gold mining districts and Calaveras county contributed its 
_u 1 share. Many persons who later became leaders in the 
t.te at one time were gold miners in Calaveras county.

It is late to get full particulars of many of the early 
events in the history of the county. The pioneers and 
Argonauts have gone to their reward. Much valuable 
material is lost.

However, many descendants of the early residents of 
Calaveras county are still living, and it is possible to 
collect from them a vast fund of early history of the county. 
Many of the issues of early newspapers are no longer in 
existence, but some of these early newspapers are available 
in museums and public libraries.

The prime purpose of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society is to collect and preserve for posterity the early 
history of Calaveras county.

It is inevitable that in a work of this magnitude, the 
execution of which will be in many hands, there will 
be many errors and ommissions. However, it will be the 
constant aim of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
to discriminate between the true and the false, to the end 
that the work of the Society will reflect a true account of 
events in Calaveras county and that as much as possible 
of its history will be preserved.

EDITORIAL 

(Continued from page one)
ing of the Society was set for the fourth Thursday of each 
month. Plans were also made for a membership drive and 
for the charter night dinner to be held at the historic 
Murphys Hotel on October 23. It was decided that anyone 
joining the Society by that date should be listed as a 
charter member. It was also agreed that a quarterly 
Bulletin should be published, the first issue to be presented 
at the October meeting.

With the publication of this first Bulletin, the plans 
and efforts of those who have been interested are realized. 
The Calaveras County Historical Society has been well 
launched on a career which we hope will be long and suc
cessful in preserving the history of this romantic region 
in the heart of the Mother Lode. We invite all who are 
interested to join with us in this worthy project by becom
ing members and participating in the monthly meetings and 
contributing material for the Bulletin. C.W.

GREETINGS FROM KNOWLAND
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

San Francisco California
September 30, 1952

Calaveras County Historical Society,
Murphys, California.
Friends:

Cn behalf of the California Historical Society I wish 
to congratulate the citizens of your county in organizing 
the Calaveras County Historical Society. We wish you the 
best of success, not only in the organization of the society, 
but in the issuance of a quarterly bulletin which you pro
pose to publish.

Few, if any, counties in the state have taken a greater 
interest in having their historic spots registered as State 
landmarks. During the centennial years quite a number 
of bronze placques were placed through the activity of the 
people of your county.

Rest assured that the California Historical Society will 
be happy at any time to aid you in your objectives. The 
best of luck to your organization.

Very sincerely,
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY,
J. R. Knowland, President.

EARLY CALAVERAS HISTORY
(Continued from page one)

The first grove of Big Trees, “Sequoia Gigantea,” dis
covered in California was the Calaveras Grove of Big 
Trees. These were located in 1852 by A. T. Dowd, a hunter 
for the Union Water Company which was at that time 
building an aqueduct from the Stanislaus River to Murphys.

The largest gold nugget found in the United States 
was taken from the Morgan Mine at Carson Hill in Novem
ber, 1854. When weighed on Adams Express Company’s 
gold scales in Stockton, it balanced the scales at 214 pounds 
and eight ounces, Troy.

The first three story building erected in the interior of 
California was in Mokelumne Hill.

Calaveras county is famous for its lode and placer 
mines, and for many years it was the principal copper 
producing county in California. Cement production from 
its vast limestone deposits has become one of the county’s 
major industries in recent years.

The following places were early day mining communi
ties: Angels Camp, Fourth Crossing, Mokelumne Hill, Cal- 
averitas, Old Gulch. Douglas Flat, Vallecito, Murphys, Sheep 
Ranch, San Antone, Rich Gulch, Campo Seco, Copperopolis, 
West Point, Glencoe, Middle Bar, Carson Hill, Robinson’s 
Ferry, Jesus Maria, Mountain Ranch. El Dorado, North 
Branch, Camanche, Railroad Flat, Blue Mountain City, 
Telegraph City, Petersburg, Gwin Mine and Jenny Lind.

John W. Robinson and Stephen Mead were licensed by 
the Court of Sessions of Calaveras county on August 13, 
1850 to maintain a ferry on the Stanislaus Riber at Robin
son’s Ferry.
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Three-story I. (). O. F. Hall—Mokelumne Hill

ODD FELLOW'S BUILDING
by Frances Lombardi

One of the oldest buildings still in use in Calaveras 
County and the first three-story building in the interior 
of California is the Odd Fellows Building in Mokelumne 
Hill. The lot on which the building is located was sold to 
Adams and Company, bankers, by the Mokelumne Hill Canal 
and Mining Company for the sum .of $1950 on September 
8, 1854, shortly after a fire had laid waste a good part of 
the town.

The company at once erected a two-story stone building 
on the lot. However, because of claims against the prop
erty, .action was taken in the District Court against the 
property, and it was sold and deeded by Sheriff Charles A. 
Clarke to Johii Sinclair on February 3, 1856, for the sum 
of $7100 On May 9, 1856, John Sinclair sold the property 
to Dr. Lewis Soher for the sum of $8500, and on April 13, 
1860, Soher sold the property to the Mokelumne Hill Lodge 
No. 44, I. O. O. F. for $4500. Dr. Soher held a note on the 
building for $1350, and the Odd Fellows paid it off at the 
rate of $50 a month, plus 3% interest.

The first Odd Follows lodge in Mokelumne Hill w;as in
stituted on September 20, 1855, and for the first five years 
rented hall space from the Masons. When they took over 
the I.O.O.F. building in April, 1860, the construction of a 
third floor began. It was determined that the best way 
to gain entrance to the third floor would be to move the 
stairway back in the entry hall and put a rear staircase 
within four feet of the north wall. A reception room and 
ante room was built on one side and to the rear of the 
hall. It was about thirty feet long and twenty-four feet 
wide, running east and west. The winodws next to the 
United State House were walled up to make the building 
safe in case of fire.

A platform was built on each end of the hall and a 
lamp was ordered hung on the front just under the top 
ledge and in about the center. The hall was lighted with 

four coal oil lamps.
The building was rented to several other lodges and 

groups, such as Wells Fargo Express, George Mutts, A. C. 
Adams, the Free and Accepted Masons, Lone Star Encamp
ment, Good Templars and the Freemen. On July 4, 1860, 
the hall was decorated on the outside from top to bottom 
in keeping with the celebration put on by Engine Number 
One of the Mokelumne Hill Fire Department.

D. L. Morrell was the contractor to build the third floor 
pnd to make other repairs on the building. Thomas Magee 
did the cornice work. Dr. Soher presented the flag which 
was flown from a pole donated by C. W. Carpenter.

In April, 1861, the Odd Fellows dedicated the new 
three-story building on the anniversary of their ownership 
in a celebration, joined by the people of the town, which 
was appropriate for such an important event, as the com
pletion of the construction of the first three-story building 
in the interior of California. A grand ball was given with 
tickets priced at $6.00. The supper was $1.50 a plate.

In 1862 the building was painted on the outside with 
cement, and the roof was fixed with zinc roofing. It was 
then insured for $7500 with four different insurance com
panies.

The desks you can see in the hall today were bought 
in 1862.

On November 1, 1860, the first Odd Fellow to sign the 
charter, W. C. Ferguson, passed away and was buried in 
the Protestant cemetery in Mokelumne Hill.

ANGELS MINE DISASTER
by J. A. SMITH

It was a sad holiday season in the mining community 
of Angels Camp, Calaveras county, California, in 1889, for 
on Sunday, the 22nd day of December of that year, before 
noon, at the Utica Mine in the town of Angels Camp, occur- 
ed the most fearful and heartrendering accident that ever 
happened in the county. Seventeen men lost their lives.

The usual mining crew had been laid off for the day 
in order to do some timbering.

As the quartz was extracted from the vein, which was 
30 to 35 feet in width, huge timbers twenty to thirty inches 
in diameter were placed to hold the ground.

It had been a season of heavy rain and as a result the 
presure was increased on the timbers, causing them to 
crush.

Twenty men were at work timbering and only three of 
them escaped. The men were in the stope at the 400 foot 
level, when without the least warning the roof of the level 
dropped with a crash upon the men covering them up and 
killing them instantly.

Three men made their escape through the South shaft, 
there being an opening between the North and South shafts. 
The cave occured between the two shafts. The men who 
escaped were not in the stope at the time of the cave, but 
were south of the cave area. When they heard the crash 
they ran to the South shaft and made their escape by way 
of ladders and gave the alarm.

Usually there were 70 men on the shift, and the death 
(Continued on page four)
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GREETINGS FROM FOUNDATION
From Rockwell D. Hunt, Director California History 

Foundation, College of Pacific

The California History Foundation, at the College of 
Pacific, salutes the newly-formed Calaveras County His
torical Society. A hearty welcome! Speaking personally, 
permit me, as one of the oldest students of California 
history, to extend felicitations and very best wishes to one 
of the youngest local historical societies.

It is highly gratifying, in an age of hustle and bustle, 
.of domestic strife and world tensions, to note the chartering 
of another local historical society, with every promise of 
enjoying a successful and significant career. Here is a 
voluntary, cooperative enterprise. The older, well organiz
ed historical societies of the state will wish to join with 
the California Historical Foundation in extending encourage
ment and practical assistance to the Calaveras County 
Historical Society.

This Society is most favorably located to perform an 
interesting and important service to the State. It is not 
too late to collect historical documents, such as diaries, 
account books, old programs, newspapers, and photographs; 
also, artifacts and relics illustrative of the life and activities 
of early days. All these should be carefully preserved 
which suggest the cultural value of the local museum.

Among the functions of the local historical society 
prominent mention should be made of the regular meetings, 
these afford excellent social opportunities. Carefully pre
pared papers will be presented by members, and speakers 
from outside will be invited to address the Society. The 
tradition of an Annual Pilgrimage may be developed. 
There will be celebrations of special events, with approp
riate pageantry and ceremony. Not least come publications, 
which will reflect some of the best and most useful work 
of the Society.

On behalf of the California History Foundation, and 
o i my own personal account, I am delighted to greet the 
Calaveras County Historical Society on Charter Night, and 
wish for it a long, useful career. R. D. Hunt

SEND IN YOUR MATERIAL
The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non

profit organization dedicated to the study and preservation 
of local history. All who are interested in this subject are 
invited to become members. The dues are four dollars a 
year for individuals, eight dollars for clubs, and one dollar 
for junior members. Please send dues to the Treasurer at 
San Andreas and story material to the Editor at Murphys.

L. Martin and Aristede L. Pench were licensed to 
maintain a ferry at Middle Bar on the Mokelumne River 
on June 5, 1850 by the Court of Sessions of Calaveras county

Have you a question about Calaveras County history? 
Send the questions to the Editor and we’ll try to find 
and publish the answer.

GREAT MINE DISASTER AT ANGELS 
(Continued from page three)

list would have included many more but for the fact that 
most of the men had been laid off while the timbering was 
being caught up.

The mine was well timbered and everything done to 
make it safe for the miners, but from some unaccountable 
cause, probably the wet and rainy condition that prevailed 
for some time, the ledge being in a formation streaked 
with talcose, and this becoming wet loosened the vein.

At the time of the accident the mine was the property 
of Hayward and Hobart.

Thomas Corwin who first gained the surface after the 
accident gave the alarm.

Seventeen men were buried in the mine, namely: 
Thomas Knucky, George Williams, the timber boss, Jno. 
Bray, B. Segarley, Paul Owlovich John Bioletto, John 
Toboco, C. A. Pollard, Michael Bronzich, Nick Susich, Peter 
Perena, Carlo Visetti, and Sears.

Thomas Corwin, Daniel Danielson and August Anderson 
were the men who escaped through the South shaft.

The bodies of Michael Bronzich and James Martin were 
not. recovered until about 12 years after the .accident. The 
bodies of the other men had been recovered at odd times in 
the meantime.
NOTE: The material for this article was given me by 
August May and Albert Prother.o of Angels Camp, who re
sided at Angels Camp tat the time of the accident.

DEAD BROKE MINING COMPANY
Calaveras county like .other sections in the mining re

gion acquired many colorful and amusing names during the 
early mining period. There are such places as Slab Ranch, 
Los Muertos Creek, Nigger Hill, Buster’s Gulch, Whiskey 
Gulch, Squaw Hollow, and Skunk Misery, but one of the 
most amusing names given to a mining company was that 
of the Dead Broke Mining Company, which was located in 
the Gopher Mining District, east of Hog Hill on the lode 
known as the Collier Lode. This apparently was in the 
area known as Collierville and is a few miles east of 
Murphys.

The Old Timers Museum in Murphys has one of the 
Dead Broke mining certificates for 150 shares assigned to 
Mrs. T. Mersfelder.

The company was incorporated on April 15, 1863, with 
the principal place of business at Stockton, San Joaquin 
county. The capital stock of the company was for $48,000 
and consisted of 2400 shares at $20 each. The duration of 
the company was for fifty years.

There were sixteen original claims, 150 long by 300 
feet wide which were located in a double line so that the 
total area of the claims was 600 feet wide by 1200 feet long. 

The president of the company was Christopher Grat
tan, and the secretary was August Wiehe. A. E. Meyer 
and the two officers made up the board of directors. L. M. 
Cutting, prominent pioneer of Murphys apparently served 
as secretary at one time, as his name appeared on the in
corporation papers found in the archives in San Joaquin 
county.
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Editor of Bulletin, Coke Wood Murphys

EDITORAL
All members who missed the Charter Night dinner at 

Murphys really missed a fine time. Although only about 
sixty had been expected, seventy-eight were seated in the 
historic old dining room at the Murphys Hotel. The food 
was delicious, and the tables were attractively decorated 
with place cards containing an old square nail from the 
shingles of the old P. L. Traver Building in Murphys. Each 
lapel card carried a gold nugget made of gilded popcorn 
but very realistic. Thanks to Mrs. Wimer, Sadie Hunt 
and Ella Thompson for this unusual souvenir of this his
toric meeting.

Dr. Hunt of the College of Pacific gave an inspirational 
talk on the importance of the local historical society in 
preserving the history of the state, and Lirrel Starling read 
a poem written for the occasion. It will be found in this 
issue of the Bulletin.

Excitement was added to the occasion by the collapse 
of the bench at the speaker’s table. John Squellati was 
accused of contributing to the collapse by the large quanti
ties of chicken he was disposing of, but others at the table 
were .also adding to the weight on the bench at a rapid rate. 

Elsie Flower of radio station KDGM was busily en
gaged taking pictures of the group during the evening. 
These were shown at the November meeting and enjoyed 
by members who could see themselves as others see them. 
Her account of the dinner as given in “City Journal” was 
quite complimentary and certainly appreciated. Miss Flow
er thinks the organization of the Calaveras County Histori
cal Society is the most important thing that has appened 
in Calaveras County since the discovery of gold. We ap
preciate her enthusiasm.

The dinner was a tremendous success and was a fitting 
beginning for our society. We are grateful to all who had 
helped with it, especially Dr. Hunt for his fine address and 
for the gift of his book, “California’s Stately Hall of Fame.” 

Our secretary, Sadie Hunt, announced we had ninety- 
two charter members which included five club memberships. 

(Continued on page two)

Indian Round House
 

MOUNTAIN SONG
This is my land, where red dirt, like a stain 
Of rusty crimson, dyes the Mother Lode; 
My Land, through birth and love, come joy or pain, 
And I its Singer, trudging destined road! 
Here, Eldorados of the Yesteryears— 
Old mines—long wrapped in silence, in the hills, 
Invite the pilgrim heart to dreams and tears 
And vagrant visions as dreamer wills. 
No quartzy bank, no bull-pined cliff, but claims 
Some rugged legend, one with man and gold; 
No water course, no stone-ribbed town, but fame’s 
Endowed it with rich stories still retold! 
Lost valleys where adobe ruins stand .... 
Deep, noisy creeks where once cradles rocked, 
Cloud-crowned, a virile Western mountain-land, 
Indelibly with old-time diggings pocked; 
A milestone in the course of Man and Time, 
Another Yucatan against the sky,
A realm where Eldorados in their prime 
Lured countless men to fight and love and die!

This is my land, the land whereof I sing— 
What fevered gusto marked its hopes and fears, 
Where, now, to questing eyes, a treasured thing, 
Its lusty past gleams mellow through the years;

-Lirrel Starling, in Oakland Tribune.

Editor’s Note—This is the original poem Lirrel Starling 
read to the Historical Society dinner in Murphys and which 
was dedicated to the occasion.



EARLY INDIAN CHIEFS
By J. A. SMITH

At the time of the discovery of gold in California, 
Hasuche (Jesus) was head chief of all the Indians between 
the Consumnes and Merced Rivers. At that time he was 
about 25 years of age, six feet tall, straight as an arrow, 
a majestic forehead, and a keen penetrating look. He was 
well educated, having received his education from the 
Padres of Santa Clara Mission. This Chief was very aris
tocratic, a good linguist, honest and a good Spanish scholar. 
However his pride of character would only permit him to 
converse with the whites through an interpreter.

After Captain Weber had discovered gold on Weber 
Creek, now in El Dorado County and had returned to his 
ranch near Stockton he was visited by Hasuche and some 
of his under chiefs. Weber told the Indians of the dis
covery of gold and explained to them the value of the 
metal and further told them that it was evident that there 
was gold on the Calaveras, near Hasuche’s rancheria and, 
if they would go back into the hills and discover gold, it 
would be of much benefit to the Indians of that region.

Hasuche had five minor chiefs under him, namely 
Pack-no, Antonio, Polo, Alcalde Charley, and Panchito.

Hasuche detailed Alcalde Charley and five or six of 
his tribe to accompany Capt. Weber to his discovery, learn 
how miners obtained the gold and return and search for 
gold. Alcalde Charley returned to his rancheria on the 
Stanislaus, mustered his tribe and proceeded up Carson 
Creek to discover gold. Proceeding up the creek to near 
where the town of Carson Hill is now located they discover
ed gold. It is sometimes said this was the original dis
covery of gold in Calaveras County.

Pack-no was a civilized Indian and Chief of the tribes 
on the Stanislaus. He also at one time belonged to the 
Mission of Santa Clara. He was the most active Indian in 
the mountains, an excellent horseman, brave and daring. 
He had .a great influence over his tribe that numbered over 
200 warriors, women and children.

Antonio, of all the Chiefs that the whites came in con
tact with in 1848-1849, none were as good and true as this 
aged chief. He thought no evil of any person. He was 
friendly to the Americans. His tribe contained about 150 
inhabitants and he invited the whites to come and dig for 
gold in his country. Antonio died in March or April 1850, 
just above McDermott’s Bridge on the Calaveras. Great 
mourning took place among his tribe upon the occasion of 
his death. Cremation was performed on a small knoll just 
above the bridge. More than a bushel and a half of beads, 
all his valuable and rich serapes, bows and .arrows, cloth
ing were piled on his body before fire was applied to the 
wood and all together consumed.

The beads alone had cost the Chief their weight in 
gold, that being the price he paid for them when purchased. 
Some of the serapes burned had cost the chief over 55 
ounces of gold dust.

Polo, was a wild Indian Chief. He rebelled while under 
Hasuche and carried on a relentless and bloody civil war

for some time. He became rebellious when Hasuche ob
jected to him stealing horses from the Americans. Hasuche 
offered .a reward of 100 lbs of gold for his head, but he 
escaped into the mountains. He was chief of the Indians on 
the Mokelumne, brave and cunning, good looking, and 
never indulged in the use of intoxicants. Polo was shot 
by an ex-lieutenant of Stevenson’s regiment at Rich Bar 
on the Mokelumne River in the spring of 1851. Polo’s 
tribe occupied that part of Calaveras County above 
Mokelumne Hill and around West Point.

Alcalde Charley was very close to Hasuche and a sub
chief. He was a powerful Indian and in addition to dis
covering gold on Carson Creek he helped in the working 
of the deposits. He weighed about 230 pounds and on one 
occasion carried 200 pounds of flour from McLean’s Ferry 
to Vallecito. He did this feat for John Murphy, one of the 
brothers from which the town of Murphys was named.

Panchito acted as Chief for a tribe of about 200. They 
ranged around Murphys, Cave City and the rich acorn 
section between these places and the Mokelumne River.

Note—This article is from an early issue of the San 
Andreas Independent.

EDITORAL

(Continued from page one)
The total membership of the Society at present is ninety
eight, and with the .addition of prospective members the 
total will soon be above one hundred. This is a wonderful 
start and the response has been all that could be expected.

All who attended our November and December meet
ings—between forty and fifty each—enjoyed the programs. 
Elsie Flower showed her beautiful pictures of the “Lost 
City,” followed by an interesting discussion at the Nov
ember meeting. At the December meeting several fine 
papers were read on Indians of the Calaveras region and 
the grand old man Chief Fuller of Tuolumne City, gave an 
interesting talk on Indian customs and culture. Also a 
number of the members displayed pictures and Indian ob
jects which stimulated interesting discussions and Amon 
Tanner told of many interesting experiences with the In
dians in the Murphys region.

Historical Society has made a successful beginning. 
Already we have collected a good deal of history of the 
area and this will be preserved through the files of our 
Bulletin and the records of the society. The Society is 
filling a unique position in the life .of our county.. As the 
years pass we will leave a record that will make it much 
easier for historians to tell the story of the past. Will 
members pass the word on to others who may wish to 
join with us in this work and invite them to join.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit organization dedicated to the study and preservation 
of local history. All who are interested in this subject are 
invited to become members. The dues are four dollars a 
year for individuals, eight dollars for clubs and one dollar 
for junior members. Please send dues to the treasurer at 
San Andreas and story material to the editor at Murphys.



Johnny Tecumseh—Sheep Fanch

SHEEP RANCH INDIANS
By JEAN KIRKPATRICK

Before the white men came there was a hunting camp 
at Sheep Ranch, and Indians came from all over to hunt 
and gather acorns from the many fine trees of the region. 
The first mine to be worked, bringing white men to settle 
in the area, was the one at Indian Creek. The ore had to 
be carried over to Scott’s place where there was water 
power to extract the gold. It was at this time that Limpy 
and her family came from Vallecito, the Indian settlement 
near Moaning Cave, to stay at the Sheep Ranch rancheria. 
We don’t know who the children’s father was or even if 
they all had the Game one, but Limpy had a Christian 
name, Rose Davis.

There were four children—Jeff, Ina, Pinky and Matilda. 
Ina cooked for the men in the gold camp at Indian Creek 
in the early '60’s. Limpy told us she could remember when 
the first white men came to Calaveras County. It was 
impossible to guess her age, but she must have been 100 
years old when she died about 1930. She looked it, al
though she was bright and active to the end. I remember 
well how she looked about 30 years ago. She was very 

small, neither thin nor fat, but shapeless and rather large 
of boily. Her gray hair was cut shaggily, its length depend
ing cn how long a time it had been since the last Indian 
funeral. According to custom, the Indians cut their hair 
when someone died. Limpy attended all funerals in town 
with a little square of black lace on her head in reverence 
for the deceased.

She had a black, slow-growing cancer on the bridge 
of her nose, and. I think, it was probably this that killed 
her. She still had a few blackened stumps for teeth. The 
limp that gave her the nickname was in no way incapaci
tate and was the result of an injury when she was a 
young girl. She wore no shoes but, because of her great 
age, did wrap her feet in rags in the wintertime. My 
mother once gave her some old tennis shoes of my fathers, 
thinking they were large and soft enough tc be tolerated, 
but Limpy gave them away. Her only financial support 
was five dollars a month from the government, so she was 
forced to beg for a living. She would make the rounds in 
town garnering what she could. Her favorite food was “pie,” 
her name for a jelly sandwich, and I have fixed many of 
them for her. She loved to smoke and enjoyed it thorough
ly—audibly.

She asked for soap every visit, and I imagine she used 
this for barter, since she couldn’t have used much for clean
liness sake. If she had made a good haul, she would pro
ceed home up Main Street, her sack heavy with groceries 
and odds and ends. When pickings were slim, she would 
slip home around the outskirts of town.

Now and then she would walk over to see her old 
friend, “Pico” at Fricot City, five miles away. Some 
where among Mr. Fricot’s effects, there must be the notes 
he collected during conversations with Limpy as well as 
many pictures of her. She was a talkative and smart old 
lady, and he was determined to preserve her story. Under 
a tree near Mr. Fricot’s house was a rug, “Limpy’s rug.” 
Here she would sit and visit. One day she decided she 
would like that rug in front of her cabin .at Sheep Ranch, 
so she rolled it up and took it home, saying “Pico give me 
another.” He did, too!

Chief William Fuller



A BIT OF INDIAN LORE
By ELIZABETH KA LEK

I think the children growing up in Murphys now lack 
many pleasures we experienced in our childhood because of 
their being no more Indians.

We knew our Indians so well, it was “Hello, Manuel, 
Hello Jack, Lucy, John Brown, Yaqui”—no, not Yaqui, he 
was Capitan, very stern looking, and we were a little 
afraid of him, but not Margarita his mahala, who was 
always ready to greet us with a smile. Incidently, she was 
the finest basket weaver of them all.

There was Marcia Brown, John Brown’s daughter, a 
young lady quite superior to her poor parents and, I think 
a great worry to them as she had acquired a taste for 
liquor.

The rancheria was up on the hill beyond our place and 
so we saw many of the Indians every day as they came 
down going to work for people in Murphys and some just 
to beg, as old Yellow Jacket did.

One couple, Jack and Lucy, worked for our parents 
helping with the washing and doing outdoor work; they 
taught us how to count up to ten in Indian which we 
thought was wonderful.

An outstanding Indian to my mind was Tuna— a young 
man blind and blest with a musical ear. I know not how 
he became blind. He had a close companion, Indian Willie, 
who cared for him and led him whereever he wished to 
go. Tuna always had his harmonica with him, willing to 
play at any time, only needing to hear a tune once. He 
could then repeat it, very often with variations. Many 
times they came up to the school house and Tuna would 
play the old songs we knew so well and also the latest 
popular ones.. We school children had no pennies to give 
him, but I think he really made his living by his music. 
One time he and Indian Willie went to San Francisco and 
he played to the passersby on Market Street. I imagine 
many dollars went into his hat that day.

Tuna has been gone these many, many years where, 
no doubt, he is playing to his friends in the happy hunting 
ground.

We liked them .all, but I think my favorite was John 
Brown because he had such a happy disposition. Every 
morning he came to our place for breakfast and always 
gave a song and dance in the kitchen, but when he finished 
he would rub his knee and say “My liver hurts.” Poor 
fellow! I think he must have had arthritis.

He kept his valuables (to him) with us for protection 
as he said the other Indians would steal .and he also did 
not want his daughter, Marcia, to know where they were. 
They really consisted mostly of rags, but there were some 
beads and pretty bead work. He would come occasionally 
to look them over to see that nothing was missing. We 
were sorry when John Brown died.

Another of our well-known friends was old Yellow 
Jacket who also kept his possessions at our place for fear 
of their being stolen by the Indians; his articles seemed 
even poorer quality than John Brown’s, but Oh! how he 
prized them. He was blind but quite capable.

We were told as children that he lost his eyesight rob
bing sluice boxes out at the Eho Mine. The miners had 
been losing gold so they set a trap with powder and when 
Yellow Jacket came on his nightly tour and started clean
ing, the powder (I know not how) exploded in his face; 
consequently, he spent the rest of his life begging.

Every morning he came trotting down the road in his 
bare feet with a long staff in his hand, feeling his way. 
Friends often gave him shoes, but he would never wear them 
as he said he could not see. He seemed to know every 
fence and little ditch and footbridge. He knew just which 
gates he wanted to open, in fact, there was little he did 
not know about Murphys. He did not usually come into 
our place in the morning, but in the Late afternoon, up the 
road would come old Yellow Jacket loaded down with his 
sack full of “chomuck.” He would leave the sack out at 
our gate and come in and lie on the porch. He usually 
had a hard luck story to tell, that the people hadn’t given 
him much that day, but we would say, “Your sack is full.” 
“No, not much,” he’d say and then ask for some onions. 
We all felt that he was supplying some of the other Indians 
with food as he could not possibly have eaten it all himself. 
Another thing he often asked for was a needle and thread 
and we marveled at his painstaking sewing as he sat patch
ing some old garment.

I think he liked to come to our place .at the end of the 
day to rest. He would lie on the porch basking in the 
sunshine before starting that last climb up the hill home.

The story of Yellow Jacket could not be finished with
out telling of the ceremony of opening and closing each 
day. Every morning as the sun started to throw its beams 
across the eastern sky, Yellow Jacket, standing on the 
hightest point of ground, in a sonorous voice, gave a ma
jestic welcome to the sun. And in the evening as the last 
rays were fading in the western sky, again came the elo
quent voice bidding his master, the sun, a farewell for the 
day. We often wished we knew what he was saying for it 
seemed he must have felt he was adoring a Supreme Being.

The rancheria is deserted now, given over to under
brush and the scurrying of rabbits and squirrels. No more 
pow-wows—no more to be heard the mournful dirges for 
their dead. Their little huts long have been obliterated 
and the noble Round House where they held their festivities 
is gone. All relics of their happy, carefree days gone, gone 
forever.

Hail and farewell! friends of our childhood.

We’re very unhappy at not having our president, Judge 
J. A. Smith, with us at the meeting at Copperopolis. He 
had hoped to be able to remain in Calaveras County during 
January when we planned the dinner meeting, but he later- 
found that it was necessary to be in Los Angeles. We 
will try to arrange the dinner meetings in the future so 
that he can be with us.

We wish to welcome James Valente of Angels Camp 
as a new member of our Board of Directors. He is in
terested in the history of the county and will be a good 
representative on the executive committee of the Society.
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Old Manuella of Mokelumne Hill

QUEEN MANUELLA
By CECILLE VANDELL McMILLIAN

Manuella was a decendant of Chief Moquelumne, a 
mighty Indian warrior of the Moqut Indians. The Moqut 
Indians were one of the thirty-five tribes of the Moqueluman 
Indians.

She was born in the old Indian Village east of Fisher’s 
Ranch in Happy Valley. A quiet hallowed place in a flat 
surrounded by low hills on the Mokelumne Hill Ditch.

In temperament she was enigmatic, obscure and puz
zling. She could be a dangerous enemy or a valuable friend. 

Manuella was a rugged individual with the typical 
features of an Indian squaw with the exception of the em
blematical look in her eyes. Her short, grey hair was

parted in the middle as was the custom of this tribe of 
Indians. She had brown eyes, a large flat nose, and a 
large mouth. On the back of her head she wore a man’s 
stiff hrimmed black hat tied under her chin by a string. 
She wore the -traditional Indian black calico street-length 
dress with a wide full ruffle at the bottom. Over her 
dress she wore a man’s coat. The top buttons of the coat 
were buttoned. A rope with frayed ends was tied around 
her waist.

Unlike the squaws of her tribe Manuella never wove 
baskets. The gold pan took its place. Manuella and her 
small black dog was a familiar sight as she wandered over 
the hillsides with her gold pan under her left arm and her 
right hand clutched about a tall pole that reached above 
her shoulders.

The pot of gold at the end of the rainbow was her 
reward for her wanderings in the great out-doors. She 
had the knack of knowing where gold could be found. She 
was crafty in her search for gold. Before my grandfather, 
Pierre Clements Vandel, passed away, she came to him 
one day and made a bargain with him. She had found a 
gold nugget on his French Hill property which was sold 
for $1000. Granpa Vandell received one-half of the money. 
Before visiting grandpa she had covered the nugget in the 
ground with dirt and brush.

Many talks I had with her. She would answer as 
many questions as she cared to answer; then a wise, age
less smile would cross her face. No more answers.

She was a great lover of children. Her greatest joy 
was to gather pinenuts and large acorns and give them to 
children. In her later years she lived on a hill near Mrs. 
Babcock. Her constant companion when she was not 
hunting for gold was Indian Susie. Manuella and Susie 
like candy. When they came to Frank Peek’s store in 
Mokelumne Hill, Frank would give them candy. They 
would squat down on the floor in Indian fashion below the 
candy counter and eat the candy. While eating it they 
would talk in the Indian language. We children liked to 
hear them talk. We never could get anything but grunts 
out of the conversation. One grunt from one side of the 
mouth and another grunt from the other side of the mouth 
seem to be it.

Like all her race, Manuella was very superstitious. 
She believed it would bring her bad luck if anyone took 
her picture. One day Tommy Peters talked her into let
ting him take her picture. It is my good fortune to have 
one of these pictures.

One day Manuella, the Prophetesses, came into Harry 
Greve’s Livery Stable. She came to make arrangements 
for her burial. She wanted to be buried the white man’s 
way in a coffin. As befiting the last Indian Queen of the 
Moqut branch that descended from Chief Moquelumne, she 
asked to be buried in yellow silk. She wished her coffin to 
be placed in the black hearse with white plumes in plume 
sockets on top of the hearse. Four white horses were to 
take the hearse to the Indian burial ground.

She told him that two weeks from today, “I will die.” 
Uncle Harry was startled. He said “Manuella, how do you 

(Continued on page six)



Indian W alker of Douglas Flat

INDIAN WALKER
By ADELINE SQUELLATI

Indian Walker was a cousin of Captain John, a great 
orator at the Pow-wows, a big man amongst the Ms-Wuks 
and a mighty wise and witty old Indian.

He was born at Albany Flat, and later moved to a 
big Rancheria at Douglas Flat on the Gianelli property 
near the site of the Crystal Spring. The soil at this reser
vation is still very black from the long years of habitation. 
Many basins hollowed out in the limestone, where meal was 
ground, are still in evidence.

Walker was about the age of 17 years, when the first 
white settler came to Douglas Flat, and this was long be
fore the town was named Douglas Flat after Colonel Doug
las.

When the first white people came in about the year 
1850, he thought they were Gods from other worlds, and 
after hiding for many days in the woods near the old Bluff 

site on the same property, finally made friends with these 
new settlers. One of the gold seekers gave him a white 
straw hat, his first and only wearing apparel.

In later years he became captain of this tribe, the Me- 
Wuks, and was well known for his honesty, fairness and 
trustworthiness.

His spiritual understanding was quite modern. Often 
he would say “When you come some time you no see me, 
but I be here all the same. I be here if you no see me.”

Walker had three brothers, two by the names of “Jess” 
and “Jeff.”

He lived happily with his wife, Susanna, at his mining 
claim at Duck Bar on the Stanislaus River. There he en
gaged in primitive mining and salmon fishing, selling the 
fish to people from the neighboring towns.

They had one child named Sara who married a young 
Englishman by the name of Johnny Long, who came west 
during the gold rush.

They also had one grandchild named Sara after her 
“Muhele.” After the death of her parents, Sara lived with 
her grandparents, Walker and Susanna. She attended the 
Douglas Flat school until the fifth grade, then married into 
a Chilanian family at Pennsylvania Gulch.

After Susanna’s death, Walker made his home with his 
grandadughter, Sara at Peppermint, where he lived the 
rest of his life.

He died at the age of 110 years and was buried in the 
Protestant Cemetery at Murphys in accord with some of 
the Indian ritual.

People knew him from far and near, and ofttimes 
when making his calls he would dance and chant a song 
thus: “Hi-Yu-Ma-Ki-Yu-Ki-Le! Children were somewhat 
fearful thinking he was singing: “Heigh, you monkey, I’ll 
kill you.” However, his interpretation was a blessing on 
the household.

QUEEN MANUELLA
(Continued from page five)

know?” Her face was a crinkled expressionless mask. Only 
the eyes were significant. They were brown and very old, 
but they contained a knowledge of secret things, some of 
the past, others yet to come. Events seem to pass across 
her features as visions of fire, many fires, drums booming 
in broken intricate rhythms under starry nights, among 
the fires trailed in and out lines of half naked people wail
ing strange off key chants—-.a song as old as the coyote 
song a song compeling tom-tom rhythm.

Two weeks from that day she died. This was about 
1914. Harry Greve carried out her wishes. Mother, (Mrs. 
Laura Bennett,) says she was buried in the Indian buriai 
grounds at Aqueduct City, Amador County. For three days 
the Indians mourned her death. Then a new queen was 
chosen from another branch of the Moqut Indians.

Manuella had roots in the rocks and hills of Mokelumne 
Hill. Her childhood, her youth, her womanhood, and old 
age was spent there. Her own generation is gone.

Today the old Indian camps are marked chiefly by the 
burial mounds. Here may be found relics of olden times 
in the shape of Indian beads and old knives. The drums 
have faded away into instance.



MARK TWAIN HOSPITAL GROUNDS
By GEORGE B. POORE, JR.

From the first ground breaking .at the site of the new 
Mark Twain Hospital at San Andreas it was quite evident 
that Indians had used the sunny, well drained knoll as a 
camp site for a great many years. The ground was the 
typical fine black soil filled with shards of broken cooking 
stones.

From time to time a few very poor arrow points, brok
en pestles, and one poor mortar were turned up. Having 
had great expectations, I was very disappointed as the 
building excavation progressed with so little of interest 
appearing. The area of the camp covers several acres 
and much of this had been disturbed for a depth of two 
or three feet.

Late in the spring of 1951, the buildings were largely 
completed and work commenced on the sewerage disposal 
plant. I was watching a ditching machine make a trench 
about eight feet deep when out at my feet one .after another 
rolled six very well shaped motars and a shower of broken 
bones. Hastily stacking the mortars to one side, I marked 
the point in the ditch from which they had come. When 
the machine had passed on, I climbed down and saw that 
we had evidently cut a mass burial of twelve bodies. Un
fortunately the bones were so disturbed, little could be told 
about the actual position of the skeletons other than that 
they were side by side.

Being on the spot, I was able to salvage much of the 
material turned up. A screen was borrowed from the 
plastering crew and the excavated material was soon being 
sifted for what it contained. This took the spare time of 
several days and some material was lost during the even
ings.

From the first it was quite evident that these burials 
were quite old. The bones were extremely fragile and 
soon disintergrated when exposed to the air. Also there 
was a complete lack of the glass or porcelain trade beads 
that the later Indians acquired from the Spanish and Rus
sian traders.

However, there were plenty of beads. These were of 
every size .and shape and made from a different varieties 
of sea shells, bone, and stone. The so-called olive shell was 
present as a whole bead in itself and there were small curv
ed beads made from a fragment of the olive shell. Round 
disks cut from clam shells were numerous and varied 
in size from three quarters of an inch to very small ones 
only an eighth of an inch in diameter. The holes drilled 
through the tiny beads were so small that they must have 
been strung on human hair. Many of these were missed 
as they passed through the first screen used and the ma
terial had been replaced in the ditch before their discovery. 
Finally a piece of fly screen was substituted and quite a 
number of the small beads were recovered.

The bone beads were very thin and seemed to be made 
from bird bones. They varied in length from about an inch 
to only a quarter of an inch and are extremely fragile.

Some of these shell beads seem to have been dyed red. 
However, this may have been an accidental staining.

The most beautiful of all the beads were those made 
from the abalone shell. These were of a great variety of 
form and size and must have been very beautiful before 
time and burial dimmed their luster. It was this type -of 
bead that let the maker express himself. All others are 
more or less alike but in the manufacture of the abalone 
shell bead the artist was permitted free play. Square beads 
oblong, oval, odd shapes, pendants and beads with holes at 
either end. Edges at times were trimmed with rows of 
small holes or lines.

In one or two cases where skeletons were only partially 
disturbed these beads were found in place, that is in rows 
around the neck and under the chest.

In this mass burial arrow points were found among the 
bones, leading to the belief that they must have been the 
victims of war party raids. These points were very fine 
workmanship and quite different from others found at the 
site.

In a number of cases there were large masses of red 
pigment, ground exceedingly fine, placed at either side of 
the skull. This material had evidently been mixed with 
some sort of fat or grease and had stayed separated from 
the surrounding ground. When pulverized and rubbed into 
the skin, a red mark was left for several days. One mass 
of burned iron ore, quite red, but not ground, was found. 
It was typical of the iron ore found near Ione, California.

These bodies were evidently buried face down, side by 
side, and extended. There were children as well as mature 
and aged Indians in this common grave.

Besides the beads, paint, mortars and arrow points 
mentioned there were whistles, gambling game bones, bone 
awls and decorated bones. These are all very fragile from 
great age and burial.

Later, many other burials, about fifty in all, were ex
cavated, but none of these produced the artifacts of the 
mass burial. However, they were quite interesting. Some 
of them were as much as twelve feet below the original 
ground surface. Nearly all were face down and doubled 
up in a hole not more than 18 by 36 inches. There was 
no orientation of the graves or any plan. In one case a 
much later burial was several feet above a much older in
terment.

In one case the bones in the burial showed that the 
body had been partly burned. However, this may have 
been the cause of death, rather than cremation.

Where .and when possible all bones were restored to 
their original location. However, the artifacts were re
tained as evidence of their culture.

Have you a question .about Calaveras County history? 
Send the questions to the editor and we’ll try to find and 
publish the answer.

Any suggestions for the good of the organization will 
be appreciated. Address them to Judge J. A. Smith, San 
Andreas.

San Andreas on the fourth Thursday of the month.
The February meeting will be in the courtroom in



KANAKA
By J. A. SMITH

Most every town has its characters. One of the quaint 
charaters at West Point for many years was an Indian 
called Kanaka, sometimes Kanaka Bob.

This Indian associated very little with the other 
Indians in the community. He preferred to spend his time 
in town with the town people. He conversed with the 
Indians when they came to town, but did not visit them 
or attend their functions.

For many years he lived in a deserted chickenhouse 
on the Fred Herbert homestead, about one half mile east 
of the town of West Point. He built a fire on the ground 
floor of the old chicken house and slept on old bedding 
near the fire.

On one occasion some well wishers went to his home 
while he was in town and built him a good bunk in the 
chicken house, provided a mattress for the bunk. Return
ing home and finding these improvements he became very 
angry, took his ax and dismantled the bunk and threw it 
into a small reservoir just below the cabin.

Kanaka arrogated to himself the duty to announce in 
a loud stentorian voice the arrival of the daily mail stage. 
If some one announced the .arrival of the “stage” before 
he did, this angered him.

During the summer months he sat on the benches and 
drygood’s boxes in front of the business houses, relaxed 
and spent considerable of his time sleeping. In winter he 
moved inside the buildings and was always permitted to 
sit around the stoves in the buildings.

He was short, stockily built, muscular, always appeared 
well fed. He was crippled and dragged one foot, carried a. 
long cane, usually an old broom handle. It has been stated 
that he had been injured by an arrow many years before.

Kanaka never wore shoes, even when the snow was 
deep on the ground. He was very fond of tobacco and 
was delighted when someone gave him a cigar.

Offtimes he would have several shirts on at one time 
and if given another, put that on over those he was wearing. 
At least it was a convenient manner of getting the shirt 
home.

It was not unusual to see him wearing two hats at one 
time and he often had a standing feather in his hat. He 
usually wore a bandana, handkerchief around his neck and 
seemed to like colors.

His toe nails were heavy and thick and he made regu
lar calls at the blacksmith shop where the blacksmith acted 
as his chiropodist, trimming his toe nails with the clippers 
used to trim the hoofs of the horses.

On one occasion he had a loose toe nail and while 
drowsing on a bench in front of one of the stores, a rooster 
belonging to John Allen, a saloon keeper across the street, 
picked off his loose toenail. Kanaka immediately went 
to the owner of the rooster and demanded twenty-five cents 
for his lost nail. This amount was immediately paid.

Boys plagued him to some extent. However, they

Pedro Lilly

knew enough to keep out of reach of his cane that he 
handled with dexterity.

He never missed coming to town each day and return
ing early in the afternoon in order to get a supply of 
wood for the evening fire. He dragged poles to his home 
and cut them with an ax into short lengths that he could 
handle in his fire. In later years he usually provided quite 
a pile of poles for winter. People passing by frequently 
cut some of them into lengths for him.

He was accepted by the people of West Point as a part 
of the community and he was always provided with food 
and clothing. The hotel and stores were particularly kind 
to him. He never took things that did not belong to him.

Unlike most indians, Kanaka did not object to having 
his picture taken. However, he used it as a source of 
revenue, insisting on being paid prior to the picture being 
taken.

Finally he fell ill and was taken to the County Hospital 
at San Andreas where he passed away. Thus passed a 
familiar character from West Point.

John D. Sullivan, a pioneer who crossed the plains in 
1849, conducted the old store at Old Mountain Ranch. From 
that place he moved to San Andreas and had an extensive 
store in San Andreas. He passed away in San Francisco 
July 1, 1866.

The old court house at San Andreas was built in 1867 
for the county by William Maloney. Wyllie and Washburn 
furnished the lumber from their Willow Creek mill, with 
the exception of the flooring. They received $27 per 
thousand for the lumber.
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GREETINGS FROM THE EDITOR
Greetings to all my good friends in the Calaveras 

County Historical Society. I have greatly appreciated the 
cards and messages of encouragement. They have helped 
so much to pass the long hours in the hospital bed. I hope 
that I will be able to join you all again soon in our interest
ing meetings. C. W.

THE MOKELUMNE HILL BREWERY
By LIRREL STARLING

Beer, traditionally a hearty—if plebian beverage—was 
relished by early Californians; its processing was carefully 
undertaken by brewers whose methods were often those 
which, passing from the Old World to the New, had been 
handed down from generation to generation in their families. 
Elaborate pesters depicting the lively, convivial Goat—sym
bol of Bock Beer, are now collectors’ items; they were once 
as familiar a part of Americans as the brown-ware cuspi
dor, and Dixie Queen Plug Cut Tobacco. When J. C. Gebbart 
and brothers built their Mokelumne Hill Brewery in 1862, 
we have a contemporary press account that is typical of 
the detailed journalism of the period. A .massively-con
structed building, the brewery was made from native lava 
rock quarried out of the hills immediately in back of it; the 
blocks were made from both the yellowish-white stone, and 
the more usual pale pink lava, all of which, found in abund
ance, was much used for building material in Mokelumne 
Hill, as elsewhere in the Mother Lode.

The Calaveras Chronicle, noting erection of this building 
as “the largest and most complete of its kind, in Califor
nia” mentioned it as being two-storeys high, although the 
tall, rectangular-shaped right wing, with its perforated 
ceiling areas, was of three-storey height. This further, very 
complete 'account, is from the files of The Calaveras Chro
nicle of the period:

“The walls of the first storey are two feet thick. On 
the first floor on the eastern end is the brew house, in 
which is the furnace and kettle for boiling the brew, capable

Old Brewery at Mokelumne Hill
 

of holding 550 gallons. There is also the mash tub and cool
er, the latter holding 2,000 gallons. After the beer is cooked 
it is conveyed down into the fermentation tubs in the cellar, 
from which it passes into large casks, when after a few 
days it is drawn off for market.

On the same floor in the western end is their store room 
and mill for grinding their grain. Upstairs on the second 
floor is the large room to receive the malt after it is made. 
Back of this room is the kiln for drying the malt. A room 
in the third storey is used for spreading the malt out to cool 
when it first comes from the cellar where it sprouts. The 
cellar on the eastern end is used for fermentation and stor
age of beer. There is a tunnell running through this end 150 
feet long, 4 feet wide and 6 feet high, cut through lava rock 
with an arched top. At the back of this tunnel is a shaft 80 
feet deep, which admits air for ventilation. Only 90 feet of 
this tunnell is used, which ha.s been widened out to 11 feet 
and made 10 feet high. The cellar in the western end is used 
for sprouting or making malt. There are two apartments in 
the cellar, the back one having a shaft connecting with it, 
which is 50 feet deep, and used for ventilation.

The product made by this brewery is pronounced a super
ior grade and is distributed in all the mining camps of this 
district.”

THE OLD BREWERY
There, hard by the town and just top o’ the hill 
The Brewery’s standing—all stone—and so still— 
Huge, chateau-like relic, mildewy with rime—
A wreck of itself from its jovial prime.
The grass grows .as greenly and birds sweetly sing 
As ever each did in a jollier spring,
’Though gone are the brewers, their recipes, too— 
Now scattered like dust that the wind has whirled 
through,



And only the owls, a smug, nocturnal race
Consort in far depths of that crumbling old place. 
Alike, in hot sun .and the winter’s long rain, 
My childhood and manhood—I’ve seen it remain 
And— gouty with age—the Old Brewery, still, 
A stout German burgher sits there on the hill! 

—LIRREL STARLING, in Ad Schuster’s Other 
Fellow column, The Oakland Tribune.

MOKELUMNE HILL
In the early gold mining days of Calaveras County, 

Mokelumne Hill was the liveliest, largest and principal 
placer mining community in Calaveras County. It is located 
on the south side of the Mokelumne River, about 8 miles 
northerly of San Andreas.

The town was settled by a heterogeneous population of 
Yankees, Westerners, Southerners from the United States, 
French, German, Chilenos and Mexicans.

Death by violence seemed to be the rule. For 17 suc
cessive weeks in the early fifties, a man was killed between 
Saturday and Sunday morning. Conditions became so des
perate that a. vigilance committee was organized, but it did 
not continue long in existence.

The first occupants of the town arrived in 1848. In 
November of that year a< Mr. Syree had a trading post and 
Mr. Dickinson a boarding house in the town. The mines on 
Stockton Hill and Corral Flat were so rich that a claim 
was limited to one rod square.

FIRST MINING LAWS: The miners of Mokelumne 
Hill secured the services of Col. Jonathan D. Stevenson to 
prepare a code of laws to regulate mining in the district. 
This draft was the basis for most of the mining laws in 
the California Gold Fields.

GOLD:..The first discoverer of gold in the Mokelumne 
Hill section is lost in obscurity. One of the great rushes 
was made when a discharged soldier of the Stevenson Regi
ment found a nugget weighing more than 20 pounds along 
the banks of the Mokelumne River. The shallow creeks 
were first worked in the community. The rich discovery 
was made on French Hill in 1851. In the spring of 1852 
gold was discovered in Stockton Hill and on Corral Flat. 
This mining was done by shaft and windlass process. The 
gravels from these two places was carted to a spring 
where the soda works now stands and there washed in 
rockers. It is claimed that before water came in from the 
canal in 1853 that over $10,000,000 in gold was recovered. 
The east slope of Stockton Hill was honeycombed with 
shafts not over 20 feet .apart. These early shafts were not 
over 50 feet in depth and the pay gravel was extracted 
from what is called the upper channel. In the sixties great
er depth was obtained from tunnels run in from Chili Gulch. 
The gravel at a greater depth proved to be extremely 
rich and the owners made small fortunes from their hold
ings.

WATER: Water was brought into the community in 
1853 by a. company of miners calling themselves the Moke
lumne Hill Canal and Mining Company. The canal was 
contructed from the South Fork of the Mokelumne River 
and used to wash the gravel deposits by the hydraulic 

method. The canal was afterwards extended to Campo 
Seco Chili Camp and Valley Springs. The original canal 
is now used by the Calaveras Public Utility District to fur
nish water to Mokelumne Hill, San Andreas, The Calaveras 
Cement Company’s property and vicinity.

FIRES: The first fire that destroyed a substantial part 
of the town occured in 1854. On Feb. 26th, 1865 a disastrous 
fire originated on the second floor of the Union Hotel. The 
flames were gallantly fought by Mokelumne Engine Co. 
No. 1 and Pennsyvania No. 2, together with the Eagle 
Hook and Ladder Company. The fire spread rapidly up the 
west side of Main Street. At Danielweig’s Store the flames 
crossed the street and burned all the building up to Mrs. 
McFadden’s store. Going down Center Street all the wood
en buildings on the south side of the street were consumed 
as far down as AhKew’s saloon. At this point the flames 
crossed the street and burned all the frame bulidings 
down to Haddock’s House.

Another disastrous fire occurred in Mokelumne Hill on 
Sept. 4, 1874. Practically all of the business houses were de
stroyed together with many homes. The Grand Hotel og Le- 
ger was destroyed, the stores of Davidson & Peek, Grad- 
wohl, Weil, Pellaton, and M. Davidson. Loutitt the black
smith and Ray the Tinsmith also lost their places of 
business.

SPORTS: Bear and bull fights and horse racing were 
great sports at Mokelumne Hill in the early days of the 
town.

CHURCHES: On November 23, 1851, Isaac B. Fish, 
Preacher in charge of the Mokelumne Hill, Oregon and 
California. Mission Conference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church took possession of the lot on which the Methodist 
Church stood in the Town of Mokelumne Hill on what was 
known as Church Street and dedicated on said day the can
vas house thereon to the worship of God for the benefit 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Nicholas Lewis, Wm. 
P. Newlin and James Guard were named as Trustees.

The Congregational Church at Mokelumne Hill was 
built in 1856. It was the fifth Congregational Church or
ganized in the State of California. The old building is the 
oldest Congregational Church building in the State.

The Calaveras Chronicle of May 29th, 1862 states, 
“Rev. Father Byrne will commence the building of a new 
Catholic Church at Mokelumne Hill on the lot donated for 
that purpose by Francis Snyder, Esq.”

THREE STORY BUILDING: The historic old I. O. O.F. 
building is the first three story building in the interior of 
California. It was first constructed as a two story build
ing for Adams and Co. in 1854 -and used by it in its Express 
business. Later it was acquired by Mokelumne Hill Lodge 
44 and in the year 1861 the Lodge added the third story .as 
a lodge room.

TIIE CALAVERAS CHRONICLE: This newspaper 
published at Mokelumne Hill was the first weekly news
paper published in California. It was founded by H. A. de 
Coursey, Henry Hamilton and Col. James M. Ayers, (the 
author of “Gold and Sunshine”). The first issue appeared 
in Oct. 1851. Publication has now ceased.

COUNTY SEAT: Mokelumne Hill was the county seat 



of Calaveras County from 1853 to 1866. It won the County 
Seat from Jackson and lost it to San Andreas.

THE FRENCH WAR
The so-called French War took place on French Hill 

in 1851. A number of Frenchmen had settled in Mokelumne 
Hill and while prospecting on French Hill, which over
looks the town, struck exceedingly rich mining ground, 
from which in less than a week they had extracted $800,000. 
The hole from which this sum was extracted was on the 
soulh side of the hill and about half way down from the 
top. It was approximately 16 feet in length, 8 feet in width 
and 12 feet in depth. The gold wa.s found in a “V” shape 
seam that extended about half the length of the shaft.

The discoverers attempted to keep the discovery a se
cret but without avail as it soon became noised about 
among the Americans that the Frenchmen had discovered 
the richest sort of diggings. Certain unscrupulous men stole 
into the claim at night and the Frenchmen first discovered 
this when the thieves had dropped a 11 pound nugget when 
carrying away their booty.

The Frenchmen set a watch and caught the intruders in 
the act and then trouble began. The Frenchmen staked off 
all the hill but did not have enough miners to work the 
claims staked out.

An intense feeling had prevailed for some time against 
all foreign miners. The Americans holding that the country 
belonged to the United States and that foreigners had no 
right to carry away the richest belonging to the soil. Acting 
upon this theory they attempted to drive the Frenchmen 
off the ground. The latter however appealed to their com
patriots for aid and in a brief time over 200 Gallic war
riors were on the hill.

They built a fort on the west side of the hill overlook
ing the town raised the tricolor and proclaimed they would 
defend the property from jumpers and intruders of all sorts. 
The Americans at once organized a military company and 
made ready for deadly conflict. Reinforcements came in 
from San Andreas, Calaveritas, Jesus Maria, and other near
by mining camps. As soon as they were ready the Ameri
cans proceeded to storm the fort, one party marching in 
battle array up the hill, while another flanking the French 
and executing a. rear movement to a higher eminence. Just 
before the engines of war were turned loose the French ran 
up a white flag and offered to> compromise. The French 
Counsel from San Francisco acted as mediator, a committee 
was appointed and the matter compromised shortly there
after. The French retained most of their claim.

French Hill proved to be one of the richest spots in 
the district. The pocket alone, over which the trouble first 
started is credited with a yield of over a million dollars. None 
of the claims were over 20 feet in depth and the gravel was 
carried in sacks on the backs of the miners to where water 
could be obtained for washing purposes. From 1851 to 1853 
the yield from French Hill was in excess of $10,000,000.

INDIANS OF MOKELUMNE HILL
By MRS. HARRY JAMES

Pedro and Lilly’s name was Connor. They came down 
from West Point and Pedro was the medicine man. He 
carried an old sack around with dried herbs in it when he 
went to visit the sick and from this made brew with which 
to cure them. They lived in Mokelumne Hill for a long 
time. They had an old cart and horse and after the horse 
died of old age, they walked long distances. Pedro had 
many wives .and did not know his age.

“Manuella” told us she was over 100 years old and that 
she remembered when “big smoke” came out of “Butte 
Mountain.” She walked the streams barefooted all winter 
and panned for gold. She had a barley sack cut so a band 
went across her forehead and carried what she could find 
and was given along with her gold pan on her back. She 
told many fantastic tales.

“Old Jennie” had one eye gone. She combed her hair 
down over one side of her face to hide it as she was very 
vain.

“Old Betsy” from West Point was very old. She came 
to Mokelumne to the last Fandango which was out at 
Happy Valley above the water ditch. All the kids in town 
went out to the doings. We were afraid, but took a chance. 
There were a lot of Indians there. They said old Betsy was 
well passed 100 years .old.

“Old Susie” used to go down to the river and camp in 
the summer and pick sacks of poppy foliage. They were 
supposed to get opium from it. She lived in Happy Valley 
and when she passed away she was buried in the old ceme
tery down on Calaveras River. Her son, Jim was made 
chief of the tribe.

“Old Mike” was a hard drinker, so one night he got 
very drunk. He wandered down into “China Town” and 
his wife stabbed him with a knife. No one seemed to care, 
so he was laid away and that was that.

The Indians at that time went down in the San Joaquin 
Valley in the summer and hunted with bows and arrows 
and fished. They came back with sacks of dried rabbit, 
squirrels and fish. They gathered .acorns and ground them 
in their mortars. My father told me of seeing them make 
acorn mush many times.

“Old Santa and “One-eyed Dick” from West Point used 
to come to our house for food and brought us pine nuts 
from Carson City. I remember this as we were very much 
afraid of them. They wanted to touch us white children. 

There was also “Old Pegleg” who had a stump.

The Leger Hotel in Mokelumne Hill was originally call
ed the “Hotel de Europe.”

Father Welsh for seven years pastor of the Catholic 
Church at Mokelumne Hill was transferred to Salt Lake 
Ciy in June, 1871 and Father Schlattery was appointed to 
fill the vacancy.

Seneca H. Marlette was for two terms elected County 
Surveyor of Calaveras County. Thereafter he served two 
years as Surveyor General of the State. A street in Mokel
umne Hill is named in his honor.
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EDITORIAL
The current issue of the Bulletin marks the fourth 

publication of the Calaveras County Historical Society. In 
these four issues we have made a worthwhile beginning in 
the recording and preserving to-f the early history of Cala
veras County. We have also published rare old pictures 
that will soon be impossible to -obtain. These four issues 
are greatly cherised by our members, I’m sure. As we con
tinue to publish the history of many phases of the County, 
the complete file of the Bulletin will be a record of value 
and pleasure to all our members.

May we urge all members to continue to invite those 
showing interest in our work to join the Society. Several 
people have stated they did not know membership was open 
to everyone but thought a person must be invited to join 
and be sponsored by a member. Don’t hesitate to invite 
people to join!

Many of us who joined with the first organization 
meeting in July, should remember that our annual dues of 
$4.00 are now payable. Let’s pay up before the Secretary 
has to send us a notice.

We welcome our good friend .and enthusiastic member, 
Archie Stevenot, to his new position -as director of the 
Society, and congratulate him .on his recent marriage. Arch
ie has contributed much to the meetings with his funny 
stories in Italian dialect. He has been largely responsible 
also for the support given by the Tuolumne Board of Super
visors, the Chamber of Commerce, and the Grand Parlors 
of the Native Daughters .and Native Sons to our project of 
saving the O’Brynes Ferry Bridge.

Walter Colton of Monterey visited the Stanislaus Mine 
in 1848 and wrote: “It was in the Stanislaus that ithe larg
est lump of pure gold ever found in California was discov
ered. It weighed 231 pounds, and was nearly pure and 
cubic in form.

THE COVERED BRIDGE AT 
O’BRYNES FERRY

By MRS. WILLARD FRIER
Shady Lane, Ross, Calif.

The covered bridge .at O’Brynes Ferry was built by my 
great-grandfather, Rehindhart Rupli. It was built in New 
York and shipped .around the Horn in sections. The bridge 
was to be a toll bridge from which my great-grandfather 
hoped to make a fortune. Before the bridge was completed 
the mines failed and the bridge which cost $50,000 was sold 
to the State for $5,000.

The foundations which still remain by the bridge were 
the foundations of the Rupli home.

My grandmother, Adaline Rupli, who married Bernard 
Harter, a driver of a team through the Mother Lode coun
try, was the first white child to be born in the town of 
Shaw’s Flat in the year 1852. When she grew up she taught 
school in the little white school house which I believe still 
stands in Shaw’s Flat.

Although I was a very small child when my grand
mother passed away, I can still remember the stories of her 
youth spent at O’Brynes Ferry. One story which is out
standing in my mind is about the time that Bascus Vasquez 
and his gang of outlaws stopped at the Rupli home and forc
ed my great-grandmother to cook dinner for them and to 
feed their horses. The Rupli children were hidden in old 
mining holes safely until the bandits left.

I hope that there is some way in which the bridge can 
be saved .as it is certainly a monument to the old days of 
California.



ALEXANDER REID WHEAT
By MRS. IDA M. WIMER,

Granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Wheat.
Mr. Alexander Reid Wheat was ibom on the 2nd day of 

July, 1815, near Columbia, Adair County, Kentucky. The 
early part of his boy-hood days were spent in that State. 
Later, with his folks, he moved to Illinois .and there spent 
.a short period of time but returned to Kentucky in 1830. 
When he was 15 years of age, with the desire of completing 
his education, he entered an Academy near the town of 
his birth and graduated from there three years later. He 
then returned to Illinois once more and followed school 
teaching.

In 1837 he went to Iowa and engaged in farming and 
on ith-e 24th day of October of that same year he was mar
ried to Miss Martha Jane Campbell, to which union three 
sons and one daughter were born.

Early in 1849, Mr. Wheat, with a party of gold-seekers, 
came to California by crossing .the Plains. Arriving here, 
they located for the winter and built log cabins about 300 
yards west of the bridge where the Stockton road crosses 
the North Fork of the Calaveras River. The party consisted 
of (beside Mr. Wheat) Joe Wheat, Al and Thomas Nash, D. 
Miller, George and Joe Rasman, N. Murphy, Jim Baser, and 
Christ Meyers. This little colony of miners was known as 
the “Iowa Log Cabin” and here the first mining meeting in 
the County was held. Rules and mining laws for the Dis
trict were framed .and by Christmas, 1849, a camp of 150 
miners had settled here.

In the year 1850, Mr. Wheat went back to Iowa and 
while there was elected to the office .of 'Sheriff for a two- 

year term in Lee County, Iowa. In 1853, he came back .to 
California, again crossing the Plains, and bringing his fam
ily with him. After arriving here, he settled at what was 
ihen called the “Buckskin Ranch” near North Branch, now 
the Ellingwood home. After a short time spent there he 
moved to Double Springs .and rented the property. Afer 
two years at this place, Mr. Wheat concluded he would 
make another trip .to the scene of his childhood, so in com
pany with his family and Mrs. Wheat’s brother, John Camp
bell, they started. When they reached San Francisco, ithey 
were robbed of $7,000 in cash which he carried in a leather 
bag on his arm. To distract attention, he picked up his 
little daughter and sat her on top of .the money bags. They 
then boarded the boat and retired to their state room. Mr. 
Wheat then placed (the money in Mrs. Wheat's care and she 
placed the money bags under the pillow of their bunk. She 
then took a stool and sat in .the doorway of their state 
room thinking no one could pass without her knowledge. 
When Mr. Wheat returned and went to get the money, it 
was gone. It was always supposed the money was taken 
from under the pillow through a little window at the head 
of the bunk, although the window was not easily reached 
from the outside of the boat. It was always a. mystery how 
the bags could have been reached without her hearing a 
noise. Mr. and Mrs. Wheat were given back their money 
for their fare and returned to Double Springs. The brother, 
John Campbell, was the only one to continue the trip.

Mr. Wheat bought back one of the span of horses he 
had sold and peddled vegetables and groceries from Stock- 
ton to the mountain towns and in 1856 he purchased the 
Double Springs ranch. In 1858 he rented the Hawkeye 
Place and there ran a hotel and store for about two years. 
Not being satisfied away from Double Springs, he again 
returned and engaged in farming and stock raising. He 
lived in what was formally the first Courthouse of Cala
veras County until 1860, when he built the two and a half 
story stone house through which seven generations have 
passed.

In the year 1877, he was elected to the Assembly and 
again in 1884. He was County Surveyor for eight years 
and Deputy United State Surveyor of Mineral Lands.

On October 24, 1900, Mr. and Mrs. Wheat celebrated 
their 63rd wedding anniversary.

Mr. Wheat passed away on July 9, 1901, at the age of 
86 years.

Mrs. Wheat passed away on May 3, 1909, at the age 
of 85 years.

INDIAN HISTORY OF CALAVERAS
By GEORGE POORE, JR.

Let us consider the Indians that have lived in Cala
veras County, or rather the foothills of the Sierra Nevadas 
as the Indians knew not of counties, nor the Johnny Tecum- 
sehs or Yellow Jackets, or Manuellas, those Indians under 
the influence of the white invaders and friends of our par
ents, but those Indians unspoiled by white influences, good 
or bad that occupied a land of food and sunshine.

When did the first Indians reach this area and whence 



did they come? This is a question asked by many and the 
answer is found only in the remains of kitchen middens and 
the burials frequently discovered during modern excavation.

The antiquity of the Indian in the foothill country is 
very old. Remains of great .age, estimated by some au
thorities as probably twenty thousand years, have been 
discovered from time to time in the cave burials found in 
the great limestone deposits of the foothills. Notable among 
these are the remains buried deep in the lime deposits of 
Moaning Cave of Vallecito. Bones have been found in the 
caves of Cave City, near Mountain Ranch. Also during the 
mining of limestone at the Calaveras Cement Company 
quarry .at Old Gulch, near Calaverites, bones of great age 
have been recovered at considerable depth. These were 
sent to the University of California. They were associated 
with bones .of animals long since extinct.

A continuous history from that time to this is nnt, how
ever, found. The last tribes to occupy «the area .are known 
as the Miwok. Between them and those early cave burials 
there is a void impossible to fill.

It is believed that all North and South American In
dians migrated from Asia via Alaska, spreading in great 
waves that did not stop until the southernmost tip of South 
America was reached. These invasions came over long in
tervals of time and ithe migratory waves more or less re
tained their individuality. It is not possible to determine 
who our first Asiatic invaders were or like, let it suffice 
that they came many years ago.

Among one of the later invasions were our Miwok, 
one of the Penutian stock found in California. They prob
ably arrived not too many years ago, a thousand or two, 
little difference, considering the age of the world.

There were six divisions of the Miwok tribe; Marin 
County, Clear Lake, the Deltas of the Central Valley and 
the three groups of the Sierra foothills. Calaveras County 
is only interested in the Central Miwoks of the foothills. 
It was in this area they lived. In fact, from the foothill edge 
in the valley, to an elevation of 4,000 feet their camps are 
found wherever good water abounded. Nearly every spring 
has its camp site, and in every creek the bed rock is pocked 
with their mortars. Above 4,000 feet summer excursions 
may have taken occasional parties high in the Sierras. 
However, the large camps at great altitudes were probably 
those of Washoe and Mono parties crossing the divide to 
barter with their friends, the Miwoks.

Before the coming of the white man, the Miwok lived 
a simple life, gathering nuts, seeds, bulbs, and hunting. 
Life was not too difficult. They did not come under the in
fluences of the higher culture found to the North among 
the Klamath Indians nor the yet more advanced life of the 
Southwest. In fact they stagnated.

Their dress was simple. It did not exist under ten 
years of .age. The women wore a. simple grass skirt or one 
of hides. It did not reach the knees. The men wore a. simple 
breech clout, if any. This was .also worn by women under 
the dress. In cold weather robes of animal hides or blankets 
made from strips of rabbit hide were added as protection 
against the cold.

Implements were many, if simple. The art of basket 
making had not been .as highly -developed as in other parts 
of California. They did not compare with that of their 
neighbors. However, baskets were used in cooking as well 
as for containers. Both the twined and coiled basket types 
were made.

Tools of wood were used, such as paddles for cooking, 
digging sticks, sticks for handling the hot stones used in 
cooking. Also tobacco pipes were made of wood. Bows and 
arrows and a short spear were common1.

Stone tools were numerous. Arrow points were well
shaped and knife blades of quartz, flint, or obsidian were 
common. Mortars and pestles and metates as well as ham
mers .and anvils, cooking stones and stone charms and 
beads were used. Tobacco pipes of steotite have been found 
as well as dishes .and bowls.

Bone was also put to use in the shape of awls, scrap
ers, game bones, and decorated bones. A simple whistle 
was made from bones as were .also beads.

Cordage was made from a number of fibers. The most 
common was from that of the milk weed. It was used in 
many ways such as nets for catching fish and birds, snares, 
and the carrying strap and the sling. Bow strings were 
made of deer sinew.

The general crudeness of culture of the Central Miwok 
marks them as relatively primitive people compared to 
their neighbors in1 the valleys of the 'San Joaquin and the 
Sacramento Rivers.

Beads were traded from other tribes and .also manu
factured. The olive shell was used whole or cut into curved 
round disks. Clam shell disks were used as currency. Ab
alone shells were cut into many shapes. Stone beads are 
found but not to any great extent.

Food was abundant. Acorns were .a staple, buckeyes ito 
a lesser degree. Pine nuts were rich in food value and highly 
prized. Grass seeds were gathered and ground to a meal. 
Bulbs and corms were dug. Clovers and other plants were 
used as greens.

The deer, elk, and antelope were highly relished, .al
though ground squirrels, rabbits, grey squirrels, dog and 
later horse meat were commonly used. Fish were taken 
and dried. Salmon was the most common. Quail and 
pigeons were snared and netted and seldon shot with bow. 
At times grasshoppers and .army worms were eaten.

Personal adornment, other than dress, consisted of 
black, white, and red paints. These were either manu- 
fractured from local mineral pigments, or traded from 
other tribes. Tattooing was quite common, mostly in black 
markings. Ears and noses were pierced for ornaments, and 
feathers were used in head dress. The hair was worn long 
.and only cut as a sign of mourning. Beads were worn as 
necklaces and used as trimming. The head was commonly 
flattened by pressing while the infant was carried in the 
cradle basket.

Dwellings were built in small family groups, except 
for great camp sites, around the homes of the local chiefs. 
This accounts for the many small sites so numerous 
throughout the area. This dispersal served to lessen the 



water problem .and permitted better hunting and gathering 
of food.

Houses were usually circular and dug into the ground 
two or three feet. The roof was supported by poles and 
covered with brush, grasses and earth. A small hole gave 
access and permitted the smoke from cooking fires to es
cape. Homes were probably not more than a dozen feet 
in diameter.

At the grea^t camps, lodges were built. These were 
communal .and used for ceremonies and party gatherings. 
During the summer brush houses were built for this pur
pose. They were not as large but much cooler and well aired.

The sweat house was common to all camps. They were 
quite small, and used mostly by the men for semi-religious 
rituals before hunting or war parties.

A small shelter was often built over .the mortars as 
protection from the weather while preparing meal. These 
were crude affairs and not more than six or seven feet in 
diameter.

Granaries were built for the storage of acorns .and 
seeds. Bulbs .and corms were never stored.

The general crudeness of culture of the Central Miwok 
marks them as relatively primitive people compared to their 
neighbors in the valleys of the San Joaquin and Sacramento 
Rivers.

LEGER HOTEL
By FRANCES LOMBARDI

Much of the early history of Calaveras County is 
wrapped up in the Leger Hotel in Mokelumne Hill, operat
ed since 1920 by Myron Greve and owned by his family 
since 1900.

Part of the present hotel was the Calaveras County 
Courthouse, as Mokelumne Hill was the County Seat from 
1853-66. The hotel does not have a north wall as the south 
wall of the Courthouse also serves as the north wall for 
the hotel.

Mr. Greve believes the hotel was built and opened for 
business by G. Leger and Company sometime before the 

year 1857. He has a printed ticket to a grand ball given 
by the Legers on October 24, 1857, printed by the Cala
veras Chronicle. The hotel was first started under the 
name .of Hotel de L’Europe and was changed to Leger 
Hotel in the early 60’s.

George W. Leger was a native of Hesse Cassel, Ger
many, and came to Mokelumne Hill in 1851. For the fol
lowing 28 years he was a steadfast promoter of all that 
was best for the town of Mokelumne Hill. He was 64 years 
of age at the time of his death, and as he had been an 
ardent member of the I. O. O. F. Lodge,, he was buried un
der the auspices of this fraternity.

During the early mining days of Calaveras County, the 
Leger Hotel was considered one of the best in California. 
It was especially famous for Sunday dinners, and people 
came for miles to have dinner at this famous hostelry.

CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

PROGRAM FOR 1953-54
1953

June—Nuggets of Calaveras County.
Meeting held at Calaveras Gem Clubhouse fol
lowed by a tour of the Angels Museum. Mr. 
Daniels in charge.

July—Calaveras Big Trees and Big Trees Road.
Pot-luck dinner held at the Big Trees. Annual 
reports and election of officers. Mr. and Mrs. 
Jay Cobb in charge.

August—Vacation.
September—Teachers and Schools. Charles Schwoerer 

in charge.
October—History of Angels Camp. Utica. Mine and 

Sierra R. R. Dinner meeting. Jim Valente in 
charge of arrangements.

November—Transportation. Early stage lines, roads. 
December—Early Ferries and Bridges.

1954
January—County Seats and County Government.

Dinner meeting .at -San Andreas. John Squellati 
in charge of arrangements.

February—Bad Men of Calaveras—Sam Brown, Muri- 
etta, Three-fingered Jack, Tiburcio Vasquez, 
Black Bart.

March—Good Men of Calaveras—Ben Thom, Judge 
Gottschalk, Ben Marshall.

April—History of Murphys Area. Dinner meeting in 
charge of “Mac” McKimens.

May—'Caves: Cave City, Mercers, Moaning.
June—Early Placer Mining. Bars on Rivers.
July—History of Valley Springs. Sierra and Big Trees 

R. R. Dinner meeting at Valley Springs in 
charge of Percy Hunt. Annual reports and 
elec tion of officers.

This is the tentative schedule that was adopted at the 
June meeting. Unless otherwise indicated the meetings will 
be held in the Courthouse in San Andreas.
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EDITORIAL
Everyone is reminded that dues are now payable as we 

voted at the July meeting at the Calaveras Big Trees to 
collect our dues on a fiscal year from July 1 to June 30.

Many people seem to have the idea that a person must 
be sponsored in order to join the Calaveras Historical 
Society. Therefore, if you know someone who would enjoy 
our programs, invite him to become a member. He may 
be waiting for an invitation. Sadie Hunt has membership 
application blanks which she is .anxious to pass out. Send 
these to anyone interested in the Society.

At the Columbia, Conference of Local Historical So
cieties, the delegate from the Siskiyou County Historical 
Society stated they had eleven hundred members and this 
included all the important county officials. They had sev
eral membership secretaries who continuously worked on 
increasing the membership. We can successfully follow 
their example if we show the enthusiasm they have. Let’s 
all make an effort to invite some potential new members to 
our meetings and invite them to join the Society.

Those who were absent from the September meeting 
missed a most enjoyable time. Charles Schwoerer, assisted 
by Louise Oneto, Rose Joseph, and Amon Tanner, gave us 
many interesting stories of teachers and schools of 
yesterday.

We are happy to have our good president, Judge Smith, 
back with us this month. Rumor has it that he will not 
have to serve alternate months in Los Angeles in the future. 
Let’s hope this will mean he will be with us in Calaveras 
County more steadily.

The California History Foundation and Dr. Hunt of 
the College of the Pacific should be congratulated on the 
success of the Local Historical Societies at Columbia in 
July. Calaveras was well represented with about eight 
members in attendance at one time or another during the 
two days. The delegates voted to make the conference an 
annual affair and to form a statewide organization, possibly 
under the sponsorship of the California History Foundation. 

C. W.

THE FIRST YEAR
The Calaveras County Historical Society has been in 

existence for one year. We are proud of our accomplish
ments. Our meetings have been well attended. The mem
bers have found them instructive, interesting and a source 
of much pleasure. We have regularly published our quar
terly bulletins with articles prepared by our members.

No section of California has .a more colorful and ro
mantic history than the section in which we live.

Much of the history of Calaveras County has never 
been written. To reduce some of this to writing and make 
it available for future generations is one of our goals.

Stories of the accomplishment of the Pioneers and 
Argonauts in Calaveras County and of those that followed 
them will be told in our future bulletins. Let us strive to 
make each coming year better than the last.

J. A. SMITH, President.

Murphys’ Band—with “Miner’s Cabin” Big Tree behind.

REMINISCENCES OF THE BIG TREES 
By ELIZABETH KALER 

Murphys, California

Time has such a habit of chinging things, even the road 
into the Big Trees.

Our first view of the greatness of the Trees was seen 
while riding in an old stage coach, majestically passing 
between the Sentinels whose duty it was to guard the 
entrance; you felt so. safe with those watchful keepers at 
the gate.

But relentless Time thought otherwise so after years 
of withstanding the storms of winter one of the proud 
Sentinels fell. It is lying out there now waiting the passing 
of years until its brother joins it.

I always thought the “Pride of the Forest” the most 
beautiful but I can’t find it. You would almost think they 
had moved it to some other location—but it isn’t that—it’s 
the trails—they’ve been changed.



You know what they did? They cut the “Father of 
the Forest” in two—not two equal halves—but they -cut it. 
No wonder I had such a -time finding the fallen hero where 
we used to play “Hide and Seek.” Oh, it was such a good 
place to hide—but it was so dark inside and the one who 
was “it” couldn’t see in but we could see out. He’d be 
afraid to really come inside looking for us because we could 
jump out so easily and get in “free.” Then he’d try to make 
a rule, “No fair hiding in the ‘Father of the Forest’,” but 
strange to say the rule was never obeyed.

Then there was the “Mother of the Forest,” a grand 
majestic shaft until it was desecrated by humans. You 
know they took the bark off section by section to the 
height of 116 feet or more, then shipped it to London, set 
it up in the Crystal Palace at the World’s Fair so people 
could see the largest living tree.

One day some years ago I met an elderly gentleman 
out in the grove and he told me that when he was a little 
boy his father took him to this World’s Fair and he saw 
the remarkable tree. His father said, “Son, it is only a 
fake. You mustn’t believe those Americans.” But, “Now,” 
he said, “Here I am today verifying the bigness of these 
trees and happy to know that the Americans do tell the 
truth—sometimes.”

“The groves were God’s first temples,” so said that 
sweet poet, William Cullen Bryant. I am glad there is a 
tree named for him—it stands there in the grove, so tran
quil, so stately, yet so humble as if meditating on the 
sacredness of its being.

I can’t forget the wonderful dance pavilion on the 
stump where many happy hours were whiled away.

But why the tree was cut down just to make a stump 
is more than I know. One of the five men who helped cut 
it was an old timer of Murphys. His great-granddaughter 
told me that not long ago she and her family were here 
visiting in the grove and in speaking to the head Forest 
Ranger, she boastfully said, “My great-grandfather helped 
cut this tree.” And what do you suppose he answered? “It 
is nothing to your credit to be telling.”

But to come back to one July night in the Past, when 
Fred Herzer, of happy memory, played for us to dance on 
the stump. And oh, how he could play and sing too, keeping 
rhythmic time with his foot. The floor was smooth, the 
night was cool, the music was sweet, but Time again has 
stepped in so I’ll finish with beloved Joyce Kilmer’s poem—

TREES

I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is pr-est
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast; 

A tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree that may in summer wear 
a nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain
Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems a,r.e made by fools like me
But only God can make a tree.

THE STUMPHOUSE—This house on the stump of the 
Big Tree cut in 1853 was used for many purposes. In 
1858 for ia period of four months the Big Trees Bulletin 
and Murphys Advertiser was published in it. The house 
was crushed by snow in the winter of 1917 and removed 
by workmen in the spring.

CALAVERAS GROVE OF BIG TREES
By J. A. SMITH

This is the first grove of Sequoia Gigangtea in Cali
fornia to be discovered after the American occupation. It is 
located 15 miles northeasterly of Murphys in Calaveras 
County on the Ebbetts Pass Highway and on the ridge be
tween the North Fork of the Stanislaus River and San 
Antonio Creek.

The discovery of the Grove is shrouded in a great deal 
of doubt. The credit is usually given to a man named Dowd 
and the date sometime in 1852. Dowd is supposed to have 
been engaged as a hunter during the time the Union Water 
Company was constructing its canal from the North Fork 
of the Stanislaus River -to Murphys and vicinity, and on one 
of his hunting expeditions had followed a wounded animal 
that led him into the Grove.

The name “J. M. Wooster” was carved on the trunk of 
one of the trees with the date, 1850. Upon being given credit 
for discovering the trees, Wooster, writing to the San 
Andreas Independent from Angels Camp under date Sep
tember 24, 1857, stated that he carved his initials on the 
tree 12 days after the Grove had been discovered by a man 
named Whitehead. Wooster states that Whitehead, while 
on a prospecting tour, leaving Independence Flat to go to 
the Stanislaus River, discovered the trees ab.o-ut May 20, 
1850.

General Bidwell, writing many years after the discovery, 
claims that he found the trees when he crossed the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains to reach California.

The land upon which the Grove is located was first 
privately claimed by Joseph M. Lapham of Sonora,, Tuol
umne County, who in 1853 had S. H. Marlette, County 
Surveyor of Calaveras County, residing at Mokelumne Hill, 



make a survey of the property in July of that year. This 
claimant called it “The Mammoth Grove Ranch.” An ad
joining land claim was made at the same time by a Wm. 
W. Lapham, who purchased the Joseph M. Lapham land 
claim in the fall of 1853.

Thereafter, the property passed thru several hands and 
the major portion of it became the property of A. Smith 
Haynes, who first conducted a hotel at the Big Trees. The 
original hotel a two-story building, was built along similar 
lines to the later Sperry Hotel, though a much smaller 
building. The later hotel, built by Sperry and Perry, was 
destroyed by fire of August 17, 1943.

Though permitting the taxes to become delinquent 
upon his property, Haynes lost his interest in the property 
in the latter fifties and in 1860 James L. Sperry and John 
Perry, hotelmen of Murphys, became owners of the Haynes 
interest. In 1864, Sperry and Perry secured an interest 
held by one William G. Graham. Apparently Graham con
ducted the hotel business after Haynes.

For many years thereafter Sperry and Perry as partners 
conducted hotels at Murphys and the Big Trees. Sperry 
finally acquired the Perry interest in all the partnership 
property. While Sperry and Perry were partners they 
secured government title to the land on which the grove is 
located and also increased their land holdings to about 2300 
acres.

Sperry on July 9, 1874, conveyed a one-half interest 
in the property, together with other property in Calaveras 
County for the sum of $25,000 to Eugene Elias Malbec de 
Montjoc Marquis de Briges and Marie Rosario Bassena 
Marquise de Briges (widow of Marie Antoine Albert 
Malbec de Monjoc Marquis de Briges, deceased), and Wil
liam Athison Keefer. The deed recites that it conveys one- 
half of the hotel building, laundry, steam engine and engine 
house, stable, horses, sheep, livestock of all kind, furniture 
and personal property of every kind on the premises. Keef
er was to have half of the granted premises and the other 
two grantees a quarter each.

The following December the Keefer interests were con
veyed to Marquis de Briges of Paris France, for the sum 
of $13,500. The property was thereafter conducted by 
Sperry and the Marquis. However, disputes arose and 
Sperry filed a suit in the United States Circuit Court of 
the Ninth Judicial District, California, against the Marquis 
and Marquise de Briges. The case went to judgment and 
a decree was entered in said court ordering the property 
to be sold at public auction by L. S. B. Sawyer, master in 
chancery.

The property was advertised for sale and sold at public 
auction in front of the courthouse door in the Town of San 
Andreas, Calaveras County, on the 16th day of February, 
1878, at which sale S. W. Sperry became the purchaser for 
the sum of $14,500, that being the highest sum bid for the 
property.

On July 23, 1878, the property was conveyed to James 
L. Sperry, who continued to conduct the resort in his own 
name until the corporation was formed in April, 1890, and 
the title conveyed to Big Tree Company, a corporation.

For the next ten years the property belonged to the 
corporation and during a part of this time Mr. and Mrs. 
Hutchings of Yosemite Valley conducted the hotel business 
at the Big Trees. In 1900 the property was conveyed to

Robert Whiteside of Duluth, Minn., and Mr. and Mrs. Job 
Whiteside continued the hotel business until the death of 
Whiteside, when Mrs. Whiteside was the sole operator of 
the hotel property until it was deeded to the State of Cali
fornia in 1931.

DORRINGTON
By LESLIE S. FREEMAN

Based on a Manuscript by Rebecca Gardner Wilson, 
The Granddaughter

The story of Dorrington, we might say, began way 
back in about 1835 in Scotland. It was a beautiful day in 
the busy harbor of Port Glasgow, Scotland, and in one 
of the city’s lovely homes lived a young and handsome sea 
captain who was full of excitement and joy of living as he 
strolled along the wharves, gazing at the great ships of the 
sea. To make the captain’s joy more complete upon this 
particular day, the stork had delivered a baby to his auburn
haired wife. This happiness was soon to be broken a few 
years later for one day while the child was romping in the 
yard and shouting with glee, the captain was seen to kiss 
his loved ones goodbye and take his ship to sea once more.

The laughing-eyed sea-loving Scotchman and his gallant 
ship were never heard of again. His wife, a frail, delicate 
little woman, could not stand her loss and a short time 
later closed her sad dark eyes and passed away.

The little daughter was taken into the home of her 
grandmother where she received a good education, but 
rather strict upbringing. When she was only fifteen years 
of age she met and fell madly in love with a young man 
from the City of Paisley. They were married in the quaint 
little church at Greenock, where a short time later they 
sadly lay away their first-born son in the churchyard, next 
to the last resting place of the famous Highland Mary.

Soon after the loss of their son the young couple de
cided to go to America. They crossed the Atlantic in a 
sailing vessel and it took them six weeks to reach New 
York. Here, they found happiness again, though the young 
wife had many adjustments to make in her living conditions. 
Long years afterward she used to laughingly tell her grand
children of the terrible shock she received when she heard 
a man whistling on her first Sunday in America.

When gold was discovered in California., her husband 
was again ready to travel. He sailed around Cape Horn 
and arrived in San Francisco six months later. Once again 
our Scotch lass showed that the spirit and courage of her 
father was still carrying on; for when the long-awaited 
letter from San Francisco arrived, she climbed aboard an 
old lumbering ship headed for the Isthmus of Panama.

When she had to go up the Chagres River in a small 
native boat, her formal upbringing received another terrible 
shock for the natives were clothed in the fashion of their 
country; a simple breech cloth.

She then took the long, hard ride across the Isthmus 
on the back of a mule. Then she boarded another steamer 
and at last came to the welcome harbor of San Francisco, 
and the still more welcome security of her husband’s arms.

I suppose by this time the reader is wondering what 
all this has to. do with Dorrington. Well, the little Scotch 
girl was Mary Rebekah Dorrington, and it is her maiden 



name after which Dorrington was named. The husband 
that she met in San Francisco was John Gardner and from 
San Francisco they moved to Angels Camp in 1851, where 
they lived an exciting and interesting life during the famous 
gold rush days.

John Gardner, however, was a student and peace-loving 
businessman at heart and never greatly enjoyed the rough 
living and excitement of a mining camp. He began looking 
around the country and finally found the spot he was look
ing for—na beautiful open meadow in the virgin forest not 
far from the Calaveras Big Trees which he had learned to 
love. Best of all, there was the most wonderful cold spring 
bubbling up at the edge of the meadow and speckled trout 
played in the little stream flowing from the spring into San 
Antone Creek.

Up to this time this mountain meadow had only been 
used as the site of a sheep camp, owned by a couple of 
pioneer stock raisers named Lurty and Johnson. John 
Gardner bought the place from them in about 1852 and later 
he and his family homesteaded the surrounding timber land. 
He built a hotel which was burned a few ye'ars later, and 
then built the present hotel structure. This was once 
crushed in by heavy snow, but it was repaired with no 
material changes. (As I gazed at the hotel building it ap
peared like a huge tree had fallen through it, no doubt 
caused by the snow described in the narrative.)

Stock corrals were built and a general merchandise 
store opened. The place was christened Cold Spring Ranch 
and so remained till about 1902 when a post office was 
established. The Post Office Department in Washington 
objected to Cold Spring Ranch, because there were too many 
words, and to Gardners, because there were post offices 
in California whose names were too similar. Then the name 
Dorrington was submitted and it was accepted.

John Gardner, and later his son, -continued to operate 
the business till 1907 when the place was sold to the Cala
veras Timber Company. It had several proprietors after 
that—Joseph Whittle, Bill Hinkl-eman, Avery Redmond and 
Ed Harris, just to name a few, and then Mr. and Mrs. 
Conn-el who managed it successfully for a long time. In 
the year 1948 Mr. and Mrs. Andy Anderson purchased the 
property, with the exception of a large timber section of 
some 200 acres across the road which is owned by private 
parties.

Dorrington served as a toll house for those who wished 
to travel to Markleeville. It was known as Big Tree and 
Carson Valley Turnpike, which today represents part of the 
California State Highway system. Many miners, stock and 
cattle men stayed over night at the old hotel or ate meals 
there and on account of its ice cold pure drinking water, 
gushing from its spring, it was a favorite stage coach stop 
for weary travelers. (Mr. Anderson tells me part of the 
old toll road still may be seen for several miles.)

HOW THE CALAVERAS GROVE OF BIG 
TREES WAS FIRST DISCOVERED

From Scenes in California by Hutchins
Published in San Francisco, 1860

Contributed by J. A. Smith
In the spring of 1852 Mr. A. T. Dowd, a hunter, was 

employed by the Union Water Company of Murphys Camp,

Calaveras County, to- supply the workmen engaged in the 
construction of their canal with fresh meat from the large 
quantities of game running wild in the vicinity. Having 
wounded a bear, and while industriously following in pur
suit, he suddenly came on one of these immense trees that 
have since become so justly celebrated throughout the 
civilized world. All thoughts of hunting were absorbed and 
lost in the wonder and surprise inspired by the scene. 
“Surely,” he mused, “this must be some curiously delusive 
dream.” The great realities standing there before him, 
however, were convincing proof, beyond a doubt, that such 
were no fanciful creations of his imagination.

When he returned to camp, and there related the won
ders he had seen, his companions laughed at him and 
doubted his veracity which previously they had considered 
to be very reliable. He affirmed his statement to be true, 
but they still thought it “too much of a story” to believe— 
thinking that he was trying to perpetrate upon them some 
first of April joke.

For a day or two he allowed the matter to rest—sub
mitting with chuckling satisfaction, to the jocular allusions 
to “his big tree yarn,” and continued his hunting as for
merly. On the Sunday morning following he went out early 
as usual, and returned in haste, evidently excited by some 
event. “Boys,” he exclaimed, “I have killed the largest 
grizzly bear that I ever saw in my life. While I am getting 
a little something to eat, you make preparations to bring 
him in. All had better go that can possibly be spared, as 
their assistance will certainly be needed.”

As the big tree story was now almost forgotten, or by 
common consent laid aside as a subject of conversation; 
and moreover as Sunday was a leisure day—and one that 
generally hangs the heaviest of the seven on those who are 
shut out from social intercourse with friends, as many Cali
fornians unfortunately were—the tidings were gladly wel
comed; especially as the proposition was suggestive of a 
day of excitement.

Nothing loath, they were soon ready for the start. On 
they hurried with Dowd as their guide, through thickets 
and pine groves; crossing ridges and canyons, flats and 
ravines, each relating in turn the adventures experienced, 
or heard from companions with grizzly bears and other for
midable tenants of the forests and wilds of the mountains, 
until their leader came to a dead halt at the foot of the 
tree he had seen, and to them had related the size. Pointing 
to the immense trunk and lofty top he cried out, “Boys, do 
you now believe my big tree story? That is the large 
grizzly I wanted you to see. Do you still think it is a yarn?”

Thus convinced, their doubts were changed to- amaze
ment and their conversation from bears to trees, afterwards 
confessing that, although they had been caught by a ruse 
of their leader, they were abundanlty rewarded by the 
gratifying sight they had witnessed; and as other trees were 
found equally as large they became willing witnesses, not 
only to the entire truthfulness of Mr. Dowd’s account, but 
also of the fact, that like the confession of a certain Persian 
queen, concerning the wisdom of Solomon, “the half had not 
been told.” 

Write any questions you may have to the editor or
secretary and we’ll try to find the answers.
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THE EBBETTS PASS OR BIG TREE ROAD
By J. A. SMITH

The credit of having discovered the pass over the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains on the Old Emigrant or Big Tree Road 
is given to one John or Major Ebbetts. The date of the 
discovery was in 1850 or 1851.

However, in 1844, Kit Carson with an exploring party 
coming over the Sierra Nevada Mountains looking for a 
route to the valleys of California, came down the ridge on 
the south side of the Mokelumne River and continued his 
course westward until he came to the Middle Fork of the 
said stream at a point he designated West Point. Finding 
the Middle Fork of said stream at flood stage, he cro-ssed 
the North Fork on the old Indian Ladder Bridge and turning 
eastward discovered the pass that now bears his name.

Emigrants used the Ebbetts Pass road coming to Cali
fornia gold mines, though it was a rudely broken track 
sufficient to get over and followed by those who came later.

At Big Meadows the road forked, one fork going westerly 
into West Point, following the route taken by Kit Carson, 
while the other route followed the northern ridge of the 
North Fork of the Stanislaus into Murphys.

By the late fifties, when the first great gold rush had 
subsided, the road was used infrequently and it reverted to 
the primeval. The road bed was soft and wagons attempt
ing to pass over it were frequently mired down to their 
beds. Most of the emigrants were then using other routes, 
or coming by way of the Isthmus of Panama.

The Calaveras Grove of Big Trees had been discovered 
and opened as a resort for tourists and the road improved 
from Murphys to the Big Trees.

Supplies were being hauled over the mountains by the 
various routes and there was a demand for a good road 
over the mountains. In 1862 a company of men, residents 
of Murphys, were granted a franchise by the Legislature of 
the State of California to build and maintain a turnpike 
road from Big Trees Grove in Calaveras County to the east

ern boundary of the State. The franchise was granted to 
James L. Sperry, John Perry, P. L. Traver, John Kimball, 
Ephraim Cutting, Freeman Dunbar, John DeLaitte, Joseph 
Shepherd, Volney Shearer and Riley Senter.

The act of the Legislature authorized these men to in
corporate a. company under the name of Big Tree and Carson 
Valley Turnpike Company and the right to collect tolls upon 
said road for a period of 25 years. They were required to 
start work within six months after the date of the act and 
to have the road completed in two years. The act further 
provided that grades on the road should be constructed with 
convenient places for the turning out and passing of the 
heaviest teams and kept open in good repair for at least six 
months in each year.

Upon the completion of certain specified amount of the 
road the company was authorized to charge and collect such 
tolls .as the Board of Supervisors of Calaveras County should 
fix and upon completion of the road, the tolls were to be 
annually fixed by the Board of Supervisors of the county.

The company was thereafter incorporated on April 17, 
1862, to build the road from the Big Tree Grove in Calaveras 
County by way of “Mud Springs,” “Grizzly Bear Valley,” 
the Mokelumne River .at Hermit Valley to the eastern 
boundary of the State of California. Murphys, Calaveras 
County, was the principal place of business of the com
pany and the personnel was changed from those granted the 
franchise to the following named incorporators: W. G. 
Graham, John Perry, George Metz, P. L. Traver, Volney 
Shearer, Freeman Dunbar, C. H. Coonly and John DeLaitte.

James L. Sperry was president of the corporation, De 
Laitte, secretary, and Shearer was the superintendent in 
charge of construction. Stock was sold particularly in Cala
veras County and Stockton as Stockton merchants were in
terested in a good road across the mountains.

The construction work was begun in June, 1862. Oxen 
were used for a time but were later discontinued and horse 
teams were used instead. Labor was cheap, the ordinary 
laborer receiving the sum of $40 and board per month. A 



few of the more skilled men received $50 and board per 
month, while a few of the men received $60 and board per 
month.

The first construction work was done under Volney 
Shearer between Black Springs and Carson Valley. Camps 
were established as the work progressed. It was an ex
pensive matter to get supplies to the workers. A man named 
Ramon Duarte operated a pack train delivering the supplies 
and received $3 per 100 pounds for all supplies delivered. 
This was before the use of giant powder and great quan
tities of black powder was packed in on mules and used on 
the road.

OLD MURPHYS BAND in front of the “Mother of the 
Forest” (big tree), showing Frank Mischler, Mike Mar
shall, Lennie Housel. Loaned by Mr. Fred Kenney.

The original route of the road from Big Trees to Hermit 
Vall-ey is practically as at present. From Hermit Valley 
the original road then went northerly of the present road 
through Deer Valley, Clover Valley, Twin Lakes, Summit 
Valley, Faith, Hope and Charity Valley, crossing the west 
Carson River and forming a junction with the road to 
Placerville. With the discovery of the mines at Silver 
Mountain, Alpine County, and the development of that place, 
the eastern end of the roa,d was changed and the route was 
thereafter by way of Silver Mountain .and Markleeville. It 
appears that the Big Tree and Carson Valley Turnpike 
Company did no construction or maintenance work on the 
road easterly of Silver Mountain.

Work was continued upon the road during the year 1863 
under the supervision of Shearer, but with a much smaller 
crew than the year previous.

The State Legislature by an act dated March 12, 1864, 
extended the time for the completion of the road to the 3rd 
of April, 1866, and also extended all rights and privileges 
granted to the company to the same date.

In the spring of 1864, work was resumed on the road 
and Volney Shearer was again sent into the mountains with 
a crew of men to repair .and reconstruct the road. A great 
deal of work was done on the eastern side of the mountain 
and the road was put into fair condition for travel. It be
came a regular freight route between Stockton and Nevada.

In May, 1864, the corporation adopted a rate of tolls 

and applied to the Board of Supervisors of Calaveras County 
to establish the rate as adopted. The Board at its meeting 
in June of the same year entered its order in connection 
with the tolls to be collected on the road as follows:

The company is hereby .authorized to charge, demand 
and receive the following rates of toll for travel over said 
road which are hereby established from and after the 5th 
day of June, 1864, and to be collected at each gate estab
lished by the company (not to exceed four) .as soon as each 
25 miles of said road shall be completed, and until the fur
ther order of the Board, not to exceed one year, to-wit:

For loaded wagon with two horses, mules or oxen at
tached, $1; each additional animal 25c; for same, with 
empty wagon, half rate; for pleasure carriages, buggy, cart 
or other vehicles drawn by one animal, 75c; for each addi
tional animal, 25c; for man and horse, 25c for each loaded 
pack animal, 25c; for each empty pack animal, 12%c; for 
loose horses, mules or meat cattle, each 12%c; for sheep, 
goats or swine, 5c.

Toll gates were erected at Cottage Springs, Hermit Val
ley and Silver Mountain.

On May 11, 1864, the Turnpike Company entered into 
an agreement with Harvey S. Blood and Jonathan C. Curtis 
of Bear Valley. By this agreement, Blood and Curtis were 
to take over the road, pay the taxes, complete the unfinished 
portion from Bear Valley to Silver Mountain, maintain the 
road, collect the toils and repay themselves with interest 
for what had been expended on the road, provided that the 
agreement should not exceed a term of five years after 
which time the road was to be surrendered to the Turnpike 
Company. During this period the transcontinental railroad 
was completed and the roads over the Sierras were no longer 
used to transport freight.

Apparently at the end of the five year period the road 
was not returned to the Turnpike Company, but Harvey 
S. Blood continued to keep the road in repair and collect 
tolls at Bear Valley Station until the 25-year franchise 
granted by the State Legislature expired in 1887.

On April 7, 1887, the Board of Supervisors of Calaveras 
County granted H. S. Blood by Ordinance No. 20, a right 
and franchise to collect tolls on that part of the road situ
ated in Calaveras County for a term of 10 years. No toll 
gates had been authorized by the board in Calaveras County.

In 1890, Blood petitioned the Board of Supervisors of 
Calaveras County for the right to establish a toll gate at 
Gardner’s or Cold Spring Ranch and to collect tolls at that 
place. The board granted the petition empowering Blood 
to collect tolls at Gardner’s.

The gate was erected and George Woods, owner of a 
homestead claim located three or four miles above Gard
ner’s on the line of the road, refused to pay tolls at the 
Gardner gate and in January, 1891, Blood commenced an 
action against Woods in the justice court of Murphys Town
ship for the amount of toll he claimed due him from Woods. 
Woods’ attorney set up that the legality of the county or
dinance would be involved in the trial of the action and the 
matter was certified to the Superior Court for trial.

The court held that the franchise granted by the Legis
lature had expired and that the road then became a free 
public road and that the Supervisors had no authority to 
grant the rights to Blood that was done by Ordinance No. 
20. Blood appealed the case to the Supreme Court and lost 



his appeal.
In 1893, the Legislature of the State revised its County 

Government Act to provide “that the County Board of Su
pervisors have jurisdiction and power to grant licenses and 
franchises for taking tolls on public roads or highways 
whenever in their judgment the expense necessary to operate 
or maintain such road or highway is too great to justify 
the county in operating and maintaining them.” Harvey S. 
Blood on April 3, 1893, then petitioned the Board of Super
visors of Calaveras County for a right and franchise to 
collect tolls for a period of 20 years on that part of the 
Big Tree and Carson Valley Toll Road in Calaveras County.

The board set the petition for hearing on April 20, 1893, 
and the hearing was thereafter continued. On July 19, 1893, 
R. T. McCarty filed a petition in the Superior Court of 
Calaveras County for a writ of prohibition, to prohibit the 
Board of Supervisors of Calaveras County from granting a 
franchise to Blood to collect tolls on the road, claiming 
that the board had ino jurisdiction to- grant such a franchise. 
Upon a hearing, the Superior Court held that the board did 
have such a right and judgment was entered in favor of 
the Board of Supervisors.

On the following July 3, the Board of Supervisors 
adopted Ordinance No. 48. By this ordinance the Board 
found and determined that in their judgment the expense 
of operating .and maintaining the Big Tree Road in Cala
veras County was too great to justify its maintenance by 
the county and granted to H. S. Blood for a term of eight 
years the right to collect tolls upon said road. Blood was 
to keep the road in reasonable repair and was permitted to 
erect and maintain a toll gate at Gardner’s. Rates of toll 
were also set.

Thereafter, Blood maintained the road as a toll road 
and on July 15, 1901, the Supervisors of Calaveras County 
granted Blood by Ordinance No. 109 of said board, the right 
for a term of 12 years to collect tolls on said road and 
maintain the toll gate at Gardner’s. The ordinance also 
recited that the cost of maintaining the road as a free pub
lic road was too great for the county to assume.

Prior to the expiration of the franchise and at the 
April, 1910, meeting of the Board of Supervisors, Blood re
linquished all his rights -and privileges granted under Or
dinance No. 109 and the road became a free public road. 
The following year, 1911, the road was incorporated into 
the State highway system and called “Alpine Highway.” 
The road is now usually referred to -as Ebbetts Pass Road.

O'BYRNES FERRY BRIDGES
By J. A. SMITH

The site of the O’Bymes Ferry Bridges was originally 
called Byrnes Ferry. The old ferry was conducted by Mr. 
P. O. Byrnes, but for many years last past the site has been 
called O’Byrnes Ferry.

In the fall of 1852 Mr. P. O. Byrnes began the con
struction of a chain cable suspension bridge with a plank 
floor across the Stanislaus River at Byrnes Ferry, which 
was supposed to be 8 feet above high water. This bridge 
was completed in the spring of 1853 arid at that time was 
on the principal road between Sonora and Stockton. Cop
peropolis had .not come into existence at the time. The 
bridge was opened to the general traveling public as -a toll

bridge.
In November, 1853, the bridge fell into the stream, 

caused by the heavy storms increasing the weight on the 
chains until one of them parted. There was on the bridge 
at the time it fell a six-oxen team and two men. The oxen 
and wagon were lost but the two men managed to reach 
shore and were saved. When conditions became favorable 
the bridge was repaired the next summer at a cost of ap
proximately $3000.

This bridge continued in use until the high water of 
1862, when it was swept away. A miner’s cabin near the 
bridge was also carried away by the rushing waters.

The bridge was replaced by a covered cantilever bridge 
built ten feet higher than the old bridge. The Union Bridge 
Company, a corporation with headquarters at Sonora, Cali
fornia, erected this new bridge. Joe Pardies operated the 
bridge as a toll bridge for many years and his nephew, 
Peter Camou, succeeded to his interests. The buildings used 
in connection with the bridge were on the Calaveras side of 
the river and the ruins of the buildings are still in existence.

Apparently the bridge was out of repair during the 
early eighties as the “Calaveras Citizen,” a newspaper pub
lished at San Andreas, on March 24, 1884, carried a notice 
to the public stating that “the Union Bridge at O’Byrnes 
Ferry had been thoroughly repaired and is now ready for 
the traveling public.”

Soon after its erection, one of the supporting arches 
within the structure buckled badly and still remains in that 
condition.

It has been stated that the cause of the -arch buckling 
was from a workman tightening the bolts instead of 
loosening them for the winter season. The bridge continued 
to be used as a. toll bridge until 1902 when it was purchased 
from the Union Bridge Company by the counties of Cala
veras and Tuolumne for the sum -of $4000, and immediately
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
The president, the executive committee, and the 

editor would like to wish all the members of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society a very Happy New Year. We in
vite your support and enthusiastic cooperation in making 
this another successful year for the Historical Society. A 
practical way to start the new year is to send in your 
renewal subscription and membership dues at .once if you 
have not already done so.

The new cut, “Las Calaveras,” with the Vallecito bell 
monument in the background, was drawn by Mrs. Dave 
Matthews of Stockton and Murphys. We think it 'adds 
quality to the appearance of the Bulletin.

The first meeting .of the committee to draw up a plan 
for an association of local historical societies convened at 
the College of the Pacific on December 12th and drew up a 
preliminary set of rules f.or the proposed association. Your 
editor is the chairman of this committee. Another meeting 
of the group will be held at the California History Founda
tion Institute on March 19th at the College of the Pacific 
to complete the plan, which will be presented to the local 
historical societies at their annual conference in Columbia 
in July.

Don’t forget the California History Foundation Institute 
at the College of the Pacific on March 19-20. Outstanding 
leaders will be on hand to present material of interest to 
all lovers of California. The theme of the meeting will be 
“The Problems and Needs of Local California Historical 
Societies.”

Elliot Taylor, director of Tours at the College of the 
Pacific, asked us to announce the seventh annual tour of 
the California Missions sponsored by the College. The party 
will leave Stockton on Saturday, April 10, by bus and will 
visit all of the twenty-one missions before returning to 
Stockton on Saturday, April 17. Two units of college credit 
may be earned through study conducted on and following the 
tour. Write Elliot Taylor for further information.

We’re sorry it seemed necessary to cancel the December 

meeting of the society, but, due to a conflict with the Com
munity Christmas program in San Andreas, it seemed the 
proper thing to do. We hope this will not be necessary 
again, but this will be an annual problem due to the lateness 
in the month .of our meetings and its conflict with Thanks
giving and Christmas. Perhaps we should consider a date

Dues, changes of address, etc., should be sent to the 
secretary at Valley Springs. Send material for Las Cala
veras to the editor at Murphys.

Meetings of the Society are held regularly on the 
fourth Thursday .of each month at the Court House in San 
Andreas unless otherwise .announced. Dinner meetings are 
held quarterly in different communities ,of the -county.

Membership dues are $4.00 for individuals, $8.00 for 
groups, and $1.00 for junior members.
for our meetings earlier in the month.

Those members who missed the November meeting on 
the old Sierra Railroad slipped up .on a very enjoyable 
evening. Our enthusiastic friend from Sonora, Archie 
Stevenot, read a very fine paper on the history of the 
railroad. He also showed several interesting pictures of the 
old locomotives which had been loaned by Joe Azevedo. 
Elizabeth Kaier read another one of her charming papers on 
“recollections” of her experiences on the railroad.

C. W.

“California in the Making,” written by Dr. Rockwell D. 
Hunt, of the College of the Pacific, is now on sale at all 
book stores and at the college.

Louise Oneto is assembling a cast for an historical skit 
to be presented at “Calaveras Creates,” to be held on 
February 25.

The 39th District Agricultural Association has invited 
the Calaveras County Historical Society to enter a booth 
at the Calaveras County Fair and Frog Jump Jubilee, to be 
held Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, May 21, 22, and 23.

O’BYRNES FERRY
(Continued from page three)

made a free bridge.
This seems to be the only covered bridge crossing 

streams tn the County of Calaveras or on joint county 
streams.

It is said that O’Byrnes Ferry is the locale of Bret 
Harte’s “Poker Flat.”

At the present time irrigation districts in the San 
Joaquin Valley -are contemplating constructing a dam across 
the Stanislaus River below the O’Byrnes Ferry Bridge and 
a,t a height that will flood the bridge. At present a. new 
site is being investigated by the counties of Calaveras and 
Tuolumne.
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RAILROADS of CALAVERAS
SAN JOAQUIN AND SIERRA NEVADA 

RAILROAD
By D. C. Demarest

Author of A Bit of Mother Lode History
In the early 1880’s, a plan was on foot that, had it been, 

successfully carried out, might have made very great 
changes in the history of Altaville and Angels Camp. James 
B. Sperry, the owner of the Calaveras Big Trees, had 
dreamed of landing tourists on the ground of these great 
natural wonders in a comfortable railroad car instead of 
transporting them in rough-riding stage coaches over 50 
miles of dusty roads. While the season of the stage coaches, 
and of Sperry’s resort, was only about five months long 
each year, a rail entry, as Sperry proposed, would have made 
the Big Trees both a summer and winter resort. Then too 
Sperry had in mind the fact that his extensive timber 
interests would become valuable, with an all-rail outlet to 
general markets.

Sperry succeeded in interesting a Sacramento capitalist 
and promoter, F. Birdsall in his railroad project, and on 
March 28, 1882, Articles of Incorporation of the San Joaquin 
and Sierra Nevada Railroad Company were filed at Sacra
mento. Surveys and construction of a narrow-gauge rail 
line were begun that same year, between Woodbridge and 
Lodi. This line was completed to Valley Springs in 1885. 
Unfortunately at this juncture, Birdsall’s death occured. His 
widow sold her controlling interest to the Southern Pacific 
Company,who went no farther with the construction than 
to broad-gauge the road to Valley Springs in 1908.

The extension of this railroad from Valley Springs to the

Kentucky House was made by the Southern Pacific in the 
recent times, and was built for the sole purpose of serving 
the Calaveras Cement Company.

I remember well that during the promotion of this railroad, 
Sperry was a very busy man, assisting Birdsall in the sale 
of the Company’s stock. Through Sperry’s efforts, all of the 
prominent people then in Calaveras County became stock
holders in the Company. I believe that Sperry himself in
vested a considerable sum in the enterprise, along with his 
brothers who were the owners of the Sperry Flour Company 
in Stockton.

My father’s Stock Certificate was burned up in the Berke
ley fire of 1923 that destroyed our home in that city. Mat 
Manuel of Murphys remembers putting away for safe keep
ing. his father’s (John Manuel’s) Stock Certificate. At last 
report, he was still unable to locate it.

There is no question but that Birdsall’s death was a real 
calamity for Calaveras County. Had he lived to- complete 
the railroad to the Big Trees, which looked at the time like 
a certainty, a great lumber industry would have been de
veloped in Calaveras County, such as was established in 
Tuolumne County through the building of the Sierra Railway 
in the late 1890’s. And this is by no means the whole benefit 
that would have accrued to- the Calaveras communities 
from such completion.

MILTON
“Memories of the Mother Lode’’

Just before World War Two, I had occasion to visit Milton, 
once the gateway for travel and transportation to and from 



our section of the Mother Lode country. Over 30 years had 
gone by since I had last seen the place. Ln earlier years 
when Milton had close relationship with Altaville and Angels 
Camp, it was a thriving transfer point between wagon roads 
and steel rails, through which I frequently passed. I believe 
that as a small boy I was one of the first persons to take 
passage on its new railroad that begun service on May 1, 
1871.

On this recent visit, I found that the town as my memories 
pictured it, had vanished. A few families were living on the 
higher ground that once was the outskirts of the town. The 
railroad had gone into history, with termination of its service 
on June 1, 1940. The present system of highways has no 
trunk line within miles of old-time Milton. The Post Office 
even has been discontinued.

Milton was not located in the Mother Lode country. It lay 
near the western border of the Sierra, foothills, on the rolling 
plains of eastern San Joaquin Valley. Its nearest Mother 
Lode ground was about five miles away, at Jenny Lind, 
where placer and hydraulic mining had been carried on in 
earlier times, and expensive dredging had been done in 
comparatively recent times.

The location of Milton was not intentional with the builders 
of the railroad. When this rail project was conceived, a great 
copper mining boom was on in the Copperopolis area. The 
Stockton and Copperopolis Railroad was organized to con
struct the rail line from Stockton to Copperopolis. When its 
construction had reached a. point within, sight of the foothills, 
where grading for the road-bed would be an expensive under
taking, the copper boom was on the decline. So construction 
work was suspended and Ithe terminus of the rail line thus 
created, was named Milton. For +en years previous to this 
event the copper mines in the vicinity of Copperopolis and 
Telegraph City — the principal ones of which were the 
Union Mine, the Napoleon Mine and the Quail Hill Mine — 
had been shipping high-grade complex ores containing 
copper, gold, silver, lead and zinc. Before the nails were 
laid to Milton, these ores were hauled by ox teams to Stock- 
ton. from where they were conveyed on river barges to be 
reshipped from San Francisco on ocean steamers bound for 
the British smelters at Swansea, England.

During its best days Milton had a railroad schedule each 
day except Sunday, of a freight train in the forenoon and a 
passenger train in Che afternoon. All of the incoming and 
outgoing freight was transferred to and from the freight 
teams by resident forwarding agents, one of whom, Louis 
Beysser, served our iron works for over 30 years. Two stage 
lines from the Mother Lode country made connections with 
the passenger trains. Our Angels Camp stages carried pas
sengers, mail and express matter to and from towns and 
points along their route as far into the mountains as Mur
phys. When the winter snows had gone, Chis service was 
extended beyond Murphys to the Calaveras Big Trees. A 
second stage line served Copperopolis, Tuttletown and 
Sonora — and the Yosemite Valley, when the mountain roads 
were open for travel. There was a time when private railroad 
cars were to be seen quite frequency on the Milton .sidings, 
while their passengers were making trips by stage or private 
conveyance to the Calaveras Big Trees and the Yosemite 
Valley.

Gold bullion from our mines was transferred here from 
Wells Fargo Co.’s “strong boxes’’ in the stage coaches to the 

safes in the railway express cars, and reverse transfers were 
made of the returning gold coins for the Mother Lode pay 
rolls and current settlements. Through the period of heaviest 
shipments of gold bars from the Utica and other Angels 
Camp mines, the Wells Fargo agen' at Milton was Alex 
Brown, an old time friend of mine, who had come to 
Milton in the early 1880’s and had established -a general 
merchandise business in conjunction with his Wells Fargo 
agency. In the early 1890’s he served our country as 
Assemblyman in the State Legislature, for several terms. 
After 1900 when he left Milton, Alex Brown was chairman 
of the State Board of Equalization for some 12 or 16 years.

1884—Narrow gauge engine on turntable in Valley Springs.

FADING GHOSTS - OLD RAILROADS
By Elizabeth Kaier

There is always something fascinating about a train when 
one is young.

My first idea of a train was that there was always a 
Milton train.

I do know that my father with his four horse team would 
go to- Milton to get his winter order of groceries being ship
ped from Stockton on the Milton train.

Then my next remembrance of the Milton train was when 
my eldest sister would be preparing to take an early stage 
ride from Murphys to catch the Milton train. When I say 
an early stage ride, it might make you shudder, as it was at 
two o’clock in the morning.

The Matteson Stage Company would send one of its 
helpers, known as “Portegee Joe,” with a lantern in his hand, 
to go from door to door to waken the passengers who were to 
go that morning. I know he would come to our house but it 
wasn’t necessary as our folks would be already up. Then at 
two o’clock the stage would drive up to the door to collect 
its passengers.

And now began that long weird ride, stopping at Elkhorn 
Station or Pool’s Station to change horses; then galloping 
on down to Salt Spring Valley, -again stopping to change 
horses and on again to catch the Mil ton train.

It always seemed a mystery why the train had to leave 



in. Stockton and it also had a line from Peters to Oakdale.
In May 1888 the company was associated, amalgamated 

and consolidated with the Southern. Pacific Railroad Com
pany and it operated its trains into Miltdn until discontinued.

Milton was a very busy place for a number of years 
after the line was built. Freight for most of Calaveras and 
Tuolumne counties was shipped to that station. Copperopolis 
shipped great quantities of copper ore from Milton. Great 
teams hauled freight to the various towns of the Mother 
Lode. Stages with passengers and mail made daily strips to 
and from Milton. Travel to the Big Trees and Yosemite 
Valley was routed through Milt on, and private cars from the 
East remained at Milton while their owners visited the great 
natural resources of Calaveras and adjoining counties.

With the coming of the railroad into Valley Springs 
and Angels Camp and the increased travel by automobile, 
the train service into Milton began to decline until only 
a mixed train service once a. day was operated. This 
schedule was maintained until the agent was removed in 
1933. Train service was continued intermittently until 1940 
when it was completely stopped and the tracks removed.

The following named persons served in the capacity of 
railroad agents at Milton: Blanchard, Egan, Glasford, Bur
ton, Dake, Humphrey, Miles, Hemphill, Sowerby and Carey. 
Mr. Beysser was forwarding agent for the company from 
the time freight first began moving until his death in 1852.

THE OLD SIERRA RAILROAD
By ELIZABETH KALER

As we think of various incidents of the past,our minds 
revert to that little old phenomenon, the Sierra Railway.

People don’t make fun of railways do they? You would 
naturally say “ Of course not,” but wait and see.

I don’t remember when this priceless treasure came to 
Angels; I had not seen it. when one day in Angels, Mike 
Arendt said “ Oh, you should go out to see our new train. 
It’s unique, it’s more wonderful than the train that goes 
up Mt. Tamalpais.”

It was some time later that I really saw it, as we still 
patronized the old stagecoach to Milton when making 
journeys to Stockton.

But at 1-asst it was my great pleasure to board the little 
old train.

It wasn’t so very funny, but it was so little and the 
engine was so little. To me it seemed to act so funny, run
ning around on. all different tracks it could find until at last 
captured and coupled to its train. Then away we would go. 
quite briskly for a few minutes, until we would come to the 
switch back. That slowed us down.

One thing on the switch backs they had to watch out 
for cows on the track. Some c.ne always stood out on the 
back pl ait form and rang a bell to chase them off. Very often 
a passenger had that honor. We seemed to lose a lot of 
time on the switch backs but they were necessary. A little 
boy who came to. visit his grandmother, said, when she re
marked that the train was late, "No wonder, Grandma, they 
made so many mistakes, they always had to go back.” One 
place on the Tuolumne switch back it seemed as if we 
would back right into Alec McQuig’s cabin but we never did.

Crossing the river was a great event and I always liked 
to know when we were crossing but if it were a very dark 

night one could hardly tell. Cnee I asked the conductor, 
"Are we on this side of the river or the other.” He said, 
“On the other.” As I thought over his answer, I became a 
little confused.

One winter’s night as the train was making its way 
across the trestle, creeping oh, so slowly, very quietly it 
stopped, leaving us stranded above the water. The word 
reported was; The engine had gone off the track. It was 
no easy matter for the poor train men to get it back, 
while we sat holding our breaths with that fast flowing 
river beneath us. But again we were safe on the little old 
Sierra.

It may not seem so funny but this train could stop any 
place, at any time for any reason whatsoever. Some times 
it was to make a few repairs, or to deliver a message, return 
a borrowed tool or to fight a. fire their engine had started. 
The stopping wasn’t so bad but I dreaded their starting 
up because it would give such a jerk that, if you did not hold 
on, you might be thrown out of your seat.

One afternoon there were several passengers, one a 
young lady sitting across the aisle. As usual the train 
stopped and immediately she stood up to look out, of course, 
wanting to know the reason for the stopping. She was hold
ing to the back of her seat when suddenly the train started 
'with a most frantic lurch, the seat turned and she was 
thrown to the floor. A man rushed to pick her up and 
fortunately she wasn’t hurt.

There are many little happenings one could tell but 
surely we would not forget our train crew, such good con
scientious men; when this little train would get off the track, 
all jumped willingly to help. It made no difference how he 
was dressed.

One day, when we were coming over, the conductor and 
brakeman were having a little conversation while stand
ing in the baggage car. Without more preliminaries, the con
ductor took off his coat and vest, handed the vest to the 
brakeman who put it on and the conductor put his coat 
back on, so the two now looked quite official. Whether this 
took place so often, I don't know but it showed the comrade
ship between them.

They were thoughtful, too One dark cold winter morn
ing the brakeman had started a fire in the stove which stood 
in a corner of the coach. He admonished me to watch the 
fire and if it didn’t burn well, turn this damper this way 
and fix a certain opening another way and then if I didn’t get 
warm, call him, he would be out helping the engineer. Then 
the conductor came in and lighted the big swinging lamp 
which glowed so dimly and as he was going out, said,” It is 
a little dark in here but I hope you can see.”

And so on through the years the little old Sierra Rail
way worked its way in and out of Angels until its days of 
labor were over, no more to come prancingly in at night, 
wi'h its little whistle tooting.

Oh, you little railway of the yesterdays, 
We keep your memory clear;
Though we often smiled at your oddities, 
Yet in our hearts we hold you dear.

EDITOR'S NOTES
The Calaveras County Historical Society takes pride in the 

honors bestowed upon a member of the Society, Dr. Rockwell
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D. Hunt, who was appointed recently as “Mr. California.” 
for 1954 by Governor Knight. This was later confirmed by 
the SLa.‘e Senate -at a meeting which was addressed by 
Dr. Hunt.

We wish to congratulate Dr. Hunt on the very successful 
California History Foundation Institute which was held 
recently at the College of Pacific. The program was of 
especial interest to local historical socie'ies and was well 
attended by 150 representatives coming from Del Norte to 
San Diego. Plans were completed for a conference of local 
historical societies at Columbia in July.

We urge all members to fill out the biographical data 
forms for members as well as 'those for the old timers. Mrs. 
Sadie Hunt will supply these forms.

We hope all members will obtain a copy of the Matteson 
Diary ;and sell additional numbers. This is our first special 
publication and we hope it will be followed by more. Contact 
Sadie Hunt.

Don’t forget to invite people to join the society. We should 
have 500 members. Our programs on transportation have 
been excellent and many people would be sorry to miss them 
if they knew how interesting the papers are.

THE SIERRA RAILROAD
By Archie Stevenot

In January, 1897, the Sierra Railroad was incorporated and 
the road was started from Oakdale. The first train into 
Jamestown was November 8, 1897. The event was celebrated 
on November 10, 1897. Officers of the Sierra Railroad were 
Pee A. Ponistowski, Pres.; T. S. Bullock, Gen. Mgr., James
town; W. C. Potts, Supt., Jamestown; S. D. Freshman. Vice 
Pres. & Treasurer, Jamestown; B. T. Booze, Gen. Frt. & 
Pass. Agt., Jamestown; R. M. Peck, Auditor, Jamestown.
In 1900 the Sierra Railway Company of California extended 

its railroad from James'own, Tuolumne County, to Angels 
Camp, Cal-averas County, a distance of about 21 miles of 
winding, crooked road with switch backs. It passed through 
Tuttletown, Melones or Robinson Ferry, Stevenot’s Station, 
% mile south of Carson Hill, Carscn Hill then called Irvine 

for a short time, to Angels Camp. A stage line connected 
Angels Camp with Jamestown at this time and Al Swerer 
was stage driver for many years.

W. H. Newell was the chief engineer a.nd with -a party of 
surveyors, started to secure the rights of way and to lay out 
the line. People were so- glad to have a railroad, they just 
about gave them the land for rights of way through their 
ranches and mines in Calaveras County. My father, Emile 
K. Stevenot, gave them the right of way through our old 
homestead and all he asked was that a flag station be estab
lished so he could flag the train when he went to San Fran
cisco*. This they granted him.

On. July 24, 1899, the Sierra Railroad entered into a con
tract with the West Coast Construction of New Jersey, to 
construct this piece of railroad. It was to be a standard 
gauge railroad from Jamestown to Angels Camp, with all 
the necessary side tracks and switches. The rails were to 
be of steel, not less than 40 pounds to the yard.

The Stanislaus River was bridged a, short distance above 
Melones or Robinson Ferry. Switch backs were installed on 
both sides of the river to reduce grade. A depot was built on 
the Tryon property a short distance east of Angels Camp 
and passenger and freight service was inaugurated between 
James'own and Angels. A special type a Heisler engine was 
required on the line on account of the grades.

Daily passenger trains were run between the towns. The 
first train arrived in. Angels Camp, September 10, 1902.

Discontinuance of service was granted by the Railroad 
Commission of the State of California on March 1, 1939 -and 
the tracks were taken up.

During the construction of the Sierra Railroad, Angels 
branch, I lived on our old homestead below Carson Hill and 
worked in the mines. A great deal of the construction on the 
railroad was done by churn drills, blasting, handwork and 
Fresno scrapers with teams of horses. At one time I remem
ber there were about 300 men between Melones or Robinson 
Ferry and Angels Camp. They were known as the Jerries 
and they had a large camp -at Carson Hill.

An accident on the Sierra Railway Company of California 
occurred on June 26, 1906 at Gee Whiz point on the Cal
averas side of the Stanislaus River at an elevation of 1,000 
feet. Alfred E. Roberts, a civil engineer, purchased a ticket 
at Tuolumne for Angels. At Jamestown he boarded another 
train of the Sierra Railway Co. This was in the forenoon. He 
was told by a bartender in Jamestown that a regular passen
ger train did not leave until late in the afternoon but that a 
special train was being made up. He went to the Supt., a Mr. 
Blanton, and stated that he was anxious to get to Angels. 
The train consisted of five cars beside the engine, first an oil 
car, second a flat car loaded with a traction engine, third a 
flat car on which there was a couple of cords of sawmill 
slabs, fourth a box car loaded with dynamite and fifth a flat 
car on which Rnberts and two other men sat. Roberts rode in 
the position designated by the conducto^, Hawkins. Both of 
the men on the car with Roberts were killed in the accident. 
The jury rendered -a verdict for Roberts in the sum of 
$5760. As stated above, I arrived at the scene and passed the 
engine mentioned, oil tank car, a flat car, another flat car, 
all on the track and then found a great hole under the track 
where the box car with 15 tons of powder had been.

I approached the brakeman, who was in a kind of dazed 
condition -and asked him wh-a-t had happened. He said the



powder car jumped the track, tipped over and on its way 
over, while partly on the track, exploded. He said when he 
saw the powder car jump the track, he jumped off the flat 
car and got behind it. This gave him protection but the con
cussion blew his pants off.

Mr. Bullock and Mr. Freshman arrived on the scene and 
told the crew not to talk.

Someone said there was a. fourth man killed but Jim Oneto 
of Carson Hill and I went to look the hillside over. We spent 
two- days doing this, and the only thing we found was small 
pieces of skull with a small amount of hair on it. The pow
der boxes and all wood parts of the car were in small pieces 
like tooth picks.

The second serious accident occurred on the nailroad on 
June 25, 1904. There was a collision between a passenger 
train and work train and Mrs. Marie Valente and Mrs. 
Paulina (Rivara) DeMartini were killed. Gus Swanson was 
the engineer on the Angels run and Waldo Bernhard was his 
fireman. Waldo lives in Angels at the present time. He 
married Victoria. Weirich.

Gus Swanson was a bachelor at the time and he would 
wash his clothes and then hang them out to dry near the cab. 
When passing over the Stanislaus River the wash on the line 
would be flying in the breeze. Gus is now retired from the 
Sierra Railway Co. arid working for Pickering Lumber Co. 
on the railroad.

Joe Azevedo’s father was in charge of the tracks for 
many years.

SAN JOAQUIN and SIERRA 
NEVADA RAILROAD

By Mrs. Ida Wimer
This is the name of the Company that constructed the 

railroad into Valley Springs, Calaveras County.
The Company was incorporated on the 21st day of March, 

1882, by F. Birdsall, Horace Bentley, Thomas Me Connell, 
S. Washburn, Jacob Brack, B. F. Langford and C. Birdsall, 
for the purpose of constructing and operating a narrow 
gauge railroad from a point in San Joaquin County on the 
Mokelumne River known as Brack’s Landing, to the Big 
Trees in Calaveras County, a. distance of about 70 miles. The 
company was capitalized for one million dollars and divided 
into ten thousand shares of the par value of $100 per share.

Work was begun on the western end of the road in the 
spring of 1882 and by July 4'th of that year the road had 
been completed to the edge of Lockeford. Work was continued 
and the road completed to a point about a mile east of 
Clements (formerly called Midway). At this place construc
tion work was delayed for one year. As the work progressed, 

stations were established at various places along ‘the way 
and from these stations freight was distributed.

The contract for grading to Wallace was awarded to Mills 
and Northcroft and Jesse Crossland was the construction 
contractor for the road. Mr. I. Wallace was the engineer 
who located the line and the town of Wallace in Calaveras 
County was named in his honor.

The contract for grading from Wallace to Valley Springs 
was let to Capt. H. A. Messenger of Valley Springs. He had 
considerable difficulty with the work. The road was event
ually constructed to Valley Springs, reaching that place in 
April 1885 after passing through Woodbridge, Lodi, Locke
ford, Clements, Wallace and Burson (Helisma).

The company owned three engines. One called the “Ernest 
Birdsall’’ was a small construction engine and was named 
for the son of one of the builders. The other engines were 
called “The B.t F. Langford” and “The Jacob Brack.” Ths 
round house and repair shops were located at Woodbridge.

Sam Hilliard and “Sandy” Carlton were engineers and 
Amos McClellan was the conductor while Ed Thomas served 
the capacity of brakeman o.n the road.

Wood was used as fuel on the road for many years.
The road did not prove a financial success for its owners 

and the slock was eventually bought up by the Crocker, 
Stanford, Huntington and Hopkins interests and on May 4, 
1888, the road was consolidated with the Northern Railway 
Company and Lodi was made i'ts western, terminus. Later 
it became part of the Southern Pacific and was changed into 
a broad gauge road in 1908.

The company operated a mixed passenger and freight 
train daily for years. Later the passenger service was discon
tinued and the company now operates freight trains only.

Valley Springs was the end of the road for many years. In 
1926 when the Calaveras Cement Company built i'ts plant at 
the Kentucky House near San Andreas, Southern Pacific was 
asked to ex'end the railroad to the plant. After carefully 
studying the expected amount of freight, the railroad would 
only agree to build the road to Nor’h Branch on the Cala
veras River, a. distance of eight miles. The cement company 
agreed to lay a standard gauge line the remaining five miles 
to the plant. This was done and the first load of cement was 
shipped from the plant in June, 1926. By 1929 the Southern 
Pacific railroad officials were convinced that the cement 
plant was to be successful and agreed to purchase the five 
miles of company owned track for the actual cost to the 
cement company, which was $255,000. This section of the 
road was never used for passenger service.

The Calaveras Cement Company and the lumber companies 
furnish most of the freight which is carried by the railroad. 
When the Penn Mine at Campo Seco was operating it shipped 
great quantites of freight over the road.
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CALAVERAS COUNTY BRIDGES-FERRIES
PARROTT'S FERRY AND BRIDGES

By J. A. SMITH
The site of the Parrott’s ferry and bridge was on the 

Stanislaus River between the towns of Columbia in Tuol
umne County and Vallecito in Calaveras County. The site 
was originally called Walker’s Bar. In November, 1863, 
J. D. Garland operated the ferry as Garland’s Ferry and 
at that date sold a fourth interest in the property to one 
Henry Cousins for the sum of $1500. The deed recites 
that it was formerly Bradbury’s Ferry on the Stanislaus 
River two miles below Abbey’s Ferry. Cousins sold to 
Harvey Wood and later Wood and S. W. Newlon sold the 
property to Lorenzo Pendola. At this time, February 26, 
1367, it was called Colton and Pendola’s Ferry.

Pendola greatly improved the property. Colton surveyed 
the road and it was improved and on June 21, 1869, 
Pendola sold the property to N. Anderson. Mr. Anderson 
conducted the ferry but a short time until his death. 
Anderson’s estate was probated in Calaveras County with 
W. F. Colton named as administrator and the property 
was sold out of the estate to Thomas H. Parrott in 1871. 
The Parrott family lived on the property on the Calaveras 
side of the river and operated the property until Mr. 
Parrott’s death. Thereafter, it went to his daughter Cecelia 
and from 1895 to 1897 was operated on a percentage basis 
by one J. J. Groeper.

Calaveras and Tuolumne Counties erected a bridge on 
the site in 1903. Cotton Bros, of Oakland, California, were 
the contractors. The south end of the bridge was five 
feet lower than the northern end and during the high 
water of December 11, 1937, the bridge was washed away. 
The following year, a new concrete bridge was built by 
the joint counties of Calaveras and Tuolumne a short dis
tance up stream from the location of the old bridge.

Nelson & Wallace of Escalon, California, were the con
tractors and the cost was $26,662, exclusive of the 
approaches.

Note. It is apparent that a ferry was being conducted 
at the site prior to 1862, and that the high water of 1862 
washed away the ferry boat, and that the ferry boat that 
had been used at Abbey’s Ferry farther upstream was 
floated down the river .and placed in service at Walker’s 
Bar and the ferry at Abbey’s discontinued. (See article 
on Abbey’s Ferry.)

The old ferry boat’s last trip across the Stanislaus River 
at Parrott’s Ferry. This boat gave way to the new bridge.



Picture of Wood’s Ferry crossing the Stanislaus River at 
Robinson Ferry (Later Melones). Percy Wood is operating 
this boat. His sister, Allie Wood Eagen, is in the buggy 
crossing ironi the Calaveras County side to Tuolumne 
County side.

ROBINSON S FERRY
By J. A. SMITH

John W. Robinson and Stephen Mead established Rob
inson's Ferry across the Stanislaus River on the road 
between Angels Camp and Sonora. These two men had 
come to the Stanislaus River in 1848 and built the first 
ferryboat ever operated on the river. They first had a 
small boat capable of taking foot passengers only, but as 
demand for service increased, they built the larger ferry
boat. The rush to the mines was so great in 1849 that 
in a period of six weeks $10,000 was collected for ferry 
service.

Harvey Wood arrived on the Stanislaus River in August, 
1849. but he crossed the river at McLean’s Ferry, a short 
distance up the river. He had sailed from New York in 
February . 1849, on the good ship William B. Travis. He 
and his mining partners, Jacob M. Fouse and Abraham 
Huyler, set to work and built a cabin for winter use and 
started mining near Robinson’s Ferry. Besides running 
the ferry, Robinson and Mead also had a trading post and 
Harvey Wood tells about some of the prices charged. He 
says that one night after a lucky day at mining, he 
and his partners decided to have a splurge and -after buy
ing some sardines and jam and a few other items, they 
discovered that their meal cost them $16 each.

In 1856, Harvey Wood secured the Robinson interest in 
the property at the ferry. The Mead interest had been 
sold to George Graham in 1853 for $10,000. He sold it to 
a man named French and Wood secured it from the latter. 
Wood continued to operate the ferry until it was purchased 
by Calaveras and Tuolumne counties for the site of a 
concrete bridge. The bridge was constructed by Jorgensen 
Bros, and collapsed in 1952. A new concrete bridge was 
built by the State of California a few feet downstream 
and opened for traffic in July, 1953.

At the August, 1850, term of the Court of Sessions, a 
license was issued to John W. Robinson and Stephen Mead 
to maintain a ferry on the Stanislaus River at a point 
known as Robinson’s Ferry. For this right they were 
required to furnish a bond in the sum of $10,000.

PARROTT'S FERRY
By ELIZABETH KALER

Miss Parrott lived in Altaville for several years after 
the ferry was replaced by the bridge. (Whether she was 
there the day of the dedication. I don’t know, but I hardly 
think so.) It seemed she was much opposed to giving up 
her father’s ferry and it affected her mind slightly. She 
talked about it and it always appeared to upset her.

She was fond of children and often visited the Altaville 
school. Where she lived in Altaville was in the midst of 
families with children and quite frequently she had the 
children attend to her errands, and though they liked her 
and did many things for her, still they often teased her, 
but she didn’t seem to mind.

The day of the dedication of the new bridge was a 
great day. Congratulations were poured forth upon Cala
veras and Tuolumne counties, and there was a great deal 
of speechmaking, cheering and handclapping.

When the tumult and the shouting were over, a quiet 
little man in the crowd who had run the ferry said: “That 
is all very well, but what about me? You have taken my 
living away from me,” and he turned and walked away 
from the crowd.

McLEAN'S FERRY
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

This probably was the first ferry established on the 
Stanislaus River. It was about a mile and a half upstream 
from Robinson’s Ferry.

In his personal recollections, Harvey Wood, an early 
resident of Robinson’s Ferry, stated that he crossed the 
Stanislaus River in August, 1849, on McLean’s Ferry.

At the meeting of the Court of Sessions for Calaveras 
County, held at Double Springs on December 13, 1850, 
Bonner and Cowles filed a petition with the court asking 
permission to be licensed to conduct a ferry .across the 
Stanislaus River .at the site of McLean’s Ferry. Opposition 
to the petition of Bonner & Cowles was filed and at a 
hearing, the Court of Sessions granted a license to Bonner 
& Cowles for the ferry and fixed the rates of toll to be 
charged.

Those who had opposed the granting of the franchise 
appealed the case to the District Court for the Fifth 
Judicial District, which court reversed the action of the 
Court of Sessions and ordered Bonner & Cowles to pay all 
costs.

Nothing further appears in the records.
“This is to certify that the undersigned have claimed 

and been in possession for upwards of two years for the 
purpose of a ferry about 500 yards of land on the banks 
of the Stanislaus River, County of Calaveras, beginning 
at a large oak tree -opposite Jackass Gulch and running 
up the river to the first fall.

“McLean, Jeffry and Company, Stanislaus, June 14th, 
1851. Filed at 11 o’clock a.m., June 14, 1851. Recorded on 
page 52 of the Miscellaneous Records of Calaveras County.”



ABBEY’S FERRY
By J. A. SMITH

This ferry, sometimes called Abbott’s Ferry, w.as located 
on the Stanislaus River between Calaveras and Tuolumne 
counties and at a point about two miles above the 
present Parrott Ferry bridge.

The road to the ferry led from Columbia, in Tuolumne 
County across the river, and up the north slope to a 
place known as Columbia Reservoir. At this point it 
branched and one branch led into Vallecito .and the other, 
crossing Dry Creek, led to Douglas Flat and Murphys.

George W. Abbey, the original owner of the ferry, on 
March 26th, 1852, sold a half interest in the ferry to 
George Bowles, George McLean, and William Jeffery and 
on the following March conveyed his other half interest 
to Abner Reed and John M. Loring for the sum of $7000. 
The deed recites that there is a dwelling house, saloon, and 
stable connected with the ferry, which improvements were 
on the Calaveras side of the river. The roads in Calaveras 
County leading to the ferry were in August, 1853, declared 
to be county roads.

Jeffery and McLean sold their interests in the ferry in 
1857 to Daniel M. French and Joshua French for the sum 
of $7000. Four years later Isaac N. Harding purchased 
the French interests.

In 1858, the Reed and Loring interests were sold to 
Joseph M. French for $7500. In 1860, M. W. Parsons pur
chased the French interest in the ferry for $6000.

During the high water of 1862 the ferry conducted by 
Colton and Pendola .at Walker’s Bar (Parrott’s Ferry) 
was torn from its mooring and lost down the river. The 
Abbey Ferry boat was purchased and floated down to 
the site of Colton and Pendola’s ferry .and put into com
mission there.

In 1852 the license fee charged by the county to operate 
the ferry at Abbey’s Ferry was $250 per annum.

The records of the ferry abruptly end in the early ’60’s. 
This is probably due to a better road further downstream.

At one time a man, with his wife and child, were 
crossing the ferry on their way to Murphys to consult Dr. 
Jones. The ferryman wanted to tie the horse, but the man 
insisted that he could handle him. The horse was left 
untied and became frightened and backed the rig off the 
boat, drowning the family.

Oldtimers claim that the dwelling house at the ferry 
was torn down and rebuilt in Vallecito.

The last keeper of the ferry was a man named More
house.

The official map of Calaveras County calls the site 
Abbott’s Ferry.

ABBEY'S FERRY DEED
G. W. Abbey to Abner Reed .and John Loring. Dated 

March 24, 1853.
Consideration, $7000.
Conveys: All the right, title and interest which said 

party of the first part has in and to the right, and fran
chise (the same being one undivided half of Abbey’s 
Ftrry, so-called .and known), situated on the Stanislaus 
River between the town of Murphys and Vallecita in Cala
veras County and the town -of Columbia in the County of

Tuolumne, together with all the right, title and interest 
which the said party of the first part has in and to (being 
the undivided one-half) the one story and half dwelling 
house and stable situated at said Ferry on the north side 
of the Stanislaus River the County of Calaveras and all 
the pre-emption or possessory rights which the said party 
of the first part has in and to said ferry building and the 
land on which the same is situate .and adjoining the same.

Recorded in Book A of Deeds, page 148, Calav-eras 
County Records.

O'BYRNES FERRY BRIDGE
By J. A. SMITH

Patrick O. Byrnes erected the first bridge across the 
Stanislaus River at what is now called O’Byrnes Ferry. 
Apparently the name Patrick O. Byrnes became O’Byrnes. 
The first bridge was a wire suspension bridge, begun 
during the latter part of 1852 and completed in 1853. It 
was eight feet above high-water mark and constructed 
of chain cable.

This early bridge fell during the month of November, 
1853. One of the supporting chains parted at one end. At 
the time the bridge collapsed there was a six-oxteam with 
two drivers crossing the bridge. The men managed to 
escape but the ox-team was lost in the rushing waters. 
It was estimated that the bridge could be repaired for the 
sum of $3000. The bridge was repaired and continued in 
use until washed away by the high water of 1862 The 
bridge was a toll bridge with plank flooring.

The old bridge was replaced by a covered cantilever 
bridge and was ten feet higher than the wire suspension 
bridge that had been washed away.

This bridge was built by the Union Bridge Company, 
a stock company, and was later sold to Joe Paradise. 
Thereafter, Peter Camou, a nephew of Joe Paradise, 
became the owner of the bridge and operated it as a toll 
bridge until it was purchased by the counties of Calaveras 
and Tuolumne and opened to the public. One of the sup
porting arches within the structure is badly buckled and 
this condition has existed for many years. The cause of 
this buckling of one of the supporting arches is said to 
result from a workman tightening the bolts in the arch 
rather than loosening them for the rainy season.

On March 29, 1884, the following advertisement appeared 
in the Calaveras Citizen: “To the traveling public. The 
shortest and most direct route to Yosemite Valley. The 
undersigned respectfully announces that the Union Bridge 
crossing the Stanislaus River at O’Byrnes Ferry has been 
thoroughly repaired and is now ready for the traveling 
public. This is the only bridge -crossing the Stanislaus River 
between Calaveras and Tuolumne counties. Joe Paradise, 
Proprietor.”

It is claimed that in 1849 there was a large mining 
settlement at the site of the ferry, and that the camp was 
the locale for Bret Harte’s story “The Outcasts of Poker 
Flat.” A man named Joe Paradise conducted a store at 
the site for many years.
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
Our first special publication, The Diary of T .J. Matte

son, is now available to all members of the Calaveras His
torical Society and their friends for 75 cents. It has been 
selling at a merry rate, so get your copy before they are 
all gone. Send one to a friend who is interested in the 
Mother Lode.

Our efficient secretary, Sadie Hunt, asked me to remind 
all charter members that the annual dues were payable 
on July 1st. Don’t neglect to send in your dues. The cash 
in the treasury is low.

Your editor took part in the organization meeting of 
the Lodi Historical Society on June 23rd. There were 
about thirty interested people in attendance and, judging 
from the enthusiasm shown, they will soon have a lively 
organization. Mrs. Thomas Carey, columnist for the Lodi 
Sentinel, seems to be furnishing most of the energy neces
sary to get organized. She was chosen as chairman of 
the committee to plan for the July meeting. The Calaveras 
Historical Society sends best wishes for a lively and worth
while organization.

Those of you who missed Eddie Webb’s story of his 
experience driving stage coach from Chinese Camp into 
Yosemite Valley by way of the Big Oak Flat Road in the 
May meeting of the Society, really missed an enjoyable 
time. Eddie was a little shy at first, but once he began to 
relive his experiences, he forgot all about his shyness. We 
appreciate Archie Stevenot’s kindness in getting him as a 
speaker and in bringing him to the meeting.

A recent statement by one of our old-time residents, as 
quoted in the Calaveras Californian, was that the Society 
in its publication Las Calaveras printed errors that 
should not be permitted to go uncorrected. This charge is 
one about which we are greatly concerned. Every effort 
is made by the editor to publish only material which is 
accurate as far as we are able to determine. Manuscripts 
are always checked with Judge Smith, and if there is a 
doubtful statement, it is left out. Articles signed by writ
ers and dealing with their personal memories are not 
■edited. We are in no position to tell them they are in 
error.

The suggestion was made that a publications committee 
be created to pass on all articles published in Las Calaveras.

We think that is a good idea. We also urge anyone finding 
an error in the historical material to notify us so that 
we may make a correction in the next issue of the bulle
tin. This publication goes into the archives of a large 
number of libraries and will be used as source material 
by future writers. We are anxious to make the material 
as accurate as possible.

Bridge over the Stanislaus River at Melones, collapsed 
at 1:40 p.m. January 25, 1952, on Mother Lode Highway 49.

JENNY LIND
The recent statement in the Calaveras Californian by 

D. C. Demorest, one of the oldtimers of Angels Camp and 
a member of our society, that he was told by his father 
that Jenny Lind sang in Angels Camp in Stickle’s Hall 
and received more gold from the miners than any other 
performer, stimulated us to do some research on the sub
ject.

The “Life of P. T. Barnum” states that the famous pro
moter brought the Swedish Nightingale to America on 
a tour between 1850 and 1852. It lists many of the per
formances of the singer and gives the amounts collected 
on performances but there is no mention of any concert on 
the Pacific Coast. New Orleans, New York, Boston and 
many other cities were visited, but none of them west of 
the Mississippi River. McMin’s “History of the Theatre in 
California” was next consulted and no mention was made 
of Jenny Lind ever appearing in any concert in California.

Covert Martin, our enthusiastic member and booster 
from Stockton, gives me this story about the naming of 
the mining camp of Jenny Lind. He says the name was 
given to the camp because of the braying at night of the 
large number of pack mules which were in the corrals in 
the camp. Jenny Lind was on one of the main roads to 
the mines from Stockton, and it was a good place to stop 
for the night. Because of the chorus of braying set up 
by the mules during the night, the miners in derision called 
them Jenny Linds and the name was then attached to the 
camp.

Can anyone give any additional information on Jenny 
Lind?



MIDDLE BAR FERRY AND BRIDGES
By J. A. SMITH

One of the early matters to come before the Court of 
Sessions after Calaveras County had been organized was 
the petition of William L. Martin and Aristide L. Pench for 
a license to operate a public ferry across the Mokelumne 
River at a point on said stream known as “Middle Bar.” 
The petition was acted upon at a session of the Court held 
at Double Springs on June 10th, 1850. They were granted 
the right to maintain a ferry at Middle Bar and the Court 
of Sessions fixed the fees which they could charge as follows:

For each passenger, 50 cents; for each mule, horse, jack 
or jenny, or .other animal, 50 cents; for each empty wagon, 
$6.00; for each loaded wagon, $6.50 for each hundredweight 
of freight; for each mule, horse, jack or jenny and cargo, 
$1.00.

These early ferrymen had some difficulty in operating 
their ferry without interference, and they were forced to 
return to the Court of Sessions and have Furnell and Haney 
enjoined from trespassing upon their property.

Apparently William L. Martin disposed of his interest 
in the ferry within a year after securing the license from 
the Court of Sessions and there seems to have been an early 
desire to bridge the Mokelumne River at Middle Bar, for 
on September 9th, 1851, A. L. Pench and one P. P. del 
Rochelblare gave notice through the Court of Sessions that 
they intended to make application to the Court for a license 
to erect a toll bridge across the River at Middle Bar. Four 
days before John W. McKinney and Abraham J. Houghtelling 
had given a similar notice. The Court granted the right to 
erect a toll bridge to McKinney and Houghtelling and set 
rates of toll which they could charge as follows:

For foot passengers, 12% cents; for man and horse, 
37% cents; for tw.o horses without load, 75 cents; for two 
horses with load, $1.25; for four horse wagon, unloaded, 
$1.00; for four horse wagon loaded, $1.50; for horse, mule 
or other animal, 12% cents; for horse, mule or other animal, 
freighted, 25 cents.

The Middle Bar Bridge on the Mokelumne River after it 
had collapsed with ft herd of cattle owned by the Gara<- 
vantis. — Loaned by Mrs. Howftnd Blagen (Florence 
Garavanti).

This right was granted October 6, 1851.
The road from Middle Bar to Double Springs (County 

Seat) was the first public highway established in Calaveras 
County.

McKinney and Houghtelling did not own all the interests 
in the bridge and the other interests were conveyed to Levi 
P. Goodwin. In order to make Goodwin an owner of a. half 
interest in the bridge, McKinney and. Houghtelling conveyed 
him a small interest. In 1853 the road was the main stage 
road from Mokelumne Hill to Jackson and Sacramento, and 
that year McKinney and Houghtelling sold their one-half 
interest to Wm. B. Wade for $14,000. Five years later their 
half interest was sold out under a Writ of Execution and 
became the property of John Sinclair. Sinclair sold to Miller, 



and Lawrence Miller sold to Augustus Gebhardt. The Levi 
Goodwin interest was conveyed to Adam Denzler in April, 
1859.

When the bridge was built at Big Bar, it was a more 
direct route to Jackson from Mokelumne Hill and it became 
the stage road between, the two places. This took a great 
deal of the business away from Middle Bar. However, it 
continued to be operated as a toll bridge until it was swept 
away by flood water in January, 1862.

After the destruction of the bridge, Adam Denzler and 
his associates made application to the State Legislature of 
the State of California for a franchise to erect a toll bridge 
across the Mokelumne River at Middle Bar. By an Act of 
the Legislature dated February 20th, 1862, the right was 
granted for a term of 20 years, provided the construction 
should begin within six months and completed within one 
vear after the passage of the Act. As far as I have been 
able to learn, this proposed bridge was never built, and 
Middle Bar was without a bridge until the year 1895. At that 
time the Gwin Mine was in operation and there was great 
demand for a bridge. The residents and citizens subscribed 
a fund of $2600, secured necessary rights of way and 
petitioned for a bridge and road to connect with the Gwin 
Mine Road. Bids were called for by the Board of Supervisors 
of Calaveras County, and Cotton Bros, secured the contract 
* v,i ld the bridge for the sum of $5350. The new bridge

240 feet in length with a 16 foot roadway and opened 
*•-' the public on the 12th day of June, 1895.

During the period from 1862 to 1895 Mr. McKinney, who 
operated a famous inn -at Middle Bar, had a small ferry 
immediately in front of his inn, and he conveyed persons 
across the river at the rate of 50 cents each. George Sharon, 
a half-brother of Senator Sharon of Nevada, also had a 
small ferry .a mile farther down the stream and he ran a 
similar service. However, during a large part of the year 
the stream could be forded, and fords were opened.

Early in the year 1911 the bridge built by Cotton Bros, 
went down when cattle owned by the Garavantis were 
crossing and .a number of them were killed.

A joint county school district, called Middle Bar School, 
was established with the school house in Amador County, 
and, after the 1895 bridge was built, children from Cala
veras County attended the Middle Bar School. After the 
bridge went down, the trustees of the school district erected 
a cable or trolley across the river on which the children 
were transported by the teacher across the river.

The Supervisors of Amador and Calaveras Counties 
decided in 1911 to erect a new bridge at Middle Bar, and 
the contract was awarded to Clinton Bridge Company for 
the sum of $10,530. Construction work was delayed as the 
Company’s iron works were destroyed by fire and the 
bridge was not completed until the fall of 1912.

(Note by J. A. Smith—Acknowledgement is hereby made 
to Mrs. J. L. Sargent of Jackson, a resident of Middle Bar, 
Amador side, in 1887, for many .of the facts contained in 
this article.)

BIG BAR FERRY BOAT
On Saturday last, the ferry boat was finished and 

launched at Big Bar, opening a direct communication with 
Sacramento for stages and heavy teams. A wire cable has 
been stretched -across the river sufficiently strong to with

stand the force of the rapid current at the Bar.
The new ferry boat is one of the largest and most 

substantial ones in the country. Dr. Soher has spared no 
expense to make it perfectly secure against the action of 
the water, which runs with extraordinary force in the vicinity 
of the ferry.

The completion of the boat insures us constant com
munication for all kinds of teams, with our neighboring 
county of Amador.

The rate of toll will be the same as charged over the 
bridge previous to its being carried off by the recent floods. 
Calaveras Chronicle, March 15, 1862.

THE SOUTH FORK BRIDGES BETWEEN 
GLENCOE AND SANDY GULCH 

By J. A. SMITH
Bridges were constructed across the South Fork of the 

Mokelumne River at an early date. The Board of Supervis
ors of Calaveras County, California, acting upon a petition 
of A. B. Pickering and D. L. Morrill, on Sept. 18th, 1855, 
granted Pickering and Morrill a license to construct and 
keep a toll bridge across the South Fork of the Mokelumne 
River at the crossing of the trail leading from Mosquito 
Gulch to Sandy Gulch and West Point. They fixed the amount 
payable for the license, and also set the rate of toll that 
should be charged.

Pickering and Morrill entered into a contract for the 
construction of the bridge with George A. Conrad and Daniel 
Wright. The following year Conrad became the owner of 
the bridge and the bridge is often referred to as Conrad's 
Bridge. After Conrad secured the bridge he reconstructed 
or built the road, leading on the south side from Annah 
Ranch aid on the north side from Sandy Gulch to the 
bridge. Conrad sold the bridge and road to a man named 
John Funston for $5700 and Funston sold it to George 
Whipple and M. G. Sawyer and in the early part of 1859 
Whipple became the owner of the entire road and bridge 
property. Later, Mr. Sawyer took over the road and bridge 
and either he or his brother, D. W. Sawyer, operated the 
bridge as long as it remained a toll bridge.

In the high water of December. 1861, the bridge was 
washed away, and immediately rebuilt. This latter bridge 
was a wire suspension bridge. It was very high above the 
water and remained until the bridge was taken over by the 
county, the franchise having expired. The old wire suspen
sion bridge being considered unsafe, the Board of Super
visors in 1896 awarded a contract to Cotton Bros, to wreck 
the o’d suspension bridge and construct a steel bridge of 
140 foot span across the stream at the same point. The 
contract price was $4540. This bridge remained until after 
the new concrete bridge was constructed a short distance 
further up the stream in the year 1936.

After the concrete bridge was built, the Board of 
Supervisors in 1938 sold the old steel bridge to a man 
named James E. Fitzimmons, who removed it.

NOTE BY J. A. SMITH I have been told that a bridge 
on this site went down many years ago when a herd of 
cattle was driven on the bridge. I have not been able to 
confirm this statement, but it is probably true, as I have 
heard my folks speak of it.



MARY ANN DRURY BARTOLDUS
RATHGEB PASSES ON
By EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON

Mary Ann Drury, who was born on San Antone Creek, 
Calaveras County, 'California, September 30th, 1862, was 
the oldest .of eight children born to Eugene J. Drury and 
wife, Rosanna Gillen. Mary’s parents were from Ireland. 
They came to California during the Gold Rush. They were 
married in San. Andreas. One child died.

Mary was small when her parents moved to the Tim 
Baity ranch on Calaveritas Creek, where, I believe, the rest 
of the children were born. Mary and her sister Rosanna 
(Mrs. Murphy), and brothers, Eugene, Thomas, George, Dave 
and Joseph, .attended Calaveritas School. Mary’s parents 
lived at the old home until they passed away.

In the early 1880’s, Mary married Jo Bartoldus, who, 
with his brother, operated a brewery in San Andreas. Mary 
and Jo were parents of two children: Frank and Rose (Rose 
Joseph). Jo Bartoldus died when these children were small. 
In the late 1880’s Mary married Ruda Rathgeb, by whom 
she had Ruda, Theresa (Mrs. Evans); Evalyn (Mrs. Trent); 
Henry, Robert and Albert. All of these children were born 
in or near San Andreas, where they grew up and attended 
San Andreas School. The younger ones attended Willow Creek 
School, since Mary and Ruda had moved to a ranch about 
a mile and a half east of San Andreas, on the Calaveritas 
Road. Here Rudy Rathgeb Sr. died some years ago. Mary 
spent her last days there with the exception of the last 
three years of her life, when she lived with her daughter, 
Mrs. Theresa Evans of Berkeley.

Mary Ann Drury Bartoldus Rathgeb passed away August 
31, 1954, in a Berkeley hospital at the age of 91 years and 
11 months. She is survived by seven children, four grand
children and six great grandchildren. One brother, Thomas 
Drury, survives. Mary had the sorrow of losing her eldest 
son, Frank Bartoldus. when he was about 21.

I knew Mary as a devoted schoolmate, a devoted wife 
and mother, a congenial neighbor and a loyal friend.

NEW FERRY BOAT AT BIG BAR
On Saturday last, the ferry boat was finished and 

launched at Big Bar, opening a direct communication with 
Sacramento, for stages and heavy teams.

A wire cable has been stretched across the river, suf
ficiently strong to withstand the force of the rapid current 
at the Bar. The new ferry boat is one of the largest .and 
most substantial ones in the country.

Dr. Soher has spared no expense in order to make it 
perfectly secure against the action of the water, which 
runs with extraordinary force in the vicinity of the ferry.

The rates of toll will be the same charged over the 
bridge previous to its being carried off by the late flood.— 
Calaveras Chronicle, Mar. 15, 1862.

THE MORELAND BRIDGE
In 1871. West Moreland, an Englishman, settled in the 

Mother Lode country, and decided to- build :a toll bridge 
across the Mokelumne River a. few miles north and west 
of Campo Seco. He went back to England to obtain his 
timbers and cables, which were shipped around Cape Horn 
to- California.

Just as Moreland was finishing the bridge two Mexican 

desperadoes attempted to drive a band of stolen horses over 
the bridge. The bridge collapsed and the horses and planks 
went into the water below. The Mexicans were captured 
and hanged from the remains of the bridge. Moreland had 
to start over with his bridge, but it was completed and a 
toll rate of 2^ cents per head for sheep and cattle, andi 25 
cents per man was charged.

Children from the Cook ranch, located near the bridge, 
went across it in the late 1800’s to school at Lancha Plana. 
The walk was shorter for the six and seven year olds than 
the daily trek to the Campo Seco school, which was attended 
by the older children. The bridge was a popular subject 
for photographers and used until 1920 when the copper 
smelter went out.

SOUTH FORK BRIDGE PARTIALLY 
BURNED

(Calaveras Chir'onicle, Aug. 9, 1873)
The suspension bridge across the South Fork of the 

Mokelumne on the Glencoe-West Point Stage Road, gen
erally called “Sawyer’s Bridge,” was destroyed by fire on 
Aug. 6th, 1873.

Mr. Sawyer was burning some stumps and the fire was 
communicated to the toll house. It was not discovered the 
building was on fire until the flames had gained considerable 
headway. The house and the contents were entirely destroyed 
and the bridge was set on fire. The tower next to the toll 
bridge was burned, causing the bridge to hang edgewise by 
one cable. The railing was also burned off the bridge. It 
was repaired by Mr. Sawyer and put back into service in 
October, 1873.

WOMEN CONDUCTING BUSINESS 
IN CALAVERAS COUNTY IN THE 

FIFTIES
Mary Fitzsimmons had a store at Chili Camp in 1856. 
Susan B. Sharp, wife of John W. Sharp, conducted a 

hotel at Upper Calaveritas in 1856.
Elsie Golinelli had a store at Happy Valley in 1857.
Marie Becker conducted a store and bakery business 

at Robinson’s Ferry in 1857.
Maria Musto ran a stone at Mosquito Gulch (Glencoe) 

in 1858.
Francini Ponzadoux had a provision and liquor store 

at West Point in 1858.
Catherine Fischer conducted ,a butcher shop at Jesus 

Maria in 1858.
Fredericke Barkhorn conducted a saloon at Angels Camp 

in 1859.
Mary Lindsay had a hotel at Angels in 1859.
Margaret O’Neill conducted *a ferry at O’Byrnes Ferry 

on the Stanislaus River in the l-atter part of 1859.

BRIDGE AT POVERTY BAR
A new wire suspension bridge has been erected at 

Poverty Bar on Mokelumne River by Messrs. Cooper & 
Thompson, in place of the old ferry boat which has been 
dismissed from service. A mile above is the splendid wire 
suspension bridge of Mr. Westmoreland.

The bridge at Poverty Bar is 180 feet span, 11 feet wide, 
double floor and 2 inch cables. The anchors are sunk 25 
feet into the ground.—Calaveras Chronicle, January, 1860.
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LAS CALAVERAS
(Since we have adopted this name for our bulletin, it is 

important that all our members understand the source 
ot the name for our county. The following article was 
taken from the California Blue Book and is the report of 
Mariano G. Vallejo, chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Counties, in regard to names given the first 27 counties 
and approved on February 18, 1852.)

Calaveras. “This word signifies skulls, and the so-called 
creek, which gives name to the county, derives its own 
name from the fact of an immense number of skulls having 
been found lying in its vicinity from time immemorial. 
According to the diary of Captain Moraga, who headed 
the first incursions made on the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin rivers, and the Sierra Nevada, the chiefs of the 
tribes encamped on these rivers made war against the 
tribes of the Sierra, who came down to fish for salmon, 
with which those rivers abounded. This was considered 
trespass on rights acquired by occupation, and war was 
in consequence declared between the tribes of the vallev 
and those of the Sierra, during which a sanguinary battle 
was fought near the creek Calaveras. The tribes of the 
valley were victorious and more than 3000 killed on both 
sides remained on the field. Hence the name of the creek 
as given by Captain Moraga.”

This story of the naming -of the river is given differently 
by Harry Hubbard in his book “Building the Heart of 
an Empire.” He states that the name El Rio de la Pasion 
had been given to the river when it was discovered by 
Jose Moraga in an expedition in 1776. The name Calaveras 
was given to the river by Dr. John Marsh in the summer 
of 1840. He was returning from the upper reaches of 
the river which the Indians had called Hachekumma, 
when night overtook them. (The Hudson Bay Com
pany listed the river on their maps as the Wine Creek 
because of the large quantities of grapes which grew 
on its banks, according to Thompson and West, “His
tory of San Joaquin County,” 1879). The party made 
camp in the dark in a clump of trees on the south bank 
of the river. When the cook arose early the next morning 
and started looking for wood to build the fire, he dis
covered -on the bank of the river a great pile of human 
skulls and bones. He rushed back to camp and summoned 
Marsh to come and see the discovery. When Marsh saw 
the great pile of white skulls, he was struck with awe 
and exclaimed, “Las Calaveras!” (the skulls).

It was from this incident that the river lost the name 
of El Rio de la Pasion (the River of Passion) and became 
Calaveras.

Marsh later learned that some time during the 1830’s 
there had been a bitter battle between the Yachekos 
Indians, who claimed the territory to the south of the 
river, -and the Siyakumma Indians, who claimed the terri
tory to the north of the Cal-averas, on the south bank of 
the river at a point near its confluence with the San 
Joaquin River. The few survivors on each side were so 
exhausted that they retired to their respective rancherias 
without burying the dead.

NEW SUSPENSION BRIDGE
Mr. M. G. Sawyer has completed his suspension bridge 

across the South Fork of the Mokelumne River. The bridge 
is 150 ft. span and 53 feet above the stream, the anchors 
have been firmly fixed and everything connected with the 
work put up in a substantial manner. The old bridge was 
carried off during the flood of last December.—Calaveras 
Chronicle, July 21, 1862.

Another story about the naming of the mining town of 
Jenny Lind comes from Mrs. Frank Meyer, whose father 
was an early settler in the region. Her sto-ry is that one 
of the first miners to locate at the diggings was John Lind 
and when the miners began searching for a name for the 
camp, they proposed to make it Lind, after the first settler. 
John Lind good naturedly agreed but suggested that they 
add the Jenny, after the famous “Swedish Nightingale,” to 
his name and call it Jenny Lind. They agreed to this and 
adopted the name.

The Conference of California Historical Societies was 
launched at Columbia on July 24-25. A set of by-laws was 
adopted and a staff of officers were elected by the 106 
delegates from 31 organizations. Two members from the 
Calaveras Society were elected to positions on the Board 
of Directors, Dr. Hunt and your editor. Dr. Hunt was chosen 
president; Harold Schutt of Tulare County, vice-president; 
Coke Wood, executive secretary, and Mrs. Doris Foley of 
Nevada County, treasurer.

The state was divided into seven regions and a regional 
vice-president chosen to represent each on the Board of 
Dirctors. The next annual meeting of the Conference will 
be held at Monterey on June 24-25, 1955. Active membership 
dues were set at $5.00 annually. The Calaveras Society was 
the second charter member in the Conference.

The Executive Committee held a profitable meeting at 
the home of Florence and Walter Martell in Murphys on 
the fourth Thursday in August in place of our regular 
monthly meeting. Several business matters which required 
a great deal of time to disucss, such as the Matteson diary 
and the program for the coming year, were thoroughly con
sidered. We made plans for an even better year than we have 
had.

We certainly missed our President, Judge Smith, at the 
September meeting, -and we hope the Judicial 'Council doesn’t 
get the habit again of sending him to Los Angeles County 
every other month to serve on the bench in that overcrowded 
metropolis. We need him in Calaveras County.
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THE STEVENSON-McGURK BRIDGE
The Stevenson Bridge was the first bridge built across 

a stream in Calaveras County. It spanned the North Fork 
of the Calaveras River about one .and a half miles westerly 
from Sn Andreas on the road, to Stockton. On November 18, 
1850, E. L. Stevenson and George M. Perie petitioned the 
Court of Sessions of Calaveras County for permission to 
erect a toll bridge .across the North Fork of the Calaveras 
River at or near Moore’s Branch and near the Iowa Log 
Cabin.

The Court of Sessions on December 6, 1850, at Double 
Springs granted permission to Stevenson and Perie to erect 
the bridge provided they post .a bond in the sum of $5,000, 
and complete the bridge within forty days and keep the 
same in good repair for .a period of one year. The Court of 
Sessions fixed the rate of toll that could be charged and re
newed the license the following December to Mr. Steven
son .alone.

The first bridge was built with log pilings and piers. It 
had a narrow floor and no side railings.

In 1859 Stevenson and his wife Verina executed a note 
and chattel mortgage giving the bridge as security. The in
terest on the note was two per cent per month. It is evident 
that Stevenson had considerable difficulty in meeting his 
payments and on June 11, 1860, a second note and chattel 
mortgage was given with the bridge as security. The high 
water of 1861-62 swept the bridge away and Mr. Stevenson 
immediately constructed another bridge at the same location.

On May 3, 1865, Mr. Stevenson .and his wife executed 
a trust in which they conveyed the bridge to one S. B. Stev
ens. By this instrument Stevens was to enter into possession 
of the bridge, collect all tolls, and pay all necessary expenses 
in connection with the bridge and when all outstanding debts 
had been paid to reconvey the property to Stevenson and 
wife.

On April 30, 1867, Stevenson and his wife, then living 
at Stockton, conveyed the bridge to one James Gorman. Mr. 
Gorman conducted the bridge and collected tolls until his 
death. On March 18, 1870, Mr. Gorman engaged in a dispute

Stevenson-McGurk Bridge, located about one and a half 
miles west of San Andreas. This, picture was taken about 
60 years iago.

with several Chinamen over tolls and during the trouble a 
Chinaman stabbed and killed him. John F. Beckett,, the Pub
lic Administrator was appointed the 'administrator of the 
James Connelly estate .and the bridge was sold at a probate 
sale to Henry Connelly for the sum of $1600. The sale was 
completed in June, 1873.

Mr. Connelly collected tolls on the bridge until his death 
on May 6, 1878. About 1875, a new bridge replaced the old 
bridge at the same site. It had high side railings, with large 
trusses and was painted red. On an arch of the over-head 
structure was an iron plaque which gave the date of com
pletion of the bridge and the tonnage that it was built to 
stand.

The will of Mr. Connelly left the bridge to his brother. 
Michael Connelly, and Patrick Henry McGurk was named 
as the executor of the will. The bridge was sold by the exe



cutor and Charles H. McGurk bought the property in Octo
ber 1878. The bridge was thereafter on March 10, 1879, con
veyed by Charles McGurk to Patrick H. McGurk. P. H. Mc
Gurk was thereafter 'and until the bridge was purchased by 
the County of Calaveras on January 5, 1886, the owner and 
collector of tolls on the property.

The property upon which the bridge stood was sold to 
Guisippe Ginochio and his wife Rachele in 1899 'and it has 
been held by members of their family ever since said date.

In 1916, the State of California made a new alignment 
of the highway and built a. reinforced concrete bridge about 
one-half mile down stream from the old bridge. The old 
bridge was condemned and left standing for private use 
only. During a heavy winter storm in 1921, the double plank
ed floor became water soaked and the weight pulled the 
bridge down and it settled almost silently into the river. It 
was dismantled and sold for junk.

In 1938, the State made another alignment .of the high
way and a. new reinforced concrete bridge was constructed 
on the site of the original bridge. This is the bridge in use 
at this time. It is said that a ferry was used to cross the 
stream during high water before the bridge was first built.

This bridge is located a short distance from the Old 
Pioneer Cemetery.

EARLY SAWMILLS OF
CALAVERAS COUNTY

It is difficult to determine who constructed the first 
sawmill in Calaveras County. Without doubt one of the first 
mills was the Willow Creek sawmill owned by Elias Field. 
He sold the mill to Dennis, Wylie, and Washburn, who op
erated the mill for many years. It was located on Willow 
Creek just where the Cave City road left the Mt. Ranch-San 
Andreas road, and a. lumber yard was maintained in San 
Andreas.

After the timber in the immediate vicinity was cut, 
Dennis sold out to Wylie land Washburn and they moved the 
mill to O’Neill Creek. Oxen were used to transport logs to 
the mills. The early mills whipsawed the lumber. This meth
od required a saw somewhat similar to a cross cut saw with 
teeth slanted in one direction. It was usually operated by 
two men, one above a. platform and one below. The cutting 
occurred on the downward stroke. Water power was some
times used.

Wylie and Washburn sold the mill to a man named 
Armstrong, but after a short period of operation it was de
stroyed by fire. The oxen were sold by Armstrong to McKay 
who operated a mill on the headwaters of Love Creek for 
many years.

There were probably sawmills in the Murphys region as 
early as 1850 because visitors to the camp tell of the build
ings constructed of sawed lumber. There were certainly mills 
there by 1852, because the San Joaquin Republican, Novem
ber 13, 1852, stated that the amount of pine forests in the 
vicinity of Murphys New Diggins was inexhaustible and that 
there were two steam sawmills in the camp. One was own
ed by Brown, Gilman, and Knapp and was located on Mill 
Street with lumber yards at Vallecito, Douglas Flat, and 
Albany Flat.

Old-timers state the first sawmill at Murphys was lo
cated about one half mile south of Murphys, near the site 
of the present Ed French home. It is claimed that the first 
person to be buried in the Protestant Cemetery was a man 
who was sawed in two at this mill. The mill was probably

Mjamuel logging tractor.
60 years ago.

the one owned by John and J. K. Doak. It may have been 
purchased from Knapp because it was mortgaged on Febru
ary 23, 1853, to Knapp and Turner for 84.17 ounces of gold 
dust or its equivalent in coin at $17.25 per ounce with in
terest at four per cent per month.

This property was conveyed by the Doaks on. March 5, 
1856, to John Mara th. It was described as being a lot used 
for milling and lumbering purposes and located a half mile 
south of Murphys, near Spanish Gulch which runs from Cen
tral Hill to Angels Creek. It was known as Doaks’ Old Mill.

In the fifties there were three mills on the Big Trees 
Road or adjacent to it. Captain Hanford had a sawmill in 
the vicinity of Hanford Hill. One description places it on 
Mill Creek where the Utica Ditch now crosses it. Another 
places it at the foot of Hanford Hill where the old Javeaux 
Ranch was located.

The Calaveras County Records (Book “D” of Deeds, 
p. 389) states that William H. Hanford, doing business as 
W. H. Hanford and Company, together with his wife, Eliza
beth, conveys to John Kimball, Ephriam Cutting, Daniel H. 
Dickinson and Elijah Dickinson, for the sum of $12,000, one 
steam sawmill known as Wm. H. Hanford, and Company’s 
Mill and located on Mill Creek, a tributary of the Stanislaus, 
about 7% miles northeast of Murphys and about 1% miles 
south of the mill owned by the Union Water Company. Lum
ber yards were located at Vallecito and Angels Camp. He 
may have had mills in several locations.

The Union Water Company had a mill also on Mill 
Creek, located a short distance above Hanford Mill. It was 
near the head of the Utica Ditch .or Union Water Company 
aqueduct and cut lumber for the construction of the five 
mile flume as well as other flumes along the ditch.

In 1856, Albert Sleeper and a man named Hoyt built a 
water-powered sawmill near the Calaveras Big Trees on a 
branch of the San Antone Creek known as Cowell Creek. 
On January 18, 1860, a half interest was sold in this mill 
to Freeman Dunbar. For a time it was known as Sleeper 
:and Dunbar’s Mill and was powered by a large overshot wa
ter wheel. Dunbar bought out Sleeper’s interest for $5,000 
and continued to operate the mill as Dunbar and Sons until 
1871. This purchase apparently included the Dunbar Ranch, 
now known, as Meadowmont, which is owned by Bob Romag- 
gi, as well as thirty-two oxen, lumber yards at Murphys 



and Altaville, two logging wagons, and six lumber wagons. 
The lumber yard in Murphys was located in the flat just 
south of the monument on the Dunbar place. The property 
is now owned by Dr. Woodrow Cole and the large white 
house, occupied by the William Reidels, is the Dunbar home.

The combined output of these sawmills in the ’fifties 
was about 250,000 board feet per month.

Kimball and Cutting operated the sawmill bought from 
Hanford and Company until 1880. They had a lumber yard 
a short distance up the Big Trees Road with two sheds; one 
was 160 feet long and the other was 100 feet long in which 
400,000 feet of lumber could be stored. The large barn which 
is still standing on the Ernie Hauselt property was built by 
them to house the teams used in lumbering.

Kimball died in 1878 and the partnership was broken up. 
The lumber business and the teams were sold to John Man
uel, who had been operating the Wild Goose Mine in Doug
las Flat. For the next twenty years, until his death in 1899, 
Manuel was known as the lumberman of Calaveras. The 
Manuel family milled at several locations above Murphys, 
with yards at Murphys and Angels. The Manuel Estate Com
pany was the first company to haul lumber in Calaveras 
County with a traction engine.

SAWMILLS AROUND WEST POINT
The first sawmill around West Point, Calaveras County, 

was owned and operated by Dr. Fisher on the old Emigrant 
Road about 3 miles easterly of the town. This early mill 
whipsawed the logs into lumber. Milling was carried on iat 
this location for many years.

In the early eighties, Warren Rose (later of Angels 
Camp) was a partner of Joel Rowe and Thomas Jenkins in 
a sawmill built in connection with their stamp mill on Mott’s 
Gulch. After he sold his interest to his partners, Rowe and 
Jenkins carried on the sawmill business, which later was 
moved to Bear Creek and the operations were carried on in 
the name of Eureka Mill and Lumber Company, a corpora
tion. This mill was a short distance northerly from the pres
ent sawmill of the Stockton Box Company.

Warren Rose then operated a sawmill near the James 
Porteous home. This mill came into the hands of Woodcock 
Bros., who later moved the mill to the Licking Fork of the 
Mokelumne River, a short distance above the Sandoz Ranch. 
Thereafter, they again moved the mill further up on the same 
stream. The mill was last operated by W. H. Mitchell Lum
ber Company.

J. K. Doak had a steam power mill on what is now the 
Hawver Ranch in Canadian Valley about 4 miles northerly 
from the town of San Andreas. This mill became the prop
erty of David McCarty who moved it to Rail Road Flat and 
cut lumber there. Later he moved the mill to West Point 
and operated it until his death, at a site about one mile east
erly of town, for many years. Later his son, Allen McCarty, 
and George C. Bruce ran the mill. Afterwards, Mr. Bruce 
had a mill on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River about 
4 miles above the present dam of the Calaveras Public Util
ity District on the stream.

These West Point mills cut lumber for the Gwin Mine, 
the Amador Ganal and the Mokelumne Hill Ditch. When 
the Mokelumne Hill Ditch was being built the Company had 
a sawmill at Glencoe that cut the flume lumber.

McCARTY SAWMILL
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

David McCarty first had a sawmill at Rail Road Flat. 
He afterwards moved this mill to West Point and continued 

to operate about one mile east of the town of West Point 
for many years. Thereafter, McCarty and Bruce operated 
a sawmill on the same premises. George C. Bruce later had 
a sawmill on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River about 
three miles above the Schaad place.

Warren Rose came from Jackson to West Point. He 
had been mining at Jackson and mined at West Ppint with 
Rowe & Jenkins. He had a sawmill on the Blue Mountain 
Road near the place where the Water Ditch belonging to 
Calaveras Public Utility District crosses the road. This 
mill was sold by Warren Rose to the Woodcock brothers 
who milled at the place for quite a number of years. They 
kept oxen for hauling logs. After cutting the timber in the 
vicinity of the mill they moved their mill to the Licking 
Fork just above the Sandoz Place. Later they moved the 
mill a little further up on the Licking Fork and operated 
from this location for some time. The mill was afterwards 
secured by the W. H. Mitchell Lumber Company of Valley 
Springs and the mill was last operated by the Mitchell 
Lumber Company.

Warren Rose was engaged in mining near West Point 
with Joel Rowe and Thomas Jenkins as partners. The latter 
two men had come to West Point from mining at Bodie, 
Mono County.

Warren Rose sold them his interest in a ten-stamp 
quartz mill and some mining claims. Rowe and Jenkins 
then built a sawmill in connection with their stamp mill. 
After sawing at this place for a few years, Rowe went to 
Grass Valley and organized a corporation known as Eureka 
Mill and Lumber Company. This company acquired a tract 
of timber near Bear Creek and built a. mill on Bear Creek 
near where the road to the Stockton Box Company’s mill 
crossed Bear Creek. They had a rail track up Bear Creek 
and logged on the road. They did not continue in business 
for many years and finally closed down. Thereafter, Clar
ence Berry built a sawmill on Tiger Creek where the Stock- 
ton Box Mill is now situated. Berry had a mill on his place 
at Glencoe prior to moving to the West Point location. 
Thereafter, Berry’s moved to Amador County.

Schaad Bros, had a sawmill on the Middle Fork of the 
Mokelumne River a short distance below the Schaad Ranch. 
During the terrible flu epidemic, the family was practically 
wiped out by the dread disease.

Barnhart at one time had a sawmill at Skull Flat.
Nixon Bros, had a mill at the foot of the Wilson Hill on 

the old Emigrant Road.
The earliest mills around West Point whipsawed the 

lumber. One of the earliest of these mills was owned by 
Dr. Fisher and later by a man named Mentzel.

SAWMILL OF MOKELUMNE HILL CANAL 
& MINING COMPANY

When this company was building the canal from South 
Fork of Mokelumne River, they had a sawmill near Glencoe 
where they sawed lumber for the flumes. This was in the 
early fifties.

The mill was located above the Three-Way Station on 
the West Point Road.

COSGROVE SAWMILL
Chas. Cosgrove had a steam power sawmill on Joaquin 

Creek, between Ross Reservoir and Dogtown. This mill was 
afterwards moved to Taylor Creek and placed on the prop
erty there belonging to George Taylor’s father and uncle.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society for the benefit of the members. 
Membership in the society is $4.00 a year. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras for $1.00 a copy. The histori
cal material in this bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone 
is invited to use it. Mention of the source will be ap
preciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society meets on the 
fourth Thursday of each month at the Courthouse in San 
Andreas. Dinner meetings are held each quarter at differ
ent places in the county.

EDITORIAL
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to con

gratulate Mr. Demarest for his fine work in writing up his 
memories of an active life in the most important of all the 
industries in Calaveras County—mining. We enjoyed his 
sharing some of these memories with us at the October din
ner meeting in Mountain Ranch, and we wish him the best 
of luck in getting his manuscript published.

The Calaveras Society would like to raise its voice in 
indignation at the proposal of the Elk Grove Irrigation Dis
trict and the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation to build a dam 
site at Coloma for the purpose of creating a reservoir which 
would flood the historic spot where James Marshall picked 
up the flakes of gold on January 24, 1848. We join with the 
El Dorado County Chamber of Commerce and the many 
other civic and historical groups in urging that all efforts 
possible be made to find an alternate location for the dam. 
The event that occurred there started a great migration that 
was felt in all parts of the world and is only exceeded in 
size by the Crusades. This spot should be preserved as a 
historical shrine so that future generations can more fully 
appreciate our heritage.

More people in Calaveras County should be enjoying 
the meetings and membership in the Historical Society. The 
Siskiyou County Historical Society is the largest local his
torical society in California with a membership roll of about 
eleven hundred. The county has a population of 31,000. Cala
veras County is one-third the size of Siskiyou and yet we on
ly have a membership of about 125. At our dinner meeting 
at Mountain Ranch we had 106 people in attendance and 
judging from the enthusiasm with which everyone was dis
posing of Mrs. Mudd’s macaroni and the attention given Mr. 
Demarest in his talk, everyone had a fine evening. Let’s tell 
others about the work .of the society and invite them to join.

J. K. DOAK SAWMILL
J. K. Doak, an early day resident of Calaveras County, 

built a sawmill in Canadian Valley, on what is now known 
as “The Hawver Ranch.’’ David McCarty was his bookkeeper 
and sawyer. Doak became so much in debt to McCarty 
that McCarty took the mill in payment of his debt and 
moved it to Rail Road Flat. After completing milling at 
Rail Road Flat, McCarty moved the mill to West Point and 
set it up about one mile easterly of West Point. The mill 
continued in occupation of Mr. McCarty for years and was 
afterwards run by his son, Allen.

MODOC SAWMILL
This sawmill was located in Tuolumne County, near the 

North Fork of the Stanislaus. It was built by the Union 
Water Company for the purpose of cutting flume lumber 
for their canal.

Water was taken from Beaver Creek and the mill was 
operated by water power.

EL DORADO SAWMILL
This sawmill was in the town of El Dorado and was op

erated by Wm. Irvine. It was a steam power mill, and was 
located not far from the sawmill operated by Joe Josephsen 
recently.

Mr. Irvine maintained a lumber yard at San Andreas 
when he had the sawmill.

SAWMILLS AROUND MOKELUMNE HILL
A man named Henri Charbonnel owned several saw

mills around Mokelumne Hill during the fifties. He had a 
mill at Buckeye, one at Jesus Maria and one at Independ
ence, near Rail Road Flat. He logged with oxen and main
tained a lumber yard at Mokelumne Hill. On November 5, 
1852, he conveyed a half interest in a sawmill about 3 miles 
east of Mokelumne Hill with 6 yoke of oxen and lumber 
yard at Mokelumne Hill.

WIGGINS SAWMILL
George Wiggins had a sawmill on Jesus Maria Creek 

between Mountain Ranch and Rail Road Flat at an early 
date. When the Comstock boom occurred he went over the 
mountain and lumbered at Lake Tahoe for several years. 
Thereafter, he returned and again milled on the Jesus Maria. 
After his death his widow, Sarah Wiggins, carried on the 
business for many years. Logging was done with oxen. 
George Getchell, being the principal driver of the ox teams.
They maintained a lumber yard at San Andreas.

SAWMILL ON SAN ANTONIO CREEK
Spencer & Benson had a water power sawmill on San 

Antonio Creek just below where the Indian Creek enters the 
San Antonio.

This mill was operated with one of the earliest water 
rights taken up on San Antonio Creek.

There was an early sawmill at Reynolds Ferry in the 
early days in Calaveras County.
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CARSON HILL AND THE
STEVENOT FAMILY
BY ARCHIE STEVENOT

Jean Gabriel K. Stevenot, a lawyer by profession, from 
Alasace-Lorraine, France, arrived at the Port of San Fran
cisco, California, on August 9, 1849.

He first engaged in merchandising at San Francisco 
and soon, thereafter went to Marysville, California with 
General Sutter. Together they built the town of Elizaville, 
named in honor of the daughter of General Sutter.

In 1850 he came to Calaveras County, located about 
one-half mile westerly of the town of Carson Hill, pitched 
a tent, established .a home, engaged in a store business, pur
chasing gold from the miners and in general being helpful 
to others.

Shortly after arriving in Calaveras County he began 
to purchase and work mining property and eventually held 
title to property from Albany Flat to Robinson’s Ferry. He 
was a pioneer quartz miner and operator in Calaveras 
County.

In the late 50’s, Mr. Stevenot erected a one stamp 
quartz mill at a place called the “Waterfall” being one-half 
mile below the town .of Carson Hill on Carson Creek. The 
ore crushed in this mill came from the “Reserve Mine” on 
Carson Hill. This enterprise proved profitable and in order 
to enlarge the plant he purchased a ditch bringing water 
from the foot of Vallecito Flat on Coyote Creek to Carson 
Hill. Thereafter he promoted the erection of a forty stamp 
mill near Carson Hill to work the ore taken from the “Re
serve Mine.” During the early copper excitement in Cala
veras County in the 60’s, Mr. Stevenot w.as interested in 
copper mining at Copperopolis.

His mining interests were eventually acquired by the 
Melones Mining Company and extensively worked.

Mr. Gabriel K. Stevenot was born October 9, 1813, died 
in San Francisco October 23, 1885. He was married in

France in 1844 and had one son and one daughter. His wife 
and daughter never came to the United States.

Emile K. Stevenot, the son of Gabriel K. Stevenot was 
born at Alsace-Lorraine, France, on February 11, 1846. He 
graduated from the University of Stnaasburg as an engineer 
and joined his father in Calavers County in 1863. He be
came president of the Melones Mining Company and con
tinued with the company until 1870. At that time he went 
to San Francisco and engaged in Borax Metalurgical Re
fining until 1879. He married Sarah Elizabeth Stephens of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, the daughter of Josephus Stephens, a 
United States Marshal. Mr. Emile K. Stevenot, with his 
family, returned to Calaveras County in 1879 ano to his 
mining holdings.

There was no school nearer than Angels Camp for the

STEVENOT FAMILY, CARSON HILL, ABOUT 1888— 
Left to right: Fred Stevenot, Archie Stevenot, Margret 
Stevenot, Nellie Stevenot, Mother Stevenot, Louis Steve
not, Allie Stevenot, Marie Stevenot. Father Stevenot took 
the picture.



CARSON HILL SCHOOL—Picture taken, by Emile K. 
Stevenot 1882. Left to right: George Tarbat, Augustine 
Peirano, Fred Stevenot, Tom Tarbat, Ted Cordes, John 
Tarbat, Alex Tarbat, Herman Cordes, John Peirano, Rose 
Tarbt, Annie Peirano, Peirano girl, Florence Smith Cut
ler, Bobby Cordes, Ida Cordes, Mamie Stevenot, Nellie 
Stevenot, Maggie Stevenot, Mary Peirano, Nettie Peirano, 
Louie Stevenot.

Stevenot children to attend, so Mr. and Mrs. Stevenot en
gaged a private teacher for their children and later decided 
to provide an opportunity for all the children residing in 
the district to attend school. They purchased a cabin just 
below the town .of Carson Hill on what is now known as 
the California-Ophir Mine and opened: a school, and paid 
the salary of the teacher until the school was taken over 
as a public school.

The Stevenot home has always been on the westerly 
slope of Carson Hill. In the 80’s, Mr. Emile K. Stevenot 
built an eight stamp quartz mill op Carson Hill just below 
where his father had first built the one stamp mill. This was 
later replaced with a forty stamp mill. In this mill the ore 
from the Santa Cruz and Whittle Mines w.as reduced. At 
this mill Mr. Stevenot did considerable experimenting in 
treating the ore and used cyanide at this early date in Cala
veras County. The Santa Cruz Mine sold by Mr. Stevenot 
in 1888 to Lord Cameron .and John Mackey of Comstock 
fame. The ditch from Coyote Creek was later extended 
around Carson Hill, water power was used and .a mill was 
built near the old Morales Ranch.

The Carson Hill Mines acquired the properties from 
the Melones Mining Company. Through the efforts of Mr. 
D. C. Demarest .and Lawrence Monte Verda of Altaville 
and Archie D. Stevenot (son of Emile K. Stevenot), Mr. 
Wm. J. Loring became interested in the Melones-Carson 
Hill group of mines and the Carson Hill Gold Mines, Inc., 
was .organized to work the mines as a group from Robin
son’s Ferry to Carson Hill. The new company, in addition 
to acquiring the mining claims belonging to the Melones 
Mining Company, secured the Morgan Mine, the Iron Rock, 
the Finnegan, Woods properties and some smaller claims 
for about $2,000,000. Wm. J. Loring was made president of 
the company and Archie D. Stevenot, general manager. 
They first started with a three stamp mill which was after
wards enlarged to a thirty stamp mill. During their opera
tion a recovery of more than $1,000,000 per year was made.

Fred G. Stevenot, another son of Emile K. Stevenot, 
spent many years operating mining property In Calaveras 
County in the neighborhood of Carson Hill. In connection 
with his cattle business, he operated the Meeker Mine on 
Chaparral Hill. Mr. Fred G. Stevenot represented the 
County .of Calaveras in the State Legislature and is now 
a manager of one of the departments of Bank of America.

At the present writing, the Stevenot family has a rec
ord of having been residents and land owners in Calaveras 
County for 105 years.

By purchase recently the property of the Carson Hill 
Mining Company is again in the hands of the Stevenot 
family.

Mrs. Emile K. Stevenot was of the Hamilton family. 
She and Mr. Stevenot had the following named children: 
Mary Felice, Margaret. Ferdinand G. (Fred), Natalie 
(Nellie), Leonie, Archibald D., Alice (Allie), Joseph E., 
and Cassimir (Cass).

SAWMILLS ABOVE MURPHYS
John Manuel bought the lumber business from Kimball 

and Cutting in 1878 and for the next 20 years, until his 
death in 1899, was the lumberman of Calaveras. He was as
sisted by three sons, Matt, Jack, and Ray. Upon his death 
the business was incorporated as the Manuel Estate Com
pany by his heirs with Matt H. Manuel as general manager. 
This concern continued in the lumbering business until re
cent years. Now the assets have been liquidated and the 
Estate dissolved.

Manuel had sawmills at several locations but the first 
was at what is now Hunter’s Dam. It was moved to the 
Moran Creek below the Flanders place. Later it was moved 
to Cowell Creek, a branch of the San Antone, at a point a 
short distance southwest .of the present town of Arnold. The 
mill was later located on the Moran Ranch, east of Arnold, 
at what is now Fly-In-Acres. There was another mill site 
just above Avery where the present highway cuts through 
some swampy ground.

Manuel had the first lumber yard at Murphys on the 
lot beside the Matt Manuel home on Main Street. Two long 
sheds run from Main Street to the back of the lot near the 
Masonic Temple. This housed not only the lumber but the 
rear sheds were stables for the lumbering teams.

By 1904 the demand for lumber was so great that the 
Manuel Estate had two mills .and yards in operation. When 
the Sierra Railroad built a branch line from Jamestown to 
Angels Camp, the lumber yard was moved to the railroad 
and the yard in Murphys closed. The yard in Angels Camp 
was taken ever by the Angels Box and Lumber Company, 
a corporation organized by John Manuel, Jr., and separated 
from the Manuel Estate.

For a period of ten years, because competition was in
juring both businesses, the Manuels closed their mill in an 
agreement with the Raggio Brothers who were operating a 
sawmill on San Antone Creek. During this time, the Manuels 
continued to haul logs and poles to the mines in Angels 
Camp, but did not cut any lumber. After the Raggios had 
cut their lumber Oin San Antone Creek, the Manuels again 
began sawing.

The Manuels worked between 35 and 40 men on their 
lumbering crews and usually had three or four 14-horse or 
mule teams hauling the lumber to the yards and mines dur



ing about six months of the year. There were also teams 
used in the woods to drag in the logs. There were three cor
rals for feeding and resting the teams. One was in Murphys, 
another at the top of the grade on Hanford Hill at the For
rester Ranch, -and one was on. the Moran Ranch at the log
ging operations.

During the lumbering season the teamster would work 
seven days a week and from 12 to 14 hours ia day for a top 
wage of from $85 to $90 a month and board, for the best 
drivers. The only holiday observed was July the 4th.

Hostlers who took care of the teams worked even long
er hours for $45 and $50 a month and board. The hostlers 
duties were to feed and harness the teams -at four o’clock in 
the morning and in the evening they would sometimes work 
until 10 or 11 p. m., feeding, watering, and caring for the 
stock. Sore shoulders had to be treated -and collars rubbed 
down to prevent chafing. There was also the danger of being 
kicked by ill-tempered mules, aroused sat being harnessed so 
early. The life of a hostler seemed arduous and hazardous 
for the lowly salary involved.

It will be impossible and unnecessary to name all the 
drivers of Manuel teams but here are a few.

One of the best drivers in handling 14 horses pulling 
two wagons of lumber was John Jones, but there were many 
others, such as Ernie Lombardi, Charles Williams, Eli Tal
bot. Gay Willett. Joe Bruner, Ted Martell, George and Jack 
Asbury. Ed Wright, George Williams, Andy Inks, George 
Terry, Joe Schachten, Raggio’s driver, Gus Emerald, Ed 
True, who was also foreman of the logging crew, Austin 
Kaier, Bud Lewis, Jim Inks, J. Darby, Ben Jones, Emil 
Schwoerer. Frank and Jack Gillette were good drivers of 
logging teams. These teams were different in that oxen 
were many times used :as wheelers with 6 horses hitched on 
in front of them.

When the lumbering season was ended with the fall 
rains, the Manuels took most of their teams to the valley 
and used them for winter plowing and cultivating on Rob
erts Island near Stockton, where hay and grain was raised 
for feed.

The Manuels were first to replace the 24 mule teams 
with a big steam traction engine, which pulled five wagons 
of lumber amounting to about 40,000 feet each trip. Frank 
Adams was one of the best drivers of this engine and he was 
assisted by a brake tender who would walk beside the wag
ons and set the brakes by hand when signaled by a blast on 
the whistles. Many of the old-timers tell of their first ex
perience with this roaring and snorting iron monster who 
terrified both man and beast on the first trips up and down 
the grades. Large wheels .and tremendous weight also had 
disasterious effect on the roads.

The Manuels also replaced the oxen and horse teams 
used in logging with a donkey engine. It was a spark from 
this engine that set the fire that burned through the Big 
Trees Grove in 1910.

The Raggio Brothers, Richard, Ernest, and Joe, operat
ed a sawmill for many years on the San Domingo below 
Manuels’ mill and .about opposite Avery and a second one 
at Cowell Creek in the early 1900’s. The lumber was sawed 
at the mill on the creek and then hauled by .a donkey engine 
to the top of the ridge where there was a drying yard near 
the Murphys Big Trees Road. A planing mill was also a part 
of this operation. At later periods, the Raggios cut lumber 

at the head of O’Neil Creek. Their main lumber yard was in 
Angels Camp. Besides these operations, a great deal of wood 
was transported to Sheep Ranch for fuel to run the steam 
engines which furnished the power for the hoists.

The Raggios also had a traction engine used in hauling 
lumber. A man named Moreno was the driver of this engine. 
Later he was killed in an accident while serving as brake- 
man on the Sierra Railway.

John and Nathan McKay operated a. sawmill about 12 
miles from Murphys near the Big Trees at the headwaters 
of Lone Creek for many years. They had a lumber yard at 
Altaville.

A visitor to Murphys in 1892 stated that there were two 
mills in the vicinity of Murphys. One was owned by John 
Manuel, and the other by the McKay Brothers. The two 
mills had a cutting capacity .of 3,000,000 feet in a season. (1)

McKay had a traction or donkey engine which ran on a 
track and brought logs into the mill. This is now on display 
in front of the museum in Angels 'Camp.

The early logging operations were carried on by the 
use of oxen pulling solid wood iron-bound wheels about seven 
feet in diameter on which the logs were piled. One of the 
famous bull drivers was Andrew Daggett. He had a tre
mendous voice and could be heard yelling at the 10-oxen 
team for a mile. He used no lines but guided them with a 
good stick and by calling out the directions to them. He 
would work in the woods all summer and not come out until 
the season was over in the fall when he would bring his bulls 
and steers out of the woods hauling a large load of lumber.

Bill Wright was another driver for McKays.
McKays operated the mill until recent years.
(1) History of Central California, page 231.

DEED
May 16, 1863

M. W. HALL and J. H. STRATTON to GABRIEL K. 
STEVENOT:

Consideration $6,000.00 in Gold Coin Conveys
That certain water ditch known as Carpenters & Strat

ton Ditch running water from Coyote Creek at the foot of 
Vallecito Flat. Together with all branch ditches and reser
voirs connected with or used or in anywise appertaining.

Recorded in Book I of Deeds, page 325. Calaveras Coun
ty Records.

CARSON HILL
CALAVERAS COUNTY, Elliot, W. W. Oakland 1885— 

Carson Hill produces ponderous masses of gold in a short 
time—$2,800,000 worth of gold was extracted in seven 
months, and from contiguous pits not 100 feet deep; $14,- 
000 worth was taken put of a shaft in a day; and $20,000 
worth out of another only 60 feet deep. The weight of the 
masses of gold was expressed in pounds not in ounces; one 
mass of gold weighed pounds and another 7% pounds. 
But the most marvelous account of all is that of the blast 
in the Pachecho Shaft, which threw down a mass of rock 
so filled with gold that the masses held together when crack
ed by sledge hammers—one mass so broken out weighed 
108 pounds and contained 104 pounds .of gold. This is the 
largest mass of vein gold which has bean found in the world, 
at least of which there is any record.
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THE STEVENOT FAMILY 
OF CARSON HILL
By ARCHIE STEVENOT

Gabriel Stevenot, a lawyer from Alsace Lorraine, 
France, arrived in San Francisco on August 9, 1849. He en
gaged in merchandising at first and later went to Marys
ville with Captain Sutter. About ten miles from Marysville 
they built the town of Elizaville. It was named for Sutter’s 
daughter. He left that region and came to Calaveras County 
in 1850 nd pitched his tent one-fourth mile below Carson 
Hill. Later he -built a house and engaged in merchandising, 
weighing gold and giving advice to anyone seeking it. He 
was known as Angel Gabriel.

Stevenot started buying mining claims and soon own
ed property from Albany Flat to Robinson Ferry or 
Melones. In the late 50’s he built a one stamp mill at what 
is known as the Water Fall, one-fourth mile below Carson 
Hill on Carson Creek, where the water ditch takes off to 
the old Stevenot homestead. The ore that was crushed in 
this one stamp mill came from the Reserve Mine on Car
bon Hill. This proved very profitable on a small scale and 
Stevenot planned a larger mill. Water was the main draw
back, so Gabriel Stevenot interested a number of people in 
biriding a ditch from Coyote Creek at Vallecito to Carson 
Hill and on below to the Stevenot homestead. This ditch 
was extended finally to the Jones Mine further down Car- 
son Creek. The water was used to operate water wheels to 
furnish power for the stamp mills. Stevenot bought the 
ditch in 1863 for $6,000.

When the water was brought to Carson Hill, the 
Stevenot mill was increased to forty stamps. This was locat

ed at the foot of Carson Hill near the town of Carson and 
worked the ore from the Reserve Mine. Later Archibald 
Gryson, who was William Ralston’s father-in-law, bought 
the Reserve Mine from Emile K. Stevenot, son of Gabriel, 
for $80,000. Gryson had organized the Melones Mining 
Company with extensive holdings and had built a forty 
stamp mill. With the addition of the Reserve property and 
other claims the company found it necessary to enlarge the 
mill to one hundred stamps.

Emile K. Stevenot graduated from the University of 
Strasburg where he had studied mining, chemistry, and 
languages. He joined his father at Carson Hill in 1863 and 
after investing in the Melones Mining Company was elect
ed president. He left Carson Hill in 1870 and started a borax 
metallurgical refinery in San Francisco. The was the larg
est and most complete works of its kind in the United 
States. Stevenot was known for a time as the Borax King 
and was associated with Borax Smith. Smith interested 
some Eastern capital in borax and in 1879 bought out 
Stevenot.

Emile Stevenot had married Miss Sarah Elizabeth 
Stephens in San Francisco in 1872 and from this union came 
nine children. After selling the borax plant in 1879, the 
Stevenots returned to Carson Hill and their large holdings 
in mining property.

(Continued in the next issue of Las Calaveras.)
  

LUMP OF GOLD AT CARSON CREEK
STOCKTON TIMES, March 23, 1850 — Stockton is ex

cited by the news of a 93 pound lump of gold which has 
been dug up at Carson Creek. Yesterday a man presented 
us with a piece of gold which had been broken from the 
mass as a specimen. It weighed only a twelfth part of the 
whole lump which had been disseminated through quartz.

In November, 1854, the largest gold nugget ever found 
in California was taken from the Morgan Mine, Carson Hill, 
Calaveras County, California. It was a lump fifteen inches 
long, six inches wide and four inches thick, weighing about 
195 pounds troy and worth in excess of $43,000.—Hittell’s 
History of California.

In 1851, says the Angels Camp Record, a pocket of gold 
was discovered in what is now known as the Morgan Mine. It 
is said that nearly $3,000,000 was taken out from .an ex
cavation that was only 20 feet square and not over 30 feet 
deep.

The gold was found accumulated in bars and shreds 
around a large center mass like a huge golden octopus.

The miners worked, under armed guards. When blast
ing, the powder was charged into the drill holes and then 
the rock covered with raw hide and timbers to prevent the 
rock and gold from flying.

When the blast had gone off, the men went into the 
hole and picked loose such of the metal as they could get. 
The long stringers were twisted and pried with bars and 
beaten with hammers to loosen them. Often it was neces
sary to cut the gold with chisels, according to the state
ment of the men who worked there. The Carson Hill pocket 
was undoubtedly the largest ever found in the world.—Cala
veras Chronicle, November 9, 1907.
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CONTEST FOR OWNERSHIP OF
CARSON HILL IN 1851

By ALBERT ALEXANDER LASCY
Carson Flat was a placer mining camp and under the 

miners’ law of the district, a claim was 50 feet along the 
bank of a gulch or blind ravine, including the whole width 
from bank to bank but no law regarding the size of the 
claims on quartz lodes had been passed so far. An old 
Mexican miner, Pacheco, by name, found traces of gold in 
the croppings of the quartz on the summit of the hill, which 
he deemed to be valuable for further exploitation, and, 
wishing to claim them, told several Americans about it. 
Among these was one Broom Smith.

At a miners’ meeting that had not been advertised as 
required and held at night, unbeknown to most miners of 
the district, laws were enacted fixing the size of the claim 
on a quartz vein as 150 feet in length on the lode, with 50 
feet of surface ground, adjoining on each side of the lode. 
(These figures may not be accurate, but having been in
terested in a claim, are to the best of my recolletion.)

When the story of this night meeting and the passing 
of the laws for the location of quartz claims became known, 
another meeting, properly advertised, was called by the 
miners of Oarson Flat, which repudiated everything passed 
at the former meeting and declared the old mining laws 
on Carson Flat also applicable to quartz claims.

This caused a lively locating and jumping of claims 
which had been located by Broom-Smith and his party. The 
party that had located or jumped some of the ground claim
ed and located by Pacheco and his party were commonly 
known as the jumpers, and headed by Jim Finnegan. Other 
men were Carlow, Baker, Gregory, Barney, and Billie Mulli
gan, former Texas Ranger. Their headquarters were at 
Baker and Gregory’s Store.

From what I could see .or hear it seemed to me that 
not only the miners but also the merchants and the ihajor- 
ity of the citizens sided with and backed the jumpers.
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Scribner and Co., the largest mercantile firm at that time 
in Angels Camp, ,as well as (nearly all the other firms in 
Vallecito and Murphys, supported them. At this time 
Pacheco or the Broom Smith party was in possession of 
that part of the mine furnishing the rich quartz and they 
kept it closely guarded, not allowing anyone to enter.

We understood suit had been entered sometime before 
in court, deputy sheriffs coming up occasionally to serve 
papers of some kind on the other party: But the jumpers 
kept in possession of the jumped ground; sinking a shaft 
close to the part of the lode that yielded the rich rock, al
lowing to the other party, however, the full size of the claim 
as fixed under the Carson Flat laws. They calculated to 
strike the rich rock at a depth of about 100 feet, according 
to the dip of the lode at the surface and as every other party

CARSON HILL — Pictured above is the 30-stamp mill, 
at Carson Hill in the year 1919. President was W. J. 
Loring and Archie D. Stevenot, General Manager.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
JULY, 1955



that had located adjoining ground did.
We did not know at that time which party had the best 

of the law, but one morning a company of armed men, rais
ed in Sonora, came up and took possession of the hill and 
put the Pacheco or Smith party in possession. Later on we 
heard that the sheriff, not being .able to put the former 
party in possession, had applied to the governor for help 
and had been authorized to raise a company in Sonora, 
perhaps this was so.

When this became known at Angels and other camps, 
bodies of armed men were raised ready to fight for 'and help 
the jumpers. It was on the morning of the second or third 
day when we saw the Sonora men quietly leaving. At first, 
we did not understand this move, but within an hour bodies 
of armed men from Angels and other sections of the county 
came in to drive the Sonora men from the hill. The Sonora 
men on the summit, seeing these men coming and not being 

ixious to fight, had prudently retired.
This left all of us in possession of our claims as located 

under the Oarson Flat laws, temporarily, of course, leaving 
the next final move and final decision to the court. What 
finally became of the leaders, Finnegan and Carlow, I don’t 
know. I heard that they gradually disappeared or were 
bought out.

In 1852 I found Baker and Gregory on the Calaveras 
or Mormon Slough. Billy Mulligan was killed by the police 
in San Francisco when Ln a state of delirium tremens, he 
was shooting people from the window of a building. Barney 
left town when a vigilance committee was formed. After 
many years and changes the claims were finally bought by 
Jim Fair and I believe are yet owned by his heirs.

How much ever was taken out of the Pacheco claim 
will never be known. The .accounts vary considerable. It 
was said at one time the pay streak was four inches wide 
and a single blast threw out $50,,000 in gold. Undoubtedly 
this deposit was one of the richest ever found.

There was no iriill there to crush the rock, only the 
richest rock was ground in arrastras run by horse or mule 
power. A shaft was sunk in benches, notched poles served 
as ladders. A strong windlass rope was used to hoist out 
bags of rawhide filled with .ore and rock. Churn drills, .hav
ing the old two-point bit, were mostly used as was black 
powder for blasting. The only modem thing was the 
windlass.

ANGELS TO CARSON HILL TRIP
(San Andreas Independent, April 24, 1858)

Angels Camp, April 20, 1858
Mr. Editor:
It has been the universal custom of all travelers of 

every age, to seize upon any scene or circumstance to swell 
in their descriptions long, .and to picture minutely every 
object and place which awakens past associations and 
brings to the mind the imprint of other days.

I was particularly impressed today with this thought .as, 
leaving our village on my way to Carson’s, I passed through 
“Campo De Los Muertos”, (The Camp of the Dead), once 
knn-. ’n as Indian Creek. What an interesting, yes, terrible 
history would be the story of that place, were it but jotted 
down.

From this camp was it that the bold outlaw, Joaquin 
Murietta, first sallied out upon his desperate mission of 

death, writhing under the torment of imaginary wrongs, 
filled with a fiendish determination to write their cancella
tion in even innocent blood.

In 1851 this camp, then numbering some three thousand 
Mexicans, was attacked by some eight hundred Americans 
and completely destroyed and razed to the ground. Thirteen 
being killed and several others wounded. The graves of the 
slain are now visible upon the hillside. From this circum
stance it takes its doleful name.

Passing through, I came to the southern bank of In
dian Creek, where stands the smelting works (for such I 
will call them) of Messrs. Freeborn & Co. This, to one like 
me so unacquainted with fires and furnaces, is an interest
ing place where an hour can be passed off to advantage.

There is a furnace or oven of curious construction built 
by our townsman, David Strosberger, whose conceded skill 
in stone work needs no comment. Into this oven or furnace, 
as I understand it, it is proposed to deposit the quartz rock 
where it will be subjected to the action of intense heat, and 
subsequently to pass through the arastra. The plan looks 
feasible, and may it succeed.

But a short distance and I was at Marble Springs, tak
ing its name I presume from the numerous large white 
quartz boulders, among which it bursts forth. Here is the 
residence of Mr. Nantz, who has a very fine garden and 
farm. This place has a history of no particular interest, 
save that of being the camping ground of the redoubtable 
Col. Stevenson, in his tour through the mines in 1848-49.

From here I pushed on leaving Camp Senorita (or the 
spot upon which it once stood) to the right. There was a 
time in 1851, when very few, if any, rode past this pretty 
camp. The very name seemed to have charm—but the 
present day, the beauties have all departed, and as one 
gazes on her crumbling chimneys, and desolated firesides, 
and sees the grass growing and flowers springing, where 
once ran her streets, he turns moodily away.

Next is Albany Flat, a place of no inconsiderable im
portance. but at present shockingly dull, many having 
removed their habitations, leaving gaps here and there, 
which gives to the camp a very unpleasant appearance.

Leaving the “Flat”, I soon reached Carson’s. This is 
a spot of most unusual history, filled with rapid changes 
and thrilling incidents. When I compared the present quiet
ness that pervades the town and its suburbs with the wild 
excitement that once raged there. I seem to be transported 
to some other land clime. But still it is Carson’s. This is 
hills remain and the same skies bend over their chaparrel 
peaks. Then upon their hillsides are the little level plats 
where once stood tents and dwellings. There are the 
crumbling remains of stone chimneys and adobe ovens, that 
in their dilapidation awaken in the memory, the days of her 
incredible prosperity when her inhabitants talked as freely 
of ounces and pounds of gold, as her citizens do now of 
pennies and picayunes.

Here it was that the great contest went on wherein 
Morgan & Co., figured so prominently, not only in the 
courts but even upon the very ground itself, among the 
chaparrels that surround the spot. Who, of your many 
readers has not heard of Carson? The great lead of gold 
struck by Messrs. Rowe, Morgan, Hance, and others pro
duced a furor at the time (1851) that seemed to pervade 
the whole community.

Carson’s is now rising again rapidly, and is to be hoped
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JAMES H. CARSON
Carson was a Second Sergeant in Company F., Third 

Regiment, U. S. Artillery. He came to California with Col
onel Jonathan Stevenson’s regiment -of New York Volun
teers and arrived in Monterey on January 27, 1847. He was 
a Virginian by birth. He remained in California after being 
discharged from the service, following the close of the Mex
ican War. When the news reached Monterey in the spring 
of 1848 of Marshall’s discovery of gold at Coloma on the 
American River, he made his way to Weber Creek near 
Placerville, where he mined quite successfully. In August, 
1848, gold was becoming scarce in the vicinity and Carson 
joined a part of miners who started prospecting along the 
streams to the south and along the foothills. In this party 
were George Angel and John and Daniel Murphy, after 
whom Angels Camp and Murphys Diggings were named.

This party prospected all the streams down to the 
Stanislaus where they separated. George Angel began to 
mine at Angels Creek and soon set up a trading post in a 
tent. The Murphys went east to Vallecito and discovered 
gold, but a short time later moved on north and discovered 
gold in the valley now known as Murphys.

Carson went south of Angels Creek a few miles, guid
ed by friendly Indians, where he claimed his party panned 
an average of 180 ounces in ten days. The rains started 
early in October, 1848, and drove the miners out of the 
mines to the cities of the coast. Carson returned to 
Monterey.

In the spring of 1849 he helped organize the Carson- 
Robinson Expedition of 92 men, all well-armed because of 
trouble that had developed between the miners and Indians.

This party crossed over the San Joaquin Valley and reached 
the Sierra at about Mariposa. They made their way north, 
mining on .all the streams and making many new discov
eries. Carson made his way up to Sonora and Columbia 
without finding much gold. He then came back to Carson 
Creek and Angels Creek where his description of the min
ing operations, reported in his “Early Recollections of the 
Mines,’’ is the best early description of conditions in this 
region.

He was a restless soul and continued to explore and 
mine in different parts of the southern mines, but was in 
the Calaveras region most of the time.

In 1850 he formed a partnership with a Dr. Roberts for 
the purpose of trading between Stockton and Mariposa, but 
Dr. Roberts ran away with the funds, leaving Carson with 
a $3,000 debt.

Soon after this he became a victim to a severe case of 
rheumatism which made him an invalid for about 18 months. 
In January, 1852, a report was spread about his death. His 
friend, Benjamin P. Kooser administered his estate and 
while engaged in making distribution of the assets, he re
ceived a letter from Carson, purporting to be dated in 
Spirit Land. The letter expressed, among other things, Car
son’s satisfaction that so far as he could learn from news
paper reports, no one had rejoiced in “Old Jim’s” taking 
off. He threatened to thrash the man who had given in
formation of his death.

In January, 1852, the San Joaquin Republican publish
ed Carson’s “Early Recollections of the Mines,” which is 
the earliest and best description of conditions in the mines 
in 1848-49. These articles were later collected and publish
ed in book form.

In 1852, the Whigs of Calaveras County offered Car- 
son the nomination to the Legislature but he declined. The 
next year he was nominated to the State Assembly by the 
Democrats of Calaveras County. He was elected by a large 
majority, but the election was hardly over when Carson was 
again seriouslv attacked by rheumatism and died in 
Stockton in 1853.

CARSON HILL DISPUTE
“We are happy to learn from Oarsotn Hill that all is 

quiet, and that there is, for the present, at least, no likeli
hood of a conflict taking place between the two quartz par
ties. There are now but two companies at work on the Hill 
—the Union and the Louisiana companies, who have peace
able possession, and are vigorously pursuing their work.—■ 
SAN JOAQUIN REPUBLICAN, January 10, 1852.”

The fame of the rich diggings (Carson Hill) spread 
rapidly. The town of Melones on the southerly side of Car- 
son Hill became one of the largest mining camps in the 
country, acquiring a population varying from 3,000 to 5,- 
000 persons. It is said that travel was so great that Ten 
Thousand Dollars was taken in at Robinson’s Ferry, two 
miles to the south for ferriage over the Stanislaus River 
in six weeks. —Hittell’s History of California, Volume 3, 
Page 120.



more permanently in the scale of importance among the 
towns of our county, than what she did in the days of her 
best success.

I stopped at ■Carson Cottage, kept by Mrs. Rooney, 
where every comfort is found, and every attention paid 
which the traveler can desire. From the piazza, one looks 
out upon several claims, that but recently have been de
veloped, and are worthy of mention. They are tunnel claims 
piercing Carson Hill, all of which are paying well, and one 
or two extremenly well.

I could see Messrs. Boden’s Co.’s., Sutherland & Co.’s, 
Gore, Bickle & Co.’s, Rowe & Co.’s, all working by cars upon 
railroads.

I visited the steam mill of Messrs. Rowe & Co., which 
is now leased and found it busily stamping away, to the 
profit of its enterprising owners.

Below upon Carson Creek, is the waler mill of Messrs. 
Finnegan & Co., now under lease to Messrs. Reynolds, 
Hutchinson & Co., which at present is being put in repair.

I did not remain sufficient time to visit many places 
or take many items, but long enough to convince myself 
that I may venture the prediction that Carson’s, so long 
buried in comparative obscurity, will soon rise like a 
Phoenix, from the ashes, as one of the most important and 
wealthy towns in South Calaveras.

Her hills of gold are still there, and now that the con
troversy as to the title of her mines, which rested like an 
incubus, under her advancement, has been removed, she is 
destined to come in. on .an equality in her competition with 
other towns, and on the scale of wealth and richness her 
mines cannot fail to sustain her.

QUARTZ LOCATION AT CARSON HILL
Carson Creek
November 15, 1850

We, the undersigned, on behalf of the Carson Creek 
Consolidated Mining Company, do hereby claim by right 
of discovery and occupation all that certain ledge of quartz 
rock, viz:

Beginning at the southeastern terminus of the quartz 
rock cropping out to the west of what is called Carson 
Creek diggings, on top of the mountain directly west of 
said diggings; thence running northwest parallel with said 
diggings to the brow of the said mountain facing upon 
Carson Creek comprising a linear distance of about 1700 
feet, with the branches or spurs of said ledge cnopping out 
at different points. Gold having been discovered by mem
bers of the said company at different places on said ledge, 
all of which said ledge is within the said County of Cala
veras, about two miles northwest from McLean’s Ferry on 
the Stanislaus River and between Coyote Creek and Carson 
Creek tributaries of said river. Said claim being marked 
out and designated by written notices posted at each ex
tremity of said line and at a certain point intermediate, 
bearing date of the day the same was posted and made 
public, to-wit: Twentieth Day of October, 1850.

Directors: William Hance, Jr.; Jeremiah Austill, vice- 
president; James Broome Smith, secretary; William Rove, 
treasurer; Duncan W. Murphys, James E. Nott, A. Morgan. 
Recorded in minutes of County Court and Mining Claims, 
April 2, 1851, page 25.

JAMES FINNEGAN
There were two elections in 1849, one in August to 

choose delegates to the Constitutional Convention to meet 
in Monterey in September and one in November to vote on 
the adoption of the Constitution and to choose State Repre
sentatives. Calaveras County was in the San Joaquin Dis
trict as, of course, there were no county boundaries. In look
ing over the list of voters from the Carson Creek precinct 
at the November election we find that James Finnegan was 
number fifteen on the voters’ list. As he played an import
ant part in the early history of Carson Hill, perhaps he is 
worthy of some individual study.

William Hance, Jr., has been given credit for first dis
covering quartz gold on Carson Hill in 1850, but James 
Finnegan seems to have been in on the discovery because 
he and Hance staked out their claims to cover the ledge on 
the Hill. While Finnegan, was away, so he claimed, Hance 
sold him out to A. Morgan and a group for the Consolidat
ed Mining Company. This company claimed 1700 feet on 
the Hill, much more than the miners in the vicinity felt they 
were entitled to. Finnegan and his supporters successfully 
contested their claims in Justice of the Peace Putney’s 
court in Murphys, but Judge Smith’s County Court revers
ed the decision and put the Morgam group back in charge 
of the mine.

Finnegan and his group, .aided by the notorious Billy 
Mulligan, who had been forced to leave San Francisco by 
the Vigilantes and some toughs from Columbia, forced the 
Morgan Company out and operated the mine for about a 
year by force. The Supreme Court heard the case and re
stored the mine to the Morgan group. According to the 
Calaveras Chronicle, December 27, 1851, the Finnegan group 
had the support of most of the miners from Angels Camp 
and Murphys because they considered the Morgan group 
too greedy.

HOW WILLIAM IRVINE BECAME
OWNER OF MORGAN MINE

CALAVERAS CHRONICLE, July 22, 1905 — The Mor
gan Mine at Carson was so rich that when the Sierra Rail
way recently made a cut in the hill to extend its tracks 
.along the base, it was almost impossible to get any work 
out of the railroad laborers, they were too busy picking 
up nuggets.

Louis Irvine who later became interested in the Mor
gan Mine, became heavily interested in property in San 
Andreas and started a movement to get the county seat 
removed to that place from Mokelumne Hill. In connection 
with Ben Thorn, afterwards sheriff in Calaveras County for 
many years, he spent $12,000 in accomplishing this object. 
He later went to San Francisco, but while in Calaveras 
County he had served on .a jury in regard to some litigation 
of the Morgan Mine and hearing of its richness vowed that 
he would some day secure an interest in it.

The mine was discovered by Bill Hance and two other 
men named Pacheco and Morgan, and they took $4,000,000 
out of the claim within 30 feet of the surface. Every foot 
of land on the hill was soon staked out by people flocking 
in from all around but the claimants being new in the 
county couldn’t distinguish between gold-bearing quartz 
and worthless rock, and so they had little success.
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EDITORIAL
Many people .are still unaware of the tremendous 

growth of interest in local history. This development is 
nation-wide but especially strong in California where 
every community has a romantic past to uncover and pre
serve. The local historians have an unbounded enthusiasm 
for discovering new historical facts that is infectious and 
no one can be around a group of them long without catch
ing this interest. This spirit of enthusiasm made the first 
annual meeting of the Conference of California Historical 
Societies at Monterey on June 24-25 a tremendous success. 
It was assisted, of course, by an excellent program, charm
ing hostesses, beautiful weather, and .an environment 
crowded with places of rich historical significance. The 160 
delegates, representing 77 member societies of the Confer
ence, ,found every moment full of interest from the begin
ning tour of historical spots to the closing inspiritional ad
dress by Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, the “Mr. California” of 1955. 
Dr. Hunt pointed out that the Conference was not only 
studying history but making history.

The first event on the program at which all delegates 
were assembled was the Merienda Luncheon (barbecued 
salmon) served in historic Memory Garden. This luncheon 
was a cooperative effort as different items were contribut
ed by Monterey and the nearby historical societies. Never 
has salmon tasted more delicious than barbecued over an 
open fire and served in the shade of the blossoming mag
nolia trees.

The afternoon sessions on Friday began with -a very in
teresting and entertaining talk by Mrs. Fremont Older on 
her experiences in tracing down the true story about 
Tiburcio Vasquez, the famous California bandit. It isn’t 
possible to name all the fine talks and discussions, but those 

that attended took home not only renewed enthusiasm but 
many worthwhile ideas to help make their individual pro
grams more successful. Perhaps we should mention the 
theatre party on Friday night in California’s First Theatre 
as an unforgettable experience. The play “Stolen Fruit”, a 
real “tear-jerker”, was followed by a delightful olio with a 
Can-Can. After the show the Monterey Art and History 
Society with Mrs. O’Donnel, the president presiding, en
tertained the delegates with delicious refreshments.

The program was brought to a close on Saturday after
noon with a business meeting presided over by Dr. Hunt 
and regional vice-president Burr Belden of San Bernardino. 
Location for the 1956 annual meeting was set at San Jose 
after spirited bidding by Santa Cruz and Sonoma. The by
laws were amended to provide for 15 regions throughout 
the State with a vice-president to encourage and assist 
local societies in each of the regions. Calaveras is in Region 
9 with Amador, Tuolumne and Mariposa counties. Our own 
efficient secretary, Sadie Hunt, was chosen as the regional 
vice-president and was to be assisted by Mrs. Dorothy Van 
Thiel, secretary of the Amador County Society. Our loyal 
and devoted member, Covert Martin, representing the San 
Joaquin Pioneer and Historical Society, was chosen regional 
vice-president for Region 8, consisting of San Joaquin, 
Stanislaus, Merced and Madera counties.

The Conference unanimously adopted the recommenda
tion of the nominating committee, headed by Mr. Reginald 
Stuart of San Leandro, retaining the same staff of officers 
for re-election that had carried on the work in 1954-55. 
These are: Dr. Hunt, president; Harold Schutt, vice- 
president, Tulare County; Coke Wood, executive secretary, 
Calaveras; and Mrs. Doris Foley, treasurer, Nevada County.

The Calaveras County Historical Society will play a 
large part in the Conference this coming year with four of 
its members on the Board <of Directors.

[continued from page 3]
Holding a mass meeting, they decided that Morgan, 

Pacheco and Hance had made enough and must “quit the 
diggings.” The three were notified to leave on penalty of 
death, and they did. Morgan went to his old home in Eng 
land, where he presented Queen Victoria with a gold nug
get worth $44,000 from the claim. A facsimile of it is to be 
seen in the Crystal Palace in London.

Morgan, Pacheco, and Hance, though they did not dare 
return, gave various people written permission from time 
to time to do as much mining in the property as they pleas
ed. The recipients of this favor soon had all the other min
ers at Carson Hill embroiled in litigation, and the develop
ment of the mine was hampered.

When the Frazer River excitement de-populated the 
country, Irvine watched his opportunity and bought all the 
Carson Hill claims that were sold for taxes. Upon return
ing to the place, he was at work mining one day when Sen
ator Fair rode up and demanded to know what right he had 
there. Fair claimed the property, alleging that Irvine had 
bought it as his agent.

The matter was taken into court, the mine was closed 
and ever since then litigation over it between the Fairs and 
Irvines has been going on. William Irvine’s son, Louis, now 
holds the controlling interest in the Morgan Mine but can
not work it until the suit is ended, or a compromise effected.
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HISTORY OF
CAMANCHE

By MRS. FRANK GENOCHIO
Situated in the foothills of the Sierras in the western 

tip of Calaveras County near the Mokelumne River is the 
town of Camanche. It was named after the town of Coman
che, Iowa, by the Bovards, who moved here from that east
ern city. Through *a post office error the name was spelled 
with .an “a”, but no doubt it was originally taken, from the 
Indian word “Comanche” as Indians of that tribe were 
located in that region of Iowa.

Just after the original gold rush of 1848, thousands of 
people migrated to the West in search of the precious metal. 
About 1851 and 1852 many came by river boat from San 
Francisco up the San Joaquin and Mokelumne Rivers. 
Originally, many gold seekers settled in Lancha Plana in 
Amador County but then a part of Calaveras County. 
Lancha Plana was named after the “flat boats” which plied 
between there and Poverty Bar on the opposite bank of the 
Mokelumne River, where many miners went after the sup
ply of gold had given out at Lancha Plana. After the river 
miners and their families located on the bank of the great 
rushing river. After the river flooded and washed away most 
of Poverty Bar, many of the miners moved to Camanche.

One of the earliest families to settle in Camanche was 
the Duffy family who first moved to Campo Seco from San 
Francisco about 1856. Not satisfied with Campo Seco they 
moved down the river to what was then called “Limerich 
Camp.” There were no white people located there as yet, but 
many Chinese miners and also many Indians were there. 
Later many white settlers moved in. The town grew by leaps 
and bounds, and soon there were many bars, stores, and 
even a Chinese Joss House.

The first Wells-Fargo (Warrington ?) building and of
fice was in the March store, later run by Mr. Zimmerman 
(Mr. Marcy’s brother-in-law) in the store building that now

CAMANCHE
houses the warehouse of the Genochio Store. Through some 
misunderstanding with Mr. Zimmerman, the Wells-Fargo 
moved its office to Lodi.

The Duffy family had the first hotel. It was used for 
many years as a stop-over for the stages going from Lodi 
to Mokelumne Hill. This family also- operated the livery

IN THE GAY 1890’S, in front of Camanche Store—Stand
ing, left to right: Louie Bettencourt (Perry), Joe Good
ing, John Storey, Art Fox, Bill Duffy, Tom Bacigalupi, 
Henry Cavagnaro, Bert Zimmerman, Mick Fox, Lin 
Northrup, Gene Zimmerman, George Whiteman, Jas. Mul- 
grew, Adrick Charroux. Seated: Lawrence Lawson, Mr. 
Cutter.

stable. Martin Duffy’s daughter, Mary, was postmistress 
in Camanche for over 50 years. She passed away June 21, 
1941.

The Zimmerman store was taken over by a Mr. Henry 
Crabtree who later sold it to Henry A. Cavagnaro and Mil
ton Cochran. Bill .and John Dougherty had a store where 
the Post Office is now. Mr. Lawson ran a saloon across 



from the hotel. It is claimed there were as many as twenty 
bars in this community at one time; also five steres, two 
of which were run by Chinese.

About 1862 Andre Charroux who had come to Lancha 
Plana from Canada moved to Camanche. He bought an old 
store building and built a blacksmith shop and a family 
home. The latter still remains and is used by members of 
the family during the summer. His wife and two daughters 
joined him in 1863.

Both the Indians and the Chinese held big celebrations 
in the town every year. The Indians—known to the miners 
as “Digger Indians”, but probably Miwuks—held pow-wows 
on the flat north of town. The Chinese celebrated their New 
Year with hundreds attending.

There were many conflicts among the foreign elements 
in Camanche. About 1865 the Chinese had a tong war or -an 
open fight between two clans. They met on Main Street and 
fought with clubs and knives. Later, a trial was held in 
Armory Hall in Campo Seco- in the Justice’s Court. During 
the proceedings one Chinaman got up and shot another. Mr. 
Jeff Catewood of San Andreas was the attorney. He charg
ed a fee of twenty-five dollars a day.

At another time a Mr. Conway antagonized the Chinese 
and they were going to scald him. He ran from Chinatown 
to Duffy’s Hotel where Mr. Duffy saved him by hiding him 
in the cellar.

In addition to their mining, the Chinese engaged in 
gardening. Many fine gardens were in the upper part of 
town.

There were two Chinese stores in town; one run by E. 
Long in what is now the H. B.Cavagnaro home, and another 
that was destroyed by fire, wias next door. This was run 
by Ye Yeck. Afterwards he moved across the street to 
where the Duffy duplex now stands. He later sold his store 
to Mr. Quong, who in turn sold to “Chinee” Joe, who ran 
it until about 1915.

E. Long was a: Chinaman of higher caste. His business 
was to obtain mining contracts for the other Chinese. He 
returned to China and brought back a distinctive Chinese 
wife. The E. Longs both died in Camanche and were buried 
in the Chinese burial ground not far from where the Cath
olic Church now stands. There were two little boys in this 
family. Later they were taken to San Francisco.

There are many legends of the early Chinese. It is 
claimed that they buried treasure in several places. One 
was supposed to be buried at the comer of a pig pen in the 
H. B. Cavagnaro’s back yard. Another was supposed to be 
buried under a tree in either the John Morrow’s old home 
place or the Frank Genochio’s yard. So far no one has lo
cated anything unusual, but there have been instances of 
gold coins being found in the yard where the Post Office 
now stands and of gold being found in the streets when the 
rain washed away much of the top soil. But those are all 
in the days of the past it’s doubtful if there’s any that 
hasn’t been discovered many years ago.

Sue Lin was the only Chinese child to go to the local 
school. The pupils used to enjoy the cakes and candies she’d 
bring to school.

It is quite interesting to note that in those days there 
was a big mining ditch that supplied water to all these small 
communities. It was known as the Murray Ditch. It was 
originally built by a Captain Davis who- lived at Poverty 
Bar, at a cost of $150,000. One branch crossed the river on

CAMANCHE SCENE, 1885—Pictured above is a group in 
front of Andre Charroux’s Blacksmith Shop, Camanche: 
Left to right, bottom row, man from Hill Ranch, Andre 
(Grandpa) Charroux, Adolph Fessier, Henry B. Cavag- 
naro, Frank Delucchi, Frank Neil, Louis Charroux, Henry 
A. Cavagnaro, Arthur Fox; back row, John Whiteman, 
Louis Montenilla, “Landy” Ashton, Gene Zimmerman, 
Tom Bacigalupi, Adrique Charroux; boy at left, Jack 
Denevi.

a suspended flume to Lancha Plana, and another extended 
to Cat Camp between Camanche and Wallace. Then it cross
ed Bear Creek to Mike’s Gulch in San Joaquin County. One 
end of the ditch is at Sugar Loaf just above C?.manche. The 
supply of water came from a dam in the Mokelumne River. 
According to Captain Messenger of Campo- Seco this ditch 
gave the settlers the first idea of supplying water to the 
San Joaquin Valley. Later this developed into the huge wa
ter system that supplies most of the East Bay counties.

By 1859 rich placers were being worked at Camanche 
and the Sand Hill yielded $1,100 in five days with four men 
working. Much .of the mining was done by hand digging 
and sluices and later by hydra-ulicing. Most of the surround
ing country has been worked over time -and again. Much 
of the early mining was done by the Chinese. Later, in the 
1900’s, dredging became the method used. Several large 
companies worked along the Mokelumne River, such as the 
Camanche Gold Dredging Company and the Gold Hill 
Dredging Company.

The Camanche Placers dredged along the creek to the 
back of town. Various smaller companies have worked the 
area with dredgers, “doodle bugs”, shovels, etc. The most 
recent mining activity is the development .of a plant for 
silica mining on the Gen-ochio property by a subsidiary of 
the Pacific Clay Pro-ducts Co., of Stockton and Los Angeles.

The first schools were private. A Mrs. Jennings had one 
of the first. This was attended by Mary Duffy. Another’ 
private teacher was a Mrs. Hatton, an English teacher, 
whose school was near the store. A Mr. J. H. Wheele was 
the first public school teacher who taught in the building 
where the present school now stands in 1862. The present 
school was built in the seventies at the time of the fire that 
swept over the town. At .one time 80 pupils attended the 
Camanche School under Mr. Chalaner, a graduate of the 
San Jose Teacher’s College. Miss Coaty taught here in 1895 
and later a Mr. Day came from Lancha Plana to teach.

The Catholic Church is the .only established church in 
Camanche. Interesting tales are told of its transfer from



Campo Seco. When the population of Camp.o Seco dwindled 
the church was to be transferred to Camanche. A wind
storm blew the church down and only the bell was moved 
and used in the new church in Camanche. This wias in 1887. 
The lumber of the fallen church was bought by Mrs. Good- 
all and used by her in a house built in Chili Camp.

The building belonging to Mrs. Theresa Cavagnaro was 
built in 1861 by a Mrs. Littinois who used it as a dry goods 
store. Later Mr. Doherty ran it as a shoe store.

The present store was run by Mr. Dominic Cavagnaro 
and a Mr. Sanguenetti. They ran it jointly for a. while and 
then disagreed and partitioned it off and each had a store 
in the building. Henry B. Cavagnaro- and John Cavagnaro 
later nan the store until about 1911. Then they sold out to 
Mr. Frank Genochio who kept it for 43 years.

A butcher shop once stood where the old recently 
torn-down barber shop was. It was run by Maime Whit
man’s half-brother, Charles Walters, who later moved to 
San Andreas where he had a butcher shop for many years. 
Martin Duffy was in partnership with him. At another time 
a Mr. Goyette ran the butcher shop.

Three homes have stood where the Ed Morrows now 
live. The first was built by D. Cavagnaro. Next, Mr. Jim 
Tisconnia built a home there which he later moved to San 
Andreas—picket fence and all. The present home was 
built by John 'Cavagnaro.

The P.odesta home, the former Hill place, was built 
by a Mr. Watt from hand-hewn stone taken from a. rock 
quarry near Camanche. A plant for making insect powder 
which was called “buhach” was quite an established busi
ness there in the early days. The Hills were prominent 
early citizens. Irving Hill, a college graduate, lived there 
for many years. Judge Smith said his father lived at the 
Hill Ranch and at Poverty Bar.

Other early-day families were the Kaisers, the White
mans, the Walters, the Mulgr-ews, the Foxes, and the 
Morrows. San Andreas residents who once lived in Cam
anche are George Stewart, Louis Joses, and Chester Tis- 
cornia.

The early Post Office was in the Zimmerman store 
and the earliest postmaster was a William Van Gorder, ap
pointed January 18, 1861. Nicholas Zimmerman was ap
pointed October 9, 1863.

The community was served in early days by Dr. 
Erastus Nelson Foote whose family lived in Clements. After 
graduating from Vermont Medical College in 1845, he lo
cated in Camanche. Some of his fees were strings of wam
pum from the Indians. He treasured a cane whose hollow 
interior contained medicine vials. Later, a lady doctor, Dr. 
Hall, came from Valley Springs. In this generation Dr. 
March from Burson was the family physician.

In the late seventies and early eighties Italian emi
grants came into- the area and established truck gardens— 
the upper and lower gardens—along the creek. Produce from 
here was “peddled” weekly in wagons over a large paj’t of 
the county—to San Andreas, and to Milton, and to- Ione.

Along the river, on the Amador side, ranches and fruit 
raising developed. Some of the old-time prominent families 
there were the Northrups, the Van Zants, the Kientz, the 
Lucases, the Gooddings, the Fosters, and the Diebaits.

'BUHACH* IN CALAVERAS COUNTY
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

About the late seventies “buhach” was commercially 
produced on the Hill Ranch, near Camanche, Calaveras 
County.

Om January 1, 1877, Mrs. E. A. Hill (a. widow) owner 
of the Hill Ranch entered into a contract with one G. N. 
Milco to cultivate in partnership a plant known as “Milco’s 
Universal Insect Exterminator.”

By the terms of this agreement Milco was to furnish 
the seed, one-half the labor of cultivating and harvesting 
the crop, and Mrs. Hill was to furnish a portion of the river 
bottom land on her ranch on the south side of the Mokel- 
umne River for growing the plants. She was also to furnish 
one-half of the labor. The crop was to be equally divided. 
From the plants grown on the Hill property an insect 
powder was made known as “Buhach.”

The plants were grown in rows, about three feet each 
way and cultivated both ways in the rows. Additional plants 
were secured by ‘dividing the old plants and they were 
grown without irrigation.

The plants reached a height of about 18 inches with a 
white flower and yellow center -on each stem. The flower 
was about one inch in diameter, and when the field was in 
full bloom it gave the appearance of ,a snow field.

Harvesting was done by cutting the tops off with a 
sickle. The heads were then pulled through ia frame to 
separate them from the stems. They were then dried either 
in the sunlight or by artificial heat. Later, a part of the 
stem was also used for powder. The flowers and stems were 
ground to a fine powder in a burr mill. The powder was 
placed in barrels, taken to Sacramento, and there placed in 
small cans and offered, to the public as insect powder.

The botanical name of the plant is Chrysanthemum 
Turreanum or Cinerariefollium.

After the termination of the partnership, Mrs. Hill 
continued for many years to conduct the business. At first 
she had a small mill located near the home. This plant 
was operated by steam power. Later a larger mill was built 
about 500 yards north of the house, which was also operated 
by steam power. This mill was replaced by one operated 
by water power. The water came from the Mokelumne 
River through a one and one-half mile ditch. The mill was 
located about one-half mile north of the mill home.

As much as 80 acres were devoted to the crop and dur
ing the harvesting season -about 100 persons were employ
ed, a great many of them being Indians and Chinese. Some 
of the Chinese lived on the Hill Ranch the year around while 
others came for the harvesting season only. A large Chinese 
population lived at Camanche at this time. During school 
vacation, boys could always secure work on the place.

A man named Burroughs was the mill man and John 
L. Snyder (Mish) was the foreman. Mrs. Hill also kept 
strict personal supervision over all the work. Mrs. Hill had 
been left a. widow many years before, and after her hus
band’s death, she operated the ranch. She was affectionately 
called “Auntie Hill” by the residents of Camanche. She had 
one son named Irving Hill, who always lived on the ranch.

May we extend our congratulations to Miss Elizabeth 
Kaier of Murphys and Mrs. Ruby Taylor .of Rail Road Flat, 
who were elected to the Board of Directors at the annual 
election in July. . ■ •
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EDITORIAL
Dr. Aubrey Neasham, State Historian, has encouraged 

the Society to send in fifty words suitable as an inscription 
on a bronze plaque to be erected at Camanche. The State 

ill provide the bronze plaque, but the monument must be 
raised by local effort. Judge J. A. Smith has appointed a 
■ommittee consisting of Frank Genochio, Archie Stevenot, 
and Coke Wood to work out plans for the monument. Frank 
Genochio reported at the last meeting of the Society that 
plans have been made to erect the monument largely with 
donated labor and supplies. Actual construction is being 
delayed until the State Division of Beaches and Parks has 
approved the project.

Proposals were made at the September meeting of the 
Society to work out some activities that would interest the 
students of the county in local history. It was proposed that 
either a writing contest or a speaking contest be organized 
in the schools of the county on local history and that the 
winners not only be given prizes but membership in the 
Society. In this manner the teachers and the pupils would 
be stimulated to do> research and study in county history. 
Ed Leonard was -appointed by Judge Smith as chairman of 
a committee to work out details of the plans and present 
them to the Society .at the October meeting. 

Your editor, immodestly but happily, announces that 
the first general history of Calaveras County, “Calaveras, 
the Land of Skulls,” is being distributed by the Mother 
Lode Press of Sonora. The price is five dollars, plus tax, 
and postage to all except members of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society, who are given a twenty per cent dis
count, making the cost four dollars to them. Orders may 
be mailed to the Mother Lode Press, Sonora., or to Coke

FIRE IN CAMANCHE
The greatest fire ever known in Camanche occurred on 

Friday night, June 21, 1873. Between the hours of 9 and 10 
the citizens were aroused by an alarm .of fire in the part of 
town occupied by the Chinese populace. All attempts to ar
rest the flames were futile .and such was the rapidity with 
which the fire spread that the destruction of the whole town 
seemed inevitable.

With all possible haste the contents of dwelling houses 
were removed to places of security and the outskirts of the 
town presented ia strange sight. Not until the fire had 
reached the fireproof buildings in the lower part of town 
did there appear a possibility of fighting it with success. 
All the water that could be brought to use upon the flames 
had to be drawn from wells 90 to 100 feet in depth. But the 
citizens threw themselves into the work with the energy of 
despair and finally succeeded in arresting the progress. Not, 
however, until some 30 houses had been burned together with 
their contents, little being saved. The fireproof buildings 
stood the fire well. It is estimated the loss will amount to 
$15,000, or more.—Calaveras Chronicle, June 28, 1873. 

CAMANCHE
(Stockton Record, September 29, 1937)

This mining settlement, whose name is believed to be 
of obscure Indian origin, is located on the south bank of 
the Mokelumne River in the western end of Calaveras 
County.

As in the case of so many gold towns hastily con
structed of wood, Camanche was destroyed by fire early in 
its existence. More substantial dwellings and stores were 
erected in the sixties. Typical of these ?.re the Henry A. 
Cavagna.ro Building, which bears a plate showing it was 
built in 1860. and the Duffy Hotel, built in 1867.

Two miles north of Camanche once stood a. genuine 
ghost town Poverty Bar. which in its brief but tragic ex
perience made colorful history in California. When the Mo
kelumne River washed away much of the ground on which 
the town was located, its inhabitants deserted the location 
or moved to Camanche.

From mining to manufacture of insect powder was 
the transition made in Camanche in the l.ater years. Most 
of the activity in field of insect rowder was around Ca
manche. The principal mining regions were s.t Cat Camp. 
Sand Hill, and Crow Point. Like mo^t forty-niners, the set
tlers at Camanche, enjoved horse racing and the main street 
was ucc»i as a race track.

Wood, Murnhys. Favorable reviews have been given the 
book bv the local newspapers, the Stockton Record, the 
Mother Lode Magazine, .and Bav Area newspapers. Radio 
reviews have been given by Elsie Flower over KGDM. 
Stockton, and by Henry Schatt over KNBC, San Francisco 
As this is a. limited edition and the books are selling rapidly, 
it is hoped no one will delay too long in getting his 
copy.

Mrs. Frank Genochio and Miss Madeline Cavagnaro 
are to be congratulated on the excellent paper on Camanche 
which they prepared 'and read at the September meeting 
of the Society. The meeting was enthusiastically enjoyed 
by a fairly large attendance. —C. W.

Cavagna.ro
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CAMPO SECO
Campo Seco was .a flourishing town in the early days 

of placer mining Ln the county. It was located on Oregon 
Gulch, which empties into the Mokelumne River iat Oregon 
Bar. The diggings were found by Mexicans as early as 
1849. It served a great many of the miners who mined on 
the numerous bars along the Mokelumne River.

The fire of 1854 was the town’s first serious drawback. 
Later its placers were exhausted and it then depended 
principally on the copper lodes existing between the town 
and the Mokelumne River. The copper mine was discovered 
by two Mexicans in 1859. It soon became the property of 
Mr. J. K. Harmon who operated it for many years. C. 
Borger and Fred Wyllie were Superintendents of the prop
erty. Later the Penn Mining Company obtained the mine 
.and hauled much Matt from their property to the railroad 
at Valley Springs. French Hall and Oregon Gulch were 
rich diggings.

The ore from this copper lode was somewhat different 
from the copper ore at Copperopolis. The Copperopolis mines 
produced no gold while the Campo Seco lodes produced 
enough gold to pay working expenses.

At one time Campo Seco had two churches, a Catholic 
.and Methodist Church, a postoffice, express office, two 
hotels, a restaunant, four stores, livery stables, blacksmith 
shop, saloons, a brewery and quite a number of private resi
dences with several large orchards.

The climate is mild and oranges will grow in the orchards. 
The larges cork oak in California is Ln the townsite. From 
it large pieces of bark have been removed for exhibition 
purposes.

The town had a large Chinese population. In August, 
1859. a fire started in a Chinese store and withLn 30 min
utes the business part of the town was in ashes. The entire 
•Chinese section was destroyed. Other property destroyed by 
the fire was Adam Bowman’s Livery Stable, the Phoenix 
Hotel owned by Mr. J. Symes, Dr. Maxon’s office, Cook’s

Billiard Hall, the Ney Building, Phillip’s Hotel, the post- 
office building, Butler’s Blacksmith Shop, Dougherty’s 
Building, Dutch Bakery, and Ienstein and Company and 
Wagenheim’s Stores were damaged. The Protestant Church 
that had just been erected at a cost of $2,000 was burned 
to the ground.

The town is between Camanche and Paloma and located

MAIL TIME AT CAMPO SECO—This early-day scene 
shows Myrle Maulkemus, Mr. Paulk, Chas. Hatler, Ina 
Powers, Vic Botto, Joe Botto, Bill Smith, Bert Smith 
and Paul Villegas.

about one mile from the south bank of the Mokelumne River. 
The Mokelumne Hill Canal and Mining Company had 

completed its line of ditch from the South Fork of the Mo
kelumne River to the town of Mokelumne Hill in the early 
fifties, and on January 23, 1854, the company entered into



a contract with John Andrews and Allen Oadwaller to con
struct *a canal to Campo Seco. The contract price was $95,- 
000. This canal was completed in October, 1859.

Thereafter, the company gave another contract to An
drews and Cadwaller to build a reservoir about one mile 
northeasterly of the town of Campo Seco for the sum of 
$5,000. The parties got into litigation over the building 
of the canal and reservoir and as a result a large judgment 
was rendered against the ditch company. As a result of this 
litigation ia new company was organized in August, 1858, 
and the company was thereafter called Mokelumne and 
Campo Seco Canal and Mining Company.

In December, 1853, the miners of the district adopted 
a code of mining laws to govern mining in the district. These 
laws defined the boundaries of the district as follows: “On 
the north by Salt Gulch, on the west by Mokelumne River, 
on the east by Cosgrove Creek, and on the south by the 
gulch known as Minter’s Gulch. Gulch claims were 100 feet 
up and down the gulch and 25 feet wide. Upon flats claims 
were 100 feet square. On hill diggins, 75 feet square was the 
size of the claim.”

The laws required that so much work should be done 
to hold a claim. If sick, the claimant could hold his claim 
without work.

CAMPO SECO (DRY CAMP)
By MRS. MAUDE POYNOR

Campo Seco had a glorious past. The booming days of 
gold saw it a rich and lively camp with forty different na
tionalities represented among the miners panning for gold. 
Its population was between 3,000 or 4,000. There was a bank, 
many saloons, gambling halls, stores, hotels, a brewery, and 
quite a large Chinatown.

John Mackay and family settled in Campo Seco and for 
many years the inhabitants would refer to the place where 
he lived as the old Mackay Place. He was the promoter of 
the old Mokelumne Hill and Campo Seco Canal Company 
which carried water from the middle fork of the Mokelumne 
River above West Point to mines all the way down the line 
to Campo Seco and to Camanche below Campo Seco.

The discovery of copper in the early sixties revived 
Campo Seco, and the extensive operations of the Penn Min
ing Company added stability until 1919. This copper mine 
was the only one in California to produce merchantable 
copper ready for use. It also produced enough gold and silver 
with the copper to pay the running expenses of the mining 
operations. Copper from the mine was used in the construc
tion of the United States cruisers “San Francisco” and 
“Charleston.” The Stockton Record in 1925 carried the fol
lowing item in the “Sixty Years Ago” column: “April 14, 
1865—Fifty thousand pounds of copper ore from the Campo 
Seco claim, Calaveras County, arrived in this city. A con
siderable portion was brought in by pack mules.”

Mrs. George Drury (Cassie Gallagher) tells about her 
father being the first miner to stick his pick into the copper 
vein. He broke off a piece of pure copper in the shape of 
an oak tree. The Gallagher family kept this relic for many 
years until a fire destroyed their home and it was Lost.

The Penn Chemical Mining Company operated a large 
smelter at one time and the fuel for this smelter was hauled 
in by ten or twelve mule teams from the Valley Springs Rail
road. These teams were always so interesting. The lead

Celestino Aros, above, was bom near Campo Seco. 
A pioneer oven is in the background.

mules would wear bells and. could be heard coming in from 
a distance of a mile or so. They would be driven by men 
who would use one line and their calls of “Haw” and “Gee” 
could be heard as they would drive down the main street of 
dear old Seco to the water troughs to give their mules a 
drink.

(This material has been taken from the scrapbook of 
Kate B. Dang, mother of Maude Lang Poynor.)

THE BORGER HOME
Mr. C. Borger was connected with the copper mine and 

had a. large two-story home built in Campo Seco. This 
originally was the Wm. M. Gwin home and was first erected 
near the Gwin Mine.

The James Creighton home was a large two-story house 
erected on the Creighton place just westerly of the town. 
Mr. Creighton at one time conducted a butcher shop in 
Campo Seco and had a large herd of cattle. In the summer 
he took his cattle to a summer range on Blue Mountain. Mr. 
Creighton married Eliza Ham of Aqueduct, Amador County. 
He was a Supervisor of Calaveras County, elected from the 
Jenny Lind District. There was an old French Hospital on 
the Creighton place at one time. Mr. Creighton was the 
grandfather of O. C. Wyllie.

SCHOOL DISTRICT
Campo Seco was one of the first six school districts 

established in Calaveras County prior to the year 1855.
Out of this district was carved Camanche on Septem

ber 7, 1860. Part of Oak Grove a.nd Spring Valley School 
Districts were taken from Oampo Seco.

In 1897 Campo Seco issued 12 $50 bonds for the pur
pose of building a new school house. Capt.H. A. Messenger 
purchased the bonds for $605.



CAMPO SECO
By LILA EDALGO

Campo Seco was first settled by the Mexicans in the 
summer of 1849. They began working the rich placers on 
the Oregon Gulch that flows through the town. Oregon 
Gulch empties into the Mokelumne River at Oregon Bar, 
■a rich mining bar in the early history of mining on the 
Mokelumne River.

The hill placers, except what had been carried down on 
mules and washed, were worked extensively 'after water was 
brought in from the South Fork of the Mokelumne River 
through the Mokelumne Hill 'and Campo Seco Ditch. Rag
town Hill and French Hill became very active. When the 
miners could not work the bars on the river on account of 
high water, they moved back to the gulch and hill placers. 
Campo Seco became a flourishing town, and the center of 
a large trading community. The Great Copper Lode was 
discovered by two Mexicans and a Chilano in 1859. They 
found native copper in the croppings, and sold it to a store
keeper at Laucha Plana for gold. After discovering the mis
take, the storekeeper had them arrested; for swindling him 
and a trial was held. The court was satisfied that the miners 
were honestly mistaken and dismissed the charge against 
them but ordered them to return the money to the store
keeper.

Just at the western edge of town on Main Street at the 
brow of the hill, stands an old oak tree where old-timers 
maintain two men were hanged for horse stealing.

On the lot surrounding the Maher home, stands the 
largest cork oak tree in California. This tree was planted 
by John Mackay.

The town was flourishing in the fifties but most of it 
was destroyed by fire in 1858. Ruins of some of the build
ings still stand. The old Adams Express building with its 
iron doors is still standing. In the two-story building, the 
Campo Seco Lodge of Masons and Azalia Chapter of the 
Order of Eastern Star met. These lodges were afterward 
transferred to San Andreas.

The old Armory Hall stood on the north side of Main 
Street, and it was here that Captain Messenger trained his 
men for the Civil War. These men were sent to guard the 
Mexican border during the war. The building is now down. 
Originally buildings occupied several streets on both sides 
of Oregon Gulch.

While the East Bay Municipal Utility District was en
gaged in building Pardee Dam on the Mokelumne River, 
Oampo Seco became rather active again, but a disastrous 
fire in 1928 again swept away all its business houses.

THE TOWN
Campo Seco was surveyed as a Townsite by H. F. Terry 

in January, 1870, and patent issued to James Barslay, 
County Judge, on September 10, 1872. The townsite was 
divided into 9 blocks and 67 lots. The streets appearing on 
the Townsite Map are designated Main, College, China, 
Chilano and Arkansas Ferry Road.

Main Street on the eastern end merges into Mokelumne 
Hill and Campo Seco Turnpike. This road was created by an 
Act of the Legislature of the State of California and by a 
vote of the people at a bond issue.

CAMPO SECO IN 1860
From the San Andreas Independent, August 25, 1860
The population of Campo Seco in the summer of 1860 

is about 300, including 50 Chinese and a sprinkling of 
Mexicans. The fire last year destroyed nearly the entire 
town, but most of it has been rebuilt. It contains a few fine 
gardens, two churches, (one used for a school house) two 
large hotels, one of them stone, owned by Mr. Nye. A num
ber of saloons and five stores. Mining is dull at present. A 
branch of the Mokelumne Hill Canal furnishes water for 
domestic use and irrigation purposes.

In the year 1849, a few prospectors settled in Campo 
Seco. They found good pay and were soon followed by others. 
But Oampo Sec.o languished all through the flush times 
which animated most of the “Ophirs of Calaveras.” Her 
first impulse came in 1854 when the Mokelumne Hill Canal 
was extended to her mines. On Saturday nights and Sundays 
in the year 1855 the camp numbered 1200. These times 
were of short duration. By 1857 the tornado had spent its 
force. The richest and readiest worked of the diggings and 
they were exhausted.

CALAVERAS HILLS
HARRY FEE

They’re lying near the sunrise,
Their slopes of green or dun.
Sweet with the spring’s unfolding,
Bright with the summer sun.
Of all the hills where splendor spills,
They hold the fairest part—
The hills of Calaveras
Are the closest to my heart.
The glamour of their beauty
With joy my spirit grips,
O’erflowing into memories
Of long remembered trips.
The famous trees they harbour
Gnarled with the years 'and brown
Where centuries tread have built and spread 
The arches of renown.
The sheep upon the green slopes,
Where gray roads wind and wind,
The minstrelsies of murmuring trees
Against the blue defined.
The romance of their region
Laid out with Time’s design,
The miner’s hour of glory,
And the days of Forty-nine.
The little towns that flowered
Back in their golden age,
San Andreas, Angels. Murphys,
Enrolled on history’s page.
Quaint Valley Springs, Fourth Crossing, 
They’re parcel whole and part
Of the hills of Calaveras
That lie close to my heart.

The postoffice, established at Campo Seco on February 
3, 1854, with T. M. Pauling as postmaster, has been in con
tinuous use to the present time.
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EDITORIAL
We are grateful to the ladies of Campo Seco, Mrs. 

Erickson, Mrs. Pereira, and Miss Lila Edalgo, for their co
operation in getting together material and pictures on 
Campo Seco for this issue of Las Calaveras. We’re sure they 
realize their efforts are worthwhile as we’re preserving this 
history in such form that it will not be lost.

In response to the requests made at the December meet
ing of the Society, we’re publishing two poems by Harry 
T. Fee, “Campo Seco Town” and “Hills of Calaveras.” We’re 
indebted to Mrs. Frank Weaver, sister of Harry Fee, for 
these poems as well as other writings which we hope to 
print at a. later date. Harry Fee was a product of the Stock- 
ton schools and the University of California and was a busi
nessman in Stockton. He loved the out-of-doors and wrote 
poems about it for the Stockton Record and Sunset magazine 
for many years. He published two volumes of poetry—“The 
Land of Out O’ Doors” and “Breath of Pine.” Both books 
are out of print now, but we are happy to make these lovely 
poems available to all our members.

We certainly should compliment Ella Thompson and 
Sadie Hunt for the success of the old-fashioned Christmas 
party. The tree with its candles, cranberries, and cards 
brought -back memories of the days when electric lights were 
not available and the string of lights couldn’t just be plug
ged in. And, as always, Miss Kaier’s memories of Christmas 
in Murphys in the “old days” was delightful.

A letter from our good friend, J. V. Matteson of Hay
ward, formerly of Murphys, and son of pioneer T. J. Matte
son, praises the book “Calaveras, Land of Skulls” and makes 

the following interesting comment: “Statements about my 
father are much appreciated and may be correct. When my 
father arranged for transportation by ox team from Stock- 
ton to- Murphys (1849), he was compelled to leave several 
trunks of valuables. Later, when he returned for them, the 
trunks were filled with rocks.

“As to whether they really had Joaquin Murietta or not, 
my father told me that when they brought Joaquin’s body 
into town, they sent for his mother. She said, ‘I can tell 
blindfolded if it is my son. Joaquin had a bullet wound in 
the middle of his forehead.’ When she put her finger on this 
wound, she said, ‘This is Joaquin/ In 1891 I visited the 
Jordan Museum in San Francisco, and I saw Joaquin’s head 
and Three-Fingered Jack’s hand in jars. I noticed particul
arly the large hole in the middle of the forehead of Joaquin.”

The East Bay Municipal Utility District built its 
Pardee Dam on the Mokelumne River near Campo Seco in 
the 192-0’s and during the construction the town enjoyed a 
boom. The completion- of the dam and another fire left the 
town with only a few buildings and residents.

CAMANCHE CAMP
(Sacramento Union, April 23, 1858)

Camanche Camp — A correspondent, writing to the 
Union, April 21st, from this camp in Calaveras County, 
gives a very favorable account of the general business, as 
well as mining prospects of the place. Referring to its loca
tion, he states that it is situated about one and a half miles 
from Poverty Bar, on the south side of the Mokelumne 
River, on the road from Mokelumne Hill to Stockton, 
eighteen miles from the former place, and twenty-eight 
from the latter. The camp boasts of four grocery stores, 
two clothing shops, two hotels, two blacksmith shops, one 
meat market, two drug stores, and billiard rooms and 
whiskey mills in abundance. Speaking of the mines and 
other matters, our informant remarks as follows:

“The mines continue to pay well. The McGungle Bro
thers have struck dirt that pays from $1 to $8 to the pan. 
Dutton & Co. are taking it out big, say from $300 to $500 
per week, for three hands. Coombs & Co. on Sand Hill are 
still getting good pay. Wilcox & Co. are making $50 a day. 
In fact, all who work are doing well. The proprietors of 
the Mokelumne Hill and Stockton stages will run a. four 
horse coach daily through this place, after this week . . .” 
and permanent outsiders.”

(This copy was sent to Miss Cavagnaro from the State 
Library. We think the date may be incorrect as all our data 
says town started shortly after 1849 Gold Rush—not later 
than 1852.)

A reprint of an article in. the Sacramento Union, April 
23, 1859, on Camanche Camp.

Erwin G. Gudde says that it “was named in 1849 after a 
town in Iowa.” This date is more reasonable.

The name -Campo Seco is apparently Spanish for dry 
camp, although “campo” also means field or country, and 
indicates the lack of water for washing the gravel of the 
early miners.
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VALLEY SPRINGS
By IDA M. WIMER

Leaving the level country from Lodi, Clements, and 
Lockeford, the -highway makes its way to the foothills pass
ing through Wallace and Burson and on to the little town 
of Valley Springs.

Its first location was about a mile east on the old 
“Pattee Place.” The settlement at that time was not re
garded as a town—but there was a store owned by T. J. 
French, a post office and one or two dwelling houses. Mail 
came to the post office addressed “Pattee Place.”

Its serenity was not disturbed until 1884 when the town 
was moved in a westerly direction to the Late place, where 
the end of the railroad was determined. That year a town
site of 18 blocks was laid out and many attractive buildings 
were erected.

George Late was the first settler. After a trip “around 
the Hom” on the bark “Kirkland,” he reached San Francisco 
on August 22, 1849. He possibly was Valley Springs’ first 
permanent settler. Miss Rebecca C. Shaffer was the girl 
he left behind, so in 1853 he returned to the East and on 
February 24, 1854, they were married. The youthful couple 
embarked for California on June 22 of that year by the 
Panama Route and arrived in Valley Springs the following 
August. Their house of limestone was quarried from a hill 
near the town and served the Late family for many years and 
is still in excellent condition, though no members of the 
family remain. The entire family is laid to rest in the Double 
Spring Cemetery.

Warren Lamb was among the first to build in Valley 
Springs. He built and owned a restaurant, a saloon and a 
feed stable. In those days mule teams, freighters, and stages 
halted for the night in Valley Springs.

The first hotel was built by a man named John Plum
mer, who with his family—his wife, three daughters and a 
son—lived there several years, after which the hotel was 
sold to Chester Meyers. Later a second hotel was built by 
a Henry Purdy.

Harvey Smith, with his two sons, Harvey, Jr., and 
Almar, built the first blacksmith shop. Harvey Smith was

MAIL TIME AT VALLEY SPRINGS — Horse-drawn 
stages await the mail at the railroad depot at Valley 
Springs in the early days.

a wheelright and built buggys, carts, and light spring wagons 
for sale. Al did the painting. John Brown was their steady 
helper. Many horses and mules were shod for the teams that 
came to haul freight from the depot to the mountain towns. 
The San Joaquin and Sierra Railroad was completed to 
Valley Springs in April, 1885. I think a Donald Baker was 
the first depot agent.

The first school was held in a quarry building below 
Lates’ until their own school was finally built and the first 
teacher was Amy O’Neal.

T. J. French and son, Edward, were the first merchants.



Later a second store was built by F. L. Johnson, a two-story 
building with a town hall over the store. Church and Sunday 
school was held in this hall before the church was built. In 
later years Johnson sold to a man named Manner, who also 
bought the Johnson dwelling house. Manner only remained 
there a short time when he sold to T. J. French and French 
moved his merchandise to the Johnson building. The son, 
Ed French, made a trip to Honolulu with his grandmother 
and while there was drowned while bathing in the ocean. 
Soon after, the father retired and sold to J. T. Pliler, who was 
employed in the T. J. French store for many years, and 
Joshua Lillie, who was a brother-in-law, and the store was 
then operated under the name of Pliler and Lillie. Joshua 
Lillie passed away in April, 1934. In 1939 J. T. Pliler had 
the old building torn down and a new store, a one-story 
building, erected. About five or six years ago Mr. Pliler re
tired from active business and spent most of his time at the 
home in Grover City where he passed away on September 3, 
1954. His two sons, Laurence and Donald, now operate this 
business, still under the name of Pliler and Lillie.

Frank Pattee while still a small boy peddled meat in the 
town and its immediate vicinity. Soon, as an accommodation 
to his customers, he was carrying more groceries from 
French’s store than meat from the Pattee Ranch. John 
Pattee, the oldest brother, noting this, concluded that the 
business of general merchandising might prove a more 
profitable business than stock raising. A short time later, 
under the name of “Pattee Brothers,” they opened a store 
in Valley Springs. Later Victor Wilds took over this business 
and after a few years John Pattee sold the building to Pete 
Ormes, who had the building torn down and a new one 
erected for a modern restaurant.

In the early days Valley Springs received water from the 
Mokelumne Hill Canal Company, and when water was no 
longer available from this source, John Pattee supplied the 
town with water for all purposes from a large concrete tank 
northeast of the town.

About 1888 George Snyder had a boarding house and 
restaurant located in the same block as the Pattee store.

Mr. Johnson, owner of one of the stores, was the first 
to become interested in a church building for Valley Springs. 
He asked for donations and I remember distinctly that my 
grandfather, Mr. A. R. Wheat, gave $50.00 toward the church 
building. Later a building was moved from Burson to Valley 
Springs, which is the church building still in use today. In 
years past the minister of the Methodist Church has preached 
in 14 different locations throughout the county. Valley 
Springs has always been the center from which the ministers 
worked, traveling on horseback and by foot. According to 
past records they walked many times the 12 miles between 
Valley Springs and Mokelumne Hill. The Methodist Epis
copal Church was organized in 1885 with 12 charter mem
bers. It is now the Valley Springs Community Methodist 
Church and is the only Methodist church in Calaveras 
County.

On September 14, 1895, a fire burned down the greater 
nart of the town. The fire started in Misiner’s Saloon. The 
hotel was then rebuilt by Chester Meyers and it was later 
sold to William Nelson and in 1945 this hotel, saloon, and 
several other buildings were again burned down and have 
never been rebuilt.

A town hall was built by Jack Lang and some time 
later in 1892 his father-in-law. Gasper Vieusseux, moved his 
general merchandise store from Campo Seco to Valley

Springs. Mr. Vieusseux passed away in March, 1899, and 
the building was used again as a Town Hall but was burned 
down about 1916.

Dave Berry with his family came to Valley Springs 
about 1885 or 1886 and had the first livery stable here. He 
also had the mail and passenger stages going out of Valley 
Springs. A Mr. Longley was one of the steady drivers and 
he passed away on September 10, 1893. In reading the diary 
of the late Oscar Late I find there was much rain and high 
water on March 20, 1893, and a washout prevented the train 
coming beyond Clements. Dave Berry drove his stage to 
Clements to meet the mail and passengers. And on January 
7, 1893, the stage to Mokelumne Hill, driven by Mr. Longley, 
was held up and robbed.

A Dr. Wall, a woman doctor, was the first doctor to live 
in Valley Springs. She visited her patients on horseback. In 
the later years Dr. March from Burson was the chief phy
sician. He passed away in June, 1936.

When the town was moved from the Pattee Place to its 
present location, it needed a new name. They wished to call 
it Spring Valley—since 'the Spring Valley Hotel—located 
3y2 miles east toward San Andreas had burned down, but 
there being another post office by that name already in ex
istence, they simply changed the name around and called it 
Valley Springs.

VALLEY SPRINGS
By HARRY T. FEE

Oh, it stands there the gateway
’Twixt the pine dowered canyons
And the low fields of grain,

With naught to disturb it but the whir of the wings 
Of the magpies that flutter ’round ol’ Valley Springs. 

It sits in the low hills, a herald of delights:
One hand to the valley, one to far mountain heights. 

One road that leads down to the seas and the streams, 
And one winding up to the hill land of dreams.

San Andreas on its high road, Angels Camp and Murphys, 
And far in dim forests the Calaveras Big Trees. 

Oh, you have to pass through it, it’s the center of things, 
This little hill town there of ol’ Valley Springs.

It conjures not only the city—its sights,
But it points the gray highway to mountain delights.

Like a hand that is beckoning, like a gateway that swings, 
Like the doorstep to grandeur—Little ol’ Valley 

Springs.

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE IN MILTON
(Calaveras Chronicle, February 22, 1875)

On May 20th, 1875, about 11 o’clock in the morning a 
fire broke out in Milton and before the flames could be sub
dued nearly the whole town was laid in ashes. As near as 
we can learn only three buildings were saved, the Tornado 
Hotel, the railroad depot and the Town Hall.

A good portion of the goods from the stores was saved.
The following buildings were burned: Calaveras Hotel 

with furniture, McClenahan’s Saloon and fixtures, Lloyd’s 
Barber Shop, Milton Hotel, Pioneer Livery Stable, Big Tree 
Saloon, Bunds and Hendricks store, and Mrs. Griswold’s 
Dwelling House.

The fire originated from a stove pipe.



TORNADO HOTEL AT MILTON — Given the name be
cause it was twisted from its foundation by a windstorm.

TORNADO AT MILTON
(Calaveras Chronicle, December 20, 1873)

About 1 o’clock of the afternoon of Tuesday last, Milton 
in this county was visited by a tornado that resulted in the 
injury of several persons, and the destruction of a consider
able amount of property.

Several buildings were completely destroyed, others un
roofed and a number moved bodily from their foundations.

The hurricane, which apparently was about a quarter 
of a mile in width, was accompanied with hail and rain. It 
lasted but a few moments, long enough, however, to place 
at least half the town in ruins. The effect of the tornado is 
described by eye witnesses as terrifying in the extreme, the 
air being filled with flying timbers and other debris, while 
the fury of the howling blast is said to have been beyond 
description.

A new building belonging to J. Griders, also a new black
smith and wagon shop, were completely blown to pieces. A. 
D. Fox’s new hotel was completely blown off its foundation, 
and a small house in the rear of the hotel was blown a dis
tance of about 100 feet against the house of Dr. Giles Mc- 
Douglad, and Johnson’s hay bams were completely 
destroyed.

The new school house was blown from its foundation 
and removed about 8 feet. J. Bund’s dwelling house was un
roofed and the Calaveras Hotel partly unroofed and the barn 
was blown down. The railroad depot lost 15 feet of its roof 
and one end was blown down. J. Greer’s carpenter shop was 
blown to pieces and L. Beysser’s warehouse was partly un
roofed. Several buildings on the back street occupied by 
Chinamen were torn to pieces and scattered in all directions 
by the force of the wind and storm.

Among the casualties noted, several are severe. J. Mc- 
Clenehan, who was in Fox’s Hotel, had his arm badly broken, 
portions of the bone having been driven through the flesh. 
Flying timbers also struck McClenahan and badly mashed 
his hand. A young man named Groves, recently from Valle
cito, who was in the street, was struck on the head by flying 

timbers and knocked senseless and a severe wound was 
inflicted.

Mr. Grider’s family of ten, having their dwelling com
pletely blown down over their heads, escaped injury.

A. D. Fox and W. Blanchard, who were in the depot, 
took refuge in the street, and Blanchard brought up against 
a hitching post and Fox in a mud hole.

The scene, as described by those who witnessed it, was 
terrible, the air being filled with flying timbers, etc. The 
force of the storm seemed to divide in town, leaving Milton 
Hotel, McDonald’s Livery Stable, Bund and Hendrick’s Store 
and the Big Tree Saloon uninjured.

About 12:45 p. m. the tornado was noticed from Oak
dale. It passed near Burnett’s Station, traveling northeast, 
and continuing in the same course after leaving Milton.

CAMPO SECO DESTROYED BY FIRE
(San Andreas Independent, September 3, 1859)

Our neighboring town of Campo Seco was totally 
destroyed by fire on Tuesday last. It originated in a: Chinese 
store and spread with such rapidity that in less than thirty 
minutes the business part of the town was in ashes.

A friend who was approaching Campo Seco from Laucha 
Plana first saw the smoke from French Hill, a mile from 
the fire, and though he walked .as rapidly as he could, when 
he reached town everything was destroyed.

The Protestant Church which was just completed at a 
cost of $2,000 was also destroyed. Both the Phoenix and the 
Philip’s Hotels were destroyed. Also the Post Office Build
ing.

MILTON
By LESTER MARCH

The town of Milton was first surveyed and the lots laid 
out on May 20, 1871, by the Stockton-Copperopolis Railroad 
Company. There were 100 blocks, 300 by 400 feet, consisting 
of 16 lots, 50 by 140 feet, and also a plaza. The survey was 
by Hamilton Ab ricks, Jr.

The railroad was built into the town in 1872 and was 
the first railroad to be built into Calaveras County. On 
March 26, 1888, a survey of the town site was again started 
and completed in April by H. H. Saunders, Calaveras County 
surveyor. There were 39 streets in this survey. The names 
of some of them were Venus, Mars, Minerva, Hercules, Nep
tune, and Apollo, indicating that perhaps an astronomer 
named them. Some were named Hickory, Gum, Ash, Syca
more, Walnut, Fir, Elm, and Cedar, indicating that perhaps 
they had been named by a lumberman.

Milton was a very lively town during the mining days, 
but it is now almost a ghost town, as the railroad has long 
since been abandoned and the tracks taken up and the depot 
being torn down. The mines are closed and the population 
at present is approximately 20.

Some of the lots were owned by the following: W. Hen
dricks, G. W. Charley, J. G. Grimite, W. H. Gann, H. C. 
Davis, G. W. Chesley, B. F. Foster, Ellen Stanaway, W. C. 
Smith, M. F. Gregory, J. Aldrich, L. M. Epperson, T. Mead, 
G. W. Walker, W. R. Dees, J. Breen, A. L. Wyllie, L. Beysser, 
E. Bunds, A. B. Williams and E. S. Longmire.



JENNY LIND
By PERCY HUNT

Jenny Lind was founded in 1849 by Dr. John Y. Lind. 
It was situated on the old river road leading from 

Stockton to the mines in Calaveras County and was a stop
ping place for freighters, mule teams, and later on for 
stages. Jenny Lind was first called “Dry Diggings” because 
of a lack of water to wash gravel.

In 1856 three canals were under construction to bring 
water into the town for household, mining, and irrigation 
purposes.

In 1856 Jenny Lind had four general stores, two billiard 
halls, two hotels, a ten-pin alley, a blacksmith shop, saloons, 
a church, and many dwelling houses.

It was a fast-growing town but the founder, Dr. Lind, 
never stayed there long enough to witness its growth. Dr. 
Lind received a government appointment in 1854 and left for 
East by way of Cape Horn.

In 1856 a committee of three men was chosen to lay out 
the town. One hundred lots 60 x 100 feet were laid out and 
all the lots were sold on the day they were offered to the 
public.

John Chapman was the first town recorder and James 
Heckendorn was the first justice of the peace. The first 
miners in Jenny Lind never became very wealthy as the pay 
gravel was too deep in the earth. Along about 1902 the first 
gold dredger, “The Calaveras,” was built. It was the old 
shaker-type bucket line dredge. All the dredgers built later 
were the revolving screen type. “The Calaveras” was prob
ably the most successful of the four dredgers operating in 
that locality. Three men met death while working on that 
dredge. The first one was the dredge master, who had an 
arm torn off by the conveyor belt. I think his name was 
Hammond. He passed away as a result of that accident. 
The next accident happened to Will O’Neal, who was elec
trocuted, and the third one was John Tickelt, who was 
drowned.

One of the first stores in Jenny Lind was owned by 
Orango Bros, and Celeste Ugo about 1872. There was a 
saloon owned by Cap Tyler and a blacksmith shop by O. 
Reeley. Later on MacComber ran a store and blacksmith shop. 
Joe Baccigalupi had the post office about 1887. There were 
many adobe buildings on both sides of the street and at one 
time there were more than 500 Chinese living in them. There 
were two Chinese who survived the rest for a good 
many years. Their names were Ah Poo and Ah Lin. They 
snent most of their years mining with a rocker and by pan
ning. They would set up their rockers near the water and 
then pack the pay dirt in buckets to the rocker. They would 
use a pole about six feet long and suspend a bucket from 
each end of the pole and then balance the load on their 
shoulders. Ah Poo snent most of his last days in the hospital 
in San Andreas, but he wandered away there and his remains 
were found later on a ranch near San Andreas. Ah Lin 
survived Ah Poo by several years until about 1930. He was 
getting pretty old and weary and before he died he would 
remark, “Want to die, no can die.” He died at the age of 103 
years.

J. H. Ward (Henrv Ward) was born at Whiskey Hill 
near Jenny Lind in 1872. Mr. Ward’s mother, Mrs. Smile 
Pacheco, and Mrs. Anne Collins were the nurses and mid
wives for the community. In case a boy was born the charge 

was $5.00, but if it was a girl the charge was $2.50.
For years there were Mexican Independence Day cele

brations at Jenny Lind on September 16th. There was 
music, dancing, oratory, and horse races down the main 
street of the town.

Pete Armstrong built the hotel and dance hall, which 
was later owned by the Monti jo family. They were destroyed 
by fire about 1900.

During the time the first dredger was operating, there 
were other dredgers built. The second one was the “Isabel”; 
then the “Butte,” and then the second “Isabel,” which was 
the last to operate near Jenny Lind. It ceased operations 
about 1930.

The MacComber store business was bought out by the 
Sinclair Brothers about 1902 and was in operation for many 
years. The Sinclair store was in another adobe building. It 
was twice destroyed by fire but the old adobe walls are still 
standing.

The schoolhouse is an old adobe building with walls 
about two feet thick and is still in use.

Some of the names of the first settlers near Jenny Lind 
are John Meyer, Ben Thompson, Cy Willets, Charles Topper, 
Clint Gall, John Robie, John Stringer, Mr. Swinford, Mr. 
Stroud, Mr. Jenkins, Hiram Tyer, Hill Sanborn, Jack Dean, 
Mr. Cuttier, Mr. Hilderbrand, Mr. Dennis, Bill Trenton, 
Joseph Realy, Cap Tyler, Max Rosenberg, George Conrad, 
Claus Sowden, Dave Paxton, Tom Sullivan, Charles Perrine, 
Pat Barry, William Wolf, Mr. Kennison, Celeste Ugo. A Mr. 
Boss, the only Negro in town, was killed by bandits at Stone 
Corral when they burned down the hotel there. Besides the 
500 Chinese, there were about 50 Mexicans and 50 Yaqui 
Indians.

Some of this material was contributed by Henry Ward, 
now living in Valley Springs, and Mrs. Maude Poynor of 
Escalon, and the rest is as I remember it.

WALLACE
By JENNIE SOUTHWORTH

Freighting of provisions and mining tools from Stockton 
to the Southern Mines was an arduous business after the 
California gold rush got under way in earnest late in 1848.

Ox and mule teams and wagons daily wended their way 
over rough, dusty trails or through mud inches thick. 
Slow, but usually reliable, they were worthy predecessors 
of the faster railroads and motor trucks.

The name of Samuel Catts stands out forcibly in being 
among the first to recognize the commercial possibilities of 
mountain freighting. Samuel Catts is credited with trans
porting the first big load of supplies from Stockton to sev
eral important mining camps in the winter of ’48. Using a 
team of four oxen, he established a regular freight line to 
Sonora. Later he extended his operations directly to 
Mokelumne Hill, West Point, and Volcano.

One of the most popular watering places for weary 
early day travelers en route to Mokelumne Hill was Catts 
Camp. It was situated on a hill overlooking the site of the 
present town of Wallace from the North. Catts established 
the camp as a convenient midway resting and feeding point.

Within a few months there was a grocery store, saloon, 
and a half-dozen cabin homes on the ridge.

Removal of the camp to the flat, which then became 
Wallace, followed construction of the railroad between Lodi 
and Valley Springs.



WALLACE, BURSON, VALLEY SPRINGS
These three towns in Calaveras County came into exis

tence with the building of the railroad to Valley Springs. 
Their history is closely related to the history of the railroad. 
The line of railroad, a narrow-gauge line, was constructed 
by the San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad Company. 
This company was organized on March 22, 1882, to construct, 
own and operate a narrow gauge railroad from a point in 
San Joaquin County, California, at or near where the slough 
known as Otter or Hog Slough empties into the South Fork 
of the Mokelumne River and thence passing through said 
County of San Joaquin and the adjoining County of Cala
veras to a point near the Grove of Big Trees in said County 
of Calaveras, a distance of 70 miles. San Francisco was 
designated as the place of business. The first directors of the 
company were as follows: Jacob Brack, Brack’s Landing, 
San Joaquin County, Calif.; B. F. Langford, Stockton, Calif.; 
H. Bentley, Woodbridge, Calif.; S. Washburn, Auburn, Placer 
County, Calif.; C. Birdsall, Sacramento, Calif.; F. Birdsall, 
Sacramento, Calif., and Thomas McConnell, Elk Grove, Calif.

The company was divided into ten thousand shares of 
stock with a par value of $100 per share. $114,000 of stock 
was subscribed at the time the company was formed. F. 
Birdsall subscribed $100,000, Jacob Brack $10,000, and the 
other directors enough to make up $4000.

On April 3, 1872, the land on which the Town of Wallace 
was afterward located was patented to Central Pacific Rail
road Company.

When the Central Pacific Railroad Company built the 
line of railroad from California, over the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains to meet the Union Pacific in Utah, the government 
of the United States had subsidized the company by granting 
it every odd section of land on both sides of the track for a 
distance of 20 miles. This gave the old Central Pacific Com
pany land in Calaveras County as it was within 20 miles 
from the track at Lodi. This land is referred to as railroad 
land and some of the lands are still in the hands of the fam
ilies of the early owners of the land.

The San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railway Company 
was granted a right of way for its road across the lands of 
the Central Pacific Company on its line to Valley Springs 
and at Wallace it conveyed to the San Joaquin and Sierra 
Nevada Railroad Company a tract of land 200 feet in width 
and 1000 feet long for a station.

The lands around Wallace were conveyed by the Central 
Pacific Company to Chas. McLaughlin. The town received 
its name from Mr. Wallace, the chief engineer for the San 
Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad Company.

Evidently the Central Pacific or McLaughlin had the 
lands at Wallace subdivided into a Townsite. The Map of 
the townsite was filed January 16, 1883, and divides the 
town into 4 blocks of 12 lots each and one block of 4 lots. 
The blocks are designated A, B, C, D, and E. Each lot has 
50 feet frontage and a depth of 150 feet. Only one street is 
named on the Map. That is the street that leads to the 
station. It is called Ward Avenue and is 100 feet wide. 
Other streets between blocks are 80 feet wide. Alleys run 
through each block in two directions. All of the townsite is 
north of the railroad.

The land on which the Town of Burson is located was 
patented in 1882 to D. S. Burson. The map of the townsite 
shows that it was surveyed by F. H. Reed, C. E., an engineer 

for the San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad Company, 
in 1884. This townsite is divided into five blocks designated 
A, B, C, D, and E., and a large block is designated on the 
map as Plaza. The streets are Fitzgerald, Langford, Peters, 
Brack, Washbum and Furness. All the lots are north of 
the railroad track.

In 1952 the Board of Supervisors on petition of the in
habitants of Burson and vicinity abandoned Peters Street, 
Brack Street, The Plaza, and part of Fitzgerald, Langford, 
and Furness streets.

Valley Springs was located on land formerly belonging 
to George and Rebekah Late. In October, 1884, the Lates 
deeded about 45 acres of land to Frederick Birdsall. It was 
surveyed and subdivided into a townsite by F. H. Reed, C. E. 
The original town consisted of 22 blocks with streets called 
Pine, Cedar, Laurel, Chestnut, Myrtle, Rose, Sequoia, Daphne 
and California. During 1884-85 Birdsall deeded town lots to 
various people and on April 25, 1885, Birdsall conveyed to 
Thomas Hague of Valley Springs the entire unsold portion 
of the Townsite of Valley Springs, being the remainder of 
the 45 acres purchased by Birdsall from George Late 
and wife.

FLOODS OF 1862
Since the floods of Christmas week 1955 are still so 

vivid in our memory, it is interesting to compare it with the 
big flood of 1862. William H. Brewer, who was the assistant 
to Josiah D. Whitney in making the famous geological survey 
of the resources of the state in the 1860’s, writes in his “Up 
and Down California” about the rainfall of that year as 
follows:

“San Francisco, Sunday, January 19, 1862 
“The amount of rain is unprecedented in the history of 

the state. Accurate records have been kept since 1853. This 
year in Sonora, Tuolumne County, between November 11, 
1861, and January 14, 1862, seventy-two inches (six feet) 
of water has fallen, and in a number of places over five feet.” 
(By January 31 at Sonora 102 inches or eight and one-half 
feet had fallen.)

“The great central valley of the state is under water— 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys—a region 250 to 
300 miles long and an average of at least twenty miles wide, 
a district five thousand or six thousand square miles, of 
probably three to three and a half million acres. Thousands 
of farms are entirely under water—cattle starving and 
drowning. Steamers ran back for fourteen miles from the 
river over the ranches carrying stock to the hills. The legis
lature has left the capital and come to San Francisco as 
Sacramento is under water. The ‘lake’ at that point is 
sixty miles wide, from the mountains on one side to the hills 
on the other.”

With all this rainfall is it surprising that practically all 
the bridges on the Mokelumne, Calaveras, and Stanislaus 
rivers washed?

OLD FAMILIES
The following .are old families in Campo Seco: Messen

ger, Hopkins, Symes, Nye, Cutter, Hinkley, Gallagher, 
Hawes, Aaron, Lang, Ryno, Mackey.
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EDITORIAL
Those sixty-five courageous members who braved the 

elements to attend the dinner meeting in January at the 
Murphys Hotel were amply rewarded by a fine dinner and a 
good program. Dr. Aubrey Neasham, State Historian, gave 
the address for the evening. He pointed out that there were 
549 registered landmarks in the state and 37 of these were in 
Calaveras County. Los Angeles and San Diego counties are 
the only two counties that exceed Calaveras in this effort. 
He gave personal praise to our president by stating that 
most of the places registered had been the result of the 
efforts of Judge Smith. He praised the work of the society 
but pointed out other worthwhile projects for us to under
take, such as marking the site of the early Hudson Bay 
camp at Happy Valley and compiling a list of all the markers 
in the county. Plotting all of the old towns and camps that 
have disappeared was also suggested as a worthy project 
for the society. As a result of these suggestions, Judge 
Smith appointed Paul Lewis of Mountain Ranch to head up 
a committee to collect material on the historical markers and 
draft a map of the county on which the sites are indicated.

* * * *
Archie Stevenot was appointed by the president to head 

a committee to try to preserve the covered bridge at 
O’Bymes Ferry. At the last meeting in March it was re
ported By Mrs. Howard that the Garden Clubs of Central 
California had become interested in the project and were 
sending resolutions to the Boards of Supervisors of both 
‘Tuolumne and Calaveras counties and to the Oakdale and 
South San Joaquin Irrigation District which is building 
the dam that will flood the bridge.

The April 8 dedication date for the Camanche plaque 
had to be postponed because it had not arrived. A new date 
for the dedication will be agreed on at the April meeting.

THE CAMANCHE SCHOOL
By ED LEONARD

This school district was created in September, 1860, 
from the territory of the Campo Seco District, but apparent
ly the boundaries were not carefully defined. This was done 
in November, 1864, ,as a result of a petition of the taxpay
ers. The district was reduced in 1875, 1878, 1883 and 1893 
to form the Chaparral, Evergreen, Wallace, and Burson 
districts. In 1902 and again in 1904 the district was reduced 
by additions to the Wallace District.

Between May 23, 1895, and July 18, 1859, the follow
ing nine applicants applied for the position of teacher: 
Catherine Cady, J. S. Lloyd, Mary Mulgrew, Walla Dower, 
John Kennedy, Maggie Murphy, Maggie Fahey, Pearl 
Cottle and A. D. McSorley. Mary Mulgrew and John Ken
nedy withdrew and Catherine Cady was selected at $60 per 
month for eight months.

On July 12, 1896, Miss E. A. Freeland was selected as 
teacher for one or two months and if satisfactory, for the 
full time at a salary of $60 a month, out of a group of four 
applicants. She withdrew on July 14 and four more appli
cants were received, making a total of eight for this year. 
Miss Cora Hogan was selected but resigned and on January 
25, 1897, Miss Mamie Duffy opened school. Seven applicants 
who applied were: Miss C. A. Cady, Mamie E. Tierney, E. 
A. Freeland, Cora Hogan-, Louise McKee, Maggie Hennessey, 
and Louise O’Brien. On September 6, 1895, Alex Daneri and 
Manuel Liverato agreed to dig a well for $1.00 per foot and 
put in five feet of curb. The trustees were to furnish the 
team and haul the rock.

For the term beginning 1897, twelve applications were 
received. Frank Wilkinson, Florence Vote, Myrtle Parker, 
Ella Tindell, Miss M E. Williams, Luella McOaray, J. H. 
Ford. Lena Fowd-er, Mary A. Dower, Loretta Kaier, Mistice 
Locke and Addie Phillips. Ella Tindell was selected to start 
school August 30, at $60 per month. She didn’t accept the 
position ,and Luella McGarvay was appointed.

On July 3, 1944. Charles F. Schworer, Superintendent 
of Schools, reported to the Board of Supervisors that the 
Camanche School had an average daily attendance of only 
3.89 students for the school year 1943-44 and recommended 
that the said district be suspended. The Board ordered the dis
trict suspended. On August 3, 1944, a petition requesting 
the Board to re-establish the Camanche School District was 
received. Upon learning that there were eight children in 
the district ready to attend school, the Board of Supervisors 
ordered the school re-established.

On July 1, 1955, the school district became a part of 
the newly formed Calaveras Unified District.

 

A hearty welcome to the following new members who 
have joined the Calaveras County Historical Society since 
the last issue of LAS CALAVERAS was published in July. 
Add these names to your membershin list.

Wilkins W. Wheat! v, Box 841. Murphys, California. 
Frank Genochio. Camanche. California.
Lester March, Burson, California..
Mrs. Edward Howard, Mokelumne Hill, California. 
Mrs. Betty Hollingshead Moore, Box 145, West Point, 
California.
Mrs. Merle Favrot, 1609 Pennsylvania Avenue, West 
Sacramento, California.
William R. Favrot. 1609 Pennsylvania Avenue, West 
Sacramento, California.
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PIONEERS
(Dedicatory speech made by Judge J. A. Smith, 
President of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society, at the dedication of the plaque at Mountain
Ranch on June 17, 1956.)

“Many changes have taken place in this community. 
Mining has been at a low ebb for many years. During 1955, 
the entire State of California produced only about $8,000,- 
000 in gold. In fact the principal metal mined in California 
in 1955 was tungsten, with a production of $15,000,000.

“The old-timers have gone to their reward. I remember 
two old miners who were still active when I first came into 
this community—-Solari and Cuneo. They were a familiar 
sight going to town with their cart and horse, and they were 
about the last of the old pioneers in this district to pass on.

“After the diggings were exhausted or failed to produce 
what the miners thought they should, they moved on to 
other camps, always chasing the will of the wisp, that suc
cess was just a little farther on. The great majority of them 
in later years became in straightened circumstances, owing 
to their generous, reckless, and in some cases dissipated 
habits. Very few of them saved anything. They believed the 
gold fields of California were inexhaustible. Their latch 
string was always hanging on the outside of their door. 
Everybody was welcome to their hospitality. They would 
share -their last biscuit and divide the last drink in the bottle 
with a stranger as soon as with a friend.

“It is unfortunate that so many of them were reduced 
to poverty. Many of them were required to go to county hos
pitals at last and today they lie in cemeteries throughout 
the land, many of them in unmarked graves.

“Today we reap their harvest. It was they who cleared 
the forests, built the roads, the bridges across the streams, 
and did the pioneering work necessary to develop the various 
communities throughout these mining regions. They are not 
with us any longer, but today the people of this community 
have a full realization of what these pioneers did. To honor 

them, this monument has been erected and this plaque has 
been prepared to tell the world that the people of El Dorado 
are deeply appreciative of what the pioneer mothers and 
fathers did for the benefit of this community as a whole. 
With reverence, respect, and admiration for what they have 
accomplished this community today dedicates this monu
ment and plaque in the memory of these pioneers.”

EL DORADO
“Patented as a townsite in 1872 this early town 
derived its name from a sawmill located here. A 
post office established at Mountain Ranch in 1856 
was moved to El Dorado in 1868 and El Dorado has 
thus become known as Mountain Ranch. This Bell 
was used from 1885 to 1953 in the local school es
tablished in Cave City School District in 1885. In
1945 this school joined with the Banner District to 
become the Eldorado Union Elementary School 
District.”

Erected By
Eldorado Union Community Club 

Dedicated By
Calaveras County Historical Society

June 17, 1956
State Registered Landmark No. 282

MOUNTAIN RANCH
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Mountain Ranch was a trading center for miners west 
of El Dorado. It was located about one mile westerly of the 
town of El Dorado and seemed to have always been held by 
its owners as “The Mountain Ranch.” It consisted of a 
store and lands around the store, usually 480 acres, or % 
sections.

The first post office in the community was established 
at Mountain Ranch in 1857. Later it was moved to the town 
of El Dorado where it has since been. John McKeon was 
the first postmaster.



The records of this old Ranch are meager. The first 
conveyance I have been able to find was one from a man 
named John Sanford, who on June 5, 1852, conveyed the 
property known as “The Mountain Ranch” to W. D. Atter
bury. It is described as three-quarter sections of land, and 
all goods, groceries, hardware, wagon, one grey horse and 
one dark brown mule. This property has changed hands 
many times, but there does not appear to ever have been 
lots sold from the original property.

The main building was originally a one-story stone 
building and later a wooden second-story was added.

In addition there was a white frame residence, topping 
a gentle knoll, some outhouses, and a large barn and stable. 
There were no Chinese and no Mexicans.

EL DORADO
The town is El Dorado, the school district Cave City, 

and the post office Mountain Ranch.
There was a sawmill practically within the limits of the 

town operated by Wm. Irvine of San Andreas, called El 
Dorado Mill. Years later a mill was operated on almost the 
same place.

Irvine built the first steam-power quartz crusher for 
removing ore a half mile above El Dorado. This was the 
first steam-driven mill in Calaveras County. The engine 
used to operate the mill had been brought from Murphys, 
where a French Company used it on Murphy’s Flat in 1851. 
Irvine had an early store in El Dorado.

The oldest building now in El Dorado is the store 
building occupied for many years by the Domenghini 
family.

Dughi and Rodesino had excellent buildings that they 
used for store purposes. I was told by a curator of the 
Stockton Museum that in his opinion these buildings in El 
Dorado are the finest examples of Mother Lode architecture 
in California.

The post office was moved from Mountain Ranch to the 
town of El Dorado and is conducted in the smallest post 
office building in the State.

At one time the hills surrounding El Dorado were cov
ered with an excellent stand of pine timber. Sawmills, how
ever, have been converting this timber into lumber until 
now, only the smaller trees remain.

El Dorado seemed to have inherited some of the fights, 
affrays and murders from Cave City. It has had a bloody 
history and has -been the scene of much blood shed.

The townsite was surveyed in 1872 by Henry F. Terry, 
patented to the county judge in April, 1873.

CAVE CITY
The history of the Town of El Dorado in Calaveras 

County is closely connected with the history of Cave City 
and Mountain Ranch.

Cave City, located southeasterly of El Dorado and 
about the geographical center of -Calaveras County on Mc
Kinney Creek, was a very early settlement in Calaveras 
County. The placers of this -camp were worked at an early 
date. The cave was discovered in October, 1850, by a Cap
tain Taylor, who was mining with his associates on the 
creek.

One day soon after lunch they were doing some target 
practice. When the target seemed too close Captain Taylor 
climbed the limestone rocks to place the target at a greater 
distance and observed an opening in the rocks. He called 
his companions and 'they began exploring the place and dis
covered a cave. The cave was (immediately opened to the 
public and in 1853 McGee and Angel built a hotel for the 
convenience of the public at a cost of around $5,000. The 
place became a great tourist attraction and people came 
from anLes around to partake of the accomodations offered. 
This hotel was destroyed by fire in 1858.

Another hotel was erected and for many years it was 
conducted by George and Johanna Nicols.

Cave City was located on the original trail from Mokel- 
um-ne Hill to Murphys.

The placers were to a large extent exhausted prior to 
1860 notwithstanding that in 1860 the mines of Cave Clity 
were producing $20,000 worth of gold dust monthly. Dur
ing the flush times Cave City was a large town. It had one 
of the. six public schools in Calaveras County that were es
tablished prior to 1854. Today it is one of the ghost towns 
of Calaveras County. Unless your attention was called to 
the location of the once proud Cave City, you would pass 
it by unnoticed and fail to realize -that at one time it was 
the largest community ;in the east central part of the county.

A section of the mining district around Cave City was 
known as McKinnie’s Humbug for a long time. Some main
tain that the old locale of McKinnie’s Humbug is where the 
town was eventually located.

A letter from an old-timer, Tim Davis, states that in 
1850 McKinnie came from Mokelumne Hill, and, bringing 
some miners with him, located about midway between Cave 
City and El Dorado. He states further that this was the 
original McKinnie’s Humbug, but that it was no humbug. 
That the mines were rich. He also states that the first store 
in the district was kept by a man named Harry Bechart, 
commonly called “The Flying Dutchman”. That the store 
was on Huffman Gulch. (Clary and Burdett had stores at 
Cave City.)

This same writer claims that the first (Long Tom for 
mining in Calaveras County was made by Abe Vanderling 
and his partner, McIntosh, at Secret Diggings. This place 
is about two miles northeast of Mountain Ranch and two 
and one-fourth miles north of El Dorado. That after com
pleting their mining at Secret Diggings, they carried the 
Tom to Murphys and it was used in working the placers of 
Murphys Creek below the old toll house.

Bill Holt, a notorious character around Murphys in 
later days, was an old resident of McKinnie’s Humbug.

Many deadly affrays took place at Cave City and 
murders were not infrequent.

There were many Chinese and Mexicans residing and 
working in the Cave City District. None were at Mountain 
Ranch.

Michael Bierny was a storekeeper at Cave City. A 
Chinaman came into the store and called for some bacon. 
As the store keeper stooped over to get the bacon the China
man stabbed him three times. He was able to escape from 
the Chinaman and secured (his pistol, fired a shot at the 
Chinaman and struck him in the face. The Chinaman made 
his escape in the bushes, but was captured a short time 
later and taken to El Dorado. He was taken a short distance 
from the town and hanged. The storekeeper died.



Cave City was well-known for its extensive gambling. 
Heire could be heard in the saloons the tempting jingle of 
gold. Here flourished the stirring fandango in all its gaudy 
habiliments. By 1860 the glory of the town had departed. 
At that time two-thirds of the houses were without tenants. 
The yards and in many places the streets were overgrown 
with rank weeds.

In 1855 fully four hundred miners made it the center 
of their trade. From the limestone crevices have been 
emptied into the marts of trade many thousand of dollars 
of gold dust.

The church formerly at Cave City went to decay with 
other buildings.

The Cave City school was moved to El Dorado, and the 
district is still known as Cave City School District.

Cave City is one of the ghost towns of California. Like 
many mining towns in California, the gold petered out and 
the miners moved away. The process of decay was often 
hurried by fire, as water under pressure was seldom avail
able. An overturned lamp caused by a brawl or defective 
stove pipes might destroy the entire town, sometimes never 
to be rebuilt. The old prospector moved on. His thoughts 
are of wealth awaiting his revealing hand. Perhaps not 
today but surely tomorrow he will strike it rich. Thoughts 
of failure never daunt him. His is the optimism that never 
falters. He reads the story of the ages written in the silent 
rocks and hears tales of mysterious fortunes told by the stars.

THE TABLE MOUNTAIN DITCH
The early miners of the district were handicapped by a 

scarcity of water when the dry season came. To overcome 
this difficulty a group of men, principally from Cave City, 
associated themselves together as a joint stock company to 
cut a ditch from near the falls on the San Antone Creek into 
O’Neil’s Creek and, thence, take the waters from O’Neil’s 
Creek at Table Mountain Flat to El Dorado, McKinney’s 
Diggings, and on toward San Andreas.

The head of the ditch on the San Antone was above the 
head of a ditch known as the Georgia Ditch. The owners 
of the Georgia Ditch began a suit against the Table Moun
tain Company and were successful in establishing a prior 
right to 180 inches of water. This right afterwards went to 
the San Antone Ridge Ditch Company and is now the prop
erty of the State of California and in use at the Fricot Ranch 
School for Boys.

The Table Mountain Ditch brought water into El Dorado 
and Cave City and was extended into San Andreas, later 
known as Treat’s Ditch. At El Dorado a reservoir was con
structed in such a manner that water could be taken from 
the eastern end of the reservoir for Cave City, Washington 
Ranch, and Old Gulch. Water could be taken from the west
ern end of the reservoir to San Andreas and vicinity. From 
this ditch much washing and hydraulicing for gold was done. 
Water has not been brought through this ditch for many 
years.

RICH DIGGINGS
As late as 1865 three miners at El Dorado took out $1,- 

500 worth of gold in six days. This averaged over a pound 
of gold per day. One piece weighed three pounds.

DESPERATE FIGHT AT EL DORADO
San Andreas Independent—Dec. 4, 1858

On Sunday night last, a most desperate fight came off 
at the little mining camp of El Dorado in this county, be
tween three Americans, on the one side, and a Spaniard, a 
Portugese and a Mexican on the other.

Two of the Americans were killed, one instantly and the 
other died 24 hours later. From the best information we 
could obtain all parties were in liquor at the time.

The names of the Americans are Marshal Nelton, Sam 
Brown (or Basser) and John Chambers.

In the afternoon, Nelton went to John Walker’s billiard 
saloon and engaged in a fight with Walker, in which Nelton 
came off the victor. While they were fighting Brown ap
proached and attempted to assist Nelton, when a Mexican 
interposed for Walker. Brown drew a pistol and the Mexi
can retreated without injury. This fight ended without any 
hurt to anyone except Walker, a quiet and peaceable man, 
who received a severe beating.

In the evening, Chambers having joined Brown and 
Nelton, the three entered a restaurant kept by one Vic- 
toriana, where the Mexican above referred to was seated 
with a Portugese and a Spaniard.

The Americans at once commenced hostilities. Brown 
seized the Portugese by the collar and was in the act of 
striking him on the head with a bottle when someone (sup
posed to be the Mexican) stabbed Brown, cutting his heart 
in two and as he fell forward, giving him another thrust 
in the hip.

Nelton attempted to assist his fallen companion when 
one of the opposite party, supposed to be the Mexican, gave 
him a slash on the head which caused a horrible gash and a 
thrust in the abdomen which severed his intestines. Cham
bers received but a slight scratch.

After the deed, the Spaniard and Mexican escaped. The 
Portugese was taken by the mob who were proceeding to 
hang him summarily when G. W. Shaklot arrived from 
Mountain Ranch and rescued him. He was examined Mon
day morning before Justice R. M. Payne and discharged for 
want of sufficient testimony to fix the homicide on him. 
The Mexican has not been found.

The affray did not last two minutes. By the time the 
crowd had collected Brown was dead on the floor. Neilton 
was lying in the street, mortally wounded, and the com
batants had fled.

Nelton died on the following Tuesday and was buried 
at San Andreas.

PONY DENIG EXPRESS
Mail now comes to El Dorado by the so-called Sheep 

Ranch Stage from San Andreas.
In 1857, a man named William Maxwell Denig, com

monly called “Pony” Denig, operated an express known as 
Pony’s Express. It ran from San Andreas and distributed 
papers and mail, brought to this coast by steamer from the 
Atlantic Coast, to upper Calaveritas, Old Gulch, French 
Gulch, El Dorado Mill, Mountain Ranch, Cave City, O’Neil’s 
Bar, Tunnel Hill, San Antonio Mill, lower Calaveritas, 
Foreman’s Ranch (Fourth Crossing), and Kentucky House.
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EDITORIAL
For the third time in succession the Calaveras County 

Historical Society entered a float in the Murphys Home- 
coming Parade that won a prize. The float depicted the ar
rival of Ex-President Ulysses S. Grant in Murphys on June 
11, 1879, on his way to the Big Trees. Amon Tanner was 
Grant, Percy Hunt was his companion, and the three ladies 
accompanying him were Sadie Hunt, Ella Thompson, and 
Ethelyn Wood. The old Tanner Big Trees Stage made the 
float appear to be very authentic, especially with the aid of 
the correct costumes worn by the passengers. Congratula
tions to the group on winning second place and fifteen 
dollars.

Paul Lewis and the people of Mountain Ranch deserve 
a big hand of applause for the good work they did -in erect
ing the picturesque monument for the historical marker 
telling of the founding of the community. The monument 
was truly a community project as every family in the vicin
ity placed a rock in the monument as their contribution. The 
placing of the old school bell at the top of the monument 
gives it an appropriate but distinctive appearance. The ex
cellent dedicatory program under the sponsorship of -the 
Calaveras Historical Society was well attended, and provid
ing cachets of the smallest post office in the United States 
was the final touch that made the whole project an achieve
ment for which Mountain Ranch may well be proud.

However, we would like to correct one error that ap
peared in the local newspaper. It was Judge Smith who was 
introduced as “Mr. Calaveras” for his many years of service 
to the county as school teacher, judge, historical writer, and 
president of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

Those people up in Mountain Ranch really know how to 
do things well, as was demonstrated at the last quarterly 
dinner of the Society in the Community Hall. Mrs. Mudd’s 
macaroni was delicious as always and the film presented by 
Ted Baggieman on “The Mother Lode” was excellent.

The annual meeting of the Conference of California 
Historical Societies held in San Jose on June 22-23 was well 
attended by a hundred a fifty delegates of societies from 
all over the State. Sadie and Percy Hunt officially repre
sented the Calaveras Society and Sadie was again chosen 
as Regional Vice-President for the Mother Lode counties. 
She reported to the Conference that historical societies were 
in the process of being formed in Tuolumne and Mariposa 
counties.

Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt retired from the presidency and 
was made president emeritus. His place as president was 
taken by Harold Schutt of Lindsay, an active member of 
the Tulare County Historical Society and Vice-President of 
the Conference for the last two years. Your editor will con
tinue another year as Executive Secretary of the Confer
ence and Covert Martin will continue for another term as 
Regional Vice-President.

The next annual meeting will be held in San Diego on 
June 21-22, 1957.

MURDER OF E. SAID
On the afternoon of Wednesday, September 30, 1868, 

Mr. E. Said, the Superintendent of the Petticoat Mine at 
Rail Road Flat, was brutally murdered while on the way 
from the mine at Rail Road Flat to Mokelumne Hill. Mr. 
Said was driving his own double team attached to a double 
carriage and accompanied by two of his men—a. man named 
Meek and one named Kees. Meek was on the front seat 
with Said and Kees occupied the rear seat of the vehicle. 
About two and one^half miles from Rail Road Flat, four 
men, masked and armed with shotguns arose from the 
brush that skirts the road, and without attempting to stop 
the horses or ordering a halt, fired two shots, one at Mr. 
Said, killing him instantly, and the other fired at the horses.

Immediately after the shots were fired, Meek leaped 
from the carriage and endeavored -to escape, but was pur
sued, overtaken and robbed by -the assassins. The horses 
broke into a run as 'the shots were fired and Kees with 
presence of mind and great courage, determined to prevent 
the anticipated robbery. Acting on the impulse, he sprang 
over the front seat, seized the reins from the hands of the 
dying man and, holding ithe blood-stained corpse with one 
hand, urged the horses forward at the top of their speed. 
He succeeded in bringing the murdered remains of Mr. -Said 
to Mokelumne Hill. Dr. Hoerschner of Mokelumne Hill per
formed a post mortem and found that three buckshots had 
taken effect upon Mr. Said. One, in fact, tearing away a 
part of the lower jaw, one in -the right side of the neck and 
the third passed through the upper portion of the heart.

Mr. Said was in the habit of taking the bullion from the 
Petticoat Mine to Mokelumne Hill, and for some time 
previous to his death he; apprehended an attack.

On Friday, June 7, 1873, Jose B. Coyado was executed 
in the jail yard at San Andreas, almost four years after 
the murder.



EARLY HISTORY OF RAIL ROAD FLAT
By MRS. RUBY E. TAYLOR

The town at 2,600 feet elevation was 'built on a flat 
surrounded by volcanic hills, Big Hill, Robber Hill, Pine 
Ridge, Fort Mountain, and John Batch Hill. It is only 
eight miles distant from Blue Mountain which has an ele
vation of between 6,500 and 7,000 feet. The Calaveras Big 
Trees are only 16 miles southeast of here by the old stage 
road that ran from Sacramento to Big Trees in the early 
days.

'The present day James Hutchinson ranch house was 
a stopping place for the above stage in the early days. The 
stage would change horses and the drivers would eat and 
sleep here. This load traveled up the ridge between the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne and Calaveras Rivers, a trail 
traveled by the earlier settlers in 1850, coming from Jack- 
son through Rail Road Flat before we had any roads.

The town of Rail Road Flat derived its name from the 
fact that an early day miner had built a wooden track 
across the flat on which an ore car was drawn by a mule. 
The rich gravel was hauled to reservoirs and washed for 
gold.

The rich placer diggings brought hundreds of people 
from near and far and each one had squatter’s rights to a 
piece of ground on which he built a home. So many came 
that at one time the main street was lined with buildings 
on both sides of the street all the way across the flat to the 
intersection of the Independence and West Point roads. 
There was a three-story hotel, later owned by the Del Ray 
family, three stores, a butcher shop, bakery shop, a shoe 
maker’s shop, Mrs. Ludy’s restaurant, and seven saloons 
besides the numerous family homes. A school was located 
on a little knoll back of the town.

The place did not have a bonafide doctor. Mrs. Bede, 
a midwife, took care of the births and the citizens joined 
together to bury their dead. Most of these were buried in 
Independence Cemetery, about one mile north of Rail Road

THE EDWIN TAYLOR STORE at Rail Road Flat, from 
an old photo taken about 1887 by George H. Knight, 
early-day San Francisco photographer.

Flat, although several families had their own burial grounds 
on their own land. There are tombstones in the Indepen
dence Cemetery dated 1867.

So much placer mining needed more water for work
ing the gravel. An engineer by the name of W. V. Clark, 
constructed a ditch which conveyed water from the South 
Fork of the Mokelumne River, taken cut at the foot of 
Blue Mountain, all the way to a reservoir on his place about 
one-half mile south of Rail Road Flat on a hill with an ele
vation about 400 feet higher than the town.

This reservoir is on the property owned at present by 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buchanan. He sold this water to the 
miners and also used it for his own mining. At one time, 
Clark in his hydraulic mining was using over a hundred 
Chinese laborers. Some of the citizenry had Chinese cooks 
who were very loyal to the families they worked for. The 
famous China Spring was named after the Chinese having 
their camp located there.

Here are the names of some of the gravel mines: Henry



Seeman Gravel Mine, Conradi Gravel, Dan Reynolds Gravel, 
Taylor Placer Mine, Boire Gravel, Pickering Gravel Mine. 
All of these produced rich gravel on the surface and some 
of theme were developed into deep mines in later years. 
The old Blue Mountain River Channel and the Independence 
Channel both ran through the edge of town.

The immediate acreage of Rail Road Flat was in liti
gation for 11 years in a lawsuit between Edwin Taylor and 
W. V. Clark. The Government awarded a patent to the 
land to Edwin Taylor in later years.

The Petticoat Reservoir was mined out as a placer 
mine and in later years it has been filled with water and 
used as a reservoir. It h<as been called recently “Blagen’s 
Lake.”

Another large reservoir at the head of the Calaveras 
River Valley was built about 1878 and was known as the 
McCarty Reservoir. Men worked with teams and received 
$1.50 per day and furnished the team and boarded them
selves and teams. A man without a team received $1.00 
per day and some laborers received 50c per day.

After the placer mining had slightly subsided, the quartz 
or hard rock mining began. One of the first quartz mines 
to be located was the Petticoat Mine, presently owned by 
Thomas Taylor. Petticoat Mine was so named because of 
the rich float rock which was discovered by three women. 
Mrs. Butterfield, one of these women, is still living in the 
county. J. S. Swank, H. S. Swank, and William Post work
ed the mine in 1860. For two decades it brought prosperity 
to the little town, and during the 1860’s and 1870’s it grew 
into quite a boom town.

Following are extracts from the Mining and Scientific 
Press, Vol. 15, No. 25, Page 39, 1867:

“There are a large number of claims at Railroad which 
are paying handsome dividends, keeping Hepburn and 
Company’s mill constantly employed crushing.”

Again in February, 1868, this same ^-journal stated: 
“The famous Petticoat lead located at Railroad Flat 

has been sold recently. We understand that a gentleman 
by the name of Said was the purchaser. As nothing further 
could be done without machinery, and the locators had not 
the means of procuring it, they concluded to sell.”

The April, 1868 issue stated:
“Mr. Said, who purchased the famous ‘Petticoat’ lead, 

has erected steam hoisting works and has a large number 
of hands at work in the mine. The shaft has reached a 
depth of 30 feet and the rock being taken out will pay at 
the rate of $100 per ton. On Saturday last, we were shown 
the amalgam taken from six tons of ‘Petticcat’ quartz at 
Railroad Flat. It assayed $612.”

The September 5, 1868, issue stated:
“The ‘Petticoat’ Mine at Railroad Flat, ‘pans out’ bet

ter than that indispensable article of female attire ever was 
known to do before. Some rock recently crushed from that 
lead yielded $150 per ton. As the proceeds of a run of about 
two weeks with eight stamps, Mr. Said brought to this 
place yesterday 102 pounds of gold dust.”

Mr. Said, owner and superintendent of the Petticoat 
Mine, was shot and killed by robbers on ithe Ridge Road 
while taking bullion from the Petticoat Mine to the Mo- 
kelumne Hill express office in March, 1870. The mine sus
pended operations for nearly two months after which a 
new superintendent was installed and the mine continued 
paying dividends for many more years.

The Wolverine or Big Mine was another very rich hard 
rock mine in this section and was discovered in the 1860’s.

Later hard rock mines were the Swiss Mine, discover
ed by Leon Ponge; Fine Gold Mine, discovered by J. B. 
Guillemin; Poe Mine by Adam Poe; Dutch Mine; Sanderson 
Mine located on the present property of Amalia Stotts; 
Keystone Mine located on the present property of Delbert 
Seeman; Comet Mine; Bald Eagle; Herzer Mine, located by 
John Herzer; Mikado Mine.

The Sunnyside Mine, located on the present Hofeditz 
property, once owned by Walter Doe and Will Cook, was 
sunk to a depth of 35 feet. At that time Walter Doe sold 
this part of the mine to Perry Lamb for $5.00 The very next 
day pay dirt was discovered and $2,600 was taken out of 
a pocket. After hand mortaring it out the fines were ship
ped to the smelter.

Besides the mining industry there was farming, 
ranching, fur trapping, and saw milling. The first saw 
mill was owned by Sam Doke in 1860. D. McCarty and W. 
Clark had saw mills here later. Some very fine lumber was 
sawed in these mills. The old Taylor store which has been 
standing since 1867, is evidence of the first class lumber 
and also the first class workmanship by carpenters who had 
only hand tools to do all their planing and finishing work. 
Edwin Taylor, Sr., an enterprising merchant had construct
ed a large two-story building between other buildings in 
1867. Here he ran a first class general merchandise store, 
selling everything obtainable from silks and satins to in- 
despensable hardware and groceries. He helped organize 
I. O. O. F. Independence Lodge No. 158 and built the lodge 
room over his general merchandise store. This was one of 
the older lodges in Calaveras County. Later it joined with 
the West Point Lodge.

There had been a post office here earlier in January, 
1857, with a George W. Angier as postmaster, but, for un
known reasons, it was discontinued the following year. It 
probably paid so poorly no one wished to bother with it.

There being no post poffice here in 1867, Edwin Taylor 
petitioned the Government and had a post office establish
ed. He served as postmaster until the time of his death in 
1913. The position of the postmaster has been in the Tay
lor family until the present time.

Calamities also hit this little mining town. In 1880 a 
scourge of fever epidemic hit the town and a large part of 
the population died. Doctors had to be brought in from 
far away, and it was even hard to get enough people to 
nurse the sick ones. Many people left town hurriedly, never 
to return. Some moved their homes away. Jerome Burt 
moved his home to Glencoe, where he opened a store in 
later years. Mrs. Edwin Taylor died with this fever leaving 
a husband and four small children. In time some of the 
miners blew up two reservoirs on the edge of town with 
dynamite. It was thought that the reservoirs were breed
ing mosquitos which might be causing the fever to be so 
prevalent. After this, the epidemic subsided, but the town 
never did build up to its former size again.

In 1884 there was a killing in the Taylor Store. A 
man named Lampson, who ran a butcher shop about three 
miles from town, came into the Taylor Store one evening 
and an argument started with a young man named Mitchel 
Lancaster. The argument wound up in a fight in which 
Lancaster was hit with a stove leg. Lampson’s 17-year-old 
son was outside the store in a wagon with his mother. He 



rushed to his father’s aid carrying a large butcher knife 
with which he stabbed Lancaster through the back, punc
turing the liver. Lancaster was carried to a back room and 
given first aid but bled to death before a doctor could be 
brought from Mokelumne Hill to attend to him. Lampson 
was afterward convicted and sent to prison.

Early settlers of the 1850’s were J. S. Swank, H. S. 
Swank, Henry Seeman and wife, Marrianne Gauchat, Abe 
Pickering, Richard McNamara, Sam Doke, William M. 
Post, Jim Gay and Henry Bingham.

In the 1860’s came Edwin Taylor, W. Sundemeyer, 
Erastus Houston, Sam M. Zane, E. A. Lewis, Phyletus 
Lewis, John Batchelder, Joe Getchel, John Doe, Sterling 
Lancaster, D. McCarty, Ira H. Reed, Dan Conradi, J. 
Lampson, Elias Fields, Jim Barlow and John Bach.

In the 1870’s and 1880’s were John Herzer, Henry 
Bosse, Winklers, Louis Fuchs, Armand Laidet, Jesse Les
ter, Dan Pillsbury, J. B. Guillemin, and Frank Buyck.

A large round house was located on the school house 
flat above town where thousands of Indians congregated 
each fall on their way from the upper Sierra down to the 
valley where they would live in the winter time. They 
would hold pow wows which lasted several weeks while 
they camped on the flat around the round house. They 
were of the Digger Tribe and Chief Monkey reigned over 
the round house pow wows for many years. Several years 
ago the Diggers’ name was changed to Miwoks so there 
are no more Diggers. Chief Fuller in Sonora is chief of the 
Miwoks since our Chief Pedro Garni died.

They fished and hunted and in the surrounding coun
try the Indian women would gather hundreds of bushels 
of acorns for winter food.

Mining was brought to a close at the time of the first 
World War. During the second World War, the logging 
and saw mill industry increased our population, bringing 
in many people from the Middle Western States.

At present we have the logging and saw .mill industry, 
a little mining, some farming and cattle raising, many sum
mer homes and recreations such as hunting and fishing.

THE WHEAT HOME AT
DOUBLE SPRINGS

The old Wheat home at Double Springs was built by 
Alexander Wheat in the year 1860.

It is built of native sand stone taken from the Andrew 
Young Ranch which was about one and one-half miles from 
the Wheat home. The sand stone was hewn out by hand 
in blocks of various sizes, each stone decorated with a tool 
mark. The face of the stones on the front of the house are 
edged with a border to represent a panel.

There are eleven rooms in the home and the walls are 
twenty inches thick.

The house was built by a man named Watt, a native 
of Scotland. He later built the Late home in Valley Springs 
and the Hill home near Camanche. He also built the Wil- 
dermuth home near Pardee Dam and two smaller houses 
oi the Young property.

Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Wheat celebrated their Golden 
Wedding in 1889, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gillam were mar
ried in the old home in 1871 and celebrated their Golden 
Wedding there in 1921 There has been two family weddings

THE WHEAT HOME AT DOUBLE SPRINGS — The 
old Wheat home at Double Springs was built by Alexan
der R. Wheat in the year 1860. Pictured above are Mr. 
and Mrs. Wheat standing in front of the home as 
it was many years ago. At the present time seven genera
tions have lived continuously in the home.

there in the later years.
In 1881, William Campbell came from Iowa to Cali

fornia to make his home with his daughter, Mrs. Wheat.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheat then were the second generation.
In 1902, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gillam moved there to make 

their home, making the third generation; then Mr. and 
Mrs. Almar Smith made the fourth; Mr. and Mrs. Percy 
Hunt, the fifth; Mildred and Wilma Hunt, the sixth; and 
Jody Tayloi is the seventh generation to live continuously 
in the old Wheat home at Double Springs.

In 1851 Alexander Boileau, David F. Schall and Wil
liam W. Barkman were merchants in business at Double 
Springs, Calaveras County, California.

In December, 1850, Joseph Palmer sold to Peter and 
Noah Blossom a one-half interest in a store building and 
stock of goods at Winter Bar on the Mokelumne River for 
$5,259.

The so-called “Indian Play Ground” was located on the 
North Fork of the Calaveras River, not far from the old 
town of Jesus Maria. This name appears in the Calaveras 
County Records as early as June, 1851.

In the early records of Calaveras County, “Vallecito” 
is often written “Biacita.”

On June 6, 1851, George M. Nerie and Alexander 
Jenkins sold the bridge across the North Fork of the Cala
veras River, which was known as the second crossing from 
Stockton to E. L. Stevenson.

On June 4, 1851, McLean, Jeffry & Co., gave notice in 
the records of Calaveras County that they claimed and had 
claimed for upward of two years, for the purpose of a 
ferry, 500 yards of land on the Stanislaus River, beginning 
at a large oak tree opposite Jackass Gulch and running up 
the river to the first falls.
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EDITORIAL
Congratulations to the new officers of the society 

which were elected at (the July pot-luck dinner at Double 
Springs. Amon Tanner was moved up to First Vice- 
President and Paul Lewis, who has done such fine work in 
the promotion of historical markers in the county, was 
elected to Second Vice-President. Three new members were 
chosen to the Board of Directors—Ed Leonard, of Angels 
Camp; Lester March of Burson; and Mrs. Hattie Hertzig of 
San Andreas. All these newly elected officers have been 
interested and active in the society and will give new en
thusiasm to the program.

*****
Those who missed the Double Springs meeting in July, 

failed to hear a very fine discussion by Mr. and Mrs. R. R. 
Stuart on having fun collecting books and items on Cali
fornia and the West. Of course, the pleasant surroundings 
in the garden of the old Wheat ranch and the charming 
hospitality of Mrs. Wimer and Sadie and Percy Hunt add
ed a great deal to the pleasure of the evening. This July 
meeting has become the top event of the society’s schedule. 

*****
Why can’t something definite be done to preserve the 

old covered bridge at O’Bryne’s Ferry? That is the ques
tion so many people are asking. With historical and civic 
organizations from all over Central California becoming 
concerned about the loss of this bridge by having the site 
flooded by the construction of a reservoir by the Oakdale- 
South San Joaquin Irrigation District, it seems as if some
one in a position of authority would have enough imagina
tion to work out a plan for preserving this historic and col
orful old structure. The chief responsibility lies with the 
irrigation district and the Boards of Supervisors of Cala

veras and Tuolumne counties. The Calaveras County His
torical Society has had a committee under the chairman
ship of Archie Stevenot, studying the problem for two 
years and many suggestions have been made for preserv
ing the structure. The big question is who pays the cost 
of transporting this bridge to another site? This should 
not be an insurmountable obstacle if enough people and or
ganizations really want the bridge saved. The Calaveras 
Historical Society will do all it possibly can for this pro
ject. What will the Garden Clubs, State Division of Beach
es and Parks, Historical Societies, service clubs, irrigation 
districts, and boards of supervisors do? This is a challenge 
that every organization in the Mother Lode and in Central 
California should consider.

*****
The committee on planning an essay contest on local 

history in the high schools and elementary grades reported 
at the last meeting. In general 'the plan is to give prizes 
of $15, $10 and $5 for the best essays on local Calaveras 
County history. A year’s membership in the Historical 
Society will also be a part of the reward. The requirement 
is that the material be new in that it has not been previous
ly published, at least in complete form. The purpose of the 
contest is to stimulate interest on the part of our students 
in local history and in the Historical Society. Many coun
ty historical societies have active groups of junior members 
that make worth while contributions to the research and 
study of the societies. This education program is an im
portant part of the work of any local historical group. 
Good luck to Mrs. Hattie Hertzig and her committee.

Congratulations to the Tuolumne County Chamber of 
Commerce on sponsoring the organization of a Tuolumne 
County Historical Society. This long-overdue project was 
gotten underway at a meeting in the county courthouse in 
September. A large and enthusiastic group attended the 
meeting presided over by Don Segerstrom. A temporary 
organization was planned with Don Segerstrom as chair
man and Mary Burgin as secretary. A dinner meeting has 
been planned for the near future. May we extend to our 
friends across the Stanislaus our very best wishes for a suc
cessful future. We will be happy to cooperate with them 
in any way possible and anticipate some pleasant joint 
meetings to work on common projects.

*****
Our very capable treasurer, Mrs. Ella Thompson, re

ported at the last meeting the amount of $453.54 in the 
treasury.

NEW MEMBERS
A hearty welcome to the following new members of the 

society:
Mrs. Fred D. Tuck, Box 453, Angels Camp 
Mrs. Violet L. Cuslidge, Box 525, San Andreas 
Mrs. Jennie N. Hollingshead, West Point 
Mrs. Melville R. Jacobs, Valley Springs 
Mrs. Mary Dragomanovich, Box 634, San Andreas 
Mr. Ross M. Durland, Box 791, San Andreas 
Mrs. Grace Reinking, Valley Springs
Mrs. Maude Poynor, Rt. 1, Box 218, Escalon 
Mr. George Pratchner, 112 Van Ness, Santa Cruz
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JUDGE J. A, SMITH RETIRES
Members of the Calaveras 

County Historical Society are 
very proud of the honors being 
given our beloved president upon 
his retirement as Judge of the 
Superior Court of Calaveras Coun
ty after forty years of faithful 
and efficient service to the peo
ple of the county. We in the His
torical Society have an even 
greater reason for wishing to 
show our respect and admiration 
for Judge Smith at this time. 
He has served so indispensably 
as our president during the life 
of the society. To him more than 
anyone must be given the credit 
for organizing the Historical 
Society and leading it through 
five years of successful achieve
ment. As a result of his person
al research and by encouraging 
others to record their historical 
information and to do research, 
the society has been able to 
write through the pages of Las 
Calaveras a fairly good history 
of Oalaveras County.

We join the Bar Association 
in honoring Judge Smith upon 
his retirement from his profes SUPERIOR JUDGE J. A. SMITH
sion, but we wish him many
more years of happy and useful life as an historian. Now 
that he is free from his judicial duties we hope he will de
vote much of his time to his historical writing. With his 

continued leadership perhaps the 
society can realize its original ob
jective of producing at least one 
special historical publication each 
year.

* * *
(The following was received by 

the editor of Las Calaveras from 
Judge Smith in response to a re
quest for a statement as to his 
plans for enjoying his retirement 
after serving 40 years as Superior 
Judge of Calaveras County. It re
flects his delightful spirit of op
timism and his keen interest in 
life so well that I am passing it 
on to the members of the society 
as it was written.)

“Dear Coke:
“I have your letter asking if I 

would make a short statement cf 
what I intend to do now that I 
have retired.

“I was born and reared in 
Calaveras County and went to the 
public schools of the county, but 
received a great deal of my edu
cation from a neighbor who taught 
my brother and me and his boys 
at night in his home. He was a 
school teacher named E. M. Price 
and was the father of Judge 

Price who at one time was the Superior Judge of Alpine 
County. My brother became a civil engineer. I went to sum
mer school at the University of California and studied law 



during the summer sessions. I was admitted to the bar in 
1909 after having taught school in the county for 40 months. 
I read law while I was teaching school.

“My brother and I have quite a walnut orchard, and I 
intend to take an active interest in managing it with him. 
We also have an apple orchard and some cattle. I intend 
to grow both vegetables and flowers, also I intend to keep 
up my historical writing. I think I will have plenty of 
things to keep me occupied. Probably Idell and I will do 
some traveling, depending upon her health.

“I have had quite a time getting my private papers 
packed up in order to turn the office over to Mr. Airola. At 
present, I am not able to find anything and I will have 
quite a job going through all the boxes I have stored under 
the house. I wouldn’t want to move very often.

“With all good wishes—
“Sincerely,

J. A. SMITH”

AN EPISODE OF NORTH BRANCH
By J. A. SMITH

The old town of North Branch about two miles west 
from San Andreas was on the south side of the North Fork 
of the Calaveras River. It was a group of irregular cabins 
with a store, butcher shop, and some more pretentious build
ings. It stretched from the Neilsen place to the McGuirk 
Bridge. Not a single building now remains to mark the 
spot where stood the once lively mining camp where two or 
three hundred miners dug for gold. A little graveyard 
across the highway, known as Pioneer Cemetery, and an oak 
tree that figures in the story still remain.

Among the miners of North Branch was an old man 
who lived alone in one of the cabins. One of his peculiarities 
was to carry the gold that he washed out from day to day 
in a stout canvas sack in the capacious pockets of his bibbed 
overalls. One day there came to the camp a young Irish
man. He was destitute and out of the kindness of his heart 
the old miner took him to his cabin, fed him, and gave him 
employment for a few days.

The desire for gold was too much for the young man. 
As the old miner moved about his cabin, the sack of gold 
dust would shift its position, bulging out the loosely hanging 
overalls, and as it was added to daily, it became more and 
more conspicuous and a still greater temptation.

Suddenly one evening the young man snatched the 
golden treasurer from the old man’s pocket, dashed out of 
the cabin, crossed the river on the projecting rocks and was 
quickly lost in the brush on the adjoining hills.

The older man was not fitted for pursuit and looked 
upon his gold as lost. But one of his friends came to hjim 
and offered to go with him in pursuit of the thief. Accord
ingly, the two men shouldered their rifles and started out for 
Mokelumne Hill, toward which place it was thought the man 
had gone. Arriving at Mokelumne Hill at a late hour, they 
learned that their man had been there earlier and had secur
ed a new suit of clothing, a haircut, and a shave, and had 
left for Middle Bar on the Mokelumne River.

The pursuers concluded that they would rest a while 
and then start for Middle Bar, so as to reach that camp 
about the break of day. This plan was carried out. At the 
time Middle Bar was comprised of quite a collection of brush 

cabins covered with canvas and was a lively mining town. 
When the men arrived, they started to search the various 
places. The first one they entered was a gambling tent and 
there on a table lay their man asleep. He had lost all his 
gold and worn out was sleeping heavily. He was roused up 
and started on the march back to North Branch, walking 
before and the captors walking behind with ready rifles. Ar
riving at North Branch that night word was sent out that 
the man would be tried the next day.

When the morrow arrived several hundred miners had 
gathered. Everything was carried out decently and in or
der. A sheriff was elected and a jury of twelve miners 
drawn to render a verdict. The old man gave his testimony 
as to the theft of the gold and the flight of the prisoner 
and the story of his capture. The friend corroborated the 
story of the old miner and the jury retired behind one of 
the old buildings to decide on the verdict, which was quick
ly rendered that the man was guilty and should be hanged.

Asked if he had anything to say for himself, the 
prisoner answered that if he was to be hanged he would like 
to have the services of a priest.

Accordingly, a messenger was dispatched to San An
dreas for the priest located there. When the priest arrived 
he heard the man’s confession and administered the right 
of the church, after which the gruesome preparations for 
the execution went on.

The man was taken to the big oak tree that still stands 
along the side of the road near the Neilsen home, a rope 
was adjusted to one of the limbs and beneath it a box on 
which was placed a barrel. On this barrel the young man 
stood while a noose was placed around his neck. The tem
porary sheriff directed the proceedings from on horseback. 
A rope from the horn of his saddle was fastened to the 
barrel. When all was ready the sheriff spurred his horse 
and the man was left dangling in the air.

ST. ANDREWS CHURCH
By MRS. ROSE JOSEPH
(Apologies to Coke Wood)

A Catholic priest, Father John Bobard, in May, 1851, 
first visited in San Andreas. He left during the summer and 
resided at Mokelumne Hill but returned in the fall and 
made plans to build a church. This church was a canvas 
structure, having a wooden cross over the door. The in
terior had no seats but there was an altar at one end cov
ered with candlesticks made of wine bottles. The church 
was named San Andreas and it is presumed the camp took 
its name from the church. In 1851 Father Bobard estab
lished the church mentioned above. This was probably the 
first Catholic Church in what is now Calaveras County.

In May, 1856, San Andreas was burned, including the 
Catholic Church and the parish house. A new building, 
despite the fire, was erected with the aid of Catholics and 
and non-Catholics and in August, 1857, it was dedicated by 
Archbishop Alemany of San Francisco.

It is significant that the church mentioned above has 
now been replaced by another Catholic Church on the very 
site of the aforementioned church which stood for a 
century.

Probably one hundred years from now your children 
will be recalling the day the new St. Andrews was dedicated.
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THE CLARK DITCH
Mr. Warren V. Clark came to California from Connec

ticut. He was a railroad engineer, and was the locator of 
the Sandusky and Ohio Railroad.

He left his Eastern home in 1849, lured by the tales of 
gold in California and crossed the Isthmus of Panama and 
arrived at the “Diggings” in April, 1850. He first located 
in El Dorado County and having brought his surveyor in
struments with him, he was soon engaged in locating miners’ 
ditches from the Sacramento River on the north to the 
Tuolumne River on the south. From his various jobs he had 
about $35,000 in gold dust and this was the financial nucleus 
with which he undertook the building of the Clark Ditch.

The ditch took water from the South Fork of the Mokel- 
umne River near the western end of Blue Mountain and 
originally ran to Railroad Flat. This section was surveyed 
in early 1856, construction work was begun in May of that 
year and in five months the ditch had been completed to 
Railroad Flat. This first section was 25 miles in length and 
the water was used to mine the placers of Independence 
Flat and Railroad Flat.

Mr. Clark conducted large hydraulic operations at Rail
road Flat. At one time he had three hydraulics working 
and using about 1,000 miners’ inches of water.

The task of constructing the ditch was difficult. Roads 
had to be built to transport material and supplies. Food 
was purchased in Sacramento and Stockton and transported 
with pack train. Construction began near Railroad Flat 
and proceeded easterly with camps established at various 
places along the way.

Many men volunteered to work on the ditch and take 
their pay out in water. First there were 500 and they final
ly dwindled down to 50. Those that quit demanded their 
pay and the gold dust bank was soon exhausted. The ditch 
was finally completed and water turned in October 1, 1856.

In 1879, the ditch was extended to Mosquito Gulch and 
its carrying capacity was 2,000 inches.

Cook Bros., who were mining on the Jesus Maria dug 
a ditch from Mosquito to Rich Gulch. At this place the wa
ter was turned into a natural channel and again picked up 
in Cook’s ditch and taken to their gravel mine on the 
Jesus Maria.

Singularly enough, the Cook Bros. Gravel Mine was a 
great producer of gold, and the high expectations of the 
Cook Bros, was not realized after they secured the new 
supply of water.

The Clark Ditch became embroiled in a controversy 
with the Mokelumne Hill Ditch. They took water from the 
same stream. The head of the Clark Ditch was higher up 
the stream than the head of the Mokelumne Hill Ditch, but 
the Mokelumne Hill Ditch had prior rights. The Clark 
Ditch was enjoined from taking water from the stream that 
the Mokelumne Hill Ditch had the first right to.

Mr. Clark had a scheme to take water to San Fran
cisco and when the City was looking for water rights he 
spent much time trying to sell the City a water project. He 
was going to take water from the North Fork of the Mokel
umne River to be fed from Blue Lake and many smaller 
lakes in the mountains and the Clark Ditch was part of the 
scheme. Clark was going to run the water from the Mokel
umne River in an open ditch to some place between Paloma 
and Toyon. Here he was to erect a great reservoir and pipe 
the water to San Francisco. On the bank of the ditch he 

was going to construct a track for a railroad and haul tim
ber to the vicinity of the reservoir and here to employ huge 
lumber operations. When San Francisco purchased Spring 
Valley, dark’s scheme went to pieces.

O'BYRNES FERRY BRIDGE
By J. A. SMITH

In the fall of 1852, Peter O. Byrnes began the con
struction of a chain cable suspension tolll bridge across the 
Stanislaus River at a point now known as the O’Bymes 
Ferry on the main road leading from Stockton to Sonora. 
The towns of Copperopolis and Milton had not yet come into 
existence. It was so erected as to be eight feet above water 
and had a plank flooring. The bridge was completed in the 
spring of 1853. The high water of 1852-53 did not affect the 
structure. In November, 1853, the chain on one end of the 
bridge parted and the bridge fell. There was on the bridge 
at the time a six-ox team and two men in charge of the 
team. The ox team was lost in the swirling waters but the 
two men managed to make shore and were saved.

The parting of the chain was believed to be due to the 
extra weight on ithe bridge from the incessant rains of the 
winter of 1852-53. Subsequently, the bridge was repaired 
at a price of approximately $3,000 and again opened to the 
traveling public. This bridge went down stream in the high 
waters of 1861-62 when most of the bridges in the county 
were swept away.

Therefore, a second bridge was placed across the river 
at the same place. This was a covered cantalever bridge ten 
feet higher than the former suspension bridge. It was built 
by a company calling itself the “Union Bridge Company” 
and the bridge was called “Union Bridge.”

Apparently in the early eighties the bridge was in bad 
condition and in need of repairs. In the Calaveras Citizen, 
a San Andreas newspaper, in the issue of March 29, 1884, 
Joe Pardies inserted a notice to the public stating that the 
“Union Bridge” crossing the Stanislaus River at O’Bymes 
Ferry is completely repaired and now open to the traveling 
public. He further stated that it was the only bridge across 
the Stanislaus River between Calaveras and Tuolumne 
counties.

The toll house and several buildings, including a store, 
were on the Calaveras side of the river. Ruins of some of 
the buildings are still visible. Tolls for use of the bridge 
were collected by Joe Pardies, who was the principal stock
holder of the company during his life time. His interest 
Hater was passed to his nephew, Peter Camou.

The counties of Calaveras and Tuolumne purchased the 
bridge on December 6, 1902, for the sum of $4,000 and open
ed it to the public. The deed from the Union Bridge Com
pany to the counties was signed by Peter Camou as presi
dent and F. W. Street as secretary. The office of the com
pany was Sonora, California.

During the life of the bridge one of the supporting 
arches within the structure had buckled badly. It is said 
this was caused by a workman tightening the bolts after the 
summer season instead of loosening them to accomodate 
for the wet weather.

The name was originally Peter O. Byrnes, and the name 
O’Byrnes is now the accepted name for the ferry and bridge. 

I have never been able to find any record of the old 
ferry.
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EDITORIAL
It is with deep regret that we accept the resignation 

of our treasurer, Mrs. Ella Thompson. However, she and Bill 
were leaving the county and moving to Modesto where they 
are going into business and it was necessary. Ella has 
served loyally and efficiently as treasurer since the society 
was organized. We are sorry to lose her but we wish her 
all possible happiness and success in her new home.

Mrs. Violet L. Cusilidge of San Andreas was elected as 
treasurer to finish out the year.

* * * *
The October dinner meeting in the old Armory Hall at 

Copperopolis was a happy occasion. The 'ladies of the Com
munity dub had the hall nicely decorated with Halloween 
colors and the ham dinner was delicious.

Paul Lewis showed his slides of the historic markers in 
Calaveras County. He included some special views of the 
O’Byrnes Ferry Bridge and the preparations being made to 
flood the area. As a result of his survey of the markers in 
the county, made at his own expense, Paul was able to pre
sent a complete report to Dr. Aubrey Neasham, State His
torian, on all the markers in the county. Dr. Neasham ex
pressed his appreciation for the report and praised Cala
veras County for being one of the leading counties in mark
ing historic places. Only Los Angeles and San Diego coun
ties exceed Calaveras County in the number of markers.

Dr. Neasham encouraged the society to continue its ef
forts to save the O’Bymes Ferry Covered Bridge, stating 
that the agency creating the reservoir was morally re
sponsible for moving the bridge. As a result of this discus
sion, the society passed a resolution asking the South San 
Joaquin and Oakdale Irrigation District to make every pos
sible effort to save the bridge.

The second annual Christmas party was held at 
Blewett’s Cafe in San Andreas and was one of the most en
joyable meetings of the year. The beautifully decorated tree 
the special music, the readings, the jolly Santa Claus, the 
fellowship, and the refreshments all added up to one of the 
happiest events in the holiday season.

THE THORN HOME
By MRS. ROSE JOSEPH

To me, who as a neighbor lived next door to and loved 
and revered Anna and Ben Thom, this report would not be 
complete unless I stated some of the details as they are in 
my Book of Memories.

Ben and Anna Thom bore two daughters, Edith and 
Susie. To Edith was bom a daughter, Lurline, who used to 
come up to San Andreas with her mother and father, Mr. 
and Mrs. Adolph Soher. My mother would dress me up and 
I would make a very formal call; in a day or two Lurline 
(Babe to me) and I would go down in back and make mud 
pies and build rock houses. I’m sure she couldn’t do this in 
San Francisco.

I recall that when the Sohers arrived and the four or 
six horse stage drew reign in front of the Thorn home and 
the steps were placed so the passengers could alight, this 
was one of those supreme moments in my life. Next day 
we were making the above mentioned mud pies.

The Thom home, I am informed, was built in 1857; the 
bricks were brought from Stockton by mule team. This 
home is sti/ll in remarkably good condition although it was 
erected nearly one hundred years ago. It has three floors. 
The upper floor is used entirely as bedrooms, and the middle 
floor consists of a front and back parlor with sliding doors 
between. I believe the old table piano that the Thorn girls 
played upon so nicefly is still in the front parlor as is the 
marble fireplace in the back parlor. I sat in front of it many 
times with Anna (Mrs. Ben Thorn) when Ben was out look
ing for desperadoes. Off the back parlor are two bedrooms. 
A winding staircase extends upward from the front hall to 
the bedrooms on the upper floor.

I lived for a year in San Francisco with the Soher fam
ily and Babe and I had a wonderful time. I always wished 
I could swim and dive like she did. I shall always cherish 
her memory as well as that of the other members of the 
family who have now passed on, and to my Book of Mem
ories has been added another chapter.

My apologies if I have made too much of a family, but 
really, it takes a family to make a home.

f*hm told by Dame Rumor that the Thorn house has 
been sold and I wish my new neighbors much peace and 
happiness.

GLENCOE SCHOOL HOUSE BURNED
The Calaveras Citizen of July 15, 1881, carried the fol

lowing news item:
“The school house at Glencoe in the Mosquito Gulch 

School District was destroyed by fire last Sunday night.
“The building which is a comparatively new one, stands 

quite a distance from any other building and no fire had 
been built dm it for months. These facts with several sus
picious circumstances indicate that the burning was the 
work of an incendiary.”
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WEST POINT
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH 

(Born at West Point)
In 1844, Kit Carson, seeking a pass over the Sierra, 

came down the south side of the Mokelumne River canyon 
and finding the main Mokelumne River at flood stage, named 
the point where he had come the farthest west, West Point. 
Near what is now West Point, Carson crossed the Mokel
umne River on the old Indian Ladder Bridge above Bald 
Rock and then proceeded easterly on the northerly side of 
the Mokelumne Canyon -and discovered the pass, now known 
as Carson Pass.

With the discovery of gold in California miners soon 
came into the vicinity and discovered gold.

Louis Chicard of Stockton sent the first mule train into 
West Point loaded with all sorts of merchandise for barter. 
The following day when the Chicard mule train left West 
Point the pack saddles were laden with a large amount of 
pure gold.

Much of the gold shipped in early days from Volcano, 
Amador County, came from the placers of West Point.

West Point was early developed as a quartz mining lo
cality. It had numerous small ledges, easily worked and 
West Point became known as a poor man’s camp. A wind
lass, rope, giant powder, food and tools were all the miner 
needed to dig out gold. At first the quartz was ground in 
arrastre mills, the power being mules and then water.

Dr. George Fischer was an early doctor in the commun
ity and he had extensive holdings in lands, sawmills, ditches, 
road franchises and bridges.

Michael Schmidt was an early resident of the commun
ity and operated a whip sawmill at an early date. The Wick
ham brothers, Carsner brothers, Porteous family, Bardsley, 
Harris brothers, Henry, Herbert and Briggs families came 
at an early date to West Point. ‘They came in most in
stances over the old Emigrant Road to Carson Valley. One 
branch of this road came directly into West Point. The first

OLDEST BUILDING — The old Fernando and Ferraro 
Store at the southwest corner of Main and Pine Streets is 
now the oldest building in West Point. Originally built and 
used as a store, a barber shop occupied a part of it for 
many years. It has also been used as a saloon and a post 
office and recently as a real estate office.

sawmill was located on this old Emigrant Road. Lumber 
was whip-sawed and used in the construction of the early 
buildings in the community.

There were several small communities that were a part 
of West Point. Sandy Gulch, southeast of West Point a few 
miles, was developed very early. There was an old store at 
this place that continued to run until about the turn of the 
century. The writer of this article was told by Judge Reed 
that he saw more gold stored in milk pans at Sandy Gulch 
than he saw at any other place during his early mining days. 
Two ditches brought water into Sandy Gulch. The original 
Sandy Gulch Ditch was used to mine the rich diggings of the 
gulch. This ditch came from the Middle Fork of the Mokel
umne River. The owners at one time operated a sawmill 



and a quartz stamp mill by the water from this ditch. 
Later, the so-called Kadish Ditch brought water from the 
same stream but at a higher elevation. The original 
Sandy Gulch Ditch took water as far west as the Wood
house Mine, one of the oldest quartz mines in Oalaveras 
County. Eventually the system was sold to the old 
Mokelumne Hill Ditch and later was purchased with the 
old water rights by the Calaveras Public Utility District 
which now brings water to Mokelumne Hill, San Andreas 
and the Calaveras Cement plant.

Two ditches also brought water into West Point for 
mining during the ’50’s. One came from Bear Creek and 
the other from the North Middle Fork of the Mokelumne 
River or Forrest Creek. One of these ditches is now in 
private ownership, the other belongs ito the town of West 
Point and furnishes water to the community.

The Lockwood Mine, a mine not far from the* town, 
constructed a ditch to bring water from Blue Creek to 
augment their system that took water from Bear Creek. 
This ditch has not been used for many years.

There has been quite a large amount of quartz 
mining done in and around west Point. The most notable 
of the mines being the Lockwood, Champion, Lone Star, 
Blazing Star, Keltz and many others. In addition, there 
has been considerable work done at Blue Mountain. The 
Heckendorn is the best known of the mines at Blue 
Mountain. Most of the streams were worked years ago 
for the placer gold. The new diggings near Bald Mountain 
having yielded a great amount of gold.

Other nearby small communities are Skull Flat, Bum- 
merville, Camp Catarrah, Camp Flores and Big Flat.

The Miwok or Digger Indians have always maintained 
their homes in and around West Point. Ait one time they 
were said to number 10,000. They had headquarters at 
Sandy Gulch, where they bury their dead at present. They 
also had headquarters at Big Flat, and near the Lockwood 
Mine at Camp Spirito.

An old Indian named Leponso was for many years the 
Chief of the tribe of West Point Indians. At present Chief 
Fuller of Tuolumne County is chief of all the Digger In- 
djans. The Indians have to a great extent given up their 
tribal relations and live very much like other people. The 
Indians of Calaveras County seemed to be of a low order. 
They made arrow heads, mortars to grind acorns, and some 
baskets. Their basket weaving was not of a high order. 
However, these baskets would hold water and could be used 
to cook the paste they made from acorns by dropping hot 
rocks into them. The early Indians gathered great quanti
ties of grasshoppers when they were plentiful, and stored 
acorns for winter use. The acorn from the Black Oak seem
ed to be the -acorn most sought after. In fact, the Indians 
from across the mountains made annual excursions to 
Calaveras County to gather the Black Oak acorns. They 
usually brought pine nuts for sale on this side of the 
mountains.

Great forests of sawmill timber has abounded in the 
West Point area and lumber has always been commercially 
cut from the whip-sawing days of Dr. Fischer, Michael 
Schmidt and the Wickham brothers, to the circular saw of 
David McCarty, Rowe & Jenkins, Warren Rose, Woodcock 
Brothers, Schaad Brothers, W. H. Mitchell Lumber Com
pany, George C. Br-uce, Eureka Mill and Lumber Company,

STREET SCENE—West Point in 1892, looking southerly 
on Main Street. The trees, now gone, were locust trees. 
—Photos courtesy of Artie Wilson.

and to the more recent cutting by Stockton Box Company 
and Associated Company with their modem band mills.

Attempts were made over the years to develop the vast 
timber resources of this part of Calaveras County. Trans
portation has been the great drawback until the coming of 
the hard surfaced road and chain saws and hauling by 
trucks.

Several attempts were made to float the logs down the 
Mokelumne River to mills constructed around the Lodi 
area. The Lodi Land and Lumber Company was the first 
company to attempt to float the logs. The logs were strand
ed along the banks of the stream and much litigation re
sulted from unpaid employees.

Later Van Buskirk Brothers came into the community 
and with agent, George C. Bruce, spent a great deal of time 
blasting the large rocks out of the Mokelumne for their at
tempt to float the logs to the Lodi area. They built a dam 
on Blue Creek not far from the dam that was used by Lodi 
Land and Lumber Company, filled it with logs, and made 
one attempt to float logs. This also ended in failure. It 
seems as though the river was too rugged and swift for 
floating logs. In addition the Gwin Mine and later a com
pany organized in Calaveras County attempted to float 
mining timber for use in the Gwin Mine and in the deep 
mines in Jackson. This also failed.

West Point has always been a district where choice 
fruit can be raised. At Sandy Gulch a Mr. Harris had a very 
early nursery and it was from this nursery that many of the 
trees for the old orchards were secured.

The English walnut seems to do exceptionally well in 
the West Point area. Late varieties of nuts are planted and 
the heavy frosts are over before they come out in bloom. 
Several hundred acres of choice walnuts are in this region.

In the days that are past, West Point had many custom 
mills where the prospector could take his rock and have it 
ground. Most of the early prospectors had his rock packed 
on the backs of mules. Usually a load was called a “cargo” 
and it was the amount that was placed in an arrastre for 
one grinding. Usually it took about twenty-four hours to 
grind a batch of rock.

In the early days West Point had many Mexican resi



dents. Most of them were experienced prospectors, having 
gained their knowledge and technique in their homeland.

West Point like most mining communities had its mur
ders and bad men. A member of Joaquin Murietta’s gang 
made his home at West Point for many years. When he died 
without benefit of medical assistance, it is said his body 
bore evidence of many knife wounds.

Because there are so many streams near West Point, 
it has always been a favorable fishing area. Some of the 
smaller streams opening early and the later ones continuing 
to have good fishing as long as the season lasts. The Blue 
Mountain section has always been a favorite place for the 
deer and bear hunters.

It was early necassary to bridge the streams that com
munication might be had during the season of high water. 
There were several very high bridges in the community. A 
wire suspension bridge across the South Fork of the Mokel
umne went down at one time when a herd of cattle was 
crossing it. The old Indian Ladder Bridge was replaced by 
a toll bridge. Later the crossing was made further up the 
stream and the old crossing abandoned. A modern concrete 
structure now bridges the stream.

Some of the old buildings are still standing even though 
the town has had disastrous fires as has most old mining 
towns.

The old store building at Sandy Gulch is gone. Only a 
part of the old cellar still stands.

The old Machu Building and the Frank Novella Build
ing, both standing on Main Street and being built of adobe 
brick, have gone down.

The old wooden building at the comer of Main and Pine 
Streets is probably the oldest public building in the com
munity. It has practically always been used as a store, al
though at other times it has had other uses.

At one time the Chinese resided in great numbers at 
West Point. They mined in the gulches and streams and 
worked the gravels after the whites had abandonded them. 
At one time they had a Joss House on Main Street, where 
punks were constantly kept burning. They also occupied 
part of Pine Street as well as North Main Street. There is 
no evidence left of the sections of the streets that they once 
occupied. They carried all their wood in on their backs and 
had a section of the public burial ground where they buried 
their dead. Later the bones were taken up and sent to China.

The first school in the West Point area is clouded in 
much doubt. It appears that there was a very early school 
at the top of the Middle Fork Hill in Sandy Gulch, at a place 
that was later called the Sign Boards. Children from both 
West Point and Sandy Gulch attended this school.

It was also stated that the first school at West Point 
was on the property now owned by Amy Sterling. The old 
building was supposed to have stood close to the Ditch near 
Mrs. Sterling’s residence.

Later, the school house was on top of the hill from the 
Middle Fork Bridge and children from Sandy Gulch and 
West Point attended this school. The building was moved 
and the school houses were built at the foot of the hill. 
These buildings were destroyed by fire and, for the balance 
of the term school was conducted in the Methodist Church 
building and a building that belonged to T. R. Smith adjoin
ing the church property. These buildings were used until 
new school buildings were provided about one-half mile 

down the road toward the Middle Fork River at the same 
site occupied by the school buildings which were burned. 
Later, the buildings were erected at the present site of the 
school. The grounds on which the buildings are now erected 
are probably the finest school sites in the county.

For many years there was only one church building at 
West Point. The old Methodist Church building adjoining 
the present school property. Churches of other denomina
tions were often held in the town hall. In recent years there 
has been a Christian Science Church and a Catholic Church 
in the neighborhood.

The first foundry ever erected in Calaveras County was 
built by Mr. A. Lascy, an early resident of the community. 
He built the foundry near his home on the Middle Fork of 
the Mokelumne River just above the present bridge. He 
made shoes and dies for stamp mills, principally. Mr. Lascy 
was an engineer and did a great deal of work surveying for 
the Government in Alaska in later years.

THE DISCOVERER OF
MOSQUITO GULCH

A German named Fosterling claims to have been the 
discoverer of Mosquito Gulch, and the circumstances sur
rounding this settlement are as follows.

In 1849 Fosterling and several other Germans were 
mining at Rich Gulch Flat in Calaveras County. The “dig
gings” were extensive and rich.

The Americans in the camp decided to levy a tax of 
$20 per month on foreigners. To escape payment of the tax 
the Germans quit Rich Gulch and moved further up in the 
mountains in search of new diggings where a tax was not 
imposed.

The company found good prospects in the guilch now 
called Mosquito Gulch and went to work. Their locations 
were soon discovered by the miners of Rich Gulch. This re
sulted in a rush of miners to the gulch and the whole coun
try around was claimed by them.

Fosterling stated that never before or since had he seen 
mosquitos so large or so plentiful as they were in that gulch 
in 1849. As a result of this condition the place was named 
Mosquito Gulch, a name it bore until newcomers called the 
place Glencoe.

L. P. Terwilliger, an old resident of Calaveras County, 
stated that in the early fifties he was in the employ of the 
old Mokelumne Hill Ditch Company and the company had 
a sawmill near the present town of Glencoe. One day he 
was reading a novel in which there was a description of a 
place that was similar to Mosquito Gulch. He jumped up 
and exclaimed, “Boys, we’re going to call this place Glen
coe!” The name took and Mosquito Gulch became Glencoe

‘The school district retained the name of Mosquito 
Gulch for many years. It was established March 19, 1864, 
from the upper portion of the Pleasant Springs School Dis
trict. On April 5, 1953, the name was changed to the Glen
coe School District.

The Eureka School District was formed on May 7 
1866, from the Mosquito Gulch School District.

On March 3, 1941, the district was changed to the Rail 
Road Flat School District.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society meets on the 
fourth Thursday of each month at the Courthouse in San 
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ent places in the county.

EDITORIAL
The members who were unable ito attend the Murphys 

dinner meeting missed a very pleasant and interesting eve
ning. The hospitality, food, and atmosphere in the dining 
room of the old Sperry and Perry (Murphys) Hotel was an 
appropriate setting for an interesting program. Our loyal 
and enthusiastic “old timer” member, Covert Martin, pre
sented a selection of fifty pictures on historical landmarks 
in the Mother Lode from his extensive personal collection, 
built up from a long career as a commercial photographer 
in Stockton.

The Resolution, selecting our president, Judge Smith, for 
his years of service to the county was presented by Vice- 
President Amon Tanner and was an impressive part of the 
meeting. Judge Smith’s surprise and happiness very nearly 
overcame his usual poise and self-assurance. The enthusias
tic applause of the members to Judge Smith’s responsive 
speech indicated the admiration and happiness felt by the 
group at this honor shown our president.

We must thank Covert Martin, also, for personally 
printing the beautiful Resolution.

At a special meeting of the O’Byrnes Ferry Bridge Com
mittee at the March meeting of the Society, presided over 
by Archie Stevenot, plans were made to obtain the bridge for 
the Copperopolis Community Club, an incorporated organi
zation. The chairman discussed the plans for moving the 
bridge by floating it on pontoons when the water in the 
reservoir reached the bridge level. It would be floated to a 
cove or inlet on the Calaveras side of the river where it 
would be a part of the recreational development of the new 
reservoir. With this optimistic report to the committee, 
everyone seemed encouraged to feel that the bridge would

be saved. If this is accomplished, Archie Stevenot will de
serve the credit for it because his efforts have been tireless 
in its behalf.

Mrs. Ruby Taylor asks all members of the Society to 
save Sunday, August 4, for the dedication of the historical 
plaque at Rail Road Flat.
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Board of Directors

WHEREAS, this man was born in Calaveras 
County and has been a loyal citizen of the Counity 
all his life, and

WHEREAS, he was a teacher of the youth in the 
schools of the County for «a number of years, and

WHEREAS, for forty years he has served as 
judge of the Superior Court of Calaveras County, 
and

WHEREAS, for many years he was chairman of 
the Boy Scout Council in Calaveras County and 
hold the Silver Beaver Award in Scouting, and

WHEREAS, he has through his research and 
writing greatly increased the public knowledge of 
the history of the County, and

WHEREAS, he has helped organize the Calaveras 
County Historical Society and
president during the first five 
ductive life, and

WHEREAS, throughout his
poseful life he has been the friend and 
of many of his fellow associates,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That 
the Calaveras County Historical Society does honor 
Judge James Alexander Smith and show its con
fidence, respect, and admiration by officially 
designating him MR. CALAVERAS, and that the 
Secretary be instructed to have this Resolution 
properly inscribed and signed and presented to 
Judge James Alexander Smith.

The foregoing Resolution was passed and adopt
ed by the Calaveras County Historical Society 
a dinner meeting thereof held on the 24th day 
January, 1957, at Murphys, California.

X

RESOLUTION OF THE CALAVERAS 
COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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NAMES OF OLD PLACES IN
VALLEY SPRINGS REGION

DOUBLE SPRINGS—It is located just off Highway 12, be
tween Valley Springs and San Andreas, Originally it was 
situated at the Junction of iFive Roads—Stockton toMokel- 
umne Hill, San Andreas, Campo Seco and the River Road. 
It wa'3 the location of the first Courthouse of Cal-averas 
County in 1850 and was ,at one time laid off in town lots. 
A post office wa’s there from 1851 to 1860.

CLEAR SPRING C0TTAG.E—It is located about a mile east 
of Double Springs and the name was derived from a spring 
of crystal clear water. This spring was drained when they 
opened the Horswell Tunnell.

STONY HOLLOW or ROBBER’S ROOST—A little story of 
love and jealousy is connected with this place which took 
a man East and brought him back to California again with 
murder in his heart. A man named Fyre and a man nam
ed “Griz” Gray loved the same woman. The men quarreled 
more than once about her and Frye, who never forgot or 
forgave, became so insanely jealous that, in failing to win 
the object of his affections, he went ‘^back East.” There 
he brooded over his fancied wrongs until he could stand 
it no longer. He returned to California in 1866 or 1867. 
One day Fyre quietly re-appeared in the foothills and took 
up his temporary abode in Spring Valley. Gray knew 
nothing of the re-appearance of his old enemy. Fyre lay 
in wait in a clump of bushes at Stony Hollaw, later to be 
known as “Robber’s Roost,” a little north of the Horswell 
Tunnel, shot Gray with a rifle and fled. Great was the ex
citement that followed. Posses scoured the hills for days 
and finally gave up the search and the disappearance of 
Fyre became a mystery. Two or three years later a skele
ton was discovered by miners in a long abandoned tunnel 
in Poor Man’s Gulch, which was near the Schrack Ranch. 
By it lay a rifle known to belong to Fyre. He had com
mitted suicide with the same weapon used in slaying his 
one-time friend.

GREASERTOWN or GREASER VILLE—It is named since it 
was a Mexican settlement. It was located on the Cala
veras River, above the Hogan Dam. After the Mexicans 
moved out a colony of Germans settled about a mile up 
the river from Greasertown. There a new mining camp 
was started and it was called “Petersburg”. Just down 
the river from Greasertown was “Johnson’s Store”. John
son was killed by three Mexicans while waiting on them 
in his store, on September 27, 1866.

BOSTON RANCH—Now know as the DeMartini Ranch is 
located south of Hogan Dam in what was known as the 
Weehawken Valley. It was also called the Swiss Ranch. 
A county road ran past there and it was described as be
ing half way between Johnson’s Store and Carmen City, 
which is toward Copperopolis. They kept a stopping place 
for teamster's and stages going cross country. It was set
tled by Jacob Leoni, a native of Switzerland.

SPRING VALLEY HOTEL—Jt was located one mile below 
Double Springs. It was a three-story wooden building. 
The main floor and the second floor were used for bed
rooms and on the third floor was a hall used for public 
meeting's and dances. It was later destroyed by fire.

SPRING VALLEY SCHOOL—This place was formally lo
cated about one and one-half miles east of Valley Springs. 
When the town of Valley Springs was formed the school 
district was divided and the 'school house moved to a new 
location just east of Mountain Gate.

MOUNTAIN GATE—This location on Highway 12 is three 
miles east of Valley Springs. The house was formerly lo
cated at the lower end on the ranch between two moun
tains. All that marks the spot today are a few Osage 
orange trees. The Antone Schachten family lived there. 
This hou'se was later torn down and a roadhouse, using 
the same name, was built on the highway about one-half 
mile east which was replaced in later years by a two-story 
building. When the highway was re-constructed it had to 
be moved. It was torn down and a family home ha's re
placed it, which is now the home of Mrs. Lula Reinking.



NORTH AMERICA HOUSE—It is located on the highway 
about half way between Valley Springs and Jenny Lind. 
The following article is taken from the San Andreas In
dependent, dated May 21, 1859: “The house situated at the 
junction of the stage road via McDermott’’s Bridge and the 
new Stockton road is in successful operation and the pro
prietor is prepared to attend to the wants of the travel
ing public. The bar is stocked with the choicest liquors and 
cigars and every accommodation appertaining to a road 
side hotel. Hay .and grain by the sack, bale or ton. I also 
take this opportunity of returning thanks for the liberal 
patronage I have received for the last two years and hope 
to meet a continuation of the same.” Signed James Cole. 
Also, in the San Andreas Independent, dated July 14, 1860 
is the following: “A duel was fought near the North 
America House on the Mokelumne Hill Road last Satur
day morning between two Frenchmen named F. Dauphin 
and Julius Pache. They fought with rifles at 40 paces. 
One shot was exchanged without harm to either party. 
When the cause of difference was adjusted, each man ac
knowledged the other a gentleman and himself satisfied.” 

TREMONT HOUSE — It was a ‘stopping place on the road 
from Stockton to the mines in Calaveras County and 
originally run by a man named Rogers. The building erect
ed was shipped “around the Horn” and was located on the 
north ‘side of the road about a mile and a half below the 
America House.

NAMES OF OLD PLACES AROUND 
WEST POINT

SANDY GULCH—This i’s a long gulch beginning on the old 
Harris place, near the sign boards, and running west and 
then turning north, emptying into the Middle Fork of the 
Mokelume River.

LASCY FOUNDRY—This is probably the oldest foundry in 
Calaveras County. It stood on the north ‘side of the Middle 
Fork River about 500 feet above the bridge on the West 
Point-Sandy Gulch Road.

GROUTY GULCH—A gulch on the north side of the Middle 
Fork of the Mokelumne River, that parallels the road 
leading from said bridge to the town of West Point.

INDIAN GULCH—A gulch about one-half mile west of town 
of West Point. It empties into the Middle Fork of the Mo
kelumne River. One branch of Indian Gulch drains the 
area where the town of West Point is located.

BUMMER VILLE — A mining center about one mile easter
ly of the town of West Point. The Blazing Star, Water 
Lily, Wide West and Matrimony Mines are located at 
Bummerville.

VALENTINE HILL — A hill north of Bummerville where 
there was much surface mining done on the hill in early 
days. The hill is named after Valentine Granados, a well- 
known early-day prospector in Calaveras County.

CAMP SPIRITO—This is an early-day Mexican location on 
the road leading north from Bummerville to join the road 
near the former Nixon place.

LINCOLN SCHOOL HOUSE—It is located at the junction 
of the road from Bummerville to near the former Nixon 
place. Nothing now remains of the site of the old school 
building.

CAMP CATARRAH—This is an early-day Mexican location, 
now on the property belonging to the Smith Bros., and 
was formerly the McGhee Place.

THE BEAN RANCH — In the early days Mexicans used the 
property to grow beans. Later it was known as the Nixon 
Ranch. It is near the old location of the Lincoln School 
House.

MOTTS GULCH—-This gulch has its oiigin in Skull Flat and 
flows west until it empties into the North Fork of the 
Mokelumne River.

BIG FLAT—'Located about one and a half mile northwest 
of West Point. The old home of the Carlton family. In 
early days many Indians of the Mi-wuk Tribe lived at 
this place. The creek flows southwest and empties mtn 
the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River.

BUTCHER RANCH—In the old days the butchers of West 
Point grazed their stock on this place. Afterwards it was 
patented by Robert Smith and later it belonged to Kate 
Spink.

JOHN HENRY QUARTZ MILL—This was a custom mill of 
five stamps belonging to John Henry and located on the 
Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River about one-half mile 
above the crossing of the river on the road between West 
Point and Glencoe.

SOAP ROOT GULCH—This is a gulch originating between 
West Point and Bummerville and it empties into the 
Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River just below the old 
John Henry Mill.

SIGN BOARDS—This place is located on the top of the hill 
on the south side of the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne 
River. Four roads lead from the spot. In the very early 
days of Sandy Gulch, the old Sandy Gulch School House 
was located about 500 feet west of the Sign Boards.

LATIMER'S
By SAM REDMOND to MATTHEW HAMILTON And 

Published in the Stockton Record)
Lattimer’s Gulch and Store were about three miles this 

side of San Andreas near the junction of the North and 
South Fork of the Calaveras River. He states that his 
father was well acquainted with Latimer and that quite a 
village grew up around the store. There were in the neigh
borhood of 60 families living there, mostly Irish or of Irish 
extraction. So you can see it really was a bustling little 
place.

This man Latimer was a typical “Down Easter” who 
spoke with a pronounced twang. He was well liked, good 
natured and for that reason was made the victim of many 
practical jokes by the young men of the community. One of 
these prank’s will bear repeating, as it reveals Latimer was 
as shrewd as he was good natured.

It appears the first of April that year fell on Sunday 
and some of the miners decided to have a little fun with the 
storekeeper, at hi’s expense of course. Procuring a wicker
bound Demi-john, they very skillfully broke the bottom into 
tiny fragments, which they just as skillfully managed to 
work out through the wicker covering. It was a fine piece 
of work and nobody but an expert would have noticed that 
the container was minus its bottom.

All headed ‘straight for the store. The leader asked for



two gallons of “red likker”, Latimer looked innocent but 
suspected something was wrong. “All right, boys,” he said, 
cheerfully as he lighted a candle and went down stairs with 
tht jug. Once there, out of sight, he turned it upside down 
and discovered the trick. He managed to insert the end of 
the whiskey barrel spigot through the wicker stuff, and with 
the Demi-john upside down soon filled it.

Without a change of countenance he emerged from the 
cellar and standing the big jug upside down on the counter 
said with a wide grin, “There you are, boys. I never spilled 
a drop either.”

Well, the boys laughed heartily and acknowledged the 
joke was on them.

(F. B. Marshall of Standard wrote the following to 
Matthew Hamilton)

I will never forget the scare I got on Latimer’s Hill on 
the old road just above the store. Al Sleeper was teaming 
from Stockton to Murphys. Thi's was about 1865. He was a 
very large man, weighing about 220 pounds, and had me go 
with him to uncheck the animals so they could drink at the 
troughs.

Coming down Latimers Hill on my first trip with him, 
the brake rod broke. He yelled at me to jump. I did. He 
stayed with the team, four large Kentucky mules. One of 
the wheelers holding back, got his legs caught in the front 
wheel and was dragged to the bottom of the hill. The leg 
was broken and it was necessary to shoot the mule right 
there. Latimer’s was quite a lively place at that time.

STOCKTON MAIL, September 26, 1892
Death of Morris Cohen, once the “Merchant Prince of 

Calaveras.” The death is noted of Morri’s Cohen, a pioneer 
merchant of California, once widely known as the “Merchant 
Prince of Calaveras.” He died on Thursday at his residence, 
No. 134 Ridley St. (San Francisco), of a complication of 
diseases.

Deceased was born in Alsace in 1829. He came to New 
York when 14 years old, .and when the gold fever broke out 
he came to California, arriving here in January, 1850. He 
started for the mines with a stock of goods and brought up 
at Vallecitos, Calaveras County, where he soon went into 
partnership with L. Dinkelspiel, now of San Francisco. They 
put up the first brick house in Vallecitos, and soon built up 
a flourishing trade with the miners. Mr. Cohen was made 
postmaster and express .agent and held those offices until 
he left there in 1870. He acquired large mining and water 
interests and accumulated a handsome fortune. In 1870 he 
went home to Alsace, was drafted into the French Army 
and was at Metz when the Bayaine surrendered. He return
ed to California and subsequently had ‘stores at San Andreas 
and Angels. Then he came to San Francisco, went into the 
butcher firm of Gradwohl, Cohen and Company, and built 
up a large business.

STOCKTON MAIL, September 26, 1892
“Old Bach” from Natural Bridge, near Vallecitos was at 

San Joaquin County Fair dressed in high boots, patched 
clothes, with pick, shovel, etc.

He lived up there for 37 years without leaving home ex
cept once.

He came to California, arriving at Sacramento on Aug
ust 26, 1850, and thence went to the mines.

STOCKTON MAIL, September 27, 1892
Cut of “Old Bach” Barnes shows him holding a card 

reading:
“California Pioneer,” as “Old Bach” of the Natural 

Bridge, left Sacramento for the mines, etc.

STOCKTON MAIL, September 16, 1892
T. J. Matteson has retired. He sold out his business at 

Murphys and moved to Oakland. The stage line running 
from Murphys through Angels to Milton and connecting with 
Mr. Sperry’s stages for the Calaveras Big Trees, has been 
sold to John Raggis, owner of the Valley Spring, San An
dreas, and Angels stage line.

T. J. Matteson, the former proprietor of the line trans
ferred, has retired from active business and moved with his 
family to Oakland. He ‘sold his livery business at Murphys 
a few weeks ago to his son, Earnest, and bonded a gold 
mine, which he owned at that place, to capatalists, receiving 
$20,000 cash in part payment. Mr. Matteson resided at Mur
phys for many years.

MURPHYS DIGGIN'S
By GORDON NORRIS, Poet Laureate of California 

The Gold Road beckons the ‘stage coach down, 
(The ghosts ride high at Murphys!)
And Mark Twain lights at the old gold town, 
(They never die .at Murphys!)
Creak of a door—and decades wheel
In the clump of boot and rough-shod heel, 
In the Fiddler’s Choice and Virginia Reel— 
(The ghost's dance high at Murphys!)

And Angels Creek sings a golden song
Where nuggets wash from the veins in throng, 
Where the past lies, breast to its feral earth, 
And the haunt of the Mother Lode calls its birth.

The blue tent houses the monte game, 
(Murrieta at Murphys!)
Lose if you win, it is all the same, 
(The chips come down at Murphys!)
Draw to the flush of life, and steal
From gambler death on a rough-shod heel, 
The ore wagon creaks on a golden wheel— 
(Fortune’s wheel at Murphys!)

And Angels Creek, on its nugget course,
Where Black Bart phantoms a whip-dash horse, 
Flows where the Mother Lode haunts them back 
From the long-dead years on a golden track.

Here Bret Harte, Beecher and Alger dwell, 
(They never die at Murphys!)
And all who knew the bonanza spell, 
(The lucifer ‘spell of Murphys!)
And the old town, too, will never die,
For the past comes back on a golden sigh
Where the Mother Lode and her ghosts ride high— 
(High in Murphys Diggin’s!)
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WEST POINT MINING DISTRICT LAWS
(San Andreas Independent, November 21, 1857)

ARTICLE 1. This District shall be known as the West 
Point Quartz Mining District, bounded as follows: On the 
west by the San Antone District, on the north by the North 
Fork of the Mokelumne River, running up the channel 12 
m’les, including the Oliver and Perrine Districts, thence 
south to the main Middle Fork of the Mokelumne, thence 
down the said Middle Fork to the place of beginning.

ARTICLE 2. Each claim shall consist of 200 feet, run
ning on the vein, including its dips and angles.

ARTICLE 3. Each person shall be entitled to hold one 
claim by location, and as many by purchase as he will work 
according to the following laws.

ARTICLE 4. Within one month after the location of a 
claim, there shall be a shaft sunk upon the part of the lead 
claim, at least 10 feet deep, and within three months after 
the date of the location, work to the amount of $100 shall 
be required to be done on the claim or claims held by the in
dividual or company.

ARTICLE 5. Each claim shall be recorded within one 
month after its location.

ARTICLE 6. Within every period of three months, after 
the expiration of six months there shall be required to be 
performed $50 worth of work on the claim or claims held 
by the individual or company on a lead.

ARTICLE 7. Each claim shall be represented by a bona 
fide owner having the notice and record signed by the in
dividual representing the claim, or by his agent duly au
thorized.

ARTICLE 8. Each person discovering a quartz lead 
shall be entitled to hold one claim for discovering.

ARTICLE 9. There shall be a recorder of the claims, 
elected annually by the people of the district, (whose duty 
it shall be to make a fair and impartial record of all the 
claims submitted for that purpose, and to keep the books 
open for inspection at all times. The recorder’s fee shall be 
one dollar for each claim, and the office shall be situated 
in the town of West Point.

ARTICLE 10. Upon any vacancy appearing in the of
fice of recorder, an election may be held, after 10 days’ 
notice having been given.

ARTICLE 11. Any of these laws may be altered or re
pealed at a miners’ meeting regularly called for that 
purpose.

N. B. — It is particularly requested that attention be 
given to Article 5, of the above laws, and that all individuals 
or companies whose claims are not recorded, will have them 
attended to at once.

EARLY CALAVERAS MARRIAGES
Following is the list of the first ten marriages solemniz

ed in Calaveras County:
1. Emanuel Losaro and Johanna Butteria, married at 

Mokelumne Hill on October 2, 1851, by Rev. James Motter, 
Catholic Bishop of San Andreas.

2. E. Wagg and Jane Fitzgerald, married June 26,
1853, at the home of Mr. Foster by E. Gates, Justice of the 
Peace.

3. Carl Gustave Van Quifelt and Anna May Korthamps, 
married June 9, 1854, at Mokelumne Hill by E. Gates, 
Justice of the Peace.

4. Andrew B. Reed and Louise Else, married May 4,
1854, by E. A. Kingsley, Justice of the Peace in Township 
No. 3.

5. Carr W. Leake and Piety A. Rowland, married at 
Vallecito, August 15, 1854, by James M. Fulton, Minister of 
the Gospel, Cave City, California.

6. Otto Eicehrman and Colata Vibilla, married October 
6, 1854, by J. W. Griswold, Justice of the Peace.

7. F. M. Padgett and Mrs. Sarah Decker, married at 
Vallecito, November 2, 1854, by J. W. Griswold, Justice of 
the Peace.

8. John Cottrell and Mrs. Sarah Ann Sumers, married 
November 6, 1854, by H. B. Williams, Justice of the Peace.

9. M. L. Broughton and Theresa Ann Taylor, married 
at Cave City, December 28, 1854, by William C. Curry, 
Methodist Minister.

10. Frederick Penning and Careoline Tuchsher, married 
at Mokelumne Hill, January 1, 1855, by Benjamin D. 
Henry, Minister.

CUSTOM QUARTZ MILL
On Mosquito Gulch a short distance below Glencoe 

stood the old Vance Quartz Mill. It was afterwards pur
chased by Mr. C. J. Garland and fitted up for a custom 
mill. It was powered by steam and had eight stamps and 
was called the Garland Mill.
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NAMES OF PLACES
AROUND SAN ANDREAS

LATIMER GULCH: The gulch that crosses the highway 
near the old North Branch Store and enters the Calaveras 
River near the Railroad Bridge. Latimer kept the store at 
North Branch in the early days.

GOLD HILL: The hill that you ascend going up High
way 12 from North Branch, westerly. The Ellingwood house 
is on Gold Hill.

CENTRAL HILL: The hill northeast of North Branch. 
The Jackson home is on Central Hill. Much mining was done 
on this hill. The Lloyd Union Shaft, Union Shaft Extension, 
and Barker Claims are on this hill.

JORDAN HILL: A hill south of Central Hill, and it fe 
supposed to have the Central Hill Channel extending 
through it.

NORTH BRANCH: The old town of North Branch was 
located on the south side of .the North Fork of the Calaveras 
River on Highway No. 12 about two miles west of San An
dreas and almost across the road from the old Pioneer Ceme
tery. The site of the town was later mined and the post of
fice moved to Latimer’s Store on Latimer’s Gulch. D. Lati
mer had the store on Latimer’s Gulch. The Dragomanovich 
family was the last to occupy the old store and post office.

SECOND CROSSING: This is the crossing on the North 
Fork of the Calaveras River about two miles west of San 
Andrea’s. It was called this because it was the second cross
ing of the Calaveras River between Stockton and Murphys. 
Near this bridge was located the Iowa Log Cabin, and for 
many years the Mining District was called Iowa Log Cabin 
District. Lake’s Store was also near the bridge. It may be 
that Lake’s Store was at the old town of North Branch. At 
this crossing was established the first toll bridge in the 
County of Calaveras in 1850. The right to erect a bridge and 

collect a toll was first granted to Stevenson and Perie. 
Stevenson acquired the interest of Perie and it was called 
Stevenson’s Bridge for many years. In 1867, Stevenson and 
his wife sold the bridge to a man named James Gorman. 
Gorman conducted the bridge until he was killed in tan argu
ment with Chinese over the tolls. The bridge then became 
the property of Charles McGurk. Later, P. H. McGurk secur
ed the bridge and it was known as McGurk’s Bridge until 
sold to the County of Calaveras.

THIRD CROSSING: The Third Crossing was where the 
Kentucky House stood. It was the headquarters of miners 
on the South Fork of the Calaveras. The property is now 
owned by the Calaveras Cement Company and they still call 
their club house the “Kentucky House.” Third Crossing was 
the name of the first post office in this section of Calaveras 
County. The post office wa’s established at Third Crossing 
on December 16, 1852. J. A. Tate was the first postmaster. 
The post office was moved to the town of San Andreas on 
November 14, 1854, and H. Austin became the first San An
dreas postmaster.

THE ALABAMA HOUSE: This old stopping place and 
trading center was located on Calaveritas Creek about three- 
eighths of a mile above the Kentucky House. It is said the 
people that built it came from the State of Alabama. I have 
been told that the Schroebel family had the place in early 
days. Two graves are located near where the old Alabama 
House stood on the Guttinger Ranch.

YAQUI CAMP: This place is on Willow Creek about one- 
half mile from where it empties into the Calaveritas Creek, 
and about 'two and one-half miles south of San Andreas. At 
one time it was headquarters for Joaquin Murietta and his 
gang. The Yaqui Indians that were in Calaveras County at 
on early date came from Mexico.

WILLOW CREEK: The creek that empties into Calaver
itas Creek just about where the bridge across Highway 49 is



torn down a number of years ago, was long a landmark 
on the road between San Andreas and Valley Springs,
where it served ias the trading center for the Central 
Hill Mining District. It was last operated, as a post of
fice, bar, store and “way station,” by the late Milan G. 
Dragomanovich, in the period from 1910 to 1925. — 
Photo courtesy of Mrs. Milan G. Dragomanovich.

located. It is quite a long creek, having its head about one 
mile from the town of Mountain Ranch or El Dorado.

LEMON SYRUP GULCH: This gulch parallels Highway 
49 for some distance, flows north and then empties into 
Calaveritas Creek near where Highway 49 crosses Calaver- 
itas Creek. This gulch is on the Guttinger property until 
near the Calaveritas Creek. It is on the south side of 
Calaveritas Creek.

SCRATCH GULCH: It i’s a short gulch that enters 
Calaveritas Creek about one-half mile above the bridge 
across Calaveritas Creek on Highway 49. It is on the north 
side of Calaveritas Creek.

TUNNEL RIDGE: The high ridge between Old Woman’s 
Gulch and Chili Gulch on the road from San Andreas to Mo- 
kelumne Hill. The old road deft Old Woman's Gulch and ran 
west until it intersected 'Chili Gulch. Later, the read in 1859 
was changed by Mr. Garland and built over Tunnel Ridge. 
The new road avoids the frequent crossing of Chili Gulch and 
joins the old road a short distance below the present Mc- 
Sorley place.

OLD WOMAN’S GULCH: The gulch that crosses High
way 49 just below the Lombardi place. It empties into the 
North Fork of the Calaveras River.

THE DONNALLAN RANCH: It i’s located on the North 
Fork of the Calaveras River about three miles north of San 
Andreas and it was originally called Baj> State Ranch. In 
early days there was a toll bridge crossing the Calaveras at 
this place and the owners of the ranch conducted the toll 
bridge. It now belongs to John and Walter Huberty.

FOURTH CROSSING: This place was first known as 
Foreman’s Upper Ranch. He had another ranch in San Joa
quin County where the town of Linden now stands. It’s the 
fourth crossing of the Calaveras River on the road from 
Stockton to Murphys. It was the home of John B. Reddick, 
a Lieutenant-Governor of the State of California.

MOON LIGHT FLAT: It is on the Guttinger Ranch 
about one-half mile from Fourth Crossing. This is the place 
where the Gatewood^Goodwin duel was fought in 1859.

SAN ANDREAS GULCH: This is the gulch that passes 
through the town of San Andreas. The branch that enters 
it from the County Hospital is called Five Dollar Gulch.

BRANDY FLAT: This is a mining claim on the San An- 
dreas-Calaveritas road, 40 acres adjoining 'the Virgil Airola 
Ranch, which was originally the Cloyd Ranch. The early day 
miners cared nothing for the good pasture lands and were in
terested only in the gold which was found in the gulches. At 
one time, in the 1880’s, there was 'an International Colony 
here, living in seven or eight cabins. The foundations and 
fireplace chimneys still are evident. It was composed of one 
Swiss, one Italian, one Austrian, one Mexican, one Basque 
and three Frenchmen. It is easy to understand how the 
place got its name. Brandy Flat is mentioned in a book on 
the Mother Lode by a Catholic Priest, who gained this infor
mation from Mr. Fricot.

DAKINS HILL: It is located beyond the Fellowcraft 
Mine north of San Andreas and is now the property of C. J. 
Tiscomia and David Filippini. It derived its name from 
Tommy Dakins, an early day miner.

SHOWALTER HILL: This place is between the eastern 
part of San Andreas and the Forestry Station, and is now 
the property of Get-neg Cavagnaro. It was the short cut 
from town to the Race Track, a mile from town. This hill 
was mined extensively by ’shafts which were plentiful and 
was named for John 'Showalter who had his cabin near the 
top of the hill in a grove of live oak trees. The early day 
Race Track was located on the John Sceiffard property, 
near the cement plant road. It is now the property of C. J. 
Tiscomia.

JAMES H. CARSON
Sergeant James H. Carson died in Stockton, California, 

in the winter of 1853. At the time of his death he was a 
member of the California State Assembly from Calaveras 
County. Sergeant Carson was one of the early and success
ful pioneers in the California mines. He discovered the rich 
diggings of Carson Creek which he worked as early as the 
fall of 1848. The creek and the hill where the large amount 
of gold was afterwards found still bear his name.

Carson was a Second Sergeant in Company F, 3rd. Reg. 
U. S. Artillery on its arrival at Monterey on January 27, 
1847. (The Stevenson Regiment).

Mr. Carson was a brave and good man, whose natural 
qualities are embellished by a highly educated mind. He did 
considerable writing, describing the scenes and events that 
passed before his eyes.

OLD FERRY ON THE STANISLAUS RIVER
On June 14, 1851, McLean Jeffry & Co., made a claim to 

a ferry on the banks of the 'Stanislaus River, Calaveras 
County, which included about 600 yards of land beginning 
at a large oak tree opposite Jackass Gulch and running up 
the river to the first fall. They claimed that they had been 
in possession of the ferry for upward of two years.



IOWA LOG CABINS
(Written by MAUD S. WASHBURN, June 6, 1899)
Early in October, 1849, a party of miners from -the 

State of Iciwa located for the winter and built log cabins 
about 300 yards west of the bridge where the Stockton Road 
crosses the North Fork of the Calaveras IRiver, not far from 
San Andreas, now the county seat of Calaveras County.

This party consisted of A. R. Wheat, Joe Wheat, A. and 
Thomas Nash, D. Miller, George and Joseph Rasman, N. 
Murphy, J. Bacer and Christ Meyers.

This little colony was known ias the “Iowa Log Cabins” 
and here the first miners meeting in the county was held. 
Rules and mining laws for the district were framed and by 
Christmas, 1849, ia camp of 150 miners had settled there.

Camping a few miles from the Iowa Cabin’s was a com
pany of Chilanos, land about this time a difficulty arose be
tween the two factions regarding mining matters. This feud 
grew and strengthened until the Chilanos, who were the 
more powerful in number, made an attack upon their Ameri
can neighbors and a furious encounter was the result.

In the affray two of the miners, one man named Starr 
and the other Ellecut, were brutally beaten, and ten more of 
the miners were taken prisoners by their assailants. These 
prisoners were bound from wrist to elbow, arms behind them, 
and with eleven of their captors as guards were forced to 
walk from camp as far as the Alabama House on O’Neil’s 
Creek, then by a circuitous route back within a few miles 
of their starting place, having in their journey waded 
O’Neil’s Creek and the Calaveras River and with dripping 
clothes and chilled from exposure they were headed for 
Stockton.

When within ten miles of Stockton they arrived at a 
large tent, known as the O’Neil Tent and kept as a wayside 
inn. Two young men, George and Enoch Enoch, brothers 
from Philadelphia on their way to the mines, had stopped 
at the tent for a short rest. When the captives arrived direct
ly in front of the tent, they made a desperate rush from their 
guards and ran inside. The Enoch brothers, taking in the 
situation, at once cut the cords that bound the helpless men 
iand with the combined efforts of the brothers and the other 
men about the tent they succeeded in overpowering the 
Chilanos and in turn made them captive, and binding their 
arms in the same manner, marched them back to the scene 
of the riot.

In the meantime the miners for miles around, being en
raged at the dastardly crime, arose in arms and formed in a 
body to prosecute the guilty Chilanos. At that time Cala
veras County afforded no laws of justice, consequently it had 
no need of a Courthouse nor officers of the law. Therefore, 
a number of Mokelumne Hill’s bright men assembled and or
ganized a court pro-tern.

The Chilanos were put upon trial for the murder of the 
miners and upon examination nearly all turned States’ evi
dence and centered the guilt upon three of their number. 
Those men were taken to the east base of Golden Gate Peak, 
or Calaveras Butte, and on New Year’s Day, 1850, they were 
shot to death by a committee of Americans. The remaining 
eight were severely horse-whipped and forced to leave the 
diggings.

The two men, Starr and Ellecut, who were murdered, 
were buried near their cabins. One of the victims left a wife 
and six children and the other a wife and nine children in 
the State of New York.

A few years ago a son of one of these men came to Cala
veras County in search of his father’s grave. After a fruit
less search and untiring inquiries which proved to no avail 
in locating his father’s grave, he went away. Mr. Wheat did 
not learn of this until the man had gone, or he could have 
taken him to the direct spot where his father was buried. 
Of the many miners who then inhabited that lively camp 
Mr. Wheat was the only one left .to relate the story of the 
murder and to point to the ’spot where the two men lay side 
by side.

After this trouble had been settled, the miners decided 
that a Courthouse and laws of justice were essential things 
for the good of the people, and so they set about to establish 
the same. A man named Dudley had ’settled at Double 
Springs in 1849 and had pitched a tent in which he kept a 
tavern and a store for the miners. Having considerable en
terprise in 1850, he had a frame house in panel form made 
in China and shipped to Double Springs ready to be erected. 
He had three of these houses. One was occupied as the 
Courthouse, as the first county seat of Calaveras County was 
located at Double Springs.

DEDICATION OF RAIL ROAD FLAT 
MONUMENT

The Rail Road Flat monument dedication was held on 
August 4, 1957, with State of California Registered Land
mark No. 286 being placed. The plaque read:

“RAIL ROAD FLAT”
‘"This historic mining town, elevation 2600 feet, 
was founded in 1849 and named after primitive 
mule-drawn ore cars used here. The center of 
rich placer and quartz mining, its largest pro
ducer was the Petticoat Mine. As a result of 
Black Fever, the town’s population was deci
mated in 1880. The post office established in
1857, the Edwin Taylor store built in 1867, and 
the site of an Indian Council House are among 
present-day attractions.

Registered Landmark No. 286
Plaque placed by California State Park Com
mission, in cooperation with Rail Road Flat
Community Club, August 4, 1957.”

The program began with prelude by Harold Watkins and 
Salute to the Flag. The “Star Spangled Banner” was rendered 
by Verne Hofeditz, accompanied by Mrs. Hofeditz.

Mrs. Ruby Taylor, chairman of the Rail Road Flat His
torical IMonumemt Committee, was Master of Ceremony. 
Judge J. A. Smith, president of the Calaveras County His
torical Society, gave a talk on the early history of Rail Road 
Flat and Paul Lewis, chairman of the Calaveras County His
torical Monument Committee, spoke on the monuments in 
Calaveras County.

(Continued on page four)
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EDITORIAL
Although there was no meeting of the Society during the 

month of August, there were several important events in 
which the Society participated. The dedication of the his
torical plaque at Rail Road Flat was an outstanding event, 
and Mrs. Ruby Taylor and the Rail Road Flat Community 
Club are to be congratulated on a job well done. A large 
crowd enjoyed the fine dedicatory talk by Judge Smith. The 
Society was proud to have a part in this historic occasion. 
We hope other local communties will take .the initiative to 
mark their historical sites and call on the Calaveras Histori
cal Society to assist them.

— oOo —
For those who didn’t attend—tihe dinner in the garden 

at Double Springs with Colonel Waddell Smith as the speak
er was a very pleasant affair. Colonel Smith is a grand 
nephew of one of the operators of the Pony Express and is 
the owner of the Pony Express Retreat and Art Gallery in 
San Rafael. He discussed the plans of the Centennial Com
mittee to observe the centennial of the Pony Express in 1960 
by actually re-running 'the route.

— oOo —
Most of the officers of the Society surprised our very ef

ficient and loveable secretary, Sadie Hunt, at a birthday 
party in August. Our program for the evening was assembl
ing the mimeographed sheets of the essays into the publica
tion which you have received. It was a pleasant evening and 
we ’saved the Society about twenty-five dollars for labor. Mr. 
and Mrs. Dave Matthews, who did the mimeographing for us, 
helped put the publication together, also.

— oOo —

We are continuing with names of places in LAS CALA
VERAS this issue, and, as you can see, we have a very re
spectable list of places, many of them forgotten. This may 
eventually be compiled -as a separate directory. Fifty years 
from now many people will be very thankful for the efforts 
and foresight of the Calaveras Historical Society in compil
ing this directory before much of the information was lost.

— oOo —
Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, Covert Martin, and your editor, 

all officers in the Conference of California Historical Socie
ties, attended the third annual meeting of the Conference in 
San Diego in June. It was an outstanding meeting and all of 
the 225 delegates who attended from all parts of California 
were able to take home many ideas that would help them to 
make their ‘societies more successful. Our secretary, Sadie 
Hunt, was re-elected os regional vice-president for the Con
ference for the Mother Lode area; Covert Martin was re
elected for the same office for the Valley area, and your edi
tor was re-elected executive-secretary. The proceedings will 
be available in November for those who were not able to 
attend.

— oOo —
For those of you who have not seen a copy of Dr. Hunt’s 

latest book, “California Firsts”, let me urge you to get 'ac
quainted with it. He has traced the beginning of 165 import
ant and significant events, institutions -and things in Cali
fornia history.

— oOo —
Some of you may be interested in the telecourse in Cali

fornia history offered by the College of the Pacific over 
Channel 10, KBET, Sacramento, at 5:30 to 6:00 each Wed
nesday and Friday evenings. Your editor is the lecturer.

Unveiling of the monument was done by Mrs. Eva Tay
lor Guenard and Mrs. Minerva Reed. The introduction of the 
decend-ants of the Rail Road Flat pioneers was made by Mrs. 
Ruby ‘IVaylor.

Senator Stephen Teale spoke on the “Future of Rail 
Road Flat” and Dr. Richard Coke Wood, vice-president of 
Calaveras County Historical Society, gave some historical 
data.

The program closed with the community singing of 
“America, the Beautiful” led by Mr. Hofeditz.

(The bronze plaque to be used in this dedication was de
layed due to strikes in the machinists factory but the cere
monies went on as planned. The permanent plaque was re
ceived and placed on the monument on Saturday, October 
5, 1957.)

MURDER AT CAVE CITY
In 1862 a French storekeeper named Derfontambert, who 

had for years been in business at Cave City, was murdered 
for $1,500 in gold that he was carrying to San Andreas. This 
was the second time in two years that Mr. Defontambert’s 
life was attempted by robbers.

He was a most estimable gentleman, highly educated 
and a member of a distinguished family.
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VALLEY SPRINGS
By EDNA BRYAN BUCKBEE 

(Stockton Record, April 22, 1935)
Tire townsite was laid out iin 1884 of 18 blocks. George 

Late, who came around Cape Horn on the “Kirkland” reach
ed San ■Francisco August 22, 1849. There is no doubt that 
he was Valley Siprings first permanent settler. Miss Rebecca 
C. Shafer was his .girl friend in the East, and in 1853 he went 
back and married her on February 24, 1854. The youthful 
couple embarked for California on June 22, coming out via 
Panama and arrived in Valley Springs the following August.

The house of limestone quarried from a hill near the 
town, which served the Lates for so many years, is still in 
an excellent state of preservation.

John Eoak, a pioneer of 1847, located 'on Lunch Hill 
near Valley Springs. Lumber not being available, he erected 
a canvas hotel large enough to accomodate 100 persons.

The two Lillie brothers reached this place in the spring 
of 1850 iand opened a blacksmith shop. It was said /that the 
elder brother, an expert horseshoer, nailed shoes on the 
hoofs of Joaquin Murietta’s buckskin stallion and received 
not only gold but the Mexican’s praise for his skillful and 
rapid work.

Bernardo Reyna, a native of Mexico, reached Stockton 
September 30, 1849, and a few days later left for Valley 
Springs. Ramona, his daughter, married Guadalupe Celaya 
and became a neighbor of her parents. Her son, Nativo 
Celaya, was bom and reared in Valley Springs.

Marcelino Granados, tarn on the Calaveras River near 
the historic adobe of the Rancheria del Rio Estanislao, now 
under water, was Valley Springs’ oldest citizen. His brother, 
Lincoln, the butoher of the town was his neighbor iand they 
both remembered many of the old guard of Calaveras County.

Miss Maggie McAllen of San Andreas taught the 
village school.

Valley Springs had saloons aplenty. Thomas J. French 
and F. L. Johnson were the first merchants in town when k 

boasted a Protestant Church, a school house, a town hall, a 
hotel and several dwellings.

Frank Pattee, while still a iboy, peddled meat in the 
town and its immediate vicinity. Within a short time, as an 
accommodation to his customers, he was carrying more 
groceries from Tom French’s store than he was meat from 
Pattee’s ranch.

John Pattee, his oldest brother, noting 'this, concluded 
that the business of general merchandising might prove a 
mare profitable business than stock-raising. A short time 
later, under the banner of Pattee Brothers, John, Joseph and 
Frank Pattee, opened a stare in Valley Springs, where for 
many years, they conducted one of the most profitable busi
nesses in the southern mines.

In toe early days this place received water from toe 
Mokelumne Hill Canal Company, iand when water no longer 
flowed from this concern’s ditch, John Pattee supplied the 
town with water for all purposes from his (reservoir which 
was west of Wheat’s ranch at Double Springs.

Hiram Ashley Messenger, discoverer of copper in Cala
veras County, was one of those pioneers who believed in the 
iron horse. He was one of the loriginal promoters of toe San 
Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad, toe terminous of which 
was Valley Springs. As contractor for the roadbed construc
tion in 1883, he did an admirable piece of road-building.

No sketch of the history of Valley Springs would be 
complete without some mention being made of “Pop” [Mc
Clellan of Woodbridge, who, for long years, acted as con
ductor on the narrow gauge train running between Lodi and 
Valley Springs. Small, slim, wiry, with gray pointed beard, 
“Pop” McClellan was ever popular in Calaveras County.

In the eighties, Valley Springs was proud of “Casa 
Blanca” the palatial home of Hiram Messenger. This house, 
fashioned after a famous Mexican resort below old Fort 
Buchanan in Arizona, stood at toe head of a beautiful valley, 
two miles from Valley Springs. Surrounded by 600 acres of 
Land, it was one of the show places of the county.



Editor’s Note — Articles in 'this issue of “Las 
Calaveras” are largely itaken from photostat copies 
of early issues of the “Calaveras Chronicle,” first 
newspaper published in Calaveras County, now on 
file in (the collection of Judge J. A. Smith at San 
Andreas.

From the Calaveras Chronicle of February 14, 1852, the 
following news items are itaken:

DIED: February 8, at the house of Don S. Simons, on the 
Middle Fork of the Calaveras, James Brice, aged about 22 
years. He said he was the son of Simon Price of Newton 
County, Missouri, iand had a brother in this country. Cali
fornia land Missouri papers please copy.

On the Calaveras Rich Gulch, >of apoplexy, E. C. Reynolds 
from Texas, aged 60 years.

MINER'S MEETING - ADVERTISEMENT
At a meeting of miners held at Carson Hill, Friday, De

cember 12, 1851, it was Resolved: That the rules :and regula
tions passed in AuguSt last governing the quartz mines in 
Carson Hill be the only laws which the meeting do recognize. 
That forasmuch as the lives of the miners now working 
claims on Carson’s Hill have been threatened by Alfred Mor
gan and others, we consider him and them as disturbers of 
the public peace and acting in violation of the laws of the 
said Hill; and are (thereby a nuisance 'and pest in the said 
community. That the sense of this meeting being that we in
sure peace iand quietness to this community, while the said 
Morgan and company reside in this Camp, and that the said 
Morgan and company, his aiders iand abettors be requested 
to leave this camp within one hour after being notified of 
this resolution. That if the said Morgan and company refuse 
to leave within the time specified that a Committee of the 
Whole ishall peaceably as miay be eject them from (this camp. 
That all the property belonging to the said Morgan and com
pany, in their cabin on Carson Hill, be held sacred.

WILLJAM LOING, Chairman 
ROBERT PACKARD, Secretary

The following letter was adopted to be addressed to 
Capt. Morgan of the Consolidated Mining Company:

Carson Creek, December 10, 1851 
Sir:
In consequence of the threats you have expressed toward 

us and our partners now holding quartz claims on Carson’s 
Mountain, and finding ithat you will carry those threats into 
execution, we have organized ourselves into a Committee of 
the Whole and have resolved to reciprocate those 'threats of 
violence; and believing our lives are in jeopardy, we hereby 
notify you that we shall ishoot down the first man who at
tempts to drive us off the Hill.

We are Sir, yours, etc.
J. BONNEY, President
J. H. MOSS, Secretary

To Captain Morgan, Carson Hill.
CALAVERAS CHRONICLE—December 20, 1851

CHRISTMAS DAY, 1851
Christmas Day, 1851, at Mokelumne Hill was described 

as follows in the Calaveras Chronicle of December 20, 1851:

‘Next Thursday will be a grand holiday lamong all our 
friends at home. We, in the mines, however, must content 
ourselves with but a few of (those pleasures which make this 
day so .anxiously looked for in ithe Atlantic (States. A divers
ity of amusements, however, are in the topics for the holi
days, among which we will mention a Grand Fancy Dress 
Ball will be given on Christmas Eve at the saloon, of our 
friend, M. Theale, .which will be under the management of J. 
R. Lynch. Another Fancy Dress Ball, on the same evening 
will be given by R. Meyers at Shear’s Mokelumne Exchange. 
Messrs. Cuttrell and Mitchell will exhibit their large grizzly 
bear, General Scott, which will fight a wild bull on Christ
mas Day, in the spacious arena 'they have erected at the base 
.of Negro Hill. We think that upon the whole, we will not 
lack amusement on this time honored holiday.”

To build the arena 160,000 feet of lumber was ordered.

FOR SALE
The subscriber, offers for sale the well known Cherokee 

House situated on the Stockton Road (about one and a half 
miles west of Angels Camp. A small stock of liquors, pro
visions iand clothing will (also be disposed of at very favor
able (terms.

The house has a first irate run of customers at present, 
and teams going to Murphy’is Diggings make 'this house their 
stopping place.

WILLIAM BEAN
CALAVERAS CHRONICLE — December 20, 1851

NEW ROAD
At a meeting held at Durkey’s Ranch relative to the con

struction of a new road from Mokelumne Hill to Double 
Springs by way of Chilean Gulch, C. Davis was appointed 
Chairman, and J. B. Moore, Secretary.

The Chairman stated that a road can be constructed 
from ithe Hill, by the route which will shorten the distance 
two miles and will give nearly a perfect level on the whole 
road. It was therefore Resolved: That a committee of four, 
consisting of Mr. Hadlock, F. D. Goll, L. P. Hanson, and Mr. 
Davis be appointed, and that immediate action be taken to 
open the said road.

'That said road being nearer iand more easily traveled 
than the one now in use and being through a fertile valley 
that affords an abundance of water .and grazing the whole 
season round, and nine ranches being now upon it, 'therefore, 
each individual owning a ranch (thereon be -required to give 
.one week’s labor toward the (construction of the said ir,oad 
That said road be opened by the way of German Ranch and 
Hadlock’s Ranch.

We tare pleased to see that, at least, a step has been tak
en towards making the egress from this place less difficult. 
No doubt exists in our mind that a level and good road can 
be constructed from this place to the Double Springs, avoid
ing the steep, uneven and fatiguing road that is now traveled.

This enterprise will certainly prove of great benefit to 
those who have hauling to do to iand from this place, and 
from our personal knowledge of the several gentlemen own
ing ranches near the projected road, we are sure that if it 
proves a failure, the cause will not be want of perseverance. 

CALAVERAS CHRONICLE — December 20, 1851



ANOTHER VEIN
Considerable excitement prevails at present on the 

Stanislaus, relative to the recent discovery of an extraordi
nary rich quiattz vein at mouth of Squirrel Gulch on the 
river above named. Specimens obtained from the vein are 
said to be of unexampled richness. The ground is staked off 
in the supposed direction of the lead for several miles. 

CALAVERAS CHRONICLE — December 20, 1851

WATER PROJECT
The people of Mokelumne Hill held a public meeting in 

that town, November 29, 1851, for the purpose of discussing 
the practicability of introducing a stream of water into this 
place for mining and other purposes. A committee was ap
pointed to make a preparatory survey of the country inter
vening between Mokelumne Hill and the most suitable point 
on one of the forks of the Mokelumne River

Unable to secure suitable instruments to make the sur
vey, the matter was delayed. Mr. Marlette, a surveyor, sent 
to San Francisco for instruments and promised that upon re
ceipt of the instruments a survey would be made immediate
ly. This was a forerunner of the old Mokelumne Hill and 
Campo Seco Canal, which was completed in the early fifties, 
and is now the source of water for Mokelumne Hill, San An
dreas, and the Calaveras Cement Plant.

MURDER AT SAN ANDREAS
From Calaveras Chronicle, December 20, 1851:
•'A disgraceful affair came off at San Andreas a few 

days ago, which resulted in the death of a man named Wood
ruff. The circumstances as we heard them grew out of a 
gambling operation in which Brown, the murderer, and 
Woodruff were mutually interested; the former having taken 
some money from the bank to play against another party, as 
he said, to win enough to buy a horse. Not winning enough 
money, Brown borrowed what he lacked from a person stand
ing nearby, and purchased an animal; which he subsequently 
sent to a ranch from which place Woodruff had him brought, 
without Brown’s consent, and refused to give any account 
of the horse. Upon this, Brown sued Woodruff; the suit be
ing set for the 8th, at six o’clock P. M. About four o’clock, 
however, of that day, Brown was standing in Epley’s Hotel 
conversing with Mr. Epley and several other individuals 
when Woodruff was seen coming out of the dining room with 
a pistol by his side. He went directly up to Brown present
ing the pistol within one foot of his breast and fired, the ball, 
striking a button of Brown’s coat on the left breast and 
glancing, passed out of the door. Woodruff immediately .re
treated into the dining room, cut through the canvas at the 
back of the house and ran for the gulch, but was stopped by 
some Frenchmen and brought back to the crowd who were 
in pursuit of him. Brown met him and they exchanged some 
angry words. They again retreated; Brown returning to the 
Bella Union and Woodruff, accompanied by a friend, going 
to the Miner’s Home. When Brown saw that Woodruff was 
not arrested, he followed after him and on entering the hotel 
said if Woodruff had not been arrested, he would do it him
self. Brown, then inquired if Woodruff was in the house and 
was answered in the negative, upon which he asked the 
proprietor the liberty of going upstairs, which was granted.

When halfway up the stairs, he was seen to draw a pistol 
and then advancing into the chamber was heard to say, 
“Charley, (meaning Woodruff), come out of there!” Brown 
states that Woodruff was lying on the bed, but immediately 
got up, and appeared to be in the act of drawing a pistol, 
when Brown shot him twice; one ball taking effect in the 
breast and the other in the shoulder, causing almost instant 
death.

Brown was immediately taken into custody by the peo
ple who seemed determined to take the matter into their 
own hands. The next morning a Chairman and jury of 
twelve were chosen and the prisoner arraigned. The evidence 
for the people was heard, together with that for the defense 
and the jury returned a verdict that the prisoner was not 
guilty of murder, but should be delivered up to the civil 
authorities.

Brown was accordingly given into the custody of the 
Constable and an examination took place before Justice 
Porter, who committed him to the County Jail, on the 
charge of murder to await the action of the next Grand Jury.’’

MINING LAWS
At a meeting of the miners of Middle Bar and vicinity 

held on the 2nd day of December, 1851, the following resolu
tions were unanimously adopted:

1. That each tunneling company shall be allowed forty 
feet front on a hill and running into the hill as far as they 
choose and that within fifteen days after commencing work 
(on said tunnel) the company shall have the right to mark 
out thirty feet on either side of said tunnel for each member 
of the company.

2. That each company of quartz miners shall be allow
ed one hundred and twenty running feet to each member 
thereof running with itihe ledge and las far on each side there
of as may be necessary to control and work the same and 
one hundred and twenty feet be allowed the company as a 
discovery claim.

3. That each miner be allowed twenty feet square on bar 
and flat diggings.

4. That each miner is (allowed 'thirty feet square in gold 
diggings.

5. That persons having earth thrown up on the banks 
of gulches cannot hold the bank on which the earth is thrown, 
if it extends beyond the limits of the foregoing resolution.

6. That any person who discovers new diggings shall be 
allowed two claims.

GEO. BELL, Chairman
CHAS. S. ROUSE, Secty.

Calaveras Chronicle, December 20, 1851

MEETING OF MINERS
Miners of San Andreas and vicinity called a meeting 

of the miners for December 28, 1851. A few of the original 
settlers of the placers have established regulations granting 
to each miner one hundred feet square of diggings which 
just about made an equal division of the richest portion 
among the first discoverers and their assigns. The object of 
the meeting is to reduce claims to a reasonable area of terri
tory, say thirty feet square. —Calaveras Chronicle, Decem
ber 20, 1851.
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EDITORIAL
Mrs. Alice Eldridge and her committee deserve a big 

hand of applause for the lovely Christmas party held in De
cember at Blewett’s Cafe in San Andreas. The decorations 
were beautiful, the music of Ralph Treat wias thrilling, and 
the fun and fellowship was very satisfying. This was our 
third Christmas party, and I think all who 'attended will 
agree that this meeting is one of our most enjoyable of 
the year.

* * * *
Congratulations to iour talented member, Miss Lirrel 

Starling, “Poet of the Mother Lode,” on the publication of her 
book of poetry entitled, “The Little Foxes and Others.” This 
is a collection 'of the delightful poems we all enjoyed so much 
in the original printings iof newspapers and magazines. 
There is an interesting jacket commentary by Gordon W. 
Norris, Poet Laureate of California. The publishers iare
Royial Publishing Company of Dallas, Texas. The price, $2.50. 

* * * *
The annual proceedings of the Conference of California 

Historical Societies is now available for $3.00. It includes the 
papers read at the annual meeting in San Diego last June. 
These papers when considered as a whole make a satis
factory handbook on how a historical society should func
tion. Send orders to R. Coke Wood, College of ithe Pacific.

* * * *
Apparently the efforts of over energetic and loyal mem

ber, Archie Stevenot, “Mr. Mother Lode,” 'and Mrs. Comeau 
and the Copperopolis Community Club, have 'been successful 
in saving the O’Byme’s Ferry Bridge. Pictures taken of the 
framework, half submerged in the water of the reservoir, 
makes one wonder if the bridge can be reassembled across a 

canyon on the side of Tulloch Reservoir. However, these 
are the plans for the old bridge which was built in 1863 as a 
toll bridge. In 1902 it was purchased by Tuolumne and Cala
veras counties and opened for public use. The bridge was re
cently sold at auction for $250.

* * ♦ ♦
Don’t forget the California History Foundation In

stitute on March 7-8 at 'the College of tihe Pacific. Mr. R. R. 
Stuart, director, has announced a very interesting program 
and all members of the Calaveras Society are invited. Reser
vations should be made for 'the Friday evening dinner and 
the Saturday luncheon.

* * * *
The new inter-county high level bridge, costing $400,000 

and located up stream one-half mile, was opened for traffic 
in November.

* * * *
Congratulations to Archie Stevenot on receiving the 

well-deserved award from 'the Golden Chain Council for his 
work on behalf of the counties of the Mother Lode and the 
Golden Chain Highway.

FIRE AT MINES
Stockton Mail — March 30, 1892

The Keystone works at the Union Mine, Copperopolis, 
ware burned yesterday morning. The loss will amount to 
many thousands. It is feared that the Union Mine will now 
'fill with water, as, since the fire 'at the mine a few months 
ago, the Keystone pumps have been used to keep the 
water out.

Saturday, March 26, 1892
SAN ANDREAS, March 25 — Fire last night near mid

night destroyed the entire plant of the Union Shaft Placer. 
Mining Company, including the mill, hoisting works and 
buildings. The loss is about $8,000.

The fire is supposed to have been the work of an in
cendiary, but there is no clue to work on. The matter is in 
the hands of the Sheriff.

The mine is situated about three miles from here near 
North Branch. Up to about four months ago the property 
was worked, paying large dividends. Lately no work has 
been' done in the mine, and there is a dissension 'among the 
stockholders.

C. D. Demarest states that Thomas Hardy, discoverer of 
copper •alt Copperopolis', sold the Union Mine for over a mil
lion dollars and became the first millionaire in Calaveras 
County. How many millionaires has Calaveras County 
produced ?

VOLCANO
A team left Volcano for Sacramento on Sunday last con

taining gold dust to the amount of $150,000. A guard of nine 
men, owners of the greater portion of the precious freight, 
accompanied it. — Calaveras Chronicle, December 20, 1851.

A piece of pure gold weighing 13 ounces, was taken out 
of the Rich Gulch on Wednesday last. It was a remarkably 
beautiful specimen for which the owner refused $300.—Cala
veras Chronicle, December 20, 1851.
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GALA VERITAS
By ELLEN THOMPSON

Nestled among the hills of Calaveras County and 
stretching along the banks of O’Neil or Calaveritas Creek 
is the little ghost town of Calaveritas. It was once a thriv
ing mining camp. The name signifies “small skull.” Origin
ally there was Upper and Lower Calaveritas, about one mile 
apart, on Calaveritas Creek, five miles easterly of San 
Andreas.

The first location was made by Mexicans at Lower 
Calaveritas in 1849. Quite a settlement sprang up and the 
miners worked bars along Calaveritas Creek. In the fall of 
1850 William Workman came from Angels Camp with an ox 
team on his way to Mokelumne Hill and camped for the 
night. True to the spirit of the period before breaking camp 
in the morning, he panned some of the gravel and was rich
ly rewarded.

A town sprang up immediately. The Mexicans moved 
into the place and put up the first buildings. An old adobe 
building used as a trading post is still standing and now be
longs to the Bacigalupi family. It was built by a Mexican 
by the name of Jesus Cervontis. The adobe was made in the 
gulch back of the DeMartini home, later known as the 
Penito home.

The second building to be erected was the John Sharp 
Store. John Sharp conducted a business here until the build
ing was destroyed by fire, then sold the same to Louis Costa. 
Prior to the purchasing of the Sharp Store, Costa conducted 
a store business across the creek about where the Bacigalupi 
residence now stands. The Costa building is still in very 
good shape of repairs and is owned by Louis Costa, son of 
the early owner.

On May 25. 1858, a new school district had been grant
ed. On April 15, 1859, the ladies of Calaveritas gave a Cali
co Ball at the Butts Hotel for the benefit of the school. This 
is the way the advertising read: “All persons friendly to the 

cause of education are invited to attend. If any careless 
bachelor or ambitious young man in the district should will
fully absent himself on the above evening, the ladies should 
hold a mass meeting and pass resolutions banishing him 
from the country.” The ball was very largely attended and 
the sum netted for the school was over $400. Over $75 was 
realized from the grab bag. The first trustees were Messrs. 
Cap Thorp, John Sharp and Ed Purple. The teacher was D. 
K. Swim. There were thirty pupils and the salary was $91.00 
a month. The school house was located on the summit of the 
ridge beneath the spreading branches of a large pine.

Calaveritas was a flourishing place with a livery stable, 
a number of stores, two butcher shops, restaurants and fan
dango houses. It continued to grow until 1857 when it 
reached its greatest population of 700.

In 1858 a man by the name of Shelton lost his earnings 
in one of the gambling dens and in revenge set the town on 
fire, totally destroying it. A very small part of the town 
was rebuilt. Everything standing on the north side of the 
creek was destroyed. There was also a large Chinese popu
lation residing down the creek below the town.

Some of the early settlers were Mr. Costa, 1851; Mr. 
Bacigalupi, 1851; Mr. Trenque, 1859, and Mr. Cademartori, 
1862. Judge Bodie was the first Justice of Peace. He lived 
on what is known as the Drury Place.

The first hydraulic claim in this area was operated by 
Mr. Bumham on the Dower Place where the cement quarry 
is now. The water for working the hill placers was obtained 
from the Ido and Terwilliger Ditch. The gulch leading to the 
Calaveritas Mine yielded $500,000.

Mr. Bumham married one of the Reddick girls. She 
lived at Copperopolis until the age of 96.

At Lower Calaveritas a stockade was constructed in the 
very early days by planting posts in the ground close to
gether. It is said this was for protection against officers 
seeking to arrest the bad characters that inhabited the 
place. It is not known how many murdered men were buried 
on the hill near Lower Calaveritas. The dagger and pistol 



were the standing referee to pronounce judgment in all 
disputes. Joaquin Murietta spent a great deal of his time in 
the gambling and fandango places in Calaveritas.

The houses, now so few in number, arrange themselves 
along the bank as though they had come down to the creek 
to drink and either lost their way or felt that the hills were 
too steep to climb out again. There they lie, sole heirs of 
the heritage of the past.

CALAVERETAS
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

This early-day, placer mining town of Calaveras County 
lies about five miles east of San Andreas, the county seat of 
the county on O‘Neil’s or Calaveritas Creek. The name 
signifies “small skull.”

Originally there was Upper and Lower Calaveritas. The 
lower settlement was the older and was settled by Mexicans. 
In the fall of 1850, William Workman, of Angels Camp, dis
covered gold in a small gulch south of the present town, 
which he called Upper Calaveritas.

Miners soon moved into the community and it became 
populated by a motley group of gold seekers and they were 
richly rewarded for their labors.

The early inhabitants furnished a golden harvest for 
Joaquin Murietta and his gang when they had headquarters 
at Yaqui Camp, a short distance west of Calaveritas.

At the gambling tables its residents were the delight 
and easy prey of the professional gamblers, who had no 
other occupation than living off the hard-working miners.

Here at Calaveritas flourished the gambling houses, 
saloons, and fandango houses with their music and gay 
Senoritas who made life worth-while for the lonely miner.

It is said that the stranger never returned from a visit 
to Lower Calaveritas with its stockade built to keep out in
truders. Many unmarked graves received the remains of 
some unfortunate person who died with his boots on.

Then amid this hectic life came the great fire of 1853 
when hotels, stores, livery stables, offices, butcher shop, 
saloons, fandango and gambling houses were practically 
obliterated. Only a few adobe houses remained, which can 
still be seen.

Old claims were abandoned and miners went to new 
fields, where distance “lends enchantment.” A second great 
fire burned the town down in 1856 and it was never rebuilt.

Water was brought to the community through the San 
Antone Ridge Ditch. New diggings were found and the town 
took on new life. The great placers just south of the town 
were worked by hydraulicking. After the hydraulics were 
silenced, there again appeared a period of inactivity. Then 
came the period of dredge mining and huge dredgers scoop
ed from the creek bed, the precious gold that the miners 
were unable to recover.

Today the mines are quiet but the great trucks of the 
Calaveras Cement Company, loaded with limestone from the 
quarry northeast of the town, roar on toward Kentucky 
House, to the plant of the cement company.

A school was established in the spring of 1858. the dis
trict embracing Upper Calaveritas, Lower Calaveritas. Fore
man’s Ranch (Fourth Crossing), Old Gulch, San Antonio, 
and Indian Creek.

The old town of Calaveritas basks by the side of the 

creek, its hills covered high with grape vines, rich in history 
and lore, waiting for the next turn of events that will re
turn its prosperity.

The clink of gold at the gambling tables and the music 
and song of the fandango has long since died away. Law 
and order have overpowered the assassin’s dynasty, virtue 
has triumphed over vice, and its handful of residents still 
dream of the golden harvest that awaits Calaveritas.

Briefly, this is the history of the place, and it has its 
parallel in every gold mining county in California.

CALAVERITAS AND THE DRURY RANCH
By ROSE JOSEPH

“Mother, could we hitch up old George, or old Tom, in 
the cart and go up to Grandma and Grandpa Drury’s 
Ranch?” So Rudie, Tess and I hitched up old George, or old 
Tom in the cart, a two-wheeled vehicle, and took off. We 
loved to go at this time of year, the early summer, as there 
was so much to do, to see, and most of all to eat, such as 
cherries, plums, etc.

We would pass the Coogan and the Rainier places and 
then go around the Genochio place, now the Airola ranch; 
over the hills and down the rocky road where we would see 
Calaveritas.

We passed Costa’s first. The house was located just as 
it is now. There was a store, or what had been a store just 
below the house, the ballroom where the famous Costa 
dances were held, was just below. What big times they had 
there!

This yearly event drew people from all over Calaveras 
County. The carriages and other vehicles were unhitched 
and the horses bedded for the night by a hostler. A delicious 
ravioli supper was served at midnight. There was an abund
ance of delicious food and the right drink to make everyone 
happy. At the crack of dawn the happy but tired dancers 
had their vehicles brought up and with their best beau driv
ing—with one arm—they wended their way home.

As we went up to Grandma and Grandpa Drury’s ranch 
we passed what is now the DeMartini place and forded the 
creek to the ranch. We had to open three gates. One of us 
would open the gate and the other would drive through.

First we went through the grain field and then we came 
to the second pasture with the orchard and the vineyard on 
the right. We then passed through two more gates and the 
sheep-fold, and then we passed the wagon shed and were at 
the Drury home. It was a long building—each room opening 
onto the porch. The winding stairs led to the second floor. 
The road to Old Gulch passed by the house and was on the 
level with the second floor.

Above and in back to the right of the home was a wine 
and winter fruit cellar. The apples were spread on the floor 
to keep them. The juice was kept as cider in the barrels be
low. The water in the reservoir to the right of the fruit cel
lar was used for irrigation. The water went underground 50 
feet or so and came out emptying into a half barrel near the 
bam. The horses drank there. A ranch blacksmith shop was 
located to the right of the reservoir.

I thought it all very beautiful; the lovely large white 
oaks between the barn and the hillside, the reservoir, and the 
house. The water was used in the orchard and garden. The 
Calaveritas Creek separated the home property and the old 



orchard. Across the creek was a swinging bridge. We liked 
the apples on the other side of the creek and as we had to 
“coon it’’ we didn’t cross that particular bridge too often.

All of Nature’s glory and the zest of it is no more as 
“Progress and Cement” has taken it all over.

PONY EXPRESS
In 1858, a daily Pony Express was operated from San 

Andreas to Calaveritas and Old Gulch and on Saturdays ex
tended on to Cave City, Mountain Ranch, and El Dorado 
Mills. The express left San Andreas immediately after the 
arrival of the Stockton Stage. Letters could be left at 
Sharp’s Store, Calaveritas, or Osborne’s Store, Old Gulch.

WHEN UPPER CALAVERITAS WAS 
YOUNG - 1855-1856

Excerpts from Wade Hampton Johnston’s Talks 
By MISS EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON

The Yaqui Camp boys used to say: “Let’s all go to Up
per Calaveritas and watch Sam Seabaugh dance.”

I don’t see how Sam Seabaugh ever saved any money. 
He used to come down to Upper Calaveritas, and he would 
dance in the Fandango House from Saturday night until 
Monday morning.

He was one of the best writers in the State. He wrote 
some of his best pieces when he was about half full.

I saw Sam Seabaugh and another educated fellow do a 
foolish trick here in San Andreas. First one would stand up 
against the wall, and stretch out his neck while the other 
would see how close he could throw a bowie knife to his 
jugular vein without severing it. Then the other fellow 
would take his turn.

One time when the boys were in Upper Calaveritas, we 
saw a terrific fight, between two Mexican women at the 
Fandango House. First one, then the other, would have the 
best of it. The boys refused to interfere, finally one got the 
other by the hair, and was twisting her head down on the 
banister and she was taking aim behind her ear with a re
volver, when one of the men present rushed in, threw up her 
arm and separated them just in time to save the woman’s 
life.

William Paulbrite was laying there in Lower Calaveritas 
sick, with a bullet in his neck, when my Company bought 
the Yaqui Ditch for $750 from the owners who were Maurice 
Murphy, Samuel S. Bacon and William Paulbrite.

What caused the trouble? Jess Miller had kicked and 
cuffed Harry Paulbrite, younger brother of William Paul
brite, around Upper Calaveritas and run him out of 
Calaveritas.

When he came down to Lower Calaveritas crying, and 
told his brother what Jess Miller had done to him, William 
Paulbrite just put on his six-shooter, and went right after 
Jess Miller.

They met in the Fandango House, both were ready. Both 
pulled at the same time. Paulbrite getting a bullet in the 
neck and Jess Miller was shot through the body and killed.

Harrv Paulbrite was a kind of a drinking fellow, but 
William Paulbrite was a nice fellow. Just as soon as he got 
well, he went back home. He knew if he stayed around here, 
Jess Miller’s band of desperados would get him.

Jess Miller belonged to a band of eight desperados, and 
they were some of the worst men that ever went through the 
county. Jess Miller seemed to be the king of the eight. They 
all met with the same fate but one.

I didn’t know these fellows very well. They were fine 
looking fellows, and most all of them wore a Mexican sash 
(serape).

They were gamblers. I used to see them on the streets 
in San Andreas. They used to get up sham fights among 
themselves, just to draw outsiders into it. I saw them do 
this in Charles Favilles’ saloon in San Andreas. Strangers 
who knew nothing about them, were very apt to get into it.

One of these fellows, John Chambers, stopped at our 
cabin twice. We didn’t give him any encouragement. Billie 
Ellington, one of my mining partners, gambled. He was 
visiting him.

A Mexican boy, that was tending bar at El Dorado, kill
ed two of these fellows at one lick. Brown, Chambers, and 
Marsh Nielson, got up a row with this barkeeper. Neilson 
and Brown were snapping pistols in his face. He drew his 
knife, and with almost one lick, an up and down stroke, he 
killed them both right there. Chambers was a coward. He 
retreated, not offering any more fight.

This boy was related to the Sevantes who lived on what 
was later the Antone Genochio place, and later the Jo 
Genochio place. We used to buy watermelons and tomatoes 
from Mrs Sevante. She had three daughters, Laura Trenque 
was one of them. I used to see this boy around there. He 
did a good deed, and it was well that he got away.

One of this band went by the name of “Kentuck.” His 
right name was Alf Richardson. Old Mike Riorden, over on 
the South Fork, had his record. He said: “‘Kentuck’ was 
one of the worst kind of men, right on the cut and shoot.”

After three of these desperados got killed, they went 
single handed and scattered.

There were two Browns in the gang. One Brown (Sam) 
went to State Prison. He claimed that a Frank Ness of 
Upper Calaveritas swore falsely against him.

When he came back here from prison, he went into the 
Fandango House, at Upper Calaveritas and cowhided Ness.

This Brown was afterwards killed. He stole a horse, and 
was crossing the mountains. The owner followed him and 
shot him on the horse. After being shot, he called out: 
“You’ve got me! You dam s- of a b-—!” and fell to the 
ground dying.

The last I heard of Chambers, he had gone to Arizona. 
And he was the only one left of the eight desperados.

Old Jube Foster knew all of these fellows. He was tend
ing bar at Upper Calaveritas at the time.

There was another bad egg around Upper Calaveritas 
called Bill Sands, but he didn’t belong to the Jess Miller gang.

It was the gamblers that gave the Chinamen such a 
hold on the mines. They would go around where the miners 
were working, sit on the bank and talk to them. If the min
ers struck it, they would jump in and locate the extension 
and then sell out to Chinamen. These gamblers never 
worked.

I think, the first public ball that I attended in California 
was a Calico Ball, at Upper Calaveritas in 1858. I didn’t 
dance at all. I had been playing for little dances and wed
dings, but I had not attended a public ball and took part in 

(Continued on page four)
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EDITORIAL
The dinner meeting in the Mokelumne Hill Town Hall 

in January was one to be long remembered because of the 
vast quantities of good food provided by the ladies of the 
Community Club. A good attendance seemed to enjoy the 
pictures of California’s Three Mothers.

Some people have predicted that the Historical Society 
will soon exhaust the material on the history of Calaveras 
County, but this has certainly not proved to be the case in 
the last two meetings. The February meeting brought out 
the interesting material on Calaveritas that is used in this 
issue of Las Calaveras, and the March meeting brought out 
some very interesting material on Paloma and the Gwin 
Mine. Mr. Jeffery Schweitzer, who is the curator of the 
Jackson Museum, gave a very interesting account of the op
erations of Gwin Mine. He claims to be the only person liv
ing who was ever in the mine.

The efforts and interest of many people were not ade
quate to save the old covered bridge at O’Brynes Ferry. Ef
forts to move it to a new location failed and part of the 
framework lies water-logged at the bottom of Tulloch Lake. 
However, the skill and thoughtfulness of Jack Bhends of 
Columbia State Park has provided us with a beautiful sou
venir, a gavel made from the beams of the old bridge. A sil
ver plate telling the significant facts about the bridge has 
been placed on the gavel. The gavel will be presented to the 
Calaveras County Historical Society by Mr. Bhends at the 
April meeting. He made a similar gift to the Tuolumne 
County Historical Society.

The Board of Directors of the Conference of California 
Historical Societies recently heard from Program Chairman 
Burr Belden on the plans for the annual meeting of the Con
ference at Hoberg’s Resort in Lake County on June 26, 27 
and 28. Our Calaveras Society should be represented by 
more than the usual three or four. The lovely setting on 
Clear Lake and the fine program will make anyone a fine 
vacation. Put the date on your calendar and attend if pos
sible. You’ll come back with a whole hat full of new ideas.

Have you heard enough about floods? Here is an inter
esting item from the History of San Joaquin County by 
Thompson and West, 1879. “The Mokelko Indians have an 
interesting legend about a great flood on the Mokelumne 
River. It is said that a great flood once filled the valley of 
the Mokelumne River from bluff to bluff and overflowed at 
a point near the Poland House, at the rancheria on the 
Megorle Ranch, and below Staple’s Ferry (Lockeford). The 
water was so high that it ran in the direction of Stockton. 
Many thousands of Indians were drowned. Maximo, the old 
Mokelko Chief, says it occurred about five years before he 
was born; this would fix the date at about 1805 or 1810.”

These are interesting comparative population figures 
from the U. S. Census.

Calaveras 1850, 16,884; 1860, 16,299; 1870, 8,895; 1880, 
8,980—Amador, 1850 ; 1860, 10,930; 1870, 9,582; 1880, 1,- 
804 — Alpine, 1850 ; 1860, ; 1870, 685; 1880, 531; 
Tuolumne, 1850, 8,351; 1860, 16,229; 1870, 8,150; 1880, 7,843.

Taken from the Calaveras Chronicle, August 29, 1853: 
Keong Asking of Hong Kong was married to Miss Ahew of 
Tit Sing, Empire of China. (This ceremony was performed by 
the Honorable Henry Eno at Mokelumne Hill and was the 
first marriage celebrated in California between Celestials). 

EARLY MARRIAGE
On October 16, 1851, Arragilus A. French wias united in 

marriage to Jane Gambol at Mokelumne Hill by Judge S. B. 
Ball. This is the first marriage legally solemnized in Mokel
umne Hill.

BRIDGE
In the fall of 1851 a permanent and substantial bridge 

was erected over the Mokelumne River at Middle Bar.

(Continued from page three)

the dance—I WASN’T IN SOCIETY THEN.
FOOTNOTE: From the Stockton Independent 
(Down the Decades) “A Calico Ball was given 
in Upper Calaveritas on Friday, March 12th,
1858, to provide funds for the school. The Com
mittee of Arrangements were: Mrs. Burnham,
Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Sharp and Mrs. Shannon. 

To the Calaveras County Historical Society, in care 
of Rose Joseph — This history of some of the “bad 
men” of Upper Calaveritas is just as my father, 
Wade Hampton Johnston, gave it to me, Effie E. 
Johnston, shortly before he died in 1927.
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PALOMA
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

The history of Paloma is almost identical with the his
tory of the Gwin Mine. It is situated at the head of Lower 
Rich Gulch, a gulch running northerly and emptying into the 
main Mokelumne River at a place called James Bai.

The town is located about midway between Mokelumne 
Hill and Valley Springs. Lower Rich Gulch as its name im
plies was very rich, and a great deal of placer mining was 
carried on there in the early days of placer mining in the 
county. However, the town grew principally from quartz 
mining, carried on at the famous Gwin Mine. This mine is 
located just north of the town in Rich Gulch and was one of 
the early quartz locations in Calaveras County.

It was first located on January 27, 1851. In 1867 the 
control of the mine passed to Senator Gwin and it was work
ed as a consolidated property until closed in 1882. The 
Alexander Mine on the north was purchased in 1871, and be
came part of the Gwin. They are both on the so-called 
Paloma Ledge.

The mine remained closed until 1894 when it was re
opened by the Gwin Mine Development Company, and con
tinued in operation until 1908. It was worked to a depth of 
2850 feet. The town of Paloma is located on a hill above the 
mine and grew very rapidly when the mine was being op
erated. The land on which Paloma stands was patented to 
Richard Green and the title lated passed to B. F. Foster and 
Arey A. Dudley, who had the property surveyed into a Town
site called Paloma. The map was filed in the fall of 1897.

Originally the post office was called Gwin Mine, and the 
voting precinct was known as the Gwin Mine Precinct. 
Later and after the town was laid out the post office was 
changed to Fosteria. and the voting precinct is now called 
Paloma.

Senator Gwin built a fine home near the mine, which 
house was later moved to Campo Seco and became the

Borger home at that place. It is now in ruins.
R. H. Redmond, a former Calaveras County Clerk, con

ducted a store and a saloon near the mine, on what is now 
the Ludwig place. There was a race track used in connection 
with the property, and it was the scene of much excitement 
during the days that horse racing was a past time in the 
county.

At one time Paloma had three stores, one conducted by 
Ira Late, one by Mrs. Goodall, and one by Samuel Sommers; 
two hotels, run by Cergneux and Lampson; a livery stable, 
operated by Mr. Coplay; a butcher shop; two churches, and 
a number of saloons.

The major portion of the town was destroyed by fire on 
August 10, 1905.

L. M. AND SUSAN B. SCHRACK
L. M. Schrack and Susan B. Schrack were married on 

May 6, 1849, in Texas. They left Texas on March 1, 1853, for 
California by the Nicaragua Route and in April of that same 
year arrived at the Golden Gate Ranch near Paloma. Their 
first dwelling was a canvas tent with a dirt floor and for 
three years after their arrival, Susan Schrack did not see a 
white woman. Mrs. William Wells, then of Mokelumne Hill, 
was the first white lady to call on her. Their next home was 
built of logs cut from the timber on the side of Golden Gate 
Peak and shaped and smoothed by axes in the hands of un
skilled builders. They lived there for 20 years when the 
house was destroyed by fire in 1878. A new and more mod
em house was built which has since been destroyed by fire. 
They had nine children, all of which were bom on the Golden 
Gate Ranch, except the one which came with the parents 
from Texas. She later became Mrs. Julius Toda. Mr. Schrack 
was at one time editor of the Advertiser, published in San 
Andreas, and a contributor to the Calaveras Citizen, from 
its start. He was also a member of the Assembly from 
Calaveras County in 1874.



PALOMA
By OSCAR R. GALE

In the early days of the 1870’s when the original Gwin 
Mine was operating, Paloma was known as “Paloma Sta
tion.” This station was owned by Richard Green who receiv
ed a patent to this land in 1880. It was a stopping place for 
travelers who wanted to feed and water their horses and get 
food and lodging for themselves.

In 1882, after Green had passed away, his heirs sold the 
land to John P. Thorpe of Lockeford, who held it for a couple 
of years and in 1884 sold it to Benjamin F. Foster. Foster 
was still the owner when the Gwin Mine opened for the sec
ond time about 1895.

In 1897, Foster deeded sufficient land to A. A. Dudley 
to lay out a townsite consisting of nine blocks. The names 
of the streets were Thomas, Gwin, Hill, Church, and one ave
nue called Paloma. These were north of Main Street which 
is now the highway. On the south of Main were Spring and 
Alder Streets. Foster Street ran east and west across Main 
and ended at the Protestant Church.

The location of this church has always been where it is 
now. The Catholic Church was built near the site of the 
present schoolhouse. When the church was nearing comple
tion a terrific wind storm completely moved the building 
from its foundation. It was restored shortly after and re
mained there until the mine closed and most of the people 
moved away. The building was then tom down.

In the course of having land surveyed, Dudley decided 
the old schoolhouse, which was built sometime before 1870, 
stood in the way of progress. He wanted to trade the lot for 
one on the slope back of the Protestant Church.

The residents of the community, including the ranchers 
whose children attended school there, were against such a 
plan and informed Dudley that the schoolhouse would stand 
where it was unless he traded land for its location at the site 
where it now stands. There were about 40 children attend
ing school in the one-room building. The time was 
around 1900.

Paloma Station had no post office at this time. The 
mail came up from Valley Springs via the stage coach, 
which was driven by Dave Berry. It came in a good sized 
bag and was put in a box 3% feet by 2 feet located at the 
side of the road opposite the Paloma Station. The box was 
open at one end, had a roof over it, and looked a little like 
the dog houses of today.

Each family looked over the letters and papers taking 
what belonged to them. The San Francisco Chronicle was a 
weekly and the Farm and Fireside, a popular monthly. There 
was a weekly county paper, the Calaveras Chronicle, which 
was published in Mokelumne Hill.

After the Gwin Mine started up again they established 
a post office at the mine with Captain Hiram Messenger as 
postmaster. Messenger carried the title of “Captain” be
cause he had organized a company of volunteers to help 
fight the Indians in the Modoc Indian War of 1872-73 at the 
Lava Beds, which is now a National Monument in northeast
ern Siskiyou County.

The first buildings in Paloma, with the exception of the 
Greens’ home, were the Protestant Church and Mrs. Goodell’s 
Store. While operating her store, Mrs. Goodell distributed 
the mail which eliminated the roadside box. Mrs. Goodell 

was one of the Herbert family who lived at Sandy Gulch.
After Paloma began to grow into a good-sized town 

the people wanted a post office located in the townsite. Mrs. 
Maude Schrack Washbum and B. F. Foster competed for 
the job as postmaster. Mrs. Washbum received the appoint
ment. The Postal Department could not designate the post 
office as “Paloma” since there was a town in the southern 
part of the State by the name of “Paloma.” They named it 
“Fosteria” in honor of Mr. Foster. The post office was locat
ed at the southeast comer of Main and Foster Streets.

At the time the mine was running full blast with a lot 
of business and Paloma was a fast-growing community, a 
telephone system with a switchboard was installed with a 
Mrs. Young as operator. The line came from Valley Springs, 
and the line is still in use today.

The business section of the town consisted of: one drug 
store, owned by Sirbough; two physicians, Drs. Chaffee and 
Priestly; one meat market; three grocery stores; three 
boarding houses; one town hall; two barber shops; one livery 
stable, operated by Copley; one shoe shop, run by Rasmus
sen; one blacksmith shop, owned by Bowland; one roller 
skating rink in the town hall; about ten saloons and one pest 
house where small-pox patients were isolated, located be
yond the Ludwig place.

When the Squellatis came to Paloma they bought some 
of the Foster land, including the old Paloma Station where 
some of the family resided until recent years.

In the later part of Paloma’s business cycle a disastrous 
fire wiped out many of the old buildings.

When the mine closed down and the population decreas
ed the post office was discontinued. Again the mail came in 
a bag, buti nstead of having the small community box, it was 
distributed by the Squellati family.

The people who owned ranches in the early days in the 
neighborhood of Paloma were: Folsom, Gallagher, Mark
wood, Toda, Schrack, Chuma, Ludwig, Vencke, Megaw, Gab
bert, and Gale. Most of them are owned and operated by the 
second generation of the original families.

My mother, who came to Calaveras in 1870, told me sev
eral interesting incidents about life in Paloma in those 
early days.

When the original Gwin Mine was running in the 1870’s 
the people used the hall owned by the Redmond family for a 
gathering place for dances, parties, and any other kind of 
social activity. The Ludwig ranch house is on the site where 
the hall was located. In the early 1890’s, the Redmond Hall 
was used as the first voting precinct. Previous to using this 
hall the people had to go to Mokelumne Hill to vote.

The favorite sport was horse racing and crowds of peo
ple came from all the nearby towns. An interesting bit of 
history deals with the stage robbers who flourished in the 
Mother Lode counties. A tale is told of a gang of outlaws 
who rode into the Schrack ranch, which was about a mile 
from the Paloma Station, and demanded that a meal be 
cooked for them. Mrs. Schrack provided the meal which the 
men paid for and left. They rode away just before Sheriff 
Ben Thome and his posse arrived. Later on, however, Sheriff 
Thome captured the outlaws. The outlaws had a hide-out on 
the Schrack ranch, near the summit of Golden Gate Moun
tain (as it was then called) and was a cave in which many 
parts of saddles and equipment were found after the stage 
robbers had passed away.



EASTER SUNDAY. 1914 — At the Bacigalupi home on 
Easter Sunday, 1914, a home dance sprang into life with 
Mr. Bacigalupi at the accordion, his son, Earnest, at the 
harmonica, and a friend, Mr. W. H. Johnston at the violin. 
Mr. Johnston was 82 the 31st of August, 1914. Pictured 
from left to right are: first row, Earnest Stegman and 
Dolph Genochio (on horseback); second row, John Terwilli
ger and Edward Bacigalupi; third row, Charles Hatch, 
Charles Dietz, Charles Johnston and Jim Trengove, Jr.; 
fourth row, Antone Costa, Amelia Bacigalupi, Eva Baci
galupi and Mrs. Bacigalupi; fifth row, Mr. John Bacigalupi, 
Earnest Bacigalupi and W. H. Johnston. — Submitted by 
Effie E. Johnston.

GLENCOE
By RUBY E. TAYLOR

Glencoe, a small town of around 100 voters with a 
school, a post office, and store is stiuated about nine miles 
east of Mokelumne Hill.

In the early days it was known as Mosquito Gulch. The 
early settlers mined the gulch and on account of the marsh
land and so many water holes the mosquitos flourished and 
there seemed to be more mosquitos here than anywhere 
around. There were steep hills all around running down to 
the gulch. The first locations were taken up and the houses 
built right along the creek.

George W. Berry operated a store on the south side of 
Mosquito Gulch in 1879.

Jerome Burt and son, Bill, operated a store on the north 
side of the Mosquito Gulch about the same time and on, until 
after the turn of the century. Burt’s General Store was a 
two-story wood structure with a post office and store room 
on the ground floor and a dance hall upstairs. The stairs 
leading up to the dance hall were on the outside of the 
building.

At one time the Mosquito Gulch School in the 7th Dis
trict took in all the land to the east, including Rail Road Flat 
and Independence. This District No. 7 was divided on No
vember 7, 1866, under Dr. F. D. Borston, and the eastern half 
was called Eureka School District, which later became Rail 
Road Flat School District.

The gravel was very rich along Mosquito Gulch and 
many thousands of dollars were taken out with the crude 
hand mining of that day.

After the placer mining, came the hard rock mines— 
Norwich, Valentine, Banner, San Pedro, Mexican, Poor Man, 
Wolverine, Mondani, Fannie Marie, Stonewall Jackson were 
developed.

Frank Matson worked a mine with an arasta in Wet 
Gulch at the junction of Pennsylvania Gulch, about three 
miles from Glencoe on the Independence Road. An old Mexi
can by the name of Breeto had a mill and mined near the 
Alfred Porteous home of today. Mr. Gillespi was an early 
day superintendent of the Valentine Mine.

On Three-Cent Flat, about two miles from the main 
town, there were coal pits where coal was made by burning 
oak wood under the ground for several weeks. The coal was 
used by blacksmiths for sharpening mining tools.

A man by the name of Benj. Franklin Woodford, nick
named “Old Jerd,” had several coal pits on the Orion Ames 
ranch. After the mining had slowed up many people home
steaded small farms and ranches. This was about 1880. 
These names of ranchers are familiar to all old-timers: Wm. 
Woodcock, Bartolo Malaspino, Orion Ames, Paul Kenner, 
Butcher John Etcheverry, John Ames, Francis Fairchild, 
Swen Danielson, Pete Albers, Stodzer, Richard McNamara, 
Henry Prackel and the Green Meadow Farm, now owned by 
the Wilcox family. All these ranches raised an abundance of 
fruit, especially pears, apples, quinces, plums, cherries, 
peaches, grapes, berries and walnuts. These thrifty farmers 
raised almost entirely everything they ate. All of them 
raised cattle. It behooved them to do so as the families were 
very large. The Danielsons had 13 children, the Orion Ames’ 
11 children, the Francis Fairchilds 5, the John Ames’ 8 and 
the Geo. W. Berrys 8. Joe Woodcock entered the lumbering 
and sawmill business and used oxen to do the logging.

Numerous Indians roamed the hills at this time and in 
the fall and spring of the year bands of 300 to 500 Indians, 
men, women and children, would camp on the Orion Ames 
ranch near what they called “cold spring.” They gathered 
acorns for winter. There are still the big ledges of slate 
rock on the old Orion Ames ranch upon a high hill where the 
Indians left round deep holes in which they ground the 
acorns to make acorn bread. The pestles are all packed away 
but the holes in the big rocks are stil there as mute evidence 
of Indian camping grounds. Just down on another side hill 
on the Green Meadow Farm was the Indian burying grounds. 
When my father would plough these side hills the children 
would find loads of Indian beads, arrowheads, and other In
dian relics. Old Emma, Old Indian Susie, Indian Dick and 
some others were more civilized in later years and would 
come to the white man’s house to beg food which was al
ways given to them.

Bachelors Humbug Henry, Jim Trainer, who was deaf 
but recited poetry, Andrew Willets, George Harker, Dick 
Chapman, Pete Leyden, Bartolo Malaspino, George Monroe, 
Ed Locasse, Jim Morrison, Alex Wright, Lorenzo Giles, who 
stabled the stage horses. He hauled mail to Rail Road Flat 
and West Point one time.

Another mineral in this section was soapstone. A long 
mountain of soapstone is on the old Orion Ames ranch 
about two miles southeast of Glencoe on the Rail Road Flat 
Road. This soapstone was sawed into blocks and sold to 
miners and sawmills to encase the boilers. Many ranchers 
used it to make fireplaces in the early homes.

Francis Fairchild’s wife, Helen, began teaching a Sun- 
(Continued On Page 4)
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EDITORIAL
Again the essay contest on local Calaveras County his

tory by the Society was a big success. Thanks to Mrs. Hattie 
Hertzig for taking over and putting the contest across in 
the absence of the committee chairman, Ed Leonard. Not as 
many essays were entered as last year, but the five best ones 
were read at the Mountain Ranch meeting in April and pro
vided an interesting program for the Society. Dan Gibson, 
a senior at Calaveras High School, was awarded the first 
prize in high school competition for his essay “The Story of 
Grey Gold.” Susan Watson, a seventh grade student at San 
Andreas, won the first prize in the elementary division with 
the essay, “Tales of Old Calaveritas.”

The Society at the June meeting voted to again publish 
the essays and make a copy available to every member of 
the Calaveras County Historical Society.

Mrs. Ouida Woodworth calls our attention to an error 
in the article on Valley Springs in the April issue of Las 
Calaveras. It was not Frank but Lee Pattee who had a 
butcher shop in Valley Springs for many years.

The Calaveras County Historical Society can be proud 
of giving impetus to a growing demand that more California 
state and local history be taught in our schools. The resolu
tion passed in May by the Society, petitioning the Confer
ence of California Historical Societies to go on record fav
oring a requirement for the study of California history for 
one semester before graduation from the twelfth grade was 
enthusiastically approved by the Conference at the annual 
meeting at Hobergs, Lake County, on June 28. This resolu
tion was presented at both Grand Parlors of the Native

Daughters and Native Sons but because they were late be
ing presented the resolution was held over for another year.

The resolution reads as follows:
“WHEREAS, the State of California does not require 

that a course for the study of California history be taught 
in the public high schools, and,

“WHEREAS, the Calaveras County Historical Society 
feels this is a gross neglect of our State’s wonderful heri
tage, and,

“WHEREAS, many other States in the Union require the 
study of their state’s history for at least one semester;

“NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the 
Calaveras County Historical Society at the regular meeting 
held in San Andreas, May 21, 1958, petition the Conference 
of California Historical Societies to urge the California 
Legislature at the next General Session to pass such legisla
tion that would require all students to have studied Cali
fornia state and local history and government for one 
semester before graduating from the twelfth grade.”

Dr. Rockwell Hunt participated in the annual meeting 
of the Conference as the official delegate of the Calaveras 
Society. He reports the following staff officers were chosen 
for 1958-59: President, Clyde Arbuckle, San Jose; President 
Emeritus, Dr. Rockwell Hunt, Stockton; Vice-President, Dr. 
Frank Stanger, San Mateo; Treasurer, Miss Ivy Loeber, St. 
Helena; Executive Secretary, Dr. R. Coke Wood, Murphys; 
Regional Vice-President for Region 9, Mrs. Tillie Sheatsley, 
Sonora, replaced Mrs. Sadie Hunt, who resigned.

The next annual meeting of the Conference of Cali
fornia Historical Societies will be held at San Mateo on 
June 25-26-27, 1959.

GEORGE W. FOLSOM
George W. Folsom was bom in New Hampshire in 1836 

and came West in 1853. He walked across the Isthmus of 
Panama enroute to California. His first job was carrying 
mail from Stockton to the Mother Lode. Finally he took up 
a homestead and started ranching near Paloma. He married 
Ellen Maley, who was bom in New Jersey, and came by 
covered wagon to the West when she was three years old. 
They had seven children. Mr. Folsom passed away on Feb
ruary 23, 1923, and Mrs. Folsom on February 14, 1932.

 

(Continued From Page 3)
day School in Glencoe about 1887 and kept it going faithfully 
as long as she was able. The trustees of the school gave her 
the use of the school house for her Sunday School and she 
was always very grateful. She was a very remarkable 
woman and would walk the 3y2 miles to and from church 
every Sunday, rain or shine. Her influence on the boys and 
girls in that community was felt all through their lifetime.

A history of Glencoe would not be complete if I didn’t 
mention the home of the late Abe Bayles, (the old Stoezer 
ranch). Mr. Bayles was a plasterer and after he retired he 
decorated his house with colored plaster. One bed room has 
a ceiling like a birthday cake. Other rooms have birds and 
scenes of many colors, all made out of plaster. This place 
is called “Flowers of Gold” and the house is well-worth visit
ing to see what this artist had accomplished. It is really 
unique.
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HISTORY
of the Sheepranch Mine from an old record 
of Lev Johnson through the courtesy of 
Clarence L. Feusier, now living in San 
Francisco.

In the late Fifties and early Sixties the present site of 
Sheepranch and surroundings was used as a summer sheep 
range by Jaunty Dickens and George Folsom. The sheep 
corral was in about the place where the mining office now 
stands. The section had for many years been referred to as 
Dicken’s Sheep Range, and when a town later started, the 
named of Sheepranch just remained as the name of the town 
without anyone saying anything about it. Later, when the 
U. S. Post Office was started, it was registered as Sheep
ranch and has since remained so.

After Dicken’s death the sheep range was claimed by
C. V. McNair as a cattle and horse range.

William E. Bean was a nephew of McNair, and on a visit 
to McNair, who lived on a ranch about 3 miles above the 
present town, (the McNair ranch was later taken on by 
Fisher, who married one of McNair’s daughters) Bean be
came interested in the formation around Indian Creek in the 
surroundings of what was later called the Washington Mine, 
and from which mine the District later received its name of 
the Washington Mining District.

McNair and Bean were partners in the Washington 
Mine, and up to the time that Harvey Childers, a brother- 
in-law of McNair’s, came to the section to look after Mc
Nair’s cattle range, there had been practically no prospect
ing in the immediate surroundings of the present Sheepranch 
Mine. When walking on the range, one day, between the 
main road and the (later) Chavanne Shaft, he picked up a 
piece of rock on the hillside, about halfway between the two 

places mentioned. This piece of rock was quite rich in free 
gold. The find was shown to Bean and McNair, and before 
dawn the next day they were digging on this hillside, and 
it was there the Sheepranch fissure was discovered. This
was the first discovery and the first prospecting that was 
done on what is now know as the Sheepranch Mine fissure.

GEORGE HEARST 

promise, in which Bean got

McNair and Bean im
mediately made loca
tions on this fissure. 
All the locations made 
at that time were east 
of the Sheepranch road. 
Up to this period, no 
location was made west 
of the road, which 
means that no work had 
been done on the prop
erty that is now the 
main Sheepranch Mine.

As might be expected 
this find created the 
gold rush fever and 
prospectors swarmed 
the hills, and many lo
cations were made. 
Naturally there was an 
overlapping of the loca
tions and trouble en
sued which, fortunately, 
was settled by com- 

a strip frrom the dis
covery west of the road, McNair got the east strip which in
cluded what was later called the Chavanne Mine. C. P.
Ferguson and Tom Smith took 1,400 feet west of Bean’s 
claim and this strip on the fissure, given to Ferguson and



Smith, was the piece that later was the main Sheepranch 
Mine. This compromise was in the year 1868 and from then 
on, prospecting became the real business of the surroundings, 
not only on the so-called Sheepranch fissure which was 
prospected and located from San Antone to O’Neill Creek, 
but many side and parallel claims were located.

During this early period there was a very large amount 
of prospecting and some values recovered, but nothing of 
real consequence.

The first shaft on the Sheepranch Mine was sunk im
mediately behind the present Anderson Hotel and a third 
about 500 feet west of the present mill, but none of these 
shafts reached a greater depth than a hundred feet. A very 
large amount of water prevented deeper sinking with the 
horsewhim machinery of which they were equipped.

In 1872, the Tom Smith interest in the main Sheepranch 
Mine was purchased by W. A. Wallace, then county clerk of 
Calaveras County. Wallace moved to Sheepranch and took 
charge of operation with Ferguson as the other partner. A 
tunnel was started on the hillside below the present sand 
pond and this tunnel was driven eastward tapping the posi
tion of the present main shaft at a depth of 200 feet. It was 
this tunnel that proved up the Sheepranch Mine.

The present shaft was started by Ferguson and Wallace 
and carried down to the tunnel. A five stamp mill was built 
at about the position of where the Sheepranch road forks 
to Murphys. The remains of this old mill is still standing, 
having been later used as a bam.

The operation under Ferguson and Wallace uncovered 
valuable chutes of ore, and at this period the mine was sold 
to Hearst, Haggin and Levis, through the efforts of W. H. 
Clary, who was placed in charge of operation.

The price paid to Ferguson and Wallace by Haggin, 
Hearst, and Levis was $108,000. This was the year (about) 
1875. From that time to 1893, the operation went on con
tinuously and the shaft attained a depth of 1200 feet.

The year 1893 brough a very heavy rain and the pumps 
were unable to handle the water and operation discontinued. 
Mr. Hearst died about that period and the mine was never 
again re-opened under the Hearst interests.

During the Hearst, Haggin, Levis period of operation, 
they purchased practically every known prospect in the sur
roundings and the camp became a one mine town.

The East Extension of the Sheepranch Mine was worked 
to a depth of 600 feet by Chavanne and then bought by the 
Hearst interests in (about) 1882. The Lodi Mine. The Loon, 
The Hurricane, The Bean, The Mason, The Elk, The Ala
bama, The Aspinwall were all claims on which work had been 
performed and some value taken out. All of these locations 
were purchased by the Hearst interests.

After Mr. Hearst’s death the entire property was offer
ed for sale, and after a shut down of five years it was pur- 

bv the Sheepranch Gold Mining Co., which corpora
tion changed the power from steam to electricity, sunk the 
mam shaft to a depth of 1350 feet, and the sub-shaft to 1550

Thev drove a drain tunnel about 2500 feet in length to 
tan the mine at a depth of 300 feet. Levels were driven and 
the ore bodies worked upward to the Hearst old workings.

The property was operated until 1907, when it again

THE SHEEPRANCH MINE, where George Hearst made 
the fortune, that was passed on to his son, William 
Randolph Hearst.

closed and filled with water to the drain tunnel. It remain
ed closed until 1917, a period of ten years.

The Monta Cali Mines Syndicate took over the property 
under an option in 1917. This operation was under the man
agement of H. R. Plate. In both of the former operations the 
milling method of recovery was amalgamation. During the 
Monta Cali operation, the ore, after being crushed, was 
treated to cyanide for the recovery of value, instead of 
amalgamation. The cyanide process proved far more ef
ficient than amalgamation. However, the large rehabilita
tion costs left the company short of development funds, and 
the property again closed for a period of fifteen years and 
the mine again filled with water to the drain tunnel. The 
lowest depth at this closing was 1850 feet.

In 1937 the property was taken over by the St. Joseph 
Lead Co., of New York. After the mine was unwatered and 
a sufficient amount of development work was performed to 
satisfy them of its probable value they purchased the prop
erty. This company changed the mill reduction from cyanide 
to flotation, which process proved somewhat more efficient 
than cyanide from point of recovery.

During the St. Joseph Lead operation they carried the 
main shaft to a depth of 2300 feet and through a sub-shaft 
to a depth of 3100 feet.

Of the four periods of operation this last one, under the 
management of Frank Skeels, was by far the most aggres
sive from the standpoint of development. The property was 
being successfully operated at the time it closed in 1942, 
and there is no dobut that operation would not have discon
tinued at that time had conditions remained normal. The 
war conditions shut down practically all gold mining in 
California.

Will the Sheepranch Mine ever again be re-opened ? The 
answer remains for the future. In looking over the past his
tory it is noted that the first shut down was for a period of 
five years, the second, ten years, the third, fifteen years. If 
anyone interested in the town of Sheepranch wants to dream 
dreams of its possible future activity, he might use this five 
year cycle and count five, ten, fifteen, twenty, and presto! 
the water starts coming out of the mine again in 1962!

(The early history of the Sheepranch Mine was taken 
from a report made by Lev Johnson many years ago).



SHEEP RANCH GOLD
OAKLAND TRIBUNE, August 10, 1958

A veritable gold mine of memories centering around the 
pioneer town of Sheep Ranch in Calaveras County held mem
bers of the Calaveras County Historical Society spellbound 
at their June meeting. The memories were revived by Mrs. 
Rhoda Dunlap of Sonora who years ago had to ride horse
back from her San Andreas home to her teaching job at 
Sheep Ranch. She even told about Tom Smith, ancestor of 
Judge J. A. Smith, society president, who helped find gold 
among the rocks of a sheep corral. Tom Smith’s partner 
was a man named McNair. Their discovery led to more ser
ious prospecting and eventually the 2,300-foot Sheep Ranch 
shaft was sunk. Other shafts followed, including the Chavan 
and the Bean mines. A mill was built and the town grew 
around the mines. Churches, stores, a two-teacher school, 
two hotels and a post office were central buildings. One of 
the hotels still stands although the town was twice destroy
ed by fire—once in 1896 and again in 1906. In between time 
a telephone line was extended from Sheep Ranch to Mur
phys. The Stephens Brothers owned stores in both towns. 
Mrs. Dunlap’s reminiscences were aided by newspaper clip
pings from a scrapbook kept by her mother, the late Mrs. 
Mary Early. One clipping told the story of a stage robbery 
that had the countryside agog in April of 1892. A stage 
carrying a payroll from San Andreas to the miners at Sheep 
Ranch was held up by a lone gunman. It happened just four 
miles east of San Andreas. Alphonso “Babe” Raggio was 
driving the stage and 17-y.ear-old Mike Tovey was the arm
ed messenger. Both were seriously wounded by the holdup 
man’s gunfire. Johanna Rodesino, a 15-year-old passenger, 
was killed, but two other women passengers escaped unhurt. 
The gunman panicked at the shooting and fled without at
tempting to take the strongbox. He was never apprehended. 
Raggio bound Tovey to the seat of the stage and, with one 
arm hanging useless due to a bullet shattering his shoulder, 
he handled the reins with one hand and drove to the nearby 
Sperry Ranch. Both Tovey and Raggio lived, but Raggio 
never completely regained the use of his arm. He carried 
the bullet with him to the grave.
INDIANS AND SETTLERS

There were other speakers at the society’s meeting in 
the little courtroom at San Andreas. Judging by reports it 
would appear that the Calaveras County Historical Society 
is one of the most active of these enterprising groups that 
refuse to let yesterday’s memories fade from the modem 
scene. Mrs. Violet Cuslidge, another former Sheep Ranch 
teacher, told of the Indians’ role in Sheep Ranch life. They 
weren’t the least malicious, according to Mrs. Cuslidge. Al
though not active as miners the Indians cut wood for mine 
timbers and for fuel under the steam boilers that helped 
run mine machinery. They were skilled in basket weaving, 
some of their work being featured even today in the Cala
veras County Museum at San Andreas. A few descendants 
of the tribes still live in the area. Judge Smith, the society’s 
prexy, referred to notes he once made in talking with the 
late Harry Clary, and said that the original road to Sheep 
Ranch differed from its present route. In the old days it 

turned from the Big Trees Road and cut across by Tande’s to 
continue on to Sheep Ranch. Ditches were dug to bring wa
ter to the mines from San Antonio Creek. In one month $52,- 
000 worth of specimen rock was sold from the Table Moun
tain, Ide and Terwilliger ditches. Julius Lloyd was another 
early settler of Sheep Ranch, along with the Friedburgers 
and the Hauselts. Adam Poe was the first hoist man at the 
Sheep Ranch Mine and worked there when the machinery 
was changed from steam to electricity. He later became 
Calaveras County Clerk. A grandson, Jim Poe, was the Cala
veras County High School student body president in 1957- 
58. — THE KNAVE.

DISASTROUS CONFLAGRATION
AT PALOMA

CALAVERAS CHRONICLE, August 12, 1905
At a quarter past four on Thursday morning last an 

exploded lamp in the Parmer Hotel at Paloma caused a con
flagration that came very near wiping the little moun
tain town completely out of existence. The town had no fire 
protection whatever and the buildings are all wooden 
structures and as a consequence there was no way of check
ing the progress of the flames. There were eight business 
places in the block that went up in smoke as well as Late’s 
General Merchandise Store, Stocker’s Saloon and Coleman’s 
Blacksmith Shop on the opposite side of the street.

There is quite a space of ground between the last house 
in the burned block and the Lampson Hotel and, the wind 
being favorable, that place escaped. It was a sad blow for 
the little town as some of the places will probably never be 
rebuilt. The loss will foot up to at least $25,000 on which 
there is very little insurance.

CALAVERITAS FIRE OF 1856
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

The August 8, 1856, fire at Calaveritas almost totally 
destroyed that flourishing town. The fire broke out at 2:30 
a. m. and when first discovered by a Mr. Hatfield, the north 
end of the building in which the fire originated was entirely 
enveloped in flames. In a few moments everything was con
fusion and all hands were busily engaged in saving their 
property and themselves. The fire originated in a vacant 
building owned by Mr. Friedberger, and was no doubt the 
work of an incendiary. The flames spread rapidly up and 
down the street, destroying everything until the entire camp 
with the exception of a few adobe buildings was in ashes. 
Fifty-one buildings were destroyed at a loss of over $35,000. 
The following is a list of the losses: Sharp and Company, 
George Shultz, Morris Murphys, L. Hoonstein; Don Miguel, 
Arsena and Company, Giobatto, Julio, Giobatto, Rombodo, 
Orrego and Company, F. M. Shivley, J. B. Bartlett A. Hop
per, Yon Chong, N. T. Norcross, Ramon -------- , Zuniga, J.
D. Friese, Paris and Company, A. Friedberger, G. W. 
Davis, James Bennett, Roonere’s, Comeres and Company, 
Phil Hudgkins, M. V. Wilson, Bordelli, James Lopez, Donna 
Juana, A. Henery and Company, Donna Manuela, Samuel 
Dawden and S. C. Bacon.



RICH GULCH
By GRACE McKISSON LYTLE

This is what my Grandmother told me of Rich Gulch’s 
early history, going back to 1850. It was then known as 
Rich Gulch Flat.

A Dr. Hoerschner came from Germany and built the 
first county hospital and a general merchandise store on the 
property that is now the R. F. McKisson home place. Be
cause of the many wonderful springs there, the place was 
called Pleasant springs. The first school was called Pleasant 
Springs and was known as the Pleasant Springs School Dis
trict until a few years ago when the school was discontinued.

This was the trading center for the placer miners who 
worked the Mokelumne and Calaveras Rivers. The doctor’s 
sister and family, the Stoetzers, made two visits, coming 
from Germany to his home here; then they decided to stay 
in the United States. They made their home on the property 
now owned by Mr. Bayles in Glencoe. My Grandmother was 
only five years old then but her mother, Grossma to us, told 
of the miners bringing their gold to the store, -emptying it 
into milk pans on the counter where the women folk sorted 
the nuggets as one would look through a pan of beans. She 
had a nugget for each of the great-grandchildren, twelve of 
us, and we still have them. Mine is shaped very much like 
the map of Africa.

These miners, Mexicans, Chinese and what have you, 
carried their gold tied in a shirt sleeve or their pants leg to 
the store in exchange for provisions and medical care. Dr. 
Hoerschner’s daughter, Lillie, was the first white child bom 
in the neighborhood and in later years was married to Mr. 
Pat Keen, a county officer, later in his life.

On this same property there was a Chinese camp and 
an Indian camp with their burying grounds. Several white 
children are resting there, too. The Chinamen built an 
arrastra where they worked in the creek which is now known 
as Alabama Gulch. It was named for a group of people, 
natives of the State of Alabama, who made their camp on 
the top of the hill (the dividing range of Glencoe and Rich 
Gulch) and worked the gulch from there to the Mokelumne 
River. The region became known as Alabama Hill and 
Alabama Gulch.

After the doctor’s death the buildings were destroyed 
but, the cellar under the store, hand built and rock walled to 
a depth of 10 feet, is still under the R. F. McKisson building.

Rich Gulch Flat grew and became quite a community. 
There was a hotel, post office, road house, not like the ones 
of today, but a place where tired teamsters, sheep herders, 
and cattle men ate heartily and slept well. John Hoey op
erated the hotel for a number of years then sold to Mr. 
Hanke. In the hotel, on the ground floor, was the post of
fice, a saloon, kitchen and a beautiful parlor where the guests 
were entertained. Upstairs there were several sleeping 
rooms and a good dance hall. Across the county road was 
a two-story well-house with a hand pump and plenty of 
good water.

On this property now can be found an old cemetery still 
fenced but the markers are badly destroyed. In this section 
a small store was operated by the Burts.

Two mines—the Foote and Thompson and Ilex (one of 

the Anglo Saxon group)—were operated here for some time. 
The oldest, the Foote and Thompson, is located down near 
the Mokelumne River, the only means of access is over the 
C. C. C. road. Ilex had some very fine buildings and beauti
ful grounds. Some of the evergreen trees are still standing.

Judge Smith had a write-up on the tragedy of the Mc
Kisson family. They came to California by way of the 
Isthmus of Panama from Illinois and located on land ad
joining the Ilex property.

POST OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS IN 
CALAVERAS COUNTY IN 1854
Angels Camp  p. W. Scribner
Campo Seco  T. M. Pawling
Double Springs  Daniel Thompson
Ione Valley  J. H. Alford
Mokelumne Hill  A. W. Goodwin
Murphys  A. H. Stevens
North Branch  Ed T. Lake
Sutter Creek D. Crandall
Third Crossing  J. A. Tate
Volcano  George Winston

CALAVERAS COUNTY
By MRS. EVA R. SORACCO

Once camps of battles, romance and glory 
Now towns of haunted sorrows and splendor 
Trails that are blemished by bandits 
Never known to surrender.
Steep mountain canyons that once re-sounded 
Pounding of stamp mills all through the day 
For years have been silenced and the 
Rocker and gold pan are cast away.

Towering gallows frames stand like sentinels 
Guarding the ore deep down beneath 
Casting shadows of hope that history 
Some day its wealth will again repeat.
Miles of mounds of rock and gravel 
Spread out like windrows of clover
An aftermath left to remind us 
That the day of pay dirt is over.

Rivers and streams that once sparkled 
With gold enchanted bright gleam
Still ripple like laughter
That answered the young miner’s dream.

Mute adobes once adorned with ivy and roses 
Are crumbling to ruin and decay
Mark the spot of a blessed 49’er 
Who toiled in that far yesterday.
Hills that once echoed
With songs of the Spaniards of old
Soil that once paid
By the millions in gold.



PALOMA
Located at the head of Lower Rich Gulch, originally 

called “Rich Gulch of the Moquelamis”, which gulch empties 
into the main Mokelumne River at James Bar. Both placer 
and quartz were mined from early days.

Quartz mines were located in the district as early as 
January, 1851.

The miners called the quartz ledge passing near the 
town “The Paloma Lead” and it is from this that the town 
is named.

The Gwin is the best known of the quartz mines, it be
ing a consolidation of many claims on the Paloma Lead, and 
for many years was worked by Wm. M. Gwin, Jr., a former 
State Senator from Calaveras County, and a son of U. S. 
Senator Gwin.

The voting precinct and post office were first called 
Gwin Mine.

A jockey club had a race track and clubhouse on the 
property now owned by Ludwigs. It was a great meeting 
place for those following the sport of kings.

Land where the town is located was patented to Rich
ard Green on October 1, 1800. Title passed to B. F. Foster 
and Arey A. Dudley who had the land surveyed and platted 
into town lots. It had a rapid development and the post of
fice was named Fosteria.

The major part of the town was destroyed by fire on 
the 10th day of August, 1905.

ROCK FENCES
By MISS ELSIE FLOWER

The miles of rock fence in the vicinity of Telegraph 
City have been the object of much wonder and speculation 
on the part of tourists traveling through the southwestern 
end of Calaveras County.

Fred C. Burnham, Sr., of Stockton, for many years a 
rancher and a cattleman of Calaveras County, remembers 
as a boy seeing the fences built and is perhaps today the 
only person who can speak authoritatively on their history.

The reason for the fences, he states, was the cheapness 
of material. Surface rock was cleared from the fields and 
hauled by sled to the building line. In addition to cheapness, 
the fence was not only immune to fire, but made a splendid 
fire-stop. They were all built by hand, each rock being 
fitted tightly into its niche. The man responsible for the 
work was Jimmie Sykes, who even in that day, around 1880, 
was regarded as an “old timer”. Little is remembered of Jim
mie Sykes, but he left a monument to his skill as a stone
mason in the beautiful stone barn on the Murphy Ranch at 
Telegraph City.

As nearly as he can recall, Mr. Burnham says that 
Sykes built the stone fence that completely enclosed the 
Gardner and Beardsley 7000 acres; the large acreage belong
ing to the late Bob Parks, now owned by Murphy; and the 
3000 acre Shoemake place at Hog Hill. The late Bill Pope, 
whose ranch is a beauty spot of the section, built his own 
fence.

Sykes had two assistants, whom Burnham remembers 

only as the “Wirth boys.” They were uncles of Mrs. Ray
mond Manuel of Stockton.

Note: Mrs. Manuel (Mabel McCarty Manuel) says the 
“Wirth boys” were Jacob and George, brothers of her moth
er, Nettie Wirth, an early-day schoolteacher, who became 
the wife of Ransom T. McCarty. The old Wirth homeplace, 
attractively modernized, still stands in Copperopolis.

THE YOUNG FAMILY
Andrew Young came from Scotland in 1865, with his 

mother, brother and sister, David and Jane Young, settling 
at the Young homestead or the Lime Kiln Ranch near Pa
loma. His mother, known to all as Grandma Young, passed 
away on April 9, 1876. Andrew Young was elected a mem
ber of the State Assembly from Calaveras County and it 
was while on duty in Sacramento that he met Mrs. Watt, 
a young widow from London, England, and her two sons, 
Hugh and James Watt. They were married and lived at the 
Lime Kiln Ranch where they spent the rest of their lives. 
They had one son, Andrew Young. Mr. Young passed away 
February 13, 1903, and Mrs. Young on September 24, 1914. 
Mrs. Young was a very talented musician as was her son, 
Hugh Watt, who was a composer of music and teacher of 
piano and violin. He was a leader of orchestras in San Fran
cisco theatres for many years. He passed away May 22, 
1938, aged 77 years. James Watt spent nine continuous 
years as a miner in the Gwin Mine. He passed away on Jan
uary 9, 1937.

Andrew Young spent his life on the Lime Kiln Ranch 
where he was bom and he passed away January 25, 1918. 
Judge J. A. Smith officiated at the services for all three of 
the brothers.

David and Jane Young, who came with their mother 
from Scotland in 1865, also lived on the Lime Kiln Ranch 
in their own little home. They were later known to every
one as “Uncle David” and “Aunt Jane,” and neither ever 
married. “Uncle David” had the misfortune of the loss of 
one eye when a boy from a sling shot and “Aunt Jane”, when 
about 40 years of age lost the sight of both eyes from poison 
oak. They lived together where “Aunt Jane” kept house 
under “Uncle David’s” watchful care. No one ever called to 
see them without a cup of tea and crackers before leaving. 
“Aunt Jane” passed away on April 11, 1912, at the age of 
89 years. “Uncle David” passed away on June 8, 1912, at 
the age of 86 years.

PAPER AUCTIONED
The first ciopy of the Calaveras Chronicle issued was sold 

at public auction on the date of the issue, October 18, 1851, 
for $3.75.

In the first issue of the Calaveras Chronicle, published 
at Mokelumne Hill on October 18, 1851, the following at- 
tomeys-at-law had inserted their ads in the paper tas follows: 

Charles Halsey, Attorney-at-law land Justice of 
the Pence, Empire House, Mokelumne Hill.
Harry P. Huggins, Attorney and Counselor-at- 
Law, Jackson, Calaveras County.

(Continued on page six)
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EDITORIAL
Those unfortunate members who missed the dinner 

meeting at Rail Road Flat in July are to be smypathized 
with. This meeting was one of the best of the year. Not 
only did the ladies of the Rail Road Flat 50-60 Club serve a 
delicious dinner but they served coffee and cake free after 
the meeting. This is a custom we would like to see per
petuated.

Mr. Kenneth L. Mathews, a supervisor for the Pacific 
Gas & Electric Company in Stockton, displayed over sixty 
of his most interesting lamps out of his collection of over 
four hundred. There were many lamps from the early his
tory of the West and California but there were many more 
from all parts of the world. Probably his rarest was a stone 
lamp that dated back to 800 B. C. As he displayed his lamps, 
Mr. Mathews gave an interesting talk on the history of 
man’s search for better lighting.

The results of the annual election brought three new 
members to the Board of Directors: Claude Smith of West 
Point; Rhoda Dunlap of Sonora, and Harry Buchanan of 
Rail Road Flat. Paul Lewis of Mountain Ranch was moved 
up to first vice-president and Coke Wood was selected as 
second vice-president. Welcome to these new officers and 
may this be one of the best years for the Calaveras County 
Historical Society.

The treasurer, Mrs. Violet Cuslidge, announced on Sep
tember 26 that the balance on hand was $568.31.

CALIFORNIA JUDGE IMPEACHED
(‘Taken from the Southern California Rancher, Dec., 1957) 

Circumstances surrounding 'the only member of the

California judiciary ever to be impeached and convicted have 
been re-constructed by a political science scholar on the Los 
Angeles campus -of the University of California.

Dr. Frank M. Stewart, who has been compiling detailed 
histories of early-day impeachment trials of California of
ficials, relates how pro-Union feeling during the Civil War 
removed Judge Jiames H. Hardy from office when a battery 
of charges including drunkenness tand incorrect political ac
tivity failed to do so.

A Democrat with 'outspoken Southern loyalties, Judge 
Hardy of Amador and Calaveras Counties, in 1859 was tried 
on 22 charges including misconduct as a judge, abandoning 
his official duties to make political speeches, appearances on 
the bench While intoxicated, and expressions of sympathy 
toward the Southern Confederacy and disrespect toward the 
Constitution.

The predominantly pro-Union State Senate which heard 
the 'Charges freed Judge Hardy of all but one — the charge 
of sympathy toward the Confederate cause and general 
sedition. For this he was removed from office by a vote of 
22 to 14 by the Senate sitting as a high court of im
peachment.

In 1870, after war feeling had died dawn, Hardy persuad
ed the Legislature to pass a special bill expunging the judg
ment of impeachment from itlhe Senate record. He spent the 
remainder of his career at Virginia City, Nev., and San 
Francisco where he built up lucrative law practices.

CAMPO DE LOS MUERTOS
This camp, the name meaning “The Camp of the Dead,” 

is just south of Angels Camp less than one mile. It is said 
that Joaquin Murietta made this place his headquarters be
fore he began his murderous career in the Mother Lode 
country.

In 1851, 'this camp, then numbering some three thousand 
Mexicans, was attacked by eight hundred Americans, com
pletely destroyed and razed to the ground. Thirteen were 
killed and many others wounded. For many years the graves 
of the slain could be seen upon the hillside. Just south of 
Camp de Los Muertos and between Los Muertos and Albany 
Flat stoop Camp Senorita. This w»as a popular place in the 
fifties. The very name seemed to possess charm, but the 
beauties of the camp have long departed. Not even the 
crumbled chimneys and fireplaces remain. This old camp 
must have been very close to the present entrance to the 
Calaveras County Fairgrounds.

(Continued from page five)
S. D. Ball, Attorney-at-law and Justice of the 
Peace, Sturges Building, Comer of Main and 
Washington Sts., Mokelumne Hill.
E. D. Sawyer, Attorney and Couinselor^at-Law, 
Sturges Building, Comer of Main and Pleasant 
Street.
Eno & Gates Law Office at the Temperance 
House on Main Street.
Chas. A. Leake, Attorney land Counselornat-Law, 
Office in the Empire Building, Center Street.
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DOUGLAS FLAT
By MRS. KATHERYN BRUNTON

Before the Gold Rush, Douglas Flat was a placid little 
valley. Through its meadows ran a stream of fresh spring 
water that was later known as Coyote Creek. A tribe of 
Miwok Indians occupied the area at the springs. There are 
still remnants of their occupation. The pot holes in which 
they ground seeds for food are now on the highway at the 
Antone Gianelli Ranch. Captain Walker of the tribe grew 
up there and lived in a nearby area to be 107 years of age. 
A very dependable person.

Gold mining was the leading industry. There are two 
types of mining in the area—surface placer and deep placer.

Orchards and vineyards abounded as did truck garden
ing. There was a flour mill here, and it was the only one in 
the county. It was owned and operated by August Lavag- 
nino. August also owned and operated a blacksmith shop 
where mining and farm tools were made and wagon work 
and horse shoeing done. Opposite the flour mill and black
smith shop was the Justice of the Peace Court, presided over 
by Judge C. C. Tatton.

The first schoolhouse was built in Douglas Flat in 1854 
and was to be used also as a meeting house, a church, and 
Sunday School. It is still in good condition. Some of the 
early teachers were Mr. Bovie, Beale, Steve Perry, and 
Wells. Steve Perry was also a long-time pastor of the 
church and Sunday School.

There were three merchandise stores and all well stock
ed. The Antone Giliardo store still stands. It was built of 
limestone and mortar. The post office was contained in the 
Stephen Perry store, and he was the postmaster. His daugh
ter, Lena, was the first white girl born in Douglas Flat. 
Owen Roberts was the first white boy born here. There was 
also a shoe and cobbler shop and three or four saloons.

The early settlers were a mixture of Chileans, French,

Italians, Welsh, English, Irish and Danes. The population 
ran into several thousands. After the railroad was com
pleted, some Chinese came into work over the tailings left 
by the early miners. The gold recovered by these and other 
Chinese contributed largely to the establishment of San 
Francisco’s Chinatown. For the most part, Douglas Flat 
now became a worked-over gravel bed.

The pioneer after whom the town was named was 
Tom Douglas.

MY PERSONAL MEMORIES OF
RICH GULCH AND GLENCOE

By GRACE McKISSON LYTLE
I am now a girl going to school. There were at one 

time around forty children in the classroom at Rich Gulch. 
We also had a regular Sunday School attendance with a Mr. 
Willard Mead in charge. His home was burned in a great 
forest fire that swept things for miles around. His land is 
now owned by a Mrs. Robinson.

Let me tell you of things I really know and have ex
perienced. We have watched a team of oxen pulling a load 
of logs driven by the Woodcock brothers pass our school
yard. Six and eight-horse teams with bells jingling, drag
ging a big wood block behind the wheel so that when the 
horses stopped to rest it kept the wagon from rolling back 
and acting as an extra brake. There were only dirt roads 
then and the dust was thick in summer and the mud deep 
in winter.

In the spring and fall of the year bands of sheep and 
herds of cattle were moved to the mountains and valley. 
The cattle were so wild that a driver would come ahead to 
warn our teacher to keep all the children in the building 
for safety.

As the years pass by Rich Gulch was occupied mostly



EARLY LANDMARK — Photo shows gallows 
frame of the Gwin Mine, just north of the old town 
of Rich Gulch, one of the early quartz locations
in Calaveras County.___________ ___________

by old bachelors—Bill Lunt, Sam Crochetti, Ferd Rechen- 
bach, Oliver Peters (Mokelumne Hill’s No. 4 ditch tender), 
Col. Keys, Andrew Willett, Adolph Bechaude, Joe Beauprey, 
and Charlie Dunning, the slickest of horse breakers and 
traders.

Joe Beauprey, a most familiar character, lived in a log 
cabin by the main roadside which was a sort of stopping 
place with a most wonderful spring across the way with a 
welcome drink for everyone.

The old Indian Camp was a place of interest. There 
were several small cabins and a big Round House where they 
held their pow-wows and gatherings. Only two couples were 
permanent, Chief McKenzie and Susie and Doch, with a 
crippled squaw, Rosie. McKenzie was in charge of every
thing. He called the Indians for miles away to help mourn 
the death of Susie. He would get out and make a chant to 
the sunrise and again at sunset and could be heard for a 
long distance. Indians came for days, with always the male 
riding along at leisure and the poor female trudging behind 
with heavy loads on their backs. At the pow-wows the men 
wore headdress and feathers and war paint (red, white and 
black). The women wore strings of colored beads and sea 
shells. They would chant and dance around the fire until 
they fell exhausted. All the deceased possessions were 
buried with them.

When all was going well, we have watched the weaving 
of baskets, the grinding of acorn meal, the cooking of the 
talallie—each a mystery in itself. Old Doch also taught 
me how to make bow and arrows and a willow whistle.

Rich Gulch’s most popular annual event was the Cherry 
Picnic which was held down on the Annie Laidet Ranch on 
the Calaveras River.

Not one of the old familiar buildings are now standing, 
but only the recently built ones are left to show where the 
old Rich Gulch Flat once was.

Now on to Glencoe and over Alabama Hill where once 

the old Clark Ditch crossed the county road in an overhead 
flume at the very top of the hill. At the foot of the hill an 
old bachelor, Peter Layden, lived. He was very aristocratic 
and was always well dressed and as he walked he swung a 
cane. His favorite expression, after relating a bit of gossip 
was, “Don’t know anything about it myself but that’s wha' 
I heard.” As we go up on Cedar Gulch we come to Butcher 
John’s, a saloon by the side of the road, and then to Wood 
cock’s, a large rambling house with a hand pump on a web 
which was built into a large closed-in porch.

Glencoe proper in the early days was Mosquito Gulch. 
All the main buildings were down the West Point Road, 
about one-fourth of a mile from the school house. There 
was a general merchandise store, with the store and post 
office on the ground floor, and a dance hall upstairs. Across 
from this building was a large hotel and rooming house. 
The McNobles had a store on down the road a short distance. 
The Deardoff property now was the Prakel Place and known 
as the Anna Ranch.

Very fine apples were grown in this section of the coun
ty. Glencoe had many good mines, such as the Valentine, 
where in the nearby Valentine Gulch a great number of 
Mexicans lived. There was also the Blue Belle, Good Hope, 
San Pedro and the Normidge. My grandmother had beau
tiful quartz specimens from several of these mines. There 
must surely be more gold around this area if only someone 
would try his luck, for none of these mines were worked 
too long.

On the Green Meadow farm there once was a sawmill 
owned by Warren Clarke.

GWIN MINE
Located in 1851—In 1857 passed to control of Senator 

Gwin and worked from then to 1882 as a family property. 
In 1871 the Alexander Mine on north was purchased. Mine 
closed in 1882, re-opened to Gwin Mine Development Com
pany in 1894, worked to 285 feet, closed in 1908. (Mother 
Lode Gold records of California, page 141).

ORIGINAL BOUNDARIES OF
CALAVERAS COUNTY

The original boundaries of Calaveras County as definet 
in an act of the Legislature of April 25, 1851, are as follows 

“Beginning at the comer of Sacramento and San Joa 
quin Counties, thence up the middle of Dry Creek to its 
source; thence following the summit of the dividing ridge 
between Mokelumne and Consumnes Rivers; thence due east 
to the State boundary line; thenoe in a southeasterly direc
tion along the boundary line of the State to the parallel of 
38 degrees latitude; thence due west to the summit of the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains; thence in a westerly direction 
along the summit to the North Fork of the Stanislaus River; 
thence down the middle of the North Fork of the Stanislaus 
River to a point one mile north of Knight’s Ferry; thence 
down the eastern boundary of San Joaquin County to the 
place of beginning. The County Seat shall be the town of 
Double Springs.”



SHEEPRANCH
By MRS. RHODA DUNLAP

Among the old-timers around Sheepranch were Fricot 
(Desire Fricot’s father) and Madame Chevanne, both from 
France. They worked the Chevanne Mine adjoining the 
Sheepranch. Alex Friedberger, who ran the store here after
wards, moved to San Andreas and later on to Stockton 
where some of his descendants still live.

John Hauselt operated a brewery here. He came across 
the mountains from Markleeville, Alpine County, where he 
ran a brewery previously.

Gebhardt and Albert Bader were butchers. Walter 
Knight was superintendent of the Fricot-Chevanne Mine. 
Later he was foreman of the Sheepranch Mine for William 
H. Clary. Adam Poe and Charles Anderson both ran hotels. 
Old Austrian John lived out near the Lost Boy Mine. He 
raised vegetables and peddled his produce in Sheepranch 
from the back of his donkeys. For some reason he develop
ed a grudge against Ben Stevens and burned his store. 
Later he seemed to go crazy and shot his two donkeys. Offi
cers came to take him to jail but he resisted. He was shot 
by Emil Schwoerer, who was deputy sheriff under Josh Jones.

Other old-timers were George Merkel, a brother of Ben 
Stevens’ wife, Annie. She passed away very recently in 
Stockton. Joe Bryant drove the Sheepranch Mining Com
pany’s team. Joseph C. Mason was a miner. There were 
also the families of McNair, Bean, Johnson, Scott, Cunning
ham, Armstrong, John Fisher, John Champain (whose 
daughter, May, married Dr. Stucky of Mokelumne Hill) and 
Bill Smith, whose daughter, Ella, married a man named 
Reidel and lives in Murphys. There was also the Stephens 
family.

The site where the little town of Sheepranch now stands 
was an old sheep corral surrounded by a picket fence. I be
lieve the sheep belonged to George Johnson, father of Lev 
Johnson and Mrs. George Avery.

About 1860, Harve Childers found croppings of ore in 
the sheep corral. A short time later A. P. Fergueson and 
William A. Wallace started working on the Sheepranch Mine. 
In 1873, when John C. Early returned to California after 
serving in the Civil War, he was taken in as a partner in the 
mine. (A. P. Fergueson was born in Virginia in 1816 and 
died in Stockton in 1878. William Wallace died at Gardners 
Station, Calaveras County, in 1910. John C. Early was 
born in Franklin County, Virginia, on February 15, 1830, 
and died March 31, 1902, in San Andreas.)

One of the first hoist men was Adam Poe. Bert Deleray 
and Henry Harris were among the early workers. Many 
years later, Adam Poe’s son, Edgar, was hoist man. This 
was in 1903.

Manuel Swmegar hauled wood from Indian Creek by 
ox team to supply the Sheepranch Mine. George and Adam 
Dunlap, father and son. burned coal on their homestead on 
the old road to Avery station. The coal was hauled to the 
mine for fuel. Mary Osselin remembers that she and her 
sister, Clorinda Domenghini, rode from their home on In
dian Creek to school in Sheepranch on the Dunlap wagon.

There were two churches in the village—one Catholic 
and the other Protestant.

Herbert Ide, better known as Hub Ide, and Rod Ter- 

villigar had the first water right that furnished water to the 
mine from San Antone Creek.

On August 4, 1880, the town was patented by Judge 
Ira Hill Read. K. M. Redmond was the recorder.

Thousands of dollars were taken from the old Sheep
ranch Mine. On the three hundred foot level an extremely 
rich ledge of black quartz was found. It is claimed that 
there is only one other place in the United States where 
black quartz is found and that is in Colorado. This quartz 
took a very high polish and a great deal of it was bought 
by Schreve and Son of San Francisco for jewelry.

Fergueson, Wallace and Early sold the mine to Hearst, 
Haggin and Tevis. William H. Clary was the superintendent.

In 1897, Gutman ran the mine until his death, when C. 
L. Feusier took over. Feusier now lives in San Francisco. 
Jim Langford was superintendent at one time as was a man 
by the name of Anderson. In 1907 Squires ran it and in the 
1920’s H. R. Plate. The last owners were the St. Joseph 
Lead Company. They continued operations until World War 
II (1942) when they closed down and shipped all the machin
ery to Hughville, Montana.

Other claims around Sheepranch in the Washington 
Mining District were the Tom Smith and the Lost Boy. The 
latter was located by Childers and Johnson and re-located 
in 1877 by J. C. Mason. It was named for Lev Johnson, who 
was lost and found sitting on a log by thel mine. On Feb
ruary 28, 1883, W. A. Wallace and John C. Early patented 
the claim. Other claims were the Lodi, Pioche, and the 
Golden Eagle. The South Bank on Indian Creek was locat
ed on September 5, 1867.

In 1898, the Sheepranch telephone line was built by 
James M. and Benjamine Stephens, connecting Sheepranch 
with the Sunset lines of Murphys. The Stephens Brothers 
conducted stores in both Murphys and Sheepranch.

Around the turn of the century Louis Raggio ran a 
livery stable and his brother, Jeff, ran a saloon here.

Adam Poe was proprietor of the Eagle Hotel and 
Charles Anderson ran the Pioneer. The Eagle burned out, 
but the Pioneer still stands.

From 1903 to 1907 the school had dwindled from two 
teachers to a one-teacher school with about thirty pupils.

On September 29, 1906, the little town had a disastrous 
fire which burned several buildings. The fire was caused 
from the explosion of a kerosene lantern used by Leo German.

I found clippings in my Mother’s scrapbooks about two 
bad accidents. One was when Michael Javeaux was killed 
in the Sheepranch Mine when a pick he was holding was 
struck by an ore tub and driven through his body. His son. 
James, lives here in San Andreas with his wife. Mr. 
Javeaux was married in 1885 to Mary Haupt at the 
Gwin Mine.

On April 30, 1892, the Sheepranch stage carrying money 
for the payroll was fired into by a bandit. This was just a 
few miles out of San Andreas. The Rodersino girl from 
Mountain Ranch was a passenger and was killed. Mike 
Tovey, the Wells Fargo messenger, was shot in the arm and 
Alfonse (Babe) Raggio, the stage driver was shot in the 
chest. Mr. Tovey jumped from the stage just in time to see 
the robber disappear in the brush. As Babe was losing con- 

(Continued on Page 4)
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EDITORIAL
Our secretary, Sadie Hunt, received a New Year’s 

greeting from one of our charter members in Bakersfield. 
Mrs. Cecelle Vandel McMillian. She states that she received 
a blue ribbon for her lead pencil drawing of the Calaveras 
Dance Hall on the Big Tree Stump, at the Kern County Fair. 
Many members will remember the delightful program of Mrs. 
McMillian’s pictures of Calaveras which she presented at 
Mokelumne Hill several years ago.

The Christmas party was again one of the most delight
ful meetings of the year. The committee under the direc
tion of Mrs. Alice Eldridge (who was unable to attend) had 
carefully decorated the Christmas tree with old-fashioned 
ornaments, strings of cranberries and popcorn and candles. 
The program consisted of accounts of the happy memories 
of past Christmases by several of the older members of the 
Society and several readings recalling Christmas customs 
in the past. Ralph Treat sang several beautiful carols and 
led the group in a general singing of Christmas carols.

The happiness of the occasion was somewhat lessened by 
the absence from the meeting for the first time for several 
years of three of our most loyal members—Mrs. Alice Eld
ridge, who had broken her foot, Vice-President Paul Lewis, 
who was in the hospital, and Mrs. Clara Tanner, who was in 
the hospital for serious surgery. Everyone will be happy 
to learn that all of our ill members are recovering satis
factorily.

The October meeting of the Society was held in the 
Home Economics Room of the Calaveras High School and 
the delicious dinner was served by the ladies of the home 

economics committee of the Calaveras Grange.
The very interesting program consisted of an exhibit 

and discussion of Indian baskets by Mrs. Janet Goodrum of 
Stockton. The baskets were collected by Mr. Dunlap of 
Stockton and represented an expenditure of a great deal of 
time and money. The baskets were from practically every 
tribe in California, and Mrs. Goodrum, who has made a study 
of Indian basket weaving, was able to tell us a good deal 
about the use and significance of the designs in the baskets. 

Mr. R. R. Stuart, Director of the California History 
Foundation of the College of the Pacific, announces that the 
Annual Institute will be held at the College on April 10-11. 
The program will be of especial interest to local historians. 
The boat trip down the San Joaquin River with a discussion 
of the Delta region will highlight the program on Saturday, 
April 11. Reservations should be sent in early to Mr. Stuart 
as the space on the boat is limited.

Our friends across the Stanislaus River, the Tuolumne 
County Historical Society, are planning a big occasion for 
their Annual Dinner on January 31. The meeting will be 
held in the exhibit building of the Mother Lode Fairgrounds 
and the main speaker will be Glenn Price, Director of the 
Westerners Foundation and Instructor of Western History at 
the College of the Pacific. His topic will be “Jedediah 
Smith and the Things of Time.”

POSTMASTERS AT MURPHYS
From the Postal Records, the following is a list of the 

names of those persons who have been appointed and served 
as Postmasters of Murphys, California:

Lewis Bemiared, appointed November 6, 1851; Augustus 
H. Stevens, appointed October 11, 1853; Harris Lang, ap
pointed June 28, 1861; Charles A. Hunt, appointed December 
20, 1862; Richard Fowler, Jr., appointed September 21. 
1868; Riley Senter, appointed February 7, 1870; Thomas H. 
Fowler,appointed July 25, 1871; Riley Senter, November 28, 
1873; David Baratini, July 16. 1886; George H. Scantlebury, 
April 16, 1890; Changed to Murphy, January 4, 1894; David 
Baratini, appointed January 4, 1894; Frank W. Fisk, ap
pointed February 9, 1898; Elvin M. Mitchler, appointed Oc
tober 7, 1933; Changed to Murphys, July 1, 1935.

 
(Continued from Page 3)

sciousness. Tovey strapped him to the seat and drove with 
one hand to the Sperry ranch a half mile away for help.

Mv information for this article was received from Mary 
Osselin, Warren Scott, Judge Smith, and from clippings 
from my Mother’s scrapbooks. 

Then here’s to Sheepranch, good and true
Since the time her wealth began,
And well may Calaveras boast
Of the town that leads the van. 
Through all the changes time may bring
May you be number one
And may your future be as bright 
As the rays of the setting sun.—Anonymous. 

This verse was given to me by Mrs. Warren Scott.
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BIG TREES-CARSON VALLEY ROAD 
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH 

“Mr. Calaveras”
When the first pioneers came by Ebbetts Pass into 

California, after crossing the summit they followed the 
ridge south of the Mokelumne River and went directly into 
West Point. Kit Carson had pursued this route when he 
came across the Sierra Nevada Mountains and camped 
where the present town of West Point is located. Finding 
the streams at flood, he went no farther west but crossed 
the North Fork of the Mokelumne River on the Old Indian 
Ladder Bridge. He then went east on the North side of the 
North Fork of the Mokelumne River and found the pass that 
now bears his name. The Old Road is designated in the early 
maps of Calaveras County as West Point and Carson Valley 
Turnpike. The present Big Tree Road left the Old Emigrant 
Road at Big Meadows and followed westerly down the ridge 
on the north side of the North Fork of the Stanislaus and 
came into Murphys.

The credit for having discovered the pass over the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains, now called Ebbetts Pass, is given to 
Major John Ebbetts. The date was 1850. Emigrants used the 
Ebbetts Pass coming into the California gold fields, although 
it was a rudely broken path only sufficient to get over.

By the late fifties, when the great gold rush had sub
sided, the road was used infrequently and it reverted to the 
primoral. The roadbed was unsafe and wagons mired down 
to their beds and most of the emigrants were then using 
other routes or coming by the Isthmus of Panama. With 
the discovery and opening up of the Comstock Lode at Vir
ginia City and other silver mines in Nevada, travel again 
flowed over the Sierra but from west to east rather than 
east to west as formerly.

The Big Tree Grove had been discovered and opened to 
travel and the road had been improved from Murphys to the

SEASON’S FIRST—Amon Tanner, carrying the mail, is 
shown driving the season’s first rig to Big Trees after 
the winter on April 23, 1911.

Big Trees. Supplies were being hauled over the mountains 
and there was a demand for a good route over the mountains.

A group of men from Murphys went to the State Legis
lature and were granted a franchise to build and maintain 
a turnpike road from the Big Trees in Calaveras County to 
the eastern boundary of the state. This franchise was 
granted to James L. Sperry, John Perry, P. L. Traver, John 
Kimball, Ephriam Cutting, Freeman Dunbar, John DeLaite, 
Joseph Shepherd, Volney Shearer, and Riley Senter. The 
act of the Legislature authorized these men to incorporate 
a company under the name Big Tree and Carson Valley Turn
pike with the right to collect tolls for a period of twenty- 
five years. They were required to start work within six 
months after the date of the act and to have the road com
pleted in two years. The act provided for grades and turnouts 



and required the road to be kept open at least six months 
each year. Upon completion of certain specific portions of 
the road, the company was authorized to charge and collect 
such tolls as the Board of Supervisors should fix. Tolls were 
to be fixed annually.

On April 17, 1862, the company was incorporated to 
build the road from the Big Trees by way of Mud Springs, 
Grizzly Bear Valley, the Mokelumne River at Hermit Valley 
to the Eastern Boundary of the State. It was capitalized 
with 1000 shares at $100.00 per share. The names of the in
corporators differed somewhat from the original list of per
sons. Sperry was president of the company; DeLaite, secre
tary; and Volney Shearer was superintendent of construction. 
Construction began in 1862. Oxen were first used but laiter 
horses were substituted. Labor was cheap. Ordinary labor 
received $40.00 and board per month. It was expensive to 
get supplies and most of them were brought in by pack train 
at $3.00 per 100 pounds. Black powder was used for blasting.

The present road as far as Hermit Valley is the original 
route. At Hermit Valley the old road went to the north 
through Deer Valley, C’over Valley, Twin Lakes, Summit 
Valley, Faith, Hope and Charity Valleys, crossing the west 
fork of the Carson River and joining the Placerville Road.

With the discovery of the Silver Mountain Mine and 
the development at that place, the eastern end of the road 
was changed and the road thereafter ran by Silver Mountain 
and Markleeville. It does not appear that the company did 
any construction or maintenance of the road east of Silver 
Mountain. By acts of the Legislature the voters of San 
Joaquin and Calaveras counties were authorized to subscribe 
for capital stock in the company. The record does not show 
that the elections were favorable.

Work continued in 1863 with a much reduced crew. In 
1864 the Legislature extended the completion date to March 
12, 1864, and a further completion date was extended to 
April 3, 1866.

The capital stock was increased to $200,000 and the 
Legislature passed an act authorizing the Supervisors to 
order an election, submitting to the voters of Calaveras 
County the question of subscribing $50,000 to the capital 
stock of the company. The act provided that if the voters 
were in favor of purchasing the stock the Supervisors could 
issue bonds in payment payable in fifteen years with 10 per 
cent interest. The election was in favor of purchasing the 
stock, 1750 persons voting for it and 290 against. The bonds 
were difficult to sell. George Congden of Vallecito, a former 
supervisor, was sent to San Francisco to sell the bonds at the 
best price offered. Fifty cents on the dollar was the best 
offer and the bonds were sold to the Pacific Accommodation 
Fund Company.

In the spring of 1864 much work was done east of the 
summit and the road was put in fair condition and became 
a regular freight route between Stockton and Nevada.

Strange cavalcades have passed over the road. Nine 
camels passed over it on the way to Virginia City. Sherman 
led a detachment of three hundred men over it in Civil War 
days and “Snowshoe” Thompson carried mail over the route. 
Matteson and Garland of Murphys ran a regular stage during 
the summer to Silver Mountain. A stage left each place 
daily in the morning.

EARLY-DAY STOPPING PLACE — Blood’s Station at 
Bear Valley on Ebbetts Pass Road as it looked in winter 
in the 1920’s.

In May, 1864, the Board of Supervisors made a schedule 
of tolls the company could charge. The Alpine County Board 
of Supervisors also set the same rate of tolls as set by the 
Calaveras County Supervisors. Toll gates were erected at 
Cottage Springs, Hermit Valley and Silver Mountain. A. 
Henry Stevens was the collector at Cottage Springs, A. 
Ritchie at Hermit Valley, and J. H. Williams at Silver Moun
tain. During 1864 the company did extensive work upon the 
road, but toward the end of the season it had exhausted its 
funds, and it resorted to borrowing money secured by the 
company’s notes. Little work was done on the road after the 
year 1864 and it fell into a deplorable condition.

On May 11, 1864, the Turnpike Company entered into 
an agreement with Harvey S. Blood and Jonathan Curtis of 
Bear Valley. Blood and Curtis were to take over the road, 
pay the taxes, complete the unfinished portions from Bear 
Valley to Silver Mountain, maintain the road, collect the 
tolls, and repay themselves with interest for what they had 
expended on the road. The agreement should not exceed a 
term of five years, after which the road was to be returned 
to the Turnpike Company. During the time this agreement 
was effective the transcontinental railroad was completed 
and the freight was no longer carried over the Sierra roads. 
The road was not returned at the five-year period, but Harvey 
Blood continued to keep the road in repair and continued 
to collect tolls at the Bear Valley Station until the twenty- 
five-year franchise granted by the Legislature expired in 
1887. On April 7, 1887. by Ordinance Number 20, the Board 
of Supervisors of Calaveras County granted Harvey Blood 
the right to collect tolls on the road situated in Calaveras 
County for a term of ten years and Blood proceeded to collect 
tolls at Bear Valley.



In 1890 Blood petitioned the Board of Supervisors for 
a permit to erect toll gates at Gardners, or Cold Spring 
Ranch. The right was granted. Then George Wood, owner 
of a homestead claim located three or four miles above Gard
ners (now Dorrington) on the line of the road, refused to 
pay toll at the Gardner Gate and in January, 1891, Blood 
began an action in the Justice Court of Murphys Township 
for the amount of tolls he claimed Wood owed him. The 
matter was transferred to the Superior Court of Calaveras 
County on the ground the legality of a County Ordinance was 
involved in the litigation. After trial the Superior Court of 
Calaveras County held that the franchise granted by the 
State Legislature had expired and the road then became a 
public road. Blood appealed the case and lost in the Supreme 
Court.

In 1893 the State Legislature revised the County Gov
ernment Act to provide that the County Board of Supervisors 
had power to grant licenses and franchises for taking tolls 
on public roads whenever in its judgment the expense nec
essary to operate and maintain such a highway was too great 
to justify the county operating and maintaining it. There
after, Harvey S. Blood petitioned the Board of Supervisors of 
Calaveras County for a right and franchise to collect tolls 
for twenty years on that part of the Big Tree and Carson 
Valley Turnpike in Calaveras County. The petition was set 
for hearing by the Board of Supervisors for July 19, 1893. 
Before the hearing R. T. McCarty, a sheepman, filed a peti
tion for a Writ of Prohibition to prohibit the Board of Super
visors from granting a franchise to Blood to collect the toll, 
claiming the Board had no jurisdiction to grant the fran
chise. At a hearing, the Superior Court held that the Board 
of Supervisors did have the right to grant such a franchise.

On July 3, 1893, the Board of Supervisors of Calaveras 
County adopted Ordinance Number 48. By this Ordinance 
the Board of Supervisors of Calaveras County found that 
in its judgment the expense of operating and maintaining 
the Big Trees Road in Calaveras County was too great to 
justify its maintenance by the county and granted Harvey 
S. Blood, for a term of eight years, the right to collect tolls 
on said road. Blood was to keep the road in reasonable re
pair and was permitted to ereot a toll gate at Gardners. 
(Blood was married to a sister of Robert Gardner.)

On March 18, 1894, Harvey Blood began an action in 
Justice Court of Angels Township against R. T. McCarty 
to recover $30.00 alleged to be due as toll on 3000 head of 
sheep that passed over the road. The answer of the defend
ant was that the road was a free public highway and that 
the plaintiff, Blood, had no right to collect tolls. However, 
Blood was successful in the Superior Court and the decision 
was upheld on appeal to the Supreme Court. The Supreme 
Court held that the County Government Act conferred upon 
the Board of Supervisors the right to license individuals 
upon a public highway and give them the right to collect 
tolls as compensation for keeping the highway in repair 
when in the judgment of the Board of Supervisors the ex
pense of keeping the road in condition was too expensive 
for the county to maintain. This case was distinguished 
from the case of Blood vs. Wood which was tried before the 
Amendment to the County Government Act of 1893 was 
passed.

Blood continued to maintain the road and collect the toll. 
On July 15, 1901, the Board of Supervisors, by Ordinance 
Number 100, granted Blood the right to maintain the road 
and collect tolls for twelve years. This ordinance recited 
that the cost of maintaining the road was too great for the 
county to assume.

Prior to the expiration of Blood’s rights under Ordinance 
Number 100, and at the April, 1910, meeting of the Board 
of Supervisors, Blood relinquished all his rights and privi
leges granted by said Ordinance and the road became a free 
public road.

In the following year, 1911, the road was incorporated 
into the State Highway System under the name Alpine 
Highway. The road is usually referred to as Ebbetts Pass 
Road.

BIG TREE ROAD
Sacramento Union, Monday, August 5, 1861 

Taken from the Stockton Independent
On the 22d of July, T. J. Matteson, the contractor, 

started the first United States Mail which ever traveled the 
Big Tree Route. His contract with the Government is for 
conveying a mail, twice a week, from the town of Murphys, 
Calaveras County, via the Big Trees, to the town of Genoa, 
in Carson Valley, and the same from Genoa back. He is al
lowed two days, schedule time, but he actually goes the 
distance in fifteen hours. The mail leaves Murphys at three 
o’clock in the morning of each Monday and Thursday and 
reaches Genoa at six o’clock P. M. of the same day; leaves 
Genoa at three o’clock in the morning of each Tuesday and 
Friday, and reaches Murphys at six o’clock P. M. the same 
day. It is the intention of the contractor to run this mail 
through the year round.

AT WORK ON THE BIG TREE ROAD 
(Stockton Weekly Independent, July 5, 1862)

A business house in this city received a letter last Sat
urday from a merchant in Murphys station that the first 
division of twenty-three laborers had commenced work on 
the Big Tree and Carson Valley Turnpike road. These will 
be followed by others in a short time and the work will be 
pushed with all possible vigor at both ends of the route.

NEWS FROM THE MOUNTAINS 
(Stockton Weekly Independent, July 19, 1862)

A letter from Hermit Valley, on the Big Tree road, four 
miles west of the summit, dated 12th inst., informs us that 
the weather up there was very hot about that time; that the 
snow was nearly all gone from the mountains; that thirty- 
two hands were employed constantly in grading the road 
between Big Trees and Mud Springs, and that in a few days 
thirty-two more would be put on the grade between Mud 
Springs and the Mokelumne. Three teams, loaded, had 
passed over the roads this season as far as Hermit Valley. 
One of them was freighted with 17,000 pounds and drawn 
by three yoke of oxen. Pack-trains and droves of cattle and 
sheep are now crossing over to Washoe almost daily. . . .



FAMOUS HOSTELRY—Sperry’s Hotel at the Calaveras 
Big Trees, shown with the Murphys Comet Band in the 
foreground, from a photo taken in the 1880’s.

THE BEG TREE ROAD FROM MURPHYS 
TO BIG TREES

By JUDGE J. A. SMITH 
“Mr. Calaveras”

During the time that I have been acquainted with the 
Big Tree Road there have been many changes in its align
ment. Formerly the road crossed Murphys Creek above the 
Tanner Place and proceeded along the south side of the 
creek, passing the old powerhouse of the Utica Company 
and then recrossing the creek and proceeded northeast 
up a steep hill. This steep portion of the road was eliminated 
when the new road was constructed from just below the 
Tanner place to the top of the canyon on the old Martell 
property. The old road was steep and ran up the hill by the 
old headquarters occupied by Raggio Brothers and joined 
the present road just above the Brice property. The old 
road was changed only in a few places until it reached a 
point just west of Avery. Just below Avery the Forest 
Service has an office and just below it is now located Hatha
way Pines, a subdivision.

From Avery the road has been completely changed and 
is located north of the old road. On this new road we find 
many changes, beginning with business places near the 
Avery Hotel and passing through many subdivisions for 
houses, such as across the meadow at the Dunbar Place and 
on through Arnold, White Pines and the Big Trees. The old 
road from Avery is still in use. Formerly it climbed high 
on the ridge south of the Big Trees and intersected the new 
road just a short distance before it reaches Dorrington. The 
old road ran immediately in front of the Avery Hotel and 
then past the Malispina or Shannon place, passing near the 
old Flanders Place, Moran Place and thence to the ridge 
above San Antone Creek and the canyon of the North Fork 
of the Stanislaus River.

A branch of this road turned to the left below the Big 
Tree Grove and ran to the Big Tree Hotel. Originally it 
passed between two of the giant trees, called Sentinels, and 

by the Hotel, and then proceeded east until it joined the 
main road. One of the Sentinels was undermined by the 
creek that flows through the Big Trees Grove and toppled 
over.

Who discovered the Calaveras Grove is shrouded in some 
doubt. Some authorities give the honor to a man named 
A. T. Dowd, but others give it to J. Marshall Wooster.

In the San Andreas Independent of September 26, 1857, 
appears an article signed by Wooster and written from An
gels Camp September 24, 1857, in answer to an article pub
lished in the Independent stating that Wooster was probably 
the discoverer of the trees. Wooster states that about April, 
1850, he, with a party of other men, learned that rich gravel 
had been discovered high up in the mountains by a man 
named Whitehead the fall before and followed him in the 
next spring. They met Whitehead, who informed them that 
about May 20, 1850, he, in company of a man named James 
Thompson, discovered the trees while on a hunting excursion. 
Wooster states in his letter that twelve days later, in the 
company of a man named Sanborn, who was residing at 
Butte City, and a Wm. Quirk, he visited the Big Trees and 
carved his name in the burned part of one of the trees. 
Wooster further states that Whitehead did not find the rich 
diggings he was searching for but did certainly discover the 
trees.

Several years after the Big Trees had been advertised 
to the world, General John Bidwell stated that he had found 
these trees at the time he came across the Sierra Nevadas 
in 1841 to California. It seems strange that if he did find 
these giant trees that he gave no information of his discovery 
until some years after.

A man named Lapham first attempted to secure title 
to the land on which the grove is located. His title passed 
to A. S. Haynes, who in 1858 refitted and refurnished the 
hotel. In 1858 Hayne sold the property to James Sperry of 
Murphys.

In the spring of 1858 J. Heckendorn published at the 
Big Trees a newspaper called the “Big Tree Bulletin.”

The Big Trees for a long time was called “The Mam
moth Grove Ranch.”

Sperry and Perry operated the Sperry Hotel at Mur
phys, and after the purchase of the Grove built a new hotel 
at that place in 1861. This was a very beautiful two-story 
building painted white and is the hotel pictured so much 
in connection with the Trees. This hotel was partly destroyed 
by fire August 17, 1943.

In 1861 a daily line of stages left Murphys at 6 a. m. 
for the Big Trees, returning at 4 p. m.

One of the trees, known as “Old Maid,” fell during a 
storm in January, 1865. This tree was 325 feet in height 
and in falling brought bark from an adjoining tree measur
ing 25 inches in thickness. These trees have a very shallow 
root system for such giants.

On April 16, 1881, old “Dominion,” one of the largest in 
the grove, fell. At 115 feet from its base it struck a sugar 
pine and broke it square off.

In 1862 nine Bactrian Camels brought from the Amoor 
River region in Asia made the trek from San Francisco to 
Virginia City, Nevada, and passed through the grove. They 
belonged to Joseph Bandman of San Francisco who sent 



them to Nevada to be used for packing purposes. The United 
States Government had purchased camels for the purpose of 
packing goods across the deserts between the eastern and 
western part of the United States. The Civil War and the 
completion of the Transcontinental Railroad gave a death 
blow to camel transportation. Undoubtedly, Bandman pur
chased the camels from the government. Camels were not 
popular on the highways as their strange odor and appear
ance tended to stampede other animals on the highway. They 
were used for a time in Nevada to carry salt from dry desert 
lake deposits to Virginia City and elsewhere. The salt was 
also used in the reduction of the ores from the mines. Upon 
the opening of the mines in Nevada, and particularly at Vir
ginia City and Bodie prior to the completion of the Trans
continental Railroad, the Big Tree route was used to send 
supplies from California to Nevada.

Sperry and Perry operated the Big Tree Hotel for many 
years in conjunction with the Sperry Hotel at Murphys. The 
property passed to a man named Whiteside and a member 
of his family operated the hotel for many years. From the 
Whiteside family it went to the State of California in 1931. 
Sperry and Perry always kept a man adept with a turning 
lathe making curios for sale to the tourists. They also had 
a beautiful fountain erected just below the hotel.

In September, 1935, a plaque was unveiled at the Big 
Trees honoring D. Fricot and his associates for the time 
and energy and money expended by them in persuading the 
State of California to take over the Grove.

In 1853 a large tree in the Grove was felled. It was 
92 feet in circumference and over 300 feet in height. It 
took five men 22 days to perform the task. The stump of the 
tree was smoothed off and a house built on it which was 
used as a dance platform. The trunk of the fallen tree was 
leveled off for a building containing a ten pin alley. It was 
wide enough for two alleyways side by side.

The “Mother of the Forest” in the northern part of the 
Grove was stripped of its bark in 1854 to a height of 116 
feet. A portion of this bark was reassembled at the Crystal 
Palace, London.

CALAVERAS BIG TREES
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

“Mr. Calaveras”
In 1865 the “Scientific American” published the first 

reliable measurement of the individual trees at the Calaveras 
Big Trees.

They were measured by Dr. C. T. Jackson of Boston, 
assisted by Joseph Meeder of Stockton. At that time 
Thomas Starr King was the tallest. It was 366 feet high 
with a circumference of 50 feet. The Mother of the Forest 
was the tree of greatest circumference (six feet above the 
ground, 63 feet).

Names of some of the other trees were: General Scott, 
General Jackson, The Sentinels, Salem Witch, Trinity, Wm. 
C. Bryant, Henry W. Beecher, Granite State, General Wash
ington, Bay State, Old Kentucky, Empire State, Andrew 
Johnson, Daniel Webster, Mother and Son, Edward Everett, 
Pride of the Forest, John Torry, Arbor Vitae Queen, Beauty 
of the Forest, Henry Clay, and Asa Gray.

At the same time there was a pine tree which was 232 
feet high and 27 feet in circumference in the grove.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS YOUNG—Mrs. Alice Bouldin 
of Copperopolis, who will celebrate her 100th birthday 
on May 1, 1959.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS IN CALAVERAS
By MRS. HERBERT GRUTZMACHER

One of the sweetest little ladies in the entire Mother 
Lode area will celebrate her 100th birthday on May 1, 1959.

Charming Mrs. Alice Bouldin, known by her many 
friends as “Bollie,” resides in the peaceful little town of 
Copperopolis, where she has made her home for the past 
68 years. Bollie and her 81-year-old daughter, Maud, live 
together, doing their own cooking, taking care of their 
flowers and lawn, and truly make a delightful pair.

Many unwritten stories of Calaveras County history 
can be told by this lovable centenarian who was born in 
the once-booming mining town of Calaveritas in 1859. She 
was next to the eldest child of a family of six—five of whom 
were boys—born to the late Martha and Irven Burnham 
who came to California in 1848.

Braving the wilds of the West to join in the rush for 
gold in California, the couple came across the mountains and 
plains by covered wagon train. Bollie’s eldest brother, Lathe, 
was born to the couple at Green River in Utah. Being 
true frontiersmen, the couple and their newborn son con
tinued on their rugged journey and finally arrived in 
Hangtown—now known as Placerville. Bollie recalls hear
ing her mother tell how the little family then journeyed on 



down to Calaveras County in search of gold. They arrived 
in Angels Camp by stage in 1854, and Mrs. Bumham, weak 
and tired from the long stage ride, was assisted to a seat in 
the only rocking chair in town. The chair was made from a 
barrel which had been cut out and fitted with rockers and 
stood in the lobby of the old Angels Hotel.

Bollie remembers having heard that her mother caused 
much interest on that day in the mining town of Angels 
Camp, as she was the first woman to be seen there wearing 
a hat, all the other women of the day wore bonnets. Mrs. 
Bumham was a very beautiful woman, and known as the 
Belle of Calaveras because of her beauty and charm.

At that time Angels Camp was composed mainly of 
tents, and the inhabitants of the tents had very little privacy 
during the evening hours when the lamps or lanterns were 
lit because one could see right in through the thin walls from 
the outside.

The family settled in Calaveritas and it was here that 
the other five children were bom. One of Bollie’s brothers 
was named Redman Bailey Bumham after the captain of the 
wagon train which brought the Burnhams across the 
continent.

Bollie’s father was engaged in hydraulic mining and, in 
explaining the hydraulic way of mining, Bollie said, “You 
should have seen the force of that water tearing into the 
mountain and washing out the earth.” Bollie recalls the 
wooden frame her father fashioned to hold the nozzle of the 
hose as he directed the powerful stream of water into the hill
sides. Then the water washed the dirt through the tail races. 
Trees were cut down and the large trunks were laid to form 
the bottom of the flumes. Bollie and her brothers used to 
love to watch the mining operations, however, they couldn’t 
watch as each miner retorted his own gold, because of the 
strong acid fumes which arose from this process.

When the gold was finally separated from the tailings 
it was melted and poured into forms where i)t hardened into 
gold bricks.

Bollie’s mother and a Mrs. Sharpe began the crusade 
to raise money for the first school in Calaveritas. Money 
was raised by holding suppers and dances—or “Balls” as 
they were called in the early days. In 1860 the first school 
was built and it was constructed of logs. Later Bollie recalls 
that the school tumbled down and the second schoolhouse 
was built in the prosperous mining town.

The second school was built by a man named Jim Gal
lagher and the first teacher in it was a woman. Bollie re
called the popular rumor of the day was that when Gallagher 
left Calaveritas he also left his heart at the school with the 
teacher, but Bollie didn’t know why the couple had never 
marrieJ.

The teacher took turns staying at the home of one 
family and then another, and it was here that Bollie received 
her education. It was also here in the little Calaveritas 
School that Frank Reddick, the man who later became her 
husband, made his first proposal of marriage to Bollie..

“I was eight and he was thirteen, and one day I had on 
a nice new dress. Frank came into the schoolroom right 
behind me, and told me how nice I looked and what a pretty 
dress I had on,” Bollie shyly related, “then Frank said, 
‘You’re going to marry me, aren’t you?’ and I said ‘Yes,’ 

and he never left me forget it.”
The post office for that area was at Fourth Crossing, 

or the Foreman’s Ranch as it was first called. Bollie told 
how her mother would ride on horseback regularly over the 
two-and-one-half-mile trail to collect the mail.

When Bollie was 17, she and Frank decided they were 
ready to be married. “Frank asked my father for his consent 
many times, but Father would always say, ‘no’,” Bollie 
laughed. “I can remember how my mother would tell father 
that he might as well give his consent because Frank and 
I were going to be married some day anyway, but father 
wouldn’t give in, he thought I was too young.” When Bollie 
became 18 years old, she and Frank were married in 1877 
and what a lovely bride this adorable little lady must have 
been!

Frank had been born in Ohio in 1854 and at the age of 
seven months his parents, the William Reddicks, brought 
him by boat around the Horn, landing in San Francisco. Mrs. 
Reddick told Bollie many times of the numerous rats that 
over-ran the wharfs in San Francisco when they landed there.

The Reddick family arrived at Fourth Crossing and to
gether with a man named Hill bought the Foreman Ranch. 
At this time there was a big hotel on the property. When 
Bollie and Frank were married they made their home at 
Fourth Crossing with Frank’s parents, helping to operate the 
Reddick Hotel and the toll bridge that crossed the San An
tonio Creek.

One section of the large mining camp at Fourth Cross
ing was made up of Chinamen. They lived in tents and 
worked very, very hard, Bollie recalls. There was much 
surface gold at Fourth Crossing at the time, and when the 
miners would come into the dining room or bar of the hotel, 
the waiters, cooks and saloon keeper could hardly wait for 
them to leave so they could sweep the floors and pan the gold 
from the dirt which had been carried in on the miners’ boots..

Bollie’s father-in-law, William Reddick, told her how 
the notorious badman, Joaquin Murieta, and his gang had 
come to Fourth Crossing and raided the Chinatown. The 
ruthless gang cut off the Chinamen’s queues and robbed them 
of everything they had while the rest of the camp looked on 
in horror, afraid to try and protect the Chinese for fear of 
their own lives.

Meantime the mining played out in the Calaveritas area, 
and Bollie’s father went into the cattle raising business and 
later raised large flocks of sheep. During this time the 
Chinese also moved into Calaveritas and used rockers to 
search the piles of tailings for the gold left by the earlier 
miners. Bollie remembers how the Chinese had to clean out 
their rockers every night before retiring or “someone would 
clean it out for them.”

Fourth Crossing was a stage stop, and the road from 
Stockton came into Valley Springs and then on to San An
dreas where it turned and went past the St. Andrew’s Cath
olic Church and on to Kentucky House where ithe Calaveras 
Cement Plant is now located. Just out of San Andreas, near 
this road on the old Seifert place was a race track and the 
horses that raced there were truly beautiful, Bollie recalls. 
Some of the residents that rode in the races were Washbum, 
Russell and Treat. Bollie told how Mrs. Ann Russell would 
ride around the track following the races, mounted on a 



beautiful horse with trappings trimmed with ornaments of 
silver.

From the Kentucky House the road went to Alabama 
House, which was also formerly a stage stop passing the old 
Thorpe Mine and reaching Fourth Crossing.

While living at Fourth Crossing, Bollie and Frank be
came the parents of four children, two daughters, Maud and 
Effie, and two sons, Rupert and Frank.

Bollie remembers how Fourth Crossing and San Andreas 
rivaled in size, and it was said that San Andreas beat Fourth 
Crossing by one vote in the election to determine where the 
county seat would be located when it was moved from 
Mokelumne Hill in 1861.

A duel at Fourth Crossing provided thrilling excitement 
while Bollie and Frank lived there. This took place during 
the Civil War days, when two men got into an argument. 
Although both men had come from the South, one man had 
the true Southern spirit while the other favored the North, 
somewhere along in the argument, one called the other a liar. 
Moonlight Flat, near an old oak tree about 200 yards from 
the Hotel, was chosen for the place of battle, to take place 
before sunrise. Bollie recalls that their names were Jeff 
Gateswood and a Mr. Goodwin. Gateswood was a lawyer 
from Mokelumne Hill and had just moved to San Andreas, 
as he left the house (his wife told later) Gateswood told his 
wife that if he were the lucky one that survived the ordeal 
he would tie his handkerchief to his gun barrel as he came 
over the hill by the Catholic Church on his way home, and 
then she would know that he was safe. Gateswood won the 
duel.

While at Fourth Crossing the residents there went to 
San Andreas or Angels Camp for their groceries. They had 
a school and cemetery there and the school was later moved 
to Bear Mountain where a settlement of German families 
lived.

Bollie’s vivid recollection of the early Calaveras mining 
days provides very interesting listening.

At the age of 31 years, this sweet little lady became a 
widow. Frank died during their 14th year of marriage in 
1891. The brave little mother sold the ranch at Fourth 
Crossing and moved to Copperopolis with her little brood.

After the children were grown and married, Bollie mar
ried George Bouldin, and he, too, was engaged in hydraulic 
mining and sometimes traveled to other countries, but Bollie 
stayed in Copperopolis. Five years later she lost her second 
husband and once again became a widow as she has remained 
ever since.

Thirty years ago, Maud Howell, Bollie’s daughter, lost 
her husband. He had run a general store in Copperopolis for 
many years and died in 1930. Since that time Maud has 
lived with her mother.

Bollie had the unique experience of attending the golden 
wedding anniversary of one of her children. Her daughter and 
son-in-law, Frank and Effie Tower, observed their fiftieth 
wedding anniversary eleven years ago, in 1948. The Tower 
home at Felix is one of the most beautiful of this area, made 
of red brick wiith glistening white pillars, surrounded by 
spacious lawns and flower gardens.

Bollie’s son, Rupert Reddick, lives in Altaville, and 
the other son, Frank, died eleven years ago. Bollie is the 

grandmother of three and also has three great-grandchildren. 
She is a member of the Rebekah Lodge, but has not been 
active in recent years. For many years following the mar
riages of her children, Bollie devoted her time to church and 
Sunday School work.

Thoroughly enjoying every day and looking forward to 
the next, this delightfully fascinating little Bollie keeps up 
with the times by watching television and reading the news
papers. She does beautiful crochet work as her favorite 
pastime. During the recent election she went to the polls in 
the historic old Armory Building in Copperopolis and cast 
her votes, joining in with the rest of the crowd in their 
friendly debates over which was the best man for the various 
offices.

Bollie has recuperated from a bad fall she suffered in 
February of this year when three of her ribs were broken. 
Although the doctor suggested Bollie go to the hospital for a 
few days, she absolutely refused to be babied and wouldn’t 
even go to bed, but continued with her daily routine as usual.

This lovely little lady is truly an inspiration to all that 
visit her and there are many. She enjoys company and vis
iting with this alluring little nonagenarian results in great 
admiration toward her.

I am sure that everyone who knows her will join in 
wishing “A very happy birthday, dear Bollie, and many 
more of them.”

OVER THE SUMMIT
By MRS. HATTIE HERTZIG

The journey from San Andreas to Pacific and Hermit 
Valleys is a leisurely two-hour trip in this day of good roads 
and high-powered cars. Not so in the early 1900’s when, one 
summer day, two men, two women and two young boys 
started out with two balky horses hitched to a spring wagon 
filled with groceries, cooking utensils, bedding, clothing and 
other necessities for a two weeks’ camping and fishing trip 
to Pacific and Hermit Valleys and Highland Lakes.

Due to road conditions, rough, narrow, twisting and 
steep, and uncomfortable seats atop the wagon load, walk
ing was preferable for the most part, and as all shoulders 
to the wheels were frequently required to push the wagon 
onto the balky horses’ legs, dust and dirt were disregarded 
as two, three or four trudged along behind. When sudden 
thundershowers occurred, the horses were stopped and all 
crawled under the wagon to remain until the shower was 
past. Walking was welcomed then, even by the animals, 
who needed to warm up.

Each had his duties to perform when stops were made 
for the night. The horses were unharnessed, fed, watered, 
hobbled. There was water and firewood to get, unpacking 
to do, supper to cook, tent to stake, boughs and pine 
needles to gather for beds, supper to eat and dishes to wash. 
Then came a quiet time around the campfire. How close 
the large, bright stars appeared! The silence so profound 
that a falling leaf or the breaking of a twig sounded start
lingly loud, and animal footsteps in the distance seemed 
right at hand to those having hills for walls and the sky for 
a roof.

We were up early, then the morning meal was prepared 



and eaten while the horses munched barley. The camp was 
broken, the wagon loaded, and we were off again. There 
were numerous wildflowers, birds, grey and ground squirrels, 
occasionally a deer, or a fox, and much of beauty and inter
est. All was quite familiar until the Darby and Jones places 
were past. From there on, there were few landmarks, no 
houses, stores, eating places, but more and more hills and 
canyons. The twisting and turning tracks which were called 
a road grew ever steeper and rougher. The timber became 
larger and more dense, and when the Big Trees came to 
view, the size of those giants was hardly appreciated. There 
were no fishing streams there, so after a hurried glance, 
the journey led to Lake Alpine, a welcome sight. Bloods, 
with corrals and barns, told of a noted stopping place in 
early days, and after many weary miles through granite 
boulders, the summit was at last reached. This, however, 
was not the goal, so on and on, until finally the wagon 
squeezed between two immense granite rocks, upon one of 
which was written in large black letters, “Here is where 
you go down to Hell.’’ All walked, the brake blocks were 
chained in FRONT of the wheels, the horses gingerly pick
ing their way around, over, or between the slippery rock 
bed, and, eventually, at the foot of the grade, we arrived 
in a beautiful green valley through which flowed a clear, 
cold stream of water. A more permanent camp was made, 
then there followed a few wonderful days of fishing, hiking, 
walking upstream to the Tryon Camp at Highland Lake, 
and the enjoying of the beauties of nature.

The calm, quiet beauty rewarded us for all the hard
ships endured. None of the later trips has ever provided 
the wonder and thrill of that first trip over the summit.

JUDGE SILAS W. BROCKWAY
Silas W. Brockway was elected Judge of the Sixteenth 

District Court, which embraced Calaveras County, in 1863.
He was bom in Rensaller County, New York, in 1826, 

and came to California in 1851, establishing himself at Ione, 
Amador County. The following year he moved to Calaveras 
County and opened a law office at Mokelumne Hill, then the 
county seat of Calaveras County.

At an early age he graduated from Fowler’s Law School 
and thereafter began the practice of law.

He rose rapidly in his profession. He not only acquired 
a leading position at the bar in Calaveras County but also 
won a well merited reputation as a successful practitioner 
throughout the State of California.

Judge Brockway was a man of fine talents, a forciful 
and eloquent speaker, a sound lawyer, end one of the ablest 
jurists who ever sat upon the bench of this State.

After his term of office had expired he moved to San 
Mateo, where he died on iMarch 30, 1869, at the age of 43.

In December, 1859, eight men at Poverty Bar on the 
Mokelumne River, took out 185 pounds of gold, working one 
week. Poverty Bar was near the present town of Camanche.

As late as 1865 three miners at El Dorado took out 
$1,500 in six days. They found one nugget that weighed 
three pounds.

POST OFFICES - OLD AND NEW
FROM MURPHYS TO HERMIT VALLEY

VIA EBBETTS PASS
MURPHYS—See Las Calaveras, Calaveras County Historical 

Society, January, 1959.
HATHAWAY PINES—Established December 1, 1943, from 

Avery
AVERY—Established November 11, 1885

George J. Avery, Postmaster, November 11, 1885 
Morton P. Avery, Postmaster, May 5, 1909
Mrs. Louise Avery, Postmaster, February 13, 1931 
Office discontinued December 1, 1945—Mail to Hath

away Pines
Office re-established September 1, 1949

ARNOLD—Established May 14, 1934
WHITE PINES—Established March 2, 1940
BIG TREES—Established December 27, 1865

John Perry, Postmaster, December 27, 1865
Miss Eliza Perry, July 6, 1874
James L. Sperry, February 23, 1875
Miss Marian P. Sperry, March 27, 1891
James M. Hutchings, August 15, 1900
C. A. Mercer, November 20, 1902
P’s Murphy, March 31, 1903
Charles A. Mercer, September 8, 1903
Elizabeth Whiteside, August 16, 1905
Office discontinued April 30, 1943—moved to Arnold

DORRINGTON—Established April 25, 1902
Robert Gardner, Postmaster, April 25, 1902
Joseph Whittle, July 9, 1910
William E. Hinkleman, June 19, 1911
Samuel E. Redmond, July 8, 1914
Office discontinued August 31, 1920, moved to Big 

Trees
Re-established September 27, 1921, Ernest A. Wake

ham, Postmaster
Francis I. Hodgkins, May 3, 1923
John F. Connell, July 22, 1927
Office discontinued February 28, 1934, moved to Camp 

Connell
CAMP CONNELL—Established January 31, 1934—Summer 

Post Office
LAKE ALPINE—Established July 5, 1927, Summer Post 

Office, Alpine County

FLYING MACHINE
It is said that in a few weeks Dr. Wiley will give his 

new flying machine a trial. Those who ought to know say 
that this device is the most wonderful invention of the 
present age. The doctor will make his debut among the 
feathered denizens of the air as early as possible, no doubt. 
He will start from the roof of the Metropolitan Hotel at 
San Andreas. The doctor intends to fly high and thinks he 
can make the distance from the county seat to Angels in 
forty minutes.—Stockton Mail, March 28, 1891.



PALOMA FIRE OF AUGUST 1, 1945
From the Calaveras Weekly of Mokelumne Hill

A fire Wednesday afternoon at Paloma destroyed three 
homes and their contents and the Community Church, with 
a loss of approximately $5,000. The fire which started at 
1:45 P. M. was spotted first by the State Forestry Lookout 
at Valley Springs. Paloma firefighters were unable to check 
the blaze with the local fire truck. The Valley Springs fire 
truck and two trucks from San Andreas fought the fire for 
two and a half hours, saving other homes which were 
threatened. Because the town has no water system it was 
necessary for the fire trucks to go to Toyon to refill.

The fire is believed to have been started by children 
playing with matches, setting the grass around the build
ings on fire. The Community Church, constructed about 35 
years ago, had recently been re-decorated. It has since been 
replaced with a quonset house.

DISASTROUS CONFLAGRATION 
AT PALOMA

At a quarter past four o’clock Thursday morning last an 
exploded lamp in the Parmer Hotel at Paloma caused a con
flagration that came very near wiping the little mountain 
town completely out of existence. The town has no fire pro
tection whatever, and the buildings are all wooden structures 
and as a consequence there was no way of checking the prog
ress of the flames. There were eight business places in the 
block that went up in smoke as well as Late’s General Mer
chandise Store, Stocker’s Saloon, and Coleman’s Blacksmith 
Shop on the opposite side of the street.

There is quite a space of ground between the last house 
in the burned block and the Lampson Hotel. As the wind 
was favorable that place escaped. It is a sad blow for the 
little town as some of the places will probably never be re
built. The loss will foot up to at least $25,000, on which there 
is very little insurance. — Calaveras Chronicle, August 
12, 1905.

VALLECITO DESTROYED BY FIRE
The town was destroyed by fire on Friday evening, 

August 12, 1859. The fire originated near the center of 
town in the store of Madame Belzance when a Mr. Mondot 
was drawing some alcohol. The fumes caught fire from a 
lighted candle and exploded a can of campnene. Mr. Mondot 
was horribly burned. He was being taken to a nearby house 
when he broke away and plunged into a reservoir on the 
flat. After about an hour he was found and taken to the 
lumber office of D. W. Kinson and Company, where he 
expired.

The explosion ignited the surrounding buildings and the 
Masonic Hall. The cheaply constructed buildings were de
stroyed but the fireproof buildings of Alfretz, Donnelly, 
Cohn and Levy, and W. M. Krause were saved. Mr. Krause 
had a Baker Force Pump in his well and saved the lower 
part of the town. Among the losses were the Pacific Hotel, 
the Vallecito Hotel, the Union Hotel, the Masonic Hall, and 
the IOOF Hall.

DESTRUCTION RIDES THE MOTHER LODE
By GORDON NORRIS

(Poet Laureate of California)
Destruction rides the Mother Lode,
The vandal horde, oblivion!
The warp of change condemns the code 
Of all who rose and trailed the sun—
Northward from Mariposa, on, 
Sonora, Red Gulch, Carson Hill—
History and its landmarks gone 
To the raw thrust of shameless will.
Destruction rides the Mother Lode—
And some find in it nothing strange,
Profit the password, lust the goad, 
History falls to the warp of change.
While service station and motel
Supplant the ruined past, the way
Lies vacant where the new could dwell, 
Proud neighbor to this yesterday.
Destruction rides the Mother Lode—
The San Andreas church is next!
Pi of it the password, on which road 
Dares to rise the fading text?
Spirit of all that grew with fate 
Out of the heartblood of such years,
Where the last wilderness wait
Man’s greed, man’s passions and his fears.
What is the debt the past has owned,
Falling to future’s niggard praise? 
Destruction rides the Mother Lode, 
It’s the self-vengeance of our days!
Profit and folly! What will last
Of pristine value’s pure accord ? 
Why must the altars of our past 
Fall to the rage, the vandal horde?
Here where a century has flowed 
From wagon train to motor-crat, 
Destruction rides the Mother Lode, 
At Michigan Bar and Poker Flat!
Ruin and blight—the plague has come, 
And some find in it nothing strange,
Old landmarks fall to profitdom,
Reverence to the warp of change.

GLENCOE
By SUSAN BERRY

If I had the gift of story telling I could write a story of 
Glencoe, but am too old for another thing to remember dates 
correctly, have a few I am sure of. My folks came to Cali
fornia, directly to Glencoe in June, 1885. My uncle, Daniel 
Fairchild, lived there and he asked us to come to that part 
of the country. My father, Francis P. Fairchild, was his 
youngest brother. There were six boys in the family and all 

(Continued On Page 10)
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Board of Directors: Mrs. Alice Eldridge, San Andreas; Ed 
Leonard, Angels Camp; Claude Smith, West Point; Harry 
Buchanan, Rail Road Flat; Mrs. Rhoda Dunlap, Sonora.

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society for the benefit of the members. 
Membership in the society is $4.00 a year. Non-members 
may obtain, copies of Las Calaveras for $1.00 a copy. The 
historical material in this bulletin is not copyrighted and 
anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source will be 
appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society meets on the 
fourth Thursday of each month at the Courthouse in San 
Andreas. Dinner meetings are held each quarter at differ
ent places in the county.

EDITORIAL
We hasten to correct an error that appeared in the 

January issue of “Las Calaveras.” The caption under the 
picture of the Gwin Mine should have read “on the lower 
Rich Gulch” and not “the town of Rich Gulch.” The town 
is Paloma.

All members of the society should mark a large circle 
around the date of Sunday, June 14, as that is the date on 
which Mokelumne Hill will dedicate their historic plaque. 
This dedication is sponsored by the Lions Club, but the 
Calaveras County Historical Society has enthusiastically 
agreed to attend and help with the program. The Lions 
Club and residents of Mokelumne Hill are to be congratulated 
on their efforts. We will all anticipate an interesting and 
happy occasion.

All members of the society and lovers of history every
where will join with the Copperopolis Community Club in 
their condemnation of the vicious vandals who pried loose 
and stole the O’Byrnes Ferry bronze plaque from the monu
ment which was recently moved to a fine location overlook
ing Tulloch Lake. This historic plaque must be replaced 
as soon as possible. Perhaps the Copperopolis Community 
Club and the Historical Society can cooperate on the project 
of having it replaced. As Copperopolis is looking forward 
to its centennial celebration in 1960, the re-dedication of the 
plaque might well be a pant of the observance. 

Mrs. Violet Cuslidge, our Treasurer, reports $509.60 in 
the treasury in March.

A large number of members and guests crowded into 
the dining room of the Old Sperry and Perry Hotel in Mur

phys in January to be entertained by Dr. George Eby and 
Mr. Bob Goodenough with their beautiful pictures of the 
“Locales of Bret Harte Stories.”

(Continued From Page
had been to California. Four went back to Massachusetts 
where they had always lived.

My father-in-law, G. W. Berry, came to California when 
he was fifteen and lived in Stockton until around 1870 when 
he moved to Calaveras County and made his home near the 
Hogan Dam. In 1879, he moved to Glencoe, which was called 
Mosquito Gulch. He claimed to have changed it to Glencoe. 
I have read that another person claims the same thing. Mr. 
Berry had the first store and post office, so I have been told.

When we came here nearly every mine was running, the 
Fidelity, the Norwich, Valentine, Banner, Mexican and San 
Pedro. There were several boarding houses, one butcher 
shop and a hotel owned by Mr. Fugitt.

School was held in a small building 12x24, and was re
placed with a new and larger building in 1887. When I at
tended there were 40 pupils.

My mother began a Sunday School two years after we 
came to Glencoe and kept it going faithfully as long as she 
was able to get there. The trustees gave her the use of the 
school house for which she was grateful.

HOLD UP
On Saturday morning, April 30, 1892, the stage to 

Sheep Ranch was held up by a lone highwayman. Babe 
Raggio was the driver of the stage, with three lady passen
gers from Mountain Ranch. The Wells Fargo messenger, 
Mike Tovey, was aboard guarding the pay roll for the Sheep 
Ranch Mine. Just as the stage was pulling out of Willow 
Creak, below the old Sperry place, and without a word of 
warning, the robber stepped from behind a rock and buck
eye bush and fired both barrels of a double-barrel shotgun 
loaded with buckshot into the stage. Miss Johanna Rodesino 
of El Dorado was killed instantly and the driver, Babe 
Raggio, was severely injured. He hovered between life and 
death for many months, and, although he recovered 
to a certain extent, he never regained the health that he en
joyed before the incident.

FIRST WHITE CHILD BORN
IN CALAVERAS COUNTY
Calaveras Prospect, March 12, 1892

Last Friday many of the friends of Mrs. P. H. Kean as
sembled at her house in Mokelumne Hill to extend greetings 
on her birthday. Mrs. Kean was a daughter of the late Dr. 
Hoerchner and was born at Pleasant Springs in this county 
on March 4, 1850, being the first white child bom in this 
county. At the time of her birth there were only three white 
women living in the county—her mother; Mrs. Shepard, of 
Murphys, and one other. The occasion of her birth was quite 
an event in the life of the community, and miners went for 
miles to see the wonder of a newly-born baby. The child 
was loaded with presents and a general holiday was taken 
by the men in the vicinity. Many men are yet living in this 
county who well remember the event.
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HISTORIC EVENTS OF MOKELUMNE HILL
By EMMETT P. JOY

Dedicatory Speaker, June 14, 1959
Elevation 1474 feet. First explored by Spaniards. Tra

versed by French trappers before the gold discovery in 
California.

Established as a trading center for miners in the 
fall of 1848. Named for an Indian tribe that lived here. 
Rich gravel channels and quartz mines made a veritable 
gold mountain which produced fortunes in quick succession 
for several years. The town was said to be one of the live
liest places in the mining region of California. During the 
height of the gold excitement it was also said that it was 
an aspirant for the State Capitol.

Colonel Jonathan D. Stevenson and some of his former 
soldiers of the so-called “Stevenson’s Regiment’’ resumed 
civil life after the Mexican War and were among the first 
to mine in this locality. Among the first settlers were the 
Fourcade Brothers, whose name remained attached to the 
town for some time. The French called the place “Les 
Fourcades.”

The most popular amusement, in the early days of the 
gold rush, was the bull and bear fights. In 1849 prisoners 
were taken here for trial during the Chilean War of Cala
veras. The French War occurred on French Hill in 1851.

A company of militia called “The Calaveras Guards” was 
organized in 1851. Post Office established July 1851. Vigil
ante committee formed 1851-52. County Seat located in 
1852-1866. Mokelumne Hill canal completed in 1853. Adams 
Express Company erected building in 1854. In 1861 the
I. O. O. F. Lodge added the third story, thus making it the 
first three-story building in the county. Gas lights illumi
nated the streets in 1857. Fire Department organized in 
1862. Conflagrations destroyed the town in 1854-65-74. Vis
ited by floods in the winter of 1861-62. First school taught

DEDICATED AS LANDMARK—Dedicated last month 
was the Leger Hotel, above, part of which was once 
used as Calaveras County Court House.

in a tent used by the Methodist Church for services. It was 
taught by the wife of Reverend J. B. Fish in 1852. Perma
nent schools subsequently built. School district established 
June, 1859.

Congregational Church organized 1853. Oldest Congre
gational church building in California built in 1856 still 
remains.

Methodist Episcopal Church established 1851, perma
nent building erected in 1854. Building no longer stands.

Catholic Church erected 1851, burned in the fire of 1854, 
another erected on Church Hill which also burned in 1874.



The present church erected in the seventies near the site of 
the original church.

Some of the early lodges were Mokelumne Lodge No. 
31, F. & A. M., May, 1853; Mokelumne Lodge No. 44, I. O. O. 
F., October, 1855; Alta Parlor, N. S. G. W. No. 46, Novem
ber, 1884.

The town once claimed a Chilean Hospital and a French 
Mutual Relief Society. It was one of the largest Chilean 
and French settlements in the state. Also a large Irish 
population in 1851. Chinatown, on the east end of Center 
Street, is now gone.

Electric lights were turned on for the first time in 
August, 1897, when the Leger Hotel was illuminated. Part of 
this building was erected and served as the Court House of 
Calaveras County from 1852-1866. George W. Leger, owner 
of the adjoining hotel, secured the court house building and 
the upper floor was converted into hotel rooms. The court 
house became a part of the Leger Hotel, which was erected 
prior to 1852.

Some of the historic buildings still to be seen are the 
original court house, Leger Hotel, Congregational Church, 
the three-story I. O. O. F. Building, and other stone buildings 
on Center Street erected about 1854. On upper Main Street 
is the old bakery oven built in the early days.

E. Clampus Vitus was established in Mokelumne Hill 
by Joel Zumwalt in 1851.

REMARKS AT THE MOKELUMNE HILL 
DEDICATION

June 14, 1959 
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH 

(Read by Vice President Paul Lewis)
Mokelumne Hill is a part of Calaveras County rich in 

history, tradition, and romance, and today we are assembled 
in this old Mother Lode community to dedicate two old 
buildings as a historic monument in the County, the old 
Calaveras Court House and the Leger Hotel.

It was the fur traders who were the first whites to 
break the pathway and blaze the trails that were later 
followed by the greatest migration in the world, the covered 
wagon parade, those people who journeyed westward to the 
gold fields and this land of hope, reward, success, and failure.

From the four comers of the earth they flooded to 
California, the rich and the poor, people of every profession 
and occupation. This wTas the land of the golden fleece, the 
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, the land where dreams 
sometimes come true.

Never again will there be such a migration as to the 
California gold fields.

Nature was kind to the early pioneers if they were able 
to cross the height of the Sierra. Here was a land where a 
man could labor 365 days in the year. Water and wood was 
in abundance. Forests to make shelter were plentiful. Wild 
game abounded and the climate was temperate.

This was the Mokelumne Hill to which some of our 
pioneers came.

Undoubtedly, Happy Valley was the first settlement in 
this community. The early trappers established a post here 
long before gold was discovered. They worked out of French

Shown here is Mr. 
Emmett Joy of San 
Francisco and Mokel
umne Hill delivering 
the dedicatory address 
at the unveiling of 

the historic plaque on 
the old Calaveras 

County Court House 
and Leger Hotel in 
Mokelumne Hill on 

June 14. Seated behind 
him are Alex Lombardi 

of Mokelumne Hill, 
old timer, and Dr. 

Aubrey Neasham, State 
Historian, who 
participated in 
the ceremonies.

Camp near Stockton.
Mokelumne Hill soon became the leading town of Cala

veras County.
Mokelumne Hill had a large cosmopolitan population. 

The French, Germans, Chinese, Jew's, Mexicans and Ameri
cans settled here in large numbers. Here w'as established the 
first code of laws for the mines, the basis for the later mining 
laws of California. Here was established the first weekly 
newspaper in California, the Calaveras Chronicle, the first 
issue being dated October 18, 1851. At one time from its 
office a newspaper printed in German was issued.

Here was the first three-story building in the interior 
of California. Here was established the first Protestant 
Church that still exists in California.

The first discovery of gold in Calaveras County was on 
the Mokelumne River not far from where w’e now stand. 
This river was first extensively mined in 1818. The first 
trading post at Mokelumne Hill was kept by a Mr. Syree 
and G. B. Dickinson kept the first boarding house.

In 1852 Mokelumne Hill was made the County Seat of 
Calaveras County. At that time it was probably the livliest 
place in the mines. Death by violence seemed to be the rule.

According to Dr. Soher, an old time resident of Mokel
umne Hill, for seventeen successive w*eeks a man was killed 
between Saturday and Sunday mornings. Five men were 
once killed in one week and on one occasion five men were 
legally executed on one day.

At one time Mokelumne Hill organized a vigilance com
mittee that had a short existence.

Here was the scene of the French War and the so- 
called Chilean War.

Here was assembled a legal bar as famous as any in 
the State.

Here was the home of Judge James H. Hardy, probably 
the only Judge in California impeached and removed from 
office. He was the judge of the 10th Judicial District, com
posed of Amador, Calaveras and Mono counties. He was 
charged with disloyalty during the Civil War and removed 



from office. Singularly the only other judge in California 
tried for high crimes was named Hardy. He was acquitted.

In 1866 the County Seat was moved to San Andreas. 
The old building used by the County as a Court House be
came a part of the Leger Hotel.

GEORGE W. LEGER
This man, who gav-e his name to the famous hotel, was 

a native of Hesse Cassell, Germany, came to Mokelumne 
Hill in 1851 and for 28 years was one of the steadfast and 
staunch promoters of the best interests of the community. 
Misfortunes that would have overwhelmed the ordinary man 
were withstood by him. He was possessed of a steady cour
age and energy that not only surmounted all difficulties, 
but gave encouragement and support to those of a weaker 
faith.

He was a director of the French Mutual Society of Mo
kelumne Hill, that maintained a hospital for sick and dis
abled members. For years he was chief of the fire department.

It was as a caterer and hotel man that he was noted 
and outstanding. His hotel was known throughout California 
as one of California’s famous hotels. Sunday dinners were 
a specialty at the Leger Hotel and people came for miles 
around to partake of these dinners.

He passed away on March 13, 1879, and was buried by 
the Odd Fellows at Mokelumne Hill.

Today Mokelumne Hill is surrounded by memories. Here 
still stands the old town that has been ravished and destroyed 
by fire several times.

The Mokelumne River still flows below the town and 
the old canal still brings water to the community.

Here still stands French Hill, Nigger Hill, Steep Gulch, 
Buckeye, Happy Valley, Stockton Hill, Chili Gulch, Corral 
Flat, each proclaiming the vast amount of gold it has con
tributed to the world.

It was here that many of you were born and you passed 
the happy hours of childhood. It was here that your fore
fathers built this community and now sleep forever in its 
cemeteries. The same sky bends over you.

Most of the buildings you knew so well have fallen vic
tims to fire or decay. The same streets are here, but they 
no longer resound to the sounds of industries that are long 
gone.

However, hope springs eternal in the human breast, and 
while we pause today to dedicate these historical monuments 
of days that are past, our affections for the old town shall 
continue to abide forever, and may what we do here today 
be a perpetual monument to the fact that we are not un
mindful of those old pioneers who gave a part of their lives 
to make our lives what they are today.

MURDERED FOR BULLION
By EDNA BRYAN BUCKBEE in Stockton Record, 1935

Kinney Said, while carrying bullion from the Petticoat 
Mine near West Point, of which he was superintendent, 
when nearing Mokelumne Hill, was murdered by Mexican 
bandits for the treasure in his possession. Ben Thom, Sher
iff of Calaveras County, hunted down the guilty ones, one 
of whom was executed on the gallows in the jail yard in 
San Andreas.

MOKELUMNE HILL
From a Biographical History of Calaveras County, 
Written by Mr. Huffman, Published by the Lewis 

Publishing Co. of Chicago in 1892 
(Read by Supervisor William Wells at the Dedication 

on June 14, 1959)
One of the most attractive and the best watered towns 

in the County is Mokelumne Hill, which occupies a favorable 
location at an elevation of 1,350 feet above sea level.

This was one of the first gold mining camps in the 
Sierra Nevada gold fields, Rich Gulch, at this place, having 
been discovered by some soldiers of Stevenson’s Regiment 
in the fall of 1848, and in times past it was one of the most 
important places in the State, with a busy, rich and pros
perous population of some 5,000 souls. Scattered all over 
California and indeed as far away as the Atlantic Coast, 
are scores of men who obtained their first start at Mokel
umne Hill, for the placers here were of the richest, and held 
out for years.

When this town was the county seat of Calaveras 
County, its bar was one of the most brilliant on the coast, 
and many of the brightest minds of California congregated 
here, but the old glory of Mokelumne Hill has departed and 
now it is a place of but 600 or 700 inhabitants. Instead, 
however, of the rushing mining camp of former days, it is 
a beautiful little city of residences surrounded by fruits and 
flowers, while on the hills about the place are flourishing 
orchards and vineyards. Oranges are grown in many of 
the yards and do finely; a branch containing a cluster of 
forty oranges exhibited in 1886, at the State Citrus Fair, 
Sacramento, carried off the first prize as the best cluster.

There are a number of large gravel mines about the 
town, and quartz mining is also receiving attention, as it is 
known that there are yet millions in gold remaining in the 
hills.

The Mokelumne Hill Chronicle is the oldest newspaper 
in the State, having been in continuous existence since 1851. 
While its field is now necessarily limited on account of the 
comparatively small population which it can profitably reach, 
it has a splendid history, and has been one of the most in
fluential journals in the State.

One of the scraps of the early gold mining history of 
California is to the effect that a Frenchman fishing for 
frogs for his breakfast in a prospect hole at Mokelumne Hill 
one day in November, 1848, discovered a speck of gold, and 
dug out with his pocket knife a nugget which he sold for 
$2,150.00.

THOMAS R. SMITH
By EDNA BRYAN BUCKBEE in Stockton Record, 1935

Thomas R. Smith came to Calaveras County in 1858 
and located at Camanche, and a short time later moved 
onward to Lancha Plana and Poverty Bar. Next he went 
to Latterville on the North Branch of the Calaveras River, 
also at Chilian Gulch. When the Frazier River boom was on, 
he went up there, and later went to the White Pines mines 
in the Nevada Territory. The party of which he was a 
member on the Nevada expedition was driven from these 
mines by hostile Indians, ranging the land east of the 

(Continued on Page 4)
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EDITORIAL
Congratulations to Mrs. Hattie Hertzig and the Essay 

Contest Committee on the completion of another successful 
contest in local history which was held for the third time 
this year. First prize in the high school division went to 
Joy Young, a sophomore at Calaveras High School. In the 
elementary division, Helen Ellingwood, a seventh grader at 
San Andreas, won first prize; Patty Braner, also a seventh 
grader at San Andreas, won second prize, and third prize 
went to Dana Bee Ponte, an eighth grader at San Andreas. 
Besides cash prizes of $15.00, $10.00 and $5.00, the winners 
received membership cards to the Calaveras County His
torical Society and a free dinner. This is a nice inducement 
to students, but without the cooperation of the English and 
social studies teachers and the encouragement of the par
ents, few youngsters will make the effort to do the necessary 
original research to write a winning essay. Let’s hope we 
can again obtain their support next year for the fourth 
annual contest.

Congratulations to Victor Gretzinger and to the Mokel
umne Lions Club and the people of Mokelumne Hill for or
ganizing an excellent dedicatory program for the dedica
tion of the historic plaque on the old court house and the 
Leger Hotel. Emmett Joy gave an interesting talk as the 
dedicatory speaker. The only thing lacking in a fine occasion 
was the absence of our beloved president due to illness. His 
excellent speech was capably read by Vice President Paul 
Lewis in his absence. This was one of the few dedications 
that Judge Smith has missed.

Congratulations to our dear friends and charter mem
bers of the Society, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schwoerer, on the 
observance of their golden wedding anniversary in June. 
May they have many more years of happiness together.

The members of the Society might like to know that

Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, "Mr. California” and an honorary 
member of our society, has recovered sufficiently from his 
bout with pneumonia to be moved from the hospital at 
Oakdale to the Hillhaven Rest Home, 1630 N. Edison Street, 
Stockton. This is a real victory for a man approaching 
ninety-two. I’m sure we all wish him continued improvement.

Covert Martin ably represented the Society at the very 
excellent Fifth Annual Meeting of the Conference of Califor
nia Historical Societies in San Mateo in June. The new presi
dent of the Conference is Dr. Frank M. Stranger of the San 
Mateo Historical Association, and the vice president will 
be L. Burr Belden of the San Bernardino Historical Society. 
Your editor of Las Calaveras was retained as executive 
secretary. Mrs. Matilda Sheatsley of Sonora was reelected 
Regional Vice President for the Mother Lode. The next an
nual meeting of the Conference will be at Bakersfield, June 
24-26, 1960.

POSTMASTERS AT MOKELUMNE HILL
By PAUL LEWIS

1. James B. McKimis, July 10, 1851
2. Albert W. Goodwin, November 25, 1853
3. Henry A. Anhiser, July 3, 1855
4. Lewis M. Hellman, May 19, 1857
5. Sylvester C. Florence, February 8, 1859
6. Lewis M. Hellman, June 7, 1859
7. George Klaber, March 26, 1860
8. Hosea M. Couch, December 9, 1861
9. Max M. Hellman, August 23, 1865

10. William Innes, February 6, 1866
11. William P. Peek, October 2, 1876
12. Thomas Peters, April 27, 1886
13. Samuel L. Davidson, August 24, 1887
14. William Wells, December 24, 1888
15. Charles M. Burleson, March 2, 1892
16. Samuel L. Davidson, May 25, 1894
17. Charles U. Werle, December 12, 1894
18. Raphael Wise, December 22, 1898
19. Frank W. Peek, January 31, 1899
20. Percy S. Peek, January 10, 1912
21. Mrs. Flora Dahl, August 31, 1926—Deceased Febru

ary 6, 1946
22. Ivy A. Dahl—Acting P. M. February 8, 1946—Ap

pointed July 2, 1946

(Continued From Page 3)
Sierra. Eventually West Point became Thomas Smith’s 
home. His brother, John R. Smith, in 1852 was blacksmith
ing in Angels Camp.

Thomas Smith’s son, J. A. Smith, bom in West Point, 
is the Superior Judge of Calaveras County.

MARRIED
(From Calaveras Chronicle, August 29, 1853)

Keong Ashing, of Hong Kong, to Miss Ahew, of Tit Sing, 
Empire of China. Ceremony was performed by Hon. Henry 
Eno at Mokelumne Hill.

This was the first marriage celebrated in California 
between celestials.
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THE MOKELUMNE HILL DITCH
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

In order to successfully work the immense gravel de
posits in the vicinity of Mokelumne Hill and Chili Gulch 
in Calaveras County, water for hydraulicking was necessary. 
A company or association of men was formed on the 16th 
day of November, 1852, in conformity with an act of the 
legislature passed April 22, 1850, under the name of Mo
kelumne Hill Canal -and Mining Company. Its purpose was 
to construct a canal to convey the waters of the South Fork 
of the Mokelumne River to the mining and -agricultural dis
tricts south and west of the said stream, to be used for 
mining, mechanical, agricultural, manufacturing and other 
purposes. The c-apital stock was $150,000.00, divided into 
one thousand five hundred shares of one hundred dollars 
each.

In the first instance, the following nemed persons 
formed the association: George Spencer, Pinkaton Wade, 
Henry Eno, Edwin Gates, Bert Kincade, J. B. Hall, Joseph 
Saunders, Edwin Fletcher, James Torrens, H. Q. Clark, 
Thomas H. Wade, Mathew Aiken, John G. Mackey, Joseph 
Torrens, Hugh Murphy, A. W. Mitchell, Charles A. Clark 
and others.

This company constructed a ditch or canal from the 
stream referred to above to the vicinity of Mokelumne 
Hill, a distance of sixteen miles. Much of the work was 
done by Chinese laborers, who comprised a large part of 
the population of Mokelumne Hill.

In order to get lumber for the flumes on the canal, 
the company built its own sawmill at Glencoe upon prop
erty afterwards known as the Woodcock Ranch, which 
was near the present Three-Way Station.

After bringing water to Mokelumne Hill and vicinity, 
it was decided by the company to extend the canal to Campo 
Seco, a distance of approximately sixteen miles. At that 

time, Campo Seco was a flourishing placer mining camp.
On January 23, 1854, the company entered into an 

agreement with John Andrews and Allen Cadwaller, part
ners, by which Andrews and Company contracted to grade 
a canal from near Mokelumne Hill to Campo Seco. They 
were to flume the canal where it was necessary for the 
sum of $95,000. This extension was to be paid for within 
four months -after completion of the canal.

In 1853, the State Legislature provided for the forma
tion of corporations, after the date of the agreement for 
the Campo Seco extension, and in 1854 the Canal Company 
decided to incorporate.

It was incorporated under the name of the Mokelumne 
Hill Canal and Mining Company with the following officers: 
Henry Eno, president; Charles S. Potter, secretary; Robert 
Rogers, Wm. Innis, A. G. Lawrence, J. Shindler, and Charles 
K. Smith, directors.

In September, 1854, the Company entered into another 
agreement with Andrews and Cadwaller to construct a 
reservoir about one mile east of the town of Campo Seco. 
The reservoir was completed in October of the same year.

The expense to the company in constructing the ori
ginal canal with improvements, laterals, and extensions was 
enormous and the company became burdened with a large 
debt. It tried several expedients in an effort to liquidate the 
indebtedness. On one occasion revenue bonds were issued 
for a short period. A mortgage was placed on the property, 
and at one time the property was leased, including the 
revenue therefrom.

The mortgage was given in the latter part of the year 
1854 to Wade Hanson & Company, a Mokelumne Hill busi
ness firm, for -a term of two years. This company became 
insolvent and was unable to carry out the provisions of the 
lease. One of its provisions being that it pay to the company 
the sum of $10,000 per month.

The company was unable to meet the payments for the



Campo Seco extension and reservoir, and Andrews and 
Company began an action to foreclose a lien it had filed 
on the property.

The lien action was tried by a jury in the District 
Court for the Fifth Judicial District and a judgment of 
$26,000 was secured by the contractors. An appeal was 
taken to the Supreme Court of the State and the judgment 
was affirmed.

The property was then ordered sold and one, J. B. Bay- 
erque purchased the property as Trustee for Charles B. 
Bowman, John Bensley, H. Von Valkenberg, J. M. Easley, 
J. A. Peck, Nathaniel Gray, E. W. Leonard, S. Heydenfeldt, 
Charles Lumbard, S. Foorman, Wm. L. Dudley and John 
Andrews. These men had provided the money for the pur
chase of the property. At the time of the sale, Bayerque 
was the holder of the mortgage given on the property for 
$50,000.

Thereafter a new company was formed called Mokel- 
umne and Campo Seco Canal and Mining Company and the 
title went to the new corporation in 1859.

The new company became very active. The sawmill, 
that had been moved to a location one and a half miles 
northeast of Glencoe, was sold to David McCarty in 1862. 
That same year S. L. Prindle became the secretary and 
general manager of the company and continued in that 
capacity until his death in 1889. Under Prindle many im
provements were made and the extensions were completed. 
Water was taken as far west as Chili Camp. When the 
railroad came to Valley Springs, water was furnished to 
Valley Springs and Burson. Much hydraulicking was done 
in and about Chili Gulch. The Gwin Mine for many years 
was the largest customer the company had. Power to operate 
the mine was from water from the ditch. A lateral was built 
to Central Hill and a reservoir built on the Gourley place. 
Water was introduced into the system from the so-called 
Bingham Reservoir near Railroad Flat Purchased from 
David McCarty in 1879. The water from this reservoir ran 
down the Calaveras River and was then taken into the main 
canal near Rich Gulch.

In 1877, in order to meet the growing demand for water, 
the company purchased from A. W. Harris of Sandy Gulch 
the old Sandy Guloh Ditch system, which was conveying 
water from the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River. The 
water from this ditch was turned into the South Fork of 
the Mokelumne River above the point of diversion on the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne River.

Isaac Foorman .secured most of the interests in the 
system and, after the death of Samuel Prindle, Chas. 
Prindle was the superintendent.

In 1907 a new corporation was formed called the Mokel
umne River Power and Water Company.

The ditch flourished until Congress enacted the law 
which curtailed hydraulicking. This caused many of the 
mines to cease operation and the demand for water fell 
off, as did the revenue. The income was not sufficient to 
pay operating expenses and the ditch system became limited 
and in need of repair.

The company eventually was forced to make applica
tion to the Railroad Commission to discontinue service as 
a public utility.

While the proceedings before the Railroad Commission 
were pending, the towns of Mokelumne Hill, San Andreas, 
and vicinities, realizing that if they wished to grow they 
had to have an adequate supply of water, formed a district 
under the name of Calaveras Public Utility District. Bonds 
were voted and with government assistance the property was 
purchased. A dam was built on the Middle Fork of the 
Mokelumne River for storage purpose. The ditch was 
cleaned, new flumes installed, and water is now being fur
nished to the inhabitants of the District. Water is also 
supplied through the old Sandy Gulch Ditch to the Town 
of Wilseyville.

THE UNION WATER COMPANY IN 1884 
Originally Written by EPHRAIM CUTTING 

as a Prospectus for the Sale of the Property
The Union Water Company of Calaveras County was 

incorporated May 3, 1854, under an act approved April 4, 
1853, for the purpose of conveying water by a ditch and 
flume from the Stanislaus River and its northern tributaries 
above the head of the Murphys and Angels Creek. The creek 
bed was to be used as a channel for the conveyance. The ob
ject of the company was to use the water so conveyed for 
mining, mechanical, agriculture and other purposes on the 
ravines, rivers, gulches, flats, and hills at and adjacent to 
Murphys, Douglas Flat, Vallecito, Carsons, Albany Flat, 
Angels Camp, Cherokee Flat, Hawkeye Ranch, Foreman’s 
Ranch, and intermediate points in Calaveras County. The 
capital stock of the company was to be two hundred thou
sand dollars and the number of shares were to be four hun
dred. They were to be in existance for fifty years and the 
principal place of business was at Murphys. The Articles 
of Incorporation were filed before a Notary Public on May 
4, 1854.

The capital stock was subsequently increased from two 
hundred thousand to two hundred and sixty thousand 
dollars, but there was no increase made in the number of 
shares.

In 1884 the four hundred shares of stock were owned by 
the following: Ephraim Cutting, Jo Prieg, W. Thomas, W. A. 
Kiefer. Under this incorporation a reservoir was built near 
the head of the North Fork of the Stanislaus River, in what 
is now Alpine County, and a system of ditches constructed 
to carry water to the several localities named. This system 
was used up to 1875. On May 5, 1868, the Union Water 
Company bought from Morris Cohen and Isaac Levi the 
property known as the Calaveras County Water Company. 
Cohen and Levi had taken title to the property by sheriff’s 
deed, dated March 8, 1866.

The Calaveras County Water Company was incorpor
ated on November 1, 1856, under the act of April 14, 1853, 
for the purpose of conveying the waters of Griswold Creek, 
Beaver Creek, North Fork of the Stanislaus River, and 
Mill Creek by flume or ditch through the divide at the head 
of Coyote Creek and the Stanislaus River to such exten
sions, branches and reservoirs as “the company shall see 
fit to construct.” The amount of capital stock was to be 
one hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, divided into 
seventeen hundred and fifty shares with a duration of fifty



RILEY SENTER (above) was an investor in the Union 
Water Company ditch as well as company secretary at 
$180 a month salary. He also ran a general store in Mur
phys for fifty years, and died there in 1902 at the age of 83.

years. The principal place of business was Vallecito.
This company constructed a system of ditches upon a 

lower level than that of the Union Water Company. After 
the purchase of the Calaveras Ditch by the Union Water 
Company, it was enlarged as a part of the Union Water 
Company system. The property as now used consists of a 
large reservoir at the head of the North Fork of the Stanis
laus River with a capacity of 1000 inches for ninety days, 
thirty miles of main ditch and flume, and fifty miles of 
supply ditches and flumes.

The reservoir has been recently re-built. It has a fine 
location and takes the water from a large watershed. The 
dam is built of granite and lined with cement masonry to 
a depth of one to two feet at the point of greatest strain. 
The base is thirty feet and the top ten feet wide and the 
-height is twenty-five feet. The iron trunk for the delivering 
of water is three by two and a half feet in size. The capacity 
of the reservoir could be greatly increased by raising the 
walls six feet. This construction could be done at compara

tively small expense as the rock escarpments at the sides 
allow such increase of elevation. The length of the wall as 
now constructed is a thousand and forty feet, and its cost is 
given at $13,927.

From the reservoir the water is conveyed down the 
Stanislaus River thirty miles to the main flume at Modoc 
Mill to which point also, the waters of Beaver Creek are 
brought. The water of Beaver Creek is taken out at a point 
below the Big Trees Creek and conveyed by flume and ditch 
to a point about a mile below where it is conveyed through 
a tunnel for two hundred feet to the Stanislaus side. The 
water is then conveyed through ravines and by the natural 
course of the river. The altitude of the tunnel above the 
river at the mill is eight hundred and sixty feet.

There is a good -head of water for water power. The 
Beaver Ditch is two and a half feet deep and two feet wide 
with a grade of fifteen feet to the mile. The main flume 
begins at a point near the Modoc Mill and, for a distance of 
five miles, follows closely the mountain side along granite 
and basaltic rocks to its junction with the main ditch. The 
ditch then continues three miles further to the Kimball and 
Cutting Reservoir which also receives the water of Mill and 
Love creeks. The flume is two and a half by four feet in 
size and is made of one and a half inch lumber with under
pinning of four by fours. The grade is twenty-five feet to 
the mile. The flume was built in 1875.

The supporting timbers in places are from twenty to 
twenty-five feet high for distances of fifty to a hundred 
feet, but generally the height is under ben feet. The ditch 
is in good condition and can carry two thousand inches of 
water safely. From the Kimball and Cutting Reservoir to 
the head of Coyote Creek, a distance of fourteen miles, 
there is about two miles of flume, generally in short pieces, 
but one stretch is nearly three-fourths of a mile in length. 
The current runs generally against the pitch of the rock 
which is soft lava and slate and this makes the danger from 
caves and washing out limited. The general grade is be
tween fifteen and twenty-five feet to the mile and a greater 
fall might be obtained if needed. Three-fourths of the flume 
on this division could be dispensed with and a ditch sub
stituted. At the head of Coyote Creek the water is taken 
in three directions to the lower county by ditch and creek, 
to supply Murphys, Angels Camp, Smith’s Flat, Dog Town, 
Hawkeye Ranch, and intermediate points. Douglas Flat, 
Vallecito, and Carson Mill are also supplied by an extension 
of the ditch. The ditches are from four to five feet wide and 
two and a half feet deep. They are well constructed and are 
in good condition. The prices for irrigating water bring in 
ten to fifteen cents per inch as against five to ten inches 
per inch sold to miners. According to whether the water can 
be taken up again or not, there is a large area of the county 
that is finely adapted for fruits, especially grapes, under 
adequate inducements as to price and with the assurance 
of continued supply of water, this land could be brought un
der cultivation. The present sales of water (April, 1884) are 
fifty dollars per day. The receipts from the sale of water 
during the past three years have been from ten to twelve 
thousand dollars per year. From the present indications 
the receipts will be fifteen thousand dollars this year (1884). 

(Continued on page 4)
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EDITORIAL
Although the annual election of officers for the Society 

was held at the July dinner meeting in the Grange Hall 
at San Andreas, there were no changes in personnel. Louis 
Dominghini, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, pre
sented a motion that all of the present officers of the So
ciety be re-elected. The motion was seconded by Archie 
Stevenot and adopted unanimously by the members present. 
Therefore, our beloved President, Judge Smith, begins his 
eighth year as head of the Society.

The officers met at the Hunt ich in August to cele
brate Sadie Hunt’s birthday and asse. ole the mimeographed 
winning essays from the third essay contest on Calaveras 
History. These essays are now available for seventy-five 
cents a copy.

We are happy to announce that the pictorial history, 
STOCKTON ALBUM THROUGH THE YEARS, by our 
loyal Stockton member, Covert Martin, has been sent to the 
publishers. The publication date of December 15 has been 
promised by the publishers. Anyone wanting a copy of this 
ALBUM on Stockton which carries 250 historical pictures 
and over 200 pages of history, should contact Mr. Martin. 
This is a limited edition of one thousand copies. 

(Continued from page 3)
The working force of the company consists of a secretary, 
superintendent, two collectors and two ditch tenders. The 
total payroll amounts to four hundred and twenty-five dol
lars per month. The estimated costs of general repairs are 
fifty dollars per month.

There is no question of the feasibility of a “V” flume 
because the nature of the country to be built through, ex
clusive of that now flumed, offers no difficulties in obtain

ing any grade desired. Beaver Ridge is an open hillside 
and is the only portion where a grade is not already es
tablished. The necessary grade can be obtained either by 
an extension of the ditch beyond the present tunnel or by 
enlarging it and continuing the ditch on the Stanislaus side. 
There is plenty of water for the purpose even at the driest 
season of the year.

To determine the cost of such flumes, special surveys, 
measures, and estimates would be necessary. It is prob
able that for a portion of the way the flume could be made 
of a size to carry all the water needed by the company and 
then by enlarging the present ditch make it serve to carry 
the surplus water above that needed to transport the lum
ber. From such estimates as can be obtained for similar 
works, a flume of the necessary size can be made for not to 
exceed two thousand dollars per mile from the Beaver 
Divide to the Kimball and Cutting Reservoir and twelve to 
fifteen hundred dollars per mile for the remaining distance. 
No consideration was given to the construction of a “V” 
flume below Murphys and Altaville.

There is a fine growth of sugar, yellow pine and fir 
timber (not less than 500 million feet) easily accessible 
from any selected point on Beaver Creek or Big Trees Creek. 
East and South of this section the area of timber is large 
and unbroken. From the Beaver Divide the area of timber 
shows to fine advantage with a large amount of superior 
timber which is accessible from the line of Beaver Creek 
to a point some three or four miles above the South Grove 
trail. The open character of the country generally, ex
clusive of the precipitous sides of the Stanislaus River, 
which is comparatively barren of timber, makes logging 
so easy that even the scattering timber can be hauled 
profitably, and there will be no necessity for the construc
tion of special roads.

RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF
ELIZABETH KALER

WHEREAS: Death has entered our midst and removed 
from her earthly home our beloved member, Elizabeth Kaier 
of Murphys, Calaveras County, California; and

WHEREAS: We, the members of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society, extend to the bereaved family and friends 
our heartfelt and sincere sympathy; and

WHEREAS: We bow our heads in sorrow at the part
ing, and deplore her passing, yet we cherish her memory, 
treasure and appreciate her many contributions of unusual 
interest which delighted members and guests;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
That in the passing of this lovely lady, the Society has 

lost one of its most outstanding members;
That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family; 
That a copy be spread upon the pages of the Society’s 

Minute Book;
That a copy be sent to our local paper, “The Calaveras 

Prospect,” for publication.
Signed: R. COKE WOOD

RHODA E. DUNLAP
HATTIE E. HERTZIG

Committee
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THE CLARK DITCH
Written in August, 1943, by W. V. Clark, Jr. 

(The Son of the Original Owner)
The “Clark Ditch,” originating at Rail Road Flat, and 

running easterly to the south base of Blue Mountain, taking 
water from the South Fork of the Mokelumne River, was 
surveyed early in 1856. Construction work was started on 
May 1 of that year and completed on October 1, 1856, fiye 
months later.

The first section built was 25 miles in length and fur
nished water for placer mining in the vicinity of Rail Road 
Flat, but the main canal was extended soon afterward to 
Rich Gulch, with branches serving many other gulches and 
areas. The total length thus became about 55 miles, with 
several storage reservoirs at intervals.

W. V. Clark, builder and owner, was a civil engineer 
from Connecticut, who surveyed railroad lines in that state 
and also in Ohio, where he located the so-called “Sandusky 
and Ohio Railroad.” Leaving that work in 1849, he went 
to New York, thence by steamer to Panama, thence to San 
Francisco, arriving at the “Diggins” in April, 1850. At 
first he mined with pick, shovel, and pan in Eldorado County, 
but, having brought his surveying instruments with him, 
he soon began surveying and building water works for the 
miners, taking contracts for ditches to convey water to the 
several mining districts in the region extending from the 
Sacramento River on the north to the Tuolumne River on 
the South.

From these contracts, over a period of five years, he 
accumulated $35,000 in gold dust, and with this financial 
nucleus he undertook to build the “Clark Ditch.”

The task was not an easy one. There were no roads to 
transport materials or food supplies. The latter were ob
tainable only at Sacramento, and were conveyed to the 
mines by “pack mule.” And mules were scarce. A trail had 

to be located from Rail Road Flat to Blue Mountain and a 
survey made. The work proceeded eastward -and camps 
were established at intervals. Five hundred men volunteered 
to work on the ditch and take their pay in water when it was 
finished. All agreements were verbal. All started on the 
job but every day some deserted, and “man power” declined 
rapidly. Those who quit demanded their pay and the bank 
of gold dust was soon exhausted. At the end of May fifty 
men were left. With these hardy and loyal workers the 
ditch was finished, and water turned in on October 1.

In 1857 the ditch was extended to Glencoe and the fol
lowing year to Rich Gulch and vicinity. Two reservoirs 
were built and used with the ditch—one near Rail Road 
Flat when the water was run to the mines at Independence, 
and one on the Clark home place.

Christmas Memories of Long. Long Ago
By EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON

Bom on February 1, 1868
My earliest memory of Christmas was Christmas Eve 

on Paradise Gulch. It was about 1871 and before my brother 
was bom. My parents were still living happily together.

We were just Effie and Martha when mother said: “If 
you hang up your stockings tonight old Santa Claus might 
bring you something. He is coming down the stove pipe.” 
Mother pinned together the tops of two pair of our little 
stockings and hung them over the door knobs in the front 
room.

I think we were still in our night gowns on Christmas 
morning when we came out of mother’s room into the front 
room to see what Santa had left us. Our little stockings 
were full of candy and nuts, and hanging beside them, each 
of us were overjoyed to see, was a beautiful wax doll. They 
were not yet fully dressed but were beautiful in their fancy 
underclothes with a red rosebud pinned across their breast.



We must have been very young because I have no other 
memory of these beautiful wax dolls.

The first Christmas Tree that I have any memory of 
was one placed in the Town Hall in San Andreas, I think 
it was Christmas of 1874 because we stayed with the Jo 
Bryan family the Christmas night of 1874. In the evening 
father took us and some of the Bryan children to the Town 
Hall to see the Christmas Tree. The hall was full of people. 
Miss Manuella Salcido, who was about eighteen and dressed 
in white, spoke the reading, “The Curfew Shall Not Ring 
Tonight.” Old Santa Claus in his long white beard was 
loaded down with candy and nuts that he was giving away 
as he circulated through the crowd.

Somebody at the large Christmas Tree was calling out 
the names that were on the gifts. Miss Hattie Wyllie’s 
name was called. As she walked away from the Christmas 
Tree with a beautiful doll,, the largest on the tree, I cried 
out, “O! What a beauty of a doll!” Everybody in our vicinity 
took a look at me. I think father was embarrassed. The 
Bryan children, who were very quiet and nicely behaved, 
must have been surprised. If I remember rightly, nice little 
Rutha was with us.

There were no dolls on the Christmas Tree for us, but we 
received some nice presents. I remember the beautiful blue 
swallow on the back of the children’s story books that we 
took home. I afterwards named a doll Little Nell for one 
of the characters in the book.

Well, father didn’t take us to any more Christmas 
Trees in town. We spent all of our Christmases in our own 
neighborhood from then on.

About 1880 the Johnstons and the McElhanys clubbed 
together and had a nice Christmas Tree at the McElhany 
home. Cora’s last doll was hung at the top of the tree which 
was decorated with strings of popcorn. Half the presents 
on the tree were homemade by Mrs. McElhany, who was 
very handy with a little saw and needle.

With best wishes to the Calaveras County Historical 
Society, December 5, 1959.

Dates on Events in the Big Trees Grove 
(In an effort to obtain the correct dates on the 

burning of the Mother of the Forest, the falling of 
the Sentinel, and the removal of the Stump House, 
the editor of Las Calaveras contacted three old 
timers of Calaveras County and received the fol
lowing letters:)

Tanner Ranch, Murphys, California
Dear Coke,

The fire that burned the Mother of the Forest so much 
was in September of 1910, the first year of my mail con
tract. On my way down from Dorrington I drove through 
the burning area below the Big Trees. I gave Job White
side a ride down through the fire line. Later in the day the 
fire burned around the Mother of the Forest and up the hill 
beyond where there are two large Sequoia trees. The rub
bish under those trees was burned and the next spring little 
Sequoia trees sprang up like weeds. Three of them are 
growing in Murphys near the Church, now about three feet 

in diameter. The fire in the tree top burned the immense 
big limbs off and burned until the fall rains put it out. It 
is silly to claim the fire was shot out with a rifle. I couldn’t 
keep fighting the fire as the mail had to go through.

The Sentinel tree fell between two of my mail trips 
which were on Sundays and Wednesdays. I believe this was 
in February, 1913. Fred Lowry, who was caretaker and 
postmaster, was the only one at the Big Trees Hotel. He 
said he heard the crash and it was like a small earthquake 
but he did not mention any broken windows. He did not go 
down to see the fallen Sentinel until later.

Irvin Tanner thinks that Edgar Whiteside is about 
right as to when the Stump House was taken down. Shortly 
after the Grove became a park in 1931. We were at the 
dedication of the park and I saw Arlene, my daughter, shake 
hands with Governor Rolph.

My writing is rather shakey as I’ve been out working 
quite hard.

Sincerely,
AMON TANNER

2230 Crafton Way, Stockton 4, Calif.
April 3, 1959

Dr. R C. Wood
120 W. Elm St., Stockton, Calif.
Dear Dr Wood:

I have your letter relative to the Calaveras Big Trees. 
Have read same very carefully, and, realizing that you want 
the correct information, I must, even though regretfully, 
differ with my good friend Amon Tanner of Murphys, Cali
fornia.

I do not believe the Sentinel was blown down during the 
winter of 1912-13. This should be corrected to read that the 
Sentinel was blown down during a terrific wind storm 
Thanksgiving Day in the year of 1919. My good mother, 
Mrs. Job Whiteside, and brother, Sidney A. Whiteside, were 
at the Grove at the time. The Sentinel fell during the morn
ing—between 7:00-8:00 A. M. There were some windows 
broken in the old Calaveras Big Trees Hotel, which was lo
cated approximately 200 yards away. My brother knew, by 
the impact, that a tree larger than a Sugar Yellow Pine 
had fallen, so he investigated and found the Sentinel was 
down. My mother left that afternoon for Angels Camp 
where she spent her winters. I may further state that there 
was no snow on the ground at that time.

Re: Old Stump House—The State of California took 
over the Calaveras Big Trees property in June, 1932. I be
lieve that the deed was recorded on June 25 at San Andreas, 
County Seat of Calaveras County. I was appointed the first 
Warden of Calaveras Big Trees State Park, effective July 
1, and I held this position until December 15, 1933. During 
the month of February, 1934, the old office part of the hotel, 
which was located on the East side of the building, crashed 
in with snow due to a heavy snow fall; also, the covering 
over the old Stump House crashed in at the same time.

When my mother had charge of the property, the care
taker, who remained there during the winter time, used to 
remove snow off the hotel and Stump House by the means 
of a large hose and water pressure. The old Big Trees 
Stump was used for a printing office, dances were held 



there as well as church, from time to time during the late 
50’s and early 60’s.

The foregoing incidents are just my own thinkings on 
the subjects and I know you will want to re-word them to 
your own liking.

Most sincerely,
EDGAR H. WHITESIDE

San Andreas, Cal. 
Dear Coke:

Answering your letter as far as I am able, I told the 
Historical Society that Warren Garland, a former resident 
of Murphys and a Supervisor from Angels Township, told 
me as follows:

That Manuel’s Mill had the misfortune to set a fire and 
it raced toward the Big Trees. I think at that time the mill 
was on the Moran Place. That he, Garland, was unable to 
stop it and in desperation asked the Schaad Bros., two men 
from West Point who were employed at the mill, if they 
thought they could check the fire. They told him they 
thought they could if he would let them have their crew and 
plenty of cross cut saws. He told them to go ahead. They 
went upon the ground. At that time it was a crown fire. 
That is up in the tops of the trees.

They took the men and went a sufficient distance in 
advance of the flames and cut a section of timber, a clear 
cut, everything in the path of the fire. It stopped the fire. 
I do not recall that the fire got into the Mother of the For
est, but apparently it did, and burned for some time. I re
member a fire in that tree well, but don’t know its origin. 
It could have been from lightning.

I do not know what Warren Garland’s position was with 
the Manuel Company, but he worked for them for many 
years. He may have been the manager. When in Angels he 
had charge of the Lumber Yard there for Manuel. Matt 
Manuel could tell you what his position was with the com
pany.

I thought I had an account of the Sentinel that fell, but 
apparently not. I have not been able to find it. I was up 
there shortly after it fell, and it was strewn over the ground 
for a considerable distance. I cannot remember dates. I 
have no knowledge that it broke windows in the Big Tree 
Hotel. That may be true, but I cannot prove it. I would 
think Edgar Whiteside might confirm it. I think his family 
must have been there at that time.

I never heard that the bark from the Mother of the 
Forest was exhibited at Boston. My understanding is that 
a man named George Gale stripped the bark for a distance 
of 116 feet from the tree in the summer of 1854 (a long time 
ago), and it was exhibited in London, England, I think at the 
Crystal Palace, whatever that may have been.

I told the Society that a man who wintered at Douglas 
Flat did the turning and making of souvenirs each summer 
while Sperry had the trees. His name was James Alexander 
Zevely. My wife’s father told me this.

I do not know when the stump house was removed.
Sincerely,
J. A. SMITH

Some Facts About the Gwin Mine 
and Paloma
By J. A. SMITH

Races were run on the streets of the town of Paloma 
and there was a circular track on the Redmond Ranch (now 
Ludwig).

William Gwin, Jr., was a California State Senator and 
Andrew Young was an Assemblyman. Gwin was the son 
of the United State Senator Gwin who was one of the first 
two U. S. Senators from California after it became a state.

Mrs. Goodall had the first store in Paloma. Late and 
Sommers also ran stores there.

D. Lompon had the hall, the hotel, and the butcher shop.
There were two churches, the Catholic and the Protes

tant.
A man named Foster ran the first livery stable but it 

was later sold to Copley. Foster had come from Lockeford.
There were three shafts in the Gwin Mine. The old 

shaft was the Alexander. Gwin bought one-fourth of the 
mining property from Seaver in May, 1871, and three- 
fourths from Alexander and Henry in June, 1871. The total 
cost was $15,000. The Alexander shaft was in the footwall 
and on the west side of Rich Gulch.

Gwin deeded the property to the Gwin Mining Company 
and later the property was again deeded to the Gwin Mine 
Development Company. The main shaft was 2400 feet deep. 
At the 1600-foot level the lead was fifty feet wide. It was 
very rich in spots and there were two ledges.

Power for the 80-stamp mill was supplied by the Mo- 
kelumne Hill Ditch. However, there was also auxiliary 
steam power to supplement the water supply.

The South Paloma Mine was south of the Gwin Mine 
and near the town of Paloma. A 600-foot shaft was sunk in 
this mine, but with no success.

The Gwin house was a two-story building erected on 
the west side of the gulch above the main shaft. The road 
was so steep to the house that it wasn’t used much. The 
house was later moved to Campo Seco, when Mr. Borger 
ran the Penn Mine.

The first post office that was called the Gwin Mine was 
opened on December 12, 1870, and discontinued July 13, 
1882. It was opened again on September 23, 1895, and re
scinded on October 15, 1895. A third period of activity as 
the Gwin Mine Post Office occurred between October 15, 
1895, and August 31, 1910. The Fosteria post office oper
ated from July 6, 1905, to November 30, 1918, when it was 
moved to Valley Springs.

The mining district west of Paloma was called the 
Johnny Bull Mining District and water was furnished it by 
the Mokelumne Hill Ditch.

A man named Green obtained a patent to the land where 
Paloma is situated. A Mr. Folsom moved the house from 
Chile Gulch for Green with an ox team.

Some of the families who lived in the community were 
the Peeks, Hoskins, Rooch, Folsom, Young, Beal, Robinson, 
Redmond, Gallagher, McNamara, Markwood, Schook, Pow
ers, Phillips, Gabbert. Andrew Young mined in Gwin Mine 
Gulch (Rich Gulch).
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EDITORIAL
At the September meeting of the Society the question 

was discussed as to whether the essay contest on local 
history should be continued. Only five essays were submitted 
in the last contest, and only one of these was from the high 
school level. The question was asked why there was not 
better participation. From over five hundred high school 
students in the two high schools of the county, there was 
only one student who would try for a $15.00 cash prize, a 
year’s membership in the Society, and a free dinner. We 
could give many reasons for this indifference to our local 
heritage, but probably the most important is that our school 
teachers are not interested either in the historical society 
or the local history. However, we shouldn’t be too willing 
to condemn them because we are at fault that we haven’t 
caught their attention. We know our programs are inter
esting and our publication, LAS CALAVERAS, informative, 
but we haven’t gotten this across to our teachers and ad
ministrators. One of the reasons for this lack of interest is 
that no local or even state history is taught in our high 
schools. In fact, only in the Fourth Grade is any California 
History required. A unit on state and local government 
is required for graduation from the Twelfth Grade, but no 
history. Why don’t we urge our high school administrators 
to include a one-semester course in state and local history 
in the curriculum of the two high schools? There is plenty 
of source material for a wonderful course. The seven vol
umes of LAS CALAVERAS would be excellent source ma
terial for the course as would Judge Smith’s SCRAPBOOK 
and the several books on the County.

Many local historical societies are cooperating with the 
schools in their communities to teach local history. Work
shops and speakers on local history from the local societies 
are provided for institutes and in-service training meetings 

of the teachers.
We, too, can achieve success in this effort in local his

tory. We owe it to the young people of the County to pass 
on to them our rich County heritage. This is an “unsolved 
opportunity” that challenges us and we must not fail. 

The Essay Contest Committee held a meeting in Decem
ber at Chairman Hattie Hertzig’s house in San Andreas to 
make plans for holding the annual contest. After considering 
the encouraging offers of cooperation made by County Su
perintendent Mrs. Lorraine Valente at the meeting at Rail 
Road Flat and the suggestions made by School Supervisor 
Mrs. Genevieve Monte Verda at the November meeting in 
San Andreas, it was decided to continue the contest. How
ever, changes were made in the rules to meet the suggestions 
made by the educators. Another classification to include 
the fourth to sixth grades was added but the length of the 
essay was reduced to five hundred words for this group.

The committee also discussed plans for providing re
source units on local history for teachers interested in teach
ing units on Calaveras history. The suggestion of District 
Superintendent Axford that a list resource of old timers be 
compiled for the different regions was approved and the 
committee felt that this could be done and made available 
to the contestants.

With the enthusiastic discussions and apparent interest 
of the educators in the contest and the larger project of 
teaching more about our local heritage in the schools, it 
is safe to predict that this will be our best year for the 
essay contest.

The fourth annual Christmas party of the Society was 
a beautiful and satisfying occasion. The music by the Girls’ 
Glee Club, directed by Mr. Norman Persing of the Calaveras 
High School, was beautiful as was that of Ralph Treat and 
others. The articles read about early day Christmases were 
very interesting and gave the historical aspect to the pro
gram as did the old-fashioned Christmas tree decorated with 
popcorn and cranberries. Mrs. Eldridge and her committee 
deserve our thanks for a happy evening. It was also very 
appropriate that the meeting should be held in the new 
Calaveras Grange Hall because the Grange was the spon
soring organization that helped in the organization of the 
Historical Society. 

The dinner meeting at Rail Road Flat in October which 
had as our speaker Frank Latta on the topic “On the Trail 
of Murrieta” was one of the largest meetings ever held by 
the Society, with an actual count of 108 paying diners. 
Certainly everyone must have felt well rewarded for their 
efforts. The dinner put on by Mrs. Brandt and the ladies 
of the Community Club was unbeatable and the dramatic 
and colorful talk about facts he had verified on Murrieta by 
Frank Latta was very entertaining. It would be hard for 
the most skeptical and critical historian not to believe the 
evidence that Latta presented about the actual existence 
of an historical Murrieta. We will all be looking forward 
to the publication of the material in book form as Frank 
has planned during the thirty-five or forty years he has been 
assembling the material on the famous and sometimes con
sidered legendary bandit.
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THE SALT SPRING VALLEY RESERVOIR
By J. A. SMITH

This reservoir is located in the so-called Salt Spring 
Valley in the southwestern part of Calaveras County and 
was built for mining purposes by the Calaveras County 
Water Company.

The Calaveras County Water Company was organized 
November 1, 1856, by J. W. Griswold, M. R. McLean, Gar
land Pollard, Jerome Sawyer and T. S. Abbey, with its 
principal place of business at Vallecito. Purpose of the 
company was to bring water from Griswold and Beaver 
Creeks and the North Fork of the Stanislaus River and dis
tribute the water in Calaveras and San Joaquin counties.

Surveys were made in 1856 and 1857 for a ditch from 
Beaver Creek and the North Fork of the Stanislaus River 
to Angels Camp and Forks of the Road (an early-day 
name for Altaville). From Altaville, two surveys were 
made to Salt Spring Valley, one around Bear Mountain on 
the Stanislaus slope, and the other around Bear Mountain 
by the Calaveras slope.

The ditch was constructed from Beaver Creek to the 
North Fork of the Stanislaus and from the North Fork of 
the Stanislaus River it was diverted and ran into Mill 
Creek, thence to Peppermint Creek and by ditch to near 
Vallecito. This ditch in 1868 became the property of the 
Utica Company and is now their main canal from the 
Stanislaus River.

The ditch was never constructed as contemplated to 
Salt Spring Valley, but the survey was completed to Salt 
Spring Valley which provided for a reservoir at that place. 
The dam was to be 50 feet high and to cover approximately 
1500 acres when filled. This dam was to be built on Stoney 
Creek (now called Rock Creek), near where it passes from 
the mountains to the plains.

Originally there was a small natural lake of 

about 50 acres when full, within the site of the reservoir, 
and a claim was made to the natural flow of Tular Lake, 
Stoney Creek, and its tributaries. The right was also 
claimed to cut ditches to Rich Gulch, Gopher, and any 
other camp the company wished for the purpose of selling 
water.

The company built the dam and at that time William 
H. Hanford was president and William K. Morris secretary 
of the company. Judge Griswold of Vallecito was selected 
as superintendent of the work on the dam. He was an an- 
gineer and it is possible he made the surveys for the 
company.

The dam is earth filled with the front or face being 
rip-rapped for a thickness of about two and a half feet 
with round stones or boulders its entire length. The capa
city, when filled, is 10,000 acre feet of water and the con
tour, when filled, is approximately 28 miles.

In 1880 the dam of the reservoir was raised and the 
ditch to the mine widened the entire length. The work of 
raising the dam was done with picks and shovels and one- 
horse dump carts.

The company borrowed money from Morris and Levy 
of Vallecito and, also, a man named Judson, giving their 
mortgage to secure the note. In 1863 the debt had grown 
to almost $30,000.00 and to settle their obligation, the 
reservoir property was conveyed to Judson. The ditch 
property went to Morris & Levy.

Four years later, Judson conveyed the property to 
George W. Beaver. Beaver apparently purchased the prop
erty for the Quail Hill Mining and Water Company, as he 
soon turned the property over to that company. It had 
mining property located near Telegraph City and the water 
was conveyed by the so-called Quail Hill Ditch from the 
reservoir to the Quail Hill company’s property, about 16 
miles, and used in operating the mill on the mine.

In May, 1876, the Quail Hill Company sold the reser



voir and ditches to John B. Reynolds for $85,000.00. Rey
nolds was probably representing a mining company, for 
later in the same year the title was taken in the name of 
the Boston Hydraulic Mining Company. In addition to the 
reservoir and ditches, this company bought mining prop
erty westerly of the reservoir and used the water for quite 
a number of years in hydraulicking on South Gulch, Rich 
Gulch, Whiskey Hill, Bunker Hill, North Hill, and other 
claims in that vicinity.

In 1885, Thomas F. Wentworth purchased the property 
and held it until 1897, when it became the property of the 
California Company. Water from the reservoir was sold for 
mining and agricultural purposes for many years to farm
ers in the communities nearby and to the dredgers working 
on the Calaveras River and in the gulches.

When the Royal Mine was worked on a large scale, 
water for all uses was pumped from the reservoir to Hod
son, a distance of about six miles. J. H. Southwick acted 
in the capacity of superintendent for the California Com
pany for many years. Recently, the reservoir has been 
sold for irrigation purposes and the use of the ditches for 
mining purposes abandoned.

In the spring of 1934 a bad leak developed in the dam 
or gate to the dam, and on April 14, 1934, at 10:30 o’clock 
a. m., a diver named S. Myers, from San Francisco went 
down into the waters of the reservoir a distance of about 
30 feet to attempt to close the inner gate. The diver was 
caught in the suction of the escaping water and was un
able to release himself or be released from the surface.

A second diver was dispatched from San Francisco 
and succeeded in releasing the trapped diver at 6 o’clock 
that evening. The unfortunate diver was in bad shape 
when hoisted to the surface and was confined in a hos
pital for several months after his terrible experience.

THE CAVE AT CAVE CITY
For many years this was a great attraction for tour

ists. The original opening to the cave is high up in a 
limestone bluff overlooking McKinney’s Creek. A second 
entrance was made close to McKinney’s Creek and the 
patrons could then enter the cave without the necessity 
of climbing over limestone rocks jutting high in the air. 
In later years a debris dam was erected on McKinney’s 
Creek just above where the old hotel stood and since that 
time a discoloration has appeared on the walls of the cave, 
and though still open it is seldom visited.

Hutchings in his “Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity in 
California,” published in San Francisco in 1861, described 
this almost forgotten cave in the following words:

The cave is situated on McKinney’s Creek about 14 
miles west from the Big Trees. It was discovered acciden
tally in October, 1850, by Captain Taylor, who with others 
was engaged in mining on the creek, and who having fin
ished their mid-day repast were spending the interval be
fore resuming their afternoon’s work in shooting at a mark 
near the back of their cabin. Mr. Taylor, having just fired 
his rifle, proceeded to examine the mark, and having hit 
the center proposed that it should be placed at a greater 
distance than they had ever before tried their skill, and 
was looking out for a tree upon which to place it when he 

saw a hole among the rocks. He immediately went to it 
and seeing the aperture extended into the mountain for 
some distance, he called his companions and they co- 
jointly commenced to explore it.

The entrance is around the jutting angle of a ledge 
of rocks which hides the small mining community from 
sight. In 1853 it was taken up under a pre-emption right 
by Messrs. Magee and Angels, who erected a large and 
substantial hotel adjoining the cave, for the convenience 
of the public, at a cost of about $4500. This hotel is com
modious and comfortable and we shall long remember 
the enjoyment of our visit and the personal attention we 
received from the agreeable and enterprising proprietors.

(Note the records of Calaveras County do not show 
that the property was ever patented under the pre-emption 
claim referred to by Mr. Hutchings.)

The country around is still wild and romantic. Pro
vided with adamantine candles we entered through a 
small doorway which had been blasted out to sufficient 
size. Thence we crept along 25 or 30 feet, threading our 
way through an irregular and difficult passage at first 
descending rapidly but afterwards level. Sometimes we 
were forced to stoop and at others to bend the body in 
accordance with the seam of the rocks which constituted 
the passage. Suddenly we emerged into a large vault or 
room, about 60 feet in length by 20 in breadth with an 
irregular roof running up in some places 30 feet. This 
room is called the Council Chamber.

The walls are dark, rough, and solid, rather than beau
tiful. Descending a little to the southwest, we again made 
our way through a long, low passage, which led to another 
room of half the size of the Council Chamber. Rising from 
the floor of this room by another passage we soon came 
into a third large room of irregular construction. The roof 
ascends until lost to sight in perfect darkness; here as 
far up as the eye, assisted by the dim taper, can reach, 
the line depositions present a perfect resemblance to a 
vast cataract of water rushing from an inconceivable 
height in a perfect sheet of foam, leaping from great shelf 
of jutting rock down to others, onward, widening as they 
near in exact perspective. This room is called The Cata
ract.

And well does it deserve the name. Next we descended 
a short distance by another passage, and entered a small 
round room, in the center of the roof of which runs a lofty 
opening, 60 feet high, of singular appearance. This apart
ment is called The Cathedral.

Turning back by The Cataract, we passed an easy 
way by a deep well of water upon the left and very singu
lar small pools or reservoirs on the right. Leaving these 
we soon entered a spacious room, full 100 feet square, and 
of fair proportionate height. Through another low open
ing we entered yet another great room, near the center 
of which stands a large, dark structure, the perfect like
ness of a full-robed Roman Bishop, minus the head, whence 
the name for the room, Bishop’s Palace.

Descending through another small opening, we en
tered a room beautifully ornamented with pendants from 
the roof, white as the whitest feldspar, and of every pos
sible form. Some like garments hung in a wardrobe, every 
fold and seam complete, others like curtains, with por



tions of columns, halfway to the floor, fluted and scal
loped for unknown purposes, while innumerable stalac
tites, of different sizes and lengths, hung from all parts, 
giving a beauty and splendor to the whole appearance 
surpassing description. Once as the light was borne up 
along a glorious fairy stairway, and back behind solid 
pillars of clear deposits and the reflected rays glanced 
through the myriads of varying forms, the whole pillars, 
curtains, pendants and carved work white as snow and 
translucent as crystal, glistened and shone and sparkled 
with a glory that surpassed in splendor all that we had 
seen in art or read in fable. This is the Bridal Chamber.

Immediately at the back of this and connected with it 
by different openings is another room now called The 
Music Hall.

It is so-called from the fact that, on one side, sus
pended from a singular rock, that has the character of a 
musical sounding board, hang a large number of stalac
tites arranged in a line very large at one end and gradu
ally increasing in size toward the other, so that, if with 
a rod you strike the pendants properly, all the musical 
tones from a common bass to a very high key can be 
produced in perfection, ringing loud and clear through the 
halls, as a well-toned instrument. Here the present ex
ploration of the cave terminates about one-sixth of a mile 
from the entrance.

(For many years the cave was operated by George 
Nicholas and Johanna Nicholas, his wife. Later it was 
operated by a man named Byrnes. Unless your attention 
is particularly directed to it, it is now impossible to locate 
the old town of Cave City, a typical ghost town, but once 
a large mining community that produced much gold.)

—“The Days of Old” — In Historic Calaveras County, 
by J. A. Smith.

THE OLD CAVE CITY HOTEL
For many years George Nichols conducted the Cave 

City Hotel at the old town of Cave City. The hotel was 
built after the “days of gold” at Cave City and was for the 
accommodation of tourists at the cave.

It was a two-story building, 20 x 40. The lower story 
being a large room intended as a dance hall. The upper 
floor being divided into five bedrooms and a large parlor.

Adjoining the main building there was an addition 
containing bed chambers, parlor, kitchen, dining room and 
wash room. The building was erected in 1881.

—“The Days of Old” — In Historic Calaveras County, 
by J. A. Smith (Feb. 3,1945).

CAVE CITY
The following item appeared in the “Calaveras Weekly 

Citizen” of December 29, 1883, being an item credited to 
correspondent, Greenville Bulletin:

Cave City is in the eastern part of Calaveras County. 
It once contained 1000 inhabitants but in the failure of 
the gravel mines the population diminished as in other 
mining towns, till at present the “city” consists of a hotel, 
a saloon and a haystack. A few of the curiosities of early 
times still remain at the place.

One of these is the graveyard on the hillside above the 
town. It contains 16 graves, 15 of them filled by men who 
died with their boots on between ’50 and ’56. The graves 
at one time were enclosed by neat fences, but these have 
rotted away like the bodies they enclose and soon not a 
trace of the poor fellows will remain.

Another of the curiosities is the great cave from which 
the place took its name, and well it may be called great, 
not only from its extent, but for its great beauty also.

The cave has the appearance of having been at some 
time the subterranean outlet for some large river or lake, 
as it shows beyond doubt great traces of erosion by water. 
There are 12 large chambers with narrow passages leading 
from one to another. The roofs and sides are covered with 
beautiful formations. Many of them three feet in length 
are pendant from the ceiling and glitter in the lamplight 
like thousands of diamonds.

There is another Cavern near the town, called the 
Skull Cave, but from this I would advise friends to stay 
away. It was discovered by some Spaniards in 1844 and 
the county was named after it, the word “Calaveras” in 
Spanish meaning skull. This cave extends into the moun
tainside about 300 feet and contains over 100 human 
skeletons.

The Indians have no tradition of how the skeletons 
were put there, but I think in time of war the unfortunate 
wretches were shut up in the cavern and perished for want 
of food and water. The skeletons are scattered all around 
as if the creatures had been wandering about the cavern 
and fallen down and died.

I am told that when the cave was discovered, several 
skeletons were found on the outside and also a number 
of flint arrow points and other Indian weapons. All around 
the place has a death-like appearance and anyone who 
goes there once will never want to see it again.

—From “The Days of Old” — In Historic Calaveras 
County, by J. A. Smith.

DISCOVERY OF SECOND CAVE
AT CAVE CITY

A report reaching the State Mining Bureau that a 
new cave had been discovered at Cave City, the State 
mineralogist, Henry G. Hanks, with J. C. Davis, visited 
the cave in August 1881, and made the following report 
to the “Calaveras Weekly Citizen”:

“We reached the cave last evening about half-past 
six o’clock. Under the guidance of Mr. Nichols we spent 
several hours that night in examining the ‘Old Cave.’

“On the next day bright and early we started for the 
new cave. It is situated about three-quarters of a mile 
from the other cave and the mouth of the cave is at an 
altitude of 1645 feet, determined by an Aneroid barometer. 
We entered through an opening that was exceedingly nar
row and at a distance of about 30 feet, we found the room, 
the floor of which was literally covered with bones of all 
sizes and ages.

“We dug a considerable distance into the soft, muddy 
soil and kept finding bones. Although we searched mi
nutely for implements, etc., not the least sign of civilization 

(Continued On Page 4)
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EDITORIAL
A large crowd attended the January dinner meeting of 

the society at the Murphys Hotel to hear Professor Glen 
Price of the College of the Pacific talk about the trip which 
Horace Greeley made to California in 1859. This was an 
appropriate topic and very enoyable as presented by Mr. 
Price. He pointed out that during this time, Horace Greeley 
was one of the most influential men in America and that 
his New York “Tribune” was more widely read than any 
other newspaper in the country. California, of course, re
ceived wide publicity in the “Tribune” as a result of the 
trip by Greeley.

* * * *
The Calaveras County Historical Society was repre

sented at the Symposium of Southern California Historical 
Societies, held at the Los Angeles County Museum on Feb
ruary 5-6, by your editor, who was on the program as a 
speaker. About thirty societies and 140 delegates were in 
attendance. One of the outstanding events on the pro
gram was the talk by Father Geiger of Santa Barbara 
Mission, speaking on the missions today. It was interest
ing to hear him ridicule the swallow legend at San Juan 
Capistrano by asking why the swallows at San Juan Capis
trano were any more scientific than at the other missions. 

* * * *
All his good friends will rejoice to learn that Dr. Rock

well D. Hunt was able to drive down from Calistoga to 
attend the Annual Institute of the California History Foun
dation at Pacific. He made several short talks and seemed 
to have regained his strength and enthusiasm. His address 
is Calcadia, Calistoga, California.

No other area in California or the Nation has a more 
interesting history than does Calaveras County with its 

famous explorers, pioneer writers, bad men, rich gold mines, 
and natural wonders. This should be taught to our students. 
What’s to be gained by teaching the details of the history of 
Boston or Jamestown and still we don’t teach about Jede- 
diah Smith, John Bidwell, James Carson, A. T. Dowd, Mark 
Twain, Bret Harte, Ben Thom or the story of the Carson 
Hill Nugget, the rich Utica Mine, and the discovery of the 
Big Trees.

(Continued From Page 3)
could be found. The only traces of human being outside 
of the bones was a quantity of ashes.

“Descending through a narrow passage, much of the 
time being compelled to crawl upon our hands and knees, 
we came to a chamber 25 or 30 feet in diameter. In this 
opening we found large quantities of bones. In another 
chamber we found written upon the walls the names of 
persons who had visited the cave in early times, as follows: 
O. Robinson, New York, 1853; D. W. Strong, J. J. Wright, 
H. S. Anhisen and E. Sexton, June 23, 1850; R. Dowling, 
J. W. Taylor, J. S. Evans, J. F. Locke, November, 1860.

“In another chamber is a large lake of water, and in 
various parts of the cave there are evidences of animal 
life, a den probably inhabited by foxes.”

When asked if he could estimate the number of skele
tons in the cave, Mr. Hanks replied, “I cannot, as the ex
aminations have not been thorough enough to determine 
that but there are thousands.” Hanks further stated that 
it was probably a burial place in pre-historic times, but 
that the way the bones are scattered and the absence of 
relics contradicted that theory.

Hanks took with him quite a collection of stalactites 
and stalagmites and bones to exhibit in the State Museum.

On September 3, 1881, the “Calaveras Citizen” referred 
to the cave in the following words: “The State mineralo
gist says that weeks of careful exploration in the Cave of 
the Catacombs at Cave City have failed to reveal so much 
as a thread of cloth by which to trace the history of the 
osseous remains. All that have been unearthed are skele
tons of men, women and children, some ashes and a few 
half burned bones. The absence of implements, weapons 
or ornaments or a single thread of cloth seems to indicate 
that those who entered must have been entirely destitute 
of clothing.

“How these remains came there, whether they were 
entombed alive or dead, or to what race they belonged, is 
a nut for scientists to crack, and a question well meriting 
careful and thorough deliberation.”

—From “The Days of Old” — In Historic Calaveras 
County, by J. A. Smith (Mar. 30, 1945).

The first fire bell at San Andreas, California, was in
stalled in the cupola of the fire house in June, 1860. It was 
a well-toned bell weighing about 200 pounds. The second 
bell was installed in the same fire house in the month of 
June, 1898. When the fire house was obtained by the State 
of California for the widening of St. Charles Street, the old 
fire house was tom down, the bell stored in the present fire 
house and a siren installed for fire.
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SAN ANTONE CAMP
By J. A. SMITH

One building, the old stone store of Frank Cuneo, 
remains to mark the site of San Antone Camp, a rip-roaring 
mining camp located on the south side of San Antone Creek 
in Calaveeras County about one half mile as the crow 
flies from Fricot City.

In the early fifties this was one of the principal gold 
mining camps in Calaveras County and the story of the 
place is one of excitement, joy, satisfaction, tragedy and 
disappointment.

At one time all the usual business houses in a mining 
community were actively engaged in business here and 
the place had five stores. Later Mr. Cuneo bought out the 
remaining store business of Frank Monte Verda and Frank 
Letore and built his own store building where he remained 
in business for many years.

A jewelry store stood almost directly across the street 
from the Cuneo store and the large commodious dance hall, 
where the revelers danced until broad daylight, stood a 
little further south. Mr. A. Bense conducted a modern 
bakeshop in the town. The main street had been paved 
earlier with cobble stones taken from nearby San Antone 
Creek.

Originally there was only one road leading to the 
camp, being on the north side of the creek, and the goods 
were brought in by ox teams. Later, a better road was 
constructed to the south. Now a road goes up the creek 
to the old town.

One-half mile up the creek from the town the great 
limestone belt crossed the creek bed and at this place gold 
was taken out in large quantities. The Chase claim was 
worked for many years and is the best known of the crevice 
claims.

In addition to mining on San Antone Creek, the smaller 
creeks and gulches flowing into San Antone Creek were 
worked almost to the crests of the surrounding ridges. 
Rich Gulch, Victoria Gulch, Bunty Gulch, Nigger Gulch, 
and Buster’s Gulch were the better known of these side 
gulches or small creeks.

Quite a few large nuggets were taken from the vici
nity of San Antone Camp. In Victoria Gulch, a nugget 
weighing nine pounds was found.

The camp was the trading center of a large mining 
population. Sunday was a busy day. The miners came to 
get their supplies for a week and to fraternize with their 

friends at the saloons and gambling houses. It is said that 
the gamblers at San Antone Camp required very little time 
to separate a miner from his “poke.”

Disastrous fires twice burned the town to the ground. 
After the last fire, the town was not rebuilt. Portions of 
some of the stone walls can still be seen.

It is stated that on one occasion Joaquin Murietta 
went into a store at San Antone Camp and purchased some 
powder and told the storekeeper he would like to try it to 
see if it was good. He left the store with a small amount 
of powder and in a short time returned, and stated to the 
storekeeper that it was all right since it had just killed a 
Chinaman.

At one time several colored people made San Antone 
Camp their home. Several of them are buried in a ceme
tery in the fields of Mr. Cuneo.

Buster’s gold is supposed to still be buried in the im
mediate vicinity of the old town. This old colored man, 
who trusted no one, brought his gold from Mokelumne Hill 
and buried it, fearing he would be robbed. It is said to have 
been a large amount. An Austrian named Ravenna is 
said to have buried gold a short distance below the camp.

Honorable C. V. Gotschalk, the first Superior Judge 
of Calaveras County, was an early day resident of San An
tone Camp. Ben K. Thorn, early day sheriff of Calaveras 
County, and one of the outstanding sheriffs of early Cali
fornia, began his duties as a constable at San Antone 
Camp. Charles Vickers was Justice of the Peace for many 
years at San Antone.

Pocket miners were successful in the vicinity of the 
camp. Mr. Charles Cuneo, son of the old merchant, in re
cent years took from one pocket almost $10,000 in gold. 
One piece weighed four pounds.

William Irvine, an old resident of Calaveras County, 
related the following story that occurred at San Antone:

Two men were seated at a table in a saloon gambling. 
A controversy arose. They drew their weapons and two 
shots were fired. One fellow fell over dead, but the other 
rushed outside, untied a horse from a hitching rail, 
mounted the horse and rapidly rode up the road at break
neck speed. Just as he reached the top of the hill, he 
wheeled the horse around and came racing back to the 
saloon. Jumping off the horse, he ran into the saloon and 
got up on a billiard table. He then asked the bystanders 
to pull off his boots, remarking that he did not want to 
die with his boots on. He had not realized that he had 
been wounded until he was well up the road. Mr. Irvine 
stated that he had his boots off only a short time before 
he died.

Many murders were committed at San Antone Camp, 
and many of the criminal trials held in the early days of 
Calaveras County came from San Antone Camp.

Peace and tranquility now reign at the camp, but its 
romance will continue to live.

W. F. Forman was killed by W. T. Horton in a dispute 
over the title to some land at Valley Springs, Friday, May 
12, 1854.

The Farmer’s Alliance of Calaveras County is going 
to give a basket picnic on Saturday next at Jenny Lind.— 
From the “Stockton Mail,” April 20, 1892.



SAN ANTONE RIDGE
By J. A. SMITH

That portion of Calaveras County between the San An
tonio Creek and O’Neils Creek is commonly referred to as 
the San Antonio Ridge. It was the scene of much activity 
in the early fifties. There are few spots in Calaveras 
County as picturesque.

In an article appearing in the San Andreas “Inde
pendent,” January 29, 1859, a description of this section 
of the county is given. The writer states:

“The mines in this district are mostly of the character 
which require patience and energy in their development, 
and many years of constant labor to develop them. Rail
road Hill, Hope Hill, Tunnel Hill and Chase’s Diggings 
are of this class. The population embraces an unusual 
proportion of women and children. A neat and well-filled 
schoolhouse is one of the beneficial results of this happy 
admixture in the social element of the district. The school 
is located on the summit of a hill about one mile above 
Upper Calaveritas. We visited it Monday with one of the 
trustees, counting 27 children in attendance. Mr. Surm, 
the teacher, informed us that a number of pupils came two 
or three miles to school.

“Passing by Railroad Hill, Hope Hill and Bunty’s 
Gulch, which in the palmy days of Calaveras politics once 
returned a 150 majority for a certain candidate when there 
were only two voters living in the precinct, we arrived at 
the old sawmill of the San Antone Ditch Company, eight 
miles above Calaveritas.

“This was, in times past, the only source from whence 
the miners on the ridge drew their supply of lumber. It 
was then the theater of pleasant and robust life, but now 
it is deserted.

“On Monday we visited San Antonio. The old camp 
looks deserted. The bed of the river, opposite, above and 
below the town has been worked annually for eight years. 
Still it pays wages and will for the most part be worked 
again this spring. A new wagon road is in the course of 
construction down to town from the ridge on the north. The 
place contains two stores and some 20 to 30 dwelling 
houses. Mr. Cazenova is the very gentlemanly proprietor 
of one of these stores.

“The celebrated ‘Chase Claim’ is up the river a mile 
from San Antonio. It is located on a bar and runs into the 
point of a hill, crossing the mouth of a small ravine, ob
liquely following a lode of hard crystallized limestone. 
The outside of the bar was shallow and has long since 
been worked out, but as the operations were extended 
toward the point of the hill, the limestone pitched off at 
an abrupt angle, rendering the diggings very deep and 
more expensive to work. However, the dirt becomes richer 
with depth. Some of the gold is coarse and one nugget 
weighed 19 ounces.

“The proprietors have been working the ground for 
five years and will furnish employment for the same force 
for many years to come.”

U. S. Senator Broderick addressed the people of Cala
veras County at the Metropolitan Hall, San Andreas, on 
August 6, 1859. Shortly after this he was killed in a duel 
with Judge David Terry near San Francisco.

LOST CITY OF CALAVERAS COUNTY
By JAMES J. BROWN

Sacramento Bee, May 8, 1960
The so-called Lost City of Calaveras County is a leg

endary mystery no more.
Its origins have been uncovered by an ambitious and 

strongly documented research job by a former Sacramento 
State College student, Donald E. Barrows of Stockton, San 
Joaquin County.

Barrows’ work exploded a lot of the old fables sur
rounding the group of native stone buildings in Salt Spring 
Valley, Calaveras County. For years stories have piled up, 
in layer upon layer of romantic legend, concerning the 
ruins.

Some have said it originally was an Indian village. 
Others, that early Spanish or Mexican settlers built it. 
Still others have speculated a group of French soldiers 
lived there, gold seekers, perhaps.

One source ventured that the famous bandit, Joaquin 
Murietta, used it as a hideout between raids.
Merely Stories

All the stories appear, now, to have been just that— 
stories.

The reality, as unfortunately is so often the case, is 
more prosaic.

Barrows heard about the legends while studying his
tory at Sacramento State College under Professor Joseph 
A. McGowan. Last 'spring he set out on an exhaustive, 
painstaking search for old records, oldtimers who lived 
in the area decades ago, and bits of lore scattered through
out Calaveras and surrounding countryside.

His research took him over 1,200 miles of Calaveras 
roads and through ancient, musty official records and 
newspaper files by the dozen.

McGowan, who read a story about the Lost City in the 
April 3rd Sunday Leisure section of The Bee, made avail
able the fruits of Barrows’ labors—a 41-page paper on the 
subject, complete with pictures, verbatim interviews and 
other material.
Convincing Proof

Barrows’ work offers convincing proof that Lost City 
was the work of an early settler, Eugene Barbe, who 
bought the land on which it is situated in May, 1877, ac
cording to United States Government records. Barbe was 
a French settler, naturalized in 1873 in Tuolumne County.

Barrows determined that the stone buildings and mine 
shafts at the site came into existence after 1877, and un
doubtedly were built by Barbe and another man, Marion 
Eubank, who purchased adjoining land in 1878, according 
to government records. What became of Eubank is not in 
the records unearthed by Barrows.

Barbe, Barrows established, was a vegetable peddler 
who took his produce to nearby towns every week. He was 
thrown under his wagon wheels and killed when his horse 
bolted June 22, 1895. After that, the so-called Lost City 
was mainly deserted. It now is part of the Red House 
Ranch of William Ofenheim, whose permission is neces
sary to enter the area.

Barrows did find a possible basis for the Murietta as
pect of the stories. One oldtimer of the area said his grand
father, who settled there in the 1850’s, told him Murietta 
had lived there and placer mined the creek. But that evi



dently was befor the time of the Lost City’s existance.
But the most authentic background on the place seems 

to be that supplied by another oldtimer, William B. Gann, 
who settled with his family in the Salt Spring Valley in 
1874.

“According to Mr. Gann,” Barrows writes, “no city with 
stores, Pony Express service or other such facilities ever 
existed. The slate road, terraces, fruit trees, vines, fences 
and most of the buildings . . . were the result of one man, 
Barbe, who raised and sold fruits and vegetables through
out the area.

“Barbe also had a few sheep, cattle and fowl, making 
the construction of numerous buildings as well as fences 
around the garden a necessity. Many times Mr. Gann, 
who has been a rancher all his life, visited the old French
man, and he remembers that in his early youth there were 
only two buildings standing (around 1880-85).

“Barbe, who was a bachelor with no known relatives, 
occupied the territory for about 15 years or more, as Mr. 
Gann recalls, and was continuously building and improv
ing the land. . . . Therefore, being a witness (to the area’s 
settlement), Mr. Gann believes that the story of a Lost 
City has come about by observations based on physical 
evidence at the scene rather than on factual data ..

JOHN MURPHY
Taken from "History of San Jose/' Hall, 1871

pp. 192-193
“The remarkable fortune of a person in mining, now 

a resident of San Jose, was so much like the Arabian 
Night’s tales, that I cannot refrain from detailing it. Had 
he kept his fortune, he would, by its increase, have been 
one of the wealthiest men of the nation. But his bump of 
generosity is too great; he was too benevolent, and the 
fortune came too easy to be appreciated. I refer to Mr. John 
M. Murphy. He left San Jose in April, 1848, and went to 
Weber Creek, in Placer County. He employed a few Indians 
who belonged to the Mission and they induced many of 
the wild ones to accompany them, until Mr. Murphy had, 
at one time, nearly one hundred and fifty of them working 
for him. His influence with them was as productive of gold 
as the exclamation of “Open Sesame” by Ali Baba, at the 
cavern door of the forty thieves. After working a few weeks 
at the first location, they moved to what was called Dry 
Diggins where Placerville is situated. A part of the Indians 
were from Stanislaus County. About September, Mr. Mur
phy sent the Indians from that section back to their old 
grounds to seek gold. They went, and shortly returned, 
saying that they had found plenty of it. Murphy then 
moved to that new place, and there remained until about 
December, 1849. He had buried nearly two millions of 
dollars worth of gold. But at that time, it was sold cheaply. 
Coin was scarce, and most of the people, for a long while, 
did not know its real value. It was customary to sell the 
gold at four dollars per ounce, which was intrinsically 
worth over sixteen. It was not unusual for Mr. Murphy 
to take in at his store, twenty-five pounds of gold per day. 
When he first went to Weber Creek, but two other white 
men were there. His brother, Daniel, and one Dr. Isabell 
were his partners; although it was then not known, except 
between the three. No man ever asked Murphy in those 
days for money, without obtaining it.

JESUS MARIA
By J. A. SMITH

Many of the early day mining communities of Cala
veras County have not survived the decline in mining and 
the years of change in business and transportation.

Where wealth, activitiy, business, poverty and ro
mance once held sway, we now find the ghost towns of 
California. The old mining town of Jesus Maria, located 
on a tributary of Jesus Maria Creek, is about five miles 
southeast of Mokelumne Hill. It is not on one of the main 
traveled roads today, but in its heydey it was on the main 
road from Mokelumne Hill to Whiskey Slide, Mt. Ranch 
and Cave City. The locale of Bret Harte’s “Poverty Flat” 
is a short distance southeast of the town.

Little, indeed, remains today to indicate the feverish 
search for gold in the community. Forgotten is the roar 
of the giant streams as they washed away the earth. Only 
the piles of tailings thrown up by modern dredgers that 
have again worked over the diggings of the miners re
main as evidence of the busy camp. Gone is the old vege
table gardener, Jose Maria, for whom the place was named.

Gone are the miners and prospectors. Gone are the 
cabins of the miners and the business houses, such as the 
two-story hotel. Gone is the justice court where justice 
was dispensed by Judge Luke Lincoln and later by A. C. 
Lewis. Gone is David Phillips, the constable. Gone are 
the blacksmith shops of Craig and Godaux, the livery 
stable of Christopher C. Hughes, the dairy of Beffa and 
Dota, the stores of Griffin and Company and Gayon, and 
the sawmill which was erected by Lebref to cut the timber 
from the surrounding hills. No longer do the dance halls 
echo to the gay laughter of the dancing caballaros and 
senoritas who danced to the music of the violin and guitar 
in the Tivoli and Valpariso. No longer is there the large 
Mexican and Spanish population that made this a favorite 
visiting place for Joaquin Murietta. Gone is the school 
which was first established in 1858 and the families who 
made the town. Only a small adobe building, unoccupied, 
which was Gayon’s store, and two small plots of ground, 
marking the last resting place of those who passed on, 
remains to show the place where once a lively community 
existed.

Yet there is a charm about the place that has never 
been lost. Nestling among the high hills with its green 
well-kept fields along the water courses and with its sleek 
cattle in the meadows, Jesus Maria stands rich in its his
tory and romance, an excellent example of one of Cali
fornia’s ghost towns.—(Acknowledgement is hereby made 
to Mrs. C. J. Griffin of Jesus Maria for her information for 
this article.)

A. P. Dudley, an outstanding attorney of Calaveras 
County since its organization, left Mokelumne Hill in the 
latter part of 1858 to establish himself in his profession in 
San Francisco.

The Big Tree Bulletin, a newspaper printed and pub
lished at the Big Trees, Calaveras County, issued its first 
paper in May, 1858. Mr. J. Heckendom, formerly of the 
Columbia Clipper, was editor and publisher.
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EDITORIAL
The Annual Meeting of the Conference of California 

Historical Societies which met at Bakersfield on June 23-25 
was another successful and stimulating meeting. Mrs. 
Zumwalt of Mokelumne Hill was the official delegate of 
the Calaveras society to the Conference and she will re
port on the meeting. It was partly through the efforts of 
Mrs. Zumwalt that the next Annual Meeting will be held 
at Columbia next June. She cooperated with Mrs. Tillie 
Sheatsly, president of the Tuolumne Historical Society, by 
assuring the Conference that the Calaveras society would 
cooperate with the entertainment and arrangements if the 
Conference would vote to come to Columbia for its next 
meeting. As there was strong sentiment to take the An
nual Meeting to Berkeley next year, these ladies deserve a 
good deal of praise in persuading the Conference to come 
back to the state park where it originated in 1953. The 
date for the meeting will be June 22-24. This location of 
the Annual Meeting so close to our home will give many of 
our members a chance to attend these very worthwhile 
meetings that they have been forced to miss in past years 
because of the distance to travel.

The new president of the Conference will be L. Burr 
Belden from the San Bernardino County Historical Society 
and a columnist for the San Bernardino “Sun.” Dr. Clar
ence McIntosh from the Butte County Historical Society 
and professor of history at Chico State College will be vice- 
president, and Miss Ivy Loeber of the Napa County His
torical Society was re-elected treasurer. Your editor and 
second vice-president was re-elected executive secretary 
for the seventh time.

One of the most interesting events on the program 
was the panel discussion put on by delegates from the 
Napa County Junior Historical Society. The presentation 
of the problems facing an historical society was very ca

pably presented by youngsters ranging in age from eleven 
to thirteen years. This report by these youngsters so well 
trained by Miss Loeber dramatized to the Conference the 
possibilities of interesting our students in local history.

Our Calaveras County essay contest on local history 
was certainly an outstanding success this year, and let’s 
hope it will be even better next year. From this contest 
our society could have the uncleus for organizing a junior 
historical society that would achieve one of our objectives, 
education about our local heritage, more effectively than 
anything we could do. Perhaps this is a matter that Mrs. 
Hattie Hertzig and her essay committee could consider?

Another emotional highlight of the Annual Meeting 
was presence of Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, President Emeritus 
of the Conference, for his traditional Closing Remarks, 
which he missed last year because of his serious illness. 
When, in a firm and steady voice in spite of his 92 years, 
he urged the delegates to holdhigh the torch he was pass
ing into their hands and continue their efforts to preserve 
our wonderful heritage, he was given a tremendous stand
ing ovation.

There were 159 delegates in attendance at the annual 
banquet, representing over thirty-five local historical so
cieties. The Conference has 78 paid-up active historical 
groups as members. Any individual may become an asso
ciate member of the Conference for $5.00 a year and re
ceive all publiactions. This includes the newly-organized 
“California Historian.”

CARSON HILL GOLD
—“The Days of Gold in Historic Calaveras County,” 

by J. A. Smith (Calaveras Californian, January 29, 1959).
In 1851, says the “Angels Camp Record,” a pocket of 

gold was discovered on the summit of Carson Hill in what 
is now known as the Morgan Mine. It is said that nearly 
$3,000,000 was taken from an excavation that was only 
20 feet square and not over 30 feet deep. The formation 
in which the gold occurred was a magnesium rock, talc 
schist, heavily iron-stained by oxidation of pyrite in part, 
mostly of iron-bearing bi-silicates. The gold was found 
accumulated in bars and shreds about a larger central 
mass like a huge golden octopus.

The miners worked under armed guards. When blast
ing, the powder was charged into drill holes and the rock 
then covered with raw hides and timbers to prevent the 
rock and gold from flying.

When the blast had gone off the men went into the 
hole and picked loose as much of the metal that they could 
get.

The long stringers were twisted and pried with bars 
and beaten with hammers to loosen them. Often it was 
necessary to cut this gold with chisels, according to 
the statements of the men who worked there.

The Carson Hill pocket was undoubtedly the largest 
ever found in the world, allowing all reasonable latitude 
for exaggeration, a factor for safety usually necessary 
when considering these tales of ancient miners.—Cala
veras Chronicle, Nov. 9, 1907.

In the fall of 1859, the brick schoolhouse at Altaville,
Calaveras County, was constructed. The size is 25 by 18 feet.
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One Hundred Years in Copperopolis
By MRS. L. HELEN LEWIS 

of San Andreas
Copperopolis dreams of the past—
And ghosts go by on the old stage road!— 
Of men and decades that could not last,
Faded, and yet of the frontier code.

—Gordon W. Norris,
Poet Laureate of California

This charming little village of Copperopolis today 
retains a fragment of its one-time importance in the fast 
disintegrating smelters, shafts, and chutes of the old 
mines; in the handful of brick stores standing along the 
highway; and in the pioneer Congregational Church, now 
the I. O. O. F. Building, a substantial brick structure with 
beautiful Gothic windows.

A small triangular valley, hemmed in by steep and 
rugged mountain slopes covered with chaparral, still en
folds this picturesque little settlement. Situated between 
the slopes of the Bear Mountain Range on the east and the 
broken Gopher Hills on the west, it dreams of the days in 
the past when it was one of the greatest copper mining 
camps of all time, for, in the sixties, it held the distinction 
of being the principal copper producing community in the 
United States and boasted a population of more than ten 
thousand inhabitants.

The camp, located in the southeastern corner of Cala
veras County, is thirty five miles east of Stockton on High
way 4. It is twelve miles west of Angels Camp, home of the 
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County made famous by Mark 
Twain, and is seven miles north of the canyon of the 
Stanislaus where that river cuts through Table Mountain.

The name, “Copperopolis,” was derived from the word 
“copper” plus the Greek word “polis” meaning city. Appar
ently there was some dissatisfaction with the name which 
had been selected by the residents of this camp, for we read 
in one of the early-days newspapers of the state of Calif or - 

(Continued on Next Page)

This scene, taken from a stereopticon slide dated 1865, 
shows the Meader Hotel and, in the background, the 
Union Mine.

Congratulations to Copperopolis
One hundred years ago this year copper was discovered 

at what is now Copperopolis in the southern part of 
Calaveras County.

For many years thereafter Copperopolis was the prin
cipal copper producing community in the United States. 
It was fortunate that this copper deposit was discovered 
at a time when copper was so vital to our country which 
was embarking on the great Civil War.

The town grew as if by magic. Hundreds of people 
came in and soon Copperopolis became a very large town 
with all the business places common to mining communi
ties at that time.

(Continued on Back Page)



nia the following item:

The discovery of copper in a portion of Calaveras 
County has proved to be of vast importance—far 
more than was imagined would be the case. A 
settlement has been formed, which quite likely 
will soon become a large town. It now bears the 
absurd name of “Copperopolis” but we are in
formed that a respectable name will soon be sub
stituted for it. . . .
Although little has been recorded concerning activity 

in this portion of Calaveras County prior to the discovery 
of copper there, we do know that a man named Henry 
Stanzig farmed the lands in and around the area where 
Copperopolis later was located.

According to the report of the Assessor of the County 
of Calaveras for the year 1861, published in the “Calaveras 
Chronicle,” Hiram Hughes was the original discoverer of 
copper in this county. However, an interesting account 
is told of some Mexican miners who had discovered na
tive copper near Campo Seco many years before. They sold 
it to a storekeeper near Lancha Plana for gold. Upon dis
covering that it was not gold, the storekeeper had the 
Mexicans arrested for swindling him. At the trial the 
Mexicans testified that they thought the metal was gold, 
whereupon the judge required them to return the money 
they had received from the sale and dismissed the charge 
against them.

Hughes, who had had little luck in finding gold in 
Calaveras County, was caught up in the rush to the Com
stock area near Virginia City, Nevada, where luck 
continued to elude him. In fact, copper might have long 
remained undiscovered in Calaveras County if he had 
not possessed the vital quality of persistence. Being im
pressed with the marked resemblance between rock for
mations in the Washoe area of Nevada and those in 
western Calaveras, he returned to look for silver. In 
November, 1860, he struck ore at Quail Hill, six miles 
southeast of the present site of Copperopolis, without 
being aware that he had found the gossan cap of a rich 
copper lode.

This lode, which had the appearance of a body of 
“iron rust” in a frame of quartz, proved to be moderately 
rich in gold. While on a new search for this “iron rust,” 
Hughes discovered and located the Napoleon Mine. As 
there was less gold and more of the “iron rust” in this 
new claim, he decided to send a shipment of ore containing 
this unknown mineral to San Francisco to be assayed, 
where its true mineral content was discovered.

For an account of the early operation of this mine we 
turn to an early Calaveras County newspaper, where we 
find that Robert Dowling, County Assesor, in submitting a 
report to Honorable H. A. Higley, Surveyor General, makes 
the following comments:

I propose to append here an extract of a letter writ
ten to me by Hiram Hughes, an intelligent miner 
and the original discoverer of copper ore in this 
county.
“Gopher Mines, October 24,1861.
Our ‘Napoleon’ lead on Hog Hill is proving No. 1. 
We are down thirty five feet on a level of copper 
ore varying from 2 to 3 feet in width. . .. Two men 
raise two tons per day, besides doing the timbering. 
. . . The assays from the different qualities of sul- 
phurets up to the best ore, run from 16 to 20 85/100

Main Street—Early day scene in Copperopolis, taken 
from a stereopticon slide dated 1865.

of metallic copper, five dollars in silver and a trace 
of gold per ton... . We have shipped 66 tons of cop
per ore from this claim and have forty more ready 
for sacking. . ..”
News of the discovery of the “iron rust” soon spread 

throughout the valley and prospectors flocked to the area 
where they found indications of it at nearly every point in 
the Gopher Hills. Mrs. Ada B. Campbell, describing the 
spread of news concerning this copper discovery for the 
“Calaveras Citizen” at an early date, writes:

And it came to pass in the year one thousand eight 
hundred and sixty that the inhabitants of a cer
tain hamlet, situated in the land of Calaveras, were 
aroused from the even tenor of everyday life by 
strange and exciting rumors, being none other than 
tidings of great joy had befallen the dwellers 
in a neighboring hamlet called Hog Hill. . . .
In 1860 William K. Reed and Thomas McCarty, some 

of whose descendants still reside in this community, dis
covered and located the Union Copper claim, which at first 
was referred to as Reed’s Claim. The ore proved to be very 
rich and the growth of the town stemmed from discovery 
of this mine. Because of the demand for copper to be used 
in the Civil War effort, the mine was rapidly developed 
by Reed and McCarty and became a large producer. In
1864 the principal vein developed to a width of 40 feet of 
solid sulphuret ore of 15 to 20 per cent purity at a depth of 
250 feet thus giving the mine a world-wide celebrity, so 
that in 1865 it was valued at $2,000,000 and shares sold on 
that basis.

Although the Union, and the Keystone, which had 
developed quickly thearafter on the north of the Union, 
were considered the best, there were a number of other 
mines in operation during the boom years. In fact, by 1864 
twenty-two copper mining companies had filed articles of 
incorporation in the office of the county clerk of Calaveras 
County most of which were organized to mine in the 
Copperopolis district.

Apparently the people of the town were anxious that 
all the copper mines of that region receive proper recogni
tion for we find the local newspaper, which publication by
1865 was being wildly circulated, carrying the following 



item: “Some in San Francisco think the only mines in 
Copperopolis are the Union, Empire and Keystone. There 
are a score or more in operation and prospects are bright.” 
This newspaper lists the Table Mountain, Mountain Top, 
Scorpion, Kentucky, Index, Inimitable, and Harlem and 
goes on to state that many claims are idle because they 
are in the hands of poor men unable to work them.

Boundaries of the “Copper Canyon District” were estab
lished on August 3, 1860, and a set of mining laws adopted 
for the use of the miners of the area. The district was to be 
bounded on the north by the Angel’s Trail, east by Empire 
District, south by the O’Byrne Ferry District and west by 
Black Oak, Four Spring Run and Four Spring District. 
Each miner was to be entitled to one claim by location 
on a lead of 150 feet in length and 300 feet in width. How
ever, any miner discovering a new lead or vein, was to be 
entitled to an extra claim of the same extent. According to 
Article 7 of the mining laws, one day’s work was to be done 
on each claim, or company’s claim, once a month,, com
mencing on the first day of May, and terminating on the 
last day of December.

A recorder was to be elected whose duty it was to 
keep a correct copy of all claims in the district, to visit the 
claims in person, and give an accurate description desig
nating landmarks and also “names of company” occurring 
therein. His fee was to be paid at the rate of 50 cents per 
claim. W. K. Reed was elected recorder of this district; 
Thomas Hardy, President; James McCreight, Secretary; 
Henry Stanzig, E. W. Campbell, James Lewis, Thomas 
McCarty, Timothy Lewis, W. K. Reed, Robert Mullen and 
Josiah Hosmer, trustees.

In an effort to forestall litigation over claims, Article 
10 was included which provided that when any dispute 
arose respecting claims in the district, each party was to 
select a disinterested miner to act as arbitrator to settle 
the matter in dispute. If this arbitrator were unable to 
settle the matter, then another miner or referee was to be 
selected “whose decision shall be final.”

In spite of all the precautions taken to adopt this set 
of laws for the protection of the miners’ interests, the curse 
of all newly selected mining grounds did not escape 
them. The “San Francisco Bulletin” reports a pending 
lawsuit between the Keystone Company and some parties 
whom they charged with having jumped a portion of 
their claim. The ground in dispute was 325 feet upon the 
main lead. The same article also reports that the Consoli
dated Company, which embraced all the claims of the 
Hope and Phoenix Companies, had been encroached upon 
by a company that “had located side claims to the 
eastward.”

Such action called for legal aid and we find a nota
tion in the same publication to the effect that “there is an 
opening for the lawyers as well as other people at the 
copper town.”

An advertisement by J. J. Stoddard, attorney-at-law, 
in Volumne 1, Number 1, of the “Copperopolis Courier” 
assures us that lawyers found their way to this thriving 
community and established practice there.

The “San Francisco Bulletin” of May 22,1861, furnishes 
a good account of the early activity at the camp. From it 
we learn that “a new hotel is in progress of erection by 
J. W. Bean, which will accomodate visitors to any extent

This lovely old brick church was built by the Congrega
tional Society in 1862. Also used for Presbyterian services, 
it was later acquired by the Odd Fellows Lodge, and is 
now used as a community center.—Photo by Chas. Bloch.

in good style.” The same article also describes the new
found prosperity in the following manner:

The want of a good hotel has been much felt, very
much, at the new town. Pike and Brothers have a * 
good store, and a billiard saloon will soon be com
pleted. There are several other buildings in the 
town which is now regularly laid out upon a beau
tiful flat, upon which there is a liberal number of 
large oak trees. Great activity prevails at the town, 
and it is quite probable that 1000 tons of copper 
per month will be shipped from the vicinity to 
Stockton, during the coming summer 250 men will 
be constantly engaged.
By the fall of 1861, several stores were doing business 

there in addition to Pike and Brothers. Honigsberger, and 
Hilts and Morrison were other business firms listed. We 
learn, too, that there was a large assortment of billiard 
and drinking saloons, barber shops, restaurants, meat mar
kets, apothecaries, stables, in fact everything that goes to 
make up a thriving town, “not omitting a first-class hotel, 
kept by Gardner and Stockwell where from one to two 
hundred take seats at a table groaning with the good 
cheer of the mountains.”

On April 15, 1865, the people of this community could 
boast of a weekly newspaper, “The Copperopolis Courier.” 
Although the actual printing was done in Mokelumne 
Hill, it had a wide circulation throughout the county. The 
editor, in this first issue, inserts the following editorial 
which gives us his impressions of the new community 
which he had selected as the site of his future home:

For nearly three years the editor of this paper has 
been searching diligently for a suitable place in 
which to settle down and become a “useful citizen” 
and “A more valuable member of society.” He has 
traveled by railroad, steamer and stage, on horse 
and mule back, and frequently on foot, like a 
“strapped” miner returning from a wild goose 
chase, but has found no place like Copperopolis.
There are towns in California quite as beautiful 
and healthy as Copperopolis, but few so lively and 
promising—none containing more valuable mines.
It is situated in a handsome valley, the timbered 
mountains surrounding which rise in majestic lov-



liness, and afford retreats for lovers, food for stock, 
game for sportsmen, and wood for all purposes. . .
There is a bright future before Copperopolis. It is 
steadily advancing in population and wealth, and 
will soon rank with the largest and most pros
perous towns in California.
He had every reason to have faith in the future devel

opment of this area for already many business firms and 
professional people had become well established since the 
discovery of copper in 1860. Among those advertising in 
this first issue of the local newspaper were: R. Fowler, 
Books, Stationery and News Depot, connected with Wells, 
Fargo and Co.’s Express Office, west side of the Plaza; 
Variety Store, Union Street, opposite Copperopolis Hotel, 
J. C. Crawford, Prop.; Raffo Brothers, Union Street, Dry 
Goods, Clothing; M. Rosenbaum, Ready Made Clothing, 
Coats, Pants; Kelly and Gilliland, Druggist; four 
hotels, “The Globe,” “Franklin,” “Union,” and “Keystone”; 
three saloons, “The Copperopolis,” “Jack Faxon’s,” and 
“Exchange”; one Bowling Alley and Saloon, Thos. Blesch, 
proprietor; S. Morris, At Reed’s Brick Building, north side 
of Plaza, Dry Goods, Clothing, Ladies and Children’s Shoes, 
Carpets, Oil Cloths, Blankets, Millinery Goods, Etc., “All 
of which will be sold at San Francisco Prices to make room 
for new goods”; E. A. Gates, Union Cigars, Tobacco, Toys; 
Union Market, south side of the Plaza; Copperopolis Livery 
Stable; Union Restaurant; S. S. Abbott, H. McDonald, Har
ness, opposite the Armory Hall; G. W. Rogers, Justice of 
the Peace; and Dr. McLean, Physician and Surgeon.

In a very interesting advertisement inserted by George 
Berke, proprietor of a “Shaving and Hair Dressing Saloon,” 
the following comments are made concerning the excellent 
service received at this up-to-date establishment:

He is an old “Forty Niner” and has shaved acres of 
beard since his arrival upon the Pacific Coast 

.without making a scratch upon the face of a single 
customer. Give him a call, if you wish a shave that 
will set you to dreaming in the chair, and make 
you think you are courting angels through the 
lattice of heaven.

Although we find no mention of the great future in 
store for Copperopolis as late as 1893, Husted’s Directory 
of this date informs us that the famous “Copper Mine and 
Smelter Works” were still in operation as well as the “Pine 
Log Quartz Mine” close by. In addition, we learn that the 
town was still in possession of a post, express and tele
graph office as well as a number of other business 
establishments.

Listed in the Directory for this period as conducting 
places of business in Copperopolis were: Copperopolis 
Trading Co., H. D. Ranlett, prop; W. J. Masterson, mg., 
gen. mdse; The Pioneer Store, Mrs. A. Fontana, prop., 
Charles D. Fontana, manager; Union Hotel, George W. 
Hayes, proprietor and sheep raiser; Moore and Hunt (E. B. 
Moore, and M. L. Hunt) butchers; Old Corner Saloon, E. B. 
Moore, proprietor; Mrs. Laura May, dressmaker; Arthur B. 
Morgan, musician; and Milton L. Gann, stagedriver.

A perusal of the occupations of the various inhabitants 
of the town at this time discloses the information that most 
of them were either in the employ of the Union Mine or, 
in some other capacity, contributed to its operation, al
though some farmers and stock raisers are listed as being 
residents there.

Copperopolis Armory—Built in 1861 by public subscrip
tion for the Union Guard, local militia group, it was used 
for training and enlistment purposes during the Civil 
War, and is still in use for dances and social gatherings.

Late in 1863, Reed and McCarty sold their interests 
in the Union Copper Mine to Meader, Solon and Company 
and Thomas Hardy. With the money Reed received from 
the sale, he developed the so-called “Reed Turnpike,” a 
toll road running southwesterly of Copperopolis and 
uniting with a road leading into Stockton. Much of the 
copper ore produced in the mines was now transported 
over this road by ox and mule teams. This ore had earlier 
been carried down to Stockton on the backs of humble 
pack animals and the tinkle of their harness bells made 
familiar music for the people along the way.

From Stockton the ore was shipped by riverboat to 
San Francisco where it was reloaded and sent by sailing 
ship around the Horn to Atlantic ports and to Swansea, 
Wales, to be smelted and refined where much of it was 
used in the manufacture of paint.

The Reed Turnpike was considered an important fea
ture in the development of Copperopolis. It was considered 
one of the best roads in the state with no heavy losses 
reported and good watering places located along its 
route. During the rainy season it received practically all 
of the Stockton travel. It extended to the plains for a 
distance of twelve miles. Teams from Stockton for Chinese 
Camp, Sonora, and Columbia, came through Copperopolis 
by this route, then went on to cross the Stanislaus River 
on Union Bridge at O’Byrne’s Ferry, and, returning by the 
same route, they loaded with copper for Stockton. Team
sters reported that the trip by this route was a much easier 
one and that a day’s travel time was saved.

At a meeting of the stockholders in this road, held at 
Stockton on the evening of April 5, 1865, C. T. Meader was 
elected president; J. Littebrant, secretary; and T. R. 
Anthony, the treasurer.

Rates of toll established for travel over this road 
were as follows:

Buggies, 50c
Two-horse wagons, 75c
Four-horse wagons, $1.00
Each additional span, 25c
Returning unloaded teams, half-price



It was not until March, 1885, when the franchise to 
collect tolls had expired that the “Turnpike” was declared 
a free public road by the Calaveras County Board of 
Supervisors.

In spite of all the efforts being made to speed the 
process of keeping the stream of copper ore flowing to 
Stockton, the rich mines early appeared to demand the 
aid of the iron road. Thus, E. S. Holden, pioneer business
man and ardent promoter of all that might aid the develop
ment of Stockton, proposed to build a rail line between the 
two cities. The Stockton-Copperopolis Railroad Company 
was organized in 1862 with a capital stock of $1,500,000.

The California State Legislature of 1863 authorized 
the counties of San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Calaveras and 
Tuolumne to subscribe funds in aid of this railroad. On 
completion of a survey conducted by R. P. Hardy, it was 
estimated that it would cost $1,181,000 to construct the 
road and equip it with rolling stock.

In May, 1863, San Joaquin County citizens went to the 
polls at a special election to vote bonds of $100,000 for aid 
in its construction. Although the measure carried in the 
city of Stockton, it was defeated in the county. Linden, 
as well as many other farming districts, expressed the 
conviction that agriculture would be destroyed if rails 
superseded the freight wagons drawn by horses and mules 
“with such voracious appetites for the luxurious grains 
produced in San Joaquin County.” Thus, a great hue and 
cry was raised against ruining well-established business 
to bring to life a new mechanized industry.

In spite of obstacles, the railway company reorganized 
in 1865 and a new and less costly line surveyed. Just as 
plans were under way to put on an intensive promotion 
campaign, the richest copper deposits became exhausted, 
the bottom dropped out of the market and the prosperity 
of the region declined. Although twelve miles had been 
graded along the right of way by the contracting firm of 
Ivers and Nagle, all operations ceased.

In March, 1867, however, Congress was induced to grant 
a subsidy of five sections of land per mile of road to en
courage its construction. This grant was conditioned upon 
a subscription of $200,000 upon which five per cent was to 
be paid in and work commenced before March, 1869, ten 
miles to be completed annually until the road should be 
extended to Copperopolis. The company failed in its ven
ture, however, and, in order to save the franchise and land 
grant, was forced to transfer its rights to the Central Pacific 
Railroad Company which company constructed the road as 
far as Milton, a distance of thirty miles, completing con
struction on December 14, 1870.

The “Pacific Coast Business Directory” for 1876-78 
makes mention of the fact that mining, agricultural and 
horticultural interests in Calaveras County would have 
been greatly advanced by the completion of this railroad 
to Copperopolis.

By 1888 the mines of this region had been idle for 
nearly twenty years. But an advance in the value of copper 
at this time again directed attention to their rich deposits. 
The water was pumped out of the Union Mine and it was 
placed in working order. It gave employment to about 
thirty men and the shipments of ore averaged a carload 
a day. It was freighted by teams to Milton from where it 
was then shipped to Stockton by rail. Again there was 
agitation for extension of the railroad to Copperopolis and

Vital Statistics of Copperopolis today.—Photo by Chas. 
Bloch.

indications pointed to the possibility of its completion 
but work on the project was never realized.

Copperopolis exhibited great prosperity at the time 
this railroad was proposed and for a few years the mines 
poured forth wealth in great profusion. By 1864 the price 
of town lots had risen from ten dollars to as high as three 
hundred dollars for choice locations. The town extended 
for a mile and a half along its great thoroughfare and con
struction of new homes was commenced every day. A 
thousand people called this their home and three livery 
stables, two places for teams and twenty other establish
ments graced the streets of this fast-growing metropolis.

As early as the summer of 1861, Mrs. S. Friedman 
writes to the “Alta California” from Copperopolis that the 
town is growing rapidly. Four stages were already running 
to the place, two daily from Stockton and one every other 
day from Sonora and Mokelumne Hill.

By 1865 the mines had turned out a million and a half 
dollars worth of copper. William H. Clary and John H. 
Steinberger had sold their mine on Quartz Hill for $80,000. 
The Napoleon was fabulously rich and during the years 
1861-65, from its shafts many thousands of tons of rich 
ore were prepared for shipment to European markets.

The Union Mine, typically a miner’s dream, declared 
its first dividend in December, 1862, in the amount of 
$11,000 per share. The following year these same shares 
were selling at the staggering sum of $20,000. By 1863 it 
had three shafts working with 125 men on the payroll. Ore 
was so rich that stockholders were selling shares by the 
foot. William Dana, William Jones, Thomas Hardy, Pedar 
Sather and William Ralston were among the original 
stockholders. During the month of June alone, in 1865, 
this company paid teamsters $29,000 for hauling its ore 
to Stockton. Since the temperature for June 19th of that 
year registered a sizzling 112 degrees, we have no doubt 
but that the watering places along “Reed’s Turnpike” were 
a welcome sight to these perspiring travelers and their 
animals.

Shipments of ore from this mine for a six-day period 
from June 9 to 15, 1865, amounted to more than a million 
and a half pounds or in excess of 826 tons, with enough 
copper in sight to keep their force of 500 employes engaged 



for a period of ten years. Originally the mine had consisted 
of only thirteen shares of 150 feet each or a total length 
along the lode of 1950 feet.

During the first three months of 1861, 400 tons of ore 
containing 33 per cent of metal were taken from the mines. 
Under date of April 15, 1865, the “Sacramento Union” com
ments: “We judge they have no equal elsewhere in the 
known world.” On the U. S. Grant Claim, copper was found 
three feet below the surface with every prospect of a well- 
paying mine on the horizon.

Due to a lack of financing, not all companies prospered, 
however, as did the Union, Keystone and others. The “Sac
ramento Union,” in reporting a message from a mining 
correspondent who had written from Copperopolis in 1864, 
had this to say:

There are several companies who have been com
pelled to stop work through want of means. The 
fact is, poor men cannot do well by copper claims 
unless they sell. There is the Inimitable, within 
a hundred feet of the Union, and lying abreast: 
they too, have been compelled to stop, because 
there are too many men connected with it that 
have no money.
It was during the Civil War that the town assumed 

its greatest importance for it was during this period that 
the mines, running full tilt, furnished most of the copper 
used in the struggle. There were many indications, too, 
that Union influence was very strong. Thirteen Calaveras 
County volunteers from Copperopolis joined the Union 
Army.

On Saturday, October 22, 1864, there was a great meet
ing of Unconditional Surrender held in the town by the 
Union men. Large delegations came from Murphys, 
Angels, Altaville, Campo Seco, San Andreas, Jenny Lind 
and Mokelumne Hill. Each delegation carried its appro
priate banners, transparencies, mottos and design. They 
marched into town in one solid column, “presenting as 
fine an array of patriotic men as was ever before seen in 
one body in the county.”

The firing of a brass six-pounder was the signal for 
the various delegations to fall into line under the super
vision of Thomas Hardy who had been selected to serve 
as grand marshal. As each company took its position its 
torches were lighted and, keeping step to the music of the 
Campo Seco Band, it marched up the principal street. 
Never before was there displayed as magnificent a sight 
in Copperopolis as the eight hundred men, marching to 
music, carrying banners, mottos and burning torches.

There were many other occasions when the Union 
Guard, the local militia, took an active part in providing 
entertainment for the people of the community. The 
“Copperopolis Courier” of April 15, 1865, contains the fol
lowing notation:

A grand military civic ball will be given in this 
place on Wednesday evening April 19, by the Union
Guard. The ball will be held in the new Armory 
Hall. A beautiful American flag is to be presented 
to the company on the occasion by the ladies of 
Copperopolis.
The ball given on that Wednesday evening must have 

been a great success for we find the following account of 
the evening’s entertainment in a later issue of the local 
newspaper:

The ball given by the Union Guard on Wednesday 
evening in the Armory Hall was a brilliant affair.
There was dancing from 9:30 to 5 a. m. . . . Cop
peropolis can boast many, many beautiful ladies.
Of the hundred and ten who went to supper, a 
majority were good looking and a majority of the 
majority “sweet enough to eat.”
The ladies of Copperopolis presented the flag to Cap

tain Oliphant of the Union Guard. The presentation was 
made by Mrs. G. W. Rogers, an address was given by Rev
erend Mr. Starr, and a reply by Captain Oliphant.

On the following July 4, another grand military ball 
was given by the Union Guard at which the “music was 
superb, ladies sweet and numerous, and gentlemen agree
able and happy.”

A relic cannon, cast in 1837, was used by the Union 
Guard at Copperopolis in Civil War Days. Twice in later 
years the cannon was stolen. The last time it was found 
in a gondola car loaded with junk about to be moved out 
of Milton when it was recovered by one of the patriotic 
citizens of Copperopolis. It is now set in concrete in the 
school yard.

The Civil War Armory Hall was built in Copperopolis 
in 1861 by public subscription for the Union Guard. During 
the Civil War the Armory was used extensively for enlisting 
and training troops. Of brick construction, it still stands 
today in good condition boasting huge iron doors and 
barred windows. Due to the failure to pay taxes, it was 
lost to the Guard and the Copperopolis townsite. A deed to 
the building, patented by the Calaveras County Judge on 
February 26, 1875, conveyed the property to Mineral Lodge, 
International Order of Odd Fellows. The building again 
changed hands in 1939 when it was transferred to the 
Campo Seco Lodge of Odd Fellows in Jenny Lind. The 
Copperopolis Community Center which was organized in 
1940 regained possession of this historic building for the 
people of this community and once again they could point 
to it with just pride.

There are other interesting old buildings in Copper
opolis which are worthy of note. The Congregational 
Society of Copperopolis had commenced erection of a 
church upon a lot opposite the Union Mining Claim when 
C. T. Meader decided that a better location should be ob- 
obtained. So he purchased a lot for $1200 fronting on Union 
Street, adjoining the residence of J. M. Pike, and presented 
it to the members of the Society who built a beautiful struc
ture upon it, sixty by thirty feet in size. During the time 
the building was under construction, services and Sunday 
School classes were held in the Armory Hall with Reverend 
Mr. M. B. Starr serving as pastor.

We note in an earlier issue of the “Courier” that M. B. 
Starr was holding divine service at Cardinell’s Hall “every 
Sabbath a. m. and eve., except the morning of every 4th 
Sun. from April 16 on which morning Reverend Mr. Curry, 
Methodist, will preach.”

During the summer months Reverend Mr. Starr must 
have preached elsewhere or have invited visiting ministers 
to occupy the pulpit, for we find a notation in the June 29. 
1867, issue of the “Courier” to the effect that J. T. Nulls 
would conduct church service at 3 o’clock and 7 o’clock p. m. 
and that Sunday School classes would meet at 3 p. m. 
These services were conducted in a building, not named, 
opposite the residence of J. N. Pike. Episcopal-Methodist 



services were conducted in the town by Reverend Mr. 
Hanby each Sunday.

In 1861 the first Catholic Church was constructed, but 
it burned not long thereafter, and in 1863 Father Ignacio 
Yzguierdo, a refugee priest from Mexico, established a 
second one. Although this church survived the great fire 
which destroyed most of the town in 1867, it, too, was 
burned sometime later. With the revival of the copper 
mining industry during World War I, Copperopolis ex
perienced another surge of activity at which time the need 
for a new church became apparent. In 1916, Father James 
Vaughn, who was then pastor of the Angels Camp Church, 
with the help of people of the community, constructed the 
white, wood-frame church of St. Ignatius which is still 
standing.

The fire of 1867 which spared the little Catholic Church 
was the most disastrous conflagration ever suffered by the 
people of Copperopolis. The “San Andreas Register” for 
Saturday, August 28, of that year reports that on the pre
ceding Wednesday practically all the principal portion 
of the town was laid in ashes. At about 10:30 p. m. the fire 
broke out in the Copperopolis Hotel owned by Luke Kelly 
and reputed to be one of the most sumptuous of the South
ern Mines area. It spread with amazing rapidity to ad
joining property although a dead calm prevailed at the 
time. It crossed the street from the hotel, burning all 
establishments on that side of the street, including a tin 
shop, Cutler and Emery’s Store, the telegraph and express 
office, the Wedge Saloon, and Person’s Stables. It then 
crossed Union Street where it burned all on that side from 
Hornesburger’s store to Cardinell’s Hall. From the hotel it 
swept on to engulf the “Courier” newspaper office and 
Braid’s dwelling and to singe the blacksmith shop.

In commenting on the seriousness of the disaster the 
newspaper apologizes, also, for the inaccuracy of its 
account as follows:

This account of the fire is naturally inaccurate from 
the fact that we are compelled to pick up from third 
parties the best we can. The most lamentable part 
of the calamity is yet to be told. A stranger arrived 
the evening of the fire to enter the employ of the
Union Company and was burned to death while 
sleeping.
From this blow the community never fully recovered, 

although copper mining has given it a stimulus during all 
of this country’s wars and at other times when there was 
a demand for copper. As far as we can learn, however, 
there has always been an elementary school there with 
children in attendance.

The Copperopolis School District was established on 
September 27, 1862. No records seem to be available as to 
where the children were housed prior to 1865. An election 
was held in April of that year to determine whether a tax 
of $1000 should or should not be levied upon the taxable 
property of the school district “For the purpose of furnish
ing school facilities for said district, by removing the debt 
and furnishing the new house, furnishing pump, etc.” 
This election resulted in favor of levying the tax for the 
purpose described. The contract for construction of the 
new school building was awarded to Messrs. Angel and 
Chailoner.

The children of the community, as well as the grown
ups, were happy, of course, when work was suspended and

Relic Cannon—This old cannon, cast in 1837, was used 
by the Union Guard for training purposes during the 
Civil War at Copperopolis. Twice stolen for junk, it was 
recovered by George Thompson, Copperopolis native, and 
now rests in the school yard.—Photo by Chas. Bloch.

gatherings of various types were the order of the day. 
Horse racing became an early pastime for these people. 
A three day race meeting over the Copperopolis Race Course 
was held starting on June 8, 1865, with purses ranging up 
to $150.00.

The first Calaveras County Fair was held on the old 
Flower Ranch in Copperopolis where there was a quarter 
mile track. McCarty and Davis had race horses entered 
at this event.

On June 17, 1865, plans were instituted for a Fourth 
of July Celebration at which time where would be a salute 
of one hundred guns. Men serving in various capacities 
during the holiday were as follows: Thomas Hardy, presi
dent of the day; Honorable William H. Badgley, Orator; 
Reverend M. B. Starr, Chaplain; J. Hatch, Reader of the 
Declaration; and J. M. Pike, Grand Marshal. The Union, 
Keystone, Empire and Table Mountain Companies were 
particularly invited to “turn out” for this celebration as 
well as the Salt Spring Valley Quartz Mining Company and 
the Napoleon Company.

By 1867 mining activities had begun to decline in 
Copperopolis. During this year the Union Mine had been 
but partially worked. Its owners found it more profitable 
to place it in a condition for future operations, than to 
extract ore at prices prevailing at the time. Consequently, 
little ore was being removed, only such as it was necessary 
to move in making explorations. The number of men em
ployed had been reduced to 150 where as late as 1866 
nearly 400 were on the payroll. The chief work being 
carried on was keeping it free from water and making 
necessary repairs to the equipment above and below 
ground.

Explorations in the main shaft at this time showed 
that great quantities of ore were still available. These 
explorations extended to 500 feet perpendicular depth, 
where the lode on the north, near the line of the Keystone 
ground, was fifteen feet in width. In the same shaft at 
the 400-foot level, a hundred feet above, the lode had 
decreased to six feet in width. This increase in the pro-
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portions at lower levels was a favorable indication of 
permanence.

Like the Union, a decline in price, rather than the 
exhaustion of the mines, also caused suspension of mining 
activities in the other mines of the region. Since that time 
the mines have had periods of activity and inactivity, 
depending upon the demand for copper. During World 
War I and World War II there was considerable activity 
due to the great demand for copper for use in the war effort. 
A large smelter was built at the Union Mine in 1882 but 
was later burned as were many of the other buildings of 
the town.

Today there is no mining activity at this once thriving 
community, but do not write it off as dead for there is a 
new mineral on today’s horizon. Geologists have located 
great deposits of asbestos in the area and already the 
Jefferson Lake Sulphur Company is mapping plans for a 
huge multi-million dollar plant for the extraction of this 
mineral to be located on a 480-acre site adjacent to 
Copperopolis.

A lavish celebration is scheduled for the week-end of 
October 22nd of this year, when attire of the copper-boom 
days will be featured, not only to mark the centennial an
niversary of the discovery of copper there but to highlight 
the rebirth of the area through location of this new mining 
industry. Best wishes for good luck and great prosperity 
are extended to the fine people of this community.

Editor’s Note: This history of Copperopolis was writ
ten by Mrs. Lewis for a seminar in California History at 
the College of the Pacific in June, 1960. The instructor of 
the course, Professor Glen Price, was impressed and sub
mitted the paper in the annual Kirkbride Original History 
Essay Contest and Mrs. Lewis won the first prize of $25.00. 
The Calaveras County Historical Society is pleased to 
present most of the essay as this Centennial Edition of 
“Las Calaveras.”—Coke Wood, Editor.

Congratulations to Copperopolis
(Continued From First Page)

The mines were worked on a large scale and great 
amounts of copper were produced. Much of the ore was 
shipped to Wales for reduction.

Like other mining communities, the buildings were of 
flimsy construction and the town suffered from disastrous 
fires. However, more permanent buildings were erected 
that still stand.

Over the years, Copperopolis has held a unique and 
interesting place in the romantic history of California.

Its older citizens recount the exciting days of the past, 
ever remaining firm in the conviction that the mines con
tain as much wealth as has ever been taken out.

To-day, Copperopolis has only a small part of the 
population it had in its hey-day, but these men and women, 
descendants of pioneers, have an appreciation of the his
tory of the community and of the wealth produced by its 
mines. Therefore, they have set aside October 22-23 for 
a celebration to observe the centennial of the discovery of 
the copper lodes. Those leaders planning the events are 
determined to make the observance one of the outstanding 
centennial celebrations in the history of Calaveras County.

Therefore, we salute you, people of Copperopolis, and 
extend to you our best wishes for a successful celebration. 
May your community soon return to its former important 
place as a leading mining community in the State.

JUDGE J. A. SMITH, President,
Calaveras County Historical Society 

Postmasters at Copperopolis
Jacob Pike, December 19, 1861; Richard Fowler, April

18, 1864; Matthew Armstrong*; October 12, 1865; Aaron 
Barker, November 21, 1867; William H. Case, October 12, 
1870; Calvin Honey, February 17, 1874; Milton Honey, Jan
uary 5, 1887; Charles D. Fontana, March 27, 1890; William 
M. Vickery, July 24, 1893; Miss Etta Lieginger, January
19, 1895; Miss Maggie Egan, April 3, 1896; Milton Honey, 
March 5, 1898; Susie Callahan, January 17, 1913; Fenton E. 
Moore, November 30, 1921; Edna M. Lane, November 1, 
1933; Ines L. Doe, October 27, 1943; Lillian C. Lemmon, 
November 23, 1944; Edna M. Lane, May 7, 1950.

This information was obtained from Paul E. Lewis 
and Edna M. Lane. Lewis used photostatic copies of ori
ginal entries by clerk of the P. O. Dept., National Archives. 
Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Lane used local records. 

Society Officers Re-elected
At the annual election which was held at the July 

meeting, the Society unanimously re-elected all the incum
bent officers for another year.

EXPERT SAFE-CRACKERS ARE AT WORK
IN CALAVERAS COUNTY

Stockton Mail, May 23, 1892
Last Monday they robbed the Post Office at San An

dreas, but did not get much coin. Thursday night they 
visited Murphys and went through the safe in the Post Of
fice, securing about $400. They also opened a till in the 
hotel and obtained a small sum of money.
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TELEGRAPH CITY
By J. A. SMITH

The location of Telegraph City is in the extreme 
westerly part of Calaveras County in Section 15, Township 
1 N., R. 11 E., M. D. M.

In 1938 I wrote R. B. Parks who at one time was the 
owner of the land in and around Telegraph City for in
formation that he might be able to give me about the 
place. Mr. Parks at that time was living at the Hotel 
Clark in Stockton. His reply follows:
Mr. J. A. Smith
Superior Judge of Calaveras County
San Andreas, California.

Dear Judge:
The reason I have not answered your letter of the 

17th sooner, is that I have been out of town.
I have been told the name of Telegraph City origi

nated through the telegraph line going from Stockton to 
Sonora. The city was established in the early sixties and 
was on Reed’s Turnpike.

The buildings which I remember being there were 
the Telegraph City Hotel, which was operated by my 
father and mother, Mr. E. Parks and Mrs. Mary Parks, 
and a general merchandise store owned and operated by 
C. S. S. Hill. There was also a large mine about two miles 
from Telegraph City, known as the Quail Hill Mine.

In the early days, the sixties, there were a great many 
miners prospecting for copper, several hundred. This was 
during the war and copper was selling for about fifty 
cents a pound, which brought a great many people to 
the city.

The old palm trees near the side of the road were 
planted in about 1900. I had these planted there. The old 
fireplace and chimney which remains was to my house, 
which I had erected at a cost of about $5000 at that time. 
The house was destroyed about ten years later by fire.

Sorry that I cannot give you more information but 
this is about all I can remember of the city.

With kindest regards, I remain,
Yours very truly,

Robert B. Parks
At one time there was a school district known as 

Telegraph City School District.

Calaveras County Historical Society 
Essay Contest

The Calaveras County Historical Society is sponsoring 
an essay contest on local history in the two high schools 
and in the fourth through eighth grades of the elementary 
schools of the county.

RULES FOR LOCAL HISTORY ESSAY CONTEST
1. The subject shall deal with some phase of local 

Calaveras history such as: personalities, buildings, 
objects, sites, events, industries, discoveries, trans
portation, etc.

2. The material presented shall be, as far as possible, 
original research, and not copied verbatim from any 
previously published sources.

3. Efforts should be made to check the truthfulness 
of the material, and all sources of information 
should be carefully listed.

4. All essays must be submitted on or before April 1,
1961, and are to be read by the winners at the April 
dinner meeting of the society.

5. Essays should be 1500 words or less in the 7th, 8th, 
and High School groups, and 500 words or less in 
the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades. Essays may be in 
student’s own handwriting or typewritten.

6. A group of judges known only to essay contest 
chairman and each other will judge all essays 
submitted.

7. Prizes shall be the same for each group: One group, 
high school; one group, 7th and 8th grades; one 
group, 4th, 5th, and 6th grades.

1st prize — $10.00; second prize — $5.00 and 
membership for 1 year in the Historical Society, a 
copy of the April issue of Las Calaveras, and a 
free dinner.

Essays, when completed, may be sent to the office 
of the County School Superintendent, to the office of the 
Unified School District, or direct to Hattie E. Hertzig, 
Chairman, Calaveras County Historical Society Essay Con
test Committee, San Andreas, California.

Two Killed at Carson Valley
Sacramento "Daily Union/' January 19, 1864

The San Andreas “Register” of the 16th of January 
says: “We have been informed that B. T. Bradley and 
Wilson, residents of Salt Spring Valley in this county, 
were recently killed at Carson Valley by B. F. Marshall, 
formerly of Mokelumne Hill. It seems there was a diffi
culty between Marshall and Bradley, in which the former 
killed the latter. An examination was had and Marshall 
admitted to bail. After being released, Marshall found 
Wilson, father-in-law of Bradley, who had been a witness 
against him on the examination, and deliberately shot 
him through the head. Marshall was formerly Sheriff of 
this county, Bradley a member of the Senate, and Wilson 
a member of the Assembly in 1860, and was a candidate 
for County Judge in the last election, on the Democratic 
ticket.”



GABRIEL K. STEVENOT
My Grandfather, Gabriel K. Stevenot, was known as 

“Angel Gabriel” K. Stevenot for the many things he did 
for people on the Mother Lode.

He came around the Horn in 1846 from France to San 
Francisco. Then, in the same year, he went to Marysville 
with General Sutter. They built the mining town of 
Elizerville on the Feather River, 10 miles from Marysville, 
and named it after Sutter’s daughter, Eliza.

My grandfather left there and started for the Mother 
Lode. He had a buckboard and a span of horses with two 
pack animals. He arrived one half mile below Carson 
Hill and pitched his tent here. This spot was later called 
New Melones and named after the nuggets found in the 
form of melon seeds in Spaulding Gulch. My grandfather 
was an attorney. His son, my father, arrived in the 
Mother Lode in 1862. He had graduated from Strassburg 
in mining, chemistry and geology.

Sincerely,
ARCHIE STEVENOT, 
“Mr. Mother Lode.”

FROM THE DIARY OF GABRIEL K. STEVENOT 
Sunday, January 1, 1865

Gifts 25.00
Expenses 5.00

Night before last at 8:30, I returned from my trip to 
New Melones, during this time, I met Mr. Coignot at 
Copperopolis, Engineer of mines, sent by the French Gov
ernment to examine Mines in North America.

Monday, January 2, 1865
Expenses 12.00

I have worked all day in my laboratory having diffi
culty in extracting precious metal, with my son, Emile
K. Stevenot.

Wednesday, January 18, 1865
Bought Furnace for foundry from Smitt, 32.75
Departed for New Melones with Mr. Coignot 17.50
Engineer. Expenses for trip Wagon and Steamer --------

50.25
Friday 20.

Expenses at Copperopolis Tavern 4.50
Arrived New Melones, Horses 4.00

Saturday—21
Livery stable at Robinson’s Ferry 1.50
96 lbs. of oats at 8 cts. 7.70

Total Expense of trip to date 71.70
March—Wednesday—8th

I paid $150.00 for my passage to New York, on steamer 
Golden City.

March—Friday—10
I sent Emile K. Stevenot $200.00 for pocket money. 

Am sending on Steamer Golden City, 4600 lbs. of mineral 
to my address in New York.

March—Monday—13
Leaving for New York on Steamer Golden City. 

April—Friday—14
We have just heard the sad news that Mr. Lincoln, 

President of the U. S., has been assassinated and that Mr. 
Seward, first minister, has been stabbed in bed.

April—Saturday—15
Received a telegram that tells me we have it richer 

than ever in the Stanislaus.

MILTON
Completion of the Southern Pacific Railway from 

Stockton to Milton in 1871 marked the birth of the little 
foothill town of Milton, which was named to honor Milton 
Latham, a construction engineer who helped build the 
railroad to Milton.

It was intended to construct the line at first to Copper
opolis, but due to the expense of constructing further into 
the hills, Milton was made the terminous. From this 
point large teams consisting of as much as 12 and 14 
horses at times conveyed the freight to and from the 
mountain towns of Copperopolis, Angels Camp, Murphys, 
Vallecito, Columbia, Sonora, San Andreas and other 
places. Six Horse stages carried mail, express and pass
engers to these towns. It was a stage bound for Milton 
that was stopped by Black Bart, which led to his capture 
through a laundry mark on a handkerchief or a cuff that 
he dropped at the time of the stage robbery. Gold from 
the Mother Lode Mines was sent by express on these 
stages and was guarded by R. E. McConnell, T. M. Epro- 
son, William Hendricks, Jack Morley and A. Banks, all 
express messengers.

Travel to Yosemite Valley and the Big Trees of Cala
veras was routed by Milton. Parties would leave their 
splendidly equipped private cars at Milton while they 
rode in carriages or stages to their destinations.

The Milton road lost a great deal of its business when 
the Narrow Gauge railroad was built to Valley Springs, 
had a further loss when the Sierra Railroad was built 
into Tuolumne County and a branch into Angels Camp. 
The change of transportation by trucks and automobiles 
was a further factor in the decline of Milton.

In 1872 a private school was taught by Miss Mary 
Aull and in 1873 a public school district was established, 
a schoolhouse built, and Miss Jenny Zigler installed as 
teacher.

The first grocery store was owned by Mr. J. C. Bunds 
and the post office established July 14, 1871, in the store 
of Belts and Crawford, with Mr. Crawford as the first 
Postmaster.

The first hotel was owned by Harvey & Utter, and 
then a Mr. Fox built a hotel that was blown from its 
foundation and was always known as the “Tornado 
Hotel.” Mr. and Mrs. Donner conducted this hotel for 
many years.

Peterson and Dake were storekeepers in Milton at an 
early date. McDonald had the livery stable that after- 
wards was conducted by Nealey.

There were several feed stables and blacksmith shops 
to accommodate those engaged in freighting.

Louis Beysser, Sr., was the first forwarding agent for 
the railroad.

The following are the names of the old families who 
first grazed their stock around Milton: C. D. Reynolds, 
Thos. Wheeler, Rhodes Bros., William Snow Schroebel and 
Walter Robie.

Two famous actresses spent their childhood days here 



with their grandparents, namely Nancy O’Neill and 
Lillian Lampson.

Much of the ore from the mines at Copperopolis was 
shipped by rail from Milton and great numbers of cattle 
and sheep went from Milton.

The Methodist church was built in the late seventies.
Most of the old buildings have been destroyed or torn 

down. The depot building no longer exists.
George Callahan came to Milton as a track laying 

foreman. He remained and was a successful stock raiser 
and in addition conducted a hotel.

In its hey-day Milton had a population of about 500 
persons. At present most of the lands around Milton are 
used to graze stock.

SOUTH GROVE OF THE CALAVERAS
BIG TREES

Although the North Grove of the Big Trees had been 
acquired by the state and made a State Park in 1931, 
through the efforts of the Save the Redwoods League and 
the generosity of private individuals, such as Desire Fricot, 
the South Grove of the Calaveras Big Trees, discovered in 
1870 and located some eight or nine miles across the 
Stanislaus River in Tuolumne County, remained in the 
hands of private lumber companies. When logging opera
tions reached the boundaries of the valley protecting the 
South Grove and there was real danger to the Grove, not 
so much for the actual use of the redwood lumber because 
the Sequoia Gigantea makes poor building material, but 
because the protective surrounding belt of large pines 
would be logged with disastrous effect on the Big Trees, 
a renewed effort was made by the Save the Redwoods 
League. Led by the energetic efforts of such people as 
Stuart Gibbons and Mrs. Owen Bradley, the League 
worked to raise enough funds when matched by state 
funds to purchase trees for the South Grove and put it for 
all time into the protective custody of the state park sys
tem. With the assistance of a large grant from the Rocke
feller Foundation, the necessary funds were raised and 
the Calaveras South Grove was purchased and added to 
the State Park System in 1954.

Because the South Grove could be reached only by 
privately owned logging roads, it was not opened to the 
public until public access roads could be built. The first 
step in this road construction was completed in the fall 
of 1959 when the first five miles of an excellently graded 
and paved road was opened to public travel from the 
North Grove to the Stanislaus River, providing many addi
tional camping areas. The final three miles of road con
struction must await further financing.

Calaveras Big Trees Sentinel
Falls in Storm

"Stockton Record/* November 29, 1919-■■ P. I.—Saturday
One of the two Sentinels guarding the entrance to 

the famous Calaveras Big Tree Grove was uprooted by 
the terrific storm of Wednesday night. It fell with a crash.

The mammoth Sequoia, estimated to be between four 
and five thousand years old, was 325 feet in height and 
25 feet in diameter. The news of the falling of this magni

ficent tree so often admired by travelers will be received 
with regret by nature lovers.

The two Sentinels stood guarding either side of the 
road just outside of the grounds of the Calaveras grove as 
the traveler approached the hotel. Nearby a creek flowed 
into the meadow below. During freshet seasons the stream 
flow eroded the earth from the roots of the eastern Sen
tinel and a few years ago during a winter storm the old 
Sequoia almost went over. It toppled against its brother 
tree on the west side of the highway and has since been 
supported by the upper branches of the west Sentinel. An 
archway was thus formed under which traffic was routed.

The news of the falling of this mighty monarch was 
telephoned to Edgar Whiteside of the Holt Manufacturing 
Company last evening by his mother Mrs. Job Whiteside 
who conducts the Big Trees Hotel. Mrs. Whiteside motored 
down to Angels yesterday. She is preparing to come out 
of the Big Trees for the winter next Sunday or Monday.

“Mother has remained in the mountains and kept the 
hotel open later than usual this year,” Mr. Whiteside told 
the Record. “This was largely due to inability to get a 
winter keeper. The man who usually stays at the hotel 
throughout the winter had cattle to get out of the moun
tains and couldn’t go on the job.

“I don’t know just what we will do with the fallen 
Sentinel just yet, but you may be sure that we will feature 
it as a novelty. We may cut a cross section out and route 
the driveway through it, or, if the trunk is not too badly 
broken up, we may bridge it and route a driveway down 
the top. Since the tree was 325 feet high we ought to be 
able to make quite a feature of an elevated drive for 
automobiles out of its trunk. The storm did no other 
damage to the grove, although a few old branches were 
carried down from some of the trees.”

"Little Bud"
Andy Cademartori of Murphys tells the story about 

an incident which occurred in 1895 when James Budd was 
running for governor. Budd stopped at the Mitchler Hotel 
and inquired of Frank Mitchler who was the best Demo
crat in town? He was sent over to Dave Baratino’s black
smith shop, located just across the street from the present 
post office, where he invited Dave to introduce him at the 
public meeting which was to be held. Dave was highly 
honored to have this opportunity and introduced the can
didate as follows:

“Ladies and gentlemen. I want to introduce my good 
friend, Jimmy Budd. He is only a little bud now but by 
and by he be a big flower!”

The Wounded Messenger—
"Calaveras Prospect"

No particulars of the attempt at robbery were re
ceived at the local express office, as no one came in from 
the stage line this noon.

Tovey, the messenger, is an old and tried shotgun 
man who has had various battles in his business. A year 
or two ago two men, named Sharp and Jones, stopped the 
stage from Bodie to Carson. Tovey was aboard. He shot 
and killed Jones, and was himself shot in the arm by 
Sharp, who escaped.
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EDITORIAL
Congratulations to Irene Corneau and the Copperopolis 

Community Club on the fine success of their Centennial 
Celebration. Nothing can be criticised and all activities 
were well-done and interesting. The meeting of the 
Golden Chain Council, the Clamper initiation, the parade 
on Sunday, and the joint meeting of the Tuolumne and 
Calaveras County Historical Societies were all events well 
attended and enjoyed. The excellent program on the 
history of Copperopolis presented by Helen and Paul 
Lewis at the joint historical society meetings in the his
toric old Armory Hall (1862) was especially interesting 
and successful. The souvenir Copperopolis publication 
was very interesting and was well received. Members of 
the society might like to know that 225 copies of “Las 
Calaveras,” carrying the Copperopolis story, were sold. 

A big vote of thanks should be given Mrs. Alice El
dridge, Chairman of the Committee, for the very fine 
Christmas program which she arranged for the society. 
This historical Christmas meeting has become one of our 
most enjoyable of the year. One of the big surprises of 
the program presented by Mrs. Eldridge was the amazing 
harmonica concerto rendered by our usually dignified 
vice president, assisted by his lovely wife, Helen, and Lola 
Christianson. The beautiful Christmas decorations, all 
made by Mrs. Eldridge, gave a pleasant setting for the 
refreshments served by the Home Economics Committee 
of the Calaveras Grange after the meeting. 

The first joint workshop of historical societies of the 
Mother Lode was held on October 15 in Columbia and 
was well attended. Full credit should be given to Mrs. 
Tillie Sheatsley, Regional Vice-president of the Con
ference, for the success of the workshop. The panel dis

cussions on membership, publications and programs were 
very stimulating to the respective delegates from Mari
posa, Tuolumne, and Calaveras Counties. No delegates 
were present from Amador County. The panel of presi
dents of the societies, consisting of Judge Tom Coakley 
of Mariposa, Mrs. Tillie Sheatsley of Tuolumne, and Judge 
J. A. Smith of Calaveras was especially interesting. At 
the luncheon meeting, Dr. Robert Burns gave a very fine 
talk on California. The workshop adjourned about three 
o’clock with everyone vowing that this type of meeting 
should be repeated again next year.

Calaveras County Seat Moves
Sacramento "Daily Union/' March 1, 1864

The majority of the Board of Supervisors of Calaveras 
County have ordered the removal of offices, together 
with all books, papers, and other movable property be
longing to the county and to the town of San Andreas from 
Mokelumne Hill.

Big Trees Stage Line
The "Alpine Chronicle/' April 30, 1870

We learn that Mattison and Garland of Murphys are 
preparing to stock the Big Trees Road for a stage line be
tween Silver Mountain, Big Trees, and Murphys as soon 
as the snow is off the road.

New Big Trees Grove
"Alpine Chronicle/' August 13, 1870

“A grove of big trees has been discovered on Sperry’s 
Ranch, Calaveras County, and the trees are said to be 
larger than those in the already famous Big Tree Grove.” 

A Later Account
(Special to the "Mail")

San Andreas, April 30, 1892. The Sheep Ranch Stage, 
carrying coin for the mines, was stopped this morning on 
Willow Creek, four miles from San Andreas, by two 
robbers.

The first notice was a shot which instantly killed 
Miss Rodersino of Eldorado, 16 years old, badly wounded 
Driver Raggio (he receiving 4 buck shot, two through his 
lungs) and slightly wounded messenger Tovey.

No treasure was secured, officers and citizens are 
following on the trail.

T. J. MATTESON HAS RETIRED
Stockton Mail, September 16, 1892

The stage line running from Murphys through Angels 
Camp to Milton and connecting with Mr. Sperry’s stages 
for the Calaveras Big Trees has been sold to John Raggio, 
owner of the Valley Spring, San Andreas and Angels Camp 
stage line. T. J. Matteson, the former proprietor of the line 
transferred, has retired from active business and moved his 
family to Oakland. He sold his livery business at Murphys 
■a few weeks ago to his son, Earnest, and bonded a gold mine, 
which he owned at that place, to capitalists, receiving 
$20,000 cash in part payment. Mr. Matteson resided at 
Murphys for many years.
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WOLFE CABIN—Bryce Jasper and daughter, Barbara, of 
San Andreas, in front of Monte Wolfe’s upper cabin, 
which is located near the Jasper summer cabin.

MONTE WOLFE. SIERRA HERMIT
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

The story about Monte Wolfe in the local papers has 
recalled many memories of this “man of the mountains.” 

The Bryce Jaspers of San Andreas, who own a cabin 
near Hermit Valley, have a very fine snapshot of Monte’s 
upper cabin.

I am indebted to them for the following article pub
lished in the “Stockton Record” entitled “Pete and His 
Pipe”:

Now I have a “who dunnit” that intrigues me. 
Not just a who but a why, and upon what basis of newly 
discovered fact. Was it sentiment or just prankishment 
that led someone to pile stones on the simulated new 
grave and mark it with an inscribed headstone of granite?

It is just south of the road shoulder and 100 yards 
west of where the Ebbetts Pass Road State Highway No. 
4 crosses the bridge in Hermit Valley. It wasn’t there two 
months ago. You can’t miss it, as a turn in the road puts 
it head-on to a car driver.

(Continued on Next Page)

HONOR MR. MOTHER LODE—Archie Stevenot of Sonora 
(center), retiring president of the Golden Chain Council 
of the Mother Lode, receives a copy of a Senate resolu
tion from Senator Stephen P. Teale (left) officially 
naming him “Mr. Mother Lode.” Bill Cassidy, Auburn 
publisher, new Council president, admires a gold medal
lion bearing the State seal presented by Senator Teale 
and Assemblyman Paul J. Lunardi.

Stevenot Gets 'Mr. Lode* Senate Honor
Archie Stevenot of Sonora, who retired last month as 

president of the Golden Chain Council of the Mother Lode, 
officially became “Mr. Mother Lode.”

Archie, widely known in the State for his activities in 
promoting highways and historical preservation of the 
Lode counties, was presented a State Senate resolution in 
a handsome frame, giving him the official title for his 
contribution to civic service.

The presentation was made by State Senator Stephen 
P. Teale. As a second honor Senator Teale and Assembly
man Paul J. Lunardi presented him with a gold medallion 
inscribed with the Great Seal of the State of California.

Archie’s wife, Rose, was given the first life member
ship in the council for her faithful duties in handling 
secretarial work for her husband for many years, and her 
assistance to the council. Archie is proud of his record 
of not having missed a meeting of the council and its 
predecessor organization, the Mother Lode Highway Asso
ciation, in 41 years.

RED PAT
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Most mining communities have their characters, and 
Red Pat was one at Hodson when the Royal Mine was 
being operated by J. C. Kemp, an executive for an 
English company.

Patrick McKinia (alias Red Pat) was a roustabout 
at the Royal Mine at Hodson, Calaveras County. He was 
a native of County Clair, Ireland, and was well named 
Red Pat, for his hair was red and curly. His skin shone 
red between the great red freckles and red hair that 

(Continued on Next Page)



Monte Wolfe, Sierra Hermit
(Continued from Preceding Page)

The border of the granite slab is in green paint, the 
lettering is red. In front is a beer can painted green with 
some wilted wild flowers hanging on the side.

The inscription reads “Mounty Wolf Died 1940.” It 
faces down the Mokelumne Hill gorge, and that, some 
5 or 6 miles below the grave, was the hideout from which 
Monte Wolf disappeared in April of 1940 and no trace of 
him has come to light about him unless the markers of 
the grave and monument know something that I don’t.

Their spelling of the name as “Mounty” would indicate 
their act was a prank. Monte was a nickname, of course, 
derived from the Spanish card game, but the man’s real 
name I never heard mentioned.

I do not know, but Wolf may have been an alias 
applied because he has been known as the “Lone Wolf 
of the Sierras.”

Outlaw he was and hermit and an amazing man phy
sically in that he walked in or snowshoed incredible dis
tances in a day’s time in his rugged country. But like a 
wolf, I’d say, no, more I’d say like a coyote, a coyote with 
no inhibitions against what we term stealing. Monte did 
a little hunting and trapping, some trout fishing and 
guiding of sportsmen in season. With his main depend
ance on the contents of cabins within the 100 square miles 
of territory he had marked for his own.

Yes, Monte was an outlaw with charges of theft 
hanging over him in Calaveras and Alpine counties, but 
for bringing to trial the officials of neither county desired 
any part.

He was sort of a parasite, a pest, a nuisance, but not 
vicious or a menace.

Yes, a coyote with his den lined with chicken feathers. 
And his was a den, his hide-a-way deep in the narrow 
gorge of the Mokelumne. On a little-frequented, brush- 
grown island, it was a part dugout and part stone-walled 
and roofed with brush and concealed with brush and with 
the entrance a kind of crawl in crooked way through 
growing brush. Inside was the loot found after Monte 
disappeared in April, more than 8 years ago. Bear rugs, 
deer rugs, a phonograph radio, expensive trout rods and 
enough canned food to last one man many months and the 
body of Monte’s pet cat locked in and starved to death. 
Monte wouldn’t have done that on purpose. It was the 
strongest bit of evidence that he had fallen into the spring 
and drowned. But no part of his body was ever found, not 
unless the “grave markers” found a bit of his skeleton 
this summer, I wonder.

Note: I am sorry that Pete and his Pipe Peterson did 
not live to learn that his opinion that it may have been 
a prank was true.

John Reinking and Arlin Jasper of San Andreas 
erected this monument to the memory of Monte Wolfe one 
summer about 1948 while they were vacationing at Hermit 
Valley.

Just inside the door to the entrance of the upper cabin 
was a trap door. Below was an excavation lined with tins 
and it contained many utensils and food.

At one time he had a small cook stove in the upper 
cabin which he must have carried for a great distance.

For the foregoinging article I am indebted to Romie 
Rolleri of Angels Camp.

Mr. Rolleri states that he knew Monte Wolfe in 1920.

Red Pat
(Continued from Preceding Page)

covered his powerful body.
He could outwork, outwalk, outeat, outrun and out- 

sleep any man in the Mother Lode.
He could not and would not fight. One Fourth of 

July afternoon at the mine he displayed his capacity for 
edibles and a case of eggs and a case of beer were fur
nished by the miners. He began to eat the eggs raw, 
shells and all, washing them down with copious draughts 
of beer.

After a number of eggs had been eaten, Pat re
marked, “There was a ‘burred’ in that,” and continued 
with his eating until he had consumed 60 eggs and 10 
bottles of beer.

On one occasion he was called to San Andreas as a 
witness in a lawsuit. Clabe and Will Womble were also 
called as witnesses.

The Womble boys started before him in a two-horse 
rig. At the top of the hill in the road leading out of San 
Andreas, they overtook Pat on foot. They offered to give 
him a ride. He declined, stating he was in a hurry to get 
to Hodson.

They drove on and left him. It took three to four 
hours to drive to Hodson. When they arrived Pat greeted 
them in front of a building where he had been refreshing 
himself. He had gone across Bear Mountain and by walk
ing and running had beaten the others home by about 
half an hour.

On one occasion when a man had been injured at 
the mine he went on foot for a doctor to Angels Camp 
and made the round trip in just under four hours.

He delighted to show his strength by picking up a 
small horse that was tied to the hitching rail in town and 
carrying the horse to the opposite side of the rail. If a 
saddle horse broke his tether, Pat would run him down 
and capture the horse.

He liked alcohol in any form but seldom was in
toxicated.

On one occasion he tried to stop a fight between two 
friends and was severely stabbed in the abdomen. From 
this he fully recovered.

He had been blown up by dynamite, covered up in 
the underground workings of mines, but always managed 
to survive.

One Sunday morning he was engaged in tightening 
the fish plates that held the rails of the high trestle to
gether over which ran an electric train transporting ore 
from the mine to the 120-stamp mill.

Due to the roar of the mill, he did not hear the train 
as it was backing to the hoist and he was run over.

He was critically injured and it was some time before 
he could be taken out. He did not lose consciousness, 
even aided the men at their work without one word of 
complaint.

A bottle of whiskey was offered him which he refused 
for the first time in his life, saying, “No thank you, boys, 
Pat hasn’t long for this world and he is going to die sober.” 

That night, without uttering one word of complaint, 
Pat passed into the Great Beyond.

I do not know what paper the following article appeared 
in:

If you have fished or camped or hunted in that area 
(Continued on Next Page)



Monte Wolfe, Sierra Hermit
(Continued from Preceding Page)

surrounding the place where the boundaries of Cala
veras, Alpine or Amador counties touch each other you 
have heard of that almost legendary person, a person 
known as Monte Wolfe, and how he disappeared in the 
winter of 1939-40 and neither hide nor hair of him has 
been seen since.

Winter and summer he had stayed in that mountain 
wilderness for at least 20 years, but few men had seen 
him face to face until some five or six years ago when 
he offered his services as guide to a few fishing parties. 
He was suspected of pilfering from mountain cabins but 
because he was such a “wild man” and the articles that 
disappeared were of small consequence he wasn’t offi
cially charged. It was known that he had two “hide
aways”—cabins deep in the gorge of the North Fork of 
the Mokelumne River, but few men had ever seen either 
of the cabins.

Numerous stories about the mysterious disappearance 
of Monte Wolfe have been told and written but the offi
cial record in the office of the Supervisor of El Dorado 
National Forest at Placerville leaves little doubt that 
Monte Wolfe was drowned in the Mokelumne River.

The record starts with the filing of a claim to a 
silver mine that never existed. This is the record “Claim 
for Millsite for claim known as “Silver Hoard.”

“July 6, 1935, we the owners, Monte Wolfe and James 
B. Linford, claim this flat as our base of operation for 
our mineral claim known as Silver Hoard. Starting at 
a stake in said flat near Mokelumne River in Horse 
Canyon from said stake or monument northeast 1500 yds; 
thence 500 yards east by south, thence 1500 yards south 
west, thence 500 yards west by north to stake of com
mencement.

“This claim to contain cabin and garden site and all 
timber thereon.

“Signed Monte Wolfe
“Signed James B. Linford”

The following letter adds further detail to the Monte 
Wolfe story:

July 2, 1940
Mr. Beston Robinson, atty, Financial Center, Oakland, 

California.
Dear Beston,

According to your suggestion I am putting in wording 
the facts pertaining to the condition in which we found 
the two cabins built by Monte Wolfe in the Mokelumne 
Canyon. On the afternoon of June 28, John Linford and I 
drove to Hermit Valley where we left our car about dark 
and proceeded down the trail by flashlight to Mbnte’s 
upper cabin.

Passing through Onion Valley earlier in the evening 
we had made inquiry from Mr. Phillips, owner of the 
local store, about Monte. Mr. Phillips stated that so far 
as he knew Monte had not been seen since the first of 
March. He said that he had inquired from the game 
warden and from the Sheriff. Both had stated that they 
had not seen Monte for several months and they had no 
idea of his whereabouts.

We found the upper cabin, which is located approxi
mately 5 miles from the point where the road crossed the 
Mokelumne River at Hermit Valley, to be closed and in 
good order.

I had keys for both cabins with me, keys which 
Monte gave me in 1935. It was not necessary to use the 
keys even though the cabins were apparently locked be
cause one of the staples holding the chain could be re
moved by hand. Monte had told me several times that 
he always left his cabins so that they could be entered 
in the winter but that he closed them securely in the 
spring as soon as the road was opened. His bed was made, 
the dishes washed and everything was in order except for 
the fact there was a cat on the floor immediately inside 
the door. This cat had been dead for several months.

The cabin is tight and it is impossible for a cat to get 
in or out when the door is shut. The dates of March 4, 5, 
6 and 7 had been checked off on a 1940 calendar hanging 
on the wall.

The water bucket was half full of water. There was 
no spoiled food standing around, only a box of uncooked 
potatoes. His 25-35 carbine was standing in plain view 
near the head of his bed. His skis, with the bindings, were 
overhead in the rafters. His traps were gathered and 
hanging on the end of the cabin. His tools were standing, 
some inside and some outside of the cabin, as Monte 
usually left them. A few marten skins and a weasel skin 
were hanging over the bed, all badly infested with vermin 
and chewed by rats.

The next morning we continued to the lower cabin 
approximately 7 miles further down the canyon about 1V£ 
miles below Meadow Creek. We found the door to the 
cabin standing open but there was no evidence that any
one had been in the cabin since Monte left it.

Several pails full of cooked food were standing on 
the table and in a screened rat-proofed cupboard. These 
were badly decayed and would indicate that they had 
been there for several months. There was a coffee per
colator full of coffee standing on the stove and dirty 
dishes on the table. His bed was unmade. Most of his 
tools were standing against the front of the cabin. There 
was a shovel, a fork and one rake in the garden.

He had planted a small patch of potatoes, about 1/3 
of the area which he had in potatoes last year, one long 
row of onions, a row of carrots, a row of radishes and a 
row of celery seed. The balance of the garden was un
planted and from the condition of the weeds had been 
turned this spring.

Several small trees had been cut and barked but 
were lying where he had left them. Since our visit to 
this cabin last November he had built the walls of a root 
cellar and undoubtedly intended to use these trees for 
a roof.

A shallow flat box of dirt about 2 feet square covered 
with a fine screen was standing on a shelf immediately 
inside of the window recalling to mind that last fall I 
took Monte a package of tomato seed at his request. He 
expected to raise some early tomatoes this year by start
ing the seeds in the cabin.

We disposed of the decayed food, washed up the 
dishes, made the bed, left the cabin in order and locked it.

The only thing which we could place definitely miss
ing was Monte’s good fish pole, automatic reel and fish 
basket which I knew were at the lower cabin last fall. 
It seems quite obvious that Monte met with some accident 
several months ago very near the upper cabin otherwise 
he would not have left his cat locked in.

There were two coyote skins, two cat skins and one 
(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL
Before another issue of “Las Calaveras” comes out, 

the Seventh Annual Meeting of the Conference of Califor
nia Historical Societies will be held on June 22-24 in Col
umbia where it was organized. Although the Tuolumne 
County Historical Society is the official host to the Con
ference and the two hundred delegates who will attend, 
Mrs. Tillie Sheatsley, who is the Chairman of Local Ar
rangements from Sonora, invites all of the Mother Lode 
Societies to help in hosting this important event. I’m sure 
that we will give her our support by helping with the 
reception on Thursday evening and by attending as many 
of the sessions as possible. This is the first time for 
seven years we have had this opportunity to attend the 
Annual Meeting with only a short drive. Next year the 
meeting will be in Southern California and more difficult 
to reach. Remember, every member of the Calaveras So
ciety is eligible to attend the Annual Meeting because the 
Calaveras Society is a charter member of the Conference. 
It is our Conference and it will be only as effective as we 
make it. The full program will be printed in the June 
issue of the “California Historian.” 

Judge Smith, our beloved president, wants to make 
it clear through our quarterly publication that we ex
tend a cordial welcome to all those interested in the objec
tives of our historical society, the preservation of our his
tory, to join the Calaveras County Historical Society. No 
special invitation is required and no sponsorship is neces
sary but only an interest in the past so that we can more 
fully understand the present. Contact any member of the 
Board of Directors or officers of the Society.

All members of the Calaveras Society are very proud 
of the honors given to two of our most loyal members, 
Archie and Rose Stevenot, for their long and devoted work 
to promote the civic betterment of the entire Mother 
Lode. The California State Senate passed a resolution

Monte Wolfe, Sierra Hermit
(Continued from Preceding Page)

very small cub bear skin in the lower cabin but they, too, 
were badly chewed up and infested with vermin.

This letter certainly paints a very unhappy picture 
but covers everything that I recall which might throw 
light on Monte’s disappearance.

Sincerely yours,
James B. Langford.

That ends the official record. Monte Wolfe is pre
sumed to have come from Tuolumne County to Calaveras 
County before the first World War. The Tuolumne County 
Monte Wolfe had a mine prospect near Groveland but 
was known as Ed McGraff, a former convict. One daj 
a constable came to the miner’s cabin to arrest Ed McGraff 
on a charge of theft. The man in the cabin said that he 
was not McGraff but Monte Wolfe.

When the constable said he would have to take him 
to Sonora the miner pulled a rifle from under the 
blankets, disarmed the constable and fled. If the man 
was the Calaveras Monte Wolfe the late hermit’s like for 
life in the wilderness section of the Mokelumne would 
be accounted for.

N. B.—I have seen around Highland Lakes platforms 
high up in the trees which were said to have been built 
then and used by Monte Wolfe during the winters.

A number of years ago while I was the Superior Judge 
of Calaveras County I presided at a trial in Sonora of Ed 
McGraff. He was accused of carrying a pistol after a 
conviction of a felony.

At that time he had been arrested at Groveland and 
had a pistol on his person, not concealed. The facts of the 
case developed that while a young man he had been 
prosecuted in Stanislaus County and sent to the State 
penitentiary. He felt that he had been too severely dealt 
with and became angry at society and lived a life of a 
hermit. At the trial he was defended by Dave Bush who 
is now a Judge of the Superior Court in Stanislaus County. 

McGraff admitted having the pistol but said he did 
not know it was a crime. The jury acquitted him and I 
think everyone concerned with the case was happy.

When men were required to register for World War I. 
Ed McGraff registered in Alpine County.

Later he was admitted to the Calaveras County Hos
pital with a broken leg. This is the last I knew of him. 
No question Ed McGraff and Monte Wolfe was the same 
person.

 
which was introduced by Senator Steve Teale of Calaveras 
County making Archie officially “Mr. Mother Lode” and 
Rosie was honored by a scroll of appreciation for her help 
to Archie which was presented to her by the Golden Chain 
Council. We all want to extend to Archie and Rose our 
congratulations and best wishes in receiving this well- 
deserved honor. We hope they will have many more years 
of useful service to the Mother Lode.

The Calaveras County Historical Society has an honor 
no other local society in California can boast of and that 
is we have “Mr. California/' Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt; “Mr. 
Mother Lode,” Archie Stevenot, and “Mr. Calaveras,” 
Judge J. A. Smith, all as members. We are very proud 
of this honor and grateful for this wonderful opportunity 
to be associated with these great men who have devoted 
so much time and effort to the preservation of the history 
of our wonderful state.
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper has been to secure as 

much information as possible regarding the origin and 
inhabitants of the alleged “Lost City” of Calaveras 
County. This city or group of ruins lies at the extreme 
northern end of Salt Spring Valley, although for the 
purpose of reference, the text will refer to the area 
extending beyond as far north as Hogan Dam and the 
Calaveras River as part of the same valley. Also, for the 
benefit of residents and people familiar with the area, 
certain facts should be disclosed concerning names 
applied to various creeks, roads and other landmarks. 
One example is the road which runs along the floor of 
the valley parallel to the foot of Bear Mountain. Since 
there has been some difference of opinion as to what 
the correct name is, the text will refer to it as the Old 
Valley Springs Road. The creeks on which the ruins and 
the Pedroli Place are situated are generally known as 
Whiskey and Bear Creek, but as it has been necessary 
to use maps in this work, the creeks are referred to 
in the text as they appear on these maps as Bear and 
Dry Creek respectively. Mention should be made here for 
the reader that the Pedroli Place referred to in the text 
is the old Pedroli stone house located in Section Thirty- 
four and not to be confused with the eighty-acre parcel 
in the Western Half of Section Twenty-seven purchased 
by the family in 1900.

Finally, the name Lost City should be discussed.

STONE HOUSES—These are the best preserved of 
the rock buildings at “Lost City” and are sometimes 
referred to as the “Chalet.”

Apparently, the first indication residents of the area 
had that such a place existed was upon reading about 
it in the papers in the early 1930’s. Prior to that time, 
the ruins were commonly known as The Stone House, and 
whenever possible, they will be referred to as such in 
the text.

In an effort to secure data for this paper, the author 
has made several trips to the site and the surrounding 
areas, talked with and interviewed several of the long time 
residents of the county, reviewed various newspapers, pub
lications, mining claims, voters’ registers, census reports, 



and prepared sketches, maps and photos of the ruins as 
well as checking distances. However, due to a paucity of 
names and a minimun of time, checking the aforemen
tioned has not only been exceedingly difficult but in many 
cases unfruitful; therefor, evidence tendered at this time 
may be further substantiated at a later date when time 
will permit more extensive research on the subject.

I am deeply indebted to Mr. William B. Gann, Mrs. 
Mary C. Stegman, Mrs. Hannah L. Biedinger, Messrs. 
Gilbert Lopez, Earl Cuselidge and Gustav Vogelgesang, 
without whose assistance this paper might not have been 
possible. My sincere gratitude to Mr. Basil Esmond, 
Calaveras County Recorder.

THE HOUSES OF THE VALLEY
Throughout the upper end of Salt Springs Valley stand 

the ruins of several stone buildings of dubious vintage and 
ownership. Along the Old Valley Springs Road, which runs 
parallel to Bear Mountain on the eastern side of the valley 
and on the creeks and ravines which border it on the 
west, many remains of stone dwellings can be seen. The 
majority of these were undoubtedly the homes of miners 
who came to the locality in the wake of the gold and 
copper strikes of the fifties and sixties and later were 
abandoned as these ores played out. Among these many 
buildings stands one group of ten which is located on 
Bear Creek where it bends and flows in a northerly direc
tion running parallel to, then crossing Gann Road some 
distance beyond the site. It will be with these buildings, 
commonly known to old time residents of the Valley as 
the Stone Houses and in later years named the Lost City 
that this text will deal.

A portion of ground on which the ruins are situ
ated was first sold by the United States Government 
through the Stockton Land Office on May 21, 1877, to 
Eugene Barbe. This sale of one hundred and sixty acres 
was for a sum total of $200.00. The quarter section ad
joining this on the east was sold through the same office 
the following year to Marion Eubank, who apparently did 
not retain possession of the land too long, for in February 
of 1886, a Benjamin Foster had claim to this same quarter 
section and sold it to Abner M. Sabin of Milton, California, 
who in turn sold it the following month to Captain John 
T. Wright of Oakland, California, builder of the original 
Red House Ranch of Salt Spring Valley. Thereafter, this 
parcel of ground remained in the Captain’s possession 
until 1895 when a portion of it was leased to Jacob F. 
Tower of Salt Spring Valley. In 1898 Wright sold this same 
piece of ground, consisting of approximately twenty and 
one-half acres, to Tower.

Evaluating the original purchase and the following 
disposal of these parcels of ground, certain facts become 
apparent. First, the purported “Lost City” was actually on 
two parcels of ground owned by different individuals. 
Since Barbe, who retained possession of his portion until 
his demise, was actaully engaged in building, this could 
account for several of the structures located there. The 
adjoining portion, which for the sake of clarity we will 
refer to as the Eubank Section, contained four of the 
buildings, including the ruins of a two-story house. How
ever, two of these four buildings, it is fairly certain, were 

used for storehouses or as sheds for animals. The houses, 
as a rule, were occupied by one person, although this 
might include the person’s livestock and fowl since pre
dators were numerous and doing much damage in the 
area. Therefore, even maintaining that all the structures 
were built at one time and each housed one person, al
though the larger two-story building may have housed 
as many as three or four, this would account for only ten 
or so people, and even doubling this figure would hardly 
be a sufficient number to populate a village or mining 
camp of any consequence.

Secondly, the buildings were constructed over a period 
of time; and, as far as can be determined, none of the 
occupants, who were apparently all Frenchmen, had 
women or children living with them. This appears to 
weaken the case for the possibility of a city, for although 
many of the earlier mining camps were devoid of women 
and children, it is improbable that one being constructed 
at such a late date as the Stone Houses would not have 
had some semblance of family life.

It is also apparent that in view of the fact that the 
inhabitants were erecting the two-story building on the 
Eubank section as late as 1879, and perhaps finished some 
of the others after that date, one would expect to find 
many more units in evidence. On the Barbe section, con
struction was carried on almost continuously, thereby 
almost surely precluding the possibility of more than one 
or two buildings being there before them, if any at all. 
Mr. William B. Gann, who has resided in the immediate 
vicinity of the Stone Houses most of his life, said that 
Barbe in particular was an avid builder and would often, 
with the aid of those who were living there with him, 
begin construction of a shed or building and never finish 
it, or would build a house, live in it for a time, then move 
into one he had more recently erected. Why he did this is 
not certain, but since there was an abundance of flat rock 
which made suitable building materials and the land had 
to be cleared for cultivation, he apparently used the dis
carded rock to the best advantage.

Third, since Barbe acquired the second one-hundred 
and sixty acres by pre-emption, it may be that some of the 
buildings were put up as improvements prior to his receipt 
of title to the land in 1883. He may have inadvertently 
improved on land to which he already held title thinking 
it was contiguous territory he was hoping to annex. This 
theory becomes quite feasible when one notices on the 
map that the eastern boundary of the Barbe land almost 
evenly divides the buildings at the site with a portion 
of the second quarter-section lying just south of the group. 
Whether or not this was the actual case may never be 
known, but the fact remains that of the ten units at the 
scene, apparently half of them were built between the 
years of 1877 and 1895.

A fourth possibility is that in addition to the French, 
who dwelt at the Houses, Indians also lived there at one 
time, which is substantiated by the presence of two large 
“Indian Mills” (stones used for acorn grinding). Others 
may have once occupied the grounds and perhaps even 
built one or two of the units but hardly enough to be of 
importance as a city or camp. These previous inhabitants, 
if there were any such people, might have been Spanish 
or Mexican, which would account for the presence of two 



arastras on the creek bank between the two-story house 
and what appears to be the remains of either a stone 
corral or part of a diversion dam far mining the creek bed. 
However, these devices were apparently in common usage. 
Therefore, the Frenchmen themselves could very well have 
been the ones who installed the mechanisms to crush ore 
or perhaps to grind flour although the latter possibility 
seems rather remote due to their size.

Fifth, in neither Barbe’s nor Eubank’s acquisition of 
property from the government is any reference made to 
any buildings or specific locality other than by the regular 
township and range system. Perhaps this is not of any 
particular significance, but it appears quite possible that 
some mention of the site as a former city or camp would 
appear for easier identification in these disposal sales 
made by the government.

From 1895 until the present date the buildings have 
remained unoccupied with the exception of itinerant pros
pectors, who have camped and mined there. The build
ings’ roofs, about which there have been various stories, 
were made of rough pine shakes which were burned off 
during the big fire of 1914 that swept through the area. 
With the last of the inhabitants apparently departing 
in 1895 or 1896 followed by the fire, the buildings fell 
into such a state of disrepair that some are nothing more 
than a fireplace and chimney with a few adjoining stones 
which once were a wall. Others, however, are in a rela
tively good state of repair, considering the treasure seekers 
who have dug up floors, tore down parts of walls and 
wreaked havoc in general looking for a cache of gold and 
valuables belonging to Joaquin Murietta, who supposedly 
lived and mined there.

As shall be seen in the following pages, the French
men lived at the site from 1877 until 1895 with title to the 
land and quite possibly long before that without it. The 
construction of the buildings is very similar to that of 
others built by their fellow countrymen throughout the 
mining region, and giving credit due them for their in
dustriousness, the remains of ten units, three and possibly 
four of which were buildings other than dwellings, seem 
to indicate a strong case for their origin beginning with 
the small group of Frenchmen who settled there rather 
than the remains of a city or camp lost somewhere in the 
dim shades of the past.

FRENCHMEN OF THE STONE HOUSES
Why the group of Frenchmen picked this particular 

spot to locate and the year in which they first appeared 
are questions to which there are no set answers at this 
time. In all probability they were seeking valuable ores 
which they apparently believed were located at the site. 
However, the question still remains whether they made 
the original strike, or were there already certain improve
ments on the piece of ground which drew them to it? One 
in particular could have been a large mineshaft, the re
mains of which is located on the edge of the creek at the 
upper end. This shaft, which will be discussed with others 
later, will be referred to as the original. Whatever their 
reason for settling at the spot, the fact remains that by 
1877, one of their number had acquired title to part of the 
ground and had begun improving on adjoining land for 

the purpose of annexing by homestead. There is even 
some doubt that they arrived as a group. It is quite 
possible that one or two came first and that the others 
followed, or that various individuals came from time 
to time residing with Barbe, who was the original owner 
although not necessarily the first of the Frenchmen. These 
people came, nevertheless, whether as the original in
habitants, later arrivals or transient guests, and appar
ently all were industrious. It has been reported by people 
who visited the Frenchmen during this time that they 
were continuously working in their gardens or construct
ing new buildings, fences or pens for their livestock and 
fowl. They also were running sluice boxes which they 
tended from time to time.

In the previous chapter it was stated that probably 
not more than four to six men ever lived at the Stone 
Houses at one time. Like their arrival, the time of their 
departure from the scene is not too certain other than we 
are relatively sure that the last permanent occupant 
moved out in the latter half of 1895 or the first part of 
1896. This conclusion was arrived at not only on the 
basis of eye witnesses’ accounts but by a bill of $24.00 
submitted against the estate of Eugene Barbe by William 
K. Dean for caring for the deceased’s property from Feb
ruary 20 to May 1, 1896. This sets the known dates for 
the Frenchmen at the site.

The best known of the Frenchmen who lived at the 
location was the little farmer-peddler, Eugene Barbe, a 
native of France, who first appeared on the list of voters 
of Calaveras County in 1875 which lists him as being 
naturalized on April 8, 1873, in Tuolumne County. Later, 
this reads Calaveras County which could perhaps be ac
counted for by filing papers in both localities and never 
completing the process in either, possibly explaining the 
absence of any naturalization data on him in the 1892 
Register. Also, he lists Jenny Lind as his residence until 
1884; in 1886 it is listed as Calaveritas; then from 1888 
through 1892, Salt Spring Valley. However, in the ab
sence of a Post Office in the immediate vicinity, this may 
have been where he received his mail or used as the 
closest voting site; for in all probability he had been re
siding at the Stone Houses all this time which can further 
be substantiated by the fact that by 1880, if not earlier, 
he was peddling his produce to the people of the region 
from the aforementioned locality.

Barbe’s weekly vending trips were made to such 
places as Milton, Copperopolis and the numerous farms 
throughout the area. These trips, made by him alone in a 
one-horse wagon, probably would account for his acquain
tance with the people of the region while the other 
dwellers at the site, with one exception, tended to remain 
in complete obscurity. Being short in stature unkempt in 
appearance and experiencing considerable difficulty in 
both the English language and from the effects of over
indulging in his home-made wine, he became somewhat 
of a local character being nicknamed by the people “Crazy 
Barber.” This undoubtedly accounts for the misspelling of 
his name as Barbier, even in official records.

That Barbe and his associates were industrious prac
tically speaks for itself when one views the remains of 
their labors. The numerous terraces mentioned earlier 
were used to level the ground and act as containers for 



top soil added to enrich the rocky surface. Stone fences 
served not only as boundary markers but kept the live
stock, consisting of cows, horses, sheep and goats, out of 
the gardens. In addition, the men had numerous chickens, 
ducks and a few dogs which either stayed indoors with 
the men at night or in pens constructed for them. Barbe 
himself is credited with building the shale road which 
leads along the creek through his vineyard and up 
towards Gann Road. He also either constructed four of the 
six buildings on his property or at least assisted in the 
construction of them. Mr. William Gann remembers when 
only two of the six were standing and recalls visiting 
Barbe from time to time when he was in the process of 
erecting the others. However, he states that to the best 
of his knowledge, the four lying on what was the original 
Eubank quarter section were already standing when he 
first visited the site as a youth. Mr. Gann remembers that 
in addition to Barbe there was another Frenchman named 
Legrant, who lived with and worked for Barbe. The 
others he recalls as being mostly individuals who lived 
there for various periods of time rather than any parti
cular ones who dwelt there continuously.

It was while on one of his peddling sojourns to Cop
peropolis and the vicinity that Eugene Barbe met his 
death on June 22, 1895. As was his custom, according to 
the newspaper, he had stopped at the roadhouse of Eli 
Moore to water his horse. In the process of removing the 
bridle, the horse apparently began to run, and Barbe was 
crushed beneath the wagon. No one actually witnessed 
the accident, but his body was discovered lying across 
the wagon tracks a short time later.

Since at the time of his death Barbe apparently had 
no known relatives, Dr. George F. Pache, coroner, applied 
for and was appointed Administrator of his estate by the 
Court. The personal property was disposed of by public 
auction on August 3, 1895, for a total of $212.30. The real 
property, consisting of 320 acres, was sold to James Mason 
for $704.00 in 1896. Later, after the estate had been dis
posed of and the various claims against it liquidated, it 
was discovered through the French Consulate in San Fran
cisco, California, that Barbe had two sisters living in 
France. The balance of the estate, which amounted to 
$202.70, was then divided equally between them.

One significant fact which appeared in the probate of 
the estate was this excerpt from the proceedings which 
read:

Land described with reference to the United States 
public land surveys as follows: N% of NW1/*; SE1^ 
of NWVz and NE& of SW&. Also, Sy2 of SW% and 
W% of SE& of Sec. 27 Township 3N, RUE M.D.M. 
with house and fences therein, now unoccupied and 
valued at $960.00.

The probability here is that the additional dwellings 
on Barbe’s ground had fallen into disuse and were no 
longer considered as habitations; or perhaps, the apprais
ers of the estate mistook the rather detached position of 
Barbe’s living quarters as an indication that they were 
not part of the other buildings. This could well be for 
as mentioned earlier, the proximity of all the houses to 
the quarter section boundary lines would make the com
mission of such an error highly possible. How this came 
about then will probably never be known, but the fact 

remains that according to the map, and to Mr. William 
B. Gann, who accompanied the author to the site, six of 
the buildings stand on Barbe’s land.

Sometime between Barbe’s death in June of 1895 and 
the following February, Amon Legrant, who resided with 
and worked for Barbe, moved out of the Stone Houses and 
into a cabin on the Pedroli Place, which is located approxi
mately one mile south on Dry Creek (also known as Bear 
Creek) just off Gann Road. With his departure, the houses 
were left uninhabited, and, as was stated in the first part 
of this chapter, William K. Dean collected a sum of $24.00 
for acting as caretaker from February 20 until May 15, 
1896. Legrant, who also submitted a bill against the 
estate for cutting hay, wood and working in the garden 
prior to Barbe’s demise, was paid $60 on June 28, 1896. 
Legrant apparently remained on the Pedroli place even 
after the Hunt family of Milton, California, purchased it, 
and he was cared for by the family until his death.

What became of the other inhabitants of the houses 
is another question to which there is no positive answer. 
According to Mrs. Christina M. Stegman, the men were 
all living at the scene as late as 1891 and may have re
mained there until Barbe’s death. However, since part of 
the dwellings were not on land owned by Barbe, it could 
be that in the interim between 1891 and 1895, the men 
were forced to leave by the owner, Captain Wright. This 
could be the result of negotiations between Wright and 
Jacob F. Tower over the aforementioned lease which Tower 
acquired on January 1, 1895. This lease, which will be 
discussed more fully in the following chapter, gave 
Tower the mining rights to the northeast quarter section 
of Section twenty-seven, as well as parts of sections 
twenty-six and thirty-five with certain reservations. With 
Tower acquiring these mining rights, it would appear 
that if the men were still living on the premises at that 
time they would undoubtedly have been forced to vacate. 
Another possibility is the theory advanced by Mr. William 
Gann; that is that the other occupants, being transient 
Frenchmen who stayed at the site for varying lengths of 
time, had moved on and no others had appeared in their 
place. Still, the fact remains that for whatever reason the 
men apparently had deserted the site by the middle of 
1896, and to this day no one other than itinerant pros
pectors have lived there since. However, one group, who 
mined at the site rather extensively around 1917, had 
quarters there; but they lived in tents on the hill above 
the ruins rather than in any of the buildings.

THE STONE HOUSE MINES
Today at the site of the ruins there are the remains 

of four mine shafts and evidence of various surface dig
gings. For purposes of identification the shafts will be 
numbered one through four. Number one will be the one 
designated earlier as the original. Numbers two and 
three will be the shafts immediately above it, all three 
being situated on the portion of ground known as the 
Eubank Section. Number four shaft is located in the creek 
bed on the Barbe half of the site.

Number one shaft apparently has been at the site 
for many years and has not yet been identified as to 
origin and date; however, Mr. William Gann states that 



to the best of his knowledge, it precedes his time. This 
large shaft situated on the edge of the creek just east of 
the two-story house may have been put down prior to the 
coming of the Frenchmen, or very possibly was dug by 
them. Whichever the case may be, it apparently lies 
within the ground purchased by the Tower Family from 
the Red House Ranch. This purchase, as previously men
tioned, actually began in January of 1895 when nego
tiations for a two-year lease were entered into between 
John T. and Terrila V. Wright of Oakland, California, 
owners of the Red House Ranch, and Jacob F. Tower of 
Salt Spring Valley. The claim was not to exceed twenty- 
five acres and Wright was to receive half-interest in any 
strike. Tower was to work it diligently, the price for his 
interest in the claim being his work and labor. In January 
of 1898, Tower purchased approximately twenty-two and 
a half acres in the western half of the Northeast quarter 
of Section Twenty-seven, Township Three, Range Eleven 
East under conditions of the lease of 1895. This deed gave 
Tower title to land on which part of the ruins are situated. 
The original shaft apparently is situated within this 
acreage as are numbers two and three. Mr. William Gann 
stated that the latter two shafts were worked by the 
Towers in his time. Also, he remembers number four 
being sunk in the creek bed by Steven Dean but stated 
that it was abandoned without being worked extensively 
due to the poor grade of ore.

According to Mrs. Christina M. Stegman, the French
men were engaged chiefly in surface diggings. She recalls 
seeing a number of their sluice boxes resting on a stone 
retaining wall across the creek from the two-story house. 
Although they were not being tended at the time, water 
from a dam on the creek above the house was coursing 
through them. The water was carried down to the boxes 
by a small ditch which remains in evidence today. How
ever, since it has been reported that the Frenchmen were 
still constructing the houses on the Eubank portion as 
late as 1879, and Mr. Gann states that these four buildings 
were built of stone from the original mine, it apparently 
substantiates the fact that they did work the shaft them
selves. Also, Mr. Foster Tower of Salt Spring Valley, told 
the author that his uncle, Frank Tower, relayed to him 
essentially the same facts; that is, that the buildings were 
built out of stone from the mines. According to Mr. Tower, 
the gold lay in thin clay seams between the planes of 
stratification rather than in the rock which fractured 
readily into blocks making it suitable for building 
material.

The number two and three shafts, sunk by the Towers 
and subsequently worked by Charles Vogelgesang and 
John Hall, still have not been located in the mining claims 
in the County Recorder’s Office. Therefore, other than the 
fact that they were probably sunk in 1895 or after and 
that they were being worked in 1917, not much more can 
be said about them at this time. Since mining claims are 
not listed according to the section of ground on which 
they are situated, one must either find them under the 
owner’s name or under a particular name given to the 
mine. This information which may or may not be of con
siderable value, has so far not been secured. It is hoped 
that in finding the claim to either the number two or 
number three shaft that some reference to the original 

shaft might be uncovered which could be the key to 
the entire Stone House puzzle. However, since this is 
a time consuming process, both in searching through the 
many handwritten claims and in traveling the eighty- 
mile round trip to San Andreas, California, for this 
purpose, the answers will be sought later as time per
mits. For this same reason, nothing has yet been deter
mined in regard to the number four shaft or the surface 
diggings.

In addition to the Frenchmen, who, as stated earlier, 
did a great deal of surface mining, a Joseph Nelson 
began prospecting at the site around 1910. While in 
the process, he made a fairly good strike on a ledge along 
the creek bank not far from where Steven Dean sank his 
shaft. The land belonged to the Red House Ranch, which 
at the time was owned by a Mr. Corcoran. Nelson had 
Mr. Gann approach Corcoran on the possibility of making 
some arrangement for working the claim on a percentage 
basis, but the deal failed to materialize and no further 
work was done.

When viewed in the light of the foregoing facts, 
another phase of the “Lost City” appears a little less 
valid. The dating of numbers two, three and four shafts 
after the time when the Stone Houses were occupied, 
leaves only one shaft at the site which could possibly 
have been worked by the Frenchmen or by some earlier 
inhabitants of the site. Although the shaft is fairly 
large, it does not appear to be of such magnitude that a 
city or camp would have been built for the sole purpose of 
working it. The surface work which was carried on at 
the house was undoubtedly a seasonal thing for the scar
city of water during the dry season, which made damming 
the creek necessary, would have limited the amount of 
water available for washing their ores. Too, the amount 
of surface work, of which evidence can be seen, does not 
appear to be extensive, especially when it is remembered 
that the Frenchmen were at the site several years and 
that various prospectors have been digging there since 
there departure.

Another point which might be brought out at this time 
is that none of the maps or mining bulletins checked in 
the State Library at Sacramento, California, show any 
indication of a mineshaft for this particular section of 
ground although many of the surrounding sections show 
mines not only on the maps but in the bulletins as well. 
Also, no reference is made to any camp or city in the 
vicinity on the maps in Holmes’ THE SOUTHERN MINES 
OF CALIFORNIA, or in Carson’s EARLY RECOLLECTION 
OF THE MINES, both of which go back as far back as 1852, 
nor was there any evidence in the numerous books and 
publications reviewed in the process of securing infor
mation pertaining to the site.

To summarize briefly the foregoing text, a few points 
should be re-emphasized at this time. These items are con
cerned with statements which appear about the alleged 
“Lost City” in the publication, GHOST TOWNS AND 
RELICS OF ‘49 for the year 1946. The following is an 
attempt to point out certain inconsistencies which have 
appeared between this text and that of the aformention- 
ed article as a result of research.

First, the statement was made that the Village 
(Stone Houses) is thought to be the ruins of Campo Feliz,
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EDITORIAL
All members of the Calaveras Historical Society, 

whether they are now residents of Calaveras County or 
some other county join in extending congratulations to 
our beloved President and Mrs. Smith on their fiftieth 
wedding anniversary. Our prayer is that they will have 
many more happy and useful years together.

There were ten members of the Calaveras Society in 
attendance at the Seventh Annual Meeting of the Confer
ence of California Historical Societies at Columbia on 
June 22-24 and the ladies cooperated with the Tuolumne 
and Mariposa Societies as joint hostesses.

This annual meeting was one of the best ever held 
as the historical setting was delightful and the program 
good. There were 206 delegates in attendance, represent
ing fifty-one societies.

The next annual meeting of the Conference of Cal
ifornia Historical Societies will be at Pasadena in June, 
1962, with the Associated Historical Societies of Los 
Angeles County as host. The meeting will be at the 
Huntington-Sheraton Hotel in South Pasadena.

Dr. Clarence McIntosh of Chico State College and 
a member of the Butte County Historical Society was 
chosen president of the Conference for 1961-62 and Mr. 
Jerry MacMullen, Director of Junipero Serra Museum in 
San Diego, was selected as Vice-President of the Con
ference. Your editor of “Las Calaveras” was re-elected 
for the eighth year as Executive Secretary of the Conference 
of California Historical Societies.

a part of the Rancheria Del Rio Estanislas. However, 
by checking the map in the front of Ruppel’s text and 
Freese’s Map of Calaveras County, it should be noted 
that the northern boundary line of the Ranch extended 
approximately one and one-half miles into Township One

North. This line, running from east to west, appears to 
bisect Sections Twenty-five through Thirty. A similar 
line drawn in a like manner through the same sections 
in Township Three North would pass within a short dis
tance of the ruins, placing the site approximately twelve 
miles north of the northernmost boundary of the Ranch
eria Estanislas.

Also, the statement was made that the buildings 
other than the two-story house were said to have been 
low stone ramadas over which hides were placed for 
roofs in inclement weather. In view of the size of these 
buildings and the supporting testimony of eye witness
es, it is fairly certain that the roofs were of pine shakes 
rather than hides.

Another point to consider is the claim that “. . . no 
form of road leads into this sleeping villa.” Still, Barbe 
constructed a slate road at the site, and since his ped
dling necessitated frequent trips to the surrounding coun
tryside, it is quite obvious that he had a road of some 
sort leading to the old thoroughfare which passed through 
both Sections Twenty-six and Twenty-seven. This road, 
referred to earlier as the Old Valley Springs Road, was 
apparently in use in the 1860’s when the Calendonia Mine 
was sunk. The shaft, drilled for copper, lies at the base 
of Bear Mountain and just off the road. It later became 
the Main Place.

The claim that no weapon or implement is to be found 
which could reveal the occupation of the inhabitants ap
pears to completely overlook the mining aspect. It is 
true, perhaps, that most of the extensive work was done 
subsequent to the departure of the inhabitants, but it is 
fairly certain that, as mentioned previously, the original 
shaft was the source of material for at least part of the 
buildings, thus making mining one of the occupations 
and, as stated earlier, farming the other.

Finally, the absence of any tombs at the ruins could 
simply be explained by the burial of the inhabitants else
where. Barbe, although a resident of the site, is ap
parently buried in Altaville, California. Some of the 
others may be interred at surrounding towns, or in pri
vate cemeteries such as the one located just off Hunt 
Road in Section Four, Township two, Range Eleven East. 
This burial ground lies adjacent to the west gate on the 
road to the McCarty Mine. This cemetery has headstones 
dating back to 1869 and quite possibly earlier, for some 
of the names and dates are completely effaced. Whatever 
the case may be, few graves could be expected to be 
found since, as related in the foregoing chapters, there 
were probably never more than four to six occupants at 
any one time.

In conclusion, it appears that evidence available at 
this time disallows the probability of a lost city or camp 
ever existing at the site wherein stagecoaches, stores, 
family dwellings and other such facilities were in exis
tence. During the period of research, as previously men
tioned, nothing was found in any newspaper, text, map 
or interview, either recorded or unrecorded, which would 
lend credence to the rumor of such a unit. Bearing this 
in mind, it is hoped that the reader will consider this 
as the results of research done as impartially as possible 
rather than a collection of selected facts amassed to sub
stantiate or prove a personal viewpoint.



BLUE MOUNTAIN CITY
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Blue Mountain is a short mountain range lying en
tirely in Calaveras County. It extends in a general north 
and south direction about twelve miles southeast of the 
town of West Point and lies between the Middle and 
South Forks of the Mokelumne River.

At the base of the mountain on its western side flows 
the Licking Fork River, a tributary of the South Fork.

During the 1860’s this section of the county had a 
mining excitement and prospectors came in great num
bers. Many locations of mining claims were made. A 
trading center or community grew up that was called 
Blue Mountain City. This old town was located just a 
short distance west of the Licking Fork and was supplied 
with water from a large spring further up the hillside. 
At present it is difficult to even locate the site of the old 
town. Truly, it is a ghost town. Yet in the sixties it was 
a thriving community with all the business buildings 
usually found in a mining town.

The principal claim was called The Heckendorn 
Mine after its discoverer who at one time had a news
paper at Columbia, Tuolumne County, and later published 
the BIG TREE BULLETIN at the Calaveras Big Trees.

Considerable work was done on the Heckendorn Mine. 
It was equipped with an eighteen stamp mill in a circular 
battery. The title was eventually acquired by John Raggio 
and brothers.

The eighteen stamp mill was moved to the Champion 
Mine near West Point during the latter part of the last 
century. Later, two men from Angels Camp named 
Lavagnino worked the mine.

They opened the old works and were in the process 
of putting up a mill on the mine when an accident 
stopped their efforts. One of the men was on the roof 
of the mill placing shakes thereon and the other was 
engaged in falling a large tree that was obstructing their 
labor. The tree fell in a direction not intended and killed 
the man on the roof. This ended their development and 
the mine stood idle for many years thereafter.

Eventually, a man named Gardner secured the mine 
and he opened up some very good rock. However, the 
First World War caused the property to be closed and 
it has not been re-opened. The whole area was located 
at one time. Most of the locations were for silver. How
ever, no silver of any consequence was ever found in 
the district.

The Good Hunter was the name of another claim 
upon which considerable work was done. The elder Rath- 
geb brothers, who later owned the Guttinger Ranch at 
San Andreas, did considerable work in the district and

Clampers Honor Archie Stevenot, 
"Mr. Mother Lode"

A short time ago our beloved Archie Stevenot was 
honored by being officially made “Mr. Mother Lode” by 
the action of the State Senate for his many years of 
dedicated work on behalf of the mining areas along the 
foothills of the Sierra. We all rejoiced at this justly 
deserved recognition. Since this event occurred, Archie 
has continued to pile up his wonderful record of service 
to his fellow man by work in the historical societies, 
Golden Chain Council of the Mother Lode and many others 
fine organizations. One of his most enthusiastic activities 
has been his efforts to organize and develop the ancient 
and honorable society of E. Clampus Vitus. It was largely 
through Archie’s determined effort that the statewide 
Grand Council of E. C. V., Inc., was organized. This year 
at the Murphys meeting of the Grand Council, Archie 
was chosen Sublime Noble Grand Humbug. For his work 
on behalf of the Clampers and for the many years of 
service to his Mother Lode, the Matuca Chapter of E. C. V. 
on October 14th dedicated an historical plaque to Archie 
and his pioneer family at the site of the Stevenot home
stead in Carson Hill. Few men have been so honored 
during their lifetime, but our inimitable and unexcelled 
“Archie” deserves this highest honor. All of us heartily 
agree with the fine editorial tribute in the October issue 
of THE CLAMPER written by Judge Smith. Archie, we 
salute you! May you and your sweet Rosie have many 
more years of happiness together in the service of your 
ever widening community.

located several claims.
Like all old mining districts, Blue Mountain had 

several periods of activity and then was quiescent for 
some time. People would just get up and leave every
thing and go away.

On one occasion the inhabitants left for the winter, 
but when they returned they found a man dead in a bed 
in one of the cabins. He was taken and buried just south 
of the old town.

When the Heckendorn Mine was worked the town 
made quite a growth. Apparently the town reached its 
greatest growth in the early sixties. A post office was 
established on August 19, 1863, and was discontinued 
on August 8, 1864. John Heckendorn was the Postmaster. 
The mail came from West Point to Blue Mountain City.

In the October 3, 1865, issue of the SAN ANDREAS 
REGISTER appears the following:

“Peter Davis, an old resident of Central Hill, favored 
us with a call a few days since and showed us some 
specimens of silver and copper ore which he had collected 
in his peregrinations through various parts of the county. 
Mr. Davis is the discoverer of the Good Hunter, Star of 
the West, Last Chance, and other valuable mines at Blue 
Mountain.”

On June 3, 1865, the CALAVERAS CHRONICLE, pub
lished at Mokelumne Hill, carried the following article:

“A few months ago when the silver mania was at its 
height good ledges were found on this side of the Sierras 
at Blue Mountain. A few miners discovered silver bearing 
rock on what they called the Heckendorn Ledge. Con
siderable work was done on the lode and a small mill 
erected on one of the forks of the Mokelumne, but, owing 
to difficulties that were incidental to almost every mine 
operation at the time, little was done, and for almost a 
year past work has almost been entirely suspended.



“This spring the company commenced anew with 
favorable prospects of success. From some working assays 
made from the tailings, after roasting them, it is now 
found that the Henckendorn rock will pay over $25.00 
to the ton.”

It is apparent that the Heckendorn Mine was re
opened in the seventies as the CALAVERAS CHRONICLE 
of October 2, 1872, published the following news item:

“The Heckendorn 18-stamp mill is now in full opera
tion crushing rich quartz, extracted from that lead. Ac
cording to the assays recently made at San Francisco the 
quartz of that mine will pay from $22 to $250 per ton. 
The reports show the proportion of silver to gold to be 
seven to one.

“The work on the Imperatrice and Prince Imperial 
mines is also in progress and they have large quantities 
of ore ready for crushing.”

Streets were laid out in Blue Mountain City in the 
early sixties. The principal streets were First and Second 
streets, Front and Gold streets.

Many corporations were formed to mine at Blue 
Mountain, among them were Heckendorn Gold and Silver 
Mg. Co., Hunter Gold and Silver Mg. Co., Barance Gold 
and Silver Mg. Co., Mt. Crest Gold and Silver Mg. Co., 
Oro Plata Mg. Co., West Point and Blue Mountain Mining 
and Milling Co., Star of the West Gold and Silver Mg. Co., 
San Andreas Silver Mining Co. Several of the corporations 
designated Blue Mountain City as their place of business.

Most of the mines were located on two ledges known 
as the French Company’s Ledge and the Loyal League 
Ledge.

In 1863 J. Heckendorn, J. Smith, and E. R. Hess con
stituted the Board of Election for Blue Mountain Precinct 
and over 30 votes were cast.

In 1863 the CALAVERAS CHRONICLE carried the 
following ads:

“BLUE MOUNTAIN HOTEL
Blue Mountain City

Binet and Ekert Proprietors
The proprietors invite their friends and the 
traveling public generally to give their hotel 
a trial.
Their table will be supplied at all times with 
the best in the market served up in good style. 
The choicest Wines Liquors and Cigars can
always be found at the bar.
Board and Lodging, per wk. $7.00
Board 6.00
Single meals .50
Horses, per night L.50

SILVER HOTEL
Second Street, Blue Mountain City

The undersigned take pleasure in announcing 
to the citizens of and visitors to the new silver 
mines of Blue Mountain, Calaveras County, 
that they have completed their new hotel, 
fitted and furnished it with a view of making 
their patrons comfortable during their stay in 
this beautiful mountain retreat. We ask the 
public to give us a trial, and we guarantee 
that our fare and prices will be such as to 
render satisfaction.
Board and Lodging, per week $8.00
Board 7.00
Single meals 50c
Beds 50c
Horses, per night 1.50

NYE AND VIDON, Proprietors”
The Heckendorn Mine was the only mine patented 

as a mining claim in the district.

When it was owned by the Raggio Brothers, John 
Raggio, Stockton banker, and his associates built a large 
lodge on the property and used it for many years as a 
summer retreat.

Mr. W. H. Gardner of West Point purchased the prop
erty and what development he did gave satisfactory 
promise of developing into a mine. However, World War I 
caused a suspension of work and nothing further has been 
done on the property.

ANDREW JACKSON (TRAPPER) SMITH
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Andrew Jackson Smith, a native of Indiana or Illinois, 
came to Sonora in the early mining days.

He decided to go into the mountains above Sonora 
on a trapping expedition. Here he met with but little 
success and only trapped a grey squirrel. As a result he 
was thereafter called “Trapper Smith.”

He left Tuolumne County and came to the Big Trees 
in Calaveras County when that resort was being conducted 
by Sperry and Perry and entered their employ as a guide 
to tourists and thereafter Calaveras County was his home.

He was an expert angler and kept the tables at the 
Big Trees Hotel supplied with trout in season.

“Trapper” Smith was a tall, lean man and wore long 
whiskers. It was he that planted trout in Beaver Creek, 
a tributary to the North Fork of the Stanislaus River.

He caught the trout in the Little Mokelumne and 
carried them in two buckets to Beaver Creek to stock that 
stream. “Trapper” was a powerful man and an expert 
mower with a scythe. He mowed for early farmers in the 
Big Tree District.

He was a sincere man who took his citizenship 
seriously.

It is said that when he entered the voters’ booth at 
the Big Tree precinct he removed his hat upon entering 
and remained bareheaded until after his ballot had been 
placed in the ballot box.

“Trapper” was never married
He took up a homestead in the South Grove of the 

Big Trees and used the trunk of one of the trees for his 
cabin. He remained in the trees until he secured a 
patent. Later, he had a cabin on Love Creek which, with 
its contents, was destroyed by fire. By reason of infirmities 
of old age he entered the Calaveras County hospital where 
he passed away and was buried in the hospital cemetery. 

(These facts were given my by Ira Lester Flanders.)

Hydraulic Method Is Introduced in Mines
CALAVERAS, Sept. 10, 1853—A great improvement in 

gold mining operation is being demonstrated here. The 
plan has been adopted by Major Case on his claim on 
Stockton Hill, and found to be very effective as well as 
a great saving in labor and expense.

This method consists of the use of the hydraulic 
principle by which a powerful stream of water is brought 
by hose to bear on the bank of earth. Force of the water 
washes the earth away very rapidly. The debris then 
passes into the sluice where it undergoes the usual proc
essing to recover the gold.

Major Case estimates his hose does the work of ten 
laborers. All work of moving heavy rocks is done away 
with as the water washes the dirt from around them, and 
they then roll out of the way and are so disposed of. 
Hydraulic will be especially useful on hillside claims.
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SANDY GULCH
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Sandy Gulch is probably the oldest mining camp in 
the northeastern part of Calaveras County. It was dis
covered by Dan and William Casner. It is two to four 
miles south of West Point.

The gold in Sandy Gulch was large coarse gold and 
scattered about the sand of the gulch.

The stream itself runs in a general westerly direction 
and then turns sharply to the north and empties into the 
Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River.

At the head of Sandy Gulch two brothers, Charles and 
Allen Harris, located homes and farms. On the Allen 
Harris place was a sawmill and later a quartz mill where 
the miners had their quartz reduced. On the Charles 
Harris place was planted one of the early orchards in this 
part of Calaveras County. In addition to the orchard a 
nursery was established where most of the nursery stock 
was grown for that section of the county.

A school was established at an early date near what 
is commonly known as the Sign-boards, about two miles 
from West Point and now a short distance north of 
Wilseyville.

The miners, seeing the necessity of securing water for 
mining purposes, united and constructed a ditch from the 
Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River to Sandy Gulch. 
This water was used over a wide area on the ridge between 
the Middle Fork and South Fork of the Mokelumne River.

Later a second ditch was constructed known as the 
Radish Ditch which brought water from a higher level and 
permitted higher ground to be reached with water than 
could be worked by the old Sandy Gulch Ditch.

The Kodish Ditch was built by a man named Kbdish 
who at one time operated a store at Sandy Gulch. The 
KOdish Ditch had quite a large reservoir which was used 
in connection with it and located just a short distance 
north of the present Associated Sawmill at Wilseyville.

The Sandy Gulch Ditch was used at one time to de
velop power to operate the so-called Woodhouse Mine. 
This was one of the very early quartz mines worked ex
tensively in Calaveras County.

Eventually, the Sandy Gulch Ditch was conveyed to 
the old Mokelumne Hill Canal Company and, after the 
transfer, the w’ater was turned at Mayflower across the 
divide and into Licking Fork. From there it ran to the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne River and finally into the 
ditch of the company. Taking the water away from Sandy 
Gulch dried up the community and water for irrigating 
purposes has never been restored. This water right now 
belongs to the Calaveras Public Utility District and is 
used by the Mokelumne Hill and San Andreas communi
ties. The upper end of the ditch is still in use.

The Kodish Ditch was a later water right and at low 
seasons there wasn?t sufficient water to supply the two 
ditches and the Kodish Ditch was abandoned. On the 
Kodish Ditch at Mayflower there was a long flume and 
the body of Mr. Kodish was found in the flume. It was 
supposed that he had fallen accidentally into the flume 
and was drowned.

While Sandy Gulch at one time in its history could 
boast a school, residences, miners’ cabins, stores, saloon 
and town hall, a shoe shop and even a china shop, scarcely 
any vestige of these early buildings remains.

Mr. Kudish, Mr. Musto, and a Mr. Herbert were the 
owners of stores at Sandy Gulch.

At one time the community was headquarters for a 
large number of “Digger” or Miwok Indians. They lived 
and had their round-house on the ridge just above the 
home of Allen Harris. The only Indian Cemetery still in 
use in the community is located on the old Peter Nelson 
place, now the property of Sharpneck.

The people of Sandy Gulch also established a ceme
tery at Sandy Gulch but it has not been used for burial 
purposes for many years.

Most of the early residents of Sandy Gulch were 
pioneers who made the arduous trek across the Sierra. 
They include the following families: Allen Harris, Charles 
Harris, James Porteous, Fred Greves, John Bardsley^ Tur
ner, Mercer, Del Rays, Bottonly, Bailey, Brown, Kodish. 
Herbert and Musto.

On one occasion several Mexicans attempted to rob 
Mrs. Kodish who was in her home. A gardener ran to the 
store and gave the alarm. Several men went to her relief 
and in time to catch one of the culprits. He was taken to 
a large tree across from the store and a rope tied around 
his neck and he was pulled up but told he would be re
leased if he would name the others. He gave the names 
and a search was immediately begun for them. The local 
constable went to the old Grape-vine Bridge believing they 
would attempt to flee into Amador County. It was a dark 
night and long past midnight when a man approached 
the bridge on foot and lighted a cigarette. The constable 
called out to him asking who he was. When he received 
no response, he shot and killed the Mexican, who proved 
to be one of the gang.

A man named Homer Warren lived in Lower Sandy 
Gulch and in his later years raised and sold vegetables at 
West Point. He stuttered very badly and drank heavily. On 
one occasion, while he was peddling his vegetables, he 
became drunk and the boys at West Point changed the 
wheels on his vehicle and put the two rear wheels in front 
and the front wheels in the rear. He later claimed he 
drove up-hill all the way home.

Homer Warren was a direct descendant of General 
Joseph Warren of the American Army who fell in battle.

Recently the Associated Lumber Company erected 
their sawmill at Sandy Gulch and it gives employment to 
many men in the community and surrounding towns. 
They have a company town called Wilseyville and a post 
office by the same name.

The soil around Sandy Gulch is very fertile and it 
water can again be restored, it could be developed 
into a rich agricultural section of the county. Water is 
supplied to Wilseyville and the sawmill by the Calaveras 
Public Utility District from the old Sandy Gulch Ditch.

There were several quartz mines around Sandy Gulch 
of which the Woodhouse Mine was the most important.

Garter Gulch was another gulch mined extensively 
during the early history of Sandy Gulch.

A Mr. Stanley has a fine walnut grove at Sandy 
Gulch and adjoining it is a large area that has been 
planted to Christmas trees.

The oldest Congregational Church building in California 
is located at Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras County. It was 
built in 1856. There were earlier Congregational Churches 
established in California, but the Mokelumne Hill Church is 
the oldest building.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society meets on the 
fourth Thursday of each month at the Courthouse in San 
Andreas. Dinner meetings are held each quarter at differ
ent places in the county.

EDITORIAL
With this issue of LAS CALAVERAS we begin Volume 

10 of our quarterly bulletin. The first issue was published 
in October, 1952, as the HISTORICAL BULLETIN. As we 
enter this tenth year of dedicated effort on the part of 
many people in preserving the history of our area, we 
might take time to evaluate our accomplishments and 
point out our failures. The success of the BULLETIN, as 
we first called it, is largely due to the devoted effort and 
ability of our only President, Judge Smith. At least 
eighty per cent of the material in the publications 
was compiled and written by the Judge from his extensive 
knowledge of the history of the county. With his co
operation it has been easy for the editor to edit and 
arrange the material each quarter.

Although the material in LAS CALAVERAS has varied 
in interest and the size has fluctuated from four to 
twelve pages, the quarterly has never been late. This 
may seem to be a trivial matter but at times, with the 
press of other matters, it has been a real challenge to 
get the material to the printers on time to have it ready 
for our quarterly dinners. We should also give the 
printers, Jim Luly and the Calaveras Press, credit for 
cooperating with us in getting the publication out on time.

Although we have failed in our original plan, which 
was to put out from time to time special publications, 
we have preserved in the printed word of LAS CALAVERAS 
much of the history of our wonderful Calaveras County 
that would have otherwise been lost. Anyone who has 
a complete file of all the quarterly publications of LAS 
CALAVERAS can be sure that he has a valuable collection 
of Calaveras County history.

Congratulations to Louis Domenghini, of Mountain 
Ranch, for being elected to the Board of Directors. All 
other officers of the Society were re-elected at the 
September meeting.

Our treasurer, Mrs. Violet Cuslidge, wants to remind 
everyone that 1961-62 dues are now payable.

For those of you who enjoyed Mrs. Ella Cain's 
BODIE, which was issued a few years ago, we recommend 
her latest publication, THE STORY OF EARLY MONO 
COUNTY, published by the Fearon Press. If you would 
like an autographed copy, just address a request to her 
at Bridgeport, Calif., along with a check for $3.90.

As Mrs. Hattie Hertzig, again chairman of the Essay 
Committee, starts the campaign to obtain the participation 
of the students of Calaveras County in the Essay Contest 
in Original History, may we urge the parents and teach
ers to give this project their enthusiastic support. This is 
one of the ways our younger generations can be trained 
to appreciate their rich American heritage. These essays 
also add to the total amount of Calaveras history that 
is being preserved, as the contest emphasizes original 
material not previously published.

MORE ON MONTE WOLFE
Dear Dr. Wood:

A friend of mine, Mrs. Jim Culbertson, gave me a 
copy of the CALAVERAS CALIFORNIAN, dated Feb. 9, 
1961, with an interesting sketch of Monte Wolfe by Judge 
Smith. You mentioned that you were interested in the 
almost legendary character and I thought that perhaps 
I could add to the general confusion that seems to have 
grown up around him. Judge Smith states that he roamed 
the mountains for 20 years. I am sure that the time was 
much longer. When as a young man I used to drive my 
father’s cattle to the mountains, I first came in contact 
with him. I think it was 1908. He slipped out of the 
shadows one evening while we were watching the cattle 
near Schrack’s Ford at Rail Road Flat. The group I 
was with had seen him previous to that date. At that time 
he was about 30 years of age, neat, and an interesting 
story-teller. I was interested in him but the Schrack 
brothers were suspicious of him. They thought he was a 
thief and called him “That Crazy Englishman.” I went 
east to school that year and did not return to the moun
tains until about 1930 when I met him again at Camp 
Tamarack where he was camping. At that time he was 
much older and had allowed his hair to grow long. He 
was not as neat and well kept as he was in 1908. Also, he 
did not apper to be hiding from the public as he at 
first did.

The story that the Schrack brothers told was that he 
was hiding from justice, but Sam Kirk, who was with us, 
thought he was an English remittance man whose family 
was paying to keep him out of England. The Schrack 
brothers also said that he ranged roughly from Merced 
north to Folsom and was constantly on the move. He 
would, they said, appear at a camp fire as he did ours 
one night and the next evening would be 10 or 15 miles 
away at another. I was quite interested at that time but 
I forgot him while I attended college and had various 
interests which included service in World War I. It all 
came back to me when I met him in Camp Tamarack 
years later and he became a friend of my son who was 
then a boy.

Of course, what the Schrack brothers told me was 
simply their opinion and I am repeating it as such.

I have written two of his stories and I had others in 
mind that I would have to reconstruct. I had intended 
to make him a legendary character as indeed he is.

With kindest regards,
IRA C. SHANK,
620 Palm Avenue, Lodi, Calif.
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DOGTOWN » CALAVERAS COUNTY’S TOWN THAT WASN’T A TOWN
By MRS. EVA SORACCO

The vicinity with the strange name known as Dog 
Town was not a town. It was just a scattered community 
consisting of some of the county’s best known citizens. 
It had excitement, wealth, and tragedy.

It was located a few miles east of Altaville on the 
road leading to Esmeralda on the San Domingo Creek. It 
had no streets, no post office, no hotels or saloons, and 
yet it had a blacksmith shop, a small store, and a school
house which was located about one-half mile southwest, 
established as the San Domingo School, also known as the 
Dogtown school.

Chinese were numerous. Most of them lived in tents 
and small cabins cluttered along the edge of the Union 
Ditch that ran through the settlement. They worked in 
large numbers digging trenches for ditch lines and, like 
most early-day Chinese, they worked in the diggings that 
were abandoned by the earlier miners.

Some of the early settlers were DeLarivier, Captain 
Daily, Perano, Smith, Lunt, Keefer, Purrington, LaToure, 
LaSher, Perino, Thompson, Fcrants, and Hogate. Mr. 
Hogate served at one time as Supervisor of the Angels 
Camp Township.

Frame houses were few. Cabins were more numerous. 
One of the largest buildings there at that time was a two- 
story frame building, built by DeLarivier. DeLarivier had 
a wife and four children, three daughters and one son, 
Rose, Tillie, Mary and Joe.

The west side of the first floor of this building was 
used for a store, operated by DeLarivier and a partner 
who previously had a small store a short distance from 
this location. This place besides a store was a stopping 
place for teamsters, and all early-day travelers. Meals 
were served. Dances and parties were frequently held. 
In general it was a place where friends met in time of 
business, pleasure, and trouble.

DeLarivier built another home across the road which

EARLY DAY DOGTOWN LANDMARK — Shown above 
is the DeLarivier House, part of which was used for a 
store, and which was a stopping place for teamsters 
and travelers. It was one of the largest of the few 
frame houses at Dogtown.

he rented from time to time to different families.
Placer, gravel, and hydraulic mining was done 

throughout the vicinity. A few of the larger operations 
were the Jupiter, Bully Boy, Jack Rabbit, and the Monarch. 
The Jupiter, a hydraulic claim, and the Bully Boy, a gravel 
mine, were west of Dogtown. The Bully Boy was a short 
distance from one of the main wings of the Jupiter hy
draulic pit. The Monarch, a hydraulic claim, and the Jack 
Rabbit, a gravel mine, were west of town.

The Jack Rabbit Mine was operated by Frank Pur
rington. Much time and effort was put into this mine but 
very little was accomplished.

Beach Thompson and Winsor A. Keefer, as partners. 
(Continued On Page 3)



W. A. Keefer's Mysterious Disappearance 
Rom the Jupiter Mine

By JUDGE J. A. SMITH
W. A. Keefer, secretary of the Jupiter Mine at Dog 

town, mysteriously disappeared and as far as can be 
learned has never been found or heard from.

From the CALAVERAS PROSPECT of March 27, 1897. 
I quote: “William A. Keefer, the Secretary of the Jupiter 
Gravel Mining and Water Co. whose works are located at 
Dogtown in this county, is missing. Nobody seems to know 
what has become of him, and his sudden disappearance 
gives rise to much speculation and conjecture.

'‘Sometime ago Keefer and A. B. Thompson, the Presi
dent of the company, came up from below to operate the 
Jupiter Mine which is situated about a mile and a half 
from Dogtown. Thompson had brought his family with 
him and they all lived together in a large and comfortable 
house near the latter place.

“From what little information we could obtain, it 
would seem that on the morning of Wednesday of last 
week Keefer and Thompson left the house for the mine. 
Keefer had on rubber boots and ordinary miner’s clothes.

They were engaged in hydraulicking on a small scale 
and about six men were employed in different capacities 
about the property. The water for hydraulicking was 
gathered in a reservoir each night and of course the 
supply was not large enough, permitting only a few hours 
pumping.

“When last seen Keefer was tending the Monitor and 
directing the stream.

“Thompson and Keefer had agreed to take their lunch 
at the Stockton Ranch on that day as it was closer and 
they had men at work over there, also.

“Sometime in the forenoon Keefer asked Thompson 
to go over to the ranch and see about some matters there 
while he, Keefer, would remain and continue piping so 
long as the water lasted, adding that he thought the sup
ply would fail in a short while and then he would go 
along, too.

“Thompson did as directed. The noon hour came and 
passed but still Keefer did not come for his lunch. Nothing 
was thought of the matter until Thompson returned to 
his home in the evening and found Keefer had not been 
there either. When nine o’clock in the evening arrived 
and he had not yet put in an appearance, alarm for his 
safety began to be felt.

“Everything in his room was just as he had left it. 
His white shirt with diamond studs was there and every 
detail of his dress clothes was in place with the excep- 
tance of the watch which he had taken with him in the 
morning, showing that, wherever he is, he is dressed in 
the same clothes he wore when he left home.

“Thompson, after making a search about the mine and 
vicinity without success, came down to San Andreas and 
reported the matter to the sheriff and district attorney and 
went to San Francisco where he also informed Captain 
Lees.

“On Tuesday last the regular assessment of the com
pany became due and a meeting was held but a temporary 
secretary had to be appointed to perform Keefer’s duty.

“At his room in the city, which is in the same building 
as the company’s office, his books, papers, and other

KILLED BY A ROBBER
(From Stockton Mail, April 30, 1892)
A Stage-Driver & a Lady Passenger

Murdered To-Day
Shot gun messenger Tovey was wounded in a bloody 

attempt to hold up a stage near San Andreas.
Sheriff Cunningham today received the following tele

gram from J. N. Thacker, Wells Fargo & Co. detective:
“Sheep Ranch stage stopped by robbers, who fired 

buckshot without warning, killing a young lady passenger 
and mortally wounding driver, and shooting messenger in 
right arm but not seriously, Sheriff Thome and posse after 
robbers. NO CLUE!”

The Telegraphed Accounts
The following Pacific Postal telegram was received by 

the Mail this afternoon:
“San Francisco, April 30—Wells Fargo & Co. received a 

dispatch from San Andreas, Calaveras Co., this morning 
stating that masked men had held up and robbed the stage 
near here. They killed the driver and a young lady passen
ger. Later advices state that the stage was stopped by one 
man near San Andreas at 6 A. M. He fired a load of buck
shot mortally wounding A. Raggio, the driver, and instantly 
killing a lady passenger named Miss Rodersino. Mike Tovey, 
the messenger, was shot in the arm. The lone highwayman 
fled without taking anything. As soon as news of the trag
edy reached San Andreas, a sheriff’s posse formed and is 
now scouring the country in search of the murderer.” 

effects were scattered all over the apartment but whether 
by the owner or some other person is not known.

“By some it is believed he had been ambushed and 
killed by an enemy, and by others that he had fallen into 
some prospect hole, while others think he is all right and 
has absented himself only for the purpose of carrying out 
the details of some scheme he had on foot. It is true that 
Keefer had many enemies and, in fact, he was always in 
hot water.

“But all of his neighbors, and those with whom he has 
had trouble from time to time, do not believe there is 
anyone who would deliberately shoot a man in the back, 
however strong their grievance might be. If it came to 
a personal encounter with due provocation to back it, we 
believe there is no one but would hold his own, let it come 
to any extreme.

“On Friday last we paid a personal visit to the mine 
but could obtain little or no information. In fact, em
ployees and all were profoundly reticent concerning the 
the matter and seemed to prefer that someone else should 
assume the responsibility of answering questions.

“What also appeared strange is the fact that while 
we at first naturally believed that every living person in 
that neighborhood knew about the occurance, we found 
upon inquiry that comparatively few professed to have 
heard anything about it. It also appears singular thai 
none of the officers seem to have interested themselves in 
the matter.

“Whether Keefer has been done away with or 
whether he has intentionally absented himself remains 
to be seen, but, at any rate, there seems to be something 
rather leery concerning the management of the Jupiter 
Mine.”
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DOGTOWN

(Continued From Page 1) 
operated the Jupiter and Monarch hydraulic mines. The 
rich Jupiter was the largest of the two mines. Water was 
secured for the Jupiter from the Keefer Reservoir, located 
about a mile and a half below the present Ross Reservoir. 
The most modern mining equipment of that time was used 
in this operation. One of the first, if not the first, electric 
generating plants in the county was used for lighting the 
supply house, blacksmith shop, boarding house and 
other mine buildings. Some of the largest monitors ever 
used in hydraulic mining history were used to wash down 
the massive hillsides.

The mysterious disappearance of Winsor Keefer 
marred the operation of the Jupiter and Monarch. Mr. 
Keefer and Mr. Thompson had been invited to a banquet 
at the beautiful Torry Ranch home. Mr. Keefer was last 
seen dressed to go to this banquet. When no trace of him 
could be found his sister brought detectives from San 
Francisco and a thorough investigation went on for a long 
period of time but to this day the mystery has never been 
solved. Mr. Keefer was about 60 years of age at the time 
of his disappearance.

Beach Thompson, with assistance, attempted to bring 
water from the Stanislaus River near Camp 9 to Dogtown. 
A pipe line was brought beyond Murphys near Collierville. 
A 30” pipe line extended up the side of the Stanislaus 
River canyon and run through 'a tunnel beneath Bald 
Mountain. After going to this great expense, Mr. Thomp
son learned that the law would not permit water to be 
brought from one watershed to another and the project 
ended in failure.

Tragedy struck some of the early Dogtown settlers. 
Otto Lunt, a native of Germany, lived with his two sisters 
in a cabin near the bank of the creek a short distance 
from the DeLarivier place. One day the Ross Reservoir 
broke without warning. Mr. Lunt and his sisters fled their 
home, but when Mr. Lunt rushed back to the cabin to 
rescue his dog, the current was too swift for him and 
washed him and his cabin down in the flood. The Ross 
Reservoir was owned by the Utica Company and they later 
provided a home in Angels Camp for the two sisters.

Charles Ferants, a well liked miner who often enter
tained his friends at the DeLarivier home by singing 
Spanish songs, took his own life by hanging himself to a 
tree. Strange as it may seem the tree dried up and died 
shortly after.

The San Domingo School or Dogtown School closed 
around 1918. Some of the teachers who taught school were 
Mary Dower, Will Dower, Annie Gallagher, Ann Snyder, 
Miss Mulgrew, Ann McNamara, Elizabeth Kaier, and Mrs. 
James Watson.

In 1883 DeLarivier sold his property to Mr. Perano, his 
wife, and three daughters. Perano died shortly after the 
purchase of the property. His widow later married Angelo 
Lertora and raised four sons and two daughters. After the 
death of her second husband Mrs. Lertora sold the DeLa
rivier place to the Sierra San Francisco Power Company 
and received her check for the transaction the day of the 
San Francisco earthquake, April 18, 1906.

The PG&E Co. bought the property from the Sierra 
San Francisco Power Company in 1921.

In 1932 Matt McNamara of Murphys bought the old

DEDICATION—Archie Stevenot and Don Segerstrom 
shake hands in front of the historical plaque dedicated 
to Archie by the Matuca Chapter of E. Clampus Vitus 
last October 14. The unique marker consists of an old 
ore car set in concrete and it is located at the old 
Stevenot homestead at Carson Hill.

More Notes on the Gwin Mine
In 1867 the control of the Gwin Mine passed to Senator 

Gwin and it was worked as a family property until it was 
closed in 1882. In 1871 Gwin purchased the Alexander Mine 
adjoining the Gwin on the North.

The mine remained closed until 1894 when it was re
opened by the Gwin Mine Development Company and con
tinued in operation until 1908. It was worked to a depth of 
2850 feet.

The town of Paloma is located on the hill above the 
mine and grew very rapidly when the mine was last worked.

The post office was called Fosteria in honor of a man 
named Foster who at one time owned the land where Paloma 
stands. Senator Gwin had a fine home built near the mine. 
This house was moved to Campo Seco and became the 
Borger House in that town.

Robert Redmond, a former County Clerk of Calaveras 
County, conducted a store and saloon near the mine. This 
property is now the Ludwig place. On it was a race track 
where the “Sport of Kings” was indulged in by the local 
residents.

At one time Paloma had three stores, two hotels, a 
boarding house, a livery stable, -a butcher shop, two churches, 
and a number of saloons and numerous residences.

DeLarivier house that had been vacant for many years 
from the PG&E Company. He tore it down an built a 
summer home at Tamarack with the lumber.

Still to be seen is the rock foundation of the two-story 
DeLarivier stopping place and part of the rock fireplace 
and foundation of the house across the road. A few locust 
trees and fruit trees also remain to mark the spot that 
was once known as Dogtown.
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ARE YOU?Jenny Lind Never Came West
Editor’s Note: Because it is impossible to kill the 

legend that Jenny Lind sang at the town of Jenny Lind 
and, therefore, gave her name to the community, this 
article printed in the Sacramento County Historical Society 
GOLDEN NOTES seemed very suitable for LAS CALA
VERAS. Actually, the town of Jenny Lind probably took 
its name from John Y. Lind, an early settler in the mining 
camp.

In 1850, Jenny Lind became a familiar name in Cali
fornia. There was a brand new 61-ton side-wheeler 
named the “Jenny Lind,” which plied between San Fran
cisco and the vicinity of San Jose, via Alviso Creek. There 
was Tom McGuire’s San Francisco theater named the 
Jenny Lind, built, it is said, at a cost of $100,000, with a 
seating capacity of two thousand. Then, on the north 
bank of the Calaveras River, was the flourishing mining 
camp of Jenny Lind. Fashion designers and furniture 
manufacturers also adopted the name. There were Jenny 
Lind gloves, bonnets and shawls; chairs, sofas, pianos. 
THE DAILY PACIFIC NEWS, in the issue of Friday morn
ing, November 8, 1850, advertised “Jenny Lind Sofa Bed
steads just arrived in San Francisco by sailing ship.”

But contrary to popular belief, the real Jenny Lind, 
affectionately known as the “Swedish Nightingale,” ac
tually never traveled west of the Mississippi River.

At the age of twenty-five, Jenny achieved her first 
great success in Berlin in 1845 and subsequently received 
a tremendous ovation in her native city of Stockholm. 
Two years later she made her first appearance in London 
at Covent Garden. It was during the latter engagement 
that the famous singer attracted the attention of the great 
American showman, Phineas Taylor Barnum. The great 
museum czar immediately offered Miss Lind a contract 
of one thousand dollars a night for one hundred and fifty 
nights to sing in the United States. She accepted and 
arrived in New York on the first of September, 1850.

Jenny Lind’s appearance upon the American concert 
stage at Castle Garden, in New York, was a crowning suc
cess. It was the first time such a tour had ever been 
undertaken by a European celebrity and even to this day, 
it is said to be regarded as one of the most spectacular 
of all time.

Jenny’s serenity and simplicity of manner, the note 
of sincerity in her wide blue eyes, captivated the hearts of 
her American audience. Her second concert was in Boston 
and then came Philadelphia, New Orleans, Havana, Mem
phis and Natchez, Mississippi.

All the while, from way out in California, Tom 
McGuire, the theatrical tycoon of the pioneer west, had 
undoubtedly followed Jenny Lind's successful perform
ances. Her mounting popularity must certainly have 
whetted his insatiable appetite for new talent. He would 
very likely have brought the golden voiced soprano to 
the West Coast had she not reached the goal of her life’s 
ambition. Jenny was married in Boston on February 5, 
1852, and in Otto Goldschmidt, the young German pianist, 
she had found a kind and loving husband.

On May 4 of that same year, the beloved singer made 
her last appearance in New York. Shortly after, she left 
for Europe with her husband to play her favorite role as 
mother and homemaker.

Are you an active member,
The kind that would be missed.

Or are you just contented
That your name is on the list?

Do you attend the meetings, 
And mingle with the flock.

Or do you stay at your office 
And criticize and knock?

Do you ever work on committees, 
To see there is no trick?

Or leave the work to just a few 
And talk about the clique?

Well, come to meetings often;
And help with hand and heart:

Don’t be just a member
But take an active part.

Anon.

Stage Held Up Near Angels Camp
STOCKTON, Feb. 18, 1857—The stage from Murphy’s 

to Stockton was held up and robbed early today of 
treasure valued at $15-$20,000, belonging to Wells, Fargo 
& Co. and the Pacific Express Co.

The stage left Murphy’s at 1 a. m. with only one 
passenger. About an hour before daylight, in one of the 
most lonely parts of the road midway between Angel’s 
Camp and Hawk-Eye, three men jumped out of the bushes 
and stopped the stage.

As it was dark, it was impossible to recognize the 
features of the robbers. One was a large man who spoke 
in a Scotch accent and was apparently a veteran high
wayman. After getting the treasure box, the others 
ordered the driver, Mr. Dickinson, to proceed.

"DAFFY DUELS"
(From Coronet — May, 1956)

In 1858, in California, a weird duel was fought be
tween G. P. Johnston, editor of the San Francisco “Globe” 
and a former member of the California Senate, Senator 
W. I. Fergeson. The big show—it was literally that—was 
held on Angel Island in San Francisco Bay. Hundreds 
of boats brought a holiday crowd, and hawkers did a brisk 
business in drinks, sandwiches and souvenirs.

Johnston and Fergeson faced each other with pistols 
at 30 feet, fired and missed. The distance was reduced to 
27 feet. Again they missed. They closed in to 23 feet, fired 
and missed once more.

By this time it was apparent that both duelists were 
pretty poor shots. The crowd hooted and jeered. Finally, 
at 20 feet both men were wounded.

The Senator subsequently died, and the editor was 
indicted under the Johnston Law prohibiting dueling in 
California. The author of the law was the duelist himself.
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Dogtown Mining
By WILLARD P. FULLER

From Lindgren’s TERTIARY GRAVELS OF 
THE SIERRA NEVADA, U. S. G. S. Prof.
Paper 73

From Altaville to Dogtown the main Central Hill 
channel is marked by an extensive deposit of well-rounded 
gravel composed of Porophyries, gneisses and granite, 
capped over a considerable part of the area by rhyolite 
and andesite. These rocks extend from a point less than 
a mile north of Angels Camp continuously for 4 miles. 
The channel has been worked in a few localities and 
found to be comparatively narrow and with gentle grade, 
averaging less than 50 feet to the mile, and to carry good 
values. A considerable extent remains to be prospected 
(1910).

North of the Bald Hill shafts the gravels have been 
worked on the east side of the ridge in the Jackrabbit 
ground and at the north end of the area in the Jupiter 
property. On the east rim of the Jackrabbit property the 
gravels have been opened by a shaft 191 feet in depth 
with a 100 foot drift in gravel to the south from its bottom 
and a lower tunnel running 1200 feet in bedrock. The 
gravel has been prospected a distance of 300 feet along 
the course of the channel and breasted for a distance of 
75 feet for a width of 35 feet and a height of 7 feet. The 
gravel extracted is said to have contained from $2 to $10 
a cubic yard. The Monarch pit shows that the rim is over- 
lain by 25 feet of prevolcanic material. At this point the 
channel has been explored through a 500 foot tunnel, and 
some of the gravel here is stated to have averaged $5 a 
ton.

At the north end of this main strip, due south of Dog
town, the gravels in the main Central Hill channel have 
been worked on a considerable scale on the Jupiter prop
erty. The channel here was originally prospected by a 
tunnel on bedrock extending upstream about 1500 feet. 
Subsequently the lower 600 feet was hydraulicked, leaving 
the tunnel extending beyond under the gravel 700-900 feet.

It was found at this point that the channel is steep
sided and narrow, averaging 125 feet in width and in one 
place reaching a width of 200 feet.

The gravels of the channels from Vallecito to Dog
town are evidently not very rich and will probably not 
pay for drifting throughout.

PLACER CLAIMS FROM ALTAVILLE TO DOGTOWN
Beda Blood Lichan, Johnson, Niggerhead, North Star, 

Aetna, Amazon Star, Jackrabbit, Lundt, Garibaldi, Bon
anza. Bully Boy, Harrold and Jupiter.

The ones near Dogtown were patented during the 
interval 1877-1900. The last work known as the Jack
rabbit was in 1923 by George Werley and F. R. Puringer.

The Harrold was patented by John C. Scriber and the 
Jackrabbit was patented by Barlow Dyer, George Gilmore, 
Peter Miller, Robt. C. Douglas, Fred Klaus, Mari Maum- 
hegger, John Becker, John Blunk, Henry Brahlmeyer. 
Henry Pfeiffer, D. Schaub, G. B. Zaiss, Wm. Becher, Aaron 
Barker, and C. A. Smith, 1879.

The Garibaldi was patented by Wm. Burnett, Bart 
Bresolari, Francisco Gatto, Charles Ulrich, Hans 
Blunk, 1876.

The Amazon was patented by Robt. Douglas and John 
Cooley.

A Christmas Prayer
(Editor's note: This lovely prayer was used in the 
excellent Christmas program arranged by Mrs. 
Alice Eldridge for the Society in the Grange Hall. 
We thought all members of the Calaveas Society 
should have a copy of it.)

Oh Father up in heaven.
We have wandered far away
From the Holy Little Christ Child 
Who was born on Christmas Day . . .

And the Peace on Earth You promised 
We have been unmindful of.
Not believing we could find it
In a simple thing called LOVE . . .

We've forgotten why You sent us
Jesus Christ, Your Only Son,
And in arrogance and ignorance
It's OUR WILL not THINE, BE DONE . . .

Oh, forgive us, heavenly Father,
Teach us how to be more kind
So that we may judge all people 
With our heart and not our mind . . .

And, oh God, in Thy great goodness 
May our guidance Christmas Night 
Be the STAR the Wise Men followed— 
Not a man-made satellite . . .

Oh, our great heavenly Father,
Forgive us for our thoughtless sin.
Give us not guided missiles
But give us guided men.

DEATH OF MORRIS COHEN
Stockton Mail, September 26, 1892

The death is noted of Morris Cohen, a pioneer merchant 
of California, once widely known as “the Merchant Prince 
of Calaveras.” He died on Thursday at his residence, No. 134, 
Ridley Street, San Francisco, of a complication of diseases.

The deceased was born in Alsace in 1829. He came to 
New York when he was fourteen years old and when the 
gold fever broke out, he came to California, arriving here 
in January, 1850. He started for the mines with a stock of 
goods and arrived at Vallecito, Calaveras County, where 
he soon went into partnership with L. Dinkelspiel, now of 
San Francisco. They put up the first brick house in Valle- 
citos, and soon built up a flourishing trade with the miners. 
Mr. Cohen was made postmaster and express agent and 
held those offices until he left there in 1870. He acquired 
large mining and water interests and accumulated a hand
some fortune. In 1870 he went home to Alsace, was drafted 
into the French army and was at Metz when Bayaine sur
rendered. He returned to California and subsequently had 
stores at San Andreas and Angels. Then he came to San 
Francisco, went into the butcher firm of Gradwohl, Cohen 
and Company and built up a large business.

The Bonanza was patented by Angelo Letora and the 
Aetna by Jos. A. Peirano.

The Jupiter was patented by the Jupiter Gravel and 
Water Company.

(5)
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EDITORIAL
All members of the Society are grateful, 1 am sure, 

for the dedicated efforts of Mrs. Alice Eldridge, Chairman 
of the Christmas Program Committee, in arranging an
other happy and beautiful Christmas party. This year 
was the fifth year she has planned our Christmas program 
and each year the occasion seems better. However, this 
year, Mrs. Eldridge had unusually heavy worries as the 
“flu” epidemic was raging and several people who had 
promised to perform were ill.

We were so happy that our beloved President, Judge 
Smith, was home from the hospital and able to attend 
the December meeting even if he didn’t feel equal to 
presiding.

Everyone in the Calaveras Society as well as Calaveras 
County is proud of the great honors bestowed on our 
charter member, Archie Stevenot, “Mr. Mother Lode,” at 
the dedication of the historical plaque to him at the site 
of the old Stevenot homestead at Carson Hill by the An
cient and Honorable Society of E. Clampus Vitus, Inc., 
which is made up of thirteen chapters throughout Cali
fornia. The site was also registered as an historic land
mark by the State Division of Beaches and Parks, and 
the Department of Highways is planning a roadside rest 
nearby.

Because many of our older members found it difficult 
to climb the stairs to the court room, it has been neces
sary to find a new meeting place for the Society. The 
Calaveras Grange originally sponsored the Historical So
ciety and many of the members and officers are joint 
members of both organizations. Therefore, it seemed ap
propriate for the two groups to cooperate in the selection 
of a meeting place and the Grange has generously of
fered the use of their hall for a low rental that will only 
cover the cost of operation. However, this will only be for

How Old Are You?
Age is a quality of mind;
If you have left your dreams behind; 

If hope is cold;

If you no longer look ahead.
If your ambition’s fires are dead . . . 

Then You Are Old.

But if from life you take the best. 
And if in life you keep the zest.

If Love You Hold;

No matter how the years go by.
No matter how the birthdays fly . . . 

You Are Not Old.

—EDWARD TUCK

Hidden Treasure
Near Dogtown in Calaveras County a number of years 

ago, one Manuel Lopez was engaged to chop wood for 
Angelo Lertora. He had been working at his task for sev
eral days and had occasion to fall a large live oak tree. 
This tree had a hollow place within it and when he 
chopped into the cavern in the tree, to his surprise, twenty- 
dollar gold pieces began to roll out.

After recovering from his surprise he began to collect 
the double eagles and the sum of three hundred dollars 
was secured by Lopez.

This sudden wealth was too much for Lopez. He quit 
as a woodchopper and went to town where he proceeded 
to celebrate and continued on a debauch until his death.

It was supposed the hollow trunk of the tree had been 
used as a bank by some early day miner who had for
gotten his money, or had died without divulging the 
hiding place.seven months a year as we meet in the various communi 
ties each quarter for our dinner meetings. I’m sure all 
members are grateful to Grange Master Percy Hunt and 
the Grange for this cooperation. Let’s look forward to 
the future with plans and hopes for our own museum, 
headquarters, and meeting place.

As our annual essay contest on local history is now 
being promoted through the schools, we are sure that 
anyone who can assist any of the students in compiling 
original local history will do so and give them a word of 
encouragement. Helping our young people appreciate 
our rich local heritage is an important function of our 
society.

All members of the Society were pleased to hear from 
Mr. Bill Lang of Lodi, and a member of our Society, that 
he could assure us as a representative of the East Bay 
Municipal Utility District, that historic values would be 
preserved in the Camanche Reservoir area.(6)
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"UNCLE ABE" VANDLING
By COKE WOOD

While gathering material for my little book, MUR
PHYS, QUEEN OF THE SIERRA, I borrowed a clipping 
from Joe Hiensdorff of Murphys that was written 
about 1889, about the death of his grandfather, who was 
also Joe Hiensdorff. The article stated that Joe Hiens
dorff, Sr., mined Murphys Diggins when the gravel in the 
mines was unbelievably rich. It referred to the “million 
dollar hole” and “Uncle Abe’s thousand-dollar pan.” I 
was very curious about the latter statement, but none of 
the old timers, such as Amon Tanner, Tony Malaspina, 
and Ed True knew about Uncle Abe. All of them knew 
where the “million-dollar hole” was and pointed out that 
it was just in back of Kramer’s barn in the Deep Cut.

For some reason I forgot to ask Elizabeth Kaier about 
it when she was alive. She could have surely given me 
some information about it. However, not long after she 
passed away I asked Loretta Kaier if she knew anyone 
by the name of Uncle Abe who had washed out a thou
sand dollars worth of gold in one pan. She thought for 
a moment and then replied, “That must have been Abra
ham Vandling. I remember him as an elderly man 
when I was a little girl. We called him Uncle Abe as he 
lived across the road from us and would bring apple 
syrup over to us for our hot cakes. On these visits he 
would sit on the steps and talk to mother about the old 
days when he first came to Murphys. I remember him 
as a tall, broad-shouldered man but not a really big one.

“I don’t remember hearing the story about the ‘thou
sand-dollar pan,’ but I do remember the story of him 
carrying his gold rocker or cradle on his shoulder all the 
way from San Antone Creek to Murphys and everyone 
was amazed at his strength. He died in 1889 and is 
buried in the Protestant Cemetery. His good friend E. B. 
Christ had his last request granted and is buried beside 
him.”

When I asked Judge Smith about Abe Vandling, he 
replied that he knew the story about Uncle Abe’s great 
strength. However, he said it was a long tom and not 
a gold rocker that he carried from Secret Diggins to Mur
phys on his shoulder. Secret Diggings was located on an 
old river channel between Mt. Ranch and Rail Road Flat. 
Judge Smith stated that Abe Vandling was the one given 
the credit for inventing the long tom by extending the 
trough of the rocker. However, the Judge never heard 
the story about “Uncle Abe’s thousand-dollar pan.”

CONGRATULATIONS to Mr. and Mrs. Amon Tanner 
of Murphys, who celebrated their Golden Wedding 
anniversary on April 16. They are charter members 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society and Amon 
esrved as vice-president for several years.

ESMERALDA
By LOUIS DOMENGHINI

Mountain Ranch
The first record of this place was included in that of 

Indian Creek. Indian Creek extended from its confluence 
with San Antonio Creek some nine or ten miles east of 
its beginning, just above the present Mary Osselin home 
on Indian Creek. This was in the year of approximately 
1864.

Walter Gibson claims to be the man who named the 
district Esmeralda. Fred Martin was writing a book which 
he called Esmerulb, meaning “Esmeralda.” Mr. Gibson 
liked this name, Esmeralda, and suggested that the dis
trict adopt this name. The place was thereafter known 
as Esmeralda.

Angelo Canavero was clerking for Frank and Carlo 
Cuneo at San Antone Camp when the Cuneo Store burned 
down. He then went to Indian Creek as it was then known 
and started a saloon and general store in partnership with 
Paulo Segale in approximately 1864 or 1865.

They operated it until approximately 1874, when 
Canavero was injured by being thrown from a horse and 
died about a year later. Stephen Valenti then bought out 
Paulo Segale and married Canavero’s widow in 1876. They 
operated the store for approximately one year and then 
moved the stock to the present Valente home on Indian 
Creek near the old Calaveras Mine.

During the time that they operated the store in Es
meralda it was a rich placer mining district. The quartz 
mines were all discovered later. There was no school or 
post office at that time, mail being received by way of 
Murphys. There were only five women in the entire com
munity at that time. They were Mary Ann Cunningham,

(Continued on Next Page) (Continued on Next Page)



IIUncle Abe" Vandling
(Continued From Page 1)

MORE ABOUT ABE VANDERLING
Taken from THE CALAVERAS PROSPECT 

September 9, 1922
We were handed the other day a letter which as it 

contains many historic facts we are printing below. The 
letter was written evidently in the early eighties, but 
bears no date. It was written by “Tim” Davis, a rather 
eccentric character, who resided for many years above 
the Big Trees at what was later known as the Richards 
or Hinkleman place. He was a man of remarkable mem
ory, and wide reading, and more than average intelli
gence. The letter was written to Ed Christ, for many 
years the Murphys correspondent of the PROSPECT.

The Abe’s Tom, to which he refers, relates to a well- 
known story that was current in and about Murphys forty 
or fifty years ago. Abe Vandling was the name of the 
man noted for his prodigious strength. The writer of 
this recalls him as he was in 1873, a man about 6 feet 
6 inches tall, thin as a rail, slightly stooped and weighing 
then, in his old age, fully 200 pounds. It was told that 
he packed the finished “tom” on his back, from Secret 
Diggings to Murphys, and depressions in the solid ledge 
on San Domingo Creek were pointed out to the creduluous 
as having been made by Abe’s feet as they sank in the 
solid rock under the weight of the “long tom” he carried 
when he crossed the creek. We print the letter with no 
changes:

“Friend Ned, I read your article in the PROSPECT of 
April 4. You expressed the wish that I’d tell you about 
Abe’s tom and the Secret Diggins. The Diggins was lo
cated about two miles N. E. of the Mountain Ranch, and 
about half a mile N. of the head of Murry’s Creek, and 
about two and one-half miles north of the town of El 
Dorado. I saw Abe and his partner McIntosh making the 
tom. I afterwards for weeks saw the tom when finished 
standing against a tree to season. As near as I can 
recollect the tom was about the following dimensions: 
Extreme length, about 9 feet; width 12 or 13 inches; sides 
8 or 9 inches deep. The sides and bottom was a little 
more than an inch thick. At the Diggins every body got 
there supply of water from the same spring and every 
one that packed a bucket of water was sure to see Abe’s 
tom. It was about half seasoned when he packed it to 
Murphys, so you can judge the weight of it. Early the 
spring following, (Oct. 1850) Abe and McIntosh were using 
the same tom washing dirt about a mile below the toll 
house on Murphys Creek. Of all who left Murphys in that 
Hegira I don’t know of but two that is now living. Boney 
Biggs is one, and the fellow that is scratching this is the 
other.

“All long toms in use in ’50 and ’51 were made from 
lumber that came from below and were generally 12 feet 
long. In years after when lumber became plenty the 
miners made thier toms short and broad and attached 
sluices to them. Ole Abes tom was a sise smaller than 
the toms in general use at that day. With a stiff upper 
lip and not a d--d drop of coal oil in the house I’ll 
respectfully scratch.”

“TIMOTHY S. DAVIS.”
(Editor’s Note: Any additional information on Abe 

Vandling would be welcome.)

Esmeralda
(Continued From Page 1)

Mrs. Paulo Segale, Mrs. Angelo Canavero, Mrs. J. S. C. 
Davis and Mrs. John Kelly.

Mr. J. S. C. Davis, more familiarly known as “Pump
kin Davis,” operated a store and saloon here prior to and 
during the time that Canavero and Segale operated their 
business and ran it for some years later. He also ranched 
and raised fruits and farm produce of all kinds.

When the first post office was established on June 
18, 1887, “Pumpkin Davis” or Mr. James S. C. Davis 
became its first postmaster and operated it until March 
26, 1908, when Agostino De Martini became postmaster. 
Clara E. Davis, a daughter of J. S. C. Davis, became post
master March 16, 1916. Her brother, Cyrus L. Davis, suc
ceeded her as postmaster on June 22, 1920. John Pozar 
became postmaster on February 12, 1925, which was about 
the same time that he purchased the Davis holdings at 
Esmeralda. Mr. Pozar continued in this office until some
time in March, 1943, when the post office was discontinued 
and moved to San Andreas.

Ed Kelly and a man by the name of Strauss found 
the Esmeralda Mine. After operating for a short period of 
time they sold to Fred Martin and John Davis who later 
took in Walter Gibson and Louis Bohn. This mine was 
first known as the Bohnshard Mine. A five-stamp mill 
was used in the mining operations.

When the Esmeralda Mine closed down, John F. Davis 
and several others went to Death Valley, having heard of 
a gold strike in that area. John F. Davis bore no rela
tionship to James S. C. Davis but it is reported that he 
afterward became a member of the State Senate of 
California.

On March 5, 1888, a petition was received from citi
zens and taxpayers of Esmeralda and vicinity asking the 
Board of Supervisors to create a new school district from 
part of the Calaveritas School District and others to be 
known as Esmeralda. A communication was received 
from the County Superintendent of Schools asking that 
the matter be put over until the May meeting, 1888, as 
the residents of the Calaveritas School District claimed 
they had not had sufficient notice. Upon motion, action 
on the matter was postponed until Monday, May 7, 1888, 
at 2 o’clock p. m. at which time permission was received 
for formation of the new school district. August 27, 1888, 
Hugh W. Gallagher received a salary of $60.00 as teacher.

John Saltwater was one of the old timers of Esmer
alda. Tony Baker now lives on the old Saltwater property.

Some Italians were working at Esmeralda when they 
decided to go to Duck Creek on the Stanislaus River where 
they had heard of a rich strike. One of them named 
Pellegrini asked Mrs. Canavero’s permission to cut a 
limb from a fig tree to be used as a walking stick for 
the journey. On arriving at Duck Bar, Pellegrini stuck 
his walking stick upright in the sand where it took root 
and is now considered to be the largest fig tree in 
Calaveras County.

When Stephen Valente and Mrs. Canavero were mar
ried, Indian Creek was so high that the priest from Angels 
Camp could not get there to perform the ceremony on 
account of the high water. Everything was in readiness 
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for the wedding. The guests were present and the food 
prepared. But someone was needed to perform the 
ceremony.

Some of the guests went to Murphys where they se
cured the Justice of the Peace, Judge Shepherd, the father 
of the late Judge Shepherd, to perform the ceremony. 
When they arrived at San Domingo Creek and Indian 
Creek, Pellegrini, the same Pellegrini of the fig-walking- 
stick fame, proceeded to carry the Judge across each 
stream on his back and the wedding was performed as 
scheduled.
GUMBOOTS MINE

Tramontini Bros, owned and operated an arrastra on 
the creek to mill the ore from the Gumboots Mine. One 
of the brothers always wore gum boots and was called 
“Joe Gumboots” — hence the name, “Gumboots Mine.”
BENCE MINE

The Bence Mine was discovered in approximately 
1887 by Adolph Bence. He and his brother Adam operated 
it for approximately two years. They had an arrastra on 
the property. It was a pocket formation and was ex
tremely rich down to a depth of 50 feet. The shaft was 
sunk to 80 feet and a tunnel was run in to tap the shaft. 
The ore was not of sufficient value to warrant continued 
operation and the mine was again closed. It is now in 
possession of the Hengen Brothers who are nephews of 
Adolph and Adam Bence.

There is no known cemetery in the Esmeralda 
District.

The following item is taken from the CALIFORNIA 
STATE GAZETTEER, by R. S. Polk and Company, 1888:

ESMERALDA—Recently founded on Indian Creek, in 
Calaveras County, 10 miles east of San Andreas, the 
county seat, and 19 east of Valley Springs, the nearest 
shipping point. It is a good location for quartz mines, 
also a fine resort for tourists, the scenery being grand. 
Deer, squirrels, and quail are plentiful, while fish abound 
in the streams. Telephone and express at San Andreas. 
Nearest bank at Stockton. Mail by special supply. J. S. C. 
Davis, postmaster.

Cuneo Bros., Saloon.
Davis, John F., Lawyer.
Davis, J. S. C., General Store.
Davis and Martin, mining.
Demartini, A., Hotel.
Moores, Edward, mining.

This item is from the CALIFORNIA STATE GAZET
TEER, 1893:

ESMERALDA—In Calaveras County, 10 miles south
east of San Andreas, the county seat, and 20 miles 
southeast of Valley Springs, the nearest shipping point. 
Telephone and express at San Andreas. Nearest bank, at 
Stockton. Mail, by special supply.

Davis, J. S. C., Gen. Store.
Demartini, A., Saloon.
Valente, Stephen, Saloon.

Special acknowledgments go to Mary Osselin, Clo- 
rinda Domenghini, Lottie (Bohns) Replogle, Charles 
Schwoerer (schools), Paul Lewis, and Judge J. A. Smith 
for their valuable contributions of information included 
in this paper.

RECRUITING IN CIVIL WAR DAYS
Since we have become so conscious of the Civil 
War Centennial, these items, taken from the
CALAVERAS CHRONICLE, should be of interest:
Recruiting—Mr. Messenger of Campo Seco has been 

appointed in the place of Thos. Hunter to raise a company 
of men in this county for the 7th Regiment, Calif. Volun
teers. Those wishing to volunteer cannot find a better 
man to enlist under than Capt. Messenger.

Union Meeting at Campo Seco—-Judge Badgley ad
dressed the Union men of Campo Seco on Saturday eve
ning of last week. A club was formed at that time and 
over a hundred names added to the list. The good work 
goes bravely on in old Calaveras.

Union Meeting at Murphys—There will be a mass 
meeting at Murphys this evening. Hon. Alexander Camp
bell and Harlow S. Love with other distinguished speakers 
will address the people.

Mass Meeting at Copperopolis—There will be a grand 
Union mass meeting at Copperopolis on Sat., Oct. 22. 
Some of the best speakers of the State will be present.

Union Meeting at Independence—Judge Badgley and 
Hon. Wm. H. Leonard will address the Union men of 
Independence Monday evening, October 17. Let there be 
a jolly rally of Union men.

Quite a number of returned volunteers are in town, 
who have served their three years’ time. The boys all 
look well and hearty.—Calaveras Chronicle, October 22, 
1864.

Company E, 7th Regiment California Volunteers
This company, raised through the exertions of Capt. 

Messenger and Lt. Hunter, left on Thursday morning for 
S. F. Some 130 men have been recruited into the service 
from this vicinity.

The company will compare favorably with any yet 
raised in the State. Many of the recruits are young, 
able-bodied men, who will give a good account of them
selves if they are ever brought into active service.—Cala
veras Chronicle, November 19, 1864.

L. N. Tower of Mokelumne Hill has received a com
mission from his excellency, Gov. Low, to raise a company 
in this county for the 8th Regiment. Mr. Tower is well 
known to all our citizens and the fact that he will have 
charge of the company will induce many young men to 
enlist, who would not do so under some of the officers 
who have been heretofore commissioned. He has belonged 
to the Mokelumne Rifles since the organization of that 
company; for the last six months he served as orderly 
sergeant and then was unanimously elected as first 
lieutenant which position he has held ever since. The 
Rifles are one of the best drilled companies in the State 
and from his experience in the militia we believe he will 
make an excellent army officer .

Although one company has just been recruited in 
this county for the 7th Regiment, Mr. Tower will have no 
difficulty in filling up his quota of men. It speaks well 
for his personal popularity to find so many of his old 
acquaintances in this vicinity ready to enlist under him.

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL
All members of the Society are happy that our 

beloved President, Judge Smith, is showing signs of im
provement in his health. A great deal of interest and 
zest disappears from our meetings when he is not with 
us. We hope he will have many more years of association 
with us. We need his leadership.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Amon Tanner on 
their Golden Wedding anniversary on April 16. Amon is 
one of the four members who have been voted honorary 
life members of the society.

The Murphys meeting in the Old Sperry and Perry 
Hotel was, as usual, one of our finest meetings. It is 
always fitting that the historical society should meet in 
this historic hotel that was opened for business on August 
20, 1856, by Sperry and Perry. We were honored to have 
as our speaker Judge Thomas Coakley, Superior Judge 
of Mariposa County and past president of the Mariposa 
County Historical Society. Judge Coakley gave a very 
fine talk on the topic, “Law Enforcement in the Early 
Days in the Mother Lode.” Since this meeting Judge 
Coakley has announced that he is a candidate for the 
position of State Attorney General as a Republican to 
replace the incumbent, Democrat Stanley Mosk. I’m sure 
we can all wish the Judge the best of luck in his 
campaigning.

As this article is being written, the reports from Vice- 
President Paul Lewis indicate that the East Bay Muni
cipal Utility District has agreed to move the graves from 
the old Poverty Bar Cemetery on the Mokelumne River 
to the Pioneer Cemetery near San Andreas. This arrange
ment has been worked out with Bill Lange of EBMUD who 
has become a member of the Society and is very coopera-

Recruiting in Civil War Days
(Continued From Preceding Page)

We can assure those living at a distance that they will 
never have a better opportunity for enlisting under good 
officers than at present.—Calaveras Chronicle, November 
20, 1864.

D. P. Clark, one of our oldest residents, has joined 
Company H, 8th Regiment, California Volunteers; Capt. 
Tower. Mr. Clark came to California in Colonel Jonathan 
Stephenson’s Regiment and has resided in Mokelumne 
Hill since ’48. Dan was one of the first to enlist in Capt. 
Tower’s company, and will make as good a soldier as he 
has been a citizen.—Calaveras Chronicle, December 10, 
1864.

At an election of officers for a new militia company 
composed of citizens of Rich Gulch and Independence 
Flat, the following were elected: Capt. C. A. Mead; 1st 
Lt. R. T. Grant; 2nd Lt. E. B. Patridge; 3rd Lt. Wm. H. 
Post; 1st Serg. J. G. Hoey; 2nd Serg. Eben Page.—Cala
veras Chronicle, December 17, 1864.

tive in an effort to preserve the historic values in the area 
to be flooded by the Camanche Reservoir. As the Pioneer 
Cemetery is already registered as a State Historic Land
mark, this arrangement is a good solution to the problem. 

We hope those members who had difficulty climbing 
the stairs in the courthouse realize that we now are meet
ing in the Grange Hall where there are no stairs. I per
sonally miss the atmosphere in the old court room but 
we want to make it easy for everyone. The Grange, be
cause they were the original sponsoring body for the 
Society, are giving us a very fine rental rate and we are 
grateful for their generosity.

Members of the Society are urged to be alert to Propo
sition 11 on the November ballot. This is the Senate Con
stitutional Amendment which has been sponsored by the 
Conference of California Historical Societies to exempt 
taxes on buildings that have been declared historic sites 
and cannot be altered and, therefore, the assets are frozen 
as far as the owner is concerned. This amendment would 
give him a chance to appeal to the assessor for tax relief. 
It wouldn’t be granted automatically but the historic 
significance would have to be shown.

The statewide history study which was introduced 
by our Assemblyman Paul Lunardi has gotten off to a 
good start under the direction of History Study Coordinator 
Herb Heinze. All of the Society members of the Conference 
have been asked to help compile an historical inventory as 
a beginning of this study. Also, four counties are being 
used for pilot studies by the Coordinator to show what 
can and should be done throughout the state. However, 
the funds appropriated for this first introductory study will 
be depleted by July 1 and it will not be until the 1963 
Legislature appropriates further funds that the study can 
be completed.

Congratulations to Mrs. Hattie Hertzig for again con
ducting a successful essay contest on local Calaveras 
County history.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF CALAVERAS 
COUNTY’S FIRST FAIR

PART I

By ELSIE FLOWER
In May of 1949, Fred Burnham and Frank Tower gave 

me the story of the first Calaveras County Fair, held to 
the best of their recollection in the year 1894 on Flower 
Ranch near Copperopolis. They were inspired to recall 
that early event by reason of the fact that on May 15, 
1949, the Calaveras County Fair and Jumping Frog Jubilee 
at Angels Camp introduced horse racing for the first time 
as a feature of the program.

The fair of 1894 and the fair of 1949 had two things 
in common; they both raced quarter horses, and the 
side hills overlooking the courses were utilized as “camp
ing” spots. Fred Burnham said that families came from 
miles around with their children to that first county fair 
and settled themselves, with their lunch baskets, under 
the shade of the pines and oaks that grew on the hillside 
bordering the track. And, of the Calaveras County Fair, 
fifty-five years later, Carl Mills, executive-secretary, re
ported that many of California’s trailer clubs reserved the 
choicest hillsides around the fairgrounds for a three-day 
period during the fair and jubilee, May 13-15, 1949.

Ed Moore of Copperopolis, at one time assemblyman 
for the Mother Lode district, was president of the asso
ciation which put on that first county fair. My grand
father, Nathan Munroe Flower (1828-1919), a native of 
New York State, was a California pioneer of 1852 and a 
settler in Calaveras County in 1880. He built a half-mile 
track on a level stretch of his ranch and erected stalls 
and a judges’ stand. It was his idea to assemble the best 
livestock of the countryside at these competitive meetings 
and thus improve breeding standards.

Although we remember many general details in 
connection with the old race track, we are indebted to 
Fred and Frank for the names of some of the ranchers 
who ran their quarter horses to victory on that early-day 
track and to some extent laid the foundation for the 
popularity that the quarter horse enjoys today.

These recollections were originally used thirteen years 
ago in a series of broadcasts on the Peffer radio station 
KGDM, Stockton. The following is the script of that 
broadcast, telling the story just as Fred and Frank gave 
it with interpolations by Alice Beckwith Howe and Jack 
Morley. All are now deceased.

The first Calaveras County Fair was almost exclu
sively a horse-racing event, although there were some

(Continued on Last Page)

“MR. CALAVERAS"—Honored by Matuca Chapter, E. 
Clampus Vitus, with a plaque commemorating his 
recognition as “Mr. Calaveras” by the Calaveras 
County Board of Supervisors was Judge J. A. Smith, 
Superior Court jurist in Calaveras County for 40 years. 
Shown above with him and Mrs. Smith are (left) F. W. 
“Bill” Russell, Noble Grand Humbug, and Archie Ste- 
venot (right), Sublime Noble Grand Humbug, at the 
plaque dedication ceremonies at the Calaveras County 
Courthouse in San Andreas last June 16. (See Edi
torial.)—Photo by Earle Edmiston.

CAMANCHE
June 22, 1962, marks the end of one of our Calaveras 

mining communities that dates back to the Gold Rush, 
for on this day the Camanche Post Office was closed. 
Stamp collectors were especially interested as a special 
cashet for the last day cancellation was sponsored by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society and the Chamber of 
Commerce. Many self-addressed envelopes were received 
by Mrs. Beulah Scates, postmistress, from stamp collectors 
asking her to hold them for last day cancellation.

The post office was first established on January 23, 
1861, as Clay’s Bar. William Vangorder was appointed 
postmaster, serving until October 9, 1863, when Nicholas 
Zimmerman was appointed.

The post office name was changed to Camanche 
February 26, 1864, and Nicholas Zimmerman was again 
named postmaster.

The Camanche Post Office was discontinued for* 
several months, beginning November 11, 1886, when the 
mail was sent to Wallace. Upon being reestablished May 
18, 1887, it was in continual service until its closing last 
month. Miss Mary Duffy was appointed postmaster at 
the time of reestablishment.

On January 25, 1938, Miss Duffy was succeeded by 
Mrs. Altha P. Rust, who served until August 1, 1939, when 
Mrs. Marie I. Miller was appointed postmaster.

Reuben Merriweather became acting postmaster July 
5, 1944, and was commissioned November 26, 1944. He was 
succeeded by the present postmaster, Mrs. Scates, who 
served as acting postmaster until she became commis- 

(Continued on Next Page)



HOLMAN-BIDDLE SHOOTING
One of the problems faced by the East Bay Municipal 

Utility District in building the 11-mile Camanche Reser
voir has been the relocation of some 400 grave sites in the 
area to be flooded. William Lange, of Lodi, has been in 
charge of the work but Phillip Montgomery, doing most of 
the research to determine next of kin, has traveled more 
than 3000 miles in the search.

Some of the oldest marked graves are located in the 
Dorsey-Holman-Osterman Cemetery on the outskirts of 
Camanche. Buried in this cemetery is Constable Samuel 
Holman, who died with his boots on in 1901. There are 
several variations of the tale, but the best authenticated 
is as follows:

Holman entered a store that once stood on the site of 
Deadman’s or Goodman’s Corner (near the present inter
section of Highway 12 and and Camanche Road, near 
Wallace) and found two drunken men creating a disturb
ance. Words were exchanged and one of the men fired 
his gun and wounded Holman fatally, but before he died, 
Holman blasted his assailant, a man named Biddle, with 
his shotgun, nearly tearing his leg off. Biddle also died.

One version is that he was bleeding to death in the 
road after the gun battle, borrowed a gun from a passerby, 
and shot himself in the head. Biddle was buried in Hill 
Cemetery, also near Camanche. His grave was one of 
only five which could be identified by EBMUD searchers 
at Hill Cemetery. There are some 35 grave sites there.

CAMANCHE
(Continued from First Page)

sioned April 18, 1955. Mrs. Scates served continuously 
since her appointment.

Post Office site location records dated June 11, 1864, 
show the Camanche Post Office located a half-mile south 
of the Mokelumne River and eight miles southwest of the 
Polands Post Office.

Records dated June 13, 1887, locate this post office 
three-fourths of a mile south of the Mokelumne River, 
one-fourth mile south of Dragoon Creek, and three miles 
north of the Burson Station on the San Joaquin and 
Sierra Nevada Railroad.

On December 3, 1887, the post office was located one- 
fourth mile south of the river, five miles northeast of the 
Campo Seco Post Office, and 20 miles east of the Lodi 
Central Pacific Railroad tracks.

Lippincott’s GAZETEER OF THE WORLD, published 
in 1880, describes Camanche as “A postvillage of Cala
veras County, California, near the Mokelumne River and 
about 42 miles SE. of Sacramento. It has three general 
stores and several gold mines.”

The closing day ceremonies were sponsored by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society and the Calaveras 
County Chamber of Commerce. Paul E. Lewis, a member 
of both organizations, was in charge of the celebration 
preparations.

However, most of the long-time residents of Camanche 
already have pulled up stakes and moved to higher 
ground, as the entire area surrounding this one-time 
booming mining town is doomed to become inundated by 
100 feet of water by the large Camanche Dam and Reser
voir being constructed by the East Bay Municipal Utility 
District as a water supply for the Oakland area. The 
reservoir will cover 1580 acres in Calaveras, Amador and 
San Joaquin counties when completed in 1964.

CHIU GULCH
Chili Gulch was one of the principal placer mining 

centers in Calaveras County. It is located about two 
miles south of Mokelumne Hill and is about five miles in 
length, at the northern tributary of the North Fork of the 
Calaveras River. The name is derived from the great 
number of Chilians who mined in the Gulch in 1848 and 
1849. The mines were worked on a much larger scale 
after water came into the district from the South Fork 
of the Mokelumne River. At that time great pits were 
washed out by the hydraulic method of mining. Chili 
Gulch had both surface and deep channel mining. Today 
great quantities of tailings may be seen along Highway 
49 that crosses Chili Gulch.

Mokelumne Hill was the center of most of the trading 
of that area, but a store was maintained at what was 
called The Junction for many years. There were many 
rich spots in the Gulch at what is known as Copenhagen 
Diggins, one mile south of Mokelumne Hill. It is said 
that two men with a long tom took out 100 ounces per 
day here. On the Gulch at Chili Flat was located the 
Ambuster Hotel and store, built in 1851, and the Mercier 
Chateau, located one-fourth a mile below. It was a large 
two-story building, famous for its beautiful flower gardens 
and gay parties. The Gulch was the scene of the so-called 
“Chilian War.” From the Green Mountain Claim was 
extracted the largest known quartz crystal. A school was 
established in 1856 known as Chili Gulch School. A post 
office was established at the Gulch on October 10, 1857, 
called Chili, but was discontinued on February 14, 1860. 
It was reestablished August 31, 1861; discontinued August 
16, 1872; reestablished May 14, 1873, and discontinued 
January 24, 1877. On December 31, 1891, a post office was 
established and called Chili Junction but moved to Mo
kelumne Hill on October 2, 1892.

AH-SEE-ONE
By MRS. EVA SORACCO

I have seen many a prospector in recent years throw 
down his gold pan in despair and exclaim: “It’s no use, 
I guess the Chinaman got it all.” I suppose that is more 
or less the truth as most everyone knows that the early 
population of Calaveras County consisted af a great 
many Chinese. There were almost a dozen Chinese to 
one Caucasian in some places.

They formed large companies and worked the rivers 
and gulches for the deposits of gold. The deep holes in 
the rivers were very rich, and in order to get the water 
out, they used what was known as a Chinese pump. It 
consisted of a sort of treadmill. This was a wheel on the 
principle of a water wheel. The motive power was a 
Chinese, who would get on the wheel and keep walking 
from one paddle to another, thus keeping the wheel turn
ing. The pump was a long trough with a chain of buckets 
which were kept turning by the means of the water wheel 
going through the trough with a load of water. In this 
simple manner they would bail out a deep hole in a short 
time. Once the water was out, they would shovel the 
gravel into sluice boxes and wash the gravel for gold.

They made some very rich clean-ups. Some got rich 
and went back to China but others just gambled their 
money away.

It was customary for most of them on hot summer 
days to work under the shade of large black Chinese 
umbrellas. This custom, however, irked the other pros
pectors who worked unprotected in the heat. In revenge 
they would throw rocks at the umbrellas and then laugh



HILLS OF CALAVERAS
HARRY T. FEE

Oh, the hills of Calaveras
Their every shrub and tree 

Out there beside our county line
Seem sort of neighborly.

Perhaps they’re just like all the hills 
That glorify the west,

But the hills of Calaveras
Somehow I like the best.

I like the Mariposa heights,
The hills of Amador,

The slopes where Old Tuolumne
Unfold its magic lore,

The beauties that enfold them
From chaparral to pine,

But the hills of Calaveras
Are just old friends of mine.

Back there in that dim childhood,
Their flowing histories start

And the beauties of their wildwood
Are graven in my heart.

Of all the west, they seem the best
Wherever hillsides roam, 

The hills of Calaveras
Are the closest hills to home.

as they watched the Chinese run in all directions. There
fore, their custom of working in the shade of the um
brellas was soon done away with.

When the gold played out the Chinese began disap
pearing, except for a few that remained and worked the 
rivers and gulches over and over again.

In the Spring of 1859, a company of about 20 Chinese 
worked in the Calaveras River. “Ah-See-One” was their 
leader. He had just arrived from Hong Kong. Though 
very young he was bright and worked hard and made a 
great deal of money. But like most young Chinese of that 
time he liked to gamble.

Then, one by one, as the years went by, all the men 
of his company went back home. But Ah-See-One had 
disobeyed a custom of China. He had cut his que off so 
he was not permitted to go home with his friends. He 
remained here alone and lived in a small two-room 
shambled cabin near the banks of the river that he had 
once known to be so rich. The cabin had a dirt floor 
which was always neatly swept. A hole in the floor of the 
first room was what he used for a stove. It was always 
piled high with small bits of wood. A small slow stream 
of smoke rose from it continuously and disappeared 
through the large cracks in the walls. Long beads of soot 
hung from the ceiling. The entire room reeked with the 
smell of smoke yet there was a cleanliness about it. 
From the door of the second room hung a bamboo cur
tain of many bright colors. In this room no one was ever 
allowed to enter. There he seemed to keep his supply of 
food and perhaps some of the gold that he had hidden 
away. His crude-looking bed set high from the floor. It 
was built of thick boards resting on a wooden frame. A 
few light blankets were spread over the top.

In the evening after a long hard day’s work he would 
sit at a little round table that was cluttered with many 
types of small cups and teapots. First he would sip from

MUSEUM BUILDING DEDICATED—Mrs. Colynn Lam
bert unveils the plaque at the Forrester Building in 
Murphys as Archie Stevenot, “Mr. Mother Lode,” looks 
on at dedication ceremonies May 27. The building, an 
adjunct to the Old Timers Museum, was dedicated 
to the memory of Frank Forrester, native and life-long 
resident of Murphys. (See Editorial.)—Photo by Earle 
Edmiston.

one cup then another. He seemed to be sampling different 
blends of tea. Later he would relax by sitting on the edge 
of the high bed and puff dreamingly on his long Chinese 
pipe. Although his expression was blank, one could 
almost read his thoughts between the slow puffs of 
smoke. Perhaps he was thinking of his friends back 
home in far away China or perhaps he was thinking of 
all the gold that he once gambled away.

In all the years that he had been in this country he 
could not speak English—that is, so that you could 
clearly understand him. We were so used to seeing him 
working in the river with his rocker that he seemed to be 
part of it. Many times after school picnics we would 
bring him cake or cookies. He always seemed happy to 
see us. He would ask our names, then try to repeat them, 
then laugh. I suppose our names sounded as strange to 
him as some of the Chinese names sounded to us. We 
sort of used him for a weather man. We would ask him if 
it was going to rain. He would remove his coolie hat and 
gaze at the sky for a while, then give his answer—and he 
was usually right.

When he became too old to work in the river, he was 
given aid by the county. He lived for many years with 
this help. In 1919 he was found dead in his crude bed 
by neighbors. At the time of his death he was deep in 
his 90’s. Ah-See-One was one of the last of the many 
thousand Chinese that once worked the Calaveras River.
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EDITORIAL
The members of the Calaveras County Historical 

Society are happy at the great honor bestowed upon our 
beloved president, Judge J. A. Smith, by the Board of Su
pervisors of Calaveras County, who passed a resolution 
making him “Mr. Calaveras.” The plaque carrying the 
resolution was placed on the wall of the historic court
house in San Andreas. The dedication took place on June 
16, 1962, under the auspices of Matuca Chapter, E. 
Clampus Vitus, with Noble Grand Humbug Bill Russell 
presiding. The main dedicatory speech was made by 
Sublime Noble Grand Humbug Archie Stevenot, “Mr. 
Mother Lode,” who pointed out that this honor was 
bestowed upon the Judge because of his 40 years service 
as Superior Court Judge, for his service to the youth of the 
County, for his civic leadership, and for his research and 
writing of the history of the County.

The Calaveras County Historical Society named the 
Judge as “Mr. Calaveras” in 1957 at the time of his retire
ment and we are happy that the Board of Supervisors 
made the honor official.

* ♦ ♦
Your editor wishes to express his appreciation for the 

fine cooperation of many of the members of the Society 
in the dedication of the new Forrester Building of the Old 
Timers Museum in Murphys.

Archie Stevenot did a fine job as Master of Cere
monies, Judge Smith and Amon Tanner gave interesting 
talks, and Helen and Paul Lewis played several old time 
tunes as harmonica duets. There were many members 
of the Society present for the dedication. The Woods are 
especially grateful for this cooperation in our efforts to 
preserve our local Murphys heritage.

* * *
All members who attended the May meeting were 

greatly impressed by the fine presentation given by 

charter member Emmett Joy of San Francisco and Mo- 
kelumne Hill on the history of Mokelumne Hill.

* * *

Paul Lewis reported at the May meeting that plans 
had been completed to transfer some of the remains from 
the Camanche Reservoir cemeteries to the Pioneer Ceme
tery near San Andreas. The cost would be borne by 
EBMUD and a suitable marker erected.

FIRST FAIR
(Continued from First Page) 

exhibits. Fred Burnham remembers that he exhibited 
a pretty red pig of the Jersey breed and a black two-year- 
old colt named “Duke” and took first prize for each. 
Frank Tower entered his beautiful little single-footer, 
“Daisy A,” and she was ridden to victory by one of the 
prettiest school-girls in Salt Spring Valley.

Frank has the idea that the rider was Alice Beckwith, 
who is now Mrs. Marcus Howe of Stockton, but when we 
asked Mrs. Howe to tell us something of the race, she 
said she was not the heroine of the day. The rider, she 
says, was Julia Bower of Salt Spring Valley, one of the 
most skillful young horsewomen in the county. However, 
it was Frank Tower’s speedy little mare who occupied 
the spotlight. She had been trained to a number of 
tricks and was what we would today call a “high school” 
or an “educated horse.” Frank says that after she had 
won the race and had been taken to her stall, she broke 
away and returned to the track. The girl, who had ridden 
her, approached, touched her gently with her riding crop, 
and at this command, “Daisy A” knelt and allowed the 
girl to mount, much to the delight of the crowd.

Julia Bowers, according to Mrs. Howe, was one of the 
prettiest girls in Calaveras County, in her ’teens, a perfect 
blonde. She made her home in Salt Spring Valley with 
the family of Dr. W. W. McCoy, an old-time cancer spe
cialist, well known in early days for his successful 
treatment of malignant growths. In those school-days 
Alice Beckwith and Julia Bowers were about equal in the 
skill of horsemanship. Mrs. Howe (Alice Beckwith) says 
that her saddle horse, “Gypsey,” was known all over the 
countryside for his speed and spirit and, although she 
often ran him against other horses in school races at Salt 
Spring Valley, she never rode him in public contests. The 
two school-day chums later became sisters-in-law when 
Julia Bowers married Alice Beckwith’s brother, Harry.

The ranchers who ran their quarter horses in those 
first county fair races are listed by Fred Burnham as Doc 
Shoemake and his brother, John; Rant T. McCarty, John 
Davis and his brother, Andrew Davis, all of Copperopolis; 
and I. N. Neely, a livery-stable man of Milton and Cop
peropolis. The most famous trainer and rider of the day 
was Jack Morley, now 78, living in Murphys, where he is 
the town constable. Morley is authority for the statement 
that the first horse races in the Calaveras County area 
were held in Mokelumne Hill in 1853 and in San Andreas 
in 1854. He says that races were held at Copperopolis 
in 1883, ’84, and ’85. Interest aroused by these contests 
brought into existence the first county fair association 
and by 1894 the quarter horse had come to a fine standard 
of development.

(To be concluded in the next issue of Las Calaveras)
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COUNTY’S FIRST FAIR

PART II

By ELSIE FLOWER

(These recollections were first used thirteen years 
ago in a series of broadcasts on the Peffer station, 
KGDM, Stockton. The following is from the script of 
that broadcast, telling the story just as Fred Burnham 
and Frank Tower gave it)

Frank Tower recalls that the quarter horse, “Buck 
Horn,” owned by I. N. Neely and raced on Flower Ranch 
track, was one of the fastest quarter horses in history. 
Fred Burnham tells of the victories won by Rant McCarty’s 
mare, “Susie Hooker.” Following her victory at the first 
Calaveras County Fair, Rant McCarty entered her in the 
San Joaquin County Fair races, where she ran a mile and 
won over Washington Trahern’s fastest horse. Everyone 
in Calaveras County came to Stockton to see Rant Mc
Carty’s “Susie Hooker” win, and incidentally to bet on her.

In recalling this event, Fred Burnham relates that 
“Wash” Trahern was terribly put out. Trahern, a South
erner and former captain in the Mexican War, had grown 
up on horseback. Fred recalls that Trahern could not 
understand how his fastest horse could have been out
distanced by Rant McCarty’s “Susie Hooker,” an obscure 
little mare from the hill country. Nathan Flower, with 
all the rest of Calaveras County, was present at the race. 
Fred Burnham quotes him, anent “Susie Hooker’s” vic
tory: “Our horses are accustomed to the handicap of 
chaparral and rocks—put them on a clear stretch and 
they let go for all that’s in them.”

Fred Burnham says that all the horses raced in that 
day in Calaveras County were ridden daily on the range 
to look after cattle and fences. They were cow horses for 
six days of the week, but on Sunday they were assembled 
on Flower Ranch track and worked out for speed and 
trained for racing.

Rant McCarty (Ransom Thomas McCarty), Andrew 
and John Davis are among those who contributed richly 
to the first County Fair held in Calaveras County.

From this point on, these recollections of Rant Mc
Carty and the Davis boys with their horses, are as Fred 
Burnham has given them.

“Susie Hooker” was not the only star of Rant Mc
Carty’s string of quarter horses. “Peg Leg,” so called be
cause of a crippled knee, had terrific speed despite a 
knee that might be regarded as a handicap. Rant 
McCarty raced her at the first Calaveras County Fair, and

These are the men who had an active part in the first 
Calaveras County Fair held in 1894 on Flower Ranch 
near Copperopolis. The photos of Burnham, Flower and 
McCarty date from that era and are very good like
nesses of the men at that time. Frank Tower never had 
a formal photograph taken. The one featured here was 
“snapped” while Frank was washing dishes at the 
Tower cattle range in Stanislaus Big Meadows in the 
summer of 1803.

MY RECOLLECTIONS OF OLD GULCH
By MRS. IDELL SMITH

My first school was the Washington Ranch School 
which I taught for two terms, 1907-1908, 1908-1909.

Old Gulch is a tributary of Calaveritas Creek and 
Washington Ranch is further up Old Gulch than where 
the old town was located. This location is just about 
the center of Calaveras County.

When I was there in 1907, the old town of Old Gulch 
was completely gone except for the ruins of the old Ago
stini store, an old stone building located on the brow of 
the hill that sloped easterly toward Old Gulch and west
erly toward Calaveritas.

In 1907 the Agostini family, where I roomed and

(Continued on Last Page) (Continued on Next Page)



OLD GULCH
As Told by COLUMBO CADEMARTORI 

To JUDGE J. A. SMITH
Thompson had the first store in the town of Old 

Gulch dated about 1850. A. Agostini had a store at Dog
town and closed it out about 1859 and moved to Old 
Gulch. The Thompson store was located where the Frank 
Agostini home stood, on the right side of the road going 
northward. The Agostini store was a stone building and 
stood on the west side of the road near the top of the hill. 
The old Dower home was originally just across the road 
from the store. Later Dower bought the old Bowlin place, 
a short distance below the old home and on the same side 
of the road, and moved into it.

Pellaton had a livery stable at Washington Ranch 
and it was afterwards used as the barn on the McLaugh
lin or Keith place.

Just below the Keith place and on the left side of 
the road leading to Old Gulch stood a large saloon and 
eating place. This was afterwards known as the Dixon 
place, and now belongs to Frecerro. A little farther down 
the road and just at the turn and on the left side was the 
Vallie place. This consisted of 20 acres, and a family of 
six or seven girls lived here. The old man Vallie was a 
brother of the Vallie who was located at San Andreas, 
and sold great quantities of gold dust that he mined. It 
is claimed that he burried in excess of twenty thousand 
dollars across the road and up in the chaparral and it has 
never been found.

The Grant place was the next place toward Old Gulch 
and it was here that the Nulands, James and Charley and 
their sister, lived. This place afterwards was purchased 
by a man named William Jack who built a modern home 
on the place. It was afterwards torn down. Just below 
the Grant place and on the west side of the road is the 
McDermott Reservoir. Water came in through the Table 
Mountain Ditch or McDermott Ditch. This ditch went 
through several hands and was finally sold to Nelson, 
who operated the large gravel mine at Calaveritas.

The IRocchi family, Mr. and Mrs Frank Rocchi, lived 
on the east side of Old Gulch below the reservoir after 
going down the hill below the reservoir.

The school house was located above the Keith place 
on the east side of the road going up from the Keith or 
McLaughlin place.

Frank Agostini built a home on the site of the old 
Thompson store and reared a large family here. The 
place was sold to a man named Rose. The place was 
destroyed by fire. Solomon Rose, the owner of the place, 
was tried and convicted of burning insured property 
to defraud an insurance company and was sent to prison 
by the Superior Court of Calaveras County.

The principal mine in the district was the Calaveras 
Tunnel commencing near the Frecerro place and running 
almost to the Foster place. Much of this ground was 
breasted out and the gravel washed. The Foster place be
longed to Hughie Gillen.

The Foster place originally belonged to a Captain 
Frazier who owned the Javeaux place close to Mountain 
Ranch. He sold it to Clark.

At the junction of the Old Gulch and San Andreas- 
Calaveritas Road is an old fireplace. This marks the lo
cation of a cabin owned by a man named John Peirano, 
who was a mining partner of the father of Colombo 
Cademartori when they mined Richie Hill, just northwest 
of the cabin. This hill was originally worked by the Hat-

My Recollections
(Continued From First Page) 

boarded, had a home just about where the old town had 
been located.

It was approximately two miles to the school, which 
was just at the foot of the hill leading from Old Gulch 
to Mountain Ranch, and across the road from the old Mc
Loughlin place, now Gibson’s. Accompanied by the Ago
stini children we walked to school each day.

A partial list of the children came from the following 
families: Agostini, Mauna, Keith Frecerro, Jensen, Rich 
and Pillon. Most of them had long walks to school.

There was an old man by the name of Dixon who 
still lived in a small house along the road. He had been 
a miner along the Gulch in the early days.

My only means of transportation was by horseback 
so I kept my horse at Agostini’s for my week-end trips 
home. The Agostinis depended on a horse and cart for 
their trips to town for supplies.

I taught all grades from the first to the ninth. In 
my last year my two ninth-graders stood first and second 
in the county examinations, but my poor little ones just 
learned by the grace of God as I seemed to have no knack 
in starting them.

While teaching at Washington Flat our social life 
consisted mostly of attending dances given at San An
dreas, Fourth Crossing, Calaveritas, Hengen’s and 
Huberty’s.

The old school house has long been gone. We carried 
water from a shallow well just above the school house.

I have since learned that the Old Gulch school was 
first included in the San Andreas School District but later 
annexed to the Calaveritas District.

In 1866 the Washington Ranch School District was es
tablished and in 1912 was added to Calaveritas and Cave 
City districts. There was a private school built there by 
Agostini and Zavalla before a public school was es
tablished.

The Agostini home is now gone and the children 
scattered. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rocchi lived just up the 
Gulch.

The following list includes some of the well known 
early teachers at Old Gulch: Mary Gallagher, Mary 
Dower, Tessie Wesson Goodell, Mrs. C. Pillon, Miss Lottie 
Jackson, Will Dower, Elvira Salcido Snyder, Lizzie Schil
ling, Idell Parsons (Smith), Miss Webb (last teacher).

field brothers.
Going farther up the road after crossing Isabella 

Gulch and on the left side of the road just at the edge 
of a large pile of tailings is the remains of the John Mc
Laughlin cabin. He lived here with his young wife who 
died when she was very young and is buried at San 
Andreas.

The Chas. Cochrane place was down Old Gulch and 
now belongs to the Calaveras Cement Company. The 
building was on the west side of Old Gulch and it was 
formerly known as the Old Smith Place. Smith was a 
minister and planted on this place the first orchard in 
this section of the country.

Across the Gulch from the Cochrane place there was 
a limestone cave. This was open and large enough to 
permit persons to go several hundred feet in it. The cave 
afterwards became the property of the Calaveras Cement 
Company. Old Gulch is now one of the Ghost Towns of 
Calaveras County.



FOURTH CROSSING
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Fourth Crossing is one of the early mining camps 
in Calaveras County. It is located on San Antone Creek 
between San Andreas and Angels Camp.

Its unique name was applied to the fourth crossing 
of the Calaveras River between Stockton and Murphys 
Diggings.

Foreman was an enterprising early citizen of the 
community and had a store, saloon, stage depot and repair 
shop at the place. The mining district is called Foreman’s 
Mining District in honor of this early settler. A toll bridge 
was established at an early date across the San Antone 
Branch of the Calaveras River.

The stages from Sonora to Stockton and Sacramento 
changed horses at Fourth Crossing. Mr. Foreman had 
another place in San Joaquin County near the present 
town of Linden. His San Joaquin place was called Fore
man’s Lower Ranch and the Calaveras place was called 
Foreman’s Upper Ranch.

After the placers were exhausted the miners turned 
to quartz mining. The ledges around Fourth Crossing 
were well defined on the surface and known by names.

The Bachman Mine was on the Ross and Bordwell 
Ledge. The Thorpe Mine was on the Van Buren and 
Kneedler Ledge. Other leads were called Comstock and 
Paul, French Ranch Lead and Pluto Ledge.

The first Justice’s Court in Calaveras County was at 
Fourth Crossing and Judge Bachman was the first Justice 
of the Peace.

The following names were of early residents of 
Fourth Crossing: The Alex Bertzhoff family, John Bund 
family, Walker family, Toon family, the Hill family, 
Moses Thorpe family, Darnell family, Cottle family, Red
dick family, Wells family, William Wallace, Mr. Foreman, 
Mr. Douglas and Judge Bachman.

Fourth Crossing had an early school. A post office 
was first established on June 2, 1855, and discontinued 
May 8, 1888. A second post office was established on 
February 15, 1892, and discontinued November 30, 1925.

Alex C. Bertzhoff was the first postmaster and served 
from June 2, 1855, to December 31, 1858. He was followed 
by:

John Hill—31 Dec., 1858
Charles P. Dudley—18 April, 1860
William Reddick—3 May, 1860
Frank M. Reddick—29 July, 1884

Discontinued May 8, 1888, and moved to San Andreas. 
Joseph H. Wells—15 Feb., 1902
Charles R. Wells—18 Mar., 1913

Discontinued November 30, 1925, and moved to San 
Andreas.

In the small cemetery at Fourth Crossing is buried 
Judge Bachman, a member of the Audubon Party that left 
New York February 8, 1849, for the California gold 
mines, under the leadership of Col. Henry L. Webb. They 
were to take the Mexican route. When near the Rio 
Grande City they were stricken with cholera and ten men 
died within a short time. Then twenty men turned back 
discouraged and Col. Webb deserted the party. Most of 
the remaining men asked John W. Audubon to take 
leadership and agreed to go on under him.

They finally arrived at San Diego, California. At 
that place they divided, part going by land and driving

Violence in Calaveras County
CARVING KNIFE FATAL

In the Metropolitan Hotel in San Andreas on the night 
of February 22, 1864, an unknown Negro was killed by a 
carving knife thrown at him by one Joseph King. The 
knife struck him in the breast.

SHOT AND KILLED AT JESUS MARIA
Estebein Pena was shot and killed by one J. R. 

Catatelo at Jesus Maria on June 18, 1859.

KILLED WITH A PISTOL
Lawson Hill, a native of Tennessee, a miner, was 

killed at Camanche by one Tate with a pistol on May 
12, 1861.

KILLED WITH A STICK
Joshua Anderson, a Negro, was killed at San Antone 

Camp by a blow on the head from a stick in the hands 
of Chas. Keany.

the mules and part coming by water to Stockton, where 
they reunited and decided to go to the Southern Mines. 
Quite a few of the party came to Calaveras County and 
made it their home.

The road between San Andreas and Fourth Crossing 
has been changed several times. Originally the road left 
San Andreas and went south past the Catholic Church 
to Third Crossing—now Kentucky House and site of the 
Calaveras Cement Plant. It then proceeded southerly for 
a mile or two, then turned easterly and came out directly 
in front of the hotel at Fourth Crossing. This road passed 
“Moonlight Flat,” the locale of the duel between Attorney 
Gatewood and Dr. Goodwin in 1859.

State Highway 49 has been changed in recent years 
and now crosses San Antone Creek a short distance above 
the old crossing.

Alexander Bertzhoff was the first person to make a 
land claim at Fourth Crossing. This he did in October, 
1852.

The bridge across the San Antone was a toll bridge for 
many years and first conducted by Bertzhoff. Later it 
went to Dudley and thereafter to Reddick and Hill in 1858. 
Reddick later became the sole owner and the Reddick 
family resided there for many years. One of the sons, 
John B. Reddick, an attorney at San Andreas, became 
Lieutenant Governor of the State of California.

John Cottle had a store at Fourth Crossing which 
with its contents was destroyed by fire in 1859.

The County of Calaveras purchased the toll bridge 
from Reddick in 1888 and made it a free bridge.

After Reddick’s death the J. H. Wells family resided 
at Fourth Crossing. Mrs. Wells was a daughter of Mr. 
Reddick.

Thereafter the property passed to a mining company. 
It was later conveyed to the Ponte family who use it for 
stock raising purposes.

Fourth Crossing is a pleasant location and, after 
contributing its share of gold to the miners, it is now 
the grazing area for cattle and sheep. Most of its buildings 
are long gone. The dance hall was the gathering place 
for dances and is gone, also.

Water was brought into Fourth Crossing for mining 
purposes from the so-called Georgia Ditch which headed 
just below old San Antone Camp.
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EDITORIAL
The Calaveras County Historical Society has suffered 

the loss of three of our grand old members during the last 
few months. Your editor, feeling a great personal loss, 
feels impelled to call this loss to the attention of our 
members. These loyal and beloved members were V. 
Covert Martin, Mrs. Ida Wimer, and Mrs. Rhoda Dunlap. 
All of these members were of pioneer California families. 
All were charter members of our historical society and 
contributed a great deal to its success.

“Covie” Martin was never happier than when driving 
up to Calaveras County for a meeting. He enthusiastically 
helped organize the society back in 1952.

Mrs. Wimer contributed articles to LAS CALAVERAS 
and could always add interesting historical items to any 
discussion about Calaveras County. She enjoyed attend
ing the meetings with her daughter and our loyal secre
tary, Mrs. Sadie Hunt.

Mrs. Rhoda Dunlap contributed articles to LAS CALA
VERAS, served as a director of the society for several 
years, and was never happier than when she was driving 
over from Sonora with her husband Fred to the Calaveras 
meetings.

We miss their physical presence and their inspiring 
enthusiasm for the fine work the society is doing, but we 
are so grateful we had the great good fortune to have 
had them as our friends.

All members of the society join in extending con
gratulations and best wishes to our “Mr. Mother Lode” 
and loyal charter member, Archie Stevenot, on his 
eightieth birthday, which was September 25.

Another of our grand old members, Dr. Rockwell D. 
Hunt, “Mr. California,” is appropriately celebrating his

First Fair
(Continued From First Page) 

at the regular Sunday gatherings held on Flower Track 
and “Peg Leg” was always in the dough. She was the 
mother of “Stormy,” named by reason of having made 
his advent into the world in a snow storm, and also of 
“Syndicate,” named by Rant’s wife, Nettie, from the 
newspaper headlines of the period when syndicates were 
in the spotlight of public interest. These two colts had 
“Peg Leg’s” speed but they did not possess her “surprise 
quality.”

Rant McCarty often used “Peg Leg” as a pack horse 
when out on sheep shearing jobs or when he took his 
flocks into the mountains. Horses were always a topic of 
conversation in those days and it was easy to veer the 
talk of any crowd in that direction. When someone began 
to brag about the speed of his quarter horse, as invariably 
happened, Rant McCarty would smile and say, “I’ll bet 
my old pack mare can beat your horse.”

And then the race was on!
Rant McCarty could depend upon “Peg Leg” to give 

a surprise performance and she rarely failed to add con
sistently to his pocket money in these impromptu races.

Fred recalls that the Davis horses had a history as 
interesting as that of the McCarty string. One of their 
speediest horses, like “Peg Leg,” had a blemish. The 
horse was “Jack Brady,” a colt bred in a herd of horses 
owned by M. F. Tarpey, whose ranch comprised that vast 
stretch of land known in early days as “The Grant” and 
which extended from Knight’s Ferry to within ten miles 
or so of Copperopolis. The colt had a lump on its thigh 
and Tarpey thought he’d be of no account. John and 
Andrew Davis bought him, named him “Jack Brady” and, 
in the course of breaking him to ride the range, discovered 
that he had the speed of the wind. They bred him to 
“Dolly Varden,” a mustang mare who had great speed. 
The colt was named “Emma D” and ran true to the record 
of her sire and dam. All three horses made records so 
outstanding on Flower track that John and Andrew Davis 
raced “Jack Brady” and “Emma D” at the Sacramento 
State Fair races, on the Emeryville track at Oakland, and 
toured the racing circuits of Montana and Wyoming with 
them.

CORONER'S JURY'S VERDICT
A coroner’s Jury in the 7th Township returned the 

following verdict: “That the said Levi Ward did on the 
10th day of January, 1861, in the 7th Township of Cala
veras County, voluntarily and of his own malice afore
thought inflict a mortal wound in and upon the body of 
him, the said Levi Ward of which said mortal wound the 
said Levi Ward then there died, and so the jurors upon 
their oaths aforesaid say that the said Levi Ward died 
there and then in the manner aforesaid, voluntarily and 
of his own malice aforethought kill and murder himself 
the said Levi Ward, against the Peace of this State and 
their dignity.
S5th year by publishing his 20th book. The title is “PER
SONAL SKETCHES OF CALIFORNIANS I HAVE KNOWN. 
It is a limited edition of 500 copies and sells for $7.50. 
If interested, write your editor at the University of the 
Pacific. Dr. Hunt will be ninety-five on February 3.
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THE TANNER MINE
AS TOLD BY AMON TANNER 

TO COKE WOOD
Although this mine had a comparatively short life 

—from about 1908 to World War I—it produced a good 
deal of rich ore and was one of the important small 
quartz mines in the Murphys region. It was located on 
the ridge about one mile north of Murphys at the head 
of Long Gulch and directly behind the Price Williams 
ranch and was located and developed by Amon Tanner 
and Billy Plumber in 1908. This mine is in the region 
referred to as the East Belt of the Mother Lode.

Billy Plumber was suffering from malaria about 1907 
and couldn’t hold up under a steady job that required 
heavy manual labor and, therefore, spent much of his time 
prospecting. He started prospecting up Long Gulch from 
the Sheep Ranch Road and found color in many places. 
In search of the source of the gold he followed the gulch 
to the point where it divided into two branches, but 
lost the color, or the free gold, in the gravel. It was at 
this point that Amon joined him in his prospecting and 
by working up an adjoining ravine they were able to 
find several good prospects of quartz outcroppings. After 
investigating the property titles, they found that the 
prospects were on government land and so staked out two 
claims which they called the “Hardscrabble” and the 
“Laurel.” Billy Plumber would have preferred to call 
the claims the “Gray Eagle.”

The two men then began the development of the 
claims and found a narrow but profitable lead which they 
worked until Billy Plumber wanted to sell. When Mr. Tan
ner learned that Plumber was trying to sell out his half, he 
purchased Billy’s half. For this reason the mine has 
always been called the Tanner Mine. But it took a good 
deal of time to work and to develop the mine and Mr. 
Tanner had the ranch to operate. Therefore, he gave a 
half interest in the mine to Johnny Campbell who was

THE MOUTH OF THE TANNER MINE, showing two
workmen, Chas. Letora on the left and Frank Cuneo 
on the right.

running the ice plant a short distance up Murphys Creek 
from the Tanner Ranch.

As the two men developed the quartz lead, they 
uncovered rock that was paying well. Johnny Campbell 
began devoting all his time to the development and the 
two partners placed a value on the mine of $10,000. At 
this point Campbell saw the need for additional capital 
and interested Matt Manuel, a local lumberman, and 
Charles Snyder, a local attorney, in the mine. A tunnel 
was dug at the base of the ridge to cut across the quartz 
lead at a lower level and a two-stamp mill was con
structed at the mouth of the tunnel to work the ore. Matt 
Manuel’s idea was to take only the richest ore and not 
bother with the poorer rock and if it was only a short 
lead they would soon work it completely out without too 



much investment. However, the ore proved to be quite 
rich and both Tony Malaspina and Walter Martell, who 
worked in the mine, told of pockets being blasted out that 
were almost pure gold.

At this time the investors, especially John Campbell, 
decided to incorporate and sell capital stock to increase 
the financial resources of the operators. Charles Snyder 
drew up the incorporation papers. One of the gilt-edged 
stock certificates made out to Amon Tanner shows that 
the East Belt Development Company, with John Campbell 
as president and Charles Snyder as secretary, was in
corporated at Angels Camp on February 3, 1910, with a 
capital stock of $250,000 based on 250,000 shares of capital 
stock valued at $1.00 each.

Matt Manuel provided $900 to send John Campbell 
to the eastern securities market to place the stock on 
sale. With revenue from the sale of the stock, the com
pany expanded operations and overhead. The two-stamp 
mill was increased to a seven-stamp mill, and the crew 
was enlarged and a foreman employed. Amon Tanner 
sold his half of the partnership to the company for $5,000 
—$4,000 in cash and 1,000 shares valued at $1,000. He 
was engaged at this time in running the mail stage to 
the Big Trees as well as farming.the ranch.

The most successful period of operations of the mine 
was around 1912 when the rich ore being taken from the 
mine caused a mining boom in the Murphys area, and 
many amateurs became prospectors searching carefully 
the hills around Murphys for outcroppings and prospects.

Various methods were used to promote the sale of 
stock in the mine. On one occasion the general public 
from Murphys and Angels Camp was invited out to a 
picnic at the mine where free ice cream was served and 
John Campbell, the president, told the crowd that he 
wouldn’t sell his interest in the mine for $100,000. Tony 
Malaspina tells how he brought out several ore cars 
loaded down with beautiful gold-laden rock and Foreman 
Canfield, who was running the mill, became very excited 
and asked the miners not to say anything about the 
rich ore. To which Tony replied that he should tell 
everyone so that stock values would increase. Canfield 
apparently had the idea of keeping the dividends from 
the rich ore for the benefit of a small group of investors.

However, as operations continued, the leads pinched 
out and became so small they were not worth working. 
Matt Manuel sold his stock for $3,000. The directors of 
the company had to levy assessments on the stockholders 
in order to continue the search for the disappearing veins 
or leads. After paying nine assessments, Mr. Tanner lost 
faith in the operations, and had his 1,000 shares of stock 
sold because of his failure to pay the assessment.

The East Belt Development Company finally was 
forced to close down operations and sold the mine to 
another company. However, no worthwhile activity re
sulted and the claims were eventually abandoned. Mr. 
Tanner feels that there is rich ore left in the mine if 
adequately explored.

In later years Lewis Williams relocated the property 
as a mining claim because he wanted the water that was 
running from the tunnel. In the 1950’s he leased the mine 
to a Mr. Miller who, working almost alone, sank a shaft

AT DEDICATION—Amon Tanner, discoverer of the 
Tanner Mine, is shown on the left above, and Archie 
Stevenot, “Mr. Mother Lode,” on the right. The pic
ture was taken at the dedication of the Forrester 
Building as the Old Timers Museum in Murphys in 
May, 1962.—Photo by Earle Edmiston.

down from a quartz lead on the side of the hill above 
the tunnel, and was able to produce some good specimens 
of gold that have been exhibited at both the Tuolumne 
and Calaveras County fairs. This proves that not all 
the gold has been taken from the hill.

All the old timers refer to the mine as the Tanner 
Mine and none of them seem to even remember the name 
East Belt Development Company.

Walter Martell and Tony Malaspina worked in the 
mine between 1912 and 1915, and finally had to attach 
the property in order to get their wages.

The property was finally sold to a man named 
Schliemann or Schlieman who sold the equipment and 
materials to compensate for his investment.

The following individuals were among those who 
worked for the mine: Walter Martell, Chas. Letoro, Frank 
Cuneo, George Thompson and Tony Malaspina.

18-YEAR-OLD SHOT
On the night of April 8, 1861, at Upper Calaveritas, 

Benito Morana, a young man 18 years of age, was shot 
with a pistol by Pedro Leon. The shooting took place in 
front of the Fandango in Upper Calaveritas.



THE FATAL DUEL AT MOONLIGHT FLAT
COMPILED BY J. A. SMITH

From the San Andreas Independent of September 17, 
1859, we are informed of the secret arrangements of a 
contemplated duel between two of the town’s respected 
gentlemen residing there. Nothing was known officially 
but it was generally known that a meeting had been 
arranged between Mr. Wm. J. Gatewood, Esq., and Dr. 
P. Goodwyn.

It was understood that the seconds for Dr. Good
wyn were W. T. Lewis (later State Senator) and Major 
Glynn, while Captain Pope and Martin Rowan were 
acting as seconds for Mr. Gatewood. There also was no 
doubt that all honorable efforts had been made to remove 
the cause of the quarrel without a resort to firearms. The 
cause of this fatal duel has never been revealed.

The story continues as follows:
“Early yesterday morning, four or five carriages, 

containing the principals, seconds, surgeons and a few 
friends left town, driving along the old road toward the 
Kentucky House. The meeting, we are informed, was 
arranged to take place at 6 o’clock, near the Kentucky 
House, but for some reason unknown to us, the parties 
drove farther along the road, coming to a halt on the 
flat near Foreman’s. (The place is located near Fourth 
Crossing and is also known as Moonlight Flat.)

“Here they alighted and proceeded to measure off 
the ground. The agreement was, to fight with rifles, 
distance 40 yards. Lewis, acting for Goodwyn, won the 
word; Captain Pope for Gatewood, the choice of ground. 
The preliminaries were all arranged and the parties ready 
for position by 7 o’clock a. m. The principals are both re
ported to have re-appeared cool, and to have exchanged 
the courtesies of the moment of taking positions assigned 
by the seconds. The word was given, thus: ‘Are you 
ready? Fire, one, two, three.’ At the interrogative part 
of the sentence, each answered, ‘I am.’ At the moment 
that the word ‘three’ was about to be articulated, both 
sprung the triggers of their rifles. Dr. Goodwyn’s hung 
fire and he lost his shot. Gatewood’s shot struck Goodwyn 
in the abdomen, ranging obliquely, and downwards, 
passing out at the hip.

“Immediately upon Dr. Goodwyn’s fall, Gatewood 
advanced toward him, extending his hand and remarking, 
‘Doctor, I am very sorry that this affair terminated so— 
very sorry, indeed.’ To which the doctor replied, ‘I am 
glad to know that you acted like a gentleman.’ Gatewood 
thanked him for his kind remark, and left the field in 
company with his surgeon.

“Gatewood’s carriage, which was a large vehicle, 
with room to accommodate the wounded man in a re
clining position, was left for that purpose, and he returned 
to town in the doctor’s buggy. In about an hour Goodwyn 
was brought in and conveyed to his room. He was in great 
agony, and only survived some two or three hours, dying 
between 11 and 12 in the morning.

“Universal regret at the bloody affair and fatal 
termination is the sentiment that pervades the town. Both 
gentlemen are well known here, and have lived in this

THE OLD ROONEY COTTAGE AT CARSON HILL, Cala
veras County, was headquarters for mining men in 
that vicinity. It is now gone, and the site is occupied 
by the Marvin Airola home.

Rooney’s daughter, Theresa, married James G. 
Fair of Comstock fame, and the Fairs’ daughter, 
Virginia, married into the Vanderbuilt family.

Judge J. A. Smith, our Society’s president, lived 
there when he taught school at Carson Hill, 1903-04. 
—Photo courtesy of Judge Smith.

SPECIAL TO THE "MAIL"
The following special telegram was received by the 

Stockton Mail at a late hour this afternoon:
“San Andreas, April 30—Owing to the intense excite

ment produced here by the news of the attempt to rob the 
stage between San Andreas and Sheep Ranch and the 
killing of two people, it is impossible to obtain full 
particulars of the affair.

“No sooner did the news come than the whole town 
started out after the robber and murderer, not stopping 
to inquire into the details of the shooting.

“The only particulars that have reached this city are 
that the masked man, who was standing by a tree, 
blazed away at the stage when it came up to him, not 
stopping even to call out to the driver to halt. The stage 
had a considerable amount of money aboard, which was 
saved, the robber fleeing into the brush immediately 
after firing. He discharged both barrels of his shotgun.

“Mike Tovey, Wells Fargo & Company’s messenger, 
who is well known for his nerve, was on the seat with 
the driver. It is thought here that he moved his shotgun 
towards his shoulder upon seeing the robber step from 
behind the tree, and that is why the robber fired.

“Tovey was shot in the arm. The driver, A. Raggio, 
and Miss Rodersino, a passenger, were mortally wounded. 
Tovey put the driver into the stage with the lady and 
drove to Sperry’s, where the lady died. It is reported that 
Raggio died before reaching Sperry’s.”

CHINESE MURDERS COUNTRYMAN
Ah Slung, a Chinese, was murdered at Poverty Bar 

by another Chinese named Ah Ban on August 31, 1861.(Continued on Last Page)
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EDITORIAL
Congratulations to Mrs. Alice Eldridge for arranging 

the best Christmas program the Society has ever experi
enced. Also, this program was arranged while she was 
hobbling around on a badly sprained ankle. However, 
Mrs. Eldridge would want credit given to those who 
assisted her, I’m sure, such as Mrs. Zumwalt, who very 
competently accompanied the musical numbers by Al 
Gross, Ralph Treat, Harry Buchanan and Mrs. Bow
man. Paul and Helen Lewis added color and fun to the 
occasion by presenting a medley of popular numbers on 
their harmonicas. The decorations were arranged by Sadie 
Hunt and Eva Soracco. Judge Smith provided the lovely 
little Christmas tree. One of the best parts of the program 
was the reminiscences of our beloved president, Judge 
Smith, on Christmases that he could remember in Cala
veras County.

Your editor was pleasantly surprised by the gorgeous 
birthday cake presented to him by the ladies during the 
refreshment hour. 

In spite of the refusal of the State Division of Beaches 
and Parks to provide a plaque, the Calaveras County 
Historical Society and the Matuca Chapter of E Clampus 
Vitus combined their efforts to mark the spot near Moun
tain Ranch where the last stagecoach hold-up was at
tempted in Calaveras County on April 30, 1892. The dedi
cation of the plaque occurred on January 12 at 2 o’clock 
with the Clampers in their colorful red shirts assisting 
in the dedication. Judge Smith gave the dedicatory 
address. The joint dedication is a fine illustration of 
cooperation between two organizations interested in pre
serving our romantic heritage.

Paul Lewis reported at the last meeting that the

The Fatal Duel at Moonlight Hat
(Continued From Page Three)

place for years, and have many warm friends. It also 
happens that the friends of one are friends of the other. 
Everyone exonerates Gatewood from blame and it is 
agreed upon by all hands that the duel was, throughout, 
conducted upon the most humane and honorable terms 
known to the code. Perhaps no one more sincerely regrets 
its fatal termination than Gatewood himself.

"We are not informed as to the precise cause of the 
meeting, but heard that it originated before election. 
Angry words were passed by Dr. Goodwyn and were 
resented by a blow from Gatewood. A challenge was then 
sent by the former to the latter, when the matter, we 
believe, was postponed until yesterday.

"We might here, with much appropriateness, indulge 
in a moral essay upon the general evil of the duello and 
prove, for the thousandth time, its utter incompatibility 
with the faith of a Christian, but when the supreme judge 
of the State can lay down his ermine to fight a duel, when 
a U. S. senator does not think it so terrible to face the 
shot of an experienced marksman at ten paces, as to look 
public opinion in the eye and incur its scorns, by refusing 
to accept a challenge, when society and the people lavish 
favors and caresses upon those who have fought duels 
and honor them—we see no recognized crime or violence 
to the commonwealth in the act just perpetrated.

“If the people desire to put an end to the ‘Code,’ let 
them say so in some unmistakable manner; but so long 
as the record stands as it does, and the public are more 
eager to scorn him who refuses, than punish him who 
accepts a challenge, we challenge, we cannot hold duelling 
as a very obnoxious exception to our public morality, 
whatever may be said and written under the impulse 
which some great or good man’s fall gives to our 
sympathies.”

STABBED SEVEN TIMES
Jose Marie Malmosel was stabbed seven times and 

killed at Gately Gulch, near Reynold’s Ferry, by Ramon 
Gasporo, on August 1, 1862.

THREE MEXICANS MURDER CHINESE
Ah Lung, a Chinese, was murdered by three Mexicans 

one mile southwest of Campo Seco on the night of Feb
ruary 24, 1864.

 
transfer of graves from the flooded Camanche Reservoir 
area at Poverty Bar had been completed by the East Bay 
Municipal Utility District and can now be seen at the 
Pioneer Cemetery near San Andreas. This project was 
carried out in cooperation between the Society and EBMUD 
and represents another effort of the Society to preserve 
the record of the past in Calaveras County.

Mrs. Hattie Hertzig reports that materials and in
formation on the annual local history essay contest have 
been distributed to the schools of the county. The deadline 
for these essays to be turned in is April 1. We hope the 
social studies teachers of the county will encourage their 
students to write up essays on local history.
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THE CHINESE IN SAN ANDREAS
By OLIVER WYLLIE

San Andreas and vicinity evidently at one time had 
a sizeable percentage of the Chinese in Calaveras County. 
Placer mining for gold was what first brought them here. 
Guessing as to the number working on the South Fork 
of the Calaveras River range from one to five thousand. 
Not being citizens, it is said that the Chinese could not 
locate a claim but were allowed to purchase one.

Those in San Andreas proper may have been not more 
than a couple of hundred, but it is said by reliable sources 
that on Sundays or holidays as many as 500 would come 
into town to celebrate or shop. Gambling has always been 
associated with the Chinese, and Fan Tan, Chinese Lottery, 
drinks, restaurants, and what have you were the lure that 
brought the outsiders into town.

The official map of San Andreas Townsite, dated 1872, 
shows about fourteen lots of Chinese ownership, and 
these generally constituted a Chinatown on St. Charles 
Street (now also State Highway No. 12) where Court Street 
meets it.

Three stores are indicated at that time and a Chinese 
church (or joss house) stood there where the present high 
school is now located. It is reliably said that as many as 
five stores existed at one time. One store, Wing Chung, 
owner, next to Cassenelli’s Store, was said to be of adobe, 
and later was gutted by fire. Another store with a res
taurant, etc. (the etc. probably covered gaming), with 
Shing Tong as proprietor, was just east of it. Another of 
brick construction on St. Charles Street (known presently 
as the Pinotti Building) also included a blacksmith shop. 
This was owned by Chong Kee Company.

Mostly the houses in Chinatown were unpainted 
wooden buildings abutting one another on the street with 
a wooden porch or sidewalk in front. Invariably they 
emitted a characteristic odor of smoke, sivent and incense. 
A bakery and restaurant existed at one time near Casse
nelli’s store. It may be mentioned in passing that Mr. 
Cassenelli could talk Chinese about as well as the Chinese 
themselves. His store was as popular as any of the 
Chinese establishments, no doubt furnishing certain 
niceties unobtainable in the oriental markets.

Several fires did considerable damage, and the town 
volunteer fire department would respond with a hand 
pumper (it still works!) using water from a cistern on 
St. Charles Street. Several of these reservoirs were located

CHINA MARY, above, was once queen of the West 
Point Chinese. She later moved to San Francisco.— 
Photo courtesy of Judge J. A. Smith.

in strategic places in the business district.
Rather extensive vegetable gardens were planted on 

the north side of San Andreas Creek.
The Chinese kept pretty well to themselves, and there 

doesn't seem to be any evidence of any tong war violence 
here. Many of the older rowdy white boys took particular 
delight in harassing the chinamen, often by throwing 
rocks at their houses, taunting them personally, or any
thing to stir them up. At one time they even launched 
a heavy wagon wheel down the hill into their homes. It 
appears the Chinese didn’t retaliate with much violence, 
probably fearing the possible mass reaction of the white 
populace.

On their New Year’s they were generous with gifts of 
Chinese candies, fire crackers and litchi nuts, especially 
to those considered as friendly, or at least in an effort to 
curry a favorable feeling.

A few of the Chinese children went to the public 
school.

It is very difficult to determine when the Chinese first 
came to San Andreas. However, the peak of their popula
tion may have been in the late 1850’s or early ’60’s since 
they followed closely on the heels of the white miners, 
working over many of the claims abandoned by the latter.

Although it doesn’t appear as a Chinese ownership 
in 1872, a Chinese laundry, Chiny Jim, proprietor, flour



ished in the ’90’s and probably earlier on Main Street near 
San Andreas Creek, and, as was the modus operandi, the 
method of sprinkling the clothes by spraying them with 
water from the mouth before ironing was identifiable 
with the trade in those days. Also, certain Chinese ladies 
were available to do laundry in the homes.

There was one main graveyard on the west side of 
the present main road to the Calaveras Cement plant, and 
it also is said that many were buried in the county ceme
tery on the west end of town and north of the state high
way. Most of the remains were said to have been later 
removed and shipped to China. The custom of placing 
food on the grave was followed here. It has been said that 
some of the white boys would slip in after dark and have 
quite a sumptuous feed.

The custom of marrying a daughter was, at least in 
earlier times, arranged by the parents. One occasion is 
well remembered by a certain “old timer” when such an 
event was celebrated by invitation to the general public 
to join in the festivities. It was not determined who put 
on the “whingding,” although the bride was generally 
compensated for. (Poor Yut Ho, the bride, may or may not 
have been consulted beforehand.)

After the turn of the century, the Chinese population 
rapidly dwindled, and now not an oriental nor one of 
their shacks exists to remind one of their one-time 
presence.

A few items—from the SAN ANDREAS INDEPEN
DENT, April 10, 1858: “Two Chinamen were severly 
whipped near the Kentucky House on Thursday last for 
robbing . They were caught in the act of rob
bing the boxes, were tried by a jury of miners and sen
tenced to receive 12 lashes on the bare back. Served them 
right.”

“Chinese Wedding at San Andreas
“P. H. Kean, Justice of the Peace, united Ah He and 

Ah You in the holy bonds of matrimony, a la American 
on Tuesday last.

“We are indebted to his honor for the present to the 
editor of this paper of a pair of chop sticks, a bowl of rice 
and one pint of china gin (20c per gallon) in honor of the 
occasion.

“May their celestial happiness and the judges $10 be 
everlasting.”—CALAVERAS CITIZEN, May 17, 1884, C. R. 
Beal, editor.

TO BE HUNG
Jesus Bealoba, Ah Tung, Ah Ke, Ah Shin, and Yu Skin 

are sentenced to be hanged at Mokulumne Hill, Friday 
the 19th of October, 1860.

CHINESE THEATRICALS
Troupes of Chinese performers regularly visited the 

Mother Lode towns during the ’50’s. At that time, most 
of the communities had large Chinese quarters and the 
Chinese entertained the Chinese population.

During the fall of 1857, one of these Chinese troupes 
visited San Andreas and remained for a month. They 
thereafter left for Chinese Camp, Tuolumne County, an
nouncing upon their departure that they would soon 
return with another month of captivating performances.

The SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT, commenting of 
this particular troupe, said upon their departure:

“Chinese theatricals enlivened this place with their 
eternal humdrum, squealing, squeaking, and cauterwaling

EARLY TEMPLE—This old Joss House was once the 
temple of worship for Calaveras County Chinese. It 
stood on the present site of the Calaveras High School.

The "Chinamen" -- My Earliest Memories
By EFFIE E. JOHNSTON

I remember mother buying fish of a Chinese who 
walked the China Trail and sold fish. He cut slices from a 
large fish. This could be about 1870. And about that time, 
in 1870 or ’71 Grandma Cottle lived on the N. W. side of San 
Andreas. One day when mother was there caring for her 
mother, and we (Martha and I) were with mother, we went 
out to play and three Chinese children, a little girl and two 
little boys (the first Chinese children we had ever seen) 
came along, and with no appaent reason we started a 
fight. I grabbed the little girl’s long braided hair and 
swung her around. She cried. Then her eldest brother took 
out his pocket knife and ran us to the house where he and 
mother had an argument over it. But I needed a spanking. 
I guess that was “the Call of the Wild” in me. Turn a 
strange hen loose in a flock of ducks and she has to lick 
every hen on the place before they leave her in peace. 
Chinese children were a curiosity.

What was called the Mexican Trail in the 1850’s and 
’60’s was called the China Trail in the 1870’s and ’80’s. 
Numbers of Chinese, carrying their provisions from San 
Andreas long distances to San Antone Ridge and other 
places could be seen, and heard talking on the trail at all 
times of the day in the ’70’s and ’80’s. I remember two 
Chinese women with an umbrella stopping and talking to 
us children. Women on the trail were very unusual.

In the 1870’s and ’80’s my father sold surface mines to 
Chinese companies, who built a large shake house about 
20 by 15 feet on Paradise Gulch about half way down the 
gulch. Ah Shin, a very dignified Chinese, the head of a 
company, while he was negotiating for a mine, was invited 
home to have dinner with us and we three kids watched 
his every move at the table. It must have been em
barrassing to him.

In the 1870’s after the divorce (my parents divorced in 
1875), we sometimes went over the hill and spent the

music, and have given notice of their return.”
“The very thought of their returning makes our nerves 

tingle, our blood chill, our brain to rack with pain, our 
bones to ache, and our flesh to quiver.” 



evening at Hedricks. One time I remember how angry and 
shocked Mr. Hedrick was at the Chinese living across the 
gulch. Hedrick had a female dog that he didn’t want. He 
gave her to these Chinese. Later he was horrified at what 
they did to this poor dog. They hung her up to a live oak 
limb and poured boiling hot water in her mouth. I wonder 
if a like fate befell the stray goat and duck and chickens 
that we sold them in the 1870’s—’80’s. I believe this cruel 
manner of killing their intended meat was common among 
the early Chinese.

But what a relief to find a Chinese like Ah Joy of the 
1880’s. After father built a cabin on the mine, Ah Joy was 
living in the cabin and working for father and a Chinese 
company was working on shares. Ah Joy told father they 
were robbing h:m. Ah Joy was a good Chinese, I think a 
Buddist. He wouldn’t kill anything. He was a friend to one 
of our dogs that father did not care for. Ah Joy fed Fido 
and when he died of strychnine poison, Ah Joy 
dragged his dead body over a half mile around the hill to 
the mine and buried him and put on his grave little sticks 
of something that burns and the Chinese think it keeps the 
devil away.

There were lots of Chinese mining around here in the 
1870’s and ’80’s but not in the ’90’s when most Chinese had 
gone except Chinese cooks that cooked in hotels, resorts, 
etc. Mining was dead after the Debris Law caused hy
draulic mining to stop.

Willow Creek school children knew old Au Groin who 
had a little cabin at the head of a ravine on Yaqui Gulch. 
Beside his cabin he made a little garden about 8 by 10 feet 
square. I don’t know what he did for a living. He raised 
plenty in his little garden. He must have carried water 
to it.

In pioneer days Chinese domestics were not unusual. 
My grandparents had a Chinese do the cooking and house 
work in the 1850’s at Fourth Crossing when they lived in 
a log house.

My uncle, Frank Cottle (now dead), of Traver, Cali
fornia, told me some of the old pioneers bought Chinese 
wives, but they didn’t have any children. One old fellow 
with a Chinese wife lived up on Willow Creek. In 1919 
while I waited on tables at Highlands Inn they had a 
Chinese Cook, Sam Dun, whose wife was the daughter of 
an American Missionary. They had three sons and one 
daughter that I knew of. His wife did the pantry work for 
a while. She seemed shy and kept to herself. Being the 
wife of a Chinese was embarrassing for her. It was so 
unusual that peopled wondered and stared. Henry Dun, 
their eldest son, about 18, did not want to chum with the 
Chinese dish washer. So to save his wife and children 
embarrassment Sam Dun tried to palm himself off as “half 
French.” I think they were good people. Their daughter 
never came to Highland Inn. She stayed in San Francisco. 
Sam Dun was proud of his family and the two little boys 
went to school there.

Big Sam and Little Sing cooked in Angels and San 
Andreas in 1890-92. They cooked for William and Ida 
Smith in the Golden Eagle Hotel in Angels and Mrs. Anna 
Edda in the Commerical since she bought Mrs. Cosgrove’s 
Hotel (Golden Eagle), which had three names in about 
five years. When Buffalo Bill’s medicine (true Indian 
medicine) show was in Angels, Big Sam went to the Free 
Show in Dollings Hall. When he sat down, the people 
complained. They would not sit near a Chinese. They 
caused Buffalo Bill to march down there, put Sam out of 

the hall and restore order. Big Sam was silent the next day 
but burning up inside. If Big Sam had hopes of marrying 
an American girl this insult jolted the notion out of his 
head. He said, “When I a boy, I was more white than 
anybody.” “Yes,” I said, “but all Chinese have dark eyes 
and hair.” He said, “Some Chinese got blue eyes on.” I 
said, “No full blood Chinese has blue eyes.” He said, 
“Chinese and European make puta chilen.”

In 1892 I waited on table at the Metropolitan Hotel in 
San Andreas. Big Sam was cook. He said, “I go back to 
China. I mala nice young girl 19 year old. I make my wife 
puta little baby.” And he was happy earning money to 
send them.

A beautiful friendship and partnership existed be
tween Little John Bennett and Si Kee. They lived where 
the Rattos lived later on at what was called “Scratch 
Gulch.” I think this was Sam I. Scott’s Gulch. This 
gravel hill was “S. I. Scott’s Hill” in the 1850’s. Little Che 
was always called “Little Bennett.” John Bennett was 
from Pennsylvania and a tailor by trade. He was a 
broad-minded man living in a narrow minded time. 
With him and his Chinese mining partner, Si Kee, there 
was no “Big Me and Little You.” Si Kee was treated 
just like he was another good American. Si Kee did the 
cooking. When they worked for my father, I think in the 
1870’s, they used to bring nice little biscuits for their lunch 
and sometimes gave us three kids a biscuit that always 
tasted extra good. Kids do think eats away from home 
are tops. But Little Bennett had to tell Si Kee to sprinkle 
the biscuits with his hands instead of filling his mouth 
with water and squirting it on the raw biscuits.

Chinese eat dogs and cats in China and Si Kee killed 
and cooked a cat. Little Bennett said the meat was white 
and as good as chicken. Si Kee had a family in China. He 
went back to China and he used to write to Little Bennett 
who would tell us that he got a letter from Si Kee. I don’t 
know whether Si Kee could write or not.

Little Sing, who cooked for Mrs. Eddy at the Commer
cial Hotel when I waited on table there, said to me, “O, 
I got common education, I go to school two or three days.” 
And he could write a little. He later had a chop house in 
Angels and still later in the 1890’s or 1900’s in San Andreas. 
(It may have been much later.)
China Ack of Upper Calaveritas

When we went to Calaveritas School 1879-80-81, China 
Ack was a cook and when L. Costa gave a Grand Ball, Ack, 
I think, made the cakes. I know he decorated them with 
colored sugar and would top them with a gay rooster on 
them. He, as I remember him, did not wear the regular 
Chinese blue clothing. He wore American every day 
clothing. Sometimes we would see a woman at his house 
dressed American style. I think she was a Chinese sex 
slave, but we children thought she was his wife.

China Ack was a butcher, too. The Chinese company 
mining on Paradise Gulch had Ack come down there and 
butcher a pig with a knife. I can hear that poor pig 
squealing yet! I think they dried the small strips of pork 
in the sun, instead of smoking it. We kids watched the 
Chinese smoke opium and eat their Chinese New Years 
dinner with chop sticks. In the center of the table would 
be a large bowl of chicken cut up in small bites and each 
Chinese would have a bowl full of rice. With chop sticks 
he would fill his mouth with rice, then with chop sticks 
take a bite of meat. They drank tea and I think took a pot 

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL
Congratulations to our beloved president, Judge Smith, 

on his 81st birthday. May he have many more useful 
ones and continue to be as alert, interested in the Society, 
and needed by us as much as he is at present. I’m sure 
I speak for everyone who has worked with the Judge 
during the eleven-year history of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society when I say we cherish our wonderful 
association with him and are grateful to him for his 
inspiring leadership.

Although we are sorry to report that our lifetime 
honorary member, Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, “Mr. California,” 
is seriously ill from severe surgery, we are happy to report 
that his 95th birthday dinner at the University of the 
Pacific on February 3 was one of the most inspiring events 
in our lives. Several members of the Calaveras Society 
attended the dinner as guests of the University in honoring 
Dr. Hunt. One of these was our amazing little lady from 
Calaveras County, Miss Effie Johnston of Willow Creek, 
who also observed her 95th birthday on February 1. Al
though she had never met personally Dr. Hunt before, she 
had known his writings and his books and wanted to 
greet him on his birthday. Dr. Hunt was very happy to 
have her attend and grateful to Paul and Helen Lewis 
for bringing her down. The picture of these two grand 
old pioneers which we took at the reception is being 
printed for the pleasure of all our members in this issue 
of LAS CALAVERAS.

We all have been made sad by our recent loss of one 
of our most cherished and admired honorary life members 
of the Society, Mr. Amon Tanner. He had served for 
several years as vice-president of the Society and was a 
charter member, contributing a great deal to the success 

'Of the Calaveras County Historical Society. Although sad 
at our loss, we cherish the memories of our association

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS—Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, “Mr. 
California,” and lifetime honorary member of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society, and Miss Effie 
Johnston of Willow Creek, Calaveras County, are 
shown above in a picture taken at a birthday recep
tion for Dr. Hunt at the University of the Pacific on 
his 95th birthday, February 3. Miss Johnston, who 
celebrated her own 95th birthday February 1, 
was one of several who came from Calaveras County 
to greet Dr. Hunt.—L. Covello photo.

with him and are proud of his triumphant life. The praise 
and high tribute paid him by the newspapers must have 
been a source of much satisfaction to his family because 
it was so richly deserved. It would be difficult to estimate 
the value of his contributions to Calaveras County through 
his years of service on the Fair Board, the Calaveras 
County Water Board, in the Grange and the historical 
society, as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Mur
phys Elementary School, in his church and as a successful 
rancher. Calaveras County is a better place in which to 
live because of his life. He had the spirit of the pioneer 
to look ever onward and upward. He stood straight and 
tall among his fellow men. As we carry on where he left 
off, we can truly say, “We’re standing on the shoulders 
of giants and because of him we can reach a little higher 
and see a little farther over the horizon.” 

(Continued From Page Three)
of tea to work to drink. I never saw anything to drink on 
their table. On Chinese New Years the Chinese would 
give us kids some nice mixed Chinese candy.

Answers to Questions
Yes, the Chinese dressed in loose pantaloons and over

blouse except the miners. None of the Chinese attended 
the schools that I did.

Chinese tickets were being sold in the 1890’s in Angels 
Camp.
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THE CHINESE OF NORTH BRANCH
By MRS. EVA SORACCO

There never was a Chinatown in North Branch. How
ever. hundreds of Chinese lived in the vicinity. The 
majority of them were from Hong Kong. Most of them 
l;ved in cabins scattered along the banks of the South 
Fork of the Calaveras River and down the river into the 
Petersburg District. A few lived northeast of North Branch 
on Central Hill. There was a small clutter of cabins a 
short distance from the North Branch School near the 
south entrance of the town of North Branch on the left
hand side of the road. These cabins, less than a dozen in 
all, were built of rough boards and shingles and were 
patched and built over many times. There was also a 
well and a few apple and pear trees that were twisted 
and split but continued to produce fruit annually. The 
trees gave the impression of age and it was very obvious 
that they had been planted by the earlier pioneers who 
had lived there and worked the area and left. This proved 
an inviting spot for the Chinese as they usually worked 
in the diggings that the earlier miners had abandoned.

They formed large companies and usually had a 
leader. They did placer mining with rockers, long toms 
and river dams. They bailed out the deep holes in the 
rivers with a Chinese pump operated by a Chinese walking 
from one paddle to another in order to keep the water 
wheel turning all day. This action was the motive power 
for the pump. They worked the rivers and gulches over 
and over many times. They made some very rich clean
ups. When the gold played out some went back to China 
and some stayed and went into business in stores, res
taurants, and laundries. Others just gambled their money 
away and when they became old and helpless they were 
given aid by the company.

In the spring of 1878 a group of Chinese from the 
South Fork area were involved in a crime that cost the 
life of a young Irishman, Henery Connolly. He owned and 
operated the toll bridge that spanned the North Fork of 
the Calaveras River one and one-half miles west of San 
Andreas. The Chinese were on their way home from San 
Andreas and as they crossed the bridge they spoke loud 
and showed signs of anger as they approached the toll 
keeper. They accused him of charging them a double fee 
that morning on their way to San Andreas. In the course 
of the dispute, one Chinese stabbed and killed Mr. Con-

IN QUEST OF GOLD — Ah-Se-One, one of the last of 
the pioneer Chinese miners in Calaveras County, is 
shown with his rocker. He lived in a cabin in the 
North Branch area, where he was a great favorite of 
the schoolchildren.

nolly. It was said when the case went to court the Chinese 
would not tell which one did the stabbing so several 
Chinese were punished for the crime of one. Henery Con
nolly is buried in the Catholic Cemetery in San Andreas. 
The inscription on the headstone reads:

HENERY CONNOLLY
NATIVE OF

CO. LYRONE, IRELAND
MAY 6, 1878

40 YEARS, 7 MONTHS
It has always been understood that it was the request 

of the Chinese who died here that their bodies be shipped 
back to China for interment. This, however, was not true 
in all cases as during the construction of the Hogan Dam 
in the Petersburg District about 30 years ago several 
Chinese bodies were shipped back to China at that time.

Among a few of the last remaining Chinese that lived 
in the cabin area near North Branch were Ah-Se-One, 
Ah-Gee, and Ah-Se-Ak-Son. Ah-Sing was the last to live in 
the Central Hill area. He did not mingle much with the 
rest of the Chinese, and, unlike the rest of the Chinese, he 
worked in the deep mines as well as on the surface. He 
worked in the “Union Chief” and the Reed Mine, both deep

(Continued on Next Page)



THE CHINESE AT O'BYRNES FERRY
By MRS. LILLIAN GORHAM MURPHY

(From a letter to Miss Elsie Flower from 
Mrs. Murphy, aged 84 years, whose family 

home was on Rock Creek in the
O’Byrnes Ferry area.)

I was between three and four years of age. Every
thing that I recall at that early age seems to be in a 
“small circle,” otherwise I can not recall the surroundings.

I recall standing with my father (John Nelson Gor
ham) on the steps, or porch, of a small store. I believe the 
store was owned by Mr. Joe Pardee. I was always very 
afraid of the Chinese or Chinamen.

This store must have been located on a river bank 
and looking down the stream were Chinese at work. As I 
recall, it seems that they put the gravel in a wooden box 
with a “curved” handle and rocked it up and down and 
there seemed to be water running out of these. I believe 
these were referred to as “rockers” (size about 3 by 6 
feet). In after years my father would say, “Why, you were 
only three years old and it could hardly be possible that 
you could have remembered.” I think that the fear of 
the Chinese was cause for me to remember. Chinese ped
dlers came through our “foothill” ranch with packs on 
their shoulders. They had long “pig tails” and used to 
pull my hair braid and say, “All same as Chinyman.” 
This act would frighten me. I remember them being 
angry when mother cut our hair much shorter. I also recall 
the “Chiny” town here in Stockton and the men with long 
black braids hanging down their backs.

I am the last of the John Nelson Gorham family. I 
believe Jame is the last of the William Gorham family 
(much older than I).

I have many “blessings” to be thankful for—good 
eyesight and hearing—three fine sons and one daughter 
(also a widow), a good home and neighbors.

I hope that this gives you some information. The last 
time I was up at the river everything was changed. I 
recall father saying that when he came here in 1873 that 
the bridge was there, but now it’s all changed. It seems 
that the bridge was built in 1861 (not sure). The Chinese 
mined the river for sure.

The Chinese of North Branch
Continued from First Page

gravel mines. Ah-Sing spoke fluently and was easily un
derstood. He was very neat and usually wore a black 
shirt and a large black felt hat. He boasted of his home 
in Canton and had high hopes of returning there a wealthy 
man as he came to this country with that purpose in mind. 
He did return to his country but not with the wealth that 
he had hoped for.

Chinese New Years, held early in February, was 
always a festive time. The Chinese would come from all 
points up and down the river and gather at the little 
cabin area and their low- and high-pitched voices could 
be heard from a great distance. Ah-Se-One with our 
teacher’s permission would invite all the school children 
to his cabin. There we would observe with great interest 
fascinating things in his neat but smoke-scented cabin. 
There were colorful teapots, cups, bowls of various sizes, 
and long-stemmed pipes on the shelves. Rows of slippers

CHINESE OF RAIL ROAD FLAT
By MRS. WILLIAM WELLS

(From information obtained from Minerva 
Houston Reed and Daley Seeman Jones. 

Both are living at the age of 93.)
About 1500 Chinese were in Rail Road Flat from about 

1883 to 1905. They did mining and ditch digging for 
Warren Clark. They hydraulicked the land all around 
Taylor’s Corral where Bert Del Rey had a hotel. Del Rey 
sat on the porch of the hotel and said he would shoot if 
any man attempted to dig anywhere on his ground. They 
didn’t dig!

Many Chinese lived on the Pickering Ranch and the 
Seeman children used to stop and get candy from them.

Ah Howe was employed by a John Batch and, after 
John Batch died, Ah Howe took his name. Also, a hill 
was named after him, John Batch Hill. The original John 
Batch was a batchelor and Ah Howe cooked and worked 
for him. Ah Howe was married but left his family in 
China. After Batch died, Ah Howe went to work for 
Clark. He was with him until the family all grew up and 
then Clark built him a cabin at “Two-dollar Gulch.” 
Clark had many Chinese work on his ditch. There were 
150 Chinese at one time and two white men—O’Neil and 
Tompkins. These men boarded with the Houston family.

Continued on Last Page

were beneath the table, coolie hats hung on the wall, and 
from beneath his high crude-looking bed were straw 
woven sacks, so full that they bulged at the seams, rag- 
covered bundles, and large ornamented boxes. We won
dered what was in all of this but, of course, we never 
asked. Of all the years that Ah-Se-One had been in this 
country, he could not speak English very well. He was 
very hard to understand. He would ask us our names, 
then try to repeat them. Then from boxes and cans he 
gave each one of us firecrackers and punks, Chinese nuts, 
and candy. One kind of candy was a long flat brown 
sugar stick. (In recent years I have searched for this same 
candy in Chinatowns of many cities but I have never 
been able to find it.)

Whether Ah-Se-One counted, measured, or weighed, 
the amount that he gave each one of us could not have 
been more equally divided. It was very obvious that he 
had no favorites and was careful not to hurt our feelings. 
He watched us as we ate the candy and nuts, as we 
laughed when we lit the firecrackers with long punks, and 
a smile spread across his wrinkled face that seemed like 
a mask. It was a smile of happiness that he wore for the 
rest of the day. We were very fond of the kind old man 
and he knew it.

Like a phantom from the Far East the Chinese ap
peared along the gold dust trails in the fifties and began 
disappearing in the mid-seventies, and by the early nine
teen hundreds were gone. Only a well remains to mark 
the spot where the cluttered Chinese cabins once stood 
near North Branch. Very little else is to be seen in the 
surrounding area to remind us of the hundreds of Chinese 
that once lived and worked up and down the rivers and 
gulches. But to some of us who have known a little of 
the life of the last remaining few, the scene still im
presses on us a never-to-be-forgotten blend of the Orient.



THE CHINESE IN SAN ANDREAS
By MRS. HATTIE HERTZIG

In 1896, Chinatown in San Andreas included one long, 
low, continuous building made of rough hewn boards and 
battens, on the lower end of St. Charles Street, and occu
pied by several families. Across St. Charles, on the lower 
end of Court Street, adjacent to the Cassinelli Store, where 
several more buildings, where families resided. Across 
the creek from the Charles Goodell residence (then the 
Whitlock home) lived a Chinese man who had a small 
garden, and across the creek from the Cassinelli Store a 
couple lived until early Christmas morning, 1896, when 
their home burned with all their worldly possessions, 
chief of which was their rice.

Between the Washburn Stable and the Culbertson 
place on Main Street near the creek was a Chinese laun
dry, where the clothing was sprinkled in the usual Chinese 
way, by squirting the water from the mouth. The Chinese 
Church, or Temple, home of the Chinese priest, stood near 
the oak tree known as Charter Oak by Calaveras Union 
High School pupils. It contained many small rooms, 
corridors, and altar and a prayer mat, and the walls were 
covered with bright red and gold thin paper. The Chinese 
priest rode on a white donkey, and cooked chicken 
dinners for the young men around town who provided 
the chickens in their special way. These same young 
men delighted to torment the Chinese by throwing 
rocks on their houses, stuffing gunny sacks in the stove 
pipes, to smoke out the Chinese, and poking sticks from 
beneath the houses, through knot holes in the floors.

Two of the Chinese women were China Mary and Ah 
Quoy, who wore the traditional loose pantaloons, long 
one-piece overblouse, and thick, soft-soled shoes. Three 
children, Ah Moy, Ah Que, and Mooey attended the San 
Andreas schools. Ah Que was married in her early teens 
to a wealthy Chinese merchant of San Francisco.

The Chinese wore American clothing, mined along 
the rivers and creeks in the area. The total Chinese 
population at that time was approximately twenty five. 
They were law abiding, friendly when spoken to, kept to 
themselves, and were generous with gifts of candy and 
firecrackers at China New Years.

A large Chinese store stood near the Cassinelli Store, 
but was used as a dwelling in later years instead of a 
mercantile establishment. There had been a large 
Chinese cemetery on the hill back of the Chinese Church. 
All that remained were some shallow excavations and 
some pices of broken crocks or jars. It was said the 
Chinese buried food with the departed ones, to last them 
until they reached their destination. Another large ceme
tery was on the Jerome Holland Ranch, now Flintkote- 
Calaveras Cement Company property. The visible evidence 
was the shallow excavations and pieces of broken crocks or 
brown jars.

Elsie Tiscornia remembers when the Chinese Store 
was selling clothing, groceries, candy, etc. to the Chinese. 
She thinks Ah Chin was the merchant. Ah Check worked 
for Louis Salcido in the butcher shop. Ah Sin worked at 
the mines. He was more educated than the rest. Charlie 
Ah Ty was a gardener.

Several Chinese lived around North Branch and 
mined in the creeks. The last one was on Welfare Aid 
for a long time, and was found dead one day, having 
refused to move from his place of abode.

(Editors note: apparently the “Ah” ment “Mr.”)

CHINESE AT RAIL ROAD FLAT
By MRS. CARRIE BUCHANAN

There were many Chinese in and about Rail Road 
Flat in 1856. The Clark Reservoir, which was a part of 
the system supplying water for the local miners, was 
constructed by Chinese labor with shovels and wheel
barrows. In the article by W. V. Clark, son of the original 
owner, published in “Las Calaveras,” January, 1960, he 
states that there were 500 white miners who volunteered 
to work on the ditch and take their pay in water when 
it was finished, but so many deserted that by the end 
of the month only 50 were still working.

But the story goes that Clark employed some 1500 
Chinese. A big spring on the property now owned by 
the Taylor family, located behind the Historical Marker, 
was the site of a large settlement of Chinese.

Close to the China Spring was a three-story hotel 
owned by a man named Del Rey who found it necessary 
to guard his property with a shotgun to keep the Chinese 
from undermining the hotel in their search for gold.

Many of the Chinese were otherwise employed. Jean 
Fuchs tells the story of China Charlie who hauled freight 
from Valley Springs to the store at Rail Road Flat for a 
number of years. He had a badly crippled leg, some eight 
inches shorter than the other, which apparently did not 
prevent his loading and unloading heavy freight. It was 
claimed the injury was caused from a blast from a shot
gun while Charlie was robbing a sluice box. His friends 
carried him to a hide-out where he recovered without 
medical attention.

Charlie saved his money, carried it with him, and 
enjoyed showing it. A Mexican named Lopez, who saw 
the roll of $300, hid in a clump of brush a mile or two 
from Mokelumne Hill, shot and robbed him. The horses 
plodded on to the barn at Mokelumne Hill where they 
were accustomed to being fed and watered and stood 
there until a passer-by noticed them and investigated. 
A hunt for Lopez was started and the Mexican was 
apprehended, tried and hanged. This was about 1915 
or 1916.

Rock Walls at Telegraph City
By ELSIE FLOWER

There is a myth that the rock fences around Cop
peropolis and Telegraph City were built by Chinese. This 
is entirely erroneous. Fred Burham, who died in 1951 at 
the age of 86 years, grew up in the rock fence area of 
Telegraph City and Copperopolis. He was the last author
ity on the building of those fences. As a boy he saw them 
being built by Jimmy Sykes and the two Wirth brothers, 
uncles of Mabie McCarty Manuel (Mrs. Raymond) on her 
mother’s side. Fred said that Jimmy Sykes was the 
builder of that beautiful stone barn which still stands at 
Telegraph City in condition as perfect as the day it was 
built.

A directory of 1884-5 lists James A. Skeys (stone
mason) residing in Telegraph City. Jimme Sykes and 
James A. Skeyes are evidently one and the same. Whether 
the “Skeys” was a transposition of letters in the name 
“Sykes”, I do not know, but Fred Burham spelled and 
pronounced it “Sykes”.

The history of the rock fence as given by Fred Burham 
was used on a KGDM radio broadcast; also in B. C. 
Wallace’s “Home Town Comments” and in “Las Calaveras.”
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EDITORIAL
All members of the Society have been made sad by 

the loss of one of our most dedicated and capable mem
bers, Louis Domenghini. For years Louis has been pre
siding over those fine macaroni dinners prepared by Mrs. 
Mudd at Mt. Ranch and assisting in the meetings that we 
have all enjoyed so much. On several occasions he dug 
out valuable historical material on the area around Mt. 
Ranch, San Antone Creek and Esmeralda. His final contri
bution to the history of the county was to act as chairman 
of the committee that placed the plaque where the holdup 
occurred that resulted in the shooting of the Rodesina girl 
by a lone bandit. We will miss Louis and his friendly 
greetings, wise counsel, and loyal support.

The Ninth Annual Meeting of the Conference of Cali
fornia Historical Societies was held at the Bellevue Hotel 
in San Francisco on June 20-22. The Calaveras Society 
was represented by Mrs. Marion Brandt and Mrs. Jesse 
Hanson and they will undoubtedly give a report on the 
meeting at the June meeting of the society. However, here 
are the highlights of the Annual Meeting. The Mother 
Lode Region will have a new Regional Vice-president, Mrs. 
Dorothy Firebaugh of Sonora. She is Past President of the 
Tuolumne Society and largely responsible for the produc
tion of the long-playing record on the “Lore of the Mi-wok,” 
a cooperative project of the Tuolumne and Calaveras 
societies. Mrs. Firebaugh is replacing Mrs. Frances Weir 
of Coulterville and the Mariposa Society. As Mrs. Weir has 
held the office for two years, she felt it should be passed 
on to another county. Amador County is the only county 
that has never had the vice-presidency, but with their 
reactivation under the leadership of Mrs. Pauline Ringer 
of Ione they may be in line for the position next.

The new president of the Conference is Miss Irene 
Simpson, director of the History Room of the Wells Fargo 
Bank in San Francisco. Vice-president will be Richard 
Bailey, director of the Kern County Museum at Bakers-

Chinese of Rail Road Flat
(Continued from Second Page)

The Chinese had a camp which was later Les Howard’s 
place or Abraham Howard’s.

The Chinese were cheap labor and worked for one 
dollar a day. Ah Howe bored little holes in his cabin so 
he could peek out when anyone came. Ah Howe was 
deathly afraid of tong wars and “Nine Long Chinamen” 
and highbinders. He carried a gun, pistol, hatchet, and 
knife and his other belongings in a sack. Ah Howe was 
committed to the State Hospital in Stockton where he 
cooked for the hospital for years. He was pronounced well 
but wouldn’t leave so he died there. Ah Howe used to help 
the Howard family with dance suppers. Ah Howe had a 
fiddle and used to play and sing for the Houston and 
Howard families. Warren Clark used Chinese in his saw
mill as did Dave McCarty. Ah Howe wore his hair neck 
length. There is a story about Ah Howe leaving a trunk 
with the Howard family which was supposed to have 
many valuable things in it. It was wired and tied, etc., so 
Mr. Howard stored it in the barn and after Ah Howe died 
they opened it. All they found was a Chinese fiddle.

Henry Seeman employed six single Chinese to do 
gravel mining. These Chinese lived on the Seeman 
property. They smoked opium pipes. Ah Sing lived alone 
and wore a queue. He lived on the South Fork of the 
Mokelumne River.

Daley Jones as a child “pulled the gates of the res
ervoir” and let all the water out. A Chinese came along 
and put a shovel on her head and pushed her to the 
ground. Ah Sing used to bring candied ginger and 
coconut to the children.

Ah Howe put roasted pork on the graves of his fellow 
men who were buried in the Independence Cemetery but 
the Indians would steal it.

CHINESE AT MOUNTAIN RANCH
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Inasmuch as there was much mining in the vicinity of 
Mountain Ranch, it offered a fertile field for Chinese 
to mine by operating their rockers and long toms.

From Louis Domenghini, Mountain Ranch, I am in
formed that there is no one now residing in the vicinity 
who has a personal recollection of where the Chinese 
resided.

However, from old residents, he was told that they 
had a colony north of the town on Murray Creek, a 
short distance above the old Ritter Mine.

In addition to mining on Murray Creek and the 
numerous gulches, they grew quantities of vegetables 
and peddled them to the miners in the vicinity. They 
have not resided at this place for many years. 

 
field. Your editor will continue as the Executive Secretary 
of the Conference for the tenth year. Miss Ivy Loeber, 
President of the Napa County Society, will continue as 
treasurer.

The Annual Meeting of the Conference will be held 
in San Diego in June, 1964.

Members of the Society will be grateful to Mrs. Paul 
Lewis for her generosity in offering to cut stencils and 
run off the essays in this year’s contest. As the finances 
of the treasury are very low, this contribution of time 
and effort will be a big assistance.
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JOHN CHINAMAN IN ANGELS CAMP
By ED LEONARD

The first Chinese reached Angels Camp prior to 1851. 
J. D. Borthwick relates a visit to Angels in 1851 and 
states, “The Chinese camp was on a gulch near the 
village — about one hundred Chinese pitched their tents 
on a rocky eminence by the side of their diggings. They 
invited me to eat and insisted on my drinking a pannikin 
full of brandy, and also gave me some cigaritas, the 
tobacco of which is very aromatic and pleasant. The 
Chinese invariably treated in this same hospitality anyone 
who would visit their camps.” The Gulch entering Angels 
Camp just above the village is China Gulch.

This tent city was replaced by many wooden buildings 
and two brick buildings on both sides of Angels Creek 
back of the Angels Hotel, and an adobe building and 
two wooden buildings across the creek.

The Chinese Cemetery adjoined the village up stream.
In 1873 when Beauvais surveyed the townsite, he 

listed twenty lots as being owned by Chinese and having 
buildings on them.

The Chinese gardens occupied the lowlands along 
the creek.

The townsite map lists Sien Lum as owning one 
brick store building (The Bird Residence) and five wooden 
buildings.

Choy Sam owned the brick building now used as the 
City Jail, the adobe store across the creek and seven 
wooden buildings.

On September 12, 1889, this adobe store with a wooden 
second story was advertised for sale for $400 by Yet Sing. 
Later the building burned and Yet Sing lost his life in 
the fire.

Other property owners in 1874 were Ah Tye, Hing 
Nam, Ah Mook, Pan Chim Leh, Lim Sum, and the Yup 
San Company.

This well established community had a population of 
about two hundred persons. As most of the population 
were single men, many occupied a single building. The 
narrow bunks were in tiers along the walls. They used 
these bunks for sleeping and opium smoking. There were 
several stores, gambling dens, and opium dens, as well

MINER—Ah Lin, one of the last Chinese in Jenny 
Lind is remembered as mining along the Calaveras 
River. — Historical Society photo.

CHINESE IN JENNY LIND
By PERCY HUNT

As I remember the only two Chinese I knew were Ah 
Lin and Ah Poo. They lived in little shacks in Jenny 
Lind and mined along the Calaveras River. They were 
very old men when I knew them. Ah Lin often remarked 
“Want to die, no can die.” Ah Lin died at Jenny Lind but 
Ah Poo wandered away from the County Hospital in San 
Andreas and his remains were found on a ranch near 
San Andreas.

From an interview with Mrs. Etta Hardesty Smith, 
formerly Etta Jenkins, who was born in a hotel in Jenny 
Lind in 1870, I gathered the following information. My 
father, Henry Hunt, and Etta Jenkins were about the- 
same age and the stories they have told me about the 
Chinese are similar.

It seems Chinatown at Jenny Lind began about where 
the IOOF Hall now stands and extended on south toward 
the Calaveras River. There were many houses, stores, and 
gambling houses. At a certain time each evening a 
Chinese would come out on the street and call that it was 
time to gamble and Chinese would come flocking out of 
the houses everywhere.

Mrs. Smith’s mother baked bread and gave it to them,

(Continued on Page 2) (Continued on Page 2)



John Chinaman in Angels Camp
(Continued From Page 1)

Chinese in Jenny Lind
(Continued From Page 1)

as the lodging dwellings. A laundry serving the white 
population of Angels Camp was also in operation.

Around the doorways, describing the use of the build
ing, was a border of orange-colored paper inscribed with 
Chinese characters in black. Burning *punks were in 
conspicuous places and burned continually. I find no 
mention of a Joss House.

As most of the Chinese were coolies they dressed 
very much alike, with blue cotton pantaloons with wide 
legs and a square cut cotton blouse with flowing sleeves. 
They wore sandals or slippers. They described the 
weather as one shirt, two shirt, or three shirt. The queue 
was braided with silk thread at the end to protect the 
hair from breaking, and generally hung down the back. 
It extended about to the waist. However, when working 
he coiled the queue around his head and wore a tight 
skull cap. It was a calamity to lose the queue. For cold 
weather he wore a quilted blouse filled with cotton.

Sam Choy, the “Bissie Man,” was a man of family. 
He owned the brick stores and gambling dens. He had 
control of groups of workers who often were contracted to 
the miners. He furnished them with food, clothing, 
lodging, tools, and slave girls. He collected the pay from 
the contractor and controlled the finances of the coolies. 
He also bought gold from the white miners, weighing 
it on a balance scale made of bamboo.

The female members of his family were dressed in 
bright shiny silk. Their pantaloons, which extended below 
their other garments, fairly rustled when .they walked. 
Their slippers were highly decorated. The feet of his 
girl Ah Nee were bound at a tender age after which she 
was unable to walk naturally. She screamed with the 
pain so that people residing near could hear her.

In September, 1883, Sam Choy announced that he 
was sending Ah Nee, born in Angels Camp, to China that 
she might enter the society befitting her rank.

The stores carried tea imported from China. It was 
packed in tin foil and came in large cubicle boxes bearing 
Chinese characters and art work and highly polished.

The rice came in braided rice straw sacks or bags. 
These bags were highly prized by young American girls 
as they were easily made into good serviceable sun hats.

Chinese candy, nuts, dried shrimp, and dried abalone 
were much sought after by the white children.

Chinese New Year was a continuous celebration for 
several days. It was a period of feasting accompanied 
by a lot of noise. Great quantities of pork and gin 
were added to the usual diet. Long strings of firecrackers 
were hung from the buildings and lighted at the bottom. 
These kept up a continuous din, often interspersed with a 
bomb. When a string separated, the firecrackers popped 
off on the ground. White boys gathered the duds and 
fired them, often breaking them in the middle and setting 
the powder afire.

The Chinese were inveterate gamblers, one game 
being fan tan, a card game.

The Chinese gardens produced prolifically, and sur
plus vegetables were peddled in the community. The 
Chinese brought over from China the idea of using “night 
soil,” human body wastes, and used it for fertilizer. They 
also raised hogs which were sold to the Rose Butcher Shop 
and Calaveras Market. The hogs and ducks, which they 

and in return they brought China candy, nuts, and silk 
handkerchiefs from China. A baby Chinese girl was born 
there. There was a butcher shop near the river, where 
the Chinese butchered hogs. On the Dennis Ranch was 
a vegetable garden run by a man by the name of Joe 
Spanard and right across the road from him was a store 
run by “Big Man Hop,” a Chinese. There was a blacksmith 
shop, where the proprietor was Joe Really. Les Hugo 
had the Post Office and Cap Tyler had a saloon.

East of Chinatown on the hillside was the Chinese 
Cemetery. After the Chinese had been buried a number 
of years, their bones were disinterred and shipped back 
to China, providing they had not cut off their queues 
before they died.

One time word got around that a bunch of men — 
Mexicans — were coming to run the Chinese out of Jenny 
Lind and the Chinese were much excited. They had a 
meeting in one of the larger houses and Mr. Jenkins, 
Mrs. Smith’s father, spoke to the frightened Chinese and 
assured them they would not be bothered. The raid never 
materialized.

also raised, supplemented their rice diet.
On June 17, 1919, the City Marshal was instructed 

to have all hogs removed from Chinatown.
While peddling, the Chinese used a yoke which 

fitted over the shoulders and around the neck, with a 
basket suspended at each end. In lieu of a yoke, they 
suspended their baskets at the end of long springy poles.

The cemetery shows signs of having been a depository 
for a large number of bodies. When a Chinese died he 
was buried in a shallow grave and after the flesh was 
off the bones he was disinterred and shipped back to 
his home community in China, where his remains were 
placed in an earthen jar and set out in a resting place 
he had chosen. The funeral was an affair of much cere
mony. Choice meats, rice, rice cookies, pork and fowl 
meticulously prepared were placed on the grave to ap
pease the devils who might wish to interfere with the 
body on its journey to the other land. As soon as the 
Chinese left the grave, the white boys of the camp en
joyed a feast.

At work in the placer mines, Jahn, as he was known 
to the white population, worked with his cousins. He 
referred to another Chinese as his “cousin.” He followed 
the white men, when on his own, working over the tail
ings and poorer spots. He piled the large rocks to hold 
back the tailings and make his sluice ways .Then with 
scrapers he dug down into the narrow crevices and 
scraped the bedrock to get the fine gold, left by the 
“49’ers” as they hastily mined over the area recovering 
only the coarse gold and nuggets. When water was 
scarce he used his yoke or pole to carry buckets of gravel 
from the mine to water where it could be washed. They 
mined the gulches in Slab Ranch, long after the white 
miners had gone. He adopted the white man’s pan and 
rocker and the sluice box.

Working as “contract labor,” he dug ditches and 
canals for diverting or carrying water, piled the rock 
walls to contain the tailings and, using his yoke or pole 
and baskets, transported the gold-bearing gravel.

The Chinese introduced the China Pump for removing



the water from deep pools. The China Pump was made 
by building a box-like flume, with a roller at each end, 
and by using ropes and cleats making an endless belt 
which extended up the flume and continued back under 
the bottom. When in action the water was pulled up the 
flume behind the cleats which extended across the flume. 
The upper roller was turned by man power and imparted 
its motion to the moving belt.

When the placers no longer yielded a living, John 
became house boy, cook or laundryman. The Calaveras, 
Angels, and Commercial hotels employed them, while 
Lane, Coleman and other families employed them as 
cooks and houseboys.

Chong Kong operated a restaurant on Main Street in 
1856. A building on the back of the lot became the 
Pioneer Restaurant and was operated by Louie, who had 
worked for Charles Lane. Park and Kuen operated it as 
the leading restaurant in town for many years.

As the century ended so did the Chinese community. 
In the 90’s the population was reduced to about 30 people. 
Of those who died, their bones have been disinterred and 
returned to China. Some who returned to China carried 
their gold to buy and add additional area to the family 
holdings. Others moved to Stockton, San Francisco and 
the valleys to mingle with the Chinese there. A few de
cided to remain and became cooks for the mining super
intendents or in the hotels.

The queue, flowing pantaloons, overshirt, and slippers 
which distinguished the pioneer Chinese are no more. He 
wears modern clothes, even his name is changed. He is 
now known as Louie, Willie, Jim, and other white men’s 
names.

For many years Willie Lee was the faithful cook for 
Grandma Rolleri in the old Calaveras Hotel, and Willie’s 
boys washed dishes. Willie saved his money and returned 
to China. Grandma Rolleri got two beautiful chairs made 
of Teak wood and inlaid with pearl from him. Willie Lee 
returned from China and continued to work at the Cala
veras Hotel for Mrs. Rolleri up to the 1920’s. He had a 
crew of helpers, sometimes as many as five. He worked 
in and supervised the work in the kitchen. Mrs. Rolleri 
had her own butcher shop and Willie Lee had first choice 
of the cuts of beef, mutton and pork. The kitchen was 
also a bakery for the hotel. Willie made all the cakes, 
pies, bread, and ice cream used in the dining room. His 
last helpers were Louie, Sing Lu, and Aho. He must be 
given credit for the reputation won by the dining room 
of the hotel. Aho began as a dishwasher as a very young 
boy and worked up to be a cook. When he died a short 
time ago a local cook put some cigarettes in his coffin. 
After the coffin was closed the local cook was somewhat 
chagrined as he found he had forgotten to put some 
matches in—“How was Aho going to light the cigarettes?”

Ah Lee operated a laundry on Bush Street. Wah Ling 
leased the building from Mrs. McGaffey in 1908 and with 
several helpers carried on a laundry business. The 
flatirons were heated on wood stoves.

One Chinese, who was the last to mine Angels Creek, 
changed the flow of water from one side of the creek to 
another, and washed the dirt with rocker and pan. He 
dug into the crevices in the cascades just above the Main 
Street bridge. He supplemented his earnings by raising 
peanuts, roasting them on a hot rock over some coals in 
a kerosene can and selling them at the theater, to car-

THE CHINESE AT CALAVERITAS
By FRED CUNEO

According to word passed down by old-time residents 
of Calaveritas, many Chinese settled at Calaveritas dur
ing the later stages of the gold rush. It is believed that 
at least 100 Chinese worked in this area at one time. They 
were located at both Upper and Lower Calaveritas. Most 
of their cabins were built along the north side of the 
creek. Approximately 300 feet down the creek from the 
old Costa residence there are rock foundations still in 
existence where it is said they located their cabins.

With sluice boxes and pans they worked the gravel 
along the creek bed. They built a drain more than a mile- 
long down the middle of the creek so as to drain off the- 
water to enable them to work. This drain started above 
Calaveritas and extended nearly to the present Airola 
ranch.

Frank Trenque stated that when he was a boy arouncF 
1895 he remembers that the Chinese had a large water 
wheel in the middle of the creek about one-half mile 
down the creek from Calaveritas.

The late Louie Costa, lifelong resident of Calaveritas^ 
always spoke of the Chinese having a well along the- 
creek right in the center of the town. He said they used 
two pumps and were unable to pump it dry. They 
planted a large vegetable garden and also a peach and 
cherry orchard. He further recalled that the Chinese 
buried some of their people on the hill northwest of the 
town and approximately 200 feet above the road now 
used by the Calaveras Cement Company. Many years 
later a Chinese person appeared at Calaveritas and had 
one of the bodies exhumed and shipped back to China.

Today there are many Chinese locust trees growing 
along the creek and they are about the only reminder we 
have that this hard working, resourceful and oppressed 
people once occupied our region.

nivals, or on the street. He was known as the “Peanut 
Man.”

Jim, one of the cooks for Lemue, in the old Angels 
Hotel, died suddenly in Chinatown. When Carley, the 
undertaker, and John Lemue, who lived near, entered 
the building to get the body they observed that the Chi
nese seemed afraid to enter. Jim had placed some money 
on a table. Undertaker Carley and Lemue left to get an 
undertaker’s basket to transport the remains. When they 
returned the money had disappeared. A tong leader from 
San Francisco came to Angels and took charge. As Jim 
was supposed to have considerable wealth they told the 
leader of the disappearance of the money. He answered, 
“The Chinese are afraid of the dead but they are not 
afraid of his money.”

Sam Lee, born in Angels Camp, was a small, likeable 
Chinese. He was known as “Happy” and was the mascot 
of the Angels baseball club. He moved to San Francisco 
and was always pleased to show his friends from Angels 
through the intricacies of the San Francisco Chinese 
quarter.

Ng Quoy, one of the last farmer Chinese, was the last 
to operate near Angels Camp, at first on the Baumhogger 
property, then on the Gann property on the Grade Road. 
Ho raised vegetables, berries, and hogs. Once, when 
peddling, a lady asked for fifteen cents worth of peaches.

(Continued on Page 6)



THE CHINESE IN MOKELUMNE HILL
Compiled and Written By
MARY JANE GARAMENDI

Until a few years ago, there stood embedded in a 
huge Chinese Tree of Heaven an old iron shutter, the last 
visible memory of the large Chinatown in Mokelumne 
Hill during the 1870’s, 80’s and 90’s. Today, time has even 
erased this last memory, for the large tree has completely 
enveloped the shutter; but some of the stories of the 
Chinese in Mokelumne Hill can be heard from a handful 
of old-timers who still live there.

Chinatown in Mokelumne Hill encompassed that part 
of town north of the Post Office on Center Street to the 
creek (still called China Gulch) below the Catholic Ceme
tery, and south and east of the creek to Lafayette Street 
running to the side of the Leger Hotel and past the 
Catholic Church. Here, in the early days lived an esti
mated two or three hundred Chinese people. Some esti
mates reached the five hundred mark. Their homes were 
built of wood and were flimsy and close together. There 
were a few adobe houses. One such house collapsed on 
a sleeping Chinese, and he was crushed to death.

The Chinese worked in the hydraulic mines, although 
many kept busy building ditches and flumes, while sev
eral served as cooks in the mining camps. The Butte 
Canal in Amador was built with Chinese labor. A piece 
of a blue and white Chinese bowl was found on top of the 
ridge beside the old ditch above the McSorley Ranch 
home by Ray Garamendi, evidence that the Chinese at 
one time had worked on that ditch also.

Although the Chinese put in the same hours as the 
white laborers, they received less pay. Mrs. Harriet Solari 
has a record book of her grandfather’s, Samuel Moser, 
listing many Chinese laborers in his hydraulic mine in 
Spring Gulch near Mokelumne Hill. One such notation 
is that in March, 1877, Ah Cook, a laborer, received $1.62 
for one day’s work; on April 7th he was paid $9.60 for 
five and three-quarters days’ labor.

In 1881, some of the Chinese laborers working for 
Mr. Moser were: Ah Ben, Ah Lun, Ah Ch, Ah Ting, Ah 
Chung, Ah Wa, Ah Kim, Ah Wan, Ah Low, Ah Lee, Ah 
Ing, Ah Kong, Ah Tin, Ah Sam and many others. Ah Sam 
was the last Chinese in Mokelumne Hill and died here 
at an old age. (Ah is the Chinese equivalent of Mr.)

The Chinese also mined for themselves. Several 
worked along the Calaveras River near the Blue Jay Mine. 
One such operation consisted of an overshot wheel which 
spilled water over the ore which had been shoveled into 
a flume or long sluice-box.

Dennis Kearny, an Irishman from San Francisco, Tun
ing for governor, campaigned with the slogan, “The Chi
nese Must Go.” He was against their working for such 
low wages. Kearny toured the Mother Lode in 1879, 
speaking against the outrages of Chinese labor, and one 
such speech was made in Mokelumne Hill. Among the 
spectators listening with interest was Ah Yan, a Chinese 
laborer who worked in Vieth’s hydraulic in Chili Gulch. 
After Kearny had finished his speech, a citizen, John Day, 
asked Ah Yan what he thought of Kearny’s talk, and 
also what he thought of Kearny. Ah Yan did not hesitate 
for a second, but answered, “Chinaman, he number one; 
Amelican, number two; Englishman, number three.” Day 
then asked, “But what do you think of the Irish?” And 
Ah Yan rapidly replied, “Irishman, ho got no number.”

The Chinese had several stores in Mokelumne Hill.

They specialized in Chinese food and clothing, but many 
white people traded there, because of the lower prices. 
American children were especially interested in buying 
firecrackers (which they occasionally tied to dogs’ tails 
and sent the dogs yelping through the store, causing bed
lam). Chinese candy was also a favorite item.

Henry Asbury, who lived on Stockton Hill, was kept 
busy hauling freight from Stockton or Valley Springs for 
the Chinese stores with an eight-mule team.

The largest store was one owned and operated by 
Chung Kee, which stood directly across from the Post 
Office. This store was later run by Ah Foo, who had a 
large family of six or seven children. Charlie Danz tells 
of seeing white and Chinese eating at Chung Kee’s, in
dicating there may have been a restaurant there also. 
Mr. Danz, as a boy, also witnessed a very interesting pro
cedure at Chung Kee’s. The Chinese were noted for being 
rather mercenary, and this little story points up that fact: 
Two Chinese would stand, one at each end of a long table 
covered with a blanket. Each held in his hands the end 
of a long straw or split-bamboo bag (the kind in which 
the rice was shipped to the stores). Inside this bag were 
thrown 2-, 5-, and 20-dollar gold pieces. Then the Chinese 
would shake the bag back and forth, very vigorously, for 
hours at a time (switching crews now and then). The 
blanket would then be burned, and the gold dust, worn 
from the money in the vigorous shaking, would be 
retreived.

The children of the community would also search 
the streams, creeks and gutters after a rain, picking up 
gold flakes or small nuggets, and selling them to the 
Chinese storekeepers.

Two other stores were also operated during this era. 
They were Nam Chung’s store, which was behind the 
present Central Garage (Roggenthen’s) and Sing Choy’s. 
One of these was later run by a Chinese named Bill, and 
called China Bill’s. There is a little difference of opinion 
as to where Sing Choy’s was located. Some say it was 
also behind the Central Garage, while another story has 
it located near the present Reed Store. Sing Choy’s daugh
ter, Annie, was the only Chinese girl going to school in 
Mokelumne Hill in the 1880’s. She is said to be still living 
in San Francisco. There is no recollection of other Chinese 
children attending school in the town, nor of any Chinese 
school in the area.

A humorous story told about Sing Choy is one related 
by the late Tom McSorley: One day a magician (un
known to the storekeeper) walked into Sing Choy’s store 
and asked for a dozen eggs. Sing Choy disappeared into 
a back room and came forth with the eggs for the man. 
Then the storekeeper watched in wide-eyed amazement 
as the magician opened each egg and out of each one 
dropped a silver dollar. After the magician had left, Sing 
Choy hurried into the back room and cracked open a 
whole crate of eggs, of course to no avail!

The Chinese stores also maintained a delivery service 
to miners out on their claims near the creeks. They 
carried on pack mule the food needed by the miners who 
could not get into town to shop.

The Chinese raised and butchered their own hogs, 
beef, and ducks. They also had two vegetable gardens 
near China Gulch, one on either side of the road. Water 
chestnuts, or Chinese potatoes, were grown in water in 
these gardens.

The following account was taken from the CALA-



VERAS WEEKLY of July 30, 1948, and was written by 
Cecille Vandel McMillan:

“Chinese carried water to their gardens on poles over 
their shoulders. At each end of the pole was a water 
container; a can was punched full of holes and attached 
to a long handle and used as a sprinkler.”

“In the flat on Center Street below what is now the 
Catholic Cemetery was a pretty sunken garden with a 
lily and fish pond and a curved bridge, very pretty in 
form, beside a small Chinese tea house.”

It is also recalled by Herb Blais that next to the 
garden was a large cork tree about twenty inches in 
diameter, and the cork was about two inches thick.

There were two Joss Houses or Chinese churches in 
Mokelumne Hill Chinatown. Both were located below the 
Post Office and west of China Gulch. The larger of the 
two was used jointly by the Amador and Mokelumne Hill 
Chinese; this one was destroyed in the 1897 fire. The 
other one, closer to the creek, escaped the fire and a shell 
of it was standing as late as 1923, when it was used as 
a hog pen.

The Chinese loved to celebrate and did so in colorful 
and noisy ways. Emmett Joy tells that their principal 
celebration was Chinese New Year’s, which fell between 
January 21 and February 18. On this occasion the Chinese 
paid their debts, visiting from house to house. Kind 
wishes and feasting cards of red paper inscribed with 
Chinese characters were left at each Chinese residence. 
Lanterns decorated the houses and windows; firecrackers 
were exploded, gongs and drums sounded to drive from 
earth all the bad spirits.

A similar celebration (Moon Cake celebration) fell 
the second week of September. It was at this time that 
the Chinese families put watermelon, candy, peanuts and 
cakes in front of their homes and places of business to 
satisfy the devils. Candles or “punks” were lit all night. 
Charlie Dan relates that he was among the American 
youngsters of the town who enjoyed playing devil and 
went from house to house eating the goodies placed there.

Not the occasion for celebrating, but, nevertheless, a 
colorful and noisy one, was the Chinese funeral. This 
event proved very exciting for the white children (and 
adults, too). There was a big procession with a band 
playing during which the mourners (many of them 
women hired especially for the event and dressed mostly 
in white) uttered lamentations and scattered pieces of 
paper inscribed with Chinese characters, to drive away 
bad spirits. The Chinese graveyard lay outside the con
fines of the present Protestant Cemetery. Here the dead 
were buried three or four feet beneath the earth’s surface. 
Then large amounts of rich Chinese food were placed on 
the graves. This was done to satisfy the devil so he 
would not molest the corpse. However, during the night, 
stealthy Indians or rambunctious boys would clear the 
graves of the feast, and thus the Chinese were happy, 
thinking the devil was satisfied.

When the families of the dead were wealthy enough 
to do so, they had the bodies exhumed and the remains 
placed in large earthen jars and shipped to China. Even 
today a few of these jars, or the remnants of them, can 
still be found around Mokelumne Hill.

Mokelumne Hill Chinatown even had its slave market 
which stood directly behind the Central Garage. The 
little cabin which now stands there is made of some of 
the lumber from the old slave market.

This article, contributed by Harriot Solari, describes

JOSS HOUSE—This picture shows the front of the Chi
nese Joss House, built in 1857, that was once a San 
Andreas landmark as the place of worship for Chinese 
of Calaveras County. — Photo courtesy of Mrs. Eva 
Sorocco.

the fire on the 18th day of May, 1897, which destroyed 
Mokelumne Hill Chinatown. The source and date of the 
article is unknown:

IN SMOKE
CHINATOWN IN MOKELUMNE HILL COMPLETELY 

DESTROYED
The Fire started as it did in 1874 

and made a clean sweep of the rookeries— 
none left standing—

“One of the largest fires in Mokelumne Hill since 
the memorable fire of 1874, when the whole business por
tion of the town was destroyed, started last Thursday 
morning about nine o’clock and completely wiped out 
Chinatown. The fire started as it did in 1874, in one of 
the Chinese houses on Court St. (the short street behind 
the Leger Hotel) and, as all the buildings are of wood 
and touch each other, they burned like so many limbs 
of a dry pine tree. The fire ran back as far as the corner 
of Main and Center Street and down Center Street as far 
as the creek, then south along Court Street to Pellaton’s 
Store. Every house in the Oriental quarter was either 
burned or torn down, none escaping except the old Joss 
House in the gulch. The mercantile store of Chung Kee 
& Co. had the roof and all wooden attachments burned, 
but the store building proper which is of adobe and fire
proof, withstood the flames and all the stock was saved. 
The store of Nam Chung Co. with all its stock was de
stroyed. The blacksmith shop of A. Lampson fronting 
on Main Street which was in close proximity to the Chi
nese buildings had a close call, but by hard work was 
saved. The larger Joss House which belonged jointly to 
the Chinese in this and Amador County, went up in smoke.

“The fire company’s water system worked well and 
the company did all in its power, but there was not a 
sufficient length of hose to reach all around. At least 
fifty buildings were destroyed.

“It is said that the fire was started by three high-

(Continued on Page 8)
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CHINESE IN CAMANCHE
Written by the Children of the Camanche School 
in 1935 and dedicated to Miss Mary Duffy, one of 
the Highly Esteemed Teachers of the School, 
Loaned by Madeline Cavagnaro.

One can hardly picture our very American little ham
let ever having had a foreign element. But soon after the 
town began, the Chinese came to work in the mines and 
gradually left after the mining was out. Chinatown ex
tended from the present H. B. Cavagnaro home, which 
was a Chinese store, east toward Miss Whiteman’s home, 
where row after row of windowless homes and a Chinese 
Joss House must have given a most cosmopolitan air to 
Camanche. The Chinese dressed in native costume, wore 
their hair long, and kept very much to themselves as is 
their custom. There were about a hundred here during 
the rush days.

In about 1865 the Chinese had a “Tong” war, or open 
fighting between two clans. They met on Main Street and 
battled with club* and knives. Later a trial was held in 
Armory Hall in Campo Seco in the Justice’s Court and 
during the proceedings one Chinese got up and shot an
other. Mr. Jeff Gatewood, attorney from San Andreas, was 
the leading attorney there. His fee was $25.00 per day.

At another time, a citizen, Mr. Conway, antagonized 
the Chinese and they were going to scald him. He ran 
from Chinatown into Duffy’s Hotel where Mr. Duffy saved 
him by hiding him in the cellar.

The Chinese also engaged in gardening and a beauti
ful garden flourished in the land behind Cavagnaro’s 
home toward the present Zimmerman place, and from 
Mrs. Bert Smith’s to the creek.

There were two Chinese stores in town. E. Long had 
one in the H. B. Cavagnaro home, and there was another 
next door that was destroyed by the fire. The owner, Ye 
Yeck, moved from there into the stone room of Miss 
Ddffy’s home occupied at the present time by the C. A. 
Hagquist family. Mr. Quong took over the store for him, 
across the street and finally a Chinese by the name of 
Chinese Joe ran it until about 1915. He was the last 
Chinese to inhabit Camanche.

On certain holidays during the year, the Chinese 
honored their dead. A little way from town near the pres
ent church a burying ground existed. They later dug up 
their dead and sent them back to China. They would take 
food, particularly roast pigs, and place it on the grave. 
Then they would kneel at the grave and perform their 
religious ceremonies. The Indians of the town, not being 
afraid of Chinese gods, would later steal the food for a 
feast. At one time the Chinese chased a Camanche resi
dent through Main Street in an effort to recover a stolen 
roast pig.

In 1878 a heavy cloudburst hit Camanche and 
drowned two Chinese women and one man. One Chinese 
baby was found dead in a grapevine in one of the gardens. 
This flood carried away part of Chinatown.

The Chinese worshipped the horned toad. The white 
children of the village used to catch them and sell them 
in return for coveted Chinese candy which had a most 
desirable flavor and was very popular. They paid about 
ten cents for them. Sometimes they exchanged cigars 
for them.

Sue Lin Kee was the only Chinese girl to go to the 
Camanche School. Sue Lin always had Chinese candy 
and cakes that were similar to maple sugar.

CHINESE AT SHEEP RANCH
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

The residents of Sheep Ranch would not permit 
Chinese to live in Sheep Ranch.

On one occasion, Mr. Chevanne, the owner and oper
ator of the Chevanne Mine, one of the principal mines on 
the Sheep Ranch lode, brought a Chinese into the district 
as a cook. The people resented this act on the part of Mr. 
Chevanne and he was immediately taken across O’Neal’s 
Creek and told not to return. He complied with the 
people’s request and for many years Chinese could not be 
persuaded to go to Sheep Ranch.

At a much later date, when Mr. Plate was superin
tendent of the mine, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Valente, at that 
time operating an eating house, hired as a cook a Chinese 
known as Ah Wah. He remained as their cook for a period 
of four years. This cook was well liked by the white 
people and later served as a cook at the Metropolitan 
Hotel in San Andreas, Camp Nine, Indian Creek, and 
Fricot City.

(Facts by Leo Valente, Sheep Ranch, California.)

John Chinaman in Angels Camp
(Continued From Page 3)

It so happened that the peaches were extra large, weigh
ing about a pound £ach. He weighed out four peaches 
which came to about four pounds. Quoy, in relating the 
incident, said, “I no likee him kind of woman, she cheat 
me one cent and then growl saying I charge too much.”

At another time he had gardened at Atascadero. Here 
he said they carried rocks in baskets and put about one 
pound in each sack of beans.

Ah Yet, one of the last of the Chinese peddlers, using 
his pole and baskets, walked to Carson Hill and Melones 
carrying vegetables.

The SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT, July 14, 1860, 
published the following:

“Chinamen Killed—On Thursday afternoon about two 
o’clock a Chinaman traveling on the public road between 
Altaville and Hawkeye had his brains beaten out with a 
club and his pockets rifled.”

About 1900 a Chinese known as Willie had a tailor 
shop in Chinatown.

In the 90’s Angels was a booming, bustling town and 
the “Girls of the Night Life” became numerous and were 
forced from their quarters in the middle of town on 
Rasberry Street and took up residence in Chinatown, 
gradually taking over the better buildings and displacing 
the Chinese. They remained until the law made it illegal 
for them to operate.

The flood of January 21, 1909, carried most of China
town down Angels Creek. The brick buildings, Bird resi
dence and City Jail, are all that remain.

E. Long was a Chinese of the higher caste. His busi
ness was to obtain mining contracts for other Chinese. 
He returned to China and brought a Chinese wife back 
with him who had small feet and was a “lady.” They also 
brought a servant girl with them. They had two small 
children, then Mrs. E. Long died and she was buried in 
and enormous casket and was dressed in many of her 
native costumes. Mr. E. Long died suddenly soon after, 
and Mrs. E. Long’s brother cared for the children awhile 
in Camanche.



CHINESE ON THE STANISLAUS RIVER
By ARCHIE D. STEVENOT

"Mr. Mother Lode"
At Two Mile Bar above Slocumn’s Bridge above 

Knight’s Ferry on the Stanislaus River there were several 
companies, mostly Chinese. The Chinese liked to work in 
the river better than on dry land during warm days. In
formation in Hittel’s Scraps, 1858, Vol. Ill, page 66%.

“New York Bar, above Two Mile Bar, is claimed by 
Dean and Sons, who employ about 50 Chinamen. Ver
mont Bar, 1% miles above this, has several claims, some 
of which are worked by Chinese on shares.

“Bostwick’s Bar near Reynolds Ferry consists of three 
or four large river claims which are worked by Chinamen. 
The Chinese generally work in swarms of from 25 to 30 
and are said to be equal to white men for turning and 
fluming rivers.

“From Reynolds to Robinson Ferry, there are many 
diggins and claims and it is the best area in the county 
for mining, right now (1858). It is estimated that there 
are 2,000 Chinamen at work in this area at present.”

Ah Chung was a very industrious Chinese miner who 
had a claim on the Stanislaus River below Peoria Flat. 
It is now covered by the waters of the Melones Dam. He 
was on his way to deposit his gold dust in the bank in 
Jamestown, when an attempt was made on his life. He 
acted on impulse and killed his enemy, a prominent 
citizen of the community. From that time on local laws 
were established to give the Chinese more protection and 
understanding than in the past.

This information on Robinson Ferry, Calaveras 
County, was given me by Edith Pendola, Fred Stevenot, 
and what I saw and heard during the 1870’s and 1880’s. 
There were great numbers of Chinese living in Robinson 
Ferry. There were several houses in the middle of town 
and a long house near the river and one up the river. 
These Chinese were engaged in mining in the Stanislaus 
River as well as in the gulches of Red Hill and Carson 
Hill. There were two characters by the names of Ah Yet 
and Ah Hong who raised vegetables. They peddled them 
with sticks across their backs with a basket on each end. 
They also bought vegetables from thp Pendola family, 
who settled in Robinson Ferry in 1840. Ah Hong would 
go to the Pendola ranch on Monday. He always liked 
Edith, the second daughter, to wait on him, so he would 
say, “No want you, want number 2 girl,” meaning Edith. 
He could not say Thursday, so he would say, “no come 
tomorrow (meaning Tuesday), no come tomorrow (mean
ing Wednesday), come tomorrow (meaning Thursday).

The two Chinese raised wonderful lettuce but the 
white people wondered about it. After they found that 
they saved their human refuse in a large vessel and then 
used this to fertilize their lettuce plants, no one ever ate 
their lettuce any more.

They peddled on Jackass Hill as well as Robinson 
Ferry.

The Pendola family had a large vegetable garden 
and peddled as far as Big Trees. Antone Airola, who is 97 
years of age now (1963) told me he remembers that 
when he was a small boy living at the Pendola ranch 
how Mr. Pendola had four horses to pull his vegetable 
wagon up as far as French Ranch. Then Antone would 
take the two lead horses back to the ranch, and Mr. Pen
dola would go on to the Big Trees with just two horses.

CHINESE OF CAMPO SECO
By ROBERT B. FINNEGAN

Although the Mexicans, Chileans and French domi
nated the population of Campo Seco during placer mining 
days, it was not without its Chinese settlement.

The Chinese were no match for the experienced 
“Chilanos” as the men from Chili were called. The Chi- 
lanos numbered approximately 2,000 and were mostly 
young unruly miners. They had gained their experience 
in mining in their native South America and were ex
perienced in the use of the batea, a wooden pan used for 
placer mining. The Chilanos evidently fought quite often 
with the Chinese over mining claims and other problems 
of the community.

In the two remaining cemeteries of Campo Seco, 
headstones dating back to mining days are mostly Chi
lean, French and Irish. The Chinese had their own ceme
tery located to the north of the present Penn Mine Road 
on the outskirts of the community. There are no remains 
of the Chinese cemetery and it is reported that most of 
the remains that were buried there were removed and 
sent to China for final burial which was the custom of 
the Chinese.

Several original buildings of the gold rush era are 
still standing in Campo Seco. On the south side of the 
Penn Mine Road two buildings can be located on the out
skirts of present-day Campo Seco.

These two buildings, side by side, are reported to have 
belonged to two different “tongs” or cliques of Chinese 
miners. Miners patronizing one store would not trade 
with the other merchant. Materials used in building the 
stores were rocks, a small amount of lumber, mud, clay 
and moss for “chinking” and “plastering” side walls. The 
buildings were equipped with the customary iron doors 
and shutters used in the early days. Eighteen-inch walls, 
sturdy in their rock makeup, have weathered almost a 
century of standing. Planks of wood were used in the 
formation of peaked roofs, the flat ceilings being covered 
with adobe with roofs rising above them. Clumps of 
grass and moss formed the thatching materials.

On surrounding hills, the Chinese lived in tiny shacks 
described by John McGill (old time resident now deceased) 
as “three bed houses” — because the Chinese slept three 
deep on bunk like beds. As was customarily the case in 
early mining towns, the Chinese population was domi
nantly male. For entertainment they built a large gam
bling hall across the road from their two stores. There 
are no remains of that building.

During the 1880’s, when gold was dwindling down, 
the Chinese element skipped the area and sought other 
means of livelihood. The stone fences, reportedly built 
by Chinese labor, were not built by the Chinese but by 
private landowners at least in the Campo Seco area, ac
cording to John McGill. Mr. McGill stated he remembers 
a number of Scottish farmers who built their own rock 
fences during his lifetime.

A Chinese known as Sing A Lee was probably the 
last Chinese resident of the community. Lila Edalgo, 
present postmaster of Campo Seco, relates she can re
member his coming to her house as late as 1902 to do 
washing for her mother. He was a popular figure in the 
area and used to give Chinese bracelets to the ladies of 
the town. These bracelets were described as being made

(Continued on Page 8)
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EDITORIAL
Due to the illness of Coke Wood, Helen Lewis and 

Sadie Hunt served as editors of this issue of LAS CALA
VERAS. We realize that we are not nearly as competent 
as Coke to perform this task and sincerely hope you will 
bear with us in our first venture along this line.

Coke has been confined to St. Joseph’s Hospital in 
Stockton since September 22. At that time he suffered 
a heart attack while spending the week end in Murphys 
and was taken to the hospital by ambulance. Although 
his condition is improved his activities will be greatly 
curtailed for several months. The members of the Society 
extend to him best wishes for a speedy recovery and 
eventual restoration to that perfect state of health he has 
enjoyed in the past.

We are sorry to report the death, on September first, 
of one of our cherished members, Caroline Buchanan, 
wife of our director, Harry Buchanan of Rail Road Flat. 
We extend to her bereaved family our sincere sympathy 
in the loss of their loved one.

We acknowledge with deep appreciation a gift of 
$250.00 from Mr. and Mrs. Addison Carley of Vallecito, 
who have been presented honorary memberships in the 
Society. They are the proud owners of Moaning Cave, 
near Vallecito, one of the most famous spots of historical 
interest in Calaveras County.

CHINESE AT FOURTH CROSSING
According to Supervisor William Wells, at Fourth 

Crosssing there was a large Chinese settlement along the 
creek, including a store, a butcher shop and a laundry 
behind the hotel. There were about 600 Chinese around 
1880-90, but they gradually drifted away.

Chinese Gambling at O'Byrne's Ferry
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

The Chinese as a race are very fond of gambling, 
and one of Bret Harte’s poems refers to the Chinese gam
bling on the Stanislaus.

Their principal game was fan tan, but they also 
played other card games in which they were joined very 
often by the whites.

There was a large Chinatown on the Calaveras side 
of the Stanislaus River at O’Byrne’s Ferry.

Chinese do not indulge much in sports, but gamble 
for profit and recreation.

Near Altaville lived a bad character who, on one oc
casion, went down to O’Byrne’s Ferry and indulged in 
gambling with the Chinese. When the stakes became 
large on the table he covered the Chinese with a pistol, 
raked in the gold dust and departed. A short time there
after, he returned and again took the stakes.

The Chinese were prepared for this and, catching him 
off guard, overpowered him and bound his hands and 
feet. They then sewed him up in a blanket and tossed 
him into the river.

The authorities didn’t even investigate the matter 
and were satisfied that it was good riddance. 

Chinese of Campo Seco
(Continued From Page 7) 

of varicolored glass. Sing A Lee was known as a kind, 
friendly and gentle Chinese and is kindly remembered 
as probably the last Chinese to live in Campo Seco, to- 
where many of his kind had thronged to engage in placer 
gold mining beginning in the early 1850’s. 

With my thanks to Mary Jo Snyder, The Lodi Times, 
and Lila Edalgo.

Chinese in Mokelumne Hill
(Continued From Page 5)

binders who came up from the City and whose purpose 
was robbery, but there appears to be nothing to sub
stantiate this assertion.

“It is impossible at present to make an estimate of 
the loss. Most of the houses burned were owned by white 
residents of the town.”

Thus ended a colorful and exciting era in the rich 
and varied past of Calaveras County.
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CHINESE AT WEST POINT
By CLAUDE SMITH

The Chinese at one time occupied part of two streets 
in West Point. They had houses on the south side of Pine 
Street from about the present fire house easterly, and on 
the west side of Main Street from the old blacksmith shop. 
This was the second building north from Cemetery Lane, 
and the Chinese extended north on Main Street about 
500 feet. These Chinese buildings and lots were occupied 
by the Chinese at the time the townsite was surveyed and 
patents issued to the Chinese owners. This latter was the 
Chinatown as we who may still be alive knew it, and it 
consisted of a row of about a dozen low-built, cheap 
wooden shacks with steep pitched roofs. There was no 
appreciable space between them. There was a board 
sidewalk or porch in front the entire distance.

There was at one time two stores. One was conducted 
by Lun Kee, who did considerable strumming on a 
stringed instrument and frequently sang in a loud, high- 
pitched voice. The larger store was on the north end of 
the town and wras conducted by Ah Cow and here the 
youngsters of the town purchased Chinese candy, lichi 
nuts, preserved ginger root, dried shrimps, firecrackers 
and freshly roasted peanuts. These peanuts were roasted 
in hot sand, never burned, and were very flavorful.

At the entrance door to Ah Cow’s store, and to the 
right, was a raised platform or bunk probably two feet 
above the floor on which very often you would see two 
Chinese lying, a lighted lamp between them, smoking 
opium pipes. They would lie extended on the bunk with 
long opium pipes apparently lighted by the lamp.

Other buildings were occupied as gambling houses, 
which were used only by the Chinese. The white folks 
did not gamble with them. There was a Joss House, also, 
where punks were kept burning continuously, and it was 
always open. It was not uncommon to see a Chinese in 
the Joss House bowing to the images there.

The living quarters were mostly in the rear. They 
claimed about 200 feet back from the street and the 
ground was very fertile with water near the surface, and 
here they raised chickens, ducks, geese and occasionally 
kept a pig. Also, they raised gardens and sometimes sold 
vegetables. A diminutive Chinese woman named Sally 
peddled these around town.

There were very few women, but one, China Mary, 
was the queen of Chinatown and later moved to San 
Francisco where she was quite a prominent woman in 
Chinatown there. The women of West Point, upon making

THE WAY OF 1964
I know not if the New Year’s way 
Be hard, or steep or rough—
But knowing God’s Son bled and died 
For me, that is enough.
The Love of Him has cast a veil 
Around the New Year’s way
To hide its beauty and its tears 
That peace may fill each day,
And though His veil hides from my sight 
The way of ’64,
I walk with perfect faith in Him— 
I ask for nothing more.

’Tis better far, O God, to trust 
Your unseen, guiding hand
And know the way of ’64
With wisdom, you have planned.
All future fears are swept away— 
I’m in God’s loving care,
And may I not be spared one thing 
My Savior had to bear.

—L. HELEN LEWIS
San Andreas, Calif.

a visit to San Francisco, nearly always went to see China 
Mary and visited San Francisco Chinatown.

Later, we recall two Chinese women coming to West 
Point as the wives of Chinese and one family had two 
boys and a girl. The boys went to school and got along 
well with the white children and learned well. One boy 
was in my class at school several years ago. Most of the 
Chinese mined on the rivers and creeks that had been 
worked by the whites at an earlier date.

Some Chinese worked in the mines for a day’s pay. 
Some worked in the sawmills and on the ranches. When 
the Lockwood Mining Company decided to bring the water 
from Blue Creek for their mining operation, a ditch was 
dug for about six miles and most of the work was done 
by Chinese hand labor. Several hundred Chinese were 
used here for some time.

Quite a few Chinese lived in cabins around the area 
where they mined or worked on ranches. There were 
several Chinese at the junction of the Middle Fork River 
and Forest Creek about four miles east of West Point.

Some worked at mine boarding houses and Ah Sam 
cooked at the hotel for Mrs. Gallagher for many years.

Ah Yeh was a cross-eyed, undersized Chinese who 
occupied a small shanty built up against a large log at 
Bummersville. He always wore boots several sizes too 
large for him because he could buy them just as cheaply

(Continued on Next Page)



CHINESE IN DOUGLAS FLAT
By CHARLES SCHWOERER

At one time the Chinese must have been quite a 
problem in Douglas Flat because at a meeting of the 
citizens of the town held on the evening of December 
30, 1857, they considered the Chinese to be such a menace 
that the following preamble and resolution were adopted 
unanimously:

“Whereas the inhabitants of the Chinese Empire, a 
people of almost countless members, and living within 
a few days sail of our shores, are coming in vast hordes 
to the mining regions of California, and whereas, the 
presence of so numberous a class of persons is a great 
detriment to the State, and if allowed will, when the 
placer mines become exhausted which will soon be the 
case, and mining operations shall have passed into the 
hands of capitalists, cause coolie labor to take the place 
of the present hardy, intelligent, independent miners 
and useful citizens to seek homes elsewhere; and whereas, 
the only way seems to be to cause at least some of those 
who are now here to return to their own country and 
prevent others from coming is for the miners throughout 
the mining region to refuse them permission to work. 
Therefore, we the miners of Douglas Flat, do assent to 
and adopt the following resolution:

“Resolved: That no Chinaman shall be permitted 
to hold or work upon any claim in this district after ten 
days from this date (Dec. 30, 1857) except such as have 
bought claims who shall be allowed thirty days to work 
out their claims or otherwise dispose of their interests.” 
(Taken from the San Andreas Independent, December 30, 
1857.)

Dave Copello, a native of Douglas Flat, and now in 
his late eighties, informs the writer that he remembers 
that there were two communities of Chinese in Douglas 
Flat when he was a youth. One group lived on the flat 
southeast of the Frank Grenitta home while the other 
group lived in the southeastern part of town. This latter 
group, consisting of some eight or ten persons later moved 
down with the larger group on the flat. Dave did not 
know just how many there were altogether.

There was also one lone Chinese who lived near the 
Ohio Mine in the northeastern part of town.

These Chinese worked the bed of Coyote Creek from 
near the Milk Ranch to near the Bertatta home.

CHINESE IN CAVE CITY
By JUDGE J. A. SMITH

Cave City, one of the ghost towns of Calaveras County, 
was one of the principal mining communities of the 
early 50’s. It had a large population but at the present 
time unless its location is pointed out it would be difficult 
to even locate the site.

At present there is no one, as far as I know, from 
whom one can obtain definite information about the 
old place. However, it offered excellent opportunities for 
the Chinese to come in and work over the ground that had 
been worked and abandoned by the white miners.

It must have had a large Chinese population at one 
time, as the records of the county show numerous trials 
where the Chinese from Cave City have been charged 
with murder and lesser offenses.

A short distance from the old town and across 
O’Neal’s Creek is a piece of ground known for many 
years as the “Chinese Gardens.”

It is safe to assume that at these gardens Chinese

Chinese at West Point
(Continued From Page 1)

as smaller ones. He worked on the Henry Sterling Ranch 
for years.

The Chinese had no means of conveyance arid carried 
large bunches or pieces of wood on their backs ..upon the 
return from their day’s work. Smaller articles were 
carried in baskets suspended from each end of a pole 
balanced across their shoulders.

Chinese New Years was a great event at West Point. 
Chinatown celebrated this event about three weeks after 
our New Years. At this celebration they exploded long 
lines of small firecrackers and giant bombs braided to
gether in a chain about 20 feet long. A long pole was 
placed in the ground and, by means of a rope and pulley, 
the string of firecrackers was hoisted in the air after 
being ignited at the lower end. The boys in the com
munity would all scramble to recover the firecrackers 
that fell unexploded. Of course, some lad always got 
one too soon and it would explode in his hand; several 
usually got bad burns.

Also, at this time the Chinese made a network of 
fuses (such as used in firecrackers) in a frame about two 
feet long and one foot wide. The frame was hoisted by 
the rope and the pulley above mentioned to some 16 or 
20 feet above the street and the person who could set this 
frame of fuses on fire by throwing lighted firecrackers 
at it was given a prize. Many of these were used and 
many prizes given. The local people as well as the Chi
nese congregated for these prizes. After one of these cele
brations the streets in front of the Chinese quarter was 
literally covered with exploded firecrackers.

A portion of the local cemetery was allotted to the 
Chinese where they buried their dead. After a funeral the 
fresh mound of a new grave was covered with the best 
Chinese food set out by the Chinese in dishes to appease 
the devil and that evening many of the local youngsters 
would have a good feed.

After a certain period of time (about five years) the 
bones of the departed Chinese were exhumed and placed 
in an earthenware crock (about 5-gallon size) and taken 
away for shipment back to the flower kingdom for final 
resting place. At this time the Chinese would scatter, 
all along the road leading from the cemetery, small pieces 
of perforated paper. This seemed to be part of their 
religious rites.

Strangely enough, there is now a crock in the West 
Point Cemetery with the bones of one of the departed 
Chinese. Whether they forgot to ship this one after dig
ging up the bones and placing them in the crock or 
whether he wasn’t worthy of the expense of return to 
China, we’ll never know. Not a Chinese remains in this 
area now and not a vestige of the old Chinatown can be 
found. It was completely destroyed by fire about the turn 
of the century. This fire was always thought to have been 
incendiary. The Sierra Service Station and the Timberwolf 
Club now occupy a part of what was old Chinatown.

raised vegetables and sold them at Cave City and ad
joining vicinities.

The Chinese carried the vegetables over their shoul
ders in baskets suspended from either end of a pole.

The Chinese produced much of the early vegetables 
sold in the mining districts.



CHINESE IN VALLECITO
By CHARLES SCHWOERER

As near as can be determined at this late date of 1963 
there were no Chinese in Vallecito.

Mrs. George Carley, who was born in Vallecito of 
pioneer parents and who spent a good part of her adult 
life there informs me that as a little girl she remembers 
seeing Chinese go by her house on their way to John 
Arata’s store to buy their weekly supply of groceries.

She stated that there was quite a number of them 
and that they came from toward Douglas Flat every 
Sunday, walking in single file and talking at the top 
of their voices.

However, one Chinese known as Ah Kee and his wife, 
Mary, lived at Wade’s Flat, opposite the Henry Eltring- 
ham Ranch, where he raised vegetables which he carried 
on his back to Angels to sell. One other Chinese was hired 
by Mr. Mull to mine for him on Coyote Creek below town.

There were several Chinese who came to Vallecito to 
buy fruit, particularly apples, and they would remain 
there while the fruit was drying. Mrs. Lupie Scanlon and 
Mrs. Mamie Keilbar, sisters, who were also born in Valle
cito, gave substantially the same information as Mrs. 
Carley.

Mrs. Carley told me an amusing story about Ah Kee 
and his wife, Mary.

It appears that they lived in an old cabin beneath 
a large oak tree. The roof of the cabin was in a rather 
dilapidated condition. One evening some of the boys from 
Vallecito decided that they would have some fun with Ah 
Kee by fixing a tic-tac to the roof of the house. Some 
of the boys, however, got cold feet and backed out when 
they got near the cabin, but George Mull said he would 
climb the tree and fix the tic-tac to the roof, which he 
proceeded to do.

Everything went fine until he stepped down on the 
roof. Instead of stopping on the roof as he lowered him
self from the tree he went right on through, landing 
right between the sleeping Chinese. Ah Kee yelled and 
yelled and out the door went George while the rest of the 
gang on the side hill laughed until Ah Kee came out and 
fired a gun into the night.

The next morning Ah Kee came to Luke Sanguinetti’s 
store and, after greeting Luke, said, “Last night debil 
he come my house; debil he come my house.”

Luke knew who the “debil” was.

DROWNED BY CHINESE
From the S. A. Independent May 1, 1958

Three white men who robbed Chinese for a living 
were captured by the “Johns” last week while in the act 
of committing another outrage at Clay’s Bar on the 
Mokelumne, near Campo Seco, and, tied hand and foot, 
were thrown into the river.

The Chinese had been advised by some Americans 
that in case white men should make a robbing foray upon 
them, they should feign humble submission to their 
demands, pretend to fork over their packages with fear 
and trembling, but as soon as they had thrown the rob
bers off their guard, by apparent cowardice, to surround 
and overpower them by numbers, then tie them to a pole 
and carry them to Campo Seco.

It is believed these instructions were observed toward 
the three missing robbers up to the carrying process, but 
they then adopted the more efficient manner above 
described.

CHINESE ON THE MOKELUMNE RIVER
From Oakland Tribune Knave Section, September, 1956

In early days Chinese mined for gold along the Mo
kelumne. They formed stock companies of 25 to 40 
Chinese and they would then buy a piece of land from 
a settler along the river. This was one reason why land 
along the river was “taken up” by white men. The claims 
varied in size according to the number of men in a com
pany. The purchase price generally was a few hundred 
dollars. Some claims were 75x100 feet; others larger and 
smaller. One company consisting of 16 Chinese bought 
a bench claim of Dan Child. This bench claim was located 
where the River Road now passes the entrance of tunnels 
at the east end of the Child Ranch. Here Chinese took 
$80,000 in gold. They bought water from the old Palmer 
Ditch which started at Lancha Plana and ran down 
through Van Sandt bottom land, some five miles west of 
Lancha. Tom Van Sandt tended this ditch for years when 
living above Comanche Bridge. Wheelbarrows and sluice 
boxes were used in mining. When claims touched the 
river, the miners built dams, deepened the water and 
used undershot wheels to operate Chinese pumps installed 
in holes the Chinese dug. Thus the holes were kept dry. 
In case no water power was available, treadmills were 
built to operate the pumps. Three or four Chinese could 
operate a tread mill.

In 1864 a man named Sam Marshall and a Spaniard 
robbed the Chinese miners at the Child Ranch on the Mo
kelumne River. They hid in grease-wood on the hillside 
and saw the Chinese “clean up.” At night while the Chi
nese were having supper, the robbers came and covered 
them with guns, and tied their queues together across the 
table. The Chinese told Dan Child their troubles. Child 
and a one-armed man named Murphy went up on the 
hill and found Marshall and the Spaniard asleep in the 
grease-wood. Child, who was unarmed, awoke them and 
ordered them to leave. The robbers went east and Child 
followed, stopping at a neighbor’s to borrow a gun from 
Charles Blyther. He followed the robbers to a point in 
the Borden Ranch (later called Gooding Ranch) just across 
the creek from Grover Graupner’s present home. Here 
Marshall shot Child twice, in the knee and abdomen. 
Child, who shot Marshall in the face, was brought home 
in a wagon by Ben Borden (Mrs. Hattie Pardoe’s brother) 
and Charles Blyther. Dan Child died four days later, Oct 
11, 1864, at his home, age 39. He was buried in Ione, 
where years later Ben Borden was to lay beside him. The 
Amador sheriff was out of the county hunting other 
criminals, as the Rancheria Massacre had just taken place 
in Amador.

Marshall had killed five white men in California. He 
later was shot by the sheriff in Carson City, Nevada.

CHINESE IN MURPHYS
By CHARLES SCHWOERER

“Charley, were there any Chinamen in Murphys in 
the early days of the town?”

“I am sure there were not because I cannot remember 
my grandmother ever mentioning them when I was a 
youngster and she told me many things about other na
tionalities in Murphys.”

The above question and answer is the gist of a con
versation between Judge Smith and myself. The Judge 
completed the conversation by saying, “I am appointing 

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL
One of the first things your editor wants to say in 

assuming his duties again is to extend his thanks to all 
the dear friends in the Society who sent messages of cheer 
and good wishes while he was in the hospital. Especial 
thanks are due to Sadie Hunt and Helen Lewis for editing 
the October issue of LAS CALAVERAS. As we start on 
the twelfth volume of LAS CALAVERAS the editor would 
like to brag that the issue in October is the only one that 
he has not personally edited and never has an issue been 
late. However, the last issue was so well done that we 
think Sadie or Helen should take over this task of editing 
the quarterly at the end of the year.

It’s wonderful to be back in circulation again and 
enjoying the fellowship of the Society.

The Christmas party in 1963 was one of the best we 
have had in the seven years they have been held. The 
emphasis was on Christmas music but there was also the 
historical element when Helen Lewis very effectively 
read several excerpts from Dr. Baur’s book on Christmas 
in the United States. The beautiful poem written and 
read by Helen Lewis, the harmonica duets by Paul and 
Helen Lewis, and the exchange of gifts, topped off by 
delicious refreshments added up to a lovely evening. 
Again, as in the past seven years, we must express our 
appreciation to Alice Eldridge and her committee con
sisting of Charles Schwoerer, Sadie and Percy Hunt, 
Marian Brandt and Hattie Hertzig for decorating the tree 
and tables and making all the plans and arrangements 
for the party. We are also grateful to Mr. Carl of 
Mokelumne Hill for providing the tree. A special orchid 
should go to Mrs. Eldridge for arranging the lovely pro
gram and for presiding in her efficient and gracious 
manner as master of ceremonies. It is always a thrill to 
have our beloved president, Judge Smith, with us and it 
is always a pleasure to listen to his stories from his rich 
historical background.

Chinese In Murphys
(Continued From Preceding Page) 

you a committee of one to find all you can about China
men in Murphys, Douglas Flat, and Vallecito.” Some 
assignment!

At this late date the sources of information are very few 
because all of the early pioneers are gone and few of their 
children are left. However, Ed True and Antone Mala- 
spino, both now in their eighties and sons of pioneers, 
still live in Murphys and it was from them that I was 
able to gather the information here presented.

According to both of these gentlemen, there was quite 
a settlement of Chinese in Murphys at one time. They 
resided on both sides of Main Street west of where the 
Odd Fellows Hall Now Stands. Most of them lived on 
the south side of the street on what is known as the 
Denslow property.

Ed True remembers that when he was seven or eight 
years old he and his twin brother, Tom, used to go to see 
their friend, China Mary, who lived in one of the stone 
buildings that stood on the north side of the street. They 
frequently ate with China Mary and her family and 
learned to eat with chopsticks as well as the Chinese 
did. He also told how he, his brother Tom, and his cousin, 
Joe Baratini killed a couple of China Mary’s geese. They 
gave one to Joe’s mother. He couldn’t remember what 
they did with the other. However, they could not make 
China Mary believe that he and Tom did it because they 
were good boys.

The Chinese were not allowed to mine in the Murphys 
flat during the time that the white man was working 
there. However, according to official records, some of 
them owned claims in what is known as the Owlsburg 
district, which was the area back of the Masonic Hall. 
Whether they mined here during the time the white men 
were working here or after, I do not know. They did do 
some removal of rock piles in the flat to get at the gravel 
after the white men had quit working there.

Ed True also stated that Mr. Kimbel, who had a saw
mill at Hunter’s Dam, employed all Chinese in the mill, 
but he thought these came from Angels Camp and 
elsewhere. 

Here are some historical events which you may want 
to get on your calendar. The Symposium of Southern 
California Historical Societies will meet at the Hacienda 
Motel in Bakersfield on February 7-8. The event is spon
sored by the Conference of California Historical Societies. 

The California History Foundation Institute will be 
held on the University of the Pacific campus on April 3-4. 
The Jedediah Smith Society breakfast will be held on 
April 4.

The Annual Meeting of the Conference of California 
Historical Societies will be held at the U. S. Grant Hotel 
in San Diego, June 18-20.

The Sixteenth Annual California Missions Tour will 
be conducted by the University of the Pacific during 
Easter week, April 20-27.

We’re a couple of months late but certainly all mem
bers of the Society would want us to publicly congratulate 
our “Mr. Mother Lode,” Archie Stevenot, on the wonderful 
party given him on his 81st birthday in Sonora on Sep
tember 25th. We hope he will have many more happy 
and useful years of service to his beloved Mother Lode.
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IN MEMORIAM
It is with heavy heart that we report the loss of our 

beloved president, Judge J. A. Smith. This issue is the 
first one in almost twelve years that has been written 
without the knowledge that our president, who knew 
more about the history of the county than anyone, would 
be critically reading the material. Judge Smith passed 
away on January 27, quite suddenly. He had attended 
the December Christmas party of the Historical Society 
and had seemed to enjoy it very much, but in January 
he had become ill and had been in the hospital for 
several days. The end came a few days after he returned 
home, although he had seemed to be improving.

Judge Smith helped organize the Calaveras County 
Historical Society in 1952 and has served as president 
continuously since that time. He is best known because 
of the forty years he served on the Superior Court bench 
of Calaveras County. However, he was very active in 
Boy Scout work, educational activities, and the County 
Chamber of Commerce.

His greatest love was for the history of his native 
Calaveras region. He loved to study and research its 
history and for thirty years he maintained a weekly 
column in the local newspapers, publishing the material 
he was able to discover about the county history. He 
became not only the authority on Calaveras County but 
on the central Mother Lode as well. Other historical 
writers were indebted to him for his research in the 
county archives as his columns were carefully preserved 
in his five scrapbooks. These scrapbooks give a rather 
complete account of the history of the county.

In 1957, when the “Judge” (as everyone called him) 
retired as Superior Court Judge, the Calaveras Historical 
Society named him “Mr. Calaveras” for his historical 
writings and inspirational leadership. The Board of 
Supervisors unanimously passed an ordinance in 1962 
calling him “Mr. Calaveras County.”

Few men have left a greater imprint upon their home 
community and few historians have done so much to 
preserve and popularize the history of their native county. 
His influence will continue on down through the years 
in his writings. We will miss him very much but we 
are happy that we had the opportunity to walk with him 
for a little ways.

Judge J. A. Smith

MOANING CAVE
By W. P. FULLER, Jr.

(As Presented at the Calaveras County Historical 
Society, September 26, 1963)

Limestone caves have been one of the leading natural 
attractions of Calaveras County ever since the Gold Rush. 
They have been exceeded, in this respect, only by the Big 
Trees. In recent years Moaning Cave has received the 
largest share of attention, among the caves, both from 
sightseers and from scientific circles. Under the careful 
management of Mr. Addison Carley, this unusual cavern 
has become a must for the visitor who really wants to 
become acquainted with the unusual features of our 
county, and we are much indebted to him for his part in 
opening and developing such an interesting geological 
and archaeological occurrence. We are concerned tonight, 
however, not with an underground excursion in Moaning 
Cave, but rather to inquire into its geological beginnings 
and the part that it has played in the history of our 
Calaveras community.

The history of Moaning Cave may well have com
menced some sixty million years ago, before the Sierra 
Nevada mountains had been uplifted to their present 
lofty heights. At that time, the topography of much of 
Calaveras County consisted of gently rolling hills, and 
here and there a higher mountain rising above the gen
eral level. Large but fairly sluggish streams meandered



Dedication of plaque near Mt. Ranch, in January, of 
1962, where the last stage coach hold-up occurred in 
Calaveras County. From left to right: Judge J. A. 
Smith, speaker; Louie Domenghini, Master of Cere
monies; Mrs. Agnes Guerard, only suvivor of the 
tragedy: Archie Stevenot, "Mr. Mother Lode"; Bill 
Russell, Noble Grand Humbug, E. C. V., Matuca Chap
ter. The marking of the historical site was a joint 
project of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
and the Matuca Chapter of E Clampus Vitus.

through this terrain, streams whose fossil remnants were 
to become so well-known to the California gold miners 
as the Tertiary gold channels. Geologic conditions were 
so stable that the streams had ground their gravel beds 
almost to the point where only the hardest material, 
quartz, was left This long period of geological quiescence 
allowed the slowly moving groundwater to dissolve large 
open caverns out of the limestone beds. It took untold 
thousands, or more likely, millions of years for the under
ground water, locally acidized by decaying vegetation 
and by mineral substances, to remove by solution the 
many, many tons of limestone rock. Because most such 
rock is so tight and impervious, this action had to origi
nate along fault zones and their associated cracks and 
permeable openings. This explains, in part at least, the 
irregular and complicated shapes of such caves. The 
greater part of the solution took place in earliest Tertiary 
time, but no doubt continued through the Eocene, Mio
cene, and Pliocene epochs of the Tertiary period. Most 
geologists today are agreed that the formation of the 
Sierran caves occurred beneath the groundwater table, 
and so this solution had to have taken place before the 
modern topography was carved out by the present-day 
streams.

Hence, by late Tertiary time, when the gigantic range 
we now call the Sierra Nevada came into being, the caves 
had already been excavated, but still had clean walls 
without the stalactites and stalagmites that form the 
spectacular speleological scenery of today. Tertiary time 
came to a close and the Quaternary period began. The

Sierra Nevada mass rose up in response to geological 
forces. The streams were steepened, ran swifter, and cut 
the deep canyons like the Stanislaus, and sculptured the 
sharp draws and ravines we all know so well. As the 
new topography took shape, the underground water-level 
dropped and the caves were left, as it were, high and dry 
on the mountainsides. The water was drained from the 
upper chambers, and a wholly new geological process 
was set into motion. Rainwater, acidized, and percolating 
downward through the limestone to find the groundwater 
level, dissolved calcium carbonate and other mineral 
substances. Some of this mineralized water dripped into 
the cave chambers and started precipitating on the walls, 
commencing the build-up of the beautiful speleothem 
formations. Thus the making of a Sierran Cave included 
a very long period of solution of the limestone below the 
water level to create the cavity, and then in a new erosion 
cycle, the deposition, within this opening, now drained 
of water, of the stalactites, stalagmites, and other speleo
thems.

Up to this point in geologic history, the story of 
Moaning Cave was quite the same as the many other 
Sierran limestone caverns. It was now that the particular 
shape of the upper part of Moaning Cave began to create 
unusual conditions. Referring to the vertical diagram 
or section view, it will be seen that there are two steep 
entrances, both opening downward into the top of the 
immense upper chamber. These entrances have un
doubtedly been open for much of the time during and 
since the ice ages. We can say this because of the de
tailed archaeological investigations that have been con
ducted in recent years in the deposit on the floor of the big 
chamber.

As time passed on and Homo Sapiens came to live in 
the area, the cave was found and entered by these earliest 
residents of Calaveras, ten or twelve thousand years ago, 
and possibly as much as forty or fifty thousand years 
ago. Every now and then, adventuresome individuals 
became trapped in the cavern, and fell into the main 
chamber. Perhaps this room was used at times for the 
disposal of bodies, thrown from the ledge, or from the 
surface, into the chamber. One archaeologist estimated 
that there are the remains of a hundred or more in
dividuals in the debris on the floor of the big room. But 
as many thousands of years elapsed during the accumu
lation of this deposit, these people were trapped or their 
bodies thrown in only at rare intervals. Perhaps the cave 
was rediscovered many times in its history. It is doubtful 
that the most recent of the native peoples, the Miwoks, 
had anything to do with it, as they believed in the exist
ence of “Che-ha-lum-che, the rock giant who carries on 
his back a big basket which, like himself, is of rock. He 
lives in caves, and comes out only at night, and wanders 
about seeking Miwok to eat. He prefers women. Of 
these he catches and carries off all he can find. Some
times he makes a crying noise like a baby, to lure them. 
If they come he seizes them and tosses them into his big 
basket and carries them to his cave, where he eats them.” 
This from C. Hart Merriam’s book, The Dawn of the World.

Suddenly, with the discovery of gold, the peaceful 
countryside was invaded by a horde of gold-crazed pro



spectors. These were of a very adventurous and inquiring 
type, and it was not long before the accessible caves were 
found. There is a reference in Bancroft's History of an 
exploration of a Calaveras cavern as early as August, 1849, 
which might well have been Moaning Cave. The first 
well-substantiated reference to Moaning Cave is con
tained in the December 7th, 1851 issue of the Daily Alta 
California, of “Solomon’s Hole.” This description based 
on a visit and correspondence of Dr. J. B. Trask, the first 
California State Geologist, so closely resembles the cave, 
that there is little question that it refers to it. A local 
company of miners had located a claim over the entrance, 
and had explored the cavern to a depth of 450 feet. 
Undoubtedly any skulls found then were removed as 
curios and souvenirs. Confirming these early explora
tions, Mr. Carley, in 1922, found a miner’s pick and a 
whiskey bottle, and in 1953, a whale oil lamp. There are 
further articles in early papers, which may refer to this 
cave. There is no question but that early visitors to 
Solomon’s Hole found skulls, as Trask mentions picking 
one up. The “Hole” was well known in that era, but 
could be entered only with great difficulty, due to its 
shape and size.

However, after the days of the gold rush, little is 
recorded of the cavern, and although local people were 
familiar with its existence, it was generally avoided. 
It is reported that Clay Hellock, superintendent of the 
Confidence mine, and an early spelunker, was lowered 
into the cave on a rope, with a barley sack soaked in 
coal oil for a light, in the 80’s or 90’s. Percy and Orrie 
Sloan, who mined for many years in the immediate 
vicinity, once made an attempt to explore the opening, 
but decided that there was a deficiency of oxygen inside. 
There may have been other attempts to enter the cave, 
but we have no record of them. The moaning sound 
and the steep entrances undoubtedly gave it a bad name, 
and the local people prudently gave it a wide berth.

In 1921, Addison Carley, a member of a pioneer Cala
veras family, became interested in “Spelunking.” At 
that time he was a construction superintendent on a 
P. G. & E. job in the valley, and came up to Calaveras 
on holidays. With his friends Dan Malatesta and Clarence 
Eltringham, he decided to explore the cave on Malatesta’s 
claim. He had often heard his uncles, Lou Sanguinetti 
and Mills Mitchell, describe its location and the moan. 
So on August 20th of that year, they tied a rope to an 
oak tree growing near the old entrance, and Addison 
Carley shinnied down the rope for some distance. He 
soon came to the conclusion that he was in a somewhat 
precarious position, and that more adequate equipment 
was needed. The next attempt was made on Christmas 
Day, 1921. A windlass was borrowed from the Sloans, 
and Mr. Carley was able to get down to the bottom of the 
big chamber, the first person to do so since the gold rush. 
This paved the way for his associates to continue with 
the exploration and to plan ways and means of developing 
the cave for sightseeing. Mr. Carley was tied down to 
his job, and was unable to participate actively in this 
phase, but members of his family represented his part 
in the venture. A well-written account of one of the 
early trips underground, using the windlass, was written 
by Sheldon Davis, with photographs by V. C. Martin, and 
published in the Stockton Record of April 1st, 1922.

The Carley group cleared the second entrance for 
access to the cave, and then engaged Mr. Tangerman of 
the Stockton Iron Works to design and build the remark
able spiral staircase used today to climb down into the 
big chamber. A detailed write-up of the opening of the 
cave and these improvements appeared in the special 
Mother Lode Highway edition of the Calaveras Prospect 
November 24, 1923. The stairs contained 150 steps, and 
is enclosed with spiral metal guard rails for the safety 
of the visitors. Electric lights were also installed at 
strategic locations to show off the cave formations to best 
advantage. Unfortunately, this construction work upset 
the original atmospheric conditions in the underground 
chambers, and stopped the celebrated moaning sound.

A year or so after the opening of the cave, Tom and 
Lee Burroughs entered the scene, and the next few years 
were very trying as well as expensive ones for the Carleys. 
The Burroughs persuaded Malatesta and Eltringham to 
sell out to them. They then, unbeknownst to Addison 
Carley, purchased a 15 acre tract next to the cave. When 
Mr. Carley discovered this, he brought suit against the 
Burroughs to either buy him out, or to sell their interest 
to him. Meanwhile the Burroughs had had a survey 
made, to show that the cave was actually on the 15 acre 
tract and not on the original 40 acre claim owned by Mala
testa. So they proceeded to ask for an injunction against 
the Carleys to restrain them from entering the premises 
or exercising their rights of ownership. Judge Smith 
denied this request, and after a lengthy trial, in 1926 
ruled for the Carleys, finding that the boundary line 
between sections 31 and 32 was as contended by the 
Burroughs, but finding in favor of the Carleys in their 
defense of estoppel and plea of breach of trust. This 
action entitled the Carleys to acquire full title to the 
premises. The Burroughs appealed but finally the State 
Supreme Court, in July 1930, upheld Judge Smith’s de
cision, and the Carleys’ troubles were over.

Subsequently, Addison Carley bought out the interest 
of his mother and brother, and he and Mrs. Carley now 
have the full ownership of the property. In addition, 
they have also purchased another 230 acres adjoining 
the cave, from the Halbert estate. In his successful 
operation of Moaning Cave for some 41 years, during 
which he estimates over 200,000 people have visited the 
attraction, Mr. Carley has encouraged geologists, anthro
pologists, archaeologists, and spelunkers to study the in
teresting features of this geological curiosity. Certain 
very significant observations have resulted from this 
policy.

In June, 1950, Professor Robert Heizer, of the Univer
sity of California and A. E. Treganza of San Francisco 
State College, visited the cave, and as a result, Dr. Heizer 
arranged for William J. Wallace, of the University of 
California, to make a detailed study, including excavation 
of a pit in the deposit on the floor of the big chamber. 
Mr. Wallace reported his findings in 1951, in the Univer
sity’s Archaeological Survey Report No. 12. He described 
the main deposit as a red clay with layers of dripstone, 
sloping down from the north wall, and containing human

(Continued on Next Page)
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EDITORIAL
The historical society is studying the plan to set up a 

Judge J. A. Smith Memorial Fund for the purpose of 
offering an annual scholarship to graduating seniors at 
Bret Harte and Calaveras High Schools who are majoring 
in history. The funds for these scholarships would be 
raised in various ways. In this way the Society would 
honor the memory of Judge Smith and at the same time 
help a worthwhile student to get an education with a 
major in the area which the Judge loved best, history. 

I’m sure all members of the Society extend our best 
wishes and pledge our full cooperation and support to 
our new president, Paul Lewis. It is always difficult to 
follow in the footsteps of a great man, but Paul has served 
for several years as vice-president of the society and fully 
understands the problems and responsobilities of the 
office of President. We feel sure that under his leader
ship the society will continue to grow and serve the people 
of Calaveras County well in its efforts to preserve the 
history of our region.

Moaning Cave
(Continued from page 3)

and fauna bones and some artifacts. Overlying this for
mation, and apparently washed in from the south side 
of the cave, he found considerable gravel, also containing 
a few artifacts. He concluded at that time that the 
human remains and artifacts in the red clay dated from 
the Valley Middle period, about 1500 B.C. to 50 A.D.

Wallace also stated that he believed that the cave was 
used as a burial place.

A year later, Mr. Phil C. Orr, under the sponsorship 
of the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, made 
further excavations and studies. Mr. Orr investigated 
the rate of growth of the dripstone material, or speleo
them, on various objects, and concluded that the human 
remains were very old, helping to upset the theories of a 
number of prominent anthropologists on the subject of 
the antiquity of man in America. Moaning Cave has 
thus become a key archaeological site, and has con
tributed an important link to our knowledge of man’s 
history on this hemisphere. Mr. Orr’s conclusions are 
interesting enough to be quoted in their entirety. He 
says, “Excavation and study of the occurrence of human 
bones under the dripstone capping in Moaning Cave 
show that man has been in the region for more than 
12,000 years. While the human bone is mineralized and 
is associated with the bone of other mammals, no extinct 
species have so far been identified.

“There were two entrances to the cave through which 
human material has come—the ‘original’ entrance, which 
supplied the bulk of early materials as well as recent, 
and tne present one, opened artificially in 1922, but which 
had been open about 3400 years ago to probably about two 
or three hundred years ago. Skulls and other bones are 
so shattered from their 165 foot fall and so coated with 
speleothem, sometimes to depths of several inches, that 
only a lucky find or weeks of work would allow for a 
restoration to tell us much of the physical type of person. 
All artifacts so far recovered have been in late strata.

“No indications of intentional burials have come to 
light. Four possible explanations for the presence of 
human bone in Calaveras County cave have been made. 
1) Accidental, the death trap theory; 2) Disposal of pris
oners; 3) Disposal of dead during pestilence or war, and 
4) Disposal of dead by prehistoric semi-nomadic people 
in various caves. Of the four, the second and third can 
be ruled out so far as Moaning Cave is concerned, al
though these practices may have occurred in other Cala
veras caves. It is certain that only one or two bodies 
entered Moaning Cave at a time, over a period of at least 
12,000 years, a fact which has been determined by meas
urements of speleothems growing on iron during the 
past 29 years.” This is quoted from a paper by Mr. Orr, 
entitled “Excavations in Moaning Cave,” published by 
the Santa Barbara Museum in 1952. The following year, 
Mr. Orr published a second paper, “Speleothem Age Dat
ing,” in the Bulletin of the Texas Archaeological Society, 
Vol. 24, in which he went into further details about this 
method of inquiry, and in which he stated that “at this 
time it appears reasonable to suppose the human remains 
in Moaning Cave date back at least 12,000 years, with 
the possibility that they may be as much as 50,000 years 
old.”

In recent years the Stanford Grotto chapter of the 
National Speleological Society has mapped the cave 
(1951) and has compiled a bibliography of all known 
references to caves in Calaveras County. This has recent
ly been expanded, under the direction of Mr. William 
Halliday, and published in a limited edition, as Caves of 
California.
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CAVE CITY CAVE
From CAVES OF CALIFORNIA by

WM. R. HALLIDAY
Cave City Cave was one of the best known landmarks 

of California during the 19th Century. Its history is closely 
associated with that of the gold in the State. Located in 
the heart of the Mother Lode Country at the 1650-foot 
level, it was one of the first caves discovered in California, 
in October, 1850, just two years after the discovery of 
gold at Sutter’s Mill, 50 miles away. It is believed to 
have been the first commercial cave in California, and 
was used as a meeting place of a Know-nothing Lodge 
in 1855.*

The cave is located on the south bank of McKinney 
Creek north of the site of once-thriving Cave City, which 
is now completely obliterated except for the silt-filled 
reservoir behind the dam built in 1910 to retain the sedi
ments from the placer mining.

At one time, a hotel housed the numerous tourists 
who visited the cave when it replaced the waning gold 
as the principal attraction of Cave City. Eventually, how
ever, it too vanished as the prosperity of the area de
clined and the cave was finally abandoned. There are 
rumors that a major passage, now filled with silt, ex
tended from the hotel to the main part of the cave but 
Muir (1876) did not mention such a passage. The con
struction of the dam has led to intermittent flooding of 
parts of the cave. The more fragile of its fine stalactites 
and other speleothems have fallen prey to vandals, and 
the cave shows few traces of its former glory. Even the 
original names of the rooms of the cave (six) have lapsed 
from memory.

*There was a very comfortable and commodious hotel 
situated near the entrance of the cavern. It was erected 
in 1853 by Messrs. Magee and Angel at a cost of $4500. 
Charles H. Turrill’s CALIFORNIA NOTES, printed in July, 
1876, mentions that the Cave City Hotel was then gone.

From THE MOUNTAINS OF CALIFORNIA, by John Muir 
Chapter XV, "In the Sierra Foothills'*

(Editor’s Note: This chapter was written about a 
visit in 1876 to Murphys, and the first half of the 
chapter describes that town. Muir’s description of the 
cave at Cave City is well worth our republication in 
LAS CALAVERAS.)

“Anxious that I should miss none of the wonders of 
their old gold-field, the good people (of Murphys) had 
much to say about the marvelous beauty of Cave City 

(Continued on Next Page)

WALTER J. MERCER — 1854-1900
—Photo Courtesy of Mrs. Eva Stephens

MERCER'S CAVE AT MURPHYS
By KENNETH CASTRO

The following information is copied from a brochure 
printed by Mrs. Margaret Mercer, Proprietress, entitled: 
“Mercer’s Cave, California’s Greatest Natural Won
der, located at Murphys, Calaveras County. Mrs. 
Mercer was the wife of the discoverer of the cavern, and 
the cavern remained in the Mercer family until 1946. This 
brochure is quoted in its entirety—although part of this 
material may have appeared earlier in my report—to show 
the amazing amount of work and publicity which had 
been given to the cavern before 1946 by the Mercers.

“Situated in the heart of the Sierra, one and a quarter 
miles from Murphys, Calaveras County, California, and on 
the direct road to the ‘Calaveras Big Trees,’ is one of 
Nature’s greatest wonders, the famous Mercer’s Cave, dis
covered by Mr. Walter J. Mercer (now deceased), on 
Friday, September first, 1885, who had been prospecting 
for quartz in the neighboring hills that day, and was re
turning home in the afternoon, tired and thirsty, when 
he noticed some ‘bay’ bushes growing near a bluff of 
limerock in the thick chaparral. Thinking there might be 
water there, he made his way to the spot, but not finding 
any water, sat down to rest on one of the detached boul
ders beneath the bluff. There was a small hole or crevice 
in the rocks nearby, about large enough to force a hand 
through, and his attention was soon attracted to the 
movement of the dry grass, moss and leaves about this 
opening which seemed to be agitated by a strong draft 
of air from below. Placing his hand to the opening, he 
found such to be the fact and on dropping a stone into 

(Continued on Page Three)



Cave City Cave
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Cave, and advised me to explore it. This I was very glad 
to do, and finding a guide who knew the way to the 
mouth of it, I set out from Murphys the next morning. . . .

‘‘The ride from Murphys to the cave is scarcely two 
hours long, but we lingered among quartz ledges and 
banks of dead river gravel until long after noon. At 
length emerging from a narrow-throated gorge, a small 
house came into sight set in a thicket of fig trees at the 
base of a limestone hill. ‘That,’ said my guide, pointing 
to the house, ‘is Cave City, and the cave is in that gray 
hill.’ Arriving at the one house of this one-house city, 
we were boisterously welcomed by three drunken men 
who had come to town to hold a spree. The mistress of 
the house tried to keep order, and in reply to our in
quiries told us that the cave guide was then in the cave 
with a party of ladies. ‘And must we wait until he 
returns?’ we asked. No, that was unnecessary; we might 
take candles and go into the cave alone, provided we 
shouted from time to time so as to be found by the guide, 
and were careful not to fall over the rocks or into the dark 
pools. Accordingly, taking a trail from the house, we 
were led around the base of the hill to the mouth of the 
cave, a small inconspicuous archway, mossy around the 
edges and shaped like the door of a water-ouzel’s 
nest, with no appreciable hint or advertisement of the 
grandeur of the many crystal chambers within. Lighting 
our candles, which seemed to have no illuminating power 
in the thick darkness, we groped our way onward as best 
we could along narrow lanes and alleys, from chamber 
to chamber; around rustic columns and heaps of fallen 
rocks, stopping to rest now and then in particularly 
beautiful places—fairy alcoves furnished with admirable 
variety of shelves and tables, and round mossy stools 
covered with sparkling crystals. Some of the corridors 
were muddy, and in plodding along these we seemed to 
be in the streets of some prairie village in springtime. 
Then we would come to handsome marble stairways con
ducting right and left into upper chambers ranged above 
one another three or four stories high, floors, ceilings, and 
walls lavishly decorated with innumerable crystalline 
forms.

“After thus wandering exploringly, and alone for a 
mile or so, fairly enchanted, a murmur of voices and a 
gleam of light betrayed the approach of the guide and 
his party, from whom, when they came up, we recevied 
a most hearty and natural stare, as we stood half con
cealed in a side recess among stalagmites. I ventured 
to ask the dripping, crouching company how they had 
enjoyed their saunter, anxious to learn how the strange 
sunless scenery of the underworld had impressed them. 
‘Ah, it's nice. It’s splendid!’ they all replied and echoed. 
‘The Bridal Chamber back here is just glorious! This 
morning we came down from the Calaveras Big Tree 
Grove, and the trees are nothing to it.’ After making this 
curious comparison they hastened sunward, the guide 
promising to join us shortly on the bank of a deep pool, 
where we were to wait for him. This is a charming little 
lakelet of unknown depth, never yet stirred by a breeze, 
and its eternal calm excites the imagination even more 
profoundly than the silvery lakes of the glaciers rimmed 
with meadows and snow and reflecting sublime mountains.

“Our guide, a jolly, rollicking Italian, led us into the 
heart of the hill, up and down, right and left, from cham
ber to chamber more and more magnificent, all a-glitter 
like a glacier cave with icicle-like stalactites and stalag
mites combined in forms of indescribable beauty. We 
were shown one large room that was occasionally used 
as a dancing-hall; another that was used as a chapel, 
with natural pulpit and crosses and pews, sermons in 
every stone, where a priest had said mass. Mass-saying 
is not so generally developed in connection with natural 
wonders as dancing. One of the first conceits excited by 
the giant Sequoias was to cut one of them down and 
dance on its stump. We have also seen dancing in the 
spray of Niagara; dancing in the famous Bower Cave 
above Coulterville; and nowhere have I seen so much 
dancing as in Yosemite. A dance on the inaccessible 
South Dome would likely follow the making of an easy 
way to the top of it.

“It was delightful to witness here the infinite delib
eration of Nature, and the simplicity of her methods in 
the production of such mighty results, such perfect repose 
combined with restless enthusiastic energy. Though cold 
and bloodless as a landscape of polar ice, building was 
going on in the dark with incessant activity. The arch
ways and ceilings were everywhere hung with down- 
growing crysals, like inverted groves of leafless saplings, 
some of them large, others delicately attenuated, each 
tipped with a single drop of water, like the terminal bud 
of a pine tree. The only appreciable sounds were the 
dripping and tinkling of water falling into pools or 
faintly splashing on the crystal floors.

“In some places the crystal decorations are arranged 
in graceful flowing folds deeply plicated like stiff silken 
drapery. In others straight lines of the ordinary stalac
tite forms are combined with reference to size and tone 
in a regularly graduated system like the strings of a 
harp with musical tones corresponding thereto; and on 
these stone harps we played by striking the crystal 
strings with a stick. The delicious liquid tones they gave 
forth seemed perfectly divine as they sweetly whispered 
and wavered through the majestic halls and dies away 
in faintest cadence—the music of fairyland. Here we 
lingered and reveled, rejoicing to find so much music 
in stony silence, so much splendor in darkness, so many 
mansions in the depths of the mountains, buildings ever 
in process of construction, yet ever finished, developing 
from perfection to perfection, profusion without over
abundance; every particle visible or invisible in glorious 
motion, marching to the music of the spheres in a region 
regarded as the abode of eternal stillness and death.

“The outer chambers of mountain caves are frequently 
selected as homes by wild beasts. In the Sierra, however, 
they seem to prefer homes and hiding places in chaparral 
and beneath shelving precipices, as I have never seen 
their tracks in any of the caves. This is the more remark
able because notwithstanding the darkness and oozing 
water there is nothing uncomfortably cellar-like or se
pulchral about them.

“When we emerged into the bright landscapes of the 
sun, everything looked brighter, and we felt our faith in 
Nature’s beauty strengthened, and saw more clearly that 
beauty is universal and immortal, above, beneath, on land 
and sea, mountain and plain, in heat and cold, light 
and darkness.”
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it. could hoar it falling for quite a distance. Feeling that 
he was on the verge of some important discovery, though 
hardly knowing what, he went immediately to the Willard 
Mining Company’s works, some three-fourths of a mile 
distant, and procured tools to enlarge the opening, and 
candles to light him on his way. Returning at once, he 
proceeded to enlarge the opening, till it would admit 
his entrance; and lighting his candle, he descended a 
steep incline about thirty feet, and in a few minutes 
found himself in the large cavern now known as the 
‘Gothic Chamber.’

“The first thing that caught his eye was the de
pendent masses of lichens which hang in groups from 
ceiling to floor. In the semi-darkness which was lighted 
only by his single taper, these seemed to him to be the 
decaying timbers of some deserted mine; and curious to 
know something of its history, he pressed on with his 
discoveries. Soon the cavernous nature of his discovery 
became apparent; and, almost frightened at his own 
boldness, he pushed his investigations until he came upon 
some human bones, half-buried in the accumulated debris 
of ages. About this time, the sound of falling earth and 
stones at the entrance warned him that the causes that 
had once probably closed the entrance might do so again, 
and only waiting to secure one trophy, the thigh bone of 
a man. he retreated to the surface.

“The next morning, a party was organized to further 
explore this subterranean wonder. Nearly all the forenoon 
was spent in exploring and examining the first chamber, 
though some of the more adventurous descended to what 
is known as the ‘Organ Loft,’ and a few even lower. But 
the necessity for ropes and ladders became apparent, and 
the explorers returned to town for better equipment. Dur
ing the afternoon, and for several days following, parties 
explored the cave, discovering new wonders each day, 
till at last all its known rooms were explored.

“Then the work of further exploration was slow and 
difficult, almost dangerous, as many of the deep descents 
must be made by the aid of ropes and many of the pas
sages were extremely narrow. Soon ladders took the 
place of ropes, and now substantial stairways, with solid 
and reliable railings have taken the place of ladders, and 
the narrow and difficult passages have been cut out, so 
that the cave can be traversed from end to end without 
any difficulty or danger, to a perpendicular depth of one 
hundred and fifty feet. The distance from entrance to 
exit is nine hundred and thirty feet.

“The interior of the cave is continually illuminated 
with electricity rendering the interior as light as day, and 
the visitor will find it easy to discern even the smallest 
spectacle that attaches to this great natural wonder. As 
for beauty and grandeur of its curiosities it excels all 
subterraneous formations of nature and has so been pro
nounced by all who have visited it. The formation is of 
limestone and, according to geologists, has been formed 
from the dripping of water.

“There are seven chambers in this remarkable cave. 
The first, called ‘Gothic,’ is two hundred feet in length 
and sixty feet in width, while the height of the ceiling 
is fifty-eight feet. In front and a little to the left as we 
descend, the wall is a mass of glittering crystals, some 
tinged with the blue or red of the different minerals. One 
of these masses is called ‘Miner’s Blanket,’ and another 

nearby and to the right is of massive white folds that 
give out, on being struck, beautiful musical tones. In 
front of us as we stand on the platform is the ‘Fairy 
Grotto,’ guarded by ‘The Twins.’ To the right of the ‘Fairy 
Grotto’ is the ‘Diamond Cascade,’ sparkling like millions 
of diamonds. Still farther on to the left are the ‘Angels’ 
Wings,’ considered by many the most beautiful sight in 
the whole cave. The two hang parallel from the ceiling, 
two feet apart, and are nine and one-half feet in length 
and two and one-half feet in width each.

“The next chamber is called the ‘Organ Loft,’ from 
the hugh mass that occupies the eastern side. This room 
is circular and is thirty-five feet high and ninety feet in 
circumference. Here are also found formations resembling 
fancied shapes, ‘Pharoah’s Daughter,’ ‘Drunkard’s Dream,’ 
and many others.

“We pass from this to the ‘Bear’s Den,’ through the 
‘Devil’s Canyon’ on to the ‘Flower Garden,’ so called from 
the beautiful white sprays and bunches of the finest 
coral. Next in line is the ‘Coral Grotto,’ ‘Crystal Chamber,’ 
and through a small passage, stopping long enough to 
examine a beautiful white curtain on our right, pending 
from the solid limestone roof and called ‘Marie An
toinette’s Lace.’ This is five feet long, two feet wide and 
almost transparent. Here we also find the ‘Bridal Veil 
Falls,’ Snowbanks,’ and many others.

“From here we commence to make the exit up through 
the ‘Dome,’ a distance of fifty feet. As we ascend the 
stairs, one stops to look back and gaze at a beautiful 
stalagmite rising from a projecting white slab of lime
stone named ‘Simon’s Thumb,’ and immediately the old 
game ‘Simon says thumbs up’ enters one’s head. So on 
until one has completed the circuit of the cave.

“The cave is now owned and managed by Mrs. Mer
cer, who always has good, careful guides to pilot visitors 
through, and the cave is open at all hours. Call and see 
Mercer’s Cave while on a trip to the mountains.”

This is the end of the brochure by Mrs. Margaret 
Mercer.

According to Mrs. Evelyn Mercer Stephens, all objects 
in the cave were named by her father and a Mr. Floyd, 
a school teacher at the Murphys Grade School. Mr. Floyd 
wrote a little booklet about the cave, which the Mercers 
used to sell at the cave for 25 cents.

I feel I should include some history on the Mercer 
family in this report on the cavern discovered by Walter 
J. Mercer in September, 1885.

His parents, William Mercer and Amelia Mercer, nee 
Stevens, both came from England. They met at St. Louis 
and were married in 1853.

Walter James Mercer was born at Salt Lake City 
February 11, 1854, while his parents were on their way 
to California, and he was brought to California when he 
was less than six months old. Later there were born 
William, Arthur, Ellen, Florence, and Martha.

The family came to Alpine County where the father, 
William, was superintendent of a mine at Silver Moun
tain, at Monitor, now called “Loop.”

Walter came to Calaveras County in 1879 and began 
gravel mining at Douglas Flat; he had the “Old Judge 
Mine” there. He met Margarita Castruccia in Murphys, 
and they were married November 20, 1882. They had two 
children, Walter and Evelyn (now Mrs. Eva Stephens).

In 1885 Walter J. Mercer and F. S. Luckett bought the 
soda works at Murphys and for a number of years were 

(Continued on Next Page)
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editoriaiT
The Calaveras Society was represented at the Elev

enth Annual Meeting of the Conference of California 
Historical Societies by Mrs. Alice Eldridge and Mrs. 
Ethelyn Wood. It was held at the U. S. Grant Hotel in 
San Diego on June 18-20 with San Diego Historical Society 
as host and was presided over by President Irene Simpson, 
Director of the History Room of the Wells Fargo Bank of 
San Francisco. "There were 151 delegates registered, 
representing over 100 historical societies in California,” 
reported Mrs. Eldridge at the June meeting of the Cala
veras Society. She and Mrs. Wood also reported that the 
Conference adopted resolutions supporting Proposition 
No. 1 on the November ballot providing for a bond issue 
for $150,000,000 to acquire more state parks for both rec
reation and for historical sites. Other resolutions approved 
by the delegates at the annual meeting urged the State 
Legislature to pass legislation requiring the study of 
California history and government for one semester in 
high school before graduation from the twelfth grade 
and also favored the creation of a state historical park 
in the old historic part of Sacramento.

Richard Bailey of the Kern County Historical Society 
will be the president of the Conference for 1964-65 and 
Walter Frame of the Sacramento Society will be vice- 
president. Richard Harville of the Humboldt Society will 
be treasurer and your editor was re-elected for the 11th 
year as executive-secretary. The 1965 Annual Meeting 
will be held at Sacramento in June. The delegates agreed 
that this year the greatest amount of effort should be 
expended by the different societies to organize junior 
historical societies and interest young people in our 
history.

President Paul Lewis appointed two important com
mittees at the June meeting. One was the Nominating 
Committee with Willard Fuller as chairman and the 
other was a By-Laws Committee with Mrs. Alice Eldridge

Mercer's Cave
(Continued From Preceding Page) 

engaged in the manufacture of cream soda, ginger ale, 
and orange cider.

Walter J. Mercer built the exit to the cave himself. 
While working on the exit, he fell thirty feet; he fell on 
his neck and shoulders and must have injured his spine. 
He developed tuberculosis of the spine, and died twelve 
years after the fall, on November 1, 1900, from spinal 
meningitis, at the age of 46.

Margarita Castruccia Mercer’s father, Angelo Cas- 
truccia, was born in Italy and came to California around 
the Horn in 1849. He returned to the East and married 
Rosa Delecar and came back to California across the 
Isthmus of Panama. They had four children: Mary, 
Louise, Augustine, and Margarita (who was born in 
Melones December 31, 1866, and later became Mrs. Mer
cer). Augustine (called "Gus”) owned the Armory Hall 
in Murphys at the time it was burned.

Notes on Mercer family history were loaned to me 
by Dr. Wood.

Walter J. Mercer, after discovering the cavern, filed 
a mining claim on the property where the cavern’s mouth 
was located. He later bought other sections of ground 
around it.

As I stated earlier, the cavern remained in the Mercer 
family until 1946, and I believe everyone will agree with 
me that they did a tremendous amount of work in getting 
the cavern, which is one of California’s greatest natural 
wonders, explored and developed.

KENNETH M. CASTRO
Murphys, California

as chairman. For the first time in 12 years the Nomi
nating Committee will have to decide on a presidential 
candidate. As long as Judge Smith was living and willing 
to serve, no one wanted to change presidents. The By- 
Laws Committee will need to make several changes. 
There are no provisions for any standing committees in 
the by-laws and certainly there are a number of areas 
in which committees should be functioning, such as pub
lications, finances, membership, essays and scholarships, 
programs, and a museum. Perhaps the time has finally 
come, with recent developments and the plans for a new 
courthouse, for the Calaveras Society to ask the Board 
of Supervisors to turn over to it the management and 
development of the county museum.

Plans were also made at the June meeting to continue 
our traditional policy of celebrating our secretary Sadie 
Hunt’s birthday and at the same time assemble the win
ning essays. This is always a happy occasion and all 
members who can are invited to attend on August 6 in 
the yard of the Hunt Ranch in Double Springs.

The Conference is sponsoring a workshop in Yosemite 
at Wawona on September 13 for delegates from the mem
ber societies. The theme of the workshop will be the 
organization and operation of the small local historical 
museum. Resources people from both the state and 
national park services will serve on the staff and will 
attempt to provide practical advice on how to get things 
done with limited budgets. Mrs. Dorothy Firebaugh, our 
regional vice-president of Sonora, is chairman of the 
workshop. We hope Calaveras will be represented. Make 
reservations with Mrs. Firebaugh very soon if you are 
interested.



INDIANS AT MURPHYS
Reminiscences of Charles Schwoerer

R. Coke Wood, in his book, “Murphys, Queen of the 
Sierra,” says, “Long before the white man came to the 
little valley where Murphys is now situated, it was recog
nized for its charm by the Indians, who related that it had 
been a gathering place for tribesmen from as far away as 
Nevada. There were four rancherias of Miwok Indians, 
with a population of around four hundred when the white 
miners first came. For many years annual pow-wows 
were held on the ridge north of Murphys at which the 
Indians danced, carried on sports and traded among them
selves.”

By the year 1900, there were yet a few Indian families 
on the rancheria north of Murphys, where there was a large 
round house in which they held their annual pow-wows. 
There were some Indians who didn’t live at the rancheria 
but elsewhere around the town.

There was another rancheria with several Indian 
families just about one-half mile northeast of the Six Mile 
Bowl, where the Schwoerer and Saunders ranches corner. 
Many of these Indians, both men and women, were em
ployed by the white families. The women did washing 
while the men worked in the hayfields and cut wood. 
There were others who made a living by begging. The 
most prominent of these was Yellow Jacket.

Yellow Jacket was totally blind. He found his way 
around the community by feeling with a long cane that 
he carried, and by feeling with his bare feet. Someone 
gave him a pair of shoes one day and he was unable to 
find his way until he took them off. He told me that he 
lost his sight when his eyes were burned as he carried 
his mother from her burning hut.

Yellow Jacket was the preacher of the Indians at 
Murphys, and when they were having one of their pow
wows, he could be heard from a long distance as he 
preached. He lived by begging and one characteristic 
that he had was that if he was given something when he 
came to our door he could always find his way out of 
the yard, but if he received nothing, he never could find 
his way out! No one knew how old he was.

John Brown and his wife, Manwella, were two kindly 
Indians who did washing for several families in town. 
John was also a woodcutter. Yaki was the Chief or Cap
tain of the rancheria when I was a boy, and he cut wood 
with John Brown for my father. Another Indian who 
washed for people was one known as Manuel. His wife, 
Chippy, was deaf and blind.

One of the best known Indians of the Murphys

OLD YELLOW JACKET
Old Miwok Indian preacher who lived in the rancheria 

north of Murphys around the turn of the century

rancheria was the blind harmonica player called Tuna. 
For a number of years he was a familiar character on 
the ferry between Oakland and San Francisco. He was 
always accompanied by another very tall Indian known 
only as Willie, who led Tuna around and took up the col
lection. Tuna also played on the streets of Oakland, San 
Francisco and Stockton. Although he was blind, his 
hearing was exceptionally acute. Mary Osslin told me 
that Mr. Tom Atwood, who at one time ran the Calaveras 
mine in Indian Creek, said to her that one day in San 
Francisco he saw a large crowd gathered on the street, 
so he stopped to see what it was all about. The attraction 
was Tuna and his harmonica. Mr. Atwood said, “While 
I stood in that crowd, I said, ‘Hello, Tuna!’ Without 
hesitation, Tuna said, ‘Hello, Tom, how are you?”’

Another Indian by the name of Big Jack worked for 
Hauselt in the hay and did other odd jobs for him. His 
wife was shot by a white man.

The Jesus family consisted of the father, whose first 
name no one seemed to know, his wife, three sons, Joa
quin, Ramon, and Umpawell, and his two daughters, Lily 
and Nora. This family were not of the same tribe as the 
other Indians around Murphys. They claimed to be 
Apache. Jesus’s father, who lived on the rancheria near 
Vallecito and who frequently came to Murphys to visit 
his son, always carried bow and arrow and was an expert 
shot with the same.

The boys and girls went to school with white children. 
Ramon worked for Frank Mitchler at the Hotel while he 
was at school. His teacher, Miss Mary Mulgrew, one 
winter’s day, asked his class to write her a letter. This

(Continued on Next Page)



Indians at Murphys
(Continued from First Page)

was what Ramon wrote: “Dear Miss Mulgrew:—I will be 
glad when summer time comes when I can go swimming. 
Then I will be nice and clean and sweet.” Ramon was 
later killed in an accident at Manuel Sawmill. I do not 
know what became of Joaquin. Umpawell at this time 
is on the reservation in Tuolumne County.

Lily Jesus married a man by the name of Jesse Dun
can. They were separated and she died of tuberculosis 
in Tuolumne County. Nora married a white man by the 
name of Crosby and they raised a fine family of boys and 
girls. They lived at Altaville where Nora died several 
years ago.

Abe Lincoln and his family lived in a cabin on the 
Price Williams ranch. Lincoln was a very large man, 
standing over six feet and heavy set. He became Captain 
of the tribe after Captain Yaki died. There were several 
children in the family and some of them went to school 
in Murphys. Miss May Schaeffle, in a letter to me, wrote, 
“Matilda Lincoln was in the same room at school with me. 
She was a very nice girl, always very neat and well-liked 
by the kids in Miss Mulgrew’s room. Her mother had a 
sewing machine and made Matilda’s clothes, and she did 
a good job.” Some of Lincoln’s grandchildren still live 
at Murphys.

Old Nashu was another Indian seen on the streets of 
Murphys in the early 1900’s. He lived at the Adams ranch.

Walker was a very old Indian who was quite a char
actor. He resided in several places. In his younger days 
he lived over on the Stanislaus River between Parrot’s 
Ferry and Camp Nine. Before the Melones Dam was built, 
when the salmon came up the river, he caught and sold 
fish in Vallecito and Murphys. In his later years he lived 
on Bald Mountain beyond the Adams ranch. He had been 
married three times.

Mamie Keilbar was a great friend of Walker’s and 
knows many incidents in his life. She told me that her 
mother once recounted to her that when Mamie’s sister 
Rose was just a few months old, she was not making 
much progress, and her mother was afraid she was going 
to die. One morning, Walker came to the Pishon home 
in Vallecito and found Mrs. Pishon crying. He called her 
by her first name and said, “Why you cry?” When she 
told him that she was afraid her baby was going to die, 
he took a look at the baby and said, “She no die, you no 
wash her till I come back.” He left and when he returned 
he brought a great many herbs and needles that he 
boiled, and then he bathed the baby in this water. He 
came every day for several weeks to bathe the baby in 
this brew. Rose’s mother said that in about a week after 
he started bathing the baby she could see an improve
ment in her and in about a month she was again a strong 
and healthy baby.

There were a number of other Indian families that 
lived in the vicinity of Murphys, Sheep Ranch, and Val
lecito. There was Mose and his wife Helena, who was a 
very large woman. John Jeff and his wife, Tillie, lived 
in Vallecito. They had a son who was killed in the war 
in France. Tillie received the Purple Heart. Arron was 
an Indian who lived in a little cabin behind the Murphys 
Hotel and who did odd jobs. John Tecumseh spent most 
of his time around Sheep Ranch and was quite a char-

Indians in Murphys
The Indian rancheria on the hill back of the Oro Plata 

mine was a gathering place for Indians from many places, 
even from Nevada. The Murphy brothers had been in 
here trading with the Indians even before Marshall dis
covered gold. The Indian women wore quills of large 
feathers that were filled with gold nuggets and that hung 
around their necks for an ornament. They had no idea 
of the value of these ornaments. The Murphys weren’t 
sure it was gold until they took some of it out to San Jose 
and tested it. They then came back and traded with the 
Indians for it.

—Jack Morley.

Sheep Ranch Dedication
On July 25th, at the sound of the Hewgag, many 

fairly steady hands of the Matuca Chapter of E Clampus 
Vitus set in place a plaque honoring the Sheep Ranch 
mine. The plaque has the following inscription:

SHEEP RANCH MINE
First located in 1867, the fabulous Sheep
Ranch Mine produced more than 8 million 
dollars in gold while in operation. Ac
quired in 1875 by Senator George Hearst,
J. B. Haggin and associates, it was oper
ated continuously by the Hearst firm 
until 1893, producing an estimated 4 mil
lion dollars in gold, and reaching a depth 
of 1,400’. By 1942, when finally closed, 
the mine had reached 3,100’ in depth. 
Sold by the Hearst interest in 1898, the 
mine was later operated by the St. Joseph 
Lead Co. It can be described as the most 

productive in the Sierran East Gold Belt.
This Marker Dedicated

July 25, 1964 
By the Matuca Chapter

E. Clampus Vitus
Thus the Clampers, revived as an historical tribute 

to fun and frolic of old gold-mining days in the Sierra, 
continue their documentation of historic mining sites in 
and about the Mother Lode. There are many other sites 
that should be marked in this manner, and we hope that 
they will receive the attention of the Clampers.

acter. His picture is to be seen in the museum at San 
Andreas. John and Potter Hodge lived at Squaw Hollow 
originally. Potter Hodge, I am told, was only part Indian 
and in his youth was said to have been a very handsome 
man. He married Max Bede’s daughter; she was also a 
very beautiful woman. John Hodge killed an Indian 
woman named Susie. He was sentenced to twenty years 
in prison.

There is an Indian burial ground on the road be
tween Avery and Sheep Ranch near the county dump. 
Indians from Sheep Ranch and Indian Creek were interred 
here. There is another graveyard at the Jesse Duncan 
place above Avery. Indians from Murphys rancheria 
were buried at a burying ground on the Price Williams 
ranch.

(Presented at the March meeting of the Society)



SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
The Annual Meeting

The annual meeting was held at the Murphys Hotel, 
on July 23. An unusually tasty steak dinner was served 
by the Hotel management and much enjoyed by the 
nearly 60 members and guests present

The new slate offered by the nominating committee 
was passed by acclamation. We welcome the new mem
bers among the officers and directors, and are glad to see 
some of our veterans returning once again to help us 
lead the Society on to further accomplishment. A glance 
at the masthead will identify our leaders for the coming 
year. Let us all support President Lewis and his staff 
well, to make 1964-65 a good year for the Society.

Guest speaker on July 23 was Miss Elizabeth Chap
man of the Stockton Record. Miss Chapman’s message 
was that our gold-rush background is one of the county’s 
greatest assets, and that we should not fail to capitalize 
upon it and share it with the great influx of new residents, 
summer visitors and tourists. She suggested such specific 
projects as the rehabilitation of historic buildings as 
exhibits, park facilities centered around historic sites 
and more comprehensive pamphlet material for distribu
tion to our visitors, as those that the Historical Society 
could sponsor.

Essay Contest
The winning school essays of the Eighth Annual Con

test were stapled together at the yearly gathering at 
Double Springs on August 8th. The offset stencils were 
cut and printed at the Calaveras Cement Company’s office, 
under the supervision of Mr. J. J. Vetter. Betty Deakins 
again did the art work.

In the course of editing the essays for printing, an error 
crept in regarding the name of the third partner of the 
Sheep Ranch mine (Essays, p.9). The gentleman in 
question was named Lloyd Tevis.

Lucille G. Carley
Members of the Society heard with deep regret 

of the death of Lucille G. Carley (Mrs. Addison Carley) 
of Vallecito last month. Although due to ill health, Mrs. 
Carley, an Honorary member, was not able to attend So
ciety functions, the generous support of Mrs. Carley and 
her husband has played an important part in the success
ful operation of the Society in recent years.

New Members
We welcome the following new members to the Cala

veras County Historical Society:
Mr. William J. Sowden, Valley Springs
Mr. and Mrs. Drew Garland, Murphys
Mr. George Huberty, San Andreas
Mr. Donald C. Biggs, San Francisco
Mr. Don Webb, Stockton
Miss Ethelda Filippini, San Andreas.

The Editor will be happy to receive manuscripts 
of historical articles submitted for publication in “Las 
Calaveras.”

"LIMPY"
Taken in 1926

"LIMPY”
From "Days of Old in Historical Calaveras County," 

by Judge J. A. Smith
“Limpy,” a Miwok Indian, died at Sheep Ranch in 

February, 1930. It was believed at the time of her death 
that she was the oldest Indian inhabitant of Calaveras 
County.

Limpy did not know her exact age. She was friendly 
with the families of Sheep Ranch, where she lived most 
of the years of her life. She often told of first seeing a 
white man who came into the County near Vallecito. 
She claimed that she was about 14 years of age at that 
time. She also claimed that the bodies of her father, 
mother and brother were thrown into “Moaning Cave” 
near Vallecito which was used as a burial by the Indians 
of the community.

At the time of her death, she was survived by a son 
and two daughters. Her son, Jeff Davis, was chief of the 
local tribe. Limpy was buried at Sheep Ranch according 
to the ancient rites of her tribe.

Our January, 1953, issue was the first one devoted to 
the Indians of Calaveras County, and included pictures 
of Johnny Tecumseh, Chief Wm. Fuller, Old Manuella of 
Mokelumne Hill, Indian Walker, and Pedro and Lilly.
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EDITORIAL
This issue of Las Calaveras is the first number of 

Volume XIII, and the first under a new editorship. We 
have indeed been fortunate, over the past twelve years, 
in having Professor Coke Wood for our editor. He has set 
a high standard for this publication, one that we are anxi
ous to continue.

Leafing through past issues of Las Calaveras, one 
cannot help but be impressed by the variety of articles on 
historical subjects of county interest. Much of this ma
terial has come from the now stilled pen of Judge J. A. 
Smith and from his voluminous scrapbooks. Many articles 
have been contributed by members; some are papers that 
have been presented at Society meetings, and others are 
interesting and pertinent historical writings or facts that 
have been reprinted from obscure or not readily available 
sources. Most issues have had one or more photographs 
to illustrate lead articles. The subject matter of the 
articles included old buildings, Indians of Calaveras, 
community sketches, bridges and ferries, the Big Trees, 
railroads, mines, sawmills, pioneer families, place names, 
violence and murder in old Calaveras (T.V. writers please 
note’), personal memories of people and events, ditches 
and water systems, caves, and many more.

History is a living subject, not just a study of the 
past that is forever gone. Study of historical events and 
of the lives of people in the past does much to explain 
why things are as we find them today, and can be of great 
help to us in guiding the destinies of our communities 
more ably in the future. Likewise, history should be re
appraised and rewritten from generation to generation 
as the changing world influences our outlook both toward 
the past and to the future. We should be proud of the 
good things in our heritage, but anxious to improve our 
own communities and community life. May we thus

IDELL SILSBY SMITH
Again death has removed from our midst another of 

our beloved members. Idell Silsby Smith, widow of the 
late Judge J. A. Smith, leaves to mourn her several nieces, 
nephews, cousins and a host of admiring and loving 
friends.

Born in Murphys, Calaveras County, California, Feb
ruary 26, 1888, to Charles and Clara Louise (nee Shear) 
Parsons, Idell attended Murphys school, being one time 
pupil of teacher J. A. Smith, and was herself teaching at 
Washington Ranch School during their courtship. Married 
in Stockton June 20, 1911, they made their home in San 
Andreas and both contributed much to Calaveras County. 
They celebrated their Golden Anniversary in June, ’61; 
Judge Smith passed away January 27, 1964 and since then 
Idell had little interest in life.

Though childless, their home was a haven for all 
children, who were welcomed and always given love, 
kindness, understanding and assistance when needed. 
Idell’s compassion extended to all living creatures and 
their home was shared with numerous stray cats and dogs 
throughout the years.

Idell was an inveterate reader and accumulated many 
fine books but as Judge Smith’s eye-sight failed, she 
gave up reading the things which interested her most and 
uncomplainingly devoted hours reading to him news
papers, magazines, historical data, excerpts from his scrap 
books, and assisted in preparing articles for his weekly 
column published in the “Calaveras Prospect.”

Besides reading, Idell had several hobbies. In her 
earlier years she was quite a horsewoman. She collected 
old teapots, Indian baskets and relics, being especially 
interested in Indian lore and artifacts. She belonged to 
a National Button Club, and owned thousands of unique 
buttons, all mounted and labeled.

Idell Smith was a charming hostess, a loyal friend, 
a devoted wife. Her wit, brilliance, and benevolence was 
a constant wonder and delight to her family and friends.

Idell was a member of Azalia Chapter No. 77, Order 
of the Eastern Star; San Andreas Parlor No 113, Native 
Daughters of the Golden West; Calaveras County Histori
cal Society, Mark Twain Hospital Auxiliary and two 
bridge clubs which she most thoroughly enjoyed.

furnish succeeding generations with some reasons that 
they may be proud of us in turn.

Local or community history is a perishable entity. If 
we don’t chronicle this history faithfully, it soon becomes 
lost. Only fragmentary unrelated facts remain in the 
dark and dusty archives. Setting down our local history 
is a pleasant task that each of us can do, in the sphere of 
our own knowledge and interest. Too many of us, either 
because we feel unequal to the writing, because we are 
too busy with our daily living, or because we just think 
it should be left to George to do, never do record the data 
that goes to make up community history. As we look 
back from today’s vantage point, over the past century, 
we are, I think, surprised that so little is known of the 
details of our local Calaveras communities and of the 
people that lived out their lives in them.

One of the major purposes of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society is to encourage our county residents to 
participate in the chronicling of Calaveras history, and 
we hope that the new editorship of Las Calaveras will 
help speed this worthy project.
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NEWSPAPERS IN CALAVERAS
COUNTY

(From a paper presented to the Society on Nov. 19, 
1964, by John R. Peterson, Publisher of the Calaveras 
Prospect and the Californian.)

Helen Giffen, in her book listing the mining town 
newspapers, states that from the very first days of the 
rush to the Mother Lode, printers’ ink flowed freely, well 
mixed with the gold—and it is true that an astonishing 
number of newspapers did exist at that time. This 
county alone, as it exists today, has had at least 25 
known papers since the CALAVERAS CHRONICLE was 
founded in Mokelumne Hill in 1851. Add at least half a 
dozen in Alpine County when it was in Calaveras, and at 
least as many more in the southwestern part of Amador, 
also once a part of Calaveras, and you arrive at a total of 
more than three dozen titles.

Perhaps a better picture is that drawn by Edward 
Kemble in his monumental history in the Christmas issue 
of the Sacramento Union in 1858 of the papers then in 
print. There were 69 in the area immediately surrounding 
Sacramento, with a combined circulation of about 190,000 
—some 20 or 30 thousand more than the total number of 
men, women, and children recorded two years later in 
the 1860 census for the entire state!

For purposes of convenience, I have divided the 
newspapers that have been or now are in the county 
into three categories: the short-lived, the long-lived, and 
the still living. This distinction, like any historical dis
tinction, is an arbitrary one. I didn’t make it, the readers 
did. In the end, in publishing, the readers always do.

The first group—the quickies—are those like the 
CALAVERAS TIMES, founded in San Andreas by L. M. 
Schrack on May 30, 1863, with A. C. Russell as editor. 
Its last issue was just short of four weeks later, in June 
of the same year—a feat surpassed, but only slightly, by 
another paper with a like name (the MARK TWAIN 
TIMES), established in Angels Camp one hundred years 
later—in June, too—which stayed around until October 
before quietly settling into oblivion.

In the second list are the papers, like the ancient 
CHRONICLE previously mentioned, that continued for a 
long time—half a century in several instances—before 
becoming a part of history.

The final group lists those papers that, for some 
reason or other, have so far managed to survive.

As we review the somewhat lengthy list, we shall also 
note the various fates that befell each paper. Some simply

CLARENCE W. GET CHE LL

Founder of the PROSPECT in 1881 and Calaveras 
County's most eminent editor

sank without a trace; even their last issues made no 
mention or gave no hint of impending doom. Some were 
merged with other papers—but as often as not, the 
mergers are implied by the abrupt and unexplained 
movement of names on mast heads, writing style and 
type faces rather than by any formal and public agree
ment or statement.

This may be as good a place as any to note that, 
although the newspapers of the Mother Lode have been 
given, quite justly, full credit by all historians of the 
era as being accurate and lively sources of information 
on almost every facet of that wondrous time—-when the 
eyes of all the world were constantly attentive to this 
little part of the earth on which we walk every day— 
those same newspapers exercised a truly remarkable 
reticence when it came to writing about themselves. 
They are vastly informative about everything except 
newspapers.

Most of the Volumne One, Number One issues that 
I have read did, as would be expected, carry a brief ac
count of the publisher’s aims, often without giving the 



name of either the publisher or the editor. When the 
names were there and did change, often with bewilder
ing rapidity, these changes were only rarely explained, 
either in the paper involved, or in the columns of its 
competitor.

One exception to the rule of reticence was a column 
by an editor or publisher of the SAN ANDREAS REGISTER, 
heartrending in its piquant complaint:

“Those who think it an easy task to be an 
editor, even of a small county paper, should 
try it on—and they will never afterwards refuse 
to subscribe to a paper—and pay for it in ad
vance. . .

But this article, one of the longest in a paper about a 
paper, was not signed.

In chronological order, we start our review of the 
quick takes with the STAATS-ZEITUNG, a German- 
language paper begun by A. Wagner in 1854 in Mo- 
kelumne Hill. Its last known issue was in 1858, when 
Wagner left the town.

In the same year, employees of the Ditch Company 
put out a small paper called the PROSPECTOR, which 
was very popular with the miners but was somewhat more 
racy than a family man might want to have lying around. 
Its editors’ names were kept secret, and so was every
thing else about it, including the date of the next issue— 
and even the place where it was printed, probably on a 
small proof press. Nobody knows how long it lasted, but 
the CHRONICLE stopped “cribbing” its cleaner jokes 
in 1856.

The CALAVERAS UNION was founded on October 
11, 1856, by A. C. Lewis, in San Andreas, and its last(?) 
issue was on November 8th, the one carrying the news 
of the elections. It was, from first to last, a propaganda 
device for the Union Party, which nominated for President 
of the United States, in California at least, an obscure 
attorney from the midwest named Abraham Lincoln.

Next came the SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT, 
founded September 24, 1856 (a Wednesday) and published 
every Saturday by George Armor with B. P. Kooser, a 
printer who finished his hitch in the U. S. Army Artillery 
in California and decided to stay on. He later became 
editor and partner with Armor. The paper remained in 
Calaveras for five years, then moved to Stockton, be
coming a daily in 1890. It was last published in 1915, 
two months short of its sixtieth birthday.

Meanwhile, in 1858, the BIG TREES BULLETIN made 
its appearance, printed on that massive stump that is 
now the center of the state park. After twelve issues, it 
moved to Murphys and changed its name to the MUR
PHYS ADVERTISER. Four issues later, Murphys was 
without a paper.

But not for long. Two weeks went by and the brand- 
new SEMI-WEEKLY NEWS OF MURPHYS, with J. Palache 
as editor and D. Youcham as co-publisher, hit the streets. 
It lasted twice as long as the Advertiser by putting out 
the same number of issues—four—but by taking twice 
as long to put out each one. It came out every two weeks 
for two months and nobody has heard of it since. Murphys 
hasn’t had a newspaper since then, unless you consider 
the EBBETTS PASS WONDERLAND WEEKLY, established 
January 14, 1964, with Eleanor Peterson as editor, a Mur
phys paper.

A century before, on June 13, 1863, the SAN ANDREAS 
REGISTER, published by E. R. Tiel and costing $5 a year, 
made its appearance. The REGISTER was, for a number 

of reasons, one of the most interesting papers the county 
ever had. Its first named editor was J. G. Severance, 
whose advertisement as attorney at law appeared a year 
later, and who became district attorney a year after that. 
Meanwhile, its ownership passed over to L. W. Ransom 
and J. O. Beham, who also jointly owned the COPPER
OPOLIS COURIER (which had been established in 1865). 
By 1867, both papers appeared to be in financial trouble 
and the editorship passed to A. Severance, who was also 
an attorney and, unless the county has changed some
what, was most probably a relative of J. G. A man 
named William Maxwell Denig joined the masthead for a 
brief period in early 1867, and he is just about the most 
fascinating person this little research job turned up. I’ll 
have more to say about him later.

At any rate, notices appeared in the REGISTER that 
it was for sale, but apparently there were no takers. 
Then notices of a final date of publication (October 1, 
1867) were published, together with the note that Beham 
owned the receivables from the COPPEROPOLIS COURIER. 
Ransom got them from the REGISTER and Denig got the 
titles to the two papers.

After Oct. 1, the papers were published with E. W. 
Bushyhead as publisher, and if you can’t spot that as a 
phony name, you don’t know how stubborn newspaper 
people can be. One month of this nonsense, and no 
REGISTER.*

The MOUNTAIN NEWS was founded in October, 1867, 
by J. D. Spencer, whose paper in Woodbridge had just 
suspended publication. He brought along his Woodbridge 
subscription list as a starter. The NEWS was priced at 
$5 a year and was carrier delivered in San Andreas. It 
claimed political independence, but for some reason the 
targets of all its attacks were Democrats, and all those 
it favored just happened to be Republicans. The NEWS 
never made it to its anniversary issue, leaving (perhaps 
for Woodbridge) in June 1868.

A paper called the CALAVERAS MOUNTAINEER, 
aimed at miners and their interests almost to the exclu
sion of everything else (including advertising), appeared 
in December, 1872, in Angels Camp, and disappeared the 
following March. The names of its publishers, editors 
and agents do not appear on any of its few pages.

The FOOTHILL DEMOCRAT, founded by William 
Frank Leavitt in San Andreas in February, 1875, rocked 
along for a year, when Leavitt left it, selling out to his 
brother George. He, in turn, kept it going for a month and 
then sold it to the CITIZEN on March 30, 1876.

The first Leavitt was later publisher of the CITIZEN. 
In August, 1879, San Andreas got another paper called 
the CALAVERAS ADVERTISER, with William O. Swenson 
as publisher. Swenson sold his paper to the CITIZEN 
too, two years later. Swenson had been editor of the

♦Publisher Peterson did not dig deep enough here. 
Judge Smith found an item in a contemporaneous paper 
explaining that Ned Bushyhead (there is a picture of 
him in the County Museum), ran the REGISTER for 
another year, with his friend, W. Jeff Gatewood, another 
district attorney, as editor. Then in the fall of ’68, J. N. 
Briseno, a former employee of the CHRONICLE, acquired 
the assets of the REGISTER, and moved them, Editor 
Gatewood and all, to San Diego, to found the SAN DIEGO 
UNION. Whether the PROSPECT inherited the REGIS
TER’S name, as Peterson asserts later in his paper, has 
not been determined.—Ed.
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CITIZEN from 1871 to 1876, and I can imagine that the 
owners of the CITIZEN took particular pleasure in effect
ing the purchase.

In 1890, Angels Camp got its second paper when 
Henry Wesson founded the ANGELS DEMOCRAT. There 
already was a paper in Angels called the RECORD, and 
the DEMOCRAT folded six months after it started, without 
note of its own obituary in its final issue.

The last of the short-termers were the CALAVERAS 
NEWS, also published in Angels from 1906 to 1912, and 
the CALAVERAS WEEKLY, published in Mokelumne Hill 
from 1940 to 1947, when Jessie Mayo, who by then owned 
all the other papers in the county, bought the name and 
subscription list and added the word “WEEKLY” to the 
PROSPECT & CITIZEN masthead.

In 1951, a free-circulation paper called the HIGHWAY 
SHOPPER made a brief appearance in the county. Its 
only lasting effect was the establishment of the CALA
VERAS SHOPPING NEWS, also a free-circulation paper, 
by Louis Petithomme, of the PROSPECT.

More than half the papers in the second group were 
in Angels Camp, so a brief history of that town as seen 
from the editor’s chairs will accomplish our purpose.

First, the MONITOR was founded in May or June of 
1879, with no mention of who was in charge. It continued 
its anonymous way for ten full years, when its name was 
changed to the MOUNTAIN ECHO, with Myron Reed as 
editor and publisher. Reed took in partners and let them 
go pretty fast: in ’76 it was Fletcher, in ’81 Reed alone, 
in ’85 Leiginger, in ’86 Torrey, and in ’90 Hutchinson. 
In 1906, Reed’s name left the masthead without explana
tion and the paper ceased publication a year later.

But not Reed. A paper named the CALAVERAS 
COUNTY RECORD had been formed in 1887 by E. F. 
Street as editor and with Waterman, Tulloch and Company 
as owners. Louis Tulloch was State Assemblyman from 
Tuoloumne County at the time, and the RECORD backed 
William O. Swenson—the same man who quit the CITI
ZEN, formed the ADVERTISER and then sold it to the 
CITIZEN—for District Attorney, never mentioning his 
opponent by name. The RECORD also called the ECHO’S 
Henry Leiginger “the ex-vegetable peddler who now dis
graces the editorial chair of the little Echo”—although 
the ECHO was thrice its age and had twice its circulation 
at the time.

When the election results were finally published, 
Swenson, it appeared, had lost. Guess who won? Why, 
Myron Reed.

And when Myron Reed took office as district attorney 
in the January of 1890, the RECORD suddenly ceased pub
lication. The ECHO went right on.

In 1899, another RECORD, this one the ANGELS 
CAMP RECORD, was started by S. A. Hoffman and J. C. 
Calhoun. It did better; it put the ECHO out of business 
in 1907 and outlasted the NEWS (1906-1912) and, with but 
one change of editor, kept going until 1919, when its 
editor-owner, Paul Weiss, simply stopped publishing it 
This left Angels without a paper (or two) for the first 
time in 40 years.

In 1923, James Nugent started the CALAVERAS 
CALIFORNIAN in Angels, and it has already lasted more 
than 40 years—the whole life span of all the other Angels 
papers put together. Nugent bought the PROSPECT in 
San Andreas in 1926 and since then the CALIFORNIAN 
and the PROSPECT have had the same owners. A printer

OSCAR PFORTNER
Editor of the CITIZEN 1890-1906

Nugent hired in 1924 bought them in 1928 and parlayed 
them into a brief and brilliant career that ended in his, 
Senator Jesse Mayo’s, sudden death in 1952. Mayo had 
sold the papers to Louis Petithomme in 1951, and he in 
turn sold them to James P. Wood in 1959. We took them 
over in October, 1961.

But now back to San Andreas for a while. When 
we left, the CITIZEN had been acquiring other papers 
one right after another. The CITIZEN was founded in 
1871 by C. B. Woods. We already mentioned that Swen
son was editor from 1871 to 1876 and that the FOOTHILL 
DEMOCRAT’S William Leavitt became a partner in 1874. 
In 1890, Oscar Pfortner took over and the paper under 
Pfortner became known far and wide as the Democratic 
organ of Calaveras County and a newspaper of strong 
opinion. In 1906, Sam J. Lewis purchased the CITIZEN. 
The owner-editor of the PROSPECT, Clarence W. Getchell, 
reacted by buying out the CHRONICLE, setting the stage 
for a long feud between the two San Andreas papers that 
was bound to cost one of them its life—if not both.

By 1926, Lewis had died, and the CITIZEN’S circula
tion had shrunk to a total of less than 400. Getchell then 
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merged the two papers, and both names have graced the 
flag ever since.

The CHRONICLE that Getchell bought in 1908 was, at 
the time, the oldest paper continuously published in the 
State of California, and it’s no tribute to Getchell’s aware
ness of history that he allowed the name to die. Hal 
Hunt reactivated the CHRONICLE in 1951, but soon sold 
his subscription list to the PROSPECT. One of the first 
things we did in 1961 was to put it back in our title. 
Mrs. Lewis was the first person to notice; she ’phoned us 
the next day to tell us what a wonderful idea it was.

The only paper in California that predates the 
CHRONICLE, the SONORA HERALD, suffered the same 
fate at the hands of the almost-as-old UNION DEMO
CRAT 28 years before. The HERALD’S first issue was in 
1850, the UNION DEMOCRAT’S in 1854.

The CHRONICLE was founded October 9, 1851, by 
H. Hamilton with H. A. DeCourcey, who had been editor 
of the NEVADA JOURNAL. DeCourcey was shot, but not 
fatally, in a duel a year later, and this cooled his ardor 
for editing, Hamilton taking over for a year. Then George 
Shuler became editor, and in 1857 was succeeded by 
J. M. Bengary. So it was already of age when the 
REGISTER in San Andreas started out with what soon 
turned into a verbal battle between the two papers and 
their towns over the best location for the county seat. 
This had been in Double Springs, Lancha Plana and 
Jackson before settling in Mokelumne Hill (by reason of a 
job of ballot box stuffing I’m sure you are aware of). The 
REGISTER poked particular fun at its senior in 1866 when 
it copied paragraphs of CHRONICLE editorials (misquot
ing them when it suited) and answering, item by item, the 
claims that the move would cost more than it was worth 
and other dire forebodings about the county treasury as 
well.

As you also no doubt well know, the CHRONICLE 
was quite right, even if it did lose the election. It took 
an act of the state legislature (printed as a legal notice 
in the REGISTER, but not in the CHRONICLE, to rub salt 
into the wounds) to bail the county out of the monetary 
mess brought on in large part by the move to San 
Andreas.

In 1872, Charles R. Higby took over the CHRONICLE, 
which had a paid circulation of 16,000, and under his pen 
it became one of the most frequently quoted papers, and 
one of the most influential, in the entire state. Lewis, 
who later took over the CITIZEN, worked for Higby. So 
did William Maxwell Denig. In 1881, Eugene E. Burce 
and Frank H. Day assumed ownership, and the mast
heads in the ensuing years show many a change but 
always include one of the two. In ’89, Burce alone is 
owner; in 1900, Day alone; in ’02, Charles E. Day (prob
ably a son), and in 1906, Burce again is all by himself. 
Yet when Getchell bought the paper in 1908, both Burce 
and Day were named as principals. The paper was then 
58 years old, three years older than the CITIZEN was 
when the latter finally settled its grudge with the PROS
PECT.

This brings us down to the PROSPECT, founded in 
June, 1881, by Clarence W. Getchell, a native of St. Paul, 
Minnesota, and then 25 years old. His partner in the 
venture, a silent one (the very best kind), was Louis 
Salcido. Getchell’s parents brought him to California 
the year he was born, settled in Drytown for a year, then 
went to Nevada and returned, when Getchell was 9, to 
California via the old Emigrant Trail over Ebbetts Pass.

SAMUEL J. LEWIS
Editor of the CITIZEN 1906-26

When he was 12, Getchell learned the printer’s trade on 
the CITIZEN, shortly after it started. He later worked in 
Stockton, and became printing foreman of the UNION 
DEMOCRAT in 1869.

Getchell’s Prospect was quite easily the best paper 
ever published in Calaveras County. He was, in spite 
of the brevity of his formal education, widely read and 
self-educated to a degree few of today’s university-trained 
could match. His articles and editorials—some of them 
lively reading this very day—range over a wide, nearly 
encyclopedic span. Some of them are on subjects that 
are quite technical or involve a tremendous bridge of 
knowledge—yet his touch was always sure, his aim 
straight to the point. Getchell’s paper also became 
widely influential, and Getchell himself made “Who’s 
Who.” What’s more, the print that he got out of the 
antique equipment that he had was phenomenal, and 
elicited expressions of wonder in newspapers much better 
equipped than he was. All in all, Getchell was quite 
a man.

Clarence Getchell was, until he sold out to Nugent 
in 1926, the sole hand at the helm. Salcido died, and 
Fred Severy bought his interest from a niece in 1889. 
But before he sold to Nugent, Getchell had become in fact 
as well as in act, the sole man in charge.

The newest member of the third group, the survivors, 
is the CALAVERAS ENTERPRISE, founded by Jack E. 
Kemp, of Stockton, in September, 1963, and is published 
in San Andreas.
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You will have noted, from these remarks, that the 
men involved in the Calaveras papers moved among them 
with fair ease. During the time he lived in the county, 
William Maxwell Denig virtually made a career of it

A Pennsylvanian, Denig came to California via Nica
ragua in September, 1854, and settled, since he was a big
city boy, in the biggest mining city in California— 
Mokelumne Hill. He became an agent for the CHRONICLE 
and later appeared, briefly, as one of its owners. He also 
started an express business, which gave him the nick
name “Pony.”

One of the standing jobs for express men was de
livering newspapers, and Denig quickly took advantage of 
the miners’ insatiable thirst for the printed page, setting 
himself up as agent for papers in New York, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, San Francisco and Sacramento, as well as 
Angels Camp and San Andreas. He advertised his express 
business, including his agencies, in almost every paper 
that saw print in the county, becoming agent for many 
of them, too, and part owner of not a few. His name was, 
at one time or another, on the mastheads of the CITIZEN, 
the RECORD, the TIMES, the ADVERTISER and the 
COURIER. He was an original backer of the REGISTER 
and, as associate editor, helped found the INDEPENDENT 
—and bought the INDEPENDENT back, years later, long 
after it had moved to Stockton.

Denig also became a constable and a deputy sheriff, 
so when he and Severance, the district attorney-editor of 

the REGISTER, published a notice that subscriptions were 
due and payable, and if not paid forthwith would “be 
placed in other hands for collection,” it was no idle threat.

I traced Denig through thousands of pages spanning 
years, and he took on the character almost of a friend. 
One can easily visualize him in early days riding off to 
Mountain Ranch secure in the knowledge that he would 
be welcome at journey’s end, and that everyone whose 
address was on a packet in his saddlebag was a customer 
of his, perhaps in more ways than one or two. A joiner 
bordering on the compulsive, Denig was a member and 
an officer in dozens of police, fire, welfare, charity, 
church and lodge organizations. When the track finally 
led to an end, in a brief personal sketch in an old history 
of San Joaquin County, he was the well-known, still 
joining, widely respected editor-owner of Stockton’s largest 
newspaper, and you can’t help feeling that it was a good 
ending. Denig was where he should have been all along, 
doing what he liked best.

While he was at it, he did something for me, too. 
He let me in on the fact that the organization that we 
bought in 1961 also owns title to the REGISTER, the 
COURIER, the FOOTHILL DEMOCRAT and the ADVER
TISER—titles that I had never heard of before I began 
to write this paper.

Photographs of Getchell and Pfortner loaned by the 
I.O.O.F., San Andreas. Lewis’ picture was supplied by 
G. E. Schultzberg of Petaluma.

INVENTORY OF CALAVERAS COUNTY NEWSPAPERS
Abbreviations are explained at the end of this section. 

Where long sereis of issues are shown in brackets, sub
stantial numbers of individual issues may be missing, 
but representative ones preserved. Where brackets are not 
used, the series is essentially complete, although oc
casional issues may be missing. The Historical Society’s 
files may be consulted for more complete data on this 
point. Our local newspaper files can be greatly improved 
when space for permanent county historical archives is 
made available.

ANGEL'S CAMP RECORD
1899—1918 ? Angels Camp (w)

C—Feb. 29, 1908—Jan. 2, 1909; Dec. 31, 1910—Sept. 5, 1918. 
CalCoM—[Jan. 5, 1906—Dec. 25, 1912] Apr. 18, Nov. 27, 

1917. (Unbound).

BIG TREE BULLETIN and MURPHY'S ADVERTISER
1858 Big Tree (Mammoth) Grove, then Murphys (sw) 

CPioneer—Apr. 30, 1858—July 3, 1858 (complete file). 
DLC—May 7, 21, 1858.
CalCoL—May 25, 1858 (reprint, p.l).

CALAVERAS ADVERTISER
1879—1881 San Andreas (w) 

(1881 Sold to Citizen)
CU-B—Aug. 21, Oct. 9—Dec. 25, 1879; Jan. 1—Feb. 5, 19— 

Dec. 30, 1880; Jan. 13—Feb. 24, 1881.

CALAVERAS CALIFORNIAN
1923 to date. Angels Camp (w) 

(Since 1926 owned by publisher of Prospect)
CU—[Sept. 1946—Jan. 1953].

Calaveras Californian—Continued

Cal CoL—1925 to date (Unbound).
CalCoM—Feb. 19, 1925; [Mar. 3, 1927—Dec. 20, 1928]; 

Jan. 17, 24, 31, Feb. 21, 28, May 16, 23, 1929. 
June 4, 11, 1931; June 22, 29, 1933. (Unbound). 

CalCoCH—Sept. 1947 to date (Bound).
CalPubCo—1940 to date (Bound). Earlier issues un

bound and unindexed.
CalCoHist—1953-57 (Bound); Aug. 12, 1926.

(WEEKLY) CALAVERAS CHRONICLE
1851—1908 Mokelumne Hill (w) 

(Sold to Prospect)
C—Nov. 7, 1868; Apr. 16, 1870—Sept. 1905; Mar.—Aug. 15, 

1908.
CU-B—Oct. 18—Nov. 8, Dec. 13—27, 1851; Jan. 3, Feb. 14, 

1852; Mar. 19, 1853; Mar. 10, 1866—Apr. 11, 
1868; Aug. 8, 1868—Nov. 14, 1868; Jan. 16, Feb. 
6—20, Apr. 17—24, May 8—Dec. 4, 18—25, 
1869; Jan. 1, 1870—Dec. 30, 1871; June 15, 1872 
—July 29, 1882; Jan. 1887—Dec. 7, 1889; July 5, 
1890—Dec. 26, 1891.

NEh—Oct. 25, 1851.
NNHi—July 17, 1852; Nov. 3, 1855.
NcD—May 27, Nov 25, Dec. 2, 1899.
CPioneer—Mar. 25, 1854.
CHaggin—May 19, 1866; Mar. 12, 1870.
CalCoM—Sept. 7, 1867; Aug. 1, 1868; Oct. 30, 1869—Oct 22, 

1870 (bound); [June 15, 1872—Nov. 22, 1873]; 
Jan. 3, Feb. 28, Aug. 8,1874; Jan. 30, 1897; June 
4, 11, 18, Sept. 3, 24, Oct. 8, 1898; [Jan. 1—Sept.
16, 1905]; [Sept. 22—Dec. 22, 1906]; [Jan. 12,
1907—Aug. 8, 1908].
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(Weekly) Calaveras Chronicle—Continued

CalCoCH—Oct. 1864—Oct. 1865; Oct. 1868—Oct. 1869; Oct.
1870—Oct. 1873; Oct. 1874—Oct. 1881. (All 
bound copies).

CalCoHist—July 11, 1863; Feb. 2, 1878; July 5, 1879; Feb. 
5, 1888.

CALAVERAS CHRONICLE
1951 Mokelumne Hill (sw) 

(Subscrip, list purchased by Prospect)
CalCoM—July—Sept., 1951.
CalCoHist—Feb. 6, 9, 16, Sept. 28, 1951.

CALAVERAS CITIZEN
1871—1906 San Andreas (w)

then as 
WEEKLY CITIZEN

1906—1926 San Andreas (w) 
(Then merged with Prospect)

C—Sept. 14, 1872.
CU-B—May 6 (first issue), 13, Aug., Sept. 9, 23, 1871—Aug. 

29, Sept. 12—Dec. 26, 1874; Jan. 9—Feb. 27, 
Mar. 13—Aug. 14, 1875; Oct. 2, 1875—Nov. 23, 
1878; July 5—Oct. 11, 1879; Dec. 25, 1880; Feb. 
19, Nov. 26, Dec. 24, 1881; Jan. 7, Feb. 25, Mar. 
4, Apr. 22—May 6, 20, 1882; Sept. 12, 1885; 
Jan. 1—Nov. 5, 1887; Jan. 21—June 30, 1888; 
Jan., Mar.—Sept. 14, Oct. 19, Nov.—Dec. 21, 
1889; Jan. 4—Apr. 5, 19—Sept. 27, Oct. 11, 
25—Nov. 22, Dec. 6, 13, 1890; Jan. 3, 17, 24, 
Feb. 7, 21—June 6, 20—July 4, 18—Sept. 5, 
12, 26, Oct. 10—Dec. 26, 1891.

CalCoL—1926. (Unbound).
CalCoM—Oct. 11, 1873; Jan. 10, July 5, Aug. 2, 8, 1874; 

Jan. 5, 1901—Sept. 27, 1902; [Mar. 18—Dec. 
23, 1905]; Sept. 15—Dec. 22, 1906; Jan. 1
1907—Dec. 28, 1912; Apr. 7, July 28, Aug. 4, 
1917; Apr. 6, 27, June 29, 1918; July 17, 31, 
Aug. 7, 1920; May 15, 1926. (Unbound). 

CalCoCH—1881-1885 (Bound).
CalCoHist—Nov. 2, 1872; May 26, 1888; Sept. 14, 1918.

CALAVERAS DEMOCRAT
1890—1891 Angels Camp (w)

Also known as the County Democrat
CU-B—Aug. 16—30, Sept. 20—Nov. 15, 29—Dec. 27, 1890; 

Jan. 3—24, Feb. 7, 1891.
(On film: Reel II, No. 9, Calif. Misc. News
papers).

CALAVERAS ENTERPRISE
1963 to date San Andreas (w)

CalCoL—1963 to date (Unbound).
CalCoHist—1963 to date (Bound).
CalEnterprise—Unbound file, complete.

CALAVERAS MOUNTAINEER
1872—73 Angels Camp (sw)

CU-B—Nov. 30, Dec. 11, 28, 1872; Jan. 1, March 26, 1873.

CALAVERAS NEWS
1906—1912 ? Angels Camp

CalCoM—Nov. 17, 1906.

CALAVERAS PROSPECT
1881—1926 San Andreas (w)

(Merged with the Weekly Citizen in 1926)
CALAVERAS PROSPECT AND WEEKLY CITIZEN

1926 to date San Andreas (w)
C—July 1, 1893 to date (1945 to date on film).
CStol—June 10, 1881—May, 1883 (Location of file un

known).
CU-B—June 10—17, July 1, 1881; Jan. 20, 1882; Feb. 16, 

1883 (Above on film). June 1—Nov. 9, 23— 
Dec. 29, 1883—1884—1885—Jan. 1—Sept. 17, 
Oct. 8, 22—Nov. 5, 19—Dec. 31, 1886—1887— 
Mar. 9, 23—Dec. 28, 1888; Jan. 4, 11, 25—Feb. 
22, Mar. 8—July 6, 20—Dec. 28, 1889; 1890— 
1893.

CU—Nov. 24, 1923; July 2, 1927—Oct. 4, 1930; Jan. 10, Apr. 
18, May 30, Aug. 1, 29, Sept. 5—Oct. 10; Nov. 21— 

Dec. 12, 1931; Jan. 2, 1932—1940; 1941—date 
(microfilm).

CalCoL—Nov. 24, 1923 (Special Mother Lode Edition); 
1927 to date (Unbound).

CalCoM—May 6, 1887; July 19, 1890; Oct. 22, Nov. 19, 1898; 
Nov. 17, 1900; Nov. 15, 29, 1902; Apr. 1, May 
27, June 3, July 1, Aug. 5, Sept. 9, Oct. 7, 21, 
Nov. 11, 25, Dec. 9, 16, 23, 1905; Mar. 10, Oct. 
27, Nov. 3, 17, Dec. 8, 15, 1906; Feb. 2—Dec. 14, 
1907; Jan. 4—June 30, Aug. 1, Oct. 3—Nov. 21, 
Dec. 26, 1908; Jan. 30—Apr. 24, May 29, July 
10—31, Aug. 28, Oct. 16—Nov. 27, 1909; Jan. 
15—Apr. 16, July 30—Aug. 20, Oct. 8—Dec.
31, 1910; Feb. 11—June 24, Aug. 2G—Sept. 30, 
Nov. 25, Dec. 2, 1911; Jan. 27—Mar. 30, Apr. 27 
—June 1, July 13, Aug. 24—Dec. 28, 1912; 
Mar. 31, 1917; Mar. 30, June 8, 1918; June 14, 
Sept. 6, 1919; June 5, 12, 19, 26, July 17, 1920; 
Mar. 11, 18, 1922; Mar. 31, Nov. 24 (Special 
Mother Lode Edition) 1923, Mar. 22, May 31, 
1924; May 15, Sept. 11, 18, Oct. 2, 16, 1926; 
Mar. 5—June 4, July 16—Dec. 24, 1927; Jan. 
7—May 19, July 28, Aug. 25—Sept. 29, Dec. 8, 
22, 1928; Jan. 5, 19, Feb. 23, Mar. 9, May 11— 
25, 1929; May 31, 1930, July 1, 1933. (All of 
the above unbound).

CHaggin—Nov. 24, 1923; Feb. 23, 1924.
CalCoHist—Oct. 30, 1915; Mar. 11, July 8, 1916; Feb. 24, 

Mar. 31, June 16, 1917; May 18, 1918; Nov. 24, 
1923, May 15, 1926, Apr. 21, 1928.

CalPubCo—1898—99; 1911—22; 1939—56; 1959—date (All 
bound).

CALAVERAS TIMES
1863 San Andreas (w)

CU-B—June 6, 1863 (On Reel II, item 10, Calif. Misc. 
Newspapers).

CALAVERAS UNION
1856—1857 ? San Andreas

No known copies in existence.

CALAVERAS WEEKLY
1940—1947 Mokelumne Hill (w)

(Sold to Prospect)
CalCoHist—Sept. 13, Oct. 4, 1940; May 16, 1941; Nov. 20, 

1942; May 14, Sept. 12, 1943; June 21, Sept. 5, 
12, 19, 26, Oct. 3, 1947.
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COPPEROPOLIS COURIER
1865—67 Copperopolis (w)

CU-B—Apr. 15 (first issue)—29, May 13, June 17—July 15, 
Aug. 19, Sept. 9—Oct. 28, Nov. 11—Dec. 23, 
1865; Jan. 6—27, Feb. 10, 24, Mar. 10—Apr. 21, 
May 5—19, June 2—Nov. 24, Dec. 8—29, 1866; 
Jan. 5—Apr. 13, 27—May 25, June 8—29, July 
20, Aug. 10—Sept 14, 1867.

COUNTY RECORD
1887—1890 Angel’s Camp (w)

CU-B—Mar. 12—Apr. 16, 30, May 14, June 11, 25—July 9, 
30, Aug. 13—20, Sept. 3, 17, Oct. 8—15, Nov. 
5—Dec. 24, 1889; Jan. 7—14, 1890. (Microfilm).

FOOTHILL DEMOCRAT
1875—1876 San Andreas (w)

CU-B—Aug. 5—Sept. 2, 23, Oct. 7—14, 28, Nov. 11—18, Dec. 
2, 16, 30, 1875; Jan. 6, 20, Feb. 3—Mar. 2, 
23—30, 1876.

MARK TWAIN TIMES
1963 Angel’s Camp (w)

CalCoL—Complete file.

MONITOR
1879—1889 Angel’s Camp (w)

Then as
MOUNTAIN ECHO

1889—1907 Angel’s Camp (w)
CU-B—Jan. 20—27, Mar. 2, 16—23, June 1—15, 29—Aug. 24, 

Sept. 7, 28—Oct. 26, Nov. 9—Dec. 28, 1880; 
Mar. 28—Apr. 12, 1882; Jan. 17, Feb. 7—14, 
1883; Jan. 4—May 30, June 13—Aug. 15, 29— 
Sept. 12, 26, Oct. 10—17, 31—Dec. 26, 1888; 
Jan. 2—Oct. 31, Nov. 21—Dec. 26, 1889.

CHist—July 29, 1879; Mar. 21, 1882.
CalCoM—May 23, June 21, Oct. 4, 18, 1898; May 23, 1900; 

Jan. 7, 1904; Mar. 18, Apr. 1, May 13, July 29, 
Aug. 19, 26, Sept. 9, 16, 23, 30, Oct. 7, 14, 28, 
Nov 4, 1905.

MOUNTAIN NEWS
1867—1868 San Andreas (w)

CU-B—Oct. 24—Nov. 21, Dec. 5—12, 26, 1867; Jan. 2—30, 
1868.

PROSPECTOR
1854—1856 ? Calaveras Co.

No known copies in existence.

SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT
1856—61 San Andreas (w)
(Moved to Stockton in 1861)

C—Sept. 25, 1858—Sept. 15, 1860.
CU-B—Sept.—Dec. 27, 1856, 1857, Jan. 2—Sept. 18, Dec. 18,

1858 (On microfilm). Jan. 9—Dec. 25, 1858.
1859, 1860, Jan. 3—July 11, 1861.

CStol—1856—Sept. 15, 1860.
CSt—Sept. 24, 1856—July 11, 1861.
MWA—Dec. 26, 1857.
CalCoM—Sept. 26, 1857 (Reprint, modern type).
Chaggin—Oct. 3, 1857.
CHist—Aug. 15, 1857; Dec. 4, 1858.

SAN ANDREAS REGISTER
1863—68 San Andreas (w)

C—June 13, 1868.
CU-B—Jan. 1—23, Feb. 6—Mar. 26, Apr. 9—Dec. 31, 1864; 

Jan. 14—Apr. 29, May 20—Oct. 7, 21—Dec. 30, 
1865; Jan. 6—Mar. 31, Apr. 14—Dec. 29, 1866; 
Jan. 5—Feb. 2, 16—June 15, July 6-13, 27— 
Aug. 31, Sept. 14—Dec. 28, 1867; Jan. 4—Aug. 
15, 1868.

CalCoM—[Aug. 29, 186B—Apr., 1865]; Mar. 31, 1866—Aug. 
8, 1868.

SEMI-WEEKLY NEWS OF MURPHYS
1858 Murphys (sw)

No known copies in existence.

STAATS-ZEITUNG
1854—58 Mokelumne Hill

No known copies in existence.

ABBREVIATIONS
C—Calif. State Library, Sacramento.
CU—Univ, of Calif. General Library, Berkeley.
CU-B—Bancroft Library, U.C., Berkeley.
CHist—Calif. Historical Society Library, S.F.
CSt—Stanford Univ. Library (?).
CStol—Stockton Independent Library (?) Location 

unknown.
CPioneer—Society of Calif. Pioneers Library, S.F.
CHaggin—San Joaquin Hist. Society & Haggin Mu

seum, Stockton.
DLC—Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
NEh—East Hampton Library, N.Y.
NNHi—New York Historical Society.
NcD—Duke Univ. Library, N.C.
MWA—American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, 

Mass.
CalCoL—Calaveras County Library, San Andreas. 

(Files unbound, not readily available.)
CalCoM—Calaveras County Museum, San Andreas. 

(Files unbound, not readily available.)
CalCoCH—Calaveras County Courthouse, Recorder’s 

office, San Andreas.
CalCoHist—Calaveras County Historical Society ar

chives, now housed in a private residence 
until a permanent depository can be found.

CalPubCo—Calaveras Publishing Co., San Andreas and 
Angels Camp offices.

CalEnterprise—Publisher’s office in San Andreas.
(w)—Weekly, (sw)—Semi-weekly.

New Members
We cordially welcome the following new members 

to the Calaveras County Historical Society:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bonta, Stockton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray C. Stanton, Mountain Ranch.
Mr. Harry E. Bush, Costa Mesa.
Mr. Raymond L. Cuneo, Esmeralda.
Mrs. Verna M. Caffey, Hollywood.
Mr. Julian Rogers, Modesto.
Mrs. Elsie B. Skelton, Murphys.
Mrs. Lovena F. Leggett, Altaville.
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OFFICERS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

San Andreas, California
President Paul E. Lewis, San Andreas 
1st Vice President R. Coke Wood, Murphys 
2nd Vice President Mrs. Alice Eldridge, San Andreas 
Secretary Mrs. Sadie Hunt, Valley Springs 
Treasurer Mrs. Marian Brandt, San Andreas 
Directors Harry Buchanan, Railroad Flat 

Albert E. Gross, Murphys 
Mrs. Ella M. Hiatt, Copperopolis 

George B. Poore, Jr., San Andreas 
Claude Smith, West Point

Editor of Las Calaveras W. P. Fuller, Jr. 

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Membership in the Society is 
$4.00 a year, including subscription to Las Calaveras. 
Non-members may obtain copies of Las Calaveras from 
the Secretary. The original historical material in this 
bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

EDITORIAL
A particularly interesting paper was presented at our 

November meeting by John R. Peterson on county news
papers. The major portion of his study forms the feature 
article of this issue.

The local newspaper has always been an important 
segment of country living, probably more so in the past 
than today. The profusion of county newspapers in the 
days gone by is a bit startling until one recalls that we 
are living in a region that was formerly much more 
densely populated, and by a somewhat livelier and more 
diverse group of individuals than we see here now. But 
even though over the span of a century tremendous 
changes have been made in communications, the local 
newspaper continues to be a significant force in the 
present-day life of our communities.

Although Mr. Peterson would be the first to admit 
that he had not the time to delve as deeply as he wished 
into the topic, we liked the result for two reasons in par
ticular. First, he took a broad panoramic view of his 
subject and then organized it in an orderly form for the 
listener and reader. Secondly, he described the history 
of the county newspaper “industry” from the point of 
view of a participant. There is no one who would under
stand the struggles and problems and the victories and 
defeats in this profession better than a publisher and 
editor. We would like to see more such studies on specific 
topics in county history.

We have often wondered just how many of the old 
newspapers have been preserved, and where they are 
located. This may be a rather elementary thought for 
the professional researcher, who casually turns to the 
appropriate index and collection, or who consults the 
expert bibliographer in the field. But to those of us up 
here in the mountains, this is not so easy. Newspapers

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
Once each year, in December, the Society puts his

torical matters aside, and devotes the monthly meeting to 
an old-fashioned Christmas party. Over the years, Mrs. 
Alice Eldridge has organized and directed this activity 
very admirably, making it a most pleasant evening for all 
those that have attended. This year’s program was as 
follows:

“A Cowboy’s Prayer,” Coke Wood, Mrs. Robert Wolfe, 
accomp.

“General Grant’s Big Tree,” Alice Eldridge.
“It Came Upon a Midnight Clear,” Al Gross, Mrs. 

Wolfe, accomp.
“Christmas on the Plains,” Charles Schwoerer.
“Cantique de Noel,” and “Bless This House,” Ralph 

Treat, Dorothy Lavaroni, accomp.
Carols by the gathering.
“A Flivver Romance,” Pauline Newton.
“No Room,” Penny Newton.
Medley on the Piano, Mrs. Wolfe.
This was followed by a Christmas tree, refreshments, 

and a social hour for the members present.

are one of the most important sources of local history, 
equally as important as contemporaneous personal manu
script material. Consequently, we decided to make an 
inventory of the surviving newspapers available in 
libraries, museums, and county and publisher archives, 
as a convenience to our local historians. That this is not 
complete, we feel sure, and we hope that any reader who 
knows of additional files will call our attention to their 
existence and whereabouts. There are important private 
collections, too, of which we know practically nothing.

We thank the various organizations and their staffs 
for their cooperation in this compilation. Especially we 
thank Mr. Allan Ottley of the State Library, whose as
sistance made our task much easier and the result more 
complete.

A persual of our inventory of county newspapers 
reveals that, on the one hand, there are no known copies 
of some titles, scant files of some (even though certain 
of these are of recent date), and on the other hand, sur
prisingly complete files of others.

As Mr. Peterson aptly pointed out, newspaper people 
as a group show little awareness of the historical aspect 
of their profession which is, in large part, the recording of 
history. He recalls that the early files of the PROSPECT 
were lost because they were stored in a damp cellar. A 
large collection of files, accumulated from previous 
mergers and purchases of this same paper, were heed
lessly burned by a later tenant when found in the building 
occupied by the PROSPECT during Nugent’s regime—and 
this was not too many years ago, either. The fate of 
most of the other publishers’ files must have been much 
the same. This is why we are so greatly indebted to the 
State Library and to Bancroft for saving so much for us.

The Historical Society will welcome gifts of old news
papers, particularly issues not indexed in the inventory. 
We hope, also, that owners of private collections will list 
their holdings with us. We will be most happy to receive 
comments, reminiscences, and other information relating 
to the history of newspapers, publishers, and editors of 
our county, so that this important part of our past may 
be more completely documented.



THE EXPLOITATION OF LIMESTONE 
IN CALAVERAS COUNTY

(Based on remarks by George B. Poore, Jr., and others 
at the February and March meetings of the Society.)

From the earliest advent of the white man, Calaveras 
County has depended heavily upon its natural resources. 
Gold, a magical word, brought him flocking from all over 
the world to the Mother Lode in the foothills of the Sierra 
Nevada. However, once here, man had to exploit other 
raw materials in order to survive. Cattle were brought 
up into the hills to graze the abundant grasslands and 
thus provide food. Timber was cut and sawn into lumber 
for the construction of dwellings. Stone was gathered or 
quarried for buildings, and the Mexicans taught the new
comers to make adobe block. The clayey soils were quite 
satisfactory for burning into common brick. Water was 
ditched around the hills for mining purposes, later to be 
used for irrigation and the generation of power. The 
ubiquitous oak supplied a cheap and easily obtained fuel, 
as well as the raw material for charcoal.

One very important commodity, lime, was needed for 
constructing buildings. So it was that limestone, one of 
the most abundant and versatile materials, was early 
sought out and put to use. Calaveras was particularly 
fortunate in having many small high-grade deposits of 
this rock, and nearly every sizable community found one 
close at hand. Just where in the county it was first quar
ried, though, is lost to history.

Probably the first and most important use of lime
stone was in making quicklime. Fortuitously, the oak 
provided an especially good fuel for the process, in that 
the ash content was low and the flame characteristics 
and burning temperature ideally suited to the calcining 
of the stone into lime. Many old field kilns are still in 
existence. In these, spalls of limestone and oakwood were 
charged into a circular pit lined with field stone. After 
burning, the chunks of quicklime were recovered. A few 
of the kilns were improved to a crude shaft kiln design, 
so that as the burning took place, more fuel and stone 
could be added at the top, and the quicklime and ashes 
raked out at the bottom. This quicklime, so easily manu
factured, when mixed with sand and water provided the 
mortar to bond the brick and stone walls of the old build
ings, and stucco plaster for waterproofing the adobe 
blocks and finishing the interiors. That such a simply 
made material was effective is demonstrated by the many

EAST YOUNG KILN

WEST YOUNG KILN
These two lime kilns, on the old Young place near 
Double Springs, are constructed of local rock, faced 
with cut Mehrten sandstone, also quarried close by, 
and are excellent examples of field kilns. They were 
built on the hillside, so that they could be charged 
with limestone and oak wood, hauled in by wagon 
from the vinicity, through the small opening at the 
top. The quicklime and ashes were removed through 
the archway and opening at the bottom. A number 
of well-built foundations and small buildings, prob
ably constructed by the same stone mason, may be 
seen near these kilns.

masonry buildings still standing and in use, dating from 
this early period.

There are a number of field kilns scattered about the 
county. One of these sites is on the turkey ranch just 
south of the town of Mountain Ranch. Another is at the 
Oneto Ranch, on the Kentucky House - Poole Station 
road, south of the cement plant. There is also an arrastre 
at this site, once used for the milling of gold ore. Three 
kilns are located on the Young Ranch, north of Double 
Springs, and one was said to have been used on the Gale



Ranch nearby. On Haupt Creek, between Toyon and 
North Branch, above Hogan Reservoir, may be found the 
remains of an old kiln, not far from the site of Petersburg. 
Well-preserved kilns are still standing on the Bear Moun
tain Ranch, south of Poole’s Station. These may be 
among the last commercially operated in the county, prob
ably supplying lime to the smelter at Copperopolis. There 
is a kiln at Rocky Hill, near Murphys. Lime was burned 
on the old Bernasconi Ranch, south of Fourth Crossing, 
where there are the remains of a small kiln. On the 
Gianelli Ranch, a mile north of Vallecito, lime was com
mercially produced from field kilns. Frank Canepa 
burned lime at his marble quarry near Vallecito. And 
undoubtedly there are more sites that have long been 
forgotten or destroyed.

Another raw material discovered early in the county’s 
history and which became extremely important a century 
ago was copper, in the form of sulphide ores, oxidized and 
enriched near the surface. Local smelters were construct
ed, and both raw and burned lime were used, at one time 
or another, in these plants. As noted above, the Bear 
Mountain Ranch kilns were believed to have supplied 
the Copperopolis smelter. The Penn smelter at Campo 
Seco drew lime from a number of small quarries located 
in the surrounding area. These were located on the Gale, 
Markwood and Young properties.

The amount of the limestone and lime production was 
not officially recorded until 1904, when 3500 barrels of 
lime were burned. As much as 14,000 tons of limestone 
was quarried in 1908, principally for smelter consump
tion.

In the rough early days of the county’s history, 
people often died young. Disease, accidents in the mines, 
and foul play all took their toll. Some of this early 
history is recorded for us, chiselled into the limestone 
and marble* headstones in the older portions of the ceme
teries. Many of these old monuments were undoubtedly 
fashioned from Calaveras stone, by such craftsmen as 
Matthew Hertzig (Sr.).

Although the center of the sawn marble industry was 
in Tuolumne County, there was a quarry on the north 
slope of the Stanislaus River on the Calaveras side. This 
was the Eagle quarry. Frank Canepa, of Vallecito, also 
produced marble for sawing, in a small operation just 
south of the Camp Nine road. The white marble used for 
the facing of the Hall of Records in San Andreas came 
from the small deposit on the south side of Murray Creek 
near Sugarloaf Hill. Some marble was produced just 
north of the Gambetta Ranch, at the point where the 
North Fork of the Calaveras and Esperanza Creek junc
tion, near Whiskey Slide. Uncut marble is a popular 
material still used for masonry in Murphys, and stone 
“fences” constructed of this rock may be seen in the 
vicinity.

* Marble is merely limestone that, due to high tem
perature and pressure resulting from metamorphism, is 
recrystallized to a coarser grain, with the development of 
a different texture. Fine-grained limestone makes much 
better lump quicklime than the coarser marble, but the 
marble generally has a more pleasing appearance when 
sawn and polished.

Calaveras County is noted as being, next to Tulare, 
the “most speliologically endowed county” in the state. 
These caves have become another of the important lime
stone resources. Today, at Moaning Cave near Vallecito, 
and Mercer’s Cave, north of Murphys, guided tours take 
the visitor deep below the surface to see the wonderful 
cave formations. Many years ago, one of the caverns at 
Cave City was open to the public. John Muir’s description 
of touring this cave nearly a century ago was recently 
reprinted in these pages.

Archeologists find these caves very interesting, too, be
cause of the Indian remains occurring in them. There 
has been a controversy for many years as to whether the 
caves were used for burial, or whether the Indians were 
interred either accidentally or by their enemies. Some 
of the human bones are believed to be as much as 12,000 
years old, or even older. Paleontologists likewise have 
studied these caves, as for example, the one now mined 
out, at Quarry No. 4 of the Calaveras Cement Co. at Old 
Gulch, where bones of extinct birds and animals were 
found, as well as human bones. The most recent scien
tific researches into our limestone caverns have been 
studies of the effect of earth-moon tidal stresses in the 
marble walls of the Wool Hollow cave, also on one of the 
Cement company’s properties.

By the end of the second decade of the century, the 
mining of limestone and marble had ceased in Calaveras 
and although the stone had been used for a variety of 
purposes, it still added up to only a minor mineral com
modity. However, in late 1922, the situation suddenly 
changed, and limestone once again entered the picture, 
ultimately to become the county’s most important mineral 
product, and in fact, greater in dollar volume than all 
other mineral production since the days of the gold rush.

This came to pass in the following manner. Two 
prominent mining engineers, Wm. Wallace Mein and 
George B. Poore, had, with some associates, a few years 
previously, formed the Bishop Oil Co. The main office 
was in San Francisco, in the Cluny Building. One day 
in 1922, December 15 to be exact, Bishop’s telephone went 
“on the blink.” “When George Poore went next door (to 
the office of a certain William Macnider) to make a tele
phone call, his attention was attracted to a collection of 
limestone samples on Mr. Macnider’s desk . . . When his 
call was completed, he asked about the samples. Soon 
the two men were deep in conversation.” It seemed that 
Mr. Macnider was, with some Stockton people, trying to 
promote the Kentucky House limestone deposit, in Cala
veras County, as a raw material for cement manufacture, 
but apparently was not making much headway.

Mr. Poore then called Mr. Mein’s attention to the 
matter, the deposit was visited, and things started to 
happen. Under Mr. Mein’s leadership, the Crown Cement 
Syndicate was soon formed, and an extensive sampling 
program began. Additional limestone properties were 
optioned. A second organization, the Calaveras Syndi
cate, was set up to provide financing for a cement mill. 
Then, in January 1925, Calaveras Cement Company itself 
was incorporated, taking over the properties developed 
by Crown Cement. Plant construction was started in 
May of that year, and production began a year later, in 
May, 1926.



The details of the formation of the Calaveras Cement 
enterprise, the background of the principals, and the 
subsequent history of the company have been well re
corded in a brochure entitled “Twenty-five Years of Build
ing the West,” by A. M. Ross, printed in 1950 by Calaveras 
Cement Company, and need not be repeated here. How
ever, from the point of view of residents of the county 
and employees at the Kentucky House plant, some por
tions of this story stand out in sharper focus.

Calaveras County, in the early twenties, was facing 
an uncertain and rather gloomy future. The gold mines 
were steadily declining in importance, and new prospect
ing and exploration was singularly unproductive. The 
sudden and unexpected revitalizing of the county’s econ
omy by the creation of a totally new industry put Cala
veras back on the map. And, as Judge J. A. Smith was 
wont to point out, the county will always owe William 
Macnider a debt of gratitude for his part in this develop
ment

Once the operation was begun, perhaps the most 
significant fact has been, not just the plant’s existence, 
but its steady increase in size, and thus, in its importance 
to the county. Commencing with about 90 employees in 
1926, increasing to 150 by ’39, and today to some 435, it 
has become the largest single employer (and taxpayer) 
in the county. The original two small kilns, with a 
capacity of barely a million barrels of cement a year, 
were joined by a third, fourth, and then a fifth kiln, all 
of a larger and improved design, in ’46, ’51, and ’56. This 
brought the capacity of the plant to over four million 
barrels. And this, in turn, has been significantly in
creased by continuing improvements in technology and 
equipment.

Calaveras Cement was obliged to go into the railroad 
business, in order to start the operation. The company 
built the last five miles of railroad from Macnider switch 
to the plant, including trackage into the quarries. After 
a couple of years, the Southern Pacific Company bought 
most of this portion of the road, and extended their service 
from Macnider to the plant. The company, however, 
continued to operate the quarry line until it was replaced 
by trucks in 1936. The 20-ton rail cars were loaded by 
power shovel and then hauled to the plant by “dinky” 
engines. One of the dinky operators — and a good one — 
was “Heavy” Royston. He would take time off now and 
then with his brakeman friend Bill Abshire for some 
reason or another. Shortly after these two returned from 
a trip, the community was shocked by the sudden ap
pearance of some “G-men” who with Sheriff Joe Zwinge, 
took the two men into custody. They had been identified 
as members of the Jake Fleagle gang, specialists in bank 
robbery in the Rockies. They were sent back to Colorado 
for trial, and on July 18, 1932, were hanged for murders 
involved in the pursuit of their calling.

In the late ’twenties, the company purchased the 
Gambetta and adjoining properties above Jesus Maria 
for the extensive limestone deposits. These were sampled 
and then diamond drilled, and since have been held in 
reserve as a potential future source of cement rock.

Calaveras, in 1933, became one of only four U.S. con
cerns manufacturing white cement, and continued so for 
some 20 years. This brought national recognition to the 
little company. In order to obtain the very high-grade 

limestone needed, Quarry No. 4, near Calaveritas, was 
opened up that year by a truck road built across the 
Drury Ranch, and the white rock was trucked to the plant 
by way of Calaveritas and San Andreas. In 1935, the 
road was extended to Willow Creek, and limestone brought 
in via Highway 49. The following year the road was com
pleted into the plant area, and shortly thereafter Quarry 
No. 4 became an integrated part of the operation.

Another progressive undertaking carried out by the 
company was the construction of a high pressure pipe
line, in 1940, to bring gas from Rio Vista to the plant. 
This line was later (1957) purchased by P. G. & E. and 
its capacity enlarged, to serve the expanded cement plant 
and other customers.

In the fall of ’59 the company was merged with The 
Flintkote Company, after nearly 35 years of successful 
independent operation. Although this has proven to be a 
progressive step in the development of the company, its 
news was received by most employees and county resi
dents with regret, as they held the original ownership 
and management in high regard. A new one-kiln cement 
plant was then built at Redding, going on stream in Janu
ary 1962. Many of the key employees of this new mill 
were drawn from the Calaveras County operation.

Because of the impending exhaustion of the Kentucky 
House and Old Gulch deposits, and because of the in
sufficient reserves at Gambetta, the company has recently 
acquired and is now developing a new deposit of lime
stone near Vallecito. This is rated as one of the largest 
such occurrences along the east side of the Great Valley, 
and will provide Calaveras Cement with raw material 
at present production rates plus all foreseeable future ex
pansion for a century or more.

Today’s large modern cement plant has developed 
tremendously from the little two-kiln mill, when Tommy 
Deakins took care of yard clean-up with his little horse - 
cart. Looking ahead, future expansion and improve
ments in technology will in all probability prove to be 
just as spectacular.

New Members
We welcome the following new members who have 

recently joined the Society:
Mrs. Laura I. Theiler, Stockton.
Mr. Wm. Wallace Mein, Jr., Woodside.
Calaveras Cement Company, San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Myrel Des Jardin, San Andreas.
Mrs. Mary K. Ryan, Arnold.
Mr. Charles Loomis, San Andreas.
Mr. David E. Cosgrave, Altaville.
Mrs. Dorothy Sloan, San Andreas.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Ford, San Andreas.
Mr. L. H. Getchell, Oakland.

Erratum
Listing of an important bound file of the “Prospect” 

at the County Recorder’s Office was inadvertently omitted 
in the INVENTORY OF CALAVERAS COUNTY NEWS
PAPERS in our January issue. To correct your copy, 
please add to the “Prospect’s” inventory the following 
reference:

CalCoCH — Sept. 1947 to date (Bound).
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Membership in the Society is 
$4.00 a year, including subscription to Las Calaveras. 
Non-members may obtain copies of Las Calaveras from 
the Secretary. The original historical material in this 
bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

EDITORIAL
Each day brings our new county government center 

closer to reality, as the huge earthmoving equipment 
grades the site and as the foundations are begun. This 
raises the question of the disposition of the old buildings 
on Main Street, and in particular, the Hall of Records. 
The latter, with only minor modifications, could be con
verted to a fine county museum. There is room for attrac
tive and educational history displays, as well as safe 
storage of items not on exhibit. This is not so at the 
present extremely crowded and inadequate museum four 
doors down the street. There also could be space for an 
historical archive section, for documents, letters, and 
other manuscript material, original or microfilm copies, 
as well as for a reading and study room. Jointly ad
ministered by the County and the Historical Society, such 
a use for this building would go far to help preserve our 
gold rush heritage and the historical atmosphere of the 
area.

On March 1st, Mr. George Poore presented a letter 
to the Board of Supervisors on behalf of the Historical 
Society, suggesting that the Hall of Records be used in 
this manner, and that this section of San Andreas be 
designated as “Old Main Street” and preserved as an 
historical site, while still being actively used for modern- 
day business and county functions.

Book Department
Harry Bush, mining engineer, 84, a former resident 

of Angels Camp, and one of our newer members, is the 
author of “Smile, Please,” a volume of light verse in a 
humorous and philosophic vein, recently published by 
the Exposition Press, N.Y.

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
Calaveras is populated by the descendants of peoples 

from a number of foreign nations as well as nearly all 
regions of the U.S. The Society takes advantage of this 
rich background of culinary skills each quarter at its 
dinner meetings. One of its favorite haunts is Valley 
Springs, where the Methodist ladies can always be relied 
upon to provide a most excellent meal. Here was held 
the January meeting, where we had hoped to hear Mem
ber Don Biggs, who is Director of the California Historical 
Society. An accident unfortunately prevented Mr. Biggs 
from joining us. His absence was ably covered at the last 
minute by State Beaches and Parks Historian Allen Wells 
who gave a rundown on the state’s current historical 
programs. After his fine talk I think we all felt that this 
important activity is in very good hands. 

The Editor's Mail
Our last issue, on NEWSPAPERS IN CALAVERAS 

COUNTY, evoked a most interesting letter from Mr. L. 
Harold Getchell, nephew of Editor Getchell. Unfortunate
ly space permits us to print only part of his remarks.

“Competition with the ‘Calaveras Citizen’ was excep
tionally keen, especially in bidding for the county print
ing, an item of great importance to both papers. The 
bids were lowered each year until finally Clarence Get- 
cheD actually paid the county $13.00 for the privilege of 
handling the printing (in the ‘Prospect’), and this, ac
cording to my father, broke the ‘Citizen’s’ back. During 
the following years the ‘Prospect’ enjoyed the county 
business, under more favorable conditions, I am sure.

“Clarence Getchell, who was born in 1855, represents 
the third generation of Getchells who made California 
their home. His grandfather, Washington Getchell, came 
to California in the early ’fifties. In turn he sent for his 
son, George Washington Getchell, who arrived with his 
family, including Clarence, in 1859.

“During his years with the ‘Prospect,’ Clarence was 
continually on the go. As late as 1923 I met him at a 
Calaveras Picnic in Oakland. You can believe his sub
scription book was much in evidence.

“While the ‘Calaveras Prospect’ was his first and 
greatest love, it is apparent that the financial return left 
something to be desired. To supplement his income, 
Clarence supplied a good number of the downtown mer
chants with their water supply. The water came from a 
deep well on one of his properties and was stored in a 
tank above the printing office. The water was usually in 
short supply and the complaints numerous.” (This was 
the “Tank House,” off Main Street opposite the new movie 
theatre, and which was later rebuilt into an apartment 
house, now owned by Mrs. Lillian Swanson. — Ed.).

“Not to be overlooked was the town’s milk supply. 
Clarence maintained a herd of some three to six milk 
cows, the upkeep of which was minimal. These were 
permitted to graze on the open range which at the time 
just happened to be the county road between San Andreas 
and Valley Springs. For the sum of five cents per day a 
nephew could usually be engaged to bring in the cows at 
dusk.

“All of this may seem far removed from running a 
newspaper but in the life of Clarence Getchell it played 
a very important part.”
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MOKELUMNE
Compiled by Emmett P. Joy

The great Mokelumne River, beautiful and pictur
esque, concealing chapters of gold rush history, is known 
to almost everyone in California. Yet little do we know of 
the origin of its name, or of the people who lived along 
its banks, from the valley flatlands to the snowy Sierra.

This place name has been spelled in many different 
ways since Father Narciso Duran first recorded it as 
Muquelemnes, in April, 1817. Thus was it spelt in the 
early California archives. Yet it received many phonetic 
spellings in those early years of California history. Ac
cording to A. L. Kroeber, in “California Place Names of 
Indian Origin,” Mokelumne River is named “from the 
Indian Mokelumni, ‘people of Mokel,’ a Plains Miwok 
village near Lockeford.” Nellie Sanchez states in her 
book, “Spanish and Indian Place Names of California,” 
that the word “is a corruption of the Miwok ‘Wakalu- 
mitah,’ the Indian name of the river.” C. Hart Merriam 
spells this as “Ut-ta-Wah-ka-Loo,” meaning big river in 
Miwok.

Some of the spellings, both before and after Capt. 
John C. Fremont wrote it as Mokelumne in 1848, are Mo- 
kellemos (on the Wilkes map of 1841), Moquelemes (on 
the land grant map of 1844), Moquelumne (J. D. Borth
wick, 1851), Mokelemy (P. T. Tyson, 1851), and, no doubt, 
many others in less well known written references.

The Miwok Indians consisted of a number of tribes, 
all connected by a similarity of language and culture, 
although there were distinct differences in dialect. There 
were the Northern, Central, and Southern tribes, often 
referred to as the Sierra Miwok, and the Plains and Coast 
Miwok. The Plains and Northern Miwok lived along the 
Mokelumne River, the dividing line being the lower foot
hills, where the river entered the valley. At this point a 
change in dialect and culture separated the two tribes.

The Northern Miwok region extended from the South 
Fork of the Calaveras River northerly to the Cosumnes. 
Merriam, in his “The Dawn of the World,” tells the legend 
of how, in ages past, the Mountain Miwok got the fire 
from the Plains people — how Tol-Le-Loo brought it from 
the roundhouse near the present site of Stockton.

The Plains village of Mokel was attacked by the 
Spanish and Mexicans on several occasions. This caused 
the natives to scatter about, and their local culture soon 
declined and disappeared. As to the Northern Miwok

SOME PROMINENT SAN ANDREANS OF 
A CENTURY AGO

Seated in the center is Wm. Jeff Gatewood, survivor 
of the fatal duel at Moonlight Flat in '59, who was 
later District Attorney and the last editor of the San 
Andreas Register. Gatewood gave the 4th of July 
address in San Andreas in 1865, but in September was 
defeated for the post of District Attorney. On his right 
is Rienzi Hopkins, who also served as District At
torney for the county. On Gatewood's left is Ned 
Bushyhead, last publisher of the Register and the Cop
peropolis Courier. Standing behind Hopkins is J. A. 
Foster, storekeeper in Upper Calaveritas, who was 
elected County Clerk in 1865. The other gentleman is 
H. G. Allen, of whose exploits we know nothing. The 
occasion for the group portrait, by E. W. Baker, like
wise is unknown.

who lived along the river, little is known of them. Their 
way of life soon vanished with the tremendous impact of 
the gold rush.

This is most of what we know of the origin of this 
curious name, now applied not only to the river, but to 
the “Hill,” to a peak in the high Sierra, and to a valley 
community known as Mokelumne City.



100 YEARS AGO IN CALAVERAS
This year the theme of the county fair at Frogtown 

was the Centennial of the writing of “The Celebrated 
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,” by Mark Twain, 
considered by many to be our county’s greatest claim to 
fame. There were a number of charming little glimpses 
into county life a century ago woven into certain of the 
exhibits. This leads us to ask, what was going on in 
Calaveras in 1865?

In that year the Civil War was finally concluded. 
The news of the surrender was well received, as, for ex
ample, at Camanche:

“Our people were wildly excited over the surrender 
of Lee and his rebel army to U. S. Grant. The old flag 
was hoisted as soon as the news arrived, and sixty guns 
were fired in honor of the glorious event. Not a rebel was 
to be seen on the street.”*

The impact of the war on Calaveras County, however, 
was light. The events were far away. Most of the local 
participants had gotten into nothing more involved than 
the Arizona campaign.

A subject of considerably more intense local interest 
was the county seat controversy. Mokelumne Hill, the 
incumbent, was making a last ditch fight to save this 
valuable asset. The county’s oldest paper, the CHRON
ICLE, being published at the Hill, naturally championed 
this cause, and was slugging it out, issue after issue, with 
its bitter rival, the SAN ANDREAS REGISTER. This pro
vided the public with much good reading:

“Mr. Editor—WE are a San Andreas man. To be sure 
we are a recent convert to San Andreasism, but we think, 
after we have defined our position, even the oldest resi
dents will not take exception.

“We feel proud, and justly too, of our new fire engine, 
and of the very efficient company of firemen who are 
ever ready to man it.

“We feel proud of our hotel, the Metropolitan, kept by 
Mr. Sharp, an uncompromising Union man, where can 
always be found three square meals a day — such as 
would do the people of the Hill good to sit down to — and 
a clean bed; and where will always be extended a gen
erous welcome to the traveler, even though he come from 
Mokelumne Hill.

“Col. A. P. Dudley was in our town not long ago, and 
we think as he came from the Hill, and understand he is 
quite a prominent man over there, that he came for no 
good purpose. A. P. Dudley is one of those shrewd kind 
of fellows who talk a great deal and says very little — 
a capital hand to entertain a street crowd. He is very 
apt, too, to hear every word said by bystanders, and he 
may, during his short sojourn here, have heard something 
that will do him good, relative to the county seat ques
tion. . .

“Why is it, Mr. Editor, that, after we have so freely 
spent our money, wept like children and entreated like 
maidens, that the people of the Hill (cruel-hearted 
wretches that they are!) will persist in holding fast to 
that idol of our hearts — the county seat?”

An election had been held in 1863, as to moving the 
county seat to San Andreas, and had been won by that 
town. Although endorsed by the Board of Supervisors,

♦Quotations are from the CALAVERAS CHRONICLE, 
during the year 1865, unless otherwise identified.

this election was contested by most of the county officials, 
and the matter dragged through the courts. The brand- 
new COPPEROPOLIS COURIER, which was started in April 
of that year, gives a brief comment on the REGISTER’S 
report of deposition-taking for one of the trials:

“The SAN ANDREAS REGISTER seems to have a poor 
opinion of the witnesses recently examined before Justice 
Tormey in that place, in relation to the county seat elec
tion held two years ago. Judging from the tone of his 
article, the REGISTER man is anxious to have somebody 
‘step on his coat-tail.’ Says he, in his comments upon the 
testimony: ‘A delegation of “Know-Nothings” from Mo
kelumne Hill met at this place on Tuesday last, to give 
testimony in the “county seat question.” Their memories 
were very short; in fact, they “didn’t know nothing.” 
Having heard their testimony through, we have become 
a convert to the doctrine of universal suffrage to all man
kind. We are in favor of admitting Chinamen and Dig
gers to the rights of citizenship. They ought to be allowed 
to testify, for their oath is just as good, and, we think, a 
little better than any white man’s who would give such 
testimony as the following.’ (Then follows the testimony 
given.).”

In the following year, however, the final legal hurdle 
was overcome, and San Andreas received the honor of 
becoming the county seat.

Then, as now, school problems occupied a prominent 
place in public and private discussion. The county’s free 
school system had gradually come into being, and con
sisted of a large number of small schools. Buildings 
were often inadequate:

“The citizens of our town (Mokelumne Hill) have 
great reason to congratulate themselves upon the fine 
new commodious schoolhouse which has just been erected 
in place of the old shell that has stood so many years, 
a reproach to us in the mouth of every passer-by. No 
finer looking, or better finished schoolhouse, is to be found 
in the mountain towns of California, and great credit is 
due to the Board of Trustees for their energetic action in 
the erection of the building.”

The question of the day was, should these schools be 
graded, and much was said upon both sides of this sub
ject. As to the schoolhouse referred to above:

“I am sorry that the trustees have decided not to grade 
it according to the advancement of the scholars, regard
less of age or sex, instead of simply separating the sexes. 
The fact that graded schools are infinitely better than 
ungraded ones, no person who has kept pace with the 
progress of education, will pretend to deny. .

And on the other side:
“There seems to be a numerous class of people in the 

community who are fond of novelty and change, ever 
fond of trying experiments in education, instead of fol
lowing a plan which has worked well for years past. . .”

Mining was, of course, the principal industry. As the 
surface placers became depleted of their gold, and the 
more productive “tunnel” mines had breasted out their 
pay streaks, attention was turning more and more to the 
mining of the quartz veins. But this was getting off to 
a slow start, and was eclipsed by the big copper strike of 
several years back in the foothills. Copperopolis had be
come one of the liveliest camps in this part of the Sierra. 
But one of the problems of mining copper was the neces
sity of shipping the ore to smelters either in New England 
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or all the way to Wales. For example, in one week in 
May, 1865, some 11,175 sacks (100 pounds each) were 
shipped out of Copperopolis to the smelters:

“The Courier says that Charles T. Meader, of Stock - 
ton, the principal owner in the great Union copper mine, 
has concluded to ship no more ore to Boston or Swansea, 
Wales, for reduction, but will erect smelting works at 
Copperopolis, during the present year, that will cost about 
$100,000.”

At Campo Seco, all eyes were upon the new copper 
mine near there, looking better every day. The local 
correspondent reports on this and says that a company 
has been formed that proposes to:

“Erect smelting furnaces for working copper ore into 
a convenient form for shipping; thus doing away with 
sacks. The company, the Taunton Copper Smelting and 
Reduction Works, was incorporated June 15th. They do 
not propose to make copper, but regulus, a substance 
containing from thirty-five to forty-five per cent copper. 
These works will be the means of employing a large 
number of men. The works, while in operation, will con
sume six hundred bushels of charcoal every 24 hours. . . 
The lime used in erecting these works is furnished by 
Mr. A. R. Young, whose kilns are about one mile from the 
Spring Valley House, a little off the road leading to Campo 
Seco.”*

The fabulous Comstock rush had created a great in
terest in silver. A substantial boom was underway, in 
Alpine County, at Silver Mountain. Blue Mountain City, 
boasting two hotels, was at the height of its short career, 
as confident prospectors discovered “rich” silver-bearing 
ledges in the vicinity. Few of these, however, proved to 
have much merit, and the local report was not encourag
ing; the leading operation was in financial straits:

“We do not expect, nor do we wish to write up this 
section — the day has passed for creating silver excite
ments — but we believe that the Blue Mountain district 
will eventually prove to be rich in silver. Other lodes in 
the vicinity will be opened in the due course of time, but 
until the main ledge (Heckendorn) is developed, there 
will be little done on the others.”

Gold was still the old standby and the steady pay
master. There was activity in quartz mining in West 
Point, Murphys, Angels, Carson-Melones, and in smaller 
and less well-known districts, as well as continuing work 
in the many placer and gravel deposits. From Angels, in 
September, came this encouraging news:

“Although business has been almost a stranger to us 
for the past year, and the people began to wear an 
emigration look, yet at present things are assuming a 
more cheerful aspect. Quartz mines are changing hands, 
and the new proprietors, having capital at their com
mand, will be able to give the lead, on which the princi
pal claims are located, a thorough test.

“The Winters mine has changed owners. This mine 
is one of the best on the lead. . . The mine of Stickle & 
Company, which is located almost within the town, has 
also been a paying mine, and promises to be as good as 
any on the lead. The proprietors are now erecting a new 
mill. . . The Dr. Hill mine has had a battery of 12 stamps 
put upon it, and they are now crushing rock. . .

“Last Thursday was the hottest day of the season, the 

*See pictures of the Young kilns in our April issue.

thermometer marking one hundred seven and a half 
degrees.”

Judging from the many articles in the Calaveras 
papers about him, General Sherman was the most popular 
war hero. Ex-Senator Gwin, on the other hand, received 
much sharp criticism for his scheming with Louis Napo
leon for a “Mexican Dukedom.” A disillusioned and 
bitter man, Gwin was to come to Calaveras County just 
two years later, to devote his great energy to developing 
the gold mine at Paloma that bears his name.

Terrible fires plagued the gold camps of the Sierra. 
On Sunday, February 26th, a disastrous conflagration de
stroyed over fifty buildings at Mokelumne Hill:

“The alarm of fire was given at 12 o’clock on Satur
day night, and in a few minutes it was discovered that the 
Union Hotel was in flames. . .

“The Mokelumne Engine No. 1 was on blocks, under
going repairs, but was got out and in motion in a few 
minutes. Pennsylvania No. 2 had not been in use since 
the 4th of July, and, owing to the fact, would not work 
at first. The company had offered their machine for 
sale. . . It was over half an hour before they were able 
to force any water through their hose. The Eagle Hook 
and Ladder Company did good execution during the night, 
pulling down houses, chopping away awnings, and draw
ing off lumber. . .

“Leger has cut down his prices since the fire to fifty 
cents a meal.”

Calaveras communities, a century ago, depended 
heavily on their own resources for entertainment. Liter
ally every organization worthy of the name would have a 
grand ball or sponsor some sort of celebration or activity 
each year. The Independence and Admission Day cele
brations were lavish. Even Chilean Independence Day 
(Sept. 13) was celebrated at the “Hill” that year. Trav
elling circuses were always well received, as were pro
fessional lecturers and other entertainers.

Roads were poor and travel difficult. Many smaller 
communities were still served by energetic expressmen 
like “Pony Denig.” Road construction by toll companies 
was being actively pursued, as for example in that year 
by the Campo Seco & Mokelumne Hill Turnpike Co., Big 
Trees & Carson Valley Turnpike, and others. In spite of 
the county’s remote location, however, excellent stage 
service from the principal towns to Stockton was available. 
There, connections could be made daily with river steam
ers to San Francisco. Freight was moving up by steamer 
to the Forks of the Mokelumne, then by barges in tow of 
the “Pert” up as far as Lockeford.

Tourists, albeit few in number by today’s standards, 
braved the rigorous travel of the day to visit the Mammoth 
Grove, as Big Trees was then generally called. Once at 
the grove, they could count on the Sperry-Perry Hotel to 
make them most comfortable. The little hotel at Cave City 
kept by George Nichols, was advertising, hopeful of be
guiling some of these tourists to stop by that out of the 
way resort.

All in all, things would seem vastly different a hun
dred years ago, in Calaveras County. Yet we have many 
of the same problems and situations today, in different 
garb, perhaps, but none-the-less the same. Country 
living, fortunately or not, hasn’t changed nearly as much 
as one might think, over the span of a century.
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Calaveras County Officers
(As they were after the election of Sept. 6, 1865. The 

following year they moved from the Hill into more com
fortable quarters at San Andreas.)

Wm. P. Peek, Supervisor, 1st Dist.
James Cole, Supervisor, 2nd Dist.
J. J. Stoddard, Supervisor, 3rd Dist.
James Barclay, County Judge
James Oliphant, Sheriff and Collector
W. F. Colton, Under Sheriff
D. S. Bates, Deputy Sheriff
J. A. Foster, Clerk and Recorder
N. T. Norcross, Deputy Clerk
H. M. Carey, Deputy Recorder
J. G. Severance, District Attorney
C. B. Hopkins, Treasurer
Rienzi Hopkins, Deputy Treasurer
T. J. Matteson, Surveyor
J. C. Kelley, Public Administrator
F. O. Barstow, Supt. of Public Instruction 
Dr. A. H. Hoerchner, Coroner
A. J. Crooks, Deputy Assessor, U. S. Int. Rev.
P. W. Scribner, Deputy Collector, U. S. Int. Rev.

Wells Fargo & Co. Agents - 1865
Cohen & Levy, Vallecito
Ed. Loughlin, Telegraph City
C. M. Whitlock, San Andreas
E. Pallache, Murphy’s
Wangenheind & Rosenberg, Jenny Lind
W. F. Moses, Mokelumne Hill
P. W. & J. C. Scribner, Angels Camp
N. T. Root, Campo Seco
E. R. Syme, Camanche
J. M. Pike, Copperopolis

Post Offices and Postmasters - 1865
Angels Camp, Geo. Stickles
Big Trees, John Perry
Camanche (Clay’s Bar), Nicholas Zimmerman
Campo Seco, N. T. Root
Chili Gulch, H. A. Hodgden
Copperopolis, R. Fowler
Fourth Crossing, Wm. Reddick
Jenny Lind, J. G. Pollard
Mokelumne Hill, Max M. Hellman
Mosquito, M. Eldred
Mountain Ranch, W. H. Holmes
Murphy’s, Chas. A. Hunt
North Branch, D. Latimer
Reynolds Ferry, Wm. Henderson
Rich Gulch, T. S. Bever
San Andreas, A. Severance
Vallecito, J. D. Gray
West Point, O. Mentzel

HELP SAVE THE COPPEROPOLIS ARMORY

This historic structure, built in 1861 by public sub
scription for the Union Guard, the local militia group, 
was used for training and enlistment purposes dur
ing the Civil War. Since then it has served as a com
munity hall for social gatherings and activities in 
this town. Emergency repairs are needed to keep the 
Armory in proper condition for continued use. A Cop
peropolis Community Center committee, composed of 
Mrs. Edna M. Lane and Mrs. Ella M. Hiatt, is appeal
ing for financial aid for this work. Those who wish 
to help may send their donations to Mrs. Edna M. 
Lane, at Copperopolis, payable to the Armory Repair 
Fund.

Local News - 1865
SERIOUS ACCIDENT—We learn that the stage from 

Mokelumne Hill to Latrobe on Tuesday morning last was 
upset, somewhere the other side of Jackson, breaking Mr. 
Wm. L. Dudley’s left arm and dangerously injuring (Dis
trict Judge) S. W. Brockway who were on board on their 
way to Sacramento. . .

MAN SHOT NEAR EL DORADO—Mr. Jenkins, from 
Spring Valley, was shot by a robber near El Dorado, on 
Thursday last. He was about half-a-mile from town, 
when a man came up and stopped his team and demanded 
his money. He put his hand in his pocket, as if going 
after his money, drew a derringer and fired at the robber, 
and started his team, when the robber fired two shots at 
him, one of which took effect in the back of the neck. 
He then fell fom the wagon and his team passed on, and 
the robber made good his escape, without getting his 
money . . . Dr. Ford . . . thinks his wounds will prove 
fatal. — San Andreas Register, April 6, 1865.

Telegraph Operators - 1865
W. F. Moses, Mokelumne Hill
C. M. Whitlock, San Andreas
Alonzo Rhodes, Murphy’s
Thornton Westly, Copperopolis
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Historical Essay Contest
The successful essayists read their papers at the April 

dinner meeting at Mountain Ranch, and were presented 
with their prizes. Included were the following:

Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Grades
1st—“History of Avery School,” by Caye Bailey, Valley 

Springs.
2nd—“The Two Halls of Murphys,” by David Strohmeyer, 

Murphys.
Seventh and Eighth Grades

1st—“Under the Buckeye Tree,” Linda Marie Richards, 
Murphys.

2nd—“Ora y Plata,” by David Butler, Murphys.
High School Division

1st—“The Calaveras Timber Story,” by Carolynn B. Bryan, 
West Point.

2nd—“Calaveras Hotel and Grandma Rolleri,” by Penelope 
A. Newton, San Andreas.

These essays, the winners of the Ninth Annual Con
test, will be mimeographed for the members of the Society. 
They will be assembled and stapled at the traditional 
gathering in August at Double Springs Ranch, the home 
of our secretary, Sadie Hunt.

May Meeting
Mrs. Ramona Dutschke, a delightful Miwok from Ione, 

enlightened and entertained a large audience at the May 
meeting of our Society. Her topic was “Indian Basket 
Weaving,” and she demonstrated techniques and ma
terials with partly finished and beautifully completed bas
kets that she and her grandmother, Mrs. “Queenie” Miller 
had made. Mrs. Dutschke learned her basket weaving 
from Mrs. Miller, an octogenarian, who was also present 
and who participated in the discussion.

Several members of the Amador Society attended also, 
including Mrs. Pauline Ringer, of Ione, past president; 
Mrs. Mary Podesta, now president, and several others. 
Wide interest in the talk was shown by the presence of 
visitors from several adjoining counties.

Following the meeting, President Lewis invited the 
guests to join the Society members present for pie and 
coffee at Blewett’s Cafe. During this social hour plans 
were made for a joint meeting of the Amador and Cala
veras societies (and possibly one or two others) to be 
held in Jackson in October. Walter Frame, of the Cali
fornia Conference, will be asked to speak at this event, 
hosted by the Amador Society. Mrs. Evelyn Gabarini has 
agreed to plan the joint dinner, at a date soon to be an
nounced.

Stockton Stage Line - 1865
The coaches on this line leave Stockton daily at 

6 o’clock, A. M., arriving in San Andreas at 2% P. M. and 
Murphy’s at 8% P. M. Leave Murphy’s at 2 o’clock A. M., 
arriving in San Andreas at 7 A. M. and Stockton at 
3 P. M., in time to take the Boat for San Francisco, which 
leaves at 4 o’clock P. M.

June Meeting
The June meeting launched a significant and im

portant Society project—the chronicling of the history of 
pioneer families in Calaveras County. This will be a 
continuing project, and one in which many county resi
dents, whether members or not, can participate and are 
urged to do so. Charles Schwoerer, Hattie Hertzig, Eva 
Soracco and Madelon Carley were selected as the San 
Andreas committee. Other local committees will be 
formed at succeeding Society meetings.

George Poore was elected Society president for the 
coming year. Coke Wood, Alice Eldridge, Sadie Hunt, and 
Marian Brandt were re-elected to their respective offices. 
New directors will be Harry Buchanan, Albert Gross, 
Hattie Hertzig, Allen Peek, and Eva Soracco. They will 
be installed at the annual meeting this month. We all 
feel particularly fortunate in having Mr. Poore for our 
president. It will be remembered that he was one of four 
that organized the Society in 1952, sponsored by the Cala
veras Grange. The other three were Amon Tanner, Coke 
Wood and Sadie Hunt.

Kenneth Castro and Coke Wood reported on the an
nual meeting of the California Conference, at Sacramento. 
A progress report was given on the Fourth Crossing site 
dedication. A donation of $25 was voted for the Copper
opolis Armory Hall Repair Fund. Hattie Hertzig present
ed an interesting talk about the Wade Johnston family, 
illustrated by the Effie Johnston journals, recently do
nated to the Society.

Dues
Our secretary wishes to advise the members that 

Society Dues for 1965-66 were payable on July 1st. New 
members joining in the second quarter of our fiscal year 
(October-December) pay only three-fourths of the year’s 
dues. Those joining in January-March pay one-half, and 
in April-June, one-quarter. Any overpayment by new 
members last year (’64-’65) will be credited to their cur
rent dues, and they will be billed accordingly. The pur
pose of this is to place all members on an annual billing 
basis as of July 1st, the beginning of the fiscal year, in 
order to simplify record-keeping and billing.

Family dues (husband and wife) are only $6.00, and 
Juniors (sixteen and under) are $1.00 a year. All classes 
of membership include a subscription to LAS CALA
VERAS. Back copies, as long as they last, may be pur
chased by members at 50 cents a copy from the secretary.

New Members
Again we are pleased to welcome new members to 

the Society. These listed below bring our total member
ship to 184:

Mrs. Eunice H. Rush, San Andreas.
Mr. Sam H. Bryan, West Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Johnson, Arnold.
Mr. Richard E. Tuttle, San Francisco.
Mr. Donald R. Dickey, Alleghany.
Mr. Ray Reran, Angels Camp.
Mr. Lester Soracco, San Andreas.
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EDITORIAL
The accompanying report, by Dr. R. Coke Wood, of the 

annual meeting of the Conference of California Historical 
Societies, should serve to remind us that our Society is a 
member of this very active organization.

The Conference publishes the “California Historian” 
five times a year, with news of the member societies, Con
ference activities and various topics of interest to “local 
historians.” Each issue contains at least one article on a 
subject of local historical interest that might not other
wise appear in publications of more general coverage or 
subject matter.

In addition to the annual get-together, regional meet
ings and “workshop” sessions are held. By attending 
these, delegates can not only have an enjoyable and en
thusiastic time meeting and conferring with others having 
similar interests, but can also derive worthwhile ideas for 
historical projects here at home. Calaveras Society mem
bers who would like to serve as delegates should let Prof. 
Wood or other officers of our Society know of their interest 
so that arrangements can be made for their attendance. 

The photograph of Wm. Jeff Gatewood, et al, on page 
1, is from the extensive collection in the county museum. 
Judge Smith’s story of the Moonlight Flat duel appeared 
in our January, 1963, issue.

Annual Meeting - California Conference
The Twelfth Annual Meeting of the Conference of 

California Historical Societies was held at the El Rancho 
Hotel in Sacramento on June 17-19, with over 300 dele
gates from the 108 historical society members. The gath
ering was presided over by Richard Bailey, director of the 
Kern County museum at Bakersfield. The Conference 
opened with a reception on Thursday night at the historic 
Crocker Art Gallery which was followed on Friday morn
ing by sessions at the El Rancho.

One of the most enjoyable presentations was a debate 
between Dr. Aubrey Neasham (president of the Western 
Heritage Council) and Robert Power (of the Solano Coun
ty Historical Society—and the owner of the “Nut Tree”) 
on the location of Drake’s Landing, marked by the now 
famous brass plate, the earliest document written in Eng
lish in America and still preserved. Dr. Neasham favored 
Bodega Bay while Mr. Power gave the evidence of his 
well-known stand that Drake landed near Sausalito, in 
San Francisco Bay.

The highlight of the Conference was the Friday night 
steak barbecue, served in the courtyard of Sutter’s Fort. 
About 250 delegates enjoyed the balmy evening and lis
tened to “Old Hutch” (William R. Hutchinson) deliver an 
amusing talk on the topic “California is not the West.” 
Mr. Hutchinson is an instructor at Chico State College as 
well as a literary editor for the San Francisco Chronicle. 
The University of Oklahoma Press recently published his 
two volume study of Oklahoma Senator Thomas Bard, 
entitled, “Oil, Land and Politics.”

The Conference presented, for the first time, Award 
of Merit Certificates for those who have aided in the pre
sentation of California history. Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, 
president emeritus, was granted the first certificate for 
his efforts in founding the Conference in 1953. Other 
certificates were awarded to Governor Brown and to sev
eral legislators.

The delegates selected Santa Barbara for the 1966 
Annual Meeting and Oroville for 1967. New officers in
clude: Walter Frame, of Sacramento, president; Edwin 
Gledhill, vice president; and Mrs. Beulah Linnell, Hay
ward, treasurer. Dr. R. Coke Wood, Calaveras, was re
elected for the 12th time as executive secretary. The re
gional vice president named for the Mother Lode (Ama
dor, Calaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa counties) was 
Mrs. Evelyn Gabarini of Jackson, replacing Mrs. Dorothy 
Firebaugh, of Sonora, who held that post for the past two 
years.

The Conference has over 280 society and individual 
members, and has just acquired its third life member 
($100). This was Dr. Albert Shumate, regional vice-presi
dent from San Francisco. Plans were made for a fall 
workshop at Hayward State College on September 24-25 
under the direction of Mrs. Linnell. This event will be 
the second workshop held, the first being at Yosemite in 
1964, where outstanding leaders instructed members of 
the group on techniques of operating the small historical 
society and museum.
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FOURTH CROSSING DEDICATION
Our Society joined the State of California, last week, 

to dedicate an historical monument at the little com
munity of Fourth Crossing, about halfway between San 
Andreas and Angels Camp, on Highway 49. On the 
monument is mounted a bronze plaque bearing the fol
lowing inscription:

FOURTH CROSSING

Located on the Stockton-Murphys road at the 
fourth crossing of the Calaveras River, this early 
mining settlement, once called Foremans, was 
famous in the 1850’s for its rich placer ores. 
Later, it became an important stage and freight
ing depot and served the southern mines until 
after the turn of the century.

California Registered Historical Landmark No. 258.

Plaque placed by the California State Park Com
mission in cooperation with the Calaveras County
Historical Society, October 23, 1965.

The Society’s committee, composed of Kenneth Castro, 
William Wells, Harold Pittenger, Paul Lewis, and Coke 
Wood, made the arrangements required for developing 
and wording the inscription, registering the site, building 
the monument, and setting up the dedication program. 
California is one of the leading states in preserving 
knowledge of historical sites and marking them on the 
ground. We take pride in playing an active part in this 
worthwhile project, and one that will be appreciated, 
we are sure, by generations to come.

Coke Wood, in his CALAVERAS PROSPECT column, 
“Tales of Old Calaveras,” recently reprinted an interest
ing historical sketch of Fourth Crossing by Harry T. Fee, 
the California poet. This article was originally published 
in the Stockton Record, on Saturday, June 25, 1932. Judge 
J. A. Smith’s short history of Fourth Crossing appeared 
in Las Calaveras in October, 1962. The “Memorial” 
history of Calaveras and adjoining counties (1892) con
tains excellent biographies of John B. Reddick and Joseph 
H. Wells, well-known residents of this place. From 
these and other sources, Mr. and Mrs. Castro have written 
the informal history that appears on the following pages.

MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH H, WELLS

Six year old Mary Alice Reddick came west in 1854 
with her family from Ohio by way of the Isthmus. 
They settled in '58 at Fourth Crossing, when her 
father, William Reddick, acquired the hotel and ad
joining property. In 1867 Mary Alice was married 
to Joseph Harold Wells of Mokelumne Hill. Mr. Wells, 
also a native of Ohio, had crossed the plains to Cali
fornia and Calaveras County in 1859. He was a 
schoolteacher and administrator by profession, but 
in 1888 moved to Fourth Crossing to take over the 
hotel and ranch from his father-in-law. In addition to 
keeping the hotel and post office, he ran cattle and 
raised fruit Joseph Wells continued for a number 
of years as the proprietor of the hotel until ill health 
required that he turn the establishment over to his 
son, Charles R. Wells. The latter continued in resi
dence at the ranch up to 1925. The property, a few 
years later, was sold. This photograph, taken in the 
early 1900's, was loaned by grandson William W. 
Wells.



A HISTORY OF FOURTH CROSSING
By Kenneth M. and Doris M. Castro

Fourth Crossing, one of the early mining camps of 
the Mother Lode, today is a ghost town. It is located on 
Highway 49 between San Andreas and Altaville, on the 
north bank of San Antonio Creek, a branch of the Cala
veras River.

All that the traveller can see today is the old hotel, 
separated into two parts, with one part moved some 
hundred feet distant; one of the old barns; the original 
bridge, and the road approaching the old hotel. To the 
north is a graveyard. The rough surface of the earth 
shows there was extensive placer and lode mining in the 
area. Occasional bits of china or other utensils are found 
to the west of the main community, where the Chinese 
settlement was located. A Mexican settlement was locat
ed at Campo Nuevo, to the southwest. The area today 
is used as a grazing area for cattle and sheep.

If one were to view Fourth Crossing from the eyes of 
the traveller as its appeared one hundred years ago, in 
1865, one would suddenly come over a hill (there are hills 
on both the north and south approaches) and see a rather 
large community spread before him. The stage stop was 
at the hotel, a large building prominently located on the 
main road. There were large barns close by, at one time 
three barns which would hold one hundred horses. 
Fourth Crossing was one of the principal camps for 
changing the teams that worked in freighting, hauling 
supplies to the mines and the -people throughout the 
area of the southern mines. Numerous shops sprang up 
to meet the needs of the many miners who lived and 
worked in the area.

Fourth Crossing was one of the first areas surveyed 
in Calaveras County. Following is a copy of the “Field 
Notes of two tracts of land at the fourth crossing of the 
Calaveras River made for Beritzhoff, Forman (sic) & 
Morgan, August 10, 1851”’:

“1. Beginning at a stake at edge of river, whence a 
rock is distant 10 yards in line of first side, and 
runing (sic) N 56° W 30 ch.2 to a rock and post, 
whence a pine tree bears S 32%° W 73 yds. thence 
S 34° W 20 ch. to a post thence S 56° E 30 ch. to a 
stake in edge of river, thence N 34° E 20 ch. along 
river back to place of beginning, containing 60 
acres more or less.

“2. Beginning at an oak tree, blazed, at edge of river 
and runing (sic) thence along the river S 34° W 
16 chs. to post and rock at river edge. Thence 
S 77° E 16 chs. to a large oak, blazed, thence N 
41° E 8 chs. to a stake whence a small black oak 
is distant 129 links in line of 3d side thence N 
41%° W. 16.1 ch. to place of beginning containing 
18 acres more or less.

“I do hereby certify that the preceding field notes 
and following plat are correct descriptions of land in 
Calaveras County, Cal. surveyed for and claimed by 
A. C. Beritzhoff, Forman (sic) & Morgan.
“Sept. 1st, 1851 Jno. C. Reid, Surveyor”
The plat is recorded with the field notes.
On Oct. 26, 1852, Alexander C. Beritzhoff filed a land 

claim for these 78 acres plus 22 unsurveyed acres adjoin
ing the first parcel on the west. In his claim, Beritzhoff 
deposed “that he now occupies and for a long time has 
occupied and settled upon 100 acres of the public lands

... for the purpose of cultivating or grazing the same.”2
On Feb. 8, 1854, Beritzhoff sold his interest in the 100 

acres to William L. Dudley for $6500*
On Sept. 29, 1858, W. L. Dudley sold the 100 acres 

back to Beritzhoff for $5000, “the whole premises being 
known so and called Foreman’s Upper Ranch,” “also all 
that certain Bridge across the Calaveras river at the fourth 
crossing of the same at the premises aforesaid with the 
franchise and all rights and privileges appertaining to 
the same.”5 This is the first official reference found to the 
bridge.

On Nov. 1, 1858, Samuel Forman (sic) and his wife 
Ada, and A. C. Beritzhoff and his wife Martha, all of San 
Joaquin County, sold the 100 acres to William Reddick 
and his son-in-law John Hill for $5000, “being the same 
premises on which stands the hotel formerly kept by the 
aforesaid A. C. Beritzhoff . . . and now kept by Charles 
P. Dudley,” and the bridge.4

On March 21, 1860, John Hill and his wife Eliza, of 
Butte, Amador County, sold their undivided one-half 
interest in the land and bridge to William Reddick for 
$1000?

The sale of Fourth Crossing to William Reddick had 
decisive effects on the future importance of the area. 
There have been few men in the history of California’s 
gold rush so well experienced as William Reddick to 
run a stage and freighting stop and serve the miners.

William Reddick, a native of Virginia, had made 
three trips across the country, fitting out and furnishing 
emigrants. He brought the first company across in 1849. 
Returning by water, he brought another company across 
in 1851, and a third company in 1853. He brought his 
own family in 1854, via Panama (making the Atlantic 
voyage in the North Star, and the Pacific in the Golden 
Gate.) He located near Angels Camp, and mined until 
1858, when he purchased Fourth Crossing. He remained 
there until he passed away at the age of 84 years.8

Soon after acquiring Fourth Crossing, William Red
dick built a new hotel. The following article appeared 
in the San Andreas Independent on June 20, 1861:

“New Hotel at Fourth Crossing — We learn 
that Mr. William Reddick, proprietor of the 
place known as Forman’s, or Fourth Crossing, 
contemplates erecting a new and commodious 
hotel this summer.”

William Reddick gave his property to his sons in 
May 1884, 51/100ths of an undivided interest to John B. 
and 49/100ths to Frank M. The property remained in the 
Reddick family and their descendants for approximately 
80 years, until it was purchased in the 1930’s by the Ponte 
family, the present owners.

Gold mining and transportation were the principal 
reasons for Fourth Crossing.

Fourth Crossing was located on the Mother Lode, 
the name given originally to the great dominant veins 
of gold-bearing quartz that extend for about 70 miles in 
a fairly straight line from Mariposa north to Plymouth. 
It is not recorded just when gold was discovered here by 
the Americans, but probably by mid-1848. The entire 
Calaveras County had been fairly well explored by the 
end of 1848.

It is said that placer mining was very productive in 
the area in the 1850’s, and when the placers were ex
hausted, the miners turned to lode mining.

The first quartz claim was filed by J. H. Bachman on



Sept 13, 1857. Three days later, on September 16, 1857, 
L. Emanuel filed a claim on Pluto Lode, and E. Manuel 
filed on French Ranch Lode. Five days later claims were 
filed on Comstock & Paul Lode by Bean, Freeman et al, 
by P. A. Bordwell, and by A. C. Beritzhoff. P. A. Bordwell 
and Moses Thorpe filed on Van Bueren & Kneedler Lead, 
and H. E. Thorpe filed on the Ross Bordwell Lode.’

Approximately 170 claims were filed in Foreman’s 
Mining District by the end of 1878. Claims were filed on 
Skinner Lode; Ross and Bordwell Lead; Gilman Lead; 
Dickens Lode; Look to the East Lode; Mammoth Lode; 
Swenson Lode; Kirby Lode; Blue Lode; New Lode (by one 
of the writer’s ancestors); Cameres Lode; Laurence Lode, 
and others.

There are no Chinese names listed in the “Index to 
Locations of Mining Claims” for Foreman’s Mining Dis
trict. It is said there were probably about 600 Chinese in 
the settlement at one time.

None of the mines has been worked for many years. 
Names which are still remembered locally are Bachman, 
Demerest10, Thorpe, and Union mines, but their exact 
location is known to only a few.

Transportation was next in importance to mining. 
The trail that connected the southern mines passed 
through Fourth Crossing. The first reference to the be
ginning of a stage road through this area is the article 
which appeared in Alta California on Dec. 20, 1851, as 
follows:

“New stage route. Another direct line of com
munication with the southern mining region has 
been opened. . . (to) Mokelumne Hill, heretofore 
inaccessible except for pack mules and pedes
trians. . . The road is to be extended through to 
Sonora, and in a very short time the rich and 
populous counties of Tuolumne and Calaveras 
will be the means of contributing greatly to our 
prosperity. .
This road today is known as Highway 49, the Golden 

Chain Highway.
The road from Stockton came into Valley Springs, 

on to San Andreas, where it turned and went past the St. 
Andrew’s Catholic Church, on to Kentucky House where 
the Calaveras Cement Plant is now located, to Alabama 
House which was a stage stop, passing the old Thorpe 
mine, and reaching Fourth Crossing.

“Bancroft’s Map of the Pacific States,” compiled by 
Wm. H. Knight, and published in 1864, shows the prin
cipal road at that time ran from Fourth Crossing, east 
to Murphys, and south to Columbia and Sonora. No road 
was shown from Fourth Crossing to Angels Camp. It is 
said that from early days there was a fork from the main 
road a short distance south of Fourth Crossing, leading 
to Angels Camp and Carson Hill. (Later the road to 
Angels Camp became more travelled. When the legisla
tive bill was passed in 1921, calling for the construction of 
a state highway which today is Highway 49, the highway 
passed through Mokelumne Hill, San Andreas, Fourth 
Crossing, Angels Camp, the Carson Hill area, and 
Melones.)

Fourth Crossing was a principal stage and freighting 
stop. William Wells of Railroad Flat, a descendant of 
the Reddick family who was born and grew up at Fourth 
Crossing, says that at one time there were three large 
bams for 100 horses. His grandfather, Joseph Wells, 
built the large dance hall which was the center of social 

activity for many years. He remembers the gardens and 
the orchards which his family had at Fourth Crossing.

The original toll bridge, built by Forman and known 
through the years as “Reddick’s Bridge,” solidly con
structed of limestone and rock, is still standing. William 
Reddick sold it in Jan. 1888 to Calaveras County for $1200, 
and it became a free bridge. The old structure was re
placed by a bridge about 100 yards upstream when the 
highway from San Andreas to Angels Camp was re
aligned around 1930.

Fourth Crossing had an early school. George Frioux, 
later justice of the peace in Stockton, taught there for 
many years. His grandfather settled at Dry Creek, near 
Fourh Crossing, in 1851, and George’s mother attended 
school at Fourth Crossing as a little girl.

The first justice court in Calaveras County was at 
Fourth Crossing, and Judge Bachman was the first justice 
of the peace.11

A post office was established June 2, 1855, and dis
continued May 8, 1888. A second post office was estab
lished Feb. 15, 1892, and discontinued Nov. 30, 1925. 
Alexander C. Beritzhoff was the first postmaster and 
served from June 2, 1855, to Dec. 31, 1858. He was fol
lowed by John Hill on Dec. 31, 1858; Charles P. Dudley on 
Apr. 18, 1860; William Reddick on May 3, 1860, and Frank 
Reddick on July 29, 1884. When the second post office 
was established, Joseph Wells and Charles Wells were 
postmasters.

The cemetery is now overgrown with thistles, most 
of the mounds are gone, and the ground worn down. 
Only one weather-worn wooden marker still stands, in 
a small area enclosed by a delapidated picket fence. It 
reads: Frances J. Walker, b. Jan. 17, 1861, d. Oct. 27, 1864. 
Francis I. Walker, b. July 30, 1853, d. Dec. 19, 1869.”

Until recently there was a marble tombstone, size 
3 ft. x 18 in., which read: “H. T. Toon, d. Oct. 9, 1879, 
age 43 yrs. 7 mos., native of Ky. ‘Dear Wife, farewell, I 
go to dwell with Jesus Christ on high and to sing praises 
to my King to all eternity.’ ” A carved tree, similar to 
the weeping willow, was on top of the stone.12

Miss Effie Johnston, who grew up near here, said 
there are about forty graves in the graveyard. The graves 
of Joseph Hill and Mrs. Joseph Hill (parents of Mary Hill) 
are on top of the knoll, once inside a picket fence. There 
was also a grave with the name Bachman.12

The famous duel between Jeff Gatewood and Dr. 
Gooding was fought at “Moonlight Flat” near the old 
Darnell place, reportedly in 1859. Jeff Gatewood was an 
attorney at San Andreas, and Dr. Gooding also resided 
there. Reportedly, differences over the slavery question at 
the time made enemies of the two, words led to blows, 
and finally a duel with pistols was the outcome. Dr. 
Gooding was killed. Gatewood later moved to the south
ern part of the state.

The history of an area is always affected by the 
people who live there. Names connected with Fourth 
Crossing were A. C. Beritzhoff and S. Forman; Dudleys; 
Barney Loomis, who located a claim on Aug. 16, 1853, in 
Nassau Valley just south of Foreman’s Ranch; Jacob H. 
Bachman; John Bund; Walkers; Toons; Darnell; Cottles; 
William Wallace; Douglas; Thorpes; D. D. Demarest, and 
Reddicks, Hills, and Wells.

William Reddick was born Jan. 3, 1807. He married 
(Continued on Next Page)
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corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

EDITORIAL
All too often we hear of personal collections of photo

graphs, scrapbooks, letters and other manuscript ma
terial that have been needlessly destroyed. Sometimes 
this has been done by well-intentioned relatives, be
lieving that these things are worthless. Often house- 
cleaners or new owners or tenants have “burned the 
junk” found in a house.

These relics may have great value to the local his
torical society, the museum, or to researchers interested 
in the history of an area or of a special topic. Some 
antiquarians and hobbyists have built up wonderful 
collections, largely from such humble sources. Even
tually most of these furnish great help for others in
terested in the subject.

As members of a local historical group, we should 
persuade those we know who possess items worthy of 
preservation to provide that they be saved, and left in 
charge of a responsible relative or bequeathed to an 
appropriate organization. Old photographs, especially, 
should be carefully identified with the location, date, 
names and other information. The rare practice of work
ing up “Ancestor” books should be encouraged. Con
taining pictures of the various forebears, their families 
and homes, and brief histories of their lives, they furnish 
descendants with fascinating glimpses into that part of 
the past that belongs to them. But this can be done only 
by one who has the essential knowledge and pictures.

Our current society project, compiling this type of 
information on the older families of the county, is one

A History of Fourth Crossing
(Continued From Preceding Page)

Elizabeth Songer on Dec. 17, 1828. They had twelve 
children, only four of whom lived to be grown: Eliza Ann, 
born Sept. 5, 1833, and married John Hill; John Burke, 
born April 9, 1845, and married Mary Louisa Coulter (he 
was Lieutenant Governor of California at the time of his 
death); Mary Alice, born Sept. 17, 1848, and married 
Joseph Harold Wells; and Frank Mussey, born Aug. 28, 
1854, and married Alice May Burnham.

There are many descendants of the families from 
Fourth Crossing living in Calaveras and nearby counties. 
None remain at Fourth Crossing, a ghost town.

1 Calaveras County Records, Book Miscellaneous 1852,
p. 52.

2 A chain is 100 links, 4 rods, or 792 inches.
2 Book Miscellaneous 1852, p. 186.
4 Ibid, pp. 186-87.
s Calaveras County Records, Book D of Deeds, p. 84.
4 Ibid, p. 252.
7 Ibid, p. 261.
8 A Memorial and Biographical History of the Counties of

Merced, Stanislaus, Calaveras, Tuolumne, and Mari
posa, California, p. 353. Chicago: The Lewis Publish
ing Company, 1892.

9 Calaveras County Records, Foreman's Mining District,
pp. 1-6.

10 It is interesting to note, since the California State His
torical Landmarks Committee recently approved a 
plaque for Camp Salvation, dedicated Oct. 3, 1965, that 
Demerest probably came through Camp Salvation. 
He is reported to have experienced many hardships 
and privations. Camp Salvation existed for ten 
weeks, Sept. 23-Dec. 1, 1849, and is credited with sav
ing the lives of an incalculable number of the thou
sands of gold seekers who made the dreaded jornada 
across the Colorado Desert and into San Diego.

H "Las Calaveras," Oct. 1962, article by Judge J. A. Smith. 
12 Reported by Mrs. Hattie Hertzig, San Andreas, Calif.
12 Reported by Miss Johnston, who several years ago ac

companied Mrs. Hertzig and Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hunt 
of Double Springs, Calif., to the area.

The preceding article was researched and written by 
Mr. and Mrs. Castro, and submitted to "Las Calaveras" 
on the occasion of the Fourth Crossing dedication. We 
are grateful for such papers as this, and would like to 
have more, for there are many subjects of county history 
worthy of further study and compilation.

New Members
We are happy to welcome these new members, two 

of whom are former members who have rejoined:
Mrs. Helen R. Pierce, Mokelumne Hill.
Mrs. Frances S. Bishop, Oakland.
Mrs. Marjorie Jensen, San Andreas (rej.).
Mrs. George Zumwalt, Mokelumne Hill (rej.).
Miss Ellen D. Peek, Castro Valley (junior).

of the ways in which this can be gathered and preserved. 
We need your help in this project.
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WADE HAMPTON JOHNSTON
(Compiled from the Letters and Scrapbooks of 

Miss Effie Enfield Johnston)

A California pioneer of 1854, Wade Hampton Johnston 
was born at Little Rock Creek, Jefferson County, Missouri, 
on August 31st, 1832. His ancestors, Johnstons, Byrds and 
Thomases, all took part in the Revolutionary War, and 
were among the early pioneers of Kentucky and Missouri. 
He was the third son and the seventh child born to Ben
jamin and Katherine Byrd Johnston of Fairfield, South 
Carolina. He was named for his Virginia ancestor, Wade 
Hampton, one of the earliest colonists, or for General 
Wade Hampton, active in the War of 1812. As a child he 
knew many of the officers and soldiers of the Revolu
tionary War who had settled in Jefferson County. From 
his grandfather Byrd, he heard many interesting stories of 
George Washington, General Marion, and other heroes of 
that war. Much like his grandmother Byrd, he had a 
splendid memory and an interesting way of retelling 
events of the past.

Johnston crossed the plains with the Richardson 
wagon train from Missouri in the early ’fifties, reaching 
the diggings at Hangtown (Placerville). After working 
in various mining camps along the Mother Lode, he 
finally settled at Yaqui Camp on Willow Creek, about two 
miles southeast of San Andreas. Here he joined a com
pany of three other miners, each of whom had a 100-foot 
claim on the west side of the gravel-capped hill after
wards known as the Wade Johnston gravel mine. In later 
years, because of litigation and straitened financial cir
cumstances, Johnston lost this mine, and in 1912, moved 
to the Abdullah mine nearby. In early days, when work
ing the gravel mine, he had bought a two-room house in 
Paradise Gulch, formerly the home of Ike Bradley and his 
Spanish wife. Later he built on a large kitchen and 
eventually a spacious pantry or storeroom and a porch 
across the front of the house. Water was obtained from a 
spring near the gulch. A building was constructed around 
the spring so that butter, milk, and fresh meat could be 
kept there. A vegetable garden, grapevines, fruit and 
walnut trees, and some flowers, were planted on the prop
erty. For in that day and age, the providing and storing 
of food was a most necessary part of country living. This 
Paradise Gulch home burned in 1892. A new house was 
built on the same site the following year.

The marriage of Wade Johnston to young Martha 
Cottle of Fourth Crossing at the Cottle home on June 2, 
1867, was celebrated with a wedding dinner cooked by

WADE HAMPTON JOHNSTON

Just as many, many thousands of young men like 
him/ he left a secure and comfortable home in the 
east to seek his fortune in the California goldfields. 
This, he conservatively estimated, might take as long 
as five years. Yet some three score and ten years later 
he was still on the Lode, still looking for that elusive 
fortune in gold. This interesting portrait, from a 
daguerreotype, shows Wade Johnston shortly after his 
arrival in California.

Mrs. Joe Bryan and served to some thirty neighbors. To 
this marriage two daughters and a son were born at their 
Paradise Gulch home: Effie Enfield, February 1, 1868, 
Martha Augusta, July 22, 1869, and Charles Hampton, born 
February 3, 1872. Unhappily, a separation occurred in 
1875, and Mrs. Johnston went to San Andreas to live. 
There she worked at the Metropolitan Hotel and for Dr. 
Robinson while getting her divorce. Mr. Johnston often 
took the small children to visit her, and she made clothing 
and toys for them. In spite of his mining and other ac
tivities, he never neglected his children and did all that 
he could to make a happy home for them.

The parents were their children’s teachers until in 
1879 the girls started to school at Upper Calaveritas, riding 
the four miles each day on horseback. In 1881, Mr. John
ston was instrumental in the formation of the Willow



Wade Hampton Johnston
(Continued From Page 1)

Creek School District, and a school building was erected 
close enough to the Johnston home for the children to 
walk, and to be able to come home for lunch. Mr Johnston 
performed the duties of trustee of Willow Creek School 
for a period of thirty-eight years. Another civic respon
sibility carried out by Mr. Johnston when yet a young man 
was two terms as county supervisor. He maintained a life
long interest in politics.

Most of Mr. Johnston’s active life was devoted to pros
pecting and mining at Yaqui Camp and Paradise Gulch. 
Anyone familiar with placer mining knows the frustra
tions of this type of work — either too much water or too 
little, leaking ditches, broken flumes, endless backbreak
ing work, good prospects and then disappointments. 
Pocket hunting has similar frustrations. All of these 
Johnston knew well. Then, too, his sheep were sometimes 
killed by stray dogs and other predators, or his garden 
killed by heavy frost or ravaged by wild animals or live
stock. All this he took in his stride and cheerfully ac
cepted as a part of his life at Willow Creek.

Along with the hardships were pleasures, and Wade 
Johnston acquired much local fame and popularity by 
playing his violin for parties on the “Shoe String” route, 
so called for the “dago red” made from grapes grown in 
home vineyards along the route. This was served at two- 
bits a bottle to friends who congregated for a good time 
of Bocci playing, organ music, singing, dancing, and in
dulging in eating the delicious home-cooked food. Many 
a night after he had retired, Johnston was aroused by visi
tors arriving on horseback or in carts, requesting his 
presence. He would willingly dress and accompany them 
with his cherished violin to the scene of the evening’s 
fun. The most popular of these social gathering places 
were the Seifferts at Kentucky House and the Raggios 
nearby, the Rattos and Genochios at Lower Calaveritas, 
the Onetos at Dry Creek (at the junction of the San Antone 
with Cherokee Creek), the Bence Ranch on the San An
tone, and, of course, Fourth Crossing. There were excel
lent dance floors at Fourth Crossing and Calaveritas where 
grand balls were frequently held.

Not only locally was the faithful violin heard. For 
example, there are records of a party as far away as 
Calaveras Big Trees, where, in August, 1859, thirty-two 
people rode in two four-horse wagons from Fourth Cross
ing, camping on the way, and entertained by Mr. John
ston’s music. A favorite tune of that day, and which we 
may assume was played on this trip, was “The Drunken 
Hiccough.”

Johnston’s oldest daughter, Effie, went to work as 
waitress in hotels all the way from Catalina Island to 
Oregon, and she worked in various industries and fac
tories, but came home to Willow Creek whenever she was 
needed.

Daughter Martha married George P. Harper in 1893. 
The Harpers lived on the Murphys Grade Road, and 
George worked at the Utica mill in Angels. Later on he 
was mill superintendent of the Lightner and Sultana 
mills. When the mines at Angels started running out of 
ore, he moved to Amador County, where he was superin
tendent of the Central Eureka mill, at Sutter Creek, until

THE FIDDLER FROM WILLOW CREEK

This picture, snapped in 1914, shows Wade Hampton 
Johnston as many still remember him, posed on the 
front porch of his Abdullah mine home.

he retired in 1940.
Son Charles never married. He stayed at Willow Creek 

and carried on mining activities in the area until his 
death in 1943.

In 1912, the Johnstons moved to the Abdullah mine, 
to the little house surrounded with porches, with artistic 
steps, and with flower beds all around, that still stands. 
This is the home to which Effie returned and spent many 
happy years until entering a rest home two years ago.

During Wade Johnston’s later years he reminisced 
about the early days, and his daughter Effie faithfully 
compiled these just as he related them, as “Talks by 
Wade Hampton Johnston.”*

Johnston continued his interest in mining and pros
pecting, even in advanced years, as we can see by a letter 
he wrote to a relative in December of 1919, in which he

*Wade Johnston’s description of life in Calaveritas 
in the 1850’s, printed in the April, 1958, issue of Las 
Calaveras, is lively reading today about lively times so 
long ago.
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Wade Hampton Johnston
(Continued From Page 2)

said, “We are getting our share of cold weather. The 
needle gets down to 21 or 22. The Kid (Charles) is off 
digging for a pocket. I have just got a hole started once 
more and it looks well but there is too much ice in sight 
for a man past 87 years old.”

He also continued his interest in his violin, as he 
reported to Mr. Lewis, the editor of the Citizen, on Septem
ber 5, 1925, as follows:
“Dear sir:

“I will ask you to print a few lines in your valuable 
paper to let my few old friends in Old Calaveras county 
know that I am still on top pulling against the stream 
of life. On Monday last, the 31st of August, I recorded 
my 93rd birthday in a quiet way. I got up early in the 
morning and had my mush and milk with a cup of good 
coffee, but soon after breakfast I had a slight pain in my 
stomach, so treated myself to a Dr. Watkins cocktail 
(47 per cent alco.) and soon felt better. Now my next 
move was to hike over to the mine and treat the boys to 
cigars, then returned and ate my dinner, which consisted 
of a piece of ham and a cup of cold coffee and topped off 
on watermelon; and the next item on my program was the 
old violin that had been asleep for a long time. I got to 
work on it and it was a big job to get it in tune, but I 
managed to dish up about a dozen of my old pieces, the 
names of which I will write on a separate piece of paper. 
My E-string broke and that closed my birthday. If it had 
not been for my rupture, I would be hiking in to San 
Andreas to see the improvements. At any rate, when San 
Andreas gets ready to elect a mayor I hope that I may be 
one of her ‘hairpins.’

“Yours respectfully,
“W. H. JOHNSTON”

The songs were:
The Girl I Left Behind Me 
Washington Over the Delaware
Flatfoot, a Negro Hoedown
Go to the Devil and Shake Yourself
We Won’t Go Home Till Morning
Come Haste to the Wedding
Leather Britches
The Jim Donivan Polka
Where, Oh Where Is My Wee Little Dog
Turn Down the Sheets
Crank’s Fox Trot
Arkansas Traveler

On December 31st, 1927, Wade Hampton Johnston 
died, at the ripe old age of 95, at his home at Willow 
Creek, cared for by his three children. He was a man who 
had contributed more than most to making life in this 
Mother Lode community full of pleasant memories, both 
for his devoted children and for his appreciative 
neighbors.

Forthcoming Meetings
Feb. 24—Angels Pioneer Families (Ed Leonard, Ch’m) 
Mar. 24—Murphys Pioneer Families (Al Gross, Ch’m) 
April 28—Dinner Meeting—Essays
May 26—Pioneer Families of Mokelumne Hill (Allen 

Peek, Ch’m)

THE JOHN PEIRANO FAMILY 
(Presented before the Society on November 18th by 

Mrs. John P. Lemue)

John Peirano was born in Genoa, Italy, in 1824, where 
he grew to manhood. He has been described as a man 
of rather small frame, fair-skinned, with fine reddish hair 
and beard, and clear, bright blue eyes. He smiled a great 
deal and took pleasure in the simple things of life. Leav
ing Genoa when a young man, his destination was the 
California goldfields. There he hoped to make a fortune 
and help those he left behind in Italy.

Leaving Genoa by ship, Peirano sailed to the Isthmus 
of Panama, made the hard trip across the Isthmus, and 
arrived in San Francisco about 1850. From San Francisco 
he traveled overland to the Mother Lode country, and 
along with others, pitched his tent on Angel’s Creek. He 
mined here for a few years quite successfully and bought 
a large acreage of land on the south side of the creek. 

On this land John Peirano built a home and added

JOHN PEIRANO

Storekeeper Peirano, seated in front of his Angels 
Camp residence, under the fig trees. This picture was 
taken in the early '80s.
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PEIRANO'S STORE, ANGELS CAMP
A view showing the store about 1890, when it was still operated by 
members of the family, some of whom may be seen in the doorways.

a small reservoir and ditch line to Angel’s Creek. This 
provided irrigation for a vineyard and orchard. (Years 
later his son Joseph built a fine home on this site.)

Later John Peirano constructed a stone building on 
Main Street and Chinatown Road, where he established 
a general merchandise store, then considered one of the 
finest on the Mother Lode. His descendants still have in 
their possession numerous statements and receipted bills 
and other papers showing transactions with San Francisco 
wholesalers, dating from 1852 to 1858.

At about this time John Peirano married Miss Julia 
Podesta of Columbia, Tuolumne County. Her parents, 
Joseph and Nettie Podesta, were hotel-keepers in Colum
bia. They had come to California from Baltimore, Mary
land, where Julia had grown up. Joseph Podesta was well 
educated, having previously studied for the priesthood. He 
had taught his daughter Julia to read in Italian and had 
encouraged her to become familiar with the classics. She 
never lost her thirst for reading, and during her busy life 
after working hard all day, would read late at night, long 
after the rest of the family was asleep.

John and Julia Peirano had three children, Joseph, 
Nettie, and John. The youngest, “Johnnie” as he was 
called, died in childhood. Joseph was born in 1860, Nettie 
in 1863, and John in 1866.

About 1865, he built a new home, a two-story structure 
directly in back of the general store. This building has 
been continuously occupied by members of the family 
since it was built a hundred years ago. The house is made 
of lava rock with a sand and cement coating. The walls 
are one and a half feet thick.

John and wife Julia ran the general merchandise 
store until his death in 1887. Julia would take care of the 
dry goods department, including millinery, and John 
looked after the grocery and hardware departments.

In 1885 the town of Angel’s Camp had a disastrous 

fire which destroyed most of the business section of town. 
The iron shutters on the Peirano store were closed and it 
became so hot inside that it was kept closed for over a 
week, as it was feared that if opened, the building would 
burst into flames.

The Peirano home was saved by a “bucket brigade” 
packing water from the creek. A crew also worked within 
the home, pouring water around the doors and windows. 
Some of the men started to move the piano out of the 
house, but John Peirano asked them to put it back. The 
piano, a Fischer, is still in good condition, but most of the 
furniture taken outside during the fire was ruined.

The family of John Peirano always believed that he 
“strained his heart” trying to open a fire hydrant that 
had already been opened, but which he, in the excitement 
of the hour, hadn’t noticed. In any event, he was in poor 
health from that time on and died two years later from a 
heart condition. After his death, his wife Julia and son 
Joe (as he was known around town) ran the business 
until her sudden death in 1894.

Joe Peirano married Miss Elizabeth Eudy, whose fam
ily then lived in Angels Camp. They had one child, a 
daughter, Hazel, whose untimely death at the age of sev
enteen brought great sorrow to the family, and which was 
a shock to the whole community. When a young girl, 
Hazel was given a little Shetland pony and cart by her 
father. She and her young cousin, John Lemue, would 
often be seen riding around town or on the country roads 
in the pony cart.

Joe Peirano was engaged in merchandising for several 
years in the store then known as the “Davey and Carley 
Building,” afterwards called the “Woods Building.” In 
later years Joe became interested in mining and invested 
in the Bald Hill (Etna) mine and also in the South Caro
lina mine of Carson Hill. He was working on his mining 
interests in New York City when he contracted a severe 
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case cf influenza and passed away there in 1920.
Joe and his sister Nettie had also inherited property 

in San Francisco, much of which was burned during the 
earthquake and fire of 1906.

Mrs. Joseph (Lizzie) Peirano lived in Angels for sev
eral years following her husband’s death and then moved 
to San Francisco. She remarried and continued to live 
there the remaining years of her life. She was a woman 
of quiet, gentle ways, and a calm and patient manner.

Nettie Louisa Peirano was a vivacious and attractive 
young woman and was considered beautiful by many 
people of her time. She had the fair complexion of her 
father, possessing light reddish-brown hair and large, 
expressive, flashing blue eyes.

When still young, she was called “a tomboy” by her 
mother, who sent her to a young ladies’ finishing school 
at Benicia. Julia thought that Nettie should have more 
education and also needed the “polish” such a school 
offered. At Benicia, Nettie received instruction in music, 
both voice and piano, in elocution, painting, needlework, 
penmanship, and in the fine points of “ladylike” behavior, 
as well as in the basic three R’s. When Nettie returned 
home, she had lost some of her “tomboy” ways, but was 
still the laughing, fun-loving girl who could never be 
really sedate. She enjoyed entertaining friends at home 
in the parlor, where she played the piano, and all joined 
in singing as they gathered around her.

Her mother Julia often went to San Francisco to buy 
merchandise for the store, and sometimes Nettie accom
panied her. Besides the ginghams, calicoes and other 
plain materials brought back were silks, satins, velvets 
and rich brocades then used for making dressier clothes. 
Being a skillful seamstress, it was Julia’s pleasure to 
create pretty clothes for Nettie. She also brought back 
from San Francisco thin solid satin dance slippers. Many 
years later Nettie remarked that she almost wore out the 
thin soles in one evening of dancing on the rough floor of 
the old theatre building, where most of the dances and 
entertainments were then held.

Nettie Peirano married Ralph Lemue in San Francisco 
on October 18, 1888. They had one child, John Peirano, 
born on September 25, 1891. Ralph Lemue was born in 
Montreal, Canada, in 1861. His family had moved to the 
placer mines in Nevada City where Ralph first worked as 
a blacksmith’s helper. Later the family moved to Stockton 
where Ralph learned the carriage-making business.

When the Angels mine owners decided to institute 
the new Burleigh air drills, Ralph Lemue was called to 
Angels to sharpen the drill steel used in the drilling 
machines. He was well-suited for this new development, 
because of his training and experience, and was the first 
mechanic in Angels to successfully sharpen the steel. He 
followed this trade for some time, and taught others his 
skills. Later, he returned to his craft of carriage builder 
in a shop on the site now occupied by the Texaco Gas 
Station. He built many carriages and wagons, some of 
which are on exhibit at the Angels Camp Museum. He 
continued in this business until 1917, when he and his 
son John bought the Angels Hotel from Otto Dolling.

Ralph Lemue passed away in October, 1927. His son 
John continued to operate the hotel until it was sold in 
1946.

John Peirano Lemue served for two years in World

November Meeting
Pioneer families of the Angels area was the subject 

of the November meeting of the Society. Mr. Ed Leonard 
was in charge of the evening program which was most 
interestingly presented by several persons. Mrs. John P. 
Lemue gave the story of the John Peirano family, includ
ing also information on the Podesta, Lemue, and Harper 
families (see elsewhere in this issue). Mrs. Mary Tarbat 
told the history of the Lavagnino and Tarbat families, and 
this was followed by Mrs. Leonard reading a paper on the 
Norman Smith family with information also on the Cut
lers. Mrs. Leonard then read a manuscript about the 
Rolleris, and her husband concluded the evening’s pro
gram with a brief history of the Maltman family.

As Mr. Leonard has several more reports coming in, a 
second meeting on Angels Camp pioneer families was 
scheduled for February 24th. Mr. Leonard is to be con
gratulated on the fine papers that have been written be
cause of his enthusiastic efforts in recording the history 
of the Angels area.

Quarterly Dinner Meeting
The October dinner meeting of the Society was held 

at Dave Copello’s fine new restaurant in Altaville, ad
joining the Forty-Niner Village, his outdoor museum and 
gold panning establishment. Mr. Copello has built up a 
fascinating collection of antiques, relics and what have 
you, all nicely arranged for visitors and tourists.

Some 75 members and guests enjoyed the roast beef 
dinner. Members Mr. and Mrs. Bernhardt Jensen of San 
Andreas, who have spent much of the past five years in 
Nigeria, Africa, for the Ford Foundation, presented a very 
interesting set of colored slides with accompanying re
marks on their experiences in northern Nigeria. The din
ner meetings continue to be our most popular activity, and 
we are happy to see so many members of the Society at 
these events.

War I, one year being spent overseas in France and Ger
many. John and Ruth Harper, a teacher, were married in 
San Diego on February 17, 1918, when he was then in 
training in the 115th Engineers at Camp Kearny. Ruth 
Harper descended from pioneers on both sides of the 
family. On her mother’s side, Wade Hampton Johnston 
crossed the plains in 1854, settling at Yaqui Camp near 
San Andreas. On her father’s side, grandfather (Moses) 
Hiram Harper was a pioneer who spent many years of his 
life near Murphys, on the Grade Road. He was a farmer 
and also a beloved minister of the gospel. He worked 
hard during the week caring for his garden and orchard, 
and then served in the pulpits of the Murphys and Valle
cito churches on Sundays. Grandmothers Martha Cottle 
Johnston and Delpha Jeffries Harper were also pioneers 
who crossed the plains in covered wagons.

John and Ruth Lemue had two children, John Harper, 
born August 8, 1920, and Barbara Marie, June 19, 1923. A 
grandson, Robert John, was born to John Jr. and Betty 
(Hankammer) Lemue, June 2, 1948. He is the youngest 
descendant and great-great grandson of John Peirano, 
pioneer of Angels Camp.
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EDITORIAL
We are only too apt to take for granted the fabulous 

communications, transportation, and facilities for amuse
ment that we have today. Even up here, on the Mother 
Lode, merely fingertip pressure on a switch, dial or button 
serves to bring us almost anything we need or want. But 
things were not always this way.

The two interesting family stories in this issue were 
chosen for the picture they present of country living in 
Calaveras of two, three or more generations ago—a life 
some of our eldermost members still recall with fond 
memories, but one that most of us will know only from the 
written word.

After the excitement and flush placer mining of the 
gold rush, the Mother Lode country settled down into a 
pattern of living characterized by hard work, with money 
more or less scarce, and conditions that permitted few 
luxuries. Some, as is always the case, prospered well. But 
the many found a life fully as hard a struggle as the one 
that they had left, in another state or nation—except that 
it was far freer of social, religious and political bonds, and 
often a more hospitable climate. These people that stayed 
after the rush, and those that joined them later, were de
termined to make a success of their new life. They all 
showed the same pioneering spirit that was the basis for 
the formation of our county.

Mining and prospecting provided a livelihood to 
many. This was not an easy one, and few made more 
than wages from their efforts. Others found their place in 
the storekeeping, innkeeping, teaming, in county work, 
schoolteaching, or in other fields.

One unusual occupation, or rather, avocation, but 
none-the-less most essential to social life of the times, was

The Christmas Program
Once again, Vice-President Alice Eldridge organized 

a delightful Christmas party, the 11th annual. The pro
gram featured the “Monday Nighters,” a singing group of 
21 from Stockton, colorfully dressed in white shirt, black 
bow tie and red coat. This unusual treat was arranged by 
Ralph Treat, who is one of the “Monday Nighters.”

Other presentations on the program were as follows: 
Letter to Santa  Mrs. Alice Eldridge
Christmas in the Early Days .... Dr. Coke Wood
The Birthday of a King Solo by Al Gross 
Reading  Mrs. Ed Leonard
Christmas Carols .. Mrs. Norma Wolfe, accomp. 
Monologue  Mrs. Pauline Newton
Holy City  Solo by Laverne Hofeditz

Mrs. Hofeditz, accomp.
Solo  Miss Penny Newton

Mrs. Hattie Hertzig played the part of Santa Claus in 
distributing the exchange presents, and pie and coffee 
were served to some 60 members and guests. The beauti
ful Christmas table decorations were arranged by Mr. and 
Mrs. Drew Garland.

An Invitation to Join the Society
We reprint the following from the April, 1961, issue 

of Las Calaveras:
“Judge Smith, our beloved president, wants to make 

it clear, through our quarterly publication, that we extend 
a cordial welcome to all those interested in the objectives 
of our Society to join the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. No special invitation is required and no sponsor
ship is necessary, but only an interest in the past, so that 
we can more fully understand the present.”

Al Gross, membership chairman, urges members to 
call the aims and activities of this Society to the attention 
of their historically inclined friends so that all those inter
ested in Calaveras history can participate with us in this 
work.

  
that of the country fiddler. The importance of this person
age in the community would have been readily acknow
ledged by young and old, had the question been asked, 
for balls and dances were, far more than is the case today, 
one of the most popular forms of recreation. In those days, 
so long before radio, television and automobile transpor
tation, the fiddler was the key to a successful evening’s 
event. Although music was just a hobby with Wade John
ston, history has awarded him a niche as the popular 
fiddler from Willow Creek.

In a more prosaic occupation, the village storekeeper 
wielded far more influence than he knew in shaping the 
details of daily living, and, like the newspaper, provided 
a most important link with the outside world. John 
Peirano will be remembered for the store that he and his 
descendants operated for so many years in Angels Camp, 
and for the excellent service provided the many Peirano 
customers. The Peirano Store was a vital force in the 
economy of the Angels Camp area for four decades.

The current project of our Society is to preserve more 
of these family stories, more of the lives of the hard
working and dedicated pioneers that built the foundations 
of the communities in which we now live. We ask you, 
whether you are a member or not, to help us with this 
work before too much of the information is lost forever.
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THE CANEPAS OF VALLECITO
By MR. AND MRS. STEPHEN FARBOTNIK

Presented by Mr. Farbotnik at the February Meeting

Lucca Canepa arrived in Calaveras County from 
Genoa, Italy, in 1860. At first he tried mining, but this 
had no appeal for him and he decided to farm instead. 
So, with his brother-in-law, Giovanni Sanguinetti, he 
acquired a tract of land in Vallecito known to this day as 
the Canepa and Sanguinetti Ranch.

In 1865, Mr. Canepa sent for his wife, Rosida. She 
arrived that year with their son Frank and daughter 
Dorinda. Meanwhile, Canepa and Sanguinetti divided the 
ranch and built a house. This was a rather curious ar
rangement inasmuch as the house was constructed right 
on the property line. One half belonged to Canepa, and 
the other to Sanguinetti. Both families shared the house 
for many years.

About this time, John and Emily Sheldon arrived in 
Vallecito with their children from Los Angeles. Daughter 
Sarah, who was destined to marry Frank Canepa, was 
barely old enough to remember the overland trip from the 
East in a covered wagon.

Mr. Canepa had planted a vineyard and orchard, and 
while the vines and trees were young he grew vegetables 
for the nearby mining camps. His son Frank recalled that 
on several occasions there were severe outbreaks of army 
worms and grasshoppers that threatened the gardens. 
Each time disaster was averted by the timely arrival of 
the local Indians. They would go through the garden, 
picking the insects into their baskets. Then, after dipping 
the baskets in boiling water, they would spread the insects 
in the sun to dry for winter stores.

Water, then as now, was a problem. In 1867, Canepa 
and Sanguinetti bought a water right from Judge Hall. 
This water originated in Douglas Flat at the Texas and 
Wild Goose mines and was conveyed to Vallecito by 
means of tunnels and ditches. One of the tunnels was 
driven later by Frank Canepa and his sons. As luck 
would have it, they hit a 40-foot streak of hard jasper 
about half way through the drive. This was a formidable 
obstacle in those days of single-jack and hand steel. As 
Frank used to tell it in later years, “We were too far in 
to quit, so we just kept going and finally made it.” Many 
encroachments were made on this water, but Canepa and 
Sanguinetti were the successful litigants in every case. 
The same water system serves the ranch to this day.

SARAH AND FRANK CANEPA

From a portrait made in the 1890's and loaned to the 
Society by the Canepa family.

In 1880, on the 9th of November, in the presence of 
Thomas Mitchell and Miss Matteson, Frank Canepa and 
Sarah Elizabeth Sheldon were married by Justice of the 
Peace C. Tatton. This event was on Frank’s 20th birthday. 
Sarah was then at the tender age of fourteen, and was to 
bear ten children and be married to Frank for 73 years. 
Her life was marred by tragedy. Infant son Georgie died 
with whooping cough; Florence of peritonitis; Louis was 
killed in an auto accident; John was accidentally shot, 
and Frank Jr. died of a heart attack. In all, she survived 
five of her children. In spite of these tragedies, she lived 
a rich and full life.

With a growing family to support, Frank loaded a 
wagon each morning and left for the mining camps to 
sell the ranch’s produce. His rounds included Angels 
Camp, Murphys, Sheep Ranch and Copperopolis. He also 
made trips as far up as Big Trees, serving the sawmills 
on the way. When Henry Ford’s “Tin Lizzie” appeared, 
Frank was quick to see its possibilities and soon bought



The Canepas of Vallecito
(Continued From Page 1)

one. It took some time for him to master the intricacies of 
this machine, however. One of his early attempts at 
driving found man and machine tearing wildly through 
the family vineyard with Frank yelling, “Whoa, you 
--------------------- , Whoa!” This episode ended in a cloud 
of dust and smoke when the machine capsized, leaving 
Frank bruised but not beaten. The adventure taught him 
that the Ford, unlike a team, would not respond to verbal 
commands.

Shortly after their marriage, Sarah decided to home
stead. She built a cabin and proved up her claim on a 
tract of land that her granddaughter, Wanda James, owns 
today. Here, sons Frank Jr. and Will, and a daughter 
Justena, were born, to be followed by the children already 
mentioned and daughters June, Bertha, and her last child, 
Beatrice, who was to become my wife. It was on this 
homestead that Frank, with Mr. Kirkland, who was mar
ried to Sarah’s sister Belle, developed a marble quarry. 
More remunerative was a hotel built at the fork of the 
Camp Nine and Parrot’s Ferry roads to serve construction 
crews then building the Camp Nine powerhouse. Sarah 
and her daughters operated this venture, and then took 
over the hotel in Vallecito. At this time she had 45 
boarders. She operated the Vallecito Hotel until retiring 
to the house on the hill.

As the years went by, Lucca’s health began to fail 
and he was unable to continue managing the gardens. 
Frank now began buying his produce in Stockton. He 
recounted that he used to sell peaches from Vallecito there 
when most of the valley was in grain, but now found 
himself a buyer of valley produce.

An interesting document in the family is a bill from 
the Manuels’ sawmill to Frank Canepa, dated 1890, for 
5,000 feet of pine lumber at a price of $90.00. Frank re
called this event because it was the year a terrific hail
storm ruined their crops. He and his father decided that 
it was a good time to build a home of their own. This 
they did on a hill overlooking the town of Vallecito. In 
later years this house was replaced with a more modern 
structure. It was here that Frank and Sarah Canepa 
spent their remaining years, Frank busy with a garden 
and a small flock of sheep, Sarah with her flowers and 
grandchildren. The end came in 1953 for both of them.

It is impossible to do justice to all the family in an 
article as brief as this. Mention, however, should be made 
of Frank’s sister Dorinda who married John Botto. Their 
children were Luke, John, Rose, and Tessie. Sarah’s 
father, a freighter, was fatally injured. Later, Mrs. Shel
don remarried. Her new husband’s name was Joy. The 
Sheldon children were Sarah, Belle and Mary. Luke 
Canepa passed away in 1892, his wife in 1900. Giovanni 
Sanguinetti died in 1903, and his wife Rosa in 1914. 
Finally, it should be noted that four of the five surviving 
Canepa children still live on the Canepa ranch at 
Vallecito.

Have you invited a friend interested in Calaveras 
history to join the Society? — Al Gross, Membership 
Chairman.

COSGROVE FAMILY HISTORY 
By ANNETA CCSGROVE CHAPMAN 

(Read by Mrs. John P. Lemue, February 24th)
Michael Cosgrove and his wife Cathrine came to San 

Francisco from St. Louis, Missouri, by way of Cape Horn, 
arriving in March, 1852. There, on June 15th, Charles 
James was born. When Charles was three weeks old, they 
moved to Angels Camp.

Mr. Cosgrove built a home on Main Street. He also 
built a hotel where the Bazinett Hotel now stands, a 
livery stable next to the hotel where today there is a 
market, and on Angels Creek, next to his home, a carriage 
house. Four generations lived in the house on Main Street.

Charles Cosgrove married Mary E. Bryan, a native of 
San Andreas, in 1878. They had two sons and one daugh
ter: Burton H., Elmer L., and Annetta, now Mrs. Earl 
Chapman. One daughter, Jeanette, was born to the Chap
mans in 1913. Jeanette married Herbert Scott in 1945, and 
passed away on April 9th, 1956.

Michael Cosgrove died in 1868. The old property on 
Main Street was a grant deed from the State, dated July 
18, 1873, to Cathrine Cosgrove and signed by W. B. Norman, 
County Judge of Calaveras.

The first Cosgrove Hotel burned to the ground in the 
great fire of June 24th, 1885. This conflagration started 
in the upper story of the building. Flames leaped across 
the street to George Tryon’s Angels Hotel and burned 
many buildings on both sides of the street. The Cosgrove 
Hotel was then rebuilt and sold in 1893 to Mrs. Slibbets 
Eddy.

In 1875, Cathrine Cosgrove purchased thirty acres of 
land from the Matson Estate, bounded on one side by the 
Gold Cliff Mine and by Hardscrabble Street on another. 
She built a home on this parcel and lived there for many 
years. Later she sold the property to the Utica Mining 
Company. Many new homes have been built on the tract 
in recent years.

At four o’clock in the morning, January 21st, 1909, 
a cloudburst and heavy rains sent Angels Creek over its 
banks. Part of Chinatown washed downstream, and struck 
against the old Cosgrove Carriage House. In this building 
were stored many old relics such as saddles, team bells, 
stovepipe hats, and trunks and chests which had come 
around Cape Horn. All went downstream, along with 
several other business establishments.

In 1913, the Chapmans built a garage and rented it to 
John Carley. This was one of the first garages in the 
county. In 1926, Angels Creek again rose, and this time 
washed the garage away.

The State Highway Department condemned the Cos
grove home in 1946 and constructed a bridge through a 
portion of the property. The remaining third of the Cos
grove land, owned by Annetta Cosgrove Chapman, was 
sold to Earl and Joseph Carley in 1957, and now is used 
as a parking lot.

Our Secretary, Sadie Hunt, asks that those members 
who are unable to attend meetings and who do not wish 
to be notified of these meetings to so advise her by post 
card, addressed to Valley Springs, Calif. As our member
ship grows, so does the job of sending out individual 
meeting notices.
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STICKLES STORE

After the devastating fire of 
1855 in Angels Camp, a 
number of new masonry 
buildings were constructed 
similar to this one built by 
D. Strosburgar in 1856. The 
rhyolite building stone was 
obtained from Peirano's 
quarry in Altaville. On the 
second floor may be seen 
the sisters Edna Bryan 
Buckbee (local historian) 
and Mabel Bryan Thomas. 
George Stickle Sr., and Jr., 
are standing in the door
way with their dog. The 
former was one of the early 
merchants in town, once 
owner of the mine that bore 
his name, and one of the in
corporators of the Angels 
Race Track at Frogtown.

THE ROLLERI FAMILY
By MRS. OLIVIA BARDEN HARBINSON

Presented at the November Meeting By Mrs. Otta Leonard
In the late eighteen-forties Giovanni Filippo Anto- 

nini arrived in Sonora, Tuolumne County. He had left his 
wife and two small girls in San Antonia de Castiglione, 
a small village high in the hills above the Italian Riviera, 
until he wa9 able to provide for their passage. His daugh
ter, Olivia Eleria, had been born in that village on August 
1st, 1844. When her father sent for the family in the mid- 
fifties, Olivia assured all of her playmates that she would 
send them necklaces of gold from California.

Olivia came with her mother and sister by boat from 
Genoa, around the Horn, and they were met at San Fran
cisco and taken to Sonora. While awaiting the arrival of 
his wife and daughters, John Antonini had become ac
quainted with many of the other Italians who had gath
ered in the community. To one of these, John Marconi, he 
had promised the hand of his daughter Olivia, following 
a well-respected old country custom.

On cheir arrival, the three were introduced to the 
many friends who came to greet them and Olivia, now a 
young lady of sixteen, met John Marconi. But she also 
met another young Italian, Geronimo Rolleri, who was 
younger, more dashing, and more persuasive than John. 
Since she was a girl of some independence, she refused 
to go through with the previously arranged marriage, and 
on February 25th, 1861, she and Geronimo were married. 
It should be noted here that John Marconi later was suc
cessful in winning the hand of Olivia’s younger sister, 
Emanuela. That couple established their home in Big 
Oak Flat. One of their daughters, Adeline, married Nor
man Smith of Angels Camp.

During the next twenty years, the Geronimo Rolleris 
lived in various sections of Tuolumne County, and en
gaged in mining, ranching and store-keeping — at times 
in a combination of the three. Near the end of 1879 (or 
early 1880) they moved to Reynold’s Ferry, on the Stanis
laus. There, the older boys assisted in operating the 
ferry. While the family did not run a regular hostelry, 
they could and did care for an occasional guest, Black 
Bart among them. It was while the Rolleris were living 
here, (1883) that this noted highwayman made the cele
brated holdup on Funk Hill, when young James Rolleri 
took his famous shot.

One amusing incident happened in 1881 concerning 
the eldest Rolleri daughter, Mary. Arrangements had 
been made for her marriage to John Podesta of Yankee 
Hill. On the appointed day relatives and friends gathered. 
The ladies of the family had on their newest dresses, 
ravioli had been made, roasts baked, and decorations 
designed, finished, and hung. At the appointed time Po
desta arrived, marriage license safely tucked in pocket. 
He crossed on the ferry and was warmly greeted by family 
and friends. Just as the marriage was about to begin, 
one of the brothers noted that the license was for Tuol
umne County and was not good in Calaveras. Confusion 
and argument heightened, as all of the Rolleris were both 
voluble and vociferous. But out of all the confusion, the 
solution was finally found. The principals of the wedding 
party proceeded to the dock, boarded the ferry, and ad
vanced to midstream (the county line) where the cere
mony was performed, while guests and family looked on 
from the water’s edge.

The family returned to Sonora in the mid-eighties and 
was active there in community and political life. In 1888
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The Rolleri Family
(Continued From Page 3)

Geronimo Rolleri died of pneumonia. Olivia was left with 
her tea children, very little money, but with a great deal 
of courage. There had been thirteen children born of this 
marriage. Two had died in infancy, and Mary had gone 
to live in Yankee Hill after her marriage. Friends knew 
that Olivia was looking for a small business of some kind. 
John Rodin, of Oakdale, urged her to open a boarding 
house there, but other friends had heard a boarding house 
was for sale in Angels Camp. They also knew of the 
growth of the lode mining activities there, and thought it 
a better place for her venture. She investigated, bought 
the property, moved her family, opened for business, and 
thus the first unit of the Calaveras Hotel came into being.

As time went on, this proved to be a good venture, 
and properties to the right and left of the original section 
were purchased. Later the corner building on Main and 
Bush was added to the business. During this time, 
“Grandma” Rolleri expanded her business in other ways. 
She decided to supply the hotel as well. She purchased 
some ranches, ran a good many cattle, established a 
butcher shop, and opened a saloon. From the ranches 
came much of the produce needed: vegetables, fruit, eggs, 
chickens, meat, milk, and butter. The boys helped on the 
ranches, and the girls at the hotel. The cooking, however, 
was always done by Chinese.

Grandma Rolleri taught these young Chinese to make 
all of the Italian dishes the family—and the boarders— 
liked so much. Willie Lee became one of the finest 
ravioli makers on the Mother Lode. Each Sunday evening 
saw lines of townspeople waiting at the kitchen door with 
their five-pound lard pails ready to be filled from the 
steaming kitchen stove, and then to be rushed home for 
supper. All the help were devoted to Grandma. They 
stayed for very long periods and always remained a part 
of the “family.”

The saloon, according to the “drummers” who made 
this territory, was one of the finest this side of San Fran
cisco. The bartenders were always immaculate in their 
white, pearl-studded vests and bar aprons. When Grand
ma’s friends came to call, one of the grandchildren was 
always told to “knock on the saloon door,” (an inside 
door from dining room to saloon) and summon the bar
tender with, “Grandma wants you in the parlor.” The 
ladies ordered sherry, port, or, on a cold winter’s day, a 
hot toddy. The lucky grandchild was rewarded with a 
circus lemonade.

Children were always welcome and the babies tended 
at the hotel, while their mothers, in from the ranches, 
did their shopping at dry goods stores and groceries. 
Olivia’s parlor was the central meeting place for the 
family and all their friends. She purchased a piano soon 
after establishing the hotel, and was never happier than 
when someone was playing. She even gained some fame 
as a matchmaker.

No one was ever turned away from Grandma’s door. 
If a man was hungry, he was fed. If he was “broke,” he 
got a loan. If he had a mine, he might get a grubstake. 
Color or creed meant nothing to her. All people were her 
friends and she was a friend to all people. On her death 
in 1927, she was mourned throughout the county.

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
March Meeting

We were pleased to have President Poore and 1st Vice 
President Coke Wood back with us again, both of whom 
had missed recent meetings when on the sick list. Before 
one of the largest attendances at a regular meeting for 
several years, Al Gross presented a fine program on Mur
phys Pioneer Families, as follows:

Mrs. Hazel Garland on the Walter Mercer Family, 
written by Mrs. Evelyn Stephens

Mr. Al Gross reading the Mary Jane Osselin history 
and some Gross family letters

Mrs. Norma Harrelson, on the Tanner Family
Mr. Fred Fisk, reading the Frank Fisk Family History, 

as compiled by the late Judge Smith
Mr. Gross on the Tyler Family, by Ed Tyler
Mr. Drew Garland, who read the story of the Kaier 

Family, written by Ashley Alexander

President Poore announced that the Society has ac
quired the relics of the Camanche Catholic Church. Mr. 
Poore also stated that the Pliler family, of Valley Springs, 
has donated a loom, spinning wheel, and several articles 
of furniture used by their forebears. New members Mr. 
and Mrs. Long presented the Society with a rare copy of 
the Republican, a newspaper that was published at Big 
Trees in 1891. This, we believe, is the only known copy 
of the short-lived newspaper in existence.

The Republican was not included in our supposedly 
complete listing of county newspapers in the January 
1965 issue of Las Calaveras, so we were especially pleased 
with this gift. Does any reader know of other copies of 
this paper, or of any details of its history?

New Members
The list of new members is long this time, and all 

accorded an enthusiastic welcome to the Society.
Mrs. Otta Leonard, Angels Camp
Mrs. Doris Castro, Murphys
Mrs. Dwight W. Chapman, Orinda
Mrs. Vera S. Fuller, San Andreas
Mr. Dave Copello, Altaville
Mr. Douglas Sloan, San Andreas
Miss Alice Sloan, San Andreas
Mr. Russ Faussett, Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. Victor B. Scott, Murphys
Mr. Don Cuneo, San Andreas
Mrs. Verna L. Hood, Valley Springs
Mrs. Mary F. Damon Rude, Tuolumne
Mrs. Geraldine H. Auger, Murphys
Mrs. Eula Maxwell, Altaville
Mrs. Ruth Prutzman, Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hobson, Murphys
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Lemue, Angels Camp
Mrs. Sarah K. Golta, West Point
Miss Louise Golta, West Point
Stanislaus State College Library, Turlock
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest W. Long, Altaville
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FOURTH OF JULY PARADE — 1885

The Fourth of July celebration at Angels Camp in 1885 was organized and presented 
by the Odd Fellows. President-of-the-Day was Mark Torrey who may be seen on 
horseback in this view snapped in front of Fletcher's Carpenter Shop (later the 
site of the Angels Theatre). The program included music by the Angels Brass Band, 
singing by the Glee Club, reading of the Declaration of Independence, and the 
oration by the Honorable W. T. Lewis. In the afternoon there were competitive 
games for the spectators, such as wheelbarrow and sack and barrel races. King 
Solomon's bridge, greased pole, shaved pig, and many others.

WADE JOHNSTON GOES TO CALIFORNIA
By EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON 

(Brief Excerpts from the W. H. Johnston Talks)

“A crowd of perhaps fifty people had gathered at the 
Meramec River to see us off. My father was there. We 
said goodbye for five years, and with two four-ox wagons 
and a hundred and fifty head of cattle started for Cali
fornia. It was» the 4th of April, 1854.

"We arrived in Nebraska on the 2nd of May, and 
camped near the Missouri River. Here, four hundred head 
of steers, belonging to a Mr. Nye, came very near running 
over us. . . . When we reached Camp Kearney, the soldiers 
were on parade. We camped where we could see them.

“While at the Platt, I bought a new violin bow and 
an elk skin to keep my violin in. This kept it dry. . . . 
Jacob Hershbarger and I went out hunting on an island 
in the Platt River. We were only on the island a few 
minutes when wolves* got the scent of us, and the first 
thing we knew, we were almost surrounded by them. We 
didn’t lose any time getting out of there.

“One night, about June 6th, we camped just below 
Fort Laramie on the Laramie River in what is now Wyo
ming. . . . We later camped along the Sweetwater River, 
a nice stream about forty yards wide and four feet deep.

It was somewhere along here that old Gideon Adams 
stampeded the cattle. He was scared by a jack rabbit. He 
thought it was a bear!

“For miles* along the Bear River (in Utah) there was 
just room for a wagon to pass. ... At the sink of the 
Humboldt we passed by hundreds of skeletons of cattle 
and horses and many deserted emigrant wagons. We went 
through or near what is now Virginia City and Carson 
City, then called the Eagle Ranch. I think we were at 
Cars*on when we heard of Joaquin’s capture. We bought 
half a deer from an Indian, when we camped at Lake 
Tahoe, and ate it all for supper!

“We gathered and ate lots of wild gooseberries but 
were afraid to eat the thimble berries.

“We were crossing the summit about the 24th of Au
gust and arrived at Hangtown on the 26th.”

Wade Johnston then described his experiences at 
Yankee Jim’s and other nearby camps, and early in May 
of the following year, he and Billie Smith “said goodbye 
to Placer County and hello to Calaveras.”
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EDITORIAL
For the first time since we assumed this chair, Las 

Calaveras finds itself with more material than it can use. 
For this fortunate circumstance we are most grateful, even 
though it does pose the problem of selecting the most 
appropriate articles for each issue. We hope we will be 
able to publish all the interesting family sketches that 
are resulting from the Society’s pioneer family project.

Those persons familiar with Vallecito will enjoy the 
Canepa story and will note that the Farbotniks modestly 
neglected to point out that this ranch is the home of the 
Vallecito Pepper. Lucca Canepa would be most gratified 
indeed to know how well received and widely known this 
delicacy has become, grown by his descendants in the 
gardens he started more than a century ago.

Although the story of Grandma Rolleri and her Cala
veras Hotel in Angels Camp is well known—and was the 
subject of one of our prize-winning school essays last 
year—we couldn’t resist including Mrs. Olivia Harbinson’s 
version of the colorful Rolleri family in this issue.

A fine collection of early day pictures of Angels Camp 
arrived along with the all-too-brief Cosgrove history, 
donated by Mrs. Annetta Chapman to the Society. Two 
of these are reproduced on another page. We thank Mrs. 
Chapman for her generosity in giving these historic photo
graphs to our growing archives. We would like to remind 
others who have photographs of historical value, but who 
may not wish to part with them, that negatives can be 
made for only $1.50 each. These can then be made 
available to the museum and for publications such as Las 
Calaveras.

ROCKWELL D. HUNT
Probably no one has done more for California history 

in general and for local northern California history in 
particular than Professor Rockwell D. Hunt. He was not 
only extremely effective in motivating others by his 
teaching and organizational work, but unbelievably pro
ductive in his own research and writing.

A charter member of our Society, he was always a 
friend of Calaveras County and of our membership. Pro
fessor Hunt died on the 23rd of January at the ripe old 
age of 97, bearing many honors and the love of all who 
knew him. The very active Conference of California His
torical Societies stands as one of his most enduring 
achievements, and the eighteen or more volumes he 
authored will long be source books in California history. 

Forthcoming Meetings
May 26—Mokelumne Hill Pioneer Families 

Allen Peek, chairman
June 23—Pioneers of Rail Road Flat 

Harry Buchanan, chairman
July 28—Dinner Meeting—place and program to be 

announced
Sept. 22—Valley Springs Pioneer Families

Percy Hunt and Jos. White, co-chairmen 

Quarterly Dinner Meeting
On January 27th, some 50 members and guests gath

ered at the Congregational Church in Angels for a deli
cious dinner prepared by the Congregational Women. Mrs. 
Alice Eldridge presided. The high point of the evening 
was an encore by the Bernhardt Jensens who presented 
a fascinating movie on Viet Nam with explanatory com
ments by Mr. Jensen. Mrs. Jensen gracefully modeled a 
lovely Viet Nam dress that she had purchased in Saigon. 
All agreed, I am sure, that the Jensens, who were pinch- 
hitting for Coke Wood, who was to have pinch-hit for Mrs. 
Leland Case, gave a first string performance.

February Meeting
Ed Leonard presented his second roundup of Angels 

Pioneers on February 24th, with Mr. Farbotnik, Mrs. 
Lemue, and the Leonards giving papers on the Canepa, 
Cosgrove, Love, and Marshall families. Two of these are 
printed in this issue. We are all indebted to Mr. Leonard 
for a fine accomplishment as Angels chairman. 

The Clampers Return
On March 26, the Matuca Chapter of E. Clampus 

Vitus (revived) dedicated a plaque at Mokelumne Hill 
honoring it as the California birthplace of the society.

According to B. J. Shannon, in the Golden West maga
zine for January, Joe Zumwalt and W. C. Wright carried 
the official papers of E. Clampus Vitus to the West. 
E. C. V. had been started in the mountains of West Vir
ginia in 1845 as an elaborate practical joke.

Failing to establish E. C. V. in Hangtown, Joe moved 
to the Hill, and in September, 1851, successfully formed 
Lodge No. 1001 of this Ancient and Honorable Order.
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THE GREVE FAMILY
By CECILLE VANDEL GREVE McMILLIAN

John Frederick Wilhelm Greve, born in Hanover of 
German nobility, was far better known in Calaveras 
County as Fred Greve, Sr., the potato king of Blue 
Mountain.

Early in life, Fred Greve revolted against the lack of 
freedom in Germany. After his graduation from college 
at 17, his parents enrolled him in a military school to 
become an officer. Three times he ran away from this 
school, for he wished to take up agriculture, unthinkable 
for one of his station in life. He had spent much time 
following the gardener around his father’s estate. The 
first time he ran away from the military school, they 
stopped him on the Switzerland bridge, the second time 
on the border of Belgium, and the last on the French 
border.

Finally the family decided to send him to America. 
He signed away all his rights and sailed to America when 
still but 17 years old. He never returned to Germany.

Grandfather Greve and his companion, a Mr. Lick, 
landed in Baltimore. He bought a farm in Connecticut, 
but soon found the ground too rocky. He had met Mary 
Eliza Dillon in New York. He followed her to New Or
leans, where they were married. Their first child, John 
Frederick Wilhelm Greve, Jr., (Freddy) was born there.

Greve left his wife and son in New Orleans and 
crossed the plains to San Francisco, where he set up, in a 
tent, one of the first stores. He later built a wooden one 
there. In 1849, he had his wife and son brought to San 
Francisco by way of the Isthmus of Panama. They made 
the long and dangerous trip across the Isthmus on the 
backs of natives. Their group was attacked by hostile 
natives five times during the trip.

Fred Greve was a fluent linguist, master of nine 
languages. He soon learned about the early discoveries 
of gold in Mokelumne Hill from Frenchmen who traded 
at his store. They recruited other Frenchmen there, not 
realizing that he understood their language.

He sold his store in San Francisco and came to Mo- 
quelumne Hill (as it was commonly spelled at that time), 
and engaged in mining at Middle Bar on the river. His 
claim was next to that worked by Joaquin Murrietta. He 
made a special trip, several years later, to see the head 
that was supposed to be Joaquin’s. He always said after

FRED GREVE, SR.

that trip, “The head was not Joaquin’s, but that of one of 
his men.”

In 1855 he moved to Glencoe, where he built one of 
the first quartz mills in the area on what was then known 
as the Vance Mine but which is now called the Norwich. 
This mill was a two-stamp affair. The twins, Harry Ran
dolph Greve and Mary Ellen Greve Ham, were born while 
the Greves were at Glencoe.

From Glencoe Grandfather Greve moved on what is 
now known as the McCarty Ranch, near Rail Road Flat, 
which he sold to Dave McCarty in 1857. A son, Charles 
Edward Greve, was born here. His next venture was at 
Mountain Ranch, where he conducted a grocery store and 
butcher shop for a couple of years. At Mountain Ranch 
were born Aunt Lillian Eliza Greve (Lilly) and Uncle 
William Gamble Greve.

From Mountain Ranch he moved to Sandy Gulch 
where the family was enlarged by Rudolph (Rody) Greve 
and the twins Frank Elsworth Greve and Laura Mabel 
Greve Vandel Bennett. Shortly after, the Greve family 
moved again, to what is now known as the Rody Greve 
Ranch on Blue Mountain Road. Later he sold this property 
to his son-in-law, Leonidas Ham. Uncle Lee Ham died 
there.

In 1871 Grandpa Greve made his final move, to the 
Blue Mountain Ranch near West Point, where he spent 
the remainder of his life. He was truly a pioneer of Cala
veras County, having lived within its borders for 56 years.



The Greve Family
(Continued From Page 1)

He was a man who took a prominent part in all affairs 
that were for the good and welfare of the county.

Uncle Harry Greve married Emma McCarty and made 
his home in Mokelumne Hill. He farmed and also owned 
the stage line from Valley Springs to West Point. In addi
tion, he ran a livery stable at the Hill. There are two 
children still living, Myron Greve who lives at Mokelumne 
Hill and May Greve Main, of Stockton.

Uncle Charles Greve married Amelia Manly Parker 
and also resided in Mokelumne Hill. He drove the stage 
from there to West Point. They had five children: Vera 
Greve James who lives in the home place at Mokelumne 
Hill; Lyle (Bud) Greve who has a home at Mokelumne 
Hill but who is now at Stateline; Raymond Greve of Sac
ramento; Frank (Tot) Greve, deceased, and Charles 
(Babe) Greve who lives at Mokelumne Hill.

Aunt Mary Greve married Leonidas Ham. They had 
six children. Two died in infancy; Winnie who died from 
an accident as a young girl; Creighton Ham who lived 
for a time in Mokelumne Hill; Charles Ham and Burleigh 
Ham, both of whom lived in San Francisco.

Aunt Lilly Greve made her home for a time with her 
sister, Laura Bennett, and later moved to San Francisco. 
William Greve lived at West Point. Uncle Rody married 
Louise Phillips Porteous, and they ran the Rody Greve 
Ranch. Frank Greve never married.

My Mother, Laura Greve, lived in Mokelumne Hill. 
She married Ernest Vandel and had two children, Cecille 
Vandel McMillian of Bakersfield and Wanda Vandel 
Morris of San Jose, both still living. After my father 
passed away, she remarried and had one child, Bernice 
Bennett, by her second husband, Charles Bennett.

Uncle Fred drove the stage from Mokelumne Hill to 
West Point after Uncle Charlie retired. Uncles Rody and 
Frank were in the cattle business.

Music was a tradition of the Greve family. Uncle 
Fred played the violin and Rody the guitar. Mother and 
Aunt Mary had beautifully trained voices. Uncle Frank 
could say things on a violin that couldn’t be put in words. 
He could take the top line of any classical piece of music 
and play it on his violin. He could recapture the sounds 
of the woods on his instrument.

It was the love of freedom that changed the whole 
life of Grandfather Greve. At his Blue Mountain home 
he taught the grandchildren to appreciate to the fullest 
our great American heritage of freedom.

Forthcoming Meetings
August 2nd—Essay Stapling Party at the Double 

Springs Ranch
Sept. 22nd—Valley Springs Pioneer Families 

Percy Hunt and Jos. White, co-chairmen
Oct. 27th—Dinner Meeting—Place and Program to Be 

Announced
Nov. 17th—Copperopolis Pioneers

Any Society member who wishes a copy of the bib
liography, California in Fact and Fiction—A Select List of 
Books in the Calaveras County Library, may obtain one 
on request to Mary Lou Hawkley, Acting County Librarian, 
San Andreas.

THE HARRY RANDOLPH GREVE FAMILY

In addition to the activities mentioned in the accom
panying article, Harry Greve (and his son Myron) 
owned the historic Leger Hotel in Mokelumne Hill for 
more than 60 years, until it recently changed hands. 
The Leger, which was established in the 1850's by 
George W. Leger as the Hotel de L'Europe, is still in 
operation and is a popular rendezvous for Calaveras 
residents and visitors alike.

Who Discovered Big Trees?
“Just at dark I came to an enormous fallen tree and 

tried to go around the top, but the place was too bushy, 
so I went around the butt, which seemed to me to be 
about twenty or twenty-five feet above my head. This I 
suppose to have been one of the fallen trees in the Cala
veras Grove of Sequoia gigantea or mammoth trees, as I 
have since been there, and to my own satisfaction iden
tified the lay of the land and the tree. Hence I concluded 
that I must have been the first white man who ever saw 
the Sequoia gigantea, of which I told Fremont when he 
came to California in 1844.” — John Bidwell, in the Cen
tury Magazine, November, 1890.
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THE CALAVERAS COUNTY LIBRARY 
By aurora west Gardner*

In April, 1986, the Calaveras County Free Library in 
San Andreas reopened for public service after a period of 
extensive renovation. Although the historic old building 
retained its full-length iron doors and the hitching rings 
embedded in the mortar of its stone facade, the interior 
had been thoroughly modernized. The plastered walls 
were lined with white steel shelving, a workroom and 
librarian’s office were partitioned off with book walls, 
and colorful modern tables, chairs and equipment had 
appeared. The circle of hand-made bricks in the concrete 
floor, which marked the well used in the nineteenth 
century, had vanished beneath wall-to-wall carpeting in 
a striking shade of gold tweed.

Funds from the Federal Library Services and Con
struction Act, which facilitated the renovation, had also 
been used for a thorough-going overhaul of the Library’s 
collection and operations. After an extensive weeding 
of the holdings, six thousand dollars’ worth of new books 
—largely reference and juvenile—had been added to the 
Library, in addition to purchases which the county 
regularly budgeted. This work climaxed 27 years of free 
library service to the people of Calaveras County.

The Supervisors of Calaveras County established a 
county free library under Sec. 2, County Free Library Law, 
August 31, 1938. The act of establishment had been pre
ceded by years of work for library service by State 
Library staff workers. As early as 1917, Mrs. Eddy, the 
first California State library consultant, visited Calaveras 
to talk library. She reported that in Angels Camp she 
was shown a mummified frog which was said to be the 
original Dan’l Webster, but, although this left a lively 
impression on her, she was unable to stir imaginations 
in her cause. Possibly the issue would have remained 
unresolved indefinitely without the active leadership of 
Desire Fricot, who took up the matter of county public 
library service in the thirties.

Desire Fricot, Calaveras County’s “most useful citi
zen,” was born in Paris on April 4, 1868. His parents were 
residents of San Francisco. When his education was com
plete, Fricot settled in Grass Valley to practice his profes
sion of mining engineering. Later moving to the Sheep 
Ranch mining district, in 1897 he established his home on 
the San Antone Ridge. This property is now the Fricot 
Ranch School for Boys. Fricot’s home burned while he 
was in France during the first World War; he returned, 
however, to rebuild this home, and to render innumerable 
services to the county and the state. He founded the Boy 
Scout movement in the area, led in protecting the Cala
veras Big Trees Grove from commercial exploitation, 
fought to save the mountain water rights for the moun
tain counties, participated in local organizations such as 
the Angels Boosters and the San Andreas Progressives, 
and was for fifteen years head of the Calaveras Chamber 
of Commerce.

In 1936 Fricot purchased the old American Hotel in 
San Andreas, completely remodeled and fire-proofed it, 
and converted it into an historical museum, library, and 
home for the Chamber of Commerce—a project carried 

*Project Librarian for Stockton-San Joaquin County Public
Library, 1965-66

through with funds given in his and his wife’s name. 
Said the Calaveras Prospect of July 17, 1937:

“The site of the building, now known as the old 
Jenkins Hotel, was first constructed as a tent for the first 
eating place in San Andreas by Joseph Zwinge, grand
father of Sheriff Joe W. Zwinge, in 1853. The tent burned 
down and was replaced by canvas and lumber by Zwinge. 
Following a third fire, Zwinge rebuilt the structure in 
1857 with stone and rock. Wm. H. Zwinge, father of the 
sheriff, was born on the premises and was the second 
American child born in Calaveras County. Following the 
building of the stone structure, Zwinge took in two part
ners, a brother, Wm. A. Zwinge, and Antone Schachten. 
On December 29, 1858, the trio sold the property to John 
Huberty, grandfather of Attorney Joseph H. Huberty of 
San Andreas. In 1887, the property was acquired by Wm. 
H. Jenkins, who conducted a hotel and eating place until 
approximately 20 years ago. It has been idle since that 
time.”

The property was officially deeded to the county on

MISS ROXIE HALL
Calaveras County Librarian

1939 - 1964
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The Calaveras County Library
(Continued From Page 3)

December 6, 1937. Fricot specified that the building be 
used only as Chamber of Commerce headquarters, public 
library and museum, either all or separately.

Meanwhile plans had been going forward to secure 
establishment of a publicly supported library in the 
county. Leading the fight alongside Fricot were the edu
cational organizations in the county. These included the 
Calaveras County Teachers’ Association, headed by G. J. 
Davis, principal at Bret Harte Union High School, and the 
various units of the Parent-Teachers’ Association, led by 
Charles F. Schwoerer, superintendent of schools. In spite 
of indifference and opposition, these community leaders 
were able to present to the Supervisors in the first week 
of February, 1938, a petition bearing the names of approxi
mately 1,200 Calaveras County residents, requesting a 
county free library. It was decided that the library ques
tion should be put on the ballot in the primary election 
on August 30th; and on September 3rd the Calaveras 
Prospect was able to report that:

“The question of a county free library for Calaveras 
County was endorsed overwhelmingly by the voters of 
Calaveras County at a special election held in connection 
with the primary. The vote on the county library was 
2,349 for and 1,088 against. The supervisors had placed 
the matter on the ballot to learn the wish of the people 
in the matter.”

At the first meeting of the Board in January, 1939, 
Miss Roxie Hall was appointed librarian. Born in 1897, 
Miss Hall was a native of Coos Bay, Oregon, and a 
graduate of the University of Oregon. After having lost 
her fiance in the great influenza epidemic of 1918, Miss 
Hall had resolved to devote her life to a career in educa
tion. Several years of school teaching preceded her entry 
into library work. When she came to San Andreas, she 
had been librarian of Tehama County in Red Bluff, and 
assistant librarian in Ventura and Monterey counties. Dis
ciplined, high-principled, and often acerbic, she set the 
tone of library service in Calaveras County for a quarter 
of a century.

During the years that she served as County Librarian, 
Roxie Hall was active in community affairs, although 
hampered by a serious hip injury sustained in a riding 
accident in 1945. She was a charter member of the Cala
veras Chapter of the American Association of University 
Women, and held many offices in that group. She took 
part in professional associations such as the California 
Library Association and the American Library Association. 
A devoted member of St. Andrew’s Church, she was active 
in the Altar Society and stood as godmother to many 
children of the parish.

Miss Hall loaned the first books from the County 
Library on Tuesday, January 24th, 1939. Eight students 
from Calaveras Union High School helped the new 
librarian with cataloging and arranging the books, 
through the spring term. When the Library moved into 
full service, there was a lively response to its offerings. 
By the end of June, 1939, 635 borrowers had registered (in 
a county which then numbered 6,000) and had borrowed 
3,363 books, pamphlets and periodicals. Branch libraries 
had been set up in Angels Camp, Mokelumne Hill, Mur

phys and Valley Springs. Typically, these stations were 
in homes, stores or post offices.

During the 1939-1940 school year, eleven elementary 
school districts joined the County Library. Circulation for 
the year was about 2^ loans per capita. The following 
table sums up the growth of the collection and loans, as 
compared with that of the population:

1940 1950 1960 1965
Population .... .. 8,221 9,902 10,289 11,610
Circulation .. 21,340 37,665 35,193 38,024
Books ........... .. 4,779 16,897 28,119 30,405
The Library reached its greatest spread in 1953, when 

there were 15 community stations and 21 school agencies 
distributing library books to the county. From this point 
onward, the network of stations began to diminish. As 
the population clustered into and around the towns of 
San Andreas, Angels Camp and Altaville, some of the 
smaller communities were almost abandoned, and the 
branches were closed. At the same time, as the schools 
consolidated into larger units, they felt a growing need 
for library service closely keyed to their curricula. As in 
most California counties, school library service was 
eventually moved to the office of the County Superinten
dent (July 1, 1955). In 1958 the only incorporated city in 
the county, Angels Camp, withdrew from the county 
library system to set up its own municipal library.

A report by Miss Shirley Brother, State library con
sultant, in 1961, showed the County Library to be in
adequate in staff and financing, but above all, in space. 
As branch service declined, demands on the central library 
had increased, but the space occupied had remained un
changed since 1939. To meet the 20-year growth needs of 
Calaveras County in 1961, American Library Association 
standards called for a library of over 13,000 square feet, 
but the Library at the time occupied “1,050 square feet, 
which included approximately 12,000 books, reading and 
service areas for the public, and work areas to process 
materials and maintain records for library service to the 
entire county.”

Not only was the Library crowded, it was inade
quately lighted and poorly ventilated. Access was through 
the dark and cluttered Museum, which was separated 
from the Library by exhibits, cases and shelving. Al
though the building had a street frontage of 30 feet, the 
Library was not visible to the passerby, and in fact was 
often a great surprise to the person who discovered it.

After many years of loyal and devoted service to the 
county, Roxie Hall died suddenly, on April 14, 1964. Until 
a successor could be found who met state requirements 
for county librarian’s certification, the Board authorized 
her assistant, Mrs. Mary Lou Hawkley, to take charge of 
the department. Meanwhile, the Library Commission, 
which had been appointed in December, 1961, acted as an 
advisory group to the Board and presented a number of 
recommendations for improving the county’s library 
system.

Through the joint work of the Board, the Commission, 
the State library consultant, Miss Florence Biller, and Mrs. 
Hawkley as acting County librarian, a plan of contracting 
for services from Stockton-San Joaquin County Public Li
brary was formulated and put into action. Under this 
contract the services of Mrs. Margaret Klausner Troke 
were enlisted as County librarian. Mrs. Troke, long a 
leader in the development of library service in California,
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The Calaveras County Library
(Continued From Page 4)

had served as librarian of the Stockton Public Library for 
twenty years, and previously as County librarian of Napa 
County, and assistant librarian in Sacramento.

The contract made it possible for Calaveras residents 
to borrow directly or through San Andreas from the 
shelves of the Stockton Public Library, and to call on the 
Stockton Library staff for reference and research service.

During the fiscal year 1965-1966, $30,000 in state and 
federal funds were made available to the County Library 
in connection with the Stockton contract. One-half of 
this was used as compensation to Stockton Public Library 
for its services, $6,000 was expended on books to enlarge 
and strengthen the collection, and $9,000 worth of furni
ture and equipment was purchased for the Library in San 
Andreas. In the course of the building renovation, the 
Museum was put in storage in the old county jail. Plans 
called for it to be displayed in the Courthouse and Hall 
of Records when the County offices moved to the new 
Government Center. The Chamber of Commerce moved to 
other quarters and the partitions separating it from the 
rest of the building were removed. The entire 2,400 square 
feet of the building could now be devoted to the Library. 
The room was painted, lighting improved, a new heating 
system installed, and every effort made to create, as Miss 
Brother’s report suggested, “an inviting atmosphere . . . 
through the use of arrangement, color and new furniture.”

Completion of the building renovation was marked 
by the publication of a memorial bibliography by the 
Friends of the Library, California in Fact and Fiction: A 
Select List of Books in the Calaveras County Library. 
The bibliography had been compiled by members of the 
Calaveras Chapter of the American Association of Uni
versity Women and printed by Paul Quyle, of Murphys. 
Civic organizations such as the A.A.U.W. and Friends of 
the Library have been instrumental in recent improve
ments in the Library’s services, and are expected to pro
vide much of the impetus and guidance for future growth, 
as similar organizations did for the establishment of 
county library service in 1938.

May Meeting
“Pioneers of Mokelumne Hill” was the subject for the 

May meeting, under the chairmanship of Allen Peek. Mr. 
and Mrs. Peek, Mrs. Mary Jane Garamendi, and Mrs. Flo 
Peek read papers prepared by Mrs. Cecille Vandel 
McMillian, Mrs. Meta Hutchinson McKenzie, and Mrs. 
Harriet F. Solari, on the Vandel, Greve, Joiner, Kelton, 
Hutchinson, Peek, Solari, and Prindle families.

New Members
These new members are welcomed to the Society: 
Mr. Phil D. Alberts, Mountain Ranch
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Neilsen, San Andreas 
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Miller, Murphys
Mrs. F. J. Solinsky, Jr., San Francisco
Mr and Mrs. Stephen Farbotnik, Vallecito 
Mrs. Helen Zumwalt, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rosenthal, Mokelumne Hill 
Mabel McKevitt, Murphys

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
County Historical Landmarks Committee

The Board of Supervisors recently appointed members 
to the newly-created Calaveras County Historical Land
marks Committee. George Poore was elected chairman 
of the group, with Ken Castro, vice chairman, and Sadie 
Hunt, secretary. One of the first tasks of this committee 
will be to supervise the reestablishment of the County 
Museum in the old Court House and Hall of Records. 
May 1st, 1967, has been set as the date for the museum 
reopening. The creation of this committee testifies to 
the growing awareness of our supervisors of the county’s 
responsibility in preserving landmarks, marking sites of 
historical importance, and “hanging on to our heritage.”

June Meeting
Mrs. Ruby Taylor, substituting for Harry Buchanan, 

presented a number of short papers on Rail Road Flat 
pioneer families. Miss Linda Phelps led off the program 
with her story of Mary Ann Gauchet Seeman. Mrs. Taylor 
followed with historical material on the David McCarty, 
Louis Sandoz, Abraham Pickering, John Doe, Erastus 
Houston, Edwin Taylor, J. B. Guillemin, Armand Laidet, 
Orion Sherman Ames, Swen Magnus Danielson, Donald 
McGary and James Day families. These were compiled 
by Mary Sandoz, Nellie Seeman, Francis Guillemin, 
Geraldine Wells, Beulah Yount, Tim Murphy, Daisy 
Knight, Myrtle Rader, Effie Schaad, Myron Greve, and 
Carrie McGary Ivans.

The continued popularity of the current Society project 
of compiling histories of the pioneer and older families 
of the county calls for additional follow-up meetings on 
each of the principal communities. Many of the well- 
known families who came to Calaveras in the early days 
have yet to be written up. The schedule of these meetings 
will appear in Las Calaveras. Those wishing to participate 
in compiling family histories should get in touch with the 
program chairman in their area.

Quarterly Dinner Meeting
As has been the tradition in recent years, the April 

dinner was held at Mountain Ranch at the Community 
Hall. After a fine old-fashioned Italian-style meal pre
pared under the supervision of Mrs. Norbert Mudd, the 
prize-winning essays were read by their authors, and 
prizes and honorable mention certificates presented before 
a gathering of some 68 members and guests. Mrs. Paul 
Lewis concluded the program by reading a biographical 
sketch of Clorinda Domenghini, written by David Bennett. 

The prize winning essays were as follows:
High School Division

1st: “Morton Avery,” by Jacque Chandler.
2nd: “The Man in the Blue Overalls,” by Ed Weikum. 
Honorable Mention: “The Legends of Gus Butler/’? rby 

Roxanne Miller.
Elementary School Division

1st: “Mr. Charles W. Neilsen,” by Brenda Burton. 
2nd: “John Donnallan,” by Roger Shipp.
Honorable Mention: “The Shannon Family,” by Bente 

Christensen.
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OFFICERS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

San Andreas, California

President  George B. Poore, Jr., San Andreas 
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Allen F. Peek, Mokelumne Hill 
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 
a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county. 

EDITORIAL
The recent renovation and reorganization of the 

County Library no doubt brings back memories to many 
of our members of a remarkable man, Desire Fricot. High
lights of his long and busy career are briefly mentioned 
in Mrs. Gardner’s article in this issue.

Intelligent, well educated, and possessed of a highly 
cultured French background, Fricot knew only too well of 
the knowledge and entertainment to be found in books. 
His own personal library was extensive. In his later years 
he wished to help his fellow Calaverans share the life
long pleasure that he found in books. With his Old World 
heritage, he fully recognized, also, the importance of the 
preservation of our own brief heritage here in the Mother 
Lode country. Few persons have been more concerned 
than he with the future of the community of which he 
was so much a part. The Fricot Building stands today as 
a monument to his beliefs and to his hopes for the future.

As we enjoy our improved and rejuvenated County 
Library, we should give thanks to Desire Fricot for the 
service he rendered us more than a quarter century ago. 
And in his memory, we should continue in the future to 
improve this very important cultural center of our 
community.

Annual Dues
Our secretary, Sadie Hunt, wishes to remind members 

that annual dues are payable as of July 1st.

President's Message
I deeply appreciate the honor of my reelection as 

president of our Society, and I am looking forward to a 
busy and interesting year in Calaveras historical work.

The membership of any organization is its life blood. 
I would like to urge all of you to make known the aims 
and purposes of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
to those Calaverans and friends of the county that might 
enjoy membership in this group. We need more active 
members for help on current projects and we need support
ing members who may not be able to or care to enter into 
activities, but who, with their dues, provide the financial 
support for publications and other parts of our program.

I have been gratified by the number of new members 
this past year and hope that through the efforts of all 
of us, this trend will continue. We now have some 197 
members, a substantial number of whom are from outside 
the county, ranging from Costa Mesa in Orange County 
in the south to Alleghany, Sierra County, in the north. 

Annual Meeting—California Conference
Ethelyn and Coke Wood were among those 250 his

torians attending the 12th annual meeting of the Con
ference of California Historical Societies at Santa Barbara 
on June 16-18. The Woods reported that the Conference 
now has 126 society members and 130 associate members.

Mr. Edwin Gledhill, director of the Santa Barbara 
Museum, was chosen president for the coming year, and 
Dr. Albert Shumate as vice president. Dr. Coke Wood was 
reelected for the 13th consecutive year executive-secretary, 
and Mrs. Beulah Linnell, of the Hayward Historical Asso
ciation, was also reelected as treasurer.

Mrs. Ruth Eproson, president of the Tuolumne County 
Historical Society, was elected regional vice president for 
the Mother Lode societies (Mariposa, Tuolumne, Calaveras 
and Amador), replacing retiring vice president Mrs. 
Evelyn Garbarini.

Three nationally prominent speakers highlighted the 
program. Father Maynard Geiger, the greatest living au
thority on the Spanish mission system and biographer of 
Father Junipero Serra, gave the keynote address, urging 
the delegates to preserve their heritage from destruction 
by bulldozer, progress, freeway, and subdivision.

Mr. Earle Newton, director of the St. Augustine 
National Park, described the work of restoration in this 
oldest city in the United States. Mr. Jacob Morrison told 
of his work in preserving the Vieux Carre, old town 
section of New Orleans, and gave a history of the efforts 
to write legislation and ordinances that would provide for 
the restoration and preservation of historically significant 
buildings and areas.

The by-laws were amended to set up a committee to 
obtain grants to assist in the creation of the Rockwell D. 
Hunt Young Historians Conference which would help or
ganize young historian clubs wherever possible through
out the state. The 1967 annual meeting was scheduled 
to be held at Oroville with the Butte County Historical 
Society as host.

Don't forget to go to the Cornerstone Ceremony at 
the new Government Center, San Andreas, on August 20th.
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THE GOODWIN-GATEWOOD DUEL
One of the most newsworthy events that ever occurred 

near San Andreas was the Goodwin-Gatewood duel, in 
1859. The story is as interesting now to the historically 
inclined as it was, when it happened over a century ago, 
to the local residents. Years later one of these, Wade 
Hampton Johnston, dictated his memories of the duel and 
of the people involved in it to his daughter Effie. She 
incorporated this material with many more of her father’s 
recollections into an unpublished manuscript entitled, 
‘‘Wade Hampton Johnston Talks to His Daughter.” We 
let Wade Johnston tell us the facts in his own words, in 
the excerpt that follows, just as Effie faithfully transcribed 
them, more than 40 years ago.

Jeff Gatewood had been away. He may have been 
at Salt Lake where a former law partner, his brother-in- 
law, Charles Hempstead, lived. He came back while we 
were at the Big Trees.*

During Jeff Gatewood’s absence, Colonel E. D. Baker 
had delivered an Abolition speech in San Andreas and he 
couldn’t raise a chairman. When Gatewood returned, Dr. 
Goodwin was telling him about it and laughing over the 
incident. Gatewood said to Goodwin:

“I was personally acquainted with Colonel Baker in 
Mexico. If I had been here I would have acted as chair
man through courtesy.”

At that Goodwin said, “Then you must be a damned 
old abolitionist!”

“No, I am not,” replied Gatewood.
“You’re a liar,” said Goodwin.
Whereupon Gatewood pushed Goodwin over, and 

Goodwin challenged him to fight a duel.
This incident took place in Charles Faville’s saloon 

on Main Street, in San Andreas, opposite the Odd Fellows 
building. It was in the latter part of August, 1859, while 
Mrs. Gatewood was with us at the Big Trees. We were 
just getting through dinner at the San Antone Mill on our 
return from Big Trees when the expressman arrived with 
a message for Mrs. Gatewood. This informed her of the 
impending duel between her husband and Dr. Goodwin. 
After Mrs. Gatewood read the message, there wasn’t a

♦This refers to a group of some 32 people, including 
Wade Johnston and Mrs. Jeff Gatewood, from San An
dreas, Bay State Ranch, Central Hill, and Fourth Crossing, 
who were on a five-day trip to see the Big Trees.

EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
One of our most beloved senior members, Miss Effie 

Johnston, passed away in Stockton on September 5th at 
the age of 98 years. Effie was a native of Calaveras 
County, the daughter of pioneers Wade Hampton Johnston 
and Martha Cottle Johnston, born on February 1st, 1868, 
at Paradise Gulch, two miles southeast of San Andreas.

Longevity is a well-known characteristic of the John
ston family, as her father lived to be 94, and Effie out
lived her younger sister, Martha, 96, by only a few months.

We will remember Effie for her deep interest in local 
Calaveras history and in our Society. Much of the latter 
part of her long life was devoted to keeping journals and 
scrapbooks, and in copying and preserving her father’s 
memoirs. The material that she accumulated by her in
dustry will long be valuable as source material for local 
historians.

Effie was an avid letter writer as her many friends 
well know. She was a kind and gentle person, always 
busy and interested in everything about her. Her charac
ter is portrayed in her diary, kept over many years. She 
loved all nature, saw the good in people with whom she 
came in contact, and expressed all this in her clever 
verse compositions.

Although Effie lived alone at her Willow Creek home 
for most of the four decades following her father’s death, 
she kept up surprisingly well on affairs of the county and 
of the outside world. She will be sadly missed.

bit of color left in her face. She went right off with the 
expressman and this took all the life out of the party.

Their friends tried hard to prevent the duel, and Gate
wood was willing to compromise but Goodwin wouldn’t. 
He wanted Gatewood to acknowledge that he was “a liar 
and a coward.” Mrs. Gatewood wouldn’t let him do this. 
She picked out the bullet for Jeff. They didn’t fight the 
duel, though, until September 16th.

Jeff Gatewood’s second was Captain Robert Pope, and 
Martin Rowen, alternate. Goodwin’s second was Buck 
Lewis, with Major Glynn as alternate. They agreed to 
fight with rifles at a distance of forty yards. Jeff Gate
wood used Captain Pope’s rifle. Pope had carried it 
through the Mexican War. It took an eight-ounce ball. I 
think that Dr. Goodwin used a rifle that belonged to 
James L. Ray, the gunsmith in San Andreas. They rode 
out to a flat below Forman’s where the duel was fought 
in early morning. I think Sam Seabrough and Skimmer
horn named it “Moonlight Flat” after the duel.

Dr. Goodwin had drunk until he didn’t care whether 
he lived or died. Gatewood said to Captain Pope:

“I don’t think Dr. Goodwin can hold up the rifle to 
shoot—I’ll shoot over his head.”

“Don’t be a fool!” retorted Captain Pope, “Dr. Goodwin 
has already said that he wouldn’t be satisfied with less 
than three or four shots.”

When the signal, “Are you ready? One-two-three,” 
was given, they fired about the same time, and Goodwin 
went down. Jeff Gatewood walked over to Goodwin and 
extended his hand, saying:

“I’m sorry.”
Goodwin took his hand, saying, “You’ve acted the 

gentleman—I’m satisfied—That’s all I ask.”
Gatewood thanked him and left the field. Dr. Good-



The Goodwin-Gatewood Duel
(Continued From Page 1)

win died that morning, shot in the groin. Dr. Goodwin’s 
rifle had made long fire, but it was a line shot. The 
bullet went into the ground a short distance in front of 
Gatewood. Goodwin did not have strength enough to hold 
up the rifle.

I didn’t witness the duel. I don’t know just who was 
there besides their seconds. No women, of course, not 
even Mrs. Gatewood. I didn’t attend the funeral. I got 
my information from Captain Pope and Buck Lewis. I 
was well acquainted with all four men concerned. The 
dispute took place before election. The duel was fought 
after the election. Dr. Goodwin was buried in the Odd 
Fellows Cemetery at San Andreas.

Dr. Goodwin had the name of being the best doctor 
around San Andreas. He was public administrator, and 
I think he held the office at the time of the duel. He was 
a high-bred Virginian about forty years of age and single. 
I think he was older than Jeff Gatewood. He was six feet 
tall and had dark eyes. I think both he and Gatewood 
wore chin whiskers at the time of the duel.

Wm. Jeff Gatewood was district attorney. I believe 
he held the office at that time. He was five feet, nine 
inches tall, and of blond complexion. Gatewood was fond 
of dancing. He was from Illinois but may have been born 
in Kentucky. He and Captain Pope were veterans of the 
Mexican War. In 1857 Jeff Gatewood was married to Miss 
Crosthwaite. They and Captain Pope were living together 
in the San Andreas Odd Fellows building at the time of 
the duel. Captain Pope played the violin, Jeff the flute, 
and Mrs. Gatewood the guitar. Sometimes I played the 
violin with them for a pleasant pastime together. A clip
ping I have from the San Andreas Independent states:

“Universal regret at the bloody affair and fatal termi
nation is the sentiment that pervades the town. Everyone 
exonerates Mr. Gatewood from blame and all agree that 
the duel was throughout conducted upon the most humane 
and honorable terms known to the code. Perhaps no one 
more sincerely regrets its fatal termination than Mr. 
Gatewood himself.”*

(Miss Johnston added the following comments to her 
father’s remarks about Mr. Gatewood: According to his
torians, Gatewood was a man of fine personal appearance 
and great native talents. However, from the time of the 
duel until his death, his star went into decline and he 
struggled in obscurity in his later years. From one source 
came the statement that Gatewood, the pioneer publisher, 
died years later in the county poorhouse at San Diego. 
According to Smythe’s history, he died on board the 
schooner “Rosita” in San Diego Bay on March 27, 1888. 
I don't think Gatewood was publishing the San Andreas 
Register at the time of the duel, as stated. The Register 
was started about 1862-63. Later, in 1868, Gatewood and 
Ed Bushyhead founded the San Diego Union.)

Mrs. Jeff Gatewood was a sister or half sister to a 
prominent lawyer of Salt Lake, Charles Hemstead, who 
was Jeff Gatewood’s law partner for two years. She was 

*This news story from the Independent of September 
17, 1859, is more fully quoted in Las Calaveras for January, 
1963. Gatewood’s picture appeared in Las Calaveras for 
July, 1965.

from St. Louis and acquainted with some of my people. 
She and my cousin, Rose Parks, attended the same convent 
there. Mrs. Gatewood was a tall, good-looking woman, of 
light complexion. She was one of the most popular women 
around San Andreas. I don’t think she had an enemy 
there. She had no children that I know of.

Captain Robert Pope was from Georgia. He was a 
light-complected man, weighing about 180 pounds, a six- 
footer, and single. He was not only a Mexican War vet
eran, but had taken part in the Seminole War as well. 
He used to say:

“When I was in the Seminole War, the mosquitoes 
were so bad in the Florida Everglades that the soldiers 
had to sleep under water! We would look around for a 
log to rest our heads on above water, keeping our bodies 
below the water. When a man turned over in the night 
you’d think it was a whale.”

W. T. Lewis, known as Buck, was from Mississippi. 
He was a large man of stately appearance. His hair was 
curly, his complexion florid. He was a state senator for 
one term, and district attorney of Calaveras several 
terms. He was a brother to Ben Lewis who raised a large 
family at Vallecito. Buck Lewis was single at the time 
of the duel. He later (about 1868) married Miss Belle 
Welch of the old Welch-Findley pioneer family of Angels 
Camp and raised four sons and a daughter.

I first saw Colonel Baker in 1856 when he stumped 
the state for Fremont. He was a big lawyer in San Fran
cisco at that time. He was one of the finest looking 
men in the state—about six feet, one inch tall, straight 
as a gun barrel, and of light complexion. Colonel Baker 
served in the Mexican War, although he was an English
man by birth. We had a county judge here (I forget his 
name) who had very thick lips. I’m sure he had negro 
blood in him. He was a Virginian. I heard him make a 
speech in 1860 when he was stumping for J. C. Brecken
ridge. In 1861, when the Civil War broke out, he said, “I’m 
going back there to get Colonel Baker!” And I guess he 
did, for he left right afterward. Colonel Baker was found 
with eleven bullets in his body at the Battle of Balls Bluff, 
Virginia. He was leading a charge when he was killed, 
in 1861.

Minor Faville, a brother to Charles Faville, worked 
for us all one summer in the gravel mine. Another brother 
worked for J. K. Doak on Murray Creek awhile. This 
article from the San Andreas Independent, August 28, 
1858, describes Charles Faville’s place:

“Handsome Billiard Parlor—Mr. Charles Faville will 
soon occupy Mr. Pittman’s new billiard saloon, in the 
course of completion, on Main Street, opposite the Odd 
Fellows Hall. It is 24 by 50 feet, 14 feet from floor to 
ceiling, and it will be by far the most elegantly furnished 
and finished building of the kind ever erected in this 
place. Mr. H. G. Pittman is the architect.”

I think it was on the Philip Piper’s negro chop house 
lot on Main Street. That house was burned in 1858.

(Effie Johnston added the following recollections of 
her mother regarding the duel and the principals.)

At the time of the Goodwin-Gatewood duel, John 
Cottle’s family lived on the San Antone Creek less than a 
mile below Forman’s. Martha Cottle, who later married 

(Continued on Page 6)
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THE METROPOLITAN HOTEL AT SAN ANDREAS
It was from the balcony that Colonel E. D. Baker gave 
his Abolition speech in August 1859, that led in
directly to the duel resulting in the death of Doctor 
P. Goodwin the following month. The Metropolitan 
was built that same year and dedicated in March in

THE GOODWIN INQUEST
(Reprinted from Judge J. A. Smith's column, "The 

Days of Old in Historic Calaveras County," in 
the Calaveras Prospect, April 8, 1944)

STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF CALAVERAS,
5TH TOWNSHIP.

Examination of witnesses produced, sworn and ex
amined on the 17th day of September, A.D. 1859, at San 
Andreas, township and county aforesaid, before James 
Barclay, one of the justices of the peace in and for said 
county and now acting as coroner.

The following good and competent men of the said coun
ty were duly sworn as a jury of inquest, to inquire into all 
the circumstances attending the death of the late P. Good
win, when, where and by what means the said P. Goodwin 
came to his death: P. W. Cornwall, J. A. Foster, C. O. Gil
christ, G. B. Sausman, C. Prag, Robert Irvine, Wm. Livies, 
William Mills and A. B. Cowan.

Dr. F. W. Brotherton was sworn as a witness, who as 
a physician explained the nature of the wound upon the 
body of the deceased, and explained the same to the jury, 
and that such would necessarily produce and he was well

a gala celebration verging on a boisterous revel, which 
Wadejohnston reported many years afterwards to his 
daughter Effie. The fine old building was destroyed 
by the big downtown fire of 1927. This popular view 
was probably taken near the turn of the century.

satisfied did produce his death. The witness was then 
asked the following questions:

Q—Were you acquainted with the deceased, Dr. P. 
Goodwin?

Q—Did you see deceased at anytime yesterday?
Q—Did you know the deceased?
Q—Were you present yesterday at a meeting between 

W. J. Gatewood and Dr. P. Goodwin?
Q—Do you know when, where and by what means the 

deceased, P. Goodwin, came to his death?
Witness declined answering the above questions or 

any other as to the death of the late P. Goodwin, except 
as a physician.

E. C. Bellows, sworn as witness, resides at San An
dreas, knew Dr. P. Goodwin, knew W. J. Gatewood, saw 
them yesterday. Saw P. Goodwin about a quarter to 5 
o’clock in the morning at a place between Bannagans and 
the Kentucky House, saw them afterwards between San 
Andreas and Formans, on the lower Angels road. When 
witness arrived there saw Dr. Goodwin lying on the 
ground. Heard firing, did not see any person shoot; saw 
Gatewood, Major Glenn, John McKeon, Buck Lewis, Joseph 
Greer, Wm. Leonard, Capt. Pope, Martin Rowan, Daniel
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MAIN STREET IN SAN ANDREAS
This is how Main Street in San Andreas looked three- 
quarters of a century ago, as seen from the Metro
politan Hotel. The view was taken in 1892, during

The Goodwin Inquest
(Continued From Page 3)

Gallagher, J. P. Haskill and Dr. Brotherton; saw others 
but did not know who they were. Saw Dr. Goodwin yes
terday have a rifle, did not see Gatewood have any fire
arms. Saw the above persons yesterday about half past 
seven o’clock in the morning in Township No. 5, Calaveras 
County, recognizes the person of deceased, it is that of the 
late Dr. P. Goodwin.

Joseph Grier sworn as witness, resides at San Andreas. 
Witness declined examining the body of the deceased. 
Q—Did you know Dr. P. Goodwin? Witness declined 
answering and stated that he was unwilling and would 
not answer any other questions. No other witness could 
be found who were supposed to know anything of their 
own knowledge concerning the death of the deceased. The 
law was read to the jury with instructions to return an 
inquest in accordance with the evidence. The above was 
all the evidence that appeared before the jury and were 
all the facts that could be obtained upon the inquest.

JAMES BARCLAY,
Justice of the peace in 5th Township, Calaveras 
County and in the above case, acting coroner.

We, the undersigned jurors, summoned to examine 
into the cause of death of Dr. P. Goodwin upon an exami
nation of the body, find that his death was occasioned by 
a wound in his abdomen caused by a gunshot fired by 
some person unknown to the jury and at a place on the

Cleveland's third campaign for the presidency. The 
original photograph has the identification of all the 
individuals to be seen on the sidewalks.

Historical Landmarks Committee
This advisory committee has recommended minimum 

standards for the building of historical markers. A request 
has also been initiated to the State Highway and County 
officers to sign route the former Highway 49 on Main 
Street and the section now called Gold Strike Road, as 
Historical 49, in San Andreas, as has been done at Mo- 
kelumne Hill. The Historic Main Street project is shaping 
up, with good support from the property owners. Plans 
are proceeding on the County Museum.

Invite a Friend to Join the Society

lower Angels road leading from the Kentucky House to 
Forman’s Ranch, in Township No. Five, in Calaveras 
County on the morning of Friday, the 16th day of Sep
tember, A. D. 1859.

P. W. Cornwall, foreman; J. A. Foster, C. I. Gilchrist, 
G. B. Sausman, C. Prag, Robert Irvine, William 
Liares, William Mills, A. B. Cowan.

I hereby certify that the above is the inquest handed 
in by the jury.

JAMES BARCLAY,
Justice of the peace, 5th Township, Calaveras 
County, and in the above case, acting coroner. 

Endorsed: Filed Oct. 3, 1859,
Wm. H. Hanford, county clerk.
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ALEXANDER LOVE FAMILY
By ROSE HOGARTH FLETCHER

Alexander Love was born in Stewarton, Scotland, in 
1820. He left Paisley, Scotland, in 1842, for New York. 
There he married Jane Anderson, a native of Paisley, and 
one daughter, Elizabeth, was born to this union in 1849.

In September, 1851, they embarked for San Francisco, 
California. On the Isthmus of Panama, the three-year- 
old Elizabeth was stolen by the Indians, as she was the 
first blonde child they had ever seen. When found, she 
was being fed some sweets and was unharmed, and so 
safely returned to her parents.

The Love family spent that winter in San Francisco. 
Alexander came on to Calaveras County first alone, and 
then in the spring, hired a four-horse team and brought 
them from San Francisco to Angels Camp, by way of San 
Jose and Livermore Valley. Upon their arrival (in 1852) 
he built a small cabin on upper Main Street, and home
steaded a large portion of land adjoining the town. Few 
families were here at that time. Angels had its second 
smallpox epidemic that year, and many of the population 
suffered from famine and disease. Jane Love helped with 
the sick. For many years afterwards she acted as mid
wife to many families.

Alexander Love’s first interest was gold, but after a 
short turn at panning, he decided to engage in the dairy 
business. He built a larger and better home for his fam
ily. This house still stands and is owned and occupied 
by his great-granddaughter, Mrs. Charles Eberhardt, and 
her husband.

His next venture was in the mountains where he 
owned and operated a sawmill near Avery. The creek 
in that vicinity still bears his name, Love Creek. He was 
joined in this work by other members of his family, his 
brother Andrew and nephews and cousins: Robert Love, 
John Love, Ebeneezer Love and Stephen Spindle.

Alexander Love served Calaveras County for twelve years 
as county assessor. At the expiration of his term of office, 
he entered the livery stable business and maintained this 
establishment until his death in 1901, at the age of 81 
years.

He was always active in civic, political and fraternal 
affairs concerning the town and county. He was a stone 
mason by trade, and some of his handiwork is still stand
ing in Angels Camp. He helped with the supervision and 
building of the Odd Fellows Building on Main Street, and 
was an active member of this lodge. He also was a mem
ber of the local order of Masons, and the gate-post en
trance to this building on Bush Street was made by him 
from local lava rock. Two other pairs of gate-posts that 
he built are at the Dr. George Cooper residence and the 
home of his granddaughter, Mrs. H. Hogarth, on Bush 
Street.

Alexander’s daughter Elizabeth married Lewis Knight 
McGaffey, of Lynden Centre, Vermont, a millwright by 
trade. They had five children, John, Jennie, Lillian, Lewis 
and Mabel. All were born in Angels Camp except for 
Mabel, who was born in Virginia City, where her father 
was engaged for a short time in building mills. Johnnie 
died when very young. The others grew up, attended 
school, and built their homes in the Angels area.

Jennie married Henry Hogarth and seven children 
were born to them: Harry, Alvin, Ruth, Rose, Lewis, Bessie

July Meeting
The annual dinner meeting was held in Murphys, at 

the Congregational Church. A ham dinner was enjoyed 
by some 70 members and guests present. Following the 
dinner, a brief history of the church was recounted by 
Prof. Coke Wood, who then read a tribute to Mrs. Eva 
Stephens. Mrs. Paul Lewis next took over and installed 
the new officers of the Society in an impressive and well- 
arranged ceremony. Guest James Cooper displayed some 
of the bells from his wonderful collection. Coke Wood 
then described a trip visiting a number of the California 
Missions, illustrated with excellent colored slides.

September Meeting
A resolution was passed by the Society endorsing the 

Landmark Committee’s recommendation to designate His
torical 49 Rout*5 Following the business meeting, Percy 
Hunt presented a program dedicated to the pioneers of 
the Valley Springs and surrounding area. Papers were 
given as follows:

Pliler and Lillie Families, by Myrtle Gallenger, read 
by Mrs. Lawrence Pliler

Nicholls Family, by the Nicholls Children, read by 
Mrs. Bruce Swinborne

Wheat and Gillam Family, by Mrs. Sadie Hunt
Haupt Family, by Mrs. Grace Reinking, read by Mrs. 

Douglas Sloan
Higginbotham Family, by E. M. Higginbotham, and 

read by Mrs. Verna Hood
Wildermuth Family, by Miss Elsie Berry, read by 

Percy Hunt
Dave Berry, “Half a Million Miles on the Box of a 

Stage Coach,” submitted by Miss Berry, 
and read by Coke Wood

Mr. Ira Shank concluded the program by donating a 
copy of his manuscript history of the Jennie Lind com
munity to the Society.

Forthcoming Meetings
November 17th—Copperopolis Pioneer Families

Mrs. Ella Hiatt, Chairman
December 15th—Christmas Party
January 26th—Dinner Meeting—Location and Pro

gram to Be Announced

Back issues of Las Calaveras may be purchased from 
the secretary, at 50 cents each by members and one dollar 
each by non-members.

and William. Lewis and William died in infancy.
Lillian married Dr. Charles Freeman, and they had 

two children. The first one, a son, died at birth, and later 
a daughter, Gertrude, was born to them.

Mabel married George Lillie and had four children. 
The first, a son, died at birth, and a son, Louis,, passed 
away at 17 years of age. The other children were Doris 
and Robert. Robert passed away in 1963.

Lewis married Mary Peirano and they had four chil
dren, Donald, Stephen, Lucille, and Barbara. Lucille 
died in infancy.

Members of the fourth, - fifth and sixth generations 
of the Alexander Love family still reside in this locality 
and in other parts of the county and state.
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EDITORIAL
It seems appropriate in this issue, in observance of 

the passing of Effie Johnston, to say that we owe her a 
real debt of gratitude for what she has done for our local 
history. This type of history is very dependent upon the 
personal impressions and descriptions preserved from 
contemporary writings and from the recollections of those 
persons who have keen and accurate memories. Miss 
Johnston understood this and did all she could to record 
her father’s memories of the gold rush and early Cala
veras history, as well as her own later life in the county 
in her journals and letters. But we deplore the fact that 
so few people are actually putting down such detailed 
recollections of the passing generation. We need this 
done, so that our local history can be chronicled more 
completely and in a more well-rounded fashion, for the 
enjoyment of future generations.

It is also appropriate to note at this time the success
ful formation of the Calaveras County Historical Land
marks Advisory Committee, and the several worthwhile 
projects already in the works. We are convinced that we 
can soon expect renewed public interest and action on 
the preservation and restoration of historical landmarks, 
as well as the creation of a museum second to none on 
the entire Mother Lode, all as the outcome of the work 
of this energetic committee. But it will also require the 
help of many of us to achieve the realization of these 
hopes and plans.

Wanted by the editor—A member to help index Las 
Calaveras.

Essay Stapling Party
The prize-winning essays were assembled and stapled 

at the annual stapling party at the Double Springs Ranch 
home of Percy and Sadie Hunt. This year the essays were 
stenciled by Elaine Bardsley and printed by Orrie Gruwell 
at the Calaveras Cement Company office. We thank them 
for the excellent job they did for us. A most appropriate 
cover was stenciled by Dorner T. Schueler, well-known 
professional artist who has recently moved into our 
county.

Following the stapling, a brief business meeting of 
the board of directors and officers was held, presided over 
by President George Poore, Jr. Then all present enjoyed a 
sample of Secretary Sadie’s birthday cake—This occasion 
has traditionally marked her birthday and honored the 
many years ofdevoted service she has given to the Society. 

New Members
We are happy to welcome the following new members 

to the Society. We appreciate their support and interest 
in our historical work.

California Historical Society, San Francisco
Dr. and Mrs. Milton B. Smith, Murphys
Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Wyatt, Vallecito
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Jewell, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Tone M. Airola, Angels Camp
Miss Kay Dale, Murphys
Mr Robert Finnegan, Valley Springs
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Snyder, Valley Springs
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick E. Butler, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Vergara, Copperopolis
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Moomau, Oakland 

The Goodwin-Gatewood Duel
(Continued From Page 2)

Wade Johnston, remembered the incident and tells the 
following:

“That morning my father, John Cottle, came into the 
house and exclaimed, “There was a duel fought right up 
here on the flat this morning, and Dr. Goodwin was 
killed!”

“Of course we youngsters all had to run up there and 
look around. No one was there. Everything had been 
cleared away. They were all very quiet about it and we 
did not know very much about the affair.

“The duel was fought on a flat about a hundred yards 
west of where Father later built our new house. There 
were two big oaks on the flat. One stood by each oak 
tree. Pa showed us where Dr. Goodwin stood. These oak 
trees were cut down long ago. After the land was sur
veyed, the Darnalls got the eastern part of the flat.

“Dr. Goodwin was a drinking man. He attended Ma 
with Florence and neglected her. He charged Pa $75 and 
then dropped the case, and Pa had to go to Angels for 
another doctor.

“Jeff Gatewood and Aunt Elvira Ellis were engaged 
to be married about 1853. He made her quite a few pres
ents. She changed her mind and married Joe Bryan who 
drove stage to Sonora, where they were married. Elvira 
returned the presents to Jeff, who threw them into the 
fire. Jeff Gatewood was a promising young lawyer at the 
time and the choice of Elvira’s mother.”
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SOME COPPEROPOLIS PIONEERS
AND OLD TIMERS

By ELLA M. HIATT

The McCarty Family
Thomas and Agnes McCarty came out from New York 

via the Isthmus of Panama in 1852 and homesteaded 
land on Log Cabin Creek on the site of the Copperopolis- 
Telegraph City road (now Highway 4). Mrs. McCarty’s 
two brothers also came out and established the Dean 
Ranch on the northwest side of Salt Spring Valley. The 
McCartys often visited the Dean brothers, a distance of 
about ten miles, and a visit was a day’s trip. They would 
also visit the Wheat, Tower, and Hettick ranches when 
in Salt Spring Valley, for Thomas McCarty had first lived 
there before returning to New York in ’52 to bring his 
bride to California.

The McCartys raised a family of nine children. These 
were Ransome, William, Edward, Charles, George, Jackson, 
Deborah, Agnes, and Caroline. Three were born at the 
Hettick Ranch and the others at the Log Cabin Creek 
Ranch where all the children were raised. Some of them 
attended school in Telegraph City and later they went to 
Copperopolis after a school was established there.

Mr. McCarty operated a trading post and store. The 
miners in the area usually bought supplies with their 
gold dust, which McCarty would weigh out on a set of 
scales. He would often deliver groceries to the neighbor
ing ranches and settlements. In 1860, he was traveling 
through a particularly muddy section of the road, when 
his wheels became mired and he had to dig them out with 
a shovel. In doing this, he discovered some copper ore 
in the mud, and this site later became the town of Cop
peropolis and the historic Union Mine.

About the same time, William K. Reed also discovered 
some copper ore in this area, and he and McCarty became 
partners. In 1862 they sold most of their interest in Union 
Mine and built a turnpike from Copperopolis through the 
McCarty Ranch, and on through to Telegraph City. The 
road was often called “Reed’s Turnpike.”

Mr. McCarty was active in community affairs and 
some of his sons belonged to the Odd Fellows Lodge at 
Copperopolis. It was after a program here in 1901 that 
one of them, George, met a tragic death. He was taking 
a lady to her home, on behalf of a friend who had been 
called away from the meeting on business. He was shot 
by Johnny Gorham, a jealous rival of the lady’s suitor. 
When Gorham discovered that it was his best friend, 
George McCarty, and not his rival, driving the buggy, he

JACKSON DEAN McCARTY 
1858 - 1935

went to the top of a hill nearby and destroyed himself 
with dynamite.

The McCartys lost another son in a brush fire. Ed
ward was helping fight the fire, manning the water barrel 
while another man was driving the team. The horses 
became frightened, swerved, and he was thrown into the 
blazing brush and fatally burned before he could be 
rescued.

Of Thomas McCarty’s daughters, Deborah married 
Leigh Hunt of Milton, and they had five children, Leslie, 
Elmer, George, Leora, and Deborah. Agnes married Robert 
B. Parks, of Telegraph City, and the Parks children were 
(Dr.) William, Roy, and Elbert. Caroline McCarty married 
Gardner P. Copp, of Telegraph City, and their children 
were Arline, Geraldine, Allen, and Dorothy.

Thomas McCarty remained on his Log Cabin Creek 
Ranch for the rest of his lifetime, raising horses, cows and 
sheep. Then his sons, Ransome Thomas and Jackson Dean, 
carried on in the ranching business. They took large bands 
of sheep to the mountain ranges on Ebbetts Pass near 
Blood’s Meadow. At that time a toll was required to take 
livestock to these ranges. There was usually quite a 
discussion with the toll collector as to what was the cor
rect amount for sheep. Sheep were less than cows, but as 
there were so many more of them, the tolls always 
seemed high.

There was a race track near Copperopolis on the 
Flower Ranch, and the McCarty boys often raced their 
horses there, along with the other ranchers of the area. 
Their foothill horses gave Stockton and San Joaquin 
steeds “a run for their money” many times. The horses 
in the Copperopolis country were used for the raising of



livestock and were hardy and in good condition. Not only 
the saddle horses but even the pack ponies won many 
races.

The two McCarty brothers eventually dissolved their 
partnership, divided the livestock, and each bought sepa
rate ranches. “Rant” McCarty owned a ranch near what 
is now Tulloch Reservoir. He married Miss Nettie Worth, 
of Copperopolis, and here they raised their nine children, 
including Mabel (Mrs. Ray Manuel), Tessie (Mrs. Eugene 
Casenave), Ione (Mrs. Nelson Williams), Arthur, Theron, 
Norris, Merten, and Winn. In later years Rant sold the 
ranch because of his ill health, and he and Nettie moved 
to Stockton. They have a number of descendants still 
living in the Stockton area.

J. D. or “Jack” McCarty, as he was usually called, 
bought the Alban Hettick Ranch in Salt Spring Valley in 
1901. This purchase included the buildings, all the live
stock, and the AH brand. The property had been a road
house and stage stop for teams in the ’80s. A few teams 
still stopped here as late as 1920. Ben Campbell was the 
last of the teamsters to come through, and he continued 
up until about 1925. He hauled groceries and other mer
chandise from Stockton through Milton to Copperopolis. 
The old stage-stop house burned in 1916, but the large 
barn that accommodated the teams is still in use.

The Dean Ranch, or the “Ranch Mine Ranch,” as it 
was later called, was bought by Jack McCarty. He pur
chased the original Log Cabin Creek Ranch from his 
brothers and sisters. In addition to sheep and cattle, Jack 
raised many horses, some for sale to other stockmen, some 
for use about his own ranch, and some just for pleasure.

He was a great lover of horses, and at times there 
were as many as seventy or eighty head roaming the 
ranch. They were of a good breed, and some of the horses 
in Calaveras and Tuolumne counties today can be traced 
back to the McCarty strain. And at the present time there 
are still a few left of this breed at the McCarty Ranch.

Contrary to the beliefs of most of the cattlemen of 
that day, Jack McCarty was a firm believer that sheep and 
cattle could be raised on the same ranges of his ranch. 
It worked out well for him, and he concentrated on sheep 
when the cattle market was down, and, conversely, on 
cattle when lamb and wool prices were weak. He took 
his sheep to the summer ranges on Sonora Pass, starting 
in 1910. These trail drives took about ten days. People 
were always interested in seeing the great bands of sheep 
passing by, and came to the roadside to watch them.

In 1902, Mr. McCarty married Miss Helen Hunt, and 
there were eight children born to them. They were Agnes 
(Erion), Helen (Stanaway), Jackson Taft, Lucille (Doe), 
Cyril C., Albert L., Thomas Dean (dec.), and Ella (Hiatt). 
His wife died in 1918 and Mr. McCarty raised the eight 
children at his ranch. He continued taking the sheep to 
the mountains, with the help of his sons and daughters 
when they were old enough.

Mr. McCarty was also interested in mining and had 
mining claims here and there on his properties. He spent 
many a day and night, in the early days, fighting off 
claim jumpers. His mining activities helped him over the 
lean years when the wool and livestock prices were down. 
He once owned the famous Eagle Shawmut Mine in 
Tuolumne County, and operated a gold mine and mill on 
his “Ranch Mine Ranch” in Salt Spring Valley.

He always drove a fine span of horses and liked a 
good saddle horse, but in 1916 he fell for the Model T Ford.

So he had to learn to drive when he was 58 years old! In 
1917, he bought a Federal truck from George Trask, of 
Columbia. The truck’s body was constructed of wood and 
metal, painted a dark maroon red, with yellow wooden 
wheels and solid rubber tires, and a yellow canvas top. 
It was built like a passenger bus, with five removable 
seats the same width as the truck. There were side cur
tains also.

This truck had been used for a Columbia-Sonora stage 
by Mr. Trask. McCarty bought it mostly to haul supplies 
to the mountain cabin at Dardanelles, on Sonora Pass, the 
headquarters for his summer sheep operation. But it was 
often used for side trips, and for taking family and friends 
to picnics and the like. It was quite an improvement over 
the teams that he had always used before. When Mr. 
McCarty purchased the truck, he was not quite able to 
master the intricate gears and their operation, so Mr. 
Trask taught McCarty’s son, “Little Jack,” how to shift 
the gears and to steer the truck, and thus they got it back 
to Copperopolis. Young Jack was ten years old at the time. 
He was not too large for his age, and it was always a 
constant wonder to people seeing the small boy at the 
wheel of so large a truck.

"LITTLE JACK" McCARTY
At the Wheel of the Federal Truck

Little Jack drove the truck on the long trips up over 
Patterson Grade to the Dardanelle region many times 
during those summers there. There were hair-raising 
stories told of experiences, when Little Jack and his father 
were hauling posts from the mountain ranges to the home 
ranch, when the brakes did not hold, or the truck slipped 
out of gear. As the other boys grew older, they also 
learned to drive the truck and drove to the mountains.

This old Federal truck is in good operating condition, 
having been repaired by using parts from a similar truck 
later bought from Mr. Trask. It is still in the family and 
is stored at the McCarty Ranch. “Little Jack” can still 
“make it run” and drove it in the Murphys Homecoming 
parade in 1960. It was also used at the Jumping Frog 
Jubilee that same year. The sign on the side of the cab 
that reads “Columbia Sonora Stage” is even now faintly 
legible.

Jackson Dean McCarty passed away in 1935 at the age 
of 77. Most of his ranches have remained intact and are 
divided among his sons and daughters.

Grandfather Thomas McCarty and his wife are buried 
in the large quiet cemetery in Copperopolis, as are many 
of their descendants. McCarty’s part in the history of the 
Copperopolis region was commemorated by including his 
name on the Historical Landmark monument placed in 
that town in 1949.
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The Doctor McCoy Family

Dr. William Woodruff McCoy was an old-time cancer 
specialist, well known in early days for his treatment of 
malignant skin growths. He and his wife, Annie Stagner 
McCoy, first lived in Milton in 1874, and then moved to 
Salt Spring Valley and settled at Carmen City, a team
sters’ stop at the foot of Carmen Hill, on the road from 
Salt Spring Valley to Angels Camp. There is nothing left 
of Carmen City now except the ruins of a chimney and 
basement, and the old barn across the road, constructed 
of hand-peeled timbers. There was also an Indian burial 
ground at Carmen City.

In the early 1900s Dr. McCoy moved to Copperopolis 
and opened an office there. This was located in the Union 
Copper Company’s old office, about one block north of the 
present post office. The new mine office had been moved 
to a building at the south end of town, next to the Armory 
Hall.

Not long ago, a descendant of Dr. McCoy was passing 
through Copperopolis. He had, with him, a casebook that 
had belonged to the doctor. In this book was printed “the 
patient is guaranteed a cure, or there will be no cost to the 
patient.” When shown this book, Mr. George Thompson, 
of Copperopolis, recalled one of the many cures that Dr. 
McCoy made. Bill Graham, a woodchopper, had cancer of 
the tongue. The doctor put some sort of a plaster formula 
on it, and in 18 or 20 days the cancer was gone. He re
members another man who had a malignant growth re
moved from his neck. Dr. McCoy did not record his secret 
formula for the plaster, and his descendants know nothing 
of the ingredients it contained.

Later, because of Mrs. McCoy’s ill health, they sold 
the Carmen City ranch, and moved from Copperopolis to 
Stockton. There, he opened an office with another doctor. 
Dr. McCoy, who was born in 1829, died in 1913. His wife 
passed away ten years later.

The McCoys had a son by the name of Timothy Reavs 
McCoy, born on March 23, 1863. When he was a young 
man, on the Carmen City ranch, “Tim” McCoy raised 
cattle, and like his friend, J. D. McCarty, always said that 
there was nothing to the tale that cattlemen and sheep
men could not raise their animals in harmony. Tim also 
ran a freight line to Yosemite Valley.

Tim McCoy designed and built a block-building ma
chine. In 1914, he and his stepson, Frank Merwin, con-

THE NELSON STORE — 1915

DOCTOR AND ANNIE McCOY WITH 
THEIR SON TIMOTHY

structed the store that is still in use as a grocery in Cop
peropolis. The new store was dedicated in 1915, and a 
large celebration was held for the occasion. The store 
was built for Martin Nelson, and was first operated by 
Nelson and Howell. The owner sent for his nephew, 
August P. Nelson, from Sweden, who operated the store 
after the death of his uncle and Mr. Howell. It was then 
known as “Nelson’s Store.” When “Gus” Nelson and his 
family moved to Stockton in 1952, Robert Erion and Tom 
McCarty took over, calling it the “E and M” store. Mr. and 
Mrs. John C. Leitner were the next proprietors, and the 
Albert McKeels now operate it. The old original wooden 
sign on the tall front of the building has never been 
changed and still reads “M. Nelson.”

After building the Copperopolis store, Tim McCoy and 
his wife, Hattie, moved to Stockton, and he continued his 
concrete building business there. In 1927 he built the 
cement cabin at Douglas Station, on the Sonora Pass road, 
for J. D. McCarty. He passed away in March, 1952.

The Thompson and Hendsch Families
George Thompson, Sr., came to Copperopolis from 

Madrid, St. Lawrence County, New York. In 1886, he mar
ried Matilda Hendsch from Springfield, Tuolumne County, 
California, at Copperopolis, Reverend Tubbs officiating. 
They built a large two-story home at the lower end of 
the main street of Copperopolis, where they raised two 
sons and a daughter — George, Henry, and Clara.

Mr. Thompson was the underground foreman of the 
Union Mine, under general manager G. McRoss. Losing 
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his eyesight in an accident at the mine in 1918, he was 
forced to retire. He continued to live in Copperopolis until 
his death, at the age of 85 years. His wife, Matilda, passed 
away at 78. They are both buried in the Copperopolis 
Cemetery.

William and Amelia Hendsch, parents of Mrs. Matilda 
Thompson, built their home next to the Thompsons. There 
were five Hendsch boys — Emil, Bill, Guey, Charlie, and 
“Tex” (Justice). Guey and Bill worked as deputies with 
Sheriffs Ben Thorn and Joe Zwinge, of Calaveras County. 
Bill passed away in 1934 and Guey three years later. “Tex” 
was a blacksmith and wagon-maker in Copperopolis.

In their early years the Hensch boys operated the 
Big Trees Hotel at Murphys, as well as a blacksmith shop 
and bar. These buildings and the Big Trees Hotel were 
located on the road leading from Murphys toward Big 
Trees. This was about 1900. From there they came back 
to Copperopolis and lived in their family home. Their 
nephew, George Thompson, Jr., now lives in Copperopolis 
in the original Thompson house, next door.

George Thompson, Jr., was born in Copperopolis in 
1890. He was superintendent of the Calaveras Copper 
Company and the Engels Copper Company for 17 years 
(1917-35).* He was also master mechanic of the mine 
at one time and was the last man on the payroll when 
this great copper mine finally closed in 1935. Most of the 
principal workings of the mine were closed in 1930, but 
some operations continued on a very small scale until 1935.

George and a man named Charley Mineer were run
ning the mine when Mineer was shot and killed by an 
unknown assailant with a shotgun. This incident took 
place in front of Nelson’s store at about 1:30 A. M. on 
December 23, 1931. No one was able to prove who shot 
Mr. Mineer. However, it was suspected it might have been 
one of the Mexicans who formerly worked at the mine.

After his friend and co-worker was shot, George 
Thompson took over the copper mine operation alone. 
He had charge of the mine until it was dismantled by the 
California Liquidating Company. George worked for the 
California Liquidating Company until December, 1936. He 
left Copperopolis in 1937 to work for the California Ala
bama Gold Mining Company in Penryn, California, and 
was their surface foreman and master mechanic until the 
mine was closed in 1942 by Gold Order L-208. That com
pany sent him to Lake County where he had charge of 
the surface and equipment for the International Metal 
Corporation of Seattle. He then took a position with the 
Bercut Richards Lumber Company at Oregon House, Cali
fornia, from 1947 until August 1956.

Thompson and his wife moved back to Copperopolis 
in September, 1958, to retire from his hard and busy 
years at the mines, and to repair and restore the Thompson 
family home. However, his wife, Viola, passed away on 
October 29th of that same year, and the hopes of spend
ing some happy years were much dimmed by her 
passing.

♦Although operated separately in the early days, the 
Union, Empire, and Keystone mines were consolidated in 
the late 80s, when the new smelter was built. An ore 
concentrating plant was later added, and the smelter 
enlarged. In 1909, this Copperopolis mining and smelting 
operation was reorganized as the Calaveras Consolidated 
Mining Company, Ltd., often called the Calaveras Cop
per Company. In the late 20s, the Engels Company, and, 
during World War II, the North Keystone Company, op
erated the north end of the Keystone as lessees.

George now helps run “Joe’s Place,” owned by Irene 
Corneau. This interesting old place is about 100 years 
old, was built by Ed Moore, and was originally called 
the “Old Corner.” Mr. Thompson enjoys visiting and 
talking with old friends and new, as they stop on their 
way through historic Copperopolis.

George has only one Thompson relative left. This is 
his nephew, Billy L. Coffer, who lives at Coffer’s Corner, 
Jeffersonville, Sonora, California.

The Stone Family
James M. Stone was born in Sebastopol, Sonoma 

County. He married Rose O’Hara of Sonora, California, 
and they came to live in Copperopolis in 1890. He bought 
the blacksmith shop in the middle of town from Mr. 
Charles Hartsook, who had built it and the house that 
is still standing on the property. At that time there were 
two other blacksmith shops in Copperopolis. One was 
Weeselhoft’s, across the street from Hartsook’s, and the 
other was at the south end of town, almost opposite the 
Armory Hall, and owned by a Mr. Braides.

Charles Hartsook married Kate O’Hara, sister to Rose 
O’Hara Stone. They moved to San Andreas, where Hart
sook set up again in smithing, later in partnership with 
John W. Dietz (Mrs. Hattie Hertzig’s father).

James Stone was deputy constable in 1901, and was 
serving in that capacity when Johnny Gorham killed 
George McCarty. He was trustee for the Copperopolis 
school district in 1905, and saw them build the present 
schoolhouse, after fire had destroyed the original one. 
At this time there were about 90 children in school at 
Copperopolis.

James and Rose Stone had three sons — Frank, 
Charles, and James, Jr. Frank resides at Park City, Utah, 
where he lived for 53 years. He was master mechanic 
for the Silver King Mine for 35 years before retiring in 
that place. His brothers, Charley and James, live in 
Copperopolis.

In 1915, realizing that the horse and buggy days were 
fast disappearing, James Stone, Sr., built the Stone Garage, 
one of the buildings still standing in Copperopolis. Sons 
Charley and James worked in the blacksmith shop with 
their father, and then later in the garage. When Charley 
was only 17 years old, he worked at the machine shop 
at the mine, and was also an electrician’s helper. Later, 
when his father became too old to run the garage, Charley 
took it over on his own.

Charley has many interesting stories to tell of his 
experiences through the years. He remembers riding in 
an automobile for the first time in 1906, a Pope-Hartford, 
at Copperopolis. Among the cars he 
was a steam automobile, made by 
Company, and owned by the copper

worked on 
the White 
mine. His

brother Frank drove this car for the mining com
pany. He repaired Studebakers, and recalls an E. M. F.
auto. This model was named after a man named Flan
ders, but Charley says at Stone’s Garage the initials 
meant “Every Morning Fix ’em.” In those early auto- 
mobiling days he also worked on Buicks, (Walter Mur
phy’s and Joe Eckandi’s) and on a 1910 Rambler, and, of 
course, on Model T Fords.

Charley and his wife, Catherine, recall that there were 
fifty or sixty people of Mexican descent working at the 
copper mine about 1920. They used to sit on the fence in
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THE STONE BLACKSMITH SHOP

back of the Stones’ house to eat their lunch. On Sunday 
they were accustomed to going down and sitting outside 
the Catholic Church, though they would not enter. But 
when the copper mine finally closed down, these people 
became very angry, for they no longer had employment, 
and they went into the church, cut up the altar, and dese
crated the vestments. The Mexicans, in the majority, 
were good workers but often quarreled among themselves, 
with several stabbings and killings through the years they 
worked at the mine. Mexicans had been employed in the 
early days, during the Civil War, at Copperopolis. They 
were also used at the Royal Mine at Hodson, later.

Charley Stone was away from Copperopolis for only 
one year (1921), when he operated an automobile repair 
shop at Watsonville, California. There were only 8 or 10 
men working at the copper mine at that time and busi
ness was rather slow. He then came back to Copperopolis, 
and continued working at the Stone Garage with his 
brother James.

The mine closed for good in 1930, and so Charley 
Stone went to work for the State Forestry and then, in 
1933, opened a garage in the old McGaffey Livery Stable 
building opposite the Congregational Church at Angels 
Camp. Charley operated this garage, with his brother Jim 
and his sons and son-in-law, for 20 years, commuting 
from Copperopolis. After closing his Angels garage, he 
was a deputy for Sheriff McFall in 1955. He also served 
a term as a member of the Calaveras County Board of 
Education, and was trustee of the Copperopolis School 
for seven years. His wife was clerk of the Copperopolis 
School Board for several years also.

Charles and Catherine Stone have six children — 
Charles A., Rosalie (Worthington), Howard, James

Farewell to Our Treasurer
After five faithful years as our treasurer, Mrs. Marian 

Brandt has resigned this post, and is moving to Fresno, 
to live with her daughter. At our December meeting, Mrs. 
Ruby Taylor read a tribute to Mrs. Brandt, and to her good 
deeds in Calaveras County. She recalled that Marian first 
came up to Rail Road Flat from the Bay Area in 1932. She 
later moved to San Andreas. President Poore, in behalf 
of the Society, presented her with a corsage and a pen set. 
We will all miss her, up here in Calaveras County, and 
wish her good health and happiness in her new home.

New County Museum
Visitors to the old Hall of Records are most pleasantly 

surprised with the progress that George Poore is making 
there. The walls are being paneled with mahogany ply
wood to about two-thirds of the distance to the ceiling. 
The old fireplaces have been restored, and upper walls, 
moldings, and window and door frames painted. The 
nucleus of the museum will be in the old Recorder’s office 
but plans are afoot to use as much of the old Courthouse 
building and Jailyard as can be prepared, for additional 
exhibits.

There will also be facilities for Historical Society 
files and for. bound newspapers, books, and maps, for re
search purposes. This project is being carried out under 
the direction of the County Historical Landmarks Advis
ory Committee and financed by county funds.

(“Babe”), Walter, and Kathleen (Fiske). The sons all 
served in the armed forces, and all are now living and 
working in the vicinity. .............
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EDITORIAL
The Copperopolis area has long been an intriguing 

one for the local historian. For a decade after the begin
ning of the gold rush, this region was inhabited only by 
pioneer ranchers and occasional gold miners placering 
the rather low-yielding streams in the locality, and hope
fully prospecting the few quartz veins.

The spectacular discovery of the Union copper lode 
by Reed and McCarty in 1860 transformed this quite re
mote spot into one of the major U. S. copper-producing 
districts for the duration of the Civil War. A devastating 
fire and a severe post-war drop in the price of copper 
paralyzed the district until a major comeback was effected 
in the late 80s, when the new smelter was built. From 
then on until World War II, the old camp has had several 
periods of renewed activity. But none has matched the 
feverish mining of Civil War days when the Union, Em
pire, and Keystone shafts were hoisting incredibly high
grade ore from the “enriched zone” close to the surface.

We think that Ella McCarty Hiatt’s account of some 
of the pioneers and old timers of Copperopolis, in this 
issue, is an admirable contribution to the recorded history 
of this fascinating region.

Readers interested in the Copperopolis area will find 
articles in Las Calaveras on Rock Fences (October, ’58), 
Salt Spring Valley (April, ’60), Copperopolis history (Octo
ber, ’60), Telegraph City (January, ’61), Lost City (July, 
’61), and the first Calaveras County fair, held at Copper
opolis on the Flower Ranch (July and October, ’62).

Wanted by the editor — A member to help index 
Las Calaveras.

Quarterly Dinner
A delicious dinner was served to some 55 members 

and guests, on October 27th, by the Covenant Women, 
at the Grange Hall, San Andreas. This was followed by 
a brief business meeting, at which it was decided to ex
pand the Judge Smith Memorial Fund into a general 
Memorial Fund, as other such gifts have been received. 
By combining these and future gifts, the money can better 
be used for significant county historical projects.

The program was put on by Mr. and Mrs. Emmett 
Perry, of Lockeford, and was entitled, “The Four Seasons 
and History of Carson Pass.” A large number of excellent 
colored photographs were shown on the screen, accom
panied by an informative and most interesting narration, 
on tape, by the Perrys. Artistically presented, this has 
been one of our nicest after-dinner programs.

November Meeting
Copperopolis Pioneers and Old Timers was the subject 

of November’s meeting, with Ella Hiatt in charge of the 
program. Most of the papers are printed in this issue of 
Las Calaveras. In addition to these Mrs. Edna S. Lane 
read her story of the Stephen Box family (her grand
parents).

Symposium of California
Historical Societies

The ninth annual Southern California symposium of 
the Conference of California Historical Societies will be 
held in Long Beach at the Edgewater Inn Marina Hotel, 
February 10-11th. The theme will be “Hides, Harbors, and 
Haciendas.” One of the events will be a tour of Long 
Beach Harbor by boat.

December Meeting
The traditional Christmas Meeting was held on the 

15th at the Grange Hall. Some forty members and guests 
were entertained by the “Monday Nighters” of Stockton. 
Coke Wood read “The First Christmas in California” and 
an historical description of life in San Joaquin and Cala
veras counties in 1847. Christmas carols were sung to the 
accompaniment of Mrs. Robert Wolfe. After the Christmas 
Tree ceremony, pie and coffee were served. 

Forthcoming Meetings
February 23rd — Some Calaveras County Pioneer 

Families (Reports not covered in earlier 
meetings).

March 23rd — Pioneers of the Camanche Area.
April 27th — Dinner Meeting, place and program to 

be announced.

Mr. David Myrick, of San Francisco, has assembled 
a large amount of material on the Copperopolis area, 
particularly on its mining history. He is planning a book 
on this subject. Mr. Myrick’s last publication, a beauti
fully illustrated two-volume study of the railroads of Ne
vada and eastern California, is one of the best of its kind 
that has appeared in recent years. Mr. Myrick would like 
to obtain copies of historic photographs suitable for his 
Copperopolis volume.
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PIONEERS AND OLD TIMERS OF 
RAIL ROAD FLAT AND GLENCOE
(The family biographies in this issue have been 

adapted or condensed from the interesting papers 
written by Tim Murphy, Frances Guillemin, Geraldine 
Wells, Nellie Seeman, Myron Greve, Effie Schaad, 
Florence Widdows, Daisy Nyte, Myrtle Raeder, Beulah 
Yount, Linda Phelps, and Mary Sandoz, which were 
presented at the June, 1966, meeting of the Society.)

Edwin Taylor
Edwin Taylor was born in Yorkshire, England, in 

1830, and moved as a small child with his family to 
Canada, settling at Hamilton. When he was 15, the Tay
lors crossed over to the United States, to Illinois, and then 
to Missouri.

Edwin worked on Mississippi river boats as a cabin 
boy. After gold was discovered in California, he came 
west by way of Nicaragua, in 1853, to Hangtown. Then 
he moved to Buckeye, a small community just east of 
Mokelumne Hill. In 1860 he started running a store there.

In 1865, Taylor married Alameda Lancaster. A year 
later they moved to Rail Road Flat, then a booming town, 
with several stores, hotels and saloons. There, in ’67, he 
built the present store and post office. He was appointed 
postmaster on March 18, 1869. In addition to running a 
general store there, he also had freight hauled from 
Stockton.

By his first marriage, Edwin Taylor had four children. 
His wife, Alameda, died in ’80 in the Black Fever epidemic. 
Later he married Alice Doe, and they had four children. 
Two of their daughters, Mrs. Eva Guerard and Mrs. Amy 
Hedberg of San Jose, are still living.

In addition to owning a large part of the town, Taylor 
also acquired the well-known Petticoat Mine, about a 
quarter-mile east of town. He helped build a school on 
the meadow just west of the community. He was a civic 
leader in every way.

Mr. Taylor retired from the post office on April 12, 
1913, after serving 44 years. (He died shortly after, at the 
age of 83.) His son, Thomas W. Taylor, succeeded him as 
postmaster until 1925. Then the wife of another of his 
sons, Mrs. Ruby E. Taylor, was appointed and continued 
in this post until 1962, making a total of 93 years that 
Taylors were postmasters.

Invite a friend to join the Historical Society.

EDWIN TAYLOR
1830 - 1913

From a photographic portrait presented to the Inde
pendence Lodge, No. 158 of the I. O. O. F., by his friend, 
Ira Hill Reed. Mr. Taylor is shown in his fraternal 
regalia. He helped organize this lodge and was a 
charter member. In early days, lodge activities were 
a most important part of life in most mining and 
mountain communities. Rail Road Flat was no ex
ception to this. In later years, the Independence Lodge 
was consolidated with the lodge at West Point.

Erastus Houston
Erastus Houston, the son of John and Mary Houston, 

was born in Zanesville, Ohio, on August 2, 1826. At the 
age of 15, he ran away from home and shipped as a cabin 
boy on a river boat on the Mississippi. Later, when work
ing in Nebraska, he met and married Elizabeth Lawless.

The Houstons came west by covered wagon and settled 
first in Linden. Then they moved to Rich Gulch, and 
again to Rail Road Flat. The Houstons had eight girls 
and three boys, including two sets of twins. Black diph
theria struck the family, at Rich Gulch, and all the twins 
died within 72 hours.

Erastus Houston ranched for many years at Rail Road 
Flat. Elizabeth died in 1907, and her husband passed 
away five years later. One daughter is still living— 
Minerva Houston Reed, now 97, residing at Berkeley.



John Doe
John Doe came to the Rail Road Flat area in the 

sixties. Originally from Montpelier, Vermont, he had 
worked in the silver mines in Nevada, and at Chinese 
Camp and Indian Diggings before settling at Rail Road.

Doe married Harriet Wolf. They raised seven children, 
and lived in a house on Independence Road, across from 
the Ted Jones house.

One of the Does’ children, Walter, married Katherine 
Lancaster, and homesteaded in the Banner District near 
Rail Road Flat. They also had seven children. Walter 
discovered several mines, including the “B.F.,” J. Copper, 
Sunnyside, and Hazel Dell. Walter sold the homestead 
to Henry Lavin, a son-in-law.

Abraham Pickering
Abraham Pickering was born in Massachusetts and 

when a young man, came west around the Horn to Ore
gon. From there he moved to Rail Road Flat about 1869. 
In 1867 he married Phoebe Lancaster. She was one of the 
daughters of the Stanley Lancasters, and was born in 
Missouri. The Lancasters came west when she was a small 
child.

Abraham and Phoebe Pickering settled in Glencoe 
where he worked as a millwright. Five children were 
born to them, the youngest son dying in infancy.

In 1878, the Pickerings purchased land in Rail Road 
Flat from Alden Padridge. There Abraham farmed and 
raised cattle. It was on this ranch that he met with an 
accidental death in ’07, at the age of 79. He was a mem
ber of the Odd Fellows, having joined the Independence 
Lodge, No. 158, in 1869.

Three of the Pickering children are still living: Nellie 
Seeman, 86, of Jackson, Frank Pickering, 82, of San Fran
cisco, and Grace DeHay, 79, of Santa Rosa.

J. B. Guillemin
J. B. Guillemin came to this area in the early ’seven

ties. Coming from Mount Blanc, in France, he had been 
in the United States just a few years.

His first employment, after arriving in Calaveras 
County, was at the Heckendorn Mine at Blue Mountain, 
where his father-in-law also worked. In 1883, he dis
covered the Fine Gold Mine, located on the Bosseville 
Road. Mr. and Mrs. Guillemin lived in the Bosseville area 
until 1900. Then Mr. Guillemin sold their land for $700 
and the Fine Gold Mine for $20,000. With this money he 
bought land in San Luis Obispo County, and moved his 
family there. There were seven children born while they 
lived at Rail Road Flat, and five in San Luis Obispo.

David McCarty
David McCarty was a native of Franklin County, 

New York. His first wife was Eliza Dillon whom he met 
at North America House, a stopping place about three 
miles below Valley Springs on the Bellota Road. The 
McCartys had six girls: Emma J. (Greve), Sadie (Chris
tie), Hannah (Watt, then Sharpnack), Blanche (Suessdorf), 
Mamie, and Charlotte (Fitch). There were three boys, 
Allen, John and Frank.

Eliza died of lockjaw in ’81. In June, 1884, McCarty 
married Susan Story Winchester of New York. By this 
marriage he had one son, David Winchester McCarty.

In 1857, David McCarty took over the operation of what 
became the present McCarty ranch from John Frederick 
Wilhelm Greve.

The Mokelumne Hill-Campo Seco Canal and Mining 
Company were operating a canal that supplied water for 
Mokelumne Hill, the Gwinn Mine, and communities be
low, nearly to the San Joaquin line. They were cutting 
and furnishing their own timber for this canal from a 
sawmill located on the Woodcock property at Glencoe. 
Dave McCarty agreed with the Canal Company to move the 
sawmill from Glencoe to the McCarty Ranch and to fur
nish them with all their lumber. For one of his first ship
ments, in February of ’63, he received payment for 210,000 
feet of timber, hewed and delivered at $13 a thousand 
feet. He used some Chinese labor, and the hauling was 
by oxen. About 1900 the sawmill was moved to about a 
half-mile north of West Point and was operated by George 
Bruce and Allen McCarty. The McCarty Reservoir, on the 
headwaters of the North Fork of the Calaveras River, was 
constructed by the Canal Company on the McCarty ranch.

David McCarty was known, in his time, as a good 
businessman. He was also considered a “sport,” for he 
had fast sulky horses, and in the ’seventies took an active 
interest in horse racing at Mokelumne Hill. He liked to 
play poker at the Leger Hotel. He passed away at San 
Francisco in 1891, at age 64, of dropsy of the heart.

James Darwin Day
James Day came to Glencoe from Emporia, Kansas. 

He was married to Annie Bayles, of Redditch, England, 
at Mokelumne Hill in 1900. The Days had one daughter, 
Effie Alice Day, who married Edward Schaad, of West 
Point. A resort is conducted on the Schaad ranch.

Armand Laidet
Armand Laidet, born in France in 1854, at the age 

of 15 ran away from home to become a cabin boy on a 
French merchant ship. Hearing of the Mother Lode gold 
mines, he left his ship when it stopped at San Francisco. 
Then, with money made in mining, he returned to France 
for a visit, when he was about 30 years old, and there fell 
in love and married.

Returning to the U. S. with his bride, he first lived 
at Astoria, Oregon, next in San Francisco, and then in 
Stockton. At that time (1885), the Fine Gold Mine was a 
well-known producer at Rail Road Flat. So, as the Laidets 
had friends in this community, they decided to come here. 
They had six girls and three boys in their family. Ar
mand mined for awhile, but as there was a great need for 
food in the area, he decided to go into farming and ranch
ing. At the turn of the century he received a patent for his 
homestead. This patent, hand-written, was one of the last 
signed by President McKinley before his assassination.

About 1895, Laidet and his neighbors built the one- 
room school which they called the Fine Gold School. His 
love for mining never ceased, and he continued pros
pecting for the precious metal all his life. He died in 1934 
and was buried in San Andreas.

Swen Magnus Danielson
Swen Magnus Danielson was born in Wekso, Sweden, 

in 1845. He left his native land when about 21 years old 
to visit relatives in Minnesota. After about two years 
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there, completing his schooling and working on river 
boats, he came west to San Francisco (1870), where he 
had an uncle who had made money on. Comstock silver 
mining stocks. First mining for his uncle at Chili Gulch, 
he moved up to Rail Road Flat to work at the Petticoat 
Mine. In 1873, when mining slowed, he went to work for 
Edwin Taylor at the store. While there, he met and mar
ried Gertrude Houston. They moved to Glencoe, and 
Danielson worked at the San Bruno Mine. He homesteaded 
at Glencoe in 1879. Here he developed a very productive 
ranch, raising fruit, vegetables, and hay, as well as cattle 
and other livestock. The Danielsons had thirteen children, 
of whom ten are still living. To bring up this large family, 
he supplemented his ranch income by working in the 
mines. In the earlier days he used oxen on the ranch, 
but in the ’nineties replaced them with horses.

When the Alaskan gold rush commenced, in ’99, 
Danielson went to Nome to work for the Streeten and 
Utica companies. After three years there, he returned to 
get his sons to go back with him. While home from 
Alaska, he was badly burned in an accident and so was 
unable to return to Nome.

Danielson was a member of Independence Lodge. 
He died in 1910 and was buried on his own homestead.

Orion Sherman Ames
Orion Ames was born in Levant, Maine, in 1851. He 

was descended from English ancestors who came to 
Massachusetts about 1650. Coming from a large family, 
he went into the Maine woods as a helper at a logging 
crew’s camp when only thirteen. Until he was nineteen 
years old, he worked in the woods except when at school. 
Then he started west, spending three years logging in 
Minnesota.

When first in California, Ames was employed in Hum
boldt County in logging. Then he secured a job while 
in San Francisco, with a timber company at West Point 
that was supplying the Gwinn Mine with timbers, floating 
them down the Mokelumne during high water.

While at West Point, in 1878, he met Mary Ann Mc
Manus. After a two-year stint in Northern California, he 
returned to Calaveras County, to marry Mary Ann at the 
Leger Hotel in Mokelumne Hill (1881). She was born at 
Mud Springs, near Placerville, in 1860, and moved with her 
family to West Point about ten years later. Orion Ames 
brought his bride to the ranch near Glencoe which he was 
homesteading.

When they were first settled on their homestead, 
bands of Indians, as many as 400 at a time, would camp 
near their spring every fall as they migrated from the 
higher mountains down to Rich Gulch, Jackson, and Ione 
for winter quarters. They would camp on the ranch for 
about two weeks. There are many granite ledges on a 
hill there with round mortar holes where the Indians 
ground acorn flour, one of their important winter foods. 
They buried their dead on another hill nearby.

Ames farmed and raised cattle. He ran a dairy on 
his ranch with butter one of Mrs. Ames’ specialties. She 
sometimes made as much as 60 pounds a week, all by 
hand. Mr. Ames also logged on the ranch, hauling to 
McCarty’s sawmill.

There were 11 children in the Ames family, of whom 
eight grew to adulthood. Two, Mrs. Ruby Taylor, of Rail 
Road Flat, and William Ames, of Mokelumne Hill, are 
still living. Late in life, Orion and Mary Ames moved to

PETTICOAT MINE
The crew of the Petticoat mine pose on the headframe. 
This photograph was probably taken in the 'nineties. 
Note that buckets were used instead of skips, sliding 
up and down the inclined shaft on wooden guides or 
tracks. Such a hoisting setup was often used for 
relatively shallow shafts and winzes in the Mother 
Lode country. It will be remembered that Elkannah 
Said, one of the first superintendents of this mine, was 
murdered in 1870, when leaving the mine with a 
shipment of bullion for the mint.

Rich Gulch to avoid the heavy winters above, and left 
the ranch to be managed by their sons. Orion Ames died 
in 1934, at the age of 83.

Marianne Gauchet Seeman
Marianne Gauchet was born in Berne, Switzerland, 

in the year 1832. With her parents and brother, she lived 
on a small farm, and although work was hard, life was 
peaceful and they were happy in the beautiful country 
of Switzerland.

It was about 1849 when tragedy struck the Gauchets. 
One day, while working in the fields, Mrs. Gauchet col
lapsed. She was carried home, where she died a short time 
later, of sunstroke. The heart-broken Gauchets decided 
to leave their farm and sail to America. They settled on
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Marianne Gauchet Seeman
(continued from page 15)

30 acres near Brooklyn, New York. But the gold rush was 
in full swing, so they soon sold their land for $1 an acre, 
and took passage on a ship for California by way of 
Cape Horn.

The six-month trip was a terrible ordeal, and seemed 
to take forever. The family settled somewhere on the 
Mother Lode. Mr. Gauchet and his son then started back 
east to bring out some of their friends. But the two men 
were never heard from again, and Marianne was left 
alone in the world.

In 1856, Marianne married Henry Seeman, a German 
sailor who had joined the gold rush, in Chili Camp at the 
home of Samuel Steinburger. The Seemans settled at 
Independence, then a thriving town boasting a town hall, 
general store, two saloons, and a population of 400. Henry 
and Marianne had nine children. After each child was 
born, she recorded the name and date on her marriage 
certificate, now carefully preserved by the family.

As the Seeman boys grew up, they mined for gold 
on their ranch. Two of them, Jacob and Philip, moved to 
Virginia City, where Philip became sheriff. Ferdinand 
also lived for awhile in Virginia City, but returned to 
Independence to operate a general store and saloon.

One December, in the early 1900’s, the Seeman home 
burned down. It was replaced by the house standing here 
today. It was in this new home that Marianne died at 
the ripe old age of 96. At the time of her death, she was 
blind and very hard of hearing. She had lived through 
many hardships and tragedies, but with the spirit of a 
true pioneer of Calaveras County. One of her children, 
Adelle Jones, is still alive, residing in Los Angeles.

Louis and Emma Sandoz
• The family of Emma Courvoisier left Switzerland 

when she was eight years old. They crossed the Atlantic 
on a sailing vessel, taking 36 days to reach New York. 
The Courvoisiers settled in Brighton, Illinois, on a farm. 
A year later the family of Louis Sandoz arrived from 
Switzerland and bought the adjoining property.

In 1873, Emma, her brother, and her married sister 
and husband came by train to California, to work at the 
Heckendorn Mine at Blue Mountain. They arrived in May, 
and the men were put on as miners, and Emma and her 
sister ran the boarding house. At that time provisions 
were very scarce and wild game and beans were often 
their main dish. Mushrooms and wild greens served as 
vegetables, and frequently there was no flour for bread. 
When the mine closed in November, they moved to the 
Fred Greve place on Licking Fork, and later homesteaded 
close by. They sluiced for gold in Dutch Creek and made 
shakes and mine lagging for a living.

Meanwhile, Louis Sandoz had moved west, by way 
of Kansas, and went to work on the McCarty Reservoir, 
then under construction. He recalled that a worker re
ceived one dollar for a twelve-hour day, and boarded 
himself. If he had a team, scraper, or plow, he received 
$1.50, but had to feed his horses. He saw men discharged 
for pausing long enough to fill and light their pipes. 
Many of the workers camped on the site and cooked over 
campfires.

Louis Sandoz and Emma Courvoisier were married 
in 1880 by JP John Smith. They lived first in Lockeford, 
then, in ’83, bought the Harry Greve homestead on the 
Licking Fork, where they raised their family of six 
children.

February Meeting
Papers read at this meeting included the Joseph 

Whittle family, written and presented by Mrs. Ida Mae 
Whittle Vergara, the Martin Fischer family, read by Mrs. 
Allen Peek, and the Genochio family, written by Mrs. Eva 
Soracco and read by Mr. Poore.

March Meeting
This was the final meeting of the pioneer families 

project. An added attraction was an excellent history 
of Milton, written by Miss Cathy Smith, one of Prof. Coke 
Wood’s students. Miss Smith read her paper and dis
played a number of interesting photographs of early days 
at Milton. Family histories presented included the Frank 
Genochio, Kirk, Southworth, and Friedberger families, 
written by Mrs. Flo Peek, Mrs. Mervin Kirk, Miss Jennie 
Southworth, and Dr. L. Friedberger.

Museum Open House
The new Calaveras County Historical Museum will be 

dedicated at 2:00 P. M. on Sunday, May 7th. The dedi
cation ceremony will be followed by an open house until 
6 o’clock. Those who have not yet seen how the Hall of 
Records has been transformed at the skillful hands of 
George Poore are in for a most pleasant surprise.

Forthcoming Meetings
May 25th—History of the Jumping Frog Jubilee
June 22nd—The Demarest Papers
July 27th—Annual Meeting and Installation of Offi

cers. Program and place to be announced.
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SOME CALAVERAS SCHOOLS
By CHARLES SCHWOERER

At the hands of inevitable progress, most of the one- 
room schoolhouses in Calaveras County have disappeared. 
I think back fondly to the days when each community had 
such a school.* Over the years, as transportation improved 
and the number of school children increased these small 
schools could no longer meet the demands of modern ed
ucation. Educators today are quick to point out how inef
ficient these little old schools were. Yet, somehow, often 
with only partly trained teachers, they fulfilled their im
portant part in the educational system of the day most 
effectively. For several generations many Calaverans re
ceived all the formal learning they ever had in the local 
one-room school.

A number of the county’s schools go back more than 
100 years. In fact, as early as 1851, the state legislature 
set up the framework of the public school system in Cali
fornia. It provided for the annual election of a school 
committee of three members in each district to supervise 
school affairs, examine and appoint teachers, disburse the 
funds, build schoolhouses, and report each year to the 
State Superintendent.

In May of the following year, Governor Bigler signed 
a bill making each County Assessor its Superintendent of 
Schools, ex-officio, and defined his duties. The bill also 
provided for the election of three County School Board 
members for a one-year term, assigned the Constables as 
census marshals, and set forth the duties of the district 
school trustees. This law further authorized the counties 
to levy a school tax not to exceed 5c on each $100 of assess
ed valuation, considerably different from today’s levy.

The first reference to a school fund in Calaveras is to 
be found in the proceedings of the Court of Sessions on 
October 14th, 1853, which ordered that out of the fifty 
cents levied on each $100 for county purposes, 5c should 
be set aside by the Treasurer and reserved for the benefit 
of the “common” schools in the county. However, in De
cember of the same year this order was replaced by one 
reducing it to two and one-half cents.

Prior to 1855, all recorded information referring to the 
schools is found in the proceedings of the Court of Ses-

* Mr. Schwoerer started his long career in education as 
teacher in a one-room school. Later a principal, he then 
served many years as County Superintendent of Schools.

WILLOW CREEK SCHOOL
Wade Johnston was instrumental in forming the 
Willow Creek district and served as a trustee for many 
years. The photograph shows how the picturesque 
building appeared before it was converted into a res
idence. Willow Creek School closed in 1949.

As enrollment increased, the original brick building 
became inadequate, and a second, wooden building 
was added. The State Forestry now occupies this site, 
which is commemorated by a historical marker.

sions. In that year the county Board of Supervisors came 
into being and in their minutes of April 10, 1855, they 
make reference to the first officer designated as a school 
official when they allowed F. B. Gall $500 as County Sup
erintendent of common schools.

The first elected Calaveras County Superintendent was 
Robert Thompson who was chosen at the election held on 
September 2, 1857.

The first school district established by the Board of 
Supervisors was at Vallecito. The minutes of Nov. 15, 1855, 
read, “In the matter of the application of the citizens of 
Vallecito Township No. 9 for a new school district it is 
ordered by the board of supervisors that a new school dis
trict be created for Vallecito and vicinity.”

Have you invited a friend to join the Calaveras County 
Historical Society?



Some Calaveras Schools
(Continued from Page 17)

In the Murphys district, private schools were being 
held in the early fifties, and it is probable that Murphys, 
Angels, Campo Seco, Cave City, Mokelumne Hill, and San 
Andreas had already established school districts when 
school legislation became operative in the county in 1854. 
Certainly they were established before the Board of Super
visors was instituted.

Altogether there were sixty-six districts set up in the 
county, but the greatest number in operation at any one 
time was fifty-seven. In 1923, there were forty-seven ele
mentary districts still in existence, of which forty were 
active. But by the end of 1930, fifteen of these had been 
“lapsed” into adjoining districts. In 1930, West Point and 
Lincoln joined to form West Point Union district; Cave 
City and Banner formed El Dorado Union in 1946; Angels, 
Carson Hill, and Robinson Ferry merged into the Mother 
Lode Union in 1948, and the Mark Twain Union was cre
ated when the Mother Lode Union and Altaville voted on 
July 21, 1950, to unite. On December 29, 1953, Jenny Lind 
and Evergreen Union was voted. And the following year, 
the Calaveras Unified School District came into being, 
including all the elementary districts except Mark Twain 
Union and Vallecito.

Thus, 112 years after its formation, Vallecito is the 
sole surviving independent school district in the county.

CAMANCHE SCHOOL
The Camanche school was discontinued in 1955 and 
its pupils bussed to Valley Springs. However, the 
building remained until destroyed to make way for 
Camanche Lake.

Necrology
We very regretfully record the passing on of five of 

our beloved members:
Mr. Claude Smith, West Point (Charter Member)
Mrs. Dollie Peek, Murphys (Charter Member)
Mrs. Grace Lytle, Mokelumne Hill
Mrs. James E. Gericke, Fallon, Marin County
Miss Mary Bess Norton, Murphys

MOUNTAIN RANCH SCHOOL
Located in the upper part of town, this building was 
in use until 1946. One of the earliest formed in the 
county, this school district took its name from boom
ing Cave City, nearby.

May Meeting
Mr. Richard Stockton, teacher at Calaveras High 

school, presented seven of his students from a special 
study class, each giving a paper on the subject, “Which 
Calaveras Community has the Most Historic Value?” The 
papers were excellent and the program was well received 
by the group present at the meeting. We hope Mr. Stock- 
ton will continue with this project next year.

June Meeting
A pleasant innovation was started this month by hav

ing a half-hour social before the meeting, held down
stairs in the Grange Hall. Mr. Harry Bagley, feature writer 
for the Stockton Record, gave a talk on his discovery of 
the Demarest Papers and their donation to the Stuart 
Library at U. O. P. New officers were elected for the com
ing year.

VALLEY SPRINGS SCHOOL
A view taken about 1935. The smaller building (on 
the right) was originally the Cloverdale school, on the 
Valley Springs-Linden Road, and was moved to Val
ley Springs at the time of the Pardee Dam construc
tion, after there was no longer need for it in the 
Cloverdale district.
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A SUPERCARGO'S SEA CHEST
A most interesting relic of the gold rush came to light 

recently in Angels Camp. While casually inspecting an old 
wooden chest that he found in his uncle’s garage, carpen
ter Raullin Lagomarsino was surprised to see an inscrip
tion pencilled inside the lid, as follows:

Ship Singapore, 623 Tons Register
Capt. Chas. W. Hamilton

Cape of Good Hope Nov. 16th, 1851 
Calcutta Jan. 14th, 1852
St. Helena June 11th, 1852
Cape of Good Hope May 23rd, 1852 
Boston July 2nd, 1852
Abraham Howard 
Charles W. Brooks

Supercargoe’s clerks

Clipper Ship John Gilpin, 1089 Tons Register
Capt. Justus Doane

New York Oct. 29th, 1852
Cape Horn Dec. 20th, 1852
San Francisco Feb. 1st, 1853
Honolulu Mar. 10th, 1853
Singapore Apr. 20th, 1853
Calcutta May 20th, 1853
Lands Heads July 13th, 1853
Penang Aug. 9th, 1853
Acheen Head, Sumatra Aug. 14th, 1853
Cape Good Hope Sept. 14th, 1853
Boston, Mass., U.S.A. Nov. 10th, 1853
Clipper Ship Northern Light (tonnage illeg.)

Capt. Hatch
Sailed from Boston (date gone) 1854
Arrived at San Francisco (date gone)

This old sea chest, still in excellent condition, must 
have belonged to two ship’s clerks who sailed on clipper 
ships on the San Francisco run during the gold rush. The 
chest was probably made for Abraham Howard, for rem
nants of his name are painted on the outside. Later it 
must have been acquired by his shipmate, Charles Brooks, 
who presumably wrote the record of their landfalls and 
departures inside the lid.

It is quite apparent that when the “Northern Light" 
arrived in San Francisco in 1854-55, young Brooks packed 
his belongings in his chest, was paid off, and headed for 
the gold diggings. Or just as likely, along with some of 
his fellow seamen, he quietly lowered his chest over the 
side, under the cover of darkness, and left the "Northern 
Light" to get along as best she could without him.

The "Singapore," a small ship, was just a merchant
man. The "John Gilpin," on the other hand, was a crack 
clipper and one that regularly gave a good account of her
self. On her maiden voyage (the one chronicled in the 
chest) she came close to making a record, taking only 93 
days on the westbound trip from New York to “Frisco.” 
Only one other clipper that year, the "Flying Fish," made 
better speed, beating the "Gilpin's" time by one day. Cap
tain Arthur Clark, in his authoritative work, “The Clipper 
Ship Era,” speaks of this passage as follows:

“The match between the 'Flying Fish' and the 'John 
Gilpin' was exceedingly close . . . The 'John Gilpin' sailed 
out past Sandy Hook, October 29, 1852, followed by the 

'Flying Fish' on November 1st, and before the green 
Highlands of Neversink had disappeared below the hor
izon both ships were under a cloud of canvas. The 'Flying 
Fish' fanned along through the doldrums and crossed the 
equator 21 days from Sandy Hook, leading the 'John 
Gilpin' by one day. From the line to 50 degrees South, the 
'John Gilpin’ made the run in 23 days, passing the 'Flying 
Fish' and getting a clear lead of two days, the 'Flying 
Fish' did some fine sailing here; dashing through the 
Straights of Le Maire, she came up alongside the 'John 
Gilpin' just off the Horn, and (Captain) Nickels, ever fa
mous for his jovial good-cheer, invited (Captain) Doane 
to come aboard and dine with him, ‘which invitation,’ the 
'John Gilpin's' log-book ruefully records, T was reluctantly 
obliged to decline.’ This is perhaps the only instance of 
an invitation to dine out being received off Cape Horn . . .

‘The 'Flying Fish' . . . made the run from 50 degrees 
South in the Atlantic to 50 degrees South in the Pacific in 
7 days, leading her rival by two days. From this point to 
the equator, the 'Flying Fish' was 19 and the 'John Gilpin' 
20 days. From here the 'John Gilpin' showed remarkable 
speed, making the run to San Francisco in 15 days, a to
tal of 93 days, closely followed by the 'Flying Fish', 92 
days from Sandy Hook.”

The old sea chest in Angels Camp is, no doubt, one of 
the few articles that was carried around the Horn on that 
famous voyage, so many years ago, that is still extant.

The same year (1853), the "Northern Light," another 
beautiful clipper, under Captain Freeman Hatch, returned 
from San Francisco to her home port of Boston in 76 days, 
a record passage never beaten. Her best day’s run of 354 
miles eloquently testifies to the speed of these remarkable 
sailing ships, and to the seamanship of their commanders 
and crews. The owner of the chest joined the "Northern 
Light" in Boston, on her next California voyage, and then 
went “to see the elephant.”

The "Northern Light" and the "John Gilpin" were both 
Boston built and owned. The "Gilpin" collided with an 
iceberg in ’58 and foundered — all hands being saved by 
another ship. The "Northern Light" had a much longer 
history and was owned and commanded in her later years 
by Captain Joshua Slocum, famous for his single-handed 
trip around the world in the sloop "Spray."

Essay Winners
High School Division

1st — Jackie Anderson, Murphys
“E Clampus Vitus”

2nd — Karen Peek, Mokelumne Hill
“Mary Conway Wesson”

Hon. Men. — James Waters, San Andreas
“Henry Sullivan, or a Most Unforgettable

Character”
7th and 8th Grade Division

1st — Roger Shipp, San Andreas
“Early History of North Branch”

2nd — Kathie Mathos, Mokelumne Hill
“The Historic Town of Mokelumne Hill”

Pres, and Mrs. George Poore attended the annual 
meeting of the Conference of California Historical Socie
ties, held at Oroville, in June.
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EDITORIAL
Once again it is the time of year when we see new 

names on our masthead. We thank George Poore for the 
fine two-years’ leadership that he has given the Society. 
He is already embarked on his duties as curator of the 
County Museum, and will be very busy there. While 
George presided over Society affairs, our membership grew 
considerably and we had many interesting meetings.

We look forward to another good year, under our new 
president, John P. Lemue. We hope that he will find many 
willing hands to assist him in making this coming year a 
most successful one.

A major milestone in the history of the Society was 
passed when Sadie Hunt retired as secretary. After serving 
on the Grange committee that launched the Society 15 
years ago, she became our first secretary and has held 
that important post ever since, until relieved by Dorothy 
Sloan this month. It is in great part due to Sadie’s ener
getic, meticulous, and dedicated management of the So
ciety’s records, minutes, and the endless mailings of meet
ing notices and dues bills, that this has been a successful, 
continuing, and growing organization. Although this is a 
challenging job, we are confident that Dorothy will carry 
on in good fashion the traditions established by Sadie’s 
stewardship.

We welcome Mrs. Otta Leonard and Mrs. Hattie Hert
zig, both long-time members, as our new vice-president 
and treasurer. We are happy, as always, to have Professor 
Coke Wood again as 2nd vice-president. There nave been 
changes among our directors. We thank those who have 
stepped down, and welcome the new ones, as well as thank 
those who have agreed to serve another term.

The second schsolhouse used in the Esmeralda district 
was this simply constructed building on the Pozar 
Ranch. It was later replaced by a more substantial 
building which was used for a number of years until 
the district lapsed.

April Meeting
Some 59 memoers and guests attended the traditional 

April Italian-style dinner at Mountain Ranch this year. 
The bountiful meal was prepared by Mrs. Margaret Joses 
and neighbors.

Following the business meeting, the prize-winning 
essays were read by their authors. Because of popular 
demand, Miss Cathy Smith re-read her history of Milton. 
Mr. Phil Alberts, of Mountain Ranch, presented a paper 
on the Zwinge family, and also displayed his collection of 
photographs and clippings of the community.

New Members
Mrs. Dorothy M. Mehrten, Oakland
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson T. McCarty, Sr., Copperopolis 
Miss Catherine J. Smith, Linden
Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp
Mrs. Rose Marie Blackwell, Castro Valley
Mr. Orval H. Porteous, Mt. Shasta
San Francisco Public Library, San Francisco
Miss Bonnie M. Danielson, Berkeley
Mr. Felix E. Daoust, Marysville

It is proper, at the start of a new year, to urge the 
membership of the Society to enter into our activities as 
much as they are able to do so. Especially we invite our 
newer members to participate with us. There are many 
interesting projects that can and should be carried out, to 
document the local history of our county. We need mem
bers to organize such projects, do the research, and pre
pare the material for presentation. It is also a continuing 
aim of the Society to make our meetings as pleasant and 
as interesting as possible. And too, we hope to add special 
activities, from time to time, to our regular schedule. Your 
ideas and help on these will be much appreciated.

Once again we ask our members to invite any friends 
and acquaintances, interested in Calaveras history, to join. 
Our publications and activities are supported by our dues. 
Even if a member cannot actively participate otherwise, 
his dues and donations are most helpful towards the con
tinuance of the Society’s work.
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THE STEPHEN BOX FAMILY
By EDNA STANLEY LANE

One of seven children, Stephen Boysden Box was born 
to Benjamin and Nancy Box on February 14, 1830, at their 
plantation home in Tennessee. At the age of seventeen 
his only ambition was to go west.

One of his sisters and her husband were preparing to 
join a wagon train leaving for California, so Stephen’s 
father outfitted him with two oxen, a covered wagon, and 
supplies enough to last him through the long journey.

When a little more than 200 miles from home, dis
agreements arose in the wagon train; some, including his 
sister and her husband, deciding to turn south toward 
Texas. They proceeded to relieve the young man of all 
his belongings, leaving him stranded with those remain
ing in the original group.

Stephen’s urge to go west was so strong that, instead 
of returning home, he chose to work his way for the wagon 
train, taking care of the stock and other duties on the 
difficult journey. They arrived in the central part of Cali
fornia, at Hangtown, in 1849. Stephen stayed for awhile 
in that area, and later in what is now Calaveras County, 
mining. He also served in Calaveras as deputy sheriff 
under Henry Schrobel, collecting poll taxes from the Chi
nese miners there.

On December 22, 1863, Stephen was married to Melissa 
Abbott, daughter of Joshua and Elizabeth Abbott, who, 
with their family of seven children, had arrived in Cali
fornia via Utah and Nevada and into Calaveras County by 
the Big Trees route. They had left Belden County, Arkan
sas, in 1857. The Abbotts moved to Tulare County in 1861, 
but after the big floods there in ’62, returned to Calaveras 
to stay.

Henry Schrobel, of Bear Mountain, married Eliza 
Adeline Abbott, sister of Melissa. The other Abbott girl, 
Catherine, married Jesse Burns and lived in Oakdale.

Stephen and Melissa Box were the parents of eight 
daughters and two sons: Nancy Elizabeth (Loney); Vir
ginia Lee (Fagan); Priscilla Ann (Stanley); Emma Isa
belle (Bollinger); Sarah Caroline (Bollinger); Mary Em- 
maline (twin sister of Sarah); Hannah Laura (Biedinger); 
Benjamin Joshua; Stephen Boyce, and Melissa Adeline.

All of the Box children were born at the ranch home 
near Milton, on Rock Creek (this was known as the Abbott 
Ranch). Farming and stock-raising, as well as bringing 
up the large family, kept Stephen busy.

In the fall of 1882, the family moved to Copperopolis 
where they had purchased a 340-acre ranch from J. M.

STEPHEN B. BOX
1830 - 1903

Very stern, as this portrait shows. Box was a good and just 
man, and an outstanding example of those pioneers who, 
in spite of many hardships, successfully settled in the far 
west during the mid-1800's.

Baker of that place. They lived there until 1902. The 
ranch was maintained by one of the older daughters, Belle, 
and the two sons, as Stephen was an invalid, confined to 
bed or wheelchair the last ten years of his life.

In 1902, the ranch was sold to Edwin L. Flower, and 
the family moved into town, so Stephen could be nearer 
medical attention. He passed away on December 4, 1903, 
survived by five daughters and two sons. His wife had 
died in 1896, at the age of 55.

Emma Isabelle Bollinger passed away on December 
13, 1964, at 96 years of age. Her sister, Hannah Laura 
Biedinger, died on August 21, 1966, at 93. They were the 
last surviving children.

At the present time, the living grandchildren of 
Stephen Box are: Alta Fagan Dorroh of Angels Camp; 
William S. Fagan and Melissa Fagan Reddick of Altaville; 
Edna Stanley Lane of Copperopolis; Benjamin S. Box and 
V. Cleo Box, of Sacramento.

Many of the Abbott family descendants live through
out California, and the Box descendants in central Cali
fornia and Nevada.
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One of the more completely equipped stops and the center 
of the small communities of North Branch, Petersburg, 
and Central Hill, this station was built at the foot of the 
long Gold Hill grade, in Latimer Gulch, in 1876. The 
original North Branch stop had been located about a mile 
closer to San Andreas, between Neilsen's and Genochio's 
ranches. Macchivella was the first owner of the new es-

BRANCH
tablishment. John Raggio, former stage driver and owner, 
bought him out in 1883, and two years later sold to Henry 
Masters. Later, Milan Dragomanovich owned and oper
ated the business, closing it down in 1927 and dismantling 
the buildings. In the foreground is the Valley Springs- 
San Andreas - Angels Camp stage. — From a photo loaned 
by Mrs. Frances Bishop.

CALAVERAS STAGE AND TEAMSTER
STOPS

One of the fast-disappearing sights in rural Calaveras 
is the old stage and freighter stop. Closely-spaced along 
the traveled routes, these were located either at intersec
tions, or at the outskirts of the larger communities, or so 
situated as to provide a convenient stopping point in an 
otherwise open and inhospitable section of the road. Some 
of the better known stops were those at toll stations and 
at ferries or bridges.

One by one, these structures have fallen down, burned 
or been dismantled. Fortunately a few, here and there, 
have been preserved and modernized and are still per
forming their services in a new day and age. Others 
have been converted to residences.

These roadhouses were almost always privately owned 
and operated. The stage and freight lines, however, would 
generally contract with them for stabling their animals 
and for other services. The fast-moving stages would re
quire frequent changes of horses. The slower freight 
teams were more apt to make longer stops, and rest their 

teams rather than change them, especially if their sched
ule permitted an overnight stop.

The close spacing and large numbers of these houses 
or stops testifies to the heavy volume of traffic. This was 
especially true along roads into the Mother Lode, where 
many relatively isolated but populous communities and 
booming mining districts had to be furnished with sup
plies and provisions, all by team. And although we might 
think today that Mother Lode people rarely traveled in 
that horse-and-wagon era, there was, none the less, a 
substantial passenger traffic, considering the transporta
tion methods of the times.

There was great variety in the completeness of the 
roadhouses or way stations. Some were merely ranches 
close to the road, whose energetic owners made their 
establishments available, in the effort to pick up some 
needed cash income. Others existed solely on the services 
they performed to the travelers, be they afoot, on horse
back, or with stage or team. Such a roadhouse would be 
equipped with eating facilities, the ubiquitous bar, a small 
store, overnight accommodations, perhaps a post office,

2
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NORTH AMERICA HOUSE
One of the early stops on the Jenny Lind - Valley Springs 
road, this building stood close to the recently constructed 
house across the road from the entrance to the new 
Rancho Calaveras subdivision. In 1854, North America 
House was owned by David F. Ramsbottom. It was oper
ated by James A. Cole in the z60s, and later by Tracy 
Stroud. Mr. and Mrs. Stroud may be seen on the porch.

with a friend, Mrs. Sarah Tetherington (left). Note the 
"mounting steps'' in the foreground. These were for 
the convenience of lady passengers. The ell on the right 
was the saloon, appropriately on the opposite side from 
the Strouds' living quarters, which were in the rear of 
the hotel, left side. — From a photograph loaned by Mrs. 
Frances Bishop.

Stage and Teamster Stops
(Continued From Page 2)

corrals, and large barns capable of stabling a number of 
teams and stage horses at the same time.

These stops were sometimes named after the locality, 
such as Mountain Gate House, North Branch, and Dog
town. Often they were called after the owner, as were 
Poole’s Station, Dunbar Ranch, Blood’s, Forman’s, McGurk’s 
(tollbridge), Binum’s Bridge (run by a freed Negro 
family, at Willow Creek), McCarty’s, Tower’s and others. 
Some had more picturesque names, as did North America 
House, Kentucky House, Alabama House, and Hawkeye. 
Others were called by mileage intervals or ferries.

Forthcoming Meetings
November—Date to Be Announced.

The Gwin Mine at Paloma.
December—Date to Be Announced

Christmas Party.
January 25th—Dinner Meeting, Location to Be An

nounced. Program by Mr. and Mrs. Drew 
Garland.

Invite a friend to join the Society.

RICHARD McGARY
Richard McGary was descended from the frontier 

settlers in Kentucky and Arkansas. His grandfather was 
an English soldier who stayed in America after the 
Revolution. Richard came from Benton County, Arkansas, 
in 1890, to Lockeford where he worked for a brother, 
Simpson. He then moved up to Rail Road Flat, about 
four years later, where he drove freight teams up from 
Valley Springs for a few years. Then he opened a butcher 
shop, and also raised cattle. In 1903 he moved to Jackson 
and opened a dry goods store. He came back to Rail Road 
Flat in 1915 and resumed cattle ranching until his death 
in 1935. The Richard McGarys had four daughters.

Richard’s sister, Hettie, who married Cy Thompson, 
left Arkansas about 1868, and settled near French Camp. 
In 1880 they bought a ranch at Rail Road Flat, adjoining 
the one that Richard later purchased. They sold out in 
1931 and retired to Lockeford. The Thompsons both 
passed away in 1947.

New Members
Mrs. Marjorie M. Vliet, Linden
Miss Hazel B. Pampel, Lodi
Mr. Oliver Dibble, Jr., Woodside
Calaveras County Chamber of Commerce, San Andreas 
Mrs. Dorris Faull, Angels Camp
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EDITORIAL
A good architect, when commissioned by a client, 

first studies the community in which the new structure 
will be built. He does this so that his external design 
will blend in well with the established traditions of the 
area, and so that it will preserve and augment the good 
features of past architectural efforts. This can readily be 
done without losing the advantages of modern efficiency 
and comfort in its internal portions.

We can all see how often this basic principle has been 
ignored, and how countless ugly, grotesque, or out of 
place edifices have arisen, destroying the architectural 
harmony of the immediately surrounding area. Presently, 
however, in our region, there has been a strong trend 
toward perpetuating the Mother Lode design, fortunately 
at the very time when there is also a tremendous erosion 
of the original buildings from one cause or another.

There are many who would point out that these build
ings, born of the gold rush, are crude, uncomfortable, have 
no beauty at all, and that the type is unworthy of preser
vation. But, on the other hand, they were very functional, 
practical as to materials used, and completely accepted 
from one end of the Mother Lode to the other. They are 
almost the only “living” vestige of that exciting and 
significant era of history, and are truly representative of 
the people and problems of that day. If we no longer had 
evidence of this architectural heritage with us, most of 
the historical charm of the Mother Lode would be lost.

The Society commends those far-sighted individuals, 
and indeed, corporations too, that are endeavoring to save 
this heritage, both with restorations of old structures and 
with design of new ones.

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
July Meeting

The annual meeting was held at Masonic Hall in 
Murphys, where dinner was served by the Rainbow Girls 
to some 50 members and their guests. Mrs. Helen Lewis 
installed our new officers. Mrs. Alice Eldridge, on behalf 
of the Society, presented retiring President Poore with a 
red rose bush, and Mrs. Sadie Hunt, retiring Secretary, 
with a Peace rose. Sadie, it should be noted, has missed 
only three meetings in fifteen years, an enviable record 
in any organization. Dr. Jack Hobson and his wife Dot, 
of Murphys, gave an excellent program of colored movies 
of the New England states and Virginia. 

August Meeting
In accordance with Society tradition, the officers, di

rectors and friends gathered together at Double Springs 
Ranch to assemble the prize-winning essays. The work 
session was followed by an Executive Committee meeting. 
It was decided to have a series of programs built around 
the subject of Calaveras mining history, with emphasis 
on the post-1900 period.

New committee apointments included Mrs. Margaret 
Des Jardin as Publicity Chairman, and Drew Garland, Ed 
Leonard, and George Poore to the Historical Sites 
Committee.

Membership Dues
Our Secretary requests that members send in their 

dues, to Calaveras County Historical Society, San Andreas, 
if they have not yet done so.

September Meeting
Departing from its normal routine, the Society held 

this meeting at the commodious residence of the George 
Poores in San Andreas. A social hour preceded the busi
ness meeting and program.

The essay study committee recommended that our 
annual essay contest be made a bi-annual event, and that 
it be held in the fall, rather than in the spring. Mrs. 
Hazel Garland and Miss Bessie McGinnis were appointed 
co-chairmen of the new essay committee. Mr. Al Gross 
reported on the coming membership drive. Mr. Poore 
stated that over 6000 people have visited the new county 
museum since it opened in May. Museum staff, under 
Mr. Poore’s direction, have prepared a very complete card 
index to "Las Calaveras/' Dr. Coke Wood presented a 
plan for preserving our Mother Lode architecture, similar 
to that used by Tuolumne County. This would consist of 
presenting certificates of merit for outstanding examples 
of restorations and new construction along Mother Lode 
traditions. A committee of Willard Fuller, Drew Garland, 
and Hattie Hertzig was appointed to study this plan and 
make recommendations.

Following the business meeting, talks were presented 
by George Poore and Mrs. Martha O’Byron on the Indians 
of Calaveras.
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THE GWIN MINE AT PALOMA 
By W. P. FULLER, JR. 

(From a Paper Presented to the Society 
on November 16, 1967)

The casual automobilist, traveling over the Paloma- 
Middle Bar road, must find it difficult to visualize the 
frenetic activity centered in this narrow ravine in years 
past. A more practiced eye will pick out a number of 
foundations, walled terraces, excavations, dumps, and 
even a few rusty bits of equipment, half-hidden by the 
encroaching vegetation. These are but inconspicuous and 
inadequate markers of the renowned Gwin Mine, officially 
commemorated on the historical monument at Paloma.

The gold-bearing Paloma quartz ledge was discovered 
as early as 1850 on the steep slopes of Lower Rich Gulch 
and staked the following January. It is reported that a 
certain Dr. Toland was mining on the ledge in 1853, and 
that in these early years some rich quartz was found close 
to the surface. An inclined shaft was sunk on the vein at 
this time. J. H. Alexander & Company somewhat later 
put down another 200-foot incline, as well as driving an 
adit, to develop the Paloma ledge north of the earlier 
workings. The results of this work were promising enough 
to justify erection of a 24-stamp mill in the early ’60s at 
the Alexander. But at depth the gold values seemed to 
diminish.

It should be remembered that mining methods then 
were crude by today’s standards. Blast holes were slowly 
drilled with “single” or “double-jack” and hand steel, and 
blasted with relatively ineffectual explosives. Hoisting 
machinery was slow and ore-milling techniques were of 
the simplest sort. Nevertheless, the early work at the 
Paloma and Alexander mines was extensive and produc
tive enough to attract the attention of the prominent 
Californian, Senator William M. Gwin, and his son, 
William Jr.

In 1867 the Gwins acquired the Paloma mine and 
equipped it with a more substantial water-powered hoist 
and constructed a 36-stamp mill. In 1872 the Alexander 
was purchased, and the mill on that property was also 
used by the Gwins when sufficient ore was being hoisted 
to justify running it. The inclined South shaft was 
steadily deepened and ore mined from each successive 
level thus developed. After penetrating the low-grade 
zone at about 300 feet, the ore improved and frequent 
high-grade enrichments were found. By 1874 the 800-foot 
level had been opened, and in '77, stoping was proceeding 
off the 1300. Sinking continued to a depth of 1530 feet,

THE GWIN MINE

Looking northwesterly down Lower Rich Gulch, this view 
was taken shortly before the mine closed down.—Courtesy 
of Jack Ludwig.

and the 1400 level was driven north in a new orebody. 
“According to the old foreman, J. Oneta, the vein was 
there about eight feet wide, with quartz milling eight 
dollars a ton, and a level 1040 feet long in good ore. . 
The 1500 level was then driven 100 feet to the south and 
370 feet to the north, all in good ore. There was very 
little ore mined from this level, however, because the mine 
was making more water from these deep workings. It 
was not possible to keep the mine dewatered with the 
hoisting buckets and the pump (a 5-inch piston with a 
30-inch stroke set at 8 strokes a minute), and the crooked 
shaft made it impractical to increase the speed of the 
pump. Accordingly, in October, 1879, stoping operations 
were restricted to the levels above 900 and to areas of 
relatively higher-grade ore. By 1882 this better ore had 
been exhausted and it became necessary to decide whether 
or not to make the extensive improvements to the shaft, 
pumping plant, and mill in order to handle larger quan
tities of lower grade ore. William Gwin, Jr., apparently 
felt that the ore developed below the 1400 level was not 
of sufficient value to justify such expenditures. Subse
quent events, however, were to prove that he made an 
unfortunate decision.

Many factual details on the Gwins’ operation are 
lacking, although after they incorporated as the Gwin 
Mining Company in 1872, more information became avail
able. The total production of gold from the earliest days 
to the close of the Gwin regime is estimated at between 
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000, the smaller figure probably 
being closer to the truth. Essentially no operating records 
of the Gwins prior to April, 1871, were preserved or made 
public, but from that date until 1882 a total of $1,400,000 
was produced. It is believed that this figure may not in
clude gold recovered from sulphurets (sulphides) by 
roasting and chlorinating. The average grade of the ore 
was said to have been about $8 a ton, and the concen
trates to have run $100 to the ton. At times, however, 
much richer ore was being taken out. For instance, the 
Calaveras Chronicle reported on March 15, 1873, that the 
mine was producing about $1000 a day, and in June of 



the following year, Judge Norman, who was visiting at 
the mine, wrote to a friend in San Andreas that “It pays 
at the rate of . . . over thirty dollars per ton” or as much 
as $1250 a day at the tonnage of ore being milled at that 
time.2 Three years later, the Calaveras correspondent for 
the Mining & Scientific Press reported a story that “a 
single blast exposed $100,000 worth of specimen quartz. 
But I have been there recently, and William M. Gwin, Jr., 
made no blow of any such occurence, and although very 
hospitable, seemed less inclined to talk of rock than the 
topics of the day.”2 The Gwins did not encourage publi
city and operated the mine strictly as a family venture. 
All proceeds of bullion sales not required for the actual 
running expenses of the mine were promptly diverted to 
the personal use of the family.

The Gwins built a very comfortable house at the mine. 
“The ample and luxurious mansion has upper and lower 
verandas, all hanging as it were on the steep hillside, 
which by terraces, walls, and steps is made very elegant, 
and highly adorned with the choicest trees and flowers. 
One cannot blame the venerable senator for choosing this 
as his summer retreat from city life ... we must admire 
the courage and ability of Wm. M. Gwin, Jr., planner and 
director of the entire business from the beginning. The 
outlook ... is very favorable.”4

It is said that the Plattner chlorination process was 
first used successfully in California at the Gwin mine. 
Although this process later was fairly widely employed 
as a method of recovering precious metals from sulphide 
concentrates, it was not too satisfactory, nor as efficient 
as the cyanide process that replaced it. Its use was dis
continued at the Gwin and other Mother Lode mines when 
it was found to be more practical to ship that type of 

sulphide concentrate directly to the new smelter at Selby.
The Gwin mansion was sold and moved to Campo 

Seco, the usable equipment was auctioned off, and some 
time later the remaining mine buildings were devastated 
by a forest fire. And by 1893, “a deserted log cabin here 
and there, or a coil of rusty rope, with bundles of old iron 
and steel, scattered down the gulch, were the only traces 
of former activity.”5

At this juncture, the mine was to be “rediscovered” 
and brought back into the limelight when Frederick F. 
Thomas incorporated the Gwin Mine Development Com
pany with several of his friends and associates.*

“F. F.,” as he was generally known, was an outstand
ing mining engineer with an enviable record in mine pro
motion and management. He was a graduate of Yale 
(1863) and its Sheffield Scientific School (1865). As a 
young man, he worked at Cerro Gordo, in Inyo County, 
California, at Silver Peak, in the Ward district, and at 
Hamilton, all in Nevada. He was prominent in the early 
development of copper smelting at Ely, Nevada; it is said 
that he suggested the city’s name in honor of his alma 
mater. He is credited with developing the very successful 
United Verde mine in Arizona. Unfortunately, the ap
proaching exhaustion of the rich, oxidized, near-surface 
ore, the high operating and smelting costs in that region, 
and sinking copper prices caused Thomas to sell out his 
interest prematurely. Purchased by Senator Clark, the 

"These included M. W. Belshaw, E. C. Voorheis (state 
senator), E. L. Parker, Charles P. Eells, and David Mc
Clure. Among the stockholders were also C. M. Belshaw, 
J. J. Crawford, C. S. Benedict, C. D. Hyland and Wm. J. 
McGee.

DOUBLE-JACKING IN THE 
GWIN STOPES

This photograph was taken 
before air-powered drills 
were introduced at the 

Gwin. One miner holds and 
turns the steel while the 

other miner hits it with his 
double-jack. — California

Division of Mines.
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Verde later achieved the distinction of being one of the 
richest mines ever to be owned by one family.

Thomas’ next venture was to take over the abandoned 
Kennedy mine at Jackson, California, in 1885, and to form 
the Kennedy Mining and Milling Company. The Kennedy 
ultimately became one of the deepest and most successful 
of the Mother Lode mines. As soon as this operation was 
on its feet, the able engineer was called to the Central 
mine in the Broken Hills district of Australia, to assist in 
solving their metallurgical difficulties and to supervise 
deep, large-scale development.

But Thomas saw the Mother Lode of California as his 
chosen area, and returned to Jackson in 1893 to try to 
make a mine out of the old Gwin property. He enlisted 
a younger mine operator, David McClure, who was a close 
friend and associate of Herbert Hoover, to be his second 
in command. Thomas and McClure then proceeded to lay 
out one of the most up-to-date operations to be seen on 
the Lode. A vertical shaft, the second of its kind in any 
major Mother Lode mine, was sunk 1400 feet to the former 
Gwin workings. This shaft, collared right in the draw 
near the old Alexander incline, was started on May 1st, 
1894. The Mining & Scientific Press reported as follows:

“The Gwin Co. erected a complete water power hoist
ing plant and the shops in the summer of 1894. Sinking 
was steadily prosecuted for two years, until the 1000-foot 
level was reached. Drifts were run at the 700 and 1000- 
foot levels ... a well-boring machine was used to sink 
a prospect hole in advance of the shaft work and down 
past the old drifts. It encountered the north prolongation 
of the orebody vein at 1195 feet. This bore was sunk to 
the 1300-foot (vertical) level and happily just escaped 
the old drifts enough to ensure safety in sinking the shaft 
down near them. The shaft was then continued to the 
1400-foot level and the work of opening up the orebody 
began on the 1200, 1300, and 1400-foot levels, where the 
vein in a great many places was over 20 feet in width of 
milling rock.”6

So certain was Thomas of the reliability of his infor
mation of the ore on the old Gwin 1500 level, and of the 
probable vertical continuity of this “ore chimney,” that 
he contracted for the erection of a 40-stamp mill in August 
of 1896, while just cutting the 1300 station and yet to open 
up the vein in the new workings. Right on schedule, the 
mill was started up in January, 1897, with most pleasant 
results. By April, 1900, some 171,748 tons of quartz had 
been milled, to produce a total of $702,000 in gold bullion, 
and substantial monthly dividends were already being 
paid to the fortunate owners of Gwin Company stock.

The initial headframe used for sinking the shaft and 
for the first few years of the mine’s operation was con
structed of wood timbers, with the water-powered hoist 
on the east side of the draw. Early in the new century 
a large, well-engineered steel headframe replaced the 
older one, and a faster hoist, also water-powered, with 
steam standby facilities, was installed in a new building 
across the ravine to the west. The 40-stamp mill was en
larged in 1899 to accommodate a total of 100 stamps, with 
improved Frue vanners for concentrating the sulphides. 
Early in the Thomas-McClure period of operation a com
pressor was placed down on the Mokelumne River, 
powered by a 19-foot Pelton wheel run by the discharge 
water from the hoist and mill wheels, under a head of 
380 feet. The compressed air was piped back up to the 
mine. This permitted the introduction of the latest air-

F. F. THOMAS
Enterprising engineer who made over the abandoned 
Gwin mine into one of the leading gold operations on 
the Lode. — Photograph loaned by F. F. Thomas, Jr.

operated underground equipment, some of which was de
signed and built by the Demarest iron works at Altaville. 
A second compressor was added later.

The Gwin mine became known as one of the best
managed on the Mother Lode. It was not, as it had been 
in the Gwin period, a high-grade mine. On the contrary, 
the 984,442 tons of quartz run through the mill during the 
years 1897-1908 averaged only about $3.55 in gold per ton. 
But Thomas and McClure held the total mining and mill
ing expenses down to about $2.40 a ton, thus making a 
substantial operating profit, most of which was promptly 
paid out to the stockholders. The mining fraternity was 
sufficiently impressed with this operation that the Ameri
can Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers 
routed their historic western field trip in 1899 by way of 
Gwinmine. A well-attended banquet was held in the 
brand new mill extension, following a trip through the 
mine and mill, and the after-dinner talks, by F. J. Solin
sky, F. F. Thomas and David McClure were well received 
by the visiting AIME’ers.

D. C. Demarest, proprietor and manager of the 
foundry at Altaville, often went over to Paloma. “I always
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This view shows the congestion of buildings and activities 
in the ravine at Gwinmine. It was necessary to flume the 
winter run-off of Lower Rich Gulch under the mine yard.

A freight team, empty, is starting up the grade to Paloma 
and then Valley Springs, for more mine timbers. — Cali
fornia Division of Mines.
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THE NORTH SHAFT — 
SPRING, 1894

The new shaft has just been 
“collared" and the wooden 
headframe is being erected. 
The double-drum hoist has 

been installed and the 
Pelton weels mounted in 

the wheel pit (center 
foreground). The pressure 
line from the Mokelumne 
ditch can be seen to the 

left. — California Division 
of Mines.



considered that my frequent visits to the Gwin mine re- 
turne.l rie gjod profits besides the commercial ones that 
came f m the mach nery orders I secured. Mr. Thomas 
had a brilliant mind stored with wide knowledge of sub
jects other than those of his profession. Mr. McClure was 
very interesting with his accounts of far-flung travels. 
The many hours that I spent with these two men at the 
Gwin gave me a lot of real pleasure at the time, and left 
lasting memories of some of the most satisfying ex
periences of my lifetime.”

“Through the Thomas-McClure period, the Gwin mine 
was ‘home’ to these two mining men, although the family 
of Mr. Thomas resided in Berkeley. Their living quarters 
were in the so-called cottage, a two-story structure, within 
a stone’s throw of the North shaft. Their office facilities 
were on the ground floor of the cottage, which was occu
pied mainly with a large office room containing the book
keeper’s desk,* the timekeeping cards and tags, the drafts
man’s table and the private desks of Mr. Thomas and Mr. 
McClure. The room was served with electric fans in sum
mer and with a huge fireplace in winter. There were no 
walls to give the “bosses” privacy—they were in sight 
of and accessible to every employee, as he came to the 
office to get his tag and to record his time, at the begin
ning and the end of each shift. Even in the boarding 
house where Thomas and McClure took their meals regu
larly, their table was in the same big dining room with 
the men. However, on occasions when guests were there, 
they were served after the men had finished their meal.

“On the upper floor of the cottage, there were comfort
able room accommodations with baths that served Thomas 
and McClure and their frequent visitors. During the hot 
season, when the ditch water supply was ample, liberal 
use was made of sprinklers to keep the cottage surround
ings green and shady and cool. Regularly timed pilgrim
ages were made to this inviting ‘home’ by a legion of 
friends, among whom were wealthy and distinguished 
men.”7

Demarest goes on to say that “All of the mine ‘bosses’ 
along the Mother Lode were adept at reducing ore 
samples to their metallic contents by water concentration, 
in a gold pan or a horn, which latter was a smooth
surfaced spoon-shaped receptacle made from a cow’s horn. 
And they were experts at estimating—from the showings 
in the pan or horn—the free-gold value per ton of the ore.” 
Mr. Thomas’ son describes his father, “the ‘old man’ of 
the camp, moving about everywhere, observing every
thing. Impatiently waiting for samples from underground 
when something special was expected from one of the 
faces. Patiently horning out a portion of the sample, as 
soon as the assayer had it ground, because he was too 
impatient to await the assay—his estimate per ton usually 
confirmed within a matter of cents by the assay com
pleted hours later.”8

Young Thomas, who would visit the mine on his va
cations, later recorded his boyhood impressions. He 
“especially admired Mr. Genochio, the senior engineer 
at the North shaft, and his smooth and loving handling 
of the water-powered hoisting machinery. There was a 
fascination in hearing the surge of water in the Pelton 
wheel beneath the floor when the power was applied, and 
in watching the two great reels, wound in opposite di
rections revolving as one, the empty skip in its descent 

*Genial Ben Johnston, bookkeeper and storyteller supreme.

helping with the lift. Or at the change of shift, in observing 
a knot of fresh men in dry yellow slickers stepping onto 
the double-decker and promptly disappearing, and, after 
an interval, in seeing a load of tired men from the re
lieved shift, step off the cage arriving in the other com
partment, their oilskins dripping as they hurried to the 
change house.

“Everywhere it was noise, noise, noise. The intermit
tent noise of the rock-crusher chewing up each skipload of 
freshly-hoisted ore. The noise of the crushed ore as it 
was released through the chute into the one-mule ore car, 
which trammed it to the mill and dumped it into the 
bunkers. The thud of the trip-hammer in the blacksmith 
shop and the clang of the smith’s hammer on anvil, beat
ing time for the song of white-hot drills being re-sharp
ened. The Brunnehilde cry from the sawmill, as the ends of 
the great timbers were ‘framed’ for the sets required 
underground.

“The deafening roar of the mill. Awakened at night 
by the sudden deafening silence whenever the mill was 
stopped for any reason. Good-looking Ernest Taylor, pre
siding genius at the mill. The jiggle and slow revolution 
of the belts of the concentrators. Sacking the sulphurets 
for shipment to the smelter at Selby.

THE GWIN MILL — 1899
The old 40-stamp section is on the right and the new 
60-stamp extension on the left. Power was supplied by 
Pelton wheels, under approximately 390 feet of head, 
from the Mokelumne ditch. — Courtesy of the California 
Division of Mines.

“The milling was a continuous process, but clean-up, 
across the road in the retort house, was a monthly 
event, rifles, revolvers and guards on every hand. Amal
gam, removed from the plates below the mill batteries, 
was cooked in a retort, just the right amount to vaporize 
the quicksilver (most of which was then condensed and 
recaptured in a trap) and to melt the gold into a brick— 
in good months there might be two bricks.

“When the brick had cooled it was weighed and 
marked for source and fineness, ready to go as bullion 
to Wells, Fargo & Co. at Valley Springs for shipment to 
the Mint or other outlet. Its transportation to Valley 
Springs was quite a ceremony. This was one of the jobs 
of David McClure, Number Two Man in the camp. Armed 
to the teeth, in a two-horse buggy, he made such speed 
as the condition of the road permitted. With armed 
guards on horseback, two outriders some distance ahead, 
and two a similar distance behind, he would have been 
no pushover for bandits.

“The horse-drawn stage, making its daily trip, Jack-
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THE AFTERNOON SHIFT CHANGE

Note the men on the double-decked cages. Ore skips are standing on each side of the collar of the shaft. 
—Photograph loaned by Jack Ludwig.
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MILL INTERIOR

In 1899 the mill was 
expanded to 100 stamps. 
Some of these can be seen 

in the upper left. For each 
five-stamp battery, two 

Frue vanners (foreground) 
were used to concentrate 

the sulphides, after the ore 
had been ground to pass 

No. 16 screen and run over 
the amalgamation plates 
on the deck to the left. — 

California Division of 
Mines.
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MIDDLE BAR ROAD BELOW THE GWIN MINE
Photograph taken in May, 1908, by Jeffrey Schweitzer.

son to Valley Springs and return. Toiling up the gulch 
in the morning. Tooling down the gulch in the late after
noon, pulling up at the post office (Gwinmine) with a 
flourish and with the spirit notably wanting in the morn
ing’s uphill grind. Importantly throwing out the mail 
sack, and discharging any passengers who might have 
come up from Lodi on the narrow-gauge. Driver and 
passengers with their dusters sensibly buttoned up to 
their chins.

“Hours in the assay office. Watching Will-yum, the 
assayer, pulverize and quarter the samples. Watching 
his careful admixture of pulverized ore and litharge for 
the flux. Observing at intervals the scorification of the 
several ‘runs’ in the white-hot coke, each in a separate 
crucible. Watching the slag being hammered out of the 
lead buttons. Each button as it was hammered into a 
neat cube and then placed in its own small cupel. Each 
cupel as it was put into the muffle furnace by means of 
tongs, and later removed, nothing now left of the dull, 
dice-size lead cube but a pinhead of bright yellow gold. 
The weighing of this residual pinhead. What a tiny 
object for so large a balance! Encased in glass and kept 
level by delicate adjustment, the balance was operated 
by manipulating brass knurls on the outside. How much 
would the pinhead weigh? What a ‘whale of a difference’ 
its weight could make, and to what a host of people!”

As the mine became deeper—thQ North shaft had 
l.een put down to the 2400-foot level, and an inclined 
winze to the 2800-foot level, the Gwin thus becoming one 
of the deepest mines in the west at that time—the ore 
became more erratic and lower in grade. During the final 
two years, bullion receipts were insufficient to cover the 
increased costs. In 1908, an important new orebody, high 
in grade, was discovered some 1600 feet south of the 
shaft, on the 2400 level.

One August day that year, as Thomas and McClure 
were busily engaged at the drafting table in the mine 
office, enthusiastically planning the proposed deeper op
erations to develop and mine the new south orebody, the 
telephone rang. It was the San Francisco office calling 
with the orders to close the mine down.9

Demarest tells his version of the background of this 
final decision. “I believe I was one of the very few out
siders who knew the circumstances that led to the closing 
down of the Gwin mine operations in 1908. First, a 
serious shortage of water supply from the ditch system 
had curtailed the milling operations and so had impaired 

the financial position of the company. Then, exploratory 
work . . . had depleted the treasury of cash and had in
curred some indebtedness. However, these explorations 
had encountered the orebody of the south shoot. The 
company believed that the newly-found ore would put 
the mine again on a dividend-paying basis without call
ing upon the stockholders for financial assistance, pro
vided that the outstanding indebtedness could be allowed 
to remain until profits were again forthcoming.

“The refusal of the largest creditor (Ike Foorman) to 
accede to a proposal of such nature—in view of the fact 
that over a long period of years he had been paid regu
larly a monthly sum in excess of $2000 for the Gwin water 
supply, which had provided the bulk of his business 
revenue—so incensed one of the principal stockholders, 
director and a wealthy man, that he hurriedly called a 
meeting of the directors, Thomas and McClure being 
absent (at the mine), and had a resolution passed that 
gave the men at the mine orders to ‘pull the pumps and 
let the mine fill with water’.”*

More than $3,500,000 in gold was produced by the 
Gwin Mine Development Company, bringing the total pro
duction to about $6,000,000. Over these years, directly and 
indirectly, the mine supplied a good livlihood for many 
Calaverans.

The fortunes of Paloma have been the fortunes of the 
Gwin mine. So, with the final closing of the mine, the 
town dropped off rapidly and only a few families, those 
with land to ranch or who could find jobs nearby, stayed 
on. The endless teams with timbers for the mines, the 
constant coming and going of the day and night shifts, 
and the incessant activity of a lively mining town soon

*Mr. F. F. Thomas, Jr., in a personal communication to 
the editor, points out that the Demarest version is not 
an entirely accurate one. The company dividend policy 
was extremely liberal and the mine operators found them
selves very short of working capital at the same time that 
the prolonged water shortage crippled mill capacity. To 
aggravate the situation still further, waste-dump space 
had been filled up and low-grade development rock was 
run through the mill, partly to get rid of it as tailings 
downstream. This consumed valuable mill time that 
might have been used on better ore.

“I do not doubt,” Mr. Thomas adds, that two of the 
largest stockholders and directors “may have con
ferred with Mr. J. J. Crawford, secretary of the 
company, and communicated to the management 
at the mine their strong conviction to that effect. 
But I cannot believe that it was a real ‘meet
ing’ of the Board in a legal sense without my father 
(president of the company) and David McClure, or that 
it represented a decision of the Board of Directors offi
cially or as such. My information has been so definitely 
to the effect that it was only a temporary expedient on 
account of the impossibility of operating the mill and 
plant, the ditch practically having gone dry. ... At the 
critical time surely Thomas and McClure would have 
attended any regular or special Directors’ meeting on so 
serious a step.” Furthermore, mining engineer W. E. 
Downs had tabulated ore reserves, still remaining, that 
could have supplied the mill for a year or two more, even 
without the new south orebody. But, unfortunately, when 
a deep and wet mine like the Gwin is shut down, a tem
porary expedient soon becomes a permanent situation.
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The Gwin Mine at Paloma
(Concluded From Preceding Page)

became just memories. In 1917-18, the Gwin company de
cided to dismantle the surface plant. This was auctioned 
off to Weisbaum, a San Francisco scrap metal dealer, for 
$45,000. The headframe was taken down and shipped to 
Tonopah, Nevada. Wollenberg, an associate of Weisbaum, 
bought the mill from the latter for $5000, and ground 
sluiced enough amalgam from around the foundations 
to give him a profit of $15,000.

F. F. Thomas, Jr., described his last visit to the fa
mous ravine, many years later, in these words: “Nowa
days, if you hunt out the site, down in that gulch, it takes 
a feat of imagination to realize you are there. You ask 
yourself how it is conceivable that such a defile could 
ever have accommodated that king-size mill, all those 
lesser buildings, all those people, all that activity. Where 
the busy road had sweltered in the sun, its chuckholes 
hidden by an incredibly thick layer of dust, a narrow 
ribbon of pavement winds down, and there seems no one 
left to travel it. Where the very hills had rumbled with 
unceasing noise, all lies deathly still except perhaps for 
a couple of saucy bluejays. The ugly dumps at both north 
and south shafts, what great open sores then! Healed 
now and scarred over, they are still not hard to find. 
Scratch around, they remind that far beneath your feet 
lies a great maze of underground workings on a number 
of different levels. . . . Filled now with water, they are 
effectively sealed from any casual exploration.

“If you, too, recall those old days, what will strike 
you with most poignancy may be two apricot stubs, not 
quite dead, discouraged survivors of the tidy little orchard 
that once thrived there on the hillside back of the office

MINE YARD AND HOIST HOUSE 
Gwinmine — 1908

 

building. The massive concrete foundation of the ‘new’ 
hoist at the North shaft was not worth wrecking; relic 
of the latter days, it seems to brood over memories of its 
own.”

# ♦ *

REFERENCES TO THE GWIN MINE:
California Division of Mines reports for technical details. 
Mining and Scientific Press for contemporary news and 

technical stories.
“California Gold,” by D. C. Demarest, unpublished. Quo

tations have been made from this manuscript through 
the cooperation of Dr. R. C. Wood of the Stuart West
ern Americana Library at University of the Pacific 
where this material is located.

“Sons of the Mother Lode,” by F. F. Thomas, Jr., 
privately printed in “Far Afield” by the author.

QUOTATIONS:
1 Mining & Scientific Press, Sept 14, 1895, p. 168.
2 Ibid, May 23, 1874, p. 326.
3 Ibid, June 16, 1877, p. 383.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid. April 23, 1898, p. 437.
6 Ibid, p. 440.
7 Demarest quotations are from Chapter 18, of the 

Demarest manuscript.
s This and the following quotations credited to F. F. 

Thomas, Jr., are from “Sons of the Mother Lode” in “Far 
Afield.”

9 As recounted to Jeffrey Schweitzer by David 
McClure.

“Las Calaveras” has published several brief articles 
on the Gwin mine and Paloma.

Special thanks are due Wm. B. Clark, Emmett Joy, 
Jeffrey Schweitzer, F. F. Thomas, Jr., and R. Coke Wood. 
Additional help was furnished by a number of Calaveras 
County residents who recounted their memories of the 
Gwin mine.

Forthcoming Meetings
February 22 — Mines of Angels Camp 
March 28 — Mines of Angels Camp, con’td.
April 25 — Dinner meeting, place and program to be 
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MORE PIONEER CALAVERAS FAMILIES
These interesting genealogical sketches were selected 

at random from the Historical Society’s files. Fisk, Nich
olls, Kirk, Haupt and Southworth descendants who are still 
living in Calaveras County contributed the family histories 
included in this issue.

The Herbert Southworth Family
By JENNIE SOUTHWORTH

Herbert C. Southworth and his wife, the former Mary 
Winans, were both born in Michigan. His grandparents 
came from England and settled in eastern U. S. His wife’s 
ancestors, the McNalls, came from Scotland.

Mr. Southworth, his wife, mother, and two children, 
Bertha and Leroy, came to Calaveras County from Michi
gan in October, 1881 and settled on a 480 acre ranch in the 
Burson-Wallace area. Mr. Southworth engaged in raising 
grain and livestock. He also planted an almond orchard. 
Two more children were born here, Jennie and Elma.

The ranch was increased, after a few years, by 320 
more acres. In those days the ripe grain was cut by head
ers drawn by horses and it was stacked to wait the arrival 
of the thresher owned by the Sinclairs of Jennie Lind. 
This horse-drawn equipment traveled around to the ranch
es of quite a large area.

Trips were made from the Southworth Ranch every 
few weeks by horse and wagon to Stockton, 25 miles dis
tant, to take in farm produce for sale and to purchase gro
ceries, merchandise and supplies needed on the ranch. 
After the coming of the railroad to Wallace in 1883 and 
Burson in 1884, fewer such trips were necessary.

Indians from the Digger tribe who had a camp near 
Camanche used to come to the ranch to hunt jack rabbits. 
These were dressed and the meat cut into strips and hung 
in trees to dry. This was an important part of their winter 
supply of food.

Chinese gold miners who lived at Jenny Lind used to 
travel in single file through the ranch on their way back 
and forth from the Calaveras River to the Mokelumne 
River near Campo Seco.

The three Southworth daughters, Bertha, Jennie and 
Elma, became school teachers and taught in Calaveras and 
San Joaquin counties. Son Leroy stayed on the ranch and 
raised sheep and cattle. After Leroy’s death in 1952, the 
ranch was sold to the neighboring Ospital brothers. Jen
nie, the only surviving member of the Herbert Southworth 
family, resides at Burson.

FISK’S HOTEL
As it appeared at Silver Mountain in the late ’60s

The Frank Willis Fisk Family
By FRED FISK

Charles Fisk,* the father of Frank W. Fisk, was a na
tive of Old Town, Maine. He came to California by way of 
Panama with his wife, Mary Ann (Eaton), and their thir
teen children. The Fisks continued by boat up the Sacra
mento River and located at Washington, just across the 
river from old Sacramento. Here he established and oper
ated a flour mill.

In the mid-’60s the Fisk family left Washington and 
moved to Silver Mountain, then a flourishing mining com
munity in Alpine County. At that time many hopefully 
thought that Silver Mountain would become another Vir
ginia City. At this place Mr. Fisk engaged in the hotel 
business The Fisk Hotel was afterwards moved to Mark
leeville where the building is still in use. Charles Fisk also 
did considerable mining there. With associates, he drove 
a long prospect tunnel into Silver Mountain, but this enter
prise did not prove successful.

The seven winters at Silver Mountain were very hard 
on Mrs. Fisk who was ill a good deal of the time. As a re
sult, the family moved across the mountains to the easier 
climate at Murphys, and the children were placed in school 
there. After reaching adulthood, most of the Fisk chil
dren left the Murphys area.

Charles Fisk was in the mercantile business, with 
stores in the Murphys-Douglas Flat area (the latter in 
partnership with John Perry). The last store he operated 
was on the old post-office lot (which he gave to his son 
Frank when the latter was married).

He also tried his hand at mining around Murphys.

*The name was originally spelled with a final “e” but Mr. 
Fisk dropped this letter, saying he did not want any frills 
in his name.



THREE GENERATIONS OF FISKS

From left to right, Frederick Fisk, Charles Fisk, Jr., Frank 
Fisk and Charles Fisk, Sr., standing in front of Fisk’s 
Store, Murphys, taken about 1900.

With Jake Stauer and a Mr. Frazier, he placer mined on 
the present Oro Plata property. This group also did some 
hydraulic mining in the vicinity.

Of the children who remained at Murphys, daughter 
Effie married Tommy Fowler, an employee of Wells Fargo 
Express’s Murphys office for many years. Son Charles 
also lived at Murphys. Frank married Mary Shearer 
(daughter of Volney Shearer) and this couple also made 
Murphys their home.

In addition to storekeeping, Frank Fisk was the first 
Sealer of Weights and Measures in the county, and was 
Murphys postmaster for 35 years. At one time he owned 
a large tract of land east of town.

The Frank Fisks had two children. Their daughter 
Effie, unmarried, worked in the post office for many years. 
Son Frederick Fisk attended the University of California 
(Class of ’09). He worked for a number of years in 
Nevada mines, but was also associated with California 
mining. He was interested in oil in Tulare County and also 
at one time farmed.

Frederick Fisk was married to Adelaide Stafford. Mrs. 
Fisk passed away in March, 1958.

The Thomas Nicolls Family
By the NICHOLLS CHILDREN

Our grandfather, William Nicholls, was born in Corn
wall, England, in 1834. He worked with his father as a 
tailor until he decided to go to sea. On July 1, 1852, he 
signed on as a sailor and sailed around the Horn to San 
Francisco. He worked around the waterfront there and 
tailored for several years.

In 1858 he sent to England for Miss Grace Laity. She 
arrived in San Francisco in January of 1859, and shortly 
thereafter they were married. After this, Grandfather 
made several trips to the Mother Lode, becoming interested 

in the mines, and so they moved to Mormon Island in Sac
ramento County. There, on November 15, 1860, our father, 
Thomas Nicholls, was born. There were four children of 
this union: Thomas, William, Mary and Emily.

The Nicholls family moved to Amador City where 
the children went to school and grew up. Father worked 
as a water boy in the mines. His mother passed away 
when Father was only 9 years old.

William Nicholls sent for his wife’s sister to come from 
England and take care of his family. After a short time 
they were married, and of this union there were five girls 
and two boys born. William Nicholls died on March 11, 
1888.

When Father was 14 years old, he left home and came 
to San Joaquin County, near Lockford and lived with the 
Thomas family. He worked on a threshing machine for 
the Scheaffer family at harvest time. There he met our 
mother. It should be noted that our grandmother, Rebecca 
Marvin Harper, and Mrs. Daniel Thomas, Mrs. Lula Hig
ginbotham and Mrs. Emily J. Moffitt were all sisters.

The Marvin family came from Missouri to the Dalles, 
Oregon, by covered wagon. Grandmother Rebecca Marvin 
was born in Missouri on June 15, 1834. Grandfather Ar
nold Harper was born in Ohio, September 25, 1830.

The Arnold Harpers raised a family of seven children. 
The first four were born in Washington territory. Soon 
after Mother’s birth, the family moved to Shasta County 
where three more children were born. Here the children 
went to school. Mr. Harper passed away on November 26, 
1880. Afterwards Grandmother Harper moved with her 
children to Calaveras County to be near her mother, her 
sisters and other relatives who lived near the Higginbo
tham and Moffitt families.

Mother worked out from the time she was about 13 
years old until she married. She lived with her mother 
until the latter passed away on October 2, 1891.

Father and Mother had known each other for fifteen 
years before they were married in San Francisco, on April 
3rd, 1899. They bought the Lindville place near Mrs. E. J. 
Moffitt’s where they raised their family of seven children. 
All but one are living (Rebecca passed away at 11 months). 
These are Grace (Nicholls) Hamilton, Emily (Nicholls) 
Swinborne, Thomas Arnold Nicholls, Lillie (Nicholls) Gru
ber, William E. Nicholls and Nellie (Nicholls) Messing.

The Thomas Nicholls celebrated their fifty-fifth wed
ding anniversary on April 3, 1954. Father passed away 
just three weeks later and Mother five weeks after that, 
on June 1.

The Haupt Family
By MRS. GRACE H. REINKING

Gustavus Haupt and his wife, Mary Ann Schaefer 
Haupt, natives of Westphalia, Germany, are the ancestors 
of the Haupt family in Calaveras County. Gustavus was 
born in 1816 and his wife ten years later. They emigrated 
to the United States and settled in Missouri.

In 1846, Mr. Haupt enlisted at Fort Leavenworth as a 
private in Company C, First Missouri Volunteers for the 
Mexican War. His commanding officer was Colonel Doni
phan. They joined General Kearny’s army which was 
moving west to occupy California. Doniphan’s regiment 
of 900 men marched south into Mexico, capturing the city 
of El Paso at the battle of Los Brazos. They defeated a
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SILVER MOUNTAIN
The well-known but short
lived camp, taken at the 
height of the boom in the 
Sixties.

large Mexican army near Chihuahua and in late 1846 
shipped from Matamoras, Mexico, to New Orleans.

The Haupts were married in Missouri where their first 
child, Louis, was born. Mr. Haupt was naturalized in 
1948. He came overland from Missouri to California, and 
later had his wife and son come by way of the Isthmus. 
He met them in San Francisco at the time the Vigilantes 
were active.

They settled at Stockton, where they occupied a lot 
at Miner and Hunter Streets. Later Mr. Haupt traded 
this property for a span of mules and freighted from 
Stockton to Mokelumne Hill. He did some mining and is 
said to be one of the early locators of the Gwin mine. 
After leaving Stockton, he took up land near French Camp 
and later near Paloma, which then became their home.

Gustavus Haupt sustained a serious fall and was forced 
to give up freighting and confine his activities to the ranch. 
He refused a government pension during his lifetime, but 
later his wife received a small one and was also paid $40 
for Mr. Haupt’s horse that was killed during the Mexican 
War.

To his intimate friends, Gustavus was known as “Gov
ernor”. He died in 1879. Many Ann Haupt was highly 
esteemed by those that knew her as a kind-hearted, gener
ous woman, a loving mother, and a model neighbor. She 
lived for the rest of her lifetime at the old Haupt home not 
far from what is now known as Toyon, where she passed 
away in 1895.

Mr. aad Mrs. Haupt reared nine children:
Louis Frederick, born in Missouri, 1849, came to Cali

fornia with his mother in 1854. He was married to Mary 
Alice Barker, daughter of another pioneer Calaveras fam
ily, and they had three daughters and two sons.

Matilda Augusta (Tillie) was born in California in 
1856, and married William Dorroh of Sheep Ranch. He 
was the brother of Dr. Dorroh of Angels Camp. There 

were two girls and six boys in this family.
Herman Christian (Harmon) born in 1858, was mar

ried to Gertrude Holman, and had four children, three of 
whom died in infancy.

Katrina Emma was born in 1861, married William 
Schwoerer of Murphys and had a family of four girls and 
four boys.

Ann Marie (Mary) was born in 1865, married M. Ja- 
veauux and the family home was established at Sheep 
Ranch. They had one son, James. Javeaux was killed in 
the Sheep Ranch mine.

Charlotte Jane (Lottie) born in 1863, married Lee 
Lampson and they reared a family of four girls and three 
boys.

Ada Louise, born in 1867, was married to John Ursin. 
They had two sons, one dying in infancy.

Isadore Ellen (Nellie) and William Gustavus were 
twins, born in 1870. They never married. Aunt Nellie, 
who is 96 years old, is the only one of the original family 
living. She makes her home in Sonora. There are also a 
number of Haupt descendants who still live in Calaveras 
County.

Forthcoming Meetings
April 25— Dinner meeting at Mountain Ranch.

Panel of High School students on Early Roads 
and Transportation of the County.

May 23—The Penn Mine, Campo Seco.
June 27—The Sheep Ranch Mine.
July 25—Dinner Meeting at Murphys.

Installation of officers. Program to be an
nounced.

December Meeting
The annual Christmas party was held on the 21st, 

with a pleasant and seasonal program arranged by Mrs. 
Eldridge.
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KIRK HISTORY
By MRS. MERVIN KIRK

The Kirks came from Scotland sometime between 1754 
and 1774,, and settled in Virginia. John Kirk (born in 
1754) served in the Revolutionary War. The Kirks later 
moved and settled in Chillicothe, Missouri; but still the 
call to move farther west was strong. In 1850, John Will- 
liam Kirk (born in 1822) came to California with several 
brothers to establish a new home. They crossed the Sierra 
Nevada by way of Carson Pass, where they carved their 
names in a huge rock alongside the trail. They took up a 
homestead in the Jenny Lind-Bellota area, later some of 
them returning to Missouri for their families. In 1852, 
John William Kirk brought his wife and their two small 
children, 5 and 3, his father, and several brothers and 
sisters west.

They endured many hardships, as did all pioneers. 
John William’s father was overcome by the heat and died 
on the plains of Utah, July 24, 1852. Indians, too, bothered 
them a great deal, trying to steal their oxen or to stampede 
them. The Kirk party arrived at Double Springs where 
they learned of the death of one of the brothers who had 
stayed in California in 1850. He had been shot the follow
ing year by an Indian.

John William had 10 children, one of whom was Giles 
Kirk, born in 1856. Giles lived all his life on the original 
homestead. He and his brothers and sisters were active 
in community activities. They attended the Douglas school 
which was located on the Kirk homestead, north of the 
Calaveras River. It burned down and was later rebuilt 
south of the river. Giles Kirk had nine children, seven of 
whom are still living. One of these, Frank Kirk, still lives 
in Calaveras County, two miles south of Burson.

The pioneer Kirks made their living by farming their 
land holdings.

RALPH CLEMENT TREAT
The diminishing ranks of our charter membership 

were once again thinned on February 14th by the death 
of Ralph C. Treat.

Ralph was an extremely active and energetic individ
ual. Few have done more than he or have occupied such 
a significant place in this community. Yet he was a most 
modest and unassuming person, and always stood ready 
to help others and to take part in community activities. 
He was generous with both his time and his money.

The Society was extremely fortunate in having Ralph 
present his traditional “solo” at our recent Christmas 
party. It was almost his last public appearance before 
being taken ill. Music and singing were among his special 
interests, as most of us well know. Hunting was another 
of Ralph’s favorite pastimes. He held a wide membership 
in local organizations. Yet at the same time he occupied 
a very demanding position as the managing owner of 
“Treats General Store,” a family enterprise since 1852. 

January Meeting
Dinner was served to the Society by the Methodist 

Women of Valley Springs at Perry Hall. At the business 
meeting it was decided to mail notices of the quarterly 
dinner meetings only. Each such notice will also serve 
as a reminder of the two following regular meetings.

The group then adjourned to the new Methodist 
Church to see a most interesting series of colored slides 
of the recent European tour of Mr. and Mrs. Drew Gar
land. Mrs. Garland narrated.

February Meeting
At the regular monthly meeting at the Grange Hall 

in San Andreas, Mr. Ed Leonard presented the early 
history of the Angels Camp mines, tracing the initial claim 
locations and early operations of a number of separate 
mines.

New Members
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Folendorf, Angels Camp
Cmdr. Wm. R. Harlow, Campo Seco
Mr. Walter Huberty, San Andreas
Mrs. Bertha Dell’Orto, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Basil E. Esmond, Wallace 
Mrs. Cornelia Stevenot, Angels Camp 
Pacific Cascade Land Co., San Leandro 
Mr. Jeff Dennis, San Leandro
Mrs. James Field, Linden
Mrs. Don Lambert, Dublin
Mrs. Patricia Nester, Concord
Mrs. Blanche Ryland, Stockton 
Mr. Stanway Thornicroft, San Leandro
Mr. Emmett Gregory, Linden
Mrs. Maxine South, Stockton 
Mrs. Charles Thompson, Stockton
Mr. Elmer D. Sitkin, Linden
Mr. F. F. Thomas, Jr., Berkeley
Mr. and Mrs. Hoben Thomas, Mokelumne Hill 
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Kennedy, San Andreas 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Garamendi, Mokelumne Hill 
Mrs. Estelle Deir, El Dorado Hills
Mr. William Gerberding, Valley Springs 
Mrs. Marie Sanders, San Andreas
Mr. Will B. Weston, Santa Clara
Mr. James Field, Linden
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THE ROYAL CONSOLIDATED MINE
By ELLA M. HIATT and W. P. FULLER, JR.

The Madame Felix* mining district lies almost hidden 
from sight in the rolling grass-covered hills south of Salt 
Spring Valley. The present lack of activity is deceptive 
and few know the complex history of the district. There 
were many mining claims located here and a number of 
operations were conducted over the years to produce 
several millions in gold. The big mine was the Royal 
Consolidated, with a long and often stormy history that 
touched the lives of many people.

The first known activity was during the Civil War 
copper boom. The early prospecting for the red metal led 
hopeful miners to stake claims on almost all outcropping 
quartz veins. With the shutdown of the Copperopolis 

*Named for a prominent early Salt Spring Valley set
tler of French descent. She owned a stage stop at the 
south end of the valley. Madame Felix later married 
rancher Alban Hettick.

mines in 1867, the boom was over, and most of the old 
claims were soon dropped. It is noteworthy that the only 
claim to survive in the area was the Pine Log. Relocated 
in ’70, this became the first gold mine in the district when 
nine years later Henry Botcher enlisted a group of San 
Francisco businessmen, including John H. Dupont, F. 
Roseman, F. W. Utter, and Henry Wyman, to incorporate 
the Pine Log Gold Mining Company and work the vein.

Not long after this, Joseph F. Curtis, of Copperopolis, 
obtained the Royal Claim nearby, and in 1853, with the 
help of San Franciscans James Newlands, Henry S. Fitch, 
John Crockett, and Frank Dietz, started the Royal Gold 
Mining Company. Shortly thereafter, Isaac R. Wilbur, 
also from San Francisco, took an option on the Royal on 
behalf of the Pine Log Company, and in 1884, the Pine 
Log started sinking a shaft on the Royal vein. Wilbur 
paid off Curtis in ’85, and four years later deeded the 
Royal claim over to the Pine Log. By this time, Wilbur, 
along with J. D. Peters (a prominent Stocktonian), and 
James and Christopher Castle, had acquired full owner
ship of the Pine Log Company.

The little Royal was developing so well that in 1890, 
Peters, Wilbur, and the Castles set up a new corporation, 
the Royal Consolidated Mining Company, to handle the 
operation, and eventually transferred all the Pine Log 
assets to the new company. In the meantime, the original 
Pine Log mine had been shut down.

By 1892 the Royal shaft was down to 185 feet, and ore 
was being hauled down to the Pine Log mill on Littlejohn 
Creek. Fifteen men were employed, eight miners, five in 
the mill and two outside. Wages were $2.50 a day except 
for outside men who received $2.00. Three cords of wood 
were consumed daily at $3.50 a cord, and mine timbers 
were hauled in from eight miles away at a delivered cost 
of $18 a thousand feet. By the end of the year, the shaft 
was down to 230 feet, and the ore was reported to run $16 
a ton in gold. Monthly dividends had been initiated as 
soon as the mill started showing a profit. October’s divi

THE PINE LOG MILL AND TOWN OF HODSON ABOUT 1903. — View loaned by the Tower family.



dend of $2000 was raised to $2800 in November, according 
to the Engineering & Mining Journal. In ’93 the crew 
had been increased to 30 men and two years later to 50. 
The mill was enlarged to 20 stamps to handle the addi
tional ore being produced. D. Jutton of Copperopolis was 
superintendent of this profitable little mine. In addition 
to the Royal and Pine Log claims, the company held the 
Ant Hill, Goodenough, and Royal Extension quartz claims 
and the Pine Log millsite.

Late in ’97, J. C. Kemp van Ee arrived on the scene, 
took a fancy to the promising mine, and talked Peters, 
Wilbur and the Castles into a unique deal. Van Ee agreed 
to buy the mine for $400,000, of which $60,000 would be a 
down payment. As for the balance, an 80% royalty on 
all production over $4.32 a ton (the present mining and 
milling costs) would be paid to the Peters group. Little 
did they realize that Van Ee already had plans of turning 
the little high-grade mine into a larger and lower-grade 
operation, and that the mill heads would rarely again 
rise above the $4.32 figure. In effect, he bought the mine 
for the down payment.

With his London backer, J. T. Hodson, supplying the 
newly-organized company with working capital, Van Ee 
took over early in ’98. He rapidly built a complete town, 
Hodson, next to the Pine Log mill. His next move was to 
step up the size of the operation. This required an entirely 
new water system, for the shortage of water had been one 
of the limiting factors of the earlier operation. An ample 
supply of water was provided by installing steam-powered 
pumps at the Salt Spring Valley Reservoir, four miles to 
the northwest, and water was delivered to Hodson in an 
8-inch pipeline. He added 20 new, heavier stamps (1150 
pounds) to the older 850 pounders. The new batteries 
crushed about 14 tons more a day than the older ones, 
bringing the aveage to 3¥2 tons per stamp per day. Min
ing and milling costs were substantially reduced, with the 
increased tonnage, but so was the grade of the ore, for 
in order to increase the tonnage for the mill, the former 
practice of mining only the richest four feet or so of the 

vein was abandoned, and the entire vein was stoped out. 
And Manager Kemp van Ee already had an immense 
new mill on the drawing board.

The State Mining Board reported in 1900 that Van Ee 
was undertaking the “exploration of the mine on broader 
lines, extending raises into the hanging wall and sinking 
winzes into the foot, with the result that large deposits of 
payable ore were developed both above and below the 
original Royal vein. Some of the largest stopes in the 
State of California were made in this mine. The shaft 
was sunk to 900 feet from the collar and there was exten
sive lateral development. Ore was mined from a glory 
hole above the 900-foot level. There were 100 men 
employed.”

“Baron” Kemp van Ee was proud of the little town 
he had created, and required that it be maintained in a 
neat and orderly fashion at all times. There was the Royal 
Hotel, boarding house, staff dining hall, post office, stable 
and shoemaker’s shop on the east side of the street, and 
the row of company houses, the Pine Log school, butcher 
shop, store, saloon, and company office and assay shop 
on the west side, above the Pine Log mill. The manager’s 
residence was situated a short distance away, on Pine 
Knoll, but conveniently close to the staff dining room. 
Each of the twelve little two-bedroom houses was neatly 
trimmed in white, and each with its own little yard and 
white picket fence. There were a number of other houses 
outside the company town, and including the Mexican 
camp up at Maltos’ there were about 300 persons receiv
ing mail at the Hodson post office.

The first teacher at the little Pine Log school was 
Hazel Shepard. James Alexander Smith, later Superior 
Judge, took over the school in 1903.

Mr. Hodson never deigned to visit the little town 
named after him; his son came once when on a trip to 
America. Mrs. Kemp van Ee and their young son rejoined 
Van Ee in 1900 at Hodson. Young Van Ee still remembers 

(Continued on Page 21)

HOTEL ROYAL

The staff dining room may 
be seen on the left, and 
the bunkhouse to the right 
of the hotel. This photo
graph and the portrait 
opposite loaned by the 
Kemp van Ee family.
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JOHN CHARLES KEMP VAN EE
Few men led a more varied, interesting and produc

tive life in mining and industry in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries than this colorful entrepreneur. A very 
energetic, vigorous and clever person, Van Ee faced sev
eral discouraging failures during his career, but he never 
let these dampen his enthusiasm for the next enterprise 
nor check the activity of his productive mind.

Born in 1850 at Rutherford Park, N. J., of a titled 
Dutch family that had found it politically expedient to 
abandon its ancestral estates and emigrate to America, 
John Charles Kemp van Ee headed west at a young age. 
Dropping his family name and becoming simply Jack 
Kemp, he earned his livelihood travelling as a photog
rapher around the mining camps of California and 
Nevada.

It wasn’t long before he became intrigued with the 
exciting activity in these camps, and was soon dabbling 
in mine promotions himself, based at Bodie. One of the 
most spectacular of these, the Great Sierra mine near 
Tioga Pass, occupied his attentions from about 1878 to ’83. 
In spite of great physical and financial obstacles, he 
succeeded in building a small town high in the Sierra, in 
equipping the operation with the latest mining machinery 
available, and in driving the “Sheepherder Tunnel” deep 
into the mountain. In addition he constructed a telephone 
line from his camp to Yosemite Valley, and built the old 
Tioga road westerly from the Pass to connect with the 
Big Oak Flat Road. The Great Sierra enterprise, mining
wise, was a failure, and Van Ee resigned as general 
manager in ’83.

For the next 13 years, Kemp van Ee made London 
his headquarters, and traveled widely for London finan
cial interests. In addition to many mines, he was actively 
involved in industrial promotions such as the Lee-Enfield 
rifle, the Steam Steel Axle-box, the Compact Phonograph, 
and the Kodak roll-film camera. In some of these he was 
in partnership with Joseph H. Brotherton.

In 1897, John Thomas Hodson, a wealthy English 
contractor, commissioned Van Ee to examine the Summit 
Flat mine in Idaho, in which Hodson was considering 
making an investment. Soon convinced that this property 
was a “dud,” Kemp continued on to California to revisit 
some of the camps he had known as a younger man. The 
flourishing little Royal mine in the Madame Felix district 
soon caught his attention, and he optioned it in his name 
for $400,000. Returning to Europe, he convinced Hodson 
to take it over, and they formed the Royal Consolidated 
Mines (California) Co., Ltd., with Van Ee the general 
manager.

In 1905 it was apparent that the Royal could not 
succeed. By this time, Van Ee was actively engaged in 
drilling for oil in San Benito County, backed by Gustaf 
Baumann, a well-to-do San Francisco hotel owner. This 
led to the founding of the Old Mission Portland Cement 
Co., and two small railroads serving the plant at San Juan 
Bautista. He was also one of the principals of the Palmer 
Union Oil Co. at Santa Maria.

Kemp van Ee was still active in Calaveras County, 
where he served as general manager of the North Star 
gravel mine in Old Woman Gulch.

Van Ee was not a mining engineer, nor at heart a 
mine operator. It was the promotion of mines that fas-

J. C. KEMP VAN EE
1850 - 1935

cinated him. Although a number of very successful pro
motions had at times made him a wealthy man, his en
thusiasm for the next opportunity often led him into 
speculations that consumed earlier profits.

Frequently called “Baron” Kemp van Ee because of 
his ancestry and bearing, he was active up to the last, 
his long career ending at Los Angeles in 1935 when he 
was 84 years old.

Forthcoming Meetings
August 11—Regional Potluck Picnic at Big Trees, at 

12 noon. Mother Lode Historical Societies. 
August 22—Executive Committee and Directors Meet

ing at Double Springs, at 7:00 p. m.
Sept. 26—Outdoor Meeting at San Andreas. Place and 

program to be announced.
Oct. 24—Dinner Meeting, San Andreas Covenant 

Church. Program to be announced.

CALAVERAS MINES — 1905
In 1905, a total of $1,836,816 was produced in gold, 

$78,859 in silver, and $572,022 in copper in Calaveras 
County. Principal lode gold producers included the Angels 
mines, and the Gwin, Royal and Melones properties. 
Copper was mined at Campo Seco and Copperopolis.
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THE ROYAL MILL — As it appeared a few years before it was demolished for scrap.—Courtesy of Earle R. Edmiston.

THE BIG MILL
For half a century, the big mill up on the hill above 

Hodson was one of the Seven Wonders of Calaveras 
County. The roar generated by its 120 stamps could be 
heard for several miles on a still night. Even when not 
in operation, its bulking structure served as a monument 
to the hopes of the man who conceived and built it— 
J. C. Kemp van Ee—hopes that were to be dashed within 
two years after the mill’s construction.

The intense interest created among the mining frater
nity by the new Royal Consolidated mill caused the popu
lar Mining and Scientific Press to dispatch special corres
pondent Horace F. Brown to Hodson in May, 1903, to cover 
the story. In his well-illustrated write-up, Brown com
mented, “If there is any feature that is distinctive to this 
mill ... it is the massiveness and solidity of the structure 
as a whole and the evident care and thoroughness with 
which it has been designed and erected.”

The big mill was unique in another respect. Most 
stamp mills along the Lode were built on the side hill, the 
ore flowing from the bins to the stamps, then to the amal
gamators and concentrators, all by gravity. The Royal 
mill was actually built on top of a hill or ridge and con

sisted in essence of two 60-stamp mills, back-to-back, all 
in the same building. Gravity feed was used as in the 
conventional design, and the tailings from the north side 
were conveyed through a tunnel to the tailings pond on 
the other side of the ridge.

The main reason for building the mill on the top of 
the hill was that the shaft itself was collared on the ridge. 
The original mill, constructed by the Pine Log Company 
down on Littlejohn Creek, had required expensive hauling 
of the ore in wagons down the hill. By the construction 
of a 1600-foot-long trestle and electric tram from the hoist
crusher buildings to the mill, Kemp van Ee eliminated the 
wagon haul.

Mr. A. E. Roberts of San Francisco designed the details 
of the crushing plant and mill, following the general plan 
made by Van Ee. The crushers and stamps were furnished 
by the Allis-Chalmers Company. The concentrating ma
chinery consisted of twenty-four Standard tables and 
twelve belt concentrators of the vanning type, for the 
second concentration. The buildings were framed with 
Oregon fir, delivered to the site at a cost of $22 a thousand. 
The large amount of electric power required to operate the
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MANAGER’S RESIDENCE
AT HODSON

Mr. and Mrs. Kemp van 
Ee may be seen on the 
porch. Getting ready for 
a hunting trip are guest 
Gustaf Schumann, young 
Kemp van Ee and Carl 
Shepard. At a later date 
the S. M. Page family oc
cupied the manager’s resi
dence. It was afterwards 
moved to Jackson Mc
Carty’s ranch.

Royal Mine
(Continued from Page 18)

the first Fourth of July celebration, in 1901. A stand was 
built up on Pine Knoll for the activities, and a pleasant 
day was had by all. Succeeding celebrations became more 
boisterous, such as the one chronicled by Doctor Shipley, 
in 1903. He described it, as an eye-witness, in these words: 

“They were having a big affair including a barbecue 
and everybody was more or less relaxed under the in
fluence of ardent spirits; some were depressed and feeling 
sad; others gay and hilarious, and a few a bit belligerent, 
wanting to fight the Revolutionary War all over again.

“Some Mexicans had staged a barbecue in a pit dug 
on the flat a couple of hundred yards from the mining 
camp of Hodson, then a thriving one-man town. When 
they finished removing the beef from the wooden spits 
. . . some miner cursed a Mexican, calling him a ‘dirty 
greaser.’ Such insults to our honorable Mexican citizens, 
who made up about 50% of the population of this camp, 
couldn’t go unchallenged. So the Mexican socked the 
miner on his beak with a good, hard, right-hand punch 
which brought lots of blood and rendered the miner ‘hors 
de combat.’ This started a free-for-all fight . . . Gringoes 
on one side . . . and Mexicans and Castillians on the other. 
They picked up the oak spits from the barbecue pit and 
began lambasting one another with vigorous effect.

The Big Mill
(Continued from Preceding Page)

Royal made it necessary to bring in lines from both the 
Stanislaus Milling & Power Co. and the Union Electric 
Co. The mill had a designed capacity of 1000 tons a day, 
on a three-shift basis. Water was pumped from Salt 
Spring Valley Reservoir. Sulphide concentrates were 
treated in a chlorination plant adjoining the mill.

The reader interested in the technical details of the 
Royal mill is referred to Mr. Brown’s article in the May 
23rd, 1903, issue of the Mining and Scientific Press. An 
excellent simplified working replica has been built by 
Mr. J. T. McCarty and this model has been a popular 
exhibit in local county fairs for the past two decades.

“Bill Getty, a miner who lived in a little house about 
80 yards away from this melee, saw what was going on, 
realized its serious consequences, and came out on his 
front porch with his double-barreled shotgun to stop the 
fight. He knew at that range he would not kill anyone, 
so he took high aim, and let go both barrels. It stopped 
the fight, for 15 or 20 of the men on both sides were a bit 
peppered with bird shot. Deputy Sheriff Bill Dennis and 
J. P. (Bill) Marsh came on the scene and restored order.

“As surgeon of the Royal Consolidated Mine, I had 
the pleasure of removing the shot, repairing noses, sewing 
back one ear . . . and repairing a whole flock of scalp 
wounds. It was a great fight, everybody enjoyed it 
and after peace was restored, they all had a round of 
grog, shook hands and were friendly for some time 
thereafter . .

In 1902 Van Ee let a contract for the construction of 
the big mill. This was financed by mortgaging the Royal 
to Frederick Bullock, William Butler, and J. T. Hodson, 
all of London, for 75,000 pounds. In addition to the mill, 
which was completed in mid-1903, a new crushing plant 
was constructed, the shaft enlarged to three compart
ments, and a new electric pumping system installed. Also 
plans were made for a larger, wood-staved, 12-inch pipe
line to be laid from Salt Spring Reservoir directly to the 
new mill. Herbert Hoover, who was visiting his friend, 
David McClure, at the Gwin mine, came over to Copper
opolis and to Hodson that year.

It was at this point that fortunes began to turn 
against Van Ee and the Royal. A wave of strikes had been 
occurring at California mines in 1903, instigated by the 
Western Federation of Miners seeking to establish locals 
at these mines. In December, Local 166 struck the Royal. 
Neither the Union officials nor the miners reckoned with 
the ingenuity and tenacity of Manager Van Ee. He ejected 
the striking miners from their accommodations at Hodson, 
hired non-union replacements, and then proceeded to ob
tain a restraining order by the U. S. District Court. This 
was based on the fact that the Royal was operated by a 
foreign corporation, and the Court directed the Union 
officials and the striking miners to appear in San Fran
cisco on January 4th to show cause, and a month later to
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End Elevation Royal Con. 120-Stamp Mill, Hodson, Cal., Showing Construction.

hear suit for damages. The Western Federation soon had 
no choice but to declare the strike off, but by then a new 
crew was at work. During the strike, however, the miners 
had blown up the new underground pumping plant, and 
had caused so much damage that it was not until Sep
tember of 1904 that new pumps had cleared the mine 
again. That summer mining operations had to be con
fined to the upper levels of the mine. The new water line 
was completed and the chlorination plant built during 
this interval.

In mid-1903 another event seriously embarrassed 
Van Ee. A former partner, Joseph H. Brotherton, sensing 
that Van Ee had really struck it rich this time, sued for 
a half interest in the Royal. This long and expensive suit 
dragged on for two years before Judge McSorley dismissed 
it as unfounded. But it had the effect of straining rela
tions with London. And, to make matters worse, the extra 

expenses of construction and the loss of production dur
ing and after the strike had caused bills to the extent of 
$35,000 to accumulate. Van Ee was again hailed into the 
Superior Court, for settlement of these claims.

The old 40-stamp mill had been running steadily, 
even after the big mill was on stream, a total of 160 
stamps dropping. A large tonnage of ore was milled dur
ing 1905, but the grade of the ore dropped lower and 
lower. The final blow fell in November of that year, when 
Peters and Wilbur, believing that they had been out- 
maneuvered by Van Ee, brought suit against him to re
cover the balance of the original purchase price. A re
ceiver was appointed, but all legal moves that Van Ee 
could make to keep the operation going were blocked. 
The big mill became silent, and the Royal was denied the 
chance to prove itself. Three years later, Van Ee was fully 

ROYAL HOIST, CRUSHER
AND SHOPS

This view, taken in 1903, 
and the elevation of the 
mill, above, appeared in 
the Mining & Scientific 
Press, and are reproduced 
by permission.
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exonerated, for he had lived up to the terms of the agree
ment with the Peters-Wilbur management. He had pro
duced more than $1,000,000 in gold, but at a large overall 
loss. It was reported later in the Engineering and Mining 
Journal that the three Englishmen stated they had in
vested nearly $600,000 in the Royal. They stopped paying 
taxes on the property in 1910, and the magnificent 120- 
stamp mill, operated for less than two years, gathered 
dust in its lonely site up on the hill.

During the Kemp van Ee period, bosses included 
Shepard and Bill Dennis. Gus Kennedy and Richards 
were blacksmiths and George Vinola worked in the mill. 
Down at Hodson, Walter Lanigan was the bookkeeper, 
Lou Everett the assayer, and Phil Unger, storekeeper. 
Clay Womble served as constable. Just before the strike, 
there were nearly 150 on the payroll.

In 1914, through the efforts of R. E. Whitcomb, the 
Boston concern of Edmond A. Fordyce & Co. purchased 
the Royal from the English mortgagors, and set up a new 
operating company called the Royal California. The prop
erty then consisted of the Pine Log, Royal, Goodenough, 
Ant Hill, Emma, Republic, and Royal Extension claims. 
S. M. Page was sent out to manage the new operation in 
the summer of 1914. Mr. Page started by pumping out the 
1100-foot shaft and rehabilitating the mine workings and 
surface plant. He built back the crew to 125 men, under 
the direction of H. F. Gendar, superintendent, and started 
up 20 stamps in the mill. Once again the little town of 
Hodson was a busy community, and the post office was 
re-established. Mr. Page and his family lived in the com
pany home built by Kemp van Ee sixteen years before. 
A fire, which started in Elmer Womble’s house, destroyed 
several company residences in 1915.

Page was using 50 stamps in 1916, but was experi
menting with rolls for crushing and flotation for better 
sulphide recovery. Apparently costs exceeded the values 
recovered, and he was forced to shut down for lack of 
working capital. In 1917, a new company was organized, 
the Royal Calaveras Mining Co., but operating funds were 
not forthcoming, and the mine continued to lie idle until 
1919. Frank S. Tower and Jack Maltos were reported 
working the Royal in 1919. Tower was instrumental in 
the formation of a new company, the Texas-California 
Mining Co., which was operating at the Royal in 1920-21. 
Still another company was then formed, again with the 
Edmond A. Fordyce & Co. as a principal, and called the 
Royal Mines Corporation, and under Frank Tower as 
manager, operations were again attempted in 1923.

The Argyle Mining Co. of Hamilton, Nevada, acquired 
an option on the Royal in 1925, and over the next three 
years operated in a small way at Hodson and attempted 
to sell stock on their operation. At the request of the State 
Corporation Department, the Argyle stock was withdrawn 
from the San Francisco Mining Exchange, because of 
“glowing reports in Coast papers.”

After Argyle gave up, the old Royal property was re
juvenated in 1929 by the Royal Development Company, 
owned by H. E. White & Associates. This shortlived opera
tion was followed by the Western Empire Mining Co. 
which took over in 1930 and carried out underground 
development work. The mill was reactivated, using the 
flotation plant, and 1000 tons of ore was milled as a test 
run in 1931.

FRANK S. TOWER
1877 - 1952

Courtesy of the Tower family.
Frank Tower resumed operations at the Royal in 1932, 

and by 1936 had acquired full ownership of the mine by 
redeeming the back taxes and straightening out the jum
bled title. Tower operated on a small scale until shut 
down by the War Production Board’s Order L-208 in 1942. 
He normally ran 10 stamps, but often cut in an additional 
10 stamps on a custom basis for other operators in the 
district. Most of the Royal’s ore during the ’30s came from 
the 1000 to 1200 levels. Water pumped from the mine 
was used to supply the mill, and during World War II 
the mine was kept pumped out at a cost of $1000 a month. 
After the war, underground operations were resumed for 
a short time only, but milling was continued on outside 
ores until the Royal properties were sold to Stewart & Nuss 
at the end of 1948. The last significant underground pro
duction from the Royal was a pocket mined in 1947 that 
grossed $40,000. Some mining and considerable surface 
prospecting was done by the Pacific Bridge Co. in 1945-46.

Midway up the west side of Hodson stood the butcher 
shop. Frank Tower had frequented this building many 
times over the years, little knowing that a fortune in gold 
lay close below. The veteran gold-mining Bradley family 
did some diamond drilling in the Hodson area in the late 
’40s. A prospect was found very near the site of the old 
butcher shop. Subsequently (November, 1948), Frank 
Tower, with his millman, Joseph Paltor, Howard Tower, 
Bill Stegman and Clarence Plumb, erected a rude head-
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Royal Mine
(Continued from Preceding Page) 

frame and sunk a 30-foot prospect shaft on the spot. 
Crosscutting 26 feet to the vein, and with less than 200 
feet of drifting, they developed the now famous $80,000 
pocket. The lower grade ore around this pocket was the 
last ore processed at the big mill. It was a race against 
time, for Frank Tower had already agreed to sell the en
tire Royal property. A last-minute revision of the deal al
lowed him three months to mine out the Butcher Shop.

When Frank Tower sold the mine, he retired to his 
beautiful brick home in Salt Spring Valley, assisting in 
running the Tower ranches and busying himself in civic 
projects and county affairs. He was fond of showing the 
gold bars he had saved from his mining days, and often 
exhibited gold specimens from the Royal and Butcher 
Shop mines. His widow, Effie M. Tower, who still resides 
at Felix, and other members of the family will always 
remember the important part that the Royal Mine played 
in their own lives as well as in the entire community.

There were many men who put in time over the years 
at the Royal. Some of these were hoistmen Frank Reddick, 
Foster Tower, and Tony Silva (whose father was killed 
at the Mountain King mine); millmen Joe Paltor, Frank 
Lane, “Doc” Lamson, and Tom Blazer; trammer P. S. 
Dean; and underground, Milne Nevins (pumps and skip
tender), Howard Castle, and Allan Doe, who was killed 
in the mine in a cave on the 1000 level, shortly before the 
workings were shut down.

The current chapter in the story of this unusual mine 
includes the attempts in the ’50s of three mining com
panies, New Jersey Zinc, American Smelting and Refining 
Co., and Yuba Consolidated, who in turn have sampled

HODSON COMPANY HOUSE
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Morgan on porch. Photographed 
by Arthur Morgan, and donated by C. R. LeClert.

New Officers
A new slate of officers and directors was elected at 

our June meeting, and are shown on our “Masthead.” 
They will be installed at the annual meeting in July at 
Murphys.

We are pleased to report that George Poore was 
elected to the post of Regional Vice President of the Con
vention of California Historical Societies, to represent the 
Mother Lode counties. R. Coke Wood was once again re
elected Executive Secretary of the same organization.

and diamond-drilled the combined Royal and Mountain 
King properties in an effort to develop sufficient tonnages 
of low-grade ore to justify an cpen-pit operation. With a 
higher gold price, it is entirely possible that once again 
a gold mining operation may be re-established, this time 
to mine entirely from the surface, and to recover the gold 
in a mill several times larger than Kemp van Ee’s 120 
stamps.

The late Harry Bush, mining engineer of Angels 
Camp, was active for a number of years assisting mine
owner Charles Stewart in these attempts to reopen the 
Royal-Mountain King mines.
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EARLY QUARTZ MINING
IN ANGELS CAMP

By EDWARD C. LEONARD

The Gold Veins
During the upper Jurassic period, some 130,000,000 or 

more years ago, a great geological uprise occurred, re
sulting in folding, crushing and faulting of the rocks and 
mineralization. Along one mineralized fault zone in the 
Angels area, about one-half mile east of the main line 
of the Mother Lode zone, was formed the Davis-Winter 
vein of gold-bearing quartz ore. There was much less 
gold deposited in the Boulder vein, in the Mother Lode 
zone itself.

The Davis-Winter vein extends southeasterly from 
Altaville down to Angels Creek, and paying mines on 
the lode* included at the northwest end the Sultana, then 
the Angels, the Lightner, the Utica, and the Stickle mine 
on the southeast.

The name of the person who first discovered the Davis- 
Winter vein is lost to history. A local legend, set down 
many years later by Edna Bryan Buckbee in her book, 
Pioneer Days of Angels Camp, has it that Benneger Ras
berry was the discoverer, finding a rich high-grade pocket 
in the vein when he fired his muzzle-loader with the 
stuck ramrod into the ground. But there is nothing to sub
stantiate this quaint story. It is probable that the myth 
emerged many years later. C. A. Logan, in his Mother 
Lode Gold Belt of California, says, “Winters Brothers 
found it in 1852, and worked by open cut, sorting the rock 
and crushing the best in an arrastre.” It is certain that 
the gold-bearing vein was discovered at the northwest 
end of the lode where Davis & Co. and the Winters 
brothers were ground-sluicing in 1854, but it seems un
likely that the quartz vein was found much earlier than 
that.

Over the next three years, the vein was developed 
all the way down to Angels Creek, for a total length of 
nearly 4700 feet. Then the low tenor of the ore, coupled

*Lode, lead, ledge or vein refer to the quartz zone that 
carried the gold values. Hence quartz mining is vein 
mining, in the bedrock, as contrasted to stream placering 
or drift mining of Tertiary gravel channels.

OPEN CUT - SULTANA MINE
Part of the original open cut along the Davis-Winter 
vein at the Sultana shaft on the Dr. Hill claim. This 
cut extends from School Street down to Utica Park. 
The discovery was made on either the Saunders or 
Mitchell claims just to the northwest of this view.

with the problem of processing the sulphurets encountered 
in the ore, collapsed the boom. Intermittent activity, 
especially in the middle sixties, occurred at a few of the 
mines. Another boom, in the seventies, stimulated by 
activity elsewhere in the county, soon faded out. Except 
for the Angels (Maltman, Potter) mine, there was little 
sustained mining until the ’80s. Then followed more 
than a quarter of a century of large scale mining and 
extensive production, still remembered by many residents 
of the area.

We are concerned here, however, only with the early 
development of these mines, from the first staking of the 
individual claims to the consolidations and emergence 
of the larger operations. Although a great many mining 
claims were located in the Angels district, only eleven 
of these eventually became profitable producers.

The First Claim Locations
The first three important quartz locations were made 

prior to January 20, 1855; they were either not recorded, 
or the recordings were destoyed by fire. Often claim 
stakers would neglect to record their locations, but by 
studying the descriptions of successive claims as they 
were staked from Altaville down the lode to Angels Creek, 
it is possible to identify the individual claims and their 
probable order of location. These are listed in the fol
lowing table:

Date Locators
Early Claim 

Name
Present

Name
Prior to
Jan. 20, ’55 Wm. Saunders

Wallis
Gardiner-

Fritz

R. Mitchell & Co. Fritz
ft E. and A. Winter Winter Bros. Bovee



before Egans 
located.

Date Locators Early Claim
Name

Present
Name

Jan. 20, ’55 C. D. Gibbs
James M. Hill
F. B. Reid
Gilbert Clairborne

Dr. Hill Dr. Hill

Feb. 12, ’55 James Madison Gold Cliff Gold Cliff
James Jeanette

Apr. 2, ’55 A. H. Brooks 
T. T. Bouldin 
Wm. Baker

Potter Angels

Apr. 22, ’55 Ephraim Bush Confidence
Irwin Howard 
A. C. Blaine 
C. H. Beslor 
H. Rishbigen

Not recorded John Cameron 
W. H. Wood 
Wm. Maltman

Maltman Angels

Oct. ’55 but John Cameron Lightner Lightner
not recorded Wm. Powell
till Feb.’57 A. M. Wood

C. G. Lake

Located in Peter Cameron Calaveras Utica
’55 or’56 A. M. Wood later
Not recorded C. G. Lake Invincible

Not RecordedI Parnell, Brier, then Stickle
Brier & Co. Union

Apr. 28, ’56 John Coleman Egan or Egan
James Egan
Charles Egan

Brown

July 5, ’56 R. Mitchell Ross Coon, Crystal
W. C. Drake and Hinkle
John Beck worked it before
Levy Ayres Mitchell & Co.
I. O. Wilson 
A. Higgins 
W. Hinkle
Wm. Stephens

filed on it.

Sept. 16, ’56 B. Rasberry Rasberry was Rasberry
Wm. Dougherty working here

smith and Raney 
sank 3 shafts about 
4 years ago.

Mar. 30, ’57 J. Russell
Wm. Stoddard 
A. A. Pollard 
I. Dickson 
Heath
D. Boone
Chas. Schofield
John Patton

Specimen Hill Madison

May 19, ’57 Jackson Loc. notice Jackson
Duffy says Wendler,
Foster Kanberg, Hammer-

The Sultana Mine
The Sultana group comprises three original locations, 

the claims of Wm. Saunders & Co., R. Mitchell & Co., and 
the brothers Winter, all located prior to January 20, 1855. 
In ’54, the Saunders and Mitchell claims were being 
worked by Davis & Co., who later sold out to John Fritz. 
The two claims were then (December, ’57) consolidated 
as the Fritz mine.

The Winter Brothers was one of the more active mines 
in the early period in the Angels district. They operated 
eight arrastres as well as a stamp mill. In ’65, the Winter 
Bros, was sold to Bovee, and the operation re-activated. 
The claim was subsequently patented as the Bovee by the 
new owner who also took over the Fritz mine. In 1883 this 
consolidation became known as the Marshall mine, and 
then later, when purchased by the Mohawk Company, 
was renamed Sultana. The Sultana shaft reached a depth 
of 700 feet, and at the time it was closed down in 1905, 
the property was equipped with a 40-stamp mill. Total 
production was less than $1,000,000; accurate figures are 
not available.

The Angels Mine
There are three claims on the Davis-Winter vein in the 

Angels group, and a fourth, the Crystal, on a footwall 
vein. Farther south on the lode than the Sultana group, 
these were located after the Saunders, Mitchell and Win
ters claims in early ’55, and consisted of the Dr. Hill, Pot
ter and Maltman lodes. At that time, it was believed that 
the Davis-Winter vein swung westerly into the Crystal 
claim, but this was later found to be a non-productive 
footwall vein. It was reported that the early production 
of the Dr. Hill mine (to ’67) amounted to as much as 
$250,000. Maltman began deep mining on the Angels 
about 1866, but it was not known as the Angels mine until 
purchased by James V. Coleman, nephew of W. S. O’Brien, 
one of the “Big Four” of the Comstock, in ’84. When opera
tions were terminated in March, 1918, the Angels had 
reached a depth of 1050 feet, was milling ore in a 40-stamp 
mill, and had achieved the record of the longest operation 
of any mine in the camp, having been in continuous 
operation from 1866 till 1918. Total production reached 
$3,200,000.

The Lightner Mine
This mine was first located in October, 1855, but appar

ently was not recorded. It was relocated on February 1st, 
1857. After a brief period of operation, the first mill 
erected on the property was sold in 1863, and we hear 
nothing further of the Lightner until “jumped” (relocated 
by other people, after the claim had lapsed) in 1885. The 
Lightner Mining Co. did not begin operating on a large 
scale until 1896.

Serious caving began in 1903 and by 1910 the old shaft, 
1050 feet deep, had to be abandoned, and a new 900-foot 
shaft sunk. The Lightner Company operated a sixty
stamp mill, and had produced some $3,000,000 prior to 
shutting down in 1915.
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The Utica Mine
The Utica group consisted of the Utica (Calaveras) 

claim staked after the Lightner claim, probably in late 
’55 or early ’56, the Stickle about the same time, the Egan, 
located on April 28, 1856, and the Rasberry on September 
16 of the same year. The Confidence had been located on 
April 23, 1855, in the footwall, but at that time on what 
was believed to be the extension of the main Davis-Winter 
vein. The Jackson claim was subsequently (May, 1857) 
staked on this same footwall vein.

In 1857, A. P. Bonton was operating a mill on the Utica, 
but little mining was done before he became discouraged. 
Later, James G. Fair (of Comstock fame) acquired the 
Utica claim and operated it under the name of Utica Gold 
& Silver Mining Co. till ’65. Boyd and Lake purchased 
the property early in 1866, but soon abandoned it, be
lieving that Fair had “salted” it.

The Utica was jumped on April 13th, 1866, by Wm. 
Keyes along with John Rieves, G. W. King, L. K. McGaffey, 
S. Hutchinson, A. B. Kelly, and D. Brown. Apparently 
little in the way of mining was done, because on January 
26, 1869, it was relocated by Robert Leeper, Keyes, Mc
Gaffey, King, John Finley, and Manville Phillips, and 
renamed the Invincible. Leeper operated five arrastres 
and a ten-stamp mill. The Leeper group sold out to 
Charles D. Lane, Lynde, Hough and Bradley in 1884, when 
the mine again became known as the Utica. In December 
of ’87, Alvinza Hayward and W. Hobart became associated 
with Lane.

The Stickle was first operated by Parnell, Brier & Co. 
and was known as the Stickle claim by October, 1857. 
F. K. Betchel purchased the property in September, 1884. 
On February 11, 1885, Betchel sold to Capt. W. A. Nevils, 
who renamed it the Union, and in April, ’89, Nevils sold 
the Stickle to the Utica Mining Co. The latter had mined 
to a depth of 3050 feet through the Cross Shaft before the 
final closing in December, 1915. The combined production 
of the Utica-Stickles under the Utica Company was 
$13,635,000.

The Boulder Vein
A second lode, situated about half a mile west of 

Angels Camp, considered by many as lying on the true 
Mother Lode fissure, was the site of two other important 
claims that eventually became part of the Utica’s opera
tion. These were the Gold Cliff and the Madison quartz 
mines.

The Gold Cliff was located in 1855. On October 17th, 
’57, the San Andreas Independent reported that “The 
Nightingale, Davis Co. mill is now going up. It is on the 
same ledge as the Specimen Hill.” Rock was mined in 
an open cut for many years at this mine and was low in 
grade. Deep mining was begun about 1899 under the 
management of the Utica Mining Co. The Gold Cliff is 
credited with a production of $2,800,000.

The Madison was located on March 30, 1857. The 
Independent stated on October 17th of that year that, 
“Below town on Angels Creek, the Specimen Hill quartz 
mill was being built by the Altaville Foundry.* The mill 
*This foundry was erected by blacksmiths Andy-Gardiner 
and J. M. Wooster in 1854, at the beginning of the quartz 
mining boom in Angels. The successors are still operat
ing this business establishment today!

will cost $8000. The water wheel is 30 feet in diameter 
and 8 feet broad, will lift 500-pound stamps and work all 
other machinery. A 30-foot ledge with rock full of sul- 
phurets will pay to work. Rock was obtained by means 
of a tunnel into the hill.”

Claim Staking in Angels
The earliest mining locations in the Angels district 

were placers and these were staked according to the local 
customs. Upon the discovery of a gold-bearing ledge or 
lode like the Davis-Winter vein, a whole new set of local 
mining regulations had to be formulated. The first such 
lode mining regulations, together with the earliest claim 
recordings under it, were destroyed in the big fire of ’55 
at Angels. Consequently, on July 20th, 1855, a new set, 
“The Quartz Mining Laws of Angels District,” were set 
down under the guidance of Joel Higgins, President, 
and Sam P. Crane, Secretary, and duly notarized by Wm. 
Tait, Justice of the peace of the 8th Township, Calaveras 
County.

Article II of these laws provided that 100 feet in length 
(along the lode-line) by 300 feet in width could be 
claimed by each man. This accounts for the short length 
of most of the claims, which had two or more locators.

Another article (IV) provided that miners must per
form one day’s bona fide work on the claim every 30 
days. This was amended on March 24, 1860, to performing 
at least 10 days work during the year. At this time Frank 
Mason was Chairman of the Angels District, and P. W. 
Scribner, Secretary. If a miner did not perform his work, 
his right to his claim was forfeited, and the ground thus 
was open to location by others.

In any new mining district, one of the early require
ments is a survey to determine the boundaries of the 
various claims. Thus it was that W. R. Boucher, county 
surveyor of Calaveras, was called in during December of 
’57 to establish a survey of the new quartz claims along 
the Davis-Winter vein at Angels. Beginning at a square 
Chinese monument (not far south of the new Altaville 
post office), Boucher laid out a lode line in a direction 
South 51 degrees East along the vein and recorded the 
following measurements:

Survey No. Name From to Length
386 Fritz 0 692 ft. 692 ft.
387 Winter Bros. 692 1157 465
388 Hill, Reid & Co. 1157 1569 412
389 G. Slocum 1569 1870 301
390 Wm. Maltman 1870 2270 400

Space 2270 2482 212
391 Cameron-Lightner 2482 2888 406
At the date of the survey, it was still thought that the

main lode went out through the Crystal, Jackson and Con
fidence claims, and as these were not producing, it was 
considered worthwhile only to survey the Lightner in the 
lower group. The ledge here was becoming known as the 
Utica or Stickle vein. Later surveys indicated the follow
ing lengths along the lode to these claims:

Utica 634
Stickle 400
Rasberry 250
Egan 450
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Early Day Mining and Milling
It is noteworthy that the mines on this vein have not 

produced any large dumps of waste rock. There are sev
eral reasons for this. The ore-bearing ground often ran 
from 10 to as much as 90 feet in width, and most of the 
workings being in this ore zone, essentially all such 
material removed was milled. As the mines became 
deeper, and it was found difficult to hold the stopes open, 
waste and even rock quarried from the surface were used 
to backfill the gaping holes.

Mining operations during the first quartz boom in the 
Angels district were confined to small open cuts along 
the vein or shallow shafts to depths of 70 to 100 feet. As 
soon as the miners got below the overburden, they built 
arrastres to reduce the ore. These were soon supplanted 
by small stamp mills. The ore at this period ran in value 
from about $2.00 to $10.00 a ton. The oxidized zone was 
surprisingly shallow, and sulphurets were soon en
countered and created the first big problem. Another 
allied problem was the actual sinking of shafts and de
veloping these mines in hard rock with only hand drilling 
methods and relatively ineffectual explosives. For these 
reasons, in spite of great enthusiasm and effort, develop
ment of the lode proceeded slowly, and repeatedly the 
small, poorly financed “companies” were discouraged and 
sold out or abandoned their operations.

The San Andreas Independent said, on April 24th, 1855, 
“On the southern bank of Indian Creek at Campo de los 
Muertos stands the smelting works of Messrs. Freeborn & 
Co. In a curious oven or furnace built by David Strosber- 
ger it is proposed to subject quartz rock to great heat to 
melt the sulphurets and subsequently pass them through 
the arrastre.”

These early attempts to treat the gold-bearing sulphide 
minerals failed, and it wasn’t until another two decades 
passed that the chlorination process was developed. The 
first such successful installation in the Angels area was 
built by P. S. Buckminster in 1887 and operated by Bow
land and Greyson. It was later purchased and greatly ex
panded by the Utica Mining Co.

On October 17th, 1857, the Independent printed a com
prehensive article on the state of affairs at Angels, en
titled “Angels Camp Quartz Mines,” as follows:

“This celebrated and flourishing town is about 50 
miles from Stockton. It derives its importance from the 
richness of the quartz mines in its vicinity. We believe 
that it is hardly one year since the brothers Winter made 
the discovery of the vein so famous for its richness and 
bearing their name.

“Quartz mills — between Wintertown (Altaville) and 
Angels is the extensive lode which has given such impetus 
to trade and enterprise in the vicinity.

“Proceeding down the gulch towards Angels, the first 
mill is that of Fritz & Co. built ... at a cost of $21,000. 
It is a steam mill of 10 stampers (sic) of 500 pounds each. 
A revolving blanket saves the sulphates (sic) and pyrites.

“No. 2 — The next claim is the Winter Brothers. This 
mill is water power and has 12 stampers of 500 pounds 
each. The water wheel is 30 feet in diameter. This is the 
first quartz mill erected in Angels.

“No. 3 on the same ledge belongs to Dr. Hill & Co. The 
mill is water power. The diameter of the wheel 40 feet 
and has 24 stampers. The doctor is experimenting with 

machinery to save the quicksilver and sulphates.
“No. 4 is the water power mill of Slocum, Baker & Co. 

The red-painted water wheel is 36 feet in diameter with 
sheet iron buckets. It has 12 stampers. (Potter mine.)

“No. 5 is a steam mill of Messrs. Brodie, Cameron, 
Lightner, & Co. This is the first mill to introduce the 
roasting process to burn the sulphides. (Lightner).

“No. 6 is the steam mill belonging to Bonton & Co. 
running six stampers out of twelve. (Utica or then the 
Calaveras).

“No. 7 — The most perfect of all these mills is the one 
owned by Benjamin & Co., proprietors of the Crystal claim. 
The mill has 12 stampers. Revolving blankets catch all 
fine particles of tailings. These particles are washed out 
in a bin underneath. They are getting out rock from 
shafts, some of which are already 100 feet deep. Sul
phurets of iron are abundantly intermixed in the rock 
and gold is found in connection with these sulphates. 

“No. 8 — Arrastres worked on the Mexican plan are 
crushing rock from 2 levels on the south hill by Messrs. 
Rasberry & Co.

(Nos. 9 and 10 were the Specimen Hill and Gold Cliff 
mills, quoted earlier.)

“No. 11 — Messrs. Egan & Coleman are erecting a new 
mill, water power. The stampers, six in number weighing 
500 pounds are worked by cogs attached to the main 
shaft of the wheel. (Egan claim.)

“No. 12 — Messrs. Brier, Smith & Co. is a new mill more 
advanced of larger size and greater strength than the one 
just mentioned. It is water power. Twelve stampers of 
500 pounds each raised by cogs attached to the main shaft. 
The wheel is 30 feet in diameter. The rock is taken from 
the Brier claim. (Later the Stickle.)

“No. 13 — Water mill (the second built in camp) is 
owned by Wm. Maltman. It is located on China Gulch 
just below Dr. Hill’s. The wheel is 30 feet in diameter and 
works 12 stampers.”

It is worthy of comment that most of these mills were 
powered with water. Extremely large overshot wheels 
were located below the ditch of the Union Water Co. that 
had been used for placer mining. Mills above this ditch, 
such as that of Fritz & Co., had to use steam power. And 
at this time steam engines were scarce in California. Ar
rastres were used extensively in the early days, especially 
by the smaller operators. However, their use in the Angels 
district persisted for many years. They were generally 
operated by horse or mule.

During the first period of development there were many 
changes in ownership or management. Some of these 
ownership changes were made simply by other groups 
jumping claims when the necessary labor was not per
formed under the mining laws, and others, of course, by 
agreement and purchase. (Continued next page)

New Members
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stegman, Angels Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Middleton, Morro Bay
Mrs. Robert Beardslee, Stockton
Mrs. Geraldine Wells, Rail Road Flat
Mr. William Armstrong, Laverne
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hale, Angels Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howard, Mokelumne Hill 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Shank, Hathaway Pines
Mr. J. C. Kempvanee, Sacramento
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The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county. 

EDITORIAL
We would like especially to call attention to this 

month’s article on the early history of quartz mining at 
Angels Camp. Ed Leonard’s painstaking search of the 
early records in order to piece together these events and 
place them in proper perspective deserves much commen
dation. Such an intensive approach is needed in many 
areas of our local county history.

We were particularly pleased to have this material on 
Angels Camp for publication in these pages, as we have 
watched over the past decade and a half many evidences 
of the extensive gold mining there gradually become 
obliterated.

We think that the City of Angels should mark the sites 
of these mines, with brief descriptions, on signboards. 
These could add much to the appreciation of residents as 
well as visitors of the history of the well-known Mother 
Lode Camp.

(Continued from Previous Page)
It was not until deep mining on the vein began that 

the true worth of this lode became known. Wm. Maltman 
began deep mining on his claim in 1866. The Stickle, then 
known as the Union, began mining at depth in ’67. Robert 
Leeper started the Utica’s north shaft about 1870. Bovee 
commenced the first deep shaft on the Bovee (Winter 
Bros.) in ’81. The Lightner Mining Co., with James Malt
man as manager, started deep operations in 1896.

The Gold Cliff Mining Co. of New York sometime be
tween ’81 and ’85 initiated deep mining. A. J. Lane and 
T. M. Lane, sons of Charles Lane, opened up the deeper 
workings of the Lane mine, as the Madison was then 
called, in 1891.

PAUL ELISHA LEWIS
A charter member of the Society, and one of its most 

active participants for some 14 years, Paul contributed 
much to the success of our organization. He became our 
second President in January, 1964, upon the death of 
Judge J. A. Smith, and served until July, 1965, when de
clining health required him to retire from most of his 
activities. He passed away on September 16, after a long 
illness. All of us who had known Paul and worked with 
him recognize how difficult it will be to find another 
stalwart such as he to help us carry on the work of the 
Historical Society.

ARCHIBALD D. STEVENOT
We lost another valued charter member on August 5th, 

with the death of Archie Stevenot. Few were so well 
versed in Mother Lode lore as “Mr. Mother Lode.” Born 
in 1882 to a pioneer Calaveras family at Carson Hill, much 
of Archie’s career was associated with the great Carson 
Hill-Melones mine, developed by his family. He was very 
active for many years in Mother Lode organizations. He 
will be greatly missed by us all. 

Forthcoming Meetings
Nov. 19th—Grange Hall, San Andreas. Early Water 

Districts, by Andy Cademartori.
Dec. 19th—Grange Hall, San Andreas. Christmas party. 
Jan. 23rd—Dinner meeting, place and program to be 

announced.

Recent Meetings
Our annual meeting, as has been customary, convened 

at Murphys for dinner. After an excellent meal served 
by the Rainbow Girls at the Masonic Hall, and installa
tion of our new officers, a fascinating series of old pictures 
of the early port of Stockton was displayed by Leonard 
Covello, of Stockton, charmingly assembled with a taped 
narration, complete with sound effects. This “audio
visual” history of the Port of Stockton and Delta shipping 
was certainly one of our best programs in a long time.

The Board of Directors and Executive Committee meet
ing was held at Double Springs on August 22nd. Septem
ber’s gathering was another historic occasion not to be 
soon forgotten by those attending. The Society met at the 
Bernhardt Jensen’s beautiful home, the former Ben Thorn 
mansion, in San Andreas. The program, most appropri
ately, was on the subject of Sheriff Ben Thorn, with Coke 
Wood recording the highlights of Ben’s long career in 
Calaveras County. Black Bart, Sam Brown and other 
scoundrels brought to book by intrepid Sheriff Thorn were 
described in sordid detail by Prof. Wood, in a most en
joyable narration illustrated by slides of old pictures. 

GATEWOOD GOES TO SAN DIEGO
Just a century ago, Jeff Gatewood, Ned Bushyhead, 

and Joe Briseno left Calaveras County and the San An
dreas Register to go to San Diego to start the Union. This 
newspaper is now the oldest in Southern California, and 
on October 10th published its Centennial Edition. Pictures 
and life stories of these three pioneer Calaverans are in
cluded in that issue, a copy of which, together with a 
facsimile of the first issue, was recently received by the 
Society.
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A CALAVERAS ALBUM
Here is a selection of illustrations that appeared in the 

earlier issues of Las Calaveras—all of them more than 
ten years ago. We believe that our newer members will 
enjoy seeing them.

The two Matteson photographs were first printed in 
The Diary of Thomas Jefferson Matteson, published by the 
Society in April, 1954.

Our recent policy of including more pictures, larger 
in size, has met with much favor from our readers. We 
will welcome the gift or loan of photographs, with per
tinent dates, names and other information, for our future 
issues.

JAMES ALEXANDER SMITH
The late Judge Smith was President of the 

Society for its first twelve years

THE MATTESON & GARLAND LIVERY STABLE AT MURPHYS IN THE ’80S



INDIAN WALKER 07 DOUGLAS FLAT

INDIAN ROUNDHOUSES
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Stanislaus River Country

ABOVE—THE LAST TRIP OF 
PARROTT’S FERRY, 1903

LOWER RIGHT—WOOD’S (ROBINSON’S) 
FERRY AT MELONES

BELOW—THE MELONES BRIDGE AFTER 
COLLAPSING ON JANUARY 25, 1952

CARSON HILL—MELONES STAMP MILL, 1919

THE STEVENOT FAMILY AT THEIR 
CARSON HILL HOME, 1888
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Upper Mokelumne Country

ABOVE—OLD FERNANDO AND FERRARO 
BUILDING AT WEST POINT

UPPER LEFT—STREET VIEW AT 
WEST POINT, 1892

LEFT—EDWIN TAYLOR’S STORE 
AT RAIL ROAD FLAT

THE T. J. MATTESON FAMILY AT MURPHYS
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Here and There

ABOVE—COVERED BRIDGE AT
O’BYRNES FERRY

LOWER RIGHT—IN 1911 THE MIDDLE BAR BRIDGE 
COLLAPSED UNDER A LARGE HERD OF CATTLE

BELOW—THE TORNADO HOTEL AT MILTON

STEVENSON-McGURK BRIDGE ACROSS NORTH 
BRANCH BELOW SAN ANDREAS ABOUT 1895

NORTH BRANCH STORE
AND WAY STATION
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OLD NO. 30 CROSSING THE
STANISLAUS BRIDGE

STAGES AT VALLEY SPRINGS, WAITING 
FOR THE MAIL

Stages and Trains

ABOVE—MAIL TIME AT CAMPO SECO

LOWER LEFT—NARROW GAUGE ENGINE ON 
TURNTABLE AT VALLEY SPRINGS, ABOUT 1885

BELOW—MANUEL LOGGING TRAIN, 1894
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Miscellany

UPPER LEFT—FIRST COUNTY COURT 
HOUSE, AT DOUBLE SPRINGS

UPPER RIGHT — ALEXANDER REID 
WHEAT OF DOUBLE SPRINGS

LEFT — LILLY CONNER, A MIWOK

RIGHT — GEORGE HEARST

LOWER LEFT — OLD BREWERY AT
MOKELUMNE HILL

LOWER RIGHT —SHEEP RANCH MINE
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EDITORIAL
On Christmas Day a fire gutted the historic building 

occupied by Sender’s Market at Mountain Ranch. Its 
crumbling masonry and blackened interior will call at
tention to the steady attrition on the remaining buildings 
of gold rush vintage. In San Andreas, the rapid deteriora
tion of the Agostini building, said to be one of the oldest 
in this town, likewise reminds us that the time is late to 
take steps to preserve at least a few of these good ex
amples of Mother Lode architecture in Calaveras County.

We are encouraged by the action that Sutter Creek, 
in our neighboring county to the north, has taken to retain 
its early day atmosphere, and we can only hope that more 
communities, and indeed, counties, will take positive 
action soon. It is also most encouraging to note that 
Assemblyman Chappie is striving to create a state-sup
ported Mother Lode Historical Preservation Commission. 

New Members
Mr. Cameron Childress, Stockton (Jnr.) 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Zak, Altaville 
Dr. William F. Frye, Jr., Portola Valley 
Mrs. Lillian Swanson, San Andreas 
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Laidlaw, Murphys 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Locke, San Andreas 
Mrs. Eva Pliler, Valley Springs
Dr. Carl F. Heinz, San Andreas
Mrs. Agnes Tower, Felix
Mr. Milo Bird, San Rafael
Mr. John Huberty, San Andreas 
Mrs. Louise Oneto, Murphys

CELESTINO AROS OF 
CAMPO SECO

Recent Meetings
Our October dinner meeting was held at the San 

Andreas Community Covenant Church. After a fine meal 
prepared by the Covenant women, attending members 
watched a film on the Spanish Period of California history, 
followed by a reel on the Natural Resources of California, 
both excellent films.

At the November meeting we were privileged to have 
Dr. and Mrs. Harvey Rhodes present their colored slides 
of a recent trip through Yucatan. Dr. Rhodes is president 
of the new Columbia Junior College near Sonora.

The Christmas party took place, according to tradition, 
at our regular meeting spot, the Grange Hall. Mrs. Alice 
Eldridge, as she has done many times in the past, ably 
arranged and presented the program. The highlight of the 
evening was the welcome re-appearance of the James 
Coopers of Hughson (formerly Altaville) who gave their 
fine bell-ringing exhibition. Al Gross led the carol 
singing, and Mrs. Robert Wolfe accompanied at the piano. 

Forthcoming Meetings
January 23 — Potluck dinner at the Grange Hall. 

School Historical Essays.
February 27 — Wm. Dofflemier will speak on “The 

Ride of Juan Flaco, the Paul Revere of 
California.”

March 27 — Emmett Joy, on “Chilean Miners and 
Chili Gulch.”

April 24 — Dinner Meeting at Murphys. Ted Moulton, 
speaking on “Mother Lode Architecture.”
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WADE JOHNSTON TALKS TO HIS 
DAUGHTER

By EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
A native of Jefferson County, Missouri, Wade Hampton 

Johnston joined the California gold rush on the spur of 
the moment and "ended up" at Yaqui Camp, just south
east of San Andreas. There he died in 1927, at the ripe 
old age of 95. He was an entertaining story-teller, a 
popular fiddler, and possessed of an amazing memory. 
During the concluding years of his long life he recounted 
his gold rush adventures and his early years in Calaveras 
to his daugther Effie.

Although she had but a modest amount of "book
learning," Effie had the remarkably good sense to write 
down nearly everything her father said. These memoirs 
were written on wrapping paper or anything else at hand, 
for there was little money in the Johnston home at that 
time. Later she sewed these sheets into some forty or 
more little booklets. It is from this unusual manuscript 
that we print the first installment of the "Talks," where 
we pick up the story the night before Johnston left home.

Off to California in the Morning
On April 3rd, 1854, my brother Austin and I played for 

a farewell party at the home of Billie Ellington’s mother, 
Mrs. Sutherland. It was given for Billie Ellington, Jake 
Hershbarger, Hal Richardson and the Hensley brothers, 
who were to leave for California in the morning.

Just before daylight the Hensley boys backed out. 
Richardson came to me and said, "Do you want to go to 
California?" I replied that I expected to go sometime. 
"Now’s your chance," he said. "I’ll furnish you with a 
horse, saddle and bridle and grub you through, to go as 
a cattle driver.” And so I consented to go.

I had to walk four miles back home to get my clothes. 
My father was not at home. Only Sarah and Emma were 
there. Moriah was at Waters,’ and Enfield and Cousin 
Bet Byrd were at Mag Winer’s. Mag was the only sister 
married then. Sarah and Emma got my clothes r^ady. I 
had hard work to make them believe that I was really 
going. They gave the Hensley boys fits for backing out. 
If the rest of the family had been there I guess they would 
have held an indignation meeting.

R. COKE WOOD

MR. CALIFORNIA
In January, our eminent charter member and friend, 

Richard Coke Wood, was honored by receiving the title 
of "Mr. California” from the state legislature, in recog
nition of his achievements and labors in the field of Cali
fornia history. This is a particularly noteworthy honor, 
as Coke is not a "native" but was born in Oklahoma, 
"crossing the plains” when 10 years old.

Dr. Wood has written a number of books, articles and 
pamphlets. Those of especial interest to us are "Murphys, 
Queen of the Sierra”; "Tales of Old Calaveras"; "Cala
veras, Land of Skulls"; "The Big Tree Bulletin"; "A Night 
in Wingdam”; "O’Byrnes Covered Bridge”; "Ebbetts Pass”; 
"Mark Twain and the Jumping Frog Story"; "Centennial 
History of Murphys Congregational Church,” and "History 
along Highway 4."

The Woods restored the P. L. Traver building in 
Murphys in 1949. They have maintained the popular Old 
Timers Museum in this building which also serves as their 
week-end home. And, as most of us know well, Coke 
helped organize the Society in 1952, has served long and 
faithfully as an officer and committeeman, and for 12 
years was editor of this quarterly.

It is always a source of wonder to us that a person as 
busy and as involved in so many organizations, in addi
tion to his teaching and other committments, as Professor 
Wood is, that he has time for our Society and its projects 
and problems. For this we are all most grateful.



WADE HAMPTON JOHNSTON
From a daguerreotype made shortly after Johnston 
arrived in California. We reprint it from the January, 
1966, issue of "Las Calaveras/' which contained a sketch 
of Johnston's life.

I didn’t eat any breakfast. It was drizzling rain. The 
grass was about two inches high. With my clothes and 
my violin under my arm, I said “good-by for five years.” 
Then I had to walk seven miles to the Meramec to catch 
up with the wagon train. On the way I passed Richard
son’s place. Virginia Richardson walked with me down to 
the Meramec.

A crowd had gathered at the Meramec River to see us 
off. Perhaps fifty people. My father was there.*

We said good-by and with two four-ox wagons and 
a hundred and thirty head of cattle we started for 
California.

It was the 4th of April, 1854. The train consisted of 
eleven men: Henry Richardson, the boss; William Elling
ton; Jacob Hershbarger; James Gamble; Jacob Snyder; 
Gideon Adams and John Q. Adams (not related); Joseph 
Martin, who kept a diary; Lewis Fine, who was from 
Arkansas; Yankee Bill, who came in at St. Joseph, Mis
souri (I don’t know his surname), and me, Wade 
Johnston.

The first day we went as far as Florissant in St. Louis

County, up on the Missouri River. Some of Billie Elling
ton’s people lived there. It rained on us most all that 
afternoon. On the third day out I lost my $5.00 violin bow.

We arrived in Nebraska on the 2nd of May and camped 
near the Missouri River. Here, four hundred head of 
steers belonging to a Mr. Nye came near running over 
us. The steers had been gathered in the center of a lot of 
corncribs. It came a rain and the rails began to slip and 
the corn piled high in the cribs forced them out, stam
peding the steers. When the cattle came past us, a man 
was hanging to the tail of a big steer and yelling. They 
ran away down on the Missouri bottom. He stayed with 
them all night and brought them back next day. He 
didn’t lose any of them.

I think this man Nye was afterwards Governor of 
Nevada. Hal Richardson said that he was a well educated 
man. Nebraska was just settling up then. The Nebraska 
Bill was before the House.

The next night we camped at Big Blue. It was about 
dry when we crossed it. But that evening there was a 
cloudburst in the mountains and Big Blue went out of its 
banks’ The cattle ran off. Some of the boys stayed with 
the cattle all night. Jake Hershbarger and I stayed with 
the wagons. There was rain and sleet all next day. We 
had the roughest time here of any while crossing the 
plains. We stayed here three days in the rain and sleet.

When we arrived at Fort Kearney the soldiers were on 
parade. We camped where we could see them. We stayed 
two or three days there and took a rest.

Old John Q. Adams used to give us the history of a 
soldier’s life everynight. He served all through the Black 
Hawk War, and I think he was in the War of 1812, for 
he was an old man, about the age of my father. He knew 
my grandfather, Ben Johnston, Sr. He called him a “big- 
nosed Englishman.”

He was one of the roughest kind of talking men. But 
he was a Bible reader. He had an old-fashioned Bible 
like my Grandmother Byrd’s that he carried through the 
Black Hawk War. He died right up here at the old Tom 
Villa place (Calaveras County) where Rattos live now. 
His son was here at the time. I got his Bible but when 
I went to the copper mines near Copperopolis in 1863, 
someone stole it, as well as another book of mine, “Cali
fornia Scenery.”

*Johnston was always reluctant to speak of that fare
well. One can well imagine the scene between the im
petuous young man on his way to the gold fields and the 
father, Ben Johnston, Jr., a very busy country barrister, 
judge, and farmer, about to see his youngest son for the 
last time. Cousin Betty Byrd (Hascall) wrote of the event 
some 70 years later: “The Johnstons were a very agree
able and happy family. ... I often think of when Wade 
left for California. Enfield and I were at Margaret Winer’s 
staying all night. When we got home Sarah said, ‘Wade 
has gone to California.’ I knew home was broke up; 
Charley gone (to California), now Wade gone. I sat out 
on the porch and cried for a long time. When I think of 
it now I can hardly keep back the tears.”

In after years, Johnston said, “I would have been 
better off if I had done as my father wanted me to do— 
stay at home and work in his office two years more.” Al
though he wrote faithfully to his father and sisters, he 
never returned to Missouri.
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CALAVERANS BOTH

Two young men from Calaveras 
County pose for their pictures, 
one at a studio in Sonora, the 
other at Stockton. Even though 
they were dressed up, they wore 
their boots, as was the practical 
custom of the day. These por
traits, as well as the other early 
day pictures in this issue, are 
from tintypes and photographs 
from the extensive Eva Soracco 
collection.

While at the Platt, I bought a new Violin bow and an 
elk skin to keep my violin in. It kept it dry. I had had 
nothing but a sack to carry it in.

Jacob Hershbarger and I want out hunting on an island 
in the Platt River. We were only on the island a few 
minutes when wolves got the scent of us, and the first 
thing we knew we were almost surrounded. All around 
we could see their noses sticking straight up in the air, 
in the tall grass, coming towards us. We didn’t lose 
any time getting out of there. The island must have been 
alive with wolves.

For miles and miles along the Platt River, we always 
had a quarrel for supper. They all quarreled except me. 
I don’t know why it was, unless it was the old violin.

Joe Martin used to always read his diary to us in the 
evenings. He was the best educated man in the train— 
really the only educated man. I guess he had lots of 
things jotted down that he never said anything about, 
though.

We camped one night about June 15th just below Fort 
Laramie on the Laramie River (Wyoming). It was a big 
clear stream that looked good enough to drink.

Before reaching Fort Laramie we passed the Black 
Hills, and about June 5th we came to the poison alkali 
water. Everybody that drove stock across the plains had 
to watch out for them and not let them drink that poison 
water. We found lots of dead animals here. These dead 
animals would swell up and burst. We would hear them 
in the night and the odor was so strong you could hardly 
stand it.

We camped along the Sweetwater River, a nice stream 
about forty yards wide and four feet deep. Somewhere 
along here old Gid Adams stampeded the cattle. He got

scared of a hare. Sometimes he was ahead and sometimes 
the cattle were ahead in the mad rush. He thought it was 
a bear. It was one of those great big jack rabbits.

We passed Ham’s Fork of the Green River and the Soda 
Springs near Johnson’s cut off.

Jacob Hershbarger was a nice boy about nineteen. He 
was lots of company crossing the plains. He liked to 
sing. Two of his songs were “Old Zip Coon” and “Caroline 
of Edinboro’ Town.”

Jake got possession of Billie Ellington’s buckskin 
pants. At Green River Jake came in wet one day and 
stood by the fire until the pockets twisted around where 
the seat ought to be. To look at his pants you couldn’t 
tell which way he was a’going. After we got to California 
Jake wore these to some of our stag dances.

For miles and miles along Bear River there was just 
room for a wagon to pass. All along on both sides were 
cinders thrown out at some time by a volcano.

At the sink of the Humboldt we passed hundreds of 
skeletons of cattle and horses and many deserted emi
grant wagons.

We passed near what is now Virginia City and through 
Carson Valley, then called “The Eagle Ranch.” I think 
we were at Carson when we heard of Joaquin Murietta 
and his capture. At the Hot Springs I killed a snipe and 
cooked it in the Hot Spring just as nice as if I’d cooked 
it on the fire. We camped at Lake Tahoe, where we bought 
half a deer of an Indian and we ate it all for supper. 
We were hungry for fresh meat. We gathered and ate 
lots of wild gooseberries, but we were afraid to eat the 
thimbleberries.

We were crossing the summit about the 24th of August. 
We arrived at Hangtown (Placerville), California, on 
August 26th, 1854.
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My Placer County Adventures
Hangtown was then a big town and full of Chinamen. 

Every way you looked you would see Chinamen. We only 
stayed one night in Hangtown and I played for the boys 
to dance that evening. The next morning an emigrant 
woman pointed me out, saying, “Thar goes a young man 
that’s going to make his pile.” I was offered fifty dollars 
for my violin at Hangtown. I had paid ten for it in St. 
Louis.

In the morning Lewis Fine, William Ellington, Jacob 
Hershbarger and I struck out for Yankee Jims, with one 
mule as a pack animal to carry our blankets. And, we 
four agreed, in case of anyone’s death, we would see that 
each other had a decent burial.

We passed through Coloma and reached a point on the 
Devil’s Canyon, on the North Fork of the American River, 
just in sight of Yankee Jims that day. We rested a few 
minutes and then went down to the town. The streets 
were full of men night and day. But there wasn’t as 
many Chinamen as at Hangtown.

Here we met our old friend, Billie Smith, of Jefferson

GIRL OF THE GOLD RUSH
There were few women in the early gold rush camps and 
these by necessity needed much courage and fortitude to 
face the vicissitudes of the day. This Calaveras girl was 
such a person if one can judge by the tintype, a fine 
example of the art of photography in the 'fifties.

County, Missouri.* He took us over to where he was 
operating a mine at Spring Garden called the Eagle 
Tunnel. He found us an old miner’s cabin to stop in. 
We got in a sack of self-rising flour and some fresh beef 
and spent several days there just looking around.

There were a few big hydraulic claims running out, 
just west of Yankee Jims. I guess this is where hydraulic 
mining started. Many of their drift mines were open and 
paying well. If I’d had my way I would have stayed in 
Placer County.

Billie Smith showed us the different places. He picked 
out a place on Spring Garden Creek where he thought we 
could make grub. So we got three or four sluice boxes and 
went to work. We made enough to keep us but that was 
about all.

Hal Richardson used to say, “All the gold is down in 
the deep places, on the bottom. There is nothing on the 
rim.” Billie Smith told me if I wanted to pan, I might go 
down in a hole that he showed me. This hole was four
teen feet deep and, although I had never panned before, 
I got half an ounce of gold in two days. But this ground 
belonged to Billie Smith’s company and his partners 
didn’t like it so I quit.

Spring Garden was three miles from Yankee Jims. The 
business men were John Dick, merchant; Mr. Hollister, 
hotel keeper; and Mr. Harris, who ran a sawmill. We did 
our trading with John Dick. Mr. Hollister was lucky 
enough to draw his money, $4000. just the day before 
Adams and Company went broke. Mr. Hollister, who had 
a wife and a little girl named Zitta, left Spring Garden 
in the spring of 1855. The last I heard of him he was 
at Sacramento.

We visited Iowa Hill and Wisconsin Hill. At Iowa Hill, 
I met William Frey, from Jefferson County, Missouri. 
He had interests there and he had married at Iowa Hill. 
We found it to be a lively mining camp. But we didn’t 
meet anybody else here that we were acquainted with, so 
we returned to Spring Garden.

Todd’s Valley is about half a mile from Spring Garden. 
At that time it was another lively camp. There were 
several merchandise stores, a fandango house, and they 
had a string band, called “Old Shave’s Band.”

I only visited Todd’s Valley once. That was to attend 
Lee and Marshall’s circus. I think it was the first one to 
visit Placer County. I think the name of the tightrope 
walker was Miss Sin Clare. The Lee brothers were the 
trapeze performers. I think they were English. George 
Peoples, of St. Louis, was the pole climber. He got a fall 
down around Los Angeles and was killed. The celebrated 
clown, “Frencha,” was with Lee and Marshall’s Circus. He 
had his fun with the Chinamen.

Soon after I arrived in Placer County they hung a 
Johnston. His name was George. They had a joke on me 
there for a long time, about hanging one of the Johnston 
family. He killed a man at Yankee Jims. A mob just 
threw a rope round his neck, and dragged him to the 
nearest tree. This was his second victim. He had killed 
a man before this, over about Georgetown. I think this 
happened in ’54.

I got my first experience as a drift miner in 1854, in 
the Eagle Tunnel. I was working here for J. C. Colehower 

♦In 1852 Billie Smith crossed to California with the Rich
ardsons, Israel Waters and others from Jefferson County.
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for $4 a day. I made many mistakes. My first one was to 
run the car off the track fifteen feet high.

The dump had got filled up, so I shoveled the muck 
off the track. I must have knocked the little block off 
that we kept on the end of the track, to stop the car. 
When I got to the end with the loaded car, it started to 
go over. I used all my strength, and held it there on a 
balance. I felt myself going over with it. Then I let go 
of the car and threw myself back on the track. Colehower, 
who was setting at the cabin door, kicked over his chair, 
and hollered: “’Way goes Johnston and the car.”

Down the car went, end over end, dumping the load 
at the first turn. Then it went on wheels for about 200 
feet farther down. We finally got the car back on the track 
and found the only damage was to the car bed. They then 
put in a new track. It should have been done before.

My next mistake was in the Eagle Tunnel. It was 
about 800 feet long. The first 600 feet out had a down 
grade. You could jump on the car and it would run with
out being pushed. At the end of the 600 feet there was a 
reverse grade, for the next 100 feet, at a three foot rise. 
At the top of this grade or incline, they had a windlass 
to draw the loaded cars up. There was a 100 foot rope, 
with a hook on the end of it, on the windlass.

I was mucking with William Fero. We filled the car. 
Then Fero gave me a piece of candle to light my way out. 
The candle went out. I couldn’t find the hook. I was 
afraid of being too long on the job. So by putting my 
heels against the ties, I found I could move the car about 
four feet at a time.

When I got it up to within six feet of the windlass, 
Fero came up and said, “Johnston, what are you trying to 
do?” I replied, “I’m trying to get this damned car up.” 
Fero said, “That’s a job no other man could do. It’s a 
big load for a mule.”

If I’d had ten minutes more, I would have got it up, 
and Fero would never have known the difference. We had 
many laughs over it, and they gave me the name of the 
strongest man in the company.

Two years after I left Placer County and came to Cala
veras County, I received a letter from Jacob Hershbarger, 
saying that a new company had come in there, jumped 
the Eagle Tunnel claim, put in a hydraulic, and made 
a pile of money.

The first sparing match I ever witnessed was at Yankee 
Jims. I paid a dollar to see it, between Yankee Sullivan 
and John Heenan.

John Heenan at that time was known as the “Benecia 
Boy.” He was working for the boilermakers at Benecia. 
That was where they first learned of his power of striking 
from the shoulder. Yankee Sullivan had picked him up 
and was training him for a match with Tom Sayers, a 
sailor and English Champion at that time. Heenan was 
very awkward. But Yank said, “After I get him trained 
he will make a good one.” And he did.

Yankee Sullivan and two or three other pugilists were 
touring California. They had a local sport with them, from 
Georgetown. His name was Timothy Howling. He was 
very popular with the miners of Georgetown. Howling Flat 
there was named for him. He had mined on the flat in 
early days.

It was the local sports that made the fun for us, after 
the regular sparring match was over. Their awkwardness 
amused the boys. This pleased the trained men. And once

"HOLD IT ONE MORE MINUTE!"
"Consarn it hurry up. I've got places to go." The ubi
quitous pedestal was there to lean on, so that the pose 
could be held for the long exposure necessary. Often the 
photographer would color-tint the flowers draped across 
it in the final tintype.

in a while they would take a hand with the greenhorns, 
just for the fun of it. We spent most of the night at Yankee 
Jims. All of us were satisfied that we had got the worth 
of our money.

Jim Allen came in one day, the blood streaming from 
his nose! He wanted to get mad, but he couldn’t. He and 
J. C. Colehower had been practicing. Jim Allen afterwards 
became a prize fighter.

He was the Allen that I struck between the shoulders, 
with the double-jack. He was holding the drill, and I was 
striking. He just settled down and didn’t even grunt. 
Then he looked around and said, “I don’t want you to do 
THAT again if you can help it.”

This happened at the North American Tunnel, just 
below and running up into Todd’s Valley. J. C. Colehower 
and Jim Allen were interested in this tunnel at the time, 
and I was working for Colehower. The water was coming 
down “like your fingers” and blinding me. I was striking 
overhanded when I hit Allen in the back.

The North American Tunnel was 400 or 500 feet long.
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"YOU BOYS FROM JEFFERSON COUNTY?"
These Calaveras Argonauts casually wandered into a 
traveling photographer's salon right near the diggings 
and had their likenesses fixed on this candid tintype.

They ran their dirt out in a car. Colehower was paying 
me $5 a day, and offered me $6 if I’d stay. But I couldn’t 
stand the water.

We looked forward eagerly to letters from home. Here 
is one that I saved from my sister Enfield:

“Jefferson County, Missouri.
Jan. 7, 1855 

“My Dear Brother:
“You cannot imagine the pleasure it is to us, to get 

a letter from you. I have never received but one letter 
from you since you left.

“O Wade! You wrote to most everybody around, before 
you wrote to us girls. And I thought you would have 
written to us first. Dear brother, you may not think it 
hurt our feelings. But I can tell you, I have shed many 
a tear for you, since you left. But I will overlook that if 
you will write again.

“O Wade. Come home. I think you can do very well 
here, if you would only come home, and think so. And 
then we could be together and be so happy.

“We are all well but Betty Byrd. Her health is very 
bad. Cousin Durrie Casey is married to a lady in St. Louis. 

“Wade, you said, you thought it was time some of us 
were getting married. Well I expect it is. But at the same

time, I think we better look before w? leap.
“Oh, you said something about Lewis Fine. I told 

Olive Kendall what you said. She told me to give her 
best love to you. And she wished you to tell Lewis Fine, 
if he was her only chance she would remain as she was. 
She said, ‘I think I can get married, and not marry Lewis 
Fine either.’

“Now Wade, give my best respects to Mr. Fine, and tell 
him, if old Enfield is his only chance in Jefferson County, 
he had better remain in California. I think his cake is 
dough!

“Papa has not got his house finished yet, though he 
has all of the boards nailed on, and had not enough. New
man had to make more. He has not got the plaster laid 
yet. I don’t think he will get it finished this winter.

“Brother Austin has finished his house, and is living 
in it. They are well.

“I expect Israel Waters has told you all about the 
wedding and the parties, as he told me that he had 
written to you.

“Papa has John Prater hired this winter. We have had 
but little winter yet. Yet we have had two snows. It 
rained three days and nights this week.

“We have not had a letter from Margaret Winer for 
some time. She was well when we heard from her. She 
said that she wanted me to write her directions on how 
to direct a letter to you.

“Wade, I must quit. It is late. Little Emma sends her 
love to you. Here is my best love for you.

“Your affectionate sister Enfield”

I think we only had one Bloomer Dance at Spring 
Garden. But we had many oyster suppers and stag dances, 
as we called them. There were no women then to dance 
with. Crossing the plains, you would see many of the 
women wearing bloomers. Billie Smith was the first one 
to suggest the bloomer dances. So we sent to Sacramento 
for four pair of bloomers, enough for one set.

We had the Bloomer Dance at the Spring Garden Hotel 
(Hollister’s). There were three lady spectators that sat 
back and did their share of laughing. They were Mrs. 
Hollister, the landlady, Mrs. Williams and a Miss Byrd.

The funniest part of these dances was the boys trying 
to play lady. Some of the boys looked like sharks in their 
bloomers. Jacob Hershbarger was as good as a circus, 
in Billie Ellington’s twisted buckskin pants.

I played for all of our little dances. Four or five of us 
stood all of the expenses. We found it too expensive to 
continue with the Bloomer Dances. We had the supper to 
pay for, too. I don’t know what became of the bloomers. 
I think they were left at the Spring Garden Hotel. Our 
oyster suppers were cooked by a French chef. I couldn’t 
eat one of those French style oyster suppers now.

Some of the boys would have a game of cards. It was 
a good time to spin California yarns, getting all of the 
boys together. We had a lot of good singers in pioneer 
days. The most of them were sailors. Billie Ellington 
and Lew Fine had left Placer County and were in Cala
veras at the time of these gatherings.

The names of some of the boys that sang, danced, 
played cards and spun yarns at Spring Garden in ’54 
and ’55:
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Ben Locke Bob Johnson David Bowers
John Kagle
Mr. Buckingham

Billie Smith
J. C. Colehower

William Fero
Frank Piper

Jacob Hershbarger Jim Allen
Mike Dace, a preacher’s son, from Jefferson County.
Mr. Harris, who ran the sawmill.
John Dick, the merchant.
Billie _____________ , John Dick’s clerk.
Barney__________ , who worked in the Eagle Tunnel.
And a sailor, who was a fine singer, I forgot his name. 

While I was at Spring Garden, the Eagle Company 
ceased work in the Eagle Tunnel, and gave a contract to 
run a new one from the east side. William Fero, a partner,
being the lowest bidder, got the contract. Fero started 
the tunnel. But he gave it up. I don’t think he did much 
work before dropping it. Anyway, he took the contract 
too cheap.

I got well acquainted with one of the merchants at 
Yankee Jims, Mr. Harris. He was a great fellow to tell 
jokes on the Missourians. His partner, Bob Craven, was 
afterwards elected State Librarian. I also got to know Jim 
Cartwright, the constable there, but I never met the sheriff.

Just before leaving Placer County, I worked about ten

CALAVERAS PIONEERS
Their identity is lost, but these were the type of people 
that stayed on after the gold rush and found a good home 
in the County.

days with Mike Dace. We mined in a gulch that ran into 
the Devil’s Canyon. We worked it with a rocker and made 
$4 and $5 a day. While we were working here, a China 
company came along and wanted to buy the claim. Dace 
thought it was pretty well worked out, and offered to 
sell to them for $25.

He gave me some gold and told me to salt the mine 
for the Chinamen. So I put the gold where he told me to. 
The Chinamen came back, and of course, went to prospect
ing. It showed up too nice. I happened to salt it right 
where there was already a good prospect. The Chinamen 
got suspicious. They went off, and waited until we worked 
that piece of ground out. We made $25 in two days. When 
they came back and found us still working, they gave us 
the $25 and took possession. The Chinamen only stayed 
with it a week. The ledge raised up and there was no 
gravel to work on. Dace said, “I’m satisfied they didn’t 
get their money out of it.” It was all nice coarse gold 
and may have been close to a quartz vein. No channel 
gold in it.

This was my last mining in Placer County where I 
stayed until May of ’55. I had made no mining locations 
there. I did no hunting in Placer County. I didn’t handle 
a gun at all. Not even a pistol. And that May, Billie 
Smith and I said goodby to Placer County and hello to 
Calaveras.

Yaqui Camp
Billie Smith and I arrived in Calaveras County in May, 

1855. I had $130 in gold dust. I used this to pay my share 
of the bills when I took possession of my quarter-interest 
in the Poverty Hill Mine, two miles southeast of San 
Andreas.

Lewis Fine came down here before I did. He struck 
the first prospect in ’54 that led to staking the claim. He 
and Hilts Sanborn made the first locations, calling it 
Poverty Hill Mine. It was later called the Missouri Tunnel 
Mine and eventually the Wade Johnston Mine. Lewis 
Fine took me in as a partner and Hilts Sanborn took in a 
Mr. Churchill, making four in the company. Although I 
was at Yankee Jims when the first location was made, 
they put my name on it. There were four claims in all, 
each 100 feet wide and running through the hill (east
west).

When I first came to Yaqui Camp we lived in a cabin 
where Hedrick’s orchard is now, where Harvey Hedrick 
afterwards (1859) built a dwelling house and where the 
most of his children were born. We lived here from ’55 
until ’59. What is now the Hedrick Gravel Mine was at 
that time owned by the Allen Miller-Nickerson company. 
I worked for Allen Miller but I never was interested in 
the mine. They located it in 1852.

Of the four locations on Poverty Hill, all changed 
hands more than once, except my share. Billie Ellington 
who came down to Calaveras County in 1854 before Fine 
did, later became a partner.

We changed the names of most all of these gulches. 
When I came to Yaqui Camp you could hardly find any
thing around here with a decent name.

In Joaquin Murietta’s time Yaqui Camp was a town 
of mostly Mexicans, Chileans and Yaqui Indians. There
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Were fandango houses and one or two stores on the flat 
where our old dump is, and across Willow Creek on the 
high point, at the mouth of Mexican (Chileano) Gulch, 
was another store, and old boots and tin cans were laying 
around Yaqui Camp in the 1880’s. There were two or three 
cabins on the point and a number on the flat. There were 
several cabins and rock chimneys at the mouth of the 
Charles Bannon (Hedrick) Gulch at the Hedrick orchard. 
On both sides where Yaqui Gulch enters Willow Creek 
there were several houses and two or three cabins on 
Paradise Gulch and at the mouth of the gulch.

There was a business house, either store or hotel, on 
Bannon Gulch, about midway up where the old wagon 
road crossed it in the ’70s.*

I worked some on Mexican Gulch. Chinamen got a 
nugget weighing one pound at the head of the gulch. 
Chileanos also worked it. Just across Willow Creek on the 
flat Dick Stackpole found a one pound nugget. Old Cap 
Ferguson used to say, “The Mexicans took gold out of that 
gulch by the pound.” Much later Len Wilcox and Mike 
Schanin were interested in a quartz mine at the head of 
this gulch at the time Len died in Altaville (Feb. 1892). 
Len was an old friend of Demarest’s, a machinist, and 
worked in the Altaville Foundry.

Many of the pioneers wore white wool hats and white 
duck pants in the ’50s. One of these wool hats would 
last twenty years. You could wash them. The white duck 
pants would become waterproof with clay and grease. 
They would stand up alone.

There was no post office and no blacksmith shop in 
San Andreas in 1855. We went clear down to North Branch 
to get our mail and to have our picks sharpened. The 
first post office was opened in San Andreas in ’56. Charles 
Faville was the postmaster. Ed Purple was Justice of the 
Peace in 1855. Judge Taliaferro was Justice before Ed 
Purple. Mulford was sheriff in ’55.

We used to carry six picks down to the bridge, at North 
Branch, to Hall and Robinson’s twice a week and then 
when these were used up we worked with dull picks. Hall 
and Robinson at that time carried on a blacksmithing 
business at Central Hill and another at North Branch, 
near this end of the bridge. Jack Hall later ran a black
smith shop in San Andreas, where he raised his family, 
a son, Austin, who married Miss Anna Washburn, and a 
daughter, Ada, who married Lee McAdams.

We claim the credit of introducing the first flat-eyed 
pick in Calaveras County. The flat-eyed pick was in
vented by Hugh Graves, the blacksmith at Yankee Jims, 
when he lived back in Wisconsin. It was different from 
the common welded-eye or bulls-eye as it was called. 
Instead of a welded eye, it was punched through a solid 
block of iron. It had a flat eye, similar to an ax, and 
required a flat handle. A long wedge was driven in at 
each end of the eye and clinched. And several small 
wedges were driven in the center of the eye.

Hal Richardson was acquainted with Hugh Graves in 
Wisconsin. Just before I left Placer County for Calaveras 
County, Hal Richardson came up there on a little visit. 
Before he returned he said, “Be sure and bring a flat-eyed 
pick with you. There are none in Calaveras County.”

So I went to Hugh Graves at Yankee Jims and bought 

*1 am told by Johana Nuland that Bob Redmond ran a 
store in Yaqui Camp in early days. E. E. J.

a new one. Just the pick and wedges, without the handle. 
I paid $4 for it. And Billie Smith brought one of his that 
he had used in the Eagle Tunnel.

When Billie and I arrived in Calaveras County, I took 
my pick to Hall and Robinson. They took the pattern of 
that pick, and it was known as the Wisconsin drifting 
pick. Pretty soon the bulls-eye pick was dropped, except 
by Chinamen. Miners wouldn’t use it any more in a drift. 
The flat-eyed pick was so much lighter and better that 
after using it once, a man would throw away his bulls-eye.

In 1856 Jacob Hershbarger wrote me that the town of 
Yankee Jims burned down, and the miners wouldn’t let 
them build it up again. They located it for mining ground 
and mined it out. The best part of the gravel channel was 
right under the town. It was shallow and very rich.

Jacob Hershbarger remained in Placer County. I wrote 
him to come down here, to Calaveras County, and buy 
into the mine. When he replied, he said that his father 
and brother had come out here. This was the first time 
that he gave his right name. He had run away from his 
parents in Philadelphia when he was about 15 years old, 
and he had gone by the name of Barger. He had worked 
his way up into Iowa, and then down into Jefferson 
County. And he was living with Billie Ellington’s mother, 
Mrs. Sutherland, when he joined Hal Richardson’s train, 
to come to California.

Yaqui Camp and San Andreas Old Timers
John Osgood told me, “if that big piece of gold taken 

out on Willow Creek wasn’t gold, I don’t know what gold 
is. I was in the San Andreas Express Office when three 
Frenchmen brought it in, in a wheelbarrow, with gunny 
sacks thrown over it. It weighed 160 pounds, gold and 
quartz mixed.”

It was found just below where Gianninis live now, 
about August 1854. I read about it in the papers while in 
Placer County. It was said that it was sent back to France. 
There doesn’t seem to be any record of it, but John Osgood 
was considered a reliable man.

Old Boone of San Andreas had very little education. 
He had great confidence in David Gay. They were mining 
partners at one time. Dave Gay told me that Boone called 
him up to his cabin one time when he wanted to look for 
a bill. He began taking down bills that were stuck in 
crevices all around the top of the cabin. The notes that he 
showed him amounted to $60,000 that he had against the 
people of this vicinity. He never took anything but a plain 
note. When he was pronounced crazy his cabin was 
robbed right away.

Boone used to talk to me about his Uncle Daniel Boone 
of Kentucky and Missouri. He said, “I have met lots of 
men from there, that knew old Dan.” Boone had a brother 
that was wealthy. He didn’t like him and he used to say, 
“I just want to live until I have more money than my 
brother.” He loaned money to people that never could 
or intended to pay him. He would say, “Oh, Mr..................
is an honest man. If he ever makes it he will pay me.”

When I came to the County, Old Boone was mining at 
Chilean Hill, this side of Mokelumne Hill. Joe Marshall was 
one of his partners. This is where I first met them. At 
that time Joe Marshall was just such a fine-looking fellow 
as his son Jack. Boone, Marshall and others were inter
ested in a mine there called the Missouri Claim. I think
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Joe Marshall came here in 1852. He was from Ohio.*
Billie Ellington used to tell me about two miners 

burying two black chunk bottles of gold dust, while they 
were drunk at Chili Gulch, and they never could find 
them again.

When I came to the County in ’55, Cap Pope was mining 
at Mokelumne Hill. He carted his dirt down to the Mo- 
kelumne River to wash it. He once told me, “When I 
don’t get $40 to the cart load I think I am out of luck.”

Bill Irvine claimed he got $2100 in one pan at French 
Hill. French Hill was near Nigger Hill and Mokelumne 
Hill. In ’55 Bill Irvine ran a sawmill on Willow Creek, 
just above where Gianninis live now. We used to buy 
lumber of Irvine.

Bill Irvine married the adopted daughter of Mike 
Callahan. Callahan ran the Kinderhook Hotel at San 
Andreas. Irvine was boarding there at the time. His 
children were Tom, Henry, Carrie and Lewis.

Callahan later adopted Bill Irvine’s son Tom and left 
him a little fortune ($15,000, I think). Bill Irvine invested 
this in a ship-load of goods and, unfortunately, all was 
lost at sea.

Bill Irvine had a siege of litigation with old John 
Rathgeb over what is called the Old Irvine Mine. The 
Rathgebs were drifting in on Irvine’s ground. This is 
where they got $2000 to the pan. Old Jim Dean said that 
he saw it and it bent the pan to lift it. Bill Irvine was 
later interested in some good mines over at Carson Hill.

One time in ’55, when there was a lot of donkeys in 
town, a good talker was trying to preach a sermon on 
what was later called “Friedberger Corner.” Some 
fellows around there blocked both ends of Main Street 
with pack animals and then set a lot of dogs on some 
more and ran them up and down the street in an effort 
to drown the preacher’s voice. He went right ahead with 
his preaching. I think it was Bill Irvine, who with tears 
in his eyes, walked up and gave him his hand.

The Rathgebs of Lower Calaveritas** were German 
Swiss. There were three brothers, all named John, and a 
fourth, Charley. One of these Johns was killed at Mokel
umne Hill. A bucket full of drills was dumped on him 
while he was in a shaft. When they came over here to 
Lower Calaveritas, one of the remaining Johns was called

*Joe Marshall married Miss Mollie Sullivan in the ’70s. 
She was teaching school at Murphys at the time. She was 
born in Boston of Irish parents and came to San Francisco 
when she was about 14. Mollie had a brother, Peter, and 
a sister, Hannah, who married Mr. McGuire. Peter and 
Hannah reared families in San Francisco. Joe Marshall’s 
family of two sons and two daughters were born and 
raised near the County Hospital, San Andreas.

Mrs. Marshall used to say, “When Joe Marshall asked 
me to marry him he thought himself worth $30,000. Soon 
afterwards his stocks became worthless.” He said to me, 
“Well I have lost everything and I guess I have lost 
you too.” I answered, “No you have not lost me, if you 
will promise that I may have a hired girl.” And he 
did. E. E. J.

**Lower Calaveritas was the name for the little settle
ment at the junction of Willow Creek and Calaveritas 
Creek. The latter was often called O’Neil’s Creek, a name 
now restricted to one of its headwaters.

"CAP”
Desperado or responsible citizen, this unknown resident 
of a Calaveras gold camp was one to be reckoned with 
most carefully, you may be sure. From a tintype.

Hans.
All three Rathgebs were interested in the Union 

Mine. Old John took out a $40,000 pocket while Gus 
Cottle was working there.

The Georgians had a hard time in California. They 
used to go in bands, single file, with a fiddler at the 
head. They’d say, “Take my long stem (shovel) and go 
down and heave slickens awhile.” They called pay dirt 
“pay grit.”

Joe Zwinge, Antone Shackton and old Watson were 
running a restaurant and bakery on Main Street in San 
Andreas in ’55. I think it was called the American Res
taurant. Zwinge was married at the time. They did a big 
business in 1856. Joe later quit the restaurant business 
and moved out to his ranch on Murray Creek and peddled 
fruit and vegetables around San Andreas. He fell from 
his peddling wagon on Murray Creek in ’88 and was 
killed. He had come to California in 1852.* Old Watson

*In 1927 Will Zwinge told me, “My father and Joe 
Shackton first ran a restaurant in a big tent that cost 
$1600. It burned down and they put up a wooden building. 
The wooden building burned down and they put up a 
stone building which still stands (This building was 
renovated by Desire Fricot in 1936 and is now the Library. 
Ed.). My father moved out to the ranch on Murray Creek 
for his health. I am the eldest child. I was born July, 
1855, where the old brewery used to be. Now Mary Ann 
Rathgeb’s property. I am 72.

“The names of the other ten children are John, Mary, 
Lizzie, Henry, Theresa, Joe, Theodor, Kate, Ed and Nat. 
Eight are still living. They leave numerous descendants. 
My father had a brother in New York.” E. E. J.
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ran the restaurant in the seventies. They were all three 
from Germany.

Old Bill George, an Englishman, was a ’49er. He used 
to run a water wheel on Dean’s Hill (now Byers) before 
old Jim Dean came there and he used to come down to 
Lower Calaveritas to see Lucy O’Mara. At one time Judge 
Ira Hill Reed and Bill George were mining partners in 
West Point. I don’t know what ever became of old Bill.

Taliaferro Gulch was named for old Taliaferro who 
later became Superior Judge of San Francisco. It is the 
gulch that empties into O’Neil’s Canyon just below Smith’s 
on the east side. John Robertson wrote me in 1901 about 
early days in that gulch.

“Speaking about quartz, the two leads in Lower 
Calaveritas have quite a history. The one that we pros
pected was struck by a man named Westfield in 1852. 
Billie Watt, Taliaferro and others sunk it about 14 feet 
in 1854 and quit. In 1857 I was examining their dump 
and saw gold in the rock. I got Jim Hunter, Bill and 
Frank Wallace to go in With me. We sunk about 40 feet. 
We struck rock that assayed $2000 a ton, but the water 
troubled us and we sold out to a Swiss for $500. The 
Swiss company prospected awhile and quit. And the Swiss 
was afterwards killed.

“The men on the creek north of us (Lemon Syrup 
Creek) had an arrastre. But they didn’t seem to make 
it pay. The gold in Taliaferro Gulch was scraggy quartz 
gold. Above where the vein crossed the gulch there was 
nothing. Taliaferro lead was not prospected much until 
’59 or ’60. We talked about it. But we never got at it. But 
some Greasers did, and they struck some rich rotten 
quartz. And to help them hold it from professional mine 
jumpers, they gave Jeff Gatewood an interest. I recollect 
one day Jeff Gatewood and the Greasers came into the 
store at Lower Calaveritas with $400 or $500 worth of clean 
gold that they had panned out.”

People used to think here that nobody but miners used 
beans. Lots of beans are used now. My mother only used 
the little white beans once in a while, for soups or to bake. 
The miners used to put half a ham in a kettle of beans 
and then sometimes fry them afterwards. They were too 
greasy. Old Judge Norman used to say: “I’ve sent half 
the men of Calaveras County to the asylum just from 
living alone and eating beans.”

Old Dick Rhead in San Andreas, who was Justice of 
the Peace many years, liked beans. He used to go up to 
the Colombo Hotel once a week in the ’80s to eat beans. 
He said they cooked them “miner-fashion.” He was a 
good cook, too. He raised two children in San Andreas, 
Allie and Belle.

Lloyd and Norman were both very fond of cabbage and 
bacon. Old Pittman, who worked for them here on the 
ranch, went into town once, saying, “Cabbage and bacon 
once a week is all right, but cabbage and bacon twenty
seven times a week would kill anybody.”

I first met Cap Ellis in old Herchel’s barbershop in San 
Andreas (Down near Agostini’s store. E. E. J.). Billie 
Pfortner was there too. He was just raising a mustache 
like myself. I was next in line to be shaved when Cap 
Ellis who was also waiting for a shave said, “I have some 
papers to serve.” I gave him my place and that was our 
introduction. He was a good-looking man, with a fine 
pair of Cherokee eyes in his head. He ran for State 
Senator on the Know-Nothing ticket and was defeated 
by the Irish. I have heard lots of Irishmen say they would 
like to vote for Cap Ellis, but they couldn’t do it because 

he was so bitter against the Irish. He was a nice sociable 
man and he wasn’t down on a decent Irishman. He used 
to borrow money of old Maurice Murphy here at Lower 
Calaveritas. Maurice used to laugh about it. But Cap 
Ellis was an honest man and Maurice couldn’t refuse him.

Cap Ellis was another dare-devil like Ben Thorn. Not 
afraid of anything. He want back to his native state, 
Texas, and joined the Confederate Army. I never heard 
how he came out of the war.

I saw Cap Ellis save an Irishman’s life here in San 
Andreas in ’56. This Irishman walked up to John Swett, 
who lived on the River, and said, “How old was you when 
your mother was married?” Swett pulled out a long knife 
and was coming down on the Irishman when Cap Ellis 
rushed across the street and caught his arm. It all started 
over the Know-Nothing Party. Ellis was single. Allen 
Miller thought the world of Cap Ellis and old Cap Pope.

I don’t know anything about Ike Betts, only that he 
was a deputy, with Henry Schroebel. Once when they 
came to our claim to collect poll taxes, we told them to 
“clean up the flume.” We couldn’t get water to work with.

Hunter used to live at the old Alabama House (where 
a part of an old chimney still stands). It was a large 
adobe building. The stage used to go past his door, across 
O’Neil’s Creek, where it passed C. Henry Schroebel’s 
butcher shop, then over the hill not far from John Cottle’s 
(Guttinger’s) place and on to Formans (Fourth Crossing) 
where they changed horses, and then on to Angels Camp 
and Sonora. Joe Bryan used to drive stage on this line 
in 1850-53. Scott’s Grade on this side of the ridge (along 
Willow Creek) must have been made about ’54-55 when 
it became the stage road. It was supposed that Henry 
Schroebel sunk this big hole on the quartz, here near the 
top of what was Scott’s hill. It was sunk before I came 
here.

I never attended one of Hunter’s balls. He killed a 
man while he was at the Alabama House over his wife who 
was to blame. This fellow was Sarah Darnell’s beau. 
There used to be a nice orchard at the Alabama House 
and a number of dwelling houses on both sides of O’Neil’s 
Creek.

More Memories of Yaqui Camp
Most every evening there was about fifteen of the boys 

in our cabin, playing cards, singing, dancing and spinning 
yarns to pitch pine torch lights. The pioneers used lots 
of pitch pine.

One evening they got to telling snake stories. Some 
one told a story about a snake that made a peculiar noise. 
Lew Fine asked, “Was it a bull snake?”

He said, “Well, I don’t know whether it was a bull 
snake or a cow snake.” He wasn’t trying to be funny—he 
had never heard of a bull snake—and they all had a good 
laugh over it. Len Wilcox and partners, Allen Miller and 
his partners and several more of the boys about Yaqui 
were there.

In 1855, during the Crimean War, English Jack used to 
hoist a white shirt on a pole whenever he got good news 
from the English at Sebastopol.

When I came to the County there was two stores and 
a butcher shop down here where the old Binum place is 
at Lower Calaveritas. Maurice Murphy’s store was later 
Binum’s dwelling house.

Tom Corcoran had a store and butcher shop where
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LOWER CALAVERITAS
A view from Lower Calaveritas, taken from just above the present Route 49 bridge, looking downstream to the Union 

Stamp mill and O'Neil's canyon. Courtesy of Calaveras County Museum.

Binum’s or Kennedy’s barn stood, where that old founda
tion is on the other side of the creek, near Lemon Syrup 
Gulch. They kept a bar, too. Dennis and Tom Corcoran 
had another store in San Andreas.

Tom Corcoran could neither read nor write. One day 
when his clerk was weighing some gold dust Tom made 
some remark about it and the clerk said: “What do you 
know about weighing gold? You can’t read or write.” 
Corcoran answered, “Well, I just put the gold on one side 
and the weights on the other and guess at it and I never 
was beat yet.”

He made lots of money. Yet it was said all of his 
clerks stole from him. One of them afterwards made him 
a present of a $250 gold watch. One time his clerk was 
rolling out a barrel of condemned whiskey. Tom said to 
him, “Roll it back in the cellar, it’ll do for Dennis to drink.”

Dennis used to say, “It ain’t what you make that makes 
you rich, it’s what you save.” Dennis was walking along 
the street in town one day when a storekeeper who had 
been cleaning out his store threw out a lot of old hats. 
Dennis picked one up, compared it with his own, and said, 
that’s a better hat than mine.” He put it on his head and 

threw his on the pile.
Maurice Murphy went to Chili Gulch (about 1860). 

His daughter Mollie later married Ed Rigney. Ed Rigney 
told me he came here in his mother’s arms when he was 
a year old, in 1857.

(The next installment of the "Talks/' in which Wade 
Johnston will describe some of the desperadoes, ditches, 
mining and other events of the "late fifties" around Yaqui 
Camp, Lower Calaveritas, and San Andreas, will appear 
in a forthcoming issue, Ed.)

Forthcoming Meetings
May 22—At the Old Costa Home at Calaveritas. “Early 

Days in Calaveritas,” by Fred Cuneo.

June 26—San Andreas. Program to be announced.

July 24—Annual Meeting. Place and program to be 
announced.

August 10—Big Trees Picnic of the Mother Lode His
torical Societies.
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OFFICERS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

San Andreas, California
President Mrs. Otta Leonard, Angels Camp 
1st Vice President Albert E. Gross, Murphys 
2nd Vice President  Drew Garland, Murphys 
Secretary  Mrs. Dorothy Sloan, San Andreas 
Treasurer  Mrs. Hattie Hertzig, San Andreas 
Directors  Robert B. Finnegan, Valley Springs 

Mrs. Florence Martell, Murphys 
Allen F. Peek, Mokelumne Hill 

George B. Poore, Jr., San Andreas 
William W. Wells, Mokelumne Hill

Editor of Las Calaveras W. P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 
a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

Mother Lode Architecture Awards
The Society initiated a new project at the March 

meeting—one that may have far-reaching effects over 
the long term. Each year at our Annual Meeting, the 
Society will present awards of merit to those public 
agencies, businesses and home owners of Calaveras 
County who, in the opinion of the Society, have recently 
contributed to the preservation of Mother Lode 
architecture.

Three categories will be considered. These include 
authentic replicas, restoration and refurbishing of an 
original building, and construction of a new building that 
is clearly symbolic of a specific cultural aspect of the 
gold rush period and is identifiable as such.

Anyone, whether or not a member of the Society, may 
nominate a building to be considered for such an award. 
The construction or restoration must have been completed 
within the past three years or so. Your letter of nomi
nation must reach the screening committee by July 1 of 
each year, describing the building, listing the owner, the 
location, which category for consideration, and your 
reasons why the building should qualify for an award. 
Send your nomination to Mrs. John Lemue, Angels Camp, 
California. Awards will be made at the annual meeting 
in July by the presentation of an attractive and appro
priate certificate to the owner.

Back Issues
All except a few of the old issues of Las Calaveras 

may be obtained from the Secretary of the Society. They 
are priced at fifty cents each for members.

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
Twelfth Essay Contest

Our twelfth essay contest was held in the fall, and the 
winners read their essays at the January meeting:

High School Division
Cheryl Nelson, Mountain Ranch 

“Historic El Dorado”
Craig Kingsbury, Hathaway Pines

“Discovery and History of Mercer’s Caverns”
Scott Foster, Murphys 

“Old Ditches of Calaveras County”
Trevor Thomas, Murphys 
“Snowshoe Thompson”

Seventh and Eighth Grades
Brian Altaffer, Avery 

“Camp Tamarack”
John Blake, Avery

“The Emigrant Trail” 

Stevenot Memorial Bridge
The Calaveras Board of Supervisors have designated 

the Historical Society to form a joint committee with the 
Tuolumne Historical Society to work with the State High
way Department in regard to the location and design of 
the plaques to be placed on the proposed high-level bridge 
across the Stanislaus Canyon for Highway 49. A time 
capsule will be placed in the new structure. 

New Members
Mr. Michael Ibold, San Andreas
Mr. William B. Clark, Sacramento 
Mr. George Nelson, Mountain Ranch 
Mrs. Vera Nelson, Mountain Ranch 
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Foley, Murphys 
Mr. Dahl C. Burnham, Stockton 
Wisconsin State Historical Society
Mr. and Mrs. James Claydon, San Andreas 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boles, Hathaway Pines 
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard O’Byron, Stockton 
Mrs. Violet Morales, San Andreas
Mrs. Josepha Wolfenbarger, San Andreas 

Beaver Creek Road Dedication
The dedication of the Beaver Creek Road to the newly- 

opened South Grove will take place in July. The Society 
has been invited to participate in this dedication. 

Gold Spike Centennial Excursion
A most intriguing outing has been arranged for the 

Centennial on May 9th. A train will run from Sacramento 
to Truckee, with several stops for plaque dedications. 
Anyone desiring to make the excursion, contact Dr. Coke 
Wood at University of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif. 95204, 
for reservations.
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NEGROES ON THE LODE
Negro people are seldom seen in Mother Lode country 

today, and perhaps we tend to forget that they played 
a much more important role during the gold rush. Some 
slaves came with their masters to help them make their 
fortunes. Others arrived, free-men or runaways, one was 
not sure, but who cared, in those exciting days along 
the Lode.

To Mrs. McMillian’s sympathetic account of the 
Joiners, we have added the names of a few more black 
families well known about San Andreas a century ago.

The Benjamin Joiner Family
By CECILLE VANDEL McMILLIAN

Between the Catholic Cemetery and French Hill is 
Nigger Hill, first mined in the very early days by black 
miners. Among the old negro families were the Joiners, 
whose past was out of the history pages of the deep 
south. Their childhood was spent below the Mason and 
Dixon Line as slaves on a large plantation, in the days 
before Abraham Lincoln was in the White House. As Mrs. 
Joiner put it herself, “The Lord be praised! We were 
freed by President Lincoln.”

The Joiner family lived in a simple little cottage under 
a large spreading oak tree in Hamby’s field on the Brew
ery Hill road near the old stone wall. The cottage was 
spic-and-span on the outside and neat as a pin within.

Life was never too kind to the Joiners. On February 
16th, 1880, Benjamin Joiner, head of the household, was 
killed by Caleb Johnson. Johnson lived on some mining 
ground in Old Woman’s Gulch, the ownership of which 
had been disputed by the two men for years. Joiner, ac
companied by a young man named Simmons, went over 
to Old Woman’s Gulch to look at the disputed claim. 
While they were there, Johnson came up, carrying a 
cane. Johnson and Joiner had some words regarding the 
boundaries of the ground, the former calling the latter a 
liar. Johnson then drew a large pocket knife, and stabbed 
Joiner as he raised his cane.

For years after the death of Benjamin Joiner, his 

(Continued on Next Page)

JIM BINUM

He was the son of Edmington and Margaret Binum who 
lived at Lower Calaveritas. — Courtesy of Eva Soracco.

Some Black Pioneers

Edmington and Margaret Binum had been slaves in 
Mississippi. Judge W. B. Norman brought them west, and 
allowed Edmington to work out his family’s freedom on 
the Lloyd and Norman ranch near Yaqui Camp. Later, 
about 1870, the Binums moved to the old store at Lower 
Calaveritas. The Binums were half-negro. The large 
family was well liked and respected by its neighbors.

Probably the best known black in Calaveras County 
was Ben Buster, who was reputed to have buried a large 
amount of gold on San Antone Ridge. Another negro, 
Philip Piper, ran the popular Main Street House, a res
taurant, in San Andreas during the fifties. This estab
lishment burned down in the big fire of 1858.

Ferguson, a negro, operated a blacksmith shop at the 
forks of the Angels and Upper Calaveritas roads in the 
’70’s and ’80’s. His wife, “Granny,” became a klepto
maniac in her later years. John Ferguson, a son, was 
involved in the murder of a store-keeper named Johnson, 
about 1870, on the Calaveras River, and was subsequently 
hanged.



The Benjamin Joiner Family
(Continued From Preceding Page)

widow worked for different families of Mokelumne Hill. 
When she became old and crippled, the townspeople 
supported her. Merchants kept her supplied with gro
ceries. Housewives sent homemade dishes, bread, jams, 
butter and fruit. Children made sure that she had a 
supply of firewood.

In her younger days, Lady Joiner was very stout. In 
later years, she was a small, spry little old lady who 
always wore a plaid shawl across her shoulders, a white 
starched blouse, full dark skirt, and a starched white 
apron with minute tucks and crochet.

Like all the negroes of the old south, she was deeply 
religious. Her prized possession was an old Bible her 
mistress had given her when she was a slave. Although 
I believe she could not read or write, in some way she 
could tell the different books of the Bible.

When our parents sent us to her little house with 
home-made dishes and groceries, she would say, “Children, 
I have nothing to give you but my blessings and my 
Master’s teachings; come inside.” She would then seat 
herself in a rocker, open up the Bible, and teach us the 
stories she had learned in her early life as a slave.

We children sat at her feet and all joined her in sing
ing the soulful negro spirituals of the old south. Her 
favorite was, “I Will Meet You on the Other Side of Zion.” 
She always ended with these words: “Children, then I 
won’t be black any more. I will be as white as snow.”

What greater gift could she make us, this poor but 
spiritually rich old black woman than the priceless teach
ings of her Master. She enriched our lives as children in 
Mokelumne Hill with her simple teachings of the Bible 
and the old negro spirituals.

Lady Joiner was over a hundred years old when she 
passed away.

Back Issues of the Bulletin
The great variety of subject matter printed in LAS 

CALAVERAS is readily apparent in this list of the princi
pal articles in issues of just the past seven years. We 
still have copies of these issues, as well as many of the 
earlier ones, at fifty cents each to members, and one dollar 
to non-members. (Write Secretary, Calaveras County 
Historical Society, San Andreas, Calif. 95249.)

1962
January— Dogtown; W. A. Keefer’s Mysterious Disap- 

ance; Jennie Lind Never Came West.
April — “Uncle Abe” Vandling; Esmeralda; Recruiting 

in Civil War Days.
July — Recollections of Calaveras County’s First Fair; 

Camanche; Chili Gulch; Ah-See-One.
October — Recollections of Fair, concl’d; Old Gulch; 

Fourth Crossing.
1963

January— The Tanner Mine; Fatal Duel at Moonlight 
Flat.

April — The Chinese in Calaveras County.
July — The Chinese, cont’d; Rock Walls at Telegraph 

City.
October — The Chinese, cont’d.

1964
January— The Chinese in Calaveras County, concl’d.
April — In Memoriam: Judge J. A. Smith; Moaning 

Cave.
July — Cave City Cave; Mercer’s Cave.
October — Indians at Murphys.

1965
January— Newspapers in Calaveras County.
April — The Exploitation of Limestone in Calaveras 

County.
July — Mokelumne; 100 Years Ago in Calaveras.
October — Fourth Crossing.

SAN ANDREAS
RACE TRACK

A popular place on certain 
occasions two and more 

generations was the race 
track just east of the 

present airport, on the 
Calaveritas Road. An 

earlier and less pretentious 
track had been built in the 

seventies by Andrew 
Scieffard in the meadow 

north of Cement City. 
— San Andreas Museum.
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THE STURGIS AND CHRONICLE BUILDINGS

A view of downtown Mokelumne Hill, taken early in the 
century, will bring back memories to old timers. The 
Calaveras Chronicle was founded in 1851 and was pub
lished until 1908, when Clarence Getchell bought the old 

paper and merged it with his San Andreas Prospect. 
These two buildings are still in use today, although the 
ornate fronts have since disappeared. — From a negative 
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Allen F. Peek.

Back Issues, Cont’d.
1966

January— Wade Hampton Johnston; The John Peirano 
Family.

April — The Canepas of Vallecito; Cosgrove Family
History; The Rolleri Family.

July — The Greve Family; Calaveras County Library. 
October — The Goodwin-Gatewood Duel; Alexander Love

Family.

1967
January— Some Copperopolis Pioneers and Old Timers: 

McCarty, McCoy, Thompson, Hensch, and Stone 
families.

April — Pioneers and Old Timers of Rail Road Flat 
and Glencoe: Taylor, Houston, Doe, Pickering, 
Guillemin, McCarty, Day, Laidet, Danielson, 
Ames, Seeman, and Sandoz.

July — Some Calaveras Schools; a Supercargo’s Sea 
Chest.

October — The Stephen Box Family; Calaveras Stage and 
Teamster Stops; Richard McGary.

1968
January— The Gwin Mine at Paloma.
April — More Pioneer Calaveras Families: South

worth, Fisk, Nicholls, Haupt, and Kirk.
July — The Royal Consolidated Mine at Hodson; J. C. 

Kemp van Ee; The Big Mill.
October — Early Quartz Mining in Angels Camp.

1969
January— A Calaveras Album.
April — Wade Johnston Talks to His Daughter (1st 

installment.)

Conference of California
Historical Societies

The annual meeting of the Conference was held at 
San Diego, June 19th through 24th. We are pleased to see 
that two of our members, Coke Wood and George Poore, 
were re-elected to their offices for another term. Coke 
is once again Executive Secretary and George returns as 
Regional Vice President for the central Mother Lode 
counties. Mr. and Mrs. Poore acted as our delegates to 
the Conference.
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OFFICERS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

San Andreas, California
President . Albert E. Gross, Murphys
1st Vice President  John P. Lemue, Angels Camp 
2nd Vice President .. Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 
Secretary ................. Mrs. Vera S. Fuller, San Andreas
Treasurer  Drew Garland, Murphys 
Directors  Emmett Gregory, Valley Springs 

Mrs. Otta Leonard, Angels Camp 
Allen F. Peek, Mokelumne Hill 

George B. Poore, Jr., San Andreas 
R. Coke Wood, Murphys

Editor of Las Calaveras W. P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 
a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

Finance
Our budget committee met recently and prepared 

next year’s budget (1969-1970). Here it is in very brief
form:

Balance, June 30th, 1969  $ 300 
Estimated Income (dues and publications) 963 

Funds Available  $1,263 
Expenditures

Sec’y and Treas. supplies, etc  $ 225
Program and meeting expenses  145
Las Calaveras (quarterly bulletin) .... 600
Misc. including Essays, conference

dues, delegate exp., binding, etc. 147 
Total Estimated Expenses  $1,117 

Balance, June 30th, 1970  $ 146 

New Members
Mrs. Barbara Mohrmann, San Andreas
Mr. George Koenig, Van Nuys
Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Widel, Altaville
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kelly, Murphys
Miss Annette Perry, Angels Camp
Mrs. Ruth Clark, Twain Harte
Mrs. Florence Griswold, San Francisco
Danish Brotherhood Cultural Center, Copperopolis 
Mrs. Hattie Gianelli, Murphys
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Johnson, Murphys
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Nicholson, Murphys
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DIGGING THE FOOTINGS
FOR THE BIG MILLReaders will remember 
the story of the Royal 
Consolidated Mine at 
Hodson in last July's 

bulletin. Here is a view of 
the early stages of the 

construction of the mill in 
1902. Clay Womble, labor 
boss, watches his dozen or 

so men, with pick and 
shovel, digging for the 

footings. Clay doubled as 
deputy sheriff for Hodson, 
in those busy days of the 

boom in the Madame Felix 
district. — Photo loaned by 

Womble Family.
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WADE JOHNSTON TALKS TO HIS 
DAUGHTER

By EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
SECOND INSTALLMENT

We began Wade Hampton Johnston's memoirs in our
April issue in which he told about coming to California 
and to Yaqui Camp. In this installment Johnston tells 
us the stories he heard about Joaquin Murietta. He never 
saw Joaquin, for he arrived in California after his capture. 
But he was well acquainted with a number of those 
pioneers who had been here during the short career of the 
celebrated bandit.

Johnston then continues his reminiscences with much 
comment about early days around San Andreas and 
Lower Calaveritas. Perhaps a lot of it seems trivial, but 
actually this is one of the very few first-hand accounts 
of those times and people in existence. For this reason, 
Johnston's remarks are of great value to the local his
torian, and do much to show us what life here was like 
a century or more ago and to give us at least a thumb
nail sketch of some of the people.

Let us see now what he has to say about Joaquin:

Joaquin Murietta
My old mining partner, Cap Ferguson, knew Joaquin 

before he turned desperado. They mined together on San 
Andreas Gulch below town when Joaquin was a beardless 
boy—a good boy and a good-looking boy.

I never heard that white men had “abused his sister,” 
but Cap said that they had run Joaquin out of the mines, 
and it was the mean treatment by white men that caused 
him to turn desperado.

The Javier Salcido family in San Andreas said Joaquin 
was from a good family. They knew his people in Mexico. 
Old Jim Waters and many others living around here at 
the time had never seen Joaquin. I don’t think he mur
dered anyone around San Andreas. It was said that he 
waylaid and killed some men up around Murphys. They 
say that he got nearly every one of his enemies. I think 
he committed almost all of his depredations in this county 
inside of two years.

Joaquin killed a man here in Yaqui Camp for mis
treating his wife. He came to their house and found the 
woman crying. She told Joaquin how her husband had 
abused her, showing Joaquin the marks on her body. He 
drew his six-shooter and killed the man right then and 
there.

EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
Effie was born at Paradise Gulch, near Yaqui Camp in 1868 
and spent many years of her long life in the Willow Creek 
area. She was an honorary member of the Society. 
Courtesy of Mrs. John Lemue.

Joaquin ran a man out of this gulch (where I live 
now. EEJ), above the garden that Cap Ferguson and 
I used for a dump in 1865. Joaquin threw his saber or 
stiletto at him as he ran across Willow Creek. The man 
dropped his buckskin purse containing $800 in gold dust 
and never found it. Joaquin must have got it. I found 
one piece of coin when I worked the guch. Joaquin also 
ran a man out of that gulch at Hedricks. As the man 
ran up the steep bank on this side Joaquin threw his 
saber at him, across the gulch, just missing him.

The desperado killed two men on O’Neil’s Creek, near 
the John Otis place. These two miners went down to San 
Andreas and reported that Joaquin had been seen in San 
Antone Camp. Joaquin or some of his men must have 
been in or around San Andreas and got the news right 
away. They waylaid and killed the two men that night, 
but they didn’t get their money. About 1880, a China 
company, working on the John Otis place, found over



JOAQUIN MURIETTA
Said to be the only photograph in existence of Joaquin, 
this was reputed to have been given to Constable Ben 
Marshall in 1850, by Murietta after the Constable befriend
ed him at Murphys. — Courtesy of Old Timers Museum.

$4000 in buried money. It was supposed to have belonged 
to these two men. A gopher hole in their ditch caused 
it to break and wash out the buried money. These 
Chinamen then went back to China.

One of Joaquin’s men was hung on the limb of an oak 
tree on the west side of my old gravel mine. This oak 
tree, which has been cut down, stood south of and near 
that long flume. He was buried right under the limb that 
he was hung on. (My father often showed it to me, when 
I was a child, where this tree stood. The stump was still 
there. EE J)

This man was dug up two times, the surface was that 
rich. When the surface was mined off there they dug 
him up, reburied him a little farther south, and erected a 
cross. The last time about fifteen Mexicans dug him up 
and buried him down on the little knoll where there were 
five other graves. They put up slabs of slate at the head 
and foot of the grave. The other graves also had slabs 

of slate as markers. This ground has never been disturbed, 
but the slate markers are gone. Old Ah Joy* buried our 
dog Fido in the little ravine nearby.

There used to be a tall pine tree on Bear Mountain 
called “Joaquin’s Signal Tree.” They claimed that he 
gave his men signals from this tree and that he could 
tell what was going on, on the Angels Road, from there. 
It looked like it was trimmed almost to the top. It blew 
down about ten years ago. Long John Scieffert, of the 
old race track at San Andreas, must know how long it has 
been down. He could see it all the time from his door.

Cap Ellis, Henry Schroebel, Ike Betts, Jeff Gatewood 
and others had a running fight with Joaquin and his men 
here in Paradise Gulch in January, 1853. All were on 
horseback and headed towards Calaveritas, Joaquin and 
his men on the east side and Cap Ellis’ posse on the west 
side of the gulch. They were exchanging shots on the 
run. Joaquin and his band escaped in the brushy hills 
towards Calaveritas. Some men were killed on both sides. 
He was finally captured in July, 1853, at Arroyo Cantua 
(Checkers Pass).

There was a big reward offered for his head. His sister 
was living at Mokelumne Hill at the time. She said: “If 
it is Joaquin’s head, there is a scar on the forehead, just 
in the edge of the hair, that has been there since he was 
a boy.” His head was brought to Mokelumne Hill in a 
sack. When it was shown to her she cried out, “It’s 
Joaquin’s!” and then fainted. Ben Thorn, who had known 
Joaquin, said, “I have no doubt of it’s being Joaquin’s 
head.” Some people believed Joaquin had escaped into 
Mexico and that this head was not his.

Jess Miller's Gang
Jess Miller belonged to a band of eight desperados, 

active in ’55 and ’56. And they were some of the worst 
men that ever went through the County. Jess Miller 
seemed to be the king of the eight. They all met with the 
same fate except one.

I didn’t know these men very well. They were fine 
looking fellows. And most of them wore a Mexican sash. 
They were gamblers. I used to see them on the streets in 
San Andreas. They used to get up fights among them
selves just to draw outsiders into it. I saw them do this in 
Faville’s saloon in San Andreas. Strangers, who knew 
nothing about them, were very apt to get into the fracas.

One of these fellows, Chambers, stopped at our cabin 
twice. Billie Ellington gambled. He was visiting him. 
But we didn’t give him any encouragement.

A Mexican boy that was tending bar at El Dorado killed 
two of these fellows at one lick. John Chambers,...............
Brown, and Marsh Nelson, who was a fandango fiddler, 
got up a row with this barkeeper. He was behind the bar. 
Nelson and Brown were snapping pistols in his face. He 
drew his knife and with almost one lick, an up and down 
stroke, he killed them both right there. Chambers was a 
coward. He retreated, not offering any more fight.

This Mexican boy was related to the Sevanta family 
that lived at what was later the home of old Antone Geno- 
chio and family. We used to buy watermelons and vege
tables of Mrs. Servanta. I would see this boy there. He 
did a good deed and it was well that he got away.

William Paulbright killed Jess Miller at Upper Cala
veritas, in 1856. Jess Miller had kicked and cuffed Paul-

*See Las Calaveras, April, 1963, page 3.
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THE PHENIX LIVERY STABLE
Located in San Andreas on the same corner of St. Charles and new Church Hill Road that is occupied by Stewart's 
used car lot today, the Phenix had a large fleet of buggies for hire for those that had the price.

Loaned by Eva Soracco.

bright’s small brother Harry around and drove him out of 
Upper Calaveritas. When Harry came down here crying 
and told his brother about it, Paulbright just put on his 
six-shooter and went right down after Jess Miller.

They met in the Fandango House. Both were ready. 
Both pulled at the same time. Paulbright got a bullet in 
his neck. Miller died right there, shot through the body.

Harry Paulbright was kind of a drinker but William 
was a nice fellow. As soon as he got well he went back 
home. He knew if he stayed around here, Miller’s band 
would get him.

Another one of this eight went by the name of “Ken- 
tuck,” but his right name was Alf Richardson. Old Mike 
Riordon, on the river, had his record. He said that Kentuck 
was one of the worst kind of men! Right on the cut and 
shoot.

There were two Browns in the gang. The other Brown 
went to the state prison. He claimed that a Frank Ness of 
Calaveritas swore falsely against him. When he came 
back here from prison, he went into the fandango house 
at Calaveritas and cowhided Ness. He was afterwards 
killed crossing the mountains. He had stolen a horse and 
the owner followed and shot him on the horse. When the 
man shot him he called out, “You’ve got me, you - - - - 
..................... !” And he fell to the ground dying.

The last I heard of Chambers he had gone to Arizona. 
He was the only one left of the eight. Old Jube Foster 
knew them all. He was tending bar in Calaveritas at the 

time.
These desperados got scattered after three of them 

got killed. They went single-handed after this. There 
was another tough around Calaveritas called “Arkansas 
Bill Sands.” But he didn’t belong to Jess Miller’s band.

Gentlemen Gamblers
In 1856, I met six gentlemen gamblers right here in 

this lower garden at old Sam I. Scott’s cabin. At that time 
there were three or four cabins in this garden. It was 
called Scottville, and there were many cabins along Wil
low Creek and on nearly all of these gulches (parts of 
the old rock chimneys are still left in many places).

Scott’s cabin was about in the center of the garden. 
They had just bought half a wagon load of watermelons 
which were laying on the ground in front of Scott’s cabin. 
I was on my way down to Maurice Murphy’s store, when 
old Scott beckoned me to come over.

Scott and Fred Yizer were the only two that I was 
acquainted with. They were not gamblers, but old Scott 
used to take a hand in the game once in a while. Scott 
introduced me to the others, Joe Stewart, who made and 
lost several fortunes, Bryce McKinna, Ruff Hardy, Dutch 
Dave and Dan Yizer, Fred’s brother. They were called 
“gentlemen gamblers.”

I don’t know what became of Dan Yizer. I don’t think 
he did anything but gamble. Old Fred Yizer used to say, 
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“I don’t like the idea of my brother being a gambler. But, 
by G--, sir, he’s a mighty fine gentlemen.”

Fred Yizer went to the State Legislature from San 
Joaquin one term. They wanted to run him for Lieutenant 
Governor at one time, but Fred declined the honor, say
ing: “Oh, by G--, sir! If I can’t be Governor I won’t be 
anything.”

The Yizers were from New Orleans, and well educated. 
Fred was a bright young lawyer. He came to California 
in May, 1850, at the age of 24. Fred used to dress! When 
I first knew him he always looked like he just jumped 
out of a band box.

Fred afterwards went crazy and was in the asylum for 
a while. When he came back here, Cap Ferguson went 
to the store and paid $15.00 for an ordinary gray suit of 
clothes for old Fred. But Fred said to Cap, “Oh, by G--, 
sir! I wouldn’t wear such a common suit of clothes.” That 
let Cap Ferguson out, trying to do anything for old Fred.

Later the people around Mokelumne Hill raised $32.00 
and gave it to Fred Yizer to buy himself a suit of clothes. 
Fred took the $32.00 and spent it all for a coat and then 
asked them to raise more money to finish out the suit.

Fred Yizer wanted to run for office again but he said, 
“If I was to come out for an office, some damn Republican 
would get up and say, ‘That fellow was in the asylum.’ ”

He later used to work in the printing office on the 
CALAVERAS CITIZEN for Bob Beal. Every week he 
walked clear up San Antone Ridge gathering items for 
the paper (eight miles, more or less). He spent a night 
with us on his way up and again on his way back. He 
always shook hands with everybody as he came and went. 
He would spend a night or two with old Deacon Benson 
and others on the Ridge.

With what he saved in the printing office and the 
$300.00 that old Jim McCreight left him he had enough 
money to go back home about 1889. Fred’s cousin, James 
Madison Wells, ex-governor of Louisiana, was blind at the 
time. Old Fred didn’t stay with his people very long. He 
returned to Calaveras and spent his last few years in the 
County Hospital. He died in July, 1892. He was not 
married.

Sam I. Scott was from Texas (and not married so far 
as I know). This hill, where “Little John” Bennett mined 
so many years, was called Scott’s Hill. Scott was mining 
there when I came to;Calaveras County, and that gulch 
east of the mine was not called Scratch Gulch as it is 
now. Some people who went over there later and got some 
bugs on them, named it Scratch Gulch.

There used to be three or four cabins on Scott’s 
Gulch. “Little John” Bennett and his partner, Si Kee, a 
nice old Chinaman, lived in these cabins afterwards. At 
this time “Little John” Bennett was mining up northeast 
of Upper Calaveritas.

Old Sam Scott built that grade on the hill across Wil
low Creek. We called it Scott’s Grade. It was a nice grade 
from the top of the hill at Eders place clear down to the 
bridge at the head of the canyon.* * It was the old stage 
road after the Alabama House stage road was dis
continued.

Scott was a good carpenter too and so particular that 
lots of mechanics didn’t like to work with him. He was 
one of the carpenters that helped build the Catholic

*This route is still closely followed by Highway 49
today.

GEORGE EDER
The Eders lived at the top of Scott's Grade about where 
the Jehovah's Witnesses' church is now located. This pic
ture was loaned by Eder's grand-daughter, Mrs. Violet 
Morales.

Church in San Andreas in 1857.
The last carpenter work old Scott did here was to build 

a dwelling house for Cloyd and Norman, here on the old 
Cloyd ranch, in 1857. It was this way from the Genochio 
house,** and it burned down.

My friend, John Robertson, of Churchville, N. Y., mined 
on Scott’s Hill too, where he ran some tunnels in the 50’s. 
Here he was a partner with Otis Shepardson.

Old Scott went to Frazier River when I did in 1858 and 
he never got back. I used to get letters from him. John 
Robertson who was here then, wrote me later, “The last 
I see of old Sam Scott was at Victoria, B. C. He was dead 
broke. We helped him a little.” Scott died up in the 
state of Washington.

We elected Sam the Mining Recorder of this Lower 
Calaveritas Mining District in 1857, and as John Robertson 
writes, “We had a lot of fun over it.” Cap Chapman 

**Now the Airola Ranch.
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wanted it, but old Jim Dean opposed him. They had some 
hot and angry words, but finally compromised it and Scott 
got elected. They held their election in Maurice Murphy’s 
store, Lower Calaveritas.

Ruff Hardy was not related to either Tom Hardy or 
Judge Hardy. I don’t know where he was from or what 
became of him. He was a roving gambler and a fine 
looking young man. All I know about Dutch Dave and 
Bryce McKinna is that they were gentlemen gamblers 
and not to be classed with the rougher bleed of gamblers.

Joe Stewart was a successful gambler. He had good 
credit wherever he went. He was a well -educated Ten- 
nessee’n. It was said he always paid his debts when he 
made a winning.

At one time he owned the finest saloon in Virginia 
City, Nevada, and was worth $60,000. He lost all his 
money on one horse race. He died in San Francisco, on 
charity. Some one said to me afterwards, “I met old Joe 
Stewart in San Francisco. He is on charity. I gave him 
$5. Did you know him?”

I replied, “Yes, I knew him when he could go to any 
merchant in San Andreas and get $1000.00 whenever he 
wanted it.” Joe Stewart was a very quiet man.

There used to be a good-sized log cabin, on this side 
of the gulch from old Ars Gwin’s (Chinaman) hut, where 
eight or ten of these fellows used to get together and play 
poker in the 50’s. It was near the spring of water that 
used to run across the trail. I guess it is on the Chapman 
Mine now.

My old partner, Billie Ellington, took to gambling 
because the doctor told him that he had to get out of the 
mines on account of his rheumatism. When he came home 
after gambling all night, if he had been lucky, he’d go 
to bed and have his sleep. If not, he would go to work, 
saying, “I want to punish myself.”

Billie Ellington never made any money mining. He 
and his partners just missed making a little fortune near 
Central Hill. They had put down a shaft, but in order to 
save a placer mine elsewhere, they pulled out of this shaft 
temporarily, even taking their windlass. Four other men 
came into possession of this shaft and made $10,000 a 
piece. Ellington’s partners felt so discouraged over it, 
just as soon as they got money enough they went back 
home. (Father knew all of these men that jumped Billie’s 
mine but did not care to give names. He said that the 
new company even offered to take them in or share with 
them or something to that effect. EE J.)

In 1867, Billie Ellington died at Visalia, California, 
where he and Ab Ellis were in the saloon business. They 
said he had a $1000 and Cap Ferguson’s gold watch when 
he died. Ab Ellis’ sister, Mrs. Joe Bryan, wanted me to go 
down there and get the gold watch for what he owed me. 
I didn’t go. Billie Ellington was good to me. He had 
furnished a mule and other necessaries when we crossed 
the plains. So I forgot what he owed me. I considered it 
square. Lewis Fine came up to Visalia to attend Billie 
Ellington’s funeral. But I’m sure he didn’t have to bury 
him. Lewis was living down near Fresno or Bakersfield.

Speaking of gamblers, I have a clipping of the SAN 
ANDREAS INDEPENDENT of May 11, 1857, which reads 
as follows: “Good Time Coming—Over fifty gamblers left 
for New Orleans on the steamer of the twentieth on ac
count of California’s new gambling law. May they never 
return to the state again.”

1856 was a great year for cabins to be robbed. The 

cabins all around here were robbed. Some of these robbers 
would come into a miner’s cabin and just change clothes 
with him.

It was a great year for gamblers to locate mines just 
to sell out to Chinamen. It was the gamblers that gave 
the Chinamen such a hold on the mines. They would go 
around where the miners were working, sit on the bank 
and talk to them. If the miners were making good money, 
the gamblers would jump in and locate the extension and 
then sell out to Chinamen. These gamblers never worked.

Water Ditches
The original Cap Pope Ditch (later known as the Silver 

Ditch) was cut in 1852. It was on the west side of Willow 
Creek and it ran clear to Gold Hill. The upper ditch on 
this, the east side of Willow Creek, was cut in 1856. It 
was called the Scott Ditch. $30,000 was spent in litigation 
over this water right, which interfered with Cap Pope’s.

Cap Pope got judgment against Scott’s Company for 
$7,500. Fred Yizer was Cap Pope’s lawyer. Fred told me, 
“Cap Pope could have collected it all from two men, but 
he wouldn’t do it, because he couldn’t make all six men 
in Scott’s company pay alike. He was a damn fool. He got 
nothing and I got nothing.” After Cap Pope won the suit 
he made use of the Scott Ditch on this side of Willow 
Creek.

We used to pay fifty cents an inch for water to mine 
with. Cap Pope told me he sold one sluice stream six 
times on Yaqui Gulch. The first company paid $6.00 a 
day. The second paid $5.00 a day and so on down to the 
last, a company of Chinamen, who paid $1.00 a day for 
the same water as thick as syrup.

The Table Mountain Ditch, called Old Gulch Ditch 
(and Cold Spring Ditch), was cut in 1856-57. They tried 
to buy Sam Scott’s flume here across the Upper Calaveritas 
Road. Scott wanted $750 for it. They thought this was 
too much. So they put up a flume a little higher than 
the Scott Flume.

Both the Scott flume and the Old Gulch flume re
mained here until along in the 80’s or 90’s, when two pipe 
lines were put in. I had the Cap Pope Ditch at this time 
and Bartol Pierano, John Rattio & Co. had the Old Gulch 
Ditch. Pierano’s company bought out “Little John” Ben
nett whose gravel mine originally belonged to old Sam 
Scott and others in the early 50’s. “Little John” and old 
Si Kee*, a Chinaman, were partners in this mine many 
years. Si Kee did the cooking. But Bennett objected when 
Si Kee filled his mouth with water to sprinkle the biscuits. 
He used to write to “Little John” after he went back 
to China to his family.

The old ditch we used to call the Green Mountain 
Ditch, just across this gulch, was cut in 1852 by Dick 
Bartlett to work here. That is why we named it the “Dick 
Bartlett” Gulch. I took the water out of Willow Creek 
at Yaqui Camp. The old cart road on this side of the gulch 
(now our wagon road) was made to cart dirt down to 
Willow Creek to wash it, before there was a ditch in here. 
This gulch was very rich. Many $20 nuggets were picked 
up on the riffles before it was mined.

The head of Old Box Ditch used to take its water from 
O’Neil’s Creek at Upper Calaveritas. It comes down here 
around Scott’s Hill and around my old gravel hill (now 

*See Las Calaveras, April, 1963, page 3.
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owned by Fricot. EE J). Perhaps the old pioneer, T. A. Box, 
that died in the County Hospital thirty years ago, more 
or less, was the projector of this ditch. The old fellow 
talked of “getting married” to the amusement of many. 
He was past 90 when he died.

The Dan Pillsbury Ditch took water from O’Neil’s 
Creek at the foot of Dean’s Hill (now Byers)* and followed 
the east side of the creek to where it was carried across 
the canyon in a flume. Then it followed the west side to 
beyond Kentucky House. The rock walls are still standing 
where this flume crossed the canyon, now on the Ralph 
Smith property (1927).

The Georgia Ditch took water from the San Antone 
Creek at the old Charles Cuneo place. It comes around 
on what is now the Albert Guttinger property and Ralph 
Smith place (I think about 100 yards above the Pillsbury 
Ditch) on the east side of O’Neil’s Creek.

It became a dry ditch after the San Antone Ditch was 
cut, which takes its water from the San Antone Creek, 
above Sheep Ranch. D. Fricot bought the San Antone 
Ditch of Rod Terwilliger for $7,500 (about twenty years 
ago). Rod’s company had bought the ditch for $1400 after 
they had already paid the owner $5000 for water.

That ditch that Joses jumped was called the Yaqui 
Ditch. It was cut in 1852, the same year as the Cap Pope 
Ditch. It took the water from Willow Creek above the old 
Coogan place. It was used by miners to work the surface 
about Yaqui Camp.

My company bought the right to this ditch in 1856 
for $750 of the owners, Maurice Murphy, Samuel S. Bacon 
and William Paulbright (who killed the desperado Jess 
Miller). Paulbright was lying here sick, with a bullet in 
his neck when we bought his interest in the ditch.

In 1856 Ira Taylor took the contract to cut a ditch, to 

*Lettie Thorowgood has a small chicken ranch here now.

get water from the Table Mountain Ditch. It is the highest 
ditch there, running around the hill above the Square
head Mine, to the head of Chapman Gulch. Cap Pope 
had a ditch in there, but it was too low, and would carry 
only one sluice stream of water. So poor old Ira Taylor 
agreed to cut this ditch for seventy-five cents a rod and 
take his pay out in water.

My company swapped work with Ira Taylor’s com
pany. We worked for them and they then worked for us. 
At that time there were four in Taylor’s company. They 
were Len Wilcox (Ira’s nephew), Scotch John, Ira Taylor, 
and Tom Taylor, his son. There were three in my com
pany, Ellington, Lewis Fine and myself. So the seven of 
us cut that ditch.

Going through the limestone, a man could wear out 
two picks, and only make a rod a day. Scotch John, 
working in that hard limestone, broke off the new point 
of his pick. He kept right on working with the blunt 
point. Old Ira Taylor coming along, noticed him and 
said, “What’s the matter, John? Why don’t you use the 
other point?” John replied, “By G -, I’m afraid I’ll break 
it!” A favorite expression of Scotch John’s was “either 
one or the both.”

In 1856, there was somebody mining in all of the gulches 
under this ditch. In 1857, I and the Fines mined in that 
ravine that comes down by the Squarehead Mine. We 
made $3.00 a day.

Ira Taylor had been tending the Table Mountain 
Ditch, for A. B. Laforge. And Laforge had refused to pay 
him. Ira went to Laforge’s house. Laforge was in. Taylor 
walked in and turned the key in the door. He took out 
his knife and said, “Now, Mr. Laforge, you can settle with 
me, G--d- you.” “Oh, yes,” said Laforge and Taylor got 
his money.

The winter of ’55-’56 was a real cold one. We ground 

THE SQUAREHEAD MINE 
This gravel mine was located in Yaqui Gulch, just west of the Calaveritas Road. From a photograph taken at the turn 

of the century and belonging to Mrs. Violet Morales.
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sluiced nights. Some miners could work only a half day 
at a time. It’s a wonder it didn’t kill us.

In January, 1856, I was working in that gulch this 
side of town. Mexicans had the habit of wearing white 
pants, open up the outside to the knee. Two of them came 
along. There were two boards across the gulch to walk 
on. One of them stepped on a board and zip it went out 
from under him! Down he sat in the mud as thick as 
syrup! When he got up he’d scare a wild animal, but 
he went on up town that way.

Pioneer Tunnels of Yaqui
It was the Allen Miller, Nickerson Co. that ran that 

tunnel in what is now the Hedrick Mine in 1853. It was 
600 feet long and in some places fifteen feet high. It ran 
from rim to rim of the gravel channel (they struck a 
spring of running water in the tunnel).

The Guss Bowman Tunnel, now called the Metropolitan 
Tunnel, on Yaqui Gulch, was run in 1859. It was over 
600 feet long. The first 100 feet were run by the light or 
reflection of a mirror, placed at the mouth of the tunnel 
where the sun struck it, throwing a good light in the 
tunnel to strike by. A nice running spring of water was 
struck in this tunnel, too. The mouth of the tunnel got 
dammed up and at one time there was nice trout in the 
tunnel, getting in there from the creek. Also plenty of 
watercress. Of late years old Tom Villa and Rattios made 
use of the water for a garden.

Guss Bowman’s partner, John Mead, taught me how 
to sharpen a pick. Guss and Billie Bowman were great 
miners. It was Guss Bowman that built the bedrock 
flume in Lemon Syrup Gulch. It was afterwards torn 
up by old John Rathgeb to build that stone wall fence 
along the gulch. One of the Bowmans opened up what is 
now the Guss Huberty ranch near Fourth Crossing. The 
Walkers sold it to Guss Huberty in the 80’s. Another 
Bowman ran a cut in there and washed off some surface 
in 1859, when he was postmaster. All three of the Bowman 
brothers were here in 1855 when I came here.

John Bowman ran a tin shop in San Andreas. Herman 
Bode bought this shop in 1868. It was John Bowman that 
made the tin fiddle in March, 1857, mentioned in the old 
files of the SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT. Guss Bowman 
got me in there to play on it. In a little while a crowd 
had gathered outside. They didn’t know what it was. It 
was very loud. He had intended to take it to Frazier River 
with him but he didn’t. Somehow we didn’t go to Frazier 
River together.

Guss and Will Bowman were full of life. Guss thought 
nothing of spending a dollar a day just to amuse the 
children around town. Whenever old Al Dudley came to 
town he and Guss were as good as a circus. One time they 
had Horace Cottle racing up and down the streets in San 
Andreas on horseback while they were shooting him with 
squirt guns. He went home as wet as a drowned rat, but 
he didn’t get mad.

I’ll never forget the time I was on the jury with Guss 
Bowman, old McFall and Fred Schwoerer. Guss Bowman 
was afterwards elected mayor of Santa Cruz. The Bowman 
Mine is now known as the Chapman Mine. Guss put a 
shaft down on it 200 feet deep.

The Charles Bannon Tunnel is on Yaqui Gulch east 
of the Bowman Tunnel. Bannon ran this tunnel in about 
200 feet in 1859. Of late years, Mat Hertzig, Jr., ran this

PIONEER PROSPECTORS
The last three of the argonauts at San Andreas pose in 
front of a rocker. Wade Johnston is on the left, Jim Waters 
in the middle, and Louie Weisbaugh on the right. — San 
Andreas Museum.

tunnel on through the gravel channel, a distance of 500 
feet in all. Charles Bannon would have struck good pay 
if he had gone on with it. Old Chris Anderson owned the 
Bowman gravel mine at the time of his death. It is now 
known as the Squarehead Mine. Bill Nuner, George 
Stewart and Charley Walters worked of late years there 
taking out about $9,000. There is a 100-foot shaft on the 
property.

Old Mike O’Connell, Bob Billis and others ran those 
tunnels in Cap Chapman Gulch.

San Andreas and Yaqui Camp in '56-57'
I was acquainted with the fellow that took out that 

five-pound piece of gold on what is now known as Five 
Pound Gulch. It was on that flat place between the old 
McFall home (Ford Mine) and the new county hospital.* 
It was neither a very smooth nor a very rough nugget. 
It was what you’d call a “quarter wash.” It was the only 

*Which stood about where the Administration Building 
at the new Government Center is located.
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nugget found there.
The fellow’s name was Miller. He was a German. I 

talked with him after he came back here in 1870. He said 
that it was an accident he found it. They had been leaving 
the pillars of earth under the joints of the boxes, but this 
setting had paid extra well. So they started shoveling the 
pillars into the sluice boxes. The one Miller was working 
on had two high stones in it, like grave stones. When he 
split these stones down he found this five-pound piece 
of gold, wedged right between the two stones.

Miller found this nugget in 1856. Lewis Fine worked 
for Miller’s company two weeks, but he was not working 
there when the nugget was found. I don’t know what 
became of Miller.

Charley Clark was Sheriff in 1855 when I came to the 
County and Cap Ellis was undersheriff. Ben Marshall 
was sheriff before Clark.

I first met Ben Thorn in 1856. I was alone at our 
cabin in Yaqui Camp when Ben Thorn brought in a big 
Yaqui Indian that weighed 200 pounds. The Indian’s head 
was bleeding and a white handkerchief was tied around it.

Ben Thorn said to me, “Here’s a man that owes me two 
licenses. I asked him for it and he asked me if I wanted 
to fight. So he showed fight, and I hit him over the head 
two or three times with the six-shooter.”

Thorn then pulled a goose quill from his pocket and 
said, “Here’s the gold he has collected in this quill.” I 
took the quill and weighed the gold dust for him. There 
was $5.75.

“Now,” Thorn said, “I’ll take this gold and give him 
credit for one license, and when he pays the rest I’ll give 
credit for the other license.” I never saw the big Yaqui 
Indian again. Ben Thorn was Collector of Foreign License 
at that time, and lived up at San Antone Camp.

Foreign license was $4.00 a quarter. But in 1856 the 
Democrats raised it to $6.00 to get rid of the Chinamen. 
Everybody paid poll tax except foreigners. It was $1.00 
a year. And then we had to pay road tax, which was 
$3.00 a year or one day’s work on the road. I worked out 
my first road tax right here on the old Scott’s Grade.

The last year that Ben Thorn was Collector in this 
County, he paid in over $9,000 to the State. The law was 
repealed. It was said that some collectors got away with 
a lot of money, and I guess they did.

When I was up in Placer County in 1854, they told me 
that Yankee Jim, an Indian up there, used to collect 
foreign license off of the Chinamen. There never was 
anything right about the way they taxed the miners here 
in early days.

Ben Thorn married a Meeks. I think the Meeks family 
came to California about 1850. So far as I know the Meeks 
family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Meeks, a son, Charley, and 
two daughters. When their train reached Utah, old Meeks 
joined the Mormons and tried to get his family to join. 
He said, “There are too many pretty girls here for me to 
leave.” But his family refused to join the Mormons. The 
two daughters were beautiful girls. Deacon Benson 
brought Mrs. Meeks and the three children on through 
to California.

Deacon Benson, who was an elderly man, later married 
the oldest daughter. They had a nice little home on the 
San Antone Ridge. They used to give parties and I guess 
this is where Ben Thorn met the second daughter whom 
he married.

Charley Meeks lived with Deacon Benson, too. I think

MICHAEL SCHANEN

A longtime resident of the Willow Creek area, Mike 
Schanen ran a stage and teamsters' stop on Scott's Grade 
in Cap Chapman Gulch, on the Oro Dale Ranch, on a site 
still occupied by his descendants. — Loaned by Mrs. Violet 
Morales.

Mrs. Meeks died up in Placer County, before they came 
down here.

Deacon Benson and his wife later separated and she 
married Walter Knight. Benson had a brother that came 
up here and expected to make a fortune out of this wild 
coffee berry, cascara. The Bensons ran the hotel at Upper 
Calaveritas for awhile.

There was a similar case to that of the Meeks up in 
Placer County. A man deserted his wife at Salt Lake to 
join the Mormons, and another man brought her on to 
California, married her and raised a family. Lots of Irish 
joined the Mormons. The most of the Americans that 
joined them were from Boston, Massachusetts.

That little gulch between the old Sevanta place and 
the Cloyd and Norman ranch was one of the richest 
gulches around here. It was named for an old French 
mining boss, Schabernell. There was a lot of surface 
sluicing around there. I think that the first hydraulic in 
the county was in operation there around 1855-56. It 
threw a small stream of water about ten feet against a 
low bank. Lots of men and women came out there from 
San Andreas to see it. It was a curiosity to many of them. 
What was known as the Tennessee Crevice was found in
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this gulch. It was very rich and worked by an old pioneer 
called Tennessee. He made $700 or $800 a week in this 
crevice.

I don’t see how old Sam Seabough ever saved any 
money. He used to come down to Calaveritas and dance 
in the fandango house from Saturday night until Monday 
morning. The boys used to say, “Let’s all go up to Cala
veritas and watch Sam Seabough dance.”

Sam used to edit the SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT 
and he was one of the best writers in the state. I liked 
the paper and took it from the time it started in August 
’56 until it moved to Stockton (August, 1861). Sam Sea- 
baugh wrote some of his best pieces when he was “half 
full.” He was a Pennsylvania Dutchman.

I saw Sam Seabaugh and another well-educated fel
low do a very foolish trick while they were drinking, one 
time in San Andreas. First one would stand up against 
the wall and stretch out his neck, while the other would 
see how close he could throw a bowie knife to his jugular 
vein without severing it. Then the other would take his 
turn.

Old Sam Seabaugh staggered up town one time. He 
was mad. He was swinging his fists and saying: “I 
silenced the SACRAMENTO UNION! I silenced the —- 
.......; I silenced the ---- ......... Then I tackled a little skunk 
in Copperopolis and got wet all over.

I ate my first duff dinner in ’56, in a cabin on the Oro 
Dale Ranch on Chapman’s Gulch (later Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael Schanen’s ranch).* Old Ira Taylor made the duff, 
and a nice stew of Bob Billis’ rambling hen. Bob lived 
on the Point, above Hedricks,’ had chickens and sold eggs. 
Bob’s chickens used to wander away from his cabin and 
come around Taylor’s cabin. Lewis Fine, having his gun 
with him, knocked over a nice fat hen and they told Bob 
Billis it was “a big fat chicken hawk.”

Bob Billis was enjoying the dinner and saying, “It’s 
just as good as chicken. By G--, I’d just as soon have 
hawk as chicken.”

The boys were all enjoying it so much, that they got 
to laughing. Then Billis got suspicious. Finally he got 
mad. He said, “I knew all the time it was chicken! It 
was my best damn hen.” Billis got up and left the party.

I remember these boys being present at this duff din
ner: Billie Ellington, Scotch John, Tom Taylor, Ira Taylor, 
Lewis Fine, Len Wilcox and Bob Billis.

Once before this, I had killed a nice fat young chicken 
hawk and stewed it with a chicken, and you couldn’t tell 
the difference. It was so nice and fat. It was old Ira 
Taylor that taught me how to make an English plum 
duff. He was an English sailor and a railroad engineer. 
He was a nice kind-hearted old man.

When I came to Calaveras County in 1855, Eaf Gate
wood and Cap Chapman were living on the Oro Dale 
Ranch. It was Eaf Gatewood that gave it this name. 
Later, Dick Jarvis (or Gervais), a Frenchman, lived there. 
That gulch was named for Cap Chapman (or Chatman). 
He mined there in the early ’50’s. Many twenty-dollar 
nuggets were found along the gulch. It was rich. Cap 
Chapman got to be Listing Sergeant during the Civil War. 
Eaf Gatewood was a cousin to Jeff Gatewood.

The first San Andreas Band was started in 1856, but 
had no leader at first that I know of. Members of this 

♦The Sid Morales and William Mohrmann families now 
live there.

band included Mike McGar (?), Frank Flanagin (?), Fred 
Brown, ---- Birkhardt, Wm. Thompson (a Pole and a rela
tive of Ed Thompson that used to visit J. K. Raynors), 
Harry Marquering (who was running a saloon in San 
Andreas on Main Street at that time), Philip Swartz and 
Billie Bowman. They went back to take part in the Civil 
War as musicians in the Union Army. Old Dick Russell 
belonged to the band at one time, too.

John R. Parsons was the first educated band leader 
they had. After Parsons took charge of the band and 
trained them, they went to Stockton and took the pre
mium. They became one of the finest bands on the coast. 
At one time they wanted to get up a string band. Parsons 
asked me if I would join them. But it was not convenient 
for me, living out of town. So I didn’t do it.

The first public dance that I played for in California 
was at Chili Gulch, in 1856. There were some Boston folks 
at the ball. They criticized my playing. So the next time 
they gave a ball they employed a violinist named King. 
Mr. King played nice music to listen to, but he couldn’t 
move them on the floor. He couldn’t play dance music 
at all. King said to me, “You must have had a good 
trainer.” I said, “No, I just picked it up.” An Irishman 
came to me saying, “You ought to be ashamed to deny 
your country! Nobody but an Irishman could play them 
jigs like you.”

Old J. F. Cronk had four daughters. So he always had 
enough to make up a set when he taught dancing school. 
They were nice girls, and they sometimes went to their 
rooms crying, after having to put up with rough treat
ment at the hands of some of Cronk’s customers.

In 1857, when Cronk ran a dancing school at the Ken
tucky House, he came into San Andreas, on horseback, 
one day. He wanted to get up a horse race. He was 
talking to Rod Terwilliger and Charles Brown about it. 
So Brown got Cronk into a saloon, while Rod tied a bunch 
of firecrackers to the tail of Conk’s horse and touched a 
match to them. The horse lit out up Church Street and 
never stopped ’til he got to the Kentucky House! Some 
fellow out there caught him and brought him back to 
San Andreas to old Cronk. Cronk gave the fellow twenty- 
five cents. Then the fellow turned around and treated 
Cronk, which cost twenty-five cents.

Cronk was running a dancing school up at Cave 
City in April, ’58, when the Cave City Hotel, where he 
lived, burned down. When Cronk was leaving Cave City, 
after the fire, he looked back when he got to the top of 
the hill and said, “I panned that damn hole out!”

In those days, Cronk and Richmond furnished the music 
for the most of the grand balls given around here at that 
time, by Mark McNickels at South Fork, by Tom Hunter, 
Alabama House, and at John Kennedy’s at Lower 
Calaveritas.

I think the last dance given by the Kennedys here at 
Lower Calaveritas was in 1857. Old Cronk played. I was 
there. The “Walk Around” that I play was one of Old 
Cronk’s pieces. The last time I met the old fellow was 
at Valley Springs during the Civil War, in 1864.

J. K. Doak had a ranch* up on Murray Creek. It was 
Doak that raised that big hog on Murray Creek. It weighed 
900 pounds. It was the largest ever raised in the county.

We had the “Doak and the Lion” story different from 
the way the SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT recorded it.

*The La Riveres lived on the Doak Ranch.
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J. K.’s hired man was ploughing in the field. A mountain 
lion came out of the brush and followed him around the 
field twice. It walked in the furrow, keeping at a certain 
distance behind him all the time. He went to the house, 
got his gun, and came back and killed it.

Doak ran for Sheriff that year. And the first time I met 
him was right down here at Frank and Bill Wallis’ cabin, 
not far from the mouth of Willow Creek. He was a roar
ing Democrat. The Democrats were in power and he 
thought sure he would be elected. He said, “This is just 
like an old-fashioned fox hunt. We’re just closing in on 
them now.” But he didn’t get elected, and he was so mad 
over it, he left the Democratic Party. It was the Bob Paul 
crowd that beat him. Later (1873) he was elected mayor 
of Stockton.

The first time Doak came up here, after going to Stock- 
ton, he introduced me to a Dr. Stockton of Stockton. W. W. 
Stockton, who batched here in the Mormon cabin about 
1897, and whose wife was a Tevis, told me he was related 
to Dr. Stockton.

More Early Day Memories
In July of ’56 I picked up a buckskin purse on the bank 

of the ditch in front of our cabin door. It contained $60.00 
in gold and $5.00 in silver. I brought it into the cabin and 
held it up saying, “Who does this belong to?” “Me,” said 
a strange fellow that had come to our cabin a few days 
before, saying, “I am broke.” He couldn’t describe the 
money. But I passed it over to him. After seeing the 
money, he could not describe it before a Justice of Peace. 
There was no paper in San Andreas at that time to ad
vertise it. This stranger left soon afterwards and we were 
satisfied the money did not belong to him, as he had told 
us he was broke when he came to our cabin. The old 
Mexican Trail went right past our door. We thought some 
Mexican dropped it, as he jumped the ditch.

About December of that year a stranger came to our 
cabin begging. He had lost one leg, and claimed to be 
a Mexican War Veteran. At that time the miners would 
do most anything for a Mexican War Veteran. So we 
gave this strange man his dinner, and we collected all the 
change we had—eight dollars—and gave it to him.

This was on Friday. On Saturdays we generally went 
to town. So we went to town on Saturday as usual. We 
went into Joe Marshall’s saloon, the “Diving Belle,” which 
was under the Odd Fellows Hall. There we saw this fellow 
playing poker and drunk. We were so disgusted we didn’t 
want to look at him. He was pretty decently dressed.

I guess there weren’t very many cabins on Bear Moun
tain in 1856. Old man Steel told me that his was the first 
location. He located that ranch in ’52. I don’t know 
whether he went out there to live at the time or not.

He was a shoemaker by trade and he ran his shop 
in San Andreas up to the time he died. He once said to 
me, “I have a very expensive family. Besides all they 
raise on the ranch it costs me $1,700 a year to keep them.”

One day in ’56, Bob Billis, who had just been down to 
Corcorans’ store at Lower Calaveritas, came to Yaqui 
Camp slightly tipsy. He brought a bottle of schnapps with 
him. It was pretty strong liquor. There were just eight 
of us Americans in camp. Lewis Fine, Joseph Nickerson, 
Allen Miller, Billie Smith, Frank Piper, Billie Ellington 
and Bob Billis all happened to be at my cabin.

We were all “Know Nothings.” The bottle of schnapps 

was passed around until we all felt pretty good. Bob 
Billis said, “The Irishmen in Lower Calaveritas say, ‘they 
are a’going to clean us out the next time we go down 
there.’ ” The schnapps was passed around again. We 
talked it over. Then one of the boys, I think it was Lewis 
Fine, made the proposition, “Let’s go down there and give 
them a chance.” So the eight of us struck out for Lower 
Calaveritas.

Allen Miller, who happened to be behind, fell into a 
hole of water and laid there until he cooled off. We didn’t 
miss him. He had plenty of company in the way of bull
frogs. The rest of us went on down to Corcorans’ store. 
The clerk, Bill Holt, a young fellow, was running the 
store and bar. There were only three or four Irishmen in 
the store. Lewis Fine opened the ball. He pulled off his 
hat and commenced hammering them over the head. 
Pretty soon the store was cleared of all of them except 
old Bogus Smith. We pressed him into service and made 
him sing all night. And we all joined in the chorus.

Old Jim Dean was hid away up behind a lot of sacks. 
He didn’t come down. Lewis Fine broke one of Holt’s 
glasses, trying to raise a racket. I put a stop to it, and 
paid Holt for the glass.

Along towards morning all of them felt pretty groggy. 
I was the first one to fall. They proposed to move me 
across Lemon Syrup Gulch to Joe Gray’s cabin. It was 
200 yards from the store. It took four of them to carry me 
across Guss Bowman’s bedrock flume.

They all managed to get home, but no two at a time. 
I was the last one to reach home, after having my sleep 
out at old Gray’s. The next day was a day of rest. We 
were all on the stool of repentance.

The Allen Miller, Nickerson and Company’s cabin was 
at the junction of Yaqui Gulch and Willow Creek. Their 
mine was what is now known as the Hedrick Gravel Mine. 
It was first located in 1852. Bob Billis, who mined on Cap 
Chapman Gulch, later went back to New York. Joe Nick
erson later sold out his interest in the mine and returned 
to his family in Ohio. All the rest of us remained in Cali
fornia. Allen Miller went to Fairfield, Solano County, 
where he had relatives. Henry Wesson was telling me of 
meeting him there recently (1924). Allen wished to be 
remembered to his old acquaintances of Calaveras County. 
He died in March, 1925.

When I cast my first vote, I knew nothing about voting. 
I handed in my ticket open. One of the members of the 
election board commenced reading it. G--! Didn’t old 
Jenks make a speech over it. He was a “Know Nothing” 
the same as myself. I voted for Millard Fillmore, the last 
of the Whigs, run as a “Know Nothing” against James 
Buchanan who was elected. Old Jenks set out 300 fruit 
trees where the County Hospital now stands. Then he 
turned the cattle in, and let them destroy the orchard.

In 1857, I served on the jury of a special miners’ meet
ing. It was held in a good-sized cabin on the Calaveritas 
Road, about where Rattios live now. There were four or 
five miners cabins around there then. Hal Richardson, 
Billie Smith and Charles Park were living in one cabin 
and mining above the road where so much is mined out. 
I worked for them there two or three weeks for $3.50 a 
day. Park was Billie Smith’s uncle. Hal Richardson acted 
as foreman of the jury, being a man well posted in mining 
rules and a ’49er. He addressed the jury with a few 
remarks, stating why one partner couldn’t jump his part
ner’s claim. As we were all posted on that rule it didn’t
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take long to decide it.
Mr. Smith, the jumper, stepped forward and thanked 

the jury, saying, “I can see now where in it was wrong 
for me to jump my partner’s claim.”

So Mr. Smith compromised with his partner a Dutch
man, and bought him out. I forget the Dutchman’s name. 
He had been gone all summer. Smith had stayed there 
and kept up the claim and then thought of jumping it. The 
Dutchman went off and Smith worked on the mine right 
away. I have forgot Mr. Smith’s given name. He was a 
fine man.

I don’t remember for sure just who was on this jury, 
but I think the twelve jurymen were about as follows: 
Henry Richardson, Charles Park, Billie Smith, Lewis Fine, 
Billie Ellington, John Q. Adams, Sam I. Scott, Len Wilcox, 
Joe Nickerson, James Fabin, Lovett Staring, and Wade 
Johnston. This was a special case. The usual way of 
deciding miners’ cases, was for each side to choose a 
man. If these two men couldn’t decide it, a third man 
was chosen.

Lovett Staring looked enough like old Frank Treat 
to be a brother. They were great friends. I went into San 
Andreas one day and there they were, measuring the 
calves of their legs. Staring afterwards returned to 
Rochester, New York, and went into the chicken business.

Three mining partners, Steve Cox, Wai Umphra (?), 
and Charles Ehler, couldn’t agree. So each one elected 
a place to run a tunnel on his own hook. All three of 
them ran tunnels in the hill. It didn’t pay and that ended 
it. I worked a short time for Ehlers. He said, “I paid you 
$3.50 a day and only cleaned up $2.50 a day.” This took 
place west of the old Villa home, now Rattio’s (1926), 
just across the gulch where those cuts and tunnels are. 
These fellows were mining there in 1857, at the time we 
held the special miners meeting. Charles Ehler came out 
here with Stevenson’s Regiment.

Angels was not much of a place before 1857. The big 
gold-quartz mining excitement started there in ’56. In 
January 1857, this Lower Calaveritas Mining District was 
formed, for everything between here and Angels was 
located.

At that time Bill Walker was getting his filibusters 
together to go to Nicaragua. He got thirty or forty men 
in Calaveras County. A lot of them were from Moke Hill 
and Upper Calaveritas. I knew most all of the men around 
here that joined Bill Walker’s Filibusters. They were 
never allowed to come back here.

Hal Richardson & Co.’s sluices near Yaqui Camp were 
robbed on March 21, 1857. The fellow that robbed them 
was working for them. He was a nice looking young man, 
but a fandango sharp. They discharged him and hired me 
in his place, at $3.50 a day. Their boxes were not robbed 
anymore. I worked for them two or three weeks. They 
were mining north of the Tom Villa place where so much 
is mined out there above the Calaveritas Road. They 
were mining here at the time of the Special Miners 
meeting in ’57.

In the February 26th issue of the INDEPENDENT, 1857, 
it states that at French Gulch, Hatfield & Co. washed out 
25 ounces of gold in four days. French Gulch is this side 
of Washington Ranch, at Drury’s.

From the SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT of February 
27th, 1857, “Much excitement over the stage robbery be
tween Murphys and San Andreas of the treasure-boxes of 
Wells Fargo & Co. and the Pacific Express Co. supposed

JOHN STEEL
Taken about 1912, this photograph shows cobbler Steel in 
front of his shop on Main Street San Andreas. He worked 
at his bench here for 56 years. — From the Society's files, 

loss about $35,000. Joseph Knight, of Wells Fargo & Co., 
and Charles Faville, of the Pacific Express, summoned a 
posse to pursue the robbers. Deputy Sheriff Schroebel also 
on the alert.”

Joseph Knight and Charles Faville—there’s two old 
landmarks of early days. That big, old tea kettle out 
there under the porch was brought around Cape Horn in 
1849 by old Joe Knight. Knight’s family came out here 
in 1857.

The INDEPENDENT reported on February 20, 1857, 
“Mr. and Mrs. Sharp, of Sharp’s Hotel, at Upper Cala
veritas, announce that they will give an Inauguration 
ball, Wednesday, March 4. Managers: Abram Hooper, 
Upper Calaveritas; Charles Dodge, French Gulch; Dan 
Chase, San Antone.”

I knew only one of those floor managers, Dan Chase.
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Wade Johnston Talks Cont'd
In those days they most always had Ben Thorn and Gor
don Sloss for floor managers at every ball. Louis Costa 
bought out Sharp about 1860 or ’61, and Sharp moved to 
San Andreas and took over the Metropolitan Hotel. Louis 
Costa ran a store at Calaveritas for many years. He was 
one of the best roadmasters we ever had. He always put 
in an honest day’s work on the road for the County.

Wade Johnston comments on the Editorial from the 
SAN ANDREAS INDEPENDENT of March 24, 1857:

“A Humbug Minstrel Show was given in San Andreas 
that aroused the countryside. The largest audience ever 
gathered at Knickerbocker Hall • assembled to enjoy the 
minstrels, and so short was the program that the manager 
had to come out twice and announce that the performance 
had ended.”

I was there. They had a big house. When the audience 
saw they were humbugged they began to show it. The 
performers, fearing rotten eggs or a lynching bee, most 
all ran off, some to the Bay State Ranch, to Mokelumne 
Hill and other places. Old John Kelly stayed in San 
Andreas, as he was at home most anywhere, most always 
playing for some fandango house.

They had all got on a drunk in Angels and split up— 
only half of them showed up at San Andreas. I met one 
of these fellows afterwards in 1863. He said that no grass 
grew under his feet when he heard their talk about lynch
ing. He walked all the way, seven miles, that night to 
the Buckhorn ranch.

They were all right, though. They reformed again in 
Amador County and gave a good performance there, get
ting off some good jokes on San Andreas.

 
Have you paid your dues for 1969-70?

Forthcoming Meetings
November 20th—Early Stage Stops and Inns of Cala

veras. 
December 18th—Christmas Program. 
January 22nd—Dinner meeting, place to be announced. 

There will be an illustrated program by 
Leonard Covello.

New Members
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heighway, Altaville
Mrs. Katherine Gomes, San Andreas 
Mr. Wilford Gomes, Altaville 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Farr, San Andreas 
Mr. Kenneth S. Peek, Castro Valley (Jnr.) 
Mr. E. I. Edwards, Yucca Valley

Recent Meetings and Activities
At our annual meeting in July we launched the Arch

itectural Recognition program with 12 awards as follows: 
U. S. Post Offices at Angels, Mokelumne Hill and
Vallecito 
Veterans Memorial Building, Angels Camp
Angels Camp Fire House 
Hope Lodge, I.O.O.F. Hall, Angels Camp 
Mother Lode Bank, Altaville 
Murphys Hotel and Motel, Murphys
Angels Camp Hotel 
Lode Hotel, Angels Camp 
Frank Crespi Building, Angels Camp
Residence of Emmett Joy, Mokelumne Hill

Each year additional awards will be given out to owners of 
buildings qualifying as outstanding examples of Mother 
Mother Lode architecture, whether this is achieved by res
toration and rehabilitation of an orginal building or con
struction of a new one. The meeting was concluded with 
an interesting talk on railroads by Mr. James Phillips, 
illustrated with film slides.
with film slides.

The officers and directors met on August 20th, at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Al Gross. At this meeting, as is the 
custom, the historical essays were stapled. Copies of these 
have been mailed out to members. However, in the inter
ests of economy, only one copy has been sent to each 
family membership.

The dedication of the Beaver Creek Road to South Grove 
was held at the bridge on the Stanislaus on August 9th. 
The following day the Regional Potluck Picnic was held 
at Big Trees. Both events were well attended.

On September 25th, a particularly interesting program 
was presented on schools to a large audience. A magnifi
cent display of group photographs was prepared by Bessie 
McGinnis. Ed Leonard described the formation and de
velopment of the school system, illustrated with numerous 
anecdotes. Charles Schwoerer then described many of the 
well-known teachers and superintendents of our schools.

We will continue the Wade Johnston "Talks in a forth
coming issue. He will tell us about his joining the Frazier 
River rush in '58 and the Calaveras copper boom during 
the Civil War, as well as adding many anecdotes about 
Calaveras residents of those far-a-way times.
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THE DILL MURDER CASE
The great gold rush to California attracted a wide 

variety of persons. There were adventurers from all walks 
of life — some were men desperate for money; others were 
fleeing the hangman’s noose or perhaps just the county 
sheriff, and others were escaping from a life that for one 
reason or another was unbearable to them. The majority, 
however, were just looking for a better opportunity, or a 
fresh start, leaving loved ones at home only till they could 
send for them, or until returning themselves with a 
quickly-won fortune. A few of the more adventurous even 
took their families on that first hard trip west.

Many of the Argonauts came home within a few years. 
Others stayed in the Far West. A considerable number 
were victims of illness or accident, or died a violent death 
at the hands of criminals, and countless persons simply 
disappeared from sight. Some became the family heroes, 
but others were purposely put out-of-mind by their rela
tives who stayed behind and who, in many cases, 
shouldered extra responsibilities because of it.

We are not sure just how James F. Dill of Mount Ver
non, Iowa, fitted into this scheme of things. We think that 
he parted from his young wife, Martha Ann Harbert Dill, 
under rather strained circumstances. Perhaps Martha’s 
parents were a strong factor in this, for they were known 
to be stern and forceful. The loss of James’ and Martha’s 
only child, at two months, was certainly a tragic factor in 
the parting. In any event we find James Dill and his 
brother Jeremiah in California in 1853, and we will see 
that James didn’t lack in courage, one of the necessary 
qualities of an Argonaut He writes to Martha from Napa, 
on June 26th:

Dear Martha I take this opertunity to inform you 
that I am well and I hope that these few lines ma 
finde you in the same state of health it seems all 
most seseles for me to rite to you for I have sent 
Eleven to you and this makes the twelf one and I 
have never got but the one and that was the one that 
you sent to mormen Island. . . I am working in Napa 
Valy in Napa County near the town of Napa I do 
not no how long I will stay hear Jeremiah has 
wote to me to come to him I think that I will go 
after harvest is over. . .Martha I have got some 
money to sende to you but it is out of my power to

MARTHA ANN HARBERT DILL
1832 - 1894

Martha Ann was born in Hillsboro, Fountain County/ 
Indiana, the first-born of Richard Jerome Harbert and 
Mary Ann (Polly) Zumwalt. Her brothers and sisters were 
Joseph, Letitia, Mary Ann, Galena and Huldah. In 1845, 
the Harberts moved to Iowa and settled in Mount Vernon, 
Linn County, Iowa. Martha was married to James F. Dill 
in 1848 at Marion, Iowa. The only child, George Beldon, 
was born in 1851 and died when two months old. Ten years 
after James' murder, Martha married Daniel J. Simmons 
of Blairstown, Benton County, Iowa. The Simmons had 
one child, William.

sende it now for I cannot obtain a check frome hear 
at this time without gowing to San Francisco and I 
can not go at this time tho I shall sende it as soon as 
I can I recon you think that it is a long time com
ing but Martha you cannot think the time any 
longer than I do I am sure and I hope when we get 
together a gain that the times will all pas away 
better than they do now or even did before you ma 
think the time long Martha but you are thire with 
youre Father and Mother & I am heare all most 
a lone & I am shure that time can not seam as long 
to you as it dose to me I often wish that I could 
have you hear but Martha I never (want) you to 
come against youre own free god will I think if 
you was hear we could go back rich the reason I 
say go back is because I think you would not bee 
conted to live hear many years tho the Valleye is



hansome & the climate is pleasant the towns & Citys 
is butiful we have some mud hear in the winter 
but no rain in the Summers thire is a greate har
vest hear I have got the Job of raking 250 akers 
off ove a reefer theire is one fielde joining the one 
that I am to work in to thousand akers in & it is 
all in barley it makes a nice show to see so mutch 
grain hear it looks as if the people ment to live 
hear as well as any place els my eyes has got 
nearly well once more and I am very proude off it 
and very thankfill likewise for I thought that I 
should have to go blinde I wish that I had you 
hear to wash my shirts for I am so stingy that I will 
not give too bits to have a luckry shirt washed I 
would rather do it myself and by that means I do 
not have a clean shirt very often becaus I cannot 
wash them very clean tho I do my best with them 
when I git at it I blister my fingers some times 
then I think that I never will try to wash anymore 
but when my shirt gets dirty I try it a gain Well 
then when that is done then thire is a hole in my 
pants well then I must go and mend that or els my 
knee will stick out then some one will laugh at 
me and you ought to have youre wife hear well by 
that time that is done thire is something els to do 
and by that means I do not get mutch rest at night 
then I lay and think off you and the rest off my 
folks untill I fall to sleep and often dream off you 
but I cannot have you hear to tell my dreams to 
when a wake up in the morning Martha direct 
youre letters to Napa and if I leave hear 1 will let 
you no it in time so that you can direct them whaire 1 
ma go to I think I will go to Sonora to Jeremiah I 
have no more to tell you at present but to give my 
best respects all off my friends tho I give them all 
to yo first so no more but still remain as your 
affectionat husband

James Dill to Martha A. Dill

Dill was not much of a speller and his grammar leaves 
a great deal to be desired, but he did get the idea across, 
and his letters give us a clear picture of the thoughts and 
impressions of a homesick gold seeker from the Middle 
West in far-away California. Only three of his letters 
were saved. After the harvesting was over in Napa Valley, 
he went to Sonora to join his brother. On February 21st 
he wrote from that place:

Dear Martha
I take this opertunity of informing you that I am 

well and I received youre letter dated January 2nd 
of ’54 I received a latter frome Jacob They was 
all well at that time They want us to come home 
very mutch but my wants is the largest tho I hope 
that I will have them suplide before a very long 
time I would like it very well if I coulde come 
home this spring but it is imposable for me to do so 
it seams like evry thing is a gainst me but I must 
crall before I walk but I think if nothing hapens I 
think I will soon lirn irley in the sumer as I have 
got too claims that looks prospers for me I have 
not hirde anything frome Stewarte nor M Donahoo 
latly James R. Bartley was hear with us a few

days a go he is well at present he says he thinks 
that he will go to olde Iowa next fall and if it is 
posible I will come with him which I think I can. . . 
I have not got anything of great intrust for you this 
time give my respects to all inquireing friends 
I hope that some of them will rite to me when they 
want to hear frome me so no more but still 
remain as youres

Jas. F. Dill

The last letter that we have James wrote from Sonora 
on April 8th, 1854. It sounds as though things were going 
better for him. His improving punctuation makes this 
letter easier to read.

Dear Martha
I take this oportunity of informing you that I 

have just received a letter from and was rejoised 
to hear that you aire all well. I am well at present 
with the exception of my eyes. They aire failing 
very fast for a while back but I am inhopes they 
will git better now as I have quit working after 
night. I have not one a day worke in day light for 
the last six weeks until yesterday but I think I will 
quit it now for a while for I have got to think that 
good eyes is worth all the golde that lays in any one 
county in California if my eyes do not git better by 
the middle or the last of June I will come home if 
I can see out and if they do git better I will not git 
home quite so soon I received a letter from mother. 
They waire all well in Illinois when she rote and 
says that times is very good thire and thinks 
that Jery can do as well thire as he can hear 
and wants us to come home very mutch and wants 
him to rite when he will come but he says that he 
is not sadisfide yet. Well I am not sadisfide yet as 
far as the golde is consirned but with the balence I 
am I think. Thire is a large piece of golde founde 
now and then but it is not my lot to finde my pile in 
that way tho it ma be yet before I take my leave 
frome California I will hope for it if I never receive 
it thire is nothing like living in hopes. . .

Dill then rants a bit about Martha’s brother Joe who 
came west briefly, possibly to try to unite the young 
couple. Obviously James was not very fond of his in-laws. 
He concludes his letter almost prophetically:

Now I must winde up by saying that you must 
live in hopes a little while longer, give my respects 
to all So no more but still remain as yours until 
death

J. F. to Martha A. Dill
Jeremiah wrote a letter to his sister-in-law, Martha 

a fortnight later, heading it “Mormund Creek Sonora.” 
His letter is a little hard to decipher, for his handwriting, 
spelling and grammar were all rather bad. He mentions 
the problems of heavy rains in their mining. He says he 
likes California and its climate very much, more than 
James does. He points out the difficulties in bringing 
families across the plains, and asks Martha to find a pretty 
girl for him in Iowa. “That is a bout all the way that 
you will ever get me at home.”
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The last letter from Jeremiah was written on October 
the 30th, 1854, from “Sanatone Calavaris Co.” and con
tained some startling news, now two months old.

Mrs Martha
I know have taken a pain task which should a 

ben done conciderberlysooner But I think my 
a pologize will be sufficient James was murdered 
August the 24 near wher I stay By a man By the 
name of Howard Moppin with out any cause he 
was shot about a leven o clock and I di not get to 
him until near twelve. . . the man made his escape 
so far I hope and trust it will be but a short time 
when I may se his face. . .

Apparently this Maupin for some reason greatly dis
liked Michael who must have been an associate of the 
Dills.

they had some words and Michael left for cattle 
to the valey James was tending to a shop for us 
and I was stopping at another camp some 5 miles 
from them in an other shop Michael says while he 
was gon this man said he would kill him and James 
was a telling him when this man came a long and 
heard parts of the conversation Michael turned 
to hime and said I under stand you say you intend 
to kill me and the man ran a few steps before he 
made any reply and steped in a house Says that 
it was a li. . . and he tolde him all he asked of him 
was to let him a lone and he would do the same 
Mike was some uneasy and James told him that he 
need not be for all he had to do was if he came in 
the way was to kick him out

Jeremiah states that Maupin was a man that neither 
of them associated with, and that he was not well liked. 
He then goes on to describe in detail the shooting:

Mikel the nest morning went to the Black smith 
shop with a young horse to get shod said he would 
go and help the smith to shoe him they with sev- 
erel others went and they shod the horse and started 
back to the shop Michael wase some 4 or 5 steps 
be hind when this man made his appearance in 
a dore some twenty feet from Michael called to him 
to stop. . . he had time to see hoo had spake to him 
he fiard a Barrel of a double barrel gunn at him but 
mised him and Michael fell from his horse on the 
opposite side and they all thought he was shot and 
all ran to him but James who ran to ward Moppin 
I suppose to keep him from shooting a gane at 
Michael and he got with in a bout five feet and 
Moppin turned the gunn and shot him rite side with 
five buck shot and to small shot Michael rise to 
his feet by the time the gunn cracked and they all 
run to James. . . there was a young man heard some 
one say that this man shot James and (he) started 
to James and seeing this man araning he started 
after him and got in a few steps and he (Moppin) 
turned around and pointed the gun at him and he 
still thought that he had one barrell loaded and 
stoped and then after a running a few steps he threw 
the gunn and the man still pursued him but he got

to the mountains which was but a bout a hundred 
yards some fifty men followed him in the brush 
but all done no good the allarm was given and in 
one hour their was mor than three hundred men 
on the look out for him

Michael started with a man to Stockton and to 
Sacramento Hang town and several places and 
warned all of the officers in those places and their 
was men every direction but do no good I went 
to Stockton and got to horses that was on the pas
ture and started with another man until I was sadis- 
fide I could not finde him that direction and on my 
way back I stoped some miles from home to get 
diner and making som enquires I got a good de
scription of him at a camp 50 miles from their I 
hired fresh horses and started with another man 
which was well acquanted with the place it was a 
considerbley out of the way camp. . ,

This ended the page and the rest of the letter has been 
lost. We wonder why Jeremiah waited two months before 
writing to the widowed Martha. He may have been hoping 
to tell her at the same time that they had captured the 
murderer.

Maupin changed his name to Pike and eluded his 
pursuers for more than three years. In the fall of 1855, 
young Ben Thorn was elected Constable of the Township 
that included San Antone Camp and was appointed 
Deputy Sheriff. He immediately began to hunt down the 
many absconded murderers who had committed their 
crimes in that vicinity and to bring them to justice. 
Howard Maupin was one of these criminals arrested by 
the intrepid Thorn.

Maupin was arraigned before Judge Charles M. Creanor 
of the 5th Judicial District Court at “Mok Hill” on October 
8th, 1857. He was charged with manslaughter and tried 
on Thursday, February 11th, 1858. “Bloody Bill” Higby, 
District Attorney, prosecuted for The People and attorneys 
Badgley and Dudley defended. Eight witnesses were 
called by Higby, and there were three for the defense. 
The jury returned a quick verdict of guilty and two days 
later Judge Creanor sentenced Maupin to three years hard 
labor at the State prison.

Permission to print these letters was given by Martha 
Dill’s great-grandniece, Mrs. Lorraine Harbert Albright, 
who also loaned the picture of Martha.

Forthcoming Meetings
January 22nd—Dinner at Perry Hall, Valley Springs. 

The Roaring Twenties, by Leonard 
Covello.

February 26th—San Andreas. Livery Stables and Ga
rages, by J. Carley and L. Stewart. 

March 26th—San Andreas. Early Day Entertainment. 
April 23rd—Dinner meeting. History of Agriculture, by 

Coke Wood. Place to be announced.

CALAVERAS TELEPHONE COMPANY
Our member, Leon Rovetta, tells the story of the Felix 

telephone in “The Saga of Barbwire Jim,” in the Novem
ber issue of the Pacific Telephone magazine, “p. m. t”
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Recent Meetings
Our October dinner was held at the Covenant Church 

in San Andreas. Mr. Raymond Hillman, the energetic 
young curator of History at the Haggin Museum, gave an 
exceptionally interesting talk on “Steamboating around 
Stockton,” well illustrated with numerous slides pertain
ing to this subject.

In November, we met at the Grange Hall, San Andreas, 
to hear a program on “Early Stage Stops and Inns of 
Calaveras.” Papers were presented by Miss Bessie Mc
Ginnis, Mrs. Myrtle Jones, Mrs. Bessie Airola and Mrs. 
Otta Leonard on the Shannon House, Pool’s Station, Hawk
eye House, and Tower Ranch, respectively.

On December 18th, our annual Christmas program took 
place at the Grange Hall. Mrs. Alice Eldridge was pro
gram chairman and presented a panel of A. F. S. exchange 
students followed by choral singing and then group sing
ing by the audience.

President Al Gross has appointed two important com
mittees this fall. One, under the chairmanship of George 
Nelson, has been organized to find adequate quarters for 
the Society’s archives and files, and to organize and index 
the large amount of material now with the Society. The 
second, the Bicentennial Committee, will set up a program 
in honor of the State celebration, which will take place 
during 1970. As County organizer of this event, the So
ciety will receive Calaveras County’s share of the pro
ceeds of the sale of the Bicentennial medallions.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR TREASURER
There are still a few members who have not yet paid 

their 1969-70 dues.
DREW GARLAND

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES
Museum Workshop at Stockton

Several members of the Society attended the annual 
museum workshop of the California Conference of His
torical Societies held on November 8th and 9th at the 
Haggin Museum in Stockton. It proved to be an excellent 
opportunity to see what goes on behind the scenes at the 
finest such establishment in the area. The Haggin Mu
seum is devoted primarily to History (California, Stockton, 
and Southern Mines) and to Art (Worldwide). A small 
but well-indexed library is available to researchers in 
local history.

Back Issues
We regret to report that due to heavy demand for our 

back issues recently, 21 issues of Volumes I through IX 
are now out of print, and several more are in very short 
supply. We urge those members who wish to purchase 
back issues to do so as soon as possible. These may be 
obtained from the Secretary at 50 cents a copy. Any 
member wishing to sell old issues may place a notice in 
LAS CALAVERAS.

Some of the issues still in print:
Vol. 1, No. 1—Early Calaveras; Angels Mine Disaster, etc. 

No. 2—Indians of Calaveras County.
Vol. 2, No. 2—Ebbetts Pass Road; O’Byrnes Ferry Bridges. 

No. 4—Calaveras County Bridges and Ferries.
Vol. 4, No. 4—Mountain Ranch - El Dorado; Cave City; 

Table Mountain Ditch; Pony Denig; Mur
der of E. Said.

Vol. 6, No. 2—Valley Springs; News Items of 1851. 
No. 3—Calaveritas.
No. 4—Paloma; L. M. Schrack; Glencoe.

Vol. 7, No. 1—Sheepranch Mine; Rich Gulch; Rock 
Fences, etc.

No. 3—Big Trees - Carson Valley Road; Alice 
Bouldin.

No. 4—Mokelumne Hill.
Vol. 9, No. 1—One Hundred Years in Copperopolis. 

No. 4—The Stone Houses of Lost City.
Vol. 10, No. 1—Blue Mountain City; Sandy Gulch, etc. 

New Members
We welcome these residents and friends of Calaveras 

County to the Society:
Mr. Carlo M. De Ferrari, Sonora
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Raggio, Angels Camp
Mrs. Frances Tower Henry, Salt Springs Valley
Mr. and Mrs. Louis R. Petithomme, Angels Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Landis, Sheep Ranch
Miss Freda Cunningham, Murphys
Mrs. Zelma Altmeyer, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Howard, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Irwin, Copperopolis
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ayers, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil A. Baker, Lodi
Judge and Mrs. Virgil M. Airola, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Johnson, San Andreas
Mrs. Elna Yothers, San Andreas
University of Georgia Library, Athens, Georgia
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WADE JOHNSTON TALKS TO HIS 
DAUGHTER

By EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON

THIRD INSTALLMENT
In the first installment, Wade Johnston told of his trip 

across the plains to Placer County, of his adventures there and 
his early memories of Yaqui Camp and Lower Calaveritas. The 
second installment continued his story in this part of Calaveras 
County in the middle Fifties. Johnston’s phenominal memory 
recalled all manner of incidents and anecdotes about the 
people then living around San Andreas.

After reading the Johnston “Talks” we gain a new appre
ciation of the countryside hereabouts, and of the features such 
as the old placer diggings, mine dumps, ditches and crumbling 
foundations that we are so apt to take for granted. Each ravine, 
each little ranch, each crossing of the road had its tiny com
munity of rugged and resourceful pioneers.

Effie used various tactics to help her nonogenarian father 
to sharpen his memory. In the preface she planned for her 
father’s book, she says:

“His memory held out to the last, and the most of this 
information was given to me, at odd times, during the final 
three or four years of his life, when he felt like talking and I 
had the time to write.

“He was hard of hearing the last five years which made 
conversation difficult. Sometimes he misunderstood the ques
tion and sometimes I was not sure I understood his answer, 
or I could not write fast enough to keep up with him. So I 
began to write out questions and we got along better. I left 
blanks when 1 was not sure what he said or meant. The in
tention was to go over it again with him and fill in the blanks. 
But he passed away before this was all accomplished and I 
am obliged to leave out names and dates that I might have 
had.”

She also copied out old newspaper accounts, to steer his 
chain of remembering onto a different subject. We begin the 
third installment with a few typical instances of this tactic, 
which Effie called:

Comments on Old Files
“Providence House for Rent—Apply to John H. Field, 

San Andreas.” (San Andreas Independent, February 22, 1857)
I guess that’s meant for old Jack Field. He was the only 

Field I ever knew around San Andreas. But I don’t remember 
a house around there by the name of “Providence House.” 
He married the widow McCardle who ran a saloon in San 
Andreas. They raised two daughters. The boys used to have 
lots of fun with old Mrs. McCardle when she ran that saloon.

JOHN HUBERTY
1829-1901

One of our early pioneers, John Huberty arrived here 
from Luxemburg in 1854. Twice married, he raised a 
large family and has many descendants in Calaveras 
County and elsewhere. A rancher, he was held in 
high esteem by his friends and neighbors in and 
around San Andreas.

Courtesy of Walter and John Huberty.

She tried to use the longest words in the English language, 
but she didn’t know where to put them.

“W. H. Higby, Esq., former District Attorney of Cal
averas County, returns from the East.” (February 23, 1857)

That’s old Bill Higby. I voted for him, too. And he voted 
my ticket one election. I attended one of his meetings here 
in Upper Calaveritas. He had the name of “Bloody Bill.” 
The reason for this was that if a man was charged with a 
crime, Bill would do his best to convict him, whether he was 
guilty or not.

“Notes of Travel—At 3 o’clock on Tuesday morning, 
Feb. 10th, we took a seat in Dillon & Co.’s U. S. Mail coach 
bound for Stockton. Samuel Brown, one of the oldest and best 
‘stagers’ in the state, was the careful and expert driver” 
(March 1, 1857)

I was acquainted with Dillon the stage man and I knew 
Sam Brown the stage driver and Billy Denig’s Pony Express.



THE OLD COUNTY HOSPITAL AT SAN ANDREAS

An imposing structure with ornamental grounds, and 
much used over the years, this was long a county land
mark. The new government center now occupies the site.

A number of indigent county residents who spent their 
last years here are buried in a "potter's field" nearby. The 
John Huberty ranch ajoined to the east.

From an old postcard in the Society's files.

I think it was the same year as the Big Meadow Massa
cre, 1857, that a young fellow named Yates was tortured by 
the Indians. We at first thought he was from Jefferson 
County, Missouri.

He boasted, “I’m going to kill an Indian before I get to 
California”. When his train reached the Humboldt, he took 
his gun and went hunting. He came onto a squaw fishing in 
the stream. He shot and killed her. He returned to his train 
and they moved on.

The Indians banded, followed and overtook the train. 
They surrounded it and demanded the man that killed the 
squaw. They threatened to kill and scalp the whole train if 
they didn’t give him up.

They then gave him up and were compelled to witness his 
torture. He was stripped naked and skinned alive.

Dog Point in I 857
Dog Point is that gravel hill east of San Andreas near 

what is now Cavagnaro’s place.*
I was working there for Forest, Bill Sterns, Corcoran & 

Co. in June 1857. It was the year the longtailed blazing comet 
was to burn up the earth on the 16th and 17th of June. Ours 
was the only company around there that worked that day. 
It was 112 in the block building where John Dasso (now 
Treats, 1926) afterwards ran a store.

Some of us were stripping ground—about four of the

* Today, Marshall Avenue runs down to Dog Point.

Forest Co. and four hired men. I drove a horse and cart. My 
nose started to bleed and bled about a pint. At noon I went 
up town and got a little flask of brandy. But it was so full 
of ants that I couldn’t use it.

Lovett Staring, who was from Rochester, New York, got 
letters from his people saying that they went wild back there 
over the comet. Merchants just threw open their doors and 
told the public to help themselves.

In the San Andreas Independent, July 16, 1860: “Rich 
strike made by Corcoran and Forests’ Co., who own the old 
Bill Dunning claim on the San Andreas Old Channel. $1000 
in one day’s work.”

Tom and Dennis Cochoran & Co., San Andreas and 
Lower Calaveritas merchants, and George Schall, who ped
dled milk, had mining interests at Dog Point but they didn’t 
mine there themselves.

There were several companies mining about Dog Point 
at the time. Marlette, Cole & Co. were there in 1857. I guess 
Dog Point was about the richest spot ever found in this gravel 
channel in the County. Old Cap Ferguson was at one time 
interested in one of these mines.

We used to all go out and work for others when we 
couldn’t make anything on our mine. In the dry summer of 
1857, Lewis Fine worked out our blacksmith bill at Central 
Hill. Billie Ellington went to work at one place and I worked 
at Dog Point, to pay our butcher bill.

I only worked one month for Forest, Sterns and Corcoran 
& Co. That paid up our $100 butcher bill at Corcoran’s Store. 
Their company was working right near the end of Dog Point 
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at that time.
While I was working at Dog Point, they had to pump the 

water out of the mine. The pump was run with a whim*. Old 
Balem the mule ran the whim.

They would bring old Balem down there in the morning, 
and hitch him to the whim. He’d keep it a’going until all 
the water was pumped out. Then he’d bray for them to come 
and take him off. He knew when the water was out and 
wouldn’t go any more. It took him until 11 o’clock to get the 
water out.

I saw this go on for a month, while I worked right beside 
him. Everybody around San Andreas at that time knew old 
Balem the mule.

While I was at Dog Point ’57, we had a wedding at the 
Forest and Sterns boarding house.

One of the Forest boys and a Miss Austin were married 
at the boarding house on the mine. We had a big crowd at 
the wedding. A lot of women were there. They had a nice 

*A whim consisted of a rope drum, mounted on a vertical 
shaft, turned by a beast of burden. It could be adapted for 
use as a hoist, a winch or in this case, as a pump.

wedding dinner and a dance at the boarding house. Church 
people who had no intention of dancing, broke over and 
danced. James L. Ray, the gunsmith of San Andreas, and 
I played the violin for them to dance to.

Those at the wedding and dance included the Brown and 
Lewis families who were related. One of the Lewis girls after
wards married Mr. Weaver of Stockton. One of the Brown 
girls later married Mr. Vaughn. He was at the wedding, too. 
Others there were the Smith family, who lived near Forest 
and Stern’s mine, also Mr. and Mrs. Tom Yeager of San 
Andreas, John Vezey of San Andreas, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Asbury. The Asburys later lived at what is now the Rudy 
Rathgeb place on the Calaveritas road. Asbury was a partner 
of the Forests, when they mined near Kentucky House (’51 to 
’57).

In the evening we went up to the Austin Place (the old 
John Huberty ranch)*. They didn’t dance there as it was too 
soon after Mr. Austin’s death. But they had a play.

We didn’t have the same crowd. Some of those present 
were Mrs. E. T. Lake, of North Branch; Mary Smith and her

*The Austin ranch lay just east of the present Government 
Center, and is now owned by O. Mellin.

On the left# the Hall of Records and the old Lodge Building, 
now housing the County Museum, are much the same to
day. Beyond them can be seen the original location of 
Stewart's Garage, and the Superior Garage, on the corner

(now tom down). On the right is Buffa <& Queirolo's store. 
Lev Binum's restaurant, and the Post Office. The old 
Catholic Church, built in 1857, stands prominently in the 
background. — V. Covert Martin Photo.
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adopted daughter, Miss ClaTa Scott, who later married Bill 
Sterns; Mrs. Jenks and daughter; Miss Belle Ward of San 
Andreas; Mr. and Mrs. Yeager; Billie Ellington; Bill Sterns 
and others.

The Austins were a fine family and great friends of Mr. 
and Mrs. Asbury. Mr. Austin died early in 1857. Billie Ellin- 
ton and I were two of his pall-bearers. And old Ira Taylor 
preached his funeral sermon. I think the Austins had about 
six children. Their dwelling house was near that old reservoir. 
They had a nice little orchard there by a spring. Austin 
located this ranch in the early 50’s.

The Austins sold this ranch to John Huberty, and they 
went back to Texas. One of the Austin boys was wounded in 
the Civil War. Mrs. Asbury told me afterwards that Mrs. 
Austin returned to Stockton, California, where she died. 

It was Austin’s old sow that got into Nickerson’s shack 
in Yaqui Camp and turned his batch of bread dough upside 
down and scattered his kettles about. When Nickerson came 
home and found the old sow in his bread dough, he was so 
mad, he grabbed his gun loaded with buckshot, followed her 
up to the junction of Yaqui Gulch and Willow Creek and shot 
her down. His cabin was just across the gulch and west of our 
cabin.

I think it was the Lewis family that located what is now 
the Rudolph Rathgeb ranch on the Upper Calaveritas road. 
They sold out to Mr. and Mrs. Asbury.

There were three of the Forest brothers here. I was 
acquainted with two of them. Pat Forest, who later raised a 
large family at Sheep Ranch, went back home and got married. 
When he returned he brought two girls with him, Maud and 
Mary Worthington. I think they were his wife’s sisters.

Maud married Billie Holmes, who ran a store at Old 
Gulch. They afterwards separated. Mary married Cap Hop
kins, a lawyer in San Andreas, and raised three daughters. 
Cap and Wren Hopkins were brothers. Wren Hopkins married 
a Miss Roach, a sister to Frank Treat’s wife. Mrs. Hopkins 
had three children and died. Wren Hopkins then married her 
maiden sister.

John Bell, who was one of the first to locate at Dog 
Point, killed—Ossuna, a nice young fellow and a brother to 
Trinidad Ossuna. Trinidad played the guitar. He and his 
brother were good singers. John Bell caught this young fellow 
picking over his sluice boxes, after he, Bell, had cleaned them 
up. He was leading Ossuna to the house, when Ossuna twisted 
himself loose and ran. Bell’s sluice boxes had been robbed 
before this, and finding Ossuna picking them, he concluded 
he was the guilty party. But the people generally thought 
Ossuna innocent of the sluice robbing. There was nothing else 
against the young fellow. There was so much hard feelings 
against Bell over the killing, that he had to sell and get out. 
He went back home. Trinidad Ossuna married and raised a 
large family in San Andreas, where Lewis Cadematori now 
lives.

John Huberty was tending the Union Ditch when I came 
to the county. I used to see him every day while I was at Dog 
Point. He was a brother to old Mrs. Michael Schanen, who 
lived so many years on the Oro Dale Ranch. They came here 
from Luxemburg in 1867.

In 1859, John Huberty married Mary Burckhard. She 
died in ’67, leaving five children. The youngest, Mary, was an 
infant. In a short time John Huberty married a second time, 
the widow Donovan, who had one son. She made an excellent 
stepmother. Eight more children were born to them.

Mrs. Donovan was a sister to Mrs. Jim Waters. They 
were the Griffin sisters from Ireland. The Jeff Gatewoods

had taken Huberty’s baby to raise. They had become very 
much attached to her when John married the second time 
and wanted his baby back.

John Huberty had a brother, George Huberty, who with 
his wife and six children, came over here from Luxemburg in 
the middle 80’s. At this time John Huberty was peddling milk 
around San Andreas, and giving a grand ball once a year.

It was Dr. Ringo that showed me that double-headed 
snake that was found on Murray Creek. It was small with 
two perfect heads. Another one was killed there afterwards. 
Dr. Ringo and George Schall use to come out to Yaqui Camp 
Sundays to hear me play those old pieces on the violin.

Rod Terwilliger and Hosea Allen joined the Odd Fellows 
here in San Andreas at the same time I did in 1857. My first 
meeting with the Odd Fellows, after joining them, was at 
Camp Seco in 1862. Caldwell, the leader of the band, was 
there. He wanted me to play for them to dance. They danced 
in two rooms. There was a big crowd there from San Andreas 
and Mokelumne Hill. While we were marching, Todd Toon 
was right behind me. Whenever I got out to step he kicked 
me in the calves of the legs. I couldn’t attend the Odd Fellows 
meetings regular. So I just dropped out. I quit paying my 
dues and was suspended.

Rod Terwilliger crossed the plains in 1850. He helped 
to hoist the Bear Flag at Upper Calaveritas in 1852. Rod and 
his partners mined on San Antone Ridge. They would make

E. L. "LEV" BINUM

Son of Edmington and Margaret Binum, he was pro
prietor for many years of the Bon Ton Chop House in 
San Andreas. — Loaned by Mrs. Violet Morales.
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a run, clean up a lot of gold dust, come down to San Andreas 
and gamble for about a week, getting a little sleep in their 
chairs. They generally went home broke—to make another 
run. He was in Sierra County in ’51 when a girl was lynched 
there.

Black Pioneers
Everybody liked the old negro, Philip Piper*, that ran 

the Main Street House in San Andreas. Most all of the 
Southerners boarded with old Piper. Piper’s Main St. House 
was burned July 5, 1858, when San Andreas was destroyed by 
fire. His eating house was never rebuilt.

I understood that Ben Buster came out here in 1852, 
and that he made the most of his money, about $15,000, at 
Nigger Mill, Mokelumne Hill. He came from Mok Hill to the 
San Antone Ridge where he lived in an old cabin by himself 
at Red Gulch.

Old Buster use to say, “I can sit in my cabin door and 
see where my gold is buried, but nobody will ever find it.”

Frank Cuneo who ran a store at San Antone Camp at 
that time said that old Buster took a lot of gold in gulches on 
the San Antone. A gulch there where he often mined is still 
called “Nigger Buster Gulch”. He use to sell Cuneo nuggets 
that weighed as much as $60 apiece. Buster wouldn’t let any
body live with him. And if his money was ever found there 
is no record of it.

All sorts of people (even spiritualists) looked for Buster’s 
money. Andrew McCoy, who had a mine on the San Antone 
Ridge and a gravel mine here on the present Joses ranch, 
was well acquainted with old Buster. After Buster died in 
1872, McCoy looked for his money. Later he laughed and 
said, “I’ll never look for old Buster’s gold again.” But he 
wouldn’t explain himself, which leads one to wonder if McCoy 
thought he had seen Buster’s ghost. Buster had said that he 
would haunt anyone that looked for his money. Some one 
around there may have played a trick on McCoy.

In 1864, three men tried to rob old Buster. They were 
Bill Holt, Dave Park and Jim Collins. Old Buster managed to 
get up in the loft with his gun and he stood the three of them 
off. I think all three had been convicted and sent to state 
prison. Jim Collins and Dave Parks had a long criminal 
history. Just as soon as they got out of prison they started 
in again. Ben Thorn had to go clear back to Missouri for Dave 
Parks.

Just before they tried to rob old Buster, Dave Parks 
said to me, “If my luck don’t change pretty soon I’ll take 
to the Chaparral.” When Dave Parks first came out here he 
worked for Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Walker when they kept the 
Cave City Hotel. They were astonished when he got into 
trouble. Bad health and bad luck generally was the cause.

Jim Collins drove team for a company until they owed 
him $1400. He couldn’t get his money. He went to drinking 
and then to robbing.

After Bill Holt served his sentence he came back here 
and killed a man at Murphys. This man,—Inks, had Holt 
down and was after him with a knife. This being in self
defense, he got clear. Bill Holt was afterwards killed by a

* Philip Piper was listed in the New Bedford, Massachusetts, 
directory in 1852 as a seaman. The Bristol County census in 
that state for 1850 reported Piper as 26 years old, born in 
D.C. His wife, Jane G., was 23, and they had two daughters, 
Elizabeth J., and Charotte L., aged 3 and 1, both born in 
Massachetts. (Information supplied by James T. Abajian of 
the San Francisco Public Library)

MARGARET BINUM

Born in Missouri in slavery in 1826, died in San Diego 
in February, 1919. — Courtesy of Mrs. Violet Morales.

brother miner, in the wash room. He had made threats against 
this man’s life and the man got clear.

Dave Parks and Bill Holt were from Missouri. Jim Collins 
was from Illinois. We practiced so much on each other in those 
days, we could tell where a man was from just from the 
language he used.

Dr. Jones told me that old Buster didn’t need to die 
when he did. He was too stingy to feed himself. He was half 
starved and only a few dollars were found on his person when 
he died. Margaret Binum was well acquainted with old Buster. 
She knew where he came from. She told me that she thought 
a Mexican woman got his money.

I don’t know when Cloyd and Norman came out here, I 
think it was in 1849. They were from Mississipi. They were 
partners from the beginning in taking up that ranch. Cloyd 
planted the orchard in 1852. He was peddling in 1856—had 
plenty of peaches.

Norman brought Edmington Binum out here about ’56 or 
’57. He later sent for Margaret and the three eldest children, 
Sam, Floyd and Bertha. The other children, Lafiet, Rose, Jim 
and Al were born after Binum had bought his families freedom 
for $1400. Some said it was $1700. Norman gave Binum the 
chance to work it out on the ranch. Binum used to peddle for 
them.

In the 60’s the Binum family lived on that hill east of 
Scott’s Gulch. John Robertson called it “Nigger Hill”. All 
that remains are some locust trees on the front where their 
house stood, and two or three old apple trees and a grape vine 
or two where Binum’s nice little orchard and garden were to 
to the north.

What had first been Maurice Murphy’s store, then Ed 
Livernash’s saloon, became the Binum’s home (about 1870) 
when he was in the sheep business. Ed Livemash had gone
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UPPER CALAVERITAS IN THE TWENTIES

The two little adobe houses in the foreground have disap- the open slope in the background in the mid-thirties,
peared and the Cement Company built a truck road across Otherwise, Calaveritas has changed little over the decades.

V. Covert Martin Photo.

out of business in Lower Calaveritas about 1867.
Old Margaret was a kind mother and a great old nurse. 

Everybody liked her. She made friends wherever she went. 
The esteem in which the Binums were held is indicated by a 
local newspaper announcement of Margaret Binum’s death, 
quoted below:

“With the passing of Mrs. Binum, Calaveras mourns an
other early pioneer, who was well known to the older residents 
of this section, to whom she endeared herself by her sterling 
character and kindly ministrations to neighbors and friends 
in sickness and distress. She was a famous nurse, and no 
doubt, many living here today owe their lives to the tender 
care of ‘Aunt Margaret’, who never failed them, and they 
are sad over her passing.”

“W. J. Lewis, of Valecito, who filled the unexpired term 
of state senator occasioned by the resignation of W. B. 
Norman in 1857, announces himself a candidate for the office”. 
(San Andreas Independent July 1860)

Old Norman was elected State Senator in 1856. He was 
a judge in the 70’s. He died leaving considerable money to a 
nephew. I think it was about 1879.

Ferguson ran a blacksmith shop at the forks of the Angels 

and Upper Calaveritas road (70’s and 80’s). Old “Granny” 
Ferguson, his wife, used to go around carrying a basket 
covered with her shawl. All of the storekeepers had to keep 
an eye on old Granny and her basket. She couldn’t go any
where without stealing something, if it was only a box of 
matches or a bar of soap. When she came out to Paradise 
Gulch and washed for your mother she stole soap. When we 
started Willow Creek School in August, 1881, and had a 
donation supper and a dance, old Granny Ferguson was there 
and carried off enough food to last her crowd a week.

But I felt sorry for old Granny when they tried her son 
John for murder. Al Dudley had agreed to defend him for 
$25.00. But old Granny could only raise $15.00. Granny came 
to him on the street in San Andreas and said, “Fifteen dollars 
is all I have! But I’ll get the rest just as soon as I can. Al 
Dudley was said to have retorted, “They ought to hang every 
negro in Calaveras County if they can’t raise more money 
than that!”

John Ferguson, a Mexican named Jesus, and a Chinaman 
had murdered and robbed Johnson, an old storekeeper, down 
on the Calaveras River. I thing the Chinaman was killed at 
West Point. The Mexican escaped off south. What was sup
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posed to be his remains were afterward found in a tunnel. 
John Ferguson was tried, convicted, and hanged in San An
dreas.

Guss Cottle was intending to start for Mexico, in com
pany with the Mexican on the day the murder was committed. 
So that cut out Guss’ trip to Mexico. Guss Cottle had a fine 
horse. And it is supposed that the Mexican would have mur
dered Guss and taken his horse as soon as they crossed the 
Mexican border. Jesus, the Mexican, had worked for Guss 
Cottle’s father, John Cottle, at Fourth Crossing.

More Early Day Memories
I was acquainted with the man that raised the first 

oranges at Campo Seco. His name was Mackey. He was a 
partner of old Hamby’s. I’ve often told you what a lot of 
fruit there was here in early days. Wherever there were 
ditches, fruit trees and gardens grew under them. Bence and 
Brown, on the San Antone Ridge, had 500 fruit trees bearing 
in 1856.

That high hill, southwest of the old Thornton and Pat 
McAllen homes below San Andreas, was called Gold Hill.* 
Old man Thornton got $110.00 to the pan there in early days.

In ’56 or ’57 Pat McAllen and family were running the 
Gold Hill House. They had two good-sized daughters at the 
time. We sometimes ate at the Gold Hill House, when we had 
to carry our picks clear to North Branch to get them 
sharpened. Pat McAllen came to California in 1850. He went 
back to the States about 1856 and brought his family out 
here. He had come to the U. S. from Ireland in 1848.

Cap Pope lived in the Odd Fellows building on Main 
Street, San Andreas. Jeff Gatewood and wife, who were mar
ried in 1857, lived there, too. One day, that year, he was set
ting by his fire reading. He was using two quicksilver flasks 
for fire irons. While he was reading his paper one of these 
flasks exploded, taking away all of the legs of his chair and 
leaving him setting on the floor pretty badly burnt. One piece 
of the flask went through his door and then through the door 
of Philip Piper’s Main Street House just across the street. 
No one was seriously hurt.

When Jim Coogan was bilked, Rosa Gillen, a cousin, was 
engaged to marry him. She went as far as the church door and 
there backed out. Old Coogan said, “If I’d my Yankee Camp 
boys here I’d lay waste to all the southern portion of San 
Andreas.” Jim had borrowed clothes to get married in of the 
boys in Yaqui Camp. I loaned him a coat and a handkerchief. 
Ellington loaned him a pair of pants and someone else 
furnished a hat.

Rosa Gillen had two other admirers at the time. Drury 
and I think the other was McCrary. Coogan and McCrary met 
at the house where Rosa Gillen lived. I think she was a 
domestic at the time. Coogan told me, “I see that he had 
spotted the borrowed handkerchief. I made up my mind he was 
on my track.”

Rosa Gillen afterwards married Drury, who was a money 
lender at that time. He owned three houses in San Andreas. 
He got what is known as the Drury ranch through a loan to 
old Tim Baity, who was the original owner.

Rosa Gillen’s sister married Frank Cuneo who ran a store 
in San Antone Camp, and raised four boys, Frank, Charley, 
Vich and Colombo.

*This is the hill between Rasmussen’s Sawmill and the 
Pioneer Cemetery.

Huey Gillen, who left Eugene Drury some thousands of 
dollars, was a brother. He lived near Old Gulch and had no 
family. Drurys raised seven children, Mary, Eugene, Rosa, 
Tom, George, Dave and Joe. Coogan, Drury and the Gillens 
were all Irish. Mrs. Drury had a sister (Mary, I think) mar
ried back in the States. She had another brother here besides 
Huey.

Around 1860, we use to go up to old Tim Baity’s ranch 
and buy lots of fruit. He sold mines to Chinamen and having 
some money he went to Mokelumne Hill and spent it all 
among the politicians there, thinking he might be elected 
County Clerk. He spent all of his money, but he got no office.

After Drury got the ranch, he sold mines to China com
panies too. He sold one mine in the orchard, thinking the 
Chinamen would give it up before they worked it out. But 
the China company found a rich crevice running right through

MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH GENOCHIO

This is their wedding picture, taken in 1885. Joseph 
and his brother, Nat, bought the Cloyd and Norman 
Ranch on Calaveritas Creek (now Airola's) and 
raised large families there. In 1899, Joseph sold out to 
his brother and moved to North Branch.

Loaned by Mrs. Eva Soracco.
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THE CREW AT THE SQUAREHEAD MINE

This view was taken at the Squarehead shaft Yaqui Gulch, 
about 1904. Men working at the mine that year included 
George Eder, Frank Huberty, Guy Getchell, Charles 
Johnston, George Knapp, William and Theodore Zwinge, 
Richard Flamm, Ben Webster, F. Juchter, Frank Segale, 
Charles Preston, John Reddick, J. C. Leslie, Joseph and

Matthew Hertzig, T. Murphy, Joe Rhoy, L. Frioux, John 
Halley, Ed Weisbaugh, Ed Sciffert, Charles Dietz, Amos 
Spiller, and C. Ratto. James Trengove, the ninth figure 
from the right side was foreman. Eder and Huberty are 
the first two on the left side.

Loaned by Mrs. Violet Morales.

the orchard. Mrs. Drury told me she offered them $30 to 
leave one pear tree but they refused.

Mary Drury Rathgeb went to school with Abe and Frank 
Cottle. She went to school to Clara Foster and Jim Burges 
was her beaux. Clara use to tell Jim: “I can’t make Mary 
Drury quit playing with dolls and study her lessons,” which 
was mortifying to litttle Mary then.

Clara Foster married Frank Levitte. She was a daughter 
of Jube Foster’s by his first wife who died. Anna and Belle 
Foster were full sisters. Jube Foster’s second wife was Janie 
Mercer. They had 4 children, then she married Bennett and 
had 3 more. She came here from Alabama about 1873-4. She 
taught school and married Jube Foster in 1867. I think Bob 
Mercer came with her. A brother Eddie died. Sisters Laura 
(Mrs. Oscar Pfortner) and Agnes (Mrs. J. Holland) came 
later and married here.

Mrs. Jim Coogan used to laugh and say, “Jim was thirty 
feet from me when he popped the question”. Theirs was a 

correspondence courtship. They had never met before the day 
she arrived in San Francisco, and he proposed before she had 
time to see what he looked like.

Instead of his own photograph he had sent her the pic
ture of a good looking young man* and some of his own 
poetry with it, saying:

“While I am penning you these endearing lines
My heart is beating against my ribs
Like a mule kicking at a barn door, etc. etc.”
Coogan said, “I knew better than to send her my picture”. 
Mrs. Coogan was a Miss Quinn and a sister to Huey Quinn 

and to Kate Quinn who married Harvey Hedrick (about ’61). 
They were Irish, from Pennsylvania. Mrs. Coogan was a pass
able-looking woman and very well liked. She use to make some 
nice wine out of the wild blackberries that grew in their 

* Uncle Charles Johnston said that it was Wade Johnston’s 
picture he sent her. E.E.J.
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brush fence on Willow Creek. She died in childbirth in about 
1860, leaving two small children, Sarsfield and Mike. Coogan’s 
second marriage must have been about spring of ’64, as Jimmie 
Jr. was born March 13, 1865.

Hugh and Kate Quinn came out here in 1858. Jim Coogan 
paid Kate’s passage, expecting to have it paid back to him, 
by the man that married Kate. But Harvey Hedrick refused 
to do this, and he and Coogan became enemies. Coogan did 
not attend Kate’s wedding.

John Robertson wrote me of old Coogan’s “Homeing” 
(we were both there): “We were raising quite a ruckus. Ben 
Thorn, who was passing, dropped in. I guess he thought there 
might be a job for him.” Ben Thom was a depty then.

The boys around Yaqui Camp used to all go up to old 
Jim Coogan’s sometimes, just to have their fun with him. 
Coogan would sing “The Rocky Road to Dublin town” and 
do some jig steps.

Hugh Quinn peddled for Cloyd and Norman a long time. 
Coogan, who had fallen out with him as well as with Kate, 
called him the “Vampire”. Hugh Quinn went to San Francisco 
where he raised a family.

From old files of San Andreas Independent: “A Calico 
Ball was given at Upper Calaveritas on Friday, March 12, 
1858, to provide funds for their school. The Committee of 
Arrangements were: Mrs. Burnham, Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Sharp 
and Mrs. Shannon.”

I think the first ball that I attended in California was 
that Calico Ball, given at Upper Calaveritas in 1858. I didn’t 
dance at all. I had been playing for little stag dances and 
weddings, but I had never attended a public ball and took 
part in the dance. I wasn’t in society then.

The Lage murder by Shannon (1927) reminds me there 
used to be a Cornishman living in Upper Calaveritas named 
Shannon. He went into his garden, pulled and peeled a carrot 
and gave it to his young wife. She took sick right away and 
died.

Dr. Hart told me, “She had all the symptoms of poisoning 
and if I was interested in anything around there I would in
vestigate it.”

He was a thief, too. He would steal anything. The skunk 
was tending bar in Telegraph City, when I was there in 1863, 
and he stole a knife and razor from me.

The Fraser River Boom
it was inevitable in an atmosphere created by a major 

gold rush such as that to California, and closely followed by 
one to Australia, that a large stampede could develop over a 
minor strike. The Fraser River boom in British Columbia was 
just such a stampede. One disillusioned miner termed it, “Ten 
percent fact and ninety percent humbug.”

There was gold on the Fraser and its tributary, the 
Thompson, but hardly in sufficient amounts to justify the 
intense interest it created. Wade Johnston succumbed to the 
excitement and left San Andreas a day or two after the dis
astrous fire there on July 5th, 1858. Barely a week after this, 
a resident of Yaqui Camp, possibly one of Johnston’s friends, 
wrote to the San Andreas Independent:

“Mr. Editor. Numerous letters have been received from 
Fraser River. They prove the folly of men leaving for there at 
the present time. Not one of our writers has seen the precious 
ore — many declaring the whole mining excitement a “hum
bug”. I hope not — Many have sacrificed their interests 
here to seek their fortune in a foreign country . . .

“It is strange that with all the miners that have gone from

here, not one has been able to produce a single ounce of dust. 
Honest Miner”

But Johnston found this out, along with many thousands 
of others, the hard way. We return to his reminiscences, a 
colorful first-hand account of his participation in this historic 
event.

San Andreas was burned on June 5th, 1858 and the 
Fraser River excitement came right afterwards.* The mer
chants thought they were ruined. The town was almost de
serted.

There was a little army of men, mining over on the South 
Fork of the Calaveras River. Most of them were Irishmen. 
Many of them went to Fraser River. They sold mines that 
were paying $6.00 a day for whatever they could get for them. 
They sold cattle—anything to get to Fraser River.

The stories that we heard about it were, “Everybody 
is making money at Fraser River! With sluices, rockers, pans 
and in every way.” One story went, “You can saturate a sock 
with quicksilver and drag it up the river and get all kinds 
of gold.” It was afterwards said that the excitement was kept 
up by the steamship company, and others, who were making 
a lot of money out of it.

The day before I started for Fraser River, I attended a 
Fourth of July celebration and ball at Upper Calaveritas 
(Monday, July 5). But I didn’t dance at all. Old Cronk’s 
band played for the ball. Ed Purple was orator of the day.

My Fraser River partner was Gid Adams who crossed the 
Plains with me. We left here July 6. We went by stage to 
Stockton, where we took the boat for San Fransicso. We 
stayed at the What-Cheer-House in San Francisco.

The ship “Republic” sailed four days ahead of us. We went 
out to see them off. G—! What a lot of negroes they had 
aboard. But the ship was not seaworthy. They mutinied and 
Captain Wright, who was in command, had to return to San 
Francisco.

* Actually, stories of the supposed big strike were circulating 
in California during April and May. Ed.

CLOYD AND NORMAN'S CORRAL

Still in use today at the Airola Ranch, this stone-wall 
corral shows the excellent workmanship of 
Edmington Binum, as do the other stone fences on 
the ranch.
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We went to British Columbia on the boat “Sierra 
Nevada”. The price of passage one way was: first cabin $120, 
second cabin $44, and steerage, $27.50 We went steerage. It 
was a large steamship. They said we had 2000 passengers on 
board.

On the second day out two of the San Andreas boys, 
Jim McKee and Matthew Aiken, changed to the second cabin 
as the steerage was crowded. And on the second day out we 
encountered a storm! The Captain said that for four days we 
didn’t gain an inch. The water, at one time, was within six 
inches of the boiler. Lots of freight, including horses, was 
swept overboard.

Nearly everybody on board was sea sick going up. Even 
sailors that had never been sick before. Many of the passen
gers kept their bunks, after the second day, until we landed 
in Bellingham Bay.

We were eleven days going from San Francisco to Bell
ingham Bay. We stayed one day and night in Bellingham 
Bay, at a town called Whatcom. Then we went over to British 
Columbia.

At Victoria, we saw the Flathead Indians. It made my 
flesh creep. We saw squaws, going around there, carrying 
their babies with boards fastened to the fronts of their heads 
to make them grow long and flat.

The indians were crossed up with the whites. A great 
many of the Indians had flaxen hair. John Anderson, seeing 
a squaw pass, carrying a red-headed baby, remarked, “I’ll 
bet that belongs to some red-headed Irishman”. Gov. Douglas’ 
wife was a squaw. He had two fine looking daughters, and 
they were first in style too.

At Victoria, two men who had come over from the Ter
ritory of Washington, met some of their friends and were 
having a drink together. One of them broke a glass, in an 
argument with the jew, in whose place they were drinking. 
The jew called for the sheriff, and had the man arrested. 
The man called on his friends to protect him. One man called 
upon another, until a great mob had gathered. The street 
was full of men.

In Victoria all of the police were negroes. A big negro 
policemen was hollering, “All yo people who favor English 
law seize dat man.” Just then, someone hit him in the back of 
the head, and down he went! They overpowered the sheriff 
and police. Took the man away from them, and ran him out 
onto a fishing boat. The next day the English brought their 
gunboat down and made him surrender. He paid a small fine 
and that settled it.

Thompson’s River, an east prong of Fraser River, was 
the only place they were finding any coarse gold. The gold 
in Fraser River was all scale gold and could not be saved 
without quicksilver. It came from slides from the mountains.

As long as the river was high, they could not get up the 
canyon and over the Falls. And to get there otherwise meant 
climbing the mountains and going a long way around. They 
had to go up the canyon in canoes or dugouts. Some of them 
were nearly a hundred feet long.

One company after another would get as far as the Falls, 
get swamped, and their provisions and everything would go to 
the devil. Some of our San Andreas boys got up as far as 
the Falls. Finding that they couldn’t get any further, they 
came back and reported. So we, then, decided to come back 
home. We made no money. And we met nobody that made 
any money. We didn’t mine at all.

While there, we passed the time hunting and fishing. 
You might say that we lived on venison and herring. Nice fat 

venison sold for 10 cents a pound. Beef sold for 20 cents and 
fresh oysters for 25 cents a basket. The Indians were selling 

oysters on the streets.
At Victoria, I met only two women from San Andreas. 

A Mexican washwoman and a friend or her’s. I have forgotten 
their names. They had to pay 5 cents a bucket for water at 
Victoria. I guess these washwomen couldn’t make any money 
washing up there. The Mexican used to wash on a rock for 
everybody around San Andreas. Tillie Getchell may know 
who she was.

My brother Charles did not go to Fraser River He was 
in Yuba County, California at the time.

I met two prominent politicians at Victoria, John Nugent 
and Ned McGowar. They had been implicated in that James 
King of William affair in San Francisco in 1856. One of their 
men, Grier, a carpenter, spent one summer with us. Built 
some of our flumes. I was taking “The Golden Era.” G—, 
didn’t it give them fits!

We returned from Fraser River on the sailing ship 
“Lucy L. Hale”. She had just brought over the first Japs to 
America. They were sick coming over. And as there were a 
lot of provisions left, the captain agreed to bring us down for 
$15 a piece.

We had no wind to start with, and we were seven days 
getting out of Bellingham Bay. The old Captain just walked 
the deck saying, “Blow-blow-blow. Blow-blow-blow!”

He didn’t make anything off us. They had only one sick 
man coming down and that was from over eating. One day 
we had a “duff row” in the steerage. This sick fellow was 
accused of eating a whole duff. Dan Gallagher and Black
burn went to the Captain about it. The Captain said, “I want 
to get a look at that man. I never heard of such a thing.” He 
came down in the steerage, took a look at the man, then 
ordered more duff. This man was thin, weighing about 120 
pounds. He didn’t have any color in his face. They said his 
food didn’t digest. He was down on the gunwhales of the boat 
half the time.

The food in the steerage was bad. We would go to the 
Captain, give him 50 cents, and he would give us a heaping 
plate full of good second cabin food. Hank Pfeiffer, of San 
Andreas, was cooking in the second cabin.

They use to throw cold potatoes at each other. If some 
of them didn’t get enough to eat, they would halloo: “Whale!” 
to get the rest to run away from the table. They would all 
rush to one side of the boat to see the whale. Generally there 
was no whale in sight. Many of them had never seen one. 
The Captain had to put a stop to it.

I met five or six of Billie Walker’s Fillibusters on the 
boat, coming down. I don’t remember their names. Some of 
them said they were coming to Calaveras County. But I never 
met them again.

We all enjoyed the trip down and landed safe in San 
Francisco. We remained there two days and then returned to 
Calaveras County. We were gone nearly two months, July and 
August.

Here are some of the Boys who went to Fraser River, in 
’58:

Jim McKee, the San Andreas butcher, that I took a hair- 
raising ride with, one time, while he was driving his butcher 
wagon drunk.

Guss Flamm, who raised a large family of boys west of 
San Andreas. He was pretty well-educated man.

Guss, John and Bille Bowman, the three brothers from 
San Andreas and vicinity.

John Fox, of San Andreas, not related to the Fox family
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MINING AT SAN ANTONE CAMP IN 1896

Jim Lee was sinking two small shafts on the Ben Thorn 
crevice with the help of Andrew Peirano and the Cuneo 
brothers, Charles, Frank (Jr.), and Columbo. Note the large

overshot water wheel that drove the pumps and the hoist. 
The Cuneo brothers are standing on the trestle. Frank 
Cuneo, Sr., was tending store nearby.

Courtesy of Charles Valenti.

on Bear Mountain.
Pat McCurdy and partner, saloon keepers in San Andreas. 
Peter Moro, of Murray Creek, father of Peter Moro, Jr. 

and step-father to George, Ed, Robert and Charles Leonard. 
He died of late years at the Veterans Home at Yountville, 
Calif.

Sam I. Scott, who went broke up there and never got 
back. He use to write to me. He died up there.

John Robertson, of Lower Calaveritas. He returned to 
N. Y. in 1861. Has corresponded with me the last twenty 
years.

Dick Bartlett, who use to mine on this, the Dick Bartlett 
Gulch.

Rod Terwilliger of Upper Calaveritas, where he raised 
a family.

William Holland, who raised the family west of Kentucky 
House.

Ed Conant, one of the Ben Thorn’s friends, and a bear 
hunter from Bear Mountain. He was a hunting partner of 
old Griz Grey and Bob Sol, of Bear Mountain. Sol and Griz 
Grey had their faces all clawed up by bears. Ed Conant went 
back to Canada.

Harry Spaulding, of Lower Calaveritas.
Dan Gallagher, a brother to John Gallagher, who raised 

a family in San Andreas.
Mat Aiken, a great friend of Little Bennett’s. (I think 

he married Ben Thorn’s sister.)

John Fox, who raised the family on Bear Mountain. 
John Blackburn, who raised a family near Bear Mountain. 
Jim Torrands, a brother to the San Andreas butcher.
Hank Pfeiffer, a professional cook from San Andreas. 
Jo Grier, a carpenter (I think he built Cloyds new house 

after the first Cloyd and Norman house was destroyed by 
fire).

George Grooms, Washington Ranch ’58.
Gooner Evinson, Billiard Saloon, San Andreas.
John Dowling, John Anderson, Jim Kelley, Tom Evans, 

and Matthew Adams.
Gid Adams, my partner to Fraser River.
I recall meeting the following men at Fraser River: 

Guss Flamm, Jim Torrands, Jim Kelly, Mat Aiken, Dan 
Gallagher, Pat McCurdy, Jim McKee, John Blackburn, Hank 
Pfeiffer and John Anderson.

Effie Johnston included these contempary newspaper 
clippings, to show the sudden change of sentiment about this 
“humbug rush”.

San Andreas Independent July 6, 1858: “The Hegira to 
Fraser River continues without abatment, notwithstanding 
unfavorable accounts reaching here from Bellingham Bay.

“On Wednesday night three wagons left this place and 
vicinity, freighted with prospectors—among them Mr. Mat 
Aiken and Jas. McKee and several others of our worthy 
citizens. Stages, passing through here each morning from the 
South, are loaded down to the springs with living freight.
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Teamsters inform us the highways are lined with dusty 
pedestrians, their faces to the northern Mecca.”

San Andreas Independent July 21, 1858: “Fraser River 
is now an exploded humbug, notwithstanding a few of the 
San Francisco papers are still praising it up.”

Independent, July 22, 1858: “Stages leaving Stockton 
ea^h morning for the interior are a ‘sight to behold’. Everyone 
is loaded down with almost fearful number - - - common to 
see from 13 to 15 on top of the coaches, in spite of the drivers 
remonstrations. Many are left behind and compelled to get 
home by wagons and other means as best they can. During 
their stay in town (Stockton) they “cuss” Fraser River and 
those who sent them there. They address, energetically, 
audiences which gather around them, upon the d— rascality 
of the steamer owners and others.”

The continuation of the Wade Johnston "Talks" will ap
pear in a forthcoming issue. Upon his return from Fraser 
River, Wade found many of his friends and acquaintances 
striking against the San Antone Ditch Company. The next 
year he went on a memorable trip to Big Trees. These and 
other events will be recounted by Johnston in the next 
installment.

Forthcoming Meetings
April 23rd—Dinner at Friendship Hall, Angels.

Dr. Wood will speak on agriculture history. 
May 28th—At San Andreas, Mr. Gary Fountain—Barb

ed Wire.
June 25th—At San Andreas, Prof. Vincent P. Gianella 

Fremont’s 1843-44 Expedition.
July 24th—Dinner meeting at West Point.

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES

Recent Meetings
In January, the dinner meeting was held at one of our 

favorite haunts, Perry Hall in Valley Springs, with 82 mem
bers and guests present. Following the usual business 
meeting, Leonard Covello, Stockton photographer and his
torical showman, put on his program of Stockton in the 
’20s and ’30s. As might be expected, it was an outstanding 
performance. An unusual feature was the inclusion of pho
tographs of popular dance bands in and around Stockton 
during that period.

Our February meeting was held at the Grange Hall. 
Miss McGinnis presented another unusual program, on 
Livery Stables and Garages. Those taking part in the pro
gram were as follows:

1. Masterson’s Phenix Livery Stable, San Andreas, by 
Eva Soracco, and read by George Poore.

' 2. Washburn Livery Stable, San Andreas, by John 
Huberty.

3. Alexander Love’s Pioneer Stable, Angels Camp, by 
Bessie McGinnis.

4. Angels Livery Stable, by John Lemue.
5. Stewart’s Garage, San Andreas, by Leslie Stewart.
6. Carley’s Garage, Angels Camp, prepared by Joe 

Carley and read by John Lemue.
Ed Leonard supplied additional background informa

tion. A number of interesting historical photographs, 
owned by Eva Soracco, Doris Faull, Ruth Eberhardt, John 
Lemue, Kathleen Mitchell, Leslie Stewart, Joe Carley, 
Harry Hogarth, and Sadie Hunt were displayed.

Early-day Entertainment was the subject of our March 
meeting at San Andreas. Ruth Lemue, Doris Thomas, and 
Hoben Thomas (reading for Hattie Hertzig), presented 
nostalgic papers on how Calaverans amused themselves 
in days gone by. Adele Wilder commented on square danc
ing and presented her Quadrille Club group who performed 
two squares. Pictures of early entertainment subjects were 
on display.

New Members
A most cordial welcome is extended to the new mem

bers listed below:
Mr. Ted Wurm, Oakland
Mr. Walter Haddock, Murphys
San Joaquin County Historical Society (Exchange)
Mrs. Carmen Moore, Altaville
Mr. Tad Folendorf, Angels Camp
Mr. Marvin Jones, Arnold
Prof. Vincent P. Gianella, Auburn
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Lowrey, Fremont
Dr. and Mrs. Charles C. Duffy, Brentwood
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Smith, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Norval Tanner, Murphys
Dr. Ernest W. Cleary, Burlingame
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Perry, Angels Camp
Mrs. Eleanore G. Meier, Wilseyville
Mr. James A. Pland, Oakland
Mr. Ronald K. Airola, San Andreas
Mrs. Velma Z. Hill, Stockton
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RECOLLECTIONS OF WALLACE
BY WALTER HADDOCK

Ths Northwest corner of Calaveras County has received 
too little attention in the pages of "Las Calaveras." We 
will attempt to remedy the situation with these memories 
of Walter Haddock and his sister. Rose Harrington, who 
formerly lived near this town.

On top of the first range of hills, a mile or so east of 
the county line, was Catts' Camp, a trading post operated 
by Samuel Catts for the local miners. A short distance 
farther east, on the Mokelumne River was Camanche. In 
'83 the little town of Wallace came into existence when 
the San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad was built. 
Catts' Camp was soon replaced by Wallace. The Haddock 
ranch was about a mile north of town, right on the county 
line.

My grandparents, Rosetta and George Haddock, came 
from Newcastle, England, in 1858. On my mother’s side, her 
parents, Henry Little and wife, came across the plains in a 
covered wagon train in 1849.

My father, Charles Haddock, was six years old when he 

■came from England with his parents and sisters across the 
■Isthmus of Panama to San Francisco, and by boat to Stock- 
Fton. They took up land at Waterloo, and my father went 
! his first term of school at Harmony Grove, between pre-
• sent-day Lockeford and Waterloo.
• They left the Waterloo area a year later and moved to 

a ranch near the place that is now Wallace, and near the 
Chalk Ranch (Jack Millers’). All this is now under water 
or covered by Camanche Dike.

My father went to school in Camanche with his oldest 
sister, Nellie. Mrs. Hill’s two oldest sons, Jess and John, 
went there too, as did John and Tom Marrow, of Camanche. 
On Saturday and Sunday, my father would take eggs and 
chickens on foot to the miners on the Catts’ Camp hills. 
There was lots of mining in the hills then. Catts’ store was 
on top of the hills near the present East Bay road, just 
north of Wallace.

In 1870, my grandparents moved to Gridley, Butte Coun
ty, and my father ran away from home and came back to 
Catts’ Camp and Camanche. This was when he was 17 
years old. He worked on the Martell Ranch, just west of 
present-day Wallace, until he was 21, when he got his cit
izenship papers.

He married Lecta Little who lived about a mile away 
from Martell Ranch. They were married near Clements by a 
Justice of the Peace on January 29th, 1877. Then he bought 
80 acres of railroad land, just west of Chalk Ranch. The 
home he built there, in 1877, was about a half-mile north 
of the stage and freighter road going from Stockton to 
Mokelumne Hill, by way of Clements, Catts’ Camp, Ca
manche, Camp Seco, and Paloma.

My mother’s father lived west of the county line, and 
bred and sold horses to the stage operators. It took about 
30 horses for one six-horse stage from Stockton to Mok Hill, 
as they had four or five relay stations on this route.

My father built our home from lumber he freighted 
from the sawmills above Murphys. He was both a farmer 
and a freighter—a long line teamster. He hauled hay, 
grain, watermelons and groceries to the mountains and 
brought back lumber. This old home, where all five of us 
children were born, is gone, under the waters of Lake

WALLACE—As it appeared about 1910. This part of town was later dredged and then became the yard for the 
sawmill.



Camanche.
Wallace was founded in 1883, when the railroad to 

Valley Springs was built. The townsite and the two lots 
for the school yard were donated by the railroad company. 
Tom Hannagan built the first store, where Thornburg’s 
office is now. The town was named for the surveyor, J. H. 
Wallace, as the railroad company said that Catts’ Camp 
was not an appropriate name for a railroad station.

My two sisters went to school at the Hannagan store in 
1884-85, in the hall above the store. The citizens of the 
Wallace community hired Miss Terry and paid her by 
collection. She boarded two weeks with each farmer and 
resident of Wallace.

Then they appointed three trustees for the district, Alex 
Grishaber, William Holman, and Charles Haddock (chair
man), and they hired Miss Terry for the second year, with 
the county paying her salary, and she boarding with Rose 
and William Hannagan in Wallace. This was the last term 
in the town hall. The new school was completed in the 
summer of ’86. Hannagan’s store burned down in 1896.

The first teacher in the new school was Miss Maggie 
McAllen, of San Andreas. I started school in this building 
in 1896.

Here are the names of the people that gave the labor 
and cash, and their children: Auntie Hill, $50; Mr. 
Hannagan, father of Will and Tom, built the brick pillars 
under the building—he was a carpenter and brick mason; 
Bud Thorp, who married Alice Hitchcock, cash—three chil
dren; Thomas Evans, cash—two children; Ed Walker, who 
married a Lamb girl from Valley Springs—two children; 
John Walker, a bachelor (the Walkers did most of the 
framing of the building); A. Grishaber, blacksmith—two 
children; Kilgore, an albino negro; Schultz, a bachelor; 
William Holman—three children; I. N. Holman—one child; 
Pat Breen—two children; Peterson—three children; Athern 
—two children; and Charles Haddock—two children.

The railroad was first built narrow gauge, and all 
freight had to be transferred at Lodi from standard gauge. 
In ’04 or ’05, the railroad company imported some 200 Jap
anese laborers to rebuild the roadbed for standard gauge. 
If you have ever watched “Petticoat Junction” on TV, that 
is what Wallace was like in 1896, when I first went to 
school there.

In 1906, the Pepper Mining Company of Philadelphia 
brought in a steam shovel on the railroad on dollies. I was 
16 years old at the time, and as my father was sick, I used 
to drive team to help move the track ahead to take the 
shovel to the Mokelumne River, three miles away, to dig 
a sump for a gold dredger, one of the first in California. 
I later worked on the dredger.

After the railroad was completed from Lodi to Valley 
Springs, the stages that used to go from Stockton, Bellota, 
Stone Corral, and the station just east of the present site 
of Valley Springs, to San Andreas and Angels, now went 
from the railhead at Valley Springs. They hauled passen
gers, baggage, mail, and Wells Fargo Express business. 
When carrying gold from the mines, they had a shotgun 
messenger.

My dad used to haul freight form Valley Springs to the 
Penn Mine at Campo Seco. He would take over coke to fire 
the furnace and would bring back copper matte to ship to 
Selby Refiners at San Francisco. I often went along with 
him when I was 8 or 9 years old, and remember that it was 
quite a sight to see the four and six-horse stages lined up 
at the depot waiting for the afternoon train at 2:30. I went 
with my dad to the mountains from the ranch. We took ten 
tons of watermelons on one trip to Murphys, and brought 
back lumber from Matt Manuel’s sawmill, above Avery.

THE HADDOCK FAMILY—1891
Rose and Mary standing, George in front. Walter is 
the baby. Another son was born later.

Camanche once had 2000 Chinese miners and three 
Chinese stores. The Hill Ranch, two miles west of Caman
che, raised buhach, a yellow flower that was picked and 
dried, and then ground to a powder in a mill.* It was used 
to exterminate insects, fleas, and the like. I’m the only per
son living today that worked in that mill and field in 1905.

Goodman’s Corner was being built in 1901. I was eleven 
years old when Under-sheriff Samuel Holman was shot. 
His son, Lee, and I were the same age and had started 
school together five years before. I am the only person still 
living that was there right after the shooting. His son is 
still alive, but wasn’t there. We lived only about two hun
dred yards back of the roadhouse, so we could hear the 
shooting very clearly.

A man named Biddle, and his partner, had stopped 
under the front of the roadhouse, then being built, with no 
windows or doors in yet, in order to get out of the storm. 
They had a horse and buckboard loaded with ladders, 
buckets, and other painting supplies, for they were tran
sient house and barn painters. Sheriff Holman came by on 
his way to Camanche and told them to leave before he got 

*The Las Calaveras issue of October, 1955, contains an ar
ticle on the Hills and “buhach.” Pleasant Hill, III, grand
nephew of “Auntie” Hill, said in a recent letter that her 
first name was Euphenia. He also stated that Irving was 
not her only son; the two elder boys died in their twenties 
at the ranch. These were Jess and John, mentioned by Mr. 
Haddock. The April, 1956, issue of Las Calaveras has ad
ditional information on Wallace and vicinity.
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back. When he came back they were still there, so he went 
to Wallace and deputized three men, Joe Robinson, Robert 
McMurry, and Print Hamrick, and came back. Holman had 
a span of dapple-gray matched high steppers and a one- 
seat buckboard.

Holman went to their wagon and took their shotgun, 
which they used to kill game to eat. There were no hunt
ing laws in those days. Then he went over and knocked 
Biddle’s partner off the nail keg he was sitting on, and 
then turned on Biddle with his sawed-off shotgun. Biddle 
shot him in the stomach, and Holman’s first barrel hit one 
of Biddle’s legs at the knee. The other shotgun charge went 
through the wall of the roadhouse.

Holman asked the deputies to take him home. When 
they got back to Wallace to his house, he had them pull 
his boots off, and he died a few minutes later. Everybody 
had said he would die with his boots on.

My father came up from Camanche just as the shooting 
started and saw it all. All three deputies emptied their 
guns, too, but never hit anything. About two o’clock in the 
morning we heard a shot. Biddle had shot himself in the 
head, and his partner had hooked up the horse and left. 
The latter was arrested the next day in Ione and brought 
back to San Andreas for trial. He got six months in the 
county jail for a vagrant, as he had no gun and had done 
no shooting.

Goodman’s later became known as Dead Man’s Corner. 
Two others were killed here later on. A man by the name 
of Littlejohn tipped over a load of hay and broke his neck. 
Th s was before the new roadhouse was built. After it was 
moved down on the new highway, Ed Fitzgibbons was shot 
there.

At one time, Dead Man’s Corner had a saloon, grocery 
store, grain warehouse, dance hall, baseball field, black
smith shop, and two cabins.

In 1908, my father died of cancer. I was eighteen years 
old. My brother George was 22, and my younger brother 14. 
My two sisters were both married. The next year I left the 
ranch and went to work for Wells Fargo Express, where 
I was employed for ten years.

THE LITTLE TOWN OF WALLACE 
AS I FIRST REMEMBER IT

BY ROSE HADDOCK HARRINGTON
The first event I remember well was when the narrow 

gauge came to Wallace in the spring of 1883. There was 
quite a crowd of people in the neighborhood gathered to 
see and welcome the train. McClellan, of Woodbridge, was 
the conductor and remained so for quite a few years. He 
was known as “Pop” or “Mac” to everyone. Sa^m was the 
engineer.

At one time Wallace could boast of a two-story hotel. 
This burned in ’88. There was a large general merchandise 
store, with a big hall overhead. Hitchcock and Thorp were 
the first two to have a store and post office, as I remember. 
There was a livery stable with stalls for twelve head of 
horses, owned by L. B. Hannagan, Sr. He and his two grown 
sons had a very nice home there. L. B. Hannagan sold the 
stable and shop to Sam Rothenberger, who in 1908 sold it 
to J. J. Simpson and Sons for a tractor and harvester re
pair shop.

There was a blacksmith shop. A man by the name of 
Grishaber was the smith. His wife and two sons also lived 
there. Their home was the only building on the north side 
of the highway at that time. Rossetti’s place of business 
is located on that lot at present. Wallace also had two 

saloons, one in connection with the hotel.
Dr. March, his wife and two eldest sons lived a short 

time in Wallace. From our little town he moved to Burson. 
The doctor, when called to come, might be a little late, 
but he never failed to come, day or night, rain or shine.

Eight or nine homes were all there were in the town 
at my first remembrance. Weinholdt built next, then Will 
Hannagan who married Rose Martell, then Tom Hannagan, 
Jr., who married Mamie Holman. These two houses are still 
in the town. Gerlacks and C. C. Hamrick (my brother- 
in-law) live in the Tom Hannagan home, but it has been 
moved across the highway. When the dredging company 
came in, they moved it back. In fact, they moved nearly 
the whole town.

These were the teachers during my days at school in 
Wallace:

Miss Maggie McAllen of San Andreas
Miss Mary Mulgrew of Camanche
Miss Louise Weithoff of Camanche
Miss May Hopkins of San Andreas
Miss Sammy Henderson of Jenny Lind

Miss Henderson finished a term of the only man teacher 
Wallace ever had, a Mr. Ligginger, who resigned on ac
count of illness.

BLACKSMITH ERNEST MURPHY — who ran the 
smithy at Dead Man's Corner during the first two 
decades of the century, pauses in his work on the 
Haddock team to pose for the camera.

Wallace had a small circus visit the town, in the early 
years of the century, with trapeze, trained animals and an 
elephant. We had skating in the town hall, and once a 
year a traveling show.

The Catts’ Camp hills north of town were quite a min
ing center in the ’60s. The work was done by hand with 
pick and shovel, wheel barrows, sluices, rockers, and in 
shallow tunnels.

Wallace has had four fires. First the Hitchcock home, 
quite a landmark, burned. The second was the old general 
merchandise store about 1900. Then third the Dixon 
Brothers store that burned down the night that Woodrow 
Wilson was elected to his first term as President, in No
vember, 1912. Fourth, a house burned, and if my memory 
is correct, two little girls were burned to death.

My sister, May Hamrick, was postmaster in Wallace 
for 37 years. I was married to George F. Harrington in May, 
1900.
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EDITORIAL
As we go to press, the success of our campaign to save 

the Banque-Agostini building in San Andreas is still in 
doubt. Many friends of the county (some from far away), 
as well as a number of our own members, have responded 
generously. But as of this writing, we have received only 
about $5000 towards our original goal of $12,500. We are 
hoping that a last minute surge of contributions will bring 
the total to where we can make the decision to proceed 
with the restoration of this Gold Rush store.

One by one, these old buildings are falling prey to prog
ress or neglect. In many cases, all we have left are crum
bling walls and foundations, as is the situation in Campo 
Seco. Yet they represent a very important part of our heri
tage. Although they were of a simple and utilitarian style, 
and often poorly constructed of whatever local materials 
could be found, today they stand as examples of one of 
the unique architectural periods in our country’s history. 
They were constructed at a time when architectural talent 
was almost non-existent on the frontier, when experienced 
labor was scare and expensive, when adequate materials 
were often unobtainable, and built under the conditions 
of a boom-time economy in a remote locality. They were 
uncomfortable, when we compare them with modern-day 
structures.

But into these crude buildings went the hopes and en
ergies of a vigorous generation of European emigrants 
and westward-trekking Americans. Let us not forget them 
and the communities they built along the Mother Lode. 
Let us preserve this fine example of one of their buildings, 
to commemorate their engery and initiative and their ever 
constant hopes for a better life in this new environment. 

The illustrations in this issue are from photographs 
from the Walter Haddock collection.

MARY MULGREW
One of the County's dedicated teachers. Miss 
Mulgrew was born at Poverty Bar on the Mokelu
mne, and moved to Camanche after the big fire. She 
taught Rose Haddock in '88 and Walter in '96 at 
Wallace. Later she moved up to the Murphys area 
where she completed her career in teaching. She is 
remembered with esteem and affection by those she 
taught.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
August 9th—Mother Lode Historical Picnic At Big 

Trees—for details, call George Poore, San Andreas. 
August 11th—Annual Directors Meeting of the Society, 

at President Gross’ residence.
September 24th—An Illustrated Panorama of Cala

veras County Mining, by George Poore.
October 22nd—Dinner Meeting at place to be announ

ced. Mr. I. S. Hoffman will give a Civil War dis
play.

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members to the Histori

cal Society:
Mr. Donald W. Kathan, San Andreas
Mrs. B. A. Feldman, Alamo, Calif.
Mrs. R. E. Dunlap, West Point 
Mrs. Nell Harris, West Point
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Harris, Mokelumne Hill 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hogarth, Angels Camp
Mr. L. D. Colvin, Oakland
Mrs. Jeanne A. Maehrlein, Altaville
Mr. and Mrs. Robin Lampson, Richmond
Mr. George N. Graves, San Francisco
Mr. R. E. Osborne, Houston, Texas
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WADE JOHNSTON TALKS TO HIS 
DAUGHTER

BY EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
FOURTH INSTALLMENT

We continue with Wade Johnston's memories of early 
days around San Andreas, in this fourth installment from 
his daughter's manuscript. In the April issue we brought 
the story down to Wade's return from the Fraser River 
boom.

The year 1857 was a very dry one on the Mother Lode. 
The South Fork of the Calaveras River had been paying ex
tremely well, but early in that year the Union, Table 
Mountain, San Antone and Georgia ditches had diverted 
all the remaining water flowing down the drainage. The 
placer miners along the South Fork were left "high and 
dry," and it's not surprising that they were considerably 
stirred up by this state of affairs. The situation can be 
readily ascertained from these news items that appeared 
in the San Andreas Independent:

June 24th. "Prompt action—Recently, a meeting 
was held on the South Fork by the miners, request
ing the Table Mountain and other ditches to stop 
their supply of water, so that the river miners would 
not suffer for want of water.

"Immediately, upon hearing the request of the 
miners, A. B. Laforge, who was then at Jackson, 
Amador Co., telegraphed the following dispatch:

Jackson, June 20, 1857 
"Mr. John McNish - - - I will turn out the water 

(of table Mt. Ditch) on the 24th instant and satisfy 
the miners, (signed) A. B. Laforge"

July 31st - - - "A miners' meeting was held at 
Fourth Crossing and it was resolved that the miners 
on the San Antone River demand the natural water 
of said river, now taken out by the different ditch 
companies. And if their demands are not complied 
with they will remove all obstructions.

A committee of three: James Riley, B. O. Marston 
and B. J. Haslett, were appointed to wait upon the 
ditch companies.

D. C. Stannard, Chairman
C. Schafer, Secretary"

Aug. 16th - - ■ "Miners without water at Greas
ertown on the South Fork."
The miners were unsuccessful in obtaining much sat-

Continued on Page 2

DR. WILLIAM CLARK
Photograph loaned by Lillie Ellis, Peverly, Mo.

Wade Johnston often felt that his family doctor, 
William Clark, back in Jefferson County, Missouri, may 
have been the discoverer of the Big Trees. Dr. Clark made 
only one trip to California, but it was a trip to remember. 
This is how Johnston recalls the story.

Dr. Clark and his party crossed the plains in 1849. They 
were seven months on the way. Two of my cousins, Charles 
Ellis and John T. Byrd, were in the party. Byrd drove a 
team. They had to leave their wagons at the Sink of the 
Humboldt.

There were fourteen in the party. They came through 
Carson Valley. In August, they camped around a big tree, 
on the edge of a Big Tree grove.

When Dr. Clark returned to Jefferson County, and told 
about laying fourteen saddles around one side of a big 
tree, and still having room enough for fourteen men to 
camp on the other side of the tree, people just hooted and 
hollered, "Tell another one.” They didn’t believe a word 
of it. He was wild about the way they laughed at him. I 
heard him tell it in 1852, the year he returned.

Dr. Clark, our family physician, lived at Herculaneum, 
where he died on January 23rd, 1865. He was well-educa
ted. He came to Missouri from Kentucky, although he may 
have been born in Washington, D. C. He married a cousin 
of mine, Eliza Ellis, who died at Peverly, Missouri, in Nov
ember, 1892.



isfaction from the ditch companies. Then a second dry 
year greatly worsened the situation, and Wade Johnston 
describes the scene that he found on his return from Can
ada, in September, 1858.

The Miners' Ditch Strike
When we got back to Calaveras Co. from Fraser River, 

we found the miners on a strike against the San Antone 
Ditch Company. The strikers just included the men who 
were mining on the San Antone or South Fork. The most 
of them were Irishmen.

Flumes were torn down, and some men were killed and 
taken off and buried. There was a little army of men min
ing on the South Fork at the time. These miners went to 
Mokelumne Hill (then the County seat) headed by a brass 
band. I was down here on old Scott’s Grade and saw them 
pass - - - a long string of them, in rigs, horseback and 
some on foot. I don’t know what band they had. It was not 
the San Andreas Band.

The court here decided against them and they carried 
it to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court decided that 
the San Antone Ditch Company had the first right to 180 
inches of water under a four inch pressure. So that settled 
it. Both the San Antone Ditch Company and the miners 
had claimed the first right to the water in the San Antone 
Creek. Ed Purple and James Humphrey were members of 
the Ditch Company at the time.

Here are the names of some of the men that were min
ing on the South Fork of the Calaveras River at the time 
of the Miners’ Strike. I don’t know just how many of them 
went to Fraser River, or who had returned at the time of 
the strike.

Americans
Jim Waters, who raised a large family on the South 

Fork, and Jim Hubbard, who was his mining partner at 
the time.

We Hull, who later went to Sheep Ranch.
Bob Redmond, who raised a family in San Andreas and 

was County Clerk when he died in 1884.
Gordon Sloss. Floor manager at most every ball. He and 

Schroebel were both good jig dancers. He ran for Collector 
of Foreign License.

Milt Stevens. Often a floor Manager. He married a 
daughter of Cap Thorpe (Melisa) and raised a family at 
Murphys.

Charley Schafer, a brother to Mrs. Tucker-Burnham. 
Charles H. Schroebel. He was a Deputy Sheriff in the 

’50’s. Raised a large family on Bear Mountain.
John L. Cottle, who with his family was living on the 

San Antone, below Forman’s (Fourth Crossing).
Folsom. He was a partner of John L. Cottle’s in locating 

the Cottle ranch on the San Antone. Now Albert Gutt- 
inger’s property. (Recently purchased by R. T. Stephens 
of Stockton. Ed.) C. H. Schroebel claimed the Cottle place 
at one time. He drew his pistol on Folsom, who wrenched 
it out of his hand.

Jim Seamans*. He raised a large family near Forman’s, 
including Susie, Dick, Ed, Charley, Andy, and George.

*Father did not mention Frank Gomes who was on the 
San Antone at that time—they were good friends, but he 
just didn’t think of him. Andy Gomes gave me this infor
mation: Frank Gomes married Susie, the daughter of Jim 
Seamans and they raised eleven children on the San An
tone. Susie came to California from Missouri in 1857. Frank 
Gomes was born in Portugal and came here as a sailor in 
’50. He was “shanghaied” when he was sixteen. He had a 
brother that had run away from home here at the time.

E. E. J.

Bob Eproson (or Epperson). His half-sister married C. 
H. Schroebel.

Sam Crosset. His brother Tom raised a family out to
wards Bear Mountain.

Alfred Ward. A violin player.
........... Brown. He was killed during the Miners’ Strike 

while he was pulling down a flume.
Dick Clinton Stannard. He was one of the strike leaders. 

He later lived at Old Gulch, where he mined and raised 
hogs. He always carried a bowie-knife and often a rifle, 
too.

Dick Reed from Pennsylvania. He raised a family in 
San Andreas where he was Justice of the Peace for many 
years.

Judge Evans. The hog man from Bear Mountain.
Jack Fields, who married the widow McCardle.
C. Chambers and Johny Boile.
Dan Pillsbury. He raised a family here. His children and 

the Cottle children were schoolmates. He owned the old 
Pillsbury Ditch in Lower Calaveritas.

Judge Coulter, who, with his family, was living on the 
South Fork at the time. Mrs. Coulter was a sister to Tom 
Darnell.

Tom Darnell. His land joined John L. Cottle’s on the 
San Antone. He raised a son and three daughters.

MARY BANNIGAN
Born in 1855 in San Andreas, Mary Bannigan lived 
for a time with the Andrew Scieffard family.

From County Museum Files.
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Germans In The Strike
Andrew Scieffard of the old Race Track who raised a 

son and three daughters. Mary married Lewis Weisbach. 
............ Hoedecker, who married the widow Weisbach.

There were about six girls in this double family.
Billie Steffler, who was afterwards County Treasurer 

for many years.
...........Joses, father of the Joses family. He lived near

Kentucky House. But I was not acquainted with him.

Some Irishmen
Christopher Tormey, who married the widow Kohler in 

the 76’s and raised two daughters. He was Justice of the 
Peace for many years.

Mark McNicholas who raised a family on the South 
Fork. He used to give dances.

John Kane (father of Dennis, Ed, Mike and Jim Kane 
of Kentucky House. E. E. J.)

.............Carty, who raised five daughters over on the 
river.

Jim Madox
Mike Riordon, who married Sarah, a sister to Jim 

Madox. She died in childbirth when she was twenty-two. 
John Fox, father of the Fox family on Bear Mountain. 
Jim Wherty, who lived on the river. Raised a daughter, 

Mary, who married Mr. Green at Mok Hill.
Pat Murphy, and Pat McGurk, both of whom raised 

families over on the river.
..........Bannigan. He had a daughter Mary, living at the 

Race Track with the Scieffard family.
Jim Coogan, who lived on Willow Creek, Yaqui Camp, 

where he raised three sons.
Charles Bannon, who owned what is now the L. B. Joses 

home. It was while mining on the San Antone that he got 
the name, “The Notorious Charles Bannon”.

Dan Gallagher. He and John Blackburn had just re
turned from Fraser River.

Hugh and Slara (?) McMenime. Brothers to Mrs. John 
Gallagher of San Andreas. The McMenimes kept a saloon 
at Kentucky House.

Tom Devalin, Andy Brawla, Patrick Dowd, and P. J. 
Kelly.

Jim Colipe. He afterwards got rich in San Francisco 
where he was in business. He had a sister here, Bridgit 
Colipe.

Tom Hammond and Mike Day. They were partners.
John Kelly, who raised a family of two sons and two 

daughters on the San Antone Ridge. He was for the San 
Antone Ditch Company. During the fight, he ran in to his 
cabin and barred the door. Some shots were fired through 
his door.*

Others of Various Nationalities
Neil Hanson, on San Antone Ridge.
Ulice C. McHale. He was a strike leader. He got a buck

shot wound in the hip during the fight, while tearing down 
a flume. He was a great friend of old Bill Casey’s, here in 
San Andreas and a big stout man like him.

John Hogan, Jake Nelson, and Mike McQue.
Henry Connelly, a fighter.
B. J. Haslett and...........Haslett, brothers.
Charles Whitman. He was from Switzerland. He lived

*About 1880, while I was in Calaveritas School, what was 
supposed to be John Kelly’s bones were found. He had dis
appeared years before. It was supposed that while drink
ing he had crawled off in the brush, lain down and was 
killed by wild hogs. E. E. J.

*

NEIL HANSON
A snapshot of this old San Antone Ridge miner, 
taken many years after the miners' strike.

From County Museum Files.

on the river near Kentucky House.
........... Murphy. He was a well posted man. He always 

had something to say about Horace Greeley. Murphy al
ways wore white duck pants.

............Collins. I have seen Collins leave San Andreas 
with a fifty-pound sack of flour on his back, and his hip 
length rubber boots as full of packages as he could get 
them. With his load he would walk to the top of Bear 
Mountain.

James Cottrell, Jim Riley, B. O. Marston and John 
McNish.

Henry Sullivan. He made money raising hogs and min
ing on Bear Mountain. He died of late years leaving his 
money and property to old Jim Waters’ sons, George and 
John.

Rod Terwilliger had not got back from Fraser River. He 
would have been for the San Antone Ditch Company, if 
he was here.

Mike Laughlin. Raised a family on South Fork not far 
from the J. Fox home. Tom, Jim, Bill, Mary, Bridgit, and 
Jane.

Old man Raggio, who raised a family at Kentucky 
House, seven sons and four daughters.

San Antone Camp
Sam Purdy, A. Bence and Deacon Benson.
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..........Robinson, .... Davis, Oters, Hub Ide, Earl Bum
ham and Henderson.

Effie added some more names, later, that she had 
heard her father mention as living in the San Antone - 
South Fork area, as follows:

Cap Thorpe. Living east of Forman’s.
C. Bund, living near Cap Thorpe, on San Domingo 

Creek.
Moloney, living at the Hawk Eye.
Cosgrave, near the Hawk Eye.
Kohler. Father of Mary and Charles. He was killed 

while pitching hay. He had a pitchfork run into him. He 
lived near the Race Track. His widow married C. Tormey.

Wm. Holland. He may not have returned from Fraser 
River in time. He was living on San Antone Ridge, towards 
Formans.

E. F. Walker family. I think they had not yet left Cave 
City Hotel in 1858.

Henderson family, living near the Walker family.
George Tryon family were living about Forman’s some 

place.
Burnham family near Upper Calaveritas.
Odell and Angel. Partners in a gravel mine near Burn

ham’s (at least in 1879).

Wade Johnston received sad news that winter in a letter 
from his sister, Enfield, informing him that his father, 
Benjamin Johnson, had died on Dec. 1, 1858, at the age of 
66. This letter was one of the few possessions rescued in 
the fire in 1892 at Paradise Gulch.

The rains came early in the fall of 1858 and the drought 
was soon forgotten. The San Andreas Independent reported 

on February 9, 1859, that:
"After two dry years, the rains throughout the coun

try have filled all of the ditches and opened up a large 
extent of dry diggins. Mining is lively."

Wade continues with his memories of those days. 
Judge Tormey use to say, “I knew there was a pretty 

rough set around San Andreas, but I didn’t think they’d 
paint me brother!” His brother had gone to town and got 
full, and come home painted.

Old Bogus (Tom) Smith, of Lower Calaveritas, went to 
town, got drunk and came home painted. He said, “I knew 
there was a damn rough set around San Andreas but be 
God, I didn’t think they’d do a thing like that! I’m going 
back and I’m going prepared!” He did go back and they 
painted him and coal-oiled him.

From the San Andreas Independent: “The Metropolitan 
Hotel at San Andreas was opened March 13, 1859. An ex
cellent dinner was served to 75 or a 100 people. J. W. 
Willard, landlord.”

Old Joe Knight never forgot the opening of the Metro
politan Hotel in San Andreas in 1859. We were there. He 
has laughed over it many a time. He’d say to me, “You 
were terribly afraid you were a’going to get into trouble. 
You took me to one side and asked me to keep you out of 
trouble.”

Everybody was drunk. They were the best matured lot 
of drunks that I ever saw. The whole town was represen
ted. A big difference in grades but no distinctions made. 
Judges were running around shaking hands “With the slum
gullion miners! Old Judge Brockway was singing, “John 
Brown’s body lies a mouldering in his grave.”

In '58 or '59 Wade’s former partner, Lewis Fine, got mar-

SAN ANDREAS
At the turn of the century this was the traveler's 
first view of town, when approaching from Mokel- 
umne Hill. Prominent in the foreground is Clarence 
Getchell's tank house. Behind it can be seen the old

courthouse, and the Catholic church in the distance, 
just under Sullivan's Gap, on the Bear Mountain 
skyline. ,

From County Museum Files.
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COURT STREET, SAN ANDREAS
From a photograph taken in 1910. The Agostini 
building may be seen on the right, and at the head

of the street on the left, the Metropolitan Hotel. 
Loaned by Emmett P. Joy.

ried. Johnston reports this and other social events in detail.
The wedding of Lewis Fine and Edie Warner, his cous

in, took place at the house at the mouth of Paradise Gulch 
where Lewis’ father and brothers lived. They were married 
in the evening by a minister. After the wedding supper we 
had singing. We didn’t have any fiddling. We were afraid 
of running off the minister.

James Templeton and his partner, from Fiddlers Green, 
sang “Good News from Home”. It took about twenty-two 
days to get a letter from the States then. Mr. and Mrs. 
Jenks sang “way down east” melodies. After 12 o’clock 
midnight, we all went home.

Those present were: John Fine, Sr., John Fine, Jr., Jim 
Fine (widower), his daughter Polly, about 10 years old, 
and I think two little boys; Mr. and Mrs. John Eaves, of 
Lower Calaveritas, and a daughter about five and son 
about six; J. B. Jenks and wife and a son about fourteen, 
and a daughter about twelve; Mr. and Mrs. Jenks were 
from Pawtucket, Rhode Island; James Templeton and part
ner came here from Ohio, and Billie Ellington, and Wade 
Johnston. (Billie Smith must have been there also, if he 
was still around Yaqui Camp. E. E. J.)

In 1859, we moved our cabin from what is now Hedrick’s 
old orchard over to the west side of our gravel hill, and 
rebuilt it by the side of the old Mexican Trail (later called 
the China Trail). We built a chimney on the east side. We 
lined and papered it, put in a board floor, and gave the 
boys a dance. At that time most miners cabins had dirt 
floors. It was large enough for two good-sized rooms.

From Lower Calaveritas we had Mrs. Maurice Murphy 
and baby, Mollie; Mrs. John Kennedy and two little girls; 
Mrs. John Eaves and boy and girl; Miss Lucy O’Mara, Miss

Bridgit Colipe, John Robertson, Ed Livernash, Bill Wallace, 
Frank Wallace, Tom Hammond and Mikje McQue. From 
Yaqui Camp, Cap Ferguson, Billie Smith, Billie Ellington 
and Wade Johnston.

Old Cap Ferguson was running for Collector against 
Gordon Sloss. They forced him out on to the floor saying, 
“You have to dance! We won’t vote for you unless you do”.

They got him on the floor with his heels a flying in the 
air! I can see old Cap yet! They kept him a’going so fast, 
he could hardly keep on his feet. Everybody enjoyed the 
dance but old Cap didn’t get elected.

I bought a silk stovepipe hat and went down on the 
River to electioneer for Cap and Judge Gorman mistook me 
for a “ballot box stuffer.”

Cap Ferguson was one of those proud old fellows that 
thought there was nothing wrong with a Virginian. He was 
always making fun of the people of the middle west. But, 
damn it! there were more uneducated Virginians than any 
others. They had money and negroes like the Early’s but 
they were not educated. Cap was a Virginian and Mexican 
War Veteran.

The old pioneer duff dinners seldom included anything 
but duff and coffee. They made a meal off of duff. One 
time in 1859, when we had a duff dinner, we had invited 
Mrs. Eaves and Mrs. Maurice Murphy of Lower Calaveri
tas. They didn’t arrive at 12 o’clock. So we thought they 
were not coming. There were just eight of us. We ate our 
dinner, and just about the time we had finished we saw 
them a’coming.

The duff was all eaten up! You ought to have seen the 
boys sneak out, and run in every direction. They were not 
expecting to meet any women at our cabin that day. And 
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the women were disappointed and mad because the duff 
was all gone.

A Trip To The Big Trees
In the summer of 1859, Johnston went on a memorable 

trip to see the Big Trees. As we can see from his description, 
a Big Trees visit was vastly different a century ago than 
today. We are frequently apt to make the hour's drive up 
on a summer's afternoon for a picnic. But in those days it 
was often the trip of a life time.

In the latter part of August 1859 we went to the Cala
veras Big Trees. There were thirty-two in our party.

From San Andreas were Mrs. W. J. Gatewood, Mrs. J. 
Benjamin, Mrs. Page, Mrs. Irvine, Miss Hattie Johnson, and 
James Gallagher. From Bay State Ranch: Theodore 
Medina. From Central Hill: Mr. and Mrs. Berry, George 
Irvine, Joe Martin and John .... From Fourth Crossing: 
Mrs. George Tryon and two small children; Mr. and Mrs. 
Izra Smith and their three granddaughters, Miss Saretta, 
Miss Salesta and Miss Lucy Ann Smith; and Miss Freeman, 
a daughter of Mose Freeman. From Upper and Lower Cala- 
veritas were Mrs. Park and two children; George Gillespi, 
and Alfred Ward. From McDermitt Ranch, Billie McDer
mitt and Mr. Boyd. From Yaqui Camp; Eaf Gatewood, 
Billie Smith, Billie Ellington and Wade Johnston.

The Calaveritas and Fourth Crossing (Forman’s) folks 
got up the party and furnished the two four-horse wagons. 
Three men, George Irvine, Joe Martin and John . . . from 
Central Hill, were on horseback. Going up the hills the 
men who were in the wagons had to get out and walk to 
relieve the horses. The dust was terrible! I believe I saved 
the life of one of the Tryon children who was gasping for 
breath. I took a child under each arm and ran with them 
to the San Antone Creek. I clawed the dust out of their 
noses, ears and mouths using my handkerchief for a wash 
rag. They were wet all over when I got through with them.

We picnic lunched most of the time. The first night we 
camped out just below C. V. McNair’s place on a flat on 
the San Antone Creek. We made one big field bed and the 
whole thirty-two of us lay down side by side like a lot of 
sardines. There was a big white frost next morning and the 
women didn’t want any more camping out. I had my vio
lin along and played for the party going and coming. Mrs. 
Gatewood’s favorite tune was, “The Drunken Hiccough”. 
Theodore Medina, who was a great banjo player, did not 
have his instrument along.

Ed Purple and Jim Humphrey were interested in the San 
Antone Saw Mill. They cut out the lumber for the flumes 
on the San Antone Ditch. The San Antone Falls were about 
eight miles from the San Antone Mill. About a quarter of 
a mile below the Falls our party separated, one wagon 
load going to see the Falls and joining the other later. 
Alfred Ward and I who were going to the Falls, were to 
look after five women while the others took a different 
route. We were two hours pulling these five women up a 
hill. We would get hold of a limb of a tree and pull them 
up the hill one at a time. But we didn’t see the Falls at all. 
Mrs. Berry thought “it was terrible to bring women to such 
a place”. Mrs. Page just joked about it, saying, “Never do 
you mind. We’ll all have a devilish good time yet”. Mrs. 
Park, Mrs. Benjamin and Mrs. Irvine were the others. We 
were glad to keep to the road after we got back to it.

At the trees we all danced on the Big Tree Stump. In 
felling this tree it was bored. It was so straight it stood 
seven days after being bored, when a wind blew it down. 
There was a nice old fellow about 60 years old tending bar 
at J. Sperry’s Big Tree Hotel. He could play only one tune 
on the violin. He played for us and we danced everything 
to that. I played part of the time and danced part of the 

time. Mrs. Jeff Gatewood was humming this old fellow’s 
tune all the way back. I played the same piece but have 
forgot the name of it.

If I had that old violin now I guess the Native Sons 
would give me something for it. The Cottle Family have it 
yet. When old man Cottle left Fourth Crossing (1872-3) and 
went down near San Jose I fixed it up. I got a new violin 
bow for it, and sent it down to him as I had the Cap Pope 
violin at the time. John Cottle was hard of hearing but he 
played some by note.

Billie McDermitt and I climbed the big tree with the 
pegs driven in it. He took the lead and I followed. We 
climbed 180 feet to the fork. The crowd wouldn’t look at us! 
I have often thought how foolish we were to climb that 
tree. The bark had been peeled from the tree, holes bored 
and pegs driven in, three years before. Billie McDermitt 
was a small man but, I weighed 170 pounds. While I was 
coming down one of the pegs cracked. I lifted my foot just 
in time to save myself. When this tree was peeled, a man 
fell 40 feet from the scaffold and was killed.

John from Central Hill was riding Colusa Sam, the fin
est looking horse in the county. There were five young 
ladies in the party. Each one of them just had to ride 
Colusa Sam through the Big Tree Trunk. Just as soon as 
one got off another would get on Colusa Sam. John, who 
stuttered, got mad. He said, “I wi-wi-wi- wish the Go-Go 
d-d-d damn tr-tr-tr trunk wo-wo would f-f fall in”. I’m not 
sure but I think Colusa Sam was a bright bay. Mrs. Ben 
Thorn felt like a queen when she was riding Colusa Sam, 
I’ve seen her put the whip to him.

We spent only one day at the Big Trees. We were five 
days making the round trip, two going up and two coming 
back. On the return trip we made the San Antone Mill the 
first day. We stayed that night at the McNair place where 
I cooked the dinner for the party. The other boys denied 
knowing how to cook. We had some China beans about 
fifteen inches long. I took them in handfuls, tied them in 
knots, cooked them and served them that way. The women 
had a lot of fun over this. I made biscuits with Preston & 
Merrill’s Baking Powder. Mrs. Gatewood said, “I want you 
to come down to San Andreas some time and show me how 
to make biscuits. They are the nicest ones I ever ate”. We 
had a lot of fun over the dinner. We were just getting 
through when the Expressman arrived with a message for 
Mrs. Gatewood. The message informed her of the impend
ing duel between Jeff Gatewood and Dr. Goodwin.* After 
Mrs. Gatewood read the message there wasn’t a bit of color 
left in her face. She went right off with the Expressman 
and that took all the life out of the party.

The Eastern people in the party had heard so much 
about camping out in California they thought it would be 
great fun, but it was so cold they didn’t want any more 
camping out. The half of these thirty-two people never met 
together again. Mrs. Park and family went back to the 
States in 1860 or ’61. Mose Freeman’s family left here. Geo. 
Tryon’s family moved to Angels Camp in ’60 or ’61. He was 
running for Sheriff at the time of the Big Tree Party. So 
far as I know only one of this party may be living now 
(1927)—Hattie Johnson who married Dick Russell. They 
moved to Stockton where he continued in the Livery Stable 
business

*See Las Calaveras for October, 1966 for Johnston’s story 
of the duel. This properly belongs in the “Talks” right 
after The Big Trees Trip.

Our next installment of the "Talks" in a forthcoming 
issue will take us up into the early Sixties. We will meet 
more Calaveras pioneers and read of further adventures 
of Wade Johnston in and about San Andreas.
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AN EARLY VIEW OF
This photograph was probably taken about the time 
of Wade Johnston's trip to Big Trees. The tree was 
felled in 1853. Note that the stump was covered by a

THE BIG STUMP
tent. The building to the right housed the bowling 
alley on top of the trunk. The lady at the foot of the 
steps is Mrs. Nathaniel (Eliza) Hoyt.

Courtesy of the Old Timers Museum

Agostini Building Restoration
The fund drive to save this old San Andreas building 

was most successful. Six major gifts, from Mrs. Eunice Van 
Winkle, Lester Tiscornia, Chester Tiscornia, the Tiscornia 
Foundation, Mrs. Edythe Domenghini, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Robin Lampson, and more than 250 additional gifts from 
individuals and organizations raised our restoration fund 
to within a few dollars of our goal of $12,500.

At a recent meeting, the Board of Directors of the Cal
ifornia Heritage Council awarded a certificate of recogni
tion to the Agostini Building Restoration project.

Mr. Orvel Johnson, formerly a restoration specialist 
with the State of California, has prepared detailed plans 
and instructions on the actual restoring of the building.

Progress on the restoration is temporarily held up while 
arrangements to deed the property to the Society are com
pleted. We hope actual repair work will be started soon.

Robert Locke, of San Andreas, is heading the Building 
Committee.

New Members
We welcome the following new members to the Hist

orical Society:
Mrs. Loveday Bennett Colvin, Oakland
Mr. Edwin H. Brown, Palo Alto
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holan, West Point
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Cooper, Lafayette
Mrs. Howard Worcester, Santa Clara
Mr. and Mrs. Howard F. Kraus, Belmont
Miss Sherrill Mattson, Castro Valley
The Valley Inn, Valley Springs
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Henry, Mountain Ranch
Mrs. B. H. Risdon, Pacific Grove
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OFFICERS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

San Andreas, California
President  Albert E. Gross, Murphys 
1st Vice President  Robert Heighway, Altaville 
2nd Vice President .. Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 
Secretary  Mrs. Vera S. Fuller, San Andreas 
Treasurer  Mr. Drew Garland, Murphys 
Directors  Mrs. Dorothy Sloan, San Andreas

Mrs. Hoben Thomas, Mokelumne Hill 
Mrs. Sadie Hunt, Double Springs 
Mrs. Otta Leonard, Angels Camp 

Dr. R. Coke Wood, Murphys 

Editor of Las Calaveras W. P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 
a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas—except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

Editorial
The Society was very pleased to receive, recently, some 

of the papers and possessions of Mr. F. F. Thomas, relating 
mostly to the Gwin mine at Poloma, where he was the 
manager. These came from his daughter-in-law, Mrs. F. F. 
Thomas, Jr., of Berkeley. In a recent telephone call to the 
editor, Mr. Jules J. Agostini, Jr., also of Berkeley, stated 
that he was intending to donate some of the original fur
nishings of the Agostini building, as well as certain other 
family mementoes, to the Society.

Gifts such as these are indeed greatly welcomed by the 
Society. Now that we will soon have a repository for books, 
manuscripts, scrapbooks, letters, pictures, etc., in the Agos
tini building, we are particularly anxious to acquire such 
historical material. Items that are suitable for Museum 
displays are also eagerly sought by the Curator George 
Poore.

Do YOU have photographs of Calaveras pioneer resi
dents, of town scenes, mines, buildings, and of historic 
events, that you would donate to our archives? We are 
just as pleased to receive copy negatives (these cost just 
$1.50) as the original photographs. Are there letters or di
aries, scrapbooks, or long out-of-print publications or 
newspapers in your attic? Contemporary writings, pub
lished or unpublished, are of greatest value to the local 
historian.

Forthcoming Meetings
November 19th—Grange Hall, San Andreas. Doctors in 

the Early Years in Calaveras.
December 17th—Grange Hall, San Andreas. Christmas 

Program and exchange of gifts ($1.50 
limit).

January 28th—Grange Hall, San Andreas. Pot Luck din
ner. Reading of winning school es
says.

EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
From a photographic portrait taken in 1904.

Loaned by Mrs. John P. Lemue.
 

September Meeting
Our fall program started with the September meeting 

at San Andreas. After the usual business session, George 
Poore presented a most interesting viewing of two caro- 
sels of slides. These, with comments by Mr. Poore, traced 
the story of the miners’ emigration to California and then 
the development of the Mother Lode mining with special 
reference to Calaveras County. A number of the historical 
pictures included in this excellent panorama were from 
photographs in the Museum and Society collections.
Annual Dues Payable

Our Secretary and Treasurer wish to remind our mem
bers that dues for 1970-71 are now payable. We would also 
like to remind you that the Society is a non-profit corpora
tion, and that dues and donations to the Society are a tax 
deductible expense on both State and Federal tax returns.
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THE MILLS OF ANGELS

BY EDWARD C. LEONARD

It is now a half-century since the great quartz mills 
of Angels Camp have been still. The huge structures were 
razed years ago, and all we can see today are crumbling 
foundations. But there are still a number of people in the 
community who remember vividly the roar of countless 
dropping stamps as the tons and tons of quartz ore were 
crushed to liberate the gold and "sulphurets."

There were a number of stamp mills on the outskirts 
of Angels Camp, and in fact, in many places about the 
county. Many of these were erected in hope and haste 
and crushed but a small amount of ore before they were 
abandoned. But it is those mills that roared on, day after 
day, year after year, pounding out millions in gold, that 
we are interested in—the Utica, Stickles, Gold Cliff, Madi
son, Lightner, Angels, and Sultana, as well as the big 
Chlorination Works that extracted the precious gold from 
the tight grip of the sulphide minerals, and the Blanket 
Plant that squeezed the remaining values out of the slime 
tailings.

Ed Leonard is one of those who remembers the mills, 
and he reconstructs here for us the important part they 
played in Angels Camp history. Readers will recall Mr. 
Leonard's excellent description of "Early Mining in Angels 
Camp" in our October, 1968, issue.

Consolidations of the Early Claims
The first lode mining boom, which began in 1854 with 

the discovery of the Davis-Winter vein in Altaville, held 
but a short life for many of the original locations. The 
immense lode was low in grade, with much of the gold 
value locked up in pyrite and other sulphide minerals. 
This ore, once the sulphide zone below the weathered out
crops was reached, could not be worked on a paying basis 
with the inefficient mills of that day. A few of the mines 
contained enrichments (called ore shoots) near the sur
face, and these mines were able to continue working as 
long as they were in good ore. The Maltman was the only 
mine that had a continuous operation during this early 
period.

By 1866, the Crystal, Lightner, and Utica claims were 
abandoned by their first owners. James G. Fair, (later of 
Comstock Lode fame) and others relocated the Crystal on

CHARLES D. LANE

Probably no one individual was more 
responsible for the success of Angels 
Camp lode mining than Charlie Lane. 
Possessed of great courage and much 
self-confidence, he put the complex 
Utica operation together, with the fi
nancial help of Alvinza Hayward and 
Walter S. Hobart, and managed it for a 
number of years. He placed most of his 
Utica-based fortune, however, into an 
ill-fated Alaskan mining venture.

—Courtesy of 
the Stuart Library, Univ, of the Pacific.

February 22, 1866. Robert Leeper and associates relocated 
the Utica on January 26, 1869. The Lightner was not 
thought worthy of relocation until Z. T. Carlow filed on 
it on August 24, 1885.

Meanwhile, Bovee had purchased the Winter Bros, and 
Fritz mines in ’65, and thus made the first consolidation. 
This property never remained idle for any length of time 
during Bovee’s ownership. The Dr. Hill and Potter mines 
were active during the early period, though not on a con
tinuous basis. The Union Mining Company worked the 
Stickles mine prior to its sale to Captain Nevills in 1885. 
Likewise, Robert Leeper reactivated the Utica and oper
ated it until selling out in ’84.

Angels Camp mining really came to life in the 80’s. 
During 1883, the Marshall Mining Company, with Captain 
Cushing as superintendent, began new development at the



FORTY-STAMP MILL

This is a typical quartz mill. The hand-trammers are 
delivering ore to the crusher bins on the top deck. The 
crushers, on the next deck down, discharge the crushed 
ore into the mill bins. The stamps are mounted on the 
middle deck, and the amalgamation plates may be 
seen in front. On the lower deck are the Frue vanners. 
In the extreme lower right corner of the mill building 
are the water wheels. These provide the power trans

mitted by a complex arrangement of shafts and belts to 
each piece of machinery requiring it. The reader who 
wishes to delve deeper into the intricacies of the de
sign and operation of a stamp mill should read "The 
Milling cf Gold Ores in California," by John Hayes 
Hammond, in the Eighth Annual Report of the Cali
fornia State Mineralogist, from which this illustration 
has been taken.

Bovee, later renamed the Sultana. A new mill was con
structed and the shaft deepened. In 1884, C. D. Lane pur
chased Leeper’s Utica properties. F. K. Bechtel 
bought the Stickles in September of that year and sold 
it to Captain Nevills five months later. James V. Coleman, 
nephew of W. S. O’Brien (one of the Big Four of the Com
stock) purchased the Angels, Potter, and Dr. Hill mines in 
1884, which was the second consolidation. Then Captain 
Nevills sold the Stickles to the Utica Mining Company 
in April, ’89, for $250,000.

The mines on the lode were now consolidated into three

ownerships, and called the Sultana, Angels and Utica. 
Although the Lightner claim was relocated in 1885, it was 
not until 1896 that real development began there after 
Alexander Chalmers, of Stockton, took over. This brought 
the number of operating companies to four. None of these 
companies could have operated successfully if they had 
not built large plants capable of milling great tonnages 
of the low-grade ore. At the height of mining activity in 
Angels, a total of 320 stamps were dropping. These mills 
recovered more than $25,000,000 in gold before closing 
down in the ’teens and early twenties.
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TEN STAMPS

A detailed view of the upper part of a double bat
tery of ten stamps. The cams may be seen on the 
cam-shaft. The stamps have been raised on the fin
gers (not visible) so that the mortars (below this 
view) may be cleaned up. The tappets normally 
rested on the cams, when the stamps were operating, 
so that the stamps were raised, rotated, and dropped. 
—Courtesy of the Stuart Library, Univ, of the Pacific.

The Quartz Mills
The first quartz mills built in the Angels district were 

described in my earlier article. These were small, with 
light stamps, and adapted only for relatively low tonnage 
operations. Most of these had less than 20 stamps. They 
were gradually replaced with larger and more efficient 
mills. These were sometimes supplemented with a number 
of arrastras, for which Angels Camp was well known. But 
the recovery of gold, even so, was poor as compared to that 
of the later, more modern, mills. In the early days the 
sulphide concentrates were not saved.

The power necessary to run the first mills was fur
nished by overshot water wheels. As the mills became 
larger, steam power was resorted to, although this re
quired tremendous quantities of cordwood. In fact, the 
Utica switched from steam power back to water in ’89, 
when they had developed an adequate supply of water 
through their own ditch system after buying the Union 
Water Company. In 1899, electric power became available, 
generated by the Utica Company and the Standard Elec
tric Power Company, and all the mills eventually con
verted over to this more convenient source.

The Marshall Mining Company installed a modern 20- 
stamp mill in 1881 on the east side of Main Street, across 
from the Sultana shaft. In 1902, the Sultana Company 
increased this to 40 stamps.

William Maltman erected a 30-stamp mill on his claim 
in 1866. This mill was abandoned later, and a new 40-

stamp plant built near the Potter shaft in ’91, with 16 
Frue vanners, by the Angels Mining Company, with a 
capacity of 200 tons per day. The foundations can still be 
seen across the highway from the Angels Museum.

The Lightner Company in 1897 erected a 40-stamp mill 
across the gulch on the west side, and the next year added 
20 stamps more with 36 Frue vanners.

Robert Leeper had a 20-stamp mill on the Utica when 
he sold out to C. D. Lane. Forty more stamps and 24 Frue 
concentrators were added in ’88 to this mill, just south of 
Utica Park. When the Cross shaft was completed in 1903, 
this mill was moved over next to the Stickles mill.

In 1886, Captain Nevills built a 20-stamp mill near the 
present Angels power plant. Two years later the 40 stamps 
at the Ilex mine, near Mokelumne Hill, were purchased 
and moved to the Stickles mill. The following year this 
60-stamp plant became part of the expanding Utica 
operation.

A. J. and T. M. Lane, sons of C. D. Lane, were operating 
a 10-stamp mill on the Madison in ’92. Shortly thereafter 
they increased it to 20 stamps. In May of ’94, the Utica 
Company reconstructed the mill adding 20 more stamps, 4 
Tullock and 12 Frue vanners. This mill was powered by a 
double turbine water wheel.

In 1887, the Gold Cliff Mining Company erected a new 
20-stamp mill on their property. When the Utica Company 
took over the Gold Cliff, they used this mill, situated on 
the east side of Bunker Hill. In 1910 they moved 40 
stamps from the Utica-Stickles mill and built a new plant 
for the Gold Cliff west of the old mill.

At one time the Utica'Company was operating 180 
stamps and 76 vanners in the four mills under their man
agement. At this time, mill-men were paid $3 for a 12-hour 
shift and worked seven days a week.

The Milling Process
The process of milling the ores to recover the gold may 

best be explained by describing the Utica mill. Please 
refer to the cut-away drawing of a 40-stamp mill, and 
the photograph of a typical 10-stamp, double battery.

THE SULTANA MILL

Containing 40 stamps, this was one of the smaller 
quartz mills at Angels Camp.

—Angels Boosters Club Collection
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GOLD CLIFF AND
MADISON MILLS

The upper mill is the old 
20 - stamp Gold Cliff 
plant. Later, 40 stamps 
from the Utica - Stickles 
mill were moved over to 
a site west of this, to 
mill the low-grade ores 
from the Gold Cliff mine. 
The Madison mill is in 
the foreground. The 
Blanket Plant was just 
to the right of this view, 
which was taken on the 
Angels Creek, about one- 
half mile below the 
highway bridge. 
—Angels Boosters Club 
Collection.

The ore was crushed at the collar of the shaft and then 
trammed to the mill and stored in a series of bins. At 
some mills, the crusher was installed within the mill 
building. A Challenge automatic feeder at the base of the 
ore bins fed each battery of stamps. A battery generally 
consisted of five stamps, operated by a cam-shaft driven 
by a flat belt over a wooden drive wheel. Commonly, two 
batteries were driven by one cam-shaft, and in some 

instances single shafts served even more.
The stamps, each weighing 835 pounds, were raised by 

a cam attached to the shaft, and were dropped seven or 
eight inches about 100 times a minute. The cams were S- 
shaped and raised the stamps twice on each revolution 
of the shaft. They were set at various positions, so as to 
drop the stamps in a pattern of 1-4-2-5-3-1 for a five-stamp 
drive, and 1-5-9-7-3-2-6-10-8-4-1 for a double battery, the

LIGHTNER MILL AND
SURFACE PLANT

This view, looking west
erly, is just above the 
present-day Utica Park. 
The Crystal mine dump 
is in the background. 
—Angels Boosters Club 
Collection.
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ANGELS SURFACE PLANT 
AND MILL

The open cut along the 
vein is in the fore
ground. Main Street was 
once lined by the pop
lars seen beyond the 
buildings. One of the 
shafts is located just in 
back of the Richfield 
Service Station. 
—Angels Boosters Club 
Collection.

stamps being consecutively numbered. This kept the pulp 
(a mixture of crushed ore and water) agitated and pro
vided for a smooth flow of the mill sands from the 
battery. The water was fed into the battery to make the 
pulp as the ore was pulverized by the dropping stamps. 
A 30- mesh screen at the outlet of the battery allowed the 
pulp that was fine enough to escape from the battery.

A supply of quicksilver (mercury) was also fed into 
the battery, the quantity being controlled by the mill
man’s judgment of the amount of free gold in the ore. 
He would judge this by the build-up of amalgam on the 
plates (see below). The quicksilver formed an amalgam 
with much of the gold liberated by the crushing of the 
ore in the battery. The pulp that flowed through the 
screen, however, generally had some free gold, in addition 
to sulphides and sand tailing. This pulp flowed over an 
apron and onto a series of plates of copper, silverplated 
and dressed with quicksilver. Most of the remaining free 
gold was converted to amalgam on the plates, whereas 
the sulphide minerals and sands passed over.

Periodically, the battery and the plates were “cleaned 
up” and the amalgam recovered for further treatment. 
The plates were then redressed and the mill started up 
again. The gold was separated from the quicksilver in the 
amalgam by heating in a “retort” to a temperature 
high enough to drive off the mercury. This was then con
densed and used over again. The gold sponge remaining 
in the retort was melted down, assayed, and then for
warded to the Mint.

After leaving the silvered plates, the sulphides and 
sands flowed down to the lower deck to where the vanners 
were located. These were machines with an endless rubber 
belt revolving headward against the flow of the pulp. A 
mechanism built into the vanners caused the belt to vi
brate as it moved. This combined movement and vibra
tion separated most of the heavy sulphides and free gold 

particles from the sands. The former adhered to the belt, 
were carried upward and then recovered as the belt re
turned under the vanner.

After the sulphides were concentrated in the Utica mills 
they were sent to the Chlorination Works for further treat
ment. The Lightner had a small chlorinating furnace of 
its own on Democrat Hill. With the expansion of the Selby 
Smelter at San Francisco, and the completion of the rail
road to Angels Camp in 1902, it soon became economic for 
all the mills to ship their concentrates direct to Selby.

In the fall of 1891, the Utica Mining Company built a 
20-inch tailings pipeline from the Utica mill to a point on 
Angels Creek opposite the Madison mine. Early in the 
next year they constructed an 85-by-100-foot building in 
which they installed a Gates Blanket (or Canvas) plant 
to treat the Utica tailings in order to recover any remain
ing gold values. Mr. Cutler was foreman of this plant. In 
’94, the Stickles mill tailings were also conveyed to the 
Blanket Plant through a tunnel under Main Street oppo
site Bird Way.

The Gates machine, similar to a vanner, consisted of 
a long endless canvas belt which moved counter-current 
to the flow of the slime tailings (slimes are the finest 
particles in the tailings). The outer surface of the canvas 
had a long nap. The heavier particles of free gold and 
sulphides would sink into the nap and were carried up
ward to be washed off into tanks underneath the moving 
belts. The barren slimes would pass over the belt and be 
washed downstream. Thomas M. Smith, superintendent 
of the Chlorination Works, reported a recovery for the 
period from the beginning of the operation until Septem
ber, 1896, as $25,315.31. The values in the slime concen
trates were recovered in a small cyanide plant constructed 
at the Chlorination Works in 1893. This plant consisted 
of one agitator, a vacuum pump, two storage tanks for 
solution, two zinc filters, one tank for solution, and a filter
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STICKLES-UTICA MILL

A view, taken from Deadhorse Hill, looking easterly. 
In 1903, the old Utica mill was moved from its original 
site at the present-day Utica Park to the south end of 
Capt. Nevills' Stickles mill, bringing this plant up to 
120 stamps. At this time, the Cross Shaft (upper 
right) became the main hoisting works for the exten

sive underground workings of the Utica. One of the 
Chlorination buildings is on the left, just beyond An
gels Creek. This view was taken after the Angels Camp 
Railroad Station was built, as it can be seen behind 
the smoke of the Chlorinator.

—Calaveras County Historical Society files.

press for bullion. When the gold came into contact with 
the cyanide solution, it was dissolved by the cyanide. 
When the solution reached the saturation point, zinc 
shavings were added to precipitate the gold.

On Angels Creek, below all the mills, were the La- 
vignino Arrastras. Here were rerun any of the mill sands 
that came downstream, for any gold and sulphides missed 
by the mills.

The Utica Chlorination Works
The Mountain Echo of July 6, 1887, reports that “Mr. 

P. S. Buckminster is building a chlorination works east 
of town. Teams have been sent to get the machinery.’' 
Some 95,000 bricks were burned in a kiln nearby, and the 
Melones Consolidated Mining Company contracted to 
build the plant.

The main building was 100 feet by 44 feet, with a 25- 
by-44-foot shed on each end. There were two furnaces, 
one 11 by 80 feet and the other 12 by 80 feet, with a com
bined capacity of 4^ tons of concentrates every 24 hours. 
Bowland and Greyson operated the works.

Hayward and Company (the Utica) took over in June, 
1888, and Tom Smith became the Superintendent. He 
continued in this post until his resignation in April, 1899. 
He was succeeded by F. C. Beedle. In the summer of 1890, 

a new brick kiln was built, and bricks were made for 
three additional furnaces. The five furnaces had a capa
city of 22 tons of concentrates a day. By ’99, two more 
furnaces were added, for a total of seven. This was the 
largest chlorination plant in the state.

Digger pine, cut in four-foot lengths, was commonly 
used as it was the least expensive fuel available. The 
local ranchers furnished most of the supply until 1899 
when the canal for the powerhouse at Murphys was com
pleted. Then large quantities were flumed down the 
canal and down a chute to Angels Creek above the power
house. The cordwood then was taken by six-horse team 
and wagons to Angels.

Superintendent Smith was said to have stated that 
during the best month’s operation (January 1895) he 
poured $400,000 in gold bullion. He normally retorted 
the amalgam from all the Utica mills as well as from the 
Chlorination Works, there. The sulphide concentrate 
values ran from $40 to $60 a ton. Concentrates from out
side mills were handled on a custom basis. The gold 
bullion was taken by wagon to the Wells Fargo agent at 
Milton, a 22-mile trip.

The chlorination process was introduced by G. F. 
Decker, of Placer County. The combination of chlorine gas 
with the sulphide minerals caused a rapid oxidation free
ing the gold within the mineral grain. This was called 
the Plattner process. It consisted of roasting the sulphides 
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with salt in the reverbatory furnace. The ore was then 
withdrawn, cooled, and charged into a large circular tank 
provided with a false bottom. The tank was covered and 
chlorine gas introduced from below. After 24 to 48 hours 
the batch was tested as follows: A hole in the cover was 
opened and a bottle of ammonia held near the hole. If 
a white cloud of ammonium sulphate formed, the process 
was completed. The perchloride of gold was washed out 
with water. This solution was drawn into another vat 
in which the gold was precipitated by the introduction of 
iron sulphide in solution. The gold precipitate was then 
melted and poured into bricks.

The chlorine gas used by the works was manufactured 
here by using lime, manganese, salt, and sulphuric acid 
until 1899, when they began to import liquid chlorine from 
Germany. Each drum would be sufficient for treating 50 
to 75 tons of sulphides.

Shortly after the Sierra Railway came to Angels Camp, 
the chlorinating operation was discontinued and a ten-year 
contract was made by Utica with the Selby Reduction 
Works to process the concentrates. An aerial tramway 
was built to the train depot to take the concentrates 
directly from the mill. A substantially higher recovery 
was obtainable from direct smelting than by chlorinating, 

which more than paid for the transportation and smelting 
charges.

Angels Mill-Men
Some of the better-known mill-men are listed below. 

Although shown as employees of a certain mill, some of 
them worked at several of the plants at different times. 
Those mentioned here were, of course, but a few of the 
men employed in the mills of Angels.

At the Sultana were George Harper and his brothers. 
Over at the Angels, William H. Clark was for some years 
foreman, and working there were D. Layton, E. Marvin, 
Harry Hogarth, Sr., C. Cottrell, H. Dorrah, and Clarke. 
Down at the Lightner, where G. H. Fox was foreman, was 
Jack Maurd. John Reeves was the man that co-ordinated 
the Utica Mills. One of his right-hand men was William 
Keyes. Reeves brought in William J. Loring as his assis
tant, and on Reeves’ death in the late 90’s, Loring took 
over as mill superintendent. Frank Gorman worked at the 
Stickles and Fred Beers at the Gold Cliff mill. Some 
others working in the Angels mills were Joe Butler, Jack 
Matrovich, Ralph Lemue, Frank and Len Williams.

THE CHLORINATION WORKS

Looking easterly at the Chlorination Works. The Helio 
port is now located on this site. Highway Four cuts 
across the southeast end of the old foundations. This

view was probably taken about 1900, several years 
before the big Chlorinator shut down.

—Calaveras County Historical Society files.
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Editorial
Another carefully researched article by Ed Leonard, 

“The Mills of Angels,” brings back to life the once busy 
gold-quartz milling plants of this town. The article is 
particularly timely because of the almost total and com
plete disappearance of these mills of Angels Camp. Al
though many more men worked in the extensive under
ground workings deep below the town’s streets than did 
on top, it was the intense milling activity that was so 
well known to resident and visitor alike.

Forthcoming Meetings
January 28th—Pot Luck Dinner at San Andreas. His

torical essay winners will read their 
prize-winning essays.

February 25th—Grange Hall at San Andreas. Second 
meeting on Calaveras Doctors. There will 
be papers on Doctors Holland, March, 
Herrschner, Stukey, Freeman and Wy
rick.

March 25th—Grange Hall, San Andreas. Conclusion of 
reports on Calaveras Doctors, and hospi
tals in the County.

New Members
Mr. Rodger D. Carlson, Pomona
Mr. George V. Due, Escalon
Mrs. Rose Marie Faulkner, Castro Valley
Mrs. Myrtle Gallinger, Auburn
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Goodell, Greenbrae
Mrs. Walter Hansen, Redding
Mr. Charles H. Rohrbacher, Foster City 
Mrs. Warren Tufts, Bremerton, Washington

THE ANGELS MILL

This is the view a passerby caught of the Angels 
mill, as he drove or rode up Main Street toward 
Altaville. Forty stamps and 16 Frue vanners were 
housed in this building.
—Courtesy of the Stuart Library, Univ, of the Pacific.

In MemoriamRose Marie Blackwell 
Irene Corneau
Muriel Genochio
Miriam Petithomme

Maude Poyner
Jeanette Solinsky 
Grace Tiscornia 
Agnes Tower

Gwen Wyllie

Agostini Building Restoration
We regret to state that, as we go to press, we still have 

not completed arrangements with Black Bart Inn for 
deeding the Agostini Building over to the Society. The 
“hang-up” involves the tax status of the transaction rela
tive to Black Bart Inn. We are hopeful that the matter can 
be concluded in the near future and restoration work 
begun.

Professor Wood on TV
We have been enjoying Coke Wood’s telecourse on 

Californian history on Channel 13, KOVR. For those of 
you who have not yet tuned in, Dr. Wood is on every 
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. The second semester 
starts on February 3rd! You may enroll for two units of 
college credit by applying to San Joaquin Delta College, 
3301 Kensington Way, Stockton, California 95204.

Mulls of Angels References
References used in this study included MINING AND 

SCIENTIFIC PRESS, various publications of the California 
Division of Mines, contemporary newspaper accounts, and 
personal reminiscences of old timers.
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CALAVERAS CAROUSEL
We have endeavored in the past to devote each issue of 

“Las Calaveras” to a special topic or purpose. But in so 
doing, we have accumulated a thick file of unused mis
cellany. And so we think it high time that we browsed 
through this file and shared some of its contents with our 
faithful readers.

Although we are not in a position to vouch for the ac
curacy of the historical details, the entertaining story 
of the great coon robbery in San Andreas easily finds its 
place at the beginning of our Calaveras Carousel. Mem
ber Getchell’s style reminds us, more than a little, of 
that of a visitor to our fair county a century ago, one 
Sam Clemens by name. We trust that his historical 
accuracy is a little better than Sam’s.

The Great Coon Robbery
BY LAWRENCE H. GETCHELL

San Andreas, during the time of Hiram Johnson and the 
Bull Moose party, was mighty proud of its 700 inhabitants, 
give or take a few. As is want with a young generation 
growing up, the young bloods were constantly looking for 
excitement, the opportunities for such being sometimes 
difficult to find.

Wild game was still in fair abundance, and one weekend, 
a group of fellows organized a coon hunt. Having first talked 
it over with Lev Binum, who agreed that should the hunt 
prove a success, he would prepare them a coon feed they 
would long remember, the hunt was on. They long re
membered, but for a variety of reasons not originally 
foreseen.

The hunt took place on schedule, and' the hunters 
were successful in bagging a fine prime coon. Said coon, 
after proper dressing and handling to insure its tender
ness and succulence, was turned over to Lev to prepare 
and roast to the epicurian expectations of the afore 
mentioned hunters.

Until now, everything had progressed smoothly, too 
smoothly, in fact. Word had leaked out of the impending 
party, and as I sai d before, opportunities for excitement 
didn’t present themselves too often in San Andreas. A 
few “uninhibited laddies”, while actually non-hunters, 
found their palates equally watering for a nice big piece 
of juicy roast coon. Now you must remember that the 
hunters had no reason to suspect any dirty work at the 
cross-roads, so while our Mr. Coon was merrily sizzling 
in the Bon Ton’s oven, they (the hunters) journeyed 
across the street to Babe Raggio’s drink emporium to 
whet their appetites in anticipation of the approaching 
banquet.

MAIN STREET. SAN ANDREAS

Lev Binum’s Chop House, the Bon Ton, was be
tween the Post Office and Tiscornia’s Store. This 
view was after Beffa & Queirolo had taken over 
Tipcomia’s.

—Photo by W. Covert Martin

This was just the moment the “dastardly members of 
the Uninhibited” had been waiting for. Now, it was common 
knowledge that Lev Binum, during the preparing of his 
cook-pots, often found the heat in the kitchen quite op
pressive. This condition could and was usually allevia
ted by a quick trip to Tiscornia’s grocery store and handy 
bar, just next door. Here, Lev could toss off a couple of 
quickies “neat” before you could spell coon, which is 
just what he did, while there was a break in the action. 
You guessed it; just the moment that our “uninhibited 
heroes” were waiting for. And between the cup and the 
lip and the across the street trip, they sneaked into the 
Bon Ton, removed the coon, baking pan and all, and were 
out the back door in a matter of minutes, taking a couple 
of Lev’s towels in the bargain. They had even the teme
rity to filch a bowl of freshly-cooked cranberries.

Well, naturally, word of the “Great Coon Robbery” 
spread across the street to Babe’s, where the confusion 
and excitement grew to unprintable epithets, as you can 
well imagine. Lev Binum, himself, was speechless as well 
as coonless. Our brave hunters were all for organizing 
a new Vigilante committee. A horrible crime had been 
committed, and, “by the Great Horn Spoon,” the culprits 
would pay.

While all of this was going on, in another part of 
town our “Uninhibited heroes” were chuckling and carrying



Thomas Campbell, Assemblyman -1862

LEV BINUM

Lev practiced his cook-pot arts for many years 
at the County Hospital before opening his Chop 
House downtown.

—Courtesy of Violet Morales

on with garrulous glee over their success. Their early 
foot in snatching the prize showed great ingenuity, but at 
that point the planning needed repairing because they had 
Mr. Coon in a most insecure place. In haste, they hid 
him as best they could, and then retired to a prepared 
meeting place for a caucus. Now our story might have 
ended right here, had our "Uninhibited heroes’* been able 
to transport Mr. Coon safely to a secure location, post 
haste. Such was not to be.

It seems there was a Judas in their camp. Word of the 
hi-jacking, for reason never explained, reached the ears 
of some spoilers who were members of the Independent 
Order of Odd Fellows. In a manner as mysterious as 
some of the mysteries of their order, and making full 
use of the information supplied them, they, in turn, 
made a snatch of the now, a most confused coon, and 
carried him to a safe place, deep in the confines of the 
new Lodge Hall.

Now, wouldn’t you think that the second set of filchers 
would have sat down, relaxed, and enjoyed the results 
of their successful heist? Not so. Even though their 
thievery might by some have been considered more ex
cusable than the first, which is perhaps what they did 
decide, being both decent and neighborly folk, they made 
out invitations (whether written or by personal courier 
is not recorded), and invited the members of both the 
"Original Hunters” and the "Uninhibited Heroes” to join 
them in a banquet of deliceous baked coon as guests of 
the Independent Order of Odd Fellows.

Word of the second heist had by now been rumored 
about and the situation was beginning to show its humor
ous side. It wasn’t long before reason triumphed, tempers 
cooled, and a banquet of Binum-baked coon was enjoyed 
by all, though in portions considerably smaller than ori
ginally planned. The merriment continued well into the 
morning hours.

Over the past several years we have corresponded with 
persons, far and wide, who are interested in the history of 
our county. From far away Newfoundland came these 
clippings, sent by Mr. Harold Cody, a relative of Thomas 
Campbell.

DEAD — Hon. T. Campbell, a member of the last 
legislature from Calaveras—he who impeached Judge 
Hardy—and a member-elect of the next, died of con
sumption at San Francisco yesterday. He was an able, 
energetic, determined young man—a native of St. Johns, 
Newfoundland, and from Massachusetts here. He was ap
pointed Assessor of the Third Federal District of this 
State, embracing Calaveras, Tuolumne and other counties, 
but knowing that he was dying—that his days were num
bered—and that he could scarcely live through the Win
ter, he resigned, choosing rather, if spared, to take his 
seat in the Assembly. It is probable that his remains may 
be brought here and interred in the State grounds. 

Sacramento Bee, December 31, 1862

ILLUSTRIOUS DEAD
On a little eminence, a short distance inside, and 

directly opposite the main entrance to the (Sacramento) 
City Cemetery, is what is known as the State plot. . . .In 
the southwestern corner of the State plot is a handsome 
marble monument over 20 feet in height, whose only in
scription is that of "Campbell.” It was erected by an 
act of the Legislature to the memory of Thomas Camp
bell, a member of the Assembly from Calaveras County, 
who died in San Francisco on the 30th day of December, 
1862, at the early age of 25 years. He had served with 
distinction one term .in the Assembly and had just been 
reelected a few weeks prior to his death. Eulogies were 
pronounced upon his death by Assemblymen Warwick, 
Barclay, Fitch, Wright and Ames. He was one of liberty’s 
most eloquent champions, whose honesty was never ques
tioned and whose character was without a blemish or stain. 
In his closing remarks, Thos. Fitch said: "But he is dead. 
The morning of his life flushed high with the promise of 
an effulgent day, suddenly put on his sable robes, and 
mantled together in their dark folds the promise and the 
prophesy. Alas for the young life so high with hope, so 
early gone hence. Alas for the mysterious workings of 
fate! Myriads of souls to-day bewail the messenger of 
death, while youth and talent go reluctantly to the grave. 
Many a gallant ship goes down with her burden of price
less treasure, while ‘the rotten hulk lies rocking in sun
light of the beach.’ The winter winds will sing among the 
fir trees of his home a dirge for their lost son. The 
Sierras will put on their priestly robes as before, and 
spring will come again; but we shall long remember how 
bright a star went out at twilight and how great a hope 
was riven by one blow of the hand Divine.”

Sacramento Union, June 5, 1886

RIGHT-OFFICIALS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY, 1923

Until his recent death, Charles Schwoerer was the last 
surviving member of this group, taken the year after 
he was elected superintendent, from the Special Highway 
Edition of the Calaveras Prospect.
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MOKELUMNE HILL
CELESTIALS

Photographed by Frank Peek at 
the turn of the century. Printed 
by Earle Edmiston from the ori
ginal glass plates.
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A MOK HILL OLDTIMER

A Mok Hill Oldtimer sits for Frank Peek, about 
1900. Judging from the pose, he takes his "Old 
Log Cabin” neat. The other view catches him in 
a more dignified manner.

Frank Wilson Peek (1881 - 1933) who as a boy 
in the days of glass plates was a shutter bug, be-

Back Issues Waited
Starting with this issue, we will run advertisements 

for persons wishing to obtain back issues that are out of 
print. One of our members wishes to purchase a number 
of those listed below. Members that wish to help the 
Society may donate any of these issues, which will then 
be sold at $1 each, for the benefit of the Society. Mem
bers wishing to sell any of these issues may run an ad
vertisement. Issues presently out of print include:

Volume 1 Numbers 3 & 4; Volume 2 Numbers 1 & 3; 
Volume 3 Number 1 thru 4; Volume 4 Numbers 1, 2, & 3; 
Volume 5 Numbers 2, 3 & 4; Volume 6 Number 1; Vol
ume 7 Number 2; Volume 8 Numbers 1 thru 4 and Vol
ume 9 Numbers 2 and 3.

New Members
Mr. and Mrs. Elton W. Dorroh, Angels Camp 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harrington, Murphys 
Mr. Emerson B. Herrick, Lodi
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hill, Angels Camp 
Mr. Pleasant H. Hill, III, Highland Park 
Mr. I.S. Hoffman, White Pines
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lund, Menlo Park
Stuart Library of Western Americana, Stockton 
Mr. George H. Treat, Long Beach
Mrs. Stafford L. Warren, Pacific Palisades

came one of General Electric’s top engineers in the 
field of high voltage research. He was killed in 1933 
when his automobile was struck by a train in Quebec, 
Canada. The original glass plates in the Frank Peek 
collection were recently given to the Society by Mr. 
and Mrs. Allen Peek.

Essay Contest
Winners of the 13th essay contest for Calaveras school 

children were as follows:
Elementary Division

1st - Hal Hansen, "Some Early Calaveras Diggings” 
2nd - Kelly Comer, "Mother Lode Architecture”
3rd - Roni Anderson, "Francis P. Reister”

High School Division
1st - Kathy Quinones, "Purdyville”
2nd - Douglas Davis, "Vallecito Store”
3rd - Amy Hudson, "Alfred George Kirby”

Agostini Building Restoration
On March 21st, the Directors of the Black Bart Inn 

voted to deed the building to the Historical Society, 
and directed their attorney to draw up the necessary 
papers.

Invite A. Friend To
Join Tlie Society
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SHIPPING COPPER ORE AT MILTON

The railroad was built to Milton primarily to serve 
the Copperopolis mines. But the mines shut down be
fore construction started. The railroad, however, 
reached Milton in 1871 and became the main entry 
into the county until the narrow gauge was built to 
Valley Springs in 1885. In ’87 the mines at Coppero
polis reopened, and a smelter was constructed, 
thus obviating the need of shipping the ore from 

there. However, the smaller mines at Telegraph 
City could not afford to build their own smelter, 
and so continued shipping their ore and concen
trates. This scene, in 1907, shows ore from the 
Napoleon or Star & Excelsior mines, brought down 
by steam traction engine, and being transshipped 
onto rail cars at Milton. This engine, built by Best 
at Stockton, was operated by the Valsen Brothers. 

—From the Society’s files.

On The Ragged Edge
J.M. Shinn, of San Andreas, Deputy Sheriff and Jailor, 

was lately the hero of one of the most thrilling incidents 
we have ever been called upon to relate. It makes our 
reportorial blood tingle even now, as we recall the terrible 
circumstances connected with Mr. Shinn’s miraculous es
cape from a horrible death, and it is with a shudder 
that we attempt their recital.

As before stated, Mr. Shinn is a Deputy Sheriff. Satur
day morning last, he left San Andreas for Mokelumne 
Hill, driving a young, coal-black, spirited, powerful horse, 
attached to a sulky. Mr. Shinn rode reflectively along, 
experiencing nothing worth relating until he reached Don- 
nallon’s bridge across the Calaveras, about two and a 
half miles this side of San Andreas. The bridge is a fine 
structure, crossing the Calaveras at Bay State Rancho -- 
a single, light, airy span, thrown from bank to bank a 
sheer hundred feet above the tumultuous current below.

When just midway of the bridge the horse got frightened 
at a couple of birds that flew near him and became un

manageable. The animal plunged and reared fearfully, 
threatening every moment to throw himself over the low, 
slight railing that borders the bridge into the rock- 
garnished depths below. Recognizing the imminence of his 
peril Mr. Shinn, with every nerve strung to its utmost 
tension, strove to control the frantic horse. Finding his 
efforts in that direction futile, he tried to urge the ani
mal forward, applying the lash unsparingly, but without 
avail. Suddenly the maddened horse reared on his haunches 
and with a trenemdous effort turned himself and the 
sulky completely around facing towards San Andreas. The 
sulky was thrown violently against the railing, demo
lishing it, and one of the wheels of the vehicle actually 
dropped off the side of the bridge.

Mr. Shinn’s position was horrifying beyond the scope 
of language to depict. The violence of the shock threw 
Mr. Shinn from his seat, and as the sulky vibrated to and 
fro -- so evenly was it poised on the edge of the bridge— 
Mr. Shinn, clinging to the vehicle with a vice-like grip,
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was banging head downward, while in the rugged canyon 
far below, the seething waters boiled, bubbled and leapt 
as if in eager anticipation of their prey. The imagina
tion, however vivid, can have but a remote conception of 
the unutterable frightfulness of Mr. Shinn's position. 
Palsied with horror, momentarily expecting to be dashed 
to pieces upon the cruel rocks below, he still clung to 
his frail support with the tenacity of desperation, hoping 
that by some Providential intervention he might escape 
the horrible death that seemed inevitable.

Suddenly the frightened horse plunged madly forward,

“tumultuous current” below. And perhaps Mr. Shinn em
bellished his account a bit for the benefit of his listeners 
as he was relaxing in a nearby saloon afterwards. In 
any event, this is typical of “reportorial” writing of that 
era along the Mother Lode, and discovery of items such 
as this is one of the rewards for painstaking examination 
of musty newspaper files. We thank Member Wurm for 
sending it to us.

Pardee Meeting
Partly because of an invitation from East Bay Water, 

and partly because of frequent requests from our out of 
county members for weekend activities, we are having a 
special Sunday picnic and meeting at the old Wilde rm uth 
House on May 23rd. East Bay Water is restoring this fine 
old stone residence, which is a substantial testimonial 
to their interest in our county’s history.

An interesting program is being planned by George 
Poore and William Lange, and this occasion will be a 
splendid opportunity for our distant members to join us 
at this historic spot. Further details will be sent by mail.

Other forthcoming meetings include:
APRIL 22nd -- Dinner at Friendship Hall, Angels Camp, 

Leonard Covello presents “Stockton in the Forties.”
MAY 27th -- San Andreas - Reports on Historic Hotels 

and on Calaveras Families.
JUNE 24th - - San Andreas. Mr. Robin Lampson will 

be the speaker.
JULY 22nd — Dinner and Annual Meeting, place to be 

announced.

taking the sulky back on the bridge, Mr. Shinn clinging 
to the vehicle with so firm a grasp that he was thrown 
violently upon the planking ahead of the sulky, the wheels 
passing over him as the horse ran towards San Andreas. 
Mr. Shinn was so overcome with the terrible experiences 
he had gone through, that for a moment he could scarcely 
realize that the danger was past. He was also surprised 
to find—upon coming fairly to him self--that beyond a few 
slight bruises he was uninjured, certainly one of the most 
marvelous escapes from impending death we ever read 
or heard of. The horse and sulky reached San Andreas 
uninjured.

This exciting story was found by Ted Wurm in the 
January 11th, 1879 issue of the “Oakland Daily Times”. 
It had originally been published a week earlier in the 
“Calaveras Chronicle” at Mokelumne Hill. Without 
wishing to detract from the reporter’s lively descrip
tion, we would like to point out that it was probably closer 

hundred from Donnallon’s bridge to the 

MELONES TRESTLE

The fireman pours on the coal, and the engineer 
opens up the throttle wide as old No. 10 starts 
up the long grade to Jamestown. In a scant few

years more this area will be far beneath the wa
ters of the new Melones Lake.

—From the Society’s files
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Editorial
With this issue we depart from tradition, not from 

choice but from necessity. As inflation pursues its re
lentless course and as costs mount ever higher, we are 
forced to go to a less expensive means of printing. Al
though we know that offset cannot match the quality of 
letter press printing, we will do all that we can to keep 
the format of "Las Calaveras” attractive and in keeping 
with past tradition.

When we assumed the editorship of "Las Calaveras” 
a few years ago, we stated in our first editorial that: 
"Local or community history is a perishable entity. 
If we don’t chronicle this history faithfully, it soon be
comes lost. Only fragmentary unrelated facts remain in 
the dark and dusty archives. Setting down our local history 
is a pleasant task that each of us can do, in the sphere 
of our own interest and knowledge. Too many of us, either 
because we feel unequal to the writing, because we are 
too busy with our daily living, or because we just think it 
should be left to George to do, never do record the data 
that goes to make up community history.

"One of the major purposes of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society is the chronicling of Calaveras his
tory.”

This issue, born of the contributions of some of those 
responding to that appeal, is a symbol of what can be 
done. But we don’t have enough contributions, or com
prehensive enough research. There is somuchtoset down, 
so much that is vanishing right before our eyes. I would 
like , again, to urge all our members, everywhere, to 
join us in the search, the research, and the compilation 
of our County history.

Charles Schwoerer
1887-1971

A charter member of the Society and, over the years, 
one of our most active and enthusiastic members, Charles 
Schwoerer died on February 3rd, at the age of 83.

Charlie had an encyclopaedic memory of local historic 
lore. Although he put far too little of this down on paper, 
we are fortunate to have the brief autobiographic sketch 
that we include below.

Mr. Schwoerer was always active in organizations, and 
was a member of the Calaveras Masonic Lodge No. 78, 
as well as other orders, and was very much in evidence 
at many of the community activities. He is survived by a 
daughter , Doris Mitchell of Santa Rosa; sisters Myrtle 
Brunner of Altaville, Rosella Charboneau of Los Angeles, 
Lillian Gilbeau of French Camp, Leoda Robin of Sacra
mento, and Hazel Bernasconi of San Andreas; a brother, 
Andrew, of Oakland, three groundchildren and two great
grandchildren. His autobiography follows:

I was born at Murphys, December 18, 1887, the oldest 
of a family of nine—I had three brothers and five sisters. 
My father was Fred Schwoerer; my mother was the for
mer Laura Inks. Their parents were among the first 
settlers in Murphys.

I attended the Murphys elementary school and gradua
ted from the ninth grade. After leaving this school I got 
a job as mall carrier for the company making the surveys 
for the ditches and dams to provide water for the power 
plant to be built at Camp Nine on the Stanislaus. This 
ride was from Murphys to Kennedy Meadows on Sonora 
Pass in the summer. When they completed the surveys and 
established headquarters at Vallecito prior to starting 
construction, I resigned to enter the Western Normal at 
Stockton.

I attended the Western Normal for two years and then 
passed the Calaveras County Board of Education examina
tion for a teacher’s certificate in 1907.

My first school was in the Washington Flat district. The 
schoolhouse was located on the knoll just beyond the 
Richards’ house on the grade road to Altaville. I stayed 
there for three years.

In 1909 I was married to Myrtle Jones, a graduate of the 
Western Normal who was the primary teacher at Murphys. 
Three children, two girls and a boy, were born to us.

My next school was at Willow Creek, a one-teacher 
school just out of San Andreas on the highway to Angels. 
I was here one year when I was offered the teaching 
principalship of the Altaville School. At the end of the 
year, a vacancy occurred in the principalship of the 
Angels school and I was elected by the trustees to fill 
the vacancy.

The Angels school at that time had an enrollment of 
more than four hundred pupils. I had forty-eight in the 
8th grade. There were nine teachers in the school, in
cluding myself. We had what we called the receiving 
class, which was one step below the first grade and all 
youngsters entering school for the first time started here. 
One can readily see what the average size of the classes 
was. My salary as principal the first year, as far as I 
can remember, was $110 a month. The teachers received 
$60 or $65 per month. During the summer vacation I 
worked in the mines. While teaching I served a number of 
years on the County Board of Education.

In 1922 I was elected County Superintendent of Schools. 
I took office in January, 1923, and after serving for 32 
years retired in 1955.
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WADE JOHNSTON TALKS TO HIS 
DAUGHTER

BY EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON

Fifth Installment

In our last installment of the Wade Johnston memoirs, 
we traveled with him to the Big Trees, late in the summer 
of 1859. Closely following his return from Mammoth Grove, 
the community was shaken by the tragic duel between Jeff 
Gatewood and Dr. Peter Goodwin. Johnston’s account of the 
events leading up to the duel, the actual affair at Moon
light Flat, and his comment about the principals and their 
seconds, was published in our October, 1966, issue, and will 
not be reprinted here.

Johnston continues with his comments about the people 
around San Andreas and the events that he particularly 
remembered. Once again, we would like to point out that, 
trivial as some of these may seem, his narrative comprises 
one of the very few first-hand detailed accounts of this part 
of the Mother Lode in the fifties and sixties that we have. 
His sketches of these people are, in most cases, their only 
histories to be recorded in print. Johnston’s “Talks”, as 
preserved by his faithful daughter, Effie, are local history 
as it should be transcribed and, unfortunately, generally 
isn’t, as few have taken the time and trouble that Effie did 
to save this perishable information.

We return to the narrative as Wade Johnston enters 
the sixties with his reminiscences. Effie uses her favorite 
tactic of encouraging her father to reminisce - a news
paper story.

Yaqui <lamp And San Andreas in The Sixties

The “San Andreas Independent” reported on October 10, 
1859, that “Fine and Company at Yaqui Camp are drifting 
dirt that pays $10 per day to the man. Their claim has been 
worked with similar success since 1855.” This was our 
mine on Poverty Hill that Lewis Fine located in 1854, the 
year before I came.

About January, 1860, Lewis Fine sold out his interest 
in the mine to Sullivan and Gallagher, the San Andreas 
merchants, who had a bill against him. Then both the Fine 
families moved down to Alabama House with the Schroe- 
bels (who had come to California with the Fines and Abbots 
a jew years earlier.) The following year or so, the Fines 
moved down near Bakersfield, in Tulare County.*

Charles Bannon was the first to locate what is now the 
L. B. Joses ranch on the Upper Calaveritas road. One day, 
Bannon’s cow got down. We went up there and helped him 
to move her to a place where he could take care of her. But

*Belle Gilstrap Cottle, widow of Abe Cottle, visited the 
Johnstons in 1925, a n d told of seeing the Fines on Tule 
River near Porterville in 1885. One of their sons was named 
Wade.

WILLIAM JEFFERSON GATEWOOD

1830 - 1888

After an action-filled career in Calaveras County, as a 
lawyer, District Attorney, and publisher, Jeff Gatewood 
went to San Diego in 1867 with Ned Bushyhead to found 
the “Union.’’

—Courtesy of the “San Diego Union.”

the next day, on my way to the reservoir, I found his gates 
tied. I got through, but coming back, I found him setting 
up rails endways against the fence. I said to him, “I’m 
going through, I don’t care what you put here I” He reached 
for his ax. I raised my shovel, and then went through.

The next day, Johnny Lynch (Sullivan and Gallagher’s 
man) went to the reservoir and was held up. Barron with the 
ax and Lynch with the shovel got ready for combat. Then 
Lynch said to Bannon, “Let’s put down the ax and shovel, 
and I’ll beat you in a fair fight.” They squared off, and 
Lynch knocked Bannon down. When he got up, Bannon grab
bed the shovel and struck Lynch over the shoulder, cutting 
a deep wound on his shoulder blade. Then Bannon dropped 
the shovel and ran towards his house, Lynch after him. 
Bannon ran inside and got his gun. Then it was Lynch’s 
turn to run.

Lynch was running towards the Cap Pope flume, Bannon 
after him with the gun, when Billie Ellington came along to 
find out what had become of Lynch. As Ellington had a gun, 
it was Bannon’s turn to run. There was a trial over the 
incident, at Mokelumne Hill. I remember Jeff Gatewood 
stepping up in front of Bannon, shaking his finger in his 
face and saying, “So, you’re the notorious Charles Bannon!” 
The case was compromised.*

*The Bannon Ranch was owned by Charles Bannon in the 
50’s and 60’s. In the 70’s, the Harris family lived there. The 
McElhany family took it over in 1879, got a patent, and lived 
there until ’83. Then the J.K. Raynors lived there until 
1898, when Henry Joses married Widow Raynor, and the 
L.B. Joses have had the place since about 1907. L.B. Joses
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN COTTLE
1861 - 1923

Abe Cottle was the younger brother of Martha Cottle 
who married Wade Johnston in 1867. Born at Fourth Cros
sing, he was the son of John Cottle.

—Loaned by Mrs. John P. Lemue.

Jimmie Fitzsimonds Is Killed

There is a big difference in funerals now (1926) and 
seventy years ago. Sullivan and Gallagher used to say that 
it was a shame they couldn’t have a funeral in San Andreas, 
without having a big drunk and a fight on Garry’s corner! 
And they would drink and fight for three or four days, 
sometimes.

On April Fool’s Day, 1860, a mock funeral took place in 
Judge Tormey’s Justice Court in San Andreas. The jury 
couldn’t agree on the case being tried, so they thought they’d 
have a little fun to pass away the time. Most of them were 
Irishmen and friends of Jimmie Fitzsimonds who played the 

had two children by his first wife, Rosa Raggio, and a 
daughter by his second wife, Mary Rattio.

Old Jack McDonald mined where that deep cut is, in front 
of Joses’ house. His cabin was on a little island and he had 
mined all around it. He died about 1880, when F.O. Me 
Elhany was getting a patent for the ranch. He was afraid 
someone would come in there and upset his agricultural 
patent by mining. He asked Father to buy Jack McDonald’s 
mine, as he knew there would be no trouble between them. 
So Father bought in it for $20, but he never got anything 
but trouble from that deal. This mine is the 20 acres that 
Paul Rattio staked about 10 year s ago. It now belongs to 
L.B. Joses.

After Jack McDonald died, F.O. McElhany’s father lived 
in Jack’s cabin about a year when he took sick and was 
taken to the hospital, where he died. Father said that he 
paid Pat Kean in San Andreas $20 for Jack’s mining rights. 
Pat was to put it on record, but Father said he didn’t do it. 
E.E.J.

part of the corpse.
They laid him out on a bench. They placed lighted candles 

around him, and went through with the Catholic ceremony 
over him, and carried on their fun nearly all night.

This took place just a few days before Jimmie Fitz
simonds was killed. Sullivan and Gallagher called it a coin
cidence. Johnny Lunch said that it frightened a lot of 
Irishmen.

I wasn’t on this case. But I was on a similar case in 
Christopher Tormey’s Justice Court withold Dick Russell. 
Judge Tormey used to pronounce “W” as “d’blue”. Old 
Dick Russell was mocking the Judge during roll call as: 
R. Blue Russell, Blue H. Johnston, and so on.

Jimmie Fitzimonds was interested in the Kinderhook 
Livery Stable in San Andreas, where he had made some 
money. With this money, he bought out Billie Ellington’s 
share in our gravel mine. He worked only one day and was 
killed the next day at 9 A.M., April 10, 1860.

I was running the hydraulic. The bank was about to cave. 
I sent Johnny Lynch on top of the bank with the crowbar 
and sledge-hammer. He drove the crowbar down in the 
ground to start the cave. I told Jimmie Fitzsimonds to 
keep away from the bank. It was about to cave.

Then the cave started. I heard Lynch holler, “Get out of 
the way! She’s a’comin’ ”

Jimmie had stepped around and was picking under the 
bank again. I didn’t know he was there. When Lynch hol
lered, I pulled back the hydraulic so it wouldn’t get caved 
on and jumped as far as I could. As I looked back over my 
shoulder, I saw the bank-fall strike Jimmie on the back 
of the head and shoulders. It brought him to the ground 
with several tons of dirt on him. I seized the hydraulic 
hose and piped the dirt off of him, so I had his head and 
one arm out, before Lynch got down off the bank.

When we got him out, Jimmie said, “I’m killed!” We 
packed him out on to the bank. I put my arms around 
him, and sent Lynch to San Andreas for the doctor. It 
was nearly three miles to San Andreas. The miners 
along the road or trail could see Johnny a’running. They 
knew something was wrong and came to my relief. I was 
about chilled through setting on the cold, wet ground, 
holding Jimmie who was wet all over. I sat there over 
an hour.

Jimmie’s hips and shoulders were broken. He kept 
saying, “I wonder what’s become of that boy Lynch?” 
He didn’t talk about the priest. I got a mattress, we put 
him on it and we carried him down to the house.

Lynch called the priest first. The priest, Father Mottor, 
and Dr. Austin arrived at the same time. Jimmie was just 
breathing his last when they arrived.

The men that came to my relief were Len Wilcox, 
Seneca Mills, Jim Lewis, Wm. Lewis, Bob Billis and 
Edward Bowe. They were all working on the north side 
of Willow Creek and Yaqui Gulch, towards San Andreas, 
along the old Mexican trail.

Little Jimmie Fitzsimonds had the largest funeral that 
I ever saw in San Andreas. Some think John Reddick’s was 
the largest, (1895), but I don’t think so. He was buried from 
the Catholic Church in the cemetery on the hill. He was 
about thirty years of age, and an Irishman by birth. He 
had no relatives here that I know of.

When Jimmie Fitzsimonds was killed, Sullivan sent 
Mr. Tom Cunningham out to work his share. Tom and 
the other boys used to go up to Jim Coogan’s sometimes 
just to have their fun. Kate Quinn, who was living with the 
Coogans, remarked, “I notice there’s considerable cool
ness in Camp since I’m paying so much attention to Mr. 
Cunningham.”* This remark made all of the boys mad. 
They’d scoot if they saw Kate a’coming.

W.H. Hammond held a writing school at Coogans for a 
while;’ I joined the class just to help out. Hammond was 
not much of a penman. Jube Foster took writing les
sons from two or three writing teachers, but he never 
made a very good penman. Joe Holden, the San Andreas 

*This Mr. Cunningham was afterwards sheriff of San Joa
quin County for many years. He died at Tuttletown, E.E.J.
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school teacher, taught writing in the evenings. They 
made a fool of him over his writing. There was some
thing in the "San Andreas Independent” most every 
week about him.

Charles Johnston (Monies To Calaveras County

My brother Charles, who was living at Greenville, Yuba 
County, paid me a little visit in May, 1860. He had been to 
San Francisco to see a doctor about an injury to his spine. 
When Charles arrived in San Andreas he went to the Me
tropolitan Hotel. Len Wilcox was there. They sent Len 
out that night, who told me that a friend of mine, who was 
at the Metropolitan Hotel, would like to see me. I said to 
Len, "To h-1 with him if he can’t wait ’till morning.” 
Next morning I got ready and went to town. I went down 
to the Metropolitan Hotel. I saw Charles walking about the 
Hotel. I didn’t let on to know him. He had changed a lot 
since I last saw him.

Charles kept on walking around. Finally, he said to me, 
"Damn it, Wade, come on, let’s have a drink.”

Charles and I had not met since he left home in the 
spring of ’52 for California. He had worked around Forbes
town, Yuba County, in the 50’s. When he returned to Yuba 
County, after his visit with me, I went back to Yuba County 
with him and had a little visit. 1860 was an exciting politi
cal year. It was the year that Abe Lincoln was elected 
President. This whole country was a’boiling. Old Henry 
Vogelsang* was on the stage. He was a bitter rebel! He just 
talked politics all the way to Mokelumne Hill, where he got 
off of the stage. Then Charles said, "I’m glad we got rid 
of that Dutchman!” There were two or three other 
passengers on the stage. I think old Henry Steinbower 
was driving the stage.

Greenville was near Marysville. Charles had had a 
saloon, dance hall and boarding house there. He and a 
William Edgar were partners in another saloon. But he was 
not in the saloon business, in 1860, when I visited him.

Charles was greatly taken with Calaveras County and I 
thought he was a’going to buy Fitzsimonds' share in the 
mine. He sold out his interests in Yuba County to his part
ner and came down here expecting to buy Jimmie’s in
terest. But we couldn’t come to an agreement with the 
other partners about the price.

Sullivan, who controlled Jimmie’s interest, wanted 
Charles to pay more for it than Jimmie was to have paid. 
So Charles didn’t buy. Fitzsimonds was to pay $800 (I 
think for a quarter interest).

Old Henry Steinbower must have drove stage at least 
fifteen years. I’ve ridden with old Henry lots of times. 
He always had some good yarns to tell. He drove on the 
Stockton and San Andreas stage line. He drove on the 
Mokelumne Hill, Angels, and Murphys line and went as 
far as Columbia in Tuolumne County.

He always had his pockets full of watches that he was 
carrying to that great Swiss watch maker, C. Hass, who 
came to California in 1852 and settled in Stockton.

Old Henry never would pass a man that was walking if 
he had room for him on the stage. They used to say that he 
looked like the pictures of Napoleon Bonoparte. He was a 
very large man, always good-natured. I think he had more 
friends than any stage driver we ever had.

He was a German and single, and died up at Murphys. He 
was the stage driver that, while dying, called out, "Throw 
on the brake, she’s running down.” Papers all over the 
State had a piece on that. Some were nice pieces, too.

When brother Charles came down here, intending to 
buy into the mine in the summer of 1860, we got up an 
introduction dance for him. It was a donation supper and 
a good one. We had four fiddlers. We took turns, just like 
turning the grindstone. We fiddlers were Ed Livernash, 
who called a part of the time, Alfred Ward, Charles

*The Henry Vogelsangs reared a large family of sons and 
daughters, down on the Calaveras River. Several of them 
later become prominent in the state and nationally.

HYDRAULIC MONITOR

This monitor, currently displayed in front of the Angels 
Camp Museum, was used by Wade Johnston at his gravel 
mine on Poverty Hill.

Johnston and Wade Johnston. We danced in the house at the 
mouth of Paradise Gulch, where the Fines had lived.

At least five of the ladies, Mrs. Park, Mrs. Butts, 
Mrs. Kenney, Mrs. M. Murphy and Mrs. Burnham, had 
young babies. After supper they put their babies to sleep 
on our beds in our house on the mine trail and then went 
back to take part in the dance. The boys got it into their 
heads to play a joke on them. While the ladies were engaged 
in the dance, two or three of the boys stole out and went up 
to our house and changed the clothes on the babies and 
their places of sleeping, too. Some of the babies got to 
crying and their mothers had to go to them. When they 
picked up what they supposed were their babies, the ba
bies rebelled and wouldn’t nurse. Then they thought they 
must be sick, of course. Pretty soon one of them disco
vered that she had her baby clothes, but not her baby. 
So, they soon found out what it was that ailed them. 
When things were righted, the babies were all quiet again 
and the ladies returned to the dance.

The men had a lot of fun outside with a jug of whisky. 
They hid it from each other, out in the hen house and other 
places. Some of them thought they didn’t get enough. But all 
of them got all they should have had.

At the supper table, Alfred Ward, who admired Pauline 
Darnall, remarked, "Miss Pauline has a beautiful Grecian 
nose.” Pauline jerked out her hankerchief and wiped off 
her nose. She thought he said she had grease on it.

They all enjoyed the dance and old Billie Gallagher 
said, "Yaqui Camp is the best place in the County to go to 
have a good time.”

Those present included Mr. and Mrs. Judge Coulter 
and two daughters, who lived on Dry Creek at the Carty 
place; Mr. and Mrs. Asbury, from Kentucky House, who 
later went to El Dorado; Mr. and Mrs. John Eaves and 
two children from Upper Calaveritas (they had lived at 
Scott’s Bridge); Mr. and Mrs. Butts and two children from 
Upper Calaveritas; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Burnham and baby 
Aline, from Upper Calaveritas; Mrs. Maurice Murphys 
and baby Mollie, Lower Calaveritas; Mrs. Kennedy and two 
little girls, Lower Calaveritas; Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Park and baby, from Railroad Hill; Miss Lucy O’Mara 
from Railroad Hill; Pauline and Sarah Darnall from 
Formans, and Miss Bridgit Collipe.

Others included Sheridan Smith, Andy Brawla, Wee Hull, 
Tom Develin, Tom Hammond, Mike McQue, Frank and Bill 
Wallace, Joe Gray, Alfred Ward, Ed Livernash, John Ro
bertson, Tom Thurston (a spiritualist), Uncle Billie Gallag
her who was the leading merchant of San Andreas, James 
and William Lewis, Seneca Mills, Len Wilcox and Ed 
Bowe (partners), Billie Smith, Billie Ellington, Johnny 
Lynch, Charles and me.
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Calaveras Quail Hunting

Brother Charles got his first experience as a quail 
hunter here. He’d take two or three pounds of shot, go out 
and shoot it, and come back. He soon got to be one of the 
best shots in the County.

He got Yancy, when a puppy, of Mrs. Judge Badgley of 
Moke Hill. He trained Yancy, making him one of the best of 
bird dogs.

After a quail hunt, and a little imbibing, I went down 
to the head of the canyon, with seven or eight other hunters, 
intending to cross the creek on Dan Pilsbury’s flume (just 
below the “49” highway bridge, across Calaveritas 
Creek - Ed) and go over to Darnalls at Fourth Crossing. 
The other boys were afraid the flume would go down with 
them, so I said that I would go across it first. I threw my 
game sack with 18 quail in it over my back, took my 
muzzle-loader in one hand, and crawled across on the 
cleats of the flume.

All the rest of the boys and Mrs. Maurice Murphy, who 
was watching from the store, “hurrahed” for me. But the 
others wouldn’t try it. They pulled off their boots and waded 
the creek.

We went on over to Darnalls, and the others elected me 
spokesman. So I made a little speech and we turned in the 
quail, about three dozen of them, and then we had a quail 
supper. The Darnalls lived just across the San Antone from 
John Cottle’s place.

It is a wonder that some of us didn’t get shot on these 
hunts. If a quail fluttered, somebody’s shoot whether there 
was anyone in the way or not. And they fired some of the 
damndest charges. Some of them didn’t know how much 
powder they were putting in their muzzle-loaders.

One time when several of us were out quail hunting, my 
brother Charles got ahead of me in the brush and I acci
dentally shot him in the legs with fine shot. He had to have 
the doctor pick them out. He wouldn’t hunt anywhere near 
me after that. If he thought I was near him, he would throw 
his gun over his shoulder and get a quarter of a mile away 
before doing any more shooting.

Instead of buying an interest in our mine at Yaqui 
Camp, Charles opened up a blacksmith shop, on Court 
Street, just opposite the old Dave Cassinelli store. 
At that time Dave and his brothel* Luke were partners, 
before Luke moved to Amador County.

Charles saw old Bradshaw going up and down the streets 
ringing a bell, and he asked him what he was ringing it for. 
“I’m ringing it for a buck and a half, by G-d” he said. 
The Callaghans, who were running the hotel then, some
times had Bradshaw ring his bell for dinner call.

In September, 1861, my brother Charles killed three deer 
at one shot on Bear Mountain, a doe and two fawns. He only 
had two bullets with him when he left the house. He fired one 
at a hawk flying over. He really wasn’t expecting to do much 
shooting. He just went over there to look around.

He saw only one deer when he fired, but he found two 
when he went to see. He heard something struggling in the 
brush, and he was afraid he had shot a man. He called to 
Otis Shepardson, and they found the third deer, a fawn, a 
few yards away. Only one bullet was fired. It killed all 
three deer. He had two witnesses to it, Otis and Mr. Bal
lard, a school-teacher from San Andreas. Most people 
believed their story, but Len Wilcox got up a yarn saying 
that after finding the third deer, they found a sapling 
cut off six inches through, after thirty feet farther on!

Charles had Captain Robert Pope’s gun, the rifle Pope 
carried through the Mexican War. It was the same rifle 
that Jeff Gatewood killed Dr. Goodwin with at Moonlight 
Flat, two years before. It took an eight-ounce ball. Old 
Harry Marquering’s family, on Bear Mountain,had this 
rifle, the last I heard of it.

Sam Seabough, who used to write for the “San Andreas 
Independent”, and was then in Stockton, knew me, but had 
not heard of my brother, and so he gave me credit for the 
lucky shot. A few year s ago, Sam Lewis, editor of the 
“Calaveras Citizen,” showed me Sam’s piece, which said 
that “Wade Johnston, the best rifle shot in Calaveras

County, kills two deer at one shot, and wounds a third 
which he follows a short distance and also bags.”

I think we had the first organized quail hunt in the county 
in 1861. It was a contest between Charles Johnston and 
Otis Shepardson, considered the two best shots in the 
county. There were four good quail hunters on each side. 
The losers were to pay the expenses of the supper.

On Charles’ side were John Early, Billie Smith, and 
Ben Simpson. With Otis were Hank O’Dell, Cap Fergu
son, and me. In all, we bagged fourteen dozen quail. 
Shepardson’s side won by two.

The quail supper and dance was held at Upper Calaveri
tas because the boys used to say that that’s the place to go 
to h^ve a good time. The girls will dance until sunrise. In 
San Andreas, they go home at midnight. John Eaves and 
his wife, who were running the hotel up there then, char
ged outsiders a dollar a plate. When the second sitting 
came on, there were no more quail, and so everyone com
plained. John Eaves had to let them off with fifty cents. 
We learned afterwards that some of the quail were carried 
off. Actually there were more people there than quail, 
anyway.

Charles and I furnished the music for the dance. There 
were very few young single girls in those days here, and 
so we men had to learn to tend baby. Most of the women 
coming to these dances had young babies. Old Jim Dean 
tells it as he saw it. He said, “Gad, them women up there 
have a real nice time. They jump up and dance off, while 
some man wall-flower tends their baby.” Then Jim would 
describe how the mothers would return, claim their off
spring, and oftentimes go off in some corner to nurse 
them. Then back again to the dance.

The names of the people that I remember at that dance 
were these: Mr. & Mrs. Earl Burnham, Mr. & Mrs. E.F. 
Walker, Mr. & Mrs. Doi Young, Mr. & Mrs. Charles 
Park, Mr. & Mrs. Adam Bence, Mr. & Mrs. Butts, Mr. 
& Mrs. D. Benson, Mr. & Mrs. Jube Foster (his first 
wife), and Mr. & Mrs. Ed Foster. Jube and Ed, brothers, 
ran a saloon at Upper Calaveritas. Also Mr. & Mrs.

New Members
We are very pleased to welcome these new members to 

the Society. Although more than half of them reside out
side the county, many of our readers will recognise the 
descendants of some old’time Calaveras families amongst 
them. Some of the others are enthusiastic weekend and sum
mer visitors.

Mr. and Mrs. Orrin K. Airola, San Andreas
Mr. Albert A. Anderson, Sacramento
Mrs. Cora A. Beard, Pacific Grove
Mrs. Helen F. Belmont, Mountain View
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Biggs, San Francisco
Mrs. Matt Busi, Campo Seco
Mr. Wilfred H. Carpenter, Brentwood
Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Cosgrave, Portland, Oregon
Mr. and Mrs. Reyburn F. Crocker, Fresno
Mr. Gene Deaver, Altaville
Mr. Myrel Des Jardin, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. John Garamendi, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Gore, Arnold
Mr. Charles R. Joy, Ojai
Mr. Donald D. Leonard, Ridgewood, N.J.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Lucini, Angels Camp
Mr. A.S. McSorley, Walnut Creek
Mr. Harlen D. Rese, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Dale E. Ruse, Monterey
Mr. Dorner T. Schueler, Murphys
Mrs. Sylvia Shimek, Fremont
Dr. Albert Shumate, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Staple, Oakland
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Steele, Wilseyville
Mr. and Mrs. M.S. Thresher, Menlo Park
Mr. Lester Tiscornia, St. Joseph, Michigan
Mr. Willard B. Tower, Milton.
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J.G. Severance. He defeated Jeff Gatewood for district 
attorney in 1863. Mr. and Mrs. Jacobson, a Jewish 
family that ran a store at Upper Calaveritas. Mrs. George 
Johnson - she was very fond of dancing, and dressed 
just like the young girls. One of her twin daughters mar
ried George Avery, of Avery’s, and the other married a 
man named Fisher who died just recently. I first met 
Mrs. Johnson at a ball. I carried her two twin girls up to 
McFall’s place for her, near what is now Cadematori’s 
place. She told me, “You may think it’s terrible to carry 
these girls now. But just wait until they are sixteen!”

Others were Mrs. Smith and her three daughters, Lucy 
Ann, and the twins Saretta and Selesta; Mrs. Shannon; 
Mrs. Hiram Allen; the three Darnalls, Pauline, Sarah 
and Hannah; Mrs. Sevanta and daughters Lucy, Laura, 
and Babe— they lived on what later became Antone Geo- 
chio’s place; Miss Susie Seamans who later married 
Frank Gomes; Israel Smith, an uncle to the Smith girls, 
Then there was Billie Smith, Jim Gallagher, and Dock 
Foster who was a barber and no relation to Ed and Jube. 
He was a great dancer. He died in 1922 at Copperopolis, 
at 90.

W.S. Fowler; Billie Wortman, who marriedLeoraHard
ing, Martha Cottle’s chum; Tod and Jim Toon— Tod 
married Sarah Darnall; Charles and George Brandt; Bill 
and Frank Wallace; H.P. Angel, a 49er and partner of 
Hank O’Dell; Al Dudley; Purdy, Pierce, and Douglas; 
Jim and Leonard White; Thomas W. Thurston; Ed Liver- 
nash; Walter Knight; Rod Terwilliger; Hub Ide; Ed Pur
ple; J.P. Humphries, Justice of the Peace; Joe Armit
age; E.L. Morgan, the constable; William Carruthers; 
Jerry Dill*; Jim Collins, Dill’s teamster, who turned 
desperado; and Bill Robinson. He owned the hotel that the 
Eaves were running. He married a Chilano girl. Others at 
the dance were Tim N. Beatie, who located the Drury 
Ranch; Silas Stickles— it was his four-horse wagon that 
ran over Connie Bacigalupi, when she was a baby. She 
was playing in the river. Billie McDermott; Joe Gray; 
Bill Jurden; Fred Yizer; and Louia Mankins, my old boss 
musician, a German violinist, who used to tell me, 
“Throw away the notes and just study time.” I think 
Alice Reddick and Martha Cottle were at this quail supper. 
Martha was going with Billie Wortman about this time. 
She usually went wherever Alice did (Wade Johnston 
married Martha six years after this. Ed.).

I don’t think Mr. and Mrs. Sharp were at this quail 
supper. Just about this time, Sharp sold out to Louis 
Costa and moved to San Andreas, to the Metropolitan. 
I think the Cademartoris and the Bacigalupis were at the 
dance. The Italians were not going to dances here then. 
A lot of Mexicans lived around Upper Calaveritas then, 
but they didn’t attend dances.

Judge A.H. Coulter crossed the plains with Judge 
Hager who afterwards ran for governor. They say that 
old Coulter wore his swallow-tailed coat across the plains. 
It reached down to his heels. He loved to dance, and so one 
time while I was over at his place with my violin, we de
cided to walk down to Lorenzo Oneto’s. This is now 
Johnny Oneto’s place, at the junction of Dry Creek and the 
San Antone. The Raggio’s used to live there.

There was a big flat there with a lot of miners’ cabins 
on it. Some of this was since mined out. I got to playing 
down in front of the house, and the Italian miners and 
others nearby began to come up and dance. Judge Coulter, 
with his swallow tails just hitting his heels, had a good 
time.

Mrs. Jim Waters was one of the champion Irish gig 
dancers on the river then. I hadn’t met Jim at this time, 
and this was the first time I met old Mrs. Raggio. There 
were very few Italian women on the South Fork then. 
I think Mrs. Raggio was about the only one. Most of the 
women on the river were Irish.

♦Jeremiah Dill was the brother of James Dill, who was 
murdered at San Antone Camp in 1854, as described in Las 
Calaveras in the January, 1970, issue.

J. A. FOSTER

“Jube” Foster and his brother, Ed, ran a saloon at Upper 
Calaveritas. “Jube” was elected County Clerk in 1865. 

—San Andreas Museum.

That day, all along the river, as far as they could hear 
the music, the people came in to dance. I could play only 
one Italian piece then, “La Shanderina.” In a little 
while a big crowd had gathered. I knew nothing about 
Italian wine then. This is where I got my first tilt on it. 
About 4 o’clock in the afternoon I started for home. When 
I was resting on my climb up the hill this side of Oneto’s 
I looked back, and Bear Mountain looked like it was going 
to fall over on me. So I just turned over on the hillside 
and went to sleep until dark, and then came on home.*

Just before Christmas, ’61, four of us went over on Bear 
Mountain for a hunt, Otis Shepardson, Tom Potter (a 
blacksmith), my brother Charles, and myself. We had killed 
one deer when it began torain. We went into a vacant cabin 
on the mountain, the other side of Henry Schrobel’s 
place. We stayed several days and nights in this cabin. 
We found half a sack of flour, made some flap-jacks, and 
had eaten some of them when one of the boys discovered 
that rats had been in the flour!

Schroebel had told us to knock over a sheep, but we 
didn’t care for mutton. Some pigs came around the 
cabin, and we killed one. We thought it was Louie Hoe
decker’s. Afterwards, we were laughing and telling Dar
nall how we knocked over one of Hoedecker’s pigs while 
we were rained in on Bear Mountain. Darnall kept 
shrugging his shoulders, twisting around, and snickering 
and finally said, “That was my pig, but some one would 
have gotten it anyway.”

I went up to Schroebel’s and Mrs. Schroebel gave me a 
lot of Christmas pie and cake to take back to the boys. We 
wanted to get back home to attend the Christmas Ball at 
Upper Calaveritas. It didn’t let up raining until Christmas 
day, when we walked down to Coulter’s place to see how 
deep the river was. The Coulters invited us to have 
Christmas dinner with them. Mrs. Coulter was a fine- 
looking woman. She had two good-sized daughters at that 
time.

It started in to rain again the day after Christmas, and 
never really quit until the firstof March. And then it didn’t 
rain any more that season. Old Jimmie Harris, who ran a 
store in San Andreas where Henry Wesson’s soft drink 
parlor is now, said, “Be G-d, an the Boible says it 
rained forty days an nights an drowned the world. It’s 
rained seventy days an nights an we ain’t drownd yet.” 

All of this undergrowth around here started after the

♦Father told me this story on Februaiy 22, 1922, the same 
day that good old Mrs. Raggio was buried. It was storming, 
Father was not very well, and so we sat by the fire instead 
of going to the funeral. E.E.J.
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LOGGING IN 1899
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Nels Bigum (riding), grandfather of Albert Anderson, ob- team, as he brings in a big load of logs to the Wiggins
viously has full control of this splendid 10-horse jerkline sawmill on Jesus Maria Creek.

----Gift of Albert A. Anderson.

wet winter of ’61-’62. When I came here in ’55, you could 
see a quail most anywhere on these hills, when the grass 
wasn’t high. The trees were large, with chaparral only on 
some of the hilltops. I was told that the Indians used to 
burn it off every year, to keep down the undergrowth so 
they could hunt better.

That winter a slide started on Bear Mountain. If it had 
gone into the river, it would have stirred them clear up at 
Kentucky House. The ground sank about a foot. If it had 
kept on raining, it would have gone into the river and 
dammed it. The slide was on that big flat place on the 
mountain where people from San Andreas used to go up and 
cut wild pasture hay.

One bad winter, the stage coach and four horses went 
down the canyon below Lower Calaveritas in a storm. 
Only two of the horses were alive when they got to Kentucky 
House.

U.S. Grant used to be down here at Knights Ferry with 
old Jim Lane. One of the Dent’s, a West Pointer, was 
with him. Old Jim McCreight was around there at the 
time. He said that Dent was a bigoted fellow that wouldn’t 
speak to a common man. Grant was called “Whiskey Grant” 
at that time.

Old Neeno, who lived at Mountain Ranch, and hunted a lot 
in the 80’s and 90’s, used to say that he5d rather meet a 
grizzly bear than a wild boar in the brush. Otis Shepard- 
son killed one on Bear Mountain that had been seen around 
there for twenty years. He weighed 200 pounds.

There used to be a big wild boar on Willow Creek that 
would leave the band of hogs as soon as he scented a man, 

and run off into the brush. He had a track like a calf. 
When this country was open, hogs that belonged to Cloyd, 
Dick Stannard and others used to run on Willow Creek.

Then Effie Johnston included some family letters telling 
of people they knew that were answering the call to arms 
in 1861. Johnston refers to Guss Cottle, and his half
uncle, Wilton Findley, who went to Stockton to enlist. 
Their company captain was L.M. Tower. ToWer married 
Ellen Dudley, the daughter of Charles Dudley, and niece 
of lawyers Bill and Al Dudley.

Johnston refers but seldom to the Civil War. A Souther
ner in predominately a Union state made it difficult for 
him. News from home was always upsetting, as even the 
Johnstons were a house divided.

We return to Johnston’s comments on Yaqui Camp and 
the nearby communities.

In ’62, Otis Shepardson and Perry Tiff gave a duff dinner 
at their cabin on this, the Dick Bartlett Gulch. Their cabin 
was up near the head of the gulch on that little island above 
the spring. Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Tiff— Mrs. 
Tiff was living in San Andreas; her sister, Miss Pop 
Sanders; Tom Potter; Luther Lee, who used to mine in 
Yaqui Camp; Frank Piper, who was working for Otis and 
Perry; and Otis and me. We all enjoyed the dinner. But 
this man Lee dug up politics at the table. He wanted to 
know how I stood on the war question. I told him that my 
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sympathies were with my people. He replied, “If I had a 
good mine like you have, I’d be afraid to take the chances 
of admitting it.” I replied that I couldn’t help my feelings. 
Mrs. Tiff took my part, saying that a man’s first love 
should be for his own country, meaning hi s part of the 
country.

Mr. Saunders, Mrs. Tiff’s father, lived on a ranch this 
side of Altaville.His other daughter afterwards married 
the well-known freighter, Andy Blossom. Perry, a Union 
man, went back and took part in the war. Luther Lee, 
who was from New York,made lots of money mining. 
But like many others, he spent much of it for drink. 
Frank Piper, who was from Baltimore, was on my side. 
Otis Shepardson was from Rhode Island. His father told 
me that Otis was the only one of his children left. Com
ing to California saved his life. All the rest of the family 
died of consumption. Otis was a 49er. He had a wife and 
child in Rhode Island. He lived many years in Salt Spring 
Valley, where he recently fell ill and Frank Tower 
brought him up to the County hospital where he died. I 
guess Tower buried him.

Old Judge Barkley was considered by many a strong 
Abolitionist. But he went back to Kentucky and sold his 
negroes.

Harvey Hedrick and Kate Quinn were married in 1861 
at what is still the Hedrick gravel mine in Yaqui Camp. 
They were married at the cabin built in the pit that had 
been mined out. The cabin was built on a pile of boulders. 
Harvey Hedrick and Len Wilcox were mining partners at 
the time. Kate Quinn was living with the Coogan family 
then.*

They were married by a priest, Father Descardo, in the 
forenoon. Father Descardo had dinner with them and then 
went right home, when he found that he couldn’t get them to 
dance before him. He tried to get them to, saying that he 
knew they would dance just as soon as he was gone. So 
they might as well dance while he was there. Father Des
cardo was a nice, sociable fellow.

Len Wilcox and Margaret Binum cooked the wedding 
dinner. Len made a big English plum duff. Margaret made 
the cake, etc., and I played the violin. They danced in the 
cabin, but there wasn’t enough room to dance much. Kate 
and Margaret Binum danced some Irish jigs. They also had 
singing. I remember Mrs. Cavanaugh singing “Steer My 
Bark for Erin Isle.”

Others present were Mrs. C.R. Cloyd, Hughy Quinn, 
Mr. Cavanaugh, Mr. and Mrs. John Gither of Old Gulch, 
and Mrs. Gither’s sister. John was afterwards under
ground boss at the Kennedy mine.

Harvey Hedrick’s first child, George, was bom in the 
little cabin at the mine. Then Hedrick built a dwelling 
house and set out a little orchard on the flat at the mouth 
of Bannon’s Gulch, where our cabin was in ’55. Hedrick 
raised nine children. He was from Indiana, and came to 
California in 1852. He first lived at Georgetown, in El 
Dorado County, then at Central Hill, Calaveras County, 
before coming to Yaqui Camp.

Old Dick Stannard and Frank Legar had a cutting 
scrape at Upper Calaveritas in 1862. Legar was badly 
cut in the abdomen. Dr. Fort fixed him up, starved him 
for ten days, and he got well.

Old John Roncongliolo was shot through the body at 
Upper Calaveritas by a cowardly Mexican. He got well, 
and later married Charlotte, the eldest daughter of Antone 
Genochio, and raised a family at Upper Calaveritas. The 
Mexican afterwards killed another man and then left here.

In 1862, Billie Ellington, Charles Johnston, and myself 
attended a ball, given by Mr. Taggart, on the San Antone 
Ridge. Rod Terwilliger was there. Rod and Billie were 
great pals. They set up nights playing cards and gambling 
while I stayed home and got my sleep.

♦The Hedrick twins told me that “Mother was under age 
when she was married. She was 17. Her brother, Hughy 
Quinn, said to our father ‘Take her, Harvey.’ She was 
married three years before George was born (May 31, 
1864).” E.E.J.

ARNOLD FRIEDBERGER BUILDING

Constructed i n San Andreas in 1852, this substantial 
building had a long and useful life until its demolition 
in 1941. The Friedberger family generously created a 
little park and drinking fountain on the site, and continue 
to provide for its upkeep a dozen decades after “Old 
Fried” set up in business here. The Whitlock Building, 
on the left, is now part of the Black Bart Inn.

—Photo by W. Covert Martin.

The Taggart brothers were owners of the San Antone 
Ditch at this time. They went back to take part in the Civil 
War, leaving Bill Wallace in charge. Rod and Hub Ide 
bought the ditch while Bill Wallace was looking after it. 
Rod later went back and enlisted in the Federal army and 
had returned before I knew of it. I had never even missed 
him.

Thomas J. Taggart came to California in ’51. He was 
from New Hampshire. Rod told me that his company 
bought the San Antone Ditch from the Taggarts for $1400 
after they had paid out $5000 to them for water. Rod sold 
the ditch to D. Fricot in recent years. In the early 80’s, 
Rod married Anna Oeters, daughter of John and Catherine 
Oeters, and raised three sons. Rod was from Illinois and 
Hub Ide, his partner for so many years, was from Mas
sachusetts.

Little John Bennett was a great friend of Mr. and Mrs. 
Doi Young. When they lived at Upper Calaveritas, the 
Youngs invited Little John to have rabbit dinner with them. 
Bennett said, “I don’t go a cent on that kind of a rabbit 
dinner. They kept that rabbit until it almost turned green, 
and then cooked it.” The Youngs had a nice orchard 
there. Mrs. Young used to peddle fruit. Most of the 
orchard was mined out later. It was at or near Roncoglio- 
lo’s place. The Youngs later went to Alameda.

More Memories Of Life Around San Andreas

Arnold Friedberger had the first limberger cheese 
here in San Andreas. They had all the fellows around 
there trying it, but it made most of them sick.

Old Friedberger was a good old German Jew. He wanted 
me to come in as a partner with him in the store here in 
San Andreas. He said that his partners were robbing him. 
We used to have lots of good jokes about old Friedberger. 
He had a weak old fellow named Latts helping around the 
store. Another fellow around there was abusing old Latts. 
Old Fried got mad. He said, “’er Latts, you ’old my cigar 
vile I vipps dat tarn fool.” They went at it, and darn’d 
if he didn’t get old Fried down and was getting the best of 
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him, when a bystander came along with a cane, and pom
meled the fellow, saying, “Damn it, don’t strike a man 
whiles he’s down.”*

Old Fried was paying some attention to Alice Reddick 
there for awhile. There were two other young Jews 
around town that old Fried didn’t like. Alice was in San 
Andreas one day and she and some other women were 
standing there talking when one of these young Jews came 
up and commenced to talk to Alice. He was smoking. Old 
Fried said, “Look at dat tarn Jew, smoking among de 
laties.”

One time old Fried gave me $20.00 to use electioneer
ing at the copper mines. I wasn’t spending it fast enough 
to suit him, so he took the rest of it and threw it around.

Old S. Jessup was acquainted with the Cottles back in 
Hazel Green, Wisconsin. He worked with Ira Cottle there 
in the lead mines. Ira was a brother to John L. Cottle. 
Jessup was an awful big eater. When he boarded at the 
Smiths boarding house at the copper mines, Saretta, 
who was waiting on table, hit him over the head with a 
table spoon, saying, “You old fool, you’ve et a whole 
cobbler!” When Jessup was at the County Hospital and 
Lafiet Binum was cooking, he used to say, “I’ll be gosh 
gol darned if old Lafe don’t cook just enough. There is 
nothing left. But there is just enough.”

In the winter of 1862-63 I dug out what looked like 
half of a fish, in my gravel mine. It was in soft lava above 
the submarine channel. Old John Rathgeb got it. Professor 
Mills said that he would have liked to have had it. He was 
working on his research report that was later published 
in the Attorney General’s Report. And the same 
year I found a turtle in hard lava. I didn’t know what it 
was until after I had broken it with my pick. I also found 
many bones of smaller animals and petrified wood and 
leaves.

Mr. J.M. Hutchings, the publisher, was here to see 
these fossils. He told me that if I had taken the turtle out 
whole, it would have been worth a lot of money. I 
went to the copper mines in 1863. When I returned to my 
cabin a year and a half later, in *64, a piece of the turtle 
was lying on my porch, but all the rest of these speci
mens were destroyed or carried off.

Professor Mills came here in the 80’s to examine the 
walla pots that were found 110 feet below the surface at 
the Joe Marshall mine (Chapman mine) near San Andreas.

All I know about the Calaveras Skull is heresay. Old 
Jessup, who was personally acquainted with these men, 
told me that it was dug up in Angels Creek where a number 
of skulls had been found. And these men, as a joke, said 
it was taken out of the bottom of the McElroy shaft at 
Bald Hill.

Tom Thurston, who had been over in the State of 
Nevada for awhile, came back to Calaveras County and 
was at my cabin the winter of ’62-’63. He tried to make a 
spiritualist out of me.

The last time that my brother Charles and I played 
together was at a St. Patrick’s Ball at the Hawk Eye, 
on the 17th of March, 1863. We didn’t want the job, but 
the folks over on the river wouldn’t take no for an answer. 
It was a genuine Irish crowd. I don’t remember any Ameri
can girls being there except the Darnalls. Old David Ma
loney who kept the Hawk Eye, would pay only $30.00 for 
the music; two violins and a cornet. So we had to give 
Harry Marquering $16.00 which left Charles and me only 
$7 a piece.

The music stand was in a little cubby-hole where we 
didn’t have elbow room. It was storming, and the rain 
was coming in on us. If it hadn’t been for the cornet, 
I don’t know what we would have done. We were playing 
on three strings half the time. Sometimes there was 
only the cornet and one violin, while the other was

*This incident undoubtedly refers to Benjamin J. Latz, a 
Jew who served in the Mexican War, then lived for awhile 
in Santa Fe. He came in California in 1854, and lived in 
San Andreas until 1861, when he returned to Santa Fe. 
From information supplied by Jacob Latz, a descendant.

ROBERT MALONEY

Son of David Maloney, the proprietor of the Hawk Eye, Bob 
served as Deputy Sheriff under Ben Thome. He was the 
uncle of Mrs. Tone Airola who still resides near the site 
of Grandfather Maloney’s home and stage stop.

—San Andreas Museum Files.

mending a string. It was almost impossible to keep a 
little E-string. A drop of water would break it every 
time.

The next morning, our hats were gone, and two hats, 
two sizes too large, had been left in their places. We felt 
rough that day. Charles and I had come in a livery rig, 
to take the Darnalls to Angels and buy them some presents. 
But Charles went home tired and mad, sol went along with 
the girls to Angels, to bring home the rig. Pauline sat in 
my lap all the way to Angels.

In 1863, John Early and partners sold out their copper 
mine at Hog Hill and John went back to enlist in the war. 
From here, he went to Jefferson County, Missouri, the 
home of his boyhood. On the way to join the Confederate 
army, he stopped at my brother Austin’s blacksmith shop, 
at Lower Sulphur Springs, and had Austin shoe his horse. 
John rode this horse clear through into the Confederate 
army. John and Austin had a long talk, but they didn’t 
mention politics, as Austin was for the North while John 
was for the South.

My brother Charles, whose sympathies were with the 
South, also, was afraid he would be drafted into the Union 
Army. So he left here early in 1863, to go to Reese River, 
Nevada Territory. Then he went to Idaho, later, and never 
returned again to California. This was the last I saw of him. 
He left Yancy, his dog, and his violin with me. We had paid 
$500 towards the blacksmith shop in San Andreas, but I had 
to let it go back to Johnson, the owner.

About 1900, I met a Cornishman at Rattio’s on Scott’s 
Gulch. I had my violin and was playing for them. He said 
to me, “You ’ave a brother in Idaho?” I said yes and he 
answered, “I’ve ’ear ’im play them very same tunes up 
in Idaho.” This Cornishman and his partner stayed around 
here quite awhile and chopped wood. His partner was a good 
jig dancer.
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HANS J. ROHDE

Mr. Rohde was the step-grandfather of Albert Anderson. 
He first sent his stepsons to Calaveras to live with the 
John Oeters family above Calaveritas. Later the Rohdes 
moved up to the Banner district. The elder son, Peter 
C. Anderson, settled at Railroad Flat and married Minnie 
Dorothea Rasmussen of that place.

—Gift of Albert A. Anderson.

WIGGINS SAWMILL - 1899
The mill was located on the Jesus Maria Creek, just 
below the Mountain Ranch-Railroad Flat road, and was 
in operation from the fifties to beyond the turn of the 
century. In recent years the George Poore family resided 
here. Currently the property has been subdivided and is 
known as Rancho Loma Serena. Nels Bigum and Peter 
Anderson, grandfather and father of Albert Anderson, 
worked at the mill.

----Gift of Albert A. Anderson.

The Albert Anderson Collection
The Society recently received a fine collection of 

family photographs, snapshots, and other memorabilia, 
donated by Mr. Albert A. Anderson of Sacramento. The 
Anderson and Rasmussen families resided in the Railroad 
Flat area at the turn of the century. Mr. Anderson care
fully identified the people and places, and transcribed 
this information on the pictures. He also furnished a brief 
history of the members of these families both before 
and after their Calaveras residency.

Mr. Anderson had copies made of many of these pic
tures for members of the family, and donated the ori
ginals to the Society. A few of these provide some of the 
illustrations for this issue. We will acknowledge similar 
gifts recently received in future issues of ‘‘Las Calave
ras”.

Forthcoming Meetings
The dates, places and programs of our fall meetings 

will be announced later in a newsletter.

Invite .A. Friend. To
Join Tlxe Society
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a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas - except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

Wildermuth House Picnic
On Sunday, May 23rd, the Society joined with the East 

Bay Municipal Utility District and with descendants of 
the Wildermuth family in a meeting at the Wildermuth 
house on the South Arm of Lake Pardee. More than eighty 
persons enjoyed picnic lunch in the warm spring sunshine 
and inspected the restoration work by East Bay Water 
of this fine old sandstone building, originally constructed 
by W.W. Watts in 1864 for John and Elizabeth Wildermuth.

Officials of East Bay Water present included the Gene
ral Manager, Mr. Harnett; William Lange of the Lodi 
office, Lee Arnold, Pardee Superintendent, and several of 
the Pardee staff. In addition to a substantial turnout from 
the Calaveras Society, representatives from the Amador 
and San Joaquin societies attended.

After lunch, the group gathered in the shade of the 
front porch where Mr. Harnett welcomed them. Brief 
talks were then presented by William Lange on the his
tory of East Bay Water, by Lee Arnold, describing th 
restoration of the building, and by Willard Fuller on mining 
along the Mokelumne. George Poore concluded the program 
with a summary of the history and use of the water of 
Mokelumne River.

A fine collection of historic and Wildermuth family 
pictures were displayed on the main floor. The restora
tion is essentially complete on the structural and ex
terior portions of the building, but the interior remains 
to be done.

Agostini Building
Very regretfully, the Restoration committee abandoned 

the project of restoring this building, as too expensive and 
as an unsuitable project for the Society for a number of 
reasons. The Committee thanks the many supporters who 
pledged and donated funds for this purpose.

Emmett P. Joy
1902 - 1971

In Emmett Joy’s passing we lost one of our most inter
esting and valued members. Although not a charter member, 
he joined the Society in its early years. But until his re
tirement from the Pacific Gas and Electric Company a few 
years ago, he was not able to attend many of our meetings. 
He earned his livelihood in the city, but his heart was in 
the countryside where he was born and where he grew up. 
It is no wonder that he and Mrs. Joy planned for their 
retirement years in Calaveras County.

Emmett had a memory that any local historian would 
envy. He had a tremendous capacity to absorb and retain 
facts, and to be able to call upon them when required. 
Undoubtedly he knew more about the history of Mokelumne 
Hill, of Sam Andreas, and of many little-known communi
ties nearby, than any other living person. He was always 
happy to share this knowledge with us, whether in the 
helping of preparation of historical papers, or just with 
the curious who wished to know more of the area.

Some of us were privileged to spend enjoyable tramps 
across hill and gulch with him. He was not only an historian 
but a naturalist as well, equally appreciative of every 
detail, be it a crumbling foundation, an unusual rock for
mation or a rare migrating bird.

Born in Jackson, Emmett grew up in San Andreas. He 
was a graduate of the University of California in Phar
macy, and also held a law degree from the extension di
vision of La Salle University. Most of his career, how
ever, was devoted to public relations and similar work.

In addition to many public presentations of historical 
subjects, Mr. Joy was for a number of years Grand His
torian of the Native Sons of the Golden West and authored 
many articles in the “Grizzley Bear” on a wide range of 
subjects in California history. His “Annals of Mokelumne 
Hill” was published in 1968 by the Old Timers Museum, 
and he was putting the finishing touches on a similar study 
of San Andreas at the time of his death.

On his last historical field trip, Mr. Joy identifies the 
site of Moonlight Flat, where Jeff Gatewood shot Dr. 
Peter Goodwin. Pictured with Mr. Joy are Fred Cuneo, 
Bill Wells, Emmett, Earnie Long and George Poore. 

—Photo by Don Cuneo
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not only an important milestone along their route, but 
oftentimes the immediate goal of an arduous and frequent
ly hazardous trip. Most of the way stations and hotels 
included in this issue were reported on at our November, 
1969, and May, 1971 meetings.

The principal stop along the lonely, winding road from 
Milton and Salt Spring Valley to Angels Camp via Car
men Grade was at Nassau at the intersection of this route 
with the roads to Copperopolis and San Andreas. This 
locality, however, was better known as Pool’s Station, 
after the efficient establishment maintained there by An
drew S. Pool. His daughter, Myrtle Pool Jones, who still 
resides in Calaveras County, gave us this interesting re
port on the station.

MORE CALAVERAS
WAY STATIONS AND HOTELS

The ubiquitous stage and teamster stops along the way 
and the small hotels in nearly every town in old-time 
Calaveras were a vital part of the system of communi
cations, transportation, and the supply of provisions and 
equipment for the local population of that time. As was 
pointed out in the October, 1967, issue of "Las Calaveras,” 
the way stations were closely spaced along the traveled 
routes, either at intersections, ferries and bridges, or at 
the outskirts of the larger communities. Or they were so 
situated as to provide a convenient stopping point in an 
otherwise open and inhospitable section of the road. To the 
traveler, stager or teamster, these establishments were

Pool’s Station
The land upon which Pool’s Station was located was 

homesteaded by Andrew and Margaret Pool in 1875. 
The original home was built by Mr. Pool about a quarter 
of a mile north of the permanent house, located near a 
spring. A few years later the main house was started, 
with rooms added as the family grew. Charles Pool was 
the first child, born in 1878. He was followed by George, 
Hugh, Fred, Ernest, Viola, Hazel, Martin, Myrtle, and 
Amelia. The finished house eventually consisted of ten 
rooms; there were six bedrooms, a living room with a 
fireplace, a parlor, a dining room, and a kitchen and 
pantry.

In addition to the main house, there were two large 
barns used for the storage of hay and feed, and for over
night stabling of horses and mules of the freight teams

Pool’s Station

the century. Only one of the corrals remain.
-Loaned by Mrs. Myrtle Pool Jones

A view looking easterly, of the various buildings, corrals 
and barns at Pool’s Station, taken after the turn of



The Andrew Pool Family
Members of the Pool family, including Mrs. Pool’s sister and niece, standing in front of the station, in the nineties.

-Courtesy of Mrs. Myrtle Pool Jones

traveling from the railroad terminal at Milton to Angels 
Camp or farther east, along what is now Highway 4. The 
freight teams usually stopped overnight here. This stop 
was also a station for changing passenger stage horses 
on the trip between Milton and Angels Camp. The stage 
made a daily trip on this run, changing horses also at the 
Tower Ranch, in Salt Spring Valley. The horses would 
be put in the stables to be fed, watered and rested until 
the stage returned after meeting the train at Milton.

Attached to the barns were two stone corrals, and also 
a corral partly covered with lumber for the goats. The 
reason for this was that the goats would climb over a 
rock fence. The Pools had a herd of about 200 goats. 
These goats were watched over, day and night, by two 
dogs, whether the goats were in the corrals or grazing 
in the fields. The dogs were put with the goats as tiny 
puppies. In fact, they were nursed by the nannies.

Besides the above-mentioned buildings, there was a pig
pen, a slaughter house, smokehouse, blacksmith shop, 
and a bunk house. Later on, in the 1900’s, two more 
dwelling houses were built, one for a brother-in-law, and 
the other for the oldest daughter, Viola, and her husband, 
George Morris. It was here that the first grandchild was 
born, in 1908.

Mr. Pool and his sons cleared the land for three large 
fields where he raised most of the grain and hay for feeding 
the livestock, including hogs, cattle, goats and chickens. 
When the hogs were butchered, Mrs. Pool made salt pork, 
rendered lard from the fat, and smoked the hams and bacon 
in the smokehouse.

Mr. Pool donated the land for the Keystone School, 
about three-quarters of a mile towards Copperopolis, and 
also helped to build it. All the Pool children attended this 
school. One of the first teachers was Miss Elizabeth 
Matthews, who later married Mrs. Pool’s brother, George 
Webb.

The passenger stage carried the mail. It also carried 

the Wells Fargo “money box’ which was a temptation 
for highway robbers. The stage was once held up by a 
man named Keener within half a mile of Pool’s Station. 
Mr. Keener was killed. At another time, near the school
house, on the Milton road, there was another hold-up. 
One of the robbers was killed here also.

There was a copper mine on the Pool Ranch.* Mr. 
and Mrs. Willard Porter became interested in the mining 
operation and built a home on the ranch, west of the main 
house. Mr. Pool boarded the men working in the mine. 
One of his sons, Fred, was badly injured in the mine, but 
later recovered. However, he was left slightly lame from 
the accident.

At one time in the early nineties, the wash house was 
also the Nassau post office. This was later moved to ano
ther site towards Angels.

In 1909, Mr. and Mrs. Pool, three daughters and two 
sons, moved to Valley Springs. There, Mr. Pool and his 
son Ernest bought a livery stable. Ernest became dis
satisfied with the livery stable business, and left for 
Stockton to further his education.

Fred Pool and Viola Pool Morris took over the ranch 
and operated it for several years, finally selling out to 
the Porter family. Mrs. Porter bought a splendid glassed- 
in carriage for transportation to town and to church. 
She later had a special carriage house built for it. The 
carriage is now in the Angels Camp museum. The main 
house at Pool’s Station burned down in 1928.

*T his was called the Nassau mine, consisting of the Goat 
Ranch and Goat Ranch Extension claims, staked by Mr. 
Pool. In the early 1900’s, the Nassau Copper Mining Com
pany was formed, which sunk a 430-feet shaft, and mined 
off two levels. Operations continued intermittently until 
1919. The large dump is still clearly visible from the road.



At The Hawkeye
Bessie and Tone Airola, with 
Mrs. Kate Donovan, and 
friends, were snapped at the 
front door of the old Hawk
eye House, a half century ago. 

-Loaned by Mrs. Airola

Hawkeye Station

For a number of decades (until it burned down a quar
ter of a century ago) the large two-story Hawkeye House 
was a well-known landmark to travelers on the main road 
halfway between Fourth Crossing and A ltaville. With five 
rooms downstairs and nine on the second floor, the building 
was conspicuous for its many windows. The ranch and the 
station were called by this name after the gold diggings 
nearby where miners from Iowa (the Hawkeye state) had 
prospected in early days. Built in the 50’s, the Hawkeye 
was operated under lease by Alexander and Martha Wheat 
in 1858. Two years later the Wheats moved back to Double 
Springs where they had W Watts build the beautiful home 
now lived in by the Percy Hunts.

Mrs. Bessie Donovan Airola (Mrs. Tone Airola), who 
lives across the highway from the site of the Hawkeye 
House, supplied us with the following information rela
ting to the subsequent history of this historic station 
and of its residents and operators.

My grandfather, David Maloney, and his wife, Mar
garet, came here from Ireland, residing on the east 
coast for a short time. They came to California in 1854, 
settling on Cedar Creek, between San Andreas and Moke- 

lumne Hill. While there, four children were born: Robert,* 
Ellen, Lucy, and Kate. Kate Maloney was my mother.

David Maloney and his brother-in-law, John Donnal- 
lan, had a good paying mine near Chili Gulch. With the 
profits from this mine, David Maloney purchased the 
Hawkeye ranch, consisting of 160 acre s of land, and the 
hotel, store, and dance hall, in 1862. This was an impor
tant stopping place for the stages and wagons bringing 
supplies to the mines. Later he raised grain and hay.

My mother married William Donovan who came here 
from Auckland, New Zealand. When I was five years old, 
my grandfather passed away. We moved to Hawkeye 
where my father raised cattle and sheep. In 1921 Tone 
Airol a and I were married and subsequently raised four 
children. I finished school and became a teacher, teaching 
in some of the one-room schools in Calaveras and San 
Joaquin counties.

About 25 years ago, the old Hawkeye House burned 
down and my father, William Donovan came to live with 
us at Angels. When he passed away, we built our new home 
across from the site of the old home. Thus, Hawkeye 
Ranch has been in the hands of the same family since 
1862.

*A picture of Robert Maloney appeared in our July “Las 
Calaveras”, which included a description of a dance at 
Hawkeye in the early sixties.

Freight Team At Milton
A ten-horse team leaving 
Milton with freight for 
the mines. It took many such 
teams to keep the Calaveras 
mining camps supplied with 
provisions and equipment.
Completion of the Stockton 
and Copperopolis Railroad 
to Milton in 1871 saved many 
miles of hauling from the 
Stockton vicinity to the An
gels and Copperopolis areas. 

-From Society files



Pioneer Hotel At Sheep Ranch

The upper story of this building was originally construc
ted at Chee Chee Flat, near Mountain Ranch. Charles 
Anderson (also known aS J.C. Mauritson) bought it and 
moved it to Sheep Ranch. There it served as a general 
merchandise store and living quarters for the family. 
It had a dining room where meals were served when balls 
were held at Mr. Anderson’s hall next door, over the 
stables.

About 1904 or '05 the company operating the Sheep 
Ranch mine purchased the building. They hired house- 
movers from San Francisco who raised the one-story

building, built the ground floor story, ano then set the 
older part in place on the new construction. The old 
part was fastened with handmade square nails.

There were eighteen rooms upstairs, and some bed
rooms, a dining room, kitchen, and bar downstairs. Mr. 
and Mrs. Leo Valente operated the Pioneer Hotel from 
1917 until they took over the Eagle Hotel in 1922. At 
present, the hotel is owned by three families who use it 
for weekends and holidays.

-Loaned by Lester Canavera

Tower’s Stage Stop

Mrs. Otta Leonard and Miss Bessie McGinnis inter
viewed Agnes Foster Tower (Mrs. Willard Tower) dur
ing the last year of her long lifetime. From the inter
view they developed this interesting story of the Towers 
and their ranch at Felix in the Salt Spring Valley.

We urge any of our readers who may wish to retrace 
one of the well-used routes of Old Calaveras to drive from 
Milton up to the old stage road past Salt Spring Reservoir 
to the Tower Ranch, and from there over the Carmen 
Grade to Pool’s Station. Although it is now paved, this 
route follows the old roadbed very closely. Little develop
ment has occurred along the way, and the landscape 
has hardly changed since a century ago when the railroad 
first reached Milton.

We turn now to Mrs. Tower’s description of the ranch 
at Felix.

Agnes Foster came to teach in the Salt Spring Valley 
school in 1898. This building, though no longer in use, is 
still standing, and is the property of the Frank Tower 
family. It was built and paid for by Tower and Bisbee, 
then partners on the ranch, and was subsequently moved 
to its present location near the Tower home. It was 
used for the Felix post office for many years. The school 
district later built the present schoolhouse which stands 
on the hill above the Jacob Tower home, and which is no 
longer used as a school.

Tower and Bisbee acquired 3500 acres of this fertile 
Salt Spring Valley in 1853. The first Mrs. Tower was a 
Howard before she married Jacob Tower-. Of this mar
riage there were eight children, seven sons and one daugh
ter. Four sons grew to manhood on the ranch, married, 
and built their homes within sight of the family home. Son 
Willard, who became the husband of Agnes Foster of this 
story, lived in the old Tower house. They had two sons, 
Willard and Foster. Jim Tower, son of Jacob, had one 
son, Howard, who lives today in the house near Agnes



Eagle Hotel At Sheep Ranch

The Eagle Hotel was originally built as a hall for the Odd 
Fellows. The lodge room was upstairs. Downstairs was a 
skating rink, with a two-inch floor. When the Lodge was 
consolidated with San Andreas, Adam Poe bought the buil
ding and remodeled it as a hotel. He operated the Eagle 
Hotel until he was elected to the office of County Clerk, 
when he moved to San Andreas, to the Ben Thorn house. 
His son, James Poe then ran the hotel.

There were eleven rooms upstairs, with a dining room, 
kitchen, bar, and a few other rooms downstairs. Prices 
for miners who boarded at the hotel were 25tf a meal, $1 
a day and $35 a month for room and board.

Many of the men who boarded at the hotel worked in 
the woods cutting wood for the steam boilers at the mine.

This activity, in fact, sometimes appeared more impor
tant than the mining.

When H.R. Plate operated the Sheep Ranch mine, he 
bought the hotel from Mr. Poe, so as to have a place for 
his miners to room and board. When the Plate Mining 
Company closed down in 1922, Leo Valente bought the ho
tel and he and Mrs. Valente operated it until it burned 
in 1952.

In the picture above, Ed Delray has the reins, and 
Jim Poe is sitting beside him. Standing are Dr. Beale, 
dentist, Benjamin Stephens, and Lev Johnson. The Step
hens Brothers owned the wagon which was used mostly 
to haul freight from Murphys to Sheep Ranch.

-Loaned by Leo Valente

Tower, and who owns and operates the Calaveras Telephone 
Company (formerly the Felix Telephone Company). Frank, 
another son of Jacob, had three girls; one of the girls, 
Mrs. Frances Henry, lives with her mother in the family 
home. The fourth son, Jacob, had no children.

The original Jacob Tower residence, where Mrs. Agnes 
Tower lives, was built in 1860. On the dining room wall is 
a large framed diploma presented to the Tower and Bisbee 
Ranch in 1865 by the San Joaquin Agricultural Society 
for the best improved ranch in their district. They raised 
hay, grain (wheat), barley, and cattle and sheep. Much of 
the hay and grain was sold to the livery stables in Angels 
Camp.

Mrs. Tower (Sr.) served meals and had rooms for 
overnight guests. Meals were served family style at 250 
apiece, and rooms at 500 a night. Meals might be chicken 
and dumplings, meat, and vegetables, all raised on the

ranch. Mrs. Tower always had a Cninese cook and a house 
girl. One Chinese cook was there for 18 years, and another 
stayed for 17 years. One of the cooks would often try to 
entice the teamsters to come by the White House Road 
by saying, ‘'You come by here next time. I make chicken 
and dumplings.” Agnes said he could make the most won
derful chicken and dumplings that she ever ate. The stage 
used the Tower Ranch road while the teamsters often 
used the road going past the Red House Ranch. The teams
ters used to say to one another, “Are you going the White 
House Road or the Red House Road?” Only the teams
ters were known to designate the two roads that way-

The first railroad to enter the county was constructed 
to Milton. Here, stage coaches picked up passengers and 
the mail for Angels Camp and vicinity. Teamsters, with 
twelve to fourteen horses, hauled all the freight to the then 
booming mining town of Angels Camp. They stopped at 



either the Red House or the Tower Ranch, where they would 
get their meals. They usually slept in the barn loft above 
the horses, using the bedroll they always carried with them.

The four-horse stages stopped and changed horses at 
the Tower Ranch. The four fresh horses were harnessed 
and ready to take off as soon as the stage drove up. The 
tired horses were fed, watered, and rubbed down in the 
barn. This stage barn is still standing. The next morning, 
when the stage came back from Angels Camp, once again 
the four horses were changed. There were always many 
horses in the bam and barnyard.

The roads were steep, winding, and incredibly dusty 
in summer and muddy in winter. If it was very stormy 
in the winter and the creeks high, the stage would stay 
overnight. Room and board were always available for 
these situations. Then too, traveling salesmen or drum
mers, as they were called, regularly stopped at the To
wers. Agnes particularly remembers Will Senter, one of 
the drummers who always made the Tower Ranch his stop
ping place.

There were large washings required to keep this house
hold operating, sometimes as many as 20 to 30 sheets 
at a wash. This was all done by hand until Willard developed 
a horseoperated machine. This was literally a one-horse- 
power washer. He also developed a loader for the large 
crops of hay. Agnes remembers her husband taking t he 
boys to the fields to lead the horses around and around 
as the hay was loaded. There would be as many as twenty 
or thirty men to board during the harvest season. All the 
hay was cut by hand scythes.

Some of the stage drivers Agnes remembers were 
George Osborne, Dick Redmond, Babe Raggio, and Bert 
Raggio. Bill Gregson was the hostler, responsible for 
taking care of the horses, not a light responsibility.

The delivery of the mail was put on for bids. The low 
bidder then operated the stages. Companies who owned 
and operated the early stages were these:

1871-1872
Sisson and Company
Drivers - Colonel Lovelace, William Cutter, Brice. 
Messengers - Fisher, Fred Jackson, R.E. McConnel 

1873
Matteson Stage Company Matteson and Garland
Driver - Fred Flanders Messenger - McConnel

1875
R.W. Russell, who also operated stages in San Andreas 
and Angels Camp.

1875-1882
Wes Richards
Driver - Henry Gregson

1882
Raggio Brothers. They ran a four-horse stage on the 
Milton-Angels run, a two horse stage on the Murphys 
run, and also ran a stage to Big Trees.
Drivers - Frank Washburn, Fred Wesson, Ed Schacten

1901
William Lange

1902
Milton Gann

Some of the freighters included Wes Richards, Sam 
Osborne, Cross and Meyers, Ben Inks, Mike Marchal, 
and Polly Messer.

All these men were a part of the Tower Ranch opera
tion during those years, and were well-known around the 
table and barns during the years they made this long and 
arduous trip between Milton and Angels.

Alli/

pM/ro? 7'.

Pattee Brothers Teams
Five eight-horse teams line up on Daphne Street, in Valley 
Springs, ready to start for Campo Seco with fuel oil 
(crude oil as they called it then)for the Penn Mining Com
pany’s smelter. Construction of the narrow gauge San 
Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad to Valley Springs in 

1885 greatly facilitated the problem of supplying the Penn 
Mine, the Gwin mine, and the towns of San Andreas, Moke- 
lumne Hill and vicinity. The traffic became so heavy by 
1908 that the roadbed was widened to standard gauge, 
to save transferring freight to narrow gauge cars at Lodi. 

-From Society files



Mountain Gate House

The original Mountain Gate 
House, located at the lower 
end of Spring Valley, just 
east of the “Mountain Gate” 
through which Highway 12 
passes. The establishment 
was later rebuilt close to 
the present Reinking resi
dence.

-Mrs. Frances Bishop

Forthcoming Meetings

OCTOBER 28th - Dinner meeting at Hotel Leger, Moke- 
lumne Hill. Program by William Lange, of East Bay 
Water.

NOVEMBER 18th - Grange Hall, San Andreas. Old Time 
families of San Andreas.

DECEMBER 16th - Grange Hall, Christmas Program.

September Meeting
We started off our fall program with a most interesting 

meeting on San Andreas pioneer families. Doris Treat 
Daley presented a paper on the Treats, and L.H. Getchell 
spoke on the history of his family.

Lester Tiscornia and Edythe Domenghini were elected 
honorary members.

Matteson's Stage Approaching Big Trees

Letters To The Editor
Dear Sir:

This is to call your attention to an error in the article 
in our last bulletin about the old Friedberger building 
on Main Street in San Andreas. I refer also to the site 
where the building formerly stood, which is now a small 
park with lawn and drinking fountain. This site was 

bought back from my uncle, Edward Casey, by Maurice 
Freidberger some years after the demise of the old 
building and donated to the town as a memorial to this 
family.

This structure was known as the Casey building in my 
lifetime, as it was owned and operated by my grandfather, 
Bill Casey, as Casey’s Saloon.

After my grandfather died, ownership of the Casey- 
Friedberger building passed to Uncle Ed, the oldest of 
Grandfather’s seven sons. Ed Casey was appointed pro
bation officer and used the building and former barroom 
as his office for many years until the building burned in 
the big fire of 1926 (which also burned the Metropolitan 
Hotel and the dance hall).

After this most unfortunate episode, my Uncle Ed moved 
across the street to the now Blewett building which was 
then also owned by the Caseys. Eleven years later, in 
1937, he sold the site of the Casey-Friedberger building 
back to the Friedbergers. This was two years before 
Ed Casey died at the age of seventy-four.

The point I’m bringing out here is that the Casey- 
Friedberger building was owned and operated bytwogene- 
rations of the Casey family, which was not mentioned 
in the caption accompanying the excellent picture of the 
building in the last issue.

Madelon J ack Carley

Dear Sir:
I noted in one of the Society’s bulletins an article 

about the late Frank Peek of Moke Hill, and a picture 
included.

The photograph was of the late Sam Peirsall, who came 
as a teen-age recruit with Col. Stevenson’s regiment. 
My late brother, W.T. McSorley had the same photo
graph, and he mentioned many times to me who Mr. 
Peirsall was.

A.S. McSorley 
(Editor’s note) This ^as the picture on page 21 of the 
April, 1971, issue, entitled “A Moke Hill Oldtimer”.
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AGNES B. GROSS
The Society lost a beloved member last August when 

Agnes Gross passed on. Always an enthusiastic parti
cipant in our activities, Agnes was unusually active du
ring the past few years, in several capacities, helping to 
make the meetings pleasant and well organized. We will 
all miss her very much.

Other Hotels and Stage Stops
We have had a number of hotels and road stops pictured 

and described in “Las Calaveras.” These include the 
Leger, Dorrington, the Tornado at Milton, the Meader 
in Copperopolis, Telegraph City, Reddick’s at Fourth 
Crossing, Calaveras (Rolleri) in Angels, Metropolitan at 
San Andreas, North Branch, North America House, and the 
little Royal Hotel at Hodson. We hope information and 
pictures will be found of those we have not yet covered.

New Members
We welcome the following new members. Mrs. Daley 

was a charter member and i s rejoining. Last issue, we 
listed Mrs. Helen Belmont as a new member, erroneous
ly. Mrs. Belmont was a charter member and has always 
belonged to the Society.
Mrs. Doris Treat Daley, Stockton 
Mrs. A.H. Henson, San Diego
Mr. Charles H. King, III, Oakland 
Mr. Kenneth Mitchell, Altaville 
Mr. Cyril Monte Verda, Altaville
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Robie, Milton
Mr. Allen G. Wilson, Santa Cruz

Back Issues
Those back issues of “Las Calaveras” still in print are

listed below. They may be purchased by members at 50
cents

Vol.

each.

1 No. 1 Early Calaveras-Odd Fellows Buil

Vol. 1 No. 2
ding - Angels Mine Disaster. 

Indians of Calaveras
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WADE JOHNSTON TALKS TO HIS 
DAUGHTER

IH EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON 
Sixth Installment

Once again we turn to the reniniscences of Wade 
Johnston who lived on Willow Creek, just south of San 
Andreas, almost continuously from 1855 to 1927 when he 
died at the ripe old age of 95. His remarkable memory 
persisted to his last days, and these he kept busy re
telling his adventures during the early days of Calaveras 
County to his devoted daughter, Effie.

The gold rush was over and many had already left the 
Mother Lode country. Those that remained, still pros
pecting and mining gold, found it more and more difficult 
to make a good living. But in 1860 an event occurred 
that started a brand new mining boom. Down in the ex- 
tre ne southwest corner of the county, in the inhospitable 
and sparsely-populated Gopher Ridge country, a pros
pector and rancher by the na ne of Hiram Hughes found a 
new and completely unexpected metal.

Hughes, who had recently m3 de a trip over the mountains 
to see the Comstock excitement, had returned to his ranch 
in Calaveras County near Cave City. Early in May he had 
gone down to Gopher R.:dge to hunt down sone of his strays. 
While there, he found a prominent “gossan”* outcrop that 
panned well in gold. He staked this as the Quail Hill No. 1, 
and shortly thereafter organized a small company with J .F. 
Treat of San Andreas to work it. Lacerin the year, Hughes 
and his son, William Napoleon Bonaparte Hughes, continued 
to prospect for more “gossans” on to the south. On Hog 
Hill, ten-year old “Bona” grew tired, drove his pick into 
a ledge under the shade of a tree, and went to sleep. Later, 
when he pulled out his pick, there were signs of metal
bearing mineralization on the point. Although this outcrop 
was found to contain much less gold than the Quail Hill 
gossan, the other minerals present puzzled Hiram, and so 
he sent a sample from the “Napoleon” to San Francisco 
to be assayed. Remarkably, the return from this sample 
showed some thirty per cent copper!

As the significance of his discovery became apparent, 
prospectors and miners, one by one at first, and then in 
droves, rushed down to the “West Belt” to look for copper. 
The great California copper stampede was on. And it wasn’t 
long before William K. Reed and Thomas McCarty staked 
the bonanza at what is now Copperopolis, calling it the 
Union Lode. Then the Campo Seco veins were discovered

*Gossan is a very ironstained and weathered outcrop of a 
mineral deposit high in sulphide minerals.

Hiram Hughes
1810-1891

The discoverer of copper in California, Hughes was born 
in Kentucky. He captained the wagon train in which he 
brought his family west in 1850. Then he prospected and 
mined until he made his stake at Telegraph City in copper. 
The proceeds from this were invested in land and cattle, 
in Lynn’s Valley, Kern County, where some of his descen
dants still live today.

— Courtesy of Mrs. Florence Hughes Page

and, later, copper mines were developed in the counties 
both north and south along the belt.

Wade Johnston’s partners and his brother Charles soon 
pulled out for Hog Hill and commenced a shaft-sinking 
operation on the best prospect they could find, near the 
Napoleon. Wade hung on at Yaqui Camp, where he was still 
making a fair living at the Poverty Hill mine, until some 
time in 1863 before succumbing to copper fever.

There is a dearth of factual firsthand description of 
the Telegraph City area during the copper boom and con
sequently Johnston’s memoirs are of great significance to 
the local historian. Here is how he remembers those ex
citing and interesting days.

--------------Editor
I Go To The Copper Excitement

At Telegraph City

When I went to the copper mines in 1863, I gave John 
Gallagher my note for $350 for a butcher bill. There were 
three or four of us in it, but it all fell on me. That year 
we had sent below for $80 worth of provisions — a lot of 
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bacon and flour, and a sack of green Govern nent Java 
coffee. We roasted and ground our own coffee then.

When I went to the copper mines, the whole country down 
there was covered with active claims. Some of the best 
copper mines were near Telegraph City. This was first 
called ‘ ‘Grasshopper City.” When the telegraph came in 
there, Eaf Gatewood changed the name to "Telegraph 
City.” It was about seven or eight miles from Coppero
polis, on the present highway between there and Stockton.

Hiram Hughes was the man to make the first strike in 
copper, at Quail Hill Number 1. When he was bringing in 
rocks and pounding them up, looking for copper, the people 
around there thought he was going crazy. He struck gold on 
one wall and copper on the other. I saw that myself. I 
think he struck the Napoleon mine too.

Quail Hill paid for awhile. The gold was worth more 
than the copper. The Napoleon paid in copper values. J.F. 
Treat was interested in the Quail Hill mines with Hughes. 
At that time, Bill Clary, later of the Sheep Ranch mine, was 
superintendent of the Napoleon mine. He had an interest in 
the Napoleon and Quail Hill mines, too. It was Bill Clary 
and Steinberger that sold the Quail Hill mine. Hughes was 
the original locator of both the Napoleon and Quail Hill 
Number 1.

T.C. Meader of Stockton and Tom Hardy were running 
the Union Copper mine at Copperopolis in *63. People 
were coming_ there from all over the country to work as 
ore pickers. Their wives called them "ore selectors.” 
When they were out of a job at Copperopolis, they would 
return to their homes, in different parts of the state.

Jim McCreight was, at one time, interested in the Union 
Copper mine with Tom Hardy. He turned his interest in the 
mine over to Hardy to satisfy an old butcher bill.

About 1866, the Union Copper Mine was sold for $650, 
000 in greenbacks. I think Tom Hardy got about two thirds 
of the sale price. He spent it all on a dry dock at Hunters 
Point, San Francisco, and lost it. The Union was sold at 
another time for $70,000. At the time it was sold for 
$650,000, there was a lot of litigation over it. Reed’s daugh
ter, who was one of the owners, was under age when it was 
sold. The town was full of lawyers for a week. They had 
most all of the lawyers in Stockton there.

When I was at the copper mines in *63 and *64, Charley 
Lane was courting his wife, Miss Garrard. The Garrard 
family lived near Black Creek in Salt Spring Valley. The 
Vickers family lived in that school district, too. They used 
to hold Masonic meetings there. Charley Lane’s father, 
old Major Lane, ran a hotel at Knights Ferry. I used to meet 
him at Ed Laughlin’s store in Telegraph City. Both of them 
were Masons.

I had an interest in the Lochinvar copper mine. Brother 
Charles and John Early had sunk a shaft on it fourteen feet 
deep. The company incorporated under the name of Lochin
var Co. I took a young man, Hilts Sanborn, down there with 
me. We took the contract to sink this shaft twenty feet 
deeper at $3.00 a foot. We completed the twenty feet, 
squared up our hotel bills and had seventy-five cents 
left. Then we threw up the job.

Hilts Sanborn and I then took a job at $10.00 a foot 
to put down a shaft on the Wee-Wee-Antic. We put this 
shaft down the ten feet and then got our pay. Then we sublet 
the contract to two other fellows for another ten feet. They 
finished their contract and reported to me. I notified the 
company in Stockton, and they sent a man up to measure the 
shaft. This man found a little bump, about six inches high, 
in the bottom of the shaft. I reported back to the parties 
that did the last work. They refused to take that bump out. 
The shaft soon filled with water, and so we lost that job. 
(And presumably did not get paid for the second ten feet. 
Ed.)

After working at the Wee-Wee-Antic, my next job was 
back at the Lochinvar. The company appointed me superin-

William Napoleon Bonaparte Hughes
1849-1897

Namesake and actual discoverer of the Napoleon Lode, 
"Bona” Hughes went to Kern County to help his father 
run the ranch at Lynn’s Valley, after Hiram sold his copper 
claims at Telegraph City.

—Loaned by Florence Hughe6 Page

tendent at $3.50 a day.
We ran that twenty-four fout shaft down to one hundred 

feet, and timbered it all the way, with a good ladder-way. 
Our hoist was just a common windlass. At the end of the 
hundred feet, we found two walls just far enough apart for 
the width of the shaft. So we did not have to timber the 
next thirty feet. We used a rope ladder for this part of the 
shaft.

Three Narrow Escapes

I had three narrow escapes when I worked at the 
Lochinvar. The first accident happened while lowering me 
down the shaft in the tub. Doi Young was tending windlass. 
When I was within thirty feet of the bottom, he let go of the 
windlass! Down I went, lickety bang! I struck the footwall, 
but stayed with the tub. Everything around me looked 
green for a few minutes.

When I got so I could see, I looked up the shaft. I 
could see one of Doi’s feet across the ladder-way. I 
Hollered, "What are you doing up there, Doi?” He said, 
"I’m pretty badly hurt, Wade, you better come up.” I was 
mad! I said, "I wish it had killed you. Get up and hoist the 
tub.” He hauled up one tub full of muck, and then called 
down, "Wade, I’m too weak to hoist anymore.” And so 
he was too weak to haul me up too. I had to climb up the 
ladder.

When I got out, I found the collar platform covered with
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fcWBTT. OAKLAND

Telegraph City In The 1880’s

The establishment of Edward Parks at Telegraph City 
was com nodlous and well-adapted to serving the traffic 
on Reed’s Turnpike, as well as being the headquarters

for a large ranch. From an Illustration in Elliott’s History 
of Calaveras County, 1885.

—Courtesy of Earnest Long

blood. Doi had tried to catch the windlass after it got away 
from him and it had struck him in the forehead, over his 
right eye. It cut a gash to the bone, three inches long. So 
we both took a day off, and I wouldn’t work under Doi 
Young any more. Then we got Hiram Allen to tend windlass.

The second accident was when I had loaded a blast, lit 
the fuse, and come out of the shaft, expecting the blast to 
go off, and then go to dinner. We waited half an hour for it 
to go. It didn’t go. We couldn’t see any smoke in the shaft. 
So I threw a wet sack down the shaft on the fuse and Allen 
and I took an hour and a half to go down to the hotel and get 
our dinner.

When we returned, the shaft was clear of smoke. I said 
to Allen, “I think it’s all right. I’ll go down.”

When I got within six feet of the bottom, I heard the 
fuse begin to spit! I hollered up, ’’Alien, hoist! The blast 
is going off!”

This so frightened him that he couldn’t turn the wind
lass. There I was, dangling in the air over the spitting fuse. 
That is where I did my first and best rope-climbing! I 
climbed thirty feet, hand over hand, and then dodged in 
behind the timbers just as the blast went off! It threw 
rocks up nearly to the landing board. It cut off pieces of 
the timbers all around in front of me.

The third close call I had at the Lochinvar was right 
after we had bought a new windlass rope. The tautness 
had not been taken out of it. A blast had broken out just 
enough blue rock to fill the tub. I mucked it full, and 

Continued on Page 13

TELEGRAPH CITY
New Highway ”4”, now under construction, will bypass 

this historic site, once a small but prosperous mining 
town. Born in the early days of the copper boom of the 
Civil War period, Telegraph City persisted for a number of 
years later as a convenient stopping place for travelers 
on the Reed Turnpike, and as a supply center for local 
ranches.

The rapid Influx of copper prospectors and miners 
following Hiram Hughes’ dramatic discovery in 1860, led 
Edward Laughlin to build an establishment here in '61, 
housing a general store, post office, and express office. 
About a mile to the southwest, on the old Stockton and 
O’Byrne Ferry road, Adam Shafer also established a gene
ral store. That year there were said to be upwards of 160 
persons employed in mining in the vicinity. This was or
ganized as the Gopher Mining District, and Ed Laughlin 
was elected recorder. In ’63, Laughlin reported on his 
Bancroft questionaire that 150 persons voted in the last 
election but there were now at least 500 peope in the lo
cality.

One early account states that “the place contains 
several excellent buildings, blacksmith shop, restaurant, 
stores, billiard saloon, livery stable....” Isreal Smith’s 
hotel, Ed Laughlin’s store, and Sam Roberts’ shoemaking
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Telegraph City Store

As it was in the days when it was run by Edward Parks. 
The Parks lived in the home at the left, adjoining the 
store. This building suffered the fate of so many in the

mining camps, when it burned down in the late Nineties. 

—Loaned by Mr. and Mrs. Roy Parks

shop figure in Wade Johnston’s reminiscences.
Some time after this, Edward and Mary Parks took over 

the Telegraph City Hotel, and C.S.S. Hill the store. Parks, 
a Mexican War veteran, had been running a toll-house on the 
Rock Creek Grade before moving to Telegraph City. He 
later took over the store and acquired nearly 2000 acres 
of ranch land in the vicinity which he actively managed 
until his death in 1885. Then his son, Robert, who had 
recently returned, took over the ranch, and in 1894 
married Agnes McCarty, daughter of Thomas McCarty. 
The McCartys lived on the "Log Cabin Ranch” a few 
miles up towards Copperopolis. The Robert Parks then 
built a beautiful home and lived there until they sold the 
ranch in 1910. The house burned down a couple of years 
afterwards.

Ed Laughlin was the first postmaster, when the office 
was established in 1862. The Parks later took their turns 
as postmasters. After 1894, Telegraph City residents re
ceived their mail by way of Milton.

Another resident of Telegraph City in the post-boom 
days was Jimmy Sykes, who, with the Wirth brothers, 
built many of the picturesque stone fences in the neigh
borhood. Jimmy was the mason that built the foundations 
for the Parks’ big barn, a landmark on Highway ”4” 
until recent years.

Now almost all that remains to remind one of Telegraph 
City are the barn’s foundations and the palm trees planted 
by Robert Parks.

The Telegraph City Mines
The big mine was the Napoleon, about a mile southeast 

of town. Discovered and first worked by Hiram Hughes 
and his partners, it was later taken over by a group headed 
by William Clary. A substantial camp was established at 
the mine during the sixties. There has been intermittent 
activity at this mine since, and total production is well in 
excess of $1,000,000.

The Quail Hill (No. 1) mine, Hughes’ original discovery, 
was also known as the Eagle mine. Hughes sold his inter
est in this mine in the sixties also, and the property 
has been intermittently worked up until recent years by a 
number of different operators.

Another Telegraph City property is the Collier, about a 
half mile southeast of the Napoleon near Quail Hill No. 2, 
discovered and first opeiated by William Collier. This 
mine, likewise, has operated at different times over the 
years. A fourth property, the Star & Excelsior, a mile 
south of the Napoleon, also had several periods of opera
tion.

Many other claims were staked during the boom, and 
shafts hopefully sunk. But all that remains of these, such 
as the Lochinvar, Wee-Wee-Antic, Camp & McNulty, 
Texas Consolidated, Tecumseh, Pioneer, Gopher Hill, and 
many others, are barely recognizable dumps near old 
shafts now caved full.

Over 100 claims are shown in the Gopher district on a 
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map published in 1864, and reprinted in Bulletin 144 of 
the California Division of Mines & Geology (“ Copper 
in California”). That bulletin and County Report No. 2 
(Calaveras) of the Division of Mines contain more infor

mation relating to these mines. Mrs. Helen (Lewis) 
Baker, in her excellent paper on Copperopolis, published in 
“Las Calaveras” in October, I960, included several re
ferences to the Telegraph City mines and to Hiram Hughes.

Robert Parks Residence
In this handsome home, built in Telegraph City in the 
Nineties at a cost of $5000, Robert and Agnes Parks 
raised their four sons, William, Elbert, Roy and Drew.

Continued from Page 11
placing one large rock on each side of the bail, started 
it up.

When the tub got up thirty feet it began to spin around. 
It caught in the rope ladder. I hollered to Allen, “Stop 
hoisting the tub.”

The tub turned partly over. One rock, weighing about 
sixty pounds, slipped out. It scraped the footwall for ten 
feet, then bounded straight for my chest. I was standing 
six inches from the hanging-wall. The rock cut through my 
shirt, uadershirt, and through the skin to my short ribs. 
It left a black streak all the way down. It broke into two 
pieces at my feet. It was greenstone, as sharp as steel. 
I don’t know why it didn’t kill me. I’d have thought my 
chances just as good as if I were within ten feet of the 
muzzle of a cannon.

I laid off ten days, and then returned to work. This was 
the accident that my bruther Charles dreamed aoout. He 
dreamed that he had struck me in the back and 1 fell dead.

The house burned down about 1912.

—Courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Parks

The Lochinvar copper mine closed down in the early part 
of 1864 and didn’t pay up. Old Jim McCreight and Cregg 
were shareholders in this mine. My first meeting with Jim 
McCreight and Cregg was at Telegraph City. They were 
partners in other situations and great friends. Cregg was 
a bookkeeper. McCreight lived in a cabin here at Lower 
Calaveritas on Lemon Syrup Gulch, where he was mining in 
1875.

Another accident near Telegraph City led to the reco
very of copper by leaching. The Camp & McNulty copper 
mine was on the south side of Hog Hill, south of the Napo
leon mine. They had taken out a rich pocket of copper sul
phides there, and then came on to solid rock again, 
where there was no sign of a vein.

William Camp, one of the owners, and Charles Fisher, 
a hired hand, were drilling for a blast. Fisher was holding 
the drill, and Camp was striking. They must have drilled 
into a missed hole, and there was a blast. The blast sent 
rocks the size of a fist through Fisher’s thighs, cutting 
the flesh from the bone as they passed through.
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Dr. Langdon of Stockton, and Dr. White of Copperopolis 
attended him. He lived twelve days. Half a foot of snow fell 
the day they were to bury Charles Fisher at Telegraph 
City. They didn’t get the grave dug and had to wait until 
the next day to bury him.

This accident caused the mine to shut down. The tools 
were all left in the shaft. The mine was idle for about five 
years. Then a company in San Francisco decided to have 
the mme cleaned out, and see what was in the bottom of it.

When they got the water out of it, and came on to the 
tools, they found that all of the iron was almost solid 
copper — the tamping bar, the heavy iron bail to the tub, 
the picks, etc. This discovery led to the leaching of copper 
in the old Napoleon mine and made it a producing mine just 
from the water.

Life In Telegraph City

Tom Early came to me one day at Telegraph City and 
said, “I'll pay you that fifteen dollars now, that you 
loaned me at Yaqui Camp.”

I had forgotten all about it and said, “You don’t owe 
me anything.”

“Well”, he said, “I don’t know where it came from, 
but you were the man that gave it to me.”

Then I remembered lending him the money, and it came 
in very handy for I was real short of money at that time. 
Tom Early was a cousin to John Early and to Billie El
lington. He died in San Andreas at John Early’s.

Old Isra Smith and his family and Billie Smith were 
running a hotel and saloon at Telegraph City. I boarded 
with them.

Mary Hill also boarded at Smith's Hotel. She had had 
a writing school at Fourth Crossing for awhile, the year 
before. She taught handwriting one term in Copperopolis 
and one term in Telegraph City. I helped to get up her 
school and joined her class at Telegraph City. Her 
writing school was in Sam Robert’s shoemaking shop, a- 
longside of Isra Smith’s hotel.

Names of some of her pupils: Lucy Ann Smith, Saretta 
Smith, Selesta Smith, Ed Laughlin, Billie Smith, Jim 
McClanahan, George Payne, George Gilmore, Jim White, 
Gid Adams, Sam Roberts, Wade Johnston and a few more. 
Gid Adams improved very much. They told me that I 
wrote better before than after taking writing lessons. I 
took the premium for penmanship at Telegraph City.

There were only about a half-dozen good writers around 
here then. Joe Holden, the San Andreas schoolteacher, 
was one of them. Old Frank Treat was one of the original 
good pioneer penmen of the county. And his son, George, 
told me that he kept it up to the last.

Augustus Wye, a cigar man of Stockton, who told me he 
had spent $60,000 on copper mines, trying to find one like 
the Union, took some of Mary Hill's writing specimens to 
Stockton with him. He said, “It is the finest handwriting I’ve 
seen.” He was a Jew, and acquainted with Arnold Fried- 
berger of San Andreas.*

They had a Christmas turkey shoot in Telegraph City in 
1863. Smith’s Hotel had furnished the turkeys for the shoot
ing match. Four of us, John McClanahan, Dick McFar
land, John Hobs (superintendent of the Texas Mine) and I, 

* Mary Hill Arnold writes me the following:
Lakeport, Cal., Jan. 1933 

“On April 18th, I will be 90 years of age. I could write 
much of early days, but my eyesight is very bad....In 
1862, I came to Fourth Crossing and stayed a year. I 
taught writing, earning money to go below to school. That 
was where I met your people, the Cottles and the Johns
tons.” — EEJ

got seven turkeys. They used to shoot right at the turkey 
then, at so much a shot, usually tw bits.

After the shooting match was over, Dick McFarland 
got to gambling with his turkeys at Smith's Hotel. He 
played al l night. And when the game was over, he found 
himself minus all his turkeys.

Just at daylight he struck out for the mine. He had to 
pass under old Isra Smith’s turkey roost. A big turkey 
was gobbling as he passed. When he got through gobbling, 
Dick called him off a little ways up the gulch and shot him. 
So he and the boys on Texas Gulch had a turkey for 
Christmas, anyway.

Afterwards, Dick McFarland and partners found a piece 
of quartz, somewhere about the head of Texas Gulch, with 
$2,000 in it. Then Dick went into the sheep business.

The last fiddling that I did at the copper mines was 
for a school dance at Copperopolis in 1864. We only had 
two violins and a caller. I was playing first ana Abe 
Coleman was playing second violin.------ Freedly was cal
ling. We had been playing for some time when Freedly 
said to me, ‘‘‘We’ve played 'Hang Jeff Davis,’ 'Rally 
Round the Flag,’ ‘John Brown’s Body’ - Now let’s give 
‘urn Dixie.”

So I struck out on Dixie. Coleman, who was a strong 
Union man, was so mad he couldn't see. He wouldn’t 
play it. Half of the dancers stood on the floor for a 
minute. Some of them commenced sitting down. So I 
stopped playing, when Freedly said, “Go ahead with it, 
play it through. Let 'urn dance that want to, and them 
that don’t want to can sit down.” Freedly then called some 
lively figures to it and those who remained on the floor 
enjoyed it.

Mrs. Tom Yeager was the one that employed me to 
play. She was on the school committee. She paid me $8.00 
for my services. I think Coleman and Freedly worked 
for nothing, as they were living there and it being a school 
benefit. Abe Coleman was a cousin to Joseph C. Marshall 
of San Andreas. Joe Marshall was also related to the 
Lafferty family.

Freedly played the violin too. He was a nice fellow, 
and a carpenter by trade. He built C.H. Schroebel’s 
house on Bear Mountain. Freedly went to Idaho, where 
he and his partners built a river boat, and they went all 
the way back to Iowa in it. Freedly said or wrote to me 
that one day they thought they were all going to the devil, 
going over those rapids.

I think they polled 500 votes in Copperopolis in 1864. 
At that time H.M. Osgood told me that they ran three 
schools around Copperopolis, with an average attendance 
of seventy pupils at each school.

H.M. Osgood and family lived at Telegraph City. He 
had five or six children at the time I called to see him, 
and had dinner with his family. Osgood’s wife was a na
tive of iMexico. She was a nice little woman. When it 
snowed, she wanted to go right back to Mexico. She had 
never seen snow until the winter of 1863-64, when six 
inches fell at Telegraph City.

H.M. Osgood came up here to Yaqui Camp to talk to 
John Osgood who he thought might be a relative. John said 
to me, 'yI think we are related, but I don’t like the idea of a 
white man marrying a Mexican woman.

When John Osgood went over the mountains, he owed me 
$150.00. I wrote to him, saying, “Ifyouwill send me $50.00, 
I will call it square.” He wrote back, “Only yesterday I 
could have commanded $5000. Today my stock is worth
less.” This was the last I ever heard of him. The bill was 
for board and borrowed money.

A Temperance Union had been formed and was holding 
session in Telegraph City, when a runaway match occur
red. They had tried to get me to join the Union, saying, 
“You are the only one that is not joining us.” But I didn’t 
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join. When the Temperance Meeting was over the rig was 
waiting outside for the runaways.

When the couple, Miss Smith and Mr. McClanahan, were 
getting into the rig, Ballard, the schoolteacher, grabbed 
the girl, to prevent her from getting in. Then White grab
bed Ballard, and pulled him away.

Ballard, who also wanted the girl, said, “Well, she has 
been a kind of a favorite in my school.” Then I said to 
Ballard, “Yes, she was a favorite with me, too, but I had 
to give her up.”

So the couple got away and went to Copperopolis to get 
married. Then Ballard and Smith, the girl’s father, loaded 
their guns “plum full” and followed. At Copperopolis, 
they passed the couple several times on the street, but 
didn’t recognize them. The couple got married and re
turned to Telegraph City.

I was just going upstairs to go to bed that night, when 
a hand came down on my shoulder, stopping me. Three 
fellows, Ed Laughlin, Jim White, and Doi Young, had 
fifteen bottles of champagne. And they had me join them. 
We drank fourteen bottles. For four days I thought my 
head would burst.

They got so drunk, when they were trying to open the 
bottles, they’d miss the bottle, and run the knife into a 
floor. Then they got into some arguments. They started 
telling stories on each other’s states. One of them told 
a story on the “North Carolina dirt-eaters”. When they 
wanted to test the soil, they’d eat some of the dirt.

White, being from North Carolina, took this as an in
sult. While they were clawing each other like cats, White 
jerked his arm loose from them, and his hand struck 
the gate post, knocking off his thumbnail. He held up his 
hand and hollered, “My God! I’m killed! I’m killed!”

Ed Laughlin, of course, wanted to save him. He jumped 
for a bucket of water and poured it over White’s head. 
The meeting then adjourned. I left them there with their 
arms around each other. I never cared for champagne 
since.

They told me afterwards that I did nothing but talk to 
my dog Yancey. I kept saying to him, “Yancy, we don’t 
have to go to work today - Yancy, we don’t have to go to 
work.”

Ed Laughlin was secretary of a Copper, Silver, and Gold 
Mining Co.

Then, as the couple had got married anyway, Mr. and 
Mrs. Smith invited them home.* And they got up a nice 
supper for them.

My room was right over the kitchen. I was on night 
shift and trying to get to sleep. Lucy Ann Smith was in tne 
kitchen making the cake. She said, “Mama, I can’t get this 
damn cake right!” Then her grandmother said, “Lucy 
Ann! You stop that talk.”

There was silence for a few minutes. I think she got the 
cake into the oven. Then she broke out in that popular 
song, “Fair, fair, with golden hair, under the willow she 
sat weeping”. And that made peace in the family. 
Lucy Ann was my girl. But when my brother Charles 
came down to Calaveras County, he cut me out. Then I 
took out her sister in turn. Charles thought a lot of Lucy 
Ann. It was love at first sight. Charles knew her when he 
ran his blacksmith shop in San Andreas. He was protecting 
her there at a dance one time, when he knocked an old 
Swede over. The Swede had an Irish wife setting there 
at the time. But when the Smiths went to Telegraph City,

♦The Smiths, especially the three girls, Lucy Ann and the 
twins, Saretta and Salesta, have been mentioned several 
times earlier in the “Talks”, and they must have lived 
near Yaqui Camp before they went to Telegraph City. 
Israel is referred to in one place as the uncle of the three 
girls.

Charles never went down there to see her. She was a nice 
girl, and a nice-looking girl. She married a German and 
went off south.

Then we wound up our business in Telegraph City and 
I came back to Yaqui Camp. I was at Copperopolis and 
Telegraph City many times after I returned to Yaqui 
Camp, but I never lived there again.

Some Of The People At The
Copper Rush

I met and became acquainted with nearly everyone 
around Telegraph City and Copperopolis in *63 and *64 
except some of the Cherokees and the Cornishmen.

Alexander Love - I first met him at Telegraph City. He 
ran the hotel at the Napoleon. Later he moved to Angels 
Camp.

Adam Bence and family - From San Antone Ridge. 
They ran a bakery there.

Eaton Family - They ran a hoteLat the mine.
John Zollner - A butcher. He was afterwards elected 

mayor of Santa Cruz, California.
Mark Anderson - Saloon-keeper.

Robert B. Parks

Robert was the son of Edward Parks, and grew up at 
Telegraph City. He went to San Francisco to work 
for a few years, but returned shortly before his father 
died, to run the ranch. This was 60ld to Walter and Ches
ter Murphy in 1910.

—Loaned by Mr. and Mrs. Roy Parks
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Lucy Sherman Robertson 
1835-1908

Mrs. Robertson was born 
at Lake Champlain, New 
York. She came to Calif
ornia with some friends in 
1861, settling in Copperop- 
lis in *62, where she opened 
a millinery shop. The Ro
bertsons had three chil
dren, Lucy Amelia, Lillie 
Vlrgina, and Elsie Blanche.

Elisha Bryant Robertson, M.D.
1826-1899

E.B. Robertson was County 
Physician of Calaveras 
from 1869 until 1880. Born 
in Tennessee, he served 
very briefly in the Mexican 
War, and then crossed the 
plains to California in 1850. 
He graduated from Cooper 
Medical College (U.O.P.) 
in 1864 and then practiced 
at Mokelumne Hill, San An
dreas and Jackson.

Elsie Blanche Robertson 
1870-1916

From a portrait taken while 
attending Stanford Univer- 
versity, about 1895. Elsie 
married Dr. A.N. Gall of 
Jackson, in 1896. She died 
suddenly in Honolulu in 
1916.

Lillie Blanche Robertson
1870-1931

Born in San Andreas , Lillie married C.A. Herrick, a 
dentist practicing in Jackson, in 1892. She was the 
mother of Emerson B. Herrick, donor of this family 
collection of pictures.
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The Robertson Home In San Andreas

A view taken in the 1860’s, with Dr. and Mrs. Robertson in the yard. The house burned down in 1881.

Elsie Blanche Robertson

Emerson B. Herrick Collection

Recently, Mr. Emerson Herrick, of Lodi, presented 
the Society with a collection of fine family pictures 
of the Dr. E.B. Robertson family of San Andreas. Mr. 
Herrick had copies made for his children, and then placed 
the originals, carefully annotated as to names, dates, 
etc., with the Society for permanent safekeeping. We re
produce some of these excellent photographs here, and 
take this opportunity, on behalf of the Society, to thank 
Mr. Herrick for his generosity.

We urge others of our membership and friends, who 
have photographs, scrapbooks, and other family memora
bilia of local historic significance, to consider placing 
them with the Society.
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Henry Shaw and family - They ran the boarding house 
at the Napoleon mine. He raised a large family near Mur
phys. He was an Englishman.

Sam Roberts - He was a shoemaker, a pocket miner 
and Mason. He lived and mined in Tuttletown for many 
years after leaving Telegraph City. He used to visit us 
in the 70*s and 80’s, when he lived at Tuttletown. In 1897, 
when Charles and Ed Moore took a trip, they met Sam 
Robert who had a shoemaker’s shop near Marysville, on 
the Rough and Ready Road. The last we heard of him he 
was in the Masonic home.

Mike McCabe - A noted old pioneer. Cap Ferguson 
said McCabe at one time was a Sheriff back in Wisconsin. 
McCabe ran for Justice of the Peace at Upper Calaveritas 
against D.K. Swim, the one-armed man. Swim was a school
teacher. Election fever was running pretty high. The boys 
were afraid McCabe would beat Swim, and they croton- 
oiled McCabe. It was a mean trick.

McCabe was going around Calaveritas with his hands 
across his stomach. They would ask, “What’s the matter, 
McCabe?’*

McCabe would say, “Oh! I’ve a terrible pain acrost 
me now!”

If it wasn’t for the croton-oil, McCabe would have beat 
Swim.

John J. Stoddard - He was on the County Union Central 
Com nittee for Copperopolis in 1863. He later served as 
county supervisor one term. When Stoddard was running 
for supervisor, a fellow who was electioneering for him 
was going around saying, “Vote for John J. Stoddard! 
John J. Stoddard is as good as any man — God never made 
a better man than John J. Stoddard. Vote for John J. 
Stoddard.” I don’t know whatever became of Stoddard.

Dan McCarthy - of the Jenny Lind Copper mine. 
-—Lawson - An old pioneer gambler of early days. He 

was afterwards killed in San Francisco in a saloon that 
collapsed or fell in.

Bill Bean and Family - Later of Sheep Ranch. Billie 
Smith in after years married a daughter of Bill Bean (I 
think). McNair married Bill Bean’s widow and they had 
more children.

John and Jake Pence - John married and lived at Moke 
Hill, where his little girl, who was picking flowers on the 
edge of a shaft, fell in and was drowned.

Augustus Wye - The Stockton Cigar man. He had a mine 
near the Napoleon.

Tom McCarty and family - He was interested in the 
Union mine.

W.K. Reed and family - of the Union Copper Mine. 
Brought suit for a share in the Union Copper mine because 
his daughter was under age when the mine was sold.

George Porter - Constable and defaulter.
Ed Leonard and Billie Fowler - They worked in the 

Union Copper Mine. Mary Hill Arnold wrote (1926) that 
she heard Billie Fowler died in Stockton where he left a 
widow.

----- Blotch - A mining superintendent who was well 
liked by his men. He went to Amador county where he 
worked at his trade.

Capt. F.D. Wren - Bartender at Isra Smith’s hotel. 
—Shannon, the Cornishman from Upper Calaveritas - 

Took pictures and tended bar at Smith’s hotel. A rascal.
George Penrose - He went to Amador County to work 

in the mines.
John Wiley - He afterwards married Hannah Darnall 

and raised a family on his gravel mine (San Antone Creek).
Jim Owens - I remember him for borrowing a dollar and 

a half the last time I met him.
Hiram Allen and family - He worked in the shaft with 

me at the Lochinvar mine.
Hiram Hughes and family - Of the Quail Hill and

Jonathan Franklin Treat 
1831-1917

Frank Treat came to California in 1851, and settled in 
the San Andreas area. A vigorous and enterprising per
son, he was engaged in a number of commercial ventures. 
One of these was in mining with his friend Hiram Hughes 
at Telegraph City. He raised a large family, and his 
decendants still have interests in the San Andreas area. 

—Loaned by Doris Treat Daley

Napoleon mines.
Mr. Campbell and family - Campbell was one of the old 

settlers around Copperopolis. He was a nice old fellow. 
He told me why he voted for Jim Budd for Governor. 
“When I see Jim Budd drive around the corner in the 
buckboard, I made up my mind to vote for him.” Budd got 
the name of “Buckboard Jim”. Campbell’s daughter Ada, 
who sometimes wrote for the county papers and signed 
herself “Winnie Wildwood,” was a smart woman. I think 
she was at the school dance that I played for at Coppero
polis in ’63 - ’64. If she is living, she must be about 80 
(1927).

Abe Harper - He was a blacksmith around Coppero
polis. He looked like the other Harpers. He had dark 
eyes and hair. I don’t know where he was from.

Moses H. Harper - His family was living down around 
the Black Hills. He told me he used to play the violin for 
them there sometimes. I first met him at Telegraph 
City in 1863. (Moses* son George told us this about the 
Harpers - “My father, Moses H. Harper was born at 
Nashville, Tennessee in 1827. He was the youngest of 
eight children born to Henry Harper of South Carolina. 
Moses Harper married Delpha Jeffries in Missouri. She 
was born at Terra Haute, Indiana and, they say, related 
to Daniel Boone. They crossed the plains in 1852. They
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Moses Hiram Harper

Harper participated in the copper stampede, and mined 
in the Salt Spring Valley area. Later he moved up to 
Murphys Grade where he farmed and on Sundays served 
as minister at Murphys and Vallecito. His son, George 
P. Harper, married Wade Johnston’s daughter Martha. 

—Loaned by Mrs. Ruth Lemue

farmed at Linden. Then Moses moved to Milton, in 1861, 
where he lived just below the Salt Springs Valley Reser
voir, where he mined with a Mr. Ward. During the hard 
winter of 61 - 62, they made $5 a day all winter. He said 
that they didn’t know what they would have done if they 
had not made good wages. A sack of flour cost $50. He 
spent four years around Copperopolis looking for copper. 
Ten children were born to Moses Harper and his wife. 
Onlv four grew up. The Joe Harper mentioned in the 
"Blue and the Gray” for bravery was the son of Moses 
Harper’s brother, Wyllie Harper. “EEJ)

Hank Wellman - A German. He was locating and keeping 
up mines for some big Germans i n San Francisco.

Frank Kuhn and family - German.
Mr. Crane and family.
Henry McNulty and Wm. Camp - of the Camp and Me 

Nulty mine.
Dick Werturner and Billie Benthaw - They batched in a 

cabin together.
Wm. Timbers - An Irishman.
S. Jessup - Boarded at Smith’s hotel.
Andy Gilmore and his brother.
Jim White and his brother Leonard.
Bob and Lafret Bowen, brothers - Bob married Paulie 

Darnall.
Mr. McClanahan and family - They lived down in the 

Black Hills.

Old Ham - Later the blind fiddler.
Dr. Case and family - He went to Angels Camp where he 

raised a large family.
Dr. Martin and family - He killed a man in self-defense. 

I think he was his wife’s first cousin. This man was coming 
down on Martin with a six-shooter, when Martin killed him 
with a knife. One of Dr. Martin’s daughters married 
Anthony Caminetti, of Amador County, afterwards U.S. 
Senator.

Cull Shoemake, Dock and Si Shoemake, brothers and 
Cherokees - They were race horse men in the 70*s and 
80’s.

Mr. Bolton - Married a Shoemake.
Henry Oxendine and family - Cherokee.
Tom Yeager and family.
John McClanahan, Jim and Fred, brothers.
Capt. Dick Pound - A Cornishman and superintendent of 

the Napoleon Mine. He used to say, "I have eleven natural 
wives and many more that are not natural.” He was a popu
lar Cornishman - what they’d call a sheik nowadays. 
When Dick Pound was superintendent of the Napoleon, 
he had all Cornishmen under him. When John A. Stein
berger became superintendent, he went down in the mine 
one day, at an unusual hour, and he found eleven of the 
miners asleep. He discharged them all. There was a lot of 
Cornishmen there that I didn’t get acquainted with.

Old Cap Ferguson - Who had been back to the States, 
returned while I was still in the copper mines. He was at 
Telegraph City, broke, in 1864. He needed everything. I 
said to him, z‘Cap, if you will go up to Yaqui Camp, and 
stay in my cabin until I get back, I’ll give you a share 
in the mine. And he did, and so became my new partner.

Gideon Adams - who came west with us.
Dan Pound and his partner Bill - From Arkansas. 

In a hot-tempered fracas near Telegraph City, Pound 
shot and wounded Bill and a Scotchman friend. Pound 
then killed himself, in remorse.

J. J. Nealy -a violinist. He later married the Widow Mar
tin.

Oliphant and Pike - They were big saloon-keepers.
Tower and Bisbee families - They in after years sold

750 acres of land to the Salt Springs Valley Reservoir Co.
Mannings - hotel-keepers
Kelley - Hotel-keeper
J. Cassidy - Saloon keeper. Old Ryan or Seward, now 

(1927) up here working for L.B. Joses, said Cassidy was 
his cousin.

Balta Norman - Saloon-keeper at the Napoleon Mine. 
W.K. Haskell - He was superintendent of the Josephine 

mine, an extension of the Napoleon mine.
Wm. Collier - Of the Collier mine, east of the Napoleon 

mine.
Henry Vorman - Had a mine southeast of the Napoleon 

mine.

Others I knew at the Copper mines included: Frank 
Treat, Frank Piper, George Payne, Sam Eldredge, H.F. 
Ward, George W. Rogers, Jim Grogan, Bob Callahan, 
Jake Pike and Wm. Beardsley.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 
a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hali in San Andreas - except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

New Members
We cordially welcome these new members to the Society. 

Mr. John A. Bole, Rolling Hills
Mrs. Lloyd Kroh, Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marquering, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Stephens, Stockton
Mrs. Genevieve Updegraf, Angels CampForthcoming Meetings

January 27th - Potluck Dinner at Grange Hall, San Andreas. 
Speaker: Rev. Vaughn Smith on “Influences of Early 
California Culture on the Present’*.

February 24th - Grange Hall, San Andreas. Program: A 
Calaveras Album, by W.P. Fuller, Jr.

March 23rd - Grange Hall, San Andreas. Program: Tis- 
cornia Family History; Gary Snyder, “Sheep Ranch 
Mine.”

April 27 - Dinner meeting. Place and program to be an
nounced.

Because of the success of our Wildermuth picnic last 
spring, we are planning a similar weekend activity on Sun
day, May 7, at Copperopolis. Details will be mailed to 
members later.

WANTED: A member to handle sales to the membership 
and to the public of “The Jumping Frog” by Mark Twain. 
Contact the editor of “Las Calaveras” for details.

Another of our dear friends and charter members is 
gone. Percy Hunt probably had the best attendance record 
at our meetings of anyone except his wife, Sadie. For, during 
the many years that Sadie was secretary, Percy was al
ways on hand, and always busy helping to keep the Society 
functioning smoothly and efficiently. He took his turn on 
the Board of Directors, and was a member of innumber- 
able committees over the years. He also wrote and pre
sented several historical papers before the Society.

Percv And Pa!

Percy was born in 1890 at Jenny Lind, of a pioneer 
ranch family, and grew up in the Jenny Lind-Milton area. 
He was trained as a schoolteacher at Western Normal 
College in Stockton. He taught for some eight years at 
the Bald Mountain, Douglas, West Point, and Valley Springs 
schools. He then entered business as a partner in the 
trucking firm of Hunter & Hunt. In 1932, Percy took over 
the operation of the Double Springs Ranch, at which time 
the Hunts moved into the handsome stone home there.

Percy Hunt married Sadie Wimer in 1912, and the 
Hunts raised two daughters, Mildred (Scott) and Wilma 
(Moller). Percy was active in county affairs relating to 
agriculture and was twice Past Master of Calaveras 
Grange, No. 715.

We will miss Percy, and miss the pleasant associa
tions with the Percy Hunt family, fondly remembering the 
days when their comfortable home served also as a home 
for the Society.

Invite .A. Friend To
Join The Society
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ANOTHER CALAVERAS ALBUM
Over the years the Society has added many histortic- 

al photographs to its archives. This second “Calaveras 
Album” includes a representative sampling of such 
pictures, most of which have not appeared previously 
in print, either in “Las Calaveras” or elsewhere.

Included here are street scenes and buildings in 
San Andreas, Angels Camp, Valley Springs, and Copper
opolis. The Gwin and Royal mines are featured, as are 
some other mines, for the mineral industry was then, 
as now, the mainstay of the county’s economy.

We urge you to study these pictures carefully, for 
a good understanding of some of the past history of 
our county can be gleaned from such a study.

The source of the more recently acquired pictures 
are acknowledged. Once again, we ask our members and 
friends, if they have historic photographs, to place them 
with the Society, or to let us make copies for our files.

BRET HART HIGH - As the new high
school building at Altaville takes shape, it 
is interesting to look back at the old build
ing Bret Harte first occupied, in the early 
years of the century, on the site of the 
present Mark Twain Elementary school.

ANGELS CAMP - This well-known view shows 
how Main Street looked about 1920, at the 
time of the closing down of the Utica Min
ing Co’s operations.
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THE NEW SAN ANDREAS LODGE - Not 
only the lodge members but the whole 
town was proud of this handsom e build
ing, completed in 1900. The ornamental 
parapets disappeared in 1954 when the 
roof was rebuilt. Over the years many 
different business have rented the street 
floor, now occupied by the offices of the 
Calaveras Unified School District.

MAIN STREET, SAN ANDREAS -Thisview 
of downtown San Andreas in the early 
twenties will bring back memories to many 
of our friends and members.

Gift of Alzoe Pfortner Hengen
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THE ODDFELLOWS PARADE - 
Do any of our elder readers 
remember the occasion shown 
above, in the early 1900’s? Was 
it a welcom e for a famous native 
son, or for some noteworthy 
visitors? Note the greenery 
decorations, a custom started 
in gold rush days.

THE SUPERIOR GARAGE - 
A good place to get gas (Red 
Crown) or to have your Chev- 
vie repaired, in 1920, was at 
the Superior Garage at the 
corner of St. Charles and 
Main. This business was loc
ated in the historic Corcoran 
& Sullivan Building, built in 
1855 and demolished 100years 
later to make room for widen
ing Highway “49”.
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The Shaft 
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headframe

GWINMINE - In 1894 Lower Rich Gulch sud
denly came alive again when F. F. Thomas 
and David McClure reopened the Gwin mine. 
Details of this mine’s history appeared in 
our January, 1968, issue. It is well worth 
a drive down Middle Bar Road these days, 
pictures in hand, to reconstruct what Rich

Rebuilding

Middle Bar 

Road 

past the

Gwin mine
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The new
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right 

in the

Ravine

Gulch was like then. After the shaft was
sunk, a large steel headframe replaced the 
olf wooden frame, and a new water-power
ed hoist was installed on the west side of 
the road. These pictures of the construction 
activity at Gwinmine were donated by Mrs. 
F. F. Thomas, Jr.

Some 

of the 

houses 

along

Lower

Rich

Gulch
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CAMPO SECO- Those familiar with Campo 
Seco will recognize this site. A Pattee team 
is starting up the grade towayd Watertown, 
coming from the Penn mine. The crude oil 
tank is empty, but a load of smelter‘‘matte” 
is stacked alongside and under the tank. 

Loaned by Glenn Walker, Sr.

PATTEE BROTHERS STORE - In addition to 
their thriving hauling business when the Penn 
mine was running, the Pattee Brothers ran 
a general store, meat market, and the Post 
Office at Valley Springs. A portion of this 
Post Office may be seen in the San Andreas 
Museum.
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VALLEY SPRINGS - This is how Valley 
Springs appeared in the 1930’s. Few of these 
buildings are still standing.

Gift of T uolumne County Historical Society
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DAY SHIFT AT THE ROYAL MINE - A view 
taken about 1900 by Arthur Morgan, brother 
of one of the miners.

ROYAL MINE HORSE TRAM - Before the 
big mill was built on top of the hill, the ore 
was trammed to the Old Pine Log mill at 
Hodson. The grade was downhill, so the horses 
were required only to pull the empty cars 
back up to the shaft.

Both views loaned by Glenn Walker, Sr.
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COPPEROPOLIS - In 1901, traction engines 
were used for bringing in supplies, and hauling 
out ore and concentrates to the railroad at 
Milton.

ROYAL MINE AT HODSON - During the 
thirties, Frank Tower successfully operated 
the Royal mine through the main shaft. The 
hoist and crusher buildings are shown above.

These views loaned by Ella McCarty Hiatt.
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“ROCK PICKERS” AT FOUR
TH CROSSING - The adven
turesome owners of the ear
liest automobiles in the Coun
ty found it necessary to organ
ize work parties to keep the 
roads clear of large rocks and 
to fill in chuck holes.

PFORTNER’S BARBER SHOP 
For many years Gilbert Pfort- 
ner took care of the tonsorial 
business in San Andreas. In 
1926, when this view was taken, 
Gil was charging 250 for a 
haircut, except on Saturdays, 
when the price was four bits. 
Gift of Alzoe Pfortner Hengen
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ST. ANDREWS CHURCH-This 
building, constructed in 1857, 
was used by the San Andreas 
Catholic congregation for ex
actly a century before it was 
replaced by the present build
ing.

METROPOLITAN HOTEL - 
After the fire of 1927 these 
solid walls, constructed in 
1859, stood for many years 
until demolished to m ake room 
for the San Andreas Theatre. 
These two views are the gift 
of the Tuolumne County His
torical Society.
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MCSORLEY HYDRAULIC PIT 
Typical of the many small pits 
in the county, where gold was 
recovered by the use of the 
hydraulic method. Most of 
these pits were forced to close 
in the eighties because of the 
Sawyer dicision.

Gift of the Burton family

FELLOW CRAFT MINE-Like 
the Ford mine, this was locat
ed just east of the town of 
San Andreas. The view above 
shows the mine and mill build
ings which were situated close 
to the present site of the 
Neilsen ready-mix plant.
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HYDRAULIC MINER - John 
Burton watches the effect of 
one of the 6” monitors at the 
McSorley hydraulic pit on the 
east side of upper Chile Gulch.

Gift of the Burton Family

FORD STAMP MILL - Almost 
within the limits of the town 
of San Andreas, this mill was 
built to process ore from the 
Ford mine, eastof Lewis Ave
nue.

Loaned by Cora Zwinge
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MAIN STREET, ANGELS 
CAMP IN THE * 80s - The low
er view was taken shortly after 
the fire of 1885.

Gift of Annetta Cosgrove
Chapman
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ANGELS CAMP - The Angels 
Hotel was probably photo
graphed in the late ‘80s or 
early ‘90s. The view of the 
town from the southwest dates 
back to about 1900, at the height 
o f the Utica mine boom.

Gift of Annetta Cosgrove 
Chapman
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OFFICERS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

San Andreas, California

New Members

We welcome the following new members to our Society:

President Robert Heighway, Altaville 
1st Vice President John P. Lemue, Angels Camp 
2nd Vice President Mrs. VeraS. Fuller, San Andreas 
Secretary * .Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 
Treasurer Drew Garland, Murphys 
Directors . .Albert E. Gross, Murphys

Mrs. Sadie Hunt, Double Springs 
Mrs. Dorothy Sloan, San Andreas 

Hoben Thomas, Mokelumne Hill 
Prof. R. Coke Wood, Murphys

Editor of Las Calaveras W. P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas

SOCIETY NEWS AND NOTES

Forthcoming Meetings

May 7 - Copperopolis Picnic, Sunday at noon, 
at the old church. This will be a pot
luck (sandwiches, salads, dessert). 
We hope that our out-of-county 
members will take this opportunity 
to come up and become acquainted
with, or renew friendship with our
Calaveras contingent. A Forum on 
local history will be held from 1:30 
to 2:30.

May 25 At San Andreas Grange Hall - Mr. 
William Wells will speak on his 
family’s history.

June 22 - At Grange Hall, San Andreas - Mr. 
Richard Stockton will present a talk 
on the history of population in the 
county.

July 27 - Annual dinner meeting at Angels 
Camp. '‘Along the Trail of the 
Padres” a P. G. & E. film will 
be shown.

Honorary Members
Two new honorary members were elected to our 

February Meeting - Mrs. Sadie Hunt, first Secretary 
of the Society, and Chester Tiscornia, long-time member 
and supporter of the Society.

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Barger, Salem, Oregon 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bowen, C-lennville
Mrs. Helen Jane Day, Arnold
Mr. LeRoy E. Neisch, Danville
Mr. E. Allen Nuer, Pebble Beach
Mrs. Alice Pool, Santa Cruz
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stone
Mrs. Rosalind Underwood, San Andreas
Marin Couny Historical Society (Exchange)

Recent Meetings
Our January Potluck dinner was cancelled because 

of inclement weather. In February, Willard Fuller showed 
a number of slides depicting the construction and opera
tion of the new Calaveras Cement quarry and slurry 
pipeline. On March 23rd, Barbara Tiscornia Kathan, 
in a delightful presentation, recounted the history of one 
of Calaveras’ outstanding families, the Tiscornias, This 
was followed by an excellent detailed history of the well- 
known Sheepranch mine, given by Gary Snyder.

Society Dues

Our By-laws direct us to suspend the membership 
of those whose dues are in arrears for more than six 
minths. We are always reluctant to do so, and urge 
those few who haven’t yet sent in their 1971-72 dues, 
but who wish to stay on the roster, to let us know. 
Our Secretary would also appreciate a card or note from 
those desiring to resign, so that she may post her records 
accordingly.

The Celebrated Jumping Frog
We have just received a supply of the Dover reprint 

of Harper & Bros. 1903 edition of “The Jumping Frog”, 
in English, then in French, Then Clawed Back into 
Civilized Language Once More by Patient Unremun
erated Toil,” by Mark Twain, illustrated by F. Stroth- 
mann. Included in this volume is “The Private History 
of the Jumping Frog Story.” This is available to our 
members at $1.25 plus 20 cents tax and mailing. Please 
order from the Secretary.

POSITION OPEN - The position of Assistant Editor 
of “Las Calaveras” is open. Please apply to the 
Editor.
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Deep Gold Mining At Angels Camp
By Edward C. Leonard

Editor’s Note - In our October, 1968, issue, Ed Leonard 
described in his article, “Early Quartz Mining in Angels 
Camp,” the discovery of gold in veins in that area, and 
the rush of claim-staking in 1855. He traced the early op
erations of the many small gold mines along the Davis-Win
ter and Boulder veins, andtheir development into the major 
mines in the district. These included the Sultana, Angels, 
Lightner, Utica, and Stickle on the Davis-Winger vein and 
the Madison and Gold Cliff mines on the Boulder vein.

Mr. Leonard, next, in the January, 1971, “Las Calaver
as”, described how the gold ore which was mined at these 
different operations was processed in the many stamp mills 
in Angels Camp to extract the gold. Particular emphasis 
was placed on the large and complex operation compris
ing the Utica Mining Company, including the Stickle, Mad
ison, and Gold Cliff mills, and the Chlorination and Blanket 
plants.

Now, local historian Leonard delves into some of the 
features of the actual underground mining, which, over the 
years produced millions of tons of gold-bearing ore from 
the great underground stopes hundreds of feet and more 
below the streets of the city of Angels Camp. Ed actually 
knew many of the miners, and, as a young man, had him
self worked for a short time underground, so he well knows 
whereof he speaks. He points out that a combination of 
several factors were necessary for the successful operation 
of these mines, with their large amounts of low-grade ore 
and unusually difficult mining conditions. First, men with 
determination, perseverance, and wealth, such as Bovee, 
William Maltman, James V. Colemen, J. G. Eastland, Alex 
Chambers, Robert Leeper, Charles Lane, Alvinza Hayward, 
Walter S. Hobart, and Captain William A. Nevills were 
needed. Then, a cheap fuel for power (cordwood), an abun
dant supply of water for power and milling, an available 
supply of poles for mine timbers, and transportation of 
these to the mines, and fuel capable of intense heat 
(charcoal).

Some of the men who contributed to the development of 
these mines who are not mentioned in Mr. Leonard’s 
previous articles are J. G. Eastland, who was interested 
the Sultana and the Lightner; George Fox, the super
intendent of the Angels mine in the 188O’s; William More
head, who was superintendent of the Crystal mine when 
it was developed to a great depth; Alex Chambers, the 
promoter of the Lightner; superintendent Bayless C. Clark; 
Woodson Gerrard, superintendent of the Gold Cliff before

The Stickle Shaft
This large headframe was located just south of the 
Forty-niner Chevrolet Garage. After the consolida
tion of the Stickle with the Utica and the abandon
ment of the two old Utica shafts, the Stickle and the 
Cross shafts became the two working entries into the 
mine.

Annetta Cosgrove Chapman Collection

its acquisition by the Utica Mining Company; L. W. Shinn; 
Fred Martin; and A. C. Wilson, who became superintendent 
of the Utica when Charles Lane went to Alaska.

We have always been fascinated by Mr. Leonard’s de
tailed knowledge of the Angels mines, and we are now 
pleased to refer readers to his interesting descriptions. 
•A short glossary is added at the conclusion of the article, 
to help those unfamiliar with some of the terms used. 
Production figures, wages and costs should be considered 
in light of the fact that inflation has raised today’s fig
ures to more than ten times those during the boom days 
at Angels. These were the yeats 1887-1920.

The Lodes And The Orebodies
I have described in an earlier article the origin of these 

great gold-bearing quartz veins in the Jurassic period 
of geological history, and the exposure of the tops of these 
veins after the erosion of as much as two miles of rocks 
overlying the veins. Geologists tell us that this all happened 
from 60,000,000 to 200,000,000 years ago.



The main lode, known as the Davis-Winter vein, consist
ed of a complex zone of schist, slate, talc, and many 
stringers of quartz. There was some free gold, and huge 
quantities of gold-bearing sulphides occurred in the vein. 
The free gold often occurred in “pockets” (small bunches.) 
The “Mountain Echo” of December 19, 1889, reported that 
H. S. Messer and Sons had taken “several hundred” in 
pockets from the Harris mine. The Stickle was produc
ing free gold and pockets beginning in 1886, and this con
tinued until the orebody was cut off by the talc vein. From 
1893 to 1897, the Utica Company reported the recovery of 
many small pockets. The Angels Mining Company took a 
$100,000 pocket from the Crystal vein in 1910.

Most of the gold values, however, came from relatively 
low-grade vein material. For example, the Sultana Com - 
pany reported the vein 15 feet wide. The California Div
ision of Mines reports the total gold production of the 
Sultana Mine as $200,000.00.

The Angels mine described the orebody as consisting 
of two veins 20 feet wide, with values from $2.00 to $10.00 
a ton, and with concentrates running from $38.00 to $67.00 
per ton. The California Division of Mines gives the Angels 
mine’s production as $3,250,000.

The Lightner Company reported a vein of from 8” to 
16’ in the first hundred feet. Then the vein began to get 
wider until it was nearly 100 feet wide. It was cut by the 
talc vein 100 to 200 feet thick, dipping between 70 degrees 
and 80 degrees to the northeast, between the 500 and 600 
foot levels. Below the talc, the vein divided into three 

* distinct zones, and became 120 feet wide. Some 600,000 
tons of ore produced $3,000,000.

When the new Lightner vertical shaft reached a depth 
of 345 feet, a crosscut was run back to the orebody in an 
■attempt to draw off the ore left around the old shaft by 
J. H. Farrell. It was not successful. Another attempt was 

■/made by General Huddleston, and it also did not succeed. 
£ The Utica vein, near the surface, was of very low grade, 
land averaged 17 feet wide. At 200 feet there was a gain 
‘in width, and values. At 300 feet the orebody was 30 feet 
wide, and increased in value to $4.00 per ton. The 400 
foot level encountered a massive deposit of sulphides. 
At the 600 foot level, the vein was 60 feet wide.4 .v ’

The Stickle vein varied from 25 to 27 feet in width 
on the 200 foot and 300 foot level, producing an average 
of $7.00 per ton of ore. The Stickle also encountered 
massive sulphide deposits on the 400 foot level, where 
the vein was 20 feet wide. A crosscut to the east, 122 
feet south of the Stickle shaft, struck a new vein 15 feet 
wide. This was known as the Bonanza vein. It carried free 
gold and produced many pockets of pure gold. On this 
vein, also, a vast flow of water was encountered. In a 
report written in 1894 it was stated that the ore ran from 
$3.00 to $60.00 per ton, and that the sulphides had values 
of $40 to $70 per ton. A drift north of the Cross shaft on 
the 683 foot level encountered two ledges, the western 
60’ to 90’ wide, and the eastern 20’ to 30’ wide. The talc 
vein cut off the east vein at 580 feet in the North Utica 
shaft, and 888 feet in the Stickle shaft, and that vein has 
never been found below the talc. The western vein passed 
around and under the talc and continued almost vertical 
to the 2750 foot level, where a strong fault zone caused 
it to dip to the east down to the 3050 foot level (the bottom 
of the mine). Recovery values ranged from $1.07 to $3.06 
per ton for the years 1898 to 1918. The gross recovery 
of gold from the com bined Utica-Stickle mines from 1887 
until 1918 was $13,635,747.67.

The veins and orebodies described above were all on 
the Davis-Winter Lode, and in actuality were all one zone 
of mineralization. A second zone, the Boulder Lode, lay 
to the west, and more closely lined up with the main Mother 
Lode zone. The Gold Cliff and the Madison were the prin
cipal mines on this lode.

The Gold Cliff vein, operated by Dolan and Cogswell in 
an open cut 100 feet long and 80 to 90 feet deep, was pro
ducing $5.00 to $8.00 ore in 1881.

In 1888 Charles Nickerson and Nathan Neils reported 
that the Gold Cliff vein was 30’ wide, and that the open 
cut, 275 feet long and 160 feet below the surface, was 
producing $4.00 rock. In 1891, Charles Lane, W. E. Shap- 
her, and Woodson Gerrard reported that the vein in the 
open cut, 60 feet wide, was producing ore at $1.50 per 
ton and containing 2% sulphides with a value of $55.00 
per ton, after concentrating. The Utica Mining Company 
began sinking the shaft and mining in 1899, and stopped

The Angels Mine
A good view of the head- 
frame and surface plant 
of this mine. The skip
way in the foreground was 
used to haul the ore up to 
the mill. The Sultana’s 
headframe and buildings 
can just be seen behind 
the Angels’ stack.

Loaned by Earle 
Edmiston
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The Gold Cliff Shaft
This was a rather unique installation, in the deep 
open-cut on the vein, just west of the town of Angels
Camp.

Courtesy of Earle Edm iston

in 1920. They mined 1,439,165 tons of ore from the Gold 
Cliff during that period, with a gross recovery of $2,834,- 
227.49.

During 1891, A. J. and T. M. Lane, at the Madison mine, 
reported a 400 foot drift with a ledge 20 to 27 feet wide 
and a value of $2.50 per ton, and a content of 20% sulphurets 
valued at $55.00 per ton. From 1896 to 1898, the Utica 
Mining Company milled 130,000 tons of ore at the Madison. 
The California Division of Mines gives a total production 
of $1,000,000.00.

Both the Davis-Winter and the Boulder veins encountered 
faults. The fault in the Gold Cliff mine occurred between 
the 1500 and 1600 foot levels. The vein was displaced to 
the east a considerable distance. The fault zone in the 
Stickle mine was encountered at the 2750 foot level, and 
changed the dip of the lode from nearly vertical to an 
easterly dip.

The Mine Shafts
The most important feature of an underground mine is 

the shaft. This is the vertical or inclined opening into 
the mine, through which the miners come an d go, and 
through which supplies are lowered into the mine, and ore 
and waste rock hoisted out.

The first shafts, which were used for prospecting and 
small mining operations, were of a single compartment. 
The Utica Mining Company, in the ‘80’s, found it necessary 

to partition the north shaft of the Utica from the 300 foot 
level down, due to increased pressures on the timbers, 
and thus, about this time, the two-compartment shaft 
came into general use in the Angels district. In 1896, 
the Utica Mining Company and the Lightner Mining Com
pany sunk shafts with three compartments. In 1899, the 
Gold Cliff shaft was sunk as a three-compartment shaft, 
and in 1910, the Lightner sunk its new shaft with three 
compartments.

Two of the three compartments were used, often with 
counter-balanced skips, to hoist ore and bail water. The 
third compartment contained a ladderway, and was used 
for pump lines, air and water lines, and electric power 
facilities.

The shafts were continued in depth as the ore was 
stoped. They were generally sunk deeper by the miners 
and muckers, regular employees of the company. However, 
in 1891, F. C. Halstead, James Murray, Jack Doubt, and 
Charles Smith contracted to deepen the south shaft of the 
Utica by 300 feet.

Large gallows frames or headframes were built over the 
collar of each shaft. They exceeded fifty feet in height, 
and huge sheave wheels on the top were used to carry the 
steel hoisting cables from the power hoist to the cages and 
skips. Buildings at the shaft housed the hoist, the steam 
boiler, the air compressors, and the blacksmith shop.

The shafts were kept dewatered by either pumping or 
hoisting the water in special skips designed with bottom 
ports for rapid filling. Later some of the skip-hoisting 
of water was replaced by pumping (when electric power 
became available.)

The Gold Cliff averaged 90,000 gallons of water a day, 
and was pumped from the 900 foot level. This mine made 
very little water below that point.

The Stickle mine pumped and hoisted an average of 
655,000 gallons per day: 40% hoisted from Stickle shaft; 
40% to 50% from bottom of Cross shaft; and 10% to 20% 
from the winze. The Stickle skip-hoisted in 700 gallon 
skips. The Cross shaft used a 1600 gallon skip. The An
gels mine used a 54 cubic foot skip (400 gallon) which was 
built by Thomas Fullen and Cyrus Conde.

The Sultana shaft was extended under several manage
ments, and reached a depth of 700 feet. Of the Angels mine 
shafts, the Maltman was put down to depth of 650 feet; the 
Potter shaft was sunk to 850 feet, andon this level, a 200-

The Whim
This was a more practical hoisting system than the 
hand windlass, but still left much to be desired.
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The Cross Shaft
This shaft was activated 
in 1896 and became the 
main shaft for the Utica 
mine. It was located on 
top of the hill, east of 
the present Town Hall, 
on Rasberry Lane.

Loaned by Earle 
Edm iston

foot winze was sunk from a drift about 1910. When the Cry
stal mine was purchased from the Fair heirs, the Crystal 
shaft reached a depth of 620 feet.

The old Lightner inclined shaft, which followed down the 
vein, reached a depth of 1050 feet. The new vertical Light
ner shaft, sunk in the hanging wall, was 900 feet deep. It 
was started in October, 1910. The first 100 feet were sunk 
and timbered by hand in 40 days. In December, the old 
electric hoist, compressor, and gallows frame were moved 
to the new location. Then machine drilling of the ground 
began. Twelve men, working three eight-hour shifts, sank 
and timbered 117 feet during the next month. The shaft tim - 
bers were spaced at first only two feet apart, then four feet, 
and finally six feet apart, as the ground became more solid. 
The cost of sinking this 900 foot shaft was as follows:

Labor
Timber
Explosives
Supplies and Candles
Electrical power
Miscellaneous 
Supervision

$15.70 per foot
4.65 >> >>
2.12 >> >>
1.72 ,, >,
1.68 >* >>
.63 ,, »>

1.71 >> >>

At today’s wages and prices, a similar shaft would cost 
between $300 and $400 per foot.

The North shaft of the Utica was sunk to a depth of 580 
feet, and the South shaft reached a depth of 850 feet. These 
were abandoned in 1903.

The Stickle shaft reached a total depth of 888 feet. It was 
retimbered to enable the mine to have two exits. The Stickle 
shaft was used for hoisting water, and for the transfer of 
mine timbers.

The second exit and main working shaft of the Utica- 
Stickle mine was the Cross shaft, which was begun in the 
fall of 1896. It was sunk to a vertical depth of 1312 feet; then 
a drift 950 feet long, following the vein north westerly, 
was run. A vertical winze was then sunk from this drift 
to the 2750 foot level. Fropi this level a crosscut 270 feet 
long was run to the east to the vein. An inclined winze then 
followed the vein down to the 3050 foot level, the deepest 
level in the Angels district.

On the 1500 foot level a crosscut was run to reach the 
bottom of the Gold Cliff mine. A bulkhead with valves was 
placed in this crosscut so that each mine could be unwater
ed independently. Another crosscut at the 2300 foot level 
was run to the Gold Cliff ledge.

Three crosscuts at lower levels were run to the Gold 
Cliff ledge. These crosscuts proved that the Gold Cliff 
ledge was continuous and was approaching the Utica ledge, 
downwards. This was so because the Gold Cliff, in the foot
wall of the main Utica vein, had a gentler dip.

The cost for sinking the Cross shaft was estimated at 
$30.00 per foot. Three shifts of miners, using Burleigh 
drills, sank the shaft 70 feet in the first month. Then, in 
November, 1896, a gallows frame was erected, and a $30,000 
Pelton-driven water-power hoist installed. From Dec
ember, 1896, to August, 1897, nine hundred feet of the shaft 
was com pleted.

Timbers
An immense amount of timber was usedin the under
ground working of the Angels Camp mines, to hold the 
r<heavy ground.”

Loaned by Earle Edmiston
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Underground Miners
These two “machine-men” are standing by their Bur
leigh drills, down in the Lightner mine. The two men

The Gold Cliff shaft on an incline was sunk to a depth of 
1900 feet, equaltoa vertical depth of 1372 feet. From a drift 
on this level, a 50-foot winze was sunk. This shaft was 
connnected by a cross-cut to the winze of the Cross shaft 
100 feet below the collar.

The Madison shaft, which was described as being very 
irregular, was between 600 feet and 900 feet deep, with 
drifting 1000 feet to the north and 500 feet to the south, 
on various levels.

Mining
The miners worked a ten-hour day, seven days a week, 

a situation difficult to visualize today. Men working in and 
about the mines were paid a daily wage, generally once a 
week.

Entering the mine by being lowered in a cage down the 
shaft, the miners would get off at stations that were cut 
at each operating level. At each station, there were bins 
and chutes provided for loading the ore into the skips to 
be hoisted to the surface. The skips were loaded and dis
patched by skip tenders, who were paid $3.00 a day. On 
long hauls, mules were used to pull the cars in the Stickle 
and Gold Cliff mines.

Muckers were paid $2.50 per day. They shoveled the 
broken ore into the mine cars. The miners operated the 
Burleigh rock drills, and blasted the ore down. They start
ed on one level, and worked upward, stoping the ore to the 

in the center are their helpers, called “chuck
tenders.”

From the Society’s Files

next level. They were paid $3.50 per day. The timbermen 
followed behind the miners, putting in timbers to prevent 
caving. They also received $3.00 per day. The engineers, 
on top, who operated the hoisting engines, were paid $3.00 
per day.

Som e of the first miners were Cornish, commonly cal
led Cousin Jacks by their fellow miners, whence the term 
double-jack and single-jack drilling. A single-jack miner 
drilled by running and turning the drill with one hand, while 
striking the drill steel with a light hammer with the other 
hand. In double-jack drilling, a heavy hamm er was used by 
one miner while the other held and turned the steel. 
Often the latter would use a single jack to tap the steel, 
between the blows of the heavy hammer.

During most of the mining at Angels, the miners came 
from Italy or the Balkan states. The Italians were com
monly called Dagoes, and those from the Balkan countries 
were grouped as Austrians.

Communication between the hoist engineers and the men 
working underground were by bell signals.

California Mine Bell Signals - Basic Bell Signals
1 bell - to hoist
1 bell - to stop if in motion
1 bell - to release skip
2 bells - to lower
3 bells - man on - run slow
7 bells - accident
3 - 2 - 1 - ready to shoot in shaft
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Lightner Mine
The headframe and m ine 
and mill buildings of this 
well-known Angels Camp 
mine, from a postcard 
view.

Courtesy of Earle Ed
miston

Mines usually added special signals to the list, includ
ing those to designate the various levels. The bell was 
located near the hoist engineer, and a light cable was ex
tended down to each shaft level. Most bells consisted of 
a triangle of drill steel, which was struck by a steel striker. 
A depth indicator, a part of the hoist, was marked for each 
level. The hoist engineer watched this indicator and knew 
where the skips were in the shaft at all times.

The miners’ candles provided illumination for all under
ground work. The point on the hook of the candlestick pro
vided for the placing of the light in any position. When the 
new Lightner shaft was complete in 1911, a report on the 
cost of sinking included the item, Supplies and Candles - 
$1.72 per foot. Candles were later supplanted by oil lamps 
in many mines.

Water And Power
Previous to 1866, a num ber of shafts were sunk on the 

ledge to depths not exceeding 100 feet. Hand drilling, picks, 
and gads were used and black powder was the explosive. 
The ore was raised in a bucket, using a windlass. Two men 
operated the windlass, with wages of $3.00 per day. Drilling 
was done by hand, either single-jack or double-jack.

William Maltman erected a hoisting works on the Maltman 
mine in 1866. This was the first attempt at deep m ining. 
From this time on, the windlass was superceded by the 
horse driven whim. The last record available shows the 
Dr. Hill mine using a whim in 1887. In 1884, Robert Leeper 
paid $150.00 for a whim rope and bucket. The whim buc
kets were larger than the windlass buckets.

Hand drilling was still in use. Dynamite, made of nitro
glycerine discovered by Alfred B. Noble in 1866, was 
introduced in the mines by 1868, under the trade name of 
Giant Powder.

During the early 1880’s, the steam-power hoisting engines 
came into use. Four-foot wood, at $3.00 per cord, was 
used for fuel. Burleigh drills', using compressed air for 
power, replaced the old method of hand drilling, and the 
skip replaced the bucket.

Water was an essential factor in the mining operations. 
The Union Water Company, organized on May 3, 1854, 

bought the Calaveras Water Company, which had been or
ganized on November 1, 1856, and in 1881 built the Union 
Reservoir for storage.

Summer water shortages often caused the mines to close 
from late summer until the fall rains, because of the use 
of water-powered hoists and other water-run machinery. 
For this reason, the Utica Mining Company purchased the 
holdings of the Union Water Company in 1887. They built 
the storage reservoir in Silver Valley (now Lake Alpine) 
in 1889, and brought the first water under pressure to run 
four Pelton water wheels, including the Stickle hoist.

Ross Reservoir for local storage was built in 1890. This 
was enlarged in 1892 when there was a water shortage. An
other water shortage in 1898 caused all the mines to close 
from September until December. In 1896, a Pelton wheel

The early water wheels were of the overshot design, 
using large amounts of relatively low pressure water. 
Then it was found that by using a small quantity of 
water at a high pressure on an undershot wheel, a 
much more efficient power source, with a far higher 
rate of revolution, was obtained. This view shows a 
typical Pelton wheel installation, with the high-pres
sure nozzle in the foreground.
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Underground
In The Lightner

A view of a typical shaft 
station, where timbermen 
are getting timbers for 
their work on that level.

was installed for power on the new Cross shaft. This 
Pelton-driven water-power hoist on the Cross shaft was 
continued until the Utica operations were concluded.

Electric power from the Standard Electric Company (now 
part of PG&E) plant on the Mokelumne River near Moke- 
lumne Hill, and the Utica powerhouse near Murphys, was 
available in 1899, and subsequently several steam power 
hoists were converted to electrical power.

Caving Ground And l imbering
The stopes in the Utica on the 200 and 300 foot levels 

began caving in 1886, as soon as the ore was removed. 
Serious caving began in the Stickle in 1888. Both mines 
quarried rock from the surface to fill the open spaces.

In 1889, water from the Maltman shaft broke into the 
Potter shaft, filling it up to the 200 foot level. All miners 
escaped unhurt.

During December, of 1889, the big cave in the Utica 
started at the 300 foot level, and continued to the surface. 
It was estimated that 50,000 to 60,000 tons of rock had 
fallen. Sixteen of the nineteen men of the timber crew 
were killed.

During 1896, great pressures on the Stickle shaft made 
it begin to fail, and it was retimbered from top to bottom 
in 1897. During 1898, water from the Angels mine seeped 
into the Lightner, causing a big fault gouge slide that re
quired a month to clean up and repair.

In 1899, a big cave on the 300 foot level of the Lightner 
entrapped three men, two of whom were killed. The Light
ner shaft showed signs of great pressure in 1903, and 
the first 300 feet of the shaft were retimbered.

Extensive use of timbers retained most of the caving 
ground. Caves of smaller extent occurred frequently. The 
miners called this type of ground “heavy,” meaning that 
much timber was required to hold it.

In the early days on the Comstock Lode in Nevada, the 
Ophir mine was compelled to stop mining when the stopes 
got too big for simple timbers to be used to hold back the 
heavy ground. Philip Deideshiemer, a German, operating 
a quartz m ine in El Dorado County, California, was called 

to solve the problem. His solution was to fill the entire 
excavation with square sets of timber. Square sets con
sist of short square timbers, four to six feet long, mortised 
and tenoned at the ends so that they can be put together 
in a series of interlocking cribs built up in a continuous 
row or block to any height or width, filling the whole 
chamber as the ore is removed. This system was used 
in the Angels mines.

The forest between Murphys and the Big Trees was 
well adapted to furnish the poles required to frame these 
sets. These poles were cut from 14 to 20 feet long, with 
a small diameter of 14” on one end, and a large diameter

Square-set Timbering
An artist’s depiction of a square-set stope. The ore 
is the light-colored material. The footwall and the 
hanging wall are dark.

From the Society’s Files
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Timbers For The Utica
A load of mine poles arrives at the North Shaft of the Utica Mining Company.

Annetta Cosgrove Chapman Collection

not to exceed 30” on the large end. They were delivered 
to the mines at a cost of 25£ up.

They were delivered during the summer months when 
the road was passable, and yarded. The timber framers, 
using small mills, cut them into lengths and framed the 
necessary tenons and mortises. Nate McKay was in charge 
of the Utica mill located between the Utica South shaft 
and the Stickle shaft.

The timbers were cut on private property until 1902, 
when it became necessary to buy them off Government 
property. During May of 1902, C. V. Gottschalk, judge of 
the Superior Court of Calaveras County, gave a bill of 
sale to Richard Raggio for 3000 mine poles or timbers to 
be cut on the Wl/2 of SW1/4 of Sec. 31, Township 5N and 
Range 15E, also a bill of sale to Thomas Moran for 2300 
mine poles or timbers to be cut in Sec. 11, T5N., R.13E.

The poles were delivered to the mines by jerk line 
teams, each pulling two wagons. These poles were stacked 
near the shafts. The following men drove these teams: 
George Avery’s two 12-animal teams were driven by Billy 
Moody and Bob Ross. E. Todd drove Price Williams’ team 
of 12 mules and two horses. Moran and Dorroh’s four 12- 
animal teams were driven by Dan Wright, E. Wright, Ben 
Inks, and John Jones. The Jones brothers, Bob, John, and 
Ben, each drove a 14-animal team. The Raggio brothers, 
Dick, Ernest, and Joe, had three 12-animal teams and one 
mule team consisting of 12 mules and two horses. Jack 
Asberry, Joe Schacten, Dan Black, Charlie Williams, Gus 
Winkler, George Crosby, Talbot, Jim Burney, Alex Smith, 
Emil Lombardi, were some of the Raggio Brothers drivers.

In 1894, Matt Manuel bought the Moran and Dorroh teams. 
The Manuel drivers were Bob Jones, Bill Jones, Ed True, 
Jim Gray, John James, Jim Inks, Charlie Ross, Bob Ross, 
Zip Espinosa, Emil Lombardi, Vic Marchal and Gay Willit.

The mule skinners often changed employers, some having 
driven for several. These men made it possible for the 
Angels mines to operate, as this was the only means of 
transportation of the large quantities of mine timbers 
required.

Underground Accidents
The Angels mines, and in particular, the Utica and 

Stickle, had a reputation as dangerous mines in which to 
work. During the operation of all the Angels mines, there 
was a tremendous toll of killed and injured. The list of 
accidens below are primarily from the Utica and Stickles 
mines. After 1902, the accident rate was less severe.

In January, 1886, a miner received severe injuries by 
being caved on. On July 1 of that same year, Mr. James 
Lane, brother of Charles Lane, was killed by an explosion 
that smashed the engine and destroyed the building.

December, 1886, the Stickle mine hired horse and buck
board to take an injured miner home.

January, 1887, the Stickle hired buckboard to take an 
injured miner to George Tryon’s Hotel (Angels Hotel.)

March, 1887, Joseph Perola was killed in the Utica 
by falling rock and tim bers.

May 30, 1887 , the Stickle mine hired horse and cart
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Underground Shift At The Utica Mine
These fifty men were on one shift at the Cross Shaft. 
Several hundred men were employed by the Utica

twice to haul injured miners.
December 11, 1889, superintendent Charles Lane, mine 

foreman Charles Lillie, and timber boss George Williams, 
found threatening conditions in an 80 foot stope on the 
300-foot level in the Utica. On December 12, timber boss 
George Williams, with a family of four children, and a 
crew consisting of Tom Knucky, who also had four child
ren; J. Bray, Nick Cuich (or Susich), B. Segarley, (or 
Segale), Peter Perini, Thomas Bertrow, John Tobocco, 
Carlo Lusetti (or Visetti), Paul Owlovich, John Bioletto, 
C. A. Pollard, Joseph Curnow, John Martin, James Casey, 
Daniel Danielson, Mitchel Brondwich, William Vincent, 
August Anderson, and Thomas Corwin, went into the mine 
to reinforce the failing timbers. August Anderson left to 
get a shovel. Thomas Corwin received head injuries, and 
Daniel Danielson slight injury, escaped when timbers be
gan to crack. The remainder were killed. The caving con - 
tinued until Tuesday, when it reached the surface. Within 
a year, all but four bodies were recovered. The remains 
of these were recovered m any years later.

January 7, 1891 - a skip containing Dan Danielson, 
Bruce Carter, William Case, Thomas Rentzrich, David 
McCann, Peter Tuslip, Sebastian Ferazzo, John Demera, 
and P. Cupich, was ascending the shaft when within about 
80 feet from the surface the hoisting cable parted, and 
the skip dropped to the bottom of the shaft below the 530 
foot level. All were killed.

January 7, 1891 - a skip containing Dan Danielson, 
Bruce Carter, William Case, Thomas Rentzrich. David 
McCann, Peter Tuslip, Sebastian Ferazzo, John Demera, 
and P. Cupich, was ascending the shaft when within about 
80 feet from the surface the hoisting cable parted, and 
the skip dropped to the bottom of the shaft below the 530 
foot level. All were killed.

January, 1895, Tom Corwin received head injuries by 
falling rock.

Mining Company at the various shafts, mills, and as
sociated operations.
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August, 1897, an overturned oil can started a fire in 
the Stickle at the 800 foot level, and trapped three men. 
One was rescued, the other two were killed.

March 1, 1898, McDonald received a severe foot injury 
in the Utica mine.

April, 1899, Jean Lassen lost three toes when a rock fell 
from the roof of a stope in the Stickle.

April, 1899, A. Granda was killed at the Utica mine in 
a strange manner. He was climbing a ladder with sticks 
of dynamite which were ready to fire. One of the fuses 
took fire from his lamp, and he was blown to pieces. 

May 24, 1902, Bozo Obilvich was killed in the Stickle 
by falling rock from a blast.

Unions And Strikes
The Miners Protective Union (A.F. of L.) was organized 

January 10, 1885. The Union was organized for the purpose 
of procuring better underground working conditions. The 
original members were as follows: L. J. Fowler, Chairman; 
Thomas F. Laird, secretary; with the following members: 
George A. Carlow, Paul Derin, H. M. Stephens, Santine 
Navone, Robert Kean, D. Stephens, Frank Gospodnilch, 
Joseph Hocking, Charles G. Daniels, George W. Class, 
Angelo Botto, James F. Bennett, Edward D. Taylor, G. 
Peerdie, Peter Quester, A. Devan, J. C. Rasberry and 
Andrew Swensen. During 1904 Bill Reed was president, 
and Charles Hammond was secretary.

Dangerous working conditions and lack of facilities to 
care for the injured caused the miners to go on strike in 
1894. The first act of violence was on February 4 when the 
miners blew up the boarding house with a charge of dyna-
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Teams Arriving At Angels Camp
The dressed lumber on the wagons in the fore
ground, some 12,834 board feet, then valued at 
$409.48, was used for construction of the Cosgrove

mite. The sheriff’s office in San Andreas appointed ten 
special deputies armed with Winchester rifles to protect 
the mines. They patrolled in squads of five both day and 
night. Lights were erected to illuminate the property at 
night. A Vigilance Committee of 600 people in Angels 
Camp was organized to drive objectionable characters from 
Angels Camp. Later, as a result of the strike, the Utica 
Company built a two-story building, with wards to care 
for eight patients on each floor, and appointed Dr. Dorroh 
as physician in charge.

During May of 1907, the miners demanded an eight-hour 
day, and by a vote of 400 to 20 approved a strike. At this 
time the miners were working ten hours a day on a seven- 
day week basis. The strike included the Utica Company, and 
the Angels and Lightner mines.

The Utica Company pulled all the motors, pumps, and 
mules out of its properties. They put gates on the mine 
and hired 29 men to guard the property. The Lightner 
started up on an open shop basis in July. Coleman, of 
the Angels, in August offered a nine-hour day under
ground and a ten-hour and 12-hour day for top men, and 
an open shop. This was refused by the union. The miners 
by a vote of 64 to 24 accepted a nine-hour day in Septem
ber. The management of the mines conceded 15 minutes 
a day to the miners as claim ed in their rights.

Charcoal
The use of charcoal was an important factor in the mines. 

Tool sharpening, all welding, and retorting of bullion re
quired a constant supply.

Hotel. A load of mine poles may be seen behind the 
team in front.

Annetta Cosgrove Chapman Collection

During May of 1885, Antonio Signoraster advertised for 
charcoal burners to burn 400 bushels of charcoal at 12 1/20 
a bushel. Other burners were: Wilbur Riley at the Potato 
Patch; Tom Russell near the Red Apple; and Andy Mar
tin and Ed Shannon near Avery. The Utica Mining Com
pany bought the total product of the Ed Shannon pits during 
the entire period of activity.

Charcoal was made by digging a pit and piling wood in 
stacks on it. Then it was covered with earth and set on 
fire. All non-carbonaceous elements in the wood were 
passed off as vapors, some of the carbon was utilized as 
fuel, and the remaing carbon was converted into charcoal.

Charcoal yields a larger amount of heat in proportion 
to its volume than wood will yield. It has a further advan
tage in being smokeless. The burners controlled the burning 
process by the use of small vents in the earth covering. 
They judged the progress in burning by the color of the 
vapor passed off.

Glossary
Cage and skip - These are enclosed ‘‘vehicles” that are 

used in the shafts for hoisting ore, raising and low
ering miners, and delivering equipment and supplies 
to them.

Caving - A miner’s term for the falling of loosened rock 
underground into a mining opening. A “cave” is the 
pile of debris resulting from such a fall. Caving is one 
of the most dangerous aspects of underground mining.

Concentrates - By milling the ore, the sulphides become 
a concentrate, which can be further processed to re
cover the gold contained in it.
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Dip - This word is used to describe the angle that a vein, 
fault, or other geologic structure makes with the 
horizontal.

Drift and Crosscut - On each level, “tunnels” go out into 
the solid rock. Those that follow the vein are called 
drifts, and those that are more or less at right angles 
to the vein are crosscuts.

Fault - A crack in the ground or solid rock, along which 
some movement has taken place. Gouge is the crush
ed material on a fault resulting from this movement. 
Most veins are formed along faults.

Footwall and Hanging wall - These represent the edges 
of the vein and the country rock beyond. As one 
stands upright in an inclined vein, the hanging wall is 
overhead, and the footwall below.

Free Gold - This refers to the occurrence of native gold 
in a vein, as opposed to the gold occuring “locked 
up” in the sulphide or sulphuret minerals.

Level - A mine is divided into levels, generally about 
100 feet apart (vertically) oh which the miners go out 
from the shaft to mine.

Lode, ledge, and vein - These terms are often used in
terchangeably for the geologic structures that carry 
the ore. Lode frequently nas a more inclusive con
notation, such as in Mother Lode.

Orebody - The portion of the vein that carries enough 
gold (or other metal) in the ore to make it worth 
while mining is called the orebody.

Stopes - From the drifts, miners “raise” up into the 
vein, mining or stoping out the ore, up to the next 
level. These openings are called stopes.

Talc - In the Angels mining district, a large body of talc 
or soapstone cut off or changed the course of the gold- 
bearing veins. Most of the best ore was found above 
this body of talc.

Winze - Sometimes shafts are “sunk” from underground. 
These are known as winzes.

Maltman Mine

The Maltm an family and friends pose for a photograph 
during construction of the gallows frame and hoist 
house at their shaft. This property later became part

of the Angels mine. Note the overshot water wheel 
in the background, used to power the large flywheel 
and hoist in the right foreground.

Courtesy of Earle Edmiston
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Officers Of Calaveras County 
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San Andreas, California

President George B. Poore, Jr., San Andreas 
1st Vice President John P. Lemue, Angels Camp 
2nd Vice President . . . .William W. Wells, Rail Road Flat 
Secretary Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 
Treasurer Drew Garland, Murphys 
Directors Albert E. Gross, Murphys 

Mrs. Sadie Hunt, Double Springs 
Fred D. Cuneo, Calaveritas 

Mrs. Mary Jane Garamendi, Chili Gulch 
Prof. R. Coke Wood, Murphys

Editor of Las Calaveras . . .W.P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Assistant Editors Mrs. Ida Long, Mokelumne Hill 

Mrs. Macie Taylor, Vallecito
Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 

County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 
a year), Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the Secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas - except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

Editorial Staff Additions
The editor was pleased to receive several applications 

for assistant editor of “Las Calaveras.” As a result, 
two of these applicants, Ida Long and Macie Taylor, have 
joined the staff. We hope that with their welcome help, we 
will be able to improve both the content and the appearance 
of the bulletin.

New Members
We welcome these newcomers to the Society

Mr. E. Allen Nutter, Pebble Beach
Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Stephens, Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. John Haley, Concord
Mr. James A. Castle, Angels Camp 
Mr. and Mrs. William Tardif, Murphys
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Casey, Valley Springs
Mr. Carl T. Carver, Glennville
Mr. and Mrs. Jack T. Dayen, San Andreas
Mr. Charles Goodell, San Andreas
Mrs. Lloyd Kroh, Stockton
Mrs. Helen Stevenot Ordway, Gilroy
Mrs. Margaret Kenfield, Murphys

Mark Twain’s Jumping Frog Story
Copies of a reprint edition of the 1903 edition of this 

classic are available from our Secretary, at $1.25 plus 
20£ tax and postage.

Chronicles Of San Andreas
Dr. R. Coke Wood and the Old Timers Museum have pub

lished, posthumously, Emmett Joy’s “Chronicles of San An
dreas, the Town that Rose from a Golden Channel.”

The manuscript was edited by Ellen H. Ladd and illustra
tions were supplied by the Calaveras County Museum, 
George Poore, and “Las Calaveras.” It is attractively 
printed on a light sepia textured paper, of 52 pages, with 
20 photographs. It is on sale throughout the county for 
$2.25. Persons desiring to purchase a copy but who are 
unable to find it displayed, may write directly to the Old 
Timers Museum, Murphys, Calif., enclosing $2.50 to cover 
tax and mailing.

Knight’s Ferry’s Golden Past
Another very worthwhile addition to a collection of pam

phlets on local history is John F. Criswell’s “Knight’s 
Ferry’s Golden Past,” a privately printed 64 page volume 
on the history of that picturesque town on the Stanislaus 
River. It is illustrated with 48 photographs and drawings, 
and may be obtained from Mr. Criswell, P.O. Box Eye, 
Knights Ferry, Calif. 95361, for $2.75 including tax and 
postage.

Necrology
Addison Carley

Hattie Gianelli

Charles Hale

Oliver Wyllie

St. Andrews Church, San Andreas
Quite unintentionally, we used a picture of the St. 
Thomas Aquinas church in Mokelum ne Hill for the 
San Andreas church, in our last issue. Mrs. Eva 
Soracco kindly supplied this picture, so that we could 
correct our mistake.
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In this installment Johnston recalls mining with Cap Ferguson, 
later one of the discoverers and early operators of the rich Sheep 
Ranch mine. The tragic death of Horace Cottle is included, as well 
as Wade’s marriage to Martha Cottle in 1867.

At the risk of unnecessary repetition, we wish again to point out 
to our readers that such personal first-hand accounts as the 
“Talks” of the San Andreas area are very rare, and Wade 
Johnston’s memories of those far-away days are a most valuable 
record of that portion of our local history. Now we turn our 
readers over to Wade Johnston again as he describes how he 
found things upon his return from the copper boom in late ‘64.

Wade Johnston Talks 
To His Daughter

I Return from the Copper Excitement
I was at the copper mines about a year and a half. Cap Ferguson 

had come up to Yaqui Camp and was in my cabin when I returned 
in 1864. Three good pairs of blankets and most of my dishes and 

Bv EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
Seventh Installment

We delve once more into the voluminous manuscript “books” so 
carefully filled by Effie Johnston with her father’s “Talks” with 
her. We have met many of the people referred to below in earlier 
installments of Wade Johnston’s reminiscences. He now tells 
about life in and about Yaqui Camp at the close of the Civil War 
and afterwards. That war was a particularly great tragedy for 
Johnston, a Southern sympathizer living in a region predominan

tly Unionist.

books had been carried off before Cap came up.
Then I went to work at the “49” mine, between Valley Springs 

and Campo Seco. I was there only two months, working for wages 
at $80.00 a month. Before two months were up, the mine shut down 
and didn’t pay up. I stayed at the mine a while after the shutdown, 
living along on beans for a week. It was storming most of the time.

I don’t know how many there were in the “49” company. Gideon 
Adams, who came west with our train in ‘54, had charge of the 
works. I remember voting, while there, at the general election in 
‘64, at D.W. Bryant’s hotel, the Spring Valley House. I met Tom

CHAVANNE MINE AT SHEEP RANCH
An interesting view of the then ramshackle hoisting works and surface plant of the Chavanne mine as they appeared in 1890.



Silver,* who was working for Gid Adams at the “49”, too: John 
McQueen was there, also. He used to be in the merchandise 
business with Sullivan.

I also met my old friend, John C. Colehower, there. He was one 
of the first men I worked for in Placer County in ‘54 and ‘55. (See 
the April, 1969, issue of Las Calaveras. Ed.) He had stayed one 
night in my cabin at Yaqui Camp with Cap Ferguson before com
ing down to the “49” mine, after returning to California from 
Idaho. He came over to the “49” and got me to change about 
$150.00 in gold dust for him at Campo Seco. I got about a dollar 
more an ounce for it than he could have gotten in Idaho. This was 
the last time I ever met him. He wanted me to go back to Idaho 
with him. He said, “I’ll give you $5 a day as long as you work for 
me.” He and Billie Smith were mining partners in Placer County, 
‘54-‘55.

Colehower married a girl from Amador County. I remember 
she had one of my pictures I had taken at Stockton in 1863. 
Colehower was from Philadelphia and a well-educated man. Cap 
Ferguson thought he was a great letter writer. Colehower went to 
Santa Cruz where he was elected Justice of the Peace. The last I 
heard of him was when Jack Swank, of Washington Ranch, met 
him in Santa Cruz about 1900. He told Jack Swank to tell Billie 
Smith and Wade Johnston to write to him. I guess he died there. 
His only drawback was drink. But he wasn’t bad while drinking.

Dave Bryant, who ran the Spring Valley House, moved with his 
family afterwards down to the lower country. Later, he killed a 
man for assaulting his wife. He shot him down and was acquitted 
for it.

Also I met old J. F. Cronk at Spring Valley House in 1864. (See 
Las Calaveras for October, 1969, page 9. Ed.) It was the last time I 
ever saw the old fellow. He said to me concerning the Civil War, “I 
am making my living off the public and I have to keep my mouth 
shut.”

I think it was at some election boom, perhaps in ‘64, that 
Smallwood and Whitehead bursted the cannon in San Andreas. I 
think this was so because Brother Charles had gone over the 
mountains to Idaho and his blacksmith shop was still empty.

These fellows, Smallwood and Whitehead, had been shooting all 
night with an old cast iron cannon. They had the cannon mounted 
on the bank of the ditch that runs along between Casinelli’s Store 
and the Bush House (a saloon).

They ran out of tamping for the cannon, and then used mud and 
sod out of the ditch instead. When they set it off, the breech of the 
cannon blew out, taking Smallwood’s head off. It took off the top of 
the Bush House, crossed China (Court) Street, and went through 
the front door of Charles’ blacksmith shop, where it landed by the

♦Torn Silver, who later raised a family at San Andreas, was 
thrown from his horse and killed, while tending the Cap Pope 
ditch. W.H. Johnston then bought the ditch for $1000, gave a 
mortgage on his mine, and lost it. E.E.J.

coal-house door. Another piece of the cannon went up through the 
door of the Metropolitan Hotel. No one was hurt but Smallwood. 
Whitehead miraculously escaped injury.

Smallwood and Whitehead were “street drunks.” Whitehead 
afterwards had considerable money left him by relatives. When 
he left here to go back and get this money, a friend had to go with 
him part of the way to get him started, as he couldn’t trust 
himself. He was an Englishman and said to be of a good family. 
His real name was Tibbits.

Sharp and Armstrong were running the Metropolitan Hotel in 
1865. There were interested in a store, there, in San Andreas, at 
one time and failed. Sharp had said, “I don’t want any of the damn 
Copperheads’ money!” (Sharp, who was known as an un
compromising Union man, had allowed Colonel Baker to deliver 
the speech from the balcony of the hotel, in 1859, that resulted in 
the fatal duel between Jeff Gatewood and Doctor Goodwin. Ed.).

Wade Johnston now returns to his memories of Yaqui Camp, 
with an anecdote about his neighbor, Jim Coogan. He described 
Coogan’s first marriage, to Kate Quinn, in the April, 1970 issue of 
Las Calaveras.

When old Jim Coogan married his second wife, a widow with a 
little chicken ranch in the valley, she asked him if she should 
bring any of her furnishings up with her. Coogan said to her, “You 
needn’t bring a thing! I’m supplied with everything. I have freight 
teams running over the mountains. I have cattle and hogs and 
all.” He told her that he owned all the cattle that were roaming 
these hills.

She was up here only a short time when the “little billets” began 
coming in. When a bill was presented, she would say, “What is 
this?” Coogan would reply, “Oh, it’s just a little billet,” and she’d 
pay it. It wasn’t long before she had paid out $750 on Coogan’s “lit
tle billets.”

They had one son, Jimmie. He was one of the prettiest children 
ever seen around here. But Coogan’s second wife left him, taking 
Jimmie with her. Coogan had his two sons, Sarsfield and Mike, by 
his first wife, living with him. His second wife had a grown 
daughter, Maggie, by her first husband. Maggie, who used to call 
Coogan “Old Scatter Brain”.

Albert Guttinger now owns what was the old Platt Vail Ranch 
between here and Fourth Crossing. Platt Vail set out that or
chard. We used to buy apples of him. Old Jake Brignola and Frank 
Bernasconi were partners there after Platt Vail sold out. They 
built that stone house with the chimney on the east side of it. Jake 
was a good old Swiss. His wife and Coogan’s second wife were 
sisters. They were Pat Campbell’s aunts and were Irish. Old 
Coogan used to say that he was commissioned to make the 
Brignola match. Pat Campbell and his sisters lived with the 
Brignolas, who, I think, had no children. Frank Bernasconi was a 
Swiss also, and a good man. He married and raised a large family 
on his ranch near Bear Mountain.
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Cap Ferguson and I were living on the Mexican Trail in spring 
of ‘65 when Len Wilcox’s cabin was robbed. Len was living then in 
Johnny Lynch’s cabin on Paradise Gulch. This cabin was 
afterwards my blacksmith shop.

I had just come home from work, and had stepped out on the 
north side of the house to wash a towel. I noticed somebody mov
ing around Wilcox’s cabin. I thought maybe Len had come home. 
The second time I looked, I saw as the intruder came out the door 
that he had a breechclout on. I then kept my eye on him. He 
sneaked around the cabin and, in a crouching position, started to 
run up the gulch. I got my gun and followed him. Just as I came in 
sight of him, I stepped on a round stone, in the gulch, that tripped 
me. He heard me, and, running to a clump of bushes, he threw 
down a bundle, and his batea, bar and horn.

I lost sight of him for a little while. When I got to where I saw him 
throw down the bundle, I halted, gun ready, thinking he had 
hidden there in the brush. Then my dog, Yancy, struck out up the 
hill. I looked and saw the Mexican running up the hill towards 
Bannon’s ranch, Yancy after him. He was about a hundred yards 
away.

When he got on top of the hill, he pointed his six-shooter up in the 
air and fired. I called Yancy back. That night I stood watch over 
his bundle, hoping to catch him. But he went over and cleaned up 
my sluice boxes.

I afterwards found out who he was. I was lucky that I did trip 
and fall. He had six shots to my one. He was a big Mexican living in 
Upper Calaveritas, where he had a woman. He told the negro 
Ferguson family in San Andreas that I came on him where he was 
panning, robbed him, and ran him off. He wanted them to get his 
bar and batea for him. I told the Fergusons to tell him to come to 
me and he could get it. He never came, and that was the last I 
heard of him. He was a bad actor. He had Wilcox’s ciothes in the 
bundle.* Ben Thorn advised me later, about sluice robbers; 
“Don’t you ever let them come back on you. Shoot to kill.’’

The Civil War is Over

The Civil War came to a close in the spring of 1865, when Lee and 
Johnston surrendered. Jeff Davis was captured in May, 1865. 
F.O. McElhaney said his brother-in-law, Colonel Woods, was one 
of Jeff Davis captors. Colonel Woods’ father, a banker, was out 
here about 1880.1 was running my hydraulic mine at the time, and 
Frank brought him over to the mine.

Cap Pope, one of the most prominent of the old pioneers, died 
twenty years before his time. He and Charley Whitlock started to 
sink a shaft in April. 1865. The ground was damp and Cap took cold 
from setting on it. His illness started with an earache. It got to his 
throat and smothered him. It cost us $2.50 apiece to bury poor Cap 
Pope.

♦This batea was used in our home as a mixing bowl for 
bread, duff, and so forth, until the house burned in 1892. It was 
a large wooden bowl, about two feet in diameter. E.E. J.

Although I helped to bury Cap Pope and was one of his 
pallbearers. I couldn’t find his grave when Judge Ira H. Reed, just 
a few years before he died, came to me to find it. They were put
ting markers on the graves of the old pioneers. Another old 
pioneer who’s grave was without a marker was John Q. Adams, 
who crossed the plains with me.

When Cap Pope died, Mrs. Jeff Gatewood gave me his violin. I 
used that same violin from that day on until our home burned in 
1892.1 had refused $100 for it, just the week before it was burned, 
when young Todd Toon of San Andreas came out and wanted to 
buy it. Old Harry Marquering on Bear Mountain got the Cap Pope 
gun.

It poured down rain the day we buried Doctor Fort. And it cost 
us $2.50 apiece to bury him, too. Doctor Fort had $10,000 owing him 
in the county, but he couldn’t collect it. This is from his fine

WADE HAMPTON JOHNSTON
Wade Johnston, as he appeared in later years, at his 
home in Dick Bartlett Gulch. Lower Calaveritas, 
with one of Yancy’s successors at his feet. He was 
always an avid fiddler, and a popular player at 
dances in the surrounding communities. This picture 
originally appeared in our January, 1966, issue, to 
illustrate a biographical sketch of Johnston.

From Society Files
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EFFIE E. JOHNSTON
Effie (on the right) and a friend pose on the famous 
tunnel tree in the Vfariposa Grove, near Wawona, in
1915. The dog, incidentally, belonged to the 
photographer.

Loaned by Mrs. Ruth Lemue

obituary in the “San Andreas Register: ”

“Dr. J. L. Fort - Died at El Dorado, Calaveras County, May 25, 
1866, age 47 years. He was a native of North Carolina. He 
emigrated to Tennessee to practice his profession. He served in 
the Mexican War. He had kind mild blue eyes and a generous 
heart.”

Early in 1865, Cap Ferguson came in with me as a partner in a 
new location on the south rim of the gravel channel. In the winter 
of ‘64-‘65, we lived in my cabin on the Mexican Trail. In ‘65, we 
built a cabin on our new location. We lined and papered it and put 
in a board floor. Then we gave the boys a dance. We broke in two 
or three of the boys to dance here, and they called it the “Dance 
Hall’’. I had just bought a $9 violin bow that night, I laid it down on 
the bed, and later, one of the boys, not knowing it was there, 
threw himself on the bed and broke the bow into three pieces. I 
glued it together again and it was just as good as ever. It was the 
same bow I sent to old man Cottle, about 1875.

Cap Ferguson liked pie. So one day he thought he’d make one. 
He got it together, baked it, and brought it on to the table. Then he 
took a piece on his plate, tried it, looked around and said, “I’ve et 
many a pie, but that’s the damndest pie that ever I et! ’’

While Cap and I were partners, we got 500 pounds of apples one 
winter of Doll Young when they lived down here. Old Cap thought

Len Wilcox was very extravagant. Len would have a duff most 
every week or two. Cap had stomach trouble. He was always tak
ing Seidlitz powders.

All of the old pioneers around here had a cat before they had a 
dog. When Bill Irvine came over here from Mokelumne Hill, he 
brought a cat with him. He told me he sold $60 worth of kittens 
from this cat.

I think it was in 1861 that my brother Charles got Yancy as a 
puppy. He was one of a litter of eight, whose mother belonged to 
Mrs. Judge Badgley of Mokelumne Hill. All of this litter were 
given or sold to the miners around here. They were bird dogs and 
all made good dogs.

Charles had to whip Yancy for running chickens. He used to set 
tadpoles and run his nose clean down into the mud. When Charles 
went over to Nevada in ‘63 he left Yancy with me. Yancy was well 
trained. He wouldn’t mash a quail and you could leave your game 
sack with him. One day I had been hunting and came to San An
dreas. I had some quail and I lay down my game sack in the store. 
Pretty soon some Chinamen came around. They thought they’d 
take a look at the quail. One of them started to pick up the game 
sack when Yancy jumped for him and the Chinamen scattered, 
chattering. “Too mucha good tog - too mucha good tog him keep 
saba.”

People around town used to like to take Yancy out hunting. One 
man took him out one day, fired three or four times, and Yancy 
couldn’t find anything. Finally Yancy just sat down in front of him 
and commenced barking. So he threw his gun over his shoulder 
and came home. He said, “Yancy was just making fun of me. I 
couldn’t stand that.”

When we still had Yancy, Cap and I got a young dog, to have 
around when hunters were borrowing Yancy. This new dog was 
always packing off our clothes, boots and sox out onto the hillside. 
We couldn’t break him of it and so we ran him off. The last I saw of 
him, he was out around the Constant Bund place.

Stephen Miles was a nice old negro who lived down on the river. 
He used to be up here around Binums’ a good deal. He never forgot 
his politeness from slavery days.

If he was asked to have a drink with the boys, he would bow, 
remove his hat, place it under his arm, step back and say, “After 
you gentlemen”. After the boys had drunk, he would step up and 
have his drink. It used to make the Republicans mad.

Stephen Miles was a Virginian. He was around here in 1865. I 
used to meet him down at Ed Livernash’s place in Lower 
Calaveritas (Formerly Maurice Murphy’s store). I always 
treated him when I met him.

Cap Ferguson had been out quail hunting one day and down at 
Ed Livernash’s he stepped in for a drink. Stephen Miles was there. 
Cap asked him to have a drink. Miles, as usual, bowed, took off his 
hat. put it under his arm, and stood back. Old Cap, a Virginian, 
turned around and commenced laughing.

Miles was a good singer, and one of his songs was, “Sallie Am
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De Gal For Me.” Old Margaret Binum could sing, too. But you 
could hardly ever get her to. One time when she was at Upper 
Calaveritas, cooking a ball supper for Mrs. John Eaves, a fellow 
from our camp was up there. He and Margaret were out in the kit
chen. He got Margaret to sing. Then he sang while she danced. 
Mrs. Eaves was taking it all in, from the next room.

We had ourlast bigquail huntin 1865. Wehadourquail supperat 
Fourth Crossing at Reddicks. Rod Terwilliger puts himself ahead 
in this contest. But I don’t agree with him. (I did not get the par
ticulars of this last organized quail hunt from Father. EEJ)

Cap and I Make a Rich Strike
Cap Ferguson and I struck a rich crevice on our new location on 

the south rim of the gravel channel in 1865.1 got $100 in one pan. A 
few days before, Platt Vail, who was a hired hand, panned out $75 
on the same crevice. That crevice was about a hundred feet long, 
and we hardly ever got less than half an ounce to the pan. From 
the time we started to work there in 1865 until Cap sold out in 1867, 
we had washed and panned out over $15,000. We don’t know how 
much was stolen.

We had robbers to contend with. We hired old Jim Dean to watch 
the mine one night. I wanted to do the watching that night but Cap 
said, ‘‘Old Dean needs a few dollars. Let him watch.” So I loaded 
the gun with buckshot for T)ean, and he went on guard. When the 
moon got about an hour high, two Mexicans came and were mak
ing a circle around the sluice boxes when Dean blazed away. I 
heard the shot and jumped out of bed. About the time I-got my 
clothes on, old Dean came rushin in a ‘puffing and a ‘blowing. I 
said, ‘‘Did you get’um, Dean?” He answered, ‘‘By G-d I don’t 
know. When I fired, they jumped about four feet high, and run like 
h-1!”

I think Dean was scared worse than they were. He was afraid 
they were trying to flank him. He said that he fired at them at 
about fifty yards. But I don’t think he fired at them at all.

If I had watched that night as I wanted to, I’d have gotten them 
all right. We were washing off the surface on this front part of the 
east rim of the gravel channel at the time we hired Dean to watch 
the flume. A man that knew who was robbing me told me that the 
only way we could catch the men that were robbing us was for us 
to go away from home, and get some one else to watch the mine. 
They were watching us all the time.

Old Jim Bean lived with the Binum family before he moved up 
on the Ravesa Hill. He used to teach the Binum children, I think.

A big Chinaman bought the tailings in this Dick Bartlett Gulch 
of old Jim Bean. This Chinaman ran off three men, Bogus Smith, 
Ed Livernash, and another man. After he worked up all the 
tailings, he started in to work the surface. I told him to stop it. He 
kept on working. I turned the water off on him. He ran up and 
started to turn it back. I raised my shovel to strike him. He got 
ready with his shovel.

When he saw some one else watching from a distance, he said, 

‘‘I sobby, go! Yo too mucha good man.” I knew he would come 
back. So I went home and got my gun, returned and sat down at 
the head of his sluice boxes, with the gun cocked. I ordered his 
company to clean up their boxes and go. And they did.

Before this gulch was mined, several $20 nuggets were picked 
up, just lying on the ledge riffles, by the old timers. This old cart 
road up the east side of Dick Bartlett Gulch was made to cart dirt 
down to Willow Creek to wash it. before Dick Bartlett cut a ditch 
up here in 1852.

One time in 1865, when Edmington Binum was going to San An
dreas on horseback, he saw something crawling in the brush on 
the high hill side, as he was going past what was afterwards 
George Eder’s place.

He rode over to where he could see that it was a man. he thought 
a Mexican. He had a six-shooter and a knife or saber on him. 
Binum. who stuttered, said. “What-What-What you doin’ here?” 
The fellow retorted. ‘‘None of your damn business. Get out of 
here! ” Binum said that he thought he’d better had, for the fellow 
was a hard-looking character.

I was in San Andreas that night. When I started for home. I had 
two men with me. Gid Adams and Platt Vail. When we were in 
sight of the place where Binum saw this armed man in hiding. 
Platt Vail persuaded us to return to San Andreas and get our 
supper there.

We went back to town and ate and we didn’t return until late. We 
didn’t see anything and we didn’t know about this fellow until 
afterwards. I didn’t have much money with me at the time, but the

THE SOUTH RIM
Cap Ferguson and Wade Johnston struck the rich 
crevice in 1865, as described in the narrative, in this 
part of the hydraulic pit. The rims were more produc
tive than the center of the channel at Poverty Hill, 
because a deeper, volcanic “gutter” channel had cut 
out the central part of the original deposit.
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claim had a big name. Cap Ferguson had it published about me 
getting $100 to the pan. Everyone thought we were packing 
money. And most of the time I did have gold dust with me. So we 
all concluded that this fellow was intending to waylay me.

In the summer of 1866, Cap Ferguson hired Billie Fowler to 
work in his place, while he went to the Sheep Ranch to prospect 
quartz. We were looking in a tunnel at the time. One evening 
Billie Fowler and I went to a birthday party out at Fourth Cros
sing. We left half a carload of rich gravel in the car in the tunnel, 
and nobody at home. It was after midnight when we returned.

When we got home, we could see the car, from our cabin, stan
ding on the turntable. So we found that somebody had run the car 
out there, intending to steal the rich gravel that we had left in it. 
We don’t know what they got. We supposed that they were 
frightened away by dogs barking as we passed Rathgebs. Our 
cabin was right at our dump or I guess we wouldn’t have had 
anything left.

Before we hired Bill Fowler, we were hiring Milt Stevens and 
Platt Vail. Bill Fowler worked there two or three months. Not long 
after that I bought Cap’s share of the mine for $100. Then he 
bought my share of the cabin and moved it to the Sheep Ranch. So 
I moved back to my cabin on the Mexican Trail.

Early Days at Sheep Ranch
Cap Ferguson and Tom Smith were prospecting together at the 

Sheep Ranch and Tom Smith discovered the first croppings of the 
vein before Cap moved up there.

When Cap Ferguson first became interested in the Sheep Ranch 
mine, Billie Smith was a partner and I understood that he put my 
name on a location there. Billie Smith and Cap had a falling out. 
One man was killed there (Dari Young) over mining troubles, 
also.*

After I was married, Cap Ferguson wanted me to come up there 
and work in the mine for them. I didn’t go and I never owned an 
interest in the Sheep Ranch mine.

Cap worked there about eight or nine years before selling out. 
Judge Gottschalk told me Cap was assessed for $11,000 cash on 
hand, when he sold out. At the time of the sale their estimate of the 
rock on the dump was $60,000. But when it was crushed, the yield 
was $100,000. The mine was sold in ‘74 or ‘75 to George Hearst, J. 
B. Haggin and Bill Clary, who became superintendent. Judge 
Gottschalk told me it was sold for $110,000. The deal was made in 
his office.

*The early history of the Sheep Ranch mine has been 
recounted in more detail in “Las Calaveras’’, October, 1958. 
Bean and McNair owned the locations that became the 
Chavanne mine, and Ferguson and Smith that portion of the 
vein that became the main Sheep Ranch mine. Later, Hearst 
consolidated the two mines. In the January, 1959. issue of 
“Las Calaveras”, Mrs. Rhoda Dunlap told of her memories 
of early days at Sheep Ranch, and of the various people in
volved in the development of the mine.

At the time of the sale, there were three partners in it. Bill 
Wallace, who bought out the Smiths. Cap Ferguson, and John 
Early, his nephew. Bill Wallace got one third of the sale price. It is 
said that John Early had one full share and was given half of Cap’s 
share before Cap Ferguson married the widow Oliphant.

Cap Ferguson was stopping at the Metropolitan Hotel in San An
dreas in 1875 when he married the widow Oliphant. They raised 
two daughters in Stockton, where he died of cancer of the stomach 
(1878). John Early married Mary Steel and spent the rest of his 
life in San Andreas where he raised two daughters. Bill Wallace 
died unmarried (1910) near Copperopolis where he lived the latter 
part of his life. He had lived for many years at the Metropolitan 
Hotel in San Andreas. He died well-to-do, but John Early and Cap 
Ferguson died in moderate circumstances.

Bill Clary, who was superintendent of the Sheep Ranch mine for 
so many years, raised a family at the Sheep Ranch. They all

WILLIAM A. WALLACE
In 1872, William Wallace bought out Tom Smith’s 
interest in the Sheep Ranch mine, and thus became 
Cap Ferguson’s partner. The next year, they took in 
Cap Ferguson’s nephew, John Early, to the partner
ship, and two years later, they sold out to George 
Hearst and associates for some $110,000. Subsequen
tly, Wallace became the ranching partner of Irvin 
Burnham, near Copperopolis.

Loaned by Mrs. Frank S. Tower
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moved to Stockton later. His obituary in the “Calaveras 
Prospect”, in 1904. described him as follows:

“W. H. Clary was born in Bowling Green, Kentucky. He was a 
typical Southerner. He was a large man, of strong prejudices. He 
was open-hearted and generous”.

He died in November, 1904, in Stockton, at the age of 82, where 
he left a widow and six children. Included were four sons, Harry, 
Dervitt, George, and Merrill, and two daughters, Mrs. S. Barbette 
of Charleston, and Miss Ethel of Stockton.

1886 - A Year of Tragedy
I spent the Fourth of July. 1866, at Copperopolis, where I heard 

about Frank Piper’s death.
Frank, who was associated with me in Placer County in ‘54-‘55, 

had just gotten a good job in the copper mines, when he died. He 
was working at the Live Oak mine, about a quarter of a mile north 
of Telegraph City. He was going home to dinner with the other 
hands, when a rattlesnake crossed the road before him. It went 
into a stone fence leaving a small portion of its tail hanging out.

Frank was going to show the boys how he could jerk its head off. 
That was one of his tricks. As he reached down to take hold of its 
tail, it struck him in the muscles of the back of the hand.

He turned and ran for Telegraph City. When he got there, he 
happened to meet Doctor Langdon of Stockton. The doctor made 
him drink two pints of whiskey right away. It had no effect and the 
doctor said he could do nothing more for him. He had run until his 
blood got warmed up and the poison had spread all through his 
system and he died in a few hours. He was buried there. He had no 
relatives here that I know of. He was from Baltimore, Maryland.

The Mexicans were run outof Amador County in 1866. For quite 
a while there was a regular stream of Mexicans passing my cabin 
along the Mexican trail, part of the route between Amador and 
Chinese Camp.*

One night. I was alone in the camp and had just gone to bed when 
I heard somebody walking on the trail about fifty feet from my 
window. When he got opposite the window, he stopped. He must 
have stood there fifteen or twenty minutes.

This caused me to suspect something was wrong. I got up and 
reached for my rifle. Meanwhile, the intruder walked on down the 
hill and was gone about twenty minutes when he came back and 
stopped at about the same place. He went off again and came back 
the third time.

It was Saturday night. And about this time some of the boys that 
lived about Yaqui Camp came home. Then the mysterious visitor 
went off and didn’t come back.

After Cap Ferguson went to the Sheep Ranch, Guss Cottle 
♦This old trail is hardly traveled at all now (1925). When I 

was a little girl in the ‘70’s. I have seen strings of Indians 
traveling this trail to their Pow-wows at Murphys or Mok 
Hill. In the ‘70’s also, it was a common daily occurrence to see 
five or six Chinamen traveling this trail one behind the other, 
going to and from town for supplies. EEJ.

CHARLES C. JOHNSTON
Brother Charles, as Wade generally referred to him, 
was the first Johnston to come “to see the elephant.” 
In 1863, Charles left Calaveras County for Nevada 
and then settled in Idaho where he married and 
raised his family. He left his dog, Yancy, with his 
brother in California.

Loaned by Mrs. Ruth Lemue

bought Cap’s share and worked with me.* We worked together in 
‘66 and ‘67. We washed off some of the surface just above my cabin 
on the Mexican Trail. Guss and I were partners about one year.

Guss later worked for Henry Schroebel in ‘70 and ‘71. The elder 
Cottles lost two children while they lived here at the Crossing. A 
little girl, Cornelia, about 3, and Horace, who was accidentally 
shot by his father when he was about 14. They are buried at the 
Crossing on top of the hill this side of the old Reddick place, where 
there are about 42 graves.

Old Man Cottle thought a lot of Horace, and was nearly crazy 
over the accident which happened about September, 1866.

Here, in the original manuscript, Effie includes her uncle’s 
(Franck Cottle) description, in 1929, of the accident that cost his 
brother’s life so long ago. We have included the pertinent portions 
of Franck Cottle’s description below.

*Guss Cottle was his last mining partner. I think after this 
the mine was known as the Johnston Gravel mine until the 
Harpers came in. in 1898. EEJ
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MARTHA COTTLE JOHNSTON
From a portrait taken about 1873, when the Johnstons 
lived on Paradise Gulch. At that home, their three 
children, Effie, Martha, and Charles, were born. 

Courtesy of Mrs. Ruth Lemue

I think Horace was about 14 when Father accidentally shot him. 
We had just moved into our new house. Martha was home and 
Mary Bryan was there. Florence was at San Jose with Ma. Old 
Man Wheeler was there, shaving, near the door, and the bullet 
went through the door close to his head.

Horace, Abe, and I were watching Pa who was changing a bullet 
in his Colt six-shooter. We were told to get away. ’We did, but 
Horace stepped back and looked over his father’s shoulder, just as 
the revolver accidentally discharged. The bullet went over Pa’s 
shoulder, hitting Horace. He said “Oh! ”, took three steps back, 
and fell in the door.

Pa ran and lifted him up, but he died in a few minutes in his 
arms. Then they went to Reddick’s for help. Ma and Florence be
ing at San Jose, could not get here in time for the funeral.

Effie then described how her mother, Martha Cottle, at sixteen, 
was a very popular young lady, at the new Cottle residence at 
Fourth Crossing, and how Wade Johnston became a suitor. Wade 

and young Martha were married in June, 1867. Wade continues 
with his reminiscences.

After I was married, I lived at the Ike Bradley house on 
Paradise Gulch where all of you were born. When Ike Bradley and 
his Chilano wife lived there, it was a two-room house without a 
ceiling. I built on a 12-foot by 12-foot kitchen, put a wood ceiling in 
all three rooms and a porch on the east side of the house. I en
closed the house and yard with a low picket fence. I later built on 
an 8-foot by 12-foot storeroom and pantry north of the kitchen. 

When we were married. Old Man Cottle gave your mother a 
milk cow and some pigs. I butchered only one or two of the hogs. 
When the sows had some pigs, they used to go off up to Harris’. 
The pigs would come home all chewed up by dogs. I had to shoot a 
lot of the little pigs that were hurt. This country was all open then.

At this point in the manuscript, Effie goes into some detail on 
her parent’s early married life and her childhood at their 
Paradise Gulch home. A few excerpts of Effie’s remarks are in
cluded below.

In my time, there were about a dozen beautiful tall water oaks 
along the gulch in front of the house. My father told me this grove 
was twice as large at one time. Half had been mined out before he 
came into possession of it.

When I was a child, we had two fish ponds in front of the house: 
and a spring that father was very proud of. He thought that it was 
a natural spring.

Every now and then Father would catch a fish of considerable 
size from ten to fifteen inches long, at the reservoir or at the mine. 
He would bring it home and put it in the pond. We didn’t eat the 
fish, we kept them just to look at. They were mostly suckers, 
perhaps half a dozen trout, some small white fish and one catfish.

Father owned the lower Yaqui ditch from ‘66 until his property 
went into Mr. Fricot’s hands. He kept the water in it as long as 
there was enough to run through the ditch, and the reservoir 
above the house was filled and the leakage kept up the springs 
below. But we didn’t realize that this lower ditch was the source of 
all of this spring water until after (L.B.) Joses jumped the ditch 
and the spring finally went dry.

It is a deserted wilderness now. The jaybirds have replaced the 
songbirds since the place was deserted in 1912. In September, 
1912, we moved from Paradise Gulch to the Abdullah mine on 
Dick Bartlett Gulch where Father died on December 30, 1927.

One of the incidents I remember was when Father picked me up 
and put me astride old Yancy’s back. I held onto his long hair. 
Yancy walked out the kitchen door and the length of the porch 
(about 28 feet). In the meantime, Father followed to the kitchen 
door, and Mother, who was busy sewing in the middle room, also 
stepped to that door to see Yancy give me a ride.

All went well until he reached the end of the porch and turned 
around, when I lost my balance and gave a scream as I went over. 
Father flew across the porch and grabbed me before I could fall 
off the porch. As he picked me up, he said, “She isnl hurt, she’s 
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just scared.”
When Yancy came home poisoned (about 1870 or ‘71), he had 

been to water. It was too late to save him. Father must have taken 
me along when he buried him, for I never forgot old Yancy’s grave 
by the Mexican Trail. Father used to speak of it whenever we 
passed by it.

Wade Johnston then discusses in detail the events concerned 
with the “proving” up of the McElhaney ranch for an agricultural 
patent. Some of this was mentioned in our July, 1971 issue.

Old Jack McDonald had, at this time, just a little less than three 
ounces of gold dust. He wanted to keep it until he got the full three 
ounces. So he buried it under the hearth in front of the fireplace. 

A few days later. Bogus Smith came up there and they got on a 
big spree. And in the meantime. Jack dug up his gold and buried it 
in another place, and forgot about doing it. After old Bogus had 
gone. Jack missed his gold dust. When I was going up to the reser
voir. I noticed old Jack walking back and forth in front of his 
cabin, scratching his head and wringing his hands.

He kept this up for three or four days. He told me, “Johnston, if 
I’d come in and caught him taking that dust. I’d left his brains on 
the hearth.”

A few days later, when I was passing, old Jack was as quiet as a 
mouse. He had remembered where he had reburied the gold, and 
he had found it all right.

About the time that old Jack died, Frank McElhaney was get
ting a patent to the old Bannon Ranch. He was afraid someone else 
would come in there and interfere with his patent application, on 
the grounds that it was mineral land. So I bought in old Jack’s 
mine for $20.1 bought it in to save the ranch. It is the same 20 acres 
that Paul Ratto jumped a few years ago. J. K. Raynor came in 
afterwards and caused me a lot of trouble over it. (He would not 
reimburse him for doing this-Ed.). Henry Joses would have given 
him $100 for it. and he should have done so, as it turned out.

When Frank McElhaney* was applying for agricultural patent 

*Old Grandpa McElhaney was around here and ac
quainted with Father long before Frank’s family came up 
here from Stockton. He was a nice old man. He said to 
Father. “I don’t think Frank can do much on a ranch, but his 
wife might make something raising poultry.” They came up 
here for Frank’s health. Mrs. McElhaney made money 
weaving in Stockton. The old man and Mrs. McElhaney 
didn’t get along. So after old Jack McDonald died, Frank 
moved his father over to Jack’s cabin. He got sick and they 
took him to the county hospital, where he died, aged 62. but 
very feeble and gray (About 1880 or ‘81). When he left the 
cabin for the hospital, he made Father a present of his $5 
cane. A nice black one with a white ivory handle. It was lost in 
the fire.

F.O. McElhaney, his wife, and three children moved up 
here in the spring of ‘79. They sold out to the Raynors in ‘83. 
Then they lived on a new location north of Cloyd’s ranch until 
they moved to San Andreas. Maud was born in the new home 
about ‘84 or ‘85. They were from Ohio and lived in Stockton six 
years before coming up here.

to the ranch, he asked me to be a witness for him. I told him I 
couldn’t be a witness to that ground as agricultural land, as I knew 
miners had made three dollars a day right in front of his door, and 
that it was mineral ground. Old Buck Lewis was in the next room 
and heard the conversation. He came to me and said, “That’s 
right, Wade. Don’t you swear to a lie for any of them”.

The McElhaneys didn’t like this, of course. So they got Cloyd for 
a witness. Cloyd brought up the idea that “what wouldn’t pay 
three dollars a day to mine could not be considered mineral land. ” 
I asked him how that would work with the ranchers. He laughed 
and said, “If I made fifty cents a day on my ranch, I’d do well”. I 
replied, “well, if a rancher is allowed to work for 50 cents a day, 
shouldn’t a miner be allowed to work for the same amount too?” 
Cloyd responded, “Yes.”

J. K. Raynor and wife bought the ranch in 1883 for $900. The 
Raynors came here from around El Dorado. He ran a gravel mine 
up there somewhere. They knew everyone at El Dorado and had 
lots of company. They had no children. Raynor was from New 
York. It was said that he had a wife and two children back there, 
and that he was a Civil War bounty jumper.

Old Bogus Smith got on a big spree in town one time, and they 
put him in jail. People passing the jail could hear him going on in 
there, “In the name of Patrick Henry, give me liberty or give me 
death! ”

PARADISE GULCH
It was at this site that the Wade Johnstons set up 
housekeeping after their marriage in 1867. The foun
dations of the house may be seen in the central part of 
the picture. One of the fish ponds is clearly visible in 
the right foreground, as are two of the stumps of the 
large grove of water oaks that once grew in front of 
the house. The Mexican Trail crossed the Gulch just 
below this view (at the left.)
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Mineral King area conflict, produced by the University of 
Southern California, will be shown.

DECEMBER 21 - Grange Hall, San Andreas. Our annual 
Christmas party. We hope you will come.

MEETINGS FOR 1973 - Early in the year we are planning a 
program on the history of the telephone in Calaveras County, 
presented by Howard Tower. We also have a very interesting 
presentation on the history of land acquisitions and titles in the 
County, by Peter and Gary Snyder, for one of our forthcoming 
meetings.

Edward C. Leonard
1886 - 1972

The death of Ed Leonard has occasioned a loss to our Society 
much greater than many of our members probably realize. Here 
was a native Calaveran, well educated, possessed of an excellent 
memory, of an insatiable curiosity about County history, and of a 
warm and interesting personality.

Those of us active in the Society’s affairs in recent years well 
know the part that Ed. with his able and enthusiastic wife. Otta. 
played in making our organization an interesting and lively one. 
The Leonards have participated in a large number of monthly 
meeting programs, as we will long remember. Ed authored 
several contributions to “Las Calaveras.” particularly his fine 
trilogy on the history of Angels Camp mines.

Personally, we will remember Ed as a fascinating foun
tainhead of information on local county history. So many times 
we have heard people say. “Ask Ed Leonard, he’ll know.” And so 
many times when we have asked him. he did. His intense interest, 
patience, and gracious help to a County newcomer, will always be 
remembered, even to our last visit with him at his home just 
before the July “Las Calaveras” went to press.

Ed always wanted to get to the truth of things, and was 
painstaking in his research. He was surprisingly accurate in the 
great mass of detailed information that he could call up at a 
moment’s notice.

Bom in San Andreas in 1886, Edward Leonard was schooled in 
the County through the ninth grade. He graduated from Heald’s 
School in Stockton, as the County did not yet offer a high school 
course. He received his teaching credentials in 1907 and taught at 
various schools in Amador and Calaveras counties, culminating 
with the 26 years of his principalship at the Angels Grammar 
School.

During World War I. Ed served in the U. S. Navy, and after his 
release, was employed for a short time by the County on a special 
advisory board for the Assessor’s Office during the Ruggles 
Timber case.

Ed was always a very active person in County and 
organizational activities. He was a keen observer of all that went 
on about him. and over his long lifetime acquired a tremendously 
detailed knowledge of all aspects of County history and activities. 
We will miss him very much over the coming years.
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THE CHINESE
IN

CALAVERAS COUNTY
The Chinese came to Calaveras County in search of gold; they 

erected buildings. . . . conducted businesses . . . .but as unob
trusively as they came they left... leaving few traces of their con
tribution to the history of our county.

But they were here in vast numbers; in fact, almost every 
Mother Lode town had a Chinese settlement. From Big Bar on the 
Mokelumne River to Murphys, from West Point to Copperopolis 
there were Chinese.

BIG BAR
The placer deposits along Big Bar were extremely rich. Its 

wealth became known and lured many men, including a number 
of Chinese. The Chinese miners were active in this area during the 
1870’s and 1880’s. The last Chinese miner to reside there was Tid- 
dle Lee. He grew old there and was held in esteem by all who knew 
him. He was the last of an era at Big Bar.*

MOKELUMNE HILL
Chinatown in Mokelumne Hill was located on East Center 

Street. It extended north down China Gulch and south along 
Avenue K to Lafayette Street and was considered one of the 
largest Chinatowns in the mining region. According to old 
residents the large Joss House burned in a fire in 1898. The 
buildings in Chinatown consisted of wooden structures with the 
exception of several adobe buildings on Avenue K. The last 
Chinese resident in Chinatown was reputed to be one “AhSam”. 
Chinatown had other disasters besides the fire in 1898. In 1861-62 
heavy rains pounded California. Water flooded the streets of 
Mokelumne Hill and washed away some of the smaller buildings

*Big Bar History, a paper, compiled by Emmett P. Joy, 1963.

located in the gulches and lower Chinatown.
Fires also plagued the town, and on September 4, 1874 a fire 

started in Chinatown and spread up the east side of Main Street 
leaving the eastern and southern part of the town in ashes.*

There were happy times, however. In fact, the first marriage 
celebrated in California between celestials occurred in 1853 when 
Keong Ashing of Hong Kong was wed to Miss Ahew of Tit Sing Em
pire of China. The ceremony was performed by Hon. Henry Eno at 
Mokelumne Hill.*

Last summer the citizens of Mokelumne Hill voted to change 
the names of the town’s streets to those of historic significance. 
They selected “China Gulch” to replace old Avenue K.

*‘ ‘The Annals of Mokelumne Hill’ ’ by Emmett P. Joy, Pub. 
1968.

♦Calaveras Chronicle, August 29, 1853.

Gravestone that once marked the burial place of a 
Mokelumne Hill Celestial.

Photo courtesy Presley Peek
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SAN ANDREAS
St. Charles Street where Court Street intersects was the site of 

Chinatown in the 1870’s. Their Joss House was located where 
Calaveras High School now stands. The cemetery was on the hill 
behind the Joss House and there was also a graveyard on the west 
side of the present road to Calaveras Cement Plant. The official 
map of San Andreas in 1882 shows about fourteen lots of Chinese 
ownership.

Ed Note: Larry Getchell was born in Sheep Ranch, but was 
brought up in San Andreas. He is the son of the late Ulysses Grant 
Getchell, the nephew of the well-known editor Clarence Getchell, 
and the grandson of George Washington Getchell, a pioneer in 
Calaveras County. Larry’s exceptional memory of things his 
father and others told him, and his own memories of growing up in

Calaveras County, coupled with his verve and easy style in the 
telling of life here in the days gone by, make him one of our 
favorite sources of local history. His sympathetic account of the 
Orientals in San Andreas, and of his friend, Chinese Louie, we 
think well worth recording here.

As late as the 1860’s and ’70’s the Chinese in San Andreas 
represented nearly half its population, they alone totalling nearly 
1500 persons.

Gold mining provided them with their principal livelihood, but 
not all Chinese were miners. During the ‘70’s quartz or hard rock 
mining had mostly replaced the gold pan and individual mining 
claim, that is for all except the Chinese. They found it profitable to 
rework the gravel beds of the streams long since abandoned by 
miners of the ’50’s and ’60’s.

The Joss House in San Andreas, once the temple of worship 
for the Chinese in this area, was built in 1857. It stood on the 
site of Calaveras High School. It contained many small 
rooms, corridors, an altar and a prayer mat, and the walls

were covered with bright red and gold thin paper. The priest 
in his elder years is shown about 1903 posing with the George 
Treat children and friends. He lived in an apartment ad
joining the Joss House. Photo courtesy Eva Soracco
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THE “CHINEE” PRIEST
The last Chinese priest in San Andreas gave this photo of 
himself as a young man to his friend, Mrs. Theresa Rivara. 

Photo courtesy Eva Soracco

Through long hours of back-breaking work they were able to 
mine sufficient gold to maintain themselves and their contem
poraries residing in San Andreas. The latter settled along China 
Street (now St. Charles St.) starting almost at the intersection of 
Main Street, on down the hill and for a considerable distance 
along the lower flat.

These first generation Chinese patterned their everyday life, 
their housing and customs as nearly like that of their original 
homeland as possible.

China Street in San Andreas was the “Poor man’s version of 
today’s Grant Avenue, Chinatown, San Francisco.” The buildings 
stood side-by-side with usually one entrance and without any 
space between. Scrolls and cupolas gaily colored red and 
trimmed in gold, gave the scene an appearance typical of old 
China.

As one journeyed along the solid front of this Chinese artificial 
splendor, the sweet odor of incense would drift from within, 
triggering one’s imagination of dark secrets enclosed behind 
Oriental decorated doors. Tales of opium dens and subterranean 
passages where dark deeds were planned were commonly dis
cussed and believed.

The Chinese community with stores along China Street, was a 
self-contained group of people. Their principal customers, the 
Chinese miners from the outskirts, did their shopping mostly on 
Sundays. This was not for religious principles as they were non
Christians, often referred to as the “Heathen Chinese”. Their 
needs were simple but when financially feasible did indulge in 
luxuries of Chinese origin such as Chinese roast duck always on 
display in the shop windows.

The traditional Chinese laundry catered to Causasian needs 
and a Chinese dinner could be enjoyed in a number of Chinese 
restaurants.

According to my father, my principal source of information, 
Sunday was a very busy day for the Chinese community. During 
the morning hours a steady stream of Chinese would file over the 
Catholic Church hill, a short pole and sack carried on their 
shoulder. Their gold was exchanged in town for the necessities of 
life, with much haggling and bargaining, according to Chinese 
custom. Some found time to visit the splended Chinese Church 
located on the site of the present high school. As a boy I found it 
great fun to explore the old abandoned church. It still had many

CELESTIAL MINER
Ah-Se-One, as he searched for gold in Calaveras County. He 
lived in a cabin near North Branch, and was one of the last 
Chinese miners in the county.

Photo courtesy Eva Soracco
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treasures to offer, such as Chinese money with the square hole in 
the center, containers of incense, and glint and glitter 
everywhere. The murky odor of the incense added to the ex
citement of exploring the old ruins and I am ashamed to admit, we 
kids hastened the final collapse of the old majestic edifice. A few 
years back, while browsing through the Murphys Museum, Dr. 
Wood showed me a picture of the Church in its original splendor 
and a handsome building it was.

Following Sunday morning shopping and with the afternoon 
slipping away our visiting Chinese began the slow walk up and 
over the Church hill, their sacks now much fuller than earlier in 
the day, their destination back to the less pretentious shacks ser
ving as their home at the river’s edge. The steady file of Chinese 
approaching town in the morning now was a steady line in 
reverse, pleasure and business being completed.

One is hard put to find a Chinese in Calaveras County today. As 
the placer mining gradually ran its course for the Chinese, they 
one-by-one moved either to metropolitan centers or for the for-

A Calaveras Chinaman

tunate few, back to China with the means to live out their life in 
leisure.

CHINESE LOUIE
As the 19th century drew to a close, the Chinese in San Andreas 

had, for the most part, drifted away, except for a few families... 
mostly elderly folk who for one reason or another stayed behind 
One exception was Louie, whose last name, if he had one, was 
either Ching, Chang or Chung. Louie was a comparatively young 
Chinaman who cast his lot with Calaveras County for better or 
worse.

I first remember Louie around 1912 when he was cooking at the 
old Metropolitan Hotel in San Andreas, owned at the time by the 
Goodell family. It was a practice of the hotel to hire a dishwasher 
from time to time to help Louie and during one summer vacation I 
held the job. The result was I got to know him quite well.

He was fond of young people and I always felt I was one of his 
favorites. He particularly liked the Goodell children, especially 
the oldest daughter, Genevieve, who happened to be about my 
age. We were both very blond and folks took delight in teasing us 
about one another. At our age the opposite sex was to be tolerated 
only when absolutely necessary. Louie didn’t help our relation
ship any, although I am sure his intentions were of the best. He 
had a Chinese accent second to none I ever heard. During a slack 
in our duties he would turn to me and ask, “You lovey Gen O E?” 
My reaction to this was mostly embarrassment, but between 
blushes I could usually offer a denial of sorts.

Louie had a little trouble with names and never attempted my 
first or full name - he addressed me as “Gitsu’ ’ for Getchell and in 
later years added a Mr., so it was “Mr. Gitsu, you see Gen O E 
lately?”

Louie was a Cantonese and he maintained some contact with his 
old home in China. He subscribed to a Chinese newspaper, which 
was probably published in San Francisco. From time to time he 
would receive packages from China. The most intriguing of these 
to me was a box of medication, the likes of which was unusual to 
say the least.

Louie apparently suffered from stomach disorder and the 
medicine was taken as a sort of tea steeped on the stove. The out
side of the box was illustrated to show the contents and I positively 
assure you, the illustrations were of bugs, beetles and other sun
dry species of the insect family. This was too much so on the sly I 
succeeded in glimpsing the actual contents inside. Bugs alright, 
carefully dried and in skelton form. A lose comparison would be 
they resembled a carton of mixed nuts.

During rush hours my dishwashing job would get a little hectic. 
The dishes were anything but Haviland china, being especially 
heavy duty and weighing several pounds each, it seemed to me. I 
had to keep Louie supplied with clean dishes as our stock was not 
too large. When things got a little too rough, Louie would jump in
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A portion of the map of San Andreas, showing the location of 
Chinatown on St. Charles and Court Streets, as it was in 1882. 
From a fire insurance map.

Courtesy of Peter L. Snyder
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and help with the washing - he could make those dishes fly. Maybe 
he was trying to tell me something.

While I was attending grammar school, Louie had a nephew 
arrive from China and he attended school for a time. Chang, we 
called him and he had quite a difficult time because of the 
language barrier. Some of the older boys in school would tease 
Chang, but he always took it good naturedly. He was happy-go- 
lucky and would laugh at most anything.

One day when we were playing baseball he volunteered to 
catch. Disdaining to wear a mask for protection he took his place 
behind the batter, and, of course, got hit smack in the kisser with a 
foul ball. Would you believe it, he laughed louder than usual and 
returned immediately to catching again. For reasons I never 
knew, Chang had to return to China after a short stay. We missed 
him.

After cooking at the Metropolitan for several years, Louie 
looked for greener pastures, deciding to try his hand at running a 
restaurant. Business prospects looked better in Angels Camp 
where he moved, forming a partnership with another Chinese 
friend, who it seems to me we also called Louie.

They opened a place of business just behind Main Street on the 
West side. The entrance was by the bridge ramp over the Angels 
Creek. He was missed by the small fry of San Andreas, but it 
wasn’t too long before many of us renewed our acquaintance by 
visiting him in Angels. The price of an egg sandwich or a piece of 
apple pie was just right for us and it seemed quite an adventure to 
walk through the alley and over the bridge, as the water rushed by 
below, and through the screen door to Louie’s place. We could har

dly wait to yell, “Hello Louie” and he would respond in kind and 
generally ask, “You from Sana Dra?” To me he would add, 
“Hello, Mr. Gitsu, you see Gen 0 E lately?”

Louie’s lot as a restaurant owner was never an easy one. With 
just his partner and himself and the restaurant open twenty-four 
hours a day, seven days a week, there wasn’t much spare time ex
cept for poker playing during their twelve hours off.

Both partners were badly bitten by the poker bug and 
immediately upon finishing a twelve-hour shift would head 
straight for a poker parlor. Just how they fared in their games I 
cannot say, but apparently they held their own as they continued 
to play down through the years. It was about their only pleasure if 
perhaps their main vice.

As time passed and I left the county, meetings with my friend 
were infrequent; but, whenever I visited San Andreas, coming 
home was hardly complete without dropping in to see Louie at his 
restaurant.

Although several years have passed since the visits to 
Louie’s restaurant, Mr. Getchell’s memories of his friend 
and of his father’s recollections of the Chinese in San Andreas 
are still very vivid in his mind.

ANGELS CAMP
Although only two structures remain today of Chinatown (the 

brick portion of the Bird residence and the City Jail) a town 
survey map completed December 17, 1874, by A. B. Beauvais, 
shows a lot on Main Street owned by a Chinaman, and 17 other lots 
under Chinese ownership.

The Celestials were inverterate 
gamblers, one game being fan tan. 
They also played other card games in 
which they were often joined by the 
whites. “Near Altaville lived a bad 
character, who, on one occasion, went 
down to 0’BYRNE‘S Ferry and in
dulged in gambling with the Chinese. 
When the stakes became large on the 
table he covered the Chinese with a pis
tol, raked in the gold dust and departed. 
A short time later he returned and 
again took the stakes.

“The Chinese were prepared for this, 
caught him, bound his hands and feet, 
sewed him in a blanket and threw him 
in the river. The authorities didn’t 
investigate the matter, considering it 
good riddance.”

*Las Calaveras, October, 1963.
California Historical Society
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Part of a map of Angels Camp, showing the location of Chinese-owned lots and businesses in the vicinity of Bird Way.
Courtesy of Earnest Long
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A description of the area in the early 1850’s notes: “I went on in a 
few days to Angel’s Camp, a village some miles farther south, 
composed of well-built wooden houses, and altogether a more 
respectable and civilized-looking place than San Andres. The 
inhabitants were nearly all Americans, which no doubt accounted 
for the circumstance.

“While walking round the diggings in the afternoon, I came 
upon a Chinese camp in a gulch near the village. About a hundred 
Chinamen had here pitched their tents on a rocky eminence by the 
side of their diggings. When I passed they were at dinner or 
supper, and had all the curious little pots and pans and other “fix
ins” I had seen in every Chinese camp and were eating the same 
dubious-looking articles which excited in the mind of an outside 
barbarian a certain degree of curisoity to know what they are 
composed of but not the slightest desire to graftify it by the sense 
of taste. I was very hospitably asked to partake of the good things 
which I declined: but as I would not eat, they insisted on my drin
king, and poured me out a pannikin full of brandy, which they 
seemed rather surprised I did not empty. They also gave me 
some of the cigaritas, the tobacco of which is aromatic, and very 
pleasant to smoke, though wrapped up in too much paper. 

“The Chinese invariably treated in the same hospitable manner 
any one who visited their camps, and seemed rather pleased than 
otherwise at the interest and curiosity excited by their domestic 
arrangements.”*

The camp described above was gradually enhanced with 
wooden buildings and two brick buildings on both sides of Angels 
Creek back of the Angels Hotel, and an adobe building and two 
wooden buildings across the creek. The Chinese cemetery ad-

*The Gold Hunters, J. D. Borthwick, 1857.

Placer mining with rocker.
From Overland Monthly, August, 1891. 

joined the village upstream.*
One of the largest land holders in 1874 was one Sam Choy. His 

daughter, Ah Nee, was born in Angels Camp and was a favorite of 
all the townspeople. “As September 1883 drew to a close not only 
the school children were saddened, but the entire community as 
well, for Sam Choy suddenly made the announcement that it was 
his intention to send his exquisite little girl, Ah Nee, born in Angels 
Camp, to China that she might enter the society befitting her 
rank. Her father was a merchant widely known throughout the 
Southern Mines of California. His establishment in Chinatown 
Road in Angel’s Camp was long remembered by the first settlers; 
all respected the distinguished and silken-sheathed Chinese gen- 
^♦Las Calaveras, October 1963.

A camp of Chinese miners near their 
claims.

California Historical Society
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tieman, Sam Choy. The following was written by a younger sister 
of Mrs. Charles Cosgrove, who, with Mrs. John Peirano and the 
latter’s daughter, Nettie, neighbors, regretted to see Ah Nee 
leave her father’s home in Chinatown Road quite as much as her 
playmates in the town:

The children in Chinatown cried today - 
Sam Choy has taken Ah Nee away:
He took the bands from off her feet 
Her pointed slippers were gay and neat; 
Green was the jade entwining her hair. 
He sent to China for silken clothes
Out of the bales sandlewood rose
In garments of lilac, amber and blue 
Like a dainty butterfly from the sky 
She tossed her peacock fan up high; 
It hid from us the tear in her eye 
As she waved a brave and fond goodbye. 
Sam Choy wanted Ah Nee to be a lady.
So he sent her away to Celestial Land; 
Where the peach blossoms blow.
The children in Chinatown cried today - 
Sam Choy has taken Ah Nee Away.”*

♦“Pioneer Days of Angel’s Camp”, Buckbee, 1932

MELONES
Hundreds of Chinese miners rocked their “cradles” along the 

Stanislaus River. At Melones some patient “John Chinaman”

was to be seen in his rough board shack, plastered on the inside 
with small pieces of vermillion paper, good luck mottos, or 
perhaps warnings to the Chinese devils to keep out, blowing 
sprays of water from his mouth over “boiled” shirts, white linen 
coats and trousers.*

*“Stockton Daily Evening Record”, supplement “Com
munities of Central California and the Mother Lode”, un
dated.

JENNY LIND
During the ’fifties Jenny Lind’s Chinese population was of no 

small number, and the Chinese section of the camp, with 
alleyways and zig-zig lanes, wound crazily for a half-mile. Ghos
tly ruins of “melting” adobe, now gone entirely, marked what 
was once the fantastically decorated Joss House of the district. In 
its day, brightly colored strips of paper punched with countless 
holes fluttered like confetti from the doorways and eaves of the 
roofs. The holes in the paper were to show the progress of evil 
spirits in hot pursuit of the departed. The more numerous the 
holes in the papers the longer time it was supposed to take the evil 
spirits to pass through them.*

Chinatown at Jenny Lind commenced near the present IOOF 
Hall and extended south toward the Calaveras River. East of 
Chinatown on the hillside was the Chinese cemetery.

*“Mother Lode Album”, Otheto Weston, 1948.

The abandoned and disintegrating Joss House located on the site of the present Calaveras High School.
Photo courtesy Eva Soracco.
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JENNY LIND JOSS HOUSE
Ruins of the Joss House at Jenny Lind, as they appeared in
1948.

From Otheto Weston Mother Lode Album

One of the last Chinese to reside in Jenny Lind was Ah Lin, who 
mined along the Calaveras River. The following clipping came 
from a San Francisco newspaper at the time of his death:

AH LIN HAS PANNED HIS
LAST STREAM

“Ah Lin is dead; - to many those words will mean little or no
thing, but to those residents and lovers of the Mother Lode it 
means that another of the Pioneers of California has become a 
legend. Ah Lin was found dead outside of his cabin yesterday by 
John Meyers and with the death of An Lin, placer mining in this 
section of the Mother Lode has suffered its demise.

The aged Chinaman, who was reputed to be over one hundred 
years old, was the last to follow that method of mining. For sixty 
years he mined his claim on the river and until two years ago, 
managed to eke out a living from the seemingly barren rocks.

For the past two years, Ah Lin, infirm with age, has been sup
ported by the county, Frank Sinclair, and the Rosenburg Brothers 
of San Francisco. With the ancient miner’s death, Frank Sinclair 
has lost a tenant of sixty-one years. Since the year of 1870, Ah Lin 
has lived in a cabin donated by Sinclair. (And even the power of 
the Southern Pacific Railroad could not eject him from it. Several 
years ago when the S.P. was building a branch line from Valley 
Springs to the cement plant at San Andreas, Ah Lin’s cabin was on 
the right-of-way. Ah Lin refused to move or leave his home until 
finally the railroad agreed to move his cabin.)*

Ah Lin goes with that ever hopeful and determined spirit of the 
Pioneers in the search for Eldorado. “Sometime makum foo

*Ed. Note: No corroboration can be found for this, perhaps 
it was a bit of color added by the reporter.

bittee, sometime dollah, sometime dollah hap,”, he would say. 
“Maybe sometime strikee lich”. But Ah Lin never did “strikee 
lich”. Do we say never? For Ah Lin was rich; and who knows that 
he has not now found that long lost gold mine in the sky?

Unfortunately when pannings were good, there were always the 
Chuck-A-Luck games to lure the yellow metal from his hands.

Ah Lin, poor though he was, will not be laid in a potter’s grave, 
as were many of his countrymen, for Ah Lin has a friend of Ab
raham Rosenburg of San Francisco, a fruit shipper who was born 
and raised at Jenny Lind. Rosenburg died last year, but in his will 
he left provisions for the last days of Ah Lin and the final placing of 
a tombstone. So, tomorrow afternoon at two o’clock, Ah Lin will 
be laid to rest with the dignity and reverence of a grand old man.*

♦From a San Francisco newspaper, late 1920’s, sent to Ira 
Shank by Mrs. Thelma Hepper.

AH LIN
One of the last Chinamen in Jenny Lind, Ah Lin was a 
f amiliar figure to residents in that area. He was an active 
miner and could be found at most times along the Calaveras 
River.

Photo from the Historical Society files.
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OCCIDENTALS AND
CELESTIALS IN A DEEP

MINE
The Chinaman preferred the 
placer method of mining and as a 
whole stayed above ground. 
There were a few exceptions, as 
this above photo shows.* In 
Calaveras County there was one 
miner, Ah-Sing, who worked the 
deep mines as well as the 
surface. He was employed at the 
“Union Chief” and the Reed 
Mine, both underground 
operations.
California Miners Association, 
1901

Throughout the county the Chinaman panned the streams for 
gold. Those who found mining not to their taste catered to the Oc
cidentals by providing vegetables from their gardens, laundry 
services, restaurants, or they provided gambling houses for their 
countrymen. There were Chinese settlements in North Branch, 
Rail Road Flat, Calaveritas, Camanche, Campo Seco, West 
Point, Douglas Flat, Murphys, and Vallecito.

According to the History of California Labor Legislation “In 
1858 areas of the Mother Lode gave notice to all Chinese to ‘leave 
within 10 days from this date, any failing to comply shall be sub
jected to thrity-nine lashes and moved by force of arms.’ Justice 
and ethics failed to exist in some towns, while in others like 
Vallecito, any Chinese who owned mining claims were exempted

from the 10-day order and were given 90 days in which to sell out 
and leave.”

And so through the years, the Chinaman was finally forced to 
leave. . . .with little evidence of where he once lived. But if you 
look around, there is one reminder of that once thriving culture, 
the Chinese “Tree of Heaven”. The Chinese brought this tree with 
them to the mines. The Ailanthus has taken root in the old mining 
camps and it is a gift of the Chinese who came to work the diggings 
but found their wealth catering to the needs of the Occidentals.* 

Over a century has passed since the first Ailanthus was brought 
here but they still exist as a monument to the memory of our 
Oriental heritage.

♦“History of California Labor Legislation”, Eaves, p. 118. 
♦“Echoes From Calaveras Ghost Towns”, a paper, com

piled by Emmett P. Joy, January, 1966.

NOTE TO READERS
For those interested in further study of the Chinese in California 

and along the Mother Lode, we suggest ‘ ‘Pigtails and Gold Dust, ” 
by Alexander McLeod, 1947, Caxton Printers, as a starting point. 
The Chinese Historical Soceity, San Francisco and the San Fran
cisco Public Library collections also. “Las Calaveras” in its is
sues for April, July and October, 1963, and January, 1964, carried 
articles on the Chinese of our local communities. Pictures of 
Chinese in Mokelumne Hill appeared in the April, 1971 “Las 
Calaveras”.

An eastern society wrote to us recently, asking for pictures of 
Chinese. They are compiling a pictorial record of the subject.
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Mr. Edmund Mah and Henry Jew, both residents of Stockton 
and chefs at the Sierra Cafe in Angels Camp, are the only 
Chinese working in Calaveras County. They have worked 
here for several years.

Photo by James Castle
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LIVERY STABLES AND
GARAGES

IN SAN ANDREAS
In our present-day era of efficient automobiles and high-speed 

highways, it is difficult for many of us to visualize the transpor
tation problems and methods of a century ago. Our elder 
members, however, have witnessed the passing of the age of the 
horse and the coming of the automobile. And so, in this issue, we 
present descriptions of the livery stables and the people that ran 

them, and then the leading garage that led the way into the 
automobile age in San Andreas.

Emmett Joy records, in “Chronicles of San Andreas,’’ that 
there were at least three livery stables in the late 1850’s in town: 
the Benjamin & McDonald on the east side of north Main Street, 
the Chamber & Irvine at St. Charles and Main, and Russell’s on 
lower Main Street. In later years, Russell’s business was taken 
over by J.F. Washburn. Patrick Masterson later established his 
livery on St. Charles and Main.

George Stewart opened the first garage and agency for 
horseless carriages on lower Main and later moved up town. Shor
tly after, C.F. Tiscornia opened the Superior Garage on St. 
Charles and Main (later taken over by Hausalt & Winchell’s Chev
rolet business). D. McCarty came in also, and ran a garage in the 
structure recently rebuilt as the Remington Building.

THE WASHBURN STABLE
By John Huberty

Originally started by R. W. Russell in early days, this l'ivery and 
feed stable was for many years owned and operated by J.F. 
Washburn and his wife, Marie. There were three children, Frank, 
Jr., Nellie and Dorah.

Dorah remained single and became a teacher. She was quite

UNION LIVERY STABLE
A view of the horse stable of Washburn’s Livery, taken about 1880. From left to right, Clarence Getchell, “Doc” Wentworth, J.F. 
Washburn, and Frank Washburn. San Andreas Museum
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WASHBURN CARRIAGE HOUSE 
Across the street from the horse 
stable, this building, housing the car
riages, was almost identical to the 
stable. Will O’Connell stands beside 
the Haupt team, with Louis and his 
daughters on board.

Loaned by Eva Soracco

popular as a teacher in this and the surrounding area of the coun
ty. Frank married Maud Schrack who at that time was secretary 
for the law firm of Solinsky & Wehe. Nellie married Oscar 
Wentworth who. somewhere along the line, took over and ran the 
stable for a while. At his death it appears that thestable went back 
to the Washburns.

Some time thereafter, John and William O’Connell acquired the 
stable and operated it until the horseless carriage age took over.

The livery stable stood on the east side of Main Street, just north 
of the property now owned by Lillie Swanson. (The foundations 
are still standing. Ed.) This was a three-story structure, con
sisting of a street level floor which had an office and sleeping 
quarters on one side of the entrance, and a grain room on the 
other. The rest of the space was taken up with stalls where the 
horses were kept during the night. The loft was used to store hay 

for the stable stock. The basement, under the street floor level, 
was where the horses were kept during daytime, as the dirt floor 
was considered much easier on the horses’ feet than the plank 
floors above.

The vehicle shed and wash racks stood on the west side of Main 
Street and north of the present theater, on a site now occupied by a 
residence. Here the vehicles and horses were washed. Washburn 
owned the land east of Gold Strike Road (old Route 49) and nor
theast of the elementary school buildings, and farmed this land 
for hay for the horses. A large barn stood where the present school 
playgrounds are now located.

Water for use at the stable and wash racks was brought by pipe 
line from a supply tank east of the Neilsen ready-mix plant.

The Washburn dwelling still stands on the large lot bounded by 
California, Lewis and Pope streets, and in its better days, this 

PHENIX LIVERY STABLE 
John Masterson and the other hands 
at the Livery pose for their picture, 
probably in the 90’s.

Courtesy Eva Soracco
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house and yard with many trees, palm, and green shrubbery was 
one of the beauty spots of the town. (The Washburn home burned 
down inl972.Ed.)

After the O’Connell Brothers went out of the livery stable 
business, John and his family moved to the Bay area, and Will 
became hostler for Mr. Fricot for a time. He later became judge 
of the Justice Court, a position that he held for a number of years.

Some of the young men who drove for the O’Connell Brothers’ 
stable included: Clarence Leonard, Arthur Leonard, Lester 
McFall, Fanen Winkler, and Henry Wettstein.

PHENIX LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
By Eva Soracco

The Phoenix, or as it was generally spelled, Phenix Livery 
Stable that was once located on the southeast corner of Main and 
St. Charles streets, was originally owned by Patrick Masterson, 
native of County Mathe, Ireland. It was one of the first up-to-date 
stables in this part of the Mother Lode, and was built in the mid- 
70’s. Mr. Masterson took great pride in maintaining a large 
variety of modern rigs for all occasions, and had many horses of 
beauty and speed. (A fine picture of Mr. Masterson’s fleet of 
buggies appeared in our October, 1969 issue. Ed.) Transportation

JACK MASTERSON & FRIENDS
Some of these may have been livery hands. Masterson 
second from right.

Loaned by Clara McGuirk Leonard

PATRICK MASTERSON
1826-1887

Patrick Masterson and Ann Miles, both recently arrived 
from County Mathe, Ireland, were married in Fall 
River, Mass, in 1885. A year or so later they left for 
California with the eldest of their five children. The 
other four were born in San Andreas.

Loaned by Clara McGuirk Leonard

to one’s destination was guaranteed, although roads were rough 
and traveling just a few miles often seemed like going to far-away 
places. He gave excellent service at reasonable rates.

Mr. Masterson passed away on March 18, 1887. His three sons, 
John, James, and Chris all under the age of thirty at that time, 
continued on with the business. After several years in business, 
however,they sold their stable, live stock, feed barns, and 
equipment to the Dasso brothers.

The Dassos, Dante and John, served the public in the same 
Masterson fashion. For added amusement for the community, the 
Dasso Brothers occasionally staged rooster fights. This was done 
in the carriage runway, back of the barns, and sometimes on Main 
Street in front of the stable for all those who chose to watch this 
kind of amusement, long since outlawed.

In 1912, the Dasso Brothers retired from business. Fred Winkler 
and Will O’Connell then formed a partnership, and combined the 
business into auto livery and stage lines, giving service to all 
parts of this and the adjoining counties. They remained in this 
business until 1915. Then the buildings were vacant for the first 
time since their construction many years before.

In 1'918, George Stewart bought the stable and feed barns from 
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the Dasso Brothers, and also purchased the adjoining John Hall 
Blacksmith Shop. In the 1920’s, when the cement plant began 
construction, Mr. and Mrs. Meadough rented the front portion of 
the stable from Mr. Stewart and remodeled it into a restaurant, 
and named it the “Meadow Lark Cafe.” They served fine meals to 
the construction men and others that worked at the plant at that 
time. And they also served the general public.

After the restaurant closed, the stable and feed barns were torn 
down and cleared off to make way for transportation progress in 
the expansion of the Stewart’s Ford business.

STEWART S GARAGE
By Leslie A. Stewart

The founder of Stewart’s Garage was my father, George A. 
Stewart, and contrary to what you might expect, he was born 
right here in Calaveras County in the town of Camanche, now 
covered over by Lake Camanche. He was the third of five children 
in a family you might well class as poor financially. When my 
father was in the fourth grade, he had the misfortune of having his 
father pass away, and six years later he lost his mother.

The children were placed in different homes of friends of the 
family, my father going to stay on a ranch close by, belonging to 
‘‘Auntie Hill.”* He had to help earn his keep by feeding stock, 
milking cows, pitching hay. cutting wood, and doing other typical

* Auntie Hill was quite a remarkable woman of her day, run
ning a ranch on which she raised a unique crop called Buhach 
- see “Las Calaveras’’ for October, 1955. She had a reputation 
for always setting an extra place at her table when the oc
casion called for it. and George Stewart was fortunate in 
becoming a part of Auntie Hill’s establishment.

ranch chores. When he grew older, he worked at other jobs he 
could find around Camanche.

In 1890 he came to San Andreas, and went to work for Oscar 
Pfortner’s “Calaveras Citizen”, with a salary of $30 a month. To
day $30 a day is common pay. After a couple of years at that job, 
he had the desire to better himself. He had made friends in town, 
and after discussing the matter with some of them he found one 
who had sufficient confidence in his honesty and judgement to 
make him a loan of $300 to start a merchandise store. Of course, 
today this would be the equivalent of a much larger sum. As an ex
ample of the value of the dollar of those days, there used to be a 
hotel across the street from our present garage on St. Charles 
Street, the Columbo, where they served meals including soup, 
salad, macaroni or ravioli, chicken and other things with wine, all 
for the price of 25c.

So. with this $300 my dad stocked his store very sparingly with a 
sack or two of beans, flour, wheat, macaroni, cheese, tobacco, 
and other essentials, and then replaced them as they were sold. 
He was very careful to keep his credit good, always discounting 
his bills, and soon the wholesalers had confidence in him and ex
tended more credit to help him stock his store. He continually 
gained friends in town and improved his business. This was the 
beginning of a business which has continued to flourish through 
the years.

In the late 1800’sand early 1900’s, San Andreas, like other towns 
in the county, was a mining town with individuals undertaking 
mining ventures on their own. My dad and a friend of his, Charles 
Walters (Justice of the Peace), took up a mining claim called the 
Squarehead about two or three miles out of town. The property 
had a water-bearing gold gravel channel that entered the claim at 
one end, made a bend, and came out on the side at right angles.

THE FIRST STEWART GARAGE 
Located down at the lower end of 
Main Street. The bridge can just be 
seen at the left.
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STEWART’S GROCERY
From 1895 until 1900, the grocery 
business was carried on in the old 
Corcoran Building, on the corner of 
St. Charles and Main. Later, C.F. Tis- 
cornia started the Superior Garage in 
this building. Columbo Hotel at right.

They figured if they could sink a shaft somewhere on their claim 
and hit the gravel channel where it made the turn, they would find 
gold, piked up on the turn. As they were short of cash, they worked 
mostly alone sinking the shaft, using a bucket and windlass to 
hoist the dirt and water out. They were down less than one hun
dred feet when water became a real problem. They could not hoist 
it out fast enough to be able to continue sinking the shaft. They 
didn’t feel that they could afford a pumping system, so they sold 
the mine. The new owner put in a pump, sunk another 15 feet, and 
took out $100,000 in gold, for dad and his friend had picked the ex
act spot on the turn in the gravel channel.

The price received on the sale of the mine was $5000, so Dad’s 
share was $2500. I heard Dad say many times that the $2500 gave 
him a real start in his business, for in those days, that was a lot of 
money. He was able then to increase his stock in the store, and 
also carry customers on credit. In those days, some ranchers 
would have money only when they sold or harvested such crops as 
wheat, barley, etc., or they would bring in a wagon-load of grain, 
hay, wood, or anything that my dad could sell, and thus pay their 
bill.

On the other side of my dad’s life, he was always interested in 
sports. He was an excellent fly fisherman, and also a good shot 
with rifle and shotgun. He and Frank Treat (an uncle of Ralph 
Treat’s) always seemed to bring in a deer when they went hun
ting. In the early 90’s, he helped organize a young fellows’ 
baseball team which was successful in defeating the regular town 
team. Dad was the pitcher and had quite a reputation in 
Calaveras, Tuolumne, and Amador counties. As an unusual item, 
he and his catcher would offer a prize, usually a sum of money, to 
a player of the opposing team who could steal second base.

Dad also liked music, and got a cornet and violin, and learned to 

play them both. At one time when there was no band in town, he 
helped to organize one and helped teach a number of young 
fellows to play and read music, with frequent practice meetings. 
This was named the “Miners’ Band’’ and it continued on until the 
second World War. My Mother played the piano, and she and Dad 
played for dances around the county. Now there was a period 
when there was no drummer available for the orchestra, so my 
dad rigged up an electrical hookup, using dry cells, connecting a 
bass drum and snare drum to the piano, so that when the keys 
were played on the bass section of the piano, the bass drum and 
cymbals would also hit. Likewise, when the treble keys were 
played the snare drum would hit. It worked quite well when they 
were playing waltzes.

In the very early 1900’s, Calaveras High School came into being. 
It was very small at first, but it soon became large enough for the 
students to want to form a baseball team. The faculty asked my 
dad if he would coach and manage the team, which he did. He used 
to have one or two of the boys come out to the back of his store 
where he would teach them how to pitch. Then he would complete 
his coaching on the diamond. The team was quite successful 
under his coaching.

By the time 1911 arrived, there were three or four automobiles 
in the county, one of them belonging to Dr. Turner, a friend of 
Dad’s. Dr. Turner had had his car for about a year when he told 
my dad he was going to buy a new one. So Dad bought his old car. 
It was a chain drive - no clutch or pedal - you just pulled a lever 
into low gear, and pushed the lever ahead for high gear. It had one 
cylinder, a speed of about 25 miles an hour, and was called a 
“Brush.’’ It had one seat and no doors or top, but my dad took a 
seat and top from a horse-carriage and put it on. Summertime 
came and we all wanted to take a trip to Lake Tahoe and Nevada
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GEORGE STEWART, PITCHER

HATTIE AND GEORGE STEWART

LA RIVIERE HOME

MELVINA LA RIVIERE NARCISSO LA RIVIERE
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STEWART’S GROCERY
At the new store on Main Street. A 
view taken in 1904 with the George 
Stewart family. Later Fanen Winkler 
and afterwards his sons Erie and 
Don, operated this store until they 
moved to their present location.

THREE GENERATIONS OF STEWARTS - 
1942

Standing, left to right, Rita, Leslie, Marie, and 
LaVerne. Sitting, Hattie, George, and Jeanne.
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for a vacation. Around Lake Tahoe, the road was just a track in 
the sand, with no foundation or roadbed under it. The car would 
not pull well enough in the sand for us all to ride, so we got out, 
pulled it into low gear and everyone pushed until we found a little 
harder ground, when we could get in again. Not far from Bijou, 
the drive shaft broke. Dad borrowed a horse, rode 25 miles to town 
to get the shaft welded, came back and put the shaft in. and we 
continued on our trip. In Nevada, while traveling between towns, 
we had a flat tire, and didn't have a spare. The car never had a 
spare. And we had forgotten to bring a jack. We started walking 
down the road, and about a quarter of a mile down we found a 
large hard lump of dirt about a foot thick. We carried it back, Dad 
lifted up the rear wheel, and I pushed the dirt under the axle so 
that we could take the tire off and patch it. We then pumped up the 
tire and continued on our trip.

After about a year, my dad decided he wanted to get a new car, 
so he went down to Stockton to buy a “Flanders.’’ But he didn’t 
like the salesman’s manner, so he came home without the car. He 
still wanted a new car. however, so in another week he went down 
again to buy the Flanders. But on the street, he met a good friend 
of ours. Bill Harper, who had been superintendent of the County 
Hospital at San Andreas (where the present government center is 
now). Grace Harper and my sister. Rita, had been pals in school.

Grace’s son. Bruce Orvis. many years later was responsible for 
the development of the Mount Reba-Bear Valley Ski area.

Anyway, this man Harper told my dad that he worked for 
Gravem Inglis Bakery, and that they had several makes of 
delivery trucks, but the Fords that they had far excelled anything 
else they had used. So again Dad came home without going to see 
the Flanders.

By this time Dad was seriously thinking of the automobile as the 
coming means of transportation, so he decided to go to see the 
Ford Motor Company to ask for an agency for selling Fords in 
Calaveras County. Accordingly, he boarded the horse stage to 
Valley Springs and took the train to San Francisco, where he was 
successful in obtaining the agency for Calaveras County. He did 
not get home until after dark, but we were watching for him, and 
saw him come in the yard and up the hill toward the house. Now, 
the old ‘ ‘Brush’’ in low gear took a long time to get up the hill as far 
as the porch, but this time with the new Ford, Dad zoomed up the 
drive, never even stopping at the house, but went clear to the top 
of the hill. We were as thrilled as if we were at the Indianapolis 
speedway.

The first year Dad was in business, he delivered four new cars. 
He stocked a few parts such as a spring, timer, some wiring, etc. 
He also built a ramp under a tree in our yard to run a car up onto, if 

STEWART’S GROCERY

The store interior, taken about 1918, with (I. to r.) Fanen Winkler, Martin Donnalan, Les Stewart, and Tom Kelley.
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he had to work on such things underneath as tightening bearings, 
etc. Sales increased remarkably fast, however, so he had to build 
a small garage for service and sales on Main Street just south of 
the bridge on the east side. It extended partly over the San An
dreas creek. John Dietz came in as a partner, for the service 
work, and was assisted by his son, Walter.

One interesting incident of the early days was when a customer 
purchased a new car and paid cash for it - with two buckets full of 
silver dollars and halves. Another interesting item was that in 
1915, Ford stated that they would refund $50 to everyone who 
bought a Ford, provided the company sold 250,000 cars that year, 
which they did. We received the money and distributed it to 
everyone who had bought a car from us that year. In those days, 
almost everyone that bought a car had to be taught to drive, which 
was many times a job for me, as I was out of high school at that 
time.

And then the United States became involved in World War I. On 
returning home after my discharge, my dad told me that he would 
give me the store, if I would take care of the business. However, 1 
presume that I had too much automobile in my blood also, and 
after two years in the store, I told him he could have it back. It was 
then that we turned it over to Fanen Winkler who had worked for 
us for about twelve years. The present Winkler’s Village Mart is 
the aftermath of that exchange.

Delivery of cars in the early days was entirely different from 
now. There were no convoys delivering completely assembled 
cars to your door. It was necessary to go to San Francisco with 
drivers, and drive the cars back, a trip taking ten to twelve hours 
in open cars, with only a top and curtains. These helped to keeep 
out the rain, but not the cold, and heaters were not available at 
first.

Then we used to have cars shipped by boat up to Stockton, and 
we would go down there and drive them home. When we had 
ordered several cars, they often would be sent by rail from Detroit 
with destination - Valley Springs. We would receive a call from 
the station agent there saying that there was a carload of 
automobiles arrived, and we had to go down there and get them 
out. I believe that the railroad had an agreement with Ford Motor 
Company to get the cars to their destination, and then the dealer 
was on his own. We had to take some men down to Valley Springs, 
preferably some strong men, for the autos were standing on end, 
mostly on their noses, and fastened to the sides of the cars with 
brackets and nails. So it was necessary to get them down into an 
upright position mostly by brute strength. Usually there were no 
fenders on them nor radiators, hoses, wheels, top, or coils, and the 
motors were dry, no gas or oil. They were pushed down a ramp to 
the ground after the wheels were put on, and then the other parts 
were assembled, so that we could get them started either by cran
king or towing, as the earlier ones were not equipped with a 
starter nor battery. There were some magnets fastened to the

A MODIFIED 1930 MODEL
Often a client would purchase a chassis and use the old 
body, as did Bill Treat. Nat Gianini looks pleased with 
the combination.

flywheel passing close to some field coils which were stationary, 
so that when the motor was cranked, some electricity was formed 
to operate the points of some other coils situated on the das.li that 
sent a spark through the spark plug points: This electricity 
generated by the magnets on the flywheel al^o furnished lights lor 
night traveling. When the motor was turning over last, the lights 
were bright, but when you were traveling slowly, they were quite 
dim. About 1919, a battery and starter were installed so that much 
of the difficuly in starting and other light inconveniences were 
eliminated.

In those days, there were no paved roads in the county, so that in 
the winter the roads became quite soft and made travel difficult. 
Even the road between San Andreas and Valley Springs at some 
times was so muddy that wagon wheels ran in ruts as deep as the 
hubs, and horses sank practically to their stomachs. Consequen
tly, there were many times that automobiles had to be stored lor 
periods of time in the county. However, as automobiles continued 
to increase in demand, the roads improved.

A NEW DELIVERY TRUCK
This Ford was sold in 1930 to Fanen Winkler.
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Likewise, the increase in automobile sales caused our cramped 
space and location to be inadequate. So a purchase was con- 
sumated with Mr. Austin Hall, who owned a blacksmith shop on 
St. Charles Street. This is where our present dealership is located. 
The old building by the creek was torn down and relocated with 
some additions to it on the present site, about 1918. A short time 
later, the Dasso Livery Stable next door, on the corner, was also 
purchased and used lor a few years as storage for both new and 
used cars. About ten years later, the building was torn down, and

THE NEW GARAGE
Stewart’s Garage as it appeared in 1930.

the entire lot used for sales and display.
The stocking of parts in the period from 1913 to 1927 was a far cry 

from the present difficulty in obtaining good and efficient service 
in parts. In those days as mechanical improvements were made, 
the parts newly required were so engineered as to replace and be 
used in older cars of prior years* production. Thus only one part in 
stock would fit all cars built over as much as twelve years past. 
Nowadays the operation of an automobile agency is in striking 
contrast to those early days.

The Stewart dealership has been successful now for some fifty
seven years, passing the control and management on from 
George A. Stewart, first to Leslie A. Stewart, and now to Laverne 
Stewart, with the name first of George A. Stewart & Son, then 
changed to the present Stewart's Ford-Mercury Sales.

STEWART GENEALOGY

George Stewart’s parents were Allen Stewart and Sarah Den
nis. Allen Stewart was born in Ohio in 1833, came to California 
over the Sonora Pass in 1849. and settled in Camanche where he 
died in 1880. Sarah Dennis was from Kentucky, born in 1833, and 
also came over Sonora Pass in 1849. She was then married to Ab
raham Littlejohn. They settled at Michigan Bar, in Sacramento

County. After Mr. Littlejohn died, she married Allen Stewart 
(about 1862), and the Stewarts raised their family of five children 
at Camanche.

The eldest child was Sarah Ann, born 1865, unmarried. Albert 
Henry was born in 1867, and was unmarried. George Allen was 
born in 1870 and his descendants are noted below. Charles A. 
Stewart, the fourth child of the Allen Stewarts, was born in 1872. 
He lived in Amador County, where he died in 1952. His children in
cluded George Albert (1905-36), Charles E. (died 1954), Sid, Carl, 
Alice, Josephine, and Laure. The fifth child of Allen Stewart’s was 
Mary Josephine, born in 1877 and lived to 1965. She first married 
Fred Stevens, and later married Charles Arn. Her two children 
were Wilma H. Stevens (Scott) (1895-1966), and Hazel Irene 
Stevens (Hagglund), born in 1896. Both of these made their homes 
in Sacramento.

George Allen Stewart married Henrietta (Hattie) Melvina La 
Riviere. Her father was Narcisso La Riviere, born at Trois 
Rivieres, near Quebec, Canada, and moved to San Andreas about 
1890, where he died in 1915. Her mother, Melvina, was also born at 
Trois Rivieres. The La Rivieres were married in Carson City, 
Nevada, in 1869. Their attendants were Marceline and Louis 
Daoust. The La Rivieres had eight children, Georgia, Walter 
Eugene, Nelson, Alex, Henrietta, Zeph, Marie and Frank.

Of the La Riviere children, Walter Eugene married Nettie 
Soracco; they had a daughter, Lorraine, who died at the age of 
six. Alex married Louise McNichols, and they had one son, 
Lester, who died at age 35. They lived in Stockton. Zeph married 
Maud McElhany, and they had one son, Donald, who is presently 
the manager of the Dean Witter office at Stockton. Marie married 
Frank Oneto, and lived in Oakland. Frank was married to Nellie 
Miller of Clements; they had one son, Jack, an employee of the 
Bank of America, in San Jose.

Henrietta La Riviere was born at Gold Hill, Nevada, in 1877. She 
and George Stewart were married in 1894 at the La Riviere Ran
ch. near San Andreas. To them were born Rita Myrtle Stewart in 
1895, and Leslie Allen Stewart, in 1897. Hattie Stewart died in 1948. 
George Stewart later married Norma Costella, of Mountain Ran
ch. He died at San Andreas in 1960, at the age of 89.

Rita Stewart married George Dietz, of San Andreas (deceased 
1954), and then Gale Wallace of Angels Camp. Leslie Stewart 
married Marie Jane Marelli, originally from Orsolina, 
Switzerland (born 1905 and died 1967). Their children are Jeanne 
Marelli, born in 1926, and Laverne Allen Stewart, 1928. Jeanne 
married Ellis W. Gibbons. The Gibbons had three children, Gayle 
Louise (1948). Lynne Marie (1953), and Greg Ellis (1957-65). 
Gayle is married to Fred Gerard, with daughter Jeanne Maria, 
born 1968. Laverne Allen Stewart married Gloria Patricia Ben
trod. and they have one son. James Allen Stewart, born in 1951. 
Leslie Stewart married Margaret Bogliolo in 1970.
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THE TIN-LIZZIE ERA
This is how Stewart’s Garage looked, about 1919.

SAN ANDREAS LADIES BAND - 1936

On closer inspection, however, these lovely ladies would seem to 
be, left to right, Arthur Adams, George Stewart, Ollie Wyllie, Sam
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Stewart, Schwartz, George Treat, and George Dietz.
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I O’CONNELL’S
iSTABLES 

| W. R. O’CONNELL, Manager

i When you want to get to a place be sure to get your team at 
i O’Connell's. Teams from this stable are known by all travelers
I for their beauty, speed and kind disposition. We have horses for 
i all classes of people, not only one class of horses. We can suit 
f the armless driver, the careful driver, or any other driver, with 
• either a single or double team. Competent drivers furnished at 
I all times on request.

I CAREFUL ATTENTION GIVEN TO TRANSIENT STOCK

FIRST CLASS OUTFITS FOR DRUMMERS

? Main Street, San Andreas, Calaveras County, California

We have received a number of favorable comments on our last 
issue, on the Chinese in the county, and at this time we would like 
to point out that Assistant Editor Ida Long was responsible for 
that issue. Last month we mailed out the Thirteenth Essay 
Contest volume to members. Assistant Editor Macie Taylor took 
on the job of getting this publication out.

New Members
Mrs. Martha Brown, Stockton 
Mrs. Charlott L. Dragomanovich
Miss Lora Nelson, Moraga
Mr. Allen F. Peek, Castro Valley
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Shephard, Stockton 
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Stewart, San Andreas 
Mrs. Frederick E. Wesson, Los Angeles

Except where otherwise credited, the photographs in this issue 
were loaned by Mr. Leslie Stewart.

The papers in this issue were presented to the Society at the 
February meeting, in 1970.
* *

Phoenix Livery and Feed StablesFRED WINKLER, Proprietor

Best Modern
Stock

Lowest Rates
i

Mail

Main and St. Charles Streets, SAN ANDREAS, CAL.

 * +

t
i

i G. A. STEWART,

|

Telegraph and Telephone Orders
Receive Prompt Attention.

S>att Attbrran ®arag?
WifA All Modern Improvements

Carries the Agency for the Universal

FORD CAR
New Cars always on hand. When in trouble, call

SAN ANDREAS, CAL. I
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SOME
CALAVERAS

DOCTORS
In any community, at any time, the medical practitioner has 

been a most essential and one of the best remembered individuals 
of that community. This was especially true in the isolated mining 
camps along the Mother Lode. In an effort to preserve the names 
of these worthy Calaveras medics and a little of their personal his
tory, the Society held a series of meetings in 1970-71 on this sub
ject. The present issue includes some of the material presented at 
those meetings, and we will add to it in forthcoming bulletins. We 
start with some comments about doctors in the gold rush.

GOLD RUSH DOCTORS
People from every walk of life joined the Gold Rush. Amongst 

them were all sorts of professional people, including physicians, 
all turned miners. Even four of the very few doctors residing in 
California at the time of the discovery of gold joined the rush, to 
the discomfort, we are sure, of their clients. Most of these soon 
turned back to medicine, so sorely needed was medical attention 
in the gold fields.

Medical conditions during the gold rush are probably best 
transcribed for us in “The Shirley Letters.” These were written 
by the wife of Dr. Fayette Clapp who practiced at Rich Bar in 
Plumas County, on the Feather River in ’51 and ’52.

Bayard Taylor, in “El Dorado”, describes his two visits to 
Lower Bar on the Mokelumne River in 1849-50, visiting Dr. 
Gillette who was a prominent miner in that locality. At the time of 
his second visit, he met a Dr. Gwin there who was campaigning 
for the U.S. Senate for the new state. Gwin was not at that time 
practicing medicine, having forsaken this profession for politics 
before his arrival in California.

WILLIAM MCKENDREE GWIN
1805 - 1885

Dr. Gwin was for many years a part-time resident 
of Calaveras County. His headquarters here were 
at Gwin Mine, just down the Lower Rich Gulch from 
Paloma, where his son lived and managed the mine 
that contributed so much to the family fortunes 
from ’67 to ’82.

Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, U.C.

Curiously enough, Lower Bar is near the mouth of Lower Rich 
Gulch, and at the time of Gwin’s visit, Bayard Taylor reports 
that:

“The rich gulch was filled with miners, most of whom 
were doing an excellent business. The strata of white 
quartz crossing the mountains about half-way up the 
gulch had been tried, and found to contain rich veins of 
gold. A company of about twelve had commenced sin
king a shaft. . .”I

This was the Paloma ledge which Senator Gwin and his son 
were to take over 17 years later and develop into the famous Gwin 
Mine. Undoubtedly this campaign trip was one of the reasons why 
Gwin, many years after, returned to Lower Rich Gulch.

Just two years after Bayard Taylor’s visit to Lower Rich Gulch, 
another doctor showed up in the same ravine. This was Dr. Hugh 
Toland.
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HUGH TOLAND
Dr. Toland tried his hand, not too successfully, at quartz 
mining in 1851, on the “Paloma” vein. This eventually 
became the Gwin Mine.

Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, U.C.

“When gold was discovered in California ... he 
started across the plains, bringing with him a quartz
mill . . . San Francisco in seventy-six days. Arriving in 
California September, 1852, he went to Calaveras 
County and became owner of what is known as the Gwyn 
Mine at Mokelumne Hill ... He immediately stepped 
into a practice; but mining and medicine are not good 
comrades, and it was not long before he was shaking 
Calaveras’ quartz-dust from his heels . . .”2

Dr. Toland went to San Francisco and became an outstanding 
surgeon with a fabulously remunerative practice. He started the 
medical school at U.C. Perhaps Toland also discussed the 
Paloma ledge with Dr. Gwin, when they both were in San Fran
cisco, and helped plant the idea in Gwin’s mind to return to Lower 
Rich Gulch.

Another prominent California physician, Richard Somerset 
Den, had come to California by way of Mexico. An Irishman, he 
was a surgeon in the Mexican army, attached to the garrison at 
the Pueblo de Los Angelos where he was well liked and known as 
“Don Ricardo.”

“In 1848 the Doctor organized at his own expense a 
prospecting party and started north for Sullivan’s 
Diggings in Calaveras County near Angels Camp. Dur
ing 1848-49, he mined with varying success, finally, 
perceiving that his professional services were needed on 
account of the prevalence of malaria and intermittent 
fevers in that district he discharged his men and entered 
into the practice of medicine. He did this not so much for 
pecuniary gain as to relieve the sufferings of his fellow 
men. Whether a man was ‘broke’ or not made no 
difference as long as his services were required. Never
theless, it may be recorded that in one day he was paid 
over $1000 for medical attendance. At that time gold dust 
was the medium of exchange, being worth $14 an ounce 
in San Francisco.

“After a few month’s practice, he removed to San 
Francisco where he became one of the seven original 
organizers of the Society of California Pioneers.’’3

Perhaps the best known early doctor around San Andreas was 
Peter Goodwin. A man of southern sympathies, Dr. Goodwin 
made a fatal error in tangling with lawyer Jeff Gatewood, in 1859, 
and was killed in the subsequent duel at Moonlight Flat. 

According to Wade Johnston,

“Dr. Goodwin had the name of being the best doctor 
around San Andreas. He was public administrator, and I 
think he held the office at the time of the duel. He was a 
highbred Virginian about forty years of age and single. I 
think he was older than Jeff Gatewood. He was six feet 
tall and had dark eyes. I think both he and Gatewood 
wore chin whiskers at the time of the duel.”4

Dr. F. W. Brotherton was also practicing in this area at the time 
and served as a witness at the Goodwin inquest.

Down in the western extremities of the county, the scattered 
residents had the problem of seeking medical help from either the 
higher mining camps or the valley towns. One of our members, 
Walter Haddock, who was born and brought up in the western 
corner of the county, recalls some of the experiences of his 
grandparents there a century ago.

WEST END DOCTORS
My mother’s family, the Littles, arrived in Calaveras County in 

1856. Two years later, my father’s folks, the Haddocks, came to 
Calaveras, to the Chalk Ranch, one mile north of what is now 
Wallace, a mile east of where the Littles had settled just over the 
line in San Joaquin County.
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In the late fifties and early sixties, the nearest doctors were in 
Lodi and Campo Seco. The ones my grandparents mentioned 
were Dr. Armstrong, in Lodi, sixteen miles away, and Drs. Maxon 
and Moncel, in Campo Seco, ten miles distant, in the opposite 
direction. Our family used any doctor they could get to come, of 
these three physicians.

The “San Andreas Independent’’ reported on the fire in Campo 
Seco on September 3, 1859. Dr. Maxon’s office burned with a loss 
of $1500. Most of the town burned down in that fire. On March 20, 
that same year, the “Independent’’ had described Dr. Moncel’s 
hospital, known as the French Hospital. This did not burn down in 
the fire that September, as it was built on a hill out of town.

In 1870, Dr. Nathan Barbour (the first of that name), opened an 

office in Lockeford and from then on my folks got him most of the 
time. In 1883, Wallace was established when the railroad was be
ing constructed, and Dr. March located there. These were the 
first two doctors in Lockeford and Wallace. But before this, they 
had a horse doctor in Lockeford, named Locke, and another 
veterinarian, Dr. Monty White, in Clements. So now, in 1883, they 
had as many human doctors as animal doctors in the area!

In 1884, George Late wrote in his diary that the first medical ser
vice in Valley Springs was that of Dr. Wall, a woman physician, 
who visited her parents on horseback. Later, Dr. March moved to 
Burson, and so he began to serve Valley Springs, Jenny Lind, 
Campo Seco, Camanche and Wallace. All the doctors, in those 
days, traveled around with horse and buggy.

A VISIT TO GRANDFATHER

Little Walter Haddock goes with his family, one 
summer’s day in 1895, to visit Grandpa Little at his home 
(built in 1856) just across the San Joaquin County line, 
below Wallace. Walter is sitting next to his mother (2nd

from the right). The Little home was demolished by 
East Bay Water in 1969 as part of the Lake Camanche 
project.

Gift of Walter Haddock
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In 1887, the Priestley brothers came in, down below. These doc
tors were James Priestley, in Clements, Joseph Priestley, in 
Lockeford, and S. F. Priestley, in Stockton.

With no doctors in Jenny Lind in 1870, babies were delivered by 
two mid-wives, Mrs. Smile Pacheco and Mrs. Amy Collins, charg
ing five dollars for a boy, and two dollars and fifty cents for a girl, 
according to the late Judge J. A. Smith.

One of the best known and beloved general practitioners in the 
county was William Bright March, who practiced in the lower 
part of Calaveras. His eldest son, the late Dr. Irwin B. March, 
started a family history in 1950. After his death, his younger 
brother, Silas P. March, completed the compilation. We have 
adapted, from the copy given the Society by the Marches, the 
following article, somewhat condensed from the original. Dr. 
March’s granddaughter, Lorraine (Mrs. Raymond Cuneo, Sr.) 
kindly loaned additional family pictures for this issue.

DR. WILLIAM BRIGHT MARCH

Silas Paul March, born in 1827 in Kentucky, and Elizabeth 
Stevenson March, born in 1830 in Missouri, the parents of Dr. Mar
ch, were early settlers in California, in Merced County. Later they 
moved to near Stockton, where they ranched.

Their son, William Bright March, when a young medical 
student at California Medical College, married Minnie Jane 
Field, who had been his grammar schoolmate, at the Field’s “Bo- 
quet Ranch,” about twelve miles from Snelling. Minnie was born 
in 1861, in Nova Scotia, and came to California with her parents, 
Elisha B. and Hannah McDonald Field, when six years old, to a 
mining town in Mariposa County. They moved shortly thereafter 
to the Boquet Ranch, a homestead of 320 acres. There they built a 
small but comfortable home near the creek which flowed through 
the ranch, never drying up in the summer as so many small 
streams in California do. There, she told us, they were very hap
py, and that, as a little girl, she enjoyed very much wading 
barefoot in the creek, along with the ducks and geese that her 
mother always raised. She attended the public schools of Merced 
County.

After completing grammar school, Minnie Jane studied to be a 
teacher. Her principal instructor was a Mr. John York who, many 
years later, established “York’s Practical School” in Stockton. 
Coincidentally, I (Dr. Irwin March) attended that school for one 
term while preparing to take the county examination for my own 
teacher’s Certificate. Mr. York was then a white-haired, white- 
whiskered “professor”, but still very alert and aggressive, and an 
excellent teacher. To return to my mother, she taught school for 
one year when she married William Bright March.

When he had finished his course at California Medical, March

took an additional year at Eclectic Medical College in Cincinnati. 
Graduating in 1884, he and his family moved back to California 
and the young doctor went up to the brand new town of Wallace to 
rent a house and establish a practice.

“I received everything all right” Dr. March wrote to his wife 
from Wallace, on September 1st, 1884. “My trunk looked as 
though some loving one packed it. Everything was thought of. I 
am well but very lonesome for you and Irwin.

“I had a call last night and have one to make this morning. I 
think in a week or two I will have plenty to do . . .

“I want you to come up and see the country around here. People 
are rather rough here; that is the men are. It is just like all little 
country towns ....

“The railroad tracks will be to Burson this week and in a few 
weeks more there will be quite a town there.

“Then perhaps when we bring our things up from home we will 
be able to have a house up there to put them in ... ”

DOCTOR MARCH AND HIS BRIDE
William Bright March and Minnie Jane Field were mar
ried on November 9, 1880, at the Boquet Ranch near 
Snelling, California. From society Files
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Dr March had a house built in this newly created town of Bur
son, in the middle of the block that ran from the Depot north to the 
foot of the reservoir hill. His wife and son soon joined him there. 

For a time, this was the terminus of the new narrow gauge 
railroad running up from Lodi. Most of the freight for the mines 
above in the mountains was delivered by this railroad at Burson, 
and then hauled up to the mines by big freight teams. It was 
indeed a rough and tough little place at that time, and consisted 
of a store, post office, f reight and passenger depot, a small hotel, a 
saloon or two, a dance hall, two livery stables, a pretty little town 
park, and a few residences.

Nelson Gains, the station agent, lived at the end of the block at 
the foot of the reservoir hill, and Mr. Thomas lived at the other 
end, next to the main road in front of the Depot.

Few people today know that the hill at Burson with the old olive 
trees on it was a reservoir and that the hill is dug out like a deep 
circular pit. The water was piped into it from the miners’ ditch 
that ran along the hills north of Burson. * The scars of the ditch can 
still be seen on the side of the hill that is north of Dr. March’s ran
ch, now known (1969) as the Golden Goose. When that water ditch 
quit operating, the reservoir was also out of water and it had not 
proved practical, anyway, and most of the residents had their own 
wells.

*An excellent school essay was written on the history 
of Burson, by Donna Hawkins, and was printed in the 
Society’s 1961 “Fifth Annual Essay Contest.

The young doctor’s first case was that of a woman complaining 
of kidney trouble, and was referred to him by ‘ Aunty’ ’ Hill, a kin
dly old lady, a widow, who owned a ranch on the Mokelumne 
River, near Comanche, about four miles from Burson. “Aunty’’ 
Hill had liked the shy young doctor from the first time she had met 
him and wanted to help him get started in his practice.

Upon examination of this first patient he could find little wrong 
with her, except that her skin looked like she had never had a bath 
in her life. He prescribed a mild diuretic to stimulate her kidneys 
a little and also gave her a considerable quantity of a powder, with 
instructions to put a certain amount of this powder (bicarbonate 
of soda) into a small wash tub of warm water and telling her she 
must take a bath in this medicated water every day. The patient 
made a rapid recovery.

His second case was a little girl with the measles. Any young 
doctor, examining his first case of measles, will understand his 
fear of making a snap diagnosis with the possibility of being 
wrong, because there are so many skin conditions in which the 
rash, more or less, resembles measles. He was therefore sitting 
beside the bed, making a caref ul examination bef ore announcing 
his diagnosis, sniffed a couple of times and said, “Somebody in 
this here house has got the measles. I can smell ’em.’’ The young 
doctor looked around quickly and said, “Yes, this little girl has the 
measles.” He told me, years later, that he never forgot the 
“smell” of measles. In fact, he used all the diagnostic senses very 
efficiently sight, touch, hearing and smell.

HELISMA - 1917

Another landmark, long since disappeared, is the old Burson. Local residents, over the years, have chuckled
Helisma Depot. For certain compelling reasons the over the fact that, “Burson is my post office, but Hell-is-
station stop was not named, as was the town, for Daniel my station.” Loaned by Mrs. Lorraine Cuneo
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THE MARCH BOYS
A portrait probably taken about Christmas time, 1892, at 
Stockton, of Roy, Irwin and Lester March (1. to r.)

From Society Files

He did fairly well in his professional work from the beginning, 
but a little later the railroad was built onupto Valley Springs, four 
miles up nearer the mines, and Burson declined in importance. 
Later many of the mines closed down, and many people moved 
away. But the Doctor had become attached to the hill country and 
stayed on for awhile, even though it became»more and more dif
ficult to make a fair living out of his practice. He got very dis
couraged at times. Finally, in October, 1893, he moved with his 
family to Brentwood, in Contra Costa County, a fine small 
progressive town on the Southern Pacific Railroad, in the center 
of a rich and thriving farming country. He soon had a very good 
practice there: in fact, good enough to take his brother-in-law, Dr. 
William C. Field, into partnership with him.

But he was constantly homesick for the Calaveras foothills, and 
talked so much about Burson that Mother threatened to name the 
new baby “Burson", when it came. They compromised on that 

however, and named him Silas Paul March, for his grandfather. 
The next year (1895) he bought a ranch near Burson (now the 
Golden Goose -1969) from George Benedict and we moved back to 
his beloved foothills. The original place consisted of about fifty
seven acres, with a good house, barn, chicken houses, and a small 
orchard and vineyard.

The house then had six rooms with a six foot porch around three 
sides with a roof over the porch. The ceilings were eleven-feet 
high. The house was built of the finest kind of redwood and the roof 
of redwood shingles. George Benedict’s son, William, informed 
me (S.P. March) that the total cost to his father was seven hun
dred and fifty dollars. In these days of inflation it is hard to believe 
it could have cost so little. I am sure the present owner, Mrs. 
Peters, has spent a great many times that amount in remodeling 
the house.

Incidentally, the original owner of the land was John Peters (no 
relation to the present owner) who had built the first house in the 
community about three-quarters of a mile west of Burson. It was 
a large two-story house and was always known later as the old 
Chaparral house. John Peters and his wife had three sets of twins 
and a single child all under school age.

The copper mine soon reopened at Campo Seco, about four and 
a half miles from Burson, and other mines such as the Gwin 
reopened at various times, and gold dredgers started to work 
along the Calaveras and Mokelumne Rivers. The country became 
more prosperous again. Dr. March did very well in his profes
sional work and bought pieces of land adjoining his original ranch 
until he owned over four hundred acres. He spent quite a lot of his 
earnings on the ranch but I doubt if he ever made it pay more than 
a very small profit, if any at all.

He was never a very good business man and ran the ranch as an 
experimental hobby. However, that gave him a lot of pleasure and 
satisfaction, so perhaps, he should not be judged too critically for 
not making the place pay.

He was well liked and respected in the community. There were 
many poor people living in the foothills, many of them just 
“drifters” who moved into the old houses on the many abandoned 
little farms. He gave them medical care and treatment free and 
many times I have known him not only to give free medical care 
and treatment, but also to drive back to town and load his buggy 
with needed groceries and supplies and take them back to some 
poverty-stricken family so that they wouldn’t starve. Then he 
would often do all that he could to find work for the male members 
of the family. Having many friends at the mines and elsewhere, 
he often succeeded in placing them where they could earn a living 
for their families.

He took the medical journals of all three schools of Medicine 
Homeopath, Eclectic and Allopath (or Regular, as the latter is 
most often called). He read them all most carefully and used 
procedures in his practice that he believed would be the most 
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effective. I had occasion to call him in consultation many times 
during the three years that I (I.B. March) was County Physician 
for the Calaveras County Hospital at San Andreas. At these times 
I always learned something valuable from him, things about the 
practice of medicine that I had never been taught in Medical 
College or during my internship at the San Francisco City and 
County Hospital.

Although Mother gave up school teaching to get married, she 
never ceased to be a teacher and a leader, teaching her own 
children at home, or coaching them in their school work.

She always took an active part in community affairs and was, at 
various times, at the head of or acting as leader in The Ladies Aid 
Society, the Sunday School and the Church, The Women’s Chris
tian Temperance Union, and other social and community 
organizations. She always was much interested in our school dis
trict and did all that she could to see that responsible school 
trustees were elected and that a good teacher was always selected 
for our school.

She liked to dance and, although Dr. William B. never learned, 
he often took her to the community affairs and while she danced 
he mixed with the crowd and seemed to enjoy the sociability that 
the occasion afforded.

When the Doctor was very busy with his professional work she 
kept things moving on the ranch and saw that everybody got to 

work early and stayed on the job.
She was rather strict disciplinarian as I had, on numerous oc

casions, to remember. One Sunday, late in the spring, when we 
lived in Brentwood, she had directed me to dress up and go to Sun
day school. I was never very enthusiastic about Sunday school, 
and much less so on beautiful, warm spring days. As I started for 
Sunday school I saw our Chinese laundryman several blocks 
down the street with his old single-barreled shotgun and I sneaked 
down to see what he was up to.

He and I had already established a strong friendship and as I 
walked up to him he said, “Likee shoot blackbird?” Of course I’d 
like to shoot blackbirds so he handed me the gun and pointed to 
some blackbirds on the telegraph wires near the railroad tracks. I 
banged away, missed the blackbirds, and the gun nearly kicked 
me off my feet. The old Chinaman laughed heartily and gave me 
another cartridge and said, “Shoot ’em again.” I repeated the act 
several times, much to the amusement of my old Chinese friend. 
But my mother heard the shooting and curiosity caused her to 
investigate. She was astounded and angry when she looked down 
the street and saw me so brazenly breaking the Sabbath and 
called to me loudly to come home. When I arrived at the front gate 
she met me there with a long switch from a peach tree in the yard. 
And Boy! Did she lay it on! My thin shirt was no protection at all 
and I have never forgotten how that switch smarted when it 

VALLEY SPRINGS DEPOT
The Narrow Gauge reached the George Late Ranch in remembered scene, the stages and mails waiting for the
1885, and the little town of Valley Springs was built at the train.
terminus of the line. This view shows a well- San Andreas Museum
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wound around my shoulders and back. That licking did not in
crease my love of religion a bit but it did make me more obedient. 
I was about thirteen years old at the time.

But Minnie Jane was a very kind and good mother in spite of her 
strict discipline, and we all loved her very much. She nursed us 
through all of our childhood illnesses whooping cough, measles, 
mumps, influenza and other sickness and injuries usual to a 
family of children. She worked very hard, keeping the house in 
order, cooking, sewing, washing and ironing, canning fruit and 
vegetables, pickling olives, and answering the telephones and 
making appointments for the Doctor.

‘We had three telephones in the house because of the Doctor’s 
scattered country practice the Main Line, the Farmer’s Line and 
the River Line. Often in the Doctor’s busy season two of the 
phones would be ringing at the same time. The following is an ex
ample of the kind of telephone conversations that often occurred.

There was the Farmer’s Line ringing again one long and three 
short rings. Everybody in the country knew that it was the Doc
tor’s ring and by the time Minnie Jane got to the telephone she 
could detect half a dozen or more people taking the phone off the 
hook, sometimes, so many of them that the weak batteries of the 
Farmer’s Line could hardly carry the load and it would be dif
ficult to hear anything said over the phone.

MINNIE JANE: “This is Mrs. March speaking.”

CALLER: “This is Mrs. Higginbotham. We have a sick child 
here. Could you send the Doctor right..............” There were so
many listeners on the line that Mrs. Higginbotham’s voice 
seemed to fade out.

MINNIE JANE: “I’m sorry, but there are so many people 
listening in that I can’t understand what you say. If some of them 
would get off the line I might be able to hear you clearly.”

Immediately Minnie Jane could hear five or six phones go back 
on the hook and the line improved enough so that she could hear 
over it.

Then Mrs. Higginbotham repeating her anxious call for the 
Doctor. Minnie Jane replies: “The Doctor left early this morning 
and he has so many calls to make that I don’t know when he will be 
home, but I will tell him just as soon as he arrives.”

Just then an unidentified listener speaks over the phone: “Ex
cuse me, Mrs. March, but I saw the Doctor go by j ust a little while 
ago and he was headed toward Jenny Lind (a little town on the 
Calaveras River) and maybe if you called Monroe Sinclair at the 
store there, Monroe could stop the Doctor and tell him.”

MINNIE JANE: “Thank you. I will do that”. And so Minnie 
Jane called Monroe Sinclair on the River Line, and Monroe 
stopped the Doctor as he was going through Jenny Lind and the 
Doctor detoured on his way home to sqe the sick child at the 
Higginbothams.

THE RIVER CROSSING 
This is how the country doctor traveled in the Nineteenth tor’s time was spent in visiting and treating the sick in
Century. In those days, a large proportion of the doc- out-of-way places. What a contrast to today’s methods.

San Andreas Museum
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The Marches had these five children:
Irwin Beede March, born on August 5th, 1881, on the Old March 

Ranch, near Stockton.
Hoy Vernon March, born on January 14th, 1886, at Burson. Roy 

died on March 25, 1954, at San Andreas.
Lester King March, born on December 5th, 1887, at Burson.
Silas Paul March, born on September 23rd, 1894, at Brentwood. 
Dorothy Hannah Elizabeth March, born on February 26th, 1902, 

on the March Ranch, near Burson.
Irwin March married Carrie Dean and they had five children 

before the marriage ended in divorce. The children were Muriel, 
Ruth, William, Dean and Paul. Irwin March went in the Army as a 
doctor in 1916 and after serving in Durope in World War One as a 
field surgeon and after the war as director of hospitals in 
Coblentz, Germany, he was sent to the Phillipines where he met 

railroads for over thirty years. He was Pullman agent for the 
Southern Pacific in San Francisco and then traveling passenger 
agent for the New York Central. After returning to the ranch at 
Burson, Lester married Leah Vaughn, daughter of Belle 
Underhill. They were married twenty-three years before she 
died. Lester never had any children.

Silas March married Gertrude Hood on November 27th, 1918 
and November 27, 1969 they celebrated their golden wedding an
niversary. Silas and Gertrude had two daughters, Gertrude Edna 
and Miriam Jeanette.

Among the early day Burson residents were the Fred Walters 
family. Fred was a blacksmith. He later quit blacksmithing and 
started a store. Later he sold out to John Hopps whose son now 
runs a store in Acampo, California.

Fred Allison ran a store at the top of the hill opposite the Depot.
Lt. Louise Elizabeth Stephenson, an army nurse. They were mar- He later moved the store to the foot of the hill below where the
ried May 6, 1921, in Manilla. After serving in or visinting every livery stable was. Fred Allison sold out to Dan Dyer. Dan’s father,
major country in the world, Irwin was stationed at the Pentagon 
in Washington, D.C., until World War Two. He served through the 
war and retired at the age of 65. His wife Betty still lives in San 
Francisco. Irwin and Betty had no children.

Charlie Dyer, was one of the early settlers.
The Major Lambert Littlefield family was also one of the early 

families. Verne and Zenas Littlefield were the sons and Nellie 
Stone was an older half sister. Verne Littlefield was killed in a 

Lester married Lillian Odermat of Oakland. She died nineteen 
years later. Later Lester married Ruth Harding, niece of 
President Warren Harding. His second marriage ended in

logging accident. “Zene’’ was Justice of the Peace for a time, 
after he grew up.

The John Hood family moved from Oakland to Burson in 1912.
divorce. Lester returned to the ranch at Burson after working for The oldest boy, Hubert, remained in Oakland but Frank, Ger-

BURSON - 1917
Before the new highway was built, “downtown” Burson 
was north of the railroad tracks, as this view shows. The

two stores in this picture were operated at that time by 
Fred Allison and John Hopps.

Courtesy of Mrs. Lorraine Cuneo
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trude and Halle came with their parents to the old Bert Worth 
ranch , south of Burson.

Frank married Verna Higginbotham. They had one daughter, 
Ruth, who now lives on the Higginbotham Ranch between Valley 
Springs and Jenny Lind. She and her husband, Tony Silveira, 
farm and raise cattle and Tony drives to work in Stockton.

Halle Hood married Zenas Littlefield who was Justice of the 
Peace of Jenny Lind Township. They had one son, Lambert 
(named for his grandfather).

Zene Littlefield died in Lodi from the effects of influenza. A few 
years later Halle married William Benedict. They had a 
daughter, Violet. After a number of years Bill died. Later Halle 
married Walter Fox. They were married eight years when Walter 
Fox died. Halle still lives in Lodi.

William Briggs was the minister of the church. Later he moved 
to Stockton to study and practice law. His son Hubert also became 
a lawyer and practiced for many years at Stockton.

The Newton Mahaffey family with twin boys, Frank and Harry, 
and a daughter Ruth, were early residents. They also moved to 
Stockton and other children were born there.

The Aaron Lamb family lived at Burson for a number of years 
and then moved to Valley Springs. Gertrude Lamb was Roy Mar
ch’s first wife and they had one daughter, Lorraine, now Mrs. Ray 
Cuneo of San Andreas (San Antone Camp). Gertrude died when 
Lorraine was two years old and her grandmother, Minnie March 
raised her. Roy later married Belle Jansen and they moved to 
Richmond where Roy worked for over thirty years for the Stan
dard Oil Co. until he retired at sixty-five. Roy and Belle had three 
boys, Ronald, Jimmie and Donald and a daughter Winnie.

The Robins family lived in the Old Chaparral house after John 
Peters built a new home nearer town. Wilbur Robins was the boy, 
there was an older girl and Sarah was the youngest.

The Pat Kennedy family lived on a ranch one mile south of Bur
son on the Jenny Lind road. A brother, Barney Kennedy, lived 
with them. The Pat Kennedy family had three girls, Mary, Lizzie 
and Katie, and two boys, William and Johnny.

Mary Kennedy married Matt Lingane of Stockton and their 
oldest daughter Bessie taught school and she and her husband 
Dave Hurley now run the store at Burson (1969). Lizzie Kennedy 
married Ed Mulgrew of Camache and Alaska. After Ed quit min
ing in Alaska they bought an apple an apple orchard near Wat
sonville. Katie married Charley Stage and they farmed and later 
ran the store at Burson. Will Kennedy married Sally Mulgrew and 
farmed the old Kennedy place. John Kennedy was a school 
teacher but later studied law and practiced in Stockton. John 
never married.

The Charlie Jones family lived on a farm just over the hill south 
of Burson. They had three girls, Olive, Myrtle and Hazel. Olive 
never married, she and Hazel moved to Stockton and Hazel mar
ried in Stockton. Myrtle married Charlie Schwoerer.

DR. AND MRS. WILLIAM B. MARCH 
A snap taken of them in 1915 at the March Ranch just 
below Burson. Courtesy of Mrs. Lorraine Cuneo

The D. E. Moyer family lived just west of town. At that time 
there were two girls, Edna and Otta. Hazel was born later after 
they had moved.

The Mosher family lived on the west road to Evergreen. The 
children were Katie, Carrie and Fred. After Mr. Mosher’s death 
they moved to Berkeley.

The Brewer family, the Tampsit family, Charlie Hamilton, and 
R. R. Kynaston families lived near Burson.

It would be impossible to name all the people that lived in or 
near Burson, but in the early 1900’s there was the Dewitt Family 
with four boys, John, Dolph, Yancy and George, and one girl, 
Alma. Also, there was the Coats family with children Frank, 
Charlie, Hubert and Martha; the Buck family with Hetty and 
Hiram; the Robinson family with May, Emma and Elva, and the 
Sam Morrow family with an older girl, Mabel who married Bert 
Worth, then Henry, May and Johnny Morrow.

The Phillip Hatler family were early residents of Burson.
The Dawson family lived on the hill about three and a half miles 

from Burson that overlooked Evergreen school house. Mr. 
Dawson had been a soldier in the Union Army in the Civil War and 
Mrs. Dawson was a widow. She was a fine Christian woman with 
four children, Annie, Tom, Will and Georgia. They were a fine 
family and well respected in the neighborhood. Tom, now 82 years 
old, lives on the old place with his son and daughter-in-law.

The Martin Lofquist family lived on the other side of the road 
from the Dawsons. They had a son Dan and a daughter Linda. Dan 
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was drowned when still in his teens. Linda married Emil Hoag 
who lived on a ranch on the Calaveras River. The Fred Lenfesty 
family lived on the road from Evergreen towards Jenny Lind. 
They had a son Ernest who married Dorothy March. Dr. March 
had brought Ernest into the world and also the Fred Lenfesty’s 
daughter Elsie. Elsie married Barnett and they had a ranch 
below Jenny Lind.

The Morgan family were early settlers of Evergreen district. 
Clara Morgan married R. K. Kynaston, Annie Morgan married 
Fred Lenfesty, Winnie Morgan married Arthur Brown and when 
he died she later married Fred Gleason. Cali Morgan married 
Lester Miner.

I (S. P. March) have digressed enough from the life of Doctor 
W. B. March except that all these people were patients of his. In 
Jenny Lind he doctored the Frank Sinclair family, the Monroe 
Sinclair family, and near Jenny Lind the Andrew Sinclair family. 
He also doctored the Gregory family and the Gregory sons’ 
families after they were grown. The Will Dennis family, and the 
Hunt families and many others too numerous to mention. Sadie 
Smith Hunt is one of the numerous babies Doctor March brought 
into the world.

Dr. March saved the lives of the Copeland triplets in Wallace 
when they had a severe case of diphtheria by staying by their bed
side and using fever-reducing medicines, and administering an
titoxin until the crisis passed.

He had a hard life, spending long hours driving with a horse and 
cart or horse and buggy and going as far as Lodi. In 1910 he bought 
a Studebaker E.M.F. 30 Horsepower automobile. This made it 
easier for him to make his rounds and also when Dr. Mason used 
to call on him for diagnostic consultation. When I went to high 
school and boarded in Lodi I treated with Dr. Mason and he told 
me that the reason he sent for Dr. March was that he considered 
him the best diagnostician he knew. I felt very proud. Dr. Mason 
built his own hospital in Lodi later and he was also a member of 
the State Board of Medical Examiners.

When he first started to practice Dr. March drove a horse and 
high-wheeled cart, so he could ford the streams. One stormy even
ing he was called to Lancha Plana and forded the Mokelumne 
River below where the present Pardee Dam is. It was dark and 
raining when he returned and he did not know there had been a 
cloudburst in the mountains. The river had risen and was flowing 
so swiftly that it overturned the cart. The Doctor held onto the 
reins and swam as best he could in his heavy coat. The horse 
swam the river pulling the cart and pulled the doctor out of the 
river. The Doctor lost his medicine case and his instrument case. 
The loss was quite a blow to the young doctor as the drugs and 
instruments were expensive and he had to borrow the money to 
replace them.

The Holden Drug Co. of Stockton, one of the oldest and most 
reliable of the drug stores, supplied all the doctor’s drugs. As the

SILAS PAUL MARCH AND ELIZABETH ANN MARCH 
Dr. March’s parents pose on his east porch at the Burson 
ranch.

Loaned by Mrs. Lorraine Cuneo

people were too far away to have prescriptions filled, the doctor 
built a small medicine room in his home with shelves all the way 
to the ceiling and filled his own prescriptions. He carried a case 
full of small bottles with as many of the remedies in it as possible 
and he refilled the case each day. He used all of the regular 
specifics of Lloyds, Lillys, Wyeths, Abbotts and other manufac
turers plus, of course, the vaccines and antitoxins. None of the 
doctors of that time had the advantages of the wonder drugs of to
day with their powerful curative powers and also sometimes their 
disastrous side effects, but many of the remedies used then are 
still used in different forms.

In the early days it was a wild country to practice in and the 
shootings and knifings were frequent. After I was grown Henry 
------------------ showed me the scars from seventeen knife wounds 
he got in a barroom fight with Jimmy L.------------------ (I have left
the names out for obvious reasons). One scar on Henry 
------------------ ran from one side of his abdomen to the other and 
as he inelegantly put it, “My guts were showing and your old man 
sewed me up and stopped the bleeding and saved my life”.

When the doctor retired he had a jewel box about three inches 
long, two inches wide and an inch and a half deep, full of bullets 
that he had removed from men. Sad to say, not all of the men lived 
but he was able to save some of them.

Doctor March had an even disposition and I rarely saw him 
angry. He and Minnie were always looking after some of the 
relatives. They brought the Doctor’s father and mother to live 
with us when they got old and when Doctor’s oldest brother lost his 
wife in Idaho they sent for his ten-year old daughter, Ruth March, 
who lived with us at Burson until she was grown and married to 
Vere Petersen. Vereand Ruth are now retired and living in Santa
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Cruz. Later Ruth’s father, Frank, sold out in Idaho and came to 
work on the March ranch at Burson. He lived there till he died.

Dr. March was not only a good family man and a kind and 
generous father but was also a kindly and generous doctor to his 
patients, many of whom were close friends. He cared much more 
for the welfare of his patients than he did for money. He provided 
amply for his family and beyond that he had no desire for riches. 
He left an inheritance much greater than any monetary one could 
have been. He was loved. Minnie was a good mother, a good 
neighbor and a worthy companion to him.

>. “El Dorado’’, by Bayard Taylor
2. “The Scalpel Under Three Flags”, by Geo. D. Lyman, 
in California Historical Quarterly, Volume 4, 1925.
3. Ibid
4. “Wade Johnston Talks to his Daughter”, by Effie E. 
Johnston

Our new program chairman, Don Cuneo, has announced this ten
tative program for the next few months:

September 27, - Grange Hall, San Andreas , Indian Creek - 
Sheepranch

October 25 - Fricot City, we hope. Program: Fricot City and the 
Fricots

November 15 - Grange Hall, San Andreas, Calaveras County 
Courthouses

January Meeting - Railroads of Calaveras and/or Valley 
Springs

In Memoriam
Loveday Bennett Colvin 
Jackson Taft McCarty 
Laila Tardif 
Allen Freeman Peek 
Will B. Weston

Out Of Print Issues
We have repeated requests for copies of out-of-print issues of 

“Las Calaveras”. At this time, approximately 26 out of 84 issues 
are no longer available, and each year several more are added to 
the list. In order to fill these requests, so that members may have 
complete files of our quarterly, or to provide researchers with in
formation, we are starting a service of supplying “zerox” copies 
(fifty cents to members, one dollar to non-members).
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LIVERY STABLES AND 
GARAGES 

IN ANGELS CAMP

We commented, in our earlier issue on this subject, about the im
portant part that the livery stables played in transportation of the 
Mother Lode area. Each town had a stable or two, and a rig could 
readily be rented. A number of the residents of that day main
tained their own stables, but those that didn’t, and of course, 
many of the “drummers”, visitors, and others, depended upon 
the liveries.

It took a bit more know-how then, of a different sort, to drive a 
buggy or a carriage out over the country roads than it does to cover 
the same ground today in a modern automobile. And it required a 
lot more time, too. There are very few horses broken to harness, 
anymore, or drivers that know how to handle them.

Early stables in Angels Camp included Michael Cosgrove’s 
Livery and Sales Stable and the Russell & Miller Livery. The 
former, on the lot of the present-day Bazinett Hotel, was operated 
later by John Ferry as the Angels Stable. This establishment was 
destroyed in the great fire of 1885. Later the Tryons reestablished 
the Angels Livery Stable on the site presently occupied by Carley’s 
Garage. The other livery, the Pioneer, started by Alexander Love

A. LOVE’S LIVERY & FEED STABLE
Alexander Love poses with his crew in the early days of the stable. This building was 
converted from his dairy to the stable. Loaned by Mrs. Dorris Faull
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about 1880, was located farther up town, almost across from the 
Congregational Church.

With the advent of the horseless carriage, the liveries gradually 
went out of business. Most of them were, somewhere along the line, 
converted to garages. John Carley started the first real garage in 
1908, across the street from the Angels Livery, and then subsequen
tly took over the latter establishment, eventually rebuilding and 
continuing the garage business to the present day. Lewis 
McGaffey, Jr. at the Pioneer, in the mid-teens, began catering to 
the new automobiles and even became the Chandler car agency. A 
nephew, Charles Rocque, then took over the operation and ran it as 
a tire repair and vulcanizing business for a number of years. After 
a brief period when Joe Zwinge ran the garage, it was rented by the 
Wilmshursts and sublet in 1933 to Charles Stone of Copperopolis, 
who operated a garage business there for twenty-two years. The 
building was then taken over by the Wilmshursts and used in their 
business, and was purchased from the Love estate in 1962. It was 
finally demolished in March, 1971.

Other garages were established. Turner Lillie’s was the third 
garage in town to open for business, on the site of the present 
Williams establishment. Then Joseph Wilmshurst and his son, 
Ralph, who in 1933 had set up in the garage business in San Andreas 
in the historic Corcoran building, across from Stewart’s, moved 
back to Angels about 1937. Until their new building was erected, the 
Wilmshursts shared the old livery building with their tenant, 
Charley Stone.

The Pioneer and the Angels liveries, and Carley’s Garage are 
described here from papers given before the Society in February,

THE LIVERY STABLE
By

Ed Leonard
The livery stable was a very necessary part of every com

munity of any size. It generally consisted of a two-story building. 
On the first floor there were stalls for the horses, a harness room, 
and the office. The office was also sometimes used as the sleeping 
quarters for the night attendant. The upper story or the loft was 
used for storage of hay and grain (rolled barley.)

The equipment in a well-run livery consisted of carts, 
buckboards, buggies, surreys, carriages, and wagons. Some of 
these were drawn by one horse, others by two, and sometimes 
four. Horses in those days were classified as riding, single and 
double saddle, and single and double harness.

After the railroad came to Angels, the liveries added a carryall, 
so that they could take passengers to and from the Depot. 

The attendant, the hostler, cared for the animals and made the 
equipment ready for the customers. For this work he was paid $1 a 
day.

Typical rates for hire (1880 - 1900) were:
Riding Horse $1 per day
Single Horse and Cart $1.50 per day

or buckboard

THE LEMUE BLACKSMITH SHOP
If you wanted a new carriage or wagon, or needed repairs to your present equipment, Ralph 
Lemue was the person to see in Angels. This is a view of his establishment, which was located 
where the Texaco Station is today, taken about 1891. Loaned by John P. Lemue
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Single Horse & Buggy $2.50 per day
Double Team & Surrey $4.00 per day

or carriage
Driver $1.00 per day

The charges were more for longer trips. The board for horses in 
the stable was $1 a day. Transient horses left at the stable for a 
shorter time were charged 50e for hay or 75® for hay and grain. The 
liveryman paid from $14 to $20 a ton for hay, and $30 to $40 a ton for 
rolled barley. He paid five cents each for the sacks.

THE PIONEER LIVERY
By

Bessie McGinnis

Alexander Love arrived in Angels Camp in the spring of 1852 
with his wife and daughter, Elizabeth. They had come from 
Paisley, Scotland, by way of New York and the Isthmus of 
Panama. He hired a four-horse team to bring them up from San 
Francisco. They came through San Jose and Livermore.

Mr. Love panned for gold at first, then went into the dairy 
business. The children delivered milk to customers in town. Later 
he had Mr. Lewis McGaffey Sr. build a sawmill for him on what is 
now called Love Creek, near Avery, and he went into the lumber 
business. Then he served as County Assessor for seven years, 
starting in 1870. After his term expired, he started a livery in the 
dairy building on Main Street. He began with just one horse and 
buggy, but soon built up a thriving business. He eventually had 
some 25 or 30 horses, and buggies, surreys, carts, carriages and 
lumber wagons.

The carriage house was built over Dry Creek and the horse 
stalls were next to it on another level. There was a loft for hay and 
grain, and an office on the street side. The Pioneer Livery build
ing is still standing next to the Texaco Gasoline Station.*

The creek was bridged over, and in winter-time the horses were 
taken out on the bridge to be washed. The horses were brushed and 
curried every morning, so they would be ready for the day’s work. 
The harnesses were also kept clean and shiny, in the stables. 
There were stalls for horses belonging to travelers, for either day 
care or overnight stay. There were many visitors, salesmen, and 
other businessmen traveling into this area, because the Utica, 
Stickle, Lightner, Angels, and other mines were operating. Trips 
to Calaveras Big Trees and Mercer’s Cave were becoming 
popular, too.

* The old building was torn down in March of ’71. The site 
can be identified by the concrete slab, put down when 
the building was used for a garage, just up-hill from the 
station. Ed.

Snapped in a familiar pose at the Livery.
Courtesy of Mrs. Dorris Faull

The carriages were washed and cleaned each time after they 
were used. Wheels were jacked up for cleaning and greasing. The 
body of the carriage was sponged with a chamois and the wheels 
cleaned with a sponge. This work was generally done by the night 
hostler. Drummers who left their rigs at the livery were generous 
about tipping, so the boys liked the night shift. Dusters and lap 
robes were furnished with the carriages for hire.

The record books kept by Mr. Love are now in the possession of 
his descendants. In these books he made note of orders sent for 
horse blankets, spare parts for the harness gear and other 
equipment, and leather cleaning supplies. He bought his hay and 
barley from local ranchers. Among the names of ranchers appear
ing are Tower & Bisbee, Alex Thompson, Cosgrave, Fischer, 
Malespina, and Maloney. His books show that he paid from $6 to $7 
a cord for stove wood. He also sold home insurance policies, and 
many of these were listed in his books. He noted when new hostlers 
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were hired and often commented when they left, favorably or 
otherwise. “Charles, the honest young man, left today to better 
himself, and I hated to lose him.’’ I discharge Hall, the old hostler, 
today. I found him to be a poor, miserable, unreliable man. He has 
left to bilk someone else.” Love paid his hostlers $25 a month.

The Pioneer Livery Stable was operated by Alexander Love until 
his death in 1901. It was then taken over by Lewis McGaffey. Uke 
Stanaway, John McGowand and William Kerr also participated in 
the operation.

Some of Alexander Love’s descendants still residing in this area 
are Mrs. Bessie Serra, Mrs. Dorris Faull, Mrs. Rose Fletcher, 
Mrs. Ruth Eberhardt, and Alvin Hogarth. The Hogarth boys 
worked as hostlers at the stable when they were young.

ANGELS LIVERY STABLES
By

John P. Lemue

With regard to the livery stables at the lower end of Main Street, 
The Mountain Echo of June, 1883, runs an advertisement, “Angels 
Livery Stable, Main Street opposite Angels Hotel - John Terry, 
Proprietor.” This was on the lot now occupied by the Bazinett 
Hotel. Edna Buckbee, historian, writes that Michael Cosgrove ar
rived in Angels Camp in 1851 and started a lumber mill. He also 
built a hotel, dance hall and livery stable. This was probably the 
livery that John Ferry took over. It was burned in the great Angels 
fire of 1885.

THE PIONEER STABLES
Always a popular view for photographers was the livery crew in front of the stable door. This 
picture was taken during the Free Silver campaign as the poster to Mr. Love’s right indicates.

Courtesy ol Mrs. Dorris Faull
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THE ANGELS LIVERY STABLE
This is how the Tryons’ new stable appeared on lower Main Street in the late eighties. A piano 
salesman is in town. Courtesy of Earle Edmiston

During the 80’s Charles and George Tryon reestablished the 
Angels Livery in a new site, where Carley’s Garage is today. 
Charles Tryon had the Every stable when I was a young boy in 
Angels. I can remember the stable taking fire one night, and a lot of 
excitement getting the horses out and flooding the stable. In the 
morning a large pyramid of baled hay was piled on the street. It 
had been rolled out of the loft in order to get at the fire. The stable, 
which had not been badly burned, remained standing.

As I remember, there was always a night man or hostler who had 
certain tasks to perform. He had a room where he cleaned and 
oiled the harness. There was a wash rack where the dust or mud of 
the road was washed off the vehicles used during the day. He also 
fed the horses so they would be ready for the morning’s work.

Charles Tryon had a pet monkey that lived in the stable. When he 
was loose, he ran all over town to be either liked or disliked by the 
townspeople. He was always up to some mischief . For example, 
there was a beautiful horse which received special attention and 
thus became the object of his attention. Nothing pleased the 
monkey more than to steal eggs and then mash them on the horse’s 
back.

There were always cats around the stable where they could find 
mice and rats in the hay. One mother cat and her kittens became 
the special care of the monkey. Charlie Tryon decided one day to 
get rid of the kittens and arranged with a young boy to put them in a 
sack and take them home. The boy started out with the sack over 
his shoulder, and just outside the stable, met the monkey on his 
way home. The kittens were crying and of course the monkey

CHARLES TRYON
Snapped at the ranch with his nephew Walter, about 1915.

Loaned by Walter Tryon
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THE PIONEER TRYON FAMILY
George Clifton Tryon was one of the almost legendary “Forty-niners.” He sailed to Panama 
from New York, walked across the Isthmus and progressed by boat up the Pacific Coast until 
his ship was wrecked. He swam ashore and traveled the rest of the way on foot. George Tryon 
became an important member of the Angels community, and served as Assessor and as 
Sheriff. He started up the Tryon mine and established the Tryon ranch. The latter became the 
property of his son, Charles, after whom Mt. Tryon and Tryon Meadows in the Sierra are 
named. In the view above, we see George Clifton Tryon surrounded by his wife and seven 
children. Standing, left to right, Celia Pierano (Mrs. Walter), Walter Tryon, Addie Madison 
Tryon, Charles Tryon. Sittng, Kate Tryon (Bryant), George Clifton Tryon, Adelia, his wife, 
and George Tryon. The two youngsters are James (center) and John. The latter was the father 
of Walter Tryon who now resides at the family ranch.

Loaned by the Walter Tryon Family
—...... ... ......................:------- ..



THE BIG FLOOD
Lower Main Street became a shambles when Angels Creek went on a rampage in January, 
1909. The front of the Angels Livery can be seen extreme right, and Dr. Pache’s house across 
the creek (left).

Loaned by John Lemue



CHARLES TRYON 
(1864-1945)

This is lovable old Charlie Tryon as many 
Angels residents still remember him.

Loaned by Waiter Tryon Family

heard them. He jumped onto the boy’s back, making him drop the 
sack and run. Then the monkey tore open the sack and packed all 
the kittens back to their bed in the stable.

Many of the “drummers” made the Angels Livery the stopping 
place for their teams. Some would come through driving long spr
ing wagons piled high with big trunks of sample goods. These were 
displayed in the “sample rooms” at the hotels where merchants 
came to see the goods and give their orders. The livery also had 
special wagons for salesmen who did not have their own rigs. Most 
of them, however, did have their own horses and buggies, but if not, 
were able to hire teams and drivers to take them to the nearby 
towns.

Tom Powers bought the stable business from Charlie Tryon 
about 1900 and ran it for a few years. When the train came into 
Angels, most of the travel switched to the train. This, of course, 
changed the livery stable business overnight. From then on, the 
stable had a bus or carry-all to meet the train at night and in the 
mornings, to take passengers to and from the hotels. About this 
time, Tom Powers sold out to Billy Kerr, who continued to keep 
teams for hire, as well as carriages and buggies for out of town 

travel. Kerr wold to Wesley Richards who had a stage line to 
Milton. When Richards quit running his stage line, he sold the 
livery business to Emil Schwoerer. Emil carried on until the 
automobiles literally put him out of business. So he sold the horses 
and equipment, and then sold the building to John Carley who 
converted it to a garage in 1913 or 14.

CARLEY’S GARAGE
By

Joe Carley
John H. Carley was the oldest child of Joseph and Anna Carley. 

He was born and raised on the old Carley ranch at French Gulch, 
three miles out of Murphys. He married Elizabeth Chase, of Mur
phys, in 1891, and moved to Angels where he was working at 
carpentering and building houses. In addition, he entered into the 
store business with his brother-in-law, John Davey, and built the 
large structure later known as the Wood's building. He also took a 
correspondence course and became an undertaker, later becom
ing the Coroner and Public Administrator of Calaveras County.

About 1906 or ’07, he started working on the few automobiles that 
were around Angels at that time, doing this at his home where he 
had built a small shop. He already had quite a lot of experience 
with internal combustion engines as he had for some time kept the 
gas engines on the thrashing machines working on the various ran
ches around Murphys and Angels.

In 1908, he started up the Garage on Angels Creek, calling it the 
“City Garage.” He later renamed it “Carley’s City Garage.” 
About 1914, he moved across the street into larger quarters in the 
Angels Livery Stable. He dropped the “City”, and called the new 
location “Carley’s Garage,” and it has been known as this to the 
present date.

John Carley sold Model T Fords up until the early twenties. At 
the time when Henry Ford was going to force every franchised 
dealer to stock a Fordson tractor. John told the Ford people to 
cancel his franchise.

John and Elizabeth Carley had five children. The two sons. Earl 
and Joe went to work in the garage with their father while still go
ing to school. After finishing school, Earl drove the auto stage from 
Angels to Stockton from 1914 to 1919, and then went to work steady 
at the garage. Joe followed in 1924, after getting through school, to 
work full time with his lather at the garage.

At this time, there were about six men working at the garage, as 
well as a bookkeeper. We had a school bus franchise to Murphys, 
Melones and Copperopolis. When the Carson Hill Mine was 
operating, we also had the job of bussing the miners to and from 
work on all the different shifts. One of the shifts went on at mid
night. Earl did most of the bus driving to the mines. One of the
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CARLEY’S GARAGE BEFORE
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CARLEY’S GARAGE AFTER
Nick Cepanich, John Carley, Joe Carley, Unice Thompson, 
and Jim Carley in front of the old garage after its face-lift. 

Courtesy of Carley’s Garage

THE NEW GARAGE
Nick Cepanich, Joe, Vera and Earl Carley, and Jack Valente 
proudly show off the new garage in 1936.

Loaned by the Carley family

busses we used for that run was a 1910 4-cylinder Packard car 
which was converted to a bus with lengthwise seats in it.

About 1926, John Carley took a sub-franchise for Chevrolet cars 
from C. M. Menzies, the Chevrolet dealer in Stockton. He also had 
sub-franchises for Reo and Chalmers cars, and just before World 
War II, sold Dodges.

He remodeled the old livery stable two different times, and in 
1936, tore the old building down, and had a new concrete and steel 
building erected, at that time one of the most modern buildings on 
the Mother Lode. John Carley passed away in 1944, leaving the 
business to his two sons, Earl and Joe, to carry on. In 1948, we 
became a franchised dealer for the Pontiac Motor Division, which 
is still in effect, and in 1960, became a dealer for GMC trucks.

Earl Carley married Vera Wood, of Melones, in 1924. Vera kept 
books at the garage for 26 years. They have no children. Vera and 
Earl retired in 1960.

Joe Carley married Alberta Raggio of Angels in 1925. They had 
two sons, Wade and Bertram. After High School, Wade went to 
General Motors Institute at Flint, Michigan, for two years; 
graduating in 1954. Then, after working at the garage, he went into 
the Service in 1957, and was discharged in 1959. He became a 
partner with his father in Carley’s Garage in 1960. In 1959, he mar
ried Shin Yung Soo of Korea, and they have two boys, Jonathan and 
Matthew.

Bertram went to Humphrey’s Business College and then on to 
Delta Junior College. In 1960 he entered the Service, and upon his 
discharge in 1962, became the bookkeeper for the garage.

Carley’s Garage was recently honored by the Union Oil Com
pany as being the oldest Union dealer in their system and when 
Union credit cards were first originated in the thirties, Carley’s 
Garage was given a card honoring their association since 1909. 
This card is still in use. In 1960, Earl and Joe were each presented 
with a Girard Perregaux Gyramatic wrist watch, inscribed on the 
back “Commemorating 51 Years Association with the Union Oil 
Co.”

CARLEY’S FORD AGENCY
Earl poses with a “Tin Lizzie” that’s ready for the road, mud, 
chuck holes and all. This snap was taken shortly before 
Carley’s gave up the Ford agency.

Loaned by Carley’s Garage
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THE ANGELS GARAGE
Proprietor Charley Stone has just turned out a sleek Pontiac 
for a customer, at his shop in the old Love Building. The sign 
shows the effects of the recent fire that burned down the his
toric Calaveras Hotel next door. Charley sold used cars in ’38 
and ’39, then turned to new Pontiacs in ’39 and ’40, when this 
snap was taken. Then Dodges from then till ’54 when he left 
Angels to return to his home town, Copperopolis, to open a 
garage there. His employees at Angels included his sons 
Howard, Charles and Babe, his brother Jim, his son-in-law 
Ben Northington, and Merle Lagomarsino. A person of 
tremendous energy, Charley would leave Angels at 7 a.m., 
haul a load of miners down to the North Keystone mine at 
“Copper”, then pick up the high school kids there, and 
deliver them in time for their first class al Brel Harte High. 
Then after a busy day at the garage, Charley would bus the 
students home to Copper in time to bring the miners back to 
Angels. Then he had to gel the night shill back to Copper al 7 
p.m., and bring them back to Angels at 2 a.m. When did he 
sleep? Ask Charley.

Picture loaned by Charles Stone
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Populations Of
Calaveras County

By Richard B. Stockton

Rather than presenting the histories of people and places in 
Calaveras County, the article following is a study, starting from 
the early census figures, to try and explain some of the whys and 
wherefores in the development of the county. This is a departure 
from our usual approach to local history, and is an interpretive 
analysis of the background which led to the population 
development of Calaveras County.

In the pursuit of research into the origins and activities of the 
population of the county, few persons give thought to the region 
prior to the Gold Rush. Little is known of the time. The area was 
populated by a few Indians, and visited by some Mexican cattle 
ranchers and occasional bands of French trappers. No record has 
been kept, and research turns up very little.

It was known that the Indians had gold in their possession, but 
the source was kept a closely guarded secret. It has been said, and 
cannot be proven, that the French trappers were the first to find 
the source, but they likewise kept their secret. However this may 
be, the discovery at Sutter’s Mill changed all that, and the result
ing influx of people into our area presents an interesting study. 

Richard Stockton, former instructor in History and presently 
vice-principal of Calaveras High School, who spoke to the Society 
on the subject a year ago, has provided us with a picture of the ebb 
and flow of humanity in Calaveras County, with some explanation 
of the causes and effects of population drift due to economics, 
spirit of adventure, or whatever. This article is not intended to be 
an exhaustive exposition of the subject, but more an introduction, 
with the hope that others will delve deeper into the matter. We are 
sure that many descendants of the early miners, storekeepers, 
doctors, woodsmen, and others, will recognize their beginnings as 
Mr. Stockton’s study progresses. ED.

The study of populations, which we call demography, can by 
itself be a fascinating one, or it can be used profitably to

MINERS OF THE GOLD RUSH
Typical of the miners of the day who rushed by the thousands to 

the diggings in Calaveras County, are the two pictured above. 
Their names are unknown; we do not know where they came from 
nor where they went. They were a part of the population on the 
move. Few of the early day miners stayed on to become per
manent residents.

Loaned by Mrs. Eva Soracco 
understand history. Population data include not only head counts, 
but also numerical and qualitative information about ages, sex, 
and such conditions of life as births, deaths, migrations, economic 
conditions, living standards, and the like. This article attempts to 
provide insights into some of the consequences of the numbers 
and kinds of people who have lived in Calaveras County by focus
ing with some basic demographic insights onto selected 
population data.

Generally, students of California history have treated 
population data much as they have other historical facts, as 
demonstrated by the author’s own thumbnail sketch:

Large numbers of migrants, most of whom were male and 
American, lured by gold, descended upon sparsely 
populated, pastoral California. Tumultuous economic and 
social consequences followed. In the cities, fervent wheeling 
and dealing economic activity in commerce, finance, and 
building passed for honest work. Social vices and out-and-out 
criminality made the keep of many, and ironically provided



GOLD MINERS
HAND DRILLING

One miner holds the drill 
steel while the other hits it 
with the hammer or double
jack. The shift boss (left) 
keeps an eye on the situation. 
This interesting
underground picture was 
taken in the Gwin Mine dur
ing the latter part of the last 
century.
California Division of Mines

a large part of the social activity of honest men, who 
organized fraternal-civic-patriotic associations such as the 
Vigilantes, in order to control the criminal elements. 

In the early mining camps, the “buddy system’’ emerged 
as the primary economic unit. Improving placer techniques 
rapidly gleaned nuggets from streams, forcing the set
tlement of new camps. Lacking permanency to attest to 
other accomplishments, the early mining camps gained 
perhaps undue notoriety for drinking, gambling, claim-jum
ping, hanging and other vices.

The brief “social and economic consequences’’ described 
above are tenable, but rather terse comments on the history of the 
state as a whole. Certainly they blur the consequences of the 
number and quality of populations peculiar to Calaveras County.

Population Tallies and Migration
Possibly the first attempt to ascertain the numbers of non-ln- 

dians living in the Calaveras region had to do with the August, 
1849, election of delegates to the Monterey Convention. In the gold 
rush classic, “Eldorado,” Bayard Taylor vividly describes the 
election of November 13th, 1849, at Lower Bar on the Mokelumne, 
which was held to ratify the resulting State Constitution.

Taylor says, in his preface, “The condition of California during 

the latter half of the year 1849 was as transitory as it was 
marvelous ...” This is a basic problem which in one degree or 
another plagues any kind of a census: while tallies represent 
more or less an effort to count accurately the population in a given 
area, populations are dynamically changing. Populations change 
only by one or a combination of three ways: by births, by deaths, 
and by migrations.

The Importance of Migration
Migrations to and from Calaveras County have not been just an 

interesting story; migrations began white man’s history in the 
county, and have continued to be an inseparable part of the his
tory of the “Land of the Skulls '.

We refer to influxes of people as “in-migrations,” and to their 
moving away as “out-migrations.” Of the three elements of 
population change, migration figures are usually the least 
precise. Births and deaths have been heralded and mourned, and 
generally have been recorded. Moreover, births and deaths are 
predictable and final for a given population. Migrations, on the 
other hand, occur at widely varying rates and for many reasons: 
the push-pull of economic opportunities, political and religious 
freedoms, and psychological reasons, including wanderlust. 
Transients are the least missed and last noted members of a com
munity.
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The Federal Census
The Federal Census, in its Seventh Edition when it first 

recorded Calaveras County in 1850, is the first official and 
generally authoritative source of population data of the county.* 
Table 1 has been constructed from this and succeeding decennial 
censuses, and from the special census of 1852.

♦The “Index to the 1850 Census of California,’’ a copy of 
which is in the County Library in San Andreas, lists by name 
each of the residents tallied that year.

SIGHTSEERS IN A CALAVERAS CAVE

Next to the Big Trees, the county’s caves were the leading tourist 
attraction in early days. This is probably an underground cavern 
at Cave City. Later, Mercer’s Cavern and Moaning Cave were 
opened up and have continued to be popular to the present day, 
although now, with skiing, camping, hiking, rafting, hunting, 
sightseeing, bottle digging and other forms of recreation, 
“spelunking” is but a minor activity. In the aggregate, the 
recreation “industry” has become a powerful element in the 
county’s population growth.

TABLE I
DECENNIAL AND 1852 POPULATIONS 

OF CALAVERAS COUNTY
WITH SELECTED DATA BY SEX AND RACE

Census Total Male Female Chinese Black Indian
1850 16,884 16,537 265 3657 84
1852 20,183 18,679 1504 1441 169 1982
1860 16,299 13,698 2601 1037 95 1
1870 8,895 6,246 2649 326 31 18
1880 9,094 148 56 169
1890 8,882 49 77 77
1900 11,200 23 69 100
1910 9,791 5,452 3,719 10 161
1920 6,183 65
1930 6,008 3,497 2,511 11 125
1940 8,221
1950 9,902
1960 10,289
1970 13,585 7,104 6,481 139 171

In 1850, Calaveras County was reported to have 5588 
“families” who lived in 5588 dwellings. The census listed 80 
farms, all unimproved, comprising 14,820 acres, with no 
agricultural production. The county could boast, however, of 
1285 “horses, asses and mules”, 1981 cattle, 18 sheep, and 19 
swine. School enrollment totalled 67 “scholars,” including 
two females. Only 203 residents were illiterate, native 
whites. The foreign born in Calaveras County numbered 
5855, and the U.S. born, 10,857. Indians were not counted.

The population of the entire state of California, for 
instance, according to the census of 1850, was 91,635, in
cluding 962 free blacks. Thus, about 18% lived in Calaveras 
County as then defined.

In 1852, when the county still included Amador, Alpine, and 
Mono counties, the foreign-born numbered 10,735, including 
395 females. Only “domesticated” Indians were counted. 
The blacks included 38 mulattoes.

In 1855, Amador County was organized, and Old Townships 
1, 2, and 3 transferred to the new county.

In 1860 Calaveras count included 130 Chinese and 12 black 
females. In 1863, Alpine (685) and Mono (430) counties werd 
organized, and those populations segregated from Calaveras 
County. In 1870, the California-born in Calaveras numbered 
2600; about 4000 were U.S.-born. Germans and Irish followed 
the Chinese in numbers. The 18 Indians lived in Townships 8 
and 9. At that time, the old townships were numbered as 
follows: San Andreas, 5; Moke Hill-West Point, 6; El Dorado- 
Rail Road-Washington, 7; Angels-Altaville-Copperopolis, 8; 
Douglas Flat-Vallecito-Murphys, 9; Jenny Lind-Milton, 10.

The 1870 figures were taken on the renumbered townships: 
San Andreas, 1: Moke Hill, 2; Murphys, 3; Angels, 4; and 
Jenny Lind, 5. West Point was separated from Moke Hill in 
1930 as No. 6

In 1970, the high figure for blacks included 120 in Fricot 
School.

Table 2 shows population clusters from 1870 (the first time the 
census was taken by new township numbers) to 1930. The racialGift of Judge J. A. Smith
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TABLE II
POPULATION BY TOWNSHIP AND RACE

Indian 0
Black 4
Chinese 82

1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930

1 - San Andreas 1800 1675 1640 1683 1120 869 1082
Indian 0
Black 11
Chinese 500

2 - Mokelumne Hill 1600 1310 2002 1971 1713 1037 595
Indian 0
Black 9
Chinese 256

3 - Murphys 1129 1111 1532 1563 1077 657 768
Indian 15
Black 3
Chinese 71

4 - Angels Camp 1748 1381 1950 4258 3370 2224 1894
Indian 3
Black 4
Chinese 222

5 - Jenny Lind 480 874 1758 1725 1891 1306 1198

6 - West Point
Camanche-Campo Seco 960

Chinese 216
827 471

El Dorado-Rail Road 1178 1916
Chinese 94

WALLACE SCHOOL

Teacher Mary Mulgrew, extreme right, impatiently holds her 
bell, waiting for the photographer to take his picture and leave. 
Three of the mothers join the group, next to her. The Haddock, 
Grishaber, Lucas, Wiley, Fessier, Peterson, Holman, Martell,

Evans, Hatler, Tirrett, Nichols, Hannigan, Stockwell, and 
Emmett families are represented. Mrs. Lucas, nearest to the 
teacher, has six of her offspring in the picture, which was taken in 
1888. Gift of Walter Haddock
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breakdown for 1880 on was not summarized by townships. The 
West Point population was included with Mokelumne Hill until 
1930. Camanche, Campo Seco, El Dorado and Rail Road Flat were 
segregated until 1890, when they were merged into the 5 
townships.

Factors of Calaveras Growth
The tallies of the 1850 census and the 1852 special census, taken 

at the request of the state, are those for ‘ ‘Greater Calaveras Coun
ty,” which included substantial numbers from Amador County 
(organized 1855). Amador had a population of 10,930 by 1860, ac
cording to the census for that year. Probably Amador County’s 
population accounted for less than 40 per cent of the Calaveras 
tallies for 1850 and 1852, an estimate based on numbers of 
townships and placer streams in both areas.

If this estimate were close to the truth, the area encompassed 
by present-day Calaveras County would have had a population of 
about 9950 in 1850, and about 12,110 in 1852, with an increase in 
numbers of 6349 and a growth rate of 64 per cent for the decade en
ding in 1860. The peak gold rush population was probably reached 
in the mid-fifties.

That virtually all of the growth of Calaveras County can be at
tributed to migration should be apparent when one considers the 
biological necessity that women bear children. Assuming 159 
women in 1852 lived in what is now Calaveras County, natural in
crease at the now common rate of 2 percent each year would allow 
for only 70 births for the decade. In rural America during the 
1850’s, an annual growth rate of 3.5 per cent from natural increase 
was not uncommon, but such a rate would still allow for only 133 
births. A glance at Table 3 affirms that there were over 1800 
children between the ages of birth and nine by 1860!

(Ed. Note) These children came, of course, with their families, 
across the plains or by way of the Isthmus of Panama to 
Calaveras County. A few of these, selected at random from the 
pages of “Las Calaveras,” included the Kirk, Fisk, Gauchet,

Canepa, Sheldon, Bouldin, Wheat, March, and Hughes families, 
who crossed the plains with young children. The Haupt, Greve, 
Antonini, Reddick, Love, and Haddock families came across the 
Isthmus.

Populations increase geometrically like compound interest; 
therefore, projections for growth may be made by using similar 
mathematics. As a possible point of interest, the 1850 population 
of the area comprising present-day Calaveras County, growing at 
an annual rate of 3 per cent, would have in 1974 totaled ap
proximately 13,038, a figure very close to the official 1974 count, 
The 1860 population - with 5 times as many women as the 1850 
population, but with men still outnumbering women by 5 to 1 - 
when projected to 1974, with an annual growth rate of 3 per cent, 
would allow for a population of over 156,000! From the above, we 
can see that while in-migration has accounted for most of 
Calaveras’ early growth, out-migration has been 10 times again a 
greater factor in keeping Calaveras’ population down over subse
quent years.

The Demography of Rural Areas
Rural areas share several demographic characteristics. They 

have been areas of high birth rates and sources of high out
migrations. Young adults migrate more than their elders, and 
women migrate more than men, though for shorter distances. 
“How’re ya gonna keep ’em down on the farm” is a line based on 
demographic experiences. However, the pull of gold, timber, and 
recreation have made Calaveras atypical among rural counties, 
in that periodically these factors have contributed to population 
surges, which have been then abated by out-migrations, 
especially by those in prime child-bearing ages.

The Importance of Age
The Federal Census tallies populations by ages as well as by 

sex. A population which has more of its members between the

TABLE III
AGES BY SEX FOR WHITES - 1850, 1860 & 1970 

AND BY FARM AND NON-FARM - 1930

1850 1860 1930 1970

Age Male Female Male Female Nonfarm Farm Male Female
0-1 0 1 139 106 63 12 80 81
1 -4 27 14 490 473 324 67 320 323
5-9 21 13 316 295 358 130 522 523

10 - 14 97 12 221 162 331 131 734 567
15 - 19 72 42 267 149 317 159 631 475
20-29 9286 113 3186 586 298 100 767 722
30-39 4386 57 3548 448 315 81 735 707
40-49 1547 9 1345 161 306 92 796 910
50-59 342 4 457 56 686 224 802 811
60-69 63 0 112 19 549 251 990 848
70 - 79 4 0 2 0 450 228
80-89 2 0 3 2 282 172 827 616

Unknown 42 0 0 0 106 50

' ut.: , y ' ■■ ■ ■ 
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WOODSMEN - NEAR AVERY
Timbering has always provided many jobs in our county, and has 
helped smooth out the ups and downs of mining. Here, about 1885, 
Robert Haddock and Henry Little get set up to fall another

Ponderosa. Note the springboards they are standing on, and their 
tools, even to the oil bottle, all ready for use. These men were wor
king for McKay’s mill. Donated by Walter Haddock



THRESHING GRAIN - 1898
Andrew Sinclair (tall man standing in center) and his brother br
ing their machine from Jenny Lind to the Haddock ranch near 
Wallace. In those days, grain (wheat, oats and barley) and truck 
gardens provided much of the food needed by the county’s 

population. These fields and gardens have long since reverted to 
pastures, and the working farmers and ranchers have dwindled to 
small numbers. Note the straw-burning traction engine, sup
plying the power, w'ith a long belt, for the separator.

Gift of Walter Haddock



MAIN STREET, ANGELS CAMP
From a view taken in the eighties. Note that only two women are 
to be seen. In that decade, Angels Camp reached the low point, 
population-wise, in its history. By 1890, the deep Angels mines had 
prime working ages of 20 and 60, for example, can be more 
productive than another which has most of its members as young 
or old dependents. Similarly, a population which has many 
women within prime child-bearing ages will grow at a more rapid 
rate than one which does not. Table 3 depicts Calaveras County, 
and has been prepared from the Federal Census for the years in
dicated. The left hand column contains age-cohorts, a cohort be
ing those persons who fall within a specified age group.

Analysis of Selected
Calaveras Populations

Several observations are suggested by the data in Table 3. 
Calaveras County isiand has been a rural county, but its peculiar 
history has made it unlike other rural counties. The 1850 
population — the result of gold discovery — was well supplied with 
men in prime working ages. These men could and did glean gold 
from streams at a rate not to be equalled by a society with com
mon male-female sex ratios and age distributions several times 
its size.

Socially and domestically, the over 15,000 adult men and fewer 
than 200 adult women presented a rather uncommon situation. 
The 5588 families living in those 5588 dwellings obviously lacked 

attracted a lively influx, including many of European birth, and 
the town prospered as never before.

Gift of Mrs. Annetta Cosgrove Chapman 
the women’s presence. Historically, the women attracted by such 
an army of young men have been far from exclusively those 
intent on tending home and hearth. While the gold-seekers had 
few close-at-hand dependent upon them, neither had they many to 
tend to their wants. Of necessity, they cared for themselves and 
made do with as little as necessary.

Children aged 14 and under in 1850 are disproportionately 
represented by boys; apparently the belief was that little boys 
were more fit than little girls to come to the gold country. Un
doubtedly the natural selection imposed by long travel and ar
duous work screened men willing to endure the privations of 
ascetic monks. More likely their intentions to reap a quick 
harvest and return home were manifest by out-migrations, with 
or without gold.

In several respects, the 1860 population of Calaveras County is 
similar to that of 1850. While there was a decrease in the ratio of 
men to women, it remained excessive. Were one not well aware of 
the capacity of women to interject elements of refinement into the 
pioneering environment, one might suspect little change. 
Children aged 0-9 suggest high birth rates for the women of the 
county; low ratio of young girls aged 10-14 and 15-19 suggests that 
more boys than girls were coming west, and that older girls may 
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already have been leaving the “diggings” for schooling or up-br
inging in the cities.

Let us now jump ahead a century and more. The population 
reflected in the 1970 census differs markedly from that of Califor
nia as a whole, and to no small extent from that of rural areas in 
general. For example, Calaveras County was one of only four 
rural California counties to gain population during the last 
decade. Unlike the state as a whole, the elderly are dis
proportionately male in the county. Populations are sometimes 
represented graphically by pyramids, the young being added at 
the bottom of the pyramid yearly, and the elderly represented at 
its peak. Calaveras’ population thus represented would look more 
like a barrel! (See Figure 1)

The young are with us here in Calaveras in great numbers; 
young adults out-migrate for husbands, military service, 
education, and jobs. Those who have jobs and retirees in-migrate 
in their middle and later years. The effect is heightened even 
beyond normal mortality because persons in their 30’s and early 
40’s were born in the low birth rate of the depression. One sub
siding effect of this is increased social costs which must be borne 
by the smaller middle group.

The decade which ended in 1970 saw Calaveras’ population in
crease by over 32 per cent. In-migration and natural increase ex
ceeded out-migration. The extent of in-migration can be ap
preciated by noting that the Calaveras Unified School District’s 
first grade classes totaled 77 in 1960, and had grown to 186 as third- 
year high school students eleven years later!

County- /970
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Figure 1
In Figure 2 are percentages of population increases and 

decreases for Calaveras County, 1850—1970, and the male-female 
distribution.

Summary
In- and out-migrations have been the measure of prosperity and 

hard times in Calaveras County. For the most part, outside 
economic forces, including their technological, psychological,

TEACHERS EXAMINATION DAY - 1893
Some ten men and thirteen women came hopefully to the county employment in which ladies could compete successfully in those 
seat, to take their examinations. This was almost the only form of days with the stronger sex. Age doesn’t seem to be a factor either.

From Society Files
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and political aspect, have pulled the string which has “yo-yoed” 
local population levels, as shown in Figure 2. From our vantage 
point today, it is not too easy a task to explain satisfactorily all 
these variations and unusual features in the population figures 
that we have discussed above.

There were many inter-related factors, including the ups and 
downs of mining, financial crises and economic cycles, war 
periods, timbering, and finally recreation and real estate booms, 
that have triggered these in- and out-migrations.

Mining has been, for the greater part of our histbry, the most 
important factor. Calaveras County was remarkably productive 
during the first decade of the gold mining period, but by the mid
dle 1850’s most of the richest placers had been ravaged. Miners 
easily succumbed to the pull of new rushes to other fields. The 
intense copper boom of the early 60’s is responsible for the 
energetic and populous communities of Copperopolis, Campo 
Seco, and Telegraph City during those years. Hard rock mining 
took hold slowly during the late 60’s, 70’s, and early 80’s, and 
relatively small numbers of miners found employment, and those 
chiefly at the Gwin, Sheepranch, and Carson Hill Mines. The ex
tension of the railroads to Milton, and later to Valley Springs, con
tributed to mining activity and to the local economy in general; 
the importance of the railroads was more a matter of job expan

sion than one of travel ease in influencing positively population 
levels.

Starting in the late 80’s, increasing in the 90’s, and extending 
well into the new century, both gold and copper mines boomed. 
The Gwin mine reopened, the Angels Camp district prospered, 
the Hodson area bloomed, and the Carson Hill—Melones mines 
consolidated for profitable operations. Many hydraulic and drift 
mines exploited extensive deposits of Tertiary gravels in the 
county. Hydraulic mines had been operated even during the late 
1850’s in Calaveras County.

The demise of hydraulic mining was hastened by the Sawyer 
Decision, 1884, which prohibited such mining without waste 
storage behind costly dams. Minor hydraulic operations con
tinued behind small dams; but some larger operations ceased, 
their losses in gold production masked by increased production 
from other sources in the county.

Gold dredging of main county streams became an important 
activity about the turn of the century. Copper smelters were built 
at Copperopolis and Campo Seco, and these communities played 
out nearly two decades of uncertain prosperity.

By 1905, however, the turn-of-the-century mining boom had 
peaked, and the county entered into a steady decline in metal 
production, with the almost complete absence of serious mining
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THE PENN COPPER SMELTER
This extensive industrial enterprise supported a large payroll 
near Campo Seco during the first two decades of the century. 
Large teams hauled oil and other supplies from the railhead at 
Valley Springs to the smelter, and brought the smelter “matte” 

back to Valley Springs. A similar and somewhat larger copper- 
producing complex operated at Copperopolis and was served by 
team from Milton.

From Society Files

by the late 20’s. Limestone quarrying for cement manufacture, 
starting in 1926, began to reverse the downward mining trend.

Government monetary policies, business cycles, and financial 
crises have both obvious and subtle effects on regions whose 
economies are tied to precious metals. The “hard money—dear 
money” policies of Grand Old Party Republicans and Gold 
Democrats in the last quarter of the nineteenth century con
tributed to the degree of gold prosperity in Calaveras County. 
“The Crime of ’73”, an infamous monetary policy which at first 
seemed not to hurt silver interests, proved in less than ten years to 
be a boon to gold producers. The Gold Act, 1934, while ending gold 
coinage and gold holdings by private persons, nearly doubled the 
price of gold. Ironically, nearly 100 years after the Crime of ’73, 
the free market price of silver soared before government-pegged 
gold prices in the United States were allowed to rise.

Nationwide financial crises have periodically dried up regular 
sources of mining capital. Gold mining, however, often booms in 
such times. Many men have been willing to eke out a living rewor
king placer deposits and looking for “pockets”. Investors, uneasy 
about “cheap” paper money and securities, have been willing to 
risk inflation-threatened assets in gold speculations.

In Calaveras County during the depression, such conditions, 
coupled with the Gold Act, led to “beans and bacon” mining, as 
well as the reworking of such famous old properties as the Sheep
ranch and Carson Hill-Melones mines, and some of the old drift 
mines. With the rest of the country still in the grip of the depres
sion, Calaveras County saw its population close out the decade 
with a net gain of over 36 per cent.

The war booms of the teens and early forties had the offsetting 
effects of drawing away skilled labor for the war plants, and at the 
same time pulling back others for the copper and timber in
dustries. In World War I, the net effect appears to have been a 
population decrease, but in World War II, and increase.

The recreation industry, if we may call it that, has a history 
nearly as long as gold mining, but unlike the latter, it started 
small, and has only slowly swelled into one of the major economic 
factors in the county today. Coupled with recreation has been the 
spectacular land boom of the sixties and early seventies, placing 
unexpected burdens upon the county’s organizations, with a star
tling effect on the population picture. An interesting aspect of this 
has been the increased movement of retirees to the county, with 
small service businesses to exploit the increase in population.

The recounting of population losses, over the decades in 
Calaveras County should not necessarily be construed as lamen
tations. Increased population usually means increased social and 
environmental costs, as we have seen so dramatically in recent 
years. Population losses, however, have been human costs. Many 
sons and daughters have left Calaveras to take up lives 
elsewhere. Whole families have out-migrated amid sorrow at 
leaving a home of years and generations. Thus we pay a human 
price in keeping the pristine and sylvan character of our coun
tryside.

Forthcoming Meetings
February 28th - Grange Hall, San Andreas, “Sheep Ranch”, 
Lester Canevaro

March 28th - Grange Hall, San Andreas, “The Airola Family”

Annual Dues Raised
With great reluctance, the Society voted to raise dues from $4 to 

$5 for single membership, and from $6 to $7 fpr families. This has 
been the first increase since the Society was founded in 1952. The 
raise became necessary to offset the constantly increasing costs 
of running the Society. The new rates will become effective July 1, 
1974.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 
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Calaveras from the Secretary. The original historical material in 
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The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration. meets on the fourth Thursday of each month at the 
Grange Hall in San Andreas - except for dinner meetings which 
are held each quarter at different places in the county.

The Society Finds A Home
As we go to press, we learn that the county supervisors have as

signed a small office in the old Odd Fellows Hall, 16 Main Street, to 
the Society for its headquarters.

IN MEMORIAM
A. S. McSorley Walter A. Haddock

Ruby Allen Taylor Edythe A. Domenghini

MOKELUMNE HILL PIONEERS

These people came to Moke Hill in the early days and stayed on. 
At the turn of the century, they gather on Main Street for a pic
ture. Standing (left to right) Charles Wells, Eugene Burce, Joel

Hamby, Unknown, Colonel Robinson, Charles Rice, Daniel Black, 
George Emerson, and George Fischer. Sitting are Mrs. Wells, 
Mrs. Zumwalt and an unknown pioneer.

From Society Files
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The Telephone 
Comes To

Calaveras County

The remarkable development of the telephone has occurred 
almost within the lifetime of our elder members. To many of us 
younger ones, telephones have always been a necessity. Some of 
the greatest advances have occurred within the last quarter-cen
tury, little noted in a rapidly changing way of life. How easy it is to 
learn to dial, unaided, across the country and how easy to forget 
the complicated process, and the excitement, when we had to 
enlist the aid of several operators to put through such an am
bitious call.

Although the first telephones were put in service in the county 
as early as 1878, they were little more than a curiosity to most 
Calaveras residents until the middle 90’s. Then the telephone age 
suddenly burst upon the county. Nearly everyone, it would seem, 
tried to get into the act. Franchises were granted to persons of 
initiative and vision in most of the populated areas. Innumerable 
mining companies, farmers, ranchers, sawmill operators and 
others started their own private lines, sooner or later hooked into 
the closest exchange. Then the Sunset Telephone-Telegraph Com
pany, later merged into the Pacific Bell Company, tied these 
together into a county wide system, connected to the outside 
world over their toll lines. This spectacular development took 
place within the decade centered on the turn of the century. But 
the tremendous growth of use of the telephone has come about in 
the half-century or so since those days. Several local directories, 
in the beginning years of these exchanges which we have included 
in this issue, clearly show that telephones were a luxury and 
primarily a business facility rather than a home convenience. 
Compare these directories with the 8000 or more listings in our 
book today.

The ingenuity and surprising success of the many homemade 
and privately sponsored lines of those long ago days are reflected 
in the establishment of two “Independents” still operating today 
in the County, the Calaveras Telephone and the Volcano 
Telephone companies.

EARLY DAY EQUIPMENT
This is what some of the equipment looked like that was 
used by Jim Tower of the Calaveras Telephone Co. in 
early days. His son, Howard, poses beside some items 
that will bring back memories to many of our elder 
members. Howard later overhauled this equipment and 
exhibited it at his talk before the Society.

Calaveras Telephone Company

We were fortunate1, last February, 1973, in having Howard 
Tower, president and manager of Calaveras Telephone, tell us 
about the beginnings of the telephone industry in this country and 
how it came* to our own rural Calaveras communities. We* have* 
added a fe*w more* details te> Howard’s presentation, with his help 
and that e>f a few others, and we* found some* pictures that pertain 
to the* subject. As it is with many of our “Las Calaveras” articles, 
we* have* just scratched the* surface* of the* topic at hand, and hope* 
that others will do further study into the* matter.

When we speak of the telephones in Calaveras County, we are 
speaking of the history of the telephone .industry. Say the word 
“telephone”, and most Americans probably think of Alexander 
Graham Bell or the company formed to promote his invention. 
Pick up a telephone, however, and it could well belong to an 
independent (non-Bell) company, lor twenty million ’phones, one 
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out of every six in this country, are operated by Independents. 
Although most of the business is transacted by the twenty-five 
Bell companies, there are still more than 1800 individual 
independent concerns.

The telephone did not have an auspicious beginning. The inven
tion was patented by Alexander Graham Beilin 1876, when he was 
29 years old. and that year was first shown publicly at the Centen
nial Exposition in Philadelphia.

The new device confounded the prophesies of many. The 
business world took little notice of it and the general public 
showed amused indifference. Prior to Bell’s invention, for exam
ple, the “Baltimore County Advocate”, of Towson, Maryland, 
reported the arrest of a man in New York ‘‘for attempting to ex
tort funds from ignorant and superstitious people by exhibiting a 
device which, he says, will convey the human voice any distance 
over metallic wires. Well-informed people know that it is im
possible to transmit the human voice over wires.The authorities 
who apprehended this criminal are to be congratulated, and it is 
hoped that this punishment will be prompt and fitting.”

A Western Union Telegraph Company report, prepared in 1882 
stated that “Bell’s proposal to place his instrument in every home 
and business is. of course, fantastic in view of the capital costs in
volved in installing endless numbers of wires.” It concluded that 
Western Union should not invest its capital in the device, since 
“any development of the kind and scale which Bell so fondly 
imagines is utterly out of the question.”

Despite lack of recognition or capital, Bell, his assistant, 
Thomas Watson, and two others formed a trusteeship in 1877, the 
same year that Bell received the second patent to his invention. In 
1880, the American Bell Telephone Company was organized. 
Almost immediately, many competing companies were formed, 
and Bell and his associates spent the next eight years in one of the 
most expensive and protracted patent litigations in our history. 
Finally, on March 9. 1888, the Supreme Court of the United States 
sustained the Bell patents by a vote of four to three. Chief Justice 
Waite delivered the opinion of the court, stating that “the new art 
he (Bell) has found will belong to him and those claiming under 
him during the life of his patent.”

Despite the legal protection enjoyed by Bell, his rivals formed 
more than 125 competing companies before the basic patents ex
pired. Most of the rivals did not progress beyond the stock-selling 
stage: few ever sent a telephone message.

By 1894. competition began in earnest, since Bell’s exclusive 
right to manufacture, use, and sell his invention expired in ac
cordance with patent law. At that time, there were fewer than 
240,000 telephones in the entire United States, and the majority of 
these were on business premises. In the next three years, more 
than 6000 non-Beil companies were started, throughout the coun
try. The Bell system concentrated its efforts in the larger cities 
where potential subscribers were plentiful and near at hand. The 
non-Bell concerns, on the other hand, extended the telephone ser
vice to the smaller cities and rural regions, thus helping to 
brighten an isolated way of life.

Although the telephone experience of the first Independents 
may have been limited, their enthusiasm and ingenuity were not. 
Some of the early do-it-yourself systems required very little 
capital or equipment, and a typical operation usually began with 
a canvass of potential subscribers to raise money. Equipment 
was purchased, lines strung from rooftops, and, miraculously, a 
town could talk. At times the operation was even simpler, par
ticularly in farm areas too far apart to install connecting lines. 
Farmers and others pooled their resources and established their 
own system some using barbed wire fences already in place to 
conduct the current. This uninsulated wire worked satisfactorily 
as long as moisture or other materials didn’t interfere with the 
hoped-for path of electricity.

Single families often operated these small businesses in rural 
America. The women usually ran the switchboard in the kitchen 
and the men repaired lines and installed telephones when re
quired. Of course, there were also those with stronger financial 
backing, with systems rivaling Bell’s in sophistication. It has 
been the family tradition, particularly, that has continued in the 
Independent telephone industry, and many of today’s 
Independent leaders can look back on a record of service that 
began with their grandparents.

The Bell system clearly saw the implications of the 
Independents’ growth. On the one hand, it was satisfied with the 
smaller rural and farmers’ mutuals, since Bell would have found 
it expensive and unprofitable to serve remote areas. On the other 
hand, the Independents in the larger cities often brought stiff 
competition. Two or three separate companies developed in some 
cities, but the lesson was slowly learned that two companies in one 
town reduced the service of each, or doubled the cost.
Although by the mid-1890’s most Independent telephone com

panies were still small, to Bell interests they were still 
competitors. When litigation or competition failed to stifle them, 
the Bell system tried to purchase them outright. Even the deter
mined ones which held out. however, could not hope to compete 
against Bell in the area of long distance toll lines. Few of them 
had sufficiently large resources or facilities with which to build 
their own toll systems, and the Bell system could refuse access to 
its lines.

Here in California, Bell had a competitor of sorts in the Sunset 
Telephone-Telegraph Company, organized as a toll system in 
1883. Pacific Bell, however, shrewdly managed to get control of 
the energetic newcomer, by swapping a license to operate under 
Bell patents for Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, part of 
Utah, and all of California except the city of San Francisco for 
51% of the stock of the company. In 1889, Pacific Bell reorganized 
as Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, and formally took 
over Sunset’s physical assets into their systems. Sunset continued 
to operate, however, as a separate company for a number of 
years, as a Bell subsidiary.

The ingenuity of the Independents was best exemplified by their 
early improvements to the telephone. Much experimenting was 
done prior to the expiration of the Bell patents, and this laid the 
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groundwork for future successes. The most spectacular was the 
development of the dial system by Almon Brown Strowger. a 
Kansas City undertaker. In 1892, Strowger’s first unit went into 
service in La Porte. Indiana. Its design was based on a model 
Strowger had built in a circular collar box, using 100 pins and a 
lead pencil.

The original La Porte instruments had five push buttons lined 
up in a row. If the user wanted to call number 21, he simply pushed 
the first button twice and the second once. Since larger numbers 
tended to produce human errors in counting, Strowger later in
troduced a large dial in place of the buttons. Thus, he was the 
inventor of the dial system and a user of push-buttons many years 
before the latter have been popular. His dial system spread quic
kly among Independents, but the Bell system did not adopt it until 
1919.

The independent manufacturing and operating companies 
pioneered a number of other developments including a handset 
telephone, the forerunner of the instrument in use today. It con
tained the transmitter and receiver in the handle and was 
connected by a cord to the telephone. In addition, Independents 
were the first to use selective ringing on party lines, and they 
made scores of improvements in switchboards, transmitters, and 
receivers.

The manufacturers have thus played a most significant part in 
the rise of Independent telephony. Their very existence in the 
early days inspired the formation of operating companies. They 
were, of course, interested in selling their product, but they were 
also interested in building a better and stronger Independent 
telephone industry. It can be said without successful con
tradiction that there probably would not be an Independent in
dustry if it were not for the efforts of the manufacturers. It was 
Alexander Graham Bell who made the first invention, but it has 
been the thousands of inventions and improvements that have 
taken place in subsequent years that have truly made the com
munications industry what it is today.

With this background of the development of the telephone in
dustry, we now turn to Calaveras and trace the coming of the 
telephone to our own communities.

The telephone arrived in Calaveras County, only two years 
after Bell's first patent, at Mokelumne Hill. The “Calaveras 
Chronicle” proudly reported on November 30th, 1878:

If Mokelumne Hill doesn't absolutely lead the van of 
progress it at least holds a position well up in front. The only 
thing that the town lacked to be abreast of any other place in 
the world was a telephone and now that need has been sup
plied. Johnny Terrill, our enterprising telegraph operator, 
just determined that Mokelumne Hill should lack nothing in 
the electric line that any other town could boast of - not if he 
could help it - and so he got a couple of Bell telephones, put 
up a line between the telegraph office and Leger’s Hotel and 
set half the folks in town to talking through them. The line 
works first rate. In fact it is remarkable how clear and dis
tinct the sound is when a gentleman at the Leger end of the 
line softly whispers “Come up and take a drink”. Call at

GWINMINE & LOWER RICH GULCH
The gulch, just below Paloma, was an important spot in 
the 60's, 70's, early 80's, late 90's and up to 1908. The 
Gwin Mine was a big employer and a good gold 
producer. The postoffice was named, logically, Gwin- 
mine, and the town boasted a large rooming and boar
ding establishment, and a number of cabins up and down 
the gulch, as well as the many mine buildings. During 
the early period of operation, when the Gwin family was 
in charge, the county’s first telephone system was 
installed in the mine. In the latter period of operation, 
some of the first long distance lines in the county 
connected the Gwin office with Jackson, Mokelumne
Hill and Valley Springs.

From Society Files

Terrill and Peters and behold the wonders of the telephone.

Terrill's success with the Leger line soon led to a more ambitious 
project, as the “Chronicle” stated on December 21st:

Mr. J. B. Terrill of this place, the well known electrician, has 
secured a contract for putting three of the instruments into 
the Gwin mine. They will certainly pay for themselves in a 
short time by obviating the necessity of traveling up and
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lamp belonged to various private or farmers' lines, 
hooked into the Valley Springs exchange. Part of the 
facilities shown are on exhibit at the County Museum in 
San Andreas. This exchange was established on April 1, 
1X99 with 6 subscribers. J.V. Lucas was manager.

Courtesy of Curator George Poore

VALLEY SPRINGS EXCHANGE - 1908
The Lillie girls ran the post office and telephone ex
change*, which were crowded into a corner of the store at
Valley Springs. Louisa Lillie Pliler is sorting mail, and
Mary Lillie Carven is catching up on her paper work 
between calls. The series of bells just to the right of the 
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down the shaft, everytime connection between the mine and 
surface is required. Insulated wire will be used so that there 
will be no annoying breaks to interrupt communication. The 
authorities at the mine will find the telephone just the thing, 

then on January 18th, 1879:

Johnny Terrill, our local electrician and telephonist, put four 
Bell telephones into the Gwin mine this week. The wires run 
from the 1400 foot station to Mr. Gwin's residence, to the of
fice of the Superintendent and to the mouth of the shaft. 
Hereafter the telephone will be used in giving signals for the 
guidance of the engineers at the hoisting works. The 
‘‘Phones’ ’ work first-rate, the wire down the shaft being laid 
in the air-pipe where it is kept perfectly dry and is not liable 
to injury.

The Gwin mine closed down in 1882 and the telephone seems to 
have been, for all practical purposes, neglected for a number of 
years in this county. A few private lines, however, mostly 
installed by mining companies or ranchers, were put into use. But 
the county was quite isolated from the outside world except for the 
telegraph. The reorganization of the Sunset Telephone- 
Telegraph Company in 1889 as an operating Bell subsidiary paved 
the way for the telephone boom.

The reactivation of the Gwin mine in 1894 by the progressive 
Thomas and McClure management led the way for countywide 
telephone service. The “Calaveras Chronicle” noted on Feb
ruary 2nd, 1895, as follows:
Chronicle” noted on February 2nd, 1895, as follows:

Mr. Oscar Pfortner of San Andreas, who has the contract for 
constructing a telephone line between this place and the 
Gwin Mine, has a force of men at work putting up the neces
sary poles and stretching the wires. By the first of next week 
everything will be in readiness for sending messages.

A week later, the “Chronicle” had a further progress report on 
the telephone “excitement: ”

The telephone line between this place (Mokelumne Hill and 
the Gwin mine will be in working order Monday next. We will 
be in direct communication with Jackson in Amador County 
(through Gwinmine-Ed.) There is also a strong possibility 
that a line will be run from the Gwin mine to Valley Springs 
and Mr. Pfortner who is putting up the line between this place 
and the mine is also figuring on a line between this place and 
West Point. The up country line will pass through Rich 
Gulch. Glencoe and Railroad. A branch line is also to be run 
from the main office in the Chronicle building to the 
residence of Dr. Blaisdell on East Center Street.

By June, 1896, poles were going up on the West Point line, which 
came to be known as the Calaveras Telegraph and Telephone line. 
The “Chronicle’s” June 29th item was as follows:

Work on the West Point telephone line is being pushed 
rapidly ahead. The poles are now all in place as far as Glen

coe. and it is expected that the line will be in working order by 
the 4th of July.

But the work didn’t proceed as fast as was planned. By the first of 
August, the poles were finally in, and it was hoped that soon they 
would be stretching wire. At last, on November 14th, the 
“Chronicle” was'able to report:

The West Point telephone line is now in good working 
order. The office is in the Chronicle building, and rate es
tablished is 30 cents per message. i

The office at Moke Hill was moved to Peters’ Drug Store. The 
following February it was announced that West Point would soon 
be connected with Pine Grove and Volcano, a project promoted by 
Dr. Goodman and Mr. T. A. Wilson. In June, 1896, the County 
granted a franchise to Wilson and Nougues for that line. The 
Wilson-Nougues line and several others were later consolidated 
under Lagarmarsino ownership as the Volcano Telephone Com
pany. A central switchboard was established in the Volcano area 
in 1903. and the various lines hooked into this board. Mr. W. 
Gilman Snyder purchased the company later, and in 1950 it was 
sold to the James Welch family. Today Volcano has more than 800 
subscribers in Calaveras County, and a much larger number in 
Amador.

On April 24th, 1897, the “Chronicle” reported:

VOLCANO'S FIRST SWITCHBOARD
James Welch, manager and owner, demonstrates on the 
original Volcano Telephone Company's switchboard 
installed in 1903 by Joe Lagomarsino. The board is now 
on exhibit at Volcano’s Pine Grove office.

Volcano Telephone Company
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mining activity, and from 16 to 30 stations were active. Again by 
1940. a low point of 19 connections was reached, and then began a 
strong and steady increase to the present 300.

THE JAMES TOWERS
Laura Hazelquist and James A. Tower were married in
1909. At that time, Jim had already been operating the 
Calaveras Telephone Company for some five years, ser
ving the southwestern part of the county, and Laura was 
his first switchboard operator.

Loaned by the Tower Family

The telephone line between here and the Gwinn mine is now 
in first class working order. The box is in the Washington 
Market.

May 1, 1897:
The West Point telephone line is to be extended to the Eureka 
Saw Mill, and on May 15th, a further item:

The Washington Meat Market in this place is now connected 
with their slaughter house by telephone. The line is about a 
mile and a half in length.

The Mokelumne Hill exchange was not formally established until 
July 23. 1898. Mr. C. A. Werle was appointed agent, and some 35 
“stations” were soon connected. By 1904, these had increased to
49. But Mokelumne Hill was facing a drastic decline in fortunes, 
as gold mining continued to dwindle. By 1920, only 8 stations were 
connected. But during the 20’s and 30’s there was a resurgence of 

MOKELUMNE HILL DIRECTORY - 1899
Main 41 Baldwin. L. Saloon
Main 26 Blaisdell. F. E. . M.D.
Main 28 Burce. E. E. Res.
Main 23 Burleson & Bruce - Calaveras Chronicle
Main 324 Burt. J & Son. Gen’l Mdse. West Point
Main 313 Burt, J. Calaveras Tel & Tel, Glencoe
Main 353 Calden. Geo. W.. Museum Saloon. West Point
Main 314 Calaveras Tel & Tel Co. L. Schumann
Main 34 North Star Gold Mine & Dev. Co.
Main 325 Davidson. M.. Gen’l Mdse.
Main 331 Eureka Mill & Lumber Co. Powerville
Main 61 Gallaher. S.. Calaveras Tel & Tel Co.
Main 31 West Point Sawmill
Main 63 Hexter, L., Butcher
Main 36, Hexter, L., Slaughter House
Main 27 Hughes. S.M.. Livery Stables
Main 43 Jacobs. C.. Gen’l Mdse.
Main 35 Jacobs. C.. Res.
Main 37 Kiser. M. A.. Saloon
Main 88 Krim, H. W.. Alcazar Saloon
Main 311 Lampson. A. Blacksmith & Wheelwright
Main 33 Lampson, A., Res.
Main 21 Levaggi, B., Calaveras Tel & Tel. West Point
Main 354 Lewis, E. H. . Stables
Main 74 Mayer. J. W., Oasis Saloon
Main 64 McCarthy & Bruce - Calaveras Tel & Tel, Saw Mill- 
West Point
Main 11 Pallaton, A.. Mariposa Hotel
Main 24 Peek. Frank W.. Gen’l Mdse
Main 29 Peters. T. C., Druggist
Main 39 Pickering, J. C., M.D. Ofc.
Main 91 Prindle, C.E., Mok & Campo Seco Canal Co. & Mining Co. 
Main 73 Seeman, F. M. Chili Gulch House
Main 351 Wilson. T. A.. Gen Mdse. W. Point
Main 51 Werle, C. A.. Soda Ice Works.

One of the early private lines was called the Polk Line, 
which ran from Angels Camp to Murphys and Arnold. In the 
Nineties. Angels was the largest and busiest community in 
the county, and so holds the honor of having the first “city” 
exchange which opened on October 5, 1895. This closely 
followed the arrival of Sunset’s new toll line, as the Calaveras 
Chronicle noted on September 14th, 1895:

Angels Camp is now connected with San Francisco by 
telephone. The first message on the new Sunset line having 
been transmitted Tuesday last.

The Sunset company continued to expand their service in 
Calaveras County, as the “Chronicle” records on June 29th of the 
following year:
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THE FIRST ANGELS EXCHANGE
Doctor John B. Dorroh (fourth from left), lines up with 
his employees, associates, and customers at the City 
Drug Store. Dr. Weirich is the other gentleman with hat.

The double line telephone line which is to run through this 
county is fast nearing completion and in about one month 
more the work will be finished. A connection has already 
been made at Angels. There are at present 65 men in the 
field.

The first Angels office was in the City Drug Store, whose prop
rietor. Dr. John B. Dorroh, assumed the duties of agent. The first 
operator was Miss Eva Gazzola. Later the office was moved ac
ross the street to where Dr. Cooper’s office is today, above the 
former Calaveras County Bank. A second move was made back 
across the street into the building now occupied by Edmiston’s 
studio and the Stockton Record. Some of the early operators in-

One of the two girls is Eva Gazzola, the first operator. 
The exchange was in the back room, through the door at 
the right.

Courtesy of Earl Edmiston

eluded Florissa Smith and her daughter Ada, Lillian Pecchenino, 
Carrie Morgan, and Raffeleta Segale. Marguerite Tennyson went 
to work for the telephone company in 1917, in the upstairs office, 
and for most of her 35 years with the company, served as head 
operator.

The Angels Exchange has always been the largest in the county 
as well as “Central” for most of it. Starting with 44 stations, it 
reached 220 by 1909 when G. W. Patterson took over as agent. The 
closing of the deep mines at Angels caused the exchange to shrink 
to 161 stations by 1920. Then it slowly built back up and by 1934 
listed 309 stations, then 1045 by 1956, and over 3000 today. A con
siderable part of the recent increase has been due to ’up-country’ 
connections in Murphys, Hathaway Pines, Arnold, Avery, etc.
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ANGELS CAMP DIRECTORY - 1899
Dr. Dorroh, Agent

Main 221 Angels Drug Store, W. Trewartha
131 Angels Hotel, Otto Dolling, Prop.
41 Angels Iron Works. Demarest, and Fullen

141 Angels Stable. Lane and Raggio, Prop
101 Arendt. M. Gen’l Mdse.
414 Bisso. B. Gen. Mdse
359 Brown Mining Co. Mining
111 Calaveras Hotel, Mrs. G. Rolleri
211 Cross. J. Warehouse, Chas. Adair, Agent
91 Davey and Carley Dry Goods and clothing

411 Dorroh, J.R. Demarest, G.M. Co.
61 Dorroh. Jno R.M. D. Ofc
63 Same, Res.

261 Drake Property Ltd, Leopold Meyer, Supt.
201 Freeman, Dr. C.H. Phy. & Sur.
407 Hawley. E.F. Angels Brewery
271 Lightner Mine G.C. Hyatt, Pres.
281 Lagomarsino Bros.
171 Laingenberger, Mrs. C. Res.

686 Love A. Livery Stable
21 Manuel, M.H. Lumber Yard, Murphys

193 Manual and Garland, Gen. Mdse. Murphys
191 McKay Bros. Lumberyard
161 Melones Mine W. C. Ralston, Supt.
356 Morgan Bert, Davy Crockett Saloon
321 Pache, Geo F. Phy & sur
231 Prince, B.R. Hotelkeeper
311 Ralston, W.C. Melones Mine Robinson Ferry
81 Rasmussen R. Genl Mdse and Express Office

151 Reed and Hutchinson Mountain Echo
415 Rolleri, Mrs. S. Meat Market
355 San Justo Mining Co. D.C. Nichols Supt.
351 Santa Ana Gold Mining Co. C. J. Steedman Vice-Pres, Com
pressor
251 Sevenman, G.W. Phy.
358 Smith, W.A. Hotelkeeper
71 Stickle Co, The Utica Ofc.
51 Same, Genl Mdse Store

361 Thomas, E.I. Plumber
413 Thompson, A.B. San Domingo Gold Mining Co.
31 Utica Warehouse, W.W. Emery

181 Weirich, E.W. Md. Ofc.
291 Wesson, Fred, Central Park Hotel
357 Wood, P. F. Postmaster

Private Lines 1909
Pierano and Stephens 3 subscribers at Sheepranch

Murphys, 15 subscribers
By 1896, it was apparent to the Calaveras County Board of 

Supervisors that they would have to put the telephone under a 
franchise system to protect the existing lines and to prevent 
useless duplication. There was still duplication in the private 
lines of the ranchers and others. Dr. John March, in Burson, for 

instance, had three separate telephones in his kitchen (handy for 
Mrs. March to answer) for coverage among the widely separated 
people he served.

In June. 1896. the County Supervisors granted a telephone fran
chise to Linn and Butler of Murphys, and Hosea G. Allen and John 
Raggio of San Andreas were also granted a franchise. Things 
were happening fast in Calaveras County, and the “Chronicle” 
was able to state on June 13th that:

The poles for the Sunset Telephone line have been 
deposited on the ground between Mokelumne Hill and 
Angels. The line extends on into Amador and Tuolumne 
Counties and when completed, the principle mining towns 
from Chinese Camp to Plymouth will be put in direct com
munication.

A telephone box, consigned to the station in his place, ar
rived in Valley Spring last Saturday and Fred Winkler the 
freighter who was to deliver it here (San Andreas) being 
heavily loaded put the box on the brewer wagon which was 
being driven by Lem Wylie. On the way Wylie lost the box 
which was picked up by a peddler from Burson and takeq 
home with him. The loss caused considerable annoyance 
until its whereabouts was finally learned and the property 
turned over to its owner.

ANGELS CAMP EXCHANGE
Irene Pecchenino fills in for Chief Operator Marguerite 
Tennyson, one day in 1930. Marie Oneto is busy at the 
switchboard.

Loaned by Mrs. Marguerite Tennyson.
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SAN ANDREAS EXCHANGE 
Mayme O'Connell at the post she 
faithfully occupied for many years. 
This snap was taken in 1913. Mrs.A.I. 
McSorley, wife of the Superior Judge, 
and Will Dower, Attorney, got caught 
in the snap while conducting business 
at the telephone office.

Courtesy of Mrs. Norma Cerruti

Lem's fondness for the bottle was rumored to have had a 
causative relationship to this incident:

The first San Andreas telephone office was in downtown San An
dreas, and J.F. Treat, Jr. became agent in 1899. Miss Kate Mc- 
Quig was one of the first operators. Later the office was moved 
into the building between the present library and Blewetts' Cafe. 
Mayme O' Connell become operator and manager of the small ex
change in 1909, a position she held for many years. The office 
made another move, back across the street, up near the old post 
office, later.

Starting with 18 subscribers in 1896, the San Andreas exchange 
has had a steady increase over the years reaching 103 in 1929, 212 
in ’41. 500 in ’53, 1045 in ’62, and over 1500 today.

SAN ANDREAS - J. F. TREAT JR. AGENT - 1899 
Main 61 Calif. Exploration Ltd, Blue Lakes Power Plant

62 Same, B.C. Condit - Res.
63 Same. Fourth Crossing
64 Same, W. L. Honnold, Res.

123 Cassinelli D., Court Street, Gen'l Mdse.
126 Clapp. J. F. Ft. Wayne L.M. Co. (Gold M. Co)
135 Coulter A. H.. Poplar Grove Hotel
124 County Hospital
151 Ford Gold Mining Co., W. M. Ford, Sec’y 

117 Gottschalk. C.V., Superior Judge, Ofc.
114 Same, Res.
125 Holland J.A., M.D.
144 McGuirk C.F., Livery Stable
145 McSorley A.I., Res.
31 Metropolitan Hotel, S.E. Redmond. Prop.
153 Raggio John., Stage Ofc.
41 Reed & McSorley - Atty-at-Law
113 Snyder J.J., Dist. Atty.
II Solinsky F.J., Atty-at-Law

131 Same Res.
133 The Calaveras Prospect, C.W. Getchell
III Thorn. B. K. Sheriff
115 Tiscornia G.. Gen’l Mdse.
141 Treat. J.F., Jr. Res.
121 Washburn. Mrs. M.A., Livery Stable
143 Wells & Wall, Calaveras Citizen

Of the many private lines, it is worthwhile recalling the 
meticulously engineered “Fricot City” line, with its sawn 
redwood poles neatly bolted into concrete footings*Nearby, the 
isolated residents of Calaveritas and the adjoining ranchers putin 
their own line, buying for some $200 a discontinued trunk line from 
Fourth Crossing to Angels.

Telephone service came more slowly to the southwestern part 
of the county. Milton had a line to the outside by 1899, but it was 
not until seven years later that townspeople had the luxury of
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ANGELS EXCHANGE
Not loo many years before the highly sophisticated 
automatic dialing equipment took over the job, the 
Angels switchboard was a very busy place. Supervisor 
Dorothy Staten watches over her five operators, who, if

private telephones, and the ranchers the hookup to call outside 
their local farm lines. By 1909, the directory showed Alexander 
Brown as agent, and lists these subscribers:

Calaveras Gold Dredging Co. 
Claude Collins
C. Gall
E. F. Gall
M. F. Gregory
D. Helms
S. D. Hildebrand
A. D. Hunt
Lee M. Langford
.James M. Lisenbc. Jenny Lind
Albert Meyer
G. F. Morrill
Edw. V. Powers
W. J. Robie

we could see them better, would prove to be Catherine 
Schena, Gail Monte Verda Conrado, Madeline Dragone
Curlich, Rita Valero, and Joan Mayo.

Loaned by Mrs. Marguerite Tennyson

Sinclair Bros.
So. Pile. Co.
J. H. Southwick
John J. Thompson
C. A. Willets

The Millon exchange remained small, and even today there are 
less than 20 subscribers.

About 1895. James A. Tower, of Salt Springs Valley, then a 
teenager, built a telephone line from his mother’s home to his 
elder brother. Jacob’s, a mile away. This line was so successful 
that Jim. with his brother’s encouragement, constructed a line to 
Hodson. At thal time. Hodson had just been built as a company 
town to provide quarters for the employees of the rapidly expan
ding Royal mine. Jake Tower had opened up a butcher shop there, 
and Jim's telephone line became a very useful means of com
munication between the shop and the ranch. Some forty-five 
years or so later, curiously enough, another Tower brother,
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THE BARBED WIRE LINE
Howard Tower, manager of the Calaveras Telephone 
Company, points out one of the old insulators used by his 
father, “Barbwire Jim”, on one of the early lines in Salt 
Springs Valley. There were a number of such lines in 
those days, in this and other counties, but reception 
often left a lot to be desired.

Calaveras Telephone Company

Frank, found a rich high-grade gold pocket almost directly under 
the site of the old butcher shop at Hodson.

The Tower line to Hodson worked so well that the manager of 
the Royal mine, John C. Kempvanee, commissioned young 
Tower to build a line from the mine office at Hodson to the 
telegraph office at Copperopolis. Soon, most of the neighboring 
ranchers and businessmen wanted telephone service, and Jim 
Tower was truly in the telephone business by the turn of the cen
tury. Because he used barbed wire fences for many of these lines, 
he became known as “Barbwire Jim.’’

The Calaveras Telephone Company, as Jim Tower’s hobby soon 
became, negotiated its first connecting company agreement with 
the Sunset Telephone Company in 1899, and thus brought its 
subscribers into telephonic contact with the outside. In 1904, the 
Calaveras County supervisors granted to J.A. Tower: 

“The franchise, right, privilege and permission for himself, 
his heirs and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate in, 
upon, along, and across and over the highways, roads, 
avenues, driveways, by-roads, lanes and public ways and 
ot her public grounds in the said County of Calaveras, and the 
villages and towns thereof, such poles, masts and other 
superstructures as may be necessary for the construction 
and maintenance of a complete telephone system.”

This franchise was for 50 years and saw the Tower system develop 
into a modern Independent telephone company, serving the com
munities of Copperopolis, Jenny Lind, and surrounding ranches 
and mines. Today, there are more than 230 subscribers to this lit
tle company, covering a large area, in terms of square miles, and 
providing first class service to many isolated ranches and homes.

We are all familiar with recent telephone history. We saw the 
dial phones installed in the late forties and fifties, with some of our 
local exchanges receiving new and often quite improbable 
names.

Mokelumne Hill Dials in st al le
West Point Axminster - 3 1948-9
San Andreas Skyline - 4 1957
Angels Redfield - 6 1953
Murphys Park - 8 1953
Valley Springs
Felix & Copperopolis 1951
Jenny Lind 1951
Milton 1948

These names, it soon turned out, were merely a transitory 
subterfuge of the telephone people to phase us into the all dial, all 
number era. And now we find it difficult even to remember our 
interim exchange names, no longer used, for we are too busy try
ing to keep all those seven or ten digits in mind as we dial.

THE FIRST OFFICE
Calaveras Telephone business was operated out of this 
office at Felix (Salt Springs Valley) for many years. 
The new office is at Copperopolis.

Calaveras Telephone Company
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Officers Of Calaveras
County Historical Society

San Andreas, California
President Fred D. Cuneo, Calaveritas 
1st Vice President Tad Folendorf, Angels Camp 
2nd Vice President Don M. Cuneo, San Andreas 
Secretary Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 
Treasurer Drew Garland, Murphys
Directors Mrs. Alice H. Chapman, Hathaway Pines 

Mrs. Mary Jane Garamendi, Chili Gulch 
Mrs. Sadie Hunt, Double Springs 
Mrs. Otta Leonard, Angels Camp 

Emmett A. Gregory, Linden

Editor of Las Calaveras W. P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Assistant Editors Mrs. Ida Long, Mokelumne Hill

Mrs. Macie Taylor, Vallecito

New Members
Mrs. Grace Alford. Angels Camp
Mrs. Mildred Bargas, Oakland
Mrs. Bonnie Bridges, Angels Camp
Mr. & Mrs. Lester Canevaro, Sheep Ranch
Mr. Nick J. Cepanich, Oakland
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Chesebrough, Avery
Columbia Junior College Library
Mrs. Halle C. Fox. Lodi
Mr. William Freeman, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. & Mrs. W. R. Howard, Hathaway Pines
Mrs. Robin Inks, Altaville
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur R. McCarty, Cupertino
Mr. D. L. McGuffey, San Rafael
Miss Linda Mills, San Andreas
Mrs. Fred Mitterwold, Oakland
Mr. Martin Mitzner, Burlingame
Mrs. Florence Nielsen. Angels Camp
Mrs. Katherine H. Pucci. Arnold
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Rowe, Walnut Creek
Mr. & Mrs. H. L. Simmons. Avery
Mrs. Grace Bund Stewart, Santa Maria
Mr. & Mrs. Harold F. Thornburg, Belmont
Mr. Richard Wilms hurst. Angels Camp
Mrs. Rose Wiebe. San Andreas

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
May 23rd - Grange Hall. San Andreas

Raymond Hillman of the Haggin Museum, on Stockton Res
torations.

June 16 (Sunday) Wildermuth House, Pardee
Pot Luck Picnic at 1:30.
Program in charge of Wm. Lange.

July 25th Annual Meeting. Dinner at place to be announced.

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Individual memberships ($4.00 a year). 
Family ($6.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) include subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of Las 
Calaveras from the Secretary. The original historical material in 
this bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month at the 
Grange Hall in San Andreas - except for dinner meetings which 
are held each quarter at different places in the county.

BACK ISSUES
The steady demand for old issues of “Las Calaveras” con

tinues. Some 33 of the first 48 numbers (Volumes 1-12) are now out 
of print, and most of the remaining fifteen are in short supply. 
Volumes 13 on are still available. For those wishing to complete 
their files of our quarterly, zerox copies of the out-of-print issues 
can be obtained for the same price (fifty cents each). Anyone 
desiring a complete list of the back issues may obtain one from the 
editor.

In Memoriam
Chester J. Tiscornia

OUR NEW HOME
Headquarters for the Calaveras County Historical Society are 
now located at 16 Main Street. San Andreas, in the old Odd Fellows 
Hall.
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A Tour
Of The Royal Mine

1903
One day in mid-1903, Herbert C. Hoover, a prominent young 

mining engineer, came to Calaveras County to visit his good 
friend, David McClure, at the Gwin Mine. McClure and his as
sociate, F. F. Thomas, had made a remarkable showing in the 
reopening of that historic gold mine. During his visit, Hoover 
made a point of going over to see the other mining excitement in 

the county at Hodson, just northwest of Copperopolis. Here he 
found a hubbub of activity, as Jack Kemp Van Ee spurred his 
construction workers on to finishing the big 120-stamp gold mill on 
top of the hill above Hodson.

The fascinating story of the Royal Mine has been told before 
in these pages, in our July, 1968 issue. Recently our attention was 
brought to a fine collection of photographs that were taken at the 
peak of the Hodson boom by a member of the well-known Dennis 
family of Jenny Lind. William Samuel Dennis had, like many 
before him, left the county to seek his fortune elsewhere. First to 
San Francisco, with his bride, for a few years, and then to Alaska 
at the time of the celebrated gold rush. But like so many native 
Calaveras boys, he yearned for the pleasant surroundings of his 
youth, so just before the turn of the century, he moved with his 
wife and children back to Calaveras, taking up his abode at 
Altaville where he worked for one of the Angels mines. This soon 
led to his employment at Hodson, first at the Pine Log mill, then in 
the construction of Kemp Van Ee’s big new mill, of which he 
became the superintendent.

Will Dennis, fortunately for us, was a shutter bug, and recorded 
the peak of the excitement at Hodson on glass plates. We produce 
some of his excellent photographs in this issue. Our readers may 
find it useful to refer to the earlier issue of “Las Calaveras” to 
refresh their memories of the Royal story. Of how the little Pine 
Log mill was used to process the rich gold ores from the newly- 
developed high-grade Royal vein in the last two decades of the

THE ROYAL MILL UNDER CONSTRUCTION

This big gold mill was unique in its construction, being two 
60-stamp mills built “back-to-back.” It was also unique in its 
hilltop site and in the huge trestle tramway to the mill from 
the crushing plant at the shaft. In this view, only the bottom 

part of the trestle was in place. Process water was pumped 
from Salt Spring Valley reservoir. A half century later the 
mill was dismantled and many of the Oregon pine timbers 
“recycled” in a Fresno shopping center.
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Nineteenth Century. How promoter John C. Kemp Van Ee bought 
the mine with English money, advanced by J. T. Hodson of Lon
don, under a rather unusual contract and attempted to make a 
large, low-grade mine of it. How this proved to be a failure when 
the grade of the ore didn’t hold up to his expectations, and how, 
beset by lawsuits, Van Ee was forced to abandon his dream. And 
then how, after a number of unsuccessful tries by later operators, 
Frank Tower acquired the property and cannily turned it back 
into a small but profitable high-grade mine.

There is a suggestion that Hoover’s presence was more than 
just a casual visit, for at that time he was operating out of his Lon
don office and may have been asked by Mr. Hodson to check up on 
activities at the Royal.

The town of Hodson was short lived, but was a busy place in the 
early years of the century. We were unable to locate any Hodson 
snaps in the Dennis collection available to us, but have been able 
to include a few views taken by Arthur B. Morgan, a professional 
photographer, working as a miner for the Royal and living there 
at the time. All pictures in this issue were taken by Dennis unless 
otherwise noted. We are grateful to Jane Meyer Huberty for her 
help, and to Earnest Long of Mokelumne Hill and John Landgraf 

of the Discovery Antique Shop in Ione, for making their holdings 
in the Dennis collection available to us.

But let’s not keep Mr. Hoover waiting any longer. Manager 
Kemp Van Ee will take us all underground where we will see his 
busy miners at work in the immense ore stopes. Then we will 
emerge again into the sunlight, tour the shaft buildings and take 
an electric tram ride over the trestle to the big mill. After inspec
ting this mammoth structure with Superintendent Dennis as our 
guide, we will adjourn to Hodson for a late lunch in the staff dining 
room at the Hotel Royal and then catch the afternoon stage out.

THE DENNIS FAMILY
This pioneer Calaveras family owes its existence to William 

Dennis who emigrated to Jenny Lind from Barnstable, England, 
in the early 1850’s. He married Delphina Jane Eaton, a native of 
New England, and raised a family at Jenny Lind.

William Dennis was involved in mining during the silver boom 
in the sixties, at Silver City, in what is now Alpine County. His 
partner returned to England to raise money for the mine property 
at Silver City, but disappeared on the return voyage. It was 

(Continued on Page 50)

THE FOURTH AT HODSON - 1900
It was always a tradition to make a big thing of the 4th of July 
in western mining camps, and Hodson was no exception. Ar
thur Morgan was busy that day in 1900 up and down Main

Street, taking pictures like this one of the William S. Dennis 
family on the steps of their company house.
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BUILDINGS AT THE ROYAL SHAFT
Upper view - looking southwesterly. The main shaft is collared in the cut behind the little building 
in foreground. Gopher Ridge may be seen in the background. Taken about 1900 before the new 
construction was begun. Lower view - Looking southeasterly. The tall building houses the head- 
frame and ore bins. The compressor, hoist machinery and steam plant are in the building to the 
right, and the shop buildings are to the left. The horse tram has just arrived, empty, from the 40- 
stamp Pine Log mill down at Hodson. This view was snapped before the new crushing plant was 
built.
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A SINGLE-JACK STOPE 
A stope is miners’ parlance for the 
workplace and opening created in the 
mining of the ore. The miners would 
take the oil lamps off their hats and 
hook them on timbers or jutting 
edges of rock, while they worked. The 
two miners are drilling a single-jack 
round in a face of gold ore. The 
mucker in the middle is cleaning up 
the toe or bottom of the face so that 
the miners can drill toe holes there. A 
single-jack was a light sledge 
hammer, and was held in one hand by 
the miner, while the steel was held in 
the other. After each blow, the miner 
would rotate the steel slightly, so as 
to cut a round hole. A brawny and 
skillful single-jacker could drill “a lot 
of hole” in a shift.

TRIMMING THE RIB
Often after blasting, some of the 
“ground” would not break out. This 
ground must then be drilled and 
blasted again, so that the drift or 
stope can be continued. Here a single
jack miner is putting in a few “plugs” 
to knock out a bit of “high bottom” 
along the “rib” or edge of the 
opening, so that a clean face will be 
ready for the next round.
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A NEW MACHINE DRILL 
About the time these pictures were 
taken, the new machine rock drills, 
driven by compressed air, were tak
ing over the work formerly done by 
single and double-jack miners. There 
were problems with the early rock 
drills. They were too heavy. The dust 
they created gave many miners fatal 
doses of silicosis. The drill in the pic
ture is an improved “piston” model, 
lighter and faster, but is still a dry 
machine. Within another decade or 
so, rock drills replaced the old hand 
drilling methods, and water was 
used, introduced through the 
machine and drill steel right to the 
bit, to combat the dust. In this view, 
the driller is standing at the controls. 
His helper, the chuck-tender, stands 
by, ready to change steel or help 
move or realign the drill for the next 
hole. The shift boss stops by to check 
on their progress.

HAND MUCKING IN A STOPE 
These two “muckers” were snapped 
as they were loading out a mine car. 
One of them would then tram the car 
to the shaft station, dump the three- 
quarters of a ton of ore into the shaft 
“pocket”. Meanwhile, the other 
mucker would tram an empty car, 
waiting at the switch, back to the 
stope, and start mucking into it. It 
was not until a quarter of a century 
later that mechanical mucking 
machinery was introduced, and more 
than a few of us have put in time at 
this now obsolete back-breaking pas
time.
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THE NEW CRUSHING PLANT 
This towering structure was built in 
large part of Oregon “pine”, as were 
the mill and the trestle, brought in by 
rail to Milton and hauled up to Hodson 
by team. The Royal bought over one 
million feet of this material at $22 per 
thousand feet, delivered at Hodson. 
The new electric tram motor may be 
seen at the floor level. The tops of the 
Gates secondary crushers are visible 
in the opening part way up, and the 
revolving screen is already mounted 
near the top of the structure.

STOPE SCENE
The two men in the foreground are 
breaking up boulders from the last 
blast. One of the two miners in the dis
tance is engaged in single-jacking, 
and the other is getting ready to pick 
out a place for more single-jack 
holes. The watcher in the upper left is 
undoubtedly the shift boss, seeing 
that these activities are being pur
sued vigorously. The Royal mine 
stopes were large and generally very 
little timber was used.
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INSTALLING THE REVOLVING SCREEN 
The 2V2 inch crushed ore from the primary crusher was 
run through this revolving screen. Any material fine 
enough to pass through the one-inch openings went into 
an ore bin, and was ready to be hauled to the mill for fur
ther processing. The coarse material left the screen and 
was dropped through the secondary crushers which 
reduced the fragments to less than an inch in size. This 
material was then discharged into the ore bins ready for 
the mill.

SETTING THE PRIMARY CRUSHER
The ore from the mine was hoisted up the shaft and 
dumped into the primary crusher. That piece of 
equipment reduced the ore to less than about 2V2 inches 
in size. The crushed ore was then hoisted in a bucket 
elevator to the revolving screen. Here we see the 
primary crusher, a Gates Gyratory, being set on its 
foundations. There should be a worried mother nearby. 
Photo by Morgan.
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MAIN HOIST
A powerful, fast, two-cylinder steam 
hoist served the Royal shaft. The 
hoist engineer proudly stands in front 
of this modern piece of equipment, 
which he keeps immaculately clean 
with all moving parts carefully oiled 
and greased.

AIR COMPRESSOR
The air compressor was one of the most important items of equipment at a mine. Here the air 
was compressed to about 100 pounds per square inch, and then delivered to the mine through 
steel piping to run the rock drills, pumps, fans, underground hoists, and to supply air when 
needed at the faces. Note the compressor’s huge flywheel. Most of the accessories were brass 
and were kept well polished.
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THE SHOPS
Also at the shaft were the shops. The 
metal work turned out by the 
blacksmiths of that generation was 
not only excellent in quality but 
remarkably varied as to shape and 
function. Although the machine shop 
looks crude by today’s standards, the 
Royal was able to fabricate a great 
many of the small parts required in 
the installation and operation of the 
complex equipment at this operation.

THE MACHINE SHOP

THE BLACKSMITH SHOP
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THE HIGH TRESTLE
This was designed to a allow the electric tram to deliver the 
crushed ore to the top of the big mill, so that gravity could be 
used in the stamping, amalgamating and concentrating 

processes. In this excellent view taken by Arthur Morgan, 
note the “skip” at the left, about to descend into the shaft for 
another load of ore.

VISITOR’S DAY
A group of visitors, probably staff 
families and friends, take a ride on the 
new tram. Although they look quite non
chalant here, things were undoubtedly 
different when they crossed the high 
span just before reaching the mill.
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TRESTLE DETAIL
This was indeed a remarkable structure. But by Frank Tower’s time, it had been dismantled 
and replaced by a surface tram and a skipway up to the mill bins. The several buildings along 
the trestle were warehouses, shops, and at one time, the office.

WRECK ON THE TRESTLE
This type of accident can happen in 
the best managed of mining 
operations. With a little shop work, 
the cars were soon as good as new.
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ARTIST’S VIEW OF THE MILL BUILDING
This is a somewhat inaccurate but very graphic sketch of the mill, published at the time of 
construction in Mining & Scientific Press. Reproduced by permission.

THE DRIVE FOR BATTERIES 7 
AND 8

Each two 5-stamp batteries had a 
separate electric motor drive. The 
crushed ore delivered by the tram to 
the mill ore bins was fed with water 
into the battery and was finely 
crushed by the falling stamps. The 
roar of these 120 stamps dropping 
into the mortar boxes was tremen
dous and could be heard for several 
miles on a quiet night.
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THE AMALGAMATING PLATES
Quicksilver was put into the mortar 
boxes to amalgamate the coarse 
gold. The finer ore overflowed 
through a screened discharge and 
over plates coated with quicksilver. 
These caught the smaller particles of 
free gold, and any amalgam that 
splashed out of the mortars. This 
view shows the double 5-stamp 
batteries 1 and 2, and 3 and 4, with a 
set of plates for each five stamps.

THE CONCENTRATING TABLES 
After passing over the amalgamat
ing plates, the finely-ground ore 
washed down onto the vibrating 
tables, shown here, on the next lower 
“deck”. Here, much of the gold-bear
ing sulfurets or sulphides was 
separated. This material then went 
down to a lower deck where Frue 
vanners gave it a final cleaning 
before the gold in the sulphides was 
recovered in the chlorinating plant.
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ELECTRIC SWITCHBOARD
The Chief Electrician, on the right, was justifiably proud of his installation, although 
an electrician of our day might be a bit amused by the simplicity of the board and by 
the open circuitry. It should be remembered that this soapstone panel was 
engineered and installed during the first decade of wide usage of electricity in the 
mines, and represented a great step forward from the water or steam power 
previously used in the area. Two separate lines, one from the Stanislaus Milling and 
Power Co., and one from the Union Electric Co., were necessary to provide sufficient 
power for the Royal when all equipment was running.

STANDBY COMPRESSOR
Although the big steam-driven com
pressor was normally used for com
pressed air supply, this newer, elec
tric powered unit was ready for use 
whenever the larger one was down 
for maintenance or repairs, or during 
peak operating demand, when more 
air was needed.
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HODSON AND THE PINE LOG MILL
When “Baron” Kemp Van Ee first took over the Royal, he 
built the company town at Hodson, named for his English 
backer. Next he expanded the old Pine Log mill from 20 to 40 
stamps. Then the big mill was built. This view w as taken by 
Arthur Morgan in 1903.

HOTEL ROYAL AT HODSON
The staff dining room is located in the small annex on the left. This picture was probably taken 
by Arthur Morgan.
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PARDEE PICNIC
Our spring picnic was held on Sunday, June 16, at the pavilion at 

Camp Pardee, following a brief tour of the restored Wildermuth 
House. The weather was cool, the group congenial, and the 
program, by member Bill Lange, very interesting.

RECENT MEETINGS
At the March meeting, members of the Airola family displayed 

family pictures and genealogical information, with historical 
remarks by Orrin Airola.

We enjoyed the new Rancho Calaveras clubhouse at our April 
dinner meeting. Mr. Hiram Witt gave an informative history of 
the Hogan dams.

Ray Hillman, history curator at the Pioneer museum in 
Stockton, presented an excellent illustrated talk on historical 
buildings in Stockton, and efforts to preserve some of them, at our 
May meeting.

IN MEMORIAM
M. K. Henson

J. C. Kempvanee (Jr.)

THE DENNIS FAMILY
(Continued from Page 36)

presumed that he was lost overboard. Later William Dennis 
crossed the crest of the Sierras on snowshoes to Virginia City, 
Nevada, seeking financial help. While there in 1869, he died.

William Samuel Dennis, the third child, was born at Jenny Lind 
in 1863, and grew up there. His mother married again, in 1873, to 
William O. Cutler, and the Dennis home was then called the Cutler 
Ranch (see W. W. Elliott’s Calaveras County Illustrated, 1885.) 
Will Dennis married Minnie Alice Daniel, a native of Maine. They 
had three children, all born in San Francisco. These were Oleta 
Lorraine (who married Frank Meyer), Chester Iral, and William 
Vanderlin Dennis (living in Watsonville).

Except for the years in San Francisco and the trip to Alaska, 
William S. Dennis spent most of his life in Calaveras County. After 
the Hodson boom collapsed in 1905, he returned to Jenny Lind, and 
became engrossed in ranching. His extensive holdings in the Bear 
Valley, Lake Alpine and Pacific Valley area provided summer 
range for his cattle. He was largely responsible for the founding of 
the Central Bank of Calaveras, along with his son-in-law, Frank 
Meyer, and Chester Tiscornia.

Dennis died in Calaveras County in 1933. His descendants still 
living in the county are his grand-daughter, Mrs. Lawrence 
Huberty (Jane Meyer) and her son, Dennis.

THE HODSON
MINING

DISTRICT
This area was part of the original Madame Felix mining district 

and was first extensively prospected in the Civil War copper 
boom. The only claim to survive in the vicinity was the Pine Log, 
where gold was found in the 70’s. As a result of this, the Royal vein 
was opened up in the mid-eighties. A dozen years later, J. C. 
Kemp Van Ee entered the picture, with the results portrayed in 
this issue.

Another prominent mine at Hodson was the Mountain King, ad
joining the Royal to the northwest. Additional producers included 
the Empire, west of the Royal, and the Wilbur-Womble and the 
Gold Knoll, to the south. The Butcher Shop was a pocket taken out 
by Frank Tower in the late forties from the Royal vein under the 
site of Hodson. Since then, only prospecting has been done in the 
district by test pits and diamond drill.

The Hodson district achieved a certain sort of lasting fame in 
the early nineties because of a celebrated mining lawsuit referred 
to today as “Castle versus Womble, LD 19,455.’’This concerned a 
contest between Walter Castle’s Empire claim and an 
agricultural filing by Martin Womble. The decision became 
known as “the prudent man rule,” and has been much used since 
in the determinations of the validity of mining claims throughout 
the country.
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More
Calaveras Doctors

Our first issue on this subject, in July of 1973, mentioned a 
number of the early day doctors, some of whom did more prospec
ting than practicing. Much of that issue was devoted to William B. 
March, the well-known doctor of the lower part of the county. With 
this issue, we move up into the Angels Camp area, then the largest 
community and, of course, the only incorporated “city” in the 
county. The deep gold mines, especially the Utica, were largely 

responsible for the prosperity of that community from the 80’s 
through the World War I years. For this reason, more doctors and 
dentists made their headquarters in Angels than elsewhere in the 
county.

The articles in this issue are from papers presented before the 
Society during the winter of 1970-71.

Early Day Doctors
Of Angels Camp

By John P. Lemue
I would like to describe some of the conditions that existed years 

ago in Angels Camp, and the hardships that doctors endured as 
they administered to the needs of the people.

Many of these Angels doctors I knew personally. Although their 
work load was heavy, there were few complaints, and one was 
usually greeted with a cheerful word or a smile. The “horse and 
buggy” was their usual means of transportation. In the hot 
summer months, they traveled the dry, dusty country roads and 
the unpaved streets of Angels. Then, in winter, during the cold and 
rainy days and nights, they drove over muddy roads and streets 
which had been cut up by heavy teams. Sometimes they were hip 
deep in mud. At times they had to double their teams by adding 
another horse, or as we used to say, “a double team to pull their 
buggies through.”

CALAVERAS DOCTORS AND
DENTISTS

This unusual picture of the 
medical fraternity of our county 
was taken shortly after 1900. 
Standing, left to right, are Doc
tors Freeman, West, Porter, 
Weirich, Parker and Clark. Sit
ting are Doctors Smith, uniden
tified, Dorroh, Holland, Sever- 
man and Roberts.

From Society Files
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UPPER MAIN STREET IN ANGELS

Note the wooden walkways across the street to help the pedestrian make the crossing without getting too muddy.

Many people lived on ranches and farms outside of Angels. This 
made it more difficult for the doctors, giving them a wide area to 
cover. The physicians had no well-equipped hospitals to which 
they could send their patients, nor skilled nurses to assist them. 
They visited the patients in their homes and gave medicines from 
the cases they carried with them.

As a child, I was always interested in those black cases with 
rows of little vials filled with colored pills and capsules. Members 
of the patient’s family acted as nurses, often assisting the doctor 
under his direction. When it was determined that an operation 
was necessary, it was a case of sending the patient to the city for 
care. I can remember folks often talking about going to Lane’s 
Hospital in San Francisco.

When the first automobiles arrived on the Calaveras scene, the 
doctors were among the first to buy them. But even then, in the 
wintertime, it was back to the horse and buggy, so poor were the 
roads.

In my lifetime, I have watched the gradual but steady increase 
in help that doctors have received from scientific development. 
As a young child, I was aware of the terrible diphtheria epidemic, 
a disease so often fatal to children. Then, about 1900, the serum for 
fighting it was in the hands of the doctor, and in a few years they 
had diphtheria licked.

I want to honor the following early day doctors, most of whom I 
knew quite well. Dr. William Kelly, who brought me into the 

world; Dr. George Pache; Dr. John Dorroh; Dr. Elmer Weirich; 
Dr. Clark; Dr. McLaughlin; Dr. West; Dr. Charles Freeman; Dr. 
George Cooper; and Dr. L. R. Johnson. Dentists were Dr. Parker, 
Dr. Charles Smith, Dr. Jerome Porter, Dr. Roberts, Dr. Beale, 
Dr. Turner, Dr. Bert Wilson, and Dr. Len Martin. There may have 
been more whom I do not remember.

These men saved lives and made illness a little more bearable 
with their medications. I think we should all give thanks that they 
were here, for without them, some of us would probably not be 
here.

Dr. Elmer W. Weirich
By John P. Lemue

In order to give you more than I know first-hand on the life of Dr. 
Weirich, I would like to quote from “Representative Citizens of 
Northern California,” published in 1901.

“A resident of Angels Camp, Dr. Elmer William Weirich has 
there gained an enviable reputation as a prominent physician and 
is now serving as the health officer of Calaveras County. He is a 
native of Massillon, Ohio, born March 3rd, 1866, and is of German 
lineage, his ancestors having been early settlers of the state of 
Pennsylvania, where his father, Isaac Weirich, was born and 
reared. He moved to Massillon, Ohio, and was married there to 
Miss Maria Everhard. He followed merchandising, owned and
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DR. ELMER W. WEIRICH

operated flour mills, was active in the business interests of the 
place, of which he was one of the first settlers. An Episcopalian in 
religious faith, a public-spirited and progressive'citizen, he was 
esteemed for the excellence of his character. He has two sons and 
two daughters.

“Dr. Weirich was in part educated in Ohio and afterward con
tinued his professional education in the Hahnemann Hospital 
Medical College of San Francisco, in which institution he was 
graduated in the class of 1889.

“He practiced in San Francisco previous to coming to 
Calaveras County, where he has practiced for ten years, the four 
last being located at Angels Camp, where he has met with success 
and built up a large practice. He has the honor of being the pioneer 
homeopathic physician of Calaveras County and has erected a 
nice home on one of the commanding building sites of Angels 
Camp, in which he has a well-equipped office.

“Dr. Weirich was happily married in 1887 to Miss Catherine H. 
Smith, a native of Marysville, California, and a daughter of 
Colonel S. P. Smith. The doctor and his wife have three children, 
Norman E., Catherine G. (Gladys), and Victoria G. He is a valued 
member of the order of Freemasons and of the Independent Order 
of Odd Fellows.

“He enjoys the respect and esteem of all who have the pleasure 
of his acquaintance and in the professional circles he occupies an 
enviable position.”

Dr. Weirich spent about forty years in Angels Camp. He was a

THE WEIRICH’S FIRST HOME
In this modest home Dr. Weirich lived for the first few 
years while practicing at Angels with his young and 
growing family. Daughter Gladys is on the left and son

Norman on the right in front of his grandmother, Mrs. 
Katherine Smith. The Weirich’s servants were also in
vited to pose with the family.

Loaned by Mrs. Brenda Mack3



EXCURSION TO NATURAL BRIDGES
Dr. and Mrs. Weirich, and their daughter Gladys, rest at 
the Natural Bridges near Vallecito. In those days one 
could drive a buggy or two-wheeler close by to the 
Bridges.

Courtesy of Mrs. Linda Mehlhaff

prominent businessman as well as doctor, and was active in af
fairs that promoted the best interests of his home town. He owned 
the first automobile in Angels Camp, a Model T Turtle-back Ford. 

He loved the mountains and was one of the first to build a 
summer home there, a log cabin in the Stanislaus Meadow. He en
joyed short vacations there with his family. It was there that he 
and his wife celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary in 1937. 
He lived quietly in Angels Camp during his later years, and 
passed away in 1938.

Dr. George F. Pache
By Ruth H. Lemue

The earlier history of Dr. George Pache is covered in the 
biography in “Representative Citizens of Northern California,” 
published in 1901.

“Occupying a position of esteem and prominence in his natal 
state, George Florian Pache, a physician of the highest standing, 
is located in Angels Camp, Calaveras County, engaged in the 
practice of his profession. He was born in Stockton, California, 
June 30, 1865, the eldest son of a family of four boys and two girls.

“Jules P. Pache, his father, was born in Paris, France, in 1831, 
being a lineal descendant of J. Pache who was minister of war in 
1792, mayor of Paris in 1793, and an author of a work on 
metaphysics. After receiving a collegiate education in Paris, Mr. 
Pache came to California in 1852 and located in Stanislaus County. 
In 1858, he went to Stockton where, two years later, he was united 
in marriage with Mary Elizabeth Chicard, of the old Chicard 

HIGH SIERRA WEEKEND 
Dr. Weirich chats with another automobilist while they let their cars cool off on their way 
up to the high country. The autos date this snap.

Loaned by Mrs. Linda Mehlhaff
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family, possessors of landed estates of Bordeaux, France. After a 
long and useful career, Mr. Pache paased away in 1894 at the age 
of sixty-two years.

“Dr. Pache received his early education in Stockton. He 
received his medical education at Cooper College, San Francisco, 
at which place he graduated in 1889, coming to Angels Camp in 
1890.

“His success was immediate as he possesses those qualities 
which command the confidence and respect of the community, 
combining the kind manner of the physician with the skilled touch 
of the surgeon. He has served the county as coroner and as public 
administrator for two terms of office. He is a member of the 
Native Sons of the Golden West, The Foresters, the Chosen 
Friends, and the Druids, being examining physician for all those 
fraternal organizations.

“Besides owning considerable valuable property in the 
neighborhood, he is also a stockholder in the Lightner and Oriole 
mines, being a director in the former. A large, modern residence 
combining comfort and luxury and well-equipped offices has 
recently been completed.

“Dr. Pache has hosts of grateful patients and scores of friends 

and is a man most highly esteemed in his part of the state of 
California.”

Before going on to the later years of his life, I would like to relate 
some personal experiences that come to mind with regard to my 
family and Dr. Pache.

I was a small child, not yet in school, when Dr. Pache was first 
called to our home in Angels Camp, where my father, George P. 
Harper, worked at the Lightner Mill. The circumstances which 
led to his visit later became an amusing bit of family history, but 
which fortunately did not cause serious consequences.

Near the end of a winter’s day while my father was seated near 
the kitchen window, reading his newspaper, my brother and I 
amused ourselves nearby. We were using chairs in our make- 
believe game. So, needing another chair just at the moment that 
my father rose up from his chair to get a match from the wall mat
chbox to light his pipe, I whisked the chair from behind him. Of 
course, the result was disastrous as my father absent-mindedly 
sat down, all the way to the floor. In about a week’s time, Dr. 
Pache was called and he found it necessary to lance an abcess at 
the spot where flesh and floor had met. I’ve been very careful 
about moving chairs ever since.

FOURTH OF JULY AT ANGELS
Looking up Main Street from just south of the bridge. Dr. 
Pache’s house is the large building on the right (today an

apartment house). The Tryon’s Angels Livery Stable 
can be identified by the group of rigs parked in front of it.
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Dr. Pache was so kind and courteous, as well as efficient, that 
from then on for the next thirty years he was our family doctor. 
With five children in our family, the doctor was frequently sum
moned, not only for such diseases as measles, scarlet fever, 
whooping cough, mumps, chicken pox, even pneumonia on two oc
casions, but also for broken bones to be set and accidental cuts to 
be stitched. Dr. Pache was always very kind, treating the patient 
as gently and tenderly as possible. He was also most tactful, as 
when my mother would inform him of what home remedies she 
had applied before calling him, he invariably would say, ‘4 You did 
just right, Mrs. Harper”, nodding his head and repeating, ‘‘Just 
right”. Of course, this would please my mother.

My parents would never receive a bill from Dr. Pache, so, when 
my mother thought it was time to pay, she would hand him a 
twenty dollar gold piece. I saw this happen many times and before 
taking the coin, he would always say, ‘‘Now, Mrs. Harper, are you 
quite sure that you can spare this?”

Years later, Dr. Pache was in attendance at the birth of my own 
two children, and later prescribed for them during their childhood 
illnesses, just as he had for the preceding generation.

He served the community of Angels Camp and the surrounding 
area for about forty years. For many of these he traveled by horse 
and buggy but when automobiles proved to be more practical, he 
purchased one and enjoyed driving it and the several other cars 
which followed.

Dr. Pache was proud to have been born in California and for 
years was an active member of the Native Sons of the Golden 
West. He enjoyed good food and, at times, mentioned the favorite 
dishes prepared in the French manner by his mother or his sister, 
Julie. He especially appreciated the hot soups which would be 
kept for him after a long, hard day or a late night’s vigil.

He loved flowers and took great pride in the gorgeous dahlias 
which he grew in his front yard. When water meters were first 
installed in town, some people were afraid that they might not be 
able to afford the usual amount of water needed for their lawns 
and gardens. In a group discussion over this, the doctor cried out, 
with considerable emotion, ‘‘I’ll not let my dahlias die! I’ll not let 
mv dahlias die! ”

As the doctor grew older, the burden of the profession, including 
frequent night calls that broke into his rest, began to take its toll. 
He could not refuse to go when summoned. His friends jokingly 
remarked that sometimes during the long hours waiting for a 
child to be born, he would catch up a little on his sleep in little ‘ ‘cat
naps” taken in-between the labor pains of his patient. However, 
when the crucial moment arrived, he was the alert, wide-awake 
physician, ready to meet the needs of mother and child.

Dr. Pache’s health began to fail about 1930. He retired from 
practice and later moved to Stockton to live with his beloved 
sister, Julie. There he remained in her care until his death in the 
early 1940’s. Those who knew him, as I did, have memories of a 
fine physician, a good man, and a wonderful friend.

Dr. John R. Dorroh
By Teresa Huber

John Richard Dorroh was born on a farm near the small com
munity of Pinkneyville, Kentucky, on January 10, 1862, the 
youngest son of Clarke Clay and Nancy Dorroh.

He received his medical education and training at Louisville 
Medical School and his M.D. from Miami Medical College of Ohio 
in 1884.

Dr. Dorroh’s oldest brother, William, had come to California 
some years earlier, and so he decided to come west, choosing 
Angels Camp as a location in which to establish a practice. Here 
he met John Scribner, the Wells Fargo agent, who became his 
close friend and advisor. He became physician for the Utica Min
ing Company, one that he held until his death.

In 1890, John Dorroh married Katherine Moran of Murphys. 
Their children were John Scribner and Teresa. About 1892, their 
home on Main Street was built. Shortly afterwards, under an 
agreement with the Utica Company, the mine hospital was 
erected on the same lot. Then followed the building which was to 
be his office and the Angels Drug Store. It was in this building that 
the first telephone exchange in the county was established.* Also, 
my father’s office was the meeting place of many friends of that 
era. Some of the names that I recall were Harvey Blood, Robert 
Gardner, Otto Dolling, Judge Cooley, and John Carley. Here they 
dreamed and planned for the Bret Harte High School. My father 
and John Carley were on the first Board of Trustees.

Dr. John Dorroh diedin November, 1911, at the age of forty-nine 
years.

Dr. Charles Freeman
One of the doctors of Angels Camp at the turn of the century was 

Charles H. Freeman. BorninOaklandin 1870, he was the son of W. 
A. Freeman, builder and proprietor of the well-known Freeman 
Hotel in Auburn. Dr. Freeman received his medical training at 
the University of California, graduating from the Medical School 
in 1893. He moved up to Angels Camp in 1896 to start a practice. 
The following year he married Miss Lillian McGaffey, sister of 
Mrs. Jennie Hogarth and Mrs. Mabel Lillie.

Dr. Freeman carried on his practice from an office in his home 
on Bush Street, Angels Camp. He maintained a very successful 
practice there until about 1908, when the Freemans returned to 
the Bay Area. He died in Oakland, at his home, in 1941 at the age of 
seventy years. His daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Roque, lives in 
Hayward.

*A picture of the interior of the Angels Drug Store, with a 
group of people including Dr. Dorroh and Dr. Weirich, 
appears on page 29 of our April, 1974, issue.
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DR. CHARLES H. FREEMAN

From a photograph taken when Dr. Freeman was ser
ving in the U. S. Army.

Loaned by Mrs. Dorris Faull

Dr. George P. Cooper
This article was condensed from a longer biographical sketch 

by George W. and Robert M. Cooper, sons of the doctor. A copy of 
this excellent paper is on file with the Society. Ed.

Dr. George Proctor Cooper was one of the last “Horse and 
Buggy’’ doctors in the county. He served this community for 
thirty-eight years, much of that during the celebrated Angels 
quartz-mining boom. He was born in Wellingborough, England, in 
1880, the seventh of the nine children of Henry M. Cooper and 
Johannah Jane Morley. The senior Cooper was engaged in the 
commerce of leather goods.

After completing his basic education in English schools, he left 
home at the age of fourteen as an apprentice on an English sailing 
vessel. Many of the experiences he had as an apprentice formed 

the basis of fascinating tales with which he would entertain 
friends, family and children in later years. His telescope is still in 
the possession of the Cooper family.

Young George Cooper, after some three years, decided that his 
future did not lie as an officer in the British merchant marine, and 
abruptly terminated his apprenticeship by leaving his ship at an 
American east coast port. He made his way to San Francisco, ar
riving there some time in 1897. He went to work at the Hercules 
Powder Company in Pinole, in order to finance his education. He 
had settled on a career as a doctor, and soon entered Cooper 
Medical College. He graduated in 1906 at the head of his class, but 
graduation exercises never were held, as the Great Earthquake 
occurred on the day scheduled for that activity. He was licensed to 
practice in 1906.

Dr. Cooper came to Calaveras County later that year as com
pany doctor for the Union Construction Company (later merged 
into the Pacific Gas and Electric Company). At this time head
quarters of the company were at Vallecito, and the main 
operation at Camp Nine on the Stanislaus. Dr. Cooper worked out 
of Vallecito and the Camp Nine area and traveled far into the 
mountains in both Calaveras and Tuolumne counties.

Traveling from Vallecito to the new Relief Reservoir entailed 
perseverance and a variety of modes of travel. Either a team and 
wagon, or saddle horse, was used between Vallecito and Camp 
Nine. The tram was used from Camp Nine up the steep slope to the

DR. GEORGE P. COOPER
The doctor sitting at his desk in his Vallecito head
quarters when he was employed by the Union Construc
tion Co. in 1908-09.

Courtesy of Dr. G. W. Cooper
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Forebay at the top of the mountain. From Forebay, travel to 
Relief was by horseback in the summer and by snowshoe in the 
winter. The trip up the surface tram to Forebay was a par
ticularly exhilarating experience. Inasmuch as the slope of the 
mountain was very steep, passengers reclined on the bottom of 
the tram car. As the car ascended the mountain, the passengers 
assumed a near-standing position with their feet braced against 
what could be considered the tailgate of the tram car. (An ex
perience much like coming up an inclined mine shaft in a skip, ex
cept that it was all out in the open. Ed.)

During the period of his early employment with the Union 
Construction Company, saddle bags were standard equipment for 
the doctor. These were used to carry his medical supplies when it 
was necessary for him to travel by horseback. These saddle bags 
are still retained by the family.

In 1907-08, Doctor Cooper hung out his shingle in Angels Camp, 
opening a medical office there. His first office was on Main Street 
in the second floor of the building presently occupied by Trader 
Chappelle next to where the old Angels Camp Fire House was 
located for many years.

In 1908, George Cooper married Cora Alice Field. Miss Field 
had been a nurse at the Robinson Sanitarium in Livermore, com
ing to California from her home in Vergennes, Vermont. She ob
tained her R.N. training in San Jose at the College of the Pacific 
before that institution moved to Stockton. The Coopers moved into 
the old Peirano residence, and the doctor moved his office up to 
this building. Their first son, George W. Cooper, was born in this 
home. The Peirano house was later to become the Albert Prothero

BIG TREES STAGE
Milton Gann put this brand new stage into service just 
after the turn of the century on the run from Milton to 
Angels, Murphys and Big Trees.

residence, and is now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Monte 
Verda.

During his early years in Angels Camp, when Dr. Cooper main
tained his office and residence in the Peirano house, he kept his 
horses and carriages directly across Main Street in the old 
McGaffey Livery Stable, a very convenient arrangement. One of 
his horses was a retired race horse with a lot of spirit left in her. 
Upon receiving a summons for medical assistance, the doctor 
would yell across Main Street to the livery stable to have his 
conveyance made ready. The race horse would be hitched to a 
light buggy and held at the ready with her eyes covered with 
blinders. As the doctor arrived at the stable, a livery hand would 
stop any traffic approaching from either direction on Main Street 
Hill. The doctor would climb into the buggy, blinders were 
whipped off the mare, and she would bolt out the livery stable door 
off to the races. Dr. Cooper always did the first half mile of any 

call at racetrack speed before the horse would settle down into a 
steady trot.

On a winter day during this period of time, Dr. Cooper was 
called to Sheep Ranch on an emergency to render assistance in an 
accident at one of the mines. Mrs. Cooper accompanied him as his 
nurse. They were, of course, traveling by horse and buggy. By the 
time they were ready to return home, it was very late, dark and 
storming. They eventually reached the intersection at the bottom 
of Mercer’s Cave Hill. Having had a hard day, the doctor was un
sure of his directions and the roads were not marked with direc
tional signs. However, he detected the form of a sign ten or twelve 
feet up in a pine tree. Unfortunately, the sign could not be read 
from the ground in the dark and rain. With much effort, he 
climbed the tree in order to read the sign. Holding on with one 
hand, he struck his last match for illumination. With faltering 
match cupped in his hand, he rapidly scanned the sign which 
read:

“Go to Stephen’s Cheap
Cash Store - Murphys”

For many years after, every time he passed that location, he 
would comment that the sign didn’t even have an arrow indicating 
in which direction Murphys was. Stephen’s Cheap Cash Store still 
stands in Murphys with a similar sign, still legible, painted on its 
side. The store is located at the intersection of Main Street and 
Sheep Ranch Road. It was operated by Jim Stephens, who was the 
eldest brother of Louis Stephens of Angels Camp. An interesting 
ending to this story is the fact that the niece of Jim Stephens is now 
the wife of George W. Cooper, the doctor’s eldest son.

In 1909-10, Doctor Cooper was appointed company doctor for the 
Utica Mining Company. He retained this position for many years 
until the mines were closed in the 1920’s and the Utica Power Com
pany was merged into the Pacific Gas and Electric. Around 1912- 
13, Doctor Cooper also became the company doctor for the 
Calaveras Copper Company in Copperopolis and likewise main
tained that position until the copper mine closed in the early 
1930’s. Some of the other mines which he served were Melones,
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ANGELS SHAFT-SINKING CREW

These miners pose for a picture in their “diggers” just 
before they go down the shaft on swing shift. The oilskins 
and the “hang rod” that two of the men are holdingiden-

Lightner, Angels Deep, Golden River, Vallecito Western and the 
Calaveras Central.

In 1911-12, the Coopers purchased property from the Rankin 
family on Rasberry (Church) Street. A building was constructed 
which became the family home and the doctor’s office for many 
years to follow. Two young Angels men, Alvin and Harry Hogarth, 
helped construct the house. Two years after moving into the new 
family home on Rasberry Street, a second son, Henry Field 
Cooper, was born to George and Cora Cooper.

During the years that he was the physician for the various 
mines, it was standard operating procedure for the mine offices to 
always call him before anyone else when there was an accident or

tify them as miners engaged in sinking a shaft. This was 
one of the wettest and hardest jobs in the mines and shaft 
miners were the highest paid men underground.

emergency. When he arrived at the mine, the superintendent had 
stretchers and first-aid equipment ready to go into the disaster 
area. Both at Copperopolis and at the Utica, Doctor Cooper was 
always on the first “skip” into the mine on the rescue operation. 
He would stay with the rescue crew who were digging out the 
buried or injured miners. When an arm or leg was exposed, Doc
tor Cooper would step forward and immediately administer an in
jection to relieve pain and then direct the rescue crew to continue 
to uncover the body. In the 1920’s he participated in the rescue 
attempts at the Argonaut Mine disaster in Jackson.

As a result of his involvement in so many mine disasters, Doctor 
Cooper was recognized as an expert in mine rescue operations.
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Because he was associated with so many different mines, his ex
perience and expertise in this area was far greater than the in
dividuals associated with any single given mine. Consequently, 
he supervised the rescue work at the Copperopolis mine fire and 
disaster in the late 1920’s. Doctor Cooper was extremely in
novative, and it was on this occasion that he taught the Bureau of 
Mines rescue teams that baby chicks could be used instead of 
canaries for testing the atmosphere of the mines. Mr. Burnham of 
Copperopolis lost two dozen baby chicks in this rescue operation. 
Doctor Cooper could never get over the fact that Mr. Burnham 
was indignant over the loss of his baby chicks under these cir
cumstances.

In the late “Teens”, Doctor Cooper was called to the Metz 
Ranch above Avery during the winter on an emergency. He 
managed to make it to Avery in his automobile with some dif
ficulty, but could not proceed any further because of snow. He 
transferred to a horse and wagon (with driver) and proceeded on 
toward his destination up the old Big Trees Road. which is presen
tly known as Moran Road. They were half way to their des
tination, when the driver went to sleep, the horses wandered off 
the snow covered road, and the wagon overturned. In this mishap, 
Doctor Cooper suffered a broken leg. He splinted his own leg, 
helped put the wagon back on its wheels, and then proceeded on to 
his original destination to render medical assistance.

In the winter of 1919, Doctor Cooper supervised and par
ticipated in the rescue of twenty men who had shot off of a washed- 
out flume and over the mountainside in a “Speeder”. The flume, 
one of those of the Pacific Gas and Electric flumes above Camp 
Nine which carried water to Forebay, had been washed out in a 
winter storm. This recue expedition demanded seventy-two hours 
on the job.

During the later years of employment by the Pacific Gas and

Electric, he was called by the company to assist in the rescue of a 
person who had gone off the Camp Nine grade. Because of the ex
treme difficulties involved in these operations, an entire night and 
day was consumed in retrieving the man from the bottom of 
Stanislaus Canyon at a point where the Camp Nine Road 
descended into the canyon. Far down in the canyon below the 
road, the man had landed and become lodged in the top of a pine 
tree. For anchorage, Doctor Cooper and other rescuers parked a 
P.G. and E. truck and his private automobile on the inside edge of 
the narrow road with the wheels ofthe vehicles in the ditch. Ropes 
were then attached to the cars and the rescuers lowered 
themselves down the cliff until they finally found the man. Stret
chers were lowered in the same manner, the man was tied to a 
stretcher and then laboriously worked back up the cliff to safety. 
In the course of time, the man sobered up and survived.

In 1921, a third child and daughter, Elizabeth E. Cooper, was 
born. Slightly more than two years later, in 1924, George and Cora 
Cooper rounded out their family with the birth of a fourth child, 
Robert M. Cooper.

On many occasions Doctor Cooper was sworn in as a Special 
Deputy under Sheriff Joe Zwinge and accompanied the famous 
sheriff when trouble or dangerous duty was anticipated. On these 
occasions Doctor Cooper carried a sidearm in addition to his 
familiar satchel of surgical instruments. On numerous occasions 
when Sheriff Zwinge kicked in the door of a cabin or rooming 
house in pursuit of an armed desperado. Doctor Cooper covered 
the Sheriff with orders for three alternatives: Stand by to patch up 
the Sheriff; stand by to patch up the apprehended person: or 
stand by to consumate the apprehension if the Sheriff were in
capacitated.

Each year, during the times that the mines were operating and 
the ethnic traditions were stronger, the mayor, the mine

FREIGHT CAR AT ANGELS 
This crew is loading (or 
unloading) a freight car near the 
Angels Depot. The railroad 
served that community from 
1902 until 1936 when it was dis
continued.
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superintendents, the doctor and the priest were invited to par
ticipate in the Slovenian celebrations. About a week before 
Slovenian Christmas, one of the Slovenian mine foremen who 
could speak English best would visit the aforementioned 
“dignitaries” and extend invitations for the group to visit the 
Slovenian boarding houses during their Christmas celebration. 
The doctor and mine superintendents, having the majority of the 
few automobiles in town, would load all the “dignitaries” in their 
cars and make the festive rounds. As a result of the requirements 
and nature of Doctor Cooper’s medical practice, and because of 
his innovative nature, he developed and constructed many items 
required in his practice before such items were commercially 
available. To the exasperation of Mrs. Cooper, he spent many 
evenings working on these projects in the kitchen. Being a fas
tidious lady, this meant to Mrs. Cooper that the kitchen had to be 
cleaned a second time before retiring for the evening. He 
developed a collapsible stretcher which could be carried in the 
luggage trunk (or on the running board) of a sedan. When in use, 
the stretcher could carry an injured man in a standard sedan. In 
addition, the stretcher was designed so it and the injured oc
cupant could be transferred to an ambulance. This was an answer 
to the lack of ambulance service in rural communities in the early 
days.

Because Doctor Cooper found that it was frequently necessary 
to administer oxygen to patients in remote areas or in vehicles en
route to a hospital, he could foresee the need for some type of 
equipment other than the large oxygen tents which covered an en
tire bed. He therefore developed a small portable oxygen mask 
which covered only the nose and mouth long before this type of 
equipment was otherwise available.

Doctor Cooper was County Health Officer and Director of the 
County Hospital from the early 1930’s until his death. He was a 
member of the San Joaquin County Medical Society, the Califor
nia Medical Association, and a Fellow of the American Medical 
Association. In both World War I and World War II, he served as 
Medical Examiner for the Calaveras County Induction Board and 
on both occasions he received a Presidential Citation for his ef
forts, the second one being awarded posthumously. He served for 
approximately fourteen years on the Board of Directors of the 
Angels Camp Grammar School. He was also a member of the Odd 
Fellows.

Doctor Cooper was a member and commissioner of the Angels 
Camp Volunteer Fire Department in the 1920’s and 1930’s. It was 
he who instigated purchase of the first motorized fire equipment 
for the Angels Fire Department. In later years, when he could no 
longer take an active part in the annual fire prevention measures, 
he instituted another tradition which has endured and grown over 
the years. When the firemen burned the grass on the empty lots in 
town during the summer, he requested that they finish their 
chores in the neighborhood of the Cooper residence. Both he and 
Mrs. Cooper then enjoyed having all the firemen assemble on the 
front porch and lawn for beer, soft drinks and a spread of meats, 
cheeses and crackers. This continued for so many years prior to 

(Continued on Page 12)

DR. WILLIAM A. KELLY
Dr. William Kelly was one of the first permanent set
tlers in the locality of Angels Camp. He received his 
literary education at Meadville, Pennsylvania, and his 
medical training at the University of Pennsylvania, 
graduating from that institution with the class of 1844. 
He came to Angels Camp in 1849 for the sole purpose of 
mining. But so great was the need of doctors that at the 
end of two years he laid aside the shovel and gold pan, 
and taking up the scalpel and medicine case, began the 
practice of medicine and surgery. Here he lived for 49 
years.

Unique among physicians, Dr. Kelly was never known 
to send out a statement for services rendered, but when 
his funds became low, he sent the following to be printed 
in the Camp’s weekly newspaper:

“All persons knowing themselves indebted to the 
undersigned will please call and settle at least a portion 
of their indebtedness as I am very much in need of 
money.

Sg’d William A. Kelly, M.D.” 
Caption from Edna Bryan Buckbee’s “Pioneer Days of 
Angels Camp”.

Photograph loaned by Mrs. Dorris Faull
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Doctor Cooper’s death that it was automatically continued as the 
thing to do. Over the years this tradition has been continued 
through barbecues and has finally evolved to the present 
Firemen’s Day Celebration.

George and Cora Cooper had purchased ranch property in 
Plymouth, California, with intentions of eventually retiring there. 
Doctor Cooper was about to retire when World War II broke out. 
Due to the shortage of doctors, he continued with his practice, 
deferring his retirement. Before the war was over, George 
Cooper died in 1944, terminating thirty-eight years of service to 
the community. Cora Cooper died three and one-half years later, 
in 1948, after an extended illness.

Descendants of the Coopers include the three sons and one 
daughter, five grandchildren, and six great-grandchildren. The 
oldest son, Dr. George Cooper, and his wife, Hildred Stephens 
Mayo Cooper, live in the county.

Editorial
We take this opportunity to urge any of our members and 

friends that have historic pictures of Calaveras people, scenes, 
buildings, mines, etc. to either donate them to the Society, or to 
allow us to have copies made. So many valuable and useful his
torical pictures and other relics of our county are constantly being 
lost to posterity. Don’t let this happen to yours.

A number of the photographs in this issue are drawn from the 
splendid group made up for the Society by Earle Edmiston from 
negatives that he has accumulated over the years from copying 
old pictures. This substantial acquisition was purchased recently 
as a part of our current program of improving the Society’s 
photograph collection.

New Members
Mr. Mark Belloni, Santa Cruz
Mrs. Judith Cunningham, Mill Valley
Mr. Gil Downer, Linden
Mr. Richard P. Huber, Lufkin, Texas
Mr. Howard Joses, Mountain Ranch
Mr. Ralph King, Echo Lake
Mr. John W. Luc ini, San Jose
Mrs. Cornelia Macnider, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Grant W. Metzger, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Willis K. Mollett, Covina and Angels Camp 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Murphy, Corona Del Mar
Mrs. Marie One to, Angels Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Edward O’Conner, Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pliler, Valley Springs
Dr. and Mrs. D. H. Powelson, Berkeley
Mrs. Muriel Rukeyser, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Schwartz, Altaville
Mr. Jeffrey Schweitzer, Jackson
Mrs. Florence Weitzel, Glencoe
Mrs. Sandi Wudell, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. and Mrs. F. Tormey Ward, San Andreas
Mrs. Oscar Zwinge, Hemet

In Memoriam
James Field Norval Tanner
H. Guy Hughes John D. Snider

Family Memberships
It has long been our practice to send two bulletins to a family 

membership. The second copy generally is passed along to a 
friend or relative. However, some family members would prefer 
to save the Society the trouble and expense of sending the second 
copy. If you are one of these, please send a postcard to our 
secretary, Miss Bessie McGinnis, Box 542, Angels Camp, Califor
nia 95222, requesting only one bulletin.
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in future years. With this goal in mind, we plan to devote several 
of our forthcoming issues to the subject of early day ranches and 
ranching in Calaveras County. Of course, over the years, much 
data has appeared in the pages of “Las Calaveras” about ran
ching in the county in the family and community histories. The in
dividual ranch write-ups in the album will serve to coordinate this 
information into a more comprehensive and useful form. The 
original album descriptions will be expanded and revised 
whenever such additional material is available.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
VOL. XXIII1 January 1975 Number 2 EARLY LAND ACQUISITIONS

SOME CALAVERAS
RANCHES

In 1951, a community Grange project was started for the pur
pose of gathering and preserving information on the early ran
ches of Calaveras County. A handsome album was made up by a 
committee consisting of Coke Wood, Sadie Hunt, Amon Tanner, 
Ella Thompson, and Helen Belmont. Historical information and 
photographs of some two dozen ranches and families were assem
bled in this album. One of the outgrowths of this project was the 
formation of the Historical Society. Subsequently the ranch 
album was placed in the safekeeping of the Society. It was hoped 
that the project would be continued and expanded by the Society 

When California was annexed to the United States in 1848, title 
to the “vacant” land was assumed by the federal government. 
Pre-existing titles to land were to be honored by the new 
government under the terms of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 
Unoccupied land was to be under the provisions of the Preemption 
Act of 1841. This law gave “squatters” the first chance to pur
chase the land on which they had settled after it was surveyed by 
the federal government. Normally, tracts of one hundred and six
ty acres were acquired in this fashion, although larger acreages 
could be purchased.

Prior to the Yankee takeover, some three Mexican land grants 
had been made that included land in Calaveras County. Only one 
of these grants was in sufficient condition to receive permanent 
recognition by the United States. This was the eleven square 
leagues granted by Governor Manuel Micheltorena in December, 

THE HOME FARM AT TABLE MOUNTAIN RANCH
A view taken in the late Eighties or early Nineties of the silhouetted against the snow. The old house and the new
Adams Ranch near Murphys, later known as the Kenney barns are in the center, beyond the fields.
Ranch (which is now subdivided). Note the rail fences
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1843, to Francisco Rico and Jose Antonio Castro north of the 
Stanislaus River. Although most of this land was in the present 
county of Stanislaus, a substantial part of the nearly fifty 
thousand acres extended well into the southwest corner of our 
county.

Many of the early Calaveras ranches resulted from 
“preemption” of the lands most suited to agricultural 
development. The first such claim under the American regime in 
this county was that of Charles L. Peck at Double Springs (now 
part of the ranch owned by Mrs. Percy Hunt). The original claim 
notice, which was recorded in San Francisco on September 19, 
1850, is still in the possession of Mrs. Hunt.

In 1862, the Homestead Act was passed, making it possible for 
any American citizen of legal age to receive one hundred and six
ty acres of land free from the national government if he would live 
on it for five years and make a certain amount of improvements. 
Much of the private land in the county acquired after 1862 was by 
homesteading, although the conditions were often complied with 
very loosely.

RAKING HAY

Mrs. Ethel Adams always did her share of the work at 
Table Mountain Ranch, especially at harvest time.

PIONEER CATTLE RANCHING

The Spaniards introduced Mexican cattle into California about 
1769, and by the time of the gold rush, California was truly a cattle
ranching country. The animals were raised primarily for hides 
and tallow. In summer months, the Vaqueros would bring in the 
cattle from the hills for the annual ‘ ‘matanza” or cattle slaughter. 
The animals were lassooed, killed, and slaughtered on the spot 
where they fell. Only the better parts of the carcass were cut into 
long strips to be dried or ‘ ‘jerked. ” The rest of the carcass was left 
for the bears, coyotes, and other animals. The hides were cleaned 
very carefully and shipped as dry skins, although sometimes they 
were salted instead. The outer fat, or “manteca”, was saved for 
use in cooking purposes. The interior fats, “grasa” and “sebo”, 
were used for making soaps, greases and similar products. After 
rendering in large kettles on open fires, the liquid fat was poured 
into “botas” which were hide bags holding twenty to forty ar- 
robas, made with the hide held open by four corner stakes in the 
ground.

The ever-increasing numbers of emigrant parties and wagon 
trains arriving in the late 1840’s added a new strain to California’s 
ranches. Shortly after, the great and sudden influx of gold miners 
then started, almost overnight, a boom in cattle ranching. Meat at 
once became much more valuable than hide and tallow. Other 
farm animals, and of course, all types of crops, were in great 
demand to feed the exploding population.

The pioneer ranchers in the county formed one of the most per
manent and stable elements of the early population. Gold miners 
came, and for the most part, soon left, to be replaced by others. 
Ranchers, on the other hand, settled and raised families, holding 
on to their land. Many Calaveras residents today are the descen
dants of these early ranchers.

An indication of the agricultural activity in the county in early 
days can be gained from the following quotation:

“By 1858, there were 1345 horses, 203 mules and 72 donkeys in 
Calaveras County. There were 7500 horned cattle, 3020 hogs, 4588 
sheep, and 21,000 acres of land under fence. Croplands of cereals 
and hay totaled over 5000 acres with 8850 apple trees, 15,500 
peaches, 468 pears and 4000 trees of other fruits.”*

Ranching continued to develop and became an important part 
of the county’s economy for the remainder of the Nineteenth Cen
tury and for the first decades of the Twentieth; however, im
provements in transportation and refrigeration gradually 
squeezed many of the farms and ranches out of business. Only the 
larger and better organized ranches could survive competition 
from the valley ranches and farms. Much of the arable land was 
returned to pasture and most of today’s ranching is carried on as a 
part-time vocation by individuals deriving the bulk of their in
come from full-time jobs or outside investments. The recent boom 
in subdivision has made unusable large quantities of grazing 
land.

THE TANNER RANCH

This ranch is located one mile northeast of Murphys on both 
sides of Highway 4. The main part of the ranch was first settled by 
“Gassy” Miller in the ’50s. His squatter’s rights were sold to 
Charles Fisk who filed on one hundred and sixty acres but didn’t 
receive a government patent. Ormund Tanner purchased Fisk’s 
holdings for twelve hundred dollars in 1871, and perfected the title 
of part of the ranch by preempting eighty acres. He also acquired 
twelve more acres in the Murphys townsite.

♦U. C. Agricultural Extension Service, “Calaveras County,” 
1966, p. 13.
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The ranch was then described as bounded on the west by the In
dian Rancheria; on the south by Sperry and Perry and by B. S. 
Davis; on the east by the old Butcher Ranch; on the north by the 
land claim of Jackson. The property tax in 1873 was paid on a 
house, barn, fencing, and two thousand grape vines. Ormund’s 
son, Amon, homesteaded forty acres on the east side of the ranch, 
and also bought one hundred and twenty acres north and east 
from the nearby Andrew Jackson homestead. Later he bought 
five acres from the Willard Mining Company. Today the ranch is 
owned by the sons of Amon, Irvin holding most of the developed 
portion.

Ormund Tanner was born Ormund Torgeson in Stavanger, 
Norway, in 1831. The first trade he learned was that of a fisher
man. Later, in America, he learned to be a tanner, and when he 
was naturalized, “On September 13,1869, he changed his name... 
for the reason that for a long time he had been known by the said 
last name, and had done business under said name, and was then 

known by no other.” (From a contemporary newspaper item). He 
probably arrived in Wisconsin from Norway in 1852, when he was 
twenty-two. He came West in 1859 to join the Pikes Peak rush, and 
then went on to Dutch Flat in El Dorado County the following 
year. Amon once said that his father intended just to try his hand 
at mining and then return to the East where he had earlier set
tled; however, when he got to the gold country, his partner “just 
took off with the oxen and left him stranded.” Ormund had a 
brother in the Union Army who was captured during the Civil 
War, and died in Andersonville Prison Camp.

With the silver excitement in Alpine County in the ’60s, Tanner 
went to Silver Mountain and mined for several years there with 
some success. It was while there that he survived a one hundred 
foot fall down a mine shaft. He was partially disabled for the rest 
of his life. As a candidate for sheriff of Alpine County, he lost the 
election by only ten votes. It was about 1873 that he gave up mining 
and came to Murphys and settled on the ranch he had purchased 
from Charles Fisk The latter had run the hotel at Silver Mountain

THE ORMUND TANNER FAMILY
Standing, left to right: Karlotta, Anna Magnusen, Amon, and Minna. Sitting: Annie, Ormund, and Tina.
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MAILMAN AMON TANNER
Skis were often the means of delivering the mail to Big 
Trees and Dorrington.

and was an acquaintance of Tanner.

In 1873, Ormund went back to Chicago and married Anna Ger- 
tina Magnusen, a friend of his sister. Anna, born in Remmen near 
Trondheim, Norway, had come to America and witnessed the 
great fire of Chicago in 1871. They returned to Silver Mountain, 
and shortly thereafter moved to the new ranch at Murphys. Here 
they reared a large family. Karlotta Marie, born in 1874, married 
George A. Lamiman. They resided at Newcastle and raised one 
son and four daughters. Karlotta died in 1950. Minna Tarina 
Tanner was born in 1876, and married Perry E. Folsom, a mer
chant in Stockton, and had one daughter. Minna passed away in 

1956. Amon was born in 1878. Tina was born in 1880 and died in 
1899. Annie, born in 1883, lived to the year 1932. Olive, born in 1885, 
and Martin, in 1887, died in infancy. Ormund Tanner died at Mur
phys in 1812 and his wife, Anna, in 1925.

Although “Gassy” Miller had started a small orchard, it was 
Ormund Tanner that really developed the ranch. At one time it 
was called the “Red Ranch” becauseof a large deposit of red clay 
just opposite the present ranch house where a brick kiln was 
operated. The brick used in the construction of the Catholic 
Church in 1858 was made in this kiln.

There were about two hundred and fifty-five acres in the Tanner 
Ranch, about twenty-five of which had been developed into or
chards, gardens, and vineyards. The orchards were 
predominately apples, although there were peaches, pears, 
walnuts, and berries as well. At times the ranch was used for 
dairying, and large quantities of vegetables were furnished to 
Murphys and other nearby communities for many years. In the 
early years Ormund also bought additional vegetables at Robin
son’s Ferry and peddled them at Murphys, Angels, Carson Hill, 
Copperopolis, Milton, and other areas. He also carried fruit and 
vegetables as far as Woodford’s in Alpine County. That trip 
generally took eight days, during which Ormund would visit his 
friend, “Snowshoe” Thompson, a fellow Norwegian.

Lovely Murphys Creek rushes down through the ranch. After a 
court action, many years ago with the Utica Mining Company 
(which had taken over from the Union Water Company), the 
Tanners acquired a water right of ten inches, miners’ measure, 
from this creek for irrigation and livestock watering.

The ranch was taken over by Amon, when his father died in 1912. 
That was the year that he met Miss Clara Lee of San Jose, mar
ried her, and brought her up to a house across the road from his

AMON AND CLARA TANNER 
A snap taken at the old home.
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parents. In 1938, the Amon Tanners rebuilt a modern home on the 
site of the old home of the elder Tanners.

Amon and Clara reared six children. These included Norma 
(Mrs. J. L. Harelson), Mildred (Mrs. Combest), Arlene (Mrs. J. 
E. Grant), Norman, Norval (deceased in 1974) and Irvin. There 
are eleven grandchildren, and several great-grandchildren. 

Amon spent all his eighty-four years on the ranch. He enlarged 
the holdings and continued to raise and sell choice fruit, 
especially apples. He was always very active in county activities, 
particularly in the Grange, the Fair Board, and the County Water 
District. He was one of the founders of the Calaveras County His
torical Society, as well as a member of the original Ranch Book 
Committee. In his early years, Amon carried mail between Mur
phys, Big Trees, and Dorrington. He also dabbled in mining at the 
Hardscrabble and Laurel claims on the ridge about one mile north 
of Murphys at the head of Long Gulch. He sold out his interest in 
this venture, which at that time was known as the East Belt 
Development Company. Early in the history of the mine, because 
of his participation, it was often called the Tanner Mine.*

Irvin Tanner is carrying on the family tradition by continuing 
the well-known apple orchards. Both he and his brother, Norman, 
have added to their land holdings in recent years. Thus, choice 
Tanner apples continue to be a century-long tradition, and are 
eagerly purchased from the ranch by local residents and tourists.

THE JOHN MARCH HOUSE

TABLE MOUNTAIN RANCH
This ranch at one time extended from about a mile east of Mur

phys to the Stanislaus River, and included almost thirteen hun
dred acres. The portion closest to Murphys was settled some time 
before 1854. In that year, the owners of record were Samuel Per- 
khiser, James B. Smith, and Jabel Terhune. At that time, it was 
called the Bachelor Ranch or the Perkhiser & Company Ranch.

In 1855, Alfred and George Brown purchased the ranch for 
$3000, and in 1859, Alfred sold his half to George for only $1000. 
During this time, the mining camp of Brownsville was flourishing 
at the junction of Pennsylvania and Missouri Gulches. The camp 
and mining district, which adjoined the ranch to the west and ex
tended onto the ranch, were named, of course, for the ran
chowners.

According to the “San Andreas Independent,’’ December 26, 
1857, the Brownsville Mining District had been formed on October 
24 of that same year. It embraced “all that territory lying and be
ing north of a line running even with the northern boundary of 
Disher and Walker’s Ranch, and drained by Coyote Creek and its 
tributaries.’’ The by-laws provided that “each and every miner 
may own and hold by preemption, each, one wet, and one dry 
claim, and also one quartz claim; ... no placer claim shall contain 

*See “Las Calaveras’’ for January, 1963.

The Dolan family also lived here for a few years, before 
selling out to William Adams. When a fire destroyed the 
old building in 1897, the ashes were hardly cold before Z. 
A. Willard was arranging for a much larger and finer 
house. This new home is still standing and new owners 
(1975) plan an extensive overhaul to the fine old struc
ture.

more than one hundred and fifty feet square, to each and every 
person interested therein.’’ John W. Lordon was president of the 
district, and the secretary was E. Darling, Jr. The committee, 
which formulated the by-laws, consisted of George Congdon, L. 
Proper, Nelson Card, P. Kerns, and George Peoples.

In the 1850’s and 1860’s, Brownsville was a thriving camp and 
contained not only the residences of the miners but stores and 
saloons. The road from Douglas Flat came up the valley of Coyote 
Creek by Brownsville and then into Murphys from the east. The 
extensive placering by the early gold miners is still readily visible 
from this old thoroughfare, which is now called Pennsylvania 
Gulch Road. Even after the placers were exhausted, a tavern, 
store, and school were operated here for many years.

All that is left of the many graves in the cemetery at 
Brownsville is one plot fenced by an iron grill. A large headstone 
states that Stephen Webster was buried there in November, 1853, 
and his wife, Mary Ann, in August, 1854. Oldtimers say that the 
son, John Henry Webster, was brought back and buried there in 
September of 1909. Brownsville is now marked with Historic 
Landmark Plaque No. 465.
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ZABDIEL ADAMS WILLARD

A wealthy New Englander and son of Simon Willard, Jr., 
clock and chronometer manufacturer, he was more fond 
of the open Calaveras countryside than the crowded 
streets and drawing rooms of his native Boston. He 
spent as much time as he could at Table Mountain Ran
ch, helping his daughter, Ethel, and managing the af
fairs of the Willard Mining Company.

LUCY ALLEN WARE WILLARD

Ethel’s mother was indeed a proper Bostonian but en
joyed California as a second home for many years. 
Lucy’s brother, Dr. Robert Ware, was killed on duty dur
ing the Civil War.

ETHEL AND FRIEND

Genteel Bostonians of the 
Eighties were fond of tennis 
and played on grass courts 
like this one on the Willard’s 
Brookline estate.
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JACK AND ETHEL WILLARD

The Willards were born and raised in Boston. As neither 
had descendants, this was the end of the line for the Z. A. 
Willard branch of a notable Boston family.

ETHEL WILLARD ADAMS

Always fond of animals, she poses with one of her pets.

BOATING ON THE POND

A far cry from the swan 
boats of the Boston Public 
Gardens. Ethel always en
joyed a row on her little lake 
with any of her animal 
friends that cared to join 
her.
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THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT

Ethel’s brother, Jack, had returned from a two-year’s 
collecting trip in the Orient and wanted a place for his 
trophies. Death overtook him as he started this building.

Mrs. Adams finished the structure and maintained it as 
a play and dance hall, as well as a museum. Fred 
Kenney continued in this tradition, and many good times 
took place there over the years.

On June 16,1860, George Brown sold the ranch to William Auditt 
and John L. March for $5000. During the time it was owned by 
these men, a lease was entered into with J. C. Parson and C. H. 
Parson, by which they were to set out a large orchard and 
vineyard. This was never entirely completed, but for years after 
there was a good orchard on the ranch. In 1862, William Auditt 
sold his interest in the ranch to John March who operated it until 
1882, when he sold it to Leo Dolan for $8000. Three years later, 
Dolan sold one hundred sixty acres of the ranch to William J. 
Adams, and in 1889, Z. A. Willard, Adams’ father-in-law, bought 
an additional one hundred and sixty acres more from George 
Batten. Both parcels were deeded to Mrs. Ethel Willard Adams 
after her separation from William Adams. She operated the 
property as a cattle and dairy ranch until 1927. After Mrs. Adams’ 
death, the ranch went to her foreman, Fred Kenney, who ran the 
dairy for another thirteen years, continuing the cattle grazing 
thereafter. In 1963, Mr. Kenney sold the property to David Ken-

field and associates for subdivision. The property next to the river 
was sold to The Flintkote Company, which now operates a limes
tone quarry there.

Ethel Willard Adams was the great-granddaughter of the 
renowned Boston clockmaker, Simon Willard. Her grandfather, 
Simon, Jr., developed one of the early astronomical 
chronometers, and ran a prosperous clock and chronometer 
business. His brothers, Aaron and Benjamin, were also 
successful clockmakers. Ethel’s grandmother was Eliza Adams 
of another prominent Boston family. Ethel’s parents were Zab- 
diel Adams Willard and Lucy Allen Ware. Upon his father’s death, 
Z. A. Willard sold the family business at Boston and spent con
siderable time in the West, being involved in mining. He first went 
to Telluride, Colorado, and then to Calaveras County. Along with 
Boston businessmen William C. Hunneman and Bernard Jenney, 
Willard bought and operated the Oro y Plata mine, just north of 
Murphys. In 1884, Mrs. Willard and their two children, Ethel and
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FRED KENNEY

An Easterner like his em
ployer, Fred fitted well into 
the ranch organization at a 
time (1920) when a person of 
his talents was badly 
needed. And for thirty-five 
years after Ethel Adams 
passed on, he carried on the 
traditions of the Table 
Mountain Ranch, ably sup
ported by his sister, Bertha 
Kenney.

Jack, came from Boston to live in California. They maintained a 
house at Carmel and lived part of the time at Murphys.

In 1886, Ethel married a mining engineer named William J. 
Adams, and they settled on the Table Mountain Ranch. This mar
riage was short-lived, and so Ethel’s affluent father bought out 
Adams, purchased some additional land, and set Ethel up in 
business for herself. The senior Willards would make the ranch 
their headquarters when in the West. No expense was spared to 
make the ranch comfortable as well as to equip it with the best 
available. By 1892, the ranch had become a showplace. According 
to the “Memorial and Biographical History of Merced,

Stanislaus, Calaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa Counties,’’ “It 
consists of 320 acres in one tract called ‘the home farm’ and some 
400 acres of grazing land on the Stanislaus River nearby. Its broad 
pastures are dotted over with the finest stock. We note the 
following: sixty-five head of registered Jersey cattle; sixty-five 
head of beef cattle; one hundred imported thoroughbred Duroc 
Jersey swine, and some thirty horses. She carries on a dairy, 
making the choicest butter from her Jersey cows, which meets a 
ready sale in the adjoining towns. Her dairy is supplied with the 
newest and most approved machinery in the way of separators, 
power churns, etc.

“On this ranch are found English walnuts, almonds, French
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prunes, peaches, grapes and apples. One hundred and fifty acres 
can be irrigated from natural springs, the waters of which are 
collected in a large reservoir for this purpose. The remainder of 
the land can be irrigated from the Union Ditch, which runs along 
the mountainside just above the property. A line of pipe from this 
ditch supplies the house, barns, and stock with water for domestic 
purposes as well as for irrigating the gardens and protection 
against fire. With engines, boilers, crushing and grinding mills, 
cutters, etc., corn, wheat, barley and hay are cut, ground, 
steamed, and prepared for the stock during the winter season. In 
short, this is a model farm conducted entirely by a woman.

“Mrs. Adams takes great pride in her stock and is a fearless and 
skillful rider and driver. She possesses rare executive ability and 
conducts her extensive farming interests in the most judicious 
manner. Her foreman is George J. Hinkston, a most practical, ex
perienced and efficient stockman and farmer.”

In spite of the eulogistic style of the “Memorial History,” this is, 
no doubt, a fairly good description of the Table Mountain Ranch of 
that day. The foreman turned out somewhat differently than one 
might have hoped, and an expensive lawsuit ensued. Mrs. Adams 
was then fortunate to find Mr. Fred Kenney to take over the 
operation of the ranch, and in gratitude for his wise and faithful 
administration, left him the entire property on her death.

The picturesque setting of the ranch became so well known that 
over the past several decades Hollywood has used it for a number 
of movies. These have included “The Red House” with Edward G. 
Robinson, “The County Chairman” with Will Rogers, “The 
Farmer Takes a Wife”, with Janet Gaynor and Henry Fonda, and 
most recently, “The Other,” starring Uta Hagen.

TABLE MOUNTAIN RANCH
Barns are an essential component of a successful farm or ranch. The house gables may be seen over the large barn.
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TABLE MOUNTAIN HAYCOCK

Ethel Adams shows her 
Boston housekeeper and a 
Stockton friend how to 
climb atop a haycock.

HARVEST TIME
The “tall meadow oat grass” is being cut and will be stored for winter feed at the Table Mountain Ranch.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Individual memberships ($5.00 a year). 
Family ($7.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) include subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of Las 
Calaveras from the Secretary. The original historical materials 
in this bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month at the 
Grange Hall in San Andreas - except for dinner meetings which 
are held each quarter at different places in the county.

Sources and Acknowledgements

In addition to the Ranch Book, the “Memorial History of 
Merced, Stanislaus, Calaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa Coun
ties’’, files of county newspapers, and the Adams abstract of title 
were used. The Tanner family and Fred Kenney supplied the 
photographs and much information. Macie Taylor and Dan Irving 
also assisted in preparation of this issue.

Forthcoming Meeting

April 6th - Table Mountain Ranch Barbecue
A joint activity with the California Historical Society at the Bruce 
Cunningham’s (formerly the Fred Kenney Ranch) at Murphys. 
At noon. Reservations required.

April 24th - Grange Hall, San Andreas
The Barbecue will take the place of the regular quarterly dinner. 
Program for the 24th to be announced.

New Members
Mrs. Elizabeth Alford, Angels Camp 
Mr. Douglas Armstrong, San Andreas
Bret Harte High School Library, Angels Camp 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Brock, San Andreas 
Mrs. Sally Critchlow, Murphys
Mr. and Mrs. David Dickerhoof, Murphys 
Mrs. Edna Feeney, Murphys
Mr. Reginald Gianelli, Lodi
Mrs. Elizabeth Holcombe, Angels Camp 
Mrs. Ethel Hulme, Altaville
Mrs. Evelyne Jordan, Mountain Ranch 
Mr. Howard Little, San Andreas
Mrs. Adelaide McFall, San Andreas
Mrs. LaVahn MacWillie, San Andreas 
Mrs. Doris Schwoerer Mitchell, Santa Rosa 
Nadine Moore, Milton
Mr. James Plessas, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Thein, San Andreas 
Mr. Norval Weirich, Arnold
Mr. Michael J. Wheeler, San Andreas

In Memoriam
Kenneth L. Briggs

Bicentennial Commission

A county-wide commission to coordinate plans for the 1976 
celebration of the 200th anniversary of our independence was ap
pointed in December by the Board of Supervisors. Dr. M. B. Smith 
and Mr. Ray Garamendi are serving as co-chairmen, and 
meetings are being held.

County Historical Records

A Calaveras County Heritage and Historical Commission was 
appointed in January by the Board of Supervisors to foster and 
promote the preservation of the county’s archives. Howard 
Bjorkman (County clerk), George Poore (Museum), Mrs. Pat 
Porath (Library), Dr. M. B. Smith, Fred Cuneo, and Willard 
Fuller were named to the Commission, and Dr. Smith was 
designated as chairman.

Back Issues

A list of our back issues is available for the asking. Out of print 
issues will be supplied as “zerox” copies. Price to members is 60 
cents a copy, and a discount is given for orders over $10.
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Calaveras County

Goes Electric
By Charles R. Joy

Editorial Note: Early development of the generation of 
hydroelectric power in and next to Calaveras County near the 
turn of the century contributed much to the rapid expansion of the 
now immense Pacific Gas & Electric Company. The Standard 
Electric Company on the Mokelumne, the Sierra & San Francisco 
on the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus, and the Western States Gas 
& Electric on the American River, each had transmission lines 
criss-crossing our county. The little Utica Power Company was, 
however, the only producer of electricity that could be considered 
exclusively a Calaveras enterprise. One by one, these pioneer 
companies were absorbed into the California Gas & Electric Com
pany or into its successor, P. G. & E.

We are much indebted to Mr. Charles R. Joy, son of a P. G. & E. 
pioneer, who recently presented us with an exceptionally interes
ting manuscript of that company’s development of hydroelectric 
power in our county. During the course of the editing of Mr. Joy’s 
article, we became so interested in this subject that additional 
research resulted which enlarged the original paper and in
creased the number of illustrations.

Much of the hydroelectric story is fairly recent history. In fact, 
a number of the participants are still with us, mostly in 
retirement. The building of the dams, powerhouses, and 
transmission lines was a remarkable achievement, both from an 
engineering and technical standpoint and by the immensity of the 
job. It was a dramatic success story of human endeavor, even 
though it was spread out over many years. The facilities created 
have well stood the test of time, although one by one the original 
installations have been replaced by up-to-date structures. But the 
foundations of the original projects are still the fundamental basis 
of our modern hydroelectric system.

It is impossible, in as brief a presentation as this, to include 
mention of more than a very few of the persons who played a part 
in this memorable bit of Sierran history. None the less, we salute

ANDRE PONIATOWSKI
Prince Poniatowski, or, as the local populace jocularly 
referred to him, “Prince Pint O’ Whiskey,” pioneered 
the commercial development off hydroelectricity in the 
Southern Mines. High-born, and well-connected, the 
Prince made a strategic marriage that assured his 
success in California. With Poniatowski ingenuity and 
Crocker money, the Electra powerhouse was built in 
1902, later becoming one of the leading components off 
the P. G. & E. Company which soon emerged from a 
complicated series of mergers. The Crockers sold out 
their own and the Prince’s interests in 1903 to the 
founders of the P. G. & E., and, much disappointed, 
Poniatowski retired with his family to France.

P. G. & E.

them all, and dedicate this issue to their grand efforts, the 
benefits of which we enjoy today, as will our descendants in the 
years to come.

Like so much of the history of the Mother Lode area, the quest 
for gold was to be the primary setting for the development of elec
trical energy in Calaveras County. All of the early generating 
plants which were to serve the county derived their energy from 
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the water sources first exploited by early mining companies. 
Much of that history took place, however, in Amador, Alpine and 
Tuolumne counties, next to Calaveras County, because their 
eastern reaches control the headwaters of the Mokelumne and 
Stanislaus rivers. The Utica powerhouses at Murphys and Angels 
were the only ones actually built within Calaveras County and 
remain so today.

Development Of The Mokelumne

The oldest hydroelectric plant that was to serve northern and 
central Calaveras County was the Electra on the Mokelumne, 
constructed in 1902, about three miles upstream from the present 
Highway 49 bridge. But the first plant to be built, and truly one of 
the very early commercial hydroelectric installations in the 
state, the Blue Lakes generating plant, was completed five years 
before, just two miles downstream from Electra. This was 
designed as a pilot plant for a much larger operation to provide 
power for the Bay Area. To understand the history of this early 
pilot plant, we must go back to 1855 when the gold miners of Slab
town and Butte City, in Amador County, built a ditch and flume 
system to bring water to their diggings. In 1870, this became the

Sutter Canal and Mining Company. Then, in 1892, the Blue Lakes 
Water Company, named for their source lakes at the head of the 
Mokelumne in Alpine County, acquired the Sutter system, inten
ding to supply Oakland with water.

The history of the development of electric power in this area is 
rooted in European nobility. It was the genius of Prince Andre 
Poniatowski, of noble Polish descent, born in Paris in 1864, that 
inspired the first electrical energy to flow through Calaveras 
County. After a visit to the South African gold fields, where he 
learned much of the needs of mines and of engineering, the Prince 
traveled to the United States in 1892. Two years later, he married 
Elizabeth Sperry, the daughter of the prominent Stockton miller, 
the niece of James Sperry, the hotel proprietor and promoter of 
Big Trees, and most important, the sister-in-law of William H. 
Crocker, wealthy San Francisco banker. Backed by English and 
San Franciscan money, the Prince organized the California Ex
ploration Company in 1896, and began to actively develop mines in 
the Calaveras vicinity. Soon he became involved with Thomas 
Bullock in the promotion of the Sierra Railway Company. Early in 
1897, Poniatowski sold out his interest in the Sierra Railway to the 
Crockers at a substantial profit, and then acquired control of the 
Blue Lakes Water Company. This move soon led to the construc
tion of the first hydroelectric powerhouse in the area, as I men
tioned above. It was located on the Amador side of the Mokelumne 
River just a mile or so upstream from the present Highway 49

BLUE LAKES POWERHOUSE 
A view of the first commercial 
hydroelectric power plant which was 
constructed in the Southern mines, 
taken by “teen-ager” Frank Peek of 
Mokelumne Hill, who later became a 
prominent electrical engineer with 
the General Electric Company.

From Society Files
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OLD ELECTRA - 1920’s 
For half a century these old Stanley 
generators spun at 240 RPMs to help 
fill the constantly growing demand 
for “juice” in Superior California. 
Only when New Electra was com
pleted in 1948 were these obsolete 
generators allowed to come to rest 
for good. By then, Prince 
Poniatowski’s achievements had 
well become a part of electrical his
tory.

ELECTRA SWITCHBOARD
When this switchboard was installed, 
it was one of the most modern elec
trical hookups in service in Califor
nia. The myriad of switches and 
meters neatly mounted on the mas
sive soapstone panels was most im
pressive in 1902. And the lamp shades 
look like something out of the best 
Corning glass shop.

P.G. & E.
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ELECTRA POWERHOUSE
The “old” Electra plant as it appeared in the 1930’s. This 
powerhouse, with its water storage and distribution 
system, became a monument to the versatile and 

imaginative Prince Poniatowski. Progress, however, 
half a century later, required that this pioneer facility be 
replaced with a larger and more up-to-date plant.

P. G. & E.
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GENERATOR FOR ELECTRA - 1905
The stator of one of the new 5000 KW generators, dis
mantled into two pieces, is hauled into Electra by a 
steam traction engine.

P. G. & E.

bridge. The powerhouse and the camp were named after the Blue 
Lakes which are the source of the Mokelumne.

The Blue Lakes powerhouse used water dropped 1040 feet from 
the old miners’ canal to three 450 KW generators. Blue Lakes 
began generating electricity on October 25, 1897. This was sold to 
local mining and other industrial customers.

Even while the Blue Lakes plant was under construction, the 
Prince was putting together a much larger organization which he 
named the Standard Electric Company (after the miners’ ditch 
from the high country). The purpose of this company was to build 
a large powerhouse just above the original pilot plant to serve the 
Bay Area with water-generated power. This was to be called the 
Electra plant. In order to acquire experience in the long distance 
transmission of electricity, Standard Electric built a pole line 
from Blue Lakes City to Stockton in 1899. During that same year 
the Blue Lakes powerhouse was badly damaged by fire, was 
immediately rebuilt, and resumed operations. Power needed for 
the construction of the Electra plant was supplied from Blue 
Lakes.

In May of 1902, Electra began generating, taking over the load 
from the Blue Lakes plant which was then shut down. Standard 
Electric completed their 60,000 volt transmission line (another 
first in electrical engineering) to San Francisco in November of 
the same year, and Mother Lode power was now helping to light 
the Bay Area and run its electric motors.

The initial Electra installation consisted of five 2000 KW, 2300 
volt, 60-cycle Stanley inductor generators directly connected to 
two Pelton impulse water wheels operating under a 1466-foot head 
of water at 240 RPM. In 1905, two additional 5000 KW units were 
installed. Voltage was stepped up to 60,000 for the Bay line, but up 
to only 17,000 volts for the line that was built in the years following 

by P. G. & E. running south through Calaveras and Tuolumne 
counties to Mariposa. This second line served the Blue Jay and 
Easy Bird mines, the towns of Mokelumne Hill and San Andreas, 
and the Lightner, Dolling, Summerville, Marshall and Smythe 
mines near Angels. Other mines near Big Oak Flat and Groveland 
in Tuolumne County and the McAlpine mine in Mariposa also used 
electric power from this line.

In 1909, the Bay line was extended to Mission San Jose, and the 
next year to Santa Cruz, where the Davenport Cement Company 
was completing a large portland cement plant, using a total of 
28,100 horsepower.

The superintendent of the Blue Lakes powerhouse, and a key 
engineer and supervisor later on in the Standard Electric Com
pany, was Paul M. Downing. Downing, a Stanford classmate of 
Herbert Hoover, later became vice-president and general 
manager of P. G. & E.

Nearly three decades after Prince Poniatowski startled the 
west with his 60,000 volt transmission line to the Bay Area, the 
“Calaveras Californian’’ announced in its June 26,1930 issue that 
a huge campsite was being established at Chili Gulch near 
Mokelumne Hill to house a mammoth construction crew erecting 
a 230,000 volt tower line from the new Salt Springs and Tiger Creek 
powerhouses on the Amador side of the Mokelumne to the city of 
Newark in Alameda County. This line then was, and still is, the 
greatest transmitter of electrical energy across Calaveras Coun
ty. The line enters the county about four miles south of the 
Highway 49 crossing of the Mokelumne, leaving the county about 
fifteen miles west of Valley Springs. It nearly parallels the route 
of Prince Poniatowski’s pioneer venture.

In later years, the East Bay Municipal Utility District became 
the leader in Mokelumne River development, primarily for the 
water with which to supply the rapidly growing East Bay area. 
(That story will be told in a future issue of Las Calaveras. Ed.).

The Utica Story
Electrical development in the southern part of Calaveras 

County also had its origin in early-day gold mining. It was the 
need for water for placer mining and the use of the hydraulic 
monitor for mining the auriferous gravels that brought about the 
construction of ditches and flumes from the headwaters of the 
North Fork of the Stanislaus. Then, as gold mining turned to the 
use of deep shafts to tap the quartz veins, energy was needed to 
drive the hoists, compressors and stamp mills. In the 90’s, the 
Utica Mining Company became one of the leading gold producers 
in California. Already this active company had purchased the 
Union Water Company in 1887 for its large Stanislaus water 
holdings, and in the following year made extensive repairs and 
improvements to the system. In the fall of 1889, the water got so 
low that the mines had to shut down. Immediately, the Utica Com-
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MURPHYS POWERHOUSE
The Utica Mining Company com
pleted this solidly constructed build
ing in 1899 to house the six-foot 
tangential Dodd wheel and Wes
tinghouse generator that was to 
produce 750 kilowatts at 2500 volts to 
run the mines at Angels.

Old Timers Museum, Murphys

MURPHYS POWERHOUSE - 1899
Dan Dyer, first operator of the new powerhouse, wat
ches his generator. In 1902, a second generator was 
added on the lefthand side.

Old Timers Museum, Murphys

pany went to work. The Ross Reservoir was built and readied for 
the winter’s rains. Meanwhile, four Pelton wheels had been 
installed at Angels to power the Utica’s machinery. Again, in 1892. 
water ran out, so the reservoir was enlarged.

In the meantime, in the middle 90’s, plans were made to 
generate electricity at Murphys from water available there and 
transmit it to Angels. Again, another devastating water shortage 
shut down the mines in ’98 until December. By 1899, the new 
powerhouse at Murphys was completed and “went on line” with a 
Pelton wheel and Westinghouse generator, producing 750 
kilowatts. A second generating unit was added in 1902, and by 
then, all the Utica’s operations at Angels were on electricity ex
cept for the Cross Shaft hoist, which was water-powered.

The water storage facilities inherited from the Union Water 
Company and improved by the Utica were located on the 
headwaters of the North Fork of the Stanislaus in Alpine and 
Tuolumne counties, primarily in Silver Valley at the Union Reser
voir.

In 1910, the Utica Reservoir was built. In order to regulate the 
water diverted from the Stanislaus drainage at McKay’s Point on 
the Calaveras side of the North Fork, the Hunter Reservoir was 
completed in 1927. In June, 1928, the “Prospect-Citizen’’ reported 
that a new dam, the Spicer, was being built on Highland Creek, to 
provide more storage for the system. This, the fifth dam in Utica’s 
system, was 65 feet high, 435 feet long, and impounded 4062 acre 
feet. Existing capacity was increased in the early Thirties.

The Angels powerhouse, originally built in 1889, was rebuilt in 
1940 to provide more power for the city of Angels, with a Pelton 
wheel and a General Electric generator.

When the mines at Angels shut down shortly after World War I,
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ALFRED J. GIANELLI 
“Al” Gianelli, chairman of the Calaveras Board of 
Supervisors, officiates at the closing down ceremonies 
of the old Murphys powerhouse in January, 1954, when 
the new automatic facility was put on line. Al had been 
on the Utica’s construction crew 55 years before when 
the old plant was built, and had been an operator from
1911 to 1928.

San Andreas Museum

the Utica made all of its electrical energy available to the city. 
The Murphys powerhouse was strictly limited, and even with the 
additional small Angels plant, Utica could furnish electricity only 
for a limited number of customers. Altaville and the surrounding 
area were served by P. G. & E. ’s old 17,000 volt line from Electra. 
Over the years Utica power had been extended, in addition to the 
mines at Angels, to Hodson to power the Royal and, later, the 
Mountain King mines. Another branch line went to Sheep Ranch, 
and still another went to Carson Hill. It had been necessary for 
Utica to obtain additional power from P. G. & E. in order to fulfill 
its commitments. Finally, in 1946, the tiny utility, owned still by 
the Hobart Estate, sold out to P. G. & E.

A longtime Utica superintendent was A. C. “Al” Wilson, who 
served from about 1910 until his retirement in 1942. He was 
replaced by Howard Dynan. Jack Twisselman was office 
manager for Utica at Angels for many years. The executive of
fices of the company were in San Francisco.

The Camp Nine Project

The third electric power company that must be recorded in the 
history of hydroelectricity in our county is the Sierra & San Fran
cisco Power Company. This corporation also had its roots in the 
gold mines, but was actually formed in San Francisco to alleviate 
an uncertain and inadequate supply of power for the street 
railways in the city. This company was organized in 1909 to take 
over the physical facilities of the Stanislaus Electric Power Com
pany, which had just completed one of the largest hydroelectric 
plants in California, but had gone broke in the process. We must 
now go back a few years to pick up our story, much of which comes 
from the splendid memory and files of Fred Leighton of Sonora, 
who was an office man and paymaster of the plant builder, the 
Union Construction Company.

A gold mine promoter named Beach Thompson, whose partner, 
Winsor Keefer, mysteriously disappeared in 1897 near Dogtown, 
had succeeded in the ownership of the San Domingo (or Jupiter) 
hydraulic mine near Altaville and to important water rights on 
the upper Middle Fork of the Stanislaus. Thompson was 
successful in interesting certain of the influential persons in
volved in the street railway companies of San Francisco with the 
concept of a substantial hydroelectric plant on the Stanislaus. San 
Francisco was to get the power and Thompson was to get water 
for his hydraulic mine. This water was to be siphoned up onto the 
Calaveras side of the Stanislaus canyon near Collierville, run 
down a ditch to Cataract Gulch, then through a long tunnel to 
Coyote Creek, and then proceed on to Altaville and Dogtown.

The Union Construction Company was organized with Boston

This, the Jupiter pit, was the gravel mine where Beach 
Thompson was going to recover the gold by hydraulic
king with water from Camp Nine.

Fred Leighton
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VALLECITO HEADQUARTERS
More than a dozen buildings, as well as a few tents, com
prised the headquarters of the Union Construction Com-

capital to build the complex of dams, flumes, and the powerhouse. 
At the same time, the Stanislaus Electric Power Company was 
being formed to take over the facilities, their operation and the 
distribution of the power. A large construction camp and project 
headquarters were established at Vallecito in 1906. For three 
years this complex construction program continued and brought 
the project to virtual completion, but exhausted the financial 
resources of the Stanislaus Electric Union Construction com
bine. It was at this stage that the Sierra San Francisco Company 
was organized to take over the facilities and the operation. This 
progressive company, under the control of the Byllesby Holding 
Company of Chicago, eventually acquired a large holding of local 
utilities with the Tuolumne Water Company and Stanislaus Mill
ing & Power Company being among them.

Union Construction Company has built the Relief Dam, an in
credible achievement, high on the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus 
for the primary water storage. This dam was necessary to 
provide a sure supply of water during the dry part of the year. The 
water then dropped down the Middle Fork to Sandbar Dam, 
thence through 15 miles of wood flumes literally hung on the walls 
of the canyon to the forebay above Camp Nine. This precarious 
supply line was replaced by eleven miles of tunnels in 1939. By 
1910, the high voltage transmission line was completed to Alviso, 
continuing across the Bay to the substation in San Mateo, and

pany just south of Vallecito, on the ranch presently 
owned by Parker Mather.

Dr. Wesley Walker

from there to the City and south as far as Salinas. By then, with 
several competing power companies in the Bay Area, the 40,000 
KWs from the Stanislaus were difficult to sell.

The next powerhouse to be incorporated into the Sierra & San 
Francisco system was the Spring Gap plant, built near Baker’s 
Crossing on the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus. The water actually 
came out of the South Fork and was carried to Spring Gap in 
Tuolumne Water Company’s Philadelphia ditch to the intake. 
Total mileage of Tuolumne Water’s canals from above Donnell’s 
Flat on the Middle Fork to the Columbia area at one time totaled 
more than sixty miles. This represents the original Miners’ Ditch, 
completed about 1859.

In 1927, P. G. & E., which had been leasing Sierra & San Fran
cisco's facilities since 1920, finally acquired the latter company. 
Additional dams, tunnels, powerhouses, and other improvements 
were made, culminating with the complete rebuilding of the old 
Camp Nine generating plant in 1961, over half a century after the 
original construction.

Ironically, Beach Thompson’s gold mining project was a 
failure. After building the siphon, several miles of large ditches, 
and driving a half-mile of tunnel, the project was abandoned when 
test runs using Utica water showed a much lower gold value than 
expected, and when legal technicalities prevented Thompson 
from taking water from the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus and in
troducing it into the Calaveras River drainage.
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CAMP NINE CONSTRUCTION
Ground was broken and Construction Camp Nine was 
built in 1906-7 on the North Fork of the Stanislaus, at the 

site of the Stanislaus Electric Power Company’s new 
40,000 KW hydroelectric plant.

Fred Leighton

CHIEF ENGINEER CARPENTER 
AND STAFF

Resident engineer Carpenter 
(center) maintained his head
quarters in a tent right in the center 
of the action at Camp Nine. Here he 
poses with his staff and their wives. 
Mrs. Carpenter is holding their little 
daughter’s hand.

Fred Leighton
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THE HUNDRED SLAVONIANS
Leader Vukasinovich proudly lines up his army of 
Slavonian emigrants who were hired to build the Camp 
Nine road. Seven tortuous miles of roadway from 
Vallecito into the Camp Nine site were constructed on a 
tight schedule in 1906 and early 1907 by these energetic 
Europeans. Their carefully built rock retaining walls

are readily visible today along this historic road, still the 
principal access to the new Stanislaus powerhouse and 
the recently opened Flintkote quarry and slurry plant. 
Many of these “new” Americans found permanent em
ployment in the Mother Lode mines at Angels Camp and 
Jackson.

Fred Leighton

STANISLAUS POWERHOUSE
A view of the first power plant at 
Camp Nine in mid-construction by 
the Union Construction Company. 
The bridge on the left was for Beach 
Thompson’s siphon pipe.

Kathleen Mitchell
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INSPECTION BY THE BRASS 
The Union Construction Company of 
Vallecito was part of a complex 
organization that involved, among 
many other concerns, the Standard 
Lumber Company, operating in 
Tuolumne County. So D. H. 
Steinmetz, Standard’s manager, 
takes the U. C. Company’s “brass” 
and their wives into the woods to view 
his operations. His visitors include 
General Manager and Mrs. R. S. 
Buck, Assistant General Manager 
(Captain) and Mrs. H. F. Jackson, 
Assistant Manager Seton Porter (and 
his dog), and Beach Thompson, who 
started it all in an unsuccessful 
attempt to mine the auriferous 
gravels at Dogtown with Stanislaus 
water.

Fred Leighton

THE MAIN VALVE
This enormous valve casting was 
photographed in front of the Vallecito 
office on its way to Camp Nine. Fred 
Leighton is the well-dressed office 
man casually leaning against the 
wagon just forward of the rear wheel. 

Fred Leighton

ERECTING A TRANSMISSION 
TOWER

A crew erect a tower near Vallecito 
with the help of a “gin-pole.”

Kathleen Mitchell
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MULE TEAMS AT CAMP NINE

Animal power provided transportation for great quan- hydroelectric installations, 
tities of supplies and equipment for these early Kathleen Mitchell

ENGINEER O’SHAUGHNESSY 
INSPECTS

Fred Leighton remembers driving 
Mr. O’Shaughnessy, consulting 
engineer, from San Francisco up to 
Relief Dam from Sonora in this 
double team in 1909.

Fred Leighton
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WOODEN PRESSURE PIPES 
Two immense redwood-stave pipes, 
bound together with “jillions” of 
steel clamps, wind snakelike across 
the high country near the Camp Nine 
forebay.

Kathleen Mitchell

STANISLAUS FLUME
Fifteen spectacular miles of wooden flume were constructed down the Mid
dle Fork of the Stanislaus to the Camp Nine forebay. Eight feet high and 
nine feet w ide, an immense amount of lumber was required to build the 
flume. Maintenance was a major problem, particularly as time went on. 
Note the rail track on top, which facilitiated inspection and repairs. 
Equally spectacular was the replacement of the flume in 1939 by eleven 
miles of tunnels blasted out of the bedrock.

Kathleen Mitchell

THE OLD AND THE NEW 
At Camp Nine, a shiny new 1908 
automobile swings out around a tired 
but dependable old Concord coach 
and heads for Vallecito.

Kathleen Mitchell
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THE HIGH LINE AT RELIEF
The skillful construction crew on the Relief Dam 
job lower the “Donkey” engine into place in the 
quarry adjoining the dam. A “highline” and a few 
“sky hooks” can accomplish miracles in a situation 
like this.

Dr. Wesley Walker

RELIEF DAM CONSTRUCTION
Located in the High Sierra near the head of the Middle Fork 
of the Stanislaus, this dam was constructed out of rock quar
ried from the cliffs near the site. The upstream side of the 
dam was faced with concrete. In 1907-08, this was a major 
achievement, especially when considering the remote 
location.

Dr. Wesley Walker
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Western States Electric
Enters The Scene

We have not yet finished our story of electricity in the western 
portions of Calaveras County. Probably because mining was of 
less importance here than in the southern parts of the county, we 
do not find the extensive distribution of electrical energy. But 
again, mining activity in El Dorado County had given rise first for 
energy demand up there. The American River Electric Company 
by 1903 was operating a small plant on the South Fork near 
Placerville. In that same year, the company had bought a right- 
of-way across the Mokelumne River near Middle Bar, through 
Paloma and Valley Springs, to the Jenny Lind dredging grounds, 
and to a terminal in Stockton. The large Gwin mine near Paloma 
was, no doubt, a potential customer, but never signed up for 
power other than for its electric lights. The extensive hoisting, 
compressing, and milling machinery there was run by water 
power from the Mokelumne ditch right up until the mine’s shut
down in 1908.

The powerful Byllesby Company, ever a challenger to the P. G. 
& E., formed the Western States Power Company out of the 
American River Electric Company and other smaller units. When 
the Calaveras Cement venture appeared on the horizon in 1924, 
Western States built a 60,000 volt line from Valley Springs through 
Double Springs, North Branch, Joses’ Ranch, Kentucky House, 
Fourth Crossing, and intertied with the Utica Company at 
Altaville. Here, the Utica connected Western States with the other 
Byllesby operations (Sierra & San Francisco). This made

Western States a formidable competitor for the P. G. & E. in this 
county.

Clarence Evans, a native of Valley Springs, began his electrical 
career with the Western States Electric Company in 1924 as a 
construction worker on the Valley Springs-Altaville section of the 
transmission line referred to above. He recalls other northern 
county employees on that project, such as his brother, George, 
Nathan Ross, and Bill Sowden. Mr. Evans states that the Western 
States Company did not supply the Penn Mine at Campo Seco. In 
those competitive days that important mining and smelting 
operation was served by another line from El Dorado, built by P. 
G. & E. Evans continued to work for P. G. & E. after the merger, 
and was a long time assistant agent in San Andreas, where he now 
lives in retirement.

The Kentucky House Affair

With the steady decline of gold mining after World War I, the big 
users of electricity almost disappeared in Calaveras County. 
Then with the unexpected development of a new mineral in
dustry, cement, at Kentucky House just south of San Andreas, 
rivalry among the electric power companies burst out for the last 
time. Western States slugged it out with the giant P. G. & E. for 
this prize customer.*

*Today, half a century later, this is still the biggest gas and 
electric customer in the Mother Lode, and one of P. G. & E.’s 
very important accounts.

SHORTY HARRIS
Shorty (left) lived in this cabin at 
Relief and regulated the flow of water 
from the dam. Many visitors to Relief 
affectionately remember even today 
Shorty’s hospitality and his wonder
ful doughnuts.

Kathleen Mitchell
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STANISLAUS POWERHOUSE - 1920
Although Sierra & San Francisco was the first operator 
of this plant, P. G. & E. leased it from S. & S.F. in 1920 
and operated it from then on. A number of the em
ployees’ families lived at Camp Nine, in houses hidden 
in this view by the trees in front of the plant. When the 
new powerhouse was completed in 1961, the old 
residences and other Camp Nine facilities were 
removed, as the new plant was essentially automatic 
and was serviced by personnel from Angels Camp.

P. G. & E.

For the story of electrical energy at the Calaveras Cement 
Plant, we have drawn from the memory of Ralph Garbarini, who 
was chief electrician from 1926 and, later, general foreman of the 
plant until his retirement in 1948. He now resides in Jackson, 
California.

Construction of the substation at Kentucky House began in 1926. 
The power was to be received at 60,000 volts and stepped down to 
2300 volts. This was to be the first time that power was taken off 
anywhere in the county directly to a customer from a transmis
sion line as high as 60,000 volts. The most sophisticated Allis- 
Chalmers equipment was installed to operate the modern plant. 
Who was to catch this valuable customer? The old 17,000 volt line 
of P. G. & E. of 1910 vintage was a block away, but did not have 
near enough capacity. P. G. & E., however, immediately ex
tended a short line to the plant for temporary power. In the mean
time, the financial moguls of Montgomery and Wall streets were 
at work. A merger was in the making. Western State’s 60,000 volt 
line was a trump card, and it was in just the right spot. Rivalry 
ended when P. G. & E. bought out their competitor to get that line 
to tie in Calaveras Cement. This made the P. G. & E. the sole sup
plier of electricity in Calaveras County except for the little Utica. 
Twenty years later, P. G. &E. tookover the last holdout at Angels.

In 1948, a new and enlarged Electra powerhouse went on line, 
and in 1961, the new Stanislaus plant at Camp Nine was com
pleted. The Oakdale and South San Joaquin Irrigation districts, 
which had built the Melones Dam in the Twenties, continued the 
development of their extensive Stanislaus water rights with the 
Tri-Dam project in the Sixties. Soon the old Melones plant will be 
replaced by a new and larger plant, as more and more clean 
hydroelectric energy is harnessed from the Sierra rivers. Some of 
these Sierra plants run continuously to supply “base load,’’ while 
others are cut in to generate the electricity required at peak 
demand.

Some PG&E Personalities
The hydroelectric history would not be complete without some 

comments about a personality who dominated the Calaveras 
scene from 1912 until his death in 1952. Charles Michael Joy was 
born in 1875, the son of impoverished Irish immigrant parents, 
who fled from the Irish potato famine in County Tipperary in the 
early 1850’s, first to Michigan and then to Clinton (now a ghost 
town) on the north slopes of Butte Mountain in Amador County, 
arriving there about 1859. His father, Michael Joy, and his 
brothers, Thomas and Mathew, worked on the original Blue 
Lakes Dam from 1885 to 1887. His own four sons, Floyd, Emmett, 
Charles R. and Donald, worked for their father in Calaveras 
County. Thus three generations of Joys make up part of the his
tory of electricity in Amador and Calaveras counties. Charles M. 
Joy first went to work for the Blue Lakes Water Co. in 1894. This 
company was merged into the Standard Electric Company as has 
been related and then into Pacific Gas and Electric Co. It was 
after nineteen years in the water division of these companies that 
Charles M. Joy was offered the post of superintendent for the en-
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JOY TRANSPORTATION - 1913 CHARLES M. JOY
Charles Joy poses in the two-wheeler he used locally at San Andreas, with 
his daughter Doris and son Charles.

tire P. G. & E. territory of Calaveras, Tuolumne, and a part of 
Mariposa counties. The year was 1912 when Charles Joy and his 
wife and school sweetheart, the former Amelia Ferrari, from 
Butte City, and their two sons and daughter, moved to San An
dreas from Sutter Creek. Two more sons were born in the com
pany house in San Andreas.*

The 17,000 volt line from Electra powerhouse had been com
pleted to the mines in Mariposa County and maintenance of these 
lines was to be the Herculean job of the young superintendent. To 
maintain a line in such terrain he must call upon the horses of the 
O’Connell Livery Stable in San Andreas, the Sierra Railway from 
Angels to Jamestown, and then more horses. If the electrical 
trouble was near Angels, headquarters were set up at Lemue’s 
Hotel, and horses were hired from the Tryon or Love livery 
stables. A temporary crew would also be hired there. The writer 
recalls hearing from his father that on more than one occasion 
neither train nor horses could travel to Jamestown via Melones. 
On those occasions it required a horse rig to Valley Springs thence 
a ride by the S. P. Railroad to Lodi, Stockton, and then a connec
tion with the Sierra Railway at Oakdale and then to Jamestown. 
Here again horses, wagons, and crew would be hired and the 
search for trouble might take the workers as far away as northern 
Mariposa County. Groveland, in Tuolumne County, would then 
become the crew’s headquarters. Later, Clarence Getchell and 

♦This house was originally built by Prince Poniatowski’s 
California Exploration Company in 1898. In 1903 the building 
became the transformer house for Standard Electric and, 
later, headquarters for P. G. & E., and is now owned by 
retired agent Theodore Kravitz.

Charlie carried the torch for P. G. & 
E. for many years in Calaveras Coun
ty.

C. R. Joy
Fred Winkler, Sr. were to provide the first gasoline engine 
transportation in the form of Model T’s.

In the meantime, domestic service was being extended in 
Mokelumne Hill and San Andreas. The official over Joy was also a 
pioneer in the electric business in Calaveras County. Walter E. 
Eskew supervised Electra powerhouse on the Mokelumne River 
and was responsible for Amador and Calaveras counties. When 
the merger of the competing companies previously recorded took 
place, the P. G. & E. divided their territory into divisions, districts 
and agencies. In 1924 Charles Joy became agent for all of 
Calaveras County. The district office was in Jackson and the 
division headquarters was in Stockton. Joy’s territory then in
cluded the expanding Calaveras Cement Company and the 
maintenance of electric service for the building of the Pardee 
Dam near Valley Springs.

In the May 4, 1912, issue of the “Calaveras Prospect,” a column 
relates the formation of the California Railroad Commission. 
This commission was also given the power to regulate electric 
and telephone rates. This was the predecessor of the present 
California Public Utility Commission. The P. G. & E. and other 
state utilities found this to be a constraint on their pioneering ef
forts. This friction was to lead to state initiatives known as the 
Water and Power Acts of 1922,1924 and 1926. All were designed to 
put the State of California into the public power business. The 
writer recalls an incident regarding one of the elections. It took 

place at the North Branch precinct, probably at Milan 
Dragomanovich’s store. Charles Joy was handingout “pro” P. G. 
& E. material near the voting booth. An ardent public power 
backer challenged Joy as to whether he was at the required dis-
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WALTER E. ESKEW
District Manager of Amador and Calaveras counties for 
P. G. & E. over the years 1918-45, Mr. Eskew was a 
familiar figure in Calaveras County. P. G. & E.

tance from the voting booth for such activity. Charles Joy con
sidered the individual to be fiscally irresponsible as far as using 
tax monies and stood his ground. Pushing and shoving began, but 
Joy, the loyal free enterprise man, won the day. It was such ac
tions as this that won Charles Joy the reputation of being a “com
pany man.” Yet all knew he would be fair and just even if it meant 
“the company" must yield.

The writer remembers another incident during the time that 
the 230.000 volt tower line right-of-way was being purchased in the 
late 20’s. A right-of-way specialist from the “city office” (San 
Francisco) complained to Charles Joy that an irate land owner 
had evicted him from the property where he was trying to pur
chase a right-of-way. Joy called on the owner. He explained that 
the line would be safe and promised that all the live oak would be 
cut to specification and stacked where the owner wished and also 
made it clear that the “city slicker” would not be back. Charles 
Joy did this without authorization but this agreement, like many 
similar ones, was honored by the company. The company knew 
they could trust him and so did the Calaveras County public.

The years of Charles Joy’s agency for the P. G. & E. in

Calaveras County were lean ones in economic terms until World 
War II. Therefore, many of the local residents depended upon P. 
G. & E. for seasonal work to supplement the incomes from their 
ranches or other part-time employment.

One of Joy’s earliest “right hand men” from 1912 to about 1916 
was Clyde Dillworth. Dillworth later became head electrician for 
the City of Stockton. Individuals who started to work for the P. G. 
& E. under Charles Joy and continued to make permanent careers 
with the company were: Rinaldo Cuneo, Leo Ratto, Forest Males
pina. Charles Danz (deceased), Louis Chappetto (deceased), and 
Ray Trabucco, all of Mokelumne Hill. Other pioneer workers who 
started their young careers under the tutelage of Charles Joy 
were: Henry Zierdt (deceased). State California Highway Pat
rolman: Joseph Huberty. Sr. and Joseph Huberty, Jr., prominent 
local barristers and jurists: Lester Nuner (deceased), inter
national oilman with Caltex; the late Doctor Wendell Schowerer; 
W illiam Messer, and Jim Waters of Calaveras Cement Co. Among 
many other old Calaveras names were Arthur Leonard, John 
Rivera, Alex Pillon, Andy Fischer, Lincoln and Carl Del Orto, 
Steve Cuneo, Henry’ Pozar, Calvin Zwinge and Alvin Frioux.

MURPHYS POWERHOUSE
Discharge at the old Utica plant. This water then flowed 
down through Murphys on to the Ross Reservoir, and 
then through the Angels powerhouse.

P. G. & E.
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RELIEF DAM VALVES
These large valves controlled the release of water from 
Relief Reservoir and had to be installed, of course, 
before the dam was built. From here the water flowed 
down the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus to Sand Bar Dam 
where it entered the fifteen-mile flume to Camp Nine 
forebay.

Dr. Wesley Walker

The “P. G. & E. Progress,” a company journal, of August. 1930, 
says: ‘‘Nine-tenths of the task of finding out about Charles M. 
Joy’s 37 years of service record was catching up with him. Not 
that Charlie was trying to keep out of the way; he was merely 
making his daily round of seventy or eighty miles looking after the 
electrical needs of a good-sized part of Calaveras County.” Seven 
years later the same publication said, ‘‘Charlie Joy is just about a 
one-man electric company as agent in charge of most of 
Calaveras County. His routine was to make rounds looking after 
the electrical needs of practically the whole county. His super
vision includes watching over fifty miles of power lines, repairing 
breaks caused by storms or forest fires, running service connec
tions to homes, shops or ranches, hooking up mines, selling ap
pliances, bookkeeping and collecting.”

Charles Joy’s service culminated in 1946 when he received his 
fifty-year badge from A. Emory Wishon, P. G. & E. vice president 
and general manager. But he was often consulted by the company 
on public relations for several more years. Charles M. Joy passed 
away in July, 1952.

Many of the employees of the rapidly expanding P. G. &E. were 
recruited from the companies taken over. For example, the last 
employee of the Utica Power Company was William Lagomar- 
sino. He started with Utica as an electrician in 1944 and is now 
‘‘troubleman” for P. G. & E. in the Mother Lode headquarters at 
Angels Camp.

Pioneer Meter Readers
One of the earliest users of electricity in Calaveras County, 

other than mining companies, was the A. L. Suessdorf Brewery in

MELONES POWERHOUSE - 1927

Built by P. G. & E., this was one of the last major 
installations on the Stanislaus when the present Melones 
Dam was constructed by the Oakdale and South San 
Joaquin Irrigation districts. It will be replaced by a 
larger facility as a part of the New Melones project of 
the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.

P. G. & E.

Mokelumne Hill. A receipted bill shows that Standard Electric 
Company, Blue Lakes City, California, billed the brewery on Sept. 
30, 1902: four lights for the sum of $1.60*

On the same date the Leger Hotel at Mokelumne Hill was billed 
$19.00 for sixty-four lights. No meters were in existence. The same 
sources also show that on September 28th, 1920, a receipt from 
Charles M. Joy to Myron Greve of the Leger Hotel declares 
payment of a bill of $1.38 for a previous reading of 629 watt-hours 
and a current bill for the same number of watt-hours. Apparently 
that was a minimum charge and indicates that by this date 
meters were being used. Until 1921, the meter was read and the 
charges calculated at the same time. After April 25, 1921, the 
readings were sent to Stockton for computation and then returned 
for collection. A receipt signed by Charles Joy on June 3, 1921, for 
134 KWH for the Leger Hotel totaled $10.98. Thus the shadow of the 
computer age was first beginning to be seen in the electric utility 
field. By the 1940’s, special collectors and meter readers had been 
employed.

The use of electrical energy was now being vigorously en
couraged by advertisement, a policy that has continued until the 
present energy crisis. In the January, 1928, issue of the 
‘‘Calaveras Prospect & Weekly Citizen” we read:

*This and the following bills mentioned were donated by 
Myron Greve to the Emmett Joy library.
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“P. G. & E. officials state that particular stress will be laid on 
development of additional business to offset the reduction in 
revenue due to the voluntary cut in rates.”

In the previous spring (1927), the “Prospect-Citizen” reported 
that P. G. & E. had hosted 200 journalists at a barbecue at the new 
Calaveras Cement Plant to show the marvels of electric energy in 
this county. And one month later the same newspaper unknow
ingly made what may be a prophetic announcement when, in an 
editorial for February 2, 1928, it said, “Abolition of the use of elec
tricity would precipitate a world crisis that would be more ter
rible than the World War.”

New Members
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beckett, Hathaway Pines 
Mrs. Joan R. Gunderson, Valley Springs
Mrs. John M. V. Haldack, Menlo Park 
Mr. C. Frederick Meinke, Arnold
Mrs. Irene Meisenheimer, San Francisco
Mrs. L. S. Robinson, Oakland
Mrs. E. S. Scherer, Coarse Gold
Mrs. Cheryl D. Smith, Mokelumne Hill 
Mr. Samuel B. Wagner, San Francisco

In Memoriam
Reginald Gianelli 
Clara M. Leonard 
Louis (Bill) Lucini 
Florence P. Martell

Earle (Duke) Raggio 
Betty A. Rosenthal 
Millicent V. Scott 
Homer E. Wyatt

Ackno wled gemen ts

We gratefully thank the many persons who helped supply the 
data for this issue. Among them were Anne Burnett and Lawrence 
R. McDonnell of P. G. & E.’s San Francisco office; William Sar- 
cander, P. G. & E.’s Stockton office; John DeMattei, Oliver Gar
cia and William Lagomarsino, P. G. & E., Angels Camp; Clarence 
Evans and Theodore Kravitz, retired P. G. & E’ers; Ralph Gar- 
barini, Fred Leighton and Kathleen Mitchell. A number of others 
were consulted on specific points and were most helpful.

Published references consulted included “P. G. & E. in Califor
nia,” by Charles M. Coleman; “Sierra Railway,” by Dorothy N. 
Deane; P. G. & E. Magazine and P. G. & E. Progress; private lib
rary of the late Emmett P. Joy; Hydroelectric Power Sources of 
U. S. Federal Power Commission, 1968; Calaveras County 
newspapers.

County Historical Records

A Calaveras County Heritage and Historical Commission was 
appointed in January by the Board of Supervisors to foster and 
promote the preservation of the county’s archives. Howard 
Bjorkman (County clerk), George Poore (Museum), Mrs. Pat 
Porath (Library), Dr. M. B. Smith, Fred Cuneo, and Willard 
Fuller were named to the Commission, and Dr. Smith was 
designated as chairman.

In Conclusion

What will the story be concerning electrical energy of the 
future? Will it be derived from nuclear energy, solar energy? 
Whatever, it probably will not be as romantic, and not as 
economical, as hydroelectricity.

Back Issues

A list of our back issues is available for the asking. Out of print 
issues will be supplied as “zerox” copies. Price to members is 60 
cents a copy, and a discount is given for orders over $10.
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Bear Mountain 
Ranches

The Calaveras River and its South Fork were crowded with placer 
miners. Some families built their homes close to the river but 
many moved up into the little sunny valleys and meadows within 
the mountain area to homestead small farms and ranches. That a 
living could be made on this remote mountain is difficult to 
believe today, but at that time there was a tremendous demand 
for everything one could produce on such a ranch. Horses and 
mules, donkeys, sheep, hogs, goats, beef and dairy products, 
grain and fodder, and vegetables and fruit all commanded 
premium prices. The Bear Mountain ranch family required sur
prisingly little from the outside world for its own maintenance. 
Most of these early homesteaders were either from the crowded 
eastern farming regions, or were emigrants from economically 
depressed parts of Europe, and this was a chance for a whole new 
life and one for which they were well adapted.

Probably well over a hundred homesteads were filed on the 
Mountain. Many of these were “inspired” by ranchers waiting to

Undoubtedly, one of the best-known landmarks of lower 
Calaveras County is Bear Mountain. It is not just a mountain but a 
range of several parallel ridges with peaks reaching elevations of 
2700 to 2800 feet. It is a large area, inaccessible, and often for
bidding in appearance when viewed from the surrounding coun
tryside. We are concerned here with Bear Mountain proper, lying 
north of Pool’s Station and Hunt Road, and south of Calaveras 
River (Hogan Lake).

Although today few county residents and fewer tourists penet
rate very far into the Bear Mountain fastness, this region has in
trigued people and provided them a home ever since the days of 
the gold rush. In those faraway days, many hopeful feet tramped 
over Bear Mountain searching for gold or hunting for w’ild game.

buy them as soon as they were patented. Hopeful and hardwor
king agrarian-minded families strove to turn them into profitable 
operations, but many of these would have been described as ‘ ‘sub
sistence” ranches. As the decades went by, one by one these early 
ranchers sold out to the more prosperous landowners, and thus 
fewer but larger ranches were created. And the owners of even 
these, as they found it more and more difficult to make a living, 
sold out, or rented out the ground, so that today there are no longer 
any fully self-sustaining ranches left. But as we look about the 
county, we find many descendents of these homesteaders still liv
ing here, though not on the Mountain.

Let’s take a trip around Bear Mountain, and up into its little 
valleys, to look back upon the sites of the early ranches. We will 
start near the present-day Hogan Dam and journey up the

SULLIVAN AND HIS HOGS

Henry Sullivan had many more hogs, 
too, roaming over the Mountain.

Ranch Book
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southern shore of the lake. We will first visit the DeMartini ranch 
at the north end of Weehawken Valley, then proceed east to the 
lower reaches of Vogelsang Creek. Then we will go up past the 
site of Petersburg (but on the south side of the river) to the 
junction where we will turn up the South Fork.

We will go by the old Fox place, and on up to Kentucky House 
(now part of the large cement works of the Flintkote Company) at 
the junction of Calaveritas Creek with the South Fork. Then we 
will go on up the South Fork by the Waters and Oneto places at the 
confluence of the San Antone and the South Fork. There we will 
leave the river and take the Pool Station road, crossing Steele and 
Bear Creeks. Many of the more successful of the Bear Mountain 
ranches were in this vicinity.

Just beyond Pool’s Station, we will turn up the old stage road 
(now Hunt Road) toward the site of Carmen City, and thence 
along the eastern edge of Salt Spring Valley, and finally past 
“Lost City’ ’, the Gann Ranch, and back to our point of beginning.

We have assembled some information on certain of these early 
ranches and ranchers from various sources. “Las Calaveras’’ 
and “Ranch Book” have provided some of the data. Essays from 
our Society contests have been a very useful source. A number of 
those persons well versed in the lore of Bear Mountain have very 
kindly identified the sites of the old ranches and have told us about 
the Mountain. We show these sites on the map as closely as our in
formation allows. There were, as we have said, many more 
homesteads, but we have shown only the better-known ones. We 
leave the south end of the range and the Salt Spring Valley area to 
subsequent issues. Now we start our trip with a visit to the 
DeMartini ranch.

GIACOMO LEONI
1818-1896

We come upon the old DeMartini home in Weehawken Valley at 
the western edge of Bear Mountain, a mile or more above the 
shores of the new Lake Hogan. The initial part of this substantial 
ranch house was built by Jacob Leoni in 1850. He was a Swiss 
emigrant, and shortly after establishing the Boston Ranch, as it 
was called, he was joined there by John Peter DeMartini, another 
Swiss. DeMartini later married Leoni’s daughter, Catherine, and 
they eventually succeeded to the ownership of the property. Their

daughter, Lucy (one of their seven children), married William 
Ellingwood. A very detailed description of the old Leoni-DeMar- 
tini home is contained in the excellent historical essay by Lucy’s 
granddaughter, Helen Ellingwood (Third Essay Contest, 
published by the Society in 1959). The house is still occupied.

The Boston Ranch was well situated and, in addition to grain 
fields, supported a substantial orchard and vineyard and a large 
vegetable garden. Produce from the ranch was sold in Valley

THE BOSTON RANCH

An old view of the ranch. First started by Giacomo tini. Note the old stockade-type wooden fences.
Leoni, it was carried on by his son-in-law, John DeMar- Ranch Book
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OFF TO MARKET

Gus Vogelsang and his hired hand 
take a load of wool (five sacks full) to 
market.

Mrs. Leona Sinclair

Springs and Mokelumne Hill. There is a family story, often 
recalled, that Joaquin Murietta, when visiting the ranch, barely

Vogelsang brothers, Charles and Fred, lived in the area, while the 
fifth, Otto, moved to Stockton.

escaped from the local sheriff. Another family tradition has it 
that Bret Harte visited the ranch and wrote a story about it.

In the next little valley, just east of Buena Vista Mountain, 
where Fredenburg Gulch joins the Calaveras River, was the Jack

When the old road from Valley Springs to Salt Spring Valley was 
used, the ranch served as a rest stop for the busy traffic on that 
route. There was considerable prospecting in the immediate 
vicinity during the copper boom of the 1860’s and on one property 
close by, (the Caledonia), a 250-shaft was put down by the Silver 
Ham Gold, Silver and Copper Mining Company, but not enough 

McDermitt place. The gulch was named for Ralph Fredenburg 
who lived on the Mountain near the head of the gulch. As we 
proceed upstream, we come to Petersburg (that is, Petersburg’s 
south side on the Bear Mountain side of the River). Although most 
of the community was on the north bank, there were several 
families on this side, including the Salcidos. Javier Salcido had a 

ore was found for mining.
Just around the steep northern face of the western ridge of Bear

large home, and at one time he ran a butcher shop. The gulch that 
enters the Calaveras River valley at this point is named for Javier

Mountain, we come into the valley of Vogelsang Creek. Louis, one 
of the five Vogelsang brothers who grew up on the River, started 

Salcido. At low water, a good ford across the River united the two 
parts of Petersburg. In the winter, w hen the water was high, foot 

ranching here first. Later, his brother Gustavus (and his wife, 
Kate White), came over and built the ranch house there. Their 

traffic crossed on the suspension bridge.
The Calaveras River contained rich gold placers from the 

daughter, Leona, was raised at this home. Two others of the Hogan damsite on upstream, and many placer miners worked

THE SALCIDO HOME

One of the larger homes in the area, it 
succumbed to modern progress when 
the first Hogan Dam was built. 
Javier Salcido ran a little butcher 
shop in the ell at the right of the pic
ture. This view was taken in 1929.

Mrs. Eva Soracco
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along this stretch of the River. Now this is all far under the waters 
of New Hogan Lake which backs up beyond the forks above 
Petersburg. The South Fork (and of course the North Fork, too) 
was rich in placer gold, and even after being extensively placered 
in early days, there were enough values left to justify dredging by 
‘ ‘doodle-bug’ ’ or dragline dredges as recently as the 1930’s. Wade 
Johnston, in his memoirs, describes some of the activity along the 
South Fork in the 1850’s (see “Las Calaveras” for October, 1970 
and July, 1971). As we proceed up the South Fork, we pass the old 
John Fox place. The Foxes were one of a number of families that 
lived along the River. Today, one is struck by a feeling of 
remoteness and abandonment as one walks up along the Fork. 
Traces of this historic past are now all but memories.

Somewhat farther up the Fork, we reach the Preston mining 
claims. Near here was another suspension bridge to provide a 
crossing over to the mine and to the trail leading up to Sullivan’s 
Gap. The bold east face of the ridge, now known as Hogback, is 
steep, cliffy, and inhospitable. By taking the trail up through the 
gap, however, one finds a pleasant, fairly flat upland area west of 
the gap, called Moonshine Flat. It was here that Hnery Sullivan 
lived, where he eked out a living raising hogs, cattle, a few horses 
and by prospecting.

Henry Sullivan was born in Ireland in 1839, and died at San An
dreas in 1920. He was a small, rugged and wiry man, and. ac
cording to Jim Waters, had a heart of gold. Jim’s essay, in the 
Society’s Eleventh Contest, published in 1967, gives an intimate 
picture of Sullivan and his home on the Mountain. Sullivan had 
come to America by way of Australia. He worked first at the New 
Almaden quicksilver mine before moving up to Calaveras Coun
ty. Then he located a homestead of 43 acres up on Bear Mountain 
just west of the top of Hogback Ridge. Sullivan is rememberd par
ticularly for his hogs. These would run all over the Mountain, and 
then would be rounded up once a year for shipment to market. 
Many of the creatures would never be caught, and for years “wild 
hog” hunting was an exciting but dangerous sport on the Moun
tain.

Henry Sullivan and a prospector named Bradshaw found and 
mined some gold placers high on the Mountain. Their formation 
at this elevation is still a mystery to geologists. Although there

PETERSBURG BRIDGE

A shaky footbridge was used for many years to cross the 
Calaveras River below the Forks. The Petersburg 
residents on the bridge in this view all have packages, 
and are probably on their way home after stopping at 
Mester’s Store at North Branch.

Mr. William Ellingwood

SOUTH FORK BRIDGE

This was often called “the swinging bridge’’ 
for good reason. Lawrence Baggio and Louis 
DeMartini, Calaveras High students in the 
20’s, are helping it live up to its reputation.

L. H. Getchell
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HENRY SULLIVAN’S CABIN

Here he poses with his prospector 
friend, R. S. Finley (left), at his little 
cabin near Sullivan’s Gap.

Ranch Book

AN OVERLAND OUTING

An Overland, filled with Steeles and 
friends, gingerly crosses a bridge of 
sorts over lower Steele Creek.
Operating an automobile around 
Bear Mountain in those days had its 
problems.

John Steele

RANCH ROADS

As roads on the Mountain went, this 
was a good one. Most parts of the 
area were and still are accessible 
only by foot, horseback, or four- 
wheel drive vehicles.

Mrs. Lola Christensen
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PLOWING ON BEAR MOUNTAIN
All available land that could be was tilled on Bear Moun- for his spring planting. This view’ was snapped in 1917.
tain ranches. High on the Mountain Lee Sc h roe be I plow s John Steele

MARQUERING GOAT HERD

Bill Marquering had one of the last 
large herds of goats on the Mountain. 

Henry Marquering

MARQUERING RANCH

Bill Marquering and his nephew 
round up one of the goats. From a 
snap taken in 1932.

Ranch Book
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was extensive prospecting over the years on the Mountain, not 
only for gold, but for copper, chromite, and for manganese, the 
Sullivan-Bradshaw placers were one of the few deposits mined.

Returning to the River, we soon come to Kentucky House. In 
gold rush days, this was the center of the thriving placer mining 
activity in the vicinity. It was also on the main road from San An
dreas to Fourth Crossing and Angels Camp. The road ran past 
Kentucky House, then up to Alabama House, about a quarter of a 
mile upstream on Calaveritas Creek (then called O’Neil’s Creek). 
From there, the road went over the hill towards Fourth Crossing. 
Charles Henry Schroebel was one of the principals of Alabama 
House, which was a rest stop, hotel, store and butcher shop, cater
ing to the many miners placering in the vicinity, and to the fre
quent travelers.

Proceeding up the South Fork from Kentucky House, we pass 
the site of the William Stegman home, originally purchased from 
the Macgruders. The Stegmans raised their family here. Just 
upstream from the Stegmans, we find the James Waters home, 
still standing. The descendents of pioneer-argonaut Waters still 
own the property. James Waters was a native of Ireland who 
came to California from Boston in 1851 by way of Cape Horn. He 
first mined at Yaqui Camp and then later moved to “Dry Creek’’ 
as this little community at the junction of the San Antone and the 
South Fork was then called. Waters married Hannah Griffin, also 
born in Ireland, and they raised four sons and two daughters at the 
ranch. James Waters died in 1926 at the age of 93. His grandson, 
James II, and greatgrandson, Jim, still run cattle on the property.

Lorenzo Oneto first established the Oneto ranch at Dry Creek. 
Later, his brother, Giovanni, bought him out and built the fine 
home still standing there and occupied by Oneto descendents.

At this point we turn onto the Pool Station road. Just beyond the 
bridge, near the River, on the left side of the road, lived Judge A. 
H. Coulter and his family. According to Wade Johnston, Judge 
Coulter crossed the plains dressed in a swallowtail coat. He was a 
mineral surveyor. The Coulters had two daughters and one son. 
The latter became a surveyor like his father, and was County 
Surveyor for a number of years.

Pool Station Road was one of the early stage roads, and was 
much traveled in the decades following the gold rush. It served as 
a very useful connecting road between San Andreas and 
Copperopolis as well as with the busy freighter routes from Milton 
via Salt Spring Valley to the Angels Camp area after the railroad 
reached Milton in 1871.

As we travel south on the old road, we approach the confluence 
of San Domingo Creek with the South Fork. The latter is known as 
Cherokee Creek above this junction. The Tom Murphy family 
lived close by this point. In later years, members of this family 
moved into the Ben Thorn house at San Andreas. On the west side 
of the old road, the Hodecker and Weisbach families lived up on 
the south slope of Grizzly Peak, or as it is now often called, 
Joaquin Peak. An Oneto descendant is living on this site today.

Joaquin Peak is said to be named for Joaquin Murietta who was 
reputed to have used the Bear Mountain fastness as a safe refuge 
in times of need. The earliest residents of this area (that is, before 
Joaquin’s death in 1853), such as the Leoni-De Martinis, passed

JAMES WATERS

He was one of the argonauts who lived well into 
the Twentieth Century.

James Waters Family

down stories about Joaquin to their descendants. It is difficult 
today, however, to separate fact from fiction in these family 
legends.

Steele Creek flows down from Bear Mountain through a long, 
fertile and hospitable valley, and junctions with the South Fork 
just below the San Domingo confluence. It was in this valley, 
overlooked by Joaquin Peak and Mount Ararat, that were located 
the homes of several well-known families. These included the 
Marquerings, Schroebels, Steels and Burgesses. High up on the 
Mountain at the head of Steele Creek on Moonshine Flat, not far 
from Sullivan’s, was the ranch of Louis Cademartori.

Among the ranches in the Steele Creek area is that settled by 
Henry W. Marquering and his wife, Frances Reinhard. They 
were married in San Andreas in 1861 and lived first in Altaville. 
Later they moved up to the homestead (160 acres) on Bear Moun
tain. Of the seven children born to the Marquerings, four have 
descendants. The eldest son, William, never married, but stayed 
on the ranch until his death in 1938.

Charles Henry Schroebel, from Alabama, was, as we said, 
interested in the Alabama House. About the time that the new 
road from San Andreas to Angels was completed in 1855 or so, by 
the construction of Scott’s Grade into Willow Creek, much of the 
road traffic formerly passing Alabama House shifted over to the
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WILLIAM MARQUERING

The last Marquering to operate the family 
ranch. Bill was proud of his vegetables. He 
was often called “Abe” because of his resem
blance to our Civil War president.

Henry Marquering

new route. Shortly after this, Alabama House burned down, and 
Schroebel homesteaded high up on Bear Mountain, where he es
tablished an extensive and prosperous rahch. He raised a large 
family and there are many Schroebel descendants, some still liv
ing in the county. In 1940, Neal Christensen bought half of the 
ranch (the “widow’s half’ ’ was purchased by Chester Tiscornia), 

and ran it for a quarter of a century as the last fully self-sup
porting ranch operation on the Mountain. Like most of the good 
ranch land there, it is still being used for raising cattle, but now by 
an out-of-county owner.

John Steel was one of the early homesteaders on Bear Moun
tain, locating his original ranch about 1861. An emigrant, he had 
crossed the plains in 1852 to Placerville, there marrying 
Josephine Hodecker. Four years later, he moved to Calaveras 
County to North Branch, and then up to his new ranch on the 
Mountain. He built up a large acreage by buying out other 
homesteaders (some of whom he had encouraged to file just for 
that purpose, as was the common practice in those days). A Ger
man, he anglicized his surname Stiehl to Steel, “just like the 
metal.” Other members of the family have used an “e” on the 
name, and so the creek is spelled. John Steel became a successful 
cobbler in San Andreas, but retained the Bear Mountain ranch 
because, as he was wont to say, “I have a very expensive family. ” 

(“Las Calaveras,” October, 1969). The ranch, some 2200 acres, 
was finally sold in 1915 to Panetto and Panera, and subsequently 
acquired by Chester Tiscornia.

South of the Schroebel and Marquering properties were the 
Burgess and Bigelow ranches. Much of this area has been sub
divided into 20-acre “ranchettes”, but as yet, there has been little 
homebuilding there. On the east side of the Pool Station road, just 
above the junction of Bear Creek with Cherokee Creek, was the 
Clark place.

Upstream on Bear Creek to the west we find the old McCauley 
ranch, now owned by George Stricker, and the Inks place, where 
John Abreu now lives. Just to the south, in the same valley, Max
well Creek flows north to join Bear Creek. In this pretty valley, 
the road passes the old Peraino homestead, for many years the 
home of the Matthew and Sickles families, and later the Wards. 
This property has changed hands several times recently. Just to 
the south is the DeMartini home (relatives of the DeMartinis of 
Weehawken Valley), which became the Spring Hill Rest Home. 
At the extreme south end of this valley, just under Carmen Peak, 
was the Barrios ranch, now subdivided. This property adjoined 
the Andrew Pool ranch, described in the October, 1971, issue of 
“Las Calaveras”.

What of the bears that must have roamed this mountainous
region, and who lent their name to the Mountain? Some of these 
undoubtedly were of the small California Grizzly species (as 
witness the old name, Grizzly Peak, now Joaquin Peak). The last

THE RIFLE

This old rifle may be the very one that Jeff Gatewood 
used in the fatal duel with Dr. Goodwin in 1859 at 
Moonlight Flat. Captain Pope, Jeff’s second, had 
brought it back from the Mexican War. It is now owned 
by Henry Marquering, who poses with it here.

Henry Marquering
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STEELE RANCH

This was the second house on the 
Steel(e) ranch, constructed in 1910 
after the original home burned. The 
Steeles salvaged a building in Moun
tain Ranch, mostly of redwood, for its 
construction. This house later 
burned, and a third was built by the 
Tiscornias. This also burned, and a 
fourth was then built on the same 
foundations.

John Steele

“resident” bear was said to have been killed on the ridge just 
north of Carmen Peak, near the old trail across to Salt Spring 
Valley. This trail, which starts back of the Inks place, was well 
traveled in early days before wheeled-vehicles took over. The lit
tle pass through which the trail went was called Bear Trap Gap. 
recalling the capture of the last bear, and was used by horsemen 
and for cattle drives within the memory of people living in the 
area. Many hogs were raised on Bear Mountain, and some of 
these inherited the wild and unfrequented parts of the Mountain 
from the bears.

From Pool’s, we go south on the old stage road (now Highway 4) 
for a half-mile and turn up onto Hunt Road. This was the 
freighters’ route from Salt Spring Valley to Angels. Those teams 
coming up by the Red House (Captain Wright’s), or by the White 
House (Tower’s & Bixbee’s), would converge at Carmen City, and 
the come east up the grade to Pool’s. As we travel back westerly 
along this old freight road towards Salt Spring Valley, we pass the 
sites of the Jesus homestead on the left, and then the original Mat
thews place on the right (near the little airstrip), and then down 
the grade, past Shotgun Bend and on to the flat at “Carmen City.” 
The principal residents of this place for many years were the Doc
tor McCoy family (“Las Calaveras”, January, 1967). South of the 
“City” and on the lower slopes of the Mountain was the Board 
family homestead. North of Carmen City, the Bell family ran
ched in the little valley there.

In the little drainage next to the north of the Bell’s ranch, where 
the trail from Bear Trap Gap entered the valley, was the Lewis 
home. Northerly from here we come into Heiser Creek, where the

CHARLES HENRY SCHROEBEL Heiser family lived and ranched for many years. Northwest of 
Heiser Creek and on the edge of the broad and fertile valley was

Beginning his career as an innkeeper and butcher dur
ing the gold rush, this hard-working argonaut became 
one of the more successful ranchers on Bear Mountain.

John W. Robie

Jim Wheat’s ranch. This was established in the early 1850’s by 
Garcelin (orGaslen) who planted a large peach orchard, and who 
at one time maintained a guest ranch there. The ranch was later 
sold to Thompson and Myers and was acquired from them by
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COBBLER STEEL

John Steel stands in front of his San Andreas shop.
Society Files

James Wheat through a default on a mortgage. Northwest of the 
Wheat Ranch on another Bear Creek (this one flowing west and 
then north to the Calaveras River) is “Lost City”, where the Fren
chman, Barbe, lived, prospected, and ranched for a number of 
years (See “Las Calaveras” for July, 1961). The stone ruins of his 
buildings are a popular tourist attraction.

Higher up on the Mountain, on the upper reaches of this Bear 
Creek, we come upon the Walker family homestead. Even higher 
up, near the common sources of Bear, Heiser and Vogelsang 
creeks, and just west of Mount Ararat, was the old Maxwell ranch 
and home.

As we make our way northwesterly along Bear Creek down 
towards the Calaveras River, we pass the Gann ranch where 
some of the original buildings are still standing and where the 
abundance of spring water is very evident. Just over the low ridge 
to the east is Weehawken Valley, where J. T. Womble originally 
homesteaded. He later moved to the south end of Salt Spring 
Valley near Hodson. Then, at the lower end of Weehawken Valley, 
we come again to the DeMartini ranch where we started our tour.

Today, the title to much of the better land on Bear Mountain has 
gravitated to large landowners such as Tiscornia Ranches. Inc., 
the Red House Ranch (William Ofenheim), and a number of out- 

of-county ranch-minded persons. Some of the land is still owned 
by descendants of the original homesteaders, and some of the 
higher and least desirable land is still held directly by the Federal 
Bureau of Land Management. In recent years, a number of per
sons, both working and retired, have purchased smaller holdings 
for residences, especially along Pool Station Road. Most of the 
Mountain, however, remains much as it always was, and is fre
quented only by ranchers looking for strays, or by hunters and 
hikers.

Erratum

In our last issue, in spite of the editor’s repeated efforts. Dinkey 
engine came out as Donkey engine. The difference is that the 
Dinkey has wheels and the Donkey doesn’t, but is a stationary 
engine.

Copies of the Bear Mountain map, on a scale of one mile to the 
inch, are available gratis.

THE LAST THREE

These gold rush old-timers, all in their nineties, pose in 
the 1920’s for a snapshot. Wade Johnston is on the left, 
then Jim Waters, and Louie Weisbach on the right.

Society Files
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CHRISTENSEN (SCHROEBEL) RANCH BUILDINGS
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counties. It is true that, for many decades, gold mining almost 
totally eclipsed the timber industry. But, as gold mining dwin
dled, and the market for lumber expanded, timber became 
progressively more important and today constitutes our most im
portant single industry.

The early sawmills were small, crude, and inefficient by 
today’s standards. But when one considers the prodigious 
amount of labor needed, the obstacles to overcome, and the 
successful end result, one cannot but be impressed by this effort. 
This issue is about just one mill, but this one is typical of many 
other Sierran mills.

The McKays came from a vigorous and able Scottish family 
that emigrated to Nova Scotia. One of the Nova Scotian members 
of the family, Donald C. McKay, became the most celebrated 
builder of clipper ships in America in the mid-1800’s. His “Flying 
Cloud”, “Sovereign of the Seas”, “Lightning”, and “James 
Baines” were the fastest commercial sailing vessels ever built, as 
well as being the most beautiful of the clipper ships. It is no 
wonder that Donald’s cousins in Calaveras County named their 
sawmill, “The Clipper Mill.”

We are much indebted to Dr. M. B. Smith who helped the late 
Clarence McKay assemble the background material for this 
interesting story of the McKay family and “The Clipper Mill”, 
and to arrange for the donation of the family picture collection to 
the Society. Mrs. Frances Bishop has drawn on much of this 
material for the preparation of the excellent article we print here,

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXIV January 1976 Number 2

McKays’ Clipper Mill
By Frances E. Bishop

Editor’s Note: Sawmills have always been one of the vital 
segments of the Sierran economy. As we all remember, it was at 
Sutter’s sawmill that gold was first discovered in the Sierras. 
Ever since, lumber has been in great demand in our mountain 

LOG LANDING AT MCKAYS’ MILL
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THE CLIPPER MILL

illustrated by a number of the McKay pictures. Much of this nar
rative is in Clarence McKay’s own words. He was no stranger to 
the art of writing. In fact, as one of a two-man team, he wrote a 
number of stories for a well-known fiction periodical. He was the 
“Annabelle” of Annabelle Turner, as the team was called. 
Frances Bishop dedicates the story of “The Clipper Mill” to 
Clarence:

To Annabelle — I can still see the twinkle in your eyes 
as you told me about using that name.

McKays’ Mill was established in 1885, when Charles Lane told 
Nathan McKay that he needed lumber for his Utica Mine in 
Angels Camp. It was set up on Love Creek (formerly called 
Sawmill Creek for the establishment of the mill) about two miles 
south of Big Trees.

“Nate,” he said, “you build a sawmill and I’ll take all the 
lumber you can deliver.” Charlie Lane also approached John 
Manuel, who was then the “Lumber King” of Calaveras County, 
with the same proposition. The result was intense competition 
between the two. McKay and Manuel were the best of friends until 

it came to business then. “Look out! ”.
Nathan sent for his older brother, John, who was running a 

sawmill for their father in Nova Scotia. When John arrived, 
together they went out to look for good timber.

The McKay boys came from adventurous stock. Their 
grandfather, John Even MacKae (from the Gaelic, pronounced 
MacKi), and two of his brothers were Nova Scotia pioneers. They 
sailed from their native Scotland aboard the ship “Hector” to 
Pictou Harbor, Nova Scotia, in 1773. The ship anchored out in the 
bay and the men headed for the shore in a small boat. Upon reach
ing shallow water, the kilt-clad MacKaes stepped out of the boat, 
bagpipes a-skirling, and marched ashore. The MacKaes had 
landed.

Nathan A. McKay (the younger members of the family changed 
the spelling of their last name in the New World) was born in Nova 
Scotia in 1853. Nathan came to California in 1873 where he worked 
for relatives in their sawmill at Scotia. California, for a year or 
two and then headed for the Mother Lode. He arrived at Placer
ville where he bought a team of oxen and went into business haul
ing heavy machinery and logs from rough and difficult places 
where no one else would go.

14



In the late 1870’s, a job brought Nathan to Mokelumne Hill. 
While he was there he heard that it was difficult to find anyone 
who would haul logs out of the woods to the local sawmills because 
the terrain was so steep and rocky. To Nate, the job sounded like it 
was “right up his alley’’.

He went to see Elias Field at his Phoenix Ranch near Rail Road 
Flat about a contract to furnish logs to Field’s sawmill. While 
Nathan and Elias were in the Fields’ sitting room discussing the 
logging deal, there was another “deal’’ going on behind the rose
colored portieres dividing the room. Field had two daughters. Ida 
Elisabeth, 19, was the curious one, and Carrie Minerva, 17, was 
the mischievious one. The girls were surreptitiously peeking 
through the portieres at their father’s guest when Minerva gave 
Ida a quick shove which propelled her across the room and right 
into Nate McKay’s lap. This was the introduction which some 
three years later culminated in marriage for the pair, and in se
quence, four children.

At this point we should digress a bit into Field family history. 
Elias E. Field, born in Maine in 1824, descended from ancestors 
who fought both in the Revolution and the War of 1812. Caught up 
in the excitement of the gold rush, he left Boston and arrived at 
San Francisco on July 20, 1849, via the Texas Route.

Field was one of the first to mine at the very productive diggings 
at Rich Gulch and found gold in abundance. The gravel was said 
to have paid from $30 to $200 a day. In about June, 1852, Field and 
his partner, Henry Reynolds, went into the sawmill business. The 
mill was run by water power and was located at the head of Willow 
Creek, where the road to Cave City left the Mountain Ranch-San

Andreas road. Their lumber yard was in San Andreas. After 
about a year, the mill was sold to Dennis, Wylie, and Washburn.

Elias Field married his partner’s sister, Susan E. Reynolds. 
Elias and Susan filed their first homestead claim in 1862, two 
miles from Independence Flat. It was sold some two years later, 
and in 1870 the Fields purchased the C. W. Thompson ranch (now 
called Stage Coach Stop) near Rail Road Flat, consisting of a 
roadhouse, ranch, and nearby, a sawmill. There was a large 
barn, three stories high, with handhewn “10 by 10’’ truss timbers, 
65 feet long, with hand-lashed and hand-pegged bracing. The barn 
is still standing (1975).

Elias filed another land claim on August 19, 1875, for the half
section of land to the south of the Thompson ranch. The parcel 
added substantially to the Field holdings.

The Thompson house burned to the ground in 1876 and Elias 
replaced it with a luxurious new home. As it arose from the ashes, 
it was named the Phoenix Ranch. The Field family remained 
there for the next thirteen years, then sold out and bought a home 
in the “Annex”, in Angels.

After Susan’s death in 1894, Elias started a round of restless 
visits from relative to relative, never staying long in one place. 
He was back home in Altaville when he died suddenly in 1908. 
Members of the Field family are buried in the old cemetery at 
Independence Flat, and at Altaville.

We return now to the story of the McKay fortunes. Nate McKay 
did well with his ox team, hauling mining machinery and logs for 
sawmills from Mokelumne Hill to Angels Camp, where the deep 
mine boom was on. Nate McKay and Ida Field were married on

THE FIELDS ANGELS ANNEX 
HOME

A view taken about 1888, showing 
Carrie and Anne McKay with their 
Field grandparents
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MCKAYS’ ALTAVILLE YARD
A team has just brought a load of lumber in from the 
mill. Left to right are Nate McKay, Jess, Cyrus

Everhart, Carrie (with doll), Anne, Mrs. Everhart, 
Grandma Field, and Ida McKay.

PHOENIX RANCH
This is how the Field home, near Rail Road Flat, 
appeared in the late 1960’s. It is now called “Stage Coach 
Stop’’.

October 18, 1881. After working all week. Nate would walk twelve 
miles to Rail Road Flat to be home on weekends.

When John E. McKay arrived here from Nova Scotia, he and 
Nate lost no time setting out to look for timber. They found a 
homestead on Love Creek with a good tract of timber. When they 
found the owner, “Doc” Jones, he was busy playing poker at the 
Murphy’s Hotel. Scarcely looking up. Jones told the McKay boys 
to go out to his home and talk it over with his wife. They did and 
the deal was made. Eight hundred dollars for the one hundred and 
sixty acres.

The quarter section proved to have one of the heaviest stands of 
sugar pine in the region. That one area produced fifteen million 
board feet of lumber. 70 percent sugar pine. It took almost five 
years to complete logging operations. Most of the trees measured 
six to eight feet in diameter, while one of the largest had a girth of 
eleven feet. In order to fit on the wagons, logs measuring over six 
feet were blasted in half by boring a hole into the log. pouring in 
black powder and touching it off.

In the summer of 1885. the McKays started building the sawmill 
in the southern end of the meadow. They finished a bunkhouse, a 
cookhouse and some other small buildings. That winter there was 
a heavy snowfall and a depth of twelve feet was measured on the 
meadow. It crushed the new buildings, a disaster for Nate and 
John. The boys grimly rebuilt but this time with three-quarter 
pitch roofs so the snow would slide off before it got too heavy. A 
big barn, sixty feet long and thirty feet wide, was built to house
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HAULING LOGS TO THE MILL

three fourteen-animal teams and four yoke of oxen. There were 
smaller barns for hay.

The sawmill was built the next year and the first logging 
operations began. Teams of oxen, two in a span, six or eight spans 
to a team, or sometimes teams of six horses plus two oxen to han
dle the heavy wagon tongue, pulled the logging wagons. The 
wagons had solid wood iron-bound wheels. The logs were hauled 
out of the woods to the “log landing’’ on a slope above the sawmill.

In 1888, when the logging got too far from the mill, the McKays 
built a “railroad’’ up the right side of the creek along the foot of 
the ridge. The cars were made from heavy timbers reinforced 
with iron bracing. The wheels and casting were manufactured by 
the Demarest Foundry in Altaville. The cars were then assem
bled in the blacksmith shop at the McKay Mill. Each car was 
capable of carrying logs totalling 4,000 board feet.

The “railroad’’ was operated by mule power one way and 
gravity, plus one man to handle the brakes, the other way. An 
empty car was pulled up the track by one mule and when loaded 
would head back for the mill. Logs were pulled to the cars by oxen 
and two oxen were used to stack or roll the logs on the cars.

The rails were laid on a roadbed at the precise grade at which 
the cars would attain only that speed which could be regulated by 
the brakes. A total of twenty five million board feet of logs were 
hauled to the mill on this railroad.

Gradually the railroad was extended to the top of the ridge. One 
spur was built one-fourth mile farther up Love Creek. Another 
spur to the left up the ridge reached the boundary of the Calaveras 
Big Trees State Park. Some of the old cedar ties are still scattered 
along the remains of the railroad bed. When timbering began 
below the sawmill in the 1890’s, additional track was laid for 
three-quarters of a mile.

A steam traction engine was purchased from the Placerville 
area, where it had been used in the mines, to haul the logs to the 
mill. One of the McKays’ men drove it all the way back from 
Placerville. The fiery wood-burning monster, enveloped in the 
clouds of steam emanating from her boiler, hissed and spit as she 
rumbled along. She created quite a stir along the way, thundering 
through Murphys in the dead of night, arousing inhabitants and 
animals alike. Dogs roared, chickens squawked, donkeys 
brayed, horses and cows fled in terror. The residents ran pell- 
mell into the streets in their nightgowns, sure that the end of the

JENNY
The old traction engine was abandoned in the woods for 
many years. This is how she looked in the 40’s. She was 
later salvaged and taken to the Angels museum.
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JOHN EVEN MCKAY III
1851-1938
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NATHAN ALEXANDER MCKAY
1853-1928

THE NATHAN MCKAYS
This picture of Nathan and Ida, with their children, Car
rie, Anne, and Jess, was taken in 1894 or ’95. Clarence 
was born in ’97, but his mother died shortly after his 
birth. A picture of Baby Clarence was later transposed 
onto the family group picture.

IDA ELIZABETH FIELD MCKAY
1860-1897
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THE NATHAN MCKAYS AT HOME

world had come. It was quite some time before the commotion 
subsided and everyone went back to bed.

The traction engine was manufactured in Stockton. The 180- 
pound capacity steam boiler and the firebox, riveted together as 
one piece, came from the Babcock-Wilcox Company in Scotland. 
At the Demarest and Fullen Foundry, she was converted into a 
small locomotive by having flanges installed on her wheels.

The ox-team drivers, angered by the threat the “infernal 
machine” posed to their livelihood, contemptuously dubbed her 
“Jenny” generally prefacing the name with a most descriptive 
but unprintable adjective.

In an effort to out-log “Jenny”, a logger named Howard Dickey 
became careless in his haste to unload his logs. One of these broke 
loose and hit him in the back of the head, killing him instantly. 
The rest of the logs rolled over his body. When the McKays heard 
the tragic news, they broke down and cried. Their workers were 
considered members of the family.

“Jenny” was last used to haul logs in 1904 and then stood for 
years rusting quietly away in the woods until she was rescued and 
removed to a position of honor in front of the museum in Angels 
Camp.

The McKay operation expanded by gradually buying out five 
surrounding homesteads. These belonged to Andrew Jackson 
“Trapper” Smith, Edgar W. Flanders, James M. Brown, Thomas 
G. Denslow. and John Stein.

The sawmill grew to be the largest operation in the area, at its 
peak producing twenty-live thousand board feet of lumber a day. 
The McKays’ averaged three million board feet a year for a total 
of sixty-one million board feet over a period of twenty years. 
McKays’ “Clipper Mill” held the record for lumber production in 
Calaveras County until the Blagen Mill was built at White Pines.

The lumberyard was located in Centerville (Altaville) across 
the street from the Blue Wing Saloon. Nathan McKay was in 
charge and at his wife’s insistance, was seen always attired in a 
white shirt.
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The finished lumber was hauled to the yard at twelve to fifteen 
thousand board feet to the load. Two wagons were used for each 
load pulled by teams of twelve to sixteen mules, with two horses 
as “wheelers”. The wheels of the wagons were solid wood, sawed 
off the ends of logs, and bound with iron rims.

Nate McKay thought a lot of the teams of animals who served 
him so faithfully. When their useful days were over, he could not 
bear to send the animals to the slaughter house as was the custom. 
They were put out to pasture and well cared for the rest of their 
lives.

However, there were others who were not so kind. The roads the 
wagons travelled were narrow and steep, particularly in the Han
ford Hill area. It was said that some mules were killed by being 
beaten over the head with a two by four by the driver in trying to 
get the team to pull their heavy load up steep Hanford Hill.

The McKays lost one of their drivers along with two or three of 
his mules coming down Hanford Hill. The driver had stopped at 
the Wildcat Saloon where he tarried long enough to get drunk. 
Because his judgment was impaired he lost control of the team. 
Driver, team, load and all pitched over the embankment in sham
bles.

Until the first dam was built on the Stanislaus, salmon came up 
the river to Beaver and Griswold Creeks to spawn. Nate McKay 

had the blacksmith make strong leather saddlebags, riveted with 
copper, for the mules. The camp crew rode these ‘ ‘mounts” down 
to the river to fish for salmon. They came back with their sad
dlebags full. What feasting there was in the cookhouse that night!

Once one of the crew came in from the woods where he had 
eaten what he thought was a mushroom. Within an hour he was 
deathly ill. There was no time to wait for the doctor and with no 
stomach pump on hand Nate McKay had to improvise. A piece of 
rubber tubing and a small funnel from the kitchen served the pur
pose and the lavage was accomplished with the aid of epsom salts. 
The man lived.
Bears at one time became a nuisance around the mill. Two ex

tra large bear traps were set. When the traps were checked the 
next morning, the catch was one woman and one dog! The teeth of 
the trap had missed the woman’s ankle so no damage was done, 
but she was very mad. There is no report on the dog.

The McKay children had great fun playing in the lumberyard 
sheds and barns. They built sleds (from their dad’s good lumber) 
and when they heard the chimes of the bells on the lead horses of 
the teams hauling lumber to the yard, away they went to hitch on 
to the last wagon. All this, in the dust, four inches deep, was splen
did sport — until their mother saw them.

One day in the late 1800’s, Nate McKay was visiting the Big
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Trees Hotel. A man sitting on the porch jokingly asked, “When 
are you going to start cutting the Big Trees, Nate?” Somehow the 
story that Nate McKay was going to log the Big Trees reached the 
Stockton Record, which threw all its editorial vigors against the 
mythical endeavor, creating quite an uproar.

The meadow where the McKays built their sawmill was called 
Murdock (Modoc) Clearing, said to be named for the Chief of the 
local Indian tribe near Vallecito. The Miwok tribe made their 
summer encampment in the meadow. There many artifacts, 
especially arrowheads, have been found. It is sad to relate that 
the tribe’s original holdings near Vallecito have dwindled down to 
one or two barren acres.

Cattlemen used the meadow as a roundup center when it came 
time for the stock to leave their summer range. Great were the 
whistles and cries of the herdsmen, the jangling of the cowbells, 
and bawling of the now sleek and very fat cattle during the 
separation of the herds.

The late Clarence McKay, Nathan McKay’s youngest son, sold 
the major part of the family holdings, retaining a portion where 
his lovely widow, Alma, now makes her summer home. With a 

deep appreciation of the natural beauty of the Love Creek area 
and a sincere interest towards maintaining that beauty, Clarence 
limited the parcels which were sold to a minimum of ten acres. 
Thanks to Clarence McKay’s thoughtful foresight, we now have 
along Love Creek one of the most beautiful natural areas remain
ing in the Sierra’s today.

McKays’ Clipper Mill shut down in 1906 when the timber ran out 
on the Love Creek property. The mill was moved to Merrill’s 
Springs, in Tuolumne County.

There were lots of elderberries on the North Fork of the 
Tuolumne . The boys hauled loads of them into camp and surrep
titiously made wine. Several weeks later a report reached the 
camp that the inspectors were coming. The boys proceeded to 
destroy the evidence by drinking it down. Never before was there 
a group of men so sick. For years after that at the mere mention of 
the name elderberries, as one man they would all turn pale!

McKays’ Mill at Merrill’s Springs remained in operation until it 
was demolished by fire in 1922. The flames broke out at 3:30 a.m. 
caused by sparks, fanned by a high wind, from the sawdust pit. 
McKays’ “The Clipper Mill” was no more.

UNLOADING LOGS AT THE MILL
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THE MILL CREW
Back row, left to right: Bill
Armstrong, Boston, Jack McCarty, 
unidentified, Willis, Forbes, Wm. 
Zwinge, Beck McClain, John Boland, 
unidentified, Jeff Levis (Lewis), Fay 
Tripper, and Nate McKay. Middle 
row: John McKay, Lawrey, Con
Boutcher, Jess McKay, Jack Bout- 
cher, Hansen, John Zwinge, and 
Trotter Hodge. Front row: Frank 
Peri, Bill Bradley, Joe Zwinge, 
unidentified, and Bill Thomas.

THE WOODS CREW
Left to right: In shadow behind the donkey — Mosner; in Zwinge, Bradley, Sr., Crosly, Sr., Bert Crosly, McCarty,
front of donkey — unidentified; Boston, Bradley, Walter unidentified, Beck McClain, Jim Crespi.
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Recent Meetings
On January 22nd, the Society held a potluck dinner in honor of 

the prize-winning essays in our Bicentennial contest for 
Calaveras school children. The winners read their essays before 
the Society.

The Christmas program was held at the “Black Bart 
Hideaway,” as it has during the past two years. Our host, 
Innkeeper Cuneo, served a delicious dinner. Delightful carol 
music was provided by the Calaveras High School Camarada 
under the direction of Mrs. Hjelmervik.

On November 20th, we were privileged to see some brief but ex
cellent movies of gold dredging along the South Fork of the 
Calaveras River, taken in the late years of the depression. They 
were presented by Mr. William Wolin, son of the photographer 
and dredger, Ed Wolin.

The Pioneer Hotel in Sheep Ranch was opened especially for the 
Society on October 23rd, and a fine dinner served by Sheep Ranch 
volunteers. Mike Kizer, accompanied by Mrs. Kizer, sang a 
number of old time songs for the occasion.

Architectural Awards
Mrs. Ruth Lemue has asked that nominations for architectural 

awards be submitted by the March meeting, so that selection of 
the winners may be made in time for presentation at the April 
meeting.

Editorial
We wish to acknowledge with grateful thanks the generous gift 

of Mrs. Carrie McKay Simpson, of Sonora, of the McKay family 
photographs. A number of them are included in this issue. Mrs. 
Alpha Quilici has very kindly made the Manuel Collection of logg
ing pictures available to the Society for copying. Negatives have 
been made, and will be indexed in our archives.

We continue to urge our members who know of historical pic
tures in existence to see if they can be copied, or better, be 
donated to the Society. We will use as many of these as we can in 
“Las Calaveras” so that all our members can enjoy them.

In Memoriam 
Lester Canavero
Donald L. McGaffey
Hazel Pampel

JOHN EVEN MCKAY II
For many years, John was superintendant of Clipper 
Mill. John is shown here as he appeared late in life, in 
front of the big McKay barn near the mill. Clarence and 
Jess tore this barn down in the late ’30’s in order to 
salvage the timbers for house construction nearby.
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Calaveras County
High School

Editorial Note: All through our lifetimes we remember with ap
preciation and affection those teachers we feel have most in
fluenced our development from children into adults. Calaveras 
County was very fortunate in having an unusually outstanding 
teacher who is so remembered by all those who came within his 
sphere of influence. This was James Keith, a Scottish emigrant 
who made his final home here in Calaveras, and who was truly the 
“Father of Calaveras High.” Walter Huberty, one of Keith’s 
students, and one of the early Calaveras graduates, has very kin
dly compiled a biography of this well-known teacher for our 
pages.

As we look back some three generations or so, when our county 
had no facilities for a high school education, it is not difficult to see 
why the establishment of this school was such a great advance for 
the county. Prior to this, those wishing to continue their education 
had to go to the Valley cities or farther, and board there or live 
with relatives, in order to attend high school.

Disappointment was so keen in the Angels area when the county 
decided to start the first high school at San Andreas, that a 
separate high school was started in Altaville. This school, Bret 
Harte High, has had a growth parallel with Calaveras High, 
although with a smaller enrollment. We hope soon to have an is
sue devoted to Bret Harte High School.

For many if not most of us, our high school days were the most 
important part of our education. We suddenly became adults and 
were ready to assume our responsibilities as such. Associations 
made then have never been forgotten. Is it strange that we should 
so treasure our memories of those days?

Eva Genochio Soracco has reread her splendid collection of 
“Skulls” and has called upon her excellent memory of the early 
years of Calaveras High School when it was quartered in the 

“New” Lodge Building, to draw this fine picture of the first two 
decades of the school’s history.

Relentless time and progress have now, after a half century of 
service, rendered even the “new and beautiful high school” near 
the old Joss House obsolete. Now a third school is being 
constructed on the same site to replace that second one, to ac
commodate present and future students. The Lodge Building, 
however, survives and will continue in use for many more years. 
Currently, in addition to Lodge activities, it provides offices for 
the Unified School District.

JAMES KEITH
By Walter Huberty

The first acquaintance that many of us of yesteryear had with 
James Keith was in 1913 when he returned to Calaveras High 
School to assume the principalship of the school for the second 
time. Most of us were unaware then and until recent years of his 
part in establishing the school. It, perhaps, is fitting to first give a 
brief account of events that led up to the school’s formation.

The reports of Mr. Keith’s death by both local papers in April, 
1922, made practically the same statement.
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THE FIRST CALAVERAS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 
The new Lodge Building in San Andreas provided 
quarters for the high school from September, 1905, to
January, 1928.

“Mr. Keith can truly be said to have been the father of the 
Calaveras County High School, for it was he who saw the necessity 
for a high school and labored hard to bring this to a successful con
clusion.”

The establishment of a high school just after the turn of the cen
tury was a major undertaking for the county. With a total 
assessed valuation for the county of only $6,177,275, the idea of the 
necessity of a high school had not been accepted by many of the 
taxpayers. The county was paying $880 yearly to the State as a 
high school charge, yet any young man or woman who wished to 
prepare for higher education had to leave the county to attend 
high school elsewhere.

In the first week of October, 1904, a petition for the formation of 
a high school was presented to the Board of Supervisors, who, on 
October 3rd of that year, voted to place the issue on the ballot. To 
the surprise of many, the measure carried, 1269 ‘‘yes” votes to 342 
“no”. On December 6, 1904, the Supervisors, after nine ballots, 
chose San Andreas as the site of the school.*

In those days it became the duty of the County Board of 
Education to administer the school. They chose Mr. Keith as its 

*This is an understatement, to say the least. One of the super
visors was hung in effigy because of his vote. The strong feel
ing engendered by the decision to put the high school at San 
Andreas has still not completely subsided after almost three- 
quarters of a century, we regret to state, and has influenced 
nearly every major decision in county school matters ever 
since that historic vote.

first principal, and the school opened the first week in September, 
1905, with one additional teacher and with 32 pupils enrolled. Two 
fields of study were offered: one in the academic and the other in 
the commercial field. Mr. R. W. Decker of the San Francisco 
Business College was secured to teach the latter.

What was the background of the man who had the vision to see 
the need of the school and the tenacity and courage to work long 
and hard to bring the project to fruition? Details of the early part 
of James Keith’s life have been difficult to obtain, after these 
many years, and little or nothing is known of his boyhood or early 
youth except that he was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, in 1861. He 
was educated at Marischal College and Kensington School of Arts 
and Science in Aberdeen.

At the age of twenty he came to America, arriving in Boston in 
1881. There he clerked in a grocery store for a short time. From 
Boston he went to Chicago. Clarence Warrington, who was a 
teacher as a young man in Calaveras County and a close friend of 
the Keith family, maintains that James Keith was a graduate of 
an American college. It is possible that during this period he ac
complished this, but we have no records to substantiate it.

His next move was to Colorado in 1884. He spent several years 
there prospecting and in 1887 came to Shasta County, California. 
From here he did a little backtracking and spent another six mon
ths prospecting in Oregon and Idaho. He finally reached 
Calaveras County in 1888, arriving in Angels Camp.

He worked in the Utica Mine for two years. During this period 
he met a local girl, Sara E. McLaughlin. They were married in 
San Andreas on December 31, 1890. Sara was the daughter of 
pioneers and the sister of Dr. J.H. McLaughlin, a local doctor. 
The McLaughlin home or ranch was on the Old Gulch Road about 
one and one-half miles south of where the Ponderosa Road crosses 
this road in the area known as Washington Ranch.

On January 21,1891, James Keith became an American citizen. 
It seems that he went from Angels Camp to Sheep Ranch where he 
was Justice of the Peace for the Township. This had to be after his 
naturalization. Our records are not clear about his movements at 
this time.

About fifty years ago, Leonard Redding, an early day teacher, 
stated that it was Mrs. Keith who persuaded her husband to give 
up the rigors of deep mining and become a teacher. It was a happy 
turn of events for the youth of the day and for future generations 
when he did. An account of his early life states that he taught at an 
elementary school in San Joaquin County for one year and then 
returned to Calaveras. He must have taught for nearly fourteen 
years in the grade schools of our county.

With the help of Mr. Milton Goodridge, County Superintendent 
of Schools, we found that warrants on the Sheep Ranch school 
were drawn to Mr. Keith for the years 1892-93. He received eighty 
dollars per month and his assistant received fifty-five. From 1894 
to 1898 he was at Murphys as principal. In 1898, we found him at 
San Andreas as principal of the elementary school. His salary 
had now climbed to one hundred dollars per month. He remained 
at that post until 1905 when he was chosen first principal of the 
newly-formed high school. During that same year he passed the 
bar examinations and was admitted to the practice of law.
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In 1906 he campaigned for the office of district attorney and was 
elected. He left the school to assume his duties in this office on 
January 1st, 1907. He served one term but did not find politics to 
his liking and he did not seek re-election. For the next two years 
practiced law at home. He was then called back to become prin
cipal of the school again, where he remained until his sudden 
death on April 26, 1922.

Mrs. Keith was truly a homebody and was always an inspiration 
to her family and to those who knew her. She loved the outdoors 
and really ran the Keith farm (formerly her parents’). She broke 
her own horses by kindness and persuasion. She was a familiar 
figure seen riding or driving to and from San Andreas. My 
memory says that she spent most of her late years with Mrs. 
Johanna Nuland of San Andreas. It was there that I knew her 
best. I always found her a delight to visit with.

The Keiths had one son, Gordon. He attended the Washington 
Ranch school, which was almost opposite his home, and 
graduated from the 9th grade in 1910. He graduated from 
Calaveras High with the class of 1913. He taught school at West 
Point for two years and then entered the University of California.

World War I interrupted Gordon’s studies when he joined the 
U.S. Navy and became an ensign. In a letter from him in 1958, he 
stated that he joined the Otis Elevator Company in 1922 and had 
served that company in New York, Seattle, Spokane, Anchorage 
and San Francisco; and that he had three years to go to 
retirement. I lost contact with him after this letter. I learned 
through the Masonic Order that he is no longer living.

Returning to Mr. Keith, when he became high school principal 
again, they moved from the ranch to San Andreas. They occupied 
the Hertzig house just to the north of where the Mountain Ranch 
road joins Highway 49. He was a familiar figure walking from his 
home to the school on Main Street. On rainy days he always car
ried an umbrella, and wore overshoes and a long overcoat. When 
reaching the entrance to the school, the umbrella was 
punctiliously closed and off came the overcoat and overshoes.

Often during his summer vacations he and his son would pack 
their equipment in a small wagon, hitch a span of blue roan mares 
to it, and head for Yosemite Valley where they would spend much 
of the summer. One year the team was stolen and they had to find 
other means of getting home. However, several years later, 
Henry Guttinger, while working on the pole line near Groveland 
for Charlie Joy, recognized the mares as the lead span on a stage 
coach and saw to it that the Keiths recovered their horses. 

Mr. Keith served many years on the County Board of Education 
and was its president at the time of his death. He was recognized 
by his contemporaries as the local dean of education.

Another accomplishment that James Keith was very proud of 
was a correspondence course that he instituted when he returned 
to teaching. Those who desired could continue their education 
while in the work-a-day world. A number were able to graduate 
from high school by this means while they were employed. 
Among them, I recall three especially: Joe Serra who became 
manager of the local bank and after retirement was County 
Probation officer; Charles Schwoerer who served as County

Superintendent of Schools for thirty-two years; and Louise Oneto 
who served in the elementary schools of the county for many 
years.

Few if any have exerted a more profound influence on local 
education or upon the youth that studied under him than did 
James Keith. It would be remiss not to give a specific example of 
his generous attitude toward and his complete confidence in 
young people.

At the time of his return as principal of the school, the class of 
1915 was sorely in need of help. Most of them had practically 
failed in the previous two years. The first day of school, one of the 
class approached him and stated his problem. It took a little while 
for Mr. Keith to answer, but when he did, he said, “I’m going to let 
you go on and if you do all right, I will forget the past.’’

This opened the door for the whole class. Four of the group 
became teachers. Two were graduates of the University of 
California and one a graduate of what is now San Francisco State 
University. One of the boys (Lester Nuland) after graduating 
from U.C., went to the Orient and became a worldwide authority 
on oil. Another, (Robert P. McConnell), who was attending U.C., 
enlisted in the Navy during World War I. He was one of the first in 
the history of the Navy to advance from enlisted status to admiral 
without attending the Naval Academy at Annapolis. Each and 
every one of that class gave a worthy account of him or herself in 
after life and fully justified the confidence placed in them by their 
new principal.

It seems fitting to close this biography by quoting in part from 
the report of the death of James Keith by one of the local 
newspapers.

“Mr. James Keith, Principal of the Calaveras Union High 
School, died very suddenly at his home in San Andreas last Sun
day, April 16, about 9 o’clock in the evening...“Mr. Keith was for 
many years an honored member of the Masonic Order. He was a 
Past Master of Calaveras Lodge No. 78 of San Andreas; a Past 
High Priest of the Calaveras Chapter No. 83 Royal Arch Masons of 
San Andreas; a member of the Pacific Commandery of No. 3 
Knights Templar of Sonora; Inspector of Calaveras Masonic Dis
trict F. and A.M.; a member of the Order of High Priests R. A.M. 
of San Francisco.

“Mr. Keith was also a Life Member of the American Red Cross 
Society, and was the President of the Board of Education of 
Calaveras County at the time of his death.

“The long procession formed on Main Street; many school 
teachers of the county who closed schools were in the procession. 
Also the students and Alumni of the High School marched in a 
body, and friends and acquaintances followed on foot and in 
automobiles.

“Bret Harte High School of Angels Camp closed for the day and 
many from there were at the funeral, also many from Sonora, 
Stockton and other places, while every place in the county was 
represented, making it one of the largest funerals ever held 
here.’’

It is most fitting that the administration building for our new 
Calaveras Union High School will be named for James Keith, the 
first administrator.
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THE FIRST YEAR STUDENT BODY - 1905-06
Mr. Keith Mr. Decker

Back Row: Laura Treat, Elsie Salcido, Edith Oneto, Nell Treat, Eda Segale, Lottie Hall, 
Laura Dasso, Hattie Dietz, Kate Bund, Amy Schwoerer.

Middle Row: Agnes Holland, Eva Hoye, Alma Haupt, Belle Ames, Violet Tyler, Fisk, Eunice 
Fischer, Fisk, Tessie Genochio, Eva Donovan.

Front Row: Willie Nelson (?), Clarence Leonard, Chester McCarty, John McFall, Frank La 
Riviere, Hertel Fugitt, Harry Terwilliger, Albert Dasso, Carlos Shinn, and Leland Leonard 

Edyth Zwinge, Edwin Steel and Nellie Muller are not present.



EARLY YEARS OF CALAVERAS HIGH
By Eva Genochio Soracco

After the turn of the century there were a growing number of 
young men and women in the county who had finished grammar 
school and were anxious to go on with their education.

The county school course had a ninth grade, and in some of the 
larger schools with two or more teachers, a few high school 
courses were taught. The burden of this extra expense was 
regarded as a strain on the public schools. Led by the influence of 
James Keith, it was clearly seen that a high school was needed. At 
an election in 1904, the proposition for secondary education was 
submitted to the people, and carried by a large majority of votes.

Later there was a question of the location of the school. Valley 
Springs, Murphys, Angels, and San Andreas wanted it. The 
matter was left up to the Board of Supervisors to decide. At a 
meeting on December 6, 1904, the board decided that the school 
should be situated in San Andreas.

The County did not want to undertake the construction of a 
school at that time, so the Masonic and Odd Fellows Building 
located on Main Street of San Andreas was rented for the school.

Meanwhile, Angels Camp, Carson Hill, Melones, and a few 
other small districts, withdrew from the County high school dis
trict, formed the Bret Harte High School District, and built a high 
school of their own in Angels Camp. Both schools opened the same 
year (1905).

The Calaveras High School opened with 32 in attendance, with 
eight more applications filed, and a large number by letter and 
word declared their intentions of attending. The opening day was 
on the first Tuesday of September, 1905. The enrollment of 
students was larger by 100 percent than was expected for the 
opening day.

The high school was under the direction and control of the 
County Board of Education. The Board fixed the course of study 
at two years, and provided that the students who completed the 
course should receive a certificate as to their credits in the work.

The general culture and scientific courses occupied the room on 
the second floor of the Lodge Building that was formerly used as 
the banquet room. The Commercial Department was on the 
ground floor located in the office of the Calaveras Citizen, a 
weekly newspaper published by Sam Lewis.

Both floors upstairs and downstairs were large and well suited 
to the purposes of the school. On account of the large attendance, 
the original desks were all occupied and tables had to be placed in 
the rooms to temporarily provide for the students. Another order 
was sent in for desks and, in a short time, all were provided for.

The people of the County were particularly fortunate in secur
ing the services of such able instructors as Mr. James Keith, and 
Mr. R.W. Decker. Mr. Keith was well known to all in the County. 
Mr. Decker rateu as one of the best in the state in commercial 
training, a position he had held in first class institutions of lear
ning, giving him the recommendations to secure this important 
position pioneering a new high school in the little mining town of 
San Andreas.

The ambitious students not only conquered their classes and 
subjects, but soon organized to publish the first school journal. It 
was introduced as “The Skull”, published and edited by the 
students of the Calaveras County High School.

In selecting the name of the school journal, and the design of the 
school pin, the students had in view the county’s name, Calaveras, 
the Spanish word for skull. For the school colors, they chose red 
and gold, not only for the beautiful colors, but because red 
represented the bravery of our early pioneers, and gold the 
product of our county.

By the end of the year all had gone well. The students were 
pleased and had great confidence in their two instructors, and 
they were a credit to the county. Prospects for the coming year 
were favorable with several new students planning to attend. In 
the field of athletics the boys were thinking of organizing a 
baseball team, and then would issue and receive challenges.

The material in the school journal was very good, and every one 
was pleased and proud. The cover was solid red, with “The Skull’ ’ 
printed across the top with “C.C.H.S., 1906”, in the center in gold 
lettering.

With the new journal they composed their school opening song, 
to the tune of Clementine.

I
We’ve a High School 
County High School 

We always try to do the right 
We are handy

Fine and dandy
And we work with all our might.

Chorus
C.C.H.S. C.C.H.S.

We will get there if we try 
We are willing 

We are bold
For our colors red and gold.

II
We have gathered 

Now my classmates
To join in our opening song 

About our High School 
Precious High School

And we hope it will last long. 
Chorus

III
We’ve two teachers 

Dandy teachers
And they are so very kind 

We will work
And never shirk

Leave all others for behind 
Chorus
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THE NEXT FEW YEARS

1906-1907

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith (Principal); Mr. R.W. Decker. 
The second year of the school, with 39 students, saw steady 

progress. The students printed the second issue of “The Skull.’’ 
This year they had an advertising department, as the 
businessmen of the County were beginning to take an active 
interest in the school and wanted to help its progress by placing 
advertisements in “The Skull.”

The students also made their first attempt at debating. Chester 
Nuland, Hazel Rigney, and Maud Nuland were chosen. The 
team settled earnestly to work, but only participated in one 
debate, with their neighbor, Bret Harte High. The hope was ex
pressed that the school would continue on in years ahead for 
series of annual debates.

Due to the small size of the school, the students had not taken a 
prominent part in athletics. They realized it would take some 
years before they could hope to do anything on the track, or in foot
ball, but an effort was made for baseball. At the beginning of the 
spring term, a baseball team was organized with Ed Leonard as 

THE SECOND YEAR - 1906-07
Back Row: Leland Leonard, Unident., Kate Bund, Elsie Salcido, Sadie Bund, Unident., 

Louis Genochio.
Second Row: Adelita Agostini, Fisk, Unident., Tessie Genochio, Edith Oneto, Eva Donovan, 

Norma Cassinelli, Amy Schwoerer, Belle Ames.
Third Row: Mr. Perrier, Maud Nuland, Laura (?) Treat, Hazel Rigney, Eunice Fischer, 

Laura Dasso (?), Elvira Zimmerman, Mr. Decker
Front Row: Unident., Chester Nuland, Harry Terwilliger, Ed Leonard, Unident., Wallace 

Armstrong
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captain. At the time, it was the object of the team to play several 
match games. This hope had to be abandoned as the ball diamond 
was a mile and a half from the school. (This diamond was the old 
race track, located at the edge of town on the Calaveritas road. In 
later years some games were also played on Dasso Hill, which is 
now the Hillmont subdivision), and so it was difficult to get the 
boys together to practice. Through the efforts of the captain, the 
team was held together, and some practice was accomplished. 
They played one game with Ione High School on April 27th. 
Calaveras lost, but they were far from discouraged by the results 
of the game, for it awakened a new interest in the team, and a 
determined desire to gain back their losses next year.

The girls had taken considerable interest in basketball. 
Through the aid of Mr. Decker, they obtained the use of Coulter’s 
Flat adjoining the Popular Grove Hotel.*

A court was laid out and backstops were erected. Most of the 
girls came out to practice, and under Mr. Decker’s coaching, 
some very promising players were discovered. The girls had 
hopes for a game on April 27, but heavy March rains prevented all 
practice. Under such circumstances it was decided to postpone 
any challenges until the following year. The team would be better 
organized and have more practice by that time. Also, a board 
fence had to be built on the edge of Coulter’s Flat to prevent the 
ball from constantly rolling down into San Andreas Creek.

1907 - 1908
The Faculty: Mr. C. R. Perrier, Principal; Mr. Decker, As

sistant; Mr. Enos Higginbotham, Mr. Coxe.
The third year of the school the enrollment dropped. The gold 

mines were hiring men, and some of the young men who would 
have gone to school, went instead to work in the mines, as their 
families needed their help at home. Other students who wanted to 
go to school had no means of transportation, and some that did 
attend had to walk several miles.

Mr. Enos Higginbotham, prinicpal of the grammar school 
taught one high school class from 3:30 to 4:10 every afternoon.

It was during this time that the course of study was changed to 
four years, and the real academic character of the school was es
tablished. The diploma of graduation entitled the holder to enter 
the University of California.

April 25th was a red-letter day for Calaveras High, as Tuolumne 
High School’s basketball and baseball teams had agreed to come 
to San Andreas and play a match game with their school. There 
was so much enthusiasm over the game that it spread throughout 
town, and all wanted to help to make the event a great success. 
Main Street was alive with banners, and brilliant colors, the Red 
and Gold of Calaveras, mingled with the Green and Gold of 
Tuolumne.

The affair began the night before the games, when the 
Calaveras boys, in stage coaches, surreys, and rigs were sent to 
Angels to meet the Tuolumne visitors at the Sierra Railway 
Station. All went well except when driver Harry Terwilliger in all 

*D & A Auto Repair and the San Andreas Welding Shop are 
now on this location.

the excitement collided with the Angels Stage Coach and lost a 
wheel. But he managed to be the first to arrive back in San An
dreas.

The Tuolumne players, twenty-five in number, were headed by 
Professor Inch and wife. They were greeted at the High School by 
the students, and were given a reception at the school.

The next day the town showed signs of increasing life, and by 
noon the quiet little town was alive with strangers waving gay 
banners of the schools. The strong school spirit had reached the 
borders of the County, and all wanted to participate.

At 1:30, a large crowd assembled on Coulter’s Flat for the first 
event of the day. Every foot of space was occupied. The San An
dreas Band played some excellent music. There was plenty of 
color among the crowd as most everyone wore those of the respec
tive high schools.

After much applause and cheering, the two teams came 
forward: first, the Tuolumne girls lined up their team. They 
were: forwards - Iva Perry and Mabel Gerer; Center - Louise 
Stanley and Nell Shine; and guards - Idella Bach and Irene Kahl. 
Members of the Calaveras team were: forwards - Hazel Rigney 
and Ruby Cain: center-Gertrude Bund and Ruby Ames: guards- 
Elva Luddy and Iva Fischer.

When the whistle blew the team lined up for the battle. It was a 
fast and exciting game. They presented a livelier scene on 
Coulter’s Flat than the people of San Andreas had ever seen.

At the end of the game the score was 19 to 9 in favor of 
Tuolumne, but none the less the Calaveras coach, Mr. Coxe, was 
very proud of his team. There was evidence that with a little more 
practice, they would enjoy some victories, and all were looking 
forward to a return game with Tuolumne.

As soon as the basketball game was over, there was a rush to the 
baseball diamond. Carriages were provided to take the visitors to 
the Race Track where the game was to take place. Louis 
Genochio handled the reins on the four-horse stage coach very 
well, and made several trips carrying spectators to the game. 
(Some of the Tuolumne girls flattered him by saying he was an ex
pert driver.) the field was as closely packed with interested fans 
as had been the basketball game on Coulter’s Flat.

The lineup of players for the game were, Tuolumne: Conde, 
Miller, Morse, Shine, Sandoval, Tibbits, Doyle, Cassel, Gibbens 
and Calaveras: F. La Riviere, Shinn, Steel, Z. La Riviere, O. 
Zwinge, Terwilliger, A. Leonard, H. Zwinge, C. Leonard.

The Tuolumne team was a veteran high school team, with a lot 
of practice, while the local team was made up of boys that could be 
gathered around town in short notice with very few players ac
tually from the high school. And some of these had played very lit
tle before. It was Shinn’s second game as a catcher, the same with 
Leonard as a pitcher, and H. Zwinge as right field had never 
played in a regular game, and none had played together as a team 
before.

It was an exciting game, one of the best ever seen on the local 
diamond. At the close of the game the score was 13 to 4 in favor of 
Calaveras. Calaveras High School did not take credit for the vic
tory, but were proud that they had helped with the excitement and 
amusement of the day.
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GIRLS PLAYING BASKETBALL AT COULTER’S FLAT 1908
The event was climaxed with a home town talent vaudeville 

show at the Metropolitan Hall, followed by a dance that reached 
into the early hours of the morning, enjoyed and appreciated by 
all.

On May 30th, the girls’ basketball team went to Tuolumne to 
play a return game. The game was played in the pavilion of the 
school, and the Calaveras girls expected to be at a disadvantage, 
as it was their first time to play on a floor and under lights, but 
were surprised to find that they could play a much faster game in
doors, and that the lights did not bother them.

Tuolumne was the first to score, but at the end of the first half, 
the score was 8 to 7 in favor of Calaveras. This gave the girls all 
the confidence they needed, and they played a fast second half, en
ding with a score of 15 to 8 in favor of Calaveras.

Although nothing had been done in boys athletics owing to the 
small attendance of boys, the girls were very proud, for they had 
made it a big year for the school. This was the first athletic vic
tory for Calaveras High.

1908 - 1909

The Faculty: Mr. Curtis Locklin, principal; Mrs. McKinley; 
Mr. Enos Higginbotham.

The fourth year the school opened on August 24th with an atten
dance of 9 boys and 13 girls, but before midterm, it had increased 
to 29.

With so much change in the faculty, there was at first some 
criticism of the lack of experience on the part of the teachers. The 
students and parents, however, were pleasantly surprised to find 

that the commercial teacher could handle any high school subject 
besides either system of stenography, while the principal could 
not only do likewise, but was a competent engineer, both mining 
and civil. Both teachers worked in great harmony with the 
students.

This year the upstairs was no longer used, as the main floor was 
divided into two parts, one room being the academic and the other 
the commercial.

The Freshman class outnumbered the rest of the school, 
therefore, very little was done in social affairs or athletics. 
However, they had an excellent journal, with very interesting 
material including the history of local industries, and resources of 
Calaveras County.

OUR FIRST GRADUATE

1909 - 1910

The Faculty: Mr. Barth, principal: Miss Burk.
The fifth year of the school’s existence had an enrollment of 

only 18 students, but it was a year of hard work, filled with 
pleasure, unity and harmony among students and teachers.

During the term there were a number of debates by the literary 
society, building a team to be able to challenge other schools in the 
future. Athletic affairs did not receive much attention due to the 
small attendance.

The close of the school year was marked by a most important
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- 1910

THE GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM - 1908
event, the first commencement exercises. The school was very
proud of their first academic graduate. Her record as a student
for four years was excellent, and “The Skull’’ was dedicated to
her, ‘ ‘Maud Elizabeth Nuland, the first graduate of the Calaveras
County High School.”

The graduating exercises were held Friday, June 25th, in the
Superior Courtroom of the old Courthouse. Professor R. S.
Halway of the University at Berkeley delivered the address, and
an interesting program of exercises was given by the school. A
great many townspeople attended to show their appreciation of
the high school, and to greet the first graduate.

1910 - 1911
The Faculty: Mr. Barth, principal; Miss Keeler; Miss Coman; 

Mrs. J. Porter (music).
The sixth year, the commercial room was divided, thus making 

three rooms in the school. The library was increased, and a music 
department was added which was greatly appreciated by the 
students. Mrs. Porter, from Angels, came every Friday, and the 
students looked forward to their music lessons. No students were 
graduated in 1911.

Through the efforts of Principal Barth, the Metropolitan Hotel, 
the Poplar Grove Hotel, and some private residences agreed to

MAUD ELIZABETH NULAND
First Graduate of Calaveras High School
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board high school students. Those living in outlying towns were 
placed in proper boarding quarters through his help. This in
creased the enrollment to 52, far better than the previous year of 
only 18 students. With this increase the students showed more 
school spirit, and more interest was taken in baseball, girls’ 
basketball, and “Captain Ball”

OUR SECOND GRADUATING CLASS
1911 - 1912

The Faculty: Mr. Barth, principal; Mr. Keep; Miss Grubb; 
Miss Keeler: Miss Coman; Mrs. Porter (music).

Graduating Class:
John Biasch Lucie Joses
Joseph Huberty Reginald Nanscawen
Martin Huberty

1912 marked the seventh year of the school, now larger and 
much better equipped, with the faculty increased to five teachers, 
including the music teacher. The commercial class was moved to 
the lower room, which now made four rooms for the school. The 
students continued on with good work in studies, in athletics, 
debating, social and literary work.

The commencement exercises took place on June 22nd in the old 
town hall, next to the Metropolitan Hotel.* All subsequent classes 
graduated there until 1925, and the last two classes, 1926 and 1927 
graduated in the present Town Hall.

This was the second graduating class, and Calaveras High 
School has had a graduating class ever since.

1912 - 1913
The Faculty: Mr. Barth, principal; Mrs. Olive Grubb; Miss 

Margaret MacCormac; Mr. Fred Pribble; Mrs. Porter.
Graduating Class:

Edna Dickhaut Gordon Keith
George Dietz John Squellatti
Annie Grenitta Earl Wesson

This year on account of the lack of material, the boys could not 
organize a good baseball team, so their first basketball team was 
introduced. The team lineup was:

Wesson - left guard
Squellati - right guard 
Cuslidge - center

Warrington - left guard 
Nuner - right guard 
Dietz - left guard

Every year the athletic spirit of the Calaveras girls increased, 
especially toward basketball, and during the latter part of last 
year, a girls’ tennis club was organized.

MR. KEITH RETURNS
1913 - 1914

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Leta Potter; 
Miss Mary Hamilton; Mr. Fred Pribble.

*Now just west of the location of the San Andreas theater. 
The old Town Hall was burned in 1926.

Graduating Class:
Elba Ames Glover Nuner
Mae Danielson Rita Stewart
Violet Folsom Myrtle Walters
This year the students were very happy to welcome back the 

first principal of Calaveras County High School, Mr. James Keith. 
Since the University of California had adopted correspondence 

courses, the Board of Education of Calaveras, at Mr, Keith’s 
suggestion, saw fit to enroll in the high school a system of corres
pondence work similar to that of the University. This was a great 
advantage for students who lived too far away to attend school. 
These students, through the correspondence courses, were 
brought in close contact with the work of the school. Twenty-four 
students were enrolled, and good results were accomplished.

THE YEARS OF WORLD WAR I
1914 - 1915

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Marion Jones; 
Miss Ethel Durst; Mr. Fred Pribble.

Graduating Class: 
John Huberty 
Walter Huberty 
Esther Joses 
Robert McConnell 
Lester Nuland 
Alzoe Pfortner

Bernice Pfortner
Ruth Poe
Rowena Snyder
Leslie Stewart
Carrie (Lewis) Trimble

1915 - 1916
The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Marion Jones; 

Miss Ethel Durst; Mr. Fred Pribble.
Graduating Class: 

Evelyn Coulter 
George Graves 
Earl Halley

Doris Treat
Hattie Turner

This year there were 54 students in the school, 37 girls, and 17 
boys, a larger attendance than in any preceding year.

By an act of the California Legislature in August, 1915, all 
county high schools were designated as Union High Schools, thus 
Calaveras County High School became Calaveras Union High 
School.

1916 - 1917
The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Marion Jones; 

Miss Ethel Durst; Mr. Fred Pribble.
Graduating Class: 

Millard Dean 
Madeline Donnallan 
Rachel Genochio 
Irene Lowry

Flora McDonald
Harold McCombie 
Marjorie Stephens

During World War I, and a few years after, times were difficult, 
therefore “The Skull’’ was not published in the years 1917, 1918, 
1919, and 1920.

1917 - 1918
The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Marion Jones; 

Miss Ethel Durst; Mr. Fred Pribble.
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STUDENT BODY OF 1911-12
Boys, lower left, 1 to r: John Biasch, Norman Haupt, Lester Nuland, Leslie Stewart (front), 

Walter Huberty, and Clyde Getchell
Girls, lower row: Carrie Lewis, Myrtle Walters, Violet Huberty, Bessie Winkler, Mae 

Danielson, Rita Stewart
Girls, half row above: Bernice Pfortner, Florence Agostini, Zela Cademartori, Ruth Poe, 

Esther Joses, Alzoe Pfortner
Girls next half row above: Annie Grenitta, Rowena Snyder, Eva Rathgeb, Ethel Harris, Es

sie Donnallan, Marian Dickhaut, Tessie Rathgeb.
Girls next to top row: Lucie Joses, Elba Ames, Edna Dickhaut, Ora Schwoerer, Miss Grubb, 

Miss Coman, Miss Keeler
Boys, back row: Bob McConnell, Mr. Barth, John Squellati, Carl Weber, Glover Nuner, Gor
don Keith, Martin Huberty, George Dietz, Erie Wesson, Robert Fischer, Reginald 

Nanscawen, Clarence Warrington, Joseph Huberty.
Graduating Class: Graduating Class:

Ralph Danielson Dante Oneto Flora Bund Dorinda Serra
Norma De Martini Katherine Oneto Margaret Evans Joseph Serra
Bernice Messenger Edna Schall Josephine Genochio Ralph Treat
Marion Messenger Louise Terry Ethel McCombie William Turner
Claire Oneto 1919 - 1920

POST-WAR YEARS
1918 - 1919

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Marion Jones; 
Miss Ethel Crum; Mr. F. Hargrove.

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Gladys Lemon; 
Miss Amber Vestel; Mr. Irvin B. Davies

Graduating Class:
Wayne King William Wells Minnie McSorley
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS - 1921-22

Back row: Mr. Keith, Mr. Goff, James Waters, L. H. Getchell (P.G.), Paul Loeffler, Carl 
Ward, Gerlad Turner, Karl Loeffler, Harold Messenger, Emmett Joy, Howard Joses, Lorin 

Wells, Louis DeMartini, Owen Barton, James Ward, Mrs. Airola, Mrs. McFall 
Front Row: Marvin Waters, Eva Genochio, Ethelda Filippini, Loretta Winkler, Marjorie 
Waters, Evelyn Cosgrave, Florence McFall, Frances Sowden, Lois Joses, Rose Roberts, 

Blanche Gouzenne, Leona Vogelsang, Percy McCombie

During these years, basketball was played first in the old Car
riage House, opposite the livery stable on Main Street just below 
the Metropolitan Hotel, then in the old Town Hall. Outside sports 
were still played on Coulter’s Flat.

1920 - 1921

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal; Miss Leia Lenfest; 
Mrs. J. Crofts; Mr. Roy B. Jacka.

Graduating Class:
Cornelia Cavagnaro Harold Getchell
Charles Filippini Ramona Raggio

Funds in the student body were still small, and cost of material 
and printing amounted to more than the students could acquire. 
Therefore, “The Skull” could not be published. But after con
sulting the faculty, the students decided that the commercial 
department should typewrite “The Skull”, thus saving all ex
penses of printing, and make possible its publication. It was hard 
work and difficult, but showed the determination of the students.

WE LOSE MR. KEITH

1921 - 1922

The Faculty: Mr. James Keith, principal (September to Ap
ril); Mr. F. Goff, principal (April to June); Mrs. G. Airola; Miss 
Marguerite Carver; Mr. M. Brickley.

Graduating Class: 
Louis De Martini 
Blanche Gouzenne 
Howard Joses 
Emmett Joy
Paul Loeffler

Percy McCombie 
Florence McFall 
Rose Roberts
Leona Vogelsang
Lorin Wells

This year the students of Calaveras High School were deeply 
saddened by the sudden loss of their beloved friend and teacher, 
Mr. James Keith.

1922 - 1923

Gerald Turner 
Carl Ward 
James Ward 
Marjorie Waters 
Marvin Waters 
Loretta Winkler

The Faculty: Mr. F. Goff, principal; Mrs. G. Airola; Miss 
Marguerite Carver; Mr. M. Brickley.

Graduating Class:
Owen Barton
Ethelda Filippini
Eva Genochio
Lois Joses
Karl Loeffler
Harold Messenger
Frances Sowden

As the automobile traffic increased each year, the noise 
interfered more and more with both students and teachers. In the 
early years of the school, the horse-drawn carriages and slow- 
moving freight wagon traveling up the steep rough China Street 
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hill, did not create such a noise problem, but the swift cars and 
heavy trucks with open mufflers made it so difficult that all were 
in hopes for a new school on a quiet location.

THE WEST POINT BRANCH

1923 - 1924

The Faculty: Mr. F. Goff, principal; Mrs. M. McFall; Mr. M. 
Brinckley: Mr. Edwards; Miss Gibbs; Mrs. McKay, Miss Ander
son (West Point branch).

Graduating Class: 
Ernest Bacigalupi 
James Casey

Horace McCombie
Elizabeth McFall

John Cavagnaro
Fred Cuneo
Francis Dragomanovich
Lloyd Graves
Clara Guttinger
Lillian Jasper

Viola Nuner 
Joseph Silvera 
Agnes Snyder 
Carrie Tillman 
Irene Zwinge

This year there was a marked improvement in the school. 
Three new busses began transporting students from Mokelumne 
Hill. Paloma, and Comanche, carrying nearly two-thirds of the 
students. The largest class in the history of the school entered in 
the Fall of 1923, swelling the daily attendance to 75.

A branch High School was established at West Point, as the dis
tance between there and San Andreas was too great to provide 
transportation. This increased the faculty to six teachers, five in 
San Andreas, and one in West Point.

1924 - 1925

The Faculty: Mr. F. Goff, principal; Mr. Fogg; Miss McKay; 
Mrs. G. Airola; Miss Anderson; Mr. Bennett (West Point bran
ch) .

Graduating Class:

Mae DeMartini 
Charles Giannini 
Gustav Hawver 
Doris Joy

Veda Queirolo
Elizabeth Thompson
Genevieve Thompson

1925 - 1926

The Faculty: Mr. Charles Gastineau, principal; Mr. Charles 
Fogg: Mrs. G. Airola: Mrs. M. McFall; Mr. C. Hinchey; Mrs. A. 
Bunstead (West Point branch).

Graduating Class:

Catherine Brennan 
Alex Casey 
John Cavagnaro 
Madeline Cavagnaro

William Charlton
Norma Cuslidge 
Ellis Dragomanovich
Louise Giannini

Madeline Jack Louise Robier
John Kent Alfred Ryno
Edna Lyons Veda Schrack
Louise Podesta Velda Schrack
Clarence Robier Vincent Tiscornia

This was the largest class to graduate from the old Calaveras 
Union High School.

THE LAST YEAR AT THE LODGE

1926 - 1927

The Faculty: Mr. Charles Gastineau, principal: Mrs. M. 
McFall; Mrs. G. Airola; Mr. V. Husband; Mr. J. Smith

Graduating Class:

Will Casey 
Louise Cuneo 
Basil Esmond 
Doris Lombardi 
Cord Moller

Margaret Pettengill
Marjory Seeman 
Ethel Sharp 
Norma Trabucco
Helen Turner

With the increase in the enrollment of students, and the heavier 
traffic noise, this class of 1927 became the last to graduate from 
the old high school, as the Calaveras Union High School District 
answered the call for a new school.

Early in 1928, the students of Calaveras were welcomed into a 
new and beautiful high school located on a large and quiet hillside 
near the old Joss House.

The old school closed with success and pride. One of the original 
students. Hattie Dietz (Hertzig) many years before had ex
pressed the feeling of those happy days in the Lodge Building in a 
poem in “The Skull’’ (with apologies to Elizabeth Akers Allen):

Blessed Old High

Backward turn backward oh time in your flight. 
Make me a High School girl just for tonight. 

Let me again, as in days that are past. 
(Oh that those days might fore’er and e’er last). 

Study the lessons we always hold dear.
History. Ivanhoe, and with good cheer.

Study the Classics, Myths without a sigh.
Long may you stand, dear school. Blessed Old High.

Back Issues
A list of our back issues is available for the asking. Out of print 

issues will be supplied as “xerox’’ copies. Price to members is 60 
cents a copy, and a discount is given for orders over $10.
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IN MEMORIAM

Dr. Earnest W. Cleary

CORRECTION
In our January issue (1976). author Bishop didn’t get the 

reference to Mr. C. W. Thompson quite correct. We have received 
a letter from his grand-daughter, Naomi Dick, setting the record 
straight, in which she says:

“On page 15. it states that Field purchased the ranch from C. W. 
Thompson in 1870 ... It was he who purchased the property from 
Fields about 1890 and moved there with his family from Lodi 
where he had been farming.

“The article further states that in 1876 the farm house burned 
down and was rebuilt by Field who lived there for the next 13 
years. It was then that it was purchased by my grandfather who 
farmed there until early 1920’s when he sold to a party by name of 
Christensen and retired to live in Lockeford.”

CAMP NINE ENGINEERING STAFF
Mr. Fred Leighton called our attention to an error in the 
April-July issue, 1975, on page 33, where we incorrectly 
identified Chief Engineer Carpenter. In the above pic
ture he is at the extreme right.

NEW MEMBERS
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Atkins. Arnold
G. Bever, Stockton
Mrs. Faith Biggerstaff. San Andreas
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Binger. Arnold
Mr. & Mrs. Joel Burns. Benicia
Mr. J. L. Coffey. San Andreas
Mrs. William Comer, Arnold
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Filippini. San Andreas 
Mrs. Ruth Gardner, Mokelumne Hill
Mrs. Walter V. Hill. West Point
Mrs. Mary Lou Humber. Hathaway Pines 
Mrs. Josephine Hynes, Napa
Mr. John James. San Andreas
Mr. & Mrs. C. C. Kirkpatrick. Murphys
Mr. & Mrs. John A. McAdam. San Andreas 
Mrs. Barbara M, McKee, Oakland
Mr. Lane Rader, San Andreas (Junior member) 
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Ross, Stockton
Mrs. W. C. Skinner, Idaho Falls. Idaho
Mr. David Strange. San Rafael

FORTHCOMING PROGRAMS
APRIL 22nd - Dinner Meeting at Copello’s, Altaville. Ar

chitectural awards and film. “Patrick Henry”
MAY 28th - Joint meeting with Tuolumne Society at the 

Memorial Hall, Sonora (across from Court House).. California 
painters.

JUNE 24th - Grange Hall, San Andreas. Judge Smith Family 
JULY 22nd - Annual meeting. Tentatively at Michelson School, 

in Murphys. Fifes & Drums of Calaveras.
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BICENTENNIAL YEAR
1776 - 1976

The Smith Family
Of West Point

Editor’s Note: Calaveras families through the years have in
volved themselves uniquely in struggles, progress, and 
challenges. Such a family is the Smith family of West Point.

It should be noted that over the years this family has played an 
active part in county affairs. Claude T. Smith, for example, was 
County Supervisor and also Justice of the Peace. His older 
brother, “Mr. Calaveras”, Judge J.A. Smith, gave to his family a 
continued pride. Judge Smith gave leadership to the Calaveras 
Historical Society by being its president for several years.

The Smith family is still an active force. Gary, Claude’s 
grandson, is the current representative for this fine family his
tory. The following text is the result of his fervent pride in those 
who came before him.

The Smith family story is not unlike any other family whose 
early members came to Calaveras County in search of gold. Much 
of the information on the following pages was found in old 
newspaper articles and scrapbook clippings which are in the 
family’s possession. Also, information was compiled from letters 
written by one of the Smith’s, Thomas Richardson, to his parents 
and other family members living in their homeland of Scotland. 
We are very fortunate that these letters and clippings were saved 
by the family, otherwise not much would have been known about 
the ongoings of our family during that period of time. There must 
also be a note of thanks to two members of the family, James 
Alexander Smith and Andrew Jeffrey. Between these two men a 
great deal of the Smith history was remembered and written 
down for future members to learn and appreciate. Without the 
foresight of James and Andrew, their knowledge of the family 
would have been lost.

JOHN RICHARDSON SMITH
1835-1899

THOMAS RICHARDSON SMITH
1833-1914
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The Beginnings of the Family

The Smith’s of West Point had their roots in the country of 
Scotland, where Thomas Richardson Smith, and his brother John 
Richardson Smith - the heads of the Smith Family were born. 

Thomas and John’s parents, Andrew and Isabella Smith nee 
Richardson, were also born in Scotland in the years 1806 and 1809 
respectively. From their marriage nine children were born. They 
were Thomas, born August 17, 1832; John, born December 13, 
1835; Margaret, born January 22, 1838; George, born March 2, 
1840; Janet (or Jennett), born July 15, 1843; Isabella, born 
January 6, 1845; Robert, born November 12, 1846; Jane, born Ap
ril 2,1849; and Alexander, also born on April 2, but in the year 1852. 
All of the nine children bore as their names, Isabella’s maiden of 
Richardson. In addition, all of the children were born in Eccles, 
Scotland, a small village not far from Edinburgh.

Throughout his lifetime, Andrew was a very hard worker and 
good provider for his family. When the coal fields were discovered 
in the County of Durham, which is in the north of England, he 
journeyed there. After a few years in the mines, he moved back to 
Scotland and started a drayage, or hauling, business. During his 
later years, Andrew began looking after other farmers’ livestock. 
This was commonly known as “Gentleman Farming’’.

Excluding their sons Thomas and John not much is known about 
the lives of Andrew and Isabella’s other seven children. Margaret 
Smith never married and died December 11, 1869. George Smith 
was married two times. His first marriage was to Elizabeth Kir
by. Elizabeth came from Botley, a small village in Yorkshire, 
England, where her parents owned a farm. George was 
Yardmaster for the then York and Newcastle Rail Road Cor
poration, now known as the London and North Eastern Rail Road 
Corporation. In 1874 or 1875 he moved to South Shields,England, to 
be Yardmaster at the North Eastern Railway. Elizabeth Kirby 
Smith died in 1876, and their son, John Robert, was raised by his 
Grandparents Kirby. John stayed with his grandparents until he 
was ten years old, at which time he joined his father in South 
Shields. Around this time, George married Miss Jane Hart. From 
this marriage six children were born: Ella, Allison, Mary, 
Georgina, Alexander, and Cecil. Ella, Allison and Mary were 
married. Alexander was killed in World War I. He was a foreign 
correspondent for a shipping firm at Newcastle and at the time of 
his death, at the age of 25,was a Sargent in the English Regiment, 
the youngest on record. Nothing is known of Cecil and Georgina.

Janet Smith married William Elder of Berwick-Upon-Tweed, 
Scotland. There were no children from their marriage, however, 
William did have seven children from a previous marriage. They 
were John, Thomas, Fessie, Katherine, David, Maggie, and 
William Jr.

Isabella Smith passed away as a young child.
Robert Smith married Miss Janet Galbraith. Their family con

sisted of Andrew, Thomas, and Isabella. Robert was an Ac
countant and held a job with the Pyman Bell Lumber Company in 
South Shields as Chief Clerk and Paymaster. In 1911, Robert gave 
up that position to come to British Columbia and work for the New

MRS. WILLIAM ELDER 
(Jennet Richardson Smith)

Westminister Lumber Company. About four or five years later he 
was found dead — drowned — and the lumber company sent his 
wife and family back to South Shields. Janet Galbraith Smith, 
upon her return to England, took up teaching.

Jane Smith was married to George Jeffrey, and one son Andrew 
was born. Andrew later came to California, staying in Southern 
California in the Ventura area.

Alexander Smith married Miss Annie Affleck, who was a sister 
to his brother John’s wife. Threeof their children, Mary, Andrew, 
and Isabella, were born in England; and the fourth, Robert, was 
born after the family’s move to San Francisco.

To America
Soon after the discovery of gold in California, Thomas 

Richardson Smith, immigrated to America, settling near 
relatives in the state of New York. His first home in this new land 
was not far from the Hudson River. His brother John and wife 
Isabella Affleck joined him in New York shortly after their mar
riage on January 7, 1857. While residing in New York, three of 
John and Isabella’s fourteen children were born only seven of 
which survived.

Both John and Thomas secured jobs without much difficulty, 
John being a skilled mechanic had served his apprenticeship as a 
blacksmith in his homeland. Thomas was hired as a 
Superintendent overseeing a swamp draining operation up the 
Hudson River. It is also understood that Thomas attended night
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THE GEORGE JEFFREY FAMILY
Geo. Jeffrey, Jane Smith Jeffrey & son Andrew Jeffrey

school classes while in New York, although his course of study is 
not known.

In a letter written to family members back home, was Thomas’ 
following description of American men and women:

“...this is a far better country for women than men in general.lt 
is a rare occurance to see a woman working out here except a few 
hours each day in hay time and then they are so muffled up to keep 
themselves from getting sun burned that they are of very little 
use. Of course they are very feminine in appearance and cannot 
stand the hardships of those who work with you. The men are 
more stout and helgthy looking...”

Westward Ho!!
John Richardson Smith came first to California, settling in 

Angels Camp where he opened a blacksmith shop. He then moved 
to Chili Gulch and later to Mokelumne Hill where he was em
ployed at the Louttit Blacksmith Shop, In addition, to his em
ployment at Louttit’s, John also moonlighted with gold mining. 
Isabella and children joined him after he had settled in “The 
Hill”.

After completing the swamp draining operation back in New 
York, Thomas joined his brother in coming to California. He left 
from New York on the 20th of December 1859, on board the steam 
ship Atlantic. On this vessel were 499 other passengers anxiously 
awaiting their journey to the gold fields of California. As Thomas 
stated in another letter to his parents,“...all with high hopes for 
the land of gold - how many of them will meet with disap
pointment.” He also mentioned that the passengers on board 
were made up of people from all corners of the world.

Once on board, the steam ship headed for the Carribean Sea, 
passing the West India Islands. The ship was in view of Cuba and 
St. Domingo. Once the ship had crossed the Isthmus of Davien, the 
passengers would board another vessel to take them to San 
Francisco. The voyage in all was approximately 6,000 miles and 
was to take about one month.

When Thomas landed in San Francisco, the population of the 
city was between 70,000 and 80,000. Thomas noted to his parents 
that considering its age, only eleven years, the city did have some 
very fine looking granite buildings.

From San Francisco, he and two others from the journey 
headed on foot to the gold fields. All other modes of transportation 
out of the city were already crowded, seats already taken, so they 
had no other alternative but to begin their trek to the gold fields by 
walking.

Thomas wrote his parents that the land seemed perfectly level 
and was covered with a thin sod, and that there was only one kind 
of tree — the scrub oak scattered almost regularly over the coun
try, “which gave the country the appearance of one continued or
chard.”

After a couple of days journey, the trio began to get their first 
sights of gold diggins. If you have ever tried to explain something 
to someone with which the listener is not at all familiar, you might 
appreciate the following. Thomas writes to his family who know 
nothing at all about gold mining, a brief description of “gold 
diggings”. It reads:

“I can scarcly give you a correct idea of the diggings but I will 
do it as I can. In the first place ditches are cut along the hillside to 
carry water high enough to wash the earth or gravle which is done 
by placing a row of boxes called sluices each about 12 feet long 
with decent enough to run the water down with a good force and 
throwing the earth in while being washed down the gold being 
heavy falls to the bottom in which are placed some framed pieces 
of wood. To receive it, quicksilver is put in to amalgamate with 
the gold and gather it together. Their are many kinds of diggings. 
Some of them being dug to a great depth, but the gravel being 
always washed down in sluices to wash out the gold. Some of them 
called hydraulic diggings are washed away by bringing the water 
in from a height and throwing it against the bank,with a hose as 
firemen throw water on a burning. Some of them sink shafts and 
run in drifts like coal miners. The gold being found in greatest 
quantities where there have been the bottom of a lake or river but 
these are expensive and take some capital to begin”.
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Early Mining Attempts
After finding it impossible to hire on an already operating 

claim, Thomas and companions, William Clements and Robert 
Miller, bought a very modest surface claim. They paid L4 each for 
the claim itself, tools, and small shanty. The claim did not pay off 
well and about a month later the trio moved onward.

They mined at several locations including Chili Gulch, Poverty 
Bar, Camanche, Lancha Plana and Central Hill.

When the gold rush broke out at the Frazier River, in British 
Columbia, Thomas left California and his comrades, and joined 
the men headed for that new field. He mined around Lake Amblin 
and Port Discovery in Washington Territory. His mail was ad
dressed, “Victoria, Vancover Island.”

Thomas soon found that gold mining was not an easy task and 
that fortunes did not come easily. Another letter found the follow
ing advice to members of his family:

“If the British Columbia gold excitement should prevail here 
you are and any of the young men wish to come out here I may ven
ture a little advice, none need come without plenty money...and 
then the chances will be that after years of toil and hardship, and 
with broken down constitutions perhaps one out of ten may realize 
something near his expectations. I think that take it all in all the 
prize is not worth contending for...”

Thomas, after finding the British Columbian rush not to his ad
vantage, once again found his way to Calaveras County, settling 
this time in Mokelumne Hill, with brother John and family.

The Civil War by this time was raging in America and thinking 
that the folks back home might be concerned, Thomas wrote reas
suring them that California was not in the midst of battle. He 
wrote:

‘‘I suppose you will hear a good deal just now about the troubles 
existing in the United States. We are tolerable quiet here and the 
people generally determined to assist the government in crushing 
out the rebellion. There is no danger of any difficulty accuring in 
this state...”

Even though Thomas and John were doing well with their 
claims in Mokelumne Hill, they decided that the grass might be 
greener on the other side. So leaving John’s wife and children to 
guard the ownings in Mokelumne Hill, they ventured to the White 
Pine excavation in Nevada, taking along John Jackson. John had 
been a mining partner of Thomas’ while in Central Hill.

The trio traveled up through the Sacramento Valley, turning 
east through Honey Lake Valley, Lassen County, to the Nevada 
mines. Although they did locate rich copper deposits they were 
forced to leave due to Indians being on the warpath.

Returning to Calaveras County, Thomas and brother John 
moved to West Point, making it their home for the remainder of 
their lives.

Smith’s to West Point
John and family first moved into the old La Franchi home. In 

1872, he purchased his home in West Point from Aquila M. Hope 
for the consideration of $400.00. This property is presently owned 
by great-granddaughter Ruth Spink and husband Clifford. Prior 
to the sale, the property was known as the Hope Place.

John assisted by his sons, then established in West Point a 
blacksmith shop. He took a lively interest in local affairs and held 
the office of Justice of the Peace for ten years, 1882 to 1892.

In 1892, defeating Charles Werle, he was elected County Super
visor representing the Mokelumne Township sector, now known 
as District No. 2. In 1896, John again was elected Supervisor, this 
time defeating Fred Beale. John was serving as Chairman of the 
Board when he was stricken by a heart attack. He fell ill coming 
home from a meeting one night and died not long afterward. The 
date of his death was February 11,1899. John was 64 years of age. 
He is buried in the West Point Cemetery.

John was also very active in community groups, being a 
member in nearly all local organizations. Among those clubs 
John belonged to were the International Order of Odd Fellows, for 
over twenty years; affiliated with the Lone Star Encampment No. 
10; West Point Lodge No. 290; Blue Mountain Rebekah Lodge No. 
187; and the Court Mokelumne of the Order of Foresters.

The seven surviving children of John and Isabella were George 
A. Smith, Robert Smith, Andrew D. Smith, Isabell Smith Tunnell, 
Mary Ann Smith Moore, Margaret Jane Smith Williams, and 
Thomas Watson Smith.

Thomas, upon moving to West Point, engaged in teaming and 
farming. For many years Thomas hauled all the freight that 
came into West Point. The closest rail road station at that time 
was in Ione, Amador County. Thomas also contracted to haul

KATE REYNOLDS SMITH 
at age twenty
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THE THOMAS R. SMITH FAMILY 
Posing for a family portrait on a 
typical Sunday afternoon in West 
Point. Left to right: Thomas Smith, 
Sidney Andrew, James Alexander, 
little Claude Thomas and their 
mother, Kate Reynolds Smith.

quartz from the various mines in and around West Point.
On the first day of June, 1877, Thomas was united in marriage to 

Miss Katherine Reynolds, some twenty years younger than he, by 
Ira Hill Reed, County Judge of Calaveras County.

Kate Reynolds was born in Cornwall, England, on August 13, 
1857. Her father, John J. Reynolds, had come to California in the 
early 1860’s seeking gold. In 1875, Kate and her mother, Jane 
Reynolds, came to California to be reunited with John. Upon the 
arrival of Jane and Kate, the family moved and settled in West 
Point.

Judge Ira Hill Reed had been an early day miner and resident of 
West Point, and upon leaving the town sold his home to Thomas

Smith. In addition, in 1877, Thomas filed a homestead upon 160 
acres of land just south of and adjoining the West Point townsite, 
and here the family home was established. John and Jane 
Reynolds continued to occupy the so-called Reed Home. This 
home was torn down in the 1890’s and a new building was erected 
in its place.

From the marriage of Thomas and Kate Smith, four children 
were bom. The first, a daughter, died in infancy and is believed to 
have been buried in the West Point Cemetery, however there is no 
marker on her grave. The second child, Sidney Andrew, was born 
March 9, 1880 at the old Reed Home. The third, James Alexander, 
was born the 26th day of April, 1882, also in the Reed Home. The 

THOMAS AND KATE’S 
“DREAM HOUSE” AS IT

LOOKED IN THE 1930’s. 
The young couple commenced 
construction on their home in the 
early 1880’s. This fine example of 
Victorian architecture remains 
today as a reminder of our past 
and is still the home of Thomas 
and Kate’s grandchildren, Mr. 
and Mrs. Kenneth Claude Smith.
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fourth child, Claude Thomas, was born June 11, 1887 on the 
Homestead.

During most of his married life, Thomas Smith was Clerk of the 
School Board of the Lincoln School District in West Point. When 
the West Point Union School District needed a new location for 
their school, Thomas gave of his land so that a new school could be 
built (This site was on Highway 26, south of the Brockmon 
Home, where Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dunlap now reside).

Thomas enjoyed growing things. He was an avid horticulturist, 
and especially enjoyed the growing of grapes and experimenting 
with walnut trees. Like his brother, Thomas was also very active 
in both civic and community affairs.

In the later part of the 1880’s, the mine at Central Hill known as 
the Union Shaft Placer Mine was held by Thomas and his as
sociates John Jackson and Superintendent Brown from the 
Lockwood Mine near West Point. It is also believed that Ira Hill 
Reed had a controlling interest in the Union Shaft. During the life 
span of the mine, which was less than five years, there was ap
proximately $100,000.00 taken from its veins. The mine was 
burned to the ground in 1893, the fire believed to have been started 
by vandals.

The building of Thomas and Kate’s “Dream House’’ was begun 
in the early 1880’s. This house is still standing and is presently 
owned and occupied by their grandson Kenneth Claude Smith. 
Kenneth is the third generation of Smith’s to live in this house.

THREE SMITH BROTHERS 
standing outside the home of their parents in West Point. 
From left to right: Claude Smith, later to be supervisor 
from Mokelumne Hill township for 16 years; Sidney A. 
Smith, teacher in Calaveras County turned civil 
engineer for Contra Costa County for years until his 
retirement; and James A. Smith, Superior Court Judge 
in Calaveras County. Photo taken in early 1910’s.

Thomas Richardson Smith died in May, 1914, at the family 
home of a heart attack. Kate Reynolds Smith continued to live in 
the family home with her youngest son, Claude, until her death in 
1937 while at the home of son J. A. Smith in San Andreas. Kate is 
buried in West Point alongside her husband.

The Sons of Thomas and Kate
Sidney, the eldest son, began his career as a teacher in 

Calaveras County. But soon decided teaching was not for him and 
took to surveying. His work took him throughout most of Califor
nia, Oregon and parts of Washington. He later returned to West 
Point, to marry Miss Mabel Wilson. Mabel’s father, Thomas A. 
Wilson, ran the grocery and general merchandise store in West 
Point for many years. Upon his retirement, Mabel’s brother Ar
thur, or Artie, continued in the business.

Sidney and Mabel moved to Walnut Creek where they raised 
their family. Two sons were born out of this marriage, Sidney 
Wilson Smith and Robert Willard Smith. Sidney was employed by 
Contra Costa County working in the Department of Highways and 
Bridges as Road District Supervisor. He retired from there in 
1949, with over 30 years of service. Mabel, prior to her marriage, 
had been a school teacher in Calaveras County but did not con
tinue to work afterwards.

Although Sidney a nd Mabel moved away from Calaveras Coun
ty, their love for the area did not cease. Both of them continued to 
return to the place of their birth. Along with brothers Alex and 
Claude, Sidney purchased and invested in land around West 
Point. Mabel passed away in 1959, Sidney in 1969. Both are buried 
in the family plot in West Point Cemetery.

Their oldest son, Sidney Wilson, or Bill as he was called, 
graduated from the University of California at Berkeley with a 
degree in Civil Engineering. He was then employed by the U.S. 
Geological Survey where he remained until his retirement at the 
age of 60. He and wife Charlotte lived in Menlo Park. They had no 
children. Bill passed away in 1974 of a heart attack, only one year 
after his retirement.

Robert Willard, or Willard as he was known, graduated from 
Stanford with a degree in Business Administration. He was em
ployed and still is, by Stanford Research Institute. Willard and 
first wife, Betty Doctor, had two sons, Kirk and Creighton Smith. 
Kirk and wife Lynn, reside in Pioneer, Amador County, where he 
is currently manager of the Pioneer Water District. They have 
one son, Mathew. Creighton, and wife Karen, live in Pine Acres, 
outside of Pine Grove, Amador County. He is currently employed 
by the County of Amador, working in the Health/Sanitation 
Department. They as yet have no children.

Willard and second wife Florence are now residing in the Palo 
Alto area.

“Here Comes the Judge”
James Alexander, whom most of you know as Judge Smith, was 

the second son born to Thomas and Kate Smith. Upon completing 
his schooling at the Lincoln District in West Point, Alex passed the 
exams and was issued a teaching certificate. He later became a
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CAMP TAYLOR
When Sidney Smith decided to under
take a career in surveying he 
attended the Vander Naillen’s School 
of Engineering. This is the class he 
was with when they were on a Field 
Party at Camp Taylor.
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principal for some of the county’s schools. He then attended Has
tings Law School, at the University of California at Berkeley. He 
did not graduate but instead returned to Calaveras County to 
become County Clerk.

After much study on his part, Alex was admitted to the State 
Bar in 1909. In 1918, nine years later, he was elected Superior 
Court Judge for Calaveras County. He served continuously in this 
office until his retirement in 1956. For each term after his initial 
election, Alex ran without any opposition. Throughout his 38 years 
as Judge in Calaveras County, Alex was called to sit on the 
Superior Court benches in Los Angeles and San Francisco coun
ties. During this span as Judge, it was said that he had only one of 
his decisions appealed; and that was only because the prosecution 
was not satisfied with the amount of money awarded as set
tlement and requested more.

In 1911, James Alexander was united in marriage to Miss Idell 
Parsons.Idell, who was from Murphys, had also taught school in 
Calaveras County prior to her marriage. There were no children 
born from their marriage.

Following his retirement, Alex devoted himself to his lifelong 
hobby of Calaveras history. In the early 1950’s he was one of the 
instrumental figures in the founding of our Historical Society. He 
was also, until his death in 1964, the only President it had.

Both he and Idell belonged to many organizations and clubs. He 
was the holder of the Silver Beaver Award for his contributions to 
scouting, and also had been given a Life Membership in the 
Parent-Teacher Association for his work as an educator. In ad
dition, he and Idell were part of the original membership of “Save 
the Water of Origin for Mountain Counties”. He was a charter 
member of the Native Sons; held Life Membership in the Azalea 
Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star; and was affiliated with the

IDELL PARSONS SMITH 
Wife of Judge J.A. Smith

JUDGE J.A. SMITH
Many Calaveras residents who 
sought the advice of Judge Smith 
remember him just as he is pictured 
here in his office at the old Cour
thouse on Main Street in San Andreas
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Scottish Rite Bodies of Stockton; Ben Ali Shrine in Sacramento; 
and the Calaverans of San Andreas Blue Lodge. In 1960, Alex was 
bestowed the title of “Mr. Calaveras County” by the Board of 
Supervisors for his many contributions and public service record 
in Calaveras County.

Alex died of a heart attack on January 27,1964, at the age of 82. 
Idel 1 passed away only a few month later. They are both buried in 
the People’s Cemetery in San Andreas.

Claude Thomas was the youngest of the Smith sons. He along 
with his two brothers attended school at the old Lincoln School 
House. He chose not to continue his education, but decided to go 
into business for himself.

With the death of his father, Thomas Richardson, in 1914, and 
his brothers gone from the family home, Claude felt the need to 
remain on the homestead and tend to farming and ranching. In his 
earlier years, he operated a butcher shop, and in 1920 was elected 
Justice of the Peace for the West Point area. He served in this 
capacity for three terms, from 1920 to 1932. In March 1919 he was 
united in marriage to Miss Grace Porteous also of West Point. The 
ceremony was performed by older brother Alex. One son was 
born to Claude and Grace, Kenneth Claude Smith, of whom we 
will talk later. Claude’s marriage to Grace ended in divorce six 
years after their marriage.

In 1932, Claude was elected Supervisor of District Two of 
Calaveras County, and served 16 consecutive years in this office 
until 1948. This was the position his uncle John Richardson Smith 
had held 34 years earlier.

Claude was always interested in civic affairs and served on the 
Calaveras County Republican Central Committee for several 
years. He was also a Director of the Mark Twain Hospital from its 
inception, serving as a member of the Board of Directors for 12 
years thereafter. In addition, he was on the Board of Trustees ser
ving the West Poiint Union School District.

In the early 1900’s, Claude was principal owner of the West 
Point Ditch Company, furnishing water to the community of West 
Point. In 1952, this operation was purchased by the Calaveras 
County Water District, and is now known as West Point Im
provement District No. 3.

In the late 1920’s Claude and Alex purchased the old McGhee 
Ranch outside of West Point toward Lily Gap. This property was 
sold in the middle 1950’s.

In 1933, Claude and Alex also became joint owners of 140 acres 
of land adjacent to the original homestead. This property was 
known as the Quintaro Ranch. Here they established a walnut or
chard comprising 60 acres. This orchard remains in family 
ownership as a producing orchard to this day.

Claude was married twice more. His second marriage was to 
Miss May Adams. This marriaged ended with May’s death in 
1952. His third and final marriage was to Rhoda Elizabeth McCor
mick.

Claude’s death came in April of 1967, just a few month’s short of 
his eightieth birthday. He is buried in the West Point Cemetery 
along with his many illustrious family members before him.

Claude Thomas’ son, Kenneth Claude, was born in June, 1920. 
Following his graduation from Calaveras High School, he moved 
to Sacramento where he attended and graduated from Sac
ramento City College with a degree in Business Administration, 
in 1941, he married his high school sweetheart, Miss Cora Jones, 
from Sheep Ranch. Three children were born of their marriage, 
Kent Allan, Gary Dean, and Debra Jean.

During World War II, Kenneth enlisted in the U.S. Navy, and 
served three and a half years, with two years in the South Pacific. 
At the end of the war, and his discharge from the service, he and 
Cora resided in Sacramento, where he was employed by the 
Fidelity Title Insurance Company. He was later employed by the 
State Department of Beaches and Parks for five years, handling 
all land acquisitions. From there he moved to the State Lands 
Commission serving 17 years as Public Lands Officer, in charge 
of the California State Land Office. Upon the death of his father 
Claude, Kenneth and Cora moved to West Point to live on the 
Smith Homestead. Kent and Gary remained in Sacramento 
where each graduated from California State University, Sac
ramento, with degrees in Biology and Environmental Resources,

CLAUDE THOMAS SMITH
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respectfully. Debra died, in 1964, as the result of a tractor ac
cident.

Kent Allan married Judith Kiefer in 1970, but this marriage 
ended in divorce four years later. He recently married Patricia 
Perkins of Sacramento. Both Kent and Patricia work for the State 
Department of Fish and Game in Sacramento.

Gary and Cheryl Kiefer were married in September, 1973. Upon 
his graduation from college, they moved to Calaveras County 
residing in Mokelumne Hill for a short time. Next, they moved to 
West Point and are presently living in the summer home of Alex 
and Idell on the Smith property. Cheryl is currently employed by 
the County Office of Education in Government Center, San An
dreas. Gary is working along with his father on the Smith Ranch, 
and in addition is employed by Research Ecology Associates, in 
which they do contract work in the areas of recreational and 
wildlife management.

DUES
We wish to take the opportunity to remind members that dues 

for the coming year are now payable. Cost for single membership 
is $5.00; family membership is $7.00.

ESSAYS

Copies of the essays from our last contest will be available for 
members soon. To avoid the high cost of the printing of these es
says, we will only send the booklet to those who order. Please let 
us know as soon as possible those of you who are interested in 
receiving the essay booklets. If you signed up for one at the last 
meeting do not submit your name again.

“CALAVERAS COUNTY DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED”

There are still copies of the soft-bound edition of “Calaveras 
County Described and Illustrated” available for sale. These may 
be obtained by sending a check or money order for $5.25 per book 
to the Society’s mailing address: P.O. Box 721, San Andreas, Ca. 
95249.

NEW MEMBERS

William J. Burkhart, Pacific Palisades
Dante Oneto, San Andreas
Don H. Feathers, Arnold
Robert T. Williams, Arnold
Miss Kathe Lanero, Jackson
Mrs. Betty Dunlap, West Point
Harold Messenger, Kensington
J.W. King, San Francisco
Peck Ward, Valley Springs
James Ward, Lower Lake
Mary Serra, San Andreas
Mrs. Elsie Brown, Stockton
Mr. & Mrs. Glen Jordan, Arnold
Mildred Bowen, Arnold
Mrs. Unilda Treat, San Andreas
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Erz, San Andreas
Mrs. Helen Smith, Murphys
Mrs. Effie Schaad, West Point
Mrs. Marguerite Bartoo, Altaville
Mr. & Mrs. W.W. (Bud) Spence, Altaville
Mr. & Mrs. Vern Simmons, Murphys
Mr. & Mrs. Hipskind, Murphys
Mrs. Irene Airola, Altaville
Paul Loeffler, Napa

IN MEMORIAM
William Wells
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Chronicles Of Calaveras 
By 

Cornelius Blauvelt Demarest
Editor’s Note: We were most fortunate to receive a copy of 

Cornelius’ Calaveras Recollections recently from his grandson, 
Donald D. Leonard, and are pleased to print a portion of them in 
this issue. Cornelius refers to his brother as the third of the trio or 
three kings, or simply as Demarest. He refers to himself as “the 
writer’’. He is apt to be a bit flowery, exaggerative, prejudiced, 
and fond of gruesome detail, but we forgive him these 
peculiarities. We acquire a real understanding of the hardships 
and problems of early-day Calaveras from his writings. We find 
revealing first-hand descriptions of persons whom we previously 
knew only as statistics in county records or early historical ac
counts. We think you will enjoy reading Cornelius Blauvelt 
Demarest’s “Chronicles’’ and will find them well worth publish
ing unedited in our pages.

David Durie Demarest, of New Jersey, came to California dur
ing the gold rush. He left his descendants thediary of his trip west 
in 1849. His later diaries, up to the year 1860, were most un
fortunately burned in the Berkeley fire of 1923. David’s brother, 
Cornelius, followed him to California. We don’t know when 
Cornelius arrived, but it was certainly before 1862 and was 
perhaps in the late 50’s. Cornelius returned to the east with his 
wife and children a decade or so later.

Both Cornelius and his nephew, D. Clarence Demarest (D.D.’s 
son) had a bent for writing and both completed manuscripts of 
their Calaveras recollections. They were very observant, had a 
ready pen, and their writings contain much of historical value to 
the student of local history. Although we may have to question the 
accuracy of certain specific statements in the Demarest writings 
(for they were written late in life and years after the events des
cribed), on the whole they contain remarkable descriptions and 
impressions of people and events during a half century of 
Calaveras history.

THE JOURNEY OF THE THREE KINGS 
“We three kings of Orient are, Bearing gifts we travel afar.”

The discovery of gold in California in 1848 became very soon 
known over the world and caused a movement of people hardly 

equalled in its history. People rushed to California from every 
state in the Union, from Canada, Mexico, and South America. 
Chileans came from the West Coast, Bolivians from the Andean 
Heights, and natives from the Pampas of Argentina. Australia, 
Japan, China, and the islands of the Orient contributed their quota 
to the hegira. Bankers left their desks, merchants and traders 
their counters, statesmen, politicians and businessmen their 
clients and courtrooms, and farmers their ploughs, all to join in 
the mad rush to the land where gold was to be picked up for the 
mere stooping, and all were to revel in riches beyond the dreams 
of avarice. With them jostled adventurers, gamblers, criminals, 
and cutthroats from every land, ready and eager to prey upon 
their more peaceable fellow goldseekers.

Amongst this great and heterogeneous mass were the three 
men in whom our interest will be more particularly centered in 
these chronicles. The “three kings’’ were: first, an Irish 
physician from Dublin, Doctor William Jones; second, an English 
miner from Cornwall, George Griffith; and last, but not least, the 
son of a Jersey farmer from Bergen County, David Durie 
Demarest, descended from an old and prominent Huguenot 
family from the Province of Picardy, France.

The gifts they bore to their future kingdom of Calaveras were 
not Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh, but were Indomitable 
Courage, Energy, Perseverance, and a high character for 
Probity and Honor. Strangers, they were from different coun
tries, but when thrown together under stress of circumstances, 
they became as a band of brothers, and cemented a friendship 
that outlasted all the vicissitudes of the years to come.

The first voyagers to California, especially those going 
overland, generally made up a company before leaving New 
York, each member furnishing a certain amount of money as part 
of a common fund and a quota of arms and ammunition for their 
defense while traveling through the Indian lands. Our heroes, 
bound for the land of gold, left New York under the name of the 
General Persifer F. Smith Association, and consisted of thirty-six 
men. They left New York on March 3rd, 1849, on the bark 
“Norumbega”, which they had chartered for the voyage, for 
Galveston, whence they were to journey overland via El Paso and 
Fort Yuma to San Diego on the Pacific coast.*

Upon arrival at Galveston, the work of selecting the transpor
tation material and animals began. After much debate, the com
pany of officers finally purchased oxen to draw the supply 
wagons. This was done against the protests of the more ex
perienced countrymen in the company, who had learned by years

♦The bark “Norumbega’’ was built in Thomaston, Maine, in
1848, for John H. Brower and associates of New York. She 
was a small vessel, only a fraction of the size of the clipper 
ships constructed a few years later for the California trade, 
but an ideal vessel to take a gold mining company to Galves
ton. She measured only 108 feet long, and was of 324 tons 
burden. William Buckingham was her master on the trip to 
Galveston. (Data from Capt. Francis Bowker of the Mystic 
Museum, Connecticut.)
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of experience on farms and elsewhere of the enormous capacity of 
oxen for food and water, and the exceedingly slow progress they 
could make, even under the most favorable circumstances. In ad
dition to this, they bought mules to carry the members’ personal 
baggage, and horses for their individual mounts.

In due course of time they left Galveston in high spirits, proud of 
their success thus far, and proud in the knowledge that they had 
really started for the land of gold, and in a strength that could bid 
defiance to all enemies. But after leaving Galveston they soon 
came in contact with marauding bands of Indians, and then their 
troubles began. They had marched out with high hopes and happy 
hearts as though on a sort of picnic and in utter ignorance of the 
conditions ahead of them. But their cheerfulness was soon dis
sipated when, one night, all their horses disappeared. The In
dians, too wily to attack in broad daylight so strong and well- 
armed a party, under cover of darkness stampeded off all their 
horses.

Equipments were then transferred from the mules to the ox 
wagons and the mules were pressed into service as saddle horses. 
But, alas, the mules soon followed the horses, and it was “afoot” 
for the members of the General Persifer F. Smith Association. 
However, they consoled themselves with the thought that they 
still had the patient oxen, but they soon found that their prophets 
of evil omen at Galveston were about right. Between hunger, 
thirst and the redskins, the oxen had all disappeared before they 
had made more than one-half of the distance to El Paso. So after 
this it was only what each one could carry on his back, and as the 
journey became linger and fatigue more oppressive, article after 
article was discarded. They finally straggled into El Paso with lit
tle more than the clothes they wore, gaunt, hollow-eyed, hungry, 
thirsty, and weary, and only the shadows of their former selves.

At El Paso, unfortunately, the third of the trio with which we are 
concerned, fell sick, due to the fatigue and exposure of the journey 
to that place. The main body of the company marched on, after 
securing a new supply of provisions and transportation, but the 
first two of our trio determined to stay and take care of their 
“brother”. It is a peculiar fact connected with these events that 
the main body of the company seems to have disappeared as com
pletely as if the earth had swallowed them up. How many left their 
bones by the wayside to blaze the way for succeeding travelers, 
and how many reached the land of gold, and were lost in the in
distinguishable mass of gold hunters, will never be known.

Our trio remained at El Paso about two months to recouperate. 
They dared not proceed without adequate protection through the 
thousand miles that still lay between them and the coast. Finally, 
a detachment of United State soldiers arrived on their way west, 
and the trio made arrangements to march under their protection 
for the remainder of the journey, doing sentry and outpost guard 
duty with the soldiers. Various and many were the mishaps and 
adventures by the way.

Once the third of the trio had occasion to pass outside the lines 
and on his return in the darkness was shot by the doctor who was 
on sentry duty at the time. The doctor said he hailed and obtaining 
no answer, fired. Others said they thought the doctor fired first

and hailed afterward. The latter certainly was determined to take 
no chances on his scalp. No doubt in his inexperience he was 
thoroughly frightened, and as he was in the Indian country, took 
no chances. His victim, fortunately, was shot only in his hand, the 
ball entering between the thumb and forefinger, passing through 
the fleshy part of the hand, and emerging just below the little 
finger. The wound was not a serious one, and did not cause a per
manent disability. Still, the hand took a long while to heal and to 
recover its normal use. Meanwhile, the wounded man was 
attended with the utmost attention and solicitude by the doctor, 
who fully realized how near he had come to sacrificing his friend’s 
life. Relentlessly, the march was continued over snow-clad moun
tains and barren deserts towards Fort Yuma, the next stop in 
their journey.

Across the river westward from Yuma is the Colorado desert. 
What visions the memories of these names bring up, the stories 
told of the terrific heat of these regions! Proceeding westward 
towards San Diego across the Colorado Desert, the trio en
countered the hardest part of their long and wearisome journey. 
The desert is a nearly circular depression of a hundred or more 
miles across, sloping down from the periphery to the Salton Sea in 
the center, nearly 300 feet below sea level. In only three or four 
places in these awful miles can water be found, such as it is. The 
wayside was lined with the wrecks of wagons and the bleaching 
bones of horses and mules, serving as guides and reminders of the 
perils of the desert.

Our trio finally reached San Diego in November, 1849. After 
waiting a couple of weeks there, they obtained passage to San 
Francisco and, after a very tempestuous voyage in a small sailing 
vessel, passed through the Golden Gate and reached San Fran
cisco on January 1st, 1850, ten months after leaving New York. A 
weary trio they were, without food or money, and nothing but the 
rags with which they were clothed. A sorry beginning, surely, for 
the coming reign over their kingdom to which they had looked 

forward with so much hope and anticipation through all trial, 
danger and difficulty.

Resting from the fatigue of their journey was so evidently im
possible at San Francisco, that the trio sought passage to Sac
ramento and joined the motley throng that was already surging to 
the gold fields. Proceeding to the Northern Mines, as they were 
called, the trio became separated, but the “Destiny that shapes 
our ends” finally impelled them to turn their steps to Calaveras, 
where they again met. From that time forth that area was the 
scene of their activities.

The Water Company
Nearly every scheme and industry that tended eventually to 

benefit that part of Calaveras County seemed to be the effort of 
the combined three or was largely built up with their en
couragement and aid. Among the most important of the works in 
which they were engaged was that of the Union Water Company.* 

*Doctor Jones was one of the incorporators of the Union 
Water Company in 1852. George Griffith joined the company 
as superintendent. Demarest claims that all three were later 
officers or directors.
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In the early days, gold mining consisted principally of washing 
the surface dirt from the hillsides or the debris that had ac
cumulated in the gulches or ravines. All it required was a stream 
of water that could be run through a series of sluices or troughs in 
which the dirt was thrown, where it was dissolved by the running 
water, leaving the heavy matter, consisting of stones and heavy 
gravel, in which the gold had lodged, by reason of its much 
greater specific gravity.

The supplies of water necessary could only be obtained from 
the small creeks and smaller ravines with which the countryside 
was furrowed. The water was usually exhausted early in the 
summer when the rainy season ended and the springs dried up 
under the fierce heat of the unclouded sun. To obviate this, the 
Company constructed dams across Angel’s Creek and elsewhere 
and diverted their larger streams to ditches, following the con
tours of the hills, carrying the water in every direction where re
quired. These additional supplies only served to prolong the flow 
of water into the summer a little further and still left a long idle 
season awaiting the coming of the next winter’s rain, so the Com
pany resolved to harness the larger rivers. The Sierra Nevada 
mountains on their westerly slope are cut by a series of enormous 
canyons in which flow the rivers fed by the eternal snows on the 
mountain summits. Calaveras lies between two of them, about 
thirty miles apart in this region - the Mokelumne on the north, and 
the Stanislaus on the south.

A dam was thrown across the Stanislaus River about fifteen 
miles above the Calaveras Big Trees grove, and the water so 
diverted was, by infinite labor and great expense, carried about 
twenty miles through flumes constructed along the almost 
perpendicular sides of the canyon through which the river flowed, 
until it reached the divide where its volume finally was poured 
into the headwaters of Angel’s Creek. From there, the water was 
carried down to the nearest gold fields at Murphy’s Camp and far
ther below at Angel’s, Altaville, and many smaller settlements or 
camps as they were then called.

This accomplishment merely prolonged the working season to 
only about the middle of September or first of October. There was 
still an idle season up to the times the rains began, say, about mid
November.

The lost time still constituted a very serious loss to the miners. 
The Company resolved upon undertaking a work that would give 
the miners water for the entire season. This project was nothing 
else than the construction of an immense reservoir upon the 
headwaters of the Stanislaus River near the summit of the moun
tains with a capacity sufficient, when the water of the river 
became exhausted or nearly so, to supplement it with adequate 
volume to keep the flumes and ditches filled until the rainy season 
was far enough advanced to again fill them from the rivers and 
smaller streams.

In addition to supplying the gold diggers with the water neces
sary for washing out the gold, the Company also sold water for ir
rigation, so that every house or cabin could have its garden spot 

which would flourish immensely amid the prevailing barrenness 
which surrounded it.

When this work, the building of the resevoir, was undertaken, it 
was in the face of almost insurmountable difficulties. Nothing 
was known positively as to the amount of snow or rainfall at these 
high altitudes, although it was known to be great. The success or 
failure of the work depended upon the ability of the Company to 
cope with this high rain and snowfall. The entire work must be ab
solutely finished in one working season, that is, from the time in 
the spring when the snow was so much reduced that it was pos
sible to ascend into the mountains, to the first snowfall in the early 
winter, which generally came in November. Should the construc
tion crews be caught up there when the snow began, they would 
experience great difficulties in returning to the lower regions 
alive.

George Griffith, the general superintendent of the Company, 
an experienced dam builder, had charge of this project. Taking a 
large force of men and supplies, he forced his way through the late 
snow to the site selected and by almost superhuman exertion his 
crew constructed a timber dam more than forty feet high and 
some six hundred feet long before the end of the season. The Com
pany, the previous year, had partly prepared for this work by 
hauling a large quantity of timber to the site and building a great 
log house as lodging for the men and storage for materials and 
provisions. Upon completion of the dam, two men were left behind 
to do some little work that was still needed on the dam and to 
protect it from fire until it should be filled with snow and water. In 
order to record the snowfall, a large platform was built in a 
sheltered locality, and a daily record was kept of the snowfall for 
each day. At the end of the season this amounted to thirty-seven 
and a half feet, and at one time there was as much as seventeen 
feet of snow on the ground.

When the snow began to fall, every living thing escaped before 
it, down the mountains. All winter long, not a vestige of animal life 
was seen by the two watchmen. Not a chirp of a bird nor the growl 
of a beast was heard; everything was silent and absolutely 
lifeless.

Extraordinary precautions were taken to insure the safety of 
the men left behind by stocking the great loghouse with every
thing for their comfort, including large supplies of bedding, 
clothes and an ample supply of food. Attention was also paid to 
their mental well-being by providing a plentiful supply of books, 
papers and cards, and tobacco, the universal solace of the 
solitary, was not forgotten. Each man was supplied with a watch. 
A long board was fastened up above the great fireplace perforated 
with holes like a cribbage board, with a hole for each weekday 
and a special hole for Sunday, so that they would not lose account 
of the days or weeks. The watchmen made it a rule to wind their 
watches when they retired, and at the same time, advance the peg 
a hole. Not withstanding all these precautions, they had actually 
lost one day when Griffith reached them the next spring after 
nearly losing his life in the snow in the attempt. The watchmen 
said that all the wealth in the state, if it were offered to them,
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THE WAY 
THEY GO 

TO 
CALIFORNIA.

Some of the argonauts came by sail
ing vessel around the Horn. Some 
sailed to the Isthmus of Panama, 
crossed on foot or muleback, and re
embarked on the West Coast for San 
Francisco. Many came directly ac
ross the Plains. A fourth route, that 
traveled by Cornelius Demarest and 
the other members of the General 
Persifer F. Smith Association, was 
the most difficult and therefore the 
least traveled. It consisted of going to 
Galveston by sailing vessel, and 
overland from there.
Courtesy of California Historical 

Society
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would not induce them to pass another winter in these awesome 
solitudes.

The writer of these chronicles lived for six years at Alta ville and 
had about one acre under irrigation with water from the Com
pany, and on which flourished in the utmost profusion roses of 
many different varieties besides many other garden flowers and 
vegetables, apples, peaches, plums, pears, apricots, nectarines, 
figs and grapes. Outside the fence not a blade of green grass was 
seen in summer, and all was covered with a mantle of dust. The 
garden was a veritable oasis in the desert.

In later years, Calaveras fell upon evil times. A “Pharoah that 
knew not Joseph” arose in the shape of the great Utica mine. Ob
taining control of the Union Water Company, Utica diverted the 
entire stream to its own mills, cut off the irrigation supply, and 
caused that region to return to its original barrenness. Gardens 
and vineyards were abandoned, roads were ruined by its enor
mous logging teams. Although more gold is now extracted than 
ever before, nothing whatever has been done to improving or 
beautifying the town that has given the owners of the Utica all 
their wealth and whose beauty they have destroyed, together with 
a large region around it. The principal “improvement” has been 
to increase the population by about four thousand foreigners, and 
to support some forty saloons.

DOCTOR JONES
Some years after settling in Calaveras, the three friends found 

themselves engaged in quite different occupations and at 
different localities. Notwithstanding, the affairs of the Water 
Company, of which they were directors and officers, brought 
them together nearly every week at Murphy’s, which was then the 
headquarters of the Company.

Doctor Jones, by his ability and skill as a physician and 
surgeon, had established a wide and lucrative practice, em
bracing a large part of the county. In connection with his practice, 
he had built and operated a drugstore at Murphys.*

When the writer first made his acquaintence after his advent in 
Calaveras, the doctor was married to a French lady, one of 
Nature’s noblewomen. Kind, warm-hearted and sympathetic, she 
was a worthy helpmate to the doctor. The writer had a lively ap
preciation of more than one occasion when he was turned over by 
the doctor to his better half, in his distress to be relieved by her 
ministrations and sympathetic help.

At one time when the writer was living with his brother at Slab 
Ranch, he was taken with a most violent attack of fever and ague, 
at that time an absolutely unknown ailment in that place. After 
suffering for about ten days, he started to see the doctor at Mur
phy’s some six miles up the gorge of Angel’s Creek, on foot, then 
the only means of conveyance directly between those two points. 
After examining his case, the doctor mixed up some medicine for

♦William Jones was a prominent resident of Murphy’s and 
involved in many public activities. He also occupies a special 
niche in local history, for it was he who in 1866 sent the con
troversial “Calaveras Skull” to Professor Whitney in San 
Francisco. Whether he was a party to the hoax or was hoaxed 
himself is still not known to this day.

him. Unfortunately, he had another patient for whom he was pres
cribing at the same time. By some mental twist of mind just at 
that time he did what the nurse in “Pinafore” did, “mixed those 
babies up.” The other patient was given the writer’s dose, and 
vice versa. The doctor was very much chagrined when he found 
out the mistake he had made and said that it must be ejected, for 
though it was not harmful for a strong man, it was much too much 
for him in his weakened condition. He was ushered into the living 
room and given in charge of the doctor’s wife. Shortly before this 
time, the doctor’s drug store had been burned down and he had 
converted part of his dwelling into an office and drugstore. After 
many and large draughts of warm water and many titillations of a 
quill feather in his throat, the offending dose was finally per
suaded to evacuate its quarters and find lodgement in the kitchen 
sink. When this was accomplished, he was forbidden to go home 
that night as it was already evening. So quarters were provided 
in the best chamber in the house for the night. The next morning, 
bright and early, his brother came up the creek to look for him, for 
he had been expected home before nightfall the previous evening.

The doctor received the whole Demarest family as kings and 
brothers and insisted that the enti re family must repose under his 
medical care without remuneration or reward. However, to the 
average person he was a very irritable and irascible individual, 
and in his intercourse with the outer world his noble wife acted in 
the capacity of a balance wheel to a steam engine, steadying its 
movements and keeping it from running wild.

The interviews between the doctor and his patients were not 
always characterized by the most suave and elegant language, 
particularly when his directions were not carried out with the 
most explicit exactitude. On one occasion at romantic Slab Ranch 
he was treating an Englishman who lived in the enjoyment of the 
refined name of Lomax, who had broken his leg. The doctor was 
called and he set the fracture properly and bound it up in splints 
and bandages and left it in good condition. A couple of times after 
that he called on his patient who was progressing comfortably. 
The last time he called he met the patient’s wife at the head of a 
short lane that led down to his house and asked how the patient 
was getting along. She told him that he did not appear so well, that 
he had suffered so much pain they had taken off the bandages and 
splints to look at his leg. Talk about an explosion of dynamite! 
“You............ fools, ” roared the doctor, “If you don’t know better
than to do a thing like that, you are not worth saving a man’s life 
for.” And wheeling his horse, he sped away, cleaving the air as he 
went with his vehement imprecations, leaving a perceptibly blue 
and sulphurous atmosphere behind him. Fortunately, the work 
had been done so well that the man recovered despite the blunder
ing of his nurses.

The name of Slab Ranch has left some vivid impressions on the 
writer’s memory*. He lived there with his brother during the 
second and third years of his stay in Calaveras. He was engaged 
during that time doing his share in making the beauty places of

*The site of Slab Ranch can be seen south of the Murphys 
Grade Road a short distance before the road enters thenar
row gulch upstream. It is currently being subdivided.
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California into a barren desert, leaving a lovely flat valley noth
ing but heaps of stones and tailings. He was with his partners wor
king a large flat that for ages had been the abode and cemetery as 
well of a tribe of native Indians. The soil was honeycombed with 
pits in which the incinerated remains were deposited. This flat 
had been formed by the accumulation of debris brought down by 
Angel’s Creek and was very fertile. On the opposite side of the 
creek was Lomax’s Ranch where magnificent watermelons were 
raised. The writer and his two partners made an arrangement 
with Lomax such that for four bits or half a dollar they could have 
the privilege of picking from the vines as much as one man could 
carry over to our claim. The load usually consisted of two melons. 
After coming from the hot sun, they were thrown into a water
hole. After they had lain there in the cold water for half an hour, 
they were a feast for the gods. Thus at least twice a day we were 
almost in the condition of the little ’coon in the song who had 
crawled through the hole in the fence to the watermelon vine, and 
after gorging himself, found that he could not get out the same 
hole and was caught by the irate farmer and sent to pris’ n because 
the melons were not his’n. Fortunately, we had a clear title to the 
melons we transported across the creek.

This flat was the scene of the fiasco a couple of years later when 
the writer was involved in a mining scheme which awarded its 
stockholders the munificent amount of thirty-six dollars for an ex
penditure of some twenty thousand.

After leaving Slab Ranch, the writer moved to Altaville and car
ried on the iron works at that place until his departure for the 
East. It was during his residence at this place that an event oc
curred that will illustrate thehazards of quartz mining physically 
as well as financially, and at the same time show how closely the 
bonds of friendship had been drawn between our three kings.

Demarest (the writer’s elder brother) owned and operated a 
quartz mine and mill some seven miles distant from Altaville in 
the Bear Montain range. Associated with him was Phil Ward, a 
relative of his wife. Demarest and Ward took turns in charge of 
the mill, day and night. At this particular time, Demarest had the 
night shift.

The night was cold and the ordinary condition of a quartz mill is 
very wet under foot. So, to keep his feet warm, he wore two pairs 
of heavy stockings and over all a large pair of rubber boots. Ingo
ing around the mill attending to his duties, he went to some of the 
framework overhead to oil the bearings of a certain member of 
the machinery. As he was passing along a timber to reach this, the 
toe of his projecting rubber boot got caught in the arm of a slowly 
revolving wheel and was drawn down close to the timber. Before 
he could extricate it, the next arm came down and caught the boot 
squarely across the middle, jamming it so fast that it brought the 
entire mill to a standstill. In order to release him, the mill crew 
turned the water off the thirty-foot overshot wheel that furnished 
the power, and with great levers, all hands managed to turn the 
wheel backwards enough to release the foot. He promptly fainted 
from the pain when the blood again found its way into the foot.

Here was a situation! What should be done? Seven miles from 
home and fourteen from a doctor, and no conveyance to carry him 

to either. As fast as possible, Ward mounted a horse for Altaville 
to bring down a wagon and at the same time sent a mounted 
messenger to Murphy’s to ask Doctor Jones to come down and 
meet him at Altaville on his arrival. About seven in the morning, 
Ward returned with his patient, meeting the messenger from 
Murphy’s with word that the doctor would not come down. The 
patient must be brought there, as the doctor could not properly 
take care of him at that distance. They must bring him to Mur
phy’s where he could have him at close call all the time.

Here was our unfortunate patient, after enduring the torture of 
the crushed foot for six hours, again to undergo another seven- 
mile over roads equally as bad if not worse than that from the 
mine to Altaville. We fixed him up in the easiest wagon that could 
be found, and with matresses and pillows, we attempted to make 
his position as comfortable as possible. In an hour we started for 
Murphy’s over the rocks and ruts that abounded in what we called 
the inside road. This we took as it was about four miles shorter 
than the stage road. After suffering the most excruciating pain 
during the ride, the patient and his party reached Murphy’s some 
two hours later. Driving directly to Doctor Jones’ office, we found 
an elegant and glittering array of surgical instruments laid out 
as in dress parade, in anticipation of amputating the foot.

After cutting off the boot and several pairs of stockings, the doc
tor was astonished to find the foot apparently uninjured to all 
outward appearances. Apparently deceived by this (he didn’t 
realize fully its actual condition inside) he declared that he would 
not amputate but would save the foot, for, he said, a bad foot was 
better than no foot at all. The instruments were put aw*ay. The 
writer suggested that perhaps the injury was much worse than 
appeared on the surface, but the doctor’s professional pride and 
reputation were at stake, and he repeated that he could save that 
foot, and that the foot must and would be saved.

A room was prepared at Griffith’s home only about a hundred 
yards away and to that the patient was carried and put to bed. 
This was his position for the next six months, attended with the 
most assiduous care by the doctor, his friend Griffith, and Grif
fith’s family, all without remuneration or expectation of it, until 
he had so far recovered as to be removed to his home in Altaville. 
Here he could manage to move around and attend to his business 
by the aid of a pair of crutches.

The foot took another year before it fully healed, the wound be
ing kept open all this time so that all the crushed bone could slough 
out. Jones’ prophecy was fulfilled and proved that a poor foot was 
better than no foot at all.

IN MEMORIAM

Jesse Coffee - October 23, 1976

BACK ISSUES
A list of our back issues is available for the asking. Out of print 

issues will be supplied as “xerox” copies. Price to members is 60 
cents a copy, and a discount is given for orders over $10.
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CORRECTION
In our last issue, “The Smith Family of West Point”, there was 

mention of Claude Smith as sitting on the original board of direc
tors of the Mark Twain Hospital District, having served from the 
Hospital’s inception. It should be noted, however, that although 
Claude was appointed to the board of directors in 1950, prior to the 
opening of the Hospital in 1951, he was not the first representative 
of the West Point area on the board, which was formed in 1946. Mr. 
Frank Solinsky first represented that community, and it was not 
until his premature death in 1950 that Claude Smith was ap
pointed.

CALAVERAS HERITAGE COUNCIL
A new organization has been formed under the auspices of the 

Calaveras County Historical and Cultural Activities Commission 
to help administer the newly-renovated County Courthouse, to 
preserve and encourage the use of the county archives, and to en
courage cultural activities here in the music, arts and crafts 
related to our heritage. The first three hundred persons to join (at 
$10 per year) will be charter members and will receive a copy of a 
most interesting little volume entitled, “Trips to the Mines”, 
Calaveras County, 1857 - 1859”, an edition limited to charter 
members.

“THIS IS MY LAND”
We have few professional writers in our Mother Lode region, 

and so it is with much pride and pleasure that we announce that a 
new book by Mokelumne Hill poetess and author, Lirrel Starling, 
has recently been published. “This Is My Land” is a miscellany of 
her writings, past and present, interestingly arranged in four 
categories. Section I, “Fact”, concerns her associations with 
people of Mokelumne Hill, including her own family, the 
Gardellas. “Fiction” is the title of Section II, containing excerpts 
from an unpulished novel, “Martin Hilby”, and several short 
stories, mostly set in the Calaveras scene. In the next section, 
“Fourth Estate”, the author includes parts of her columns and ar
ticles, published in various newspapers, with reminiscences of 
related matters. “Rostrum and Lyre” completes the book, and 
consists of tributes to certain writers of California and to momen- 
toes of the past.

“This Is My Land” may be purchased from the author, Box 307, 
San Andreas, California, 95249, for $6.50 (including packaging and 
mailing).

“CALAVERAS COUNTY DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED”
There are still copies of the soft-bound edition of “Calaveras 

County Described and Illustrated” available for sale. These may 
be obtained by sending a check or money order for $5.25 per book 
to the Society’s mailing address: P.O. Box 721, San Andreas, Ca. 
95249.

THE LAST GOLD BRICK
Pouring the last gold brick at the Sheepranch mine in 
1942 from an oil-fired tilting furnace at the mine. This is 
a picture from the collection acquired recently from Mr. 
George Bartholomees, a staff-member of the St. Joseph 
Lead Company, last operators of the mine.
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The Darbys of Red Apple
By 

Bess Darby Anderson
Just two years ago, (January, 1975), we recorded the interes

ting story of the Tanner Ranch at Murphys, long known for its fine 
mountain apples. It is most appropriate now to bring to our 
readers that of the Darby family, whose Calaveras history may 
not be quite as long as the Tanners, but whose mountain apples 
are most certainly every bit as good.

It is always most interesting to us to inquire further into the 
origins of our pioneer families. As this article tells us, the elder 
Darbys came to the west from Ohio. Jay Anson Darby married

Virginia Firebaugh whose father, Andrew, of German-English 
ancestry, was born in Virginia, and fought in the Mexican war 
with Colonel Pulsifer F. Smith. He then moved to California and 
was prominent in the early development of the San Joaquin 
valley. The present town of Firebaugh commemorates his ferry 
across the San Joaquin river.

Today there are some sixty-seven descendents of Jay and 
Virginia Darby. In addition, there are forty-two more descen
dants of Virginia and her first husband, Frank R. Crocker. Mrs. 
Bess Darby Anderson has preserved much information about this 
interesting family and has most kindly donated copies of this 
material to the Society’s files. We are most grateful to her, also, 
for the following story about the Darbys.

My parents, Jay Anson Darby, Sr., and his wife, Virginia Adina 
Firebaugh Darby, lived at or near the ranch now known as the 
‘‘ Red Apple’ ’ from 1893 to about 1913, and were frequent visitors to 
the ranch afterwards until into the AOs. This ranch is located five 
miles above Murphys on Highway “4”, and is widely known for its 
excellent mountain apples.

J ay Darby’s parents, Lloyd and Sarah Cooper Darby, were both 
born in Ohio, Lloyd in 1831, and his wife in 1834 (in Vermillion, 
Ohio), and were married in that state. In 1859, they and their two- 
year old son, William, joined the Stanford wagon train party and 
crossed the plains. When the party reached Elmira, California, it 
divided, and the Darbys settled at Elmira, while the Stanford 
party went on to San Jose.

Jay Anson was born at Elmira on September 30th, 1864. His 
sister, Eda, was also born at Elmira. After a number of years, the

OFF TO SCHOOL
Setting off to school, the 
Darby children were 
snapped as they left the 
ranch for Averys. Chub and 
Bessie are on “Jennie” 
(left) and Lloyd and Daisy 
on “Toby”, and their lunch
es in the lard pails.
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Darby family left Solano County, and moved to Tres Pinos, near 
Hollister, in San Benito County. The two children attended school 
there, and Jay Anson learned to speak Spanish from the other 
children there. About the time Jay was seventeen or eighteen, the 
Darbys left the Hollister area and moved to Fresno. He left school 
and, obtaining horses and a wagon, hauled freight and supplies to 
the mills and mines and the people living in the mountains above 
Fresno. One of the stops the teamsters made along the way to rest 
and feed their animals and to spend the night was at the town of 
Academy, about thirty-five miles east of Fresno. The way-stop 
and boarding house at the Academy was run by the widow of An
drew D. Firebaugh, Susan Burgess Firebaugh, and her daughter, 
Virginia Adina Firebaugh Crocker. Mrs. Crocker, who had been 
divorced, was helping her mother and raising her three children, 
Ray, Ernest and Estella Crocker. It was at the Academy that Jay 
Anson met Virginia, and in 1890, they were married in San Fran
cisco, to where they moved. Their first child, Chub (Jay Anson, 
Jr.) was born in San Francisco on June 18th, 1892. I am not sure 
what work Jay had in San Francisco, but they moved to Stockton 
when Chub was still a young baby. They lived with some people, 
outside of Stockton, on one of the islands, where Virginia helped 
with the work there while Jay hauled freight. I remember my 
mother telling about this large two-story home, and about how 
they worried about the high water and floods.

From Stockton, the Darbys moved to Altaville where they at 
first lived in the Prince Hotel, in the building still standing and 
now the home of Nan Bartoo. Jay Anson engaged in hauling 
freight from Valley Springs to the mountains with his fourteen- 
horse and mule team.

In October, 1893, he bought the Dan Hart property, and they 

moved up there from Altaville. In 1891, this property had been 
sold to the State for delinquent taxes. At that time it was assessed 
to Charles Russell. My father redeemed the property and then 
bought the 160-acre parcel from Russell. Additional land, the 
Henry McCormick parcel, was bought for taxes in 1902. At one 
time, Jay Anson’s father, Lloyd Darby, also owned some land 
here, and this land passed to Jay when his father died in 1904. At 
one time Jay owned land to the top of Hanford Hill, but as the 
years passed, part of his holdings had to be sold to keep up with the 
expenses of a large family. As an idea of what taxes were in those 
days, in 1897, the house, shed, and fence and the original 160-acre 
purchase at the “Red Apple” was assessed $10.07 (probably the 
semiannual amount. Ed.).

The original house where Lloyd, Daisy andl were born was just 
a few yards west of the “Red Apple”. The old apple tree still 
stands near the Red Apple stand; it has been grafted many times 
and still bears fruit. The original house was moved over a short 
distance below where the old Darby home is now located, but due 
to the toll of time and snow, was torn down some years ago. The 
old blacksmith shop, below the house, has also been torn down. 
Lester was born in the old family home, still standing.

Life wasn’t easy in those days. My mother carried water from a 
well a distance equal to several blocks, from in back of where the 
“Red Apple” is, pumped from a well by hand. They also had to 
pump the water used in the vegetable garden. They had another 
garden over by the “Old Spring”, and when my mother took care 
of that, she had to carry baby Lloyd over with her. This spring was 
down the mountain from where Lloyd Junior’s house is located. 
My mother, in some of her letters to her mother, told how hard it 
was for her to carry Lloyd over there and back. Water for bathing,

A DARBY OUTING 
This is how we went cam
ping before the days of 
automobiles. Aunt Eda 
ahead, and Chub and Lloyd 
following.
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ANDREW D. FIREBAUGH
1823 - 1875

Prominent pioneer in the San Joaquin Valley, he was the 
father of Virginia Firebaugh Darby.

GRANDMA FIREBAUGH
Here at the Academy, Susan Burgess Firebaugh poses 
with her grandson, Ray Crocker, in the 90’s.

DARBY BROTHERS - PROSPEC
TORS

Jay’s father, Lloyd (at right) and his 
uncle, William, also came to 
Calaveras and both were inveterate 
prospectors. The camera caught up 
with them one day in 1897 near Angels 
Camp. This was the year following 
the unsuccessful trip to Alaska.
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DARBY CHICKEN HOUSES
Here, Virginia Darby raised her chickens, many years 
ago, to help out the expense of raising a large family.
These outbuildings have long since disappeared.

washing and everything else at the house had to be heated on the 
wood stove. The house was heated by wood stoves, and coal oil 
lamps were used for lights. There was no electricity, telephones 
or easy ways of doing things in those days.

My mother raised chickens and sold eggs. We also had cows, 
horses, sheep, hogs, goats and geese. The corral, where Chub and 
Lloyd milked the cows, was where the Anderson cabin is now, on 
the highway. In those days, our only neighbors were Russell, 
Jones and Javeaux families, all living within a mile or two.

My brother, Lloyd, was the first child born at the ranch, on May 
8th, 1894. Daisy was born on January 1st, 1898, I was born on 
November 3rd, 1900, and Lester on November 8th 1902. There 
were few doctors in the county then, the nearest being at Angels or 
San Andreas. And it took them a long time to go over the bad roads 
with horse and buggy to reach their patients. My mother didn’t 
have a doctor when we were born. Our neighbor, Mrs. Russell, 
was a midwife and was with her. Mrs. Nuland, from San Andreas, 
took care of Mother after I was born. Effie Javeaux, another 
neighbor, came and helped Mother when Lloyd was born. She was 
sixteen at the time, and she passed away in San Francisco just a 
few years ago at the age of ninety. Her sister, May Miller, helped 
when Lester was bom.

In 1896, Jay Anson went to Alaska with his Uncle William. My 
mother liked Uncle William and said that he was always very 
good to her and to all of us. He had the money to go to Alaska and 
asked Father to go with him, as he didn’t want to go alone. They 
left San Francisco on April 14th, on the steamer ‘‘ Umetilla”. After 
stopping at Port Townsend, Washington, they reembarked for Sit
ka, and then on to 800 miles northwest of Cook’s Inlet, to where 
they heard there were rich gold mines. They thought they would 
strike it rich, but they soon came home broke. This was just one 
year before the big Klondike strike.

Chub, Lloyd and half-brother Ernest Crocker were just little 
fellows then, and stayed on the ranch with Mother while Father 
was gone. She said that she did not feel afraid, for she kept a 
loaded rifle beside the bed. She told about hearing a mountain lion 
scream one night - it was wild country then, and lots of wild 

animals around. She raised chickens and sold eggs and thought 
she could make from $150 to $200 that summer and then move to 
Waterford (California), where my father’s brother, William, 
lived, if Father and his uncle William did not return before winter. 
Eggs sold for twenty-five cents a dozen then. But the travelers ar
rived home from Alaska before winter, so we didn’t have to go.

Schools started in April in those days and daily mail was 
delivered by horse and cart or horseback, from May First to 
November First. The winters seemed more severe in those days, 
the snow much deeper, and the weather colder. And I think there 
were lots more rain and thunderstorms in the summertime. The 
year 1901 was a very wet one and the roads were unusually muddy 
and it was often impossible to travel over them with horse and 
buggy or cart. It usually took four days to go to Valley Springs and 
back for freight when it was not storming.

After my father returned from Alaska, he worked for Tom 
Moran, hauling logs and freight with his team. The year I was 
born, 1900, he went to work for the Utica Company as ditch tender. 
Mr. Terry, who had been tender, was drowned in the ditch the 
night I was born, and his body was picked up several miles 
downstream where the tank was located. This was on top of the 
mountain above the old Utica electric plant. After Mr. Terry’s 
death, my father got the job, and we moved down to the house 
where Mr. Terry had lived, and added on to the home to make 
more room for us all.

Ditch tending in those days was a dangerous job, walking 
flumes at night in all sorts of weather, in snow and in icy rains. 
Lots of flumes were washed out and many times they must work 
in the wet and cold nights repairing them. My father worked on 
that job for many years, and in 1912, he, Chub and Lloyd planted 
the apple orchard that is still bearing at Red Apple.

William Jenkins, of Murphys, was my father’s boss when he 
worked on the ditch job. The Utica Company put in a telephone for 
us. It was mounted on the wall, and we got our party by ringing for

UTICA FLUME NEAR MURPHYS 
Jay Darby, and after him, Chub Darby spent many 
years patrolling and maintaining these flumes and 
ditches for the Utica Company.
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VIRGINIA FIREBAUGH JAY ANSON DARBY

VIRGINIA ADINA FIREBAUGH
1862 - 1945

Virginia married Frank R. Crocker in 1882, and their 
children were Ray, Anna Estelle, and Ernest Fabian. 
After her divorce, Virginia married Jay Anson Darby in 
1890, and they had five children. Ray and Estelle lived 
with Grandmother Firebaugh, and little Ernest grew up 
with the Darby children.

JAY ANSON DARBY
1864 - 1946

Snapped in Stockton in 1939
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AT THE RANCH - 1918-1919
Florence, holding Olive, and Husband Chub. Mother and 
Father on the right.

them by hand with their number. Our number was three rings. 
Everyone could hear the numbers and knew who was being 
called. There was lots of listening in, which we called 
“rubbering”. People weren’t supposed to do it, but I think 
everyone did it at that time, to know what was going on.

We attended school at Avery and also went to Peppermint 
School. Florence Adams (later Chub’s wife) was our teacher. The 
Peppermint School was located just in back of Brice Station (now 
Youngstons) in a group of pines and cedars. It was one room with 
benches that we see only in museums today.lt has been gone for 
years. Some cabins and homes are located there now. Lloyd, 
Daisy, Lester and I all went to school to Florence and walked from 
the ranch and back over dusty roads every day. Lena Adams 
Jones, Florence’s sister, was also our teacher at the Avery 
School. Henry Russell was my first teacher at Averys. He 
“papoosed’ ’ me to school the first day, and I cried that whole day.

We had two donkeys, Toby and Jennie. Chub and I rode Jennie, 
and Lloyd and Daisy on Toby. We took our lunches in lard pails, 
and rode the donkeys to Averys to school over foot-deep dusty 
roads. The traction engines hauled timber and lumber down these 
roads which made them so dusty. After Lester was old enough to 
go to school, we walked most of the time. Mat Manuel of the 
lumber company would give us rides in his two-horse surrey, and 
we really thought that was something. He always had beautiful 
horses. All horses were frightened when the traction engine 
came down from Manuel’s mill near Big Trees, hauling lumber.

We moved from the Ranch to Copperopolis in May, 1914. My 
father bought the old Lewis ranch down there and we raised grain, 
cattle, hogs, and chickens and grew all our vegetables. Most of the 
time, we drove a horse and cart to school in Copperopolis, but 
sometimes we hiked over the hill to school, and that was quite a 
hike up and down, twice a day. I graduated from the eighth grade 
at Copperopolis school, from the one that burned down a few years 
ago. Now they have a new one.

After we left the Darby Ranch on Highway “4”, Chub took over 
the ditch job for a number of years, then built a home on his own 
property below the ditch not too far from the Russell home. Chub 
and Florence were married at the old Adams ranch near Milton, 
on May 23rd, 1915. Lloyd and Daisy stood up with Chub and 
Florence at the wedding. Florence had been born there, June 16, 
1889. Now there’s nothing left there but a few old bricks and one 
pear tree which still blossoms each spring. Most of the Adams 
family are buried at the old cemetery at Milton.

In 1915, we moved from Copperopolis to Stockton. We traded the 
Copperopolis ranch for a home in that city, the William Comfort 
home. I went to high school there. Each year, Mother and Father 
would drive the old Model “T” to the ranch and take care of the ap
ples, and then return to Stockton for the winter.

My father was a tall man and very strong. He always worked 
very hard, and didn’t have an easy life. He passed away at 82, 
following an operation, at Dameron Hospital from pneumonia, on 
December 16th, 1946. My mother also had a hard life. She also 
lived to be 82, and passed away at her home in Stockton on October 
8th, 1945. They are both buried in the family plot at Murphys, 
beside their sons Lloyd (deceased October 27th, 1954) and Lester 
(March 14th, 1952).

AT THE RANCH - 1930’s
Jay and Virginia visit the ranch and pose with son Lloyd 
and grandson Lloyd Junior, with their dependable “Tin
Lizzie” in the background.
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Chronicles of Calaveras
By

Cornelius Blauvelt Demarest
Second Installment

In our last issue, we began the Cornelius Demarest memoirs, 
telling of the arduous trip of his elder brother, David, to Califor- 
in 1849. David and his friends, Dr. William Jones and George Grif
fiths, eventually reached Calaveras County and became deeply 
involved in the frenetic activities of that time.

David returned for a visit to his family’s seat in New Jersey in 
1856, and his stories of gold rush Calaveras County so intrigued his 
younger brothers, Abraham and Cornelius, that they both joined 
him on his return to California, leaving early in December, 1856. 
We pick up the story of their travels as they leave New York in 
midwinter.

The advent of the writer into Calaveras was in midwinter, or to 
be more exact, December thirty-first. He left New York Harbor 
on December third, during one of the ordinary winter days of the 
East, with decks covered with snow, sleet and ice, and with a 
bitter wind blowing across the harbor, cold enough to freeze the 
marrow in the bones. In three days we were in fair weather, and in 
six more were in the Harbor of Havana, where decks were all 
sheltered by awnings as protection against the heat of the almost 
tropical sun. Bumboats immediately surrounded the steamer, 
and lines were thrown up, to which small baskets were attached. 
Sending down five cents it bought up three enormous oranges 
such as we never saw in the States.

It appeared that every one on board must have laid in a stock of 
oranges sufficient to last the rest of the voyage to San Francisco. 
Certainly the all-pervading sight and smell of oranges from that 
day until San Francisco was reached gave the writer such a 
nausea for the fruit that he never tasted one for the next ten years 
afterwards.

Another six days brought us to Aspinwall, as Colon was then 
called, landing there at seven in the morning. We had breakfast 
and dinner under new, and to us, most strange surroundings. 
Leaving there at two in the afternoon we took the train for 
Panama, over a road forty-seven miles long, which was said to 
have exacted a toll of a human life for every tie that was laid.

The sight of the native population was rather a shock to many of 
the prim and correct notions of the north in the way of dress, or 
rather undress. They certainly lived as near to Nature as Mother 
Eve and also were not ashamed. At midnight we were transferred 
to the large steamer of the Pacific Line, much larger and finer 
than those on the Atlantic side, and after twelve days we reached 
San Francisco, after having stopped on the way at Acapulco, con
sidered by many the most beautiful harbor in the world.

December twenty-ninth, the writer, with a party made up on the 
steamer, viewed the magnificent panorama from Nob Hill and 
Telegraph Hill, extending from the Golden Gate on the west 
through which we had just passed the day before, to Alcatraz

Island on which were the government fortifications, to the 
magnificent bay on the east, and in the background the towering 
cone of Mount Diablo. Going to Woodwards Gardens, visiting the 
old Spanish Mission Dolores and other points of interest, occupied 
the remainder of the day.

The writer took the overnight steamer for Stockton at 6 p.m. and 
arrived there at 6 a.m. Upon going to the stage office, he found the 
bookings to Calaveras for the day were all filled. To pass the day 
he went to the nearest hotel on the levee, and after getting break
fast, his trunk and himself were ushered to his room upstairs. This 
proved to be a great loft as large as the building itself, and fitted 
up with a series of bunks all around the sides and across and down 
the middle, generally three above each other. The prospect of 
passing the night in what appeared more like a cattle corral than a 
hotel was a little too much for the olfactories and fastidiousness of 
an eastern tenderfoot. On looking around, he found the Weber 
House, a hotel conducted on a somewhat less primitive fashion, 
and soon bag and baggage were transferred to that place.

Like the greenhorn in a new place, he started to do the town, not 
so much of a job if the size of the town only was considered, and the 
quality of the soil was not taken into account. But the latter was 
sure to overcome the disposition to wander very far, for a more 
villainous compound could hardly be imagined than that of which 
the streets were composed, and in the crossing of them care had to 
be exercised lest one or both of his boots should be found sticking 
in the subsoil, and the pedestrian emerge in his stocking feet.

His attention was first attracted to the great freight wagons, 
generally drawn by eight to fourteen mules. They were equipped 
with, or what appeared to be, solid wheels. Investigation showed 
that the solid wheel was nothing but mud. Nothing like the or
dinary eastern mud he had been accustomed to wade through 
bare legged in his youthful days, but the fat, unctious, sticky, 
tenacious compound such as made up the country surrounding 
Stockton as far as the foothills twenty miles away. The mud would 
get in between the spokes of the wheel, and as they frequently 
went down to the hub in the mire the wheel at last became in 
appearance a solid disk.

Stockton, at that time, like many other places, had great am
bitions as to its future possibilities, but just then it had to sing 
small. The ground on which it was built was a slight elevation near 
the eastern bank of the San Joaquin River at the head of a slough 
branching off from the main river. To the west were the Tules, 
barely level with the water of the river, stretching away as far as 
the straights at Benicia, and to the east was this vast sea of mud, 
as it was in the rainy season, extending to the foothills. It was like 
a lone island in a great ocean of mud.

The following day, December 31st, the writer obtained a seat in 
the stage for Angels, 60 miles away. After floundering through the 
sea of mud for twenty miles the foothills were reached, but before 
going five miles on that part of the road we suffered shipwreck.

We were in one of what were called mud wagons for want of a 
more elegant name. Ours seemed to be able to navigate the seas 
of mud, but failed dismally when we struck dry land. On going 
over a sidelong piece of road the rear wheel on the lower side
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CORNELIUS B. DEMAREST
This daguerreotype was taken either shortly before 
Cornelius came to California, or shortly after his ar
rival.

collapsed and the wagon and all went over to starboard in a squir
ming, wriggling, indiscriminate mass, a fine performance for a 
moving picture show. Eight men and four women, including nine 
people inside and three outside, were spilled out.

On taking stock of the injured it was found that none were 
seriously hurt and that it was principally mud that felt so moist on 
body and clothes, not blood. The stage, with nothing but a canvas 
cover, received no special damage except to the wheel and top 
hamper.

The writer realized after walking around awhile that in his case 
it was somewhat a case of blood and not all mud, for he found 
blood oozing from his boot where it had been cut. He had not felt 
the pain of his injuries during the past excitement, but it had now 
become a very present sense.

However, there was no object to indulge in useless lamentation, 
so after a long delay we obtained from neighboring farmers two 
wagons in which the passengers were taken to the next station, 
about ten miles father up the road, where we arrived about six 
hours late. Fresh stage and horses were procured and after 

dinner we again took the road, no w up the mountains, and reached 
our destination, Angels Camp, after midnight.

The last ride on the grade from Altaville down to Angels will 
linger in the memory of the writer as long as life itself lasts. It 
appeared like the descent into Dante’s Inferno. The quartz mills 
at this time were all running full blast. First came the Fritz Mill, 
next in order the Winter Mill, the Doctor Hill Mill, the Lightner 
Mill, the Foster Mill, the Jim Fair Mill, and two or three others 
whose names are not now remembered, and last near the end the 
Great Crystal Mill with its forty stamps.

During this ride it was easy to realize Tennyson’s description of 
the “Charge of the Six Hundred”. There were thunderings in front 
of us, thunderings on the right of us, thunderings on the left of us, 
and thunderings in the rear of us. It appeared even as if there were 
thunderings above us and below us. The earth itself appeared to 
tremble and shake under the terrible impact of the hundreds of 
stamps, and the thunderous roar arising from them was simply 
deafening. And after plunging down this ravine in the pitch 
darkness of a December night over a most villainously rough and 
rocky road, the writer considered himself more dead than alive 
when the stage brought up before Scribner’s Store. Immediately 
on leaving the stage he was accosted by a little sawed-off 
Irishman, Tommy O’Neill, who asked him if his name was 
Demarest. He answered in the affirmative and was told that his 
brothers had waited until nearly midnight in hopes of meeting 
him, but as there were no telephones or telegraphs in those days, 
it was impossible to obtain advance information of the coming of 
the stage. Tommy, whose devotion to the Demarest family was 
like to that of a faithful dog, promised to stay until the stage should 
arrive, even if it should require him to be there all night.

He said the place at which they lived, French Camp, was only a 
couple of miles away and he would act as guide, as he lived there 
also. The writer learned afterward that it was nearly four miles. 
It might have been only a couple of miles as the birds fly, but un
fortunately we were not birds and for those whose feet were on 
“terra firma” the trouble was that so much of that same terra 
firma stood up on edge, which immensely magnified the distance 
both as to time and effort.*

The first thing to do was to climb the side of a hill in the pitch 
darkness, and it seemed to the tired and lame voyager as if he was 
ascending the tower in the plains of Shinar that was to reach into 
the Heavens. Going up in the rear of the great Crystal Mill, the 
roar from it effectually made complaint, explanation, or ex
pressed desire to halt impossible until the summit was reached, 
and descent made on the other side.

After traveling what appeared to be ten miles, instead of two, 
and all the time suffering the most excruciating pain from the in
jured foot, we landed at the house in French Camp near the hour of 
three o’clock in the morning. The writer, of course, received a 
most hearty and generous welcome, but very quickly, like Sir 
Joseph Porter, sought the seclusion that the cabin granted, hav
ing been on foot and in a cramped-up stage for nearly twenty-two 

♦French Camp, now only a forgotten site, was west of Angels, 
two miles “as the birds fly’’.
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hours. He arose late the next morning, January 1st, to greet the 
glorious Calaveras winter day and was there ever or anywhere a 
day like unto it? New Year’s Day brought its feasting and 
pleasures there as well as in the East. We sat down at dinner to as 
fine a roast turkey as could be conceived of, with all the side 
dishes, all prepared and cooked by the Elder Brother, who had 
served an apprenticeship since his advent in ’49. With all of us 
with good appetites, and with the writer a voracious one, waiting 
upon a toast to good health, ample justice was then done to the 
viands and the evil day of reckoning with an injured foot was put 
off until a future time. The net results of the injury was a con
finement to the house for nearly three months.

Poor Tommy O’Neill, the guide over the hills, was one of those 
confirmed inebriates who never, orhardly ever by any possibility 
came home sober from his daily visits to town, if there was any 
means by which he could come home drunk. A very ludicrous ac
cident happened to Tommy just before the advent of the writer. 
Tommy and his partner lived in one of several cabins by the Elder 
Brother and situated only a few yards away. The cabin was fitted 
up in the typical miner’s cabin fashion, the door at one end, and a 
large open stone fireplace at the other end. In one corner were two 
sleeping bunks, built one above the other, the lower one being built 
a short distance above the floor, leaving a most convenient place 
for the accumulation of all kinds of debris. Here our miners 
deposited picks, shovels, and boots, whenever they took them off 
on going to bed, which was not often. They also found this a good 
place to keep their whiskey and quicksilver bottles. These last two 
were to be poor Tommy’s undoing, as we shall soon tell.

Any surface miner always has to use quicksilver in working his 
claim to recover the gold, and for convenience it was generally 
kept in small quantities in a soda waterbottle to avoid the neces
sity of carrying around a large iron flask. Unfortunately, whiskey 
was also usually carried in the same sort of bottle, and both were 
stowed under the bunk at night. Tommy on this particular day had 
been in town, and after stowing himself full he also had his soda 
water bottle filled with whiskey, and arriving in his cabin he just 
placed his bottle under the bunk and turned in like the 
cavalryman’s horse, with all the harness on. During the night 
Tommy awoke with a very great thirst and thought he would 
quench it with a drink. Reaching down under the bunk, his hand 
came in contact with the quicksilver bottle, and as the whiskey 
bottle was full and the other contained only a couple of pounds, in 
his drunken stupor Tommy could not distinguish the difference. 
Up went the quicksilver bottle to his mouth, and in a flash its en
tire contents went down his throat. With a roar that shook the 
cabin and woke his partner and even others in the nearby cabins, 
he bounded out of bed and, wild with excitement and dread of 
death, he executed a series of gymnastics that would have done 
credit to a circus performer or a whirling dervish. With the 
greatest difficulty he was brought under control. He certainly 
thought his last had come with that amount of liquid metal in his 
stomach.

We have often heard of the speed with which a dose of salts 
would traverse the human anatomy, but the speed of that dose

would be as that of an ox train beside the 20th Century Limited, 
compared to the record time made by that dose of quicksilver. It 
was said that in a very few minutes he recovered the whole 
amount from his boots! He loudly congratulated himself on the 
fact that it was as good as ever and we would return it to the bottle 
for future use. It left no ill effects on his system, but the awful 
scare he had undergone was too much for Tommy, and from that 
day forward he rode on the water wagon.

COPPEROPOLIS
One of the most curious series of events illustrating how simple 

luck, without any ability or brains on the part of the recipient, can 
befall a man and make him wealthy occured in connection with 
the discovery of copper in Calaveras. A man named Tom Hardy, 
an Englishman from the copper region in Cornwall, kept a hog 
ranch in what was called Salt Spring Valley. And when we say he 
was a hog rancher, we say at once that he was in the lowest pos
sible social scale, in short a mud sill. At that time in California, 
nearly all cattle were grazed on public lands and every owner was 
supposed to brand his animals so that they could be easily 
recognized and claimed by him wherever found. Tom Hardy 
never branded his animals, so consequently, all animals not 
branded, he said, belonged to him; surely a very broad claim for 
ownership and which opened a very wide door for endless disputes 
regarding ownership and occasionally some gun practice.

Upon this ranch was employed a man named John Reed. 
At the time these events began, Reed had neither money nor 
credit enough toeven buy himself a pair of bluejean overalls. One 
day as he was walking over the ranch he stubbed his toes against a 
small piece of rock that projected above the surface of the ground, 
and looking down, something about its appearance attracted his 
attention. He picked it up and upon close examination he thought 
it looked like copper ore with which he was somewhat familiar. 
Taking it home, he consulted Hardy, and together they tested it 
and found that it was rich in copper.* They immediately ex
amined the locality and found a well-defined vein some mile or 
more in length which they at once determined to claim under the 
district mining laws. In these early days all the mining laws were 
local to the district in which they were situated, and usually con
tained provision for taking title to such a vein. A company could 
be formed, each member of which could claim one hundred feet 
on the length of the vein withone hundred feet extra to the original 
discoverer, by virtue of his discovery. The usual way to take up a 
claim was to write a notice containing all the names of those as
sociated together and worded as follows: -

*Another rancher in the area, Thomas McCarty, is generally 
cited as co-discoverer with Reed of the Copperopolis vein. 
Why Demarest didn’t mention his name also is not 
understood. Actually, the first copper discovered in this 
vicinity was by Hiram Hughes at Quail Hill and Hog Hill, just 
a short time before the Reed and McCarty strike. It was 
Hughes’ discovery that alerted everyone to the presence of 
copper in the area.
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CORNELIUS BLAUVELT DEMAREST
1836 - 1911

From a portrait taken in 1910, about the time Cornelius 
was writing the “Chronicles.”

“We, the undersigned, claim 1300 feet from this notice to 
another notice on an oak tree in a northwesterly direction, 200 feet 
wide with all its dips and angles, and intend to work the same ac
cording to the laws of Angels Camp.”

The names on the notice were partly as follows:
John Reed, discover......................................................................200 feet
Thomas Hardy...............................................................................100 feet
Thomas Rafferty............................................................................100 feet
Mrs. Thomas Rafferty.................................................................. 100 feet
John Doe..........................................................................................100 feet
Richard Roe....................................................................................100 feet 
and so on up to twelve names. They could choose any of their 
friends and place their names on the list. This would then make a 
legal claim on which no one would be allowed to infringe if the 
proper amount of work was done upon it as required by the laws of 
the district. Although no one could take up more than one share, 
he could buy as many of them as he wished and hold proper title to 
them. So as soon as the claim was located, Hardy and Reed 

proceeded to put out the other parties whose names they had used 
to make up the list. The procedure would be about as follows: - 
“Mr. Doe, I have placed your name on a copper claim. Do you 
want to hold it?” Mr. Doe, having had some experience in former 
claims in the way of assessments, and having the fear of the same 
in the present case, should say, “No”. ‘ ‘Well, if you don’t want it I 
will buy it from you. Here is a bill of sale and one dollar. Please 
sign it.” In this way share after share was bought until they 
struck Mr. and Mrs. Rafferty. These people having no fear of 
assessments before their eyes, said “Yes, we will hold on to it.” 
The Raffertys did not intend to pay assessments even if they were 
levied as none could be collected from them. In that case all that 
could be done would be to sell them out. Rafferty and his wife kept 
a sort of low-down road house for teamsters on the inside road on 
the way to Stockton.* Children were more plentiful than money, 
clothes scarcer than either, while dirt and squalor reigned 
supreme at the Rafferty establishment.

A contract was made by the company as finally organized to 
sink a shaft fifty feet deep, payment to be made when that depth 
was reached. Before the shaft was that deep they had sold enough 
ore to pay all expenses for the entire contract; consequently, no 
assessments were levied and no cash invested. The hole in the 
ground had paid for everything. The stock never cost one dime in 
cash. One year after discovery, Mr. Rafferty, having no faith in 
the permanence of the prospect, decided to sell his share and 
received $25,000 for it; Mrs. Rafferty still refused to part with her 
share. The following year a dividend was declared and Mrs. 
Rafferty received $25,000 as the dividend on her one share. Two 
years after Reed had stubbed his toe against the stone he sold his 
two shares for $65,000, besides having received $50,000 in 
di vidends.Five years later, Tom Hardy, who had in the meantime 
bought up all the others, sold the entire plant to Meader, Solon & 
Company, of Stockton, who were the selling and forwarding 
agents for the mine, for $1,250,000.

In the meantime, a large town had grown up about the mine and 
which was called Copperopolis, consisting of the typical 
population of an ordinary mining town, good, bad and indifferent, 
with the former far in the minority. During this time, Tom Hardy, 
as he had been known, had built a splendid mansion near the town, 
was elected to the State Legislature, and had blossomed out as the 
Honorable Thomas F. Hardy.

DOCTOR HILL
Doctor Hill was typical of many that drifted to California in the 

early days. He received his title from the fact or alleged fact that 
he was a dentist or tooth doctor, as it was called in Texas. What his

*This was before Reed and McCarty built the turnpike that 
was the predecessor of Highway “4”. Most of the traffic 
between Stockton and the Salt Springs Valley region came up 
Rock Creek past the “White House” (Tower & Bixby Ranch) 
or by the “Red House Ranch” (Captain Wright’s). Possibly 
Demarest is referring to the “White House” route here.
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name was in Texas or before he went there is probably unknown. 
It was often a case of pistol practice in Texas to ask a man what his 
name was before he came there. Californians were too polite or 
too busy to ask such impertinent, embarrassing, and sometimes 
dangerous questions. Dr. Hill possessed all the sharp angles of the 
natural man before they got rounded off, like stones in the 
streams, by long continued contact and friction with civilized and 
polite society.

He landed in Calaveras somewhere about the year ’54 or ’55, 
during the early development of the quartz mining. He acquired a 
mine and built a mill to crush the quartz.* This was a mill of the 
old style, built with a minimum of ironwork in it, for little of that 
was to be had in those days. It had a thirty-foot overshot 
waterwheel mounted on one end of a long shaft formed from the 
trunk of a great pine tree. In the other part of the shaft were

♦Mark Twain Road, as it leaves Highway ‘49’, crosses over 
the Dr. Hill mine. Theclaim was staked by James M. Hill and 
associates in January, 1855. In later years, the claim was 
consolidated with the Angels mine. See “Las Calaveras’’ for 
October, 1968.

inserted in rows the cams for lifting the stamps. In the revolution 
of the shaft, the cams would lift the stamps up about twelve or 
fourteen inches to where they would slip off and fall on the quartz 
in the mortar. This continuing with a row of five or ten stamps, 
each one dropping about sixty times per minute, would finally 
crush the rock to a powder.In the process of crushing it was neces
sary to use a considerable amount of quicksilver to amalgamate 
the gold liberated from the crushed rock. This had to be sprinkled 
in the battery at intervals by the man who fed the battery with the 
quartz rock.

A brilliant idea struck the doctor. Why depend upon the 
judgement and memory of mere man to feed the battery with 
quicksilver? Why not make an automatic device that would do the 
business systematically? So the doctor constructed a narrow 
trough the length of the battery, with a fine screen for the bottom. 
It is a peculiarity of quicksilver that it would stay in such a trough 
as that so long as it was at rest. Then the jarring of the stamps as 
they fell would vibrate the trough enough to induce a part of the 
quicksilver to trickle through the bottom. But the devices of the 
smartest men sometimes go astray. When the mill was started 
after adjusting the thing carefully, the very first stamp that fell so 
effectively jarred the trough that every atom of quicksilver 
disappea red through the bottom down into the battery and shortly 
thereafter into the gulch below the mill. There, the Chinamen had 
good quicksilver mining for many months afterwards.

“Chronicles of Calaveras’’ will be continued in a forthcoming 
issue of “Las Calaveras.’’

CORRECTION
Walter Huberty, a longtime resident of the San Andreas area 

points out two discrepancies in the July, 1976, issue on the Smith 
Family of West Point.

Mr. Huberty says, “If you will check the records, I am sure you 
will find that he (J. A. Smith) was Deputy Clerk, but never County 
Clerk, as he had quit school-teaching for this job, because he was 
studying law. This position would put him in direct contact with 
the practice of law.

Here is the way I remember the judgeship changes: A.I. 
McSorley (Superior Court Judge) died suddenly, and John Han
cock, who was District Attorney, was appointed. He served for 
quite some time, but resigned to enter a law firm in Stockton. This 
put the judgeship up for grabs. Will A. Dower, James Keith and 
A. J. Smith each tried for the office. It’s quite a story, but Smith 
was appointed by the Governor - with some reluctance as Mr. 
Smith was rather limited in the years of practice and had never 
been District Attorney. It is true that Judge Smith served for forty 
years without opposition.”

Back Issues
A list of our back issues is available for the asking. Out of print 

issues will be supplied as “xerox” copies. Price to members is 60 
cents a copy, and a discount is given for orders over $10.
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profanity were poured out in equal proportions as occasion re
quired. On one such occasion, he sat in Scribner’s Store among a 
lot of boon companions when a town bully, who had drunk well but 
not wisely, walked among them boasting of his prowess and con
tinually striking his breast, asserting that he was a man among 
men. “Doc” listened to the man’s boasting until patience ceased 
to be a virtue. He finally broke out in a tone and manner of the 

most biting sarcasm, saying, “You may be a man among sheep, 
but by God, you are a sheep among men! ” Needless to say, he was 
left master of the field.

The writer had an experience one time with the doctor in his 
alleged profession. After enduring the agonies of a decayed molar 
for a week, with no dentist within fifteen miles, he finally con
cluded to try Doctor Hill. He found him at home eating supper in 
his cabin, as the miners’ houses are called in this region. He 
waited oustide until the doctor had finished and came out to attend 
to his needs. He assured him that although he had no dentist’s 
instruments, he would do the best he could.

Our second installment of the “Chronicles” described 
Cornelius’ trip out to California and Calaveras in 1856. The author 
then proceeded to tell about some aspects of the Copperopolis 
boom in the 1860’s, with comments on certain of the leading per
sonalities. He next moved on to the subject of Doctor Hill, one of 
the early lode miners in the Altaville-Angels area. In this 
installment, he concludes his remarks about Doctor Hill and goes 
on to other subjects.

Doctor Hill was about fifty years of age, having many of the 
traits of the oldtime Southern gentleman. Quiet, suave, and gentle 
in speech when in a normal condition, but a tongue that could cut 
like a buzz saw when in angry discussion. When necessary, he had 
a most remarkable vocabulary of cuss words. Sarcasm and 

The best he could do apparently was to place the patient on a 
bench with his head against the house in a very firm position. 
Then with a jacknife, he cut around the tooth and with a pair of 
machinist’s pliers, attempted to extract the old tooth. Of course, 
the first pinch crushed all of it that was in sight. Then another 
digging with the jacknife until he could get another hold on it. It 
went the same way, and the third time, also. Finally, he 
remembered that an Italian storekeeper about half a mile up the 
road had a lot of dentist’s tools that he had taken from some 
stragglers for a debt. So, with face and hands all covered with 
blood, we went up, the sight of all beholders, to the store, where he 
obtained a pair of forceps. With some more cutting and digging 
about the roots, he finally had the thing extracted, with the victim 
more dead than alive.

CORNELIUS AND ANNIE 
DEMAREST

Betrothed to Cornelius before he left 
New Jersey for the west, Annie Reid 
Young bravely made the trip to San 
Francisco six years later. They were 
married in June, 1862, and set up 
housekeeping in Altaville, where 
Cornelius was managing the Iron 
Works. They returned to the east in 
1864. This is from a photographic por
trait made shortly after the turn of 
the century.
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ALTAVILLE AND VICINITY

Altaville was originally called Hangtown* from the number of 
trees they at one time adorned with human fruit that had been ex
pelled from San Francisco by the Vigilance Committee, along 
with some of the Joaquin band of bandits and highwaymen. The 
Vigilance Committee always has been given a great deal of credit 
for hanging a couple of undesirable citizens, Corey and Casey, but 
the interior towns supp’emented their work so effectually that the 
supplement was much greater than the original volume, much 
like the tail wagging the dog.

The Joaquin band had their headquarters on Harmon’s Peak in 
the Bear Mountain Range, some seven or eight miles away, and 
from which they could signal to their confederates over a ter
ritory of one hundred square miles. After clearing up the moral 
atmosphere, the vigilant citizens renamed the town and settled 
down to using the serene and placid name of Altaville.

The last six years of the writer’s stay in California were spent in 
this place. It was an ideal place for a home, away from the roar 
and racket of the oridinary mining town with its noisy quartz 
mills, and as it had no surface mining within its borders it could 
lead the simple life. Situated upon high ground, comparatively 
level, it commanded a fine view westward to the Bear Mountain 
Range, with its summits seven miles away, overlooking the deep 
depression between, in which were the beautiful and secluded 
Parnell’s Valley, Smith’s Valley, Harmon Valley, and Waterman 
Valley. To the east, the view extended to the snow-clad peaks of 
the lofty Sierras seventy miles away. In the writer’s house a per
son could stand in the rear door with the thermometer at 100 
degrees in the shade beside him and have a line of glittering white 
peaks in full view.

During his stay in Altaville, the writer was called upon to do his 
full share of work demanded by the public, mostly for the noble 
pleasure of serving his country with doubtful compensation or 
reward. First among these matters came jury duty. The county 
seat at that time was Mokelumne Hill, twenty-two miles distant. 
There were two ways of reaching there, either by stage or on 
horseback. The stage fare for the round trip was ten dollars, 
which, with board at the hotel at three dollars a day for the term of 
six days, made a total expense of some twenty-eight dollars or 
more. Should the party elect to go by horse-back it would amount 
to about the same, as the board of the horse would have to be taken 
into account.

The juror’s compensation was three dollars per day in the coun
ty’s promises to pay, the satisfaction of which might come along 

*We find no substantiation for the statement that Altaville 
was once called “Hangtown”. Demarest either confused the 
origins of Altaville with those of Placerville, which was 
originally called “Hangtown”, or he made this story up for 
his readers’ entertainment. His nephew, D.C. Demarest, 
does not allude to the name “Hangtown” in the detailed his
tory of Altaville in his manuserpit, although he had access to 
the manuscript of the “Chronicles.”

in the course of one or two years, depending upon the success of 
the high finance indulged in by the county magnates. However, 
there were brokers who had full faith or pull in the future who 
would buy the county’s scrip at fifty cents on the dollar. So the 
profits, or lack thereof, for the six day’s service can easily be 
figured out. The court fared somewhat better, for when the jury 
retired and found a verdict, upon returning to the courtroom it 
would be handed to the judge. He would make the announcement, 
“Plaintiff (or defendant) will pay the jury.” This had to be done 
before the judge would read the verdict. No pay, no verdict. This 
was a trip that was taken almost invariably every year by the 
writer during his years in Altaville.

Should it be supposed that Altaville was a sleepy little town, 
after it took upon itself a respectable name, the party would find 
he was much mistaken. We were only a mile from Angels with all 
the possibilities of an hilarious old time and at any old time. 
Besides that, like any town in California, it was subject to a 
sudden awakening that at very short notice would recall the 
verities and significance of its former name. For instance, the 
writer in one year served on five coroner’s inquests, the subjects 
ranging from a dead drunk, to accident, murder and suicide, and 
all this in the precincts of quiet Altaville. One poor fellow had 
fallen into a quartz hole and was not found until life was extinct. 
Another poor quiet and inoffensive teamster was shot by a vicious 
character over some insignificant quarrel, who by the barest 
margin escaped adorning some one of the surrounding trees 
before he was whisked off to Mokelumne Hill to be held for trial. 
Another was a suicide - our next door neighbor who had ap
parently tired of life and put a pistol ball through his head.

THE BURIED RIVERS
In some long-gone-by Geological age, when the earth was 

still young, the river system of California that traversed the part 
of the State now covered by the Sierra Nevada range had its 
general course north and south, evidently flowing through deep 
canyons.* Gold was washed down from veins in the then existing 
mountains and lodged in the riverbeds amid gravel and stones the 
same as in the modern ones.

In the course of time, during some great convulsions of the 
earth, the present Sierra Nevada was elevated after most of the 
rivers had been buried under a great mass of debris consisting of 
boulders, gravel and sand, intermingled in many places with 
fragments of tree trunks. In several places have been found 
human skulls and pottery - these last quite numerous. (No, see 
footnote regarding Calaveras Skull - Ed.) During this period

♦This was the commonly accepted picture of the early Ter
tiary river system, often called “the Great Blue Lead,” a 
river that existed some fifty or sixty million years ago. In ac
tual fact, it was a number of separate rivers, much as we 
have today. Their middle courses and tributaries often 
flowed north or south, but their lower courses flowed out to 
the Great Valley through “gaps” cut through the greenstone 
ridges of the foothills.
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came also violent volcanic action pouring out vast quantities of 
volcanic ash and other debris that filled parts of the old canyons.

The principal old river system still traceable evidently had its 
headwaters well up in the northern part of the state, traversing 
several counties before entering Calaveras, everywhere marked 
by the high hills of cemented boulders and gravel and oc
casionally lava, which had partially resisted the subsequent 
scouring action of the elements. (See earlier footnote - Ed.)

In Tuolumne, the next county below, near Sonora is found the 
principal true lava formation. From some volcano far above 
Sonora (Dardanelles - Ed.) evidently a great torrent of lava was 
poured out, filling the old canyon for a distance of some thirty 
miles to the southwest to a depth of fifty to one hundred feet, and 
one quarter to one-half mile fn width.This solidified in the canyon 
as if in a gigantic mould. Subsequent erosion of the surface has 
carried away so much of the surrounding country that the lava 
now stands as it was moulded in the canyon as a great wall stan
ding one or more hundred feet high. Known as Table Mountain, it 
extends about thirty miles, beyond which point it had been carried 
away by subsequent erosion, and is no more traceable.

The top of Table Mountain stands a thousand or more feet above 
the level of the Stanislaus River to the northeast. The latter has cut 
a deep canyon across the old river channel at nearly right angles. 
The bottom of the old lava-filled river was formed of the same 
riverbed formation as the more recent rivers and likewise con
tained substantial amounts of gold. Inclined tunnels were driven 
under the lava on Table Mountain and rich placer deposits were 
found.

In Calaveras County, the principal ancient buried river was 
filled with debris, mostly boulders and gravel, and shafts were 
sunk in the lowest places generally from one hundred to three hun
dred feet to reach the pay dirt in the channel. In one such shaft at a 
depth of over one hundred feet was found the famous Calaveras 
Skull which has been a subject of so much dispute among scien
tists, the genuineness of which has never been questioned by those 
familiar with the circumstances of its discovery.*

*The Calaveras Skull hoax was one of the most celebrated in 
the sciences of Paleontology and Anthropology. A com
paratively recent Indian skull was surreptitiously placed in a 
shaft on Bald Hill, near Altaville, in gravel beds unques
tionably many million of years old. An incredulous miner, 
Jim Matson, “discovered” the skull which ultimately, 
through the good offices of Doctor William Jones (of whom 
we read in an earlier installment) fell into the hands of the 
eminent Harvard professor, J.D. Whitney. That learned 
scientist was so convinced of the genuineness of this “find” 
that he (along with a few other worthies that included Dr. 
Jones’ friends, the Demarests) went to his grave believing 
that this skull was ten to thirty million years old. Modern 
scientific dating methods have demonstrated that the skull is 
only a few thousand years old. Bret Harte, who had lived in 
this area a few years before the find and was currently free
lance writing in San Francisco, was tipped off to the hoax by 
his Calaveras friends.

The experience the writer had in this kind of mining will illus
trate the hazards of it. At a place with the romantic name of Slab 
Ranch, where Angels Creek crosses the old riverbed, and where 
the surface has been very much eroded in the formation of the 
valley of Angels Creek and where presumably the old channel was 
not very deep, a shaft had been started by a party of six men who 
combined for that purpose. Being hampered by the lack of capital 
and so being unable to install the powerful pumps necessary to 
take out the vast amount of water, they used a very primitive 
piece of machinery, worked by horses or mules traveling in a cir
cle around a center stem which connected with the pump, and 
which was called a whim.

After working at the project some couple of years and having 
reached a depth of about seventy-five feet, one of the men in look
ing down the shaft to the workers below lost his hat. It un
fortunately fell so that the suction of the pumps drew it in and it 
lodged in the valve, putting the whole works out of commission. 
Over six months was consumed before they could get the pumps 
raised to the top of the shaft, clear out the shaft and again regain 
the point they were at before the accident.

With no more money and discouraged for the future they sold 
out to a company of eight men, of which the writer was a member.

The new company put in modern pumping machinery and

THE CALAVERAS SKULL
Alonzo Rhodes, the telegraph operator at Murphys who 
was also an amateur photographer took this picture in 
1866 of the famous skull just before Dr. Jones sent it 
down to Professor J.D. Whitney.

Gift of Fred Kenney
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DAVID DURIE DEMAREST
The pioneer Demarest was born in 1824 in 
New Jersey and came west in 1849. His 
brother, Cornelius, joined him in Calaveras in
1856. Cornelius returned to the east in 1864, but 
David remained in the west where he lived to 
beyond the turn of the century. He and his son, 
Clarence, ran the Iron Works at Altaville. 

Courtesy of the Stuart Library 
speedily had the water under control. In about six months they 
reached the bottom of the channel one hundred and twenty feet, 
and drifted across it until they reached the opposite bank. They 
now concluded to wash up the dirt they had taken out and the 
result was the enormous sum of thirty-six dollars, representing 
an expenditure by the first company of about three years work for 
six men, and by the last company of over a year’s time and the ex
penditure of over ten thousand dollars for machinery. In the men
tal vision, “All is not gold that glitters.’’

Bret Harte has made various people and localities in Calaveras 
famous through his writings. Among them are Dows Flat, the 
Society on the Stanislaus, Thompson of Angels, and Table Moun
tain, the scene of the game with the “Heathen Chinee’’. With true 
poetical license he mixes up his geography and draws very much 
on his imagination for facts, should there be any facts at all in his 
writings, which is very doubtful. For instance, he located Table

Mountain in Calaveras, whereas in fact it is in Tuolumne. He also 
locates Angels on the Stanislaus River, although it is seven miles 
distant. He it is who has thrown more doubt in the popular mind, 
through his poems, on the genuineness of the Calaveras skull than 
all the scientists who have investigated the facts concerning it, 
simply because he found a great many more readers for his poem 
than the scientists did for their investigations.*

THE STANISLAUS RIVER
The climate of Calaveras, like that of California in general, has 

two simple divisions, viz: the rainy and the dry seasons, the rainy 
being winter, and the dry summer. The rainy season generally 
begins about November 10th and ends the first or second week in 
May. The intervening time is the dry season or summer, and a hot 
old summer time it generally is, the mercury very frequently 
playing hide and seek with three figures. The first experiences the 
writer had with that kind of summer was the first season after his 
arrival, when from the 15th to the 25th of June the temperature 
every day ranged from 100 to 116 in the shade. That the natives, 
who were acclimated, did not mind it was shown by the fact that a 
friend of the family was married in the evening of a day when the 
mercury had called at 116. Did the extreme heat interfere with the 
festivities of the occasion? Not much. Feasting and dancing went 
on until midnight in the most orthodox fashion until the bridal 
couple departed. The writer at that time was working some sur
face diggings, and though not having done any outdoor work in six 
years pervious, felt no ill effects from the exposure to this ex
treme temperature. A most remarkable thing is that a case of 
sunstroke was absolutely unknown in the area. The cool night that 
always followed with its refreshing sleep, and the dry 
temperature during the day, enabled a person to stand a 
temperature that would be deadly in the moister climate of the 
east. The only inconvenience suffered on account of the extremely 
dry atmosphere was the immense amount of water required to be 
drunk. One day well remembered, the writer and his brother 
made away with three buckets full. So we were not on the water 
wagon so much as we were the wagon itself.

In the fierce summer heat the great river dries up or nearly so, 
due to the exhaustion of the snow on the mountains, so that a per
son could at some points cross it on foot by jumping from rock to 

*We cannot completely agree with Demarest’s evaluation of 
Bret Harte’s poems and stories of the area. It is true that Bret 
Harte used poetic license to suit his purpose. But not to the ex
tent Demarest claims. Actually, a substantial part of Table 
Mountain lies within Calaveras County, a fact that escaped 
Demarest’s normally observant eye. Harte’s descriptions of 
our Mother Lode country, though vague as to geography, are 
some of the finest written. As to that delightful poem, “To the 
Pliocene Skull’’, and to Bret Harte’s newspaper coverage of 
Professor Whitney’s lecture in San Francisco on the skull, 
when these are read with a knowledge of the full historical 
background of the hoax, one can’t deny that it was a writer’s 
triumph.
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rock, provided he had agility enough to avoid falling off their 
slippery tops and getting an involuntary bath in the blood chilling 
and swirling water surrounding them.*

The writer and his brother so crossed the Stanislaus on one of 
their frequent tramps of thirty miles to Columbia and Sonora in 
Tuolumne County in some of these hot summer days. We would 
generally leave home early in the afternoon of Saturday, pass the 
night in Sonora and return again Sunday morning. At the time 
mentioned we crossed the river about a half mile above the ferry, 
thereby doing the ferryman out of his fare, and also saving much 
time and distance. (Probably Parrots Ferry. Could have been 
Abbey’s Ferry - Ed.) We left the stage road after going down a 
couple of miles, then plunged down the steep sides of the canyon at 

*In those days, before the Camp 9 powerhouse was in ser
vice, the Stanislaus behaved as Demarest notes. The advent 
of the powerhouse ensured a steady flow during the summer; 
that is, until 1977, when once again it is nearly dry.

an angle of forty-five degrees or more, and between walking, run
ning and sliding we reached the river, crossed on the rocks 
without wetting as we possessed the required agility. And then! 
Oh, what a difference in the morning. Here we had to climb up a 
thousand feet of the almost perpendicular face of the canyon (or 
at least it seemed so to us) to regain the road. We learned to our 
great cost that this was not so much fun as the running and sliding 
down had been. On our subsequent tramps we were considerate 
enough of the ferryman’s services to cross on his boat and enjoy 
the much easier grade of the road.

In the golden days of surface mining this was the main stage 
road from Angels to Sonora. These stages were usually drawn by 
four wild California horses, that several men could with difficulty 
harness. When going down the four or five mile grade to the river, 
winding around the spurs of the canyon or driving across the steep 
and narrow ravines that notched the canyon sides, the brakes 
were set and everything was let go at breakneck speed from top to 

A STANISLAUS RIVER FERRY
A typical “rope ferry”, this is a view of the one at 
Reynold’s, and shows how low the Stanislaus could get 
in the summertime, (1895).
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bottom. This is the kind of ride that Horace Greeley made famous 
in the record of his forty-mile ride down the Placerville grade with 
Hank Monk. On one side of the road was a perpendicular wall cut 
into the sides of the mountain to make the “L” shaped notch for 
the roadway, and on the other side, a space of a foot or two to the 
jumping off place, and if a slip were made, oblivion! What with 
the cracking of the driver’s whip, which reverberated through the 
canyon like pistol shots, his shouted objurgations to his wild 
horses, the rumbling of the coach over the rough road, with its oc
casional swaying as it rounded the sharp corners, threatening, as 
it appeared to the greenhorn, to throw the whole equipment over 
the side, and with the cloud of dust that foPowed and sometimes so 
enveloped horses and stage as to render danger invisible, it 
altogether produced an experience that would not tempt the rider 
to ever repeat it for a joy ride. Bret Harte has immortalized a 
similar mountain road, in Nevada, thus:
“It was the Geiger Grade, a mile and a half from the summit: 

Black as your hat was the night, and never a star in the heaven. 
Thundering down the grade the gravel and stones we sent flying 
Over the precipice side, - a thousand feet plumb to the bottom.”

At one time a pleasure party hired a private stage at Murphy’s, 
intending to make a trip to Sonora, in Tuolumne County. Every
thing went all right until their return going down the long grade to 
the river. The entire party had evidently been indulging in rather 
a hilarious time overnight in Sonora, the driver particularly hav
ing filled up with too much of the peculiar kind of liquor often 
found in the average mountain town, called Tanglefoot or forty
rod whiskey. In his exhaultation he thought he could imitate the 
professional driver on the stage line or even Hank Monk himself. 
But, alas, for human ambition when stimulated by that which 
beguiles. In the attempt to demonstrate his skill by showing how 
close he could drive to the edge, he overdid the matter a little and 
the consequence was that the whole equipment went over the 
edge, down the steep hillside some two hundred feet or more, 
where it was caught in some trees that most fortunately 
obstructed the way, and saved them from a further descent of 
another thousand feet to the river.

It was a badly shaken up and battered crowd that finally 
emerged from the wreck of horses, coach, and other parapher
nalia. A couple of the party were killed, all the others were more 
or less hurt. The horses were so badly injured that they had to be 
shot to put them out of their misery. As usual, on the old contention 
that the devil takes care of his own, the drunken driver, thecause 
of all this misfortune, escaped unhurt.

From the divide on the north side as we approached the river on 
our tramps we could see the small town of Gold Spring on the 
south side, and though it appeared to be only a pistol shot away, it 
took a good seven miles down to the river and up again to reach the 
little town.

The name given to this town was because of an enormous 
artesian spring pouring out a stream of crystal clear, nearly ice- 
cold water of a volume sufficient to supply a moderate sized city. 
Curiously, this was within a half mile of the descent to the river 
nearly two thousand feet below. The first time the writer saw this 

wonderful spring was in the heat of the summer season when all 
vegetation was scorched up, with nary a green blade of grass 
growing. It was a veritable spring in the desert. At that time it was 
surrounded by a stone wall enclosing an area of about 50 feet 
square, the entire bottom was one seething mass of boiling sand 
through which the water forced its way to the surface. The over
flow as it issued from the stone wall surrounding the spring was a 
crystal clear stream. It was a beautiful sight amid all the sur
rounding barrenness. It was at first conducted by means of a 
flume some little distance where it was used to run a number of 
hydraulic rams to pump water into the houses of the little town, 
after which it was transported in a ditch to some gold diggins 
where it went through the transformation that often affects so 
much of our poor humanity in their contact with too much gold. 
The end to this stream, its purity all lost in the filth of its sur
roundings, was when it was finally discharged into the river look
ing more like liquid mud than the crystal water that emerged 
from the walls of the spring.

The temptation to plunge in and take a bath in the sparkling 
waters of Gold Spring was only checked by the recollection that 
they were nearly as cold as ice.

The last time the writer crossed this river was in September 
1903. He took a snapshot of the carriage containing our party as it 
stood on the ferry-boat showing the still water of the dam in which 
it floated, the length of the boat being nearly one-half of the 
breadth of the river. The river was dammed up to produce a depth 
of water enough to float the boat.

The way the ferry-boats on this river were operated was a very 
primitive one. A cable was stretched across the river to which the 
boat was attached by a block and tackle at each end, so that to 
move the boat across the river the attachment at the then rear end 
of the boat was lengthened and the boat being brought diagonally 
to the current was moved by its force across to the other side.

In contrast to this river which could be crossed in summer on 
foot over the rocks, is the river when at rare intervals it gets on a 
rampage in the wintertime. After the season of the great flood, of 
’62, an event well remembered to this day, the writer crossed the 
river and was shown a black mark on some rocks, to which the 
flood had reached at eighty feet above low water as it was the 
previous summer at the ferry cam. The irrisistable flood swept 
the Canyon from the head waters of the river to its outlet in the 
foothills.

The rains in the year of the great flood began November 10th 
and without one moment’s cessation day or night continued to 
December 10th, when the entire Stockton and Sacramento 
Valleys were under water, and a great inland sea extended from 
the foothills to the Straits of Benicia. The steamboat plying 
between Stockton and San Francisco went for a considerable time 
across country between Stockton and the Straits. Stockton itself 
could only be approached by boats from the nearest foothills 
twenty miles away. The Stanislaus River was swept bare; not a 
dwelling house, ferry-house, ferry boat, cable or picket fence was 
left on the river to show that mere man had ever attempted to curb 
its eccentricities. It is impossible to conceive a more striking ex-
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THE DEMAREST HOME
This is how Cornelius Demarest’s 
house at Altaville appeared years 
later (1916). It was the home to which 
he took his bride in 1862, and where 
their two daughters were born. They 
all returned to the east in 1864.

ample of man’s helplessness in his attempt to control the forces of 
nature than the appearance of this river after the flood subsided.

Andrew, or Andy Gardner, as he was called, a machinist em
ployed by the writer in the iron works at Altaville, owned a ranch 
in the foothills near that part of the Stanislaus where it emerges 
from the high mountains, and after the flood had subsided in the 
spring he decided to go down and take a look at his ranch. As this 
was a distance of thirty five miles as the crow flies, and rather an 
indeterminate distance by mortal conveyance, it was several 
days before he returned.

It was remarked that quite contrary to his unusual manner he 
was extremely quiet about his work. Finally, curiosity got the 
better of someone around the works and the question was asked, 
“Andy, how about that farm!’’ Andy broke out with, “Why, 
Great Scott, man alive, I have two farms, one on top of the other. 
The lower one can’t be seen, and the top one, 0 Lord, what a 
sight! ’’ It appeared that the top one was from five to twenty feet 
thick, consisting of boulders, many of them the size of a house. 
Houses, mostly in fragments, ferry boats, great pine logs that 
looked as if they might have lain on the ground where they had 
fallen in the mountains for a hundred years or more before the 
flood picked them up and landed them on Andy’s farm, the whole 
garnished with picket fences, ferry cables in asorted lengths, and 
furniture of every imaginable description and in every 
imaginable state of dilapidation. The incidental debris was com
posed of boulders and cobble stones sufficient to build a fence all 
around it, and sand and slumgullion enough to level it all up to the 
top of the fence. Andy was thoroughly disgusted with the prospect 
of farming on that piece of land in the future.

ONE OF THE BONANZA KINGS
It would surprise most people to learn from what kind of roots 

spring some of our so-called first families, who think, or would 
like to have others think, that the bluest of blue blood flows in their 
veins, and who have managed to ally themselves with other 
families who labor under the same kind of delusions.

The roots of one family we have in mind we can easily trace 
back and find one of their ancestors was a Staten Island boatman. 
That was no disgrace for he presumably earned an honest living 
at that time, saying nothing about his subsequent career.

The pedigree of the other family is not so well known in the 
society they now attempt to adorn, one member having been a 
coachman and the other a cook. Not such a coachman as some of 
the present generation aspire to as the highest aim of their ex
istence, such as driving a coach from the Holland House, or a 
Brighton coach from London to that fashionable suburb, but just 
simply a family coachman. The ambition of the later generation 
appears to be simply a case of atavism, a return to the wild. We 
might trace their ancestral tree in which they take so much pride 
to very humble roots in old Calaveras and further back to utter 
obscurity in New York.

In the early days of Calaveras, the main stage to Columbia and 
Sonora in Tuolumne County crossed over the Stanislaus River at 
Robinson’s Ferry, and on this road at Carson’s, about four miles 
from Angels Camp, was for years a roadhouse kept by a Mother 
Rooney and her family. It was always Mother Rooney, as the 
Father Rooney and the other male Rooneys did not count in the 
enumeration except as ciphers. Tom and Theresa were the 
children. Tom was as the Scotchman would say, “a ne’er do 
weel, ” who practiced at the bar, spending much more time in tak
ing observations through the bottom of a glass than he did in gain
ing an honest living. He did not believe in the old doctor’s pres
cription for dyspepsia, i.e., to raise a blister on the palm of the 
hand by friction on the handle of a shovel. Theresa was the flower 
of the family, like a rose in a garden full of brambles, bright, 
intelligent, and seemingly well-educated. Her presence in the 
family redeemed it from utter worthlessness and vulgarity and 
made her a valuable asset in the roadhouse.

She was the live and about the only ‘soul’ in the little Catholic 
Church at Angels to which she journeyed on foot a couple of times 
a week to minister to the visiting priests and keep things clean, 
mostly keeping things clean.
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An amusing incident occured one Sunday afternoon while the 
writer and some companions were standing in front of Thomas’ 
Blacksmith Shop exchanging the gossip of the camp, when Miss 
Rooney came along on her way from the church. Of course, she 
was the observed of all the observers until she had passed by, 
when the conversation was resumed. Suddenly a great racket was 
heard on the slope of the hill down which she was walking. An 
enormous turkey gobbler was determined to make much too in
timate an acquaintance with her and, as the average woman is af
raid of a mouse, it was not to be supposed that she would take kin
dly to the onslaught of a great turkey gobbler. It certainly af
forded great amusement to the boys to see the frantic efforts she 
made to keep the savage bird at bay until rescued from his attack 
by the combined efforts of the gallant boys who had so much ad
mired her as she passed by. Miss Rooney was, of course, the 
cynosure of all eyes possessed by the marriageable young men in 
the vicinity.

The writer, on his voyage to San Francisco, made the acquain
tance of a young man named William Timbers, familiarly called 
Billy Timbers. Some three years after parting from him at San 
Francisco, the latter turned up at Angels Camp and secured em
ployment at the iron works at Altaville, then operated by the 
writer. As he was of the Catholic persuasion, he very soon became 
acquainted with Miss Rooney at the Church and after a while 
presumed to walk home with her and was introduced to Mother 
Rooney. He did not appear to have impressed the head of the 
family very favorably and she finally thought it well to break this 
growing tender passion, so one time on his appearance with 
Theresa, the old lady broke out with, “Cynthie dear, and where 
did you pick up this chip?” She had a sort of hazy idea that he was 
some kind of woodenware but whether it was timber or a chip she 
hardly knew, so applied the diminutive. Needless to say, Billy 
made no more visits to the Rooney domicile.

It was just about this time, when peace and order had been res
tored by the firm hand or tongue of the household head and the 
enemy routed, that our Prince Charming came along, not exactly 

unheralded and unsung, for the fact is he was heralded in many 
devious ways and he made various people sing a doleful song 
before he took his departure at a later period. The individual was 
afterwards called the Honorable James G. Fair, Senator of the 
United States from Nevada, but just now he was plain Jim Fair, 
alias Slippery Jim. As coming events cast their shadows before so 
coming, individuals sometimes cast their reputations before. He 
was what is commonly called a North of Ireland Scotchman, keen, 
shrewd, a combination that never, or hardly ever, lets anything 
get past them that is worth holding on to.

Jim had figured in some shady transactions before he turned up 
at Angels. Shortly after his arrival he obtained possession of an 
old quartz mill and a supposedly worked-out mine.* For some 
time he worked this with various success. By a soft insinuating 
manner and a peculiar purring way of talking he managed shortly 
to ingratiate himself into the confidence of many people, to their 
speedy undoing. ‘‘The words of his mouth were smoother than 
butter, but war was in his heart”. He had obtained considerable 
material and supplies at the Altaville Iron Works, for which 
sometimes he had money to pay and as frequently not. Each time 
that he ordered goods, inquiry was made at Scribner’s store, 
who generally acted as bankers for him, and many others, to find 
out whether his credit was good for the amount.

As an example of Fair’s character and business ethics an 
instance will show. One day he came to the Iron Works and stated 
that he proposed to make some extensive alterations and ad
ditions to his mill and requested an estimate as to the probable 
cost. When this was done he wanted the estimate itemized and put 
in writing, which was also done. The next morning he was seen on 
board the down stage on the sixty-mile ride to Stockton and thence 
to San Francisco, where it was learned later that he went to the 
State prison and obtained the goods made by the convicts on the 
specifications written out for him at Altaville. Such transactions 

*This may have been the Utica. He is reputed to have 
“salted” the Utica and sold it to an unsuspecting investor. 
Later, the Utica was developed into a very successful mine.

WE VISIT OUR BIRTHPLACE
Elizabeth Demarest (Leonard) and 
Margaretta Demarest sitting on the 
porch of the Altaville home where 
they were born. From a snap taken in 
1916.
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had given him the popular name of Slippery Jim and he certainly 
lived up to it at Angels. The next interview between Jim and the 
writer was rather an interesting one resulting in some conver
sation that was more forcible than polite.

Jim Fair carried on his business with varied success for some 
time afterwards when he made his exit from the town and crossed 
over the mountains to Washoe, as it was called, to the Comstock 
silver miles in Nevada. This was thereafter to be the scene of his 
activities and where they were to learn by bitter experience in the 
years to come the exquisite irony of his nickname. He formed that 
co-partnership that finally became famous as the four Bonanza 
Kings, and became known over the civilized world as the 
wealthiest combination then in existence and the synonym of 
fraud and chicanery. Mackay was the underground foreman of 
one of the mines in which Fair bought an interest, whose stock by 
the usual method of milking the unfortunate stockholders had 
become so depressed that it was worth in the market only a few 
cents a share. Mackay, in this combination, was as a man of putty 
in the hands of Fair, whose stronger character and lack of 
conscience soon dominated the situation. So it was now Fair and 
Mackay, but it required some allies to enable them to work the 
stock market, and to do this two more men of easy-going virtue 
were added to the combination, Flood and O’Brien. These parties 
kept a large saloon in the financial district in San Francisco 
largely frequented by brokers and others who passed their lives in 
the whirlpool of stock speculation. It was a sort of unknown blind 
firm and by means of the usual underground means of com
munication, one end of the wire in the saloon and the other end in 
the bottom of the mine, the people were worked to the Queen’s 
taste. It was notorious that the workmen were compelled to be 
blind and deaf if they wished to retain employment. If a fine run of 
ore were uncovered, it was soon buried up from sight until the loss 

of revenue from working barren ore, and the ticker at the other 
end of the line being worked, such that assessments were levied in 
sufficient amounts to frighten stockholders into selling their 
holdings for little or nothing. Who was so handy as our saloon men 
through their brokers to buy all that was offered or sold out at 
public sale, until the lowest point was reached, when behold, a 
chimney of rich ore was struck, probably the same one that was 
covered up. Tremendous excitement was caused by the wonder
ful strike, the stock soared to the skies only to be sold again to the 
same gullible public at an enormous profit.

For every million taken from the mines tens of millions were 
taken from the people by this method of stock manipulation. When 
the public had been milked dry and no more riches were to be ob
tained that way, then banks were established and grain cornered, 
developing into a little more genteel form of robbery, but the 
same old spirit animating them that made their former 
operations so successful. Fair became so deeply involved in the 
wheat corner that he would have been ruined had it not been for 
the action of Flood who came to his rescue. As it was he was shorn 
of several millions of his ill-gotten wealth.

Fair concluded to run for United States Senator from the State 
of Nevada, still retaining residence in Virginia City. Nevada has 
been sometimes called the Pocket Borough with a population 
smaller than a single ward in New York City, composed in about 
equal proportions of miners, coyotes, prairie dogs and jack rab
bits, and it has never been charged that it ever elected a Senator 
that was not rich enough to buy the whole state. Fair was elected, 
of course, and went to Washington and appeared occasionally in a 
body of law makers which he never adorned by his eloquence or 
benefitted by his intellect, finally leaving it to die in obscurity, 
unhonored and unlamented.

DEMAREST IRON WORKS AT ALTAVILLE
Originally established during the Angels-Altaville min
ing boom in the late 1850’s, it was operated by Cornelius 
Demarest in the early ’60s. Later David Demarest and

his son, Clarence, ran the business for many years. 
More recently it has been carried on by the Lawrence 
Monte Verda family, and Cyril Monte Verda is the 
current proprietor.
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NEW MEMBERS
We are happy to welcome these new members to the Historical 

Society:
Mr. & Mrs. Jimmy Bigelow, Murphys

Mr. Earl Bowles, Alexandria Bay, N.Y.
Mr. Ralph Covarrubias, Stockton
Mrs. Opal Eldridge, San Andreas
Mrs. Georgia Everson, Murphys

Mrs. JoAnn N. Gardiner, San Andreas
Mr. Lloyd Graves, San Francisco

Mr. & Mrs. Allen Grimes, Stockton
Mr. & Mrs. Gus Hawver, San Andreas 

Mrs. Mary Ivie, Altaville
Mrs. Patricia Sackett, Valley Springs

Mr. & Mrs. John Tiscornia, San Andreas
Mr. Glenn Walker, Sr., Valley Springs

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
June 23.....Madelon Jack Carley, “Sierra Vista & the One Room
School House’’

July 28.....Annual Meeting. Location to be announced

RECENT EVENTS
April meeting - Authentic Cornish pasties headed the menu of the 
April dinner meeting at the Mokelumne Hill Town Hall. Enter
tainment for the evening was provided by Colonel Don Matteson 
and The Fife & Drums of Old Calaveras, followed by Mrs. Jane 
Hess, accompanied by Marge Biagi, with songs reminisent of the 
early mining days.

Program for the evening featured Mrs. Eve Zumwalt in
troduced by Ray Garamendi, reading her narrative of the 
Mokelumne Hill Pageant. (Originally written for the 1948 Centen
nial) .

May Meeting - Hodson was the location of the spring picnic held on 
Sunday, May 15, 1977. Willard Fuller spoke of the history of the 
Royal Mine and town of Hodson. Mr. Toni Dutil and Mrs. Mary 
Dutil Ivie gave their accountings of their growing years in the 
mining town.

IN MEM0R1AM
Norma Cassinelli Cerruti 

Charles Edwin Taylor
Mary Lavagnino Tarbat

ERRATA
In the January issue, on page 19, “Tower & Bixby Ranch’’ should 
have been “Tower & Bisbee Ranch’’.

BACK ISSUES
A list of our back issues is available for the asking. Out of print is
sues will be supplied as “xerox’’ copies. Price to members is 60 
cents a copy, and a discount is given for orders over $10.

“CALAVERAS COUNTY DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED” 
There are still copies of the soft-bound edition of this reprint of the 
W.W. Elliott book, originally published in 1885, available for $5.25.

PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW
An exhibit of 50 colored photographs by Victor Van Lint entitled 
“Ghosts of the Gold Rush” is now on display on the upper floor of 
the old County Courthouse. The mining display is sponsored by 
the Calaveras Heritage Council through the courtesy of the 
California Historical Society.
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Chronicles Of Calaveras
BY

CORNELIUS BLAUVELT DEMAREST
Fourth Installment

In earlier installments we read how Cornelius’ brother, David 
Demarest, came west in ’49 and joined the gold rush. David 
returned briefly in 1856 to his former home in New Jersey, and 
brought his brothers Abraham and Cornelius back with him to 
Calaveras County.

Cornelius, a very observant person, and a good story-teller, 
years later recorded his memories of gold rush Calaveras and of 
some of the more interesting persons he had gotten to know during 
those eight exciting years he lived here.

We conclude Demarest’s reminiscences in this, the last 
installment of the “Chronicles”, as he describes a trip to see the 
Big Trees, talks of early-day religious activities and, finally, tells 
of certain social activities in and about Altaville.

A VISIT TO THE BIG TREES
A visit to these wonders of the vegetable kingdom would ever be 

an event in the life of a mere mortal, and would leave such an im
pression on him as time could not efface. Their uncommon bulk 
and the reflection that some of them have withstood the effects of 
time and the ravages of fire and storm from a period that 
antedates recorded human history is something so over-powering 
that the life of a puny individual looking up at them seems but a 
mere speck of time. It is estimated that the great “Grizzly Giant” 
in Fresno County is at least five thousand years old. About the 
oldest record that is history is when Abraham emigrated from Ur 
of the Chaldees to Palestine. Yet this tree was one thousand years 
old at that time! Trace its growth down through the ages and we 
find that it was a giant of two thousand when Hiram felled his 
brothers in Lebanon for Solomon’s temple - three thousand when 
Christ was born in Bethlehem - and now at five thousand it is still 
in a vigorous old age, apparently good for many years to come.

A visit to the Big Trees became more and more the thing to do as 
a summer outing once a year. It was often called the “Honeymoon 
pilgrimage”, probably because it was not taken during the 
honeymoon. This comes at all times of the year, but the trees can 
be visited best in summer, as during the winter the ground may be 
buried under snow. The last time the writer visited them was in 
company of two other young couples from Angels, Messrs. 
Scribner and Hockman with their wives.

We left our home at Altaville one fine morning in late 
September and went down the road to Angels (described in 
another story, when the writer went down with the stage that pitch 
dark December night into what appeared like Dante’s Inferno). 
Now familiarity with the landscape and the broad daylight of this 
splendid September morning robbed it of many of the terrors of 
that dreadful night and made it an enjoyable ride. We stopped at 
Angels and were joined by the others of our party and proceeded 

BIG TREES HOTEL 
A welcome sight to the 
weary traveler after the 
long drive up from Mur
phys. Sperry and Perry 
provided splendid ac
commodations for their 
guests, even though the 
location was remote.
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on our journey of ten miles up the mountains to Murphys Camp, 
passing through the old mining camps of Vallecito and Douglas 
Flat. Nothing of interest was seen at these camps except to notice 
what a barren and desolate country had been made out of a fair 
land by the ruthless surface miner. Nothing had been left but 
heaps and ridges of stones which Nature was as yet vainly trying 
to cover with some coarse vegetation to hide their nakedness.

We reached Murphys in time for breakfast which was served 
most bountifully at the hotel of Sperry and Perry, who also owned 
the hotel at the Big Trees. They immediately telegraphed to that 
place to prepare dinner for our party of six.

Murphys was radically different from most mining towns in 
those days. Nearly all of them, like Angels, were down in the bot
tom of a deep gulch or ravine where gold was found abundantly in 
the early days and which fixed the site of the town in the locality. 
Murphys, on the contrary, was located on a nearly circular flat, 

about a mile in diameter, nearly surrounded by hills. On one side 
entered Angels Creek, plunging down from the mountains, cross
ing the flat, and dashing down the gorge on the lower side. This 
flat was apparently left by the old sunken river bed cut into limes
tone and occupying about one-third of the flat on its lower side. 
The diggings in the limestone bed of the old river had been enor
mously rich and had left a large well-to-do population which had 
given to Murphys more of the appearance of an Eastern town than 
any other place in the county. Streets were laid out with shade 
trees, houses were well built and well furnished. Gardens sur
rounded all of them, being irrigated from the waters of Angels 
Creek. This town was also the residence of Father McGowan, the 
Apostle of the Mountains.

Altogether the town had a most homelike and prosperous 
appearance. The evidence of former geological conditions was 
found when the miners cut the great drainage channel at the lower 

THE SENTINELS
Some visitors, arriving at the Big Trees, drive between the Sentinels, or Guardsmen, and head up to the Hotel.
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edge of the flat to drain off the vast amount of water which so 
seriously interferred with mining operations in the old river 
channel. This drain was cut some thirty or forty feet through the 
rim of the channel and the limestone excavated from it was in 
some parts almost covered with dendrites, resembling fossil fem 
prints, many of them extending for a yard in length and as fine as 
the most exquisite lace.

An incident that occurred on the writer’s first visit to Murphys 
will be long remembered. He, with his brother, had walked up 
from French Camp, where they were living at that time, one 
Saturday afternoon and obtained rooms at Sperry and Perry’s 
Hotel. Our room was on the second floor overlooking the street. 
Shortly after sunrise on Sunday morning we were awakened by a 
great racket in the street. We jumped out of bed (like children in 
the Santa Claus rhyme) to see what the matter, but no Santa Claus 
was there, not at least for us, but there was one for a lot of the local 
Indians. Immediately in front of the hotel was Matteson’s Livery 
Stable and a horse had died there during the night. A score or 
more of Indians had fastened ropes around the body, head and 
legs, and were just dragging it out of the door as we reached the 
window. They turned up the street, dragging the horse, and with 
songs of rejoicing, started for their camp some two miles up the 
road. There they intended to have a great feast of horse flesh, 
probably much of it to be eaten raw. A “Digger Indian’’ would eat 
“Dead Horse”, and like some of our modem city epicures with 
their game, it was better when it was pretty ripe.

After breakfast we started on the last ride, much of which was a 
walk of fifteen miles to the Big Trees. The ascent in this fifteen 
miles is about three thousand feet, and in the first five miles up 
Angels Creek one climbs sixteen hundred feet. This road is very 
tortuous, crossing the creek ten times in the five miles. The 
scenery as we ascended was simply magnificent. Higher and 
higher we climbed and farther and farther the vision extended un
til the country below looked like a fairy land or an exaggerated 
crazy quilt, taking in the great valley and the far distance 
bounded by the dimly visible Coast Range.

After overcoming the steep grade of Angels Creek, we reached 
the great forest that extended for the entire distance we had yet to 
travel and beyond to the timberline near the summit of the range. 
Farther up, looking across a great canyon on the sides of which we 
were riding, we could see on the opposite side the walls of San An
tone Creek, and the sight was a most beautiful and inspiring one. 
It was probably two thousand feet from the bottom to the top of the 
canyon and every foot was covered with a most magnificent pine 
forest. Each tree on the steep incline overlapped the one above it, 
so that it was a perfect blanket of wavy green without a break 
from bottom to top. A most gorgeous sight and one fortunately 
that will in all probability be kept free from the destructive 
ravages of the lumberman by reason of its steep gradients and its 
comparative inaccessibility.

We continued our ride through a magnificent forest in a sort of 
twilight where the trees stood so close together that in many 
places it was difficult to find an opening wide enough for a wagon 
road between them. The sugar pines are the most beautiful trees 

in the forest. They range from six to ten feet in diameter and their 
splendid shafts often rise more than one hundred feet without a 
branch and as straight as a plumb-line. Their topmost branches 
reach two hundred feet or more above the ground. All the time as 
we ride along, in and out among the trees and across the road 
many times we find the sparkling waters of the Union Water Com
pany taken from the Stanislaus River in flumes and ditches from 
some twenty miles higher up.

About twelve miles above Murphys we reached the great potato 
patch, as it is called, where the Big Tree potatoes are grown and 
supplied to a large part of Calaveras. This is one of the few places 
where potatoes can be grown successfully, as they cannot be 
raised by irrigation. The locality appears to be the bed of an old 
prehistoric lake that has been gradually filled up with sediment 
and humus and which retains enough water to keep the soil moist 
enough to raise potatoes without irrigation.

Driving into the valley in which the grove is situated the great 
sugar pines had so gradually accustomed the eyes to great trees 
that when the grove is finally reached and we pass in between the 
two “guardsmen”, about one hundred feet apart and each about 
twenty feet in diameter, we feel somewhat disappointed. We ex
pected rather that we should have been very much astonished 
when we really caught sight of the Big Trees. We reached the 
hotel in time for a fine dinner, prepared for us by reason of the 
telegram from Murphys, and weary from our twenty-five mile 
ride from Altaville we remained inside for the remainder of the 
day and retred very early.

But Oh! What a difference in the morning. Refreshed by rest 
and sleep we went out to view the landscape, or forest rather. 
Forty-five hundred feet above sea level! The latter part of 
September! This night the first frost of the season, and as an ac
companiment to all this, the clear, crisp, invigorating air, which 
just put new life in all the party. After breakfast we sat awhile on 
the piazza looking back at the gateway through which we had 
entered the grove between the two “Guardsmen”, and now com
paring them with some of the great sugar pines that were said to 
be ten feet in diameter they really began to look their name. It re
quires a day or two of intimate association with these mammoth 
trees to fully realize their immensity. Just a few steps from the 
porch of the hotel is the stump of one which was felled by means of 
pump augers and long saws. It was said that it was so perfectly 
balanced that even after it had been entirely cut off it refused to 
fall until by being wedged up under one side and by the aid of a 
high wind it fell, half burying itself in the soft earth. A section was 
cut out and the bark was taken off and exhibited in New York. It 
was most generally considered a humbug, no one believing it pos
sible that such a thing as it represented could actually exist.

When the trees were first discovered by a hunter employed by 
the Union Water Company, he reported it at headquarters at Mur
phys and was laughed at for his story, and was asked what was the 
brand of whiskey he used at the time. No one believed him and no 
one would go with him to prove it, but he knew a trick that was 
worth two of that and he determined to play it on the crowd the 
next Sunday. He rushed into camp in a state of great excitement
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STUMP HOUSE
Partly hidden by the bottom trunk 
section, the historic Stump House is 
shown here a few’ years before it was 
demolished by heavy winter snows 
(1917-18). It had been used for many 
purposes over the years, as a printing 
office, dance hall, church, hotel, and 
what have you. It was built some 
years after the Demarest visit.

and said he had killed a monstrous grizzly bear some miles up the 
mountain and asked for volunteers to help him get it down to 
camp. As the churches did not hold the majority of the population 
he found plenty of idlers ready for any lark or excitement that 
might offer, and he soon had half a regiment at his heels going for 
bear. After leading the crowd many a weary mile more than they 
anticipated and which was endured with the patience that the 
prospect of bear would naturally inspire, the hunter 
reached the bear he was really after and turning to the crowd 
said, “Boys, there is the bear I told you about last Sunday.”

The stump of the tree mentioned earlier had been cut off and 
made into a dancing pavilion on which thirty-two couples danced 
a cotillion, still leaving room emough for the fiddler. Dr. Ewer, an 
eminent divine of San Francisco, said that he had preached to one 
hundred people standing on the stump at the same time.

The fallen trunk of the tree was cut off about forty feet from its 
base and a section of twenty feet cut out next to it, which was used 
for exhibition purposes. The lower section was raised out of the 
earth into which it had embedded itself and long ladders arranged 
for sightseers to reach the top. The longer part of the trunk as it 
lay in the earth....some two hundred and fifty feet long, had been 
partly leveled off and converted into a bowling alley, two alleys in 
width, at which the writer amused himself awhile.

Walking around the grove which contains more than two dozen 
trees of the kind which the hunter found, we begin to realize that 
they grow on the senses. When twenty people can stretch arms 
around one of these trees and find they cannot span it, when you 
ride on horseback through the hollow trunk of one that lies pros
trate, when you sit in the miner’s cabin, so called, in the burnt-out 
base of a tree with three hundred feet of tree over your head, when 
you can walk in the lower end of that “Father of the Forest” that 
now lies prostrate, and can go two hundred feet and emerge 

through a knot hole in the side three feet in diameter, by that time 
the trees have grown to their proper proportion on your sight and 
imagination.

This “Father of the Forest”, now prostrate, no doubt rivalled 
the great Fresno tree mentioned in a previous page, as it has been 
estimated to have been four hundred and fifty feet high as it stood. 
(This has since been considerably discounted. Ed.). When it fell it 
crushed a tree ten feet in diameter two hundred and fifty feet from 
its base, and the breaking of a giant branch two hundred feet from 
its base produced the knot hole after the interior had partly 
decayed and burned out in the ages since it fell. A man on 
horseback can penetrate more than one hundred feet from its 
base, after which it takes walking and creeping to emerge at the 
knot hole. Imagine him in his glory, his crest a couple of hundred 
feet above the surrounding forest! A mark for some great storm 
which finally overpowered him and led to his downfall. As he 
slowly toppled over, tearing, crashing through the trees in his 
path until he left a roadway of a hundred feet wide letting in the 
upper daylight where before was a dim twilight, his giant body 
partly buried in the soft earth, he was like a Goliath in his death 
still greater than all that were left standing As you wander 
among the collossi of the forest you involuntarily take off your hat 
and make obeisance. You realize that you stand in the presence of 
the oldest and greatest productions of Nature, and your feeling of 
astonishment and admiration is mingled with a feeling of 
reverence such as would possess you in one of the great cathed
rals of the world. Here, standing in the dim religious light of this 
greatest of all cathedrals not built by human hands, they look not 
so much like ordinary tree trunks as like some great cathedral 
columns which you follow with your eyes up and up two hundred 
feet or more where they lose themselves among the arches of the 
roof or foliage of the upper air. The tops of these trees cannot be 
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seen except from an eminence at some distance and then alas 
they look so much like specimens of humanity that sometimes 
have the presumption to elevate themselves above the common 
horde surrounding them. Torn by lightning, storm and tempest, 
they are rent and battered out of all semblence of beauty, and the 
height at which they still stretch their gaum and ragged arms 
above the surrounding forest is only a mute exhibition of the 
penalty meeted out to all eminence above your fellows in this 
lower world.

The return ride of a visit to these trees is almost always a sadder 
if not a wiser one. A person has learned a lesson in humility that 
cannot so well be taught in any other place.

RELIGION
The state of religion at the time of the writer’s advent into 

Calaveras was - well, not exactly flourishing - in fact, it was in its 
swaddling clothes, so to speak. The average miner, of which class 
the majority of the population was composed at that time, was so 
busy digging treasure from the earth that, like the hog eating 
acorns, he had no time to look up to see whence they came. After 
working in the solitude of his mining claim in some out-of-the-way 
gulch for six days, Sunday was his off day. The mining town and 
the saloon became then the center of attraction and the 
congregation in which he felt most interested. He went to town to 
sell his gold accummulated during the week, spend what was 
necessary to lay in a stock of quicksilver and grub for the follow
ing week, and then on the principle of “that which comes quickly 
may be spent quickly’’, he proceeded to blow in the balance that 
was left at the faro or poker table, not forgetting liberal con
tributions to the bar. Then he was ready to begin life again on 
Monday morning or at any other old time at which he might 
recover from the liberal potations in which he had indulged.

The first time that the writer and his brother attended divine 
service after the latter receovered from the injury to his foot, was 
at the small hamlet of Altaville. The morning in question was one 
of those Sundays in April in which a man was glad to be alive. 
Heaven would hardly appear more beautiful. The church was an 
old dilapidated dwelling-house that had lately been used as a 
school for the very few children in the vicinity. There were about 
twenty or twenty-five people present and among the lot the writer 
and his brother were the only ones who enjoyed the dignity and 
were near enough to civililization to wear a “boiled” or “store” 
shirt, as it was called in the vernacular. Every other person was 
dressed in his ordinary miner’s costume without any attempt at 
adornment, except that his colored mining shirt was clean. The 
preacher, whose name was Taylor, took his seat at the teacher’s 
desk, wearing what was once a black frockcoat, much the worse 
for wear and out at the elbows, and pants stuck inside a pair of 
miner’s boots. So my brother and I felt much like a pair of kittens 
in a strange garret.

The next service we attended was at Angels at what was called 
the Theater or Stickles Hall, built to accommodate all sorts and 
conditions of men, church services, public balls, theatrical per
formances, funerals, fairs, etc. The benches were built upon the 

floors like those in a circus tent, made in sections so they could be 
taken down to clear the hall as occasion required. The preacher 
was Father James McGowan, as he was called in loving terms. He 
lived at Murphy’s, ten miles farther up in the mountains. At that 
place he had a small church, as they had progressed a little nearer 
to civilization there than at Angels. Father McGowan was not a 
Catholic priest but a Methodist minister, one of those generous, 
whole-souled, sympathetic men whom to know was to love, honor 
and respect to the end of life. About once a month he came to 
Angels to dispense to its benighted inhabitants the blessings of the 
Gospel; that is, to as many of them as could be persuaded to leave 
their usual Sunday haunts. Wherever the old man went he exhaled 
an atmosphere of good will and charity to poor fallen men, that 
made him the apostle to the people of all that region.

He had some considerable property in Alameda on the opposite 
side of the Bay from San Francisco. It had become so badly tied 
up in some sort of litigation that he had removed to Murphy’s 
Camp and preached in the church there, meanwhile also working 
a mining claim for a living for himself and his wife. He occupied a 
neat cottage at which the writer and his brother were ever 
welcome. Many a Sunday we would walk up from French Camp 
taking the trail over the mountains a distance of twelve miles to 
Murphy’s, attending his service, helping him to sing his hymns, 
dining with him and his wife, and returning again to French Camp 
before night. The writer has always looked backward to those 
Sunday tramps as among the most pleasant pictures in his 
memory. The influence that Father McGowan exerted was 
probably not appreciated at its proper value at the time, but it cer
tainly left its influence behind to the betterment of things in the 
years following.

In after years, when Father McGowan again recovered his 
property in Alameda, before leaving Murphys he extended to the 
writer a most urgent invitation to visit him, should he ever come 
down that way. The opportunity offered the following year due to 
a business visit to San Francisco, when he crossed the bay and 
paid the promised visit, spending the night in his hospitable and 
beautiful home. The next morning Father McGowan acted as his 
guide through the town.

During the latter part of Farther McGowan’s residence at Mur
phys, he advocated the building of a church at Angels and by dint 
of argument and persuasion he finally succeeded in getting 
enough funds pledged to justify the erection of a commodious 
church building on the hill near the new public school. The writer 
was pleased to have been the architect and builder of this edifice. 
Just a short time before Father McGowan took his departure he 
had the satisfaction of inaugurating the services in the building to 
which he had devoted so much time and loving effort.

The church was built by the townspeople as a union church 
without regard to sect or creed, where each demonination would 
have equal rights and equal opportunity. But as the Methodists 
were the only ones who had a regular church organization, it was 
understood that they should have the first call on Sunday mor
nings. The union Sunday School was scheduled for the afternoon 
and the building was available for whoever should apply for it at
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THE EMPIRE STATE PRIDE OF THE FOREST
“Honest to gosh, Virginia, it was this big!” Perhaps some of our readers can identify this 1908 automobile.

A BIG SUGAR PINE 
Oscar Dyser and his dog, and two 
young friends, pose in front of the big 
pine at Dorrington
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PIONEER’S CABIN ANOTHER BIG ONE
The dog looks more impressed than does the horse by this big tree.

FATHER OF THE
FOREST

This fallen giant has always 
been a favorite of the 
visitors to the Big Tree 
Grove over the years. The 
touring car is of 1908 vin
tage. Automobiles have 
long since been banned 
from the grove.
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night. In fact, no one ever did so, the Methodists have exclusive 
use of it, until the advent of an Episcopal minister some years 
later.

The first successor to Father McGowan was a man named 
Miller. He also aspired to be a teacher in the public school at 
Altaville, of which the writer was trustee at the time. He served 
out rather a weak solution of mixed theology and religion for a 
couple of years without obtaining the school mentioned. It is 
doubtful if he ever went beyond the curriculum of the ordinary 
country school in the matter of his own education as was 
evidenced by the crudities of his speech and the paucity of his 
ideas. If Miller was notable for his lack of education, the next 
man was worse, for he had none at all. With somewhat a glib 
tongue, he held sway for some little time to afford amusement to 
the younger generation by the pronunciation of his words and his 
wonderful vocabulary of great and high-sounding phrases. It was 
beyond comprehension how he was ever licensed to preach by any 
religious organization even from the back woods of Alabama, 
with his peculiar intonation and absolute lack of culture.

The first time his Reverence appeared at church was at an 
evening service. His personal form - tall, angular and ungainly - 
and his physiognomy would attract attention anywhere. This, 
together with a high and very retreating forehead, receding chin, 
and an immensely prominent nose of the hawksbill type, made 
him a sight to all beholders when he came in to conduct the ser
vices. The pulpit had a large light on each front corner and as he 
swung his face around to address the audience toward either side 
of the house, the lights on the corners of the pulpit would project 
the shadow of his profile on each side of him on the rear wall of 
such exaggerated proportions that it attracted the attention of the 
audience. This finally became too much for the risibilities of the 
younger generation. It soon broke out into an audible titter, and 
finally loud laughter, so much disconcerting the preacher that 
after floundering part way through what was supposed to be his 
sermon he stopped dead still and said, “Friends, I have lost the 
thread of my discourse. We will now sing the closing hymn.’’ The 
congregation then dispersed. The writer told his friend, Thomas, 
the lay leader, that he thought that, if he had only kept right along, 
no one would have discovered the fact he had lost his thread, as he 
personnally could not detect any thread in it.

Poor fellow, he meant well, but his zeal was without knowledge. 
He sincerely tried to do his duty and attained a certain measure of 
success, but he realized his limitations and decided that before he 
could attain his ambition he must brush up on his education and so 
he left Angels to go to San Francisco to enter a school of some sort.

And now came our Boanerges* from the North, Jonathan Ricks, 
short, thickset, with a mouth like that of a cavern and a voice like 
a megaphone. He was to keep things lively for a time but finally 
was to go out like a red-hot iron sizzling in a bucket of water.

*A name meaning “Sons of Thunder,’’ is said to have been ap
plied to the disciples James and John, and to have meant loud 
and earnest oratory; hence, loud, vociferous, thunderous, 
zealous.

The first we heard of him was that he had been arrested and 
fined by the courts for marrying a couple without a license which 
was then a requisite in California. He came prepared and deter
mined to run things with a high hand.

His previous career had been partly filled as a clerk on a Mis
sissippi River steamboat with all that the position implies. He also 
had some reputation as a runner of footraces and as an ex-prize 
fighter. His recent occupations no doubt gave him the utmost con
fidence in his ability to run things. A meeting of the church of
ficials was held shortly after his arrival at Thomas’s house at 
which the writer was invited to be present. The business was 
regarding a new bell which they wanted the writer to purchase for 
them in San Francisco where he had business relations with the 
merchants that dealt in that class of goods. Some question arose 
in which Thomas presumed to differ with the new Reverence, 
when the Reverence broke out with “Thomas, if I had two men 
like you in the church, I would put a match to it and burn it up.”

Things progressed in a sort of monkey and parrot time until the 
tension was too great and Ricks was turned out of the church and 
finally deposed from the ministry.

The Sunday School at that time was a Union School, 
independent in itself. It was open to anyone and not subject to the 
rules of any denomination or church.The writer was at this time, 
as for some years, the superintendent. His principal duties were 
to lead the singing and keep the unruly boys in order and lead 
them out by the ear if other means failed. The Chaplain was to do 
the praying as the superintendent was not a member of any chur
ch. The chaplain also taught the Bible class. He was one of those 
extraordinary pious old men who spent about half of his time in 
praying, the other half could be devoted to his claim, and if there 
was any time left, to cook his meals and to sleep. He owned a claim 
a couple of miles from town and the nearby miners used to com
plain about his loud continued and vociferous praying at all sorts 
of unreasonable hours in the night. After being turned out of the 
church, Ricks made it a practice of coming to the Sunday School, 
getting into the Bible Class, and then taking pleasure in baiting 
the poor old Chaplain until he almost drove him to distraction. He 
was a very disturbing element but the superintendent hesitated to 
make any measure to stop it, fearing to make the situation worse 
for the church and school. Finally one Sunday Ricks arose in his 
place and began haranguing the school generally, making a 
vociferous attack on the church officers, claiming they had failed 
to keep an agreement made with him in regard to some evening 
services he wanted to use the building for. The superintendent 
waited until he thought patience had ceased to be a virtue when he 
sharply called him to account and plainly told him that he did not 
believe his statements. Ricks left the building in a towering rage, 
swearing vengeance. However, it ended his appearance in the 
Sunday School.

Meeting the writer on the street a couple of evenings later, 
Ricks let forth his pent up anger and said that for a dime he would 
smash the superintendent’s face if he ever insulted him in that 
way again. He was cooly told that he need not wait for either insult 
or dime, but the opportunity was now open. Nor further inter-
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JOHN SCRIBNER AND FRIENDS
The proprietor of Scribner’s Store poses with a few of his 
friends. He was one of the principals of the Calaveras 
Skull affair, perhaps unwittingly. Demarest 
acknowledges, however, that he was a bit of a practical 
joker, so we think it is quite probable that he was one of 
the instigators.

course ever took place between them thereafter.
The quarrel with Ricks and the church folks resulted in a very 

peculiar state of affairs. John Scribner, cousin of the Scribners, 
publishers in New York, was a sort of a Pooh Bah in the town, 
banker, merchant, postmaster and school trustee. As he had no 
use for religion himself he thought he saw the opportunity to bait 
the church folks and have some fun for himself. So he appointed 
Ricks school teacher so that if they would not support him as a 
preacher they would be compelled to as a teacher. And as the 
church and school were in close proximity it made the situation 
more interesting. Whenever there came an opportunity for a row 
between them Scribner was Ricks’ backer, ready to buckle on his 
spurs and do battle with the common enemy, the church people.

Ricks had a wife whom most people by some means, mostly his 

assertions, came to regard as a Xantippe* or any other old 
character that would fill the bill. She had a topknot that without 
exaggeration could be called Torchy, and perhaps that was partly 
responsible for her bad reputation. However, she had the courage 
of her convictions and one fine day as the stage stopped at 
Scribner’s Post Office, she, with all her bag and baggage, climbed 
on board and left town and her beloved husband. Subsequent 
developments revealed the fact that she was the inj ured party and 
that he had consistently and all his life long made her domestic 
life a hell by his coarse and tyrannical behavior.

As long as Scribner could use Rick’s as a cat’s paw to worry the 
Church people it was grand fun, but when Ricks tried to beat 
Scribner by means of some bogus mining claim to the extent of 
several thousand dollars the jig was up and Ricks had to take 
French leave.

Shortly after this, the writer obtained the services of the 
Reverend Arthur E. Hill, an Episcopal Missionary, who visited us 
about once a month. His district extended from Mokelumne Hill 
on the north to Sonora in Tuolumne on the south, a district of about 
forty-five miles. This he traveled on horseback, holding services 
in each town as he could get opportunity. His salary was what was 
placed in the hat, as it was passed around at each service.

One of those short, sawed-off peculiar looking men, he had great 
force of character, was a devout and vigorous churchman and 
won the friendship and favor of all with whom he came in contact. 
When visiting Angels he always stayed with the writer at his 
house in Altaville, and many a pleasant and social evening we en
joyed together.

Reverend Hill was about five feet four or five inches in height. 
He rode a magnificent horse on his rounds, and as he bestrode his 
animal, his little short legs would stand out almost horizontal on 
each side. To see him going down the road, his little legs sticking 
out and his saddle bags flapping up and down, was certainly a 
most comical sight.

Bright, well-educated at the University of Dublin, he was one of 
the most capable of men, doing his duty as he saw it in serving the 
religiously barren and waste places in his long course through the 
mountains. He was there still when the writer left that region for 
the east (1864).

The peculiar condition of Society in the early days of California 
tended greatly to the development of the lodge: social, 
benevolent, charitable, temperance. These flourished in every 
town and hamlet, being more particularly numerous in the min
ing regions. The great preponderance of men meant that home 
life didn’t exist for the majority of them. So the saloon or the lodge 
room became in a measure a substitute, as the individual taste of 
each one should make the choice. Again the fact that most of the 
men were miners, at that time working surface diggings, working 
alone or neary so in out of the way places, subject at all times to 
accident or disease, made them feel the need of some community 
of interest. There they could find some friendly support and guar

*Wife of Socrates, noted for her ill temper and scolding 
tongue.
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dianship such as only a good lodge could afford. If they met with 
an accident or sickness, fellow members acted as attendants and 
nurses, giving the best attention possible under the cir
cumstances without reward. If unfortunately his sickness was 
mortal, he had the assurances that the lodge to which he belonged 
would attend him to the brink of the Dark Valley and at least ac
cord him Christian burial, although no wife or relative be at hand. 
These conditions went far to mitigate the hardships incident to his 
mode of life. Away from family and kindred, from whom at that 
time tidings could only be received at long intervals, he lived 
alone in a cabin on the mountains, where he had to cook his own 
meals and care for all his other bodily and household wants 
himself.

Digressing a little from this story, it would be well to illustrate 
this mode of life by an example, not of a miner but of a rancher. In 
one of the fertile secluded valleys in the Bear Mountain Range 
about five miles from Altaville lived a man by the name of Smith. 
What his front name originally was probably no one knew, but as 
every man must have some handle to his name, and as the 
cognomen that suited the case best, he was called Dirty Smith, 
and by that name he was known exclusively. His appearance 
would probably bear out the assertion that he had never washed 
or been washed since he was weaned. He was a man about fifty 
years of age, if any judgment could be formed from the 
appearance of his skin which looked more like an alligator’s than 
that of a human being. His lack of cleanliness was so notorious 
that the report was even spread that he churned his butter in his 
boots. He kept a hog ranch like his neighbor, Tom Hardy, of 
Copperopolis; and like Hardy had many quarrels over the owner
ship of his stock. It may be that in one of these he might have been 
killed, as his body was found by some hunters some little distance 
away from his cabin, partly devoured by hogs.

The first intimation the writer had of his death was when the 
public administrator called on him at Altaville and requested him 
to go down to the ranch and appraise the property. We rode down 
to the valley and found his cabin surrounded by quite a garden 
containing a considerable amount of vegetables and grape vines. 
The natural beauty of the place seemed to make it worthy of the 
care of a refined and cultivated family, but instead it was the 
abode of squalor indescribable. Upon opening the cabin door a 
regiment of gaunt and hungry cats, that had evidently been 
locked in when he left it the last time, rushed out. The cabin, about 
ten by fifteen feet, contained the usual fireplace and bunk and a 
small table on which some dirty dishes were still setting. The 
cabin was so filled with rubbish and filth that there was only a 
pathway from the door to the fireplace and bunk with a table 
midway. The entire appearance would suggest that at least a 
thousand cats had found lodging there for as many years and the 
debris had never been cleaned out. After getting in, the writer 
beat a hasty exit, unable to withstand the overpowering ex
halations given out. Language would fail to describe the horrible 
filth and the overpowering stench that filled the worse than cattle 
stable that had been the home of Dirty Smith.
The writer’s duties performed, we returned to Altaville glad to 

escape from such a horrid exhibition of man’s depravity. And yet 
this was an intelligent man, not particularly well read, but eviden
tly fairly well educated in his boyhood. He had a wife in a New 
England town with two well-educated daughters who he said were 
school teachers and whose letters he would delight to show the 
writer. They certainly sustained his claim as they bore every 
evidence of having been written by well educated, cultured and 
refined ladies. They would appeal to him to come home, and, sup
posing he had not the means to do so would send him money for 
that purpose. He would laugh and think it smart to use that money 
to buy a pair of steers with. So came the end. Shot to death and 
then devoured by his own hogs.

At the time of the writer’s advent at Angels, the female portion 
of the population had largely increased so that there were quite a 
number of charming homes which he had the pleasure of visiting 
and at which the social atmosphere was delightful. There was 
installed in the town a Lodge of the Temple of Honor, a 
temperance organization which had attained great strength and 
influence in other parts of the state and in which women as well as 
men were eligible to membership. The writer’s brother was one of 
the leading members, and on his arrival he was induced to join. 
The lodge was in a flourishing condition. They owned their own 
building in which they held their meetings. These meetings were 
well attended by members of both sexes and no indication of 
breakers ahead.

This was the situation at a certain time when the writer and his 
two brothers were prospecting some claims at Albany Flat about 
two miles from Angels. This was one of the richest of placer 
diggings in the early days and at one time had a large population. 
At least it could boast of two hotels large enough to house one hun
dred and fifty persons each, but at this time the flat was almost en
tirely deserted. We squatted in one of the deserted hotels, named 
the New York, judging from an old sign that was still nailed over 
the dilapidated outside door. We wandered through the deserted 
corridors, slept in the deserted chambers, and ate in its deserted 
dining rooms the meals which we had cooked in the deserted kit
chen. We were monarchs of all we surveyed. While we were en
joying our siesta one Sunday afternoon we received a call from a 
young fellow named David Forman with whom we were ac
quainted and who was also a member of the Temple of Honor. He 
appeared in a state of great excitement and wanted to know if we 
would buy his claim at Slab Ranch which he had worked for the 
last year. He had to get out of town immediately, because Doctor 
Bonne was after him with a six shooter and had sworn to kill him 
at sight if he could catch him. We assured him we could not believe 
his story as Dave was one of those nice innocent looking fellows 
who would be the last one to be suspected of any entanglements 
with the female members, more particularly with the named one. 
His evident fear lent conviction to his confession to us and we 
finally bought his claim, paid him his cash and Dave passed out 
into the great unknown.

His secret was safe with us but every community has a babbler 
in it and ours was no exception. The fact that Dave had 
disappeared and that we had bought his claim set all the idle 
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tongues of the town wagging. Bill Richards, a former intimate of 
Dave’s, and also a member of the Lodge, had perhaps been told 
some of the facts or perhaps had only guessed at them, and of 
course he could not keep his tongue still. And soon little rumors 
began to circulate. The first thing we knew about them was when 
a committee came to Slab Ranch to question us about them and 
learn about the correctness of Richards’ story. All the satisfaction 
they could get from us was that if Richards knew anything, they 
had better see him and get at the fountainhead of the knowledge. 
Off they went to see Richards and we learned afterwards that they 
had a rather strenuous time. He knew something and somebody’s 
reputation would be smirched. Now, who was it? At first he 
refused to divulge anything, but by dint of argument, persuasion 
and threats, they learned at last that it was a member of the Tem
ple of Honor. With that they had to be satisfied for a time, but the 
little worm had made an entry only to demand great satisfaction. 
As far as it went it made great excitement among the members of 
the Lodge and the female population generally. Nothing would 
satisfy them now but to know who the individual was.

Another expedition to Richards and another session of the 
“third degree’’ developed the fact that the name began with the 
letter B. Now how many Bs were there in town who belonged to the 
Lodge, practically all of them. There was Mrs. Bo, Mrs. Ba, Mrs. 
Bo, and Mrs. Bo. Here it was down to four individuals. At last it 
came down to one of the Mrs. Bo. Still, who was it? - as there were 
three of them. All this time the writer and his brother were in the 
secret, but like Brer Rabbit “we laid low’’ and said nothing, so we 
could be amused by the storm going on and leaving us unscathed. 
At last Richards being worried beyond endurance came out and 
said it was Mrs. Boo. That settled it. Every other one could now sit 
back in her rocking chair and thank God that she was not as others 
are, and that she had escaped the tongue of vile slander. But how 
about Mrs. Boo? Her husband, Dr. Boone, buckled on his armor 
and swore vengeance on her slanderer. The back fence was 
mended and double nailed (made like the farmers description of a 
legal fence, horse high, bull strong and hog tight) so that no more 
marauders might enter that way. A suit was entered against 
Richards for slander and defamation of character.

The trial took place before Judge Tate. He also kept a large 
boarding house in town. The courtroom was the large dining room 
which occupied nearly the whole lower floor of the main house. At 
the trial there was no standing room left. At the rear of the main 
building was an extension at one end of which was the kitchen and 
the store room at the other end, and between them a passage way 
leading to the rear yard. This passage was guarded by a stalwart 
specimen of the genus homo, but the writer, intent on passing 
through, partly forced his way when a whisper in his ear brought 
him to a halt, but not quick enough to prevent him from catching a 
glimpse through the kitchen door and noting that it was full of 
women, as the main room was with men. A shield has been placed 
near the dish opening so that nothing could be seen inside but 
which left an opening large enough through which all the tes
timony could be heard, forjudge, lawyers and witnesses were at 
that end of the room.

All this time Boone was strutting around outside swearing 
vengeance and Richards inside the picture of abject fear in an
ticipation of events that Boone had not the courage to put into ex
ecution. The net result of the examination was that Richards was 
held for the grand jury and released under bail.

A short time after, when things had apparently quieted down, 
Richards was in Ward’s Hotel at Altaville eating dinner when 
word was passed that Doctor Boone was on the war path and that 
he had better get out quickly. Boone at the same time learning 
that Richards was in the dining room made a break for it, and as 
he entered at one end Richards left at the other end. The way that 
Richards went down the road towards San Andreas would have 
beaten a Marathon racer to a frazzle. Hatless, his hair streaming 
in the wind and coat tails standing out horizontally behind him, he 
was a sight that would have delighted the enthusiastic foot racer. 
He, like Dave Foreman, the originator of all this tempest in a tea 
pot, passed out from Altaville into the great unknown.

“Doc’’ was so beaten in the race with his two hundred and fifty 
pounds of adipose that he soon returned puffing and snorting and 
giving vent of his feelings in the most vigorous objurgations, vow
ing what he would do if he ever caught the defamer.

The writer had a very forcible impression of the Doctor’s per-

A view of the town about the 
time Demarest first saw it.
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sonality shortly after his advent in Calaveras. A friend of his 
brother was lying sick in Lake’s Hotel in Angels and he wished the 
writer one Sunday to go along and see his friend John North. He 
consented and found North in bed. After sitting some time Doctor 
Boone called to see him. Large, portly, and of a somewhat pom
pous demeanor, he certainly was apt to give the stranger a very 
exaggerated idea of his abilities at first sight. He proceeded to ex
amine the patient, feeling his pulse, looking at his tongue, listen
ing at his chest and then he proceeded, with his two thumbs in the 
armholes of his vest, to walk the floor, gazing alternately at the 
ceiling and then at the floor apparently in the most profound 
study. After this had proceeded for some time he delivered 
himself as follows with the most impressive manner. “You send 
to the drug store and get ten grains of Blue Mas and a bottle of cas
tor oil - a square bottle, cold drawn. Get no round bottle as it is no 
good. Take one half of the Blue Mas at night and one half of the oil 
in the morning. Repeat with what remains the next night.’’ This 
was the extent of the prescription. An experience shortly after 
when the writer needed the services of a doctor convinced him 
that that was about the only prescription the doctor had in his 
pharmacopia, as it was in words and matter just alike.

At one time Doctor Boone was called to San Andreas, a town 
about fifteen miles away (which afterwards became the county 
seat) to attend a man who in some argument with sticks or some 
other weapon had gotten his skull broken. Doctor Boone per
formed the operation of trepanning and came home with his head 
swelled several sizes too large for the hat he wore when he left 
town. The town was soon appraised of the wonderful operation he 
had performed. It was told with all the personal adornments that 
could be added to the story by a very vivid imagination, until it 
would appear that he was about at the head of the surgical profes
sion. Alas for human ambition and vanity! A few days afterwards 
an urgent message was sent to our friend Doctor Jones at Mur
phy’s to come quickly if he wanted to save a life. He found Doctor 
Boone’s patient in a terrible condition, his head was swollen more 
than Boone’s was when he returned to town. Boone’s was only a 
harmless enlargement which would subside by the lapse of time, 
and the exposure of the facts but the unfortunate victim of Boone’s 
practice was in a really serious condition. The facts developed 
that Boone had trepanned the skull with a piece of coin silver and 
the copper and other alloys in the coin had poisoned the patient’s 
head. The only remedy was to take the plate off, treat the wound 
properly and finally to cover it with a piece of pure silver, and 
under Jones’ skillful treatment the man finally recovered, but for 
a long time afterwards the wonderful operation that Dr. Boone 
performed was the subject of the town jokes.

A short time after the row in the Lodge the doctor and his wife 
returned to the east. The Temple of Honor had fallen from its 
high estate. Gradually it disintegrated. The property was finally 
sold and peace again reigned in the community.

ILLUSTRATIONS
The illustrations in this issue are from the files at the County

Museum, principally from the Wilson collection.
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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 

Volume XXVI October, 1977 Number 1

This, our 25th Anniversary issue, is dedicated to 
the founders, the directors and officers, and to the 
many members of our society. We particularly 
salute those of our charter members who are still 
with us.

Although we are proud of the progress that we 
have made and the records built up over the past 
quarter of a century, we see, looking ahead, much 
more to be done. We especially need active 
members to continue this work.

The Lagomarsino-Werle
Family

By Norman Lagomarsino (as told to Ida Long)

In the early 1850’s the Italian government was conscripting 
young men into the army. One such young man was Andrea 
Lagomarsino, who had been born in Lovi (near Genoa) on July 4, 

1838. However, Andrea had other ideas than to serve in the army. 
He borrowed $200 from a family friend in Stockton and sailed from 
Italy to Panama. He then traveled by mule across Panama and 
boarded a ship to San Francisco. This was around the year 1856.

By 1857 he had arrived in Calaveras County and entered into a 
mining venture with two partners. They mined on the Calaveras 
River and hit a bonanza netting them $30,000.

Andrea took part of his share of the money and invested it in 80

PLOWING THE FIELDS FOR NEXT YEAR’S CROP
The Italian gardens, as they were to be known, were the 
pride of partners Andrea Lagomarsino, John Queirolo

and John Solari. They all looked on as the soil was 
plowed in readiness for a new crop.



THE DELIVERY
Once the vegetables were harvested they were 
delivered to homes and stores all over the northern end 
of Calaveras County. The Blur ol the horst's' heads in

acres in Mokelumne Hill and 80 acres near the Calaveras River. 
But the lure of gold was too much for Andrea and his partners, 

and they packed up their gear and took off for the Frazier River 
strike in British Columbia. Unfortunately, they were un
successful (like many others in this “Humbug” strike) and 
returned home much lighter in the pockets than when they left.

On his return, Andrea decided to develop the property he had 
bought in Mokelumne Hill. He joined with two partners, John 
Queirolo and John Solari, and the three ventured into the 
vegetable garden business. They terraced the property and put in 
stone retaining walls. There were acres of peas, lettuce, beans, 
onions, in fact, they grew almost any vegetable you desired. 
Deliveries were made in Mokelumne Hill and up to West Point, 
Sheep Ranch, Paloma, Whiskey Slide, Rich Gulch and many 
other areas. The business was thriving.

Andrea was 32 when he decided to return home to Italy and 
select his bride. At the time he left, there had been a girl he liked, 
but upon his return he found that she had married, but had a 
daughter, 14 years old, named Angela Solari. He married Angela 
and they returned to Calaveras County.

When Andrea’s partner, John Queirolo, saw the lovely young 
bride, he questioned his partner about the other girls in his home 
town. He learned that Angela had a sister, so off went John, mar
ried Angela’s sister, returned to Mokelumne Hill with her, and 

dicate they were eager to run as the photographer 
recorded this piece of history on film.

for a time they lived as one large family. But soon the house got 
too small, and the Lagomarsinos bought a home on Prospect 
Street. It had been built in 1852. They added more rooms about 
1872.

Andrea and Angela Lagomarsino had four children: Rosa, 
Joseph, Victor Immanuel and Louis Andrea. Louis is still living 
and will be 101 years old in November of this year.

The gardens continued to flourish, and deliveries were 
constantly being made. On one trip to West Point, Andrea decided 
he should stay overnight and continue his deliveries the next mor
ning. The barn where he stabled his horses caught fire in the mid
dle of the night, and Andrea, while trying to save the horses, 
severely scorched his lungs. He saved the animals but it cost him 
his life. Within six months of the tragedy Andrea Lagomarsino 
was dead. The year was 1897.

His widow, Angela, continuedthe partnership in the gardens for 
a while, but gradually bought out the partners and operated the 
business herself for several years. Eventually she persuaded a 
friend from Sardinia, Italy, to come to California and help her 
with the gardens. His name was Maredda (also spelled Maretta). 
She finally sold to Maredda who operated the gardens for many 
years. You can still see the remains of the beautifully terraced 
gardens as you drive through Mokelumne Hill, southeast of town 
off Maretta Street.
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THE LAGOMARSINO FAMILY
Victor and Louis Lagomarsino stand behind their 
parents, Andrea and Angela.

Nine years after Andrea Lagomarsino’s death, Angela married 
Severino Gobbi, a Mokelumne Hill businessman. Mr. Gobbi 
owned the Rojas Ranch near Mokelumne Hill. He also owned and 
operated the Oasis Saloon and later the Club Saloon, which was on 
Main Street next to the Courthouse. Card games were popular and 
gambling was not unknown. The Club Saloon was known for the 
Pedro games that were played there. The stakes were high and 
the tables always full. If you wanted to indulge in a game of Klon
dike, the Hotel Leger was the place to go. You could also talk some 
of the boys into a hand or two of Solo, if the stakes were right. Mr. 
Gobbi ran his saloons until his death in 1911. Angela Lagomarsino 
Gobbi lived in the home on Prospect Street until 1942.

Victor Lagomarsino, son of Andrea and Angela, was born in 
1874 in Mokelumne Hill. He worked in the family’s gardens with 
his brother Louis and then went to work in the mines. He worked 
the McSorley hydraulic mines, the quartz crystal mines, the Easy 
Bird, and the Hardenburg near Middle Bar. When the mines 

closed down he turned to prospecting with his pal, Dave Queirolo, 
at the Rojas Ranch. After mining all day he would come home and 
tend bar at the Club Saloon in the evening.

Victor’s home was just up the hill from where the Werle family 
had their home and Soda Works. One day he was gazing at the win
dow of their house when Emily Rosalia Werle appeared, looking 
up the hill at him. He couldn’t help but admire her long golden 
curls, and soon they met. Victor and Emily Rosalia were married 
in 1896. They had four children: Louis, Norman, Cyril and Fran
cis. They were all born in the Lagomarsino home on Lafayette 
Street. This home later burned in 1915.

Victor decided to leave mining and open a brewery. He es
tablished the “Mokelumne Hill Brewery’’ in the buildings 
formerly owned by Suesdorff and Heminghoffen. He purchased 
unpasteurized beer from Wieland’s Brewery in San Francisco in 
600 pound kegs, pasteurized it, bottled it, and sold it throughout 
the county. The bottles were embossed “Mokelumne Hill 
Brewery, V. Lagomarsino’’.

Victor was a very popular man in the county and was always

MR. AND MRS. SEVERINO GOBBI
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SCHOOL DAYS 
Mr. Frank Day was the 
principal and teacher at 
Mokelumne Hill School 
when Victor Lagomarsino 
attended. Victor is the large 
boy in the third row.

helping in some project. He worked to build the Town Hall in 
Mokelumne Hill, and was well known for calling quadrilles and 
square dances throughout the area. He learned a dance called the 
“Texas Tommy’ ’ one time and shocked everyone in town when he 
showed them how it was done.

HERE COMES THE BAND
The Mokelumne Hill Juvenile Brass Band was always 
ready for a concert or parade. Pictured here on the steps 
of the National Hotel in Jackson are (front left): Tom 
Peters, Fred Suesdorff, Will McCarty, Allan Peek. 
(Right side) Victor Lagomarsino. (Third row) Charles 
Burce, Louis Lagomarsino, Will Mastey. (Back row) 
John Sauve and Will Peterson.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL DISPLAY
Victor Lagomarsino worked at the quartz crystal mine 
known as the Green Mountain mine at Chili Gulch. Pic
tured here with an impressive display of crystals are 
(left to right) Mr. Maguire, John McSorley, Tom 
McSorley (on horse), John Burton (who financed the 
operation) and Hugh McSorley.
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OLD DORSE PUT OUT TO PASTURE
Progress soon made itself felt at the soda works, and the 
old horse-drawn delivery wagon was put to rest and a 
new automobile took its place. The people in the above 
photo are unidentified, but you can tell from the look on 
their faces that they are really proud of the new ad
dition; that is, except for the dog, who doesn’t seem to 
care one way or the other.

Photo courtesy Hotel Leger
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MOKELUMNE HILL BUSINESSMEN - 1906
These gentlemen and ladies posed for the photographer on May 1st, 1906. Left to right, starting from the 
top row are: H. Krim, G. Rice, S. Gobbi, owner and operator of the Oasis Saloon and Club Saloon; 
William Laughlin, saloonkeeper; A.E. Siegel, blacksmith, and J. Suave. Second row: F. Nuner, 
grocer; D.A. Nuner, E. Leblanc, shoemaker; F.W. Suessdorf, owner and operator, Hotel Leger; C.E. 
Prindle, Superintendent of the water ditch; C. Gardella, undertaker. Third row: E. J. West, S.L. David
son, owner, mercantile store; C.M. Burleson, A.F. Merrill, W.T. Robberson, mining promoter; L. 
Everett. Fourth row: G. Giufre, E.P. Congdon, A.H. McCarty, grocer; Blanche McCarty, telephone 
operator; Mrs. M.E. Coudry, F.W. Peek, grocer. Fifth row: F.H. Day, principal, Mokelumne Hill 
School; S.F. Stuckey, M.D., local doctor; T.C. Peters, druggist; L. Baldwin, hotel owner; William 
Brown, veterinarian; H.R. Greve, livery stable owner.



EASYZ BIRD GOLD MILL
Victor Lagomarsino worked at the Easyz Bird mine 
about 1900, when they were recovering the gold from this 
stamp mill. This was during the mine’s first period of 
operation, from 1898 to 1907. Victor worked there again 
when the mine reopened during World War I. After 
another shutdown, the mine ran from 1931 to 1942. A new7 
mill, using the flotation process, was installed during 
that last period of operation. (Easyz Bird mine was also 
spelled “Easy Bird’’.
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WERLE FAMILY
Charles, Herbert and Emily are seated in the front row. 
Standing in the rear are William, Frank, Lee and
Rosalia.

Victor eventually moved the brewery to the Werle Soda Works, 
owned by his father-in-law. When the Soda Works sold, Victor 
went back to work at the Easy Bird mine, and later moved his 
family to San Francisco. He and his wife returned to Mokelumne 
Hill and spent the last seven years of their life there. They celeb
rated their golden wedding anniversary in 1946 at the Town Hall in 
Mokelumne Hill. Two hundred and seventy-five people attended, 
including members of the original wedding purty. Victor died on 
October 4, 1954.

Emily Rosalia Werle Lagomarsino’s family emigrated to 
America from France. Michael Werle was born March 22,1827 in 
Paris. His wife, Mary Rosalia Baumgarten, was born February 7, 
1828, in Alsace-Lorraine. They came to Buffalo, New York, where 
they were married about 1853 or 1854, and later made their way 
west to California. They bought a ranch in Chili Gulch where they 
lived and raised their children, Charles Armand Werle, born 1859 
in Buffalo, New York; Estella Werle, born 1861 and Mary Werle, 
born January 31, 1864. Both girls were born at Chili Gulch.

Charles Armand Werle worked on the ranch with his father and 
also worked in the Buffalo mine, which was owned by his father. It 
was named for Buffalo, New York, where Michael Werle first ar
rived on American soil. Charles’ father later sold the mine to an 
eastern company.

There always seemed to be too much work around the Werle 
ranch for Charles’ mother to keep up with. She convinced her hus
band that she needed help running the house so they hired Emily 
Rosalia Frye, whose mother ran a store at Petersburg (now inun
dated by Lake Hogan). Emily is said to have been the second 
white child whose birth was recorded in Calaveras County. She 
was 14 years old when she came to the Werle Ranch.

After a few years Charles Armand Werle and Emily Rosalia 
Frye were married. They had six children: Rosalia, William, 
Frank, Lee, Elma and Herbert.

In 1887 Charles decided to give up ranching and mining and with 
a partner, Josh Albright, went into the soda business. He built the 
home and soda works on Lafayette Street, which was mentioned 
earlier. The soda works was on the north side of the building

SOCIAL GATHERING
An afternoon meeting of the 
local artists’ society, judg
ing by the artist’s pallet 
pinned to each lady’s dress. 
The children in the front 
row are Bessie Werle, Nor
man Lagomarsino, Hilda 
Peters, Gracie McCarty 
and Harriet Fisher. The 
home belonged to William 
Burleson, who had pur
chased it from A.P. Hotal- 
ing Co. in San Francisco in 
1 903.
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where the syrups were mixed and the soda bottled. The bottles 
were washed on the back porch. Grandmother Werle was in 
charge of mixing the syrups for each flavor of soda, and was very 
particular about her flavorings. She imported most of her syrups, 
the lemon, for example, came from Spain. They bottled the very 
popular sarsaparilla, creme soda, mineral water, root beer, 
lemon soda, and a tonic called “iron brew’’.The iron brew was the 
best seller they had, but, unfortunately, they had to discontinue 
the sale of it as a soda water because it had too high an alcoholic 
content. (There were probably some very disappointed people in 
town when it was taken off the market).

The soda was delivered by wagons and carts and distributed all 
over the county. Norman Lagomarsino was a small boy at this 
time, but can remember going along on the deliveries. It was 
always fun for him, because he got to go into the stores while his 

father was delivering merchandise. One time they were making a 
delivery to McCarty’s store in Mokelumne Hill and Norman went 
inside while the storekeeper and his father were outside. There on 
the counter was an open cookie jar and the temptation was just 
too much. Norman liberated some of the cookies and when his 
father found out, he suffered a severe spanking that he still 
remembers.

Mr. Werle eventually expanded his operation and built an 
icehouse across the street from the soda works, and Victor 
Lagomarsino moved his brewery operation to the soda works. In 
1909, Mr. Werle exchanged the Soda works, icehouse, and 
brewery for some property in Oakland, with the Massbergs. Vic
tor stayed in Mokelumne Hill until the home burned in 1915 and 
then moved to San Francisco.

Victor’s son, Norman, had attended school in Mokelumne Hill.

SODA WORKS
The Werle Soda Works and residence on Lafayette 
Street in Mokelumne Hill as it appeared during the late 
1890’s. The delivery wagon was constantly on the road,

stopping at almost every store and barroom in the 
county with supplies.
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CYRIL AND NORMAN LAGOMARSINO
His teacher was Florence Moser, who taught first, second and 
third grades. Maggie McCallan taught fourth and fifth, and Mr. 
H.M. Moffitt the sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth. There was a 
total of approximately two hundred children attending the tiny 
school at that time.

When Norman’s family moved to San Francisco, they entered 
him in St. Ignatius Grammar School, and later high school. His 
tuition was five dollars per month. He always spent his summer 
vacations in Mokelumne Hill and in his third year of high school he 
got a job at the Easy Bird mine, making three dollars per day. 
This was big money for Norman. His only other job had been 
delivering the Call Bulletin for which he earned eight dollars per 
month.

He left high school after his third year, but later completed his 
high school and college education. He took a job as a messenger 
boy for the Bank of Italy, earning twenty dollars a month. The 
bank had three offices at that time.

Norman then was promoted to the clearing house at a salary of 
forty dollars a month. He later advanced to the bookkeeping 
department and handled 1190 commercial accounts. He worked 
six days a week, the hours were from 8:00 a.m. until sometimes 
11:00 p.m. at a salary of ninety dollars per month.

He eventually went to the Banca Popalari Fugazi where he 
installed the first automatic bookkeeping system in their main 
bank in San Francisco and their branches in Oakland and Santa 
Barbara.

In 1923 Norman married Winnifred Mary Connell in Palo Alto. 
They lived in San Francisco, but Norman was constantly retur
ning to Mokelumne Hill. He would spend weekends working on the 
family home and property, and visiting with his grandmother un
til her death in 1942.

He retired from the insurance business in 1967 and moved back 
to Grandmother Gobbi’s home on Prospect Street in Mokelumne 
Hill, where he is still constantly working on the property.

Like his parents before him, Norman and his wife Winifred 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in Mokelumne Hill in 
1973. They had 275 guests to help them in the festivities, which 
turned out to be too many to fit in the tiny church in Mokelumne 
Hill. So, Mass was held at St. Andrews in San Andreas. Seven 
priests attended to assist in the Mass. A reception was held at the 
Town Hall in Mokelumne Hill with members of the couple’s 
original wedding party attending. Later in the evening 101 friends 
and relatives were hosted at a dinner in the Lagomarsino home. 
They said there were people in every room of the house.

Winnifred Lagomarsino has always been interested in poetry 
and shared the following poem that she wrote especially for her 
husband.

FOR NORMAN

A Christmas wish is coming
To a heart that is tried and true

Bringing all the blessings 
From a little Babe to you.

For all the love and all the care 
You’ve given me, my dear,

Our lady and her Infant Son 
Will take away your fear.

They’ll leave with you a singing heart 
No work nor care will tire

And precious gifts to bring you joy 
And peace that men admire.

All photos are from the collection of Norman 
Lagomarsino except where noted.

The Society was launched in 1952 with 92 charter memberships 
(including five organizations). Today we are happy to have 
twenty individuals and three organizations of this original group 
still on our roster. They are listed below:

Helen Lewis Baker 
Helen Belmont
Madelon Jack Carley 
Doris Treat Daley 
Naomi Dick
Olivia Harbinson
Sadie Hunt
Cecille Vandel McMillian
Cord Moller
George Poore
Carmenne Poore
John W. Poore

James B. Poore
Eva Soracco
Adeline Squellati
Ellen Thompson
James Valente
Eunice Van Winkle
R. Coke Wood
Ethelyn Wood 
ORGANIZATIONS: 
Calaveras Grange No. 715 
Murphys Community Club 
Ruby Parlor, NDGW No. 46
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Officers of Calaveras County 
Historical Society

16 Main Street 
San Andreas, California

President Tad Folendorf, Angels Camp 
First Vice-President George B. Poore, Jr., San Andreas 
Second Vice-President Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 
Treasurer Drew Garland, Murphys 
Secretary Mrs. Cheryl D. Smith, West Point 
Directors Mrs. Grace Alford, Angels Camp 

Francis Queirolo, Stockton 
Robert Rosenthal, Mokelumne Hill 

Milton B. Smith, Murphys 
Mrs. Eva Soracco, San Andreas

Editor
Associate Editor 
Assistant Editor 
Production Editor

R. Coke Wood, Stockton (Honorary) 
LAS CALAVERAS

W.P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Mrs. Ida Long, Mokelumne Hill 

Miss Anne Richard, Angels Camp
Mrs. Zelma O. Altmeyer, San Andreas

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Individual memberships ($5.00 a year). 
Family ($7.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) include subscrip
tions to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of Las 
Calaveras from the Secretary. The original historical material in 
this bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month at the 
Grange Hall in San Andreas — except for dinner meetings which 
are held each quarter at different places in the county.

Address correspondence to the Society at P.O. Box 721, San An
dreas, CA. 95249.

NEW MEMBERS
Mrs. C.D. Anderson, Stockton

Adeline L. Crabtree, San Ramon
Sharon L. Daniels, Murphys 

Gene Deaver, Altaville
John Hancock, San Francisco
Sandra Lawrence, Stockton 

Mrs. T.W. Shepherd, Hacienda Heights
MEETINGS

November 17: 8: 00 p.m., Grange Hall, San Andreas “Captain 
Hiram Messenger" Talk given by Willard Fuller, Jr., Editor of 
“Las Calaveras’’

December 15: 7:00 p.m. Black Bart Inn, San Andreas 
Christmas Dinner Party Musical Entertainment by Local Schools

IN MEMORIAM
Dante Oneto

Mrs. Margaret Smith

The First Officers of Calaveras Historical Society - August 1952 
to July 1953 were:
President - Judge J. A. Smith
Vice-President - Dr. R. Coke Wood
Secretary - Mrs. Sadie Hunt
Treasurer - Mrs. Ellen Thompson
Board of Directors:

George Poore, San Andreas
Amon Tanner, Murphys
Frances Lombardi, Mokelumne Hill
John Squellati, San Andreas
In July 1954 Goerge Poore was elected 2nd Vice-President. 

Directors were: Archie Stevenot, Sonora; Amon Tanner, Mur
phys; Frances Lombardi, Mokelumne Hill; John Squellati, San 
Andreas and James Valente, Angels Camp. Since that time, the 
Society has had both 1st and 2nd vice-presidents and five direo- 
tors.

Judge J. A. Smith served as President of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society from its beginning to the time of his death, 
January 27, 1964.

Dr. R. Coke Wood was editor of our quarterly bulletin, “Las 
Calaveras’’, from October 1952 when the first issue was 
published, to July 1964. Mr. W.P. Fuller has been editor since Oc
tober, 1964. Much Calaveras County history has been gathered but 
it is a continuing process and all of us must make an effort to 
record historical events of our communities of the present time.

Sadie Hunt was secretary of the Society for fifteen years and 
missed just two meetings.

Ellen Thompson was treasurer from 1952 to 1957 when she 
moved away from the county. She has been a member ever since.

MEMBERSHIPS
Family:  103 
Single-Organizational:  358
Junior:  1 
Library: 15 
Exchange: 17

Member of the California Conference of Historical Societies
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Captain
Hiram Ashley Messenger

Hiram Messenger, one of our pioneer fathers, exerted a strong 
influence over the communities of Campo Seco, Valley Springs, 
and Paloma, and on some of the neighboring communities as well, 
for better than half a century. Captain Messenger was what we 
would call a progressive and successful individual. His activities 
touched the lives of many persons, and in all probability made this 
part of Calaveras County a much better place in which to live than 
it might have been without him. Yet, curiously enough, his career 
has been very poorly documented. He has been forgotten by all ex
cept a very few, and he is essentially unknown to today’s residents 
of those communities. Perhaps we can restore at least part of the 
significance of the life of Captain Messenger to us here in 
Calaveras by recording what we do know' about his career.

There afe three short published accounts of Messenger. One is 
the very brief description of his ranch, Casa Blanca, in Elliott’s 
1885 book, “Calaveras County, Illustrated” (This book was recen
tly reprinted under the sponsorship of our Society). Another very 
brief biography was printed in “Representative Citizens of 
Northern California”, published in 1901. The third, a somewhat 
more comprehensive write-up, was written by Judge J.A. Smith, 
with some material supplied by the Captain’s grandson, Harold 
Messenger, and published in the Judge’s column in the 
“Calaveras Prospect.” We have found a few pertinent news items 
and some information was gleaned from County archives. Harold 
Messenger has also shared his memories of the Captain with us. 
Great-grandson Allan Dorroh brought the Captain’s saber and a 
number of other interesting momentoes (including his writing 
desk) to the Society’s November meeting, and has generously 
made some other material available to us. This issue’s article is 
based on the presentation of W.P. Fuller, Jr. at that meeting.

Hiram Ashley Messenger was born in the little town of Peru, in 
Western Massachusetts, in July 1832, in a family descended from 
early English emigrants to New England. His grandfather, Cyrus 
Messenger, was a colonel in the Continental army. His father, 
also named Cyrus, was a farmer and a member of the state 

militia. His mother, Hannah Case, of Canton, Connecticut, was a 
member of an early New England family too. In short, Hiram 
came of good New England stock.

One of nine children in the typically large families of those days, 
he was educated in Berkshire County schools, and by the time he 
was 20, stories of the gold discoveries in California stirred him to 
the decision to head west. Although we have no knowledge of this 
situation, we can readily imagine his family’s reaction when he 
announced his plans to them.

So, in Arpil, 1852, he started west, and in Missouri, joined a com
pany of Oregon-bound settlers from Michigan, paying seventy- 
five dollars for his place. But at the Green River, in Wyoming, he 
switched to a party that was headed directly for California. A 
week later, however, he left them and took a job driving an ox 
team with freight from St. Joseph, Missouri, for Salt Lake City. 
From there, he made his way on to Lathrop and then Stockton, 
and on up to Latimer’s (we now call this North Branch) and then

CAPTAIN MESSENGER
This picture was probably taken about the time of 
Captain Messenger’s miliary activities.

Loaned by Doris Treat Daley
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HARRIET WILKINS MESSENGER
Courtesy of Doris Treat Daley

to Mokelurnne Hill. Thus says the printed record. Harold 
Messenger, however, still has childhood memories of his 
grandmother telling him that Hiram actually went down the Mis
sissippi River, took ship passage to Panama, walked across the 
Isthmus, and then by ship to San Francisco. At this late date, we 
will never know the true facts of the matter. But we are inclined to 
accept the printed record.

In any event, upon his arrival at Moke Hill, he worked for the 
local water company, which was called the Mokelurnne Hill and 
Campo Seco Canal and Mining Company, and also did some 
placer mining during the winter. Then he re-entered the employ 
of the water company and one season tended ditch near Cape 
Horn. The following spring he drove team for Andrews & 
Cadwaller, who were supplying lumber for the flume then under 
construction near Mokelurnne Hill. Then for two years he sold 
lumber in Mokelurnne Hill at a lumber yard there. Following this, 
he worked on the Chili Hill ditch at Campo Seco, and then sold 
water for the water company at Chili Camp until 1857. In that 
year, he was also employed by Captain Hanford on the Calaveras 
ditch at Murphys.

After these five years of work on ditch projects, Messenger took 
up gold mining in earnest at Campo Seco, Oregon Gulch, and at 
Lancha Plana where he was successful enough to take out about 
forty dollars a week. From there, he mined at Jenny Lind, 
Whiskey Hill, and South Gulch, where he was with the Copeland 

family. Then back to Campo Seco, where he got involved with the 
copper boom at that place. This was in early 1861. Our scanty in
formation suggests that he was one of the discoverers of the 
copper veins and was prominent in their development during the 
next few years. In 1864 he sold out his copper mining interests to 
the Lancha Plana Copper Mining Company for a reported five 
thousand dollars.

In 1859, Hiram married Harriet L. Wilkins, who had come out 
from Nashua, New Hampshire, in 1854. It was at this time that he 
built their Campo Seco home, and here they lived for the next five 
years. All of their five children were born here. Nelson Cyrus was 
the eldest, then followed Mary, Maude, Hiram, Jr., and Harriet.

With his Yankee background, Hiram was anxious to do his part 
for the Union cause, so after selling out his mining interests, he 
took the leadership in forming a company of volunteers. He used 
his own funds for equipping the members of the company, which 
had men from Calaveras and the neighboring parts of Amador 
and San Joaquin counties. They trained briefly just w'est of 
Campo Seco, at “Drill Hill’’. In November, 1864, they were for
mally mustered in as Company “E“ into the Seventh Regimentof 
Infantry, California Volunteers at the Presidio in San Francisco. 
Hiram was commissioned by the Governor as Captain, William 
H. Broad as First Lieutenant, and William L. Innes as Second 
Lieutenant. Originally 128 had joined up in the company. But 
when mustered in at the Presidio, it was found that nine were mis
sing and were counted as deserters. In addition, the recruiting of
ficer and the post surgeon rejected 35 more men. leaving 84 in the 
company.

Upon completion of their training, they were sent to the Arizona 
Territory. At that time. Indian unrest, provoked by Confederate 
interests, required dispatch of all available army units to that 
area. Company “E” saw a year’s service on this campaign, and 
upon its successful conclusion, was recalled to the Presidio and 
mustered out during June. 1866. The ‘ greenbacks” with which 
Captain Messenger and his men were paid were found to be worth 
only about 40 cents on the dollar, on their return to Calaveras 
County. For the rest of his life. Hiram was known as Captain 
Messenger, in honor of his part in the Civil War and the Arizona 
campaign.

The Messenger family, who had joined the Captain briefly at 
the Presidio, moved back to Campo Seco when the company was 
mustered out. Shortly afterward. Captain Messenger, along with 
W.C. Whetstone, bought the thousand-acre Cosgrove Ranch, a 
short distance north of the present town of Valley Springs. We 
have little information of his activities from ’66 to the late '70’s, 
and believe that most of his time was spent on the ranch where he 
raised hay and grain as well as livestock. He probably did con
siderable prospecting and small scale mining in the area. It is 
said that he reactivated the old “49” shaft where Wade Johnston 
worked and lived right after the war (See Las Calaveras for Oc
tober, 1972).

Caption Messenger was elected as a Democrat assemblyman to 
the California legislature for the terms of 1879-80. He was active 
there in promoting interest in the irrigation of farm land in the
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western portion of Calaveras County and the surrounding region, 
and supplying water for this purpose, as well as for hydraulic 
mining, from the Sierran rivers such as the Mokelumne. After his 
term in the Assembly, he organized an ambitious project to 
rebuild the old “Murray Ditch” to bring Mokelumne River water 
from a few miles upstream from the present Pardee Dam to the 
lower country. This project was never completed, but the Captain 
kept some interest and action going on it for many years 
thereafter, even right up to the time of his death in 1910. Harold 
Messenger vividly remembers a trip when he and his brother 
Earl drove down with Grandpa in his fancy buggy and beautiful 
horse, to look at the ditch.

About 1880, Captain Messenger built a fine home at the ranch, at 
the head of the valley. A picture of this spread was published in the 
Elliott book in 1885. He named it “Casa Blanca” for an impressive 
house he remembered from his Arizona campaign, situated near 
Fort Buchanan. We don’t know how long the Messenger family 
lived at Casa Blanca, but about 1887 he sold the house and part of 
the ranch to Newton Craig, who had moved from Cheyenne,

CASA BLANCA
Ralph Yardley copied the engraving in Elliott’s 1885 book 
for his “Do You Remember’’ column in the “Stockton 
Record”. Mrs. UnaCraig Walker, now living in Honolulu, 
was born in this house. Her father, Newton Craig, pur
chased Casa Blanca in the late 1880’s.

Donated by Mrs. Una Craig Walker

Wyoming, to raise horses here for the local sporting events, par
ticularly near Sacramento. In later years, Al Ross acquired the 
ranch from the Craigs, and the DeYoungs purchased it from the 
Rosses, and later sold to Mrs. Eunice Beal Van Winkle.

While the Captain had his headquarters at Casa Blanca, he held 
an annual picnic, the likes of which has never been seen since in 
these parts. Here is what the Calaveras Chronicle says about the 
picnic held there in 1881.

“For several years Mr. H.A. Messenger has given an annual 
picnic on his ranch, which is situated on the stage road between 
Mokelumne Hill and Campo Seco and about nine miles from the 
former place (This was written before Valley Springs came into 
being). These picnics from the first have been growing in favor 
and are looked for at each recurring season with no small degree 
of interest, and an event which is by no means to be missed. 
People will get there if they have to walk ten miles to do it. 
Everything is pressed into service that can be used as a 
conveyance to reach the grounds. The livery stables in the towns 
for miles and miles around do not begin to be able to supply the 
demand for conveyances, and in order to get such it is necessary 
to engage a team two months ahead at least.

“The picnic of the 28th of April did certainly surpass any of the 
ones previously given at that place. Picnic parties began to 
appear on the grounds the day before, so as to make sure of ac
commodations before the great crowd arrived. And from early 
dawn on the day of the picnic, during the entire day till nine or ten 
o’clock in the evening, people on horse back, and vehicles of every 
size, shape and description, loaded with pleasure-seekers, kept 
coming in from every point of the compass. Five hundred horses 
were taken care of by the hostlers, and a great many more were 
staked out.

“The grounds were very nicely arranged. An immense tent had 
been constructed for the occasion with seats throughout, and 
refreshment booths where all the luxuries with which to gratify 
the taste and appease the hunger could be obtained. A brass b#nd 
was in attendance and discoursed fine music during the day, len
ding additional animation to the already animated scene. The 
great number of tents dotting the green grounds here and there 
and everywhere, the gaily dressed picnickers, the coming and go
ing of vehicles, the manoeuvering of dashing horsemen on fiery 
steeds, presented a sight well worth witnessing. In the forepart of 
the afternoon there was foot racing, horse racing, and other 
amusements too numerous to mention, and about three o’clock 
dancing commenced in the grand pavillion arranged for the pur
pose, and was indulged in till 6 p.m. But the crowning feature of 
the occasion was the grand ball in the evening. Many who did not 
attend the picnic during the day attended the ball in the evening. 
The large pavillion was brilliantly illuminated and two hundred 
couples, dancing to the inspiring strains of music, were counted 
upon the floor at one time. The ball was kept up till 5 o’clock A.M. 
The Floor Managers in the discharge of their difficult task, owing 
to the great crowd, deserve praise for their promptness and atten
tion, and the music was all that could be desired. Everything dur
ing the day and evening passed off very agreeably, and con-
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THE GWIN MINE - NORTH SHAFT
The boarding house and postoffice, run by Captain 
Messenger, were up above this view, towards the old

North shaft. This picture was taken before the new steel 
headframe and hoist were installed. Society Files

sidering that nearly two thousand people visited the ground, and 
no disturbances occurred to mar the pleasure, is something 
remarkable. Every town in Calaveras was represented, and large 
delegations from San Joaquin and Amador counties were also in 
attendance. The whole affair was a grand success, financially as 
well as otherwise.”

After selling Casa Blanca, the Captain built a new house half a 
mile down the road, near where the present Valley Springs - 
Paloma road joins the old Campo Seco - Mokelumne Hill stage 
road. The site is marked today by a scrawny palm tree, and a few 
knarled old olive, pomegranate, and orange trees. At one time, he 
had several acres of this flat ridge planted in these and other fruit 
and ornamental trees. After the Captain moved up to Gwinmine, 
one of his sons lived here and worked the ranch. Harold 
Messenger remembers this as his Calaveras home. The property 
is now owned by East Bay Water.

Returning again to the early 80’s, we find the Captain very in
fluential in encouraging the formation of the San Joaquin & Sierra 
Nevada Railroad Company. In 1883, he took the contract to build 
the roadbed from Wallace to Valley Springs. These two towns and

Burson owe their existence to the building of the railroad. Inex
perienced in this sort of work, and with his other interests, Cap
tain Messenger found his hands full. It took two years to complete 
his contract, and in April. 1885, the railroad reached the eastern 
terminous at Valley Springs.

Again we have a decade, from the middle 80 s to the mid 90's 
when we seem to find little evidence of the Captain’s activities. 
This was a slack period in the local economy, and the Penn mine 
represented about the only significant industrial activity. But in 
1894, the energetic team of Thomas & McClure reopened the well- 
known Gwin mine. Although in his 62nd year, the Captain was still 
active and vigorous, and he moved up to the new mining 
operation to run the boarding house, the postoffice, and to help in 
keeping the camp at Gwinmine supplied with the necessities. The 
mining company purchased one of the new traction engines to use 
in hauling the heavy freight from the railroad at Valley Springs. 
Man and beast alike were greatly startled, to say the least, when 
this great traction engine came a’wheezing and a’snorting up 
Paloma Road, hauling up Oregon pine timbers for the mine. On 
the steep pitches it was necessary to winch the engine up, and the 
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trees soon became scarred from the winch cables. A rider was 
generally used to go ahead and clear the way for the monster.

Fred Thomas, son of the manager of the Gwin, recalled many 
years later, “Captain Messenger, the old campaigner of the In
dian wars, his good wife and their attractive daughter, Hattie, 
were the team in charge of the boarding house and postoffice and 
going with some of the others on a trip Captain Messenger took in 
his mountain wagon.’’ Hattie attended normal school, but died at 
the early age of 23, shortly after her marriage. Nelson also helped 
his father for awhile at Gwinmine.

In the early years of the century, the Captain withdrew to his 
Campo Seco home, where he kept busy working on the “Murray 
Ditch" project, and keeping up his interest in mining by trying to 
promote the operation of some dredging properties. He passed 
away at his Campo Seco home on October 16th, 1910, and was 
buried in the cemetery there, dressed in his Civil War uniform. 
Certainly we should not forget Hiram Messenger, one of our 
outstanding pioneers, and the part he played in more than a half- 
century of Calaveras history. Charles Smithenbank. the former 
pastor of the Valley Springs Methodist Church, wrote from his 
new post at Point Arena to the editor of the “Prospect" this letter

THE GWIN MONSTER
This traction engine hauled up the massive timbers for 
the Gwin mine from the railraod station at Valley 
Springs.

Society Files

of appreciation for the Captain: (Continued on page 24)
THE WAR OF THE REBELLION

Calaveras County, during the Civil War, was too busy mining 
copper and gold to be much concerned about the fighting so far 
away in the East. There were sympathizers for both sides, but the 
prevailing sentiment was for the North. Those who felt suf
ficiently strongly to do so, joined one of the several local units of 
the California Militia, such as those at Copperopolis, Angels, Mur
phys, and Mokelumne Hill. These were almost more a social ac
tivity than a serious military obligation. The recent colorful 
revival of “The Fifes & Drums of Old Calaveras’’ during the 
Bicentennial served to call our attention to these Civil War ac
tivities. But it wasn’t until close to the end of the war that 
Calaveras residents became concerned enough to make a serious 
effort on behalf of their country, and this was primarily because 
of Hiram Messenger’s interest in the matter.

The U.S. Army sent up Captain Coolidge and Lieutenant 
Thomas Hunter to assist Messenger in enlisting men for his com
pany, which was to become Company “E" of the Seventh Infantry 
Regiment of the California Volunteers. These officers signed up 
men for the new company at Angels, Campo Seco, Copperopolis, 
Jackson, Mokelumne Hill, Murphys, and San Andreas. Company 
“E” thus became Calaveras’s principal contribution to the 
Union’s efforts during the war. Actually, the company was 
organized so late that the only active service was in garrison duty 
in Arizona, keeping Rebel sympathizers from stirring up the In
dians. Nonetheless, this earnest attempt of Captain Hiram 
Messenger and his Calaveras and Amador volunteers to support 
their country was a widely cheered and respected action.

We list below the 128 persons who rallied to Messenger’s call, 
enlisted in late October and early November, 1864, outfitted with 
the help of their generous Captain, and headed down to the 
Presidio in San Francisco. That is, all except James Hogan and 
Powell Bear, who decided that they had made a bad move, and 
vanished before the company had even left San Andreas. Sirilo 
Mejia, a native of Mexico, thought better of his hurried enlistment 
six days earlier in Mokelumne Hill, and took off for parts unknown 
when the company was passing through Stockton. Six more good 
men and true didn’t like the looks of the Presidio, and disappeared 
just before the company was formally mustered in.

The rather green, and, no doubt, motley appearing company, 
composed of men and boys from 45 to only 15 years in age, natives 
of a dozen countries, and from many trades, were scruntinized 
most carefully by the recruiting officer, Lieutenant W.W. 
Tompkins, and by the Presidio’s surgeon. Some 35 men were 
promptly discharged, for reasons of being under age, for having 
no knowledge of the English language, but mostly “for reasons 
obvious to the recruiting officer,’’ or “reasons not obvious’’ to the 
same gentleman, but obvious, no doubt, to the surgeon. The 
remaining 84 were welcomed on November 29th, 1864, into the 
Seventh Regiment of Infantry, California Volunteers, and began 
their formal training at the Presidio, under their officers, newly 
commissioned by the Governor. The Seventh was subsequently 
sent to Southern Arizona for duty there. After a little more than a 
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year in the Territory, when the situation became quiet there, the 
Seventh returned to the Presidio, and Company “E” was 
mustered out in June of 1866.

Here are the names of the patriotic followers of Captain 
Messenger, along with some of their vital statistics, such as their 
birthplace, age and trade. It is a list well worth perusing for the 

picture it gives of the men living in this area at the time. It is sur
prising that the average age is so high (33), but these were nearly 
all single men. Women were still greatly in the minority along the 
Mother Lode in the middle I860’s, and there was little to hold these 
men back from what promised to be a greater adventure than was 
to be found in their daily lives on the Lode.

Muster and Descriptive Roll of Company “E”, Seventh 
Regiment of Infantry, California Volunteers organized at the 
Presidio, San Francisco, California, November 29th, 1864, and 
called into service by the President of the United States.

Hiram A. Messenger 
William H. Broad 
William L. Innes

Captain
1st Lieut. 
2nd. Lieut.

Commissioned Nov. 24, 1864 
Commissioned Dec. 5, 1864 
Commissioned Dec. 5, 1864

PRIVATES

Arthur, Augustus Smithtown, N.Y. 31 Miner San Andreas
Avery, Joseph D. Jefferson, Maine 30 Blacksmith Murphys
Bradley, John H. Baltimore, Md. 34 Miner Jackson
Barber, Amos New York, N.Y. 40 Blacksmith Murphys
Brown, Gentis M. Winnebago, Ill 23 Miner San Andreas
Buck, Gardner C. Warren Co. N.Y. 34 Farmer Campo Seco
Brown, Daniel W. Winnebago, Ill 26 Farmer Campo Seco
Brady, John Dublin, Ireland 35 Laborer Mokelumne Hill
Ballard, John V. Chicago, Ill 22 Miner Campo Seco
Bender, Damiau Baden, Germany 40 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Clyde, George W. New York, N.Y. 36 Miner Jackson
Chandler, Asa B. Bridgewater, N.H. 43 Cabinet Maker Jackson
Culver, Alexander S. Utica, N.Y. 35 Rancher Campo Seco
Cook, George F. Newburyport, Mass. 18 Farmer Mokelumne Hill
Carpenter, Stephen H. Genessee, N.Y. 26 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Coggswell. Henry S. Washington, Conn. 42 Farmer Murphys
Donaldson, John Jefferson, Ky. 32 Hostler Campo Seco
Dorr, William A. Columbia, Maine 21 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Drury, Wendell W. Holden, Mass. 45 Machinist Mokelumne Hill
Edmund, Richard Carnavan, England 45 Carpenter Murphys
Eggleston, David A. Laurence, N.Y. 43 Miner Murphys
Fields, Lewis A. Cumberland, Maine 37 Teamster San Andreas
Fuller, Benjamin Warwick, R.I. 37 Mason San Andreas
Good, Henry Redding, Pa. 36 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Gemmil, John M. Pittsburg, Pa. 35 Miner Murphys
Harmon, Alva Onodaga, N.Y. 32 Farmer Jackson
Hasche, Herman Oldenburg, Germany 22 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Hemings, Joseph B. Hantsport, N.S. 37 Farmer Angels
Henry, John Derry Co. Ireland 39 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Harrington, Frederick J. Brighton, Mass. 16 Miner Campo Seco
Hicks, Jacob Franklyn, Pa. 32 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Jenks, Andrew Galena, Ill. 17 Farmer Jackson
Jones, John Granville, Ohio 45 Miner San Andreas
Karcher, Gottlieb Baden, Germany 30 Farmer Jackson
Kroft, George W. Delaware, N.Y. 41 Miner Jackson
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PRIVATES (Continued)

Kirkpatrick, John St. John, N.B. 36 Hostler Mokelumne Hill
Klinker, Fredrick Elinshorn, Denmark 29 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Kelly, William D. Lodi, N.Y. 32 Carpenter Murphys
light, Harvey W. Chattauqua, N.Y. 39 Harness Maker Jackson
Lord, John McHenry Litchfield, Conn. 41 Printer Murphys
Leman, Frederick W. Milton, Mass. 40 Miner Angels
Leman, William W. Milton, Mass. 31 Miner Angels
McCue, Martin Galway, Ireland 31 Miner Jackson
McMindes, Pra ? Steuben Co, N.Y. 32 Farmer Jackson
McGonegal, Robert Derry Co., Ireland 36 Miner Vallecito
McCoy, Alexander Portrec, Scotland 38 Miner Murphys
Maxwell, Thomas Washington, Ark. 21 Miner Copperopolis
Maxwell, Charles Washington, Ark. 19 Miner Campo Seco
Morton, Charles A. Portland, Maine 35 Miner Campo Seco
McMartin, John Lancaster, Canada 38 Shoemaker Murphys
McThomas, Robert Williamsport, Pa. 23 Blacksmith Angels
Mowry, David A. Munville, R.I. 39 Miner Murphys
Miner, Albert P. Litchfield, Conn. 24 Miner Campo Seco
McDonald, John Little Rock, Ark. 19 Teamster Murphys
Nelson, Ole Wosenangen, Norway 30 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Ortega, Jose Santos Aconcagua, Chile 32 Miner Murphys
Payne, John W. Belleville, Ill. 19 Farmer Campo Seco
Runyon, David B. Preble Co. Ohio 38 Miner Jackson
Roe, Abel Pike Co., Ill. 20 Miner Jackson
Russell, Andrew H. Fayette Co. Ill. 29 Teamster Jackson
Rhoades, Jonathon K. Carroll, Missouri 22 Drover Campo Seco
Robjent (?), Frederick Goyden, England 35 Miner Mokelumne
Ross, Ichabod 0. Pennville, Missouri 23 Miner Murphys
Rath, Johann H.W. Altina, Holstein 37 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Ramiro, Navor San Miguel, Sonora 29 Miner Murphys
Sherman, George R. Davis Co., Iowa 18 Farmer Jackson
Smith, Henry P. Cork, Ireland 44 Miner Vallecito
Staton, James M. Henry, Kentucky 41 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Swarms, William Hamburg, Ill 30 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Smart, John London, England 40 Painter San Andreas
Smith, Charles West Carlisle, Ohio 40 Miner San Andreas
Stevenson, John Glasgow, Scotland 42 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Thompson, Charles Toronto, Canada 36 Clerk Jackson
Tyrrell, William B. Beecher, England 45 Laborer Campo Seco
Vanlanff, Johann F. Hamburg, Germany 44 Miner Angels
Vondey, Thomas Douglas, Isle of Man 38 Teamster MokelumneHill
Wright, Gustavus A. Baltimore, Md. 42 Sailor Jackson
Worthington, Charles E. Hemingsburg, Ky. 28 Laborer Jackson
Will, William St. Crist, France 31 Miner San Andreas
Weston, John Calais, Maine 37 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Webb, Chester Wyoming, Pa. 30 Miner Campo Seco
Warner, Robert B. London, Ohio 38 Miner San Andreas
Wenzel, William Monterey, Mexico 16 Miner Mokelumne Hill
Zinn, William Springfield, Ohio 28 Farmer Campo Seco
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List of Deserters from Co. “E” 7th Regiment of Infantry, California Volunteers

Aranda, Marian Valencia, N.M. 25 Deserted Nov. 21st Presidio
Burton, Francis Tecumseh, Mich. 21 Deserted Nov. 28th Presidio
Harsky, Charles F. Prussia 35 Deserted Nov. 20th Presidio
Hogan, James Ireland 40 Deserted Nov. 10th San Andreas
DePue, John Dutchess Co., N.Y. 18 Deserted Nov. 23rd Presidio
Miller, William A. Long Isl., N.Y. 43 Deserted Nov. 21st Presidio
Mejia, Sirilo Puebla, Mexico 30 Deserted Nov. 18th Stockton
Greggs, Joseph Stanhope, N.J. Deserted Nov. 28th Presidio
Bear, Powell Sonora, Ca. 42 Deserted Nov. 16th San Andreas

List of Enlisted Men of Co. “E” 7th Infty. C.V. Discharged by 
W.W. Tompkins, 1st Lieut. 3rd U.S. Infty - Mustering Officer

Hare, Jacob Rhine, Prussia 26 Miner Jackson Nov. 21
Lee, Richard H. Baltimore, Md. 43 Baker Jackson Nov. 21
Moon, Daniel London, Virginia 26 Engineer Jackson Nov. 21
Rowland, Kemp A. Macon, Missouri 24 Miner Jackson Nov. 21
Tarwater, Gilbert Nashville, Tenn. 35 Miner Sutter Creek Nov. 21
Andrews, Thomas C. Boston, Mass. 16 Miner Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Bartlett, Allen Portsmouth, N.H. 32 Miner San Andreas Dec. 5th
Ballard, James Batavia, Ill. 16 Farmer Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Blum, Charles Stockholm, Sweden 43 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Cornwell, Alba J. Willuci (?) Pa. 37 Miner Murphys Dec. 5th
Estrada, Dometrius Sonora, Mexico 30 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Heywood, Abel Mercer, Maine 37 Miner Murphys Dec. 5th
Hamlin, Mortimer J. Connington (?) Mass. 44 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Hanson, Orlando L.F. Lowell, Mass. 15 Butcher Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Harrington, Lyman W Winchester, Mass. 15 Miner Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Iturios, Miguel Sinaloa, Mexico 31 Miner Murphys Dec. 5th
Johnson, Anson A. Hartford, N.Y. 25 Teamster Murphys Dec. 5th
Jacobs, Peter H. Hingham, Mass. 41 Carpenter Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Loomis, James New York, N.Y. 36 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Pritchard, John Pickaway, Ohio 31 Farmer Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Page, Charles Stoughton, Mass. 38 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Pearsoil, Samuel W. New York, N.Y. 42 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Rider, Thomas Amarica (?) Mass. 42 Miner San Andreas Dec. Sth
Reynolds, Augustus D. Kingston, N.Y. 21 Teamster Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Russell, William Andia, Scotland 38 Miner San Andreas Dec. 5th
Ramer, Elhannon W.M. Manchester, Ky. 35 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Schafer, Christopher Bisengen, Germany 30 Shoemaker Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Sisson, William F. Dartmouth, Mass. 29 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Thompson, Daniel Dover, N.H. 29 Carpenter San Andreas Dec. 5th
Taylor, Robert Steubenville, Ohio 26 Blacksmith Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Thorp, John B. Camden, Texas 18 Farmer Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Vinsk, Jacob Rotterdam, Holland 38 Miner Mokelumne Hill Dec. 5th
Wentworth, S.W. Pensacola, Florida 25 Miner Campo Seco Dec. 5th
Whitman, Charles Bamber, Sweden 37 Rancher San Andreas Dec. 5th
Walker, Truman G. Providence, R.I. 18 Teamster Campo Seco Dec. 5th
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THE EDWARD MAHERS
Mary Frances Messenger, the Captain’s daughter, and 
Edward Maher, taken in San Francisco shortly after their 
wedding in 1885.

Loaned by Doris Treat Daley

THE MAHER HOME 
This home is still standing 
at Campo Seco, and is oc
cupied. The Messenger 
home, however, is no longer 
in existence.

Loaned by Allan Dorroh
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THE MAHER FAMILY

Mary Frances “Mamie” Messenger (1864-1943), one of 
the Captain’s daughters, married Edward Maher (1855- 
1929) of Campo Seco in 1885. In this family portrait, 
Edward, Jr. (1892-1926) is at his father’s right; Nelson 
(1887 - 1903) stands behind; and Dorothy (1889-1973)

stands on her mother’s left. Edward, Jr., has descen
dants, as does Dorothy who married Herman Dorroh in 
1915. Allan Dorroh, her grandson, and his family, live in 
the Dorroh home at Angels. The dates of the Mahers are 
from Dorothy’s bible. Loaned by Allan Dorroh
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THE NELSON
MESSENGER FAMILY 

Nelson Cyrus Messenger, 
son of the Captain, married 
Annie Maud Sauve of 
Mokelumne Hill. They had 
seven children. The 
Messengers are pictured 
here al the house on the 
Campo Seco-Paloma Road 
about 1914. Doris is seated 
between her parents. 
Marion and Bernice are 
standing on the right. Earl 
and Harold are sitting in 
front. “Tip”, the dog, is at 
Earl’s feet. Ila and 
Clarence were absent when 
the picture was taken. 
There are numerous 
descendants, one of whom. 
James, lives with his family 
at San Andreas.
Courtesy of Harold 

Messenger

THE HIRAM HENRY
MESSENGERS

This son of Captain 
Messenger, and his wife, 
Ollie, pose with their son 
and two daughters. They 
moved from Calaveras to 
British Columbia. The 
daughters still live in the 
Seattle area.

Loaned by Allan Dorroh
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(Continued from page 17)
My Dear Sir:

I learn through the Calaveras Prospect of the passing 
of Capt. Hiram A. Messenger, and I wish to add my sim
ple tribute to his memory, by saying I knew Capt. 
Messenger quite well and by his unassuming, kind yet 
dignified life he drew me to him and created in me a 
profound respect for himself. He was one I could look up 
to and learn from. I have sat at his table with him and 
heartily enjoyed the cordial hospitality of his splendid 
family at their home. He was one of those Grand Old 
Men who helped to make the right kind of history. One by 
one, our esteemed pioneers are passing on. We can ill af
ford to lose so good a man as Capt. H. A. Messenger, but 
we trust our loss is his eternal gain.

Chas. Smithenbank

IN MEMORIAM
Cyril Monte Verda
Helen Lewis Baker

HELEN LEWIS BAKER
Our long-time members will be sad to learn of the passing of 

Helen Baker on January 20. She and her husband, Paul, both 
charter members, were very active in the Society in the late fif
ties and early sixties, and Paul became our second president in 
1964, upon the death of Judge J.A. Smith. The Society was in
corporated during that year, with the help of the Lewis’ son-in- 
law, Douglas Wilson, an attorney in Stockton.

Not only was Helen very active in our historical activities, but 
also in county school affairs for some sixteen years in various 
capacities, and she participated in a number of community 
organizations.

She contributed to “Las Calaveras’’ and will be remembered 
particularly for her excellent paper on the history of Copperopolis 
which she read at the Centennial Celebration there in 1960. This 
paper was published in our October, 1960, issue of “Las 
Calaveras”.

Helen Lewis married Milo Baker in 1970 and moved from this 
community. However, she continued as a member of the Society 
and occasionally came back to the county to attend some of our 
meetings.

HIRAM ASHLEY MESSENGER
From a portrait taken about the time that the Captain 
was a member of the California State Assembly.

Gift of Harold Messenger
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The Folsoms
Of Paloma

By Frances Sowden Kroh

A Calaveras family that has much to tell of the adventures and 
accomplishments of its early members is the Folsom family of 
Paloma. Frances Sowden Kroh, a descendant living in Stockton, 
assisted by her cousin, Ruth Folsom Anderson, has gathered 
together the historical information about the Folsoms, and has set 
this down in a particularly interesting family chronicle. We were 
most fortunate to have Mrs. Kroh present this story at our 
September, 1977, meeting. Part I of her paper is concerned with 
the George Folsom family and its origins, and is printed in com
plete form in this issue. We hope to print the second part, about the 
descendants of George and Ellen Folsom, in a later issue. And 
now here is Frances Kroll's story of the Folsoms.

This story had its beginnings in England on April 26, 1638, when 
the vessel ‘Diligent of Ipswich” set sail from the mouth of the 
Thames for Massachusetts Bay. On board, besides others, were 
twelve families from Hingham, in the county of Norfolk. They all 
had embarked for the purpose of joining a colony settled in 
Hingham, Massachusetts, in 1633. The colony consisted of ten 
families who had been their friends and neighbors in old 
Hingham.

Among those now emigrating were John Folsom and his young 
wife, the former Mary Gilman. Mary's parents, Edward and 
Mary Clark Gilman, and three younger brothers were part of the 
group. The immediate cause of their departure seems to have 
been trouble in religious matters.

The party landed at Boston on August 10,1638, and immediately 
proceeded to their place of destination, about fourteen miles 
southeast of Boston. Eventually, John Folsom and wife, with their 
children, settled permanently in Exeter, New Hampshire, 
sometime between 1650 and 1655.

George Washington Folsom was born in Groton, New 
Hampshire. May 10, 1837. He was the son of Nicholas and Hannah 
Norris Folsom, and an eighth generation descendant of the 
original colonists, John and Mary Folsom. He had two older 
sisters. Priscilla and Sarah. This was a happy, close-knit family 
until September of 1846 when Hannah, the mother, died.

The following year, Nicholas remarried and the once congenial 
household changed with the arrival of the new wife, Polly. George 
and his step-mother were incompatible; he felt he and his sisters 
were treated unfairly. The dissatisfaction at home was largely 
responsible for him leaving his beloved New Hampshire at the 
age of sixteen.

The tales of gold in California decided his destination. He
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FOLSOM GIRLS
Winnie, Alice and Violet

boarded a vessel bound for San Francisco via Cape Horn. The ship 
was completely wrecked in a severe storm off the North Atlantic 
coast. George, one of the fortunate, was rescued by a ship headed 
for Panama. In later years, he spoke of the kindness and com
passion of the crew. All his possessions were lost and he was des
titute. They took up a small collection and donated articles of 
clothing so he could continue his journey.

He traveled by foot across Panama, and at a port on the Pacific 
side, he boarded a San Francisco bound vessel. He arrived there 
in September 1853.

Captain Joseph Folsom, a distant relative and also from New 
Hampshire, was already well established in San Francisco. He 
had been sent in 1847 to serve as quartermaster under Colonel 
Stevensen. He invested wisely and the rapid development of the 
city following the discovery of gold made him very prosperous. 
George was urged, before he left home, to at least “look up Cap
tain Folsom. " This sounded too tame for one now eager to make 
his own fortune in the gold fields, so he did not follow the advice of 
his concerned aunts and uncles. (Incidentally, Captain Folsom 

never married and he died intestate. His estate, reportedly 
amounting to eleven million dollars, remained unclaimed and it 
eventually went to the State of California).

Not too much is known specifically about George’s movements 
during his first ten years in California. We do know he was 
engaged in mining in various places. He also was an express rider 
and delivered mail by horseback in several locations. He rode 
from Stockton to Mother Lode towns and to Sacramento. He later 
served the Gwin Mine in this capacity. An article in the “Las 
Calaveras” issue of October, 1958, states: “In the late Fifties and 
early Sixties the present site of Sheep Ranch and surroundings 
was used as a summer sheep range by Jaunty Dickens and 
George Folsom."

Two deeds transacted during the month of May, 1863, in Mono 
County name George Folsom the purchaser of mining claims. 
Some old documents indicate that in 1864 he was mining in 
Amador and Calaveras counties. One deed describes the Mount 
Pleasant claim situated on the Haupt Ranch.

When Priscilla Folsom, George’s sister, came to California is 
not known, but it is recorded that her marriage to William 
Webster took place in 1861 and that they resided in Mokelumne 
Hill. About two years later the three parcels of land comprising 
the Folsom-Webster Ranch were acquired. Two parcels were ob
tained through an 1855 Act of Congress granting Bounty Land to 
officers and soldiers who had been in military service. A warrant 
for 160 acres was deposited in the General Land Office in favor of 
Sarah Todd, heir of Peter Todd who had served in the Virginia 
Militia. War of 1812. This warrant was assigned by Sarah Todd to 
George Folsom. He patented it in 1875. The next year he deeded a 
few acres to George Green who operated a way-station in Paloma. 
The second warrant for 120 acres was assigned to Priscilla 
Webster. This one was in favor of heirs of Benjamin Barnett who 
had served in the Illinois Militia, Black Hawk War. The persons 
named in the warrants were not Folsom relatives. In 1886 Pris
cilla deeded this parcel to George. The third parcel of 160 acres 
was homesteaded by George Folsom. It was patented February, 
1882.
Mr. and Mrs. Webster, around 1863, were the first occupants of 

the ranch. They chose the best possible site for a home in a valley 
where the soil was rich with a plentiful water supply from year- 
round springs. Upon the death of Mr. Webster in 1868, George 
gave up his mining intersts and came to live with his sister. He 
now devoted his energies to the development of the ranch. He was 
a hard worker and in time proved he had a real talent for farming 
and related activities.

Sometime during the late Sixties, Ellen Maley came to live at 
the ranch. She was born in New Jersey, January 10, 1856. Her 
parents were Michael and Sarah Maley and they came to Califor
nia by covered wagon when Ellen was a young child. They settled 
not far from San Andreas on Willow Creek.

The Maleys had three more children, the last a set of twins, An
drew and Catherine, born in the mid-Sixties. This was about the 
time Sarah died, possibly at the birth of the twins. Later, Michael 
had a serious injury and from then on was unable to care for his
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BLANCHE FOLSOM

SAM FOLSOM

motherless children. They were separated and went to live in 
different homes. Ellen, the eldest, found a place as a helper to 
Mrs. Webster.

The tattered remnants of some old letters are helpful in piecing 
together the story of the Folsoms. It is apparent that Priscilla and 
George corresponded regularly with relatives in the East. Most of 
the letters are from Samuel Folsom, an uncle living in Indiana, 
and they cover a period from 1872 to 1876. We can tell from the 
contents of one letter than in 1872 Nicholas Folsom, father of 
George and Priscilla, was living with his son and daughter on the 
ranch. Samuel was curious about the climate of California and 
how it suited brother Nicholas’ constitution.

In another letter there is a hint of a romance developing 
between George and Ellen. Uncle Samuel writes, “George, are 
you not married yet? I hope you are. I think that girl has waited 
long enough.’’ It was at least a year later that the wedding of 
George and Ellen took place on December 30, 1873.

After the marriage of her brother, Priscilla took up residence 
once more in Mokelumne Hill. Nicholas Folsom continued to live 
at the ranch until his death in 1880 at the age of 85.

The family Bible lists the following names of progeny of George
and Ellen Folsom:

Samuel G. June 27, 1875
Mary Ella September 3, 1876
Alby R. September 11, 1877
Blanche E. August 28, 1880
Emery G. (John) July 27, 1881
Birdie C. November 3, 1883
Alice M. February 23, 1887
Edwina C. January 16, 1889

Violet A. January 25, 1896

As the family increased, it was necessary to enlarge the living 
quarters. Additions were made and what resulted was a 
functional, homey comfortable ranch house. The split-level floor 
plan would be acceptable by today’s standards for a Western 
ranch-style home. The lower level consisted of a large kitchen, a 
pantry, and a bedroom. Up two steps from the kitchen was a room 
referred to as the “dining room’’ but it was rarely used forthat. It 
was more of a family room. The stone fireplace and the organ 
made it the popular gathering place. Also, on this level were three 
bedrooms, a hallway, and the parlor. A porch surrounded three 
sides of this part of the house. A white picket fence enclosed the 
front yard. Masses of China lilies bloomed in late winter. Later on 
came the lilacs and the roses. The large utility porch off the kit
chen was well shaded by poplar trees. In the backyard a small 
building, called “Jack’s House’’, provided extra sleeping 
quarters. A stone cellar was located close to the creek. Water for 
home use was furnished by the steel windmill with its tank tower. 
In another area, there were several sheds, a wagon port, and a 
well equipped black-smith shop.

A creek separated the residence from the barnyard and the cor
rals. The two sections were connected by a footbridge. The creek
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OLI) TIMERS AT WEST 
POINT

G. Sanderson Smith, Bill 
McGhee, George Folsom, 
and possibly T.A. Wilson or 
Sam Haskins, from a snap

shot taken about 1915

THE GEORGE FOLSOMS 
George and Ellen pose with 
Blanche, Violet and Winnie 
(and baby Alex) at the 
Paloma Ranch
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was dry during summer but often gushed during the rainy season. 
Along the creek, fig trees grew, some to enormous size. A natural 
spring furnished water for the vegetable garden. Besides a small 
vineyard, there were fruit trees of different varieties.

A cluster of rocks on the ranch are dented with deep holes worn 
by generations of Indians grinding their seeds and acorns. On 
several locations, when plowing, single mortars and pestles were 
uncovered. During the earlier days, the Folsoms were visited 
regularly by an Indian couple, Wallie Betsy and Toh. They came 
with a sack for food and other necessities. Ellen never disap
pointed them, except once. On this occasion, they spotted a new 
broom and by their gestures, there was no mistaking they wanted 
it. Ellen could not give up the new broom but she did offer them 
her old one. They reluctantly accepted it: a few yards away, in 
disgust, the broom was thrown to the ground and stomped on until 
it broke.

During the Eighties, the Folsoms acquired two parcels of land 
in the present National Forest area above West Point. Priscilla 
died in 1886 and from her estate George received 168 acres located 
on Forest Creek. In 1889, they purchased from Ellen’s sister, 
Catherine Lillie. 145 acres known as Hunters’ Flat. This land gave 
them a place to take their cattle to pasture in the summertime at a 
higher, cooler elevation.

In fact, the whole family spent a good part of their summers at 
Hunters’ Flat. The nearest store was at West Point, so the ranch 
wagon was loaded to capacity with supplies, allowing just enough 
room for the passengers. This was not an easy trip: it required a 
very early morning start and one overnight stop. Only the 
driver would ride all the way. At the steep hills, all others had to 
get out and walk in order to lessen the load for the long pull. 
Alabama Hill was sure to find everybody out and walking. The 
first day’s journey ended when the Mokelumne River South Fork 
was crossed and the mile long grade was climbed. At the top of the 
hill, they were welcomed by the Herbert family at whose place 
they usually spent the night. The children of both families looked 
forward to this annual get together. It took another full day to 
reach their destination.

In the early days, George planted an apple orchard at Hunters’ 
Flat. Although sadly neglected, it still produces some fine apples. 
On his way to the mountains, he stopped beyond Glencoe and 
planted a tree by the side of the road. It is now sort of obscured by 
other growth, but it is still there, and it, too, grows a few apples 
each year.

By good management and industriousness, the land provided a 
living for the Folsoms. Both Ellen and George were extremely 
hard workers and the children, when old enough, shared the work 
load. Some income was derived from raising beef cattle. Locally, 
they sold milk, butter, and eggs. Ellen was most meticulous in the 
preparation of the butter, so there was always a demand for her 
product in the Paloma and Mokelumne Hill stores.

A duty assigned to the girls was the delivery of milk and eggs to 
customers in Paloma by horse and buggy. At a certain age, the 
older girls were embarrassed by this chore. Upon arrival at the 
town limits, they would get out of the buggy and send their

WINNIE FOLSOM WILSON

younger sister, Winnie, to make the deliveries. They waited until 
she was finished and would then hop back in the buggy for the 
return home. Winnie still remembers and tells how she was 
“taken" by her big sisters.

There were uneasy times when it was necessary to go to a 
money lender in Mokelumne Hill. Old mortgage papers show that 
on three occasions sizeable sums were borrowed with a ten 
percent interest rate. One time, forclosure was perilously close 
and miraculously avoided. The periods of tight money coincided 
with “panics" that upset the economy nationwide during the late 
nineteenth century.

George Folsom was a man with deep religious convictions, so it 
was natural that he would be a leader in establishing a church in 
Paloma. A deed to a lot for a building site was recorded August 14. 
1899, for the sum of $10.00. It was between Arey A. Dudley and 
B.F. Foster, George W. Folsom, and Albert Ludwig, Trustees of 
the Union Congregational Church. An insurance policy, dated 
August 24, 1897, to same date, 1900, insured the “one story frame 
shingle roof, stone foundation building located near the Gwin 
Mine" for $500.00.
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THIS IS HOW IT’S DONE
Grandpa Folsom shows that he is still adept at one of the
familiar ranch chores.

Twice Paloma churches were destroyed by fire; the first oc- 
cured in 1910 and the second in 1945. The original stone steps, 
however, are a part of the quonset building now used for worship 
in Paloma.

George drove off proudly each Sunday for the mile ride to the 
Paloma Church. He was most particular about the appearance of 
the children accompanying him; every detail of dress had to be 
just so. Any monotony they might experience as they rode along 

was relieved by a little game their father had devised. Each turn 
in the road had been given a special name, such as, Hampshire 
Grove or Bluebird Hill. He loved to sing and in his fine baritone, he 
led the singing of hymns.

He was, by nature, very compassionate with a willingness to 
help someone less fortunate. Ellen could never be quite sure what 
the returns would be from a trip to market with produce. He could 
never turn down a request for a loan of five dollars or so, a loan 
that most likely would not be repaid. As a father, he was kind, 
though very firm. One time, in order to teach the children to 
accept life's disappointments, he told them to get ready for an 
outing. He had the boys hitch up the wagon. When they were all 
ready to go, he told them they were not going after all.

George instilled in all his children a love of music; singing was 
as natural as breathing. At day’s end when chores were done, the 
family would gather around the organ to sing hymns and old 
familiar songs for recreation. Eventually, a piano was acquired 
and Hugh Watt, an accomplished musician from a neighboring 
ranch, came to give the girls piano lessons. When Alice and Win
nie were sufficiently skilled to play the church organ their father 
was very proud. They, too, felt it such an honor that they took 
turns playing on alternating Sundays.

With five attractive daughters and three good looking sons, the 
Folsom home was a very popular gathering place. Inez Squellati 
Battilana spent her childhood in Paloma and she has vivid 
recollections of the ranch. She remembers it as “the hub of the 
community.” It was the boarding place for the local school 
teachers; visiting ministers always stayed at the Folsoms.

ELLEN AND GEORGE 
Ellen Louttit and Inez 
Saw telle with their 
grandparents at Paloma
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Ellen Folsom was an exceptionally fine cook; therefore, she 
had a reputation for the fine food served at her table. It was con
sidered a privilege and a treat to eat one of her meals. Once, a 
visitor with two small sons, one seated on either side of her, was 
observed quietly nudging and urging them go, “Eat, Charlie, eat. 
Eat, George, eat.’’

The ranch was operated in a progressive manner. The 
equipment was the best available for the time. Everything about 
the place was orderly. The cream separator was an example of 
their willingness to adopt new methods. It was purchased during 
the later years. Inez Battilana recalls that it created quite a stir in 
Paloma and the thing to do was to go down and see it in operation. 
She and her sister, Zita, went one day for this very purpose. Along 
with the separator, as a bonus, came dozens of booklets con
taining hymns and traditional songs. After viewing the separator 
performance, they all sat on the porch steps and sang from the 
“Separator Books.”

When the Big Trees Development Company began purchasing 
timber rights, the Folsoms, in 1907, sold the timber on the 
Hunters' Flat and the Forest Creek properties. The trees were left 
intact for over forty years until the cutting was done by the Winton 
Lumber Company.

In the early days of routine fire surveillance, Hunters’ Flat was 
used as a look-out station. Jack Cavanaugh may have been the 
first man hired for this post. His observing was done from a plat
form located in a tall tree in the meadow. A party line telephone in 
the rustic cabin provided his contact with stations at Blue Moun
tain, Dorrington, and Big Trees. When a more fitting station was 
built up the hill, it took the name “Folsom”.

The Hunters’ Flat cabin served family and friends for many 
years. It was used as a base for hunters and fishermen. It became 
the custom for those who stopped over to carve names and dates. 
One old door was literally covered with carvings, some dating 
back in the 1890’s. The cabin was destroyed by fire in 1947.

A story of the ranch would be incomplete without mention of the 
road that passed through the property, directly past the house. It 
was used mostly by people from the lower ranches to get to 
Paloma. These could be Youngs, Watts, Haupts, or Gillams, to 
name a few. There was one, above all, who would most likely be 
going by. She was Dolly, wife of James Watt, riding her white 
horse on her way to the post office to pick up the mail each day.

In his mid-seventies, George had a stroke that paralyzed his left 
side. It was around this time that Violet was graduated from 
Calaveras High School. In 1914 a house was rented in San Jose for 
the three to stay while Violet attended San Jose State Normal. 
This was a new experience for Ellen who had never been away 
from her Calaveras domain for any protracted time. Family 
members visiting in this temporary home found her happily 
adapted to the new environment and thoroughly enjoying herself.

By June 1916, Violet had her teaching credential and a position 
awaited her in September at Paloma. A permanent move was now 
made from the ranch to a smaller house in Paloma. As they were 
getting settled, they welcomed three family members, sister 
Alice and her two daughters from Alaska. Alice’s husband, Lee

THE AL FOLSOMS
Alby Robert Folsom and Mary Agnes Harrington, on 

their wedding day in Stockton, September 17, 1905.

Louttit, had died earlier in the year in a Nome hospital.
George’s stroke did not quell his industrious nature. In spite of a 

practically useless left arm and a foot that dragged, he would go 
to an oak-studded area and cut the family firewood. A 
granddaughter can recall what a pleasure it was to take her 
grandfather the delicious lunch prepared by Grandma. She was 
always invited to sit with him and share the very generous por
tions. He was now eighty years old.

George passed away in Paloma on February 23, 1923. He was 
close to eighty-six years of age. Ellen lived nine years as a widow. 
She maintained her home but was rarely alone. Family members 
were frequent visitors, and her son, John, made this residence his 
home base when he was not out on a mining venture. She was now 
free to spend time away and could make lengthy visits to her 
children’s homes. She particularly enjoyed the mild climate of 
San Diego where Blanche and Alice resided. She died in Paloma 
on February 14, 1932.
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THE JOHN FOLSOMS
John and Josie spent a number of years in Alaska. Here 
they are al Idalarod.

All the grandchildren have wonderful memories of their 
grandparents. The older ones were fortunate to have spent happy 
times at the old place at its peak. There always seemed to be some 
visiting cousins and there were many fun things to do. One of the 
best was to sit in the shade of a tree in the meadow to listen and 
shiver as Aunt Vi told her famous ghost stories.

Grandpa’s stroke and advancing years inevitably brought 
changes. Grandma, younger by twenty years, now assumed the 
leadership role. It would have been impossible to be around 
Grandma Folsom and to not be influenced by her whole manner of 
being. Her calmness and patience were remarkable. Any crisis 
that arose she could meet with equanimity. And. there were those 
wonderful meals she prepared with such ease. Grandpa Folsom 
never lost his rapport with children. He was loved by all the young 
of Paloma as the ever jovial man with peppermints in his pocket.

Addie Louttit Crabtree writes of a year that she, her sister, 
Ellen, and their mother spent in Paloma on their return from 
Alaska in 1916: “When we arrived at the old ranch it was almost 
time for school to start. Grandma and Grandpa were in the 
process of moving into Paloma. I had just a few wonderful rides in 
the buggy before it was sold. Grandpa had had a stroke years 
before, and he was not the same but he was still fun to be with. 
Almost every evening, Ellen or I would have a game of cribbage 
with him. How he loved to win! I don’t believe that he, Ellen, and I 
ever missed a Sunday at church, unless we were sick. Grandpa 
would stand so straight and walk so proudly with his cane. I can 

see him still, with his beautiful white hair and beard gleaming in 
the sunlight. And he always carried peppermints in his pocket for 
the children.”

Elna Folsom Espenas also has fond memories. “Gram Folsom. 
Always gentle and kind, and always neat in appearance from the 
time she arose to bed time. When I was thirteen, I wrote and asked 
her if I could bring one of my girl friends with me to spend the 
Easter vacation in Paloma. She wrote back promptly and said my 
little friend was as welcome as the flowers in May. I never heard 
her speak a cross word - yet she could be firm in her gentle way.”

Reverend Charles Swithenback knew the family well. In an 
obituary he wrote of the “great hospitality of George Folsom and 
the whole talented family presided over by a queen.”

Frances Kroh’s story goes on to record the lives and activities of 
each of the children of George and Ellen Folsom. We have in
cluded pictures of some of these descendants here in this issue. 

Sam, the eldest, became a Calaveras rancher, and married 
Daisy Woolery. She was postmistress at Fosteria (Paloma) for a 
number of years.

Al was the first of the Folsoms to go to Alaska ( 1896). He mar
ried Mary Agnes Harrington, of Calaveras County, and their two 
daughters, Nell Folsom Bley and Ruth Folsom Anderson, were 
born in Alaska. They returned to California in 1917.

John was the second Folsom to go to Alaska, in 1897, and par
ticipated in the Yukon rush, there. In 1912, he married Josie 
Squelatti of Paloma, and the John Folsoms returned to Calaveras 
County in 1917. Their children were Elna and Rita.

Alice was the third of the family logo to Alaska. In 1904 she mar
ried Lee Louttit, of Mokelumne Hill, and went with him to work his 
mining claims near Nome. Their children were Ellen Louttit 
Berdel and Addie Louttit Crabtree. Lee died in Alaska in 1916, and 
Alice and the children returned to Paloma.

Blanche Folsom was the most talented member of a “singing 
family”. In 1897, she married Rodney Fletcher, and when that 
marriage failed, she became the fourth Folsom to go to Alaska, to 
cook lor her brother Al’s miners in Nome. Then, in 1909, she mar
ried James Sawtelle at Nome. The following year, Sawtelle 
tragically perished in a blizzard. Blanche then returned to “the 
states” with their daughter, Inez. She later remarried again, to Al 
Calkins, and moved to San Diego.

Birdie Folsom married William Sowden, of Amador City, who 
was blacksmithing at the Gwin Mine, in 1902. The Sowdens later 
ranched for awhile in New Mexico, then returned to Calaveras 
County to take over the Folsom ranch. Two of their children, 
Frances Kroh, and William Sowden, Jr., are living in Stockton 
and Santa Clara respectively.

Winnie Folsom was the last of the girls to be married at the ran
ch. She and Arthur Wilson, of West Point, were married in 1907, 
and lived in West Point, where they raised two children, Alex 
Folsom and Blanche F olsom Swithenbank. Winnie remarried in 
1940 to J.P. Arthur, and they lived in Arcadia.

Violet, the youngest of the family, married lawyer Joseph 
Huberty of San Andreas, and their two sons, Joseph and George, 
follow their father’s profession in this town.
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SOWDEN PICNIC
Walter Hogan (left), Will, Sr. and 
Frances Sowden, Anna and Toni 
Louttit, and Will, Jr. and his mother, 
Birdie, in the foreground, at the 
ranch in 1925. Mr. Hogan was 
engineer and later, city manager, for 
Stockton. The dam was named in his 
honor.

ELLEN AND ADDIE
LOUTTIT

These two children spent 
their early years in Alaska. 
This snap was taken at 
Council
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Mrs. Otta Leonard, one of our sharp-eyed readers, found that 

we had misspelled Charles Swithenbank’s name on pages 17 and 
24 of the January issue. The Swithenbanks reappear in this issue, 
with name correctly spelled.

In Memoriam
Walter Raymond Huberty 
Eunice Beal Van Winkle
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WILL SOWDEN
HE TOOK OVER THE Folsom Ranch at Paloma and 
ran it successfully for many yeras.

New Members
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The Reinking Album

Recently we were loaned a collection of photographs belonging 
to Mrs. Grace Haupt Reinking. John and Betty Snyder visited 
Grace, now living at the home of her daughter and son-in-law, the 
Ernest Locatellis, in Boulder Creek, near Santa Cruz, and

LOUIS FREDERICK HAUPT
1849-1929

Father of Grace Reinking. From a tintype.

JOHN BARKER: 1826 - 1890
Grandfather of Grace Haupt Reinking 

recorded an interview with Grace. She discussed the pictures, one 
by one, and added a number of her memories evoked by the dis
cussion. We copied many of the pictures and they and the tape are 
now a part of our archives. In this issue we show a sampling of 
these pictures, for the enjoyment of our readers. We have another 
motive in mind, however. We hope this will stimulate our readers 
to look over their old pictures to see if there are some of interest to 
the Society and its members, that could be given to the Society, or 
loaned so that copies can be made for the archives.

In order to place the pictures in proper perspective, we have 
added a few remarks here about Grace Reinking’s family and the 
community.

Gustavus and Mary Ann Schaefer Haupt came from 
Westphalia, Germany, to Missouri and then to California in the 
1850's. They settled up on the bench now known as Toyon, above 
Double Springs. Here they raised nine children, including Louis 
Frederick Haupt. (See “Las Calaveras”, April, 1968).

Another pioneer family lived nearby. John and Mary Barker, 
natives of Manchester, England, also came to Calaveras County 
in early days. Their daughter, Mary Alice, married Louis Haupt. 
The Haupts had five children, Alma (Moller-Gann), Grace (Os
car Reinking), Jessie (Ralph Reinking), Norman “Buck”, and 
Frederick “Fritz”.

In early days, the Late ranch was the principal one in the Valley 
Springs area. The stage and the teams came up from the Stockton 
area, past North America House (Rancho Calaveras) into the 
valley, past Lates and Pattee’s Place, and then up through Moun- 

(Continued On Page 37)
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VALLEY SPRINGS
There are still a number of us left that remember those roads full of mud holes in the winter 
and axle-deep in dust in summer.

THE FINLEY CABIN
The bachelors R.S. Finley and Cord Moller (Sr.) spent a 
lol of their lime prospecting on Bear Mountain, and lived 
in this cabin. They often, along with Alma Haupt, 
provided the music for local dances.

DAVID AND JANE YOUNG
Brother and sister, these Scots who were good friends of 
the John Barkers, came to Calaveras County in early 
days. Humble and friendly, they were very well liked by 
their neighbors. Jane w as blinded, shortly after she ar
rived here by a tragic encounter with poison oak. The 
Youngs lived near Double Springs.
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THE LATE HOME 
This splendid home, built in 
1860 by William Watt, a 
Scot, from stone quarried 
nearby, predated the town 
of Valley Springs by a 
quarter of a century. It is 
still a prominent landmark. 
Here we see Libby Late and 
one of the Reinking girls, 
snapped about the turn of 
the century.

The first settlers in the Valley Springs area, the Lates 
reared a family of five sons (John, Miller, Oscar, 
George and Ira) and a daughter (Elizabeth “Libby”) on 
their ranch.

(Continued From Page 35) 
tain Gate to the higher towns. The town didn’t come into existence 
until 1885 when the railroad was built. There was a way station 
and stage stop at Mountain Gate (Spring Valley), and the Double 
Springs ranch and Haupt ranch were next on the road up to the 
Mother Lode. After being established by the railroad, Valley 
Springs flourished and has steadily grown to its present size.

Grace grew up on the Haupt ranch, and spent summers at their 
(Continued On Page 40)

NO LOITERING
Perry Lamb (right), son of Warren Lamb, Valley 
Springs pioneer, enjoys a relaxing conversation with a 
friend.
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JOHANN WILDERMUTH
Another early-day rancher and his wife, Elizabeth, set
tled near Watertown, north of Valley Springs, on the old 
stage road from Campo Seco up to the interior towns. 
This fine structure, built by William Watts, was recently 
restored by East Bay Water Company.

BILLIE STEFFLER
He was county treasurer for many years.

THE JOSEPH HUBERTY FAMILY 
Joseph A. Huberty ran a way station 
on the main road at Mountain Gate at 
the site of the residence of Mrs. Lula 
Reinking. It was a stage stop and a 
convenient stopping place for freight 
teams. Here he poses with his wife 
(Frances Fritts Huberty) and their 
children. Alice is on Joseph’s right, 
and Joe on his left. To Alice’s right is 
Hilda, holding her doll. In front is lit
tle Maud, and Elzetta is in her 
mother’s arms. There are a number 
of descendents of this well-known 
family living and working in 
Calaveras County.
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FRITZ HAL PT ON THE JOB
A friend, passing in that snappy roadster, takes a pic
ture of Fritz delivering oil and gasoline to customers in 
the high country.

THE STANDARD OIL TRUCK
Well kept up by driver Fritz Haupt, this efficient truck 
delivered Standard Oil products all over the county from 
Oscar Reinking’s Valley Springs garage.

THE FRANK COVARRUBIA CHILDREN
This picture was taken at Hodson in 1917, when Frank worked at the Royal Mine. From right to 
left are Ralph, Amando, Rachel, and Arnold. The house is one of the few left in the Hodson 
area. Rumors of renewed mining activity at Hodson prompt us to print this picture.

Gift of Ralph Covarrubia
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IN MEMORIAM

Dorris L. Faull John P. Lemue

(Continued From Page 37)
summer range up near Blue Mountain. She was educated in 
Calaveras schools, including the recently organized high school 
at the new Masons and Odd Fellows Hall at San Andreas. Then she 
took a business course at Stockton and worked for awhile in the 
San Francisco area. But like many another Calaveran, she 
hankered for the foothills, and so returned to take a job working 
for the County Assessor, William N. Nuner, at $50 a month. The 
Assessor's office in those days consisted of Mr. Nuner, his as
sistant, Jules Agostini, and two other girls besides Grace. They 
worked for six months out of the year. The rest of the time, Grace 
substituted for girls in the other county offices. Then, on March 
24th, 1915, she married Oscar Reinking, and moved to Valley 
Springs. For the next sixty years, she lived here, and for a large 
part of that time, helped her husband run a garage and also an 
ice cream parlor.

JOHN PEIRANO LEMUE
1891 - 1978

The Society, on last March 3rd, lost one of its valued members, 
when John P. Lemue passed away at the age of eighty-six years.

Mild in manner, as he was, he did not, perhaps, impress people 
at first meeting. But when one reviews his record of achievement, 
and especially when one had worked with him on numerous pro
jects. one could not fail to be immensely impressed with this quiet 
but quite remarkable man.

John had an encylopaedic knowledge of Angels Camp, its 
people and its history. His memory of the people whom he had 
known over his lifetime was boundless. And he was always very 
happy to share this fund of information with those of us working on 
Society projects. In fact, he and his talented wife, Ruth, par
ticipated in many fine Society programs over the years.

A member of endless committees, John also served as our 
president, and as vice-president. For a busy person, his atten
dance at our meetings was very high. We all miss his presence 
very much, and are grateful that we had his interest and support 
for those years.

We do not have space here to record his many activities, af
filiations, memberships, and other associations. They have been 
recorded elsewhere. It should be noted, however, that he served 
for 42 years on the Angels City Council, and was a candidate for 
reelection when he died. He was Mayor of Angels Camp for 
twenty-eight years. He was responsible for the popular Angels 
museum being kept in operation. He will also be remembered for 
the fact that he earned his living from 1917 to 1946 by operating the 
well known Angels Hotel.

Few persons have spent so much of their time for so many years 
as did John Lemue for the benefit of his fellow man, and for his 
community. We considers ourselves very fortunate to have 
known and worked with him.
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Placer Mining On The 
Stanislaus — 1856

One of the best sources in 
studying history is contem
porary writing. For this 
reason, gold rush diaries 
have always fascinated us. 
All too often, however, 
they are disappointingly 
brief, and one must read 
between the lines to com
prehend the full story. In 
this issue we print such a 
diary, written by David 
Lewis Drew in 1856, when 
he was placer mining on 
the Stanislaus River.
David Drew, the fourth in 

line bearing that name, was born in Plymouth, Mas
sachusetts, in 1834, the son of a sailmaker, The Drew 
ancestor, from Sharpham, in the county of Devon, 
England, had emigrated to Plymouth in 1660. The 
latter’s grandfather had been knighted by Queen 
Elizabeth in 1589.

David Lewis Drew grew up in Plymouth, and was 
the eldest of six children (two more had died in 
infancy). His mother, Ann Tribble Burgess Drew, 
died on February 9th, 1852, when he was seventeen. 
David made the decision shortly after her death to 
join the California gold rush. Sailmaker Drew sub
sequently (1853) married Caroline Tribble, a cousin 
of his first wife’s. David’s younger brothers and sisters 
do not appear to have been overly fond of their step
mother. However, it was a closely-knit family, and 
the diary records frequent letters back and forth.

In the mid-19th century, few children were so 
fortunate as to obtain what is today a compulsory 
education, and most, like David, had relatively few 
years of schooling. He had sufficient to write neatly, 
though his spelling left much to be desired, and he 
was an avid reader of any books that came his way. 
We print his diary transcribed exactly as he wrote it, 
with its poor spelling and lack of punctuation. When 
he tried, Drew could spell quite creditably, and when 
he remembered, he would punctuate. We think the 
little diary must have been a gift of one of the family, 
sent out for him to chronicle the excitement of life 
in the gold mines. His early entries were more com
plete than those later on, when the novelty of keeping 
a diary wore off, and when he became very discour
aged with the results of their mining operation. His 
hastily written entries were a labor of love, particular
ly when one realizes he wrote them when he was tired, 
and probably in the evening in very poor light. 
During the course of the year, his spelling and punctu
ation improved, but towards the end, his disheartened

DAVID LEWIS DREW 
1834-1903
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frame of mind caused his entries to get briefer and 
briefer until he discontinued them altogether.

Solon White, Leonard Covington, and David Drew, 
all from Plymouth, were partners when the diary 
starts. They had probably been mining together for at 
least part of the previous three and one-half years 
since David came out from the east. The location of 
their claim has occasioned much conjecture on the 
editors’ part.

Two sites seem to fit the various topographic refer
ences and context of the entries. One of the “Good 
Return” bars at the confluence of the South Fork with 
the main river is a possible location. Walker’^ Bar, 
just below the present Parrot’s Ferry bridge and above 
the south abutment of the new bridge and now called 
Deadman’s Bar, is also a possibility. The editors favor 
the latter site. Parrot’s Ferry and the connecting 
roads were not in operation until 1860. Miners at 
Walker’s Bar must have had a trail up Deadman’s 
Gulch to the flat, and from there they had good 
trails to the various towns mentioned. From the head 
of Deadman’s it is about two miles to Columbia where 
they picked up their mail, and two and one-half miles 
to Shaws Flat where most of their friends lived, and 
where Heckendorn’s “Miners and Business Mens 
Directory” of 1856 lists them.

We have added notes in italics where they seemed 
to clarify some of the references in the text. Local 
newspapers and Heckendorn’s Directory provided 
many of these items. Mr. Carlo De Ferrari, of Sonora, 
was very helpful in searching pertinent Tuolumne 
County archives and newspapers. We urge our readers 
to read with imagination, between the lines, for in 
this way one can glean from these terse, hastily 
written entries an extraordinarily good picture of 
what life on the Stanislaus River was like in 1856.

At this point we turn you over to David Drew and 
the problems he and his partners were having down 
on the river, recorded in faded brown ink on the pale 
blue paper in the little pocket diary, now in the 
possession of his grandson, Gerald Turner of San 
Andreas.

JANUARY
TUESDAY 1 — Went up to Sprinfield to try and settle 

up with Sinclare. did not come to any understanding 
Wrote to Charles Wadsworth

We know nothing about Sinclair, and have no 
clue as to what the business to be settled was. 
Springfield was about a mile southwest of Columbia, 
on upper Mormon Creek. It was first known as 
Tim's Springs or Tim's Garden. At the time of

Drew's diary it was a large camp. At its peak, some
600 miners were registered to vote there. A post 
office was established in 1857. Ten years later the 
camp had declined and only 60 or so miners 
remained, and the post office was discontinued the 
following year. Charles Wadsworth was one of
David's friends back in Plymouth.

WEDNESDAY 2 — Commenced puting up boxes from 
Markes flooming

A flume was a structure generally constructed of 
wood though sometimes of canvas, and even some
times of rock and dirt, to provide a temporary 
channel for the river water, or in the sense referred 
to here, to provide a source of water to a set of 
sluice boxes. Jim Marks, who had been working up
stream from Drew, was an Englishman. He was 
naturalized in Tuolumne County just the previous 
October.

THURSDAY 3 — Pretty cold weather for California 
bar all covered with frost

FRIDAY 4 — White went up to settle with Sinclare 
made arrangements to pay him $150. went to Jim Town to 
buy Grovers interest at auction found it sold, received a 
letter from mother.

A.H. Grover was a miner in Jamestown, from 
Missouri. Jos. Cartwrite appears in the archives as 
a juror on an inquest at Robinson's House, near 
Sonora, on January 24, 1857.

SATURDAY 5 — White returned saw Cartwrite 
he agreed to settle the Sinclare buisness

SUNDAY 6 — Went up on the flat came back by 
the way of Sprinfield found Len there he having settled 
the Sinclair buisness by one.hundred dolars

MONDAY 7 — Raised our boxes got about two 
foot more fall, this evening commenced the history of 
England by Hume

TUESDAY 8 — put on the rest of the boxes and went to 
diging dich

WEDNESDAY 9 — Rained a part of the day went 
to work in the afternoon

THURSDAY 10 — Rained in the morning about 
ten oclock went to work. This evening commenced the life 
of Franklin

FRIDAY 11 — Looked rainey but cleared up about night
SATURDAY 12 — Finished dich and set boxes and got 

the watter in found the dich too high, the dich broke 
away about night 6^ oc

Notice how much trouble Drew has with the 
problem of single versus double consonants. He 
used capital letters sparingly, but always at the 
beginning of an entry.
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TYPICAL SLUICING OPERATION
It was necessary for them to divert water from upstream, and run it down in a ditch to their sluice boxes. The 
dirt was shoveled into the boxes and the running water separated the gold by washing the lighter dirt down the 
sluices, allowing the heavier gold to be caught in the riffles in the bottom of the sluice boxes. It was constantly 
necessary to move the long string of boxes to keep them close to where they were digging, and at the inclination 
required for a correct flow of water for washing. The temporary props and blocks holding them in place would 
repeatedly give out under the weight of the dirt and water or because of sudden rises in the river level, and the 
boxes would tumble down. It was hard and discouraging work. Once a week they would clean out the sluices 
and pan the gold caught in the riffles.
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SUNDAY 13 — Wrote to Farther and sent the orders 
back. Went up on the flat found the flumeing all done 
on the new claim thought that they would get to wash
ing by Wednesday

Sunday was rigidly observed in the mines as a day 
when no work was done. It could be spent going on 
short trips, visiting, or just staying around the 
cabin, washing clothes, reading, or engaged in 
other similar occupations.

The new claim refers to the fact that Drew 
“bought of julius Stetson his interest in a claim near 
the Niger Claim Shaws Flat, in Company with G H 
Haskins, A Pierce, R B Bartlett, paid one hundred 
and twenty-five dollars the said intrest being one 
forth of the whole” on November 26th, 1855. He 
was thus obligated to either work or pay for the 
work represented by his share (one-twelfth). Since 
he was busy down on the river, he chose to pay. 
Stetson, Haskins and Pierce were all Massachusetts
boys, listed at Shaws Flat. Captain Robert Bart
lett, who also appears later in the diary, was not 
listed in the Directory of 1856.

MONDAY 14 — Raised our boxes and went to diging 
dich

TUESDAY 15 — Finished the dich rained a little 
in the afternoon

WEDNESDAY 16 — Got the watter in washed a 
little and found our sluces to flat raised them and
turned the watter on about noon a couple of boxes
tumbled down

THURSDAY 17 — Got the water on after we finished 
raising the sluces and lowering the dich a little, had been to 
work a few minits when a couple boxes came down, put 
them up and lowered the dich 6 in

FRIDAY 18 — Turned the watter on and had been to 
work a little while when a couple of boxes came down 
set them up and got the watter on and worked a little while 
when one of the driftes caved in

We are uncertain at to the precise meaning of 
“drift” as used by Drew. It could mean a short 
tunnel into the pay dirt, or it could refer to an open 
trench down into the ground.

SATURDAY 19 — Recieved a letter to day from 
William Keene, worked all the fore noon thought that 
we had done pretty well not haveing any tumble downs, just 
at noon part of the dich and one of the drifts caved in. 

We don’t know who William Keene was, but 
assume he had been a close friend of David’s at 
Plymouth.

SUNDAY 20 — Went up on the flat all complaine- 
ing of dry times up there. Got James Stetson to sell our share

in the New York tunnell paid an assessment of eight
dolars on the tunnell raines a little this eavning

White, Covington and Drew bought a one- 
twentieth interest in the New York tunnel for 
$66.87 on September 29th, 1855. This tunnel was 
being driven under Table Mountain below Peoria 
Bar, above the workings of the Stanislaus Company, 
and below the St. Lawrence Company. Up to Jan
uary 1st, 1856, they had paid $47.50 in assessments. 
Assessments were the cash payments required by 
the owners of an interest or share if they were not 
available to work their share. This was the origin 
of assessible stock, so widely used later in western 
mining incorporations. If you failed to pay your 
assessment, you lost your share, for it reverted back 
to the company.

The tunnel was incorporated on May 4, 1857, as 
New York Company, with Drew, Julius Stetson, 
Robert Bartlett, and Nathan Churchill, among the 
incorporators. There were many other companies 
driving tunnels under the long Table Mountain, 
and most of these proved to be failures.

James B. Stetson, who was also from Massachu
setts, apparently did not sell the share. Stetson 
served as constable of Shaws Flat and his trade 
was that of a tinsmith.

MONDAY 21 — Had three brake downs to day. But we 
got off a pretty good piece of dirt

Dari is used in the sense that “muck” is under
ground; that is, pay dirt or ore. On the river, dirt 
was apt to be a mixture of sand, gravel, and soil or 
fines, but, every miner hoped, carrying particles of 
gold.

TUESDAY 22 — Rained pretty much all day. held up a 
little while in the afternoon and we sowed some barley for 
feed. Mr Covinton and my self think of buying a couple of 
horses

WEDNESDAY 23 — Showery to day found the 
dich caved in in three or four places this morning took 
us all day to dig it out. the river was pretty high and floated 
off some of the boxes, hauled some lumber out of the river 
after diner

THURSDAY 24 — Clear weather to day set up our 
boxes and got the watter in and filled the drifts full of watter 
to cave them down, did not do much this afternoon.

FRIDAY 25 — Was not very well this morning and did 
not work in the fornoon. Worked a little while in the after
noon

SATURDAY 26 — White went to Jamestown to day to 
attend the meeting of the know nothing Company, paid an
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assessment of one hundred and forty dolars. washed this for- 
noon this afternoon shifted sluce

On October 20th, 1855, the river partners 
“Bought four intrestes in the K N tunnell 
paid $12.00 the said intrestes being four
twelfths of the whole, the said tunnell being located 
in Table Mountain about a mile and a half below 
James Town. Assessments up to Jan 1st 56 $407.87” 
Drew refers to this speculation both as the “K N 
tunnell” and the “know nothing tunnell”. The 
name was taken from the nickname of the popular
A merican political party.

SUNDAY 27 — Went up on the Flat, had been washing 
a little and the new claime did not pay very well. Thought of 
trying it another week and see if it would do better

MONDAY 28 — Took until half past ten to get the 
watter on. washed until noon, rained this afternoon, so that 
thought it best to pull the boxes out. just after diner a couple 
of boxes tumbled down

TUESDAY 29 — Put up our boxes and got the watter on 
and washed until most night and then shifted sluce. thought 
that we had done pretty well to day. got along without any 
brake downs

WEDNESDAY 30 — Have not worked more than at 
washing to day been bothered like the devel. had a few 
short showers to day.

THURSDAY 31 — Have got along first rate to day 
have not been bothered any. got off a big piece of dirt 
White went up to Columbia to get some hose to try the 
hydraulic power, finished the bible to night.

Hydraulic power refers to the use of water under 
pressure, and sprayed out of a nozzle onto the dirt, 
breaking it up and washing it into the sluice boxes.

FEBRUARY
FRIDAY 1 — Put on our hose and got the watter on and 

found our hose too small took them off and worked the 
old way. commenced the bible to night

SATURDAY 2 — got letters and papers to night, one 
letter from Mother and one from Sally Ann. answered 
mothers

Sally Ann was David's sister, five years younger 
than he, and was only 12 years old when David left 
home. He had now been away from home for nearly 
four years, but he kept in close contact by letter 
writing with most of his brothers and sisters, as well 
as with his father and step-mother. In addition to 
writing to David, they sent newspapers and small 
luxuries that he ordered that were unobtainable 
locally except at great expense.

SUNDAY 3 — Went up on the flat, found that they had 
not been to work on the new claim this week think that 
it will not pay

MONDAY 4 — Rained this morning so we did not get to 
work until ten oclock we then set our sluces and went 
to washing the bottom dirt

TUESDAY 5 — Worked all day to day and an ounce, 
have not had any brake downs for four or five days

WEDNESDAY 6 — Did not work this afternoon 
was not very well

THURSDAY 7 — Not able to work to day got a 
kind of disentery

FRIDAY 8 — Not any better to day Find it dull 
work laying around in the house

SATURDAY 9 — Felt better this morning so I went to 
work, had a little rain this morning, thought that we’d have 
rainy day. but it cleared up before noon, took out this week 
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$130.50
SUNDAY 10 — Did not feel very well so I staid at home 

to day and done up my washing and wrote a letter to William 
Keene

MONDAY 11 — Had to go up and turn the watter on 
this morning Have rather bad news from the K.N. tunnell 

afraid that we have made rather a bad speculation 
there

TUESDAY 12 — Fine weather the boys on the flat 
will (have) a good time to loafe in. there not being any 
watter to wash with

Just as today up here we follow the weather very 
closely, particularly in the rainy season, so they 
did during the gold rush. In fact, it was of even 
greater concern to them because water was the 
means of recovering the gold from the placer 
deposits. Up in the “dry diggins” work could be 
done only when the ditches brought water to the 
miners. Down on the river, the water lasted longer, 
but in dry years the season was considerably short
ened.

WEDNESDAY 13 — Things went on as usual to day. 
sun lays down on the bank pretty warm

THURSDAY 14 — Washed until about the middle of 
the afternoon and then shifted sluce

FRIDAY 15 — Turned on the watter and went to work 
about night the watter began to slack off. wrote to sally 

ann this evening
SATURDAY 16 — Had to go up this morning and shift 

our spouts which took us until ten oclock got a pretty 
good days work to day four ounces and two dollars,
took out $162.38 this week, recieved a letter from Harry 

Harry was David's brother, Harrison Warren 
Drew, two years his junior. In this day’s entry, 
Drew refers to the day’s cleanup as being “four 
ounces and two dollars”. They received approxi
mately $16 per ounce, and figured the fractional 
part of an ounce in dollars. We think that spouts 
(spots, sputs) were the connections from the ditch 
or flume to the sluice boxes, or from one string of 
boxes to another.

SUNDAY 17 — Went up on the flat to day. found it 
rather dry times. Mr. James Cooper arrived there to day 
from Plymouth

MONDAY 18 — Done pretty well to day got six 
ounces and twelve dolars looks like rain to night

TUESDAY 19 — Clear weather this morning it 
does not look as if it was agoing to rain again this winter

WEDNESDAY 20 — Rained nearly all day to day. went 
up after diner and took our upper boxes out

THURSDAY 21 — Clear weather this morning put 

our boxes in and went to work, quite showery this after
noon with alittle thunder

FRIDAY 22 — Got the watter on and went to work as 
usual

SATURDAY 23 — Went to Jim town to day to attend 
a meeting of the K. N. tunnell Co. paid an assessment of 
$25.00 White shot a cat this morning

Most probably a bobcat.
SUNDAY 24 — Stoped in Columbia last night 

blowed quite a gale all night. Find it rather dull work loafing 
around Columbia, taken out this week $275.00

MONDAY 25 — Cleared out our dich and got the 
watter on and went to ground sluceing White shot a
fox last night. I skined him to make a tamborine of Len 
is sich today

TUESDAY 26 — Went up to Clumbia this morning to 
get some boots this makes the second pair of ruber that 
i have had this year

WEDNESDAY 27 — White went up this morning to get 
his boots fixed. Mr. Sisson was down here this forenoon. 
Milk man came to day. wants a dolar and a quarter a galon 
for his milk

THURSDAY 28 — Len went to work this morning, got 
off a big piece of dirt to day

FRIDAY 29 — Wrote to Harry and Austin this eavning
Austin was David’s brother, seven years younger.

MARCH
SATURDAY 1 — finished ground sluceing below the 

dich to day. here it is spring again time seemes to slip 
away awfull fast

SUNDAY 2 — Went up on the Flat to day. dry times 
up there watter dried up

MONDAY 8 — Commenced ground sluceing above the 
dich today

TUESDAY 4 — Found the dirt so hard above the dich 
that we concluded

WEDNESDAY 5 — Ground did not pay very well to day 
only got ten dolars

THURSDAY 6 — Quit about the midle of the after
noon. The slide company are a sluceing across our dich, 
and cut it away. White went up to Colubia after letters 
did not get any

FRIDAY 7 — Got our watter on this morning and went 
to washing

SATURDAY 8 — Been to work in a sink to day and it 
paid pretty well. Got forty dolars. Took out $97.50 this 
week

A “sink” is a low spot in the bedrock of the 
streambed. Frequently these were especially rich in 
gold nuggets.
SUNDAY 9 — Went up to Colubia to day. Paid
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$26.50 expences on my Shaws Flat claim
References to “the flat” may have meant just 

up on the generally level ground around Columbia, 
Springfield, and Shaws Flat, or specifically Shaws. 
The latter was a fairly well established town, and 
apparently was the headquarters of a number of 
the Pilgrim Mining Company members who came 
out from Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1849, as 
well as those, like David Drew, who followed later. 
Most of the speculative deals in which David was 
involved were with other members of this group of 
Massachusetts argonauts.

MONDAY 10 — Shifted Sluce and washed the top dirt
TUESDAY 11 — Pretty warme to day and does not look 

as if it was agoing to rain again this season
WEDNESDAY 12 — Looked like rain all day to day. 

but does not seem to make a raise, took out six oz and ten 
dollars to day

THURSDAY 13 — Rained a little last night and has 
looked squally all day to day. Washed down and shifted 
sluce this afternoon

FRIDAY 14 — Rained this afternoon so that we did not 
work, the river rose so about night that we thought it 
best to take our boxes and spouts

SATURDAY 15 — Good weather this morning. Put in 
our boxes and sputs and went to washing. Took out $265.25 
this week

SUNDAY 16 — Went up on Shaws Flat to day. Paid an 
assessment of $11.00 on the New York tunnell

MONDAY 17 — White stoped up to Colubia last night 
to try and sell some of our shares in the Know Nothing 
tunnell

TUESDAY 18 — White came down to day. has disposed 
of one share, and there is a prospect of getting clear of the 
rest

WEDNESDAY 19 — Commenced ground (sluicing) to 
day. We have come to the conclusion that it is not going to 
rain again this year

THURSDAY 20 — Been pretty warm too day. and it 
makes the sweat start. The flowers are a begining to bloom 
on the hills

FRIDAY 21 — The river rose considerable this for- 
noon. the affects of warme weather

SATURDAY 22 — Len was not very well to day and so 
he did not work

SUNDAY 23 — Went up on the Flat to day. Took diner 
at Capt Bartletts, set a pretty good table

MONDAY 24 — River is up pretty high this warm 
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weather melts the snow
TUESDAY 25 —John is down to day a prospecting the 

bar above
WEDNESDAY 26 — It looks as if we might have some 

rain to night, and I hope that we shall for it is needed bad 
enough

THURSDAY 27 — It looked bad enough to rain too 
day but it is all starlight to night

FRIDAY 28 — Len was not very well and did not work
SATURDAY 29 — My self and white went to Jim town 

to day to attend a meeting of the K. N. tunnell Company 
paid an assessment of $13.50 to the share

SUNDAY 30 — Staide on Shaws Flat to day raind 
pretty much all day. Recieved two letters one from
farther and one from Charly Wadsworth

MONDAY 31 — Came down from Shaws this morning 
worked a few minits and it commenced to rain and 

kept it up all day Wrote to farther to day

APRIL
TUESDAY 1 — Looks rainey and the river is up pretty 

high. Four years from home to day
WEDNESDAY 2 — Cleared up fine to night
THURSDAY 3 — Charly dug out a dead man yeaster- 

day. suposed that he had met with foul play
FRIDAY 4 — John and his partner came down to see 

us this eavening
SATURDAY 5 — Finished the history of England this 

eavening
SUNDAY 6 — Went up to Columbia to day. Find it 

rather dull a loafing around there all day
MONDAY 7 — Shifted sluce to day. The watter was so 

high in the river that it backed in to the boxes
TUESDAY 8 — Looks like rain to day. but you can not 

tell much by looks this season
WEDNESDAY 9 — Commenced reading Rose Clark. 

By Fanny Fern
THURSDAY 10 — Rained pretty much all day to day
FRIDAY 11 — Commenced raining this afternoon about 

four oclock. so that we had to quit. Finished reading Rose 
Clark to night

SATURDAY 12 — Finished ground sluceing to day and 
I am glad of it. White and Len went up to the log to miners 
meeting this evening to make some new laws

“The log” refers to Pine Log Crossing, on the
South Fork of the Stanislaus, about 1% miles above 
the confluence.

SUNDAY 13 — Went up on the Flat to day. and bought 
a Horse of George Collingwood and (paid) him one hundred 
dollars

Collingwood was another miner from Massachu
setts, living at Shaws Flat, and was listed in the

census taken in May, 1851.
MONDAY 14 — Got my horse shoed to day. cost me 

three dollars. Hauled down lumber for sluces, to day 
had to pay six $ and a half per foot

TUESDAY 15 — Set up sluces to day and got ready to 
go to washing. Len bought a horse to day. Commenced 
Ruth Hall to night

WEDNESDAY 16 — Commenced washing to day
THURSDAY 17 — Finished reading Ruth Hall to night 

Liked it first rate
FRIDAY 18 — Shifted sluce to day Seth Homes 

another Mass boy was down here to see us to day and stoped 
and got diner

Seth Richard Holmes was involved in the 
Stanislaus Tunnel Company. His shares were up 
for sale, according to an advertisement in the 
“Weekly Columbian” of December 20th, 1856, 
presumably because he had failed to pay his assess
ment.

SATURDAY 19 — White and Len have gone up to the 
log to night to a miners meeting. Took out one hundred 
and eighteene dollars and eighty-five cents

The “Columbia Gazette” of April 26, 1856, 
reports that White was elected Chairman for the 
Pine Log Crossing Mining District at this meeting. 
This district apprently included the downstream 
bars down to where White was working.

SUNDAY 20 — Went up to the flat to day Took 
diner at Capt Bartletts. Took a ride up to Yankey hill this 
afternoon

MONDAY 21 — Our horses strayed off last night and 
Len found them up to Jarvis’s ranch.

E. S. Jarvis, a “state of Mainer”, had a ranch in 
the vicinity of Gold Springs. This comment and the 
one about the miners’ meeting at Pine Log Crossing 
are two of the good reasons for believing that Drew 
was mining up near the South Fork. But the horses 
could easily have strayed up this far from Walker’s 
Bar.

TUESDAY 22 — Paned out to night and got $29.25 
our dirt did not pay very well this last two days

WEDNESDAY 23 — John and Co were down here last 
eavening and we had a game of cards for the first time in a 
good while

THURSDAY 24 — Blowed pretty hard down here to day
FRIDAY 25 — Took out one hundred and forty eight 

dollars and twenty four cents this week
SATURDAY 26 — Went down to Jimtown to attend a 

meeting of the Know Nothing tunnel Company. Took diner 
with William Bradford

SUNDAY 27 — Went up on the Flat to day
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MONDAY 28 — White went to sonora to day. Rained 
a little this morning

TUESDAY 29 — Charly and his Company commenced 
work on there claim to day

WEDNESDAY 30 — Rained a little to day. Shifted 
sluce this afternoon. Caught a sheep that had strayed down 
the hill

MAY
THURSDAY 1 — Wrote to Charles Wadsworth to day. 

Finished the New Testament the for the second time to night
FRIDAY 2 — Commenced the New Testament again to 

night. A couple of spouts tumbled down last night
SATURDAY 3 — Feels kind of winterish to night and 

looks like a storm. Took out $182.53 this week
SUNDAY 4 — Went to sonora to day and come back 

through the flat. Recived a letter from Harry and one from 
Frederick A. Drew

Frederick A. Drew was a distant cousin of
David's. We suspect that he held Frederick in 
particular esteem.

MONDAY 5 — Had lots of visitors to day. G. H. Has
kins, G Tabor, and E Holbrooks George H. Haskins 
came down to buy White out

Haskins we have met before. George Tabor filed 
a claim in '53, and also was reported as a juror at 
Sonora in '65. Elisha Holbrooks, from Massachu
setts, was listed at Springfield, and was listed in 

the Sonora Herald for an uncalled-for letter on 
October 23, 1852. Nathan Churchill, in addition 
to being an incorporator of the New York com
pany, also served in the same capacity in the Stanis
laus and Bay State Tunnel Companies.

TUESDAY 6 — Nathan Churchil was down here to day 
to see our bar claime having a notion to buy it

WEDNESDAY 7 — White went up on the Flat to day
THURSDAY 8 — Getting to be pretty warm weather 

again
FRIDAY 9 — Whe had a smash up to day a stump 

came down while we were at diner and broke one spar and 
one sluce box and done other damage.

A spar was a mast or a boom, rigged up with 
ropes, for moving sluice boxes or boulders or other 
heavy objects.

SATURDAY 10 — Went up this morning to cut another 
spar got one cut and part way down hill when it ran 
against a rock and broke in to in the middle

SUNDAY 11 — Went over to Valeceto to day to see the 
country and have a ride

MONDAY 12 — got out a nother spar to day and got 
it down to the river. Put a nother crossing across the river to 
night

TUESDAY 13 — Got our spar up the river and set our 
sluices this forenoon. This afternoon set up a couple of spots 
that came down last night
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WEDNESDAY 14 — Commenced washing again. 
William Stephens came down here to see us to night

THURSDAY 15 — Len went up on the flat to day to 
try and get a job for Bill

FRIDAY 16 — Bill went up on the ranch this (morning) 
to try and get a job with Jarvis

SATURDAY 17 — Was sick to day and did not work. 
Took out $75.35 this week

SUNDAY 18 — Went up on the Flat to day
MONDAY 19 — Had quite a tempest this afternoon, the 

heaviest thunder that I have heard in this Country
TUESDAY 20 — Rained nearly all the forenoon, quite 

an excitement about the King case up here

James King of William was the very popular 
editor of the San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin 
from October, '55 to May 14th, 1856, when he was 
shot by a corrupt polititian, James P. Casey. He 
died seven days later, and was avenged shortly 
thereafter by the Vigilante Committee. One of 
the reasons for the excitement over the King case 
up in Tuolumne County was that the previous year 
King’s bank had failed due to some very irregular 
financial arrangements made by the cashier in the 
Sonora branch. The local citizens raised $31,500 
for the benefit of the widow and children of King, 
as reported in the Sonora Union Democrat, August 
15, 1856.

WEDNESDAY 21 — Come back on the river this after
noon and got a ducking coming down

THURSDAY 22 — Showery all day to day
FRIDAY 23 — Got papers to night No letters for 

me this mail guess that they have dried up writeing
SATURDAY 24 — Pleasant weather to day the first that 

we have had this week. Took out $80.25 this week
SUNDAY 25 — Went to Sonora to day and came back 

by the way of Shaws Flat and got diner at Capt Bartletts
MONDAY 26 — Tax colector came along to day to 

colect the pole tax. The tax was three dollars
This was the principal tax in those days, and 

was apportioned between the county and state.
TUESDAY 27 — Pretty warm to day it makes the 

sweat start
WEDNESDAY 28 — Len went up to Columbia at noon 

to get the papers
THURSDAY 29 — Shifted sluice this forenoon
FRIDAY 30 — The boys below us had a cave in to day 

and filled there hole full Took out $116.20 this week
SATURDAY 31 — Went to Jamestown to attend a 

meeting of the K N tunnell Co Concluded to lay it
over for another month

JUNE
SUNDAY 1 — Went up on Shaws Flat to day. George H. 

Haskins came down to day to go to work for White
MONDAY 2 — White leaves this morning for home
TUESDAY 3 — Wrote to Fred Drew last mail
WEDNESDAY 4 — Jim Marks commenced work on his 

claim to day and took our watter
THURSDAY 5 — Commenced to work nights last night 

do not like it very well
It was necessary to work at night because Jim 

Marks, upstream, was using all the water in the 
ditch during daytime.

FRIDAY 6 — Horses strayed away today
SATURDAY 7 — Len went up this afternoon to try 

and find our horses Took out this week $177.85
SUNDAY 8 — Been out all day looking for our horses, 

found them about three oclock this afternoon, heard from 
White today

MONDAY 9 — Went up to Columbia this forenoon
TUESDAY 10 — Shifted sluice this afternoon. George 

went up on the flat to day
WEDNESDAY 11 — Begin to like night work better 

get clear of the hot sun
THURSDAY 12 — Hot day to day the hotest that 

we have had this season
FRIDAY 13 — The river is running down fast it 

will be down in the course of a fortnight
SATURDAY 14 — Wrote to Farther this mail. Took out 

$178.70 this week
SUNDAY 15 — Took a ride to sonora to day and came 

back through shaws flat
MONDAY 16 — Uncle Pell, Mr. Pierce, and Nathan 

Churchill were down here to day to look at there claim
TUESDAY 17 — Got some lumber down for spouts to 

day 1000 ft
WEDNESDAY 18 — Went up the hill to day to get some 

barly paid 5 per pound Got states papers to night 
“States” was an expression used for a number of 

years after California itself became a member of 
the Union. It poignantly indicates how far away the 
east seemed to Drew.

THURSDAY 19 — Hauled up a spar for Jim Marks to 
night

FRIDAY 20 — River is down pretty low now. can wade 
accross it any where

SATURDAY 21 — Reed commenced this week* to dig a 
race for his flooming

SUNDAY 22 — Went up on the flat to day. got a letter 
from farther to day

MONDAY 23 — Did not go to work this morning not 
being very well
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TUESDAY 24 — Went to work today
WEDNESDAY 25 — Sick again to day
THURSDAY 26 — Had to give up washing to day. the 

(river) has run down so low that we can not get the watter 
into the boxes

FRIDAY 27 — Went up to the doctors this afternoon 
and got my jaw lanced, which made it feel easyer. Uncle Pell 
and Co come down to day

SATURDAY 28 — Went to cuting wood this morning. 
Took out $105.25 this week Expences on claime this 
month is $78.50

SUNDAY 29 — Took a ride up to Streets big resevior to 
day. It is a splendid peice of work

This reservoir was built by a company known as
Shaws Flat & Tuolumne River Water Company, in 
Sullivans Creek, four and a half miles east of town.

MONDAY 30 — Commencid puling in boxes from the 
spring

JULY
TUESDAY 1 — Len and George put on an addition to 

our house
WEDNESDAY 2 — Haulled down six hundred feet of 

lumber and packed home the Walker Co boxes Finish
ed the house this afternoon

This entry is one of the most compelling state
ments placing the location of the river claim at 
Walkers Bar.

THURSDAY 3 — Went up to Columbia this morning 
after nails Comenced puting in our too inch boxes to 
day

FRIDAY 4 — Went to sonora to the celebration, but it 
rained a part of the fore noon and spoilt our fun. Went to a 
ball in the eavening at Capt Bartletts

SATURDAY 5 — Took a ride up in to the mountings 
this forenoon to see the country. We had a splendid view of 
the plains and the mountains back

SUNDAY 6 — Went to Jimtown to day
MONDAY 7 — Went to work this morning a makeing 

boxes
TUESDAY 8 — Went up to Columbia this morning 

after nails. Mosher was down here to day
WEDNESDAY 9 — Went to caulking boxes this fore

noon. in the afternoon commenced setting sluice
THURSDAY 10 — Haulled some lumber down this 

morning
FRIDAY 11 — Auful hot weather now
SATURDAY 12 — Dug a celar this afternoon
SUNDAY 13 — Went on to Shaws Flat to day
MONDAY 14 — Finished setting boxes to day. I made 

up three awnings to day
TUESDAY 15 — Got to to washing this afternoon

WEDNESDAY 16 — Got a letter from Harry to day. 
and answered it

THURSDAY 17 — Went up to Columbia to day and got 
a letter from William Keene

FRIDAY 18 — Pretty warm to day Got a lot of 
papers from Harry to day

SATURDAY 19 — Paned out to day got rather a 
small weeks work

SUNDAY 20 — Went up on the Flat to day
MONDAY 21 — George was not very well to day and did 

not work
TUESDAY 22 — Buisness looks brisk down here now the 

claims are about all opened
WEDNESDAY 23 — Shifted sluice to day
THURSDAY 24 — Mr. Card was down here to day and 

stoped and took diner with us
FRIDAY 25 — Len did not work this afternoon
SATURDAY 26 — I am a going up to Columbia this 

evening to attend the ratifiction meeting
There were three presidential candidates in

volved in the election of ’56. The strong Democratic 
party had nominated fames Buchanan for presi
dent. The American (Know Nothing) and Whig 
parties had united behind ex-president Millard 
Fillmore, and the ratification meeting on July 26th 
was called by “Friends of Fillmore.” The newly- 
organized Republican party had nominated the 
“Pathfinder”, fohn C. Fremont, as their first 
presidential candidate. The somewhat biased pub
lisher of the Sonora Union Democrat expressed his 
opinions of the situation thus: “MORE FOLLY — 
All around we hear of ratification meetings of the 
Republicans and rejoicings, fireworks, etc., in 
honor of Fremont. In the course of next month it 
looks as though $100,000 would be spent in gun
powder and flummery. All this is mere folly and 
nonsense. If the Republicans and Americans can 
be awakened to a sense of their forlorn condition 
and ridiculous chances, let them unite for a grand 
movement; otherwise the game is lost, and the 
less powder they burn, and the less noise they 
make, the better it will be.”

SUNDAY 27 — Went on to Shaws Flat to day 
MONDAY 28 — Went up Colubia after picks 
TUESDAY 29 — Pretty warm to day
WEDNESDAY 30 — Got a pretty good days work to day 
THURSDAY 31 — Shifted sluice to day

AUGUST
FRIDAY 1 — Wrote to Farther to day
SATURDAY 2 — Went to sonora this eavening to a 

political meeting
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SUNDAY 3 - Staid on Shaws Flat to day
MONDAY 4 — Len and George are sich today. George 

and myself went up on the Flat this afternoon
TUESDAY 5 — Got some lumber on to the hill this after

noon
WEDNESDAY 6 — Went to haulling lumber this morn

ing haulled one load and then give it up
THURSDAY 7 — Went up on Shaws Flat to day
FRIDAY 8 — Went up to Columbia this morning after 

barly. Made up some boxes this afternoon
SATURDAY 9 — Finished making up boxes this after

noon
SUNDAY 10 — Went up to town this forenoon. But 

soon got tired and came home
MONDAY 11 — Commenced setting up our tail race 

this morning
TUESDAY 12 — Washed a little this forenoon and 

finished puting in our tail race this afternoon
WEDNESDAY 13 — Washed all day to day
THURSDAY 14 — George Colingwood was down here 

to day
FRIDAY 15 — Have to shovel tailings now there is not 

watter enough in the river to carry them off

SATURDAY 16 — Wrote a letter to William Keene to 
day

SUNDAY 17 — Went up on Shaws Flat to day. and to 
Sonora

MONDAY 18 — George went up this evening after 
papers

TUESDAY 19 — Harry Richard died yesterday. He was 
hurt by a timber falling on him. A week ago to day

WEDNESDAY 20 — Shifted sluice to day
SATURDAY 23 — Nothing worth mentioning trans

pired this last three days
SUNDAY 24 — Went the usual round to day to shaws 

flat &c
MONDAY 25 — Len is sich to day and did not work 

Went up the hill this afternoon after some hay
TUESDAY 26 — George and myself went up the hill 

this afternoon and hauled some hay down
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY — no 

entries
SATURDAY 30 — Went down to Jimtown to day to 

attend the know nothing tunnell meeting
SUNDAY 31 — Stoped in Columbia last night and went 

to the circus. Took a ride to sonora
SEPTEMBER

MONDAY 1 — Received a couppie of letters from 
farther and one from Fred A. Drew. Wrote to farther this 
eavening

TUESDAY 2 — Commenced striping on our out side 
peice My horse fell off of the bank to night and came 
pretty near brakeing her neck

WEDNESDAY 3 — Kate is pretty lame this morning
Kate, of course, is Drew's horse.

THURSDAY 4 — Set up sluice and got ready for wash
ing

FRIDAY 5 — Commenced washing this morning
Jackee Stevens paid us a visite to day

SATURDAY 6 — Went a guning this afternoon but did 
not see any game

SUNDAY 7 — Staid at home to day for the first Sunday 
in a long time

MONDAY 8 — Our ground has not pay very well 
Only got eleven dolars in a day and half

TUESDAY 9 — Kates shoulder is a getting along first 
rate

WEDNESDAY 10 — Paned out to day and got eleven 
dolars in three days

THURSDAY 11 — Have got tired of mineing think
that I shall sell out the first chance and try something else 

The entries have been getting more laconic and 
every now and then David skips an entry. He is 
discouraged, for the claim seems to be playing out,
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the speculations are not doing well, and after four 
years of hard mining, the grass looks greener else
where. But he had the mining fever in his blood, 
and he continued mining, off and on, for another 
fifteen or twenty years along the Stanislaus or close 
by.

FRIDAY 12 — Paned out again to day. and come to the 
conclusion that it will hardly pay to work

SATURDAY 13 — Len and George went up the hill this 
forenoon

SUNDAY 14 — Stayed at home to day
MONDAY 15 — Cut wood a little while this morning 

and then went up the hill and hauled some hay down
TUESDAY 16 — Finished hauling down our hay and 

then went sawing wood
WEDNESDAY 17 — Went at work a striping off 

another pit to day
THURSDAY 18 — Commenced washing this morning
FRIDAY 19 — Our dirt does not look very rich
SATURDAY 20 — Washed out to day and got 

ten dolars for three days washing
SUNDAY 21 — Went up to Columbia to day
MONDAY 22 — Went up on Shaws Flat this forenoon
TUESDAY 23 — Went up to French Camp to find some 

poles too put up our floom with
French Camp was on the South Fork about four 

miles above Pine Log Crossing.
WEDNESDAY 24 — Commenced washing an old hole
THURSDAY 25 — Finished washing Was not very 

well this forenoon and did not work
FRIDAY 26 — Done nothing
SATURDAY 27 — Went to Jim town to attend a meet

ing of K. N. tunnell Co Paid an assessment of $4.00
SUNDAY 28 — Stoped up in Columbia last night

Took a ride down on the Flat this forenoon
MONDAY 29 — Commenced putting up our fluming
TUESDAY 30 — Len went up the hill this forenoon to 

get our level fixed
OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY 1 — Went up the hill this morning to 
haul down some lumber but it had not come

THURSDAY 2 — Went up after letters. Wrote a letter 
to Fred Drew and one to Farther

FRIDAY 3 — Commenced hauling down lumber this 
morning

SATURDAY 4 — Finished hauling down lumber this 
forenoon. Did not work this afternoon Went up to
Columbia about night

SUNDAY 5 — Took a ride down to sonora We had 
quite a rain last night (This last sentence is crossed out).

MONDAY 6 — Weather is A getting cool.

TUESDAY 7 — Did not work this afternoon
WEDNESDAY 8 — Done nothing to day
THURSDAY 9 — Went down to sonora to the Republi

can convention. We had quite a shower last night
FRIDAY 10 — Worked this forenoon but had to wate for 

spouts this afternoon
SATURDAY 11 — Cool weather now Days feel

like winter
SUNDAY 12 — Went up on Shaws Flat to day
MONDAY 13 — Went to work on the flume again this 

morning
TUESDAY 14 — Finished puting up boxes this after

noon
WEDNESDAY 15 — Caulked boxes to day
THURSDAY 16 — Did not work to day. Len went this 

morning after letters, wrote to Charles Wadsworth and 
Sally Ann to day

FRIDAY 17 — Went to sonora to day
SATURDAY 18 — Loafed around home today

We are uncertain as to whether David had just 
given up working, or, more likely, whether the 
water conditions just didn't justify trying to “wash” 
the dirt on their river claim.

SUNDAY 19 — Went up on shaw flat
MONDAY 20 — Commenced getting wood to day
TUESDAY 21 — Finished cutting wood and hauled it 

across the river
WEDNESDAY 22 — Sawed and split up our wood to 

day
THURSDAY 23 — Went up to Columbia this afternoon 

and got a tooth pulled
FRIDAY 24 — Rainey to day Cut up a little pine 

wood
SATURDAY 25 — Had the tooth acre last night, and 

did not feel very well to day
SUNDAY 26 — Stayed at home to day for the first time 

in a good while
MONDAY 27 — Went up to the republican meeting this 

eavening but it did not come off
TUESDAY 28 — Went up to town this eavening
WEDNESDAY 29 — Went A gunning a little while
THURSDAY 30 — Went up on the Flat this afternoon
FRIDAY 31 — Went A gunning this morning and got a 

few quales

NOVEMBER
SATURDAY 1 — Went up to Spring field to attend A 

barbacue given by the American party
SUNDAY 2 — Stayed at home
MONDAY 3 — Went up to the Republican meeting this 

eavning
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SPRINGFIELD
TUESDAY 4 — Election day Voted the Republican 

ticket Sent our horses up on Jim Caapers ranch
Democrat James Buchanan was elected president 

with John C. Breckinridge as vice president.
WEDNESDAY 5 — White arrived back from the states 
THURSDAY 6 — Went up on the Flat
FRIDAY 7 — Went up to Columbia to help White get 

down his trunk
SATURDAY 8 —Jobing around the house
SUNDAY 9 — Stayed at home
MONDAY 10 — Went to sonora came back

through the flat
TUESDAY 11 — Saw Web Atwood and he came down 

on the river with us
WEDNESDAY 12 — Mr White and myself went A 

hunting, and got A trout
THURSDAY 13 — Rolled ten pins
FRIDAY 14 — Looks like rain
SATURDAY 15 — Went up on Shaws Flat.
SUNDAY 16 — Web and myself came down on the 

river this eavning
MONDAY 17 — Len and White went up on the hill 

and (brought) down some grub
TUESDAY 18 — Went up on the Flat
SUNDAY 23 — Came down from the flat, have been on 

the flat all the week
Drew doesn't tell us what he was doing up on the 

Flat. He probably worked up a deal with Web 
Atwood Jor his share of the river claim, as well as 
looked around for a better claim to buy into.

MONDAY 24 — Commenced working on the claim

TUESDAY 25 — Went up on the Flat
WEDNESDAY 26 — Worked on the claim today
FRIDAY 28 — Sold out to Web Atwood for $600, three 

hundred down and the rest out of the claime Came up 
on Shaws Flat this afternoon

DECEMBER
MONDAY 1 — Bought a share in A clame of George 

Collingwood. Paid $400, to be taken out of the clame
WEDNESDAY 3 — Recieved A letter from Mother
FRIDAY 5 — Horse came down from the ranch
MONDAY 8 — Sent my horse down on a ranch again 
TUESDAY 9 — Commenced working on the Flat
So David was again mining, this time up on Shaws 

Flat, but this seems to be the end of his diary writing. 
From notes in the back of the little book, we estimate 
that his 1856 gross income was $1585.14, which 
included the cash proceeds from the sale of his share 
in the river claim and other sales of speculative in
terests. His expenses, which included, in addition to 
his share of the housekeeping expense, the mining 
costs and assessments and share expenses on the out
side claims, totaled $1575.89, so his net after the 
above items was about $10 for the year. His outside 
mining speculations apparently were not very suc
cessful. Like most of the miners, he worked very hard, 
but didn’t get very rich.

In 1869, David married Helen Mar Farrer. She had 
come out from Stuartown, Coos County, New Hamp
shire, across the plains with her father and her sister. 
Her mother had died shortly before the trip. The 
Drews lived for a few years at Bostwick Bar, near
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THE DAVID DREW FAMILY — LATE 1880’s
Left to Right: Standing are Lurie, Hattie, Helen Minette and Solon. Bottom 
Row, Seated, are Helen Mar Drew, David Ellis, Julia, Charles and David Drew. 
(Florence was not yet born.)

LURIE ANN DREW
1878-1961

Lurie married Fleet 
Frank Copp, and there 
are Copp descendants.

CHARLES HARRISON
DREW

1884-1921
He and his wife lived in 
Utah where they have 
descendants.
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The youngest of the family, she 
married Clyde Danner. They 
had one daughter. Her middle 
name was in honor of Captain 
Thomas B. Meader, of Copper
opolis, a close friend of her 
father’s.

DAVID ELLIS DREW
1882-1926

The fifth David, he married (1) 
Louise Jensen, and (2) Jennie 
Phillips.There were two children 
by the first marriage.

HATTIE MAY DREW 
1871-1894

The oldest member of the family, Hattie was 
the first wife of Dr. H. C. Turner.

JULIA ADA DREW
1880-1941

Julia married Jacob Tower, of Salt
Spring Valley.

SOLON WHITE DREW
1873-1905

Solon was killed in the Union Mine. He was 
married to Frances May Drysdale, and they had 
four children.
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Reynolds Ferry, where David was placer mining. 
About 1880, they moved up to Copperopolis where 
they raised their family of eight children. David 
worked at times underground in the copper mines, 
and also drove a freight team from Stockton and 
Milton to Copperopolis. The Drews also rented out 
rooms to miners working there.

David Drew continued in close touch with his 
father and his brothers and sisters for the rest of his 
life. He never returned to the east, even for a visit, in 
spite of repeated appeals for him to do so. Apparently 
money was scarce and he must have felt that his large 
family required his presence at his Copperopolis 
home. Fortune never seemed to smile upon the Drews, 
and the eastern members were in no financial condi
tion to make the long trip either. His father died at 
Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1902, at the age of 93, 
and David survived him by less than a year. Seven of 
the Drews’ eight children married, and there were 

HELEN MINNETTE DREW
1875-1968

She married Dr. Herbert C. Turner, her sister 
Hattie’s widower, in 1894. There were two 
Turner children by Hattie, and four by Helen. 
Dr. Turner practiced dentistry in Copperopolis 
for some years, and then moved to San Andreas 
in 1903, where he continued in practice.

twenty grandchildren, seven of whom are still living. 
We are most grateful to one of them, Gerald Drew 
Turner, for making the diary, pictures, and other 
family information available to the Society.

As to Solon White, who we think was quite a bit 
older than David, all we know is that he stayed west 
at least part of his life, and homesteaded a tract on 
the lower Stanislaus in 1870. David named his eldest 
son after his partner, as an indication of his esteem for 
him. Len Covington did return to the east, first to 
some occupation in Plymouth, and then to Boston, 
where he became associated with the New England 
Felt Roofing Company. In a letter to David, in 1895, 
Len talks of spending winters in Florida, the orange 
market, the popular fad in mediums and seances, or 
as he referred to it, “Spirits”, and reminisces about 
Stetson, and the Know Nothing Tunnel, and closes 
with some comments on local (New England) fishing.
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Volume XXVII April, 1979 No. 3

The Patrick McAllen
Family

By Doris Treat Daley

We are pleased to have another article on a Calaveras pioneer 
and his descendants. Stories such as this one on Patrick McAllen 
are particularly valuable for their genealogical information. Our 
elder members will recognize many familiar names as they read 
about the Me Allens and the Clearys, as well as the Treat connec
tion. Frank Treat, grandfather of the author, was another of the 
prominent gold rush pioneers in Calaveras, and has appeared in 
earlier issues of “Las Calaveras.”

It took courage and determination to join the gold seekers com
ing to California in 1848, and it was these qualities that brought 
Patrick McAllen to Calaveras County. Although he was a land 
surveyor by trade, he had to resort to raising pigs to earn a 
livelihood for his family, because life was difficult in Ireland in 
those days. It was when he made it to town in County Mayo that he 
learned that gold had been discovered in faraway California. 
Then he exclaimed, “Give me my money for my pigs, and I will be 
on my way...and tell Mary Ann I will be back some day.”

The journey across the Atlantic by ship to the east coast of Tex
as was strenuous, and when he landed, he set out on foot to walk 
the long distance to the gold fields. Through the desert, he 
traveled by night with only the stars for a guide, to avoid the hos
tile Indians and to alleviate the intolerable thirst by day. Perhaps 
he had the assistance of a donkey part of the way, but he kept in 
mind he was headed for Calaveras County. This, he figured, was 
the middle of the Mother Lode, extending from Downieville to 
Mariposa. When he finally reached San Andreas, he staked out 
the land which included a hill he called Gold Hill. Observing the 
hard-working miners with their picks and shovels, he decided 
they needed a place for rest and refreshment, so he set up a road 
house between two spreading oak trees.

The venture proved successful, and he prospered and ac
cumulated a goodly sum of money. His thoughts turned to his 
wife, Mary Ann, and their two children, a daughter named little 
Mary, and a son called Daniel. Leaving part of his wealth with a 

THE PATRICK McALLEN
FAMILY

Here, standing before his 
home in San Andreas, is 
Patrick McAllen, with his 
daughters, Margaret (far 
left), and Catherine Cleary 
(on his left), and the 
younger Clearys, his 
grandchildren.
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friend with instructions to buy a good parcel of land near the river 
in fertile San Joaquin Valley, he returned to Ireland, planning to 
come back and engage in farming, “when the gold petered out.’’ 
On his return from the old country to Boston with his family, he 
was greeted there by a friend who had come recently from 
California, with the news that the man he had trusted to buy the 
farm for him proved to be a rascal, and had absconded with the 
money. But Pat responded, “Well, I still have my land in 
Calaveras, and in the meantime, I will get a job in the steel mills in 
Connecticut.’’ It was there the third child, a daughter named 
Catherine, was born.

Soon thereafter, the family of five embarked on a ship sailing 
out of Boston for California around Cape Horn. As the first 
grandchild of the native of Connecticut, I do remember her telling 
me, “how rough it was coming around the Horn’’. And when I in
quired how old she was when they made the trip, she answered, 
“Well, I was about a year old...but I have heard about it all my 
life.” When they reached San Andreas, a comfortable home was 
built, and two other daughters were born, Addie and Margaret.

The McAllen ranch was stocked with cattle, for beef as well as 
cows to produce milk. There were horses, too, and I well 
remember a sorrel horse called ‘ ‘Solo’ ’, who had been a winner in 
the races at the Calaveras County Fair. I loved to ride him 
bareback, and he was very patient with his young equestrienne.

Patrick McAllen was a principal sponsor for St. Andrew’s 
Catholic Church, which was erected at the head of Main Street in 
San Andreas. The Irish padres knew they had a loyal supporter, 
and one who had a good cook when they got hungry, for they were 
frequent visitors to the McAllen home.

As to statistics, Patrick McAllen was born in County Mayo, 
Ireland, on June 22, 1822. His wife, Mary Ann, was born October 8, 
1820, and died in 1885. Their family consisted of one son, Daniel, 
and a daughter, Mary, who were born in Ireland; one daughter 
Catherine was born in Connecticut, and the latter two daughters, 
Addie and Margaret, who were born in Calaveras County.

Mr. McAllen bore the reputation of being a true and faithful 
citizen. His naturalization took place in Calaveras County 
Superior Court in the '50’s. He was upright in his dealings and per
formed the duties of life quietly, honestly and conscientiously. He 
died on December 6, 1906, aged 84 years. The funeral services 
were held at St. Andrew’s Catholic Church, conducted by Rev. 
Father O’Reilly, and the pall bearers were: J.B. Luddy, C.W. Get- 
chell, John Waters, A.I. McSorley, John Scieffard and W.A. 
Dower. The following pioneers were honorary pall bearers: H.G. 
Allen, J.F. Treat, Sr., William H. Steffler and Mark McNichols.

Daniel McAllen, who was never married, resided with his 
sister, Mary, who was married to James Egan, and they lived in 
Tracy, California. The sons in the family all engaged in 
railroading, and there were daughters also. The Egans main
tained a boarding house for many years, catering to railroad em
ployees. Catherine McAllen, at the age of 16, went visiting family 
friends at the North American Ranch (opposite the present site of

MARGARET E. McALLEN

the office of Rancho Calaveras). There she met the owner and 
operator of horses and wagons carrying freight to the mines, with 
headquarters in Mokelumne Hill. His name was Cornelius Cleary 
and he was born on the 19th of May, 1822, so he was older than her 
father, but the two were happily married and lived in Mokelumne 
Hill, near the water company headquarters. Their first child was 
a daughter, named Mary Honora, and she was followed by four 
boys, William Patrick, Cornelius Jr., Nelson Robert and Thomas 
D. Cleary. The father died January 12,1882. Thereafter, the entire 
Cleary family moved to San Andreas to live with the Patrick 
McAllen family.

The only daughter of the Cornelius Cleary family, Mary 
Honora, met George Henry Treat while they were singing in the 
St. Andrews Catholic Church choir. Later they were married and 
went to live on the Treat Ranch southeast of San Andreas. Subse
quently they moved to town when the husband was employed by 
the Metropolitan Hotel and then became postmaster and 
manager of the Calaveras County Chamber of Commerce. They 
had four children, two girls and two boys. The first of her 
generation. Doris Treat, became president of Native Daughters 
of the Golden West in 1947-48, served on the History Foundation of 
University of Pacific for a number of years, and became 
president of the Ladies Auxiliary of California Pioneers in
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WILLIAM. P CLEARY
Eldest son of Catherine and Cornelius Cleary

Stockton. She was married to Gustave J. Daley, a retired ex
ecutive of Holly Sugar Company, who died in 1954. The second 
daughter, Clare Amy, passed away when she was ten years of 
age. The first son, Ralph Clement Treat, who was married to 
Unilda Raggio of San Francisco, became the owner of Treat’s 
Store, and managed that general merchandise business until his 
death in 1968. The youngest son, George Henry Treat, Jr., 
graduated from University of Santa Clara, and has for many 
years engaged in structural engineering with a firm of architects 
with offices in Newport Beach, California.

The first son of the Cleary family was William Patrick, who was 
employed by the Calaveras Prospect, and other newspapers in 
Nevada, and later he was with the Calaveras Cement Company. 
Cornelius Cleary was a railway mail and postal clerk in Stockton 
Post Office. He died in Santa Cruz, California. Nelson Robert 
Cleary was the third son and he was an employee of National Ice 
and Storage Company in Stockton. He was married to Lelia 
Salcido and they had nine children. The youngest son, Thomas D. 
Cleary, was an electrician for Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 
followed by employment with California State Highway 
Department in Calaveras County.

As to the two younger daughters of Patrick McAllen, Addie 
married John Baisch, a miner, and their home was at North Bran
ch, Calaveras County. They had four children, three girls named 
Elizabeth, Stella and Agnes, and a son, John Patrick Biasch. The 
latter became a teacher and was later employed by Calaveras 
Cement Company. All of the Biasch family are now deceased.

Miss Margaret E. McAllen taught grammar school for many 
years in Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras County, and was a member 
of the county Board of Education. Upon her retirement, she 
returned to live with her sister, Mrs. Catherine Cleary, and they 
both expired within a few days, when stricken by the influenza 
epidemic in 1921.

MY VISIT TO CAMP NINE 
By L.H. Getchell

In our April-July issue, 1975, we chronicled the story of how 
Calaveras County “went electric.’’ This inspired one of our 
favorite contributors to write his recollections of a visit to “Camp 
Nine” powerhouse on the Stanislaus when he was twelve years 
old. Larry Getchell writes with a delightfully breezy informality 
as he draws upon his excellent memory to tell us of this visit some 
sixty-four years ago. We know our readers will enjoy Larry’s 
memories of his trip, and we sincerely hope that it will exhalt 
others to record their early experiences in our county.

I was about twelve years of age, maybe a little less, when my 
mother’s brother-in-law, Anthony Williams, suggested I be 
allowed to spend a couple of weeks with him at Camp Nine. Uncle 
Anthony worked for the Sierra and San Francisco Power Com
pany. His job was to make two trips each day by hand car over the 
flume, starting at the point where it emptied into the forebay and 
on up for a distance of four miles. It was rugged, beautiful country 
and would be fine experience for a boy my age, so he thought. My 
father and mother gave permission and Dad drove me with Dolly 
in the cart by way of Vallecito, which was about six miles from the 
power plant.

Upon reaching our destination I recall seeing a tramway which 
ran straight up, or so it seemed to me, from the power plant to an 
invisible point up on top of the world. There was a trail which 
paralleled the huge pipe conveying the water down to the power 
plant. It looked something like a chicken ladder and I was 
tempted to use it but finally climbed aboard the tram and up we 
went. Maybe I closed my eyes because I don’t remember much 
enjoying the view. Eventually we reached the top, “Thank 
goodness”, and there was my Uncle Anthony waiting to receive 
me. Dad had left me down below so I was on my own and a little 
concerned - in fact down right scared. Uncle Anthony made things 
all right in a few moments, taking me in tow and leading me along 
the reservoir shore to a very pretty, wooded area on the far side, 
just beyond where the water poured into the artificial lake from 
the flume. It was a goodly body of water that emptied from that 
flume and there was considerable spray. A fine place to catch 
trout I also found out later - big ones.

Uncle Anthony lived in a company cabin which was quite com
fortable and had an extra room for his wide-eyed nephew. It was 
close to dinner time and I was mighty hungry. That mulligan he 
served sure was good - I wasn’t aware anyone could prepare
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CAMP NINE POWERHOUSE
From a photograph taken during construction in 1908. Note the 
track for the tramway to the right of the penstock pipes.

Courtesy of Kathleen Mitchell 
decent food other than my mother, especially a man. unless it was 
my Uncle Gus Vogelsang who had a sheep ranch down in back of 
Bear Mountain. I had sampled his victuals on several occasions.

After dinner we sat around for abit and I was briefed on what to 
expect. This was pretty rugged country and it was hardly dark 
before we heard the howl of coyotes and then a little later, the cry 
of a mountain lion. I began to wonder about this and wasn’t too 
sure things would be as I planned. Uncle Anthony assured me 
there was nothing to worry about. He even told me I could set 
some traps and maybe catch some fur-bearing animals. More 
about this later.

We had bacon and eggs for breakfast the next morning and then 
it was time to go to work. As mentioned earlier, the flume emptied 
into the forebay but headwatered some sixteen miles higher up in 
the mountains at Strawberry. It seems to me the flume was 
around ten feet wide and five or six feet deep with about three feet 
of water traveling some eight miles as hour. Pretty fast, anyway, 
and if you dropped a small stick it was out of sight in a moment.

On top of the flume there were two rails over which Uncle An
thony pumped a hand-car the four miles, checking for leaks. He 
carried calking material similar to gauze and stopped from time 

to time to plug up any noticeable water drips. Big leaks had to be 
reported to the office. The car tracks ran the full length of the 
flume and along the way there were a couple of camps or stations, 
manned by a cook and an assistant. We covered the four miles up 
and back during the morning. After lunch we made a second such 
trip. Most of the time that flume just seemed to hang from the side 
of the mountain. Far down below was the Middle Fork of the 
Stanislaus. On our return afternoon trip, we could see the trout 
jumping out of the water every few seconds. It sure looked like 
fine fishing but from where we were way up on the flume, there 
was no way to get down to the river through all the dense brush 
and over the rugged terrain. We saw all sorts of wild animals such 
as deer and fox as well as grouse and large mountain quail. The 
latter would run right under the flume out to the upper side. I had 
my twenty-two and had no end of fun shooting at them. They were 
a bit too elusive but I finally thought I had winged one, so I got off 
the car and ran up the hill full tilt. That quail ran much too fast for 
me, leaving me far behind.

About half-way along our route, Uncle Anthony said there was a 
large hornet’s nest beneath one of the ties that supported the 
track and that he didn’t take any chances with them. When we 
reached a point some fifty feet from the nest, he gave the hand car 
a big push and we hoofed it around a little trail he had made, by
passing the hornets and picking up our hand car on the other side. 
It was a most interesting experience, that first day with Uncle An
thony, as we made our round up and back.

In addition to the repair men such as my uncle, there was also a 
crew of some four to six men, available for major repairs, and 
they traveled over the flume in an electric car. I had a chance to 
ride with the operator of the car on an occasion when he had to 
make a run the entire distance. As you can imagine, we traveled a 
bit faster than on the hand car and didn’t bother stopping at the 
hornet’s nest but sailed right over it. The operator carried a 
rather large revolver and about half-way to Camp C-4, a deer ran 
out from under the flume, stopping just above us. The operator 
took careful aim and bagged the deer with a single shot. We 
loaded it aboard and delivered it to the cook at Camp C-4. The boys 
had some fine venison the next few days. We arrived back home 
safe and sound and Uncle Anthony had dinner waiting. I now had a 
great deal more respect for his culinary excellence and enjoyed 
another fine dinner.

The following day the hunger in me came to the fore so I passed 
up the flume trip in favor of a little shooting. Down on the artificial 
lake or forebay, I had noticed what looked to me like ducks. Later 
I found out they were mud-hens but at the moment I was pretty ex
cited about killing me a nice plump duck. My twenty-two wasn’t 
very powerful and I had only shorts, but after spotting some birds, 
I took up a position and started firing away at the supposed ducks. 
The possessor of several boxes of twenty-two shorts, I had every 
expectation of bagging a brace of birds. Would you believe that 
after taking dead aim at Mr. “Would-be Duck’ ’. he would manage 
to dive beneath the surface of the water as though he could see my
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bullet coming. Most uncanny. I kept loading and firing and those 
pesky birds refused even to fly but just kept diving after my every 
shot. It was getting serious. Seventy-one shots had missed the 
mark but on shot seventy-two. one of the mud-hens must have 
been caught napping or just became over-confident and I nailed 
him. Good thing too. as I was about out of shells. By now I had 
given up returning home with a brace of birds so came back with 
my single trophy.

Uncle Anthony was probably well aware my bird was someth
ing less than palatable but despite this agreed to cook it up. We 
prepared the bird with great care before placing it in the oven, 
where I would like to say it cooked to a golden brown. Not our bird - 
it came out almost black and when we tried to cut into it, it was as 
obstinate to the cutting edge of the knife as those birds were to my 
tw enty-two in real life. We finally gave up on the bird and warmed 
up some of the left-over stew. Uncle Anthony had a cat who was 
pretty wild and feasted on the wild game and birds available 
everywhere. We decided this bird of ours would certainly be to his 
liking but would you believe it, he turned on his heel after one sniff 
and refused us the courtesy of even a single bite. So we disposed of 
our bird with the rest of the garbage. I still had a few shells left and 
you can be sure I would use them to much better advantage than 
on this last safari.

Before dwelling further on my hunting experiences, I should tell

UNCLE ANTHONY
On the Electric Car

THE FLUME
A view of the flume along 
the Middle Fork of the 
Stanislaus River
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ARTHOR GETCHELL
This is how he appeared at the time of his trip to visit 
Uncle Anthony

you about a later experience with that hornet’s nest. It was a bit 
serious. The boys of the repair crew were a care-free lot, probably 
bored stiff most of the time. One day they were called upon to go 
up to Camp C-4 and made the trip in the electric car. They were 
not above having a little sport and decided it would be a good prac
tical joke to rile up that hornet’s nest so that my uncle would have 
a warm reception on his next trip.They proceeded to take a few 
shots at the nest but in their planning made one mistake. They had 
to return over the same track and over the same hornet’s nest that 
very same day. By now those hornets were hopping mad and even 
though the boys sailed past the next at top speed, it wasn’t fast 
enough. Several of the fellows got stung, one quite seriously and 
carried his arm in a sling for a spell. You can bet we stopped far
ther back than fifty feet on our next few trips.

The large forebay offered great sport for fishermen, and 
especially over week-ends many small skiffs and boats were out 
on the water. Uncle Anthony had a better idea. One evening he 
rigged up a couple of outfits, one for himself and another for me, 
and we journeyed down to the spot where the flume emptied into 
the reservoir. My previous fishing experiences had been in the 
North and South Forks of the Calaveras River, and there you sim
ply dropped your line into the still water and watched for one of 
the white fish to take the bait. It was quiet different here in the 
rushing water that dumped into the forebay. Uncle Anthony 
would cast out into the fast moving current, letting the line pay out 
and then feed the line back into his automatic reel. He was using 
flies as apparently I was doing also. It wasn’t long before he 

hooked a beauty, actually a trout just a bit too large for his tackle. 
He had a firm grip on the pole and each time the trout would leap 
high out of the water I could hear him give a little chuckle. All fish
ing on my part ceased immediately as I silently encouraged him 
in his attempt to land this beauty.

First the fish would carry out the line nearly to the end of the 
reel. It was an automatic reel and by pressing the lever the ten
sion released allowing the fish to move out and away. Skillfully 
Uncle would release the lever just at the right time and allow the 
automatic reel to take up the line. Gradually our trout would come 
closer and closer before he would let it out. The leaps were becom
ing farther and farther apart. I would guess that both Uncle An
thony and the fish were reaching near exhaustion. We did not have 
a net so there was only one way to bring in a fish this size - pull him 
out on to the gravely beach. This Uncle Anthony finally succeeded 
in doing, but after all this fighting between fisherman and fish, 
would you believe the hook came out of his mouth? He was not 
more than three feet on land but due to exhaustion, lay there still 
for the moment. Uncle Anthony dropped his pole and pounced on 
that fish like a tiger. None too soon, neither, as no sooner had Un
cle grasped him by the gills, he started flopping and fighting. Un
cle didn’t just stand there but headed back away from the water. 
This was one time the big one didn’t get away but it was mighty 
close. Was it ever a beauty!

Our fish measured out some 20 inches in length and it was also 
real large around the girth. With that catch, fishing was over for 
the day and we immediately returned home to dress out our trout 
and prepare him for dinner. We lacked a large enough pan so had 
to bake him in two sections. Was that trout ever good! It was the 
biggest I have ever seen caught - big enough to satisfy any fisher
man. Even the cat was happy as there was enough fish to satisfy 
his wants to the point where he lay around for a couple of days 
sleeping in the shade.

I happen to be particularly fond of cats so I tried to make a 
friend of “Old Puss”. His response at best could be described as 
just “luke warm”. However, like most felines, he enjoyed com
pany if only at a distance. On one occasion he furnished us with a 
full quota of amusement. Being a good hunter he caught most of 
his food. One day he bagged a fairly large prize, a ground squirrel, 
and brought it home to show off and also to include it in his diet at 
the proper time. We were sitting out behind the house in the shade 
of some large overhanging trees and Mr. Cat decided he would 
start on dinner. It seems there is another variety of mountain 
species, an insect known as yellow jackets. They. too. have a 
ravenous appetite for raw meat and settled on Mr. Cat’s dinner in 
populous numbers. Our cat had no doubt experienced similar run- 
ins with these pesky devils so he approached the situation with 
caution. He first backed off and contemplated things, then waded 
right in, grabbing the squirrel in his mouth and shaking it with all 
his might. This scattered the jackets momentarily but they were 
right back again before Mr. Cat could get even a good mouthful. 
This was no cat and mouse game-these yellow jackets could be 
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down right mean and our cat shook his head several times which 
indicated one or more of the culprits had administered a sting. 
This went on for quite a spell -first Old Puss would stand off and 
size up the situation, then dive for the squirrel, shake it as hard as 
he could to be rid of the insects and then drop it and back off again. 
There was just one cat and those yellow jackets kept increasing in 
numbers so he finally called it quits and turned the squirrel over 
to them. The disgusted look on his face caused us no end of 
amusement as if the action we had been witnessing had not been 
amusement enough. We wern’t about to intervene. Those yellow 
jackets had no particular liking for us either.

One more incident happened during my stay with Uncle An
thony which I didn't soon forget. I believe I mentioned earlier 
about the prospects of trapping some fur-bearing animals. This 
was pretty wild country and there were plenty of them around, so 
said Uncle. He dug up several traps, suitable for small animals 
such as fox, coon, racoon and the like, not to mention another 
mammal, the odiferous skunk which was much in evidence from 
time to time, at least so our noses told us. Uncle Anthony lead me 
to a good spot a couple hundred yards from our house and assisted 
in baiting and setting the traps. First thing the next morning I 
walked the trap line and in the very first trap could see I had 
caught something. That white stripe down its back was a dead 
giveaway, I had me a skunk. Uncle Anthony had a fur manual lis
ting the value of various animal hides and it included the skunk, 
who’s hide had monetary value enough to warrant saving it. I had 
a pretty good pocket knife but absolutely no experience in remov
ing an animal hide, let alone that of a skunk. No need to go into 
detail - I started the skinning procedure but ended it post-haste.

That skunk might have been dead but he booby-trapped me good. 
When I got back to the house even the cat turned tail and beat it 
into the brush.

Uncle Anthony kept me at room length and said the only cure 
was for me to remove all my clothes and together with the pocket 
knife, bury the entire kit and kaboodle, which I did. My mother 
had provided me with a change of clothing, fortunately. She 
probably was forewarned due to an earlier experience when I was 
visiting at my Uncle Gus Vogelsang’s sheep ranch. Their 
daughter Leona and I were just about the same age and we got 
along well together. There was a mudhole not far from the house, 
surrounded by large fig trees. One night the dogs made a terrible 
racket and we all headed for the mud hole from which the noise 
was coming. It seems they had caught a skunk and all the action 
had taken place out in the muddy water. One of the dogs, after 
wading out of the pool, stood and shook himself as dogs will do to 
be-rid themselves of excess water. He shook that water all over 
me and it was a bit more than just water, reeking with the odor of 
skunk. They got me out of my clothes and since I had no other, 
fitted me out in one of my Cousin Leona’s dresses. Uncle Gus was 
a great kidder and let me have it pretty good about looking just 
like a girl. That was bad enough but the following day my luck 
really ran out. Some local politician, running for office, dropped 
in to solicit a few votes and would you know it, Uncle Gus parades 
me before the gentleman in my temporary habit. Was I ever mor
tified? At my age, any suggestion that a boy resembled anything 
faintly like pigtails, was a sentence almost as bad as death. By the 
following day I was able to wear my own clothes. Aunt Kate came 
to the rescue and succeeded in washing and removing the odor

UNCLE ANTHONY’S
STORE

Uncle Anthony Williams in 
his store at Murphys
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from them.
This experience, coupled now with the one at Uncle Anthony’s, 

is something 1 wouldn’t wish on my worst enemy. Needless to say, 
as regards to any further trapping at Uncle Anthony’s, any lost 
fur money would be charged up to experience. We buried one trap 
and returned the others to the storeroom.

A couple of weeks later, Mother and Dad came up to get me, 
staying overnight. Dad had in mind bagging himself a deer and 
made a trip with Uncle Anthony along the flume but without 
success. When I told him about my mud-hem experience, he took 
his rifle and got one with his first shot. Big showoff.

This ended my experience at Camp Nine. Some years later, Un
cle Anthony moved to Murphys and ran a store there for some 
time. After leaving San Andreas I do not recall seeing him again.

AUNT KATE AND COUSIN LEONA VOGELSANG

New Members
We cordially welcome these new members to our Society 
Mr. Charles S. Bull, San Diego
Mr. & Mrs. James Cherry, Berkeley
Julia Costello, Sonora
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Kent, Stockton 
the Land Company, Angels Camp
Mr. Theodore McKinney, San Andreas
Madeline Masson, Murphys
Mr. & Mrs. T.J. Rowe, Walnut Creek
Prof. Clyde Wahrhaftig, San Francisco

Illustrations
We wish to thank the authors for supplying the illustrations used 
in this issue.
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A Home In “Copper”
By Francis Howard Riggs

The casual tourist, passing through Copperopolis, might not be 
much impressed with this old mining town with its crumbling 
buildings, unsightly mine dumps, and old foundations. But those 
who take the lime to inquire into its history will be well rewarded, 
for Copperopolis has indeed a fascinating past.

The significant copper mining took place between the 1860’s and 
the 1920’s during a succession of booms separated by hard times. 
Each boom would bring in a fresh influx of miners and others hop
ing to share in the tangi ble benefits of the renewed mining, joining 
the earlier residents who had remained from previous booms. 
One such new comer in early 1916, during the World War I boom, 
was Edgar Leon Riggs, hired by the Calaveras Copper Company 
as mine foreman.

Riggs had moved west from Kansas to Oklahoma, as a small 
boy, where his father operated a farm. In 1888, when Edgar was 
17, he left home for the new mining excitement at Silverton, 
Colorado, and went to work underground as a miner. A long, 
biller, and violent strike in 1893-4 convinced Edgar that there 
were better places in which to work. He mined successively in 
Sonora (Mexico), Arizona, and then in the Tintic mining district 
in central Utah, working up to the position of mine foreman. While 
at Tintic in 1906, he married Vera Merrell and they moved back to 
Mexico for a brief period w here their first child, Edgar Merrill, 
was born in 1908. The Riggs then moved up to the Malachite 
copper mine in Utah. In 1910, a second son, Francis Howard, was 
born. Next back to Arizona to Casa Grande, and in the winter of 
1914-15, to Mason, Nevada, where Riggs was mine foreman. The 
following year he moved on to Copperopolis. Son Howard relies on 
his excellent memory to recall that move.

In December Father was solicited for the job of mine foreman 
at the Calaveras Copper Company at Copperopolis, California. 
The price of copper was reaching for the moon, because of the war 
in Europe. He was offered two hundred and forty dollars a month, 
plus a house. This was very good wages at that time, because

EDGAR LEON RIGGS
1871-1932

He was one of the very knowledgeable, competent, and 
resourceful mining supervisors typical of the “golden 
age” of western mining. These were the men that 
successfully operated mines in those days against in
credible difficulties, and who generally rang up large 
profits for their absentee owners. Yet Riggs’ own life 
was a constant struggle against the vicissitudes of a 
precarious profession.

miners were working for about three dollars for a ten-hour day 
and the word overtime had not been coined as yet.

He was to report to work the first of the year, but told them that 
he would he there the sixth or seventh, because he wanted to stay 
for my birthday on the fourth of January. This was a very mild 
winter and we had practically no snowstorms. Father had 
promised me that he would make ice cream for my birthday, but 
there was neither ice nor snow available. He drove about twenty 
miles to a high mountain, and then climbed up about another 2000 
feet and loaded a washtub full of icy snow. He then had to drag and 
slide it back to the Model T, because it was too heavy to carry. The 
washtub was ruined but we had our ice cream. He left that night 
on the train for Copperopolis. We could not go because Mother was
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THE COPPEROPOLIS MINES
Looking westerly from the south end of town towards the 
Union and Keystone mines. Both were operated by the 
same company. The nearest water tank was used for 
mine pump-out water to be recirculated for recovery of

cement copper by passing the water over tin cans. The 
tank behind was part of the town water system. The 
Riggs’ home was just off the left edge of the picture, 
above the rooming house. It is no longer standing.

eights months' pregnant with her third child. There was a large 
building a hundred yards from our house at Mason that was called 
and used lor a hospital, where my sister Elizabeth was born on 
February 4. In about a month we packed up and took a train to 
California. The Ford had been sold because it could not make the 
climb over Donner Summit, and Father could not spare the time 
to drive south to Tehachapi and then back north. 1 also believe he 
was afraid that he could not cope with any mechanical difficulties 
that might develop, as there were no places on most of the trip 
where he might get parts or even gasoline.

We were met in Stockton by Father and had breakfast in a res
taurant. This was the only time I can recall eating in a restaurant 
until I had left home and was on my own. We caught the train to 
Milton and the horse-drawn stagecoach to Copperopolis, our 
home for the next six years. Father worked there eight years 
altogether but we moved to Stockton after six years so that my 
brother Edgar could go to high school. To us the house in 
“Copper” was luxurious. The outside walls were concrete, mak
ing the house easy to warm in the winter and cool in summer. 
Mother was thirty-two years old and this was the first time she 
had ever lived in a house with piped-in water or any kind of elec
tricity or a toilet that wasn't outside with a pit under it. This elec
tricity was from the mining company’s generator and was direct 
current. We had one 25 Watt bulb in the center of each room, but 
the wiring was 16 gauge, so we could only use about three lights at

one time without blowing a fuse. This current varied with the load 
at the mine, smelter and mill. Sometimes the bulb showed only a 
red glow on the filament. There was never a time when it gave as 
much light as a 25 Watt A.C. bulb. The piped water was creek 
water, and not potable. But when it was not too muddy we could 
use it for laundry and dishes. We had a pull-chain toilet that dis
charged directly into the tiny creek about thirty feet in back of the 
house. This was called Copper Creek because it was the sump 
water pumped from the North Shaft of the mine. This water went 
another half-mile downstream and was then repumped to be used 
in the flotation mill.

Howard Riggs goes on to describe life in Copperopolis as he 
remembers it.

We kept 50 to 100 chickens, ducks, a flock of pigeons and always 
raised a couple of turkeys or geese for the holidays. These 
animals ran loose, scratching for worms and bugs that thrived in 
the ground. The chickens roosted up in the oak trees along this 
creek and when we wanted one for a meal, Father would go out at 
night and reach up in the tree with a board and poke a chicken in 
the breast. The sleeping chicken would step over onto the board 
and be lowered down without even awakening.

During World War I there was a meat shortage, so Father sup
plemented our meat supplies by shooting tree squirrels, quail, 
doves, ducks, geese and cottontail. He built a sty astraddle the
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THE KEYSTONE MINE

This two-compartment inclined shaft, also referred to 
as the New Discovery Shalt, was served by a large steel 
headframe and double-drum steam hoist in the building 
in the center of the picture, taken in 1919. Here, “Billy 
the Hoist” sal behind the huge hoist, manipulating the 
throttle, clutch and brakes. The carpenter shop, where 
the timber for the underground supports was framed, 

creek and we raised three hogs. We had a hard time scrounging 
food lor those hogs, but gathered about six gunny sacks of acorns 
and managed to get them raised. We had a huge vegetable garden 
in the front yard and a farmer sold us milk, so we did not suffer 
from the food shortage.

Father always got up around five in the morning, got the fire 
going, made his own breakfast and was up at themineby 6:30. He 
carried a lunch bucket which he prepared himself and stayed at 
the mine until the day shift came up at five o’clock. Once or twice 
a week he would go down in the mine at night, to check on the 
night-shift miners and to see what the day shift had opened up.

We cooked and heated with wood. Father was a terror at wood 
cutting. He would cut down a big oak tree, trim it, saw it into stove 
lengths with a five-loot saw, and do better than a cord a day. This 
wood was brought home in a wheelbarrow and then it was up to us 
boys to split it and keep the woodboxes in the house full at all 
times. We used about the same amount of pine as oak, because it 
made a quick hot fire for cooking. We also used a lot of pine cones 
for fuel and once in a while we would use manzanita.

Everything used for mining was moved by horse and wagon, so 
the company had a large barn, corral and wagon yard. All sup-

was located just north of the hoist house. Adjoining was 
a large steam plant that powered the 1500 cubic foot 
Nordberg compressor, so vital to the mine operation. 
Ore was trammed by electric motor to the concentrator 
over the tracks in the foreground. The large barns at the 
extreme right were the stables for the Calaveras Copper 
Company.

plies came from the railhead at Milton, 12 miles away. It took two 
to four wagons a day to keep everything going. In the winter and 
heavy mud, eight to ten horses were needed to get a wagon up the 
hill. In the dusty summer, two less draft horses could do it.

There were two main shafts that went down to 1800 feet, with 
crosscut tunnels at every hundred-foot level so that they could 
stope out the orebody. From the top of the shafts narrow gauge 
tracks ran to the mill and the various waste dumps. It was just 
short of a mile from the North shaft to the mill. They would run 
trains of six or eight side-dump ore cars to the mill at one time. 
These were then dumped directly into the primary crusher. The 
mill was located on a hillside, so that they could use gravity in the 
mill circuit. When we first came to “Copper” the ore trains were 
moved with horses. In 1918, the mine machine shop made an 
engine for these trains, using a Ford Model “T“ engine for power. 
This did away with the horses, but in 1919, they bought two electric 
engines and ran these from electric overhead trolleys like street 
cars. A horse-drawn passenger stage ran from Milton once a day, 
with mail and parcels. It was replaced in 1918 with a Ford 
“Jitney . These were touring cars that had been cut in half and an 
extension welded into the middle so that one or two full seats could 
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be added. They were in used all over the country and were the 
forerunners of busses.

Until 1917. all of the concentrate from the mill was sacked and 
hauled to Milton and from there shipped to the smelter by Selby, 
near San Francisco. In 1917, they finished and put into operation 
their own open hearth smelter. It was before the days of oxygen 
lances so this was a very slow process and required a lot of coke, 
which had to be hauled in. They were compelled to build a blast 
furnace, where the concentrate was melted and then transferred 
to the open hearth.*

Right after World War I, Father purchased a Saxon “Super 
Six", a touringcar. This was used for trips around the area. Idon’t 
believe he ever made any trips farther than Stockton, which was 
forty miles. In the summers of 1918-1919, the family stayed in the 
High Sierras at Dorrington, in the hope of escaping the “Spanish 
Influenza”. In the winter all but Father did get it, but luckily none 
died. In summers after that there were lots of trips to Salt Spring 
Valley reservoir, for all night camping out, fishing and swim
ming. This was only nine miles, but was a real event. We also went 
to “O’Bryne’s” Ferry on the Stanislaus River for outings. Father 
also would go there in the fall to spear salmon. They would go at 
night and use lanterns and carbide lamps (miner’s lamps), to 
spear the big fish as they went over the gravel bars. I was never 
allowed to go because the area was alive with rattlesnakes.

The roads were very rutted and rocky and we would average 
about one flat tire every twenty or thirty miles...This meant tak
ing it off, (the wheel stayed on), patching the tube, & hand pump
ing the tire back to sixty-five lbs. The cars did not have differen
tial gears then. When making turns one wheel would have to skid, 
or the other one spin on the ground. This put a torque stress on the 
axle, and because of the winding roads, one would frequently 
twist an axle in two. Father always carried two spare axles and a 
bucket of grease. It took about an hour and a half to put in a new 
axle, and a very dirty job it was: in the summer, deep powdery 
dust, and in the winter, mud. The axles were brought back to the 
mine blacksmith and he forge-welded them together again. The 
machine shop would true them up and some of them had a half 
dozen welds and were still in use. The machine shop had a lot of 
machine tools, but only one machinist. There was only one 
blacksmith and he was really overworked. All of the hard-rock 
drills had to be sharpened after every day’s use. When the picks 
or shovels wore down too short, a new piece of steel was welded 
on, shaped and sharpened in the forge and these tools made 
probably better than new. This work fascinated me and I spent 
hundreds of hours there, pumping the bellows and holding the 
various swage forms while he pounded on them. When you figure 
all of the other work that he did for the mill, smelter and wagons. I 

*Author Riggs is not quite correct on this point. Ore concen
trates had been smelted at Copperopolis in the first smelter 
constructed before the turn of the century. This was moder
nized in 1908, and was in operation for some time after that. 
The flotation mill concentrates had been sent to Selby for 
only a relatively short time.

don’t know how he did it. I know he made the wagon tires and 
shrunk them to the wheels, but someone else did the horseshoeing. 
This was before the arc-weld was in common use. He did some 
carbide gas welding, but only for patching. All joining was done 
by forging.

There was a two-room, two-teacher school and around forty 
pupils. I finished the sixth grade there, and in comparison to the 
education of the 1970’s, I think I got a very good education. Lear
ning came easy to me, so I made a very poor student. 1 received 
more “strappings” than all the other kids combined. I always got 
very high grades in everything but penmanship, and had time to 
get into mischief. The kids did all of the janitorial work, so they 
managed to keep me busy. One time I and another boy were 
delegated, for a month, to tend stove. The school was set up high 
off the ground and a place had been dug out (basement like) to 
store the coal. We had to fill the coal scuttle and bring it up for the 
pot-bellied stoves in each room.

Riggs then describes some of the events he remembered 
connected with mining at the Calaveras Copper Company.

When we first came to “Copper”, many of the miners were Aus
trians. When the United States entered the War they were 
interned as enemy aliens. The only experienced miners available 
were Mexican nationals, but Father spoke fluent Mexican-type 
Spanish, so he had no trouble with them. The shift bosses had a lot 
of difficulty with the language, so Father had to spend more time 
underground, both day and night, than before. One evening 
Father and I were going duck hunting and I met him at the “time 
shack’’ with our guns. After the shift camp up at five p.m. we were 
to walk up to the town reservoir to hunt. We were about fifty feet 
from the mine shaft when 1 heard a commotion, as the men 
stepped off of the skip. It seemed that the day shift boss had 
argued with a Mexican miner during that shift. He had fired him 
and the man came up, changed his clothes, and had been waiting 
at the shaft collar. He picked up a big rock and coming from 
behind the shift boss, hit him over the head with it. Father saw the 
whole thing through the window. He grabbed his shotgun and took 
oil, loading on the run. It appeared as though his shift boss was 
dead. Several other Mexicans grabbed the culprit and held him. 
Father poked and shoved them with the shotgun, trying to make 
them let him go, so he could take the man into custody. After about 
a couple of minutes, the man who had been hit with the rock, 
started stirring around and got up. I don’t know what they did 
about the incident, but there were no shots fired.

During World War I, with copper so high in price, Father and 
two of the day-shift miners leased an old mine prospect from the 
company. It was about a hundred and fifty yards north of our 
house. The men worked a ten-hour shift for the company, went 
home, ate, and then worked another four or five hours for 
themselves. The vertical shaft was down four hundred feet and all 
hoisting had to be done with a hand winch. Like the mine it had to 
be timbered every foot, so there was a lot of work to it. 1 don’t 
know if they made any money, but 1 can remember seeing gunny 
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sacks of hand-hoisted, high-grade ore, piled up until they could get 
a wagon-load to be hauled to the mill.

One night while working, they heard a prowler up the shaft, at 
the next level. They went up, but did not see him. It was a Mexican 
who took a stick of dynamite, some fuse and caps. He had been 
arguing with some other Mexican miners.He went to the board
ing house where they lived. There were ten or so of them sitting 
around, talking and playing cards in the dining room. He took half 
of the stick of dynamite, with about a two-inch fuse, lit it. and 
threw it in the room. It went off, turned everything topsy-turvy, 
but never hurt anyone seriously. He ran across the road, put the 
other half-stick under his belt and blew his guts out. He was alive 
but his intestines were hanging to his knees. There was no doctor 
in town and it took at least an hour to get one from Angels Camp. 
They figured he would die anyway, so they did not even call the 
doctor. “After all it’s just another greaser ”. He lived until 
daylight and was never unaware of what was going on.

In the fall of 1918, there was a terrible mine fire. All of the 
buildings around the collar of the Union shaft burnt. This 
happened just after dark and as the mine was only about a hun
dred and fifty yards from our front door, we had a ring-side seat. 
It was a vertical shaft, with a wooden headframe, (always called 
by the miners, “gallows’’ frame and pronounced “gallers” 

frame. I never head the word ‘headframe’ until I was grown and 
then had to figure out what they were talking about.). This shaft 
was sixteen hundred feet deep and the fire burnt the timbers 
nearly to the bottom. There was no one hurt, because the miners 
were evacuated through the New Discovery shaft, which was 
about a half-mile north of the Union. This Union shaft got its name 
because it was sunk during the Civil War.

The next day they figured that they had better clear the mine of 
smoke and gas. A miner went down to the New Discovery shaft to 
turn on the blowers at the bottom. They got no response from him, 
so decided to go down looking for him. Father and a young war 
veteran named Reggie Lampson (his father was the mill 
foreman.), went down. Reggie wore the gas mask that he had 
used in France. This was an incline shaft. It followed the dip of the 
ore body at about seventy degrees. The hoist stopped at the 1800 
foot level and then there was about fifty feet more of shaft that 
was used as a sump for the pumps. This shaft had a double drum 
hoist and two sets of rails, so was about eight to ten feet wide. 
There were ladders down each side of the shaft to the sump. The 
idea was to go down to the very bottom to open the blower and 
make sure that the pump valve was clear. They were afraid that 
the mine was full of gas from the fire, so did not have any light. 
Reggie was to go down one ladder and Father the other. They each

THE MILL BUILDINGS
The ore hoisted from the Union and Keystone shafts was 
trammed by electric motor over the long trestles and 
fills south of the crushing plant (left) and the crushed 

ore was then conveyed to the concentrator (the larger 
building to the right). This view was taken about 1918 
from the smelter.
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RIDING THE WILD BURROS

Frank Riggs is Hie boy at the far left advising his friend “Copper” assert that these burros were not wild but
how to handle the animal. Those knowledgeable about were strays from the McCarty Ranch.

had tools and knew their way in the total darkness. Father started 
feeling groggy and heard Reggie drop his wrench. They were 
about ten feet down the ladders and that was the last that Father 
remembered. Up on top, they were watching closely, and saw the 
signal cable shake, but not enough to ring the signal bell. They 
took a chance and brought the skip up singly, leaving the other one 
down. Father had passed out in the skip. It was awhile before he 
came to and they took him home and put him to bed. He developed 
pneumonia and was really very sick. Father was in a weakened 
condition for a long time after the phenumonia. About six months 
later he developed a bad arm infection from a minor scratch. At 
that time it was called “ blood poison" or "mortified flesh". He 
went to Stockton to be operated on for this arm and hand. He had 
always had a large lump on his head, which stuck up about a full 
inch and it was a source of annoyance, because he was continually 
bumping it in the low mine tunnels. He told the surgeon to remove 
this lump while he was under the anesthetic for the arm operation. 
The surgeon found a “44" slug inside the lump that had been there 
since the Colorado riot nearly thirty years before. This was the 
only time I remember Father being sick or injured enough to go to 
a doctor.

A stale mine rescue team was sent up to the mine to rescue the 
two miners and help fight the fire. Much publicity resulted in the 
newspapers about the event. This rather incensed the miners and 
local people because of its inaccuracies and the efforts to glorify 
the rescue team. The two men were found, but as was expected, 
they had both been asphyxiated by the gases from the fire. Even
tually the fire burned out, and mining was resumed.

In 1919, an aviator, flying a war surplus J N 3 - “Jenny", landed 
in the field just north of town. This was the first plane that anyone 
(except war veterans) had ever seen, either in the air or on the 
ground. He took passengers on a ten-minute flight around the area 
for five dollars. Father and one other man were the only ones bold 
enough to take this flight.

At this time there was a herd of about ten wild burros that 
showed up around town a couple of times a year. We boys would 
ride them. And I guess that I was the only one, at one time or 
another, that never had a broken arm or leg. Father thought that 
riding a horse or any animal was the nadir of transportation. He 
had a deep-seated aversion for horses, considering them the 
stupidest of all domesticated livestock, including pigs and 
chickens. I heard him on numerous occasions give his opinion on 
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the innate stupidity, meanness, stubborness, lack of loyalty, and 
stomach-turning body odor of horses. This man. who spent his 
youth on horseback, I never saw on horseback. Several times, 
when I was real young, he rented or borrowed buggies or wagons 
for a daily trip, or to move, but under no circumstances would he 
own a horse.

This was a wonderful life for a growing boy who loved the out
doors. This was before television, radio, electric refrigerators, 
washing machines, electric irons, toasters, plastics, wonder 
drugs, strong unions, social welfare, and other modern evils. 
Anyone who accepted charity of any kind was forever a social 
pariah. People who worked at any kind of government or tax sup
ported .job were considered not much better than the charity 
cases. These jobs gravitated to people who just couldn't “cut the 
buck” in any other work. I could probably fill a book with ex
periences of this area, but I am trying to show how Father was 
affected by different events. He was perfectly at ease with 
millionaires or high political figures, but he disgusted me with the 
way he related to education. He had the stupid idea that because 
you had been to college or even a high school, it made you 
intelligent. I have seen him fawn over an engineer or other person 
that didn't have a quarter of his knowledge. Every summer, for 
three months, we would have a student, from the Stanford School 
of Mines, to work and study mining under him. A couple of the 
more intelligent ones practically revered him for his knowledge. 
Others did not have the character to stand up under his adulation 
of education, and instead of learning something, would really 
believe they were showing him the facts of mining. This really did 
me a lot of good in later life, because it made me forever suspect of 
“know-it-alls”-educated or not.

I could write a bookonour life in “Copper”, but I am only trying 
to tell enough to give you a feeling that you really know Ed Riggs. 
He was a soft-spoken person, and a very self-effacing man. I 
never once heard him raise his voice in annoyance or anger to 
anyone. He treated Mother like a lady (in fact he called her 
Lady', not by her name), and would always do everything she 

asked of him. He did drink, but never in front of the children, and 
never to excess. Around the miners, ‘cuss’ words were just a part 
of their speech, but I heard more swear words from Mother than 
from him. He never swore when away from the mine.

Father smoked a pipe and an occasional cigar and was a con
firmed tobacco chewer. Never in the house, but when riding in the 
car there was always a fuss with my brother and me about who 
would have to ride behind the driver and receive an occasional 
spray. Every two or three months 1 would go down into the mine 
with him when he was making his inspections of the various wor
kings. He was against his children becoming miners. He reasoned 
that if we were aquainted with the work and saw how wet, dirty, 
and miserable mining work was, that we would make an effort to 
get another trade. My brother only went down one time and 
Father had to bring him up right away because of his fear. As for 
me, I really enjoyed it, and Father would bad mouth mining to me 
at every opportunity. There was no high school available in

COPPEROPOLIS SCHOOL 1918

“Copper” so when my brother graduated from grammar school, 
in 1923. we moved to a rented house in Stockton. Father stayed in 
the old house in “Copper”, but would come down about twice a 
month, to spend a Sunday. In 1924 the stockholders sold the mine. 
The new owners closed the mill and smelter and wanted to do the 
mining in person. Father was out of a job, so he moved to Stockton 
with the family.

This was a very emotional and traumatic time for Father. All of 
the mines were losing money and the Securities Exchange Com
mission had shutdown the “bucket-shop” operations, where most 
of their money had come from for years. The gold mines just 
closed down, but the copper mines went to open pit mining of low 
grade ore, or just shut down. There was just no market for the 
time being that could use Father's skills. He had never lived in a 
city and was very uncomfortable in Stockton. Mother was in
capable of empathizing with him and nagged him unmercifully. 
He worked in Hodson, lor Frank Tower, the owner of the Royal 
gold mine, lor about four or five months. They had “faulted out” 
on their gold bear quartz vein and gambled on finding it by sinking 
a new shaft about a mile south. I stayed with Father during 
school vacation and we ‘batched' and got to know each other real 
well. They got down to 400 feet, ran a couple of crosscuts and then 
gave up.

With the closing of the mine at Copperopolis and the general 
depression in metal prices and mining, the Riggs family, like 
many others, laced hard limes. Edgar worked at a number of 
jobs, eventually returning to Mexico where he obtained a good 
position at the Candelaria mine in Rosario. During those years the 
Riggs family made Stockton their headquarters, but it was a dif
ficult life for them all. Riggs contracted typhus in Mexico in 1932, 
and was brought back to Stockton where he died.

The history of Edgar Riggs and his family portrays all too well 
the hard lite of the miners of two or three generations ago. We are 
pleased to have Mr. Howard Riggs make these reminiscences 
available to us to help chronicle those times and to give us a better 
appreciation of what our not so distant forebears underwent to 
develop the west and particularly Calaveras County.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month at the 
Grange Hall in San Andreas - except for dinner meetings which 
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Back issues of “Las Calaveras” may be purchased from the 
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Annual Dues
We remind those who have not already paid them that annual 
dues are now due and payable. Mrs. Lillian Filippini. our new 
membership secretary, will be pleased to receive such payments, 
and asks that you mail them to her at 529 Gold Strike Road. San 
Andreas, Ca. 95249.

New Members
We are pleased to welcome the following new members to the 

Society:

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bell, San Andreas 
Mrs. Greetice K. Boren, Stockton 
Mrs. T.O. Boren, Stockton
Mrs. Freida Breitenbacher, Sherman Oaks 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Burrows, San Jose 
Mrs. Lucile Doe, Stockton
Mrs. Bonnie D. Giles, San Andreas 
Mr. & Mrs. F.N. Munn, San Andreas 
M. June Pennington, Oakland
Mrs. Mabel Pereira, Campo Seco
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald B. Robie, Sacramento 
Nathan Ross, Sacramento
Alfred Ry no, Sacramento
Mrs. Edna Dickhaut Snyder, Paradise 
Mrs. Albert A. South, Stockton 
Lynn A. Tinsley, Angels Camp
Mr. & Mrs. Glen Walfoort, Vallecito 
Marshall Young, Sheep Ranch

In Memoriam
Madeline Jack Carley Alex J. Casey
Grace Haupt Reinking Ella Huberty Thompson

Lettie Thorowgood

Ella Thompson was a charter member and was our first 
treasurer, serving in that capacity for five years. She was a native 
of Calaveras, having been born and brought up on the Huberty 
ranch above Fourth Crossing. She and her husband ran a grocery 
store in San Andreas in the building now occupied by Jimmie 
Oller s enterprises. A number of years ago the Thompsons moved 
down to the Modesto area. Ella visited her brother John recently 
at the ranch on her last birthday.

MISSING ANY ISSUES OF LAS CALAVERAS?
Il you failed to receive any of your copies of ‘‘Las Calaveras” , 

please notify the Society so that we may send you the missing 
copy.
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MEXICAN MELONES
By 

W. Turrentine Tackson
And

Stephen D. Mikesell

As the site of the town of Melones disappears beneath the waters of 
New Melones Lake, it is most appropriate that we enquire into the 
derivation and history of this unusual name, and as to the actual site of 
the original town of Melones.

At last we have a thorough search into the matter and we are very 
pleased to be able to publish this scholarly study by Professor Jackson 
and Mr. Mikesell of U.C. Davis. We print this here with permission of 
the Sacramento District, U.S. Army Engineers and by courtesy of 
Science Applications, Inc., as the study was part of a much more com
prehensive effort by the Corps of Engineers to document the historical 
resources of the New Melones Lake area.

Not only is the origin of the name and the location of the original or 
Mexican Melones fully explored, but the writers give us a vivid descrip
tion of the exciting first few years on Carson Hill, as set down by a 
number of those who had actually been on the ground. They also dispel 
certain of the myths that have developed over the years about this 
fabulous mining district.

Editor

In August (?) 1848, James H. Carson, a Second Lieutenant in the 
regiment of New York Volunteers, commanded by Col. J.D. Steven
son, discovered gold on Carson’s Creek, a tributary of the Stanislaus 
River. Carson described the event in his Recollections, a widely-read 
Gold Rush source:

Carson, who had been directed by an Indian, discovered what 
has since been known as Carson's Creek, in which himself and a 
small party took out, in ten days, an average of 180 ounces each. 
Angel also discovered Angel's Creek, at which he wintered in 
1848. Ever first with the discoveries were Capt. Weber's trading 
stores — John and Daniel Murphy, and Dr. Isabell being with 
them. With many traders, in those days, weighing gold for In
dians and white people was a different matter; honesty, 
generosity, and justice marked their every transaction with the 
Christian, but they had weights and prices for the Indians. And 
if this should meet the eyes of any of them, they will please

receive the thanks of the writer for teaching him the art of 
'throwing' the lead'for the benefit of the Digger Indians. *

The diggings at or near Carson’s Creek was a mainstay of the 
Southern Mines. William Redmond Ryan, whose recollections were 
published in London in 1851, recalls the mines in 1849. His descrip
tion places the diggings some distance up the “ravine” of Carson’s 
Creek, away from the confluence of the Stanislaus River and the 
Creek. He indicates some sort of retail operation, selling food, as well 
as gambling booths and shanties.

I had resolved upon seeing a little of the neighboring country 
whilst I had the opportunity, and learning something further 
respecting the 'upper diggins,' namely 'Carson's Creek,'and the 
‘Mormon’s diggins,’ although both were by this time (1849) 
pretty well worn out. They are situated a good distance up the 
ravine, the latter being distant from the Stanislaus about a mile 
to the diggins....'Carson’s Creek,' which derives its name from a 
soldier who discovered it during a furlough, has been tolerably 
productive.
At the time lam now speaking of, however, the mineral wealth 
of both these camps, as well as of a thing, called Angel's Camp, 
had considerably diminished, and they were much upon the 
same footing as the Stanislaus in this respect. I was informed 
that during the previous winter a great quantity of rain and 
snow had fallen in these parts of the Stanislaus, in consequence 
of which, the miners had been exposed to great privations, and 
provisions had risen to an enormous price, flour reaching four 
dollars a pound; pork, five; biscuit, three, and rice two; whilst 
beef was not to be procured at any price. The general ap
pearance and peculiarities of these placers did not present any 
characteristic differences from those other sections of the 
Stanislaus to which I have already alluded: there were 
numerous tents, good, bad, and indifferent; stores and gambling 
booths; shanties and open encampments; and miners busy 
everywhere. *

The “diggins” in and around Carson’s Creek came to be known 
generally as “Carson’s.” One should be cautious in assuming that a 
town existed, although there is some indication that in 1849 and 1850, 
commercial enterprise settled about the area known as Carson’s Flat, 
probably the area that is now designated State Historical Landmark 
No. 274, called Carson Hill.

It cannot be overemphasized, however, that locational names were 
not systemized in the early 1850s. One must refer location from the 
context in which a name is used. Before 1851, “Carson’s” probably 
referred to the general area from Carson Flat to the confluence of the 
stream and the Stanislaus, and was generally synonymous with “Car
son’s Creek.” “Carson’s Flat” was probably more restrictive referring 
to the flat on the north side of Carson’s Hill. “Carson’s Creek” may 
have referred to the creek or to the diggings up and down it, or 
perhaps to the commercial establishments at the Flat. The hill rising 
east of Carson’s Creek, later called Carson Hill, was apparently not yet 
named, and no town or settlement was yet called Carson Hill.

George Alfred Raymond operated a store at “Carson’s Creek” from 
the winter of 1849-50 to the winter of 1851-52. The following selec
tions from the letters written to his sister give a skeletal impression of 
the country and society in that mining district.
•Recollections of the Mines, James H. Carson. [Oakland, 1950] 
•Wiliam Redmond Ryan, Personal Adventures in Upper and Lower 
California in 1848-1849- [Two volumes, London, 1851] Volume 2: 
Angel’s Camp, p.39.
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Carson Creek, March 13, 1850 
...I wrote you in my last letter that we had been digging during 
the winter, and had bought a store. We have been here a little 
more than a month and have made $600 clear of expenses...

Carson Creek, June 3, 1850.
I have just received your letter dated April 1 Oth. I had a hear

ty laugh, to think of your sending paper for me to write on, as I 
have two or three reams and plenty of pens, ink and envelopes 
in the Store and could have bought it at any time during the 
winter for twenty five cents per sheet. Ido not know where you 
got the idea that such things were scarce here. As to the time of 
my returning home it is uncertain. It may be in one year and 
perhaps two. I am doing better now than I could digging, and as 
to my trade, I could not earn three dollars per day at it. I like the 
country much better than formerly and were it not for the want 
of society (I mean ladies) the Sabbath and the faces of my friends 
at home, should be content to stay here. There are no women 
except a few Spanish and many of the men are mere desperadoes 
and would as soon shoot a man as look at him. The pistol and 
knives are used on every occasion and yet it is seldom a man is 
killed. There was one man who went all over camp trying to 
borrow a rifle or pistol to shoot me with, because I would not let 
him have goods on credit, but I did not feel much alarmed, for 
the cowardly scamp would not have dared to shoot if he had ob
tained a pistol...

...To-day is Sunday and all is quiet. No Americans work Sun
day and but few Foreigners. We have no unpleasant weather 
during the summer. Every day the Sun rises clear and sets 
without a cloud to obscure it. The valley and hill sides are 
covered with flowers of every variety, in fact Cal is a perfect 
flower bed in the Spring and a scorched and barren waste in the 
fall. During the winter the grass grows and the country 
presents a better appearance. There is some of the most wild and 
picturesque scenery in this country to be found in the world. 
Within a few miles of us are two natural bridges across a stream 
100 feet or more in width, that of Virginia cannot compare with 
them.

I have but little to write about as things go on much in the 
same way. We commenced keeping store in February and in 
April I took a tent and some goods to another mine called the 
Sais Mila Placier, or 6-mile diggins where I done very well in 
trading with the Indians, Spaniards, Chinese and in fact almost 
every nation under Heaven. I can talk pretty good Spanish and 
some indian and get along very well. We have a Mexican in our 
employ to cut wood and do errands and pay him fifty dollars per 
month. He is a clever honest fellow but cannot talk English 
although he is gradually picking it up...

Carson’s Creek, Jan. 29th, 1851 
...My business has been extremely dull this winter. There has 

been but little rain and the Mines could not wash their dirt, and 
of course I have made but little. I have fifteen hundred dollars 
owing me at this time and I shall probably never get all of it. I 
am now owing in Stockton to Messrs (?) Pinto and Co two thou
sand dollars and I have about $3000 of goods in the store. The 
prices of provisions have fallen and on many things I am losing 
money...

Carson Creek, March 3rd, 1851 
....I have no boarders now and I do not care to make rice pud

ding, but at the same time would like to eat one of your make. I 
never lodged by boarders but gave them their meals for $12 per 
week. I never have had more money than I wanted to use in my 
business and if I had four or five thousand I could make twenty 
times the amount I now do...

MINERS OF THE GOLD RUSH
The unknown miner is the real hero of the rush to Carson 
Hill in 1850-51. Hundreds, even thousands, of miners jostl
ed, helped each other, and fought over the gold on this 
fabulous hill during those tumultuous years. Many of these 
miners were Mexicans who made their headquarters at the 
original town of Melones.

Historical Society Files

...Z went to Stockton about two months since by a trail which 
cuts off some twenty miles. It runs through the mountains. It is 
a lonely road and but little traveled. There was a murder there 
last summer. I saw four California lions and a number of deer 
and antelope. I carried eleven hundred dollars in gold dust with 
me and preferred this trail because I could reach Stockton in one 
day from my hunters camp...

Carsons Creek, 8 th April, *51. 
...We have had considerable rain during the last two or three 

weeks and the miners are beginning to do better. We also had 
one fourth inch of snow which lasted an hour or two. There has 
not been two days this winter but what our door has been kept 
open all day, so you may judge it has not been very cold. The 
grass is four or five inches high and the hills are covered with 
wild flowers. Cal is now a Paradise. Three months hence it will 
be a desert almost equal to that of Arabia...

Carsons Creek, 1st June, 1851 
...Since that time I have sold my store and goods for sixteen 

hundred dollars to Mr. E. Gregory of Albany, the same who 
started for home with some of my specimens about which I 
wrote you some ten months since. His partner is W. Bickle from 
New Orleans, one of the liviest and best fellows you ever saw, 
only about eighteen years old (I am now at work in Quartz Rock 
and have blistered and pounded my hands till they are about as 
sore as they used to be at home sometimes at Phelps and 
Gurleys.)
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Our company consists of eight men and if we find any gold in 
the rock we will make a fortune out of it. If not I shall either go 
to mining on some of the Rivers or start another store...

Carsons Creek, June 25, 1851 
...Goods of all kinds are low and we do not make half the pro

fits we did last year. I do not think I shall be able to come home 
next fall as I am engaged in quartz mining as well as store keep
ing. In our quartz we have found no gold as yet but hope to. The 
hole is thirty feet deep.

Carson Creek, 10th Oct. 1851 
...I have made ten dollars per day counting from the time I left 

home till now, and with all my losses have still about four thou
sand dollars left. Winter is now coming and my quartz mine is 
taking all the money I make, but if it should turn out well it will 
repay me and if not I shall lose it. There is a risk in everything 
and perhaps more in this than anything else, but the chances of 
gain are still greater and I have spent so much that I want to 
spend a little more to try to get it back with interest. The miners 
are coming down from the north and our camp is getting more 
lively....

Carsons, Nov. 15, 1851 
...As to quartz mining, lam beginning to think there is but lit

tle use trying to make anything at it, for I have been engaged in 
at least five different mines in different parts and all turned out 
failures. In one in which we found a little gold, another com
pany claims and I expect to lose that...

...About all we hear is of some new discovery of gold, or some
one shot in a quarrel, or someone’s throat cut by the Greasers or 
Mexicans, and often four or five killed at once for their money. 
The way I am engaged is the same story over every day. Get up 
in the morning, cook breakfast, clean up the store, wait on 
customers, with occasionally a trip to Stockton and San Fran
cisco to purchase goods...

I walked from Stockton to Carsons in a day and one half 
when I returned from San Francisco, walking 20 miles the first 
afternoon and forty the next day which I consider some for a city 
chap...

Throughout most of 1850, miners continued to engage in placer 
operations along Carson’s Creek. A few adventurers however, did ven
ture up the adjoining hill, now called Carson Hill, to pick away at the 
quartz. In October, 1850, the big find of gold-bearing quartz was made 
near the summit of that hill. The nature of mining during 1850 can be 
pieced together from occasional newspaper references. The Stockton 
Times of March 23, 1850, reported rumor of a lump of gold dug out of 
Carson’s Creek weighing 93 pounds. The editor doubted the reliability 
of this story.

Stockton Times, March 23, 1950
News of a 93 lb. lump of gold dug up at Carson's Creek—hum
hug.

Riley Senter wrote from Angels Camp, June 23, 1850:
At the new diggings on Carsons Creek 3 miles from us a few 

did well. We were over several days working but did not make 
anything of a 'strike,' doing no better on the whole than on our 
own bar.

Several weeks later, Senter wrote again:
July 1, 1850

At Carsons new diggings 4 miles from us several large pieces 
have been taken out within a few weeks past — some weighing 
several pounds each. Some young men [two] tented near us 
bought a hole that was already sunk and some few bunded

dollars taken out at Carsons about a week since, paid for it 
$150... There has been several robberies committed here and at 
Carsons lately — last week.

In August 1850, the San Francisco Picayuns reported that large 
chunks of gold had been taken from the quartz near Carson’s Creek. It 
noted:

August 20, 1850
We have this moment had laid upon our table for inspection, 

the largest lump of pure gold which it has ever been our good 
fortune to actually handle. It was presented to our notice by B. 
F. Williamson, Esq., of the Exchange Office, Parker House. Its 
weight is eighteen and a half pounds, as is of pure gold — not an 
atom of quartz or sand, or other admixture is connected with it. 
The lump was taken on a Saturday last from Carson's Creek on 
the Stanislaus, and from the same locality where $19,000 were 
taken a short time since in ten days. Twenty dollars per oz. has 
been offered for it and refused. The successful miner is an 
Irishman name unknown.

The fortunes of the Carson’s Creek area changed forever on October 
20, 1850, when William Hance discovered a rich golf vein atop Carson 
Hill. November 15, 1850, Hance and a number of other individuals, 
calling themselves the Carson Creek Consolidated Mining Company, 
claimed about 1700 feet of this vein. Their claim was filed in the 
following terms:

Carson Creek, November 15, 1850
We, the undersigned, on behalf of the Carson Creek con

solidated Mining Company, do hereby claim by right of 
discovery and occupation all that certain ledge of quartz rock, 
viz:

Beginning at the southeastern terminus of the quartz rock 
cropping out to the west of what is called Carson Creek digg
ings, on top of the mountain directly west of said diggings; 
thence running northwest parallel with said diggings to the 
brow of the said mountain facing upon Carson Creek compris
ing a linear distance of about 1 700 feet, with the branches or 

spurs of said ledge cropping out at different points. Gold having 
been discovered by members of the said compoany at different 
places on said ledge, all of which said ledge is within the said 
County of Calaveras, about two miles northwest from McLean's 
Ferry on the Stanislaus River and between Coyote Creek and 
Carson Creek tributaries of said river. Said claim being marked 
out and designated by written notices posted at each extremity 
of said line and at a certain point intermediate, bearing date of 
the day the same was posted and made public, to-wit: Twentieth 
Day of October, 1850.

Directors: William Hance, Jr.; Jeremiah Aus till, vice- 
president; James Broome Smith, secretary; William Rove, 
treasurer; Duncan W. Murphys, James E. Nott, A. Morgan. 
Recored in minutes of County Court and Mining Claims, April 
2, 1851, page 25.

News of this find and claim was printed in local newspapers but did 
not receive massive publicity in late 1850. The Stockton Times 
reported that the quartz on the hill was indeed rich.

Stockton Times, November 30, 1850 
Last week we were made aware that fresh discoveries of 

metaliferous quartz had been made in the immediate vicinity of 
Carson's Creek in Calaveras county; and on Tuesday last, at 
the office of F. Marriott & Co., mining agents in San Francisco, a 
specimen of the vein was exhibited to us... Prof. Shepherd states
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that this is the richest specimen he has yet seen in California.

The winter of 1850-51 passed by quickly and relatively quietly. The 
Carson Creek Consolidated Mining Company, which came to be re
ferred to as the Morgan Company, after the founder, Alfred Morgan, 
worked the claim as best they could. Later this group would employ 
large numbers of Mexicans to work the claim. In late 1850 and early 
1851, however, bitterness over the Foreign Miner’s Tax and a rash of 
racially-motivated crises in the Southern Mines, made such an interac
tion between these group unlikely, the influx of Mexicans to the area 
probably came with the general return of the Mexican miners after 
California’s governor, John McDougal vetoed the tax.

From April, 1851, the Carson’s area experienced the kind of “rush,” 
a panic movement of gold seekers, for which California of that period 
is justifiably famous. The “find” was first mentioned in the Alta 
California on April 25, 1851:

From Carson’s Creek - For the past few days a vague and 
undefined rumor has been in circulation in town, which we can
not race to any reliable authority, that an extraordinary 
discovery of gold has been made in the above locality. Rumor 
says that as high as 9200,000 has been taken out and that the 
vein still leads into the rock without any diminution of its size 
or quality. The lead is described as being six inches in thickness 
of pure gold.

The San Joaquin Republican confirmed the euphoria which the Car
son’s Creek find generated:

San Joaquin Republican
May 21, 1851

The recent news from Carson’s Creek of the extraordinary 
discoveries which have been made in that neighborhood, has 
had the effect of bewildering those who have been accustomed 
to reduce to rule and theorize on the causes and prospective 
value of the mineral deposits of California. Their theories are 
proven to be mere casuiry (?) and their speculations as to the

origin of the golden stores mere myths. We confess that, ac
customed as we have become to the marvellous stories of the 
mining region, we are utterly confounded by the late reports, 
which, if they are to be relied upon (and there is not the least 
reason to doubt them,) have opened new prospects to the 
miners, and wealth and rapture to the State... We are told that at 
Carson’s Creek metaliferous quartz is found in huge masses, 
which are so rich that the gold is readily extricated from the 
mass by beating it with a hammer. These diggings have long 
borne a good reputation amongst miners for their richness; but 
we have never heard of deposits being found there more boun
tiful than in the neighboring gulches...Carson’s Creek, at the 
present time, is thronged with a busy and useful population, 
who have been allured to the spot by the extraordinary rumors 
which have been in circulation, and, who, we are happy to 
learn, are prospering.

The Sonora Herald of May, 1851, also repeated this rumor, and for 
the first time, indicated that a portion of the diggings at Carson Creek 
were referred to as Me tones, or Maloney’s.

Sonora Herald
May 24, 1851

Carson’s Creek—There have been rumors in town for the last 
few days sufficient to startle the imagination even of Baron 
Munchausen, of the extraordinary deposits of gold just 
discovered at Carson’s Creek, and at Maloney’s diggings.

Throughout the remainder of 1851, there are numerous references 
to the great rush to this locality, variously referred to as Carson’s, Car- 
son’s Creek, Melones, Maloney’s, or occasionally, Carson Hill. To 
understand how so many names could be applied to the same 
phenomenon, one must re-emphasize the indefinite nature of mining 
camps in terms of space, time, and nomenclature. The camp, Melones, 
probably existed for less than a year. There was not time for it to 
become institutionalized, as to its physical boundaries or time. 
Doubtless the camp spilled over much of the hillside in a rather 

CARSON HILL
A view of the town at Carson Flat about 1920, from a Carson Hill, looking up the road in Angels Camp.
photograph taken by Louis Jensen from the north slope of Courtesy of L.H. Haigh
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haphazard fashion. Doubtless, many individuals referred to it by 
several names. It was probably sufficiently close to the old Carson’s 
Creek settlement that it was sometimes simply called by the other 
camp’s name. When writers referred to it as Melones, there was little 
incentive to standardize that spelling. Sometimes the name is spelled 
in several ways in the same article. Nor was it clear whether the camp 
was Melones, Maloney’s Diggings, Meloney’s Camp, or a number of 
variations. The type of confusion in nomenclature was universal in the 
early mining camps of California. A prime example would be in nearby 
Murphys.

But all locations in the Carson Creek area with a name similar to 
Melones are one and the same. To illustrate this point, consider the 
following renditions of the same news story from the place. The occa
sion was a violent altercation between Mexican and Americans at 
Melones on Thursday, June 12, 1851. The Daily Alta California, June 
16, 1851, quoting from two separate newspapers, presented two ver
sions of the incident, one said to occur at Meloney’s Diggings, the 
other at Carson’s Creek.

Daily Alta California
June 18, 1851

Terrible affray at Meloney’s Diggings. A terrible affray took 
place at Meloney’s Diggings, on Thursday evening last, in which 
one or two Americans and three or four Mexicans were killed, 
and a number mortally wounded. The fight commenced about 
two women in a gambling saloon. The Mexicans drove the 
Americans from the house, and the latter in turn drove off the 
former and gained possession. The melee became general and an 
express was started for Angel’s Camp for assistance. About 100 
persons came up and order was partially restored. We have 
heard several accounts of the exceitement, but owing to their 
conflicting nature we forbear giving them.

Daily Alta California
June 16, 1851 [same issue as above.]

We learn that a fracas occured at Carson’s Creek on Thursday 
last, which resulted in one man being killed, and three or four 
wounded. We are informed that a Capt. Acklin was severely, 
and Mr. Rancey slightly wounded.

The same issue of the Daily Alta California also had a report of a 
new quartz discovery referring to Camp Melone, clearly the same 
place. This place, incidently, should silence those skeptics who doubt 
the Spanish origin of the word Melones, and establish once and for all 
that it is derived from the Spanish word for melons, meaning musk 
melon .

Daily Alta California
June 16, 1851

An exceedingly rich vein of gold-bearing quartz has been dis
covered on the mountain running up from Wood’s Creek, back 
of Saw Mill Flats, 3 miles from Sonora... This vein is already a 
rival of the celebrated vein at Carson’s and is even attracting 
persons from Camp Melone. As the latter word is the name for 
musk-melon, our Spanish neighbors have baptized the camp 
Sandias - the Castilian name for Melone’s brother - that is to 
say, water melon.

Two days later, the Daily Alta California reprinted a lengthy letter 
in the Stockton Journal, explaining the details of the June 12 alterca
tion at Melones. Notice that this writer explains that some Mexicans 
preferred a proper saint’s name for the town, Santa Cruz, doubtless ex
plaining the origin of the famous Santa Cruz mine on Carson Hill.

Quotes from Journal [Stockton] 
Carson Hill, June 13, 1851 

Dear Journal: I arrived at this scene of excitement in relation to 
quartz mining, in time to be near, but unfortunately not pre
sent, at a scene of real excitement, and of a more deadly 
character in its results. After we arrived here on Thursday even
ing, a fracas occurred in the town at the base of the hill, between 
two Mexican women. They were mistresses, one of an American 
sporting man and the other of a Mexican. The American told bis 
mistress to put a rock in her handkerchief and hit the other 
woman, and while she so assaulted her, he held the other by the 
arms. A fight then occurred between the American gambler and 
the Mexican, which after a while was quieted. An hour had 
hardly elapsed before a fracas again occurred, between a Mex
ican and an American, and at this time the fight became general. 
It appears that the Mexicans had prepared themselves for a con
test, as soon as it had commenced they shouted, ’kill all the 
Americans.’ Capt. Wm. M. Acklin, of Alabama, tried to make 
peace between them, and he was attacked; at the moment of 
assault a number of Mexicans cried out not to kill the Captain, 
but a Mexican ran him through the body with a Hay Knife. The 
fight now became general, the Americans fighting in self- 
defence. The war-cry of the Mexican party was ’death to all 
Americans.’ Mr. Wm. Owens of our city had just arrived in 
town, and when the row commenced he conducted a sick friend 
out to some place of safety. When he again made his appearance, 
the Mexicans shouted, ’kill the curly headed man,’ and a shower 
of balls were fired at him, but fortunately missed him. He drew 
his pistol and fired three shots which no doubt did fatal execu
tion. These were all the charges he had in his pistol, having fired 
the others at a rabbit on the road up. After exhausting his bat
tery, Billy beat a retreat, and about this time all the Americans 
were taking to cover. They soon rallied, however, and then it 
was the Mexicans’ turn to vamos.

While this fracas was going on in one part of town a Mexican 
cut upen a tent and attacked a woman who had deserrted him 
because of his abusive treatment. He cut her in the face and stab
bed her through the arm, but before he could complete his 
murder her cries frightened him out of the tent.

The keeper of a monte table lost his bank, about $1200, dur
ing the principal row. Another man had his trunk and watch 
stolen.

Col. Acklin was th only American injured in the melee and 
he, it is thought...cannot survive. One Mexican has died of his 
wounds, and two others, it is thought, will also die, who receiv
ed wounds in the affray. This morning, early, a number of 
Americans started out in pursuit of the Mexicans who were 
engaged in the attack.

The peaceable Mexicans of the town say that the attacking 
party of last night were a band of robbers, who commenced the 
affray for the purpose of plunder. Many of the former, some say 
to the number of eight hundred, anticipating q recurrence of the 
scenes last night, started to-day for Sonora.

P.S. - Night - Intelligence has just been sent up from the 
town requesting one of the company here to go down. The 
messenger says that a Mexican has been shot down in the street, 

id that it is feared the Americans will make an indisccriminate 
attack upon the Mexicans.

Morning - The night passed off quietly - there was no fight. 
Reany, with whom the row commenced, has left with his 
woman for Stockton, and it is believed that there will from this 
henceforth be quiet in Santa Cruz, which is the refined name of
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this town. Melones is the more common cognomen of this quartz 
town.

William Perkins described this same event in his famous Journal. He 
calls the town “Melones,” but put the word in quotes, indicating 
perhaps that this nomenclature was not universally recognized.

Dale L. Morgan and James R. Scobie (eds.), William Perkins1 
Journal (Berkeley, 1961)
P. 221. JUNE THIRTEENTH (1851) A fearful row took place 
at ‘Melones* last night. Two men, an American and a Mexican, 
quarreled about their women, who had a small private fight on 
their own account. In separating the men cam in contact, and, 
after some words, the Mexican made a pass at the other with his 
knife or small sword. The row, thus commenced became 
general; the first thing done by the Mexicans was to steal as 
many revolvers from the belts of Americans as possible. By this 
means they got possession of five Colt’s pistols, and with these 
they fired volley after volley, and drove all the Americans, many 
severely wounded, out of the house.

The latter soon returned with enforcements and arms, and a 
bloody fight commenced, which terminated in the defeat of the 
Mexicans (there were also Chilenos), with three of their party 
killed and almost all wounded. I believe no American was killed, 
although three are badly wounded.Some of them I have just 
seen with three, four and five bullet holes in their clothes. 

The Mexican who commenced the attack received three 
bullets in his body, and was then pinned to the dirt floor with 
his own sword, and in this position kept yelling ‘Mata, Mata a 
los C—Yengis. Kill kill the d-d Yankees.’ until he was knocked 
in the head and silenced for ever.

Joseph Henry Bachman, whose journal was partially reprinted in 
the California Historical Society Quarterly, recounted this same event, 
saying thai it took place in “Carsons (or Melona).”

Joseph Henry Bachman, “Diary of a Used-Up Miner,”(edited 
by Jeanne Skinner Van Nostrad), California Historical Society 
Quarterly, Vol. XXII, No. 1, 1943, pp. 67-83.

P. 77. “Saturday (June) 14th (1851) In company with Lee and 
two others walked to Angel’s after dinner to Carsons (or 
Melona) as the place is now called to see the Quartz operations 
—They have just had a row with some Mexican Guerrillas and 
gamblers — three or four killed and several wounded — many of 
the Americans have left - They expect another fight to night as 
we are very well armed urged us to stay — We return to Angels 
in the evening promising to be on hand with a large party from 
that camp if wanted

Sunday 15th All quiet at Melonas We return home bringing 
half a dozen Angels boys with us.

fn P. 83. Melones and Robinson’s Ferry are given as one location 
by some authorities, while others locate the ferry two miles east 
of town. Melones was on the slope of Carson Hill.

Finally, Capt. Leonard Noyes, whose diary can be found in 
typescript form in the Calaveras County Heritage Council, recalled 
this same event, occurring in the town of Melone.

Diary of Capt. Leonard Noyes

Soon after we bought the Block & Tackle claim, a crowd from 
San Francisco came up, and pitched all the Mexicans from the 
Morgan Claim and took possession of it. Before this the whole

hill was worked by Mexicans hired on shares and a Town called 
Melone was started on the opposit side of the Hill from Carsons 
(taking its name from the fact of the gold found in Carson Creek 
was in the shape of Mellon seeds). This place called Melones was 
built of Brush streets say 10 feet wide lined on each side with 
these Brush houses where Gambling was carried on at an enor
mous extent, all the Mexicans having money. It was supposed 
that they stole more gold than they accounted for to Morgan & 
Co. I dont think there was ever in the Mines so wicked a crowd. 
Some are killed every night, shooting and cutting all the time. 
Our Cabbin was the opposite side of the hill some 2 miles from 
Malones. We would usually go there Sunday nights in a bodey 
keeping together so as to be able to protect each other. I always 
felt when in those narrow streets that I was liable to have a knife 
shoved into me at any moment. One night we were called out by 
some one and told that the Mexicans had rose in Malones and 
were murdering the Americans, we all got up strapped on our 
pistols took our rifles and went down where we found there had 
been a row between Mexicans and American Gamblers, which 
had originated by a Mexican woman striking another Mexican 
woman over the head with a handerchief full of money, this was 
the occasion of several men being shot and cut. When we learned 
that it was between Mexicans and Gamblers, we concluded that 
it was best to let them fight it over, and no matter which got the 
worst of it. So we stopped on the side hill above the town soon 
after a Melitary companey of some 50 from Angels under the 
command of Capt Thomas J. Matterson marched up to us, we in
formed them what was up, and they turned around saying d—d 
they let them fight, and we don’t care a d—who whips - they 
went back. (This was typed with all misspelled words and errors 
intact.)

(1851. In possession of Calaveras County Heritage Council, bor
rowed from Essex Institute, Salem, Massachusetts)

Noyes offers some clue as to its social character, referring to Melones 
as one of the most “wicked” and seemingly one of the most violent 
camps in California. He also indicates that its population was chiefly 
composed of Mexican day-laborers, working at the Morgan Claim. He 
refers to it as a “brush” town, with houses made of brush in a manner 
common to Mexican adobes in the gold country.

A Lasey, whose “Reminiscences” are stored in manuscript form in 
the Bancroft Library, described Melones similarily:

“Malones was a brush town occupied mainly by Mexican 
miners, situated on the south side of the ridge. There was trou
ble in the camp, two different parties claiming the ground on 
which the quartz had been found and all adjoining ground from 
the summit of the ridge on both sides, down to the flat and 
Stanislaus river had been located and was claimed by different 
parties from Angels camp, Murphies, Valecity, and other places. 
Altogether it was a lively camp and serious trouble was hourly 
“expected. ”

These three characteristics - the transitory “Camp” atmosphere, the 
predominantly Mexican populace, and the violence - are remarked on 
by many observors. J. Ross Browne, who did not personally visit the 
town, repeats the assessment of others, perhaps Thomas Deare, whom 
he cites as having “lived at the mine longer than other person.” 

...The town of Melones, on the southern side of the hill, became 
the largest mining camp in the State, with a population various
ly estimated from 3,000 to 5,000.

People came in crowds to see the mine. Robinson’s ferry, on 
the Stanislaus river, two miles south of the place, took in



CARSON HILL
This photograph, by Louis 
Jensen about 1920, was taken 
from the town, looking south 
up onto the hill. The railroad 
station is in the center, with 
the ore-loading ramp on the 
spur at the left. The Finnegan 
mill, the old open cut and the 
waste dumps may also be seen. 
This view was taken before 
the more extensive open
pitting operations in the thir
ties.

Courtesy of L.H.Haigh

$10,000 for ferriage in six weeks. From February, 1850, til 
December, 1851, the production continued uninterrupted and 
with very little decline. In that time, according to Thomas 
Deare, who has lived at the mine longer than any other person, 
$2,800,000 were extracted and immense sums were stolen. It is 
reported of one Mexican miner that he stole $1,500 in one day 
from the arrastra which he had in charge, and paid it the next 
day for a horse. All the rock too poor for the hand mortar was 
ground in arrastras, and it is said that 50 of them were running 
at one time. The facilities for stealing were great and the temp
tation strong. Gambling was carried to a great extent and gold 
seemed to have lost its value. The miners were mostly Mexicans, 
who, as a class, were not looked upon with much favor by 
American miners; but they had had some experience in this kind 
of mining and their services were indispensable. They could 
pick up the lumps of gold in the mine, or they could take hand- 
fulls of amalgam from the arrastra with little fear of detection. 
As for the amount taken in this way, it could never be ascertain
ed, but that it was great was assumed in the common conversa
tion of the miners themselves.

Rossiter Raymond, in his report of 1872, included a brief segment of 
a diary of a Mexican priest in Sonora, dealing with racial violence in 
Melones.

Raymond, Rossiter W., “Statistics of Mines and Mining in the 
States and Territories West of the Rocky Mountains,” H.D. No.
211, 42nd Congress, 1872.
Quoting “a work on California, published in the city of Mexico 
in 1866, by l’Abbe Alric, who was the parish priest of Sonora 
from 1851 to 1855.”

June 9, 1851
Long discourse on racial tensions in the mines. ‘These scenes 
were repeated daily. In fact, on the next day I was sent for from 
Melones [now Carson Hill] to confess two miners accused of rob

bing a sluice-box. It was necessary to cross the Stanislaus River, 
where I was detained for some time, and on my arrival found I 
was too late; the only thing to be seen was two corpses swinging 
from a limb projecting over a precipice. ’

The Daily Alta California of June 20, 1851, reports another lynch 
law incident in Melones.

Daily Alta California, June 20, 1851 
(In Republican, lune 18, 1851]

Lynch Law at Melones - We are informed by Mr. W. Owens, 
who arrived last evening from Melones, that a great excitement 
existed in that neighborhood, in consequence of an attempted 
robbery of a Chinaman. It appears that on Monday night last, as 
the Chinaman was sleeping in his tent, three men entered and 
attacked to the purpose of robbing him. He immediately gave an 
alarm, and the rascals were caught in the act. One of them was 
immediately strung up, and was kept suspended some minutes, 
but was taken down befor strangulation could take place. 
Another was arrested on the following morning and received 
one hundred lashes on his bare back. The third has not yet been 
caught.

The location of the town should really be established using a con
temporary map. We must recognize, however, that it is extremely 
unlikely that a camp or town with a life span of about a year would 
have appeared on a map, partly since its existence predated official 
surveys of the area by several decades. The town does not appear on 
any maps in the Carl L. wheat collection at the Bancroft Library. It 
does appear on Twentieth Century maps attempting to locate the 
towns. The problem of these maps will be discussed below.

The newspapers, diaries, and reminiscences of eyewitnesses give a 
reasonable approximation of the town’s location. We know at the 
outset that the town was in the general vicinity of Carson Hill. There 
is logical reason to suspect that it was near Carson Creek, given the 
simple daily neccesities of its residents. We can logically presume fur
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ther that the town was not far from the Morgan mine which is near the 
summit of Carson Hill. If these basic assumptions are true, and they fit 
every available piece of evidence, then we can deduce that the town 
was somewhere near the junction of Sections 13, 14, 23 and 24, of 
T2NR13E, probably west of that common point. This would put the 
town about halfway between Carson Flat, which is the present village 
of Carson Hill, and Robinson’s Ferry on the Stanislaus River. We can 
further assume that the town was near a major transportation route. 
There were, of course, no “major” routes through California in 1851. 
The historical record indicates that the town was not on the way to 
McLean Ferry, the best-travelled route from Calaveras to Tuolumne 
counties, but rather was on a straight line between Angels Camp, Car- 
son Flat, and Robinson’s Ferry, the route of present-day Highway 49 
[until the building of the Archie Stevenot bridge over the Stanislaus 
River in the mid 1970’s].

A. Lascy described the road through Calaveras County as follows:

A. Lascy, “Reminiscences” (1924)
Bundle 4, p. 2
Double Springs was located at head of a gulch on a level piece 

of ground, at the fork of the main trail from Stockton to the 
Southern mines. One Fork running easterly to Mokelumne Hill 
the other southerly passing by San Andreas and crossing several 
affluents of the Calaveras to Angels Camp, Carson Flat, and 
Malones.

So popular was travel to the Melones area during the year of 1851 
that Todd & Co., the principal stage line in the Southern Mines, ar
ranged a special express from Stockton to Melones and back again.An 
advertisement for this line, appearing in the San Joaquin Republican 
of September, 1851, described it in the following terms:

September 13, 1851
Advertisement: Todd & Co. Daily line of stages carring Todd 

& Co. express. A stage will leave the express office of Todd & 
Co. EVERY MORNING on the arrival of the San Francisco 
Boats, for Carson Creek and Malones Diggings via Double Spr
ings, Calaveras, and Ange I’s Camp, arriving in Malones Digging 
by daylight.

Returning will leave Malones at 6 o’clock A.M. DAILY, arriv
ing in Stockton in time for the San Francisco Boats, forming a 
Daily Line between Carson Creek and San Francisco in twenty- 
four hours.

Reynolds & Co., an express company serving the Southern mines, 
also advertised its service to Melones.

San Joaquin Republican
September 17, 1851

Advertisement: Reynolds & Co. A Daily Express between 
Stockton, Double Springs, Angel’s Camp, Carson’s Creek, and 
Melones.

A. Lascy apparently took the Todd & Co. stage from Stockton to 
Melones, and left an invaluable description of the route.

A. Lascy, “Reminiscences”
Bundle 4, p- 6

All the mining mentioned in this and former sketches has 
been placer mining, but within the last few months we had 
heard stories of immense riches of pure gold found in the Quartz 
lodes at Angels Camp. Carson Flat and particularly at Melones, 
on the hill at Carson Flat. So my partner and myself after a short 
visit to San Francisco concluded to go up to Carsons and 
Malones and see for ourselves if the reports we had heard were 
true. One fine morning in September found us in Stockton ready 
to go once more to Calaveras. A stage coach, drawn by four live

ly mustangs, owned by a man named Foreman left Stockton at 6 
o’clock A.M. passing through Double Springs, changing horses 
at different stations. Following the road described at the loca
tion of the county seat brought us towards evening to Angels 
Camp, a lively camp, from where we went to Carson Flat and 
stopped at the Lake House, a hotel and store kept by a man of 
the same name. The hotel was about in the center of the flat, 
further down on the bank of Carson Creek was a store and lodg
ing house kept by one Gregory and Baker. South of the flat rose 
the ridge on the summit of which the rich Quartz had been 

found.

For reasons described at length below, the Carson Hill quartz opera
tions shut down in early 1852, and the town of Melones, economically 
dependent upon those operations, withered and died. Fortunately, 
several writers passes through the remnants of the town in the next 
few years, and left invaluable records of where the town had been and 
what it had looked like.

The June 4, 1852 edition of The Pacific, a San Francisco magazine, 
delivered a kind of post-mortem for Carson Hill mining and the town 
of Melones.

The Pacific
Vol. 1, No. 42, P. 166, C. 4; June 4, 1852
J. W. Douglas, Ed. & Prop., San Francisco
Editorial Correspondence.

Carson’s Hill is two miles North of the Stanislaus River. Its 
summit is crowned with naked quartz rocks, in which numerous 
quartz veins coming from different direction appear to meet. At 
this point a discovery of gold was made sometime in 1850, by a 
single individual who for many months kept it profound secret 
to himself. A company however, was organized in the fall of that 
year, including the discovery of his friends, who took possession 
of the summit of the hill and commenced laying open its hidden 
treasures. The gold came out at first in such masses, and ap
peared so inexhaustible that Carson’s Hill became for a time 
more famous than any other spot in California. Agents were to 
be dispatched to Europe, to sell at enormous rates part of the 
company’s stock. We saw one at that time who expected to go on 
this mission. He was all smiles and enthusiasm, as with the 
golden specimens in his hands, he thought of the tour of Europe 
and the fame and fortune to be realized—and all to be crowned 
with the blessings of a wife and home in some snug cottage on 
the Atlantic side, Ah! his dreams were but illusions, and those of 
many others too. Many confidently believed at that time that 
the great Mother Mountain of Gold had been found at last. A 
multitude of people was drawn hither by the excitement. They 
were scattered along the ridge and sides of the hill, running 
shafts into the rock in search of some golden vein. At night they 
formed a large encampment nearby where the prospects of the 
day were talked over, and mirth and revelry ran high. That en
campment, called by the Spaniards, Melones, is now silent and 
deserted. One old Mexican is found there watching the barley 
that has sprung up from last year-s waste in horse lots that then 
were worth thousands of dollars each. The multitude has gone. 
Hardly one is left to tell of the days and nights that were. We 
walked on the hill with Mr. Gordon, a gentleman interested in 
quartz mining. That evidence were seen of labor and capital 
wasted here in pursuit of gold. The hill in some parts is like a 
honey comb, so pierced has it been by sunken shafts. The 
original company, Morgan & Co., undoubtedly took out a very 
large amount of gold; but whether their first successful adven
ture, any has been extracted in quantities sufficient to pay ex
penses, is very doubtful. Morgan & Co. suspended their opera-
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tions some time since, and have sold out their interest in the 
mine, as is reported, to some English capitalists, who are now 
waiting to be put in possession of it. In the meantime two other 
companies are now at work in this claim, whom Morgan & Co. 
are endeavoring to eject by process of law. Against one of them 
they have already obtained decision in the district Court at 
Stockton, but the mandate of the court is unheeded, the other 
case remains yet to be tried. We enter some 70 feet through the 
solid rock by tunnel, now worked by one of these companies, or 
rather worked by some Mexicans for them on shares. They 
follow on the quartz vein down, right and left, but the gold 
symptoms appeared to us to be very small. The view from the 
top of Carson’s Hill in uncommonly fine, embracing a wide 
stretch of rolling mountain, within glimpse of the San Joaquin 
Valley and the Coast Range beyond; while to the North turns 
up the Butte, marking the site of Mokelumne Hill.

Almost exactly one year later, the San Joaquin Republican sent a 
reporter through the Southern mines. He too remarked upon the 
desolation where once the town of Melones had stood.

San Joaquin Republican, June 11, 1853 
Leaving from Tuttletown. From thence to McLean’s Ferry there 
is nothing of note except a right smart chance of a hill to go 
down. Capt. McLean is one of the few who are left in our midst, 
who prospected through our hills and ravines before the swarms 
of 1849, poured into them, and many are the tales he will tell of 
gold hunting when it was new. He has a fine two story house 
and he lives like a lord. There is some mining done just below, 
upon the river, but nothing very extensive. After going over the

hill we come upon the ancient site of Maloney’s. ‘Oh! What a fall 
is here, countrymen.’ There, at one time, were congregated 
some three hundred souls, drawn to the spot by the discovery of 
a rich quartz lead upon the top of a hill near by. While now 
nothing remains except a few shanties inhabited by a few Mex
icans; but the gulches are not worked out, these hill-sides will 
pay to sluice, and I would not be at all surprised to see within a 
few years a thrifty place spring up in this vicinity. As we crossed 
the hill we saw the ruins of many ancient cabins and found we 
were upon Carson’s Creek, first discovered by James H. Carson, 
who has been upon this creek while the different systems of min
ing have passed under his observation.
[See map by C.D. Gibbs, 1852.]

Note that this reporter crossed the river at McLean’s, not Robinson 
Ferry. In this case, he would have ascended the hill in a westerly direc
tion, as opposed to the generally northerly direction of Highway 49. 
[Both routes were quite circuitious.) He wanders through the ruins of 
Melones some time before he discovers that he is upon Carson Creek 
This could tend to indicate that Melones was downstream along the 
creek from Carson Flat, where the creek is readily visible for some 
distance, into the ravine which the creek cut, where it is all but invisi
ble until one is practically upon it. But the town would also likely be 
upstream from the point where Carson Creek winds away from the 
slope of Carson Hill, out of view of Highway 49. This would seem to 
indicate that the town began along the creek, probably above the 
series of waterfalls that make it virtually inaccessible from the south, 
and stretched out along the southern slope of Carson Hill.

The abrupt halt in quartz mining on Carson Hill was the direct 
cause of the abrupt decline of the town of Melones. The incident 

MELONES - EARLY 1900’S
A view of the large mill of the Melones Mining Company to 
treat the ore trammed out of the long river tunnel under 
Carson Hill. From a photograph by Louis Jensen, taken

shortly after the name of the town was changed from Robin
son’s Ferry to Melones.

Courtesy of L.H. Haigh
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leading to the cession of Carson Hill mining is one of the favorite 
stories of Gold Rush chronicles and, on the basis of primary evidence, 
one that is subject to a great deal of misinformation. This record 
deserves to be straightened out.

There is general agreement in the documents that the rich quartz 
vein atop Carson hill was discovered by William Hance, Jr. There is a 
critical disagreement, however, over who was with Hance at this time. 
In the thick of the battle over ownership of the claim in December, 
1851, a resident of Carson’s Creek wrote to the editors of the Daily 
Alta California, asserting that a James Finegan [or Finnagan] had ac
companied Hance. This writer asserted that Finegan had left the area 
to seek financing for the mine and that Hance, on Finegan’s absence, 
had organized the Carson’s Creek Consolidated Mining Company sans 
Finegan.

Alta California, December 24, 1851
Sirs: On this subject I know one Hance, who, together with 

two other persons, discovered in 1849, the quartz mine on Car
son's Hill, and worked it jointly for eighteen successive days, 
when at the suggestion of Hance, Finegan, one of the three, 
went to the states with a view to effect arrangements to bring 
out machinery to work the mine with, and much to his [F’s] 
disadvantage, while absent, Hance with the cunning of a fox 
gets Morgan & Co., capitalists, in connection with him, and 
works the mines contrary to all arrangements with the other 
partners, takes out of the same the enormous amount of near 
one million of dollars. Hance, on the first news of Finegan's 
return, pockets a large share of the amount taken ou and clears 
for home, and at last accounts he started for London and Paris, 
where it is likely his ill got lucre will vanish, as all obtained by 
fraud is sure to do.

This story is repeated by H.H Bancroft, as are of two equally plausi
ble accounts of the occurrences.

...Hance and Finnegan owned a rich quartz claim, discovered 
in 1849, on Carson hill. Needing machinery, Finnegan went 
east to purchase it, and was gone about two years. On his 
return, be learned to his astonishment that Hance had sold the 
claim to Morgan and Company, and had absconded with the pro
ceeds. Finnegan's mind was troubled yet more when informed 
that the claim had yielded over a million of dollars. December of 
1851 saw the Hill the centre of great commotion, tearfully Fin
negan besought the miners' aid;...

Bancroft’s alternate version of this story is simply that Hance and 
Morgan made the discovery without Finnegan’s presence. The 
discrepancy involves Finnegan’s right to all or part of the Morgan 
claim.

It is known for certain that a claim was filed by Morgan, Hance, and 
five other men- James Smith, William Rove, Duncan Murphys, and 
James E. Nott, on behalf of the Carson Creek Consolidated Mining 
company, claiming 1700 feet along the vein, on November 15, 1850. 
The real work on the claim awaited Spring, 1851. In the chaos of the 
rush to Melones, thousands of people worked claims in and around the 
Morgan claim. The exact location of the various claims was probably 
uncertain. One might surmise that Morgan & co. were disinclined to 
enforce the full boundaries of their claim as long as the diggings were 
generally productive and the number of squatters large.

In fall, 1851, however, mining operations slowed because of the lack 
of water. The mining population thinned out. Simultaneously, the 
miners of the Carson’s district decided in open meeting that the 
Morgan claim of 1700 feet was unjustified. Meeting in August, 1851, a 
miners convention at Carson’s Creek voted to reduce the size of the 
Morgan claim. Finnegan was an active participant in this move, in

dicating that the miners’ action may have been motivated by a sense of 
outrage. These miners took their case before a county judge in Mur
phys, Judge Putney, who upheld their right to make such a decision, 
and upheld the decision itself.

Apparently the miners at this time took possession of the disputed 
portion of the Morgan claim. Morgan at this point appealed the case to 
the County Court and before a different advocate Judge Smith, receiv
ed a favorable ruling. On December 14, 1851, the sheriff of Calaveras 
County cleared other miners from the Morgan claim and returned it to 
Morgan & Co.

Immediately the miners banded together and retook the hill, leaving 
the situation at a standoff, one laden with violent potential. The San 
Joaquin Republican described these events as follows:

December 20, 1851
The details of the important difficulty which has arisen on Car- 
son Hill are in the shape of resolutions passed by the miners, and 
an address written by Alfred Morgan & Co. It appears that said 
Morgan & Co. (Col. Hays being a member,) located a quartz 
claim on the hill in October, 1850, the extent claimed was one 
thousand feet; that they worked the claim uninterruptedly nine 
months; that the precious metal was found in immense quan
tities; and in August, 1851, the miners of Carson Creek and its 
neighborhood held a convention at which they passed a resolu
tion reducing the extent of Morgan & Co.'s and other quartz 
claims. From this moment the dispute alluded to commenced. 
Morgan & Co. resolved to maintain their claim to one thousand 
feet, and the miners resolved that they would not allow so large 
an area, and were determined to carry out the resolution they 
had passed. The cause (sic) was tried before Judge Putney, at 
Murphy's, and there the decision was adverse to the intersts of 
A. Morgan & Co.

An appeal was taken, and the case was again argued in the 
County Court, before Judge Smith, who reversed the decision of 
Judge Putney. Notwithstanding this, however, the disaffected 
parties of Carson's creek and hill resolved that inasmuch as the 
late decision was contrary to the law they had passed in August, 
they would oppose force to the demands of Morgan & Co. The 
Sheriff of Calaveras County, on Tuesday last gave possession of 
the claim to Morgan & Co., but the same night a number of 
miners again forcibly took possession of it, and on Thursday 200 
persons, well armed, headed by Finnegan, Vanderslice, Laing, 
and others gave Morgan & Co. one hour's notice to quit the 
premises. Morgan & Co. left, and the other took possession.

The threat of violence began when miners took possession of the hill 
following Judge Putney’s decision. Morgan & Co., at least in the 
recollection of the opposing side, threatened the miners with violence. 
The Miner’s Convention responded to these threats with a decision 
that the company personnel were a “nuisance and a pest” to the com
munity. The Morgan Company was given one hour to leave. The 
resolution read as follows:

Daily Alta California
December 23, 1851
Published resolution of Carson Hill miners, Dec. 12, 1851 

Resolved, That the rules and regulations passed in August
last, governing the quartz mines on Carsons Hill, be the only 
laws which this meeting do recognize.

Resolved, That forasmuch as the lives of the miners working 
on Carson's Hill have been threatened by Alfred Morgan and 
Company, we consider him and them as disturbers of the public 
peace, acting in violation of the laws of said Hill, and are 
therefore a nuisance and a pest in the said community.

Resolved, That the sense of this meeting being that we cannot
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ensure peace and quietness to this community while said 
Morgan and others reside in this camp, and that Morgan and his 
aiders and abettors, be requested to leave within one hour after 
being notified of this resolution.

Resolved, That if the said Morgan and company refuse to 
leave within the time specified, that a committee of the whole 
shall, be peaceably as may be, eject them out of this camp. 

Resolved, That all the property belonging to the said Morgan 
and company, in their cabin on Carson’s Hill, be held sacred.

Wm. Laing, Chairman
Robert Packard, Secretary 

December 12, 1851

After recapturing the hill on December 14, 1851, the miners’ con
vention rsolved to oppose with force any further attempts of the coun
ty to enforce Judge Smith’s ruling. This resolution read as follows:

Daily Alta California
December 25, 1851
Carson’s Hill miners’ resolution of December 14, 1851, after 
County Court decided against them.

Resolved, That this meeting feels justly indignant at the late 
attempt of Judge Smith to eject the quartz miners, now holding 
peaceable possession of their claims on Carson’s Hill, and that 
this meeting emphatically condemn such unconstitutional in
terference with their rights, and hereby pledge themselves not 
to recognize any suits that may be instituted in future to 
dispossess men of their rights and privileges secured to them by 
the miners’ laws of this Company; and that a copy of this resolu
tion be forwarded forthwith to Judge Smith.

Dr. H. Vanderslyde, Chairman

H. Packard, Secretary
December 14, 1851

The two sides for a time fought the case in the newspapers. The Dai
ly Alta California of December, 1851, and January, 1851, is filled with 
letters from both sides. One letter, sympathetic to the non-Morgan in
terests, read:

Daily Alta California
January 2, 1852

Carson’s Creek, 
December 30, 1851

To the Editors of the Alta California—Gentlemen:
Observing a letter in yours of date of 24th, relative to the ex

citement on Carson’s Hill, and the People’s Mining Co.’s right to 
the mine in dispute, other companies are anxious that it should 
be known that they have never been troubled with lawsuits, or 
writs or ejectments, but have peaceably held possession of their 
claims for the last six months. Morgan then tried to drive off 
every company, without distinction, and thus has arisen all the 
disputes and difficulties with the miners. This arbitrary and 
outrageous conduct has aroused their indignation, and they are 
determined to reject all further encroachments on their rights. 
The justices of their claims has never been tested by a jury of 
miners, in accordance with miners’ law; or by any other court; 
but they were summarily ejected by a peremptory order from 
Morgan personally, accompanied with threats of violence, if 
they did not comply. Is this in accordance with justice, or the 
‘law and order’ so much preached up by the sympathizers of 
Morgan & Co.? We indignantly deny that we are any more 
’squatters and foreigners’ than Morgan & Co., but are law- 
abiding citizens, anxious to uphold and obey the laws.

The Members Composing the other Companies
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The case slowly dissolved into a legal puzzle that was not resolved 
satisfactorly for more than a decade. By this time, nearly all interests 
originally involved had left the area. The mine had laid idle or nearly 
idle for this entire period.

A long article in thePa/Zy A/to California, of June 17, 1867 described 
what had transpired between 1852 and 1867 relative to the legal 
disposition of this mine.

Daily Alta California
June 17, 1867

The pioneer residents of Califomia remembers the excitement 
caused in 1851 by the discovery of the Morgan mine, but many 
of the facts connected with it were never published in a con
nected form, and many of the statements published at the time 
have been partly or entirely forgotten. Carson Hill is a peak that 
rises 1,600 feet above the level of the Stanislaus River, on its 
north bank, sixty miles eastward from Stockton. Its altitudes, as 
well as the remarkably large outcrop of the white quartz of the 
mother lode forming its crest renders it a prominent landmark. 
At the foot of this hill in 1849, were found wonderfully rich 
placers, and large nuggets were especially abundant. For a time 
not a day passed without the finding of a lump weighing at least 
five pounds.

In February, 1850, a miner named Hance discovered that por
tion of the quartz crest was full of gold; and he took a claim 
there, and he formed a company with sixty others to work it. A 
Mr. Morgan was President and the mine was named after him. 
The richest deposit of quartz gold ever known was here found. 
In some of the shafts and inclines the men seemed to be working 
almost in solid gold. The metal was so abundant that the quartz 
was scarcely noticed. The gold could be cut out with a cold- 
shizel, and most of it was separated from the rock by pounding it 
in a mortar. One piece of metal weighed 112 pounds; and at one 
blast SI 10,000 were thrown out. The Union Company worked 
the mine from February, 1850, till December, 1851, and in that 
time reduced 350 tons of rock in arrastras, and extracted by ar
rastra, mortar, hand picking, and cold-chisel, $2,800,00. This 
sum was given to me by the man who is supposed to have known 
more about the mine than anybody else, and whose statements 
are credited by those who ought to know best.

Mr. Stevenot, however, who was living near at the time, and 
who claimed to be half owner of the mine, until he was likely 
defaulted in court, thinks the amount was about $ 1,500,000. 
All authorities agree that the largest mining camp of California 
in 1851, was the town of Carsons, at the foot of Carson Hill, 
where the population was from 3,000 to 5,000, as variously 
estimated. So great was the myth of people to see the wonder of 
the time, that Robinson’s Ferry, at the foot of the hill, took in 
$10,000 in six weeks, as I was informed by the ferryman, and 
the Stanislaus, at the ferry, is not 100 feet wide.

The mine was too rich to be enjoyed in peace. A gang of 
several hundred ruffians, headed by Billy Mulligan, and others 
like him, came and drove away the owners, and worked the 
mine for nine months, at the end of which time they were stop
ped by an injunction, and seven months later they were driven 
away. Nobody knows how much they stole, nor was any attempt 
made to recover the gold, which most of them gambled away as 
soon as they got it. After the jumpers were expelled, Morgan 
went to England to sell the mine, and about the same time litiga
tion for the property began between Stevenot and Bacigalupi on 
one side, and the Morgan Company on the other, and their suit 
was not decided until a few months since.

For 15 years this mine, which at its opening was even in the 
flush time of 1851, the wonder of California, has lain idle, and

work has been recommenced within a few weeks. Current 
rumor says that rock to the value of $80,000 has been taken out 
but the Superintendent, Mr. McDonnell, to whom I am indebted 
for many courtesies, was decidedly reticent in regard to the sub
ject of these rumors, and I am not prepared either to affirm or 
deny them. The mine is now owned by Erwin Davis, R.H. Sin
ton, A.A. Selover and James G. Fair, or at least it is in their 
possession under a judgement of the Supreme Court against all 
who have contested their title heretofore.
Note that this article asserts that the mine was taken from Morgan & 

Co., not by James Finnegan, but Billy Mulligan. Billy Mulligan was 
San Francisco persona non grata who ran afoul of the vigilence com
mittee. He was on the mind of San Franciscans in the 1860s. There is 
no evidence whatsoever that he was in the Southern mines in 1851. 
Perhaps this Alta correspondent misunderstood his informant or was 
treated to a hoax, a pattern of misinformation for which Calaveras 
county, home of the Calaveras skull, is justifiably famous.

Unfortunately this bit of misinformation was passed on to later 
generations by the widely-acknowledge authority, J. Ross Browne. 
Even more unfortunately, in terms of Browne’s reputation as a reliable 
authority, his description of the Carson Hill difficulty is lifted almost 
verbatim from the preceeding Daily Alta California article. Browne’s 
account read:

The vast production was too great to be witnessed in peace. 
Several hundred ruffians banded themselves together under the 
lead of Billy Mulligan and others of his kind and drove away the 
owners of the mine by force and worked it themselves. A suit to 
eject them was commenced, and after nine months their work 
was stopped by injunction, and in the spring of 1853 final judg
ment was rendered in favor of Morgan and his associates. 
Morgan then went to England to sell the mine, but more litiga
tion sprang up about the title, and there was no final decision 
and very little work till the spring of 1867, the mine having lain 
idle for nearly 15 years. The work has lately been recommenc
ed, and report says some marvellously rich rock has been taken 
out, but the superintendent did not consider himself authorized 
to give the precise facts for publication.

Virtually all subsequent histories have included the Billy Mulligan 
story. If Mulligan was there at the time, his presence was so insignifi
cant as to go unnoticed. More likely, the Mulligan story has become a 
part of local mythology, an unfortunate legacy to Browne’s ques
tionable scholarship.

The 1867 AIta article mentions another important character in the 
Carson Hill story, Mr. Gabriel Stevenot. So closely is Stevenot’s life 
history linked to the Carson Hill area and the town of Melones, in fact, 
that it offers strong circumstantial evidence as to the location of that 
town.

Stevenot arrived in the Carson Hill area in the early 1850s. Family 
recollections hold that it was April 2, 1850.

Archie Stevenot’s recollections, p. 1
...Stevenot left for Mariposa where he heard the Indians had 

gold. He stopped at the ranch site on April 2, 1850 and camped 
on the bench (the site of the house) and the horses broke their 
hobbles during the night. Stevenot and one man sent after them. 
One may stayed and found some gold while panning some dirt to 
idle away the time. The party stayed...

Stevenot lived virtually the remainder of his life at the spot where 
he stopped in 1850, a site along Highway 49, very near the turnoff for 
the new Archie Stevenot bridge, and along Carson Creek, just above 
the waterfalls. Unfortunately there are no diaries nor official records 
of Stevenot’s presence at this site during the period but the town of
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Melones existed, that is, in the year 1851. It is known that Stevenot 
operated a store. His land was sufficiently distant from Carson Flat 
that he probably was not linked to it. Perhaps his store was a part of 
the commercial operations of the town of Melones.

Obviously Stevenot himeself considered that his home was in or near 
the town of Melones. Even long after the town had died, he gave his ad
dress as “Melones”, perhaps a way of indicating location by reference 
to a known site.

For example, in 1856, Gabriel Stevenot was delinquent in paying 
$43-50 in taxes. His address was listed as “Meloney’s Old Camp.”

Bancroft Scraps, Bancroft Library
(courtesy of Frances Bishop, Arnold, California)
1856 Tax Delinquency, $43.50, Gabriel Stevenot of 
‘Meloney’s Old Camp.

In 1857 Stevenot bought the Reserve mine from Thomas Miller. His 
address was recorded as “Melonas.”

From the Book of Deeds, Calaveras County.
Book B, P. 870.
Thomas Miller to Gabriel Stevenot of Melonas - sale of the 
Reserved Mine.

In 1858, Stevenot and four Mexicans - - Primas Cervantes, Macindo 
Robano, Pedro Rosario, and Andre Hummera - took up a quartz claim 
along present-day Highway 49. They described that road as “leading 
from Robinson’s Ferry to Meloney’s.’ Did they mention Melones, 
rather then, say Carson’s, or Angel’s Camp, to which the road also led, 
because they were all former residents of the old town of Melones?

Mining Claims, Book C, p. 128, 1858.
Gabriel Stevenot, Primas Cervantes, Macindo Robano, Pedro 

Rosario, and Andre Hummera claim ‘a certain Quartz vein on 
lode situated in Calaveras County, California described as 
follows—To wit, Commencing on the road leading from Robin
sons Ferry to Meloneys (about 600 yards above Robinsons 
Ferry). Said lode runs northwest and southwest. We claim the 
lode a distance of 700 feet.

Stevenot always referred to his ranch as “Melones Ranch.” It is ex
tremely unlikely that the choice of this name was mere coincidence, 
especially given the fact that he had previously listed his address as 
Melones.

In 1865, Stevenot sold his ranch to Jean Baptists Chamberiere,

ROBINSON’S FERRY
From a picture taken in the early 1900’s, shortly after the 
Melones tunnel had been driven south under Carson Hill. 
The ferry building is in the center, with the Harvey Wood

home half hidden in the trees. At low water, the lower rope 
was used, and the upper rope when the water was higher.

Courtesy Calaveras County Museum
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NEW MELONES
During the expansion of the 
Melones Mining Company, 
which included driving a 
mile-long tunnel from the 
river in under Carson Hill, 
and the construction of the 
big stamp mill at the portal, 
the little town of Robinson’s 
Ferry grew considerably and 
its name was changed to 
Melones. This is how the 
main street along the river ap
peared in the 90’s.

Historical Society Files

former hometown, or it may have simply been a name he associatedDeeds, Book M, Page 87, 1865.
Gabriel Stevenot to Jean Baptists Chameriere, 200 acres 

'known as the property of Gabriel K. Stevenot, near Carsons 
Creek and around it, called Melones Ranch, with all the im
provements, house & etc. belonging to it.'

Then in 1866, Stevenot bought back this property. In 1868, 
Stevenot bought back his land from the tax collector.

Deeds, Book 2, Page 100, 1868.
B.F. Strauss (Tax Collector) to G.K. Stevenot. ‘Lot of land in 
Angels Towns hip... known as the Melones ranch consisting of 
House, Barn, outbuildings and fence and 80 acres.’

In 1883, Gabriel turned his land over to his son, Emile K. Stevenot. 
Emile and Gabriel were both at that time living on the ranch. The 
deed read:

Book 9, Page 56, G.K. Stevenot ’presently residing at Melones 
Camp, Carson Hill, Calaveras County.’ ‘All the certain piece or 
parcel of land situated, lying and being in Melones, County of 
Calaveras, State of California, and particularly bounded and 
described as folows to wit: known as Melones ranch situate on 
Carson’s Creek about a half mile from Carson Flat and on the 
Road to Robinsons Ferry, together with all improvements 
thereon, consisting of a house and barns and also 80 acres of 
land. ’

In the late 1850s and early 1860s, Stevenot bought various shares of 
the Point Rock mine, adjoining the Morgan claim. He re-named the 
mine Melones mine. We might ask, did Stevenot thus indicate that the 
town was near the mine he named it after?

Book Y, Page 310. U.S. Patent to Melones of Point Rock Mine. 
‘Gabriel K. Stevenot and William Jeff ray did on the 25 th Day of 
July, A.D. 1872 enter and pay for said mining claim or 
premises, being Mineral entry No. 19 in the series of said office’ 
(Register of Land Office in Stockton.)

This is doubtful, since the mine, immediately adjacent to the 
Morgan mine, was subject to immense blasting and industrial activity 
in 1851. It is doubtful that the miners chose to live that close to the 
mine, but more likely lived some distance away. Stevenot’s re
christening of the mine may have been a kind of memorial to his 

with.
In the early 1860s, Stevenot acquired controlling interest in a mine, 

variously called the Stanislaus mine, Silver mine, and Glover mine, 
along with a quartz mill site nearby. In 1863, he organized the 
Melones and Stanislaus Gold, Silver, and Copper Mining Company. 
This name may have referred either to the two principal mines - the 
Melones and Stanislaus - or to the fact that its various mines stetched 
from the Melones townsite to the Stanislaus River.

Ironically, Stevenot’s attempt to preserve the name of this old town 
contributed to historical confusion of its identity. The Melones and 
Stanislaus Company was sold in 1888 to the Calaveras Consolidated 
Gold Mining Company. In 1895, an entirely new company combined 
all the mines except the Morgan, in the Carson Hill area, taken a com
bined form of the names of its two predecessors, calling itself the 
Melones Consolidated Mining Company. The following sketch of 
Emile Stevenot’s life incorporates portions of this information.

The Bay of San Francisco: The Metropolis of the Pacific Coast 
and Its Suburban Cities: A History. (Chicago, 1892) Vol. I. 
P. 536

Emile K. Stevenot.—To the gold mines of Califomia is due the 
rapid growth and development of the State, and to its efficient 
assayers and mining engineers should much credit be given. 
Among this working class of scientists ranks the subject of this 
sketch.

Mr. Stevenot was bom in Alsace - Lorraine, France, and was 
educated in mining and engineering at the University at 
Strasbourg, where he graduated in 1863. After completing his 
education he came direct to California to join his father, Gabriel 
K. Stevenot, who is numbered with the California pioneers, the 
latter arrived here in August, 1849. He located and developed a 
rich mining section at Melones, Carson Hill, Calaveras county, 
and when his son arrived, in 1863, was president of Melones 
Mining Company. Emile K. aided in operating the mines until 
1870, when he came to San Francisco and started a borax and 
metallurgical refinery...(In 1879) be sold out and returned to 
his mining interests in Calaveras county. There he located and 
developed valuable mines on the West Leg of the ‘Mother Lode’ 
of California. In September, 1888, sold out to Calaveras Con
solidated Gold Co. (London). Lived on ranch until 1890, when 
he moved to Sonora County.
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GABRIEL STEVENOT
HOME

Built in the early 1850’s, this 
home was located close to the 
original town of Melones. 
From a photograph taken by 
Emile Stevenot about 1886, 
showing Mrs. Stevenot and 
their children on the front 
porch.
Donated to the Museum by 

Cornelia Stevenot

In 1902, the Melones Mining Company, which had obtained a lease 
and bond on the Melones Consolidated’s ground completed construc
tion of a massive milling operation in the old town of Robinson’s 
Ferry, on the Stanislaus River. It applied to have the post office renam
ed, Melones, named after the company. Since Robinson’s Ferry was 
never incorporated, the town’s name changed with that of the post of
fice.

Historians have mistaken the old Melones with this company town. 
The relative obscurity of the short-lived town on the hillside helps ex
plain this mistake.

Through the years, the remains of the old town have disappeared. 
Mrs. Eileen Kennedy, Emile Stevenot’s granddaughter, grew up on 
Melones Ranch. She recalls seeing remains of structures in a field on 
that ranch, but recalls that they were torn up to make way for an 
alfalfa field. She also recalls that, according to family legend, the bulk 
of the town was right in front of the old Stevenot place, approximately 
150 yards between the house and the road.

The town of Melones was on the southerly slope of Carson Hill, on 
or near Highway 49 between Carson Hill and Robinson’s Ferry. It pro
bably stretched from Carson Creek above the falls toward the summit 
of the hill, without reaching the summit.

There is good reason to believe that the town centered around the 
so-called Melones Ranch or the old Stevenot property.

The old Stevenot homestead is located approximately one-quarter of 
a mile north of the Archie P. Stevenot bridge. It is on the west side of 
Highway 49, at a major turn in the road where there is a turnout on 
the western side of the road from which an abandoned grove of black 
walnut trees may be seen. The terrain there is identified by two 
remarkably flat areas. The Stevenot homestead is outlined by a series 
of trees. A cement watering trough is in the center of one of the flats. 

A ground party should search the area from the old Stevenot 
homestead down to the creek and up to the summit, focusing par
ticularly on the area between Highway 49 and Carson Creek, and a 
smaller area on the uphill side of the highway.

It is absolutely necessary to distinguish between the town on the 
hillside and the river town, both of which have been called 
“Melones”, allowing the river town to be called Robinson’s Ferry until 
1902 and Melones thereafter.

Various theories have been bandied about as to the origin of the

word “Melones.” The most widely-held belief is that the word comes 
from the Spanish, melon, for melon, or, more specifically, musk melon. 
Others have claimed the word was of Irish origin, arriving from the 
fact that it was often misspelled Maloney’s. Still others say it was deriv
ed from a name, Meloney, associated with Robinson’s Ferry. Gudde 
summarized these various theories:

Edwin G. Gudde, California Gold Camps, University of Califor
nia Press, 1975.
P. 212

The origin of the name Melones, which is still retained in the 
name Melones Reservoir, has not been determined. Edward 
Vischer in the summer of 1851 states that Carson Hill was call
ed el cerro de Melones, (hill of Melones) and that there were 
several dry diggings called ‘Meloncitos’ by Mexicans to differen
tiate them from the mountain. But Vischer does not explain the 
reason for the naming. Archie Stevenot, who was born at Car- 
son Hill and later was manager of the Melones Mine, claimed 
his grandfather, Gabriel Stevenot, gave the name for the reason 
that the Mexican miners referred to the flakes of gold as melones 
because they looked like melon seeds. It has become a generally 
accepted theory that Mexican miners found flakes of gold there 
in the shape of melon seeds. Gold flakes that resembled melon or 
cucumber seeds were actually found in various places in Califor
nia. This does not explain why the Mexicans (or others) called a 
hill, or camp Melones, which is the Spanish word for melons not 
melon seeds. It is quite possible that the place was named for a 
person. See Maloneys, Meloneys. There is a Melones family in 
Alamo and Saratoga, California, one of whose forbears came to 
California mines in 1849, but there is no tangible evidence that 
he went to the Southern Mines, though there is a family tradi
tion that he was connected with the camp Melones. Another in
dication that the place may have been named for a person is 
their reference to a Melone family in Orange County, Virginia. 
In 1817 Susan Melone married John Robinson, and the two may 
have moved to California some time before or during the Gold 
Rush. In Calaveras County, about 1848, it is thought, John W. 
Robinson and Stephen Mead established Robinsons Ferry at the 
place also known as Melones...These references do not prove 
that the Camp Melones was named for a person, but they at least 
strengthen the case.
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Continued from p. 15
Our research indicates the the word was of Spanish origin, meaning 

melon. Several 1851 accounts stress this point, including the 
remarkable piece in the Alta California of June 16, 1851, which in
dicated that a sister camp, Sandias (watermelon), was started up across 
the Stanislaus River canyon.

Furthermore, these other theories have problems. The fact that 
some writers spelled the town, Maloney’s, is no more surprising than it 
being spelled Melonas, Melona, or Melons. The fact that Robinson’s 
wife was named Melone is completely irrelevant, since Robinson’s 
Ferry was not called Melones until many years after Robinson and his 
wife died.

Correspondence
Dear Editor:

I would like to correct the statement by Mr. Riggs in the July issue 
(page 30) that the Calaveras Copper Company shipped mill concen
trates to the Selby Smelter. They were shipped to the Tacoma Smelter 
in Washington.

Wm. Pickiepoche, E.M.

Dear Mrs. Filippini:
...Mr. Riggs is my father and author of the piece in your July 1979 

issue...My father and I enjoyed that very much. Your editing was ex
cellent, and your format and layout was really well done - thank you. 

I was born in 1948, the youngest child in a family that started hav
ing kids in the 1930’s. I never met my grandfather, Edgar Leon Riggs, 
who was the object of your article. My father realized that we kids had 
missed a lot by not having known this man, so he wrote the story...

Vara Louise Riggs Feddema

MISSING ANY ISSUES OF LAS CALAVERAS?
If you failed to receive any of your copies of “Las Calaveras”, please 

notify the Society so that we may send you the missing copy.

The frequent suggestion that Melones (Robinson’s Ferry) was also 
Bret Harte’s Slumgullion cannot be prived or disproved. Harte may or 
may not have visited the place. The names he used were probably in
vented, in which case Melones “was” Slumgullion only if one is prone 
to translate fact to fiction and back to fact again.
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Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 

Volume XXVIII January, 1980 Number 2

The Passing of a
Christian Gentleman

By Berenice Lamson

Editor’s Note: Richard Coke Wood, teacher and histo
rian, co-founder and longtime member of this Society, 
and part-time resident of Murphys, died December 15, 
1979, in Stockton. As a tribute to our former editor, 
friend, and fellow-member, we take pleasure in dedi
cating this issue of “Las Calaveras” to him. We will miss 
his winning smile, cheerful greeting, and his sincere 
interest in everyone. We are deeply saddened by his 
passing.

We are particularly fortunate in having Berenice 
Lamson, one of his more recent students, and a staff
member of the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for West
ern Studies, write this tribute to our friend Coke. Mrs. 
Lamson feels that it was a rare privilege not only to have 
worked with him but also to have been a student in his 
classes. “Because of him, history is exciting.” Portions 
of this article are excepts and adaptations from her 
forthcoming book, There9s Only One Coke. Mrs. Lamson 
received her B.S. degree from U.O.P. in 1971, M. Ed. in 
1972, and is currently working on her M.A. in history, 
as well as continuing her work at the Center.

Coke was born on December 20, 1905, in rural cotton 
country near Cement, Oklahoma. He was the youngest of 
sixteen children. His parents, Nathan Alexander Wood 
and Lenora (Gilmore) Wood, each had seven children by 
former marriages when Clem and Coke came along. 
Clem was large and strong, while Coke was small and 
frail.

His father was a circuit Methodist minister and at times 
tended as many as three churches at once. The family 
income was spare because the parishioners were unable 
to pay him much, so he supplemented it by working in the

TRAVELER COKE

Coke leaves on a trip, probably about 1930, on 
the reliable transportation of the day.

cotton fields. This meant hard work, long hours and 
many times a short food supply. The family moved con
stantly from one parish to another. Clem and Coke at
tended a different school each year during their 
elementary years.

When Coke began his eighth year, his mother became 
ill.

“I can still hear her praying,” Coke remembered. “She 
would pray that I be a fine Christian man, and I think it 
had something to do with my life.

“One Christimas she gave me a small New Testament 
Bible, and that is one of my most treasured books now. In 
it she wrote ‘To Coke with love, Mother.’

“She could work her will with me, especially in the last 
few months when she was confined mostly to her bed. She 
would say, ‘Now Coke, you get the cornmeal and you get a
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“MR. CALIFORNIA”
Governor Ronald Regan presents California’s 
highest history award to R. Coke Wood, while 
Assemblyman Gene Chappie and Senator Steve
Teale look on, at Sacramento, January, 1969.

couple of eggs. You put in the eggs and some milk and stir 
up a pan full of cornbread for Mr. Wood and Clem.’

“She would direct me like that and I would get the 
meals for my father and brother. Of course when she 
finally died, it broke me up terribly. She did have her 
influence, and if I have been successful in my life and a 
Christian gentleman—I hope that’s what people call 
me—I know it all began with her.

“A year later after Mother died, Clem, Father and I 
were still batching. My good sister Susie learned of our 
terrible condition—our batching, lack of proper food 
and all—and to demonstrate what a good person she was, 
she decided she must come back to Oklahoma from 
California to take care of us.

“She arrived on a Sunday. I was with Father at church, 
so Clem took the wagon to meet her at the Rock Island 
Depot in Cement. Clem brought her out to the old farm 
and I can still hear her describe our condition . . . ‘No 
curtains, no rugs, nothing but a plank floor, and no 
linoleum!’

“We didn’t have an outhouse or a privy. We were using 
an old chicken shack for that sort of thing.

“Susie didn’t waste any time checking out what we had 
to eat. She found that about the only thing in the pantry 
for us to eat was a gallon of molasses and a hunk of salt 
pork and some flour. She asked my brother what in the 
world we ate.

“Clem replied, ‘Well, we have some things down in the 
garden and we have a lot of chickens.’ So Susie asked him 
to catch a chicken.

“When Father and I got home from church services, 
Susie had taken over and had a beautiful fried chicken 
dinner with tomatoes and beans. Susie was the kindest 
person in the world—absolutely the kindest person—and 
the most patient, too. I just fell in love with her. I trans
ferred all my former love for my mother to her.”

Because Coke adored Susie he was pleased and excited 
to learn they were moving West together in 1918. Coke 
was thirteen at the time. Coke and Susie rode the “Little 
Slim Princess,” a narrow-gauge railroad, into the station 
at Laws, which was five miles from Bishop, California.

Coke enjoyed growing up in the Owens Valley, and this 
was where he came to love California so much. At this 
time too, he began a fortunate association with his Uncle 
Tom Wood. Uncle Tom was kind and gentle to Coke. He 
realized that his nephew was a sensitive and fragile little 
boy. Coke grew up with strong love from Aunt Cinnie, 
Uncle Tom and sister Susie.

While he attended Bishop Academy and later, Bishop 
High School, he worked after school hauling gravel for 
his uncle. He also worked part-time at the creamery, and 
for the theatre. Upon graduation from Bishop High 
School in 1923, he went into the grocery business. It was 
five years before he enrolled at the College of the Pacific, 
in Stockton.

Most of his friends and professors thought he would 
become a minister like his father, but Coke earned his 
teaching credential instead. It was during his years at the 
College of the Pacific that he met Ethelyn Edson whom he 
ultimately married.

He graduated from College of the Pacific in 1932, and 
was fortunate to be offered a teaching position at his 
former alma mater, Bishop High. He began teaching 
Social Studies there from 1932-1934. He was soon 
forced to resign, however, due to ill health. He entered 
the Norumbega Sanitarium at Monrovia for two years 
and seven months.

On August 28, 1936, he was married to Ethelyn Edson 
and was able to return to Stockton where Ethelyn had 
purchased a home. In the spring of 1937, he taught two 
social science survey courses at Stockton College for 
President Duane Orton. He also assisted Dr. Harold 
Jacoby there.

In September, 1937, he took a position at Reedley 
Junior College in Reedley, California, about twenty miles 
southeast of Fresno. This time he taught history, speech 
and coached the debate team. Just before Easter vacation 
he had to resign and again return to a sanitarium—this 
time to Bret Harte Sanitarium in Murphys—because he 
began to hemorrhage. He remained at Murphys from 
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1938 until 1941, when he was released as an out-patient. 
On November 20, 1942, Coke and Ethelyn were blessed 
with a baby daughter, Colynn. Coke taught at Bret Harte 
High School from 1942 until 1951.

Ethelyn and Coke were active members of the Mur
phys Congregational Church which they had joined in 
1941. Coke served on its Board of Trustees for several 
years and was a Sunday School Superintendent for five 
years until he resigned in 1963, after suffering a heart 
attack.

Between 1944 and 1949, Coke was a Scoutmaster of 
Murphys Troop 43. He had the pleasure of producing 
an Eagle Scout for each of those five years. Coke served 
on the Board of Trustees for the Union High School at 
San Andreas for nine years from 1944 to 1953.

In 1948 he helped to organize the Murphys Centennial 
Commission with Elvie Mitchler, R. E. McKimens, and 
others, for the purpose of celebrating the discovery of 
gold. In 1949, he helped organize the Murphys Com
munity Club and served on its Board of Directors for 
several years.

In 1968, Coke was chosen by the Murphys Community 
Club as “Outstanding Man of the Year” and given an 

honorary life membership and received each year there
after a membership card bearing the number, “one.”

With his wife Ethelyn, Coke saved the old Peter L. 
Traver Building, the oldest stone building in Murphys 
(1856), and restored it in 1949. They started the collec
tions and displays known as the Old Timers Museum and 
operated it since then in the Traver Building at their own 
expense, never charging admission. (The Traver build
ing was dedicated as an Historic Landmark in 1953 by 
Ruby Parlor of Native Daughters of Murphys. On August 
30,1975, the Articles of Incorporation of the Old Timers 
Museum were adopted by the Board of Directors at a 
meeting in the museum.) Coke also served as chairman of 
the Old Timers Museum at the Homecoming for the past 
thirty-one years.

Coke helped organize the Calaveras County Historical 
Society in 1952. The Society came into being through the 
efforts of the Calaveras Grange who sponsored the for
mation of the organization as a part of its community 
service activities. A committee consisting of Sadie Hunt, 
Amon Tanner, George Poor and Coke Wood was formed 
to get the Society organized. The Society became very 
successful and boasted of the honor of having “Mr.

CALAVERAS
CORNERSTONE

Myron Smith, Grand 
Master F & A M, grouts 
in the cornerstone for 
the new County Gov
ernment Center at San 
Andreas, August, 1966. 
Supervisor Robert 
Boles holds the mortar 
board, while Vincent 
Tiscornia, George 
Poore, and Coke look 
on.
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OKLAHOMA—1911
The Wood family pose in front of their home in Oklahoma. Coke, of course, is the little boy at the right.

Courtesy of the Wood Family

BISHOP HIGH
FOOTBALL TEAM

1921
Coke Wood 

standing 
far right

Courtesy of the 
Wood Family
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LENORA GILMORE WOOD
Coke’s mother from a photograph taken in the 
1880s.

Courtesy of the Wood Family

R. Coke Wood graduates in May, 1932, from the 
College of the Pacific.

Loaned by Mrs. Ruth Clarke

A MAN WITH A HOE
Coke’s father shows a friend (and landlord) how 
its done. From a snap taken about 1919.

Courtesy of the Wood Family
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California”, Dr. Rockwell Hunt; “Mr. Mother Lode”, Ar
chie Stevenot; and “Mr. Calaveras”, Judge J. A. Smith, as 
members.

Coke was active in the Calaveras County Historical 
Society and rarely missed a meeting until recently. He 
also edited the Las Calaveras quarterly from October, 
1952, until October, 1964, when the present editor, Wil
lard Fuller, succeeded him. Coke served as an officer for 
many years and as Honorary Director for the past five 
years. He was also one of the principal founders of the 
Tuolumne County Historical Society in 1953.

Coke helped organize the Conference of California 
Historical Societies (California History Foundation) with 
Dr. Robert Burns, Dr. Rockwell Hunt, and others, at 
meetings in 1953 and 1954 at Columbia State Park. He 
served as Chairman of the By-Laws Committee of the 
Conference, and as the foundation’s Executive Secretary. 
He continued in this position for eighteen years, receiv
ing no salary or reimbursement for his expenses. He was 
given Honorary Life Membership in the Conference for 
his services as Executive Secretary, in 1972. He was espe
cially proud of his record of never having missed an 
annual meeting. He served as the Conference’s President 
1975-76 during the Nation’s Bicentennial Year, he 
stated in the December, 1975, issue of the California His
torian :

What a great year to be president of the Confer
ence of California Historical Societies. Never in 
our twenty-three year history has the interest, 
enthusiasm and membership been greater. Part 
of this fine spirit is due to the fact that these are 
our country’s becentennial years and every his
torical society, museum, association, or oganiza- 
tion is doing its own historical project, and part of 
it is due to our twenty-three years of successful 
service to our local and regional societies.

Coke helped organize the Stockton Corral of Western
ers in 1958, with Dr. Glen Price, Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, V. 
Covert Martin and others. He served as Range Rider 
(program chairman) for ten years until he became Sheriff 
in 1969.

He was a member of the Board of Directors of the San 
Joaquin Pioneer and Historical Museum and Haggin 
Galleries for twelve years, and also served on the Stockton 
Heritage Council (City of Stockton) since 1970.

In 1964, Coke was given the “Award of Merit” by the 
California Historical Society for his outstanding efforts in 
organizing State and local historical societies, and for the 
preservation of California history.

He was appointed in 1965 as a member of the State 
Landmarks Advisory Committee (which approves the 
marking of historical sites) by Governor “Pat” Brown. He 
was reappointed by Governor Ronald Reagan in 1968, 

and again for another term by Governor Jerry Brown. 
He served as the Committee’s chairman for two years.

In 1966, Dr. Wood was named to the “Hunt Chair” in 
history at the University of the Pacific as the first lecturer 
of the Rockwell D. Hunt Foundation.

By concurrent resolution of the California State 
Legislature in 1969, he was designated as “Mr. Califor
nia” for his work in the preservation of California history. 
He was also given special commendation by Governor 
Ronald Reagan when he was presented the resolution. 
To be proclaimed “Mr. California” was an achievement 
of great merit. Although born in Oklahoma, Dr. Wood 
chose to call California his home.

His great love for the gold country was reflected, too, in 
his love for E. Clampus Vitus, whose history goes back to 
the days of the ’49ers. This organization had been inac
tive for many decades but was reactivated by Carl Wheat 
in 1931. Coke joined Matuca Chapter at Mariposa in 
1958. He was named Clamphistorian of the Grand Coun
cil in 1965, and with others helping, he published the 
pamphlet, E.C.V.-Then and Now.

In 1970, he helped organize the Tuleburg Chapter of 
E.C.V., and was chosen the First Noble Grandhumbug, 
was appointed Clamphistorian and the Clamparchivist by 
the Clamproctors of the Grand Council of E. Clampus 
Vitus.

In 1970 he was appointed to the California American 
Revolution Bicentennial Commission which was to plan 
for a suitable observance of the Bicentennial in 1976. He 
was nominated by Assemblyman Bob Monagan and ap
pointed by Governor Reagan.

On April 2, 1975, Tuleburg Chapter of E.C.V. erected 
a bronze plaque honoring him. It was installed at the 
entrance of the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western 
Studies on the University of Pacific campus. The Mayor 
of Stockton proclaimed April 12, 1975 as “Dr. Coke 
Wood Day.”

At the request of Don Clausen, a Member of Congress, 
the United States flag, flown over the Capitol at 
Washington, D.C., on June 27, 1979, in Coke’s honor, 
was sent to him. On Tuesday, December 18, 1979 this 
same flag was flown at half-mast on the UOP campus, the 
day of the R. Coke Wood Memorial Service.

Coke received his B.A. from the University of the 
Pacific in 1932, his M.A. in 1934, and his Ph.D. at the 
University of Southern California in 1950.

This sixteen-year lapse between Masters and Doctorate 
degrees was part of a pattern of his continued effort to 
succeed, despite repeated illness. Coke struggled with ill 
health most of his life, and in fact, had a lung resection 
just prior to beginning his doctorate. He was warned by 
the doctor that it would be too strenuous and that he 
wouldn’t last a year, but ironically, he outlived the doctor.

Coke has received many honors. For twenty-one years 
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he taught at both San Joaquin Delta College and the 
University of the Pacific (at that time they were just across 
the street from each other). He retired from Delta in 
1971, and from UOP in 1976, as Professor of History.

He was the Director of the Holt-Atherton Pacific 
Center for Western Studies at UOP from 1968 to 1976. 
He also directed the Pacific Mission Tour, better known 
as the California Mission Tour, from 1961 through 1976. 
The tour was started in 1958 by Dr. G.A. Werner as a 
symbolic tracing of the Spanish beginnings and heritage 
of California. Hundreds of students enjoyed and 
profited culturally by taking this interesting trip with 
Coke.

Coke also taught a television course for the University 
of the Pacific in 1958 over Channel 10 and again in 1963. 
The course, California History, was offered by Delta Col
lege in 1970-1971, and Dr. Wood was given an Award of 
Merit by the American Association for State and Local 
Government for his leadership abilities.

His educational honors include his election to Phi Beta 
Kappa at the University of Southern California in 1951. 
He was elected to Phi Delta Kappa in 1954, and honored 
by them by being elected “Educator of the Year” in 1965 
by the Pacific Chapter.

His love of California was reflected in all of his writings, 
especially those concerning the Mother Lode.

Coke Wood has authored the following books and 
pamphlets: Murphys, Queen of the Sierra, (1948); Tales of

Old Calaveras, (1949); Calaveras, land of Skulls, his Ph.D. 
thesis (1955); California Story, in cooperation with Leon 
Bush, (1957); California Government, (1958).

In collaboration with V. Covert Martin, he published 
Stockton Album Through the Years, (1959). Other publica
tions were: The Big Tree Bulletin, (1960); A Night in Wing- 
dom, (1960); O'Byrnes Ferry Covered Bridge, (1961); Mark 
Twain and the Jumping Frog, (1961); Centennial History of 
Murphys Congregational Church, (1966); Story of E. Clampus 
Vitus, (1966); Ebbetts Pass and the Big Trees Road, (1969); 
Murphys Diggins, (\Q7ty,The Owens Valley As I Knew It, his 
masters thesis, (1972), and The Calaveras Grove of Big 
Trees, (1973).

Four paperbacks on Calaveras County towns have been 
edited and published by Coke through the Old Timers 
Museum. They are: The Annals of Mokelumne Hill, by 
Emmett Joy, (1968); \Chronicles of San Andreas, by Emmett 
Joy, (1972); Untold Tales of Murphys, by Elizabeth Kaier, 
(1972); andT Brief History of Angels Camp, by Ed Leonard, 
(1973).

Together with five of his students in 1971, Coke pub
lished California-Colonial Time Line, under auspices of the 
Bicentennial Commission; Stockton Memories, with 
Leonard Covello (1977); mA Mother Lode Memories, again 
with Covello, (1979).

Even after retiring from the University of the Pacific, 
Coke Wood remained actively interested in writing and 
was in constant contact with his many friends and as-

MISSION TOUR — 1967
Coke and Ethelyn Wood, tour directors, pose 
with their group before boarding the bus, in 
front of U.O.P.’s Burns Tower. Among others 
in this picture are Ronald Limbaugh and Hugh

Hayes, to left of Dr. Wood’s right. Tod Ruse is 
in the front row. This was the 20th tour, and the 
sixth under the Woods’ leadership.
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sociates. He was able to realize his fervent dream to see his 
last book, Mother Lode Memories in print, and was able to 
attend two autograph signings just hours before his 
death.

Behind the quiet and pleasant demeanor of Dr. R. 
Coke Wood was a talented and aggressive mind. His 
memory was phenomenal, his patience was unlimited. He 
always had time to listen to others. He was dedicated to 
the interests of Murphys throughout his life. He re
mained a deeply religious man, strongly influenced by 
Christian principles. He was a teacher loved by his stu
dents. He took time with each one of them. He had 
sterling qualities of loyalty to his friends.

His memory and influence will be kept alive by the 
works of his students and by the families and friends he 
touched in many dimensions.

“Little old Murphys Town” is indeed privileged to have 
been the home, and to remain that in all eternity, of Dr. R. 
Coke Wood, Beloved Historian, Teacher, Friend and 
Old Timer. May his spirit and good works remain alive in 
our hearts and minds, and may we always be reminded 
and inspired by the presence of this Christian gentleman.
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SOME CALAVERAS
COUNTY BANDS

By L. Harold Getchell
Assisted by Leslie Stewart

L. Harold Getchell, one of our members now living in San 
Francisco, has supplied us over the years with a number of 
his reminiscences about San Andreas and other parts of the 
county, which we have always been very happy to receive. 
Recently he sent us a most informative article about some of 
the original town bands of San Andreas. With the help of Les 
Stewart, our senior local band buff, Larry has put together a 
fascinating collection of photographs and background in
formation on bands from 1885 to 1940. We hope that 
member Getchell will continue to provide us with such ex
cellent material.

Because the subject proved so interesting, it led to addi
tional research on our part. As a result, this issue includes 
the story of the Golden Jubilee Band, adapted from and 
enlarged by Dina Noonan from the initial write-up prepared 
by Larry Getchell. We accumulated considerable more 
material about other Calaveras County bands, but space 
considerations will require us to hold this for a later issue.

We would like to point out that our current local group, 
the Calaveras Miners’ Band, performs regularly at Mur
phys and is enthusiastically received. This band is the out
growth of the long-popular Angels Camp Miners’ Band and 
the more recent San Andreas Marching Band. We would 
also like to mention that the reactivation of the Calaveras 
Fife and Drum Corps by Colonel Matson during the Bicen
tennial has resulted in a group that has achieved much 
popularity and has been in demand on many occasions, both 
locally and out of county. More recently, the Murphys Fan
fare Four, under the leadership of Don Gault and Phil Stock 
has brought a new dimension to the County’s musical ac
tivities.

Calaveras County in the early 1880’s was where a “young 
man’s fancy” turned to — you would never guess — being 
accepted as a member of his hometown band. As might be 
expected, the better bands were to be found in larger com
munities such as Angels, Murphys, Mokelumne Hill, and San 
Andreas. On one occasion, an all-star band was selected to 
represent the county in San Francisco during the 1898 Miners’ 
Jubilee Celebration. (See elsewhere in this issue — Ed.)

I speak mostly about San Andreas bands, because my infor
mation was furnished by my father, the late Grant Getchell, 
supplemented by his collection of band photographs. His elder 
brother, Clarence, founder and publisher of the Calaveras

SAN ANDREAS CORNET BAND — COURT HOUSE, 1885
Left to right: Grant Getchell; H. Gillen; F. Wyllie; J. 
Gillem; Bill Coulter; C. Murphy; Geo. Congdon; Hose- 
man(?); G. Pfortner; C. Walters; Austin Hall; L.

McAdam; Clarence Getchell; Jack Reddick; W. Swen
son, Jr.
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LADIES FLAG DRILL TEAM — ANGELS CAMP, 1880’s

SAN ANDREAS CORNET BAND — HALL OF RECORDS, ABOUT 1893

Left to right: Austin Hail; Charlie Walters; unkn; unkn; Stewart; Grant Getchell; unkn.
unkn; Clarence Getchell; unkn; Bill Coulter, George
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Prospect from 1881 until 1926, was a member of the earliest 
San Andreas band of which I have a record. Grant Getchell, at 
age sixteen, was a member of this same organization, having 
been urged by his older brother to practice the bass drum. The 
result was that Grant won the job and held it off and on from 
1885, when the San Andreas Cornet Band was organized, down 
through the years well into the 1940’s, a period of some sixty 
years.

Another sixteen year-old — Bill Coulter — was also a 
member of this 1885 band. Through perseverance and plain 
hard work, Bill built himself a reputation as a band cornetist 
second to none. For the next forty years, residents of San 
Andreas, upon approaching the Coulter residence on lower 
Main Street, would most likely hear the silvery tones of Bill’s 
cornet piercing the evening air as he reached for a sometimes 
unattainable high note. Both Bill and Grant Getchell continued 
as San Andreas band members well into the twentieth century, 
being shortly joined by another old reliable, George Stewart.

It is most fortunate that in the accompanying photograph of 
the 1885 Cornet Band, we are able to name every member of 
this early San Andreas band. Perhaps some of our Society 
members will identify with a relative or a friend who performed 
in this group. The picture was taken right in front of the old 
courthouse, (of course prior to when the Hall of Records was 
built between it and Main Street!).

These local bands were in considerable demand down 
through the years, and this was especially true of the San

Andreas bands. Much credit for this must go to their music 
instructor and leader, Hughie Watt. Hughie was blessed with 
great talent and was the possessor of an excellent musical 
education. For many years he successfully put this talent to use 
in San Francisco. It has been stated that his inability to stay off 
the “sauce” prompted his leaving San Francisco to settle in San 
Andreas where he continued his musical profession on a more 
limited scale. Here he gave music lessons, principally to young 
men with designs on joining the San Andreas Band or another 
county band. Hughie could play and teach all the band instru
ments and was an excellent piano teacher as well. In later years 
he was my first piano teacher. I was told that his jousts with 
“Old Man Barleycorn” tormented him throughout his life, but 
in spite of this, he supplied San Andreas with a very able talent 
and one not usually found outside a metropolitan area.

At about this time, another stroke of good fortune smiled 
upon the youth of San Andreas. A lady flag-drill teacher landed 
in town and it wasn’t long before a goodly number of the fair sex 
were twirling flags in perfect precision. Shortly thereafter, a 
Ladies’ Flag Drill Team joined the band and the two groups 
performed together at various functions, particularly at Fourth 
of July celebrations. The accompanying picture of such a joint 
exercise is from my father’s collection and was taken on Main 
Street in Angels Camp during the middle eighties. Member 
names of the Flag Drill Team have been lost. We do recognize 
the lead girl on the right as Tessie Wesson, later Tessie Goodell.

Continuing in chronological order, our next photograph is

SAN ANDREAS CORNET BAND — 1900
Standing, left to right; Grant Getchell; unkn; unkn; 
unkn; unkn; unkn; Clarence Getchell. Front row; Unkn;

George Stewart; Bill Coulter, Hughie Watt (?), unkn; 
Charlie Walters; John Halley.
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SAN ANDREAS BAND — OLD FIRE HOUSE — ABOUT 1912

Standing, left to right: Harry McElhany; Gene Dave Cavagnaro; Pete O’Connell; Jarvis Lloyd; George
LaRiviere; Grant Getchell; Dave Culbertson; Bill Coul- Treat.
ter; Todd Toone; Charles Keene; Frank Oneto. Seated:

from the Leslie Stewart collection. The setting is the front of the 
Hall of Records, Main Street, San Andreas, and the date would 
seem to coincide with the near completion of this handsome new 
addition to the Court House, as it was considered at the time 
(1893). We say completion, as Les calls our attention to the fact 
that the sidewalk in front had not yet been finished. Uniforms 
consist principally of the “fedoras” donning each noggin, with 
a couple of exceptions. Of the eleven musicians, six are readily 
identifiable.

The next band picture in my father’s collection, after that of 
the famous Miners’ Jubilee Band of 1898, is of the Cornet Band 
taken on July Fourth, 1900. It includes several familiar faces 
from the Miners’ Jubilee Band as well as a number of new ones. 
The date is well preserved in my memory as my mother at
tended the celebration with my father before their marriage 
later that year. You will notice that the band is sporting new 
uniforms, and rather snazzy ones, don’t you think? In this group 
we have been able to identify six, possibly seven members.

There is one significant fact that can be noted in this and most 
preceding photographs — the inscription on the bass drum. It 
reads, “SAN ANDREAS CORNET BAND, organized Feb. 3, 
1885.” This very decorative inscription is missing from sub
sequent band photographs, indicating perhaps that the bass 
drummer busted the head during an excessively exuberant 
beating, or maybe a small boy put his foot through it. Be it as it 
may, future bass drums were either plain or were inscribed, 
“SAN ANDREAS BAND”.

As we move along durng the early years of the Twentieth

Century, the decline in mining activity parallels a decline in 
band activity, at least so it would seem from the lack of pictures. 
My father, Grant Getchell, was away from San Andreas for 
several years, not returning until the year 1907. There was, no 
doubt, some activity during these years, but we have been 
unable to unearth any photographs to substantiate it.

The next picture in his collection dates from around 1912, 
and was taken in front of the old Fire House at the head of Main 
Street. The economic pinch had its effect on the band, or so it 
would seem. They are smaller in numbers, and they lack yes
teryear’s snappy uniforms. Even the gay fedoras are missing. 
There appears to be a considerable youth movement, judging 
from the picture, and it is unusual to see Grant Getchell tooting a 
cornet. Harry McElhany could handle the bass drum and they 
probably needed more brass, which would account for the 
change. But it would not be long before Grant would be back at 
his favorite instrument. Old reliable Bill Coulter is still a 
member, and while not shown in the photograph, we certainly 
suspect that George Stewart was somewhere in the wings, 
available for duty.

Our next photograph is an interesting one and also was made 
available by Les Stewart, a member of the band. According to 
Les, this small eight-piece band was organized during the first 
year or so of World War I, which would place the picture at 
about 1916. When the U.S. joined the hostilities in 1917, their 
band services were in considerable demand.

Boys from all over the county were drafted in groups. Each 
group of enlistees would report to San Andreas prior to induc
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tion, usually on a weekend when the town really put out the red 
carpet. Along with these soldiers to-be, friends and relatives 
also arrived to help entertain them. Here the boys were plied 
with food and drink — plenty of the latter — for practically a 
whole day and night. The recently organized band did its part to 
liven up things. A spokesman, usually Judge Smith, paid the 
soldiers-to-be their just honors, stating among other things that 
they, as members of the United States Army, would keep the 
Kaiser away from our shores. Before and after these cere
monies, the band played the Star Spangled Banner along with 
other patriotic tunes.

Come night of course there would be a dance in the Town 
Hall. Those of the boys who danced never had it so good — we 
who were too young or too old to have been called up, couldn’t 
find any partners that night. Some of the inductees were real 
country boys, and hadn’t mastered the art of tripping the light 
fantastic. These occupied their time with trips to and from the 
nearby drink emporiums and when not so engaged, congregated 
on the stairs leading up to the dance hall.

One such — Alvin Frious — was paying court to a goodly 
crowd where 1 happened to be in attendance. Alvin was no 
stranger to a little moonshine. In fact, he probably made some 
himself out in his cabin on Murray Creek, and this day he 
overtrained a bit. During the time I mention he began to have 
grave doubts about the whole thing. In a voice choked with 
emotion, he was heard to say, ‘ Tt ain’t those Huns that’s got me 

worried, its a ‘crossin’ that pond.”
The next day we all journeyed to Valley Springs to see the 

boys off on the Valley Springs-Lodi Local. Here again, the 
band came to the fore, playing their best patriotic tunes. Then 
with bunting flying and with cheers from those left behind, the 
old steam engine gave forth a couple of toots, blasted away with 
mountains of steam and slowly started down the track, finally 
fading out of sight around the turn. The waving ceased, the band 
stopped playing, and we all started home.

Not long thereafter, band-member George Dietz also joined 
up with Uncle Sam’s army. Soon he was playing in an army 
band, spending a couple of years overseas, traveling and play
ing for the pleasure of the boys and for other functions in 
different countries in Europe.

For the next several years band interest was on the wane. 
Then, in the Twenties and Thirties, there was a revival of 
interest, perhaps due to better times with more talent available, 
and also to another incentive — the Angels Camp Jumping Frog 
Jubilee. Led by the old reliables, George Stewart, Grant Getch- 
ell, and Bill Coulter, along with a whole new generation of 
enthusiastic tooters, the San Andreas Band made a real come
back. Lacking were those fine uniforms of the past, but their 
replacement, originality, came to the fore. Lacking too, are the 
professional photographs, but the spirit is there, and there’s no 
mistaking the originality, especially the July 4th excursion to 
Jackson in 1930.

WORLD WAR I BAND — ABOUT 1917
Top row, left to right: Les Stewart; Hughie Watt; George 
Dietz; John Granados; George Stewart; George Treat.

Sitting: Clarence Getchell (bass drum); Johnny Halley 
(snare).
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SAN ANDREAS BAND — JACKSON, JULY 4th, 1930
Top row, left to right: Les Stewart, George Treat; George George Stewart; Lincoln Granados; Ollie Wyllie; Arthur
Dietz; Norman Moellor; — Schwartz. Bottom row: Adams; George Burrows; Grant Getchell.

Because of those false whiskers, hard hats and heavy 
make-up, it would be easy to mistake a few identifications, but 
there is good old George Stewart, looking a bit bored it would 
appear, and there is Grant Getchell, the “Whiskerino Kid”, 
back at his old drum habit. Again Les Stewart has been able to 
furnish us with names and dates regarding this July Fourth, 
1930, excursion to Jackson. The band represented the San

Andreas Progressive Club and the unusual costuming was its 
own idea.

The following snapshot I believe, was taken in Angels Park 
following a performance at a Jumping Frog Celebration in the 
late Thirties or early Forties. The players look a bit somber in 
their black and white attire. That is, all but the tall fellow on the 
left who apparently just barged in to get his picture taken.

SAN ANDREAS BAND — 
ANGELS CAMP. ABOUT

1940
Standing; left to right: 
Clown(?); Bill Coulter; 
George Stewart; unkn; 
unkn; unkn; Grant Getch
ell; Ollie Wyllie; John Gre- 
nados; George Treat. Sit
ting: Les Stewart, Harry 
Evans; unkn; unkn.
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SAN ANDREAS DANCE BAND — THIRTIES

Left to right: Harry Evans; George Buckman; Bert Neal; Les Stewart; Ethel Dragomanovich; Ollie Wyllie.

This is the last of my father’s pictures and may represent one 
of his last appearances as a member of the San Andreas Band.

Perhaps we are straying afield just a bit when we mention 
another very active group of musicians who left their marks on 
the citizenry of Calaveras County during the Twenties and 
Thirties. That would be the San Andreas Dance Band, com
prised of some very talented musicians who furnished music for 
Saturday night dancing. Les Stewart, a member of the or
chestra, has this to say about the Saturday night dances.

“In recalling those early days, it seems that every town in the 
county, large or small, had a town hall for dancing. In addition, 
there were some individuals who built ‘dance pavilions’ or 
converted a large barn into a dance hall for a good time, or 
possibly a little additional revenue. The normal hours we played 
for dances were 9 P.M. to 3 A.M. A midnight feed was served 
for everyone for a nominal fee. Quite frequently, however, 
some fellow or several of them would come up on the platform 
at 3 A.M. and ask if we would play another one or two hours if 
they took up a collection. This was most always done and 
sometimes the dancing would continue until sunrise.

“Some dances were held right out in the open air pavilion 
during the summer time with dancing all night to a ‘packed 
house’, despite the cool, crisp air. Just to name a few of the 
better known open-air pavilions, there was ‘Mountain Gate’, 
seven miles below San Andreas near Valley Springs, ‘Les 
Howard’s Hall’ at Railroad Flat, and ‘Open Air’ at Columbia, 
in Tuolumne County.”

Les failed to mention that these were the years of that noble 

experiment, Prohibition. It has been rumored that in many of 
these roadside places, a convenient bar, just off or adjoining the 
Dance Hall, during the week served beverages a bit stronger 
than soda pop. And at the Saturday night dance you could 
always wet your whistle, in the back room, if you mentioned 
“Joe sent you”.

People would come long distances to attend these various 
dances, providing of course the music was to their liking. The 
San Andreas Dance Band more than filled the requirement.

In conclusion, it is only fitting that we congratulate all those 
band members who for shorter or longer periods contributed 
their musical talents, starting with the San Andreas Cornet 
Band of 1885, well into the 30’s and early 40’s. But a special 
tribute, it seems to me, should be made to those three who pretty 
much supplied the “glue” that held the various bands together 
through most of those fifty years. We refer, of course, to Bill 
Coulter, Grant Getchell, and George Stewart, who began their 
musical careers as ’teen-agers and continued well into their 
seventies. All three were permanent residents of San Andreas 
for most of their lives and made worthwhile contributions to the 
town and county. Bill Coulter was, for many years, County 
Surveyor. George Stewart ran a grocery store in San Andreas 
which he later sold to Fannin Winkler, and which is at present 
operated by Fannin’s descendants as Winklers’ Village Mart. 
George Stewart then became one of the real early Ford agents 
and opened Stewart’s Ford Garage, still a landmark in San 
Andreas.

Grant Getchell started with his brother Clarence in the print
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ing office, but after three years learned the carpenter’s trade in 
San Francisco. After returning to San Andreas, he suffered a 
serious injury while working as a carpenter at the Sheep Ranch 
mine. He was unable to follow his trade for some fifteen years, 
but resumed carpentry work at age 47, and then followed it for 
another forty years.

I can think of no better way to indicate what the loss of these 
men meant to the band movement than to quote a conversation 
between Grant Getchell and Judge Smith at a time when Grant 
was 88 and the Judge was also an octogenarian, though a few 
years younger. Being old friends when they met on the street, it 
was, “Hi, Judge,” and “Hi, Grant,” and at least once during 
the year the Judge would say, “By the way, Grant, I have a little 
job for you when you have the time.” This went on for years 
until Grant’s retirement at 88, which he did without formal 
announcement. When the Judge and Grant next met, after the 
usual courteous exchange, the Judge remarked, “Grant, I have 
a little job for you when you have the time.” With great 
reluctance, Grant replied, “Judge, I hate to say this, but I can’t 
handle it. I’ve retired.” At that, the Judge glanced heavenward, 
and a tear came into his eye as he spoke in a low tone, mostly to 
himself, “An era has passed.”

The Miners’ 
Golden Jubilee 

By L. Harold Getchell 
with Dina Noonan

The year 1898 was an historic one in California. Just fifty 
years earlier, John Marshall had discovered gold at Sutter’s 
Creek. His discovery had caused thousands to leave their homes 
and rush to California in search of gold. In celebration of the 
Gold Rush, which had been responsible for so much of San 
Francisco’s subsequent development, the city planned an elabo
rate and spectacular week of festivities, which lasted from the 
24th of January to the 29th. Numerous counties and organiza
tions were invited to participate, one of which was Calaveras 
County.

A month before the Miners’ Golden Jubilee in San Francisco 
was to take place, the Calaveras County Miners’ Band was 
specially formed. Organized by the well-known and wealthy 
miner, Charles D. Lane of Utica Mine fame near Angels Camp, 
the band consisted of musicians from San Andreas, Mokelumne 
Hill and Angels Camp. The band was thus truly representative 
of Calaveras County, though the majority of the members came 
from San Andreas. Of the twenty-three band members, twelve 
came from San Andreas, five from Mokelumne Hill, five from 
Angels Camp, and one lone member came from Murphy’s. The 
members of the 1848 Calaveras County Miners’ Band were 
listed in a newspaper report as follows:*

San Andreas
H. C. “Hughie” Watt - director, B-flat cornet
W. S. “Bill ” Coulter - leader, E-flat cornet 
A. L. “Link” Steel - B-flat cornet
Ed Carey - B-flat cornet

George Stewart - B-flat cornet
C. W. “Clarence” Getchell - E-flat basso 
U. G. “Grant” Getchell - drum

B. Oneto - trombone 
J. Calhoun - baritone 
F. Carey - baritone

Mokelumne Hill
T. Peters, B-flat cornet 
Charles Bruce - clarinet 
Louis Lagomarsino -

trombone 
T. Lynon - alto 
Lee Vandel - alto

Dan Gallagher - alto 
Jack Colton - drum

Angels Camp
M. Bidwell - clarinet 
Ed Doyle - clarinet 
J. Curtis - piccolo 
R. Morgan - trombone 
V. Watson, E-flat basso

Murphy’s
Charles Parsons - alto

Unfortunately, the accompanying photograph cannot give a 
true understanding and appreciation of the distinctive uniforms 
worn by the members of the small band. Said to be borrowed 
from a Stockton fire company by the Colton twins, the uniforms 
gave the band a striking and unique appearance by which they 
were frequently recognized in San Francisco. The bright red 
flannel shirts, boldly emblazoned with the white letter “E,” the 
blue denim pants tucked into high-top cowhide boots, and the 
oiled canvas “miner’s hats” equipped with candle holders and 
candles were frequently mentioned in newspaper reports of the 
tiny band’s performances. Though the musical talents of the 
hastily organized miners’ band may have been of dubious qual
ity, its striking appearance definitely was not.

To many of the band members, this trip to San Francisco in 
January of 1898 remained vividly as one of the most wonderful 
events of their lives. Coming from the tiny foothill communities 
of Calaveras County, they saw San Francisco as a veritable 
wonderland. For many members, it was their first trip to the 
metropolis, and their excitement began long before the first 
moments of their departure from San Andreas. Louis Lagomar
sino of Mokelumne Hill, now 103 years old and the last living 
member of the Miners’ Jubilee Band, remembers yet many of 
the events of the week. In a letter dated December 12, 1972, he 
described the band’s departure as follows:

We left San Andreas by stage coaches, dressed in our 
miner’s uniforms. Stopped at Stockton Depot and played 
one piece before embarking by train for San Francisco.
The group arrived in San Francisco at 6:00 Sunday night, the 

24th of January, on a late train crowded with visitors to the 
Jubilee celebration. Their arrival in the city was momentous 
enough to be reported upon by a representative of the San 
Francisco “Chronicle,” and he described the subsequent 
events in the following manner:

. . . (the train) was met at the foot of Market Street by 
Tom Lane of Angels, marshal of the miners' division, and 
by W. Honnold, president of the Miners’ Association of 
Calaveras County. Two large buses were in waiting and 
conveyed the musicians to the Palace Hotel. There in the 

* Grant Getchell remembered the band members differently in the photograph. 
The newspaper list did not include “Pieface,” the mascot.
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THE MINERS’ JUBILEE BAND — GOLDEN GATE PARK, 1898

Standing, back row, left to right: Bill Colton; Clarence 
Getchell; Calhoun; Bosca; “Pieface” (mascot); Hughie 
Watt (Dir.); B. Carey; J. Carey; Louis Lagomarsino; 
Grant Getchell. Second Row, sitting: Toon; Link Steele;

Bill Coulter; Lee Vandel; Tom Tynon; unkn., S.A. Front 
row: Unkn; unkn; J. Peters; Geo. Stewart; Charles 
Bruce; unkn, S.A.; unkn, S.A.; Austin Hall.

Loaned by L. H. Getchell.



great court they played Rosey’s “Handicap March” and 
J. O. Casey’s “Dominant March” before an admiring 
audience, in which was the executive committee of the 
Golden Jubilee, in honor of which the serenade was 
given. Marching from the Palace court the miners visited 
the Chronicle building, and, surrounded by hundreds of 
curious wayfarers, struck up with rousing spirit St. 
Clair’s “Iron King March.” The Chronicle and 
Examiner business offices were afterward visited in turn 
and each given a sample of mining camp lung power 
combined with no little musical ability.
The trip to the offices of the city’s largest newspapers was 

undoubtedly prompted by band-member Clarence Getchell, 
who was the well-known editor of the Calaveras Prospect. As a 
veteran newspaper man, he understood the value of such pub
licity, which produced throughout the entire week, frequent and 
favorable newspaper accounts of the little band from the Mother 
Lode. When the welcome news of the band’s reception and 
popularity finally got back to Calaveras County, it resulted in 
tremendous excitement and pride. Never before had the 
“home-town” boys caused such a stir, and received such 
flattering attention.

The Miners’ Band brought with it a unique quality that 
endeared it to those who saw the band perform. Few of its 
members possessed formal musical training, but all had a 
natural “joie de vivre” that quickly conveyed itself to the 
appreciative onlookers. One newspaper reporter described his 
impressions of the band in the following way:

While its members do not boast of particular musical 
ability, there are among them players of considerable 
merit, but what is better, for what they represent on this 
occasion, they have enthusiasm and lend to the Jubilee a 
distinctive feature that city bands cannot give.
After their initial arrival in San Francisco, the members of 

the band took up residence at the Russ House, which was to be 
their headquarters for the week. They then faced an exciting but 
arduous schedule of events.

The start of the week’s celebrations was officially marked by 
a huge and impressive parade which began Monday morning, 
the 24th of January. The appointed day arrived and seemed 
destined to be marked with rain showers, but fortunately the 
drizzle did not begin until after the parade was over. Parade 
participants and observers began filling or lining the city’s 
streets long before the parade was scheduled to begin. The 
parade itself was enormous, and was composed of fourteen 
divisions. It was estimated that there were between 13,000 and 
14,000 participants. These included thirty bands, made up of 
576 musicians. The Calaveras County Miners’ Band faced 
considerable competition. It held a place of honor in its divi
sion , however, for it led the many representatives of the miners’ 
groups.

In the same division — that devoted to the California 
Pioneers — Calaveras County was well-represented. Follow
ing shortly behind the picturesque Miners’ Band was the 
county’s impressive and eye-catching float. Described as 
“gruesomely effective” in its appearance, its chief feature was 
a gigantic gilded skull. So unique was the Calaveras float, that it

THE GOLDEN «SJ<ULL EROM CALAVERAS.

received considerable publicity from parade reporters. The 
newspaper article printed below was devoted solely to a de
scription of “The Golden Skull from Calaveras County:”

Calaveras county will not lose the opportunity to 
exploit its riches and enterprise in the Jubilee parade. It 
will have the only float in the procession from an indi
vidual county, and will have one of the most novel of all. 
It will be an immense golden skull, six feet high, imbed
ded in a mass of rock and under it a tunnel entrance to a 
mine, with an ore car and a miner guarding the portal. 
The float will be twenty-four feet long and twelve feet 
wide, around its sides will be a group of miners in 
characteristic garb and in picturesque attitudes. A band of 
twenty-five miners, becomingly dressed, will herald the 
way of the float.

The idea of a skull to represent Calaveras comes from a 
legend which relates the gruesome sight that greeted the 
first white settlers. In a lonely gulch where gold has since 
been found in abundance, they discovered a huge heap of 
skulls, while strewn about were the evidences of an Indian 
massacre of years ago. Thus originated the name of the 
county, Calaveras being the Spanish word for skulls. 

The great yellow skull will also typify the production of 
gold in the county since 1880. Its six feet of height and 
proportionate width will indicate the $20,000,000 of 
yellow metal that has come from Calaveras in the past 
eighteen years.

The float, which is now being constructed at Lombard 
street pier, will be drawn by four horses and has been 
offered by the parade committee the leading position in 
the mining section of the procession. The musicians, 
twenty-five in number, are all practical miners and will 
be sent here by the Calaveras Miners’ Association, which 
will expend $1000 in giving a fitting representation of the 
county’s mineral wealth.
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Impressive though it may have been, however, the float from 
Calaveras County did not impress the judges as much as that 
built to Tuolumne County, which was awarded a first-place 
prize of $200. Calaveras County came in as the third-place 
winner, recipient of a $75 prize.

The parade route began at the corner of Sansome and Market, 
but long before the parade started, the formation of the various 
divisions had backed up into most of the streets running into 
Market, clear back to the Ferry Building. Word was given to 
begin the parade at exactly 10:43 A.M., at which time the 
colorful procession passed from Market Street onto Montgom
ery, and then onto Van Ness Avenue. On its return from 
Jackson Street, the procession became doubly spectacular as it 
turned back towards itself. A Chronicle reporter described the 
scene of this impressive countermarch in the following terms:

Then for over two hours the thousands of spectators 
witnessed two brilliant lines of moving color going in 
opposite directions. Bands as they passed one another did 
their best to drown the music of the opposition organiza
tions, and the paraders swelled the volume of sound by 
applauding their fellow marchers as they passed.
In the midst of the parade, however, the little twenty-five 

piece Miners’ Band from Calaveras County failed to understand 
and appreciate the competitive nature of the occasion, espe
cially when it found itself facing an approaching huge brass 
Army band. The obvious intent of the larger all -brass band was 
to drown out the playing of the smaller band, an action that 
would normally have been considered a terrible breach of band 
ethics. The unintimidated Miners’ Band, small though it may 
have been, considered itself completely capable of meeting the 
challenge, and made up in determination what it lacked in size. 
This event remained vivid in the band members’ memories long 
after the celebration was over, and was often described by 
Grant Getchell as he reminisced about the parade.

After their return trip down Van Ness Avenue, the parade 
participants passed the reviewing stand at the corner of Golden 
Gate Avenue. It was estimated that it took the entire parade two 
hours and twenty -two minutes to pass any given point, such was 
the length of the procession. Delays ranging from two to eight 
minutes occurred frequently, during which times Grant Getch
ell recalled stacking band instruments in the middle of the 
street, and sitting cross-legged around them. He also recalled 
friends and supporters who came forward during such frequent 
halts to offer liquid refreshment. Such libations certainly played 
a large part in keeping up flagging spirits as well as energy 
during the long and strenuous march.

At all times during the Jubilee celebration, alcoholic re
freshments remained in abundant supply. Grant Getchell re
called that there seemed to be a good many saloons in the 
vicinity of the Russ House, where the band’s headquarters for 
the week were located. On their visits to the saloons, uniformed 
band members frequently found that drinks were “on the 
house.” When asked if perhaps this might have led to a certain 
amount of over-indulgence, Grant would only concede, 
“Waal, some of them got a little full.”

Both Grant and Louis Lagomarsino retained vivid memories 
of one banquet to which the band members were invited.

Grant’s memories were not centered so much on the excellent 
food for which the host establishment was famous, but rather on 
its outstanding service. According to him, a beverage waiter 
stood behind the diners with but one responsibility: he never 
allowed a champagne glass to get empty. Such excellent service 
was undoubtedly well taken advantage of by most band mem
bers, though Grant refused to admit that any of them became 
completely inebriated. Louis’ story, however, was somewhat 
different. Only sixteen at the time, he claimed that he “thought 
it was soda pop, never dreaming it was alcohol,” and admitted 
that he drank a little more than he should have. He inadvertently 
mentioned that probable side-effects of his mistaken judgment 
when he said, ‘ ‘Frankly, I’ve not had much taste for champagne 
since.”

Band members had frequent occasion to partake of refresh
ments, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, during their week
long stay in San Francisco. Their heavy schedule of musical 
performances was matched by an equal number of banquets, 
receptions, and dances. The quality of their performances, 
however, did not seem to suffer in proportion to their degree of 
alcoholic consumption, and news items about the picturesque 
band appeared in the papers virtually every day of the week. 
The band played a conspicuous part in the reception held by the 
Native Daughters on Tuesday, and was described in com
plimentary fashion in a San Francisco paper on the following 
day:

The main hall, the galleries, the smaller reception- 
rooms and the banquet hall, where for some time the 
picturesquely attired Calaveras County Miners’ Band 
played rollicking music, were crowded to their capacity 
during the earlier hours of the evening, while the musical 
and literary exercises held the attention of the older 
guests.
On Tuesday, the band made its presence known at the flower 

market festivities in Union Square, and was again described as 
having played “in that spirited style which made its presence 
notable both in the parade and at other affairs, in all of which it 
has freely given its services for the good of the Jubilee.” So 
successful was the performance of the Miners’ Band that it was 
asked to perform again at the flower market on Friday evening.

On Saturday, the California’s Jubilee Mining Fair opened, 
preceded by a short procession which began at 7:00 P.M. 
Starting at the Russ House on Montgomery Street, the proces
sion “was headed by the picturesque band of brawny miner 
musicians from Calaveras County, traversed the principal busi
ness thoroughfares and aroused enthusiasm along its route.” 
The parade ended opposite the pavilion where the Mining Fair 
was being held.

Calaveras County was well-represented at the Mining Fair. 
In addition to the musical talents of the county miners’ band, 
visitors to the Jubilee celebration were treated to an elaborate 
display of Calaveras’ mineral wealth. The county’s exhibit had 
been painstakingly constructed in the Mechanics’ Pavilion 
which, at the time, was supposedly the largest building in the 
state. It was fortunate that the Pavilion was as large as it was, for 
the Calaveras exhibit alone must have been enormous, as the 
following description showed:
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Editorial
The constantly increasing cost in all the Society’s activities, 

particularly in the production of Las Calaveras, has necessitated 
serious cutback in this publication. Accordingly, this issue has 
become a combined April-July issue, and forthcoming issues 
will be somewhat smaller than in the past. We are hopeful that 
financial help in the future will permit us to either resume our 
former level of publication in Las Calaveras, or to supplement it 
with special publications. Meanwhile, we are grateful for the 
continued support of our many members and friends.

New Members
We welcome the following new members to the Society: 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Airola, San Andreas; Mr. and Mrs. 

Richard Anderson. San Andreas; Mr. and Mrs. Marc Baren- 
feld, Mokelumne Hill; Mr. and Mrs. John N. Barry, Altaville; 
Mrs. Gwenola Beebe, Mokelumne Hill; Mrs. Vernon E. Brant, 
San Andreas; Mr. and Mrs. William Cerruti, Sacramento; 
Pamela Conners, Sonora; Elizabeth Day, Altaville; Mr. and

Within a wall composed of thirty tons of milling rock 
will be seen some seventy tons more of that material, with 
much of the rich specimen rock, encountered in mines 
there, one bunch of which from the celebrated Gwin mine 
is worth $5000. Figures will be on hand of the exact status 
of Calaveras as a gold-producing county.
It was also boasted that the Calaveras exhibit contained two 

rare and exceedingly valuable items. On display was a stuffed 
frog which, exhibitors claimed, was the same frog that had 
played such an important role in Mark Twain’s famous story of 
“The Jumping Frog of Calaveras County.”

To further test the credibility of Minig Fair visitors, a skull 
was also placed in prominent display. The skull, found in Tom 
Mattison’s mine on Bald Hill in Altaville, was claimed to have 
been of prehistoric lineage. This same skull had been ridiculed 
in verse by Bret Harte, who claimed that it had actually be
longed to one Bowers, whose “crust was busted falling down a 
shaft in Calaveras County.” It was left up to the visitors to judge 
the validity of the various claims made at the exhibition.

On Saturday, the final day of the Jubilee celebration, a 
Children’s Jubilee Day was held at Golden Gate Park. The 
Miners’ Band made a last, but equally successful appearance. 
The end-of-the-week festivities found the band members per
forming as energetically as ever, for it was noted that at Golden 
Gate Park, they “took a position by the western slope, and 
played for all they were worth.”

By the time Sunday had arrived, however, many of the 
Calaveras musicians were probably tired enough to look for
ward to the return trip home. They took with them a rich and 
satisfying store of memories, however, and the week-long stay 
in San Francisco remained one of the high points of their lives. 
Even when he was ninety-six years old, long after the Jubilee 
celebration had taken place, Grant Getchell’s eyes lit up as he 
reminisced about that memorable week, and he was able to 
successfully convey much of his enthusiasm to his children. A 
superb story-teller, he was able to remember and describe 
much of the color, comedy and excitement of historic events 
which had taken place so many years before. 

Mrs. Joe Del Papa, Mountain Ranch; Miss Amy M. Edwards, 
San Francisco; Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Friedberger, Stockton; Mr. 
and Mrs. Walter Gordon, Lockeford; Mr. and Mrs. Don W. 
Grantham, Angels Camp; Mrs. Eilene Berdel Grossman, Vista; 
Mrs. Joan Gunderson, Valley Springs; Willard T. Hancock, 
Stockton; Mrs. Walter V. Hill, West Point; Walter G. Jones, 
Mountain Ranch; Sannie L. Kenton, Sacramento; Mr. and Mrs. 
O. L. Kenyon, Mountain Ranch; Mrs. Elizabeth King, Al
taville; Steven Koenig, Sacramento; Mr. and Mrs. Mel Lam- 
son, Stockton; Joseph S. Land, Arnold; Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Leitzell, Mokelumne Hill; Mr. Charles V. Luce, Mokelumne 
Hill; Mr. and Mrs. John Matson, San Andreas; Brenda Beers 
Mock, Bear Valley; Mr. and Mrs. H. Newson, San Andreas; 
Mrs. H. Jetty Quarton, Valley Springs; Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy 
Rader, San Andreas; Ruth Robb, Mokelumne Hill; Mrs. Sha
ron Krieger Schenone, Stockton; Mr. and Mrs. M. Neal Sears, 
San Andreas; Martha Travers, Mokelumne Hill; Mr. and Mrs. 
Vern Tyrrell, Mokelumne Hill.
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HARVEY WOOD
OF ROBINSON’S FERRY

While the waters of a new lake rise behind New 
Melones dam, the site of Robinson’s Ferry, once the 
most traveled route across the Stanislaus, vanishes. One 
person, Arthur Bernhard, was particularly grateful to 
have seen the site before it was inundated. Although 
very much an Easterner, Bernhard gives a rich heritage 
to the county in making available the following reloca
tions of Harvey Wood—Editor

Arthur Bernhard, while residing on Cherry Street in 
Bedford (Katonah), Westchester County, New York 
(1952-76), delved deeply into the history and genealogy 
of the families of early-day Katonah. In particular, he 
compiled extensive information regarding the Squire 
Wood family who owned land on the opposite side of 
Cherry Street, part of the original Van Cortlandt lot. 
Bernhard noted in his study that four of Squire Wood’s 
grandsons had gone to California in the gold rush, but 
only one had returned to New York. One of these not 
returning was named Harvey, but Bernhard could find 
no further information regarding him.

In 1976, Bernhard moved to California to retire in 
Sacramento. He and his wife were soon busily touring the 
Mother Lode, becoming acquainted with their new home 
and its history.

“As we would travel,” Bernhard wrote to a newspaper 
friend in Bedford, “we stopped to read many of the 
historical markers. On this particular trip in January, 
1979, we stopped to read a marker near the former town 
of Melones on the Stanislaus River south of Carson Hill. 
The marker read:

ROBINSON’S FERRY — In 1848, John W. 
Robinson and Stephen Mead established ferry 
transport for freight, animals, and persons across 
the river, charging 50 cents for each person. In 
1856, Harvey Wood purchased an interest in the 
ferry business and later acquired other property 
which stayed in the Wood’s family until 1911.

THE FERRY
Harvey Wood escorts a buggy passenger across the Stanislaus to the Calaveras side.

Society Files
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ROBINSON’S FERRY IN THE EIGHTIES
The Ferry Building is in the center, with the Wood’s home in the trees to the left, and the 
barn in the foreground. The ferry may be seen at the landing, and the old road on the 
Tuolumne side of the river.

Society Files

“Harvey Wood? Could it be the same Harvey Wood, 
one of the sons of Alfred Wood, grandson of Squire 
Wood of Old Cherry Street in Bedford, New York, who 
came to California in 1859?”

Yes, so it was, as Bernhard learned from several 
sources of Harvey’s trip to California and of his life here. 
In return, he presented copies of his Wood family rec
ords to some of Harvey’s descendants, and to the 
Calaveras Heritage Council and the Historical Society.

One of the more significant items that Bernhard 
turned up was a copy of the “Personal Recollections of 
Harvey Wood.” These had been written in 1878 at Robin
son’s Ferry. When the Wood’s homestead burned in 
1896, a year after the death of Harvey, one of the few 
possessions that survived was his “diary.” Wood’s son 
Carleton took the manuscript that same year to the 
Mountain Echo’s office at Angels Camp, and had a dozen 
copies printed. Carleton’s younger brother Percy re
called all of this to one John B. Goodman, III, of 
Pasadena, in July of 1937. Some decades later, Goodman 
obtained one of the only two or three copies left of the 
“Recollections” and privately printed a small edition. In 

turn, this small edition has now become a rare item, 
prized by collectors of gold rush literature.*

From the “Recollections” we learn the details of Har
vey’s trip by sea as a member of the Kit Carson Associa
tion, sailing on the ship “William B. Travis” to Galveston, 
Texas, where they arrived on February 28th, 1849. The 
company traveled overland from Corpus Christi to Los 
Angeles, arriving there on July 4th. Six members of the 
group then went north together to the diggings on the 
Merced River, reaching there on July 30th. Shortly 
thereafter, they continued farther to the Stanislaus River 
near Robinson’s Ferry. We give you Harvey Wood’s own 
remarks about this part of his adventures just as they 
appeared in the “Recollections”:

Robinson and Mead then (Aug. 15th, 1849), had 
a store near the mouth of Indian Gulch, kept in a 
tent. Mr. Mead, a perfect stranger to us all, wel
comed us on our arrival saying, “Camp anywhere 
around here boys, and any provisions you want I 
will furnish you, money or no money—price fifty

* The Society has only a xerox copy of Goodman’s edition.
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cents per pound.” A fall of fifty cents per pound on 
provisions and an increase of 200 per cent in the 
diggings was encouraging to us all and we went to 
work with a will.

After mining until September I took my first trip 
to San Francisco to look after some goods that were 
shipped around the Horn to Ackerly, Huyler, and 
myself. Travelling at that time differed so much 
from the present mode I will give an account of the 
trip: Two acquaintances with myself left the 
Stanislaus River in the afternoon, our blankets 
packed on a mule together with a frying pan, coffee 
pot, and a tin cup and tin plate for each, and a few 
provisions. No extra clothing was considered neces
sary. Thus equipped we started for Stockton on 
foot, driving the mule ahead of us. We took our 
time, camped out every night. A bush or tree to 
spread our blankets under we preferred to any 
house. The food generally used was hard bread and 
beefsteak with a cup of coffee drank out of tin cups, 
no vegetables could be had at any price. We enjoyed 
the trip very much. On arriving at Stockton we 
camped outside of town and kept our own hotel. 
Stockton in September, 1849, was not a handsome 
place, but money was plentiful and the gamblers 
were reaping a harvest from the miners who had 

HARVEY WOOD
1828-1895

been fortunate in finding good claims, made money 
fast and spent it still faster. Monte was the favorite 
game with the Mexicans. Often bags of gold dust 
would be staked on the turning of a card with ap
parent indifference as to the result. No steamboat 
had yet been put on between Stockton and San 
Francisco so we were obliged to take passage on a 
schooner paying $16 passage. We made the trip in 
six days, tying up in the tules at night at the mercy of 
millions of mosquitoes, was anything but pleasant. 
San Francisco in September, 1849, I suppose, pre
sented a different appearance from any other city 
in the world. Canvas tents or cheap frame houses 
were going up on all sides. The vessel with our 
goods not having arrived we made but a short stay 
in San Francisco. On the return trip to Stockton we 
were more fortunate, took passage on a small sloop 
and made the trip in two days. On my return to the 
mines found my partners doing very well. The day 
before I returned, Huylar and Fouse had made 
some two ounces each and concluded to have a 
grand supper by themselves. They invested $8 for a 
small can of preserves, $4 for one can of sardines 
and a few other extras making the cost of their 
supper $16 each. How it tasted I cannot say as no 
part of it was visible on my arrival. In November,

MARINDA WOOD
1833-1923
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MELONES STORE
Melones was a thriving little town when Louis Jensen took this picture in the mid- 
Thirties.

Courtesy of L. H. Haigh

SITE OF ROBINSON’S FERRY
This is how the site appeared in the day of the automobile. The old road on the Tuolumne 
side may be seen to the left. A Jensen photograph taken in the mid-thirties.

Courtesy of I. H. Haigh
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HERE WE ARE AT MELONES
The automobilist from the south in the Thirties would get his first view of Melones as he 
rounded the curve and drove down to the bridge across the Stanislaus River. The new 
mill of the Carson Hill Gold Mining Company is at the right. From a photograph by Louis 
Jensen.

Courtesy of L. H. Haigh

THE OLD MELONES MILL
Built in the earliest years of the century by the Melones Mining Company, this large mill 
was converted by later operators to a cyanide plant. This view, taken by Louis Jensen, was 
probably from the Railroad trestle.

Courtesy of L. H. Haigh
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1849,1 went to San Francisco again accompanied by 
messmate J. M. Fouse, who had concluded to quit 
mining and go to work at his trade of tinsmith. I was 
sorry to part company with Fouse, we had traveled 
and messed together from New York to the mines, 
passed through many trials and hardships, shared 
our last morsel of food, not knowing where the next 
would come from; among all my acquaintances I 
have never yet found a more noble, generous, 
good-hearted man than Jacob M. Fouse, of Balti
more. We parted in San Francisco in November, 
1849, never to meet on earth again. He succeeded 
in business, had his wife and family come out to 
California, and at or near Grass Valley in 1856, (I 
believe), surrounded by his family, he departed this 
life.

The goods that were shipped to us around the 
Horn had arrived, but the storage I had to pay was 
nearly the value of the goods. The rainy season had 
commenced and long-legged boots were scarce, the 
price going up to $100 per pair; one case of boots 
had been shipped to us among other supplies, but 
they could not be found, nor have I ever found out 
who did have the benefit of that case of boots.

Returning to the Stanislaus River from my trip to 
San Francisco, we built our cabin for the winter, 
sides of logs, with canvas roof and the usual stone 
chimney of that period; only in putting it up found 
the draft was always the wrong way, all the smoke 
coming in the cabin instead of passing out, but on 

tearing down and rebuilding we were quite success
ful.

We had some very good diggings near us—Jack
ass Gulch, in Tuolumne county, and Indian Gulch, 
in Calaveras county, yielded large amounts of gold. 
El Dorado Bar, between McLeans Ferry and Coyote 
Creek, was found to be exceedingly rich, the “Inde
pendent Twelve Company” had a very good claim 
on the Bar. They had a way of mining without 
exerting themselves much that I suppose proved as 
beneficial to them financially, as to work steady ten 
hours a day. The Twelve men had one rocker, they 
managed to keep going until about ten o’clock a.m. 
with the assistance of from four to six bottles of 
brandy at $4 per bottle; by ten o’clock they would be 
so much fatigued that to work any more that day 
was too hard on their system, therefore after wash
ing out the rocker and getting from 24 to 36 ounces 
of gold, and laying in a fresh supply of brandy they 
would rest the balance of the day by getting glori
ously drunk. This they continued doing while the 
claim lasted, and when it began to weaken they 
sought new and better diggings. It was always a 
mystery to me what particular qualifications a 
worthless drunken vagabond possessed that he al
most invariably had the richest and best claims, 
while a hard-working, industrious man, striving to 
make a fortune, very often found it barely possible 
to make expenses. In the spring of 1850 good dig
gings were found where Columbia, Tuolumne

FIRST MELONES BRIDGE 
From a photograph taken 
probably about 1910 or pos
sibly earlier. The mine dump 
in the middle of the picture is 
from the Calaveras Tunnel, 
and the one at the upper right 
in the trees is the large dump 
from the Melones Tunnel 
driven about 1900.

Calaveras County Museum
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MELONES TRESTLE
The engine gathers speed as it 
crosses the trestle for the long 
haul up to Jamestown. Note the 
big flume in the background 
that supplied the water for the 
Melones Mining Company’s 
large stamp - milling operation. 

Society Files

county, now stands. At that time Columbia was the 
prettiest camp I ever saw in the mines, groves of 
pine trees all about the place, and at night the camp 
fires scattered among the pines, the miners resting 
after the day’s work (that is the steady portion) in 
groups of from four to six, telling over their trials 
and hardships either “around the Horn” or across 
the plains, while in the business portion of the camp 
the great excitement was about the gambling table. 
The large blue tent seemed to be the center of 
attraction. Chis Lillie, the prize fighter, could be 
seen dealing “monte” with all the grace of a profes
sional, much more gentlemanly in his dealings than 
many others who followed the profession.

My prospecting in Columbia in May, 1850, did 
not prove profitable although we got one pan of dirt 
that was good. We went into an old shaft some 12 
feet deep and found a narrow pay streak running 
into a partition between that and another shaft, 
commenced taking it out; could see the gold every 
stroke of the pick; we soon found some one was 
working on the same pay streak from the adjoining 
shaft, therefore we worked lively; soon a sharp 
crowbar came through from the other side and a 
Mexican sang out: “caramba!” Then the strife was 
who could get the most of the rich dirt; I am sorry to 
admit the Mexican beat the Yankee, for he had 
seven ounces in his pan and we only had $70.

Sixteen feet square was then called as much 
ground as one man was entitled to hold, which 
brought the different owners close together. The 
Mexicans had the advantage in one respect, they 
could run drifts under ground and the surface 
showed no indications of having been worked. I saw 
one American sadly disappointed after working 
several days sinking his shaft anticipating a rich 
yield on getting down to bedrock; he was suddenly 
precipitated up to his neck by the bottom of his 
shaft falling into a drift occupied by a Mexican 
busily engaged in taking out rich pay. The air was 
blue with curses for awhile, but as the best of his 
claim was worked out by the Mexican before the

American struck bedrock, he had to make the best 
of it. Very rich diggings were also struck in May,
1850, at Scorpion Gulch and Carsons, Calaveras 
county. The amount taken out at Carsons was 
enormous, some quite heavy nuggets were found, 
but as usual fortune did not always favor the most 
deserving.

At Carsons a prospector came into camp one day 
dead broke in finance, called at the trading post, 
made known his condition, then went out to try his 
luck; in less than an hour he found a seven pound 
piece of gold; a happier miner I never saw before or 
since. As for myself, I was never very successful at 
mining; had some good claims, but none of them to 
rank as first-class.

In May, 1856, I bought an interest in the Robin
sons Ferry property, located on the Stanislaus River 
between Angels Camp in Calaveras county, and 
Sonora in Tuolumne county, where I have resided 
ever since, (June, 1878).

As the seasons come and go many changes have 
taken place, many once prosperous mining camps 
have now become almost deserted. An occasional 
49er can be seen, generally poor, grey-headed, 
broken down specimen of humanity.

Of the famous Carsons Association which num
bered 53 members on leaving New York in Feb
ruary, 1849, I do not know the P. O. address of a 
single living member; many have gone the long 
journey while I yet remain in the mines, running 
the ferry boats at Robinsons Ferry on the Stanislaus.

And here, unfortunately, the “Recollections” end.
In the introduction to his edition, however, Goodman 

adds more information about the Wood family at Robin
son’s Ferry. Harvey Wood found ferry operating much 
more to his liking than mining, and it provided him with a 
good living. In 1864, he married Marinda Adelaide Gee, 
who had come out from New Hampshire. The Woods 
had three children, Carleton, Percy, and Allie (Mrs. John 
Egan). James A. Wood, Harvey’s brother, also resided at 
the Ferry.
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Harvey Wood was the agent for the South Carolina mine, 
located upon the southwest slopes of Carson Hill. He owned the 
Adelaide mine in the same district. He also owned a ranch of 160 
acres. He represented his district on the Calaveras County Board 
of Supervisors for ten years (1873-83). In 1879, he was appointed 
Postmaster at Robinson’s Ferry, holding that position to the end 
of his life.

When Harvey Wood passed away in March, 1895, the esteem 
with w hich he was held by his fellow Calaverans was attested to by 
the fact that his funeral was one of the largest ever seen in Angels 
Camp. His widow later moved from the Ferry to Angels, where 
she died in 1923. Carleton (1866-1940) married Elizabeth Snow, 
and they resided at Angels Camp. They had no children. Percy 
(1870-1944) married Ethel Carthy, also of Robinson’s Ferry, and 
they lived at the Ferry (later renamed Melones) for the rest of 
their lives. Their children included a son, Harvey Percy Wood, 
born in 1899; a daughter, (Mrs.) Vera Frances (Carley), born in 
1903, and who now resides in Angels Camp; and a son, Mervyn 
Randolph Wood, born in 1911, and now residing in Sonora.

The living descendants of Harvey Wood, who all reside in 
California, include Harvey P. Wood, Mrs. Carley, Mervyn Wood, 
William A. Wood, and Mrs. Adelaide Egan Davis (daughter of 
Adelaide Wood Egan).

THE WOOD FAMILY
At home in Harvey’s final years. At far left, James Wood, Carleton and Percy; Allie and 
her sisters-in-law sitting below, with Harvey and Marinda at right.

Courtesy Wood Family
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CALAVERAS 
PROFILES

With this issue, at the suggestion of Mrs. Helen Giorgi, 
we are including profiles of several prominent Calaveras 
residents of earlier days, along with their photographs. 
We are doing this not only to record information that is 
not readily available, but also some that would otherwise 
be lost forever. We hope, too, that this will stimulate 
others interested in Calaveras history to do more re
search and come up with additional information on these 
and other noteworthy Calaverans, for inclusion in the 
pages of further issues of “Las Calaveras”.

“ROD” TERWILLIGER
by Helen Giorgi

Calaveritas rancher Lorenzo Parsons (“Rod”) Terwil
liger came to Calaveras County in his youth, and his 
mischievous pranks during his early years were undoub
tedly a source of annoyance to the residents in the county 
who were of the sober tongue-clucking variety.

A native of New York state, born in 1832, Terwilliger 
crossed the plains in 1850, and with his friends com
menced mining at San Antone Ridge. The men would 
work energetically to accumulate a sizable supply of gold 
dust, then with an easy-come-easy-go attitude would 
ride into San Andreas for a week of celebrating. Con
tinual gambling, with brief catnaps in chairs, would soon 
exhaust their supply of gold dust, whereupon they would 
take off for San Antone Ridge to fill another poke full of 
gold.

Evidently Terwilliger ventured out of the county occa
sionally; he was seen in Sierra County in 1851, when a 
young woman was lynched there. He claimed credit for 
the renaming of Mosquito Gulch to Glencoe at the time

he was working there during the ’Fifties at the 
Mokelumne Hill Ditch Company’s sawmill.

One of his most notable pranks occurred in 1857 in San 
Andreas. A dancing teacher, J. F. Cronk, rode into town 
one day, bent upon getting up a horse race. Unfortu
nately, he stopped to pass the time of day with Rod 
Terwilliger and Charles Brown, and the two men decided 
to play a trick on Cronk. Charles invited him into the 
saloon, and Terwilliger tied firecrackers to the horse’s 
tail—and lit them. The horse galloped wildly all the way 
to Kentucky House before running out of popping fire
crackers and fear.

Gradually the impetuous young man settled down and 
began directing his energy into more acceptable chan
nels. With Hosea Allen, Terwilliger joined the Odd Fel
lows in 1857; and in 1858 he set out for the Fraser River 
gold rush, but when this was perceived to be a humbug 
rush, he returned to Calaveritas to establish a home and 
raise a family.

Terwilliger must have possessed considerable business 
acumen. He and Herbert (“Hub”) Ide were the first men 
to hold water rights to the San Antone Ditch that carried 
the water from San Antone Creek to Sheep Ranch Mine. 
They formed a company to raise $5000 for the purchase 
of the water rights and later added the ditch to their 
holdings for $1400. Sometime in the early 1900s Desire 
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’ Rod” Terwilliger, Con’d.
Fricot bought the ditch from Terwilliger for $7500.

When Terwilliger died on January 21, 1922 at the age 
of 90, he had acquired a substantial enough estate to 
warrant the hiring of attorney Joe Huberty of San An
dreas by his administrator and the publishing of a cre
ditor claim notice in the January 6th, 1923, issue of the 
Calaveras Weekly Prospect.

Editor’s Note: For further information on Terwilliger, 
see “Las Calaveras”, Vol. 7, No. 2, p. 3; Vol. 18, pages 6, 9, 
20 & 27; Vol. 19, pages 3 & 29, and Vol. 21, page 5.

“CAP” FERGUSON
Captain Amsa Parker Ferguson was a prominent 

member of the gold rush community in Calaveras 
County, and is remembered especially for his part in 
opening up the Sheep Ranch mine in the early ’Seventies.

Cap Ferguson was born in Lynchburg, Virginia, in 
1816. He came to California in 1849 from Illinois, and 
subsequently located in San Andreas. He is mentioned 
frequently in the “Wade Johnston Talks” (Las Calaveras) 
and was a mining partner of Johnston’s in the Willow’

Creek area. He lived in Johnston’s cabin when the latter 
joined the copper boom at Telegraph City.

On his return, he and Cap mined together successfully 
for about a year at Willow Creek until Ferguson went up 
to Sheep Ranch with Tom and Billie Smith to prospect. 
There they opened up the vein discovered by Harve 
Childers and turned it into an operating mine.

In 1872, William Wallace bought out the Smiths, and 
the following year, John Early, Cap’s nephew, bought in 
as a partner. The mine became so successful that in 1875 
George Hearst and his associates Haggin and Tevis 
bought the Ferguson - Wallace -Early partnership out and 
turned the operation into one of the best known Califor
nia gold mines of that day.

After selling out to Hearst, Ferguson moved back to 
San Andreas, married “the widow Oliphant”, then 
moved to Stockton where their two daughters were born. 
Cap, unfortunately, died at 62 in 1878 of a stomach 
ailment.

We are indebted to Miss Amy Edwards, Cap’s grand
daughter w ho has supplied us with this portrait and other 
information about her grandfather. The w7idow 
Oliphant, she says, was Mary Adams McNeill, whose 
brother-in-law, James Caven, ran the Metropolitan 
Hotel in San Andreas at that time.

“Las Calaveras”, October, 1958, and January, 1959, 
contains articles on the early days at Sheep Ranch, and 
the “Wade Johnston Talks” (especially the 7th Install
ment in the October, 1972, issue) refer to Cap Ferguson 
and his activities. William M. “Pony” Denig entitled Cap’s 
obituary “Death of a Worthy Man” in the December 14th, 
1878, issue of “The Commercial Record”, at Stockton.

EFFIE ENFIELD JOHNSTON
Effie Johnston would hardly have been described or 

recognized as a prominent person in her long lifetime; in 
fact, quite the opposite was the case. Yet, she single
handedly assembled more community history about San 
Andreas and in particular the Willow Creek area than has 
any other person, group, or organization in our county 
done for this or similar areas.

This wealth of material through the kindness of Mrs. 
Ruth Lemue, came several years ago to the archives of 
this Society. Portions of this legacy provided the material 
that became “The Wade Johnston Talks,” published in 
seven very interesting installments in “Las Calaveras” 
during the period 1969-72. A large number of Effie’s 
scrapbooks, diaries, boxes of notes, manuscripts, and 
other personal items are currently being inventoried and 
indexed at our Society office at the old Hall of Records, 
30 Main Street, San Andreas.

Effie was born at Paradise Gulch, near Yaqui Camp, 
San Andreas, in 1868, and lived to the ripe old age of 98.
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Longevity is a characteristic of her family. Her father, 
Wade Johnston, lived to be 95, and her sister Martha to 
96.

Wade came to Calaveras County in 1855, and between 
his excellent memory and his daughter’s own lifetime 
experience, Effie acquired an extraordinary knowledge 
of the history of the San Andreas community. She had a 
very keen sense of what makes history and became a 
custodian of all sorts of information which she preserved.

At a relatively early age, Effie left home to make her 
singular way in the world, serving as a waitress in a 
number of hotels and resorts. She kept close touch with 
her father and with San Andreas, returning for stays 
between her jobs.

Effie came home for good during the last few years of 
her father’s life, and retired at the family home at the 
Abdullah Mine at Willow Creek. During those years 
when her father was still living, she repeatedly inter
viewed him and wrote down his comments about early 
days in San Andreas. It was her fervent hope that she 
could someday complete these for publication.

Although excellent at penmanship, Effie had received 
only a very limited education. This became a serious 
handicap to her literary aspirations. Further, she had to 

live on a very slim budget and often had no funds for 
adequate writing materials. Yet in spite of these hand
icaps, she worked and reworked the transcripts of the 
“Talks”, writing them on butcher paper, package wrap
pers, and anything else suitable that came her way. She 
picked the title “Wade Johnston Talks to His Daughter” 
sagaciously, for that was how the history came about.

Unfortunately, Wade Johnston died before she had 
proceeded more than a dozen years or so though his 
Calaveras experiences. It was in her own scrapbook and 
diaries that she accumulated much more for the record in 
later years.

Effie Johnston deserves to be remembered with much 
appreciation and gratitude for the rich legacy of local 
history she left, and for her lifetime devotion to this 
subject.

ETHEL WILLARD ADAMS
One of the few Calaveras women to be included in the 

pages of the “Memorial and Biographical History of 
Central California,” Mrs. Ethel Willard Adams operated 
a ranch near Murphys for forty years. She came from 
Boston to Carmel, California, with her parents in 1884. 
Her father, Zabdiel Willard, grandson and son of well- 
known clockmakers of Boston, had acquired gold-mining
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Ethel Adams, Con’d.
interests in Colorado and California.

Once in California, Ethel soon acquired a mining en
gineer husband. This, however, did not prove to be a 
permanent liason, so Zabdiel purchased and enlarged the 
Table Mountain Ranch for her. This also served as a 
convenient stopping place for him when visiting the Oro 
y Plata mine at Murphys.

In later years, the Willards spent most of their time 
back in Boston, while Ethel built up the ranch. For many 
years this was the source of dairy products for Murphys 
and the surrounding area, and its owner-manager, Ethel 
Adams, was one of the well-known women of the county. 
She was fond of animals, and, in fact, of every phase of 
ranch work.

For recreation, riding and hiking in the high country 
was one of her favorite pastimes. Her large ranch home 
was beautifully and tastefully furnished with family pos
sessions from New England and was set off by Oriental 
items collected by her brother Jack.

In 1920, Fred Kenney, another New Englander, took 
over as foreman for Mrs. Adams, and upon her death 
seven years later, inherited the ranch. He and his sister 
Bertha continued operating it until the 60’s. For more 
details about Mrs. Adams and the Table Mountain 
Ranch, we refer you to “Las Calaveras” for January, 
1975.

Virgil M. Airola 
Sadie Hunt 
John E. Kent

IN MEMORIAM
Henry Marquering

Charles A. Stone 
Irene Van Hemert 

Georgia Zumwalt

BEN JOHNSTON
Here is a formerly well-known Calaveras man of whom 

we seem to know very little today. We first hear of him in 
“Las Calaveras”, January, 1968, as the bookkeeper at the 
Gwin Mine during the Thomas-McClure period (1894- 
1908). The late F. F. Thomas, Jr., whose father was gen
eral manager of the Gwin, used to visit the mine on school 
vacations. He fondly recalled Ben Johnston and referred 
to him as a fascinating storyteller. Ben was said to be at his 
best with young audiences.

When the Gwin closed, Ben moved to Copperopolis 
and went to work at the Calaveras Copper Company’s 
office for Manager John “Mac” Ross. “Mac’s” son Jack 
would visit his parents at “Copper” during his vacations, 
and when in college, would work there as a “summer 
boy”. That was when he got to know Ben Johnston. Ben 
made a wooden “BB” gun for Jack which he treasured for 
many years.

But that is all we know about Ben Johnston. If there are 
any amongst our readership who knew him, we would 
like to hear from you. He was not related to Effie 
Johnston, as far as we know.
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THE EARLY YEARS 
OF BRET HARTE 

HIGH SCHOOL
Many of our readers will remember the outstanding 

articles in “Las Calaveras” for April, 1976, in which 
Walter Huberty and Eva Genochio Soracco described the 
early years of Calaveras High School. We expressed the 
hope at that time that we would soon have an issue on Bret 
Harte High. Now, five years later, we are pleased to

dedicate this issue to Bret Harte.
Recently a committee of Bret Harte graduates, headed 

by Ted Bird ’26, accumulated much information on the 
early years of the school, selected portions of which appear 
here. Sixteen members of the first half-dozen graduating 
classes are still living, and there are a large number still 
amongst us from the later classes that also attended the 
first little school pictured here as it was in 1908.

The following account of the formation of Bret Harte is 
a “polite history” of what was in actuality a very agitated 
response of the south half of the county to the unpopular 
decision of the “county fathers” to place the official high 
school at San Andreas in 1904. Created under these 
circumstances, there has persisted to this day an unusually 
strong rivalry between the two schools. Although Bret 
Harte had generally a smaller student body than Calaveras, 
it certainly has more than made up for it in school spirit 
and activities over the past seventy-five years of its exis
tence.

Just as Calaveras High has done, Bret Harte outgrew its 
first and second buildings, and now enjoys a fine new 
campus at Altaville.

As we noted in the Calaveras High issue, our high school 
days were the most important part of our education, 
bringing us from just “kids” to adults, ready to take our 
place in the world. We hope that this issue serves to bring 
back many memories to our older Bret Harte graduates.

Editor

BRET HARTE HIGH Loaned by Ruth Lemue ’12
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Bret Harte High School
Its Inception and Early History

There came a time in the educational history of Angels 
Camp when parents realized that their children needed a 
better and more complete education. Calaveras County 
Union High School had been established in San Andreas in 
1904 and was intended to serve the entire county. How
ever, Angels Camp residents felt that a second high school 
would better serve the needs of the students in the Angels 
area. Under the leadership of Eli Price and Harry Barden, 
two of our county’s prominent citizens, a meeting was 
called and after much discussion it was decided to have a 
High School in Angels Camp. The two gentlemen leading 
the movement were appointed temporary directors.

HARRY R. BARDEN
Barden and Eli Price spearheaded the move to found 
Bret Harte Union High School in 1905. This portrait 
was taken a decade earlier at Eureka, California.

Courtesy Cornelia Stevenot ’26

Bret Harte Union High School was officially established 
by an almost unanimous vote of the people of the Angels 
and Altaville school districts on June 19,1905. The govern
ment Board of Trustees for the first fiscal school year, 
commencing July 1, 1905, was composed of the boards of 
these two grammar school districts. Also included within 
the new Union High School District were Washington Flat, 
Vallecito, Douglas Flat, San Domingo, Keystone, Ramona, 
Carson Hill, and Robinson’s Ferry districts.

The site of the new school was fixed when Warren Rose 
donated five acres of land on the line between Angels and 
Altaville, where the Mark Twain school buildings stand

WARREN ROSE
Public benefactor Rose, here pictured in his Knights 
Templar uniform, donated the land for the original Bret 
Harte High School.

Loaned by Dorothy Easton

today. The funds for construction of the building were 
raised by public contribution. The Manual Estate donated 
lumber, and many citizens volunteered labor. Mesdames 
Mary Lechau, Price, Lee, and Baumhogger, of Altaville, 
with Millie Smith, president of the Native Daughters 
Parlor, coordinated the project’s needs in Altaville, Angels, 
and Melones. Work on the school building progressed 
rapidly until the exterior was completed. Before the inter
nal partitions were installed the citizens, under the leader
ship of the Native Daughters, held a grand ball in the 
building. Supper was provided by members of the 
community.

Things moved so swiftly that by August everything was 
in readiness for the formal opening of the school, already 
furnished with up-to-date equipment for the commercial, 
scientific and academic departments. The building may not 
have been a thing of beauty on the outside, but as 
enrollments grew from year to year other rooms were 
added and the building was improved in various ways. The 
first Arbor Day was celebrated by a procession of school 
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children, fraternal societies led by the parlors of the Native 
Sons and Daughters, and accompanied by a band, wending 
its way to the new campus to plant trees. Among others, 
palm trees were dedicated to Lucius D. McKinley and 
Ruby Powell, members of the first school staff.

The school was appropriately named Bret Harte for the 
man who had once briefly resided here and whose writings 
had made Calaveras County and the Mother Lode famous 
the world over. The first trustees were Messrs. Mark 
Belloni, Edgar F. Crosby and James Lee of Altaville, and 
Norman Smith, Sr., Dr. John R. Dorroh and John Carley 
of Angels Camp. Prof. Lucius D. McKinley was appointed 
the first principal and held that position until June 1913.

teachers came to Bret Harte over the years to assist Mr. 
Campbell.

The school was accredited in the early days by the 
University of California. Many Bret Harte graduates have 
gone on to the U.C. campuses or to other institutes of 
higher learning.

When the school opened, there were two courses offered 
— a four-year college preparatory, and a two-year com
mercial course. There were no “frills” such as physical 
education and music. In the first year there were just two 
classes — freshman and sophomore. Many of the ele
mentary schools of the district had been offering ninth
grade work for a number of years, thereby accumulating

Bret Harte was fortunate in having such a capable person 
to guide the new school through those early years, and 
Principal McKinley was highly respected both at school 
and in the community. Misses Ruby Powell and Georgiana 
Ramsey were assistant teachers the first year, and a fourth 
teacher was added the second year.

Lucius McKinley was succeeded as principal by M. P. 
Morgan for the year 1913-14, and B. D. Shoemaker served 
for thel914-15 term. In 1915,William P.Campbell became 
the new principal, and this capable educator served as 
administrator and teacher for over twenty years until his 
death in 1937.

A number of teachers took their turn at Bret Harte. In 
1909-10, Misses Shirley Ward, Edith Gamble, and Mabel 
Crane comprised the staff. The following year, Misses 
Mildred Goodspeed, Italia E. Flaus, and Ella Byxbee 
assisted Principal McKinley. During 1911-12, Ella Byxbee, 
Edith Harriman and Daisy Blum were the teachers. The 
next year Miss Harriman was replaced by Marion Carson. 
When B. D. Shoemaker became principal in 1913-14, his 
staff included Daisy Blum, Katherine Short, and Mr. W. 
Wilton. By 1916-17, the staff consisted of William Camp
bell, Principal, Paul Lery, and Misses Elizabeth Wenk, 
Katherine Turner and Eleanor Warner. Many other 

quite a large available sophomore class.
There were forty-six pupils in the first two classes. A 

partial list includes: Virgil Airola, Joe Bennett, Lavena 
Bouche, Opal Brodie, Esther Carley, Ben Carlow, Reba 
Carlow, Gertrude Carlow, Kate Cutler, Myrtle Eason, 
Claire Edwards, Maude Edwards, Eva Gazzola, Louise 
Gazzola, May Grinnan, Annie Harp, Jupe Jordan, Fred 
Lemoine, Frank McClory, Annie McKay, Emily Martin, 
Sam Nichley, Della Rolleri, and Gladys Weirich.

The first graduates of the two-year commercial course 
were Eva Gazzola and Lizzie Hart in 1907. Eva went to 
work as the first operator in the new Angels telephone 
company (located in the City Drug Store, run by Dr. 
Dorroh). The second graduating class (1908) included 
Vivian Case, Leslie Maroon and Samuel Nichley. Graduat
ing in 1909 were Harry Hogarth, Alice Keefer, May 
Kenney, Lizzie Lee, and Joe Schwartz. The 1910 commer
cial graduates were Emily Kerr, Mabel Magellan, Jewett 
Nichelson, and Eunice Snow.

The first graduates of the four-year academic program 
were Gertrude Carlow, Kate Cutler, Rebekah Gardner, 
Annie Harp, and Frank McClory in 1909. Virgil Airola 
and Della Smith graduated the following year, as the class 
of 1910.
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Annual Journals
The first Bret Harte High School Journal, or Commence

ment Issue, as it was called, was “The Gold Pan,” pub
lished in 1910. A picture of Bret Harte was on the first 
page, and opposite were these words: “Dedicated to Bret 
Harte Whose Pen Has Made Our Country Famous.” The 
editorial staff included Della Smith, Zelma Fairbank, 
Teresa Dorroh, Ellenore Watson, Olive Bennett, Norman 
Smith, and Anita Dabadie. Virgil Airola was business 
manager, and Alfred Ramsey was assistant.

The 1911 “Gold Pan” was dedicated to Principal Mc
Kinley, “Who Established our High School and Who has 
Ever been Our Friend and Guide.” Zelma Fairbank, editor, 
was assisted by Anita Dabadie, Norman Smith, Mark 
Belloni, Ellenore Watson, Ruth Harper, John Peirano, 
Teresa Dorroh, Edna Moyer, and George Moore.

In 1912, the journal’s name was changed to “Sierra 
Vista”, as Editor Ruth Harper explained:

“We hope the public will be pleased with the change we have 
made in the name of our journal from that of ‘The Gold Pan’ 
to ‘Sierra Vista’. To many the name of ‘The Gold Pan’ has 
not shown enough originality but we trust the ‘Sierra Vista’ 
will. To us nothing seems more appropriate when we 
consider the grand panorama that we have of the Sierra 
Mountains.”

This issue was gratefully dedicated to “The people of Bret 
Harte High School District, who have helped toward the 
progress of our high school . . .”

The fourth edition (1913) was dedicated to Miss Daisy 
Blum, who had joined the staff the previous year, and who 
taught for several years at Bret Harte.

“Sierra Vista” continued to appear each year until the 

school moved into the new building in 1926. For several 
years thereafter the full attention and efforts of all con
cerned was towards equipping the new school, and it was 
not until 1930 that the journal reappeared. We are all 
much indebted to those responsible for the publication of 
the early journals for preserving so much of the history of 
Bret Harte Union High School.

Athletics
Baseball was the principal sport in the early years at Bret 

Harte High. Games were played with opposing teams from 
Tuolumne County High School and Calaveras High. Virgil 
Airola, Ben Carlow, George Moore, Jerome Porter, Nor
man Smith and Fred Schwartz were among those on the 
1910 team.

When the early rains made baseball practice impossible, 
basketball took its place. Due to the small size of the 
student body and the lack of experienced coaches, the 
teams were no match for those from larger and more 
distant schools.

Visiting athletic teams were honored by social activities 
held in the town hall, then called Wood’s Hall, on Main 
Street in Angels. Since the school had no gymnasium, 
basketball games were played in Wood’s Hall. In later 
years, both boys’ and girls’ basketball games were held at 
Monte’s Inn, a popular dance pavilion of the day operated 
just north of Altaville by Joe Monte Verda.

Football was not played until 1929. Some players on the 
first football team were Oliver Bernasconi, Earl Brunner, 
Guy Castle, Sam Giovenetti, Ray Lagomarsino, Earl Lewis, 
Florin McAfee, Tom McClure, Paul McNutt, and Tom 
Rolleri. Harry Auten, the geometry and music teacher, 
served as coach. Their first game was with Sonora High.

TENNIS IN THE ’TEENS
A lively doubles match, with Ralph 
Bird and Jack Martin (left) opposing 
Reuben Irvine and Milo Bird, in 
1914, despite weeds and other im
pediments.

Loaned by Milo Bird ’15
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The girl’s basketball team was not very active in the 
early years. A photograph of the team was placed under 
the heading of “Jokes” in the 1910 annual, expressing the 
editor’s opinion of the games played that year.

By 1925, girls’ athletic teams were better organized and 
were received much more respectfully. The baseball team 
that year was coached by Jessie Jones and included Laura 
Black (Hutchins), Zilda Delucchi (Arthur), Phyllis Lewis 
(Pickup), Annie Lombardi (Voitich), Earline Oneto 
(Young), Amelia Paredes, Carrie Paredes, Irene Peirano, 
and Dorothy Ratkovich (Soracco).

Social and Scholastic
Although sports were low key in the early years, other 

activities were pursued vigorously and enthusiastically. 
The journals proudly recorded these. Social events accom
panied all sporting events. Not only a school dance, but 
“receptions” for each class were held each year. The 
annual school play was always a popular item and well 
supported. A debating team came into existence at an early 
year. Cultural programs were exchanged with Sonora 
High. Often a small school, such as Bret Harte, supported 
activities more enthusiastically than a larger school, for 
nearly everyone had to join in and work together.

The girls formed a Girls’ Welfare League in 1924. They 
established a dress code calling for a moderate use of 
cosmetics, including minimum rouge and lipstick. Slang 
and chewing gum were ruled out. Whether or not these 
rules were strictly enforced, however, is open to question.

The Student Body affiliated with the California State 
Scholarship Federation in 1924, becoming Chapter 76, 
C.S.F. Honor students listed in the 1925 annual were:
Seniors Juniors Sophomores
Angelo Albero Cornelia Barden Norine Cademartori
Helen Burrow Irene Bird Irene Guisto
Alba Ferrando Teddy Bird Lucile Howard
Jennie Folletti Emmett Morley Evelyne Kennedy
Carmel Fullen Ernest Nora Annie Lombardi
Dorothea Lagomarsino Amelia Paredes Rose Melanesi
Glendon Mitchler Irene Peirano Ray Stephens
Louis Nora Oliver Raggio
Joe Peirano Lucile Starcevich
Hildred Stephens

Freshmen
Evelyn Arthur Florence McCauley
Bertha Burrow Vincent Monte Verda
Elsie Burrow Lewis Orth
Elva Burrow Marie Porter
Angelica Calzasci

Music was not added to the curriculum until 1929. 
Instruments were later purchased for a band. Also a Girls’ 
Glee Club was organized. Bret Harte music was under the 
direction of Stanley Berry. Previously, Mrs. Marc Latham, 
a professional pianist, assisted the students in preparing 
special programs calling for music.

JOHN H. CARLEY
He served on the original Board of Trustees, was always 
a staunch friend of the school, and set up the bussing 
program in the ’Twenties.

Loaned by Joe Carley ’24

According to the 1924 yearbook, the first “Sneak Day” 
took place that year when the entire senior class absented 
itself from school without permission. The class of 1928 
extended this senior junket to a weekend trip, camping in 
the Sierras at Kennedy Meadows under the chaperonage of 
faculty member Jennie Hanlon and bus driver “Doie” 
Pecchenino. The class of 1929 was granted permission to 
spend the chaperoned weekend at Yosemite Valley, a 
practice which continued for many years.

Bussing
In the early years of the school, it was very difficult for 

students from outlying districts to attend Bret Harte. This 
problem was solved when John Carley was contracted by 
the school to start a bussing program. The initial runs were 
from the towns of Copperopolis, Melones and Murphys 
during the 1923-24 school year. Touring cars were used 
the first year, and a bus was put into service in 1924 on the 
Murphys run. John Carley himself was the driver of the 
first bus.
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GIRLS’ BASEBALL TEAM — 1925 
L to r, top row: Carrie Parades; 
teacher Jesse Jones; Annie Lombardi; 
Dorothy Ratko vich (Soracco); 
Ameilia Parades; Laura Black. Bot
tom: Earline Oneto; Phyllis Lewis; 
Irene Peirano, and Zilda Delucchi, all 
attired in their big blue bloomers.

Loaned by Zilda Arthur ’26

BASKETBALL TEAM — 1912
L to r: Charles Wheeler, coach; Clar
ence Cosgrave; Hansen; Jack Peir
ano; Aimer Lillie; Norman Smith, 
and Tom Watson. This crack team 
won all five games played.

Courtesy Ruth Lemue ’12
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BASEBALL TEAM — 1910
L to r, standing: Alfred Ramsey, 
coach; Virgil Airola; George Moore; 
Jack Peirano; Jerome Porter(?); and 
Darrell Clifford. Sitting: Norman 
Smith; Bert Gazzola; Fred Jacobs or 
John Bongard, and Glenn Davey.

Courtesy Ruth Lemue ’12

BASKETBALL TEAM — 1915
L to r: Nick Pecchenino; Ralph Bird; 
Reuben Irvine; Harry McClory; 
Drew Garland; and Frank Peirano.

Loaned by Drew Garland ’16
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STUDENT BODY
One of the first three years of the school, as can be told by the boards and battens on the building.

Society Files



STUDENT BODY — 1913
Front Row, 1 to r: Frank Folletti and brother; “Duke” 
Cutler; John Pecchenino; Eddie Arbios; Hansen; Ed 
Siegel; Allen Jones; James Harper; John Bongard; Frank 
Smith; and Harry McClory. 2nd row: Teachers Marion 
Carson, Ella Byxbee, and Daisy Blum; Unid.; Beatrice 
Harper; Florence Siegel; 2 Unid.; Hansen; Eva Fair- 
bank; Hilda May; Edith Black; Unid.; and Edith Borbe. 
3rd row: Romaggi(?); L. D. McKinley, principal; Amy 
Roberts; Ruth McIntosh; Unid. (hidden); Florence 
Davis; Evelyn Moran; Hazel Starr; Bessie Donovan;

Bernice Edwards; Susie Tarr; Marcella Quinn; Lorena 
Davey; Elsie Wilds; Grace Romaggi. 4th row: Elmer 
Lillie; Felice Bongard; Rupert Starr; Eunice Snow; Otta 
Moyer; Jack Peirano; Katie Revelino; Edgar O’Connor; 
Eddie Emerald; Nick Peirano(?); Douglas May; Roger 
Campbell; and Drew Garland. Top row: 2 Unid.; 
Loveday Bennett; Gladys Harkness; Esther Costa; 
Theresa Borbe; Gertrude Moorehead; Peirano; Nick 
Pecchenino; Tom Watson, and Jimmy Quinn.

Society Files



CLASS OF 1928

Top row, 1 to r: Catherine Orth; Lucille McCarty; 
Bertha Burrow; Louise Crespi and Rose Slavazza. 2nd 
row: Angelica Calzascia; Marie Porter; Elva Burrow; 
Eugenia Ponte; Marie Ferguson and Elsie Burrow. 3rd 
row: Florence McCauley; Paul Fuchs; Clifton Mitchell;

Nick Voitch; Lewis Orth; George Cooper and Evelyn 
Arthur. Bottom row: Vincent Monte Verda; Maynard 
Segale; Thomas Hobday and James Davis.

Loaned by Evelyn Arthur ’28

ARBOR DAY — 1916

Courtesy Bessie Airola
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CLASS OF 1912
L to r: Teresa Dorroh; Norman 
Smith; Ellenore Watson; Clarence 
Cosgrave; Olive Bennett; Mark Bel- 
loni; May McKaigue; Leon Bro- 
semer, and Ruth Harper.

Loaned by Ruth Lennie ’12

FUN DAY — 1912
L to r: Mary McKaigue; Frances 
Pendo; Ellenore Watson; Olivia Ben
nett; Ruth Harper, and Teresa Bor- 
roh.

Courtesy Ruth Lemue ’12
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The New School
By 1926, the old Bret Harte building was clearly inade

quate and the voters approved a $60,000 bond issue to 
build a new school on the main highway in Altaville. Five 
acres of land were purchased from Frank Nuninger for 
approximately $5000. Lewis & Green of Stockton were the 
contractors, and the building was completed in mid-1926. 
Although the class of ’26 was not actually able to attend 
classes in the new building, the auditorium, complete with 
stage, was ready in time for them to hold graduation there. 
It was quite an event, and the class felt honored to be the 
first to hold exercises in the new facility. Previously, 
graduation exercises had been held in the upstairs ball
room of Wood’s Hall.

Reunions
Bret Harte students have kept in close touch with one 

another and for many years a reunion of the older classes 
has been held every other year. Precedent for this gathering 
goes back to 1912 when the alumni organized a society 
they called the “Association of the Alumni of Bret Harte.” 
All students known to have attended Bret Harte during the 
period covered by the reunion are invited to participate, in 
addition to the graduates. At recent gatherings, approxi
mately 200 have attended, and each has received a scroll 
containing the names and addresses of all surviving stu
dents on the reunion list.

This year (1981), classes of 1905 through 1937 will be 
included in the reunion group. At each succeeding reunion, 
two additional classes are added.

Speaking to the graduating class of 1908, Charles P. 
Snyder expressed the hope that, “As successive classes of 
graduates pass from the portals of our Bret Harte Union 
High School, and become scattered throughout our land, 
we can ardently hope that their minds will ever revert with 
kindly feelings to the years they have passed in Angels 
Camp.” That Mr. Synder’s hope was not in vain is 
certainly manifested by the continued popularity of the 
Bret Harte reunions.

Bret Harte
In the grandeur of the mountains
And the beauty of the hills

Stands our High School, monumental to his fame. 
He has sung of summer’s fountains,
He has moaned of winter’s chills,

The whole world bows with reverence to his name.

He has glorified our country
And has filled our hearts with pride.

He has shown the world our home in bright array. 
His themes are fine and sundry,
With our lives does he abide,

And his glory sheds its light upon our way.

May we then, O noble Bret Harte!
Brave our tasks without a sigh,

And the top of life’s ladder, may we gain. 
When from trade’s train we must depart,
And our troubles, cease to fly,

May we say, “I have not lived this life in vain.”
Ralph Bird, ’15

,~nn
THE NEW BUILDING — 1926

Gift of Tad Folendorf ’62
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William Pleasant Campbell
As a man, scholar, and educator, the record of William 

P. Campbell is unexcelled. Affectionately referred to as 
“Pa,” Campbell taught for sixty years, twenty-six of which 
were in California schools.

He was born in Tishomingo County, Mississippi, in 1855 
and received his early schooling in Tennessee. He attended 
Vanderbilt University in 1892, where among his classmates 
was John Nance Garner, former vice-president of the 
United States.

WILLIAM PLEASANT CAMPBELL

Mr. Campbell and his mother came to California in 
1900, where he enrolled in Stanford University. He re
ceived his A.B. degree the following year. He was then 
recommended for a teaching credential by Dean Cubber- 
ley, a Stanford professor of education and a noted author. 
He secured his first principalship in the Alta Joint Union 
High School District at Reedley in Fresno County.

He was employed successively at Lompoc, Mendocino, 
Tuolumne County, Eureka, and Bret Harte high schools. 
During the twenty-one years that he served as principal 
and teacher at Bret Harte, the school grew from an 
enrollment of 83 to 130. Throughout his administration, 
Bret Harte High maintained a high rating among the 
accredited schools of the state.

Campbell numbered his friends by the hundreds and 
many of his students achieved distinction. Rare is the 
record of public service equal to that established by this 
fine educator. His scholarship and devotion to duty may 
well be an inspiration to us all.

“Pa” died in June 1937 in a Stockton hospital at the age 
of eighty-two, ending what may be one of the longest 
teaching careers of any California educator. He was taken 

to the hospital when a sudden illness prevented his attend
ing graduation exercises at Bret Harte. These exercises 
were to honor him and announce his retirement to his 
ranch in Madera County.

Bret Harte Graduates
1907 - 1929

We reprint the Alumni list that appeared in the 1925 
“Sierra Vista”, together with occupations and residences in 
that year. We have added the classes of ’25 through ’29 and 
have corrected a number of omissions and spelling errors. 
Unfortunately, there are others that were probably missed.
NAME OCCUPATION

’07
RESIDENCE

Lizzie Hart Mrs. Hartzel Modesto
Eva Gazzola Nursing San Francisco

Sam Nichley
’08

Mechanic Stockton
Leslie Maroon Angels Camp
Vivian Case Mrs. Cassen Angels Camp

Rebekah Gardner
’09

Mrs. Muscio Angels Camp
Kate Cutler Mrs. Collins Oakdale
Anne Harp Mrs. Nicholls San Francisco
Gertrude Carlow Mrs. Colter Deceased
Frank McClory Employed in Bank Stockton
May Kenny Mrs. Raggio Angels Camp
Alice Keffer Los Angeles
Elizabeth Lee Deceased
Harry Hogarth Laborer Angels Camp
Joe Schwartz Miner Placerville

Virgil Airola
’10

Attorney San Andreas
Adele Smith Mrs. O’Neil Deceased
Jewett Nichelson Fresno
Mabel Magellan Mrs. Mitovich
Emily Kerr

George Moore
’ll

Merchant San Bruno
Edna Moyer Mrs. Worcester Morgan Hill
Aura Jones Mrs. Maybry Ripon
Zelma Fairbank Mrs. Richards Fresno
Anita Dabadie Stockton
Nell Brodie Oakland
Laura Cosgrave Mrs. Coats McFarland
Esther Carley Mrs. Nichley Stockton

Terese Dorroh
’12

Mrs. Huber Stockton
Ellenore Watson Mrs. Camboni Fresno
May McKaigue Nun Fresno
Ruth Harper Mrs. J. Lemue Angels Camp
Olive Bennett Mrs. Jordan Oakland
Leon Brosemer Watsonville
Norman Smith Sacramento
Mark Belloni P.G.&E. San Francisco
Clarence Cosgrave 
Glen Davey Chemist San Francisco
Frances Pendo Mrs. Hyman San Francisco
Ilene Brosemer Mrs. Tusup Tracy
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RUPERT EDISON STARR ’14
One of our most distinguished graduates, Rupert served 
in World War I, then went on to a peacetime career in 
the Coast Artillery, reaching the rank of major in 1940 
(when this picture was taken) and two years later 
brigadier general. In 1943, he went to North Africa and 
Italy with the 35th Anti-artillery Brigade. General Starr 
returned to the States for two years at Army Ground 
Forces HQ in Washington, and in June 1945 to the 
Pacific theatre. Returning to the U.S. in 1949, he was 
assigned to the 2nd Armored Division as commander of 
Combat Command “B”. He was awarded the Legion of 
Merit.

Loaned by Hazel Nicholls

Eunice Snow
Otta Moyer
Jack Peirano 
Edward Emerald
May Romaggi
Esther Costa 
James Quinn 
Theresa Borbe 
Lizzie Griffiths 
Berenice Edwards

T3
Mrs. Smith 
Mrs. Leonard

Laborer 
Bookkeeper 
Mrs. Davis

Mrs. Lewis 
Mrs. Tibbits

Sacramento 
Angels Camp 
Oakland 
Sonora 
San Francisco 
Stockton

Vallecito 
Sonora

Douglas May
Rupert Starr 
Adrian Prothero 
Frank Smith 
Edith Black 
Elmer Lillie 
Aby Hyman 
John Bongard 
Katherine Revelino
Tom Watson
Florence Davis 
Eva Liverato

Ralph Bird
Milo Bird
Felice Bongard 
Gertrude Moorehead
Loveday Bennett
Hazel Starr 
Marcella Quinn 
James Harper 
Amy Roberts 
Gladys Harkins 
Edith Borbe
Juanita Jones 
Harry McClory
Frank Folletti 
Anna Reister 
Edgar O’Conner
Nicholas Pecchenino
Evelyne Moran
Frank Peirano

’14
Attorney
Lieutenant 
Attorney

Mrs. Grimenstein

Merchant 
Policeman 
Mrs. Dragoni 
In office of P.G.&E. 
Mrs. Stepha

’15
Salesman
Chemist 
Mrs. Fitzgerald 
Mrs. DeSaules

Mrs. Nicholls 
Mrs. Hilby

Teaching

Mrs. Walworth 
Nursing

Bookkeeper 
Mrs. Rolleri

Farming 
Teaching

Jack Martin
Hilda May 
James Campbell 
Elizabeth Donovan 
Hazel Moyer 
Thomas Pusich 
Grace Romaggi 
John McIntosh 
Ruth McIntosh 
Reuben Irvine 
Drew Garland

Paul Sandretto 
Katherine Raggio 
Kenneth Faull 
Myrtle Oneto
Mitchell Pusich 
Ruth French 
Annie Vegia 
Donald Emery
Florence Lillie
Edgar Whiteside

John Bird
Fred Bird 
Roger Campbell 
Henrietta Canavero 
Leoda Carley 
Adelaide Egan 
Norman Hendricks

’16

Mrs. Dick

Mrs. Airola 
Mrs. Garland

Stenographer 

w/Associated Oil Co. 
w/Met. Life Ins. Co.

’17

Mrs. Osborne
Laborer 
Bookkeeper

Mrs. Humor 
Mrs. Ray 
With Telephone Co. 
Bookkeeper

’18
Salesman 
Salesman

Mrs. Buchella
Mrs. Steele 
Mrs. Davis 
Merchant

Fresno
Ft. Monroe, Va. 
San Francisco 
Deceased 
Redwood City

Hollister 
San Francisco 
Angels Camp
Sacramento
Stockton 
San Francisco

Berkeley 
San Francisco 
San Francisco
Oakland 
Oklahoma 
Jamestown
Watsonville
Jackson 
Stockton 
San Francisco 
Peru
Ripon 
Stockton 
San Francisco 
Angels Camp 
Stockton 
Watsonville
Oakdale

Stockton
Stockton
San Francisco
Angels Camp 
Stockton
Deceased 
San Francisco

Deceased
Oxnard 
Stockton

Deceased
San Francisco
Angels Camp 
San Francisco 
Deceased
Del Norte 
Long Beach 
San Francisco 
Stockton

Sacramento 
Berkeley 
San Francisco 
Utah
Stockton 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles
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’18 Continued
Dante Lavagnino 
Celistino Pecchenino
Anita Poole
Adeline Romaggi
Florence Smith 
Els worth Tryon 
Helen McClory

Jack Morley 
Edith Goodloe 
Ethel Goodloe 
Jennie Nora

Vallejo Dempsey 
Vera Goodloe 
Virgil Howard 
Lionel McCauley 
Alex O’Connor 
Joe Rafetta 
Ernest Raggio 
Albert Wilson

Eugene Allison 
Olivia Barden 
Ina Batten 
Earl Bird 
Carrie Hauselt 
Margaret Irvine 
Lulu Kennedy 
Josephine Peirano 
Vera Wood
Russell McCauley 
Nadine Reidel
Foster Tower

Ardis Raggio 
Rita Paredes 
Margaret Oneto 
Susie Casseretti 
Ruth Gillis 
Irene Monte Verda 
Beatrice Carthy 
Lauren Wilson

Dorinda Botto
Clara Cademartori 
John Cardena 
Arthur Epstein 
George Hauselt 
Mildred Howard 
Angele Keilbar 
Ethelyn Lillie 
Irene McCauley 
Eugene Mitchler 
Clover Montreeville 
Darrell Morley
Joe Nora 
Irene Pecchenino 
Leland Peirano 
James Valente

w/Scott-Gilbert Co. 
Mrs. Daugherty 
Bookkeeper 
Bookkeeper 
w/Standard Oil Co.

Los Angeles 
Los Angeles 
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco 
Seattle

’19
Mechanic w/S. Oil Co. Lodi

With Utica Power Co. Angels Camp

Mrs. Dempsey
Mrs. Scott
Position with Bank

Bishop 
Tuolumne
Angels Camp

’20
Laborer Bishop
Mrs. Walthers Sonora
Laborer Petaluma
Menzie’s Stockton

Stockton
Doctor Berkeley
Merchant Melones
Laborer Angels Camp

’21
Real Estate Agent Stockton
Welfare Work San Francisco
At home Murphys
Carpenter Jackson
Mrs. Weaver Stockton
Attending C. of P. Stockton
Stenographer Angels Camp
Bookeeper San Francisco
Mrs. Carley Angels Camp 

Stockton
Teaching Angels Camp
Cattle Raising Felix

’22
Bookkeeper Angels Camp
At home Melones
Nursing San Francisco
At home Angels Camp
Mrs. Jordan Sonora
Stenographer Angels Camp
Mrs. Tucker Melones

’23
At home Melones
At home Murphys
Laborer Angles Camp
Merchant Madera
With Standard Oil Co. Stockton
Attending School San Francisco
Attending Normal San Francisco
Stenographer Stockton
Stenographer Stockton
With Assoc. Oil Co. Stockton
Laborer Angels Camp
Radio Shop Oakland
Teaching Banner
Telephone Operator Angels Camp
Merchant San Francisco
Employed at Bank Angels Camp

Uhl

VIRGIL AIROLA ’10
Another distinguished graduate, Virgil Airola was in 
uniform for only a very brief period during World War 
I. He pursued his professional career entirely within the 
county after completing his legal training. He hung out 
his shingle in San Andreas, later serving as District 
Attorney, climaxing his career with two terms as Judge 
of the Superior Court.

Courtesy of Orrin Airola

John Vonich 
Violet Vukasinovich 
Edmund Watkins 
Alma Williams 
Margaret Williams

’23 Continued
Bookkeeper 
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Bret HarteRange of the Sierras with legend of gold,
Recall our life’s spring time and memories old
Of Bret Harte and school days, times wild and glad, 
Hearts beating proudly, youth can not be sad. 
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Sheen tinted visions, of dear long ago.
Bret Harte’s fond mem’ries of youth’s joyous day,
Softly enfolding, bring rest on life’s way.

— DAVE COPELLO, ’26
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IN MEMORIAM

John De Mattei Kathleen Mitchell
Francis Queirolo
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MORE CALAVERAS
FAMILIES

From time to time we print stories of our pioneer 
families, to record this information before it is lost. 
Always popular with our readers, these family chron
icles invariably describe the many obstacles that had to 
be overcome, and the lives so often Filled with hard
ships, and lives in which arduous work was a neces
sity. It is well that we remember the part these families 
played in the development of our county as we enjoy 
the high standard of living today.

Ranching was a much more significant part of the 
local economy and of the community in the “horse and 
buggy” era than it is today. Blacksmithing, teaming, 
driving sheep and cattle to and from summer ranges, 

and the many ranch chores occupied much of the time 
of the early families like the Thompsons. We are 
pleased to have Eunice Thompson recall not only her 
own early years, but also pass on to us the earlier 
history of her family, as it was related years before to 
her.

Some of the Calaveras communities, originally bois
terous gold rush camps, lingered on and took their 
place as community centers for the surrounding 
ranches and the surviving mines nearby, and in newer 
times, for the influx of people escaping from city life 
below. Jenny Lind was and is such a community, and 
Edna Dickhaut Snyder has recorded her memories of 
Jenny Lind and her family stories for us. We are 
grateful for Mrs. Snyder’s contribution to our pages.

THE SAMUEL
THOMPSON FAMILY

by Eunice Thompson

The Samuel Thompson family came to California 
from Antigonish, Nova Scotia. They came by ship by 
way of Boston and the Isthmus of Panama. Grant 
Thompson was not quite two years old. An older boy, 
Robert, was left in Boston with an aunt and uncle, with 
the understanding that they would return and bring 
him West later on, but that never came to be. Years 
later, some of the family visited him when on trips to the 
East.

Mr. Thompson soon moved to Columbia in Tuo- 

ALEXANDER
THOMPSON RANCH

The ranch at Nassau, with 
the house, barn and out
buildings at the left.
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loumne County, where he operated a blacksmith shop. 
A few years later he and his family moved to Eldorado 
(now Mountain Ranch), where he continued in the 
blacksmith business. They had some terribly wet winters 
in those days. I remember him telling of the Pillsbury 
Dam giving way and flooding the town. Some of their 
neighbors lived on the creek bank several feet above any 
high water mark. When the dam broke, the water came 
up to their doorsteps, right to the top step, but didn’t 
come into the house. Our neighbors in Eldorado in
cluded Raggios, Pillsburys, Doogans, and many more.

As business changed, so changed the blacksmith. In a 
few years the Thompsons moved again, to Smith’s Flat, 
a stopping place for freight teams, about two and a half 
miles east of Altaville. There Mr. Thompson did black
smith work for Mr. Grider.

In those days all the freight was hauled by teams of 
horses or mules, usually eight, ten or twelve to a team. 
Freight for Angels Camp, Murphys, and other towns in 
the area came by rail to the depot at Milton and there 
was transferred to teams for the haul up. Later a 
railroad was built into Angels Camp, and so the Milton 
line was discontinued.

Many times in the winter the freight teams would get 
stuck in the muddy, boggy and rutted roads. Sometimes 
they would make only a few hundred feet from early 
morning until noon, and the teamster would eat his 
lunch at the same stopping place where he had break
fasted.

Samuel Thompson later went into the freighting 

business himself, hauling wheat on the “West side” in 
San Joaquin County, from San Joaquin City to Stockton. 
In those days there was no town at Patterson, just open 
fields of grain. There were few bridges, and the teams 
generally had to ford the rivers and streams. They often 
had doubts whether they could make a ford successfully. 
Sometimes they would be washed down the river for 
several hundred feet before they made it across.

While in the teaming business, Samuel Thompson 
acquired a ranch located four miles southwest of Angels 
Camp. The beautiful two-story home still stands at the 
ranch, where Thompson busied himself farming and 
stockraising for a number of years.* In those days land 
could be acquired by homesteading and by sometimes 
buying school sections. By buying up the rights of 
homesteaders and squatters, a ranch could be obtained 
for a minimum outlay.

The Samuel Thompsons had nine children: Robert 
(left in Boston), Alexander Grant, George, Samuel, Jr., 
David, Charles, Ida, and two other girls who died in 
infancy. They were educated at the Altaville Elementry 
School. The little old brick building still stands 6ut in 
tattered condition. When Alexander went to Altaville, 
they had an enrollment up to eighty pupils. One teacher 
taught from kindergarten through ninth grade. Read
ing, writing, arithmetic, geography, history, grammar 
and spelling were taught, Schools each had their own 
library, so books were read between classes or taken 

*Now the property of Tiscornia Ranches, Inc.

THE ALEXANDER 
THOMPSON FAMILY

The family gathered at 
the ranch in 1938 to 
celebrate Alex and 
Margaret’s Fiftieth an
niversary. Standing,
left to right, are William, 
George, Irene, Walter, 
Eunice and Charles.
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home to read. Later Alexander Thompson was trustee 
of this same school for a number of years.

One of Alec’s jobs was roadmaster, responsible for 
maintaining a section of county roads. He would have 
several men working on the road. They would haul 
wagonload after wagonload of rocks to put in the bog 
holes to help keep the freight teams from bogging down 
in the mud in winter.

One time three local teamsters were sent to Jackson to 
haul some mining machinery to Angels for Mr. Charles 
Lane who operated the Utica mine there. It was a 
terribly wet winter and the roads were almost im
passible. It took them three months to make the trip. 
While in Jackson they had quite an experience with a 
hotel manager there. Joe Ross, one of the teamsters, was 
a colored man very respected by the other men. But the 
hotel man refused to serve Joe. When the other team
sters heard that, they all walked out much to the 
surprise of the innkeeper. He immediately wanted to 
know what was the trouble. They politely let him know 
—if the place was too good for Joe, they were certainly 
not going to stay there. They found another hotel.

Alex owned a band of sheep when he was a young 
man. Each spring they were driven to the high Sierras 
and over the summit into Nevada, along the Walker 
River, for summer range. They usually went in the 
spring, before the snow was gone. Oftentimes Alex was 
unable to remove his sodden boots at night, so swollen 
were his feet. He was often alone on the summer range. 
He told of frequently having to calm Indians who didn’t 
want the sheep to graze where the wild sunflowers grew. 
So he would give them just so many days to harvest. The 
Indians would come from near and far to gather the 
crop. On one occasion he had a misunderstanding with 
an Indian over some sheep pelts. The Indian thought he 
was cheated, so he brought the whole tribe over to 
discuss the matter. The tribe finally discovered that the 
Indian was mistaken and had the right number of pelts, 
so they all began with an Indian serenade on the savage. 
What a war whoop ensued!

Walking was a tradition in those days. Many times 
Alex walked from his sheep camp along the Walker 
River to Genoa for supplies. One time he had to go to 
Genoa to have a tooth pulled, as that was the nearest 
dentist. That time he was more fortunate, for he 
stopped at a ranch in Carson Valley to see a friend, and 
was able to get a horse to ride into Genoa.

On the summer range they would often fix a barbecue 
dinner in a pit to cook while they took the day off to go 
fishing. One time, some cattlemen came along during 
their absence and devoured the entire meal. What a 
disappointment when they returned from fishing!

Alex Thompson married Margaret Murphy of San 
Andreas on August 5, 1888. The Murphy family had 
come to California from Boston in 1858, by way of the 
Isthmus of Panama. The Thompsons purchased a ranch

GEORGE THOMPSON
On horse “Joe” at the back gate on the 
Thompson ranch.

in Nassau Valley, about six miles from Angels Camp, 
and only a few miles northwest of the Samuel Thomp
son ranch and near Elkhorn Station. At one time there 
was a postoffice at this way station.

The Thompsons had a family of six children, William, 
George, Charles, Walter, Eunice and Irene. They at
tended the Keystone Elementary School and Bret Harte 
High. Mr. Thompson remained in the sheep business 
and also ran cattle. With so much freight being hauled 
by the teams in those days, there was always a good 
market for hay. Many times there would be as many as 
120 or more horses in the stables at Elkhorn Station in 
Nassau Valley, less than two miles from the Thomp
son’s. Mr. Thompson planted in the fall and cut the hay 
in the spring. He sold it to the various stables for $15 to 
$20 a ton.

The fields in Nassau Valley in the spring were a mass 
of wild flowers, mostly bluebells and spotted bells. It was 
a lovely sight. Many people from Angels would drive out 
just to see the whole valley in bloom.

In later years, Mr. Thompson retired on the ranch, 
but continued to have a small herd of sheep. He always 
had some occupation with which to pass the time, 
cutting wood, tending the vegetable garden, and the 
flower garden. Often he had more flowers in the yard 
than vegetables. He also passed many hours playing 
solitaire. In 1938, the Thompsons celebrated their 
Golden wedding at the ranch, Mr. Thompson passed 
away on May 1st 1941, at the age of 81. Mrs. Thompson 
later sold the ranch and moved to Angels Camp. Four
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teen years later she passed away at the ripe old age of 
ninety. Grandchildren still living in California include: 
John and Earl Thompson, Evelyn Gallager, Clarabelle 
Shidelen, and Dorothy Thompson Faist. A grandson, 
Omar Thompson, died in 1976.

MEMORIES OF
JENNY LIND

by Edna Dickhaut Snyder

The Calaveras River was always a rewarding stream 
for the early day seekers of gold. This was the reason 
for the town of Jenny Lind. Mark Hatch is recorded as 
the first to build a house there. Many Chinese and 
Mexican miners, in addition to Anglo-Saxons, made it 
their home. The river at Jenny Lind and the hill 
diggings in the surrounding country were mined mostly 
by hand in early days, by panning, rocker and long tom. 
My grandfather Hildebrand panned for gold in the 
river.

In contrast, Milton, across the river and to the south, 
founded a number of years later, was a railhead mainly 
for receiving copper ore from Copperopolis and send
ing it by rail to the smelters. Great wagons loaded with 
ore were hauled by large teams of horses each with bells 
on their harness. The bells warned anyone on the 
narrow road with many sharp turns that a load was 
coming down. The teams hauled back supplies brought 
in by the railroad.

In later years the gold dredgers came to Jenny Lind. 
Three of the massive “boats” were located in town and 
one to the south in the Rogers area. Dragline operations 
followed and one of these was operated on the Dickhaut 
Ranch under the ownership of Irene Hildbrand Dick
haut, my mother.

The first person to own the Dickhaut Ranch where I 
grew up was my great uncle, William Carson of Pennsyl
vania. He had come overland to California in 1848, 
possibly first to Butte County, as census records show. It 
is also possible that M.F. Gregory was there before 
Carson as records show a purchase of a small bit of 
acreage by Carson from Gregory in 1870 to add to his 
holdings. It is said that Mr. Gregory walked up the river 
from Stockton until he found this location and that 
property remains in the Gregory name to this day.

Greatgrandfather Richerson Powers brought his 
family from Tennessee via Kentucky and Indiana to 
California and settled in Salt Spring Valley. This family 
had to winter over in Utah and probably would have 
starved except for assistance from the Mormon people. 
From Salt Spring Valley he went to Tuolumne City near 
Modesto and then back to the Powers holdings near 
Milton. Ed and Louise, Richerson’s children, settled on 
South Gulch near Milton. Joe and Elmira Jane were the

IRENE AND WILLIAM DICKHAUT
Irene Hildebrand of Milton was married to 
William Dickhaut of Jenny Lind in 1892.

younger Powers children.
On the Jenny Lind side of the river, William Carson 

sent east for his widowed sister, Anna Titia Dickhaut, to 
come to California on the new transcontinental railroad. 
This she did with her two small children, Will and Mary 
Jane. While fighting a wild fire in 1892, William Carson 
died from a heart attack. His property went to his sister 
(my grandmother), Anna Dickhaut.

The Hildebrands also came from Pennsylvania and 
settled near Gilroy after unsuccessful mining around 
Shaw’s Flat in 1853. Stephen Hildebrand, who had 
served in the State Militia during the Civil War, married 
Elmira Jane Powers at Stockton in 1870. My mother, 
Irene, and her sister Dessa were born at Gilroy.

Later, in 1874, Grandfather Hildebrand bought 65 
acres near the Powers holdings from Benito Arata. Here 
he settled, and planted an orchard in which grew the 
largest walnut tree in the area. His son, Stephen, was 
born in this place. Richerson Powers, Hildebrand’s 
father-in-law, called himself a “wood butcher”. He made 
much of the furniture for the Hildebrands and no 
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doubt helped build the house. Water was pumped by 
windmill to the hand pump at the back door. Later this 
property was purchased by the Hatler family.

William Dickhaut and Irene Hildebrand were mar
ried in 1892 and came to live with Anna Dickhaut on the 
Jenny Lind side of the river. “Bill” Dickhaut grew alfalfa 
and fed cattle in the winter for Nuland of San Andreas. 
Nuland and Walters owned the butcher shop there. We 
two girls, Edna Elmira and Marion Carson, were born 
here on the Dickhaut ranch. Aunt Mary Jane had 
married Frank Sinclair, and their children were Jesse, 
Froane, Paul, Esther and Pete.

Bill Dickhaut had some dairy Holsteins and sent the 
cream with Percy Hunt to the Douglas Creamery in San 
Joaquin County. Percy went to school there down river 
after he delivered cream from the Dickhaut and neigh
boring ranches. Dickhaut had a band of sheep in later 
years.

My mother, Irene, who had trained for a teacher and 
had taught at Glencoe in 1890, found many extra tasks 
like growing thoroughbred Plymouth Rock chickens 
and sending them on the railroad down to the Levy 
Zenter Company in Stockton. She also gathered the wild 
grapes and elderberries on the river bank, cured the 
pork from our own pigs, and made potato chips and 
gelatin molds before they could be obtained com
mercially.

In 1900 she took the census in our supervisorial 
district, riding horseback all the way. Grandma Dick
haut took care of us children when Mother had to be 
gone. After Father’s death in 1920, Irene attended the 
Chico Normal School and later took a B.A. degree from 
the College of the Pacific in Stockton.

Ah Lin, a beloved Chinaman from Jenny Lind, 
walked through our yard to work in the fruit at Mr. 
Gregory’s and always had a pocket full of fresh Chinese 
candy for us girls. At the same time he offered condol
ences to Mother for having only girl children and no 
boys. Girls were not held in much esteem in China.

In the evenings, Father read to the children from 
“Youths’ Companion” and ’’Little Folks”. Often we 
spent the evenings in Grandma Dickhaut’s room where 
we sat with her in her big rocking chair and she either 
read to us or sang for us. We went to visit the cousins 
(Sinclairs) when Grandma went to see her daughter, 
Mary Jane. At that time the Sinclairs lived out in the 
Chaparral area. They later moved into Jenny Lind when 
they purchased the McComber General Store.

Our parents took us to the communion service of the 
Dunkard (Brethern) Church which was led by white- 
haired, Pastor Shank. We went to see the baptism by 
immersion in the Stone Corral Creek. Dinners after 
church were with the Hatlers and Dix Kirks or they 
came home to dinner with us.

Our cousin, Paul Sinclair, near our age, often came to 
visit Grandma and she must have been out of patience 

with us at the times when we climbed up the ladder on 
the side of the huge water tank beside the windmill and 
peeked over the top. We always found something excit
ing to do when Paul visited. Once we three played with 
the calves until our father caught us. He tried to calm 
the milk cows and exclaimed, “Why don’t you go and 
play in the pig pen.” We did until our mother took a 
hand in that expedition.

When I was eight and Marion was six, we were given a 
horse and cart and sent two and a half miles to the 
Chaparral School. Our dog went too and often chased 
the coyotes. They would finally chase the dog back to 
our horse. Our Chaparral School library received ten 
new books per year.

We had playmates such as Anita Gall Hunt visiting 
her Gregory grandparents. Christmas at the Gregory 
home is one of my most precious memories.

Haying season at the home ranch was a busy time. In 
the evenings the sounds of the Mexican guitars were 
brought into full play and the time passed all too 
quickly.

Peddlers of all kinds passed along the road which ran 
through our yard. Dondero had fresh vegetables he had 
grown. The tin man stopped to solder milk pans. A little 
Jewish man with a pack on his back came walking to 
bring an array of buttons and laces. Then one day came 
a brilliantly-colored circus wagon drawn by two beau-

EDNA AND MARION DICKHAUT
A portrait taken at the turn of the century when 
Edna was about eight and Marion was six.
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tiful horses. Here were carried fruits we had never seen 
before; coconuts, oranges and nuts of all kinds as well as 
the common local melons. The driver was worn and 
tired, so Father put him up for the night, feeding the 
man and his horses. But we never saw that peddler 
again.

For recreation, the Masonic order at Milton and the 
I.O.O.F. in Jenny Lind were attended regularly. The 
Hildebrands went to Milton where Stephen was Master 
of Keystone Lodge in 1885 and ’86, and again in 1892 
and ’93. My family went to the lodge in Jenny Lind.

High school at San Andreas was always a great ad
venture—no going home on the weekends. From fall 
until Christmas when Father again came with the team 
to take us home we were on our own. O.F. Barth was the 
principal in those days. He was a great influence in our 
lives as were his assistant teachers at school which was 
held in the Masonic Building.*

One year we went by horseback and wagons to visit Big 
Trees and Mercer’s Cave at Murphys. Other expeditions 
were basketball trips to Angels Camp and Sutter Creek, 
a hike to Bear Mountain, and another down the Cala
veras River for several miles.

High school was followed by Normal School in San 
Jose. Marion went along to graduate from San Jose 
High School. My dearest friend, Annie Grenitta, went to 
Normal with me. Marion went to U.C. in Berkeley where 
many of the Calaveras High graduates attended.

Our family carried on the tradition of teaching. I 
taught at Jenny Lind, in a one-room school for two 

*The Dickhaut girls are in the student-body picture for 
1911-12 in “Las Calaveras” for April, 1976, at page 35.

AH LIN
One of the last and a well-known Chinaman 
living at Jenny Lind.

JENNY LIND
SCHOOL

This is how the little 
one-room school look
ed in World War I days 
when Edna Dickhaut 
taught there. Note the 
various functional fur
nishings as well as the 
flowers in the deep adobe 
window casement.
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years. We had everything to work with and great pupils 
as well. The building was of adobe and Mrs. Harriet 
Stackpole kept the deep windows full of growing plants.

When I taught at Jenny Lind, our baseball team was 
packed into John Meyer’s “jitney” and was driven to 
Hodson to play there. After the game we were taken to 
Copperopolis and given a tour through the copper 
mine, then in full operation.

Marion went into extension work at U.C. Berkeley 
after some years of teaching. She married Raymond 
Burgess, City Engineer of Gilroy. They had two sons, 
Raymond, now teaching in Watsonville, and Charles 
who was killed in an airplane accident. After her hus
band’s death, Marion married Marc Lindsay of the 
Extension Services. They retired to Mariposa where she 
enjoyed painting. They are no longer living. Marion’s 
son, Ray has three children, Ann, Ray Marc, and John, 
and five grandchildren.

I married James Snyder, USN, and after years in 
Vallejo, we retired to Paradise. Here we became in
volved in the Senior Citizen activities. With Jim’s help, I 
have been in that work for over a quarter of a century, 
entering into all sorts of local groups including the 
White House Conference on Aging in 1961.

Jim is gone now, but the teaching goes on. Bill, our 
son, graduated from U.C. Berkeley. He, his wife and 
family have given all their efforts to what was the 
Belgian Congo (now Zaire), and are now retired in 
Portland, Oregon.

Our daughter Elizabeth is also gone. Her life included 
seven years in Hawaii where her husband R.D. Thomas 

was in the Navy. Previously she had been married to 
Rudy Adams who saw service at Mare Island and in the 
U.S. Marine Corps.

There are ten grandchildren and six great-grand
children, all of whom keep in close touch with me at 
Paradise. I get back to Calaveras County occasionally to 
stay with Leona Vogelsang Sinclair and to review our 
rural lives over the many years filled with such happy 
memories.

SOCIETY NEWS
Last May we received a settlement from the contested 

estate of charter member Eunice Beal Van Winkle of 
some forty thousand dollars. These funds are being 
invested so that the Society may use the income to help 
support its activities. Another of our long time and 
esteemed late members, Kathleen Mitchell, named us in 
her will for certain of her possessions and as the 
recipient of the residue of her estate. At this time we 
have no idea of the size of this bequest, but expect it will 
be more substantial than the Van Winkle funds. Plaques 
in grateful memory to Mrs. Van Winkle and Miss 
Mitchell will be placed in our headquarters. The respon
sibilities acquired with this fortunate change in our 
financial future will require changes in the Society’s 
conduct of its business and activities. These were begun 
under the direction and leadership of past-President 
Bob Finnigan, and will be continued by our incoming

BUCKET-LINE
DREDGE

The “Isabel II” was one 
of the three large “boats” 
built for dredging in the

Il’s” construction.
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IN MEMORIAM
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THE WHITTLE FAMILY
by Ida Vergara Pierce

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXX October, 1981 Number 1

CALAVERAS RANCH
FAMILIES

One of the best known ranch families in the county 
undoubtedly is that of the descendants of Joseph 
Whittle. The Whittles have been actively working their 
lands and grazing leases for three generations since the 
first Joe Whittle came to Calaveras. Ida Whittle (Ver
gara) Pierce wrote this interesting family chronicle 
some ten years ago, and presented it before the Society. 
Today Ida and her brother Clenn are the only survivors 
of their generation of the Joe and Lilly May Whittle 
family. There are a number of other descendants of the 
first Calaveras Whittle, however, here and elsewhere in 
California. We are pleased to print the Whittle story in 
this issue, illustrated with some of the family pictures.

Our second article concerns another Calaveras pio
neer, Frederick William Mentz, and the Mentz Ranch on 
Love Creek, now owned by the Elsworth Alfords. Grace 
Alford gave the Mentz history for us at our March meet
ing in 1978, and Dale Clifton, a Mentz decendant, kind
ly loaned some of the family photographs.

In the year 1849, when the call of California gold was 
echoing around the world, a number of people from 
Australia answered this call. One of these was Joseph 
Whittle of Sydney, who, with his family, emigrated to 
California. They came to San Francisco and on to the 
Sonora area. At that time there was much placer mining 
for gold along the Stanislaus River, so the Whittles moved 
down onto the river below the present town of Melones.

A son, Joseph (Jr.), had been born in Sydney in 1843. 
He grew up along the Stanislaus, where he met and 
married an Irish girl, Mary Ann Quigg, in 1868. The 
Quigg family were homesteaders on the Calaveras side of 
the river near the little settlement of Bostwick’s Bar. They 
had emigrated from County Cork, Ireland, to California 
by way of New York. Mary Ann had two brothers, Henry 
and Mike, and a sister Kate. The latter worked later on 
for the Fair family of Virginia City fame, in New York.

Early in 1896, young Joe Whittle struck a rich pocket of 
gold near Albany Flat. He used part of this to purchase 
Isaac Nantz’s 160-acre homestead which Nantz had 
proved up about six years earlier. Joe paid him $300 plus 
$6.00 in back taxes and $10.63 in court costs. Some stock 
was also included in the purchase.

This parcel, about three miles south of Angels Camp, is 
now known as the “Old Whittle Ranch”. At that time, the 
adjoining ground was owned by the Brunner family. The 
ranch has both gentle slopes and some rocky hillsides. 
Below where the first home was built was a spring and 
small reservoir for stock-watering and garden use. The 
Whittles raised stock mostly for their own use. Joe also 
bred and trained a few head of trotting horses, much in 
demand at that time for buggy horses.

THE WHITTLE 
SURREY

Don Whittle, Bill Reyes, 
Harry Whittle and Mr. 
Hodges are off to town.
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JOSEPH AND LILLY MAY WHITTLE 

They were married in 1897 at Lemoore.

Joe and Mary Ann were the parents of six living chil
dren, Henry, Elizabeth, Kate, Joseph, Mary Ellen, and 
Addie. In addition, triplets were born, but died soon 
after birth. All the children were born at the ranch.

While the children were still small, Joe worked for the 
county on the roads and also as a road and poll tax 
collector. The story handed down affirms that he was 
conscientious in his job, such as the time he stopped a 
friend who refused to pay toll. Joe walked up to the 
wagon, unhitched one horse and led him away before the 
astonished eyes of the owner, saying, “I’ll keep the horse 
until you pay toll.” The friend, bowing to the lessor of two 
evils, paid the toll.

It was on October 7, 1886, that Joe Whittle, known for 
his exceptional strength, suddenly became ill and col
lapsed. He died a few hours later from internal injuries 
caused by lifting a wagon stuck in the mud. This left his 
widow, Mary Ann, to raise the six children alone.

One way Mrs. Whittle brought money into the house
hold was by walking the three miles into Angles Camp to 
do housework. She was also called out around the com
munity to act as midwife and to care for the mother and 

babies. The children helped at home by doing the gar
dening and tending the livestock.

When there was need for a new house, Mary Ann, with 
the help of her good neighbors, laid the floor. Then she 
gave a public dance to finance the purchase of the lumber 
for the rest of the house. In no time the house was 
finished.

Then tragedy struck the family. The children all came 
down with typhoid fever, and were all very ill. Mary Ann 
was beside herself. Not one of the neighbors would come 
near her. They were afraid of this dread disease. The 
children were too ill for her to leave and go for supplies. 
A family of Indians, named Dixie, lived nearby. Their 
son, Joe, who had had typhoid fever earlier, came and 
stayed to help her nurse the children back to health. Her 
son Joe was always grateful to Joe Dixie saying, “If it 
hadn’t been for his help, I never would have survived.” 
The Indian boy had cared for him day and night.

Henry (Harry), the eldest son, became a carpenter and 
worked in and around Angels Camp all of his life. He 
married Lizzie Albers, but this marriage lasted only a 
short time.

Elizabeth (Lizzie) Whittle married Frank Reister and 
raised a family of six children, Mary, Frank, Ann, Kate, 
Charles (Bud), and Louella. They purchased a farm west 
of Altaville on the Copperopolis road, where they ran a 
dairy for many years.

Kate married William Carpenter. Of this marriage 
there were four children, Mary, Jack Lewellyn, and 
Addie. The Carpenters spent some years in Angels Camp 
and then moved to the San Jose area.

Mary Ellen (Mamie) married Daniel O’Toole of Ply
mouth. They lived in Amador County for awhile, and 
then moved back to Angels Camp. There were five chil
dren, Lanthe, Daniel, Lillian, Clarence, and Ella. The 
O’Tooles later moved to Stockton where they lived for a 
number of years. After Daniel’s death, Mamie moved 
back to Angels Camp.

Addie married William Beyer of Angels Camp. There 
were no children of this marriage. The Beyers moved to 
Stockton and lived their remaining lives there.

Joseph Whittle (the third) married Lilly May Batten
field of Lemoore, in Kings County. Lilly May had made a 
visit to Angels Camp with her cousin, and there met 
Joseph. He went down to Lemoore where they were 
married on December 21, 1897, by Reverend Reeve 
Wright, an uncle of the bride. They came to Angels 
Camp to the ranch were they built a house. There they 
spent all their married lives. There were seven children 
born to Joe and Lilly May. Earl Warren, their first child, 
passed away at the age of two years. John Donald, Harry 
Wesley, Joseph Loren, Winter Mills, Ida May, and Clenn 
Warren were the other children.

Joe Whittle (the third) was the only one of the children 
of Joe and Mary Ann who took an interest in ranching. 
He worked part time in the mines, but his first love was
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JOSEPH WHITTLE 
RANCH

This was the old ranch 
where Joe and Mary Ann 
lived.

Grandpa and Grandma 
(John and Pauline Batten
field) come to visit, and 
pose with Harry, Ida, 
Don, Joe, and Winter.
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OLD WHITTLE RANCH
Joe and Lilly May on the 

porch.

the ranch. In 1908 he had accumulated more stock and 
took twenty pairs of cows and calves to the mountains in 
the Beaver Creek area along with the Herman Cordes 
herd. Somehow during that summer his twenty head, the 
only ones out of all the cattle in that area, got into poison. 
Joe lost all but a couple of cows and calves. After that 
blow, the Whittles couldn’t go to the mountains for a few 
years until they had built up their herd again.

In 1913, Joe and Lilly May homesteaded 160 acres on 
Bear Mountain near Fowler Peak. Later they purchased 
another 160 acres of land from the Peri Estate, nearby, 
which bordered on the Bacialupi Ranch.

In 1925, Joe and his oldest son, Don, bought cattle 
from Herman Cordes and took over his mountain range 
permit. It was not until this time that the “J.W.” brand 
was officially registered with the state to comply with 
Forest Service regulations. In 1924 they had rented the 
Gerber Ranch which was located on the Stanislaus River 
and Angels Creek, not far from the home ranch. Don 
Whittle still rents this ranch.

Soon after this, Joe and Don got a permit for the 
Beaver Creek mountain range. Don dropped this range 
in 1962 to take over the Pacific Valley range. He had a 
permit for 468 pairs and ran them on 18,000 acres rented 
from the Pickering Lumber Company and approxi
mately 20,000 acres rented from the Forest Service. Dur
ing a period of some forty years, the rent on this moun
tain range had raised from four to eight cents an acre!

In 1940 an opportunity came to buy the Bacigalupi 
Ranch on Angels Creek. Don, still retaining his one-half 
interest in the “J.W.” cattle, and his younger brother 
Clenn bought the 1960-acre ranch for approximately 

$12.50 an acre. Soon after, in 1943, they purchased 75 
pairs from an Adams estate in Tuolumne County and 
took over the Adams mountain permit in that county for 
150 pairs. This range encompassed what is now the 
Dodge Ridge Ski area. Clenn continued on this range 
until 1961. Since the deaths of Joe and Lilly May Whittle 
in 1957 and 1960, Don Whittle has run his cattle with the 
“J.W.” brand, and Clenn runs his with the “Quarter
circle W” brand.

In 1953, Don Whittle’s son, Don R., who had been 
raising a few cattle since before his high school days, was 
discharged from the Air Force and started ranching with 
his father. His brand is “Y Quarter-circle”, which his 
father and Clenn had registered for him in 1950. In 
1958, Don (Sr.) was offered a chance to purchase a one- 
fourth interest in the 3700-acre Pyle Ranch near Copper
opolis for approximately $40 an acre. He and Don R. 
bought this interest and have since rented the rest of the 
ranch.

The history of the “J.W.” brand, first used in 1869, had 
a slow start for the Whittles, like so many others that came 
to this area in the mid-1880’s, were primarily interested 
in gold mining. It was not until the gold fever had run its 
course that the Whittles turned to ranching for a living. 
Of the children of Joe and Mary Ann Whittle, only young 
Joe took up cattle-raising. Of his children, only Don and 
Clenn followed ranching. In the younger generation 
there are two Whittles raising cattle, Don R. and Clenn’s 
son Loren (who also works for P.G. & E.). The land the 
Whittles acquired over the years has remained in the 
family. Don now owns all but a 1 /24th interest in the “Old 
Whittle Ranch”. The rest is divided among other rela
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tives. Lilly May deeded the homestead on Bear Mountain 
to her grandson, Don R. for his help with the cattle. The 
Peri property was deeded to Don and Clenn.

Of the children of Joe and Lilly May, Herry married 
Opal Ellis of Bakersfield. He left at the age of eighteen to 
work in the oil fields and has followed the drilling of oil 
wells. His work has taken him to Iraq, to Africa, and 
around the world. He is presently living in Sacramento. 
There is one daughter of this marriage, Elizabeth Jane.

Joe Warren was married to Margaret Volf of Angels 
Camp. Joe passed away in 1934, leaving two children, 
Alberta and Joe.

Ida May married Dolph J. Vergara of Sonora. They 
are the parents of Glenn Allen and Dolores Marilyn. 
They make their home in Angels Camp.

Winter married Myrtle Dillon from the Lemoore area. 
They had two children, Gene and Irene. This marriage 
ended in divorce. Winter later married Gladys Hendrick
son of Murphys. Winter has had a butcher business and 
at present runs the trailer park in Altaville.

Clenn married Angelina Antone of Jamestown, and 
they have two children, Loren and Clenn, Jr. They are 
ranching at present in the Angels Area.

Donald married Marie Vassasa of Oakland. They have 

two sons, Raymond and Donald Rex.
This brings the history of the Whittles up to the present 

day. It has been said that never a person who came to the 
Whittle Ranch over the years, not matter what the color 
or creed, was ever turned away. The hand of hospitality 
was always extended and an invitation for food and lodg
ing, whatever it might be, was given whole-heartedly. 
This was the way of life among most of the pioneers of 
this area. Many a weary person stopped at the ranch — 
Chinese with basket-laden shoulders, Indians, cowboys, 
miners, and young boys without homes. The welcome 
sign was always there with the extended hand and family 
love.

Note: In the decade that has elapsed since Ida Whittle 
Vergara wrote the above, she has remarried. Her broth
ers Harry, Winter, and Don have passed away. She and 
Clenn have both retired in Angels Camp. Don R. and 
Loren are the ranchers of their generation, although 
Loren still works for P.G. & E. The Gerber Ranch, 
which Don used to rent, is now partly under the waters 
of New Melones. Tragically, Clenn Whittle, Jr., a jet 
pilot in the Air Force, lost his life when only 24 years 
old, in a plane crash.

HAYMAKING
Don Whittle, Donnie Ward, Tudy Anderson, and Marilyn Vergara Fiscus Haying at Upper 
Rattlesnake Cow Camp.
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FREDERICK WILLIAM MENTZ
1851-1929

THE MENTZ RANCH
The Mentz Ranch is located four miles from Avery on 

Love Creek Road. It was originally a three hundred 
twenty-acre homestead filed as such by William and Stella 
Mentz in 1883.

Fredrick William Mentz was born in Northern Ger
many in 1851. I quote now from a letter written to us by 
his son Fred. “At the age of sixteen he shipped on an 
English sailing ship along the European coast but never 
reached the Mediterranean Sea. Just past his 18th birth
day he returned home for a visit, and his mother said, ‘I 
am glad you are home. You are just in time to start your 
military service; I will notify the authorities.’ She went out 
the front door to do that, and he went out the back door 
and got aboard another English sailing ship and never 
went home any more.

“He reached San Francisco some time in 1875 and 
jumped ship leaving his pay behind. He worked in the 
building trades becoming a carpenter, and in 1878 he 
went to visit his stepsister who lived at a stage stop over on 

the Copperopolis road about seven miles from Altaville, 
called Elkhorn Station. While he was there he met a Mr. 
Dunbar, who had a sawmill and ranch far up in the 
mountains, and he needed help, so naturally he took the 
job.”

Fred writes, “My father was so much impressed with 
the location that Mr. Dunbar said, ‘I know a place a short 
ways over the hills and will go over there with you.’ One 
look made the deal. Father and Mother were married in 
October 1882, having met and courted at the Elkhorn 
Station where Mother worked, her home being about 
three miles away.”

Frederick William and Stella Parrish Mentz began 
their married life on the ranch. In fact they were married 
in the round house. Six children were born to them: 
Alfred in 1883, Amelia in 1885, Fred in 1887, Rosa in 
1891, Hermann Avery in 1894, and Ernest in 1896. The 
last two did not live to adulthood; Herman was drowned 
in the creek at age three.

There was much work to be done on the ranch. Quot
ing Fred, “There was a cleared spot of not over five acres 
in the meadow, and that was about the only cleared land 
on the place. All the low land was or had been heavily 
timbered with cedar, and that being post timber was the 
first to be cut. The stumps being of a permanent nature 
posed quite a problem and for more than fifteen years 
was a real job. One stump the children worked on for 
months.” About twenty acres were finally cleared in the 
meadow.

Two big barns were built. The smaller one by the road 
was built first. It had a large hay loft from which the hay 
was sent down in chutes into the stalls below where the 
cows stayed in winter. The floor in this part of the barn 
was made of hexagonal-shaped slabs of cedar fitted to
gether. There is also a harness room in this area and a 
steep stairway going to the hay loft. The big barn is 
fifty-five tall at its highest part with a long sloping roof on 
one side and a ridgepole twelve to sixteen inches square 
and forty-five feet long in the center of the roof. We have 
always wondered how this huge ridgepole was elevated 
into position. Dale Clifton, the grandson, told me that his 
grandfather and grandmother managed to do this by 
means of a block and tackle with grandmother driving 
the horses. Tree poles support the roof from the ground. 
There is also a cellar under part of the barn where evi
dently apples and cider were stored. A ramp was on one 
side for loading the hay which was baled by a built-in hay 
press made from oak timbers and from iron rods sal
vaged from the Utica flume. Much of this baled hay was 
taken to the stage stops at Avery and Big Trees.

There was a small blacksmith shop equipped with 
anvil, blower, wooden vise, and other tools. Here, iron 
hinges used for the barn doors and huge chains for 
pulling out the stumps were made.

About one thousand feet up the hillside from the cabin 
is a cistern built of cement and rock, holding twelve 
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hundred gallons. This is fed by a spring which never goes 
dry even in the driest years. There is a fifty-foot drop to 
the house, so the gravity flow gives sufficient pressure 
without a pump.

Clearing about ten acres of land and planting three 
apple orchards was another great task. These apple trees 
are still bearing, and we have counted over a dozen vari
eties; there are many old fashioned kinds that are never 
seen in stores—Spitzenbergs, King Davids, Baldwins, 
Winter Bananas and others. We heard that the apples 
were hauled in the farm wagon and sold in Murphys and 
Angels Camp, about a day’s trip away at that time by 
wagon.

Building the Mentz home must have occupied a good 
deal of the time, during their first years there. The family 
lived in a barn-like structure until the new home was 
built. According to Fred, the home was built partially on 
one one hundred sixty-acre parcel and partly on another 
one hundred sixty acres, so that after seven years, when it 
was necessary to go to the land office in Sacramento to 
prove up on the claim, they were entitled to three hun
dred twenty acres. This trip was made in 1890, and Fred, 
three, accompanied his parents and Mr. George Avery 
and a Mr. Mullen, who went along as witnesses to testify 
that the Mentzes had lived on the land. The home had 
burned down in 1933 before we bought the place, but 
people said that it was a very well built structure. The 
remains of the basement made of bricks were still visible. 
Alongside the basement or cellar was a ditch which evi
dently carried diversion water from Love Creek and 
served as refrigeration for things kept in the cellar. The 
ditch continued along the entire upper edge of the mea
dow, and the water was used to flood it by a system of iron 
slabs damming up short sections of the ditch at a time. 
When water is plentiful, we still irrigate using this same 
ditch and slabs.

Two other buildings still on the place were both made 
of huge logs fitted at the corners. One was used as a hog 
shed which had no door, only an opening with a panel 
which lifted up of down. The other, called a root cellar, 
was built partly into the ground and had a double ceiling 
filled with sawdust. Vegetables, fruit and supplies were 
kept cool in summer and from freezing in the winter in 
this cellar.

Split-rail fences surrounded the meadow. Mr. Alford 
estimated there must have been at least four thousand 
rails there when we bought the ranch. One day Fred 
looked at them and commented, “I wonder if Abe Lin
coln ever went back to look at the rails he had split!”

The children went four miles to Avery to school riding 
on a donkey. School was held in the summer, as it was 
difficult to get out in winter when there was much snow. 
The ranch is at the four thousand-foot elevation, about 
the same as Arnold.

Dale Clifton, son of Amelia, and the only surviving 
grandchild of the Mentzes, was the source of the follow

ing recollections of his grandparents and of his visits to 
the ranch:

“My grandfather was a master carpenter and helped to 
build the Dorrington Hotel.

“My grandmother’s brother used to be a caretaker at 
the Big Trees. One day at the ranch they heard a loud 
noise like an explosion coming from the direction of the 
Big Trees, about four air miles away. Grandmother 
hitched up the horses and buggy and went up to the 
Trees to see what caused the noise. That was when the big 
tree of Big Stump fame fell!

“One year, about 1893, when Alfred was ten years old, 
he was taken to Angels Camp to see the Fourth of July 
celebration. It was quite an undertaking to go that far, 
and Alfred was very excited about going. When they got 
there, snow was on the ground.

“Some Indian families camped winter and summer on 
my grandparents’ land. They were always very friendly, 
and the folks bartered with them, and traded meat and 
other things for work. Sometimes, when the Indian chil-

MENTZ FAMILY
Standing, 1. to r.: Amelia, Alfred, Frederick, 
Sitting: Frederick William, Rosa, and Stella.
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dren got sick, they were brought to my grandmother for 
treatment.

“My grandparents left the ranch about 1925 and 
moved to Angels Camp. My grandfather would go back 
in the summertime, and grandmother stayed with our 
family. I remember fishing in the creek, watching my 
grandfather work in the blacksmith shop and helping in 
the apple orchards.”

Just a little more about the family. Alfred, the oldest, 
had an ice plant near the Tanner Ranch in Murphys. 
Later, he operated the Angels Ice & Soda Works, the 
ruins of which are still visible near Angels Camp. He died 
in 1950.

Amelia Bernadine Mentz attended Teachers College 
in Stockton and taught for twenty-six years in various 
elementary schools in this county and in Tuolumne City. 
Dale remembers staying during the week with his mother 
in a small cabin near the Fisher District School. They 
would return to their ranch in Altaville for the weekends. 
Before he was of school age he would go to school with his 
mother as he was too young to be left at home. Later 
Amelia served as postmaster in Altaville for seven years. 
Her husband was Samuel Clifton and they had two sons, 
Jerold and Dale. Dale has a son Dale and a daughter 
Robin and six grandchildren. Amelia died in 1954.

Frederick Warren Mentz was a master machinist. He 
worked at Mare Island during World War I. Later he 
lived in Southern California in Glendale and La Cres- 
centa. He finally moved to Sonora where he died in 1965 
at the age of seventy-eight.

Rosa Mentz was born in 1891. She married William 
Reid and lived near Redding. She died in 1915 from 
childbirth.

Frederick William Mentz and Estella Parrish Mentz 
and their three youngest children now rest in the private 
family cemetery in back of our present home—a suitable 
resting place on the land where they worked so hard and 
which they loved so much.

In 1943, sixty years after the original filing of the 
homestead, my husband Elsworth and I bought the 
ranch from Amelia Mentz Clifton and Fred Mentz. 
Alfred was still living but had sold his interest to the 
others.

In 1950, electricity was brought in, and we installed an 
electric pump and sprinklers to irrigate the meadow. 
Two dams were built on Love Creek making reservoirs 
for enough water for irrigation and recreation, as Love 
Creek often runs dry in summer.

We have carried out some restoration of the barns and 
log buildings to try to preserve them. Many artists come 
by to paint or photograph the barns, We use the smaller 
barn as our apple house for storing and boxing the 
apples.

We have taken care of the seventy-five-year old apple 
orchards, pruning and spraying the trees, thinning and 
picking the apples. A few of the trees have fallen over or 
died. Apple harvest time in October is always a fun time 
for our family and friends who come to help us pick. We 
also make our own cider using the old-fashioned press 
dated 1860. We used to sell our apples to a man in 
Fremont who ran an apple stand and could dispose of all 
the strange varieties, which stores will not handle.

One year our daughter suggested that we advertise 
and give the names of the kinds of apples that we have. 
We found out that people will come up even from Stock- 
ton and Oakland to buy some of their favorites. Of
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SCHOOLDAYS AT THE
MENTZ RANCH 

1896
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Lilly May and Joe Whittle 
with their children (1. to r.) 
Joe Jr., Winter, Harry, and 
Don, with Clenn and Ida 
in front.

course, they also enjoy the trip to the ranch.
The hog shed we now use as a wood shed, and the other 

log building, the old root cellar, is idle, although in good 
shape. With electricity, modern refrigeration has taken 
its place!

The old Mentz home had burned down before we 
bought the place. The only dwelling was a small two room 
cabin without electricity, but with running water coming 
from the spring across the road and up the mountain 
side. This old cabin has been torn down.

In 1952, we built our new home of “core” logs. At the 
present time, our four children: Bob, Dorothy, David 
and Wendy, are co-owners with us. They want to keep 
and take care of the old “Mentz Ranch”, which we now 
call “Love Creek Ranch”.

“There’s Only One Coke”

We wish to call your attention to the recent book about 
the late Professor R. Coke Wood, our long time member 
and one of our founders, by Berenice Lamson. Mrs. 
Lamson was a student of Dr. Wood’s, arid later was on the 
staff at the Pacific Center for Western Studies at U.O.P. 
She recorded her interviews with Coke and used these as 
the basis for the book which is named, “There’s Only One 
Coke”.

The book is well illustrated with a number of photo
graphs, and contains much documentary material about 
the life of this remarkable man. It may be purchased 
from Mrs. Lamson, 3253 Calhoun Way, Stockton, CA 
95209, for $12.00 plus $1.50 tax and postage.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
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which are held each quarter at different places in the county.

Are you receiving your copy of “Las Calaveras” late? 
Don’t blame our efficient production editor. Rather, 
look to the editorial staff who seem always to be several 
months behind in their work. Any volunteers to help 
out?

NEW MEMBERS
Mrs. Lucille Bandy, West Point
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Bayers, Los Gatos 
Irving Berger, Daly City
J. E. Brown, Stockton
Charles W. Cleary, Railroad Flat
Mr. 8c Mrs. W. N. Clyatt, Mokelumne Hill 
Richard A. Cowan, Stockton
Francis L. Drag, Capistrano Beach
Mark Dubois, Sacramento
Mr. 8c Mrs. Earl Enger, San Andreas
Eleanor Erickson, Mokelumne Hill
Hilda Farnsworth, Bakersfield
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Roberta Greenwood, Pacific Palisades
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Mr. 8c Mrs. Dennis Marquering, Corvallis, Oregon
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Mr. 8c Mrs. Julian Rogers, Modesto
Nancy Root, West Point
Mr. 8c Mrs. Vincen Ross, Murphys
J. Calvert Snyder, Stockton
Stanislaus National Forest, Sonora
Charles Valente, San Andreas
Mrs. Arlene Westenrides, Clayton
Mrs. Wilma June Wilcox, Selma, Oregon
Mr. 8c Mrs. C. R. Wright, Stockton

Invite a friend who is interested in Calaveras history to 
join the Society. Mrs. Lillian Filippini, Star Route 2, San 
Andreas, will be glad to send an application.
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CALAVERAS HOSPITALS
Calaveras County has long been concerned with the 

care of its indigent sick and elderly residents, but, as in 
many another rural area, has seldom been very gener
ous in providing for care. In recent years, state and 
federal assistance has drastically changed the picture. 
We are interested in this issue, however, in an historical 
look at the County’s hospitals, and in some of the prob
lems faced by the physicians in practicing here in the 
years gone by. Readers will remember that two of our 
earlier issues were dedicated to Calaveras doctors (“Las 
Calaveras” for July, 1973, and October, 1974).

Doctors practicing in Calaveras in the past were 
always handicapped by the lack of adequate local hos
pital facilities. Some doctors established their own pri
vate hospitals for the more easily treated problems. 
Others used whatever services, however meager, that 
the county hospital might provide. It was not until 1946, 

when under the leadership of the Grange and George 
Poore (then Master of the Grange), a county-sponsored 
organization was created (Mark Twain Hospital Dis
trict) and plans made for a real well-equipped hospital. 
This was financed in large part with state and federal 
funds, except for Wards A, B, & C. The latter were built 
by the County for the indigent, but in more recent years, 
the nursing and convalescent homes and hospitals have 
taken over this responsibility. The Mark Twain Hos
pital, completed in 1951, was the first in the history of 
the County to provide modern facilities where the 
medical practitioners could take care of any but the 
most difficult of their cases.

Mrs. Zelma Altmeyer, one of the very active members 
of the Mark Twain Hospital Auxiliary, has summarized 
the history of hospitals in the County for presentation at 
the February meeting of our Society. She has based her 
study on research by the late Edward Leonard, on 
newspaper articles, and from conversations with Mrs. 
Addie Reid, who worked at the former County hospital 
as well as at Mark Twain. Other materials from Society 
files have been incorporated into this issue. These in
clude short papers by Ed Leonard and Emmett Joy that 
were presented before the Society nearly a decade ago.

COUNTY HOSPITALS
IN CALAVERAS

by Zelma Altmeyer

In 1858, the County Board of Supervisors accepted the 
responsibility for the care of the indigent sick and elderly. 
At this time the county seat was at Mokelumne Hill. They

THE COUNTY HOSPITAL
A view of the “new” building as it appeared shortly after it was constructed in 1890.

Society Files
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VIEW FROM MOUNTAIN
RANCH ROAD 

Loaned by Addie Reid

contracted with Dr. A. H. Hoerchner to care for these 
patients at his private hospital situated at Pleasant 
Springs, in Upper Rich Gulch, between Mokelumne Hill 
and Glencoe. Dr. Hoerchner continued with this care for 
eleven years. He received $583 per quarter. In 1860, 
there were thirteen patients in his care.

San Andreas was declared officially the county seat in 
1867. In order to win the election, the citizens of San 
Andreas had agreed to furnish all of the county buildings 
without expense to the remainder of the county. Some 
$15,000 was raised by public subscription for this pur
pose.

By the following year (1868), the Hospital tax funds, as 
well as other tax funds, were running short, and so the 
Supervisors advertised for bids for the care of the in
digent. Dr. Hoerchner’s bid was the only one received 
and was deemed to be to high. The Supervisors then 
accepted a generous donation from the citizens of San 
Andreas. This was the Gold Hill House, a two-story 
stopping place and roadhouse located near the present 
intersection of Cement Plant Road (now Pool Station 
Road) and Highway “49”, about where the former Shell 
bulk station was situated.

This land was conveyed to the county in February, 
1869. By bid, Patrick McAllen, former proprietor of 
Gold Hill House, agreed to provide wood, milk, and all 
the necessary labor to care for the indigents for $65 per 
month, plus board for himself, his wife, and two children. 
Mr. R. W. Russell, a local livery stable operator, was hired 
to transport the patients from Dr. Hoerchner’s hospital 
to Gold Hill House. A steward, W. B. Johnson, was hired 
and Dr. E. B. Robertson appointed as physician for two 
years, at a salary of $50 per month.

A Potter’s Field cemetery was established nearby, 
northwest of the hospital. Many of the indigents buried 
there were said to be Indians and Chinese. The graves 
were shallow and unmarked, and nearly all surface evi
dence of the cemetery is now gone.

Two years after Gold Hill House became the county 
hospital, it burned, and two patients died in the con

flagration. A new building was soon constructed, just 
across the road from the old site. This served as the 
county hospital for nineteen years. Lumber was supplied 
by Wyllie and Washburn for $851.46, and labor by J. M. 
Shinn, H. T. Toon, and C. L. Chase for a total of $634.00. 
In 1875, Dr. W. E. Rush was serving as County Physician 
and Superintendent for $1800.00 per annum. Hospital 
supplies furnished that year under bid included:

A. Bader; beef of each and every kind at 7tf a pound. 
A. Cassinelli supplied the groceries:

Mustard, pepper, spices, $1.62 a dozen

Flour 3tf lb. Butter 35tf lb.
Graham flour 2 ¥20 lb. Crackers lb.
Bazo beans lb. Cornstarch 14tf lb.
Sugar 12’/20 lb. Rice 7 ¥2^ lb.
Coffee 23tf lb. Onions 2t lb.
Cornmeal 3? lb. Potatoes 2 ¥2^ lb.
Tea 55e lb. Lard 16tf lb.
Codfish 7^ lb. Mackeral $2.50/kit
Salt 2¥2^ lb. Syrup 87¥2<£/gal.

The hospital population grew to an average of forty 
patients, greater than the hospital capacity. So in 1889, 
the Supervisors (James Snow, ch’m, J. Salcido, F. W. Fish, 
T. Peters, James Creighton, and A. L. Wyllie, clerk) 
called for plans for a two-story building capable of 
handling the patient load. A bid from A. S. Thomas was 
received for $7,240 and was accepted, but before every
thing was finalized, the Supervisors declared the Gold 
Hill House site unacceptable. They purchased sixteen 
acres from Robert Leonard on Mountain Road (site of 
the present Government Center) for which $1000 was 
paid with an option for 38 V2 more acres to be purchased 
within the year for $2500.

The Supervisors contracted with Mr. Thomas to build 
the two-story structure on the sixteen-acre site. He was to 
furnish all lumber and labor and to be paid in install
ments as the work progressed. D. L. Morrill, Hospital 
Superintendent, was also the Building Superintendent. 
The additional acreage was farmed. The old hospital was 
cut into sections and moved to the new site to be used as 
wards.
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An incomplete list of the Superintendents for the new 
hospital is as follows:

D. L. Morrill
S. H. Burgess
N. Burrow
J. H. Burgess
Wm. T. Harper
Robert Crossett
John Dallon

From this point on, I base my report in large part on 
the comments of Addie Reid who worked at the Hospital 
from 1940 until it was replaced by Mark Twain Hospital.

One approached the front door along a drive bordered 
by shady elms and a rose arbor. The extensive grounds 
were planted with many trees, shrubs and flowers. Enter
ing the main floor, one found the waiting room to the 
right. Other rooms were the Steward’s Office, and emer
gency room, six rooms for patients, two dining rooms 
(one for patients and one for hospital help), the kitchen, 
laundry, pantry, and storage. The second floor held the 
nurses’ quarters and a maternity section. The nurses 
lived at the hospital, worked 12-hour shifts, six to seven 
days a week, helped with the cooking, cleaning, laundry, 
and were paid $40.00 per month, plus room and board. 
They often acted as midwives for Indian women in 
maternity. A room above the second floor was a store
room of sorts. Addie loved to spend free time there, for it 
contained innumerable ledger books and trunks, a collec
tion of many years. To her regret, she does not know 
where any of these things were taken after the hospital 
was razed in 1959. The hospital closed in 1951 and the 
patients were moved to Mark Twain Hospital Wards A, 
B, and C.

Outside to the left were the Women’s Cottage and the 
Men’s Cottage. Each had a long veranda, matching the 
veranda that surrounded the first floor of the hospital.

On these porches the patients and their friends enjoyed 
the sunshine or the breezes that came through the 
gardens. Patients who were able and willing helped with 
the gardening and with the caring of the animals.

Behind the main building was a large flat area where 
the Steward’s Cottage was built in 1910 by Mr. W. E. 
LaRiviere. Other buildings included a tank house, a T.B. 
ward (moved from the old Gold Hill site), the “jail” for 
unmanageable patients, and the “pest house” for patients 
with contageous or communicable diseases. Behind this 
area were a large vegetable garden, the pig-pens, the 
chicken pens, rabbit hutches, and a barn for the sheep 
and cows (only one building still standing). All of the 
produce from these activities was used in the hospital 
kitchen. Well beyond this and up higher on the slope was 
the “Potter’s Field” cemetery. It was there that an Indian 
grinding rock was found for this area had been an Indian 
campsite. Addie persuaded the workmen to move it to 
the hospital grounds and place it near the fish pond in the 
gardens. The nurses were responsible for the cleaning of 
this fish pond once a month. The grinding rock is now 
placed beside the flagpole at the new Mark Twain Hos
pital.

Among the doctors frequently at the County Hospital 
was W. B. March, who settled in Burson in 1885, and 
cared for many of the residents of the lower part of the 
county when that town was a busy freight-handling 
center at the railroad terminus. When the railroad was 
extended the next year to Valley Springs, the population 
of Burson decreased and in 1893, Dr. March moved 
down to Brentwood for awhile. Later he returned to 
Burson and resumed his practice there. Another doctor 
with patients at the County Hospital was J. A. Holland 
who lived in San Andreas.

Angels Camp had the greatest concentration of 
doctors. Some of the early ones came looking for gold, 
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and some were employed later by the mines to care for 
accident victims as well as employees families. Some left 
soon, some stayed and built private practices. Their 
offices were in their homes. They traveled by horse and 
buggy or on horseback to visit their patients, and often 
instructed a family member how to properly nurse the 
patient. In their black bags were drugs and other items 
that must serve for any emergency.

If the doctor was out on his rounds when an emergency 
arose, there was a method, unique to the times, to find 
him. A call was made on the party telephone line, and as 
many of the others on the line would listen in, someone, 
somewhere, would know the doctor’s approximate 
whereabouts, and would thus help to find him.

Collecting payment for medical services was often a 
very casual matter. The patient paid what he could, when 
he could, and almost never in full — just on account. Dr. 
William Kelley, of Angels, used to occasionally place a

DINNER CALL
Courtesy of Addie Reid 

notice in the local paper announcing that payments could 
be made at his office, in full or in partial payment, 
because he was in dire need of money.

Some of the respected and beloved doctors of Angels 
were G. F. Pache, E. W. Weirich, C. Freeman, J. R. 
Dorroh, and G. P. Cooper. Dr. Cooper was especially 
skilled in mine rescue work. He was among the first into a 
mine when disaster struck, in order to ease the pain of the 
victims, and he devised many types of emergency equip
ment for use at mine and construction accidents. As 
County Health Officer and Director of the County Hos
pital, he hired Addie Reid as a hospital nurse in the 
following manner: Addie had come to the hospital as a 
private nurse for a patient who died about four months 
later. She wanted to stay and asked the Steward about 
employment. He told her that Dr. Cooper did the hiring 
and firing. At that time the Doctor visited the hospital 
every Friday, so Addie readied herself for the interview. 
She walked into the Steward’s office. Dr. Cooper looked 
her up and looked her down — without saying a word. 
Then he said, “Hell, keep her on!” Dr. Cooper would 
bring his family to the hospital for Sunday dinners, for 

the food was good and plentiful, and besides, there was 
home-made ice cream on that day.

At one time, “Lev” Binum, a member of an early, much 
respected Negro family living at Lower Calaveritas, 
cooked at the County Hospital. His wife was a skilled 
mid-wife, delivering many a baby in the San Andreas 
area. Lillian Filippini was one of them.

The hardships and exhaustion caused at least one 
doctor to resort to the use of whiskey as a crutch. This was 
Louis Maddock of Sheep Ranch — a loved and respected 
physician, and trusted in spite of his weaknesses. It was 
said that he had an antidote which enabled him to have a 
clear head and a steady hand when needed. He once 
stayed at Charles Filippini’s parents’ home for days until 
critically-ill Charles had passed the crisis. The unspoken 
agreement was that there would be a bottle there. Dr. 
Maddock delivered Don Cuneo, whose middle name is 
Maddock. Louise Cuneo Greenlaw bears the feminine 
form of the doctor’s given name. This is testimony to the 
Cuneo family’s admiration for him. Dr. Maddock per
formed skillful surgery when my husband, Walter Alt- 
meyer, as a boy, shot himself in the foot, necessitating 
removal of shattered bone and much suturing. Later 
there was no evidence of this accident except for a 
missing toe.

There were two other medical methods that should be 
mentioned. One of these included the mothers and 
grandmothers with a knowledge of herbal medicine. 
They searched for leaves, roots, and barks with which 
they made teas or poultices that worked miracles. 
Another was the “Doctor Book” that many isolated 
homes had. In it were listed every ailment known to man, 
and a treatment for each. In 1927, when I was teaching in 
the Banner School, seventeen miles from San Andreas on 
the Railroad Flat Road, I developed a bladder infection. 
At that time I was living with Mr. and Mrs. Tate. Out 
came Mrs. Tate’s Doctor Book. The treatment: drink 
copious amounts of a tea made from dried pea pods. She 
did not have any pea pods but she had, hanging in the 
shed, what remained of the summer’s bean crop. She 
made a tea from the dried bean shells, watched while I 
drank it, and because of the awful brew, or out of self
defense, I got well and the Doctor Book got the credit!

There were some private hospitals in the early years. A 
Dr. Moncel established the small French Hospital at 
Campo Seco about the same time as Dr. Hoerchner had 
his at Upper Rich Gulch, in the 50’s and 60’s. There was a 
maternity home near Vallecito. Dr. Hill had a hospital of 
sorts in San Andreas near the present location of Treat’s 
Store. This was built with Calaveras Cement Company 
funds, so that there would be facilities for treating em
ployees of the company as well as their families. The 
Utica Mining Company had earlier established a similar 
hospital at Angels Camp for their employees. There were 
also two maternity homes in Angels Camp. One of these 
was operated by Addie Minard on Democrat Hill where
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JUST BEFORE THE END 
The old hospital stood proudly 
but alone and forlorn for sev
eral years after its closure in 
1951 before being demolished 
for construction materials.

Gift of Marguerite Luly

more than 300 babies were brought into the world.
So here we have just a sampling of the early dedicated 

people who, against hardship, rough conditions, and 
often adversity, cared for their equally durable patients 
and friends as well as they could, and a brief description 
of the rather primitive hospitals available for this 
purpose.

THE UTICA HOSPITAL
by Ed Leonard

Dangerous working conditions in the Utica mines at 
Angels Camp led to serious trouble in 1894. The miners 
went on strike and threatened to blow up the mine. The 
first serious incident occurred on February 4th. Many of 
the miners lived in the boarding house which was oper
ated by Mr. Magud. They placed a charge of powder in 
the building and blew it up. Mr. and Mrs. Magud were 
trapped under the fallen roof, but miraculously they all 
escaped serious injury.

The mining company appealed to the Sheriff s office 
in San Andreas for protection. The Sheriff appointed ten 
Special Deputies who were armed with rifles. They 
patrolled the mine, in squads of five, day and night. As an 
added protection the company installed lights at numer
ous locations on the property. A Vigilance Committee of 
600 people was organized to drive objectionable char
acters from Angels Camp.

The main complaint of the miners was that there were 
no facilities to care for their injured and sick. It was the 
general practice of the company, in the case of an acci
dent at the mine, to have a buckboard or cart from Love’s 
Livery Stable take the injured either to his home or to the

Angels Hotel. So, in March, 1894, to meet the demands 
of the striking miners, the Utica Mining Company 
erected the Utica Hospital. It was built on Main Street, a 
short distance south of the bridge across Angels Creek.

The Utica Hospital building still stands, and at this 
writing is owned by T. L. Auten and is used as an apart
ment house. It is a two-story building, forty feet by forty 
feet in size. Each floor comprised a ward for eight 
patients, and special note was made at the time of its 
construction that it was equipped with toilets and wash 
stands! It was dedicated to the use of company employees 
and their families. Dr. John Dorroh, physician and sur
geon, was hired as the mine doctor and placed in charge.

During the serious influenza epidemic in the fall of 
1918, the Angels Hospital and the large home of Dr. 
Dorroh adjoining were used to care for patients brought 
in from the surrounding area. After that emergency, the 
Utica Hospital was closed, as the mines had shut down for 
good. Dr. Dorroh’s residence is also used today as an 
apartment house, as is Dr. Pache’s residence next door.

MUTUAL BENEFIT 
SOCIETIES AND 
HOSPITALS OF 

MOKELUMNE HILL
by Emmett Joy

French Pioneers founded the first hospital in the 
County at Mokelumne Hill in a tent-house on September 
2nd, 1851. Mr. de la Riviere was the individual respon-
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sible for this hospital, which was conceived for the pur
pose of treating injured miners. The Mutual Benefit 
Society organized to finance the hospital was composed 
of people only of French, Belgian, Savoyada, Pied
montese, and Canadian descent. With the $375 of Society 
funds, Mr. de la Riviere provided a large tent with 10 
beds, a stove, and a nurse. The first patients were three 
sailors who had been injured in a mine cave-in. The fire 
of 1854 destroyed the hospital and ended the Society.

In May, 1857, another society was formed at Moke- 
lumne Hill, its membership limited to those of descent 
from Conte. This Society consisted of 60 members. 
There was no hospital associated with it, but the Society 
cared for its sick at their homes at the expense of the 
Society. This organization was merged into the French 
Society for Mutual Health, which had been established 
on June 3, 1860. Dr. Olison was instrumental in founding 
this new society. A home was provided to serve as a 
hospital.

On June 21st, 1876, this society was incorporated 
under the name of “French Mutual Relief Society of 
Mokelumne Hill”. The first directors included G. W. 
Leger, James Gregoire, Ami Pellaton, J. B. Lanternier, 
and Clement Vandel. In 1883, membership dues to the 
Society were still one dollar per month. The Doctor was 
paid $600 yearly, and the Superintendent $360. The 
hospital was closed in April, 1893, and the property sold 
to Charles Smith. For the period 1860 to 1880, the 
following served as staff doctors: Austin, Olison, Hoerch- 
ner, Robertson, Soher, James Hepburn, Teal, and Day. 
In 1880, Dr. H. M. Dechesne; 1885, Dr. William Holder; 
1890, Dr. L. Thompson; 1891, Dr. H. L. Parish; and in 
1892, Dr. Whitfield, were appointed staff doctors.

Marjorie Kosty, San Andreas
Mary Leidecker, Mountain Ranch
Miss Sue McKinzey, Rail Road Flat
Stan Schultz, Angels Camp
Betty Weider, Los Angeles
Mrs. Erie J. Winkler, San Andreas

HOSPITAL GROUNDS
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MORE CALAVERAS
DOCTORS

“Las Calaveras” for July 1973, and October, 1974, 
were devoted to Calaveras doctors, including some of 
the early medical practitioners, many of the Angels 
Camp physicians, and some of those like the well- 
known Dr. March in the lower part of the county. Much 
of this material was compiled and written up for presen
tation at several meetings of the Society in 1974. Addi
tional information on Mokelumne Hill and San An
dreas doctors has been accumulated and is included in 
this issue. We hope that we have covered most of the 
early physicians of the county, if only by mention of 

their names, in this and the former issues on the subject.
Las Calaveras in January, 1972, carried pictures of 

Dr. E. B. Robertson (and his family), mentioned in Mrs. 
Altmeyer’s article on the County’s hospitals in our 
January issue. He came across the plains in 1850, pre
pared for college in his miner’s cabin at Mokelumne 
Hill, graduated from the University of the Pacific Medi
cal School in San Francisco (later the Cooper Medical 
College) in 1864, and practiced in Calaveras County 
until 1881, where he lived at San Andreas. He was 
County Physician for much of that time. In 1882 he 
moved to Jackson.

Another Calaveras practitioner, Asa Weston Collins, 
published a book in 1941 entitled “Doctor Asa” in 
which he recorded some of his experiences in the West 
Point area. He was the grandson of Nathan Weston 
Spaulding, a gold rush miner who went into lumbering 
at West Point.

In Copperopolis were William W. McCoy (“Las Cala
veras,” January 1967), Charles Reese Harry, who 
served as company doctor for the Union Copper mine 
from 1892 to 1897, and Charles Shipley, doctor for the 
Royal mine in 1903 and later at the Union Mine in 
Copperopolis (“Las Calaveras”, July 1968). Dr. William 
L. Buckley practiced at Milton, and was Coroner and 
Public Administrator in 1898.

We hope to record some of our more recent doctors in 
future issues of “Las Calaveras” and we will welcome 
further information from our readers on this subject.

MOKELUMNE HILL - 1855
From a lithograph by Kuchel and Dresel and published by Britton & Rey.

Courtesy of Bancroft Library
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DR. LEWIS SOHER
by Emmett Joy

Lewis Soher came from Vienna, Austria, to New 
Orleans. Later, he studied medicine and became an M.D. 
In 1849, he arrived in San Francisco and shortly there
after, settled at Mokelumne Hill. He started his office in a 
tenthouse when the town was a “tent and brush hut 
mining camp.” He was an eye witness to many of the 
activities of the gold rush. According to Dr. Soher, dur
ing these flush times, “For seventeen weeks a man was 
killed between Saturday night and Sunday morning.” 
Five men were killed in one week.

Soher was an enterprising pioneer doctor. He acquired 
a ferry at Big Bar on the Mokelumne River in 1850. The 
ferry was merely a dug-out. Dr. Soher gave the ferry to a 
man by the name of John Hasley who sold it in 1850 to 
Pope & Burns. A bridge was later built in 1853 by Dr. 
Soher, the Goodwins, and A. J. Houghtaling, the first 
bridge at Big Bar. In 1859, it was reported that Dr. Soher 
and Mr. Goodwyn, proprietors of the Big Bar bridge, 
were making a new road from the quartz mill on the 
Amador side of the river to Butte City, known as the 
Butte Canyon Road.

According to the Calaveras Chronicle of January 11, 
1862, “At half past twelve yesterday the center of the Big 
Bar bridge, owned by Dr. Soher, was carried away.” This 
was the great flood that destroyed almost all of the 
bridges and ferries in the Sierras.

In the Chronicle of March 18, 1862, it was stated that 
Dr. Soher had built a new ferry boat, one of the largest 
and most substantial in the country. He spared no ex
pense to make it perfectly secure against the action of the 
water.

In 1855, Dr. Soher was operating a drugstore in con
nection with his medical practice, and was engaged in 
other projects. In 1858, when San Andreas was laid in 
ashes by fire, he bought and shipped all the bread that he 
could find to the populace of that town.

When the Odd Fellows Lodge was founded in Moke
lumne Hill as Lodge No. 10, in 1856, Dr. Soher was one 
of its founders and officers. He later became a member of 
the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows in California.

Dr. Soher moved to San Francisco in 1868. His grand
son Hubert has given me a picture of his house (two- 
story) which stood on Bush Street between Hyde and 
Larkin. This building was destroyed in the San Francisco 
earthquake and fire of 1906.

In San Francisco, Dr. Soher pursued his enterprising 
activities. He became a high-ranking officer in several 
companies, including the Firemans Fund Insurance 
Company. He remained the rest of his life in that city, 
where he has descendants living today. His son married a 
daughter of Sheriff Ben Thorn, of San Andreas.

MOKELUMNE DRUG STORE
Dr. Soher, Properietor

DR. A. H. HOERCHNER
by Emmett Joy

Born in Eisnach, Saxony, a former state of Germany, 
A. H. Hoerchner came to California during the early 
fifties. He was an authentic gold rush doctor who settled 
in Mokelumne Hill and at Pleasant Spring. He acquired a 
large ranch at Upper Rich Gulch and developed it, also 
building a hospital there to care for some of his patients.

In 1858, the Calaveras Board of Supervisors entered 
into a contract with Dr. Hoerchner to keep the indigent 
sick in his hospital at Pleasant Spring. This arrangement 
remained in effect for nine years.

In 1860, Dr. Hoerchner put an “ad” in the Calaveras 
Chronicle stating that his main office was in Mokelumne 
Hill. To illustrate the progress he made on his ranch at 
Pleasant Spring, an advertisement offered in the Chron
icle on July 18, 1861:

“For Sale - The Pleasant Spring Ranch. 240 acres,
1000 fruit trees, 5000 grape vines, and several 
buildings . . .”
Hoerchner opened up a new drug store in Mokelumne 

Hill in January, 1861, called the “Miners’ Drug Store,” 
where physicians prescriptions were “carefully put up 
day and night.” He spent his time in Mokelumne Hill 
practicing medicine there and at times performing oper
ations at the French Hospital, located on the west side of 
Stockton Hill. The Calaveras Chronicle of November 28, 
1868, contains an article describing an operation called 
Perineal lithotomy, at that time a very difficult and dan
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gerous one, which was performed by Drs. Hoerchner 
and Robertson, assisted by Dr. Austin, at Mokelumne 
Hill. At that time, the Chronicle states, these two doctors 
were considered to “have no superiors outside of San 
Francisco.”

Dr. Hoerchner, unfortunately, died at the relatively 
young age of forty-seven, on September 23rd, 1870, and 
was buried in the Protestant Cemetery at Mokelumne 
Hill.

DR. FRANK E. BLAISDELL
by Winifred Peek

Frank Ellsworth Blaisdell was born at Pittsfield, New 
Hampshire, on March 13, 1862. His father was a sergeant 
in the New Hampshire Volunteers during the Civil War. 
He was of the saddler’s and harness-maker’s trade.

In 1870, the Blaisdell family journeyed to San Fran
cisco with their three children, of whom Frank was the 
eldest. In 1871, the children became ill with scarlet fever 
and the two younger boys died. Frank was in poor health, 
so his parents decided to move to San Diego where the 
climate would be better for him.

Mr. Blaisdell opened a saddlery and harness shop, and 
then bought a farm twenty-six miles northeast of San 
Diego. There he developed an orchard and raised grain. 
This farm became the showplace of Poway Valley.

In 1886, Frank Blaisdell decided to study medicine, so 
he moved to San Diego, where he worked in a stationery 
store. He studied medicine under the direction of Dr. P. 
C. Remondine and Dr. C. C. Valle. His parents mean

while had moved to Coronado and started a plant nur
sery there. The following year, Frank went to San Fran
cisco and entered Cooper Medical College, graduating 
with a degree in medicine in November, 1889.

Dr. Blaisdell then returned to San Diego, but found it 
difficult to establish a practice. It was at this time in his life 
that he became much interested in entomology, which 
was to become his second life interest. He returned to San 
Francisco, and at the Medical College learned of a vac
ancy in Mokelumne Hill. He immediately proceeded to 
that place by train and stage. There, he introduced 
himself to Mr. Thomas Peters, the proprietor of the town 
drug store on Main Street. He opened up an office, and 
gradually built up a large practice.

On February 18, 1894, Dr. Blaisdell married Miss 
Katherine Peek of Mokelumne Hill. In 1896, their son, 
Frank Ellsworth Blaisdell, Jr. was born.

In 1900, Dr. Blaisdell was offered the position of 
Instructor of Anatomy at Cooper Medical College in San 
Francisco. He decided to give up his practice in Moke
lumne Hill and take this offer. Before starting his teach
ing career, he went on a trip to Nome, Alaska, with his 
brothers-in-law, who were engaged in mining there.

After a distinguished career as a teacher at Cooper 
(which became Stanford Medical School), Professor 
Blaisdell retired in 1927. Although he continued medical 
work at the Lane building for another 12 years, he 
devoted much of his time in entomological research. He 
was the author of a book and over 100 papers of subjects 
relating to entomology. He died at Watsonville in 1946 at 
the age of 84.

DR. BLAISDELL AND 
TOM PETERS

The Mokelumne Hill Drug
store served as Dr. Blaisdell’s 
office.
From a glass plate in the Frank 
Peek Collection.
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DR. ELISHA BRYANT ROBERTSON
1826-1899

From San Andreas Museum

DR. SIMON
FILLMORE STUCKEY

by Emmett Joy

Dr. S. F. Stuckey graduated from the Cooper Medical 
College in San Francisco in 1898. Shortly afterward, he 
moved to Mokelumne Hill where mining was the main
stay of the economy. Injuries in the mines lured many 
young doctors to this area. Although most of these re
mained but a short time, Dr. Stuckey stayed in Moke
lumne Hill for his full professional life.

Dr. Stuckey married a Mokelumne Hill girl, Mary 
Champion, and they had one son, Marion, who was born 
in 1909, but who lived for only seven years. Dr. Stuckey 
died in 1924, and his wife, Mary, passed away in 1937.

LOUIS MADDOCK, M.D.
fry Emmett Joy

Dr. Louis Maddock was an outstanding physician 
prominently known in San Joaquin and Calaveras Coun
ties for more than forty years. He was a native of Oregon 
where he received his AB from the University of Oregon.

He then studied law at the University of Virginia. After 
reading Darwin’s book on the theory of evolution, he 
became interested in science. He turned to the study of 
medicine and graduated from the Jefferson Medical 
College of Philadelphia.

Dr. Maddock came to Stockton in 1893, and opened an 
office. He did extensive microscopic examinations in a 
joint practice with Dr. Hammond, and became the first 
doctor in Stockton to make use of the microscope in a 
medical practice.

For the last thirty years of his life. Dr. Maddock resided 
in Calaveras County, becoming a true “country doctor.” 
He maintained no office but attended the sick and afflict
ed in their homes. On many occasions he remained at the 
home of his patient until the latter was out of immediate 
danger. He traveled widely on dusty roads in summer 
and muddy ones in winter, usually in a horse-drawn cart. 
There were times, though, when he rode on horseback.

At the time of Dr. Maddock’s death, a Calaveras paper 
stated, “There were few telephones in outlying Calaveras 
County during his day and emergency calls were brought 
by messenger. He always answered the call of duty 
whether day or night. . . Dr. Maddock was a kindly man. 
His patients were fond of him and had confidence in his 
ability.

“For the last ten years of his life, he had practically 
retired from practice, and resided at Fourth Crossing 
and Dry Creek. His death occurred on March 25,1936, in 
Stockton of a heart ailment induced by injuries from a fall 
downstairs at a hotel there. At the time of his death, he 
left one sister, Mrs. J. W. Jordan.”

JUDSON ARTHUR
HOLLAND, M.D.

Judson Holland was born on his father’s ranch a mile 
and a half south of San Andreas (now on the cement 
plant property). He was the son of William and Theresa 
Holland, natives of Berlin, Germany, but of English 
ancestry. William came to California in 1852, and took up 
mining. His wife, Theresa, joined him three years later. 
There were four children in the family, Emma, Hattie, 
Jerome and Judson.

Judson was educated in the public schools of San 
Andreas and at the State Normal School in San Jose. He 
then taught in Calaveras County schools for sixteen 
years, at Willow Creek and Sheep Ranch. He then de
cided to go into medicine, and graduated in 1894 from 
Cooper Medical School. Returning to San Andreas, he 
soon built up a large practice. For many years he was the 
only doctor living in San Andreas.

In 1884, Dr. Holland married Miss Agnes Mercer and 
they had three children, Sumner R. and Eloise P. (twins) 
and Agnes P. (Eloise is now [1974] Mrs. Seeley, and lives 
in San Andreas). Mrs. Judson Holland died in 1889,
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JUDSON ARTHUR HOLLAND, M.D.
Gift of Eva Soracco

when the children were very small. In 1897, Dr. Holland 
married Marietta Godfrey, a native of New Jersey. She 
was very active in the Congregational Church in San 
Andreas, especially in the Sunday School. Mrs. Hattie 
Hertzig remembers Mrs. Holland as tiny and frail ap
pearing, but very energetic.

The Hollands’ first home was about where Winkler’s 
Store is today. Later he built the large home where now 
Mrs. Seeley lives, on old Highway “49.” Both a physician 
and surgeon, Dr. Holland generally prepared the medi
cines he prescribed for his patients, although there was a 
drugstore in the telegraph office near the present site of 
Blewetts Cafe. He was a kind and understanding man, 
and the moral support and encouragement he gave his 
patients was very important to their recovery. As Mrs. 
Hertzig says, the instruction book never came with a new 
baby, so the doctor’s sympathy and the advice to the 
mothers, along with a reassuring pat on the shoulder and 
25tf worth of medicine, changed the day for them when 
they consulted him about their children.

Dr. Holland was very successful in his profession and 
popular and active in the community. He served as 
Health Officer, Coroner, and Public Administrator of 

the county. He was a Mason and Master of the Lodge 
here for two terms. He was a member of the Odd Fellows 
and past Grand of the San Andreas Lodge. He was also a 
member of the Native Sons of the Golden West, the 
Ancient Order of United Workmen, of the Elks Lodge, 
and the Knights Templar. Mrs. Holland was an Eastern 
Star and a Rebecca.

Dr. Holland passed away in 1934. His brother Jerome 
lived to 1940. They and their parents are buried in the 
Peoples Cemetery in San Andreas.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Sir:

I read with great interest the article that dealt with the 
Whittle family in the October 1981 issue of Las Calaveras. 
There are three cabinet-size photographs of members of 
the Whittle family in my collection of 19th Century 
images. I am enclosing them with this letter; perhaps you 
would like to copy them for publication in Las Calaveras.

The first photograph depicts the Whittle triplets, who 
were a seven-day wonder in Calaveras County when they 
were born on August 21, 1885, to Joseph and Mary Ann 
Whittle. Mary was 36 years old and already had six 
children. Unfortunately the three babies lived for only 
one week, and the photograph is a posthumous one for 
the baby in the middle, since the small hands are folded as 
was the custom after death.

The other two photographs are likenesses of Katie and 
Lizzie Whittle, who were the 2nd and 3rd-born children 
of Joseph and Mary Whittle. The one of Katie was taken

THE WHITTLE TRIPLETS 
Born on August 21st, 1885.
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KATIE WHITTLE

LIZZIE WHITTLE
in March, 1891, in Angles Camp, shortly before her 14th 
birthday by a traveling photographer named McCaf
ferty. Eventually she married Bill Carpenter and they 
lived out by the old Whittle ranch. They reared four 
children, and later moved to Pacific Grove, California.

Lizzie’s photograph was taken at the same time, and 
like Katie’s, was inscribed “for Aunt Janie” (Sarah Jane 
McCauley of Angels Camp). Lizzie married Frank 
Reister, and they made their home on the old Reidel 
ranch on the Copperopolis Road. They had six children, 
and the family moved to Oregon for a time. When they 
returned to Calaveras County, they purchased a ranch 
close to the Reidel ranch where they had lived as newly
weds.

The historical information in this letter in regards to 
the Whittle family has been obtained from the Archives 
at the San Andreas Museum with the assistance of the 
curator, Judy Cunningham, and her assistants, Lorraine 
Kennedy and Karen Whittle. I hope that this additional 
material will be of interest to your readers.

Sincerely,
Helen Giorgi
Arnold, California

ERRATA
We inadvertently erred in our January issue in stating 

that Mrs. Binum delivered Lillian Filippini. Our apol
ogies, Lillian. It was Eva Genochio (Soracco). Also, Mrs. 
Binum was the mother, not the wife of cook and res- 
tauranteur Lev Binum.
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ANOTHER
CALAVERAS ALBUM

A current and one of the most important projects 
undertaken by the Society in recent years is the catalog
ing of our large and steadily growing photograph collec
tion.

For the past several months we have been sorting, 
labeling, and filling out file cards for indexing and cross
filing our photographs and negatives. It seems a never- 
ending task, as we keep finding more pictures tucked 
away in files and boxes, and continue to receive new gifts 

of old photographs. We are also adding to the collection 
by copying pictures loaned to us.

Each item should be correctly identified, numbered 
and as much basic information as we can find entered on 
the index card. Then this number is used for cross-filing 
by a variety of subjects including names of people, towns, 
activities, mines, transportation methods, and many 
others. Each negative is filed by number in an acid-free 
envelope. Each print will be placed in a loose-leaf album 
in numerical order. In this manner, a researcher can look 
up a certain subject, and then inspect the photographs or 
negatives by using the numbers on the index card. The 
cataloging is the principal activity of our part-time office 
and archivist employee, Mrs. Ella McCarty Hiatt, who 
also keeps our office in order and answers the innumer
able questions of visitors.

We decided to devote an issue of “Las Calaveras” to an 
album of photographs selected from our collection that, 
for the most part, have recently been cataloged. Readers 
will recall that we have had several previous issues of 
pictures from our collection.

We hope this issue will stimulate some more of our 
members and readers to search out their historical 
county pictures and either donate them to the Society or 
loan them so that they may be copied.

SHEEP RANCH MINE
A view of the mine about 1901, showing the Era. The Pioneer Hotel may be seen on the 
mine buildings remaining from the Hearst left.

Bartholomees Collection
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LOGS, DUST AND ALL
It took a lot of animal and human muscle to get the logs out of the forest to the sawmill.

Manual Family

FALLING A
BIG PONDEROSA

No Paul Bunyans, these, 
but timber fallers have al
ways held a “prima donna” 
status among their peers, as 
you might judge in this 
picture.

Manual Family
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MECHANIZATION
The introduction of the traction engine by John 
Manual shortly before the turn of the Century 
greatly increased the efficiency of the industry,

even though by today’s standards these awk
ward contraptions seem hopelessly antiquated. 

Manual Family

SAWMILL POND

Taking a log from the pond 
to the mill took a bit of skill, 
too. Just ask anyone who 
has put in time on this job. 

Manual Family
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PARDEE DAMSITE

The construction of the 
dam in 1927-29 is well doc
umented by a large col
lection of pictures 
copied from East Bay 
Water’s archives. Here is 
the original site, looking 
downstream, before ac- 
tivites started, in Au
gust, 1927.

THE MARCH
1928 FLOOD

The project received a 
serious setback, but 
soon recovered under 
the skillful management 
of the Atkinson Con
struction Company.
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MARCH 1929

A year later, the dam 
construction was pro
ceeding rapidly. Note the 
“elephant trunk” pipes 
delivering concrete to 
the various pours in 
progress. This was the 
first big job using Cala
veras Cement.

COMPLETION

Looking upstream at the 
dam and powerhouse on 
December 14, 1929, at the 
conclusion of construc
tion.
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CALAVERAS CEMENT PLANT
Constructed in 1925-6, this is how the plant 
looked in the late 20’s. A number of the 
employees lived in small houses nearby dur
ing the early years of the operation of the 
plant. The billowing dust clouds emitting 
from the twin stacks were very substantially 

reduced by dust control equipment installed 
in the early 50’s, and in 1975 were almost 
entirely eliminated by an ultra-modem pre
cipitator.

Calaveras Cement Co.

KENTUCKY HOUSE 1926
The Calaveras Cement Company renovated the historic building for a guest house and used it in 
this capacity for many years.

Gift of Mrs. Zelma Altmeyer
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CALAVERAS CEMENT RAILROAD

The company built the last four miles of 
track up the South Fork to the plantsite, 
arriving there in late December, 1925. Later,

the Southern Pacific Company purchased 
this section of track, which is still used today. 

Gift of Mrs. Zelma Altmeyer

SHIPPING CEMENT

By the mid-thirties, truck trans
portation of cement became 
popular. Most cement was then 
still shipped in cloth bags. Here 
is a shipment going out to a big 
job. In spite of the Depression, 
a few large projects as well as a 
continuing demand from local 
distributors and users kept the 
plant operating most of those 
grim years.

Calaveras Cement Company
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HORSE AND WAGON DAYS
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In the era of unsurfaced roads, 
the water wagon was essential 
in the summertime to make the 
heavily used sections of the 
roads bearable. Here Frank 
Volf leaves one hot day in 1916 
with a full load of water for 
Murphys Grade road.

Gift of Eva Libby

FIRST CONTINGENT - WORLD WAR I

This view of the first to leave for war was 
snapped at Valley Springs. Left to right: 
Bill Pache; Mrs. Warren Scott; Jack Mc

Fall; Lester Canevaro; Gene Staples; 
Fred Kenney; and Lola Zwinge.

Gift of Fred Kenney
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CALAVERANS BOTH

The dapper gentleman on the left was an 
Arab merchant, by the name of John 
Schaddie. Nicholas Cuslidge, on the 
right, was a forebear of the well-known 

county family. The photographer placed 
him in a more rustic setting than he did 
the Arab merchant!

Trenque Collection and Files

FRESH VEGETABLES 
FOR SALE

A century ago in Calaveras 
County, fresh vegetables 
were grown locally and 
sold either in town at small 
stores or by peddlers who 
drove their wagons 
through the smaller com
munities.

Society Files
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MURPHYS EXPLOSION
The recent explosion at Treat’s Store in San 
Andreas brings to mind the time when a 
“cache” of dynamite, stored in a warehouse 
in back of what was later the site of Morley’s 
Garage in Murphys, exploded on September 

3rd, 1893. Miraculously, no one was hurt, 
although the damage was considerable. The 
Sperry house is in the left background, and 
the Baratini residence on the right.

Gift of Annie Segale

GETTING IN THE HAY

This is how it was done at the 
Volf ranch a couple of genera
tions ago. It is a sight rarely 
seen today but well remem
bered by some of our senior 
members.

Gift of Eva Libby
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HONK HONK !
The first automobile to reach Big Trees from the Ebbetts Pass road.

Courtesy of Frances Bishop

A WHITE STEAMER

Ralph Lemue at the wheel of 
his steam automobile, about 
1909.

Gift of John P. Lemue
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:

Dr. Ronald Allsman, Bakersfield
Mr. & Mrs. Roy E. Brown, Hathaway Pines 
Mr. 8c Mrs. Don Cleaveland, Murphys 
Mrs. A. Crayne, Livingston
Mr. & Mrs. C. A. Engel, Arnold
Ruth N. Halverson, Burson
Mrs. Doris Hedstrom, Bend, Oregon
Rose Mary Horn, Sacramento
Mr. Donald N. Joy, Carmel
Mr. Stephen Kessell, Lodi
June P. Larson, Modesto
Mrs. Karen Roberts, San Andreas
Claribel Shideler, Lafayette

IN MEMORIAM

J. Calvert Snyder
John P. Shally

CONFIDENTIAL
CORRESPONDENCE

These girls waited on tables in 
1903 at the Windsor Hotel on 
Catalina Island. They have just 
come down to the beach from 
the Post Office. On the left is 
Calaveran Effie Johnston, from 
Willow Creek. Her three 
friends are Maggie O’Brien, 
Dot Lattimore, and Mamie 
Sommers.

Effie Johnston Collection
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THE SOUTHWEST 
CORNER

When entering or leaving Calaveras today on Highway 
“4” one gets but the briefest glimpse of the southwest 
corner of our county. This modern highway, however, 
follows essentially the same route much traveled in the 
earliest gold-mining days by miners and supply teams 
from Stockton to the Calaveras mining camps. In those 
days they would come “across the plains” by way of 
Farmington, and then up Shirley Creek past Adam 
Shafer’s store to the low pass (elevation 1176 feet) over 
Gopher Ridge, and thence down into the valley of Little
john Creek to “The Log Cabin” where Thomas McCarty 
provided shelter and supplies for the traveler and team
ster. From here, one could go on to O’Byrne’s Ferry, or 
cross the Stanislaus River at Central Ferry, or go up to 
Reynold’s Ferry, and then on to the Tuolumne gold 
camps. Or if bound for Angels Camp, one might go to 
Reynold’s Ferry, but turn left, up Carson Creek, or after 
leaving McCarty’s, go up Salt Spring Valley to “Carmen 
City” and over Bear Mountain into Nassau Valley.

There was relatively little gold placering during the 
rush in Southwest Corner, except on the bars along the 
Stanislaus River, up Scorpion Gulch, on Ramsey Flat, and 
on portions of Johnny Creek (as Littlejohn’s was called). 
During those years, a few pioneer families eked out a 
living ranching along the Littlejohn and on the rather 
inhospitable slopes of Gopher Ridge, and picking up 
what they could by catering to the gold mine traffic. A 
large part of the Southwest Corner was included in the 
Rancheria del Rio Estanislao, a Mexican land grant. 
There were at least two early routes across the Grant 
north of the Stanislaus in active use by the mine traffic. 
One of these was up along Littlejohn and past Smith’s 
Flat. There was another that connected to an early bridge 
across the Stanislaus at Six Mile Bar, just below Scorpion 
Gulch. These were used mostly by travelers bound for

THOMAS MARTIN LANE
1848-1926

Tommy was manager and part owner of the Alta mine in 
Scorpion Gulch. Loaned by Kathleen Supinger 

the diggings crossing the Stanislaus at Knights Ferry.
When Hiram Hughes set off the copper boom in May, 

1860, with his discovery of the Quail Hill deposit, the 
entire region was, except for the Rancheria, overrun by 
the eager prospectors. A town, first called Grasshopper 
City, and then Telegraph City, sprang up on the Stockton 
Road on Shirley Creek, just past Shafer’s store. The 
center of activity was soon transferred to Copper 
Canyon, some four miles to the east, where the discovery 
by Thomas McCarty and William Reed of the main 
Union-Keystone copper lode was rapidly developed into 
the second-most important copper district in the United 
States. The following year the town was named Copper
opolis.

For some five or six years, Copperopolis reigned as the 
most active business and mining community in Calaveras 
County. In 1864, the Reed Turnpike Company was 
formed to rebuild the old Stockton Road over Gopher 
Ridge and down Shirley Creek into a turnpike. It was 
heavily traveled for the next few years and has continued 
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to be the main road into the southwestern part of the 
county. A railroad was conceived and planned to come 
from Stockton up to the foothills, then around the south
ern end of Gopher Ridge along Littlejohn Creek into 
Copperopolis. The ending of the copper boom in ’66 and 
’67 cut the hopes of the Stockton & Copperopolis Rail
road back to the much less ambitious project of the twelve 
miles of track into Milton, and this was not completed 
until 1871. Then the old trail up Rock Creek to Salt 
Spring Valley was improved, and a second road to the 
north was also built into the valley. For a number of years 
most of the freight for the Calaveras mines came up this 
route until the new railroad was completed in 1885 to 
Valley Springs.

The collapse of the copper boom and the establish
ment of the new route by way of Milton returned the 
Telegraph City region to a quiet ranching life with occa
sional resurgences in activity at some of the little copper 
mines nearby. It was not until the advent of the auto
mobile and truck that Reed’s turnpike came back into 
prominence as Highway “4”. In our next issue we plan to 
record the story of some of the ranch families in this area.

In this issue we are printing the record of a trip by the 
late Elizabeth Smith to the Rancheria. Mrs. Smith, a 
professional title searcher at San Andreas, visited the 
Rancheria in 1970, apparently hoping to find an old-time 
Mexican rancho. What she found is described here. She 
then read the charming little book by Margaret Ruppel, 
daughter of George Gaylord, purchaser of the Rancheria 
in 1940, and added some background material on the 
Grant. In her book, Mrs. Ruppel vividly described two 
trips to the Grant in 1940, including a camping trip up to 
the “North End” in Calaveras County. Mrs. Smith did not 
get that far, but only to the “Home Ranch”, just across the 
line in Stanislaus County, where Mr. Robert Brunker, 
Mrs. Ruppel’s son-in-law, resides as manager of the large 
ranch.

We have also compiled a brief history of the Alta Mine, 
the only hardrock mine on the Grant, and one that was an 
important employer of Calaverans and a producer of 
gold for a few brief years at the turn of the century.

EL RANCHERIA DEL RIO
ESTANISLAO

by Elizabeth G. Smith
Rancheria del Rio Estanislao is Calaveras County’s only 

Mexican land grant. Although a large part of the Grant 
lies in Stanislaus County, the remainder is within Cala
veras. Yet there is no modern road leading directly from 
any town within our county to the Rancheria.

When we visited the Grant on Easter Sunday, 1970, we 
went first from San Andreas to Copperopolis, then by 
O’Byrnes Ferry Road across the Stanislaus River to Tuol
umne County. We drove westward along Highway “ 108” to 
Knights Ferry. We then recrossed the Stanislaus on the 
old covered bridge there and were soon close to 
Calaveras County again. We went out about a mile north
westerly from town on Schell Road to two prominent 
markers at the gateway of the Rancheria del Rio Estan
islao. One was a plain white sign with black letters; the 
other, a California Historical Society plaque.

We enquired of a passer-by how to get to the rancho 
from there and were directed down a paved road leading 
over little hills and valleys to the present complex of 
rancho buildings located close to the Calaveras line, 
alongside Johnny Creek. A sign at the gate advised us to 
beware of cattle. Expecting to be surrounded by wild, 
black and horned animals, we were suprised to see a herd 
of big, fat and hornless cattle moving placidly down a 
hillside in our direction. Along the slopes were ditches or 
canals, all lined with concrete. A complex irrigation 
system had been installed by Abraham Schell who owned 
this portion of the Rancheria from 1863 to 1894.

The second suprise of the day was the appearance of 
the rancho buildings. There was no arched gateway nor 
adobe buildings to greet us as we had expected. Instead, 
the barns and stables were of wood frame and painted 
bright red with sparkling white trim. The corral fences 
were set precisely and were also sparkling white. We 
crossed two bridges and began to notice signs that we 
were trespassing. Where was the Spanish hospitality we 
had heard about! This appeared more like a prosperous 
Mid-western dairy than a Mexican rancho.

There were at least four dwelling houses in the group, 
of a diversity of architectural styles, and except at a very 
modern-styled house on a hill overlooking the cluster of 
buildings, there were few signs of life. However, because 
this was Easter Sunday and there seemed to be a reunion 
going on at the manager’s house, we decided not to 
bother him with our historical quest.

On our way out we stopped at the ruins of a stone 
building and took some pictures. We saw no signs of a 
vineyard, although we knew this was the site of the Red 
Mountain Vineyard and Winery which operated until 
1921. We saw no ruins which could have been the adobes 
of Francisco Rico or Jose Antonio Castro, early owners, 
nor of a power plant said to have existed on the Grant 
capable of supplying power for several communities. We 
returned home by way of Stanislaus and Tuolumne 
counties and then back into Calaveras. Upon our return,
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I went to the library to find more information on this 
interesting ranch.

On March 2, 1853, Francisco Rico and Jose Castro 
filed a petition with the Board of Land Commissioners, 
under the Act of Congress of 1851 to ascertain and settle 
private claims in the State of California, for a tract of land 
known as El Rancheria del Rio Estanislao, containing 
eleven square leagues, founded on a Mexican grant made 
on December 29, 1843, by Manuel Micheltorena, then 
Governor and Commandant General of the Department 
of California. This grant was equal to some 48,886 acres!

For some years this grant had been in question because 
the signatures of Governor Micheltorena and his sec
retary appeared to be forged. Finally, in 1855, the Land 
Commissioners rendered a decree of confirmation in 
favor of the claimants. This was subsequently appealed. 
Finally, the patent was issued in December, 1862. It was 
not actually recorded in Calaveras County records until 
1914.

It is well-nigh impossible to try to locate the boun
daries of the Grant from the description in the patent. It 
is bounded on the west by a line running north from the 
Rio Estanislao to the Lomaria (low hills) so as to include 
the lands on said Rancheria on the north by the said 
Lomaria, on the south by the said river and between the 
same and the Lomeria until the quantity of eleven 
leagues is obtained. This is followed by a “survey descrip
tion” which is almost as vague as the first. It mentions the 
borders of the town of Knights Ferry, so there must have 
been people living there in 1853 when the survey was 
run. Further documents recorded in Calaveras County 
reveal that there were several placer mines on the 
Rancheria along the Stanislaus, as well as an under
ground mine (the Alta) on Scorpion Gulch.

Rico and Castro became so indebted to their lawyers in 
the long litigation for the Grant that they paid them off in 
land. Thus Albert Packard and Manuel Castro (Jose’s 
son) received substantial portions of the original Ranch-

SCORPION GULCH
Looking up the gulch at the Alta mine buildings. Many 
of the employees lived here at the camp, part of which is 
visible in the foreground. The glory holes are in the

extreme upper left hand corner. This picture was prob
ably taken in 1907, shortly after the mine was shut 
down. Loaned by John Brigham
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eria. Rico’s remaining land was purchased in 1863 by 
Captain George S. Wright, and title passed subsequently 
down through David Adams, the Frankenheimer 
brothers, W. M. Petitfils, to the present owner, the 
Gaylord family.

The Packard land was purchased by Abraham Schell in 
1863. It was on this tract that Schell and a partner named 
Krause started the Red Mountain Vineyard. During this 
period it was said that any of this land could have been 
bought for fifty cents an acre. Abraham Schell lived for a 
time at Knights Ferry, and then moved to the Red Moun
tain Vineyard, where his house still stands.

Schell had come to California by ship in 1849 and was a 
merchant in Stockton. He became interested in a rich 
placer mine at Knights Ferry. He took over the ditch that 
was used in this mining, and later employed it for sawmill 
purposes. This was known as the Tulloch ditch, was 
subsequently acquired by the Stockton Irrigation Com
pany, and is now part of the Oakdale Irrigation District 
system. Abraham Schell died in 1894, leaving the prop
erty to his nephew, Herrick R. Schell, who continued to 
operate the winery until 1921. Mrs. Abraham Schell left 
her share of the estate to her nephew, Charles Bellinger. 
Mr. W. M. Petitfils, in 1931, consolidated much of the 
former Schell property with the Frankenheimer tract.

The main portion of the Grant, about 9000 acres in 
Calaveras County, and a similar acreage in Stanislaus 
County, is owned by the Gaylords, a family corporation 
of which Mr. Robert Brunker is the managing owner. 
About 5000 acres of the original Rancheria, adjoining the 
Gaylords, belongs to the Rodden family of Oakdale, as 
well as another portion that is owned by the Gabels.

Margaret Gaylord Ruppel, in her book, “El Rancheria 
del Rio Estanslaus,” lists the rancho buildings as follows:

Eagle’s Nest—the original Red Mountain Vineyards 
and winery headquarters

Bunkhouse—built about 1890
Cottage—built about 1920
Ditch Tenders Cabin
Superintendent’s House—built in 1941
Also barns, corrals, windmills, and ruins of old 
buildings.
In the early years of the Twentieth century there was a 

hydroelectric plant at Knights Ferry, furnishing power 
for the towns of Oakdale, Knights Ferry, Hodson, 
Copperopolis, and Modesto. In 1911, the water rights 
and power lines were sold to Stanislaus Water Company, 
and eventually to P. G. & E.

Sources of water on the ranch, utilized over the years, 
include: Stanislaus River, Littlejohn Creek, and several 
small tributary streams and springs.

A brief history of Knights Ferry is added here, even 
though the town lies in Stanislaus County, because it was 
part of the original Grant. It was founded by Captain 
William Knight who had joined Fremont in 1844, and 
was one of the men that arrested General Vallejo in the 
Bear Flag Rebellion. The ferry was established in 1849 at 
the site of a natural ford in the Stanislaus River. The first 
bridge was built in 1860. The present bridge was con
structed in 1863 to replace the first one that was washed 
away in the great flood of the previous year. U. S. Grant, 
who visited his brother-in-law there in 1854, is said to 
have designed the first bridge. At that time the first 
sawmill and flour mill in the area were erected there. The 
ruins of a later flour mill, built after the big flood, can still 
be seen near the river at the north abutment of the 
bridge.

Mrs. David Tulloch planted the first orange trees in the 
vicinity in 1885. We saw orange trees at the Rancheria on 
our trip.

THE ALTA MINE
There was only one real hardrock mine on the Ranch

eria del Rio Estanislao, in the upper northeast corner of 
the Grant, and it was appropriately called “Alta” or 
“Alto.”

During the gold rush, and before the rights of the 
Mexican land grants were properly recognized, miners 
prospected and placer-mined without regard for the 
owners of this large acreage. Gold mining was actively 
pursued not only along the “Rio Estanislao” but also in 
the Scorpion Gulch and Ramsey Flat area. In 1853 the 
owners petitioned for their rights as grantees, and after a 
decade of hearings, appeals and frustration, they re
ceived a patent for the large acreage. Abraham Lincoln, 
when signing the patent, is said to have expressed sur
prise at “such a big farm” of eleven square leagues 
(nearly 50,000 acres).

Very shortly after receiving the patent, one of the 
impoverished owners sold his remaining share (two 
leagues), comprising most of the acreage lying within 
Calaveras County, to Captain George S. Wright of Red 
House Ranch in Salt Spring Valley. It is probable that 
copper was sought by prospectors on the Grant during 
the Civil War boom, but we have no information on this 
point.

Some thirty years later, about 1895, George Fitch and 
his son-in-law Oliver Britt, obtained an option or lease 
from Captain Wright to prospect and mine on his part of 
the Grant. With George Blazer, a miner and rancher well 
aquainted with the area, they prospected on Ramsey Flat
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THE ALTA MINE
This view, looking down Scorpion Gulch, was taken 
shortly after the turn of the century when the mine was 
in full operation. The Blazers’ house is at the right of the 

big woodpile. Mrs. Prowse’s boarding house may be 
seen just over the mill building.

Courtesy of Earl Blazer.

and in Scorpion Gulch and came across the Alta lode, and 
then began to develop it for mining. This is reputed to be 
the same lode that George Hearst examined in the early 
1860’s, but who had found it too low grade to be of 
interest to him (Demarest ms.).

It wasn’t too long before Tommy Lane, one of the sons 
of Major Lane of Knights Ferry, became associated with 
Fitch and Britt, and a 10-stamp mill was installed. In 
1902, Lane bought out Fitch and Britt, presumably with 
the help of his brother, Charlie Lane, manager and part 
owner of the Utica mine at Angels Camp. Going into 
partnership with Captain Wright, he continued to man
age the operation and to install a 40-stamp mill built for 
them by the Angels Iron Works.

The new mill had a capacity to treat about two hundred 
tons of ore a day, and included a No. 3 Gates gyratory 
crusher, 40 stamps of 950 pounds each, and eight 
Standard concentrating tables. The mill was operated by 
electricity brought in from the new Tulloch power plant 
at Knights Ferry (later the Sierra 8c San Francisco Power 
Company). This line continued on to Hodson, tieing into 
the Union Electric Company’s line from Angels. The Alta 
mill, in 1906, its last full year of operation, milled some 
75,000 tons of ore.

The mine was developed with a shaft 400 feet in depth, 
operated with a steam hoist. The ore was mostly mined 
from “glory holes”, where miners drilled and blasted it 
into these large openings. It was pulled out on the 300- 
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foot level, hoisted to the surface, and trammed to the 
mill. This was a very inexpensive method of mining, but 
much waste from the sides of the glory hole got mixed 
into the ore and diluted its grade. The best values were in 
the vein itself, but some values in gold extended well out 
into the wall rock. It was said (Demarest) that Tommy 
Lane was able to hold his direct mining and milling costs 
down to as little as fifty cents a ton of ore, a remarkable 
achievement. Tom Blazer, who worked in the mill, main
tained that about one million dollars of gold was pro
duced at the Alta mine (at a gold price of $20 per ounce.).

In 1903, Captain Wright unfortunately fell off his 
jackass and this untimely accident was the cause of his 
death that year. Mrs. Wright continued the Wright-Lane 
partnership for another three years, but in 1906 decided 
to sell the mine, grant and all.

John Hadaway, who lived for some years up on 
Ramsey Flat, told Mrs. Margaret Gaylord Ruppel that, 
“Sure, there was quite a town here once (at Frog Springs). 
When the Alta mine was being worked . . .Johnny Green
hold’s mother* kept a boarding house and there was a 
school, post office, church and a dance hall. That was 
when Captain Wright owned tha Alta mine. He wouldn’t 
allow no saloon, but the oldtimers say the dance hall was 
really something.”

John Greenhalgh was the mine superintendent for 
Lane. Lane’s son, Frank (Edna Lane’s husband) also 
worked at the Alta. Tom Blazer worked in the mill under 
his father, millman George Blazer. This mine was a great 
boon to Copperopolis, when the copper operations there

* Actually Johnny was the second husband of Mrs. 
Prowse who ran the boarding house.

THE ALTA MINE CREW
From a picture taken in the early days of the mine’s Blazer (extreme right) were boys, 
operation, when Frank Lane (extreme left) and Tom Courtesy of Kathleen Supinger
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THE ALTA’S STEAM HOIST
Taken about 1902, this view shows (left to right) in back 
of the hoist, Steve Box, Jack Shonoff, Johnny Green- 

halgh (mine superintendent), hoistman (unknown), Gus 
Kennedy, and Ed Olsen. Loaned by Earl Blazer 

were greatly curtailed, and to Knights Ferry, and pro
vided a number of jobs for the local residents.

Late in 1906, W. O. Manson of San Francisco pro
moted the sale of Mrs. Wright’s interests in the Grant, 
including the Alta mine, to a group of Chicago investors 
for $250,000, of which sum $150,000 was to be paid in 
cash to Mrs. Wright. The California-Calaveras Mining 
Company was organized in January of 1907, with David 
T. Adams as Vice President, and Edmund D. Brigham as 
secretary, and the $150,000 was paid over to Mrs. 
Wright.

Mrs. Ruppel describes the subsequent events in her 
book as follows:

“It later developed that Mr. Manson had misrepre
sented matters regarding the purchase price of the prop
erty and the company brought suit against him. This

consumed approximately ten years. In the meantime 
most of the principals had died. During the time the 
company was engaged in this litigation, Mr. Adams pro
vided the funds to carry on the legal matters, paid the 
taxes, and kept the property intact. After the conclusion 
of the litigation the company found itself in possession of 
the property but without funds and indebted to Mr. 
Adams for a large sum of money covering advances 
made by him during the years of litigation.

“In 1917 Mr. Adams foreclosed on the property and 
obtained possession. He then sold the surface rights of 
what he thought to be the 7200 acres (two leagues), 
actually 8137, to Samuel and Louis Frankenheimer of 
Stockton for $72,000.00, retaining the mineral rights to 
certain portions thereof. He turned these mineral rights, 
together with the cash which he received from the sale of
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the surface in excess of the amount due him, over to a 
new company called Del Rio Mining Company, and the 
stock of this company was then distributed to the stock
holders of the California-Calaveras Mining Company, so 
that the mineral rights now stand in the name of the Del 
Rio Mining Company (1946).”

The lawyer representing the California-Calaveras 
company in their prolonged litigation was the well- 
known Clarence Darrow. Years later, John Greenhalgh 
told the grandson of Edmund Brigham that he, Green
halgh, had gone off to Alaska after the Alta shut down. 
Upon his return to San Francisco as he was walking down 
Powell Street in front of the St. Francis Hotel, he chanced 
to meet Mr. Darrow. The latter accosted him with, 
“Where have you been? We’ve needed you as a witness in 
court!”

In 1931, the Frankenheimers sold the property to W. 
M. Petitfils who in 1940 sold out to George S. Gaylord.

The mineral rights that had remained with the Del Rio 
Mining Company were more recently acquired by the 
Gaylord Estate.
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RANCH FAMILIES OF
THE SOUTHWEST

CORNER
In our last issue we briefly described the principal 

access routes through the Southwest Corner of our 
county. This was followed by an article on our only 
Mexico land grant, El Rancheria del Rio Estanislao, and 
one on the Alta mine, a hardrock gold mine on the Grant. 
We now turn our attention to the group of ranching 

families that lived just north of the Grant, generally near 
the Reed Turnpike (now State Highway “4”), on the 
slopes of Gopher Ridge, and in part of the upper valley of 
the Littlejohn. The latter was in early days considered the 
southern part of Salt Spring Valley, and more recently 
has been referred to by mining people as the West Belt 
Valley.

We have only meager information as to who were the 
first of these residents of the Southwest Corner, but by 
the 1860’s there were a number of well-established 
ranches and farms. Traveling eastward up the old Stock- 
ton road towards Copperopolis in the mid-60’s the first 
ranch one found across the Calaveras line was that of 
Adam Shafer. He ran a store in early days about a mile 
below Telegraph City. The Shafer Ranch eventually was 
acquired by the Murphy brothers. At Telegraph City was 
the Parks Ranch, which was also acquired later on by the 
Murphys.

In “Las Calaveras’’ for January, 1972, Wade Johnston 
describes the Telegraph City vicinity during the copper 
boom of Civil War days. About a mile above the “City” on 
Telegraph Creek was the ranch of Stephen Decatur Suits 
and his partner Hadley. This later became the head
quarters of the Gardner-Beardslee Ranch. In Gopher 
Gulch, north of Suits 8c Hadley were the ranches of

THE BARNS AT TELEGRAPH CITY
This was the home ranch for the Parks and later 
the headquarters of the extensive Murphys 
Brothers Ranch. Here we see part of the 1925 
wool clip from Walter’s band of nearly 10,000

sheep loaded onto two trucks. Chester had 
charge of the large herd of cattle.

Courtesy of the Murphy Family
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Henry Boucher, John Williams, James Horseman, and 
H. McFarlin. South of Telegraph City were a number of 
ranches including those of the Shoemake brothers, 
Herman Donner, and of H. H. White who operated the 
Mineral Springs Hotel. The latter was also run at one 
time by Major Lane of Knights Ferry.

Proceeding up along upper Shirley Creek, past Wil
liam Pope’s place, over the Ridge, and down into the 
valley of the Littlejohn, one came to the “Log Cabin 
Ranch” of Thomas McCarty (“Las Calaveras,” January, 
1967). Close by were the ranches of R. N. Dean and I. H. 
Shirley. On the road from the Log Cabin towards 
O’Byrnes and Reynolds ferries were the Saunders 8c 
Holden, Vickery, Box (later Flowers), and Egan ranches. 
Another road from the Log Cabin, heading south to
wards the Grant, passed the Moores, Oxendines, and 
Brassfields places. After crossing Littlejohns, one came 
next to the Getzman’s.

There were a number of early day ranches in the 
southern part of Salt Spring Valley, along Black Creek, 
surrounding the present site of Copperopolis, and ex
tending up into the main part of Salt Spring Valley. 
These, however, are beyond the scope of the present 
issue.

Telegraph City was a town of some importance only 
during the copper boom. In addition to the various 
business establishments right at Telegraph, there were 
more buildings nearby on the slopes of Hog Hill, re
ferred to as Napoleon City, next to the mine of that name. 
Although nearly all of the residents and business pro
prietors of Telegraph City left when the boom collapsed, 
the post office, one store, and the school continued to 
about the turn of the century.

The earliest ranchers could acquire title to their land 
only by the Pre-Emption Act. Later, land could be taken 
up under the provisions of the Homestead Act of 1862, 
or by outright purchase from the Land Office. The 
bigger the families, the more possibilities for homestead
ing, as the requirements of the Act could be relatively 
easily met. Those more energetically acquiring acreage 
also resorted to staking their hired hands and others to 
homesteads, and then conveniently buying them out 
after patent was issued. Thus well before the turn of the 
century essentially all the vacant land was taken up, and a 
number of substantial ranches put together.

With just a few families in the area, generally with 
numerous children, it is not suprising that there were 
frequent marriages linking these families together. This 
later was one of the factors affecting land ownership 
patterns. Ranches that were considered self-sufficient in 
early days proved to be too small to continue to provide a 

good living for a growing family in the latter part of the 
19th and in the early years of the 20th centuries. Younger 
members by necessity looked elsewhere for a livelihood, 
either in the mines or in the growing communities in the 
San Joaquin Valley. The older ranches were consolidated 
into fewer and larger ranch units. The families in resi
dence shrank to only one or two by World War II. After 
the War, the Southwest Corner was nearly deserted. 
Even Copperopolis was begining to be described as a 
“Ghost Town”. But today, large subdivisions have com
pletely reversed this trend, at least along Johnny Creek, 
Black Creek, and in the valley of the West Belt.

Now let us go back to the early days and meet some of 
these pioneer ranchers and their families. There are a 
number of their descendants living today within the 
county, and many more elsewhere, particularly in the 
Valley communities. Space requires that these family 
stories be much briefer that we would like.

BEARDSLEE
The brothers Beardslee — Walter, Robert, and 

Andrew Jackson — sons of Robert and Phoebe Kimble 
Beardslee of Bethany in Wayne County, Pennsylvania, 
joined the gold rush and arrived in San Francisco on May 
21st, 1852, on the “Golden Gate” from Panama. They, 
unlike many of the gold miners, remained in California 
and settled in Calaveras County.

Robert was the first to be married, in October, 1854, to 
Maria P. Reed, also of Bethany. She had come out to 
California the year before by way of Boston, taking 
passage in the clipper ship “Queen of the Seas”, arriving 
in San Francisco on March 11, 1853, 127 days out from 
Boston. After Maria’s death (they had one daughter), 
Robert married Martha A. Reed, eldest daughter of 
Edmond and Amanda Reed, another Bethany family. To 
this union were born a son, Marvin (who never married), 
and a daughter Ella (later Mrs. Richmond Gardner).

Beardslee, with a farming background, soon forsook 
mining for ranching. He became acquainted with George 
Green(e) Gardner, who had come out from Rhode Island 
with his wife Hannah. Gardner and Beardslee became 
partners, using the brand “GB”. They consolidated sev
eral of the earlier ranches, including the “Telegraph 
Ranch” of Suits & Hadley in the upper part of Telegraph 
Creek (a small tributary of Shirley Creek), about a mile 
east of Telegraph City. Robert Beardslee and George 
Gardner established their homes here, and the stone 
walls that surrounded the houses and barn and the 
foundation may still be seen if one takes the old turnpike 
down Telegraph Creek towards Telegraph City. It was
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THE GRAVE IN THE FIELD
Several of the pioneers in the Southwest Corner 
are buried in the little cemetery at Napoleon 
City and in lonely graves on family ranches. 
This is the grave of pioneer Robert Beardslee

MR. & MRS. ANDREW
JACKSON BEARDSLEE

Left

LUCY KENDALL 
BEARDSLEE 
(Mrs. Andrew

Jackson Beardslee)

Family pictures 
loaned by

Mrs. R. L. Beardslee, Jr.

on the Gardner-Beardslee Ranch. ROBERT L. BEARDSLEE, SR.
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ROBERT L. BEARDSLEE, SR.

said that the Gardner-Beardslee Ranch eventually con
sisted of some 7000 acres. They were also associated with 
the Hugh Gerlach Ranch in northwestern Nevada

After George Gardner died, Robert Beardslee, then a 
widower for the second time, married Hannah Gardner. 
Ella Beardslee, daughter of Martha, later married 
Hannah’s son, Richmond L. Gardner. Robert, who died 
in 1888, was buried at the ranch in the field below the 
house, where his grave is marked by a marble monument 
in a stonewall enclosure. After Robert’s death, Hannah 
moved to Alameda to live with her daughter Rose.

Walter D. Beardslee, one of the three brothers, 
married mary Jane Hackshaw from Hancock, Illinois, at 
Gopperopolis in 1886. Beardslee operated a livery stable 
there for a number of years. They moved to Lodi where 
five children were born, only two of whom survived 
childhood.

The third brother, Andrew Jackson Beardslee, then 
living in Stanislaus Gounty, married Lucy Emeline 
Kendall in September, 1865, at Six Mile Bar, on the

Calaveras side of the river. Lucy’s mother, Elizabeth 
Tudor Kendall, had come west from New Orleans with 
her second husband Francis McKenzie and children 
Lucy Kendall and Frances McKenzie in the early 1850’s 
to California, first to Amador County and then to “Table 
Mountain Villa” in Calaveras County near Six Mile Bar. 
The McKenzies raised a large family, with four children 
born while they lived at Clinton in Amador County, and 
three more at Table Mountain Villa.

Lucy Kendall Beardslee and her two young daughters 
caught one of the dreaded childhood diseases. Lucy died 
in the fall of 1870, and the two little girls the following 
spring, thus leaving Andrew to raise little Robert Lewis 
Beardslee, then one year old. Father and son thereafter 
lived much of the time with the Robert Beardslees and 
Andrew taught school at Telegraph City. Robert Lewis 
Beardslee married Edith Hammond in 1904 at Pacific 
Grove. He was city attorney in Stockton, and in 1907-8 
was Speaker of the State Assembly. Their son, Robert L. 
Jr., and his wife, Margaret M. Beardslee, live in Stockton.

Part of the extensive Gardner-Beardslee holdings were 
subsequently acquired by Edward Parks, and after the 
turn of the century, most of the old “GB” Ranch was 
incorporated into the Murphy Brothers Ranch.

GARDNER
George and Hannah Gardner came out from Rhode 

Island, probably several years before 1860. They first 
settled, briefly, in San Francisco, where they operated a 
hotel. One family story tells of the Gardners moving to 
Nevada and running a hotel for a while there. By 1860 
they were in Copperopolis area, with their daughter 
Rose. In 1861, a son, Richmond, was born, and it is said 
that he was the first white child born in that place.

George Gardner soon became associated with Robert 
Beardslee, as we have mentioned elsewhere, and to
gether they built up a large ranching and cattle business. 
The two families were very close, and Richmond married 
Ella Beardslee. Robert s daughter. After George's death, 
his widow, Hannah, married Robert Beardslee.

Richmond L. Gardner continued to operate the ranch 
after his father and then Robert Beardslee passed on. He 
and Ella reared four children, including Fleta (Liscomb); 
Royal; Verle (Monroe); and Rosella (Pendergast; Mac
Millan).

A small gold mine was developed on the Gardner- 
Beardslee Ranch in Buckhorn (Buckram) Gulch, and was 
named after Richmond's daughter Rosella. The Rosella 
Mining &: Milling Company was formed to operate this
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RICHMOND L. GARDNER
With his son Royal
Mrs. R. L. Beards lee, Jr.

property (prior to 1914). R. L. Gardner was president 
and R. L. Beardslee, Sr., was secretary. A tiny, miniature 
bull, symbolic of the “GB” Ranch, was cast from gold 
produced from the mine, and is said to be still in pos
session of one of the family.

Rose Gardner married Franklin Pomeroy Copp (see 
below), and after his death, Daniel McKenzie, son of 
Francis and Elizabeth Kendall (see Beardslee family). 
Rose’s mother, Hannah, moved to Alameda, and then 
when Rose remarried, to Stockton with the McKenzies, 
where she lived to the ripe old age of 94.

COPP
Nathaniel and Fanny Copp came to San Francisco in 

the 1850’s with their five children, the youngest being 
Franklin Pomeroy, born in Albany, New York, in 1852.

ROSE GARDNER
Allin Copp

After growing up, Frank Copp came to Calaveras County 
where he married Rose Gardner.

The Frank Copps had two boys, Gardner Pomeroy, 
born in 1873, and Fleet Frank Copp. These boys first 
worked on the “GB” ranch and also at the Gerlach Ranch 
in Nevada. After they were married, the Copp brothers 
bought the Bruske Ranch near Copperopolis, and for 
many years supplied meat to markets at Copperopolis 
and Farmington in which they had an interest. At one 
time they operated two mining claims (Tibo and Barn
yard) in Black Creek.

Gardner Copp married Tom McCarty’s daughter, 
Mary Caroline, who was teaching school at Telegraph 
City. The Copp’s children included: Arline (Arthur); 
Geraldine (Baker); Allin, and Dorothy (Castle).

Fleet Frank Copp married Laura Drew (“Las Cala
veras,” October, 1978), and they had two sons, Adelbert 
and Richmond.

15



COPP RESIDENCE
AT ALAMEDA

Grandma Hannah Gardner 
Beardslee on the porch, 
Rose Gardner Copp stand
ing below in the yard, and 
her two sons, Frank by the 
fence and Gardner on 
horseback.

Allin Copp

LANE
Major Thomas W. Lane and his large family were 

amongst the first settlers at Knights Ferry. The Major was 
the son of Robert G. Lane and Mary Whitelaw, and was 
born in 1804. He was married to Janet Tulloch in 1826 
and their children were Mary Ann (1827), Andrew Jack- 
son (1830), William Franklin (1833), Sarah Benton 
(1835), Hardage Crenshaw (1837), Charles David (1840), 
James McHatton (1844), and Thomas Martin Lane 
(1848). The Tullochs also moved to Knights Ferry in 
early days and were a prominent family there.

Major Lane and his Family operated the Mineral 
Springs Hotel, at one time, in the Southwest Corner in 
Mineral Springs Gulch just North of the Grant Boundary 
and a short distance east of the county line. During the 
copper boom, when the hotel was in operation, this area 
was known as the Cornwall mining district, and today is 
called Church’s Spring.

Charles D. Lane married Anna Garrard in 1864, and 
their children were Frank Garrard, Tom Francis, Ila

MARY CAROLINE McCARTY COPP
Allin Copp
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WILLIAM FRANKLIN LANE 
Kathleen Supinger

UNCLE AND NEPHEW
Richmond L. Gardner (right) and Gardner P. 
Copp, about 1927.

Allin Copp

EDNA STANLEY LANE
Kathleen Supinger

Elano, Paul Garrard, and Louis. Ila and Paul were born 
when the Lanes were living in Nevada (1870-73). Charley 
Lane came into prominence when, with Alvinza Hay
ward and Walter S. Hobart, he took over the Utica 
property at Angels Camp and developed it into one of the 
leading and most profitable gold mines along the Mother 
Lode. He later became involved in mining and shipping 
in Alaska.

Tommy Lane, the youngest of the family, married 
Evelyn Gillespie in 1877, and their children were Andrew 
Bradley, Ina Blanche, and William Franklin Lane. 
Tommy worked as a druggist in the Stockton area until 
1882, when he became involved with mining. He first 
attempted to develop the Plymouth Rock mine at Brush- 
ville, near Jenny Lind, and then with his brother Andrew 
took over the Madison mine at Angels. In 1902, Tommy 
bought out Fitch & Britt at the Alta mine, and went into 
partnership with Captain Wright. He also went to Alaska 
for a while.

Frank Lane, Tommy’s son, learned the gold-milling 
trade from Jonny Greenhalgh at the Alta mine. Later on 
he worked at mills at the Royal Consolidated at Hodson, 
the Penn mine at Camp Seco, the Longfellow at Tuttle-
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GEORGE BLAZER 
FAMILY

George and Mary Jane 
“Granny” Blazer were join
ed in 1931 by their children 
(1 to r) Bertha, Earl, Dolly, 
Tom, and Bessie, on the 
occasion of their fiftieth 
anniversary.

Yvonne Tiscornia

ANNIE POPE BLAZER
Chester R. Murphy

town, and the Ranch mine at Salt Spring Valley. In 1916, 
he married Edna M. Stanley, and they spent their first 
year together at the old Alta mine. They then moved to 
Copperopolis. Their children are Kathleen (Supinger) 
and Ina (Steffen).

BLAZER
George Wesley Blazer first came to Calaveras County 

in 1879 from Ohio with a rail carload of sheep for the 
Tarpey Ranch, just north of the Grant, near Hog Hill. 
Returning to Ohio in 1881, George married Mary Jane 
McMullen. The young couple then came back to the 
Tarpey Ranch where George continued to work. Their 
three eldest children were born at this ranch. Later they 
moved down onto the Stanislaus River, near Knights 
Ferry, and George worked at the Parks Ranch at Tele
graph and also at the Quail Hill mine (No. 2). He pros
pected in his spare time, and was said to have discovered 
the Alta lode on the Grant in Scorpion Gulch about 1886.

The Blazer children included Thomas M., 1882; 
Bertha (Olsen), 1887; Dorothy (Nims), Earl, 1893, Bessie 
(Tinney); and George, Jr. Dorothy was born at the Quail 
Hill, where the Blazers lived for a short time, and Earl 
was born “down on the river.”

When Fitch 8c Britt opened up the Alta mine in 1895, 
George went to work for them, running the mill. The 
Blazers moved up to Scorpion Gulch and lived right at
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Left
WALTER AND SOPHIE 

MURPHY
They lived at Telegraph 
City until 1928, when they 
moved with their children, 
Roy and Doris, to Milton.

Right
CHESTER AND ELLA

POPE MURPHY
The Chester Murphys lived 
at Telegraph City until the 
early 1940s. They then 
moved to Farmington. 
Their children are Chester 
R. “Bud” and Lucille 
(Hatler).

Murphy Family

POPE CHILDREN
The younger Popes at the 
Ranch near Telegraph City 
in 1902. Left to right, Ella, 
Annie, Margaret Olive, 
Helen (Birdie), and Walter. 
The Pope girls raised tur
keys to provide funds for 
normal school expenses.

Yvonne Tiscornia
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the mine. Young Tom went to work in the mill at sixteen, 
working for Johnny Greenhalgh. George left the Alta in 
1902 to go to work for Jack Kempvanee, running the old 
Pine Log mill at Hodson. The mill had been enlarged, 
and ore was trammed fron the Royal shaft up on the hill 
down to the mill with a three-car mule train — down, 
loaded, on the brakes, and back, empty, by the mules! 
Later the big mill was built up on the hill and the Pine Log 
mill was shut down.

George then worked at several gold mills including the 
Lightner (down on the River near O’Byrnes Ferry), the 
Shawmut in Tuolumne Gounty, the Utica at Angels, and 
then back to Hodson at the big Royal mill when it was 
running, and at the Gold Knoll.

Mary Jane Blazer, affectionately known by all as 
“Granny”, was much admired, and was often called upon 
to act as midwife in and about Hodson and Salt Spring 
Valley. Among the babies she delivered were the J. D. 
McCarty children, the Womble children, and, of course, 
some of her own grandchildren. In those days, when few 
doctors practiced in the county, and transportation to the 
outlying communities was difficult, a midwife like 
“Granny” was much needed.

Tom Blazer married (first) Bertha, and (second) Annie 
Pope. Tom and Annie had four children, Elinor 
(Mabbett), Marjorie (Sola), Eunice (McCarty; Asselin), 
and Eugene. Tom worked at a number of mines and 
mills, mostly along the West Belt, including the Alta, 
Shawmut (Tuolumne County), Napoleon, the Copper
opolis mines, Royal Consolidated, and others.

Bertha married Carl Edwin Olson, and their children 
included Thelma, Myrtle, Mildred, and George. Ed 
Olson was a miner and worked at the Alta, and later at the 
Royal, Napoleon, Ranch, and other mines.

Earl married Elsie Womble, daughter of his boss at the 
Gold Knoll mine. They had one daughter, Valerie 
(Eggelston; Moore). Earl worked for awhile for Jim Stone 
at the blacksmith shop at Copperopolis. Then he moved 
to the Valley where he engaged in grape growing and 
farming, and also in machine work. He owned the Stock- 
ton Spring Works from which he retired some years ago.

George Blazer, Jr., was married to Fred Poole’s 
daughter. George and Fred ran a garage at Valley 
Springs until George died in the flu epidemic of 1918. 
They had one daughter.

TELEGRAPH CITY SCHOOL 1900-01
Back row, 1 to r: Ella Pope; Olive Pope; Ethel 
Bates; Annie Pope; Lester Tinney. Front Row: 
Daisy Wear; Roy Tinney; Irene McCarty; Zela

Wear; Walter Pope; Roy Parks; Wm. Parks; 
Birdie Pope; Gertrude Tinney.

Chester R. Murphy
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WALTER & BIRDIE POPE
Chester R. Murphy WILLIAM H. POPE

A hard-working rancher, as Bill Pope was, 
spent a lot of time on horseback.

Loaned by Chester R. Murphy

ROBERT PARKS
RESIDENCE

This was the home of 
Robert and Agnes McCarty 
Parks at Telegraph City, 
taken shortly before it burn
ed down about 1912. The 
Murphys Brothers took 
over the Parks Ranch in 
1910.

Chester R. Murphy
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THOMAS McCARTY
In addition to raising nine children, building 
up a large ranch, operating a store and travel
ers’ stop at his “Log Cabin Ranch”, he is also 
credited as the co-discoverer of the Union 
copper lode at Copperopolis, and was involved 
in the building of Reed’s Turnpike. Some of the 
members of his large family are shown on this 
and the following page, from the collection of 
his grand-daughter, Ella McCarty Hiatt.

AGNES DEAN McCARTY 
Mrs. Thomas McCarty with 
her daughter-in-law, Emma 
(Mrs. Will McCarty) and 
grand-daughter Irene at the 
Log Cabin Ranch about 
1900.
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MARGARET AGNES
McCARTY

(Mrs. Robert B. Parks)

WILLIAM B. McCARTY

EDWARD McCARTY

JACKSON DEAN McCARTY

MRS. JACKSON D. McCARTY 
(Helen Hunt)

LEIGH HUNT 
and

DEBORAH ANN McCARTY 
HUNT
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NEW MEMBERSCalaveras County
Historical Society

30 Main Street
San Andreas, California 95249

P.O. Box 95249
President  Mrs. Betty Snyder, Valley Springs 
First Vice-President  Jack Kennedy, San Andreas 
Second Vice-President  Mrs. Zelma Altmeyer,

San Andreas
Treasurer  Richard Barger, Murphys 
Secretary  Mrs. Rosemary Faulkner, 

Mountain Ranch
Membership Secretary  Mrs. Lillian Filippini,

San Andreas
Directors  Fred Cuneo, Calaveritas 

Charles Filippini, San Andreas 
Drew Garland, Murphys

Eldred Lane, Mountain Ranch 
Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 

“LAS CALAVERAS”
Editor  W. P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Production Editor  Mrs. Zelma O. Altameyer, 

San Andreas
Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 

Historical Society. Individual memberships ($6.00 a year). 
Family ($8.00) and Junior memberships ($1.00) include sub
scriptions to Las Calaveras. Non- members may obtain copies of 
Las Calaveras from the secretary. The original historical mater
ial in this bulletin is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use 
it. Mention of the source will be appreciated.

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
We have just retired from a full-time job, and hope to 

use some of the free time that retired persons are sup
posed to have to catch up the publication dates of “Las 
Calaveras”, now some months behind.

Editor.

POPE
One can look down from the Vista Point on Highway 

“4” into upper Shirley Gulch and only see a watering 
trough at the site of the Pope Ranch. William H. Pope, 
who came west with the Shoemakes and William Oxen
dine in early days, was ranching here as early as 1856, and 
it was here that he and his wife Susan raised their five 
children: Ella (Murphy), Annie (Blazer), Margaret Olive, 
Walter, and Helen “Birdie”.

Walter Pope, who never married, worked with his 
father on the ranch. He entered the U.S. Army before 
World War I and served for four years, part of this time 
in the army of occupation in Vladivostok, Russia. After 
his retirement from the army as a lieutenant, Walter was 
hoist engineer at the Keystone shaft at Copperopolis.

The Society welcomes the new members listed below:
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Beghtel, Stockton
Neil & Linda Cline, Murphys
Mr. & Mrs. Fredrick A. Dole, Copperopolis
Mrs. Elaine Pfortner Ferrero, San Francisco
Mr. & Mrs. John V. Geary, Stockton
Mae Glasser, San Andreas
Alice Lee, Altaville
Victor 8c Nancy Lyons, Murphys
Calvin E. Mehlert, Camp Connell
Pearl Lavagnino Opie, Sonora
Katherine E. Oster, Mountain Ranch
Presley 8c Florence Peek, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. 8c Mrs. Gary Phillips, Fremont
Erven 8c Naomi Reher, Murphys
Kathy Zancanella, Burson

IN MEMORIAM
Sally Ward 

George Cooper

THE ALTAVILLE SCHOOLHOUSE
The task of saving, moving, and restoring this priceless 

building, so symbolic of the one-room schools of the 
Mother Lode a century and more ago, is proceeding very 
satisfactorily under the able and determined leadership 
of Eldred Lane’s Historical Society Committee and with 
the help of the State Foresty and Conservation agencies.

However, funds are urgently needed by the Commit
tee to keep the project going and to bring it to a successful 
conclusion. The Society is acting as sponsor as well as 
manager of this very worthwhile effort, and will be 
pleased to receive donations (a tax deductible expense) 
for the Altaville School fund.
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We wish especially to thank Ella McCarty Hiatt who 

compiled much of the information in this issue. Indi
viduals who assisted include Charles Stone, Margaret 
Beardslee, Eric Gragg and his mother, Mrs. Lloyd Gragg 
(Gardner descendants), Mrs. Gardner Monroe, Allin 
Copp, Kathleen Lane Supinger, Yvonne Mabbett Tis- 
cornia (a Blazer descendant), Earl and Elsie Blazer, 
Marjorie Blazer Sola, Chester R. “Bud” Murphy, Doris 
Murphy Barger, and the staff of the County Museum 
and Archives. We thank those persons who supplied the 
pictures and indicate the source below the caption.
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THE MYSTERIOUS 
DISAPPEARANCE OF 
WINDSOR A. KEEFER

fry

Frances E. Bishop

W.A. Keefer’s disappearance in 1897 brought to light 
the amazing and successful maneuvers of a professional 
swindler to amass a fortune, ostensibly using the legal 
means of the day, by duping his stockholders and asso
ciates. Even though technically insolvent in 1887, 
Keefer was able to retrieve hidden assets and to con
tinue accumulating his illgotten wealth for another ten 
years, when he mysteriously disappeared.

Frances E. Bishop, of Arnold, an indefatigable re
searcher, has made a notable effort to reconstruct the 
career of this totally unscrupulous promoter from the 
surviving mass of recorded documents and from other 
information. The reader should realize, however, that 
there are still a number of questions in the Keefer saga 
not as yet and perhaps never to be explained.

We are pleased to add this fascinating chapter to our 
county’s history by printing Mrs. Bishop’s article on W. 
A. Keefer in “Las Calaveras,” and wish to acknowledge 
also the editorial assistance given Mrs. Bishop by Prof. 
W. Scott Perry, retired, of Arnold.

Editor

Windsor Atchison Keefer, a prominent figure in Cala
veras County for more than twenty years, was connected 
with many enterprises conducted on a magnificent scale. 
Keefer was a handsome fellow, tall and well-built with 
regular features, blue eyes, dark, wavy hair, and was the 
snappiest dresser in the entire Mother Lode. His winter 
attire included a splendid full-length fur coat reaching 
nearly to his ankles that, combined with his striking 
appearance, presented a dashing figure attracting atten-

WINDSOR A. KEEFER

tion wherever he went. He was a man of sophisticated 
tastes and he took advantage of every opportunity to 
indulge his inclinations, moving among the best circles, 
not only in San Francisco where his favorite haunt was 
the Palace Hotel, but in Paris as well. With his dynamic 
and charming personality, he appeared to have the trust 
and confidence of all who knew him until his mysterious 
disappearance in 1897. At that time Keefer was secretary 
and treasurer of the Jupiter Gravel Mining, Water & 
Electric Power Company as well as manager of the Jupi
ter mines.

On the morning of March 24, 1897, Windsor Keefer 
and Beach Thompson, president of the company and at 
whose home Keefer was boarding, accompanied each 
other to the Jupiter Company’s Monarch hydraulic 
placer mine near Dogtown, four miles northeast of Alta- 
ville. Sometime during the morning Keefer suggested 
that Thompson go to the Stockton ranch nearby, where 
the company had six men employed, to see how their 
work was progressing. He would continue to operate the 
hydraulic monitor alone, and would join Thompson at 
the ranch for lunch. Keefer failed to keep the appoint
ment. Thompson was not overly concerned about his 
absence until he did not appear at the house by nine that 
evening. Somewhat dismayed, he returned to the mine in 
search of his companion. However, all to be found of 
Keefer was his torn and battered hat.

Rumors abounded as to the reason for his disappear
ance. One theory held that he had committed suicide, but 
this thought was said to be untenable. Surmises that 
Keefer had absolutely no reason for doing himself in, or 
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for running away, almost led to a direct charge of murder 
against a suspect. Another theory was that he had met 
with foul play and his body had been thrown down a 
prospect hole. A Stockton newspaper claimed a sighting 
of his body in Milton, but this claim did not deter a search 
of the mining site even to the extent of sluicing away the 
large pile of tailings from the mine, the search being 
conducted by the murder suspect! That effort proved 
fruitless. Officers of the law worked on the case for 
months but neither “hide nor hair” of Windsor A. Keefer 
was ever seen again in Calaveras County. Although 
Keefer’s sister, Mrs. Martha Davids, refused to believe ill 
of her beloved brother and stoutly maintained that he 
had been murdered, no evidence either confirming or 
disproving any of the theories of murder was brought to 
light.

Then, piece by piece, the scenario of a carefully staged 
“disappearance” began to emerge. It was ascertained 
that, contrary to his usual habits, Keefer had slipped out 
of the house early that morning of the 24th and then 
returned before anyone was astir. Apparently, in prepa
ration for a hasty departure from the area, he had sec
reted business clothing into which he intended to change 
from his rough miner’s clothes and rubber boots usually 
worn by hydraulic miners. To allay suspicions that he had 
indeed deliberately planned his flight, everything in his 
room was left undisturbed. This included his dress 
clothes and white shirt with diamond studs that he plan
ned to wear to a banquet to which both he and Thompson 
had been invited that evening at the nearby Torrey 
home.

Keefer had reasons for wishing to disappear, for his 
dealings in connection with the Jupiter enterprises had 
involved him in serious personal controversies and he 
had many bitter enemies. In one shooting scrape with 
George Longstreth, one of his employees, during a diffi
culty between them at the Monarch mine, he narrowly 
escaped death when a bullet from Longstreth’s gun cut 
the collar button from his throat.

Keefer’s career as a business man and mining prom
oter in Calaveras County began in the early 1870s when 
he first appeared in the records as an investor in the 
“Calaveras Group of Big Trees” and several mining 
properties. Keefer’s early transactions were not conspic
uously different from those of most other promoters of 
that day. California gold mine promoters in general were 
already viewed with suspicion by the savvy investing 
public in the East, some of whom tended to class them as 
outright crooks, and it would not be long before wise 
investors in California communities followed suit. 
Keefer’s operations undoubtedly added to the growing 

local distrust. His rise to prominence began when he 
entered into association with the owners of the Jupiter 
mining property near Dogtown. The Jupiter was held in 
the name of the Bully Boy Mining Company and con
sisted of the Bully and the Buckeye placer mining claims 
on the Central Hill Channel. The owners were in need of 
capital to develop this property on which they had ex
pended their own labor for several years without tangible 
profit. It was common knowledge among miners but 
probably not to Keefer that this Tertiary gravel channel 
often contained stretches with only low values in gold or 
was even barren. Keefer came to them at this time, in 
February, 1878, and offered to find them a buyer. The 
owners agreed to commission him to sell the mines and 
the selling price was set at $36,000. Keefer was to receive 
ten per cent as his fee for the sale. It was this transaction 
that launched him upon a most amazing career of 
nefarious schemes.

Keefer and nine others, including the Marquis de 
Briges (Eugene Elias Malbec de Montjoc), one of 
Keefer’s partners in the purchase of an interest in the 
Calaveras Big Tree Grove, immediately filed adjoining 
placer mining claims for two hundred acres under the 
name of the Jupiter & Venus Deep Blue Gravel Hydrau
lic Mining Company.

The following month Keefer convinced his associates 
that it was necessary for their company to incorporate in 
order for him to promote the sale of stock. Accordingly, 
articles of the incorporation for the Jupiter Deep Blue 
Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company were filed by Keefer 
in San Francisco on April 8, 1878. Keefer’s signature 
appeared on that document as subscribing for shares in 
the amount of $5,000. The purpose of the company was 
“to work and develop Gravel mines in the County of 
Calaveras, State of California, and buying, selling dealing 
in mines and mining claims, water rights, mill sites and 
mill privileges, woodlands and dumping ground.”

Keefer let no grass grow under his feet. In a very short 
time he persuaded the owners of the Bully Boy mines to 
agree to give him an “indefinite bond”* on the property, 
a grievous mistake on their part as they were soon to 
learn. He then demanded that deeds to the claim be 
made over to him “so he could command certain capital”. 
At this point the owners of the Bully Boy mines 
bethought to have an attorney look into the situation and 
found to their dismay that, according to documents they 
had already signed, they were indeed required by law to 
deliver a bond and a deed to Keefer. The latter was given 
a deed to the Bully Boy mines with the stipulation 

* A bond was the term used at that time for an option to purchase a given 
property.
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through a recorded agreement that he was to be allowed 
possession only until he made a deal for the mine. A 
number of shares of stock of the Jupiter Deep Blue 
Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company equal to the agreed 
selling price of $36,000 were to be held by the owners as 
collateral until that amount less ten per cent commission 
was paid to them by Keefer. The owners were to retain 
the exclusive right to operate the mine and to the gold 
extracted therefrom until all the terms of the agreement 
were met. They also agreed to complete the application 
for the patent as quickly as possible in the name of James 
Gunter and twenty other patentees, and the patent when 
received was to be delivered to Keefer. The twenty other 
patentees comprised the majority of the owners of the 
mines incorporated into the Jupiter company.

A few days after the agreement was signed, Keefer 
filed two additional mining claims on the same ground as 
the Jupiter claims, one of ten acres in his own name and 
the other for twenty acres in the name of the Jupiter

Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company. These 
two claims were not recorded for more than a year and 
even then Keefer recorded the ten acres Bled in his name 
a full month before he recorded that belonging to the 
mining company.

The Bully, the Buckeye, and the Jupiter and Venus 
Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company’s claims 
were transferred by quitclaim deeds to the new corporation 
to which were shortly thereafter added the other nearby 
mines, namely, the Brunner, the Basque, and the Railroad 
placer mining claims. At the same time John Letora 
granted the company ten acres of land and B. R. Prince and 
Frank Monteverdi gave permission for a right-of-way to 
construct a pipeline across their property.*

Keefer was not worried about the amount of gold from 
the Bully Boy mines that would be retained by the 
owners. It was a small pittance indeed compared to the 
*The Prince and Monteverdi property was originally the homestead 
claim of John Letora (aliasjohn Lee) of 160 acres near Hawkeye House.

CALAVERAS BIG TREE GROVE 
Windsor A. Keefer stands before the “General” 1874. Keefer owned 440 acres adjoining the
on the right, and Janies L. Sperry on the left, in Grove.

Courtesy California State Library
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many thousands of dollars his much grander schemes 
would generate. The use of the deed for the Bully Boy 
mines and later the patent granted to James Gunter and 
the twenty patentees along with the manipulation of the 
newly-incorporated company gave Keefer the instru
ments which started him on his way to build an Empire! 
And he very nearly succeeded.

Windsor A. Keefer returned to San Francisco, where, 
keeping a “low profile’’, he spent a year ingratiating 
himself with the stockholders and studying the organiza
tion of the Jupiter Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining 
Company and how it could best be managed for his own 
iniquitous intrigues.

Unbeknownst to the mine owners in Calaveras County 
and apparently known to but a few others, in October of 
1879, Keefer then reincorporated the Jupiter Deep Blue 
Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company into the Jupiter 
Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company Number 
One. Keefer’s name appeared at the top of the list of the 
Board of Directors as subscribing to 99,970 shares of 
stock of par value of $100 per share. Thus on paper he 
was owner of stock supposedly worth $9,970,000, a sum 
he had never commanded in his entire business career. 
The true purpose of this second incorporation was, of 
course, to provide him with undisputed control of the 
company, and also with an abundance of stock that could 
be peddled to investors, thus enhancing his own finances. 
The main purpose of the corporation, however, was 
stated in the articles to be to especially acquire and work 
the mining claims and property known as the Jupiter 
Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company claims 
and to grant, bargain, sell and convey the same or any 
portion thereof. The new corporation was not restricted, 
moreover, to merely taking over the assets and activities 
of the old Jupiter company. It was also empowered to 
engage in any and all activities related to locating, mining 
and processing gold, silver and other minerals; water 
rights and ditches; agriculture and timberlands; mer
chandise and such other businesses as found necessary 
for the success of the corporation. Indeed success for the 
Jupiter Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company 
Number One would have meant nothing less than build
ing an economic empire in Calaveras County under the 
sovereignty of Windsor A. Keefer.

The local press exuberantly announced in March, 
1882, that the Jupiter Deep Blue Gravel mine at Dog
town, said to be one of the most gigantic hydraulic mining 
enterprises ever undertaken in this county, was at long 
last in operation after the expenditure of nearly 
$100,000, and that the people were indebted to Mr. 
Keefer for whatever benefit might accrue to them 
through the working of the mine.

Alas, the dream evaporated. Pressure from a number 
of stockholders of the Jupiter Number One, unwilling to 
wait longer for the promised golden harvest, had forced 
Keefer to start mining operations before completion of 
his water system, at that time still under construction. 
The lack of sufficient water for properly operating the 
hydraulic monitors was certainly a contributing factor in 
preventing the enterprise from flourishing. The princi
ple reason, however, was the failure to find rich gold- 
bearing gravel. This should not have been surprising to 
knowledgeable mining people as no systematic sampling 
of the deposit had ever been made. By 1883, the Jupiter 
Numer One was in financial difficulties. At the end of 
that year Keefer had been forced to loan the company an 
undetermined amount of his own money, secured by 
four promissory notes, with a deed to the company’s 
mining property as collateral. This deed was signed 
under Keefer’s persuasion by ten stockholders. These 
stockholdings, combined with five proxies garnered by 
Keefer, represented the majority of shares of the com
pany. Although it was customary for a notice of most 
recorded documents to be published at that time, Keefer 
stipulated that notices of these documents were not to be 
published.

The company’s financial troubles were revealed in 
September, 1884, when the local lumber baron, John 
Manuel, obtained a judgment against the Jupiter 
Number One for $1,668.15 for failure to pay for the 
lumber which he had provided them.

While the Jupiter company was suffering from these 
reverses Keefer had undertaken another ill-fated ven
ture. Realizing only too well the crucial importance of 
water he began to lay plans for completing an indepen
dent source of water for the Jupiter mines. He set about 
acquiring water rights to Angels Creek, French Gulch 
Creek, San Domingo Creek and in 1883, to the Stanislaus 
River, projecting the delivery of the water from the 
Stanislaus across country by a continuation of the San 
Domingo Ditch, then under construction, to supply other 
counties as well as Calaveras.

In preparation for this latest enterprise, Keefer had 
purchased stock in the Union Water Company of 
Murphys and had soon become a director. He then filed 
articles of incorporation for the Union Water, Lumber, 
Mill & Mining Company in March, 1884, to operate in 
conjunction with the Union Water Company. Again 
Keefer was the principle stockholder, listed as subscrib
ing to 14,970 shares of stock valued at $1,497,000 while 
the remaining six directors subscribed to only five shares 
each. The articles of incorporation of the Union Water, 
Lumber, Mill & Mining Company specifically stated that 
the company would supply water to the communities
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already served by the existing Union Water Company as 
well as to other areas. The ditch from the Stanislaus River 
was to be constructed under the name of the Union 
Water, Lumber, Mill & Mining Company. However, 
Keefer was prevented from building the San Domingo 
Ditch, leading from San Domingo Creek to the Jupiter 
mines, by several irate landowners who strongly objected 
to his digging an unauthorized canal across their prop
erty. The grand scheme of bringing water from the 
Stanislaus River to connect with the San Domingo Ditch 
thus had to be temporarily abandoned. The San 
Domingo Ditch was eventually completed, but only by 
following a route that carefully avoided any contact with 
the disgruntled landowners’ properties.

Keefer’s activities as determined from available 
records were murky, to say the least, at this time. How
ever, a lawsuit brought against him in 1885 by John C. 
Scribner, contesting the title to the 40-acre Barney

Harold (or Perserverance) placer mine, indicated that 
events were not all going well for Keefer. The suit was 
won by Scribner. The crisis mounted when a second 
lawsuit was initiated in 1887 by the Jupiter Deep Blue 
Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company Number One against 
Scribner and six others seeking to quiet title to fifteen 
acres, ten of which were included in the Barney Harold 
claim. This attempt to recoup at least part of the Barney 
Harold, probably containing some of the better gold- 
bearing gravel, likewise went against Keefer and the 
Jupiter Number One.

For reasons best known to himself, Keefer about this 
time transferred his personal holdings to various of his 
associates. We suspect that with his personal finances, as 
well as those of the Jupiter Number One, in bad condi
tion, Keefer had certain adversaries who were planning 
to force him into bankruptcy. The Garibaldi placer mine 
and 120 acres of timberland adjoining the North Grove 
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of the Calaveras Big Trees were entrusted to Samuel 
Baker; 320 acres of timberland adjoining the grove on 
the southwest went to J. D. Whitney; and the Jupiter 
placer mining claim was turned over to J. D. Whitney and 
John A. Hammersmith. The four promissory notes and 
the deed as collateral held by Keefer against the Jupiter 
Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company Number 
One were assigned to Moses Hopkins, a trusted associate 
and subscriber in the Union Water, Lumber, Mill & 
Mining Company. There is no record of how much 
Hopkins might have paid Keefer, nor is there a record of 
just what specific property was involved in this latter 
transaction, as Keefer was scrupuously meticulous to 
exclude any legal description whatsoever in either the 
deed or the assignment to Hopkins.

The explanation for these maneuvers was revealed 
when Keefer presented a petition of insolvency in 
December, 1887, to the Superior Court in San Francisco. 
Safely in the hands of his cohorts, these assets were 
excluded from the bankruptcy proceedings. The Court- 
appointed receiver of Keefer’s property, Samuel B. Paige 
of San Francisco, must have been bitterly disappointed 
when he rushed to Calaveras County expecting to be the 
operator of a gold mine or two but, instead, found no 
visible assets whatsoever belonging to the bankrupt 
Keefer for him to manage or liquidate for the benefit of 
the creditors.

Another misfortune had befallen Keefer shortly 
before he went into bankruptcy. Samuel Baker, a close 
associate and a key figure in Keefer’s effort to hide his 
assets, died. Baker’s capable widow, Eliza, was appointed 
administratrix in November, 1887, of his estate which 
contained some of Keefer’s properties. Fortunately, Eliza 
remained loyal to Keefer and saved a number of the 
component parts of his empire. Her first move was made 
when the Jupiter Number One was put up for sale to 
satisfy the Manuel judgment. Manuel himself had 
apparently been bought out of the picture prior to the 
sale by Baker and Whitney who had been assigned one- 
third and two-thirds interests accordingly. The company 
was sold at public auction in December of 1887 to admin
istratrix Eliza S. Baker, the highest bidder, for $2272. Six 
months later, as no attempt had been made to redeem the 
property, a sheriffs deed for the Jupiter Number One 
was issued to Eliza as administratrix.

The following year Keefer seized the opportunity to 
recoup his fortunes. G. W. Grayson and R. R. Grayson, 
the president and secretary of the Union Water Com
pany, had signed a ten-year agreement with Alvinza 
Hayward and W. J. Hobart of the Utica Gold Mining 
Company of Angels Camp to supply the water to work 

the Utica mine. As a consequence most of the available 
supply from the North Fork of the Stanislaus was appro
priated by the Union Water Company for the Utica gold 
mine, and the amount of water left in the river was but a 
small flow. There was almost no water remaining for the 
use of local communities. Keefer was quick to revive his 
plan for distributing water not only to these local com
munities but to other counties as well, and in May, 1888, 
incorporated the Jupiter Gravel Mining & Water Com
pany. Once again, he had became the majority subscriber 
to 99,940 shares at par value of $9,994,000. J. D. 
Whitney, John A. Hammersmith, Eugene N. Deuprey, 
W. S. Wood and C. A. Grow subscribed to ten shares 
each.

In conjunction with the incorporation of this new 
Jupiter company, the following month Keefer filed on 
water rights to 3000 miner’s inches of water of San 
Joaquin Gulch that emptied into the north side of San 
Domingo Creek just above the fountainhead of the 
Jupiter ditch. The water rights filing specifically stated 
that the water so appropriated was not only to be used in 
Calaveras County but also for supplying cities, towns and 
villages in the county of San Joaquin.

Just three months after the Jupiter Gravel Mining & 
Water Company was established, J. D. Whitney and John 
A. Hammersmith returned the Jupiter placer mining 
claim to the fold by signing a quitclaim deed for the 
property to the new Jupiter company.

Under the supposedly watchful eye of the court, Eliza
S. Baker transferred the two-thirds interest in the Jupiter 
Number One, held in trust for J. D. Whitney, to the new 
company in September, for 5000 shares of the stock of 
of the Jupiter Gravel Mining & Water Company. Eliza 
turned these shares over to Whitney who then released 
her from her obligation. The Superior Court made an 
order of sale of the property of Samuel Baker the same 
month and in March, 1889, Eliza sold Baker’s one-third 
interest in the Jupiter Number One to the Jupiter Gravel 
Mining & Water Company for $855. In spite of these 
transactions passing through the Superior Court, none 
of them were recorded until 1891, and might well still be 
interred in the files of Keefer’s Jupiter Gravel Mining 8c 
Water Company if the death of another stockholder and 
the ensuing settlement of his estate had not forced the 
documents to surface.

Both parcels of the valuable timberland adjoining the 
Calaveras Big Tree Grove were duly turned over to the 
Jupiter Gravel Mining 8c Water Company. The Garibaldi 
Placer Mine was retrieved from the estate of Samuel 
Baker in February, 1888, by a sheriffs deed to the Jupiter 
Company, due to non-payment of taxes by Eliza S. Baker 
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for the fiscal year of 1887-1888.
Thus the property of the now defunct Jupiter Number 

One that had been so cleverly hidden from the clutches of 
the law during Keefer’s bankruptcy was now safely in the 
possession of the recently- incorporated Jupiter Gravel 
Mining & Water Company, the Phoenix that had arisen 
from the ashes of Jupiter Number One, and was once 
again under Keefer’s personal control. He was at last 
ready to proceed with his latest water company plans, as 
well as to continue the Jupiter mine operation, and his 
stock-selling schemes. For the next five years he busied 
himself with the affairs of the new Jupiter Gravel Mining 
& Water Company, and in devising ways of replenishing 
his personal finances.

In a determined effort to provide sufficient water for 
all needs, Keefer now filed water rights to 3000 miner’s 
inches from Murphys Creek in March, 1895. Keefer’s 
claim was very near the site to which the Union Water 
Company had held water rights since at least as early as 
1852, and where, the preceding January, that company 
had built a powerhouse, the first generating plant in 
Calaveras County. The powerhouse was constructed to 
run the machinery at the Utica gold mine in Angels 
Camp. There was still a necessity for the use of water to 
run some of the facilities at the mine as the small 500 kw. 
generator could not produce enough power for an oper
ation as large as the Utica.

In the following May, Keefer purchased a right-of- way 
to construct a dam in French Gulch and then built the 
Union Water, Lumber, Mill & Mining Company’s reser
voir, now known as the Keefer Reservoir.

At this point in the Jupiter saga, a vibrant new per
sonality entered the scene. Trained as a geologist at the 
University of Michigan, A. Beach Thompson came to 
California to pursue graduate work at Stanford Univer
sity. Shortly after leaving Stanford with his Master’s 
Degree, he became acquainted with Keefer, and in the 
fall of 1894, joined the Jupiter Gravel Mining & Water 
Company. Thompson’s boundless enthusiasm and 
knowledge of electrical power development combined 
with Keefer’s compelling personal charm formed an 
irresistible combination. Young Thompson, barely 
thirty, was soon installed as Jupiter’s president while 
Keefer continued as secretary-treasurer and as manager 
of the Jupiter mine.

Thompson and Keefer built their own electric light 
plant on the grounds of the Jupiter hydraulic placer 
mine. They put on a nightly show for the benefit of 
sightseers and, undoubtedly as far as Keefer was con
cerned, future victims, who came to see the operations of 
the three large, iron hydraulic monitors under the 
wonder of the new electric arc lights, some of the first in 
use in the county.

By 1896, the Thompson-Keefer team had worked out 

THE JUPITER PIT
Variously called the Bully 
Boy, Monarch, and Jupiter 
hydraulic pit in its early his
tory, it was renamed San 
Domingo in 1898 by Beach 
Thompson to enhance its 
respectability. This view 
shows the operation in 1907, 
during Thompson’s final but 
futile effort to make a profit
able operation of this Terti
ary gravel channel.

Fred Leighton
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the details of a corporation that would be the most 
grandiose scheme of all, a new company with all the assets 
of the Jupiter to which would be added a great electric 
power development. Was A. B. Thompson now carrying 
the ball himself, or was he a dupe of Keefer’s? When the 
new Jupiter Gravel Mining, Water & Electric Company 
was incorporated in October, 1896, A. B. Thompson 
headed the list of directors and subscribers. Thompson’s 
father-in-law, A. P. Veeder, was also a subscriber, as was 
Edward Lande, Keefer’s attorney and close personal 
friend, along with several other incorporators. At this 
point the mystery deepens, for one of the subscribers, 
Jas. F. Sheehan, signed up for 199,930 shares whereas 
the others took only 10 shares each. Where was Keefer, in 
this new incorporation, and who was Sheehan? These 
questions will be, in part at least, answered as we continue 
our narrative.

The purposes of the the new Jupiter company as 
spelled out in its articles were so all-encompassing as to 
require some fifty-five lines of small type. Literally every 
conceivable purpose for doing business, whether of a 
mining, agricultural, manufacturing, merchandising, or 
any other type imaginable, was included.

While the capital stock of the original Jupiter Deep 
Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Company was listed at a 
total of $5,000,000 at par, the Jupiter Deep Blue Gravel 
Hydraulic Mining Company Number One at 
$10,000,000, the Jupiter Gravel Mining & Water Com
pany at $10,000,000 also, the Union Water, Lumber, Mill 
& Mining Company at $15,000,000, that of the Jupiter 
Gravel Mining, Water 8c Electric Power Company was 
increased even further to the sum of $20,000,000, a 
substantial amount for those days. The new Jupiter 
company was now ready to be introduced and brought 
out into the open.

Keefer and Thompson moved next to shift the assets of 
the Jupiter over to the new company in accordance to 
instructions ostensibly received from the board of 
directors. On November 21 st Keefer transferred all right 
title and interest to that property under his personal 
control to the Jupiter Gravel Mining, Water & Electric 
Power Company. These holdings consisted of the fol
lowing:

1. James Harold land patent of 140 acres.
2. Monteverdi property of 6% acres.
3. California State Land Patent of 40 acres.
4. One-half interest in the Lundt and Drallmeyer 

placer mine.
5. One-fifth interest in the Buckeye placer mine.
6. Alcyone placer mine.
7. Garibaldi placer mine.

A. BEACH THOMPSON
Originally duped by Keefer, Thompson re
covered to successfully promote the Camp Nine 
Powerhouse project on the Stanislaus River, 
and went on to other successful ventures.

From “Notables of the Southwest”

8. Total of 440 acres adjoining the North Grove of the 
Calaveras Big Trees.

9. Right-of-way for dam and reservoir in French 
Gulch.

10. Right-of-way for ditch through Letora property.
11. Water right to waters of French Gulch.
12. Water right to waters of Stanislaus River.
13. Water right to waters of Murphys Creek PA miles 

northeast of Murphys.
14. Water right to waters of San Joaquin Gulch.
Thompson, as president of the old Jupiter, followed 

suit deeding over these Jupiter assets to the new 
company:

1. Bully Boy Mining Company.
2. Letora property of 10 acres.
3. Jupiter placer mines of 50 acres.
4. Right-of-way for laying water pipe across property 

of Monteverdi and Prince.
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Although the two deeds were recorded, but not until 
early March, 1897, both Keefer and Thompson re
quested that notice of their recording not be published in 
the local newspaper.

Meanwhile, the finances of the Jupiter company had 
deteriorated to the point at which drastic action was 
necessary. On January 21st, 1897, a very large assessment 
of one dollar per share was levied on the capital stock of 
the corporation, payable on or before March 23rd to W. 
A. Keefer, secretary-treasurer of the company.

On the surface, the new Jupiter company’s business 
appeared to be proceeding smoothly. However, if 
Keefer’s hopes were truly represented in all that had 
transpired before this, he far surpassed in audacity the 
schemes of empire builders such as Sutter, Brannan, 
Fremont, or even the organizers of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company. But the hollowness of his hopes and the falsity 
and of his intentions was revealed with his disappearance 
on that fateful day in March as recounted at the begin
ning of our story.

Many startling discoveries were made when Thomp
son looked through the company’s books and papers left 
behind in Keefer’s room in San Francisco, prompting 
further investigation into the latter’s activities. When the 
facts of Keefer’s false entries into the books became 
known, a small army of widows and others raised the cry 
of having been duped by Keefer. Ever since the inception 
of the Jupiter Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic Mining Com
pany Number One, Keefer had been busy floating bogus 
stock amounting to thousands and thousands of dollars 
of worthless paper. Sometimes he resold the same block 
of stock to several unsuspecting purchasers, appropriat
ing the proceeds himself. A typical example was the 
acquistion of an entire 480-acre ranch near Hollister for 
which the owner, Mrs. Henrietta Jones, was given one 
thousand shares of stock in the Jupiter Gravel Mining, 
Water & Electric Company. Keefer did not cancel the 
certificate for the shares of stock, and a short time later 
turned the same stock over to Mrs. Cadwallater of San 
Jose as collateral for $3,500 cash which he received and 
pocketed.

Few could resist Keefer’s seductive tales of the worth of 
the Jupiter mines. He described in glowing terms the 
value of the Jupiter Hydraulic Placer Mine (itself), at 
$2,000,000, and promised that the stock was nonassess
able; that shares then worth ten dollars would soon rise to 
seventy dollars; that the Jupiter mine was more valuable 
than the Utica gold mine, among the largest on the 
Mother Lode, and in fact, that the owners of the Utica 
were attempting to trade it for the Jupiter.

Always a gentleman, Keefer preferred to take money 

only from those who could afford to lose it. His victims 
were carefully chosen from among the wealthy, rich 
widows and other prominent people such as the Armour 
family of meat-packing fame and the wife of Alvinza 
Hayward, the widely-known business tycoon.

A Dr. Ruth E. Newland fell under the spell of Keefer’s 
irresistible charm and gave her all, including her entire 
savings of $18,000. Such was Keefer’s hold over her that 
she refused for a long time to believe that she had been 
swindled. When she was finally forced to face that realiza
tion, her retaliation was as swift and merciless as had been 
Keefer’s betrayal.

In January, 1894, Dr. Newland approached thirteen of 
the twenty original owners of the Bully Boy mines who 
had become disenchanted with Keefer. She found them 
more than happy to sell her their interest in the Bully and 
the Buckeye placer claims giving her the majority of the 
shares and control of the Bully Boy Mining Company.

Deliberately withholding the recording of these two 
deeds, Dr. Newland left for New York City where she was 
able to interest Charles F. Blandin in purchasing all of 
her holdings in the Jupiter Gravel Mining & Water 
Company for $3,000 on November 26, 1895. Included in 
the wording of the deed to Blandin was the specific 
statement that not only was Ruth E. Newland selling her 
interests in the Jupiter Deep Blue Gravel Hydraulic 
Mining Company Number One, the Union Water, 
Lumber, Mill & Mining Company and the Jupiter Gravel 
Mining & Water Company but also “all right, title and 
interest to any and all of my mining claims and property, 
water rights, deeds, agreements, contracts, or otherwise, 
claimed to be owned by one Windsor A. Keefer, situated 
in Calaveras County . .

Blandin hastened to California where he promptly 
recorded the deed in Calaveras County on December 18, 
1895. Notice of the recorded deed was duly published in 
the Calaveras Prospect and it was said that when Keefer 
came across the item while perusing the newspaper his 
face turned purple with rage and he swore not only lustily 
but long.

Since the two deeds transferring the shares in the Bully 
Boy mines to Dr. Newland had not been recorded, 
Keefer had no knowledge of the transaction. He wrote a 
blistering denunciation of Dr. Newland that he took 
pains to have officially recorded in the office of the 
county clerk of Calaveras County to insure that it would 
come to the attention of one and all when it appeared in 
the local newspaper.

Keefer was not accustomed to having anyone out
smarting him, especially his lady-victims, and Ruth New
land’s action shook him to the very core. His mortifica
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tion was increased when, in July, 1896, Blandin recorded 
the two deeds for the majority of shares in the Bully Boy 
mines that had been sold to Dr. Newland. Although he 
still held the vast majority of shares in the Jupiter Gravel 
Mining 8c Water Company, and was able to counter 
Blandin’s claims, Keefer had been humiliated, and to 
make matters worse, bested by a woman at that. It was 
some time before the chorus of sniggers that followed 
him everywhere he went, died down and the matter was 
forgotten. Dr. Ruth E. Newland’s revenge had indeed 
been sweet.

The wife of Cornelius Hammerschmidt, who owned a 
considerable amount of stock in the Jupiter mines, was so 
enthralled with Keefer that at his request she transferred 
her husband’s stock during one of the many reincorpora
tions, neglecting to tell Hammerschmidt anything about 
it. Keefer somehow managed to keep the transaction 
from the glare of public scrutiny nearly ten years before 
Hammerschmidt discovered he had been victimized. 
When he finally realized what had occurred it was too 
late, for the stock had been sold. The shock of losing the 
stock due to his wife’s deceit was too much for the old 
man and undoubtedly hastened his death. Hammer
schmidt had the last word, however. In a new will that was 
drawn up while he lay on his deathbed, his estate was left 
to his son while his wife was cut off with five dollars.

These examples of Keefer’s fraudulent and under
handed dealings and their tragic effect on the victims 
were widely reported in the press as part of the sensa
tional revelations of Keefer’s career. How many similar 
cases went unreported we will never know.

Keefer was not content with bilking investors. He also 
hoodwinked the directors of the company with an accom
plished ease. At a meeting of the board of directors of the 
Jupiter Gravel Mining & Water Company late in 1896, a 
motion was entertained concerning the transfer of stock 
of that company to the reincorporated Jupiter Gravel 
Mining & Electric Power Company. President Thomp
son was obviously not present, as he was not a director. 
There was also a proposal to award Keefer 100,000 
shares of stock in the new company in consideration for 
properties he owned in several counties that he planned 
to transfer to the company and also as compensation for 
money he claimed he had advanced out of his own pocket 
to pay the men hired to work on the company’s property 
in Calaveras County.

The minutes of the meeting showed that certain mem
bers of the board had voted in favor of the proposals. 
Director W. B. Murdoch was entered as having made the 
motion and F. Formhals as seconding the motion. 
Neither of the two men were even present at that meeting 

and when the discrepancies were revealed they both 
repudiated their signatures. Keefer had altered the 
minutes and had presented them for approval to Mur
doch and Formhals at a busy moment. Since both men 
trusted him implicitly, he had obtained their signatures 
without question. The money Keefer claimed to have 
paid out of his own pocket proved to be for work for 
which the company had already paid, and, moreover, he 
had put the men to work on his own property in some 
cases instead of that belonging to the company. For all 
practical purposes, the action of the Board ordering the 
transfer of the Jupiter’s stock and assets to the new 
company was pure fiction concocted by Keefer.

In his capacity as treasurer Keefer had collected a very 
substantial part of the January assessment of one dollar a 
share and blithely deposited the money in the Crocker- 
Woolworth Bank in San Francisco in his own account, 
along with other deposits he had made of the company’s 
money.

Keefer had another very neat little method of feath
ering his own nest with plumage plucked from the wings 
of the unsuspecting stockholders. All bills against the 
company were carefully folded in half by Keefer with the 
name of the claimant and the supposed amount of the bill 
endorsed on the back as they were received. Keefer 
presented these bills at the Board of Director’s meetings 
still folded, as he explained to the directors, “to expedite 
the business of the meetings.” The amounts of the en
dorsement were noted and Keefer w as authorized to pay 
the bills. Investigation disclosed that the amount he had 
written on the back differed substantially from the true 
amounts on the inside. As an example, a bill for $1.25 
appeared as $125; one for $1.08, as 100.08. Keefer was 
careful when he changed the figures so that if they 
should be detected he could account for them as a clerical 
error “in the heat of the moment,” Thus he was able to 
appropriate the difference when he paid the bills. Never 
one to pass up an opportunity, he also included all the 
duns against the company for amounts that had never 
been paid. Keefer had already pocketed the money with 
which he had been entrusted to pay them! Certainly, he 
had need of any and all methods of raising cash to finance 
among other luxuries, the $200-$300 dinners he was 
accustomed to giving at the Palace Hotel in San Fran
cisco.

However, in early 1897 the winds of retribution were 
blowing hot on Keefer’s neck. Six disgruntled stock
holders, angered by the discovery of the extent of 
Keefer’s betrayal of their trust, instituted lawsuits against 
the Jupiter Gravel Mining & Electric Power Company. 
The summons for the lawsuits were served in San Fran-
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GIANT MONITOR 
One of the monitors in action 
at the San Domingo gravel 
mine in 1907.

Fred Leighton

cisco on March 23 and Keefer had been aware that they 
would be served. The evidence brought out in any of the 
cases would surely send Keefer to prison for many years. 
Keefer knew that now was the time to execute his care
fully laid plan of flight. On March 22nd he went directly 
to the bank and withdrew all the money he had been 
harvesting, especially the stock assessment funds. He 
even had the audacity to ask for an overdraft, which the 
teller wisely refused. He then caught the first available 
train to Calaveras County, carrying with him a brown 
valise that he never let out of his sight. And we do not 
even have to hazard a guess as to what the valise 
contained.

Wh?n Beach Thompson arrived at Keefer’s room in 
San Francisco to examine the company books after 
Keefer’s disappearance, he found the room turned up
side down. At first he thought the disorder was due to the 
foul play about which there was so much speculation, but 
soon found that the landlord had asked Keefer to find 
other quarters because the other tenants had complained 
of Keefer’s habit of bringing “fast women to his room and 
holding nightly carousels.” The landlord had agreed to 
Keefer’s request to continue to use the room but only as 
an office until the stock assessment had been collected. 
An angry Keefer had left the room a shambles when he 
removed his personal effects on March 22nd.

Keefer’s brother-in-law had grumbled all along that 
Keefer had probably fled to Europe, the sanctuary at the 
time for those who found it necessary to hastily depart 
this country one jump ahead of the law. As it happened 
he was right. Nearly eight years after Keefer disap
peared, sensational news was brought from France. 
Keefer had been found alive and well in Paris enjoying 

the benefits of his ill-gotten gains. A gentleman who had 
known Keefer well in San Francisco had occasion to visit 
Paris and while there was leisurely making his way about 
the city when he came face to face with Keefer. He 
greeted Keefer and with recognition lighting up his face, 
Keefer returned the greeting but immediately became 
frigid and hurried away. Windsor A. Keefer had been 
found and he was alive!

Beach Thompson was so appalled by the extent of 
Keefer’s chicanery revealed by his examination of the 
company books that he immediately moved to dissolve 
the Jupiter Gravel Mining Water & Electric Power Com
pany and return all holdings to the Jupiter Gravel Mining 
& Water Company. The property deeded by Keefer to 
the new Jupiter company, including his water rights, was 
transferred, as well as that held by the company itself.

On April 2, 1898, the Jupiter Gravel Mining 8c Water 
Company was reincorporated into the San Domingo 
Gold Mining Company with modest purposes, scaled 
down considerably from the overly ambitious purposes 
first proclaimed by the Jupiter Gravel Mining Water & 
Electric Power Company, and was specifically incorpor
ated for dealing in mines and mining, real estate and 
livestock. Within four months amended articles of incor
poration were filed for the San Domingo Gold Mining 
Company to include developing water systems and the 
generation of power and the sale of water and power.

Thompson revived Keefer’s plan for construction of a 
water system from the Stanislaus River, promising the 
local residents that they would have “all the water in the 
world”. Since the request for the water rights Thompson 
had filed on the North Fork of the Stanislaus River were 
apparently not granted, he eventually built a siphon 
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taking water from the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus to 
which he had acquired water rights when he incorpor
ated the Stanislaus Electric Power Company in the early 
1900s. The siphon delivered the water into a ditch near 
Collierville that ran past Yea Hoo Flat to Cataract Gulch 
from where it was conveyed through Table Mountain by 
a tunnel into another ditch that was to take the water to 
the head of the Peppermint Creek, and then on to the 
Dogtown Area.*

It was at that point that work proceeding at the Jupiter 
mines showed there was no rich gold-bearing gravel, just 
as Keefer had found so many years before. Apparently 
with no compunction about his promise to provide an 
unlimited supply of water to the community, Thompson 
abruptly dropped the construction project and the sys
tem was never completed. He did, however, continue to 
employ a man to work on the ditch for several years to 
keep it in repair to insure the system would not be 
claimed by someone else as abandoned.

In spite of Beach Thompson’s energetic attempts, 
essentially all of the grandiose plans and hopes of Keefer, 
founded as they were upon deceit and fraud, fell apart. 
Only those developments based upon Thompson’s own 
sound technical ideas and good planning, such as the 
Camp Nine hydroelectric project, survived.

It is fully apparent now, as was generally supposed in 
the wake of the Disappearance, that Thompson was a 
man of principle, and had been duped by Keefer. In fact, 
his promotion of the Camp Nine project, in part out of 
the wreckage of the Keefer empire, was very ably carried 
out and established Thompson as an engineer and cap
italist of sufficient standing to be included in “Notables of 
the Southwest,” published in Los Angeles in 1912. That 
biographical account points out that Beach Thompson 
was one of the early promoters of hydroelectric power 
generation. Unfortunately, the Stanislaus Electric Power 
Company that he organized for the Camp Nine project 
failed as a result of the 1906 financial crisis. Thompson, 
however, continued on with the reorganized company, 
the Sierra & San Francisco Power Company, as vice 
president and director. It is interesting to note that in the 
biography no mention is made of his association with the 
Jupiter nor with a certain Mr. Keefer!

Windsor A. Keefer was an outstanding example of the 
unprincipled and rascally mine promoters that flour
ished a century ago. His insatiable greed, flagrant dishon
esty, and complete lack of personal integrity, even when 
dealing with his closest associates, left a path strewn with 
♦Undoubtedly this was to be along the route of the old Andrew Lee 
ditch that ran west from Coyote Creek along the south side of the 
“Palisades” to Angels Creek, where the water could then be picked up 
by the Dogtown ditch.

angry and bitter people, many of whom were in much 
poorer financial circumstances than before their associa
tions with Keefer. He played shrewdly upon their 
cupidity and lack of perception. He apparently lived for a 
number of years after the Disappearance in lavish cir
cumstances, but as a fugitive in exile. His machinations 
during that exile and the conditions of his final demise 
will probably never be known, and perhaps this is just as 
well. California and Calaveras County were well rid of 
Mr. Keefer.
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN JONES
AND KIN
By Helen Giorgi

This history of the Benjamin Franklin Jones family 
reminds us of the popular habit of a century or so ago in 
large families of using the names of famous Americans. 
Two issues ago, we met Andrew Jackson Beardslee, An
drew Jackson Lane, and several Franklins.

Chronicles of the pioneers of our county never fail to 
point out the hard life and the many tragedies of those 
days just two or three generations ago. Yet there was much 
happiness in their lives and always hope that their children 
and grandchildren would see better days. These hopes cer
tainly have been realized.

Helen Giorgi was fortunate in finding firsthand written 
accounts with which to reconstruct this excellent history of 
Benjamin Franklin Jones and his many kin in Calaveras 
County.

Editor

When Jesse William Bryant and his wife, Mary Shelton 
Bryant, emigrated to Calaveras County from Illinois, they 
had no idea that their paths would cross that of a certain 
Benjamin Franklin Jones. They ventured on the perilous 
Cape Horn voyage at the suggestion of Jesse's uncle, Elisha 
Williams, a shingle and shake-maker of Murphys, and 
they brought with them their two young children, Jessie 
Annette and James Henry. The long journey ended when 
they settled in a homestead a few miles from Calaveras Big 
Trees "in a mountain meadow in the heart of virgin forest 
land."

Jesse Bryant, a Civil War veteran, was a handsome, 
charming man who worked somewhat intermittently in his 
younger days. His wife, Mary, was a hardworking woman 
who willingly turned her hand to any job to help out. At 
various times she ran a boarding house and took in wash
ing to augment the family income.

BEN AND MAMIE JONES
Married on August 21st, 1892, at San Andreas by 
C. F. Walters, JP.

Jesse was far ahead of his time in his understanding of 
the need for forest conservation. Appalled at the wanton 
destruction of trees by lumbermen, he penned an indignant 
letter to Washington, D.C., and an inspector was dispatched 
from that city to investigate the charges. The story goes that 
the inspector was bribed to falsify his report, and that Jesse 
incurred the ill-will of his neighbors for his conscientious 
efforts. He suffered a heart ailment for many years, and suc
cumbed to it in January, 1905, at the age of sixty-three. His 
wife survived him by twenty-five years, the last ten of them 
in blindness. She accepted her handicap with grace, and 
delighted in having her grandchildren read to her.

The eldest child of the Bryants was Jessie Annette 
("Net"), a striking blue-eyed golden blonde. At the age of 
nineteen she married Joseph Majors Land, a childhood 
friend, also nineteen. Her intelligence compensated some
what for her lack of education, but her bitterness at her 
husband's carefulness with money made her an unhappy 
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wife. She was energetic and hardworking like her mother, 
and she and Joe together managed an adequate living for 
their family of six children on the rented ranches where 
they lived. At one time they resided at Chili Gulch and 
cultivated a truck garden. Joe peddled produce all around 
the countryside, and their large, delicious watermelons 
were a popular item in Calaveras County.

Joe and Net's children developed diverse personalities. 
Lilith Land, the eldest, was a charming girl and blonde like 
her mother. A college graduate, she taught school and mar
ried a teacher, Henry Russell. The second girl, Gladys, was 
a dark-eyed beauty. She married a Bay Area teamster, 
Charles Van Aspern, and their large brood of children were 
left frequently in the care of their grandmother. In middle 
age, Gladys left home, and she never returned.

The next four Land children were boys: Joseph Bryant, 
Francis ("Pete"), and twins Leslie and Lester. Leslie was 
blond and Lester was dark, and in that way they were as 
unalike as were their sisters. Lester died of appendicitis at 
the age of thirty. Leslie and Francis served with the 91st 
Division during World War I. Both were wounded but they 
made it home and recovered. At the time of his father's 
death in 1935, Leslie was living in Nevada City, but more 
recently made his home near Valley Springs Peak.

The unhappy Net left Joe for a time, and worked as a 
companion to an elderly woman in San Francisco and in 
Sacramento. Joe went to see her and persuaded her to 
return home with him. On the way home, they quarreled 
bitterly. When they arrived at the house, the anguished Joe 
dashed in, scribbled a suicide note, swallowed strychnine 
and left. When Net discovered the note, she blamed herself 
for his death, and she committed suicide herself with a 
shotgun.

The second child of Jessie and Joe Bryant was Net's 
brother, James Henry ("Harry"). He married Annie 
Hunter, who was half Indian. Annie and her sister were ex
cellent shake-makers. Their father, George Hunter, had 
emigrated from New Zealand and their mother, Matilda, is 
believed to have been a Miwok Indian woman. There are 
no records available to verify the marriage of Harry and 
Annie, but the story goes that he married her secretly and 
told his family that she was his housekeeper. At that time, 
marriage to an Indian woman would have cut him off from 
family and friends. Annie was a woman of integrity and 
sterling character, who took her blind, elderly mother-in- 
law into her home and tenderly cared for her until her 
death. When Harry died at the age of sixty-nine, his nieces 
and nephews were listed as his heirs, but it is to their credit 
that they never claimed the inheritance but allowed Annie 
to retain the entire estate.

The youngest Bryant child, Mary Virginia ("Mamie"), was

JESSE WILLIAM BRYANT
(1839-1905)

born in Silver City, in Alpine County, on June 12, 1874. 
A small gentle girl, Mamie was still spunky enough to stand 
up to her father when he forbade her marriage to Benjamin 
Franklin Jones because of Ben's lameness. Ben's leg was 
broken four times during his lifetime, once at the age of ten, 
again at fifteen, and twice after his marriage. Mamie loved 
square dancing, but Ben was never able to dance with her 
because one leg was shorter than the other. Mamie could 
handle a team or a horse and buggy skillfully, and had a 
way with a horse. The family owned a bright, affectionate 
horse named "Old Fox", given to the Bryants by Matt 
Manuel after the horse ran away with Matt's wife, Laura, 
who was Ben's sister.

Joshua Jones, father of Ben, had emigrated west with his 
wife, Catherine Parks, before the Civil War. He was a hard 
man with his ten children, and he put Ben on a team before 
his short legs could reach the brake. Joshua would tie a 
rope to the boy's leg and the other end of it to the brake.

Ben's older brothers, Bill and Joshua Jr., became pros
perous teamsters, hauling freight into the mountains and 
transporting logs back down to the sawmill at Angels. 
Joshua Jr. married Sarah Land, sister of Joe Land who had 
married Net Bryant. Joshua and Sarah had three daugh
ters, Leonora, Emma, and Henrietta. Henrietta was deaf 
and married a man who was also deaf. Joshua served two
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BEN JONES SR.

terms as Sheriff of Calaveras County.
Jim Jones, who was five years younger than Joshua Jr., 

was a tall man. He married Ida (“Bird”) Jackson and they 
were said to have had twenty-one or two children. All the 
children died in infancy except four boys and two girls. 
Three of the survivors met with unfortunate accidents. 
Their eldest boy, Josh, perished in a mining accident at the 
age of forty. The second son, Clarence, was struck by a 
train, and the third son, John, died of a fall from a tree 
while working for Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

Laura, the youngest of Joshua Sr.'s four daughters, mar
ried Matthew Manuel, son of a successful cattle and tim
berman. After Laura's death in 1946, Matt married Alpha 
Inks. He had inherited his father's business acumen, and 
when he died in 1961, his estate was appraised at a million 
and a half dollars.

Benjamin Franklin Jones, the sixth child of the family, 
we have already encountered in this history. He was born 
in September, 1867, when the family was living at Stone 
Corral, a ranch on the Jenny Lind-Valley Springs road. 
Stone Corral was on the left side as one traveled toward 
the Mother Lode, and was well known for its buildings and 
corral, all constructed from field-stone.

Ben and Mamie were married in 1892 in San Andreas.

They were the parents of two girls and a boy, Violet, Pearl 
and Benjamin Jr., and they were foster parents to an orphan 
Indian boy, Bob Ross, taken in at the age of twelve. Bob 
Ross would compose jingles to entertain the Jones children, 
and Ben's daughter, Pearl, could still recall two of them at 
Christmas time in 1962:

“As I was going down to Silver Lake,
I met a little rattlesnake.

He ate so much jelly cake;
He made his little belly ache." 

and 
“Jackie, little Jackie, cried so much one day; 

her mother couldn't stand it, and she had to run away."
About 1899, Ben Jones moved his family to a tract of 

land of 160 acres above Murphys, where his horses could 
enjoy a large expanse of grazing land. Ben was a long-line 
skinner, skillfully controlling a team of twelve, fourteen, 
or sixteen horses and mules with one long line. Frequently 
a team would be harnessed up with two horses next to the 
wagon, and the remainder of the team would be mules. 
The driver did not sit on the wagon seat; he rode one of the 
wheel horses. The animals were incredibly agile at maneu
vering back and forth over the long chain line, as they 
negotiated turns.

Ben Jr. was born while the family lived above Murphys. 
His sister Pearl recalled walking a mile up the hill to Avery

MARY VIRGINIA BRYANT 
(1874-1919)
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to a one-room school house, where grades one through 
eight were taught. The Jones children carried their lunches 
in a lard bucket, and when their dog, Shep, accompanied 
them, he carried his lunch bucket, holding the handle in his 
mouth all the way. Frequently Pearl would have to slip 
under a fence on her way home from school to avoid the 
herds of cattle on the road. The cattlemen would be driv
ing the herds from the valley into the mountains for graz
ing during the hot summer months and bringing them back 
again in the fall.

Avery Hotel served loggers and lumbermen as an over
night stop between Murphys and Dorrington, and the 
Joneses kept a dipper by their spring to refresh the thirsty 
travelers. The Averys were neighbors of the Joneses and 
once after Ben Jr. had visited them, he told his mother that 
the Averys must be very poor because they had no stove, 
just a fire in the middle of the room. Actually, it was small 
Ben's first acquaintance with a fireplace. The Darby family 
were the nearest neighbors, and their five children were 
undoubtedly welcome company for the Jones children.

Food was plentiful at the Jones' home. There was always 
a milk cow and a thriving garden. Mamie canned fruit and 

vegetables, pickled grapes, and concocted delicious water
melon preserves from the rinds of the melons purchased 
from Joe Land. Neighbors shared generously with one 
another. Whenever a family slaughtered a pig or a beef, a 
portion went to some neighbor who was in need of meat. 
The men shot deer, and the Joneses kept a line behind the 
stove for converting fresh meat into jerky. For the rare oc
casions when Mamie was indisposed, Ben had two menus 
he could put on the table: baked beans and baking powder 
biscuits, or squirrel stew and dumplings. For special occa
sions the family would make ice cream using the gal
vanized tub that also served as a washtub and as a bathtub 
on Saturday nights.

Despite his lameness, Ben was an expert skinner and was 
highly respected for his expertise. He labored from before 
dawn until long after sunset. There were no eight-hour 
days nor five-day weeks for him. Just the act of harnessing 
the horses and mules was a long and arduous task. Ben was 
a loving father and overly lenient with his children; Mamie 
was obliged to be the disciplinarian. Ben's nickname "Cap” 
was derived from the comic strip "The Captain and the 
Kids.” In it the children, Hans and Fritz Katzenjammer, 

HAULING FOR THE PENN MINE
Ben Jones at the reins, with Flora, Sodie, Ned, George, Prince, and a new horse in training, on 
the way to Campo Seco from Valley Springs.
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were always playing pranks, and their father would ex
plode verbally, but would never really punish his children.

The men would take a holiday on the Fourth of July, 
Christmas and sometimes on Thanksgiving Day. They 
would purchase a block of ice from Murphys Ice Plant, 
and cases of soda pop or sarsparilla, and firecrackers on 
the Fourth of July. The women would prepare tasty cakes, 
rich ice cream and other goodies. No alcoholic beverages 
were allowed at these family parties. Once, when Pearl 
was about four years old, the party was held in San An
dreas and she remembered her Uncle Joshua, who was 
sheriff, taking her to see the jailhouse. A Great Dane dog 
was there, and Joshua hoisted her onto his broad back and 
allowed her to ride him.

Mamie Jones was a petite, pretty woman, just over five 
feet tall and she weighed less than 100 pounds. She main
tained an immaculate house, cared for her children, 
assisted Ben in harnessing the horses, and pumped and car
ried water until the last year they lived at Murphys when it 
was piped into the house. Three traits of character enabled 
her to endure the vicissitudes of early day country living: a 
delightful sense of humor, a capacity for hard work, and 
an ability to stand up for her rights.

Pearl reminisced about a time when her mother had been 
low on firewood and had repeatedly asked Ben to fill the 
woodbox. At last Mamie had burned every twig and scrap 
of wood and paper in the yard and the house. She knew 
that her husband would be expecting a hot supper, and the 
only wood that remained was lumber that Ben had pur
chased for a new wagon bed. Mamie had gazed longingly 
at that lumber for weeks while scrounging for fuel. The ex-

JOSHUA JONES, JR.
He was Sheriff of Calaveras County.

asperated little woman finally picked up a saw and went to 
work, and when Ben arrived home, he ate a supper cooked 
on a stove stoked with his good lumber. He went out im
mediately after the meal and cut and brought in wood to 
fill the empty woodbox.

AT SHEEP RANCH
Grandma Mary Bryant with 

her daughter-in-law
Annie, and her son Harry.
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AFTER THE FIRE
The sturdy stone walls of the Wildermuth-Jones house as 
they appeared in 1970, just before the restoration by the 
East Bay Water Company. Society Files

Grandmother Bryant resided for many years near Cala
veras Big Trees in a simple frame house. There was also a 
small cabin nearby, a barn and a spring house in her 
"mountain meadow". The spring house was a small struc
ture built over a running stream where such perishables as 
milk and butter and watermelons were kept fresh and cool. 
Mary Bryant liked to spread a red-checked tablecloth on 
her table, and her salt and pepper shakers were always on 
the table and ready for the next meal.

All of the other grandparents had died by the time Pearl 
was three years old. Grandma Bryant was losing her sight 
and when the doctor recommended surgery, Pearl accom
panied her grandmother to Oakland for the operation. The 
small girl was terrified by the indoor plumbing in that city.

Whenever Ben was unable to find work for his teams, he 
would hitch up the wagon and transport his family to 
Grandma Bryant's home. There they would make shakes 
for a living until word reached them that the teams were 
needed again. Ben and his mother-in-law Mary both had 
the skill and energy required for shake making, and it pro
vided money whenever they needed it. Eventually Grand
ma Bryant moved to Sheep Ranch to live with her 
daughter-in-law, Annie.

With the introduction of the traction engine, the era of 
the long-line skinner drew to a close, and Ben had to look 
for another way to support his family. About 1909, they 
moved into the Wildermuth house near Watertown, on the 
old river road from Campo Seco to Mokelumne Hill. The 
large imposing home was constructed of native stone with 

"1861" carved near the front door. All of the outbuildings 
were made of stone, also, with the exception of the barn. 
The place had served as a stage stop in days past, and it 
still showed signs of having been a fine residence. The Jones 
family was able to purchase it at a very low price, because 
it was reputed to be haunted. Mamie was afraid to move 
in and was never happy there. In later years, the property 
was acquired by East Bay Water Company, and Pardee Lake 
backed up almost to the spot where the barn had been 
located. A brush fire burned out all of the house except the 
stone masonry. In 1971, East Bay Water restored the old 
house, and it is now open to the public on occasions as a 
meeting place.

While the family lived there, William Wayne Hoover, 
then seventeen, came to work for them. A cheerful boy, 
third in a family of five, Bill had formerly lived with his 
paternal grandmother, Mary Potter Hoover. His grand
father, Daniel Wayne Hoover, had been blind for many 
years before his death in 1907 at their home in Campo Seco. 
Bill's sister, Edna Mabel, was married to a rancher, Albert 
Fields, and they had three daughters. A brother, Courtney 
Hoover, lived with their father, Charles Henry Hoover, in 
Shasta County. Courtney was a handsome boy; unfor
tunately he was thrown from a rearing horse and died at 
the untimely age of twenty-one. He was buried in the 
cemetery at Campo Seco. When Charles Hoover's wife,

BEN JONES, SR. 
With grandson Wayne
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Jeannette Nordyke Hoover, died in Igo, Shasta County, in 
1904, he had brought the two younger girls, Cynthia and 
Layton, and young Bill to Campo Seco to live with their 
grandmother. The grandchildren were quite a burden to 
Mary Hoover, who was already caring for her blind 
husband.

At the time of Bill Hoover's arrival at the Jones home, 
their daughter, Violet Mary, was living with Grandma 
Bryant at Sheep Ranch, in order to complete her grammar 
school education. During family visits, Bill and Violet 
became acquainted, fell in love, and were married when 
she was sixteen and he nineteen. Unfortunately, it was a 
stormy marriage.

One summer night, when Ben Jr. was about twelve, he 
picked up his shotgun, whistled for his dog, Shep, and 
went hunting. The family and Bill Hoover were enjoying 
the balmy evening on the back porch. Bill and Ben Sr. had 
been hauling ore from the Penn Cooper Mine at Campo 
Seco to the railroad at Valley Springs with a six-horse team 
all day, and suddenly they heard an anguished cry for 
help. Ben Sr. hurried to investigate and found his son bad
ly injured. While crawling under a fence, the boy had 
thrust an arm back to drag the big gun through after him.

PEARL JONES

WILLIAM WAYNE HOOVER
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It had gone off and had shot him just below the knee. His 
father carried him home, and Bill Hoover rode for the 
doctor.

When the doctor arrived at last, he was accompanied by 
his son, a recent medical school graduate. After the ex
amination, the older physician informed the family that an 
immediate amputation was imperative, but the younger 
doctor asked that he be allowed to try to save the boys leg. 
Mamie Jones collected all of the lamps for illumination, 
and the two physicians laboriously picked pieces of bone 
and shot out of Ben Jr.'s leg. For years to come, small 
pieces of bone would continue to work out of the leg, but 
Ben Jr. walked on it for fifty more years.

About 1915, the Jones family moved to a five-acre parcel 
of land on the outskirts of Mokelumne Hill. Their 
neighbors across the road were the Juri family: a mother, 
father, two sons, and a daughter. Pearl Jones, who was 
thirteen at the time, enjoyed the company of the youngest 
Juri girl, Mary, who was two or three years older than 
Pearl. The Juri girls and their mother had been well- 
schooled in all of the social graces, and the boy was a 
dashing figure on a horse.

Next door to the Joneses was a handsome, outspoken 
maiden lady, Rose Sheridan, whom Pearl recalled as being 
in her late fifties. The early death of Rose's sister had left 
her the responsibility of rearing her brothers and sisters, so 
she had never wed. She appeared to be financially well-off, 
and her only companions were her three cats. Three rather 
rough and uneducated brothers moved to Mokelumne 
Hill, and to the astonishment of the Jones family, the eldest 
man courted and married Miss Sheridan.

From age fifteen to seventeen, Pearl Jones rode a horse 
to high school daily and stabled him in the school barn. In 
winter, she would tuck her hands under the horse's mane 
to warm them sufficiently to unsaddle him. She attended 
school at Mokelumne Hill for two years only, because of 
the death of her mother. A sympathetic Aunt Net invited 
her to come to San Joaquin Valley to live, but Pearl preferred 
to finish school nearby. Her father found a boarding home 
for her in Jackson, and she was graduated, valedictorian of 
her class. She regretted that her mother had not lived to 
share in the happiness of her graduation day. On July 26, 
1950, Pearl married Ormond Cecil Smith. Violet Mary had 
married William Wayne Hoover in 1912 at West Point and 
their brother, Ben Jr., was also married. Ben Sr. never 
remarried after his wife's death. He was a dearly beloved 
grandfather and lived happily with his various children until 
his death in Oakland, California, in 1940.

PEARL JONES

REFERENCES
The biographical material and family pictures were 

provided by Mrs. Dale Davonne Hoover of Ukiah, Califor
nia, whose husband, Wayne, is a grandson of Benjamin 
Franklin Jones, Sr.

Additional information came from these sources:
Genealogies of the California State Society of Daughters of 

the American Revolution.
Census and Probate Records of Calaveras County at the 

Calaveras County Museum Archives, San Andreas.
Three unpublished articles by the late Pearl Kathryn Jones 

Smith, daughter of Benjamin Franklin Jones, Sr.:
Such as We
Record of a California Family
A Walk Down Memory Lane

"THE JUMPING FROG"
We have available for sale a limited number of the 

Dover edition of Mark Twain's celebrated story "In 
English, then in French, then clawed back into civilized 
language once more by patient unremunerated toil." The 
list price is $2.50 plus 60 cents for postage and handling. 
Members may purchase a copy for $2.00 plus postage by 
notifying our office (209-754-1058) or writing to the Socie
ty at Box 721, San Andreas, CA 95249.
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OUR SCHOOLHOUSE PROJECTS
As we go to press (late as usual), the Altaville 

schoolhouse has been moved safely to its new location 
near the highway, in front of the State Forestry Station. 
Restoration will continue as weather permits, and especial
ly as additional funds become available. As many of you 
know, the County and the City of Angels have each pro
vided $5000, and the Society $2500 for the restoration. In 
addition, members of the Society, members of the Berkeley 
City Club, and other individuals and organizations have 
contributed (at last count) some $7350. Local suppliers 
have helped by making materials available at a special 
price or as a donation. The State Forestry and the Baseline 
Camp continue to provide substantial help in supplying 
labor and some equipment. However, additional funds 
will be needed to complete the restoration. The society will 
be pleased to receive such funds, which are tax exempt ex
penditures, and forward them to the Committee.

Another project that has been in progress for a year or 
so is the collecting of pictures of our early schools, many of 
which were of the one-room variety, and of information 
about them and the teachers and pupils. We hope to con-

ALTAVILLE SCHOOL
Just 100 years ago, nearly sixty pupils and their teachers 
stand in front of the school for the annual picture. The 
Prince, Demarest, Frazier, Nuninger, Baumhogger, 
Becker, Lee, Starr, Marchal and Smith families were 
among those sending children to Altaville school in the 
early 1880's. Society Files

 
elude this study with publication of a book on the Historic 
Schools of Calaveras County.

Many persons have assisted the committee in supplying 
pictures and information. But we still need pictures of the 
schools listed below. If you can help, please get in touch 
with Eva Soracco, Star Route 3, San Andreas, CA 95249, 
or Bessie McGinnis, P.O. Box 542, Angels Camp, CA 
95222.
Bald Mountain Evergreen Pleasant Springs
Bear Mountain Lincoln Rindge
Big Trees Negro Gulch Table Mountain
Black Hill Oak Grove Taylor's Bar
Burson O'Byrnes Ferry Union
Cave City Pine Log Washington

Ranch

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Arighi, Arnold
Celia M. Beltramo, Angels Camp
Mrs. Charles Gross, Marysville
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Peyton, San Andreas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Stewart, Mountain Ranch 
Myrtle E. Severy, Tracy
James Sanders, Woodland
Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Wathen, Mountain Ranch
Kern County Historical Society, Bakersfield
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KOSOIMUNO-NU
(SIX MILE RANCHERIA)

By James Gary Maniery
What is now Calaveras County at the time of the 

gold rush was inhabited by the Central Sierra Mewuk 
tribe. It is believed today that these Native Americans 
had moved here some four or five centuries earlier, tak
ing up vacant territory that had previously been the 
habitat of an entirely different people.

The Central Mewuk were not numerous and were 
quickly outnumbered by the Argonauts. The Mewuk 
were friendly but retiring, and tended to be cautious, 
keeping to themselves and following their own way 
of living. Unfortunately, they found living conditions 
more and more restricted as their best camp sites and 
food preserves were taken from them. After more than 
a century of hardships the Mewuk still retain many ele
ments of their culture and preservation of their lan
guage, identity and material arts. While there is a 
general acceptance to changes within the mainstream 
society at large, Mewuk share a sense of pride toward 
their cultural past.

Gary Maniery's article, which is based upon his ex
tensive field survey for a master's degree, records the 
latter stages of Mewuk occupation at KOSOIMUNO- 
NU (Six Mile Rancheria). Past residents of Six Mile still 
live in Calaveras, and Mr. Maniery fortunately was able 
to incorporate some of their memories in this study. 
We are pleased to have this interesting article on this 
little-known side of our county's history.

Editor

KOSOIMUNO-NU is a Central Sierra Mewuk vil
lage located near Vallecito, California, in Calaveras 
County. This particular settlement was occupied by a 
few families during the 19th and early 20th centuries. 
The village was situated on the edge of a beautiful val

ley typical of a pastoral setting. Two seasonal streams 
flowed on either side of the village and natural arte
sian springs supplied a permanent source of water. Blue 
oaks and white oaks still dot the landscape, as they did 
a century ago. Mewuk elders have indicated that 
KOSOIMUNO-NU was commonly referred to as "Six 
Mile," "Six Mile Village," or "Six Mile Rancheria."

This article describes the village and some of the resi
dents living there in the early 1900 s. Fortunately, the 
site has remained relatively undisturbed since it was last 
occupied by several Mewuk families many decades ago. 
Depressions where conical dwellings, a dance house and 
a roundhouse once stood are visible on the site today. 
Some other common and noticeable features include 
grinding rocks and leaching spots — stone circles used 
for leaching acorn meal. There are also rectangular 
earth pads that represent the locations of "anglo-style" 
cabins, a well lined with stone cobbles, and other evi
dences of the villages last occupants.

Old photographs taken by anthropologists before 
1900 at the site, other researchers' field notes, and var
ious archival data were reviewed in order to verify the 
historic occupation. In addition, I have talked to former 
Native American residents now in their seventies and 
eighties who lived at the village. Their information, 
combined with the published and unpublished docu
ments and the archaeological information, has resulted 
in the following profile of a few families who lived at 
this historic Mewuk rancheria, and their structures, 
ceremonies, food preparation and diet.1

VILLAGE RESIDENTS: 1900-1930

Limpy, a well-known Mewuk woman living in Sheep 
Ranch in the 1920's, may have resided as a child at Six 
Mile as early as 1830.

In 1900, the rancheria was occupied by Captain Jim 
and his wife, Susie, Peggy and Jeff, Jim Rays, and "In
dian Jeff." By 1909, Jack Hardy and his wife, Mary 
("Old Mary"), were the only residents. Later that year, 
John and Tillie Jeff moved to the rancheria. The Wil
sons were the last residents of the village, living there 
in the 1940's.

Limpy

Limpy (or Rose Davis) was a dignified Mewuk lady 
who is well-remembered today. Jean Kirkpatrick's ar
ticle, Sheep Ranch Indians, conveys her recollections 
of Limpy in the 1920's. It is in this article, with Mrs. 
Kirkpatrick's memories, that Limpy's story comes alive.
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LIMPY - 1905
Loaned by Jean Kirkpatrick

Mrs.Kirkpatrick has stated that she originally came from 
a settlement near Moaning Cave, approximately two 
miles from Vallecito. Chief Fuller, originally from the 
Bald Rock settlement near Twain Harte, was knowledge
able in Indian genealogy and said, "she was born and 
raised. . . (in Vallecito)." As stated earlier, perhaps it 
was at Six Mile. However, Limpy's later years were 
spent living on the Sheep Ranch Reservation.

Limpy was a courageous woman. Being handicapped 
at a very young age and required to walk using a cane 
through her adult life, she endured many hardships. 
A Mewuk woman currently residing in Sheep Ranch 
said, "Rose Davis (Limpy). . . might be my grand

mother. . . (my) grandmother wore moccasins and had 
a cane like the one in the picture." She also said her 
grandmother wore her hair like the woman in the pho
tograph. Grandma Limpy used to gather wood all the 
time. This woman never knew her grandfather, Limpy's 
husband, and felt that he had died a long time ago.

Limpy held domestic jobs in Sheep Ranch. She 
worked primarily as a household assistant for differ
ent families and also held a job at the Anderson Hotel. 
She traveled frequently, often going to Murphys and 
Angels Camp to visit friends. As Mrs. Kirkpatrick 
points out, Limpy was well-liked by many white fami
lies. One of her "most important" acquaintances was 
Desire Fricot, a well-known philanthropist of Calaveras 
County.

Limpy was the sister of Captain Yaki (or Yaque) and 
was born in 1830. She was not even twenty years old 
at the time of the Gold Rush and remembered well see
ing a white man (fur trapper?) for the first time. Limpy 
had four children: Pinky, Ina, Matilda and Jeff. Jeff 
Davis was an important leader of these Mewuk in the 
early 1900's. Limpy died in Sheep Ranch in 1928.

Captain Jim and Susie

Few recollections are available for Captain Jim and 
Susie. They lived in a conical-roofed cabin (U'tcu)2 at 
Six Mile. In R. Coke Wood's unpublished papers are 
notes that Jim also lived out by the Adams' Ranch gate 
(located southeast of Murphys Rancheria on Pennsyl
vania Gulch). Dr. Wood said, ". . .he (Captain Jim). . . 
would carry an 8-foot bow and at 50 paces could hit 
a 50-cent piece four times out of five." Captain Jim was 
often seen in the Murphys and Vallecito areas. It is un
certain what eventually happened to Susie, but Jim died 
from exposure in a bad winter blizzard.

Peggy and Jeff

While no personal narrative was obtained on Jeff, 
there was quite a commendable vignette about Peggy. 
It appears that a fire broke out at the Saunders 
homestead above Six Mile and Peggy was responsible 
for saving the life of a small infant. She wrapped her
self in wet blankets and crawled through the front en
trance of the Saunders ranchhouse. It was all in flames 
and extremely dangerous; almost too risky to chance! 
Peggy, nonetheless, saved the baby. In this brave res
cue Peggy received severe burns and the Saunders grate
fully cared for her during her recovery. They were 
assisted by the Indian residents at Six Mile who sug
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gested using warm milk to treat her burns. The Saun
ders followed this advice and Peggy was healed, 
although badly scarred.

"Old Mary" and Jack Hardy
Mary and Jack Hardy lived at Six Mile from 1903 

to about 1913. They had six girls. It is fairly certain 
that "Old Mary" and Jack were living at the rancheria 
when the Jeffs first moved there in 1909. It is also pos
sible that Mary may have been living there in 1898 
when W. H. Holmes3 visited the village and took a series 
of four photographs of a woman and children. The 
woman in those photographs was busy processing acorn 
meal (see illustration).

According to non-Indian informants, "Old Mary" was 
liked by the white people. Seen often in Vallecito, Mary 
carried a bag supported by a strap hanging down her 
back. This strap was worn across her forehead to sup
port the weight of the bag. On her return trip home, 
Mary always spent some time at the Saunders Ranch. 
She was acquainted with Laura Saunders and would 
stop in as often as possible on her way to and from 
Vallecito. "Old Mary" moved from Six Mile in 1912 or 
1913, when she married Frank Fisher from West Point. 
Not long after this marriage she unfortunately was 
killed in an automobile accident.

Jeff Family

John and Tillie Jeff moved from a small cabin above 
the Murphys Grade Road to the rancheria in 1909. One 
Mewuk elder believes that they moved because "Old 
Mary," a relative of Tillie's, was living at the settlement 
all alone. Mary suggested that the Jeffs move over to 
the rancheria and build a house. There was only one 
other family there at the time, the Sam Casoose Domin
gos; however, the Domingos lived near the gate to the 
rancheria and not on the site.

John Jeff was originally from West Point in North
ern Sierra Mewuk territory. His mother was a mayen- 
go (chieftainness) at the village, Kanusu (near West 
Point). His father was a maiyerrgoat (chief) from West 
Point. John was a sobobbe (drum major). He earned 
this position from Pedro Conner, a Northern Mewuk 
man from West Point.4

John was taught various songs by his father and 
grandfather. He also learned songs by going up to Blue 
Mountain where he would yell out and listen for the 
echo. Thus he would learn a song. An elder Mewuk 
explained that John Jeff had learned all the songs and 
had "power" (i.e. he sometimes healed people through 
his songs). On occasions he was invited to sing in the 

roundhouse at Murphys Rancheria.
Tillie Jeff ws originally from Quartz Hill, located off 

the Murphys Grade Road. She has one brother, Johnny 
Jack, who resided at Murphys Rancheria (the round
house site above the town) during the first part of this 
century. While there is uncertainty concerning the rela
tionship, Tillie was believed to be related to Doctor 
George (a well-known Mewuk shaman) and, as men
tioned above, to "Old Mary" Hardy.

VILLAGE REMAINS TAKE ON A NEW MEANING

The site at Six Mile was initially described accord
ing to archaeological remains left behind by the resi
dents named above. With the aid of living Mewuks, 
it was possible to more precisely identify the surface 
remnants according to their functional characteristics 
of over fifty years ago.

Roundhouse
A typical Mewuk roundhouse (ha'ni) was a large 

semi-subterranean assembly and/or dance house, ap
proximately forty or fifty feet in diameter, and dug to 
a depth of three or four feet. The roof appeared as a 
low cone, supported by large "tree trunk" beams. There 
were four center-posts, eight side-posts, and the lower 
edge of the cone-style roof rested on the upper edge 
of the pit. The roof was covered with thatch and earth, 
creating an air and water-tight cover. The interior de
sign consisted of a foot drum in the rear of the struc
ture opposite the east-facing entrance. The foot drum 
was made from a hollowed section of a log and extend
ed five to ten feet between the beams; it was situated 
over a pit three to four feet in depth, which served as 
a resonance chamber. A fire-pit was placed in the center 
of the assembly house and was one-foot deep and be
tween two and three feet in diameter.

It is quite possible that one of the depressions visi
ble at the site today was excavated for a roundhouse 
similar in features and construction to that described 
above. This pit measures approximately fifty feet in 
diameter and was probably three to four feet deep. 
Former residents of Six Mile were unable to provide 
specific details but did compare this roundhouse to a 
more modern one built at Murphys Rancheria around 
1901. Leeviana Jeff always claimed that Six Mile had 
a larger roundhouse than Murphys. The roundhouse 
at Murphys, shown in the accompanying photograph, 
was used during the early 1900's. The roundhouse at 
Six Mile was possibly in use as early as the 1830's, if 
not before.
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Dance House Cabins

Mewuk elders were able to distinguish between the 
roundhouse and a dance house at Six Mile. The dance 
house depression was smaller than the roundhouse pit, 
only forty-three feet in diameter. This pit was positively 
identified as the location of John Jeff's dance house, built 
in 1910.

The dance house was never completed but, nonethe
less, functioned as if it were a ceremonial roundhouse. 
Lumber was in high demand during that time and John, 
unable to get the necessary wood to complete the struc
ture, left it partially unfinished. Using pine boards 
rather than traditional cedar, he built a six to eight-foot 
high wall without a roof. The door faced west. The in
side consisted of a fire pit in the center and a foot drum, 
dug two or three feet deep in the rear. Benches were 
placed all around the inside of this enclosure to seat 
guests during the dances. Earth was mounded up 
around the exterior of the walls to keep out water. This 
dance house would probably have looked much like 
the one at Murphys if it had been completed. In the 
artist's conception of the village setting the dance house 
can be seen in the background.

Conical Dwellings

According to previous anthropological studies, an 
umu'tca was a conical house, sometimes with an inner 
layer of pine needles and an outer layer of earth heaped 
against the foundations. However, the Mewuk also had 
a semi-subterranean earth-covered dwelling they called 
ko'tea. Up to a dozen people could live in this type of 
dwelling. It was much smaller than an assembly house 
or roundhouse and was entered by a ladder through 
the roof. A pit representing a dwelling, possibly match
ing this construction, was examined by Barrett and 
Gifford at the site of the former village of Eyeyaku, near 
Tuolumne, at about the 2500-foot elevation. It is con
ceivable to think that the depressions at Six Mile, 
referred to by former occupants as umu'tca's, "places 
where families lived," could be of the same type of con
struction and design as the dwelling at Eyeyaku.

The two conical dwelling depressions mapped at Six 
Mile measured thirty-eight feet in diameter. I found a 
fragment of an haliotus shell ornament in one of these 
depressions, indicating a possible Mewuk dwelling from 
pre-1850. Present-day Mewuks could not be absolutely 
sure of the occupants of these previous dwellings, and 
said only that there may have been more conical houses 
present a long time ago.

The Jeffs built two cabins at Six Mile which they 
occupied at different times. The first of these was built 
in 1909 and was located south of the old roundhouse 
along a drainage, while the second was near the site 
of the old roundhouse (refer to artist's sketch). They 
were described as "Woodchopping cabins." The first had 
two rooms and measured about thirty-three feet by six
teen feet. When I mapped the area, no remnants of the 
structure were visible. John Jeff dismantled this build
ing and rebuilt it at another location after one of his 
children — Carrie — died of a rattlesnake bite received 
near the village in the Saunders field.

Jeffs second cabin was built in 1916 and was smaller 
than the first, some twenty-three by sixteen feet. In 
1930, a fire, started from a burning cigarette, destroyed 
the cabin. The flames were visible from a long distance 
away. A Mewuk elder said that he rushed over and at
tempted to salvage the family's personal belongings, but, 
unfortunately, everything was lost except for a record 
player he dragged from the fire. Many baskets belong
ing to Tillie Jeff were destroyed by the fire. Tillie and 
her daughter were the only ones in the cabin at the time 
and escaped without injury. Nothing remains of this 
cabin today.

"Old Mary" and Jack lived in a large cabin that meas
ured about twenty-three by sixteen feet and which had 
one auxiliary room. Near the cabin is a rock-lined wall 
that once had a wood structure and pulley apparatus 
built over the top. A portable grinding mortar is situ
ated next to "Old Mary's" house.

Captain Jim and Susie lived in a modern Indian 
dwelling that resembled an umu'tca but which was 
square in shape. It sat on a low rise apart from the other 
houses and is depicted in the foreground of the illus
tration of the dance house.

The dimensions of Peggy and Jeff's cabin were de
termined in the field; however none of the people I 
spoke to remembered the structure. Flat stones appeared 
to mark the corners of their cabin, which probably was 
about sixteen feet square. The earthen pad at this lo
cation is not as well delineated as "Old Mary" and Jack's 
cabin pad but can still be seen.

Cemetery

The Six Mile cemetery is situated on a hill marked 
by a lone buckeye among blue oaks and white oaks on 
the surrounding terrain. Some Mewuk say that as many 
as two hundred people are buried in the cemetery. Most
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An artist's conception of how Johnny Jeff's dance house and cabin, with Captain Jim's house in foreground, 
would have appeared about 1916.

An original drawing by Tammara Ekness
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graves are unmarked but Mewuk descendants know ex
actly where family members are buried. Earlier graves 
are represented by mounded earth while later graves 
are circled with cobbles. One plot is marked by a mar
ble tombstone. This is the grave of Ray Jeff, John and 
Tillies son who was killed in World War II.5

VILLAGE CEREMONIES

John Jeff's dance house was the center of ceremonial 
life for the people living at Six Mile. A few Mewuk 
elders remember the different ceremonies, story-telling, 
and other social events that took place in this dance 
house.

Ceremony for First Acorns

A formal ceremony for the first acorns of the sea

son was held in the fall, around September, and is said 
to have been quite elaborate with a special dance. The 
ripe acorns were collected by the Mewuk families for 
processing by leaching and cooking.

When it was time for the ceremony a person would 
circle a bowl (basket) around his or her head four times; 
this was a Mewuk tradition and four was considered 
a special number. No one was allowed to eat acorns 
until the ceremony was completed. According to one 
elder, this version of the acorn ceremony was more 
modern. In fact, it was referred to by the Indian people 
as a "party." Nonetheless, it was important to hold be
cause if people were to eat acorns before the party it 
was believed that they would get sick and die.

E. W. Gifford, an anthropologist who worked with 
the Mewuk in the early 1900's, referred to this ceremony 
as a little time (uweta). It was a local celebration mark
ing the harvesting of each of the important food 

ROUNDHOUSE AT MURPHYS
Courtesy of M.B. Smith
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resources: the clover in May, grass seeds, manzanita ber
ries, and finally the acorns in fall. No one could gather 
or eat the 'new food" until it had been properly blessed 
in the ceremony. As recently as the late 1960's, the 
"strawberry ceremony" was held in May at the Buena 
Vista Rancheria in Jackson Valley (Northern Mewuk 
territory). Louie Oliver was the headman for the occa
sion there. More recently ceremonies have been held 
at Chaw-se Indian Grinding Rock State Park near Pine 
Grove in Amador County.

Big Times
Big times (kote) were also held in the Jeff's dance 

house. This event was usually held every year and was 
organized and announced by the chief (or headman) 
of the village for a variety of reasons, including death. 
Anthropologists have indicated that big times were 
more involved than little times, with visitors coming 
from all over and staying several days, dancing and 
playing the hand game.

A Native American resident of Murphys recalls 
attending a big time held in John Jeff's dance house. 
Her family was invited by Jeff Davis, who acted as a 
runner for the occasion. He made stops to different 
Mewuk families and gave them a string that had knots 
tied in it. They untied one knot each day until none 
remained; this was the day the event took place. These 
Mewuk, living in the Murphys area, traveled to Six Mile 
on a trail that followed the ridge above Angels Creek, 
across Central Hill to Six Mile.

Tuolumne and Sheep Ranch Indians also came to this 
particular big time, held in the summer sometime af
ter 1910. Food and drink was provided by Six Mile resi
dents and dancing went on all evening. Dancers were 
not able to eat a full meal for four days following the 
event.

Kuksuyu
In 1912, John Jeff taught several Indian boys, thir

teen years of age, the rules of the kuksuyu ceremony. 
This instruction took place inside his dance house. The 
kuksuyu was a "belief system" which involved a lot of 
dreams and strict rules for those who danced during 
the ceremony. These rules maintained that the dancers 
(1) could not sleep for four days; (2) could not eat 
vegetables; (3) could not touch others while on the 
dance floor; and (4) could not court women. Perform
ing the dance was dangerous, requiring a dancer to fol
low the rules or risk the possibility of death. One elder 
recalled that his mother strongly believed in the 
kuksuyu.

E. W. Gifford pointed out that the kuksuyu dealt with 
the dead and with ghosts. The ceremony was associated 
with the widespread Central California god
impersonating cult. Since the dancers were impersona
tions of supernatural beings and spirits, there was a 
great danger involved for both performers and au
dience. The ceremony had to be performed correctly 
by everyone to avoid illness or death. The dance was 
powerful medicine and was the most sacred and 
elaborate of Mewuk ceremonies.

Mourning Ceremony

The mourning ceremony (also referred to as yame 
or cry), associated with funerals and death, was held 
at Six Mile. John Jeff's dance house was central to this 
ceremony, which was held both inside the dance house 
and out at the cemetery. A non-Indian woman vividly 
remembers the cries and various funerals held at Six 
Mile. She related how the Indian mourners marched 
around the grave and did a mourning dance. Describ
ing the cries, she said they lasted two or three days. 
She saw people of the village carry the coffin along the 
trail that went from the village to the cemetery, with 
different individuals taking turns. The cry was usual
ly held in the dance house with the mourners coming 
from the different villages to participate, and lasted from 
one to six days.

Story Telling

John Jeff's dance house was also used for story tell
ing. Some of Leeviana Jeff's stories have been recorded; 
they include "Animals before the First World," "Indian 
Lore," "Little Rock Girl," "Big Giant Rock Man," "Kuk
suyu," and "Sucking Doctors, Ghosts or Devil."6 These 
stories were told after dinner, either in the house or 
dance house. These myths were "old timer Indian tales."

VILLAGE SUBSISTENCE

Residents at Six Mile used a combination of native 
dietary resources and domestic foods produced in 
gardens and purchased in the market in Vallecito. 
Acorns remained an important staple of their diet and 
they continued to hunt, fish, gather berries, seeds, and 
nuts. It is of particular interest that pre-contact methods 
of food preparation were still being used at this village 
as late as the 1930's, along with Euroamerican tech
niques and tools.
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GRINDING ACORNS 
AT KOSOIMUNO-NU

From a photograph by W. H. 
Holmes in 1898. 

With permission of 
Smithsonian Institute.

Acorns

The best, richest, and most nutritious acorns were 
harvested near Raggios sawmill a few miles east of Mur
phys. These were from the black oaks. The Jeffs and 
other village residents traveled to the Murphys area to 
gather acorns, processing them back at the village. Tillie 
Jeff used a bedrock outcrop with grinding holes (mor
tars), pulverizing the acorns into meal with a round cob
ble or pestle. She also used a metal hand-grinder, 
located inside her cabin, on occasion. The pestle and 
mortar tools are visible on the village site and were 
recorded by the archaeologists. One Mewuk elder 
pointed out exactly which outcrop was used by Tillie, 
picking hers out of five different outcrops with twenty
eight mortar holes located on the site.

Sun shelters were built over the grinding areas to pro
vide shade for the women. Some Mewuk villages had 
conical grinding or milling houses made of bark slabs 
or brush built over the bedrock or portable mortars. 
At Six Mile the shelters were less elaborate, consisting 
of a simple pole construction made of willow limbs with 
sheets wrapped around the poles.

Leaching the acorn meal was essential to remove the 
bitter tannic acid. Tillie Jeff used leaching spots located 
near Mary and Jack Hardy's cabin. A Mewuk man 
described the leaching process as "molpa, were going 

to make acorn." He said they used to dig a hole four 
inches deep and three feet in diameter. They then would 
put leaves or pine needles inside the excavation, lay a 
barley sack on top of the pine needles, and place the 
meal on top of the sack, pouring lukewarm water over 
all. Usually, a pine branch was placed over the meal 
so that when the water was poured in, it would splash 
on the limb and avoid spilling out the meal. Another 
method of leaching was done in a similar manner ex
cept that the location was in a naturally sandy spot 
along a stream. At Six Mile, rock circles marked leach
ing pits. These circles can still be seen at the village site.

Cooking and Storage Areas

Six Mile had its own acorn granary which covered 
an area approximately ten by fifteen feet. It was referred 
to as a commissary. A cooking area some six by ten 
feet in size was near the granary. Both of these loca
tions are quite obscure and marked by vague and ran
domly placed cobbles. Mewuk elders walked over the 
area and remembered the significance of these cobbles. 
They pointed out that women used large cooking 
baskets with hot stones. A non-Indian Calaveran even 
recalled seeing women living at Six Mile use paddles 
to take the heated stones from the fires and drop them 
into baskets containing acorn gruel or soup. In very little 
time steam would be seen rising from the baskets.
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Gardens

John Jeff planted gardens in two different spots at 
the village. He grew beans, tomatoes, corn and pota
toes. The garden took up little space and was only about 
twenty-one by twenty-seven feet.

Manzanita Berries

Tillie Jeff used a deep, portable bowl mortar for 
processing manzanita berries. More specifically, one 
elder recalled that this mortar was used exclusively for 
processing cider from the berries. The crushed berry 
powder was mixed with cold water for a thirst
quenching summer cider.

Hunting, Fishing and Domestic Foods

The Jeffs supplemented their diet with deer meat, 
which usually came from within five miles of Six Mile. 
The Jeff family would also travel to Camp Nine, on 
the Stanislaus River, where they stayed for two weeks 
catching salmon. Fish were dried right on the beach and 
taken back to the village to be stored for later use. To 
supplement these available foods the residents bought 
groceries, such as eggs, bacon, bread, flour and milk 
from merchants in Vallecito.

NOTES
1. A more detailed description and analysis of this vil
lage and Murphys Rancheria can be found in Maniery 
1982, 1982a and 1985.
2. U'tcu apparently designates a modern board house 
(Barrett and Gifford 1933:198).
3. William Henry Holmes, head curator of the National 
Museum, Department of Anthropology, Washington, 
D.C., visited various Indian settlements in Calaveras 
County in 1898. He was accompanied by W J McGee, 
geologist. A description of their trip, sponsored by the 
Bureau of American Ethnology, is provided in Holmes 
1902.
4. Refer to Gifford 1955.
5. Refer to Taylor 1973.
6. These tales are related in Maniery 1982: Appendix D.
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THE EDITOR'S MAIL

San Andreas

Dear Editor:
How interesting it was to read the Benjamin Frank

lin Jones Story in October's "Las Calaveras", but I was 
surprised to see how little was known about Elizabeth 
Jones. She was my great-grandmother.

Elizabeth Jones was married three times. Her first 
marriage was to Thomas J. Tucker. There were two 
daughters, Mellie and Zilphie Ann. Zilphie married

Augustus Segale in Murphys. They had four children: 
one died in infancy; Melvin is deceased; Merle lives in 
Concord; and Kathryn (Tiscornia), my mother, lives 
in San Andreas.

After Thomas Tucker died, Elizabeth married Edgar 
Freeman Crosby, twenty years her senior. She had four 
children. One of these, Laura "Babe", died just two years 
ago. After Edgar passed away, Elizabeth married Claude 
Collins whom she preceded in death.

Barbara Tiscornia Kathan

Joseph S. Land, grandson of Joseph and Net Bryant 
Land also wrote us to point out that although his grand
parents lived on rented ranches for some years, in the 
1920s they acquired their own ranch of several hundred 
acres between Valley Springs and Burson, west of Val
ley Springs Peak. Here, Net landscaped a garden and 
grounds that became well-known locally for the exotic 
and unusual flowers and plants growing there. Leslie 
Land lived here for a number of years, and some 450 
acres of the ranch is now owned by Joseph Land (of 
Arnold) and his son.

Dear Editor:
At first glance, the name Benjamin Franklin Jones 

and Kin did not revive any memories until I reached 
page six and noted the photo of Sheriff Josh Jones. He 
was sheriff either at or about the time we left Sheep 
Ranch for San Andreas, on November 15th, my fourth 
birthday. Now I want to call attention to the photo of 
Pearl Jones, on page eight, who we referred to as P.K. 
Jones and more informally as just PK.

I left San Andreas in 1922 and just four years later 
went to work in Oakland for United Autographic 
Register Co. (Uarco). It was a branch manufacturing 
plant with a small office force of a manager, one other 
man and myself, along with seven girls. I shortly was 
made office manager. One of the seven girls was P.K. 
Jones who handled credits, and did so very efficiently. 
She was a bit of a loner but after several years work
ing with her, we became good friends. I never knew 
she was related to Josh Jones, the sheriff.

PK had one hobby — she was an ardent baseball fan, 
but her loyalty was with the now "Hall of Famer" Ted 
Williams. She had met Ted in San Diego when he was 
playing in the old Coast League.

I was office manager of Uarco until 1936, and then 
transferred to sales. PK handled credits all that time, 
and later was assistant to the credit manager. She left 
the company ten or more years after that, married, and 
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from what I heard, became interested in horses. That 
photograph also appeared in Uarco's house organ, 
honoring her for some twenty-five years of service.

Calaveras has had many colorful sheriffs, and I al
ways hoped you would see fit to do an issue on them. 
Josh was sheriff either at or just after we came to San 
Andreas, and served one or two terms. He lived on up
per Main Street, short of the Catholic Church in the 
vicinity of the Tiscornia home. He maintained a brace 
of spirited, matched black horses with which he was 
wont to drive in his fine carriage on a Sunday.

At the time, the county jail behind the courthouse 
on Main Street was seldom overpopulated. I remem
ber once when one of Josh's prisoners escaped by scal
ing the wall. On the day in question, Josh supplied him 
with a mop and bucket of water with instructions to 
clean up the place. What prompted him to make a break 
for it, I don't know. Apparently he didn't know his way 
around too well. He lit out for the nearest hills to the 
east. It wasn't long before the Sheriff discovered the 
break. A posse was formed, and shortly they found 
him hiding in the vicinity of the Ford Mine, almost in 
sight of the grammar school. He was a sorry-looking 
sight, his face all bloody. It seems that Sheriff Jones 
was greatly insensed that the prisoner would take ad
vantage of him when he was being so well treated. The 
first thing Josh did was to haul off and smack him in 
the kisser. . .

Larry Getchell

Yes, we are patiently waiting for a well-researched 
manuscript on our colorful sheriffs. — Editor

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members to the Society: 

Roy and Genie Aguilar, San Andreas
Earl Blazer, Stockton
Lewis G. Crosby, Laguna Hills
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hebenstreit, Altaville
H. Wayne Hoover, Ukiah
Lilith A. Johnson, Murphys
Jack and Donna Koplen, San Andreas
James Gary Maniery, Sacramento
Howard H. Mason, Lodi
Mrs. Claude A. Nave, Oakdale
Juanita Newell, Mokelumne Hill
Evelyn M. Parisotto, Copperopolis
Harold L. Reade, Jr., Evergreen, Colorado 
Patricia Ruthrauff, Calaveritas
Paul and Blanquita Schield, Livermore
Gerald and Dovey Schler, Mountain Ranch 
James and Donna Wheat, Stockton
Debbie Williams, Copperopolis

IN MEMORIAM
Leslie A. Stewart George B. Poore, Jr.

Allen G. Wilson

BREAKING GROUND 
FOR THE NEW

GOVERNMENT CENTER 
1966

The dignitaries include the 
Board of Supervisors, the 

architect, the contractor, and 
George Poore, who was 

chairman of the New Center 
Committee.
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President Jack Kennedy, San Andreas 
First Vice-President Mrs. Carmenne Poore, San Andreas 
Second Vice-President .... Mrs. Barbara Beaman, San Andreas 
Treasurer Richard Barger, Murphys 
Secretary Mrs. Rosemary Faulkner, Mountain Ranch 
Membership Secretary Mrs. Lillian Filippini, San Andreas 
Directors Fred Cuneo, Calaveritas 

Eldred Lane, Mountain Ranch 
G.K. "Dutch” Schwoerer, Valley Springs 

Mrs. Betty Snyder, Valley Springs 
Charles Stone, Copperopolis 

GEORGE B. POORE, JR.
On December 8th, we lost our only surviving 

founder, George Poore. He was a charter member and 
an honorary member as well as being on the founding 
committee set up by the Grange in 1952. He served in 
numerous Society offices including several terms as 
president, as director, and on various committees. In 
fact, he did more to organize and develop the Society 
than any member with the possible exception of Judge 
Smith and Prof. Coke Wood. He also was active in the 
Conference of California Historical Societies, and served 
as Regional vice-president.

Born in South Africa of American parents, George 
Poore came to California at an early age. After gradu
ation, he worked as an engineer on various projects. 
These included a PG&E Co. project, several years for 
the Northern California Railway, and on the San Fran
cisco Bay Bridge. In 1937, he was appointed manager 
of the Calaveras Cement Plant, a position he held for 
seven years. Following his retirement from industry, he 
devoted his time to local engineering work and to com
munity projects.

Mr. Poore was always most generous with his time 
and energies, and the long list of local activities in which 
he was a leading figure include the establishment of the 
Mark Twain Hospital, the building of a new and 
modern county government center, the renovation of 
the old county buildings on Main Street, the revival 
of the County Historical Museum, as well as smaller 
projects such as the redesign and rebuilding of the roof 
of the San Andreas Lodge building, the construction 
of the Grange Building, and activities associated with 
the Masons, the Grange, the Golden Chain Highway, 
the Calaveras County Archives Commission, and 
others.

George was one of the most knowledgeable persons

we knew on County subjects such as archaeology, min
ing, minerals, and local history, and he was always will
ing to share this knowledge in a very helpful manner. 
The re-establishment of the County Museum will be 
remembered as one of his particularly significant 
achievements. George also served on the Advisory 
Board of the U.S. Corps of Engineers on its archaeo
logical and historical preservation program for the New 
Melones Project.

George Poores guiding hand, strong support, and 
good judgement will be missed in the coming years as 
the Society moves forward with new goals and activi
ties funded by the Eunice Van Winkle and Kathleen 
Mitchell bequests.
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SIXTEENTH
SCHOOL ESSAY CONTEST
The Society's school essay contest was started in 1957 

in an effort to stimulate an interest in school children 
in our county's history. It was felt that such a contest 
would also provide a useful project for both history 
and English teachers to use in their classes. Each year's 
winning essays were, for a number of years, printed 
in mimeograph form. Copies of most of these book
lets are still available.

For eleven years the "Annual Essay Contest" was a 
popular activity, and was one in which the Society took 
much pride. In 1968, interest, both on the part of the 
schools and the Society, began to wane in the essay 
project and it was postponed until 1969 when the 12th 
contest was held. In 1971, the 13th, and in 1976, the 
14th contests were sponsored by the Society. For the 
next seven years there was insufficient interest to 
continue.

The year 1983 saw a reactivation of the project with 
the 15th contest. This was well received and led to the 
16th Essay contest this year. We decided to publish this 
year's winning essays in "Las Calaveras", and believe 
our readers will be interested in seeing the work of 
our school-age historians. Mrs. Lorrayne Kennedy 
chaired the Society's Essay Committee for the 15th and 
16th, and deserves much credit for their success. We 
hope the contest will continue as an annual affair.

The six winning essays are printed in this issue. They 
are followed by four essays receiving honorable men
tion. We feel sure that you will be surprised at the range 
of subjects covered and the excellent work of these 7th 
and 8th graders. The essays are printed essentially as 
received and the Society has not verified any specific 
facts contained in them.

Editor

G. TISCORNIA COMPANY
by Jehanne Tiscomia 

8th Grade, San Andreas
G. Tiscornia Company, Incorporated, was a general 

merchandising business in San Andreas from 1884 until 
1919. It was owned by my great-great-grandfather 
Gerolamo Tiscornia. He started in the merchandising 
business in 1867 when be became a partner with John 
Dasso who had owned a store where the Kentucky 
House is now. (The Kentucky House later was the guest 
house of the Calaveras Cement Company.)

GEROLAMO TISCORNIA
Courtesy of Barbara T. Kathan

Gerolamo Tiscomia was born in Zerli, Italy, in 1842. 
He came to the California goldfields by way of Panama 
in 1862. He mined on San Antonio Creek in Calaveras 
County for almost six years and saved $1700. With this 
money he became Dassos partner in his first store. In 
1867 Gerolamo and Dasso bought a store owned by 
Thomas Tassano on Main Street in San Andreas. This 
store was located where the Black Bart Restaurant is 
now. Immediately an addition was added by Frank 
Bernasconi which is now the Black Bart Bar. The rock 
used on the addition was quarried from Dasso Field. 
Dasso Field is now called Hillmont. Lime in the con
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st ruction came from the Bernasconi Ranch.
Gerolamo sold out to Dasso in 1879 and took a trip 

home to Italy. He returned in 1880 and bought a store 
in Camanche and married Miss Eugenia Raggio who 
was born in Mountain Ranch in 1860.

In 1884 Gerolamo and his family which now included 
sons Chester (1881) and Frank (1882) moved back to 
San Andreas. He went back into the store business with 
Dasso at the same place on Main Street. It was this store 
that came to be known as G. Tiscornia Company. His 
other three sons were born in San Andreas. They were 
Adolpho (1884), James (1885), and Waldo (1892).

In 1897 Gerolamo bought out Dasso and ran the store 
until 1907 with the help of his sons Chester, Frank, and 
James. Gerolamo and his family then moved to Oak
land leaving Chester to run the store until it was sold 
to San Jose businessmen in 1919.

G. Tiscornia Company was the largest store in San 
Andreas. They did more business than all the other 
stores combined. Besides the large double store they had 
three warehouses. One warehouse is now the location 
of the Airola law offices on Main Street. This ware
house was for flour, brooms, sugar, canned goods, and 
other household items. Another warehouse had been 
an old Chinese store and is now Shirley's Beauty Sal
on and Friar Tuck's Restaurant. This warehouse was 
for pipe, structural steel, rail, and other construction 
materials. The third warehouse was torn down during 
highway construction in the 1950s. In part of its place 
is the lawn between Gooney's Saloon and Winkler's 
Village Mart. This warehouse was for grain storage 
only. By 1900 the merchandise of G. Tiscornia Com
pany was valued at $25,000.

G. Tiscornia Company was open seven days a week 
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. After the store closed, Chester 
would stay and work on the books, and if he heard 
somebody knocking at the door, he would let them in 
to buy something.

On the main floor of the store they carried grocer
ies, saddles, harnesses, pickled foods, pots and pans, 
guns, ammunition, clothing, boots, shoes, hats, liquor, 
tobacco, and hardware. They had no refrigeration but 
sold bacon and cheese. They had a bar and sold shots 
of whiskey, beer, wine, and soda water. His son Chester 
said that he sold shots of whiskey at one end of the 
counter and girdles at the other. Downstairs in the base
ment (the current Black Bart Room) they carried things 
like rubber shoes, other rubber goods, giant powder, 
rope, and stored barrels of wine and whiskey.

They usually had four employees. They had delivery 
boys who traveled by horse and wagon. In town they 

used a spring wagon. To go out of town they used a 
heavy wagon. It was a thorough brace with leather 
straps like a stagecoach instead of springs. One em
ployee was Chester's brother-in-law Johnny Gnecco, a 
young man born and raised on a ranch on Jesus Maria 
Road. He was very strong. He would carry 140-pound 
wheat sacks under each arm from the grain warehouse 
to the store. People would stop him on the street to see 
how long he would stand there holding the wheat and 
talking to them.

G. Tiscornia Company bought more gold than 
anyone else in town and might have been the only bus
iness to buy gold. One Chinese miner mixed lead with 
his gold. Gerolamo finally figured this out when the 
weights from the San Francisco Mint were always light. 
He tested the Chinese miner's gold in hydrochloric acid 
and noticed the bubbling of the lead. When the miner 
returned to sell more gold, Gerolamo gave him a swift 
kick and ran him out of the store. The Chinese in San 
Andreas were generally mistreated. Some shopped at 
the store but most shopped at Cassinelli's (near the cur
rent Matador Cafe) where they spoke Chinese or at the 
Chinese stores.

The store was a busy place. People from the Court
house and Hall of Records across the street came in to 
shop and drink. There were never any robberies, but 
when Gerolamo went on buying trips to San Francisco, 
he left strict orders about closing the steel doors in case 
of fire.

There was a murder in the store. A Mexican and a 
Frenchman had an argument. The Mexican pulled his 
gun. Gerolamo grabbed him and held his arms. Sheriff 
Ben Thorne walked in, slapped Gerolamo across the 
face to release the man, then the Mexican shot and killed 
the Frenchman. Gerolamo never voted for Ben Thorne 
again even though he said he was the best sheriff they 
ever had. Ben Thorne is well-known for arresting Black 
Bart and building his brick house which still stands on 
Highway 49 (St. Charles Street).

San Andreas had no bank. People left their money 
at G. Tiscornia Company until they needed it. As a 
result the store had large amounts of cash in the two 
safes and hidden in other locations in the store. One 
time Chester hid a bag containing about $40,000 in the 
basement inside a coiled rope. When he returned the 
bag was gone. He later found it and decided that a rat 
had moved it.

When the store was sold in 1919, the San Jose buyers 
were only interested in the dry goods and liquor. They 
sold the building to Sharkey Quierolo and Candie Beffa 
who had worked for Gerolamo. Later they sold the 
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building to Al Treat who had a small store down the 
street and Bill Treat who had come from San Francisco. 
After Al died, Ralph Treat joined the business which 
is now Treats General Store.

From his experience in the store Chester realized that 
San Andreas needed a bank. In 1922 he organized the 
Central Bank of Calaveras which was located at the 
stores old household items warehouse. He was the 
president of the bank until he retired in 1942. During 
the time he worked in the store and the bank, he was 
also a cattle rancher. He was a cattle rancher until his 
death in 1974 at the age of 93.

After Gerolamo went to Oakland in 1907, he became 
involved in the real estate business in the Bay Area and 
Southern California. His wife died in 1928, and he died 
ten years later at the age of 96.

The Tiscornia family has had business interests in 
San Andreas and Calaveras County for over one 
hundred years. I chose to write about my great-great
grandfather's business because I wanted to learn more 
about my family.

Bibliography
a) February 1, 1984, interview with my grandfather Vincent C. 

Tiscornia, the grandson of Gerolamo Tiscornia and son of Chester 
J. Tiscornia.

b) The Calaveras Publishing Company Centennial Edition, July 16,
1981, article about the Tiscornia family written by my aunt 
Barbara J. Kathan

c) "Representative Citizens of Northern California," copyright 1901, 
pages 535 and 536, "Girolamo Tiscornia" (sic)

TWO DITCHES 
OF THE MOTHER LODE

by Tim Teale
7th Grade, Rail Road Flat

During the time of the Gold Rush, ditches were all 
over Calaveras County. There were two ditches in the 
Mokelumne Hill territory that delivered water to the 
townspeople and the miners of the area. Some of them 
can still be seen today.

When it was built in 1852, the Mokelumne Ditch was 
made up of trench and wooden flume. These flumes 
were six feet wide at the top and went to twenty-two 
inches wide in the bottom. This ditch started out of the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne River, just below the 
present South Fork Bridge on Highway 26.

Most of the flumes eventually rotted out and they 
were replaced by more flume and siphon pipes. Five 
hundred Chinese men installed the ditch, flume and 
pipes to the Mokelumne Ditch. They kept it level by 

letting a little water run in behind and then digging the 
ditch deeper if they had to. The ditches were two feet 
wide and three feet deep. There were quite a few siphon 
pipes on this ditch, and the ditch tenders had one which 
went right over the place where the Exxon station is 
now in Mokelumne Hill.

There were always problems with the pipes. At one 
time the water was blocked off in front of a pipe. The 
water that was in the pipe kept going, and it created 
a vacuum which just flatted out the pipe. The ditch crew 
had to put in a new one. Another pipe rusted out near 
the old Yale Ranch in little pieces; so, the ditch tenders 
put wooden plugs in it. There were so many plugs in 
it that it was named the "Porcupine Pipe." Still another 
pipe rusted out in one place and they put inner tube 
and other pipe in that to fix it. The water dried up one 
time, and when it came back through, the inner tube 
had cracked, so the ditch tenders then put horse manure 
down the top of it. Somehow, that stopped the leaks.

The Mokelumne Ditch went all the way to the town 
of Wallace. It went over Flumehouse Ridge out to 
Paloma. There it separated, using the ditch to Valley 
Springs. The other part went to Campo Seco.

Bill Prindle was the superintendent for the ditch be
fore it was turned over to the Calaveras Public Utility 
District in 1939. He made sure that his water got to 
where it was needed. There were six camps on the 
Mokelumne Ditch for the ditch tenders. They covered 
an average of sixteen miles in two days in keeping up 
their particular part of the ditch. Maintenance became 
worse in the winter season because the winds would 
knock down trees or branches, clogging the ditch. When 
it got really cold, the ditch would freeze up and there 
would be chaos. Ditch tenders hired people to break 
up the ice. If they didn't get it all broken, it would freeze 
up again and would not let water through for several 
days or even weeks.

The Clark Ditch was built by Warren V. Clark in 
1856. It started on the Little Mokelumne which fed into 
the South Fork. It held 2,000 miners' inches of water 
where the Mokelumne carried 3,000. This ditch went 
from Blue Mountain all the way to Rich Gulch. Mr. 
Clark used most of the water for his hydraulic mining 
and the remainder went for his placer mining.

This ditch also went to two reservoirs - McCarty, 
and what is now Miner's Lake. One time it started a 
huge controversy when the Clark Ditch took a lot of 
water. The Mokelumne Ditch had been taking a large 
part of the water out of the river and got almost noth
ing. The two went to court. The Mokelumne Ditch won 
because it had prior water rights. So, when the water 
was low, they dumped water out of the reservoirs down
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Spruce Gulch with the Clark Ditch and filled up the 
river.

At one time the Clark Ditch went across Alabama 
Hill with the help of a flume to deliver water. By the 
end of the Gold Rush, most of the miners had gone out 
of the Rail Road Flat area. Part of the Clark Ditch and 
the Mokelumne Ditch were bought by the Calaveras 
Public Utilities District. These ran until they placed a 
pipe underground in 1976.

Traces of these ditches can still be found today. The 
Clark Ditch can be seen if you look hard along Indepen
dence Road in Rail Road Flat. The Mokelumne Ditch 
can be seen clearly today on Flumehouse Ridge and can 
be followed all the way to Valley Springs.

STEWART S FORD-MERCURY
by Jaime Lynn Gerard

7th Grade, San Andreas Elementary School
My great-great-grandfather, George Stewart, owned 

a store in 1913. The store was called Stewart's Grocery. 
He worked with his son, Leslie Stewart. The grocery 
was at the comer of St. Charles and Main Street in San 
Andreas.

George Stewart had wanted a new car. He had gone 
to different places and couldn't find a car. He went to 
a Ford Motor Company in San Francisco and got one. 
Seeing how good the business was down there, he 
decided to go into the car business himself with his son.

Business was really good. The first year of the car 

business, George delivered four cars. George and Les 
were having a ball delivering cars. Since automobiles 
were a new kind of transportation, the Stewart's taught 
each customer who bought a car from them how to 
drive.

When the Ford Motor Company delivered cars, they 
didn't have any convoy trucks to deliver for them. To 
deliver to Stockton, they put the cars on a boat. To 
deliver to Valley Springs, they used railroads.

When Les got back from the army, his father, George, 
gave him the store. After two years of the store busi
ness, he gave it back to his dad. He wanted to be in 
the automobile business. The store was sold to F.E. 
Winkler, which is now Winkler's Village Mart.

Les had been studying about salesmanship for a long 
time. He thought he was ready to sell cars, by asking 
at different houses. He did a very good job. When 
World War II came along, business picked up. Every
body started working harder. There was lots of things 
that could be done. They sold lots of cars. The busi
ness was very good. They were known to be the best 
dealers. They started to get more cars. Having so many, 
they changed their location to across the street, where 
they have been located until 1983.

The lady that worked at the garage, ever since it 
opened, was very valuable to the garage. Her name was 
Lois Hengen. She kept everybody in order. She was a 
very good worker.

Once George Stewart passed away, the business was 
handed down to Les, his son. Then Les retired and his

STEWART'S FIRST GARAGE
This was located on the lower 
part of Main Street near the 
bridge.

From Society Files
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THE MOUNTAIN RANCH HOUSE
A view of the well-known landmark as it appeared some sixty years ago.

Courtesy of Deirdre Flynn

son, Vern Stewart, took over. My dad, Fred Gerard, 
also worked there. My grandfather, Al Gibbens, 
worked there too.

Stewart's was in business for seventy years. The name 
changed once from George A. Stewart & Son to 
Stewart s Ford-Mercury Sales. The business was started 
in 1913 and was closed in December of 1983.

My great-grandfather, Leslie A. Stewart, died at the 
age of 86, on January 6th, 1984.

THE MOUNTAIN RANCH
by Deirdre Flynn 

7th grade, San Andreas
My home, the "Mountain Ranch," was formerly a 

store. It is located on Whiskey Slide Road, one mile 
northwest of the town of Mountain Ranch. In the early 
days, Mountain Ranch was known as El Dorado.

The earliest record found of The Mountain Ranch 
is a deed, "W.D. Atterbury to McKeon and Sullivan," 
filed on March 22, 1853 in Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras 
County. This deed refers to an earlier sale by John San
ford on the day of June 7, 1852. (The 1852 Mokelumne 
Hill Court House fire destroyed all earlier records.)

The Atterbury to McKeon and Sullivan Deed indi
cates a three-quarters section of land, all goods, gro
ceries, hardware, a wagon, one gray horse, and one 
dark brown mule were sold. This shows that the Moun
tain Ranch was built and used as a store as early as 
1853.

Mining and Land Claims Deeds show that Mr. Sulli
van used this land for cultivation or grazing purposes. 
John D. Sullivan was a pioneer who crossed the plains 
in 1849. He ran the old store at the Mountain Ranch. 
Later he moved to San Andreas where he operated a 
larger store.

At that time the store was a one-story rock building 
which is sixty-four feet in length, having a three- 
quarters size basement, with two-feet thick rock walls 
and three iron-doored front entrances and a sod roof.

John Sullivan sold his share of the ranch to his part
ner John McKeon in 1856. John McKeon then owned 
and operated the Mountain Ranch which was known 
as the McKeon Store. During that time a post office 
was established and John McKeon became the first post
master. The mail was delivered to the post office once 
a week by a Pony Express rider who brought it from 
the San Andreas Post Office.

In 1859, after six years of ownership, McKeon lost 
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the store due to delinquent taxes. From that time on 
it changed hands many times. On December 18, 1859, 
it was sold by the sheriff, D.E. Mulford, to John and 
Charles Rogers.

In 1860 a second sheriffs sale occured when the 
Mountain Ranch was purchased by a storekeeper 
named W.H. Holmes.

George McPherson owned the property in 1881 
through 1886. He was a miner by trade who built a 
wood-framed house behind the store and then added 
a second and third story to the store. He employed a 
carpenter, Charles W. Damon, from Cambridge, Mas
sachusetts, who did the work. There were seven 
bedrooms, a storeroom, library and an attic. The 
property was homesteaded in 1884.

In 1886 the Ranch was sold to Mr. Elmer Van Buren 
and two years later it was sold to C.W. Frost who owned 
if for just four months. The next owner was Charles
B. Cox who owned it for two years. In 1891 it is shown 
as being owned by J.D. Barnett, and three years later 
it was again sold, to Mr. A. Reichel in 1894. His son, 
Otto Reichel, was bom in the Mountain Ranch between 
1894 and 1900. In 1900 the property was owned by
C. H. Kegley and he in turn sold it to W.G. Craven in 
1904. Mr. Craven was a farmer and lived in the stone 
house where a child, Maude Craven (Brown) was born 
between 1904 and 1914.

In 1914 the Craven family sold the ranch to the Edgar 
Dales of Ross, California. They ran a livery stable 
known as Dales Livery and moved to the Mountain 
Ranch after a fire destroyed their business in Ross. Even 
though they sold the property to Howard Joses and his 
father in 1924, the Dales remained in the area and are 
now buried in the Mountain Ranch Cemetery.

In 1924 Howard Joses started to clear more land for 
grazing purposes. He raised cattle, sheep, horses and 
Angora goats. He was married to Margaret Howard 
Reed of Rail Road Flat in 1931. In 1932 a roof was con
structed on the front porch by a Walter Howard. The 
Joses family utilized the entire house, with the hired 
workers sleeping in the upstairs rooms. The Howard 
Joses had three sons, Doug, Elliott, and Gary who 
helped their parents on the ranch. In 1960 a backporch 
and a new bathroom were added. In 1979 remodeling 
was done in the kitchen and bedroom area.

In 1980 Doug and Loree Joses started to restore the 
building. The upstairs was changed somewhat and 
made into separate living quarters.

The Joses family has owned the Mountain Ranch for 
the longest period of time - 1924 through 1984, or 60 
years.

THE
HAZEL FISCHER SCHOOL

by Lisa Salvi
8th Grade, Hazel Fischer

Introduction:
The Hazel Fischer Elementary School is a small 

school, located 4,000 feet up in the Sierra-Nevada 
Mountains of California. It is located in a town called 
White Pines. The town was once a logging area with 
one general store and a post office. This small town ad
joins a mountain community called Arnold. It wasn't 
until recently that the small town of Arnold was even 
seen on a California map. The town is still noted for 
its logging, but it is mostly known as a resort area for 
skiers and summer vacationers.
Early History of the School:

The Hazel Fischer School was not always known by 
that name, nor has it always been in the town of White 
Pines. Its former name was 'Avery" where the old 
school was built on a plot of land donated by George 
Avery in 1886. The school was of the same county 
school architecture - one room for grades 1 through 
8. Years later another room was added to serve as a 
library. The little school house was heated by a wood 
stove and the water had to be brought over from the 
Avery Hotel. The water usually had to be brought over 
by a bigger male student or by Miss Fischer, the teacher
principal. Miss Fischer as the only adult at the school 
had to perform all of the maintenance and secretarial 
duties.

The land for the old Avery School was large enough 
and well enough suited to satisfy every need. The woods 
in back and a lush meadow in the front of the school 
made up a lot of their playground.1 Miss Fischer men
tioned nature walks and the time when a rattlesnake 
slithered between her and a student.

Eventually, in 1937, the population expansion forced 
the school to double sessions and they used orange 
crates for desks. After many attempts of having certain 
grades in the Avery Hotel to help reduce the over crowd
edness of the classrooms, they realized that it was time 
to build another school. The construction took place 
in 1941.
The New School in White Pines:

The Blagen Lumber Company granted one acre of 
ground for the new Avery School - later ten. The origi- 

JMr. Hoffmann described some of his memories from an interview.
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THE AVERY SCHOOL
Loaned by Marcelle Avery

nal building consisted of two rooms and two 
washrooms. A folding wall separated the two rooms 
and on holidays it was taken down to provide one large 
room.

The staff for the school year 1948-1949 was composed 
of Miss Fischer, principal and teacher of 6th, 7th and 
8th; Miss Jo Dyer, 4th and 5th grade; and Miss Powell, 
grades 1 and 2. Unfortunately, the population increased 
so much that after a few years of double sessions, they 
were forced to build another school.
Miss Hazel Fischer:

A lady of total dedication fully fits the description 
of Miss Hazel Fischer. She treated all her students fair
ly and she expected the students to treat her the same. 
The students loved and trusted her.

At the beginning of Miss Fischer's teaching career at 
the Avery School, she nearly quit because she thought 
that she could not do a good job. A friend of hers talked 
her into staying and from that day forth she did the 
best she could, and believe me, she not only was good, 

she was great!
"The school was her life, she lived it, and often from 

6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M."* 2 Residents began to complain 
that because she stayed at work for so long, she used 
up too much electricity. On the weekends she would 
be found gardening in the meadow to help beautify the 
school. Due to the fact that she was so dedicated, she 
never had time for a social life and thus never married.

She was forced to retire in 1964. This made her very 
upset, but she didn't let it get to her. She started to help 
some of her relatives.

She certainly deserved to have our school named after 
her. For without her, I feel that we might not have had 
such a great school system as we do.
Present-Day Hazel Fischer: 

The present-day school now has an enrollment of 485 
students and 17 full-time teachers. We have a great staff. 
There is now a new computer room in which all of the
2 A quote from Mr. Hoffman's paper called 'The Hazel Fischer - The School 
and the Lady."
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students are able to learn the basics and advances of 
a skill highly needed to survive in this world.

We have 'special" teachers to help the slow learning 
children. There are many more things that I could tell 
you about, but it might take four pages, so I just gave 
you a few.

I am a student of the Hazel Fischer School and I feel 
that it is great, both academically and athletically.

REFERENCES
"Hazel Fischer, The Lady and the School," by Mr. Hoffman. 
"Public School Systems in Calavaras County, 1850-1910."
The above information was loaned to me by Mr. Gano with whom 
I discussed this essay. I asked our school's staff about information 
on the school, both past and present. My own input also was added.

NOT MY LUCKY DAY!
A Fanciful Tale

by Allen Moses
7th Grade, San Andreas

I was doing just fine until I got to Paradise's bridge. 
I only have a few more miles to go before I get off this 
dumb stagecoach.

As I was coming up on the bridge, I decided that I 
would walk the horses across. I liked going across the 
bridge because I like to look down and see the water 
rushing past below. While I was looking down at the 
river, I realized there was a man standing no more than 
ten feet in front of me. He had his hand up, and said, 
"Throw down that box!"

At first I didn't understand what he meant, but when 
he aimed his gun at my face, I caught on real fast. 
Quickly I grabbed the box (the Wells-Fargo's shipment 
of gold) and held onto it. Boy, was I scared! I could 
feel the sweat flow down my neck. Then, after what 
seemed like hours, he said, "Drop it on the bridge!" 
So I did.

Then, I stole a look at this bandit. He really looked 
rather silly. He had an old flour sack over his head. 
There were two holes in it for his eyes to peer out. He 
was holding a shotgun no more than five feet away from 
my face. It seemed that the clothes he had on were fairly 
new. The bandit walked slowly toward me and said, 
"Keep your hands up and don't move!" He sauntered 
past me real slow-like, taking my gun with him. Then 
he walked over to the coach just below me and peered 
in through the door. Soon after that I heard a loud sigh. 
It was Miss Toflen, a passenger. She had fainted. Slowly 
I turned just in time to see her money belt fall to the 
dusty bridge. The bandit saw it, too, and bent to pick 

it up. He stood there, staring at it for what seemed like 
quite awhile. Then he gave it back to her. He then 
walked around to the front of the stage and said, "Relax, 
boy, I won't hurt you." Picking up the box containing 
the gold shipment, he walked away, pausing only to 
throw my gun onto the stream bank below.

It was about two minutes later when the first shot 
rang out from the far side of the river. The well-aimed 
bullet struck him in the left side. Instantly he was sent 
sprawling on the wooden planks of the bridge. Quickly 
he got up and started running away. I realized that this 
was my chance to get the members of my stage to safety. 
I grabbed the reins of the horses and gave them a hard 
wack. I got the last look at the bandit before he dis
appeared into the trees on the other side of the road. 
He had dropped lots of personal things. They were scat
tered all over. We were going mighty good when we 
got into Byrne's Ferry. After pulling to a stop, I jumped 
down and breathlessly reported the incident to the 
sheriff who was standing nearby. He said, "Well, I'll 
do what I can."

Several weeks later when I went into town to get the 
weekly paper, on the front page, in big black letters 
was "Black Bart Behind Bars!" As I continued to read, 
I learned that he had been caught 19 days after I had 
been held up. Still further into the article I read he had 
been given away by a laundry mark on a handkerchief 
that was dropped at the scene of one of his robberies. 
I also read that it was believed he had been shot in the 
left side during the struggle. The most shocking part 
of all was the fact that he would be sentenced to six 
years, eleven months, in San Quentin Prison. You know, 
I almost felt sorry for the guy.

Today I'm still driving stages for Wells-Fargo. Charles 
E. Bolton was the real name of the bandit Black Bart.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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THE DOMENGHINI FAMILY
by Matt Brennan

8th Grade, San Andreas

Luigi and Caroline Domenghini came to America in 
the early 1870's by ship with their son, Atteleo. Luigi 
was a native of Malvaglia, Canton Tessin, Switzerland, 
which is near the border of Italy. They moved to a hid
den valley near Murray Creek. They gradually obtained 
a lot of land. In 1878, a son, Cassimiro (or Cash) was 
bom. A year later, another son, Charles, was bom, but 
he died as an infant.

Earlier in 1872, Luigi bought a large stone building 
in Mountain Ranch in which he ran a bar and pool hall. 
The building was built by Mr. Pagani in 1856. Luigi 
died in 1891. His will stated: T leave whatever property 
I may have either in this country or in my native place 
to my wife, Carolina Domenghini, authorizing her at 
the same time to act as tutor to my son, Cassimirro 
Domenghini, during his minority . . At the time of 
Luigis death, his real estate was valued at $575, and 
his personal property value was $165. He had no debts.

In 1901 Atteleo Domenghini married Clorinda 
Valente. Later that year they had a child, Louis. At 
about that same year, they changed what was the bar 
and pool hall into the Domenghini General Store. Cash 
Domenghini married Elba Ames in 1919, but died six 
years later with no children.

As Louis got older, he helped his father run the store. 
They both freighted supplies from Stockton and had 
masonry skills. In 1925, Edyth Roe was married to 
Louis. They never had any children.

During the depression of the 1930 s, Louis Domen
ghini extended credit to the people in need, which meant 
about half of the county. After times got better, some 
people paid him back. If they couldn't pay him back 
and owed him a large sum of money, they would give 
him land instead of money. Near the end of the depres
sion, Caroline, Louis' grandmother, died.

Around eighteen years later, Atteleo died. Louis took 
care of the store. This brought changes to Mountain 
Ranch because he wouldn't allow liquor in or around 
the store. After awhile, a neighboring store opened in 
Mountain Ranch, Sender's Market, which got more 
business. Finally, in 1963, Louis died. The store and his 
property were bought by Phil Alberts in 1965.

The old General Store still stands today in the same 
place in Mountain Ranch. It is now used as a saw shop, 
but it still contains many old items that the original 
store might have once carried.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1. "A History of Mountain Ranch" by Phil D. Alberts
2. The Calaveras County Archives: Probate of Louis Domenghini -
Mrs. Kennedy
3. An interview with Beau Vincent
4. An interview with Kent Wilson
5. Old newspapers, pictures and documents - Kent Wilson

STAGE COACHES 
AND STAGE STOPS

by John Bartlett
7th Grade, Valley Springs

Introduction: Stage Coaches and Stage Stops is about 
the way people traveled in the late 1800's and early 
1900's. It will tell about the robberies many stages faced. 
These were the beginnings of our means of travel.

Stage Coaches and Stage Stops: One of the most fa
mous stage lines was the Big Tree route. This line was 
one of the most important also, because many people 
depended on it to get them where they wanted. The Big 
Tree Stage coaches were four-horse-drawn and made 
quite a bit of money since it was a faster way of travel 
than walking. Many of the miners used the coaches for 
shipping gold.

One of the stages that came into Big Trees was the 
one started by Milton Gann, put into service just after 
the turn of the century. This stage line ran from Mil
ton to other places besides Big Trees, such as Angels 
Camp and Murphys.

One of the first stage lines to operate out of Mur
phys was the Dillon and Company Stage Line. It oper
ated between Murphys and Stockton by way of 
Vallecito, Angels Camp and San Andreas. The fare from 
Murphys to Vallecito was $1.00. From Murphys to 
Stockton was $8.00.

Another stage line out of Murphys was started by 
T.J. Matteson about 1850, called the Wingdam Stage. 
This stage ran to Angels Camp by way of Six Mile 
Creek. He ran this stage for 36 years and then went 
out of business.

Stage Robberies: In late April of 1892 a Sheep Ranch 
Stage was stopped and robbed by two masked men. 
One fired a buckshot without warning, killing a lady 
passenger, mortally wounding the driver, and shoot
ing the messenger in the arm. He was not hurt bad. 
Sheriff Thorne was after robbers for a long time with 
no clues. This stage was held up near San Andreas.

Another stage robbery took place on a stage line be
tween Murphys and Stockton. It was a Wells-Fargo
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LEAVING VALLEY SPRINGS FOR THE MINES
From Society Files

coach, robbed of about fifteen to twenty thousand dol
lars. It was robbed by about three men; one was a large 
man who wore a mask and spoke with a Scottish 
accent.

Stages' Background: Stage coaches were brought to 
Calaveras County during the mid and late 1800s. Stage 
coaches were the most popular way of travel back then. 
They were used for servicing mail, passengers, gold, 
and other luggage. Most stages held nine passengers, 
but lots more were usually crowded in and more sat 
on top.

Stages from Missouri to San Francisco were started 
in the 1840s; much earlier than in Calaveras. The stage 
wasn't started in Calaveras until the late 1850's.

The passengers were hurled together as the coach 
started over bumps. Most of those stages had leather 
curtains to protect the passengers from the weather, but 
the driver could expect to be soaked by rain, overcome 
by heat, chilled by frost, and almost suffocated by dust. 
The food passengers carried became spoiled and the 
food at the stops wasn't too good. The stage drivers 
often carried guns, along with some male passengers, 

because the stages that took routes off main roads were 
subject to being robbed or attacked by Indians.

THE BLUE MOUNTAIN BOYS
OF CALAVERAS COUNTY

by Kevin Glenn Brown 
8th Grade, San Andreas

Dedicated to my Grandpa, Walt Jones, and My Uncle, 
Lloyd Adams - Whom I will Love Forever.

The life of a fur trapper was lonely and boring all 
winter, and by spring they were ready to get together 
with other men to gamble, tell stores, drink, fight, or 
just to trade furs. These get-togethers were called rende- 
vous and were usually at the end of April, because of 
the snow melting away. The first one was in 1825 and 
was thought up by William Ashley.

Kit Carson in 1844 was trying to discover a way over 
the Sierras. He came down the south side of the 
Mokelumne River Canyon. He then went east on the 
north side of these mountains and discovered the Car
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son Pass. Near West Point he met up with the trappers 
who were having their yearly rendevous and joined the 
group. He was not an active menber because of his 
traveling.

In 1850, a rendevous two miles south of Mountain 
Ranch on McKinney Creek was held. A hole in a hill 
was discovered by Catius Taylor. After a short while 
the hole was named Cave City and a little while later 
a hotel was built there.

In 1852 there was a rendevous up by Coyote Creek. 
Because of this gathering, the discovery of Calaveras 
Big Trees (giant redwoods) was made by Mr. A.T. Dowd 
who was hunting for ingredients for the now famous 
"bear cat stew."

One of the wildest rendevous ever held was when 
John "Grizzly" Adams showed up with his pet grizzly 
bear. Old John was a true addition to the Blue Moun
tain Boys of Calaveras County. The present day club 
is now led by Lloyd "Grizzly" Adams who is a direct 
descendent of Grizzly Adams.

In 1883 a gathering of Mountain Men was held south 
of Angels Camp. This gathering lead to the capturing 
of Black Bart (Charles Bolton), the famous Mother Lode 
bandit and poet. He was sentenced to San Quentin. 
During a recent rendevous, the Mountain Men found 
a large stone believed to be Black Bart's grave marker.

In 1885, seven miles east of Mountain Ranch was the 
town of Sheep Ranch, home of the Mother Lode's most 
famous gold mine. When a well known newspaper 
man, William R. Hearst, came to a rendevous, he was 
so overwhelmed with it he purchased a portion of the 
Sheep Ranch Mine, which in later years laid the foun
dation for the Hearst fortune.

In 1892, on April 30th, a payroll stage heading for 
the Sheep Ranch Mine was held up between San 
Andreas and Mountain Ranch. It was the Mountain 
Men from the rendevous who gave chase, but were not 
able to capture him because they had had too much to 
drink the night before. A monument was erected in 1963 
on Mountain Ranch Road which says:

"Attempted stage robbery at this place April 30, 
1892, without warning, a lone bandit fired two 
charges of buckshot into the stage carrying the 
payroll of the Sheep Ranch Mine. Miss Johanna 
Rodesino, a passenger, was killed instantly. Babe 
Raggio the driver, was severely wounded. Mike 
To very, a messenger, was slightly wounded. Miss 
Agnes Filippini and Mrs. A. Lloyd, passengers, 
were unhurt. No treasure was taken and the bandit 
was never apprehended."
In August 1967, the modern-day Blue Mountain Boys 

were started by Walt Jones and Lloyd Adams. Both of 
these men had been active in black powder shooting 
for twenty years and are highly interested in the his
tory of Mountain Ranch. Next they put together some 
costumes, made some signs calling themselves the "Blue 
Mountain Boys," and entered the Eldorado Days Parade.

On December 6, 1969 the Blue Mountain Boys went 
to Alcatraz to give goods and clothing to the Indians. 
They were the first white men on the island since the 
take-over by the Indians as a protest.

In 1970, the Blue Mountain Boys attended the El
dorado Days Parade and won a very special trophy 
which was the Mountain Men Trophy. On November 
7, 1971, they shot with the Seventh Calvary. They won 
by one point. But the next year they shot with them 
again and the Seventh Calvary won by one point. At 
least they won once even though it was real close. In 
1973, the Blue Mountain Boys were given the Official 
Honor Award for California by Governor Ronald 
Reagan at Coloma's 125th Anniversary of the discovery 
of gold.

This group of Mountain Men has grown into a family 
activity. All the clothing was handmade from buckskin 
and cowhide.

The legend of the Blue Mountain Boys will live 
forever.

SOURCES
Blue Mountain Boys Bibliography
Interviews with: Walt Jones and Lloyd Adams
Blue Mountain Boys Pamphlet
Articles on Blue Mountain Boys

MARK TWAIN
by Lief Barge

7th Grade, San Andreas
Samuel Langhorne Clemens was born in 1836, in a 

little town in Missouri. Samuel Clemens was better 
known by his pen name, Mark Twain. He did not get 
out west until 1861. He then left the east to join his 
brother Orion who was appointed secretary of the 
Nevada Territory. Samuel tried his hand at prospecting, 
then worked as the editor of the Virginia City Enter
prise, where he first used the pen name of Mark Twain. 
Then he moved to the Mother Lode.

Mark Twain moved to Calaveras County in 1864. He 
moved to Jackass Hill, and made regular trips to Angels 
Camp. On his way by the Angels Hotel, he met Ben 
Coon and he told Mark Twain about the famed jump
ing frog. Mark Twain wrote a book about the frog and 
called the book "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
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APOLOGIA
Once again we are late with the Quarterly Bulletin. 

This issue should have come out in time for the April 
meeting, and is thus about four months late. We are 
truly trying to get caught up to our publication sched
ule, and respectfully request our readers' indulgence in 
the meantime.

IN MEMORIAMWinifred Romaggi 
Marie M. Allison 
Edna R. Feeney 
Mary Dutil Ivie

January 14, 1983 
October, 1983 
February 28, 1984
April 28, 1984

MARK TWAIN, continued from p. 33

Calaveras County." This made him famous overnight. 
Mark Twain was one of America's greatest authors. He 
wrote many excellent books such as "Tom Sawyer," 
"Huckleberry Finn," "Life on the Mississippi," and many 
more. These books were enjoyed by young and old 
alike.

Mark Twain only stayed out west about one year. 
Then he returned back east. There he met Olivia Lang
don and married her. Mrs. Clemens' health was never 
good; she became very ill and died in 1904. Mark Twain 
had two daughters - Suzy was his favorite and oldest 
daughter; she died while she was on tour. Jean died in 
1909. Mark Twain used to call himself the "unaccount
able freak," like Halley's Comet which was seen the night 
of his birth. He was known to say he would die on its 
return flight, and 75 years later when it appeared, Mark 
Twain died the very next day.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
World Book Encyclopedia, page 431
Compton's Encyclopedia, page 311
Britannica Junior Encyclopedia, page 212
Chamber of Commerce Information Directory, pages 21 and 24
Archives Information About Mark Twain, what books he wrote, and where 
he lived.

ERRATA
Mrs. Jean Kirkpatrick's sharp eye discovered two 

inaccuracies in Gary Maniery's article on the Six Mile 
Rancheria in our January issue, and the author has 
requested us to call them to our readers' attention.

Rose Davis (Limpy) died in 1930, not in 1928 as stated 
on page 12. The photograph of Limpy on the same page 
should have been dated 1924-25 instead of 1905.

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members to the Society: 

Lou F. Cilenti, Mokelumne Hill
Shannon Crutcher, Pleasant View, TN
Jack & Ida Darby, Fremont
Mrs. JoAnn N. Gardiner, San Andreas
Carol Hancock, Mokelumne Hill
Earl & Betty Bader Houston, San Mateo
Mrs. Opal Hulburd, San Diego
Karl O.E. Kersten, San Andreas
Steve Kessell, Lodi
Mrs. Louis J. Reynolds, Redding
The Allen County Library, Fort Wayne, IN
Gay L. Vanier, Mountain Ranch
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MY FIRST MEMORIES
OF SAN ANDREAS

by L.H. Getchell

As we look back two or three generations, it seems 
rather amazing to us what great changes have occurred 
in our daily lives and in almost everything around us. 
These changes are even more pronounced if we hap
pen to come from a small town such as San Andreas 
rather than the city.

One of our faithful contributors, L. Harold Getchell, 
who happens to have a remarkable memory, makes it 
a practice to put to paper his memories of life in San 
Andreas when he was young. We think these Getchell 
stories and descriptions, with his down-to-earth, 
humorous country style, give us a very clear picture 
of those days so different from today, but yet not so 
very long ago. Our readers have seen several of Larry's 
articles in our pages before, so he should need no fur
ther introduction.

Editor

November 15th, 1907, was a day in my life that I 
remember for two reasons. It was the day we left the 
mining camp of Sheep Ranch to take up residence in 
San Andreas. Also, it was my fourth birthday.

On the day mentioned, Dad (Grant Getchell) closed 
the door of our new Sheep Ranch home, harnessed our 
young mare Dolly to the two-wheeled cart, and he and 
Mother, with me in the middle, set off for new horizons. 
The last few years had not been the happiest ones for 
my parents because of a serious leg injury that hap
pened to Father when he was working in the carpenter 
shop at the Sheep Ranch mine. Now, there was little 
doing at Sheep Ranch after the closing of the mine 
earlier that same year, and I think they both welcomed 
a new beginning in San Andreas.

Dolly's mother was a thoroughbred trotter and Dolly 
had inherited many of her fine qualities, so the ride was

GRANT GETCHELL
1867-1964

This portrait was taken shortly before he left Sheep 
Ranch. Loaned by L.H. Getchell

probably a pleasant one. Truthfully, I don't recall much 
about the ride except an incident after we arrived at 
our new home in San Andreas. This was the lighting 
of the large, bowl-shaped kerosene lamp that hung 
above the dining-room table. Up to then I had only been 
familiar with those small hand lamps, and this large 
painted one really impressed me. We had not enjoyed 
the luxury of electricity in Sheep Ranch nor would we 
in San Andreas for some time to come.

Although a carpenter by trade, my father had oper
ated a saloon in Sheep Ranch prior to his accident, but 
had sold out at my mother's request and returned to 
carpentering. It was now his plan to reenter the saloon 
business in San Andreas. To this end he had made 
preliminary arrangements with the Wesson family to 
reopen the Pioneer Saloon at the corner of Main and 
St. Charles streets. The latter was then generally referred 
to as China Street although the Chinese had long since 
moved away.
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PIONEER SALOON
This building, on the comer of 
St. Charles (Highway “49") and 
North Main, was demolished 
when the highway was rebuilt 
in 1955.

Courtesy of L.H. Getchell

It normally takes some capital to open a business but 
that was a commodity lacking in my father's situation 
at the time. He had about twenty-five dollars in cash, 
not much more, and it happened that in the cellar of 
the Pioneer, left over from earlier operations, there was 
a barrel of unopened whiskey. Those early-day saloons 
didn't carry a large variety of alcoholic beverages, but 
served mostly whiskey that came right out of the bar
rel in the cellar. The bar owner would simply fill up 
a few bottles, and this, along with a bottle or two of 
"call" whiskey, was about all he had available for his 
thirsty customers. The latter was for the more dis
criminating, such as the carriage trade, that called for 
something better than what came out of the barrel. It's 
been said a few unscrupulous proprietors were known 
to have filled the call bottle from the barrel if by chance 
they ran out of the better variety. However, the spread 
between the two wasn't that great, anyway.

It didn't take long for Father and the Wessons to strike 
a deal. They gladly took his twenty-five dollars and 
in return gave him the key to the building and access 
to the barrel of whiskey. Shot glasses and water glasses 
were also still in place, so Dad swept, washed the few 
available glasses and opened his door for business. He 
also probably picked up a bottle of call whiskey for 
the back bar, too.

Grant Getchell was no stranger to the citizens of San 
Andreas, having lived there for the better part of his 
life. Brother Clarence announced the opening of the

Pioneer in his "Calaveras Prospect". I am not privy to 
the amount of rent he was expected to pay, but it would 
not be due until the end of the month. The same held 
true for the six dollars' monthly rental on our house, 
owned by Brother Clarence.

The folks in town knew of my father's misfortune 
and they were quick to help out. George Stewart gave 
us credit at his grocery store. From some source came 
a cow, ready for milking. Uncle Gus Vogelsang, who 
was Mother's sister's husband, dropped by with a 
freshly-slaughtered sheep, and shortly thereafter several 
young pigs were cavorting about in the newly-built pig
sty down next to the barn. Before the year was out we 
slaughtered a couple of sizeable porkers, smoked a few 
hams in our new smokehouse, and pickled the balance 
in brine for the winter. We also somehow acquired a 
flock of chickens which took care of the egg problem. 
So, all in all, we were doing pretty much OK.

Dad had many friends and they were happy to see 
him open the Pioneer, but the same could not be said 
for some of the other saloon owners. There were about 
seven saloons in town, and the economy was hardly 
booming, depending largely on the business generated 
by its principal activity, that of being the county seat. 
County officers were good spenders, especially around 
election time, and they tried to spread their business 
around. It was not unusual, during the course of an 
evening, for those that had been patronizing a partic
ular bar to decide to visit another establishment. In such 
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instances, the proprieter of the first bar would most 
likely lock up his place and go along. It was a time of 
good fellowship and good sportsmanship. However, 
there was one bar owner who seldom visited the 
Pioneer, and Dad acted accordingly. This man so 
resented my fathers competition that he did not speak 
to him for at least twenty years. They had been good 
friends in Sheep Ranch where they had also been in 
competition. But in San Andreas, another saloon meant 
spreading the available dollar just a little thinner. 
Strangely enough, that bar owner was a very good 
friend of mine, and his son was with my father. It took 
a long time but eventually they buried the hatchet. It 
was mostly a matter of pride.

Several months after we had settled into our new 
home, quite a commotion took place outside the house 
down by the barn. Mother was careful to keep me 
indoors and not even let me look out the window. Later 
they paraded me out to see Dolly's new colt. It was a 
filly and they named her Dolly, too. She was a spunky 
little thing. One day at the barn she kicked her mother 
in the belly, and, as the saying goes, "While it didn't 
do her much harm, it didn't do her any good either."

Dad's business prospered sufficiently, so it became 
apparent that things were going to come out all right. 
Of course I was a bit too young to understand the prob
lems that beset us or to appreciate the change. Look
ing back now it is all very clear, especially when we 
consider the conditions that existed here in the first 
decade of the century.

Although on the threshhold of great new things, it 
definitely appeared that there had been very little 
change over the past twenty or thirty years in Calaveras 
County. Many of the things that are today taken for 
granted were neither known of nor thought of at the 
time. It is true that the gasoline buggy was gaining a 
foothold in the metropolitan areas, but it was still some
thing of a plaything for the adventurous and wealthy, 
though not necessarily in that order. Horse-power in 
transportation was generated mostly by the honest and 
hardworking horse. County roads were often nearly 
impassable during bad weather even for a trusty and 
sure-footed steed. I remember hearing of how one man, 
during a bad storm, tried to drive his rig across San 
Andreas Creek on his way to Mokelumne Hill and was 
swept downstream and drowned.

The first automobile I ever saw belonged to Mr. 
Desire Fricot from San Antone Ridge. He had driven 
it up from either San Francisco or Stockton and parked 
it at the head of Main Street for all to see. He wanted 
to show off a bit to the townspeople, no doubt. This 
particular vehicle was comparatively large in compar-

MARY and GEORGE WESSON
Society Files

ison with the flivvers of the succeeding years. And it 
would be quite a few years before we were to see an 
airplane fly over our county.

Since being practically the only means of transpor
tation, the horse was responsible for much of our way 
of life. Every resident who owned a horse needed a barn 
or stable, hay and grain to feed his animal, and a sad
dle, cart or buggy. Naturally there were no garages then, 
but the larger towns in the county could boast of two 
or three stables where they would put your horse up 
for the night, rub him down and feed and water him - 
all the comforts a horse should want. If you didn't own 
a horse and needed transportation, the livery stable 
would rent you a horse and carriage. An annex to the 
stable stored a great variety of rigs, suitable for every 
occasion.

A traveler intending to stay the night usually headed 
right for the stable. For most of his journey, over the 
rough and rutty road, it was a bouncy and bumpy ride, 
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with the iron-tired wheels grinding over the rough 
ground. But this gave way to a quiet rumble as the horse 
and carriage left the street and crossed onto the straw- 
covered planking of the stable floor. From that moment 
on, a stable hand relieved the traveler of all respon- 
siblity by taking charge of the horse or team. He knew 
exactly what to do and left his customer free to go about 
his business.

If a town could support two or three livery stables, 
it would also need a blacksmith shop or two. Their 
principal function was to shoe the horses and repair 
the wagon wheels, but they were very adept at produc
ing many iron products with their forge, anvil and ham
mer. We kids would watch the blacksmith for hours, 
as he removed the white-hot metal from the forge with 
his tongs, dip it in a container of water where it really 
sizzled, and then hammer out the desired shape on the 
big anvil. It was generally necessary to insert the object 
into the forge several times for reheating, and then 
reshaping, before it was completed.

Things one associates with the blacksmith shop were 
the smiths leather apron, his heavy asbestos gloves, and 

the thick carpet of deep black iron filings on the dirt 
floor of the shop, giving off a sort of silvery glow.

A blacksmith could even fashion such objects as imi
tation gold nuggets made out of brass. It was not above 
the conscience of some to make use of such talents of 
the blacksmith. Our town wit, Bill O'Connell, once had 
Austin Hall provide him with a few nuggets from his 
smithy, and then proceeded to "salt" the creek just below 
the bridge on lower Main Street. This was when the 
bridge was being rebuilt by a Stockton contractor. 
Presently a discovery was made, and the bridge crew, 
foreman and all, spent half a day panning for those 
glittering nuggets, only to discover the hoax when they 
tried to convert their "gold" to cash at G. Tiscornia 
& Company's store. Tiscornia, of course, had been 
happy, earlier in the day, to sell a number of gold pans! 
He was shrewd enough to check out any unusual gold 
with acid before he weighed it out on the scales for pay
ment. Our bridge-builders' nuggets turned as black as 
the inside of their hats when immersed in this fluid. 
The following day a sign at the bridge read, "Gold pans 
for sale - cheap."

WASHBURN'S UNION LIVERY STABLE
The stable was on the east side of lower Main Street, Getchell is holding the horse on the left,
and livery storage was across the street. Clarence County Museum
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MAIN STREET - SAN ANDREAS
The Tiscornia store occupies most of this view, with The Metropolitan Hotel can just be seen at the ex-
Gil Pfortner's tonsorial parlor at the left, and the treme right.
Whitlock and Friedberger buildings on the right. Loaned by the Tiscornia Family

The local grocer also carried, in addition to the usual 
food staples, a line of saddles, bridles, harnesses and 
of course, buggy whips - long and tapered, with an 
ornately decorated handle and a fluffy tip. After a cou
ple of persuading strokes, deftly applied to the horses 
rump, the animal in the future needed no more than 
a gentle reminder on his back to show obedience to his 
master's wishes. There were, of course, those drivers 
with bad tempers, who used to whip to excess and this 
was frowned on by most everyone.

We must not forget those ubiquitous watering 
troughs, now a thing of the past. When I first came to 
San Andreas there was a trough in front of almost every 
establishment that catered to the traveler. Most saloons 
provided such a convenience so that when a dusty and 
thirsty traveler arrived in town, he could stop to water 
his horse and, at the same time, quench his own parched 
throat inside the saloon. The trough was also a great 
place in which to toss the town drunk when the latter 
was caught sleeping off the effects of his excesses. It 
was great sport to see him spit and sputter as he quickly 

sobered up. The air generally turned pretty blue as he 
clambered out of the trough. Not too fair though, to 
the horses that had to drink out of the same trough.

The grocer of that day attempted to display his var
ious wares to the best advantage. He usually operated 
behind a long counter on top of which was a glass case 
with tempting candy goodies, mouthwatering to the 
small fry, but out of their reach except when they had 
a five-cent piece, an amount sufficient then for the pur
chase of a good-sized bag of the sweet commodity. Deli
cate, breakable and other such objects were usually 
displayed high on shelves behind the counter.

Out on the floor of the store, the grocer would have 
barrels containing dried codfish, dried apples, crackers, 
and similar commodities. Heavy items such as 100- 
pound sacks of sugar, and fifty-pounders of flour, along 
with bags of potatoes, were stored in the back room. 
You could, of course, buy these items in smaller quan
tities, but the price was much higher.

Hayrides were very popular, usually starting on a 
Saturday afternoon for a ride to a neighboring town
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SAN ANDREAS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY
Most of the town of that day is included in this view. the Casey home in the foreground, are prominent
The many tank houses and windmills like those at in the original photograph.

County Museum

where a big dance or other festive affair was to be held. 
The young people would arrive just in time to eat, then 
attend the all-night dance, commencing the return trip 
right after Sunday morning breakfast. There were some 
who would catch a little sleep during the ride home but 
it was pretty bumpy despite the bed of straw. They 
didn't mind. They were conditioned for this type of 
recreation and never complained about a little loss of 
sleep. It's doubtful if the horses enjoyed it, but who 
knows? Maybe the change of stable and feed suited 
them as well.

Another one of my memories was the backyard 
windmills. Lacking a central water supply, each San 
Andreas home had to have its own well, or access to 
one. For running water in the house, it was necessary 
to have an elevated tank, generally enclosed within a 
tank house, and a windmill to pump the water out of 
the well up into the tank. Some folk had to be content 
with just a windlass over the well, and to draw out of 
the well, a bucket-full at a time, by hand-cranking the 
windlass. There are still a few tank-houses to be seen 
in San Andreas but the only windmills left are on 
ranches out-of-town.

Central heating was mostly unheard of back in those 
days and most heat was generated from a wood-burning 
kitchen stove. On a cold winter morning, with the help 
of some fine pine kindling, Mother would soon have 
an energetic fire going. When the warmth had spread 
to the far corners we younger members of the family 
jumped from our beds and huddled around that old 
wood-burning range. With bacon sizzling in the pan, 
a new day was well on its way. Those old wood stoves 
did a great job. Not only could they turn out meals 
which many of us consider superior to those prepared 
on today's modern contrivances, but they could heat 
up a house, or at least that part in use, better than you 
would ever imagine. Better homes had fireplaces in the 
living room, and there were a few with fireplaces in 
the bedrooms. It took a lot of time, not to mention get
ting in the wood, to heat with open fireplaces, and you 
had to watch for sparks lest you set the place on fire. 
The heat didn't spread out the way it did from the 
kitchen stove. However, it was nice to get a good fire 
going in the fireplace of an evening, and crowd around 
it as the flames spit and popped. Your back may have 
been a little cool, but you roasted up front.
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During the first decade of the century, electricity was 
not yet in general use in most towns like San Andreas. 
Kerosene lamps lighted the household, and lanterns 
were used outdoors. A trip to the barn usually called 
for a lantern. One could take a nasty spill, searching 
ones way in the pitch dark. I remember one night after 
supper, when Dad decided to stay home, he gave me 
a lantern and instructions for locking up the saloon. 
It was a real dark night and there were no street lights 
in town then. Certainly, I was a bit young for such an 
errand, at five years old. Anyway, about half way there 
I thought I heard a noise, maybe a lion or a bear! I 
dropped the lantern on the spot and high-tailed it for 
home. My parents forgave me, for they realized that 
it was asking quite a lot of a young lad of my age, even 
though there was actually no danger in being out at 
night in San Andreas in those days.

Waiting for the daily mail was a favorite pastime for 
many in town. Valley Springs was the end of the rail
road line from the Valley. A daily stage would pick up 
the outgoing mail and take it down to Valley Springs 
and return with the incoming mail, arriving at San 
Andreas around five o'clock in the afternoon. Our post 
office then was on Main Street where, at least half an 
hour before the stage was expected, people would begin 
to congregate. It was a great place and time to social
ize. The two-horse coach handled passengers as well 
as light merchandise along with the mail. Most of this 
was loaded at the back of the coach, beneath a canvas 
covering held in place by leather straps which trailed 
down behind. The more venturesome of us kids would 
often wait in hiding at the lower end of town, and when 
the stage passed we would run and grab ahold of those 
leather straps and hitch a ride up to Main Street. If the 
driver was aware of us, he would sometimes lash out 

with his whip, although I do not ever remember feeling 
the brunt of it. I don't think the drivers appreciated us.

When the mail arrived at the post office, the win
dow was closed and would remain so until all the mail 
was sorted. Those of us with lock-boxes could watch 
for a letter to slip in, and then if we knew our combi
nation would quickly open it to see what mystery it 
would disclose. Those without boxes had to be con
tent to patiently wait in the line until the window 
opened.

Mr. Floyd was our postmaster, and he was a Repub
lican. Post office appointments then were political 
plums, and the White House was occupied by a Repub
lican. The Democrats didn't come back into power until 
the second decade, when George Treat was appointed 
postmaster. The post office was moved across the street 
with quarters for the Treat family upstairs. Old Mr. 
Floyd, incidentally, had been a member of the Getch- 
ell party that came from Machias, Maine, in 1859.

Our circumstances had improved considerably dur
ing the year following our move to San Andreas. Late 
in the summer of 1909, my parents decided that it was 
time to celebrate, especially as a Barnum & Bailey 
Circus was performing in Stockton. Again we hitched 
Dolly to the two-wheeler and were on our way. We 
started early to make the forty-five mile trip to Stock- 
ton. My main recollection of the trip was the crossing 
of the toll bridge at Genochio's at the North Fork of 
the Calaveras River. I recall Dad saying that the toll 
amounted to twenty-five cents. Then I remember his 
pointing out the "Seventeen Mile House", a road stop 
along the way, but we did not stop. Our first stop was, 
I believe, near Jenny Lind where we unhitched Dolly 
so she could rest and get a bite to eat. Those hay-burners 
needed fuel too. I also think we had a late breakfast

VALLEY SPRINGS STAGE
Fred Winkler on his way, with 
the stage full of passengers, to 
meet the train at Valley Springs.

Gift of Mrs. Edna Dickhaut
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there, and I am sure Dad visited the bar. This was 
professional courtesy. You made it a point to do this, 
expecting the favor to be returned sometime.

That afternoon we rolled into a very large Stockton 
livery stable. The attendants made a great to-do over 
Dolly and the speed with which we had made the trip. 
In fact, the next day they put Dolly in one of their rac
ing rigs and took her out to the track for a trial run. 
According to Dad, she made the run in good time.

We stayed in Stockton for several days. Of course 
the circus was the big moment in my life. The lions 
and tigers were in their cages, outside the tent, where 
the elephants were, also. I tossed a few peanuts to them 
and looked in astonishment at the way they handled 
their versatile trunk in shelling and eating the nuts.

The action on the inside was something to behold. 
The clowns and the acrobats up on the high wire were 
the hits with me. But my biggest kick came from 
another source. There was a turntable that looked to 
be going a mile a minute. Up on top of this table was 
a little donkey who was ‘ picking them up and laying 
them down," going nowhere but keeping up with that 
turning table. Finally they stopped the table and took 
the donkey off. When they started it turning again, 
several of the clowns congregated around it. After look
ing it over for a bit, one of the clowns climbed up and 
stepped out onto the turning table. His idea was to emu
late the little donkey, but he had no sooner touched 
the turning top than it threw him off, tumbling head 
over heels, but landing on his feet. Then another of 
the clowns tried it with similar results. Those clowns 
were very acrobatic. No matter how far the table threw 
them, they always landed back on their feet.

Well, this was just too much for me. We were sitting 
in something similar to bleacher seats, open in back 
and about seven or eight rows up. I laughed so hard 
that I lost my balance and fell through the open back, 
hitting the ground with a thud. I don't remember much

LARRY GETCHELL
Our author at an early age before he lost his curls. 
Courtesy of L.H. Getchell

after that but was later told that Dad, stiff leg and all, 
swung down after me. There happened to be an atten
dant there who picked me up and handed me to Dad. 
I was badly shaken up, but with no real damage. I sat 
through the balance of the show, but went easy on the 
laughter for the rest of the afternoon.

These are some of my remembrances of that first 
decade of the Twentieth Century in San Andreas. 
School awaited me for the second.

ANY BARNS FOR SALE?

Here's your chance to get rid of that old barn up on 
the ranch. We recently received the following letter on 
the subject.

I am interested in purchasing barns, with or 
without land, that have been abandoned and / or 
need to be moved.

C. Ann Erb
1930 Stewart St. #D6
Santa Monica, CA 90404
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ONE MORE
CALAVERAS ALBUM

Generally, each historical society, either by design or by 
fortuitous circumstances, develops a special collection,

activity, or service that sets it apart from other similar soci
eties. With us, we think it will be our library of historic 
Calaveras photographs. This thought prompts us to have one 
more "album" issue.

Our collection of photographs is open to the inspection 
of the general public as well as to our own members. 
Arrangements may be made for obtaining copies of 
individual pictures. A substantial part of the assemblage is 
displayed in albums, with numerical indexing for obtaining 
specific information on each picture.

Photographs of mines and miners make up a rather large 
proportion of the library, reflecting the importance and pub
lic interest over the years in this part of Calaveras history.

Once again we urge our readers to look over their own 
collections to see if there are pictures that would make 
appropriate gifts to the Society, or that could be loaned to 
us for copying. One of our current needs is for good pic
tures in the 1910 to 1940 period.

SHEEP RANCH MINE
This view was probably taken in the 1880's during the time that George Hearst and his associates 

were operating the mine. Compare it to the cover picture on our July 1982 issue, taken at a later date. 
Society Files
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RECESS AT COPPEROPOLIS
This was the "first" elementary school at "Copper/' and was built in the early years of the town, 

probably about 1862, continuing in service until 1906.
Loaned by Ella M. Hiatt

WEST POINT SCHOOL
Mr. E. M. Price, standing under 

the side window, must have had a 
busy time of it, with all these stu
dents. This picture, taken in 1897, 
as well as the photograph above, 
are from the Pioneer School 
Album, now in preparation for 
publication.

Courtesy of Gary Smith
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WORKING ON THE RAILROAD
One of the shortest-lived railroad lines in the county was the branch from Valley Springs to 

Pardee Dam, built just for construction of the dam during the years 1927-29.
Society Files

Society Files

LAYING THE STEEL
Much of the five-mile branch line was quite easy to grade, but there were a few cuts and fills near the 

Watertown Reservoir, still clearly visible.
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THE ANGELS BOOM
An early picture of the district, 

taken about 1890, looking down 
the main road which went past or 
through the Lightner, North Utica, 
South Utica, and Stickles mine 
yards.

Society Files

MRS. KAPOR'S 
BOARDING HOUSE

Located on Baker Street, in 
Purdyville, this was home for 
many young Serbians working in 
the Angels mines.

Gift of Mary Ross
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UNKNOWN MINE
Here is an interesting view of an 

early-day gold stamp mill up in the 
timber. Unfortunately, as is the 
case with some of the Society's pic
tures, it cannot be identified.

Donated by Hazel Patison

PRUSSIAN HILL MINE
The stamp mill at the lower tunnel of the mine on the North Fork of the Calaveras River. A view 

taken before World War I, when the Del Monte Mining Company was operating the property, now part 
of the Eldred Lane ranch. Gift of the Mecklin Family
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CARSON HILL MINING COMPANY
The concentrate plant is in the foreground. The railroad trestle across the Stanislaus, center, and the 

flume and water line on the left side, just above Me lones, as they appeared in 1921.
Gift of V. D. Perry

THE MELONES MILL
The Carson Hill company con

verted this stamp mill to a tailings 
treatment plant after the new mill 
was constructed below town. This 
view was also taken in 1921. 

Gift of V. D. Perry
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ROBINSON S FERRY
A view of Robinson's Ferry from the Tuolumne side about 1890, before the Melones 

Mining Company drove the river tunnel and built the large surface plant at Melones.
Edminston Collection

SUMMER BOYS
The Carson Hill mine, as did many other 

mines, traditionally hired college students 
each summer, giving them experience on the 
job as well as help with college bills. Vin
cent Perry (on right) later became Chief 
Geologist and Vice President of the 
Anaconda Mining Company.

Courtesy of V.D. Perry
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MOVING THE
DONKEY ENGINE

A crew from Raggio's sawmill 
"take five" while "snaking" the 
donkey engine up to a new loca
tion, and pose for the pho
tographer.
Donated by Walter & Gloria Leet

PHOTOGRAPH 
BY MORGAN

Arthur B. Morgan, a miner dur
ing the Hodson boom at the Royal 
mine, was in demand as a pho
tographer in his spare time. The 
people and the occasion in this pic
ture were not recorded.

Gift of Hazel Patison
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GOLD RUSH TINTYPES
Traveling photographers found many 

interesting subjects in the mining camps. 
They generally supplied the "props" to liven 
up the picture.

Society Files

DESIRE FRICOT
Jules' son, Desire, built an elaborate country estate 

near Sheep Ranch, which is now called Fricot City, 
and was active in County affairs for many years. 

Fricot-Rooney Estate

JULES FRICOT
A Frenchman, Fricot made a big stake at Grass 

Valley in the gold rush. He then moved to Sheep 
Ranch with his partner, Andre Chevanne. This por
trait was taken when Jules was on a trip to France 
in 1876.

Fricot-Rooney Estate
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EXPLORING MOANING CAVE
The rediscovery of this celebrated cave in 1921 led Addison Carley and his friends to explore and 

develop it for a tourist attraction. Edmiston Collection
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WAITING FOR
THE PARADE

Dr. Weirich, left, and some 
friends, wait in front of the Angels 
Hotel for the parade on the 
"Fourth." Young John I^emue can be 
seen in the background.

Edmiston Collection

ANGELS THEATRICALS
A group of young Angels residents put on a stage production at the Woods Building in downtown 

Angels about 1915. (L to r) Anne Harp, Herbert Hartzel, Daisy Blum, unident, Ella Williams, John 
Lemue, Al Harp, Ruth Harper (Lemue), Lizzie Harp (Hartzel), and Herbert Beers.

From the Gladys Beers Collection
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CALAVERAS FOLK ARTIST
Effie Johnston, a well-known member of our Society dur

ing the latter years of her long lifetime, and author of the 
"Wade Johnston Talks," has been honored by the Long Beach 
Museum. Five of her sketches, dating from 1898, are included 
in Long Beach's comprehensive exhibition of Western Folk 
Art being shown this winter at several West Coast museums.

"BEYOND THIS PLACE 
THERE BE DRAGONS"

Long-time member and historian George Koenig has 
recently authored another book, with the above title, about 
the tragic trek of the Death Valley 1849ers. Published in a 
limited edition by the Arthur H. Clark Company as Volume 
XIV of the American Trail Series, it retails for $29.50.

NEW MEMBERS
John L. Axner, Stockton
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Bosse, Lodi
Mr. & Mrs.William Burton, San Andreas 
Irene T. Buyck, Stockton
Mr. & Mrs. Roland P. Casey, San Andreas 
Phyllis Comstock, Sacramento
Alice A. Dow, San Andreas
Alvan E. Ehrhart, Martinez
Ted & Lucile Fenner, Whiskey Slide
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Foster, Mokelumne Hill 
John R. Gibson, Salinas
George & Billie Gollum, Mountain Ranch 
Donald Grover Family, Sonora
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley E. Grunder, San Andreas 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Henry, Millbrae 
Barbara Heyns, New York, NY
Wynema Lavesso, Mokelumne Hill 
Roberta Lum, Berkeley
Mr. & Mrs. R. W. May, LaFayette
Mrs. Charles McVea, Baton Rouge, LA 
Robert F. Marshall, Valley Springs 
Hank Miller, Santa Cruz
Mrs. W. C. Neuenschwander, San Andreas 
Mack Parker, Carmichael
Mr. & Mrs. Kyle Pinson, Mountain Ranch 
Jean E. Rodd, San Diego
Mark & Darlene Rushdoony, Vallecito 
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Schneider, Murphys 
Joelene M. Segale, Altaville
Bernice Shriver, Moraga
Mr. & Mrs. R. Alex Smith, Menlo Park 
Kirk Smith, Citrus Heights
Earl L. Stephens, Murphys
James & Frances Sturgeon, Wallace
Alfred Thym, Auburn
Gordon Thym, Newark
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel B. Treat, Ridgecrest 
Mrs. Lois A. Williams, Jamestown

IN MEMORIAM
Mark Belloni October, 1984
Edna R. Feeney June 27, 1984
Clyde Getchell June 18, 1984
John Matson October 12, 1984
Harold Sogn October 6, 1984
Edna Zwinge May 8, 1984
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CARSON HILL, MELONES 
AND THE STEVENOTS

Carson Hill, Melones, and Stevenot — these names are once 
again in the news, as E Clampus Vitus prepares to replace 
the stolen plaque and rededicate the Archie D. Stevenot 
Bridge. Clamper Earl Schmidt has presented us with a draft 
of the historical statement he will be making at ECV's Mur
phys meeting on May 26th. We are pleased to print this 
interesting review of Archie and the Stevenot family.

In the always fascinating story of Melones, another mile
stone has occurred with the publication of Milo Bird's "Me
lones Memories." We wonder how many of the tourists 
crossing the magnificent Stevenot Bridge have any idea of 
the complex history of this community which lies below the 
placid surface of New Melones Reservoir, well summarized 
recently by Julia Costello in "Melones, A Story of a Stanis
laus River Town." Reading Milo Bird's memories of life 
in this community three-quarters of a century ago remind
ed us of a short Bird manuscript in our files concerning one 
of the prospectors of Melones. These solitary miners, often 
prodigious workers, were once a part of every mining camp. 
Bird's story of Charlie Allen does much to preserve our 
memory of the almost forgotten lone prospector.

Another recent addition to the documentation of the Me
lones story is a donation by Lloyd H. Haigh to the Society. 
A quarter of a century ago a Sonora photographer, Louis 
Jensen, entrusted his collection of nearly 10,000 negatives 
of Mother Lode scenes to his friend, Mr. Haigh. These pho
tographs had been taken mostly during the 1920's, 30's, and 
early 40's. Mr. Haigh was instructed to donate these nega
tives to the appropriate depositories when he felt the time 
was right. Consequently, we were very pleased to have some 
300 of the negatives placed in the archives of the Society. 
The majority of these pictures are concerned with Big Trees 
which was a favorite subject of Mr. Jensen's. The others 
are mostly of the Melones vicinity, with a few scattered

MR. MOTHER LODE
Archie himself on the mine car marker at Carson 
Hill.

Courtesy of Kenneth Castro

views throughout the county. The illustrations in this issue 
are from the Jensen collection unless otherwise identified. 

Editor

THEY CALLED HIM 
"MISTER MOTHER LODE" 

by Earl F. Schmidt

Archibald D. Stevenot, born at Carson Hill on Septem
ber 25, 1882, was recognized throughout the Mother Lode 
and California as one of Calaveras County's most illustri
ous sons. In 1961, his lifetime interest and efforts on behalf 
of the Gold Country brought him the formal and official 
recognition as "Mister Mother Lode" by a joint resolution 
of the California legislature. However, he always wore his 
many laurels with ease and good humor and throughout his 
eighty-six years preferred no other name than "Archie."
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CARSON HILL SCHOOL
In 1882 Emile Stevenot established a school at Carson Hill. It was taken over by the County in the 
following year. Emile took this picture shortly after the school began, with five of his children, and 
others of the Peirano, Tarbat, and Cordes families. Fred Stevenot is third from the left.

Society Files

The son and grandson of California pioneers, Archie at
tended school at Carson Hill and then in Sonora. He was 
one of the first students at Lick-Wilmerding Institute in San 
Francisco, and graduated from St. Ignatius College in the 
city. On his return to the Mother Lode, he became a travel
ing salesman, selling candles — a most important item to 
early miners as well as to householders — from his horse- 
drawn wagon. His territory extended from Fresno Flats and 
Mariposa to Sierra City. He experienced all the problems 
of that day first-hand when the vicissitudes of weather, road, 
and river conditions required one to use zigzag routes. For 
example, starting at Mariposa, he would go to La Grange, 
then up to Sonora and Columbia. Then, if the Stanislaus 
River was high, he would drop down to Knights Ferry, and 
back up to Copperopolis and Angels. Then back down 
toward Stockton, just to get over to Jackson. At that time, 
all the principal roads connected the Mother Lode commu
nities to either Stockton, Sacramento or Marysville. This 
experience gave Archie full motivation for his lifelong ef
forts in the promotion of California's famed Golden Chain

Highway "49", subsequently developed to link all the cen
tral Mother Lode mines and communities with the southern
most ones in Madera and Mariposa and the northernmost 
ones of Nevada and Sierra counties.

News articles at the time of Archie's death in 1968 tell of 
his early roles as a farmer, dairyman, ox-team driver, post
master, and school board member. In 1915 he became fore
man of the Carson Hill mine and then superintendent. He 
was resident manager for the combined operations of the 
Carson Hill and Melones companies, consolidated by W.J. 
Loring in 1918.

In 1919, with a group of other mine operators and 
businessmen, he led in the founding of the "Mother Lode 
Highway Association" (later renamed, in 1950, "The Gold
en Chain Council of the Mother Lode"). He served for many 
years as president and was the chief promoter and lobbyist 
for the organization. The record shows that he never missed 
a meeting in over forty-seven years. He retired as "Presi
dent Emeritus" in 1967.

When the fortunes of the Carson Hill Gold Mines, Inc.
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fell to a low ebb in 1924, the Loring management was forced 
out by a group of controlling stockholders. At that time Ar
chie moved to Merced where he managed the El Capitan 
and later the Tioga hotels for some sixteen years. Actually, 
the Carson Hill mine had one of its most successful periods 
of operation when Archie was superintendent, working un
der the direction of Charles H. Segerstrom, Sonora banker, 
and W.J. Loring, a very capable mining engineer and one
time associate of Herbert Hoover. The U.S. Bureau of Mines 
reported that the Loring operations from 1919 to 1926 
produced about seven million dollars from some one mil
lion tons of ore. At the prevailing price of gold of $20.67, 
this amounted to about 340,000 ounces. At today's price, 
this is equivalent to well over $100,000,000! The average 
grade of the ore of 0.34 ounces per ton was unusually good 
for a Mother Lode gold-mining operation. Apparent exhaus
tion of the higher-grade ore bodies forced the closure of the 
mine in 1926, later reopened as a low-grade operation.

Archie was a co-founder of the California State Cham
ber of Commerce. He was active in the revival of E Clam
pus Vitus in 1931, and served in 1961 as the 5th Sublime 
Noble Grand Humbug. The plaque that was placed that year 
on the ore cart monument on Highway "49" at Carson Hill 
states quite accurately, "...there is hardly an activity for the 
benefit of California and the Mother Lode with which he 
has not been identified."

The State legislature, at the time of Archie's death, direct
ed that the New Melones Bridge, then being designed, be 
designated and marked as the "Archie D. Stevenot Memorial 
Bridge." An appropriate marker was placed at the Highway 
"49" bridge overlook in 1976. This marker, which was sto
len shortly after the original dedication, has been remade 
and is being installed by E Clampus Vitus with ceremonies 
to be conducted on the occasion of its 1985 Grand Council 
meeting at Murphys on May 26th.

The Stevenot name has been continuously linked with 
Carson Hill and the Mother Lode from the arrival of Ar
chie's grandfather, Gabriel K. Stevenot, on Carson Creek 
in 1850. A native of Alsace, attorney and judge there, 
Gabriel came to America in 1846 and then around the Horn 
in 1849. He worked near Marysville for John Sutter before 
coming to Calaveras County. Establishing a tent-store on 
the Creek, he began buying up claims and property from 
Albany Flat to Robinsons Ferry. He built the first stamp mill 
(four stamps) in the vicinity, at the Carson Creek water
fall. He and his son Emile were involved with other stamp 
mills at Carson Hill in subsequent years.

Emile K. Stevenot, Archie's father, remained in France 
to complete his education at the University of Strassburg 
in chemistry, mining, and languages. He joined his father 
at Carson Hill about 1863, and subsequently became presi
dent of the Melones & Stanislaus Mining Company, hold-

CARSON HILL TOWN
This is how it looked from well up on the hill.
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ing this post until 1870. Emile then applied his metallurgical 
training to the establishment of one of the early borax 
refineries in the country, Pacific Borax Company, at San 
Francisco. This refinery operated on material from his 
deposit and sorting plant at Columbus Marsh, in Nevada, 
and he was known, according to family tradition, as the first 
"Borax King". One of his employees, a young man by the 
name of Francis M. Smith, hired in San Francisco in early 
1872 as a woodcutter for the Columbus operation, spent 
more time prospecting than cutting wood. Smith discovered 
the rich borate deposits at Teel's Marsh and within a year 
had set up a competing operation to Pacific Borax. In 1879 
he had become so successful that he bought out Stevenot's 
entire operations, and then went on to become known as 
"Borax Smith."

Emile married Sarah Stephens in San Francisco in 1872. 
They had nine children. After returning to Carson Hill in 
1879, Emile became heavily involved in the development 
of improved gold recovery processes and in milling opera
tions. This included the retreatment of mill tailings from 
other operations. Both Gabriel and Emile had dealings with 
many prominent mining people of the day, and Emile con
tinued in these relationships after his father's death in 1885. 
Among these personalities were Jim Fair, William Ralston, 
one of the Vanderbilts, Grayson and Boland, William and 
James Irvine, Charles Segerstrom, and William J. Loring.

Fred Stevenot, Archie's oldest brother, played a highly 

significant role in West Coast business development, serv
ing as president, or as a board member, of major lumber, 
pulp, transit, mineral, and utility firms. He was a senior vice 
president of the Bank of America, a regent of St. Mary's 
College, a State assemblyman, a State railroad commission
er, and the first director of the California Department of 
Natural Resources. In later years he was instrumental in 
restoring much of the Carson Hill mining ownership to the 
Stevenot family.

Younger brother Joseph E. Stevenot pioneered in the de
velopment of electrical power and communication utilities 
in the Philippines, and is credited with the organization of 
the Philippine Air National Guard in 1917. That same year 
as a major in the U.S. Army, he was the first to land an 
airplane in Calaveras County, at Altaville. During World 
War II he served as a colonel on General MacArthur's staff 
from Corrigedor until his death in 1943 in New Guinea. In 
1938 he had helped organize the Boy Scouts of the Philip
pines and was their first president.

Although Archie himself had no descendants, other mem
bers of the Stevenot family continue to live in Calaveras 
County. Cornelia Barden Stevenot, his nephew Ed's wife, 
and her son Barden carry on the Stevenot traditions here. 
The Stevenot Winery at Murphys is achieving recognition 
under Barden's direction. He is also planning to reopen the 
Carson Hill mine, with the help of outside capital.

THE NEW BRIDGE
This "retouch" by Caltrans, in 
January, 1974, shows how the 
bridge would appear when com
pleted. It reminds us graphically of 
the positions of the old highway, 
the town of Melones, and the 
Stanislaus Canyon, relative to the 
new bridge.

Calaveras County Museum
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CARSON HILL GOLD ORE
Lawrence Monte Verda and Charles 
Segerstrom reopened the mine in 
1933, later selling it to Anglo- 
American Corporation. Here, Monte 
Verda displays some high-grade ore 
to photographer Jensen, shortly after 
the reopening, at the office in 
Melones.

THE MELONES TUNNEL
A tunnel (adit) over 4000 feet long 
was driven in 1898 — 1900 by the 
Melones Mining Company, under 
their Carson Hill properties. The tun
nel later became the main adit for the 
consolidated workings of all the Car- 
son Hill mines.
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THE OLD MELONES MILL
The Melones Mining company built this 120-stamp mill at the turn of the century. In later years it 
was partly dismantled and revamped as a tailings treatment and cyanide plant to handle the tailings 
from the new mill which had been built under W.J. Loring's management just below the town.

THE ELECTRIC TRAM
A powerful electric "motor" was 
needed to tram men and supplies 
into the workings and to haul ore 
out to the mill.
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THE MINE OFFICE
In 1933, when this picture was 
taken, it was occupied by the staff 
of the Carson Hill Gold Mines 
Corporation. The company 
owned many of the buildings in 
town.

...
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THE FINAL BLOW
A disastrous fire in 1942 destroyed the mill at Melones. That, and U.S. Order L-208, permanently 
closed the big underground mine. Then, in the late 1970's, the waters of the New Melones Reservoir 
closed over the site of the once extensive surface plant and mill buildings of the Carson Hill-Melones 
mine and the little town called Melones.
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CHARLIE ALLEN'S 
GOPHER HOLE 

by Milo Bird

Charlie Allen was five feet, eight inches tall, weighed 165 
pounds, had brilliant hazel eyes, and wavy, sandy hair. His 
fingers resembled the gnarly roots of a stunted Bonzai pine 
tree. He had a wonderful smile and his teeth would have 
been worth millions of dollars in advertising value to any 
toothpaste manufacturer. His speech amused me for he in
variably misused verb forms. He would say, “I seen the fire 
across the river after it had ran up to the railway tracks."

In contrast with other prospectors around town, Charlie 
never talked about his prospect hole, and for a good rea
son as I later learned when I accidentally found it.

For several years before I made that discovery a number 
of things about Charlie had puzzled me. He did not have 
symptoms of silicosis so characteristic of hard-rock miners 
in our district. He was neither as sallow as prospectors who 
worked continually underground nor was he as tanned as 
the men who panned for gold along the river. The toes of 
his shoes were always badly worn while the soles and heels 
remained in excellent condition. And furthermore, he never 
had any drill steel sharpened at the local blacksmith shop. 
Yet, every Saturday evening he came into town from down 
river and sold a small vial of gold to the local grocer.

Although Charlie always came up river, indicating a 
prospect down that way, the gold was not float but was from 
freshly crushed quartz. This could not be because there 
weren't any gold-bearing quartz outcroppings known down 
that way.

After Charlie sold his gold to the grocer, he always bought 

enough groceries to last another week. These he dumped 
into a gunny sack which he tied to a limb of a fig tree be
hind the store. Then with a few dollars jingling merrily in 
his old pants pockets, he would head for Baldy's Bar and 
begin his weekly Bacchanalian spree. And every Sunday 
morning, winter and summer, we could find him asleep on 
a bench in the woodshed behind the saloon where he had 
been dumped when the bar closed at 2 a.m.

Sometime during the day, he would awaken, wash, finger
comb his hair, spit-polish his scuffed shoes, get a meal or 
two at Ben Nam's restaurant and then sit on one of the con
venient benches along Main Street chatting with whoever 
was willing to stop and talk. It was during such moments 
that I became so well acquainted with him. But in spite of 
our friendship I could never compel myself to ask questions 
about his background. The nearest I ever came to learning 
where he originated was once when he said, "When I was 
a kid back in Richmond--." He then cut himself off so short 
I thought it best not to pursue the subject.

After Charlie ate his Sunday evening meal at Ben Nam's 
restaurant he would lounge around the saloons, take a drink 
or two with his friends and then some time during the night 
he and his sack of groceries would disappear, not to be seen 
again until the next Saturday evening. But one Sunday night 
he didn't quite make it out of town. After picking up his 
bag of groceries he started down river but fell over a bank 
and broke his hip.

If Charlie had listenend to his doctor this story would have 
had a different ending. But he didn't. Every time the nurse 
left him alone he would undo the bandages to relieve the 
traction on his broken hip. Consequently, his hip didn't heal 
properly and was too stiff for him to continue prospecting. 
He did manage, though, to get a job clerking in the local 
grocery store.

MELONES
A view of the town from high 
on the Tuolumne side.
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RAILROAD DEPOT
The Sierra Railway passed through Carson Hill on its way up to Angels Camp.

Some years later I opened a commercial assay office in 
Angels Camp. Soon, prospectors from all over the county 
wrote in asking me to sample their prospects. One of them 
told me he was on the east side of Carson Hill and I could 
find him there every day.

At my first opportunity I drove out to Carson Hill and 
began to look for signs of prospect activity. Since I didn't 
find my man on the south side of Melones Mining 
Company Property I was crossing over to the north side 
when I found a pile of nice looking quartz rock beneath a 
huge manzanita. Upon looking around I found several more 
piles of quartz well hidden in patches of chaparral. Under 
another bush I found a hole about three feet in diameter dug 
into an outcropping of quartz.

Believing I had found my prospector, I got a flashlight 
from my car and crawled into the hole. At the end, many 
feet back inside the hill, I came to four tools, a single-jack, 
a clawbar and two long chisels. On the handle of the single
jack were the initials "C.A."

Now I knew where Charlie Allen had been getting his 
gold. Some time later, when I told him I had accidentally 
found his prospect, he flashed that million-dollar smile and 
said, "Yeah, I knowed it wasn't legal for me to prospect on 

that property but I knowed the company had gave up on 
that outcropping years ago."

Charlie had dug every foot of that hole with a single jack, 
his chisels and the carpenter's prybar. He hadn't dared to 
use dynamite because a single blast would have alerted the 
mining company to his presence on their property. He had 
dragged all the rock out of the hole in gunny sacks, had hid
den it in various clumps of chaparral, and had carried the 
best of it by a circuitous route down-river to where he kept 
a mortar and pestle hidden in a clump of willows. There 
he had pulverized it and had panned out the gold.

Since he had done no drilling he had not contracted sili
cosis. He had been out of his prospect hole long enough each 
day to keep from becoming pallid but not long enough to 
get tanned. Crawling in and out of his hole had worn out 
the toes of his shoes but not the soles and heels. And since 
he had never drilled any blasting holes he needed no drill 
steel sharpened. Thus all the things about Charlie which had 
puzzled me were not so puzzling after all, except for one. 
How had he dug that hole through quartz rock with such 
simple tools?

Charlie explained that he had followed a high-grade 
stringer through a vein so badly broken he had been able
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to tunnel mostly with a prybar. He used the hammer and 
chisels only when he had to break off sharp points.

When I asked Charlie how he happened to find the vein 
in the first place, he explained that after the mining 
company had failed to find gold when they sunk an explora
tory hole in that vein in the old South Carolina tunnel he 
had wondered if they shouldn't also have gone up on it. And 
knowing where the outcrop was on the hill above the tun
nel he investigated it. As far as he was concerned, it proved 
to be a worth while investigation.

MELONES BOOKS
"Melones Memories", by Milo Bird, published by the 
Tuolumne County Historical Society, may be purchased at 
the Society office for $12.00.

We still have a few copies of "Melones, A Story of a 
Stanislaus River Town", by Julia Costello. There is no charge 
for this Bureau of Reclamation publication.

IN MEMORIAMLouis Deveggio
Col. Roy D. Wathen

December 21, 1984
February 5, 1985
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CALAVERAS
GOLD DREDGES

By W. P. Fuller, Jr.
The vast fields of gold dredge tailings along our 

rivers and streams are a source of wonder to anyone 
who has never seen or heard a big gold dredge in 
action. Even those of us who are familiar with dredges 
still wonder at the sheer magnitude of the job the 
dredgers did. Many deplore the loss of all those mea
dows, river floodplains and streambanks, and inquire 
as to why it was done.

In recent years, many acres of land have been 
reclaimed from tailings and are now being used for a 
variety of purposes. Some dredge fields have become a 
valuable source of “river rock” aggregate for concrete, 
road, dam and other construction uses. Others lie half

hidden by dense growths of willows, alders and cot
tonwood trees. But many still exist just as the dredgers 
left them, as fascinating evidence of how man’s cease
less quest for gold has altered the landscape.

This issue attempts to explain how all this was 
done, when it was done, and why. It is beyond the 
scope of our effort to more than briefly explain the 
origin of the gold placers that constituted the dredge 
fields, or to delve very deeply into the mechanical 
details of the dredges. A bibliography is provided for 
those who may wish to inquire further. We have also 
limited the coverage of this article generally to just the 
big “bucket-line” dredges with the hope that soon in 
another issue we will record the county’s dragline and 
“doodlebug” dredge operations. We also hope that the 
publication of “Calaveras Gold Dredges” will result in 
more material and pictures becoming available to the 
Society.

The Origin of the Gold
The formation of the extensive gold-bearing stream 

placers of the Mother Lode - Foothills region was a 
geological process that took many millions of years 
and involved several stages of geologic history.

First, the gold was brought up close to the surface of 
the earth from a deep-seated source by mineralized 
solutions and was deposited in quartz veins and in the 
adjacent country-rock. This is thought by geologists 
to have occurred in the latter part of the Jurassic 
Period of the Mesozoic Era (about one hundred and 

Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western Studies. U.O.P.

“Lancha Plana No. 1” starts digging up the old town for which it was named. Note the bow 
mooring cables in foreground.
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thirty-five milllions years ago) at a time when a great 
ancestral Sierra Nevada range was raised by gigantic 
mountain-building forces.

The dissemination of the gold into these many vein 
deposits was followed by a very intensive and rapid 
period of erosion during which a thickness of several 
miles of solid rock was stripped off the ancestral 
mountain range. As this enormous volume of rock was 
weathered and then ground up in the swift mountain 
streams, the gold was freed from the vein-quartz and 
other minerals in which it had crystallized, and was 
pounded into nuggets and flakes by the boulders and 
cobbles of the streambed. Since gold is about seven 
times heavier than ordinary mineral matter, these 
nuggets and flakes rapidly worked down to the bot
tom of the gravelly streambeds and were trapped 
there by any irregularity or natural riffle on the 
stream bottoms. Only after very long periods of time 
did the larger fragments move any appreciable dis
tance downstream. The very small and generally flat
shaped particles of gold, however, were swept farther 
down-stream and were incorporated into the alluvial 
deposits of the floodplains and even into those of the 
deltas forming along the coastline of the Western 
Ocean. The waters of this ancestral Pacific in that 
geologic age reached up to the present sites of Ione, 
Camanche and Jenny Lind.

After a long period of time (about seventy million 
years) at the beginning of the Tertiary Period (Eocene 
Epoch), the ancestral Sierra Nevada had been reduced 
by erosion to an “old-age” topography, with sluggish 
streams meandering in gravel-choked streambeds. At 

or near the bottom of these streambeds was a rich 
accumulation of placer gold.

From that time until the present (an interval of some 
sixty million years) the old-age country-side was 
repeatedly elevated, the streams rejuvenated, and the 
area covered with volcanic ash and debris that was a 
mixture of new volcanic material with gravel, sand 
and silt eroded from the pre-existing crystalline rocks. 
The ancient drainage pattern inherited by the Eocene
age rivers was successively replaced by three new 
drainage systems. The first of these, called by geolo
gists the Valley Springs system, reached its peak of 
development in the Miocene Epoch of the Tertiary 
Period. Then, in Pliocene times, the next river system, 
called the Mehrten River, became the dominant ele
ment of the landscape. Subsequently, just within the 
last few million years (in the Quaternary Period) an 
entirely new drainage regimen was superimposed 
upon the Sierran countryside, carving out the present- 
day canyons of the Mokelumne and Calaveras rivers 
and the steep ravines so familiar to us today.

Whenever a later stream cut into an older streambed 
containing gold-bearing placers, the gold was redis
tributed into placer deposits in the new stream. This 
process took place wherever the new streams found 
gold, and even the smallest ravine or gulch was apt to 
have some gold in it if it was near the site of one of the 
original Eocene streambeds, or “downslope” from out
cropping veins currently undergoing active erosion.

The miners of the gold rush and those of later 
decades placer-mined for the coarser gold in a very 
thorough manner. The finer gold, however, especially 

The Hoggin Museum

The livestock contentedly grazing here at Jenny Lind do not appear at all concerned that 
the Isabel dredge nearby is steadily consuming their pasture.
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in the lower reaches of the rivers and streams, required 
the handling and processing of too much gravel and 
sand to be economically recoverable by hand placer 
methods. Thus, large quantities of relatively low 
value placer gravels still existed and were recognized 
by knowledgeable miners and others.

The River Placer Deposits
The greatest accumulation of fine gold in this area 

was in the Mokelumne River from just above Lancha 
Plana and Camanche downstream into San Joaquin 
County. This was because the newly-formed Moke

dam and the dikes consisted of reclaimed dredge 
tailings.

The next most significant low-grade placer field 
was near Jenny Lind, where the Calaveras River (a 
small descendant of the once great Tertiary Calave
ras) flowed out of its bed-rock canyon into a wide 
valley. Here, large quantities of gravel accumulated 
with much fine gold. The gravel varied from about 
eighteen to as much as forty feet in thickness. There 
was also gold-bearing gravel in “terrace” and “bench” 
deposits at elevations somewhat higher than the pres
ent Calaveras stream-bed.

The low-grade placers on the Stanislaus River were 
below the Calaveras County line, and so we have not

The Hoggin Museum

A team has just delivered some equipment to the “Isabel No. 2” at Jenny Lind.

lumne River had cut right through several of the old 
Eocene river placers and then across the rich delta 
placers of the Tertiary Calaveras River. The valley of 
the Mokelumne was wide enough and had a gentle 
enough gradient to accumulate much gold-bearing 
gravel along its bed all the way down to Lockeford. 
This gravel, often covered by a substantial thickness 
of floodplain overburden, ranged in thickness from 
six to more than thirty-five feet, and from only a few 
hundred feet to over a mile in width. Often, however, 
large portions of the deposit did not contain high 
enough values in gold to warrant dredging. The best 
values were frequently localized in streambeds repre
senting earlier channels of the river. These were apt to 
be separated by “high bedrock” areas that couldn’t be 
dredged. After Camanche Dam was built, the waters 
of the reservoir covered over all of the dredged-out 
Mokelumne River placers in Calaveras County. A 
large part of the material for the construction of the 

included them in this study. In the upper Mokelumne 
and Calaveras drainages, these streams and their 
major tributaries flow swiftly in narrow canyons and 
ravines for the most part. Those portions that flow 
more gently through wider valleys built up accumula
tions of gravel, which, though not thick, often showed 
an excellent gold content. Although most of these sec
tions had been well worked in earlier days by hand 
methods, substantial amounts of fine gold remained.

Another type of gravel placers, generally of quite 
limited extent, represented benches of early or inter
mediate-age streams that had been cut off and isolated 
by later erosion. These “dry-land” placers were often 
mineable only by the use of ground sluicing, hydrau
lic, or dry excavation methods, but a few were large 
enough and in such favorable terrain as to warrant 
dredge mining. The placers in the Catt’s Camp area 
above Wallace and the bench and terrace deposits near 
Jenny Lind are examples of this type.
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Gold Dredge Mining
In the 1890’s, California mining people became 

interested in the continuous bucket technique that 
was being used in New Zealand for the mining of 
low-grade gravel deposits. The first California bucket
line gold dredge was built and put into operation 
about 1895 on the Feather River. By the turn of the 
century, several dredges were operating in the state. 
The first Calaveras bucket-line dredge was probably 
that built by the Calaveras Gold Dredging Company 
at Jenny Lind, which commenced digging in February, 
1904. Closely following was the dredge constructed 
by the Mokelumne Mining Company, which was put 
into the Mokelumne River near Wallace that same 
year. From that time until 1928, there were from one to 
five bucket-lines working in the Calaveras and Moke
lumne rivers. During the years 1929 - 1934, the only 
bucket-line active was that of the Lancha Plana Gold 
Dredging Company, across the Mokelumne in Amador 
County, dredging up the bench channel that ran right 
under the old town.

A new dredging boom began in 1935, sparked by the 
rise of gold to $35 an ounce, and within a few years as 
many as six dredges were at work in or immediately 
adjacent to the county. More spectacular than the 
return of the big bucket dredges was the development 
of the dragline or “doodlebug” dredge. These small 
and relatively easily moved “rigs” were soon mining 
out streambeds throughout the county. Dry-land plac
ering likewise boomed and gold production climbed. 
But then, with the advent of World War II, bucket-line 
dredges, draglines, and all other gold mining were 
closed down by the War Production Board’s Order 
L-208. Of the big dredges, only Gold Hill’s “Lower 
Camanche” dredge resumed operations after the war, 
continuing to dig in the Clements-Lockeford area until 
1949.

The Bucket-line Dredges
Most of the large gold dredges were of the type 

known as “continuous bucket” or “bucket-line” dredges. 
Their essential components were the digging ladder, 
the screening and washing plant, the stacking belt for 
the gravel tailings, and the necessary motors and 
winches to operate this equipment, all mounted onto 
the hull or boat, with much of the equipment enclosed 
in a large superstructure or deckhouse. This resulted 
in a self-contained mining unit that could float in five 
or six feet of water, and be powered by electricity 
through a cable from the riverbank.

The digging ladder consisted of a massive structu-

Calif. Div. of Mines & Geology

A view of the “Isabel No. 2’s” buckets com
ing up the ladder with gravel.

ral member with rollers, upon which a moveable 
endless belt of steel buckets was mounted. The indi
vidual buckets on a typical Calaveras dredge would 
measure from four to seven cubic feet in size or capac
ity, weighing from half a ton to over a ton each, with 60 
to 85 buckets “closely-connected” together to form the 
digging ladder. The underhand buckets would do the 
digging of the gravel on the bottom and in the bank of 
the streambed, on their way out to the “tumbler” at the 
outer end of the ladder. They would then return on the 
upper side of the ladder, on the rollers, and when they 
reached the inboard tumbler, would dump their load of 
gravel into a hopper. The entire cycle would take five 
or six minutes. The ladder was suspended by cables 
from a framework called a gantry at the bow of the 
boat, and winches could raise or lower the ladder to 
control the depth of digging. The position of the
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PRODUCTION OF GOLD BY DREDGING
Year Value 

($20 gold)
Ounces 

(Estimated)
Districts & Dredges

Camanche Jenny Lind
1904 $115,951 6,440 MM Cal
1905 202,505 11,250 MM Cal
1906 177,112 9,840 MM Cal
1907 63,712 3,540 MM Cal
1908 198,600 11,030 MM Cal & Is.
1909 211,814 11,770 MM Cal & Is.
1910 191,900 10,660 MM Cal, Is. & Bu.
1911 203,043 11,280 Cal, Is. & Bu.
1912 175,636 9,760 Cal, Is. & Bu.
1913 417,423 23,190 Oro Cal, Is. & Bu.
1914 390,390 21,690 Oro Cal, Is. & Bu.
1915 371,667 20,650 Oro(2) Cal, Is. & Bu.
1916 298,480 16,580 Oro(2) Cal, Is. & Bu.
1917 499,785 27,770 Oro(3) Is. & Bu.
1918 335,141 18,620 Oro(2) Is.
1919 327,782 18,210 Oro(2) Is.
1920 312,747 17,370 Oro(2) Is.
1921 279,397 15,420 Oro(2) Is.
1922 150,166 8,340 Com. Is.
1923 143,398 7,970 Com. Is.
1924 73,277 4,070 Com. Is.
1925 49,888 2,770 Is.
1926 56,666 3,150 Is.
1927 74,356 4,130 Is.
1928
1929-1934 LP
1935 LP.Com & CPI.
1936 LP,Com,CPl & Wa.
1937 LP.Com,CPI & Wa.
1938 LP,Com,CPI & Wa. CA.
1939 LP,Com(2) & Wa. CA.
1940-1942 Com(2)

Production figures after 1928 not available by districts. Dredge designations: MM - Mokelumne M’g Co.; CV - Calaveras 
D.G. Co.; Is -Isabel (Borden) Co.; Bu - Butte D. Co.; Oro - Oro W L & P Co. (American); Com - Comanche D.G. Co. (Gold Hill); 
LP - Lancha Plana G.D. Co.; CPI - Camanche Placers; Wa - Wallace and CA - California G.D. Co.

Calaveras County Museum

Jenny Lind Valley about 1909. The Dennis home and ranch are in the foreground, with the 
Calaveras dredge in the background to the left, and “Isabel No. 1“ to the right.
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Building Dredge No. 1

A “dry” pond was dug and 
the frames for the wooden 
hull assembled in it.

Planking the outside of the hull.

The “boat” has now been 
caulked and painted. The 
next step is to start the 
superstructure.

All the pictures on pages 28 and 29 are from the Charles G. Patmon collection.
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At Laucha Plana

The stern gantry and the 
framework for the super
structure are erected.

The bow gantry is put up, 
and the machinery installed 
in the deck house.

The pond is filled and now 
the completed dredge is ready 
to dig.
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dredge was fixed by pivoting the stern of the boat on a 
“spud” or vertical piling, so that the bow could swing 
from one side of the cut to the other as each cut was 
made. This movement was controlled by mooring 
lines attached to the banks. When the digging cut was 
completed in one postion, the spud was raised and the 
boat winched forward to a new postion.

Gravel, sand and silt, which the returning buckets 
had dumped into the hopper, were processed in a 
screening plant, generally consisting of a trommel 
(revolving screen). The coarse or gravelly part was 
discharged onto a moving conveyor belt, suspended 
from the stern gantry, which stacked it out behind the 
dredge. The finer material was run through a number 
of sluices in which bottom riffles caught the “heavies”, 
including the gold. Quicksilver (mercury) which had 
been fed into the upper end of the riffle section would 
capture the gold by “amalgamation”. This expression 
means that the gold, which has a very strong affinity 
for mercury, loosely combines with it to form an 
“amalgam” or mixture of gold and mercury. Any silver 
or platinum in the natural particles of gold would also 
be captured in the amalgam. The amalgam would then 
be recovered by periodic cleanups of the sluice riffles, 
and the precious metals separated out by a process 
called retorting. In this process, the amalgam was 
heated up until the quicksilver was volatilized and 
recovered in the retort equipment, with the precious 
metals remaining behind in a metallic “sponge”.

The wash water, clay, silt, and sand from the sluices 
would then flow out through the tailings sluices into 
the pond, to settle out on the bottom. As the dredge 

moved ahead, gravel tailings were stacked over the 
top of the fines which had settled out from previous 
digging positions.

Most dredges constructed in the first quarter of the 
century had wooden hulls. In the 1930’s, however, 
steel pontoons had replaced the old wooden boats. The 
hull of a typical Calaveras dredge was about 100 feet 
long, forty feet wide, and eight to ten feet deep. When 
the dredge was operating, five or six feet of the hull 
would be under water, with the remaining three or 
four feet as freeboard above water.

The complex and heavy machinery and equipment 
was expensive, and as a result it was common prac
tice, after a dredge had completed the available 
ground for working, to dismantle the equipment and 
rebuild it on a new boat for another project. Thus the 
individual identity of a dredge would be lost. It should 
also be remembered that the dredges we are describ
ing had to be built without the benefits of modern 
welding techniques. The individual component parts 
were massive and heavy, held together with innumer
able rivets, bolts, pins, bushings and shafts. Operat
ing delays while equipment was being repaired were 
frequent and often lengthy.

The crew of a dredge generally included at least a 
winchman and oiler on each shift, and a bankman, 
pondman, shopman, and one in the office on day shift. 
Thus the average dredge had a crew of ten to twelve 
men, under the supervision of the dredgemaster or 
superintendent.

A dredge with five-cubic-foot buckets might be able

An essential part of every 
dredging operation was the 
shop close by on land, where 
repairs to equipment were 
made by the blacksmiths and 
shopmen. This is the Isabel 
shop near Jenny Lind.

Calif. Div. of Mines & Geology
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The first dredge in the county, 
“Calaveras No. 1”, dug for 
twelve years at Jenny Lind. 
Here she is hard at work. 
Dredges of this vintage had 
wooden hulls. The structural 
members of the gantries and 
superstructure were also of 
wood.

The Hoggin Museum

to dig from 100,000 to 150,000 cubic bank yards* of 
gravel a month under good conditions and with min
imum downtime. In actual practice, however, such a 
dredge might dig only 500,000 to 750,000 cubic yards a 
year, on the average. Up until 1934, the price of gold 
was fixed at $20.67 per ounce. Digging costs in that 
era would run from about five to fifteen cents a bank 
yard, depending upon various condtions. Many of the 
dredges were quite profitable, although there were 
often expensive delays and moves. Not infrequently 
the gravel did not carry as much gold as sampling had 
indicated. The relatively short life of a dredge had to 
be amortized before the overall profit could be deter
mined. The ability of the dredge to mine and wash 
gravel for such a small unit cost was the reason for the 
popularity of this method of recovering gold from the 
very low-grade placer deposits.

Dragline Dredging
In the boom of the 1930’s, a new technique in dredg

ing came into prominence. In a typical installation, a 
dragline on the riverbank would dump the freshly- 
dug gravel into a washing plant on a boat in the river, 
moored close to the dragline. The size of the dragline 
and the washing plant varied tremendously, depend

* A bank yard is gravel measured in place in the bank, 
compacted. After it has been dug, the loose material 
occupies half again as much space. We have used bank 
yards throughout this article.

ing upon the nature of the ground available for dredg
ing and on the finances of the owner. There were many 
variations, also, in the design and in the operating 
procedures. The total number of draglines greatly 
exceeded that of the bigger bucket-lines. The smaller 
draglines were often called “doodlebugs”, and they 
were able to mine the placers far up in the upper 
reaches of the Calaveras streams.

The Gold
Typically, the gold in these placers was about 890 

parts “fine’, with about 90 parts silver. Fineness or 
purity of precious metals is measured in parts of 1000, 
so this means that the gold was actually 89% pure. 
Sometimes up to ten parts of the “gold” were actually 
platinum or iridium, which were also recovered as 
part of the production.

The total amounts of gold recovered and the loca
tions of the individual operating dredges are summar
ized in the accompanying table. Present value of the 
gold can be estimated by multiplying ounces by the 
existing price of gold (about $335 an ounce). This 
table includes the gold recovered on the Amador side 
of the Mokelumne River.

The Dredging Companies
Some of the companies operating in Calaveras 

County had but one dredge. Others were multi-dredge 
concerns, often working in several counties. Nearly all 
had offices in San Francisco. The various companies, 
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their dredges, and their key operating personnel are 
recorded here all too briefly, as information is surpris
ingly difficult to find. Most of them were incorporated 
and had stockholders. Typically, only a few owners of 
stock controlled these “closely-held” corporations.

Calaveras Gold Dredging Company - This was the 
first to put a bucket-line into action in our county. Its 
only dredge was “Calaveras No. 1”, which was built at 
Jenny Lind in 1903 and commenced digging early in 
1904. Mr. S.A. Moss was the company president in San 
Francisco, and G.H. Shearer was superintendent at 
Jenny Lind with a crew of twelve men. Seventy-eight 
buckets, each with a capacity of five cubic feet, com
prised the “Calaveras’s” digging ladder. The Califor- 

603,679 cubic yards in the preceeding twelve months, 
at a cost of seven cents a yard. Fred Estep was the 
superintendent of this dredge almost the full time of 
its operation, with a crew averaging twelve men.

The Borden Company constructed the new dredge, 
after shutting down “No. 1”, and this was ready for 
action in June, 1917. This was a larger dredge, with 
five to seven foot buckets, and was able to handle up 
to 120,000 yards a month. There were twin tailing 
stackers on “Isabel No. 2”, controlled by an elaborate 
stern gantry. These were later replaced by a single 
stacker with a simpler gantry. Some of the ground this 
dredge worked had already been dug by “Calaveras 
No. 1”, but which paid to redig. Fred Estep continued

A view of the “Isabel No. 2” 
at Jenny Lind after the twin 
tailing stacker was replaced 
by a single belt. The bucket 
ladder has been lowered into 
the digging position.

The Hoggin Museum

nia Mining Bureau reported in March, 1914, that this 
dredge was averaging eighteen hours and twelve min
utes per day dredging time, at a cost of six cents a 
yard. After a dozen years of successful operation, 
“Calaveras No. 1” was shut down and dismantled.

Isabel Dredging Company (Ivy L. Borden) - The 
second company to enter the Jenny Lind field was 
Isabel, backed by Colorado investors. “Isabel No. 1” 
started digging in 1908 on the north side of the river at 
Jenny Lind and ran fairly continuously until 1916, 
when it was shut down to be replaced with a new 
dredge. About 1914, the Isabel Company was taken 
over by the Ivy L. Borden Company, a large landowner 
and farmer in the Delta. In March of that year the 
Mining Bureau stated that “Isabel No. 1” had dug 

as dredgemaster until the mid-twenties when John 
Morrow took over. Jim Snyder worked in the Isabel 
shop during construction of “No. 2”. Among the crew 
were winchman George Schwoerer and shopman Leo 
Wells. When all the available ground had been worked, 
the “Isabel” was shut down in 1928. The machinery 
was dismantled, hauled to Milton and put on the train 
for a final destination near Snelling, on the Merced 
River. The wooden hull of the “Isabel” remained for 
many years in the last pond where it had worked.

Butte Dredging Company (El Oro) — The third com
pany to put a dredge into the Jenny Lind district was 
William S. Noyes’s Butte Dredging Company. The 
“Butte” dredge, which had been working near Oroville 
on the Feather River, was moved down to Jenny Lind,
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This is believed to be the 
“Butte Dredge”, working on 
the “terrace” below Jenny 
Lind.

Society Files

and commenced digging on the “terrace” up on the 
south side of the river in 1910. W.A. Parks was dred
gemaster with a crew of ten men. The Butte Company 
was merged into William Noyes’ El Oro Dredging 
Company about 1916. The dredge was shut down in 
1917, when C.F. Hellman was resident superintendent 
at Jenny Lind, and was subsequently dismantled.

California Gold Dredging Company — This was the 
final organization to enter the Jenny Lind district. In 
1938 this concern launched a small dredge into a 
newly-created pond on the ridge south of Bellota, to 
dig out a high bench channel. Moving westerly, the 
dredge soon crossed the county line and passed from 
Calaveras into Stanislaus and then into San Joaquin 
County. Operating a dredge up on a dry bench was 
always a bit difficult, as the wash and pond water had 
to be pumped up from the river to the dredging site, 

and it was constantly necessary to maintain the dikes 
to keep them from leaking and thus losing the pond 
water.

Mokelumne Mining Company — David Pepper, of 
Philadelphia, was the first person to seriously look 
into the dredging potential of the Mokelumne River. 
He incorporated his Mokelumne Mining Company in 
1901 and by the following year had obtained dredging 
ground just east of the San Joaquin County line, about 
three miles northwest of Wallace. William C. Calley 
started up a small dry-land operation there for Pepper. 
After a year’s operation, as well as further prospect
ing, Pepper constructed a bucket-line dredge and 
began digging in 1904, probably shortly after the 
“Calaveras No. 1” started up at Jenny Lind. After four 
years operation with this dredge, Calley rebuilt it in 
order to make it a more effective unit. The dredge was

The “Isabel’s” crew pose with 
the owners and manager of 
the Ivy L. Borden Company 
out on the job at Jenny Lind 
on October 29, 1919.

Calif. Div. of Mines & Geology
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provided with new Risdon equipment including seventy- 
four five-foot buckets. The rebuilt bucket-line could 
dig from 140 to 175 yards an hour. A crew of twelve 
men was employed. By 1911, all of Pepper’s ground 
that paid to dredge had been dug, and that was the last 
we have heard of the first dredge on the Mokelumne.

Oro Water, Light & Power Company (American) — 
The Oro Company originated in the Butte County area 
and had several dredges at work by the time it entered 
the Mokelumne River (Camanche) district in 1913 
with its “Comanche No. 1”. J.W. Goodwin was presi
dent of the company and C.G. Leeson, of the San Fran
cisco office, was manager of operations. L.N. Parks 
was resident superintendent at Camanche. The “No. 
1” was one of the largest ever to work on the Moke
lumne, with nine-foot buckets, and was said to be 
capable of digging 150,000 yards a month. Leeson had 
another dredge, “Comanche No. 2”, ready for commis
sioning in March, 1915. This had smaller equipment 
(six-foot buckets) as Mr. Leeson was not entirely sat
isfied with the larger buckets on “No. 1’’ and felt that 
the smaller dredge was better adapted to the depth 
and nature of the Mokelumne gravels. A third dredge 
was put into service in November, 1916, constructed 
with much of the machinery from the Victor dredge at 
Oroville.

The Oro Company became the American Gold 
Dredging Company in 1916, and soon was the largest 
dredging producer in the Camanche/Mokelumne dis
trict, operating from Lancha Plana downstream for 
some nine miles. A substantial amount of the Ameri
can dredge production, however, was from the Ama
dor County side of the river.

With three dredges operating most of the time, the

American Company soon completed dredging all the 
ground that it could obtain from the ranchowners, and 
in 1921 began dismantling its dredges.

Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Company — In 1927, 
this company, organized under the leadership of 
Charles G. Patmon, went back into Camanche, a dis
trict thought to have been all worked out by the earlier 
dredging. Information had become available to Pat
mon that the old mining town of Lancha Plana was 
actually built on top of a rich stream channel. This had 
been worked in early days by a multitude of surface 
workings for the coarser gold. The downstream part 
of the channel had been exposed by the earlier dredg
ing below the town. Mr. Patmon bought the machinery 
of the “El Oro No. 3”, a Noyes dredge that had worked 
farther north. He built a new wooden hull for it, and by 
July of 1929 was ready to dig. This operation has been 
particularly well documented by U.S. Bureau of Mines 
Publication I.C. 6659 and by Mr. Patmon’s photo
graphs. “Lancha Plana No. 1”, as the reconstructed 
dredge was named, had 82 buckets of six-cubic-foot 
capacity, each wighing 1500 pounds, mounted on the 
digging ladder. During the year 1930, “No. 1” worked 
68% of the total time, with shutdowns for maintenance 
and repairs of 26%, and unavoidable delays of 6%. A 
total of 731,637 bank yards were handled. The total 
cost per yard, including amortization charges for the 
dredge, was 14.66 cents. The amount of gold recovered 
was not disclosed, but this was undoubtedly a profit
able operation for the stockholders of the Lancha 
Plana Company.

C.E. Duensing was dredgemaster of the “Lancha 
Plana No. 1” which completed digging out the channel 
under the town in 1934. Mr. Patmon then built a new

Comanche Company’s dredge 
in its pond on the Mokelumne 
River, in the late 1930s.

Calif. Div. Mines & Geology
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Laucha Plana No. 2

In 1935, a steel hull was built, 
and steel gantries and super
structure erected.

Charles Patmon (left) shows 
progress on the new dredge to 
Mr. Schroeder, a stockholder.

Lancha Plana stockholders 
inspect the new dredge. Mr. 
Patmon is second from left.

All the pictures on this page are from the Charles G. Patmon collection.
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“Comanche No. 2” was com
missioned in 1915 by Oro 
Water, Light Er Power Com
pany. This picture was taken 
in 1919.

Calif. Div. of Mines & Geology

steel hull and constructed essentially a new dredge, 
although using some of “No. l”s machinery. This 
dredge was moved downstream below Camanche and 
worked for four years or more, including digging on 
the Hill ranch, before it was moved over to the Ameri
can River just below Natomas.

Comanche Gold Dredging Company (Gold Hill) — A 
new dredge was placed into operation near Camanche 
about 1922 by this company, and operated for three 
years. This same company, apparently, was reacti
vated in 1934 and constructed a new dredge at the 
Camanche bridge. Clair “C.C.” Cline was dredgemas
ter. Andrew Cavagnaro, of Camanche, worked for 
“C.C.” on this dredge.

In 1939, Gold Hill Dredging Company, which was 
operating two large dredges on the American River, 
took over the Comanche Company, and put in a second 
dredge downstream. The Gold Hill dredges worked 
until shut down in 1942 by Order L-208. After the War, 
the “Lower Camanche Dredge” continued digging 
from Clements to Lockford until final shutdown in 
1949. This was the last of the bucket-line dredging on 
the Mokelumne River.

Camanche Placers, Ltd. - Managed by M.A. New
man of San Francisco, this company had an operation 
very familiar to residents of Camanche, for the dredge 
was almost in town. W.F. Walthall was the resident 
superintendent and David Moyes was dredgemaster 

American Dredging put “Co- 
anche No. 3” to work on the 
Mokelumne in 1916.

Calif. Div. Mines & Geology
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of the diminutive dredge, equipped with 2% cubic foot 
buckets, which started working on the bench placer in 
1935. It was necessary to strip off the overburden 
separately before dredging the pay gravel. Camanche 
Placers ran this dredge for about three years, closing 
down the operation in 1938.

Wallace Dredging Company - The Wallace Com
pany, a Gold Hill affiliate, put a small bucket dredge 
into Bear Creek next to the town of Wallace in 1936. 
Mr. H.G. Peake of San Francisco was general manager 
and J.H. Payne was dredgemaster. The Bear Creek 
gravels were shallow and were often overlain by ten 
feet or so of “hardpan”. It was necessary to weld spe
cial teeth onto the bucket lips in order to cut through 
the hardpan. A total of fifteen men was employed by 
this company. Some of the buildings at Wallace had to 
be removed to allow the dredge to work.

In Retrospect
From a technical point of view, the big bucket-line 

dredges were a mechanical achievement of great sig
nificance. They were able to dig and wash large quan
tities of river gravels at an extremely low cost. This 
enabled the dredging companies to work the very low- 
grade gravel placers from which they generally reco
vered much less than an ounce of gold for every 100 
cubic yards of gravel washed.

Bucket-line dredging exerted a strong economic 
impact upon the local economy. Not only did a number 
of land-owners, mostly ranchers, receive important 
royalties and other payments, but also there was a 
significant number of jobs created by this work. The 
first dredger boom reached a peak during and right 
after World War I, and lasted into the mid-twenties. 
The later twenties and early thirties were lean times 
for nearly all in the Mother Lode country. But the 
increase in the price of gold in 1934 set off a surpris
ingly strong resurgence in all gold mining, and the 
dredgers contributed their share.

The unfortunate aspect of dredging was the loss of 
the floodplain meadows and bottomland along the 
rivers. The land was worth many more times for 
dredging than for ranching at the time, and the simple 
economics of the situation governed. Many ranchers 
were reluctant to see their best land dredged, but most 
of them eventually gave in to the dredging companies. 
The deplorable fact was that much of the damage 
could have been mitigated to a large extent by sensible 
methods of land reclamation. If these methods had 
been employed at the actual time of dredging, most of 

this activity would probably still have been feasible, 
and only the marginal areas would have been left 
undredged.

Much reclamation work goes on today in the heavily 
dredged areas of the state, and more such work will 
continue where the land has a potential value that 
justifies this work. In other areas, large amounts of 
aggregate materials have been and are being produced 
from the old dredge fields.
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The little Camanche Placers dredge was so 
close to town that it must have kept the local 
residents awake at night. Note the tailings 
sluices and the “spud” in this stern view.
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A KATHLEEN 
MITCHELL ALBUM

collecting and copying family pictures and compiling 
information on her forebears. Some of this material 
was incorporated into “Vallecito History,” published in 
1974 as a project of the Fourth Grade class of Vallecito 
school and its teacher, Wanda Richards. Those of our 
readers fortunate enough to own a copy of the “His
tory” will recognize a few of the pictures in this 
“Album.”

Kathleen Gertrude Mitchell was born in Vallecito on 
October 24th, 1905, the daughter of Addison “Mills” 
Mitchell and Millie Sletten Mitchell, both natives of 
Calaveras County. She attended elementary school at 
Vallecito and later went to Junior High and High school 
at Stockton. After graduation from the University of 
California at Berkeley, she began her career as a high 
school teacher in Stockton. Throughout her life she 
maintained close ties with Vallecito and Calaveras

This issue of “Las Calaveras” is dedicated to the 
memory of our generous benefactress, Miss Kathleen 
Mitchell, who passed away April 19, 1981. Miss Mit
chell left a substantial bequest to the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Included in this bequest 
was a collection of historic photographs of the Valle
cito area and its residents, which is now being indexed 
and filed. We have selected some of these pictures, 
which, supplemented by additional family photo
graphs, have been arranged in album form, as a tribute 
to Kathleen and the Mitchell family.

Miss Mitchell's parents, grandparents, and some of 
her great-grandparents lived in the Vallecito vicinity. 
They were ranchers, miners, storekeepers and hotel 
keepers. Kathleen had a very deep interest in history 
and had spent much time during her last few years 

County. Although her principal residence was in 
Stockton, she spent much time in her native town at 
the home she inherited from her mother.

Kathleen's keen interest in local history and long 
associations with the Historical Society led her to the 
conviction that a very worthwhile use of some of the 
Mitchell property would be for an endowment of this 
organization. With this endowment, the Society can 
more effectively carry out its mission of preserving our 
Calaveras heritage and making this information avail
able to succeeding generations through its collections 
and publications.

We wish to acknowledge the help of Kathleen’s 
sister-in-law, Rose Mitchell, and Millie Mitchell, 
Kathleen's grand-niece, in the preparation of this 
issue.

One spring day in 1907 Kathleen goes for a walk with her mother and friends in the back yard.
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Capt. Henry Grider, 
(American Revolution Hero) 

Betsey Smith Grider,
Warren County, Kentucky

I
Charles Mitchell

Anna Grider Mitchell

I
Henry Grider Mitchell

1802-1861
Martha McPheeters Mitchell

1801-1842

John William Batten
1820-1882

Catherine Rees Batten 
1830-1899

From Wales to USA in 1839 
and to California in 1852

Addison Mills Mitchell (1st)

I

1825-1882
From Warren County, Kentucky 

to California in 1870

1857-1931

Addison Mills Mitchell (2nd)
1879-1936

KATHLEEN’S FATHER
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Michael Blakney
Ireland

I
David Holland

Mary Blakney Holland
Came to California about 1861 

from Manchester, England

I

Millie Sletten
1880-1955

Married Addison Mills Mitchell
KATHLEEN’S MOTHER
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Anna Mitchell Katie, Martha and Anna were
Mill’s sisters and Kathleen’s aunts

The Mitchell home in Valle
cito. Mills and his sisters 
went to some of their elemen
tary grades at a Catholic 
school in San Francisco.
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Lily Holland (Hawthorne), sister 
of Anna. There were also two 
brothers, James and David, and 
sister Emily (Le Cyr) in the Dave 
Holland family.

Hans and Anna
Sletten with their son
Alfred and daughter
Emma

The Sletten Sisters
Emma,
May si e
and Millie

Anna Holland Sletten

Maysie Sletten
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Mills and his daughter Kathleen 
in 1907

Three generations of
Mitchells —Mills, Kathleen, 
and Clifton’s son Kenneth.

A snapshot of “Mills,” nor
mally a busy person in a 
relaxed moment, taken by his 
friend, W. L. Wylie, at Valle
cito in 1930. Mills was consi
dered one of the county’s 
most successful ranchers.
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The Mills Mitchells at Vallecito.
Clifton and Kathleen with their parents

The Mitchells on a ride up on 
the summer range at Kennedy 
Lake. The extensive Mitchell 
spread included holdings near 
Farmington, Milton, Copper
opolis, Vallecito, Blood’s, and 
Kennedy Meadows.
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Kathleen —1907 Eighth Grade

Kathleen in elementary 
school at Vallecito. She is 
second from left in front row.
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Clifton and his burro, “Tebo”

Clifton was a fine horseman and 
spent a lot of time in the saddle on 

the Mitchell ranches.

Kathleen and Clifton

Clifton and Rose Mitchell, with their 
children Mills, Wilma and Kenneth
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Kathleen Mitchell
High School Senior

Kathleen and her cousin Edythe Batten strolling down 
Main Street in Vallecito.

Kathleen and Edythe Batten 
at Mitchell Pond, a favorite 
spot in the summer at 
Vallecito.

Kathleen in her new fur coat, 
a present from Dad.
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A PICNIC AT DORRINGTON 
Millie Sletten (2nd from 
right) and her friend, Irene 
Copeland, join the Gardners 
and friends on a picnic in the 
Nineties.

Clifton (left) and Kathleen (right) pause on a 
hike with cousin Edythe Batten and her boy 
friend, Albert Peterson. Kathleen often went 
on jaunts with her Sletten, Batten, and Car- 
ley cousins, many of whom lived in or near 
Vallecito. Mitchells and Carleys off for an outing one 

day in the early 1900’s.
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NEW MEMBERS
Brad & Christine Thom, Rail Road Flat 
Jessie Voinich, Angels Camp
Eva Waters, San Andreas (rejoined)
Mr. & Mrs. A. L. Whitehouse, Angels Camp 
Mrs. Betty Willms, Oakdale
Mr. & Mrs. Joe H. Wright, Mokelumne Hill 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Baker, San Andreas 
Betty Collamer, Orinda
Richard N. Deavereaux, Murphys
Geiger & Thicker, Stockton
Heather Gregory, San Andreas
H. M. G. Gunderson, Murphys
June Holmes, Mokelumne Hill
Kriletich Family, Valley Springs
K. Bruce MacPhee, San Francisco
Mr. & Mrs. George Matzek, Murphys

Some of the Slettens and Mitchells go for a 
hike. A locked gate poses a momentary problem. 

Carole & Dennis Moore, San Andreas 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis H. Nelson, TYacy
Miss Christine Van Overloop, San Andreas 
Mr. & Mrs. Al Perry, Meadow Vista 
Russell I. Pettit, Portola
Wendell G. Ross, Los Gatos
Bob Schoeppner, Burlingame
Judge & Mrs. Norman C. Sullivan, Stockton

FREE EXCHANGE OFFER
We will exchange, free of charge, sharp and clear copies of 

Las Calaveras, made with our new Royal copier, in replace
ment of old Xerox copies of poor quality that you may have 
purchased from the Society in the past. Merely clip out that 
portion of the first page of each issue that you wish replaced 
that shows the title, date, volume and number of that issue, 
and mail to our office. This offer is limited to members of the 
Society. We would be pleased if you would reimburse the 
office for the postage.

IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Robert (Jo) Barror March 15, 1985
Helen Jane Day August 7, 1985
Hilda Peters Farnsworth December 10, 1984
Ethelda M. Filippini November 11, 1984
William Gerberding December, 1984
Katherine Gomes September 16, 1985
Olivia B. Harbinson June 2, 1985
Maxine Mau June 2, 1985
Unilda TYeat June 22, 1985
Bert E. Zwinge December, 1984
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THE ROBERT STEVENS 
AND 

MICHAEL O’CONNELL 
FAMILIES

By
Marilyn Biagini

Editor’s Note: We have here the story, as the author 
tells us, of two pioneer San Andreas families who 
contributed in their own ways to the life of their town.

These families were typical of so many pioneers in 
each Calaveras community, and were a vital part of 
that community in helping to shape our county’s 
heritage.

We also learn in this article the story of the hand
some Queen Anne house on lower St. Charles Street 
(Highway 49) that stood empty and forlorn for some 
thirty-five years after Mrs. “Sidy” Snyder moved 
away. The Snyder house was recently renovated for a 
bed-and-breakfast establishment, and is now called 
the “Robin’s Nest.”

Mrs. Biagini, the author, who lives in San Francisco, 
says she would appreciate hearing from any readers 
who knew members of the O’Connell family and who 
might provide her with anecdotes about them for her 
family scrapbook.

Robert Stevens, my great-great-grandfather, was 
born in 1823 in County Cavan, Ireland. He married 
Mary Jane Flum, who was some five years younger, 
while still living in Ireland. We don’t know when or 
how the Stevens immigrated to the United States, but 
we find them living in San Francisco when their 
daughter, Mary Jane, was born in 1854. Robert was a

Michael O’Connell 
1834 -1897

(Left)
Mary Jane “ Jennie”Stevens

1854 - 1915
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stonemason by trade, and during the time he was in 
the San Francisco area he helped build San Quentin 
Prison. Sometime before 1860 the family moved to 
San Andreas. Life was not easy for Robert and his 
wife. They had a total of thirteen children, but my 
great-grandmother, Mary Jane (called “Jennie” by her 
family and friends], was the only one to live past early 
childhood. The Stevens house on St. Charles Street is 
still standing. It is presently occupied by the Stark 
Realty. Jennie attended school in San Andreas until 
she was sixteen years of age, at which time she 
married Michael O’Connell.

Robert Stevens worked as a ranch overseer part of 
the time that he lived in San Andreas. During his later 
years, he was a night watchman. He died very sud
denly while on the job, in 1877. His wife, Mary Jane, 
lived in their home in San Andreas until her death 
in 1908. Her great-granddaughter, Rowena Snyder 
Tufts, told me that she can remember Mary Jane 
sitting in a rocking chair on the front porch of her 
home, telling stories to the children of the family. She 
was a devout Catholic and never missed Sunday Mass 
at St. Andrews Church as long as her health allowed.

Mary Jane and Robert Stevens are buried in the 
Catholic cemetery at San Andreas.

Michael O’Connell, who married Jennie Stevens and 
who was my great-grandfather, was born in County 
Cork, Ireland, in 1834. He immigrated to the United 
States when he was only nineteen years old. He 
worked for a while as a mate on a schooner sailing 
between New York and Norfolk. During this time, he 
became acquainted with Ira H. Reed (who would later 
become a Calaveras County judge), and the two of 
them decided to head for the “golden opportunities” 
awaiting them in California. They boarded the steam
ship “John L. Stephens” in New York, and traveling by 
way of the Isthmus of Panama, arrived in San Fran
cisco in July, 1855. They immediately headed for the 
gold country and staked a claim at Fourth Crossing. 
There they built a cabin and began placer mining. In 
1862 Michael was elected Road Overseer and this 
ended his partnership with Ira Reed in the mining 
business. After that, “Mike,” as he was generally 
known, worked as a clerk at Arnold Friedberger’s 
general store on Main Street in San Andreas. He also 
ran unsuccessfully at one time on the Democratic

Jennie O’Connell with her five youngest children in front of their house (the former Stevens 
home) on St. Charles Street about 1895. Standing (I to r): Norma Cassinelli (a neighbor), 
Jennie, and Ella. In middle row, Frances and Winnie, and Pete and Dugan in front.
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Jennie O’Connell in front of her daughter 
Sidy’s house in 1911.

ticket for County Clerk against J.A. “Jube” Foster.
Jennie Stevens, in the meantime, had blossomed 

into a young woman and captured Mike O’Connell’s 
heart. His bachelor days ended in 1870 when he 
married Jennie. Their ten children were all born and 
raised in San Andreas except for Michael Andrew, 
who was born at Sheep Ranch:

Mary Jane “Mayme” (1871-1949)
John Edward “Jack” (1874-1913)
Elizabeth Agnes “Sid” or “Sidy” (Snyder) 

(1876-1955)
William Robert “Will” (1878-1949)
Michael Andrew (1879-1957)
Ellen Annette “Ella” (Stewart) (1883-1964)
Frances Irene (Lahey)(1887-1952) 

(my grandmother)
Winefred Louise “Winnie”or “Mrs. B.” (Bornhauser) 

(1889-1956)
Daniel Augustine Parnell “Doc” or “Dugan” 

(1890-1936)
Bernard Washington Gladstone “Pete” 

(1892-1958)
Michael O’Connell went into partnership in a gen

eral store with Arnold Friedberger in Sheep Ranch. At

a later time he had store of his own, for a short while, 
in San Andreas. In his later years he engaged in 
mining at the “Boomerang,” a placer mine which he 
owned next to the Chris Anderson (Squarehead) mine 
several miles south of town in Yaki Gulch. The 
O’Connells lived in the Stevens house on St. Charles 
Street. For the last four years of his life, Mike was in 
poor health and was unable to work his mine. He died 
in San Andreas in 1897.

After Michael’s death, Jennie stayed in San Andreas 
for awhile, but then she and her six youngest children 
moved to Sutter Creek. By 1906 the family had moved 
to San Francisco, except for Ella, who was married 
and living in Los Angeles by that time. Whenever it 
was possible, Jennie visited San Andreas, and she 
always stayed in the front bedroom of her daughter 
Sidy Snyder’s house. That was the room reserved for 
the “guest of honor.” Jennie lived in the South of 
Market district of San Francisco, in a building of 
“Romeo-style” flats, on McCoppin Street, until her 
death on March 16, 1915. She was buried beside her 
husband in the Catholic cemetery in San Andreas.

Michael and Jennie O’Connell’s four eldest children, 
Mayme, Jack, Sid and Will, remained in San Andreas 
after their mother moved to Sutter Creek.

Mayme O’Connell was a very “classy” lady with a 
marvelous wit, who was well-known and loved 
throughout the county. She began working as the 
operator at the San Andreas telephone exchange in 
1904, and was the agency manager for many years 
before she retired in 1938. She was also society editor 
for the Calaveras Prospect & Citizen for over forty 
years.

Mayme O’Connell (center) with two friends.
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Jack O’Connell [left] taking out a stage for a 
local run.

Mayme’s hobby was furniture-making. Harry 
McElhaney, a blind undertaker, had a workshop 
behind the Gardella Mortuary. He taught the art of 
making furniture to many of the women in town. 
Mayme made several cabinets and tables, and her 
sister Sid’s garden was decorated with pieces of her 
handiwork. Mayme also liked to take trips in her 
automobile. She enjoyed her retirement years until 
she suffered a stroke about a year before her death on 
March 6, 1949.

During his earlier years, Jack O’Connell drove a 

stage in Sutter Creek, and also one from San Andreas 
to Valley Springs. He married Myrtle Trask of Ama
dor City, and they had three children — Bernice 
(1897), Norine (1899), and John “Jackie” (1908). In 
1901, Jack and his brother Will went into partnership 
in O’Connell Brothers Stables, taking over the former 
Washburn Livery Stable on Main Street across the 
road from the Metropolitan Hotel. Jack was known as 
an honest and personable businessman. His health 
began to fail in late 1912, and he went to San Francisco 
for medical treatment. This was not successful and he 
died at thirty-nine years of age on March 30th, 1913. 
Shortly thereafter his widow and children moved to 
South San Francisco. Bernice and Norine had at
tended school in San Andreas, but Jackie was only six 
years old when they moved.

Elizabeth “Sidy” O’Connell married John Snyder, 
the District Attorney of Calaveras County, on 
December 11th, 1895. The ceremony was performed in 
her parents’ home; her sister Mayme was the brides
maid, and the groom’s brother, Charles P. Snyder, was 
the best man. They honeymooned in San Francisco 
and returned to their newly-constructed home on St. 
Charles Street. Their daughter Rowena was born in 
1897 in the front bedroom of their home. All was going 
well for them until the typhoid epidemic of 1899, 
which claimed the life of John Snyder. After his death, 
Sidy’s sister Mayme moved in with her and Rowena. 
Rowena graduated from Calaveras High School in 
1915, and then went to Heald Business College in San 
Francisco. After that she worked as a stenographer 
and bookkeeper. She married Warren Tufts, and they

Mayme O’Connell at the 
switchboard in 1925. She con
tinued as manager and opera
tor for another thirteen years.
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have been long-time residents of Bremerton, 
Washington.

Sidy’s house was always a gathering place for all 
the relatives from San Francisco when they visited 
San Andreas. Two generations of the family have had 
fond childhood memories of the wonderful times 
spent at “Aunt Sidy’s house.” The swing, the well, the 
outhouse, sleeping in the cellar with the dirt floor 
(because it was the coolest place in the house during 
the summer), and just running around in the wide- 
open spaces were all memorable experiences for “city” 
children.

Sid and Mayme lived in the house on St. Charles 
Street until Mayme’s death in 1949. By that time, Sid 
was going blind and could no longer manage living in 
the house by herself, so she went to live with her 
youngest sister, Winnie Bornhauser, in San Francisco. 
She liked that arrangement because they would bring 
her up to visit her beloved San Andreas whenever 
possible. After Winnie had a stroke, Sid went up to 
Bremerton, Washington, to live with Rowena and her 
family. She died there on May 18, 1955, and was 
brought back down to San Andreas to be buried 
beside her husband, John Snyder, in the Masonic 
Cemetery.

During his early years, “Will” (or “Bill”) O’Connell 
was in the livery stable business with his brother 
Jack. He had a wonderful “Irish wit” which made him 
popular throughout the county. In 1914, he married

A picnic at Sidy’s about 1933. Frances and 
Arthur Lahey, and Winnie and Fred Born
hauser.

Columbina “Bina” Costa, whose family were pioneers 
in Calaveritas. The ceremony was performed at St. 
Joseph’s Church in San Francisco, and Will’s mother 
(Jennie O’Connell) hosted a wedding supper at her 
home, just a few blocks from the church. After their 
honeymoon in the Bay area, Bill and Bina returned to 
live in the O’Connell home on St. Charles Street in San 
Andreas. They both had a wide circle of friends

Concluded on page 20.

San Andreas fashions — 1912. 
Sidy Snyder and her daughter 
Rowena (sitting left), and 
Mayme O’Connell (standing at 
right), with their friends, the 
Luddys.
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Michael O’Connell and his wife Jessie Ham
mack (from Amador City). Mike was an en
gineer. They lived in San Francisco and later 
in Oakland.

Will O’Connell and Columbina Costa on their 
wedding day — 1914.

Will rents out one of his best carriages to a customer.

Will O’Connell masquerading as a 
Chinaman at the 1938 Jumping 
Frog Jubilee.
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Bernard “Pete” O’Connell in 1912. He married 
Catherine Farrell and they resided in San 
Francisco.

Ella with her husband, Robert Stewart, and 
daughter Maxine. They made their home in 
Stockton.

Daniel “Doc” O’Connell (left) with a friend. He 
married Anastasia McGillaway and they 
lived in San Francisco.

Frances and her husband, Arthur Lahey. They 
resided in San Francisco.
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Concluded from page 17.
throughout the county, who gave a grand party to 
honor the bride and groom at the Metropolitan 
Hotel.

Bill and Bina lived near Bellota for a while when he 
was foreman at the McGurk ranch. He was later 
employed at the cement plant near San Andreas. Bill 
was Justice of the Peace in San Andreas for more than 
twenty years. Bina had furniture-making lessons 
from Harry McElhaney. Her niece, Louise Greenlaw, 
still has one of the tables and a rocking chair that Bina 
made, as well as a cabinet which is in the Costa Store 
in Calaveritas. The O’Connells lived in the old family 
home until Bill’s death in 1949. Bina lived until 1961.

Mike and Jennie O’Connell’s six youngest children 
did not live their adult lives in Calaveras County, 
although they all felt strong ties to the place of their 
birth and childhood, and loved to visit San Andreas.

Winnie O’Connell is at the far right. Mayme in 
back at left, with Rowena Snyder. Mary Car
roll, a friend, in front. Winnie married Fred 
Bornhauser and they became San Francisco 
residents.

Their pictures are included here with those of other 
members of the family.
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SHOVELS, WET SACKS 
PROTECTED RANCHES

AGAINST WILDFIRE
There is not a town or community in Calaveras 

County that some time in its early history did not 
experience at least once, the ravages of a major fire.

In 1854 fire virtually leveled the clapboard shack 
and tent city of Mokelumne Hill, sparing only its few 
stone or masonry buildings, while in 1856 and again in 
1858, fire also swept major portions of San Andreas. 
The town of Vallecito burned in 1859 and in 1875 fire 
left only three buildings standing in Milton.

As a result of their periodic fires each town, in turn, 
formed its own volunteer fire fighting unit. Some, like 
San Andreas, equipped themselves with hand 
pumpers such as its now famous “Blue Boy” which 
still graces local parades. Others simply depended

Please see SHOVELS, WET SACKS, pg. 22

ARCHITECTURAL AWARD
WINNERS SELECTED

A restored Gold Rush era ranch home; the replica of 
an original Murphys residence and a restored Angels 
Camp commercial building are recipients of the Cala
veras County Historical Society’s 1986 architectural 
awards.

The Joses home in Mountain Ranch, built about 
1852; the home of Lund and Laura Johnson in Mur
phys, completed this year as an exact replica of the 
1863 Austin Kaier home and the Brosemer Building on 
Historic Main Streeet, in Angels Camp, are the award 
winning structures.

The winners were announced and awards pre
sented by Roberta Kenyon, chairperson of the Archi
tectural Awards Committee, during the Historical

Please see ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS, pg. 24

Sierra Vista Lookout 1931

1927 BROUGHT STATE FIRE
PROTECTION TO CALAVERAS

State organized wild lands fire protection came to 
Calaveras County shortly after April 1927, when 
Governor Young signed into law a bill creating the 
State Department of Natural Resources.

The Governor appointed Fred Stevenot, Calaveras 
businessman, former state legislator and member of a 
pioneer Calaveras County family, as the department’s 
first director. That summer Al Herbert became the 
county’s first state ranger.

Herbert, employed only on a summer basis, devoted 
his efforts largely to fire suppression, helping coor
dinate fire fighting efforts and rounding up fire 
fighters when rangeland or woodland fires broke 
out.

Herbert remained until 1929 when Ray Greve 
became the county’s first year-round ranger, with an 
office in his Mokelumne Hill home. His wife served as 
dispatcher, and one of Greve’s first acts was to 
establish summer fire stations at Angels Camp, Lilly

Please see CALAVERAS FIRE PROTECTION, pg. 25
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SAN ANDREAS FIRE COMPANY with hand pumper “Old Betsy” and hose cart, prior to 1900. Company 
members (Front Row, L to R) James Donovan, C.M. Whitlock, G. Tiscornia, John Early, George C. Graves, 
William Wallace, William Toon, Dr. Simmons, W.S. Coulter, C.F. Waller, Lorenzo Oneto. (Back Row) S.E. 
Redmond, G.A. Stewart, Gilbert Phortner, Frank Cavanaugh.

(Photograph courtesy of Calaveras County Museum and Archives.)

SHOVELS, WET SACKS, cont. from pg. 21

upon bucket brigades to provide at least a measure of 
formal fire protection.

But in the rural areas, in the sparsely settled 
foothills and grasslands of Central and Western Cala
veras, early ranchers lived from mid-May until 
November under the daily threat of wildfire.

“When those early day ranchers awakened in the 
morning they stood on the porch or paused on the way 
to the outhouse to scan the sky in all directions for any 
trace of smoke,” said the late Clifford Lombardi. “Fire 
didn’t mean just the threat of losing the house or barn. 
In a single morning it could wipe out the whole coming 
winter’s feed supply and leave a rancher with a bunch 
of starving cattle on his hands.”

When a grass fire did break out, the rancher, his 
wife, children and their neighbors fought side-by-side 
to stop it with the equipment they had at hand — 
shovels, hoes and wet sacks with which they beat out 
the flames.

“If the wind was right and there was a road or trail 
to use as a fire line, we back fired,” said Milton 
Rancher Willard Tower.

“Wet sacks were a pretty important fire fighting 

tool in those days,” he said. “Today its hard to find a 
burlap sack.”

One local rancher, Earl Hatler, rigged up a drag 
pulled by two horses, said Tower. Hooked onto the 
drag were wet sacks and pieces of old rug.

“I never saw it used, but they said it worked pretty 
good at putting out a grass fire,” said Tower.

“Sometimes if it was handy and there were no wet 
sacks, we’d just lop off the top of a little digger pine 
and use it to beat out the flames,” said Calaveritas 
native Fred Cuneo.

“Not many of the ranchers in the early days scraped 
firelines around their homes and ranch buildings, but 
each spring they’d bring livestock in and graze off the 
grass real close around their buildings so that an 
approaching fire would have little fuel to burn,” 
recalls Charles Stone, of Copperopolis.

“Fire fighting when we were kids was a community 
effort,” said Stone.

“If you looked out there and saw smoke rising you 
just jumped into a car or buggy and went to help. 
Anyone who didn’t respond to a fire wasn’t very well 
thought of,” he said.

Please see SHOVELS, WET SACKS, pg. 28
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1986-87 OFFICERS
INSTALLED

New officers who will head the Calaveras County 
Historical Society during 1986-87 were installed at a 
July 24 dinner meeting in the Metropolitan Dinner 
Theater, in San Andreas.

Installed to serve second terms as President and 
Vice-President were Lorrayne Kennedy and Don 
Cuneo, of San Andreas.

President
Lorrayne Kennedy

Vice-President
Don Cuneo

Others who took office included Ruth Matson, 
Treasurer; Carmenne Poore, Recording Secretary; 
Lillian Fillippini, Membership and Financial Secre
tary and George Beeman, who joins the Society’s 
Board of Directors.

Jack Burns, chairman of the Calaveras County 
Board of Supervisors, served as installing officer.

Burns, a member of a pioneer Calaveras County 
family, spoke briefly, outlining the history of his 
family in Calaveras County and the Mother Lode.

1867 COPPEROPOLIS FIRE
South Copperopolis, then known as the Plaza area, 

burned in 1867, leaving only the Honisberger Store, 
Hensel’s storeroom and portions of the Masonic 
Hall.

The blaze claimed the life of George McAllister, 
who had arrived that day from San Francisco to work 
in the Union Mine.

The structures which did not burn were spared only 
because they were of stone, brick or adobe. The 
Armory, in which troops trained during the Civil War, 
today serves as a community center.

The fire broke out on the night of Aug. 28, 1867, in 
the luxurious Copperopolis Hotel, owned by Luke 
Kelly.

Flames spread through the hotel, other buildings in 
the plaza and jumped the street, to destroy a tin shop, 
Cutler & Emery’s Store, telegraph and express offices, 
Person’s Stables, the Wedge Saloon and several other 
buildings.

The fire crossed Union Street and burned buildings 
there, including the office of the Copperopolis Cour
ier, the Braids’ dwelling and a blacksmith shop.

But, fires which have endangered Copperopolis 
have not all been confined to the 19th century.

On Sept. 19, 1958, a fire started when camping 
equipment on a deer hunter’s pickup truck ignited and 
burned 7,000 acres.

Local residents and forestry firefighters saved the 
town by backfiring.

OATH OF OFFICE — 
From left to right the 
new officers include 
Directors Richard 
Barger, Fred Cuneo, 
Rosemary Faulkner, 
George Beaman, Lil
lian Filippini, Car
menne Poore, Ruth 
Matson, Don Cuneo, 
Lorrayne Kennedy, 
and installing officer 
Jack Burns.
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ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS, cont. from pg. 21

Society’s July dinner meeting in the Metropolitan, in 
San Andreas. Other members of the committee 
included O.L. Kenyon, George and Lucy Schwoerer, of 
Valley Springs; Shirley Huberty, of San Andreas; 
Jack and Lorrayne Kennedy, of San Andreas and 
Burton and Winnie Alexander, of Mountain Ranch.

The Joses family home on Whisky Slide Road, a mile 
west of Mountain Ranch, was built and used as a store 
and dwelling by D. Sullivan during the early 1850’s 

Joses Home at Mountain Ranch

Lund Johnson Home in Murphys

when that area and community was known as El 
Dorado.

The Joses family acquired the old ranch home in 
1924, and added improvements. However, it was not 
until 1979 that Doug and Loree Joses undertook their 
major restoration project.

In addition to refurbishing the exterior of the 
rambling, stone and wood structure, Doug and Loree 
totally rebuilt and restored the upstairs of the old 
home, making it into separate living quarters.

Each board was numbered, removed, refinished and 
then replaced before the project was completed.

The Johnson home in Murphys, at 713 Sheep Ranch 
Road, is built on the exact spot and has the exact same 
exposure as the Kaier home, of which it is a replica.

The Johnsons built the replica only after it was 
determined by architects and builders that the ori
ginal dwelling which Kaier built for his bride in 1863, 
was beyond restoration.

The new building, which is essentially a twin of the 
original utilizes most of the doors and hardware from 
the original Kaier home.

George Haight, who once lived in the original Kaier 
house, served as architect for the Johnsons in design
ing the replica.

The Brosemer Building, at 1265 South Main Street, 
in Angels Camp is a two-story wood and brick

Please see ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS, pg. 25
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Brosemer Building, Main Street, Angels Camp
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CALAVERAS FIRE PROTECTION, cont. from pg. 21
Gap, east of West Point and at Creighton Station, near 
the old Mayflower School. Each station was manned 
by an assistant ranger.

Later, Greves was responsible for setting up fire 
suppression camps in San Andreas, Murphys and 
Rail Road Flat. Camp foremen received $50 per month 
and firefighters $25 per month and board.

These camps were phased out in 1933 with the 
formation fo the Civilian Conservation Corps (the 
CCC) which provided the needed manpower for fire 
fighting purposes.

Three CCC camps were located at Chee Chee Flat, 
near Mountain Ranch, at Murphys and at Rich 
Gulch.

The first State Forestry office in Calaveras outside 
of a private home was opened in 1930 at 48 North 
Main Street, in San Andreas.

Rent for this office, then called the “Early Building,” 
was $10 per month.

Also in 1930, Greve and Dave Serra, who had been 
hired as an assistant ranger in 1929, began scouting 
lookout sites and settled on Quigg’s Mountain, later 
named Sierra Vista.

The first Sierra Vista lookout was a 125-foot sugar 
pine, which on a windy March day in 1931, they 
topped at a height of about 75 feet, and built a crow’s 
nest on it.

The crow’s nest was reached by climbing a ladder
Please see CALAVERAS FIRE PROTECTION, pg. 29

ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS, cont. from pg. 24
structure which has been in the ownership of that 
family since it was acquired in 1889 by Andrew 
Brosemer, a foreman at the Utica Mine.

Over the years its ground floor served at various 
times as a dry goods store, butcher shop, men’s 
clothing store and most recently, a video shop. Its 
upstairs provided offices for doctors and lawyers, and 
in recent years, as local office of Pacific Gas and 
Electric.

Will Brosemer and his sister, Betty Weider, spared 
no pains to retain authenticity in the restoration of the 
old building. After refinishing the floors and instal
ling authentic iron railing around its balcony, they 
refaced the front of the building with bricks of the 
1860’s which they obtained in Sonora.

Presently, the Brosemer Building houses an antique 
store.

Each of this year’s award winners has been pre
sented with an engraved brass plaque.

TRIBUTE TO 
OUR RETIRING EDITOR

No individual has demonstrated greater dedication 
or devoted more time and energy to the success of Las 
Calaveras than has Willard P. Fuller, Jr. who retired 
June 30 after 21 years as editor of this publication.

Geologist, mining engineer, writer and Mother Lode 
historian, “Bill” Fuller not only has chronicled the 
events of Calaveras County’s past, but has encour
aged others to do the same.

Thus, the pages of
Las Calaveras under
Fuller’s stewardship 
have provided this and 
future generations a
window through which 
they may observe with 
undistorted view, the 
history of events and 
ways of life of early
Calaveras County 
settlers.

For Fuller, like every 
student of history, 
knows that only the 
written word endures
— that events not re
corded in writing too quickly become lost, distorted or 
relegated to the realm of myth.

He has captured on the printed page and with 
photography, memories of the Gold Rush era and the 
succeeding years that otherwise would have been lost 
forever.

Mining and the history of mining in the Mother Lode 
have been Bill Fuller’s first loves, but his history 
gathering has covered a broad range and every facet of 
Calaveras County pioneer life.

In recent years he also has assumed the responsibil
ities of Executive Office Director for the Historical 
Society and although he has given up the Las Cala
veras editorship, he will remain as office director.

The members of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society and the people of Calaveras County owe 
Willard Fuller and those who worked with him in 
publication of the Las Calaveras, a debt of gratitude.

Under his leadership Las Calaveras has become 
recognized as one of the Mother Lode’s leading histor
ical publications.

Willard P. Fuller, Jr.
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CALAVERAS BIG TREES
THREATENED BY FIRES

(From information and first hand accounts provided 
by Frances Bishop and Charles Valente)

Twice early in this century, the famed Calaveras 
Big Trees North Grove felt the devastation of man
made fires.

In 1908 and again in 1921, major fires swept into the 
North Grove but were suppressed before wreaking 
irreparable damage.

Fire which ignited the top of the Mother of the 
Forest in September, 1908, started from sparks from a 
donkey engine at Manuals Mill in the lower end of 
Moran Meadow, a half-mile south of the present park 
boundary.

The summer had been hot and dry and when sparks 
landed in the dry grass, fire exploded along the road 
leading toward the North Grove.

The mill crew managed for a time to contain the 
blaze at the Park’s south boundary, but a prevailing 
afternoon westerly wind fanned a smouldering snag 
into flames that swept into the North Grove.

The fire ignited the Mother of the Forest and the 
wind took the flames up the hill beyond the two trees 
known as “The Orphans,” before they were brought 
under control the next day.

An entry in the Big Trees Hotel register of Sept. 1, 
1908, records, “Mother of the Forest on Fire at 7 p.m.,” 
and on Sept. 2, it contained another entry, “Mother of 
the Forest still burning at 10 a.m.”

The huge old tree burned for another two weeks 
until an early fall rain quenched the fire.

It has been noted that the tree might not have 
burned at all, had not its fire retardant bark earlier 
been removed.

Mrs. Bishop notes that the path of the fire still is 
clearly visible from Fly-In Acres Dam, as the timber 
that grew back still is much smaller along the route of 
the fire.

The 1921 fire which endangered the North Grove 
broke out at mid-day at the Avery Dump on the San 
Domingo side of Fullen Road.

By nightfall, despite efforts of local fire fighers, it 
had burned southwest, all the way to Hunters Dam.

The following morning the wind switched and 
swept the blaze up Love Creek, even though the U.S. 
Forest Service (still in its infancy) had conscripted 

firefighters from Murphys, Angels Camp and sur
rounding areas to try and stop it.

Charley Valente, of San Andreas, now 86, was 
working at the Sheep Ranch Mine when Forest 
Rangers on the third morning of the fire, arrived to 
pull every man out of the mine and send them to the 
fire line.

“The only ones left at the mine,” he recalls, “was the 
pump man and the engineer.”

“They took 50 or 60 of us and I made several trips 
hauling men from the mine to the fire in my 1917 
Model-T Ford. Some men walked and others rode to 
the fire in wagons.”

“When we arrived, the fire was burning through 
what is now Blue Lake Springs and we began cutting a 
line across McGill Ridge. We worked all day and into 
the next morning clearing a fire line, falling snags, 
cutting brush and establishing a line we hoped would 
stop the fire.

“No bulldozers in those days, it was all axe and 
shovel work,” said Charley. “If we came to a downed 
tree too big to cut, we’d blast it with dynamite.”

“On its fourth day the fire seemed to lose some of its 
intensity and we thought we had it stopped,” he 
said.

“But about 2 p.m. the wind came up again, pushed it 
right toward us.

The fire came up McGill Ridge, crowning.
There was fire in the tops of the trees a hundred feet 

ahead of the fire on the ground. Pines were going up in 
a blast of flame that sounded like a bomb going off.

Some of the men along the center of the line had to 
run to get away from the blaze. There was so much 
fuel and the fire was burning so hotly that there was 
very little we could do,” he said.

“We were exhausted, hungry, dead tired. They 
brought food out for the firefighters but many on the 
line didn’t have a chance to get it. Men were so tired 
they’d just pull back to some safe spot and fall asleep 
on the pine needles.”

“The fire kept coming up the ridge, right toward the 
North Grove, and men began saying we were going to 
lose the Big Trees.”

“ ‘We can’t stop it,’ they said. ‘It’s gonna’ take the 
North Grove.’ ”

“But then the wind dropped, humidity began build
ing and the fire lost its heat. By dark, it was burning 
slowly,” he said.

“We pulled back to Squaw Hollow Road, got a 
backfire going on the morning of the fifth day and that 
put an end to the fire.”
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1950’S MELONES FIRE TERMED COUNTY’S WORST
(From the Stockton Record of August 21, 1950)

landmarks, the two-story home of Mrs. Percy Woods 
and of Mr. and Mrs. Mervin R. Woods. Also destroyed 
was the home in which Mr. and Mrs. Joe Langford and 
their three children were living, the former home of 

Melones Main Street around turn of the century

Calaveras County today took stock of the most 
disastrous brush fire in its history, which virtually 
destroyed the historic gold mining community of 
Melones late Saturday with a loss of approximately 
$300,000 in property.

It was one of 11
blazes covering more
than 10,000 acres which
were battled for 72
hours by hundreds of
fire fighters in tem
peratures ranging up
to 110 degrees.

Twenty-two build
ings in Melones,
including 10 dwellings
and all but one of the
buildings owned by
the Carson Hill Gold
Mining Corporation
were laid in ruins.
The town of Carson
Hill, two miles north of
Melones, narrowly
escaped a similar fate.

Fires during the
weekend burned in
various parts of the
county and the toll of
the Carson Hill and
Melones fires was
2,500 acres.

Two persons were
injured. Jobe Alex
ander, 58, of Carson Hill, suffered first and second 
degree burns when trapped by flames which menaced 
his community.

Jack Barber, 20, a state firefighter from Murphys, 
severely injured his hand while fighting the Melones 
fire.

The fire at Melones leveled 12 dwellings, the hist
oric Robinson Ferry Elementary School, two barns, 
two garages, five office buildings, the cyanide plant 
and crusher and 2,000 mine timbers belonging to the 
Carson Hill Mining Corporation.

Among the homes destroyed were two historic 

resident mining company manager Harry Libby, and 
the William Falls’ barn.

Left intact after the fire were Libby’s present home, 
the home of C.W. Stone, and the homes of Clara 
Sacconella, Lloyd Hines, John DaCosta, John Chad- 
well, James Drips, D.A. Weston and the Weston 
store.

Libby estimated damage to the mining company 
property to be in excess of $200,000 and that damage 
to power and telephone lines will amount to another 
$50,000.
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SHOVELS, WET SACKS, cont. from pg. 22

Valley Springs rancher John Snyder remembers, 
when in 1925, fire swept down off Bear Mountain, 
endangering San Andreas.

“Everyone in town, including my Dad, who was a 
lawyer, closed their offices and stores and went out to 
fight fire.”

Stone remembers during the 1930’s when a hawk 
flew into a power line and set a fire at the Ralaugh 
Ranch on Reed’s Turnpike (now Highway 4) near the 
edge of town.

“The school kids all took off on the run, beat the fire 
out with wet sacks and saved the house and barn.

“I’ve seen this mountain behind Copperopolis burn 
off at least five times since 1920, and in all the early 
fires we saved the town by back firing and using wet 
sacks,” said Charley.

There were times in the early days, however, when 
a fire just couldn’t be stopped, he said.

“Between 1906 and 1909 the Mountain Traction 
Company, using a huge wood burning, iron wheeled 
tractor, pulled wagons along its own road between the 
rail head at Milton and Copperopolis.

“It used its own, separate road because its noise and 
the smoke belching from its smokestack frightened 
the horses traveling Hunt Road, between Milton and 
Copperopolis, causing them to bolt.

“The old wood burning engine was notorious for the 
fires it set with sparks that blew from its chimney. 
However, the worst fire, which started on the Milton 
grade when the old engine blew up, burned from Rock 
Creek to Knight’s Ferry on the Stanislaus River before 
it was finally stopped.”

But, big grass fires were not unusual in the early 
years of this century and before. Willard Tower 
recalls more than one during the earlier years of this 
century which burned from a few miles east of 
Clements all the way to Rock Creek.

The causes of fire were many, says Tower. They 
ranged from lightning strikes to fires started by 
sparks from shod horses striking their hooves against 
rocks in the dry grassland.

Arson, even in those days was not unknown, and 
Tower once was instrumental in the arrest of two men 
suspected to setting a series of fires along Highway 26.

But, as the automobile became more common the 
fire situation in the Western end of the county began 
to change.

During the years after World War I the larger 
ranchers, including the Orvis, Groves and Moran 
Ranches purchased trucks which they equipped for 
fire fighting.

Some were equipped with a water tank and small 
pump while others simply had a tank which supplied 
water to wet the burlap sacks.

Ranchers also had tractors that allowed them to 
disc around the edge of their property or around their 
ranch buildings, thus creating an effective fire line.

Stone recalls that Copperopolis residents in the 
1920’s purchased $5 subscriptions to buy a 1918 
Dodge truck on which water and fire fighting equip
ment could be hauled.

The Indian brand back pump also had come into 
being, and that five-gallon container on a man’s back 
along with hand operated pump was an immeasurable 
improvement over wet sacks.

By 1936 Copperopolis had formed its own fire 
district and that year the district purchased a VanPelt 
fire engine built on a Dodge chassis.

The Sam Levin Salvage Company, which in 1937 
was stripping out the then closed copper mines, gave 
some of its employees, including Charley Stone, 
several hours off each week to attend fire drill.

The coming of the 1930’s also saw the State Division 
of forestry coming into its own as a fire fighting unit, 
and Ray Greve, in 1930, became Calaveras County’s 
first year-round ranger.

When major fire broke out Greve would arrive with 
a crew gathered in nearby towns to set up a fire camp 
and direct the fire fighting operations.

“I was working in the Copperopolis store then,” said 
Stone, and I can remember many a night when Greve 
got me out of bed to open the store andget supplies for 
the fire camp he was setting up.”

“Fire camp supplies in those days ran mostly to 
bread, canned beans and sliced lunch meat, but at 
least it was something for hungry men to eat.”

“Times have changed, and now although we some
times still have some pretty big fires, we have bull
dozers, four-wheel drive tanker trucks, helicopters 
and fire retardant bombers to fight them,” Stone 
said.

“But I can still remember those days of fighting fire 
when I was a kid. We put out an awful lot of fires with 
wet sacks.”
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CALAVERAS FIRE PROTECTION, cont. from pg. 25 

spiked to the trunk of the tree, and it served as a 
lookout until 1934 when the present steel towered 
Sierra Vista Lookout was built.

Don Wriggley was the first lookout stationed at 
Sierra Vista “and he used to go scooting up that ladder 
like a squirrel,” recalls Serra.

Serra and his wife, Mary, now retired and living in 
San Andreas, served as lookouts at Sierra Vista 
during the fire seasons of 1932 and 1933.

“There was no fire finder, no binoculars and at first, 
no telephone,” said Serra. “When we spotted a fire we 
had to jump into the car and drive to a phone to report 
it.”

Later, Serra with a CCC crew, installed a one-wire 
telephone line from the lookout to San Andreas.

He and Mary lived in a tiny cabin beneath the 
lookout which they manned seven-days-a-week 
except for one afternoon each week when they drove 
to town for groceries and mail. Water was hauled to 
the lookout from a spring on the Doster Ranch.

During those years, from 1929 to 1934, Earl Barron 
was in charge of the ranger unit which encompassed 
Calaveras, Tuolumne and Mariposa Counties.

It was Barron, who with his brother, later invented 
the Barron fire fighting tool, a combination wide 
bladed hoe and rake used for the cutting of fire 
trails.

During those early years there was only a single 
State Forestry fire truck, stationed in Placerville, for 
use in El Dorado, Amador, Calaveras and Tuolumne 
Counties, that was available for wild land fires in 
Calaveras.

“Because of the demand for it during the summer 
months, it wasn’t very often that it got to a fire in 
Calaveras County,” said Serra.

One of the few times the truck made it to Calaveras 
was in the summer of 1929 when a fire started at the 
Steele Ranch, on Pool Station Road, at the same time a 
fire started at the DeMartini Ranch, on the south side 
of Hogan Reservoir.

The fire burned for six days and six nights, des
troyed the Steele home and burned off most of Bear 
Mountain, but the truck prevented the fire from 
burning south and threatening Copperopolis.

One of the principal responsibilities of assistant, 
rangers, when fires broke out, was to recruit fire 
fighters off the streets who were paid 40 cents per 
hour to fight fire.

“Fire camps as we know them were virtually non- 
existant in those days,” recalls retired Calaveras

A close-up of Sierra Vista 
Pine TYee Lookout ladder.

Ranger Walter Mueller. “We ate sandwiches and slept 
on the ground.”

“The fire trucks all were without cabs and I remem
ber one night as we were coming home from a fire it 
was so cold riding in that open truck we took up the 
floor boards so we could get heat off the muffler.”

The first forestry fire truck to be permanently 
stationed in Calaveras was a Dodge purchased in 1939 
for which Assistant Rangers Serra and Ray Simms 
collected donations bolstered with $100 raised at a 
dance in Mokelumne Hill.

At that time State Forestry’s total vehicular fleet in 
Calaveras County was a sedan, stake-side truck, the 
Dodge fire truck which had been purchased with the 
donations from Van Pelt in Oakdale and a pickup 
truck which carried water filled 55-gallon drums with 
which to wet burlap sacks.

It was not until the end of World War II that State 
Forestry began to become the highly mobilized fire
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The Society’s office is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 8:30 to 5:00. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. 
Visitors are welcome.

CALAVERAS FIRE PROTECTION, cont.
fighting unit it is today.

In 1938 Greve was replaced as Calaveras Ranger by 
Mac Dixon and a short time later Jim Mace took over 
serving as head Ranger until 1941.

Fred Herbert was Ranger through the years of 
World War II and George Ruth then served until 1947, 
to be replaced by Bert Harris who served for two 
years.

Jim Fenlon then became head Ranger until 1952 
when John Lockhart took over and served until 
1957.

Lockhart’s State Forestry sedan burned on High 
Mountain, near Fricot School, during a brush fire and 
still sits there today as a landmark and remembrance 
of the early days of State Forestry.

(From information provided by Dave and Mary 
Serra and Walter Mueller, all of San Andreas.)

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members to the society: 

Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Kuellmer 
Mr. & Mrs. Hal Truett 

Tom Foley
Dan Marcon 

Arthur Doeltz 
Raymond & Margaret Turner 

Ronald & Elizabeth Airola 
Barbara Burris 
John H. Lemue
Billy L. Nelson 

Mr. & Mrs. Don Lindenau 
Marion Kent DeVol 

George A. Bane 
Harvey E. Mullen Sr.

Don Gibson
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Beishline 

Christine L. Lynch 
Mrs. Teresa Boggiano 

John R. Leidecker
R.D. Hooks
Judy Hurley 

Lucy S. Smith 
Richard G. Weinkle 
Charles E. Iverson

Patricia Berner 
Gary Porteous

Mr. & Mrs. Donald Ball 
Ginelle Winchester

Ben & Joann Remington 
Rudolph & Margaret Giannecchini

IN MEMORIAM

Jessie Voinich 
Ruth Halverson
Harry Tuchsen
Ethel Tuchsen
Edna Snyder

Rowena Snyder Tufts
Dr. F.A. Bley 
Naomi Reher
James Wheat

Charles R. Joy 
Catherine Rittenhous

Eldred Lane
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FORMER DEPUTY SHERIFF
RECALLS THE DRY YEARS

Pardee Dam was under construction in 1922 when 
Howard Collins went to work as a deputy for Cala
veras County Sheriff Joe Swinge.

The mines were operating at Melones and Coppero
polis and prohibition was in effect in word, if not in 
deed.

Collins, now 96, living near Pioneer with his wife, 
Mary, still vividly recalls his experiences while help
ing enforce the law, first as a constable, then as a 
sheriff s deputy until 1943.

Once, in Copperopolis, a woman emptied a revolver 
at him. Another time, in Melones, a miner cut Collins 
badly with a knife.

Please see FORMER DEPUTY, pg. 34

LUMBER IN 1849 WAS
AS VALUABLE AS GOLD
Among the primary needs of American settlers who 

arrived in Northern California before the discovery of 
gold was that of lumber for buildings and develop
ment of agricultural pursuits.

At first those early agriculturists who came to the 
Central Valley and edge of the foothills depended 
heavily on adobe and stone for building materials. 
The few sawed boards they used were provided 
through the laborious process of cutting them with 
hand-powered whipsaws. But their needs quickly 
expanded.

It was the need of lumber for continued expansion 
of his rapidly growing colony he called New Helvetia, 
at the confluence of the American and Sacramento 
Rivers, that led John Sutter to construct a sawmill on 
the edge of the pine belt, at Coloma.

But, with James Marshall’s discovery of gold at 
Sutter’s mill on Jan. 24, 1848, California’s pastoral 
scene vanished.

As men headed for the gold fields the demand for 
commodities, including lumber, increased a 
thousand-fold overnight and then increased again. At 
Rattlesnake Bar, on the American River, boards from 
dismantled wagons that could be used to build

Please see LUMBER IN 1849, pg. 32

Raggio Bros, steam tractor helped revolutionize Calaveras County lumber industry after turn of century.
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LUMBER IN 1849, cont. from pg. 31
rockers and sluice boxes sold for several dollars per 
board. Prices probably were the same elsewhere, 
including Calaveras county, during 1848 and ’49.

William Perkins, in the journal of his gold rush 
experiences, reported that in Sonora a large number of 
men were kept employed cutting lumber by hand 
during the winter of 1849-50, but that by April, 1850, a 
steam powered sawmill was producing several thou
sand feet of lumber per day at a price of $500 per 
thousand board feet.

In Calaveras County the limited amount of lumber 
produced in 1848 and 1849 also appears to have been 
hand sawed and almost every community or mining 
camp had one or more whipsaw pits.

Exactly when the first water or steam powered 
sawmill went into operation in Calaveras is not 
recorded, but it probably was no later than 1850.

By that time men with experience in the lumber 
industry had arrived, and upon observing the need for 
sawed lumber, launched logging enterprises.

In addition, ditch companies were being organized 
to bring water to mining operations and they needed 
lumber for flumes.

Ebbetts Pass area historian Frances Bishop points 
out that by 1852, the Union Water Company, from 
which the present Union Public Utility District draws 
its name, was operating a mill on Love Creek, eight 
miles east of Murphys.

Also in that year, the Mokelumne Canal Company 
was producing lumber for flumes at its mill on 
Mosquito Gulch, near Glencoe.

By the summer of 1853 the Glencoe Mill was 
producing 15,000 board feet of lumber per day, and 
both it and the Union Ditch Company were selling 
excess production to miners and merchants.

By the mid-1850’s several independent lumber com
panies were in operation with sawmills at West Point 
and in what is now the Arnold-Avery area, along Big 
Trees Road.

One of the pioneer loggers was William H. Hanford, 
who in 1855 built a mill on Hunter Creek in the 
vicinity of the present Hunters Dam. That mill was 
sold to Kimball and Cutting, who in 1878, sold to John 
Manuel.

Manuel, born in Chasewater, England, in 1839, 
came to California at close of the 50’s and plunged into 
mining.

He developed the famed Central Hill gold mine at 
Douglas Flat and later, purchased the Texas Mine 
there. His brother, Matthew, drowned while attempt-

Steam tractor at Manuel Mill.

ing to de-water a mine shaft there.
By the time he acquired the lumber mill in 1878, 

Manuel had broadened his financial holdings and was 
becoming a wealthy man.

John Manuel moved the mill to the site of the present 
Boy Scout Camp on Highway 4, between Avery and 
Arnold. The present highway is built across the mill’s 
sawdust pile and for several years after its surface 
was paved, it continued to settle and crack.

Although placer mining was in decline by the late 
1850’s, lode mining was rapidly expanding, and the 
demand for sawed lumber and timber for the under
ground mining operations continued to grow.

A man identified as Dr. Fisher had established a 
large mill near West Point and the Daily Alta Califor
nia reported in 1860 that lumber production in Cala
veras County had reached nine million board feet 
annually. The price of lumber was quoted at $55 per 
thousand at Mokelumne Hill.

In 1868 the State Agricultural Report listed five 
steam powered and six water powered sawmills 
operating in Calaveras County and lumber production 
continued to increase.

In 1885, Nova Scotia logger Nathan McKay and his 
brother, John, purchased 160 acres of prime sugar pine 
on Love Creek, a mile south of the Calaveras Big 
Trees.

There they built the “Clipper Mill,’’ named in honor 
of Donald C. McKay, a relative and builder of the 
famed clipper ship “Flying Cloud” and other well 
known American clipper ships.

The McKay mill operated more than 18 years, 
closing in 1904 after exhausting its timber supply.

Please see LUMBER IN 1849, pg. 38
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POST-WAR YEARS
BROUGHT LUMBER BOOM

The lumber industry during the 1930’s was at low 
ebb in Calaveras County.

Other than demand for mine timbers, there was 
little activity in the lumber market during the depres
sion years.

But, as the nation’s economy slowly improved and 
with the outbreak of World War II in Europe, lumber 
sales began to expand.

The end of the World War II saw the lumber 
industry booming in Calaveras County as never 
before.

By 1946 there were 46 sawmills in operation in the 
county.

They ranged in size from small, two and three-man 
portable outfits to huge plants such as the Blagen, 
Stockton Box and the Associated Lumber and Box 
Company mills which later were absorbed by the 
American Forest Products Company.

The Associated Lumber and Box Company mill at 
Sandy Gulch, near Wilseyville, at height of its opera
tion, employed up to 300 men and women and turned 
out 35 million board feet of lumber per year.

They ranged from the primitive to the fully auto
mated “push button mill constructed in San Andreas 
by the late Marius “Maury” Rasmussen, who later was to 
become the developer of Mt. Reba Ski Complex.

Please see POST WAR, pg. 36

Van BUSKIRK DREAMED
OF NEW TIMBER EMPIRE
High on a ridgetop overlooking Blue Creek and the 

steep walled Mokelumne River Canyon, Charles Van 
Buskirk gazed out over miles of virgin forest and 
envisioned a new timber empire.

The year was 1893 and Van Buskirk, a successful 
Wisconsin lumberman, had just acquired large hold
ings of prime Ponderosa, sugar pine and white fir 
timber in the sprawling Blue Creek drainage.

With his Wisconsin timber resources dwindling, 
Van Buskirk had sent Grover Bruce, his chief timber 
cruiser, to California to prospect for new timber
land.

In Calaveras County Bruce found what he was 
looking for and sent for Van Buskirk to view it.

Van Buskirk also apparently was pleased and by 
1893, after establishing a headquarters in Lodi, began 
acquiring the timberland in the Blue Creek area.

During that era, lumbermen and land speculators 
were making free use of the Timber and Stone Act of 
1878 to acquire public domain timberland at a fraction 
of its value. In the Southern Sierra, valuable forest
land, including that upon which stands of Giant 
Sequoia were growing, sold for $2.50 per acre.

Land speculators also purchased discounted mili
tary land warrants and acquired other tracts by

Please see Van BUSKIRK DREAMED, pg. 37



FORMER DEPUTY, cont. from pg. 31
“The woman was drunk in a house on Davis Lane 

and when a matron and I got there, she was standing 
nude at the head of the stairs and she shot at me five 
times,’’ he said.

“We got handcuffs and a coat on her but she slipped 
out of the cuffs, shed the coat and ran. She went 
through two barbed wire fences and never got a 
scratch, but I ruined my shirt and pants getting 
through them.

I never saw the knife in the miner’s hand until he cut 
me with it,” said Collins.

“But those were the exceptions,” he said.
“There were few crimes of violence. Mostly, the 

complaints we received involved cattle rustling, 
Saturday night trouble in the mining towns, market 
hunting of deer during the depression years and of 
course, bootlegging.”

While Pardee Dam was being built it naturally 
attracted construction workers and those workers 
wanted whiskey, explained Collins. So did the miners 
at Melones and around Copperopolis, he said.

Furthermore, the foothills, sparsely settled and 
remote as they were in those days, were a natural 
place for makers of illegal whiskey to locate their 
stills.

“Some counties sort of winked at the bootlegging 
trade, but not Calaveras while Joe Swinge was sheriff. 
If Joe heard of a still or got a complaint about a bootleg 
joint, he’d raid it,” said Collins.

“I personally arrested one Valley Springs restau
rant owner three times for selling whiskey.

Off and on, during the early 1920’s there were seven 
bootleg joints operating in Copperopolis.

The Old Corner Saloon had a ground-level bar — I 
guess its the same one they use now — where you 
could buy soft drinks. But downstairs, in the base
ment, they had a room which the locals called the 
sump. That’s where they sold the hard stuff,” said 
Collins.

“We raided stills pretty regularly,” he said. “Gener
ally the big stills were owned by outsiders. We got one 
up on Hog Mountain that belonged to an outfit from 
Arizona. We confiscated 99 five-gallon cans of alcohol 
and three tons of sugar.

We gave the County Hospital all the sugar it could 
use, then auctioned off the rest.

Another big one, all camouflaged by brush in a little 
canyon off of Hunt Road, was owned by some fellows 
from Stockton.

The big outfits turned out pretty good whiskey, but

Howard Collins remember the old days.

some of the little ones made pure poison,” he said.
“Mostly, the judges weren’t too tough on them. They 

were mostly all charged with misdemeanors and they 
mostly got off with fines and maybe a little time in jail. 
Their biggest loss was the loss of their stills.

There was one fellow who had five or six kids — had 
a still up there behind Mountain Ranch.

We’d go up every so often and bust up his still, but 
we didn’t arrest him. The supervisors were afraid that 
if he went to jail the county would have to feed his 
wife and all those kids.”

At 96, Collins still has a sharp sense of humor and 
can laugh heartily.

“We sneaked in on this place down near Burson with 
the idea of getting the operators and their still. Joe 
knew that if they heard us coming, they’d run.

We got to the gate, carefully opened it, and as we 
did, a big church bell up in a tree began to ring. The 
gate was hooked up to the bell.”

We raided a big still on a dairy ranch near Wallace,” 
said Collins.

We found the still, dumped the mash and the cows 
ate it and got drunk. The owner got mad because he 
couldn’t milk the cows for a couple of days and sued 
the county, but he lost.”
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FEW REMEMBER OLD
MINING CAMP OF EMPIRE

The virtually now forgotten mining camp of Empire 
may have been the site of one of Calaveras County’s 
earliest gold discoveries.

Today only a crumbled stone chimney and few 
unidentified graves mark the spot on a tributary of 
Black Creek, east of Copperopolis, where the settle
ment once stood.

Exactly when Empire was established or how it got 
its name, cannot be determined. The townsite, located 
almost in the shadow of Johnson Mountain on what is 
now known as Empire Gulch, was a placer mining 
operation, at least in its early years.

Mrs. George Bouldin, who died in Copperopolis in 
1954 at age 105, told townspeople her parents lived in 
Empire for a short time before moving on to Upper 
Calaveritas.

Mrs. Bouldin was born in Upper Calaveritas in 
1849. Apparently her parents were among the early 
American arrivals in Calaveras County and certainly, 
among the earliest to settle in the Calaveritas area.

The gravel deposit in which the miners found gold 
was not large, but was quite deep, say local people 
who are familiar with the area. One of the major 
problems encountered by the early miners on Empire 
Gulch was lack of water. Being high on the ridge, the 
area had virtually no watershed behind it and only in 
winter was there adequate water for sluicing.

A few scattered springs provided a meager year- 
round water supply for residents’ few household 
needs.

Later, as the gravel deposits were worked out, 
prospectors found gold bearing quartz veins on a 
portion of the west side of Johnson Mountain which 
they called Pocket Mountain.

Evidence of pocket mining still can be seen there, 
but apparently the mining operations were short 
lived.

In fact, it appears that Empire, like so many early 
day mining camps, bloomed briefly, withered just as 
quickly and within a few years was virtually forgot
ten.

A stone lime kiln stands near the southeast end of 
the placer mining area on Empire gulch, but there is no 
evidence that stone or brick buildings in which lime 
based mortar would have been used, ever were built 
there.

There also are charcoal pits on Black Creek at the 
edge of the old Burnham Ranch, near Empire, but their 
connection with the old mining settlement is un-

ELDRED L. LANE
1906-1986

The untimely death Aug. 4 of rancher-businessman 
Eldred Lane is regarded as a true loss by his myriad 
friends in Calaveras County and throughout the entire 
state.

His passing is no less of a blow to the Calaveras 
County Historical Society, for the society has bene- 
fitted greatly from his efforts and dogged determina- 

from

Eldred L. Lane

tion to help preserve its
Gold Rush heritage.

Eldred Lane’s far
flung interests covered
many things,
ranching and range
management to protec
tion of human and indi
vidual rights, but pre
servation of Central
Mother Lode history
and Gold Rush artifacts
was among his prime
concerns.

He was a leader in the
project to save and re
store the historic Altaville Schoolhouse and worked 
tirelessly to have it moved to a new and safe location 
where it now stands as a Gold Rush shrine.

A native of Ione, Eldred attended elementary school 
in Clements and graduated from Lodi High School, 
which only a few years ago in recognition of his 
athletic ability, named him to its Athlete’s Hall of 
Fame. Later, he played varsity football for the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley, from which he 
graduated in 1930.

The Lane home in Mountain Ranch, an original Gold 
Rush era structure which Eldred and his wife, 
Blossom, restored to its former elegance, is an exam
ple of his love of Mother Lode history.

Eldred Lane will long be remembered as a friend and 
benefactor of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

known. The charcoal may have been used to fire 
forges in which miners sharpened their tools.

The last person to live at Empire was a Mr. Austin, 
who during the late 1920’s or early 1930’s mined there 
briefly.

Today the only access to the old townsite is over a 
virtually unmarked dirt road across private property, 
south of Bar XX Subdivision.
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Oxen were used heavily in early day Calaveras logging operations.

POST WAR, cont. from pg. 33
“It seemed there was a sawmill behind every pine 

tree,” said Gaylen Core, of San Andreas, who in those 
days in addition to being involved in sawmill opera
tion, brokererd and hauled lumber produced by some 
of the smaller sawmills..

In addition to the Associated Lumber and Box 
Company Mill at Wilseyville, the two Stockton Box 
Mills at West Point and the blagen Mill at White Pines, 
there were sizable mills at San Andreas, Toyon and at 
Wallace.

Joe Josephson operated a mill in Mountain Ranch at 
the northwest intersection of Mountain Ranch and 
Whiskey Slide Roads; there were two mills on Hawver 
Road; Paul Morris had a sawmill in Sheep Ranch and 
J. W. Griffin operated a mill on Summit Level Road.

The Matson Mill also was located on Summit Level 
Road and the Hamilton Mill was on Swiss Ranch 
Road. There was another mill on Prussian Hill Road 
and the Powell and Burleson Mill was operating on 
Moran Road, just East of Avery.

At that time, the local lumber producers estimated 
that 80 percent of their lumber was utilized in the 
California market with the remainder shipped to the 
East.

Forest Products lumber plant at Toyon 
during post-war boom.
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Van BUSKIRK DREAMED, cont. from pg. 33
paying delinquent taxes. A 160-acre plot of mixed 
conifer forest northeast of Dorrington was obtained in 
1889 by Frank Solinsky who paid the county $57.83 to 
cover the back taxes.

One of the reasons the vast Blue Creek area timber 
resource still lay untouched at the start of the 1890’s 
was its remote location and lack of long distance 
transportation.

Unlike Tuolumne and some other counties along the 
western slope of the sierra, the Calaveras lumber 
industry did not develop a rail system to move 
sawlogs to the mill sites.

Instead, Calaveras lumbermen used oxen, mules, 
and later, iron wheeled tractors to haul logs and 
lumber, thus limiting themselves to relatively small 
areas in which they could economically operate.

But Van Buskirk, calling upon his experience in 
Wisconsin forests, planned to overcome distance and 
eliminate hauling costs in the same manner that 
lumbermen did in his native state.

He planned to float his cut logs down the Moke- 
lumne River to a mill at Lodi.

That summer the Mokelumne River Canyon echoed 
with the thunder of dynamite blasts as Van Buskirk’s 
crews blasted out rocks and reefs which might block 
floating logs.

The following year actual logging operations got 
underway. Prime sugar pine, Ponderosa and fir logs 
were rolled to the creek and slid to the river to await 
the coming of the high water that would take them 
downstream.

A boom was constructed across the Mokelumne 
River at Lodi to catch the logs at the site where they 
were to be milled.

But the high water to float the logs as Van Buskirk 
envisioned it, did not come.

Finally, when winter storms brought the river to 
flood stage, some of the logs started downstream, but 
then the Wisconsin lumberman made another new and 
disappointing discovery.

Unlike the lightweight white pine logs of Wiscon
sin, the big Ponderosa, and sugar pine and white fir 
logs of the Sierra were largely “sinkers.” They refused 
to float.

Those logs that did make it all the way downstream 
on the flood waters to Lodi broke through the boom 
and a few days later were creating a navigational 
hazard in San Francisco Bay.

In 1902 Van Buskirk sold three-fourths of his timber 
holdings to the Brown Brothers, owners of a Rhine-

PIONEER SCHOOL ALBUM
GOING TO PRESS

A limited edition “Album of the Pioneer Schools of 
Calaveras County,” is scheduled to be published by 
the Calaveras County Historical Society in late 
November.

The Album, printed in hard cover, will contain 
approximately 160 pages with 120 photographs and 
illustrations of schools, pupils and teachers. The text 
includes articles on each of the county’s 60 elementary 
school districts which existed between the early 
1850’s and 1912 and tells what became of them.

Incorporated in the Album is a list of teachers in 
these pioneer schools, names of their superintendents 
and other material of interest. Included is information 
concerning early day teachers’ examinations, teach
ers’ institutes and games played by the children of the 
past century.

The Historical Society has set a pre-publication 
price of $16.00 for the Album, plus tax of 96 cents and 
$1 mailing cost, effective through Nov. 1. After that 
date the price of the book will be $19.00 plus tax and 
mailing.

Following publication, copies of the Album will be 
on sale, Tuesdays and Thursdays at the Historical 
Society Office in the old Hall of Records, 30 N. Main 
St., in San Andreas.

Orders may be mailed to the Society at P.O. Box 721, 
San Andreas , Ca. 95249.

lander, Wis., lumber firm.
He later sold the remainder of his timberland to 

Charles F. Ruggles, a Michican lumberman.
Ruggles, as late as 1930’s envisioned a railroad 

running through central Calaveras County to tap the 
timber resources, but the depression canceled that 
plan.

During the mid 1930’s Ruggles sold to the Calaveras 
Land and Timber Company which also acquired the 
remainder of what had been the Van Buskirk and 
Solinsky timberlands.

In 1939 the Blagen Lumber Company, after con
tracting with the Calaveras Land and Timber Com
pany to cut its southeast section, built a mill at White 
Pines.

American Box Company, later to become American 
Forest Products Company, purchased the Blagen Mill 
in 1940, then purchased the Calaveras Land and 
Timber Company and its holdings in 1962, adding the 
Winton Lumber Company and its Martell Mill to its 
ownership in 1964.
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Logging team near Lightner Mine in Angels Camp. Deep mines utilized much of Calaveras timber production.

LUMBER IN 1849, cont. from pg. 32
Meanwhile, the Raggio Brothers, Ernest, Joe and 

John, opened a major mill on San Domingo Creek, later 
moving it to Cowell Creek in 1910.

As the new century started it was the Manuel and 
Raggio companies which were the largest lumber 
operators in the county.

John Manuel, who had fathered a family of 12, died 
at age 59, in 1898 in Stockton, after contracting 
pneumonia while campaigning for State Senator.

Following his death, Manuel’s family organized the 
Manuel Estate Company and under the management 
of his eldest son, Matt, the company continued in the 
lumber business until the 1930’s.

In addition to their mills, the Manuels and Raggios 
also operated lumber yards in Angels Camp. The 
Manuel yard was located near the Sierra Railroad 
Depot, on what is now called Depot Road, and the 
Raggio lumber yard was near the present site of the 
Angels Camp swimming pool.

The Raggio mill finally ceased operation when its 
mill was purchased in the 1920’s by the Manuel 
Company and moved to San Antonio Creek, about a 
mile upstream from San Antonio Falls, where it 
operated during its final years.

All of Calaveras County’s early logging companies 
were handicapped to an extent by lack of adequate 
transportation to outside markets.

The rail line to the valley ended at Milton, and the 
Sierra Railroad, completed from Oakdale and Sonora 
to Angels Camp in 1902, had high freight rates that 
discouraged major lumber shipping.

The mines were the major consumers of lumber in

Calaveras.
Charles D. Lane, soon after acquiring the Utica 

Mine in Angels Camp, in 1884, informed John Manuel 
the mine could use all the lumber he could deliver.

In the early years the loggers depended largely upon 
oxen to haul logs to the mill, and teams of up to 16 
animals were not uncommon. In 1888 the McKays 
built a horse drawn railroad to haul logs from the 
woods to the mill, but by the 1890’s, horse and ox 
power was being replaced at least to some extent by 
steam powered traction engines.

John Manuel was the first to convert to steam 
traction engines for long hauls, and the McKays began 
using the steam tractor to pull logs to the mill.

Raggios quickly followed suit, for each of those 
huge old steam powered behemoths could pull five 
wagons loaded with a total of 40,000 board feet.

The old iron wheeled tractors were not popular, 
however, for they chewed the roads to ribbons, and 
their noise frightened any horse which came near 
them.

Following the close of World War I, gasoline engine 
trucks were replacing horses and the steam tractors 
for most long hauls.

Ernest Raggio, son of the founder of the raggio mill, 
recalled that gasoline powered trucks hauled the 
lumber and other building materials that went into 
the construction of the original Spicer Dam.

Today, two of the old steam traction engines that 
once hauled the logs and lumber to the Manuel and 
Raggio mills are on display in front of the Angels 
Camp Museum, reminders of the days when logging 
was a tougher and much more personal business.
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THE CHOKER SETTER 
By Norwood A. Driscol 

(Condensed from the American eagle 
of September, 1956.)

The choker setter; he’s that long legged brush 
popper who spends two-thirds of his time waiting on 
the main line and the other third chasing chokers at 
top speed so he can spend the other two-thirds 
waiting on the main line.

In the old days he set chokers behind bulls. These 
days he sets them behind cats and hands out the bull 
himself.

Sure footed as a mountain goat, he’s a strapping, 
vocal young fellow who loudly disputes the hook 
tender on every decision whenever the boss is out of 
hearing.

He’s an authority on everything from logging to 
women and knows all the big shots by their first 
names. If single, he goes to town every Friday night. 
And, if he’s married, he still goes to town every Friday 
night.

In winter he wears heavy, black wool underwear, 
stagged, high water pants and a hickory shirt.

He’s never dry, swears by all that’s holy he’s not 
cold, but has a tendency to build a fire on every pitchy 
stump he comes to, only to move on just as the fire 
begins to burn brightly and is preempted by the hook 
tender.

He either snooses Copenhagen or smokes Camels — 
sometimes both — and bums a chew from the hook 
tender every time he passes by.

In a big logging outfit the turnover in choker setters 
is terrific. Monday morning after payday finds the 
general manager, the siderod, the hook tender, the 
bookkeeper and a flunky or two from the kitchen 
setting chokers.

The choker setters will be back in a couple of days, 
assuring everyone that no harm was done, as the 
brass needed the exercise anyway.

In summer he wears the same pants and shirt, and 
his now worn-out boots with three caulks in the left 
foot and five in the right. But, he’s still sure footed as a 
mountain goat and sees no reason for putting out $60 
bucks for a new pair of boots, since his feet are dry all 
the time anyway.

He’ll explain the difference between a cat hook and 
a peter hook and is an authority on politics and world 
affairs.

He spends his spare moments in the woods in 
earnest conversation with one of his kind, assuring 
him that “now you won’t believe this, but—,” while his

Coming out of the woods near Avery.

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members to the society:

Ruth Hickman, Glendale
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Burns, San Andreas 

Gino Parini, San Francisco 
Gail Guasch, Murphys

Julius Kahn III, San Francisco 
Lee Thomas, Antioch

Dean Mayhall, San Andreas 
Nancy A. Kuellmer, Oxnard 
Mary W. Paisley, Mariposa

Gino & Betty DeMartini, Valley Springs 
Ina Davies, Avery 

Mrs. Louis Sullivan, Altaville 
Howard & Elline Beede, Rail Road Flat 

Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Raggio, Angels Camp

IN MEMORIAM
Phyllis Munn

counterpart spends his time assuring him “now you 
won’t believe this but—.”

Someday, in some drinking emporium up on the 
edge of the woods some fellow will get you in a corner 
where you can’t escape and begin to tell you what’s 
wrong with the lumber industry and the world in 
general.

When he finally gets down to brass tacks, lowers his 
voice and tells you confidentially that “you won’t 
believe this but,” then sir, you’ll know you’ve met your 
first choker setter.
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(EDITORIAL)
WRITE IT DOWN...

The history of Calaveras County, dating back to 
Gold Rush days and before, is rich and colorful.

Thanks to early-day editors and historians, and in 
more recent years to its County Historical Society, 
much of the history of Calaveras has been well 
recorded.

Still, there is much of this county’s past to be told — 
tales of its early days, its places and its people — yet 
to be preserved on the printed page.

Around the campfires of mountain cow camps, 
before warm fireplaces on winter evenings in old 
Calaveras County towns, true stories still are re
counted of early day incidents that have never been 
reduced to writing.

It is history handed down by word-of-mouth from 
mother to daughter or father to son among the descen-

COMING EVENTS
Nov. 20 — Business Meeting, 8 p.m., Grange Hall, San 
Andreas:

Following business meeting, Gail Guasch, curator 
of Old Timers Museum, in Murphys, and a know
ledgeable collector of antiques, whose hobby is Vic
torian era dolls, will be the guest speaker.

She will bring with her a sampling of her doll collec
tion and present information on what is rapidly becom
ing one of the most popular collectibles of our day.

Refreshments will round out the evening.
Dec. 18 — Annual Christmas Dinner and Party: 
Metropolitan, San Andreas, Social Hour, 6:00 p.m., 
Dinner, 7:00 p.m.

This traditional dinner party will be one of our 
year’s highlights. Our host, Don Cuneo, promises 
another of his excellent dinners, featuring roast 
turkey, baked ham, ravioli and salads with wine and 
dessert, all for the modest price of $10 per person.

After dinner there will be a presentation of Christ
mas music and we will be visited by Santa Claus. 
Ladies are requested to bring a gift marked for “lady,” 
and men a gift marked for “man.”

Cost of the gifts is not to exceed $4.00.
Since this is expected to be a sold-out event, 

reservations should be made on or before Dec. 15.

Reservations may be made with:
Eva Soracco — 754-4105

Bessie McGinnis — 736-2189
Jack Kennedy — 754-1259

Madeline Cavagnaro — 754-4105

dants of our pioneer families.
But inevitably, unless recorded in writing, this 

history will one day be lost, for only the written word 
endures. Too much Mother Lode history already has 
been lost or distorted because no one took the trouble 
to write it down.

Perhaps the incident of long ago that some friend or 
relative has related seems not too important now. It 
will not seem so unimportant to our children and our 
grandchildren.

So, write it down. It doesn’t have to be a masterpiece 
of prose. History is made up of facts.

Make a copy for the Calaveras County Archives, or 
make it available to our Las Calaveras if you’d like to 
see it in print, for only with the written word can we 
preserve our knowledge of the past.40
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FOUNDER OF ANGELS CAMP
LEFT ONLY A FAINT TRACK

The life of Henry P. Angel, who with his brother, 
George, was the founder of Angels Camp, forms an 
intriguing mosaic of shadow and substance.

Too little has been written or preserved concerning 
the lives and experiences of these two men who were 
among Calaveras County’s earliest gold seekers and 
for whom the county’s only incorporated city is 
named.

That there were two Angel brothers in Calaveras 
County in 1848 comes 
as a surprise to many
Mother Lode histo
rians, as it often has 
been accepted that
the name “George” 
was simply a nick
name for Henry.

But, recent corres
pondence with a des
cendant of the Angels 
family, a George
Angels of Portland,
Ore., throws new
light on the back
grounds of Henry and
George Angel.

Natives of Rhode
Island — their parents were born in England — Henry 
and George Angel, according to family history, came 
to California as soldiers and served under Fremont 
during our war with Mexico. Henry, according to 
records, was born in 1825 and was 23 years old when

Please see HENRY ANGEL, pg. 26

Henry P. Angel

HISTORIC ANGELS CAMP 
WITH ITS GOLDEN PAST 
SEES A BRIGHT FUTURE

By
Jacqueline Heintz

The City of Angels, better known throughout the 
world as “Angels Camp, home of the Calaveras Jump
ing Frog,” celebrates its 75th anniversary this year.

One of the earliest Gold Rush camps in the southern 
Mother Lode, “Angels,” as it is called by its local 
residents, was incorporated Jan. 24, 1912, and still 
remains the only incorporated city in Calaveras 
County.

As a result, a series of special events led off by a Jan. 
24 Mayor’s Grand Ball, are planned throughout 1987 
to celebrate this diamond jubilee year.

Conjecture as to how the name of Angels was 
chosen for this city runs a gamut of explanations 
ranging from “the exemplary behavior of its early 
citizens” — not necessarily true — to celestial mani
festations,” and the fact that in more recent years 
members of the notorious Hell’s Angels motorcycle 
club descended on the city during its annual jumping 
frog celebrations.

Actually, the town was named after a man named 
Angel who set up a trading post there in 1848. When 
first established, Angel’s supply center was little 
more than a camp site, hence, Angel’s Camp.

In 1912 when incorporation was approved the word
Please see HISTORIC ANGELS, pg. 12

Main Street, Angels Camp, prior to or during World 
War I. Large building on right is Calaveras Hotel. 

(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)
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HISTORIC ANGELS, cont. from pg. 11 
“camp” was dropped from the city’s name when it was 
officially registered with the State of California.

However, U.S. postal authorities feared the new 
little city would be confused with the City of Los 
Angeles. As a result, they declined to change the name 
of the Angels Camp Post Office which had been in 
operation since 1853.

Today it is popularly known both as the City of 
Angels (official) and as Angels Camp. Indeed, if you 
try to find the City of Angels on any road map, you 
will find only Angels Camp.

The first Angel’s Trading Post was nothing more 
than a tent in which he housed merchandise and pro
vided shelter for his patrons, who after traveling miles to 
trade with him, sometimes stayed overnight.

Angel sold the trading post in 1849 to J.C. Scribner 
who replaced the tent with a wooden building that 
was destroyed in the great fire of 1855. In 1856 
Scribner erected a stone building on the same site and 
it later housed the town’s Wells-Fargo office.

Another early structure, the Angels Hotel, which 
still stands on the northeast corner of Main Street and 
Rasberry Lane, was constructed in 1855 as a one-story 
building. Its second story was added in 1857.

It was in this hotel that Mark Twain claimed to have 
heard the story of the Calaveras jumping frog. Today 
the ground floor of the hotel has been converted to 
shops and offices and the second story houses apart
ments. Other hotels, built later in the century, 
included the Commercial Hotel, built in 1885 and the 
Calaveras Hotel, converted from a boarding house to 
hostelry in 1888.

Among Angels Camp’s earliest businesses was the 
tent store of John Peirano on the south bank of Angels 
Creek and a grocery and mining equipment store 
operated in 1852 by Cameron and Lyons.

Peirano later built a stone store at Main Street and 
Chinatown Road.

Other early business enterprises included the livery 
stable of Alexander Love and Michael Cosgrove. Mrs. 
Love, along with Mrs. Alexander Tarbot and Mrs. 
Charles Cosgrove were the first women to come to the 
mining camp.

The town’s first bakery was operated by George 
Nuninger and Akermen and Strauss were butchers, 
while Philip Scribner became the first druggist. Ralph 
Lemue operated a blacksmith and carriage shop and 
J.T. Fletcher was the town undertaker.

A foundry, later named California Electric Steel, 
was established in 1854 and still operates today under

i *

THE ANGELS HOTEL...Here in 1865, Mark Twain 
heard the “jumping frog” story that launched his 

writing career.

the ownership of Whittle and Monte Verda families.
Dr. William A. Kelly began practicing medicine in 

1849 and C.E. Young was Angels Camp’s first 
lawyer.

The late State Senator Jesse Mayq was from Angels 
Camp and many of today’s Angels Camp citizens have 
roots that reach back to the Gold Rush. Raggio, 
Rolleri, Tryon, Lemue, Monte Verde, Barden, Cos
grove, Tarbot, Peirano, Martin, Wooster, Hobart, 
Dorrah, Carley, Schwoerer, Fletcher and Leonard are 
but a few of the names of descendants of those early 
pioneers.

Visitors still can catch the spirit of the town’s 
pioneer days in the unique names of such streets as 
Dog Town Road, Chicken Ladder sidewalk, Rasberry 
Lane and Hardscrabble Street.

The first school in Angels Camp was established in 
1854 by Joseph Hill, of Slab Ranch, who rented a room 
from Bennager Rasberry in which classes were held. 
The teacher, John Brickell, received free room and 
board in the Hill home in return for taking the Hill 
children to school.

The first schoolhouse was built on Main Street and 
in 1857 about 140 children were attending classes 
there.

During its heyday when the deep mines were 
flourishing beneath its streets, Angels Camp attained 
a population of more than 4,000. With closure of the

Please see HISTORIC ANGELS, pg. 20
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MARK TWAIN’S TALE 
RELIVED EACH YEAR 

IN ANGELS CAMP
The year was 1865 and America was recovering 

from a bitter civil war when young journalist and 
aspiring author Samuel Clemens wandered into 
Angels Camp one winter afternoon and heard the 
story of a recent frog jumping contest.

This young man who later was to gain world fame
Please see MARK TWAIN, pg. 24

Mark Twain lives on in spirit in Angels Camp. 
(Wells-Fargo Historical Collection)

THEY CELEBRATED 
WHEN STEEL RAILS 

REACHED ANGELS CAMP
By

Arlene Westenrider
“The ride by rail from Jimtown to Angels is undoubt
edly the steepest, crookedest, hair-raising jaunt in 
California,’’ one reporter wrote about the Sierra Rail
road in the early 1900's. From all reports, this was not 
too great an exaggeration, but it did not deter tra
velers.

On September 10, 1902, some three thousand Cala
veras County people gathered in Angels Camp to meet 
the first scheduled train. Great things were antici
pated for the railroad in the Mother Lode and arrival 
of this train in the bustling little town, was expected 
to be only the first step.

Bringing of the railroad into the Mother Lode can be 
credited to New York Financier Thomas S. Bullock, 
who made his money by promoting railroads through
out the country. Because the Santa Fe Railroad was 
pushing him out of business in Arizona, he set out to 
find new promotions where the gold was —“the 
Mother Lode.” Arriving in Tuolumne County, he 
observed the ponderous freight wagons and over
loaded stage coaches heading to and from Calaveras

Please see STEEL RAILS, pg.14

Sierra Railroad’s old “Number 30” crossing Stanislaus River trestle pulling combination 
freight and passenger train.
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STEEL RAILS, cont. from pg. 13
County. All of this activity meant one thing to Bullock 
—“Money!”

It wasn’t hard to find backing. The California 
Exploration Company had been acquiring options and 
ownerships of mines in Calaveras County since 1896. 
Prince Andre Poniatowski, President, and William 
Crocker, Treasurer of the company, were also con
vinced that the railroad would be a profitable venture 
and agreed to its financial backing.

The line would run to the Calaveras mines, then 
continue on to the Calaveras Big Trees. The line to the 
Big Trees was not a new idea. James B. Sperry, who 
owned the forest land had previously contracted with 
a narrow gauge railroad which ran to Valley Springs, 
to continue up to the grove to bring the tourist trade. 
However, F. Birdsall, the owner of the narrow gauge 
line, died in 1885 before the Big Trees extension could 
be built and his company was taken over by Southern 
Pacific.

Bullock and his partners decided on the Oakdale to 
Sonora route, then to Angels Camp and eventually to 
Big Trees and above to where Bullock owned timber.

Grading began March 2, 1897.
Feelings were mixed in the counties. The Sonora 

Union Democrat was against the railroad and editor
ialized to that effect. The Mountain Echo, Calaveras 
Prospect and the Angels Record, the leading 
newspapers in Calaveras County, all wrote with 
enthusiasm about the project.

The first rails came from Mr. Bullock’s defunct 
Arizona railroad and the Sierra’s No. 1 locomotive 
(4-4-0) ran on the growing line. Five more locomotives 
soon were added.

On Nov. 8, 1897, the Sierra Railroad came into 
Jamestown. Everyone celebrated this event, but plans 
for continuation of the line beyond Jamestown, 
created another controversy. The stage and freight 
companies and Jamestown business people did not 
want the line to go any further for obvious reasons. 
The carriers would lose trade and the business and 
hotel owners wanted to keep travelers in Jamestown.

However, the Sierra Railroad faced possible compe
tition from a proposed line from Stockton, through 
Milton, Copperopolis, Columbia and Sonora, so Bul
lock decided to continue the line to Sonora.

Prince Poniatowski, president of the Sierra Rail
road, also was the largest shareholder in the Marble 
Works at Columbia and the Blue Lakes Power Com
pany. He proposed that the system become an electric 
railroad (using Blue Lakes Power) and be routed

Waitin’ for the train.

through the Columbia Marble Works to Angels Camp. 
Much opposition to this idea came from Sonora and 
finally other business set-backs put a stop to the 
electric line.

Two years of dispute and engineering studies fin
ally brought the Sierra Railroad to Sonora. Despite 
the former journalistic opposition, the citizens of 
Sonora welcomed the advancement of the line. On 
February 25, 1899, the first train whistled its way into 
Sonora to all the fanfare typical of old gold town 
celebrations in the west, then and now.

The popularity of the line was summed up by one 
newspaper report which said that Sonorans would 
walk to Jamestown just to ride back on the train.

But the Angels Camp line from Sonora was put on 
hold for a time because lumber industry pressures in 
Tuolumne were extending the line in the direction of 
the mills in Tuolumne City.

Nevertheless, engineering study by W.H. Newell 
was being continued on the proposed Angels Branch, 
and because of pressure from the mines, the route 
followed the Mother Lode quartz vein. Newell was 
said to have “staked out the snakiest railroad ever to 
be built.”

Newell’s blueprints called for a fifty-foot high, 
wooden trestle, to better serve the ten operating mines 
between Tuttletown and Stanislaus River. Then came 
more problems. Bullock announced that the project 
was too costly due to the “exorbitant prices” being 
asked for right-of-ways across the Melones properties.

He ordered the half-finished bridge across the 
Stanislaus put up for sale. Then the property owner, 
W.C. Ralston, Consolidated Gold Mining Company of 
Melones, backed down and the bridge was never sold,

Please see STEEL RAILS, pg. 22
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START OF DEEP MINES
BROUGHT GOLDEN ERA

TO ANGELS CAMP
Legend has it that Bennager Rasberry, attempting to 

free a ramrod stuck in his muzzle loader, fired it into 
the ground and turned up a piece of gold filled 
quartz.

That, according to this oft-repeated tale, launched 
the beginning of lode mining in Angels Camp, which 
over the span of 60 years produced more than $25 
million in gold.

Not that the strike reportedly made by Rasberry, for 
whom a street in Angels Camp is named, was the first 
gold found in this famous old mining town.

Henry P. Angel, member of the Carson-Robinson 
prospecting expedition, found gold in substantial 
quantities while placer mining the creeks and ravines 
on the present site of Angels Camp, prior to establish
ing a trading post there in the fall of 1848.

More likely than the unsubstantiated Rasberry 
story says C. A. Logan in his “Mother Lode Gold Belt 
of California,” is that the discovery of the gold bearing 

quartz vein was made by the Winter Brothers who 
were among the early arrivals at what is now Angels 
Camp.

Logan reports that by 1852 the Winter brothers had 
run a cut into the surface area of the ledge (at a 
location probably somewhat northwest of the present 
intersection of Main Street and Mark Twain Road) 
and after hand sorting the best ore, were grinding it in 
an arrastra.

During 1854 the Winter brothers and Davis & Co. 
were ground-sluicing the surface at the northwest end 
of the ledge which today is known in mining and 
geological circles as the Davis-Winter quartz vein.

In fact, the present Altaville area was first known 
as Wintertown.

The Davis-Winter vein on which were located such 
famous deep ledge mines as the Sultana, Angels, 
Lightner, Utica and Stickle Mines, lies in a minera
lized fault zone about a half-mile east of what is 
considered the course of the Mother Lode zone. The 
ledge runs for a distance of 4,700 feet from its general 
point of discovery and proved much richer in gold 
than the “Boulder Ledge” which is a half-mile to the

Please see DEEP MINES, pg. 16

With its deep lode mines running, Angels Camp was a prosperous community at the turn of the century.
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)
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DEEP MINES, cont. from pg. 15
West in the true Mother Lode zone where the Gold 
Cliff and Madison Mines were located.

Although the gold bearing ledge was discovered 
early and there was initial surface mining along it, 
which yielded free gold and some rich pockets, major 
mining development along most of its length did not 
get underway until the 1880’s.

And, while it is well documented that prospecting 
and surface mining occurred along the Davis-Winter 
ledge throughout the early 1850’s, no major recording 
of quartz claims took place until 1855.

The Winter brothers, listed as A. and E. Winter, are 
believed to have filed what later became known as the 
Bovee Claim, prior to 1855, but if they recorded it, the 
recording was lost. William Saunders, Wallis, Gar
diner and R. Mitchell & Co. also are reported to have 
staked the Fritz Claim, at the northern end of the vein 
earlier than 1855, but also neglected an early recording.

In addition to the Fritz and Bovee Claims, a total of 
11 other claims along the Davis-Winter ledge were 
filed between Jan. 20, 1855 and May 19, 1857.

These, beginning at the north end of the ledge below 
the Fritz and Bovee claims, included the Dr. Hill, 
Maltman and Potter claims that later became the 
Angels Mine, the Crystal, Lightner, Jackson, Utica, 
Confidence, Stickle, Rasberry and Egan claims.

At that time Angels Camp Mining District law 
allowed an individual to file only a single quartz claim 
100 feet long and 300 feet wide along the lode line. For 
that reason the claims along the Davis-Winter and 
Boulder Ledges — even those filed by partnerships — 
were relatively short in length.

The Gold Cliff claim on the Boulder Ledge was filed 
March 12, 1855 and Specimen Hill Claim on the same 
ledge, which later became the Madison Mine, was 
recorded on March 30, 1857.

The major Angels Camp mines developed on the 
Davis-Winter and Boulder veins included the Sultana, 
Angels, Lightner, Utica, Stickle, Gold Cliff and the 
Madison.

Between the mid-1880’s when they became major 
gold producers and 1918 when the last of them shut 
down, they produced in excess of $25 million in gold. 
Some of them, such as the Utica, were mined to great 
depth. The Utica when it closed, had reached a depth 
of 3,050 feet.

The main reason that ledge mining was slow to 
develop in Angels Camp was that miners found that 
as the vein deepened it quickly turned to low grade,

Utica-Stickle Mill (Circa 1895) with Utica chlorina
tion works in background. In background (right) is 

headframe of Utica Mine cross-shaft.
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

sulphide ore from which it was difficult to unlock the 
values.

However, the ledge was not without its rich spots 
all the way to the final depths of the mines. Miners on 
occasion hit pockets that sometimes produced 
substantial quantities of free gold, particularly along 
the hanging wall.

As an example, the Angels Mining Company took a 
$100,000 pocket from the Crystal Vein inl910andthe 
Utica Company reported striking many pockets of 
varying sizes all the way down its vein.

But generally, the ore that was put through the 
Angels Camp stamp mills ran in value from $2 to $10 
per ton.

By the fall of 1857 the Calaveras Independent was 
reporting that Angels Camp quartz mines were crush
ing the ledge’s oxidized surface ore at a dozen differ
ent locations in arrastras and small stamp mills. 
These mills, some steam and others water powered, 
contained an average of 12 stamps, said the 
newspaper.

But, as the oxidized ore that yielded free gold turned 
to sulphide, the mills, one-by-one shut down or sold to 
newcomers who eventually closed them.

Among the Angels Camp mine and mill owners of 
the 60’s was James G. Fair, (later of Comstock Lode 
fame) who acquired and operated the Utica claim as 
the Utica Gold and Silver Mining Co. until 1865. Fair 
sold to Boyd and Lake in 1866 but they soon aban
doned it, claiming that Fair had “salted” the property.

Thus, during the 1860’s and throughout the 70’s lode 
Please see DEEP MINES, pg. 17
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DEEP MINES, cont. from pg. 16
mining in Angels Camp was in decline except at the 
Angels (Maltman-Potter) Mine, which continued to 
produce gold.

It was not until the 1880’s which brought with them 
improved methods of recovery of gold from base ores 
that there was a resurgence of lode gold mining in 
Angels Camp.

The Utica property changed hands at least four 
times between 1855 and 1885, and at one point during 
the 1860’s was known as the Invincible. But, after 
1884 when it came under the ownership of Charles D. 
Lane, Lynde, Hough and Brady, the Utica operated 
constantly and profitably until it closed in 1915.

The Utica group included the Stickle, Egan, Ras
berry, Confidence and Jackson claims encompassing 
the south one-third of the Davis-Winter ledge. Later, 
the Utica Company also acquired the Gold Cliff and 
Madison Mines on the Boulder Ledge.

During the more than 30 years it operated on a 
sustained basis, the Utica was mined to a depth of 
more than 3,000 feet and at the height of its production 
around turn of the century, employed more than 500 
men underground, on the surface and in its mill. And, 
during that period the combined production of the 
Utica-Stickle and other claims that made up the Utica 
complex is estimated at $13,635,000.

The lightner Mine, first located in 1855, operated 
only sporatically until 1896. Then, with a ledge that at 
some points reached a width of 100 feet, the Lightner 
was mined to a depth of 900 feet and with its 60-stamp 
mill, produced more than $3 million by the time it 
closed in 1915.

The Angels Mine, first known as the Maltman for

Young miners waiting to go on shift. (Note miners’ oil 
lamps on hats) Miner at left, second row, 

also carries candle.

The Angels Mine — last of Angels Camp’s deep mines 
to close, kept operating until 1918.

William Maltman, one of its original owners, was 
made up of the Dr. Hill, Potter-Maltman and Crystal 
claims.

In 1884 the Angels Mine was purchased by James V. 
Coleman, nephew of W.S. O’Brien, one of the “big 
four” of Virginia City’s Comstock Lode.

The Angels was mined to a depth of 1,050 feet and 
its ore was processed in a 40-stamp mill.

The Sultana, northernmost of the mines on the 
Davis-Winter ledge, produced an estimated $1 million 
between 1883 and 1905 when it finally closed.

The Gold Cliff and Madison Mines, on the 
Boulder ledge a half-mile west of Angels Camp, 
were located early, but deep mining did not begin 
there until 1899, after they were acquired by the 
Utica Mining Company.

The Gold Cliff is estimated to have produced 
$2,800,000 in gold. There are no accurate estimates on 
the production of the Madison Mine.

During their heyday the Angels Camp deep mines 
operated two ten-hour shifts per day, seven days per 
week. However, following a 1907 miners’ strike, the 
companies reduced the underground shifts to nine 
hours per day.

Angels Camp’s golden era of mining ended prior to 
and during the early days of World War I when the 
south end of the ledge pinched out and ore values 
along the north end decreased until they became so 
low that mining could no longer profitably be con
ducted.

(Much of the information contained in this article 
came from the writings of the late Angels Camp 
educator and historian Ed Leonard.)
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IN ANGELS CAMP 
JOE CARLEY WAS 

MR. FIRE DEPARTMENT
By

Mary Matzek

The City of Angels has always regarded its Volun
teer Fire Department with warmth and pride.

Among its staunchest champions is Joe Carley who 
served as fire chief for 23 years, from 1958 to 1981. 
But, Joe’s interest and service with the fire department 
goes back much further than 1958.

As a kid growing up in Angels Camp, Joe would hear 
the fire bell, drop anything he was doing and make a 
dash for Main Street to see if he could find the fire. 
Enroute, of course, he would encounter half the kids in 
town doing the same thing, for there is something 
powerfully attractive about the clanging bell and the 
excited rush of volunteers responding to a situation 
that holds drama and danger for all involved.

During clean-up after the fire Joe would occasion
ally get to help, and from that early association he got 
his first taste of fireman’s duty.

The equipment itself was fascinating to a young boy 
and fire equipment was stored in Carley’s Garage for a 
time before the fire department had a building of its 
own.

When the fire truck needed repair it was Joe’s father 
who worked on it, so it seemed natural for Joe, as a 
young man in 1935, to join the ranks of the volunteers 
under Fire Chief Jack Twisselman.

“In 1934 the city council was informed by the State 
Board of Fire Underwriters it would have to officially 
form a fire department,” explained Joe. “The council 
met in city hall, which was in the Wood’s Building 
then, and appointed Jack Twisselman fire chief. That 
was in 1935.”

“Twisselman wasn’t the first chief, though, because 
Joe Zwinge served before him. But the department 
was kind of loosely organized, and when Zwinge was 
elected sheriff, it left open the job of fire chief."

“Loosely organized,” is a term that fit many small 
community fire departments of that day, but fire 
protection was so vital that somehow they always 
managed some measure of protection.

Fire protection for Angels Camp in 1865 included a 
series of reservoirs on high ground above town that 
fed water into a ditch and a primitive pipeline system 
which carried it to various buildings and few hyd
rants in the community. However, that system proved 
inadequate when much of the city burned in 1885.

Joe Carley
(Courtesy of Paul Moeller)

The Utica Company brought an improved water 
system to Angels Camp in 1889 and the citizens 
bought two hose carts with reels holding 250 feet of 
hose; then formed the Morning Star and Utica Fire 
Companies. A “Full Moon Fire Company” also was 
mentioned in local papers in 1895. The carts were 
hand pulled to the scene of fires, a job that required 
considerable manpower when navigating a hill.

The Utica Company’s superintendent, George Bro
die, developed monitors that pressurized the water 
and were quite effective in combatting fires and 
keeping major blazes from spreading. With the Utica’s 
water lines in place beneath the major streets, the 
company installed several monitors at strategic loca
tions. They were known as “Brodie Giants.”

Again, the citizens demonstrated the pride -they 
took in their fire department. They built a two-story 
hose cart house with a belfry in the business district 
and called it the Full Moon. Another, named the 
Eureka, was built at the head of South Main Street and 
several hundred feet of hose was added to the reels.

In 1916 the city purchased its first fire truck, thus 
enabling firemen to considerably reduce their re
sponse time.

So, it was on a motorized department that Joe 
Carley got his first fire department job in 1935.

The fire truck, a Model T Ford equipped by 
LaFrance, cost the city $1,250 and hauled two 
25-gallon soda-acid primed water tanks. Soda and 
acid containers rested on a baffle above water level in 
the tanks and upon arrival at a fire the tanks were 
turned over, mixing the soda and acid and creating the 
necessary pressure to force the water through the fire 
hoses. Extra hose was hauled to the fires on a
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second-hand pickup truck the department had ob
tained.

“My job was to flush the chemical equipment and 
get it ready for the next fire,” said Joe.

The city purchased its first modern 500-gallon-per- 
minute GMC pumper from VanPelt in Oakdale, in
1937.

That same year Howard Dynan and the Utica 
Company began installing new hydrants at no ex
pense to the city and local volunteer fire fighters with 
unlimited water at high pressure, finally had the 
leading edge against fires almost anywhere in town.

“No one was trained with any formality and fires 
still were fought by whoever showed up, but the 
system worked because people did show up,” said 
Carley. Joe learned his fire fighting skills from the 
men who went before him and by the time he was 
appointed chief in 1958, when Twisselman retired, he 
had fought every kind of fire and done every job there 
was to do, from working on engines to repairing hose.

Joe spent 46 years in the fire department and some 
of the fires still are vivid in his memory.

“One of our worst fires was the Calaveras Hotel in
1938. A man lost his life in that one and another guy 
jumped off the back porch and broke his leg.”

“The structure didn’t totally burn down but it might 
as well have, there was nothing left to salvage. 
Sometimes about the best you can do is to prevent a 
fire from spreading to other buildings. That fire 
started in the chimney of the hotel’s kitchen stove.”

“Woods Hall was a total loss even though the fire 

started during the day. They held dances there and 
had a piece of oil soaked carpet they dragged around 
the floor after the dances to clean up. They left it in a 
side room, all rolled up like a greasy rag. The sun 
shined on it until it burst into flames.

"The whole building filled with smoke while-we 
were in there and part of the ceiling fell in on us. Dave 
Dragone and I, on our hands and knees, followed the 
hoses to find our way out,” said Carley.

“We had no protective gear and couldn’t stay in the 
hot, smoke-filled building, so it burned.”

“Another bad fire was the Angels Theater. It started 
from an electrical short in the motor that controlled 
the stage curtains. It flashed and the whole building 
was involved in minutes. Without protection from the 
heat — we just had our working clothes on — we 
couldn’t stop it. The ceiling in that place was so high 
we couldn’t reach it.”

It was under Jack Twisselman’s and then Joe’s 
leadership that many improvements in the fire 
department were made.

These men were in a position to know that many 
buildings that burned could have been saved if only 
the firemen had better gear and equipment. They also 
knew that a centrally located fire station would help 
cut response time and make it easier for busy volun
teers to keep the gear in good order.

They also knew it would be smart to have a man “on 
call” in the fire station at night.

So, with Dr. Cooper at the head of a citizens’
Please see FIRE DEPARTMENT, pg. 20
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FIRE DEPARTMENT, cont. from pg. 19
committee, an attempt was made in 1937 to pass a 
bond to finance a new fire station. The bond proposal 
was defeated by a vote of 132 to 112. The opposition 
claimed the firemen wanted a clubhouse.

“We used to have dinner meetings,” said Joe. “None 
of us got paid and it was a way of getting together and 
discussing things and making it a bit pleasant. We 
wanted to attract and keep a core of volunteers so the 
department was like a club, or a big family.”

“We had our dinner meetings once each month in the 
banquet room of the IOOF Hall. The guys took turns 
cooking, with three selected for each meeting to figure 
menu and prepare the dinner.”

“Some of the fellows couldn’t cook, so they’d split 
the cost and have the Sierra Club cater it. The Sierra 
Club did that for the firemen at a very reasonable 
price, or even free-of-charge. We’d buy the meat and 
Bernasconi would cook it for us. They did a lot for the 
fire department.”

But, being a fireman was not all fun. Failure of the 
bond election hurt, but the following year when the 
city council proposed a 20-cent fire tax, it was 
approved by a vote of 168 to 52 and in 1948, a building 
on main Street, which the city owned, was renovated 
to house equipment and one fire truck.

“We used to go out on rangeland fires even though 
we were a city fire department,” said Carley. “We also 
provided fire protection for Vallecito. In winter, let me 
tell you, that was a cold job.”

“There was no cab on the truck,” he said. “We 
answered a fire call at the Canepa Ranch one winter 
night and our clothes were sheets of ice by the time we 
got there.”

“We saved the house and then had to ride home on 
the truck in a snow storm. It was an advantage to take 
our own cars, and many of the volunteer firemen did 
so, since quite often there wasn’t room on the fire 
truck for everyone who showed up.”

“As volunteers, we bought our own protective hats 
and coats. We held barbecues and fund raisers, just as 
we still do today with Firemens’ Fun Day, to provide 
much of our equipment.”

And, when Joe was fire chief, he understood why 
the kids of Angels Camp liked to chase fires.

“In fact,” he said, “that’s how Firemens’ Fun Day 
started. The kids would follow us to a fire or a 
controlled burn and we’d be afraid they’d get hurt, so 
we’d promise them that if they’d be good and stay out 
of the way we’d buy them some ice cream and give 
them a ride on the fire truck.

HISTORIC ANGELS, cont. from pg. 12
mines the number of its people dwindled and today’s 
population stands at 2302.

During its hectic gold mining years the town exper
ienced its share of fires, dissention and violence, and 
during the early days of the Civil War, when there 
were those who were pushing for California to join the 
Confederacy, a company of militia, called the Angels 
Camp Guard, was formed.

Armed with rifles provided by the State, the 
guardsmen met and held their training sessions in 
Cosgrove Hall, on the hill back of the business 
district. The training center became known as 
Armory Hall.

At one time Angels Camp was said to contain 
approximately 40 saloons, violence was no stranger 
there, and like all Mother Lode towns, it also periodic
ally experienced disastrous fires.

The first major fire occurred in 1855 and among 
other things, destroyed the building in which had 
been located the original Angels Trading Post. That 
blaze is said to have destroyed virtually every tent 
and structure from Angels Creek north to the Catholic 
Church. A second damaging but less disastrous fire 
hit the town in 1856.

On June 24, 1885, fire broke out in the Cosgrove 
Please see HISTORIC ANGELS, pg. 21

“So, we’d do just that, and it turned into our annual 
Fun Day. Now we know that was the best way to 
recruit volunteer firemen. We have pictures on the 
wall of the fire house of kids on Fun Day who are now 
our firemen.”

In 1966, Joe donated an automobile to the fire 
department along with the gasoline it cost him to 
drive it to fires. The department equipped it with a fire 
extinguisher because it usually was the first vehicle 
on the scene.

Angels Camp finally got its fire station in 1968.
As times changed, Joe, as fire chief, began receiving 

a small stipend in the 1970’s and when he retired in 
1981 he recommended a fulltime chief be appointed 
and paid a salary. As a result, Dewayne Brown was 
appointed and has served as salaried Fire Chief since 
that date.

The fire department now also has the best of gear.
“The men are properly outfitted with lightweight 

material that won’t burn. We have a pumper that will 
put out 3,000 gallons per minute and our fire depart
ment will stand up to any of our size in the state,” said 
Joe, with justified pride.
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HISTORIC ANGELS, cont. from pg. 20
Hotel, burned some 15 business establishments and 
all of Chinatown.

In September, 1931, fire destroyed the Commercial 
Hotel and six nearby businesses and in December, 
1938, the Calaveras Hotel and eight business 
establishments went up in flames.

The Wells Fargo Building and the Woods Building, 
which contained a large dance hall, burned in 1941.

However, by 1895 the town had a “full Moon Fire 
Company,’’ and after the Utica Mining Company 
brought piped water into the central part of the 
community, several fire hydrants were installed.

In 1912 after the city was incorporated, a volunteer 
fire Department was formed and Joe Zwinge, later to 
become Calaveras County Sheriff, was appointed fire 
chief.

In 1916 the city obtained its first fire truck, a Ford 
fitted with two 25-gallon tanks.

But in addition to its fires, Angels Camp also has 
had its troubles with floods.

In 1909 when during a cloudburst Angels creek 
overflowed its banks, the subsequent flood washed 
away much of Chinatown. Debris blocked the flow of 
water beneath the Main Street (now Highway 49) 
Bridge and sent a five-foot deep stream of water down 
Finnegan Lane. Many buildings were damaged and a 
blacksmith shop and carriage shop were washed 
away.

A similar flood in Nov., 1926, washed away Carley’s 
Garage and tumbled several automobiles into Angels 
Creek. A flood also damaged Main Street stores on 
Jan. 16, 1970.

Although Angels Camp never achieved a reputation 
for lawlessness or violence, and certainly did not copy 
either Bodie or Hangtown, it did have its slayings and 
at least twice its citizenry applied justice with a 
hangman’s noose.

The first lynching occurred in 1856 after a man 
identified as William Colbrook, stabbed to death Dr. 
Thomas Armstrong, during an argument in which the 
doctor allengedly called Colbrook a thief.

Colbrook was arrested by a constable but was soon 
forcibly taken from him by a crowd of angry citizens 
who moments later, hanged the accused murderer 
from a tree.

Two years later a man named Brooks, who stabbed 
an older man with whom he had been playing cards, 
was taken from the local jail by unidentified members

ANGELS’ BRASS BAND...(L to R) Lincoln Rasberry, 
Otta Fletcher, Walter Tryon, Bosco Madison, Joe 
Peirano, William Thomas, Charles Tryon, Charles

Rasberry, Tom Laird, Edward Fletcher.

of a crowd and lynched from a tree near the site of the 
old schoolhouse.

But generally, life flowed quietly in Angels Camp, 
its population made up largely of merchants, busi
nessmen and hard working miners.

Also, it may have been the settling influence of 
churches which were established early in that 
mining camp.

By 1850 a Catholic congregation had formed in Sonora 
and quite possibly, there was one in Angels Camp.

By 1851 Father Henery Aleric was visiting Angels 
Camp and a small wooden Catholic Church was 
constructed there in 1854. That church burned in the 
fire of 1855, but a new one was built in 1858.

A Methodist Episcopal Church was built in Angels 
Camp in 1859 and the Union Congregational church 
was organized in 1900.

St. Basil’s Serbian Church was constructed in 1910 
and still stands on South Main Street, overlooking the 
ground where the town’s deep mines once worked.

Today, Angels Camp has six active churches.
Fires and floods and the ravages of time have taken 

many of Angels Camp’s historic buildings, but the city 
still has many proud old Gold Rush structures that 
add to its historic atmosphere.

The big stamp mills have been gone for half a 
century now, but today, Angels Camp is growing 
again. It still is the crossroads and trade center of the 
county, with snow, mountain and water sports, as 
well as ranching, lumbering, and resumption of near
by gold mining adding to its well-being.

But with this new growth, the people of Angels 
Camp still strive to retain this Mother Lode Gold Rush 
city’s historic atmosphere.
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STEEL RAILS, cont. from pg. 14

but the work was held up for another year, until 
March of 1901.

The route into the river canyon, past Melones and 
Carson Hill, richest mining area in the county, pre
sented another challenge for Engineer Newell. A high 
bridge spanning the Stanislaus Canyon between these 
two major mining hills was too great an engineering 
proposition at that time. So Newell settled for a series 
of switchbacks to scale the steep hillsides.

Numerous switchbacks brought the line, on the 
Tuolumne side, down a steep ravine, winding around 
curves to insure safety for the 700 foot drop in the four 
miles of track leading to the railroad trestle across the 
river. This included grades up to 4.15 percent and 27 
to 28 degree curves.

There was only one switchback used on the Cala
veras side which used eight miles of track to achieve 
equal grades. The crest of the hill was 600 feet above 
the river.

It took twelve months to complete the 21-mile long 
Angels Branch. The single track, wood and steel- 
trussed bridge, with concrete abutments at each end, 

was about 300 feet in length and fifty feet in height at 
mid-river.

Although Carson Hill had dwindled to a small 
settlement, its residents were anxiously awaiting the 
Railroad to revive the town. The Senior Mr. Stevenot 
offered the Railroad a considerable right-of-way 
through his property in return for a lifetime pass and a 
private flag stop.

From Carson Hill the tracks ran to the junction of 
Murphys Road, just east of the Main Street of Angels 
Camp. The turntable at the Angels Depot, designed by 
Engineer Newell, was made at the Demarest and 
Fullen Foundry in Altaville.

The Sierra depot and turntable was purposely 
located well east of Main Street, making it more 
convenient for the extension of the rail line toward 
Murphys and Big Trees. The expansion never took 
place. The reason is unknown but perhaps cost had 
much to do with it.

The new No. 10 Shay locomotive and the old No.9 
Heisler were the power units on the Angels Branch. A 
short passenger coach and a combination passenger 
mail car, designed to fit the curves had been built in

Please see STEEL RAILS, pg. 23

With its fire banked, Sierra Railroad locomotive with another combination freight and passenger train behind 
it, stands in front of Angels Camp Depot.

(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)
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STEEL RAILS, cont. from pg. 22
San Francisco. The trains ran daily for over 35 years.

More than 3000 people from all of the Calaveras 
towns turned out that magic day, September 10, 1902, 
to see the first scheduled railroad train in their 
county. “The bunting-draped No. 10 roared, smoking 
and whistling,” into the depot ahead of two short coaches 
loaded with railroad officials and special guests.

For two years the trains ran smoothly, then tragedy 
struck in June, 1904. A loaded boxcar and flat car 
broke loose and rolled back down the grade into the 
regular morning passenger train carrying seventeen 
passengers.

Among the travelers were the Valente sisters, aunts 
of James Valente, who served as Mayor of the City of 
Angels, 1968 to 1972. The passengers were warned by 
the conductor, who saw the train cars coming and all, 
except the Valente sisters, had either jumped off or 
moved into the forward combination coach when the 
crash occured.

The rail line experienced other occasional accidents 
over the years, one on June 26,1906, when a freight car 
loaded with 15 tons of dynamite exploded, killing two 
men, as the train was rounding Gee Whiz Point, a half 
mile below the summit of Carson Hill.

For thirty-five more years the trains chugged into 
Angels Camp but in March 1939, the little railroad 
came to an end. Progress in the form of automobiles 
and trucks had replaced the railroad. When the last 
train pulled into the City of Angels to dismantle the 
tracks and turn-table, business continued as usual. 
Only a few people showed up to say Good-bye. That 
day the property, depot included, was turned back to 
the Tryon family.

PIONEER SCHOOL ALBUM 
EXPECTED THIS MONTH

Due to circumstances beyond its control, the His- 
torial Society’s limited edition Album of the Pioneer 
Schools of Calaveras County could not be delivered in 
December as anticipated.

However, the album committee has been assured 
that copies will be received from the printer this 
month and committee members hope to begin mailing 
them to purchasers before month’s end.

Cost of the 160-page albums which contain photo
graphs and articles on each of the 60 elementary 
schools and school districts which existed in Cala
veras County between 1850 and 1912, is $19.00, plus 
six percent sales tax and $1.00 handling charge.

John Lemue James Valente

A CHANGE OF MAYORS
IS RARE HAPPENING 
IN CITY OF ANGELS

Angels Camp (officially incorporated as the City of 
Angels on Jan. 24, 1912) remains unique among 
California municipalities in that it has had only nine 
mayors during its 75 years.

In fact, only six of those nine heads of Angels City 
Government actually have been bearers of the title of 
“Mayor.”

The first three selected as heads of the city’s 
governing body were called Presidents of the City 
Board of Trustees.

And, except for two of those first three chosen to 
head the local government, virtually all who served as 
mayor have been office holders of long tenure.

The late Honorable Mayor John Lemue lead all 
others in the length of time he headed the Angels City 
Council.

Lemue, local civic leader and owner of the Angels 
Hotel, served 39 years on the city council, 28 of them 
as Mayor.

Lemue’s years as a member of the council are 
surpassed by those of James Valente, who was a 
councilman for 40 years, four of which he served as 
Mayor.

Lemue died in 1974 at age 86, as he campaigned for 
yet another term on the council.

The city’s first elected leader was August May, a 
carpenter, who at age 40, was named President of the 
City’s first Board of Trustees in 1912.

May, who served for two years, was succeeded in
Please see MAYORS, pg. 25
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MARK TWAIN, cont. from pg. 13
under the pen name of Mark Twain, chuckled as he 
listened to Angels Hotel owner Ross Coon tell of how 
Jim Smiley, boastful owner of Dan’l Webster, “the best 
jumpin’ frog in Angels Camp,” got bilked out of $40 by 
a pair of city slickers.

Seems that the pair, after informing Smiley they 
could beat ’ol Dan’l “with most any old frog,” stacked 
the odds when Jim’s back was turned. They poured a 
handfull of birdshot down Dan’l’s throat and when the 
jumping contest took place the Angels Camp cham
pion lost to a common old frog plucked a few minutes 
earlier from a nearby pond.

Jim Smiley caught on to the trick, but not before the 
strangers had left town with their winnings and “Jim 
never did catch up with the rascally critters.”

Clemens hurried back across the Stanislaus River 
to the cabin at Jackass Hill where he was staying with 
the Gillis brothers, and there penned his now famous 
story of the Calaveras jumping frog.

The tale tickled the funnybone of the nation and 
launched Twain’s career as an author and humorist.

But as far as Angels Camp is concerned its associa
tion with frog jumping might have ended there had it 
not been for a gasoline price war that broke out in that 
city some 60 years later, in 1926.

Local businessmen met on April 13 of that year for 

the express purpose of settling the “gas war,” and at 
the meeting in the Calaveras Bank, presided over by 
Bank Cashier Tony Enos, the Angels Boosters Club 
was formed.

Attending that meeting, in addition to Enos, were 
John and Joe Carley, Jack Stout, Turner Lillie, A.R. 
Davies, Charles Rogue, John Bassler, and Tony Damas.

The club immediately undertook a series of promo
tions to stimulate business in Angels Camp. But it was 
not until the spring of 1928 when the Boosters Club 
and the community sought a means of celebrating the 
paving of Main Street, that the Angels Camp Jumping 
Frog Jubilee was born.

The suggestion came from a Reverend Brown, a 
visiting minister, who recalled Mark Twain’s classic 
story about the Calaveras Jumping Frog.

Boosters Club President John Lemue appointed Ben 
Carlowe general chairman of the affair and the dates 
of Saturday and Sunday, May 19 and 20, 1928 were 
selected for the event.

Calaveras County Fair Manager Carl Mills with 
Harry Barden and a man named Weisbacher, from 
Melones Mine, came up with the name “Jumping Frog 
Jubilee,” and Mills became its publicity chairman.

Charles Tryon headed the parade committee; Harry 
Barden and George Bennett, gambling; Ed Leonard, 

Please see MARK TWAIN, pg. 28

It was wall-to-wall people, when during the late 1920’s, the Frog Jump Jubilee was held on Main Street in 
downtown Angels Camp.
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MAYORS, cont. from pg. 23
1914 by Carlton H. Wood, 47, who was the Wells Fargo 
agent in Angels Camp.

In 1916 George W. Patterson, 42, manager of the 
local telephone company, was selected to replace 
Wood, but in 1917, Wood once again was chosen to 
head the city government and this time was given the 
title of “Mayor.”

Wood served as mayor of the City of Angels from
1917 until 1932 when A. D. Mentz became the city’s 
mayor.

Mentz held that position until 1940 when John 
Lemue became mayor. A position which he held for 28 
years, until 1968.

Lemue had earlier served on the council from 1922 
to 1926, then served another three years prior to 1940, 
when he was appointed in 1937 to fill out the term of 
Councilman Hugh Kennedy, who resigned.

The last four years which Lemue served on the 
council were from 1970 to 1974, and it was his 
intention before death overtook him, to be reelected 
for yet another term.

James Valente, whose 40 years on the Angels City 
Council is unparalleled, served as mayor from 1968 
through 1974. Valente, as 1986 draws to a close, still 
lives in retirement in Angels Camp after a lifetime in 
the banking business there.

Oliver Garcia, now recently retired from Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company, served as mayor from 
1972 until his retirement from the city council in 
1934.

Local educator Elizabeth P. Alford has served as 
mayor since that time.

Among others with long tenure on the city Council 
and in city government are James Luly, who served 24 
years on the city council and the late John. P. Twissel- 
man, who served as city treasurer for 50 years, from
1918 until 1968.

The late Joe Vetter served the City of Angels as city 
clerk from 1947 to 1967. The present clerk
administrator, Jacqueline Heintz, has served as clerk 
19 years, and was elected in November to another 
four-year term.

IN MEMORIAM
Dorner T. Schueler, Murphys: Sept. 26 
Peter L. Snyder, San Andreas: Nov. 6 

Frances Sowden Kroh, Stockton: Nov. 12 
Alvin Cott, Stockton: Nov. 13

Hoben Thomas, Mokelumne Hill: Dec. 6

THINGS REALLY JUMPED 
AT 1929 ANGELS CAMP

JUMPING FROG JUBILEE
There was no shortage of fun and entertainment 

along Main Street, in Angels Camp, during the early 
years of the Calaveras County Jumping Frog Jubilee.

In addition to the actual frog jumping contest, the 
street became the scene of constantly changing attrac
tions and activities, as demonstrated by this program 
for the second day of the 1929 jubilee.

PROGRAM
Jumping Frog Jubilee
Sunday, May 19, 1929

Angels Camp, “Home of the jumping Frog”

9 a.m. to 10—BAND CONCERT.
10 a.m.—’49 FROGS’ JUBILEE PARADE.
10 a.m. to 10:30—EPISODE FROM LIFE OF

JOAQUIN MURIETTA.
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.—FLAPJACK FLIPPING

CONTEST.
10:30 A.M. TO 11—BOY’S MOCK FROG CONTEST. 
10:30 a.m. to 11—LYNCHING SCENE.
11 a.m. to 12—PIG RACING AND HOG CALLING.
1 p.m. to 2 p.m.—BOY SCOUT DRILL.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.—JUBILEE DANCE, Woods

Auditorium.
2 p.m. to 3:30—FROG CONTEST.
3:30 p.m. to 4:30—TIMBER CONTEST.
5 p.m. to 6 p.m.—SNAKE BATTLE.
6:30 p.m.—BAND CONCERT.
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.—STREET AMUSEMENTS.
9 p.m.—GRAND BALL.

CONTINUOUS FEATURES
FAMOUS EL DORADO SALOON.
LUCKY ROARING CAMP.
BUCKET OF BLOOD.
'49 GOLD DIGGIN'S.
INDIAN VILLAGE.
CHINESE HOP DEN.
MINING EXHIBIT.
MUSEUM.
HULA HULA DANCE.
THE TATTOOED MINER.
MAC and his HAYWIRE BAND—

K.F.R.C.—ARTISTS
FOUR VENETIAN SINGERS.
HARRY LEAHY and his ACCORDIAN WONDERS.
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HENRY ANGEL, cont. from pg. 11
the Gold Rush began in 1848. It is not known whether 
George Angel was younger or older than Henry.

The information that the Angel brothers were 
members of Fremont’s Army coincides at least to some 
degree with that uncovered by respected Calaveras 
historian Frances Bishop. She says it was claimed by 
early-day lumberman Clarence McKay, whose family 
built the “Clipper Mill’’ on Love Creek, that Henry 
Angel was a deserter from Fremont’s forces and that 
he started his trading post in what is now Angels 
Camp with supplies pilfered from the Army post in 
Monterey.

However, the first recorded mention of either of the 
Angels brothers in California occurs in February, 
1848, when Henry Angel was reported at Sutter’s Fort.

He was next reported at Monterey, in May, 1848, 
and if family records are correct, George was with 
him, as they left for the gold fields with the 92-man 
Carson-Robinson gold prospecting expedition.

The party is believed to have been comprised 
mostly of discharged U.S. Army veterans of the 
Mexican War, and among them were the two Murphys 
brothers, founders of the Town of Murphys, who are 
said to have been friends of Henry and George 
Angel.

James H. Carson is credited with the discovery of 
the vast riches which were developed into the famous 
Carson Hill Mine a few miles south of Angels Camp. 
He is described by some historians as having served 
as a lieutenant in Col. Jonathan Stevens Seventh 
Regiment of New York Volunteers, but Bancroft says

Carson was a sergeant with Company F, Third Regi
ment, U.S. Field Artillary.

September of 1848 found Henry Angel camped and 
placer mining at the confluence of Dry Creek and 
Angels Creek at the site of what is now Angels Camp, 
while other members of the Carson-Robinson party 
mined rich ground further downstream on Angels Creek 
and on what was to become known as Carson Creek.

Later that fall Henry Angel, who according to 
family history had fallen victim of malaria during the 
war, gave up his mining efforts along Dry Creek, Dead 
Horse Ravine, China Gulch and Angels Creek and 
opened his trading post where Dry Creek met Angels 
Creek. Location of the trading post is believed to be 
on the site that is now the Angels Food Market 
parking lot.

And, according to information handed down in the 
family, George Angel soon found that gold mining 
involved too much hard work for the small profit he 
realized and joined his brother in operation of the 
trading post.

T.H. Hittell, in his history of California, Vol. Ill, p 
119, reported that Angels Trading Post was operating 
in mid-December, 1848.

But, the Angel brothers’ venture into the world of 
merchandising was short-lived, for the trading post 
was sold to J.C. Scribner in 1849.

There, George Angel seems to drop from the picture. 
Presumably he moved on, either returning to the East, 
or possibly, to Oregon where another brother is said 
to have established.

Please see HENRY ANGEL, pg. 27

The horse-drawn Carley hearse was an Angels Camp fixture
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HENRY ANGEL, cont. from pg. 26
Exactly what Henry Angel did during the latter part 

of 1849 and the early 1850’s is not documented. It is 
thought that he probably returned to mining.

However, early in 1854, newspaper articles of the 
day noted that Henry P. Angel, with a W. McGee, had 
completed the “commodious” Cave House Hotel at 
Cave City.

County records also show that on Sept. 12, 1854, a 
mechanic’s lien in the amount of $1,527.93, the cost of 
the lumber used in the hotel and improvements to the 
Cave City cave, were filed against Angel and McGee 
by William Dennis & Co.

The Calaveras County Book of Deeds shows a sale 
dated May 23, 1855, of the Cave House Hotel by Angel 
and McGee to a Joseph Smith for a price of $4,000.

The hotel burned in 1858.
The late Dr. Richard (Coke) Wood, author and 

Mother Lode historian, found in his research that in 
1857 and possibly, through the late 50’s, Henry Angel 
was transporting supplies by pack train to the mines.

The Great Register of Calaveras County, on May 6, 
1867, listed Henry P. Angel, at age 41, as a miner living 
in Copperopolis.

However, it is believed that during most of his latter 
years Angel lived at or in the vicinity of Fourth 
Crossing.

Calaveras County Pioneer Wade Johnston recalled 
in information related to his daughter (Las Calaveras, 
Oct., 1970,) that in 1879 Angel and Henry Odell were 
partners in a gravel mine near Burnham’s in the 
vicinity of Upper Calaveritas, from which they eked 
out a meagre living.

On. Oct. 7, 1890, Calaveras County Supervisors 
appointed Angel inspector on the election board of the 
Calaveritas Precinct, which at that time included 
Fourth Crossing.

And, in the 1890’s when Odell died, Angel used his 
sparse savings and sold off virtually all his belong
ings to pay for his friend’s funeral.

Henry Angel, at age 72, followed Odell in death on 
March 17, 1897, in the County Hospital, in San 
Andreas.

The Calaveras Prospect in his obituary, stated, “Mr. 
Angel was highly respected by all who knew him and 
had not a known enemy in the world.”

Funds for his funeral were raised by his friends and 
this man who had mined and traded on the site of one 
of the Mother Lode’s richest gold deposits and for 
whom the City of Angels is named, was laid to rest in 
Peoples Cemetery in San Andreas.

ANGELS ANNIVERSARY
EVENTS CALENDAR

The City of Angels’ 75th Anniversary Committee 
has planned a year-long series of events to celebrate 
their city’s diamond jubilee.

Leading off on January 24 with a Mayor’s Ball to 
which mayors of cities throughout the state, as well as 
Angels Camp’s own citizens have been invited, the 
city will mark its official incorporation, 75 years ago, 
as Calaveras County’s only municipality.

The list of events now scheduled includes:
January 24:
Kick-off ceremonies.
10 a.m. City Hall:

Flag ceremonies by Boy and Girl Scouts 
Phil Stock and Pat Ward’s City Band 
Mayor’s address
Old Timer’s honored

11:30 Veterans Hall:
Old Timers Luncheon 
AAUW Choral Group entertains

9 p.m. Frogtown:
Mayor’s Ball

11:30 Midnight Supper
March 12:
Girl Scouts 75th Anniversary ceremonies
April 26:
AAUW Concert by the Sacramento Symphony
May 9:
Pre-Jubilee activities by the Angels Boosters
Businessmen’s Frog Jump in Downtown Angels 
Whiskerino Dance
May 14-17:
CALAVERAS COUNTY FAIR AND

FROG JUMP JUBILEE
July 4:
Parade in Downtown Angels in the morning
Mark Twain Days in the afternoon at Frogtown
August 23:
Fireman’s Fun Day in Utica Park
September 18, 19, 20:
Square Dance Jamboree at Frogtown
December 11, 12,13:
Holiday Fair and Santa Parade in Angels Camp
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MARK TWAIN, cont. from pg. 24
street booths; P.V. Goodloe, decorations; Carlton 
Wood, finance; James Valente, dance and Claud 
Devore, concessions.

The two-day program included a band concert, 
parade, flapjack flipping contest, pig racing and hog 
calling, a play entitled “An Episode from the Life of 
Joaquin Murietta,” a mock stage robbery and a mock 
hanging, snake exhibit and of course, the frog jumping 
contest.

The mock lynching from a tree on Main Street was 
to become an annual Frog Jump Jubilee event until one 
year, when it almost ended in tragedy.

Local barber Bud Reister, the lynching victim, wore 
a leather harness beneath his shirt which supported 
his weight when he was pulled up on the lynch rope. 
However, during one episode Reister’s harness 
slipped as the mob yanked him up into the tree, and 
before the crowd realized it and cut him down, Reister 
had almost really been hanged.

He was soon revived, however, with generous 
portions of a then prohibited special foothill tonic.

There were more than 25 entries in the Sunday 
afternoon frog jumping contest which was held in the 
middle of Main street and which was won by a frog 
named “Pride of San Joaquin,” who leaped a thrilling 
three feet, nine inches.

Another San Joaquin frog brought to town by a 
group of bibulous Stockton Record newsmen never 
quite made it into the contest.

While being groomed in a room of the Bazinett 
Hotel, the frog was given a nip of the same elixir 
which the journalists were imbibing. The frog made a 
prodigious leap and disappeared.

Several days later his remains were discovered 
ensnared in the bedsprings.

More than 15,000 were estimated to have attended 
that first modern-day frog jumping contest and 
crowds continued to grow each year, until, still under 
auspices of the Angels Boosters Club, it was moved to 
the Calaveras Fairgrounds in 1938.

Today the Boosters still run the frog jump which 
now in conjunction with the fair, attracts nearly 
50,000 people.

The frog jump record also has increased, climbing 
from that first, lowly three-foot nine-inch leap to a 
mark now in excess of 21 feet, five inches.

And with it, the frog jump celebration started by 
Mark Twain’s famous story, has spread the name of 
Calaveras County and of Angels Camp around the 
world.
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CALAVERITAS, A LIVING
LINK WITH THE PAST

While pausing to rest his team of oxen, William 
Workman of Angels Camp, in the fall of 1850, discovered 
gold in a tributary of O’Neil Creek and almost overnight 
the mining camp of Upper Calaveritas was born.

Workman’s strike was not the first gold discovery 
in central Calaveras County, or for that matter, on 
O’Neil Creek.

When American gold seekers arrived in the spring 
of 1848 in what was to become Calaveras County, they 
found Mexican miners already panning gold on San 
Andreas Creek.

By early 1850 miners were sluicing rich pay dirt 
around a wild, rip-roaring tent settlement which 
became known as Lower Calaveritas, that had sprung 

Please see CALAVERITAS, pg. 32

RICH IN HISTORY, 
FRICOT CITY FACES
UNCERTAIN FUTURE

The discovery of gold in California with its promise 
of quick riches triggered an instant migration of eager 
Europeans.

And nowhere was the news more alluring than to 
the citizens of France, whose country, following the 
Revolution of 1848, had sunk into deep economic 
depression.

In September, 1850, at the height of the gold exicte- 
ment, Jules Fricot with his friends Andre Chavanne 
and Chavanne’s brother, Louis, embarked from 
France on the sailing ship Les Medicis, bound for the 
California gold fields.

Six months later, in March 1851, Fricot and the 
Chavanne brothers landed at the foot of San Francis
co’s Montgomery Street and within days were headed 
for the rich placer diggings along the Yuba River.

Their first mining was at Rich Bar, on the South 
Fork of the Yuba, but later, upon hearing of the 
discovery of gold bearing quartz veins at Grass 
Valley, they moved to that area.

Well educated and industrious, with an eye for 
business opportunities, Fricot and the Chavannes set 
up a custom stamp mill in Boston Ravine. They 
crushed ore for prospectors and owners of small mines in 
what soon became known as the “French Mill.”

Please see FRICOT, pg. 30



FRICOT, cont. from pg. 29
It was during that period, as he became a leader in 

the mining business and affairs of the area, that Jules 
Fricot acquired the nickname of the “Emperor.”

The Chavanne brothers, involved in other en
terprises, soon left the mill partnership, but Fricot 
continued to operate the mill until 1864 or 1865 when 
he bought from a Frenchman named Lemarque, the 
Eureka Mine which proved to be the beginning of the 
famed Idaho-Maryland ledge.

On December 11, 1865, at age 48, Jules Fricot 
married Elizabeth Jane
Jenkins, of Grass Valley.
From that marriage two 
children, one of them De
sire' Fricot, the builder of
Calaveras County’s famed
Fricot City complex, would
be born.

Desire' Fricot was born 
in Paris on April 4, 1868, 
while his parents were 
visiting France. And, since 
both parents were Ameri
can citizens, the infant’s
birth was immediately 
recorded at the U.S.
Consulate in Paris.

Desire’s sister, Marie, 
was born some two years later. Both children received 
the majority of their educations in France. Desire'’s 
schooling was at the Lycee Louis LeGrand, in France, 
and later he studied mining engineering at the Sor
bonne.

During that period his father’s old friend and former 
mining partner, Andre Chavanne, who had become 
successful in quartz mining operations around Grass 
Valley, became involved in the late 1870’s in a mine at 
Sheep Ranch, in Calaveras County.

The mine, which he called the Chavanne, was an 
extension of the famous Sheep Ranch Mine, and with 
him to Calaveras County came Jules Fricot and his 
family.

When not attending school in France, young Fricot 
lived with his parents in Sheep Ranch and prowled 
the hills of Calaveras County.

In the early eighties Chavanne sold his mining 
interest in Sheep Ranch to Haggin, Tevis and Hearst, 
owners of the Sheep Ranch Mine, and he and Jules 
Fricot returned to the Grass Valley area.

Desire' Fricot

Jules Fricot died in Paris, France, at age 72, on 
August 27, 1889.

His son, upon completing his education in France, 
returned to the U.S., and in 1893, at age 24, entered 
into a partnership in the Independence Mine, in Grass 
Valley, with Andre Chavanne. This relationship con
tinued until Chavanne’s death in 1897.

But despite his financial and other interests, both 
domestic and abroad, (he spoke five languages; English, 
French, German, Spanish and Italian) Desire' Fricot 
never lost his fascination with Calaveras County 
which he had acquired as a youth at Sheep Ranch.

As a result of his attachment to the Calaveras area, 
Fricot took title during the 1890’s to eight patented 
mining claims comprising several hundred acres 
along the crest of towering, San Antone Ridge.

These claims, the Philadelphia, New Orleans, 
Oswego, Albany, Rochester, Governor Davis, Colum
bus and XXth Century, along with the Idaho, Moun
tain Girl and Grace Darling, to which he later was to 
acquire patent, made up the bulk of the 1,090 acres 
that was to become Fricot City.

On Nov. 10, 1898, Desire' Fricot married Lillian 
Eichelroth, daughter of pioneer Doctor William 
Eichelroth, of Sonora. Judge Gottschalk, in whose San 
Andreas home the young couple originally had met, 
united them in marriage.

Dawn of the new century found Fricot and his bride 
living in the palatial home he had built in 1897 on his 
land on San Antone Ridge.

Fricot’s sister, Marie, now Mrs. George A. Berton, 
was enjoying the metropolitan life of San Francisco, 
but Desire' seemed always happiest in his rural

Please see FRICOT, pg. 37

THE FRICOT MANSION — Desire' Fricot selected 
this pen and ink drawing for his personal note paper.
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A SOUTHERN LADY RETURNS 
TO THE MOTHER LODE 

By Marie Kettler Conway
AT GRAVESIDE — The epitaph should have read: 
“MARIE AGOSTINI KETTLER: NATIVE DAUGH

TER OF THE GOLDEN WEST — She loved California 
and cheated at cards.”

I had to smile to myself because memories of a 
grandmother I had never met, surfaced with warm 
and humorous anecdotes.

Grandmother became a reality to me about seven 
years ago when a gentle prodding inside sent me in the 
direction of Northern California to study acting and 
dig at some family roots.

She was born in 1876 in Old Gulch outside of San 
Andreas, a rustic mining town in California’s 
Mother Lode.

The Old Gulch settlement is no longer there except 
for a remnant, a fireplace, or an artifact that remains 
of the French-Corsican immigrants who set up house
keeping and where their first generation of Califor
nians was born.

Marie, a raven haired beauty, was one of four 
sisters and a brother whom I speculate moved from 
Old Gulch to San Andreas. Grandmother always 
claimed San Andreas as her home and it was possibly 
there that she met and married Judge Charles Kettler 
from Alabama who was living in Angels Camp and 
practicing law with another attorney named Hawley.

Evidently Grandfather had followed the call of the 
West and the romance it promised. For him it was 
Marie, and it was perhaps his ability to play the piano 
coupled with his Southern gentleman’s charm that 
wooed her away from the place she loved so well.

They left California and moved south, to his Ala
bama and another small town, Luverne, where six 
children eventually were born to them; the youngest 
was my father.

Dad adored his mother, even when she reprimanded 
him for raising his voice to his young wife, my mother. 
Because of her siding, an unspoken bond grew between 
the two women as did Mother’s affection for her.

The lady had so many endearing qualities that even 
her one flaw, her one diabolical San Andreas fault 
worked in her favor. She cheated at cards.

Teamed against my parents, Grandmother and 
Mother’s brother Sam cheated like Mississippi 
gamblers. There were cards under the table and up 
their sleeves. They always came up with the aces and 
Dad never suspected foul play.

True to the Wild West in her blood, Marie Agostini

Marie Agostini Kettler at age 26 with daughter 
Mildred and son, John Frank.
never gave it away. Neither did my mother.

Grandmother loved music and on one occasion, 
wearing one of her expensive hats, went to hear 
Paderevski. Hats and music were her weaknesses and 
had she not been a small town lady, one might have 
found her basking in San Francisco society, its operas, 
symphonies and theater.

When Grandfather died, Grandmother was left 
with debts which had resulted from his speculation in 
Florida land grants, a venture in which he lost most of 
his fortune.

Grandmother spent many years as a school teacher 
repaying the debts and probably teaching Alabama 
school children the correct Western pronunciation of 
such words as Colorado or Nevada.

Dad remembers that one of her favorite expressions 
was that she wouldn’t give a “copper” when two cents 
of his unsolicited opinion was interjected. And those 
precious coppers were what she was saving to return 
to her beloved Northern California.

“And how she wanted to go back,” Mother recalls; 
but while visiting my parents in Tennessee, unexpec
tedly, she died in my Dad’s arms. Dad still gets misty 
when he retells the story, the long train ride back to 
Alabama on Thanksgiving Day. The lady from San 
Andreas didn’t make it home to California.

Yet, I suspect the Hand of Destiny corrects the 
oversights... in a way, Marie Agostini did return.

It was the autumn of 1985 that the author of this 
story, her namesake and a would-be third generation 
Californian, took her memory and portion of her 
dream back to San Andreas.

Please see SOUTHERN LADY, pg. 32
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CALAVERITAS, cont. from pg. 29
up on O’Neil Creek about a mile downstream from 
where Upper Calaveritas later would be located. 
Further west, near the confluence of O’Neil and 
Willow Creeks, where Highway 49 now crosses O’Neil, 
was Yaqui Camp, reputedly even tougher than Lower 
Calaveritas: “the hangout of cut-throats and thieves.”

But the heyday of these camps was brief, and while 
Upper Calaveritas prospered, Lower Calaveritas and 
Yaqui Camp joined the ranks of the Mother Lode’s 
ghost camps. Today, hardly a trace of them remains.

By 1853 Calaveritas was a well established com
munity with a business area along its main street that 
included at least one livery stable, several stores, two 
butcher shops, town hall, restaurants, saloons and 
fandango houses.

Like Lower Calaveritas, Upper Calaveritas during 
its early years had a heavy Mexican population, and a 
considerable number of Chinese lived along the creek 
at the west end of town.

The first permanent structure in Upper Calaveritas

SOUTHERN LADY, cont. from pg. 31
I saw the same hills she had seen, and stood on the 

same ground where she and others of my lineage had 
lived and worked. Somehow I found myself led to 
those places as if a guiding hand were ordering my 
steps. I found lovely people who had known of my family 
in a personal way, and others I would come to regard as 
friends. Accident, this is? No, indeed.
(FOOTNOTE...)

After flying 2,000 miles across country and driving 
another 150, I checked into a San Andreas motel with 
the intention of finding the Agostini Block, located 
somewhere in the central area of town.

Having little success, frustration mounting, I drove 
to Angels Camp hoping to find a lead, and there I 
struck gold.

The Agostini Block, I was told, was located in the 
area of the Black Bart Inn, in San Andreas.

Arriving back in San Andreas like a bloodhound hot 
on a scent, I tracked down Mr. Don Cuneo, owner of 
the Black Bart Inn.

It seemed, he informed me, with a curious expres
sion on his face, that I was standing on the Agostini 
Block. Without any previous knowledge of its loca
tion, I had slept on the very property which had 
formerly belonged to my family, and adjacent to the 
site where Aunt Rosa’s store had once been 
located...

Marie Conway

was said to be an adobe building built by Mexicans, 
which served as a trading post. Many years later it 
was owned by John Bacigalupi and it still was 
standing in 1937.

Another early merchant was John Sharp who con
structed a store building and operated it until after 
most of the town was destroyed by fire. Sharp then 
sold the business to Luigi Costa. Costa earlier had 
operated a store on the south side of O’Neil Creek 
where the John Bacigalupi home later was built.

Although by 1858 most of the area along O’Neil 
Creek had been worked out, new discoveries had been

Looking north, across O’Neil Creek in Calaveritas 
about 1920. Large building on left is Costa dance hall. 
In center is Costa store and home with Charley Dietz 
blacksmith shop in foreground. Large building on 
right is barn for 20 horses.

made on higher ground. Miners were engaged in 
working these high channels and Calaveritas still was 
a booming settlement and trade center.

Saloons, fandango halls and gambling joints oper
ated round-the-clock and the infamous bandit, Joa
quin Murietta before his death at the hands of Califor
nia Rangers, was said to have often frequented the 
Upper Calaveritas pleasure palaces.

And, it was allegedly a gambling dispute that on 
Aug. 3,1858, triggered the disaster from which Upper 
Calaveritas never fully recovered. At 2 a.m. that 
morning a gambler named Shelton who had become 
angered during a card game, reportedly torched a 
vacant building beside the gambling establishment 
where he had lost his dust.

A total of 51 buildings — virtually everything on the 
north side of O’Neil Creek, was leveled by the flames, 
at a loss in excess of $35,000, said the Calaveras 
Independent of Aug. 8, 1858.

A list of the owners of the destroyed buildings and 



the amount of their losses included: Sharp & Co., 
$4,300; George Schultz & Co., $3,500; Morris Murphy, 
$4,500; L. Hornstein, $2,500; Don Miguel Arseva & 
Co., $3,000; Giobatto-Julio, $2,500; Giobatto-Rombada, 
$2,500; Orrego & Co., $1,100; F.M. Shirley, $1,000; J.B. 
Bartlett, $1,000; A. Hopper, $500; N.T. Norcross, 
$600; Ramon, $200; Zuniga, $800; J.E. Friese, $150.

Other losses included Paris & Co., $600; A. Freid- 
berger, $150; G.W. Davis, $320; James Bennett, $800; 
Romeres, $200; Comeres & Co., $600; Phil Hudgkins, 
$100; Welson, $500; Bordelli, $250; Jos. Lopez, $350; 
A. Hinery & Co., $300; Donna Manuela, $350; Sam’l 
Dawden, $500 and S.C. Bacon, $350.

The only buildings on the north side which were not 
reduced to ashes, said the Independent, was the 
fire-proof building of Mons. Comeres and the John 
Sharp Store he later sold to Luigi Costa.

Although the gambler named Shelton was blamed 
for setting the fire, there was no information as to 
whether he was ever formally charged with arson or 
brought to trial for the alleged crime.

Mining continued in the area, but the burned out 
section of the settlement was never rebuilt, and from 
that day, Calaveritas ceased to be a major trade center.

Luigi Costa purchased Sharp’s store about 1860 and 
operated it until 1905.

The Old Costa store and the Costa home, now the 
property of his granddaughter, Louise Greenlaw, 
stand almost in the shadow of the 80-foot-high wood
en trestle that until not too many years ago, carried 
huge, rumbling trucks that hauled limestone from 
Calaveras Cement Company’s Quarry Four to its 
cement plant, south of San Andreas.

The gracious old home in which Mrs. Greenlaw now 
lives, originally was built on San Antone Ridge, east 
of Fricot City.

Luigi Costa, around 1890, tore the house down, 
numbering each board, and rebuilt it on the founda
tions of the Costa home which had earlier been 
destroyed by fire.

During the 1880’s and into the 1890’s, miners still 
were sluicing and hydraulicing on the hillsides 
around Calaveritas with water supplied through the 
Ide-Terwilliger Ditch. These miners included Henry 
P. Angel, founder of Angels Camp, and his partner, 
Henry O’Dell, who were working a piece of old gravel 
channel near Burnham’s on the South side of San Antone 
Ridge. The pit in which they mined can still be seen on 
the hillside below the present Buck Garrett home.

The Calaveritas Hill Hydraulic Mine, located on the 
north side of San Antone Ridge, overlooking Calaver-

Costa family and friends. On far right is Nick Costa, 
son of Luigi and Carlotta Costa. Second from left is 
Dave Catamartori; and third on left is believed to be 
Frank Cuneo, owner of store at San Antone Camp. 
Girl in white pinafore is Rose Costa Cuneo beside her 
mother, Carlotta Costa and sisters, Columbia Costa 
O’Connel, Amelia Costa Bacagalupi and Mary Costa 
Queirolo.

itas, also was operating. This diggings, originally 
called the Baldwin Mine, operated until 1914 when the 
California Debris Commission ordered it closed because 
its operators would not repair its broken tailing dam. 
The mine, which is on the old Fort Mountain Channel, 
reopened in 1936, but shut down again prior to the 
start of World War II.

The families which in 1900 were living in Calaver
itas included the Bacigalupis whose home was on the 
south side of O’Neil Creek and the Costas, Cademar- 
toris, Trenques and Luigi DeMartinis who lived on the 
North side.

A half mile upstream, on the north side of the creek 
was the Drury Ranch with its orchard and alfalfa 
field. The site of the ranch now is covered by waste 
from the cement company’s Quarry Four.

The old adobe fandango hall where Joaquin Mur- 
ietta and his gang once reveled — which still was 
standing at mid-century — now is gone, victim of the 
elements and of time.

Across the creek in a cemetery identified only by 
scattered rose bushes long ago gone wild, forgotten 
gold seekers lie in unmarked graves. On a hill on the 
north side of the creek is another forgotten graveyard 
where Mexican miners are buried.

But over the years Calaveritas has changed little. It 
remains one of the Mother Lode communities that 
time seems to have passed by — that still has about it

Please see CALAVERITAS, pg. 34
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CALAVERITAS, cont. from pg. 33 
the feel of California’s gold country.

Presently, eight families including Louise Greenlaw 
and her brother Fred Cuneo, grandchildren of Luigi 
Costa, live in their old Calaveritas townsite.

They expect that change will continue to come 
slowly to Calaveritas, and that is the way they like it.

JAMES VALENTE
1905-1987

Former Angels Camp mayor, city councilman and 
longtime historical society member James Valente 
passed away Jan. 19, at age 82, in his home in that city.

He had served as an elected member of the Angels 
Camp City Council for 40
years prior to his retire
ment in 1972, and tragic
ally, his death came just
one week before he would
have seen his city
celebrate the 75th anni
versary of its incorpora
tion. He served as mayor
from 1968 to 1972.

A native of Murphys, 
“Jimmy” as he was known 
to his myriad friends, spent 37 years in the banking 
business in Angels Camp and his interest in the 
history and well-being of that city and of Calaveras 
County was unfailing.

Valente was among the Angels Camp city council
men who helped initiate and promote the campaign to 
establish the Angels Camp Museum and preserve its 

fine collection of wagons, carriages and other horse- 
drawn rolling stock.

Until recent years when failing health curtailed his 
activities, he was an active member of the Angels Gun 
Club, Angels Boosters Club and a director of the 
Calaveras County Fair and other organizations.

DESIRE FRICOT WANTED THEM 
TO TELL IT STRAIGHT

Desire' Fricot loved Calaveras County and its 
people and treasured it as a place to live, but he was 
quick to quash any belief that the county had played a 
role in the amassing of the Fricot fortune.

Fricot believed in telling it like it was.
His predilection for truth and accuracy was demon

strated in his response to a February, 1917, story in 
the Calaveras Prospect which erroniously attributed 
Jules Fricot’s wealth to mining operations at Sheep 
Ranch during the 1870’s.

The article went on to state that Jules Fricot while in 
Calaveras County, had lived on San Antone Ridge.

In a correction published the following week on 
demand of Desire' Fricot, the Prospect quoted Fricot 
as stating: “My father never came to Calaveras until 
1879. He never resided on San Antone Ridge but at 
Sheep Ranch; and above all things he never made a 
nickel in Calaveras.

This county has cost my father and myself con
siderable money without ever bringing anything in 
return. This fact I would like you to publish in your 
next issue.”

Chavanne Mine, on south end of Sheep Ranch Ledge. It 
became part of the Sheep Ranch Mine.
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THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE 
WERE KEPT WELL OILED IN
1854 MURPHYS COUTROOM

(From the unpublished manuscript of Frances Bishop) 
(History of the Murphys and Angels Union Water Co.) 

(All Rights Reserved)
The Union Water Company, forerunner of today’s 

Union Public Utility District, was established in 1851 
and by 1853 was delivering water to Murphys and 
extending service toward Vallecito and Angels Camp.

Water was carried to the Angels area by the com
pany’s North Ditch which followed approximately the 
same route as today’s Utica Ditch. However, in late 
1853 or early 1854 Mark Torrey & Co., a mining 
enterprise, constructed a dam across Angels Creek to 
divert water into a ditch of its own, upstream from the 
Union Ditch Company’s North Ditch diversion.

As a result, the dispute went to court in 1854 to 
establish who held prior claim to the water rights and 
to determine if the Union Water Company had broken 
the Torrey & Co. dam.

The subsequent court proceedings herein vividly 
described, are taken verbatim from the diary of Capt. 
Leonard Withington Noyes, a member of the jury.

(Diary made available, courtesy of Duncan Phillips 
Museum, Salem, Mass. Spelling and wordage is ex
actly as contained in diary.)

“The suit commenced before Judge Alexander Put
ney, Justice of the Peace at Murphys Camp. The court 

was held in a big tent, say 70 by 160 feet, kept by Bob 
Patterson, in which he had a Bar of Choice Liquors, a 
billiard Table — two Monte Tables and a Rolet Table 
— all of them in full blast.

The Union Water Companny had 3 lawyers as had 
the Torrey Companny. The U.W. Water Co. had A.P. 
Dudley, Coruthers and........and the Torrey Co. had
William Olliver, Walter Abels and.........

The court was held in the south end of the tent, right 
in front of the Bar where sat Judge Putney, who 
reportedly weighed at least 350 pounds, his left hand 
to the Bar.

Along the south end and against the side of the tent 
was a bench for the 12 jurors in front of the Judge’s left 
hand. At his back and close to him was the Billiard 
Table, extending to the end of the Bar, at the north end 
of the tent were two Monte Tables, and between the 
Billiard Table and the front of the Tent was the 
Rolet Table.

The lawyers occupied the side of the Table on which 
the Judge sat, and at the nighest to the door, leaving 
the end of the Table next to the Bar empty, so that 
customers could get up to the Bar to drink.

The first thing in order was the selection of a Jury of 
12 honest miners no others would do who the Law 
allowed $5.00 per day for their service, and they had 
to pay a man $8.00 to work in their place in the claim, 
making $3.00 per day out of pockett.

Of course the Jury must be kept good natured — so
Please see JUSTICE, pg. 36

Union Water Company flume at what is now Red Apple, on Highway 4, as it appeared in 1862 when this drawing 
was made by artist-historian Edward A. Vischer. The flume and ditch, started in 1851, was delivering water to 
Murphys area by 1853.
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JUSTICE, cont. from pg. 35
one party to the suit suggested that it not be right that 
the Miners should serve at $5.00 and pay $8.00 per 
day — and proposed that they be allowed $8.00 each. 
The other party not wishing to have a March stolen on 
them in that way, raised them to $12.00 they saw him 
and went $3.00 better, finerly they settled on $16.00 
Per Day for each Juror, and they selected 12 to try the 
case. I was one of the number. 2—Chs. DeWolfe 
3--Frank Knapp 4--Capt. Steward 5—J F McLellan 
6—W H Barnes 7—Dan Bell 8— Frank Anderson 9--F 
McDonald 10...... 11......... 12........

The jury selected an adjournment was had for the 
purpose alowing the Court to get his wind and a drink. 
As soon as the adjournment was had the plaintiffs 
invited all the Jurors up to drink — then to take cigars, 
as soon as the Plaintiff had got them all right, 
Defendent not wishing to be beat in jenerosity also 
asked all the Jurors up to Drink and take cigars — the 
Judge and Lawyers likewise. Finerly the examination 
of witnesses began for the first day every one was 
attentive. The next day it began to be tegeious. Jim 
Pearson was Constable, would loose his dinner any 
time, to play Billiards... he kept up one continuol 
game all the time the Case was going on. Every fiew 
moments Judge Putneys Head would be in the way of 
Jims Queu, when he would call out, Move your head 
Judge so I can make this lick. Shortly a witness was 
wanted, Judge Putney would say Mr. Pearson call Mr. 
So and So. Jim would say hold on a minute Judge until 
I play this string out. The court would wait to 
accomodate him.

Shortly, an objection to something would be raised 
and some Law Point discussed, when by way of 
convincing the Judge Al Dudley would take out his 
purse, slap it down on the Table and say by God ill bet 
you $50.00 so and so is law. Bill Olliver wold cover the 
amount, the Judge would slowly open his big eyes, 
half laughing and look at the 12 Jurors, would say 
Gentlemen the Jury look dry — suppose we adjourn 
for a few moments — as soon as said, one of the 
Lawyers would snatch Judge Putney by the arm Walk 
him up and down the street and a fiew Moments, then 
take the Judge up to the bar and Treat him.

The Judge imediatly shaking him, alows himself to 
be buzzed by another Lawyer, untill the whole six had 
Buzzed and Treated Judge Putney. Mean time the Jury 
are not neglected for the same old game of Treating 
them first by Plaintif then Defendent was always 
attended to by the propper persons both to drinks & 
cigars as soon as the Court was called to order a box of

Cigars would be passed arround among the Jury and 
they would all be smoking, filling the place so one 
could hardly see for smoke, useualy each Lawyer had 
a Glass of Liquor sitting on the table by him all the 
time, add this to a hundred Miners and Gamblers 
arround the Gambling tables cursing their luck and a 
maney more passing in and out the door, dragging big 
spurrs after them like stearn wheel steamboats all 
having on old ragged cloaths, Broad rimed hats & 
knifes slung to them cursing and talking loud — as 
many as can stand in front of the bar two deep, 5 or 6 
Barkeepers waiting upon them and you have some 
idea of what kind of place this was to hold a Court.

Then the Jury some of them half tight were getting 
tired, and leaning forward their elbows on their knees 
with their Sit downs projecting past thier bench 
shoving the cloath pertition back, and temppting the 
Boys outside to stick pins through the tent into their 
unmentionable causing old Cap Stewart to land head 
formost on the Table right opposit the Judge with a 
yell of distress Jesus Christ, scratching his behind and 
uttering cuss words in open Court without getting one 
word of sensure from the Judge who joined in laugh 
with the rest. Stewart managed to keep his keg pretty 
full all the time he got tired and sleepy and every time 
he leaned forward so as to round the cloth of the tent out, 
the Boys on the out side would raise him with a pin.

Charley DeWolfe would mew like a cat keeping 
Stewart hunting that kitten when not too loggy. All 
went well to make this a very interesting case, 
especially to us who were getting $16.00 Per day — 
and all the luxuries thrown in — the Case lasted about 
a week costing them an enormous Sum, finerly the 
Case went to the Jury who were taken to Sperry’s first 
hotel (then unfinished) to deliberate. After being left 
to ourselves, some one proposed that each put a P or a 
D on a piece of paper and drop them in a hat to see how 
we stood, those putting in a P gave Verdict for the 
Plaintif, those D, for Defendent. It fell my lot to take 
those papers from the Hat and open them. Allmost the 
first paper I got had a X on it. I held it up and asked 
here is a cross what does that mean? Dan Bell spoke up 
— saying that is Myne, I go with the rest. It so hapened 
all the others were one way, so there was no dispute 
about Dans X, the fact was Dan Bell was from Pike, he 
could set and Play the Arkansor Traveler on a fiddle 
when he was asleep, but he did not know a letter in the 
Alphabet, neither did he know the meaning of Plaintif 
or defendent, some how he was a standing Juror on 
every Case.

After Rendering our decision all hands went on a 
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spree — Judge — Lawyers — Constable — Plaintif & 
Defendents all but a few were on their High Horses 
that night.”

Despite his vivid description of the trial, Leonard 
W. Noyes, however, neglected to mention the actual 
outcome of the trial.

The case apparently was won by Mark Torrey & 
Co., as the records show that not long after, the Union 
Ditch Company acquired the Montezuma or Torrey 
Ditch which had been the cause of the litigation.

FRICOT, cont. from pg. 30
Calaveras surroundings. And, although he and his 
wife traveled widely throughout their lives, they 
always returned to San Antone Ridge.

With his financial interests ranging from his Cala
veras County holdings to mining operations on the 
Consumnes River and management of his San Fran
cisco business properties, Desire' led a busy life.

Philanthropist, humanitarian, conservationist, friend 
of youth, and above all, a believer in the future of the 
Mother Lode, Fricot also never forgot France, where 
he had been educated and his father had been born.

He was grief stricken when in 1914, war swept 
across Europe, engulfing France in bloody strife.

As a patriot and personal friend of French states
man and war minister Georges Clemenceau, Fricot 
went to France during the war and ultimately contri
buted an estimated one-fourth of his income to help 
victims of the conflict.

During 1916 he toured France, visiting hospitals
and serving as interpreter 
for Dr. W.C. Chidester, 
noted Army surgeon. He 
also spent a vast amount 
of money and months of 
long, hard work promot
ing sales of Liberty Bonds 
to help finance the war.

It was in 1916 while 
meeting in San Francisco 
with French military re
presentatives, that Fricot 
learned his Calaveras 
County home had caught 
fire from a defective flue 
and burned to the ground. Jules Fricot

One result of the fire was that on May 31, of that 
year Fricot purchased the 16-mile long Ide-Terwilliger 
Ditch to bring water from San Antone Creek and ensure
his property an adequate future water supply.

The war ended and Desire' and Lillian Fricot built 
an even larger and more imposing mansion on San 
Antone Ridge to replace their burned dwelling.

Also, as an aftermath of his efforts on behalf of the 
Allies during World War I, France bestowed upon 
Desire' Fricot in 1935, its highest award — Knight of 
the French Legion of Honor. He also had been earlier 
decorated by the Serbian Government with its coveted 
Cross of St. Sava.

Meanwhile, the new Fricot mansion and its sur
rounding complex which was fast acquiring the title 
“Fricot City,” had become a center of social and 
cultural activities for Calaveras County.

Throughout his life Desire' Fricot was noted for his 
help to others and one of his major interests was 
promotion of the Boy Scouts of America.

Sprawling Fricot City soon was to become the 
Mecca for Scout groups from throughout Central 
California.

For the visiting scout troops Fricot built a swim
ming pool, a large scout hut and other buildings in 
which they could conduct their activities. He became 
known as one of the “Fathers of Scouting” in the 
Calaveras-San Joaquin area and at the time of his 
death was President Emeritus of the San Joaquin- 
Calaveras Council and Chairman of the Calaveras 
District.

Involved as he was in the scouting movement, 
Fricot was equally interested in conservation.

His leadership in the 1920’s and 30’s helped save the 
Calaveras Big Trees North Grove and place it in the 
California State Park System.

Fricot traveled and worked tirelessly to influence 
state legislators and park officials to protect the Big 
Trees. His efforts were finally rewarded when on July 
4,1931 during a special ceremony there, the North Grove 
of the Calaveras Big TYees was declared a state park.

On Oct. 27, -1935, Fricot and his associates were 
honored when a bronze plaque recognizing their effort 
in saving the Big Trees was placed on a granite 
boulder there. And, in 1940, shortly before his death, a 
new recreation hall in the North Grove was dedicated 
in the name of Desire' Fricot.

Among Fricot’s outstanding contributions to Cala
veras County was his gift in 1937 of the historic stone 
building on North Main Street, in San Andreas, which 
has served as a County Library for more than 40 years.

Fricot purchased the American Hotel building which 
had been constructed in 1852, remodeled it and gave it 
to the county to serve as a combination library and

Please see FRICOT, pg. 38
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FRICOT, cont. from pg. 37
museum. The museum has since been moved up the 
street to the old Calaveras County Courthouse, but the 
beautiful old stone structure still is the main county 
library. For a time after he made the presentation 
during those financially hard pressed depression 
years, Fricot provided both the librarian’s and the 
library janitor’s salaries.

A man of foresight, Desire' Fricot was among the 
first to recognize the need for the “counties of origin’’ 
to preserve their water rights.

He also was a member of the Calaveras County 
Chamber of Commerce, Angels Boosters and the San 
Andreas Progressive Club. He was president of the 
Chamber of Commerce at the time of his death and 
also was a patron member of the California Historical 
Society.

Desire' Fricot died at age 72 on Dec. 6, 1940, in his 
beloved home on San Antone Ridge.

His funeral in San Andreas, one of the largest in 
Calaveras County history, brought out honor guards 
of Boy Scouts.

Lillian Eichelroth Fricot passed away at Fricot City 
in August, 1942.

The total value of the Fricot estate is unknown, but 
in March, 1942, the Fricot department store building 
at Fifth and Market Street — standing on the land for 
which Jules Fricot had paid $30,000 in 1870, sold for 
$1,875,000.

Desire' and Lillian Fricot were childless, but Ray
monde Rooney, one of Mrs. Fricot’s three nieces, had 
lived with them at Fricot City for many years. Fricot 
and his wife, in their wills, divided their wealth 
between Miss Rooney, who received three-fourths of 
the estate and Fricot’s sister, Mrs. George Berton, who 
received the remaining one-fourth.

Fricot had always wanted his property on San 
Antone Ridge in one way or another to benefit youth, 
and Miss Rooney, who after the death of the Fricots 
moved to San Francisco, carried out her uncle’s wishes.

In February, 1944, Miss Rooney leased the 1,090 
acres on San Antone Ridge to the California Youth 
Authority for use as a home for youngsters 14 years 
and younger who had become wards of the court. 
Fricot Ranch School For Boys opened on July 7, 1944, 
when a group of 20 boys arrived from Los Angeles 
County.

The State purchased the property in January, 1946, 
for $65,000.

In addition to the leasing of Fricot City to the state, 
Miss Rooney also in 1944 donated 550 volumes of

French literature and history from Desire' Fricot’s 
personal library to Mills College. The books, all 
printed in French, were considered a major windfall 
by college officials.

And, although she had not attended Mills College, 
Miss Rooney who died in 1969, willed her entire 
estate, estimated at $2 million, to the college.

For 28 years Fricot Ranch served as a youth author-

Elizabeth Jenkins Fricot and children Desire' and 
Marie.

ity installation, providing schooling and guidance for 
a population of up to 200 youths whose age limits 
eventually were increased to 18 years.

Over the years millions were expended to build 
Fricot into one of the state’s best youth operations.

However, county and state policy changes in the 
handling of juveniles during the 1960’s and early 
1970’s resulted in population declines in state youth 
authority institutions.

Because of its remote location and relatively small 
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population — something less than 200 youngsters — 
per capita cost of operating the Fricot School, said 
cost conscious youth authority officials, was the 
highest of their ten installations.

As a result, when budget cutbacks were ordered, 
Fricot Ranch School For Boys was closed on June 
30, 1972.

Two years later the State sold Fricot Ranch to 
private investors for $1,200,000,

Since then the history of Fricot City has been one of 
financial instability and only transient occupancy.

Efforts to utilize it as a convalscent home, church 
school and retreat and an off-campus classroom facility 
for the Oakland school system, all have failed.

Its most successful operation in recent years was as 
a training academy for the California Conservation 
Corps, but that organization too, chose to leave Fricot 
before the close of 1986.

Today, owned by Amos and Royce Starr, of Sacra
mento, the sprawling complex atop San Antone Ridge 
might at first glance be mistaken for some small, 
select college campus.

But now, empty and unused except for a few 
dwellings rented to individuals, this once vibrant 
empire created by Desire' Fricot appears at best to be 
facing an uncertain future.

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members to the society: 
Mariana Bacoccini, Altaville, Ca.
Jess & Gladys Lee, San Andreas
Thomas F. Osborne, Murphys
Fred Stanley, Copperopolis
George Stanley, Copperopolis
Koenigsberg/Eckman, West Point
Arlene Westenrider, Angels Camp
Dale & Cheryl Briski, San Andreas 
Zora Foster, Murphys
Mr. & Mrs. H.H. Hewlett, Altaville 
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel D. Miller, Altaville 
Carroll & Dorothy Ogren, Stockton, Ca. 
Robert E. Schmauder, Altaville
Walt & Dorise Harper, Deer Park, Wa. 
Mr. & Mrs. Stan E. Grunder, San Andreas 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul P. Matson, Jackson, Ca. 
Willa M. Holter, Linden
Ed Stritzel, Lodi, Ca.
R. Wm. Moran, Jamestown, Ca.
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Amaral, Willowbrook, Ill. 
Col. (Ret.) & Mrs. R.E. Van Ness, Valley Springs

DESIRE FRICOT WAS KIND
TO SHEEP RANCH INDIANS

Desire' Fricot had a soft spot in his heart for 
Calaveras County’s Native Americans, particularly 
those living in the Sheep Ranch area.

He first met the Mi-Wuk Indian people when as a 
boy, he came to Sheep Ranch with his parents.

Later, when he returned and built the Fricot man
sion on San Antone Ridge, he continued to befriend the 
Sheep Ranch Indians. He made no attempt to interfere 
with or change their life style, but he often helped them 
and made a practice of paying for their funerals.

Limpy, “Rose Davis,” reportedly the oldest Indian 
woman in Calaveras County when she died in 1930, 
was a special friend of Desire' Fricot, whom she 
called “Pico.”

Limpy was old enough to remember the Gold Rush 
and the arrival of the first miners in Calaveras 
County. Often, she walked all the way from Sheep 
Ranch to Fricot City to sit on a small rug in the shade near 
the mansion and tell Desire' Fricot about the old days.

One day she decided she wanted the rug at home. 
She simply rolled it up and walked away with it, 
stating, “Pico will buy me another one,” and, sure 
enough he did.

When Limpy died, Fricot paid for her funeral.
Her son, 80-year-old Jeff Davis, died on Dec. 6,1940 

— the same day that Desire' Fricot died.
The Fricot family paid for a full chief’s funeral for 

Jeff Davis.

MOKE HILL HISTORY GROUP
SEEKING NEW MEMBERS

The Mokelumne Hill History Society is welcoming 
new members.

Dues are $5.00 per year and the Society meets at 2 
p.m. on the second Thursday of each month at Main 
and Center Streets in Mokelumne Hill.

The Society’s Cook Book and Poetry Book now are 
on sale, as are other items of historical interest.

IN MEMORIAM
Howard L. Joses, Mountain Ranch, Feb. 10, 1987
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The Society’s office is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 8:30 to 5:00. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. 
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SPRING DINNER MEETING SET 
FOR APRIL 23 AT ROSSETTI’S

Historical Society President Lorrayne Kennedy has 
announced that our annual spring dinner meeting will 
be in Rossetti’s, in Wallace, on the evening of April 23. 

Mrs. Kennedy said that in response to numerous 
requests, a complete sit-down dinner (no standing in 
lines) will be served.

Cost of the dinner is $12 per person. Reservations 
should be made no later than April 20 by phoning Eva 
Soracco, 754-4105; Bessie McGinnis, 736-2189; Madeline 
Cavagnaro, 754-3306 or Jack Kennedy, 754-1259.

And, as a reminder, Membership Secretary Lillian 
Filippini warns that those who have not paid their 
1987 dues must be dropped from membership as of 
April 30.

FRICOT NUGGET PRESERVED 
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

Jules Fricot was a mining man and an admirer of 
fine specimens of gold.

Today, because of his awareness of its unique 
beauty and through the generosity of the Fricot 
family, one of the most beautiful specimens of arbor
escent (sponge) gold ever mined in California has been 
preserved and is on public display.

The 12-pound piece, known as the “Fricot Nugget,’’ 
was found during the 1880’s — the exact year is not 
known — at the Grit Mine near the Spanish Dry 
Diggings, in El Dorado County.

Jules Fricot is not believed to have had a part in the 
actual mining of the nugget but instead is thought to 
have purchased it while he and his family were 
residing at Sheep Ranch where he was involved in 
mining with Andre Chavanne.

The nugget remained in possession of Jules Fricot 
and his heirs until after the death of his son, Desire' 
Fricot, in 1940.

The Sacramento Bee, in an article concerning the 
Fricot Nugget following Desire' Fricot’s death, stated 
that twice, prior to 1917, the Fricot family refused 
offers in excess of $10,000 from the Russian govern
ment for purchase of the unique gold specimen.

On Aug. 18, 1943, Marie E. E. Berton, daughter of 
Jules Fricot, in memory of her father donated the 
famed nugget to the California Academy of Science, in 
San Francisco, where it presently is on public display.

Over the years during handling, however, small 
pieces have broken from the fragile nugget, and today 
it weighs exactly six grams more than 12 pounds.

Three pieces which broke from the nugget weigh 
325, 203 and 4.50 grams each. They too are on display 
with the main specimen.

And, in order to preserve it, the nugget has been 
reinforced with a gold band and several unobtrusive 
wires.

SCHOOL ALBUMS AVAILABLE
For those who have not yet obtained them, a few 

copies of the Historical Society’s limited edition 
Album of the Pioneer Schools of Calaveras County 
still are available.

The 160-page albums may be obtained at the Histor
ical Society Office, 30 N. Main St., San Andreas, or by 
writing to the Calaveras County Historical Society, 
P.O. Box 721, San Andreas, Ca. 95249.

Cost is $19.00 plus six percent sales tax and $1.00 
handling charge.
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THE COLOMBO HOTEL, ONCE A
SAN ANDREAS LANDMARK

By Eva Soracco
Young and hopeful, Lorenzo Oneto and his brother Gio

vanni, (John) natives of Chivori, near Genoa, Italy, ar
rived in Calaveras County in the late 1850’s, during the 
latter days of the Gold Rush.

Lorenzo, not yet 18 years old, quickly became involved 
in placer mining along San Antonio Creek, south of San 
Andreas, near its confluence with the South Fork of the 
Calaveras River.

John Oneto, who was older than Lorenzo, settled in 
Sonora where he was to become the owner of a successful 
restaurant business.

Although he mined with some success, Lorenzo was at
tracted by the quality of the land that surrounded the

Please see Colombo, pg. 43

ROBIE RANCH STANDS 
AS A MONUMENT TO

CALIFORNIA PIONEERING
By Kathryn Robie

Long before arrival of the 20th Century the Robie 
Ranch on Milton Road had become a Western Calaveras 
County landmark.

Established in 1860, it is one of the oldest working 
ranches in the state still under original family ownership.

It also has been admitted to membership of the Califor
nia State Fair’s prestigious 100-Year Club.

At age 24, Walter Robie, a native of Candia, New 
Hampshire, in 1850 abandoned farming in his home state 
to join the California Gold Rush.

Embarking from New York aboard the sailing ship 
Republic, he arrived at Colon, on the east coast of Pana
ma, then afoot and by small boat, crossed the Isthmus to 
its Pacific shore. There he boarded the vessel, Tennes
see, bound for San Francisco.

After spending only a few days in that city, Robie 
sailed from San Francisco by river schooner for Sacra
mento, and from there to Georgetown, in El Dorado 
County, where he engaged in placer mining with limited 
success.

Robie’s stay in Georgetown was short-lived and with 
$300 earned through his mining activities, he headed

Please see Robie Ranch, pg. 42

Original Robie Ranch home, built about 1858. Walter Robie [far left], Elizabeth Morgan Robie, seated in 
chair [far right]. This house served the Robie family until the present ranch home was built in summer of 1906.
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Robie Ranch, cont. from pg. 41
back to Sacramento and then to San Francisco.

Again, after only a few days in the bay city, Robie 
headed out for the gold fields, this time to San Andreas 
and the Mokelumne River, where he engaged in mining 
with good success.

Although the largest nugget he found on the Mokelum
ne weighed only about half-an-ounce, (worth about $6 in 
those days) Robie did well with his mining, making up to 
$80 per day. After leaving the Mokelumne River he 
moved to the San Andreas area where he continued 
mining for another three months.

Far from being uneducated — he had made good use of 
his hours spent in New Hampshire’s common schools — 
Robie was a shrewd young man who realized there were 
better futures than gold mining.

With John Parkhurst and Fredrick Crasly he purchased 
a $1,000 share in a store at North Branch, three miles 
west of San Andreas. They sold out in 1852.

In 1854 Robie & Co., (John Parkhurst) purchased the 
Pleasant Valley House, a stage stop and general store a 
mile west of Jenny Lind. The 1856 assessment for 160 
acres was $58 — 27 cents per acre. They also owned the 
old Brooks Store in Rich Gulch, near Jenny Lind and in 
1858, sold the stores and White’s Bar Ferry on the 
Mokelumne River, which had been purchased in 1850.

Walter Robie met Mary Reed at her family’s stage stop 
near Linden. Her family had come to California from 
Massachusetts in the early 50’s.

Walter and Mary were married in 1858 and had two 
children: Georgia Ann, born in 1861 and Walter John, 
born in 1863.

In 1860 Walter Robie obtained a grant of 160 acres near 
Milton and he homesteaded 320 acres in 1862.

The Robie Ranch as it appeared about 1922.

He began building up a livestock herd which included a 
considerable number of Mexican cattle and horses which 
he identified with the brand “22”.

But ranching was no easier a century ago than it is 
now, and in the late 1850’s and early 60’s a severe 
drought hit Central California, followed by serious 
flooding in the winter of 1862.

Robie & Co. was forced to sell all of the Mexican hors
es and cattle — about 500 head — that carried the brand 
“22”.

During the drought years Mary said she was able to 
keep the family going with gold she had saved from Walt-

Walter Robie Mary Robie

er’s trouser pockets and the floor of the buggy.
In 1870 he and four other men paid $1 each for a min

ing claim in the Brushville Mining District, on the South 
Gulch Fluming and Tunnel Claim. Also, during the 1870’s 
and 80’s he purchased 17 different parcels from other 
homesteaders, (some of whom he had encouraged to file 
just for that purpose) as was the common practice in 
those days.

In 1869 Robie purchased 294 sheep at $2.50 per head.
By 1874 wool was selling for 2372 cents per pound, 

about half of today’s price, and the following year, 1875, 
Walter Robie drove his sheep to Bear Valley, on the Cala
veras-Alpine County line for the first time.

Mary Robie taught her children at the Whiskey Hill 
School near Jenny Lind, on the south side of the Calaver
as River. Later, in 1883 and 84 her son, Walter John, 
went to the College of the Pacific, in San Jose. Tuition 
was $30 and board was $20 per month.

Mary Robie was killed in 1887 when the horse she was 
driving suddenly bolted, throwing her from her buggy.

Please see Robie Ranch, pg. 48
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Colombo, cont. from pg. 41
placer diggins’, quickly realizing its potential for farming 
purposes. He acquired land at what became known by the 
Oneto family as the Dry Creek Ranch, at the mouth of 
San Antonio Creek. Giving up mining, he started a large 
truck gardening operation, selling his produce at mining 
camps and nearby towns.

Lorenzo also, during that period, married Madelena, 
who had come from her native Italy to Calaveras County. 
The marriage ceremony was held at the Dry Creek Ranch.

During the 1860’s and 70’s the Oneto Ranch prospered, 
as did John Oneto’s restaurant in Sonora, then catastro
phe struck John’s restaurant business.

Fire destroyed the restaurant, and John, out of busi
ness and despondent over his loss, came to Calaveras 
County to visit his brother.

What he found impressed him. He admired his broth
er’s ranch and gardening operations and decided he too, 
would like to go into ranching rather than launch another 
restaurant or retail business.

Lorenzo, by the same token, was tired of farming and it 
took no great amount of persuasion to induce him to sell 
the ranch to his brother. The ranch today still remains 
under the ownership of the Oneto family.

For a time after selling the ranch, Lorenzo operated a 
grocery store at Dry Creek. Then he, Madelena and their 

children moved to San Andreas where Lorenzo purchased 
property on St. Charles Street, where Winkler’s Village 
Market now stands, and proceeded to build a hotel there.

Oneto and his wife opened the Colombo Hotel in 1881.
Meticulously built of native stone, Lorenzo did virtually 

all of the work on the two-story structure himself. He cut 
and carried huge blocks of stone without help, and many 
attributed his early death to over-exertion while he was 
constructing the hotel.

The building was 60 feet long and 36 feet wide with a 
large stone lined basement in which meat, vegetables, 
and beverages were kept cool and raviolis were made, cut 
and laid out, to be taken up to the kitchen the next day.

On holidays and special occasions enough raviolis were 
made for everyone in town who wanted them. They were 
always in demand and no person ever was refused.

Another specialty of the house was a large, three-layer 
cocoanut cake made with fresh shredded cocoanut.

The ground floor of the hotel contained a large bar
room, kitchen, dining room, wash room and two bed
rooms. The kitchen was built with a large serving window 
through which the food was passed into the dining room.

The front entrance on the main floor was through iron 
double doors that led to the barroom. That room was bare 
except for a large, heavy card table and chairs. A trap

Please see Colombo, pg. 44

The Colombo Hotel in its heyday [circa 1890]. Baptiste [Bob] Oneto, standing in doorway.
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Colombo, cont. from pg. 43
door beside the bar led to the basement.

However, the walls were covered with bright murals of 
beautiful horses and outdoor scenes reminiscent of those 
often found on the walls of old buildings in Italy and 
throughout Europe.

Iron doors and window shutters were installed all 
around the building and its second floor was reached via 
a set of European style outdoor stone stairs on the struc
ture’s west side. A narrow balcony with ornate wrought 
iron railing ran across the front of the second story, front
ing on St. Charles Street.

In the wall at the top of the second story was a flat 
stone with the date, “1881,” chiseled into it.

Tragically, Lorenzo Oneto died January 19, 1896, at 
age 54, only a relatively few years after the Colombo Ho
tel was completed.

However, his widow with their five daughters, Amelia, 
Janie, Teresa, Kate and Edith and two sons, Baptiste 
(Bob) and Frank, continued to operate the hotel for many 
years.

The Colombo became noted for its fine food and warm 
hospitality. Those who came once always returned, and to 
many who stayed there regularly, it was like coming 
home.

During its heyday the Colombo served meals that in
cluded soup, salad, macaroni or raviolis, chicken or other 
meat, along with wine, all for 25 cents.

Madalena Oneto passed away at age 75, on October 20,

THE ONETO SISTERS . . . [Front Row, L to R] Teresa 
Oneto, Kate Oneto. Back Row, Janie Oneto, Amelia 
Oneto. Edith Oneto not in picture.

Lorenzo and Madelena Oneto

1923, but the family continued to operate the hotel well 
into the 1930’s.

It was saddening news to those outside as well as with
in the county when the Oneto family announced it was 
closing the hotel.

After remaining closed for a period, interior modifica
tions were made, the old outside stone stairway was re
moved, an inside staircase was built to the hotel’s sec
ond floor and the old dining room was turned into a res
taurant.

Several restaurant owners operated in the hotel over 
the years, the last being Blewett’s Cafe, run by Mary and 
Howard Blewett, until they moved their operation to 
North Main Street where they operated another cafe until 
they retired.

The old hotel remained in the ownership of the Oneto 
family until the mid-1950’s when the property was ac
quired by the State of California to make way for the re
alignment of Highway 49 through San Andreas.

In 1955 a wrecking ball finally brought an end to the 
historic stone structure that for nearly three-quarters of a 
century had played an important role in the everyday 
lives of the people of San Andreas.
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A PIONEER DAUGHTER 
REMEMBERS GIRLHOOD 
IN THE MOTHER LODE

By RuthLemue
A descendant of pioneer Calaveras County families, 

Ruth Lemue, of Angels Camp, celebrated her 93rd birth
day on June 6, 1987.

Urged by family and friends, she has compiled her 
memories of girlhood in the Mother Lode during the 
years when the 20th Century still was young.

Modestly, she explains in her opening paragraphs that 
“this is the story of an average person from an average 
family who has lived in a gold mining town most of her 90 
years.’’

Truly, it is far more than that.
It is a collection of heartwarming reminiscences of life 

in Calaveras County and the Mother Lode during the 
period that is too quickly being forgotten.

This is Ruth Lemue’s story:
“I believe I should first tell you something of my an

cestors.
On my Mother’s side, Wade Hampton Johnston mar

ried Martha Cottle, of a California pioneer family of 
Fourth Crossing.

On my Father’s side, Moses Hiram Harper, from Ten
nessee, married Delpha Jeffries, of Terre Haute, Indiana. 
All were pioneers who came to California in the early 
1850’s.

Wade Johnston, from Little Rock Creek, Jefferson Co., 
Missouri, arrived with the Richardson Party in Hangtown 
(Placerville) in 1854. The Harpers, by way of Salt Lake 
City, came to Ione, Amador County, in 1852.

During the early years Wade supported his family by 
hydraulic mining in the vicinity of Yaqui Camp, near San 
Andreas. One of the monitors he used has been donated 
to the Angels Camp Museum.

He later became mining recorder for lower Calaveras 
County, was instrumental in founding Willow Creek 
School and served as a trustee for nearly 40 years.

When I was a child I was fascinated by his blacksmith 
shop with its bellows and forge in which he sharpened his 
tools.

Wade and Martha Johnston had three children, 
Charles, Effie Enfield and Martha Augusta Johnston, 
born in their home at Paradise Gulch.

Martha Augusta Johnston, who married George Har
per, was my mother.

My grandfather Moses Hiram Harper and his wife, 
Delpha, after arriving in Ione in 1852, moved to Linden

Willow Creek School, 1901 . . . Back Row, L to R: Azalia 
Genochio, Kati Eder, Rose Ratto, [both Kati and Rose 
died of typhoid fever], John Eder, Tilly Genochio, Louis 
and Dolphie Genochio. Front Row, L to R: Seven-year-old 
Ruth Harper, Louise Eder, Irene Eder, Jimmy Harper, 
Stella Genochio and their teacher, Mattie Hanscomb.

then to Mendocino County. They reared a large family, 
but only four children, William, James, Ellen and George 
survived childhood diseases.

Delpha Harper also died while the family was in 
Mendocino, and after Ellen married and moved to Ore
gon, Hiram and his sons moved to Calaveras County 
where he homesteaded land along Murphys Grade Road.

My father, George Harper, after obtaining a good job 
(above ground) at the Utica Mine, married Martha 
Johnston. His father gave them land across the road from 
his house, but until their home was built, they lived with 
Grandfather Harper.

I was born in Grandfather’s house and he, a deeply re
ligious man, persuaded my parents to name me Ruth, 
after the Ruth in the Bible.

Our own home, when completed, was a pretty little 
four-room white house with green blinds and lattice work 
beneath its high porch, flowers in the yard and a vege
table garden beside it.

My brother, James Johnston Harper and my sister, 
Beatrice Elaine, were born there.

We were quite happy there, but my father was working 
12-hour shifts and the distance he had to travel to and 
from work was too great.

Our new home was on the Billings property, on a hill, 
overlooking the Stickle and Utica Mines which were lo
cated in what is now Utica Park.

I could look down on the huge piles of timber awaiting
Please see Pioneer Daughter, pg. 46
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Pioneer Daughter, cont. from pg. 45
to be used underground and I could watch the miners, 
clad in their wet oilskins, as they stepped off the skip at 
the collar of the shaft.

Each morning the mine whistle blew at 5:30 a.m. and 
again at 6 a.m., calling the men to work.

I remember my father, provoked at the noise, once 
called out, “Blow, you ring-tailed screamers.”

The year was 1899, I was five years old and we rented a 
house from Mr. Peachy, a former teacher, on property 
now owned by St. Patrick’s Catholic Church.

There, another sister, Thelma Doris was born.
My sixth birthday arrived but my parents did not enroll 

me in school.
Childrens’ diseases, including diphtheria and scarlet 

fever, were raging in Angels Camp. Children were dying 
and many homes were quarantined. My parents felt that 
school at this time presented too great a chance of ex
posure to the deadly germs.

Often, the white plumed hearse, carrying small coffins, 
passed our house on the way to the cemetery in Altaville.

Black plumes were used on the hearse for older people, 
black and white for those of middle age, and white for 
children.

I still remember the funeral processions with bands 
playing dirges and solemn marchers following the hearse.

Those processions were for miners and members of 
lodges.

In 1900 the Alaska gold rush was in full swing and in 
1901, my father with his brother, Jim and several other 
mill people from Angels Camp, sailed for the Alaskan 
gold fields.

Before Father left he moved Mother and us children 
into a home which Uncle Jim had built near Grandpa 
Johnston’s, on Willow Creek.

There, I began classes in the Willow Creek School. I 
liked our teacher, Miss Rosa Agostini, and enjoyed 
learning to read from the big chart.

Grandfather’s place had a big room where people often 
gathered and danced to the fast tunes of his violin. I was 
allowed to stay up and watch the dancing — the quad
rille, Virginia reel, rye waltz and a fast two-step. I would 
proudly hold a lady’s cape or shawl while she danced, 
then join the dancers to partake of Aunt Effie’s potato 
salad and apple pie.

After four months Father and most of the Angels Camp 
men returned from Alaska, but we continued to live in 
Uncle Jim’s house for a year.

Then, father became superintendent of the Sultana Mill 
and we moved into a house in Altaville on the Grade 
Road, near what is now Gardner Lane.

Sometimes, my father allowed me to visit the mill with 

Harper family at home on Democrat Hill. L to R: George and Martha Harper, son James in 
doorway, Ruth Harper seated, with young sisters Beatrice, Naomi and Thelma seated in the foreground.
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him. It was an exciting experience, watching the big 
stamps crushing the ore and watching the concentrators 
on the lower floor as the quicksilver caught the gold 
which washed along with the pulverized rock.

I was enrolled in the Altaville School.
The red brick building at the rear of the school grounds 

was called the “Little Room,” and grades 1 through 4 
were taught there. A frame building, closer to the road, 
was called the “Big Room” and classes for grades 5 
through 8 were held there.

Miss Lizzie Hannon taught the first four grades and 
“Len” Redding, the principal, the upper grades. Mr. 
Redding also was an excellent teacher and a strict disci
plinarian.

Sometimes we had trouble solving problems in the old, 
brown Milne arithmetic book and Mr. Redding would 
threaten to send us back to the “Little Room.”

We must have improved, because he never carried out 
his threat.

Those were exciting years in Angels Camp.
The Sierra Railroad arrived in 1902 to be greeted by 

bands, fireworks and a balloon ascension and to serve the 
area until 1935.

Another big event in those days was the circus with its 
caged animals, elephants, acrobats and clowns.

From our home on the Grade Road we watched the 
large herds of cattle being driven to and from summer 
pasture in the mountains.

We watched the logging teams of 12 or more horses 
and mules as they hauled timber to the mines.

When a jerkline teamster was observed throwing rocks 
at the lead animals (as all jerkline teamsters did) Aunt 
Effie, always an animal lover, rushed out and shouted, 
“stop that, you brute!”

Despite a disastrous fire that destroyed a number of 
homes, times were improving in Angels Camp.

I enrolled in Sunday School, which I greatly enjoyed; 
my father became superintendent of the big Lightner 
Mine mill and we bought a seven-room home on 
Democrat Hill.

In those days underground miners were earning $2.50 
per day and mill men $3.50, but as superintendent, Fath
er was making $5 per day, so you see, we were doing 
very well.

During “clean-up” time at the mill my father would 
not come home, so Mother would meet him at the top of 
the hill with a hot meal in a three-compartment lunch 
bucket. One section contained hot tea or coffee; the next, 
meat and potatoes or macaroni and the third, a dessert of 
pie or pudding.

Mamma did a lot of sewing in order to keep us attract
ively dressed. When schoolmates asked, “Is your mother 
a dressmaker?” I replied, “Oh no, she just makes our 
clothes.”

Ours was a happy childhood. By now there were five of 
us children, the youngest, Naomi Nadine, was bom in our 
new house.

We took long walks, picked flowers in the spring, 
gathered pine nuts in the fall and in old clothes swam in a 
big ditch and played “Run Sheep Run.”

We went to birthday parties, enjoyed the Independence 
Day parades, attended shows staged by traveling actors. I 
thrilled when Eliza, pursued by bloodhounds crossed the 
ice, and cried when little Eva died.

I entered Bret Harte High School and now, we had a 
movie theater in town. We students talked about our 
favorite stars, the Gish sisters, Talmadge sisters, Gloria 
Swanson, Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford.

The years flew by — I was loving every mintue as a
student at Bret Harte High.

We were fortunate to have an exceptionally fine princi
pal, L.D. McKinley, and a staff of excellent teachers.
High school then included 
two years of algebra, one 
of geometry, one of physics 
and four years of Latin.

We held debates every 
two weeks before the 
whole assembly. I will nev
er forget my first debate as 
a Freshman. My partner 
was Virgil Airola, later to 
become the distinguished 
Judge Airola. Happily, we 
won the debate.

I took part in school 
plays, took violin lessons 
and later played accompan
iment with our church or
ganist, Elsie Harry.

In my senior year I was 
elected by the student 
body as editor of our school 
annual.

Ruth Harper, age six, 
waiting to start school.

I graduated from Bret Harte in 1912, and since I hoped 
to become a teacher, Mr. McKinney recommended that I 
be accepted by the State Normal School in San Jose.

However, due to the expense of college, I decided to do 
what others were doing — take the teachers examination

Please see Pioneer Daughter, pg. 48
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John Lemue was a soldier when he married Ruth Harper 
at Camp Kearney, on February 17, 1918.

Pioneer Daughter, cont. from pg. 47
given by the County Board of Education.

Summer, highlighted by picnics, fun and a few trips to 
the mountains quickly slipped by, and I busied myself 
studying for the teachers’ test to be held in San Andreas 
in December. Calaveras had the reputation of giving the 
toughest test in the Mother Lode.

My friend, Olive Bennett, another girl and I took the 
examination, which was quite difficult. We were tested in 
24 subjects, including word analysis, bookkeeping, law, 
methods of teaching, and music.

In order to pass the test we had to achieve an average 
of 85%. All of us failed but I did pass in enough subjects 
that I was encouraged to try again. So, in June, 1913, aft
er months of intensive study, I took the examination, 
passed with the required 85 percent and received my 
teacher’s credentials.

With the optimism of a 19-year-old, I went to the 
Angels Elementary School Trustees, asked for a place on 
their teaching staff and the request was granted.

I was given the Third Grade in the school at which Mr. 
Charles Schwoerer was principal. Those teaching with me 
in the Angels School at that time were Reba Carlow, 
Mary Mulgrew, Esther Carley, Teresa Rivara, Sadie 
Bund, Della Smith, Kate Cutler, and Charles Schwoerer.

In 1915 my parents sold their home on Democrat Hill 
and moved to Martell, in Amador County, where my 
father had taken a good paying eight hour job as mill su
perintendent of the Central Eureka Mine at Sutter Creek.

I remained at my teaching job in Angels Camp, living 
with my friend, Esther Carley Nichley and her husband, 
Sam.

By 1916 I had become a member of the Rebekah 
Lodge and with a group of friends in the Rebekah and 
Odd Fellow Lodges, made a trip to the World Fair in San 
Diego.

Among our group of delegates was a young man, John 
Lemue, who had been my escort to shows and parties in 
Angels.

Meanwhile, my parents were urging me to move to 
Amador County and had even lined up a teaching job for 
me at the Oneida School at Jackson Gate.

Although I moved to Martell and was teaching school 
at Jackson Gate, John Lemue and I kept up a steady cor
respondence. He frequently came to Martell for short 
visits.

His parents had purchased the Angels Hotel and while 
John and his father were remodeling it, John and I 
became engaged to be married.

With World War I now reaching its climax, John was 
drafted, but he and I were married at Camp Kearney, in 
San Diego, on February 17, 1918.

The war ended November 11, 1918, but it was not until 
July, 1919 that John returned from Europe and was dis
charged from the Army so that we could take up our life 
together.

We went on to live a wonderful and fulfilling life sur
rounded by friends and devoted children and family.

Today, at 93, I look back and can only express thanks 
for the hapiness I have had and for a warm and loving 
childhood.

Robie Ranch, cont. from pg. 42
Her death came as a severe blow to the family.

But the Robie Ranch and its herds continued to pros
per. That same year they sheared 3,502 sheep.

In May, 1889 Walter John moved 4,200 head of sheep 
to the mountains and lost 253 on the way. In September 
they lost 306 on the way home.

In 1889 the Robie Ranch sold cattle at $27 per head.
By now, the Robies had acquired what they called 

“The Lower Ranch”, located in Stanislaus County, about 
five miles south of Milton, on which they raised wheat 
and barley for their hogs. By the 1890’s they were selling 
more than 75 hogs annually.

The ranch still is owned by the Robies.
Walter John Robie married Elizabeth Morgan Schro- 

bel, of Milton, in 1888. His father gave them a buggy for 
a wedding gift.

They had seven children:
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Rothwell Walter “Bud,” 1890-1974. Lived on and ran 
Robie Ranch.

Viola Adeline, 1892-1967. Nurse, never married.
Georgia Louise, 1894- . Teacher, married, lives in

Stockton.
Faith Adaphine, 1896- . Business woman, married,

lives in Sacramento.
Marguerite Naomie, 1898- . Telephone Co. Married, 

one child. Lives in Bay Area.
Dorothy Mary, 1900-1971. Business woman, married, 

two children. Lived in San Andreas.
Elizabeth Schroebel, 1911- . Teacher, married, two

children. Lives in Sacramento.
Six of the children went to Riverside School, a mile 

south of Jenny Lind, but Dorothy and Elizabeth also went 
to the Milton School. All of the girls went to Nazarine 
University, in North Pasadena.

Rothwell Walter (Bud) was the favorite of his grand
father who in his later years, used a cart to travel around 
the ranch.

Bud traveled with him whenever he could, and 
sometimes when told by his mother he could not go, 
would sneak out and hide under the seat of the cart. His 
grandfather would climb into the cart, drive away, and 
when they were out of sight of the house he would say 
“O.K., you can come out now.”

When they arrived home Bud’s mother would have a 
switch waiting for him, but his grandfather would not let 
her touch him.

In 1898 Bud’s father, Walter John, sent 40 head of 
horses, eight mules and 120 head of cattle to the moun
tains. In May they also started for Bear Valley with 4,072 
head of sheep and put 2,072 head of sheep on stubble 
near Farmington.

When Bud was 12 years old he went to the mountains

Rothwell Walter “Bud” Robie [right] and hunting part
ner with a buck at Blood’s cabin, in Bear Valley.

for the first time to stay all summer with the cattle and 
sheep. In 1905, when he was 15, he herded cattle and 
broke horses at the Dardanelles and in the Lake Alpine 
area. He stayed in cow camps and herded cattle each 
summer around Lake Alpine and Gabbot Meadow and in 
the fall attended Santa Rosa Business College.

It took about three weeks to move the cattle to and 
from the mountains, and in the fall of 1898 they got
caught in an early snowstorm and it took from September 
28 to October 16 to get the cattle home.

When Walter John and 
Bud went to the mountains 
in 1906, Elizabeth Robie 
had carpenters begin work 
on the large two-story 
home in which the Robie 
family still lives today.

In addition to range cat
tle and sheep, the Robies 
from 1907 until 1919, had a 
dairy herd and shipped 
cream out of Milton to 
Stockton by train. They 
also cut and baled their 
own hay, just as they still 
do today.

In 1917 when the U.S. Walter John Robie
entered World War I, Bud went into the Army and served 
in France in the 91st Pine Tree Division.

In 1927 Robie & Son moved 854 head of sheep to the 
Islands west of Stockton via a route which took them 
through town. Needless to say, the sheep became decid
edly unpopular when they occasionally surged onto front 
lawns and began browsing on flowers.

In 1936 Milton Gold Dredging came through South 
Gulch and records show 2,287 ounces of gold and 145 
ounces of silver were taken out. The Robie family pur
chased the River Ranch from Borden in 1937.

Walter John Robie passed away in 1936 and Elizabeth 
Morgan Robie died in 1938. Both were very active in the 
Nazarine Church in Milton.

Rothwell Walter married Edna Hendrickx, of Stockton, 
in 1937. They had one son, Walter John, born in 1938. 
Rothwell died in 1974.

The Robie Ranch, operated by John and his wife, 
Kathryn, still is a vigorous working cattle and sheep op
eration. Its “diamond” brand, No. 1803, is one of the 
oldest still in use in the state, and actually, was used for 
many years before it was registered.
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LETTER FROM A SHEEP HERDER 
[The following is a letter written by a sheep herder from a 
camp near Bear Valley, to Walter John Robie, in the 
summer of 1904. ]

Affrican Lion Camp
July 21st

Friend John—

Your letter recd & glad to hear from you and from hu
mans once more. Sorry to hear of Georgias sickness. 
Sheep are doing well & think we have feed to last until 
15th of August & get down home 25th or 27th.

Rothwell is getting fat & hearty. Jack says he will try & 
send you some fish as soon as he can.

Well John, I had quite an exciting time yesterday aft
ernoon. Between sundown and dark I was trying to work 
the sheep to camp & something would keep chasing them 
back to me, finally I went to the lead to see what it was.

Colonel & Tip started up the mountain barking & I 
after them as fast as I could run chasing them for Vi mile 
then their voices changed & I knew they had something 
up a tree, I hurried on being near out of breath, got there 
& found they had a mouster lion up a tree, as big as a 
affrican lion.

I opened fire on him with old Sue, (name I have given 
the 45 S & W) first shot he looked like he was going to 
spring on me, but instead spring to another Fur tree 20 
feet away, in the mean time I had given him another one 
of old Sue’s pills intentionally some where near the heart 
then he dropped 100 feet striking the ground like a 
thousand of brick more or less, came within % of an inch 
of falling on Colonel, his tail did strike him but didnt hurt 
him much.

Then I run up & give the war whoop and clapped my 
hands and Colonel and Tip chewed him to a Queens taste. 
Rothwell was in camp and all he heard was old Sue 
barking. Shot him 3 times, every shot taking effect, he 
measures 9 feet tip to tip.

Tell Mrs. Robie I must call it all off with the chicken 
business if you will sell me Colonel & Tip I shall go into 
the Lion & Bear business, more excitement about it & 
and that is what I am living for.

Rich.

Note: “Old Sue, ” the revolver — actually a .44 Smith & 
Wesson Russian — which was used by the sheep herder, 
still is in the possession of the Robie family.

GUNFIGHT AT WALLACE
Eighty-seven years ago, on March 10, 1900, a gunfight 

that cost the lives to two men — one of them a Calaveras 
County lawman — erupted at a way-station near Wallace.

The killer of the lawman also died of a gunshot wound, 
but who actually fired the shot that killed him is only one 
of the questions that remains unanswered.

From the report of the Calaveras County District Attor
ney Arthur I. McSorley: from the coroner's inquest and 
the pages of the Calaveras Prospect, this is the story of 
the shooting.

A blustery, late winter storm had turned the March aft
ernoon miserable as James Goodman, enroute from Ca
manche to Wallace, noticed a buggy parked beside the 
way-station he was building at the junction of the Wallace 
and Clements Roads.

As he drew nearer, he saw two men were camped on 
the partially enclosed porch of his incompleted building.

Drawing up beside them, Goodman halted his wagon, 
identified himself as owner of the building and asked 
what they were doing there. At the same time he recog
nized the pair as the same men he had seen earlier that 
day in Camanche. As he talked to them, both men drank 
from a wine jug which they offered him, but which he de
clined.

After a somewhat lengthy conversation during which 
the two identified themselves as Fred Brown and Louis 
Dibble, traveling painters looking for work in Amador and 
Calaveras Counties, Goodman with some misgivings, 
permitted them to camp on the porch overnight, then 
drove toward Wallace.

That was at mid-afternoon.
Shortly before 6 p.m., with darkness falling, William 

Robinson, enroute from Camanche to Wallace, arrived at 
the wayside station to be suddenly confronted by Brown 
who covered him with a revolver and demanded his valu
ables.

Robinson replied that he had no money or other valua
bles, and an argument ensued when the gunman ordered 
him out of his buggy, stating he would take that.

Brown then climbed into the rig where he found a bot
tle of whisky. Pouring part of the bottle’s contents into a 
tin cup, he began drinking it, while offering Dibble and 
Robinson drinks from the bottle.

As Robinson continued to argue for return of his 
buggy, another rig was heard approaching from the di
rection of Camanche, and moments later, Constable S. D. 
Holman, of Jenny Lind Township, arrived. Holman 
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owned a saloon in Camanche and was on his way home.
According to Robinson’s later testimony to District At

torney Arthur McSorley, as Holman’s buggy reached the 
station, Dibble ran into the road and told Holman to stop.

Exactly what conversation took place between the two 
men is not known, but Robinson said it ended when Hol
man jumped from his wagon, shouted “you can’t insult 
me,’’ and struck Dibble a heavy blow in the face.

Holman then climbed back into his wagon, told 
Robinson to follow him and both men began driving to
ward Wallace.

As they traveled, said Robinson, Holman described 
Brown and Dibble as “hard characters,’’ and proposed 
that upon arriving in Wallace they get help and go back 
and arrest them.

In Wallace, Holman obtained the help of Prentice 
Hamrick and Robert McMurray, who armed themselves 
and with Robinson, accompanied Holman back to the way 
station, about a mile northwest of town.

As the four men arrived they observed Brown and Dib
ble on the porch where a candle was burning. Dibble was 
standing on the open part of the porch and Brown was 
within the partially enclosed section, seated on a sack of 
grain.

But, before the posse could even climb from their wag
ons, the candle was suddenly extinguished. Consequent
ly, the ensuing action took place in darkness.

Instead of walking straight to the porch, Holman first 
went to Brown’s and Dibble’s buggy where he removed a 
shotgun which he placed in his own rig.

Holman himself, was armed with a double barreled 
10-gauge shotgun and a Colt revolver.

As Holman stepped onto the porch he placed his hand, 
presumably on Dibble, and informed him he was under 
arrest.

At that instant a shot exploded from the porch and Hol
man, reeling backward, exclaimed that he was hit.

Then, recovering momentarily, Holman fired both bar
rels of his shotgun into the darkness of the porch, then 
began firing his revolver. His three companions joined in 
a general fusillade of the porch and reportedly, shots 
were fired at them in return, but none of the volunteer 
possemen were hit.

As the firing ended the four posse members withdrew, 
and then it was realized that Holman was critically 
wounded. A bullet believed fired by Brown had struck 
him in the lower chest and ranged upward.

Without even taking the two suspects into custody or 
investigating the results of their own shooting, Robinson, 
Hamrick, and McMurray, with the help of neighboring

Wesson, in front of Metropolitan Hotel in San Andreas. 
As District Attorney prior to becoming Judge, McSorley 
helped sheriff Thom probe Wallace murder of Constable 
S. D. Holman. Wesson, who once was Calaveras County 
recorder, was a member of the Wesson Family of Smith 
and Wesson Arms Manufacturing Company fame.

residents attracted by the lights and shooting, loaded 
Holman into a buggy and left the shooting scene.

Holman, who was 35, died two hours later at home.
Notified of the shooting, Sheriff Ben Thom, his deputy, 

Will Dower and District Attorney McSorley arrived at 
daylight.

Louis Dibble and the buggy were gone, but in the cor
ner of the enclosed porch they found the body of Fred 
Brown. He had been shot in the knee and in the head. 
His revolver lay beside him.

Buggy tracks indicated that Dibble had fled in the di
rection of Camanche, and had gone into Amador County. 
He was arrested later that day in Ione and returned to 
Calaveras County where he was booked in the county jail.

A coroner’s inquest found that Constable Holman had 
died from a bullet fired by Brown, but failed to name 
Brown’s killer.

Complicating matters was the fact that several witness
es said a single shot was heard on the porch of the way 
station some 15 or 20 minutes after the posse had left 
with the wounded constable.

After several delays in court, Dibble pleaded guilty to 
stealing a hog from Mrs. Hill, in Camanche (part of a hog 
carcass had been found in his buggy) and the Calaveras 
Prospect of April 6 noted that Judge Kean had sentenced 
him to 30 days in jail.

The paper noted that the charge against Dibble of 
being an accomplice in the slaying of Constable S. D. 
Holman was not pressed, “and it appears doubtful he 
ever will be tried on that complaint.’’

The paper’s observation ultimately proved to be cor
rect.
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EARLY DAYS OF THE
CALAVERAS RANGER DISTRICT
Information for this article provided by U.S. Forest 
Serice employees Mary Kress, Pamela Conners 
and retired Calaveras District Ranger Bill Lunsford.
The Stanislaus Forest Reserve, which later was to be

come the Stanislaus National Forest, came into being on 
Feb. 22, 1897, by the proclamation of President Grover 
Cleveland.

It was named for the Indian Chief Estanislao who in 
1829 led a revolt against the Mexican rulers of Central 
California and who was defeated by Mexican cavalry near 
the confluence of what is now the Stanislaus River.

Originally, the area included portions of what are now
Please see District, pg. 5

BOSSE FAMILY BELIEVED 
IN HARD WORK AND

RICHNESS OF THE LAND
By Rosemary Bosse Faulkner

The lush meadow with its green pastures, apple or
chard, barns and gracious family home flanking the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne River recently sold.

The new owner has made many changes — even 
changed its name — but to old timers of Calaveras Coun
ty it will always be “The Bosse Ranch”.

From that day as a youth, more than 80 years ago 
when he first saw it, Henry Edward Bosse made up his 
mind he would own that land which many people have 
since described as “the prettiest meadow in Calaveras 
County.”

That 50 acres of meadowland became the centerpiece 
of the Bosse family holdings from which Henry Bosse, 
during his lifetime, slowly expanded his empire to devel
op one of the most prominent and successful ranches in 
Calaveras County.

Henry’s father, William Frederick Bosse, in 1880 en
couraged by his wife’s parents, Henry and Augusta Win
kler and his brother-in-law Fred Winkler Sr. who had 
earlier migrated to America from Germany, also left Ger
many and joined the Winklers in Rail Road Flat.

In taking passage to the U.S. William Bosse left be-
Please see Bosse Family, pg. 2

Bosse Ranch in South Fork Meadow, 1932
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Bosse Family, cont. from pg. 1

hind him (temporarily) his wife, Johanne Marie Winkler 
Bosse and their three children, Henry, 8, Sophia 
Augusta Bosse, 6, and William F. Bosse Jr., age 4.

William at that time was 38 years old and Johanne 
was 40. They had been married in the province of Han
over and their home was near the Black Forest.

Upon his arrival in America, one of the first steps tak
en by William Frederick Bosse was to file a declaration of 
intention to become a U.S. citizen, although it was not 
until March 3, 1892, that his citizenship was granted.

In December, 1881, William Bosse and Fred Winkler 
purchased 320 acres on Summit Level ridge from G. 
Dasso, a merchant, for $360. Both he and Winkler listed 
their occupations as farmers.

Bosse at that time had a seasonal job plowing for Dr. 
Locke, in the community of Lockeford and at the same 
time, set about building a one-room cabin on the Summit 
Level land where he planned to farm and cut sugar pine 
shakes.

In the summer of 1882 Johanne Bosse sold her home 
in Germany, packed her trunks and with her three chil
dren, sailed for America to join her husband.

They disembarked in Baltimore, Maryland, and there 
10-year-old Henry Bosse for the first time in his life, saw 
a Negro. The black man, who was a porter, told young 
Bosse in very good German dialect, “when you’ve been 
here as long as I have, you’ll be as black as I am.’’

Johanne Bosse, unfamiliar with American geography, 
purchased train passage to Chicago but did not buy 
tickets for remainder of the journey to California.

She and her little family boarded the train but before 
they left the station a drummer joined the travelers and 
began selling a medical book about treatment of illnesses 
they would encounter in this country. Johanne, thinking it 
would be a wise purchase, unpinned her bankroll from 
the bosom of her dress to pay for the book. The salesman 
grabbed the roll of money and fled.

Astounded, embarrassed, and because she spoke no 
English, Johanne Bosse made no outcry over her loss.

The train arrived in Chicago and without funds, the 
distraught mother and her children found themselves 
shunted off to what was then known as the county “poor 
house.’’

It was a dreary and frightening six months for the 
little family before William Bosse was able to scrape to
gether the money to bring his wife and children to Cala
veras County.

But, the reuniting of the Bosse family brought no 
immediate end to hardship.

William Frederick Bosse, 1910

Johanne and the children arrived in the fall and with 
her husband moved into the crude little Summit Level 
cabin which lay south of Blue Mountain and north of the 
present town of Arnold.

Winter came, bringing with it a severe snow storm 
and the Bosses found themselves without provisions. Wil
liam Bosse did not even own a gun with which to shoot a 
deer or squirrel and they were virtually starving.

Bosse had heard of the store in Rail Road Flat, owned 
by Edwin Taylor (grandfather of Tom and Eva Taylor) 
and with 12-year-old Henry, started the seven mile trip 
down the snow covered ridge.

Edwin Taylor, without questioning Bosse’s ability to 
repay him, provided them with all the supplies they could 
carry. Young Henry with 50 pounds of flour, sugar and 
coffee on his back, finally in the deep snow had to divide 
his load, take part ahead, then return for the remainder. 
With this relay system they made it back to the cabin that 
night.

For a boy who had known hunger for several days 
before the trip to Taylor’s store, there was no complain
ing, just gratitude.

Taylor’s generosity so impressed Henry Bosse that he 
dedicated himself to doing favors for the Taylors for the 
rest of his life. Those favors included building repair, 
hauling freight, digging of the well which still is in use 
and patronizing the Taylor store.

The Bosses soon moved to property the Winklers 
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owned on Swiss Ranch Road and in January, 1884, 
Johanne Bosse gave birth to their last child, Charles 
Frank Bosse.

While the family had lived on the Summit Henry 
and Sophia walked six miles to school at Big Trees. The 
school was located where the Ranger Station now stands.

Henry’s shoes, which had belonged to his father, hurt 
his feet, so he would walk barefooted until he neared the 
school, then put the shoes on. He never looked forward to 
recess for the shoes hurt when he ran or played with the 
other youngsters.

But classes for Henry and Sophoia did not last long. 
With the equivalent of eighth grade educations they left 
school and Henry Bosse’s first job was clearing brush for 
the Hartsook family in the Esperanza Valley at what is 
now the Varnazza Ranch. He was 13 or 14 years old and 
his earnings were $1 per day and two meals.

In 1887, when he was 15, Henry went to work at the 
Angels or Utica Mine in Angels Camp as an errand boy 
for the mine superintendent and carriage driver for his 
wife. His ambition was to make enough money to build 
his mother a nice home on the 160 acres his father had 
homesteaded in 1886 on Swiss Ranch Road.

The late 1880’s and 1890’s brought with them a 
somewhat easier life for the Bosses as they acquired ad
ditional land and their economic situation improved.

William Edward Bosse through hard work and perse
verance provided for his family, ranching and working at 
whatever jobs were available.

They rejoiced in 1891 when 17-year-old Sophia 
married lumberman Frank Towle, of San Andreas, but 
the family’s joy was marred later that year when Willie 
Bosse, 15, became lost and died of exposure when 
overtaken by darkness while searching for a lost milk 
cow. He was buried on the Bosse Ranch at the eastern 
end of Swiss Ranch Road.

Tax records show that in 1895 William Edward Bosse 
was owner of 160 acres, livestock, wagon and improved 
house with a value of $590 on which he paid $14.10 in 
taxes. His son, Henry, owned 151 acres on Swiss Ranch 
Road with improved cabin, fence, horses and personal 
property valued at $715 on which he paid taxes of $17.16. 
By 1900 the value of his holdings had increased to $1,060.

The year 1900 arrived and it was an important one for 
the Bosse family.

Henry Bosse, now 28, after working as a laborer while 
boarding at the Alphonse Rodesino home in Mountain 
Ranch, had begun driving freight teams from Valley 
Springs to the Domenghini Store in Mountain Ranch and 
to the Sheep Ranch Mine.

Louise Sandoz and Henry Edward Bosse 
on their wedding day in 1908.

But more important, that was the year he built the 
new home on Sheep Ranch Road for his mother and ac
quired the 50-acre meadow on the South Fork of the 
Mokelumne that was to become the heart of one of Cala
veras County’s most prominent ranches.

He had first seen the property, then the Guillemin 
Homestead and Mine, when as a young teenager he had 
walked from the Bosse home on Swiss Ranch Road to buy 
apples from the Guillemins. He returned with the apples 
and the firm resolution that he would one day own that 
ranch and spend his life there.

Following his purchase of the river property Henry 
Bosse took a year off to attend the York School of Busi
ness in Stockton. He returned to the ranch, which had a 
small house and barn on it, and began clearing land and 
making other improvements while working as a ditch 
tender on the Clark Ditch which ran through his South 
Fork property to Mokelumne Hill. For extra cash he even 
boarded Mr. Price, the local school teacher.

He also worked at the Swiss Mine and it was in 1904 
while employed there he met his future bride, Louise 
Sandoz, when she and her sisters walked over from their 
home on the Licking Fork to visit their uncle, Leon Ponge, 
who owned the mine.

On Jan. 13, 1906, Johanne Bosse died of pneumonia 
at age 66 and was laid to rest in Peoples Cemetery, in San

Please see Bosse Family, pg. 4
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Bosse Family, cont. from pg. 3
Andreas. Henry Bosse always remembered the hardships 
his mother had undergone in her adopted land and one of 
his deepest regrets was that she could not have lived 
longer in her new, comfortable home.

The following year Henry Bosse expanded his hold
ings with the purchase of 160 acres of government land 
that lay between his meadow land and the Laidet Ranch. 
This is the site of the old sawmill flat that adjoins what is 
now known as the Enchanted Hills Ranch.

On November 11, 1908, ending a four-year courtship, 
Henry Bosse, 36 and Louise Sandoz, 22, were married in 
the parlor of the Sandoz home.

Henry provided as his dowry 831 acres, mortgage 
free. This land included 151 acres on Swiss Ranch Road 
purchased in 1893; the 160-acre sawmill flat property; 160 
acres homesteaded from the government joining the 50 
acres he had purchased from the Guillemins and 160 
acres on Swiss Ranch Road, given to him by his father.

In addition he had added three rooms to his home in 
the meadow and built the area’s first indoor bathroom 
with tub and flush toilet. The indoor toilet did not meet 
with approval of his bride’s mother who said it was 
unsanitary and refused to enter the house on her first 
visit to her daughter’s new home.

The home eventually was expanded to 11 rooms and 
served the Bosse family until it burned in 1948.

During the first years of their marriage Henry 
continued to work in the mines while operating the ranch, 
adding outbuildings and building an underground root 
cellar that still is in use today.

Henry and Louise’s first child, christened Paul Henry 
Bosse, was born at home with the assistance of a 
mid-wife on Oct. 8, 1909.

Henry Bosse with his sister, Sophie, in 1950.

There were seven Bosse children in all, including 
David, who died in infancy only weeks after his birth in 
January 1911. The others included twins Edward Louis 
and Ernest William, born March 12, 1912; Harry, born in 
1913; Ruth Emma, born in September, 1915, and Rose
mary, born April 6, 1924.

Henry’s father, William Edward Bosse, died Jan. 12, 
1915, and was buried beside his wife in the San Andreas 
cemetery.

In addition to livestock, Henry grew apples, beans and 
potatoes on the river acreage. It was his aim to make the 
produce raised there pay the taxes and living expenses 
for his family and to use the money derived from sale of 
cattle for purchase of more land.

He butchered a beef each week, established a route, 
selling the meat and produce to boarding houses at the 
mines and in doing so, well exceeded his financial goal. 
When mining began to decline he discontinued the meat 
sales but continued the produce route until 1940.

It was hard work and long hours for Henry and Louise 
Bosse who in addition to cooking, household chores and 
caring for her small children, often worked beside her 
husband in the fields.

One evening a neighbor saw the Bosse wagon 
returning from a delivery trip with no Henry Bosse on the 
wagon seat. Alarmed, he investigated and found Bosse 
asleep on the wagon floor, the horses dutifully plodding 
toward home.

1915 also was the year the Bosses joined the automo
bile age. Henry Bosse purchased a 1915 Model T Ford 
touring car from George Stewart, in San Andreas, and 
travel became a bit easier.

In 1917 Bosse bought the Tone Ranch and in 1918, 
purchased 220 acres on Pine Ridge from the Swank and 
Marshall families. The following year at a tax sale he 
bought the 157-acre Gallagher Homestead on the old 
stage road east of Rail Road Flat.

By that time he had turned over to his brother Charley 
and his sister Sophia, his part of his father’s homestead 
on Swiss Ranch Road. That same year he also sold to 
Joseph Dell ’Orto, the last of his holdings along Swiss 
Ranch Road.

Over the years, virtually all Bosse land transactions 
retained one striking similarity. Each acquisition or sale, 
regardless of price paid, was worded, “for the amount of 
$10 and other valuable considerations.’’ In this way, 
neither buyer nor seller had to publicily disclose the price 
paid for the land.

World War I came and went, bringing an end to tem-

Please see Bosse Family, pg. 9
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District, cont. from pg. 1 
the Inyo and El Dorado National Forests. Its boundaries 
were adjusted and its name was changed from forest re
serve to National Forest in 1908 by executive order of 
President Theodore Roosevelt.

John B. Dotty, reportedly a member of Teddy Roose
velt’s Rough Riders, is credited with being the first su
pervisor of the Stanislaus National Forest. During the 
early years he had no official office and worked out of his 
home, patroling the area with a saddle horse and pack 
horse.

There is no record of the date when the Stanislaus 
Forest was divided into individual ranger districts. Origi
nally, the present Summit Ranger District was known as 
the Pinecrest District and the Calaveras Ranger District 
was known as the Mokelumne District.

“When the first ranger districts were established at 
turn of the century the district ranger was primarily a 
custodian,” said now retired District Ranger Bill Luns
ford, in a 1960’s report on use of forest resources.

“Demand for and use of national forest resources was 
light, consisting largely of timber harvest and livestock 
grazing with mining a minor use. Fire suppression and 
trail maintenance were important responsibilities while 
recreation, water resources and wildlife management 
were of lesser concern.

An area assigned to a district ranger was usually 
determined by the amount of area he could cover on foot 
or on horseback a couple of times a year. Help, if any, 
was seasonal.”

Exactly when the Mokelumne Ranger District (later to 
become the Calaveras District) was established is not 
known, but in 1912 the U.S. Forest Service had acquired 
at least five sites for ranger stations and guard stations 
within that district.

On Nov. 5, 1907, 160 acres was set aside for a guard 
station at Wheat’s Meadow and in June, 1908, 121.29 
acres southwest of Avery where the present U.S. Forest 
Service shops and storage area is located, was acquired 
for district headquarters to be known as the Calaveras 
Ranger Station.

The following year 40 acres on the edge of Bear Valley 
was withdrawn from the Harvey Blood homestead, for 
use as a guard station. In 1911, 40 acres near the Sandoz 
Ranch on the Licking Fork of the Mokelumne was set 
aside for a ranger station and a lookout was in operation 
on top of Blue Mountain.

The late Mel Hamby, of San Andreas and Angels 
Camp, manned the Blue Mountain Lookout in 1913 and 
the Folsom Lookout during the 1930’s. Following his 
retirement from the Forest Service, Mel and his wife 
owned and operated the Hotel Treat, in San Andreas, 
now the Black Bart Inn.

Gradually, guard stations which were manned on a 
seasonal basis were established at Creighton’s Meadow, 
Dry Meadows, Buck Ranch and Moran’s.

The Folsom Lookout, located 10 miles east of West 
Point, was named after the Folsom family which home
steaded Hunter Flat around 1850. Sam Folsom rode from

Please see District, pg. 6

Calaveras Ranger Station at Avery, June, 1910. (L to R) E.H. Th raves, P.Y. Lewis and Ranger Willard L. Sears.
Man on right is unidentified. Above building destroyed by fire, 1916.

(R. W. Ayres photo album)
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District, cont. from pg. 5
his cabin at Hunter Flat to serve as the first lookout 
there. The first tower was a platform in a tree. It was not 
until 1919 that a guard station was built there.

The Calaveras Ranger Station at Avery burned in 1916 
but was rebuilt and continued to serve as district head
quarters for a number of years.

Because of the distance from Avery to the eastern end 
of the Calaveras District, that area during the early days 
was administered from Brightman’s Flat or Pinecrest, 
says Harry Schimke, of Sonora and Bear Valley, who re
cently retired after some 30 years with the Forest Service 
here.

Despite the efforts of Forest Service personnel in Cal
averas Ranger District and in the Stanislaus Forest Head
quarters in Sonora, there is no complete record of the 
men who, over the years, served as Calaveras District 
Rangers.

From research completed by Lunsford, and by Forest 
Service employees Mary Kress and Pamela Conners, it 
appears that Willard L. Sears probably was the first dis
trict ranger, possibly as early as 1908 or 1909. He served 
as district ranger at least until 1911 and his assistants at 
the Calaveras station were E.H. Thraves and F.A. Robin
son. A B. Ford also is listed as an assistant ranger and 
P.Y. Lewis was listed as being stationed at Wheat’s 
Meadow.

Sears appears to have been succeeded by Robinson, 
who was then followed by Joe Elliott Sr., who had for 
several years been in charge of the Mokelumne Station on 
the Licking Fork.

A U.S. Forest Service newsletter notes that Ranger 
Elliott and Anita Zimmerman, on Dec. 18, 1911, were

U.S. Forest Service guard station 
at Wheat’s Meadow, 1911.

(From R. W. Ayres' album)

married in San Andreas and planned to make their home 
at the Mokelumne Ranger Station.

That same year a phone line between Blue Mountain 
Lookout and the Mokelumne Ranger Station was com
pleted.

The installation of phones, according to the forest 
service publication, raised a new question.

“When a ranger or fire guard finds himself half-way 
between a fire and a phone, should he go back to the 
phone and call for help or should he proceed to the fire 
and fight it alone?”

Although the newsletter raised the question, it did not 
provide an answer.

The Forest Service records do not indicate how long 
Elliott served as district ranger or who succeeded him. 
Records do show that Bud Lewis was district ranger in 
1918 and that Ranger Creston C. Booth headed the dis
trict from 1920 until 1927.

Ranger Neil L. Perkins served as ranger from 1927 to 
1930.

There is no record for the period from 1930 to 1933, 
but from 1933 until 1941, A.E. Freer was district ranger.

There is another lapse in the records from 1941 to 
1947, and then, Ranger Ralph G. Brown headed the 
district until 1954. It was under Brown’s regime that the 
district office was moved to San Andreas, where it was 
housed in the Hubery Building, on North Main Street.

Brown’s position was taken by Stanley R. Zeger who 
headed the ranger district until 1957 when Bill Lunsford 
was appointed to succeed him.

Lunsford served as district ranger until he retired in
1981, and it was while he headed the district that its

Please see District, pg. 7
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GOLD RUSH MINERS FEARED
SPECTRE OF HORRENDOUS MIN

Many a Gold Rush miner, overtaken by darkness 
while headed for camp from the diggins’ or who had tar
ried too long at some tenthouse saloon, cast uneasy 
glances over his shoulder, fearing that each imagined 
sound spelled the approach of “Horrendous Min,’’ the 
dreaded “Calaveras Constrictor.’’

Horrendous Min, who began preying on wandering 
miners after depleting the population of Calaveras and 
Tuolumne County grizzly bears, sprang full-blown from 
the pages of the Sonora Herald, the product of the fertile 
imagination of W.E. “Lying Jim” Townsend.

Townsend, whom Bret Harte referred to as “Truthful 
James,” in his tale of the “Heathen Chinee,” arrived in 
San Francisco in 1849 after a trip around the Horn. He 
quickly determined that for him, there was richer pay dirt 
in the printed page than in the river gravels of the 
Mother Lode.

Early 1850 found “Lying Jim” editing the Sonora 
Herald, assisted by the young man 16 years his junior, 
named Bret Harte.

And, not long after Jim’s arrival in Sonora, the “Cala
veras Constrictor” made its appearance, causing the 
more gullible and supersititous of the mining clan to 
adopt a cautious attitude about roaming the hills at night.

Horrendous Min, according to the Herald, arrived in 
the gold fields with her owner who had migrated from the 
South Seas. With her huge claws she at first was a great 
help to him while mining gold, said Lying Jim, but as she 
grew, her appetite grew with her.

She became so big that she could stop the flow of a 
river when she crossed it.

Soon, unable to dig gold fast enough to feed Min and 
himself, too, her master possibly fearing for his own 
safety, turned her loose.

That, said the Herald, was when Horrendous Min

District, cont. from pg. 6

headquarters were moved back to within the boundary of 
the Stanislaus National Forest.

In March, 1965, the district office was moved into 
quarters in Cedar Center, in Arnold, where it remained 
until June 7, 1979, when it moved to its present site on 
Highway 4 in Hathaway Pines.

Lunsford’s position was taken by Ranger John C. 
Larson, who headed the district until 1986, and he now 
has been succeeded as district ranger by Kimberley Evart 
Bown, who continues to hold that position.

began eating cattle, bears and unwary miners.
If a miner disappeared, quite possibly having packed 

up and moved to another camp, stories circulated that he 
had fallen victim of the dreaded constrictor.

Saloon owners complained that their business was 
falling off because their patrons were afraid to travel the 
roads and trails at night when Horrendous Min was said 
to be on the prowl.

Pictures of the Calaveras Constrictor, drawn from the 
descriptions of witnesses who claimed to have seen her, 
varied widely. Some depicted her as a large, fat snake 
while others appeared suspiciously similar in looks to a 
gila-monster or monitor lizard.

Jim Townsend, for all of his literary absurdities, was 
an editor and journalist of note, and he stayed not long in 
Tuolumne County.

From Sonora his path led to San Francisco where he 
edited the Golden Era, leading newspaper of its day, and 
on to Virginia City and the Territorial Enterprise. And 
with him much of the time was Bret Harte.

It has been said that it was Lying Jim’s repertoire of 
tall tales which supplied the thread from which Bret 
Harte eventually wove many of his own stories.

In fact, Herb Hamlin, for many years editor of The 
Pony Express, credits Jim Townsend with telling the 
story of the Calaveras Jumping Frog long before Sam 
Clemens ever saw Angels Camp.

Whether this is true remains a point of conjecture. 
But one thing is known for sure. With Lying Jim’s 
departure from the Sonora Herald, Horrendous Min’s 
dreaded depredations ceased.

Jim moved on to Bodie, Benton, Mammoth Lakes and 
Lundy, wherever there was a case of type and a printing 
press.

Start of the new century saw Townsend, at age 77, re
united with family in Illinois, where he passed away.

But his stories that for four decades drew chuckles 
from residents of Mother Lode and Comstock mining 
camps, live on.

And, on dark nights travelers along lonely Mother 
Lode trails sometimes still glance uneasily over their 
shoulders at mysterious and unexplained sounds.

Lying Jim Townsend is gone, but what about Hor
rendous Min?

I
 IN MEMORIAM

Earl Blazer, Stockton, April 7, 1987

Lund A. Johnson, Murphys, August 3, 1987
Joseph (Bill) White, San Andreas, August 21, 1987
Elizabeth L. Day, Murphys, August 27, 1987_______ I7



“BUD” PONTE INSTALLED
AS PRESIDENT FOR 1987-88

On July 23rd Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte, member of a pi
oneer Calaveras County family, became president of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society for 1987-88.

Ponte, a retired federal administrator who lives near 
Fricot City on historic San Antone Ridge, has long held a 
deep interest in the history of the Gold Rush and the 
Mother Lode.

He accepted the gavel from outgoing President Lor- 
rayne Kennedy during installation ceremonies at a dinner 
meeting in the Metropolitan Dinner Theater in San 
Andreas.

Mrs. Kennedy, who was completing her second term 
as president, now will serve for the coming year on the 
historical society’s board of directors.

Other officers who will serve during 1987-88 include

New President Bud Ponte accepts gavel 
from Past President Lorrayne Kennedy.

Courtesy, Calaveras Enterprise

Don Cuneo, reelected to serve a third term as vice-presi
dent; Sandie Cuneo, recording secretary; Lillian Filippini, 
reelected financial secretary and Ruth Matson, reelected 
treasurer.

Serving on the board of directors for the coming year 
will be George Beaman, Richard Barger, Carmenne Poore 
and Mrs. Kennedy.

Installing officer was Robert Bonta, member of the 
San Joaquin County Historical Society and longtime 
member of the Calaveras County Historical Soceity.

1987 ARCHITECTURAL AWARD
GOES TO JESUS MARIA HOME

A carefully restored 1860 Jesus Maria Road ranch 
home has won the Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
1987 architectural award.

Nearly three years of work and planning by delta 
rancher and businessman Ray Moresco and his wife, Jo
anne, have gone into the restoration and refurbishing of 
the 127-year-old Largomarsino-Giuffra home which over
looks the historic Jesus-Maria mining area.

The original dwelling was built in 1860 by Agostino 
Largomarsino and his wife, Angela, who came to 
Calaveras county from Italy in the mid-1850’s.

Around their new home they planted a vineyard and 
olive orchard whose gnarled trees still bear masses of oil
rich fruit.

One of the structures meticulously restored by the

The restored Largomarsino-Giuffra home.

Morescos is a separate, adobe brick building in which the 
olives were processed.

In 1860 their daughter, Celistina, was born and a 
second daughter also was born there.

Celistina, for a number of years, taught school at 
Whiskey Slide, then married Antone Giuffra.

The Giuffras had two sons, Chester, who died as a 
young man, in 1919 and Alvin, who at age 92, is still 
living.

Celistina’s mother died in 1893 and her father passed 
away in 1905, at age 68. Upon his death, the ranch was 
inherited by Celistina Giuffra who lived intil 1949.

Throughout his life, Alvin Giuffra who did not marry, 
lived on the ranch and raised registered Hereford cattle

Please see Award, pg. 9
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Award, cont. from pg. 8
until he sold the property to the Morescos in 1984.

Over the years time and the elements had taken their 
toll of the old Giuffra home and its outbuildings.

In taking over the property the Morescos were deter
mined that in restoring it they would retain as much as 
possible of the original structures and the rustic ranch at
mosphere.

A winding driveway shaded by the ancient olive trees 
leads up the hill from Jesus Maria Road to the beautifully 
restored home.

In addition to rebuilding the balconies and balus
trades, they have made ample use of native stone to re
furbish and rebuild much of the exterior areas.

Period furniture and artifacts also help retain the feel
ing that this is an original Mother Lode home.

In addition to the house itself, the Morescos have re
stored the old pole framed barn and a root cellar.

Exterior walls were sandblasted, then sealed to pre
serve them, and much of the interior woodwork, including 
bannisters and stairway, was done by the Morescos’ son.

Selection of this old home for the historical society’s 
1987 award was made by a committee chaired by Roberta 
Kenyon, of Mountain Ranch.

Serving with her on the committee was her husband, 
Ozzie Kenyon; George K. (Dutch) Schwoerer and his 
wife, Lucy, of Valley Springs; Jack and Lorrayne Kenne
dy, of San Andreas; and Shirley Huberty, of Mountain 
Ranch.
Bosse Family, cont. from pg. 4
porary shortages and use of such commodities as weavilly 
flour.

In August, 1921, the County of Calaveras called for 
bids on construction of five miles of road between Doe 
Road and Jesus Maria Creek, to be knows as “The Es
peranza Grade Road and Highway.*’
This new route, essentially the same one we travel 

today, was to eliminate a steep, winding road that dipped 
into Jesus Maria Canyon.

Henry Bosse submitted a low bid of $14,975.25, some 
$4,000 below the next lowest bid and bets were placed 
that he would go broke on the project.

The work was done with horse drawn Fresno scrapers, 
picks and shovels assisted by blasting and a horse drawn 
grader still in the family. The project was completed 
three weeks ahead of schedule.

With the road project a financial success, Bosse 
between 1921 and 1923 completed three more of his 
“$10“ land transactions and added 457 acres in the Silver 
Gulch area to his land holdings.

He also bought a 1922 Dodge from Charley Joy, of 
San Andreas. The old car still was in use on the ranch in 
1941.

The 1920’s were prosperous years for the Henry Bosse 
family as the older children attended school and helped 
with the ranch chores.

Rosemary, the Bosse’s last child, was born in April, 
1924.

Meanwhile, Charles Bosse married Beryl Elizabeth 
Bond on March 23, 19i7, and a daughter, June Lenore, 
was born June 1, 1918.

Beryl gave birth to a second child, William Maxwell

Henry and Louise Bosse, photos taken in 1948.

Bosse, in May, 1922, but she did not recover and died in 
Stockton on July 5.

Their daughter, June, was taken into the Arnold 
family, for whom the town of Arnold is named.

William Maxwell Bosse, a frail child, went to live with 
the Hoffman family in Mountain Ranch where plenty of 
goats milk, prescribed by a doctor, was available.

Charley Bosse, who dropped out of sight after going 
to work on a ranch in Oregon, was officially declared dead 
at the end of seven years and his son, Bill, in 1929, came 
to live with the Henry Bosse family. His sister, June, 
although under the legal guardianship of Henry and 
Louise Bosse, chose to remain with the Arnolds.

Bill graduated from local schools, served in the Army 
during World War II, and now is retired in Oregon.

The year 1929 brought with it the Great Depression, 
but actually, the depression had little effect on the lives 
of the Bosses, since they were largely self-sufficient.

Please see Bosse Family, pg. 10
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Bosse Family, cont, from pg. 9
Henry Bosse, unaware the banks were closed, went to 

San Andreas to withdraw money for alfalfa seed. Unable 
to get cash for the seed, he wrote to the seed company 
which sent him the seed on credit.

Later, during the depression years, Bosse for a time, 
went into the sheep business. But depredation by 
coyotes, shearing problems, and the pure, dumb cussed
ness of sheep led him to abandon the project.

In 1934, Harry Bosse married Lilith Von Aspern, of 
Valley Springs. At that time he was driving truck for the 
Berry Lumber Company.

Ruth, who after graduation from high school lived in 
Stockton and kept house for the Eberharts (he was 
President of Bank of Stockton) while she saved money to 
continue her education and become a teacher. In the 
summer of 1936 she married Joseph Harry Freeman and 
the following year she enrolled in Dodd’s Teaching 
Normal, in Berkeley.

Paul Bosse, on Dec. 24, 1939, married Ruth Berry. He 
had at that time been employed for several years at the 
Berry sawmill.

During the 1930’s the Bosses also became involved in 
their own sawmill business with Percy and Sadie Hunt, 
with a mill on the river at the property line next to 
Laidets. Paul was the logger for the operation, and after 
the Hunts sold to Sam Witty and John Swartz, Paul pur
chased Swartz’ interest and became a partner with Witty.

Henry Bosse continued to add land to the ranch, pur
chasing the 148 acre Martel place, near Fort Mountain, at 
a tax sale and 160 acres west of Fort Mountain, from 
Peter Dahl.

Also, homestead patents of 640 acres and 443 acres 
were recorded in the names of Edward and Ernest Bosse, 
even though Edward was deceased.

In 1941 Rosemary Bosse graduated from high school 
and a year later married Roy Taylor, her high school 
sweetheart.

In 1944 Henry Bosse bought 320 acres southwest of 
Fort Mountain known as the Cook place and another 574 
acres from Virgil Thompson that extended his holdings 
from the river almost to Rail Road Flat and to the Banner 
School. That was the last land acquisition and with that 
purchase the Bosse Ranch comprised 3,763 acres.

The following year Wickman and Sullivan, of Jackson, 
constructed a sawmill on what had been the Cook prop
erty, and as a result, a new road which is now the present 
county road, was built and PG&E electricity was brought 
to the ranch.

The mill burned in 1948 and was not rebuilt.

New Bosse home after the fire of 1948.
That was the same year that a fire, started by sparks 

from the fireplace, destroyed the Bosse home in the 
meadow.

Henry Bosse and his sons, Harry and Ernest returned 
from a fence building job to find Louise Bosse sitting on a 
log near the river, gazing at the smoldering ruins and 
consoling herself with prayer.

She had been home alone when the fire started and 
the only thing she had been able to salvage was a laundry 
basket of washing and a few of her husband’s clothes.

A new house was completed in 1950, but while the 
new home was being built Henry Bosse was injured in a 
collision with a logging truck near Mokelumne Hill. He 
never fully recovered, and operation of the ranch was 
turned over to his son, Harry, after the ranch was placed 
in a family trust.

Ernest later moved to San Joaquin County where he 
found ranch employment until he retired in 1975.

Henry Bosse died quietly on Jan. 5, 1957, 12 days be
fore his 85th birthday. Louise Bosse passed away Aug. 
14, 1969, at age 85. She was laid to rest beside her hus
band in the Rail Road Flat Cemetery.

In 1957 Harry married Esther Fitzsimmons of Lodi, 
and they operated the ranch until Harry decided to retire 
and the ranch was sold in 1981 to Gerald and Shirley 
Hodnefield of Monte Serena, who continue to operate it 
as a working livestock operation.

KIDS’ LIFE ON BOSSE RANCH
MIXTURE OF WORK AND PLAY

For the Bosse family, life on the river ranch was rich 
and rewarding.

Although even the youngest had chores and responsi
bilities, there was also love and a family cohesiveness — 
warmth and a sense of security — even in the most trying 
of times.
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Plowing, planting, mowing, harvesting and threshing 
produce, tending livestock, was a way of life. But there 
was fun and good times, too. Parties and ice cream so
cials, school plays, church doings, visits from friends, 
hunting, fishing and walks in the hills.

In summer they met campers along the South Fork 
and many of these casual acquaintenances blossomed into 
lasting friendships.

As Autumn arrived there was a special satisfaction, 
even for the children, when with crops harvested, fall 
butchering done, wood cut and stacked, livestock fattened 
and supplies for the coming months having arrived, the 
family eased back to await the coming of winter.

Mealtime was always one of the enjoyable interludes 
for the Bosse.

There were three big meals each day, cooked on the 
old iron wood stove. Each meal had to include potatoes 
and if there was not venison, (beef was for sale, not for 
eating at home) there was home cured ham, bacon or 
sausage from the cellar.

Louise Bosse made wonderful stews and twice each 
week baked six loaves of bread and a pan of biscuits. 
Sometimes she made a special treat, long strips of pan 
fried bread dough which her husband called “krollers.” 
When time permitted, she made cinnamon rolls with a 
glaze of brown sugar and butter.

One of the things the Bosses were noted for was the 
quality of their hams, bacon, sausage and salami.

Each year they raised several hogs. When cold 
weather arrived and it became butchering time, Henry 
and the boys would go deer hunting on Blue Mountain. 
They wanted four or five big old bucks because the said 
their meat cured better in the sausage.

Henry was considered a good hunter and a good 
marksman. His goal was to kill 20 deer with a box of cart
ridges (there are 20 to a box) but the best he ever did was 
eighteen.

As he grew older, the hills steeper and he became a 
little less steady, he cut a forked applewood stick for a 
rifle rest.

One day his daughter, Ruth, dyeing some fabric in a 
wash boiler over an outdoor fire, needed a stick to stir the 
dye. She found her father’s hunting stick in the woodshed 
and sawed it in half.

There may have never been an earthquake at the 
Bosse Ranch, but the hills shook that day when Henry 
Bosse discovered what she had done. His wife and Ruth 
hunted the orchard for days to find a similar stick that 
might suit him.

The Bosse family seldom had need of a doctor.

Louise Bosse treated illnesses such as colds, mumps, 
measles and chicken pox, and gathered herbs as 
preventive medicine.

Cough syrup was honey and molasses boiled with 
onions and there was Epsom salts for drinking and 
soaking sprains and sore muscles.

When the girls complained of menstrual cramps, 
treatment was a teaspoon of sugar with a few drops of 
turpentine. It was a marvelous medicine for once you took 
the cure, you never complained again.

The Bosse children attended classes in the Fine Gold 
School which originally was located at the intersection of 
Bosse and Laidet Roads.

However, a new school was built later on top of the 
ridge between the South Fork of the Mokelumne and the 
Licking Fork so children of the Licking Fork area could 
more easily attend.

Most of the pupils who attended the school came from 
related families. In 1923, for example, of the 18 
youngsters enrolled, only five were not cousins.

By 1936 enrollment had dwindled to five, all from the 
South Fork side of the ridge, and classes were moved 
from the schoolhouse to an abandoned house near the 
Fine Gold Mine.

The last teacher was Bertha Dell ’Orto who taught 
there only about a year before the Fine Gold School was 
closed and consolidated with the Eureka School at Rail 
Road Flat.

During their seventh and eighth grade years, Rose
mary Bosse and her cousin, Bill, walked five miles to 
attend classes at Rail Road Flat.

Life on the Bosse Ranch may not always have been 
easy, but seldom was it ever dull.

Harry Bosse inspects venison salami 
ready for the smokehouse.
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EDITORIALA job well done . . .
Few persons, while serving as President of the Cala

veras County Historical Society, have devoted as much 
time and energy toward the success of this organization 
than has our immediate Past-President Lorrayne Ken
nedy.

Under her leadership, during the past two years, the 
society has prospered financially and grown in stature as 
a Mother Lode and early California history source.

Wise investment of historical society funds by our 
past-president and her board of directors has strength
ened the organization. Mrs. Kennedy also helped push 
recently enacted state legislation which allows the State 
of California to turn over to our society, the now largely 
restored, historic Altaville School.

With her board of directors the past-president also 
helped rewrite the society’s by-laws, revising and clarify

ing numerous sections.
The historical society, with Mrs. Kennedy as presi

dent during 1986, published its Album of Early Calaveras 
County Schools, and more recently, at her instigation, re
instated the society’s annual historical essay contest for 
Calaveras County school students.

And far beyond her responsibilities as historical soci
ety president, or the position she holds as county ar
chivist, Mrs. Kennedy has devoted countless hours of her 
own time to the reorganization and cataloging of the 
county’s historical data until Calaveras County now has 
one of the Mother Lode’s finest and best organized ar
chives.

As the now retired president of the county historical 
society, Mrs. Kennedy must be thanked for a job well 
done.

Calaveras County Historical Society
30 Main Street • P.O. Box 721 
San Andreas, California 95249

Officers and Directors
President Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte, Fricot City 
Vice President Don Cuneo, San Andreas 
Treasurer Ruth Matson, San Andreas 
Recording Secretary Sandie Cuneo, San Andreas

San Andreas
Directors Richard Barger, Murphys

Lorrayne Kennedy, San Andreas 
Carmenne Poole, San Andreas 
George Beaman, San Andreas

Staff
Executive Office Director W.P. Fuller, Jr. 
Office Jo Ann N. Gardiner 
Archives Ella M. Hiatt 
Editor, Las Calaveras George W. Hoeper

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($6.00 
a year). Family ($8.00) and Junior Memberships ($2.00) 
include subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas — except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places 
in the county.

The Society’s office is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 8:30 to 5:00. The telephone number is (209) 
754-1058. Visitors are welcome.

NEW MEMBERS

We welcome these new members to the society: 
Larry & Betty Carlson, Belmont
Mondell & Frances Darling, San Andreas
George & Marilyn Eichelberger, Lafayette
Jim Evans, Manteca
Jack & Ima Goldenberg, San Andreas
Milly & Dick Guiliani, Valley Springs
Kevin Houde, Copperopolis
Ernest Jones, El Sobrante
Esther M. Jones, San Andreas
Tim & Cindy Kuhl, San Andreas
William E. Lafranchi, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Steven Looper, Linden
Peggy Lynd, Concord
John & Jan Matson, San Andreas
Myra Matson, Jackson
Dorothy & Bill R. Remington, Stockton 
Mary Silveira, Valley Springs
Jon & Karen Singleton, San Andreas
R.W. Smith, Palo Alto
Lorena Mechling Sweet, Mokelumne Hill
Vaughn Tribble, C.P.A., Angels Camp
Mrs. Reed Van Tuyl, San Jose
Felecia C. Vose, Angels Camp
John J. & Betty Walters, Valley Springs 
Chet & Carol Weaver, Sheep Ranch
Ray Wells, Stockton
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MOK HILL LOOKS BACK
ON HECTIC DAYS OF GOLD

Thanks for much of the material in this article must go to longtime historical society 
member Raymond Garamendi, who graciously allowed use of his library and gold rush 
history files.

Captain Gabriel Moraga with a troop of 25 soldiers 
from Mission San Juan Bautista, ventured during the sum
mer of 1806 into what is now Calaveras County.

They had crossed the Stanislaus and Tuolumne Rivers 
and on September 26, discovered and named the Calaveras 
River (River of Skulls) then moved on to reach the next 
river to the North.

But, it is Father Narcisco Duran who is credited, in 
1817, with naming that river the “Muggquelumnes,” 
believed derived from the Indian name or word meaning 
big river.

However, neither Captain Moraga nor Father Duran in
dicated in the records of their travels that either had 
reached the area in which now is located the old Gold Rush 
community of Mokelumne Hill.

As a result, the first people of European extraction to

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
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reach the Mokelumne Hill area are believed to have been 
Hudson Bay Company trappers.

Those men, largely of French descent, came south 
from Vancouver to trap the Sacramento and northern San 
Joaquin Valleys and the western slope of the Sierra. They 
had been attracted to California by the Tales of Jedediah 
Smith who wintered at the Vancouver Hudson Bay Post in 
1827-28 after his own party of trappers was virtually an
nihilated by Indians in Oregon.

Please see Mok Hill, pg. 2

The Adams Co.-IOOF Hall has dominated the Mokelumne Hill Plaza for 134 years. (Calaveras Co. Hist. Soc. photo) 
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Mok Hill, cont. from pg. 1
By 1833 the French-Canadians had established a semi

permanent camp a mile east of the present town of 
Mokelumne Hill in what is known as Happy Valley.

Unconfirmed, but quite possibly true stories of those 
trappers finding gold there during the 1830s have been 
handed down over the years. Certainly there was gold in 
the Happy Valley area for old tailing piles left from mining 
during the later periods, still are quite visible.

The first Americans to see the Mokelumne Hill area 
were members of a party headed by Captain Charles M. 
Weber, founder of Stockton, who in April or May, 1848, 
began mining the river downstream from Mokelumne Hill.

That summer a small company headed by James P. Mar
tin, in about 60 days, took several thousand dollars in nug
gets from the river near there.

By late summer Colonel Jonathan D. Stevenson with 
about 100 discharged soldiers who had served in his regi
ment of New York Volunteers during the Mexican War, 
arrived to begin mining in and around Mokelumne Hill.

They struck it rich at Middle Bar, at the head of what is 
now Pardee Reservoir and also found rich diggings in what 
was later to be called Gwin Canyon, where later, the 
famous Gwin Mine was located.

A major mining camp suddenly blossomed at Big Bar, 
where Highway 49 presently crosses the Mokelumne, after 
a party of Oregon miners found gold there and one of 
Stevenson’s men, while getting a drink in the river, found a 
nugget weighing 25 pounds.

Samuel Pearsall, one of Stevenson’s ex-soldiers, made 
the first discovery of gold in Mokelumne Hill on the north 
side of Stockton Hill.

What may have been the first mining laws adopted in the 
southern Mother Lode were drafted by Colonel Stevenson 
to protect the rights of his men in and around Mokelumne 
Hill.

The Colonel also claims to have served as the first 
alcalde of Mokelumne Hill, but if he did, he probably was 
self-appointed. There also are claims that D. Dickenson, 
later the operator of Dickenson’s Ferry in Tuolumne 
County, served as the Mokelumne Diggings’ first alcalde in 
the winter of 1848. He reportedly was succeeded by James 
E. Putnam, whose jurisdiction extended from Dry Creek, 
just west of what is now the City of Plymouth, to the 
Stanislaus River.

However, a handwritten document filed December 16, 
1849, in San Joaquin District Court of Alta California, in 
Stockton, shows that James E. Nuttman posted a $500 
bond with Judge J. R. Reynolds and was appointed the 
first alcalde of Mokelumne Hill.

Mokelumne Hill itself did not take on any great impor-

Sam Pearsall came to Mokelumne Hill as a teenager with 
Col. Jonathan Stevenson’s regiment; spent remainder of 
his life there. (Calaveras Co. Hist. Soc. photo) 

tance as a mining area in 1848 but quickly became a major 
supply and trade center for surrounding mining camps.

Miners, badly in need of supplies of all kinds, induced 
freighters to bring a wagon load of provisions to the area. 
This venture was so successful that by the fall of 1848 a 
man named Syree was operating a tent store in Mokelumne 
Hill.

Some 20 or 30 miners were reported working in the 
Mokelumne Hill diggings by early fall and Dickenson and 
his family were boarding them in a tent. Also among the 
earliest to establish themselves in Mokelumne Hill were the 
Fourcade brothers whose names were long associated with 
that area.

But, as gold discoveries in and around Mokelumne Hill 
continued to multiply, its population rapidly increased.

In November, 1848, a man hunting frogs in an aban
doned prospect hole saw a speck of gold, and with his 
pocket knife unearthed a $2,150 nugget.

By 1849 it had become a sprawling tent city, attracting 
miners of every nationality who tended to set up their 
camps and carry out their mining operations along ethnic 
lines. Thus the local area names such as French Hill, Nig
ger Hill, Chili Gulch and China Gulch.

Bayard Taylor who came to Mokelumne Hill in 1849, 
reported that two negroes sluiced out $80,000 in gold in a 
month.

A company of seven Frenchmen working in a ravine at 
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the edge of camp took out enough money in the fall of 
1849 to allow them to return fully satisfied, to their native 
land.

It was claimed that during the early gold rush years that 
$10 million dollars was mined from three acres in 
Mokelumne Hill. So rich were the gravel deposits there 
that claims were limited to sixteen feet square.

Statehood came to California in 1850, laying the 
groundwork for a bitter dispute over location of the 
Calaveras County seat, in which Mokelumne Hill was to 
play a major role.

Calaveras was one of the original 27 counties formed by 
the state legislature on February 18, 1850, and its boun
daries encompassed all of its present area plus what is now 
the County of Amador and parts of Alpine, Mono and 
what was to become Fresno County. A camp called Pleas
ant Valley, on the Calaveras River a mile-and-a-half west 
of Jenny Lind, was designated by the legislators as the 
county seat.

However, Pleasant Valley never became the seat of 
county government because an amendment of the original 
act placed the county’s first courthouse in Double Springs.

Double Springs at that time had only one building — a 
structure 72 feet long and 12 feet wide, built of camphor 
wood panels brought from China. It served as courthouse, 
store, saloon and hotel.

Court was conducted in a tent and the first Calaveras 
County Grand Jury met under a nearby tree.

The Double Springs location was unpopular with resi
dents of both Jackson and Mokelumne Hill who felt their 

towns, having larger populations, should have been the 
home of the county government.

Judge Fowle Smith scheduled an election for February 
22, 1851, and when the returns were counted by County 
Clerk Lewis Collyer, Mokelumne Hill was declared the 
winner.

But, before the county records could be moved to 
Mokelumne Hill, Jackson advocates arrived at Double 
Springs, got Collyer and other officials drunk, and took 
the county records and papers to a building on Court 
Street in Jackson.

Charges were filed against several of the men accused of 
the theft, but they were never prosecuted.

Shortly thereafter, an election for county officers was 
held and Collyer, who was embittered toward Judge Smith 
because he felt Smith had a part in removal of the county 
seat from Calaveras, was defeated for reelection.

Collyer locked up the ballots and refused to certify the 
election results but Judge Smith broke open his desk, 
counted the votes, and declared Collyer loser in the race 
for county clerk.

Collyer made threats to shoot Judge Smith on sight.
Smith armed himself and upon meeting Collyer on the 

street, fired instantly, killing him on the spot.
Collyer was not armed, but because of his earlier 

threats, Judge Smith was not prosecuted. Within a few 
months Smith resigned as Judge and left the area.

By 1852 the population of Mokelumne Hill had far out
stripped that of Jackson. Another election was held that

Please see Mok Hill, pg. 4

Mokelumne Hill Apothecary Shop; Dr. Blaisdell (seated) with shop owner Thomas Peters.
(Calaveras Co. Hist. Soc. photo)
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Mok Hill, cont. from pg. 3
year concerning location of the county seat, and that time 
Mokelumne Hill won handily.

When first brought to Mokelumne Hill the county 
government headquarters was forced to share space in a 
large tent with a saloon and gambling hall. Later, it was 
housed in a building on Center Street which burned in the 
fire of 1854.

Finally, a two-story rhyolite courthouse was built, which 
later was to become a part of the Leger Hotel. There it re
mained until the county seat was moved to San Andreas in 
1866.

Water which greatly facilitated mining operations, ar
rived in Mokelumne Hill in 1853, via the Mokelumne Hill 
Canal and Mining Company ditch. The ditch brought 
water 16 miles from the South Fork of the Mokelumne 
River, and later, was extended on to the mining camp of 
Campo Seco.

It carried water to the community until 1973 when it was 

made obsolete by installation of the Calaveras Public Utili
ty District pipeline that brings water to the area from Jeff 
Davis Reservoir.

By 1851 Mokelumne Hill was a major foothill trade and 
mining center with a Post Office, a vigilance committee 
later called the “Calaveras Guards,” formed to keep the 
peace; and the county’s first newspaper, the Calaveras 
Chronicle.

Like most early Mother Lode mining camps, Mokel
umne Hill, during its early years, was plagued by fires.

Major fires swept the town in 1854, 1865 and 1874. The 
fire of 1874 leveled every structure on Main Street except 
Grigoire’s store and everything on Center Street except the 
Sturges store. However, despite the ever-present danger of 
fire, a fire department was not organized until 1861.

One immediate result of the 1854 fire is that many mer
chants and property owners began replacing their burned 
wood and canvas structures with stone buildings. The 
rhyolite from which many of those buildings were con

Werle Soda Works and residence on Lafayette Street, in Mokelumne Hill, during the late 1890s.
(Calaveras Co. Hist. Soc. photo)
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structed was quarried behind the brewery, the site of which 
today has been largely obliterated by construction of 
Highway 49.

Among the original stone buildings still standing is the 
Adams Express Company Building on Center Street, built 
in 1854. It was purchased by the IOOF Lodge which added 
its third story in 1861; The Calaveras County Courthouse, 
also built in 1854, which is now part of the Leger Hotel; 
the Hodap & Friend Store on Main Street, circa 1854; Itali
an Stone Store on Center Street, circa 1854, which in the 
early days housed various businesses, and in the 1940s, the 
Mokelumne Hill Post Office. Presently it houses the Mo- 
kelumne Hill History Center and a beauty shop. Many 
other historic stone buildings also still are standing and in 
use today.

Churches came early to Mokelumne Hill. Father John 
Bobard held Catholic services in a tent in 1851 and in 1852 
a Methodist Episcopal Church was organized and also held 
services in a tent.

The First Congregational Church was organized in 1853 
and the church building constructed in 1856. This church 
presently is the oldest Congregational Church in Califor
nia.

An Episcopal Church was established in Mokelumne 
Hill in 1895 but disbanded in 1907.

The Catholic Church burned in 1854 and a new one with 
ornate stained glass windows was constructed on Brewery 
Hill to replace it, but it too burned in 1874. It was replaced 
by the present Catholic Church.

But, despite the influence of religion and the presence of 
several churches, Mokelumne Hill, during its early years, 
was a lawless, roisterous camp where disputes too often 
were settled with gun or knife.

Recreation tended to center around drinking, gambling 
and bull and bear fights. It was a tough town and it was 
reported that for 17 weeks in succession there was at least 
one murder a week. The climax came when there were five 
killings in a single week, and as a result, the Vigilance 
Committee was formed in 1852.

Several hangings served quick notice to criminals that 
theft and violence would not be tolerated, and a number of 
suspected thieves and desperados quickly left town.

But, the mixed population of Mokelumne Hill itself 
often bred hard feelings and violence between ethnic 
groups.

The French War erupted when a group of Americans at
tempted to move onto rich diggings discovered by a group 
of French nationals on a hill on the eastern edge of 
Mokelumne Hill.

The French threw up stone breastworks, raised the 
French Tri-color and stood off the invaders. The dispute

Chinese Joss House in Mokelumne Hill, thought to be the 
first joss house built in the California gold country. 

(Calaveras Co. Hist. Soc. photo) 

was finally mediated, but not before one man was killed 
and several wounded.

The site of the battle still is known as French Hill.
The so-called Chilean War occurred in 1849, not in 

Mokelumne Hill but at Chili Gulch, south of Mokelumne 
Hill. The site of Chili Gulch mining camp is marked today 
by a plaque on Highway 49.

This also was a dispute between Chileans who had ar
rived in large numbers early in the Gold Rush and 
Americans, who claimed the Chileans were making a habit 
of driving them off by force whenever they made a new 
gold strike.

The violence ended only after a fight erupted in which 
two Americans were killed and several taken hostage by 
Chileans who invaded their camp.

The hostages escaped and with help of a rescue party, 
captured the Chileans, two of whom, following a trial, 
were hanged.

Please see Mok Hill, pg. 6
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PONTE TAKES GAVEL 
FOR SECOND TERM

Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte was installed July 28 to serve a 
second term as president of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society.

Also taking the oath to serve another year was Vice- 
President Don Cuneo; Recording Secretary Sandie Cuneo; 
Financial Secretary Lillian Filippini, Treasurer Ruth Mat- 
son and Directors Richard Barger and Carmenne Poore. 
Two new directors, Jack Kennedy of San Andreas and 
Charles Stone, of Copperopolis, also were installed. Ken
nedy replaces his wife, Lorrayne, whose term as director 
had expired, and Stone fills the spot vacated by Director 
George Beaman, who resigned due to the press of business.

The officers were installed by Calaveras County Super
visor Thomas Tryon, of Angels Camp.

Tryon noted that this had been a busy year for the 
historical society and congratulated its officers and 
members on their decision to take over management of the 
Calaveras County Museum.

The museum, located in the 132-year-old Calaveras 
County Courthouse on historic Main Street in San An
dreas, now is open to the public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
seven days a week.

New officers (L to R) Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte, president; 
Don Cuneo, vice president; Sandie Cuneo, recording secre
tary; Ruth Matson, treasurer; Lillian Filippini, member
ship financial secretary; and Directors Richard Barger, 
Carmenne Poore, Charles Stone and Jack Kennedy.

Mok Hill, cont. from pg. 5
It was the Chilean War that spurred the state Legisla

ture, in May, 1850, into adopting its “Alien Miners Tax,” 
which forced all foreign miners to pay a license tax of $20 
per month in order to mine. The legislation caused further 
ill feelings between foreign and American miners all along 
the Mother Lode.

By the late 1850s Mokelumne Hill had street lights, a 
town hall and its own school district. But as the rich 
alluvial gravels gradually played out, the Mokelumne Hill 
area’s population, once estimated at 15,000, steadily 
diminished.

By turn of the century it was just another half-forgotten 
gold camp, dozing in the Mother Lode sun.

But today, Mokelumne Hill is finding new life in the 
Lode’s growing tourism industry and in its value as a 
gracious rural living area.

1946 TRAGEDY REMAINS 
A MOKELUMNE HILL MYSTERY 

By George Hoeper
While employed as Mother Lode News Bureau Chief for the Stockton Record, George 
Hoeper, some 15 years ago interviewed the persons whose accounts of this incident are 
recorded in this story.

The shimmering mid-day heat of foothill summer was 
already beating down on weathered buildings and sun 
drenched streets of Mokelumne Hill during those late- 
morning hours of July 18, 1946.

“Gonna be another hot one,” commented oldtimers as 
they gathered at the general store or wandered down to the 
Post Office to pick up the morning mail.

Inside the building on Center Street shared by the Post 
Office and the local telephone exchange, phone operator 
Olive Moffit sat at the switchboard over which she could 
see out the window onto the covered porch and dusty 
street.

She finished connecting a call and looked up to observe 
Richard and Dora Queirolo and their nine-year-old son, 
David, approach the Post Office Building.

She smiled and waved, then her attention was distracted 
by the insistent buzzing of another incoming phone call.

The mail already had arrived, been sorted by Postmaster 
Ivy Dahl, and most of the waiting people had drifted away.

It was Thursday, and Queirolo, 37, normally would 
have been working at the Calaveras Cement Plant in San 
Andreas, except that a few days earlier he had switched to 
night shift.

He had worked the night before, arrived home in the 
early morning hours. Then, with his sleep out, Richard had 
decided to walk downtown with his wife to pick up the 
mail.

David, bored with remaining home alone, tagged along 
on the prospect that his Mom or Dad might provide a dime 
for a soft drink or an ice cream bar.

Among those who met them at the Post Office was 
Richard’s nephew, Jack Queirolo, 21, recently discharged 
from the Navy, and Flossie Sabatini.

John Gardella was just leaving and Patsy Peek and 
Ralph Zumwalt, enroute to pick up their mail, were only a 
short distance away. Gardella paused to talk for a mo
ment, then sauntered on up the sidewalk, away from the 
Post Office building.

Jack Queirolo was waiting for his buddy, the 
postmaster, also recently discharged from the Army Air 
Corps, to take his lunch break. Neither of the young war 
veterans were married and they planned to drive to 
Jackson to pick up laundry they had left there.

Disinterested in adult conversations, David Queirolo 
spotted a small stone in front of the Post Office porch, 
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picked it up and with typical small boy reaction, flung it at 
a tree in the vacant lot (today the Mokelumne Hill Park) 
across the street.

The rock curved, narrowly missed its target, and it was 
then young David noticed the small, imitation leather trav
eling bag lying a few feet from the tree.

“Hey, Dad, look! ... A suitcase over there ... I wonder 
who left it . . . who it belongs to . . .?”

Richard Queirolo looked to where his son was pointing. 
It was a small, zippered overnight bag and from the some 
20 yards distance it appeared to be nearly new.

“You know, that’s a funny thing,’’ said Jack Queirolo. 
“That bag has been there for two or three days. Ivy and I 
saw it there Monday or Tuesday. Nobody seems to know 
who left it, but it looks brand new.’’

“That’s a heck of a place for somebody to leave a good 
bag,’’ replied his uncle, “Must have gone off and forgot
ten it . . . Somebody should at least bring it over here and 
put it in the Post Office or phone office. We oughta’ see if 
there’s a name on it or in it ... ”

“Here, I’ll get it Dad,’’ called David, who was already 
half way across the street.

The boy grabbed the small case, and Olive Moffit, who 
could look out upon the whole scene, recalled later that it 
seemed light and he had no trouble carrying it.

David sat the bag on the concrete porch in front of the 
phone office.

There was no name or identification on the outside, and 
when he tried to slide open its zipper, it appeared to be 
stuck.

Richard Queirolo, his interest now aroused, leaned over 
to help his son. David was on one side of the bag, his 
father on the other.

Jack Queirolo was not more than three steps away and 
Dora Queirolo was behind her husband, looking over his 
shoulder as he bent down to open the bag.

Richard gripped the zipper fastener, pulled, and it came 
partially open . . .

There was a flash — an ear-splitting blast. The explosion 
hurled the bodies of Richard Queirolo and his son into the 
street. It shattered the porch roof and the front of the 
building; sent Jack Queirolo sprawling with blood gushing 
from wounds in his body and face.

Father and son were dead. Dora Queirolo, partially pro
tected by her husband’s body, was knocked unconscious 
but suffered only superficial wounds and severe shock.

Force of the blast wrecked the telephone switchboard 
but Olive Moffit escaped with only minor cuts and scratch
es.

The switchboard which stood between her and the explo
sion protected her. She was struck in the legs and scalp

The Mokelumne Hill Post Office building as it appeared 
during the 1930s. The top floors were removed after 1946 
explosion and fire.

(Photo courtesy of Mokelumne Hill History Center) 

with bits of flying glass, but a dog sleeping on the porch in 
front of the window was killed.

“The force seemed to lift me out of my chair and push 
me against the wall,’’ said Mrs. Moffit, recalling the scene 
several years later.

“I wasn’t sure what had happened, but my first thought 
was for the safety of my two-year-old son. He was all right 
— had been up the street in another shop with my sister.’’

Ralph Zumwalt was knocked down by the concussion, 
as was Flossie Sabatini. She escaped injury because just an 
instant before the blast she had stepped into the Post Of
fice.

Ivy Dahl was slammed across the room and half 
stunned. Still half dazed, his first act after looking out the 
wrecked door was to lock the Post Office safe.

“I looked up and it seemed like a horde of people were 
headed toward us from all directions,’’ he said.

Bertha Dell ’Orto was another of the townspeople less 
than a half-block from the blast.

“I had come downtown and probably would have been 
right there at the explosion had I not stopped to talk in 
front of the store. I don’t really remember the noise — just 
the smoke and the dust and the terrible scene — the blood 
and torn bodies.

It was gruesome . . . terrible . . . ’’
Wes Fischer, now Undersheriff of Amador County, was 

12 years old at the time and saw and heard the explosion. 
“Several of us kids were sitting on the hill by the town 

reservoir when suddenly, there was a big boom. A cloud of 
black smoke and flying shingles shot 200 feet into the air. 
We thought a shed with dynamite in it had blown up and

Please see Post Office, pg. 8
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Post Office, cont. from pg. 7
began running to see what had happened.”

By the time Wes and his buddies arrived, his father Al 
Fischer, who was constable, and Sheriff Joe Zwinge were 
there.

Not only had the explosion shattered the wooden por
tions of the porch and front of the building, it had dam
aged the switchboard so badly that Olive Moffit could 
make no outgoing phone calls.

An automobile was dispatched to Jackson, seven miles 
away, to summon a doctor, and another was sent to San 
Andreas to bring Dr. E.W. Hill.

Dora and Jack Queirolo were sent by ambulance to a 
Sacramento hospital, but despite efforts there, and later at 
Oak Knoll Hospital in Oakland, Jack was to lose the sight 
of one eye.

Sheriff Zwinge called in FBI and state investigators.
Postmaster Dahl summoned postal inspectors, whom he 

recalls, were miffed when they arrived to find the only real 
Post Office loss was 10 envelopes ruined by an overturned 
inkwell.

The real damage had been to the telephone office, but 
there was little to be determined from the blast scene.

Military explosives had been used, said State Investiga
tor Owen Kessell, and the booby trap inside the traveling 
bag apparently had been detonated by flashlight batteries. 
One of the batteries was embedded in a beam in the porch 
roof.

It also was determined that in addition to the explosive 
device, the bag contained few other items except a May 31 
copy of the Stockton Record and a June 2 San Francisco 
Examiner.

Coroner John Gardella who had escaped the blast only 
by moments, conducted the inquest a week later.

But the inquest, at which nearly a dozen people testified, 
could furnish little information not already known.

Mrs. Queirolo, back from the hospital, told the jury her 
husband had unzipped the bag and was reaching into it to 
pick up a paper or cloth covered object when the explosion 
occurred.

The jurors ruled that Richard Queirolo and his son, 
David, died “accidental deaths from explosives placed by a 
person or persons unknown.”

Many believed that the traveling bag had been placed 
under the tree to kill a man who tied his horse there when 
he came to town.

Olive Moffit disputed that theory. She said the bag sat 
for a day or two beneath a bench on the telephone office 
porch before someone moved it to the location under the 
tree.

Some said a man who later was believed to have commit-

Mokelumne Hill’s old post office building complex as it 
appears today houses beauty shop, history center and 
cabinet shop.

ted suicide in San Francisco, did it. There was even talk 
that some disgruntled Nazi sympathizer set the booby trap 
for revenge.

It was generally agreed that the person who built the 
bomb was familiar with use of electrical devices and ex
plosives.

Slowly, the excitement subsided and the investigation 
ground to a halt, as one by one, each meager clue led to 
nothing. The Post Office building was repaired and the 
phone office permanently closed, as the phone company 
changed from the switchboard system to dial telephone.

The town was returning to normal when a month later, 
on the night of August 21, the newly repaired Post Office 
building suddenly erupted in flames.

Firemen fought not to save the post office complex, but 
to keep the fire from spreading to the remainder of the 
town.

Although no evidence ever has linked the fire to the ex
plosion that a month earlier took the lives of father and 
son, the blaze, in the minds of many, has added greatly to 
the mystery of the Post Office blast. Cause of the fire of
ficially was listed as unknown, but there were more than a 
few who swore that it was an act of arson somehow con
nected with the fatal blast.

Today the explosion and fire still rank high among 
Calaveras County’s unsolved crimes.
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ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS GO
TO FOUR HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Historic Dorrington Hotel, the old Russell house and 
store on North Main Street in San Andreas, the Cooper 
home at 1184 Church Street in Angels Camp and the 
Angels Camp Mercantile on South Main Street, are win
ners of Calaveras County Historical Society’s 1988 ar
chitectural awards.

Plaques and certificates of merit were presented at the 
Society’s July 28 dinner meeting in the Metropolitan in San 
Andreas, to owners of each of the refurbished 19th Cen
tury properties.

Oldest of the structures to receive one of this year’s 
awards was the Dorrington Hotel on Highway 4, some 
three miles east of Big Trees State Park, which has served 
as a stopping place for travelers since early Gold Rush 
days.

This hostelry, originally known as Cold Springs Ranch, 
was built by John Gardner at the edge of a lush mountain 
meadow beside the Big Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike 
shortly after he acquired the property in 1852. Ice cold 
water flowed from a spring in the meadow — water so cold 
that a sign beside it offered $5 to anyone who could gulp 
down a cup of it without stopping.

Shortly after it was constructed, the original hotel 
burned, but Gardner rebuilt it and this is the two-story 
structure now fully refurbished and restored, that has won 
the architectural award.

By turn of the century Cold Springs Ranch, still a 
favorite stopping place for travelers, had acquired a 
general store, a post office and served as the western gate 
of the Big Trees-Carson Valley Toll Road operated by 
Harvey Blood.

But, in 1902, the U.S. Postmaster General objected to 
the name “Cold Springs Ranch’’ as too long. He also re
fused to allow use of “Gardner’s” since there already were 
post offices in California with similar names.

John Gardner then chose the name Dorrington — the 
maiden name of his wife, Mary Rebekah Dorrington, as 
the new name for ranch, hotel and post office.

Since then the old, rough sawed board and batten 
building has changed ownership many times. Today it is 
believed by its owners to be the only building east of the 
Mother Lode in Calaveras County that has been in con
stant use for more than a century.

Until its present owners, Bonnie and Arden Saville and 
Wayne Renaud began work on it, the old hotel apparently 
had never undergone a major restoration. Inspection 
revealed that its foundations consisted of rocks and 
stumps. Walls sagged, windows stuck, plumbing and wir-

Dorrington Hotel — serving the public since 1852.

ing was considerably less than adequate.
Today the now fully restored Dorrington Hotel stands as 

a monument to more than three years of hard work and 
seemingly endless expenditures by Renaud and the Savilles.

They have taken pains to retain the old structure’s ar
chitectural authenticity while at the same time providing all 
of the modern comforts and conveniences for its guests.

From its completely modernized and immaculate kitch
en to its dining room, warmed by a stone fireplace and 
mellowed by judicious use of redwood paneling and old 
fashioned wall paper, the old hotel extends an atmosphere 
of friendly hospitality.

Each bedroom is individualized with its own 19th Cen
tury decor. Comfortable antique furniture, period 
bathroom fixtures and old fashioned lace curtains give 
visitors the feeling of somehow having stepped back into 
an earlier time.

Roark and Elizabeth Weber, owners of the historic 
Russell home and adjacent store building at 60 and 62 
North Main Street, San Andreas, received their plaque for 
this year’s best commercial building restoration.

As a result of the Webers’ work the two buildings now 
appear much as they did a hundred years ago when they 
housed the office and print shop of the weekly Calaveras 
Prospect newspaper.

Today the front building houses the law office of at
torney Michael Arkin and the rear building is the office 
and headquarters of Roark Weber’s engineering company.

The exact age of the front building, which is the older of 
the two structures, is not known.

Records show that it was purchased in January, 1884, by 
Clarence W. Getchell from R.W. Russell. However, 
Getchell may have rented the building before then to 
publish the Prospect which he and Louis Salcido founded 
in 1881.

Please see Awards, pg. 10
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Apparently Getchell’s purchase of the building was 

followed by extensive expansion or remodeling, for county 
records show that taxes on it increased from $350 in 1884 
to $420 in 1885.

In 1886 a 20x20-foot tank house and windmill was added 
to the rear building, then in 1894 a second story also was 
added to the building in the back.

Over the years the two buildings served both residential 
and commercial purposes, housing various families and 
enterprises. The building which fronts on North Main 
Street once served as the millinery shop and residence of 
Mary L. Hopkins. It was during that period that a 
bungalow facade was added to the old structure.

The Webers made every effort to retain authenticity of 
the old buildings and return their appearance to that of the 
late 19th Century. As an example, although they had to 
replace the original windows in the front building, they re
tained their original style and configuration.

Windows in the tank house were retained and used again 
even though the project involved removing the glass and 
routing the frames so they would accept dual paned glass.

Now restored and totally refurbished, the old buildings 
add measurably to the early-day atmosphere of the San 
Andreas Main Street.

The 78-year-old George D. Cooper home which recently 
became Angels Camp’s first bed and breakfast inn, was 
another of our historical society’s 1988 architectural award 
winners.

Simply known as the Cooper House, this old mansion at 
1184 Church Street, was built in 1910 and later an addition 
to it served the Dr. George Cooper family as both home 
and office for his dental practice. His son, Dr. George 
Cooper Jr., continued dental practice there for many 
years.

The style of the old house which long ago came to be 
regarded as an Angels Camp landmark, is known as 
“California Craftsman Bungalow.”

Now the property of Cornelia and Barden Stevenot, the 
beautiful old building has been completely and carefully 
restored.

The Cooper House consists of three suites, two of which 
have their own parlor or sitting room. All have their own 
baths with brass fixtures and large, old fashioned four leg
ged tubs. Each bedroom is tastefully furnished to convey 
the feeling of the early 1900s.

The living room is especially interesting with its huge, 
natural greenstone fireplace and massive door with stained 
glass insert, leading to the main hallway.

The antique furniture in the old house came from the 
Archie Stevenot home.

Immaculate inside and out, the old mansion greets 
visitors with attractive landscaping and a gazebo. A large 
deck has been added where guests can relax and admire the 
scenery of this old gold rush town.

The fourth and final 1988 architectural award went to 
the Angels Camp Mercantile, at 1267 South Main Street, 
which is owned by Betty Weider.

This old store, built in 1869, is reportedly the first in 
Angels Camp to do business on a strictly cash basis.

During its 128 years it has housed a variety of 
businesses, including a hardware store, bowling alley, sta
tionery store and pool hall.

Presently, the main floor of this attractively restored 
structure is an antique shop while upstairs it has been 
turned into an art gallery which features the works of 
many of the Mother Lode’s better known artists.

Like so many structures in the early day Mother Lode 
gold camps, the Angels Camp Mercantile was partially 
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destroyed by fire during the latter part of the 19th Century, 
but was rebuilt.

Since then the old building has undergone numerous 
changes, many of them in relatively recent years, in an at
tempt to give its interior a slick, modern-day look.

But, Mrs. Weider, a native of Angels Camp whose 
grandfather had worked in the Utica Gold Mine there, was 
determined to return the old store as nearly as possible to 
its original appearance.

The store’s balcony-mezzanine at the rear of the 
building originally had been only 15 feet deep, but in 1951 
hardware store owner Tony Zanardi, using cement blocks 
and concrete slab floor, extended it an additional 40 feet. 
He also installed an acoustical drop ceiling with neon light 
fixtures and modernized the stairway, hand rail and 
balcony balustrade to reflect the stylings of the 1950s. Dur
ing the 1970s the original tongue and groove walls were 
covered with pecky cedar, again to reflect the fashion of 
the day.

Weider removed the 1950s handrails and balusters, 
replacing them with turnings and hand rails that were 
reflective of the past century. The acoustical ceiling and 
neon light fixtures were taken out and authentic turn-of- 
the-century pressed tin ceiling was installed. The concrete 
slab floor was covered with Douglas fir to replicate the 
original downstairs flooring.

The concrete block wall was covered with tongue and 
groove to duplicate the original walls.

In the downstairs area the pecky cedar was ripped out 
and termite and dry-rot damaged walls were replaced.

Gracious old Cooper Home at 1184 Church Street, Angels 
Camp’s first bed and breakfast inn, is shown off by 
manager Jeannette Chandler.

Angels Camp Mercantile, on South Main Street, now fully 
restored.

The dry rot and termite damage was so bad that many 
contractors advised Betty Weider to raze the old building 
— particularly after she found that the historic old struc
ture had no foundation.

Nevertheless, she chose to save it, and as a result, ended 
up with a major project that involved replacing two side 
walls, removal of the old, rotted floor, pouring of new 
concrete foundations and installation of fire walls. The 
rusted, pressed tin facade was removed, front of the 
building rebuilt and then the original tin, sandblasted and 
repainted, was put back in place.

Using old photographs as a guide, the front of the 
building, complete with awnings, now appears as it did 
around turn of the century or earlier.

This is the second time in two years that Betty Weider 
has been the recipient of a Calaveras County Historical 
Society architectural award.

In July, 1986, she and her brother, Will Brosemer re
ceived a plaque for restoration of the historic Brosemer 
Building at 1265 South Main Street, which stands beside 
the now restored Angels Camp Mercantile.

Again this year the historical society’s architectural 
awards committee was chaired by Roberta Kenyon.

Serving on the committee with Mrs. Kenyon was her 
husband, O.L. Kenyon; Jack and Lorrayne Kennedy of 
San Andreas; Shirley Huberty, of Mountain Ranch; 
George and Lucy Schwoerer of Valley Springs with as ex- 
officio members, Historical Society President Gloyd A. 
“Bud” Ponte and his wife, Eloise, of Double Tree Ranch 
at Fricot City.
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IN MEMORIAM
T.A. Moran, Farmington, August, 1988 

W.C. Franzen, San Andreas, September, 1988 
Horace Cooper, Copperopolis, September, 1988

STORIES OF OLD CALAVERAS 
AT OCTOBER DINNER MEETING

Tales of people and incidents during the early years of 
Calaveras County will be the highlight of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society’s October 27th dinner meeting. 

The stories are to be related by members of the historical 
society, many of whom can trace their roots back to 
California’s Gold Rush era. If by chance, any members 
have such a story they would like to share with other 
members of the organization, please contact Historical 
Society President Bud Ponte.

The October meeting will be held in the La Contenta 
Golf and Country Club banquet room. A chicken dinner 
will be served at 7 p.m., preceded by a 6:30 p.m. no-host 
cocktail hour.

Reservations must be made at least three days in ad
vance. They can be arranged by phoning Jack Kennedy at 
754-1259; Eve Soracco, 754-4105; Madeline Cavagnaro, 
754-3306; or Bessie McGinnis at 736-2189.

Cost of the dinner is $9.50 per person. 

Calaveras County Historical Society
30 Main Street • P.O. Box 721 
San Andreas, California 95249 

Officers and Directors
President Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte, Fricot City 
Vice President Don Cuneo, San Andreas 
Treasurer Ruth Matson, San Andreas 
Recording Secretary Sandie Cuneo, San Andreas 
Membership-Financial Sec’y Lillian Filippini, 

San Andreas 
Directors Richard Barger, Murphys 

Jack Kennedy, San Andreas 
Carmenne Poore, San Andreas 

Charles Stone, Copperopolis 
Staff

Executive Office Director W.P. Fuller, Jr. 
Office JoAnn N. Gardiner 
Editor, Las Calaveras George W. Hoeper

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($6.00 
a year). Family ($8.00) and Junior Memberships ($2.00) in
clude subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
at the Grange Hall in San Andreas — except for dinner 
meetings which are held each quarter at different places in 
the county.

The Society’s office is open on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 8:30 to 5:00. The telephone number is (209) 
754-1058. Visitors are welcome.

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:
Doug & Joey Brown, Avery.
Mary Conway, Stockton.
Elizabeth Petithomme Alford, Angels Camp.
Frank & Reba Mannix, Linden.
Dave & Laraine Gerber, Los Angeles.
Richard L. & Robert J. Matteoli, Sacramento.
Roy & Marilyn Pence, Sacramento.
Edward Fischer, San Carlos.
Katherine Geiszler, San Andreas.
Bob Hadley, Belvedere.
Mr. & Mrs. Roy McKindley, Copperopolis.
Ruth June Koehler, Murphys.
Jane Hochstetler, San Andreas.
Arthur W. Prindle, Walnut Creek.
Mrs. Emily Stemler, Angels Camp.
Helen M. Raggio, Angels Camp.
Mrs. Realto Malspina, Farmington.
Toyon Middle School, San Andreas.
Ben Cator, Sacramento.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Petithomme, Fresno.
T.A. Moran, Farmington.
Mrs. Fred Lombardi, Stockton.
Thresa Powell, Studio.
Peggy Joyce Richards, Stockton.
Tom Tryon Family, Angels Camp.
Verona Wenger, Stockton.
Senior Center, San Andreas.
Virginia Landreth, Rail Road Flat.
Will & Sher Pierie, San Andreas.
Mac McKimens, San Jose.
Robert & Marlene Bach, Altaville.
Gertrude Queirolo, San Andreas.
Dan & Yvonne Dowdin, Mountain Ranch.
Jacqueline McDonald, Reno, Nev.
Mrs. C.E. Oliver, Napa.
Mrs. Edna P. Jack, Sacramento.
Donna McCarty Walraven, Murphys.
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PEOPLE AND PLACES 
IN THE HIGH COUNTRY

HARVEY BLOOD BUILT
PIONEER TRADE CENTER
No individual ever played a more influential role in the 

opening of the Ebbetts Pass road across the Sierra than did 
Harvey Blood.

Blood, during the 1860’s, changed the status of this sum
mit crossing from that of little more than an improved trail 
to a well traveled wagon road which became the Big Trees- 
Carson Valley Turnpike.

As a result of his actions, the Ebbetts Pass route during 
the silver boom days, attracted a substantial share of trans
Sierra traffic headed for Silver Mountain and the Nevada 
mines.

(For names of contributors of the following facts 
and anecdotes, please see close of this article.)

George, Jackson and William Gann arrived in Califor
nia from Missouri in 1853 and soon were engaged in the 
cattle business in San Joaquin County near the Calaveras 
County line. By the early 1870’s they were herding cattle to 
the mountains of Calaveras County for summer grazing 
and had established a cow camp on the Big Trees-Carson 
Valley Turnpike at what soon became known as Gann’s 
Station. The late Charlie Gann, son of William, in 1902 
homesteaded 160 acres there and this mountain meadow, 
now a summer home area on Highway 4, still is known as 
Gann’s.

Please see Places, pg. 20

Blood lived to see the flow of travel change from pack 
train and the wagons of emigrants to freight wagons, and 
finally, gasoline powered horseless carriages headed over 
the summit.

For 46 years, from 1864 until his death in 1910, Blood 
and his family operated Blood’s Station in Bear Valley and 
maintained the Big Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike as a toll 
road.

During those years Blood’s Station served as the major 
stopping place and supply center for travelers and 
teamsters between Murphys and the settlements on the 
eastern side of the Sierra.

In fact, Blood’s over the years, was destined to become
Please see Blood, pg. 14

Blood’s Station in Bear Valley was no longer collecting tolls in 1914 when this photograph was taken, but the pole frame 
from which the toll sign had hung, still remained. In foreground, sheep herd owner Gus Vogelsang drives burros up the 
road. Mounted horseman with white hat in background thought to be Tone Airola. Louis Lombardi stands at horse’s head. 

(Photo courtesy of Stanley Lombardi)
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Blood, cont. from pg. 13
far more than simply a roadside way-station or last chance 
spot to replenish supplies.

Blood’s became a high country institution — a gathering 
place for the old time cattlemen and sheepmen of Calaver
as and Alpine counties. For more than 50 years, even long 
after Harvey Blood’s death, it served as trade and message 
center and jumping-off place for hunters, trappers, survey 
parties and others whose business took them into the 
mountains west of the summit.

Mt. Reba, which rises out of the Mokelumne Wilderness 
to tower over today’s Mt. Reba ski complex and the Bear 
Valley area, was named before the turn of the century by 
members of a U.S. Survey party, for Reba Blood, only 
daughter of Harvey and Elizabeth Blood.

One of the Stanislaus National Forest’s first installa
tions, a log cabin guard station, was built in 1909 in Bear 
Valley on property acquired from Blood.

As late as the 1920’s Louis and Alex Lombardi, mem
bers of the pioneer Calaveras County cattle ranching fam
ily, butchered beef at Blood’s and hauled them by pack 
train to Highland Creek to feed the construction crew 
building Spicer Dam.

Today the paved surface of Highway 4 runs the length of 
Bear Valley, past subdivision cabins and a plush ski lodge, 
then heads off into the mountains to the east where it 
crosses 8,731-foot Ebbetts Pass.

But the history of the Ebbetts Pass highway goes back a 
full 160 years.

It is in the vicinity of Ebbetts Pass that the mountain 
man and trapping party leader Jedediah Smith is believed 
to have crossed the Sierra in the spring of 1827 while 
enroute eastward to obtain supplies for his trappers in the 
San Joaquin Valley.

But the man for whom the pass is named was “Major” 
John Ebbetts, who in 1849 arrived in California with the 
Knickerbocker Exploring Company of New York.

In April of 1850, Ebbetts, who reportedly at one time 
had seen service with the American Fur Company, led a 
party of prospectors across the summit of the Sierra a few 
miles northwest of the pass that today bears his name. 
They followed a route that led up the West Carson River, 
through Hope, Faith and Charity Valleys, and crossed the 
summit at what later came to be known as Border Ruffian 
Pass. The 33-year-old Ebbetts was favorably impressed 
with the fact that even in April they encountered little 
snow.

Following the Ebbetts Party’s initial crossing, other 
groups of emigrants using horses and pack trains, occa
sionally traveled this same route the next two years. Then, 
the summer of 1853 found Major Ebbetts back in the

Harvey Spaulding Blood, respected businessman and civic 
leader. For more than 45 years he operated Blood’s Station 
on the Big Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike.

(Calaveras County Museum)

vicinity of his 1850 crossing, employed by the Atlantic- 
Pacific Railroad to seek out a possible route in that area 
for a trans-Sierra rail line.

Ebbetts was firmly convinced that his proposed route 
across the summit was the most logical choice for a rail
road. He supported his verbal arguments with articles 
published in December, 1853, in the San Francisco Daily 
Herald.

Actually, his proposed line of travel — along the West 
Carson River through Hope, Faith and Charity Valleys 
and across Border Ruffian Pass, despite its 8,000-foot 
elevation, might not have been the worst choice. Certainly 
it was no more tortuous than several other Sierra passes 
that received strong consideration.

But, it was a boiler explosion on Aug. 15, 1854, aboard 
the river steamer “Secretary,” that changed forever the 
future of the trans-Sierra crossing place that came to be 
known as Ebbetts Pass.

Among those who died in the fiery blast on Suisun Bay 
near the mouth of Petaluma Creek was Major Ebbetts. 
With him died hopes of seeing the trail he had opened four 
years earlier, become a major gateway across the moun
tains.

Ebbetts’ name, however, continued to be associated 
with the trail. George Goddard, his close friend and 
surveyor who accompanied him on his 1853 rail route ex
ploration, named the pass in honor of Ebbetts on the maps 
which he prepared.

It was not until 1893, nearly 40 years after his death and
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Blood’s Station in the snow. When first snowfall came, virtually everyone in the mountains, including the Blood family, 
moved back to the foothills or the valley. (Old Timers Museum, Murphys)

many years after the route of the Big Trees-Carson Road 
had been moved southward about six miles to its present 
crossing, that a U.S. Geological Survey team, in drafting 
the Markleeville Quadrangle, officially named the location 
Ebbetts Pass.

For a time, after Ebbetts death, his route over the 
Border Ruffian Pass continued to attract some degree of 
travel. But, as other trans-Sierra crossings such as the Car- 
son, Hangtown (Placerville), Donner and Henness Pass 
roads improved, the Ebbetts trail fell into disuse.

In late 1855 pressure began to build, particularly among 
Murphys and Angels Camp businessmen, for improvement 
of the route from Big Trees to Carson Valley. As a result, a

Elizabeth Blood, wife of Harvey Blood
(Calaveras County Museum)

contract was awarded to L.W. Noyes and Dr. N.C. Con
don, of Murphys, and in June, 1856, road construction got 
underway.

By late August of that year a rudimentary wagon road 
that included eight bridges — one 75 feet long — had been 
completed all the way to Carson Valley. As a result, a fair 
portion of the immigration into California that fall and 
during the spring of 1857, used Ebbetts’ road.

Use of the road continued to increase. On April 7, 1860, 
A. Newton announced in Mokelumne Hill that he was 
prepared to begin operating a stage line between that com
munity and Carson Valley, via the West Point and the Big 
Trees-Carson Valley Road as soon as the snow was off the 
ground.

On July 14, 1860, the San Andreas Independent report
ed that on July 11 the first emigrant train of the season 
“four wagons, 14 men, and 64 large American horses had 
arrived by way of the Carson Valley-Big Trees Route.”

Most of the traffic on the Big Trees-Carson Valley Road 
during its early years and into the late 185O’s was from 
East to West, consisting largely of emigrants headed for 
the gold fields of the Mother Lode.

But in 1859, with discovery of Virginia City’s Comstock 
Lode, the tide began to change. The Nevada strike trig
gered an almost instantaneous eastward migration, much 
of which flowed across the route opened by Major Eb
betts.

Then, in 1861, following the silver strike at Kongsberg 
(soon renamed Silver Mountain City) in Alpine County on 
the eastern slope of Ebbetts Pass, the volume of traffic 
sharply increased.

On Aug. 5, 1861, the Sacramento Union reported that 
T.J. Matteson had begun the first mail delivery between 
Murphys and Genoa, in Carson Valley. His contract with

Please see Blood, pg. 16
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Reba Blood 
(Calaveras

County 
Museum)

Blood, cont. from pg. 15
the government, said the newspaper, was for twice-a-week 
delivery, via Big Trees Road.

The paper noted that although his schedule allowed him 
two days to make the trip, Matteson was making the cross
ings in 15 hours. It said the mail was leaving Murphys at 3 
a.m. each Monday and Thursday and arriving in Genoa at 
6 p.m. the same day.

“It is the intention of the contractor,” said the article, 
“to run this mail through the year round.”

But, not only was the road which crossed the summit at 
Border Ruffian Pass proving inadequate from the stand
point of travel, it also passed several miles north of Silver 
Mountain City. Travelers and freight headed for Silver 
Mountain City could go by wagon only to Silver Valley 
(now Hermit Valley), where Holden’s Station was located.

From Holden’s they were forced to use a horse trail 
which climbed southeasterly out of the valley and crossed 
the summit at approximately the same point where 
Highway 4 crosses today.

With travel and demand for supplies at Silver City con
tinuing to increase, a group of Murphys businessmen in the 
spring of 1862 formed the Big Trees-Carson Valley Turn
pike Company. The state legislature granted them a fran
chise to construct and operate a toll road over that route 
for a period of 25 years.

Members of the company included James L. Sperry, 
owner of hotels in Murphys and Big Trees; his partner, 
John Perry; P.L. Traver, John Kimball, Ephriam Cutting,

Freeman Dunbar, John DeLaitee, Joseph Shepherd, 
Volney Shearer and Riley Senter.

Through sale of stock the company capitalized for 
$100,000 and work on the road, which was to be completed 
in two years, got underway in June. Volney Shearer was 
construction superintendent.

From Big Trees the new turnpike followed generally the 
route of the old road through Cold Springs (Dorrington); 
Black Springs; Onion Valley (Tamarack); Mud Springs, 
also known as Grizzly Bear Valley; through Silver Val
ley, now Lake Alpine; and on up the ridge into Pacific 
amd Hermit Valleys.

However, in Hermit Valley after crossing the Mokelum- 
ne River, the new turnpike was to turn from the Border 
Ruffian Pass route and follow the horse trail across what is 
now Ebbetts Pass into the headwaters of Silver Creek. 
From there it followed the creek to Silver Mountain City.

Work on the road continued during the summer of 1863 
on a somewhat reduced scale, and in March, 1864, the 
company asked the legislature for a two year extension. At 
the same time it moved to increase its capital stock to 
$200,000.

But the state filed suit against the turnpike company for 
back taxes. On May 11, financially troubled and bickering 
among themselves, the company directors entered into an 
agreement with Harvey Spaulding Blood to complete and 
operate the toll road.

Under terms of the agreement, Blood, an Angels Camp 
and Murphys businessman with holdings in Grizzly Bear

Reba Blood 
in childhood. 

(Calaveras
County 

Museum)
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Hermit Valley, known as “Silver Valley,” and sometimes as Mokelumne Valley, was a busy place on the Big Trees-Carson 
Valley Turnpike during the 1860’s when Holden’s station operated there.

Valley, with his partner, Jonathan C. Curtis, was to pay 
the taxes and repay the turnpike company with interest, the 
amount it had already expended on the road. Blood was to 
keep the road in repair and collect tolls at Bear Valley for 
five years, at which time it was to revert to the turnpike 
company. As it turned out, he had the toll road more than 
40 years.

Blood, a native of New Hampshire, was only 26 years 
old when he and Curtis, whom he later bought out, took 
over the road contract.

Blood had come to California in the late 1850’s and his 
first business venture was in shake manufacuring in the Big 
Trees area.

In addition, he acquired land in Grizzly Bear Valley 
where he ranged livestock during the summer. He soon 
also was engaged in the mercantile business in Murphys.

Immediately upon signing the agreement with the Big 
Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike Company, Blood and Cur
tis began completion of the road and Blood started con
struction of facilities that included a house and large barn 
at the toll gate in Bear Valley.

It was along this route, a few months earlier, that a 
caravan of Bactrian camels imported from the Amur River 
area of Manchuria, had crossed the summit to Nevada 
where they were used to pack salt from the Lahonton Basin 
to Virginia City.

Several camel trains crossed Ebbetts Pass during its early 

years, much to the anger and chagrin of teamsters and 
horsemen.

The sight and smell of the camels panicked American 
horses. The Alpine Heritage relates that at least once, dur
ing the early 1860’s, a camel caravan attempting to cross 
Border Ruffian Pass was driven back by angry teamsters 
and was forced to use an Indian trail across Silver Moun
tain Pass.

The Nevada State Legislature, also during the 1860’s, 
passed a law forbidding camel trains to travel highways or 
enter towns after dark because they frightened horses so 
badly.

Under the supervision of Blood and Curtis, work on the 
Big Trees-Carson Valley Road progressed rapidly and traf
fic to Silver Mountain City, which by the summer of 1864 
had an estimated population of 3,500, had increased pro
portionately.

That same year the town’s name had been changed from 
Kongsberg to Silver Mountain City and it became the 
county seat of newly formed Alpine County.

Ramon Duart was delivering the road crews supplies, 
which included large quantities of black powder for 
blasting, at a cost of $3 per 100 pounds.

Hermit Valley, largely due to the road work, polled 400 
votes in the 1864 election and in 1865, had its own post of
fice. However, as a result of completion of the wagon road

Please see Blood, pg. 18
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Silver Mountain City 
in its heyday 

during the 1860’s. 
(Calaveras County 
Historical Society)

Blood, cont. from pg. 17
across Ebbetts Pass that same year, its population crashed. 
The post office was closed on March 19, 1867.

But Grizzly Bear Valley, which quickly was becoming 
known as Blood’s Station, was becoming a major stopping 
place and high country trade center.

From the time snow was off the ground enough to allow 
late spring travel until the snow flew again in the fall, 
Harvey Blood personally managed the toll station and 
store he had established there.

Lumber used in construction of the facilities there was 
hauled by wagon from the Dunbar sawmill, near White 
Pines, and was considered some of the best in the Sierra. In 
addition to operation of the toll gate, hotel and store, 
Blood also cut hay and grazed livestock in the meadow on 
the south side of the toll road.

But no attempt was made to keep the station open after 
the first major snowfall on the summit. During the winter 
months the only person who regularly traveled that coun
try was the famed John A. “Snow-Shoe” Thompson, who 
from 1856 to 1876 carried the mail between Markleeville 
and Murphys and Placerville and Carson Valley.

In 1873, Harvey Blood married Elizabeth Gardner, 
daughter of John and Mary Rebekah Dorrington Gardner, 
owners of Cold Springs Ranch, also called Gardner’s Sta
tion, which today’s travelers know as Dorrington.

The couple divided their time between a home in Angels 
Camp during the winter, and the Blood Toll Station, in 
Bear Valley in summer. Later, after Blood acquired the 
Sperry Hotel in Murphys, the family spent its winters in 
that community.

From his marriage to Elizabeth Gardner, one daughter,

Reba Blood, was born. Reba, in 1902, married Tilden 
Tognazzini, cashier of the Central Trust Company, of San 
Francisco.

Upon Tognazzini’s death, his widow later married Dr. 
Alfred B. Grosse, of San Francisco. She died in Santa Bar
bara, in April, 1959, and her place of burial is in the 
Altaville Protestant Cemetery.

Blood, in 1878, was granted a land patent for 160 acres 
near Cottage Springs. By the mid-1870’s many Calaveras 
County cattlemen were summering large herds of cattle 
and sheep in the mountains of eastern Calaveras and 
western Alpine counties. In addition to his toll business 
and sales to travelers, the cattlemen during those summer 
months were valued customers at his store.

The cattlemen, the Airolas, Robies, Lombardis, Ham 
Luddy, Wheat, the Gann brothers, Dell’Ortos, Filippinis 
and many other families, arrived in June to fix fences and 
repair winter snow damage at their camps and cabins. The 
cattle and sheep were brought up in June and stayed on the 
summer range until the snow flew.

In addition to his other activities and interests, Harvey 
Blood was an active member of the Masonic Lodge. He 
had joined the Ophir Lodge in Murphys during the early 
1860’s, but later became a member of Bear Mountain 
Lodge, in Angels Camp, where he served as master for 
more than 20 years. He regularly made the horseback trip 
from Bear Valley to Angels Camp to attend lodge meetings 
and he was much sought after to conduct Masonic funeral 
services.

Blood took an active part in county affairs and in 1898 
he was elected to the State Assembly. He was a leading par
ticipant in the bitter political fight at the state capitol when 
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aspiring U.S. senatorial candidate Dan Burns allegedly at
tempted to “buy” his way into the senatorship.

In 1887 as the 25-year toll road franchise granted by the 
state was expiring, Blood on April 7, went before the 
County Board of Supervisors and was granted the right to 
collect tolls at Bear Valley for another 10 years.

Then, in 1890, the supervisors granted him permission to 
install toll gates at Dorrington and in Hermit Valley. How
ever, establishment of the gate at Dorrington drew imme
diate protest from George Wood, who had homesteaded 
land west of what is now Cottage Springs.

Wood refused to pay tolls and Blood brought action 
against him in Murphys Justice Court. The case was 
transferred to Calaveras County Superior Court which 
subsequently ruled that with expiration in 1887 of the fran
chise granted by the state, the Big Trees-Carson Valley 
route was now a free public road.

But, in 1893, after the county supervisors, acting under 
liberalized authority granted by the state, adopted a new 
ordinance, Blood once again began to collect tolls at Dorr
ington.

This time, it was R.T. McCarty who challenged the 
legality of Blood’s franchise and refused to pay $30 toll for 
a band of sheep. Blood again sued in Murphys Justice 
court, and this time, his claim was upheld. He continued to 
collect tolls at the Dorrington station for another 17 years.

Blood continued to maintain the Big Trees-Carson 
Valley Road all the way from Dorrington to the Ebbetts 
Pass summit.

By the turn of the century Blood’s house in Bear Valley 
was a two-story dwelling with kitchen, dining room and 
store located on the ground floor. The upstairs contained 
three bedrooms which sometimes were used by travelers.

In addition to the house and barn there was a blacksmith 
shop, storage building where store supplies were kept, a 
milk house and chicken house. The Bloods brought the 
chickens up to the mountains each spring and hauled them 
in cages back to Murphys each fall, thus assuring them
selves and guests of fresh eggs during their stay in Bear 
Valley.

Blood continued to maintain and improve the Big Trees- 
Carson Valley Turnpike to the summit of Ebbetts Pass, 
although by the late 1860’s mining at Silver Mountain City 
had virtually ceased and in 1868 the town’s population was 
estimated at about 200. During the mid-70’s the Alpine 
County seat was moved to Markleeville.

In 1901 the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors 
renewed Blood’s toll road franchise for the last time, for a 
period of 12 years, and the road between Bear Valley and 
Markleeville continued to see limited use.

The first automobile crossing of Ebbetts Pass is said to

In 1904 Ed Aldero and Will Pope paused at Dorrington in 
this 1902 Oldsmobile after reportedly being the first 
motorists to successfully drive from Big Trees to 
Markleeville, via Ebbetts Pass.

(Calaveras County Historical Society)

have occurred in the summer of 1904, although this claim 
raises dispute.

A Calaveras County Historical Society photo credits Ed 
Aldero and Will Pope with taking a 1902 Oldsmobile 
across the pass from Murphys to Markleeville in the sum
mer of 1904. The road was said to be so steep in some 
places that Aldero and Pope had to climb the worst spots 
in reverse in order to keep gasoline feeding into the car’s 
carburetor.

The Alpine County Heritage, published by the Alpine 
County Historical Society, says the first crossing was made 
in 1908 by a man named Myers. The Heritage says that a 
Dr. Sargent, of Angels Camp, also drove an automobile 
over the summit that year.

In April, 1910, three years before his franchise was to 
expire, Blood at a meeting of the county supervisors, relin
quished his franchise rights and the route from Dorrington 
across Ebbetts Pass became a free road.

A month later, Blood, in early May left Murphys for 
San Francisco to visit his daughter and bring his two 
grandchildren back with him to spend the summer with 
him and his wife at Blood’s Station.

While waiting to embark in Oakland on the Oakland- 
San Francisco Ferry, the 72-year-old Blood suffered a 
stroke. He died a few days later, on May 9, 1910, in the 
home of his daughter.

Masonic funeral services for Blood were conducted in 
Angels Camp and local papers noted it was one of the

Please see Blood, pg. 20
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Blood, cont. from pg. 19
largest funerals ever held there. Burial was in the Altaville 
Protestant cemetery.

For more than a dozen years after Blood’s death, 
Blood’s station and store was operated for the Blood fami
ly by Louis Lombardi, one of Calaveras County pioneer 
cattlemen and longtime friend of Blood’s.

For a number of years the Lombardis also ran their own 
store in Bear Valley and ran their cow camp from there.

Louis Lombardi’s cabin remained there until the 
mid-60’s, long after the cow camp was gone and the Lom
bardis had ceased operations there. It finally burned when 
a butane tank which had been installed in it, caught fire.

The Blood family sold their Bear Valley holdings in the 
1920’s to the Bishop Mining Company, and the mining 
company at one time seriously considered building a dam 
at the south end of the Bear Valley meadow and creating a 
large reservoir.

The idea was dropped, however, and in the early 1950’s 
Bear Valley was sold to the Orvis family, of Milton. From 
that sale eventually developed the present Bear Valley 
winter sports complex and developing of its neighboring 
Mt. Reba ski area.

This bronze plaque stands at the edge of the old road, in 
Bear Valley, directly in front of where Blood’s Station was 
located. There is one error on it, however. Jededia Smith 
did not make his historic crossing of the Sierra in 1821. He 
and his two companions crossed the mountains, traveling 
from west to east, in the early summer of 1827.

Places, cont. from pg. 13
One morning during World War I, Charlie Gann’s 

sister, Susan Gann Beery and her sister-in-law, Mrs. Henry 
Gann, while on a morning horseback ride east of Gann’s 
Station, came upon a strikingly beautiful view of the 
Stanislaus River Canyon.

Feeling that the spot should be marked, they rode back 
to Gann’s, and Susan, using green paint and her brother’s 
shaving brush, painted the words “Liberty Point’’ on a 
sign which she posted at the lookout spot. She chose the 
word “Liberty’’ because of the campaign which was un
derway for the sale of Liberty Bonds.

The sign remained for many years, and today, although 
the State Department of Transportation has changed the 
name to “Liberty Vista,’’ it still is a designated scenic 
highway viewspot.

☆ ☆ ☆

Poison Springs, on Highway 4 about two miles west of 
Gann’s, should be properly called Williams’ Springs, said 
the late Louis Lombardi, of Mokelumne Hill, who for 
most of his life as a cattleman, was associated with the Eb- 
betts Pass area.

At this site there at one time was a road house operated 
by a man named Williams, which served the freight traffic 
and stages traveling to and from Silver Mountain City.

Poison Springs, sometimes called Poison Flat, was ac
tually about three-quarters of a mile southwest of Gann’s, 
said Lombardi, and got its name when a large number of 
sheep belonging to a John Stringer, of Jenny Lind, were 
poisoned there before 1890. He said there was confusion as 
to whether the sheep died from drinking medically treated 
dip water or were poisoned by a cattleman on whose range 
they were infringing. Stringer had a camp at the 
“Brewery,’’ on the old trail crossing at Blood’s Creek.

☆ ☆ ☆

Gus and Louie Vogelsang also were sheepmen and had a 
sheep camp at the Brewery. They ran sheep on the present 
Underwood Valley range and along the Mokelumne River 
from Grouse Creek to Lake Valley until the 1920’s, said 
Louis Lombardi.

During those years Stanley Lombardi was a boy in his 
teens. “If we were in that area we always tried to make Gus 
Voglesang’s camp at noon. He always had fresh baked 
bread and a big lamb stew.”
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Dorrington Station, circa 1925, was even then a popular summer vacation and picknicking spot for both Calaveras and San 
Joaquin County residents. In its early days it was called Cold Springs Ranch.

Hamilton Luddy, whose home ranch was on McNighter 
Road along the South Fork of the Calaveras River, south
west of San Andreas, ran cattle in the Blue Creek and 
Black Springs areas for 40 years.

He rented grazing rights on the Van Buskirk land and he 
and his wife spent their summers in a cabin at Pumpkin 
Hollow while he took care of the cattle. Luddy also owned 
the Mattley Meadows area which he sold to a Mr. Thomp
son, of Jenny Lind, in 1917. He delivered mail to the 
Cuneo’s and Mattleys and others who also had cattle in the 
Blue Creek area.

☆ ☆ ☆

Luddy said there were a lot of bears in and around the 
Blue Creek area between 1910 and 1920, but they caused 
no problems and they quickly cleaned up the carcasses of 
any cattle that died. He said that he once saw six bears 
feeding on a dead cow and during the early years, even saw 
a couple of California Grizzlys.

Ham Luddy also knew the route of the original emigrant 
road and had ridden it many times. He said he found a 

very old grave along the road where it followed the ridge 
above Pumpkin Hollow, but in later years, all traces of it 
had disappered.

☆ ☆ ☆

Luddy told Bill Lunsford that in the early days there was 
a stopping place and saloon in a small meadow on the road 
east of Gann’s, which the local Indians called “Money 
Bar.”

He said the owner had a grown daughter whom the In
dians, on occasion, would threaten to kidnap and that her 
father would give them money to leave her alone.

☆ ☆ ☆

Bill Hinkleman was an old German, who, from turn of 
the century until well after World War I, had a small store, 
hotel and stock corrals in the meadow east of Camp Con
nell where the U.S. Forest Service camp is now located.

Cattlemen used his corrals for an overnight holding 
Please see Places, pg. 22
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Trapper and mountain recluse 
Monte Wolfe at his cabin deep 
in the Mokelumne River can
yon, where he lived and traveled 
through the mountains year- 
round. Wolfe mysteriously dis
appeared during the early 
1940’s. (Old Timers Museum)

Places, cont. from pg. 21
place for their livestock on the way to and from the moun
tains each spring and fall.

Hinkleman lived there year-round, cutting hay in the 
spring and raising hogs. In the fall when the weather 
cooled he butchered hogs, hauling them by wagon to Mur
phys and Angels Camp, where he sold halves or whole car
casses to stores and homeowners.

The area where he had his place still is known locally as 
“Hinkleman Flat.”

☆ ☆ ☆

Bear Trap Basin got its name from the fact that 
sheepmen who used the area during the early days 
(Vogelsangs were among those who ran sheep there) built a 
log bear trap which they baited with dead sheep, and 
caught a bear in it. Bear Trap was once used as cattle range 
by the Airolas and later, 160 acres there was patented by 
Eugene Jelmini.

Guyton Jelmini patented another 160 acres in what is 
now Jelmini Basin. He summered dairy cattle there and 
hauled butter and home-made cheese by wagon to Angels 
Camp.

A man named Freitas ran sheep in Grouse Valley about 
1924. He had a sheepherder named J.I. Webb.

Ed Tryon ran sheep on the eastern side of the summit 
and Charles Tryon summered horses in the Highland 
Lakes area. Bill Orvis brought sheep into that area about 
1915, but later, Tryon and Cutler brought cattle back 
there. From 1890 to around 1910 the Wheeler family, from 
Stanislaus County, ran sheep in the Wheeler Lake area and 
above.

☆ ☆ ☆

The Gabbott family, of Paloma, had a dairy string in 
Gabbott’s Meadow, on Highland Creek, during the sum
mer. Dave Eltringham, of Douglas Flat, camped with them 
and had the Elephant Rock range.

Later, the Robies, Airolas and John Kuhn ran cattle in 
the Gabbott’s and Wilderness Creek area.

Hiram Tyrer brought sheep to the Hiram Meadow area 
and later his grazing allotment was taken over by Henry 
Ward (Henry’s Peak), who put cattle on the summer range 
there.

Tyer, in 1902, at age 79, still was going to the mountains 
with his sheep.
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Walter Robie, in 1875, began driving sheep from his 
ranch on Milton Road, to summer pasture near Bear 
Valley. He, his son, Walter John Robie, and later his 
grandson, Rothwell “Bud” Robie, took cattle, horses and 
sheep to the Lake Alpine, Dardanelles and Gabbotts 
Meadow areas for many years. During the 1880’s Jake 
Tower ranged cattle in the Duck Lake and Stanislaus 
Meadows area.

☆ ☆ ☆

Turkey Johnson was a sheep camp tender in Onion Val
ley (Tamarack) who for several years also successfully 
raised a flock of turkeys there each summer.

With the help of his dogs and youngsters he would herd 
them down the road from the mountains each fall, much 
the same as he would herd sheep.

However, he gave up the project in disgust after an early 
fall snow hit the area stranding his turkeys and scattering 
them into the trees, from which, short of shooting them, 
he was unable to get them down.

☆ ☆ ☆

Andrew Jackson Smith (sometimes derisively called 
“Trapper Smith” because during a winter trapping expedi
tion his total take was one gray squirrel) was a guide for 
Perry and Sperry when they owned the Big Trees Hotel.

But Smith was both an avid and expert trout fisherman, 
who during the summer provided trout for the daily menu 
at the hotel.

However, more than being just a fisherman, he also was 
something of an early day conservationist. He is credited 
with stocking the upper reaches of Beaver Creek with trout 
by catching them in the Little Mokelumne and carrying 
them in buckets to Beaver Creek.

☆ ☆ ☆

Louis and Alex Lombardi, during the 1920’s furnished 
the beef which was eaten by the crews building Spicer 
Reservoir.

The cattle were butchered at Blood’s and until a road in
to the Spicer Reservoir site was completed, the meat was 
taken by pack horses to the Spicer camp. It was the job of 
Stanley (Corky) Lombardi, then 15 years old, to make the 
weekly trip with the pack train from Blood’s (now Bear 
Valley) to the Spicer Camp.

Al Mattley, Howard Joses and George Mattley haying 
on a meadow ai Blue Creek.

(Joses Family Album)

Ephraim A. Sapp (42 years old in 1902), of Valley 
Springs, camped at Sapp’s Meadows just north of High
land Creek and ran cattle in Spicer Meadow, along High
land Creek. Later Lee Hunt, with his sons Mike and 
Elmer, took over the grazing allotment and built a cabin 
which was flooded when Spicer Reservoir was built.

☆ ☆ ☆

Many of the ranchers who took dairy cattle to the moun
tains stripped bark from lodgepole pines to make cheese 
molds.

Bill Lunsford said evidence of an old cabin and the 
presence of many barked trees in Stanislaus Meadow in
dicates an early day dairy operation there. He said barked 
trees also were found in the Lake Alpine and Pacific Valley 
areas.

☆ ☆ ☆

Ethel Adams, of Murphys, had the cattle range in the 
Iceberg area with her camp located on Disaster Creek. She 
died there and her body was packed out on a mule. The 
spot where her camp was located still is known as “Adams’ 
Camp.”

☆ ☆ ☆

The Utica Mining Company began construction of the
Please see Places, pg. 24
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Places, cont. from pg. 23
present Utica Reservoir in 1906 and completed it in 1911 at 
a cost of $150,000, working only during the summer 
months.

One of the old Utica camp cabins stood until the 1960’s 
when it and some shacks still standing near Spicer Reser
voir were disposed of by Pacific Gas and Electric Com
pany.

Union Reservoir originally was constructed as a log dam 
in the 1870’s and Silver Valley Reservoir, later named 
“Lake Alpine,’’ was built in the 188O’s.

☆ ☆ ☆

Amile Lombardi built a cabin in what is now Sherman 
Acres, on Highway 4 between Tamarack and Bear Valley 
and patented the land there in 1898. The first cabin had a 
dirt floor and no windows. Later, he sold the land to Louis 
Lombardi who built a new cabin there.

As a boy, Louis Lombardi worked for David Filippini, 
who owned Tamarack, then called Onion Valley.

Louis, who was 94 years old when he passed away in 
1974, said he took cattle to the mountains for 70 years.

☆ ☆ ☆

The Mattley family, of Jackson, Dave, John, George 
and Al, owned what is now known as Mattley Meadow and 
Mattley Ridge, on the northside of Blue Creek.

For many years the Mattley cabin, near Mattley 
Meadow was a landmark in that area. The Mattleys sold 
the last of their holdings there to the Busi family in the ear
ly 1930’s. That area now is a part of the Dell’Orto Cattle 
range.

☆ ☆ ☆

Cuneo Camp, on upper Blue Creek, originally called 
Tice’s, was one of the early day dairy meadows as well as a 
cow camp.

August Giannini, father of Nat Giannini of San An
dreas, milked a dairy herd and made butter and cheese 
shortly after the turn of the century in the meadow there 
now owned by Jerome and Verne Cuneo, of Amador 
County.

Blue Creek, during the early part of this century was 
noted as a prime deer hunting area and for the quality of 
the trout fishing there in summer. Trout fishermen trav

eled by wagon all the way from Stockton to camp along 
Blue Creek and fish there.

☆ ☆ ☆

Little appears to be known about the origin of Shovel 
Grave, located north of Moore Creek, on the ridge over
looking Salt Springs Reservoir.

Early travelers in that area are said to have found what 
appeared to be a grave with a broken handled shovel serv
ing as a headstone or grave marker. The location, some 
distance northeast of Calaveras Dome, still is shown on 
Stanislaus National Forest maps.

☆ ☆ ☆

Hamilton Luddy, in 1967, told Bill Lunsford that Horse 
Gulch got its name during the early days because there was 
a big green hillside above it which produced a particular 
variety of fern which cattle liked.

However, according to Luddy, during that period when 
the fern was producing seed spores, it would kill cattle if 
they drank water immediately after eating it. The fern had 
no effect on horses, he said, so the livestock owners 
pastured horses there instead of cows, hence the name, 
Horse Canyon or Horse Gulch.

☆ ☆ ☆

Amon Tanner was born in Murphys in 1878.
His father, Ormund Tanner, a native of Norway who 

changed his name from “Torgensen” to Tanner upon ar
riving in the U.S., was one of the first miners at Silver 
Mountain City, on the east side of Ebbetts Pass. After be
ing hurt in a mining accident he moved to Murphys where 
Amon Tanner was born.

From 1908 until shortly before the start of World War I 
in Europe, Amon Tanner ran a stage line and held the con
tract to deliver mail between Angels Camp and Dorring
ton. In winter when it became impossible, due to snow, to 
operate the stage, Tanner carried the mail to and from the 
upper country on skis. His father came from the same 
town in Norway where Snowshoe Thompson was born.

☆ ☆ ☆

Lake Alpine, before the dam was built that created the 
reservoir there, was called Silver Valley.
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Deer hunters at Blood's 
Station, circa 1914: L to 
R, Bill Stanaway of Mil
ton; Arch Lester and 
Louis Lombardi, of Mo- 
kelumne Hill; Hermie 
Donner, of Milton; Les
ter Stanaway, son of 
Bill; Alex Lombardi of 
Mokelumne Hill; Her
man Donner, father of 
Hermie. The man who is 
seated is named Martell 
and was related to the 
Martells for which that 
Amador County com
munity is named. The 
Donners were direct de
scendants of survivors of 
the Donner party. The 
bucks hanging there were 
killed in Cat Valley, in 
what is now the Mokel
umne Wilderness. The 
building in the back
ground is Blood’s 
chicken house.

(Calaveras County
Museum)

It was given that name by the Murphys exploring party 
of 1855 after a member of that group found what he 
thought was a vein of silver ore. The ore turned out to be 
nothing more than plumbago (graphite) instead of silver, 
but the name Silver Valley continued to be used for many 
years, and the stream which flows from the present lake in
to the North Fork of the Stanislaus River still is called 
Silver Creek.

☆ ☆ ☆

The first cabin believed ever built along the route of the 
emigrant road between what is now Dorrington and Bear 
Valley was in the meadow at the head of the Blue Creek 
drainage.

This spot originally was called Big Meadows, and when 
Dr. N.C. Condon, A.H. Hall, J. Thornton and others who 
made up the Murphys exploring party came upon it in 

1855, the cabin already was there and a man named Smith 
and four others were cutting grass hay.

The cabin, which was still standing in the 1930’s, had a 
dirt floor, no windows, and gun ports in its log walls. In 
the early days, the present Big Meadows through which 
Highway 4 runs, was known as Register Flat.

☆ ☆ ☆

The present Lake Alpine Lodge was built by B.R. Gia- 
nelli in 1926 and 1927. The building was badly damaged by 
snow in 1932 and was rebuilt the following year.

The huge fireplace in the end of the building, con
structed of big rough granite blocks, was built by the 
trapper-mountain man, Monte Wolfe.

Actually the Lake Alpine (Silver Valley) area was first 
used as a stopping place when Sam Osborne, in 1864, built

Please see Places, pg. 26
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Places, cont. from pg. 25
a barn near what is now Silver Tip Campground, to sup
port his freighting business which he ran between the 
Angels Camp-Murphys area and Silver Mountain City.

☆ ☆ ☆

“The Brewery’’ was a series of small, quaking aspen 
flats and clearings along Blood’s Creek, above the 
Stanislaus River where sheepherders often camped in sum
mer.

It got its name from the fact that one of the sheepherders 
who camped there much of the time made root beer which 
he offered to anyone who passed by.

In later years, the campsites often were used by deer 
hunting parties, but the name stuck with it, and today 
oldtimers in the Ebbetts Pass area still call that area along 
Blood’s Creek the “Brewery.”

☆ ☆ ☆

Thanks for many of these historical notes goes to retired 
Calaveras District Ranger Bill Lunsford who foresighted- 
ly, many years ago, took the time to interview and record 
the memories of “up country” oldtimers.

Thanks also goes to Stanley “Corky” Lombardi of 
Mokelumne Hill and his neice, Mary Kress, of Hathaway 
Pines; Rancher Doug Joses and his wife, Loree, of Moun
tain Ranch; Irvin Tanner and David Kenfield, both of 
Murphys; Charles Filippini, of San Andreas and others, all 
members of pioneer Calaveras and Amador County 
families.

Most Ebbetts Pass area cow camps had log cabins such as 
this one, until well into the 1920’s and 1930’s. In fore
ground, (L to R) are Bill Rodriquez, Howard Joses, Albert 
Mattley and George Mattley.

TAMARACK ONCE WAS
CALLED ONION VALLEY

The first white men to have seen what is now Tamarack, 
on the Ebbetts Pass Highway, probably were Hudson Bay 
Company trappers, who during the 1830’s, ranged the 
western slope of the Sierra.

It is also possible that Jedediah Smith, accompanied by 
Robert Evans and Silas Gobel, may have passed through 
Tamarack in 1827 when they crossed the mountains from 
West to East, enroute to Utah for supplies for their trap
ping party camped in the San Joaquin Valley.

Major John Ebbetts and a group of prospectors he guid
ed westward across the summit in 1850 are believed to have 
camped there while on their way to the gold fields.

Dr. N.C. Condon, A.H. Hall, J. Thornton, L.W. 
Noyes, J.S. Niswander and H. Capron, who on an explor
ing trip crossed the mountains from Murphys to Carson 
Valley in Aug. 1855, mentioned finding a flat where In
dians had been digging wild onions.

For more than 80 years, before its name was changed in 
1936, Tamarack was known as “Onion Valley.”

Charles Filippini, of San Andreas, whose father and 
grandfather ranged cattle there for nearly 50 years, recalls 
riding a horse through the meadow that is now Tamarack 
during the summer when the air was fragrant with the odor 
of wild onions.

The Tamarack area came into use as a cattle and sheep 
grazing area during the late 1860’s or early 1870’s when 
Carlos Giacomo Fillipini, grandfather of Charles Fillipini, 
began bringing cattle there.

Filippini had come to Calaveras County from Switzer
land in 1855 and after establishing his home ranch near the 
mining settlement of El Dorado (now Mountain Ranch) 
was one of the first cattlemen to utilize the high country 
for summer range.

Filippini, however, did not file on Onion Valley. In
stead, he took up land encompassing an area that included 
what is now Sky High Ranch subdivision, southwest of 
there.

His first summer range headquarters was a cabin north 
of Big Meadow Creek and west of the meadow in which 
Dell’Orto Camp is presently located.

But Carlos Filippini used the Big Meadow Creek camp 
only a short time, then moved his summer headquarters to 
the larger and more open meadow and grassland area that 
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is now Sky High Ranch. There he built a cabin, milk house 
and corrals.

He milked a string of dairy cattle, manufactured butter 
and cheese and drove hogs to the mountains to use the ex
cess milk left over from the cheese and butter making.

The hogs were driven only at night along the trail from 
Mountain Ranch to the Filippini summer camp in order to 
keep them from overheating.

“They always waited until there was a full moon so they 
would have several nights of bright moonlight in which to 
move the pigs,” said Charles Filippini. “They never had 
any trouble.’’

The first person to set up a permanent summer camp in 
Onion Valley is believed to have been “Turkey” Johnson, 
a sheep herder who during the late 60’s or early 70’s ran 
sheep in the area and had a herd of turkeys which he also 
drove to and from the mountains.

Johnson had his camp and a barn there, and while he 
ranged his sheep over a relatively large area of the moun
tains, his youngsters tended the turkeys at the Onion Flat 
camp. However, he simply used the area, which at that 
time was federal forest reserve land, and made no effort to 
acquire ownership of it.

Neither did Carlos Filippini, during those early years, 
make any move to acquire title to Onion Valley. It was not 
until around 1880 that Carlos Filippini’s son, Dave, who 
had been born in 1863, homesteaded Onion Flat.

At that time there was only the barn there which had 
been built by Turkey Johnson.

Dave, who was Charley Filippini’s father, summered his 
cattle in that area until 1919 when he sold both the Onion 
Valley and Sky High Ranch properties to Thompson and 
Reeves who in turn, sold it to Charlie Gann.

Gann later sold the two properties to the Swinborn fami
ly, of Toyon.

During the 1920’s as Highway 4 from Big Trees to Mark
leeville continued slowly to be improved, and automobile 
traffic increased, Bill Hutchins opened a store at Big 
Meadows.

His store, which he operated only in summer months, 
was simply a tent pitched on a wooden platform. In the 
early 1930’s he moved the store to Onion Valley, which he 
renamed “Camp Tamarack.”

Hutchins’ new store was a large building which also 
housed a dance hall. Dances were held each Saturday 
night, and it was during those years that Gann developed a 
summer home subdivision there.

The Carlos Filippini cow camp, before the turn of the cen
tury, at what is now Sky High Ranch mountain cabin sub
division. His son, Dave Filippini, homesteaded Onion 
Valley, which later was named Tamarack.

(Courtesy of Charles Filippini)

However, in 1934 the store was destroyed by fire and 
later that same year the property in Tamarack meadow was 
purchased from Gann by William B. Bracey and his wife, 
Ruby.

The Braceys built a store and two rental cabins which 
they later sold.

Another store established there burned out not long 
after it was built and the property then passed through a 
succession of owners that included Ray Garamendi, of 
Mokelumne Hill and Gaylan Core, of San Andreas.

The building that has become known as Tamarack 
Lodge was built by Harold Mosbaugh, of Arnold, after he 
acquired the property in 1956.

The lodge orginally was built on the north side of the 
creek and the old highway that ran through the middle of 
the meadow. The State Department of Highways, when it 
realigned Highway 4 along the north side of the creek, 
moved the lodge to its present location.

Please see Tamarack, pg. 28
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Tamarack, cont. from pg. 27
The old Bracey store was cut in half and the two sections 

were moved behind the lodge where they served as utility 
buildings.

In the late 1960’s the lodge and property was acquired by 
Dennis Jarnigan, of Arnold, who operated it during the 
years that Mt. Reba Ski Area and Bear Valley Lodge and 
the Bear Valley winter sports complex was being 
developed.

Other owners since then have included David McTag- 
gert, who for a time was manager of Bear Valley Lodge 
and who for a time, changed the name of Tamarack to 
Mega Bear.

In recent years Tamarack Lodge has been expanded and 
refurbished by its owner, Ferrarini Corp., of Thousand 
Oaks, and it has become a popular cross country skiing 
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Mrs. Venus McCarty, October 20, 1987 
Mrs. Josepha Wolfenbarger, November 5, 1987 
Mrs. Roxie Airola, November 6, 1987
Mrs. Margaret (Bessie) Airola, December 8, 1987
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THE SWANK FAMILY HAD
MINING IN ITS BLOOD

To a small boy in a wagon behind a pair of plodding 
horses, it seemed the trip from his home on remote Summit 
Level Road to Stockton would never end.

“We made the trip each fall for supplies — flour, beans, 
sugar and other staples,” said Everett Marshall. “It was too 
far to travel in a single day and we camped on the way down 
and on the way back. One of the camps always was at Double 
Springs. The camping was the only part of the trip I liked.” 

“There were no frills in our lives in those days,” recalled 
Marshall, 74, now a retired contractor, as he relaxed in his 
Sonora home after a morning’s work on his claim near the 
old mining town of Stent.

“I remember the first ice cream I ever tasted — a straw - 
Please see Swank, pg. 32

BURNS-ABBOTT FAMILIES
CALAVERAS PIONEERS

Jesse Lafayette Burns, at age 25, with his brother, Sam
uel, arrived in Calaveras County October 18, 1857, ending 
a six-month covered wagon trip across the plains.

The following day Jesse married 23-year-old Catharine 
Abbott, who with her family, also had been members of 
the train of nearly 100 wagons that made the crossing.

Behind them in their native Tennessee, Jesse and Samuel 
Leroy Burns had left their father, Mississippi river boat 
captain Samuel Burns Sr., a native of Glasgow, Scotland; 
their mother, Jane Redmond Burns and a sister, Nancy 
Burns.

Catharine had come to California from Benton County, 
Arkansas, with her parents, Joshua and Elizabeth 
Mathews Abbott, her sisters Eliza Adeline and Melissa and 
brothers Daniel, 21, and Richard Abbott, 25.

For Joshua Abbott, this was his second westward trek. 
He had first visited California in 1850 where he mined for 
a time with nominal success.

In fact, a step-son, Robert Epperson, who was one of 
two sons born to Elizabeth Abbott by a former marriage, 
had remained in California and in 1857 was a well-known 
Calaveras County citizen.

But this trip which had brought the Burns and Abbotts 
across had not been without incident.

In addition to such bright spots as the blossoming of the
Please see Burns, pg. 30



Burns, cont. from pg. 29
romance that led to the marriage of young Jesse Burns and 
Catharine Abbott, the travelers met serious danger and 
hardship.

The size of the wagon train itself — nearly a hundred 
wagons — had created problems of finding adequate feed 
and water for such a large number of oxen and other live
stock. Consequently, during the latter part of the trip, 
travel was slowed by poor condition of the draft animals.

Then, adding to their woes, somewhere west of Salt 
Lake City — leaders of the train had chosen to follow the 
Hastings Cut-Off — they ran into Indian trouble.

One night, as the wagon train neared the Humboldt 
River, a party of Indians sneaked into the edge of camp, 
ran off a considerable number of cattle and oxen and near
ly all the horses.

Next morning a group of six men, 21-year-old Daniel 
Abbott among them, was selected to try and catch up with 
the marauding Indians and recover the stolen animals.

Instead, they rode into an ambush laid by the Paiute 
raiders and in an exchange of fire, Daniel and two other 
men were wounded.

Badly injured with a rifle ball in his hip, Daniel Abbott 
managed to escape the Indians by hiding in a shallow cave.

Elizabeth Abbott, upon learning her son was missing, 
managed to detain departure of the train in hope that he

Harriet Burns

Robert Whitney Burns

would return. Hours later, Daniel managed to reach camp 
with the information that a second wounded man who had 
not yet returned, still was alive and was struggling back 
toward camp.

Rescuers reached the wounded man who had been shot 
through the abdomen, but he died shortly after reaching 
the wagons.

The third wounded man also reportedly died several 
days later.

Unable to walk or ride a horse and with no doctor pres
ent who could remove the bullet, Daniel completed his trip 
to California in a hammock slung beneath a wagon. He 
never fully recovered and for the remainder of his life used 
a crutch or wheel-chair.

The loss of the livestock forced abandonment of several 
wagons and in order to reduce the loads on the remaining 
draft animals, most of the emigrants, including women 
and children, were forced to walk much of the remainder 
of the trip.

Upon reaching Carson Valley, at least five wagons in
cluding the Abbott family and Bums brothers, split from 
the train and headed for Calaveras County via Border Ruf
fian Pass and the Big Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike.

The San Andreas Independent of October 17, 1857, 
noted the arrival of the emigrants with the following news 
article.

“EMIGRANTS ARRIVED — On Wednesday evening
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last, a train of five wagons arrived in this place, via Big 
Trees route. The company contained, besides men, several 
women and children, all of whom suffered greatest in
conveniences during the latter part of the journey. They 
were attacked by Indians near the head of the Humboldt 
and had all of their horses and a portion of their other stock 
stolen — leaving them scarcely enough to get into the coun
ty with, being compelled to leave two wagons along the 
way. At the same time they had two of their party killed, 
(whose names we did not learn) one of them whom died im
mediately and the other in a few days. A third was severely 
wounded in the hip, and the ball has not yet been extracted, 
although the occurrence took place nearly two months ago. 
The wounded man is the brother (half brother) of Robert 
Epperson who has long been a resident of this county. ”
Exactly where Jesse and Catharine Burns first estab

lished after their marriage is not known, but during those 
early years he and his brother, Samuel, were engaged in 
mining.

At one point during the 1860’s Jesse took his family 
south to the Mariposa area where he and Samuel mined, 
but it is not clear if this was before or after Jesse had gone 
into the freighting business.

Operating out of Milton, Jesse built up a profitable 
business hauling supplies from Stockton to the foothill 
mines. However, the freighting business ended after a team 
bolted, crushing him between two wagons. Although he 
survived the accident, he remained partially crippled for 
the remainder of his life.

Abandoning freighting and mining, Burns and his fam
ily moved to San Luis Obispo County, near Morro Bay, 
where Jesse went into farming, raising sheep, hogs and 
wheat. But, the coastal climate proved too severe for Jesse 
and they migrated back to Oakdale, in Stanislaus County.

While the Jesse Burns family was growing up in 
Oakdale, Catharine Burns, in addition to raising her chil
dren, also served as a practical nurse in the community and 
at one point in her career was credited with saving the lives 
of several children during a severe diphtheria epidemic.

Catharine also was proud of the rag carpets she wove 
during what spare time she had.

Her husband, Jesse, never having fully recovered from 
his freight wagon injury, died in Oakdale on June 8, 1886, 
at age 54.

Catharine continued to live in Oakdale until her death 
on New Year’s Day, 1916, at age 82.

Meanwhile, Catharine Abbott Burns’ brothers and 
sisters all had married, as had Samuel Burns.

On December 22, 1863, Melissa Abbott had married 
Stephen Box. Her sister, Eliza Adeline Abbott had married 
Henry Schrobel, a Bear Mountain area rancher.

Daniel Abbott, still suffering from his bullet wound, 
married Fanny Bursey and Richard Abbott married Mary 
Sinclair, whose family had come west from Tennessee. The 
two brothers entered into a partnership in the sheep

Robert Whitney Burns built wagons in Milton.

business and at times, had a herd of 5,000 head. Daniel 
served as a Hope School District trustee, where he owned 
land, and died at age 90, in Porterville.

Samuel Burns and his wife had 10 children. He died in 
Visalia in 1927, at age 91.

Jesse and Catharine Burns had eleven children, includ
ing Adeline Isabell, who died in childhood. The others in
cluded Daniel Leroy, William Marion, Jackson Lafayette, 
Millie Elizabeth, Alice Catharine, Thomas Whealand, Ma
tilda Jane, George Washington, Mary Ellen and Robert 
Whitney Burns.

William Marion Burns married Hadassa Pool and their 
ranch on what is now Highway 4, between Angels Camp 
and Pool Station Road, is known as the Ladd Ranch.

Jackson Lafayette Burns married one of the daughters 
of the Cromie family. Thomas Whealand, Daniel Leroy 
and George Washington Burns never married.

Mary Ellen Burns married into the Dofner family and 
Alice Catharine married Chris Ott. Matilda Jane Burns 
married a young man named Williamson and lived in the 
Porterville area.

Millie Elizabeth Burns married Samuel Wiley, son of 
Thomas and Harriet Wiley, pioneers in the Mountain 
Ranch area.

Please see Burns, pg. 32
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Jesse and Catharine Abbott, circa 1880.

Burns, cont. from pg. 31

Millie Elizabeth’s brother, Robert Whitney Burns, three 
years earlier, in 1899, had married Samuel Wiley’s sister, 
Harriet Ellen Wiley, in Jenny Lind.

Robert Whitney Burns took up blacksmithing and oper
ated a blacksmith and carriage shop in Milton, later mov
ing to Sonora, where he operated a blacksmith shop and 
built wagons for Hales & Symons Hardware.

In 1897, Burns became supervising blacksmith for the 
Sierra Railroad when it began building a rail line from 
Oakdale to Sonora that eventually was extended to Angels 
Camp.

During World War I, Burns worked as a blacksmith at 
Mare Island Shipyard, and his children, including Leroy 
Melvin Burns, who was born in Sonora, grew up there.

Other children born to Robert Whitney and Harriet 
Burns included Jessie Laura and Earl Gordon Burns.

Leroy Melvin Burns later was to marry Lottie Woods, of 
Texas, and became the parents of present Calaveras Coun
ty Supervisor Jack Burns, of San Andreas.

Jack’s daughter, Jill Dianne Burns, like her great grand
father, Jesse Lafayette Burns, chose to be married in 
Calaveras County.

On July 12, 1986, she married Garth Gelster in the San 
Andreas Community Covenant Church.

Swank, cont. from pg. 29
berry ice cream cone my grandmother bought me in San An
dreas — and it was the best thing I ever had. But that was in 
1919 or 1920, during the flu epidemic, and they had put a 
gauze mask over my mouth. I had a helluva time eating that 
ice cream cone.”

“I was pretty young when my folks sold out and moved 
from Calaveras to Tuolumne County. My mother told me we 
were moving for health reasons. Years later, I asked her what 
kind of health problems we had.”

“We moved for health reasons, all right,” she replied. “If 
we hadn’t moved we’d have starved to death.”

As a young man, newly married, Everett Marshall in 1936 
returned with his wife, Anita, to Calaveras County to work in 
the Sheep Ranch Mine.

“I was young and husky and they put me to work in the 
shaft (St. Joseph Lead & Zinc was deepening the mine) and I 
was making $5.62 per shift — we were sitting on top of the 
world.

We moved into a house there in Sheep Ranch and our only 
problem was that the electrical current in Sheep Ranch was so 
weak it wouldn’t run our new refrigerator.”

Perhaps it was only fitting that young Marshall should 
have returned to Calaveras County as a miner, for his great 
grandfather, Jackson Swank, had come to California in 1858 
and mined with success in Chili Gulch.

Jackson Swank, a native of Richland County, Ohio, at age 
21 married Mary Ann Calhoun on September 6, 1856, in

Elmer and Amy Dawn Marshall 
on their wedding day in 1912.
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Everett Marshall’s uncle, Willard Alvin Swank, at Banner Mine, about 1916.

Winchester, Ohio. The former Miss Calhoun was related to 
the noted legislator and Vice President John C. Calhoun.

For a time, Swank farmed and taught school. But, on Sep
tember 15, 1858, he left his bride of two years and their year- 
old son, Henry, in Iowa and embarked for the California 
gold fields, via the Isthmus of Panama. He arrived in San 
Francisco on October 16.

Although he kept a detailed diary of his voyage from the 
east coast to California, Jackson Swank recorded little of his 
experiences while mining at Chili Gulch, except to note that 
he was more than moderately successful.

He did make note of the fact, however, on February 23, 
1863, as he prepared to leave California and return to his 
wife, that he was a member in good standing of Mokelumne 
Lodge No. 44, IOOF.

On March 10, 1863, Jackson Swank departed San Fran
cisco aboard the steamer Moses Taylor, and arrived on the 
west coast of Panama on March 23.

After spending four days crossing the Isthmus of Panama, 
Swank boarded the steamer “America” and arrived in Balti
more, Md., on April 6. The trip, however, was not without 
incident. The ship, said Swank, nearly foundered when hit by 
a hurricane while nearing the Atlantic Coast, and two 
passengers were washed overboard and lost.

In Baltimore he exchanged $100 in gold for $137 in 
greenbacks, “bought a suit of clothes, took a warm bath to 
wash off the graybacks, threw away the old duds and felt 
like a new man.”

Swank Ranch on Swiss Ranch Rd., about 1918.

After visiting the Washington Monument, Swank took 
supper at the Mountain House, opposite the Baltimore & 
Ohio Railroad Depot and departed by train April 8 for 
Winchester, Ohio, noting that the train fare was $11.30.

Jackson Swank’s diary keeping came to a halt at that 
point for a full year. What he did during the next 12 

Please see Swank, pg. 34
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Swank, cont. from pg. 33
months in Ohio is unknown. It is thought he may have 
returned to farming and also taught school. The Swanks 
did, however, in January, 1864, add another child, 
Elizabeth “Lizzie” Swank, to their family.

But, on Sunday, April 12, 1864, Jackson Swank re
sumed his diary as he and Mary Ann and their children 
waited in Winchester for the roads to dry out. The follow
ing day they loaded their wagon and with a group of other 
emigrant families, headed for California.

They crossed the Missouri River near Council Bluffs on 
April 27, passed through Omaha and traveled southwest to 
hit the emigrant trail on the North Platte.

Since their wagon train was relatively small and they 
used mules instead of oxen, they traveled fast. Whenever 
they could, they bought grain to keep the mules in good 
condition. Also, they were early in the season, so there was 
plenty of grass and water. Often, they covered more than 
30 miles in a single day.

They saw Indians, but had no trouble. At night, they 
carefully guarded their stock.

Before reaching Fort Hall they turned off on the Salt 
Lake City route, arriving in Salt Lake on June 8, and on 
June 26, their wagon train pulled into Virginia City, 
Nevada, the first train of the season to arrive there. They 
had been just 60 days from Omaha and made the trip from 
Salt Lake to Virginia City in only 17 days.

That summer of 1864 Virginia City was booming, but 

whether the Swanks remained there for a while or returned 
directly to Calaveras County, is not known. The Swank 
diary ends with arrival of the wagon train in Virginia City.

But they did return to Calaveras County and settled in 
the Rail Road Flat area, where Jackson Swank resumed 
mining. Four more children, including Willard Byron 
Swank, were born there to Mary Ann and Jackson Swank.

Jackson Swank’s brother, Henry, by now also had come 
to California with his wife, and was mining with Jackson 
in the Rail Road Flat area.

In 1867 Mary Ann Swank discovered the famed Petti
coat Mine while she, with Mrs. Henry Swank and a lady 
whose last name was Post, were on their way to visit the 
ailing wife of another miner.

The discovery occurred after the three women had re
tired to the bushes at the edge of the trail for a natural 
function, and Mary Ann suddenly noticed gold glistening 
on the wet rocks where they had lifted their petticoats.

The husbands of the three women immediately filed a 
claim on the ore outcropping, but lacking the money to 
buy machinery necessary to operate the mine, they entered 
into a financial agreement with E.W. Said. Said was 
murdered on September 30, 1868, while enroute from the 
mine to Mokelumne Hill, and upon his death, the Swanks 
and Post lost ownership of the mine.

Henry Swank and his family moved to Watsonville, but 
Jackson Swank, and later, his sons, continued to mine in 
Calaveras County.

Blacksmithing was an important part of mining. Elmer Marshall in blacksmith shop at Banner Mine.
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Ray Swank mowing hay on Swank Ranch. Elmer Marshall in background.

Eventually, Edwin Taylor, who owned the Rail Road 
Flat store, acquired ownership of the Petticoat Mine.

The Swanks were involved in operation of the Banner 
Mine which wasjocated not far from the highly successful 
IXL Mine. Both mines were on the same underground 
gravel channel, but while the IXL was a rich producer of 
gold, the Banner at best, was only a marginal producer.

Jackson Swank, near the turn of the century, hit a prom
ising quartz ledge on the ridge between Cave City and 
O’Neil Creek, which he called the “Pilot Mine’’ and which 
sometimes was known as the Swank Mine.

He sank a shaft on the ledge, but again, lacking funds 
for milling equipment and other machinery, decided to 
join the Alaska Gold Rush. There, he hoped to make a 
quick stake which would finance development of the Pilot 
Mine.

But Jackson Swank, at 65, was no longer a young man. 
He arrived safely in Alaska but the rigors of mining cou
pled with the harsh climate that had beaten down many 
younger men, was too much for him.

Swank contracted pneumonia while mining on the beach 
at Nome and is buried in the cemetery there.

Meanwhile, his son Byron, by now a married man with a 
family, continued to follow mining. He had married Mary 
Ann McLaughlin, a Calaveras County native, and his 
sister, Elizabeth, had married San Andreas dentist Charles 
Lincoln Butterfield.

Byron Swank tried for a time to develop the Pilot Mine 
but finally sold it to the Thomas Brothers, who had other 
mining interests in the county, including mining property 
on O’Neil Creek.

Byron had three children, Willard, born in 1888, Ray, 
born in 1890, and Amy Dawn Swank, born in 1892. The 
children attended the Banner School, and later, the Moun
tain Ranch School.

As a young woman, Amy Dawn Swank, worked at Dor
rington for a family named Rowe. The Rowe’s spent only 
their summers at Dorrington, and returned to their home 
in Watsonville in winter, taking Amy Dawn Swank with 
them. It was there she met and married Elmer Rufus Mar
shall, who had come to Watsonville from Idaho.

She brought her husband back to Calaveras County 
where her father and brothers were mining. “They could 
always use another mucker,” chuckled Everett.

Two of their children, Everett and Marguerite, were 
born in Calaveras County and Robert Leroy Marshall was 
born in Stent in Tuolumne County.

The Marshalls first established on Summit Level Road, 
where Everett Marshall was born, and later, he tried ranch
ing and raising Angora goats on the old Armstrong Ranch, 
north of Sheep Ranch.

“The goats ranged up on the bluffs and did well, but 
someone had to stay with them most of the time with a dog 
and a 30-30 rifle to keep the coyotes away,” said Everett 
Marshall.

“I started school at Mountain Ranch, but things 
changed pretty fast,” he said.

“My grandfather, Byron Swank and his wife, Mary 
Ann, had a section of timber out there on Swiss Ranch 
Road — called the Wolfe place. And it was about that time 

Please see Swank, pg. 36
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Swank, cont. from pg. 35
— during the 1920’s, my grandfather dropped dead on a 
street in Sonora.”

My uncle Ray talked my grandmother into borrowing 
money to build a sawmill, borrowed $10,000 — and then 
1929 came along and the bottom dropped out. They lost 
the timber — lost everything. When my grandmother 
passed away in 1935 she was living in a little one-room 
cabin in Mokelumne Hill.

Meanwhile, Everett’s mother and father had sold out to 
Henry Bosse for $1,800, and his father opened a vegetable 
and fish market in Sonora. The new business did not last 
long.

Amy Dawn Marshall died suddenly at age 42, of a heart 
ailment.

Ultimately, there was a war and Everett and Anita Mar
shall, as the war ended, found themselves in the bay area 
where he was to become a successful contractor.

Today, in retirement, they have returned to the Mother 
Lode to live in one of Sonora’s gracious South Shepherd 
Street homes.

But there still is mining in Everett Marshall’s blood.
Almost any morning you can find him on his claim, in 

the old mining district of Stent.
“I just have one rule about this mining business, these 

days,” he said.
“I never dig a hole deeper than I can jump out of.”

STUDENT HISTORY ESSAY
WINNERS AT APRIL MEETING

Renewing a tradition which began in 1957, the Calaveras 
County Historical Society is once again conducting an 
historical essay contest for this county’s upper elementary 
and high school students.

Since the contest was announced in local classrooms 
earlier this year, some 40 essays have been submitted and 
now are in the process of being judged.

Names of winners will be announced at our historical so
ciety’s dinner meeting of April 28 in the Metropolitan, in 
San Andreas.

Essay winners will be selected in each of three combined 
grade levels, Fifth and Sixth Grades, Seventh and Eighth 
and High School.

Essays, which may contain up to 1,500 words and cover 
any historical subject or incident involving Calaveras 
County or its people, will be judged 60 percent on original
ity and historical content, 20 percent on composition and 
20 percent on organization and neatness.

Winners in each grade level and their parents or guardi
an are to be guests of our organization at its upcoming 
potluck dinner meeting, and each winner will be asked to 
read his or her essay.

Essay contest chairman is Historical Society Director 
and Past President Lorrayne Kennedy. She is assisted by 
Calaveras Enterprise newswoman and historical writer 
Mary Matzek; Stockton Record reporter Kathy Geiszler; 
retired teacher Bessie McGinnis and Las Calaveras Editor 
George Hoeper.

The winning essayist at the high school level will receive 
$200. Fifth-Sixth grade and Seventh-Eighth grade winners 
each receive $100.

A LOOK AT BEN THORN
“Badge and Buckshot,” the true story of Calaveras 

County’s famed Sheriff Ben Thorn and other early day 
California lawmen now is being published by University of 
Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma.

Authored by fourth generation Californian John Boes- 
senecker, Badge and Buckshot gives an in-depth look at 
the life of the iron-willed but sometimes scandal plagued 
Sheriff Thorn.

Boessenecker, a San Francisco attorney, who recently 
spoke on Thorn at a meeting of our historical society, was 
more than 10 years compiling the information that has 
gone into his book. The book, $22.95, can be purchased 
from University of Oklahoma Press.
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JOHN KIRK, WEST POINT WALNUT INDUSTRY PIONEER
There are few walnut orchards in the West Point area of 

Calaveras County that have not felt the touch of John 
Kirk’s hands.

The grandson of a pioneer San Joaquin-Calaveras 
County ranching family, Kirk, now 82, is considered the 
father of the West Point area’s walnut industry.

His has been a busy and productive life, always closely 
associated with ranching, lumbering and the agriculture of 
Calaveras County, which he long ago adopted as his home.

This is his story, told largely in his own words, of his and 
the Kirk family’s life through good times and bad, in San 
Joaquin and Calaveras Counties.

“I am the grandson of John W. Kirk (1822) and Mary 
Jane Kirk (1828) who came from Missouri to California in 
the early 185O’s. They homesteaded 320 acres in San Joa
quin County, 10 miles west of Linden, on the north side of 
the Calaveras River.

My name is John Ross Kirk, born March 6, 1906. I am 
the son of Giles Livingstone Kirk (1856) and Barbara May 
Kirk (1877). There were nine children born to this marriage 
and I was the sixth child. I was born on the John W. Kirk 
homestead that my father and my uncle, John Samuel Kirk 
(1852), purchased from their father and farmed until their 
deaths.

This farm contained 128 acres to which my father, after 
1900, added 120 acres of railroad land.

The Kirk homestead contained 70 acres of rich bottom 
land flanked on the West by Stone Corral Creek, which 
flowed into the Calaveras River on the South side of our 
property.

When I was a small boy my father and uncle Samuel 
Kirk raised alfalfa and grain on the bottom land. They also 
raised beef cattle, dairy stock and horses, some of which 
they sold and others, which they farmed with. They raised 
hogs, selling some and killing some for their own use. We 
smoked hams and bacon and raised a large flock of 
chickens, some to sell and some to eat.

My brothers and sisters included Joseph Livingston 
Kirk, Samuel, William, Frank, Beth, Gale Harley Kirk, 
Maude Doris Kirk and Lovernia Kirk.

Tragedy struck our family on January 29, 1911, with the 
death of my sister, four-year-old Maude.

My brother, Harley, Maude and I were playing in the 
house when she accidentally fell, scalding herself in a 
bucket of boiling water. She died the next day.”

In 1911, John Kirk made his first trip to the mountains. 
His father and his uncle Samuel were summering about 100 
head of cattle in the Lion Creek area, having acquired dur
ing the late 1890’s, the old George Davis Ranch on Lion

Creek where the present county road now crosses it.
The Kirks had a house and barn there and for several 

years members of the family spent part of each summer 
there. Those, John Kirk recalls, were happy interludes.

There was fishing and hiking and exploring and trips to 
Big Trees, Bloods Meadow, Dunbar’s and to neighboring 
ranches and cow camps.

There, John Kirk met John and Alex McQuade, Amy

John Kirk, his orchard is his workshop and his hobby.

Gipson, and the Sandoz family, whom they met on Sun
days at church. Andrew Sinclair, of Jenny Lind, also had a 
cow camp near the upper end of Lion Creek and the Elbert 
Hatlers were at the Mitchell Mill on the Licking Fork of 
the Mokelumne. John’s uncle and aunt, Harry and Zella 
Wimer, also were camped at Lion Creek.

At home again in the fall of 1913, John Kirk started 
school, attending classes with his brothers and sisters in the 
old Douglas School across the river from their ranch. They 
crossed the Calaveras River on a narrow footbridge.

The summer of 1913 had also been one of drought, and 
that was the first year his father and uncle pumped water 
from the Calaveras River to their crops.

“My father bought a one-cylinder International gasoline 
engine to run the pump, and I can remember going to sleep 
to the soft, slow chug-chug-chug of that engine as it ran the 
pump.

Then 1918 arrived and the United States was at war with
Please see Kirk, pg. 38
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Kirk, cont. from pg. 37
Germany. My brother, Joseph Livingston Kirk went into 
the Army.

The year 1920 brought real change for me. That was the 
year I had a big responsibility thrown on my shoulders.

I was 14 years old at the time, and that was when my 
older brothers and sister, Joe, Sam, Frank, Harley and 
Beth left home and it was up to me to take care of most of 
the business and help out my parents and younger brothers 
and sister.

1 carried out those duties until 1927 when I was 21 years 
old and left home to begin working for wages.”

Although at times ranch duties and his father’s illness 
forced him to stay out of school, John Kirk graduated 
from the eighth grade in 1923.

And, despite hardships and responsibilities, John con
tinued on to high school.

“If it hadn’t been for the Stockton Gregory family and 
other families offering me rides to high school I never 
would have been able to go,” he said, “I think a lot of 
those families for what they did for me.

In those days we had no school bus. The only way to get 
to school was in a Model T Ford. When I went to Linden 
High School only about 60 kids were enrolled there.

In the spring of 1924 I planted 100 walnut trees on my 
Dad’s place, the old John Kirk homestead.

That same year my brother Joseph married Penniah C. 
Kunkle and the following year my brother Frank, married 
Irene Ellen Warren. My brother Harley married Christine 
Bailey that same year.”

Meanwhile, I was learning all I could about walnut 
culture.

The Field brothers, Alonzo, James and Charles, who 
had walnut orchards along the Calaveras River, taught me 
how to bud walnut trees. That was in 1926, and I also bud
ded walnut trees on our home place.

In 1927 I turned 21 and began working for wages. The 
first place I worked was on the Stockton Gregory Ranch 
which was near our ranch, and then I went to work in a big 
walnut orchard in Bellota.”

The year 1928 saw my brother, William Kirk, and me 
farming our father’s ranch, and in 1929, my uncle, Dixon 
Evans Kirk, and I farmed the Gregory property, which 
originally had been a portion of the John W. Kirk 
homestead.”

During the early 1930’s I began working for Alfred 
Watkins helping harvest corn and pruning peach and 
walnut trees in his orchard next to the Calaveras River.

In 1931 my father and mother and my sister, Lovernia 
Kirk, moved to West Point where they lived in the Rofino 
home which stood on the lot on Main Street where Jim

Carson later was to locate his lumber sheds. They moved 
because they had rented their ranch for a year to my 
brother, Frank.

I continued to work for Alfred Watkins, budding walnut 
trees in his orchard above Bellota as well as doing other 
work for him and still going to high school whenever I 
could.

Finally, on June 8, 1932, I graduated from Linden High 
School.

Meanwhile, my sister Lovernia, had introduced me to 
Miss Dorothy Congdon, of West Point, and on November 
25, 1932, I moved to West Point to become a permanent 
resident.

Jobs were not easy to find, but in January, 1933, I went 
to work as a tool sharpener at the Civilian Conservation

John Kirk and Dorothy Congdon 
married on Oct. 24, 1934.

Corps camp near Mountain Ranch and kept that job until 
March, when I went to work for the Matson Lumber Com
pany.

On October 24, 1934, after two years of courtship, 
Dorothy Cogndon and I were married in Reno, Nevada.”

The years of the mid-30’s were not easy ones for Calave
ras County residents, including the Kirks. Jobs were few 
and low paying, but John Kirk always managed to find 
something to do. He and his brother Joe worked on the old 
schoolhouse for Charles Hollingshead and he helped Hol
lingshead plant an apple orchard. Wages were $2.50 per 
day.

The start of 1935 found John Kirk working on the new 
South Fork grade and other roads such as the Licking 
Fork, the Ridge Road between Three Way Station and Rail
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Road Flat and the Middle Fork grade road.
On June 13, 1936, his son, John C. Kirk, was born.
From 1937 until June, 1948, Kirk worked for Pacific 

Gas & Electric Company as a ditch repairman, but he also 
was busy in West Point’s infant walnut industry.

Kirk in 1936 had budded a number of walnut trees for 
Alex and Claude Smith and helped prepare a walnut or
chard for Superior Judge J.A. Smith. He also began bud
ding walnut trees for Curtis Dunlap and budded nearly 100 
more for Alexander Smith.

In 1938, he also budded a walnut orchard for Desire’ 
Fricot at Fricot City, then budded more on the Dunlap 
Ranch.

In December, 1938, the Kirks’ second son, William G. 
Kirk, was born.

John Kirk, that same year, planted the present walnut 
orchard that is now on the hill behind the old Congdon 
home where he and Dorothy lived, and where he still lives.

Electricity came to West Point in 1941 and John Kirk 
recalls that “six of us fellows who worked on the ditches 
for PG&E, Jim Haley, Joseph Cauvan, Clifford Spink, 
Robert Reynolds, Norman Phillips and myself, all signed 
up to buy electric stoves and water heaters so they would 
bring the power into town, all the way down to the old 
schoolhouse. We had lights for the first time on May 1, 
1941. Nat Lain was the PG&E salesman at that time.”

“A lot of new walnut orchards were going in, and I bud
ded and grafted trees for Alexander Smith, Mary Dale 
Clark, Jerry Dunlap and Jesse McLaughlin, over at Daf
fodil Hill.

“Those trees that I budded for McLaughlin back there 
in 1942 are the same ones under which the daffodils are 
blooming today.”

Throughout the war, in addition to working for PG&E, 
John Kirk continued to carry on the walnut culture and or
chard work throughout the West Point area.

He budded trees for Wendel Phillips, Peter Rusteen and 
pruned apple and pear trees for Isabel Tunnel, and as their 
orchards expanded, he continued to bud walnut trees for 
his old customers.

In 1948, as the PG&E ditch work ended, Kirk took a job 
as bus driver and custodian for the West Point Elementary 
School. His wife and sons assisted him with the janitorial 
work and he continued working in the walnut orchards.

Kirk left the school job in 1951 to go to work for 
American Forest Products Company, first in the woods as 
a choker setter, then later, in the Wilseyville yard.

During the 195O’s he continued to help local walnut or
chard owners, budding and grafting trees for Pomroy Sin- 
nock on the old Tom Moss place and for Edna Evans and 
Ben Carlton, Frank Grueger in Sandy Gulch and Earl 
Mason, in Glencoe.

“I was working every day at the sawmill and people kept 

me busy on my days off taking care of their orchard prob
lems,” he said.

People from outside the local area now were calling for 
his help in budding and grafting and John Kirk often was 
called to Amador County walnut orchards.

Some of his walnut budding projects were not small. In 
1963 he budded 955 Franquet and 38 Hartley trees for 
Willard Smith and another 52 trees for Dr. Rodney 
Johnson, in Pine Grove.

The winter of 1964-65 was especially mild in Central 
California and even in West Point, at an elevation of 2,700 
feet, walnut trees did not go fully dormant.

All who attempted to sign graft or bud walnut trees that

John Kirk at his West Point home.

year, including horticulturists at large agricultural univer
sities, had poor luck. And, although some of the grafting 
and budding projects undertaken by John Kirk were not 
totally successful that spring, his rate of success still sur
prised local and state agricultural experts.

In 1975, at age 69, John decided he had worked long 
enough for the American Forest Products Company. But 
that does not mean he retired. Instead, it simply gave him 
more time to devote to the walnut business.

Tragedy struck John Kirk’s life in 1984, when Dorothy 
Kirk, his wife of 50 years, passed away in July of that year. 

But, despite the loss, John carries on, still active in com
munity and local agricultural affairs.

On June 20, 1987, local walnut orchardists, along with
Please see Kirk, pg. 40
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Kirk, cont. from pg. 39 
county and state agricultural officials and his family and 
friends, honored John Kirk during a special luncheon and 
ceremony in the West Point community hall with resolu
tions of appreciation for the years and effort he has 
devoted to promoting and improving Calaveras County’s 
walnut industry.

Today, John still lives in the same well-groomed West 
Point home, surrounded by the walnut orchard he planted 
many years ago, where he and his wife lived and raised 
their family.

His son, William, lives in Auburn where he is a lumber 
grader for American Forest Products Company at its mill 
in Foresthill. His son, John, is a resident of Sacramento, 
where he teaches in the San Juan High School District.

And, even now at 82, John Ross Kirk, whose appear
ance is more like that of a man of 62, continues his active 
life, and he still is happiest when working on an orchard. 
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members to the society: 

Aspen St. Arch. & Eng., Arnold
B. Todd Brown, Pioneer
Nick & Syd Cilenti, Mokelumne Hill
Horace & Dorothea Cooper, Farmington 
Arden A. Edwards, Linden
Arlene E. Erickson, Murphys
Raymond & Dorothea Gillett, Galt
Sharon Gress, San Andreas
Jack & Beverly Hartley, Mokelumne Hill 
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Nat & Harriette Knight, Fair Oaks 
David Lawler, Berkeley
Robert E. & Nancy J. Leer, Mountain Ranch 
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Ronald Dean McCarty, Copperopolis
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IN MEMORIAM
Lloyd A. Graves, San Francisco, Nov. 1987 

Laura Dudley, Altaville, March 5, 1988

BULLETIN
The historic Altaville Schoolhouse officially has become 

the property of Calaveras County Historical Society.
The State General Services Department has notified 

Society President Gloyd “Bud” Ponte that the necessary 
documents have been signed, giving our organization full 
title to the 130-year-old building, and .58 acres beside 
Highway 49 in Altaville, on which it stands. Its restoration 
is the result of the joint effort of our society, the County of 
Calaveras, City of Angels, State of California and the con
tributions of local citizens.
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SHERIFF JOSEPH ZWINGE
A RESPECTED LAWMAN

For 28 years, from 1923 to 1950, Calaveras County 
Sheriff Joe Zwinge stood tall among the lawmen of 
California and the West.

Few persons, in the 138-year history of this county have 
enjoyed a wider circle of friends or were held in greater 
respect than was Sheriff Zwinge.

Elected during the prohibition years when many law en
forcement officers chose for a price, to wink at the illicit 
liquor trade, Joe Zwinge was recognized by California 
sheriffs as a man who strictly enforced the 18th Amend
ment. Calaveras was known as a “clean county,” for 
Zwinge refused to overlook the bootleggers, prostitution 
and slot machines. And, he came down hard on cattle 
rustlers and all other forms of crime.

The descendant of Calaveras County pioneers, he was 
the grandson of Joseph Zwinge who arrived in New York 
from Prussia in 1851 and shortly thereafter, joined the 
California Gold Rush.

Grandfather Zwinge had quickly tired of drudgery in a 
New York sugar factory and 1853 found him operating a 
tenthouse restaurant in a wild and roisterous southern 
Mother Lode mining camp called San Andreas.

Zwinge’s “American Restaurant” stood on Main Street 
on the very spot where the Calaveras County Library 
Building now stands. The restaurant was an immediate 
success but within months the canvas and scrap wood 
structure was destroyed by fire.

Zwinge hammered together a wooden building on the 
same location and it stood until the “great fire of 1857” 
leveled most of the central area of the camp, including his 
new restaurant.

Still undaunted, Joseph Zwinge and his brother, An
tone, who also had arrived in California, erected the pres
ent massive walled stone building that houses today’s Cala
veras County Library. The stone came from a quarry on 
the Zwinge homestead on Murray Creek and was hauled to 
the building site by burros.

The new stone structure, in addition to housing the 
restaurant, served as a hotel with several guest bedrooms. 
The kitchen was quite large with its own well and a wind
lass to hoist water buckets, taking up the center of the 
room.

In 1865, attractive, red haired Elizabeth Evers arrived in 
San Francisco and a few months later, on October 4 of that 
year, she and Joseph Zwinge were married in St. Mary’s 
Cathedral.

The newly married couple returned to San Andreas 
where Zwinge resumed his remunerative restaurant and

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
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hotel business. In addition to serving meals and catering to 
travelers, they turned out pies which they sold, for $1 each, 
to the miners.

On July 15, 1856, William Zwinge, the first of Joseph’s 
and Elizabeth’s 11 children was born. He missed by only a 
half-hour, being the first white child born in San Andreas. 
But, he was the first child to be baptized in St. Andrews 
Catholic Church.

Please see Zwinge, pg. 42

Calaveras County Sheriff Joe Zwinge
Calaveras County Archives
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Family of Gold Rush Emigrant Joseph Zwinge. (Back row, L to R) Theodore, Elizabeth, John, Mary and Joseph Zwinge, 
Jr. (Middle row) Henry, Edward, Elizabeth Evers Zwinge, widow of the elder Joseph Zwinge; and Matthew Zwinge. (Front 
Row) Katherine, Teresa and William Zwinge, father of Sheriff Joe Zwinge. Theodore, John and Joseph married daughters 
of the pioneer Filippini family and Katherine Zwinge married Dave Filippini, father of Charles Filippini, historical society 
member and present-day resident of San Andreas. Charles Filippini Family Album

Zwinge, cont. from pg. 41
When the second child, John, was born, the restaurant 

was sold. The deed to the property contained the clause, 
“included in this sale is the silverware and the pigs in the 
pen out in back.”

The Zwinges then moved to their Murray Creek prop
erty where their family of seven boys and four girls were 
raised.

After establishing on the Murray Creek homestead, 
Joseph Zwinge for a time, took up mining and also built a 
large reservoir on Murray Creek to store water which he 
planned to sell to downstream miners. But, no sooner had 
he completed his rock and earth-fill dam than a large dam 
further upstream on Murray Creek, near Mountain Ranch, 
suddenly broke. The water and debris which came rushing 
down washed out Zwinge’s newly built dam.

Zwinge then turned to farming, raising fruit and 
vegetables for the miners, but lack of roads made it 
necessary to transport the produce on the backs of mules. 
He later built a road up Murray Creek to his ranch, using 
black powder and hand tools.

As the Zwinge children reached school age during the 
early 1860s, the family moved to San Andreas. There the 
pioneer Zwinge went into the freighting business, using 
10-mule teams to haul merchandise and supplies between 
Stockton and Calaveras County.

A great tease, the elder Joseph Zwinge was well liked, 
but he apparently was no great dancer. When the local 
German population gave a dance and the caller shouted 
“Swing her on the corner, swing her,” Joseph often would 
make the wrong step, causing considerable hilarity. His 
friends, upon meeting him later, would laugh and call him 
“swinger,” and before long, “Swinger” became a family 
nickname.

In 1922 when his grandson, Joseph William Zwinge, 
first ran for the office of sheriff against several other can
didates, he found that more of the county’s voters knew 
him and his family by the name of “Swinger” than they 
did by his correct name of Zwinge. He remedied that prob
lem by having both names printed on his campaign cards 
and won the election.

The pioneer Joseph Zwinge and his wife eventually 
returned to farming on their ranch, but in 1888 he was 
thrown from a wagon and fatally injured when a team 
bolted with him. Elizabeth Zwinge died 10 years later.

The oldest son, William, became an expert at operating 
steam engines and was employed as a hoist engineer at 
several of Calaveras County’s larger mines. He also served 
as engineer at the McKay Sawmill, (the Clipper Mill) on 
Love Creek.

William also patented Zwinge’s Herb Cough Medicine, 
which he marketed for several years. His recipe had been 
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given to his mother by local Miwok Indians. It contained 
horehound, mullen, brake fern root and coffee berry, all 
plants native to the Calaveras area.

On March 7, 1880, William Zwinge married Harriet El- 
tringham of Douglas Flat. Between 1881 and 1900 they had 
seven children, including Joe, their first child, born in 
Sheep Ranch, who was destined to serve as Sheriff of 
Calaveras County for 28 years.

Other children of William and Harriet included John, 
born in 1882; Walter, 1884; Lula, 1889; Calvin, 1891; 
Melvin, 1892, and William, born in 1900.

All of the Zwinge family were quite tall. An old news
paper printed in the 1800s, which was found many years 
later in the Calaveras County Courthouse, contained an 
article that in a statewide contest the elder Joseph Zwinge 
had been named the tallest man in California. Runner-up 
was Harriet Eltringham’s father. Naturally, all of William 
and Harriet Zwinge’s children were quite tall. Their 
daughter, Lula, was five feet, 11 inches tall and their son, 
Calvin, tallest of their six boys, was six feet, seven inches.

From childhood, when he often saw and admired black 

But, upon completing grade school, instead of turning 
to law enforcement, Joe became apprentice to a San An
dreas Blacksmith. He moved on to Porterville, then com
pleted his apprenticeship in Fresno where he also learned 
the plumbing trade.

For a time, at age 16, Joe and a man named Kirk oper
ated a blacksmith shop in that city. Then for a time, Joe 
left blacksmithing to try his hand as a dry goods salesman, 
but 1905 found him back in San Andreas working as a 
blacksmith for the Utica Company which was building a 
powerhouse on the Stanislaus River. He held that job for 
three years.

But, in 1908 a fall from the roof of a building on which 
he was installing heavy steel braces broke his hip and ended 
his career in blacksmithing and heavy construction.

While he convalesced, Joe took a job as night watchman 
at the county courthouse and also helped Charley Waters 
with his cattle. He did not return to blacksmithing, but in
stead found employment at various mines where he 
worked as a hoistman, having learned the basics of the 
trade from his father.

hatted Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thorn as he rode proudly 
through town, young Joe Zwinge wanted someday to be 
sheriff.

During a dance in Mountain Ranch Joe met Clara 
Henrich who had come to Calaveras County from Rich- 

Please see Zwinge, pg. 44
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mond with her father, and on November 4, 1914, they were 
married. They honeymooned at the World’s Fair.

In 1915 Joe Zwinge began operating the O’Connell and 
Wentworth stage line between Valley Springs and Angels 
— the first automobile stage in Calaveras County.

Zwinge ran the stage line for three years, then moved his 
young family to Angels Camp where, after a few months 
employment at a local mine, he opened a garage in 1918. 
There also, that same year, his third daughter, Lorraine 
was born.

The Zwinge’s first daughter, Velma, had been born in 
1916 at her grandmother’s home in Mokelumne Hill, and 
their second daughter, Phyllis, had been born at Fourth 
Crossing.

In all, Joe and Clara Zwinge had five children. Barbara 
and Joseph Jr. were born in San Andreas after their father 
was elected sheriff.

While operating his garage in Angels Camp, Joe got his 
first taste of law enforcement work when he was elected 
Constable of Angels Township. And, shortly thereafter, he 
was appointed Chief of the Angels Camp Volunteer Fire 
Department. He held both positions until 1923 when he 
took office as sheriff of Calaveras County.

Urged by friends, Zwinge made the decision in 1922 to 
enter the race for sheriff against incumbent Don Cosgrove. 
By the time the June Primary election arrived there were 
several candidates in the contest, but when the votes were 
counted Joe Zwinge found himself in a November run-off 
with Cosgrove.

Zwinge campaigned vigorously but refused to accept any 
financial contributions from friends.

The November election finally arrived, and when the last 
ballot was counted, Joe Zwinge was pronounced the win
ner by a majority of 27 votes.

During the interim between his election and when he 
took office on January 1, 1923, the new sheriff sold his 
garage business, bought the home on California Street, in 
San Andreas, of the defeated sheriff and began an inten
sive study of law enforcement procedures and state and 
county criminal law.

The 18th Amendment (prohibition) was in force, Pardee 
Dam was under construction, mines still were operating at 
Copperopolis and Melones. The county’s population, 
although small and scattered, had need for good law en
forcement.

With a single deputy whom he hired shortly after taking 
office, and a few scattered volunteer deputies, Joe Zwinge 
from 1923 until 1950, when he retired, was the law in 
Calaveras County.

Among the men who served Zwinge as volunteer depu
ties were Alex Lombardi, of Mokelumne Hill; Bill Hench 

and a man named Goey, of Copperopolis and his brother, 
Melvin Zwinge, who had become Constable of Angels 
Township.

But, as sheriff, Joe Zwinge often faced danger alone. He 
did not often wear a holstered gun, but people soon 
learned that when Zwinge strapped on his old, single ac
tion .44 Colt Frontier revolver, he meant business.

Called to Copperopolis on a July 4th where a drunken 
miner reportedly was “shooting up the town,” Zwinge 
learned he was holed up in a local rooming house. Moving 
from room to room the sheriff threw open a door to find 
himself staring into the muzzle of a cocked revolver in the 
hands of the miner, who was hiding under the bed. Zwinge 
made a dive for the gunman whose pistol failed to dis
charge because its firing pin came down on his hand.

Sheriff Zwinge refused to allow bootlegging in Calave
ras County during prohibition year, and he waged a con
stant war against sellers of illegal liquor and operators of 
'hidden liquor stills.

“We arrested the whiskey makers and wrecked their 
stills,” said the late Howard Collins, who served as Joe 
Zwinge’s deputy for 20 years. “Bear Mountain was a great 
place for stills and we got a lot of them there,” he said.

Collins recalled that about the only operator of a still 
who didn’t end up in jail was a bootlegger in the Mountain 
Ranch area who had nine kids. “We used to go up there 
periodically and wreck his still, but we always let him get 
away. The reason was that the county supervisors didn’t 
want him arrested. They complained that if we arrested 
him the county would have to support his wife and nine 
kids while he was in jail.”

One Christmas eve a Copperopolis property owner left a

William Zwinge, father of Sheriff Joe Zwinge.
Charles Filippini Family Album
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box of cigars in the sheriff’s office for Joe Zwinge. Later, 
the sheriff opened the box to find not only cigars, but 10 
$20 bills.

On Christmas morning it was the sheriff with a search 
warrant, instead of Santa Claus, who arrived in Copperop
olis. He arrested the business owner’s bartender, con
fiscated considerable whiskey and expressed regret that the 
owner was not there.

Slot machines, common in most counties during the 
1930s and 40s, were not tolerated by Zwinge. Old timers 
recall that on more than one occasion, a cell in the jail 
housed stacks of confiscated slot machines.

“Dad was a fine man and a teriffic sheriff — he never 
took a dime from anyone — even to finance his election 
campaigns,’’ said his daughter, Phyllis Comstock, now a 
resident of Sacramento.

“We had a wonderful family life, and although we were 
never well off financially, we had enough. Mother was a 
wonderful cook and homemaker. Because of his job, 
Dad was gone a lot, but he was good to us kids.”

“Because of the sheriff’s office, we had the only night 
phone in town — the board of supervisors wouldn’t go for 
the expense of a radio for the sheriff’s department. Conse
quently, we got lots of emergency calls — messages con
cerning deaths or accidents — and, if dad wasn’t home, 
Mother would put on her coat, take us kids with her, and 
deliver the messages,” said Mrs. Comstock.

“Like all kids, we liked to use the phone, but when dad 
and the deputies were out, phone calls for the sheriff’s of
fice came to our house. Mayme McConnell was the tele
phone operator. One of us kids would be jabbering away 
on the phone and Mayme would break into the conversa
tion with ‘You damn kids get off the phone — there’s a call 
for the sheriff on the line here.’ ”

“During the depression things were tough here, but dad 
and mother helped a lot of people out with food baskets — 
we always raised a big garden — and no one ever was 
turned away from our house without something to eat.”

Joe Zwinge liked kids and he hated to put the kids in 
jail. He personally took over the guardianship of many 
youngsters rather than see them sent to an institution. For 
those that had to be held in custody locally, he had a 
separate building constructed in the old courtyard, which 
he called the detention ward, so the youngsters could stay 
there.

He also refused to use two old dungeons in the back cor
ner of the jail yard — they are gone now — in which to 
house prisoners. Phyllis Comstock recalls that they were 
built of heavy timbers sunk into the earth, were damp, 
dark, and so small that prisoners were forced to crouch in

Joe and Clara Zwinge on wedding day.
Phyllis Comstock Album

them. Each had a ball and leg chains and the air in them 
was foul.

Joe Zwinge’s biggest case — the arrest and break-up in 
1929 of the notorious Fleagle gang — made national 
headlines.

Using their jobs at the Calaveras Cement Plant in San 
Andreas as a front, Howard “Heavy” Royston and 
others, committed crimes throughout the west, including 
an Escalon bank robbery; robbery of the Tracy Post Of
fice; a train robbery in Pinole during which a federal 
payroll was taken and robbery of a Lamar, Colo., bank in 
which four persons were murdered.

The sheriff’s suspicions concerning a scar from a gun
shot wound in the face which Royston tried to pass off as 
an automobile accident injury, led to his connection with 
the Colorado bank robbery and slayings. Ultimately, 
Royston, whom Zwinge arrested in his San Andreas home; 
one of the Fleagle brothers and a third member of the gang 
were hanged for the Colorado murders. A fourth member 
of the gang died in a shoot-out with police in Pocatello, 
Idaho.

Joe and Clara Zwinge watched their youngsters grow up 
in their California Street home and become young adults 
as he continued to serve as sheriff. It was a good life.

But there were dark moments, too.
The sadness and awful emptiness when the family

Please see Zwinge, pg. 46
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Sheriff Joe Zwinge with dignitary at Frog Jump in Angels 
Camp, circa 1930. Oversized badge was presented to 
sheriff as a joke. Phyllis Comstock A Ibum

Zwinge, cont. from pg. 45
learned that young Joe, 20, had died in a plane crash in 
England, early in world War II.

And it was bleak news for Joe Zwinge and his family 
when he learned, during the late 1940s that the illness he 
was suffering had been diagnosed as cancer. In 1948, the 
sheriff underwent major surgery, but his condition did not 
greatly improve.

He continued on as sheriff, serving out his seventh term, 
but chose in 1950 to retire rather than to seek reelection.

He died in a Stockton Hospital on May 27, 1956, leaving 
his wife and daughters, Velma, Phyllis, Lorraine and Bar
bara; his sister, Lula Reinking, and his brother, Melvin.

Clara Zwinge passed way in 1976.
Said Sheriff James of San Joaquin County in a letter to 

Joe Zwinge, wishing him a speedy recovery shortly after he 
had announced his retirement, “You’re the only man I 
ever met who wore his heart over his badge.”

FLEAGLE GANG LEFT
A BLOODY TRAIL

Mid-June, 1929, morning heat already was bearing 
down on the sunny side of North Main Street, in San An
dreas, as Sheriff Joe Zwinge walked into McNaughton’s 
barber shop, across from the county courthouse.

A customer, whom the barber was preparing to shave, 
reclined in the barber’s chair, his face swathed with a 
steaming, wet towel.

“Who you roasting under that thing,” asked the sheriff, 
nodding toward the reclining man.

Then casually, with no intent of offending either the 
barber or his customer, Zwinge, before turning to seat 
himself, lifted a corner of the towel. Staring up at him was 
the face of Howard “Heavy” Royston, a tram engineer at 
the Calaveras Cement Plant.

“Oh, hullo, Heavy,” said the sheriff as he quickly 
dropped the towel back in place.

After a few moments of random conversation Zwinge 
arose and left. The barber removed the towel and began 
Royston’s shave.

As for the sheriff, he had glimpsed Royston’s face for 
only an instant, but that quick glance raised questions in 
his mind that would not go away.

Royston, 34, had arrived in Calaveras County in 1925, 
had been hired as an engineer at the cement plant, and later 
married a teacher, Mary Keyes, of Mountain Ranch. They 
now had a nine-month-old daughter and lived in a house 
on North Main Street, near the San Andreas Creek Bridge. 
Royston’s mother lived with them.

Although Royston worked at the cement plant, he and 
his locomotive brakeman, George John Abshier, 32, took 
periodic leaves of absence. In May, 1928, Royston and Ab
shier took off for a few days, but did not immediately 
return.

Word came back that Royston had been hurt in an 
automobile accident and Abshier had found another job.

When, after a considerable time Royston did come 
home, he wore a bandage over the side of his face to cover 
the wound he said he received in the accident.

But, what Sheriff Zwinge had seen that June morning 
when he lifted the towel off Royston’s face, he was sure 
was not a cut received in an auto accident.

“That is a gunshot wound,” he quietly told his wife that 
evening. “I could see powder burns around the healed 
area. This bears further investigation.”

Zwinge contacted Clarence Morrill, director of the State 
Department of Criminal Investigation and Identification, 
and a probe of Royston’s activities got underway.

Zwinge knew facts about Royston that others in Cal-
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Sheriff in Sherlock Holmes Role

SHERIFFS PLAYED SHERLOCK HOLMES ROLE 
Above sketches depict high spots in solution of $238,000 
bank robbery and murder of four men in Lamar, Colo. 
Ralph Fleagle was arrested in Illinois after his and Howard 
Royston’s bloody fingerprints were found on murder vic
tim’s car. Royston, a Calaveras Cement Plant employee, 
was arrested in San Andreas. Jake Fleagle escaped and is 
now sought throughout the U.S.

(Sketches and photos from Aug. 17, 1929, Stockton Record)

averas County did not. He knew Royston had been ar
rested in Richmond for theft of $1,000 worth of cigarettes 
and tobacco from a freight car, and in Sacramento in 1922 
for grand larceny. He had been acquitted on both counts.

Royston’s previous arrests made it easy for Zwinge and 
Morrill to obtain his fingerprints without arousing his 
suspicion. At the same time, they began checking dates of 
his and Abshier’s absences from the cement plant.

The dates of those absences were checked against the 
dates of major crimes in this and other western states.

It was a long and frustrating process for Sheriff Zwinge, 
but he refused to give up.

Then, in August after months of fruitless letter writing 
and investigation, the break came.

On May 23, 1928, while Royston and Abshier were on 
one of their periodic leaves, four men armed with rifles 
and revolvers had robbed the First National Bank of 
Lamar, Colo. The gunmen took $238,000 in cash and 
securities and left a bloody shambles in their wake. But 
they did not get off Scott free.

As the four entered the bank and announced they were 
conducting a holdup, bank president A.N. Parrish instead 
of raising his hands, pulled a revolver from a desk drawer 
and began firing.

Parrish died under a hail of bullets from the bandits’ 
guns. His son, John, was shot and died a few hours later. 

But, one of the banker’s shots had not missed. A bullet 
from his pistol hit one of the robbers in the jaw.

The bandits fled, but not before they took the bank’s 
money and securities. They also abducted a bank mes
senger and bank teller Everett
A. Kessinger as hostages.

The messenger, E. A. Lund
gren, was released unharmed a
few miles from Lamar, but
Kessenger was killed by the
gunmen. His body was found
three weeks later in Kansas.

The wounded member of
the gang was badly in need of 
medical treatment and in
Dighton, Kans., one of the
gunmen went to the home of
Dr. W. W. Wininger. At gun
point, the doctor was forced to
drive to an abandoned ranch 
near Oakley where he was held
for nearly two weeks while he
treated the wounded man.

When the gunman had re
covered enough to travel, Dr.
Wininger was shot to death 
and his automobile with his
body in it, was pushed down a
hill into a gully.

The doctor’s car was found,
and Sheriff Joe Zwinge was
notified early in August that 
the fingerprints of Howard
Royston and Ralph Fleagle, a
known gunman and bank robbery suspect, were found on 
the doctor’s automobile.

Even as notification of Royston’s apparent involvement 
in the Lamar bank robbery and death of the doctor 
reached Sheriff Zwinge, Ralph Fleagle was arrested in 
Kankakee, Ill., and was immediately charged with murder 
and robbery. His brother, Jake, also sought as a suspect in 
the robbery and murders, escaped arrest by minutes in 
Peoria, Ill.

Sheriff L.E. Aiderman of Prowers County, Colorado,
Please see GANG, pg. 48
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Herbert L. “Heavy” 
Royston (top) and 
George J. Abshier.



Sheriff Joe Zwinge, (left) with undersheriff H. H. Zierdt 
and state investigator Owen Kessell, (right) closed the net 
around the Fleagie gang.

GANG, cont. from pg. 48
in which the town of Lamar is located, left immediately for 
Illinois to take custody of Ralph Fleagle. And, in doing so 
he set a precedent by being the first law enforcement of
ficer in the nation to transport a prisoner by airplane.

Fleagle, by the time he arrived in Colorado, was ready 
and willing to talk in an attempt to save hmself from the 
gallows. He admitted that he and his brother, Jake, had 
been involved in numerous robberies. He also implicated 
himself, his brother, Royston and Abshier in the robbery 
of a Southern Pacific Company train at Bay Point, near 
Pinole, California, in which a federal payroll was taken 
and in the robbery of a post office in Tracy.

He gave his questioners information in detail about the 
Lamar bank robbery, and blamed the shooting of the bank 
personnel and Dr. Wininger on Royston, Abshier and his 
brother, Jake.

In return for his confession, Colorado authorities, in
cluding the Prowers County district attorney, reportedly 
told Ralph Fleagle they would not ask for the death penal
ty be invoked against him. The alleged agreement brought 
forth criticism in Lamar and other parts of Colorado, as 
well as in California.

With Fleagle’s confession and the finding of Royston’s 
fingerprint on the dead doctor’s car, Royston’s and Ab- 
shier’s Jekyll and Hyde existence came to an end on the 
afternoon of August 16, 1929.

Armed with a murder warrant issued in Colorado, 
Sheriff Joe Zwinge, accompanied by state investigators, 
his undersheriff and at least one Colorado police officer, 
went at mid-afternoon to the Royston home on Main 
Street.

Howard Royston, who was once again employed at the 
cement plant, worked nights and was asleep on a cot in the 
basement of his home because it was cool there.

At the front door the sheriff and his delegation of peace 
officers was met by Royston’s mother, Hannah, who ap

parently aware of her son’s involvement in crime, told 
them he was not home.

The sheriff pushed past her and walked down the stairs 
to the basement where he awakened Royston and placed 
him under arrest. Royston was unarmed and offered no 
resistence, however, a search of the premises revealed a 
loaded revolver under the mattress of his upstairs 
bedroom.

That same afternoon in Grand Junction, Colo., George 
John Abshier, (aka Messick) who had been under observa
tion for several days, was taken into custody and charged 
with the Lamar slayings and bank robbery.

Following Royston’s arrest, Sheriff Zwinge went into his 
office to telephone the information to Colorado authori
ties. When he completed the phone call he found Royston 
shackled hand and foot, awaiting transport to Sacramento 
where he was to be held, pending extradition proceedings.

“What the Hell? — Get that stuff off of him,’’ ordered 
the sheriff, as he pointed to the handcuffs and leg-irons.

By the time they arrived in Sacramento Sheriff Zwinge 
had Royston’s full confession.

Royston admitted firing five shots at bank president A. 
N. Parrish after the banker shot him in the face. He added 
that all four members of the gang were firing during the 
robbery.

He told Zwinge that of the $238,000 taken, $193,000 was 
in bonds and securities which later were burned. His share 
of the loot, he told the sheriff, amounted to less than 
$1,000 and he spent most of that on doctor bills in St. 
Paul, Minn., where he fled after Wininger was killed.

Royston said the Fleagles and Abshier essentially aban
doned him after he was wounded.

George Abshier was the first of the trio of accused men 
to face trial, and on October 11, 1929, in a Lamar court
room, he was found guilty of murder and bank robbery 
and sentenced to death.

On October 16, exactly two months after he was arrested 
in his San Andreas home, Howard “Heavy’’ Royston, also 
was sentenced to hang for the Lamar murders and bank 
robbery.

Then, on October 26, despite assurances that because of 
turning state’s evidence he would not hang, a jury in the 
same Lamar courtroom found Ralph Fleagle guilty of 
murder in the first degree and sentenced him to death.

All three men, within months, died on the gallows for 
their crimes.

Jake Fleagle, a few months later, was cornered and shot 
to death by police when he resisted arrest in Pocatello, 
Idaho.
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CALAVERAS COUNTY MUSEUM 
NOW OPEN EVERY DAY

The Calaveras County Museum, housed in the 132-year- 
old county courthouse on historic Main Street, in San An
dreas, now is open to the public seven days a week.

The museum hours are from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily, 
with an elevator providing easy access to the second floor 
of the old courthouse and IOOF Hall in which the museum 
is located.

Through an agreement with the County Board of Super
visors, the Calaveras County Historical Society has begun 
operating the museum with its own staff, assisted by mem
bers of our society who serve as volunteer docents.

This new arrangement comes on the heels of an extensive 
renovation and refurbishing of the museum area, financed 
through a $70,000 grant coupled with local county funds.

Our society members with the cooperation of the Cala
veras County Heritage Council, now are planning expan
sion of the museum exhibits and displays of artifacts dat
ing back to the Gold Rush days.

The main floor of the courthouse contains the historical 
society’s business office and the county archives.

The business office, which is open on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., is administered by 
Executive Office Director Willard Fuller, a historian and 
retired mining engineer.

County Archivist Lorrayne Kennedy, who also is past
president of our historical society, donates her services, 
and is in her office from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Thursday 
and Friday of each week, and also by appointment.

Calaveras County residents are lucky in that their coun
ty’s archives contains one of the most complete sets of 
records, local newspapers, diaries, articles and historical 
data on early-day people, families and events, of any coun
ty in Northern or Central California. The historical society 
itself, also has an extensive collection of early day 
photographs.

And, thanks largely to the work of Mrs. Kennedy, this 
vast store of information has been meticulously indexed 
and filed for quick and easy reference. The archives are 
open to the public as well as to this county’s residents, and 
requests for information and research come here regularly 
from throughout the nation.

Also open for viewing in the old courthouse complex is 
the old Calaveras County Jail which held such notorious 
outlaws as stage-coach bandit “Black Bart,’’ and countless 
other desperados who robbed and killed during the hectic 
gold mining days. Within the rustic walled courtyard that 
surrounds the old jail at least three murderers went to the 
gallows during the latter part of the 19th century. Their 
bodies still lie within the courtyard in unmarked graves.

STUDENTS’ HISTORY ESSAY
WINNERS RECEIVE AWARDS

The winners of our society’s student history essay con
test which was renewed this year after a lapse of several 
years, were honored at our April 28 dinner in the Metro
politan.

From a field of more than 40 entries, ten young essay 
writers were selected for prizes that ranged from $200 for 
first prize to $10 for honorable mention.

The students competed on three combined grade levels 
that included Fifth and Sixth Grades, Seventh and Eighth 
and Ninth through Twelfth Grades (high school).

The essays, which could be on any historical subject or 
event of the author’s choosing which involved Calaveras 
County or its people, were judged 60 percent on originality 
and historical content, 20 percent on composition and 20 
percent on organization and neatness.

First prize and $200 in the high school category went to 
Ninth Grader Toney Powers, of Bret Harte High School, 
whose essay was titled “The McCarty Family of Cop
peropolis.”

Second place and $120 went to Calaveras High School 
sophomore Dan Stoddard who wrote on the “Miwok In
dians of Calaveras.” Jamie Canepa, a Bret Harte ninth 
grader, was third place winner in the high school competi
tion with an essay titled “The Canepas.” He received $40.

Honorable mention went to an essay on “Mines and 
Miners of Angels Camp,” written by Bret Harte 10th 
grader Tim White, who received $10.

In the Seventh-Eighth Grade competition, first place 
and $100 went to Copperopolis eighth grader J.R. St.Peter 
for his essay titled “The Federal Truck.”

Bruce Burnett, a seventh grader at Toyon Middle 
School, won second place and $50 for his “History of 
Mountain Ranch.’’

Toyon eighth graders Jesse Hooton and her best friend, 
Maria Montasano, each won $25 by tying for third place in 
the Seventh-Eighth Grade contest. Jesse’s essay was titled 
“The Hotel Leger And Its Owners,” and Maria’s was “A 
Tale of the Bandito Joaquin Murieta.”

Honorable mention and $10 went to Toyon eighth 
grader Virginia Ringuette, for her essay titled “Mountain 
Ranch Heritage.”

Melissa Newby, a sixth grader at Valley Springs Elemen
tary School, won $100 and first place in the Fifth-Sixth 
Grade competition with her essay on the history of Jenny 
Lind.

The winners, who with their families were guests at our 
dinner meeting, read their essays to the audience of more 
than 100 people.

Please see Essays, pg. 50
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THE McCARTY FAMILY 
OF COPPEROPOLIS

By 
Toney Powers 

Ninth Grade, Bret Harte High School
Thomas and Agnes McCarty homesteaded land on Log 

Cabin Creek, on the site of what is now Copperopolis. 
Mrs. McCarty’s two brothers also came to Copper and 
established the Dean Ranch, on the northeast side of Salt 
Springs.

The McCartys raised a family of nine children. They in
cluded Ransome, William, Edward, Charles, George, 
Jackson, Deborah, Agnes and Caroline. These nine 
children and their parents lived in a small log cabin while 
Thomas McCarty operated a store and trading post where 
miners came to buy food and supplies. Thomas also deliv
ered supplies to mines and
mining camps that included
the “If I Can,” South Shaft
and the Union Mines.

In 1860, while Thomas was
making a delivery, one of his 
wagon wheels became stuck
in a mud-hole. While freeing
it, he found a small amount
of copper ore.

William Reed also discov
ered copper at about the
same time, so he and McCar
ty decided to form a partner- Toney Powers
ship. In 1862 they sold most of their interest in the Union 
Mine and built a turnpike from Copperopolis to the Mc
Carty Ranch, and on through Telegraph City.

Thomas McCarty remained on his Log Cabin Ranch for 
the rest of his life, raising horses, cattle and sheep. After 
his death his sons, Ransome and Jackson, carried on the 
ranching operation.

The two McCarty boys eventually ended their partner
ship, split the livestock, and each of them bought their own 
ranch.

Jackson Dean McCarty bought the Albert Ranch in Salt 
Spring Valley in 1901. Jackson also purchased the original 
Log Cabin Ranch from his brothers and sisters.

In 1902, Jackson Dean married Helen Hunt and their 
children were Cecil, Albert, Helen, Jackson (little Jack), 
Taft, Lucille, Agnes, Helen, Thomas, Dean and Ella.

Little Jack McCarty drove a truck, carrying fence posts 
and fence wire to local ranchers. He married Venus Shum 
and they had eight children. They were Jacklyn, Donna 
Rae, J.T., Vennie Mae, Ronnie, Pattie, Robbi and Dick.

Little Jack died in 1973 and his wife, Venus, died in 
1987.

The McCartys who still live in Copperopolis are Ella 
McCarty Hiatt; Ronnie, his wife, Pat and their daughters, 
Ronda and Stacy, and Dick and his four children, Rick, 
Michele, Krissy and Tara.

Ronnie still runs cattle on the McCarty Ranch near Salt 
Springs. Dick now owns the Copper Inn, in Copperopolis. 

The McCartys still are active and supportive of Cop
peropolis community affairs.

In researching this report, I used Volume XV, No. Il, of 
Las Calaveras and also spoke to Dick, Ronnie, Claire Mc
Carty and Charles “Sonny” Stone.

THE FEDERAL TRUCK
By

J.R. St.Peter 
Eighth Grade, Copperopolis Elementary

The Federal Truck was used from 1915 to 1918 to carry 
the U.S. Mail, passengers and freight between Columbia 
and Sonora.

The truck was purchased in 1915 by George M. Trask, 
of Columbia. Before buying the truck, Mr. Trask had used 
four horses (and sometimes six) to pull a Concord 
Stagecoach.

In the early days, from the 1880s until the Sierra 
Railroad reached Sonora, the mail from Columbia and 
Sonora was brought by train to Milton, then was taken by 
horse drawn stages through Copperopolis and along 
O’Byrnes Ferry Road.

The stagecoaches also car
ried Wells-Fargo strong 
boxes that contained money
and gold, and they were 
often stopped by bandits, 
usually betweeen Copperop
olis and O’Byrnes Ferry, said
Mr. Trask.

Mr. Trask met the stage 
from Milton at Mt. Brow, on
the Sonora highway and
transferred mail, passengers
and the Wells-Fargo box to J.R. St.Peter 
his 17-passenger stagecoach and delivered them to Colum
bia.

The Milton stage then went on to Sonora. By 1888, 
Trask was delivering mail directly between Sonora and 
Columbia, a four-mile trip that took him about 50 
minutes, and sometimes longer, when there was snow or 
the dirt road was flooded and muddy.

By 1915 cars and trucks were coming into general use 
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and George Trask decided to buy the Federal truck for his 
mail run.

The “Federal” was a chain link drive that often was 
called a worm drive. The truck had solid tires and wooden 
spoke wheels with a canvas top and side curtains for bad 
weather and was capable of speeds up to 15 miles per hour.

The front seat provided space for the driver and one 
passenger and three passenger seats fitted the full width of 
the truck body and were covered with a full-length 
cushion, canvas covered and stuffed with straw or ex
celsior.

Head lamps were lighted by carbide and the solid rubber 
tires made the truck very rough riding, especially on the 
rough, dirt roads of those times.

The J.D. McCarty family of Salt Springs Valley, near 
the town of Copperopolis, bought the Federal truck in 
1920 from Mr. Trask.

Mr. McCarty had a sheep range in the U.S. Forest on 
Sonora Pass and needed the truck to haul supplies to the 
headquarters for his sheep camps near Dardanelle. Mr. 
McCarty was about 60 years old and had learned to drive 
his Model T Ford but he didn’t learn to drive the Federal 
truck.

Mr. Trask taught McCarty’s son, Jackson, to drive the 
truck so they could bring it home to Salt Spring Valley. 
Jackson was McCarty’s oldest son, but he was only eleven 
years old. His father sat beside him and helped with the 
gears and the brakes, as the boy could hardly reach those 
pedals. The gas lever was under the steering wheel, as it 
was on most cars made in those days.

The truck was used by the McCarty family to and from 
Sonora Pass for many years and was always driven by 
“Little Jack,” as he was called. A lot of times on the 
return trip home down the steep grades from Dardanelle 
they would bring home a load of cedar posts to be used on 
the home ranch for fence building. This was a very 
dangerous trip and there were some frightening experi
ences, like the time when the brakes gave out. They were 
lucky to find a place at the bottom of the hill where they 
could coast to a stop, and no one was hurt.

When they were carrying freight the seats were removed 
to make more room for hauling. The truck was also used 
to haul loads of wool from the McCarty sheep ranch to the 
train at Milton. The wool was put into large sacks of about 
200 pounds each.

Mr. McCarty had a family of eight children and he liked 
to take his children and friends on picnics around Salt 
Spring Valley because he could haul about six people to 
each seat. He also took his family to their summer camp at 
the Dardanelle and Douglas Station every summer, in the 
Federal truck.

Later, the other three McCarty sons grew up and learned 
to drive the Federal truck. It was used this way until the 
late 1920s or early 1930s.

The Federal truck is now used just for parades, but it 
still belongs to the J.D. McCarty family. The truck is kept 
in Ron McCarty’s Garage in Copperopolis.

JENNY LIND
By

Melissa Newby 
Sixth Grade, Valley Springs Elementary

Jenny Lind is a very special place to my family and me. 
That is why I have chosen it as my topic.

Before I talk about my family’s connection with Jenny- 
Lind history, I’d like to tell you a little background on Jen
ny Lind.

Jenny Lind, founded in 1849, was first called Dry Dig
gins’ because of the lack of water to wash its gold bearing 
gravel.

Later, it was renamed Jenny Lind.
Why did they rename the town?
Well, a famous lady named Jenny Lind was coming to 

sing to the townspeople.
She was known to make a

fortune in gold each night 
she sang. She sang on a
stump and the people really 
loved her and changed the 
name of the town to “Jenny
Lind,” in honor of her.

Jenny Lind is a small little 
town in the Mother Lode. In 
her day she was as pros
perous as any of her
neighboring boom towns.

It is a historic mining Melissa Newby
town, located on the Calaveras River between Bellota and 
Milton. The streams were lined with gold and people still 
pan gold there today. You can still see the scars from the 
dredges which mined there following the gold rush days.

The old livery stable that was built there is special to me. 
A man named Randy Sparks has bought that place and has 
restored it to its original beauty. He put my grandfather 
Newby’s name on the top.

The sign reads: “D.E. Newby,” and I know my grand
father would have loved it. In its day, it sheltered many a 
string of pack mules.

There used to be a store in Jenny Lind. There is nothing 
left of the building now.

I remember my grandpa telling us about the store. He 
owned the land the store was on. When he sold the land 

Please see Jenny Lind, pg. 52
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Jenny Lind, cont. from pg. 51
they tore down the old store buildings. 

The Odd Fellows Hall was built in 1878. It seems to be 
the only one that is beautifully preserved and kept. My 
Grandfather Newby still is a member and goes there all the 
time.

I lived in Jenny Lind with my Grandmother Newby for a 
couple of months. She still lives up on the hill in Jenny 
Lind. You can look down on the whole town from her 
house. My Dad was raised on that hill. His roots are there. 

My Grandfather Newby and my uncle are buried in Jen
ny Lind in the IOOF Cemetery and I’m glad my family 
roots are still there.

I only wish they could have restored all the old impor
tant buildings in Jenny Lind so that people could enjoy the 
old mining town as it once was.

Jenny Lind is quite a little town with a big history. 
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members to the society: 

Mrs. Bernice Bishop, Altaville.
E. R. Bobrow, Jr., Altaville.
Paul Bosse, Jackson.
John L. Canepa, Acampo.
Allin G. Copp, Stockton.
Kathey & Dan Dietrich, Mountain Ranch.
Pat Feeley, San Andreas.
Lillie Nichols Gruber, Linden.
Shirley & Jerry Hodnefield, Saratoga.
Mr. & Mrs. Art Hough, Valley Springs. 
Kenneth & Terri Jarrett, Linden.
Bryce & Elaine Jasper, San Andreas.
John R. Kirk, West Point.
Nadine & Eugene Looper, Linden.
Orin & Carolyn Mallett, Stockton.
Lawrence Pugno, Murphys.
David Purselie, Pleasanton.
George L. Rasmussen, Marysville.
LTC Michel O. Riley, APO New York, N.Y. 
Nancy E. Root, West Point
Al Spence, Angels Camp.
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Stoneking, Valley Springs. 
Les & Mary Anne Strojan, Farmington.
Tom & Mary Taylor, Mokelumne Hill. 
Howard Tower, Copperopolis.
Helen Riley Warne, Altaville.

IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Frances E. Bishop, Arnold. April 12, 1988 

Mrs. Eva Cuneo, Calaveritas. May 12, 1988 
Doris Treat Daley, Corona Del Mar. May 11, 1988 
Ellis “Al” Gibbens, San Andreas. April, 19, 1988 

Mrs. Josephine Hymes, Napa. June 3, 1988 
Rose Wiebe, Lakeview, Ore. June 8, 1988

DINNER MEETING JULY 28
New officers will be installed and our society’s annual 

architectural awards will be presented at its July 28 dinner 
meeting in the Metropolitan Dinner Theater, in San An
dreas.

The dinner will start at 6:30 p.m., followed by the instal
lation of officers and award presentations.

The architectural awards committee is chaired by Rober
ta Kenyon, of Mountain Ranch. Serving with her is her 
husband, Ozzie; George K. “Dutch” and Lucy Schwoerer, 
of Valley Springs; Jack and Lorrayne Kennedy, of San An
dreas; Shirley Huberty and Winnie Alexander, both of 
Mountain Ranch.
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COPPER COUNTRY
The first Calaveras County Fair — an event devoted 

largely to horse racing — was held on the Nathan Flower 
Ranch on Sawmill Creek, west of Copperopolis, in the 
spring of 1894.

Flower, a California pioneer who a few years earlier had 
moved his family from Rancheria del Rio Estanislao Grant 
to the Copper area, laid out a half-mile track complete 
with judges stands, for the fair.

Entire families as well as individuals came from 
throughout the county to camp for several days under the 
trees along the creek and around the Flower home.

Among those whose horses were top competitors were 
Ransom and Jackson Dean McCarty, Frank Tower, I.N. 
Neely, Fred Burnham and at least one young woman, Julia 
Bower, of Salt Springs Valley.

Julia distinguished herself by riding Frank Tower’s 
mare, “Daisy A,” to an easy victory over several male 
riders. Ransom McCarty’s “Susie Hooker” also was a 
consistent winner, as was I.N. Neely’s “Buckhorn.” Other 
riders who ran their horses during that first fair included 
John and Doc Shoemake and John and Andrew Davis, all 
of Copperopolis, and Jack Morley, of Murphys.

The racetrack on the Flower Ranch was used regularly 
for many years.

A unique feature of the Flower home on the ridgetop 
overlooking Sawmill Creek was that rain which fell on the 
east side of its roof ran off into Sawmill Creek and even
tually flowed into the Stanislaus River, while the rain that

Please see Copper, pg. 17
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TELEGRAPH CITY,
MEMORIES AND STONE WALLS

Long before Hiram Hughes, in the spring of 1860 sank 
his pick into a mineralized ledge and touched off Califor
nia’s first and most flamboyant copper boom, Mexican va- 
queros already were familiar with the land.

The foothills of what later was to become southwest 
Calaveras County had long been recognized by Mexican 
herdsmen as prime winter and early spring cattle country.

As early as 1843 two Mexican citizens, Francisco Rico 
and Jose Antonio Castro recognized the agricultural value 
of this land. Through a grant signed by California’s Mex
ican Governor Manuel Micheltorena they obtained title to 
eleven square leagues — 48,886 acres known as Rancheria 
del Rio Estanislao. It included a portion of what is now 
southwestern Calaveras County and a vast area of north
eastern Stanislaus County.

By the early 1850s American settlers, among them 
Please see Memories, pg. 14

Milton was still a busy railhead town when this photo (looking from the west) was taken in 1907.
(Calaveras County Museum)
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Memories, cont. from pg. 13
Thomas McCarty and Jacob Tower, whose families still 
are prominent in the area, had taken up land in the 
southwest corner. McCarty settled on Cabin Creek south 
of the present Highway 4, and Tower took up his home
stead in Salt Springs Valley, where the family still owns 
ranch land.

Hiram Hughes, a native of Kentucky, had captained the 
wagon train in which he and his family traveled west in 
1850.

The Hughes home ranch was near Cave City, but he too, 
was familiar with the Gopher Range, east of the Rio 
Estanislao Grant. In fact, it was in May, 1860, while hun
ting strays from the herd he had wintered in the Gopher 
Ridge area, that Hughes found a ledge that produced gold. 
Hughes was no stranger to mining, having only recently 
returned from Virginia City’s Comstock Lode.

On Gopher Ridge he staked a claim which he named the 
“Quail Hill No. 1,’’ and with J.F. Treat, of San Andreas, 
organized a small mining company. However, whenever 
time would permit, he continued to prospect the area.

Some months after the Quail Hill strike, Hughes, with 
his 10-year-old son, William Napolean Bonaparte Hughes, 
was prospecting Hog Hill when the boy wandered away. 
Not far from where his father was digging, young Hughes 
noticed an outcropping of what appeared to be ledge mat
ter and drove his pick into it. Within minutes he and his 
father were unearthing pieces of heavily mineralized ore.

Unable to identify the mineral, Hughes sent samples to 
San Francisco where it was determined that the material 
was high-grade copper ore. The discovery became the 
famous Napoleon Copper Mine.

Meanwhile, ore at the Quail Hill Mine which had pro
duced mostly gold near the surface, turned to copper as it

The Collier Mine produced copper until World War II.
(Calaveras County Museum)

acquired depth. At one point, one wall of the ledge pro
duced gold and the other wall produced copper.

The copper strike triggered a stampede that brought 
gold miners from diggings throughout Calaveras County 
as well as from Amador and Tuolumne Counties to what 
was becoming known as the “West Belt.’’

Then, adding to the excitement, William K. Reed and 
Thomas McCarty made a copper discovery on what they 
called the Union Lode, and
around it almost overnight,
sprang up the boom town
of Copperopolis.

Further to the west on the
Stockton-Sonora Road be
tween the Napoleon and the
Quail Hill Mines, another
town with the somewhat 
disparaging name of Grass
hopper City, was taking
root. On that road north of
the Napoleon Mine, Ed
Laughlin early in 1861 con
structed the first building, a
general store.

Laughlin quickly added a 
taurant and Sam Roberts’ livery stable were soon followed 
by a Post Office, stage and express station. A second hotel 
was built there by Isreal Smith, as was a shoe shop and 
numerous saloons and billiard halls which probably 
preceded most other businesses.

Along this road which connected Stockton to Sonora, 
via the O’Byrnes Ferry, a telegraph line was built. And, as 
the town grew — a Bancroft questionnaire in 1863 gave it a 
population of 500 — its name, at the suggestion of Eaf 
Gatewood, was changed to Telegraph City.

Also, in 1863, T.C. Meader of Stockton, who later 
became a founder and director of the Stockton- 
Copperopolis Railroad, acquired the Union Mine in Cop
peropolis from Reed and McCarty. This transaction 
proved a boon to Telegraph City, for the former Union 
Mine owners then undertook construction of a road be
tween Copperopolis and Telegraph City, known as Reed’s 
Turnpike.

Each day huge wagon loads of copper ore rolled from 
the Calaveras mines, bound for river barges at Stockton, 
and eventually for smelters on the east coast. For, with the 
Civil War reaching its bloody climax, copper badly needed 
for munitions and other war materials, was bringing 50 
cents per pound.

The migration to the southwest corner which had begun 
as a trickle in 1860, had by 1863 swelled to a torrent. The

Hiram Hughes discovered 
copper in Southwest Corner. 
(Calaveras County Museum)

hotel. A blacksmith shoo, res-
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Memories, cont. from pg. 14
handful of original settlers, the McCarty, Tower, Bisbee, 
Pope, Gardner, Beardslee, Oxendine and other families 
which had come to the area to wrest a living from the land, 
found themselves deluged with newcomers. Hundreds of 
hopeful miners and prospectors joined the developers of 
the original mines. And, following the miners came more 
merchants, businessmen, gamblers, land speculators and 
hangers-on.

The area around Telegraph City was designated the 
Gopher Mining District with Ed Laughlin serving as 
district recorder. A mile beyond Telegraph City Adam 
Shafer opened another store which did a thriving business.

Around Telegraph City the Napoleon, Quail Hill No. 1 
and the Quail Hill No. 2, sometimes called the Eagle Mine, 
were running full blast, as were the Star & Excelsior and 
the Collier, located a mile southwest of the Napoleon. (The 
Collier Mine operated sporadically for years, its last activi
ty occurring during World War II.) Other mines operated 
around Telegraph City during the boom years of the Civil 
War included the Camp and McNulty, Texas Consolidat
ed, Tecumseh, Pioneer and Gopher Hill. But the major 
producer in the Telegraph City area was the Napoleon, 
which during its years of operation is estimated to have 
produced more than $1 million worth of copper.

During the Civil War years much of the copper ore pro
duced in and around Telegraph City and Copperopolis was 
smelted on the Atlantic Coast because satisfactory, large- 
scale copper refining and recovery methods had not yet 
been developed here. The ore was hauled by wagon to 
Stockton, then barged to San Francisco and transferred to 
ocean-going vessels for the long trip “round-the-horn.”

Great Britain also was anxious to obtain this high grade 
Calaveras County copper ore, but the U.S. Government, 
during the war, frowned on and attempted to discourage 

the British trade. It was the fear of the Federal Govern
ment that England, after processing the ore in its smelters 
at Swansea, in Wales, might sell the copper to the metal 
hungry Confederacy with which we were at war.

Upon close of the Civil War much of the copper ore 
from the Calaveras mines did go to England.

Wade Hampton, whose recollections of happenings in 
early Calaveras make up some of the most entertaining and 
graphic reading in past files of the Las Calaveras, was 
among those who took part in the West Belt copper rush. 
Hampton said that it was a fatal accident at the Camp & 
McNulty Mine, near Telegraph City, that led to discovery 
here of the leaching method of copper recovery.

According to Hampton, mine owner William Camp and 
a miner named Charles Fisher were involved in an explo
sion in the bottom of the mine shaft. Fisher died as a result 
of the accident, and, the mine which was not paying well, 
was closed. Tools in the bottom of the shaft at the time of 
the accidental blast, were not even removed.

The mine remained idle for several years and its shaft 
filled with water. Then, a San Francisco based company, 
according to Hampton, took over the mine and pumped it 
out. In the bottom of the shaft when the water was remov
ed, workmen found the tools — drills, hammer, picks, 
shovels, tamping bar and even the iron bail of the hoist 
bucket, had turned to almost pure copper. Through years 
of leaching in the copper water, copper had eaten away 
and replaced the iron.

This discovery of the leaching process was adopted at 
several mines, including the Napoleon Mine, said Hamp
ton, and as a result, several of them once again became 
profitable operations.

As early as 1862, soon after outbreak of the Civil War, a 
group of far-sighted businessmen and investors, including

Please see Memories, pg. 16

Headframes of the Union and New Discovery Copper Mines flanked the Copperopolis main street in 1918.
(Calaveras County Museum)
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Memories, cont. from .pg. 15
C.T. Meader and Thomas Hardy, soon to become owners 
of the Union Mine in Copperopolis, saw need of a railroad 
to transport copper ore to Stockton and to serve the min
ing area. They, with 78 subscribers who pledged 
$1,500,000, undertook financing of what was to become 
the Stockton-Copperopolis Railroad. But, financing for so 
large a project did not come easily. It was not until the late 
1860s when the Federal Government agreed to participate 
financially, that actual construction got underway.

By that time, however, the price of copper was falling 
and when the railroad reached Milton, in the summer of 
1871, the copper industry in southeastern Calaveras Coun
ty had collapsed. The rail company directors decided, 
much to the dismay of Telegraph City and Copperopolis 
residents, to terminate the railroad at what was to become 
the town of Milton.

In latter years when the copper mines reopened, the rail
road did haul copper ore to Stockton, but teams, steam 
powered tractors and later, gasoline powered trucks, 
hauled the ore from the mines to the railhead at Milton.

Slowing of the copper market brought change to 
Telegraph City and its surrounding area but Telegraph Ci
ty continued to be an important stopping place for 
travelers to and from Jamestown, Sonora and Copperopo
lis as well as a trade center for local ranchers.

Edward and Mary Parks took over Ed Laughlin’s hotel 
and the C.S.S. Hill store. Parks, a veteran of the Mexican 
War, had managed a toll station of Rock Creek Road prior 
to moving to Telegraph City. He acquired about 2,000 
acres of grazing land and in addition to his town business, 
ranched the land until his death in 1885.

Parks’ son, Robert, took over the ranch and in 1894, 
married Agnes McCarty. That was the same year that the 
Telegraph City Post Office, which the Parks family had 
run for many years, finally was closed. From that time on, 
Telegraph City area people received their mail at Milton.

Robert and Agnes Parks built a large, landmark home 
on the Telegraph City Ranch and remained there until they 
sold it in 1919 to Walter and Chester Murphy. Unfor
tunately, the home burned two years later.

The Murphys also had acquired the Adam Shafer ranch 
which flanked the road to Telegraph City. Walter and his 
wife, Sophie, lived at Telegraph City until 1928 when they 
moved with their children, Roy and Doris, to Milton.

During their years in Telegraph City the Murphys used 
the old Parks Ranch as their headquarters. Walter ran 
some 10,000 sheep and Chester, who married Ella Pope, 
was a cattleman. Chester and Ella remained at Telegraph 
City until around the start of World War II then, with their 
children, Chester and Lucille, moved to Farmington.

Train time at the Milton Depot. Covered rig in the 
foreground is thought to be the Copperopolis stage.

(Calaveras Historical Society)

The beautifully constructed stone foundations and walls 
of the huge barn which was built by Jimmy Sykes, and was 
used by both the Parks and Murphy families, still stand 
beside the old road at Telegraph City.

Other early day ranchers of the area included Stephen 
Decatur Suits and his partner, Hadley. Their ranch was 
located on what became known as Telegraph Creek and 
this property was later to become headquarters of the 
Beardslee-Gardner Ranch.

Along Gopher Gulch were the ranches of John Willi
ams, Henry Boucher, James Jorseman and McFarlin.

South of Telegraph City was the Herman Donner Ranch 
and that of H.H. White. White is said to have at one time 
operated the Church or Lane Mineral Springs at the north 
end of Salt Springs Valley.

Bill Pope’s ranch was on Shirley Creek. That creek was 
named for early settler I.H. Shirley.

But long before Robert Parks took over his father’s in
terests at Telegraph City or the Murphy brothers took up 
ranching there, commercial mining in the Gopher District 
had become a thing of the past. The end of mining also 
spelled the end of Telegraph City, until, at the turn of the 
century, it had become only another foothill ghost town.

As the new century arrived it was ranching, not mining, 
that sustained the Southwest Corner’s meager economy. 
And gradually, even the ranches began decreasing in 
number. The smaller spreads on which their owners had 
managed to eke out hard-won livings, were being con
solidated into larger, more financially rewarding opera
tions.

Today, a rerouted State Highway 4 bypasses the site of 
Telegraph City. The old townsite now is marked only by a 
few remaining foundations and miles of carefully con
structed rock walls along the quiet country road over 
which stage coaches once rolled and thousands of tons of 
copper ore was hauled to help the Union cause.
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Copper, cont. from pg. 13
fell on the west side ran off into Littlejohns Creek and 
drained into the San Joaquin River.

★ ★ ★

On the south side of Highway 4, just east of Littlejohns 
Creek, is an excavation known as “The Slate Quarry’’ 
which dates back to the early days of the Copperopolis and 
Telegraph City area.

Slate rock from this outcropping supplied foundation 
and building stone for many of the old structures in South
western Calaveras and in Stanislaus and San Joaquin 
Counties.

From this quarry came the slate shingles that roofed the 
tower of St. Mary’s Catholic Church in Stockton and for 
the roofs of most of the original buildings at the state 
hospital in Stockton.

A second, not so well known quarry which provided the 
slate rock for construction of the Lane Dam at the con
fluence of Clover and Littlejohns Creeks, was located on 
this same rock formation a few miles to the north of 
Highway 4. The Lane dam washed out in the winter of 
1908 and was not rebuilt.

★ ★ ★

The original mining town of Hodson was a company 
town, built by the British-owned Royal Consolidated Min
ing Company that developed the mine there.

The company owned the homes, store, butcher shop and 
school and paid its miners in script that was good only 

when used in the company-owned businesses.
The practice of issuing script was extremely unpopular 

and finally ended only after the miners launched a bitter 
and protracted strike.

★ ★ ★

Many years after the Hodson mines had closed and the 
English mining company was long gone, Frank Tower and 
a group of mining associates made a rich gold strike at 
Hodson.

This particular diggings was known as the “Butcher 
Shop,’’ because Tower and his group had sunk their shaft 
on the exact spot where the original company town’s 
butcher shop had stood.

Across the road from the “Butcher Shop’’ was Cyril 
McCarty’s Sky Rocket Mine. The wooden headframe of 
the Sky Rocket Mine remained standing until well into the 
1980s.

The sites of the Butcher Shop and the Sky Rocket Mines 
are part of the huge open pit mining operation now under 
development at Hodson by Meridian Gold.

★ ★ ★

During the early days of Calaveras County an Indian 
trail which originated at the edge of the San Joaquin Valley 
crossed Salt Springs Valley and the Bear Mountain Range 
through a low pass known as Bear Trap Gap.

The trail continued eastward, past the mining town of 
Calaveritas and along what is now Fricot Ridge until it

Please see Copper, Pg- 18

When this photograph was taken, the Telegraph City Store which flanked Reed’s Turnpike, was operated by Edward and 
Mary Parks. Identities of the persons in the photo are unknown. (Calaveras County Museum)
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Copper, cont. from pg. 17
entered the higher mountains, eventually reaching the sum
mit to drop down to the eastern slope of the Sierra.

This was a major trade route for the Miwok and Paiute 
Indians.

Ranchers in the Salt Springs area and residents around 
Calaveritas, including Mrs. Alice Burnham Reddick who 
later married George Bouldin, recalled watching the bands 
of Indians traveling to and from the mountains. Mrs. 
Bouldin was born in Calaveritas in 1859 and died in Cop
peropolis at age 105.

★ ★ ★

Church Springs, at the northeast corner of Salt Springs 
Valley, in reality should be called Lane Springs, say many 
of the old-time residents of Copperopolis and Salt Springs 
Valley. They say it was Major Thomas Lane, father of 
Charles D. Lane, who really developed the mineral 
spring.

Charles D. Lane in 1884 became an owner of the famous 
Utica Gold Mine in Angels Camp and also owned the 
Knight’s Ferry Power House.

But, regardless of who it should be named for, the 
springs became a popular health spa and vacation spot 
with hotel and bathing facilities which drew patrons from 
as far away as the bay area. Visitors to the springs traveled 
by train to Milton and then by stage along Rock Creek 
Road on the final leg of their journey.

★ ★ ★

Quail Hill derives its name not from the rich copper vein

Elections were exciting times in Milton in the 1890s. 
(Calaveras County Museum)

Old Tower Ranch (The White House) at Felix.
(Calaveras County Museum)

discovered there in 1860 but from the vast flocks of valley 
quail that inhabited the area in those days.

So thick were the quail in the entire Copperopolis, Tele
graph City and Salt Springs Valley areas that market hunt
ing quickly sprang up as a local industry.

Around the turn of the century Frank Tower and his un
cle, Bill Burnham, were among the principal market 
hunters of the area. They set their personal quotas at 144 
quail each, per day.

Twelve dozen quail each — at $3 per dozen — dressed 
and delivered to restaurants in Stockton and San Francisco 
meant $36.

Tower and Burnham employed a young man with a light 
wagon to follow them and carry their quail and load 
shotgun shells with a reloading outfit he carried in the 
wagon.

Those oldtimers didn’t miss many birds.
When he was over 70 years of age and market hunting 

had long been a thing of the past, Bill Burnham still could 
hit 10 quail straight, without a miss. “But,” he admitted, 
“Nowadays I only shoot at the ones I know I can hit.”

★ ★ ★

The town of Milton was named for the Stockton- 
Copperopolis Railroad Company civil engineer who laid 
out and surveyed the townsite.

Completion of the railroad to Milton was observed on 
July 4, 1871, with a gala celebration that saw trains filled 
with passengers arriving from Stockton every hour 
throughout the day and which finally closed late that night 
with a huge fireworks display.

Because there was no town of Milton at that time, the 
picnic and celebration was held in what was known as the 
Rock Creek Grove a mile south of the present townsite.
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Since the rail line never advanced beyond Milton even 
though most of its commerce generated from the Copper
opolis area, movement of passengers, supplies and equip
ment from Milton to Copperopolis depended on stage 
coach and freight wagon.

Also, much of the travel to Yosemite and the Calaveras 
Big Trees was routed over the Stockton-Copperopolis Rail 
Line to Milton.

Later when some of the mines reopened, ore from the 
Union, Quail Hill, Napoleon and other mines was hauled 
by wagon to Milton, loaded into gondolas and taken to 
Stockton where, picked up by river barges, it went to San 
Francisco and aboard ocean going steamers bound for 
smelters on the east coast and in Swansea, Wales.

★ ★ ★

Planned by the Stockton-Copperopolis Railroad Com
pany, Milton in May 1871, was surveyed as a 100-block 
townsite.

Each block was 300x400 feet square, with the blocks 
located around a central plaza. Another survey conducted 
in 1888 by Calaveras County Surveyor H.H. Saunders, ad
ded more area to the original townsite.

In all, Milton had 39 streets. Their names included 
Mars, Minerva, Venus, Hercules, Neptune, Apollo, etc., 
while other streets bore the names of trees, such as Cedar, 
Fir, Ash, Hickory, Walnut, Gum and others. Some of the 
street signs bearing these names still are standing.

Milton has the dubious distinction of being the only 
Calaveras County town to be extensively damaged by a 
tornado.

In December, 1873, a full fledged tornado swooped 
down on the then new community and cut a swath report
edly nearly one-fourth of a mile wide, which destroyed and 
seriously damaged numerous buildings.

Among the commercial buildings destroyed was a black
smith shop, a wagon shop and a large storage building 
owned by John Grider. Several dwellings in which Chinese 
were living, also were leveled, and the whirlwind also tore 
the roof off the Calaveras Hotel and the railroad depot.

The Hotel Fox was blown off its foundation, and the 
virtually new Milton Schoolhouse was moved several feet.

One family of 10 was left homeless but uninjured, 
although several persons suffered serious injury from the 
flying debris.

★ ★ ★

The miles of meticulously crafted stone fence that flank 
many of the roads and stretch across the rolling foothills 
west of Copperopolis and around Telegraph City, are a 
tribute to the skill and patience of early-day workmen.

Among the most prominent of those early-day fence 
builders, according to the late Southwestern Calaveras 
historian Elsie Flower, was stone mason Jimmy Sykes.

Sykes, who plied his trade during the 1870s and 80s, and 
Please see Copper, Pg- 20

Iron wheeled steam tractors that hauled freight to and from the railroad at Milton, stand in Mountain Traction Company 
Corporation yard on Main Street in Copperopolis. (Charles Stone Collection)
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possibly earlier, reportedly built the rock fence that en
compassed the 7,000-acre Gardner and Beardsley Ranch 
and the 3,000-acre Shoemake property on Hog Hill.

Among his most prominent monuments are the beauti
fully crafted stone walls of the old Murphy barn at 
Telegraph City.

Other stone wall builders were the Wirth brothers, Jacob 
and George, who often worked with Sykes.

Pioneer rancher Bill Pope also built the stone walls 
around his own property west of Telegraph City.

★ ★ ★

Stephen Box, born in Tennessee in 1830, arrived in 
Hangtown in 1849, and married Melissa Abbott in Calave
ras County in 1863.

During his early years in Calaveras, Stephen worked as a 
deputy sheriff under Henry Schrobel, collecting the alien 
miners taxes from Chinese and other foreign miners.

Stephen and Melissa Box raised 10 children at a ranch on 
Rock Creek at the edge of the Rancho del Rio Estanislao 
Grant, then in 1882 moved to a ranch in the Four Springs 
Mining District, west of Copperopolis. Box purchased the 
340-acre ranch from J.M. Baker.

★ ★ ★

Thomas McCarty who homesteaded on Log Cabin 
Creek in 1852 and operated a trading post and store there, 
was a partner of William K. Reed in development of the 
Union Mine in Copperopolis, after their discovery of cop
per ore there in 1860.

Reed and McCarty sold the mine in 1862 and then un
dertook construction of a road from Copperopolis to Tele
graph City which became known as the Reed Turnpike. 
This road, which tied into the road to Farmington and 
Stockton, became the forerunner of the present State 
Highway 4.

Two of McCarty’s sons, Ransom Thomas McCarty and 
Jackson Dean McCarty were among the first Calaveras 
County livestock men to begin driving sheep to the moun
tains for summer pasture. They summered large bands of 
sheep in the area around Bear Valley and later, also drove 
sheep to the mountains in Tuolumne County.

★ ★ ★

For several years, beginning in 1905, much of the heavy 
freight and mining equipment destined for Copperopolis 
was hauled from the railroad at Milton by huge steam 
powered, iron wheeled traction engines.

These massive wood burning machines were operated by 
the Mountain Traction Company which had a corporation 
yard in Copperopolis.

The company maintained its own road which more or 
less paralleled but kept a safe distance from the Rock 
Creek Stage Road. The reason for the separate road was 
that not only did the big tractors tear up the public roads, 
but their snorting, smoke belching engines frightened the 
daylights out of any teams of horses they encountered. The 
traction engines which operated until about 1909, also 
were unpopular because in summer, sparks from their 
engines often started grass fires.

The Murphy barn and blacksmith shop at Telegraph City as it appeared about 1925.
(Calaveras County Museum)
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Salt Springs Reservoir, built by the Calaveras County 
Water Company which was organized in 1856, originally 
was a natural lake of about 50 acres called Tule or Tular 
Lake.

The purpose of the reservoir was to provide water for 
mining south of the Calaveras River in the vicinity of Jen
ny Lind through what was known as the South Ditch.

Later, however, the reservoir which over the years was 
raised three times, provided water via a south ditch to the 
Quail Hill Mine.

The organizers of the Calaveras Water Company, J.W. 
Griswold, M.R. McLean, Garland Pollard, Jerome Saw
yer and T.S. Abbey, sold the reservoir and ditches in 1863 
and in 1867 they were acquired by the Quail Hill Water and 
Mining Company.

The Quail Hill Company in 1876 sold the reservoir and 
ditches to John B. Reynolds, serving as agent for the 
Boston Hydraulic Mining Company, for $85,000. The 
company used the water for hydraulicing on South Gulch, 
Whiskey Hill, Bunker Hill, North Gulch and other proper
ties.

When the Royal Mine at Hodson was working, the water 
it used was pumped from Salt Springs Reservoir.

In latter years, Salt Springs Reservoir in addition to pro
viding agricultural water, supplied much of the water used 
by dredges along the lower Calaveras River.

★ ★ ★

The Rock Creek Road which still is used today between 
Milton and Salt Springs Valley was engineered by a retired 
military man named Archer. It has been changed little 
from its original alignment.

★ ★ ★

Around the turn of the century the Johnson family 
operated the road house on Rock Creek Road on the west 
side of Salt Springs Valley near the Salt Springs Dam.

The Johnson youngsters crossed the Salt Springs Reser
voir each day by boat in order to attend school. The old 
school house still stands beside the road at the Tower 
Ranch in the Felix Mining District.

One of the children, Glen Johnson, became vice- 
president of the Chrysler Motor Car Corporation.

★ ★ ★

Carmen City, which is shown on the Calaveras County 
Map of 1864 as being located on the eastern side of Salt 
Springs Valley at about the point where Hunt Road starts 
up over the Bear Mountain Range, is the city that wasn’t.

John Carmen, an early Salt Springs Valley settler, ap
parently decided shortly after copper was discovered at 
nearby Copperopolis and Quail Hill, to cash in on the min
ing boom by establishing a city on his property. He laid out 
a townsite and sat back to await the rush of settlers.

Carefully crafted stone walls of the huge barn where Parks 
and Murphys families quartered livestock still stand 
behind the stone fences at Telegraph City.

His only problem was that nobody came. Carmen City 
died aborning without even the remains of a building foun
dation to mark its location.

However, the family name has been preserved for 
posterity in that a towering peak in the Bear Mountain 
Range east of the site of the phantom city still carries the 
name of Carmen Peak and one of the steeper pitches in 
Hunt Road is known as Carmen Grade.

★ ★ X

Brewery Hill derived its name from the fact the road 
from Copperopolis toward San Andreas and Angels Camp 
followed a route up the hill behind the brewery, a mile 
north of town.

The hill was one of the steepest stretches of road in the 
area and during the early years of this century as automo
biles came into vogue, Brewery Hill became a sort of prov
ing grounds for local automobile owners.

Motorists would drive all the way from Stockton to test 
their gasoline buggies on the hill and those that made it to 
the top of the grade without stalling were considered ade
quately powered.

★ ★ ★

The original one-room Salt Springs Valley school was 
built in the late 1860s by Tower and Bisbee, more or less in 
the center of the valley on the east side of Salt Springs 
Reservoir where it would be centrally located for all the 
families in the valley.

Four years after the original school was built it was 
replaced by a larger one, and the old school was moved to 
the Tower Ranch at Felix, where for many years it served 
as the Felix Post Office. The old school still stands beside 
the road in front of the Tower home.
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THE SAGA OF
BARBWIRE JIM

By Leon Rovetta
This article, authored by the late Leon Rovetta, of 
Stockton, was printed during the 1960s in the Pacific 
Telephone Company Magazine. Mr. Rovetta wrote this 
piece after lengthy research and interviews with members 
of the Tower family.

“Can you hear me, Jake?”
From his mother’s house 16-year-old Jim Tower was 

shouting into a voice powered telephone mouthpiece to his 
brother, Jacob, in the slaughter house, a mile away. The 
top strand of a barbwire cattle-fence was being used to 
transmit this first telephone conversation in southern 
Calaveras County. The year was 1896. Salt Spring Valley 
quickly nicknamed James A. Tower, “Barbwire Jim.” 
The following week he was talking over the same kind of 
“cable” to Jackson D. McCarty, cattle rancher, some 
three miles away.

Jim Tower’s primitive method of voice transmission was 
the start of the Calaveras Telephone Company, which to
day, under Howard Tower — his only child — is a 
forward-looking, modern, independent company with a 
bright future in the offing.

The same fence line still divides the McCarty-Tower cat
tle domains. But the posts are pitted with age, the wires 
rust-encrusted by 73 years of exposure to the elements. 
Here and there several of the original tiny procelain in
sulators remain.

Jim Tower, the soft-spoken, cow-country innovator, 
who tinkered and tooled with his barbwire telephone hob
by, died in 1936.

Jim’s first telephone exchange was a hand-crank box on 
the dining room wall. It ran on dry-cell batteries. The boys 
built a telephone office out by the fig tree.

Before the turn of the century, Jim had ridden every 
fence line in his bailiwick that led to a potential phone 
customer. The old timers will tell you.that he was “slow,” 
and “took an hour to tell a story.” But the dramatic 
record left by this hill-country slowpoke might lead one to 
think he was a one-man cyclone. Nor was the telephonic 
development impaired in 1909 when he married his first 
switchboard operator, Laura Hazelquist of Altaville, a 
Floradora lady.

Mrs. Frances Tower Henry, cousin, vividly recalled 
Laura. “From 7 AM to 9 PM Laura kept the books, ran 
the switchboard, and often rode the “telephone wagon” 
with Jim, helping install poles, straighten tilted ones, and 
repair broken lines.”

Howard Tower, son of “Barbwire Jim” Tower.
(Tower family album)

In 1900 Jim was franchised by Alexander Graham Bell 
to do business with the Bell System and entered an equip
ment contract with Western Electric Company. That same 
year, he ran lines into the fabulous Royal Gold Mine at 
Hodson when it buzzed with 500 people. In 1902 Herbert 
Hoover, as a mining consultant, visited Hodson and the 
Tower Ranch. Two years later, the Calaveras Board of 
Supervisors granted a 50-year franchise to the Calaveras 
Telephone Company.

Cattle fences, trees and poles, windmills and chicken 
sheds swiftly provided telephone service for Copperopolis,
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Milton, Jenny Lind, Telegraph City, Poker Flat, Table 
Mountain on the Stanislaus River, and the Fitzgerald and 
Orvis ranches in Stanislaus County. For 49 years the com
pany maintained a toll service to Angels Camp.

Howard Tower explains the swift spread of early tele
phones: “Mining companies and stock ranches needed 
contacts with the outside world. We began by connecting 
them to the telegraph company in Copperopolis, then, in 
1906, we made our first long-distance call to Stockton.”

Mrs. Frances Tower Henry adds nostalgically: “Sure, 
Jim had problems keeping the phones going. But it was so 
wonderful to phone the outside world and to visit with 
friends and neighbors that it never did occur to me to com
plain about the service.”

When Jim died in 1936, Howard was 12 years old. “You 
might say I knew my father only 12 years,” Howard said. 
“After he died, Laura ran the outfit. Ernest Segal and 
Philip Pedrole helped, I filled in where I was needed.” 
Howard got married in 1958 to Ellen Strahorn of Jenny 
Lind and they have three children: Mary, Jim, and John.

Since 1950, Howard has modernized all departments. 
Party lines were eliminated. During latter years of the par
ty line a 3-minute buzzer sounded for those who hung onto 
a line. A minute later — except for long-distance calls — 
the conversation was cut off. Subscribers got a book ex
plaining the rules of the game, but in general there were no 
hard and fast rules.

“In 1951 we installed dial phones, and by 1966 practical
ly all our cable was underground,” said Howard. “Our re
cent construction costs are great. In one day, you might 
say, we went from all open wire to all underground. At the 
same time, we swapped our old central office for two new 
ones. We did it with the help of a private contractor and 
$328,000 from the Rural Electrification Administration. 
So we owe a lot to Uncle Sam in more ways than one.

“We are also fortunate to have our own construction 
equipment and we frequently do work for other small inde
pendent companies.”

One of the most recent outside jobs was for the Forest
hill Telephone Company, whose president, Ralph Hoeper, 
came to negotiate for 25,000 feet of cable ploughing.

Howard Tower subscribes to the philosophy of the Bell 
System’s legendary Theodore N. Vail: “Service depends 
on the right thing being done at the right time, by the right 
person, in the right way.”

Over the years, movie and TV industries have been 
customers of the Calaveras Telephone Company. In 1932 
it was Will Rogers in Country Chairman at the McCarty 
Ranch; in 1950 Walter Huston in the Alamo on the Tower 
Ranch. During the 1960s Dale Robertson made a series of 
Wells Fargo TV productions at Poker Flat; and MGM

The cedar post to which it once was spiked, is gone, but the 
small porcelain insulator that allowed telephone conversa
tions to be transmitted along this strand of barbed wire, 
still remains.

(Tower family album)

filmed Moonshine War with Richard Widmark, at Jenny 
Lind. Howard Tower recalls one scene that was shot for 
the Richard Dix movie Man of Conquest that has been run 
again and again in movies and TV westerns.

The attraction for the film makers was, of course, the 
old west quality of the countryside, hardly changed in the 
more than 100 years since Copperopolis was a copper mine 
boom town with 10,000 population, 12 hotels, two brewer
ies, two racetracks, and a score of freight and stage lines. 
But all the excitement wasn’t on film. The luck of the 
notorious outlaw Black Bart ran out and he was captured 
when he held up a stage coach at Funk Hill, east of Cop
peropolis.

But the times are changing — fast. There is a fresh 
stampede to the hills. Colossal land promoters of national 
stature have staked claims to more than 30,000 subdivi- 
sional acres of southern Calaveras, from Rancho Calave
ras at Jenny Lind and Circle XX on Bear Mountain, to 
Copper Cove at Tulloch Lake on the O’Byrnes Ferry 
Road. The Calaveras Telephone Company must meet the 
challenge.

Although Calaveras Telephone Company lists only sev
eral hundred subscribers, it is increasingly probable the 
company will, in the not distant future, be serving 
thousands of new customers. Somewhere in this growing, 
romantic region Howard Tower will be repeating “Barb
wire Jim’s” favorite expression, “Let’s try it and see if it 
works.”
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COMING EVENTS
January 26 . . . Hosted by Mokelumne Hill History Soci

ety, Calaveras County Historical Society will hold its Janu
ary meeting on this date in Mokelumne Hill Town Hall.

The meeting, which opens with a business session at 7:30 
p.m., will feature a review of the History of Mokelumne 
Hill by students of Mokelumne Hill School’s Third, 
Fourth and Fifth Grades.

This year the Mokelumne Hill school is adding local 
history to its California Studies Program and will be seek
ing an education grant to adapt it to the school curriculum.

February 23 . . . Bring your appetite with you, for this is 
the Calaveras County Historical Society’s annual Pie 
Social. Sampling of the products of our ladies’ culinary 
arts will follow a regular 7:30 p.m. business meeting in the 
Mountain Ranch Community Hall.

An added feature will be a presentation of old-time

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members of our organization:
Al & June D’Andrea, San Andreas.
Lori Carley Fraguero, San Andreas.
Joseph Sanderson, Linden.
John & Jane Martin, San Andreas.
Mrs. Catherine Koehler, Fresno.
Elaine Graham, Lodi.
Robert Ross Family, Stockton.
Jack & Dennette Bettencourt, Angels Camp.
Charnette Boylan, San Andreas.
Walter & Jeanette Brown, Murphys.
Ed & Chris Connerley, Copperopolis.
D. Rake, Murphys.
Paul Reed, Elkhart, Ind.
Linda & Jim DuHamel, Mokelumne Hill.
Nancy L. Wendt, Hercules.
Mrs. R.N. Barbour, Stockton.
Jack Bertolotto, Valley Springs.
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Bradley, Vallecito.
Vern & Louella Cuneo, San Andreas.
Bonnie Jansson, San Andreas.
Mrs. Ben Miller, Stockton.
Marge Mobley, Mountain Ranch.
Irene Munson, Mokelumne Hill.
Joe Senn, Murphys.
Jalynne Tobias, San Andreas.
Ralph Shock, Jamestown.
Ted & Sharon Linow, Valley Springs.
Mr. & Mrs. P.H. Jackson, San Andreas.

IN MEMORIAM
C.D. (Moxie) Folendorf, Angels Camp, Sept. 30, 1988 

Florence Peek, Mokelumne Hill, Oct. 10, 1988 
James Cheseborough, Avery, Oct. 27, 1988 

Douglas J. Armstrong, San Andreas, Dec. 23, 1988

dancing by Ozzie and Roberta Kenyon, who recently 
returned from dancing in Russia.

March 23 . . . “Joaquin Murietta — The Myth and the 
Man” will be the subject of California author and histori
an William Secrest at 7:30 p.m. in the music room at Bret 
Harte High School. Secrest, an authority on California 
Gold Rush history, belongs to Fresno County Historical 
Society.
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DOODLEBUGS FOUND GOLD
Placer mining in Calaveras County (the washing of gold 

bearing alluvial soils) began in 1848, almost simultaneous
ly with James Marshall’s discovery of gold at Sutter’s Mill. 
First, the gold pan and wooden batea, then the rocker fol
lowed by sluice box and long tom were used by American, 
Hispanic, European and Chinese gold seekers who made 
up the Gold Rush hordes. Miles of ditches were dug to 
bring water for ground sluicing and hydraulic mining to 
the gold fields.

In little more than a decade the miners cleaned the 
stream beds and shallow gravel deposits that could be 
mined by hand were largely exhausted. Where they could, 
they even flumed streams and rivers in order to remove the 
gold bearing gravel and reach bedrock to clean its rich 
crevices.

As early as 1853 hydraulic mining, first utilizing hand 
sewed canvas hoses and later, huge steel nozzles and pipe
lines, had been introduced at Nevada City and Yankee 
Jim’s. For another 30 years, all along the Mother Lode, 
hydraulic miners virtually washed away entire mountains 
in their quest for the wealth in ancient, buried river chan
nels. The end to most large-scale hydraulic mining came 
with the Field decision of 1884, followed by the California 
Debris Act. Gradually, the hydraulic mines closed.

But, the hydraulic mines had operated only where large
Please see Gold, pg. 26
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THEY DANCED THE NIGHT AWAY
(This article is condensed from recollections written for 
Las Calaveras by Larry Getchell and accounts by Geral
dine Wells Radford, Margaret Joses, Thelma Howard and 
Carmenne Poore, presented at the February meeting of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society in Mountain Ranch. 
Special thanks also goes to “Ozzie” Kenyon, who drew 
these people together and arranged the program which in
cluded a delightful square dance exhibition.)

“Swing your partber round and round ’till the heel of 
your shoe makes a hole in the ground.’’

This kind of square-dance patter was familiar to every 
dancer in Calaveras County during the late 1800s and well 
into the early part of this century. Even the 49ers during 
Gold Rush days, often kicked up their heels around the

Please see Danced, pg. 31

Doodlebug dredge operating on O’Neil Creek near Calaveritas is thought to be the Ed Gould dredge. Dredging continued 
near Calaveritas until 1954. Historical Society photo
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Bucketline dredges mined huge areas of western Calaveras 
County but could not operate along narrow streams where 
doodlebug dredges successfully mined.

Courtesy of Don Gibson, East Bay M. U.D.

Gold, cont. from pg. 25
quantities of water could be delivered and where pipelines 
that carried the water had sufficient fall to create the 
pressure needed to cut down and wash the banks of gold- 
bearing gravel.

In many foothill areas where hydraulic mining could not 
be successfully employed, problems of excess overburden, 
too much or too little ground water, or simply lack of a 
place to discard washed tailings had discouraged hand 
mining. This was true of many areas along the lower 
reaches of the Mokelumne River on the Calaveras-Amador 
County line, along the lower Calaveras River and South 
Gulch in the Jenny Lind area, and along the north and 
South Forks of the Calaveras and its tributaries.

As a result, from the 1880s until well into the first one- 
third of this century, many potentially profitable alluvial 
deposits along the foothills of Calaveras and other Mother 
Lode counties remained unmined. Not until 1904 when the 
first bucket-line dredge capable of processing huge quan
tities of those deep gravels was put into operation by the 
Calaveras Gold Dredging Company, at Jenny Lind, was 
any satisfactory method of mining them perfected.

The bucket-line dredges were highly successful. Between 
1904 and 1928 they worked in many Calaveras lowland 
areas, including Camanche, Lancha Plana, Wallace, and 
other sections of the lower Mokelumne and Calaveras 
Rivers. By 1928 when they essentially ended their opera
tions, the bucket-line dredges in Calaveras County had 
mined $5,320,000 in gold which at that time was valued at 
$20.67 an ounce. And, although highly successful and effi
cient where they could be used, the big dredges with their 

100-foot long bucket lines and huge buckets were limited 
as to where they could be worked.

First, because of their cost, bucket-line dredges required 
a large area to mine in order for their operation to be prof
itable. Also, because of need for a sizeable body of water 
on which to float, they were limited to where they could 
work, even if the necessary volume of pay-dirt was there. 
Consequently, parts of many smaller foothill streams and 
isolated valleys where overburden was deep or values too 
low for profitable hand tool mining, remained unworked 
well into the 1930s.

For years, ever since Gold Rush days, it had been no 
secret that many Calaveras streamside areas, although ex
tensively worked by the 49ers and those who followed 
them, still carried substantial values in gold. The problem, 
over the years, had been how to successfully mine and re
cover that gold. But then, as efficiency of the internal com
bustion engine improved and powerful Diesel-electric 
engines began appearing in new types of earth moving 
equipment, the situation changed.

Steel tracked caterpillar tread that allowed heavy, 
mechanical equipment to move freely and operate on 
almost any type of terrain, was perfected. The bulldozer 
equipped tractor, the power shovel and dragline came into 
common use. As the 1920s faded into the new decade, the 
bulldozer and the dragline began providing the answer to 
successful placer mining of previsously by-passed Mother 
Lode stream areas.

The 1930s also brought with them the great depression. 
Construction ground to a halt and owners of construction 
equipment, including bulldozers and draglines, too often 
found their powerful new machines idle.

About the only thing that didn’t drop during those 
fateful depression years was the price of gold which by 
1934, the Roosevelt Administration had increased from 
$20.67 to $35 per ounce. Throughout California and the 
west both placer and quartz mining boomed. Gold mines

Ed Wolin’s first dredge floated on a wooden pontoon.
Bill Wolin collection
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and gold bearing properties that had been unprofitable 
took on new value.

Who first saw the potential of the dragline and cater
pillar tractor coupled with the common trommel mill for 
processing gold-bearing foothill gravel, or where they put 
their idea into operation is unknown. The State Division of 
Mines reports in 1933, three draglines involved in placer 
gold mining, with an estimated production of $2,000. By 
1940 approximately 120 dragline dredges were operating in 
the North State, of which at least 15 were in Calaveras 
County, and statewide, they were producing in excess of $7 
million annually.

Properly, they were called dragline dredges, but quickly 
they earned the nickname of “doodlebug dredges,” be
cause the piles of washed rock they left behind reminded 
people of giant doodlebug hills.

The first dragline mining operations used stationary 
trommel mills and some trommel washing plants were 
mounted on skids. But quickly, their operators saw the ad
vantage of the floating plant that could follow closely 
behind the dragline and stay ahead of its constantly grow
ing piles of washed rock tailings.

The first floating plants were mounted on wooden pon
toons or barges, but most wood structures soon were 
replaced by steel. By the mid-1930s the Bodinson 
Manufacturing Company, of San Francisco, was building 
sophisticated steel-hulled washing plants capable of proc
essing 5,000 cubic yards of gravel every 24 hours.

In theory, at least, the doodlebug dredge was simple. 
The average dredge in use during the late 1930s was 
generally powered by a Diesel-electric engine. Its trommel 

mill, which was the heart of the washing plant, from 24 to 
30 feet long and from four to five feet in diameter, rested 
on a floating pontoon 30 feet wide, 40 feet or more long 
and about 42 inches deep.

The dragline with two- to four-yard bucket, worked 
ahead of the dredge, dumping from three to five yards of 
gravel per minute into a hopper at the front of the trom
mel. The mill washed the gravel with the larger waste rock 
carried away on a conveyor belt “stacker.” The fines, con
taining the gold, washed through one-half or three-eighths- 
inch diameter perforations in the mill’s rotating screen 
cylinder into a splash box beneath it and on into a series of 
sluice boxes. There generally were 12 short sluice boxes 
equipped with riffles to catch the gold, on each side of the 
mill. Mercury traps also were used to retain the fine gold.

The occasional gold nugget larger than the perforations 
in the rotating screen simply traveled on out with the larger 
washed rock and ended up in the tailing piles. There prob
ably were not too many of them. Francis Drake, of Sutter 
Creek, who as a youth worked around the doodlebugs and 
whose father operated them in various areas, recalls the 
time his dad saw a large nugget traveling along the stacker 
belt with the waste rock.

The elder Drake stopped the mill, walked out on the 
stacker and retrieved the nugget which he gave to the 
dredge owner when he arrived that afternoon. The owner, 
without even thanks, dropped the nugget into his pocket. 
“That was a find,” said Drake, “that wasn’t shared with 
the general partnership.”

One man, the “boatman,” and a helper who usually was
Please see Gold, pg. 28

Doodlebug dredge operating on Coyote Creek near Vallecito. Owner of dredge is unknown.
Historical Society photo
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Ed Wolin, Ray Hingston and Albert Hall with ball of 
amalgam mined on the Calaveras River by Wolin’s dredge. 
They recovered about 300 ounces of gold every two weeks.

Bill Wolin collection

Gold, cont. from pg. 27
an all-around welder and mechanic, operated the dredge 
and another man ran the dragline. A bulldozer worked 
ahead of the dragline, pushing away unwanted overburden 
and removing trees and brush that might otherwise reach 
the dredge pond and clog the intake of the dredge’s pump.

The late Ed Wolin, of Amador County, who dredged the 
North and South Forks of the Calaveras River near San 
Andreas and the river near Jenny Lind, was among the ear
ly doodlebug operators. With a young family, Wolin 
found himself jobless during the early 30s as effects of the 
depression began to hit California.

Wolin accepted an offer of his wife’s uncle to join him in 
a mining operation on the Cosumnes River. But, Wolin’s 
and the uncle’s concept of what mining constituted dif
fered considerably. Ed Wolin could see little future and 
less gain in the pick, shovel and sluice box operation that 
his mining partner proposed.

Early in 1934 Wolin paid $200 for a derelict P & H 
dragline sitting abandoned at Buena Vista, in Jackson 
Valley. The dragline, little more than junk, said his son, 
Bill, had been used in the construction of Pardee Reser
voir.

But Ed Wolin was an ingenious mechanic. He repaired 
the engine, poured new bearings, and rebuilt gears and 
track, using a welding outfit built from an old streetcar 
motor. With the dragline operational he “walked” it from 
Buena Vista to Irishtown Road, by-passing Ione, then 
traveled Irishtown Road and across-country to the 
Cosumnes River where he began mining with it.

Wolin’s first plant was a dry-land operation. Then, us
ing three-inch thick planking, he built a wooden pontoon 
and floating washing plant. That plant was used until 
1938.

“We lived in a tent along the Calaveras River while my 
dad dredged the Jim Waters property ,” said his son, Bill, 
who was five years old at that time. “I can remember my 
dad sitting at night with pencil and paper, at a table in our 
tent, designing a new dredging outfit.”

The new dredge, with many innovations, became opera
tional. Ed Wolin sold the old wooden pontooned washing 
plant and rebuilt P & H dragline to Harold Swingle, who 
returned it to mining on the Cosumnes River. The old 
dragline, idle now for 40 years, still stands among the old 
tailing piles beside the Cosumnes.

One of the changes in Wolin’s new dredge was the man
ner in which its sections were held together. Instead of 
utilizing bolts, each section was held in place by wedges. 
Each part was small enough to be lifted by the dragline and 
the whole assembly could be hauled on a 40-foot truck.

The advantage to that was the time saved in moving 
from one dredging area to another. It required two weeks 
or more to tear down, move and reconstruct a convention
al doodlebug dredge. Ed Wolin’s dredge could be torn 
down, moved and reassembled in 30 hours.

“Down-time was money lost,” said Wolin. “The faster 
they could move and get back into operation the more they 
saved.” Wolin had $80,000 invested in his new dredge and 
with his new tractor and dragline, full cost of his outfit was 
close to $300,000. Wolin began using the new dredge in 
1938. He mined the Tiscornia property along the South 
Fork and the “Ham” Luddy. property at the foot of 
McNider Road. They dredged the North Fork of the 
Calaveras River near the railroad trestle, then moved 
upstream to its confluence with Jesus Maria Creek. Pearl 
Harbor found Wolin dredging the Lower Calaveras, 
upstream from Jenny Lind Bridge. It was good ground all 
along the Calaveras River, but the gravel at Jenny Lind 
was so deep that even Wolin’s big Marion dragline could 
not reach bedrock.”

Doodlebug dredges such as Ed Wolin’s could wash up to 
5,000 cubic yards of gold-bearing gravel every 24 hours.

Bill Wolin collection
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One of the men who worked for Wolin in the doodlebug 
dredging operation was Don Hunt, of the Jenny Lind- 
Valley Springs area. In good ground, the dragline dredges 
such as Wolin’s with their three-man crews were processing 
more than 5,000 cubic yards of gravel every 24 hours. 
Another advantage they had over any form of hand mining 
was that they could operate profitably in alluvial deposits 
that averaged little more than 15-cents per yard.

The dredge operators “cleaned up” their sluice boxes on 
an average of every two weeks, with the owner of the prop
erty on which they were dredging receiving 10 percent of 
the gross. And, clean-up time was a period of hectic activi
ty, for the objective was to remove the contents of the 
sluice boxes and get the dredge back into operation as 
quickly as possible.

Most of the dredge operators lifted the removable riffles 
from the sluice boxes and washed the gold-laden “fines” 
into buckets. The contents of the buckets could then be 
panned while the dredge went on digging.

“It was hard work because those buckets were heavy,” 
recalls Francis Drake, who even as a high school student, 
was called in to help with the dredge clean-ups.

“They liked me because I was fast at gold panning and 
because I was honest,” he said. “Those dredge owners 
didn’t trust too many people. It was too easy, they said, to 
slip some of that clean-up into a pocket.”

The fines were always panned into a tub and the panning 
residue dumped back into the dredge’s splash box, so that 
no gold ever was actually lost in the panning.

Wages paid the men who worked on the doodlebug 
dredges generally were higher than those paid to men 
working in other types of mining operations, said Drake. 
Even during the blackest depression days some dredge 
owners were paying men a dollar an hour while those in the 
hard rock mines were receiving only half that wage.

“The dredge owners felt that paying top wages could 
remove temptation of high-grading. The dredges operated 
on a three-shift basis, 24-hours per day. There was no way 
crews could be watched all of the time. Had they wanted 
to, they could have stolen a dredge owner blind,” said 
Drake.

From the start of 1933 to the close of 1943, dragline 
“doodlebug” dredges in California produced 1,022,770 
ounces of gold valued at $35,796,012, according to the 
State Division of Mines.

At least 15 companies and individuals operated doodle
bug dredges for substantial periods and were major gold 
producers in Calaveras County between 1933 and 1943. 
Some, including Ed Wolin, started up again after World 
War II, but most, such as he, did not run for any long 
period after 1945. Wolin, after restarting his dredge in

Ed Wolin built power take-off auger on Model-T Ford.
Bill Wolin collection

1946, sold out after a few months due to poor health. How 
many short-lived doodlebug operations there were in 
Calaveras County during the 1930s can only be a matter of 
conjecture.

Major doodlebug operations in Calaveras County, in 
addition to Wolin’s from 1933 forward, included K. G. 
Schwegler’s Milton Gold Dredging Enterprises, of San 
Francisco, which in 1935, was operating two miles north of 
Milton. Luther Hadley was superintendent and the com
pany operated on a three-shift basis, employing 13 men. 
Schwegler paid his crew a bonus based on yardage milled 
at a cost of not more than 10 cents per yard. Another 
Milton doodlebug dredge operator in the Milton area was 
E.L. Lilly, of Stockton. His dredge used wooden pon
toons. The Milton area gravel averaged 15 to 20 cents per 
yard.

Early doodlebug operations in the Camanche area in
cluded Gold Gravel Products of San Francisco, managed

Please see Gold, pg. 30
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Gold, cont. from pg. 29
by W.R. Clark, and the Burson Mining Company, of 
Berkeley, which dredged the Foster Ranch. In one short 
period in 1941 the Burson Company took out 495 ounces 
of gold and 37 ounces of silver.

C.E. Gruell, of Angels Camp, doodlebugged the Hogate 
Ranch, 3.5 miles north of that city in 1940 and R & M Min
ing Company, of La Porte, operated a dragline dredge on 
Coyote Creek, near Vallecito, that same year.

The San Andreas Gold Mining Company, of San Fran
cisco, operated two doodlebug dredges to mine the Airola 
and Costa properties, the Albert Guttinger, John Gut- 
tinger, Batten, Bishop, Calaveras Cement, Reed, Canepa, 
Byers, Fischer, Nuland, Nunes, Tanner and Solari proper
ties. The company sold in 1941 to Thurman & Wright, of 
San Francisco. That company continued to mine the 
Fischer, Hageman, Lombardi and Nunes properties.

The Raiford Mining Company dredged the William P. 
Hiatt Ranch and C.F. Vanciel, of Oakdale, operated a 
doodlebug at the Halter Mine.

J.H. Henry, of Stockton, dredged the E.A. Marsh prop
erty, four miles south of Valley Springs and the Genochio 
property on the North Fork of the Calaveras River, 1.5 
miles north of San Andreas. Lord and Bishop, of Sacra
mento, operated three dragline dredges on the Calaveras 
River three miles south of Valley Springs, in 1940. Stagan 
Mining Company, of Stockton, mined with a doodlebug 
dredge on the Hunt and Robie Ranches. The State Division 
of Mines reported 615 ounces of gold taken from the Hunt 
Ranch and 2,287 ounces on the Robie Ranch.

W.C. Thompson, of Linden, dredged on the Gregory, 
Sinclair and Dickhart Ranches on the Calaveras River, 
near Jenny Lind. The Wolhal Dredging Company, a part
nership with Ed Wolin, mined tributaries of the Calaveras 
River, including San Antonio and San Domingo Creeks.

Ed Gould, of San Andreas, dredged O’Neil Creek at 
Calaveritas, and the Gould dredge was the last in the coun
ty to cease operation. It ran until 1954.

Just before he left the dredging business Ed Wolin 
perfected a doodlebug dredge that reclaimed the land after 
dredging it, burying the stacks of washed rocks most 
dredges left behind.

But, they turned the rivers and creeks red. Along creeks 
in many areas piles of washed rock tailings still stand out 
stark against the landscape.

“They were great days, those dragline dredger days,” 
commented Bill Wolin recently, while talking about his 
father’s mining experiences. “But if they tried that same 
kind of mining today, the doodlebug miners would all be 
in jail.” By George Hoeper

DOCENTS MAKE MUSEUM RUN
Through the dedication of scores of members of our 

organization serving as volunteer docents, operation of the 
Calaveras County Museum by our historical society is 
proving an ongoing success.

With the help of its docents the historical society now is 
keeping the museum, housed in the 133-year-old Calaveras 
County Courthouse at 30 North Main Street, open from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., seven days a week.

And, helped by historical society members, Museum 
Curator Ruth Matson is steadily expanding museum 
displays and exhibits.

Those who have donated their services include:
Helen Airola, of San Andreas
Lewis Allison, of Altaville
Frances Barnsley, of Avery
Bob and Ruby Baker, of Calaveritas
Dick and Doris Barger, of Murphys
Bernice Bishop, of Altaville
Madeline Cavagnaro, of Altaville
John Cilenti, of San Andreas
Flossie Deveggio, of Angels Camp
Sharon Eglin, of San Andreas
Bobby Stoneking, of Paloma
Rosemary Faulkner, of Rail Road Flat
Pat Feeley, of San Andreas
Bob Finnegan, of San Andreas
Jack and Doris Geary, of Stockton
Louise Greenlaw, of Calaveritas’
Buck and Sue Garrett, of Calaveritas
Jane Hockstetler, of San Andreas
Jane Huberty, of San Andreas
Shirley Huberty, of Mountain Ranch
Bryce and Elaine Jasper, of San Andreas
Helen Jackson, of San Andreas
Wynema Lavezzo, of Mokelumne Hill
Bessie McGinnis, of Angels Camp
Marge Mobley, of Mountain Ranch
Marshall Moffett, of Calaveritas
Frank Munn, of Mountain Ranch
Evelyn Parisotto, of Copperopolis
Bill Peyton, of Calaveritas
Sher Pierie, of Calaveritas
Glenn Wasson, of Calaveritas
Barbara Beaman, of San Andreas
Eva Sorocco, of San Andreas
Neona Shipp, of Jackson
Felecia Sellers, of San Andreas
Cora Mae Poe, of San Andreas
Carmenne Poore, of San Andreas
Richard Queirolo, of San Andreas
Duane and Merna Wight, of San Andreas
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Danced, cont. from pg. 25
campfire. In talks with his daughter, early day miner Wade 
Hampton Johnston recalled members of his mining party 
during the 1850s, saying, “let’s go to Calaveritas and 
watch Sam Seabaugh dance.”

Whether Sam Seabaugh was an especially good or espe
cially bad dancer, Johnston did not say. Apparently, he 
was fun to watch. And, Johnston’s remarks substantiate 
that dancing and dance halls were common in most 
Calaveras County communities and mining camps during 
the early 1850s.

By the time the 1920s arrived many of the really old 
structures where dances were held had disappeared, vic
tims of fire or other causes. Many, however, had made it 
through the early years and still were in use.

A native of San Andreas, Larry Getchell recalls that the 
Metropolitan Town Hall, a two-story building, stood adja
cent to the Metropolitan Hotel proper, facing Court 
Street.

The dance hall was on the second floor, the first floor 
being made up of rental rooms. There was an elevated 
theater stage at the eastern end of the dance floor, com
plete with drop curtain and side wings. It served San An
dreas for many years as a meeting place, dance hall and 
theater before burning to the ground in 1927. A new dinner 
theater in which dances also are held, still bearing the 
name, “Metropolitan,” now stands on the original site.

Although not an early-day dance hall, a popular one 
toward the end of World War I and during the 1920s was 
an open-air pavillion owned by Grace Reinking at Moun
tain Gate, seven miles west of San Andreas. Monthly 

dances were held there during the summer with music by 
Patton and Springer, of Lodi.

Getchell vividly remembers the night in 1919 when the 
Valley Springs dance hall was destroyed by fire.

“It was a Saturday night and the town folks decided to 
hold a little dance. My aunt, Rose Burkhart, and her son, 
Errol, were to furnish the music. We were helping the 
owner set things up, and since the hall had no electricity, 
he was carrying a lighted lantern.

Somehow while the owner was up on the stage, the 
drapery caught fire, and in a matter of minutes the blaze 
was out of control. I can hear the owner now, a portly 
gentleman, shouting, ‘buckets, boys, buckets — for God’s 
sake, buckets!’ But there were not enough men and not 
nearly enough buckets, so it was to no avail. We didn’t 
dance that night.”

West of Valley Springs, on the road to Linden, was a 
road house and dance hall called Hardesty’s. During the 
early years of prohibition, Hardesty’s was said to be a very 
popular spot, and on dance nights the back room at Har
desty’s was particularly busy.

Jenny Lind, Milton, Burson and Camanche held dances 
regularly, and dances at Rossetti’s, in Wallace, drew heavy 
attendance from Stockton and Lodi as well as from 
Calaveras.

Getchell remembers when there was a dance hall at the 
old Huberty Ranch on Mountain Ranch Road, at the east
ern edge of San Andreas. He also remembers attending the 
dances held in the Louis Costa dance hall at Calaveritas. 
Although Costa owned the dance hall, the women of Cala-

Please see Danced, pg. 32

Dances in Woods Hall on Main Street, in Angels Camp, drew people from afar around turn of the century.
Photo donated to Society by Peggy Joyce Richards
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Danced, cont. from pg. 31
veritas would prepare the raviolis for the midnight supper 
that was served at every dance.

Johnny Bacigalupi lived across the creek from the Costa 
dance hall and he would serve a bottle of his home-made 
wine along with a bowl of Mrs. Bacigalupi’s macaroni 
soup and home-baked bread.

Dances were held regularly in the Mokelumne Hill Town 
Hall across the street from the Leger Hotel.

“If you tired of dancing, there was always a good crap 
game going on the billiard table in the hotel where, before 
the night was out, most of us high school kids managed to 
leave our wealth. Age barred no one from the game. If you 
were old enough to wear long pants, you were old enough 
to throw the dice.”

The dance hall in Angels Camp was on Main Street and 
also served as the high school basketball court. During the 
years immediately before and for several years after 1920, 
the Angels basketball team was far the best of any along 
the Mother Lode.

As a result of its prowess, the Angels team traveled long 
distances to find competition. I remember attending a 
dance one Saturday night in Angels while the team was 
playing in Watsonville. Throughout the dance we were 
kept posted on the results of the game and I remember a 
great shout going up when it was announced that Angels 
Camp had won.”

The town of Melones also had its dance hall and fre
quent dances, but many people, said Getchell, did not like 
to drive the Melones Grade at night. And although the 
local people were so used to it they really never heard it, 
visitors to the dances said the noise of the mill at Carson 
Mine interfered with the music.

There were dances at the Big Trees Hotel and on the 
giant redwood stump there. Getchell’s grandfather,

Old Mountain Ranch School on Avenue A was the site of 
many early-day dances. Dances often lasted until dawn.

Historical Society photo

Decorated with Japanese lanterns and ready for the dance, 
interior of the Kenny Ranch Dance Hall was quite ornate.

Cunningham collection

Haskell White, took the family to Big Trees after the 
harvest each fall, and he played the fiddle and called 
square dances while there.

Young couples from San Andreas sometimes organized 
a hay ride and left San Andreas Saturday, arriving at Big 
Trees in time for the Saturday night dance. They would 
dance until dawn, then after a hearty breakfast and with 
the horses rested, board the wagon for the ride home. It 
was a tired, dusty bunch who arrived home late Sunday 
afternoon.

West Point also had its dances. Effie Schaad, who grew 
up at Rail Road Flat, remembers when she and several 
other girls during the years before 1920, would walk from 
Rail Road Flat to West Point to attend the dances there. 
“We would walk over in our old clothes and shoes, carry
ing our good ones so they wouldn’t get muddy or dusty. 
There was a little grove of fir trees just out of West Point, 
and we would go into them and change so that we’d be 
clean for the dance.”

Dances in Calaveras County and throughout the rural 
areas of the Mother Lode were truly community affairs in 
which families participated as a whole. During the early 
part of this century and during the depression years they 
were one of the few forms of entertainment that the 
average local people could afford.

There were no such things as baby sitters in those days. 
The kids came to the dance with Mom and Dad. Some of 
the new places in which dances were held had a room set 
aside with a few mattresses where the little guys, after they 
were tired out, could be bedded down, under the supervi
sion of a couple of older ladies.

Thelma Howard, of Mountain Ranch, recalls how 
dances during the 1930s were held in the old Mountain 
Ranch School on Avenue A. Dances, particularly during 
the winter, were held upstairs in what is now the Don Mar
vin Building because it had a low ceiling and warmed up 
quickly.

The music was supplied by locals, among them Louis
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Domenghini, who played the concertina and usually dur
ing the evening, could be counted on to add to the enter
tainment by dancing a lively jig.

Another of Mrs. Howard’s recollections is her mother 
and Edythe Domenghini dancing the Charleston to the 
delight of onlookers.

Other band members included Lester Canevera of Sheep 
Ranch, drummer; Evelyn Turner, of San Andreas, piano; 
Beulah Howard Yount, of Rail Road Flat, cornet; Arch 
Lester, of Rail Road Flat, piano; Lowell Struckman, of 
Mountain Ranch, accordian, and George Carr, of Moun
tain Ranch, violin.

Men paid one dollar to attend a dance. Women were not 
charged and midnight supper, which was cooked by the 
local women, was 50 cents per person. The orchestra ate 
free.

The orchestra practiced at the Joses Ranch because it 
had a good piano.

The dances began at 8 p.m. and lasted until 2 or 4 a.m., 
and sometimes, the dancers would take up a collection and 
pay the orchestra to play until dawn. Favorite dance steps 
included the waltz, fox-trot, one-step, two-step, and the 
Paul Jones, a form of square dance.

Midnight supper usually consisted of macaroni and Mrs. 
Domenghini’s Italian gravy which quickly became a 
favorite. In summer, supper often was cold-cuts, french 
bread and coffee. The dinner — all you could eat, was 50 
cents per person.

It was with funds raised by these local dances put on by 
what was known as the Builders Club, that with volunteer 
labor financed construction of the present Mountain 
Ranch Community Club. The women who spearheaded 
the clubhouse project included Edythe Domenghini, Mar
garet Joses, May Javeau, Anna Josephson, Mrs. Rowe and 
Mrs. Johnson. While the club was being built the dance 
committee held several open air dances on the floor before 
the roof was put on the building.

Costumed dancers at the Kenny Ranch Dance Hall around 
the 1930s. You may recognize some of them.

Cunningham collection

Grace Reinking’s open air dance pavillion at Mountain 
Gate, just west of Double Springs, was a popular summer 
dance spot around the start of the 1920s.

Calaveras Historical Society photo

In Rail Road Flat dances were held outdoors and also 
upstairs over Les Howard’s store. Sheep Ranch also had 
an open air pavillion.

The Rail Road Flat open air dances were held on the first 
Saturday of every month from April to November during 
the late 1920s and early ’30s, and Mountain Ranch had its 
open air dances on the second Saturday of each month.

Dances were held regularly at Sheep Ranch, too, and 
some of those dances — particularly the first open air 
dances of the season would attract as many as 500 people. 
The open air dances at Rail Road Flat ended in 1931 and 
the dances were moved indoors to the hall over the 
Howard Store.

The Howard Store hall was 150 feet long and 50 feet 
wide, and dances continued to be held there until 1946 
when the store was sold. Geraldine “Gerry” Wells Rad
ford recalls that musicians of the area formed a dance 
band which they named the Buckhorn Jazz Babies. Band 
members included Arch Lester, piano; Dick Strebe and 
Lester Canevera, drums; Alfred Schmidt, violin; Andrew 
Sears, saxophone; Beulah Yount, trumpet and piano; 
Frank Courtwright, guitar; Hiram Parker, banjo, and 
Lowell Struckman, accordian.

As she and the others who gave the presentation on old 
time dances during our Historical Society’s February 
meeting in Mountain Ranch, Mrs. Radford noted that 
those band members who still survive include Andy Sears, 
now a resident of San Andreas; Beulah Yount, living in 
Paloma, and Dick Strebe, a resident of the bay area.

Preparation of the food for the midnight suppers at 
those dances was no small undertaking when several hun-

Please see Danced, pg. 34
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The Copperopolis Armory has hosted dances ranging from 
military dress balls to square dances and country music 
hoedowns since 1863. Historical Society photo

Danced, cont. from pg. 33
dred people attended them. Among those who prepared 
the food were Ella Howard and her daughters, Margaret 
Joses and Cora Ferris; Maud Howard and her daughters, 
Geraldine Wells Radford and Beulah Yount, Charles and 
Josephine Burns and Jessie Lombardi, from Mokelumne 
Hill.

The women would bake 35 pies and 30 cakes, plus 
roasts, raviolis, pasta and potato salad. They would cook 
100 pounds of potatoes in a wash boiler on the wood stove 
for potato salad and the the girls had to peel all those 
potatoes. They made their own mayonnaise — a gallon at a 
time. The midnight supper cost 75 cents for all you could 
eat.

The dishes and silverware used for serving the food were 
purchased from Grace Reinking, who by that time had 
given up on holding dances at the old Mountain Gate 
pavillion.

There were strict, unwritten rules concerning the con
duct of those dances, particularly, pertaining to teen-agers. 
Once they entered, the younger girls were not allowed to 
leave the dance hall during the evening. If a girl had to visit 
the outdoor restrooms — they were all outdoors in those 
days — she had to be accompanied by an adult woman or 
at least go there only in the company of several girls. And, 
while many of the adult males did not shy away from a bit 
of imbibing at those dances, drinking by young men of 
high school age was strictly frowned upon.

If anyone actually became obnoxious or unruly during a 
dance they were quickly escorted off the floor and not 
allowed to return.

There was always fun and often, amusing incidents, at 
the dances. Mrs. Radford recalled that one night at Rail 
Road Flat the gentleman who had been appointed to col
lect the admissions at the door had, during the course of 

the evening, a bit too much to drink. The dance finally 
drew to a close during the early morning hours and the 
dance committee members were too tired to count the pro
ceeds. The doorman decided to take the money home and 
count it in the morning, but on the way home, decided to 
hide it under a log.

Next morning, much to his embarrassment and dismay, 
he could not remember under which log he had hidden the 
money. Finally, he was forced to call out the other com
mittee members to aid in the search. They eventually found 
the loot, but it was a long time before the doorkeeper lived 
down the incident.

One night in Rail Road Flat a dance even ended up in a 
search for a lost boy.

During the day prior to the dance 10-year-old Ozzie 
Lombardi, now a retired cattleman and resident of 
Paloma, was being pressed into service by his mother and 
other women on the food committee, as an errand boy. A 
half-dozen times during the afternoon they sent him run
ning to Taylor’s store for various items needed in prepara
tion of the midnight supper.

Evening came and Ozzie, not particularly interested in 
the dance, was tired. He walked into Maud Howard’s

Please see Danced, pg. 35

Members of the “Valley Springers’’ square dance group 
who entertained Calaveras County Historical Society 
members and their guests during the society’s February 
meeting in Mountain Ranch include (front row L to R) Del 
Hull, Roberta Kenyon, Margerite Littleton (second row) 
Darlene Nelson, Darlene Hull, Richard Nelson (back row) 
Ozzie Kenyon and Ken Littleton. Although they call 
themselves the Valley Springers, they do not come from 
Valley Springs, but instead, live in various areas.

Courtesy of Ozzie and Roberta Kenyon
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GRANT HELPS ALTAVILLE
SCHOOL RESTORATION

As this April issue of Las Calaveras went to press, work 
on restoration of the interior of the historic Altaville 
School was moving toward completion. Historical Society 
President Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte and the society’s board 
of directors expect to see the inside of the 131-year-old 
building ready to accept furnishings within a few weeks.

This completion project has been made possible through 
a $22,500 grant to the historical society by Burlington 
Northern Foundation. The foundation is funded by Burl
ington Northern Railroad Co., BN Motor Carriers, El 
Paso Natural Gas Co., Meridian Oil, Inc., Plum Creek 
Timber Co., Inc., Glacier Park Co. and Meridian 
Minerals.

Meridian Gold, a subsidiary of Meridian Minerals, is 
bringing into production one of the Mother Lode’s larger 
open pit mines — the famous Royal Mountain King Mine 
hear Hodson, in the Felix Mining District, northwest of 
Copperopolis.

Presentation of the grant took place at the old school
house, following a March 6 luncheon at the historic Utica 
Mansion Inn, in Angels Camp. Commenting on the grant, 
E.M. Gerick, General Manager of the Royal Mountain 
King Mine, commented, “mining and education share a 
rich heritage with the past. Meridian Minerals, as well as 
Burlington Northern Foundation, feels it is appropriate 
that we, the modern miner, support our community by 
providing assistance toward the preservation of the one- 
room school and the part it played in our history.”

The old brick schoolhouse, which has been designated a 
state historic landmark and is on the National Register of 
Historic Places, was built in 1858 by gold miners with 
funds raised at a community dance. Generations of Alta
ville youngsters received their education in the old 
20x34-foot classroom which was used until the Angels 
Camp and Altaville School Districts were consolidated into 
the Mark Twain Elementary School District in 1950.

The old school and its surrounding property was pur
chased later in 1950 by the State Division of Forestry which 
built its present fire station there.

The abandoned schoolhouse, left standing in the center 
of the fire station’s parking lot, deteriorated until in 1981 it 
was on the verge of collapse.

Through the joint efforts of the historical society, the 
County of Calaveras, City of Angels, State Forestry, State 
Department of Architecture and the public, an effort was 
launched to save it. County and city plus public donations 
totaling $19,843 were matched with $7,911 made available 
by the historical society.

An inmate crew from Sierra Conservation Center, near

Jamestown, under supervision of State Forestry Capt. 
Alan Stovall restored the school’s crumbling brick walls 
and replaced its old roof with a new one of split sugar pine 
shingles.

Spearheaded by the late Eldred Lane, longtime historical 
society member, plans were drafted to move the old school 
building to its present oak shaded site in front of the 
forestry station adjacent to Highway 49. On December 13, 
1983, Fisher Brothers House Movers of Manteca, success
fully moved the 90 ton brick structure.

As soon as the interior of the old school is completed — 
with new floor, refinished walls, wainscoating and black
boards in place, the next and final phase will be the furn
ishings.

The historical society wants the interior to appear 
historically authentic. The society has some pieces of vin
tage school furniture, a few old desks, a school bell, but 
more is needed. Should any members or friends of the 
society who have old desks or other school furnishings they 
might wish to lend or donate, their generosity will be ap
preciated.

Danced, cont. from pg. 34
home, which was attached to the dance hall, and fell 
asleep.

The dance ended and no one could find Ozzie. Finally, 
after a preliminary search, Maud Howard invited Jessie 
Lombardi into the house for a cup of coffee and there was 
Ozzie, curled up on the bed fast asleep.

There were many other dance halls. A dance hall at 
Paloma and the famous old dance hall at the Kenny Ranch 
in Murphys. The Kenny Ranch dance hall was used at 
times, by folk dancers from University of Pacific. Another 
favorite Murphys dance hall was the Native Sons Hall 
which recently was destroyed by fire.

Over the years, many a romance began and blossomed 
into marriage at those old time country dances.
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CORRECTION
In the January issue of Las Calaveras, in a story dealing 

with Telegraph City and southwestern Calaveras County, 
early-day gold rush miner and Calaveras County pioneer 
Wade Hampton Johnston was referred to as Wade Hamp
ton. His last name was Johnston and he was the grand
father of Ruth Harper Lemue, of Angels Camp. Mrs. 
Lemue is the widow of the late John Lemue, who served on 
the Angels Camp City Council for 41 years.

LAS CALAVERAS IN BOOK FORM
Historical society members wishing to have their copies 

of Las Calaveras bound in hard cover book form may ob
tain information on cost and procedure by contacting Of
fice Manager William Fuller in the society’s office at 30 
North Main Street, San Andreas.

Back issues of Las Calaveras may also be obtained from 
the office in order to complete individual members’ sets.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the fol

lowing new members:
David & Reba Gibson, Douglas Flat.
Philip Engs, Arnold.
Terry Gonser, Murphys.
Doug & Cathy Mewhinney, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Allen W. Kenyon & son, Pine Grove. 
John Lemke, Arnold.
Mike Lemke, Arnold.
Mrs. Lee Stuart, Lafayette.
Linda & Michael O’Keefe, Mountain Ranch.
Mrs. Lois Compilli Donithan, San Andreas.
Richard M. Puchner, Valley Springs.
Dale & Joan Donleavy, Valley Springs.
Mrs. J.C. Argue, Newport Beach.
Bob Lerna & Donna Schantz, San Andreas.
Richard E. Lenfestey, Valley Springs.
Sharon L. Englin, San Andreas.
Mary E. Miller, San Andreas.
Arlene E. Erickson, Murphys.
Annette & Daniel Rios, Burson.
Mrs. Patricia J. Gutierrez, Murphys.
John Puisis, San Andreas.
Mr. J.R. Blomenkamp, Rail Road Flat.
Chiger’s Carpet & Upholstery, San Andreas.
Nancy B. Kjeldsen, Stockton.
Rosemary & Malcolm McKisson, Sacramento.
Wade & Kathie Elliott, Mountain Ranch.
Marie E. Tagliabue, Manteca.
Golda Lawler, San Andreas.
G.S. Allison, Richland, Wash.
Dave & Donna Whiting, Valley Springs.
Susan Marrone, San Andreas.
Marlene McFall, San Andreas.
Gerald G. Marquette, Portola.

IN MEMORIAM
Kerry Mason, Murphys, January, 1989. 

Wilford E. Gomes, San Andreas, January, 1989. 
Helen M. Raggio, Angels Camp, January, 1989. 

Emmett Gregory, Linden, January, 1989. 
Stanley S. Land, Murphys, February, 1989.
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STEPHENS FAMILY
CALAVERAS PIONEERS

Few gold rush families are more closely entwined in the 
history of the Murphys-Sheep Ranch areas than that of the 
Milton Stephens family. And, through most of those years 
since gold rush days, Stephens family members have been 
active in their county’s and area’s business, social and 
poltical affairs.

Today, descendants of the first Stephens who settled in 
Calaveras County still reside in Murphys and Sheep 
Ranch. The story of the Stephens family is also the story of 
those communities in earlier times.

Unmarried, restless and inspired by reports of rich gold 
discoveries in California, 21-year-old Milton Stephens de
parted his native settlement of Rabbithash, Ky., as soon as 
roads were travelable in the spring of 1850.

With his meager belongings stowed in a spring wagon, 
he traveled light and fast. Upon reaching the Missouri 
River where companies of emigrants were gathering in 
preparation for the westward trip, Stephens disregarded 
the formality of joining any specific wagon train. Instead, 
he struck out on his own, by-passing the slower moving, 
organized trains.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXXVIII_______ October, 1989_______ Number 1

When night came, he camped with or near whatever 
emigrant party that he came upon, and at times, ignoring 
possible Indian or other dangers, simply camped alone. 
Exactly what route he chose in making his crossing is not 
known, but late summer found Stephens in San Andreas, 
indicating he had traveled fast.

By early fall he was working a claim near the old road 
between Fourth and Fifth Crossing. (Fifth Crossing was on 
San Domingo Creek on what is now the Cosgrave Ranch.)

For several years Milton Stephens continued to mine in 
the area between Fourth and Fifth Crossing with varied 
degrees of success. On June 20, 1858, he married Mary

Please see FAMILY, pg. 2

Local citizens turned out on winter days during 1880s to repair Murphys Main Street. At left, using hoe, Frank Mitchler; 
facing camera at center, Henry Bessant; at right with shovel, Henry Taylor. Historical Society photo
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FAMILY, cont. from pg. 1
Melissa Thorpe, 18, daughter of Cap’n Moses Thorpe, 
owner of the Thorpe Mine, just south of Fourth Crossing. 
The Thorpes had come to California in 1848, via Cape 
Horn, and it is believed that voyage earned him the 
nickname of “Cap’n.” Melissa’s brother, Edson Thorpe, 
operated a bakery in Murphys in what today, still is known 
as the Thorpe Building.

The marriage ceremony, according to an account in the 
June 26, 1858 issue of the San Andreas Independent, was 
conducted in the Thorpe home near the mine, by William 
Tait, Esq. The December 18, 1858 issue of the Independent 
reported that “Milt Stephens and Hiram Tipton are at 
work on their gulch claim near Bence’s Hill, between 
Fourth and Fifth Crossing near the South Calaveras 
River.” The local paper also noted in 1859 that Milton 
Stephens, as manager of the Protection Hook and Ladder 
Company, of San Andreas, announced the first annual 
firemen’s ball would be held on December 29.

Stephens and his wife were living on Willow Creek, near 
the mining camp of Lower Calaveritas, when their first 
son, James Moses Stephens was born in 1860. Between 
1860 and 1884 a total of eight children were born to 
Melissa and Milton Stephens.

In addition to their first son, their children included 
Benjamin Stephens, 1863; Mary Melissa Stephens (named 
after her mother), 1865; Agnes Stephens, 1870; Frances 
Ella Stephens, 1873; Pamelia Stephens, 1878; Milton 
Stephens, 1880, and Lucian Stephens, 1884.

During the late 1860s Milton Stephens had given up his 
mining activities in the Fourth and Fifth Crossing area and 
at one point, was employed as a miner in the Calaveritas 
area by Wade Hampton Johnston, one of the gold rush 
era mine owners. An 1875 newspaper article placed Milton

Constructed in 1856, this stone and mortar building at the 
corner of Algiers and Main Street, in Murphys, housed the 
first Stephens Bros, store from mid-1880s until 1890. Sign 
on side of building is still quite legible.

Milton Stephens and Mary Melissa Thorpe married June 
20, 1858. Stephens family album

Stephens on the voters register at Independence Hill, near 
Rail Road Flat.

Sometime during that period, or even earlier, Stephens 
went to work at the Sheep Ranch Mine, after C.P. “Cap” 
Ferguson, in 1872, drove a tunnel that opened up its main 
ledge. Stephens worked there for many years and was con
sidered one of the company’s most valued and trusted 
employees.

James Moses Stephens and his brother, Ben, along with 
their brothers and sisters, grew up in Sheep Ranch, went to 
school there, and with approach of adulthood, entered va
rious fields of endeavor. All of the children, along with 
their father, were musically inclined. The family played at 
dances and celebrations throughout the county. In addi
tion, for several years, the senior Milton Stephens served 
as floor manager at the annual Mokelumne Hill Firemens’ 
Ball.

James Moses Stephens married Mary Helen Leonard 
and Benjamin Stephens married Ann Merchal. Mary 
Melissa Stephens married Warren Garland and Pamelia 
Stephens married Will Snyder who was to become a promi
nent Calaveras and Amador county lawyer. Agnes 
Stephens married a man named Howard and Frances Ella 
Stephens married a man named Castor. Milton Stephens 
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married Eva Mercer, whose family had the Mercer Caves 
and Lucian Stephens married Carmen Raggio. The late 
Hildred Stephens Mayo Cooper, of Angels Camp, was 
their daughter.

The elder Mary Melissa Stephens passed away in 1895, 
at age 55, but her husband, Milton, lived until 1915, pass
ing away at age 86. Both he and his wife are buried in the 
family plot in Murphys.

The year of 1886 found 26-year-old James Moses 
Stephens and his brother, Ben, involved in the mercantile 
business in Murphys. Their first store, one of three they 
were to own or operate there, plus another one in Sheep 
Ranch, was located on the northeast corner of Main and 
Algiers Street, across from the Murphys Hotel. That struc
ture, known as the Jones Building, had been constructed in 
1856. The building still stands there and the words 
“Stephens Bros. Cheap Cash Store” still are legible on its 
west side, flanking Algiers Street.

Their merchandise, said a grandson still living in Mur
phys, “included everything from sewing thread to gun
powder and butter churns to barbed wire.” The store was 
immediately successful, but a decade later, seeking more 
space, the Stephens were to move from the Algiers Street 
store to the building that presently houses the old Timers 
Museum, on Main Street, in Murphys.

James Moses Stephens and Mary Helen were to have 
three children, Raymond Stephens, 1886-1960; Earl Ben
jamin Stephens, 1889-1957 and Della Ann Stephens, 
1895-1976. Earl Benjamin Stephens became the father of 
the present Earl L. Stephens who presently is a resident of 
Murphys.

In addition to being a successful merchant, James Moses 
Stephens as a young man, had taken up photography, and 
during the years he ran the Murphys store, he also took 
photographs. Many of the early day photos of Murphys 
were taken by Stephens, he also made a business of selling 
post cards bearing photos of the Murphys and Ebbetts 
Pass area.

Benjamin Stephens married Ann Merchal and they had 
two children, Gladys Stephens, and a son, Hayden Ste
phens, still a resident of Sheep Ranch. Hayden Stephens 
and Earl Benjamin Stephens, the father of the present Earl 
L. Stephens, of Murphys, were cousins.

In 1897 James Moses and Benjamin Stephens borrowed 
$5,000 from merchant and lumber mill owner John 
Manuel — a large sum of money in those days — with 
which to purchase the building which today houses the 
town’s museum. The building originally had been occupied 
by Riley Senter who sold to Manuel and Garland. It was

Please see FAMILY, pg. 4

Stephens family at Sheep Ranch, about 1886. Seated (L to R) Anne Stephens, Milton Stephens Jr., Milton Stephens Sr., Lu
cian Stephens, Mary Melissa Stephens, Mary Helen Stephens, James Raymond Stephens. Standing, (L to R) Benjamin 
Stephens, Frances Ella Stephens, Agnes Stephens, Pamelia Stephens, Mary Melissa Stephens, who was named after her 
mother, and James Moses Stephens. The two persons on the porch are unidentified. Stephens family album
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FAMILY, cont. from pg. 3
from them that the Stephens brothers took over operation 
of the business.

It was also in the late 1880s the brothers opened a store 

garden produce to town. Sheriff Josh Jones sent his depu
ty, Emil Schwoerer to Austrian John’s cabin to take him in 
to custody but instead of submitting to arrest, Austrian 
John threatened Schwoerer with a rifle and Schwoerer kill

in Sheep Ranch, which with the Sheep Ranch Mine and 
other mines in the area in operation, was a thriving com
munity.

James Joses Stephens ran the Stephens Brothers Cash 
Store in Murphys and Benjamin managed the Sheep Ranch 
Store.

During the 1890s a man known as Austrian John, who 
lived near the Lost Boy Mine, west of Sheep Ranch, and 
raised vegetables which he sold in the area, reportedly 
developed a grudge against Ben Stephens. The Stephens 
store caught fire one night, burned to the ground, and 
Austrian John was blamed for it.

But, before the suspected arsonist could be arrested he 
became increasingly violent, threatened several citizens 
and then shot the two burros with which he had hauled his 

ed him.
Benjamin and James Moses quickly rebuilt the Sheep 

Ranch store and it operated well into the 1920s.
In 1898 the Stephens brothers built the first telephone 

line connecting Sheep Ranch and Murphys. For years they 
allowed Sheep Ranch residents to connect to the line free 
of charge. It was not until 1925 the state Railroad Commis
sion, forerunner of the present California Public Utilities 
Commission, declared the phone line a public utility and 
allowed the Stephens to charge the owner of each phone in 
Sheep Ranch a fee of $1 per month.

In 1910 the Stephens brothers purchased the old Big 
Trees Hotel building, which stood at the site of the present- 
day Nugget Cafe, at the northwest corner of Big Trees 
Road and Main Street, in Murphys. They had the rambling 

Stephens family orchestra, 1907. (L to R) James Raymond Stephens, Mary Ellen Stephens, Earl Benjamin Stephens, James 
Moses Stephens, Della Ann Stephens. Stephens family album
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old structure torn down and used the lumber to build a new 
store at the northwest corner of Algiers and Main Street, 
directly across from the Murphys Hotel.

At that time the lot on the corner of Algiers and Main 
Streets was vacant, due to an explosion and fire during the 
1890s which destroyed the structures there.

The two-story building, still in use as a store, housed the 
Stephens mercantile business on its ground floor and the 
second floor was used by the Earl Benjamin Stephens 
family as living quarters.

Although his life had been devoted almost exclusively to 
the merchandising trade, there still appeared to be some of 
his father’s gold mining blood coursing through James 
Moses Stephens’ veins. Not only did he occasionally grub
stake some mining claim owner who may have uncovered a 
promising prospect, he also served as secretary of the 
Ozark Mining Company.

The Ozark Mine was located between Murphys and

Angels Camp on what was thought to be a part of the gold- 
rich Cal-Central gravel channel. However, the mine pro
duced few profits and after eight years the company turned 
it over to Glendon and Gene Mitchler, owners of the Mur
phys Hotel.

James Moses Stephens’ children included James Ray
mond Stephens, 1886-1960; Earl Benjamin Stephens, 
1889-1957, and Della Ann Stephens, 1894-1976.

Earl Benjamin, in 1909, married Beatrice Martell, whose 
father came from Nova Scotia and worked in the Sheep 
Ranch Mine in the 1870s and 80s. Her mother, whose 
maiden name was Clara Davis, was a covered wagon baby, 
whose parents had come from Indiana in 1861.

Earl Benjamin and Beatrice Martell Stephens had three 
children; Earl L. Stephens, born in 1910 in his grand
parents home at Brice Station. He presently lives on Utica 
Power House Road, in Murphys, and his sister, Thelma

Please see FAMILY, pg. 6

From 1890 to 1910 Stephens Bros. Store in Murphys occupied what is now the Old Timers Museum. Bearded man in buggy 
is Milton Stephens, patriarch of Stephens clan. Holding horses is Mike Marshall. Others (L to R) “Doc” Roberts, Earl 
Stephens, George Taylor, James Stephens. Stephens family album
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Stephens Brothers Store in Sheep Ranch, 1916. Boy at right is Hayden Stephens, son of owner.
Stephens family photo

FAMILY, cont. from pg. 5
Beatrice Ramos, was born in 1914 and lives in Napa. June 
Lenore Stephens Dallos was born in 1917 and passed away 
five years ago.

Earl’s father, as a young man, was a commercial artist 
and sign painter, but upon his father’s death in 1921, he 
and his brother, Ray, took over the mercantile store in 
Murphys.

But, by that time the Great Depression of the 1930s was 
on a decade away, and when it struck there was little 
chance of holding the business together.

“Jobs just suddenly seemed to become non-existent, and 
there was just too much credit on the books. There was 
just no way of keeping going — the Sheep Ranch Store had 
already closed — and my Dad and Uncle Ray were forced 

to close the Murphys Store,’’ said his son.
By the mid-30s Earl Benjamin Stephens and his family 

had left Murphys and moved to Oakland where the elder 
Stephens found work in a steel mill. Young Stephens, still 
in high school, quit school and obtained a contract hauling 
mail from the main Oakland Post Office to Alameda. 
However, it was not lucrative, and in 1939 he went to work 
at the Mare Island Navy Yard where eventually he was to 
become a machinist.

But, young Earl L. Stephens never forgot Murphys. He 
returned whenever he could, and acquired the property, 
once owned by his uncle, Ray Stephens. Now retired, 
Stephens and his wife, Bertha, live in the tree-shaded home 
on Utica Road, at the east end of Murphys. His mother, 
Beatrice Martell Stephens, who was 98 years old on
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PLAQUE AND LONELY GRAVE 
MARK SITE OF BROWNSVILLE 

By George Hoeper
The two mining camps, each bearing their founders’ 

names, sprang up on rich discovery sites almost within 
shouting distance of each other.

But, within a decade one already was dying while the 
other was becoming an increasingly important eastern 
Calaveras County trade center.

Today the Murphy brothers have a picturesque and still 
thriving gold rush community to be remembered by. Less 
than a mile away, on Pennsylvania Gulch Road, only a 
bronze plaque and solitary grave mark the site of the town 
once named for George and Alfred Brown.

Brownsville was not one of the first Calaveras gold 
strikes. It was sometime between 1852 and 1855, probably 
closer to 1855, that George Brown, a native of New York 
or New Hampshire, made or became involved in the dis
covery of valuable placer gold deposits near the confluence 
of Pennsylvania and Missouri Gulches.

The census of 1852 lists George Brown, 35, of New 
York, as a miner in the Murphys area, mentioning nothing 
of Pennsylvania Gulch, Missouri Gulch or Brownsville. 
But it could not have been too long after the census that 
Brown began orospecting what was to become known as 
the Brownsville area. And, apparently some time before 
1855, George Grown was joined by his brother, Albert, 
who was listed in Heckendorn’s and Wilson’s Business
mens’ Directory, as a native of New Hampshire.

By 1855 the flat at the junction of Pennsylvania and 
Missouri Gulches had acquired the name of Brownsville 
and become a thriving mining camp. That same year, in
dicating that their mining venture had met with some con
siderable success, George and Alfred Brown purchased for 
$3,000, the adjoining ranch (Table Mountain Ranch) from 
Sam Chriswell and Jabel Terhune.

During the next few years the mining operations along 
Pennsylvania and Missouri Gulch continued to expand, as

September 18, still is living and resides in a Napa County 
rest home.

As for Earl Stephens, descendant of Calaveras County 
gold rush families, at age 79, he seeks out gold rush history 
as his great-grandfather once searched for gold. But in
stead of searching through dusty archives, his quest takes 
him afield, along the creeks and into the old mining camps 
of the Mother Lode.

His main tool is a metal detector, and over the years he 
has an impressive collection of early-day artifacts ranging 
from old guns and coins to mining equipment, knives and 
cooking utensils that would do credit to a museum.

Only a bronze plaque remains to tell passers-by on Penn
sylvania Gulch Road that a once thriving mining camp ex
isted here.

did the town of Brownsville, which in 1857 was described 
by the San Andreas Independent as containing numerous 
stores and saloons in addition merchants’ homes and 
cabins of the miners. No population figures are available, 
but it appears that at least several hundred people lived 
within the town itself, with considerably more in camps 
and cabins around the area. The road from Douglas Flat 
followed Coyote Creek to Brownsville, then turned west to 
Murphys.

However, the Brownsville Mining District was not for
mally organized until October 24, 1857. The San Andreas 
Independent described the district as “all that territory ly
ing and being north of a line running even with the north
ern boundary of Disher and Walker’s Ranch, and drained 
by Coyote Creek and its tributaries. The district’s by-laws 
provided that “each and every miner may own and hold by 
preemption, each, one wet claim, and one dry claim, and 
also one quartz claim: ... no placer claim shall contain 
more than one hundred and fifty square feet, to each and 
every person interested therein.”

Please see PLAQUE, pg. 8
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PLAQUE, cont. from pg. 7
President of the mining district was listed as John P. 

Lordon and its secretary was E. Darling, Jr. The commit
tee which drafted the by-laws was comprised of George 
Congdon, L. Proper, Nelson Card, P. Kerns and George 
Peoples.

The San Andreas Independent also reported on Nov. 21, 
1857, that, “On Pennsylvania Gulch, the mines are similar 
to Murphys, deep — all the dirt being hoisted out in 
buckets, by horse-power. George Congdon and others 
have extensive and rich claims in the vicinity. On the banks 
sloping from the north, between Pennsylvania Gulch and 
Coyote Creek, are some extensive hydraulic claims now be
ing worked. Mr. L. Proper has a claim there that pays well; 
in fact, the mines and mining operations in this vicinity are 
of a superior order and looked healthy in the firmest sense 
of the word.”

The article went on to say that “fine ranches and 
gardens line the creek on either side, down to Douglas Flat. 
Here the ‘Ranch Act’ is much complained of, and appears 
to be quite unpopular with the miner — while it is the 
reverse with the farmers and gardeners. A ranch was of
fered to us for $700, while the owner said that if there was 
no gold in the ground, he would take no less than $7,000. 
We laughed at him and remarked that if it was not for the 
gold, he and his ranch would not have been heard of in 
these parts. He tacitly admitted the fact and thereby 
became a convert to the mining interest.”

On July 31, 1858, the “Independent” stated: “Our min
ing intelligence still holds its own. The claims upon 
Missouri and Pennsylvania Gulches continue to pay ex
tremely well.

The Old Syd Crow claim, upon which a vast amount of 
work has been done, continues to pay finely. Average 
wages, $8 per day to the hand. Proper, Ashley & Co., and 
many others are making good wages.”

But despite the encouraging reports of mid-1858, by 
1860 the mining along Pennsylvania and Missouri Gulches 
was in decline and the town of Brownsville was beginning 
to experience an exodus of both miners and merchants.

Probably one of the reasons the area was mined out so 
quickly is that the claims themselves were quite small — 
each placer claim was little more than 12 feet square, and 
even though many of them contained relatively deep gravel 
deposits, they could be quickly worked out. And, each in
dividual was limited to ownership of only two placer 
claims — one wet and one dry — at any time. They were 
allowed to hold a quartz claim, but that meant little in a 
placer mining area.

Another factor which probably added to the rapid de
mise of Brownsville after the mining activity slowed was

A single granite headstone, burial site of the Stephen 
Henry Webster family, is the only remaining trace of the 
Brownsville Cemetery.

that even in its heyday, it was largely a tent city.
The town of Murphys, just over a rise of ground to the 

west of Brownsville, very early took on an air of per
manence. Settlers who arrived there in 1848 and 1849 
quickly began erecting permanent buildings of mortar and 
field stone and cut rhyolite blocks, many of which still are 
standing today. If there ever were any stone or masonry 
buildings in Brownsville there is no evidence of them to
day.

Throughout the late 1850s, as Brownsville flourished, 
George and Alfred Brown operated the ranch which in
cluded land upon which at least a portion of the town was 
built.

But, on October 29, 1859, Alfred Brown deeded his half 
of the ranch to his brother for $1,000. Then, the following 
year, 1860, George Brown sold the ranch to William 
Auditt and John J. March for $5,000.

Well into the 1860s mining continued at some locations 
along Missouri and Pennsylvania Gulches where deep plac
ers still yielded good pay. But, for the most part, the boom 
had ended.

Gradually, as miners and merchants moved away, much 
of the town disappeared, leaving only a single tavern, a 
school and a store which managed to eke out an existence 
for several more years. Long before turn of the century vir
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tually all traces were gone.
One of the things that residents of the dying mining 

camp did leave behind was a cemetery, marked by a scat
tering of wooden grave markers and carved granite head
stones. They were located on land which was a part of the 
Table Mountain Ranch.

The ranch, during its first 50 years, changed hands a 
number of times and 1900 found it under the ownership of 
Ethel Adams, who operated it as a working cattle ranch 
and dairy. Her foreman was George Hinkston.

Years of neglect had allowed the old cemetery fence to 
deteriorate to the point that it was virtually non-existent, 
and cows, as cows will, were quick to find the holes and 
enter the cemetery to crop the grass. Each time they did, 
they knocked over at least some of the headstones, and 
Mrs. Adams each time, instructed Hinkston to go down to 
the cemetery and repair the damage.

Hinkston, who worked on the ranch for 30 years, ap
parently was a man of action.

One day, some time after turn of the century, after the 
cows had once again invaded the old graveyard and 
knocked down headstones, he decided to solve the problem 
once and for all. He loaded the entire lot of stones and 
markers, with the exception of one that was too large to 
lift, into a wagon, hauled them away and reportedly tossed 
them down an old mine shaft.

Hinkston, in 1921, after she discharged him, sued Mrs. 
Adams and was awarded $10,000 on grounds that she had 
promised him a share of the ranch.

Today, with the exception of the bronze historic land
mark plaque and a single large granite headstone shaded 
by a huge valley oak, not a trace of the once booming min
ing camp remains.

Carved in the polished face of the stone are the names, 
Stephen Henry Webster, died Nov., 1853
Mary Ann Webster, died Aug., 1854
John Henry Webster, died 1909.

Today the property is owned by Boyd Thompson, of 
Stockton, owner of nearby Indian Rock Vineyard, on 
Pennsylvania Gulch Road, who says the old townsite and 
cemetery will be retained as common area park land.

MUSEUM VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Additional volunteers to help staff the Calaveras County 

Museum at 30 N. Main Street, in San Andreas, are being 
sought by our historical society’s board of directors.

Men and women who can donate either a half or full 
day, or even a few hours a month on either a week-day or 
week-end in order to help keep the museum open to the 
public, may contact Louise Greenlaw at 754-3604 or the 
historical society office at 754-1058. The museum is open 
every day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

THREE BUILDINGS RECEIVE
ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS

Two historic buildings on North Main Street, in San An
dreas, and an ornate replica home in Murphys are winners 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society’s 1989 architec
tural awards.

Certificates of recognition, a new award category, were 
presented at the Society’s July meeting to the owner of the 
William Casey Building at 95 North Main Street, and to 
owners of what originally was John Steele’s Boot Makers 
and Cobblers Shop at 42 North Main Street, in San An
dreas.

A plaque and architectural award of merit went to Bob 
and Joanna Manesajian, builders of the replica Victoria 
home at 1656 Pennsylvania Gulch Road, at Murphys.

The William Casey Building, better known in recent

Award winning Manesajian home.

years as the Blewett Building and Blewett’s Cafe, actually 
is comprised of two structures dating back to 1887 and 
1895. Today it is owned by local attorney Michael Arkin, 
recipient of one of this year’s architectural certificates of 
recognition. Arkin, who purchased the structure from 
Howard Blewett in 1988, has completely rebuilt and refur
bished the building’s interior, turning it into a modern of
fice complex while retaining its 19th century exterior ap
pearance.

The south side of the present building was constructed in 
1895 by William Casey who housed a grocery store and of
fices there. A few years later he joined it to the building on 
the north side which had been built in 1887. After the 
grocery store was closed the downstairs portion of the 
building served as a dry goods store, and later, also housed 
a pharmacy with tailor and doctors offices upstairs.

Later, the downstairs area of the building was to serve as
Please see AWARDS, pg. 10
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AWARDS, cont. from pg. 9
the first theater in San Andreas, after it was remodeled in 
1900. John Halley was the theater operator, and during the 
1920s it provided seating for 40 people.

From 1947 until 1988 Howard and Mary Blewett owned 
the building. They lived upstairs and operated their 
restaurant in the downstairs area. Over the years, Blewett’s 
Cafe was to become a San Andreas institution.

Today, the old building with its 19th century facade is 
completely modernized inside, and is the only privately 
owned building in Calaveras County to contain an elevator 
to carry people between the first and second floors.

Since the interior of the building has been completely 
modernized it was impossible for the Historical Society’s 
architectural committee to present Michael Arkin with the 
customary plaque and architectural award of merit. How-

Award winning Casey Building houses offices.

ever, because he had taken pains to preserve its authentic 
early-day exterior appearance, the committee headed by 
Roberta Kenyon, created the “Award of Recognition’’ 
category, which was presented to Arkin.

Also presented an Award of Recognition were Joe and 
Kim Gult and Tom and Carol Sears, owners of the old 
Steele Building at 42 North Main Street, which presently 
houses Timberline Depot, a toy shop specializing in 
wooden toys.

Built by a Joseph Bennett after the fire of 1858, this 
small, false front structure was first used as a barber shop. 
The year it was built it was assessed at $500, but sold in 
1862 for $400. After several changes of ow nership it sold in 
1895 to John Steele and D. Johnson for $370.

A native of Germany, where he had learned the boot 
making trade, Steele had arrived in the U.S. in 1848 and 

1861 found him operating a 2,000-acre ranch six miles 
south of San Andreas. After buying the boot shop Steele 
continued to run the ranch. He would come into the shop 
and repair shoes at night, after his ranch chores were done.

In 1935 Delmar “Dell’’ Tucker took the old building 
and it became a barber shop once again. After Tucker end
ed barbering there in the 1960s, Steve Valente ran the shop 
for several years, followed by a succession of barbers and 
beauticians, until shortly before it was taken over by its 
new owners this year.

The Gults and Sears have retained the false front and the 
“gold country’’ characteristics of the old building, while 
completely refurbishing its interior. Today, the old 
building, except for a coat of fresh paint which adds to its 
attractiveness, appears much as it did 100 years ago.

The Pennsylvania Gulch home of Bob and Joanna Man- 
esajian is an authentic replica in every way, of the palatial 
homes of the past century. Wherever possible they utilized 
authentic antique artifacts and material, and where they 
could not, they painstakingly provided exact replicas of the 
originals.

For a considerable period of time before starting on 
their new home the Manesajians looked for an old home to 
restore, but found so many obstacles kept popping up they 
finally decided to construct an authentic replica. The result 
is a two-story wood frame house that is such a true replica 
it is often mistaken for an original.

Among the outstanding features of the home is a wrap
around porch and wicker furniture, dormer windows, and 
a stone wall that against a background of pines and oaks, 
seems to frame the landscape.

Trees which were felled on the property to make room

Steele Building wins recognition award.
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NEW OFFICERS FOR 1989-90
Don Cuneo, of San Andreas, a native son whose family 

history goes back to Calaveras County’s gold rush days, 
took over the helm of the Calaveras County Historical So
ciety at its June meeting in the La Contenta Country Club 
in Valley Springs.

Cuneo took the gavel from retiring President Gloyd 
“Bud” Ponte, who had headed the historical society for 
the past two years. Don is owner and manager of the Black 
Bart Inn, in San Andreas.

Special guest and installing officer was State Assembly
man Norman Waters, of Plymouth. He congratulated the 
historical society’s membership and its officers for their ef
forts to preserve local history, including restoration of the 
131-year-old Altaville School and operation of the 
Calaveras County Museum.

Others who took the oath of office to serve for the com
ing year included Vice President Linda Cline, of Murphys; 
Treasurer Bonnie Miller, of Mountain Ranch; Recording 
Secretary John Gomes, of San Andreas; and Membership 
and Financial Secretary Sharon Eglin, of San Andreas. 
Directors who were installed included Gail Nordby, of San 
Andreas; Charles Stone, of Copperopolis; Richard Barger, 
of Murphys, and Jack Kennedy, of San Andreas. Stone, 

for the dwelling provide some of the structural framing 
timbers. The huge kitchen counter is from one wood slab.

Kitchen cabinets are hand-made, styled to authenticate 
those that would be found in a home of the past century. 
The house has hardwood floors throughout, with wide 
crown and floor molding.

The Manesajians found antique glass door knobs and 
lighting fixtures, with those in the dining room being of 
special interest. This fixture has ornate glass chimneys and 
the entire fixture can be raised or lowered. It came from 
the ballroom of an old San Francisco mansion.

Bathroom fixtures are either old or true to the period. 
The wallpaper that has been chosen, as well as the furnish
ings, attest to Joanna Manesajian’s attention to detail and 
her passion for authenticity.

The Manesajian house meets every requirement and 
guideline set down by the Historical Society for construc
tion of an authentic replica Victorian home, said members 
of the architectural committee.

Architectural committee members include Jack Ken
nedy, of San Andreas; Shirley Huberty, of Mountain 
Ranch; Winnie Alexander, of Mountain Ranch; George 
and Lucy Schwoerer, of Valley Springs, and Ozzie Ken
yon, of Mountain Ranch. The Committee is chaired by 
Roberta Kenyon, of Mountain Ranch, and Gloyd “Bud” 
Ponte, the Historical Society President for 1989, served as 
an ex-officio member.

Barger and Kennedy also served as directors during the 
past year.

Linda Cline and her husband, Neil, have been residents 
of Murphys for 12 years. Until last year they were owners 
of the Cline Piano Company, of Portland, Ore., which 
had been in the family for 100 years.

Mrs. Cline is a native of Carson Hill and her father, 
Dominique, once operated a bakery in Murphys.

Please see OFFICERS, pg. 12

Our society’s officers and directors for 1989-90 include (L 
to R) Charles Stone, director; Linda Cline, vice president; 
John Gomes, recording secretary; Gail Nordby, director; 
Sharon Eglin, membership secretary; Bonnie Miller, 
treasurer, and Don Cuneo, president. Not pictured are 
directors Jack Kennedy and Richard Barger.

Don Cuneo (right) Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
president for 1989-90, accepts gavel from retiring president 
Gloyd “Bud” Ponte.
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EDITORIAL
When, at its July meeting, she stepped down as financial 

and membership secretary of the Calaveras County Histor
ical Society — a post she had held for the past 10 years — 
Lillian Filippini was accorded a standing ovation.

And, it was not without due cause that Lillian received 
that warm round of applause. No one could have been 
more devoted or responsible in carrying out her duties for 
our historical society than Mrs. Filippini.

Always pleasant, helpful, filled with concern for the 
growth and welfare of the society and doing more than 
their share, Lillian and her husband, Charles, during those 
10 years and at the present, are among the stalwarts of this 
organization.

Every member of the Calaveras County Historical Soci
ety owes Lillian Filippini a vote of thanks for a job well 
done.

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the fol

lowing new members:
John & Mary Anne Walker, Valley Springs.
Robert Mileslavich, Stockton.
Vincent P. Nowell Sr., Simi Valley.
William & Dolores Tipton, San Andreas.
Mrs. Lewis Mathis, Linden.
Jack Thorbrogger, San Andreas.
Dorothy DeDontney, Los Altos.
Neil & Cheryl Edwards, Mokelumne Hill.
Carmen Sanders, Murphys.
Robert & Barbara Perry, San Andreas.
Dana Dee Carragher, Annandale, Va.
Steve and Gerri Conway, San Andreas.
Joel Jay Ellioff, Castro Valley.
Albert J. Segalla, Twain Harte.
John S. Spears, Murphys.
Mr. & Mrs. Jon Costa, Springfield, Va.
Mr. & Mrs. Amos Wilhelm, Rail Road Flat.
James Meikle Eglin Jr., Fairfax, Va.

IN MEMORIAM
Ellis Dragomonovich, San Andreas, June 14, 1989 

Margaret Kenfield, Murphys, July 6, 1989 
Tone Airola, Altaville, July 21, 1989 

Charles Loomis, San Andreas, Aug. 18, 1989 
Charles Valente, San Andreas, Aug. 22, 1989

OCTOBER MEETING
The next meeting of the Calaveras County Historical 

Society will be at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 26, in the courtroom of 
the old Calaveras County Courthouse at 30 N. Main 
Street, in San Andreas.

This will be a business meeting and the program which 
will follow is to be announced.

OFFICERS, cont. from pg. 11
Bonnie Miller, a resident of the Mountain Ranch area, 

came to Calaveras County four years ago from Modesto. 
She is employed as an engineering technician with the 
Calaveras County Department of Public Works.

John Gomes, son of the late Wilfred Gomes of San An
dreas, returned to Calaveras County recently and is deeply 
interested in the county’s history. He has been devoting 
considerable time as a volunteer in the county archives.

Sharon Eglin, another California native, who grew up in 
San Leandro, came to Calaveras County a decade ago 
from Washington, D.C. With her former husband, a naval 
captain, she has spent considerable time in Europe, in
cluding Moscow, and cities in England and Spain.
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A FAMILY LOOKS BACK ON
140 YEARS OF RANCHING
Like many of his countrymen who came to the Mother 

Lode in Gold Rush days Giacomo Leoni quickly decided 
his future lay not in the quest for yellow metal, but in the 
agricultural bounty of its soil.

Leaving his wife and young daughter in their native 
Switzerland, the 31-year-old Leoni arrived in what is now 
Calaveras County in 1849. But, unlike the vast majority 
who flocked to California during those hectic years, he 
refused to succumb to “gold fever.”

Instead, with the eye of one familiar with making his liv
ing from the land, he sought a suitable place for farming. 
And, although he may have engaged to some extent in min
ing during his first years here, by 1850 he had settled on the 
spot where for the remainder of his life he would conduct 
his agricultural pursuits.

Leoni’s property — initally only 160 acres — lay in what 
then was called Weehawken Valley, on the south side of 
the Calaveras River (now the south side of New Hogan 
Reservoir) near the mining camp of Boston Bar. Before the 
close of 1850 he began construction of a thick walled two- 
story field stone and mud mortar house and had begun 
planting fruit trees and a vineyard.

For a cash crop Leoni grew vegetables which he sold at 
Boston Bar and other mining camps, including San An
dreas. As a result, his property became known as the 
Boston Ranch, although some later were to refer to it as 
“The Swiss Ranch.”

He continued to expand his orchard and vineyard while 
working, when he found time, on the big stone dwelling 
that with its full basement that would eventually contain 13 
rooms and serve as home for six generations of Leoni 
descendants. But, work on the rambling, two-story house

Please see RANCH, pg. 38
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RESTORED ALTAVILLE SCHOOL 
DEDICATED JUNE 11

A decade of combined effort by our historical society, 
local and state officials and private industry to preserve the 
historic Altaville Schoolhouse culminated, June 11, with 
dedication ceremonies of the now fully restored 131-year- 
old building.

Many of the more than 200 local and out-of-town guests 
present at the dedication were former students who had at
tended classes in the old school. They gathered under the 
oaks adjacent to Highway 49 in front of the Altaville state 
forestry station to renew acquaintences and view the now 
refurbished schoolhouse.

A highlight of the afternoon was the presence of three 
former teachers, Ted Bird, who taught there from 1934 to 
1939; Bob Groves, who taught from 1940 to 1950 and Mar- 
celle Avery, who was a teacher there from 1934 until the 
school was closed in 1950.

The afternoon’s program opened with an hour-long con
cert by the Angels Camp Community Band, directed by 
Phil Stock, followed by a tour of the interior of the 
building.

The welcome was presented by Gloyd “Bud” Ponte,
Please see SCHOOL, pg. 42

The DeMartini Ranch, first known as Boston Ranch, dates back to gold rush days.
Historical Society photo
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Giacomo Leoni

RANCH, cont. from pg. 37
with its 20-inch thick walls and seven-foot wide European 
style fireplace progressed slowly as Leoni divided his time 
between development of his farm and the house construc
tion.

During those initial years Leoni’s abode was a small 
stone hut that he found abandoned on the property when 
he moved there. Present members of the family believe the 
crude rock structure was built by Mexican herdsmen who 
sometimes ventured into the foothills in search of their half 
wild cattle. Others believe it could have been built by Hud
son Bay Company trappers known to have reached the 
Calaveras area during the 1830s.

Today a portion of the original stone cabin still stands, 
forming part of the rear wall of the 93-foot-long rock
walled barn which Leoni and his son-in-law later built 
there. The barn, still in good condition, is in use today. 
The wall and fireplace of the old stone cabin that has 
become a part of it may well constitute the remains of the 
oldest dwelling in Calaveras County.

The year of 1852 arrived, bringing to Weehawken Valley 
a young man who was to change the future of the Leoni 
family. John Peter DeMartini left Switzerland and crossed 
the plains with a wagon train bound for California in 1849. 
He had been lured by tales reaching his homeland, of the 

discovery of gold.
The 30-year-old DeMartini was mining, apparently with 

only marginal success at Volcano, in Amador County, 
when he heard of rich new diggins on the Calaveras River. 
Within days he was at Boston Bar, where he chanced to 
meet Giacomo Leoni.

Drawn together by common bonds of language and na
tionality, these two natives of Switzerland quickly became 
friends. Apparently, mining on the Calaveras River was 
proving no more gainful for DeMartini than it had in 
Volcano. At any rate, before the year was out John 
DeMartini abandoned mining and became a partner with 
Leoni on the ranch.

A professional stone mason, DeMartini’s industry and 
skills vastly aided development of the ranch and construc
tion of the house Leoni had started. They worked tirelessly 
on the house and on the building of the stone-walled barn. 
They built corrals, fences, planted grain and continued to 
expand the orchard and vineyard. The property simply was 
too large to enclose in a stone fence, so brush fences were 
built to contain their livestock. Years later, as it became 
available, barbed wire replaced the brush fence.

Through the front yard of the Leoni-DeMartini house 
was the trail — later to become the road — that linked the 
San Andreas and Petersburg areas with Salt Springs 
Valley. It was used steadily by travelers, among them, the 
bandit Joaquin Murieta, who according to family history, 
became quite friendly with Leoni. Family legend has it that

Leoni-DeMartini family (standing L to R) Louis DeMarti
ni, Grandma Leoni, Grandma DeMartini, Peter DeMarti
ni, Andrew DeMartini; (sitting) Clement DeMartini, Rick 
DeMartini, and baby, Angelina DeMartini in grandpa De
Martini’s arms. Photo taken in 1884 or 1885.

Ellingwood family album
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Murieta often stopped at the ranch to rest and play cards. 
One of the card players was said to have been Peter Bassi, 
Bear Mountain area pioneer, who often stayed at the stone 
house.

Once, while playing cards in the upstairs of the house, 
Murieta is said to have looked out and seen the sheriff ap
proaching. He reportedly escaped by jumping off the bal
cony as the sheriff entered the front door.

Gradually, from their constant toil, Leoni and DeMar
tini saw the ranch prosper. The vineyard grew until its 
grapevines numbered in the thousands and its orchards, 
containing a variety of fruit trees, continued to expand. As 
they acquired additional land they added more cattle.

But, it was not until 1866, 17 years after he arrived in 
California, that Giacomo Leoni’s wife, Lucia, and his 
daughter, Catherine, who by that time was 20 years old, 
left their home in Verscio, Switzerland, to join him in 
Weehawken Valley.

Once again reunited with her husband, Lucia Leoni and 
her daughter took over operation of the big, two-story 
stone house and quickly fell into the routine of foothill 
farm life. It was a busy and demanding life with work for 
both men and women from dawn until dark.

Catherine was a well-educated young woman who spoke 
four languages and wrote two. She and John DeMartini 
quickly became attracted to each other and within two 
years they were married.

The marriage took place during the winter of 1868, just 
as a heavy storm struck the area. The roof of the house,

DeMartini brothers at hog butchering time on the ranch
Ellingwood family album

part of which still was incomplete, began to leak, drench
ing the wedding party who were forced to take refuge in 
the old stone hut across the barnyard.

Fifty years later the family again was drenched during a 
violent winter storm when, on New Year’s Eve, a powerful 
gust of wind lifted the entire roof off the house and top
pled it into the yard. The new roof was designed by Joe 
Podesto, of Milton. It still is held securely in place by iron 
straps made from old wagon tires bolted deeply into the

Please see RANCH, pg. 40

Threshing grain on the DeMartini Ranch. Photo taken in 1906 or 1907.
Historical Society photo
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 39
stonewalls. The iron replaced wooden pegs used by the 
original Swiss builders.

Arrival of the 1860s saw the original trail to Salt Springs 
Valley, which passed through the ranch yard, turn into a 
heavily traveled road linking the central portion of the 
county with the fast growing Copperopolis and Telegraph 
City mining areas. The Leoni-DeMartini family began op
erating the house as an inn and stopping place for miners, 
stage coaches, teamsters and other cross-country travelers. 
It was during that period that Bret Harte reportedly stayed 
there and later used the Boston Ranch as the locale for one 
of the stories he wrote.

Leoni, who as a young man, had worked as a profes
sional baker in Switzerland, baked all of the bread used at 
the inn. Several times a week he mixed never less than 50 
pounds of flour and baked the loaves of bread in a big out
door oven he had built.

A unique feature of the house that still remains in the 
thick walled old building is a rock sink hewn from a single 
huge slab of soapstone, presumably by stone mason John 
DeMartini. The old fireplace — seven feet wide — around 
which the DeMartini children crowded in the wintertime, 
and on which Lucia and Catherine did the cooking during 
the early years, still remains just as Giacomo Leoni built it 
more than 125 years ago.

As Giacomo and Lucia Leoni advanced in years, John 
and Catherine DeMartini gradually assumed more of the 
work and responsibility of operating the ranch. Finally, 
during the 1880s, DeMartini purchased the Leonis’ share 
of the property, but Giacomo and Lucia continued to live 
in the family home with their daughter and son-in-law until 
their deaths.

Giacomo passed away on March 11, 1896, at age 78 and 
his wife died shortly thereafter.

John and Catherine DeMartini raised seven children on 
the old ranch. They included Peter, (the oldest) Louie, 
Angelina, Amerigo (Rick), Clement, Andrew, and Lucy 
America DeMartini, youngest of the brood.

The DeMartini children attended the Caledonia School 
on the western edge of the DeMartini Ranch, southwest of 
Valley Springs on the south side of the Calaveras River. 
The school, established in the 1870s, was named for a 
small copper mine which operated for a time in that area. 
The school, never large, closed in 1908.

Of those original DeMartini children, only Amerigo, 
Andrew and Lucy were to have children of their own. 
Amerigo married Mabie Hogate and they had five chil
dren, Amy, Catherine, Winnie, Clifford, and Shirley.

Winnie married Claude Nave, of Oakdale, and Cather
ine married Harold Cuslidge. The Cuslidges made their 

home in Stockton where they raised a son and daughter.
Amy married Dan Mathos and they also lived in Stock- 

ton and raised two sons. Shirley and Clifford each mar
ried, but there were no children from those marriages.

Andrew DeMartini married Elizabeth Huot, of Willow 
Springs, and they had a son, John, who became a resident 
of Las Vegas. Angelina moved to Lodi after marrying 
Henry Scrimsher. They had no children.

Lucy DeMartini married William W. Ellingwood, son of 
gold rush miner Ezra Ellingwood, and their two children 
were William A. and Viola Ellingwood.

William A. “Bill” Ellingwood married Velda Newell, 
whose family arrived in Calaveras County shortly after 
World War I. Viola married Harold Lombardi, member of 
an early-day Calaveras County ranching family.

Bill and Velda Ellingwood had one daughter, Helen El
lingwood Gonzales and Harold and Viola Lombardi had a 
son, Harold W. (Curley) Lombardi. Velda Ellingwood, 
now widowed, lives with her daughter, son-in-law and 
grandchildren on the Ellingwood Ranch, west of San An
dreas. Her sister-in-law, Viola, also widowed, lives in a 
home of her own on the same ranch.

The other three original DeMartini brothers, Peter, 
Louie and Clement, lived out their lives as bachelors on the 
home ranch, taking over its operation for their mother 
after their father died in 1905. When Catherine DeMartini 
died in 1925 they assumed ownership of the property, con
tinued to live in the house and operated the ranch until 
their deaths. Louis died in 1945, Clement in 1950 and Peter 
died in 1951.

But Peter’s death posed a problem for continued family 
ownership of the ranch. In order to divide the estate 
among his heirs the ranch would have to be sold. As a 
result, at the request of administratrices Angelina Scrim
sher and Lucy Ellingwood, the ranch, which had grown 
over the years to 1,325 acres, was sold at auction in March, 
1953, by Calaveras County Sheriff Harry James.

The winning bid on that blustery March day was for 
$47,000, submitted by James L. Sawyer, of Oakdale. But, 
on April 9, exercising their court approved prerogative, 
Mrs. Scrimsher and Mrs. Ellingwood submitted a 10 per
cent higher offer for the ranch and it remained in family 
hands.

Then, although retained in family ownership, the 
100-year-old old stone house for the first time was to re
main vacant.

For more than two decades the old house was empty, 
although its acreage continued to be used as a working cat
tle ranch, operated by Bill Ellingwood and Harold Lom
bardi.

But, even empty, the ranch house was not forgotten.
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Lucy Ellingwood frequently stopped by to clean it and 
make sure it was kept in repair. She felt certain that one 
day the old dwelling would once again serve as home to 
some descendant of the Leoni-DeMartini family.

Mrs. Ellingwood passed away in 1966, but in 1975 her 
hope of seeing the house again become a family home bore 
fruit. Curley Lombardi, son of Harold and Viola Lombar
di, with his wife, Pat, and their three children, took over 
the ranch and moved into the old home.

Curley and Pat now have lived in the stone house for 14 
years and have raised their children there. They have made 
many improvements, worked constantly on restoration, 
yet, life on the old ranch remains not much changed from 
the days when John and Catherine DeMartini raised their 
family there.

The telephone has brought modern communications to 
this isolated little valley but commercial electrical service 
has yet to arrive. It is 12 miles around the lake to the edge 
of the ranch and then nearly another mile to the ranch 
house itself. It is simply not feasible to extend a power line 
that far when there is no one else to share the cost.

Thus, when dusk falls and Pat Lombardi can look 
across New Hogan Reservoir and see its north shore ablaze 
with electric lights, she still must depend on a home 
generator to provide her own family’s electrical needs.

The generator provides the basic lighting needs and 
keeps the refrigerator and deep freeze cold, but “you learn 
not to open the refrigerator very often and the deep freeze 
is opened only about every other day,” said Pat.

When the Lombardis moved in, the only heat in the en
tire 13-room structure was the old fireplace. Someone had 
stolen the stove and during those first days, until a new

Soapstone sink, an example of pioneer ingenuity.
Historical Society photo

Harold “Curley” Lombardi’s family still uses old fireplace
Historical Society photo

stove could be installed, no one ventured too far from the 
fireplace.

It was a 25-mile trip per day, most of it over upaved 
road, just to get the Lombardi youngsters to and from the 
spot where they were met by the school bus.

The old vineyard is gone now. The DeMartini brothers 
pulled out most of the vines when prohibition went into ef
fect. The orchard is gone, too, its fruit trees the victims of 
age and neglect after the three brothers became too old to 
care for them, and from the depradation of cattle and deer 
during the years when no one lived there.

But, the water that serves the house still flows from the 
spring up on the hill that was developed 130 years ago by 
Giacomo Leoni. Most of the rock walls he and John De
Martini built still stand, monuments to their years of hard 
labor.

Since moving on to the old ranch Curley and Pat Lom
bardi have worked constantly to make the old dwelling 
more livable.

But, as they have worked to make improvements they 
also have insisted on retaining the old building’s authen
ticity. Presently, they are replastering the exterior walls of 
the old house to protect them against weathering and 
deterioration.

Today Boston Bar and some of the original acreage 
along the western edge of the ranch lies beneath the waters 
of New Hogan Reservoir, but the majority of its land, ap
proximately 1,160 acres, that have known six generations 
of the Leoni-DeMartini family, still remains intact. Today 
it still is a working cattle ranch and the family intends to 
keep it that way.
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SCHOOL, cont. from pg. 37
president of the historical society. Other speakers included 
Angels Camp Mayor Betsy Alford, E.M. Gerick, General 
Manager of the Royal Mountain King Gold Mine, whose 
company Meridian Minerals, a subsidiary of Burlington 
Resources Inc., earlier this year presented the historical 
society with a $22,500 grant with which to complete the old 
school’s restoration.

“It was only appropriate,” Gerick told the audience, 
“that gold mining which first brought people to the local 
area and created the need for the school, should help to 
preserve it.”

The old 20 x 34-foot brick school, which has been desig
nated a state historic landmark and is on the National 
Register of Historic Places, was built in 1858 by gold 
miners who raised funds for it with a community dance. 
The school was used from that time until 1950 when the 
Angels Camp and Altaville School Districts were consoli
dated into the present Mark Twain Elementary School 
District.

The old school and its surrounding property was pur
chased in 1950 by the State of California which established 
the Altaville Station of the State Department of Forestry 
there. The abandoned schoolhouse, left standing in the 
center of the station’s parking lot, gradually deteriorated 
until in 1981 it was on the verge of collapse.

Through the joint efforts of Calaveras County Historic
al Society, The County of Calaveras, City of Angels 
Camp, Department of Forestry, State Department of Ar
chitecture and members of the public, an effort was 
launched to save it.

The city, county and public donated $19,843 which was 
matched by $7,911 from the historical society. Then, 
spearheaded by the late Eldred Lane, of Mountain Ranch, 
member of the historical society, a campaign was launched 
to restore the building and move it to its present site under 
the oaks in front of the forestry station.

An inmate crew from Sierra Conservation Center, near 
Jamestown, restored the school’s crumbling brick walls 
and replaced its roof with a new one of split sugar pine 
shingles.

On December 31, 1983, Fisher Brothers House Movers, 
of Manteca, successfully moved the 90-ton brick structure 
to its present site.

During the past year, under the supervision of David

School dedication drew large turn-out
Historical Society photo

Hitchcock and Associates, the building’s interior has been 
fully restored.

Today, the old building, with its specially designed view
ing area, is an exact replica of a one-room schoolhouse of 
turn-of-the-century era.

Among the highlights of the dedication ceremony were 
short presentations by all three of the former Altaville 
School teachers who were present. Each of the teachers 
presented colorful remembrances of the days when as 
many as 75 or more pupils, comprising all eight grades, 
crowded into the old brick school and its adjoining 
wooden classroom.

“We didn’t worry much about physical education in 
school in those days,” commented Marcelle Avery. “The 
pupils got their exercise each day walking to and from 
school.”

The dedication closed with all three of the retired teach
ers gathered at the podium, conducting a roll call of past 
students. Not suprisingly, many of the former students 
were there.

Then, as the roll call ended, the old school bell, now 
restored to the rooftop belfry, rang out, its mellow tones 
echoing across the rolling hills as they did a hundred years 
ago.

Now, only one last phase of the project remains to be 
completed. An old fashioned garden is to be planted 
around the school and a parking lot for visitors will be 
built there.

Those graduates of the Altaville School who attended
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Former teachers Ted Bird, Marcelle Avery and Bob Groves
Historical Society photo

the dedication and signed a “Class Roll,” included the 
following:
Name Class of Name Class of
Joseph L. Broglio 1930 Adrian Ramorini 1936
Carrie Ramorini Monte Verda Lynard Lee 1939
Lloyd F. Jordan 1934 Del Lee 1926
Evelyn Jordan Lompa 1940 Arlene Canepa Westenrider 1941
Dale Clifton 1925 Irene Giusto James 1950
Mary Gualdoni Forbes 1922 Patricia Hyland Smith 1943
Annie Gualdoni 1925 Lillian Tanko Callahan 1944
Alberta Chappell Castle 1946 Ray Callahan 1938
Tillie Quijada (Pullen) Donald Spreadborough 1946
Bill Brower 1935 Eva Sor
Roy J. Soracco 1948 Clayton E. Chappell 1941
Willie Quyada 1943 LaVerne Green
Kay Wallace (Arsate) 1950 Betty Volf Tarbat 1940
Pearl Guisto Cosgrave 1935 Alberta Whittle Bardsley 1940
Frank A. Crespi 1917 Rae Kirk 1948
Lauren A. Crespi 1942 Pete P. Voinich
June Muriel Nielsen 1942 Walter Banchero 1925
Lorin A. Ramorini 1942 A. Nat Banchero
David N. Cosgrave 1950 Ed Whisman 1949
Richard McDaniel 1946 Mel Malispina
Glen Jordan 1937 Elizabeth Juchtzer Broglio
Thomas C. Osborn 1950 Renaldo Broglio

IN MEMORIAM
Robert L. Fisk, Oakland (no date) 

Ruth Hickman, Glendale, February 25 
H. Jetty Nystrom, Valley Springs, April 14

ELEVEN STUDENTS RECEIVE
ESSAY CONTEST AWARDS

Student winners of our society’s 1989 school history 
essay contest read their essays and were presented cash 
awards during our April 27 dinner meeting in the 
Metropolitan, in San Andreas.

From a field of more than 120 contestants, eleven win
ners who took home a total of nearly $1,000 in cash 
awards, were selected. The students competed on three 
combined grade levels that included Fifth and Sixth 
Grades, Seventh and Eighth and Ninth Through Twelfth 
(high school).

The essays which were submitted on a broad variety of 
historical subjects, including biographies of early 
Calaveras families, were judged 60 percent on originality 
and historical content, 20 percent on composition and 20 
percent on organization and neatness.

This year the entries were of such high quality that 
choice of a single winner in the high school category was 
impossible. As a result, Calaveras High School Ninth 
Graders Jeff Howard and Chere Vouchell tied for first 
place with identical scores of 97.2 percent each. Each of 
them, Jeff Howard for his essay, “Dairy In The Vale,” a 
family biographical sketch, and Chere Vouchell, for her 
essay, titled “Mark Twain, His Humor, His Life and 
Times,” received a $150 check.

Second place in the high school category went to Reanne 
Carter, also a Ninth Grader at Calaveras High, for her 
essay, “The Small Mining Town of Mosquito Gulch.” She 
took home a $75 cash prize. Third place and $35 went to 
Bret Harte High School Ninth Grader Angela Cuthill for 
her essay on Calaveras Big Trees.

Winner of the Seventh-Eighth Grade competition was 
Micah Rolleri, an eighth grader at Albert Michelson 
School, in Murphys, whose essay, “The Romaggi House,” 
touched on his own Gold Rush family history.

Second place in Sevent-Eighth Grade category went to 
Brian Clary, an Eighth grader at Toyon Middle School for 
his “History of Cave City,” and third place was won by 
Elecia James, of the Michelson School eighth grade for her 
history of Murphys Hotel.

In the Fifth-Sixth Grade competition, first place and 
$150 went to Albert Michelson sixth grader Cally Cunning
ham for her essay “Table Mountain Ranch,” where she 
and her family live. Second place went to Michelson 
School sixth grader Michelle Urruty, who wrote on the 
history of the Calaveras Big Trees, while third spot went to 
Michelson sixth grader Mark O’Geen for his “History of 
Calaveras County Caves.”

Dusten Dennis, a sixth grader at San Andreas Elemen-
Please see ESSAY, pg.44
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DAIRY IN THE VALE
By Jeff Howard

Have you ever heard of the Happy Vale Dairy? It was 
started 60 years ago in Mountain Ranch on the Hatch 
homestead. A large sign on Whiskey Slide Road marked 
the entrance. Following the drive a short distance, one 
would see the dairy like this:

Ahead sat the small cabin-like ranch house that was 
home to George and Mabel Hatch and their children, 
Thelma, Elwin, and later to come, Gary. Fifty yards from 
the house, the sanitary milk barn was located. Here all the 
cows were milked twice daily and the milk was bottled. Up 
on a knoll above the milk barn stood the huge hay barn 
where the cows and their food were kept. Various pens and 
corrals were staggered about the premises, some holding 
calves, others containing
pigs. The homestead hadn’t 
always looked this way,
though. Here is how it came
to be:

My great-grandfather,
George Hatch, was the 
rancher of the family. He 
liked the farm life and raising 
cattle, but he especially liked 
to milk cows. He was very 
good at it. He often thought 
about having his own dairy, 
so in 1930 he built an enor
mous hay barn in which to 
raise cows. George had purchased six calves to raise for 
milking. He carefully raised them and bucket-fed them 
milk from the few old cows he had. While the calves were 
growing up, he spent a lot of time looking around other 
dairies to find out what he needed and what kind of set up 
he wanted. George found he would need a sanitary barn, 
separate from his hay barn, for milking. He also checked 
door-to-door in San Andreas for potential customers and 
found he had enough for a daily route. As soon as the cows 
were old enough to milk, he would start, but in the mean
time, he had to figure out a name for his small family 
dairy. After much thought, George came up with “The 
Happy Vale Dairy.”

Jeff Howard

ESSAY, cont. from pg. 43
tary school, was awarded honorable mention and $20 for 
his essay, “Reading, Writing, Arithmetic,” a description 
of early Calaveras school days.

Members of the historical society’s essay committee in
cluded Bessie McGinnis, Mary Matzek, Ray Garamendi, 
Kathy Geiszler and George Hoeper, chairman.

The Hatch Home during a snowstorm
Howard family album

Managing the dairy needed the time and responsibility 
of the whole family. Everyone had something they were 
good at, and they found themselves doing it often. During 
the years the dairy was operating the Hatches never trav
eled and rarely had any free time. Thelma was fourteen the 
year her father started the dairy. Every morning before 
school she had to milk all the cows with her dad, and also 
when she got home from school. She had more muscles in 
her forearms than most people, and when she shook 
hands, people were quite amazed at her firm grip. In 1933, 
they purchased a milking machine that consisted of a 
gasoline engine and an air compressor. This allowed the 
milking to be done by one person.

Mabel could not milk very well, and did not like it much. 
Instead, she worked in the milk barn and sterilized bottles, 
prepared the milk, and also bottled it. The milk bottles had 
to be sterilized every time they were to be filled, and this 
was done in a large tub of water heated by the boiler 
system in the barn. Young Elwin would help Mabel bottle 
the milk. The milk bottles would break at an astonishing 
rate, so they always needed to buy more. Mabel was doing 
her work in the barn most of the day, and when she wasn’t 
working in the barn, there was always housework to be 
done. They often had company come to visit and Mabel 
was very discouraged since she could not take the time to 
visit with them.

After the morning milkings, George would load the 
crates of bottled milk into the back of his panel truck and 
drop Thelma off at the high school in San Andreas. He 
would then deliver milk on his route all day throughout the 
town. Later he was able to expand his route to include 
Sheep Ranch and the then-flourishing Calaveras Cement 
Plant. The milk sold for ten cents a quart, five cents a pint 
and fifteen cents for a half pint of cream. Everyday George 
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traded bottles of fresh milk for the empty bottle with a 
dime in it. Some houses had dogs which hated the 
milkman. George frequently came home with bitten 
ankles. One terrible winter it snowed heavily and George 
and Elwin had to carry the milk on their back up to Sheep 
Ranch. Normally, George delivered all day and did not get 
home until very late.

Feeding the cows was no easy task. George bought alfal
fa meal, cottonseed meal, and beet pulp. Mixed together, 
this boosted the milk production of the cows. In addition, 
he grew his own grain hay. George did the plowing with 
three saddle horses. He planted by hand and harvested the 
grain himself. All the feed was stored in the big hay barn. 
In the summertime, the cows were taken to a neighboring 
pasture to graze and were brought home every night.

My great-grandfather George also raised pigs in addition 
to the cows for extra money. When they were young, the 
pigs were fed the leftover milk which they liked and also 
helped to make them fatter.
He also sold the calves but
not until they were older than 
the average so that they
would bring a much higher
price.

The Happy Vale Dairy did
not sell pasteurized milk,
rather it was a raw milk
dairy. In this case the
veterinarian tested the cows
every year for tuberculosis
and other diseases. Also, the
Milk Producers of America
(M.P.A.) was always inspect
ing the dairy and setting tighter standards for sanitation in 
the milk barn. The sanitation procedures were hosing

Start of the Hatch dairy herd
Howard family album

George ana Mabel Hatch

THE ROMAGGI HOUSE
By Micah Rolleri

The Romaggi House was built in 1852 by Mr. James 
Romaggi. It is located approximately three miles south of 
Angels Camp on Highway 49. Mr. Romaggi moved to Cal
averas County’s Albany Flat in 1850, built the house and 
planted vineyards and orchards.

This house was originally two stories and had a large 
basement, then another wooden section with a small base
ment was added. It was at least the size of the main struc
ture.

Please see ROMAGGI, pg. 46

down the floor after each milking, washing every cow 
before each milking and making sure the milk barn was 
spotless so that the milk would be pure. George even had 
to stucco the walls so that they could be scrubbed more 
thoroughly.

Due to competition with two other dairies in Calaveras 
County, rising feed costs, and M.P.A. pressure, George 
Hatch had to raise his prices two cents a quart. Many 
customers thought twelve cents for a quart of milk was 
outrageous, but not much business was lost after the in
crease in price.

At its peak, the Happy Vale Dairy was milking 30 cows 
and went well for a few more years, but in the winter of 
1937, Mountain Ranch was struck by a terrible wind 
storm. George’s hay barn was blown away. Surprisingly, 
all the cows managed to get out before it went down and 
none were injured, but George had to buy his hay and store 
it in his garage. The dairy business slowly went downhill, 
and in 1938, George was forced to close down his dairy for 
good since the M.P.A. had grown so strong in the area and 
all the dairies were pasteurizing. Of all the jobs George had 
a hand in, the dairy was by far the most successful and 
brought him much enjoyment.

Today if one were to visit the Hatch homestead, all that 
remains to be seen of the Happy Vale Dairy is the recently 
fallen house, and the milk barn. The wood is rotten and 
the square nails are loose, but the milk barn is still surpris
ingly sturdy. Only a few milk bottles remain, three of 
which are atop our fireplace mantle and serve as a 
reminder of the important history my family played in the 
role of providing milk to many customers in the 1930s. 
Running the Happy Vale Dairy of Mountain Ranch was 
hard on the Hatch family, but when everyone did their 
jobs, it ran smoothly. The customers got their milk, and 
everyone was happy. It may not look like much today, but 
I sure would have liked to be there in those days to see it 
close-up. I’m sure my great-grandparents wouldn’t mind if 
I dropped in.
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ROMAGGI, cont. from pg. 45
Later, more wooden additions were built on the north 

side of the house and on the west side, a small tool shed 
was added. Today the wooden part is gone, but the brick 
and stone structure stands like it did 137 years ago.

Today the Romaggi House is in poor condition. The 
basement, first and second floors are all large open rooms 
with no divisions. Sagging wooden floors and simple stair
cases remain. On the dirt floor of the basement lie a clutter 
of loose stones which Mr. Romaggi had once carefully set 
in place.

James, his wife Louisa and their five children, Andrew, 
John, Mary, Jane and Carmen lived in one of the wooden 
sections and in the upper story of the stone building. The 
other wooden section was used as a drying shed, for 
storage of fruit and vegetables and for a guest room. The 
basement of both the addition and the main structure also 
were used for storage.

The main floor of the stone building housed a small 
store where the Romaggis sold such staples as bread, 
bacon, flour, spices and fruit
and vegetables in season.
There also was a card room
and' a bar where people could 
stop and get a drink, rest, or 
play cards. The house also
served as a stage stop.

James Romaggi’s great 
grandson, Richard C. Rolle-
ri, says that once a big group
of bandits came to the
Romaggi House and told
James and Louisa to go
upstairs. They responded to
the command and spent the
rest of the night in their upstairs quarters. Next morning

The Romaggi House, circa 1930.
Historical Society photo

Micah Rolleri

MARK TWAIN, HIS HUMOR, 
HIS LIFE AND TIMES 

By Chere Vouchell
It was 1865 and Angels Camp, called the metropolis of 

Calaveras County, was filled with dance halls, saloons and 
gambling halls. At a place called Jackass Gulch, which is 
today located close to Tuttletown, a man called Samuel 
Langhorn Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, cabined 
awhile with some friends of his. The Gillis brothers were 
surface miners, and taught him to pocket-mine.

It was at this time that Mark Twain, during a slump in 
mining operations in Angels Camp, happened to meet 
Simon Wheeler who was doz
ing comfortably by a bar
room stove. Mr. Wheeler
related what was later to 
become Mark Twain’s fam
ous Jumping Frog story.
When the story was pub
lished it soon gave the author 
and Calaveras County inter
national fame.

The publication of Mark
Twain’s first book on May 1,
1867, was a big event to the
author. It was called “The
Celebrated Jumping Frog 
and Other Sketches.” It sold rapidly. Mark Twain wrote 
jokingly concerning it, “he would like to see it in every 
Sunday School Library,” for “though it might not instruct 
the youth, it would certainly make them laugh.” To his 
sometime friend and fellow author, Bret Harte, he wrote, 

when they ventured down it was quite obvious that the 
bandits had eaten a good meal and had rested. They also 
found a $20 goldpiece. Two of the bandits were thought to 
have been Three-Fingered Jack and Joaquin Murietta.

In the 1850s when the house was built it was convenient
ly located on the main road. This was important for 
business and for its use as a stage stop and to serve 
travelers who walked from destination to destination. 
There were rest stops every few miles along the road and 
the Romaggi House was one of these.

Today most roads are least 50 feet away from most 
houses, but Highway 49 still lies just inches away from the 
Romaggi House. Because of the highway being so close to 
the house today, there have been cars that have run into it 
and damaged the walls. Now, because of the highway be
ing so close to the old house, the highway department 
plans to move the road farther away to protect the old 
building.

Chere Vouchell
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Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain)

“he would send him a copy to pisen the children with.” 
(Meltzer, Milton, Mark Twain Himself, pg. 86).

Mark Twain later entertained British audiences with the 
Jumping Frog story. What did Mark Twain look like on 
the platform? He was described as “a thin man of five foot 
ten, thirty-five, eyes that penetrate like a new gimlet, car- 
rotty, curly hair and mustache. A man who stated inquisi
tively here and there and craned his long neck like a 
bereaved voter who was just coming from the deathbed of 
his mother-in-law.”

Mark Twain later said that he was distressed that the 
critics should go on making this wearisome mistake in 
describing him in this way. He wondered that no critic 
“had the courage to take up the pen and destroy that lie.” 
Even, Mark Twain said, his daughter Susy was distressed 
by it. (Meltzer, Milton, pg. 118).

Perhaps that is why later, Susy, in a biography that she 
wrote of her father, penned her own description of him.

“Papa’s appearance has been described many times, but 
very incorrectly.” She went on to say that “he had a 
Roman nose which greatly improved the beauty of his 
features, and that “he had a very good figure.” His only 
fault seemed to be a temper, which, she said, plagued her 
whole family. His dislike of going to church, she blamed 
on his desire not to hear anyone talk but himself. “ ... he 
could listen to himself talk for hours without getting 
tired,” she wrote. “ ... of course, she said this in joke, but 
I’ve no doubt it was founded on truth.” (Meltzer, Milton, 
Mark Twain Himself, p. 137).

Mark Twain’s humor has been called characteristically 
American, but it sometimes had an irreverent and flippant 
side that occurred at the wrong times and the wrong places. 
Even as a young boy his pranks and adventures were 

humorous. According to his reminiscences, he questioned 
his Sunday School teacher about Eve. He wondered why 
she did not run away when she saw the serpent in the tree, 
as most women would. His teacher, Mr. Barclay, refused 
to answer and rebuked him for meddling in matters 
beyond his comprehension. (Robin McKown, Mark 
Twain, pg. 13).

In a speech he made in Boston he offended Boston socie
ty when he made fun of three famous writers. He related a 
bit of fantasy he had concocted about how Emerson, 
Holmes, and Longfellow had visited a miner in Calaveras 
County and gorged on his beans and whiskey, and then left 
the next morning with the miner’s only pair of shoes. Mark 
Twain ended the story by saying that he had assured the 
miner that the three were impostors. At that, he said, the 
miner looked him up and down coldly, and demanded: 
“Ah, impostors were they? And you?” (Robin McKown, 
Mark Twain, pg. 93).

Though he felt as bad as anyone about the affair, much 
later upon rereading his speech, he decided it was not so 
bad after all. Unsuitable as his humor seemed sometimes, 
underneath it all he was a very moral man, who neverthe
less was shrewd, had hard common sense, and was a good 
judge of human nature.

In Huckleberry Finn, considered one of his best books, 
he used humor and common sense to expose some of the 
moral dilemmas of his times. In the story the Widow 
Douglas had a sister, Miss Watson, who made poor 
Huck’s life misery. She is described as “ ... a tolerable 
slim old maid, with goggles on . . . who took a set” at 
Huck. She aggravated him so that when she told him all 
about hell, “the bad place,” he told her he wished he was 
there.

She said, “she was going to live so as to go to the good 
place. Huck couldn’t see “no advantage in going where she 
was going, so he made up his mind he wouldn’t try for it.” 
When Miss Watson told him, “all a body would have to do 
there was to go around all day long with a harp and sing, 
forever and ever.” Huck didn’t think it sounded like much 
fun, and when he asked her if Tom Sawyer would go there, 
she said, “not by a considerable sight,” which made Huck 
happy because he wanted Tom and him to be together. 
(Running Press, The Unabridged Mark Twain, pg. 749).

No other author has ever so vividly portrayed the 
American boy, or entertained readers while portraying the 
comic aspects of certain moral viewpoints like Mark Twain 
could. His humor is also distinct in that it has lasted, and 
people today, 79 years after his death, still respond to his 
comic way of exposing the small-minded attitudes of those 
who consider themselves venerable or a little too im-

Please see TWAIN, pg. 48
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TWAIN, cont. from pg. 47
pressive. Mark Twain’s seventeen writings and roguish 
sense of humor are widely admired by both young and old, 
then and now.

True to most writers, Mark Twain wrote about what he 
knew. He spent three months in the “pocket mines’’ of 
Calaveras County at Jackass Gulch, and though he found 
no pockets of gold, he found Jackass Gulch to be “that 
serene and reposeful and dreamy and delicious sylvan 
paradise ...” and that most of the gold miners were real 
honest, hardworking men. Oddly, one of his earliest 
friends, and one of Calaveras County’s well-known 
authors did not fare so well in the biographical sketch that 
Mark Twain wrote after his death.

“Bret Harte,’’ he wrote, “was one of the pleasantest 
men I have ever known. He was also one of the unpleasant
est .. . He hadn’t a sincere fibre in him. I think he was in
capable of emotion, for I think he had nothing to feel 
with.” He accused Bret Harte of borrowing money and 
then refusing to pay his debts. He once told a story about 
how Bret Harte offered to write him a note for a consider
able sum of money that he owed.

“He offered me his note but I was not keeping a 
museum and didn’t take it,” he wrote. (Edited by Charles 
Neider, Autobiography of Mark Twain, pg. 301).

Mark Twain also wrote, “I have said more than once 
. . . that Harte had no heart and no conscience, and I have 
also said that he was mean and base. I have not said, 
perhaps, that he was treacherous, but if I have omitted that 
remark I wish to add it now.” (Charles Neider, Autobiog
raphy of Mark Twain, pg. 305).

He even called Harte a “poor little soulless blatherskite 
...” Many of his scathing comments about Harte seem to 
stem from what he called “a slight and vague and veiled 
satirical remark with Mrs. Clemens (Mark Twain’s wife) 
for a target.” In reply Mark Twain accused Harte of 
neglecting his own “fine and loveable and lovely” wife. He 
called Harte a loafer and an idler, and said that “he 
wouldn’t touch a pen until the wolf actually had him by the 
hind leg.” (Charles Neider, pg. 298 & 299).

Today, Angels Camp and all of Calaveras County re
members Mark Twain in May when the annual Frog Jump 
is put on by the Boosters Club. During the early mining 
days in Angels Camp, travel outside the mining camps was 
long and difficult. For fun and entertainment the miners 
would catch and train frogs so that they might jump them. 
At times large sums of money were staked on the outcome 
of a frog jumping contest.

A local gambler, by the name of Jim Smiley, was the 
owner of the best jumping frog in Calaveras. He would put 
his frog in a basket and carry it around town to show it off.

TABLE MOUNTAIN RANCH
By Cally Cunningham

On July 4, 1988, Bruce and Judy Cunningham held a 
Fourth of July celebration which has been traditional on 
their ranch since 1858. Their ranch is on Pennsylvania 
Gulch Road in Murphys.

As you now know, there
has been a tradition to carry
on the July Fourth celebra
tions with annual parties ever
since the first one on record,
in 1858, held by George and
Alfred Brown. An article was
written on it (which I quote):
“Just as the mellow shades
of twilight were deepening
into those of night, we were
startled by the quick roll of
the drum, and immediately
after, a beautiful rocket went 
hissing upward, far into the ebon sea, and after describing

It was on one of Mark Twain’s regular trips from Jackass 
Hill to Angels Camp that he heard of Smiley, the two city 
slickers, and the buckshot filled frog. He wrote the story 
that was to give him his first fame, “The Jumping Frog of 
Calaveras.” The rest is history.

At the end of his life, Mark Twain had lost two of his 
three beloved daughters, and his wife Livy.

“I wish I were with Livy ...” was written by Mark 
Twain two hours after her death. (Meltzer, Milton, pg. 
224).

He had entered her room at 9:20 that night to say the 
usual goodnight and found his wife sitting up in bed cheer
fully talking. “I bent over her and looked in her face,” he 
and a nurse and Katie, their hosuekeeper, supposed she 
had fainted. “I was surprised and troubled that she did not 
notice me. Then we understood, and our hearts broke. 
How poor we are to-day.” (Milton, Metzler, pg. 243 & 
244).

Mark Twain lived six more years after Livy’s death.
He had heart disease which had become more trouble

some. He died in the same grand manner he had lived. On 
April 21, 1910, at 22 minutes after six, Mark Twain died. 
Halley’s Comet, having passed the point in its orbit nearest 
the sun was heading toward space.

It was Halley’s Comet’s first appearance since it had 
shone in the sky on November 30, 1835, the day of Samuel 
Clemens’ birth. It wouldn’t reappear for another 75 years. 
Mark Twain hoped he would go out with the comet, as he 
had come in with it, and he did.

Cally Cunningham
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a graceful curve, floated slowly earthward in a shower of 
brilliant sparks, like gems or spangles profusely scattered 
upon the dusky robes of night. Time and again was the 
archway made to smile with rockets’ dazzling flash and the 
mellow light of Roman candles, each succeeding one being 
more beautiful and attaining a greater elevation, until it 
seemed like a star wandering amid the wavy blackness of 
the upper air.” (Sacramento Independent, July 17, 1858).

Table Mountain Ranch was given to Henry F. Evans by 
the U.S. Government for his service in the War of 1812, he 
was given title to 1,300 acres. The land was purchased by 
Jabel Terhum and Sam Chriswell in 1854. They were both 
bachelors so people called the ranch the “Bachelor 
Ranch.”

Alfred and George Brown were miners from New York 
and bought the ranch in 1855 for $3,000. As you probably 
know there was an old town called Brownsville that was 
named after the Browns. In 1859 Alfred sold his half of the 
ranch to George for only $1,000. Then, in 1860, George 
Brown sold to William Auditt and John J. March for 
$5,000. John and William leased half the ranch to the Par
sons who set out an orchard and vineyard which failed.

In 1862 Auditt sold his half to March for $1,000. March 
had married on November 19, 1868, to a woman named
Rebecca S. Bigelow, of Sacramento. But, the March home 
burned in 1870 and Mrs. March died on April 30, 1879.

John March remarried on April 25, 1880, to Susan An
nette Winiger, then in 1882, sold the ranch to Leo Dolan 
for $8,000. He then built a house and opened a small store
in downtown Murphys.

In 1885, the ranch (now 160 acres) was sold to William

Ethel Adams loved ranching and animals
Cunningham collection

The house on Table Mountain Ranch
Cunningham collection

J. Adams, husband of Ethel Willard Adams.
In 1889 Z.A. Willard (Ethel’s father) acquired 159 acres 

of adjoining land from George Batten. Then, after separa
tion from her husband who owned the cattle and dairy 
ranch, Ethel went to the mountains each summer with her 
father to a spot which still is known as Adams Camp.

The house burned again in 1897. A new house was built 
of redwood from Sonoma and its architect was from 
Stockton. On the ranch there is found rhyolite tuff and 
some of it was quarried for the foundation of the new 
house.

Once in a while Mrs. Adams would leave her first love, 
ranching, and have some parties. She had a large party in 
Murphys and invited all the town’s folks because “every
one has been so nice to me.”

Mrs. Adams brother (Jack) had started to build a dance 
hall by the pond of the ranch property when death took 
him. Ethel finished three-quarters of the building and 
maintained it, not only as a dance hall, but as a museum.

At Mrs. Adams’ death in 1927, the ranch went to her 
foreman, Fred Kenney. He ran the dairy and cattle grazing 
for 13 more years.

While Mrs. Adams, Fred Kenney and others owned the 
ranch there were always orchards growing, grapes, apples, 
pears, walnuts, pomegranates, almonds, French prunes, 
peaches, quinces, nectarines and mulberries.

Kenfield Associates, a local real estate development 
firm, began a subdivision on part of the ranch in 1963. To
day about 40 or 50 families share their lives on what was 
once the Kenney Ranch property.

Our family is proud to still reside on the old ranch.
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NEW MANAGER, NEW HOURS 
FOR SOCIETY OFFICE

With start of this new fiscal year, Calaveras County 
Historical Society’s business office at 130 N. Main St., in 
San Andreas, will be open to the public five days a week.

The new arrangement — formerly the office was open 
only on Tuesdays and Thursdays — has been brought 
about by the employment of a full-time office manager.

Dolores Tipton, former bookkeeper and office manager 
for the Moose Lodge, in Manteca, takes over the historical 
society office from Willard P. “Bill” Fuller, who is retir
ing. Fuller will continue as a part-time consultant to the 
society.

A retired geologist and mining engineer, Fuller has been 
associated with the historical society for more than 25 
years.

Mrs. Tipton and her husband, Bill, after discovering San 
Andreas, purchased property on Murray Creek three years 
ago and now have a new log home there. They have lived 
here permanently for the past year. Bill Tipton is employed 
by a Modesto industrial painting contractor.

Mrs. Tipton, who has an extensive background in office 
management, says she and her husband have fallen in love 
with the foothills. “I have gotten to the point where I hate 
to leave the hills even for a trip to the valley,” she said.

The Tiptons have three grown children and five grand
children. They have a daughter who lives in Arnold and 
their son, Mark, lives in San Andreas.

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome these new members to the Society:

John & Felicia Sellers, Mokelumne Hill
Philip R. Bradley, Berkeley
Sandy Gulch Sign Company, West Point
Mary Patton, Angels Camp
Mr. & Mrs. Lester Shaw, Arnold
C.R. Thomas, Arnold
Therese Tidwell, Linden
Evelyn R. Oulton, Rail Road Flat
Betty Gould Litz, Sacramento
Jordan B. Tatter, Watervliet, Mich.
Noel Kirshenbaum, San Francisco
James & Laura M. Carter, Copperopolis
John E. Gomes, Altaville
Clare Morgan, Farmington
Millard Howard, San Leandro
Richard & Renee Solomon, Arnold
Lynn Cuneo, San Andreas
Lee Burnham, Stockton
June Butterfield, Vallecito

Dolores Tipton

Calaveras County Historical Society
30 Main Street • P.O. Box 721 
San Andreas, California 95249

Officers and Directors
President Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte, Fricot City 
Vice President Don Cuneo, San Andreas 
Treasurer Ruth Matson, San Andreas 
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Directors Richard Barger, Murphys 

Jack Kennedy, San Andreas 
Carmenne Poore, San Andreas 

Charles Stone, Copperopolis 
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Office JoAnn N. Gardiner 
Editor, Las Calaveras George W. Hoeper

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Individual memberships ($6.00 
a year). Family ($8.00) and Junior Memberships ($2.00) in
clude subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may 
obtain copies of Las Calaveras from the secretary. The 
original historical material in this bulletin is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
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The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit 
corporation, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
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754-1058. Visitors are welcome.
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MOTHER-DAUGHTER TEAM
REVIVES ANCIENT ART

Dorothy Stanley remembers as a small girl, wandering 
the foothills with her grandmother and other older Miwok 
Indian women as they meticulously gathered materials for 
basket making.

Young willow, redbud and maple shoots, the thin, tough 
tips of sourberry, chapparal, (Cianothis Cuenetus) young 
bullpine, sedge root and roots of bracken fern. All were 
traditional materials, each gathered a specific time of year.

“Other materials would have worked, but the Miwoks 
would not use them because they were not in accord with 
tribal tradition,” said Mrs. Stanley. “For instance, the 
Yurok and Klamath Indians used split stems of maiden 
hair fern for the dark design material in their baskets. 
There is plenty of maiden hair fern here in our foothills but 
the Miwoks never used it, so if we are going to produce 
authentic Miwok Basketry, we cannot use it either.”

In their hands Dorothy Stanley and her daughter, Jen
nifer, both now residents of Tuolumne County, hold the 
future of an all but forgotten art. They are among the last 
of the Miwok people’s basket makers.

Certainly, they are the last with the knowledge and skills 
to produce that particular style of basketry that was unique 
to the Northern Miwok tribesmen whose ancestral home 
was the Calaveras County area now called Rail Road Flat.

Some time during the 1830s as the first Europeans, prob
ably Hudson Bay Company trappers, reached what is now 
Rail Road Flat, they found the area already occupied.

The Miwok were living there in a well-established village 
which they called Hechenu, or which sometimes was 
known as Ha-Cha-Ha. Attesting to the permanence of 
their settlement was the fact that they had developed an in
dividual culture and dialect and perfected a style of 
basketry unique to their area.

The original village as described by ethnologists C. Hart 
Merriam, S.A. Barrett, C.P. Wilcox and Dr. J.W. Judson 
who visited it at various times and purchased baskets and

Please see TEAM, pg. 18

WEST POINT S ORIGIN 
SHROUDED IN MYTH

By George Hoeper
The early history of West point is shrouded in uncertain

ty and myth.
Even its name, after gold was discovered there in late 

1848 or early 1849, appears to have been in question. 
California historian Erwin G. Gudde said that in 1852, 
nearly four years after gold was discovered there, the camp 
that had sprung up at what is now West Point, was called 
Indian Gulch. He said that by 1854, the settlement which 
by then had considerably expanded, was known as West 
Point. About the only segment of early West Point history 
on which all agree is that when the first white explorers — 
probably Hudson Bay Company trappers — reached the 
area, they found a substantial Miwok Indian population in 
permanent residence there.

Local legend has it that in February, 1844, while guiding 
John C. Fremont’s second expedition down the Sierra 
from what is now Carson Pass, Kit Carson, Rocky Moun
tain trapper and frontier scout, became the first American 
to reach West Point.

Carson, so the story goes, crossed the upper Mokelumne 
River, then traveled down its south side. But, upon finding 

Please see WEST POINT, pg. 14
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The question: Did Kit Carson really reach West Point?
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WEST POINT, cont. from pg. 13
the river at flood stage when he reached the lower moun
tains, was forced to turn back. Supposedly, he gave the 
name of West Point to the spot on the south side of the 
Mokelumne where he had reached his farthest point west. 
Then, according to local history, Carson went back up
river, crossed it on an Indian foot bridge upstream from 
Bald Rock to rejoin Fremont and lead his party to Sutter’s 
Fort along a route that roughly paralleled the course of the 
present-day Highway 88.

Local history also has it that shortly after discovery of 
gold in California, Kit Carson returned to West Point to 
open a trading post there.

No documentary proof exists to substantiate the claims 
of either of Carson’s reported ventures into the West Point 
area. But, there is in fact, considerable historical evidence 
to support an argument that Kit Carson never was in West 
Point during those years.

Lieutenant Fremont’s journal of his 1843-44 expedition 
to California and the maps and field notes of his cartog
rapher, Charles Preuss make no reference to the West 
Point area or of any crossing of the Mokelumne River. 
Fremont’s party, according to his journal and the Preuss 
maps and field notes, traveled northwest after crossing the 
Carson Pass summit. Their route took them down the 
ridge on the north side of the Silver Fork of the American 
River and according to Fremont, they reached the South 
Fork of the American at Strawberry on what is now 
Highway 50. From there they followed the general course 
of the South Fork to Sutter’s Fort, arriving there March 8, 
1844.

Fremont’s crossing of the Sierra in 1845 when he again 
was guided by Carson, was made in the area of what is now 
Donner Pass, Francis P. Farquhar (History of the Sierra- 
Nevada) and Professor Vincent P. Gianella (Where Fre
mont Crossed the Sierra-Nevada) agree that on both ex
peditions Carson guided Fremont far north of the 
Mokelumne River and West Point.

As for Carson’s supposed establishment of a trading 
post at West Point, his biographers say that he was 
devoting himself to ranching near Taos, New Mexico, in 
1848 and 1849. In 1850, Carson and Timothy Goodell 
drove a herd of horses and mules from New Mexico to Fort 
Laramie to capitalize on the growing emigrant trade.

Carson guided army troops in 1851, led a last trapping 
party into the Rockies in 1852 and in 1853, returned to 
California via Carson Pass with a herd of several thousand 
sheep which he sold in the valley. But, again there was no 
mention of West Point. Upon his return to Taos he was ap
pointed Indian agent of the New Mexican Territory.

Exactly when gold was discovered in West Point is not

West Point Main Street in the snow, 1932-33.
Courtesy of Kenneth Smith

known, but it probably was no later than the summer of 
1849. By early fall a sizable mining camp already existed 
there and at that time Louis Chicard, founder of Chicard 
& Co.’s Dispatch Depot and Importing House in Stockton, 
sent its first merchandise laden pack train there.

According to Calaveras historical writer Edna Bryan 
Buckbee, prices were high. Clay pipes cost $2 each and a 
tin cup of whiskey cost one ounce of gold. Gunpowder and 
medicine, she said, “were worth their weight in gold’’ and 
flour, sugar and other staples sold at a premium. Buckbee 
said good blankets sold for $40 a pair, and when Chicard’s 
mules left the camp they were carrying thousands of 
dollars in raw gold.

The first gold discovered around West Point was in 
placer diggings, and many areas, such as Sandy Gulch, 
were extremely rich. The late Superior Judge J.A. Smith 
said he was told by “old timers” that they considered San
dy Gulch one of the richest placer mining areas in 
Calaveras County.

Water for mining was brought to Sandy Gulch through a 
ditch from the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne. The gold 
which was found in the creeks and ravines around West 
Point had eroded from ancient river channels which had 
been buried by volcanic action. In some areas, including 
the ridge above Spruce Gulch on the south side of the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne, between West Point and 
Rail Road Flat, miners tunneled deep beneath the lava cap 
to reach rich gravel deposits.

Judge Smith said he was told that during the early days 
much of the gold shipped from the Amador County min
ing camp of Volcano actually came from diggings in and 
around West Point. West Point lies on what is known 
geologically as the East Belt of the Mother Lode and the 
early day miners quickly learned that the area was rich in 
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gold bearing quartz seams. Many turned to quartz mining, 
and as a result, several good producing mines soon 
developed throughout the West Point area.

Among the quartz mines were the Woodhouse Mine, the 
Champion, Lockwood, Lone Star, Blazing Star, Black 
Wonder, Yellow Aster and numerous others. But, with few 
exceptions the quartz mines of the east belt which pro
duced rich surface ores had shallow ledges that pinched out 
as they reached a few hundred feet in depth. The Lock
wood, as an example, closed after reaching 300 feet and 
producing an estimated half-million dollars in gold. The 
prime exception was the Sheep Ranch Mine, some 20 miles 
south of West Point, which at a depth of several thousand 
feet still was producing good ore when it closed in 1941.

But, mining was not the only activity in early day West 
Point. Michael Schmidt, who was among the first arrivals, 
began producing badly needed lumber after setting up a 
primitive whip saw operation on Bear Creek. He also 
operated an arrastra on the Middle Fork, near town.

Dr. George Fischer was the first doctor in West Point 
and later became a major land owner there, as well as 
owner of a sawmill, mining ditches, toll road franchises 
and bridges. Other early day arrivals included the 
Wickham brothers, Porteous family, Beardsley and Harris 
brothers, and the Henry, Herbert and Briggs families.

West Point’s population swelled in the late 1850s when a 
branch of the emigrant road from Carson Valley across 
Border Ruffian Pass, near Blue Lakes, was routed through 
the town. George Bell, a 49er, served as Justice of the 
Peace in West Point during its first years and Charles 
Congdon was constable. Samuel Flanders ran a sawmill at 

'the edge of town and David McCarty was another suc
cessful sawmill operator. Ernest Shuband was a cabinet 
maker and also manufactured billiard tables for local 
establishments.

The West Point Post Office was established July 31, 
1856, and D.E. Berry was one of the first mail contractors 
and operated his own stage line. J.F. Paulk, owner of 
another stage line that served West Point and other 
Calaveras and Amador communities, was said to have the 
best coaches and teams in either county. Harry Greve was 
one of Paulk’s drivers.

In conjunction with the area’s hard rock mining, 
another industry, that of charcoal burning, quickly sprang 
up at West Point. During the early years the only material 
readily available for blacksmithing fires was charcoal. 
Every mine had its blacksmith shop where drill steel was 
sharpened and tools and equipment manufactured. To ac
complish that, large quantities of charcoal was needed.

Please see WEST POINT, pg. 16

West Point General Store, mid-1920s. Arthur R. “Artie” Wilson, kneeling, fourth from right.
Courtesy of Kenneth Smith
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WEST POINT, cont. from pg. 15
Charcoal companies were formed and huge pits were 

dug in which the wood that produced the charcoal was 
burned. The late Artie Wilson recalled seeing deep pits 40 
feet long filled with split wood that was set afire, then 
covered with earth. He said later, when the pits were 
opened, the charcoal was dug up and sold for 25 cents per 
sack. It was not uncommon, he said, to see three or four 
pits in a row, all in various stages of charcoal manufacture.

John R. Smith, who in 1852 was operating a blacksmith 
shop in Angels Camp, moved to West Point to become one 
of its first blacksmiths. One of the county’s first foundries 
was buily by A. Lascy on the Mokelumne’s Middle Fork 
upstream from the present Highway 26 bridge.

John R. Smith, brother of Thomas R. Smith, came to 
West Point in 1858. Thomas Smith’s son, J.A. Smith, 
born in West Point, served as Calaveras County Superior 
Court Judge for 40 years, retiring in 1957. He also helped 
form the Calaveras County Historical Society in 1952 and 
served as its first president for several years.

As West Point grew, so did its social life and organiza
tions. The IOOF Lodge, whose original lodge hall still 
stands on Main Street, was established quite early. Fort 
Mountain Division No. 19, Sons of Temperance, was an

China Mary, queen of West Point’s gold rush Chinatown.
Courtesy of Kenneth Smith

active organization during the gold rush years. Among its 
members were J.S. Porteous, A. Lent, M.M. Garland, 
P.W. Nesley, B. Bachelder, W.H. Post, J.S. Kerr, J. Hop
per, D. French and W.D. Darnell.

At a miners meeting in November, 1857, the West Point 
Mining District was formed, limiting quartz claim owners 
to “200 feet of vein, including its dips and angles.” The 
San Andreas Independent of Nov. 21, 1857, noted that the 
new mining district was bounded on the West by the San 
Antone District; on the North by the North Fork of the 
Mokelumne River, running up the channel for 12 miles, 
thence South to the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne and 
thence down the Middle Fork to place of beginning. Claim 
owners could take up only one claim by filing, but could 
buy as many as they wished. In order to hold them, claim 
owners within three months, had to do $100 worth of work 
on each of their claims.

Among the West Point businesses listed in Langeley’s 
1867 Calaveras County Business Directory was Gradacap 
& Rufien, general merchandise; W. Meade, West Point 
Hotel; Coleman Morris, clothing; Peter Musto, general 
merchandise; F. Norville, general merchandise, and L. 
Ostrano, general merchandise, at Sandy Gulch. The 1867 
directory made no mention of saloons, although stories 
handed down by word-of-mouth indicate that in West 
Point, as in most mining camps, saloons were among the 
most numerous business establishments.

Ten years later, in 1878, McKenney’s Calaveras Business 
Directory still listed no saloons in West Point, but did note 
that A. Shenaker handled liquors as did Joseph Covolla. 
Other places of business listed in the McKenney directory 
included R. Bacigalupi, general merchandise; Mrs. Cong
don, livery stable; N. Duvol, boot maker; M. Eckert, 
restaurant; F. Novella, general merchandise; Joseph Pen
nell, boot maker; C. Robinson, jeweler; S. Ruffino, 
general merchandise; R. Smith, blacksmith; C. Wentzel, 
notary public, and J. Zavalla, meat market.

The following advertisement was carried in the 1880-81 
McKenney directory: “S. Ruffino, West Point, California, 
general dealer in dry goods, groceries, patent medicines, 
boots, shoes, hardware, crockery, paints, oils, drugs, fan
cy goods, hats, caps and all other goods usually kept in 
country stores.”

By 1890 the number of West Point businesses listed in 
Polk’s Business Directory had grown considerbly. The 
directory described West Point as ‘the northern terminus 
in Calaveras County of a daily mail and stage, via San An
dreas and Mokelumne Hill. Valley Springs, 34 miles south
west, is the shipping point. Hay and potatoes are grown 
here, but mining is the chief pursuit. The town has a 
Methodist Church of which Rev. L.P. Walker is the
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minister. Esther E. Hepburn is the postmaster, George 
Fitch is constable and the town has a brass band.

Local businesses include T.A. Wilson (Artie Wilson’s 
father) and the H. Berchamin general stores; J.M. Benner, 
barber; A. Gibson, cabinet maker; Lee & Manley, 
dressmakers. John Gallagher operated a hotel, Samuel 
Flanders, the livery stable; and J.R. Smith still operated 
his blacksmith shop. The 1890 directory listed saloons 
owned by George W. Calden, J. Buhlert and M.A. Kiser, 
who also owned a livery stable. A. Lascy was a surveyor 
and notary public and school teachers were Miss May 
Hopkins and E.M. Price.

The first school in the West Point area reportedly was at 
a spot called the “sign boards,’ near Sandy Gulch, and 
youngsters from both West Point and Sandy Gulch went 
there. When the school was established is not known.

The West Point School District, originally designated 
only as School District No. 2, Township 7, was founded in 
1856 with 56 pupils that first year. There is no record of 
who the first West Point teachers were, but in 1859, Mrs. 
L. J. Hope and M.M. Collis were teaching there.

One of the West Point schools, if not the earliest, stood 
at what is now the Betty Dunlap residence. The school 
burned and for remainder of the year, the children attend
ed class in the church and an adjacent building owned by 
T.R. Smith. The school was rebuilt and remained there un
til about 1930 when a new one was built on Highway 26, on 
the north side of the present community church.

Like all mining towns, West Point from time to time, 
was ravaged by fire. In 1858, fire destroyed much of West 
Point’s sprawling Chinatown, but the Chinese miners and 
merchants rebuilt. Again, in the 1860s, fire destroyed 
many buildings along Main Street, leaving only those built 
of adobe still standing.

Among those that survived, the T.A. Wilson Building 
still stands at Main and Spink Street. That building 
presently houses the West Point General Store. For a 
number of years earlier this century, the store was owned 
by Artie Wilson, son of T.A. Wilson.

In addition to its Chinese population, West Point also 
had a large population of Hispanics from Sonora, Mexico. 
Many of them had mined in Mexico and from them, 
Americans learned many of the techniques of both placer 
and quartz mining. There were two camps of Mexican 
miners in the West Point area. Camp Spirito was north of 
Bummerville and Camp Catarrah was located in a little 
valley on the east side of town.

The Mexican miners quickly introduced arrastras for 
grinding ore from the quartz ledges. Those first arrastras 
were powered by burros and horses, but American miners 
improved them with overshot water wheels. The

T.R. Smith, West Point pioneer and father of late 
Calaveras Co. Superior Court Judge J.A. Smith.

Courtesy of Kenneth Smith

Americans also quickly began replacing the arrastras with 
stamp mills.

Bummerville, Blue Mountain Cith and Skull Flat were 
among the mining camps that sprang up around West 
Point. Big Flat, east of town, was the center of the area’s 
considerable Miwok Indian population. Leader of the 
local Indians during those first years after arrival of the 
white miners was Chief Leponso. The local tribesmen were 
skilled basket makers, and in the early days before they 
took up the use of firearms, turned out beautifully made 
obsidian and jasper arrowheads.

Although gold mining in the West Point area continued 
sporadically until around the start of World War II, it has 
been lumbering that has been the base of its economy for 
the greater part of this century.

The county’s lumber industry, of which West Point was 
the center, hit its peak during and shortly after the war.

Virtually surrounded by some of the West’s finest forest 
lands, it was only natural that West Point should become a 
major lumber producer and processor. With major saw
mills, including Stockton Box Company, running 
24-hours-per-day, West Point’s population during the late 
1940s and 50s, boomed. Mills ranged from small, two and 
three-man portable outfits to huge complexes that turned

Please see WEST POINT, pg. 18
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TEAM, cont. from pg. 13
artifacts, was located as what is now called Lower Rail 
Road Flat.

Although the village apparently did not remain long at 
its original site after beginning of the gold rush, Rail Road 
Flat for many years remained a strong center of Miwok 
culture. Calaveras County Supervisor Tom Taylor, whose 
family was among the early-day Rail Road Flat pioneers, 
remembers that as late as the 1920s there was a large 
Miwok roundhouse near the present site of the Rail Road 
Flat School.

But long before start of the 20th century the coming of 
the white man and particularly, the sudden dawning of the 
gold rush, had disrupted the village, dispersed its people 
and virtually overnight, changed their way of life. No 
longer hunter-gatherers, the Miwoks turned to fur trap
ping, gold prospecting, and worked in gold mining, logg
ing, ranching and livestock industries. Their old way of life 
along with its customs and traditions quickly disappeared, 
and except among a few of the older women, the art of 
basket making also was lost. In fact, basketry among 
California’s Indians probably was doomed from the day 
the first metal cooking pots and containers were intro
duced by traders.

By turn of the century only a few of the Miwok women 
still were making baskets, and those were for ceremonial 
purposes. By then, Indian families had long ago ceased 
gauging their wealth by the number of baskets they owned. 
Within a few years the only baskets still being turned out 
by the older women were mostly marketed as curios, and

Dorothy Stanley

by the 1920s and 30s the number of Miwoks who still 
devoted time to basketry had dwindled to an elderly few.

Dorothy Stanley’s grandmother, Annie Jack Fuller, was 
one of those women. As a girl in the Rail Road Flat en
campment she had learned her basket making skills and

WEST POINT, cont. from pg. 17
out millions of board feet of lumber per month. The Asso
ciated Lumber and Box Company, at height of its opera
tion, employed 300 men and women and sawed 35 million 
board feet of lumber annually.

Today, with the lumber industry consolidating its opera
tions, the West Point sawmills are gone. Lumber trucks 
still rumble through town loaded with prime fir, Ponder
osa and sugar pine logs from the timber land to the east, 
and these logging operations still provide local jobs.

But, more and more West Point is becoming an apple 
and walnut growing area, a producer of Christmas trees 
and a recreation and second home area. People are finding 
it is one of the finest and most beautiful areas of California 
in which to live.
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A turn-of-century Miwok roundhouse stood on flat behind 
present Rail Road Flat Elementary School.

Lowie Museum of Anthropology

when she married into the Fuller family and moved to 
Tuolumne County she took those skills with her.

“My grandmother never learned to speak English. The 
only words in English which she ever spoke were “no,” 
and “Goddam,” said Dorothy. “But, from her I learned 
much of the lore and beliefs of our Miwok people, as well 
as the Miwok language and some of the rudiments of 
basket making.”

Dorothy’s mother, Alice Carsner Pruitt also as a girl, 
had learned the basics of basket making from Annie 
Fuller. But oddly enough, it was Dorothy Stanley’s own 
daughter, Jennifer, who learned to weave baskets several 
years before her mother took up the craft. Some 15 years 
ago, while Alice Pruitt still was living, Jennifer began 
quizzing her concerning the techniques of basketry.

It had been 40 years since Mrs. Pruitt had worked on a 
basket. Still, she was able to demonstrate to her grand
daughter the basics of basket making, and with her help, 
Jennifer began her first coiled basket. Since then, she has 
turned out numerous baskets of various sizes and types, all 
of them following the true form of the original Rail Road 
Flat basketry.

But, only in recent years, since retiring after 30 years as a 
telephone company employee, has Jennifer’s mother taken 
up basketry. Explaining why she had not started earlier, 
Dorothy Stanley replied, “Who had time in those days to 
be an Indian. We were too busy earning a living.”

Although as a small girl she routinely trailed along on 
basket material gathering expeditions and casually ob
served her grandmother and other older women making 
baskets, she at that time was too young to take up the art. 
She added that she was sent to the Stewart Indian School, 
in Carson City, Nev., long before she was old enough to 
take an interest in basketry.

“Indian schools at that time discouraged native arts and 
our teachers punished us if they caught us speaking our 
native language,” she said.

Nevertheless, when she began a few years ago to learn 
basket weaving from her daughter and from Craig Bates, 
curator of ethnology for the U.S. Park Service in Yosemite 
National Park, it came easily for her, said Dorothy. “I 
gave up crocheting and took up basket making,” she said.

“Nothing about Indian basketry is easy. Gathering and 
preparation of basket materials alone, is no small task. 
Each material we use must be selected during a particular 
season and each long, slender shoot of willow, maple or 
redbud must be peeled and dried for at least several 
months. Many of the thin wands must be split, while 
others are thinned and smoothed until each is the same 
diameter along its entire length.”

Another problem facing today’s Indian basket makers is 
the increasing difficulty of finding places to gather basket 
materials. “So many of the spots where our people used to 
dig sedge and bracken roots or cut twigs for weaving now 
are on private lands or on government land where such ac
tivities are no longer allowed, said Mrs. Stanley.

From the various materials can be produced what are 
known as one, two or three-rod baskets, depending on 
their size, shape and the purpose for which they are to be 
used. They may range in size from that of a small bowl to 
baskets two-feet in diameter. Some, such as winnowing 
baskets used in seed and acorn preparation, are purposely

Please see TEAM, pg. 20

Typical examples of Miwok basketry. Some of them are so 
tightly woven they will hold water.
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Miwok huts at Rail Road Flat, Circa 1900. This site thought to be near present-day Taylor Park.
Lowie Museum of Anthropology

TEAM, cont. from pg. 19
wide meshed. Others are so tightly woven that they will 
hold water. To produce a medium sized, tightly woven 
basket requires at least 40 hours of weaving time.

There are basketry experts, said Craig Bates during a re
cent interview at the Yosemite Park Indian Museum, who, 
after examining a basket can tell not only what tribal group 
produced it, but approximately where and when it was 
made.

Some basket patterns, he said, still being produced after 
the start of this century had their beginning among western 
Indians thousands of years ago. Some of the patterns used 
by basket makers during the 1920s were the same patterns 
found on ancient baskets uncovered in dry caves in the 
Nevada desert, said Bates.

He added that in latter years the tendency in basket mak
ing has turned from production of the relatively plain, 
traditional patterns to fancy ones developed for the 
tourist trade.

But this trend toward gaudy basketry is not being 
followed by Dorothy Stanley and her daughter. The 
baskets they produce have the same authenticity of those 
turned out in past centuries by their Miwok ancestors.

Today, when she can find time, Jennifer still weaves 
baskets in her Bear N’ Coyote Gallery of Indian Art in 
Jamestown, California. It is her and her mother’s hope to 
see this ancient skill preserved and passed on to upcoming 
generations of their people.

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:
Daniel & Deborah Brooks, Angels Camp.
Helen Villegas, Campo Seco.
Neal S. Welsh, Murphys.
Wilbur F. Solari, Angels Camp.
Ann Conlon Horvath, Murphys.
Boyd Thompson, Stockton.
Vicki Westfall Family, Wallace.
Mary F. Willson, Arnold.
Cheryl M. Clanton, Sacramento.
Dorrington Hotel, Inc., Bonnie Saville, Dorrington. 
Mary Nicholson, Murphys.
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Ricchiuto, San Andreas.
Bill Raggio, Angels Camp.
John C. Brophy, Murphys.
Diane Campana, Mother Lode Tours, Murphys.
Murphys Trading Post, Pricilla White, Murphys.
Mrs. Wiliam E. Blackburne, Sonora.
Liz & Steve Millier, Murphys.
Fred Ott, Arnold.

IN MEMORIAM
Eva Waters, San Andreas, Oct. 11, 1989

Heylin Hickman Hewlett Jr., Angels Camp, Dec. 11, 1989
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MY LIFE AND BOYHOOD DAYS 
IN WEST POINT, 1881-1959

By Arthur R. “Artie” Wilson
In 1959, at age 77, Arthur Wilson, a native of West 

Point, took time from his still busy life to put into writing 
his remembrances of that community during the years of 
his youth and early manhood. The following is made up of 
excerpts from his journal, which in its full text, would have 
been too voluminous for this publication. An unabridged 
copy of his writing is available in the files of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society.

I, Arthur R. Wilson, was born in West Point in October, 
1881, and grew up in this wonderful community which I 
looked upon as a great paradise. My father, Thomas Alex 
Wilson, was born and raised on a farm in Ottumwa, Iowa. 
As he grew up, he, like every other teenager, could see a 
future only in the West and its discovery of gold. He ran 
away at age 17, and after drifting from one place to 
another, such as Jenny Lind, Clements and Virginia City, 
landed finally in West Point where prospectors were dig
ging and working, seeking their fortunes — some panning 
on the rivers, others using rockers, sluice boxes, or small 
arrastras run by burros. They also dug tunnels and shafts, 
any way to get the free gold there in the sixties and seven
ties. Small log cabins were all over these hills. It was here at 
West Point that my father met my mother and they were 
married in San Andreas in July 4th, 1879.

I am now 77 years old and have lived to see the wonder
ful prosperity the town now possesses, the sawmills cutting 
these vast forests of timber and giving employment to hun
dreds, and to see this little town grow as part of the growth 
of Calaveras County. Beautiful walnut orchards and apple 
orchards; with boys and girls growing up in a fine at
mosphere. I only hope the children now here and their 
families enjoy their lives in the mountain town of West 
Point as I have throughout my whole life.

In West Point when I was a boy there was a skating rink, 
dance halls, three hotels, five saloons and a clubhouse 
where fights were held. Wagons and carts were 
everywhere, but few had buggies. I saw ox-drawn logging 
trucks built here in the blacksmith shop by John Smith for 
the McCarty sawmill.

Chinese New Year was a big celebration for all the kids, 
with free firecrackers to shoot off to keep the Devil away. 
On the occasion of the death of a Chinaman, we would get 
five cents to go to the funeral. We always attended.

Our home life was wonderful and happy, although hard 
sledding at times. Toys and luxuries did not exist — a dif
ference from today. Whistles and trumpets were made 
from willows; pop-guns from alders, and miners boots 
were cut up for sling shots. We also had bows and arrows

— everything home-made, but we were happy and satis
fied. A length of willow, a piece of string and a pin were 
wonderful for fishing. We boys grew up in a paradise but 
realize it only now. All the wonderful rivers around us 
were full of fish. The mountains around us were filled with 
game. We had favorite swimming holes in every stream 
and we swam all summer.

In winter we would make sleds and slide down the hills 
when snow covered them. We were never without some ex
citement, even if it was bombarding Chinatown with 
snowballs. When top spinning season came we made tops 
out of oak knots, and slingshots were made from forked 
sticks. We played ball games and running games and we 
played marbles in season.
When we got tired of play
ing marbles we went stilt 
walking.

Halloween was the night 
we all looked forward to.
One of our favorite tricks 
was to climb up on the roof 
of a house or cabin and put 
a tin can over the top of the 
chimney or stuff a sack 
down it, so that when they 
started a fire the next morn
ing, it would smoke them
out. Many a businessman 
would find a cart or buggy 
backed up against his front 
door so he could not open for business next morning. I 
remember that once we smeared limburger cheese on the 
horns of saddles and turned the saddles around on the 
horses tied up in front of the saloons.

In the spring thousands of cattle were driven into the 
mountains for the summer and West Point became an 
overnight stopping place for the cattlemen from both 
Calaveras and Amador counties. Dairy cattle also were 
driven to the mountains. They milked the cows and made 
barrels of butter which were sold to the stores. They always 
started bringing their beef out in July.

Now that is all passed and nearly forgotten, and it is too 
bad that all the traces of those years, even the old corrals 
and cabins, will soon be gone. We plowed with horses, 
harvested by hand with cradle or scythe and raked and 
shocked the hay by hand. My mother cooked over a hot 
stove all day, washed with a wash board and ironed by 
hand. Everything was difficult, yet we were happy and 
looking to the future.

Those were great times for us growing youngsters, but
Please see WILSON, pg. 22

Arthur R. Wilson
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WILSON, cont. from pg. 21
all was not sunshine. Money was scarce and wages were 
small, but our families managed and the community was 
like one big family, willing to help fellow neighbors. 
Everyone worked to help the home. The ranchers often 
traded their beans, potatoes, eggs to the stores for what 
they needed at home.

Our school days rolled along with our teachers working 
hard to give us an education. We had wonderful instruc
tors, including our principal, E.M. Price. He took great in
terest in his pupils and even went so far as to give free 
lessons in his home for backward youngsters.

We had nine grades and upon graduation we had the 
equivalent of a high school education. When we were 
through with the Ninth Grade we could go to the County 
School Office in San Andreas to take an examination, 
which, if we passed, would qualify us to become teachers. 
It cost $75 tuition to attend Healds Business College, in 
Stockton, but few families had the money.

1 think I can honestly say that the West Point School 
turned out more school teachers than any other school in 
the county. Many prominent men owe their success to the 
teaching, understanding and discipline of Mr. Price. He 
will be long remembered by those of us who knew him. I 
could name many whom he helped launch on successful 
careers, including Judge J.A. Smith of Calaveras County 
Superior Court, and Lester Price, who became Judge in 
Alpine County. Judge Smith was my side-kick through 
school and later life.

The Fourth of July was always a time for celebration in 
West Point. Everyone in town dressed up. There was a 
parade and the band played, and there were horse races, 
ball games, foot races, sack races, greased pole climbing, 
drilling contests, and a merry-go-round. During the sum
mer we also played baseball, traveling by wagon to towns 
throughout the county.

A well-educated Frenchman named Mitchell Devesort 
who had come to West Point during the gold rush was an 
accomplished musician. Mitchell took a liking to us kids 
and taught us to play musical instruments. We formed the 
Mountain Echo Band, and for several years we played here 
and in towns throughout the county on many occasions.

I can remember when there were no telephones in West 
Point. To get a doctor, if our local doctor was out of town, 
meant a 20-mile horseback ride. My father was the man 
who put in the first telephone system from Mokelumne 
Hill to West Point.

During my life in West Point I met some wonderful doc
tors who came to town. Among these was Doctor Good
man, who later became a consultant and director at Sutter 
Hospital, in Sacramento. Another fine doctor was Doctor

Baseball players (L to R) Artie Wilson, Charles Ham, 
whose family established Ham’s Station on Highway 88, 
and Tony Levaggi. Courtesy of Kenneth Smith

Collins, who later moved to San Francisco.
Dr. Goodman started a sanitarium in the Mountain 

View Hotel. He always said that no purer air, better eleva
tion and all-around climate existed than could be found in 
West Point to help an ill person become well.

My father ran a general store in West Point, but when a 
depression came and the mines closed, he lost all. However 
good fortune smiled on my father and mother, for they 
were able to obtain a ranch. The ranch was a wonderful 
thing for my father, as he had been raised on a ranch in 
Iowa. We had a fine garden, cows to milk, butter, 
chickens, eggs and all the fruit we needed. We sold milk to 
customers and I became quite a cowboy.

All freight and merchandise, until well into this century, 
was hauled into West Point by four, six, and eight-horse 
teams from Valley Springs, 30 miles away, at a cost of one- 
cent per pound.

Sugar was shipped by the barrel. Everything was bulk, 
even our coffee which came green and had to be roasted. 
Syrup was in barrels and each store and family stocked 
everything for winter that they might possibly need, for 
when bad weather hit they would be unable to count on 
deliveries for weeks.
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West Point School, Circa 1890. Principal E.M. Price standing left of center. Emma Congdon and Josie Beauchemin, 
standing, far left. Calaveras County Historical Society

Therefore, stores put in a six-month supply, if possible. 
Nearly all families raised their own vegetables. They 
canned fruit during summer, put eggs in brine and raised 
their own meat. There were very few families that could 
not go into their cellars and see 300 and 400 quarts of fruit, 
jellies and jams.

Peddlers visited the community frequently, selling 
knick-nacks, novelties and patent medicines.

The early settlers were honest and upright; their word 
was their bond. I recall my uncle, Mr. Ruffino, who owned 
a store in those days. Mr. Ruffino, known as “Ruff” to 
the local citizens, told us how old timers would come in 
and say “I want a little grub for 30 days.”

A pack-horse would be sent to their cabin with maybe a 
slab of bacon, sack of flour, coffee beans and sugar, and 
sure enough, soon as they was able to sluice or grind their 
ore they would be in to pay for it. My uncle said he never 
lost a dollar in those days in giving credit to those men.

Many Indians still lived in and around West Point when 
I was a boy and they too, traded at the local stores. They 
harvested the acorn crop in the fall along with pine nuts 

and hazel nuts. They built miles of low brush fences, leav
ing holes in them where they placed snares for quail and 
rabbits. Although it was wrong, we boys frequently raided 
the snares. The present West Point School now stands on 
the flat where the Indians had their round house.

Shortly after my 21st birthday in October, 1902, I was 
appointed Postmaster of West Point, a position that paid 
me $1 per day. In addition I was a notary public and was 
selling insurance. And, since my family still was paying off 
the debt which accrued when my father’s store went 
bankrupt, for extra money I also ran the barbershop.

I married a wonderful girl in 1907 and with our son and 
daughter, we had a wonderful family. Much to our sor
row, my father passed away in 1926. I had purchased the 
general store which stood on Main Street at Spink Road. 
The Lone Star and Kaltz Gold Mines had reopened and 
times were good. Automobiles were fast taking the place of 
teams and buggies and I installed the first gasoline pumps.

But, disaster in the form of fire, again struck West 
Point. Several Main street businesses, including my store,

Please see WILSON, pg. 24
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were burned out. With the help of friends and my business 
creditors I rebuilt and after three months of hard labor I 
was back in business again.

But trouble sometimes seems to come in bunches. 
Within months another fire broke out, burning the lower 
end of town and I was cleaned out and broke again. The 
year was 1933. It was the end of the store business for me. I 
took a job with PG&E, working through the summer.

My mother passed away in 1937, leaving us the ranch, 
and, with the loyal help of my wife and children, we strug
gled on. The mines now had closed but I had faith in West 
Point and never gave up hope for its future.

My children grew up and we gave them good educations 
in high school and college. They received good positions as 
they went out into the world. I now have five grandchil
dren, which brings everyone a new life. I am still here in 
West Point and have no regrets as I live among wonderful 
friends and neighbors.

MUSEUM-ARTIFACTS DONORS
Supported by members and friends, the Calaveras 

County Historical Society and County Museum which it 
operates, continues to expand and provide a clearer and 
more comprehensive picture of this county’s colorful past.

This growth is due largely to the interest and generosity 
of donors whose gifts of historical materials and artifacts 
constantly enrich the museum, county archives and our 
society’s own historical files. As a result of these donations 
over the years, we in Calaveras County now possess among 
the finest and most complete records of gold rush years of 
any county along the Mother Lode.

The most recent donors to the museum and our histori
cal society include:
Eva Soracco, San Andreas: Local photographs, including 
Whitlock Building.
Duane Wight, Lodi: Circa 1900 slide projector and treadle 
powered butter churn.
Bonnie Danielson, San Andreas: Quaker brand antique 
woodstove.
Sheriff Fred Garrison, Mountain Ranch: Photographs for 
society’s collection of photos of Calaveras Sheriffs.
Manny Marshall, Jamestown: Photograph of former 
Sheriff Ben Marshall.
Marlene McFall, San Andreas: Photograph of former 
Sheriff Lester McFall.
Mrs. Claude Ballard, San Andreas: Photograph of former 
Sheriff Claude Ballard.
Charles Goodell, San Andreas: Metropolitan Hotel 
menus; 10C drink token; Calaveras Co. Great Register of 
1908; photograph of Rock Pickers picnic at North Branch; 
special officers badge.
Robert Powers, Nut Tree: Letter and post card cancella
tions, 1908-1940.
Clarabelle Shideler & Earl Thompson, Stockton: Walter 
and John Huberty’s baby shoes; several Calaveras High 
School annuals; newspapers and periodicals.
Earl Thompson, Stockton: His uncle Charles Thompson’s 
World War I diary and dog tags.
Kenneth and Cora Smith, West Point: Copies of Pony Ex
press Historical Magazine, June, 1959 through Nov. 1963.

MEETING SCHEDULE
January 25, 7:30 p.m., Old Calaveras County Courthouse, 
30 N. Main Street, San Andreas, program to be an
nounced.
February 22, 7:30 p.m., Old Calaveras County Court
house, 30 N. Main Street. Speaker, archeologist Julia 
Costello, “Archeological History of the Hodson Mining 
District.’’
March 22, 6:30 p.m., dinner meeting, Murphys Hotel. 
Program to be announced.
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CARSON HILL AND ITS
GOLD QUARTZ MILLS

By Willard Fuller Jr., Judith Cunningham 
and Julia Costello

Gold was discovered on Carson Hill in Calaveras 
County in August, 1848, seven months after James 
Marshall’s legendary find at Sutter’s Mill on the 
American River. Gold from the rich placers of 
Carson Creek at the base of the hill raised the curtain 
on a historical panorama of mining, milling, 
litigation, claim consolidation, and gold-related 
activities that has continued to the present.
The Carson Hill district, second only to the Jackson 

area in Mother Lode gold production, has captured 
the imagination of several writers. The first gold 
rush discoveries and the major post-1900 period of 
production have been documented in several articles 
and books, (Carson 1950:4; Clark 1962:44-50; Jackson 
and Mikesell 1976:33-49; Jenkins 1948:89-90; Wagner 
1970:66-80). Little, however, has been published on 
the early claims, mines, mills, consolidations and 
the role of the Stevenot family. This article provides 
missing information, some of which has recently 
become available, and specifically addresses the 
history of the early mills.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXXIX April, 1990 Number 3

The gold-quartz mills included in the study, in 
addition to the Carson Creek arrastras, are the first 
stamp mill of Gabriel Stevenot, the Morgan and 
Union mills, the Reserve mills, the Irvine mill, the 
Emile Stevenot mill on Carson Creek, the Stanislaus 
mill, the South Carolina mill, and the Finnegan 
mills.

The heart of the Carson Hill district is the hill itself. 
The steep south flank of the hill forms part of the 
north wall of the Stanislaus River canyon while the 
north hillside slopes away more gently shaped by the 
erosional development of the Carson Creek valley. 
Coyote Creek delineates the eastern margin of 
Carson Hill, and the western slope falls off to where

Please see MILLS, pg. 26

Reserve and Union Mines. Downhill tram brought ore to Reserve Mill, on left.
Courtesy of Rene Baylor
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MILLS, cont. from pg. 25
Carson Creek joins the Stanislaus. Carson Hill’s 
steep rough hillsides were formidable obstacles to 
early-day mining and milling activities.

Gold at Carson Hill is primarily associated with 
several large veins. The prominent Bull vein, 
emerging on its summit curves into the north 
towards Chaparral Hill, forming a distinctive 
crescent-shaped outcrop. The less prominent 
Calaveras vein to the west is seen as a series of 
outcrops scattered over the southwestern slope of the 
Hill, spanning the west saddle, and continuing down 
into Carson Creek. The two veins, dipping steeply 
east, come within 300 feet of each other at the apex of 
the Bull vein's arc, lending a giant "K" shape to the 
outcrops. Subsidiary veins include the Pink, 
Melones, and Finnegan lodes.

The preponderance of gold ore occurred laterally 
within a few hundred feet of the great bend in the 
Bull vein and extended down the steeply structured 
trough to a depth of over 4000 feet. Most of the gold 
was found in the hanging (or footwall) of the vein, 
and much was closely associated with pyrite in the 
highly altered wallrock.

The most spectacular occurrence of gold was first 
found near the surface in the footwall of the 
Bull vein. This was where the famous so-called 
"nugget”, and a number of smaller bunches of coarse 
gold was found in early mining days.

Carson Hill, Camp and Creek, located along 
present Highway 49, were named for James H. 
Carson. Carson, a second lieutenant in Colonel 
Jonathan D. Stevenson's Regiment of New York 
Volunteers, mustered out in the summer of 1848. 
After first following the gold rush to Placerville, he 
traveled south with a company of 30 men, many of 
them Mexicans, arriving on Carson Creek in 
August. Within ten days each man was reported to 
have taken out 180 ounces of gold. The company 
departed that fall when lack of water curtailed their 
operations (Carson 1950:8). Evidently very little 
mining was done the next winter, but upon Carson's 
return in 1849 he commented upon the changes: 

"When we reached the top of the mountains 
overlooking Carson's and Angels Creeks, we 
had to stand and gaze on the scene before us- 
the hillsides were dotted with tents, and the

Creeks filled with human beings to such a 
degree that it seemed as if a day's work of the 
mass would not leave a stone unturned in 
them" Carson 1950:17-18).

This early period of mining in the Carson Hill 
vicinity was characterized by individual miners on 
small placer operations, using ground sluicing on 
the hillsides and working the streams with long-toms 
and rockers.

The rich surface placers soon played out and quartz 
mining became the basic industry, exploiting the 
abundance of surface deposits on Carson Hill. Not 
until November 1850 was a strike in the rich quartz 
vein outcrops confirmed; this was the beginning of 
the Morgan mine, the first of the many mines on the 
rich lode. Allegedly discovered by John (William) 
Hance, the true discoverer was more likely an old 
Mexican miner named Pacheco, for whom the first 
shaft was named. J. Ross Browne, in his mining 
report of 1868, described the gold as "abundant 
beyond any parallel" and "that there were so many 
strings of gold in the rock that cold chisels had to be 
used to cut them" (Browne 1868:59).

While Americans lived in the rapidly growing town 
of Carson Hill, Mexicans, who constituted much of 
the workforce, had settled in nearby Melones. 
According to the diary of miner Leonard W. Noyes, 
who visited the area during its heyday, the town was 
called "Melone,...because much of the gold found in 
Carson Creek was in the shape of Mellon seeds." 
Noyes described the town as built of brush houses, 
separated by ten-foot wide streets, where gambling 
was carried on to an enormous extent. (Noyes nd:60). 
Although at its height Melones was touted by the 

days' newspapers as "the largest mining camp in 
California", it apparently existed only a little over a 
year. Located on the site of the later Gabriel Stevenot 
homestead on upper Carson Creek, "Mexican" 
Melones should not be confused with the renaming of 
Robinson's Ferry to Melones in 1902, (Jackson and 
Mikesell 1979:15).

Original lode mining claims were located by 
prospectors who were suface mining and pocket
hunting. The first and most notable of these was the 
Morgan claim located on the Bull vein. Worked by 
Alfred Morgan and William Hance, the Morgan is 
said to have realized over $3,000,000 in gold in its first
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two years of operation; other claims on that and 
adjoining veins soon followed. The Morgan claim 
was the subject of repeated litigation since first 
staked and the bitter struggle for control of this 
valuable ground went on for decades and later 
became a point of battle between William Irving and 
"Slippery Jim" Fair (of Nevada Comstock fame). 
More money was expended on legal fees than on 
mining during the nineteenth century operation of 
this mine.

Upon the closure of the Morgan in 1853, the district 
became covered with "squatters" who were involved 
in further claim disputes, preventing the mines on 
the hill from being worked for long periods of time 
(Jackson and Mikesell 1976:37).

Persistent pocket hunters, however, continued to 
prospect and were rewarded in November, 1854, with 
the discovery of the largest "nugget" of gold ever 
found in California. Four American and one Swiss 
miner working their Comstock claim uncovered a 
mass fifteen inches long, nearly six inches wide, and 
of irregular thickness. Weighed on Adams Express 
Company's scales in Stockton it balanced at 214 
pounds, Troy (when assayed in New Orleans its real 
weight was found to be 194 3/4 pounds). The 
"nugget", shipped to New York, sold to a man from 
New Orleans who exhibited it at the Paris Exposition 
in 1856. After the exhibition it was apparently 
melted down into bullion (Wood 1949:25).

In the early years many prospectors were looking 
for pockets of gold ore weathering out of solid quartz 
veins. These miners transported their ore by mule 
down the steep slope to Carson Creek arrastras. The 
word comes from the Spanish verb "arrastrar", to 
drag or haul, and refers to an ore crushing 
mechanism introduced into California by the 
Mexicans. Miners without pack animals were forced 
to confine their activities to recovering ore by hand 
mortaring or in small arrastras served by hillside 
reservoirs, (Costello 1983:17).

J. Ross Browne described arrastra milling at 
Carson Hill:

...All the rock too poor for the hand mortar 
was ground in arrastras, and it is said that 50 
of them were running at one time...The 
miners were mostly Mexicans, who, as a 
class, were not looked upon with much favor

Carson Hill Mining District.

by American miners; but they had some 
experience in this kind of mine and their 
services were indispensable. "

Arrastras along Carson Creek were the first real 
milling operation in the district. One of these still 
existant arrastras is identified as used to mill the 
ores of the Morgan or Pacheco shaft (Barden 
Stevenot, personal communication 1986), and was 
possibly constructed by the Mexican miners of 
Melones, as it was located on the creek just below that 
community. In relatively good condition after 130 
years, this stone arrastra measures 19 feet in 
diameter and four feet in height, and was likely 
driven by horse or mule power. A superb example of 
this earliest milling technique, it appears to be one of 
the largest remaining arrastras in the southern 
Mother Lode.

The use of arrastras was a tedious process and they 
soon were replaced with the more elaborate stamp

Please see MILLS, pg. 28
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MILLS, cont. from pg. 27
mill. Stamp milling was a processing technique 
imported from Europe in the early 1850’s. It was 
extremely well adapted to typical Mother Lode ore 
which was normally "free-milling", the gold not 
being locked up in complex mineral compounds. In 
its simplest form, a stamp mill consists of a group of 
vertical iron rods mounted on a slowly-turning 
camshaft. As the shaft turns, the rods or "stamps" 
drop down, pulverizing ore as it is fed into a box or 
battery below.

Early stamp mills were quite small: their stamps 
light, and crushing capacity per stamp per day only 
one or two tons at best. The mills were constructed 
on hillsides in order to gain the advantage of gravity 
flow for processing the ore. Floors for these mills 
were made by digging little benches or "mill seats" 
into the slope. Stone footings and retaining walls 
were of the simplest construction, adequate for the 
small mill buildings enclosing the equipment. The 
actual stamp box, or battery, and other equipment 
were mounted on wood foundations. As a result 
these early mill foundations have virtually 
disappeared from the landscape.

Ore put through a rock crusher was trammed to a 
bin at the head of the mill then run into a mill bin 
below. The crushed ore then was fed into the battery 
with water where the pounding stamps liberated or 
"freed" the gold from the other mineal matter. After 
most of the free gold was amalgamated by addition of 
quicksilver, the remaining ground ore pulp was run 
onto concentrating devices. Gravity and water were 
primanily used to recover any remaining gold or 
amalgam, along with the sulfide mineral 
concentrate. After final recovery of the free gold and 
amalgam, the gold-bearing sulfides or "sulphurets", 
were discarded. Early mills like these didn’t have 
the technology to recover the gold that remained in 
the sulphurets.

Because these first mills were not as efficient in 
reclaiming gold as the more sophisticated methods 
used today, early milling results were very 
discouraging unless there was abundant coarse free 
gold in the ore. Mining operations were often 
discontinued because of the low yield and mills were 
dismantled and moved from the site. Then, a few 
years later, there would be a new wave of enthusiasm 

fueled by fresh strikes of rich gold ore in the 
abandoned mines and larger, more modern mills 
would be constructed, frequently on the same sites as 
the earlier mills. This pattern of "erect, dismantle 
and rebuild" is characteristic of Carson Hill history 
throughout most of the last half of the nineteenth 
centrury: the identities of original mills have 
frequently been lost in foundations of later ones.
After the initial gold rush period of frenzied mining 

activity on Carson Hill other individuals entered the 
story, most prominent was the lawyer Gabriel K. 
Stevenot. Stevenot and his descendants played major 
roles in mining ventures on Carson Hill from 1856 to 
the present. Stevenot was born in Alsace Lorraine in 
1813 and married there in 1844. His two children 
also were bom there but his wife and daughter never 
came to the United States. Arriving in California in 
1849, Gabriel first engaged in merchandising in San 
Francisco and shortly thereafter at Marysville where 
he helped General Sutter build the town of 
"Elizaville, named for Sutter's daughter. In 1850 
Stevenot came to Calaveras County and Carson 
Creek where he established a tent store. He bought 
up claims and property from Albany Flat to 
Robinson's Ferry, settling on the "Melones Ranch" in 
1856 (Stevenot 1955:1; Schmidt 1985:15).

Gabriel Stevenot built what was probably the 
district's first stamp mill on Carson Creek in 1856. 
He placed his small one- or two-stamp mill (accounts 
vary) at the "Water Falls", where there was a good 
water supply much of the year. Family records 
suggest the mill was built to process ore from the 
Morgan mine over which he and Joseph Baciagalupi 
(Carson Hill miner and store owner) had acquired 
temporary control. Other accounts say it was built 
for the Reserve mine (Stevenot 1955:1).

D.C. Demarest, an Angels Camp businessman and 
foundry operator, described this first mill:

Mill Parts were purchased in Cornwall, 
England, shipped 'around the horn to San 
Francisco, and hauled...to the mill site. The 
stamp stems of this mill were of hewn oak 
fitted with cast-iron heads. The cams or 
stamp lifters and the cam shaft were of wood 
construction too. The date of installation of 
this mill was about 1856. It made recovery 
only of free gold, and was not long in
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service...Subsequently this mill was swept 
away by the high flood waters of 1862 
(Demarest 1950: Chapter 13, page 6).

From the earliest days of mining on Carson Hill, 
water supply was a critical problem. Water had to be 
carried up the steep hillsides if any mining was to be 
done during the dry season. In the rainy season, 
small sidehill reservoirs with collection ditches and 
dams in the neighboring ravines would catch enough 
water from each rainstorm to provide for a few days’ 
work. With hundreds of prospectors working on the 
hill in those first few years, the immensity of the 
water problem can be appreciated. Stamp milling 
also required large amounts of water even when only 
free gold was being recovered.
The ditch that provided mill water and powered at 

least one of the early mills was known as the 
Carperter and Stratton (for its developers) or Eureka 
ditch. It diverted water from Coyote Creek near 
Vallecito and continued south to Carson Hill, 
conveying water delivered by the Union Water 
Company from the Stanislaus River. Assessed to 
Carpenter and Stratton in 1856, the ditch was 
purchased by Gabriel Stevenot in 1863. Stevenot 
extended it to his Melones Ranch and it subsequently 
became known by his name. Around 1870 the Union 
Water Company obtained control of the ditch, 
extending it and constucting more branches (Costello 
and Cunningham 1988:6).

Made possible by the arrival of water through the 
Carpenter and Stratton ditch in 1857, a stamp mill 
was constructed by operators of the Morgan mine at 
the foot of Carson Hill on ground later covered by the 
Irvine and McMillan placer claim. The six-stamp 
Morgan mill was run by a 20-horsepower engine, 
with steam generated from a horizontal boiler. The 
mill, after operating only a few years, shut down 
because of the continued litigation over ownership of 
the Morgan mine, and was dismantled between 1864 
and 1867. Remains of the steam plant were identified 
during an archaeological study (Costello and 
Cunningham 1985) and are preserved as a historic 
archaeological site by the present Carson Hill Mining 
Corporation.
Another early mill was that of the Finnegan mine, 

located on Carson Creek (San Andreas Independent 
on April 24, 1858). No further details are known

South Carolina Mill on Carson Hill, about
1903.______ _____ _________ Courtesy of Rene Baylor

about this mill which may have been either an 
arrastra or a stamp mill.
The first concentration of ownership on the hill was 

achieved by Gabriel Stevenot. By the late 1850’s he 
was operating both the Reserve mine on the north 
side of the hill and the telluride-rich Stanislaus mine 
near the river and controlled the Melones, Mineral 
Mountain and Extension claims. He organized the 
Melones & Stanislaus Gold, Silver and Copper 
Mining Company around 1860 to provide for 
development of some of his claims, with the 
exception of the Reserve mine. Stevenot also acquired 
claims along the Calaveras vein on Carson Hill and 
Chaparral Hill.

Gabriel Stevenot also started a tunnel at the 
Stanislaus claim which he hoped would produce 
copper. This was during the Civil War copper boom 
when all prospectors and miners were hoping to find 
copper everywhere. Gabriel was eagerly awaiting 
arrival of his son, Emile, who was finishing his

Please see MILLS, pg. 30
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Gabriel Stevenot Courtesy of Barden Stevenot

education at the University of Strasbourg as an 
engineer. Emile arrived at Carson Hill in 1863, and 
although still in his teens, took charge of the 
Stanislaus mine (Mining & Scientific Press [MSPJ 
April 8, 1865:211). There were problems with 
treatment of this ore from the beginning. Most of the 
gold values were in the sulphurets, or so it seemed, 
and all that resulted from amalgamation was a ’’blue 
mass”. Young Stevenot abandoned amalgamation 
and tried dry crushing and concentration in a 
wooden tub in which a horizontal beam containing 
teeth like an enormous comb revolved at 10 to 15 
revolutions per minute. The gold and sulphuret 
concentrates were then smelted in New York. This 
resulted in discovery that the Stanislaus ore was rich 
in rare tellurium minerals, and that this was the 
cause of the failure of amalgamation (MSP February 
20,1864:100).

Emile Stevenot became president of the Melones and 
Stanislaus Mining Company and continued with this 
company until 1870. He then went to San Francisco 
where he established one of the early borax 
refineries, Pacific Borax Company, which obtained 

material from his deposit and sorting plant at 
Columbus Marsh, Nevada. Known by his family as 
the "Borax King", Emile was never to be as famous 
as one of his employees, Francis M. Smith, who 
discovered rich borate deposits and set up in 
competition. The latter’s success was so great that 
he bought out Stevenot's entire operations and went 
on to become widely known as "Borax Smith" 
(Stevenot 1955:1; Schmidt 1985:16).

As the Civil War drew to a close, a gold-mining 
boom swept California. With it arrived many 
promoters. New operations were announced with 
nearly every issue of local newspapers and stamp 
mills were rumored to be under construction at 
many mines. These reports of rich ore strikes and 
mill erections were often grossly exaggerated. In 
1866, brothers John and James Finnegan, spurred by 
the economic boom, constructed a new five-stamp 
mill driven by an eight-horsepower steam engine on 
their Finnegan Extension claim. Two "large" stamp 
mills reportedly were built in 1867 at Carson Hill: 
one on the Reserve mill site and the other, the Union, 
on the site of the earlier Morgan mill.

The first of these mills, built by Gabriel Stevenot, 
had ten stamps and was operated by a 30-horsepower 
water wheel. Water was obtained from the 
Carpenter and Stratton/Stevenot ditch, where it was 
stored in a reservoir above the mill. Another account 
also mentions that "Gabriel's Mill" was the "only one 
in motion" on the hill at that time (MSP April 18, 
1868:59). The Reserve was later expanded by Stevenot 
to 15-stamps.

Construction of the Union mill was described in 
1867 as follows: "Messrs. Booth & Co. are 
manufacturing for the Carson Hill Co...a 20-stamp 
mill, one Blake crusher, five Wheeler & Randall 
Excelsior pans, five 7-foot settlers and several Hendy 
concentrators to be accompanied with a 45- 
horsepower [steam] engine" (MSP April 13, 1867). 
Ore from the Union mine was delivered to the mill by 
a downhill tram, similar to that employed by the 
Reserve operation. By the following year, however, 
the "gold rush bubble" had burst and the mill closed.

Activity on the Finnegan was evidently also short
lived, although following its opening an article stated 
that "the rich strike in the Finnegan proves to be 
more than a pocket..." (MSP June 8, 1867:358). 
Another account said the mill operated with two men
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only a short time in 1870, producing a little over $300 
(Raymond 1870). Over the ensuing years the mine 
was worked sporadically by the Finnegan and Tarbat 
families who prospected in the Finnegan and 
Melones veins, operating the mill when sufficient ore 
had been mined (Costello and Cunningham 
1985:4.13).

Mining life between 1869 and 1875 was dull at 
Carson Hill with only the Reserve and Finnegan 
mines running intermittently. In 1875, however, 
there was a glimmer of rejuvenation in the district 
when William Irvine allied with Dr. Robert 
McMillan against James B. Fair to obtain a 
somewhat tenous control of the Morgan mine. Irvine 
founded the Morgan Mining Company in 1875, and 
the Carson Mill and Mining Company two years 
later. Irvine's neighbor and ally, Dr. McMillan, 
acquired the Union mine in 1871 and the remaining 
assets of the old Carson Hill Union Mining Company 
in 1873 and incorporated as the Union-Kentuck 
Mining Company. As underground development 
proceeded at the Morgan, results were promising 
enough to encourage Irvine to build his own 10-stamp 
mill in 1884 on the north end of the Irvine &

McMillan placer claim. However, Irvine was forced 
to close the mine when his old adversary, Fair, 
executed a legal maneuver that prevented him from 
operating his mill and ended in his financial failure.

In 1876, five partners, Gabriel Stevenot among 
them, formed the Melones Consolidated Mining 
Company, effectively consolidating the various 
divided ownerships of the Reserve and Enterprise 
claims with the Melones-Stanislaus group. This 
action marked the Stevenot family's acquisition of 
controlling interest in most of the significant mining 
claims of that day with the exception of the Morgan, 
Union, Kentucky, Finnegan and South Carolina 
mines.
Returning to Carson Hill in 1879, after selling his 

borax operations, Emile Stevenot became involved in 
development of improved gold recovery processes and 
in milling operations, including retreatment of mill 
tailings from other operations. Stevenot and his wife, 
Sarah Stephens, whom he married in San Francisco 
in 1872, built a house on the family homestead. 
There they raised nine children, two of whom would 
continue the family tradition of mining on Carson 
Hill- Please see MILLS, pg. 32
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In 1883, however, the Stevenots began divesting 
most of their mining properties. In that year control 
of the Melones Consolidated Mining Company was 
sold to partners George W. Grayson and Archibald 
Borland, San Francisco financiers. In 1888, 
three years after Gabriel’s death, the family's 
remaining interest in the Calaveras claim group was 
sold to English investors and was operated as the 
Calaveras Consolidated Mining Company. This era 
marked the begining of financial control of the mines 
by absentee investors, a pattern that continues to the 
present.

In 1884, Emile built a small four-stamp mill below 
the falls of Carson Creek, near the site of his father 
Gabriel's original mill, to exploit the veins on 
Chaparral Hill. This new installation would best be 
described as a "custom or sampling" mill but much 
of its activity was devoted to rerunning of the tailings 
from George Grayson's Reserve mill, from which 
Emile is said to have recovered as much as $2 a ton 
(Demarest 1950: Chapter 13, page 14). The stone 
ruins of a blacksmith shop and a "muffle" or assay 
furnace still remain from this facility.

When Grayson & Borland acquired controlling 
interest in the Melones Consolidated Mining 
Company in 1883, Grayson hired P.S. Buckminster, 
an experienced miner and millman, to manage the 
operation at Carson Hill. Grayson's next move was 
to rebuild the old 15-stamp Reserve mill into a more 
modern and much larger 40-stamp operation. The 
Reserve mine ore was of such poor quality, however, 
that by 1886, Buckminster was convinced the only 
way to make the Reserve and all of the other newly 
developing mines at the nearby town of Angels Camp 
profitable was to install a chlorination plant to 
recover the gold from the sulphurets. Melones 
Consolidated completed the Angels Camp plant in 
1887, and it was soon in successful operation. This 
installation fueled the mining boom in Angels Camp, 
but Grayson became discouraged with the low grade 
ore yielded by the Reserve and shut that mine down 
shortly after chlorination began. The 40-stamp 
Reserve mill sold in 1892 to Remington & Gates, who 
dismantled it and moved it to their Carson Creek 
(Jones) mine, near the Stanislaus River (Demarest 
1950: Chapter 39, page 1).

When Emile Stevenot sold the Calaveras group of 
claims to the "English" company in 1888, the 
Calaveras Consolidated Mining Company was 
organized under the management of Lord Cameron 
of London. Good ore was discovered in the air shaft 
on the Santa Cruz claim and a 20-stamp mill was 
erected near the collar. The Calaveras mine was 
worked for several years but the ore was too low- 
grade to be mined profitably and it was shut down.

Another claim, located on the south side of Carson 
Hill, was discovered in the gold rush, but no mill was 
constructed until early in the twentieth century. The 
South Carolina claim, also known as the Carson 
claim, had been filed on prior to 1851 when a one- 
third interest was sold to Daniel Murphy by Joshua 
Talbot and Nathaniel Pelham (Mining Claims Book 
A:120). According to mining claim records, some 
mining occurred in 1852 when it was leased by 
Bonner and Vanderslice to a Manuel Rubio, the 
lessors hoping to build a mill from the proceeds. 
This venture was evidently a financial failure for in 
October the Old Dominion Company, owners of the 
South Caorolina, attempted to find capitalists to 
continue operations. Little documentary evidence 
exists of the mine's early history, but by 1867 mention 
was made that it had yielded $400,000 and was now 
closed (Raymond 1870).

County tax records throughout the 1870s and 1880s 
verify that the South Carolina claim was still being 
assessed, but for very little value. Repeatedly 
prospected over the years, no major mining activity 
occurred until 1898 when the Melones Mining 
Company extended the old tunnel from the South 
Carolina into the Melones claim. It wasn't until 
1903, however, after the Melones Mining Company 
had dropped its lease and option, that Joe Peirano, 
an Angels Camp merchant, built a 20-stamp mill 
just below the main tunnel to process ore mined in an 
open-pit. The mill had a Blake crusher, four Union 
concentrators, and was driven by electric power 
supplied by the Union Water and Power Company 
(Tucker 1916:107). Unfortunately, once again the low- 
grade quality of the ore and the occurrence of the 
majority of the gold values in fine-grained pyrite 
combined to make this operation a failure.

By the mid-1890s nearly all the Carson Hill mines 
were idle, almost uniformly unsuccessful. Grayson 
had given up on the Reserve, as the English company
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Finnegan Mill at Carson Hill, about 1928. In foreground, Sierra Railroad maintenance shed.
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had previously done at the Calaveras, and the old 
Morgan and Union-Kentucky mines had long been 
inactive.

Why was the first half-century of mining at this 
productive Mother Lode gold deposit so unsuccessful 
when the first three years or so had been so 
spectacular? Basically, Carson Hill was a low-grade 
deposit with the best ore closely confined to a narrow 
zone which outcropped on the Morgan and portions 
of adjoining claims. The majority of gold was in 
auriferous pyrite in the hanging and footwall of the 
Bull vein rather than existing as free gold. Rich 
pockets found on the surface of the hill during the 
gold rush represented the intersection of a flat vein 
with the Bull and Pink veins. Early workings under 
this structure were in prevailing low-grade ore 
which was unfeasible to mine except with large scale 
mining and modern milling methods.

The revitalization of quartz mining operations along 
the Mother Lode during the late 1890s, however, 
stimulated the local mining industry through the 

first three decades (1898-1926) of the twentieth 
century, a period that was to see yet more ambitious 
mining ventures on Carson Hill.

At this juncture, a new face was seen at Carson 
Hill. William C. Ralston, son of the well-known 
president of the Bank of California, was quick to see 
the real potential for the Carson Hill district. Ralston 
had recently graduated from the University of 
California (in 1891) and had just married the 
daughter of Grayson, the Carson Hill mine owner. 
Ralston persuaded his discouraged father-in-law to 
let him take over operation of the Melones 
Consolidated Mining Company, leading to formation 
of the Melones Mining company in 1897. Strongly 
financed by Boston capital, this new venture signified 
the real beginning of sucessful large-scale mining at 
Carson Hill. The history of Ralston’s tenure, when 
operations were moved to the Stanislaus River, and 
the even more prosperous periods when the 
consolidations were completed, has been well

Please see MELLS, pg. 34
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documented elsewhere (Clark 1962:44-50; Jenkins 
1948:89-90; Julihn 1938:104-107; Knopf 1929:72; 
Wagner 1970:66-80).
After the turn of the century the Stevenot family 

again became actively involved in mining on Carson 
Hill. With final consolidation of the Carson Hill 
mines by William Loring in 1918 and the operations 
all moved to Melones, Archie Stevenot, grandson of 
Gabriel, became Loring's mine superintendent and 
right-hand man. Archie had worked for Loring 
since 1916 when the first claims were purchased.

A co-founder of the California State Chamber of 
Commerce, Archie was also closely involved in 
promotion of Mother Lode mines and businesses. In 
1919 he led in the founding of the "Mother Lode 
Highway Association", forerunner of the "Golden 
Chain Council of the Mother Lode", developed to link 
all the central Mother Lode mines and communities. 
In 1961 he was recognized by the California State 
Legislature as "Mr. Mother Lode". At his death in 
1968, the legislature directed that the New Melones 
bridge be named in his honor.

The Finnegan mine, remained in the hands of its 
individual owners longer than any other Carson Hill 
operation, worked for almost 100 years, with few 
improvements after 1866. In 1928, however, major 
additons were made to the Finnegan mine. Those 
included a 10-stamp electric-powered quartz mill, a 
rockbreaker, six concentrators, two compressors, an 
electric hoist, blacksmith shop, compressor room, 
hoist rooms, a mill building, and mining tools 
(Calaveras County Assessment Rolls 1928). That 
well-equipped mill may have been built by the Carson 
Hill Mining Company which at that time owned one- 
tenth of the mine under a lease agreement with the 
Tarbat family, who retained the other nine-tenths.

By the early 1930s the mill was failing; the only 
activity during its final days involved de-watering the 
mine. The mill burned in 1952, the last of the gold 
mills on the north side of Carson Hill.
The Depression years and the revaluation of gold 

stimulated yet another boom at Melones. The Carson 
Hill Gold Mining Corporation, under management of 
John Burgess, reopened the big mine. Loring's 30- 
stamp mill, modernized and enlarged, ran 
continuously day and night. Shortly before enforced 
closure in 1942 by Executive Order L208, the large 
mill tragically burned to the ground ending yet 
another era of mining at Carson Hill (Clark 1962:63).

The mills and the mines on Carson Hill were then 
all closed and cows roamed the outcrops and gullies 
where hundreds of men once toiled for riches. And 
yet, the Stevenot family again saw a future for 
Carson Hill. In the early 1950s Archie's brother, 
Fred Stevenot, purchased the assets of the Carson 
Hill Mining Company in an auction, restoring 
Gabriel's original claims and adding a number of 
others to Stevenot control.

However, it was fully three decades before the mines 
were to produce again. Barden Stevenot, Fred's 
grandson, provided the leading effort for the 
reopening of the Carson Hill-Melones mine as a 
large open-pit operation in 1986, continuing the 
family's direct role in the development of the Carson 
Hill district. The final chapter of this ambitious 
venture, stimulated by increased demands and 
higher gold prices and financed partly by Canadian 
and Australian capital, has yet to be told. Today, 140 
years after its original discovery, development of its 
vast ore bodies is still underway.

Brown, J. A. 
1800

Browne, J. Ross 
1868
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MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society thanks the 

following persons who recently have donated 
artifacts or other historical materials to the 
Calaveras County Museum:
Walter Cosgrave, Napa: Photograph of Sheriff 
John Cosgrave.
Ted Allured, San Andreas: Photograph of 
Sheriff Harry James.
Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp: Photograph of 
Sheriff George Tryon.
Sandie Cuneo, San Andreas: Photograph of 
Altaville School.
Jane Huberty, San Andreas: Two photographs of 
the Royal Mine at Hodson.
Robert Baker, San Andreas: A Marchant adding 
machine.

FEATURE EXHIBIT
Sheriffs of Calaveras County, outlaws and the 

Historic County Jail will be the subjects of a feature 
exhibit during April and May in the office of the 
County Historical Society in the 134-year-old County 
Courthouse at 30 N. Main Street, in San Andreas.

Schools, students and teachers, yesterday and 
today, will be featured in the June and July exhibit. 

The Society also has displays in the windows of the 
old Winkler Building on Historic Main Street.
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THE TOWN OF CARSON HILL

The following article is excerpted from an 
archaeological and historical study of Carson 
Hill conducted and written by Julia G. 
Costello and Judith Cunningham, and 
printed with permission of Carson Hill Gold 
Mining Corporation.

Although mining provided the major catalyst for the 
development of Carson Hill, other factors also 
influenced its settlement. From its founding to the 
present, this community has consisted of a few 
families of long residence and sporadic services of 
stores, saloons, boarding houses and school.

As early as 1850-51 as the gold excitement began to 
peak, miners tents and cabins dotted the flat and 
surrounding slopes of Carson Hill. By spring of 1852, 
Leonard Noyes, mining on Carson Hill, noted the 
camp’s amenities included a boarding house with 
female propietor. He wrote:

"At Carsons lived an old Missouri woman 
who kept a boarding house where a good 
square meal could be had for $1.00. We use to 
go there Sundays for a meal. The first corn 

bannock I ever saw in California was at her 
table. Everyone went there for corn bread."
In 1854, the first year for which property 

assessments are extant for Calaveras County, six 
properties were assessed in Carson Hill. These were 
Alex Fulton’s hotel, Peter Moore’s ranch and four 
other properties. By 1856 Gabriel Stevenot had settled 
on his "St. Louis Ranch" (later Melones Ranch) and 
Charles Baciagalupi was operating a store. That 
same year Jerome Lagamarsino added his store and 
garden. The 1856 Miners and Businessmen's 
Directory for Carson Hill listed a blacksmith shop, a 
hotel and 18 miners.

Ten years later the Great Register of Voters, 1866, 
showed Carson Hill with 22 miners, a millwright, 
clerk, a farmer and two saloon keepers. 
Businessmen included mine owner John Finnegan, 
hotel and ranch owner Thomas Rooney, 
saloonkeeper George Cordes, store owners Joseph 
Baciagalupi and Jerome Lagamarsino and ranchers 
Peter Moore and Gabriel Stevenot.
In addition to his ranching activities, Stevenot, a 

lawyer, was interested in mining. It was he who 
brought the first stamp mill to Carson Hill. During 
the 1860's Stevenot was assisted at his mine by his

Town of Carson Hill during the 1940’s. Calaveras Co. Historical Society
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Lagamarsino-Canepa-Oneto Store at Carson Hill (circa 1920). Calaveras County Archives

son, Emile, but Emile left in 1870 to spend most of 
that decade in the borax industry in San Francisco. 
He returned in 1879 with his wife, Sarah, to take up 
permanent residence on the family ranch.

After providing a school for the community, Emile 
returned to mining and served as superintendent of 
several Carson Hill mines. His sons, Fred and 
Archie, also became involved in Carson Hill’s 
mining industry. Archie Stevenot became a leader in 
the preservation of Mother Lode history. The 
Highway 49 bridge across New Melones Reservoir is 
named for him.

Thomas and Alice Rooney came to Carson Hill in 
1858, purchased Fulton’s Boarding House which they 
operated as "Carson Cottage" and farmed 160 acres. 
Their daughter, Theresa, in 1861 married James G. 
Fair, later to gain wealth and fame on the Comstock 
Lode and become a state senator. The Fairs’ 
daughter, Virginia, married into the Vanderbilt 
family of New York and Newport.

Storekeepers Jerome Lagamarsino and Joseph 
Baciagalupi raised large families in Carson Hill, 
eventually moving to Angels Camp in the 1860’s 
when the mines began closing and business 
declined. Jerome Lagamarsino turned his store over 
to his son, John, but by 1880 he was living in Altaville 

leasing the store.
John Finnegan, among the first discoverers in 1850 

of rich ore on Carson Hill, did not live there after the 
early 1860's when he moved to Angels Camp. He 
continued, however, to operate his mine. Saloon 
owner George Cordes, in the 1870's turned to mining 
and with his son, Herman, in 1891 patented the 
North Star claim on Carson Hill. He and his wife, 
Matilda, moved into the old company bunkhouse 
where they lived until the 1930’s.

Missouri native Peter Moore established his 160- 
acre ranch in 1854 at the forks of Vallecito/McLean’s 
Ferry Road (Red Hill Road). He sold in the 1860’s to 
Eli Williams who in 1869 sold to Francisco Dondero. 
In 1878 Dondero deeded the property to John Peirano 
who farmed it until 1919, then sold to Andrew and 
Theresa Oneto whose descendants live there today.

Just east of the Moore Ranch was the ranch of 
Miller and Leman who acquired it in 1854. It sold in 
the 1870’s to William and Carolina Riedel and in 1918 
was purchased by Tone Airola, grandson of Carolina 
Reidel, who ran cattle on it throughout his lifetime.

The John C. Tarbat and William Irvine families, 
who were to assert major influences on the 
community, arrived in Carson Hill in the 1870's.

Please see TOWN, pg. 38
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NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Krause, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Gates, Murphys.
Lyla & Tyler York, Mountain Ranch.
Irene Swanson, Stockton.
John Ellyson, San Andreas.
Rita Kline, Manteca.
Linda Noe Laine, San Francisco.
John Gibson, Fresno.
Dennis & Marilyn DuPont, Murphys.
Victoria Guidici, San Jose.
Ambrosia Colendich, Angels Camp.
Donna R. Queirolo, Murphys.
Maria M. Petri, San Francisco.
Douglas B. Davis, Hercules.
Mr. & Mrs. Chuck Grennell, Arnold.
Lillian B. Sartain, Douglas Flat.

MEETING SCHEDULE
April 19, 7:30 p.m., Pot Luck Dinner Meeting in 

Metropolitan, N. Main St., San Andreas, featuring 
winners of Historical Society's 1990 School Essay 
Contest.

May 24, 7:30 p.m., Dinner Meeting at Louise 
Greenlaw residence, Calaveritas. Fred Cuneo will 
conduct a tour. John Bowers, of Millbrae, will speak 
on Miwok Indian basketry and present basketry 
display. There will also be nomination of officers.

June 28, 7:30 p.m., Dinner Meeting in jail yard of 
Old Calaveras County Courthouse, 30 N. Main St., 
San Andreas. Lorrayne Kennedy will speak on 
history of the old courthouse complex.

IN MEMORIAM
Willard Bisbee Tower, Milton, Jan. 27,1990 

Drew Garland, Pomona, Jan. 30, 1990
Wilson S. Shannon, Valley Springs, Feb. 2,1990 

Floyd Segale, Altaville, Feb. 9,1990

TOWN, cont. from pg. 37
Tarbat fathered nine children before his death in 
1891. His wife, Catherine, remained until the 1920's. 
Some of her children leased and operated the 
Finnegan mine and others ran a boarding house.

William Irvine patented the Morgan mine in 1874, 
sold it in 1875, but remained a major share holder 
until forced out in 1884 by James G. Fair. Gaining 
control of numerous Carson Hill town properties, 
Irvine, during the 1890's ruthlessly evicted many 
families, causing a feud that lasted until the Irvines 
moved away early in this century.

Around 1900 Irvine managed to have the town's 
name changed to "Irvine", but it was so unpopular 
that its original name was soon restored.

During the past 90 years Carson Hill and its mines 
have experienced periods both of idleness and of 
strong mining activity. Good times have included 
pre-World War I days when the mines boomed and 
Carson Hill's Canepa-Oneto Store prospered, and the 
1930's, during the "golden age" of the Mother Lode's 
underground mining. More recently, open-pit 
mining during the 1980's saw resumption of gold 
production.

Today, although the Carson Hill mine is not now 
processing ore, exploraton of its ore body continues 
and there is a feeling of confidence it once again will 
produce gold.
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JESUS MARIA, A PAGE 
OUT OF THE PAST

By

George Hoeper

Old timers know instantly if a person is new to Calav
eras County by the way they pronounce the name of the 
old mining camp of Jesus Maria.
Newcomers use the English pronunciation, fully enun

ciating each syllable of both words. But, long ago when 
the settlement was new, English speaking arrivals 
apparently in deference to the camp’s predominantly 
Hispanic population, adopted the Spanish version and 
pronounced its name H’seus Maria. Since then, over the 
years, Calaveras natives have shortened and corrupted 
the old town’s name until today they pronounce it sim
ply, “Sus-Marie.”
Like so many gold rush camps, Jesus Maria blossomed 

quickly in 1849 but by 1880 had fallen into relative

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXXIX July, 1990 Number 4

obscurity. Its history has been preserved largely through 
tales and recollections handed down by descendants of 
its pioneer families and from fragmentary writings, 
court records and old newspaper accounts.
Site of the old camp is a pleasant, little foothill meadow 

in which cattle graze, about five miles southeast of 
Mokelumne Hill. Flanked on one side by county road 
and on the other by willow and alder shaded Jesus Maria

Please see PAST, pg. 40

Town of Jesus Maria (looking west, circa 1918.) House in left foreground is Cavanna home. Mauna 
home is right center. House with pillars is Gnecco residence.
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PAST, cont. from pg. 39

Creek, groves of ailanthus (Chinese Trees of Heaven) 
growing among stone foundations and crumbling rock 
walls mark where the town once stood.
Of the early buildings, the only standing structure is 

the Gnecco winery where Giovanni (John) Gnecco, made 
wine and brandy. Across the road are the rock walls of 
the Frenchman, Gaudaux’s store. Farther up the road 
where it begins to climb the hill toward Whiskey Slide, 
lies the Jesus Maria Cemetery, final resting place of 
members of many of the area’s pioneer families.
According to local historians, among them the late 

Judge J.A. Smith, the camp was named for one of its 
earliest settlers, a young Mexican named Jose Maria or 
Jesus Maria, who instead of turning to mining, grew 
melons and other garden produce for the miners. Judge 
Smith, who presented this information in a 1940 article 
in the Calaveras Weekly Citizen, also claimed that the 
locale of Bret Harte’s Poverty Flat was only a short 
distance southeast of Jesus Maria.
In addition to Mexicans and Americans, Jesus Maria 

drew Italian, French, Chinese, Chilean, Irish, German 
and Australian immigrants. The camp also quickly 
established a reputation for lawlessness and the ubiquitous 
Joaquin Murietta and members of his gang were said to 
have frequented it during their brief reign of banditry.1
One of the problems of gold seekers who reached Jesus 

Maria during its early years was lack of mining water, 
particularly during the dry season. Owners of mining 
claims on Jesus Maria Creek and the nearby North Fork 
of the Calaveras River, where there was running water, 
could mine year-round. However, many tributary gulches 
and ravines could be worked only during the wettest 
winter months. As a result, it was not until 1852, after 
the first ditches were completed to bring water to claims 
on higher ground, such as Bake-Oven Gulch, that the 
camp really began to boom.
The Alta Californian of June 7,1852, (Bancroft’s Scraps) 

describes the camp at th at time as largely a tent city with 
great activity along the Jesus Maria and Calaveras 
Rivers. Helper, (Page 151) said Jesus Maria was a 
sizable mining camp in 1852, and the settlement is 
shown on Trask’s Map of 1853.2
In a letter, W.H. Moore on July 17,1853, said that with 

water now brought by ditch to his claim he was washing 
out $30 per day.
In October, 1856, completion of the “Chileano Ditch,” 

which took water from Jesus Maria Creek near the

Negro Gulch. Teacher Celestina Lagomarsino
Giuffra (in foreground) rode burro to school.

Courtesy of Tiscomia family

Mouth of Salamander Creek and brought it around the 
north side of the canyon, helped provide more mining 
water for claims on high ground. But, the shortage of 
water for sluicing in and around Jesus Maria apparently 
was endemic. As late as 1859, a letter published in the 
San Andreas Independent complained of a need for more 
mining water. The writer said that lack of water was 
prohibiting the washing of ground of proven value.
But, claims that could be worked were rich and despite 

its relatively remote location, the tent encampment that 
sprang up there and adopted the name of its principal 
producer of vegetables, quickly began taking on the 
aspects of a permanent settlement. Louis Chicard, 
founder of Chicard & Co.’s Dispatch Depot and Import
ing House, of Stockton, whose pack trains by 1849 were 
supplying Calaveras County mining camps, was send
ing supplies regularly to Jesus Maria.
Among the early arrivals was a large contingent of 

Chinese miners who established their camp on the hill 
on the south side of Jesus Maria Creek, across from the 
Caucasian settlement.
A sawmill operated by a Frenchman named LeBref was 

turning out rough-sawed lumber for cabins, sluice boxes 
and flumes. Another Frenchman named Dulac, opened 
a restaurant there and by the mid-50’s a two-story hotel 
was providing shelter for travelers. Frank Dauphin, 
also an arrival from France, is credited with planting 
one of the first vineyards at Jesus Maria.

By the early 1850’s Griffin & Co. was operating a 
general store there and other early businesses included 
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the Craig and Gaudaux blacksmith shops and a dairy 
operated by Alex Beffa and L. Dotta. A man named 
Gayson also was running a general store in a small 
adobe building.3
Christopher Hughes, from Illinois, who had crossed the 

plains with a covered wagon train, arrived in Jesus 
Maria in 1854, but mining held little interest for him, 
and he shortly opened a dairy there. His wife, Julianne, 
arrived in the thriving settlement a year or so later, after 
making her trip to California aboard ship, via the Isth
mus of Panama.
Martin Fischer and his wife, Maria Katherine Schnie- 

der Fischer, arrived from Missouri in the mid-50’s cross
ing Sonora Pass as part of a wagon train pulled by mules 
instead of oxen. Fischer, who as a youth had been 
apprenticed in Germany to a butcher, had left that 
country to avoid conscription into the army and because 
he had become entranced by stories of California gold.

However, upon reaching Stockton he found the butcher’s 
trade more lucrative than gold mining, and by 1858 he 
and his wife were in Jesus Maria where he was operating 
a butcher shop. Herman Fischer later developed a ranch 
on the ridge above Jesus Maria, which was family 
headquarters for many years. He later was the grand
father of Hazel Fischer for whom the present Hazel 
Fischer Elementary School, in White Pines, is named.
Fischer’s slaughter house was located on Blue Jay 

Ridge, southeast of Jesus Maria. He bought hogs in the 
Stockton-Bellota area and drove them in herds to the 
Jesus Maria area. At that time there also was another 
butcher shop in Jesus Maria operated by a man named 
Eugene Jacobs.4
A school was opened in 1858 up the ridge east of Jesus 

Maria at the head of what still is known as Negro Gulch. 
That one-room school which operated for many years, 
also may have served at least for a time, as classroom for 
youngsters from the mining camp of Whiskey Slide. If 
an earlier school ever existed in the town of Jesus Maria, 
there is no present record of it.
There also was supposed to have been an earlier ceme

tery in Jesus Maria than the present one. However, if 
there was, there is no trace of it today.
Judge Smith noted in a 1940 article on the Jesus Maria 

area that the settlement never did have an official 
townsite map. However, that did not stop it from 
providing many of the same amenities found in other, 
more pretentious gold rush towns. By the late 1850’s 
Jesus Maria had its own band which on April 15,1859, 

supplied the music for the Upper Calaveritas Calico 
Ball. Band members Caldwell, Spencer and C. V. Wilmot, 
who also was the Jesus Maria constable, refused com
pensation for their orchestrations.
But, there was more than playing in the town band to 

keep Constable Wilmot and Judge Luke Lincoln well 
occupied. From its very outset, Jesus Maria, with its 
mixed population and roistering life-style that too easily 
created friction, developed a reputation for violence and 
bloodshed. Gun and knife fights were common and there 
were frequent murders.
There was seemingly no end of saloons and fandango 

halls, including the Valparaiso and the Tivoli. An early 
saloon and lodging place owned by the Mauna family, 
natives of Chile, operated as sort of a matriarchy under 
the iron hand of Mrs. Mauna. Her establishment soon 
developed an unsavory reputation involving alleged 
robberies and murders.
According to rumors of the day, Mrs. Mauna watched 

for miners with well-filled pokes of “dust”, then tipped off 
her sons who after getting their intended victims drunk, 
robbed and sometimes killed them. But, if this was true, 
little apparently was done to rectify the situation, for the 
San Andreas Independent noted in 1875 that the Mauna

Please see PAST, pg. 42

Albert Mauna
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PAST, cont. from pg. 41
Hall was the center of activity for celebration of Chilean 
Independence Day and that Miss Idenia Mauna sang 
Chile’s national anthem
One of the remaining foundations at Jesus Maria is 

supposedly that of a saloon, beneath which a body is 
buried. The story, as handed down, is that late one night 
a fight broke out there and a man was killed. To avoid 
detection, those involved barred the door, took up a 
section of the saloon floor, dug a grave into which they 
dumped the body, then nailed the floor down again.5 
Another example of violence in Jesus Maria is con

tained in the following, excerpted from an 1859 issue of 
the San Andreas Independent...

“A Chileano named Pane had some difficulty with a 
Mexican, for which officer Wilmot attempted to arrest

him; but Pane drawing a revolver, refused to accompany 
the officer. Stepping out into the street, he met another 
Chileano named Cathalgo who advised him (Pane) to go 
with the officer and avoid difficulties. Cathalgo for his 
friendly advice, received a salute from Pane’s revolver, 
the ball passing through his coat collar and grazing the 
back of his neck.
After discharging his pistol, Pane took to his heels, 

closely followed by Cathalgo, who had in the meantime 
gathered a handful of rocks. Discovering he was being 
followed by Cathalgo, Pane turned and fired two more 
shots at his pursuer, but without effect.
A friend now came up to Cathalgo and handed him a 

revolver. By now, Pane had crossed the creek and when 
he stopped and turned to fire again at Cathalgo, Cathalgo 
returned the fire. The ball from Cathalgo’s revolver

Louisa Gnecco and son on porch of Gnecco in Jesus Maria. Courtesy ofTiscomia family
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Giovanni (John) Gnecco, 1854-1938
Courtesy ofTiscornia family

Louisa Lagomarsino Gnecco, 1866-1931

passed through Pane’s thigh and he immediately fell. 
The wound is not believed to be mortal.”
Julianne Hughes often told her children that during 

those first years in Jesus Maria when her husband ran 
his dairy there, shootings were common and more than 
once, bullets hit her house.
Christopher Hughes sold his dairy business and moved 

to Lancha Plana, on the Mokelumne River near Caman
che, in 1856. He opened a stage line and livery stable 
there, but stayed only a relatively short time before 
moving back and building a cabin on the ridge, east of 
Jesus Maria. He started a new stage line and livery 
stable in Jesus Maria.
But, the Hughes family was not the only one moving 

into Jesus Maria.
Others who arrived in 1859 and 1860 were Agostino 

and Angela Lagomarsino and Francesco and Rosa 
Gnecco.
What the population of Jesus Maria may have been at 

that time is difficult to even accurately guess. Some 
estimates have set it as high as 2,500 people. Judge 
Smith said about 100 votes were cast in the June, 18, 

1859, election there, but that does not necessarily reflect 
a true head count, since so many of the camp’s residents 
were Chinese, Mexican and Chileanos who would not 
have voted.
The Lagomarsinos, who came from Genoa, Italy, ac

quired land on the hill above town at what was known a 
Boston Flat, where they built a two-story house, planted 
an olive orchard, grew alfalfa and fruit and raised cattle. 
The 130-year-old olive trees still bear fruit and the 
walled terraces in the ravine below the orchard where 
Lagomarsino grew alfalfa still are visible from Jesus 
Maria Road. When the property sold a few years ago to 
delta rancher Ray Moresco, the old house which was still 
standing, was torn down and rebuilt from the ground up 
on the same location.
Agostino and Angela Lagomarsino had five daughters, 

only two of whom remained in the local area Celestina, 
bom in 1861 and Louisa, bom in 1866 remained here 
and married.6
Celestina, as a young school teacher, taught at the

Please see PAST, pg. 44
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PAST, cont. from pg. 43

Negro Gulch and Whiskey Slide Schools. She married 
Antonio Giuffra in 1892. Their son Alvin, took over the 
ranch and raised registered Hereford cattle until h e sold 
it shortly before his death at age 93, in 1988.
Louisa Lagomarsino married Giovanni (John) Gnecco 

on Aug. 18, 1881, and she and her husband lived out 
their lives in the old town of Jesus Maria. Louisa died in 
1931.
Francesco Gnecco, bom in 1815, and his wife, Rosa, 

arrived from Italy in Jesus Maria in 1860 and Francesco 
immediately opened a store there.
The Gneccos brought with them their daughter, Maria, 

17, but left their six-year-old son, John, in Italy to go to 
school and become a priest. However, by age 15, John 
Gnecco decided the priesthood was not for him and 
joined his parents in Jesus Maria.

Shortly after his son’s arrival Francesco and his wife 
separated and he returned to Italy, but his wife re
mained in Jesus Maria with her son. John managed the 
store for Rosa Gnecco, grew alfalfa and began to produce 
wine and grappo brandy. His mother died in 1877. 
Gnecco’s wine and brandy was of a quality that later 
allowed his winery to be bonded, and sales were good. 
However, the local Chinese miners who were among his 
best customers complained that the brandy was too light 
colored and didn’t have a strong enough taste. To rectify 
that problem, after buying a jug, they would crumple 
tobacco and cigar butts into it to give it both darker color 
and more bite.7
The marriage of John Gnecco and Louisa Lagomarsino 

in 1881 produced seven children. They included Frank, 
bom in 1882; Grace, 1883; Louis, 1886; Adele Norma, 
1888; Roy, 1890; John, 1893 and Austin, 1897.
John Gnecco built his growing family a two-story house 

on the main road and continued to operate his winery. 
He traveled over the county with horse and wagon, 
selling his wine and brandy. He also sold canning 
peaches and other fruit in season, planted prune trees 
and planning for a large prune operation, he installed a 
scalding bin and drying shed.
Vincent Tiscomia says his grandmother told him they 

also raised sugar beets for cattle feed in the meadow at 
Jesus Maria.
On a knoll a short distance from the Gnecco home, his 

wife raised extremely sweet watermelons for which 
there was always a demand.
His selling trips, winter and summer, took John Gnecco

Gaeton Jelmini

to all parts of the county. His daughter, the late Grace 
Tiscomia, of San Andreas, often recalled seeing her 
father on cold winter mornings, heat bricks in the oven, 
then wrap them in burlap sacks to keep his feet warm 
while riding in the wagon.
Jesus Maria’s boom days had ended and the old mining 

camp had been in decline for more than a century when 
John Gnecco and Louisa Lagomarsino married in 1881. 
Most of the miners had gone, stores and saloons closed 

and their owners moved away. An 1880’s fire that swept 
a large part of town virtually completed the exodus. By 
turn of the century only a few persistent miners, the 
elderly Frenchman Gaudaux, who opened his tiny store 
at sunrise and closed it at sunset, and a few agricultural 
families such as the Gnecco and Lagomarsino-Giuffra 
families remained.
The original two-story Gnecco house and store burned 

but a new one was built and still was occuppied by the 
John Gnecco family.
Even the opening in 1900 of the nearby Blue Jay Mine, 

an underground gold-quartz operation with a 10-stamp 
mill, accomplished nothing toward revival of the dying 
town.
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Others living in the area around 1900 included 81-year- 
old Christopher Hughes and his son, Joel and his family; 
the Cavanna family, the Maunas, who long before had 
given up their hotel and bar and bachelor Harvey Wil
helm and his sister Phoebe.
The Gaeton Jelmini Family, for whom Jelmini Basin, 

in the high country of Calaveras is named, was another 
of the remaining Jesus Maria families. However, their 
lives were marred by a tragic incident that cost the life 
of their daughter and sent Gaeton Jelmini to prison.
Jelmini while drinking and involved in a family argu

ment, kicked his daughter, injuring her fatally. He was 
sentenced to San Quentin Prison and never returned. 
Later, his wife married Vincenzo Moretta of Mokelumne 
Hill.
The Fischer family no longer actually lived in Jesus 

Maria, but had turned to ranching in the local area and 
Martin Daniel Fisher, son of Martin Fischer, the butcher, 
had married Rose Anne McQuaide and they were living 
at what was known as the Bedrock Ranch, near Jesus 
Maria.
Two of Martin Daniel Fischer’s sons, John and Dewey 

Fischer, still live in Calaveras County, engaged in cattle 
ranching. Dewey’s home, in Happy Valley, is hardly 
three miles from the old mining camp of Jesus Maria.
Willard Hughes, son of Joel Hughes, still lives in the 

hand hewn pine timber home his grandfather built on 
the original Hughes Ranch on the ridge above Jesus 
Maria. Other members of the Hughes Family, including

Chinese trees of Heaven shade stone walls of 
Gaudaux store. Historical Society photo

Gnecco Winery still stands in Jesus Maria
Historical Society photo

a niece, Elizabeth Pebley, also live almost within shout
ing distance of the old town.
John and Louisa Gnecco continued to live in Jesus 

Maria, and in 1907 their daughter, Grace, married 
Chester Joseph Tiscornia, San Andreas businessman 
and rancher, whose father in 1867, operated a general 
store where the Black Bart Inn now stands.
John Gnecco continued to make and sell claret and 

Madeira wine and brandy until his very latter years. 
Louisa Gnecco died in 1931 and John passed away in 
1938. The Gnecco home on Jesus Maria Road burned in 
the late 1930’s.
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STUDENT ESSAY CONTEST
WINNERS RECEIVE AWARDS

Winners of our Historical Society’s 1990 students’his
tory essay contest were honored at the society’s April 19 
pot-luck dinner in the Metropolitan, in San Andreas.
More than 60 students in three combined grade catego

ries from schools throughout the county competed, with 
nine winners dividing nearly $900 in cash.
Subjects of their essays were chosen by the individual 

students and ranged over a broad field that included 
biographical sketches of early-day Calaveras County 
families and individuals.
Following the dinner, attended by more than 100 people, 

the first place winners in each grade category read their 
essays for the audience.
In the high school competition, top honors and a $150 

check went to Bret Harte High School senior Sarah 
Oneto. Her essay, “The Terror of Red Hill Road and 
Highway 49,” which drew a round of applause, was a 
heart warming biography of her great-grandmother 
Theresa Mary Oneto.
Second place went to Brian Walker, Calaveras High 

School Ninth Grader, for his biography of his grandfa
ther, the late Calaveras County Sheriff Claude C. Bal
lard. Brian was presented a $75 check.
Kirsten Hegg, also a Calaveras High School Ninth 

Grader, took third place and received a $35 check for an 
essay titled ‘The Friedberg family and Stores.”
Students from the Albert Michelson Elementary School, 

in Murphys, swept the Seventh-Eighth grade field.
Seventh Grader Anna Gutierrez won first place and 

$150 dollars for her essay titled “Chinese In Calaveras 
County”; and second place in the Seventh-Eighth Grade 
competition went to Michelson Seventh Grader Hannah 
Cochran with an essay on the history of the Mentz 
Ranch. Holly Gordon, Michelson eighth grader, took 
third place and received a $35 check for her “History of 
Lake Alpine.”
The Fifth-Sixth Grade competition was won by John 

Randall, a Valley Springs fifth grader, with his essay on 
“Winkler’s Store and Its History.” As did all of the first 
place winners, John received a $150 check.
Second and Third places in the fifth-sixth grade compe

tition were won by two brothers sponsored by the Moun
tain Ranch 4-H Club.
Fifth grader Caleb Land took second place and a $75

THE TERROR OF RED HILL 
ROAD AND HIGHWAY 49 

By
Sarah Oneto

She killed a rattlesnake in a woodshed with her walk
ing cane when she was 87 years old. She accused people 
of stealing her gold while it was “in safe keeping” at the 
bank. She painted her kitchen once a year whether it 
needed it or not. She thought that when Neil Armstrong 
touched his foot on the moon, it was a political stunt 
performed in a television studio. Her grandson remem
bers her as the “terror 
of Red Hill Road and 
Highway 49.” She was 
Theresa Mary Oneto.
Theresa was born in 

Columbia on June 3, 
1882, to Italian immi
grants Giovanni and 
Luiza Gotelli. She 
attended elementary 
school in Columbia 
until her father passed 
away, at which time 
she moved in with her 
cousins at Milk Ranch, Sarah Oneto
located between Douglas Flat and Murphys. Theresa 
returned to the family home after completing four years 
of school, and began working as a house maid in Sonora. 
Around 1910 she married her first cousin, Andrew
Oneto. According to family lore, the local priest told Th
eresa to stop dithering around, that Andrew was a good 
man, and not to keep him waiting, as she had for ten 
years. The family is unsure where the couple lived from 
the time they were married until 1916. During this time 
Andrew and his brother Jim owned a store in Carson
Hill. In 1916 Andrew and Theresa bought a 142-acre 
ranch located on Red Hill Road and Highway 49, which

check for his essay on the Miwok Indians of the area, 
which he titled "The People.”

Third place went to his brother, Jonathan, a sixth grader, 
who submitted an interesting essay titled “Draft Mules 
and Teams in Calaveras County.”
This year’s essay committee was chaired by Ray Gara- 

mendi, of Mokelumne Hill. Committee members who 
helped judge the essays included Kathy Geiszler, Mary 
Matzek, Rosemary Faulkner and George Hoeper.
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is still in the possession of the Oneto family.
For her entire 88 years, Theresa worked hard, inside 

the house and outside on the ranch. Her eleven-room 
farm house was always immaculate; the paint on her 
kitchen walls hardly had the chance to dry before she 
would put on a fresh coat. At seven in the morning 
Theresa would leave the house with a jug of water, 
short-handled hoe and mattock in hand. The thistles on 
every outreach of the ranch had met their match. She 
combined these rugged activities with the somewhat 
normal housewife duties: making ravioli from scratch, 
hand washing on Monday, ironing on Tuesday, and 
bringing in the wood to heat the house.
Theresa ran her family with an iron hand. Her only 

child, Lawrence John Patrick, was born March 17,1913. 
Lawrence was checked over by his maternal grand
mother, Luiza, who was worried the infant would not 
have the requisite ten fingers and toes because his 
parents were first cousins. Lawrence grew up in Carson 
Hill, attended local schools, including Bret Harte. After 
his father Andrew’s death in 1943, Lawrence returned 
to the ranch to help Theresa with the innumerable 
chores which entailed. Although Theresa was well 
informed in current events and very liberal for that day 
and age, she had peculiarities. Much to the dismay of 
her grandchildren, she cut down their tire swing be
cause she thought it was too dangerous. Theresa never 
trusted anyone; she hid the gold nuggets Andrew had 
prospected in a complicated chink in her basement. She 
had previously kept them at the local bank, but became 
convinced that someone was chipping pieces off the 
nuggets, so she took protecting them into her own 
hands. During her pregnancy with Lawrence, she 
refused to ride in a “machine,” other wise known as an 
automobile, because she might be hurt. To the day she 
died she called the garage “the automobile house” (where 
the “machine” was kept).
Theresa managed her final illness and death in the 

same fashion she managed her life. In the summer of 
1970 she suffered a heart attack and finally consented to 
go to the hospital after battling it for three days at home. 
After a short and unsatisfactory stay at the hospital, she 
returned home, managing by herself until a fall in 
September. A practical nurse and close relatives en
abled Theresa to stay home until her death of congestive 
heart failure on December 21,1970. The morning she 
died, Theresa planned her own wake, telling her grand
son where to find the bedding, what food to buy, and who 
was to sleep where.

CHINESE IN CALAVERAS 
COUNTY

By
Anna Gutierrez

Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans 
On his hoe and gazes on the ground, 
The emptiness of ages in his face,
And on his back the burden of the world.

“The Man With The Hoe,” written at the end of the 
1800’s by Edwin Markham caused an uproar in the 
consciousness of Cali
fornians who thought 
that “the best Indian 
was a dead Indian,” 
that the best Mexican 
was one who served as 
a laborer, and the best
Chinese were those 
that stayed isolated in 
their Chinatowns.
There were many

Chinese in Calaveras
County during the gold
rush. One of the big
gest Chinese settle
ments was in Angels Camp along what is now Bird’s 
Way.
The flood of January, 29,1909 carried most of China

town down Angels Creek. If the few stone and brick 
buildings that remain could speak for the Chinese who 
lived and worked within their walls they would have 
many interesting tales to tell. They would be of hard
ship and loneliness, of fortunes won and lost, of laughter 
and friendship and of discrimination.
In 1851 when the first Chinese came to this area they 

were referred to as “John Chinaman” because their 
names were to hard to pronounce. Early miners had 
bitter feelings toward the Chinese because the Chinese 
were industrious and found a lot of gold in the white 
man’s left-overs. While the white miners feverishly 
looked for gold nuggets and course gold. The Chinese 
would patiently work over the cast-off tailings for fine 
gold and in the long run, made more money.
Besides mining, the Chinese always settled near water, 

so they could grow vegetable gardens. They also raised 
hogs, geese, duck and chickens which they used to 
supplement their income. They traveled to the camps of

Please see ESSAY pg. 48

Anna Gutierezz
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ESSAY, cont. from pg. 47
the white miners where they sold their produce which 
they carried in baskets suspended from the ends of long, 
springy poles balanced on their shoulders.
Since they had few rights, many times those trips 

would be dangerous. The July 14,1860 edition of the San 
Andreas Independent newspaper published the follow
ing: “Chinaman killed: On Thursday afternoon about 
two o’clock a Chinaman traveling on the public road 
between Altaville and Hawkeye Station had his brains 
beaten out with a club and his pockets rifled.”
Maybe that’s where the expression “he didn’t have a 

Chinaman’s chance,” came from.
In 1879 an Irishman named Kearney who was running 

for Governor toured the Mother Lode, campaigning with 
a slogan, “The Chinese Must Go.” Another example of 
this racism was a town rule adopted by the residents of 
Sheep Ranch that no Chinese could live there. When the 
owner of the Chevanne Mine hired a Chinese cook the 
townspeople were outraged. The Chinaman was es
corted across O’Neal Creek by the local Citizens and told 
never to return.
In the 1850’s California had a racist tax called the 

Foreign Miners Tax. Sheriffs were responsible for col
lecting the tax and allowed to keep 20 percent of it. The 
hard-working Chinese were particularly victimized. Ca
laveras Sheriff Ben Thorn’s elegant house in San An
dreas is an example of the tax collector’s aggressiveness. 
Glenn Schacten recalls his father, a mule skinner, told 

him a story he had heard as a little boy in San Andreas. 
The story was of a band of drunken miners, down on 
their luck and envious of the Chinese, who rolled a heavy 
oak and metal mining wheel down Courthouse Hill 
through a Chinese tent camp.

On the lighter side, Rose Hogarth Fletcher, of Angels 
Camp, who is 90, remembers a Chinese laundry on Bush 
Street. Her grandmother McGaffay owned the building 
and leased it to the Chinese. Rose remembers taking 
other children to watch in awe at the Chinese method of 
sprinkling the clothes. She said they took enormous 
mouthfuls of water which they spewed evenly over the 
clothes. Even though she and her friends were afraid of 
the Chinese, they had developed a liking for their can
dies that tasted like maple sugar. Since Rose’s grand
mother was their landlady, she felt brave enough to 
periodically take her friends to the laundry to beg for the 
candies. She thinks they had become annoyed with her 
coming in so often. Her last and most exciting trip, she 
said, was when, they were asking for more candy, a Chi

naman laying in wait behind a curtain covered counter, 
reached out and grabbed her ankle in his cold hand.
Another interesting story comes from Barbara Richards 

who was bom and raised in the Lemue/Perano home at 
the entrance to Chinatown, on Bird’s Way in Angels 
Camp. On the small, narrow alley across the street from 
her house Sen Lum and Sam Choy owned and operated 
many businesses for about 200 Chinese. There were 
several stores, gamblinghouses and alleged opium dens. 
The Chinese were avid gamblers and liked to play fan
tan as a form of recreation.
The Chinese men wore long braids tied with silken 

threads at the ends. These braids, called queues, were 
waist length and were coiled around in a tight skullcap 
to hold in place while they were working. When the men 
weren’t working, the queues hung down their backs.
According to Barbara, one afternoon when the Chinese 

were drinking and engrossed in a card game, her uncle 
Joe, then a small boy, could not resist temptation and 
tied two of the gamblers queues together with their 
silken threads. When they discovered what had hap
pened, they chased little Joe off the premises, banishing 
him forever more.
Sam Choy was a very popular merchant. He owned 

many businesses and considerable land in Angels Camp. 
Chinese laborers rented his lodgings where it was cus
tomary for as many as three to sleep in a bunk. Mr. Choy 
also furnished them with food, clothing, tools, and slave 
girls brought from China.
Since Sam could speak English and knew many people, 

he would contract the coolies out and collect their pay. 
One of the buildings he owned still stands on Bird’s Way. 
It served as a general store for the Chinese community. 
A wooden second story was added after Mr. Choy sold the 
store and returned to China around turn-of~the-century. 
It then served as a “sporting house” until 1915, after 
passage of the Red Light Abatement Act of 1914. In 1930 
it was purchased by the County of Calaveras and until 
the 1950’s, served as the Angels Camp City Jail.
After Sam Choy established himself in Angels Camp he 

sent to China for a wife of proper social standing. Two 
girls were bom to the Choy family in this new country. 
One was named Ellen and the other, Annie, which her 
parents pronounced as Ah Nee.
In accordance with Chinese custom, the feet of the two 

girls were bound very tightly which eventually deformed 
them, causing the girls to walk unnaturally. Mrs. John 
Lemue who still lives on Birds Way remembers stories 
about how horrified the ladies in her family were when 
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WINKLERS AND ITS HISTORY
By

John Randall

It was with much sadness that we saw Winklers Gro
cery Store close its doors in 1989. Winklers first opened 
in 1921 and was located on Main Street across from the 
“death notice tree.” Fanen Winkler bought the store 
from George A. Stewart. Winkler paid $10 in gold coin 
for the merchandise, in stock and $1,750 for the building 
and lot.
Some people charged groceries from year-to-year and 

they paid when their cattle or gold sold. Gold miners 
would weigh their gold on the store’s scales. The inter
esting thing about this was that no interest was charged. 
Another way it was different from shopping today is 

that the clerk would stand behind the counter and get 
each item for a customer, one at a time. The clerk would 
write each item and its price out on a receipt before going 
to get another. Items were wrapped in paper and tied 
with string, not bagged in plastic as they are today, 
they overheard Ah Nee crying with pain while her feet 
were being bound.
The children of angels Camp grew to love Ah Nee and 

were sad in September of 1883 when Sam Choy an
nounced he was sending her back to China forever. 
Beautiful Little Ah Nee, who was raised on the banks of 
Angels Creek where she played in the sunshine with her 
American friends, was sent to China so that she might 
enter a society of her social class.
One of her playmates wrote a poem about her sad 

departure.
“The children in Chinatown cried today—
Sam Choy has taken Ah Nee away;
He took the bands from off her feet 
Her pointed slippers were gay and neat, 
Green was the jade entwining her hair. 
He sent to China for silken clothes 
Out of the bales sandalwood rose
In garments of lilac, amber and blue.
Like a dainty butterfly from the sky 
She tossed her peacock fan up high:
It hid from us the tear in her eye
As she waved a brave and fond good-bye.
Sam Choy wanted Ah Nee to be a lady
So he sent her away to Celestial Land
Where the peach blossoms blow.
The children of Chinatown cried today—
Sam Choy has taken Ah Nee Away.”

Many items were in bulk bins and sold by the pound. 
People telephoned their orders to the store and the gro

ceries were delivered
and placed on the cus
tomers’ kitchen tables
because most people
did not have automo
biles in those days.
Fanen purchased a
Model A Ford from
Stewart’s Garage in
1930. Because the
store did not have re
frigeration, dairy prod
ucts were kept in the
cool basement. There 
was a ramp from upstairs to downstairs where the store 
rooms were and one day a lady slid down the ramp. She 
fell clear to the bottom but didn’t break any bones.
Fanen Winkler had four sons and one daughter. The 

children all worked in the store. Earle, the third son, 
saw the store expand and move to its present location on 
St. Charles street in 1956. Earle, and his sister, Cora 
Mae Poe, are the only surviving children of this fine 
man._________________________________________

VOLUNTEERS HOLD WORK DAY
TO IMPROVE JAIL EXHIBIT

Visitors soon will be provided a better view of the 
interior and cell-block of the historic Calaveras County 
Jail that once held notorious stagecoach bandit Black 
Bart.
Under direction of Doris Barger, the historical society’s 

museum chairman, more than a dozen historical society 
volunteers spent much of April 20 working in and around 
the old jail to allow expansion and improvement of 
exhibits and displays of artifacts.
Members of the work committee included Rosemary 

Faulkner, John and Sue Smith, Dick and Doris Barger, 
Pep Peek, Charles Stone, Historical Society President 
Don Cuneo, Dolores Tipton, Jack and Lorrayne Ken
nedy, George Hoeper, Glenn Wasson and Tim Palecek. 
Following a morning of cleaning, storing and sorting, 

Don Cuneo provided lunch for the volunteers.
Many of the volunteers expressed the hope that the 

historical society, which operates the 134-year-old court
house museum and jail under an agreement with the 
County of Calaveras, can return the old jail to its 
original appearance when it once housed the area’s bad 
men.
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HOME REMEDIES KILLED 
OR CURED IN DAYS PAST 

By
The Editor

There were no health maintenance organizations and 
Blue Cross still was 130 years away when our great- 
grandparents crossed the plains or endured weeks of 
sea-sickness on their way to California during gold rush 
days.
In early California, doctors were few and far between, 

and hospitals, at least in the foothill country, were 
virtually non-existant. Even when doctors and hospitals 
were available, they were expensive. Few families had 
any extra dollars for medical expenses. Only in cases of 
critical illness or injury were the services of a doctor 
sought and even then, the patient was treated at home 
rather than in a hospital.
The rigors of frontier life can be read onjhe tombstones 

of any old Mother Lode cemetery and few were the 
families that did not lose children to accident or disease. 
Childhood diseases such as measles, mumps, chicken 
pox or whooping cough were routinely treated at home. 
When illnesses did strike, it was Mother who usually 
turned doctor, relying on the practical medicine of her 
day and upon home remedies to effect a cure.
Don Cuneo, who was raised in Calaveritas, remembers 

that when he caught cold or had a sore throat his mother 
brewed a thick onion syrup to which she added lemon 
and sugar.
Kent DeChambeau, descendant of a pioneer Mono 

County family, said his grandfather made tea of squaw 
carpet (Ceanothus Prostratus) for fever and malaria. 
Later, his family was told by a botanist who was doing 
plant study in the area that Grandpa DeChambeau’s 
remedy may have had some merit, because squaw car
pet, the botanist said, contains a quinine-like substance. 
There also were old standby remedies and preventa- 

tives to ward off illness and bolster youthful constitu
tions. They all seemed to have one thing in common—in 
order to be effective— they had to taste bad. Doris 
Murphy Barger, raised on a western Calaveras County 
cattle ranch, remembers: “every spring we kids had to 
have our tonic of sulphur and molasses. I’m not sure 
exactly what it was supposed to do, but we were told it 
was good for us. I can still see that quart-sized Mason jar 
sitting there on the refrigerator and night and morning

I
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we had to take a big spoonful of it. It tasted awful.” 
Rosemary Bosse faulkner recalls that her mother, 

Louise Bosse, treated the usual childhood illnesses with 
her own remedies, some of them made from herbs she 
gathered each year. Like the Cuneo family, Mrs. Bosse 
relied on onions as the base for cough syrup to which she 
added molasses and honey. Epsom salts was used for 
drinking and soaking sore muscles and sprains.
When her daughters complained of menstrual cramps, 

treatment was a teaspoon of sugar with a few drops of 
turpentine. “It was a marvelous medicine,” said her 
daughters, “for once you took it you never complained 
again.”
Hot mustard plasters were a common remedy among 

the old Mother Lode families and were applied to young 
and old if a cold developed a hint of congestion or the 
threat of pneumonia. They too, had great healing 
powers, for after experiencing the burning suffocating 
sensation of a mustard plaster, the patient got well in 
self defense.
George Mather, who mined in the Mother Lode his 

entire life, claimed ownership of a sure-fire poison oak 
remedy. When a friend or neighbor came down with 
poison oak, George would show up at his door with ajar 
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of bayleaf tea (mountain laurel) and advise the victim to 
bathe the poison oak blistered areas with it. In severe 
cases Mather laced his brew with a bit of rubbing alcohol, 
and many claimed it healed their poison oak.
More poison oak remedies were found in a 19th century 

book titled “Practical Housekeeping,” which was loaned 
by historical society member Joann Remington, of Stock- 
ton. These treatments include:

1. Bathe with sassafras tea.
2. Bathe with weak solution of carbolic acid.
3. Bathe with copperas water.
4. Bathe with sweet milk in which bruised leaves 

of nightshade have been soaked.
5. Make a paste of yellow soap and let it dry on 

affected areas.
Also contained in the book was a “sure cure for rheuma

tism.” This called for mixing one ounce of quaracum 
with one pint of whiskey and taking a teaspoon of it three 
time-a-day, before and after meals.
Found in the book, handwritten on note paper, was a 

recipe for getting rid of warts. The writer recommended 
binding a quantity of baking soda on the wart with a 
cloth and then dampening the cloth with vinegar. The 
note said the baking soda should be dampened several 
times a day and new baking soda put on each day unti 1 
the wart disappeared. In closing, the writer noted that 
the formula was “good for either man or beast.”
During the early days in the mountains of Calaveras 

County, miners, cattlemen and lumbermen used the 
clear pitch from the bark blisters of Douglas and White 
Fir saplings as a disinfectant salve for cuts and sores.
Bud Spence, rancher, retired state highway mainte

nance superintendent and longtime historical society 
member, has loaned Las Calaveras a booklet of home 
formulas published early this century for Goodloe & 
Barden Drug Company, of Angels Camp. Contained in 
the publication are formulas that range from how to 
remove freckles with crushed blanched almonds to how 
to rid your dog of worms with doses of gunpowder.

Another hand written note found in the book owned by 
Mrs. Remington, also pertained to herbs and their 
medicinal uses and stated the following:

“Sassafras makes a good tea for skin disease.
Bloodroot for the blood in springtime.
Goldthread, that cures sore mouths.
Pipsissewa, for chills and fever.

Catnip for a cold and dried dandelion root, ground up 
and added to coffee is a good tonic and improves the

The
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taste of coffee.”
Mrs. Remington said her mother told her that as a 

small girl that she carried raisins in her pocket and ate 
them because she had been told they would prevent her 
from having sties in her eyes.
Historical Society member Mariana Bacoccini, of An

gels Camp, said she had numerous brothers and sisters, 
and one or another of them was always getting a cut or 
a scratch. If there happened to be no bandages or band- 
aides handy, they used spider web to stop the bleeding. 
Back around turn of the century and before, tonics and 

patent medicines were popular for a wide variety of real 
and imagined ailments. Every general store had its 
shelf of womens’ remedies that ranged from Lydia 
pinkham’s to Dr. Turnbull’s Liver Prescription and 
Mother Porter’s Wild Cherry and Pine Tar Expectorant. 
About half of those various bottled prescriptions that 

were popular with elderly females had an alcohol con
tent bordering on 80 percent.

Please see CURE, pg. 52
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NEW MEMBERS

Mrs. Barbara Paden, Valley Springs. 
Donn C. Marinovich, Sonora.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Lewis, Valley Springs. 
Sue & Bob Biggs, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Louis J. Galli, San Andreas. 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank C. deMoss, Los Gatos. 
Elfreda M. Anderson, Altaville.
John W. & Susan P. Smith, Valley Springs.
Cecil P. Rendon III, Stockton.
Frncis M. Skidmore, Murphys.
Chris Sears, Angels Camp.
Helen H. Preston, Altaville.
Violet J. Chu, Mountain Ranch.
Tim Palecek Sr., Mountain Ranch.
Rocco J. Malvini, Mountain Ranch.
Wendell & Frances Elzig, Mokelumne Hill.
Marilyn Norton Lewis, Isleton.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society thanks the fol

lowing persons who recently have donated artifacts or 
other historical materials to the calaveras County 
museum:
Lilian Kelly, Arnold: Copies of Las Calavaeras. 
Charles Stone, Copperopolis: Photograph of Mt. 
King Mine; Phonograph of Hinkleman’s Store above 
Camp Connell; Two Copperopolis souvenir wine glasses. 
Everett Marshall, Sonora: Gold nugget post card. 
Larry Getchell, Wilda June Plaskett, San Fran
cisco: Diary of Joanna Getchell and "Jumping Frog of 
Calaveras" song book.
Rose Fletcher, Angels Camp: Photograph of Ben- 
nager Rasberry.
Ruth Lemue, Angels Camp: 1906-06 Altaville School 
souvenir.
Lucy Tryon, Angels Camp: Photo of Sheriff George 
Tryon.
Sandi Cuneo, San Andreas: Old Underwood Type
writer.

MEETING SCHEDULE
Calaveras County Historical Society’s officers for 1990 

-91 will be installed and the society's annual architec
tural awards will be presented following a 7 p.m. dinner 
meeting, July 26, in the historic Utica Mansion Inn, in 
Angels Camp. Be sure to make your reservations early. 
Following tradition, the historical society will hold no 

August meeting. The program and location of our 
September 27 meeting is yet to be announced.

IN MEMORIAM
Victor B. Scott, Murphys, April 5, 1990

CURE, cont. from pg. 52

They followed the directions on the bottle and downed 
a couple of slugs each evening and sometimes took a 
little nip, just to be on the safe side, on cold, dreary 
winter afternoons. That tonic certainly perked them up. 
Many a prim, church going maiden lady or dignified 

matron whose lips never knowingly touched demon 
rum, downed her tonic nightcap and toddled off to bed 
with a buzz on, with kindly thoughts for the maker of 
that wonderful, bottled medicine that made her feel so 
good.
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ERNIE VOGLIOTTI LOOKS 
BACK ON 100 YEARS

By 
George Hoeper

Ernie Vogliotti will celebrate his 102nd birthday 
on November 19.

For most of this century he, his sister, Josephine 
and her husband, Louis “Sharkey” Queirolo, have 
shared the same San Domingo Creek ranch home. 
There, in a natural basin where his cleared fields hold 
the encroaching woodland at bay, Ernie, with his 
sister and brother-in-law wrested a living from the 
land.

Vogliotti came to the ranch beside the Murphys- 
Sheep Ranch Road in 1903 as a boy of 14, and has 
never left it. Neither has he ever worked for wages at 
a job away from the ranch. He raised cattle, hogs, and 
each year cultivated a huge vegetable garden along the 
creek bottom. He sold the produce in Angels Camp, 
Murphys and at the Sheep Ranch Mine. A vineyard of 
mission grapes produced wine for home use and for 
sale.

Ernie’s father, Vincenzo Vogliotti, bought the 
ranch on San Domingo Creek in 1903, from Carolyn

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXXX October, 1990 Number 1

Cassady Hahn for $1,250 in twenty-dollar gold pieces. 
The elder Vogliotti had come to America from Turin, 
Italy, on the Poe River, in 1885 and settled in Angels 
Camp to work in the mines. He worked in the Utica 
Mine for 18 years—10-hour shifts at $3 per day.

Twice, he narrowly escaped death, once in 1889 
when a cave-in killed 19 men, and, in 1890 when a 
hoist cable broke and 17 men fell to their deaths 
shortly after Vogliotti had gone off shift. His father’s 
narrow escapes turned young Ernie Vogliotti against 
working underground and he never once sought em
ployment in the mines.

Please see ERNIE, pg. 2

The Vogliotti Ranch on San Domingo Creek basks in afternoon sun. Photo by Sharon Daniels
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ERNIE, cont. from pg. 1
Ernie’s mother, the former Mary De Veggio, died 

of typhoid fever when he was very young. After his 
wife’s death, Vincenzo Vogliotti moved to the old 
DeVeggio place on Angels Creek so their grandmother 
could care for Ernie and his sister, Della.

The Vogliottis lived on the DeVeggio ranch for 
seven years and while there, their father grew a large 
garden each year and sold vegetables, in addition to 
working in the mine. Later, after Ernie’s father 
married Maria Raffetto, of Angels Camp, the family 
lived on Finnegan Lane.

Ernie attended classes in the old elementary school 
at the lower end of Rasberry Street and knew both 
Lincoln and Charlie Rasberry, descendants of Ben- 
neger Rasberry who discovered the first ledge of 
quartz gold in Angels Camp. His step-mother made 
lunches in a boarding house for miners for 50-cents 
per day. With that money and what they saved from his 
father’s wages, they bought the San Domino Creek 
ranch.

One of the reasons for purchase of the ranch was 
that after 18 years in the mine, Vincenzo Vogliotti’s 
health was beginning to fail. The ranch transaction 
took place in the Murphys office of Notary Public 
James Stephens. Mrs. Cassady had two daughters, 
Vera and Dolly, who for many years after the sale, 
stopped by from time to time to visit the Vogliottis.

With some cattle purchased from Mrs. Gardella, a 
few hogs and their garden, the Vogliotti family made 
their living on the ranch. Ernie’s half-sister, Jo
sephine, now, 86, was bom to Maria and Vincenzo 
Vogliotti in 1904. Vincenzo Vogliotti lived until April 
7, 1930. He and Maria are buried in Angels Camp.

When they moved onto the San Domingo Creek 
ranch, there was never any shortage of chores. Al
though not large of statue, all his life, Ernie has 
always had a tremendous capacity for work. There 
was fence to fix, wood to cut, and at least once and 
sometimes twice-a-week Ernie rode out on horseback 
to check on their cattle which ranged loose in the hills. 
Gardening began in March when tomato and other 
summer plants were started from seed in the hot 
house.

The summer vegetable garden lasted until the 
first frost, then there was the winter garden to plant. 
Onions, garlic, cabbage and root vegetables.

“People always said we raised the best onions in

Josephine and ’’Sharkey Queirolo, married 67 years.
Photo by Sharon Daniels 

the foothills,” commented Ernie, recently.
“I got the onion seed from my uncle in 1903—Red 

Weatherfields—they called them. They were last 
listed in Burpees Seed Catalogue of 1898. Each year 
we saved the seed and we’re growing those same onions 
here today.”

“During the summer,” said Ernie’s sister, Jo
sephine, “we used to sleep out there under the apple 
tree beside the garden to keep the deer and raccoons 
away. The deer would come into the garden at night so 
often that the dogs got tired of chasing them and just 
ignored them, so in order to save things, particularly 
the beans and tomatoes, we had to sleep outside.”

One reason the Vogliotti garden was so successful 
was the good quality of its soil which they always kept 
well fertilized. Luckily for them, that part of San 
Domingo creek where their ranch is located, carried 
little mineral value and had never been mined. Thus, 
the flat bottom land along the stream bed had not been 
washed away.

Sale of vegetables was the Vogliottis’ primary 
source of income and during the years when they were 
at the height of their operation, they put in 300 
tomato plants annually. In addition they occasionally 
butchered a calf or steer and sold the meat. A calf 
would bring in about $16 and a steer would go for 
three cents per pound—$30 for a 1000-pound steer. 
Every fall they butchered several hogs for sale, and of 
course, made their own hams, bacon, sausage and head 
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cheese.
“We were pretty much self sufficient in those 

days—pretty nearly all of our living came from the 
ranch. We had our own butter and milk and about the 
only things we needed from the store was flour, sugar, 
salt, rifle and shotgun shells,” said Ernie.

In the fall there was deer and quail hunting. His 
friends say that Ernie was a deadly wing shot on quail. 
There also were wild mushrooms to gather after the 
first fall rains, and Ernie recalled that in the spring, 
“we could fill a milk pan with trout caught right there 
in the creek.”

The drought years have dried San Domino Creek 
and dust blows where pools of water stood. “If we get 
a few wet years the creek will come back,” he said. 
They still see deer now and then, along the edge of the 
fields in the early morning or at dusk.

The original ranch house was torn down in 1910 
and rebuilt. It remains basically the same today as it 
was when rebuilt, except for enlargement of the 
kitchen during the 1940’s and the later addition of a 
bathroom. The water supply comes from a spring up 
on the hill and it also during the years they were 
gardening commercially, supplied irrigation water. 
A holding tank was built up on the hill in 1924 and 
water was piped into the house in 1925. Electricity 
didn’t reach the ranch until the 1950’s.

In addition to the garden produce, their vineyard 
of mission grapes provided wine which was made each 
fall. During the early years it sold for 35 cents per 
gallon, or, Vogliotti also would deliver it by the 
barrel.

During his youth, Ernie delivered his produce to 
the markets and mines with horse and wagon, but 
switched in the early 1920’s to his first “Chevy” 
truck. It was also, in September, 1923, that 19- 
year-old Josephine Vogliotti married Louis “Sharkey” 
Queirolo.

During the 1930’s, at the request of the State 
Department of Water Resources, Ernie accepted the 
responsibility of becoming an official rainfall re
corder for his area.

Today, nearly 60 years later, but now with a bit 
of help from his brother-in-law Sharkey, Ernie still 
performs that task. Each morning after a rain he 
dutifully measures and records on charts supplied by 
the state, the amount of precipitation that has fallen 
during the previous 24 hours. He sends the records

Ernie Vogliotti, rancher and gardener at heart.

to Sacramento each month.
Several times during the nearly six decades he has 

been keeping track of the annual rainfall, he says he 
has recorded in excess of 50 inches of rain in a single 
year.

“We could use some of that rainfall this coming 
winter,” he said.

Sharkey Queirolo was bom February 8, 1900 in
Please see ERNIE, Pg. 4
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ERNIE, cont. from Pg. 3
the Costa home in Calaveritas. As a boy he lived in what 
is now Fricot City and attended Esmeralda School. As 
a young man, he worked for the Utica Water Company 
and at the Raggio Sawmill, in Avery. While working 
at the Raggio Mill, Sharkey and Fred Cuneo shared a 
cabin and boarded with the Raggios while working at 
the sawmill.

As a youth, Sharkey also worked at the Washington 
Mine and at the Calaveras Cement Plant, in San An
dreas, but he still was a young man when he went to 
work for the Calaveras County Road Department, a job 
he held for 44 years.

Josephine Vogliotti Queirolo attended Murphys 
Elementary School when William Redding was the 
teacher. She recalls walking to school with Angelina 
Tramontini who lived on Indian Creek and with young 
Pete Dragoni whose family had a ranch further down 
San Domingo Creek. She also remembers well, having 
to light her way down the road with a kerosene lantern 
as she started off for school in the early morning 
winter darkness.

Josephine and Sharkey have one son, Lester, four 
grandchildren and three great grandchildren. Jo
sephine has lived her entire life on the San Domingo 
Creek ranch and her life and that of her husband’s has 
been as closely tied to its operation as has that of her 
brother’s.

World War II with its shortages of gasoline and 
tires finally brought an end to Ernie Vogliotti’s deliv
eries to the areas stores and markets.

“There just wasn’t enough gasoline, the roads ate 
up the tires and with automobile parts becoming 
increasingly scarce, it was hard to keep the truck 
running,” he said.

But, Ernie and his sister and brother-in-law 
continued each year to raise large gardens along the 
creek bottom to supply their customers who regu
larly arrived to buy fresh vegetables. It was not until 
the start of the 1970’s that Ernie began to curtail the 
gardening operations. And, even then for quite a 
number of years, he still grew enough to take care of 
preferred customers who still came to the ranch.

“They were old friends,” he said. “They liked the 
tomatoes and the onions I grew.”

Even now, at age 102, Ernie’s uniform of the day 
usually is the same as it has been for the past fifty 
years—blue Levis, blue work shirt, and on chilly 
days, maybe a light jacket or cotton sweatshirt. Only 

recently did he begin giving up his cowboy boots for 
slippers.

Blessed with excellent health and exceptional 
eyesight, Ernie read without glasses until well up into 
his 90’s. Only a few years ago his sister, while 
talking with friends, turned the conversation to the 
subject of Ernie’s eyes.

“He won’t wear glasses,” she said. “Can’t see a 
thing.”

But, as she commented on his vision, her brother 
who was sitting on the couch near her, picked up a 
newspaper and began reading easily without any vis
ual aid.

As he has been all his life, Ernie Vogliotti is aware 
of and interested in the land.

“The country around here has changed,” he said, 
“and not necessarily for the better. We still see deer, 
but not like we used to. And the quail are gone. Right 
now you could walk up this canyon for three miles and 
hardly see a living thing. I blame it on the forestry. 
They cut out the burning. The brush has come in and 
taken everything. No feed for the deer or the cattle, or 
the quail.

In the early days my Dad burned the country 
around here every fall. I did the same thing. Not big 
roaring fires, just enough to keep the brush down 
without hurting the trees. It was all open and each 
spring the grass and the new browse came, and in the 
fall the hills were full of mountain quail.”

For Vogliotti, his life has been good if not always 
an easy one.

“I’ve worked,” he said, “and when I went to bed 
at night I never had any trouble sleeping.”

Maybe because he was too busy to get married, 
Ernie has remained a bachelor all of his life.

He’ll admit he’s slowed down in recent years, but 
he still is up early each morning. The garden has 
shrunk to one only large enough for home use and his 
brother-in-law, Sharkey takes care of that. Ernie 
just is not spending as much time as he used to, out of 
doors these days. Yet, he still manages to remain busy 
and take an interest in life.

In all of his 102 years, Ernie has spent time in a 
hospital only once in his life. That was back in 1943 
when he underwent a hernia operation.

A few years ago when he visited a local doctor’s 
office for one of his rare physical check-ups, the 
nurse commented that the doctor hadn’t seen him for 
a long time.

“Yes,” replied Ernie, “And I’ve been getting 
along just fine without him.”
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SADIE HUNT RECORDED
SOCIETY’S EARLY HISTORY

Thirty eight years ago this month a group of 
local citizens, most of them descendants of pioneer 
families, attended a dinner in the historic Murphys 
Hotel to become charter members of the Calaveras 
County Historial Society.

One of those persons was the late Sadie Hunt, 
whose Double Springs home still stands at the site 
of the Original Calaveras County Courthouse. For 
15years she served as the historical society’s secre
tary, from its first organizatonal meeting in 1952 
until her retirement in 1967.

The task of secretary in those days was not a 
small one. With no paid staff the society depended 
on its secretary to handle all correspondence, send 
out dues notices and take care of membership lists. 
Sadie and her husband, Percy, took part in every 
historical society project.

Following her retirement, Mrs. Hunt at the 
insistence of her friend and fellow historical soci
ety officer Bessie McGinnis, compiled her recollec
tions of the historical society’s first 15 years. She 
wrote it in flawless, flowing long-hand and later, 
Miss McGinnis put it in typewritten form with her 
manual typewriter.

Following, is the text of Mrs. Hunt’s remem
brances:

Formation of the Calaveras County Historical Soci
ety in 1952 under the leadership of Dr. R. “Coke” Wood, 
was sponsored by Calaveras Grange No. 715.

The first organizational meeting, attended by Dr. 
Wood and a small group of interested Calaveras resi
dents, was held in the Calaveras High School library, in 
San Andreas. It was Dr. Wood and Covert Martin who 
took the lead in setting up the organization and drafting 
its by-laws. Marcella Kelling recorded the minutes.

On July 8, 1952, with nine persons present and 
Coke Wood serving as acting president, a nominating 
committee was appointed. Committee members in
cluded George Poore, Fred Perkins, Amon Tanner, 
EllaThompson and Sadie Hunt. A month later on August 
19, the following officers were elected: Calaveras 
County Superior Judge J. A. Smith, president; Coke 
wood, 1st vice president; Sadie Hunt, secretary; 
George Poore, John Squellati, Elgin Hittell, all of San 
Andreas; Amon Tanner, of Murphys and Frances 
Lombardi, of Mokelumne Hill, members of the board

Sadie Hunt Historical Society photo

of directors. Later, Elgin Hittell resigned and James 
Valenti, of Angels Camp, was appointed to replace him.

Ninety three people signed the society’s register 
at an October 23 dinner meeting in the Murphys Hotel 
and became charter members. Twenty five years 
later, when Mrs. Hunt compiled this history, she 
noted that fewer than 25 of those 93 original mem
bers were left.

Guest speaker that charter night was Dr. Rockwell 
Hunt, University of the Pacific historian, who later held 
the title “Mr. California.” Place cards at the tables each 
contained a square nail from the town of Murphys, ties 
with yellow yam and gilded nuggets of popcorn. There 
was considerable amusement during the dinner that 
evening when the bench, on which most of the newly 
elected officers were seated, suddenly broke, sending 
most of them to the floor.

At the December 18 meeting it was suggested the 
county’s two newspapers be kept on file and each year, 
be bound into volumes.

A second dinner meeting, January 29, 1953, was 
held in the old Copperopolis Armory. Elsie Flower, of 
Radio Station KGDM, a native of Copperopolis, was the 
speaker. The Copperopolis meeting was not without 
incident. As the meeting got underway, an electrical

Please see HUNT, Pg. 6
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HUNT, cont. from Pg. 5
fuse in the armory suddenly blew out. The building 
was plunged into darkness and food, which was being 
kept warm in electric ovens, had to be taken home 
until a new fuse could be found and installed.

The Society’s fifth bulletin was distributed at its 
October, 1953 dinner meeting in Mark Twain Elemen
tary School, in Altaville, and “Las Calaveras” became 
the bulletin’s official name. Dr. Rockwell Hunt was 
present and announced formation of a statewide organi
zation called the “Conference of California Historical 
Societies.” The Calaveras County Historical Society 
was the second one to join this statewide organization 
and Coke Wood was selected as chairman.

In January, 1954, during a dinner meeting in San 
Andreas Town Hall, biographical forms were distrib
uted for the compiling of early family histories. 
Printing of the Matteson Diary was discussed.

That same year a float was entered in the Murphys 
Homecoming Parade. The society submitted entries 
for several years and several first prizes were won. 
In July, during an outdoor dinner meeting at Double 
Springs, George H. Harlan Jr. spoke on Jedediah Smith 
and at a Mountain Ranch dinner meeting, Clarence D. 
Demarest spoke on “Memories of the Mother Lode.”

In July, 1955, Judge J.A. Smith was again elected 
president. Coke Wood was 1st vice president; Amon 
Tanner, 2nd vice president; Sadie Hunt, secretary and 
Ella Thompson, treasurer. Directors were Archie Ste- 
venot, James Valenti, Percy Hunt, Ruby Taylor and 
Elizabeth Kaier. Guest speaker was Air Force Col. 
Wadell F. Smith, great grandson of U.B. Wadell, one of 
the organizers of the Pony Express.

On December 15 the first of the society’s annual 
Christmas parties was held in the basement of the 
Hotel Treat (Black Bart Inn) with Hattie Hertzig and 
Alice Eldridge, co-chairmen.

In 1956 the society expended $75 for an historical 
marker at the old town of Camanche. Frank Genochio 
was chairman of the project. When the town was flooded 
by Camanche Reservoir the marker was moved to high 
ground.

The first historical essay contest for Calaveras 
County School children was held in 1956 with Hattie 
Hertzig as chairman. The contest has become an annual 
event. Mrs. Hunt said, “the contest has been very 
special for me as they always met in my home in 
Double Springs on my birthday to assemble the essays 

in book form. I will always remember the beautiful 
birthday cakes and the fellowship.”

In 1961 the society purchased its first tape 
recorder. A Norelco, with battery recording capa
bilities and battery charger, that cost $471.70. That 
same year due to the long stairway to the courtroom in 
the old county courthouse, the society’s business 
meetings were moved to the Grange Hall on Russells 
Road.

On July 25,1963, the position of historian, held by 
the secretary for 11 years, was turned over to Alice 
Eldridge.

Judge J. A. Smith died in February, 1964 and his 
position was taken over temporarily by Coke Wood, who 
then was succeeded by Paul Lewis.

During a special meeting in the San Andreas home 
of Paul and Helen Lewis a Judge Smith Memorial Fund 
was established at the United California Bank. Willard 
Fuller, in February of that year, was appointed editor 
of Las Calaveras, succeeding Coke Wood who had edited 
it for 12 years.

On July 22, 1965, George Poore, of San Andreas, 
was elected president of the society. Coke Wood was 
1st vice president and Alice Eldridge, 2nd vice presi
dent. Marian Brandt was elected treasurer and Sadie 
Hunt was retained as secretary.

A ranch family album started by Calaveras Grange 
No. 715 was taken over by the historical society.

Mrs. Hunt also noted that during the 15 years she 
served as secretary of the historical society, it erected 
and dedicated five historical markers. These included: 
Town of Comanche, May 6,1956;
Frank Genochio, chairman.
Mountain Ranch, June 17,1956;
Paul Lewis, chairman.
Rail Road Flat, August 4,1957;
Ruby Taylor, chairman.
Stage Robbery, January 20,1963:
Louis Domenghini, chairman.
Fourth Crossing, October 23,1965;
Kenneth Castro, chairman.

In closing, Mrs. Hunt stated, “My 15 years as secre
tary was a part of my life I shall never forget. I am proud 
to be a part of the Calaveras County Historical Soci
ety.”
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ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS
GO TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS
Two historic Calaveras County buildings and a 

recently completed 19th Century replica structure 
are recipients of Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
1990 architectural awards.

Tad and Cheryl Folendorf, owners of the Utica 
House at 1090 Utica Lane in Angels Camp, have been 
presented the society’s Award of Merit for preserva
tion of that fine old Victorian dwelling.

Awards of Recognition went to Lee La France for 
his refurbishing of the old Dragomanovich Store, now 
renamed “Country Collectables,” at 40 East Saint 
Charles St., in San Andreas, and to Betty Weider for 
construction of an authentic appearing two-story 
office building of the post-gold rush era, at 1131 
South Main St., in Angels Camp.

The Utica House, now operated by the Folendorfs as 
a bed and breakfast inn, still retains its 19th Century 
authenticity and contains much of its original furni
ture, including an ornate chandelier. The original 
federal style house, constructed of dressed ryolite 
block, was built in 1882 by Robert Leeper, owner of 
the Utica Mine, the largest and most profitable of 
Angels Camp’s deep mines.

Leeper came to California in 1853 and 1863 
found him in Angels Camp where that same year he 
married Susan Stevens. In November, 1884, the 
Leepers sold the mine and their mansion to Charles D. 
Lane, son of a Knights Ferry pioneer. In the early 
1890’s “Capt. Lane” added two wooden wings to the 
house, nearly doubling its size and bringing about 
much change in its appearance.

In 1895 Lane departed for Alaska where he oper-

Utica Mansion Inn

The Weider Building, scene from the past.

ated the Wild Goose Mining and Trading Company 
which ran steamers between Seattle and Nome.

From the time of Lane’s departure until the Utica 
Mine closed at the end of World War I, the mansion 
became the office and home of a succession of mining 
superintendents. After that, managers of the Utica 
Power Company lived in the house until well into the 
1940’s when the company, which supplied water to 
Angels Camp, sold to Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

For a time, then, the State Division of Forestry 
occupied it as a boarding house, and in 1952, it was 
sold to Kenneth Briggs, who partially refurbished it

Dragomanovich Store building as it appears today.

and made some interior alterations. Briggs owned it 
until it was purchased recently by the Folendorfs.

Architecturally, the Utica mansion is unusual for 
the region in that it is constructed of stone, only one 
of two such structures in Angels Camp. The house was 
designed with many elements which were to make it 

Please see AWARDS, Pg. 8
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AWARDS, cont. from Pg. 7
one of the grandest in the county. Its walnut balus
trade, elaborate moulding and trim as well as its 
hardware, all are of superior quality.

The interior alterations and refurbishing carried 
out by the Briggs family, and more recently by the 
Folendorfs, have only added to the old mansion’s ele
gance. Today it is one of Angels Camp’s show places, 
a monument to days past.

The Architectural Committee, headed by Roberta 
Kenyon, also selected the former Dragomanovich Store 
at 40 East Saint Charles St., in San Andreas, for one 
of the society’s Awards of Recognition.

Present owner Lee La France has refurbished the 
interior and exterior of the old brick building using 

Milan Dragomanovich at his store’s gas pump, 1926

its original materials including its original floor, and 
retaining its fine early-day appearance.

chandise store there. Mr. Dragomanvich operated the 
store for 30 years, until it closed in April, 1956.

The store was originally built in 1861 by a man 
named Washbum who owned a lumberyard across 
Saint Charles Street from it, and for many years it 

Between that time and its purchase by La France, the 
building was occupied by several businesses.

For many years the exterior of the building was
was known as the Wyllie and Washburn Storehouse.

On the east side of the building where a local jew
eler now is located, stood a wheelwright’s shop.

painted gray, but La France has removed that paint, 
revealing the natural brick which has been treated 
and stabilized. Presently, it is one of the more

The building apparently changed hands a number attractive historic buildings on Saint Charles Street.
of times before it was sold by Emil McFall in 1926, The second Award of Recognition went to Betty
to Milan Dragomanovich who opened a general mer- Please see AWARDS, Pg. 12

Interior of Dragomanovich Store, 1937. Milan Dragomanovich in white frock. 
Courtesy of Marshall Dragomanovich
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THE WIDOW MAKER
TRULY EARNED ITS NAME

Much of the information for this article was 
supplied by the late John Ross, of Mountain 
Ranch, whose lifetime in mining included 
ownership of the Starlight Mine. He served 
as superintendent of several Mother Lode 
mines and he was the son of the superinten
dent of the Virginia Consolidated Mine in 
Virginia City’s Comstock Lode...The Editor...

The hard rock miners of a century ago called them 
“widowmakers,” but they revolutionized the mining 
industry throughout the west.

Their thunder echoed through the tunnels and 
stopes from California’s Mother Lode to Virginia City, 
Bisbee and the Coeur d’ Alene. They drilled the holes 
for the charges that blasted railroad tunnels though 
the granite backbone of the Sierra and allowed the 
first Central Pacific locomotives to cross Donner 
Summit. Introduction of the big machines allowed 
Adolph Sutro to complete his five-mile tunnel into the 
heart of Gold Hill and drain the flooding mines of

old, steam powered drills which brought the machine 
age to underground mining, may be found.

Built of cast and forged steel, their manufacture 
began during the late 1860’s under the name of 
“Burleigh Drill.” A huge machine, weighing in 
excess of 400 pounds, it required three men to set one 
in drilling position and two men to operate it. But, 
despite their weight and bulk, the big machines bored 
blast holes into quartz or slate or granite at then, 
unprecedented speed, and brought to an end the era of 
the hand-held drill and double jack.

The job of drill operator was a prestigious one and 
the men who ran the big Burleigh drills quickly 
became known in miner’s parlance as “machine men.” 
They were proud men who walked tall.

But, it was not only the miners from Angels camp, 
Grass Valley or Virginia City who learned to operate 
the Burleigh drills. During the late 1860’s as the 
Central Pacific Railroad pushed its tracks eastward to 
create a transcontinental rail line, the company hired 
Cornish miners from Virginia City to run the drills in 
the railroad tunnels being driven through solid gran
ite at the Sierra summit.

Virginia City’s silver-rich Comstock Lode.
Now, those giant drills are silent and the men who 

operated them are gone. Today, major museums 
including the Smithsonian, are searching early day 
mining areas, hoping possibly that another of those 

The drills could penetrate the rock but it was so 
hard that the black powder used for blasting would not 
properly shatter it. Construction Superintendent 
J.H. Strobridge solved that problem by importing a

Please see DRILLS, Pg. 10

Miners and chuck tenders with Burleigh Drills in Angels Camp’s Lightner Mine. Historical Society Photo
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DRILLS, cont. from Pg. 9
chemist who mixed nitroglycerin on the spot, to 
charge the drill holes. The new explosive, powerful, 
but dangerously unstable, pulverized the hard gran
ite, but then the Cornish miners went on strike. That 
problem was solved without loss of precious con
struction time when Chinese “muckers,” who shov
eled up the blasted rock, stepped forward to take over 
operation of the Burleigh drills. And, when the 
chemist got drunk and disappeared, they calmly took 
up the task of making nitroglycerin and went on with 
their drilling and blasting.

Numerous replicas and modifications of the 
Burleigh drill were built in various places. The 
Pacific drill, a smaller model of the Burleigh, was 
manufactured in the latter years of the 19th Century 
in the Altaville foundry which still operates under the 
name of California Electric Streel.

The Burleigh drill was later modified to operate on 
compressed air instead of steam, but its life span in 
the mining industry was relatively short. And, for 
good reason, the old Burleigh and its kin were aban
doned for more modem rock drills of the type still in 
use in western underground gold mining.

The old drills used solid steel bits and the holes 
they cut into the hard quartz veins were “drilled 
dry.” Miners operating the big machines in the dimly 
lighted tunnel headings and drifts worked in a con
stant, smothering cloud of rock dust. Each breath they 
inhaled was laden with tiny particles of silica. Each 
particle was like a tiny piece of glass with a cutting 
edge that bit into delicate lung tissue.

Husky young men came to the mines and a decade 
later—or even sooner—they left, gaunt and gray faced. 
When they coughed they spat blood, and the phrase, 
“miners consumption,” was coined. The Burleigh 
Drill truly earned the name of widowmaker.

And, even those underground miners who did not 
fall victim to the silica dust could, however, count at 
least on suffering impaired hearing.

At full throttle the roar of the big pneumatic 
drills, reverberating off of solid rock walls, reached 
a crescendo that seemed to create a solid wall of sound. 
The machines drowned out even the loudest human 
voice and miners and their chuck-tenders in order to 
communicate, worked out a series of intricate hand 
signals to use while the machines were running.

Such protective devices as ear plugs or soundproof

Miners and chuck tenders with Burleigh Drills in 
Angels Camp’s Lightner Mine.

Historical Society Photo

ear muffs still were half-a-century in the future and 
damaged hearing was accepted as simply another haz
ard that was part of the hard rock miner’s life.

Around turn of the century came the “water Leiner”— 
the name Leiner taken from that of its inventor. It was 
a lighter, faster cutting drill, but most important, it 
employed hollow drill steel through which shot a con
stant stream of water to quench the lethal clouds of rock 
dust. It reduced the danger of silicosis—that killer of 
young men—but its roar, louder, if anything, than the 
slower cycled Burleigh drill, still deafened the men who 
used it.

The day of the Burleigh drill is ended. Modern-day 
miners work in uncontaminated air pumped to them 
from the surface. Their ears are protected by sophis
ticated, sound-proof hearing protectors that reduce 
noise of their drills to a whisper.

Today, few models of the famous and lethal old 
Burleigh drills still exist. One of them is the property 
of the Colorado School of Mines in Golden, Colorado. 
Museum curators still hope that in some old mining 
camp or long neglected mine or blacksmith shop, 
another of the old Burleigh drills may be located.

Search centers mainly around mining areas of the 
West, including the Mother Lode.

True, there are copies of the Burleigh drill such as 
the Pacific Drill, built in Altaville, now on display in the 
Angels Camp Museum, but a true Burleigh drill re
mains an illusive goal.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society thanks the 

following persons who have donated or loaned arti
facts or other historical materials to the Calaveras 
County Museum.
Lillian Browning, Lodi: Old Chinese jewelry box. 
Mrs. Dixie Johnson, Galt: A Mokelumne Hill 
notary seal and three documents.
Mrs. Richard Harris, West Point: Fourteen 
snapshots of West Point.
One copy of “My Life and Boyhood Days in West Point.” 
One copy of Big Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike. 
One copy of O’Bymes Ferry covered bridge.
Charles Stone, Copperopolis: Geological reports 
on Emery Baldwin Mine, Confident-Reliance Mine, 
Davidson Gold Property, History of the Big Sandy 
Mine and Kate Hardy Mine.
Richard Casey, Lockeford: .38 Smith & Wesson 
Revolver. Leather powder horn, leather billy club, 
handcuffs W/ keys, bullet mold and long stemmed 
tobacco pipe once owned by Deputy Sheriff Jim Casey. 
Also pack saddle, mercury, chit good for one drink at 
Courthouse saloon and other items.
Ruth Lemue, Angels Camp: A drawing by Effie 

Johnston.
Carmenne Poore, San Andreas: Copies of Las Ca
laveras.

Loaned for Display at the
Museum

Doris Barger, Murphys:
Crocheted and embroidered table cloth.
Lorrayne Kennedy, San Andreas.
Silver napkin rings and damask linen napkins.
Larry Getchell, San Francisco:
Pair of gold bearing quartz cuff links.

MEETING SCHEDULE
Kat Anderson, representative of the National Park 

Service, in Yosemite, will be guest speaker at the 
historical society’s October 26 dinner meeting in the 
Murphys Hotel. Anderson’s subject will be “Food, 
flowers and Folk-Lore of the Sierra Miwok Indians.”

Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
On November 15 the historical society will hold a 

business meeting and its annual pie social in the 
courtroom of the old Calaveras County Courthouse at 
30 North Main St., in San Andreas. The meeting will 
open at 7 p.m.

The historical society’s annual Christmas party 
will be held Dec. 20 in the Metropolitan, in San 
Andreas. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.

1990-91 OFFICERS INSTALLED
President Don Cuneo began his second term as head 

of the Calaveras County Historical Society on July 26, 
during a dinner meeting and installation of officers at 
the Utica Mansion, in Angels Camp.

Others who took the oath of office administered by 
Calaveras Justice Court Judge Douglas Mewhinney 
and who also will serve second terms include Vice 
President Linda Cline, Treasurer Bonnie Miller, 
Recording Secretary John Gomes and Directors Gail 
Nordby and Charles Stone.

Newly elected to the board and installed during the 
same ceremony were Membership-Financial Secre
tary Ruth Matson and directors Ray Garamendi and 
Glenn Wasson. Retiring directors were Jack Ken
nedy, Richard Barger and Sharon Eglin.

Wasson is a retired U. S. Air Force officer, who has 
lived in San Andreas for the past several years and has 
taken an active part in historical society and commu
nity affairs.

Ray Garamendi, Mokelumne Hill area rancher and 
local historian, is a longtime historical society 
member and during the past year served as chairman 
of the historical society’s annual school historical 
essay contest.

Ruth Matson, also a longtime historical society 
member, is former curator of the Calaveras County 
Courthouse Museum which is operated by the histori
cal society.

Historical Society officers for 1990, (L to R), in
clude Director Ray Garamendi, Membership Secre
tary Ruth Matson, Director Glenn Wasson, Recording 
Secretary John Gomes, Treasurer Bonnie Miller, 
Vice President Linda Cline and President Don Cuneo. 
Installing officer (holding microphone) was Judge 
Douglas Mewhinney. Not in picture are directors Gail 
Nordby and Charles Stone.
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AWARDS, cont. from Pg. 8
Weider, for her construction of the late gold rush era 
replica building at 1131 South Main Street, in Angels 
Camp. In presenting the award, Mrs. Kenyon 
commended Weider, commenting that she has done 
more architecturally to retain the gold country look of 
Angels Camp than any other individual.

The two story structure beside Angels Creek at the 
intersection of Highways 49 and 4 is so authentic that 
few visitors to Angels Camp ever realize that it is not 
one of the town’s original buildings.

Beside Mrs. Kenyon, other committee members 
included Shirley Huberty, Winnie Alexander, Vera 
Fuller and Historical Society President Don Cuneo.

IN MEMORIAM
William "Bill" Messer, Angels Camp, April 7,1990

Harvey Mullen, Stockton, May 27, 1990

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wel

comes the following new members listed by Member
ship Chairman Ruth Matson:
Lynn Russell, Arnold.
Neona Shipp, San Andreas.
Jack & Ruth Kuhl, Valley Springs.
Susan E. Foster, Murphys.
Ben Boardman, Jackson.
Richard J. Casey, Lockeford.
Mike Cano, Vallecito.
Harley & Sandy Winkler, San Andreas.
Robert & Darlene Donahue, Murphys.
Carol Kennedy, San Andreas.
M. Kat Anderson, Berkeley.
Tawny Tesconi, Angels Camp.
Jeanine Taylor Realty, Murphys.
Steve & Holly Olson, San Andreas.
Floyd & Ila Norrie, San Andreas.
Leonard & Nancy Baxter, Angels Camp.
L. F. Hunt, Rancho Murietta.
Carl & Johnnie Brooks, Altaville.
Jeff St. Louis, Murphys.
Thomas & Florence Kelly, Altaville.
Sheila Peterson, San Andreas.
Milton and Molly Gordon, Glencoe.
Carol Pease, Murphys.
Robert Mills and Family, Sacramento.
Nat Lane, Stockton.
James and Wanda Griffin, Fair Oaks.
Harold and Nadeen Womble, Stockton.

EDITORIAL
Organized nearly four decades ago, Calaveras 

County Historical Society has continued to grow and 
gain stature as a legitimate Mother Lode history 
source. Since the days of "Coke" Wood, Judge J. A. 
Smith and Sadie Hunt, who helped set its course as a 
serious, history gathering organization, the histori
cal society has always had strong and dedicated lead
ership.

At our last meeting two of this organization's most 
dedicated members, Jack Kennedy and Richard Barger, 
who between them had 16 years of service, retired 
from the board of directors. Their places have been 
taken by two other capable and hard-working long
time members, but Kennedy and Barger deserve a 
special thanks for the years of hard work and leader
ship they have given our historical society.
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AN OLD COURTHOUSE
WITH A LIVELY PAST

By
Lorrayne Kennedy 

Calaveras County Archivist

A shoot-out between a judge and a clerk, election 
fraud and the notorious Black Bart all enliven the 
history of the Old Calaveras County Courthouse- 
Museum in San Andreas.

Calaveras County has had five county seats since 
being established as one of California's original 27 
counties in 1850. The first was Pleasent Valley, west 
of Jenny Lind, but the site was never used and the 
county seat was moved to Double Springs, midway 
between Valley Springs and the present county seat 
of San Andreas.

The first county officers were elected in the spring 
of 1850. Their characters are most strange: Judge
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Fowle Smith has been described as a "miserable 
concentration of meanness, but also again, as an 
"honest man who would not approve of the 
peccadilloes (trivial offenses) of County Clerk Colonel 
Lewis Collier.
Col. Collier has been said to have pocketed all the 
fees received in his official capacity. It is said that he 
naturalized 60 foreigners in one day, charging them

Please see COURTHOUSE, pg. 40

Old Calaveras County Courthouse as it appeared circa 1870. (Calaveras County Archives)
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Judge C.V. Gottschalk, sentenced Black Bart
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

COURTHOUSE, cont. from pg. 39
each one ounce of gold, all of which found its way 
into his own pockets.

A.B. Mudge, the Treasurer, collected an estimated 
sum of $30,000 - then took off!

However, Sheriff John Hanson, was honest and 
carried out his duties in a satisfactory manner. 
Likewise, H.A. Carter, the prosecuting attorney.

The Courthouse at Double Springs was the only 
building there and was used as a saloon, store and 
hotel at the same time. This building was made of 
prefabricated panels of camphor wood and was 
imported from China. It is still standing, now with 
a protective roof covering it.

The first Grand Jury held its first session in a tent 
under a large oak tree, hearing a case involving the 
ownership of a mining claim.

Both Mokelumne Hill and Jackson, (now Amador 
County’s seat) were larger than Double Springs and 
petitioned for an election to move the county seat to a 
new location. This election was held on February 22, 
1851. On the first count, County Clerk Collier 
declared that the town of Mokelumne Hill was the 
winner. Judge Smith, however, did not agree, and 
following a recount of the votes, Jackson was 
declared the new county seat.

The long controversy following this election and 
the fight between the judge and the clerk, ended with 
the adherents of Jackson capturing the county seat 
and taking the archives to Jackson. It succeeded 
because Charles Boynton and Theo Mudge went to 
Double Springs and invited all in the county seat to a 
few rounds of drinks. After imbibing heartily and 
under the influence of this open-handed hospitality, 
the officials at Double Springs were in no condition to 
halt the move of the archives to Jackson. The 
archives (county records) were taken to a shake 
shanty that had been prepared at the foot of what is 
now Court Street in Jackson. After much 
wrangling, court was opened in Jackson to stay 
there until 1852.

Clerk Collier, over this affair, made threats to 
shoot Judge Smith on sight. The judge thus armed 
himself and upon meeting Collier on the street, shot 
him without further warning. A coroner's inquest 
returned a justifiable homicide and Judge Smith 
was not tried for murder. However, public 
indignation was so strong that Smith resigned in 
May, 1852. Later he became a minister.

By 1852, Mokelumne Hill had become much larger 
than Jackson and again a petition for an election to 
move the county seat was filed. The election was so 
hot the final count of votes was greater than the 
population, there being no voter registration laws at 
that time.

So, once again the county seat was moved, this 
time to Mokelumne Hill, to remain there until 1866 
when it was moved to San Andreas.

When the court was moved to Mokelumne Hill, 
there was no courthouse provided. Quoting the 
newspaper "Pacific” of June 18, 1852, as follows: 

"The U.S. Post Office is kept in a large public 
drinking and gambling saloon, and the court judge, 
recently appointed by Governor Bigelow, keeps and 
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holds court in one end of the same dram shop. 
Rumor says he is proprietor of the shop, too.”

This temporary quarters in Mokelumne Hill was 
used until 1855, when $8,100 was appropriated for 
the building of a county courthouse. Mr. Augustus 
Gebhart was given a contract to do the work.

This building is still standing next to the old Leger 
Hotel, marked with a bronze plaque placed as a State 
of California Historical Monument. A jail was not 
built at this time, but a one-room stone building with 
an iron door was used for this purpose.

Moving of the county seat started the fight to divide 
the county. That area north of the Mokelumne 
River, now Amador County, became a county on July 
17, 1854. This was the first of four such divisions.

By 1863 San Andreas had grown to a large and 
active town. An election was again held on May 25, 
1863, and 6,914 ballots were cast — San Andreas 
received 3,567 and Mokelumne Hill 3,347. Litigation 
to move to San Andreas began immediately.

However, the county officials refused to move to 
San Andreas, declaring that the vote was 
fraudulent. So a legal proceeding was started in the 
court of S.W. Brockway, the 11th Judicial District 
Judge. An order was given to try the case in the 
Sixth Judicial District Court in the county of 
Sacramento. A peremptory writ of mandamus was 
issued, demanding the results of the election be 
upheld, and the case was then appealed to the State 
Supreme Court. The order of the District Court was 
sustained in a decision rendered in October, 1866, 
three years after the election. The county officials 
were finally forced to move their offices to San 
Andreas, the present county seat.

The very first meeting of the Board of Supervisors 
was held in San Andreas on Nov. 5, 1866. As no 
courthouse had been provided, the theater building 
belonged to John W. Sharp was used. The first court 
was held in the theater on December 12,1866.

Please see COURTHOUSE, pg 42

Old Calaveras County Courtroom today remains little changed from a century ago.
(Calaveras County Archives)
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COURTHOUSE, cont. from pg. 41
One of the provisions submitted to the citizens of 

San Andreas by the State Legislature when they 
approved the election in May 1863 was that the town 
would raise the sum of $15,000 to be deposited with a 
responsible banking firm and held for the purpose of 
defraying the expenses of the removal of the county 
seat and the balance used towards the erection of the 
necessary county buildings in San Andreas. The 
Board of Supervisors was responsible for the 
collection and distribution of these funds, which 
were also to provide necessary temporary buildings. 
Business people and private citizens alike willingly 
contributed amounts ranging from well over $1,000 
down to $5.00. All names were published in a local 
newspaper. The board of Supervisors then were 
charged with the responsibility of finding other 
buildings throughout San Andreas where county 
business could be conducted until the courthouse 
was built.

In February, 1864, two of the supervisors came to 
San Andreas to select suitable temporary buildings 
for the use of the county officials. They selected the 
following: The district court, county court, judge’s 
chambers, sheriffs office, district attorney's office 
and jury room to be placed in a building owned by 
H.G. Pittman, located on the south side of St. 
Charles Street, adjoining the Wyllie and Washburn 
lumber yard.

For the purpose of the county clerk, treasurer, 
board of supervisors and school superintendent, the 
fire-proof stone building on the southwest corner of 
Main and Court Street, opposite the Metropolitan 
Hotel (now the small Friedberger park). These two 
supervisors were given ten days in which to secure 
the buildings and make necessary improvements.

Notice was also served by the Board of Supervisors 
on the officers of the county that the buildings would 
be ready for occupancy by February 29,1864,and that 
they should be prepared to move their records on that 
date to San Andreas.

Finally, on January 11, 1867, the Board of 
Supervisors accepted the deed for the ground 
adjoining and to the north of the Odd Fellows Hall, 
previously occupied by Friedberger and Showalter as 
a general store. The architectural plans for the 
courthouse were approved as prepared by D.L. 
Morrill and the supervisors called for bids. These 

were received and opened in April, 1867. A William 
Maloney was the lowest bidder and was awarded the 
contract for the sum of $14,300, on April 19th.

The courthouse built at that time was a two-story 
brick building, approximately 50 X 66 feet, standing 
back 50 feet from Main Street. The jail is on the east 
end of the lower floor. The entrance to the jail is 
from the east end of the building. The hallways on 
each floor are approximately 14 feet wide, but they do 
not extend through the building. On the lower floor 
the hallway extends to the west wall of the jail and on 
the upper floor the east end of the hallways open into 
the courtroom. In addition to the jail, there are two 
offices on either side of the hallway on the lower 
floor. The workmanship on these steps and stairs is 
a fine example of excellent handicraft. They were 
built by Nelson B. Jenks, who owned the ranch 
commonly called "Treat Ranch".

The courtroom is approximately 30 by 45 feet and 
two offices are on the upper floor at either side of the 
hallway. The ceiling in the courtroom and offices is 
16 feet in height.

By May 25, 1867 the stone foundation for the 
courthouse was laid and the Supervisors made final 
payment to Maloney February 3 of that year.

Prior to the construction of the Hall of Records in 
1893, the county maintained a small plaza in front of 
the courthouse. Probably a dozen shade trees 
(Locust) were growing in the square. Some of them 
were removed at the time the Hall was constructed 
and replanted in front of Judge Reed's home on St. 
Charles Street. According to Charles Fillippini, 
several of these trees were taken down and removed 
to Wiggins Saw Mill on the road f'om Mountain 
Ranch to Railroad Flat. There they were cut into 
lumber. John Amon, a wheelwright, then used this 
lumber to construct the alter and four pedestals for 
the Masonic Lodge Hall, at a cost of $30. They are 
still being used in the hall to this day. A grandstand 
was erected frequently on the plaza of the courthouse 
for public meetings and other celebrations.

Because this courthouse was the seat of county 
government from 1868 through 1966, 98 years, every 
event associated with the county government and 
every legal decision, board of supervisors’ decision, 
trial and every aspect of county business was 
conducted in this building and the hall of records.
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Trusty’s room in the old courthouse jail was used until middle of this century.
(Calaveras County Archives)

All these were of importance but too numerous to 
mention except for a few events which stand out in 
Calaveras County's history: the trial, in 1883, of 
noted highwayman Black Bart. After his capture in 
San Francisco following his last robbery at Funk 
Hill, near Copperopolis, he was brought back to San 
Andreas to stand trial and was housed in our jail for 
three days. He was sentenced to San Quentin Prison 
and released after serving four years, two months.

Some of the more important office holders 
associated with the building included Sheriff Ben K. 
Thorn, who served 10 terms from 1867-1902 with the 
exception of one two-year period.

Judge C.V. Gottschalk, the first superior court 
judge of Calaveras County, arrived in California in 
1850 and while in Calaveras filled the posts of Deputy 
Sheriff, Deputy Clerk Assessor, Road Commissioner 
and District Attorney before he was elected Superior 
Court Judge in 1880, which post he held until his 

suicide in 1902. Judge Gottschalk was the judge who 
sentenced Black Bart to prison.

Judge Ira Hill Reed, Calaveras County Judge from 
1876-1879, came to California in 1852 and was early 
involved in mining interests. Prior to being elected 
County Judge, he represented Calaveras in the 
legislature in 1874 and 1875. In 1879 he went into the 
practice of law with Arthur McSorley.

Judge Authur McSorley was Superior Court 
Judge from 1902-1913. He came from a family who 
had settled in the Chili Gulch area in the early 
1860’s. Judge McSorley was the uncle of society 
member Mary Jane Garamendi.

Perhaps the highest ranking state official to be 
associated with the courthouse was Lt. Governor of 
California John B. Reddick, elected to that position in 
1890. He practiced law in the courthouse in 
association with Rienzi Hopkins, District Attorney of

Please see COURTHOUSE, pg. 44
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Old Main Street, San Andreas, circa 1918 (Calaveras County Historical Society)
COURTHOUSE, cont. from pg. 43
Calaveras County, with whom he had studied the 
practice of law.

Photographs of all the above personages are on 
display in the courthouse.

The interior rooms of the courtroom have been 
restored, as well as the exterior in 1976. They are 
now very much like what they looked like in 1900 
when the entire three-building complex was 
combined. The original furniture has been 
completely restored and refinished and placed as it 
was in the original courtroom.

JAILYARD FENCE:

Calaveras Weekly Citizen, Oct. 3, 1885: "The stone 
wall encircling the jailyard has been completed by 
Edward Fahey. The wall is 302 1/2 feet long and 10 
feet high. The contract price was $2,107.30." His 
work is deserving of commendation as the wall is 
still standing, although it is considerably less than 
the original height in many places.

The jail was constructed in 1867 as part of the 
original courthouse building. While the citizens of 
Mokelumne Hill may not have been too happy to have

their county seat moved to San Andreas, they 
certainly were glad to be rid of the responsibility of 
having the county jail in their midst, as shown by the 
following item from the Calaveras Chronicle of 
March 14,1868:

"Mokelumne Hill: Removal of prisoners -- On 
Monday last, the prisoners confined in the county 
jail in this place were removed to their new quarters 
inn San Andreas. Officers Thorn, Sloss and Smith 
watched over them with religious care during the 
passage. We do not regret their departure. They 
were neither profitable, ornamental nor useful."

There had been a jailbreak in the Moke Hill jail 
during the last days of 1867 in which three convicted 
murderers had escaped. Only one was ever caught, 
so having the jail removed from their main street 
undoubtedly was a big relief to the townsfolk.

The jail is composed of five cells with iron bars, a 
trustee’s room, a kitchen, and an office. A concrete 
floor was installed in the jail in the early part of the 
20th century. The jailyard, originally of dirt, was 
enclosed in 1885 by a schist wall, which was shored 
up during the 1920's. In 1894, two new cells were 
added in the south-east corner of the jailyard.

According to the Calaveras Prospect, "The purpose
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ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS

Winners of Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
1991 history essay contest received awards at the 
society's April pot-luck dinner meeting in the 
Metropolitan, in San Andreas.

First place in the high school category went to San 
Andreas High School Ninth Grader Ben Danielson 
for the history of his family's P.J. Ranch. Second 
place in the high school competition went to Joe 
Auld, also a Calaveras High School ninth grader, for 
his essay on the Charles Filippini family. No third 
prize was awarded in this year's high school 
competition.

Dean Wesley, an eighth grader at Toyon Middle 
School, won first place in the Seventh-Eighth Grade 
competition for her history of Mountain Ranch. No 
second or third prizes were awarded in the Seventh- 
Eighth Grade level.

Jennifer Leigh Pratt, a Sixth Grade independant 
study student, took first place in the Fifth-Sixth 
Grade contest with a warm, excellently written essay 
on Calaveras native Margaret Joses, of Mountain 
Ranch. Second place went to Valley Springs Sixth 
Grader John Randall, for his "Ups and Downs of 
Mrs. Livingstone", and Ben Marshall, fifth grader at 
San Andreas elementary School, won third place 
with his history of the Banner School.

Sean Kriletich, an independant study sixth grader, 
received honorable mention for his history of early 
Calaveras County post officers.

The 1991 Essay Committee was headed by Ray 
Garamendi, of Mokelumne Hill.

of these cells was to accommodate the more 
dangerous "boarders." They were in a separate 
building - cells built of 2 x 6 pine posts, spiked at 
intervals of every four inches, and the entrances 
were provided with massive iron doors with double 
bars, besides in which there is a large chain bolted to 
the wall in each room to which dangerous 
characters may be fastened as an extra precaution. 
The little building has a very tame appearance from 
without, but everything inside is indicative of the 
dangerous bastile ... makes one feel glad when he is 
on the outside ..."

When Sheriff Zwinge took charge, about 1927, he 
had this building demolished.

These cells, however, were a much needed 
addition to. the jail which was usually most 
overcrowded - men and women being confined with 
no sense of privacy. The newspaper accounting does 
end with, "The prisoners all seem to take life pretty 
easily, eat heartily, and none seemed to be greatly 
worried over the future."

MARGARET HOWARD JOSES 
A GREAT WOMAN

by
Jennifer Leigh Pratt

Hi, my name is Jennifer Pratt. I am ten years old 
and I am home schooled. I live in Mountain Ranch 
at the old Gambetta Ranch. My mom and dad run 
our organic farm. We moved up here four years ago 
from Los Altos. My life here has been very different. 
The only animals we had in Los Altos were a dog 
and a cat and a guinea pig. Now, I am in the 
Mountain Ranch 4-H and we have ducks, geese, 
rabbits, sheep, four breeds of goats horses, four dogs 
and five cats. My twelve year old brother and I take 
care of all the animals.

It was because of our interest in animals that we 
first met the Joses. The Joses made our family feel 
very welcome when we first moved up to Calaveras 
County. The first goats we ever got were Angora 
bummers. We bottle fed them and that made us feel 
like the Joses trusted us with such a big job. They 
have always helped not only our family, but we have 
also noticed they always seem to be helping other 
people.

I think that the Joses are great people. My mother 
has always reminded us girls that "behind every

Please see JOSES, pg. 46

Margaret Howard Joses 
(Courtesy of Doug Joses)
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JOSES, cont. from pg. 45
great man, there stands a great woman." So I 
became curious as to what Margaret Howard Joses, 
the mother of three great boys - Doug, Elliott, and 
Gary, was really like. Today, I would like to share 
with you what I found out through my interview 
with Mrs. Joses. From here on in, I will call her 
"Gramma" because that is what I hear everybody 
else call her.

Gramma told us her story:
July 26,1906, Gramma was born in Railroad Flat. 

There were no hospitals and there were no cars so 
she was born at home and delivered by an Indian 
midwife. The midwife was not Miwok. She was an 
Indian from Oklahoma. She was a teacher but she 
could not teach in California.

Gramma had three boys and two girls in her 
family and they had a small homestead. Besides 
taking care of the farm with his family, Gramma's 
father, L. Fresno Howard, was also a gold miner. 
Even though he had such a big family to feed, they 
always found extra food that the Howard family took 
over to Pedro and Lily, an old Indian couple who got 
only $15.00 a month from the government. Gramma 
said, "It was very hard for Indians to get jobs then.

Gramma and her sisters and brothers had to work 
very hard when their dad died from Spanish 
Influenza at the age of 44. Gramma was only 
thirteen when he died. When Gramma married she 
moved to Shasta County and worked in a box factory 
near the lumber mills. She must have been very 
brave to get married and move away and be willing to 
work so hard. Jobs were very hard to find in Rail 
Road Flat, so her whole family moved up there with 
her. After the next summer season was over, 
Gramma moved back to Rail Road Flat with her 
family and her baby girl named Jeanne.

After they moved back, the boys (Gramma's 
brothers) started working for their uncle because he 
ran a cattle ranch. Gramma worked as a mother’s 
helper in a family with four little babies. She cooked 
and cleaned, washed and ironed for only $15.00 a 
week.

In 1931, Gramma married Howard Joses and 
moved to "The Mountain Ranch Hotel", built in the 
early 1850's. This old hotel/post office became the 
main home for the ranch owned by Howard and his 

father. It is located about one mile west of El Dorado 
(now called Mountain Ranch) on Whiskey Slide 
Road. This is the beginning of the rest of her life! In 
the early years the new family - Howard, Margaret 
and the eight year old Jeanne - lived in just part of 
the downstairs of the big house. For the next ten 
years, Gramma was happy that she had her own 
house and family. She and Jeanne did lots of 
cooking and gardening to feed all the hired hands 
that worked on their cattle ranch.

Then Jeanne grew up, 
got married, and moved to
San Andreas. Then,
Surprise! Surprise!
something wonderful 
happened. Eleven days
after Jeanne had her first 
baby (a boy), Gramma had 
her first baby boy, too.
This was just the 
beginning! Gramma and
Jeanne kept on having 
boys together. The six
boys grew up almost like 
brothers. Gramma and 
her daughter became even
closer because they shared
all the fun parts and the 
hard parts in raising all Jennifer Leigh Pratt 
those boys.

Gramma has lots of great memories of her three 
sons - Doug, Elliott, and Gary - growing up with her 
three grandsons - Allan, Randy and Herbert. "I can 
still see," says Gramma today, "Those boys climbing 
the hill to their tree house with little Gary trailing 
behind, pulling his red wagon with his "Kiddy Goat" 
in it (his own Angora bummer)." Gramma said, 
"The boys made their own fun." She does no believe 
in giving children everything they want. She said 
that she taught them that it was important to share. 
They really learned that lesson!

When we asked her if she ever pampered her boys 
(like most moms do), Gramma looked down, kind of 
embarrassed, and said, "Oh, well, Sure I did." Then 
we sort of pressed her on a bit more and asked, "How 
did you pamper them?" She looked up with a grin 
and a twinkle in her eye and said, "Well, I took them 
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swimming after work on hot summer days. I had 
an uncle who sometimes would come in and watch 
the supper cooking from 5:00 to 6:00 and I snuck 
away with the boys to the reservoir.” Then she 
added, ’’You see, we always ate at 6:00, 12:00 and 
6:00, and I wouldn't let the boys swim after a meal, 
so we had to sneak away before supper.”

We learned more when Gramma went on to add 
that her meals were Breakfast - Dinner - Supper. 
They were all hot, cooked meals; she would never 
think of just serving them a bowl of dry cereal or 
"sandwich snacks” for a meal. Gramma did all her 
own canning, made all her own bread and grew all 
her own vegetables in a garden 1/8 of a mile away 
near the creek for water. Her husband, Howard, 
had a slaughter house on the hill behind their home. 
She told us,"he cured our mefit and had a butcher 
wagon that he took out and peddled the meat in." 
The boys must have learned how to make such good 
sausages from their dad.

Gramma had found one of her newspaper 
clippings from 1934. The article tells about a 
birthday party for her sister held there at mountain 
ranch. There was dancing to live music, and a 
midnight supper. I think that this just one example 
of the many parties and gatherings. Gramma felt 
proud that nobody went past without stopping in; 
and nobody stopped by without eating first, before 
going on his way. Lots of people came by because 
they always felt comfortable and relaxed there.

We asked Gramma what she thought was the most 
important thing she wanted to teach her boys, and 
she answered, "Honesty!" Then she told us a story 
about one night she came home and the three boys 
were coming up from the barn. She asked them 
quickly if they had been smoking. Doug answered, 
"No, Momma!!" Gary quickly added, "Honest, 
Momma - I swear!” Gramma looked straight at 
Elliott and asked again, Elliott, have you been 
smoking?" In a surprised way, he answered, "How 
did you know?" Gramma marched them into the 
house and showed them their singed eyebrows in the 
mirror. She knew that is what happens when you 
try to smoke rolled up paper. From then on, the boys 
always told the truth because they thought their 
Momma would know the truth anyway. Gramma 
said that her mom could always tell if some one tried 
to lie to her - I wonder if good moms always know 

when you are telling the truth.
I think that Gramma has worked very hard all of 

her life, but she has had lots of fun, too. because the 
boys know how to work, and have fun. I think they 
are great people because I know that I can trust 
them and they would share anything they had with 
you.

My mom says that studying history is all about 
learning how to be better people by understanding 
our past mistakes. Gramma feels that lots of our 
problems that we have now is because "children 
have no homes”. She feels it's important that the 
mother be home to listen to her children, to teach 
them their lessons when they need it and make it a 
happy place where kids want to bring their friends. 
This is what Gramma did do - and that's what made 
her such a good mother and her boys so special.

Gramma says that she wouldn't change anything 
in her life. "Oh, yes, I was a fool to do certain things, 
but I learned from my mistakes." Gramma finished 
our visit together by saying, as she got up from the 
table, to show us the knitting and crocheting she was 
doing for Christmas presents, "The olden days - they 
were better. We worked harder and had less, but I 
think we were better off for it.” I guess history will 
tell us if she is right or not.

I really enjoyed researching this project. I feel like 
I learned a lot about our local history and some of the 
ingredients that make a great woman. I hope that 
someday my family will be like hers.

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

Robert & Ardie Buckler, Soulsbyville
Kimberly Luckbe, Stockton
Steve & Annette Hoag, Stockton
Richard & Mary Ernst, Angels Camp
Cynthia M. DeWeese, Copperopolis
Richard & Marge Osborn, Murphys
Gateway Press, Inc., Murphys
Hazel Burns Cromie, LeGrand
John E. McCormick, Angels Camp
Enid E. Larson, San Andreas
Richard & Nanette Tanner, Murphys
Mrs. Terry Pelton, San Jose
Robert & Kathleen Barber, Sunnyvale



HISTORY OF THE P.J. RANCH 
Sr

Ben Danielson

The history of the P.J. Ranch of Calaveras County 
begins with the marriage of John Barker and Mary 
Conroy at Oldham Church in Manchester, England, 
on October 15, 1849. They were both 23 years of age. 
Their first child, Phoebe, was born August 6, 1850. 
She was my great-great-grandmother. Shortly after 
her birth, John and Mary Barker decided to leave 
their beloved homeland and travel by ship across the 
Atlantic Ocean all the way to America. Neither 
would ever see their home or families again. Mary 
left her younger brothers in England, James, John 
and Joseph Conroy. They arrived on the east coast of 
the United States in May of 1851 when Phoebe was 
nine months old. They made their way across the 
country to Independence, Missouri and stayed there 
six years. In 1857, John and Mary Barker and 
Phoebe went by wagon-train to Diamond Springs, 
California near Placerville in El Dorado Count. They 
lived there three years during which time their 
second daughter, Sarah, was born on April 4,1859. 
The family made its final move to Central Hill, near 
North Branch, Calaveras County, in 1860. John 
Barker worked as a miner. When he and Mary were 
both 39 years old, their last child Mary Alice was 
born on December 24, 1865. Phoebe was almost 15 
years old when he younger sister was born. Mary 
Alice would later marry Louis Haupt and live at 
Clear Spring Cottage near the present sight of Toyon 
Middle School.

Phoebe Barker continued to live with her family on 
Central Hill for the next eleven years until she 
became the bride of John Jackson, a native of 
Scotland and 10 years older than she. Phoebe was 21 
years old when she married on December 26, 1871, in 
Mokelumne Hill. Following their marriage, John 
and Phoebe Jackson moved into their own home on 
Central Hill. They had six children, three boys, and 
three girls: John (1873), Hattie (1874; Danielson), 
Tom 1876), Agnes (1879; Long), Lottie (1881), and 
Arthur (1885) were their children's names. They all 
attended Petersburg and Chili Gulch schools (except 
when they were pulled out to help with work).

The land where John and Phoebe Jackson built 

their home (and lived for the next 55 years) was given 
to them by John and Mary Barker, Phoebe's parents. 
It became known as the P.J. Ranch, named after 
Phoebe Jackson and the ranch brand carries her 
initials to this day.

John Jackson’s bachelor brother, Adam, lived 
near North Branch and the brothers worked as 
miners in the early years and later raised stock on 
the ranch. They increased the ranch size by filing 
for 160 acres each under the Homestead Act of 
President Harrison in 1888 and 1891. Over the years, 
the ranch increased to its present acreage of 1000 
acres by different family members buying adjoining 
property and mining claims.
The next important one 

in my family history is 
the second oldest of the
Jackson Family, Hattie
Jackson. She was 20 
when she married Dan
Danielson on September
28,1894. Dan Danielson 
was a S we d i sh 
immigrant who lived in
Jackson where he 
worked in the Kennedy
Mine. Hattie and Dan
Danielson lived in a 
house in Jackson until
1903 and had two 
children, Mae in 1896 
and Ralph in 1900.
When she was 28,
Hattie and Dan
Danielson came back to
Central Hill and he rebuilt the Earl Goldhouse just 
across from Phoebe and John Jackson's home. Dan 
paid 75 dollars for the house and took it apart and 
rebuilt it at its present sight. It is known as the "Big 
House" now.

Dan Danielson worked as a miner most of his life. 
Often he had to leave to find work and Hattie 
remained home to take care of her family and the 
ranch. After her father John died at the age of 75 in 
1916, Hattie also took care of her mother Phoebe as 
well as her three bachelor brothers, John, Tom, and 
Arthur, when they li/ed on the P.J. Ranch. Arthur 

Ben Danielson
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lost his leg in a tragic mining car accident when he 
was only 19. He was the youngest Jackson child and 
quite handsome. This accident effected his entire life 
and instead of becoming the lawyer he had planned 
to be, he became a willow basket and furniture 
maker. He was only 49 when he took his own life.

Hattie cooked for local miners in addition to taking 
care of her own family. She was a strong woman 
and could do all the ranch chores of any man. After 
Dan died of Tuberculosis in 1934, she carried on 
alone and kept the ranch going.

Ralph Danielson, my grandfather, left Calaveras 
County in 1917 to find work in San Francisco. While 
there, he met and married Mayme Tynan on July 12, 
1924. He was 24 and Mayme, who was a native 
Mokelumne Hill girl, was 22. Mayme was the 
youngest of six children of Tom and Mary Ellen 
Tynan, both descendants of Irish immigrants. Their 
children’s names were Maude (Ham), Agnes 
(McCarty), Bill, Charlie, Rose (Anderson) and 
Mayme (Danielson).

He father was well known as an outstanding self 
taught musician. Tom Tynan played many 
instruments and entertained at the local dances. 
John McSorley was Mayme Tynan’s godfather and 
although Mayme and Ralph attended high school 
together in San Andreas, they did not formally meet 
until both had moved to San Francisco. Mayme 
moved there with her parents when she was 15.

Ralph and Mayme moved to Oakland after they 
married and while Ralph was employed by the 
Western Pacific Railroad for over 45 years, he 
continued to make regular trips to the P.J. Ranch to 
help his mother, Hattie.

In 1933, ten years after their marriage, Ralph and 
Mayme Danielson had their first child, Mary Ellen 
Danielson. Unfortunately, Mary Ellen died at the 
age of five from a brain tumor on August 17, 1939. 
On December 11, 1937, Ralph and Mayme had their 
second child, Dan Danielson. He would become a 
Catholic Priest. Then on October 17, 1940, they had 
their last child, Bonnie Danielson. On May 25, 1975, 
Bonnie Danielson married Jerry Giles. Shortly after 
this, Jerry Giles and Bonnie Danielson divorced. All 
of Jerry Giles didn’t leave Bonnie Danielson. On 
July 29,1976, Bonnie Danielson gave birth to Ben 
Danielson.

MOUNTAIN RANCH 
(El Dorado)

By
Dean Westley

There is a small town resting in the Sierra 
foothills. Its population is about 250 people. This 
quiet little village was once a fast moving mining 
town. It is now retired from its colorful and busy 
past. There are still some old buildings, like the old 
Domenghini Building.
It was once a saloon and 
billiards parlor. It was 
run by Luigi and
Caroline Domenghini 
until Luigi died in 1891.

Then 10 years later his 
sons took it over. They 
remodeled the inside 
and it became the 
general store. It is now 
owned by Phil Alberts.
Behind the Domenghini 
store there used to be an 
adobe building. It was a 
bakery owned by an
Italian immigrant
named Benidito DeVoto.
The inside was made up
of a large room with a
metal oven.

The first post office was established July 30, 1858. 
It was set up a mile north of El Dorado at ’The 
Mountain Ranch." It was known as the smallest 
post office in the state. It was moved from ’’The 
Mountain Ranch" to El Dorado in 1868. John

Please see RANCH, pg. 50

In the year of 1977, Bonnie Danielson took her 
infant son, Ben, and moved back up to the original 
ranch. From then until this day they have lived on 
the family ranch. It is ironic how over the 
generations my family has basically lived around 
one ranch, one homestead. I'm proud to be a part of 
this family and hopefully I will lead, as such, a 
productive and full life.

Dean Wesley
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 49
McKeon was the first postmaster. He made $7.13 for 
the first year. The post office is now on Washington 
Street.

In 1892 there was an attempted stage robbery. A 
lone gunman appeared out of the bushes. He fired 
two rounds, killing a fifteen-year-old girl and 
wounding the stage driver, who later recovered.

In 1858 there was a desperate fight. It was 
between three Americans on one side and one 
Spaniard, one Portuguese and one Mexican on the 
other side. Two Americans died, one instantly and 
the other 24 hours later. All were thought to be 
drunk.

In doing my research I have found three different 
stories on what happened. One said there were three 
Mexicans and three Americans. The other said 
there were three Americans, one Spaniard and a 
Portuguese. The other one said it happened in a 
whole different town. The only thing they agree on is 
that there were three Americans and six people in 
the fight.

The kids in El Dorado went to school in Cave City 
until 1872 when the school was moved to El Dorado. 
The kids went there until 1955. Then they went to 
San Andreas or Railroad Flat.

In 1857 a man named William Maxwell Denig did 
the mail run. He called himself The Pony, and he 
claimed that the Pony Express stole his name.

El Dorado had a hanging tree. Only one poor guy 
was ever hung there, for stabbing a store keeper.

There was a church in El Dorado. There was a 
Temperance Hall, but the roof caved in and it was 
torn down in the 1920's.

Mountain Ranch had a museum. It was 
originally used for a community hall. It was built in 
1898 and used until 1932. Then it became a 
warehouse. It was sold to Phil Alberts in 1956 and 
he turned it into a delightful old museum. And now 
it is a warehouse again.

Almost all the little towns had baseball teams, 
including El Dorado. It helped in keeping 
excitement in the small town.

El Dorado had a cemetery. There is not a record of 
when it started. There are graves over a hundred 
years old. Most of the graves are so weather beaten 
you can’t read them anymore. In that little 
cemetery, part of Mountain Ranch’s most beautiful 
and colorful part of its history is layed to rest, for its 
not the old buildings that make the town exciting, its 
the people who do.

There was a hotel in Mountain Ranch. It had 
many owners. In 1955 the Lanes bought it. They 
restored the old building back to the original way it 
was, the best they could do with the original things. 
And they still live there today.

In 1851 a miner was found murdered in his cabin. 
Fifteen years later, a miner built a new cabin there. 
He was told by a dying friend that the murdered 
miner hid his treasure under the floor of the cabin. 
The man that built the second cabin found the gold. 
It was worth $10,000 or more, but he said the gold 
was haunted and out of fear, he reburied it. No one 
has found it since, it is one of the buried treasures 
that lie in the depth of Mountain Ranch's history.

After doing lots of research I cannot find when the 
name of the town was changed from El Dorado to 
Mountain Ranch, or why the name was changed.

El Dorado got its name from a sawmill called El 
Dorado Sawmill. There were many sawmills in 
those days. El Dorado was once covered with trees, 
but that was before the sawmills came about. They, 
too, are now buried in the rich history of El Dorado- 
Mountain Ranch.

To bring you up to date, the old Domenghini 
General Store is now a cute little card and gift shop. 
It hasn't lost the flavor of the old store. Sender’s 
Store also has updated itself to keep up with the 
times, but they still sell things you would need to use 
to survive on if you were living in the 1800's because 
some people still live without electricity. The Post 
Office is now across from the town hall and it has 
been modernized. There is still a community club. 
The old hotel is no longer in use and neither is the 
museum.

There is still a baseball team. Not much has 
changed in the little old town. The population hasn't 
grown very much and the old buildings have either 
been tom down, rebuilt, left alone or modernized.

The only real changes are the people and some of 
the characters. The little old town hasn't grown any, 
it's just resting from its rich and colorful past as 
once busy little gold rush town.

I live in this little town. Well, actually, I live about 
four or five miles away. I live on Wiggins Grade. 
My family owns part of the hill and Mrs. Johnson 
owns the rest. There is a crystal mine by my house, 
at least that's what we think it is.

I will let Mountain Ranch rest in peace, hopefully 
it won't wake up. It has had a colorful and beautiful, 
rich past, and now its time for it to sleep for the rest 
of it's days.
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In Memoriam
RAY NEILSEN

By
Bob Lema

Ray Neilsen, 77, died April 12, 1991 in his sleep at 
his home in San Andreas. He is survived by his wife 
of 43 years, Isabel, and a brother, Lawrence Neilson.

He was born to Charles and Amy Neilsen, a 
pioneer family. Charlie came from Denmark to 
mine gold, sailed to the Yukon for the Gold Rush of 
1898, and was an able inventor. Amy was a resident 
of North Branch, an historic settlement west of San 
Andreas.

Ray grew up on the family’s home ranch on the 
Calaveras River and shared 14-hour workdays with 
his brothers, Clint, Lawrence and Charles, and 
sister, Doris. The Neilsens did whatever it took to be 
independant - dairy, row crops, orchards, goats, 
chickens and woodcutting, in addition to gold 
mining and sand and gravel sales.

His lifelong passion was mineral exploration and 
development. By age 12, he was working a mile 
underground in hard rock mining. He never 
regretted leaving school, because it had to be done to 
survive, but also because he used his entire life as 
his classroom.

Ray and brother Clint began Neilsen's Gravel 
Plant in the 1930's, using the rich aggregate deposits 
on their family ranch, which each year were 
renewed by spring flooding. Over the years, his 
business poured thousands of commercial and 
residential foundations, supplied material for road 
construction and the old Calaveras High School 
buildings, poured the Mt. Reba ski lift bases and the 
Lodge, and manufactured specialty rock, including 
pink lava distributed throughout California. For all 
the paying customers, there were as many other 
projects which were donated. The George Reed 
Company purchased the business in the 1970's.

The community often saw Ray at events tirelessly 
demonstrating gold panning. He never thought of it 
as entertainment, but as an educational tool for the 
public, especially children. As a member of the 
Calaveras County Mining Association, he helped 
bring local mineral exploration and development 
back to life, with high technology operations.

As a teen, he was severely injured in a woodcutting 
accident, with massive internal bleeding. Local 
medical facilities were marginal, and he survived 
only when his father demanded Ray be given a 
transfusion of salt water, a remedy the miners used 
before whole blood was available. From that point 
onward, Ray vowed to work for better healthcare in 
the county. His efforts culminated in the bond issue 
and construction of the Mark Twain Hospital in the 
early 1950's, the first 
modern hospital in 
Calaveras County. Ray 
served 23 years on its 
elected Board of Directors.

The history of the county 
is built on water. The 
miners and farmers 
needed it, and built vast 
systems of ditches by hand 
to bring it to their land.

The focus Ray brought to 
it was long - term water 
system development. He 
helped bring water to San 
Andreas, later in c 
pipeline, but firstin barrels 
he filled on the ranch and 
brought to town during 
drought years.

Ray Neilsen
Of the facilities that now bear the Neilsen name -

the hospital's birthing center and the park in San 
Andreas -perhaps the lasting monument to his 
vision is the North Fork Project and Spicer Dam, a 
$360,000,000, ten-year effort Ray spearheaded to bring 
income to Calaveras so that local water needs could 
be met more effectively. He was a current director of 
Calaveras County Water District.

He was an active member of the Chamber of 
Commerce, the Calaveras County Economic 
Development Company, the San Andreas Lions, 
C.A.R.E., the Republican Central Committee, the 
Historical Society, St. Matthew's Church, the 
Progressive Club, the Mark Twain Days Committee 
and the Hospital Foundation.

Bob Lema is a cousin of Ray and Isabel Neilsen.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS * *

Calaveras County Historical Society thanks the 
following persons who have recently have donated 
artifacts or other historical materials to the 
Calaveras County Museum:
Franses Sharp Stephens, Sheep Ranch.; 1899 

wedding dress of Gertrude Mantijo Sharp. 
Victor Van Lint. Arizona: Framed photographs of 

the Mother Lode.
Willard Fuller. San Andreas: Felix-Hodson 

manual.
EaQihill Research Assn., Murphys; Catalogues of 

historical data of Felix-Hodson Mining 
District.

0, Henry Mace, Sutter Creek: Photographs.
Charles Stone. Copperopolis: Photographs and 

newspapers of old Copperopolis.
Helen Airola. San Andreas: Photographs of county 

judges.

A LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Dear Friends,

As my term as a president of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society draws to a close, I want to thank 
everyone for the support they have given to this 
organization in the past two years.

Speaking for myself, as a member of a pioneer 
Calaveras family like many of you, it is especially 
gratifying to see newcomers to our area sharing our 
dedication to preserving the past. We grew up with a 
healthy appreciation of the heritage of Calaveras 
County and we are delighted now to be sharing it 
with others who recognize its importance.

You have all contributed to the many 
accomplishments of the Historical Society, but I 
would especially like to thank our office manager 
Dee Tipton for her dedicated work and my sister 
Louise Greenlaw for the leadership role she has 
taken in coordinating our volunteer docent program 
for the museum. Certainly a highlight of my term 
has been working closely with the County of 
Calaveras to assure the smooth operation of the 
County Museum and establish it as a focal point for 
community interest.

Thanks again for making the past two years very 
memorable.

Sincerely,

Don Cuneo

MEETING SCHEDULE

Calaveras County Historical Society's officers for 
1991-92 will be installed and the society's annual 
architectural awards will be presented following a 7 
p.m. dinner, July 26, in the Utica Mansion Inn, in 
Angels Camp. The Historical Society will hold no 
August meeting.

The location and program of our September 
meeting is yet to be announced.

Ruth Lemue family. Angels Camp: Embroidered 
pillow cases and towels.

Amy Jordan. Greenbrae: Bills of sale; 1877 Wells 
Fargo Checks. Correspondence to Cap 
Ferguson at Sheep Ranch Mine; Books 
belonging to James Caven, 1871 owner of 
Metropolitan Hotel in San Andreas.
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THE SANDOZ FAMILY
TRULY WERE PIONEERS 

From the Sandoz family history as 
compiled by Aunt Mary Sandoz

Louis and Emma Sandoz were married August 
24,1880, on what is now the Sandoz Ranch on the 
ridge between the Licking Fork and the South Fork of 
the Mokelumne River. Both were the children of 
Swiss immigrants who had come to the U.S. some 20 
years earlier and settled in Brighton, Illinois.

Louis’ parents, Jules and Julia, were 
watchmakers in the town of Locli, Switzerland. His 
mother died when he was 12, and the following year, 
1859, his father with him and his sister, Emma, 
packed their meagre belongings and headed for 
America. Jules Sandoz had a sister, Pauline, who 
had settled in Brighton and also had friends there, a 
family named Courvoisier, which also had migrated 
from Switzerland.

Neither Jules nor his children spoke English. 
Someone had given them a card on which was 
written the words, "I want to go to Brighton, 
Illinois.” When they became thirsty they made signs 
as though holding a cup to their lips and also used 
sign language to indicate they were hungry.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XL October ,1991 Number 1

Arriving in Brighton, Jules soon found property to 
buy and he and 12-year-old Louis began building a 
cabin and clearing land for crops. That winter Louis 
boarded out to a family to do general farm work in 
exchange for board and to be sent to school.

The chore of housekeeping fell to nine-year-old 
Emma Sandoz, but at age 10, her father sent her to 
work for a large family for board and schooling. 
With much work to do, she was able to attend school 
only irregularly. For several years Jules Sandoz 
continued to improve his land, but hard work began 
to take its toll and his health failed. Emma returned 
to care for her father and Louis took over operation of 
the farm, but in a few years Jules was dead.

Please see PIONEERS, pg. 2

Flanked by lush meadows, Sandoz* Licking Fork Ranch as it appears today.
(Historical Society photo)
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PIONEERS, cont. from pg. 1
For several years, until the early 1870's, brother 

and sister operated the Illinois farm, but then were 
persuaded by a land promoter to sell out and move to 
Severy, Kansas, supposedly to better land. Others 
from Brighton, including Adele Courvoisier, already 
had moved there, but for Louis and Emma Sandoz it 
did not prove to be a provident decision. The land 
was poor and even during the good years water was 
scarce. They were unable to develop a successful 
well and water for domestic use had to be hauled in 
barrels.

For nearly eight years Louis and Emma stuck it 
out, then disaster, in the form of a cyclone, destroyed 
their last hopes. Striking at night, the twister 
tumbled their crude cabin and virtually destroyed 
their farm. Leaving Kansas, the brother and sister 
went to Omaha, Nebraska, where their aunt Pauline 
lived, and spent the winter working on her farm.

From Omaha, Louis and Emma went to Vinton, 
Iowa, to work on a farm about which they had 
learned from a traveling evangelist. There, Louis 
Sandoz began to recoup his losses, and, it was from 
there he wrote to Emma Courvoisier, who had moved 
to California, and proposed marriage.

Emma Courvoisier was living with her married 
sister and brother-in-law, Mary and Leon Ponge, 
near West Point, in Calaveras County, where Leon 
was developing the Swiss Mine. Emma wrote back, 
accepting Louis' proposal, and Louis headed West. 
His sister Emma, now 30, left at the same time for 
New York to work for the family of the evangelist, 
Paul Loizeaus. It ;was he who originally had told 
Emma and her brother about the Vintop, Iowa, 
farm.

Arriving in Calaveras County, Louis Sandoz 
went to work for $1 per day on the McCarty 
Reservoir, near Rail Road Flat, which was under 
construction at that time. When that job was 
completed he found work in San Joaquin County on 
the ranch of Dr. Jewett Locke, for whom the town of 
Lockeford is named. Whenever he had time off he 
would walk from Lockeford to the Courvoisier cabin 
near the Licking Fork to visit his fiancee.

Louis' and Emma's marriage ceremony was 
conducted in the rustic, little split lagging house 
built by Leon Ponge on what is now the Sandoz 
family ranch. They were married by Justice of the 
Peace John Smith, of West Point. There appears to 
have been no marriage license issued and their 
marriage certificate was written on a plain piece of 
tablet paper.

Following their marriage, Louis and Emma 
lived in Lockeford where Louis continued to be 
employed by Dr. Locke. Louis enjoyed farming the 
rich soil. The going wage was $15 per month and

Louis and Emma Sandoz, Licking Fork 
pioneers (Sandoz family album)

board, but if a man boarded himself, as the married 
men such as Louis did, they were paid $20. The 
newly married couple lived in Lockeford for about 
two years and it was during that time their first 
daughter, Adele, was born. During the latter 
months of her pregnancy while she was expecting 
Adele, Emma Sandoz was unable to operate her 
treadle sewing machine to make baby clothes. In the 
evenings her husband would sew the straight seams 
on the machine and Emma would do the hand work 
with needle and thread.

Adele was born November 10, 1881. With their 
newborn daughter Louis and Emma continued to 
live in Lockeford until well into 1882 when a malaria 
epidemic, which they believed was caused by 
undrained sloughs and canals, forced a change in 
their plans. Although Louis loved farming the flat 
valley land, Emma ill and unhappy, longed to move 
back to the mountains. From Harry Greve, who had 
homesteaded it but added few improvements, they 
purchased meadow acreage on the Licking Fork 
adjacent to what is now the Mitchell Mill Road. 
There was an apple orchard on the property but its 
only structural improvement consisted of a potato 
storage shed. Emma and Louis Stored their 
belongings in the potato house and Emma and her 
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infant daughter stayed with her sister and brother- 
in-law while Louis continued through the summer 
to help with the harvest on the Lockeford Ranch.

Louis Sandoz returned to Calaveras County and 
the Licking Fork property to begin to work on the 
home that still stands there. He also found that the 
potato shed in which he and his wife had stored their 
belongings had been entered and thoroughly 
investigated by local Miwok Indians. However, not a 
single article, including their precious foodstuffs, 
had been taken, even though the hungry Indians 
certainly could have used the food. Their house was 
completed just in time for the birth of their son, 
Nelson, on November 25,1883.

Theirs was a pioneer life that included clearing 
land, building fences, planting crops, and working 
where they could. That fall, Louis and Emma, with 
Mary and Leon Ponge harvested potatoes behind 
Harry Greve’s plow. Their pay for that back
breaking labor was one sack of cull potatoes. Among 
Louis’ first major agricultural improvements was 
the digging of a ditch to provide irrigation for the 
south side of the meadow. The orchard on the north 
side of the meadow produced top quality apples for 
nearly 100 years until late in this century, it had to be 
taken out.

A large barn was built, a span of horses 
purchased along with a few cattle, and each fall a 
hog or two was butchered. But the woods and 
streams also provided food in the form of venison, 
gray squirrels, quail and trout. There always was a 
large garden that produced a variety of vegetables.

Louise Emma Sandoz was born January 7, 1886, 
and Eunice on July 8, 1887. It was not long 
thereafter that Emma Sandoz, still living in New 
York where she was working for the Paul Loizeaux 
family, became concerned over the problems of 
providing education for her young nieces and 
nephews who were living more than seven miles 
from the nearest school in West Point. While 
working in New York she had become educated and 
it hurt her deeply to think of her brother's children 
growing up without learning to properly read and 
write.

An exchange of letters between Emma and 
Louis and his wife was all it took to start her on her 
way to the ranch on the Licking Fork. The first year 
or two of school was conducted in the house, but that 
was not very satisfactory. Louis Sandoz constructed 
a building that served as a schoolhouse from 
November 1 to May 1. Later it was used to house 
milk and cream for making cottage cheese and 
butter.

’’Auntie,” as her nieces, nephews and neighbor 
children who attended the school called her, 
conducted classes from 9 a.m. to noon and 1:00 to 4

Emma Sandoz - aunt and teacher 
(Sandoz family album)

p.m. with no recesses. Reading, writing, spelling 
and arithmetic were the main subjects, with history 
and geography when time permitted. The children 
used books discarded from other schools and used 
slates for writing and figuring. "Auntie” Emma 
also taught them to read and write French.

She remained with the family on the Licking 
Fork Ranch until her death, January 23,1937, at age 
85. Said her niece, Mary Sandoz, "I cannot say 
enough for her. I feel we owe the education we have 
to her, and we could have had more, because she 
was willing and able to give us more than we took. 
She was a wonderful person all the time she was 
with us. There were many hard and difficult days 
for Auntie and I often thought it was her earnest 
prayer for help and guidance that carried her 
through, day by day.”

On January 17, 1889, during a severe winter 
storm, little John Sandoz, who would have been the 
family's fifth child, was born dead. There was 
nearly six feet of snow on the ground and Louis 
Sandoz was unable to reach relatives or friends with 
the sad news. Alone, he cleared the snow, dug his 
infant son’s grave and built a coffin which Auntie 
lined with muslin. Adele and Nelson followed their 
father as he carried the tiny coffin through the snow 
while his wife, from her bedroom window, watched 
the burial procession.

Please see PIONEERS, pg. 4
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PIONEERS cont. from pg. 3
Julia Sandoz was born November 28, 1891, and 

she of all the children was most like her Auntie 
Emma. Mary, the last of the Sandoz children, who 
in later life was to compile this family history, was 
born December 26,1893.

When the Sandoz children were growing up, the 
ranch on the Licking Fork was a remote area and 
their time was largely taken up by the daily 
requirements of farm work. By the time they were 
seven or eight years old each child did his or her 
share of the ranch chores that included milking, 
summer and winter, caring for the chickens and 
livestock and carrying in wood and kindling.

There was butter to be churned and sold in West 
Point, Bummerville, at neighboring mines and other 
surrounding areas. There was always a large 
vegetable garden which produced for the family and 
for market, but the main income of the ranch was 
from the sale of beef cattle. There was some sawmill 
work to be had, with wages for common labor $25 per 
month and board, and $30 for skilled labor.

As a child, one of Mary Sandoz' earliest 
recollections was her fear of the local Indians. This 
angered her father because he was a real friend to 
them. He felt since they had been forced to give up 
their land to the whites, the white people should be 
good to them. Mary said her father always gave 

them food and helped them whenever he could. She 
often recalled, as a little girl, watching Mi wok people 
returning from the mountains with large sacks of 
acorns in their carts or carried on horseback. She 
said there was a cedar bark teepee near the edge of 
the Sandoz pasture, where the Indians often 
camped. She said she and her brother and sisters 
always knew when the teepee was being used 
because they could smell the campfire smoke and the 
odor of wild game cooking.

Mary remembered too, when she was about 
eight years old, that after a toothache had pained her 
for several days her father decided to take her to West 
Point to have it pulled. The thought of getting away 
from the ranch and visiting the big town of West 
Point excited her, but she said that as her father 
began hitching the horses to the wagon she was 
having second thoughts. Even though her face was 
swollen, she told him the tooth no longer hurt. But 
Louis Sandoz was determined, and to West Point 
they headed, to have the tooth out. Mr. Dennison, of 
West Point, was neither a dentist or a veterinarian, 
but he had the necessary equipment to pull horses' 
teeth and a few regular dental instruments with 
which he would, as an accommodation, pull teeth for 
people of the community.

Mary and her father arrived at the Dennison 
home only to find that he had just left for town.

The Sandoz children (L to R) Nelson, Louise, Adele, Mary, Julia and Eunice
(Sandoz family album)
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However, his wife assured them he could be easily 
found, and handed Louis Sandoz a paper bag 
containing her husband’s dental instruments. 
Dennison, true to his wife's word, was quickly 
located and despite Mary's protests that her tooth 
"was much better now," it was determined she 
should have it out. In the storeroom in the rear of 
Wilson's General Store amid barrels of flour, boxes 
of crackers, nail kegs and several coffins, Mr. 
Dennison seated Mary on a wooden box, and with 
her father holding her head, extracted the tooth.

Mary also remembered that she and her sisters 
wore shoes called "The Farmer's Daughter." Those 
shoes were not shaped and could be worn on either 
foot. She said that although not noted for their 
comfort, they were supposed to last longer because 
they could be changed from one foot to the other for 
even wear.

The Woodcock Sawmill was operating near the 
Sandoz ranch, using oxen to pull the logs to the mill. 
They used a homemade dolly with two wheels, 
usually pulled by four oxen. The heavy end of the log 
rested on the dolly and the other end dragged on the 
ground. The dust on the road became ankle deep 
and billowed up in clouds. Two men, the driver and 
his swamper, handled the team and wore bandana 
handkerchiefs over their nose and mouth to keep out 
the dust.

Mary said she and her sister Julia delivered 
vegetables to the mill and watched with fascination 
as bellowing oxen were lifted off their feet with a 
special hoist at the blacksmith shop so they could be 
shod. The logging was heavy work for the animals 
and they did not live long. The lumber was 
transported on horse drawn freight wagons to Valley 
Springs and Jackson. Louis Sandoz said it was a 
blessing when the automobile replaced the horses 
and oxen. The steam operated Woodcock Mill ceased 
operation when a flood demolished it in 1907.

Each year one member of each family was 
required to work one day on the county road to pay 
his family's share of the county road and toll tax.

Upper Sandoz ranch overlooks river canyon 
(Sandoz family album)

Emma Courvoisier Sandoz 
(Sandoz family album)

They could either work with the regular crew or 
anywhere on the county road. At the end of the day a 
receipt was issued to show that they had completed 
their obligation for the year. For years Louis Sandoz, 
using his own tools, worked his day with the road 
crew, until Nelson was old enough to take his place. 
This practice continued until a county road tax was 
added to the regular county bill tax.

Mary Sandoz also pointed out that another 
custom much changed since her girlhood was the 
manner of handling a death and funeral in the 
community. In the early days, neighbor ladies 
gathered at the home of the deceased to lay out the 
body and do whatever needed to be done. They also 
made sure that each woman had a black dress for 
the funeral, and if possible a black veil. A woman 
always wore black for a full year after her husband's 
death.

Men volunteered to open the grave and the 
general store in the community also carried a few, 
black wooden caskets which were cloth lined. The 
body remained at the home until the day of the 
funeral, when the horse drawn hearse picked it up. 
Plumes on the hearse were white for a child or 
young person and black for an older person. The 
family would follow the hearse and friends and 
neighbors would wait at the crossroads to join the 
procession.

Services if at all possible, were always held in 
the church, and if there was no minister, someone 
would read a few selected verses from the bible. The 
ladies would close the services with a few hymns, 
one of which always was "Nearer My God To Thee."

From the cemetery, when the services were
Please see PIONEERS, pg 6
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NEW MEMBERS

Eunice Sandoz
(Sandoz family album)

PIONEERS, cont. from pg. 5
over, everyone went home. Transportation was slow 
and roads always were muddy or dusty, and when 
they arrived home there was still the cows to be 
milked and the chores to do.

Louise Emma Sandoz and Henry Bosse married 
on November 11, 1908. In a meadow on the South 
Fork of the Mokelumne River they built their home, 
which developed into one of the finest ranches in the 
county.

Nelson Leon Sandoz and Jane Marie Fuchs 
were married April 21,1909. They lived on the ranch 
on the ridge that Leon Ponge and Orsem Courvoisier 
had homesteaded and which later, after Orsem died 
and Leon was leaving for France, Louis and Emma 
Sandoz bought from him. Later Nelson bought the 
ranch from them. Eunice Sandoz and Eugene Fuchs 
were married June 29,1911. They lived on the Fuchs 
Ranch that the elder Mr. and Mrs. Fuchs had 
homesteaded on the South Fork of the Mokelumne.

Julia Amanda Sandoz and John Fuchs married 
November 21,1911. For a time they lived at the Black 
Wonder Mine where John was employed. Later, 
they entered a partnership with Louis Sandoz on the 
Licking Fork Ranch where they farmed together. 
All of the weddings took place in the house which 
Louis had built on the ranch, and all of the marriage 
ceremonies were conducted by the West Point Justice 
of the peace. The ceremonies always were followed 
by a large wedding dinner.

At the time of her death on November 3, 1940,

Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 
following new members:

David & Evelyn Betts, Arnold.
Mr. & Mrs. James Luly, Angels Camp
Dennis & Barbara Snow, San Andreas.
John Liptrot, Valley Springs.
Don & June Mills, San Andreas.
Earl & Sherry Curtis, Mountain Ranch.
El Capitan National Bank, Altaville.
Duane & Mary Hallesy, Palo Alto.
Roy Calston, Temeculin.
Gene & Kathy Kirkpatrick, Stockton.
Bob Sanders, Jamestown.
David Hargrave, San Andreas.
Mearl Lucken Ins. Agency, Murphys.
Dean Warner, San Andreas.
D.E. Silva, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Hubert Wills, Mokelumne Hill.
Eric Lane, Beaverton, Ore.
Brian Lane, Ventura.
Mr. & Mrs. R.J. Manesajian, Murphys.
Bob & Audie Buckler, Soulsbyville.
Leverne McClure, Murphys.
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Schimbe, Altaville.
Mr. Wiley Joiner, Oakdale.
Bill & Peg Harrold, Altaville.
Joe Mehrten, Clements.
Richard & Nancy Earnst, Angels Camp.

Emma Courvoisier Sandoz left 23 grandchildren. 
They included Nelson’s and Janie's children, Louis, 
Dorothy, Laura, John, Mabel and Elsie; Louise's and 
Henry's children, Paul, David, Ernest, Edward, 
Harry, Ruth and Rosemary; Eunice's and Eugene's 
children, Eugene Jr., Evelyn, Elmer, Esther and 
Eldwin; Julia's and John's children, Margaret, 
Ethel, Bertha and June.

Louis Constant Sandoz died November 23, 1919. 
Nelson Leon Sandoz died December 24, 1925. Aunt 
Emma Sandoz died January 23, 1937 and Eunice 
Fuchs, December 18, 1942. Adele Sandoz died April 
10, 1955, Louise Emma Bosse died August 16, 1969 
and Julia Amanda Fuchs, September 16, 1971.

Until after the death of Emma Couvoisier 
Sandoz, in 1940, all Sandoz family funerals 
continued to be conducted in the Sandoz Licking Fork 
home, with interment in the family cemetery on Blue 
Mountain Road. Hers was the last funeral in the old 
ranch home.
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LOOKING BACK TO 
THE CENTURY'S TURN

By
Larry Getchell

There are those who, upon hearing the phrase 
”turn-of-the-century”, think automatically of 
January 1, 2000, while others of us whose ranks 
grow thinner each year, think of January 1, 1900. A 
hundred years ago our ancestors were enjoying what 
was referred to as the "Gay Nineties." Summer 
attire for gentlemen was a loud, vertically striped 
coat, white trousers and shoes to match a brilliantly 
banded straw hat. Mi-lady’s attire was a bit more 
severe, featuring high button shoes, ankle length 
skirt, and a high necked blouse topped off with a 
huge, highly decorated picture hat. She often 
carried a delicate pink parasol, intended mostly to 
ward off the sun from her delicate complexion and to 
protect her from freckles.

There was New York’s famous "Four Hundred" 
of whom Lady Astor, well positioned in that exhalted 
society, when asked her thoughts concerning the 

carousing and other activities of the young of that 
day, replied: "I dorft care what they do as long as 
they don’t frighten the horses." Those living in 
Calaveras County didn't give a whit about New 
York’s four hundred, but they did respect the horses, 
their principal means of transportation.

Mining remained our county's biggest industry. 
The Sheep Ranch Mine and Angels Camp's famous 
Utica were two of the best producers but there were 
many smaller successful mines. Travel between 
towns in Amador, Calaveras and Tuolumne County 
was brisk and accomplished mostly by stagecoach. 
The service was excellent and operated daily between 
San Andreas, Angels Camp, Sonora, Jimtown and 
other cities, including Stockton. The same was true 
in the opposite direction through Mokelumne Hill to 
Jackson, with connections from there to Placerville, 
Sacramento and the northern mines.

From Angels Camp and San Andreas the route to 
Stockton was through Milton, where the 
stagecoaches and other rigs could lay over for a 
couple of hours while the horses were fed and rested. 
There, one could quench a parched throat in a local

Please see CENTURY, pg. 8

San Andreas Main Street, decked out for upcoming 1892 presidential election.
(County Archives Photo)
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CENTURY, cont. from pg. 7
saloon or the family could lunch in the dining room. 
Accommodations for an overnight stay were also 
available. The stages changed horses frequently in 
order to maintain good travel speed. In addition to 
passengers they also delivered the mail along with 
the San Francisco and Stockton newspapers. When 
rail finally reached Valley Springs the Stockton stage 
run was abandoned.

With the daily train service between Lodi and 
Valley Springs, a stagecoach left San Andreas for 
Valley Springs each morning, returning with the 
mail at 5 p.m. The San Andreas Post Office was on 
Main Street and about a half-hour before the coach 
was to arrive, local citizens began to congregate in 
front of it, their numbers continuing to swell as 5 
o’clock neared. All the town’s best gossipers were on 
hand and they didn’t spare the horses. It was the 
town’s social hour and everyone took full advantage 
of it.

The small boys in town, while not expecting mail, 
also awaited arrival of the stage. Designed to carry 
passengers, the stagecoach had three rows of seats 
and a compartment on the back of it which was 
referred to as the "boot.” There was stored the mail 
sacks, packages for the various merchants and 
sometimes the out-of-town newspapers when no 
other means of delivery was available. When loaded, 
the boot was covered by a heavy canvas tarp fastened 
down by several leather straps. It was the boot and 
those straps that interested the boys. They would 
conceal themselves at the foot of China Street (now 
St. Charles) and as soon as the stagecoach passed 
and began its climb up the last steep hill, they would 
run out , grab the straps for a free ride up the hill. 
The driver of the stage was all too aware of what was 
going on. There was a whip socket on the dash 
within his easy reach.

From a relatively short wooden handle extended a 
long, braided leather whip on the end of which was a

Enroute from the State Fair with Calaveras County agricultrual exhibit produce, Clarence 
Getchell (standing, in cap) Jacob Snyder, (holding pumpkin), George Treat, (seated in rear seat 
of car), and Tom McCarty, standing beside it (in white shirt) pause at Mokelumne Hill’s Leger

(County Archives photo)
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Big event...daily stage arrives at the Metropolitan
(Calaveras Co. Archives)

tassel. An experienced driver could direct that whip 
tassel out over the heads of his team and make it pop 
like a pistol shot to stimulate the horses into added 
effort. That whip could also raise a large welt on the 
back or posterior of an unwanted, ride-hitching kid. 
When he became aware that the boys had climbed 
aboard, the driver would direct the tip of the whip 
around the back of the coach, with luck, nicking one 
of his unwanted passengers. The boys, in turn, 
glued themselves to the back of the boot to make the 
smallest possible target. But unable to see the 
offenders, the driver's backward aim was never too 
accurate and after a couple of tries he usually gave 
up. Should he by chance get a little too close, the boys 
were quick to drop off and in any event, by the time 
the coach reached Main Street, they were gone.

As soon as the mail reached the post office the 
delivery window was closed and the postmaster and 
his helpers began sorting the mail. General delivery 
customers had to wait until all the mail was sorted 
and the window opened before asking for their mail. 
Those with glass door rental boxes watched intently 

and when a bit of mail was inserted, they quickly 
opened the door and extracted it. Each box had a 
combination lock and no one thought of leaving until 
all the mail was distributed and the big window 
reopened. Those with rental boxes took their leave, 
the others lined up before the window. Those who 
arrived late usually had a lengthy wait in line but it 
was all worth it.

As late as 1910 I can still hear my father 
arguing, "The automobile will never replace the 
horse." He could have been a little prejudiced, 
owning as he did, Dolly, a fine driving mare who 
could travel like the wind. Automobile development 
left something to be desired, with travel restricted by 
road conditions, especially during the rainy season 
when even the stages were sometimes delayed a day 
or two due to the weather. All that red dust that built 
up in summer, during a lengthy storm would turn 
into a sea of mud. No one then could reasonably 
envision today's ribbons of concrete, stretching for 
miles in every direction, nor the present development 
of the internal combustion engine with its almost

Please see CENTURY, pg. 10
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John Steel’s bootery, a Main Street landmark. 
(County Archives photo)

CENTURY, cont. from pg. 9
unlimited horsepower.

It’s fairly safe to say that prior to the 20th century, 
no horseless carriage had as yet ventured into the 
southern mother lode country, at least that section 
known as the Southern Mines. There is 
photographic evidence that during the year 1900, a 
Locomobile entered Yosemite Valley. You say you 
are not familiar with the Locomobile? Not many 
were. I’ts body resembled the everyday horse 
carriage except that solid rubber tires had been 
added. Steering of the vehicle was accomplished by a 
crosspiece attached to a straight rod instead of the 
later steering wheel. Just how the Locomobile 
reached Yosemite is anybody's guess, but it is hard 
to imagine how it made it up those steep grades. 
Possibly, it was a passenger itself, into the valley.

My Uncle, Clarence Getchell, owner and editor of 
the Calaveras Prospect, brought the first horseless 
carriage, a Studebaker, to San Andreas. According 
to my father, his brother Clarence, was one that old 
Ben Franklin would have referred to as "penny wise 
and pound foolish." Clarence never bought an item 

new if he could find a good used one at a savings in 
cost. Usually the item turned out to be worth less 
than he paid for it. Such, we would guess, was true 
of his used Studebaker, purchased in Stockton. It 
also was one of those early cars not too far removed 
from a horse-drawn carriage. Built to accommodate 
five people, it was without a roof and for doors there 
were "U" shaped openings on either side for 
entrance and exit.

I am not sure exactly where the engine was 
located because to start the motor, one inserted the 
crank at the side, not the front as with later models. 
Turning the crank was not as easy as it sounds. The 
engine, often instead of starting, would backfire, 
causing the crank to "kick". It could be dangerous.

"Kicking," that was the name they gave it, but 
actually it was the crank shaft trying to turn the 
wrong way. That kick was real and it broke many an 
arm. But, the trouble with Uncle Clarence's 
Studebaker was not so much with the crank kicking, 
it was getting any response out of it at all. He housed 
his car in a roofed-over structure not to far from our 
home. I remember him spending almost half-a-day 
trying to get it started up with little or no success. 
After a year of stop and go—mostly stop- Clarence 
gave up on his Studebaker and bought a later model 
car. Whether new or used I do not know. It had 
much better appointments and he could get it started

A saddening occasion...Horses decked in 
white meant the funeral of a young 
person or a child.

(County Archives photo)
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Phoenix Livery Stable, San Andreas. (Calaveras Co. Archives)

without too much difficulty. The Studebaker finally 
ended up in Bill Allen’s front yard where his kids 
and others played Barney Oldfield, the old race car 
champion of the day.

It was about 1910 when Clarence, his brother-in- 
law, Jake Snyder and Postmaster George Treat set 
sail in his new car for Lake Tahoe. Jake did the 
driving. It took several days to make the trip, and for 
a couple of reasons. Poor quality of rubber in the 
tires resulted in numerous blow-outs. Also, travel 
was limited to daylight hours. While the car was 
equipped with large brass headlights, they were 
fueled with carbide, which when mixed with water 
and ignited, produced a flame. The candle power 
was very low and any good bump in the road could 
put the flame out. Then, one must remember, the 
maximum speed of the car was well under 30 miles- 
an-hour on the straight away and the road to Tahoe 
boasted very little straight road. Their average speed 
probably was no better than 15 miles-an-hour when 
they weren’t changing tires.

On return they stopped in Sacramento to visit the 
State Fair and loaded some of the agricultural 
produce from the Calaveras exhibit aboard

Clarence's car. Most of it was still intact when they 
reached Mokelumne Hill and the Ledger Hotel for a 
photograph and no doubt, some liquid refreshments. 
The photographer must have made a lot of these 
pictures because after all these years there still are 
numerous copies around. After all, it was quite a 
venture, not exactly like landing on the moon, but 
something approaching it.

The photo shows Jake Snyder in the driver's seat, 
holding a pumpkin, George Treat in the back seat, 
his arms full of some kind of vegetation, with Leger 
proprietor Tom McCarty, standing beside the car. 
Both Jake and George wore long linen dusters, a 
must for motoring in those days, due to the dusty 
roads.

What Jake and George gained from the trip 
except considerable experience in tire changing, is 
anybody’s guess, but for Uncle Clarence it was grist 
for his newspaper mill for several issues. 
Unfortunately those issues are lost to posterity, for 
the Prospect at last check, has available in its 
morgue, only copies dating from 1912.

Prior to and for several years after the turn-of- 
the-century, public transportation along the Mother

Please see CENTURY, pg. 12
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CENTURY, cont. from pg. 11
Lode was excellent. Especially as compared to today, 
when if one should find themselves stuck in any 
town in the county, they will remain there if they 
must depend on public transportation. This is the 
direct contrast to those earlier days when travel by 
stagecoach was quite brisk. The mines hired and 
frequently fired, resulting in miners moving from 
town-to-town, and to do so, they were dependent on 
the stage service. Traveling salesmen, referred to as 
drummers, also made use of the service. They 
might travel by coach to one of the larger towns like 
Angels Camp, then hire a horse and buggy to travel 
to adjacent towns such as Murphys and Sheep 
Ranch.

There were two main types of salesmen, the 
grocery representative and the whiskey drummer. 
The whiskey drummer was a very popular fellow, 
especially with the local bar flies. When he hit a 
town, word got around fast. The local hangers-on 
could spot a whiskey drummer a mile away. They 
watched to see which saloon he would call on first 
and then made a bee-line for that drink emporium. 
It was common practice for the drummer to spring 
for a drink all around- maybe two. For the rest of 
the day he had a following as he called from saloon to 
saloon, and in San Andreas alone, there were at 
least five stops on Main Street. It was a great day for 
the free loaders but a little rough on the whiskey 
drummer who had to imbibe drink-for-drink at each

LaRiviere home, San Andreas.
stop. While more or less trained to hold up in such 
situations, I doubt that few whiskey drummers lived 
to a ripe old age.

There was another type of salesman who 
frequently visited town, the house-to-house vendor 
who sold pins, needles, safety pins, buttons, 
thimbles, thread and other small items. He was the 
butt of many jokes and sayings, one of which my 
Mother often used. While I never quite understood

San Andreas-Valley Springs stage with Fred Winkler at the reins.
(Calaveras Co. Archives)
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Court Street, San Andreas, 1910. In distance, Metropolitan Hotel

the hidden humor in it, it went like this: "He's a nice 
man, doesn't he sell pins?" Afterward she would 
always laugh.

Many of the leading citizens had their own 
stable and carriage shed, together with one or two 
driving horses. Those not so fortunate could rent a 
horse and rig for special occasions. The local stable 
always had horses and carriages for rent. The 
carriage shed was usually a separate unit and there 
a person could choose from a variety of models. 
Housed among them, quite often would be a shiny 
black hearse.

This piece of equipment was always kept in mint 
condition. The horses that drew it were jet black, 
when called upon to be used, their fine coats brushed 
and curried to the nth degree, with black shoe polish 
on their hooves. You traveled that last mile in style.

Another item indispensable to travelers of that day 
was something most people in these modern times 
probably have never heard of--the watering trough. 
Made of heavy cedar or redwood planks they were 
usually about six or eight feet long, three feet wide 
and three or four feet deep. They were kept filled 
with fresh water and located along the main street of 
every town and at every roadhouse throughout the 
county. Their upkeep was the responsibility of the 
merchant in front of whose establishment they were 
located. There was one in front of most saloons. It 

was there as a means of encouraging the traveler to 
stop, provide his horse with a cool drink and while 
doing so, step inside to refresh his own parched 
throat. Without those watering troughs, travelers 
often would have been hard put to find a cool drink 
for their hot and thirsty horses.

Those watering troughs also at times, were put to a 
different use. Many a local inebriate after over
imbibing and going to sleep stretched out on a bench 
or the sidewalk in front of the saloon, much to the 
delight of the flies, awoke wet and sputtering in a 
watering trough. He usually sobered up in a quick 
fashion. It was great fun for all but the drunk, 
although not quite fair to the horse who would drink 
the water later.

Before dismissing the horse and his value to the 
society of that generation, I should mention the 
freighters who hauled the heavy loads such as 
mining machinery and supplies. In order to carry 
those heavy loads the wagons had to be extra sturdy 
with huge wheels and iron tires, sometimes six 
inches wide. For those heavy loads a team of 10 or 
more big draft horses or mules was hitched to a 
freight wagon. The drivers of those freight teams 
had to be particularly skilled. There should be still 
some who remember the 20 mule borax freighters of 
Death Valley, but they were not the only ones who

Please see CENTURY, pg. 14
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OLD COPPEROPOLIS STORE
WINS ARCHITECTURAL AWARD

The restoration of one of his community’s oldest 
buildings has earned Copperopolis businessman 
Howard Tower Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
top 1991 architectural award. Several years work 
coupled with the expenditure of $186,000 has 
returned the 125-year-old Honigsberger Store on the 
Copperopolis Main Street to its original appearance. 
The old building, which has survived fires, 
depressions, neglect, various uses and changes of 
ownership, now will house part of Tower's 
Calaveras Telephone Company operations.

Completed in early August, 1866, L. Honigsberger, 
the old store's first owner, advertised in the August 
11 Copperopolis Courier that his establishment 
would carry the best selection of dry goods, clothing, 
hats and caps, blankets, bedding, groceries and 
provisions, tobacco, oilclothes, carpet, window 
shades and chairs. He also advertised blasting 
powder, crockery and glassware, paint, oils, 
Stockholm tar, wood, patent medicine and 
stationery.

CENTURY cont. from pg. 13
used 20 animals to transport heavy loads. Although 
not common in the Mother Lode, there were times 
when our freighters also used up to 20 big horses or 
mules to move heavy loads of machinery or 
equipment up our winding grades.

Bill Treat’s delivery truck. 
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

The horse drawn means of travel was essential to 
our people of those earlier days and influenced and 
made their lives easier. And, although it may seem 
today they led a hard and sometimes frugal life, they 
did very well. I could go on and on...

The restored Honigsberger Store 
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

Expensively constructed of brick and stone, the 
building paid for itself a year later when on 
September 27,1867, fire swept most of the South end 
of town, destroying everything on the East side of the 
street except the Armory and the Honigsberger 
Store. Among the 26 buildings damaged or destroyed 
were Taylor's Saloon, the Emery & Cutler Store, 
Donelly's Market, Pierson's Stable, the Braid home, 
a print shop, the telegraph office, and Kelly's Hotel, 
where the fire started.

During the latter part of the 19th Century several 
tenants operated the general store housed in the old 
building. In 1905 it sold to the Union Copper 
Company which converted it to an office and built a 
wood frame addition to it to provide more space.

When the copper company ceased its Copperopolis 
operations the building fell into disuse. Although at 
times, local ranchers used it for hay storage, no 
repairs were made and it continued slowly to 
deteriorate until the mid-1980's when Calaveras 
Telephone Company owner Howard Tower 
purchased it from Union Copper.

Under the direction of Copperopolis architect Fred 
Cole restoration by the Dillashaw Construction 
Company, of Altaville, got underway. As much as 
possible, all of the old building's accoutrements were 
salvaged and reused, including its original door 
knobs. All other hardware and materials, "every 
board and beam, every bolt and hinge and window 
sill had to be forged or shaped to original design." In 
order to duplicate the window frames the moulding 
company that made them had to design and 
manufacture a new cutter.

A mate for the old building's one remaining iron 
door was fabricated at a Modesto iron works, and a 
new floor to replace the original one, was installed. 
For years, the store’s stone lined basement had 
flooded each winter, but its original drain was
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NEW OFFICERS FOR 1991-92 NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE 
AT COURTHOUSE MUSEUM

John Gomes, of Angels Camp, on July 29 took 
over the gavel from Don Cuneo as president of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. Other officers 
installed during a dinner meeting in Angels Camp’s 
Utica Mansion Inn, included Bonnie Miller, of 
Mountain Ranch, vice president; Robert A. Perry, of 
San Andreas, treasurer; Donna Queirolo, of 
Murphys, recording secretary; and Rosemary 
Faulkner, of Rail Road Flat, membership-financial 
secretary.

John Gomes
New directors installed included Willard P. 

Fuller, of San Andreas and Jack Geary, of Stockton. 
Other members of the board of directors include Ray 
Garamendi, of Mokelumne Hill and Glenn Wasson, 
of San Andreas.

The new officers were installed by Sheriff William 
Nuttall.

located and cleaned, eliminating that problem. The 
entire building has been reinforced with steel and 
concrete, yet its original appearance has not been 
altered. New roof and ceiling supports have been 
constructed, but its original rafters have been 
retained.

"It would have been easier," said Howard 
Tower,"to have torn the whole thing down and 
constructed a new building."

But, to his credit he did not do so, and as a result 
another piece of Calaveras County history has been 
preserved. Nor, will the now refurbished old 
building stand unused. Tower is planning to soon

Two newly published books by local authors, both of 
which contain fascinating histories of Calaveras 
County towns, now are available at the Calaveras 
County Courthouse Museum in San Andreas.

"The Romance Of Mokelumne Hill," by the late Eve 
Starcevich Zumwalt and "The Tools Are On The 
Bar," by Rhoda and Charles Stone, are filled with 
colorful tales and authentic histories of two of the 
county's most boisterous mining camps.

The Romance of Mokelumne Hill, Pioneer 
Publishing Company; (hard cover, $29.50) is a 226- 
page chronicle of one of the gold country's earliest 
and richest mining camps from the days of the first 
Hispanic explorers to modern times. Mrs. Zumwalt, 
a 57 year resident who taught school in the old 
mining town for 37 years, tells colorful stories of gold 
discovery, bull and bear fights, Mexican bandits and 
virtual pitched battles over location and relocation of 
the county court house. She tells her stories in an 
engaging manner, that holds the interest of the 
reader, and many of her remembrances until the 
publication of this book, never before had seen print.

"The Tools Are On The Bar" is a painstakingly and 
well written history of the old copper mining town of 
Copperopolis, and in addition, historical fact is 
lightened with many-a chuckle supplied by the 
warm humor of its authors. Copperopolis sprang up 
after copper ore was discovered there in 1860, and its 
copper production was vital to the Union during the 
Civil War. It was a rip roaring town where, during 
its copper producing years, the saloons never closed 
and too often, arguments were settled in the street.

This 126-page soft-cover book sells for $14, and for 
persons who wish to read authentic and interesting 
history about early-day mining towns, this is the 
book.

The Courthouse museum also carries a variety of 
other gold country books, including George Hoeper's 
"Bacon And Beans From A Gold Pan," which is a 
true story of a young couple, who during the great 
depression, made a living by mining the rivers and 
streams of the Mother Lode from Mariposa to Sierra 
County. First published by Doubleday and now 
reprinted by Panorama West, in soft-cover it sells for 
$7.95.

expand his telephone company operations into the 
125-year-old structure.

The historical society's architectural awards 
committee, headed by Roberta Kenyon, included 
Louise Greenlaw, Will Brosemer, Shirley Huberty, 
Luellen Del Papa, Lucy Thein, Jack and Lorrayne 
Kennedy, Ozzie Kenyon and Don Cuneo.
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are announced in advance. Dinner meetings also are announced 
in advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 8 AM 
to 4 PM. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors are 
welcome.

MEETING SCHEDULE
Calaveras County Historical Society meets on 

the fourth Thursday of each month in various 
communities throughout the county. Dinner 
meetings open at 7 pm and non-dinner meetings at 
7:30 pm. All dinner meetings are announced to the 
membership, in advance.

This month’s meeting, on the evening of October 
24, will be at the Kautz Winery, in Murphys. 
Following a 7 p.m. dinner, quest speaker Elizabeth 
Millier will present a history of wines and vineyards.

The November 21 meeting will be in the old 
Calaveras County Courthouse at 30 North Main 
Street, San Andreas, the program to be announced. 
On December 19, the Society will hold its annual 
Christmas dinner party in the Metropolitan, in San 
Andreas.

MUSEUM DONATIONS

Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
thank the following persons who recently have 
donated artifacts and other historical materials to 
the Calaveras County Museum.

Francis W, Kent: A Model 1895, caliber 30-40 
Winchester Rifle, with which his father hunted deer 
in the West Point and Mitchell Mill area of northern 
Calaveras County for many years.

The late Frances Stephens of Sheep Ranch: 
Nurse’s cap, cape and gear worn by Red Cross 
Nurse Marie Trenque, during World War I.

Charles Seaver, of San Andreas: Part of an 
arrastra used for grinding gold bearing ore, found 
near the old mining town of Melones.

TRAINING PROGRAM LAUNCHED 
FOR MUSEUM VOLUNTEERS

A series of docent training programs for 
Calaveras County Historical Society museum 
volunteers will be offered during coming months at 
the courthouse museum in San Andreas.

The program, co-chaired by Marge Kosty, of San 
Andreas and Felicia Sellers, of Mokelumne Hill, is 
aimed at providing information on museum exhibits 
and local history, which can be passed on by the 
docents to museum visitors.

The first session, which included a professional 
museun training video, was held September 12. 
Another program will be presented in November, 
with archeologist Julia Costello as guest speaker, 
date yet to be announced, and a third session will be 
held in February, says Mrs. Kosty.

IN MEMORIAM

Robert Hebenstreit, Angels Camp, March 3, 1991 
Hazel Patison, Pittsburg, CA, May 4,1991
Eve Starcevich Zumwalt, Mokelumne Hill,

June 14,1991
Betty Dunlap, West Point-Stockton, June 21,1991 
Frances M. Stephens, Sheep Ranch, July 30,1991 
Francis Howard Riggs, Santa Clara County,

July 1,1991
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THE McSORLEYS
of CHILI GULCH

By
Mary Jane McSorley Garamendi

The 1840’s brought misery and hunger to the people 
of Ireland. Political and religious strife, as well as 
famine, stalked the Emerald Isle.

America beckoned, and among those who, in 1847, 
crowded onto ships headed across the Atlantic were the 
families of Hugh and Catherine Martin McSorley and 
Richard and Anne McElroy Colgan. Trillick, in County 
Tyrone, Northern Ireland, was the home from which 
the emigrants fled.

Although the six McSorley children made the long 
treacherous voyage safely, two of the four Colgan chil
dren, infants Tom and John, died and were buried at 
sea. The six-week voyage ended when their ship was 
wrecked off the coast of Nova Scotia. The Colgans with 
their daughters Mary Frances and Margaret, along 
with the McSorleys, landed in Halifax and journeyed to 
the industrial city of Lowell, Massachusetts.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society
Volume XXXX January, 1991 Number 2

and Catherine McSorley, was working in a Lowell foun
dry when he married my grandmother, Mary Frances 
Colgan, on October 17, 1860. She, at the time of their 
marriage, was working in a Lowell textile mill.

A year later, with the nation locked in the bloody 
strife of civil war, Terrence still was at the foundry, 
turning out cannon for the Union Army, but his mind 
was ever-turning to the far west. His brother, Arthur 
and sister, Bridget, who had married Andrew McQuaide, 
already were there, settled in San Francisco. (Later, 
Andrew and Bridget McQuaide’s daughter, Rose, mar-

They settled on Middle Street among other “far 
downers,” as people from Northern Ireland were called, 
and set forth to make a living in the textile mills, 
factories and foundries of Lowell.

My grandfather, Terrence McSorley, son of Hugh

ried Martin Fischer, of West Point, thus beginningthe 
McSorley-Fischer relationship.)

Enthusiastic letters from Bridget spurred Terrence’s 
yearning for California, and in 1862, with their infant

Please see McSORLEY, pg. 14

McSorley hydraulic mine at Chili Gulch: John Burton and John McSorley (2nd and 3rd from left), 
Tom McSorley (2nd from right), Barney McFadden (with shotgun) leaning against Boulder. 

(McSorley family album)
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McSORLEY, cont. from pg. 13
son, Hugh Joseph McSorley who had been bom the 
previous year, Terrence and Mary Frances headed for 
the gold fields aboard a ship bound for the Isthmus of 
Panama. After crossing the Isthmus by wagon, the 
McSorleys sailed up the Pacific Coast to San Francisco. 
Following a short reunion with Arthur McSorley and 
Bridget and Andrew McQuaide, Terrence and Mary 
Frances traveled by boat to Stockton. From there, a 
stagecoach delivered them to Mokelumne Hill.

The first person to greet the McSorleys as they 
stepped off the stage was saloon keeper Ned Fahey, 
destined to become one of Mokelumne Hill’s “old tim
ers,” living well into the present century.

One hundred and twenty-nine years ago the 
Mokelumne Hill area was a boisterous and thriving 
gold mining center. In its Middle Precinct alone, which 
comprised the area around the present Chili Gulch 
monument where the old McSorley home stands, there 
were 250 registered voters (only males over 21 voted). 
There stood the busy Coleman Hotel, later known as 
the Lantanier Hotel and Boarding House. Nearby was 
the Labeau Bakery and a general store operated by a 
Mr. Hodgskin.

Terrance and Mary Frances McSorley established 
their first home in a Chili Gulch cabin across the road 
from Hodgskin s’ Store. Their neighbors were the Glea
son and O’Neil families, also from Massachusetts. 
Today, the only landmarks left to recall those early 
dwellings are the ruins of a basement of the Duryea 
home and a tunnel facing Highway 49, said to have 
once served as a Chinese schoolhouse.

The McSorley cabin was north of the tunnel. 
Nearby, stood the Union School where my uncles Hugh 
and Dick attended classes taught by Mr. Guttherie.

Unemployment wasn’t a problem in those days. 
Tunnels and shafts dotted the hillsides; on Stockton 
Hill there was a claim every 16 square feet. Terrence 
McSorley started his mining career at the Bob Paul 
Mine near his cabin in Chili Gulch. Today we get our 
water from this mine tunnel.

In addition to her duties as a housewife and mother, 
Grandma McSorley supplemented the family’s income 
by baking bread for the bachelor miners, among them, 
Tom smith, who later married and was the father of the 
late Calaveras County Superior Judge Alex Smith. 
Other friends of the McSorleys in those days were the 
McFaddins, Faheys, Mastersons, Davidsons, Duryeas, 
Werles, Bernardis, Clums, Hemminghoffens, Billy 
McCann, Pat Makey and the McQuires.

After mining a while in the Bob Paul, Grandpa 
Terrence worked in the original Gwin Mine, near Pa- 
loma, walking the distance over the hills from Chili

Annie McSorley Cooke, Richard Cooke Jr., 
and Mary Frances McSorley at Chili Gulch home. 

(McSorley family album)

Gulch. There, he worked ten-hour shifts for $2.50 per 
day.

In 1863 the county seat of Calaveras still was in 
Mokelumne Hill. There was great mining activity and 
business was booming. The Hotel Leger, still in opera
tion today, was only one of several hostelries that in
cluded the Washington Hotel, operated by a Mrs. 
Ferguson; the Lafayette and the F. Mayer Hotel and 
Winery.

Livery Stable owners were Peek and Wells and 
Steve Hughes.

The second floor of the Hughes Livery Stable was 
the scene of all-night dances, and the exuberance with 
which couples performed polkas, square dances, and 
schottisches, as well as waltzes, seemed at times to 
shake the very foundations of the old frame building. 
Music was furnished by the Tom Tynan family.

John McLean operated the bakery well into this 
century, and I remember as a youngster, visiting the 
small building with its huge oven and buying hot bread 
from the proprietor, a Mr. Mangold, who was plump 
and round as his loaves of bread.

In the early days, blacksmith shops were owned by 
Tom Loutitt and Gus Sampson. Saloons were not scarce 
and among their owners were John Meyer, Henry Krim, 
Matt Kaiser, A. Gobbi, Carl Bach and Ami Pellaton. 
Chinese made up a large segment of the population of 
pioneer Mokelumne Hill. Most were single men who 
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worked in the mines. Chinese operated several stores 
and names strange and remote to us today were famil
iar then—names such as Ching Kee, Nam Chong and 
Sing Choy.

Fresh vegetables were produced in the gardens of 
the Lagomarsinos, Queirolos, Solaris, Nick Costa and 
A. Trabucco. The gardens were operated into the early 
part of this century.

The McSorleys still were living in the Chili Gulch 
cabin when sons Richard Vincent and John Joseph 
were born in 1864 and 1866. But, with the birth of his 
son, Alexander, in 1868, Terrance McSorley moved his 
family to a spot down-canyon, that not only was to 
become their permanent home, but also the site of a 

Minnie Ruth arrived. But, it was that same year that 
tragedy struck the pioneer family when 14-year-old 
Aleck died of typhoid fever.

Following a brief trip to Leadville, Colorado, to 
investigate mining possibilities there, Terrence McSor
ley returned to Chili Gulch with a determination to go 
into the gold mining business for himself. He had 
saved some $250 and in 1876 when Charles Lafayette 
Brown, who had come to Mokelumne Hill from Ver
mont, proposed a partnership in a placer claim offered 
for sale for $500, Terrence McSorley agreed.

The two men went to work on what they called the 
Green Mountain Placer Mines, named after the Green 
mountains of Brown’s native state. After months of 

successful mining operation.
McSorley built a cabin there, adding to it as the 

family grew. He continued to mine, but also, the needs 
of their increasing family prompted Terrence and 
Mary Frances to begin raising goats, whose meat and 
milk supplemented the family income. The McSorley 
boys herded the goats over the surrounding chapparal-

hard and discouraging work, the partners hit pay dirt. 
With stamps brought from the Gwin Mine, a stamp 
mill was set up in what is now the back yard of the old 
family home.

Gold from the Green Mountain Placer Mine was 
sold to Mokelumne Hill jeweler A. Schlund, who said it 
was the purist he had ever purchased. It assayed 945

covered hills.
The McSorley family continued to grow. Arthur 

Ignatius was born in 1870 and my Dad, Thomas Ed
ward, in 1872. Perhaps the determination to have a 
daughter prompted the addition of a seventh child, for 
in 1878, after having had six sons, a daughter, Annie 
Catherine, was born. Then, in 1880 another daughter,

fine and he paid $18.50 to $18.75 an ounce.
Because they were needed at home to herd goats, 

the McSorley boys did not enter school until they were 
eight years old. They walked from Chili Gulch to 
Mokelumne Hill. The school they attended still stands 
and my sister and I and all but one of my children went

Please see McSORLEY, pg 16

McSorley family home, early 1900's. (L to R) Judge Arthur McSorley, Mrs. Arthur "Nellie" McSorley, 
Tom McSorley, Mary Frances "Mrs. Terrence" McSorley, Annie McSorley Cooke and John Burton.

(McSorley family album)
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McSORLEY, cont. from pg. 15
there before it was closed.

The teachers in the 1880’s were Maggie McAllen 
and Frank Day whose salaries were $90 and $60 per 
month, respectively. There was no high school and 
children went through nine grades. However, those 
nine grades were the equivalent of a high school educa
tion.

Hugh, Terrence and Mary Frances McSorley’s eld
est son, graduated from Mokelumne Hill School, then 
studied blacksmithing in San Francisco. He followed 
that trade in Tucson and later, in Honolulu, where in 
1894, he took part in the American-led revolt that 
deposed Queen Liliuokalani.

However, during the late 1880’s Hugh returned to 
Mokelumne Hill and with Joseph O’Neill, purchased C. 
L. F. Brown’s half interest in the Green Mountain 
Mine. Brown had been willing to sell because he was 
interested in politics, had been elected to the State 
Assembly in 1871, and in 1882, ran for the State Sen
ate. Hugh McSorley’s purchase of a share of the Green 
Mountain Mine launched him into part-time mining 
career.

In 1891 the family patriarch, Terrence McSorley, 
died of pneumonia. His five sons, two daughters and 
his widow were left to carry on the mining operations 
and by now, the expanding ranch. Cattle were replac
ing the goats and a few sheep were added as the years 
passed. The McSorleys raised Durham cattle.

After grandfather’s death my Dad, then 19, went to 
San Francisco to study the electrical trade. He stayed 
briefly in that city, then returned to the foothills where 
he became active in mines such as Jack Carpenter’s 
North Star and the Moser Mine in Spring Gulch. In 
1902 he was superintendent of the Sunrise Mine in 
Rail Road Flat for owners Hayward and McIntyre. 
Oscar Lester and Fred Herzer were among the men 
who worked for him at the Sunrise.

Later, Dad ran the Easy Bird Mine with Harry 
Huston, from Nevada, and around 1908, he, Frank Ber
nardi, Vic Lagamarsino, John Sauve and a Mr. Siebel, 
worked the Black Metal Mine on the Joe Rocca Ranch 
in Poor Man’s Gulch.

Richard V. McSorley, Uncle Dick, was a straight, 
robust, white haired man as I remember him. He spent 
his boyhood on the ranch and also running cattle on 
160 acres near West Point, in summer.

Dick was 10 years old at the time of the ’74 fire in 
Mokelumne Hill. He dashed into the burning Catholic 
Church and carried to safety the Stations of the Cross. 
For almost 75 years those same Stations were used in 
the church.

Uncle Dick did not go into mining. After attending

Healds Business College in Stockton, he married Cath
erine Casey, a young San Andreas school teacher. They 
moved to Oakland where he joined the Oakland Police 
as a patrolman in 1898. He retired as a Captain of In
spectors in 1926, having been absent from duty only six 
hours during his career.

Uncle Dick returned to Calaveras County and spent 
his latter years in a cottage he and his wife had built in 
Chili Gulch. Cribbage and Pedro were his pet pas
times, as was chewing tobacco. I can still remember 
Aunt Kate scolding him for chewing “the filthy stuff” in 
the house, or anywhere for that matter.

Richard McSorley died in 1948 at age 84. His wife 
and son, Bill preceded him and his son, Sterling, died in 
1973.

Sterling’s grandsons were the only ones left to carry 
on the McSorley name.

Annie Catherine, older of the McSorley daughters, 
bom in 1878, graduated from Mokelumne Hill School, 
then learned shorthand to become a stenographer and 
court reporter. She moved to San Andreas to live with 
her brother, Arthur, and worked as legal secretary for 
attorney Will Dower. Dower later became district at
torney, then was elected to the state assembly.

Aunt Annie moved to Tonapah, Nevada, to live 
with her brothers Tom and John. She worked as a 
court reporter for Judge O’Brien and in 1910, married a 
young attorney, Herman Richard Cooke. The Cooke’s 
had two sons, Richard and Thomas Arthur. In 1920 the 
family moved to Reno where Tom followed in his fa
ther’s footsteps, and Dick pursued the geological pro
fession. Annie McSorley Cooke died in 1956.

Since I did not know my Uncle Arthur, I quote from 
a newspaper clipping I found in the Echo newspaper of 
March 18,1900, which describes him as:

“One of the leading attorneys of the Calaveras bar. 
He began life as a school teacher and taught in various 
districts of the county. But his wish to become profi
cient in the law led him to the study of his choice, and 
he was admitted to the bar and to the Supreme Court of 
the State.

After serving one term as Justice of the Peace of 
Mokelumne Township, he entered into a law partner
ship with Judge Ira Hill Reed, in San Andreas, and for 
several years conducted a lucrative business. The of
fice of District Attorney being made vacant by the 
death of the late John J. Snyder, Mr. McSorley received 
appointment to that office and since then, has with
drawn from the law firm of Reed and McSorley, playing 
a lone hand as it were........He is a self-made man and
is deserving of much praise........Ambitious, sober, and
industrious, he is destined to cut his name high on the 
scroll of fame.”
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In a letter to his brother and sister, Arthur McSor- 
ley wrote: “The salary of the office is $1,400 per year 
($116.73 per month) and $25 for every conviction, not 
to exceed in all, $500.”

Uncle Arthur went on to be elected Superior Court 
Judge in 1902 and again in 1908, but he died of a stroke 
in 1913, at the age of 43, leaving his widow, the former 
Nellie Ladrigan and four children, Hugh, Marie, Min
nie and Edward. Nellie and the children moved to the 
bay area.

The baby of the Terrence McSorley family was 
Minnie Ruth, bom in 1880. I never knew her, for she 
died at age 19, shortly after her marriage to Dr. John 
Pickering.

The rumble of stamp mills and clatter of wagon 
tires on cobblestone roads filled the air and the jumbled 
jargon of a potpourri of races brought together by the 
lure of gold, could be heard up and down Chili Gulch.

When my Dad, Tom, was a youngster, Black Bart 
still was robbing stages in the Mother Lode and he re
membered the day when an unidentified bandit fired a 
charge of buckshot into a stagecoach between San 
Andreas and Mountain Ranch, killing the Rodesino girl 
and wounding Babe Raggio. He also spoke of the day 
that Wells-Fargo guard Mike Tovey was killed in a 
robbery near Jackson.

Then, there was the day when Dad, as a boy of 
seven, was herding goats over the hill toward Old 
Woman’s Gulch when he came to the cabin of black 
miner Caleb Johnson, just as he fatally stabbed Ben 
Joiner, another black prospector, in an argument over 
a mining claim. Some years later, Dad and one of his 
brothers were out hunting and stopped at Caleb 
Johnson’s cabin only to find that he had died. They 
buried him on the hill above the cabin. An old fig tree 
still grows where the cabin stood.

Uncle John, Uncle Hugh and Dad spent most of 
their youth mining, not only in Calaveras, but in re
mote areas, world-wide. In 1893 Hugh McSorley went 
to Australia and New Guinea where there was a chance 
to make a fortune in gold and tin mines. Such was not 
the case. The mines already had been worked and the 
natives were wild and even cannibalistic.

McSorley left in haste. Enroute home he stopped in 
Samoa and on the Island of Upolu, met Robert Louis 
Stevenson. Uncle Hugh used to tell how he and Steven
son spent late nights sipping whiskey and spinning 
yams.

In 1896 prominent, well-to-do John E. Burton, of 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, came into the lives of the 
McSorley family. Burton had heard of enormous quartz 
crystals being found in a gold mine of the McSorley 
property. He contacted Tiffany Jewelers in New York

Judge ARTHUR McSORLEY
concerning the crystals said to be “pure as distilled 
water.”

Finding Tiffany genuinely interested, Burton ap
proached Uncle John and Dad about a partnership. He 
came to Mokelumne Hill and put up the money to open 
the Gilmore Tunnel of the Green Mountain Mine for 
the purpose of extracting quartz crystals.

They shipped 12 tons of crystals to Tiffanys which 
used them for lenses, jewelry, crystal spheres and other 
items. Tiffany employed a famous rock turner, a Mr. 
Creyher, of Bohemia, to cut 22 crystal balls, one, a 
perfectly clear sphere 5 9/16 inches in diameter. It sold 
to the Metropolitan Museum for $3,400.

The largest cluster of crystals was mined by my 
Dad in 1906. It weighed 2,200 pounds and the tunnel 
had to be widened to remove it. Tiffany put it on 
display. Other crystals from the McSorley property 
were placed on display in San Francisco’s Ferry Build
ing.

In the 1920’s the Navy contracted to take 50 tons of 
crystal for oscillators for radio sets. The Rough Dia
mond Mine, as it was called, was shut down, but reo
pened during World War II when crystals again were in 
demand for electronic purposes. However, production 
of synthetic crystals soon caused the mine’s closure.

Today the mine dump still is explored by curious 
rockhounds in hopes of finding small crystals for their

Please see McSORLEY, pg. 18
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McSORLEY, cont. from pg. 17
collections. Uncle John had a set of 24 crystals cut into 
replicas of all the world-famous gems, such as the Hope 
Diamond.

Dad, John Burton and Uncle John hydraulic mined 
the Green Mountain Mine behind our home. Water 
came from the Mokelumne Hill Ditch which ran along 
the hillside above the hydraulic pit. The water and 
tailings flowed into Chili Gulch.

In 1905 Uncle Hugh and Dad went to Alaska to 
explore for the Guggenheim Company. Their search for 
a bonanza was not successful and upon returning to 
Chili Gulch, Hugh headed for the desert mines of Tona- 
pah, Round Mountain and Como. Dad, after a short 
stint as proprietor of the Mansion House Hotel in Wat
sonville, which he and Uncle John had purchased, joined 
Uncle Hugh in Nevada. The hotel business apparently 
was unprofitable, or maybe, it lacked the excitement of 
mining.

Uncle John, who in 1906 married his second wife, 
the former Nettie Porteous, daughter of the pioneer 
William Porteous family, of West Point, also soon was 
in Nevada.

Dad opened a shaft for the Overland Mining Com
pany in Virginia City, then worked a mine in Gold Hill 
for Harry Huston. Hugh was in Como where he opened 
a mine for Emmett Boyle, later Governor of Nevada. 
John and Nettie had gone to Tonapah and Round Moun
tain where he promoted several mines. Some Nevadans 
with whom he was associated included Congressman 
George Bartlett, Sheriff J. J. Owens, of Nye County, N. 
W. Booth, proprietor of the Bonanza, attorney George 
B. Thatcher and others.

My Dad, Tom McSorley, served as superintendent 
of the Round Mountain Daisy, The Spinx and the Round 
Mountain Mohawk Mine. It was at that time Dad and 
Uncle John were instrumental in purchasing the water 
rights in the Round Mountain District from cattle and 
sheep ranchers Jack Stebbins and Frank Dixon. It 
involved expenditure of $30,000 for 300 miners inches 
of water, and newspapers described it as “the largest 
deal ever consummated in Round Mountain.”

During one of Dad’s trips to Tonapah, his train was 
stalled by a washout east of Colfax. He spent the delay 
playing poker and visiting with author Jack London. 
Others with whom he was acquainted during that time 
included writers Peter B. Kyne and Rex Beech.

In 1908 Dad and Johnny Trenque of Calaveritas 
went to Durango, Mexico to prospect a mine for Prescott 
Ely, owner of the Boston Mine in Mokelumne Hill. 
Lawlessness was rampant in Mexico at that time, and 
train robbers were shot in the jailyard near Dad’s hotel 
while he was there.

Tom McSorley on camel in Siberia
(McSorley family album)

Again, in 1910, Ely and Dad went to Mexico and 
packed on mules into the mountains near Durango in 
search for gold. Uncle John, accompanied by Nettie, 
was already there. She dared not venture out of town.

Because of outlaws, the Mexican Government sent 
soldiers out with Dad. However, their prospecting 
expedition proved futile and they returned to Chili 
Gulch.

Uncle John and Aunt Nettie settled down to ranch
ing and mining; John had mining interests in Amador 
at that time, working the Southern Amador Mine and 
living part-time in Jackson. My grandmother, Mary 
Frances, still was living on the ranch, where Hugh was 
with her. Nettie and John moved back to Chili Gulch to 
live in a home that still is standing.

Dad returned from Mexico to Chili Gulch, but not 
for long. His Gold Hill mining partner, Harry Huston, 
had a friend in London, Herbert Hoover (who later was 
to become President of the United States). Hoover 
headed a mining company with interests in a copper 
mine in Siberia. Huston was to be superintendent and 
he asked Dad to go with him. They made that 1911 
crossing of the Atlantic on the liner Lusitania, destined 
to be sunk a few years later by a German U-boat, with 
great loss of lives.

The mine was in the Atbasar Copper Region in 
southwest Siberia, 300 miles north of Tashkent, Turk
estan. Much of the trip across Europe and Russia and 
down to Tashkent was made on primitive trains pulled 
by wood burning locomotives. At Tashkent the mode of 
travel to the remote copper fields changed to wagons 
drawn by camels. The 300-mile journey took nine days.

The mining camp of Dsj-Kjan had a population of 
300, all natives of Siberia except for 15 Americans and 
Englishmen. Harry Huston was the general manager 
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and Tom McSorley was manager of the copper mine. 
The operation included a coal mine 100 miles away.

Dad described the surrounding country as treeless, 
barren rolling hills, hot and dry in summer, with tem
peratures dropping to 40° below zero in winter. During 
the three years of his contract with the Hoover Com
pany, Dad said the rumblings of revolution were appar
ent. He was glad to leave Siberia.

But, I probably would not be here had there not 
been a threat of plague in the Black Sea area that 
delayed my father’s return. He had a ticket reserved 
for the maiden voyage of the Titanic, when the plague 
threat forced him to detour and he missed that ill-fated 
liner. Instead, he returned to the U. S. on the Catonia.

My uncle, Judge McSorley, had died just before 
Dad’s return from Russia. Dad came home to Chili 
Gulch to live with his mother and he pursued ranching 
on a larger scale, acquiring Hereford stock and some 
sheep. However, he still mined. The Durea Hydraulic 
Mine across from our place, was in operation and Dad 
worked there.

One rainy January night in 1916, Uncle John went 
out to find a lamb lost in the storm. His search took 
him up the steep hill behind the hydraulic pit adjacent 
to our home. Dad, who was working in the Duryea, saw 
John’s lantern as he slowly plodded down the slippery 
path toward home, the lamb under his arm. Suddenly, 
the light disappeared.

Dad went to Uncle John’s house only to find he had 
not returned. The storm still was lashing the hills 
when a hired man, Willy Ellis, who had gone to help 
look for the lamb, came back shouting hysterically that 
he had heard John in the hydraulic pit.

In the wet darkness, Uncle John had slipped over 
the edge of the 75-foot bank. He lay at the bottom, both 
legs broken, one badly shattered. He spent the next 13 
months in Dameron Hospital, but to the day he died, 
his leg never healed properly and he was crippled.

By the start of World War I, hydraulic mining, long 
outlawed for land and water protection reasons, had 
effectively come to a halt. So ended an era on the 
McSorley Ranch.

In all the years of Dad’s life he had been too busy 
traveling and mining to marry and settle down. That 
was all to change in 1919.

Tom McSorley married Kathryn Pitto, daughter of 
Teresa and Frank Pitto, of Paloma. Kathryn had been 
helping Grandma McSorley, who died in March, 1919. 
She and Dad Were married by Father Flanagan in the 
family home in Chili Gulch. My father was 25 years my 
mother’s senior.

I was born in 1921 and a’year and two days later,

Kathryn Pitto McSorley (Mrs. Tom McSorley)
(McSorley family album)

my sister, Teresa Anne, arrived. In December, 1923, 
our family was anxiously an ticipating arrival of a third 
child. Everything was in readiness both for Christmas 
and the new baby, when, on December 23, mother died 
after giving birth to a baby boy who preceded her in 
death.

My grief-stricken Dad accepted the lonely responsi
bility of raising two little girls. He was aided by numer
ous housekeepers who came and went over the years, 
but the most loving and constant nursemaid was Uncle 
Hugh, now a bachelor after a brief but unsuccessful 
marriage to Flossie Keane. Although Uncle Hugh’s 
health had been undermined from bouts of malaria and 
pneumonia, he worked as the ranch blacksmith in addi
tion to being our babysitter.

Anne and I sat in the same classroom in the same 
Mokelumne Hill school my uncles, aunts and Dad be
fore us had attended. Some of our teachers included 
Mrs. Bradshaw, Ruth Berry, Alene Elmore, Robert Rees 
and Eve Starcevich Zumwalt. Bobette Cavagnaro and 
Bertha dell ‘Orto taught the lower grades.

Our church was the same one in which the mar
riages, baptisms, First Communions, Confirmations and 
funerals were held—St. Andrews, in San Andreas and 
St. Thomas Aquinas, in Mokelumne Hill.

Dad became involved in community affairs, serving 
as one of the first directors of the Central Bank of 
Calaveras, the chamber of commerce, Calaveras Public

Please see McSORLEY, pg. 20
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Quartz Crystals at Green Mountain Mine, 1897. (L to R) Mr. Maguire, John McSorley, Tom 
McSorley on horseback, John Burton and Hugh McSorley. (Historical Society photo )

McSorley, cont. from pg. 19
Utility District, fair board, cattlemen’s association, 
Knights of Columbus, and he was a 21-year member of 
the high school board.

During the 30’s Dad supplemented ranch and min
ing income with appraisal work for East Bay Municipal 
Utility District which was buying land for Pardee Dam.

Uncle John helped with the cattle as much as his 
lame legs permitted, but he still retained his keen 
interest in mining. He worked or promoted such mines 
as the Boundary Cone, the Flume House, What Cheer, 
the Rooney and North Star. When I was eleven, Uncle 
John treated my sister and me to the thrill of going 
down the incline shaft in an ore car into the workings of 
the Boundary Cone Mine—an unforgettable experience, 
even if a bit scary.

At Uncle John’s and Aunt Nettie’s there was a con
tinuous flow of people from all over, coming to talk 
mining and mining opportunities. The underground 
mines gave way to dredgingfor gold and the big, clumsy, 
noisy rafts worked the tailings below our house and 
along Chili Gulch where the gravel plant now is lo
cated. Uncle John and Dad had a dredging operation 
with the City of Stockton when the original Hogan Dam 
was being built. But, between the 1920’s and 1940, 
mining gradually took a back seat, so to speak, to 

ranching.
Tom and John McSorley gradually added to their 

herd of Hereford cattle and in the 1930’s decided to 
switch to the raising of Black Angus. Their first bull 
was purchased from 4-H’er Carrol Dow, who became a 
Lodi veterinarian. After Pardee Dam was built, the 
brothers leased a large acreage from East Bay and ran 
cattle along the Mokelumne River in Amador County. 
For several years cattle bearing the TM” brand were 
driven along back roads to higher summer pastures 
above Rail Road Flat. This practice ended in the 30’s.

As a child, I remember our cattle being driven down 
Chili Gulch to Valley Springs, to be loaded into railroad 
cattle cars. When the railroad ceased operation the 
cattle drives gave way to shipping by truck. The 
Feldman brothers, of North Branch, helped my Dad 
and Uncle round up and move the cattle.

In 1938, after graduation from Calaveras High, I 
left Chili Gulch to live with my Aunt, Annie Cooke, and 
her family in Reno. I attended the University of Ne
vada where I met my husband, Ray, from Ely, Nevada.

In 1942 Ray and I were married after my gradu
ation from college where I received an elementary and 
high school teaching credentials. After four years in 
the Army, Ray and I returned to Chili Gulch were he 
went into ranching with my Dad. Our two eldest sons,
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DELTA COLLEGE HELPS ON 
ALTAVILLE SCHOOL PROJECT

Through the efforts of Delta College horticultural 
students, landscaping of the historic Altaville School 
has been completed. Addition of a parking area for the 
now fully restored 131-year-old school may be under
way by the time this publication is in print.

The landscaping, started last spring through the 
cooperation of Delta College with Rusty Rolleri, chair
man of the Calaveras County Historical Society’s Al
taville School Committee, involved at times, up to 16 
students enrolled in two horticultural extension courses.

The students, working under the supervision of 
Delta College Instructor Michael Schneider, installed a 
complete irrigation system for the oak-shaded plot ad
jacent to Highway 49, on which the old school now 
stands. They also plumbed the area for a future rose 
garden and for rest rooms.

Using native stone, the class built rock walled 
planter islands, flagstone area surrounding a water 
fountain, and an exposed aggregate slab for an arbor, 
yet to be built. Walk-ways are of crushed greenstone 
and following a foothill theme, native plant species 
used by the students include dogwood, ceanothus, man- 
zanita, wild iris, California fuschia, western colum
bine, wild coral bells and native ferns.

The Altaville School was built in 1858 by gold min
ers who raised money for it by holding a community 
dance. It was used for classroom purposes until 1950 
when the Angels Camp and Altaville School Districts 
were consolidated into the present Mark Twain Ele
mentary School District.
That same year the old school and its surrounding 
property was purchased by the State of California which 
constructed the present Altaville Station of the State

Tom and John, were born in Florida during World War 
II, but our other five children, Mary Anne, Sam, Bob, 
Celeste and Debbie, were bom in San Andreas and in 
Lodi, before Mark Twain Hospital was built.

My sister, Anne, attended the University of Califor
nia, in Berkeley, for two years, then attended Munson’s 
Business College, in San Francisco. She married Jack 
Murphy, formerly of Calaveras County, son of Ray and 
Alma Poe Murphy, of San Andreas. They have three 
children, Kathleen, Dennis and Teresa.

After a busy and successful life, Dad died in 1957, 
at the age of 84. We now have grandchildren who 
represent the fifth generation of the family to live in or 
around Mokelumne Hill.

The now completed Altaville School

Department of Forestry, there. Abandoned and dete
riorating, the brick schoolhouse was left standing in 
the middle of the forestry station’s parking lot. By 1981 
it was on the verge of collapse.

Then, through joint efforts of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society, County of Calaveras, City of Angels 
Camp, State Forestry, State Department of Architec
ture and the public at large, a campaign was launched 
to save it.

Approximately $28,000 was raised to restore and 
move the old building from the parking lot to its pres
ent site in front of the forestry station, overlooking 
Highway 49. The late Eldred Lane, of Mountain Ranch, 
was the historical society member who spearheaded 
the project. In December, 1983, the 90-ton, 20' x 34' 
building was successfully moved.

In 1989, the final restoration work on the school
house was financed by a grant to the historical society 
by the Burlington Northern Foundation. The Burling
ton Company, at that time, was the parent organiza
tion of Meridian Gold, which was engaged in reopening 
the Royal and Mountain King Mines, near Hodson, 
northwest of Copperopolis.

Now, finished inside and out, it is open daily for 
public viewing.
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STEVE GILLIS “ROUGHED IT” 
WITH MARK TWAIN

By 
George Hoeper

If Steve Gillis hadn’t given truculent San Francisco 
bartender Dan Casey the shellacking of his life, Calav
eras County might not have been visited by Mark Twain 
or become famous for its jumping frogs.

It was while Twain (Samuel Clemens) and Gillis 
were hiding out in the Gillis cabin on Tuolumne County’s 
Jackass Hill, that Twain visited Angels Camp, then 
returned to the cabin to write his famous story of the 
jumping frog.

Clemens and Gillis were lifelong friends, although 
in latter years, separated by a continent, they seldom 
met. Sam had taken up residence in the East and Steve 
had returned to the confines of oak-shaded Jackass Hill.

Steve Gillis, at age 15, came West from Memphis, 
Tennessee, in 1853, after his father, Angus, had been ap
pointed San Francisco Port Master. Young Steve al
ready was a skilled typographer, having upon gradu
ation from school at age 12, learned typesetting at a 
weekly newspaper. At 14 he was drawing journeyman’s 
wages at the Memphis Daily Appeal.

Upon arrival in San Francisco young Gillis went to 
work on the Bulletin, and later, he worked for the San 
Francisco Herald, which was so strongly pro-Southem 
that Union sentiment forced it to close at the start of the 
Civil War. By the mid-1850’s Steve Gillis also had 
turned his talents to writing and for a time, edited a 
paper in Corvallis, Oregon. He returned to San Fran
cisco to learn that his older brother, Jim, had begun 
mining near Tuttletown, in Tuolumne County, and had 
built a cabin on Jackass Hill.

Steve resumed work in the newspaper business in 
San Francisco, but in 1860 as the Comstock stampede 
gathered momentum, his love of adventure drew him to 
booming, boisterous Virginia City. There, his ability, 
both as a writer and in the composing room was recog
nized by Joe Gordon and D. E. McCarthy, founders of the 
Territorial Enterprise. Gordon, who had worked in San 
Francisco on the Golden Era with James E. (Lying Jim) 
Townsend and Bret Harte, also had known Steve Gillis 
in that city. Gillis became foreman of the Territorial 
Enterprise composing room, but also contributed writ
ten material to it.'

It was there in Virginia City, he met and became 
friends with Sam Clemens, whom the world would soon 
come to know as Mark Twain.

Gillis and Sam Clemens remained at the Territorial 
Enterprise until May, 1864, when young Clemens, sub

Steve Gillis at home on Jackass Hill
(Historical Society Photo)

stituting as editor for Joe Gordon, who was out of town, 
wrote a stinging editorial accusing the Ladies Society of 
Carson City and James Laird, rival newspaper editor, of 
failing to support a fund drive for Union soldiers.

Young Clemens and Laird exchanged scorching edi
torials until Clemens, abetted by other fire-eating young 
reporters confident th at he would not accept, challenged 
Laird to a duel.

To Clemens horror, Laird accepted, delighting the 
Enterprise staff. Steve Gillis, a good pistol shot, began 
coaching Clemens in marksmanship. The day of the 
duel neared. Sam Clemen s still could not hit a barn door 
and he and Gillis were in a ravine at the edge of town 
indulging in further target practice when a bird flew by.

Gillis raised his pistol and more by luck than by 
design, the bird fell. Friends of Laird, who were nearby, 
heard the shot and saw the bird fall but did not see who 
had fired. They peered over the rim of the ravine, 
inquired who had shot the bird. Casually, Gillis pointed 
to Clemens. “Why my man here did, of course.” Laird 
quickly called off the duel.

However, husbands of the offended Carson City 
ladies still were threatening bodily harm, and then, 
Clemens learned that Virginia City authorities were 
talking about making an example of him for violation of 
the anti-dueling law.

The future Mark Twain and Gillis left for San Fran
cisco on the next stagecoach.

Back to the newspaper business in San Francisco 
they went, until some months later while in a San Fran
cisco saloon, Gillis observed the start of a one-sided fight 
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in which burly bartender Dan Casey was beating up a 
much smaller man named McCarthy. Affronted by the 
unfair engagement, Gillis interceded and administered 
Casey such a drubbing that his friends feared he might 
die. Making matters worse, Casey and the saloon 
owners had close ties with the San Francisco police. 
Steve was arrested and tossed into jail, but his buddy, 
Sam Clemens, posted his bail.

Fearing he could not get a fair trial, Gillis jumped 
bail and headed for his brother Jim’s cabin on Jackass 
Hill. With Steve’s disappearance, Sam Clemens worried 
that local police would begin looking for him. With 
winter coming, he too, headed for the cabin at Jackass 
Hill.

Reportedly, it was during one of his periodic trips 
from the Gillis cabin to Angels Camp in the winter of 
1864-65, that Clemens heard the story of how a “city 
slicker” homswoggled $40 from Jim Smiley, boastful 
owner of Dani’ Webster, best jumping frog in the camp. 
The miscreant, according to the story, fed 01’ Dani’ a 
handful of bird-shot when no one was looking, then left 
town with his winnings before Smiley discovered why 
Dani’ couldn’t jump.

Back at the cabin on Jackass Hill, Clemens authored 
the story under the pen name of “Mark Twain” and sent 
it off to New York. The story tickled the funny-bone of 
the war weary nation and rocketed the young newspaper 
reporter to fame under the name of Mark Twain.

Sam Clemens’ stay at the Jackass Hill cabin lasted 
only about three months. By that the time word drifted 
up from San Francisco that Casey, the bartender, had 
recovered from the trouncing Gillis had given him, and 
the incident had blown over. Steve Gillis headed back to 
Virginia City and Clemens, enjoying plaudits under the 
pseudonym of Mark Twain, headed back to San Fran
cisco and eventually the east coast, destined for further 
authorship and world fame.

Meanwhile, Joe Goodman’s niece, Kate Robinson, 
had arrived from Ireland and in 1867, Steve married her 
in San Francisco. They remained in that city where 
Steve worked on the San Francisco Call, and their first 
two children, Rita and James, were bom there. Then, in 
1871, Steve again returned to the Territorial Enterprise, 
this time as news editor.

Kate soon followed him to Virginia City where they 
lived on C Street, on the road to Six Mile Canyon and the 
Ophir Mine. Then tragedy struck.

A typhoid fever epidemic swept the town and Kate 
and her two youngest children contracted it. Steve’s 
mother arrived from Petaluma to help out, but she 
shortly came down with pneumonia, and within days, 
Gillis lost his wife, two children and his mother.

After their mother’s death the two remaining Gillis 
children, Rita, bom in 1868 and James in 1871, lived 
with the Goodmans, then with their Aunt Mollie Gillis

Please see GILLIS, pg. 24

Original Gillis cabin, in which Mark Twain wrote story of Calaveras Jumping Frog, was falling 
down in 1890. (Courtesy of Tuolumne County Historical Society)
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GILLIS, cont. from pg. 23
Parsons in Sacramento and Fresno. Both were given 
good educations, and Rita, after graduating from normal 
school, in Stockton, obtained a teaching certificate and 
began teaching school in Fresno. James, upon reaching 
manhood, managed a Fresno packing house.

In 1877 the Territorial Enterprise closed its doors, 
but D. E. McCarthy, one of the owners, started the Vir
ginia City Chronicle with Steve Gillis as its news editor. 
In all, Steve spent 23 years in Virginia City as a news 
editor at the Enterprise and the Chronicle, finally leav
ing in 1894 to join his broth er James and his son, James, 
in mining at Jackass Hill.

Steve’s brother James, who had never married, had 
been at Jackass Hill since 1860. He owned several 
mining properties there, some of which he leased to 
other miners and others which he worked himself. Steve, 
his brother and his son, James, were successfully work
ing a mine there in 1895 when they offered Rita a 
percentage of their earnings if she would come to Jack
ass Hill and cook and keep house for them. The Gillis 
house at that time, according to family history, con
tained three bedrooms and was about a hundred yards 
from where the “Mark Twain” cabin now stands. Rita 
accepted because it offered better financial reward than 
the school teachers salary of her day.

Four years later, Rita married Harry Thienes. He 
had come to Jackass Hill to mine gold. They raised a 
family of several children, spent their lives there an dare 
buried in the family cemetery on Jackass Hill.

Meanwhile, Steve’s son, James, married Amelia 
Reitz. They also made their home on the hill, and 
apparently after his brother, James’ death in 1908, 
Steve took his meals with his son and daughter-in-law.

Steve became very fond of Amelia, as a letter to his 
friend, Joe Goodman, written in April, 1910, while 
Amelia was in San Francisco undergoing medical treat
ment, indicates. The letter also indicates that Steve had 
not lost his wry sense of humor.

He said: “Jim’s wife has gone to San Francisco for 
expert advice for a strange malady which Sonora physi
cians know nothing about. She is subject to semi
fainting spells which last only a minute or two, but 
during which she is very sick. I fear it is heart disease. 
She will be gone at least a month. I miss her dreadfully.”

Then, in a more cheerful vein, he added: “Jim is 
doing the cooking. Jim is wise in heaps of things but he 
doesn’t seem to take any interest in the culinary arts. So, 
since Mrs. Jim left I have been living on bread and milk, 
strong coffee and tobacco smoke.” (Author’s note: Steve’s 
fears for Mrs. Jim’s health were unfounded, for she lived 
well into her 80’s.)

Steve Gillis spent his twilight years on oak and pine

Fence protects Mark Twain Cabin Replica
shaded Jackass Hill enjoying his grandchildren, spin
ningyarns of the early days with friends who dropped by 
and corresponding with his many newspaper cronies. 
He passed away in 1918 and his daughter, Rita, follow
ing her father’s wishes, had his body cremated. His 
ashes were returned for burial on Jackass Hill.

The original Gillis cabin in which Mark Twain wrote 
the jumping frog story reportedly was destroyed by fire 
sometime between 1890 and 1900. Some 30 years later, 
William J. Loring, president of the Melones Mining 
Company, ordered a replica of the cabin rebuilt to help 
preserve the area’s colorful gold-rush history.

Cost of the cabin materials was less than $20, but 
either by accident or design, the cabin was not con
structed on its original site. Instead, it was built on top 
of the hill, some distance from the original—possibly to 
provide easier visitor access.

It was at that time that the structure became known 
as the “Mark Twain Cabin,” despite the fact it had been 
built and owned by the Gillis brothers and that Mark 
Twain had lived there only three months.

For years, the weathered, one-room building stood 
unguarded, its only furniture a small desk atop of which 
lay an open register where visitors could sign their 
names. Slowly, time and more recently, vandals, took 
their toll. Not long ago, the County of Tuolumne erected 
an iron fence around the cabin to protect it from further 
vandalism. Badly deteriorated, the old cabin still stands, 
a monument to one of American’s greatest humorists.

There has been talk of moving the cabin to Columbia 
State Park, but Tuolumne County historians recom
mend its current site be retained. They say the very 
name “Mark Twain,” is one of the Mother Lode’s strong
est links with the gold rush era, and that restoration of 
the old cabin where it now stands, would be a fitting 
tribute to him and the Gillis brothers who were his 
friends.
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In statue form, Mark Twain
in Angels Camp’s City Park
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MEETING SCHEDULE
The Calaveras County Historical Society’s first 

meeting of 1991 will be Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Courtroom of the historic Calaveras County Courthouse 
and Museum at 30 N. Main Street, San Andreas. This 
will be a business meeting, followed by a program yet to 
be announced.

Feb. 28: A dinner meeting at 7 p.m., in the historic 
Leger Hotel in Mokelumne Hill. Guest speaker will be 
Mother Lode historian and author Larry Cenotto, of 
Jackson, Amador County, whose subject will be ’’The 
Various County Seats of Calaveras County.”

March 28, 7:30 p.m., business meeting in the court
room of the old Calaveras County Courthouse. Guest 
speaker: Hayden Stephens, of Sheep Ranch, member 
of a pioneer Calaveras County family and lifetime resi
dent of the Sheep Ranch area, will present the history 
of Sheep Ranch.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members.

Mr. & Mrs. James W. Ashton, Murphys.
Al Tun sen & Tommy, Murphys.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Bojarski, Murphys.
Randy Norrie, San Andreas.
Wellers Walden, Murphys.
Christian Gerike, Mountain Ranch.
Lucy Thein, San Andreas.
James & Arlene Grant, Murphys.
Delbert Jack, Sacramento.
Alan & Ruth Holmes, Murphys.
Kip Rutty, Redlands.
Ron & Shari Pargett, Mountain Ranch.
Evelyn & Guido deGhetaldi, Daly City.
Walt Kolander, Livermore.
Gold Prospecting Expeditions, Jamestown.
Tony Lerna, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Graham J. Kosty, San Andreas.
Dr. & Mrs. John Reed, Vallecito.
Cameron T. Saber, San Andreas.
Janet & William Hart, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles L. Hebrard, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent dMcCartney, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Tallia, San Andreas.
Rhettland Herbary, Valley Springs.
Jensen's Pick and Shovel Ranch, Angels Camp.
Mary C. Ash, West Point.
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LONGTIME MEMBERS HONORED
Three longtime Calaveras County Historical Soci

ety members were singled out at the Society’s Novem
ber meeting for special recognition for their many years 
of dedicated service to this organization.

Past-President Bessie McGinnis, of Angels Camp, 
former longtime membership secretary Lillian Filip- 
pini and retired Las Calaveras editor and Society office 
manager Willard Fuller, both of San Andreas, were 
honored with certificates of appreciation and life mem
berships in the Historical Society.

In addition to serving as Historical Society presi
dent, Miss McGinnis served five years as its secretary 
and for many years as its students’ essay contest chair
man. Lillian Filippini served 10 years as membership 
secretary and served on countless committees. Willard 
’’Bill” Fuller edited the Las Calaveras for nearly 22 
years and for five years, served as the Society's office 
manager. He is a recognized Mother Lode historian.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society thanks the 

following persons who have donated these artifacts and 
materials to the Calaveras County Museum.
Scott & Anette Hoag, Stockton: Items of farm ma
chinery and equipment.
Jane Hockstetler, San Andreas: Early-day office 
machine.
Vagn Peterson, San Andreas: Four antique bottles. 
Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp: Indexed newspaper 
articles on pioneer families and historic events, au
thored by Mary Matzek.
Mrs. Robert Beardslee, Stockton: Geneology publi
cations.
Larry Getchell, San Francisco: Old photographs. 
Pep Peek, Mokelumne Hill: Historic photographs. 
Tom & Mary Taylor, Rail Road Flat: Photos, hand
warmer and baby clothes.
Estelle Richiuto, San Andreas: Computerized index 
of Las Calaveras.

JUDGE JOSEPH S. HUBERTY
1920-1990

The November 12 death of retired Calaveras County 
Superior Court Judge Joseph S. Huberty, lifetime resi
dent of this county and longtime member of the Calav
eras County Historical Society, is a true loss to all who 
knew him.

“Topper” Huberty was respected throughout Cali
fornia as a jurist who was many times called upon, to 
preside over complicated trials in courts in the larger 
counties of our state.

In his way, this man of quiet dignity whose family 
has left its mark in Calaveras County history, contrib
uted much to this county and to its historical society, of 
which he was a longtime member.

A fair and honest man, a decorated war hero, who, as 
a bomber pilot knew the fury of air war in the skies of 
Europe, Joseph Huberty drew the respect of all who met 
him. He will be long remembered.

BUILDING’S RIGHTFUL OWNERIt has come to the attention of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society that the historic Dragomanovich 
Building, at 40 East Saint Charles St., in San Andreas, 
selected by our organization for one of its 1990 architec
tural awards, is owned by Albert Segalla, of Twain Harte 
and not by Lee LaFrance, as our architectural awards 
committee chairman was led to believe.

As a result, Mr. Segalla, who is a member of the 
Historical Society, has been presented a new Award of 
Merit for his restoration of the old building, which 
specifically names him as its owner.

The Dragomanovich Building dates back to 1861, 
when it was built by a man named Washbum, who 
owned a lumberyard across the street from it. For many 
years the old building was known as the Wyllie and 
Washburn Storehouse. In latter years it was owned by 
Emil McFall who, in 1926, sold it to Milan Dragoma
novich, who operated it as a general merchandise until 
1956.

Since acquiring it, Mr. Segalla has spared no ex
pense or labor in refurbishing the old building into an 
attractive structure that still strongly reflects its gold 
rush heritage. Presently, it is operating as a health food 
store.

Our apologies to Mr. Segalla for the error in the 
listing of the store’s ownership.
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STAGE ROBBERY, 
A RISKY PROFESSION

By
George Hoeper

With eyes on the far west, Henry Wells and 
William G. Fargo on March 18, 1852, drew together 
financially well-heeled associates in New York City's 
plush Astor House to organize a new express and 
banking company. It was the beginning of an 
venture that for the remainder of the century and 
beyond, was to help write some of the western 
frontier's most exciting and colorful history.

On July 13 of that year Wells Fargo & Company 
opened an office at 114 Montgomery Street, in San 
Francisco, and on October 23, its first Mother Lode 
office opened in Auburn. By mid-1853 Wells-Fargo 
agents were sending gold shipments from offices in 
San Andreas, Mokelumne Hill, Angels Camp and 
Vallecito. The start of 1854 saw Wells-Fargo 
operating 55 agencies throughout California and 
Oregon and that number was to quickly grow to 
hundreds. As an example of its volume of business 
in the gold fields, Auburn Agent John Jackson 
reported in the fall of that year that he was shipping 
750 pounds of gold per month from his office — an 
average of 25 pounds per day.1

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XXXX April, 1991 Number 3

Needless to say, the passage of that much treasure 
in the form of raw gold over remote, winding foothill 
roads drew the attention of men who held less than 
deep regard for the law.

The gold country’s first stage robbery occurred in 
April, 1852, even before opening of the first Wells- 
Fargo offices in California, when Reelfoot Williams 
and several accomplices held up a stagecoach near 
Illinoistown (present day Colfax, on Highway 80) and 
took $7,500 from the express box. A hurriedly formed 
posse caught up with them near the Yuba River. A 
brief gun battle ensued and the Reelfoot Williams 
gang was permanently out of business.2

Exactly when the first Calaveras County stage 
robbery occured is not definitely known. On

Please see ROBBERY, pg. 28

Dechamps stage at Union Hotel, Copperopolis. Driver believed to be R.E. McConnell.
(Courtest of Charles Stone J
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ROBBERY, cont. from pg.27
September 5, 1853, the Adams Company stage 
enroute from Sonora, was robbed at Brown’s Flat 
and $25,000 was removed from the express box. The 
company offered a $10,000 reward but there was no 
record of the robbers being caught.

Early-day bandit Tom Bell, who in reality was Dr. 
Thomas J. Hodges, in 1856 fled through Calaveras 
County after he and his gang bungled an August 
11th hold-up of the Camptonville-Marysville stage 
which reputedly was carrying $100,000 in raw gold. 
Instead of ’’throwing down the box" the Wells Fargo 
messenger who was guarding the gold shipment, 
opened fire. He killed one of Bell’s men, but a 
woman passenger on the stage also died in the 
exchange of gunshots.

Bell left for the southern mines and was hiding out 
on a friends ranch near Knights Ferry, on the 
Stanislaus River, when the posse closed in on him 
some weeks later. Bell confessed to the attempted 
robbery and slayings and was hanged on the spot.3

But, during the early years of the gold rush, stage 
robberies such as those were the exception rather 
than the rule. And, more often than not, those who 
committed them were quickly brought to justice. It 
really was not until the 1870's and 80's that stage 
robbery became a common crime in the Mother Lode.

At daybreak, on February 17, 1857, three men

robbed the Murphys-Stockton stage of $27,000, about a 
mile south of Murphys. The stage was carrying 
approximately $32,000 in gold, $5,000 of which was in 
a box owned by Pacific Express Company, and the 
remainder in the Wells Fargo box. The bandits, in 
their haste, did not open the Pacific Express box and 
in smashing the Wells Fargo box, left $1,300 
scattered on the ground. The gunmen fled on foot, 
but it had been raining, and possemen from 
Murphys and Vallecito, had little trouble tracking 
them.

Tracks of the men led to a cabin little more than a 
mile from the hold-up scene, and there, miners 
David Waldin, Harry Browning and a man named 
Langley were taken into custody. Meanwhile other 
members of the posse found the $27,000 where the 
robbers had buried it only a few hundred yards from 
where the stage had been robbed.

All three men pleaded guilty to the robbery. Waldin 
was sentenced to 12 years in prison, Browning to 
eight, and Langley was given four-years because he 
had been cooperative with his captors.

Contrary to common belief, Wells Fargo owned or 
operated few stage lines in the Mother Lode. 
Instead, the company contracted with private stage 
companies to transport the Weil-Fargo express 
boxes. When stage robberies began to become 
prevalent, Wells-Fargo hired its own messengers 
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(shotgun guards) to ride the stages with the express 
boxes.

By the fall of 1851 several stage companies were 
hauling passengers, mail and express shipments on 
regularly scheduled runs in Calaveras County. The 
Calaveras Chronicle reported on November 1 that 
stages owned by Hughes & Render were operating 
between Double Springs and Angels Camp, "greatly 
facilitating merchants and miners in their 
communications and business transactions." Also, 
at that time, Eureka Stage Lines, with its office in the 
El Dorado House at Main and Center Streets, was 
operating between Mokelumne Hill and Stockton. 
Passengers were charged 25 cents-per-mile and 
allowed 25 pounds of baggage.

In December, 1851,
Stevens-Morse and
Company advertised a
new stage line from
Mokelumne Hill to
Sacramento, with
connecting runs to
Volcano from Jackson.
On December 20 the paper 
noted that a team had left
Volcano with $150,000 in
gold, accompanied by nine 
armed men, most of
whom were owners of the
greater part of the
shipment.

One of the earliest lines,
Adams & Company, failed 
in 1855 and Pacific
Express went out of
business in 1857. But,
there was no shortage of

other stage companies, all eager to transport 
passengers and express boxes, to replace them. 
These included John Shine, who began operation in 
the 1870’s on the Sonora-Milton run.

Reynolds-Todd & Company, which began even 
earlier, operating between Mokelumne Hill and 
Stockton and Matteson Stage Company, (Matteson & 
Garland) served Murphys during the 1870's.

Sisson & Company, R.W. Russell and Wes 
Richards had stage line. The Raggio Brothers, who 
bought out Matteson in 1882, ran four-horse stages 
from Angels Camp to Milton and two-horse stages to 
Murphys and Big Trees. They also operated 

in Amador County. Milton Gann ran a stageline in 
the early 1900’s and Joe Des Champs operated the 
Milton-Copperopolis stage during the 1890’s. J.F. 
Paulk's and D.E. Perry’s stages served West Point.

All of these stages transported Wells Fargo express 
boxes. All, at various times, and some of them on 
numerous occasions, were targets of banditry. In 
fact, stage robberies became so prevalent during the 
1880’s that Wells Fargo suspended service in some 
areas. On January 8, 1881, Wells Fargo 
Superintendent J.J. Valentine issued the following 
circular: "Due to losses that have become too 
frequent and onerous, we yesterday ordered 
discontinuance of service from Auburn to 
Greenwood, Georgetown, Todds Valley, and

Michigan Bluff. We probably will be compelled to 
take similar action in other areas." 4

Stage robberies never became quite that bad in 
Calaveras County, but they were still too frequent. 
Between 1870 and 1885 there were 21 robberies or 
attempted robberies in Calaveras County of stages 
carrying Wells Fargo treasure. Of these, 14 
robberies, including two committed by the infamous 
"Po8" highwayman, Black Bart, occured on the road 
between Sonora and Milton.

Between the years of 1870 and 1885 Wells Fargo & 
Company experienced 313 stage robberies and 34 
attempted robberies. In addition, there were four

Please see ROBBERY, pg. 30

End of the road for a stage bandit. Robbery scene on Hunt Road.
(Courtesy of Rene Baylor)
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ROBBERY, cont. from pg. 29
train robberies involving Wells Fargo express 
shipments and four attempted robberies of trains. 
Burglars hit Wells Fargo offices 23 times.

The company, during that period lost $415,312 to 
stage and train robbers but that was less than half 
the actual cost which its officials chalked up to the 
shotgun levied liens. In addition to the value of 
treasure taken, the company's Chief of Detectives, 
James B. Hume, in an 1885 report listed $73,451 paid 
out in rewards for arrest and conviction of criminals 
and $22,307 to attorneys who assisted in prosecution 
of bandits and burglars. Incidental expenses 
connected with < rime suppression cost $90,070 and 
salaries for guards and special officers amounted to 
$326,517, for a total of $927,726.5

But, Wells Fargo shotgun messengers and 
detectives took pains to ensure that stage robberies 
became neither a particularly healthful or profitable 
business. During that 14 years, five stagecoach 
bandits were killed while committing robberies and 
considerably more, including Black Bart, were 
wounded. Seven robbery suspects were hanged by 
citizens — mostly in Nevada and Arizona — and 206 
stage robbers were convicted and sent to prison.

Wells Fargo's losses included four stage drivers 
killed, four seriously wounded, two guards killed, six 
wounded and four passengers killed by bandits.

However, despite its services rendered to the 
Mother Lode and the Western frontier as a whole, in 
the fields of banking, express and transportation for 
businessman, miner and traveler alike, Wells Fargo 
& Company was not always regarded with deep 
affection. In some quarters Wells Fargo express 
charges were regarded as exorbitant taxes exacted by 
a ruthless business monopoly. The company’s 
response to those who had aided it in times of robbery 
were regarded by many as "pinch-penny".

Consequently, the activities of highwaymen were 
tolerated by too many otherwise honest Mother Lode 
citizens. They saw these affairs simply as instances 
of one thief robbing another. Many in Calaveras 
were critical of the $100 reward given to stage driver 
R.E. McConnell and the "cheap rifle" presented to 
young Jimmy Rolleri for breaking up Black Bart's 
last robbery and causing him to leave evidence at the 
robbery scene which led to his arrest.6

Commenting on Wells Fargo's rewards, the 
Tuolomne Independent and Oakdale Wheat Grower 
stated: "It seems to us that by fair treatment, the

Sperry’s first stage served Murphys area 
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

company could gain sympathy of the people who live 
in the vicinity of the stage operations and make stage 
robbery a more dangerous pastime." J.R. Hume, 
Wells Fargo Detective Chief quoted a Milton resident 
when asked what he would do if he observed a stage 
being robbed, as saying: "why I'd turn my back and 
walk away."7

Wells Fargo & Company's express rates may not 
have been popular with its customers, but one thing 
for which the company was widely respected was its 
policy of making good, immediately, on any robbery 
losses suffered by customers. As an example, when 
bandits on May 28, 1860, robbed a Wells Fargo 
express box of $8,300 destined for Sacramento, Wells 
Fargo paid the Sacramento Banking Company of 
T.S. Fiske, the $8,300 that day. Wells Fargo was 
quick to point out that when bandits robbed the U.S. 
mails that traveled on the same stages as did the 
Wells Fargo express boxes, the government offered 
no reimbursement. Nor, in the view of Wells Fargo 
Detective Jim Hume, did it expend effort to 
apprehend the robbers, as his company did.

Although the Sonora-Milton stage route, via 
Reynolds Ferry, appears to have been the most 
popular among highwaymen during the 1870's and 
80's, robberies were by no means confined to that 
particular road. Stages to and from Mokelumne 
Hill, San Andreas, Angels Camp and Murphys 
continued to be hit by bandits.

On January 23, 1871, the San Andreas-Stockton 
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stage, driven by William Cutler, was stopped at 
Murray Creek by three gunmen who took the Wells 
Fargo express box containing $2,600 and robbed 
Cutler of his personal money — a five-dollar gold 
piece. The three, Charlie Cooper, James Harrington 
and Billy Miner, were arrested 10 days later in San 
Francisco after they tried to sell the gold. All three 
went to San Quentin Prison.

And, although C.E. Boles, alias Charles Bolton, 
alias Black Bart, may have been Calaveras County's 
most famous bandit he was not its most prolific. 
Black Bart, during his eight-year stage robbery 
career, was responsible for no less than 28 hold-ups, 
but only two -- his first and last - were committed in 
Calaveras County. Another bandit gang whose 
members included Mitchell Ratovich "Big Mitch", 
Mitchell Brown "Little Mitch", Ramon Ruiz and 
Antone Savage "Old Joaquin", robbed the Sonora- 
Milton stage three times and the Mokelumne Hill- 
Lodi stage once, in the space of little more than ten 
months. All four were arrested within months of 
their last robbery, on October 12,1875, and sentenced 
to state prison for terms ranging up to 15 years.

J.A. Wright, alias John Garvin, held up five stages 
in three months, between December 28, 1876, when 
he robbed the Angels-Milton stage of $4,000 and 
February 24, 1877, when he releived the Sonora- 
Milton stage of several hundred dollars. His other 
robberies included the San Juan to Marysville stage 
on January 16, 1877: Murphys-Milton stage,

February 2, 1877, and the Jackson to Ione stage on 
February 5th. Wright was arrested by Wells Fargo 
Detectives and Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thorn, only 
days after the February 24th robbery of the Sonora- 
Milton stage and was sentenced to 15 years in prison.

The activity of bandits in the Milton-Copperopolis 
area from 1870 through the 1880's kept Sheriff Thorn 
and Wells Fargo special agents busy. On January 6, 
1872, the Mokelumne Hill-Milton stage was robbed of 
$2,900 near North American House (near the present 
intersection of Baldwin Road and Highway 26). A 
masked gunman stepped from the brush at the edge 
of the road and with a revolver leveled at stage driver 
R.E. McConnel, instructed him to "throw down the 
box". McConnell prudently complied.

On March 6, at the same spot, McConnell again 
was stopped at gun point by a bandit who appeared to 
be the same one who had robbed the stage January 6. 
Again McConnell was ordered to toss out the Wells 
Fargo express box, but much to the gunman's 
chagrin, it was empty.

Less than a week later, McConnell, traveling the 
same route with Robert Lee Eproson as a passenger, 
was asked by Eproson to show him the spot where 
the two recent robberies had occured. "It's just 
around the bend - maybe he'll be waiting for us," 
McConnell jokingly replied. But as the stage

Please see ROBBERY, pg. 32

Reservoir House Stage Station in Salt Spring Valley, was on Sonora-Milton run.
(Courtesy of Charles Stone.)
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ROBBERY, cont. from pg. 31
rounded the curve, McConnell and Eproson spotted a 
man partially concealed in the roadside brush.

McConnell stopped the stage some 75 yards from 
the suspected highwayman and as he did, local 
rancher Alexander Reid Wheat, of Double Springs, 
caught up with them on horseback. With Wheat and 
Eproson remaining to watch the movements of the 
man who was still hiding in the brush, McConnell 
turned his rig around and headed for the North 
America House for help. Within the hour a posse 
was searching the brush patch for the robbery 
suspect. He was captured after he broke from the 
bushes and was wounded in the arm during an 
exchange of shots with a youth named Jenkins, from 
Jenny Lind.

The man, to whom the newspapers devoted lengthy 
articles but did not bother to identify, pleaded guilty 
to stage rob! ery and was sentenced to prison.

The frequency of the Milton area robberies brought 
forth the following tongue-in-cheek comment by the 
editor of the Calaveras Chronicle: "The Milton 
stage has been robbed so frequently of late 
that the reoccurence of this trifling incident 
has ceased to be the subject of comment. In 
fact the stopping and robbery of that 
unfortunate vehicle has to be regarded as a 
matter of course and the omission ofthe 
crime creates more suprise than its 
commission. We don't credit the story, 
however, that the driver has become so 
accustomed to handing out the box at a 
particular point on the road that he 
frequently stops and sets it out on the wheel 
without being asked. That is a gross libel." 
in bloodshed and death. What probably was 
Calaveras County's most shocking stage robbery 
attempt occured on the morning of April 30, 1892, on 
Mountain Ranch Road, about four miles east of San 
Andreas, when a gunman firing from ambush, sent 
two charges of buckshot into the San Andreas-Sheep 
Ranch stage. The twin shotgun blasts instantly 
killed fifteen-year-old Johanna Rodesino, of El 
Dorado, and one of the pellets struck stage driver 
Babe Raggio in the lung, critically injuring him. 
Another of the buckshot hit Veteren Wells Fargo 
messenger Mike Tovey, in the arm. Agnes Filppini, 
a companion of Miss Rodesino’s and another 
passenger identified as A. Lloyd, were the only ones 
on board the stage who were not injured.

After firing, the bandit fled, making no attempt to 
rob the stage which was carrying the Sheep Ranch 
Mine payroll and giving Tovey no opportunity to 
return fire. Sheriff Thorn tried to track the gunman 
but eventually lost his trail. Both Thorn and Wells 
Fargo's Jim Hume considered the shooting the act of 
an amateur who panicked.

Confronted with robbery situations, Wells Fargo 
stage drivers did not always "throw down the box" 
and its shotgun guards did not drop their guns. 
Drivers and messengers alike, were tough, 
determined men. Many a would-be hold-up man 
learned to his sorrow that stage robbery was a 
precarious profession. Men like Mike Tovey, Reason 
E. McConnell, James Sullivan, George Hacket and 
Fred Jackson were not the kind to be over-awed by 
some gun-toting maverick who sought to relieve 
them of Wells Fargo treasure. They were prone to 
shoot first and ask questions afterward, and all had
"fetched their man."

On a rainy December 
afternoon in 1870 the 
Galt-Mokelumne Hill 
stage was laboring up 
the grade west of 
Jackson when an armed 
man stepped from 
behind a tree and 
ordered the stage to halt. 
Instead, the driver 
whipped his team into a 
run and before the 
gunman could raise his 
rifle, messenger Jim 
Sullivan fired both 
barrels of his shotgun. 
The man staggered, 
dropped his gun and 
dissappeared in th< 
gathering dusk 
Sullivan knew he had 
not missed.

The February 11,1871. 
Calaveras Chronicle 
carried a story about the 
death of a man who had 
died at a ranch near the 
robbery scene. Before he 

(Historical Society)

died, said the Chronicle, the man identified himself 
only as "Williams", told the ranch owner he was the 
one who had tried to rob the stage. An examination
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of the man's body revealed he had been hit in the 
shoulder by eight buckshot.

On July 13,1882, on what would have been his 23rd 
successful stage robbery, Black Bart stepped into the 
road in front of the Laporte-Oroville stage and 
ordered driver George Helm to halt. The flour sack 
hooded figure was too good a target for messenger 
George Hacket to resist. As the masked bandit 
brandished his shotgun in front of the lead horses 
and politely asked Helm to "thrown down the box", 
Hacket raised his rifle and fired.

Hacket's only problem was that the bandit's body 
was shielded by the team of horses and in order not 
to hit a horse, he had to hold his sights high on the 
flour sack which covered Bart's hat and head. At the 
report of the rifle the stage robber whirled and 
disappeared into the trees. A search revealed a blood 
stained, bullet pierced hat. For the remainder of his 
life, C.E. Boles, alias Black Bart, bore a narrow scar 
along the top of his right temple.

And, it was failure of stage driver McConnell to 
submit readily to robbery on the morning of 
November 3, 1883 that led to Black Bart's eventual 
arrest. Confronted on the Sonora-Milton Road by a 
flour sack masked man with a shotgun, who told 
him to unhitch the horses and walk them to the top 
of the hill, McConnell complied.

Moments later, as he reached the top of Funk Hill, 
the stage driver met young Jimmy Rolleri, who 
earlier had flagged a ride with him. Jimmy had left 
the stage prior to the hold-up to hunt deer and was 
armed with a Henry rifle. Together he and 
McConnell made their way back to the stage where 
the bandit still was engaged in opening the metal 
Wells Fargo box which had replaced the older 
wooden express boxes.

Taking the rifle from Rolleri, McConnell fired 
twice at the man who was bent over the express box, 
apparently without effect. A third shot, fired by 
young Rolleri, seemed to stagger the highwayman 
just as he reached a fringe of bushes below the road.

Sheriff Ben Thorn, summoned to the robbery scene, 
found the bandit's abandoned bedroll, extra clothing 
and a handkerchief bearing a laundry mark which 
eight days later, in San Francisco, led to the elusive 
Black Bart’s arrest. At the time of his arrest by 
Wells Fargo agents, Bart's hand still carried the 
unhealed wound inflicted by Rolleri's rifle bullet.8

Although he confessed to 28 stage robberies, Black 
Bart was charged with and pleaded guilty in

was the first successful stage robbery is a matter 
of conjecture. (Calaveras Co. Historical Society.)

Calaveras County Superior Court only to that final 
robbery. Judge C.V. Gottschalk sentenced him to six 
years in San Quentin Prison, but he was parolled on 
January 21, 1888, after serving only four years and 
two months. Many observers believed he received the 
light sentence and was released early because after 
his capture, he led Wells Fargo agents to a hidden 
cache of loot.

Stage robbery again turned deadly when on the 
evening of March 24, 1899, two gunmen attemped to 
rob the Valley Springs-Angels Camp stage a mile 
north of Altaville. For some time, Wells Fargo had 
been putting two messengers on its more important 
runs. On that night Fred Jackson and R.E. 
McConnell, who had given up driving to become a 
Wells Fargo guard, were riding inside the stage.

When two men, Bob Murphy, 19, and a 20-year-old 
accomplice named Westfall, ordered stage driver 
Fred Washburn to toss down the box, McConnell 
raised his shotgun, but it misfired. At the same 
instant, Jackson fired his rifle through the stage 
curtains, hitting Murphy in the chest. The bandits

Please see ROBBERY, pg. 34
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ROBBERY, cont. from pg. 33

fired a shot which did not take effect, and Westfall 
fled. Westfall was arrested the next day, and after 
several weeks, Murphy finally recovered. Both men 
were sentenced to state prison.9

By the late 1880’s stage robberies were rapidly 
diminishing in frequency. Mining was tailing off 
and Wells Fargo express boxes in many areas no 
longer held large gold shipments. Occasional stage 
robberies did occur into the early 1900's, and famed 
Wells Fargo messenger Mike Tovey fell to a bandit’s 
gun near Jackson, in 1893. But, Wells Fargo’s 
James Hume summed up the stage robbery situation 
when near the end of the century, he said: "There is 
no longer sufficient inducement for the higher grade 
criminal talent to engage in the business."
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MEMBERSHIP FEE TO RISE
Due to inflation, which includes increased cost of 

handling and mailing Las Calaveras, Calaveras 
County Historical Society directors find themselves 
forced to increase the society's annual membership 
fees, as of July 1.

As of that date, individual memberships will rise 
from $6 to $8; family memberships from $8 to $10, 
junior memberships from $2 to $4, and library 
memberships, from $5 to $7.

STAGE GUARD’S SLAYING
STILL REMAINS A MYSTERY

On June 15, 1893, Wells Fargo messenger Mike 
Tovey, known from Calaveras County to Bodie and 
the tough mining camps of western Nevada, was 
killed near Jackson by a highwayman’s bullet.

Although the slaying occured in Amador County, 
Calaveras County quickly found itself deeply 
involved. And, before the case finally would be laid to 
rest, it would create a lasting rift in the 20-year 
friendship of Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thorn and Wells 
Fargo Detective Chief James Hume. A suspected 
killer was arrested and eventually sent to prison, but 
most Wells Fargo officials continued to regard 
Tovey's murder as unsolved.

The killing occured shortly before 5 p.m., as the 
stage from Ione1 to Jackson, carrying five 
passengers and an express box, neared the crest of 
Stoney Ridge, about four miles west of Jackson. 
Stage driver Clint Radcliffe was at the reins and 
Tovey, holding a shotgun, was beside him when a 
man stepped from behind a buckeye tree and without

Wells Fargo Messenger Mike Tovey 
(Courtesy, Amador Co. Archives)
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warning, raised a rifle and fired.
The bullet pierced Tovey's heart, killing him 

almost instantly. Frightened by the report of the 
rifle, the six-horse team leaped forward and broke 
into a gallop, nearly throwing Tovey off the coach. 
Radcliffe, however, holding the lines in one hand, 
managed with the help of passenger W.M. 
Shallenberger, of Jackson, who was also riding on 
top, to keep the dying messenger from falling .

Meanwhile, the gunman stayed beside the tree and 
continued firing. A bullet creased Radcliffe's 
shoulder, then the bandit turned his gun on the 
horses, fired twice more, wounding an animal with 
each shot. Despite their wounds, the horses traveled 
more than a hundred yards before Radcliffe could 
bring them under control.

The rifleman continued to stand beside the tree, 
but, as a buggy carrying C.A. Swain and the 
secretary of the Ione Coal and Iron Company 
arrived, he turned and walked down the hill into the 
cover of brush and trees. Radcliff then stopped the 
stage, turned the wounded horses into a field and 
continued into Jackson with his passengers, two of 
whom were women, and the body of Tovey.

Mike Tovey, about 45 years of age at the time of his 
death, was a native of Canada. He had arrived in 
California’s gold country around 1870 and after a 
short stint in the mines, went to work for Wells 
Fargo as a shotgun guard in 1873. Standing six-feet- 
six and weighing some 230 pounds, "Big Mike" 
quickly established a reputation for fearlessness and 
cool, calm action in the face of emergency.

On several occasions his shotgun thwarted stage 
hold-ups and he aided in the capture of stage 
bandits. Then in 1879, with the robberies of gold 
shipments sharply increasing along the eastern side 
of the Sierra around such mining camps as Virginia 
City, Bodie, Aurora and Candeleria, Wells Fargo 
moved Tovey and other trusted messengers from the 
Mother Lode to that area.

Within weeks, Tovey was involved in a shoot-out on 
the Bodie-Aurora run in which he killed stage robber 
W.C. Jones and he, himself, was wounded in the 
arm. Jones' partner, veteran hold-up-man Milton 
Sharp, escaped only to be arrested some days later. 
During his trial at which he was convicted and 
sentenced to 20 years in prison, Sharp vowed to 
avenge Jones' Death.

As the mining boom along the California-Nevada 
border slowed, Tovey was transferred back to the 
Mother Lode. On the morning of April 30, 1892, Mike 
Tovey was riding shotgun with stage driver Babe 
Raggio with the Sheep Ranch Mine Payroll aboard, 
when a gunman shooting from ambush, fired two 
blasts of buckshot into the stage. Fifteen-year-old

Concord stagecoach near Valley Springs 
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

Johanna Rodesino, a passenger on the stage, was 
killed, Raggio was critically wounded and Tovey 
again was hit in the arm.

The bandit fled without any attempt to rob the 
stage. He was tracked by Sheriff Thorn, and C.W. 
Getchell and his father, but finally, the trail was lost. 
No one was ever prosecuted for the crime.

As soon as his wounded arm healed, Tovey 
returned to riding messenger on Calaveras and 
Amador County stages. He was only a year away 
from his own death and it was during that period he 
received at least one warning that he was a marked 
man. Some months before the fatal shooting, Tovey 
reportedly showed a friend, W.W. Scott, a 
threatening note which had been left for him at a 
Jackson hotel. The note, enclosed in an envelope, 
had been handed to the hotel clerk for Tovey. Written 
in a scrawled hand were the words: " WARNING! If 
you want to live, quit Wells Fargo immediately, leave 
the state and never come back."

Tovey may have thought of the threat made against 
him long ago in Bodie by Milton Sharp, but more 
likely he simply considered it the work of a crank. At 
any rate he took no heed of the warning, and in fact, 
there is no evidence that the note was in any way 
connected with his slaying.

Tovey's death on June 15th stirred local law 
enforcement agencies into instant action. Within 24 
hours, James Hume and his assistant, Johnathan 
Thacker arrived from San Francisco.

Sharp, who had by then been released from prison, 
became an immediate suspect. He was located in 
Red Bluff and picked up for questioning. However, 
he was able to supply Hume with names of reliable 
witnesses who verified that he had been in the Red 
Bluff area at the time of Tovey's slaying.

Hume, by early July, was at a dead end for new 
leads in the search for Tovey's killer. He had

Please see TOVEY, pg. 36
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TOVEY, cont. from pg. 35
questioned and discarded several suspects, 
including former stage robber and ex-convict John 
Marshall, picked up at Mud Springs.

Then on July 12th Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thorn 
arrested a William Evans at Frank Rooks'ranch, 
near Cat Camp, on the Mokelumne River and 
charged him with Mike Tovey’s murder.

Evans, small, apparently easily intimidated and 
not overly bright, was lodged in Calaveras County 
Jail. He already had a criminal record, having 
served terms in state prison for a theft and burglary.

Thorn, on August 1st, announced that Evans had 
confessed to the Tovey killing. And, speaking in the 
bay area as a Wells Fargo employee, Thacker said: 
"we have been working on him for three weeks and I 
think we have the right man.”

Actually, Thacker had not even talked to Evans. 
Above all, he was not speaking for Wells Fargo and 
certainly not, foi James Hume.

Hume believed Evans innocent. He had met Thom 
in Burson during the hunt for Evans and at that 
time, expressed his doubts about the man’s guilt. He 
told Thorn he had already checked on Evans, ” and I 
know he is not the man. I questioned Frank and Lou 
Rooks who are friends of Evans, and found that he 
was with them on the day Tovey was killed."

Thom refused to believe the Rooks and pointed out 
that Evans had been using the name "Gordon," at 
the time of his arrest.

Although he admitted that Evans was not exactly a 
shining character, that "he is a petty larceny thief, 
pretty worthless all around, and that use of the 
assumed name will work against him at his trial," 
Hume continued to defend Evans' innocence in the 
Tovey slaying.

Hume pointed out that Evans’ confession, which 
had taken several weeks for Thorn to drag out of 
him, could have been given by anyone, had they been 
asked enough leading questions. Hume was not 
surprised when, on August 8th, before the start of 
his trial, Evans repudiated his confession. Amador 
County District Attorney Richard Rust told Hume at 
that time that he, too, felt Evans was innocent.

Nevertheless, as October arrived, the District 
Attorney prepared to try Evans for the first degree 
murder of Mike Tovey. Jim Hume was affronted. 
During a bitter argument with Rust, Hume told him: 
"I will not stand by and see an innocent man 
railroaded to the gallows."

When the trial opened in Jackson, Hume was 
seated at the defense table and instantly incurred the 
wrath of Prosecutor Rust. Rust asked sarcastically if 
Hume appointed himself assistant defense council. 
When Hume attemped to answer, Judge F.D. Davis 
silenced him. He informed Hume that only an

Sheriff Ben Thorn
(Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

attorney was allowed to address the court. Defense 
lawyer Divol B. Spagnoli offered to address the court 
on Hume’s behalf, but angry and embarrassed 
Hume left the courtroom and returned to San 
Francisco.

Back in San Francisco, a still angry James Hume 
departed from ordinary procedure and decided to 
"try the case in the newspapers." On October 25th he 
told reporters that Sheriff Thorn had obtained Evans’ 
confession by plying him with opium and whiskey. 
After bringing a blacksmith into Evans’ cell to rivet 
leg irons on him, the sheriff provided him with all 
the whiskey and opium he wanted, although Evans 
had not previously been an opium user. Thorn also 
used a fellow prisoner to try to pump Evans for 
incriminating information. When that failed, said 
Hume, Thorn brought in Constable Masterson, 
posing as a jailed woodchopper, to try to get Evans to 
talk. Then according to the Wells Fargo detective, 
Thom forged a letter from Annie Rooks and showed 
Evans faked clippings from the Amador Ledger to 
convince him that the Rooks had named him as 
Tovey’s killer.

Drunk, and angry at the Rooks, believing they had 
implicated him in a crime he had not committed, 
Evans, according to Hume, confessed the murder in 
order to drag them into the case. He said Thorn had 
assured Evans that if he would sign the confession 
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he would never hang.
"I am not taking Evans’ word for this,” said Hume. 

"The sheriff told me these facts himself, and seemed 
very proud of them as specimens of the sharp work 
he had done to get the confession. I was, of course, 
much surprised when I heard that Evans had 
confessed to the murder. However, when I learned 
how the confession was obtained, I was sure there 
was no truth to it.”

Hume went on to say that Thorn offered the Rooks 
$500 if they would swear that Evans had not been at 
their home the day of Tovey’s murder. He said when 
they refused, Thorn arrested them as accomplices in 
Tovey’s death, but was forced to drop the charges for 
lack of evidence. District Attorney Rust, during the 
Evans trial, admitted to jurors and the court that 
Thorn had offered the Rooks and other potential 
witnesses money for their testimony, "but only for 
the truth."

One of the things that made Wells Fargo 
investigators sure Evans' confession was false was a 
statement attributed to him that he had burned grass 
around the tree from where the shots were fired, in 
order to hide his tracks. The grass, Hume told 
reporters, was burned by law enforcement officers 
after the shooting, in their search for spent cartridge 
cases from the slayer's rifle.

Trial opened on October 16th and Judge John H. 
Davis threw out Evans’ confession, declaring it 
"unreliable". Then, when two jurors became ill, he 
declared a mistrial and a new trial did not start until 
March, 1894.

The Rooks were among the few defense witnesses 
who testified on behalf of Evans. They said Evans 
had been hoeing corn on their ranch and was there 
at the time of Tovey's shooting.

Despite the testimony of Rooks, his wife and their 
daughter, Annie, and facts brought out in the press 
by Wells Fargo, jurors on March 18, 1894, required 
only three hours to find Evans guilty of the murder of 
Mike Tovey. Judge Davis sentenced him to life 
imprisonment.

James Hume was not surprised at the verdict. He 
had stated earlier he believed Evans would be found 
guilty, "since Sheriff Thorn is virtually conducting 
the prosecution and has a host of friends who will 
take his side in the case, while Evans has none."

Ben Thorn did not immediately answer Hume, but 
on May 25,1894, in the Calaveras Weekly Citizen, he 
defended his action and condemned Hume for his 
"low, contemptible cunning." He labeled Hume's 
charges "venomous lies", and said he never 
promised Evans he would not hang if he signed the 
confession. However, he was forced to admit the 
other accusations, including sneaking the constable

Mtike Tovey lies in Jackson’s Protestant 
Cemetery. (Calaveras Co. Historical Society)

into Evans' cell, supplying Evans whiskey and 
opium, forging the Rooks' letter and drafting the 
false newspaper clippings. He said, however, he 
gave Evans "only a little whiskey and opium."

The rift between Thorn and Hume never really 
healed. Eventually, the dispute ended in 1909 in a 
victory for Hume, but he died in 1906 and did not get 
to enjoy it.

In December 1909, after Judge Davis declared that 
new evidence proved conclusively, Evans had been 
wrongly convicted, he was released from prison. 
Evans did not live long to enjoy his freedom. He was 
killed in a Los Angeles streetcar accident on March 
23,1910.

And, despite a search by Wells Fargo that 
continued for many years, the real slayer of shotgun 
messenger Mike Tovey was never found.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
This month’s meeting of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society, on April 18th, will honor winners 
of the society's annual students’ historical essay 
contest. A potluck supper will be served at 7 p.m. in 
the Metropolitan, in San Andreas. Following the 
dinner, students will read their essays.

May 23: Dinner meeting, 7 p.m. at Kautz Winery 
on Six-Mile Road, in Murphys. Guest Speaker, Liz 
Millier, a local wine producer.

June 25: Dinner meeting, 7 p.m., in Old Calaveras 
County Courtyard, 30 North Main Street, San 
Andreas. Guest Speaker, County Archivist Lorraine 
Kennedy, "History of Old Calaveras Courthouse, 
Part II." 

IN MEMORIAM
Ruth Lemue, Angels Camp, Dec. 8,1990

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

Lester & Betty Queirolo, Murphys.
Richard & Connie Rynearson, Angels Camp.
Ken & Joni Strom, Valley Springs
Gladys Sanders, Murphys.
John M. Mandella, Simi Valley
Susan Marrone, San Andreas.
Rebecca Sue Watson, Murphys
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Freeman, Murphys
Thomas & Barbara Powell, Newman.
Mr. & Mrs. Earl Darby, Murphys.
Ray & Mildred Livingston, Lodi.
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Nunes, Vallejo.
Dale Howard, Fremont.
Running Deer Ranch, Mokelumne Hill.
Steve & Judith Daus, Dorrington.
Lea Silva, Copperopolis.
Lewis Dane, Mokelumne Hill
G.L. & Lorraine Morrison, Valley Springs.
Beulah M. Mills, San Andreas.
Lee C. Price, Avery.
Betty L. Hillman, Mountain Ranch.
Scott & Melissa Johnson, Foresthill.
Glen M. Johnson, Greenwood
Geri E. Harris, Covina.
Myrtle S. Wudell, Mokelumne Hill.
Harold & Genella Williamson, Belmont.
Grace Radbe, San Andreas.
Katherine V. Cuslidge, Stockton.
Daniel & Helen Guerrero, San Andreas.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society thanks 

the following persons who have donated these 
artifacts and materials to the Calaveras County 
Museum.
John Cornell, San Andreas: Old photographs 
Mary Matzek, Murphys: Early-day photographs. 
Betty Snyder, Valley Springs: Victorian lap desk; 

child's wooden peg toy, old Calaveras 
County property deeds.

Rosemary Bosse Faulkner, Rail Road Flat: Early- 
day photographs.

Doris Barger, Murphys: Calaveras jumping frog
pins, antique handbags and purses on 
display in museum.

Guemann family, of Virginia: Grand piano, 
belonging to the Manuel family, early-day 
Calaveras pioneers.
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THE GIANNINI RANCH 
STILL RAISING CATTLE

By
George Hoeper

Not gold, but agriculture and the opportunity to 
own land was the magnet that drew Augustus 
Giannini from his native Switzerland to America, 
and eventually to Calaveras County. However, he 
was not among the earlier arrivals to the golden 
state. Giannini was 30 years old in 1893 when he 
first set foot on American soil and journeyed across 
the continent to its Pacific Coast.

Long before he embarked for the United States, 
California had been his goal. Many Swiss-Italian 
families had preceded him to California’s foothills 
and stories of their success in that new country had 
drifted back to his village of Piota, in Switzerland’s 
southern Alps. However there was a considerable 
time lapse between his arrival in the San Francisco 
bay area and the day he first saw the Sierra foothills 
where he would spend the remainder of his life.

Using his knowledge of livestock and skills in 
the processing of milk products, August Giannini 
(he had quickly dropped the longer spelling of his 
first name for the more Americanized version) 
found employment at a Vallejo dairy where he 
worked for two years. But bay area weather, 
particularly the fog, was not to his liking and he 
yearned for the mountains and their golden 
sunshine. In early 1895 he gathered together his 
meager belongings and headed inland.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XL October, 1992 Number 1

He found work with a crew which was building 
the McCarty Reservoir near Rail Road Flat, then 
worked for a time on the McCarty Ranch. But, it was 
in Amador County rather than in Calaveras County 
that he stopped to put down at least temporary roots. A 
frugal and prudent man, he had saved his earnings 
while working at the Vallejo dairy and on the 
Calaveras County jobs. Using those funds coupled 
with the money he had brought to America with him, 
Giannini purchased ranch land near Clinton, 
southeast of Jackson, part of which extended into the 
Mokelumne River Canyon.

In addition to working his ranch land, August 
Giannini earned money cutting cordwood to power 
the steam boilers at the Zeila Gold Mine at the south 
edge of Jackson. He also was building up a small 
herd of dairy and beef cattle and clearing his land 
when he found time.

In 1898 he sold 10 acres of his land to the Standard 
Electric Company, forerunner of present-day Pacific

Please see RANCH, pg. 2

Giannini Ranch on Mountain Ranch Road
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 1
Gas & Electric, which needed the land for its Electra 
Powerhouse, which it was constructing on the North 
Fork of the Mokelumne River. Company officials 
objected loudly to the $75 per-acre price Giannini 
asked, stating: “we can buy the finest peach orchard 
land in the San Joaquin Valley for that price.” 
Nevertheless, the company purchased the property 
and completed the project while Giannini pocketed 
the money and looked forward to the day it would 
purchase more and better ranch land.

Giannini continued to operate the Amador 
County ranch but it was not the kind of property that 
really suited him, and around the turn of the century 
he sold it to Albert Cuneo, father of the present Verne 
Cuneo, of Jackson.

It was during that period August Giannini also, 
through an arrangement with Cuneo, began milking 
a dairy herd each summer on the meadow along the 
upper Blue Creek, in Calaveras County at what today 
is known as Cuneo Camp. There he made butter and 
cheese which was hauled by wagon to markets in 
Calaveras and Amador County towns. They took the 
cattle to the mountains as soon as the grass had taken 
on enough growth to support them and stayed there 
until shortly before the fall storms came. Milking a 
dairy herd and turning out butter and cheese meant 
long hours and hard work. It meant rising at dawn 
and the work seldom was finished before dark. But, 
to August Giannini, the fact that he was back in the 
mountains made all of his effort worthwhile. 
Nevertheless, he continued searching for another 
suitable ranch and in 1903 found what he was 
looking for in Calaveras County on Mountain 
Ranch Road, two miles east of San Andreas.

The ranch, owned in partnership by Albert Pini 
and Dave Beffa flanked both sides of the San 
Andreas - Mountain Ranch Road (Mountain Ranch 
in those days was known as El Dorado). It provided 
good grazing land and contained flat or rolling 
areas that lent themselves to the growing of grain 
and an annual harvest of grass hay. More 
importantly, Pini and Beffa were willing to sell the 
more than 500 acres at a reasonable price.

Giannini moved onto his new ranch and 
immediately began improving it. Yet, busy as he 
was with his new property, in 1904 he still found time

Albina and August Giannini
to pay court and win the hand of Albina Guliani, 
daughter of Swiss-Italian parents who operated a 
ranch on Sutter Creek, near the Amador County 
mining town of Volcano. The newly married couple 
lived in a small house that was on the ranch when 
August Giannini bought it. With hand-hewn 
timbers he began building a new barn which still 
stands and is in use today. Their first child, Charles 
Giannini, was bom in 1905.

Gradually, August and Albina built up their 
cattle herd of Hereford and Durham cross breeds that 
they wintered on the ranch and drove to the 
mountains each summer. The Giannini family 
also was increasing. A daughter, Louise, was born 
in 1908 and a second son, Nat Giannini, was born on 
Christmas day 1909.

The Gianninis were a self-sufficient family. In 
addition to their cattle they raised their own pigs for 
ham and bacon. A flock of chickens provided eggs 
and an occasional fryer or roasting hen and each 
summer they cultivated a large vegetable garden.

On a portion of his acreage August Giannini 
each year planted a crop of oat hay for horse feed. On 
the flat land along the creek and on the better hillside 
ground he cut and harvested a large tonnage of grass 
hay to feed the cattle in winter. The hay was hauled 
to the bam by wagon and as their father pitchforked it 
into the storage area his children tramped it down so 
as much as possible could be stored.

They also raised wheat for chicken feed and 
after it was mowed it was hauled and spread on an 
open area of hard flat ground. Then, when it was 
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thoroughly dry, Giannini with his horses hitched 
four-abreast led them round and round on it to 
trample the heads of grain from the straw. Finally, 
the residue was run through a hand operated mill to 
separate the grains wheat from the chaff.

As his cattle herd grew and there was not enough 
grass on the ranch to feed them year-round, 
Giannini began herding them to summer range in 
the mountains. He had a range allotment in the Blue 
creek area with Charley Walters, judge of the San 
Andreas Justice Court. Their headquarters camp 
was in Pumpkin Valley, a lush, green meadow on 
the eastern slope of Blue Creek. The cattle left the 
home ranch in early June and were not brought back 
from the mountains until the end of October. The 
first day’s drive from the home ranch to the 
mountains always ended at the Swiss Ranch where 
the cattle were held overnight and the cowboys slept 
in the barn. The next day’s trip up Summit Level 
Road brought them to Hinkleman’s Flat, east of 
Camp Connell, where Bill Hinkleman had holding 
corrals and operated a small store. The third day’s 
drive brought them to Gann’s Meadow, and at that 
point, the cattle were herded over the ridge and 
turned loose to drift on down into Blue Creek.

August Giannini’s son, Nat, born and raised on 
the ranch, and who at 82, still operates it, notes that 
everyone in the early days belled all of their cattle. 
“Many of the cattlemen used just one certain type of 
bell and even if you couldn’t see cattle scattered out 
on a brushy hillside, you could tell whose they were 
by the tone of their bells.” During the 1930’s and 40’s 
and well into mid-century, San Andreas blacksmith 
Ed Gould manufactured cow bells and each batch 
would have a very distinct sound. August Giannini 
turned his Pumpkin Valley-Blue Creek area range 
over to San Andreas cattleman Ham Luddy during 
World War I, but he continued sending cattle to the 
mountains until the 1930’s.

During the early part of the century and into the 
1920’s bears were numerous in the Blue Creek and 
Pumpkin Valley area. While most of them were 
black bear, Luddy said that during the early years 
the cattlemen still made occasional sightings of the 
now extinct California Grizzly species. While bear 
did not kill cattle, they would eat those that died of 
injury or natural causes, and it was not unusual to 
see several bears feeding at one time on a dead cow.

Nat Giannini remembers the night when he was 
a small boy that a bear came right into the cow camp 
complex in Pumpkin Valley and carried away the 
carcass of a freshly butchered yearling calf.

It was no trouble to move cattle to the mountains 
in the spring or to return them in the fall. By mid
May the older cattle who had made the trip in 
previous years were eager to leave the home ranch 
and would gather at the corral where they would 
stand bawling, waiting for the gate to be opened. In 
the fall, as October approached and the days grew 
shorter, again the older cattle would take the 
initiative and many, in small groups, would begin 
working their way homeward by themselves.

Albina, Louise, Charlie, Nat and August Giannini 
at the home ranch, circa 1920.

Gold mines in and around San Andreas still 
were operating when the Giannini children were 
young. Each morning, whistles at the Fellowcraft 
and Ford Mines, in San Andreas and the Thorpe 
Mine, at Fourth Crossing, could be heard at the 
Giannini Ranch as they sounded start of the miner’s 
work day. On clear days when the wind was right, 
the people at the ranch could hear the whistles of the 
Argonaut and Kennedy Mines, in Jackson.

The Giannini children attended school in San 
Andreas, except for a short period of time when they 
went to the old Willow Creek School. Nat Giannini’s 
first teacher at San Andreas was Adeline Squellati. 
Like many children who lived a considerable 
distance from the classroom they rode to school on 
horseback or by horse and buggy. Most of the schools 
in the county in those days had areas for the horses to 
be tethered while their young riders attended class.

Often, on rainy days the Giannini youngsters 
would arrive home from school as darkness fell,

Please see RANCH, pg. 4
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 3
soaked to the skin. “As we rounded the last turn and 

came into sight of our house, Mother always had a 
lamp burning. We could see the light in the window 
and what a welcome sight that was,” said Nat 
Giannini.

Travel became considerably easier when, 
during the early 1920’s, August Giannini purchased 
the family’s first automobile — a Model-T Ford 
touring car. Said Nat: “we were quite a sight coming 
down the road on a rainy morning, water steaming 
off the canvas top and window curtains flapping.”

During most of his high school years Nat 
attended classes held in rooms on the ground floor of 
the Masonic Building at the comer of St. Charles and 
South Main Street, now called Church Hill Road. 
However, a new Calaveras High School was under 
construction at that time, and he was a member of the 
first class, in 1928, to graduate from the new school 
which stood on the same site where the present 
Calaveras High School now stands.

While attending high school Nat worked in 
Treat’s General Store in the mornings before school, 
during the noon-hour and after school. The store in 
those days was located on North Main Street, in San 
Andreas, in the building which now houses the Black 
Bart Inn. Young Giannini reported for work at the 
store at 6:30 a.m.: worked during the noon-hour, 
then returned when the school day ended, to deliver 
groceries and stock shelves. Treat’s store in those 
days closed on Sundays and major holidays. 
However, when a wildfire broke out, the store like 
most other businesses in town, closed its doors and 
its employees turned out with the rest of the 
townspeople to fight the fire. The store supplied meat, 
bread and other food which was cooked for the 
firefighters by housewives of the community.

August Giannini obtained work building the 
road to the Calaveras Cement Plant which was under 
construction in the mid-1920’s, and Nat also obtained 
summer work throwing rocks out of the road from 
behind the graders. During high school and after he 
graduated Charlie Giannini worked at the weekly 
Calaveras Prospect owned by Clarence Getchell. 
When the paper sold to Jesse Mayo, who later was 
elected to the state legislature, Charlie stayed on 
until 1938, when he went to work at the Gardella

Nat Giannini
Funeral Chapel, in San Andreas.

Louise Giannini after graduation from high 
school found employment in the office of the 
Calaveras County Clerk-Recorder-Auditor where 
she worked for 25 years. She married rancher and 
now retired state highway maintenance 
superintendent Bud Spence, on December 27, 1952. 
She and her husband still reside at their home in 
Altaville.

Following his graduation, Nat Giannini worked 
for a time at the Calaveras Cement Plant, at 
Stewart’s Ford Garage and later, in the 
Dragomanovich General Store on St. Charles Street 
in San Andreas.

Tragedy struck the Giannini family in 1938 
when Albina Giannini died at age 64 after being 
stricken by cancer. Despite his loss, August 
Giannini continued to operate the ranch alone, with 
help when needed, from his sons and daughter.

Shortly thereafter, war broke out in Europe and 
America’s entry into World War II drew both 
Charlie and Nat Giannini into the Army. Charlie 
served in North Africa in the Army Medical Corps 
and Nat, after completing training with an armored 
division, served in the European theater.
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At the end of the war Charlie returned and 
enrolled in mortuary school in San Francisco. Upon 
receiving his license he returned to San Andreas 
where, until his retirement in the early 1980’s, he 
was associated with the Gardella Funeral Home.

Nat Giannini, upon receiving his discharge 
from the military service in 1945, found his father, 
then 81 years old, no longer physically able to work 
cattle or handle the ranch chores as he once did. By 
mutual agreement Nat took over operation of the 
ranch. August Giannini died in 1948, at age 84.

Nat Giannini continued to operate the ranch and 
in 1951 replaced the original ranch house that had 
been on the property when his father bought it, with a 
new home on essentially the same site. He also 
added more land to the ranch which now contains 
approximately 640 acres.

The big change in Giannini’s life came in 1958 
when he married Constance (Connie) Johns, who 
had come to Calaveras County from Modesto to teach 
school at Mountain Ranch. Their oldest son, Myron, 
was bom a year later and their other son, Daryl, was 
born in 1964. Today Daryl, a heavy equipment 
operator, lives with his wife in a new home on the 
ranch and in addition to his other employment, helps 
his father run the ranch.

Just as it did a century ago, the ranch still 
supports a cattle herd, and despite the drought which 
in this spring of 1992, shortened the growing season, 
the Giannini’s harvested 12 tons of grass hay that 
will help feed their cattle during the coming winter.

They still use the same state registered “bar D-B” 
cattle brand (the initials stand for Dave Beffa) that 
was used by the property’s original ranchers. The 
family takes pride in the fact that their land still is a 
working cattle ranch.

MEETING SCHEDULE
This month’s meeting, which marks the 40th 

anniversary of the founding of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society, will honor all charter members at 
a 7 p.m. dinner, October 22, in the Murphys Hotel.

November 19, 7:30 p.m., Rail Road Flat 
Community Hall. Guest speaker Mary Taylor will 
present the history of the Rail Road Flat School.

December 17, 7 p.m. Dinner meeting and annual 
Christmas party in the Metropolitan, in San Andreas.

BLUE MOUNTAIN CITY, 
FORGOTTEN BOOM TOWN 

By
The Editor

In the shadow of Calaveras County’s Blue 
Mountain, little more than a mile from headwaters 
of the Licking Fork of the Mokelumne River, lies the 
now virtually forgotten site of Blue Mountain City. 
Thick stands of Ponderosa Pine, cedar and fir 
shroud a few remaining foundations and mine 
excavations on the canyon’s steep western slope 
where the once booming mining camp once stood. As 
the county’s eastermost mining settlement, 
according to the California Bureau of Mines, it 
sprang into being with discovery of silver and gold 
bearing ore there in 1863 at what was to become the 
Heckendorn Mine.

The new strike quickly attracted miners, 
prospectors, merchants and hangers-on. The center 
of town stood on a relatively flat bench of ground a 
short distance up the hillside from the mine and 
quickly adopted the formality of a street plan. Its 
principle thoroughfares were First and Second 
Street, Gold and Front Streets. Water for the town’s 
residents reportedly came from a large spring on the 
hill above the settlement. The Blue Mountain City 
Post Office formally opened on August 19, 1863, with 
mine discoverer John Heckendorn as postmaster.

According to a local historian, the late Calaveras 
County Superior Court Judge J.A. Smith, John 
Heckendorn in addition to his mining activities, 
once published an early newspaper in the mining 
camp of Columbia, in Tuolumne County. Smith said 
Heckendorn also for a time, published the Big Tree 
Bulletin, at Calaveras Big Trees.

The Heckendorn Mine was considered to be 
located on what geologists term the Mother Lode’s 
east belt and like virtually all the east belt mines, its 
ledge was relatively narrow and did not achieve 
great depth. With a small crew, Heckendorn first 
mined the ledge from the surface by driving a deep 
cut about 50 feet long and 30 feet deep into the hillside. 
From that point at the end of the cut he sank a shaft 
which followed the quartz vein downward and found 
free milling ore of good value.

Please see CHY, pg6
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Blue Mountain towers above the remains of histone mining camp.
CITY, cont. from pg. 5

A road that followed the ridge eastward from 
what is now the Wilseyville area was scratched out 
by pick and shovel and Heckendorn soon had a 
small stamp mill in operation at his mine. 
Meanwhile, others attracted by the strike began 
prospecting the area and staked out numerous 
claims on which they allegedly made finds of silver 
and copper in addition to gold bearing ore. Among 
those prospectors was a Peter Davis who earlier 
during the gold rush era had successfully mined in 
the Central Hill area near San Andreas. He opened 
up a diggings he named the Good Hunter Claim and 
did considerable exploration work there. Other 
claims which he filed in that area included Star of 
the West and the Last Chance. The Rathgeb brothers, 
who at one time owned the Guttinger Ranch upon part 
of which the Calaveras County Airport is located, 
also staked a number of claims in the Blue Mountain 
City area and carried out extensive prospecting 
operations there.

According to Judge Smith, companies formed to 
mine in the area around the Heckendorn and Blue 
Mountain City included the Heckendorn Gold and 
Silver mining Company; Barence Gold and Silver; 
Mountain Crest Gold and Silver Mining Company; 
Oro Plata Mining Company; West Point and Blue 
Mountain Mining Company and the San Andreas 
Mining Company. Most of the prospects were located 
on two quartz outcroppings known as the French 
Company Ledge and the Loyal League Ledge.

By late 1863 the town of Blue Mountain City was 

booming and a steady parade of freight wagons and 
stages were bringing people and supplies to the new 
settlement. A sawmill was producing lumber and in 
addition to the quartz miners, a number of placer 
miners, including a group of Chinese, were sluicing 
at several locations on the Licking Fork, 
downstream from Heckendorn Mine, with only 
marginal success. Traces of their mining efforts 
still can be found here and there along the narrow, 
winding little stream.

The new town boasted two hotels, livery stables, 
several saloons, gambling halls and merchandise 
stores. In November, 1863, J. Heckendorn, J. Smith 
and E.R. Hess served as the Blue Mountain Voting 
Precinct’s board of elections and nearly 40 votes 
were cast. The Calaveras Chronicle, published in 
Mokelumne Hill, carried the following 
advertisements:

BLUE MOUNTAIN HOTEL

Blue Mountain City

Binet and Ekert Proprietors
The proprietors invite their friends and 
traveling public generally to give their hotel 
a trial. Their table will be supplied at all 
times with the best in the market served in 
good style. The choicest wines, Liquors and 
Cigars will always be found in the bar.

Board and Lodging per wk. $7.00
Board 6.00
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Single Meals .50
Horses, per night 1.50

SILVER HOTEL

Second Street, Blue Mountain City
The undersigned take pleasure in 
announcing to the citizens and visitors to the 
new silver mines of Blue Mountain, 
Calaveras County, that they have completed 
their new hotel, fitted and furnished with a 
view of making their patrons comfortable 
during their stay in this beautiful mountain 
retreat. We ask the public to give us a trial 
and we guarantee that our fare and our 
prices will be such to render satisfaction.

Board and Lodging per wk. $8.00
Board 7.00
Single Meals .50
Beds .50
Horses per night 1.50

NYE and VIDON, proprietors

However, the 
expected silver bonanza 
failed to materialize. 
Prospects that on the 
surface appeared to have 
merit petered out at only 
a few feet in depth. Nor 
was placer mining on 
the Licking Fork 
proving profitable. The 
ore in the Heckendorn 
Mine continued to show 
good values in silver 
and gold, but its ledge 
was narrow, seldom 
exceeding two feet in 
width, and in length it 
was proving to be 
considerably shorter 
than its owner had 
hoped. The ledge did not 
extend much more than 

mine’s ore body simply was proving too limited for 
good production.

By mid-1864 many of the prospectors who had 
flocked to the area were gone and business 
establishments were closing. On August 8, operation 
of the Blue Mountain City Post Office was 
discontinued. Some time later that year the 
Heckendorn’s ore mill shut down. Underground 
exploration continued on a limited basis, but 
apparently with few positive results.

On June 3, 1865, the Calaveras Chronicle noted 
that: “A few months ago when the silver mania was 
at its height good ledges were found on this side of the 
Sierra at Blue Mountain. A few miners found silver 
bearing rock on what was called the Heckendorn 
Ledge. Considerable work was done on the lode, a 
small mill erected, but due to difficulties that were 
incidental to almost every mining operation in that 
area, little was done, and for nearly a year work has 
been almost entirely suspended.”

The article noted that tailings from the mill had 
been subjected to roasting and it was found they 
would pay more than $25 per ton. Whether the

Please see CITY, pg. 8

20 feet north or south of Former miner and lumberman Elmer Fuchs views the overgrown entrance of the 
the mine shaft and the once busy Heckendorn Mine
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CITY, cont. from pg. 7
tailings actually were ever reprocessed is not 
known. It appears that most of the tailings would 
have washed down the canyon after their release 
from the mill, providing no chance to rework them.

Another Calaveras Chronicle article of October 3, 
1865, notes that Peter Davis still was prospecting the 
Blue Mountain City area and had brought in 
valuable samples of silver and copper ore from one of 
his claims. However, the claims apparently did not 
prove profitable and ultimately, Davis and 
Heckendorn ended their mining operations and 
moved away. Blue Mountain City, by 1866, had 
become a ghost town. The Heckendorn remained 
closed for several years, although at times, 
prospectors or miners made use of some of the 
dwellings there. On one occasion when some 
prospectors arrived at the isolated old mining camp 
in the spring they found a man dead in bed in one of 
the cabins. They buried him on the edge of town.

Early in the 1870’s the Heckendorn was 
reopened. A tunnel was driven several hundred feet 
into the hill from the level of the Licking Fork 
canyon floor to tap the ledge at a lower level.

A circular battery, 18-stamp mill was installed 
and the Calaveras Chronicle of October 2, 1872, 
announced: “The Heckendorn’s 18-stamp mill now 
is in full operation crushing rich quartz ore 
extracted from that lead. According to assays made 
in San Francisco, the ore of that mine will pay from 

$22 to $250 per ton. The report shows the proportion of 
silver to gold is seven-to-one.” The article also 
stated that work on the Imperatrice and Prince 
Imperial Mines also is underway and both mines 
have large quantities for ore ready for crushing. 
Exactly where those two mines were located is not 
indicated on maps or in mining data of that period.

How long the Heckendorn operated in the 1870’s 
is not known. It produced considerable ore and Blue 
Mountain City experienced somewhat of a 
resurgence. One problem the mine had at its lower 
levels was that the ledge ran through bad ground. To 
prevent caving, miners were forced to use square-set 
timbering of the type used in Virginia City’s deep 
mines, but the mine closed and except for 
summertime use by cattlemen who grazed their 
herds there, the area saw little activity. John Baggio 
and his brothers, of Angels Camp, acquired title to 
the Heckendorn some time toward the end of the 
century, but they were lumbermen and sawmill 
operators rather than miners and to what extent they 
worked the mine is not known. Eventually, they 
moved the 18-stamp mill to the Champion Mine, near 
West Point.

Some time after 1900, according to Judge Smith, 
two Angels Camp brothers named Lavagnino 
reopened the underground workings. They were in 
the process of setting up a mill when a tree which one 
of them was cutting down, fell the wrong way and 
killed the other brother who was repairing the roof of

Time and winter’s snows long ago felled Pop Gardner’s cabin, the last remaining dwelling at 
Blue Mountain City (Note oil barrel stove that warmed Gardner cabin).
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ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS
GO TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS
Two of Calaveras County’s oldest store buildings 

and a working ranch that dates far back into the past 
century have been presented Calaveras County 
Historical Society’s 1992 architectural awards. The 
presentations were made by Lorrayne Kennedy, 
chairman of the architectural committee, during the 
society’s July 23 dinner meeting in Black Bart Park, 
in San Andreas.

Phil and Florence Alberts, of Mountain Ranch, 
owners of the historic Domenghini Store on 
Garabaldi Street, in that community, received an 
award of Merit for their preservation of the old 
building.

Amy Monson and Suki Tutthill who operate their 
Cheap Cash Store in what was once Dr. Jones’ 
Apothecary and later, Stephen Bros. Cheap Cash Store 
at Main and Algiers Streets in Murphys, also 
received an award of merit. An award of recognition 
went to Hollywood movie producer David Gerber and 
his wife, Lorraine, for refurbishing and continued 
use of the Six Mile Ranch, at Vallecito, as a working 
ranch.

The Domenghini Store, oldest structure in 
Mountain Ranch, was built in 1856 of field stone, 
adobe and hand-hewn timbers by an early settler 
named Pagani. The building has 24-inch thick stone 
walls, iron shutters protect its windows and its heavy

The Domenghini Store, Mountain Ranch.
plank floor covers a full basement. Six heavy glass 
blocks, six inches square, are embedded in the floor to 
emit light to the basement. A large pulley and hooks 
were installed to lower heavy items into it.

The building was purchased in 1872 by the 
Domenghini family which operated it as a saloon, 
billiard parlor and dance hall, until 1901. They then 
remodeled the building’s interior into a general store 
and it has been used for merchandising from that 
time to the present. It was called the Domenghini 
General Merchandise until the death of Cash 
Domenghini in 1925.

Upon his uncle’s death Louis Domenghini 
returned home from business college to help his 
parents, Attilio and Clorinda, run the store. From 
that time on it operated under the name of

the mill building. The surviving brother left and the 
mine remained closed for many years.

During the 1930’s W.H. “Pop” Gardener, of Los 
Angeles, acquired ownership of the mine, reopened 
its shaft and operated it in 1935 and 1936. He built a 
cabin and service buildings on a leveled spot near 
the mine entrance. There is no record of how much 
mining he did or how much ore he may have 
processed. Gardener lived at the mine for a 
considerable time and among his friends was 
Hollywood movie actor Stuart Hamlin, who often 
visited the mine and hunted bear with him.

Elmer Fuchs, member of a pioneer West Point 
family, now a retired lumbermen and miner, 
remembers as a young man in 1937, visiting 
Gardener and going with him through the 
underground workings of the Heckendorn. He said 
Gardener was not mining at the time.

“Those workings were a lot smaller than you 
would think,” he remarked recently. “It was more of 
a chimney of ore than a long, running ledge, and the 
vein that comprised the ledge itself was quite 
narrow. I could see why they could never get a lot of 
production there.”

Today, more than half-a-century since the last 
silver or gold was mined there, the course of the 
Heckendorn ledge can be traced for a distance 
beyond the open mine excavation in the hillside by a 
series of shallow prospect holes that hopeful miners 
dug during the late 1800’s. A few strands of barbed 
wire-a few pieces of broken quartz rock-weathered, 
snow flattened boards of Pop Gardener’s cabin are 
all that remain. A stranger could walk through 
those quiet pine woods and never dream that a busy 
mining camp once stood there.
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AWARDS, cont. from pg. 9
Domenghini & Son. When his father died, Louis 
continued to operate the store until he died in 1963. 
His widow then took over the business and operated it 
until it was purchased in July, 1965, by Phil and 
Florence Alberts.

The Alberts continued operation of the old general 
merchandise store, still using the Domenghini name 
and took pains to retain its old gold rush atmosphere. 
Today Phil and Florence no longer run the business 
although they still retain ownership of the old 
building. For the past four years it has successfully 
operated under the name of Mountain Ranch Gifts 
and Cards, run by Kathy and Ed Griffen.

But, despite its change in name and merchandise, 
the old building still holds much of its early day 
charm. Heat still is provided by a wood stove and the 
store counter still is the same 30-inch wide, 16-foot- 
long plank that once served as a bar. Many of the 
artifacts used in the gold rush days are still there.

The building on the corner of Main and Algiers 
Streets in Murphys, which houses the Cheap Cash 
Store where Amy Monson and Suki Tutthill sell gifts, 
clothing, antiques and collectibles, was built in 1860. 
The name “Cheap Cash Store” is derived from the fact 
that James Moses Stephens and his brother, Ben, 
members of a pioneer Calaveras County family, 
operated Stephen Bros. Cheap Cash Store in that 
building during the 1880’s and 90’s, and that name, 
painted in large letters on the Algiers Street side of the 
old building, still is quite legible.

The old store, built of limestone and mortar walls 
with brick front for a Doctor Jones to house his 
apothecary, replaced a wooden building that burned 
in the Murphys fire of 1859. The building has no 

windows (for fire protection) but has French Doors 
front and back, with hinged iron shutters. It served 
as a drug store until 1867 when the doctor sold it to 
John Hauselt, another Murphys Pioneer. Hauselt 
rented it to the Odd Fellows Lodge whose members 
used it as a meeting hall until the Stephens brothers 
took it over for their store.

The Stephens brother remained there until near 
the turn of the century when, needing more space, they 
moved their business into the building down Main 
Street a few doors, that now houses the Old Timers 
Museum. After the brothers moved, the building at 
Main and Algiers Streets continued to served as a 
store, post office, and at one time, a telegraph office. 
The telegraph operator was Bee Matteson, daughter of 
the owner of a early, Murphys area stage line.

More recently, the building was owned by Francis 
“Nick” and Mary Nicholson and then by Don 
Cuslidge, who in 1988, sold it to Bob and Amy 
Monson.

The Cheap Cash Store has been refurbished by 
Tom Tutthill and its time and weather battered 
fascade replaced. However, in accomplishing that, 
the historic authenticity of the old building has not 
been compromised.

In operation since the days that cattlemen first 
brought their herds into the Sierra foothills, Six Mile 
Ranch near Vallecito, owned by Hollywood producer 
David Gerber and his wife, Lorraine, still remains a 
working ranch.

Once the property of timber and sawmill owner 
Matt Manuel and of Calaveras rancher and 
cattleman Romie Rolleri, the ranch lies in a fertile 
valley north of Highway 4, just west of Vallecito. 
Upon Matt Manuel’s death the property was purchased

Six Mile Ranch, Vallecito.
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Cheap Cash Store, Murphys.
by local contractor Craig Adkins and associates. 
However, his untimely death brought problems to the 
property and his widow later was forced to sell. 
Gerber, who by that time had become interested in 
Calaveras County, purchased the property and 
during the past several years, has concentrated on 
returning it its former productivity.

Under the management of Richard Rolleri, 
Angels Camp area rancher and son of the ranch’s 
former owner, barns, fences, and the historic ranch 
house have been restored. More importantly, the 
ranch again is in cattle production and fine horses 
are being raised there.

In addition, this year the first crop of grapes will 
be harvested from the ranch’s 28-acre vineyard and 
its walnut orchard has been replanted and is back in 
production.

Today the ranch is one of Calaveras County’s 
agricultural show places. The Historical Society’s 
Certificate of Recognition which goes to the Gerbers, 
was accepted on their behalf by Mrs. Richard 
“Rusty” Rolleri.

Members of the Architectural Committee, in 
addition to Mrs. Kennedy who served as 
chairperson, included Joe and Kim Gault, of San 
Andreas; Larry Carlson, Ozzie and Roberta Kenyon 
and Doug Meek, all of Mountain Ranch and Jack 
Kennedy, of San Andreas.

IN MEMORIAM
George Koenig, Van Nuys, CA, May 8, 1992
Alice Sutton, Stockton, CA, April 2,1992

NEW OFFICERS FOR 1992-93

Calaveras County native Charles Stone, of 
Copperopolis, longtime member of Calaveras County 
Historical Society and former member of its board of 
directors, will serve as its president during 1992-93. 
Charles, member of an early-day family, is a local 
historian who for years has played a leading role in 
preservation of the county’s history. He succeeds 
John Gomes, of Angels Camp, who served as 
president for the past year.

Mr. Stone and other officers were installed at the 
Society’s July 23 dinner meeting. Others who took 
office include Sue Smith, of Valley Springs, vice- 
president; Robert Perry, of San Andreas, reelected 
treasurer; Donna Shantz, of San Andreas, recording 
secretary and Rosemary Faulkner, of Rail Road 
Flat, reelected membership-financial secretary. 
New directors include Barbara Beeman and Grant 
Metzger, both of San Andreas. Willard Fuller, of San 
Andreas and Jack Geary, of Stockton, will continue to 
serve on the board for another year.

Bonnie Miller is retiring vice president and 
Donna Queirolo, retiring recording secretary. 
Retiring directors were Glenn Wasson and Mary 
Jane Garamendi.
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George Wessell, Miwok weather prophet featured 
in the July edition of the Los Calaveras, early last 
month made at least a tentative weather prediction for 
the coming winter.

“Seems to me the signs are foretelling the 
beginning of an early winter. I’ve seen them before. 
They remind me of the beginning of the winter of 
1955-56. Many of the oaks have already turned brown 
and large numbers of small birds - gold finches - 
are showing up a month early. The gray squirrels 
have begun gathering, even though this year’s crop of 
pine cones won’t really be ripe for harvest for another 
month.

The unsettled summer we’ve had, the feel of the 
weather itself, makes me believe a change is 
coming,” he said. But George is not really satisfied 
that he has observed all that is necessary to make a 
true prediction for the coming winter. A recurring 
respiratory ailment has kept the 77-year-old Miwok 
elder from making trips to the mountains as he has 
done each fall in the past.

“The hot, humid weather has made it hard for me 
to breathe, and the thinner air up in the mountains 
adds to my problem. But, until I get up there and look 
at the trees and the pine cones, at the springs and 
vegetation, I won’t really be sure,” he said. “ It looks 
like maybe we’re heading into a wet winter, but don’t 
count on it. Before I say for sure, I want to make that 
trip up into the mountains.”

MUSEUM DONATIONS

Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
thank the following persons who recently made 
donations of cash, artifacts and materials of 
historical interest to the Calaveras County Museum.
Mr, & Mrs. Taylor Howard. San Andreas: $100 cash 

donation
Howard Lewis. Stockton: $15 cash donation
Mrs, Wilma DeMotte, Selma, Qre.; $100 cash 

donation
Charles Stone. Copperopolis: historic photographs 
Don Duneo. San Andreas: historic photographs 
Evelyn Arthur. Murphys: chocolate pot with six cups 

and saucers
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EFFIE SCHAAD, A WOMAN 
LOVED AND RESPECTED

Ek
The Editor

If there still are pioneer women left in America, 
certainly Effie Schaad is one who must be counted 
among their ranks. Today, as she approaches her 
91st birthday, Effie still benevolently rules over the 
ranch and little woodland tavern and campground 
on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River that for 
generations has been known to the people who visit 
it, simply as the "Schaad’s."

Effie came to the green meadow on the Middle 
Fork some 70 years ago as an 18-year-old bride. 
Since that time she has seldom ventured far from its 
pine-fringed boundaries. She has ranched and 
raised a family there, mowed hay, swung a double
bitted axe, used a rifle at times to provide meat for 
the table and handled a pick-up truck on snow- 
slicked roads more effectively than most men. Not 
many years ago as she drove home from West Point, 
a buck deer ran across the road and disappeared into 
the pine and oak studded hillside. Effie stopped her 
truck, fished her Winchester out from behind the 
seat, tracked and shot the buck and hauled it home. 
She was one of the few successful deer hunters in 
her area that season.

Ranching in summer, fighting mud and snow 
in winter, hers has not been an easy life. Now, as 
proprietor of the little mountain recreation area 
bearing the Schaad name, she still is the hard 
working, kind and considerate person who has 
become known and loved throughout the West Point 
area of Calaveras County.

Born Effie Alice Day in 1901, near Rail Road 
Flat, she was the only child of James and Annie Day 
who were attempting to ranch 160 acres on Ridge 
Road, near the present site of Calaveras Pines. Day 
and his wife had come from Kansas to Calaveras 
County. With income from a few head of cattle 
which James Day supplemented with work, when he 
could get it, at the Keystone, Petticoat of Comet gold 
mines, the family eked out a living.

At age six, her parents enrolled Effie in the 
Eureka school where Kathryn Hamm taught some 
50 pupils in eight grades. Her classmates, among
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Effie Schaad, a jovial and caring person, 
them such life-long friends as Geraldine Howard, 
Viola Seaman and the Adams girls, ranged from 
youngsters her own age to those such as the Towle 
boys, who were six feet tall.

’’Mrs. Hamm was a wonderful teacher,” said 
Effie. "She never whipped any of the kids, but she 
sure made them mind." Those first school years, 
she said were the best days of her childhood, but they 
did not last.

The realities and hardships of life came early to 
Effie Day. She was just eight years old when her 
mother suddenly died. Left alone with her father 
who did not remarry, Effie continued to go to school, 
but also, the chores of housekeeping fell to the eight
year-old girl. With her father occupied with trying to 
run the ranch while working at various mines and 

Please see RESPEC'TEL), pg. 18
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RESPECTED Cont. from pg. 17 
sometimes walking six miles to and from work, EfHe 
learned to cook at an early age.

’’Corn meal mush for breakfast, fried mush for 
dinner and corn meal bread and beans for supper. I 
hated it but I realize now that was all he could 
afford.” She also helped with the ranch chores — 
milked the cow, tended the chickens - and quite 
young, she learned how to harness a team of horses. 
There also were goats to round up every evening 
before dark and put in their pen. "Those damned 
goats - I chased them for miles. I guess it was hard 
work and a hard life, but don’t be mistaken, my 
father was a good man. He raised me the best he 
could, and we had good neighbors," she said.

As they reached their teens, Effie and her girl 
friends around Rail Road Flat would walk the six or 
seven miles to dances in West Point. The roads 
always were either dusty or muddy so they would 
wear their old clothes and shoes, then in a secluded 
little grove of fir trees at the edge of town, change into 
their good dresses and shoes.

"If a girl was lucky," she chuckled, "she'd meet 
some boy who would give her a ride home."

In 1919, when she was 18 years old, Effie Day 
married 36-year-old Edward Schaad, whose family 
had come to the West from Tennessee in the 1870's.

Edward's parents, Augustus and Appolonia Schaad, 
were both natives of Switzerland. Augustus Schaad 
first had tried his hand at mining in the Milton area, 
but after being robbed of his gold, gave up the mining 
venture and turned to farming, the trade that he 
knew best.

From Milton, the Schaads moved to the West 
Point area and settled on Lyons Creek, about two 
miles north of the present Schaad properties.

"I guess they were pretty near starved to death 
there on Lyons Creek that first couple of years," said 
Effie. "Then they bought the 160 acres that included 
this meadow on the river and moved over here."

Edward and Effie honeymooned in Markleeville, 
riding horseback across the summit to reach that 
Alpine County town. Then, they returned to a life of 
farming and lumbering operations at the ranch on 
the Middle Fork. Augustus Schaad died in 1909, but 
his wife still was alive and his sons, Edward, John 
and Joe Schaad were operating the ranch and 
running a small sawmill there.

The newly married couple lived in a house in 
the meadow on the South side of the river, near the 
present tin roofed barn. When that home burned, 
Edward and Effie built a new house across from the 
meadow on the North side of the Middle Fork, where 
it was warmer in winter...

Schaad's Resort, a West Point-Wilseyville institution.
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Schaad’s Meadow in winter, often is blanketed with snow.
"But the good old days weren’t always so good," 

said EfTie, recently, as she sat reminiscing in front of 
a warm fire.

"In 1920, the flu epidemic that followed World 
War I hit our area and within the space of a few 
weeks, Edward Schaad’s mother, his brothers John, 
Joseph and Albert, who was ranching near Paloma, 
all were dead."

For a time, Edward Schaad operated the 
sawmill alone, but two years after his brothers' 
deaths he sold it. He and Effie continued ranching 
the meadow on the Middle Fork, raising potatoes, 
alfalfa and cattle. Their three children, John, Jim 
and Anne, were born in the house overlooking the 
meadow.

At each of the births it was a mid-wife who 
officiated. There was a doctor in Mokelumne Hill 
who, in an emergency, would come to treat a 
seriously ill or injured person, and there was 
another doctor in Jackson, but common child births 
were mostly handled by mid-wives at home.

West Point, until after World War I, still was an 
area where most of the supplies arrived by freight 
wagon. Teamsters would haul their loads of 
merchandise to the stores and after unloading, fill 

their wagons with logs that would be used for timber 
in the Argonaut, Kennedy or other gold mines in the 
Jackson or Sutter Creek area.

"Roads were terrible in those days," said Effie.
"After we got a car we never traveled anywhere 

without a shovel, a set of tire chains, a jack and a 
plank, so we could jack up a wheel and get a plank 
under it."

She remembers well, the first loads of lumber 
taken by trucks from West Point to Mokelumne Hill 
over what is now Highway 26.

"That first truck - it was a five ton Fageol - had 
all of 3,000 feet of lumber on it. He made the trip all 
right, but the second truck that went out didn’t make 
it. He went off the South Fork Grade and all the way 
down into the river. The only thing they brought out 
were its wheels."

Effie also recalled that in those days, her three 
children walked four miles each morning and 
afternoon, to and from the Mayflower School.

"Sure, they walked," she said. "It didn’t seem to 
hurt 'em any."

Also, those still were the days around West 
^oint, of kerosene lamps and lanterns and when all

Please see RESPECTED, pg. 20
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Calaveras Public Utility District Reservoir, bearing the Schaad name, is a popular 
fishing spot.

RESPECTED, cont. from pg. 19 
cooking and heating was done with wood fires in 
stoves and fireplaces. Electricity did not come to the 
Schaad’s until 1954.

’’When it was time to start supper, we cooked on 
a wood stove, whether it was July or January. It got 
pretty hot in the kitchen in the summer time, but 
people worked hard in those days and they had to 
eat.”

It was during the 1930’s that John Parmeter, of 
West Point, was operating a sawmill at Boston Flat, 
a mile or so north of Schaad’s. And , it was 
Parmeter who, on more than one occasion as a form 
of compliment to Effie Schaad, said: ’’she’s a better 
man than many...’’

At Parmeter’s mill there was a logging camp 
with cook shack and bunk house where about 60 men 
stayed. It was during that time when Effie’s 
husband, Ed, was working for him, that Parmeter 
awakened early one morning to learn that his cook 
had gotten drunk and quit. He could think of only 
one thing to do, and long before daylight Effie and 
her husband were awakened by John’s fist pounding 
on their front door. He informed Effie he had 60 
hungry men awaiting breakfast and no one to cook 
for them.

"I told him I didn’t know nothin' about cooking 
for 60 men, but I agreed to go up and help him out, 
with the understanding that I’d stay just for three 
days, until he found another cook," Effie said. As it 
turned out, she stayed for seven years.

Today, Effie looks back with fondness on those 
years. Admittedly, it was hard work, but that was no 
great deterrent to this woman who had known hard 
work all her life.

"Those lumbermen talked pretty rough, 
sometimes, but they were good men. Most of them 
were big men and they ate big. We served family 
style and we gave them plenty of meat and potatoes 
and beans and bread. Sliced bread was delivered 
early each morning from Groves and Engles in 
Stockton.

Early each morning I'd bake the pies, and for 
breakfast, we’d serve them bacon, eggs, potatoes, 
biscuits and pancakes. Those men ate good. We 
packed the lunches each day with three sandwiches, 
and some kind of fruit and usually, some cookies. 
Supper included a roast or stew or fried chicken — 
good solid food. I worked the early shift with a dish 
washer and a waitress. A woman came in every day 
to clean the bunk house and make the beds."

For the Schaads, life was good during those 
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years. With income from the ranch and their jobs at 
the Parmeter mill, the family was doing well. Those 
were the days, said Effie, "when you could set a 
frying pan on the stove and while it was heating, 
walk down to the river and catch a mess of trout."

But somehow, tragedy never strayed far from 
Effie Schaad’s path. In 1937, Edward Schaad died at 
age 54, leaving Effie with three children in their 
teens. With the help of the children, she took over 
the operation of the ranch. If there was hardship, 
they simply ignored or overcame it. Effie continued 
the ranching, raising hay and potatoes, selling a few 
cattle, chickens and eggs.

"Eve plowed and planted potatoes, mowed hay 
and pitched it into the wagon then pitched it into the 
barn. I milked the cow and made most of the kid’s 
clothes. But I finally got rid of that kicking, damned 
cow when one night she took a kick at me as I was 
milking her and darned near tore my shirt off."

Effie chuckled. "We also had a gasoline 
powered washing machine -- one of those things 
with a foot pedal starter. It was better than tub and 
wash board, but I had to pump that pedal to start it, 
and on cold mornings, it was like walking to West 
Point before it started."

Gradually, the roads to West Point and to the 
Schaad Ranch became better. In 1940, the Calaveras 
Public Utility District built a water storage facility on 
the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne, a mile upstream 
from Schaad’s Ranch, that quickly became known as 
Schaad’s Reservoir.

With an improved road and completion of the 
reservoir that provided excellent fishing, came 
campers and fishermen from as far away as 
Stockton and the valley area. Then, around 1950 as 
the recreation seeker's numbers increased, Effie 
with a friend, Dewey Laughlin, opened a camp 
ground along the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne 
where the road to the reservoir crosses it. At the 
river crossing they built Schaad’s resort, a small 
frame building which provided groceries and 
camping supplies, and in 1954, they obtained a liquor 
license.

For 17 years, until his death, Effie and Dewey 
Laughlin were partners as Schaad’s resort became 
an institution to the fishermen, hunters, loggers, 
cattlemen and all those who worked in or frequented

Effie Schaad in earlier days.
the back country that surrounds the Middle Fork. 
Today, Schaad’s still is the place where fishermen 
and mountain travelers stop for a beer or a bite to eat. 
It is a place where a family can pitch a tent or park a 
trailer and spend a restful day or week along the 
edge of wilderness. The fishing in Schaad’s 
reservoir is still good.

Effie has never traveled far. A few times she 
and her family have visited Nevada and once, years 
ago they went to San Francisco.

"It was cold and it rained and the wind blew and 
it didn’t do a thing for me," she said. "I’ll take the 
mountains and the pine trees any time."

Effie is taking it a bit easier these days than she 
once did. Its been quite a while since she last swung 
an axe or helped gather cattle, but each day still 
finds her overseeing operations at the little resort. 
Recently she fell and injured a leg, but she plans to 
be up and around again very soon.

"If I retired," she said, "I wouldn’t have 
anything to do."*
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EDITH IRVINE, FORGOTTEN 
FOOTHILL PHOTOGRAPHER
From the Biography of Edith Irvine, by 

Wilma ’Billy” Plunkett, Photo Archives 
Supervisor, Brigham Young University

The recent rediscovery of a collection of near- 
century-old glass plate negatives has drawn national 
attention to the camera artistry and skills of a 
Calaveras County woman, dead for 40 years.

In mid-1988 Brigham Young University became 
the recipient of a gift of photography equipment and 
some 80 glass negatives of photographs of the 1906 
San Francisco earthquake. Also included in the 
collection was a photo documentary of construction 
of Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Electra 
Powerhouse on the North Fork of the Mokelumne 
River. The pictures had been taken by Mokelumne 
Hill school teacher and sometimes photographer 
Edith Irvine. When the negatives were developed, 
Brigham Young's photo-archivists found them to be 
of "exhibit quality." Those of the earthquake, said 
archives Curator Dennis Rowley, probably are the 
finest taken of that disaster. Said Rowley, "I've 
never seen a set of photographs create a mood like 
these do.”

Edith Irvine was born January 7, 1884, in the 
Calaveras County mining town of Sheep Ranch. 
Edith and her younger brother, Robin, (Bob) were the 
children of Thomas Hannah Irvine and Mary Irene 
Irvine. Clinton, a third child who would have been 
older than Bob, died in infancy.

While living in Sheep Ranch Thomas Irvine 
was listed as a miner in the Calaveras County Great 
Register of 1888. The Irvine's children still were 
young when the family moved to Mokelumne Hill. 
Sometime between 1888 and 1896 when Thomas 
Irvine again was listed in the great register, the 
family's fortunes had changed, for while Irvine in 
1896 still listed as a miner, they were living in a 
fashionable home and were considered "well off." 
His financial gains had apparently come through 
acquisition of valuable mineral property and real 
estate.

The Irvines established friendship with the Peek

Edith Irvine
(Courtesy, Brigham Young U.)

Family and it was about that time that Edith and a 
schoolmate, Frank Peek, became interested in 
photography. Edith badgered her father into 
building a small lean-to onto the back of their home 
for use as a darkroom.

In Mokelumne Hill the Irvines were considered 
part of the upper social strata and Edith's and Bob's 
mother never let them forget they were members of 
the upper class. Irene Irvine sent her daughter to 
school in modest, highnecked dresses of expensive 
material, with huge bows in her hair. Bob wore 
knickerbockers and blouse waists. Their dress 
contrasted sharply with the cotton dresses and faded 
overalls of most of the other children. They carried 
folding leatherette lunch boxes with sandwiches 
wrapped in floral patterned paper napkins. Most of 
their school companions brought their lunches in 
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mall lard pails or in tin boxes that had once 
contained George Washington or Dixie Queen plug 
:ut tobacco.

Nevertheless, Edith and her brother associated 
and played with the other youngsters at school and 
in town activities, even though their mother 
considered them and most of the town children, 
socially, to be poles apart. And, although Irene 
Irvine considered the family to be members of the 
aristocracy, people who knew her daughter 
considered Edith a tomboy who loved to play outdoors 
and roughhouse with the boys.

Her biographer, Wilma Marie (Billy ) Plunket, 
supervisor of photo archives at Brigham Young 
University, says: ’’She had all the attributes of a lady 
and the behavior patterns of a man. She was game 
to try almost anything once. She was a roaring lion 
or a purring kitten, depending on her mood at the 
moment. She acted brashly, but with a camera in 
her hands she became an observant artist who would 
settle for nothing but the best. There is ample 
evidence of her willingness to do whatever was 
required to get the shot she wanted, the shot so many 
other photographers would not see."

Edith graduated from grade school at age 13 on 
June 22, 1897. She attended high school in Oakland, 
and on September 15, 1900, was granted a teachers' 
certificate by the Calaveras County Board of 
Education.

Somehow, between 1898 and 1902, according to 
family history, she found time to work for the 
Standard Electric Company, forerunner of the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, to record in 
photographs, construction of the Electra powerhouse

Irvine Home in Mokelumne Hill. 
(Courtesy, Brigham Young U.)

The aristocrats, Robert and Edith. 
(Courtesy, Brigham Young U.)

project on the North Fork of the Mokelumne River, 
between Mokelumne Hill and Jackson.

The results of her photography were striking. 
At least to an extent, the photographs that Edith had 
taken of the project had been lost or forgotten. But, in 
1988, when her nephew, Jim, the son of Robin 
Irvine, presented her collection of glass negatives 
and photo equipment to Brigham Young University, 
the glass negatives of the Electra project were among 
them.

As university archivist, Billy Plunket had 
photographs printed from the negatives and on her 
next visit to California, showed them to PG&E 
manager Don Marshall, in Jackson. He and retired 
PG&E official Earnest Cuneo, also of Jackson, acted 
as though they had discovered gold. They also were 
able to identify every area where the photographs 
had been taken.

Just when Edith Irvine began teaching school is 
unknown. An 83-year-old resident of San Andreas

Please see PHOTOG., pg. 24
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PHOTOG., cont. from pg. 23
Convalescent Hospital in 1989 remembered her as 
his teacher around 1916. Census records of 1910 list 
Edith’s occupation as "photographer,” but it is 
believed she began teaching some years before then. 
Although numerous people in Calaveras County 
remember her as a teacher, none mentioned her as a 
photographer. Nor did any of them mention that at 
least for a time, around 1944, she served as editor of 
the Calaveras Weekly, published in Mokelumne Hill.

Clovis Laidet, sexton of the Mokelumne Hill 
Cemetery, still remembers Edith Irvine and recalls 
seeing her come through town from her home up on 
the hill, either on her horse or driving her "Model 
T," long red hair flying, scattering people and 
chickens. The Calaveras School directory for 1925 
lists Edith as a member of the county board of 
education. She also, at that time, was serving as 
principal of the Mokelumne Hill School.

Edith's and Bob's mother, Irene, according to 
relatives was a domineering woman who did not 
want either of her children to marry. Edith, 
rebellious in her youth, announced her engagement 
to a young man who did not meet her mother's 
approval, and she ultimately broke up with him. In 
later years she "kept company" from time-to-time 
with male friends, but she did not marry.

Years later, when her brother, Bob, at age 60, 
married a young woman of 35, named Ofa, his 
mother and Edith were horrified. They said that not 
only was Ofa not of a suitable family, she was too 
young. By the time it was arranged for Bob to bring 
Ofa to meet her in-laws, she was pregnant. Edith 
wrote to him, stating: "You are welcome to come 
anytime, but don't bring your young pregnant wife."

Bob ignored the letter, brought his wife, who 
held a master's degree in education, and gradually, 
the rift between Edith, her brother and Ofa healed. 
Ofa gave birth to a son, James. In later life Bob and 
Ofa provided care for Edith and it was their son, after 
Bob's death, who donated Edith's photography works 
to the university.

Edith's grandfather had come to California in 
1849 and the family had been prominent in the East. 
The Irvine family tree reportedly included two Ohio 
governors and was said to have been related to the 
family of General Sherman and to the Washingtons. 
A letter from her aunt Mary Arnold, dated April 21, 
1912, informed her she was eligible to join the 
Daughters of the Revolution and the Pioneer 
Daughters of California. There is no documentation 
that she joined either organization, although she did 
become a member of Hilda Chapter, No. 1^4, of the 
Eastern Star Lodge of Mokelumne Hill.

Edith took this photo South of San Francisco’s Market Street on morning of 1906
earthquake. (Coutesy, Brigham Young U. )
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National Geographic Magazine recently published this and other Irvine photographs 
of 1906 earthquake tragedies. (Courtesy, Brigham Young U.)

Fate played odd tricks, and it was a twist of fate 
that placed a young foothill girl on the morning of 
April 18, 1906, almost at the epi-center of the Pacific 
Coast’s greatest disaster. Twenty-two-year-old Edith 
Irvine was the only female photographer to take 
photographs of the San Francisco earthquake.

Family lore has it that Edith planned a trip 
around the world and was scheduled to embark from 
San Francisco on the morning of April 18, 1906. As a 
result of those plans, during the early morning 
hours she was enroute down the Sacramento River 
from Stockton to Sacramento, aboard a steam packet, 
when the earthquake hit.

Arriving in the ravaged city, she 
commandeered an abandoned baby carriage, loaded 
her photo equipment into it and began taking 
pictures. All day, she wandered through the ruins, 
avoiding armed guards who had orders from city 
officials to prohibit photographs from being taken in 
order to conceal the true extent of the damage. She 
returned to Stockton that night aboard the little 
steamer, developed her photos, slept a few hours, 
then aboard the packet, headed back to the scene of 
the disaster. She took photos for three days 
continuing to avoid police and soldiers.

And, although fate placed her on the spot where 
she would obtain pictures that would posthumously 
gain her national recognition, it also destroyed her 
father's hopes of winning mining litigation in which 
he was involved. The earthquake and fire destroyed 
valuable papers and evidence that he needed in 
court. As a result, Thomas Irvine lost the suit and 
ultimately his fortune.

There is speculation that instead of being on the 
first leg of a world tour, Edith Irvine on that 
morning of April 18, 1906, had been on her way to 
San Francisco to help her father in his court battle.

Her picture taking done, Edith returned to 
Mokelumne Hill. She apparently made no effort to 
sell her photos, and presumably, she showed them to 
few. With the family fortune in limbo, the fledgling 
photographer could no longer afford the time or 
money to pursue her profession of choice and was 
forced to return to teaching. Like many early 
photographers, she practiced the art and craft of 
picture taking primarily as a sideline or hobby. 
There is little evidence she practiced as a 
professional photographer after the 1906 earthquake. 
There was little money to be made in photography,

Please see PHOTOG., pg. 26
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PHOTOG., cont. from pg. 25
especially by women, and quite probably she did not 
realize how really good some of her work was.

Says Billy Plunket, "Had Edith Irvine’s photos of 
the earthquake been published, they would have 
paralleled those of the best photographers of her 
time. Hers, along with those of Joseph Riis, could 
have led to earlier and more stringent earthquake 
codes. Instead, Edith put her photography 
equipment away and devoted herself to teaching."

Exactly how many years Edith taught is not 
known. Apparently she taught school well into the 
1930’s. She was considered a good teacher — strict 
but fair. There appeared to be four things to which 
she was deeply devoted — her classes, her horse, her 
dog and her Model T Ford. By that time, said her 
biographer, Edith was becoming very much of a 
loner and she had few close friends of any depth. 
Also, said Billy Plunket, by the time Edith had 
reached 45 she was beginning to lose her hearing.

In her later years she was not well. She 
suffered constant pain in her joints, a malady that 
doctors of that day were unable to diagnose, and to 
counter it they prescribed painkillers. Her brother 
was deeply concerned and expressed dissatisfaction 

with the treatment.
A letter dated March 9, 1939, and signed by Dr. 

Frank Chaffee, Calaveras County superintendent of 
schools, states that at that time Edith was suffering 
from hemophilia, which caused frequent and severe 
hemorrhages, and he stated, "her future chances for 
a long life are poor indeed."

Edith Irvine was destined to live for another 10 
years, but as her health deteriorated and her pain 
continued unabated, she found herself addicted to 
the heavy drug dosages. At one point she attempted 
suicide and her brother had her admitted to the San 
Francisco hospital for drug rehabilitation treatment.

Then, somewhere along the line, Edith began to 
combine her medication with wine, and adding to 
her miseries, became an alcoholic. That, too, led to 
hospitalization for "drying out," but the treatment 
was unsuccessful. She also took aspirin by the 
handful, chased by gulps of hydrogen peroxide, 
believing it counteracted the damage of the aspirin to 
her stomach.

At that time, December, 1948, Bob Irvine 
petitioned the courts and was granted his sister's 
guardianship. Edith still was mobile, but was a total 
alcoholic. Their mother, Irene, also was still living,

This was one of the many photos Edith took of the 1902 Electra Powerhouse project. 
(Courtesy, Brigham Young U.)
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Edith provides music while friend makes ice 
cream. (Courtesy, Brigham Young U.)

but was hospitalized in San Andreas.
In August, 1949, while visiting her 92-year-old 

mother in the hospital, Edith appropriated a bottle of 
rubbing alcohol from a patient's beside table. In a 
ladies' restroom in the hospital she drank the bottle's 
contents, was stricken, and died a few days later, on 
August 14, 1949. Her mother died August 8, 1952, at 
age 95.

Following Edith’s death, her brother acquired 
her meager estate, including photo equipment and 
glass negatives, which he simply held in storage. 
Later, in 1988, his son, James Irvine, of Ridgecrest, 
California, donated his aunt's camera equipment to 
the university. They included her photos of 
construction of the powerhouse and those taken in 
San Francisco.

Thus, for the first time since they were taken 82 
years before, the public had the opportunity to view 
Edith Irvine's photographs of the 1906 San Francisco 
earthquake. Impressed with their quality, Miss 
Plunketxame to Calaveras County to find out more

DEEDEE HENKE HAS SEEN 
A CHILDHOOD DREAM FULFILLED

George Hoeper

Although not a Calaveras County Native, 
Deedee Henke has lived in Calaveras County for 29 
years and the county is better for her presence.

Abandoned as an infant, Deedee's earliest 
memories involve a seemingly endless procession of 
foster homes. She remembers lying in lonely 
darkness, dreaming of a day when she would give 
youngsters like herself the kind of home and love 
they really needed. That was some seventy years 
ago, and now, Deedee, her strong, coppery Cherokee 
features lined by age, can reflect back on fulfillment 
of that childhood dream.

She has raised four children of her own - and 43 
foster children. Her dark eyes still sparkle with 
energy as she reviews her busy lifetime that has 
involved far more giving than receiving.

"I'm Indian,” she said proudly. "My great 
grandparents were shipped out here from Oklahoma 
and put on a reservation not far from Yosemite. I 
was born in Tulare. I don't remember my mother. 
My father was a jerk-line mule skinner, so he was 
on the move most of the time and wasn’t able to take 
care of me. Sometimes I stayed with my 
grandparents, but mostly, I stayed in foster homes 
and was shifted around from place to place. It 
wasn't easy going."

Deedee went to school in Fresno, Madera, 
Bakersfield and Hanford. From the time she was old

about the life of Edith Irvine. Much of the 
information she obtained was provided by the 
Calaveras County archives.

As a result of the assistance they received, 
Wilma (Billy) Plunket and Brigham Young 
University have presented Calaveras County 
Archivist Lorrayne Kennedy with copies of Edith's 
photos of construction of Electra powerhouse and her 
photos of the earthquake.

The high quality of Edith Irvine's work can best 
be demonstrated by the fact that her earthquake 
photos were printed in the June, 1990 issue of 
National Geographic Magazine.
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enough to use a broom or stand in front of a kitchen 
sink she knew what hard work was all about. At 
19,she married and gave birth to four children in 
four years and one month. After her fourth child 
was born her husband left her. She raised her 
youngsters while working as a bookkeeper during 
the daytime and as a waitress at night.

"I never went on relief or welfare - I hated the 
idea of both - and I still do,” she said. "They rob you 
of your independence and your will.”

With her children, she was living at that time in 
San Joaquin County near the Mossdale Wye. As a 
longtime resident of that area, when she was not 
working, she hunted and fished to help put food on 
the table for herself and her youngsters.

"I taught my kids to hunt and fish while they 
grew up there. We made an awful lot of friends and 
I came to know the highway patrolmen and the 
sheriffs deputies who worked that area. There 
never were a finer bunch of men. Sometimes when 
things were really tough, they stopped by to drop off 
food or clothing. My oldest son was ready to 
graduate from high school, but didn’t have a suit to 
wear at the graduation exercises. In those days you 
had to have a suit for graduation. You know what 
those fellows did? They chipped in together and 
bought that kid of mine a suit - along with a blue tie 
and shoes - everything to go with it.”

That was during the 1950’s, then, with her 
family grown, Deedee remarried. Not long after 
that, in 1958, she took the step that began fulfilling 
her childhood dream. She became a foster parent.

Working with the county probation department, 
she began her foster home work.

"I didn't take the kids that would be easiest to 
raise. I took the ones who really needed help, the 
kids who had been in trouble."

Over a period of some 20 years, she provided a 
home for 43 youngsters who ranged in age from 12 to 
one boy who was 23, but still under jurisdiction of the 
California Youth Authority. They came from every 
kind of home and every kind of environment — mostly 
bad - but Deedee made it her goal to give each of 
them the guidance and love they so badly needed. 
And not surprisingly, they responded favorably to 
her.

Off those 43 that Deedee Henke cared for, all of

Deedee Henke
(Photo by Sharon Daniels)

whom were public wards because of some kind of 
criminal or anti-social activity, only five again found 
themselves in trouble with the law. Two lost their 
lives in automobile accidents after leaving the Henke 
home, and two, later, died of violence. But, all the 
others went on to overcome their early troubles and 
become useful members of society.

Only four of the foster children she kept were of 
Native American descent, said Deedee. The 
remainder came from many places and were of 
varied nationality and parentage.

Deedee and her husband moved to Railroad Flat 
in 1963 and there, in a spacious home they built 
overlooking a grassy little meadow, they continued to 
care for foster children. She kept up to eight 
children at a time.

"They all got the same love and care and help 
that frightened and confused kids need," said Henke. 
"They each were loved and trusted and were given 
responsibility. Each child had chores to do, and 
when not in school, many of them worked with my 
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husband, who was a house builder. In that way they 
learned a trade and were able to save some money for 
the future, for he paid them, just as he would any 
other hired help.”

In 1978 Deedee Henke’s work as a foster parent 
ended when she suffered a heart attack. Doctors told 
her it would simply be too much of a strain on her to 
continue operating a foster home.

Still, her foster children as well as her own 
children, return regularly to visit her, and although 
her health today is somewhat of a problem, Mrs. 
Henke still is occupied with many things.

"I don't know how many grandchildren I have - 
- they all consider me their grandmother - regular 
grandchildren and foster grandchildren alike."

Although her days as a foster mother ended, 
Deedee’s concern for young people has not.

"It's not the fault of the kids that they get into 
trouble, its the fault of the parents," she said.

"They need respect for authority and they need a 
lot of love — and they need pride and something to 
do." And particularly, Deedee Henke has concern 
for her own Indian people and the Indian children 
living in her local area.

"We have to teach them pride and purpose. It 
would help if we could go back to the old Indian 
culture, but the old ways and the old people are dying 
out. Not long ago, a young woman asked me how to 
build an Indian oven and bake squaw bread."

"Our people have to quit drinking and lose the 
concept that because they are Indians they can sit on 
their butts and take handouts. What we need in 
West Point and the Rail Road Flat area is a 
roundhouse - our young people should build it 
themselves. This would give them a project, 
something to do. We could start a craft program, 
provide some state income, create some jobs."

That, said Deedee Henke is one of her dreams. 
She no longer can physically accomplish as much as 
she once did, but still, she said, she will do what she 
can to see such dreams fulfilled.

IN MEMORIAM

RAY GARAMENDI

Not only his family and countless friends, but 
the County of Calaveras as a whole, suffered a loss 
on November 25, in the death of longtime 
Mokelumne Hill rancher Ray Garamendi.

A staunch supporter of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society and member of its board of 
directors, Mr. Garamendi was deeply involved in the 
preservation of our Mother Lode history. Over the 
years he helped establish the Calaveras Historical 
Trust and was instrumental in development of 
Mokelumne Hill's Marreda Park. He was among 
the earliest to take an active part in preservation of 
the historic Butte City store building on Highway 49, 
south of Jackson, in Amador County.

Even though he was suffering from a 
debilitating illness, Ray successfully headed the 
Historical Society's 1991 school essay contest which 
brought forth prize-winning essays from students 
throughout the county.

Primarily a rancher, Ray was a charter 
member and officer of the Calaveras County Farm 
Bureau and on the board of directors of the Stockton 
Production Credit Association. He also was a former 
member of the board of directors of the Calaveras 
County Fair, and, active in youth programs, Ray 
founded the Mokelumne Hill Boy Scout Troop and 
helped promote local 4-H Club programs. He also 
was one of the first hunter-safety training 
instructors in Calaveras County and for his 35 years 
of instruction, received a special Hunter-safety 
Recognition award from the department of Fish and 
Game.

Ray Garamendi was born in the West, proud of 
his Basque heritage. He was a community minded 
man, who for 50 years in Calaveras County, took a 
serious interest in making it a better place in which 
to live and in helping to preserve its history.

OTHER PASSINGS

Bertha Dell’Orto, Mokelumne Hill, October 26,1991 
Katherine Tiscornia, San Andreas,

November 13,1991
Robert Heighway, Angels Camp, November 18,1991
Cornelia Mac Nider, San Francisco,

November 24,1991
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MEETING SCHEDULE
Unless otherwise scheduled, the Calaveras 

County Historical Society meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various locations 
throughout the county. Dinner meetings open at 7 
pm and non-dinner meetings at 7:30 pm. All dinner 
meetings are announced to the membership, in 
advance.

The Society’s January, February and March 
meetings will be held in the courtroom of the historic 
Calaveras County Courthouse Museum at 30 N. 
Main Street, in San Andreas. Programs are to be 
announced.

Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
thank the following persons who recently donated 
artifacts or other historical materials to the 
Calaveras County Museum.

Bessie McGinnis, Qf Angels Camp; Old 
fashioned scrap book; Antique wooden print set; 
samples of Hawaiian rice paper.

Leonard Baxten.ef San Andreas; 1920’sera
Central Bank of California check book and an old 
survey map.

Madeline Cavagnaro. of San Andreas:
Stereoptic viewer with "world tour" picture set; A 
crucifix and bible from the Catholic Church in the 
old town of Camanche.

Julia Costello, of Mokelumne Hill:
Archaeological reports and historical information of 
the Felix/Hettick Cemetery burials; Howard Store 
and Saloon; Maltos Adobe Store and stone oven at 
Hodston.

Terry & Helen Eproson. of Linden: Photograph 
of the stagecoach used on the Milton run which was 
held up by the bandit Black Bart.

NEW MEMBERS
Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

David Hargrave, San Andreas.
Mearl Lucken Insurance Agency, Murphys.
Dean Warner, San Andreas.
D.C. Silva, Calaveritas Redwood.
Mr. & Mrs. Hubert Wells, Mokelumne Hill.
Eric Lane, Beaverton, Ore.
Brean Lane, Ventura.
Suzanne Brenner Wiehe, San Jose.
John Robert Williams, Folsom.
Ardeth Anderson, Angels Camp.
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Gardner, Alexandria, Va.
Evelyn Bracken, Rail Road Flat.
Douglas Meeks, Mountain Ranch.
Donald W. Williamson, Antioch.
Henry G. & Barbara J. Frost, San Andreas. 
Esther Whisman, Wilseyville.
Mr. & Mrs. James Wheat, Valley Springs.
Polar Water Co., Fremont.
K. Sanhiser, Sonora.
John Schippers, Mokelumne Hill
Audrey Buffington, Valley Springs.
Mary Brown, Murphys.
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CHRIS POROVICH 
MASTER MINER 

By
George Hoeper

Four generations of the Porovich family of 
Angels Camp have mined gold in Calaveras 
County's famous Carson Hill mines. And, as 
Spring of 1992 arrives, 81-year-old Chris Porovich 
with his partner and life-long friend, Guy Castle, 82, 
is preparing for another year of mining at their 
claim near Carson Hill.

Gold mining is as much a part of Chris 
Porovich's life as the air he breathes. For 65 years he 
has been involved in one manner or another in the 
business of gold mining. Even during the years 
following World War II when he worked for the 
County of Calaveras, he still found time during 
vacations and days off to continue mining and 
prospecting for gold.

Chris was born in Angels Camp in 1911, in the 
house next door to the Summit Street home in which 
he and his wife, Doris, now live. That was the period 
during which the deep mines of Angels Camp and 
Carsort Hill were in their hey-day and he was raised 
in an atmosphere dominated by the mining industry 
and the men it employed.

Chris's father, Archie, worked at the Melones 
Mine, at Carson Hill, as did Guy Castle’s father. 
Chris and Guy went to school together, played 
together and when their fathers were injured in

Please See MINER, pg. 32
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THE EPROSON FAMILY 
CAME EARLY TO CALAVERAS 

By
Terry Eproson

Hatred bred by the growing controversy of "free 
or slave" already was fanning the flames of civil 
war when on May 5, 1857, Jahiel Eproson and his 
family left Benton County, Arkansas, and headed 
their ox team for California.

With Eproson was his wife, Matlida Jane 
(Carnahan) and their six children, Mary Elizabeth, 
Jackson Lafayette, John Carnahan, Robert Donald, 
Felix and Thomas Matthew. They were traveling 
with relatives, Joshua and Elizabeth Ann Abbott and 
their children, Richardson, Catherine, Daniel, Eliza 
and Melissa.

Elizabeth Abbott was the mother of Jahiel 
Eproson and his brother, Robert Lee Eproson who had 
gone to California in 1850 and now awaited their 

Please See EPROSON, pg. 37

The Town of Milton shortly after 1900
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MINER, cont. from pg. 31
mine accidents at the same time, visited them in the 
old Utica Hospital on the south side of Angels Creek 
Bridge. Long before either of the boys ever set foot in 
the underground workings of a gold mine they had 
become familiar with mining terms and procedures, 
learned from their fathers and the other men who 
worked in the area’s various mines.

So, when at age 17, Chris found a mucker’s job 
in the Oro Plata Mine on the Murphys-Sheep Ranch 
Road, the venture held no fears for him and 
represented no great transition. That was 1928 and 
young men in Angels Camp expected to go to work in 
the mines. The Oro Plata - a hard-rock operation - 
was a training ground for Chris Porovich and he 
proved an apt pupil. He mucked ore in stopes and 
drifts, trammed cars, learned the basics of 
underground timbering and began breaking in as a 
miner (learning how to handle powder and to run the 
big, compressed air powered drills.) He also began 
acquiring a practical knowledge of geology, 
learning about ledges, seams, ore shoots, hanging 
walls and foot walls. And of even greater 
pertinence, he learned the importance of mining 
safety. Old time miners in those days often said to 
newcomers to the underground world: ’’Son, there’s 
only two kinds of people down here - the quick and 
the dead.’’

Mining was hard work and hazardous. A cave
in, a falling rock, and accidental explosion, a mis
step or even a mis-handling of tools could mean 
injury or death. Yet, it held a fascination for many 
that was so strong they chose to work nowhere else but 
in the underground mines.

’’You had to put out a days work, too,” said Chris, 
as he sat in the comfort of his living room, recently, 
recalling those early mining experiences. "A 
mucker had to fill 16 cars a shift. If he didn't, they'd 
find someone who could. There was always a 
rustling line out there full of men just waiting for 
your job."

The year 1930 saw the reopening of the 
Calaveras Central gold mine, an underground 
placer operation, the steel head frame of which still 
stands and is visible from Murphys Grade Road, on 
the outskirts of Altaville. Bill Warwick was the 
mine superintendent and Harry Sears, its president

Chris Porovich, at 81, still involved in mining.
and general manager. Chris Porovich and Guy 
Castle went to work at the Calaveras Central soon 
after it opened. The mine was rich in alluvial gold, 
the basis of which was an ancient, buried river 
channel.

While the mine was rich, it had its drawbacks. 
It was a wet mine...The buried river channel that 
provided the gold also carried a heavy flow of water. 
A Sterling pump ran 24-hours-a-day, spewing out 640 
gallons of water per minute, to prevent the mine from 
flooding. There also was another problem. Soft, 
caving ground presented a constant hazard. Even 
the bedrock through which it ran, was soft in places 
and required careful timbering.

With three years of underground experience 
behind him, Chris Porovich went to work at the 
Calaveras Central as a miner, running one of the 
big air drills. Three years later, his mining 
experience and safety consciousness led to his 
becoming at age 23, the Angels Camp area’s 
youngest shift boss.

"My chuck tender (helper) and I were at the face 
of a tunnel tightening up a jack bar on which we were 
going to mount our drill when the end of the bar 
suddenly began digging into the rock roof of the 
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tunnel. I knew there was something wrong and told 
the chuck tender to stay back because the roof might 
cave. Then I went to get the shift boss."

"The shift boss looked it over, said there was 
nothing wrong and to start drilling. I told him I 
wouldn't do it, that it looked like the whole back of the 
tunnel might cave, but he told me to either start 
drilling or to go to the top and draw my pay."

"Fine, I said. I'm going to the surface. I'm not 
going to get killed down here. The first person I met 
as I got to the top was Bill Warwick, the 
superintendent. He wanted to know what I was 
doing up there, and when I told him, he told me to 
come with him and we went back down into the 
mine.

Warwick took one look at the roof of the tunnel, 
saw that we were breaking into old mine workings, 
and fired the shift boss right there on the spot. Then 
he told me I was the new shift boss."

At that time the Calaveras Central was running 
three eight hour shifts a day, with about 15 men to the 
shift. Chris remained at the mine until it closed in 
1936.

"The Calaveras Central was rich when I 
worked there," said Chris, "and its still a rich mine. 
One pillar alone, that we left untouched to help 
support the mine's inner workings, contained an 
estimated $100,000 at the old $33 per ounce price of 
gold. Just think what that would be worth at today's 
gold prices. The day the mine closed we blasted that

The Calaveras Central with new head frame

pillar so it would cave and no one could sneak back 
into the mine and rob it."

"There was highgrading at the Calaveras 
Central - of course there was. They tried to guard 
against it, had two-compartment change rooms with 
a shower in the middle. You came out of the mine, 
took your diggers off in one room, then went through 
the shower into another room to your street clothes. 
But they still got the gold out.

Miners carried gold out in cans of tobacco. 
They took it out mixed in with Copenhagen. They 
carried it out in their mouths and in body cavities. 
One fellow - I knew had a mouthfull of gold - I got 
him laughing and he spit gold all over the floor. The 
government tried to stop the highgrading. They had 
undercover men here, but I don’t think they ever 
caught very many."

There were other incidents that were fraught 
with tragedy. The morning Chris came to work to 
find that two miners on the graveyard shift had not 
come up with the rest of their crew. He and the 
graveyard shift boss, Ernie Sorraco, found them 
dead, killed by a premature blast. They had waited 
too long, lighting too many fuses.

"I knew them both," said Chris. "Bill Meyers, 
of Sonora and a young fellow from Colorado whose 
mother had just come out to visit him. Both were good 
men."

"There still is lots of pay dirt left in that mine. 
A few years ago an outfit came here, spent a lot of 
money trying to reopen it and never got near the 
channel. I could have told them how to get in there."

Guy Castle quit the Calaveras Central in 1933 to 
work in the Melones Mine at Carson Hill, where he 
also became a shift boss, but Chris stayed on at the 
Calaveras Central until 1936. That was the year 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company launched its 
Stanislaus Tunnel Project, to bring water from the 
Middle Fork of the Stanislaus River to its hydro
electric plant on the North Fork at Camp Nine. The 
tunnel, which would be eleven miles long, was to run 
from Sand Bar, on the Middle Fork, to Camp Nine 
Forebay on the rim of the North Fork canyon, above 
Camp Nine.

Chris could not pass up the opportunity for better 
pay and working conditions. He hired on, first as a

Please See MINER, pg 34
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MINER, cont. from pg. 33
member of the flume construction crew, then as a 
’’machine man" when three months later, the actual 
tunnel got underway.

"We had eleven miles of eleven by eleven-foot 
tunnel to drive, and our drills, big Gardener-Denver 
automatics, were mounted on a five-machine jumbo. 
We drilled ten-foot holes and averaged a round- 
and-a-half - 15 feet per shift," said Chris. "Carol 
Airola was my chuck tender and our whole heading 
crew developed into a smooth working team. When 
the drills were running everything was done by 
hand signals. The roar of the big drills vibrated 
against the rock walls of the tunnel until it seemed to 
create a solid wall of sound."

"We finished the Stanislaus tunnel in 1939 and 
a lot of the fellows I was working with headed for a 
new tunnel job at White Plains, New York, and 
wanted me to go with them," said Chris. "I turned 
them down. I didn't want to leave Angels Camp and 
the Mother Lode. There were plenty of mining jobs 
right here. I went to work as a shift boss at the Big 
Springs Mine at Albany Flat, near where the present 
Calaveras County Fairgrounds is located."

"The Big Springs Mine was a quartz operation - 
- a hard-rock mine - that employed a crew of about 20 
men. Chris stayed there during the remainder of 
1939 and through 1940, then at the start of 1941, went to 
work at the Melones Mine, where Guy Castle had 
been working for several years.

The Melones Mine in those days was part of the 
Carson Hill Mining Corporation's properties that 
included the Morgan and Calaveras Mines and 
extended from the Calaveras River to the Bright Star 
Claim of the Chaparral Group. Other mines in the 
Carson Hill Corporation's complex included the 
Union, Kentucky, Iron Rock, Relief, Reserve, 
Enterprise, Irvine, McMillen and Santa Cruz 
claims, covering about one-and-a-half miles along 
the strike of the Mother Lode.

The Carson Hill Mining Corporation's mill 
was located on the steep hillside, only a stone's throw 
from the river, downstream from the old Highway 49 
bridge at Robinson’s Ferry and the town of Melones. 
Chris went to work as a contract miner, helping 
deepen the shaft on what was known as the 
"Calaveras Side" of Melones Mine. (Contract 

miners were paid by the foot for driving tunnel or 
sinking shafts, instead of by day's pay. It was hard 
work but a more lucrative arrangement than hourly 
wages.)

With the mine shaft contract completed, Chris 
turned to contract tunnel work in the Melones Mine 
and for a time, then worked as a timberman. He and 
his partner, Ray Lagomarsino, took on a stoping job, 
blasting down ore for the mill, and it was in a stope 
he and Lagomarsino came very nearly to being 
killed.

"Ray was doing the drilling and I was doing the 
timbering — putting in square sets," he said. "We 
came to work one morning to find that the crew on the 
other shift had pulled all the broken ore out of the 
stope. They had let it fall so fast it broke the timbers 
out as it went.

"The shift boss came 
in and wanted us to begin 
retimbering, but I took one 
look at it and told him the 
stope was going to cave.
He got mad, called us 
cowards, sent us down to 
work in another place and 
went off to get some other 
men to start the
retimbering. Before they
got back, the whole thing 
caved in."

Although by the 1940's 
the operators of the deep 
mines had become quite
safety conscious, and state
and federal mine 
inspectors ™ade regular
safety checks, mine
accidents still occured.

In 1942, only days before Chris and Bill Wiser, 
his working partner, were scheduled to be inducted 
into the Army, an accident occurred that maimed 
Wiser for life.

"We were in the shaft below the 3,000-foot level. 
Bill started up the manway when a cable on an air
hoist broke, snapped back, and virtually severed his 
arm. My brother, George, was one of the first men to 
get to him. The arm was hanging only by a thread of 
skin and Bill wanted him to cut it off, but George 

Chris Porovich in 1937 
was working on PG&E 

flume.
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wouldn't do it. They stopped the bleeding, got him to 
the hospital and he lived, but I never saw him 
again."

The Carson hill mines always were known for 
their rich pockets of free gold," said Chris. "In 1930 
they hit a $140,000 pocket 50 feet from the surface at 
the Melones Mine. That was when gold was still 
valued at $20 an ounce, so you can figure what it 
would be worth at today's prices.

"The mill at Carson Hill burned down in 1942 
and that ended the mining operation there. But, there 
still is an awful lot of rich ore in its lower levels. 
The Melones shaft was sunk 4,600 feet, but it was 
never really mined below the 3,300-foot level. After 
the mill burned the mine officials sent Guy Castle 
and a couple of others down to the 3,500 and they 
brought out 25 powder boxes of highgrade. Nobody 
ever learned just how much it really was worth."

Chris came home from the Army on November 
8, 1945, to find that commercial gold mining in 
Calaveras County and throughout the West had pretty 

much come to a halt. He went to work at the lumber 
mill at Toyon, a job he held until 1953 when he went 
to work for the Calaveras County Road Department. 
But work at the lumber mill and with the road 
department did not end his association with mining. 
Utilizing whatever free time they could find when 
not working on their regular jobs, he and Guy Castle 
teamed up to prospect for gold in the hills around 
Angels Camp and Carson Hill.

Chris and his wife, Doris, were married in 1947 
and Guy Castle also was married and had a family, 
but the two men continued to prospect for gold with 
more than average success, during their spare time. 
They also began doing the annual assessment work 
on Melones and Carson Hill area mining claims for 
the Carson Hill Mining Company. In addition, they 
did assessment work at Carson Hill for mining 
claim owners Bardon Stevenot and Frank Crespi. 
During that period they also fenced off and capped 
numerous mine shafts in and around Angels Camp 
for the Utica Mining Company.

Please See MINER, pg. 36

The Finnegan Mill at Carson Hill, with Sierra Railroad maintenance shed in foreground. 
Modern mining has excavated much of the hill in the famous Carson Hill Glory Hole area.
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The Carson Hill Mining Company mill at Melones operated until it burned in 1941.
MINER, cont. from pg. 35

Chris worked for the County of Calaveras for 21 
years, serving the last eleven as road foreman, until 
his retirement in 1975. But whenever there is a 
mining job to do, it seems that he and Guy Castle 
were the ones called upon to do it.

Shortly before the New Melones Reservoir was 
filled, Bardon Stevenot, of Murphys, nephew of the 
man for whom Chris and Guy did the Carson Hill 
assessment work years before, decided to close off the 
the main Melones Mine tunnel to prevent reservoir 
water from flooding its lower workings. Again, it 
was Chris and Guy who were called upon to blast out 
the footing and build the forms for a concrete plug 
that closed the tunnel.

In 1981, when the two old friends were in their 
early 70’s, mine owner Bob Boitano called upon their 
expertise to help open the historic Flume House Mine, 
near Mokelumne Hill.

"There we were," said Chris, "two 71-year-old 
men helping open a 100-year-old mine that had first 
operated in 1891." Also , during the mid-1980’s, they 
were called upon again, to serve in an advisory 
capacity when the Carson Hill mine was re-started 
as an open-pit operation.

Some 20 years ago Chris and Guy acquired a 
quartz claim on Chaparral Hill, northwest of Carson 
Hill, which the have christianed "The Bonanza". It 
is that property, a network of small quartz seams, 
which they feel holds some real promise, and 
occupies considerable amounts of their time.

Whenever the weather is good, more often then 
not, one or both of the partners can be found at the 
claim. Recently, a younger man, Jay Wiseman, of 
Angels Camp, has joined them, and is learning the 
finer points of pocket hunting.

"With us, its a hobby that pays for itself," said 
Chris. "And, who knows. We just keep plugging 
along, and maybe one day we will strike it rich."

Four generations of the Porovich family have 
worked at the Carson Hill mines. Archie Porovich 
worked there prior to World War I and his sons, 
Chris, Bob and George, constituting the second 
generation, worked there prior to and during the 
early years of World War II. Chris’s nephew, 
Kenneth, was the third generation to work there, and 
more recently, Kenneth's son, Brian was hired when 
the Carson Hill Mine reopened in 1985, the fourth 
generation of the family to find employment there.
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EPROSON, coat. from pg. 31
arrival at his ranch on the Calaveras River. The two 
brothers were the products of Elizabeth’s previous 
marriage, around 1820, to Joel Eproson, who died, 
shortly after moving his young family to Alabama. 
The widow Eproson then married Abbott and the 
moved to Arkansas where she bore five more 
children by him.

Joshua Abbott, with his step-son Robert Lee, had 
followed the gold rush to California in 1850, and

Robert Lee Eproson
although Robert chose to stay in the golden state, his 
step-father after mining for a short time, returned 
east to his family. Now, with his family and 
relatives they were headed west again, but it was not 
the lure of gold that drew them.

They were leaving Arkansas because of 
pending civil war. The question of slavery had 
created deep family rifts and at least these branches 
of the Eprosons and Abbotts felt it safer to leave 
Arkansas behind. In fact, so bitter were the feelings 
that according to at least one version of family 
history, upon reaching California the spelling of the 
name was changed from Epperson to Eproson.

During 1857 the number of emigrants using the 
Oregon-California Trail dropped to only about 4,000. 
The earlier gold rush hysteria had declined and 
many people, particularly those of the Atlantic states, 
were choosing to make the westward journey by boat, 
crossing the Isthmus of Panama, then sailing up the 
Pacific Coast to San Francisco. Also, there were 
reports of increasing Indian troubles in western 

Utah and along Nevada’s Humbolt River. The 
Paiutes, horse mounted and having begun to obtain 
firearms, were becoming increasingly bold.

The Eproson and Abbott families joined a train 
of about 50 wagons, believing a group that large 
would discourage Indian depredations. At Fort 
Bridger, on the Black Fork of the Green River, near 
the present day town of Lyman, Wyoming, the train 
turned south, following the improved Hastings Cut- 
Off to Salt Lake. Upon reaching Salt Lake City the

Mary Frances Eproson
wagon train to which the two families had attached 
themselves camped next to a large group known as 
the Fancher Party, about half of whom were from 
Arkansas.

The Fancher leaders, against the advice of at 
least one Mormon elder, chose to take the southern 
route to California to avoid the dry crossing beyond 
Salt Lake that 10 years earlier, had cost the Donner 
Party so dearly in time and livestock. In 1857 it was 
rarely being used. For the same reason, the 
Eproson-Abbott wagon train chose an alternate route 
through northern Utah that intersected with the 
California Trail in southern Idaho, near Thousand 
Springs. This proved a highly fortuitous decision, 
for the Fancher Party, only days later, was attacked 
in southern Utah by Indians and Mormons. One 
hundred and twenty people died in what was to 
become known as the Mountain Meadows Massacre.

About the same time the Mountain Meadow 
attack was taking place, the Eproson-Abbott train 

Please See EPROSON, pg. 38
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EPROSON, cont. from pg. 37
had reached the headwaters of the Humbolt River. 
There, one morning before day-break, Indians crept 
to the edge of the camp and stampeded its cattle.

Daylight found a large part of the herd missing 
and 21-year-old Daniel Abbott was among a group of 
men who rode out to recover the animals. The cattle 
were found, bunched in a small canyon later in the 
day, but as the men rode down to gather them they 
were attacked by Paiutes. In an exchange of gunfire 
Daniel was shot through the hip and two other men 
were wounded, both of whom died later. Daniel lived 
and made the remainder of the trip to Calaveras 
County in a hammock slung on a wagon. However, 
he was crippled for life and could move about only in 
a wheel chair or with the help of a cane.

Loss of the cattle, which included a number of 
oxen, forced the emigrants to leave some of their 
wagons behind. For the travelers, the attack also 
marked the beginning of harassment by Indians 
that followed their wagon train through much of 
Nevada. Jahiel's son, John Carnahan Eproson, who 
was eight years old at the time, told his family in 
later years the children would huddle in the wagon at 
night and sometimes see the hands of Indians slip up 
beneath the canvas searching for food, soap or 
whatever articles they could reach. Some of the older 
children jabbed at their hands with knives.

In mid-October, 48 days after the fight with the 
Paiute warriors at the head of the Humbolt, the wagon 
train reached Calaveras County, via the Carson 
Valley-Big Trees route. The Eprosons and Abbotts 
had been on the road for nearly five-and-one-half 
months.

When they arrived, Robert Lee Eproson was 
waiting for them at his ranch on the Calaveras 
River, which he had claimed in 1853. The ranch was 
located about a half mile downstream from 
Greasertown. It already had become a successful 
agricultural enterprise. Joshua and Elizabeth Abbott 
first settled on the Eproson ranch where he and 
Robert Lee engaged in mining and farming 
together. In 1861 Joshua and Elizabeth moved to 
Tulare County, but the flood of 1862 brought them 
back to Calaveras County. They developed a ranch 
on Rock Creek, south of Milton. Elizabeth died there 
in 1874 and Joshua died at the Box Ranch, in

Copperopolis, in 1886.
Their daughter, Catherine, had married Jesse 

Lafayette Burns, who along with his brother Samuel, 
had made the trip across the plains with the Abbotts 
and Eprosons. The wedding was at the Robert Lee 
Eproson Ranch on October 19,1857, the day after their 
arrival in Calaveras County. Catherine and Jesse, 
who after first engaging in mining, built up a 
successful freight business, had eleven children.

Another wedding, that of Eliza Abbott and 
Charles Henry Schroebel, also took place on the 
Robert Lee Eproson Ranch on July 18, 1861. Charles 
Schroebel was a native of Alabama who had come to 
California in 1850, via Panama. He and his wife 
became prominent Bear Mountain ranchers and 
they raised a family of 12.

Daniel Abbott, despite his crippling injury 
received in the Indian battle, became a successful 
Tulare County rancher and owner of one of the 
largest sheep herds in the Porterville area. He 
married Frances Elizabeth (Fine) Bursey, sister of 
Lewis Fine, who had come to California in 1854 with 
Wade Hampton Johnston. The Fine family 
reportedly were members of the same wagon train as 
the Abbotts and Eprosons. Daniel and Frances 
Elizabeth had nine children. Daniel died in 1916.

Melissa Abbott married Stephen Box and they 
raised a family of ten. All of the children were born 
on the Abbott Ranch at Rock Creek. The family 
moved to a ranch on the edge of Copperopolis in 1882, 
which was known as the Box Ranch until it sold to 
Edwin Flower, in 1902.
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Richardson Abbott, who married Mary A. 
Sinclair, was a rancher and teamster in the Milton 
area. One of their sons, Sterling P. ’’Stubb” Abbott, 
worked for Rhodes Brothers. Several years ago, a 
note was left on his wooden grave marker in the 
Milton Cemetery, indicating that the writer had 
known ’’Stubb”. The note was signed by the late 
Willard Tower, of Milton.

Jahiel Eproson, after arriving in California, 
settled in Brushville, on Rich Gulch, southeast of 
Jenny Lind. He operated a blacksmith shop there 
and he and his wife had four more children, 
Margaret, Jane Addie and Fannie.

The Eprosons continued to live in Brushville 
and in Milton until early in 1880 when Jahiel moved 
the family, with the exception of his sons, John, 
Robert and Thomas, to Geyserville, in Sonoma 
County. The three boys remained in Mil ton. Shortly 
after arriving in Sonoma County, their son, Jackson 
Lafayette Eproson, killed a man during a card 
game. When he refused to surrender to the sheriff he 
was shot in the leg, then refused treatment.

The wound became infected, gangrene set in 
and despite the efforts of his sister, Mary Elizabeth, to 
save him, he died in her home in Geyserville on 
January 30,1880

John Carnahan Eproson married Mary Amelia 
Biedinger in 1877. She was a member of a pioneer 
Calaveras County family that had settled in 
Vallecito, then moved to Milton. After living a short 
time in Oakdale, they returned to Milton where John 
opened "John Ep’s” saloon. The saloon became a 
successful business and John and Mary Amelia 
raised eight children.

The children included Arthur, who married 
Mary Ellen Barry; Bertha Elizabeth Matilda who 
married Frank Moody; Charles Winfield, who 
married Bessie Irene Deane; Frank Elmer, a 
bachelor; Blanche, who married Hatfield Roos; 
Carrie, who married Dr. W.W. Fitzgerald; Laura 
Mabie, who married Chauncy Brown and 
MaudeFrances, who died at age three. Robert 
Donald remained a bachelor. He mined near 
Milton and worked at Roberts Island, west of 
Stockton. He died in San Joaquin County in 1914.

Thomas Matthew Eproson married Susan 
Margaret Helfereich, of Jenny Lind, a native of New

Mary Amelia and John Carnahan Eproson. 
Location and date of photo unknown.

York. They lived in Milton and raised five children 
— a sixth child died in infancy. Thomas Eproson 
mined near there. Later, he became a harness 
maker and served as an express agent in Milton. 
He also was appointed constable and served as a 
sheriff s deputy there.

In later years, Susan Eproson operated a store 
and the Milton Post Office, with the help of a son, 
Warren. Warren, among other things, served as a 
correspondent for the Stockton Record Newspaper. 
He was a bachelor and died in San Francisco in 
1937. Thomas and Susan Eproson’s other children 
included Raymond William Eproson who married 
Ella Gianelli and they became prominent Twain 
Harte area residents. The Eproson House 
Restaurant in wain Harte, one of that area's better 
known eating establishments, traces itself back to 
one of the members of that family.

Please See EPROSON, pg. 40
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Forrest Eproson, another son, married Lalla 

Mae Watts; Beatrice Eproson married Robert James 
Robertson and Gladys Eproson married John 
McWade. Thomas died in Milton in 1926 and Susan 
died in Stockton, in 1948.

Jahiel's brother, Robert Lee Eproson, continued 
to mine and successfully operate his ranch on the 
Calaveras River until some time in the early 1860's. 
In'"1864 he married Mary Frances Hoskinson, a 
Texas native who was 28 years younger than he, and 
that same year they built a pretentious home in 
Campo Seco. Their son, Robert Lee Junior, was born 
there in 1866. The crumbled ruins of the big, two- 
story house still stands today. Eproson also was 
owner of some of the stone buildings which still 
flank the main street of Campo Seco.

In 1870 Robert Eproson purchased the Spring 
Valley Ranch, near Double Springs, and operated the 
Springs Valley House. By 1874 he also held a one- 

third interest in Campo Seco Copper Mine and was 
considered one of the area’s most wealthy and 
influential citizens.

Earlier in 1876 Robert Lee and Mary Frances 
Eproson had a bitter separation. He kept their eleven 
-year-old son but refused to support his estranged 
wife and being in ill health, drew up a will which left 
her only $100 in gold coin. Executors of the will were 
his half-brother, Daniel Abbott, his friend, 
Alexander Wheat and San Andreas attorney C.V. 
Gottschalk, who soon was to become a Calaveras 
County Superior Court Judge.

On June 10, 1876 Eproson died at his half
brother’s ranch south of Milton and his wife opened 
her court battle to secure a homestead valued at $5,000 
for herself and her son Robert Jr. For the next two 
years her efforts met with denial in the courts, which 
was not surprising, since by that time, Gottschalk 
had become superior court judge.

Mary finally took her case to the California

THE BOYS THAT KNOW HOW TO VOTE ON NOVEMBER 8th. 1892 : : •________________________ ___ ■__
John Eproson's saloon in Milton on election day, November 8,1892. John is standing on 

chair to the right of buggy. Who A. Brown was, is not known.
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UTICA HOSPITAL
BORN OF MINERS’ STRIFE

The Angels Camp hospital in which Chris 
Porovich and Guy Castle visited their injured 
fathers was not built totally out of magnanimity on 
the part of the area's mine owners. Dangerous 
working conditions in most of the deep mines, 
coupled with inadequate treatment or care for 
injured miners, during the latter 1880's and early 
90's began stirring increased unrest. A Miner's 
Protective Union, organized in 1885, had become 
more and more vociferous concerning working 
conditions and lack on medical care. Union 
members' demands for increased safety were 
strengthened when on December 22, 1889, a stope in 
the Utica Mine, which was being retimbered, caved 
and killed 17 of the 20 men working there.

By 1894, led by their President, Bill Reed, the 
union miners were pressing hard for change, and 
shortly after the start of the new year, went out on 
strike. A major complaint was that there was no 
facility to care for the injured or sick. It was the 
general practice of the companies, in the case of an 
accident in the mines, to have a buckboard or a cart 
from Love's Livery Stable take the injured miner to 
his home or to the Angels Hotel.

By mid-February with the strike at the Utica

Supreme Court, which in 1878, reversed the decision 
of the lower court. She already had sent her son to 
Texas with her family, the Hoskinsons, who had 
been in California since the gold rush days, but had 
returned to Texas the year before.

Mary sold all of the property awarded to her, 
then joined her son and family in Texas, where she 
remarried in 1882. However, in Limestone County, 
Texas, in 1886, she died at the age of 36. H.A. 
Messenger, of Calaveras County, was appointed 
guardian of Robert Lee Eproson Junior to manage the 
minor child's California mining interests which 
had been willed to him by his father.

The only descendant of Robert Lee Eproson to 
return and live in California is his great grandson, 
Robert Wayne Eproson, who now lives with his wife, 
Jeanne, and their mothers, in the community of 
Weimar, east of Auburn.

Mine still unresolved, the Utica Mining Company 
on February 17, announced in the Calaveras 
Prospect, plans to build a hospital for its employees 
on the South Bank of Angels Creek, next to the 
residence of Dr. John Dorroh. The hospital, 
according to the news story, would have beds for up to 
12 patients, and in an emergency, would be able to 
accommodate up to 24. The editor of the paper pointed 
to the company's announcement as evidence of the 
growth of Angels Camp and predicted that within 
three years, half the town would be on the Soxfth side 
of Angels Creek.

But, apparently the announcement of the Utica 
Company's hospital plans did not come soon enough, 
or, because the hospital was to serve only Utica 
Company's miners, it was unacceptable to the rank 
and file of the miners employed in the area's other 
mines. At any rate, on February 19, 1894, the long 
smouldering dissatisfaction over mine dangers and 
lack of medical care erupted into violence.

Threats had been made to blow up the Utica 
Mine, itself, but were taken lightly until the 
morning of February 19, when at 2 a.m., a 
tremendous blast virtually obliterated the boarding 
house of Michael Magud, near the Stickle Mine. The 
explosion was so heavy it totally demolished the 
house and shook the entire town, breaking windows 
over a large area. A neighboring home, owned by a 
Mrs. Rice, was badly damaged and every window 
was broken out of it.

Magud and his wife were blown into the air on 
their mattress and dropped into the basement. Their 
small son also fell into the basement and was 
trapped between two wine barrels. The boarding 
house cook was blown into the front yard and buried 
under a pile of debris. He was dug out by rescuers, 
and miraculously, none of the four - the Maguds, 
their son, or the cook, suffered more than minor 
injuries.

It was estimated that at least a full, 50 -pound box 
of dynamite had been set off at the foot of the stone 
stairway leading to the boarding house basement. 
The nearby home of Thomas Lane had 55 panes of 
glass blown out of it and the concussion knocked 
down the brakeman in the Stickles Mine hoist house 
across the street.

Exactly why the Magud boarding house was
Please See UTICA, pg. 42
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Originally the Utica Hospital, this 98-year-old building now serves Angels Camp as an
apartment house.

UTICA, cont. from pg.41
selected as a target for the explosion never was fully 

explained. Some felt it was done simply to 
emphasize the determination of the miner’s, while 
others said Magud was disliked because he tended to 
side against the miners union it its dispute with the 
mines.

Immediately following the boarding house blast 
the Angels Camp mine owners, and particularly 
Utica Mine officials, appealed to Calaveras County 
Sheriff Ben Thorn for protection. Thorn appointed 
ten special deputies, who, armed with rifles, began 
patrolling the Utica and surrounding mines 24- 
hours-per-day. The Utica Company, as added 
protection, installed lights at strategic points around 
its property.

Angered Angels Camp citizens organized a 
vigilance committee with a reported membership of 
several hundred, for the express purpose of ridding 
the town of "undesirables”. Although the Calaveras 
Prospect reported at length on the blowing up of the 
Magud boarding house, it made no mention of the 

special deputies or recruiting of the vigilante group. 
It did, however, state that "there is considerable 
excitement in town over the affair, and if the person 
who did the job were known for certainty, it is not 
likely the county would be put to any expense on his 
account."

The paper, in the same article, did announced 
the arrest by Constable DeCamp, of three miners, 
Amtone Bocarich, John Tarns and Lazar Tusup, as 
suspects, responsible for the explosion. Brought 
before Judge Cooley, of Angels Camp, Tarns and 
Tusup were released for lack of evidence, but 
Bocarich was held, at least for a time. Later, the 
charges against him were also dropped.

True to their word, despite the strife, Utica 
Mining Company officials moved ahead with 
construction of the hospital, which went into use later 
in the year. A two-story structure 40 X 40 feet in size, 
each floor contained a ward capable of housing eight 
patients. Much was made of the fact that it contained 
the latest in equipment and amenities, including 
built-in wash stands and flush toilets. Dr. Dorroh, a
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THE OUTHOUSE
By

Dr. Virgil Airola

'Tis funny that these memories should raise 
their long past thoughts, but it was many years ago 
and it was all we had. It would have met Chick 
Sales' approval, for it stood within the shelter of the 
barn which still stands. And, being so situated there 
was always that armload of wood to carry back from 
the barn, especially on cold winter nights.

At other times, when no moon shone, there was 
overhead a bright carpet of stars we could almost 
touch. Mother would point out those stars; Orion's 
Belt, the Pleiades, the Little Bear, the Great Bear -- 
but that was always on the way back - not to The 
Outhouse, for there were urgencies to be attended to. 
That pathway was well worn but on a dark, cold 
night was a trail into the unknown without the gentle 
and comforting hand and gentle voice of Mother.

Its architecture was not much - four sides, four 
by four, about eight feet high, a sloping roof with 
shingles, no paint inside or out, but a most 
comfortable seat with accommodations for two. The 
door was solid with no quarter moon to admit light, 

physician and surgeon, was hired as the mine 
doctor.

Later, the hospital came to be used not only by the 
Utica Company for its employees, but for all the 
mines in the area, including the Carson Hill mines.

During the influenza epidemic of 1918 the 
hospital and the large home of Dr. Dorroh was used to 
house patients from throughout the Angels Camp 
area. Gradually, as the deep mines of Angels Camp 
closed, the hospital was used less and less and after 
1920 it ceased to be used as a medical facility. 
Patients were taken to the County Hospital in San 
Andreas, or treated in private medical facilities.

Today, turned into an apartment house, the old 
building, 98 years old, still stands. It is the first 
house on the south side of Angels Creek, facing the 
east side of highway 49.
(Much of the information contained in this article 
came from notes and the writings of Angels Camp 
educator and historian Ed Leonard.) 

but was really never closed unless we had personal 
business to attend to.

As a library The Outhouse had no peer! Sears 
Roebuck and Montgomery Ward were publishers of 
the most wonderful books and we could wish for 
many an exotic gift or toy while our inner physiology 
took care of itself. When this latter was completed 
these books also provided a valuable service, except 
for those high quality slick pages featuring special 
items.

Many a conference was held in The Outhouse, 
especially if someone had found a sack of Bull 
Durham or a pack of Lucky Strikes. I can yet recall 
a summer fire consuming a considerable area 
before volunteers arrived to quench it. Strangely, no 
one knew how this all started. I now know, but I 
won't tell. Somehow, The Outhouse withstood the 
conflagration.

With considerable negative emotion I can 
recall a chore that I had to do about every three or four 
months. It was an exercise of using a shovel. I 
thought that we really should have moved the 
damned Outhouse, but I couldn't convince Dad that 
was the proper thing to do. And, I guess he was right 
because the barn was about twelve feet that way and 
the stone wall bordering our lot, eight feet the other 
way. So, I carefully moved that area below the 
Outhouse to the earthen trench that extended to one 
side, thus making way for another three or four 
months of uninterrupted Outhouse use.

I suppose it was certain to happen. Time brings 
new ways of doing things, and so it was with the 
Outhouse. Indoor plumbing replaced that solid little 
building that had so faithfully fulfilled its need. No 
longer would its comfortable seats be warmed 
regularly throughout the day.. Very gradually, 
National Geographic magazines came to rest on 
those seats and on the floor, and this former 
necessity slowly became a quaint storage house.

As one enters his teen years there comes an 
awareness of "progress", and what once was, no 
longer is acceptable. The Outhouse disappeared 
from most all but a few homes and its presence was a 
symbol of "special stagnation", at least in the eyes of 
a developing teenager.

So, one day after considerable introspection, this 
one visited The Outhouse for the last time. He

Please See OUTHOUSE, pg. 44
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OUTHOUSE, cont. from pg. 43
entered with a hammer in hand and piece by piece 
The Outhouse was dismantled, its boards carefully 
stacked elsewhere, the National Geographies were 
stored in the bam and the trench was filled in.

Mother was pleased, Dad probably didn’t notice, 
and somehow, I felt we had come away from the past. 
As I walk by its former location today I remember 
The Outhouse with more pleasant thoughts. It served 
its purpose well, standing proudly, never faltering 
in its function, and finally, passing into history 
quietly, leaving not a trace.
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MIWOK WEATHER PROPHET 
KEEPS UP OLD TRADITIONS 

By
George Hoeper

When smoke from chimney or campfire hangs 
low to the ground and flocks of little black headed 
snowbirds ( juncoes ) forage busily ... When deer 
begin moving to the warm, south slopes of foothill 
canyons, a storm is brewing. The time and manner 
in which leaves begin turning in the fall; the ebb and 
flow of natural springs. Those are some of nature’s 
signs that 77 year-old George Wessell uses to forecast 
weather - sometimes weeks or months in advance.

A blustery February wind was blowing out of the 
North. Leaning on his elbows on the porch of his 
rancheria home, Wessell eyed the gray, overcast sky. 

“Still plenty of winter to come,” he said, “I look for 
a late winter with plenty of rain and snow falling 
well into spring.”

That was nearly a decade age, and, just as he 
predicted, that winter of 1983 was a long heavy one. 
And, before his predictions are taken too lightly, it 
might be well to remember that George forecast the 
drought years of 1976-77 and 1977-78. He also said the 
winter of 1979-80 would be wetter than usual, and 
again he was right. He also predicted the present 
drought. In 1987 George told friends, “We’re gonna’ 
see a change, see some dry years. I don’t know how 
many, but I see them coming and they’re going to be 
bad for both people and animals around here.”

A native American, one of the Miwok people 
whose ancestors for thousands of years hunted and 
took their living from the foothills and mountains 
along the Western slope of the Sierra, George is a 
native of Ione, with family ties in Amador, Calaveras 
and Tuolumne Counties. Even as a child, he recalls, 
he was more interested in and observant of the 
natural phenomena that surrounded him, than others 
of his age. “Even then, I had a feeling for these 
things,” he said.

As a youngster he wandered the hills with the 
older boys, learned to hunt and fish and sharpened 
his woodcraft skills. George leaned back in his chair 
and smiled: “I guess by today’s standards we’d have 
been considered poachers because we hunted and 
fished year-round. But, things were not so easy then, 
and people had to eat.”
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George Wessell, weather prophet.

He recalls that many of the older Miwok women 
in those days still were weaving baskets from natural 
materials they gathered in the woods and fields. Most 
of the baskets were sold, he said, but they kept some for 
ceremonial purposes. “No one, today, can duplicate 
that basketry,” he said.

When George was growing up his father was 
employed as a foreman on a ranch on the edge of the 
valley, then the 1930’s arrived and with them, the 
great depression. The ranch on which his father 
worked was taken over by a bank, and as the bank 
foreclosed on other ranches, the older Wessell found 
himself moving from place to place, at the bank’s

Please see PROPHET, pg. 46
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pleasure. Because of the enforced nomadic lifestyle 
which gave a youngster little chance to regularly 
attend school, young George Wessell suddenly found 
himself enrolled in the Stewart School for Indians, at 
Carson City, Nevada.

At first, George heartily disliked it — the 
confinement of the classroom and dormitory style of 
living, the discipline and the fact that among other 
prohibitions, the students were sharply discouraged 
from conversing in their native tongue. To be caught 
speaking their tribal language brought swift 
punishment, he said.

“But, we learned and they taught us responsibility 
and how to work.” Today he looks back, thankful for 
the solid education and training he received. 
However, study of the printed page did not dull George 
Wessell’s interest in nature and observation of the 
natural world. In 1935 George graduated from the 
Stewart School and for the next four years worked on 
ranches or at foothill gold mines, wherever 
employment was available.

George also returned to hunting, fishing and 
wandering the mountains of Placer, El Dorado, 
Amador, Calaveras, and Tuolumne Counties, but 
start of World War II found him serving in the 
Army. After lengthy service overseas he received his 
honorable discharge in August, 1945. At that time the 
logging industry was booming and George quickly 
became involved as a contract logger. Shortly 
thereafter, he married Eiola Fuller, granddaughter of 
the late Chief Fuller, of Tuolumne, one of the 
recognized leaders of the Miwok people along the 
foothills of the Central Sierra.

Chief Fuller was noted in both the white and 
Indian community for his ability to predict weather, 
and from him, George claims, he gathered much of 
his own weather forecasting knowledge. To that, he 
admits, he also added his own observations.

“Chief Fuller was a very wise man in many ways 
and I learned much from him.” said George. “But 
there was a lot he didn’t tell us. He’s gone now and he 
took an awful lot with him when he went.”

Today, George Wessell does not go out of his way 
to publicize his weather predictions, but those who 
know him and hear his forecasts say he is 

surprisingly accurate.
“Last fall when the rains came early and the 

grass sprouted real good, people began saying the 
drought was over. But my wife and I took some trips 
up into the mountains and we looked at the sugar 
pines and the white firs and at the way the acorns had 
fallen. I didn’t like what I saw. I came back and I 
told them, “‘Hey , don’t be too sure. I don’t think we’re 
going to have much of a winter.’”

Sure enough, the storms began tapering off. Not 
much snow really fell and here we are in another dry 
year.”

George says many things have a part in telling 
him what the elements hold in store, concerning both 
long range and short range weather forecasting.

“Animals tell us a lot about what the weather is 
going to do,” said George. “Deer keeping their 
summer coats longer than usual tell us its going to be 
a late winter, and, when the coats of the big mountain 
gray squirrels turn real silvery, the winter is going to 
be a hard one. When the big, topknotted Stellar jays 
leave the mountains and congregate in flocks in the 
foothills, look for a hard snow storm.

Even ants can tell you something,” he said, 
“when you suddenly notice them becoming more 
active and you find them wandering in places where 
they had not been yesterday, a weather change is 
coming.”

Another positive weather sign, he said, is that 
when natural mountain and foothill springs 
suddenly begin flowing more heavily, a storm 
probably is going to arrive within 24 hours.

“In the fall or early winter when a chill wind 
begins blowing out of the northeast, its a good idea to 
get out of the mountains as fast as you can, or at least, 
find warm shelter, for a cold snow storm is very 
likely coming,” said George. Look for a storm he 
said, when clouds build and swallows skim low over 
the surface of ponds and when house flies try to get 
indoors and try to alight and cling stickily to your 
face and arms. Another sure sign is when old 
wounds or rheumatic bones begin to ache.

“Our people learned to predict weather because 
they had to,” explained George. “Their food supply 
and their very lives depended on that ability. They 
watched the birds and the animals and the trees and 
bushes and the sky. I think they sometimes felt as 
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much as they saw the signs of a storm coming or of 
some change in the weather. Many times, whether 
they ate or went hungry depended a great deal on 
whether they were prepared for a storm.”

Imagine what it would have been like to be caught 
in the mountains with women and children when a 
blizzard struck. They had to know if a storm was 
coming - to be able to move ahead of it and to find safe 
shelter. Just as important, they had to know if a long 
dry spell was coming so they could move to where they

Locating water comes easy for Wessell
would be able to find plenty of food and water.

I think they always watched for signs, everything 
from the chirping of crickets to such things as whether 
or not, at night, there was a ring around the moon. 
I’ve learned to predict the weather a little,” said 
George modestly, but sometimes I think if feel the 
weather change coming as much as I see it in the 
signs.”

While some might say that George Wessell’s 
weather predictions entail at least a certain amount of 
luck, another power he has developed over the years 
which produces more tangible results is his ability to 
locate sources of underground water. In fact he is 
considered one of the area’s better “Dowsers” or water

ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS 
HONORED AT SOCIETY DINNER

A record 129 entries were submitted this spring by 
young people from throughout the county who 
participated in our historical society’s 1991 Students’ 
Historical Essay Contest. Winners of this year’s 
competition received cash awards and certificates of 
merit following a pot-luck dinner at the society’s 
April 16 meeting in the Metropolitan, in San 
Andreas. A total of $780 was paid in cash to contest 
winners in three separate grade categories. First 
place received $150, second place, $75, and third place, 
$35. Please see WINNERS, pg. 48

witchers, and he often is called upon by well drillers 
to locate potential water sources. He has often located 
water down to depths of more than 200 feet and he also 
can tell with considerable accuracy, by the pull on his 
forked “witching stick”, the volume of water that will 
be found there.

An example of his skill at locating not only water, 
but buried pipes or electric lines was amply 
demonstrated at a local lumber mill a few years ago. 
George was present while a back hoe operator was 
digging a trench across the mill yard. The job came 
to a sudden halt when the mill superintendent rushed 
out and announced that in the machine’s path lay a 
buried 4,400-volt electric cable. The problem was, the 
superintendent couldn’t remember just where.

Using a pair of metal rods George Wessell, 
within five minutes, located the buried line. It lay 
exactly two feet in front of the spot the backhoe had 
been digging.

Questions as to whether his skills are being 
passed on to members of the younger generation, 
George sadly shook his head.

“No, the young people today aren’t interested - 
aren’t learning much of the old culture or the old 
ways. Nobody much left to teach them. No leaders 
left. The kids — too much television — too many other 
things to do.”

As for the present drought, George said that at this 
time he will maker no predictions.

“Nature is punishing us,” he said. “I’m not sure 
its over yet. Too early to make a forecast now for the 
coming winter. You come back in July, or maybe 
August and I can maybe tell you then.”
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Subjects of their essays were chosen by the 

individual students and ranged over a broad field 
that included early day happenings, gold discoveries 
and biographical sketches of pioneer Calaveras 
families and individuals. Following the dinner, 
attended by more than 100 people, the first place 
winners in each of the three grade categories read 
their essays for the audience.

In the high school competition, top honors and a 
$150 check went to Jessica Sommers Berry, a ninth 
grader at Calaveras High School, whose essay 
covered the history and present status of the Calaveras 
Big Trees.

Second place went to Dana Anderson, also a 
Calaveras High School ninth grade student, the title 
of whose essay was “When Calaveritas Was Wild.” 
Dennis Morrisroe, a junior at Bret Harte High 
School, took third place with an essay titled, “The 
Illustrious History of Murphys Hotel”.

In the Seventh and Eighth Grade competition, 
eighth grader Randy Bowersox, of Albert Michelson 
School, took first place with an interesting and well 
researched essay, “Moving Water in Calaveras 
County.”

Michael Ray, a seventh grade home study student 
from Rainbow Ranch took second place with a well 
written article on the “Lost Town of Jesus Maria.” 
Owen Stephens, himself a member of a pioneer 
Murphys family and an eighth grader at Albert 
Michelson School, took third place honors with his 
essay, “Ferries On the Stanislaus River.”

First place in the Fifth and Sixth Grade category 
went to Carl Anderson, a fifth grader at San Andreas 
Elementary School, whose essay was titled “The 
Cannons of Calaveras County”. Carl is the brother of 
Dana Anderson who took second place in the high 
school competition.

Second place went to Annie Singleton, a fifth 
grader at Hazel Fischer Elementary School, in 
Arnold, whose near perfectly written essay covered 
the subject “Early Eastern Calaveras County.”

Jennifer Pratt, a sixth grader home study student 
who lives at the historic Gambetta Ranch, on Jesus 
Maria Road, took third place with another well- 
written piece titled “Stories from a Knot Hole.”

Members of the historical society’s 1991 Essay 
committees include Cathy Campbell, Ann Horvath, 
Lorrayne Kennedy, Howard Little, Mary Matzek, 
Arlene Westenrider and George Hoeper, chairman.

THE CANNONS OF 
CALAVERAS COUNTY

By
Carl Anderson

I became interested in the two Civil War 
cannons in the Protestant Cemetery in San Andreas 
for my essay. Doing the research on this, I found a 
great deal of information about the Civil War in 
Calaveras County. Even though we were so far away 
from the Civil War battlefields, Calaveras County 
men fought in the war.

Captain Hiram Messenger from Campo Seco 
sold his mining interests to outfit 128 men, called the 
7th Regiment, California Volunteers. They trained 
at Drill Hill in Campo Seco and set out for San 
Francisco in November 1864. Instead of fighting in 
the Civil Was back east, they fought in Arizona 
because the Confederacy was stirring up trouble with 
the Indians.

The people in
Calaveras County were 
mostly too busy mining 
gold and copper to be 
fighting in the Civil War.
Seventy percent of the 
copper used during the 
war came from
California, most of it from
Copperopolis. California’s
gold was important in 
financing the Civil War.

A group from Copper
opolis, Union sym
pathizers calling them
selves the Copperopolis
Blues, purchased a
cannon for training and 
ceremonies. This cannon probably came off a ship 
in San Francisco. It is a 6 pounder bronze gun 
manufactured in 1837 by Cyrus Alger & Co. Its 
serial number is 731. It was the sixth cannon 
“proofed” or approved by this company in 1837 and it 
weighed 731 pounds. “Old Abe,” the Volcano cannon, 
was the forth cannon proofed from the same batch, 
and weighed 737 pounds. Mr. Larry Cenotto, 
historian in Amador County said that these two 
cannons “are the oldest 19th century brass, U.S.

Carl Anderson
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cannons in existence.”
For many years the cannon was neglected and 

located at the Union Mine waste dump. One day, 
during World War I, a scrap iron junk dealer came 
to town and took it away. He started down the road to 
Milton. Mr. William Vickery, the Copperopolis 
Blues member, overtook the dealer and returned the 
cannon to the town.

The scrap iron men came back and again tried to 
steal the cannon during the Depression Years and 
that seemed to give impetus for the placement of the 
cannon at the school grounds. On November 21,1935 
the people of Copperopolis gave a dance and dinner in 
the old Armory to raise enough money to put the 
cannon at the school. In 1936, Mr. Charlie Stone 
helped move the cannon to the school and his initials 
were put in the cement as “C.A.S. 1936”.

In 1989, the cannon had to be moved to a safe 
storage shed because of new building at the school.

I wish I had this much information about the two 
Civil War cannons in San Andreas. Almost 
nobody, even the Civil Was experts in the county, 
knew that there are cannons in San Andreas.

These cannons are in the Veterans section of the 
Protestant Cemetery in San Andreas. Mr. Paul 
Barnett, of South Bend Replicas, in Indiana, 
identified them as 12 pound field guns, because the 
opening bore on the muzzle was 4 3/4 inches and the 
length was 53 inches. On the top of the muzzle there 
are the letters JWR and on the bottom, the numbers 24 
on one and 78 on the other. Mr. Barnett says that 
“JWR” is the inspector’s initials and the numbers 
are the serial numbers.

The main identification is on the trunnions. 
These are the two projections that come off the barrel 
and hold the cannon in its carriage.

The caretaker of the cemetery said there was an 
attempt to steal the cannons in the late 1960’s so the 
cannons were cemented in and the trunnions 
covered up. The identifications are now buried in 
cement.

The only other marking that we can make out is 
a faint “U.S.” on one cannon. One cannon has right 
hand sight holes and the other has the sight 
mountings on the left.

Mr. Charles Stone told us the cannons were 
brought up on the Southern Pacific Railroad to Valley

Springs in the early 1920’s. They were picked up at 
the depot by Fred Winkler and he hauled them up to 
San Andreas.

Mr. Fred Winkler, Jr. of Stockton told us that it 
would have taken about an hour for his father to get to 
San Andreas on the old bumpy road with his old 
truck. The cannons were put in the back of the 
Masonic Hall in San Andreas. No one seems to 
remember when they were moved up to the cemetery.

What got me interested in the cannons was this 
true story from my friend Howard Little from San 
Andreas...

Cannons stand guard over Verterans' 
graves in San Andreas Cemetery 

( Historical Society photo)
Howard and his friends were always late to high 

school. One day the secretary said if they were late 
on more time, they would get expelled. The next day 
they were late again. So they were expelled for one 
day.

They didn’t want to waste the day so they went 
back home. When they passed the cemetery and saw 
the cannons, one of them suggested they fire one off. 
They went home and got a stick of dynamite. But 
they knew if they used a whole or even a half stick, it 
would blow the gun off the carriage. So they got a 
quarter of a stick and went back to the cemetery.

When they got back they could barely flip one
Please see CANNONS, pg. 50
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MOVING WATER IN
CALAVERAS COUNTY

By
Randy Bowersox

I have often walked along many flumes and 
ditches in our county, listening to the cool water as it 
gurgles and laps along. Some of the flumes span 
small valleys and creeks. Others are precariously 
perched, hugging deep canyon walls. I have seen the 
tracks of deer, bobcats, coyotes, and mountain lions 
who come to drink from the fresh swift water. Many 
people enjoy and benefit from these waterways which 
started back in the 1850’s, during the mining days.

On January 29, 1852, Captain W.H. Hansford, 
Dr. William Jones, and others of Calaveras County 
decided to work together to bring water in a ditch 
from the Stanislaus River. They needed water for 
mining. In 1853, a group of men dug a ditch from 
Angels Creek about two miles above Murphys and 
took water along the hillsides to Owlsboro and 
Murphy’s Flat. These camps only had water during 
the wet season because Angels Creek dried up early 
in the summer.

The Union Water Company was formed on May 
4,1854, to continue the development of waterways for 
the mining camps. The t new company had 23 
stockholders who paid $80.00 each. Because they 
needed more money to buy nails, powder, tools, 
provisions and to hire more men, they sent some 
people to San Francisco to get a $10,000 loan. The 
people came back without a loan after spending the 
1,500 they had been given for the trip.

The company grew anyway, and more 
construction began. The Union Water Company

CANNONS, cont. from pg. 49
cannon over to get the fuse hole up. Now the cannons 
are both pointing south. Before, one used to be 
pointing north and the other south over the town.

Then they put the dynamite in and pulled the fuse 
through the powder hole. They sealed it with about 6 
inches of mud and then they put in rocks, sticks and 
broken glass. One of them lit the fuse and then they 
ran back and hid behind tombstones. When it fired, 
it made a lot of noise and they ran away.

Howard said that it blew off a big old tree limb 

constructed the Union
Canal to divert water
from the Stanislaus
River’s North Fork to
Angels Creek, a short 
distance above Murphys.
The canal was about 
eighteen miles long.
They built sawmills and 
cut lumber for the 
flumes. Unlike a ditch 
which is dug in the
ground, a flume is an
elevated water structure,
usually made of wood.
After the construction
was finished, the water 
that was diverted into
Angels Creek was taken Randy Bowersox 
out by the company and run in ditches and flumes to 
supply the different mining camps along the creek. 
Richard Augustus Keen wrote about earning $100.00 
a month while digging this ditch. He also described 
how a sawmill was built, and lumber for the flumes 
was floated down the ditch. He met Indians, heard 
about lions, and saw a grizzly bear cub.

One ditch took the water several miles below 
Murphys Camp south of the creek. While this ditch 
was being built, Mr. Torrey, who lived at French 
Gulch, built a ditch to take water from Angels Creek 
to French Gulch. Torrey and Company also put a 
dam across Angels Creek to turn water into their 
ditch below Murphys and above the ditch Union 
Water Company had dug to take the water to Angels 
Camp. This action set off all kinds of arguments. 
As a result, the Union Water Company sued Torrey 

and lots of small branches. The old caretaker came 
up and saw what happened, but he never saw Howard 
and his friends.

I would like to get permission to chip off the 
cement that covers the trunnions of these old 
cannons so we could see the markings. We hope to 
send this information to people who can identify 
them. I think the people of San Andreas should know 
as much about their cannons as they know about the 
Copperopolis cannon.
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and Company to settle the problem of water rights.
One of the jurors, Captain Leonard Noyes, wrote 

an interesting account of the trial which was held in 
1854. Judge Alexander H. Putney, Justice of the 
Peace at Murphys Camp presided over the trial. The 
court was held in a big tent somewhere between 70 to 
100 feet long. The tent which belonged to Bob 
Patterson was really a bar with liquors, a billiard 
table, two Monte tables, and a Roulette table which 
made the tent a very noisy place.

The court was right 
in front of the bar in the 
south end of the tent, and 
the jurors sat on a bench 
against the side. Most of 
the liquor was moved off 
the 25 foot table so that the 
court could use it. One 
end of the bar was not 
used by the court so that
customers could get up to 
the bar and drink.
Twelve honest miners
were selected for the
jury. After much
discussion and debate, it
was decided that they
would get $16.00 a day, 
eight of which they had to
use to hire someone to
work their claims.

stood two deep at the bar while five or six barkeepers 
waited on them. This was not your typical courtroom 
atmosphere.

When the jurors began to get tired, they would 
lean forward, putting their elbows on their knees. 
This bent position caused the tent wall behind them to 
bulge where their rears were. The temptation was too 
great. In no time, the boys outside stuck a pin 
through the tent and into the rear of Captain Stewart 
who jumped so far that he landed head first on the 

The flume at Red Apple was a mighty structure in its day 
(Historical Society Photo)

This trial was very poor by todays standards, but 
very interesting and sometimes comical. Many 
times throughout the trial the judge and jurors were 
treated to cigars and drinks from people on both sides 
of the argument. The tent became so filled with 
smoke that it was hard to see, and usually the six 
lawyers had drinks sitting in front of them all the 
time. Jim Pearson who was a constable played a 
continual game of billiards during the trial. More 
than once, Judge Putney asked Jim to call someone, 
but Jim always asked the court to wait until he 
finished his play. The court didn’t seem to mind 
waiting. A hundred miners and gamblers dressed 
in ragged clothes, broad rimmed hats, pistols and 
knives passed in and out of the door or stood around 
the gambling tables cursing their luck. Customers 

table right opposite the judge. Rubbing his behind 
and cursing and yelling. Stewart found that 
everyone, including the judge, was laughing. From 
that point on, the jurors made sure not to bend over 
and make bulges in the tent wall.

After about a week, the trial came to a close. The 
jury was taken to Sperry’s first hotel which was 
unfinished at the time. Each Juror wrote a “P” for 
plaintiff of a “D” for defendant on a piece of paper. 
Captain Noyes was elected to count the votes. All of 
the jurors voted for the Plaintiff except for Dan Bell 
who wrote “X” because he didn’t know the letters of 
the alphabet or what a plaintiff or defendant was.

The Union Water Company won the suit and 
continued to grow. They eventually extended their 
ditch, keeping it on the side hills. They supplied

Please see WATER, pg. 52
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Through the Utica Ditch flowed the lifes blood of Murphys. (Calaveras County Archives)
WATER, cont. from pg. 51
water to Murphys, Angels Camp, Smith’s Flat, Dog 
Town, Hawkeye Ranch, Douglas Flat, Vallecito, 
and Carson Mill. The Union Water Company was 
not always well managed. The ownership of the 
ditch and lumber mills passed into the hands of 
Kimble and Cutting. Mr. Kimble died, leaving Mr. 
Cutting as the owner. In 1890, the Utica Gold Mining 
Company bought the stock, water rights, and property 
of the Union Water Company.

In 1891 to 1892, the Utica Gold Mining Company 
made several improvements. They constructed a 
dam on Silver Creek to form Silver Valley Reservoir 
which later became Lake Alpine. Shortly after, in 
1893 to 1894, the company finished the Beaver Creek 
diversion and tunnel. They raised the dam at Union 
Reservoir and enlarged Utica Canal. They 
constructed a dam in 1905 at Utica Reservoir and 
made other improvements. A small hydroelectric 
power plant was constructed on Angels Creek above 
Murphys in 1895. Hunter’s Dam was constructed on 
Mill Creek in 1927 to form a reservoir and divert 

water into the Utica Canal. Work on Spicer 
Meadows Reservoir began in 1927.

In 1940, the power plant and water part of Utica 
Mining Company was continued by the Utica Power 
Company which was a joint venture of the Hobart 
Estate Company and the Estate of Emma H. Rose. 
On November 6, 1946, Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company bought the Utica Power Company. PG&E 
constructed a new Murphys Power plant in 1952 and 
made other improvements. The Northern 
California Power Agency has further improved the 
water system by building a new dam at Spicer 
Reservoir and a new tunnel to carry water from the 
mountains.

We will continue to find ways to move water 
where we want it, but the beginning of movement of 
water in Calaveras County was colorful and 
exciting. Many of the old flumes and ditches 
remind us of our early mining history. When we 
see Angels Creek full during the summer, we can be 
thankful for all the work the early Calaveras settlers 
did.
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CALAVERAS BIG TREES
By

Jessica Sommer Berry

In 1969, a young man of eighteen entered the 
California State Park System and made a life-long 
commitment to protect all of California’s natural 
resources. That man was my father and because of 
his career choice I have decided to research the spark 
that ignited the State Park System into what it is 
today. That spark was the Big Trees of Calaveras 
County.

Since their discovery in 1852 and continuing to 
the present, the Calaveras grove captured the 
attention of the world. Even though Calaveras Big 
Trees were the first to be discovered, the groves of 
Yosemite and King’s Canyon were discovered 
shortly thereafter and proved to have more 
spectacular surroundings. This left the primary 
focus for preservation on the trees of King’s and 
Yosemite. That does not diminish the fact that the 
attempt to log the Calaveras Big Trees started the 
preservation movement.

In 1833, Joe Walker and the Walker Party 
stumbled upon the Tuolumne and the Merced groves. 
In Walker’s journal he mentioned the trees.

“Incredibly large - some of which would 
measure fathoms around the trunk at the height 
of a man's head from the ground" (Engbeck pg. 
72)

After this entry, his writings turned strange and 
were not believed. In October of 1849, the first Sheriff 
of Mariposa County was pursuing livestock that had 
been stolen by the Indians. He found the great trees, 
but when he spoke of his discovery he was accused of 
being a story teller.

The man who finally convinced people that the 
Big Trees of Calaveras existed was A.T. Dowd. Mr. 
Dowd was chasing a wounded grizzly bear when he 
came across the Big Trees. Little did Mr. Dowd 
know his efforts to convince people that the Big Trees 
existed would create a chain of events that would lead 
to a major environmental movement for the 
preservation of the Big Trees and the creation of a 
system of parks committed to the preservation of 
California’s natural and cultural resources.

In the 1850’s, the great
trees began to be 
discovered by fortune 
hunters. P.T. Barnum 
cut down a tree and took a 
section to show in the
Crystal Palace. Mean
while, in the North
Calaveras Grove the
“Mother of the Forest” was 
having its bark stripped 
off in 80 foot sections that 
could reach 116 feet tall.
In the end, 60 tons of the 
bark was taken. One
reporter stated,

“In its natural
condition rearing its 
majestic head towards 
the heaven, and waving Jessica Berry 
in all its natural vigor, strength and verdure, it 
was a sight worth a pilgrimage to see; but now alas, 
it is only a monument to the cupidity of those who 
have destroyed all there was of interest connected 
with it" (Engbeck pg. 77)

Another fortune hunter was a man by the name of 
Captain William Hanford. He cut down the largest 
tree in the Calaveras grove. Part of the stump was 
later used as a two lane bowling alley and bar. The 
other part, that measured twenty-five feet across was 
used as a dance floor.

One man who visited the trees referred to them as 
God’s own flagpoles. One tree can weigh over 
4,288,851 pounds and average 350 feet in the air. 
Perhaps the most amazing thing about them is how 
incredibly old they are.

“Old? They were old when the world was 
young!" - Reese (Fry pg. 33)

The oldest tree ever found was 3,126 years old. It 
is certain that they can live to be at least 4,000 years 
old. Scientists strongly believe that the trees could 
live over 10,000 years, if protected.

In July 19, 1853, Joseph Lapham and Billie
Please see TREES, pg. 54
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TREES, cont. from pg. 53
Lapham along with Smythe Hayes were continually 
spending too much money and in 1857 a lien was put 
on their property and a public auction was held. A 
successful partnership known as “Sperry and Perry” 
purchased the land.

In 1872, Asa Grey persuaded a man named John 
Muir to do some botanical explorations on the big 
trees and how they were affected by glaciers. Muir 
traveled mainly in the Sierra Nevada. In his 
travels he began to notice man’s affect on the trees, 
such as logging, grazing, and commercial 
exploitations. In August, 1876, Muir attended a 
meeting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science and presented a paper. He 
theorized that cold air from glaciers blowing down 
deep canyons of the West Sierra had destroyed the 
Big Trees, and the existing giants were found in the 
only regions that the climates suited their needs to 
survive. He then concluded, 

a marquis but the two did not get along. They both 
agreed that they must separate, but neither was 
willing to give up the land. In August of 1877, the suit 
between Sperry and the marquis was decided and 
Sperry won complete control of the property. When 
Sperry gained control of the Calaveras Big Trees 
land he opted to sell. A date was set to auction the Big 
Tree property in December of 1877. John Muir and a 
number of University members heard of the sale and 
made a strong appeal to many state legislators to 
have the State of California buy the land and make it 
a state park so that it would be permanently protected. 
A man named Whiteside was the man who bought 
the land from Sperry and gained control of the South 
Grove of Calaveras. In the mid 1880’s, the Calaveras 
Groves and the Mammoth Hotel began to slide from 
the public eye. After 1890, tour guides mentioned 
Calaveras Big Trees only as a side trip to Yosemite.

Since the discovery in 1852, and continuing till 
the present, the Calaveras Groves have been

“The Forest King, 
had survived the ice age 
but faced the fire and 
steel of man; and unless 
protective measures be 
speedily invented and 
applied, in a few 
decades at the farthest, 
all that will be left of the 
Sequoia gigantea will be 
a few hacked and 
scarred monuments.”
Muir (Engbeck pg. 89)

Mammoth Grove Hotel during the 19th Century drew visitors from afar.
(Historical Society photo)

While Muir was
campaigning to protect
the Calaveras Big Trees
‘Sperry and Perry’ were
making the best
investment. Improved roads and rail services that 
brought Stockton, Sacramento, and San Francisco 
closer to the Big Trees were installed. Soon their 
land holdings were some 2,000 acres.

In 1874, things looked bad for the ‘Sperry and 
Peny partnership. It began with the sudden death of 
Perry. Sperry was forced to find a new partner to 
take Perry’s place. He joined a new partnership with 

attracting tourists. They are the longest operating 
attraction in California. Calaveras is what brought 
the world to the trees and they were the trees to take 
the most abuse from the public. This started the idea 
of conserving the Big Trees.

With the money raised by the Calaveras Grove 
Association, the State gained control of the North 
Grove and surrounding land in 1931. In 1926 the Big
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Magestic big trees dwarf visitors in their 1908 automobile. (Calaveras County Archives)

Tree land again changed hands when Mr. 
Whiteside sold the South Grove to the Pickering 
Lumber Company. Pickering disregarded the needs 
of the park when the company expanded its logging 
railroad right through the lower part of the South 
Grove. The State stepped in and acquired the land in 
1954 and this sale is what made Calaveras Big trees a 
complete State Park, protected for years to come.

Today the Big trees of Calaveras are protected 
and out of danger, or are they? The State Park of 
Calaveras is in terrible danger. Everyone knows 
the State of California is desperately short of money. 
This could mean that California could have to shut 
down State Parks because of lack of funds. Severe 
cuts have already been made in the park system 
resulting in the lack of maintenance, which means 
Calaveras is already having difficulty caring for 
itsnatural resources.

Recently a review committee was formed to 
discuss ways to save limited park funds. The 
committee was asked to consider closing State parks 
as a means of saving money. I think all of us have 
taken the trees and their protection for granted. In

1931-1955, people were son concerned for the Big 
Trees that the public and different conservation 
groups wrote letters and contributed large amounts of 
money to save Calaveras by making it a State Park. 
The Rockefeller Foundation contributed on million 
dollars, Calaveras Grove Association gave $65,000 
dollars, and the State of California matched funds 
with $1.07 million dollars, all to save the Big Trees.

So what is being done today? The truth is, if we 
don’t take action soon the trees might not reach their 
life-span of 10,000 years. If John Muir and the people 
who fought so hard to protect the trees over 140 years 
ago were to hear of the crisis you can believe they 
would be ashamed and sad that the resource they 
protected for our generation may not be around for 
those to come.

IN MEMORIAM
Esther J. Cilenti, Modesto. April 14,1992
Charles W. Goodell, San Andreas. April 14, 1992 
Doris Tyrell, Mokelumne Hill. April 22, 1992
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communities throughout the county, locations of which are 
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advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 
am to 4 pm. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors are 
welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10am to 4 pm in the historic county 
courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

MEETING SCHEDULE

Unless otherwise scheduled, the Calaveras 
County Historical Society meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various locations 
throughout the county. Dinner meetings open at 7 
p.m. and non-dinner meetings at 7:30 p.m. All 
dinner meetings are announced to the membership in 
advance. The society does not meet in August.

This month’s meeting which will feature the 
installation of new officers will be July 23 in the 
Black Bart Park, in San Andreas, and will include a 
barbequed dinner, served by host Don Cuneo. The 
dinner will be preceded by a social hour.

There will be no August meeting, and time, place 
and program for the September meeting is yet to be 
announced.

Once again, copies of our society’s “Album of 
Pioneer Schools of Calaveras County,” are available 
for sale to the public. The 131-page hard cover book 
contains scores of photos and information on the 
county’s schools over a period ranging from the early 
1850’s through 1912.

In addition, it contains a map showing the 
location of each school as well as a tabulation of the 
county’s early school districts in the order of their 
formation. It also included a brief history of the 
various schools and identified many of the teachers 
who taught in those early day classrooms. The 
albums are available in the historical society office 
and in the old courthouse museum at 30 North Main 
Street, San Andreas. They are priced at $22.95 each.

NEW MEMBERS

Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 
the following new members.

Cynthia Stephens, Murphys.
Marian Robinson, Mokelumne Hill.
Olive Martin, Stockton.
Zona Markus, San Leandro.
Lake Tulloch Real Estate, Copperopolis. 
Lane Radar, San Andreas.
Gary & Virginia Benns, Valley Springs. 
Mrs. Lorraine Goldie, North Highlands. 
Arthur Thurlough, Angels Camp.
Mr. & Mrs. John Fugazi, Stockton.
John W. Eproson, Stockton.
Wes & Arlene Hodgson, Valley Springs. 
Ben & Penny Snyder, San Andreas.
Carl R. Kent, San Andreas.
George E. Frioux, Carmichael.
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Brenner, Sacramento. 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Gentes, Arnold.
Mr. & Mrs. Rand Zeller, Valley Springs. 
Viola S. Park, Minden, Nev.
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THE HISTORY OF
BOARD’S CROSSING

By
Sharon Karr

The cry of “Gold!” echoing from far-off California in 
1849 inspired William Board, of Calloway County, 
Missouri, to seek his fortune in the gold fields. Young 
and adventurous, William, at age 26, traveled overland 
with the growinghorde of hopeful emigrants, to arrive in 
what soon was to become Calaveras County. He quickly 
found employment as a drayman for a mining operation 
and with hard labor and industriousness, in little more 
than three years managed to save enough money to 
return to Missouri.

William’s hope as he arrived back in Calloway County 
via the Isthmus of Panama, was to encourage family 
members to return West with him. Although single, he 
had 12 brothers and sisters whom he hoped to interest in 
the trip. The father of his clan was a farmer who had 
married four or five times, divorcing one wife and losing
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the others to childbirth or disease.
From his 12 siblings William found one convert. 

His older half-brother David Board, with his wife and 
children, showed interest in undertaking the rigorous 
journey. With preparations completed, they started 
overland in the Spring of 1854. In addition to William 
and David, the family group included David’s wife, Mary 
Martin Board, seven children, one black slave and a herd 
of 100 cattle.

David Board, 35 years old that summer of 1854, 
had married Mary Martin, from Kentucky, in 1841. Of

Please see HISTORY, pg. 14

The Nicol Smith home at Board’s Crossing has provided a half-century of gracious living.
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HISTORY, cont. from pg. 13
eight children born to them, all had survived except a 
daughter who died in infancy. Their children included 
Lydia, 11, followed by Philip, John, Robert, William, 
Mary and 18-month-old Enoch. When Mary’s father 
learned of her impending trip to California he presented 
her with a male slave to help her during the journey. 
Mary and her husband agreed the slave would become a 
free man when the trip across the continent was com
pleted. However, before reaching California the black 
man drank bad water and died.

Arriving in California, the Boards settled in San 
Joaquin County where David began farming grain and 
William, after marrying in 1855, moved to Sonoma 
County to raise cattle. During the next years Mary gave 
birth to two more children, Lawson and Rufus. During 
1858 or early 1859 the family may have lived in Calav
eras County where their eleventh child, James Milton, 
was born in January, 1859.1 However, tragedy struck 
the family in November of that year when after moving 

David Board

to Bachelor Valley in Stanislaus County, Lawson and 
Rufus, aged five and two, died of typhoid fever.

The family settled down and remained in Stanislaus 
County from 1859 until 1870. David raised grain while 
Mary raised her brood of children. Four more young
sters, Ella, Martha, David Jr. and Horace were added to 
the family during those years. Ella passed away while 
still a youngster and Lydia, the eldest, by then 17, 
married William Snow, of Stockton.

The Boards made one last move about 1870 to Salt 
Spring Valley, Calaveras County. David, Mary and 
eight children settled on the new ranch. Two of the older 
sons, John and Robert, did not make the move. David 
wrote to his father in Missouri in March, 1875, to update 
him on conditions in California.

‘...I have no news of importance to wright in that 
times are tolerable good in this country. ...I have sold 
some of my grane ranch in the valley and have bought me 
a Stock Ranch of 480 acres of land in Salt Spring Valley 
and am raising stock. I have a good ranch in the 

Mary Martin Board
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mountains. I have not heard from Wills for about 2 
months they were all well then. Crops are looking verry 
well in this country up to this time but we have not had 
any rain for the last two months. The crops are begin
ning to need rain verry much at this time and if we don’t 
have any more rain this spring crops will be verry light

The switch from grain to cattle ranching brought a 
sharp change to the Board family’s way of life. David 
quickly learned that the most satisfactory manner in 
which to handle a cattle operation was to graze his herd 
in the mountains during summer. In Salt Spring Valley 
he met a Mr. Crawford who had come to California in 
1859 and for several years made a living splitting shakes 
near Calaveras Big Trees. It was through Crawford that 
David Board found a suitable high country cattle range 
just beyond Big Trees and east of Dorrington. There 
along the North Fork of the Stanislaus River lay lush
meadows and prime summer grazing land. A shallow, 
accessible crossing for fording the river with the cattle 
added to its desirability. In addition to providing prime 
summer feed, the meadow made ideal holding areas for 
his cattle during the Fall round-up.

Adopting this river country for their permanent 
summer cattle range, the Boards during the early 1870’s 
built a cabin on 160 acres there. The cabin was con
structed entirely of hand-hewn beams, timbers and 
shakes. Doors swung on leather hinges and a stone 
fireplace provided warmth and cooking facilities.

The 1870’s also brought marriage and death to the 
family. Their daughter, Mary, married Crawford’s son, 
Eugene, in October, 1874. Enoch died in December of 
that same year and then, Mary, the new bride, followed 
him in August of 1875, dying in childbirth after being 
married a brief 10 months.

Next to marry was the eldest son, Philip. He mar
ried Susan Mitchell in November, 1875. The following 
year John married and in 1881 Robert also wed. Those 
two sons married sisters, Ida and Harriet Jameson, of 
Dixon. They located near Visalia, in Tulare County. The 
four youngest Board children, James, Martha, David 
Jr., and Horace continued to live at home with their 
parents.

David Jr. was primarily responsible for staying with 
the cattle during the summer at what already was 
becoming well known as Board’s Crossing. He left Salt 
Spring Valley each spring with the herd, knowing it was 
imperative he reach the mountains and the river cross
ing before melting snow in the high country raised the 
stream’s level and made it difficult for cattle to ford. His 
reading material during those summer months in the

Board's Crossing cabin has weathered 120 years, 
mountains was a bible provided by his mother.

With the help of his brothers, David Jr. would put 
the Board cattle across the river, utilizing the shallow 
crossing. The crossing also came to be used by other 
cattle men who grazed their animals in Tuolumne County 
and since the crossing was on their homestead, the 
Board’s may have charged the other livestock owners for 
its use.

Young Martha Board married Byron Beckwith in 
1887, leaving the three sons and their parents to run the 
ranch in Salt Spring Valley and the mountain property. 
Mary busied herself with the care of the remaining 
family. Philip by then, was married and had four 
daughters, but his wife was institutionalized in Stock- 
ton with mental illness. He lived on the ranch so his 
mother could help him with his children.

Please see HISTORY, pg. 16
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HISTORY, cont. from pg. 15
In addition to raising her large family, Mary Board for 
several years served as Salt Spring Valley school trus
tee. Then suddenly, in 1895, she passed away at age 72. 
She had been married for 53 years and left behind her 
husband, seven sons, two daughters, myriad grandchil
dren and a legacy of strength and determination.

Three years later, in April, 1898, David Board died, 
leaving his ranch properties to his eight remaining 
children. James, David Jr. and Horace continued to run 
the ranch. The other four boys and one sister sold their 
interests to the three boys later that year. Although 
Philip has sold his interest in the ranch he continued to 
live on it and work with his brothers.

Turn of the century found the interests of James, 
David Jr. and Horace, diverging. David Jr. purchased a 
quartz milling operation and in 1904, at age 39, married 
Marien Walsh, of Stockton. Then, in October, 1906, the 
three brothers sold the Board’s Crossing property to 
Frank Nicol and W.G. Wallace, of Stockton, for $2,000. 
Shortly thereafter, the Boards abandoned ranching to 
enter the mining business. Together, they owned the 
Midwinter and Evening Star Gold Mines. The first of 
those was sold in 1909 and the 1910 census showed that 
Philip Board was the only member of the family remain
ing in Calaveras County.

Philip lived for a time at the neighboring Tower 
Ranch, working as a hired hand and a stock raiser. 
David Jr. and Horace Had moved to Linden where they 
opened a butcher shop called Board Bros. Linden Meat 
Market. James already had moved to Stockton and 
married, following the sale of the family ranch. Philip 
moved to Stockton late in 1910 where he began raising 
mules. He was killed shortly thereafter when one of his 
animals kicked him in the head.

The year of 1915 marked the last sale in Calaveras 
County of property owned by the Board brothers. They 
sold the Evening Star quartz mine to John K. Prattle, of 
Stockton. David Jr. and Horace Board left the butcher 
business and moved to Humboldt County where they 
lived out the remainder of their years. 2

But, the history of Board’s Crossing has continued to 
wax colorful over the years and into this century. 
Purchase of the land on the Stanislaus River from the 
Board brothers by the two Stocktonians started its 
history anew. Frank Nicol was a well known Stockton 
attorney and Wallace was a doctor. Frank Nicol’s family 
had arrived in Columbia in 1854. Young Frank studied 
law in Sonora under Caleb Dorsey and served as a state 
assemblyman in 1882.3

Nicol and Wallace began bringing camping expedi-

The original cattle ford at Board’s Crossing.

tions of friends from Stockton to the mountain retreat. 
In 1910 Frank died after a battle with Grave’s disease, 
leaving the river property to his wife Adelaide 4 Shortly 
after her husband’s death she moved to San Francisco to 
be near her children. Her daughter, Susan Nicol Smith 
andher husband, R.H. Smith, lived at the Fairmont 
Hotel with their only child, Nicol Smith, then only a few 
months old.

Later, needing money to support herself and her 
mother, Nana Dodge5 Adelaide sold the Board’s Cross
ing land to her son-in-law, Smith. He sometimes trav
eled from San Francisco to the river to fish, staying in 
Board’s old cabin. Dr. Wallace’s share in the property 
had been purchased earlier by Adelaide Nicol at the cost 
of $1,000.

But, others also were interested in the land along the 
North Fork of the Stanislaus at Board’s Crossing. As a 
young man, Louis Wetmore, of Stockton, had camped 
and fished there with groups brought in by Frank Nicol 
and Dr. Wallace. He had always dreamed of returning 
and in 1935 he not only returned, but managed to locate 
R.H. Smith and his wife in Burlingame. From them, 
Wetmore purchased the 80 acres on the Tuolumne 
County side of the river on which the Board’s cabin and 
meadow were located.

The area actually remained little changed from 
when Wetmore had last seen it, except that a bridge now 
spanned the river near the cabin. An automobile road 
replaced the trail, over which visitors in earlier years
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Bridge now replaces cattle ford at Board's Crossing, 
had been forced to hike from Dorrington to reach the 
river area. Wetmore immediately began construction of 
a cabin on his newly acquired river property, which he 
christened Cresta Pinal. He also started restoration of 
the Board cabin. Louis Wetmore has passed away, but 
the land is still owned and used by his family.

But, the years had not been kinds to R.H. Smith. 
Worth millions during the 1920’s, a series of dry oil wells 
and poor land investments led him to financial disaster.

In 1936 the bank foreclosed on his remaining 80 
acres on the Calaveras County side of the Stanislaus 
River. However, three years later, in 1939, Smith’s son, 
Nicol, newly married to the former Moira Archbold, 
granddaughter of John Dana Archbold, co-founder of the 
Standard Oil Company, returned from a trip to the 
Orient. He was able to buy back from the bank all the 
land on the north side of the river.

Art Hall, Nicol Smith’s friend and associate, imme
diately began construction of a house on that property. 
Early 1940 found the home completed and Smith used it 
as a retreat where he could work undisturbed on his 
travel books and lectures. He and Moira also enter
tained there. Moira’s mother, Anne Archbold, was 
among their guests and at her insistence the Smith’s 
purchased from the Calaveras Land and Timber Com
pany, additional acreage across the river from their 
home, to preserve the view.

Art Hall built a home there on the river for his 
family, then built a second house for Nicol and Moira. 
Later, a third home known as Tree House, was added.

For many years Nicol employed a gourmet cook, 
Millie Pusich, of Angels Camp. During the summers the 
children from the campground would offer their serv
ices. Nicol often hired them to sweep walks, rake the 
sand on the beach and roll out the carts of food and drink 
at dinner.

In the early sixties a dam project was being planned 
that would have resulted in putting Board’s Crossing 
under water. During that period Nicol sold several acres 
upstream to determine the value of his land. The project 
was canceled and Board’s Crossing remains much the 
same now as it was twenty and thirty years ago. Several 
new cabins have been built, the Halls lost their main 
house in a fire. In 1989 the campers had a party 
commemorating fifty years with Nicol Smith.

Wetmore family cabin at Board's Crossing
Over the years those houses have sheltered such 

personalities as William Saroyan, Herb Cain, the King 
of Thailand and countless others from around the world. 
Nicol Smith has made sure that Board’s Crossing re
mains a place of serene beauty and quiet.

Traditions also have a way of enduring there. One 
that still endures — that began some three-quarters of a 
century ago with Frank Nicol and Dr. Wallace bringing 
guests to camp along the river — today remains alive and 
well. Many families, some of whose grandparents camped 
and fished with Frank Nicol and Dr. Wallace, still use 
those same campsites. Nicol Smith has drafted con
tracts that allow these families to retain the same 
specific camping spot year after year - passing those 

Please see HISTORY, pg. 18
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HISTORY, cont. from pg. 17
rights on from generation to generation.

Well preserved, the old Board family’s 
cabin across the river still stands. Not far upstream is 
the shallow ford where David Board’s cattle crossed the 
river. True, there are a few houses and cabins there now, 
and during summer the scene along the river may 
include a few tents or camp trailers. But, by and large, 
Board’s Crossing remains not too much changed from 
the days when only lonely young cowboys and wander
ing cattle knew the area.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. Stanislaus County was created in 1854. It was 
enlarged from San Joaquin County between 1856-1860. 
It is possible the Board family did not move as often as 
stated. Land records have not been located prior to their 
owning the ranch in Salt Spring Valley, Calaveras County. 
They may have lived in the vicinity that was subject to the 
changing boundaries between San Joaquin, Stanislaus 
and Calaveras Counties. Locations have been referenced 
based upon birth, marriage and death records.

2. The last known visit to Board's Crossing by members 
of the Board family was around 1942. The granddaugh
ter, Karen, of David Board Jr., picnicked with her brother 
and parents at Board's Crossing.

3. Frank Nicol subsequently ran for office again in 1884 
and 1886 in Tuolumne County and lost both elections. 
He then moved to Stockton in 1888 and practiced law the 
remainder of his life. His younger brother George Nicol 
lived in Sonora and was Superior Court Judge of 
Tuolumne County from 1890 to 1892. George Nicol and 
his wife, Julia, resided in the Nicol mansion, still stand
ing at Stewart and Gold Streets.

4. Adelaide Dodge was born in Jamestown and married 
Frank Nicol in 1883 in Sonora. The family moved to 
Stockton in 1888.

5. Nana Dodge was Eliza Rodgers Dodge. She had 
arrives in Jamestown in 1854,17years old, after travel
ing around the Horn to San Francisco. At Jamestown 
she joined her brother, Edwin A. Rodgers, a lawyer. She 
married Mark Tyler Dodge, a prominent county physi
cian in 1855 and had two children. She was widowed in 
1860 and taught school to support her children.

6. Moira's grandfather was John Dana Archbold, co
founder of Standard Oil with John D. Rockefeller.

CHARTER MEMBERS HONORED
AT ANNIVERSARY DINNER

Forty years ago, on October 23,1952, a group of 
local citizens, most of them descendants of pioneer 
families, gathered in the historic Murphys Hotel to 
become charter members of the Calaveras County His
torical Society.

At their meeting of October 22, 1992, present- 
day society members again met in the Murphys Hotel to 
pay tribute to the men and women who founded this 
organization four decades earlier. And, in honoring 
those charter members, the present-day members reaf
firmed the society’s dedication to the preservation of 
local county history.

Current Historical Society President Charles 
Stone, himself a native son and a member of a pioneer 
Calaveras County family, said it all with brevity and 
quiet eloquence as he quoted the late Judge J.A. Smith’s 
draft of the society’s Statement of Purpose.

“Located in the center of the gold mining district 
of California, Calaveras County is rich in history, tradi
tion, romance and lore. The early growth of the State of 
California to a great extent took place in the gold mining 
areas and Calaveras County contributed its full share. 
Many of the persons who became leaders in this state 
were miners or business leaders in Calaveras County.

It is late to obtain the full particulars of many 
early events in the history of this county. The pioneers 
and argonauts are gone. Much material is lost. How
ever, many of the descendants of early residents of the 
county still are living, and it is possible to collect from 
them a vast fund of our early history. Although many of 
the issues of the earliest newspapers are lost, some still 
remain available in museums and libraries.

The prime purpose of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society is to collect and preserve for posterity 
the early history of Calaveras County. It is inevitable 
that in a work of this magnitude, the execution of which 
will be in many hands, there will be errors and omis
sions. However, it will be the constant aim of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society to discriminate 
between true and false, to the end that the work of the 
society will reflect a true account of events and that as 
much as possible of its history will be preserved.”

Unfortunately, time has taken its grim toll. Of 
93 members who signed the original charter at the 
Murphys Hotel 40 years ago, only one person - Carmenne 
Poore, of San Andreas, could be present at the 1992 
anniversary dinner.
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Mrs. Poore, widow of the late George Poore, has 
been one of the leaders and most staunch supporter of 
the historical society and its goals. She has, at one time 
or another, served in every office of the historical society, 
including that of President. Her husband was also a past 
president of the society and for a number of years, 
following his retirement as a rancher and civil engineer, 
served as curator of the Calaveras County Courthouse 
Museum.

Charter member Carmenne Poore is congradu- 
lated by Society President Charles Stone during 
the organization's 40th anniversary dinner at the 
Murphys, Hotel.

The Calaveras County Historical Society was formed 
in 1952 under the leadership of Dr. Richard “Coke” 
Wood, Covert Martin and Calaveras County Superior 
Judge J .A. Smith, with Calaveras Grange No. 715 as its 
sponsor.

An organizational meeting attended by Coke Wood 
and a small group of Calaveras citizens was held in the 
Calaveras High School library, in San Andreas. Wood, 
Martin and Judge Smith took the lead in setting up the 
organization and drafting by-laws. A nominating com
mittee was appointed, and on August 19, 1952, the 
society’s first officers were elected.

Judge Smith served as the historical society’s first 
president, Coke Wood, its 1st vice president and Sadie 
Hunt, secretary. George Poore, John Squellati, Elgin 
Hittell, all of San Andreas; Amon Tanner, of Murphys 
and Frances Lombardi, of Mokelumne Hill, made up its 
board of directors.

With its formation, the historical society undertook 
publication of its quarterly historical bulletin “Las Ca
laveras”. For 12 years Dr. Wood served as its editor. 
That position was taken over in mid-1964 by Willard P. 
Fuller, of San Andreas who continued as editor for more

than 20 years. And, over the years this quarterly pub
lication has become a well respected chronicler of Sierra 
Foothill history.

In addition, the Calaveras County Historical Soci
ety has published a Family Ranch Album which had 
been started by the County Grange. The society also put 
into print a 160-page Pioneer School Album covering the 
history of early Calaveras County Schools and has 
compiled a vast library of historic photographs of people, 
places and events of early Calaveras County.

Today, the Calaveras County Historical Society 
manages the Calaveras Courthouse Museum at 30 Main 
Street, in San Andreas, one of the most extensive and 
complete gold rush museums in the Mother Lode. It also 
conducts an annual history essay contest for children of 
Calaveras County, which brings to winners in the vari
ous grade categories, substantial cash prizes. In addi
tion to helping interest school students in their local 
county history, these essay contests have helped sub
stantially to the society’s store of knowledge of its early 
days.

From its original 93 members, the Calaveras County 
Historical Society’s membership has grown to more than 
700, and each year it continues to increase.

NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomes the following new members:

Jean Trotter, Angels Camp.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Lark, Camp Connell. 
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Martell, Pleasent Hill. 
John & Tina Van Der Woert, Mokelumne Hill. 
Miss Courtney Magina, Concord.
Janette C. Wells, Wilseyville.
Sheryl Waller, Mountain Ranch.
Alberta Castle, Angels Camp.
Alberta Bardsley, Altaville.
Bill Villegas, San Sndreas.
Cleo Neal Jacobs, Highland.
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MONTE WOLFE, SHADOWY 
FIGURE OF THE SIERRA 

By
George Hoeper

Who was Monte Wolfe?
For more than 30 years he prowled the high Sierra 

from Yosemite to the North Fork of the Mokelumne 
River and across the summit to Markleeville,. He has 
been gone now for half-a-century, yet, facts concerning 
this mysterious mountain inhabitant still are occasion
ally coming to light.

Hermit...? Fugitive and camp thief...? Trapper and 
backwoods roustabout...? An educated man of many 
moods and shades of character who simply had chosen a 
solitary mountain life...? Certainly, depending upon 
who was referring to him, at one time or another he bore 
all of those designations. Many knew him back in the 
days when Ebbetts Pass still was distant and seldom 
traveled, but few could say they knew him well.

From where a youthful Monte Wolfe first hailed, no 
one seems to know. He was nearing at what today would 
be retirement age when he disappeared as mysteriously 
as he came. Generally, Wolfe’s association with Ebbetts 
Pass area of Calaveras and Alpine Counties spans the 
late 1920’s and the great depression years of the 1930’s, 
but he apparently was frequenting the mountains long 
before then.

Monte claimed French-Canadian ancestry and his 
features showed traces of Native American. Tuolumne 
County residents remembered him in Groveland around 
1915, where he worked for John Meyers, proprietor of 
the old Groveland Hotel. They estimated him at that 
time to be in his mid-thirties. It was one of the few times 
during the nearly 30 years Wolfe ranged the hills that he 
sought regular employmentor civilization. It also should 
be noted that his stay in Groveland was of short dura
tion.

However, there is evidence that Monte Wolfe was in 
the mountains well before 1915. A letter received in 
1961 by Richard “Coke” Wood, eminent gold country 
historian and former editor of Las Calaveras, puts Wolfe 
in the mountains of Calaveras County as early as 1908. 
At that time Wolfe would have been something less than 
30 years old.

The letter, written by Ira C. Shank, of Lodi, stated 
that one night in 1908 at a cattle camp east of Rail Road 
Flat, Monte Wolfe stepped from the shadows and joined 
him and the Schrack brothers and Sam Kirk at their 
camp fire.

“He was neat and an interesting storyteller,” said 
Shank. “I was interested in him but the Schrack broth
ers were suspicious of him and called him a thief. The 
Schracks said he was hiding from justice, but Sam Kirk 
said he was an English remittance man whose family 
was paying him to stay out of England. They said he 
would appear at a camp fire as he did at ours and the next 
night show up at another camp 15 miles away.” Shank 
said in later years he became well acquainted with Wolfe 
at Camp Tamarack and Wolfe became good friends with 
his son.

Monte Wolfe left Groveland and next showed up on 
Tuolumne County’s Clavey River. There again he took 
up his romance with the wilderness that lasted until he 
disappeared during the winter of 1939-40, as silently 
and mysteriously as he had lived.

From his first camp on the Clavey Wolfe moved to 
the Jawbone Ridge area and 1924 found him camped at 
Bull Creek Meadows. Then Monte moved again, took up 
residence in a half cave-half cabin on Reed Creek where 
in winter, he trapped fur for a living.

It was about that time Wolfe had a brush with the 
law. First, there was an accusation of killing deer out of 
season - probably true - then, stories of cabin burglaries 
and of items missing from remote mines and cattle 
camps, began to circulate. There was trouble about a 
stolen rifle and the Tuolumne County Sheriff held a 
warrant for Wolfe’s arrest.

Most of the tales involving Wolfe in theft or wrong
doing appeared to be based largely on rumor and suspi
cion. However, even if the Sheriff really had wanted to 
find the man and bring him in, the task would have 
required considerable doing. In addition to the job of 
locating him, no one was sure how kindly this mysteri
ous man might take to arrest. More than a few consid
ered Wolfe potentially dangerous. He was quick to 
anger, possessed exceptional physical strength and was 
known to be a deadly rifle shot. On more than one 
occasion Wolfe hinted that he had killed a man. It 
appeared that as long as no one pressed the issue, the 
sheriff preferred to let sleeping dogs lie.

However, the suspicion of him was growing, Monte 
apparently felt it prudent to abandon Tuolumne County. 
He moved north to the Mokelumne River drainage and 
set up camp in Hermit Valley. That probably was in the 
summer of1925. Shortly, he moved again, this time into 
the rough, granite strewn Mokelumne River canyon 
near the mouth of Deer Creek. There Wolfe built his first 
cabin, a snug log shelter battened with split shakes that 
defied the winter cold.

The summer of 1926 saw Monte at Lake Alpine
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where B.R. Gianelli was building Lake Alpine Lodge. 
Wolfe almost singlehandedly built the huge granite 
fireplace that today still warms the lodge.

Wolfe became a frequent visitor at the lodge and it 
was there the following year, an incident occurred that 
throws a bit more light on his background. The October 
8, 1927 issue of the Calaveras Californian carried the 
following article:

THE WOLF SEEMS TO 
HAVE BEEN CORNERED

Archie E. Wright, known as Ed. 
McGrath, Archie Arlington, the Lone Wolf of 
the Sierra and Monte Wolfe, arrested some 
weeks ago at Lake Alpine by Sheriff Dam- 
bacher of Tuolumne County, has a prison 
record. Advice from C.S. Morill, superinten
dent of the Calif. State Bureau of Criminal 
Identification, who was supplied with fin
gerprints by Sheriff Dambacher of the man 
in custody and who compared them with the 
fingerprints on file at San Quentin, says the
Wright in custody is the same Wright sen
tenced to prison from Stanislaus County for 
burglary in November, 1909, and was dis
charged from that institution in January,
1911.

There seems to be little question 
that Wright is the “Monte Wolfe” who ran
sacked and robbed numerous cabins in the 
mountains for a number of years.”

Records of arrests and court actions which occurred 
in Tuolumne County 65 or more years ago, except for 
major cases, are long gone. Apparently the charges 
against Wolfe eventually were dropped, for he was soon 
back frequenting his old haunts in Calaveras and Alpine 
Counties.

Living in his Deer Creek cabin, Wolfe during the 
summer, at times worked building or clearing trail for 
the U.S. Forest Service or worked briefly for private 
individuals. He trapped fur in winter, ranging vast 
distances along the Sierra to take coyote, mink, otter, 
martin, fox and bobcat. Over that vast area he built a 
network of “spike camps” which he stocked with food and 
supplies. The food, some said, came from camps and 
cabins raided during the absence of their owners. His 
traplines stretched from the Mokelumne River canyon 
to Alpine and Duck Lakes south to the Clark Fork of the 
Stanislaus and eastward across the summit to Mar
kleeville. Monte traveled the vast area on skis, defying 
winter storms. Occasionally, he dropped into cattle

Monte Wolfe in classic pose at Tamarack Lodge 
during late 1930's. About himself Wolfe created 
an aura of mystery.
camps or stayed overnight with people who had cabins in 
the mountains. But by and large, Wolfe chose the 
solitary life, living and traveling alone and unseen in the 
mountains for weeks on end.

Monte Wolfe was not a large man. His features 
closely resembled those of the American Indian and 
sometimes, probably for dramatic effect, he wore his hair 
long, in Indian style. Although not large in stature -- 
about five feet, seven inches tall -- Wolfe possessed the

Please see MONTE, pg. 22
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MONTE, cont. from pg. 21
superb build of an athlete.

“I don’t suppose Monte ever weighed more than 160 
pounds,” said the late Clifford Lombardi, of Mokelumne 
Hill, who as a young man, knew Wolfe well. “But Monte 
was solid muscle - all man - he had tremendous leg 
muscles and great body strength,” said Lombardi. “He 
could pick up a pack that practically equalled his own 
weight and carry it all day. He could walk any man I ever

filled with nails. That load had to have weighed 
considerably more than a hundred pounds. We were 
seated on horseback but Monte was standing, never 
even seeming to notice the weight, as we talked for 
nearly an hour. Finally, he strode away, up the narrow, 
winding trail carrying that load of nails as easily as most 
men would have walked home with a loaf of bread. I 
doubt he stopped until he reached his cabin.”

Another story, thoroughly authenticated, is that

1B j j y J
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Standing before his upper cabin, Monte proudly displayed his winter’s 
catch of fur - largely mink, pine martin and otter.

knew right into the ground.”
Among the people who 

knew Wolfe best were mem
bers of the Lombardi family
whose cattle ranged the
Mokelumne and Mt. Reba 
area; the brothers, Harry
and Art Schimke, who win
tered at Lake Alpine and 
the James Linford family of
Oakland. The Lombardis
regularly came into contact
with Monte as they checked 
on wandering livestock and 
he often ate with them at 
their cow camp in Blood’s
Meadow. During the 1930’s,
when in winter the Schimkes 
served as gatekeepers at
Lake Alpine for P.G.&E. and
trapped the local area, they 
also came to know Monte
Wolfe quite well. He often
ate with them and spent the 
night at their cabin as he traveled to and from his own 
cabin deep in the Mokelumne River canyon. The Lin
fords met Wolfe during the early 1930’s as they fished 
the North Fork and from those encounters a close friend
ship grew. Jim Linford, at Monte’s request, eventually 
became his partner in the mining claim they filed on a 
quartz outcropping at Wolfe’s lower cabin in 1935. The 
Linford family even today serves as guardians of that 
remote cabin site.

One example of Wolfe’s enormous strength was told 
by Cliff Lombardi, who with his uncle, Louis, met Monte 
on the Mokelumne River trail below his cabin one summer 
afternoon. Said Lombardi, “Monte was returning from 
Salt Springs Reservoir where he had been scavaging 
building materials left there by P.G.&E. Among the 
things the company left, were several partially filled 
kegs of nails. Monte was carrying a big packsack on his 
back and as he approached, we could see it was 

Wolfe back-packed a full size wood stove from a cabin in 
Hermit Valley, on Highway 4, several miles down the 
river to his cabin. Harry Schimke, now retired from the 
U.S. Forest Service, recalls the oddities of this strange 
man.

“Day or night seemed to mean little to Monte. He 
might arrive at our cabin at noon or midnight. He might 
step out of a blinding snowstorm to stay an hour or to 
spend the night,” said Schimke.

“Sometimes Wolfe would rise from bed during the 
night, quickly dress, shoulder his pack and leave with
out a word. We might not see him again for a month or 
he might return the next day. With us, Monte was 
always friendly. He was an interesting conversational
ist when he chose to be,” said Schimke. “I don’t believe 
he ever stole so much as a match from us, although we 
often found evidence that he had been in our cabin while 
we were gone.”
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Yet, Harry Schimke admits that allegations 
about Wolfe being a camp thief probably were true, and 
that Wolfe, embittered at some individual, would in 
their absence turn their camp or cabin into utter 
shambles.

That Monte Wolfe could fly into quick and danger
ous rages was recalled by B.R. Gianelli, builder and for 
many years, operator of Lake Alpine Lodge. Gianelli 
owned a cabin far back in the mountains of Tuolumne 
County and one summer told Wolfe he could use it as a 
winter trap line cabin. Then, forgetting he had given 
Wolfe permission to use it, Gianelli told another man - 
a semi-professional boxer - he could use the cabin 
during deer season.

Monte and the deer hunter arrived at the cabin at 
the same time and a dispute, reportedly pushed by 
Wolfe, broke out over its use. From words, the argument 
moved to blows, and Wolfe stood toe-to-toe with the prize 
fighter and slugged it out. The fight went on for half-an- 
hour and finally, both men cut and bloody, stepped back 
virtually exhausted. Wolfe, accordingto his opponent, 
picked up a double bitted axe which had been sticking in 
a chopping block and the fighter, seeing the danger, 
grabbed a steel crowbar which had been leaning against 
the cabin. The fight ended there — in a bitter draw.

“If the crowbar hadn’t been there, I don’t think there 
is a doubt but what Wolfe would have used that axe,” the 
deer hunter later told Gianelli.

Monte lived in his Deer Creek cabin for several 
seasons and it was there in the early 1930’s he met Jim 
Linford and his family. However, Wolfe was satisfied 
neither with his cabin, which he said was too small, or its 
location which he felt was too near Highway Four and 
too accessible to people who wandered into the canyon 
from Hermit Valley.

By the mid-1930’s Monte was completing a larger 
and better built cabin some seven miles further down
stream, beyond a rough section of trail he called The 
Devil’s Staircase. Jim Linford, who by now had become 
a close friend, helped Monte set the ridge pole of the new 
cabin. There, Monte raised an annual garden, continued 
to trap in winter, served as a guide for hunters and 
fisherman and taught young John Linford the art of fly 
fishing. On July 4,1935, Monte filed a mining claim on 
a large quartz ledge below his cabin, with Jim Linford as 
a partner.

A month later, while guiding a party of fisherman 
into Wheeler Lake, Monte Wolfe fell and fractured a leg. 
The leg required considerable time for healing and 
Monte was away from the mountains for the better part 
of a year.

Few woodsmen could handle a double-bitted 
axe as well as Monte Wolfe...

Following his release from the hospital in San 
Andreas, the Linfords looked after Monte Wolfe and his 
cabin, but it was a fretful time for Monte, for he missed 
the mountains terribly. And, although he did not admit 
it, Monte, who by that time was nearing 60, never 
recovered his old stamina.

With their friendship even more closely cemented, 
Monte during the next few years was at times a guest at 
the Linford’s Oakland home. They sold his winter 
catches of furs for him, corresponded with him and sent 
him medicine and other necessities. In 1938, Monte, 
pretty much back to his old form, again was on skis, 
trapping and helping conduct winter snow surveys at 
high Sierra measuring stations from Sonora Pass to 
Tahoe.

The last time Jim Linford saw Monte Wolfe was on 
November 10,1939, when Jim and a friend met Monte at 
Mike Hunt’s cabin in Pacific Valley for a bear hunt. They 
saw no bear. Jim gave Monte a pair of buckskin gloves 
to replace a pair Monte lost. They parted with the 
agreement that Monte would write in the late spring to 
tell them about the prospects for fishing.

In March, 1940, the Schimke brothers found fresh 
ski tracks they took to be Monte Wolfe’s, near Wheeler 
Lake. The Linfords had no reason to worry about Monte

Please see MONTE, pg. 24
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MONTE, cont. from pg. 23
until well into May when his expected letter failed to 
arrive.

Then, on June 24, 1940, a friend of Wolfe’s phoned 
Jim Linford to say he had just returned from Hermit 
Valley and had found no trace of Monte.

On June 28, John Linford, then 18 years old, hiked 
down the river trail to the upper cabin. Its interior was 
untouched. At the lower cabin the scene was much the 
same except that beside an empty food dish was Monte’s 
cat which had starved to death. There were dishes on the 
table as though Monte had just finished a meal. The last 
date marked off on the calendar was April 20.

Monte’s belongings, guns and fishing tackle stood 
untouched except that his favorite trout rod, a fishing 
creel and the canvas Keds he always wore when fishing, 
were gone. It appeared Monte had left with the intention 
of being gone only a short time. The Linfords surmise 
that he went fishing, even though the river was at flood 
stage and somehow slipped or fell into the river. No 
human could have survived, they said, in that ice-cold 
torrent. The U.S. Forest Service in its official findings on 
Monte Wolfe’s disappearance, agrees with the Linford 

theory.
But, there are other stories and whispered theories 

concerning the disappearance of Monte Wolfe. Some, 
including Cliff Lombardi, believed that Wolfe, tiring of 
the wilderness and knowing he was beginning physi
cally to fail, went back to Canada where he said a sister 
still lived.

“It would be just like him to disappear that way,” 
said Lombardi. “Monte always liked to be mysterious 
and dramatic.”

Over the years Monte had made his share of ene
mies, that is an acknowledged fact. There is another 
story, of a long-standing grudge and a rifle bullet which 
ended it when Monte stepped to his cabin door to inves
tigate a visitor’s shout.

Harry Schimke is certain that Monte was building a 
third cabin on the south side of the Mokelumne River 
canyon somewhere below snow valley. He says th at year 
- in the spring of 1940 - a snow avalanche swept the 
area, demolishing everything in its path, and that Wolfe, 
camped there while starting his new cabin may have 
been caught in that monstrous snow slide.

Mrs. Sydney Whiteside had lived in Big Trees,

The lower Monte Wolfe cabin in the Mokelumne River Canyon — a wilderness shrine
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Monte Wolfe at rest at his wilderness camp... Note 
the Keds tennis shoes he always wore while fish
ing the Mokelumne River.
Tamarack, and in the Camp Connell-Dorrington area. 
She and he husband were among the people who had 
befriended Monte while he recuperated from his broken 
leg. While she was at Dorrington Monte would often slip 
into the Whiteside home and leave a platter of trout in 
her refrigerator. Some months after Monte had been 
reported missing, Mrs. Whiteside after being gone for 
part of the day, returned home to find a platter of fat, 
freshly caught trout in her refrigerator.

Monte Wolfe has been gone now for more than 50 
years. The answer to how or why he disappeared is 
anybody’s choice.

Some 20 years ago the U.S. Forest Service, noting 
that Monte’s upper cabin had deteriorated to the point of 
being uninhabitable and fearing it might become a 
gathering place for undesirables, burned the weathered 
structure, leaving not a trace. But Wolfe’s lower cabin, 

under the stewardship of the Linfords, and defyingtime 
and winter snows, still stands intact in the North Fork 
of the Mokelumne River Canyon.

And today, a small group of Sierra natives, members 
of old mountain families who knew, or whose parents 
knew Monte Wolfe, have pledged themselves to preserve 
Wolfe’s lower cabin. With John Linford or some other 
members of his family, or sometimes by themselves, 
each summer they hike to the cabin deep in the river 
canyon to make necessary repairs and preserve the 
spirit of a man who knew and loved the wilderness and 
met it on its own terms.

MONTE WOLFE REMEMBERED
Monte Wolfe has been gone for half-a-century but 

memories of him live on, perpetuated by the tales that 
grew up about him and the mountains in which he lived. 
And, from the oral history and the effort to preserve it, 
has grown an organization to gather and keep alive the 
true facts surrounding this mysterious man and pre
serve his cabin as a wilderness shrine.

The Monte Wolfe Foundation - a non-profit organi
zation - was formed some years ago for the specific 
purpose of carrying out those objectives. Included in its 
small membership are those such as John Linford and 
Harry Schimke who knew Wolfe during his latter days. 
Others are sons and daughters of men and women who 
knew and associated with Monte, while still others 
simply are people who have fallen under the spell of this 
lonely mountain traveler and the wilderness in which he 
lived.

Each fall, foundation members gather to exchange 
information concerning Wolfe and the Mokelumne River 
Canyon, and to hear the annual report concerning con
dition of the Wolfe cabin and the latest effort to maintain 
it. Key members of the foundation also are the same men 
and women who make the annual trek down the river to 
keep the cabin in repair.

Through the kindness and hospitality of Judith 
Marvin, of Murphys, these annual gatherings are held 
at the Historic Sheep Ranch Hotel, of which she is an 
owner. Dinners are prepared by Tom Garamendi, who 
also is one of those who makes the annual trip to keep 
Monte's cabin in repair. Repairs, over the years, have 
included everything from repairing the shake roof to 
replacing a log in the cabin wall and repairing extensive 
damage caused by a marauding bear.

And, virtually every year at these meetings as 
members gather and stories are exchanged, a bit of new 
information is added to the history of Monte Wolfe.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS

Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
thank the following persons who recently made dona
tions of cash, artifacts and materials of historical inter
est to the Calaveras County Museum.
Howard Blagen. Mokelumne Hill: $50 cash donation 
Mrs. Charlotte Irvine. Palo Alto: Photos and records 

from the Carson Hill mining area.
Willard P. Fuller Jr.. San Andreas: Books and old 

prints
Sydney Farber. San Andreas: 1947 issue of Buick 

Magazine containing an article on stage coach 
bandit Black Bart.

Mr. & Mrs. Egbert Cooper. Lafayette: California 
geological and mineralogical survey books.

MEETING SCHEDULE

This month’s meeting of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Veterans 
Hall in Angels Camp. Guest Speaker will be Altaville 
school instructor Ted Byrd, who will present the history 
of the old mining town of Melones.

Author and historian O. Henry Mace, of Jackson, 
will be guest speaker at the Society’s dinner meeting at 
7 p.m., February 25, in the Leger Hotel in Mokelumne 
Hill. Mace will speak on the history of the “Gold Camps 
of Mokelumne River.”

The Society’s meeting of March 25 will be in the 
historic Calaveras County Courthouse-Museum. 30 N. 
Main Street, San Andreas, at 7:30 p.m. The meeting will 
feature the opening of the Society’s annual Quilt and 
Textile Show. Featured speaker will be Cindy Bane 
Mammon, of Oakly, whose subject will be “Quilts and 
Stitching for Quilts.”

Editorial

THANK YOU, VOLUNTEERS
During the past year countless members of this 

historical society have given unselfishly of their time to 
ensure continued successful operation of our Calaveras 
County Courthouse Museum. The same has proven true 
of its many other undertakings throughout the year, 
including our recent Christmas Open House and Antique 
Toy Show in the old courthouse complex. In each case it 
was members who came forth as volunteers to make 
each of these programs work.

At its October anniversary dinner the Historical 
Society proudly looked back on 40 years of achievement. 
In doing so, it renewed its dedication to continued 
preservation of this county's history and gold rush heri
tage. Rest assured, this society will carry out its man
date. And, as they have for four decades, they will likely 
be volunteers who will acomplish the bulk of those 
achievements.

IN MEMORIAM

Evelyn Arthur, Murphys, CA, Nov. 19,1992 
Robin Brooks, Sutter Creek, CA, Nov. 27,1992 
Joe H. Wright, Mokelumne Hill, CA., Nov. 21,1992
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CHARLIE LANE LAUNCHED 
ANGELS CAMP’S GOLDEN ERA

By
George Hoeper

Probabiy no individual was more responsible for the 
successful development of the deep mines of Angels 
Camp during the latter part of the 19th Century than 
was western mining entrepreneur Charles D. Lane.

During his lifetime Lane mined successfully from 
Mexico to the edge of the Arctic Circle. During the 27 
years he was affiliated with the Utica and other deep 
mines of Angels Camp they produced more than $17 
million in gold. In addition to mining, his financial 
and personal involvements included ownership of an 
Alaskan steamship line and at one time, he played a 
strong hand in national politics. 1

No doubt, even without Lane’s guidance the deep 
ledges underlying Angels Camp would eventually have 
produced their millions. But it was he, who during 
the latter 1800’s and into the early part of the present 
century, served as Angels Camp’s mining man of 
destiny.

Charles David (Charlie) Lane was born November 
15, 1840, in Palmyra, Missouri, to Thomas W. and 
Janet A. Lane. Janet Lane, who had married “Major” 
Lane in Missouri on November 9, 1826, was the 
daughter of William Tulloch, for whom the present 
Tulloch Reservoir, on the Stanislaus River, is named. 
She was born in 1811 and died in 1888. Major Lane 
(it is unclear how that title was obtained) was a native 
of Virginia, born March 24, 1804. The Lane and 
Tulloch families were among California’s early gold 
rush arrivals.

Charlie Lane was the sixth of eight children born 
to Thomas and Janet Lane before they left Missouri 
for California. His brothers and sisters included Mary 
Ann, 1827 - 1895; Andrew Jackson Lane, 1830 - 1894; 
William Franklin, 1833 - 1858; Sarah Benton Lane, 
1835, died in infancy; Hardage Crenshaw Lane, 1837 
- 1870; James M. Lane, 1844 - 1886 and Thomas 
Martin Lane, 1848 - 1926.

Young Charlie Lane was 12 years old when he, 
with his family traveling by wagon train, left Missouri 
for California in 1852. Just how many of the children 
made the crossing at that time is not known. Their 
three oldest children, Mary Ann, Andrew and William 
ranged in age from 25 to 19 years and may have had
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well established lives of their own, back in Missouri.
Upon his arrival in California’s San Joaquin Valley 

“Major” Lane took up farming not far from the fast 
growing town of Stockton. But, to a growing boy in a 
land as new and exciting as California, farming was a 
dull business. The gold rush with all its excitement 
and promise of fast riches, was in full swing. The lure 
of yellow metal in the streams and quartz veins of the 
Mother Lode was too strong for young Charlie to resist.

Where Charlie Lane may have begun his mining 
career is uncertain. Quite likely, it was on the 
Stanislaus River in the vicinity of Knight’s Ferry, for 
the Knight’s Ferry Directory of 1856 lists his father, 
T.W. Lane, as owner of a hotel there. The hotel,

Please see LANE, pg. 28

Charles David (Charlie) Lane
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Anna Garrard Lane

LANE, cont. from pg. 27
according to Bancroft, burned in 1864, but apparently 
was immediately rebuilt.

The elder Lane apparently had not stuck long with 
farming. In addition to the hotel he had acquired 160 
acres on the edge of Calaveras County’s Salt Spring 
Valley on which was located a mineral spring which 
he developed. Lane’s Hot Springs began drawing 
patrons from as far away as San Francisco, who, for 
medicinal purposes came to drink and bathe in its 
waters. Major Lane operated the hot springs until 
1871, when at age 67, he sold the property to Moses 
J. Church, a Fresno area rancher, who pioneered 
agricultural irrigation in the San Joaquin Valley. 2

Apparently young Charlie Lane, involved in 
mining, did not participate in the operation of his 
father’s businesses. Instead, he mined with varied 
degrees of success at several locations, including the 
Alta Mine in Scorpion Gulch, on the 48,000 acre 
Rancheria del Rio Estanislaus Spanish land grant that 
sprawled across portions of Stanislaus and Calaveras 
Counties. The Alta Mine originally was the property 
of Capt. Wright, owner of Salt Spring Valley’s Red 
House Ranch. Charlie Lane’s brother, Thomas Martin 
Lane, later was to become part owner and 
superintendent of the Alta Mine.

The locations of Charlie Lane’s various mining 
ventures during the 1850’s and early 1860’s are not 
well documented. In addition to his early mining 
experiences along the Stanislaus River and at the Alta 
Mine he apparently worked at various other locations 
of the Central and Southern Mother Lode.

The period of 1861 -62 (or possibly earlier, found 
Lane in the Middle Bar area on the Amador County 
side of the Mokelumne River. Development of the 
Hardenberg Mine, sometimes also referred to as the 
Casco, was underway at that time, but whether Lane 
was involved in its operation or mining on his own, is 
not known. While at Middle Bar Lane stayed for 
considerable periods at a hostelry operated by Abe 
McKinney, who also owned a store there. It was 
during that period that Frances Bret Harte also was 
a guest at the McKinney House. Bret Harte, it was 
noted, “did not take much part in the general 
conversation, but asked many questions before finally 
continuing his trip on towards Mokelumne Hill.” 3

How long Charlie Lane stayed in Amador County 
is not known, but prior to 1864 he was back in 
Calaveras County, involved in mining the Angels 
Camp-Altaville area. Where Lane mined or prospected 
at that time is not documented, but he must have met 
with at least some success, for on June 24, 1864, he 
married Anna Garrard. Little is known of Anna 
Garrard Lane’s background, but to that marriage, over 
the years, were born five children. They included 
Frank (Frankie) Garrard Lane, born August 28, 1865; 
Tom Travis Lane, May 3, 1869; Ila Eleanor Lane, 
November 16, 1870; Paul Garrard Lane, October 13, 
1872, and Louis Leira Lane, May 19, 1874.

Charlie Lane was an ambitious man, and although 
his Mother Lode Mining efforts were providing at least 
some financial return, he sought greener pastures. At 
Virginia City the mines along the Comstock Lode were 
booming, and Nevada beckoned.

Fully aware that all promising prospects in the 
Virginia City area already had been claimed and 
without sufficient finances to buy into an operating 
mine, Lane looked to other areas of the Silver State 
that he hoped might contain mineral wealth. He chose 
the desolate Cambridge Hills, overlooking the East 
Walker River. In that isolated area of Nevada’s high 
desert, amid stunted stagebrush and pinyon pine, for 
two years he prospected tirelessly.
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The Utica Mine’s North-South shaft complex stood approximately where Angels Camp Utica Park 
is located today.

But the famous Charlie Lane luck of later years 
was not with him. His prospecting efforts failed to 
turn up enough pay dirt to meet his family’s daily 
living needs. As their finances dwindled, Lane was 
forced to borrow in order to provide food. The final 
blow fell in January, 1870. The Lane’s oldest son, 
five-year-old Frankie Garrard Lane, Suddenly sickened 
and died. Destitute, and sick at heart, Charlie and 
Anna Lane loaded their meager belongings into their 
wagon and moved on.

At Battle Mountain, Nevada, Lane found 
employment driving ox team, then as foreman of a 
quartz mine there. They moved again. He tried 
farming in Southern Idaho, then returned to placer 
mining - this time, on Idaho’s Snake River. The gold 
in the Snake River was extremely fine and difficult to 
save, but using recovery methods he had learned along 
California’s Mother Lode streams, Lane turned the 
venture into a profitable operation. 4

Ending the Idaho mining effort, Lane moved his 
family to Del Norte County, California, where he 
successfully operated the Big Flat hydraulic gold mine. 
But, by start of the 1880’s hydraulic mining, which 
washed away whole mountains and turned rivers into 
ribbons of red mud, was becoming increasingly 
unpopular. Fully aware that the days of that type of 
mining were numbered, Charlie Lane divested himself 
of the Del Norte County interests and with his family, 
headed back to the Mother Lode from which he had 
been absent for more than a dozen years.

The steep, quartz veined ridge that formed the 
west side of the quiet little community of Angels Camp 
had always intrigued Charlie Lane. Unlikely legend 
has it that the first piece of quartz gold there was 
unearthed when early-day arrival Bennager Raspberry, 
attempting to free a ramrod stuck in his muzzle loading 
rifle, fired it into the ground. More likely than the 
unsubstantiated Raspberry story, says C.A. Logan, in 
his “Mother Lode Gold Belt of California,” is that the 
discovery of gold bearing ore there was made by the 
Winter brothers, who were among the first to arrive at 
what was to become known as Angels Camp. Logan 
said that in 1852, A. and E. Winter were using an 
arrastra to grind hand-sorted quartz somewhat 
northwest of the present day intersection of Angels 
Camp’s South Main Street and Mark Twain Road. 5

During the next 30 years that highly mineralized 
area raised many hopes of wealth, but more often, 
ended bringing disappointment to owners of claims 
there. James Graham Fair (Slippery Jim Fair) later 
of Comstock Lode fame, and Irwin Davis during the 
1860’s, opened a mine there, which they named the 
Invincible. Within a few years they sold to Attorney 
James Boyd and Judge Delos Lake, who after renaming 
it the Utica, worked it for two months before shutting 
it down amid accusations that the mine’s former owners 
had “salted” it.

For nearly two decades the Utica bounced from 
one unprofitable lease or ownership to another. The

Please see LANE, pg. 30
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early 1880’s found the property, once again known as 
The Invincible, operating unprofitably under the 
ownership of Robert Leeper and William B. Keyes.

With money in his pocket and the urge to once 
again try his luck at mining in Angels Camp, Charlie 
Lane arrived at the opportune time. With a group of 
investors identified as Lynde, Hough, Bradley and 
Mason, Lane in September, 1884, purchased the mine 
for $10,000 and changed its name back to “Utica”. 6

Under Lane’s Direction, development of the mine 
accelerated, but his partners, like so man; former 
owners, became discouraged with its small profits.

Within months they had disposed of their interests 
to Andrew Lane, older brother of Charlie Lane and to 
Judge J. A. Hewell. However, within a year Andrew 
Lane and Judge Hewell, faced with the mine’s rising 
development costs, also sold out. But, despite his own 
dwindling finances, Charlie Lane refused to call it quits 
at the Utica. Always an optimist and something of a 
spiritualist, Lane was quoted as stating: “Everyone 
says ‘no’, “but my ghost says ‘yes’, so I’ll have to work 
a while longer.”

Lane’s ability to continue exploring the 
underground possibilities of the Utica was bolstered 
by the fact that his new partners who had replaced 
his brother and Judge Hewell were Alvina Hayward 
and Walter S. Hobert. Hayward had realized a fortune 
from Amador County’s deep mines, and Hobert, a San 
Francisco financier, owned the Union Water Company 
which took water from the upper Stanislaus River to 
supply the Murphys-Angels Camp area. Both men 
had an abiding faith in the potential of the Mother 
Lode. Within months after they formed the partnership 

with Lane their belief of the future of the Utica was 
rewarded.

As 1885 drew to a close, Lane’s miners blasted 
into the rich ore body that during the next 30 years 
produced more than $17 million in gold. Lane, 
Hayward and Hobart quickly formed the Utica Mining 
Company and set out to acquire neighboring properties 
that included the Stickles, Raspberry, Brown, 
Washington, Confidence, Egan, Little Nugget and Gold 
Cliff Mines.

With development of the deep mines prosperity 
came to Angels Camp. Its economy stabilized to the 
extent that neither fire, flood or the recessions that 
swept other parts of the country had any lasting local 
effect. The Utica-Stickles Mines, themselves, produced 
$13,635,000 and at the height of their operation, 
employed approximately 500 men.

The town’s population boomed. School enrollment 
which for 20 years had remained stable at about 140 
pupils, suddenly doubled. Close of the century saw 
youngsters attending classes in a new two-story school 
on Finnegan Lane.

When in 1885, fire broke out in Cosgrove Hotel, 
destroyed 15 businesses and all of Chinatown at a loss 
of more than $50,000, merchants quickly rebuilt. To 
ensure that such a disaster would not happen again, 
the Utica Mining Company which had incorporated 
the Union Water Company into its holdings to supply 
its mines with ample water, installed pipelines to bring 
a pressurized water flow to town. The company also 
installed several fire hydrants and helped form two 
volunteer fire fighting units, the Morning Star and 
Utica Fire Companies. The Utica Company also built 
a power house east of Murphys which provided the

Turn-of-Century Angels Camp was dominated by gold mining operations. At left is headframe of the 
Utica Gold Mine’s cross-shaft with mine dump at center.
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Angels Camp’s Main Street was a busy thoroughfare.

Murphys and Angels Camp areas with electricity.
Even as late as 1909, when a cloudburst caused 

Angels Creek to overflow and flood a portion of South 
Main Street and Finnegan Lane to a depth of five feet, 
it was the mining company which helped rally the 
townspeople and rebuild the flood damaged area.

A common saying around Angels Camp during the 
heyday of the Utica Mine was “the Utica Mining 
Company is Angels Camp.”

But the Utica Mine was considered by townspeople 
and the men who worked in it to be an “unlucky mine”, 
and in all truth it had more than its share of accidents. 
Fires, cave-ins, broken hoist cables, were among the 
causes of major disasters at the Utica, despite efforts 
by Charlie Lane to correct or eliminate its underground 
dangers. The mine’s worst accident occurred a week 
before Christmas, 1889. A crew of 19 men, upon orders 
of Charlie Lane, were attempting a retimbering project 
to improve its safety, when they were trapped by a 
massive cave-in. All but three of the men died, trapped 
beneath tons of rock and broken timbers, despite every 
effort by Lane and rescue teams to reach them.

In 1891 a hoist cable snapped and nine men were 
dropped some 80 feet down the mine shaft to their 
deaths. There were other cave-ins, and in 1895 and 
again in 1897, fires swept through the Stickles Mine. 
The 1895 fire burned for 14 days before it finally was 
brought under control, luckily, without loss of life. In 
fact, accidents in Angels Camp mines became so 
prevalent that its underground miners formed a miners 

protective league and went on strike for safer working 
conditions. The Utica Mining Company, under 
pressure from the miners and Charlie Lane, built a 16 
bed miners hospital in Angels Camp which by 
standards of that day, was one of the best and most 
modem along the entire Mother Lode. 7

But, despite accidents, fires and strikes the Utica 
Mining Company was prospering. During the 1890’s 
the company was recording net profits of as much as 
$200,00 per month. In May 1895, the company’s gross 
receipts exceeded the previous record of $600,000, set 
earlier by the Standard Mine at Bodie.

Charlie Lane, living with his family in the Utica 
Mansion he had acquired from former Utica Mine 
owner Charles Leeper, was becoming a wealthy man. 
He expanded the mansion, nearly doubling its size, 
but being Charlie Lane, he could not lean back, relax 
and enjoy life. He became involved in national politics 
and in 1896, supported William Jennings Bryan for 
President. He contributed $120,000 to Bryan’s 
campaign, served as a delegate at the Democratic 
convention and became chairman of Bryan’s campaign 
committee on the Pacific Coast. There was speculation 
that if Bryan won, Lane would receive a high 
appointment. 8

Lane was nearly 50 years old by the time the Utica 
Mine began paying its rich dividends in gold, and he 
was nearly 60 when prospectors struck it rich in 
Canada’s Klondike Territory and at Nome, Alaska.

Please see LANE, pg. 32
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Just as the gold strikes along the Stanislaus River 
had been too much for him to resist when he was 12 
years old, so, the discovery of Alaskan gold drew him 
during what should have been his retirement years.

At that time — 1898 — in addition to his interest 
in the Utica Mining Company, Lane was involved in 
mining operations in Mexico and with the Fortuna 
Gold Mine in Arizona, which had produced about $3 
million in gold. He sold his Mexican holdings and 
headed for Cape Nome, on the Seward Peninsula. 
There, on Anvil Creek, he staked a series of claims 
which he named the Wild Goose, then formed the Wild 
Goose Mining and Trading Company, with its main 
office in San Francisco. His new company, Charlie Lane 
knew, could be no small operation if it was to be 
successful. Within weeks after returning to San 
Francisco Lane was the owner of four ships for which 
he paid $120,000, to carry equipment, people and 
supplies to his Alaskan mines, and was in the process 
of buying more. When on May 25, 1900, he and Anna 
Lane boarded the former steamer Irrawaddy, now 
refurbished and rechristened the Charles D. Lane, he 
owned eight vessels. They included the Schooner, 
Vega; steam schooner, Barbara Hernster; steamers 
Pauline, Oregon, Lillie and Townsend, the river 
steamer Gosling and the Charles D. Lane, the flagship 
of his line.

As they sailed out of San Francisco Bay, aboard 
the Steamship Lane was a cow, to ensure fresh milk, 
and two attorneys, Samuel Knight and W. H. Metson, 
who were to represent Lane against a man who 
reportedly had “jumped” some of the Wild Goose 
Company’s claims.

Upon arrival at Nome Charlie Lane learned the 
rumors of claim jumping were all too true. A gang, 
whose ringleaders included a man named Alexander 
McKenzie and District Judge Arthur Noyes, had taken 
possession of the Wild Goose and numerous other 
claims.

When angered, Charlie Lane could be as tough 
and belligerent as any man, willing to fight, in or out 
of court. Litigation concerning his mining claims took 
place in San Francisco’s U.S. Court of Appeals. The 
result was conviction of both Judge Noyes and 
McKenzie and a victory for Lane, which won him 
the title of “The Fighting Father of Nome”. The 
leadership and effort demonstrated in Alaska by Lane 
was graphically set forth in noted author Rex Beach’s 

tum-of-the-century novel, The Spoilers. For in that 
book the figure of Charlie Lane became one of his 
story’s leading characters. 9

With his court action behind him, Lane placed the 
management of his California mining interests in the 
competent hands of his son, Thomas Travis Lane, and 
threw all of his energy and resources into development 
of his Wild Goose holdings. The work included 
construction of 75 miles of railroad from Nome to 
Shelton, Alaska. But, despite his best efforts, the Wild 
Goose claims were not living up to Lane’s expectations

The Utica Mansion as it appears today.

and although he authorized vast expenditures to 
further its development, the venture began to fail.

Then further tragedy struck. While personally 
overseeing construction of his Nome-Shelton rail line, 
Charlie Lane was stricken with snow blindness. 
Despite treatment, his condition did not improve. With 
much of his fortune dissipated he returned to 
California’s bay area where, during the final years of 
his life, he was totally blind.

Lane died at age 71, at the home of his daughter, 
Ila, in Palo Alto, on May 26, 1911, and the mining 
fraternity lost one of its most prominent and 
picturesque men.
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CHARLIE LANE NEVER
FORGOT A FAVOR

Throughout his life, the character and integrity of 
Charles David Lane, owner-developer of Angels Camp’s 
famed Utica Mine, was best illustrated by his actions.

The late 1860’s found 30-year-old Lane and his 
wife, the former Anna Garrard, and their two children 
camped near the East Walker River at the edge of 
Nevada’a Cambridge Hills, where he was prospecting 
for gold and silver. Those were the years before Lane 
had met with mining success in Del Norte County or 
the Mother Lode. For the young family living in that 
barren desert wasteland of Western Nevada it was a 
time of hardship and privation.

They had pitched their tent near an isolated custom 
mill that processed ore from various small mines in 
the area, but Lane’s prospecting efforts were producing 
no ore for the mill to crush. It was a lonely life for 
Charles and Anna Lane and their youngsters, four- 
year-old Frank and his infant brother, Tom Travis 
Lane. Other than the mill operator, their closest 
neighbor was Elijah Beaman, owner of a small quartz 
diggings some two miles from them, which he had 
named the Cambridge Mine. The Cambridge was not 
a large producer but Beaman found it well worth 
working for a number of years. Profits from the mine 
eventually allowed him to purchase land and become 
a successful rancher in Nevada’s Smith Valley.

Because of the area’s isolation - it was some 40 
miles from the farming hamlet of Yerington and more 
than 45 miles from Wabuska, the Lanes depended upon 
local rancher George Webster to supply them with
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meat, vegetables and other necessities. Lane, unable 
to find a paying mining claim, was forced to charge 
his purchases from the Webster Ranch. Gradually, 
his debt grew, then, in early 1870, in the midst of the 
bitter Nevada winter, real tragedy struck the Lane 
family.

Frankie Lane, now 
five-years-old and the 
center of his father’s 
affection, suddenly became
ill. Before medical
attention could be obtained, 
the child succumbed. The 
death was a heavy blow to 
both the boy’s parents.
Devastated by the loss, 
they wept silently beside 
the lone burial site a short 
distance from their camp
and the ore mill.

Flat broke and with his wife pregnant with their 
third child, Lane loaded his family into their wagon to 
seek a more profitable source of livelihood. There was 
no money to pay off their debt to George Webster for 
the food and supplies he had provided them. After 
brief goodbyes with Webster and Elijah Beaman, the 
Lanes headed for Battle Mountain, Nevada, where 
Lane found a job as mine foreman.

When the mine closed he drove ox team for a time,
Please see FAVOR, pg. 34

In Nevada desert, stone walls of century old mill 
still mark spot where Lane family once camped.

Frankie Lane
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tried farming in southern Idaho, then found moderate 
success in placer mining on Idaho’s Snake River. 
Ending his Idaho mining venture, Lane turned once 
again toward California. There, he quite successfully 
for a number of years, operated the Big Flat Hydraulic 
Mine in Del Norte County.

With money in his pockets, Lane and his family 
returned to the Angels Camp area where he engaged 
in various mining operations. Fourteen years had gone 
by and Charles Lane was 44 years old when, in 1884, 
he, with Alvina Hayward and Walter S. Hobart, became 
involved in ownership of the Utica Mine.

Success was not immediate, but gradually the 
Utica, which had changed hands many times in 
previous years, began to pay. During the next decade 
the Utica owners acquired surrounding properties - 
the Stickles, Raspberry, Brown, Washington, Dead 
Horse and other mines. By the 1900’s, earnings of the 
Utica Company were approaching $2 million per year 
and Lane and his partners found themselves wealthy 
men.

But Lane had not forgotten the hungry days in 
Nevada. He contacted ranch owner George Webster, 
and with far more than full interest, paid the debt

Elijah and Augusta Beaman at Smith Valley.

owed him for 20 years. And , still in his heart was the 
memory of his five-year-old son, sleeping in a lonely 
desert grave.

Once again Lane wrote to Nevada, contacted his 
friend, Elijah Beaman, now a successful rancher, and 
made the necessary arrangements. A polished

L-
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Rancher George Webster, who befriended Charlie and Anna Lane.
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AVERY, A STOPPING PLACE FOR A HUNDRED YEARS
By Sharon Karr

The spring of 1854 found Peter Avery, his wife, 
Nancy and son, George, packing their belongings in 
Calais Maine. The family traveled by ship, crossing 
the Isthmus of Panama on horseback while their 
household possessions were shipped around the horn 
to California.

Peter was not interested in mining and began to 
look for a family business. With in a few years he had 
found a suitable house with land offered for sale by 
Joseph and Sarah Goodell. The Goodell’s homesteaded 
the land and built the house around 1850 which served 
as a small hotel and stagecoach station, now known as 
the Avery Hotel.

Discovery of the Calaveras Big Trees Grove was 
generating new interest in travel through that section 
of Calaveras County and need for a better road to the 
Big Trees and over the Ebbetts Pass was providing 
the small hotel with business. Peter and Nancy set 
out to improve their property. By homesteading he 
was able to acquire a total of eight hundred acres. 
The New Union voting precinct was located at the 
Avery’s place and the hotel was becoming a busy way 

station on the route of the Big Tree-Carson Valley 
Road. Nancy started serving meals to the road builders 
and the teamsters, quickly earning herself an enviable 
reputation. Soon their hotel became known as the 
Half Way House, the name derived from the Avery’s 
location being half-way between the town of Murphys 
and the Big Trees.

Peter, an industrious man, built a large barn with 
stables down each side. A wagon shed and bunkhouse 
was built across the road from the hotel. These were 
first used by teamsters working on the roads and later 
became the stopping place for the logging teams with 
their ten or twelve mule or horse teams. An icehouse 
with double walls, insulated with sawdust was added 
and filled each winter with ice cut from Hunters 
Reservoir.

The station was used extensively as an overnight 
stop by logging and freighting teams. Stockmen with 
herds of cattle and sheep also used the station as a 
stop to and from their summer ranges in the high 
country. The corrals across from the hotel would

Please see AVERY, pg. 36

headstone for his son’s grave was prepared and shipped 
by rail to Wabuska. There, Beaman, engaged by Lane 
to carry out the task, picked up the grave marker and 
an ornate iron fence to be erected around it.

For Beaman, no longer a young man, it was no

Lane child sleeps here in lonely Cambridge Hills.

small undertaking - that 45 mile trip by wagon from 
his Smith Valley ranch to Wabuska, then another 45 
miles or more over even rougher roads, to the site of 
the child’s grave beside that now abandoned ore mill. 
Nevertheless, Beaman carried out the project as 
requested by Charles Lane.

Today the headstone and its protective fence still 
marks the burial place of Charles Lane’s son. At one 
time, during the 1930’s, the headstone disappeared 
but was returned after being found near an abandoned 
dwelling some miles from the grave. The site, today 
known to few, lies on what is now the Slater Ranch, 
on the north side of the East Walker River.

Recently, the grave was found and photographed 
by George Beaman, grandson of Elijah Beaman, friend 
of Charles Lane, who owned and operated the 
Cambridge Mine and who placed the headstone and 
fence at the grave of little Frankie Lane.

George Webster, who once befriended Charles Lane 
in his time of need, is gone, and the debt Lane repaid, 
long forgotten. But, there in the lonely desert hills 
stands the grave marker, bearing witness to the fact 
that Charles David Lane never forgot his obligations.
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frequently be filled with livestock. Everyone would be 
up before daybreak, Nancy would cook and serve a 
large breakfast and the stockmen would be off by sun
up.

Son, George, assumed the responsibilities of the 
family place after the death of his father on June 6, 
1874. He had already acquired an outstanding 
reputation for his sugar pine shakes and his fine line 
of thoroughbred horses and the races held in the 
meadow on special occasions.

Travel increased to Big Trees with the opening of 
a new road. Tourists in buggies, carts, buckboards, 
spring wagons, carriages and horseback all headed to 
view the Giant Sequoias. To accommodate the tourists 
the hotel was remodeled to include a new bedroom 
and a large fireplace and two more rooms were added 
upstairs.

About the same time, George married Henrietta 
Johnson of Sheep Ranch. George had been an only 
child, but he and his wife had a large family of twelve 
children of which nine reached adulthood. Their son, 
Morton Peter Avery, was born on May 16, 1877 in the 
Avery Hotel. He was the eldest of the large family, 
with seven sisters, and one brother, George, born 

Peter Avery

twenty years later in 1897.
The new room with the fireplace housed the 

children during the winter. The upstairs rooms were 
used for storage and guests. A bathroom with a tin 
bathtub was added next to the kitchen and pantry. In 
1879, George paid a $16 fee to obtain a three month 
liquor license to start a bar across the street.

As the family and the settlement grew, so did the 
needs of the community. A post office was established 
in 1882. With the post office probably came the official 
name of Avery for the small community. Soon a school 
was needed. A petition was circulated and filed on 
April 5, 1886, asking the board to form a new school 
district in Avery near Murphys Township. An election 
was held and the new board was elected. The first 
school trustees elected were H.E. White, to serve one 
year, I. Frazier, to serve two years, and George Avery, 
to serve three years. At the first meeting of the new 
board of trustees, George Avery was elected clerk of 
the board. They then voted to proceed at once to build 
a school house on land donated by George Avery. The 
following months saw the completion of a one room 
school house about a quarter mile from the hotel, with 
a pot belled stove, outdoor plumbing and kerosene 
lamps. At a meeting on May 10, 1886, a Miss

Nancy Avery
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The Avery Hotel during the 1930’s.
Mary Carty had the distinction of being the first 
teacher employed at the new school.

During the same year the two story addition was 
completed at the hotel. Four more bedrooms were 
built upstairs. Upon completion of the two story 
presented quite a handsome appearance. The hotel 
and the picket fence were neatly painted white. Across 
the road stood the store and post office. There was 
also a blacksmith shop and a dance hall next to the 
store. Later, a garage was built behind the hall to 
house automobiles. Frequently, dances were held in 
the hall and people came from miles around to attend.

Morton and the older sisters attended the school 
in Avery. The school teacher resided at the hotel with 
the family. When Morton completed his education at 
the Avery School he was sent to a finishing school in 
San Francisco. Soon two of his sisters followed him to 
San Francisco to finish their schooling. The Avery 
children had seen very little of the world beyond their 
small town. When Harriet reached San Francisco, 
she found her schoolmates full of questions about the 
Big Trees. Embarrassed, Harriet had to admit she 
had never been to see the Big Trees, although the 
Avery Hotel served many a visitor bound to that 
destination. On her first vacation from school, Harriet 
returned to Avery and undertook a trip to see 

the Big Trees.
In 1897, Morton returned home after two years at 

school in San Francisco. He wanted to follow in his 
grandfather’s and father’s footsteps . But until he 
could take over he needed a job. That summer he 
started driving sixteen mule team logging trains for 
the Raggios. He transported logs from nearby timber 
stands to the mill.

The fall of 1900 brought Louise Reinking, of Valley 
Springs, as the new teacher at the Avery School. The 
teacher’s room and board were supplied by the hotel. 
Louise taught at the school until her marriage to 
Morton on May 19, 1905. The wedding celebration 
was held in Valley Springs at the Reinking home. From 
there the couple boarded a train and spent two weeks 
traveling through California.

The newlyweds returned home to live at the hotel 
with Morton’s family. He resumed his lumber work 
until three years later when he began his own lumber 
operation. During that time George and Henrietta, 
with their four younger children, decided to move to a 
new home in Stockton. George divided his property 
among his five eldest children and Morton began to 
run the business.

The diverging interests of the five children
Please see AVERY, pg. 38
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Joseph Goodell, original settler at Avery

AVERY, cont. from pg. 37
provided Morton with the opportunity to buy out his 
sisters over the course of the next few years. He and 
his wife, Louise, operated the store, post office, hotel 
and logging business along with raising their own herd 
of forty cattle. Generally supplies for the store were 
purchased from traveling drummers. Occasionally 
Morton traveled to Angels Camp or even as far as 
Stockton for supplies. On these excursions nearby 
neighbors would provide him with an array of shopping 
lists. Morton also packed in hunting and fishing parties 
when time allowed.

Morton and Louise had their first daughter, Wilma, 
on May 15, 1910. Like her father she was bom in the 
hotel. During the following year, George Avery passed 
away in Stockton. The winter of 1912 was severe and 
Morton sent his pregnant wife and daughter to stay 
with his mother in Stockton. On February 18, 1912, 
their second daughter, Marcelle was bom at grandma’s 
home with her assistance as a midwife.

In 1918 Morton bought the family a car, a Model 
T Ford. The car was an exciting addition for the family 
and quite a change from horse and buggy travel.

Wilma and Marcelle were both educated at the 
Avery School by Hazel Fischer. On weekends they 
could be found helping their mother cook and prepare 
for the boarders at the hotel. During the 1920’s room 

and board was $30 a month which included three full 
meals. A packed lunch always had two sandwiches, a 
baked item and fruit. Meals could be bought 
individually at the price of 25 cents for breakfast, 50 
cents for dinner and 75 cents for Sunday dinner. The 
family clothes and shoes were purchased through 
catalogs or on trips to visit grandma Avery.

Soon Wilma and Marcelle were ready for high 
school. Morton sent his two young daughters to his 
sister’s house in Sacramento. There they each 
graduated from high school.

Morton was the postmaster until the post office 
was moved to Red Apple in the 1930s. The school 
moved to a new building in White Pines in 1942. In 
July of 1946, a fire started by sparks from a sawdust 
burner, caught the barn, bunkhouse and wagon shed 
on fire and all were destroyed. The store and dance 
hall burned down a year or so iater. Both times the 
hotel was saved.

The younger daughter, Marcelle, continued her 
education at Chico State and then returned to teach 
at Altaville. After Morton passed away in 1943, Louise 
sold the hotel and land. She and her daughter, 
Marcelle, moved to Angels Camp. Marcelle remained 
in Angels Camp until after her retirement in 1974 
from forty years of teaching without missing one day. 
Three years later found her in a new home next to the 
Avery Hotel.

MEETING SCHEDULE
This month's meeting of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society (April 29) will be a pot-luck dinner 
in the Metropolitan, in San Andreas. Highlight of the 
evening will be a presentation of certificates of merit 
and cash awards to winners of the historical society's 
1993 Students Historical Essay Contest. First place 
winners in the lower, intermediate and upper grade 
categories will read their essays to the audience.

The society's May meeting is expected to be held 
in the Arnold area, but its date and the actual place 
the meeting will be held has not yet been selected. 
This will be a dinner meeting.

Guest speaker at the society’s June meeting will 
be Robert Sinclair, of Jenny Lind, descendant of a 
pioneer Calaveras County family. This will be a 
business meeting and no dinner is planned. Date and 
place of meeting is to be announced.
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A PORTRAIT OF
HAZEL FISCHER

By Sharon Karr

Well-remembered as a woman deeply dedicated to 
the teaching profession, Hazel Fischer had ancestral 
roots in Calaveras County. She was born in 1897, the 
fifth child of George and Amelia Fischer, longtime 
residents of the old mining camp of, Jesus Maria.

The Fischer family arrived in Calaveras County in 
1852 after traveling overland from Missouri. Martin 
had become intrigued by the stories of California Gold. 
As a youth in Germany he had apprenticed as a 
butcher, then left for America to avoid conscription to 
the army. Martin and Maria Katherine Schnieder 
Fischer traveled with a wagon train pulled by mules 
instead of oxen. They were among the first to choose 
the Sonora Pass for their Sierra crossing. The terrain 
was so rugged that mules and wagons were lowered 
down the rock cliffs by rope. The Fischer’s had two 
young children, George and Elizabeth, and another 
was born enroute after crossing the Sierra summit. 1

Upon arriving in California, Martin found his trade 
as a butcher to be more lucrative than gold prospecting. 
The family settled in Jesus Maria where he opened a 
butcher shop around 1858.

Hazel was born and raised on a ranch overlooking 
the Calaveras River. She and a younger brother spent 
hours riding horses when not working on the ranch. 
She completed grammar school - all eight grades at a 
school located on the ranch while the schoolmaster 
boarded at the Fischer’s home.

To attend high school, Hazel, was sent to Stockton 
to live with an older sister, Iva. After graduating 
from Stockton High School she continued with her 
college education. Hazel credited Iva for influencing 
her to become a teacher. Originally Hazel had wanted 
to become a naturalist, as her father had taught her 
to have a great love of the outdoors. Then she 
contemplated becoming an author, began to write a 
book, but found completing it difficult and left it 
unfinished. Following Iva’s advice, Hazel enrolled at 
Johnson’s Teachers College and received her Teaching 
Certificate.

Now 1917, the Avery School needed a new teacher, 
twenty year old Hazel was hired to teach all eight 
grades, serve as a principal and perform all the 
maintenance and secretarial duties. She

Old Avery school closed in 1942.
moved to the Avery Hotel, owned by Morton and Louise 
Avery. Hazel and Louise were first cousins and Hazel 
quickly became part of the family. 2

The schoolhouse was heated by wood and water 
was carried to the school by Hazel, or one of the older 
students, from the Avery Hotel. Originally the school 
was only one room, but later a small addition served 
as a library. The school stood at the edge of the woods 
with the meadow for its playground.

Through the years Hazel became increasingly 
dedicated. Teaching became her life and she would 
frequently arrive at the schoolhouse at 6:00 a.m. and 
remain until 10:00 p.m. Often, late at night, passers 
would observe Miss Fischer, her classroom work and 
grading of pupils’ papers completed for the day, still 
at the school scrubbing its floor or engaged in other 
janitorial or maintenance work. Weekends found her 
gardening to beautify the school grounds. Hazel had 
three rules she followed as the most important to 
remember of the teaching profession. You must like 
children, you must have an understanding of children 
and it is helpful to recall your own childhood and above 
all, have patience.

As the population increased, the Avery School in 
1937 adopted double sessions. Orange crates served 
as additional desks. Several grades were moved to 
the Avery Hotel to help reduce the overcrowding. 
Finally a new school was necessary and Blagen Lumber

Please see PORTRAIT, pg. 40
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NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomes the following new members:

Richard Camenzind, Manteca.
Mrs. June Duncan, Pleasanton.
Alice M. Nelson, Rail Road Flat. 
Mr. & Mrs. J.R. Thompson, Stockton. 
Mr. & Mrs. W.T. Harper, Murphys. 
Mrs. Thelma M. Waldon, Mokelumne Hill. 
Mr. & Mrs. E.N. Montgomery, Yuma, Ariz. 
Jay & Karen Waste, Fremont.
Mr. & Mrs. James Ditzler, Mokelumne Hill. 
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Handy, Mokelumne Hill. 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Torrisi, Valley Springs. 
Paul Anthony Johnson, San Andreas. 
Jeff & Mamy Voorhees, Arnold.
Tom & Marie Jones, Arnold.
Penny West, Mokelumne Hill.
Shirley Batt, San Andreas. 
Mrs. James Curtoni, Oakdale.
Walter & Shirley Duncan, Mountain Ranch. 
Robert A. Eggiman, Mountain Ranch. 
Paul R. Maynard, Mountain Ranch. 
Donald & Althea Geleta, Valley Springs

PORTRAIT, cont. from pg. 39
Company donated the land in White Pines for the new 
Avery School. The new school was occupied in 1942 
with Hazel continuing as principal.

Hazel retired in 1964 after forty-seven years of 
service to the Avery School. Upon retirement, the 
Avery School at White Pines, was renamed Hazel 
Fischer Elementary School. She continued to reside 
at the Avery Hotel throughout her career. After 
retiring she bought a small house in Hathaway Pines 
but never managed to move to the new location. She 
resided at the Avery Hotel until her death in 1972

BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. The two year old Elizabeth, later had a daughter, 
Louise who married into the Avery family.

2. Marcelle Avery started first grade in 1917 and 
was in the first class taught by Hazel Fischer, her 
mother’s cousin.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS

Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
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Ellen F, Edwards. Lodi. CA.: $20 cash donation 
Charles Stone. Copperopolis. CA.: Two souvenir

Copperopolis glasses

IN MEMORIAM
Jean M. Kirkpatrick, Murphys, Dec. 22, 1992
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FOOT, MOUTH DISEASE
PERILED CALAVERAS

By
George Hoeper

On February 9, 1924, discovery of an outbreak of 
foot and mouth disease (Aphthous Fever) among hogs 
at an Alameda County stockyard, sent shock waves
shuddering through California's livestock industry. By 
the time the epidemic, 18 months later, was brought 
under control, 17 Central California counties had been 
tightly quarantined and in those counties, more than 
100,000 head of cattle, sheep and swine and in excess 
of 22,000 deer, had been destroyed.

Although it is not necessarily fatal, aphthous fever 
was a painful, debilitating disease that struck all cloven 
hoofed animals. Commonly called foot and mouth 
disease, it is spread by a small filterable virus, either 
directly of indirectly, through contamination of food or 
water. Symptoms included blisters and sores on the 
mucous membranes of the tongue and mouth, and on 
the skin between the hooves. Ropey strings of saliva 
drooled from the mouth. The animal refused to eat, 
became lame and often, its hooves sloughed off, making 
it difficult and painful for it to walk.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
Volume XL July, 1993 Number 4

It is believed the 1924 outbreak came from garbage 
fed to the hogs from ships at Mare Island Navy Yard, 
that had just returned from the Orient.a) It next was 
discovered in two herds of dairy cattle near Oakland, 
then quickly leap-frogged to neighboring counties that 
included Contra Costa, Napa and Solano.(2) By 
February 25, G.H. Hecke, director of the state 
department of agriculture, was quoted in the Stockton 
Record stating that foot and mouth disease already 
had cost the California livestock industry $250,000.

The number of infected counties continued to grow, 
and although Calaveras County was not one of them, 
on March 1, local stockmen were urged by the state

Please see PERIL, pg. 42

Doomed cattle, stricken with foot and mouth disease, were hazed into hastily dug trenches and shot.
Courtesy of Bill Moran
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PERIL, cont. from pg. 41
agricultural director to halt all but the most necessary 
of livestock movements within its borders.

On April 5, foot and mouth disease was found in 
cattle on a ranch south of Stockton. Calaveras County 
Supervisors met with local ranchers in special session. 
As a result, Sheriff Joe Zwinge and County Health 
Officer Dr. George F. Pasche were instructed to post 
armed guards on all major roads at the county line to 
prevent entry of livestock or pets. Shallow tanks filled 
with disinfectant through which all incoming 
automobiles were required to drive, also were installed.

Guards appointed by Sheriff Zwinge included R.W. 
Robie, Starr L. Hatler, E.V. Hatler, Leo J. Mead, Tom 
Langford, Ed Conday and Homer Trimble, at roads 
along the Stanislaus-San Joaquin County lines in the 
vicinity of Milton. Frank Daniels, W. J. Moffit and 
George Reinking were the guards at Stone Corrall; 
while Joe Williams, Henry E. Little And James 
Guerney, were the guards at Goodman’s Corner. 
Arthur Fox, Tom Canepa and Bert Smith guarded the 
Calaveras-Amador road, at Camanche.

Amador and Tuolumne Counties adopted similar 
restrictions and established border guards. Amador 
provided the guards for Big Bar (Highway 49) crossing 
and for the Middle Bar Bridge. Tuolumne County 
provided the guards for the county line crossings along 
the Stanislaus River. Many people in Calaveras 
County were so concerned with the threat of foot and 
mouth disease that they advocated halting all campers 
and picnickers from entering the county.

On April 30, the day before the opening of trout 
season in Calaveras, supervisors again meeting in 
special session, adopted an emergency ordinance 
prohibiting fishing, picnicking or leaving a traveled 
road or highway in Calaveras County. A few fishermen 
managed to enter over remote roads, but the majority 
were turned back by guards at the county line.

Nevertheless, efforts by neighboring Tuolumne 
County to stem the spread of foot and mouth disease 
from crossing its borders, failed. On May 9, Tuolumne 
joined the list of infected counties after a herd of 700 
cattle, moved from the Ingalls Ranch, near La Grange, 
to summer pasture at Eagle Meadows, in the 
Stanislaus National Forest, was found to be carrying 
the disease. (3) As they did throughout the 17-county 
epidemic area, state and federal inspectors ordered 
slaughter of the entire herd. Even through most of 
the animals showed no symptoms of the disease, they

William B. ’Buster'* Riedel
were herded into hastily dug trenches and shot.

And, although Calaveras County continued to 
remain free of foot and mouth disease, by mid-summer 
several of its ranchers who had taken cattle to the 
mountains of Tuolumne County, felt its devastating 
impact. On July 10, cattle which Babe Airola, of Angels 
Camp, was summering on forest service land in the 
Cow Creek-Bumblebee area, were declared infected 
with the disease.

The July 19 issue of the Sonora Banner reported 
that killing of cattle in the infected area was underway 
and that some 5,000 head of stock owned by Frank 
Sims, Mrs. Hand, John O’Neil, Antone Airola, Charles 
Kasserbaum and Joseph Sanguinetti, were marked for 
slaughter. The paper also reported the Sonora-Mono 
Road (Highway 108) closed to all unauthorized travel 
at Sullivan Creek Bridge.

By late summer, deer along the watershed of the 
South Fork of the Stanislaus were found suffering from 
foot and mouth disease. They had contracted it, said 
biologists, by licking salt blocks which had been used 
by infected cattle. Deer season was scheduled to open 
September 1, but the forest service and Federal Bureau 
of Animal Control ordered the Stanislaus National 
Forest throughout Calaveras, Alpine, Tuolumne and 
Mariposa Counties closed to all hunting and recreation. 
Then on October 11,1924, the bureau of animal control 
announced that all deer in the infected area of 
Tuolumne County were to be exterminated. Joseph 
Dixon, economic mammalogist for the University of 
California, agreed that deer should be poisoned or shot.

Experienced hunters were hired and camps from 
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which they would operate were set up in the infected 
area south of the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus Forest. 
And, because much of the area in which the control 
program was to be carried out was more accessible to 
Eastern Calaveras County than to Sonora, numerous 
Calaveras County residents were drawn into it.

Among them was William B. ’’Buster” Riedel, of 
Murphys, 18 years old at the time and a seasonal 
forest service employee at its Avery station.

”1 guess I'm about the last of those left who were 
involved in foot and mouth disease control in Tuolumne 
County." said Riedel recently, as he sat in his Church 
Street home, in Murphys.

"I was on trail and fire control work for District 
Ranger Creston Booth -he was a fine man - when 
foot and mouth disease broke out over there. Then, 
when they set up the hunting camps they put me to 
work packing supplies to those that were closest to 
the Avery Station. I packed supplies — grub and 
ammunition - to camps at McCormick Meadows, Grohl 
Meadow, Dry Meadow and Beale’s Flat. A lot of the 
fellows there were from Calaveras County. There were 
the Joe Whittles - father and son - from Angels Camp; 
and Fred and Ray Morales — uncle and nephew — 
from Avery, at the McCormick Meadows camp.

Two of the hunters at Grohl Meadow were brothers, 
John and Steve Shelton, also from the Avery and 
Murphys area. There were a lot of other hunting camps 
further to the south, along the South Fork Drainage, 
I don't know just how many, because they were 
supplied from the Sonora area.

We were in a drought that winter of 1924-25. Only 
13 inches of rain fell that season and the most snow 
we had at any one time was 15 inches. But it was 
awful cold - just miserable - so cold the creeks would 
sometime freeze over. I used the Avery-McCormick 
Meadows Trail and never made the trip with less than 
five or six pack horses. There was a cable bridge 
across Grizwold Creek, but sometimes, on the way to 
other camps, I crossed further upstream, near Goat 
Camp. Sometimes Grizwold Creek was so heavily 
frozen the horses could cross it on the ice. It required 
one day to make the trip from Avery to the camps and 
another day to return, so in order to keep the hunters 
supplied, I was on the trail everyday.

I packed supplies to the hunting camps all through 
the winter, then in March I hired on as a hunter. I 
took the job because I was getting tired of wrangling 
pack horses and because the hunters were paid a little 

more money. When I started hunting, Romei Rolleri, 
of Angels Camp, took over my job as packer.

The Federal Bureau of Animal Control, from which 
we received our paychecks, demanded that the hunters 
use heavy caliber rifles. They didn't want wounded 
deer getting away. They gave them those lever action 
Winchester 30-06's, then deducted the cost of the rifles 
from their pay. I had a .300 Savage, which was a big 
enough caliber, so I didn't have to buy a gun.

We were to shoot every deer we saw, doe, fawn or 
buck, in order to keep the foot and mouth disease from 
being spread into new areas. Shoot them and let them 
lay, they told us. Just cut off the ears and bring them 
in to provide an accurate account We didn’t burn or 
bury the carcasses. Burying did no good, because, just 
like the cattle which were killed and buried in

Please see PERIL, pg. 44

Entire Herds of cattle were sentenced to death 
in order to bring the dreaded disease under 
control. Courtesy of Bill Moran
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PERIL, cont. from pg. 43
trenches, the bear quickly came in and dug them up.

There still were a lot of deer in Middle Fork 
Drainage when I went up to work that spring of 1925, 
as a hunter. Sometimes, we would see 40 or 50 in a 
bunch and there still were a lot when we stopped.

I quit hunting and went back to work for the

Winter Snows have felled the Dry Meadows cabin 
where hunters lived. Hist Soc. Photo

Forest Service in June, after it became pretty apparent 
that the threat was coming to an end. During the 
period I hunted I killed 110 deer. It wasn't very 
pleasant work. Of those deer, 16 head showed signs 
of having had foot and mouth disease, but all appeared 
to be recovering. I don't know if at the time they were 
killed they still were carrying the virus."

We never did kill a deer north of the watershed of 
the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus that was infected 
with the disease. Certainly, neither infected cattle or 
deer managed to cross from Tuolumne into Calaveras 
County. In all, hunters from our four camps along the 
drainage of the Middle Fork killed between 3,200 and 
3,300 deer. A good many thousand more deer were 
killed in that part of the Stanislaus National Forest 
lying in southern Tuolumne and Mariposa Counties.

I stayed with the forest service until the end of 
1925, then quit and returned to Murphys where I went 
into the meat and slaughterhouse business that I 
operated for 55 years."

State Department of Agriculture records show 
22,214 deer killed in 1924-25 along the western slope 
of the Sierra as a result of the foot and mouth disease 
eradication program. Of that number, 2,279, or slightly 
more than 10 percent, were found to have 

actually contracted the disease. The last deer which 
carried evidence of the infection was killed in Tuolumne 
County on June 10, 1925. By mid-month the killing 
of deer ended. Hunters said that despite the killing, 
the area still retained a solid deer population.

More than 5,000 head of cattle, including those 
owned by the Calaveras County ranchers, were killed 
in Tuolumne County. Many of them died not because 
they showed symptoms of foot and mouth disease, but 
simply because they were on grazing allotments that 
lay within the epidemic area. Many persons claimed 
that Airola's herd which was summering in the Cow 
Creek-Bumblebee area, fell into that category. 
However, the livestock owners did not suffer 
devastating financial loss, for the state and federal 
government reimbursed them at appraised value, for 
the animals that were killed. (4)

During 1925 no grazing permits were issued within 
the boundaries of the Stanislaus National Forest in 
Calaveras, Alpine, Tuolumne or Mariposa Counties.

However, the forest, at least in Calaveras and 
Alpine Counties, was once again opened to recreational 
uses and no effort was made to halt or delay the 
opening of trout season.

On August 29, the Calaveras Prospect and the 
Stockton Record announced that deer season was to 
open as usual, the next day, in Calaveras County and 
Alpine Counties, including Stanislaus National Forest, 
and also in the national forest area of Tuolumne 
County, north of the Middle Fork of the Stanislaus 
River. Inspection stations, said the newspapers, would 
be established in Calaveras County at Lily Gap, West 
Point, Creighton's Station, San Antone Crossing, Avery 
and Summit Level, and in Tuolumne County, at 
Strawberry and American Camp. It would be required 
that all deer be brought to one of those stations where 
they would be inspected by veterinarians who would 
issue permits to remove them from the area if they 
were found to be free of foot and mouth disease.

There were no reports of any infected deer being 
found, and so ended Calaveras County's near encounter 
with foot and mouth disease.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
(1) California Department of Agriculture Yearbook, 1924.
(2) Farmer Bulletin No. 666, Pg. 14, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
(3) May 10, 1925, Calaveras Prospect.
(4) California Department of Agriculture Yearbook, Pg. 16, 1924.
(5) August 29,1925, Calaveras Prospect.
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DINNER HONORS WINNERS 
OF ESSAY CONTEST

DIGGING, DUELING 
AND DEDICATION

Winners of Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
1993 Students’ Historical Essay Contest were guests 
of honor and received cash awards at the society’s 
April 29 meeting in the San Andreas Metropolitan 
Dinner Theater.

Awards were presented in three separate grade 
categories with the first place winners receiving $150; 
second place, $75, and third place, $35. Each student 
who entered the contest also received a certificate of 
merit.

Following a pot-luck dinner, each of the first place 
winners read their essay to the more than 100 persons 
present. Subjects of their essays were chosen by the 
students and ranged over a broad field of early county 
history.

Winner of the high school competition was Owen 
Stephens, of Murphys, a ninth grade student at Bret 
Harte High School, whose essay covered the history of 
the First Congregational Church of Murphys. Last 
year, his essay on early day Calaveras County ferries 
won a prize in the eighth grade competition. No other 
awards were made this year at high school level.

First prize in the Seventh-Eighth grade competition 
went Cheri Bitler, an eighth grader at Toyon Middle 
School, who chose as her subject, ’’The McSorley Family 
Mining,” which really, is the history of her pioneer 
family's mining experiences during the 19th century 
in the area of Chili Gulch.

Second place went to Melissa Foley, a seventh 
grader at Toyon for her essay on the history and 
restoration of the Whitlock home in San Andreas. 
Kristy Lampcik, also an eighth grader at Toyon, won 
third place with an essay titled, "History of Camanche."

Adam Ray, of Rainbow Ranch School, a "home
study" student, took first place in the Fifth-Sixth Grade 
category, with his essay titled, "Digging, Dueling and 
Dedication," an early history of Calaveras doctors.

Carl Anderson, sixth grade student at San Andreas 
Elementary, who won first place last year in the fifth
sixth grade competition, took second place this year in 
that category with an essay on his continued research 
on "The Civil War Cannons of San Andreas."

Third place at the fifth-sixth grade level went to 
San Andreas Elementary School sixth grader Brandon 
Fry, for his biographical essay on Lula Rebecca Zwinge

by
Adam Ray 

Fifth Grade, Rainbow Ranch School
One of the biggest issues in our country today is 

health care. This made me think about early day 
doctors and medical help in Calaveras County. I was 
amazed to discover the difference in health care 
between the mid-1800's and now. Let me tell you 
some of the interesting stories about the early day 
doctors, their work and their lives.

At the time of the 
gold rush, emigrants 
from Europe brought in 
a deadly disease called 
cholera. No one knew 
the cause or the cure.
In the fall of 1850, 
cholera hit San
Francisco and
Sacramento, killing 
almost 10 percent of the 
population. Many early 
doctors thought getting 
the diseased blood out 
would cure a patient's
ills. They would "bleed" 
them by piercing a vein or attaching parasitic leaches 
to drain 10 or 12 ounces of blood. Some patients whose 
cause of death was said to be cholera or other fevers, 
actually bled to death.

A few of the most common problems a doctor in 
the 1850's treated were diarrhea, contusions, fractures, 
dysentery and fevers. Plain drinking whiskey was used 
to disinfect and ease pain during operations. The one 
"miracle drug" was quinine. It sold for four times its 
weight in gold and was used to treat cholera, malaria, 
and other fevers. Some doctors had a kit with 
numbered medicine bottles and a manual listing 
symptoms and the number of the medicine to take. 

Please see DIGGING, pg. 46

Messer Reinking.
The 1993 essay committee was headed by Lorrayne 

Kennedy, assisted by Arlene Westenrider, Howard 
Little, Linda DuHammel and George Hoeper.
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DIGGING, cont. from pg. 45
Their tools included the stethoscope, microscope, 

splints, saw, forceps, knives and scalpels.
There were no set doctor’s fees in the early days. 

A wide range of different charges could be found. One 
source said a doctor in a camp of any size could earn 
$75 to $100 per day. One of the most unusual doctors 
I read about did not even send out bills for his services. 
He would place an ad in the newspaper once in a 
while, stating:

’’All persons knowing themselves to be indebted to 
the undersigned will please call and settle at least a 
portion of their indebtedness, as I am very much in 
need of money. Wm. D. Kelly, M.D."

It will always a mystery who was the first doctor 
in Calaveras County. Many qualified doctors were 
digging gold and many ’’quacks” were doctoring. About 
one out of five doctors were fakes. In 1851, a real 
doctor in San Francisco estimated that only 30 out of 
200 doctors in that city were genuine.

One of the real doctors who came to mine gold was 
Dr. Adolph H. Hoerschner. He did many things before 
doctoring in this country. He mined, managed a 
wholesale house and was a postmaster. About 1855 
he opened a small community hospital in Pleasant 
Springs (between what is now Glencoe and Mokelumne 
Hill). He had a contract with the county to care for 
the poor and elderly and received $538 per quarter for 
his services. In 1861 he opened the Miners Drug Store 
in Mokelumne Hill, where he had a clinic and medical 
practice. He died at age of 47, on September 23,1870.

Another early doctor who practiced in San Andreas 
was Dr. Peter Goodwyn. At sunrise, on September 16, 
1859, he and an attorney, William J. Gate wood, set 
out for a gentlemens' duel at Moonlight Flat, just past 
Kentucky House. The night before, they had argued 
over politics and Gatewood struck Dr. Goodwyn. The 
doctor demanded a duel, but his rifle failed to 
discharge. He died at 11 a.m. that morning from a 
wound to the abdomen. He was only 34 years old and 
unmarried.

His obituary in the San Andreas Independent of 
September 24, stated: "His nature was ardent; his 
friendship unyielding, friends numerous and faithful."

I was impressed with the dedication of Dr. William 
Bright March, of Burson, and Dr. George Cooper of 
Angels Camp. They were among the last of the county's 
"horse and buggy doctors."

Dr. March graduated from medical college in

Cincinnati in 1884. He and his wife, Minnie, and 
their three-year-old son, Irwin, settled in Burson later 
that year. As a young doctor, his horse and cart 
overturned in the Mokelumne River one night. He 
lost his medicine and instruments and had to borrow 
money to replace them.

Nine years later they moved briefly, to Contra 
Costa County where Dr. March practiced medicine with 
his brother-in-law, Billy Fields. Homesick for 
Calaveras County, he returned in 1895 to buy a 57- 
acre ranch near Burson and practice medicine there 
once again. Gradually, he expanded the ranch to 400 
acres. He and Minnie had four sons, Irwin, Roy, Lester 
and Silas. Their final child, Dorothy, was born in 
1902. In 1910, Dr. March purchased his first 
automobile , a Studebaker.

The doctor's oldest son, Irwin, also became a doctor 
and when Irwin later became a Calaveras County 
physician, he often called on his father for advice. He 
said he learned much from him that he had not learned 
in medical school.

I was very lucky to interview Dr. William March's 
granddaughter, Lorraine Cuneo and his great 
grahdson, Raymond Cuneo Jr., Lorraine's son. They 
had many photographs and stories and still keep Dr. 
March's medical journals and birth record books.

Lorraine was raised by Dr. March and her 
grandma, Minnie, after her mother died when she was 
two years old. She said, "they were loving and kind 
but were very strict." She also told me about an outlaw 
gang in Burson which stopped Dr. March's buggy, but 
released him as soon as they realized he was the doctor.

Raymond remembered seeing his grandpa, always 
with a cigar, but said, "he never inhaled." He also 
said the doctor used to drink, (as many doctors did) 
but quit at the age of 40 and never drank again.

Lorraine and Raymond said Dr. March retired with 
$18,000 in outstanding bills owed to him. It was well 
known that he cared more about his patients than 
money. He gave free medical care to many poor 
families and often brought a buggy full of groceries 
and supplies for them. He would help the men from 
those families find jobs.

Dr. March died at the age of 77 at his ranch in 
Burson, in 1936. I visited his grave, in San Andreas.

Dr. George P. Cooper graduated from Medical 
College (which later became Stanford Medical School) 
in 1906. His graduation exercise was cancelled due 
to the Great Earthquake that day in San Francisco.
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THE FIRST CONGREGATIONAL 
CHURCH OF MURPHYS 

by
Owen Stephens 

Ninth Grade, Bret Harte Union High School

"Murphys was a typical old placer mining 
camp which had survived strenuous experiences 
during the gold rush of the 1850’s and 60’s. The 
Congregational Church had been organized in 
1886. The nucleus of the membership of 23 
persons as I found it in 1888 was two or three 
families from New England who had not 
forgotten their background of Christian piety. 
There were the Heards, the Sangers, and the 
Harrises and several other families of Norwegian 
ancestry."

Dennis Goodsell, pioneer, 1957.

Established in 1853, the church began as a small 
brown building with a seating capacity of about 50 
people. There were two rooms; one, the sanctuary 
and the other, a small storage room in the back. In 
the sanctuary there was a low organ, and the people

He came to Calaveras that year as a company doctor 
for the Union Construction Company. The next year 
he opened his own practice in Angels Camp. Dr. Cooper 
was always the first called to any mine disaster and 
became known as an expert in mine rescue. He 
designed rescue equipment for those operations.

On a snowy winter day in the late "teens” Dr. 
Cooper was called to a ranch above Avery. His car 
made it to Avery, but the snow was too heavy to drive 
on. He changed to horse and wagon, but half-way 
there the driver fell asleep, the wagon overturned, and 
the doctor broke his leg. Dr. Cooper splinted his own 
leg, and continued on to complete his medical call!

Dr. Cooper had planned to retire before World War 
II, but due to the shortage of doctors and his dedication 
to his patients, he continued to practice until his death 
at 64, in 1944. He served his community for 38 years.

I enjoyed learning about the early Calaveras 
doctors. I think it was incredible, the hardships they 
went through to get to their patients. They may not 
have had all the medical equipment and wonder drugs 
of today, yet, they were able to give great personal 
care and comfort to their patients.

sat on straight wooden benches.
The church originally belonged to the Methodists. 

It can be traced to the time when Reverend J. McHenry 
Caldwell was appointed to the Church in Vallecito. It 
was Reverend Caldwell who organized the first church 
to be built in Murphys. In 1853, the Methodist 
Minister, James McGowan, submitted a report stating 
that the church building and parsonage was valued at 
$700, with 60 communicants and 80 scholars in Sunday 
School. The building served as a church for 42 years 
before it was replaced by a larger building in 1895.

In 1886 the church changed to a congregational 
ministry. The first congregational minister was 
Reverend Caleb Morgan. His wife, Helen Proper 
Morgan, was a teacher at the Murphys School. 
Reverend Morgan served until October, 1868.

The church was 
the center of Pro
testant ministry in
Calaveras County. In
1885 the congregation
was legally incorp
orated into a church
organization. The
membership grew
slowly, and in 1899 a
report from Reverend
Goodsell stated that
the Sunday School
hosted an average of
64. Reverend Goodsell
had arrived in Murphys on November 22, 1888. He 
conducted services there as well as in neighboring 
towns. He was pastor when the church celebrated its 
25th anniversary, and remained as pastor until 1894.

In 1894, Reverend M.J. Luark, who was pastor of 
the church in Mokelumne Hill, accepted the ministry 
at Murphys. It was during his parsonage that it was 
decided the little brown church should be replaced. 
By August 3, 1895, the material was delivered and 
Reverend Luark, Joseph Heinsdorf, Charles Damon 
and Charles Givens came to assist 21-year-old Albert 
Tyler with construction and painting of the new church.

The stone foundation of the new building was laid: 
22 X 44 feet in size for the main chapel with a six by 
10-foot foundation for the belfry. The steeple on the 
belfry was 52 feet high. They also added an area in 
the rear of the chapel to be used as a Sunday School

Please see CHURCH, pg. 48

Owen Stephens
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and storage room. Albert Tyler, who had studied 
electricity, wired the church while he was building it. 
A Mr. Ed Taylor mentioned that the double doors 
currently used in the chapel, were saved from the 
original brown church.

The new building was completed and dedicated on 
November 24, 1895, as the property of the First 
Congregational Church of Murphys. Cost of the new 
church was $1,622, most of which donations paid for.

In 1902, the church decided to buy the Matteson 
house across the street, for $500. The Ladies Aid did 
the work to repair and remodel it for the parsonage.

Reverend Thomas Magill, in 1916, became the new 
pastor of the church. His average pay was $60 per 
month. He served as pastor for 16 years, longer than 
any of his predecessors, or that of any since. It was 
during Reverend McGill’s time as pastor the church 
observed its golden anniversary. The event was 
celebrated quietly with a gathering in the parsonage.

In May, 1935, the congregation decided to enlarge 
the Sunday School / storage room into a social hall. 
The room was enlarged 34 by 16 feet to make room for 
the new hall and school area. The construction was 
done by Albert Tyler, who built the church in 1895, 
assisted by George Shaw. In 1939, during the ministry 
of Reverend John Dickey, a 12 X 9 inch bronze plaque 
was placed on the east wall of the chapel, for Mrs. 
Eliza Hoyt. Mrs. Hoyt was one of the original members 
of the church, and when she died in 1896, she left 
$10,000 to the church.
The plaque reads:

"In memory of Mrs. Eliza Hoyt 
whose generous gift made it possible 

for the church to exist."
Bequeathed 1898 Dedicated, 1939

It was recorded also at that time, that the fund in 
1939, through mismanagement, was valued at $7,500.

The year, 1941, was the 75th anniversary of the 
church. The church was thriving and new physical 
improvement such as a sidewalk from the church to 
the front of the social hall, were added. Plans for a 
diamond anniversary celebration were set for 
September 28, with two services. At the 11 o’clock 
services, several events of local history were reviewed 
by Mrs. Eva Stephens.

Reverend Dickey served through the years of World 
Was II. During his pastorate it was decided to replace 

the old foot-pedal organ that had served for many years. 
In November, 1944, Reverend Dickey purchased a piano 
for $95. In 1945, Reverend Dickey resigned. In seven 
years he had increased the church membership from 
13 to 33 people.

On Easter Sunday, April 14,1946, the first Sunrise 
Service was held on Buena Vista Cemetery Hill. That 
service has remained a tradition to this day. In 1947, 
the woodshed at the back of the social hall was 
remodeled into a kitchen and folding doors were built 
to divide the hall.

In 1952, D.B. Vincent, of Mountain Ranch, painted 
a large nativity mural for the chapel. The mural was 
dedicated by Reverend Holiday, in 1953. In 1991 the 
mural was removed and now is at the Catholic Church 
in Arnold. In 1956, the church sold the Matteson 
House, badly in need of repair, to Chester Hansen for 
$4,000. During the summer of 1959, the church 
received an 18-inch brass alter cross, in honor of Mrs. 
Sarah Ostrom Meyer.

Reverend William Ruhl served as pastor during 
the church’s 100th anniversary. The centennial service 
was held on September 23, 1966.

A new Allan Organ was donated to the church in 
1984, in memory of the parents of Dr. Ben Smith. 
Also, two stained glass windows were placed in the 
narthex and belfry, and two in the social hall.

In 1989, Reverend Jane Gibbson Huang took the 
position of pastor. She's the first female pastor to 
serve at the church. Soon after she accepted the 
pastorate, the Church Council had the Fellowship Hall 
remodeled and the rear wall of the chancel moved 
back six feet. The Fellowship Hall was lengthened by 
20 feet, a new kitchen, choir room and new bathrooms, 
were added. The new facilities, on which construction 
started April 1990, were completed January 15, 1991.

Jane's and the church's goal was to build up the 
Sunday School and the number of young families in 
the congregation. When she started, there were three 
children going to Sunday School. Now, in 1993,16 are 
attending. Jane served as pastor during the church's 
125th anniversary. A historic fashion show was 
presented in the newly renovated chapel.

The church still is thriving in 1993. Its 
membership continues to grow, now numbering 143, 
and it is expected that the three oldest Sunday School 
students will be joining the church soon.

The current church officers are: Pastor, Jane 
Gibbson Huang; Moderator, Stan Hunn; Vice
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McSORLEY FAMILY MINING
By

Cheri Bitler
Eighth Grade, Toyon Middle School

The topic that I have chosen for my essay is my 
family’s mining operations in Chili Gulch. I am doing 
it on my Grandma Mary Jane McSorley’s side. I was 
interested in this because I live on the property where 
the mining activities took place. I have heard many 
stories about the topic and, by writing this essay, I 
have found many of them have been true. One fact 
that amazes me is that a crystal found practically in 
my backyard went on display at Tiffany Jewelers in 
New York. It was one of the largest crystals ever 
found in the United States. The title of the display 
was ’’WORLD’S GIANT CRYSTAL”. I hope that you 
find this information as fascinating as I have.

Hugh and Katherine Martin McSorlev, with their 
six children, and their friends, Richard and Anne 
McElroy Colgan, with their four children, made the 
trip to America from Trillick, County Tyrone, Ireland. 
Tom and John Colgan, Richard and Anne's infants, 
died at sea. The rest made the trip safely.

In America, the families decided to settle in Lowell, 
Massachusetts. They lived in the North Irelander's 
section where they experienced the prejudice existing 
against the Irish at the time. A son of Hugh and 
Katherine, Terrence McSorley, worked in a foundry 
making cannons. The cannons were for the Civil War. 
Even though Terrence had a job, he wanted to go west. 
His desire to go West was encouraged by letters from 
brother Arthur, and brother in-law, Andrew McQuade, 
(the husband of Terrence's sister, Bridget).

Mary Frances, daughter of Richard and Anne, was 
a Lowell girl in a textile mill. Terrence told Mary 
Frances about his plans to go West and that he wanted 
her to go with him. He proposed marriage to her and

Moderator, Ralph Walsh; Financial Advisor, Arthur 
Tussy; Clerk, Jane Lang and Treasurer, Janet Nixon.

There have been 48 pastors since organization of 
the church in 1866, and the church has grown, 
diminished, and grown again. It is regrettable that 
the current minister, Jane Huang, will be leaving the 
church in June 1993, and in her words... "What a joy 
to live in Picturesque Murphys, to worship in a building 
reminiscent of our own New England Congregational 
heritage and be in fellowship with the Saint of God..." 

she accepted. Their wedding took place on October 
17, 1860. Mary Frances was only eighteen and 
Terrence was twenty-four. Their first child, Hugh 
Joseph, was bom in 1861.

It was time for the family to go West. They sailed 
to the Isthmus of Panama. They crossed this by wagon. 
(Another account states that they went by way of the 
horn.) After this, they took a steamship to San 
Francisco. Then they took a paddle wheel riverboat to 
Stockton, then took a stagecoach to Mokelumne Hill. 
They decided to settle in an old miners’ cabin in Chili 
Gulch. Their journey took three months.

Chili Gulch was 
named after the large 
number of Chileans 
who mined in the 
gulch. It was first 
called Chilean Gulch. 
The Chili Gulch chan
nel was among several 
other channels in the 
area that were produc
tive in gold mining.

It was fairly easy 
for the family to settle 
in. Terrence and 
Mary Frances both 
worked to sup-

Cheri Bitler

port the family. Terrence first worked at the Bob
Paul Mine. Mary Frances baked and sold her specialty, 
Irish Soda Bread. Terrence soon began to work at the
Gwin Mine. Every day he would walk five miles, work 
for ten hours, and get paid two and one-half dollars.

In 1868 they moved to another developing mine 
project. The family grew even more with the births of 
additional children, Richard V. (1864), Alexander F.
(1866) and John J. (1868). The family began raising 
goats. The goats provided meat, milk and additional 
income. The McSorley boys became known as "the 
young goat herders of Chili Gulch". The family grew 
even more in the next years. Arthur I. (1870), Thomas 
E. (1872), and two girls, Annie C. (1878) and Minnie, 
(1880) were added to the family. Unfortunately 
Alexander died around the time of Minnie's birth. He 
was only fourteen years of age.

Terrence started his own mine in 1876. He went 
into a partnership with Charles Lafayette Brown 
(C.L.F. Brown). C.L.F. Brown was a state

Please see MINING, pg. 50
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assemblyman from 1863 to 1871. The two bought a 
placer claim from a man named Frank Mercier. This 
was the Green Mountain Placer Mine and was sold for 
$500. High quality gold was found in the mine. It 
was sold for $18.75 an ounce to Charles Schlund, a 
jeweler of Mokelumne Hill.

In the late 1880’s Hugh McSorley and Joseph 
O’Neil joined the business. Between 1866 and 1887 
diamond like crystals were found. Hugh ventured out 
into the world and had many jobs all over the globe.

In 1891, while he was in Hawaii, Hugh’s father 
Terrence passed away. This forced Hugh, along with 
other siblings, to return to the ranch to help their 
mother. They helped her with the Durham cattle that 
had replaced the goats. They also had sheep grazing 
the hills near the ranch. Tom went to San Francisco 
to study the electrical trade. When he returned, he 
too, worked in the family mines.

The family was getting deeper into the mining 
business. They now owned mining operations that 
included the Sam Moser, Easyz Bird, Spring Gulch, 
North Star, and their hydraulic operations. There 
were minerals to be found all over the place!

In 1896 an enormous quartz crystal was found. It 
was located inside a tunnel at the Green Mountain 
Placer Mine. This finding attracted John E. Burton 
from Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Mr. Burton was quite 
impressed with the crystal. He got in contact with 
Tiffany Jewelers of New York City. It went on market, 
said to be ”as pure as distilled water." John Burton 
and Gage E. Tarbell of New York became partners 
with Tom and John. They reopened the gold mine of 
their brother, Hugh, and opened the Gilmore Tunnel 
at the Green Mountain Placer Mine.

This opening started a whole new business for the 
family. In 1887, Burton personally accompanied a 
shipment to New York that contained 12 tons of 
crystals. Mr. Burton stayed in New York for three 
weeks while he arranged, classified, and numbered 
the crystals. The crystals made many products, such 
as: lenses, jewelry, crystal spheres, and watch charms. 
George F. Kunz arranged to have a crystal specialist 
cut 22 crystal balls. One of the balls, which was 5 9/ 
16 inches in diameter, was completely clear and pure. 
This crystal was sold to the Metropolitan Museum for 
$3,400. Other balls ranged in diameter from 2 1/2 to 
11 inches. Many of the crystals went on display at the 
semi-Centennial Jubilee in San Francisco in 1898.

One of the displays weighed 168 pounds. During the 
same year, Tom found the largest crystal, a cluster of 
seven, weighing a total of 2,200 pounds. The cluster 
was so big the tunnel had to be widened various places 
for the crystal to be removed. This crystal was also 
taken to Tiffany’s. There it went on display for a year 
as the "WORLD’S GIANT CRYSTAL". Other crystals 
went on display at the San Francisco Ferry Building.

The crystals were not used again for scientific 
purposes until 1926. This time the United States 
Government was involved. They needed a supply at 
the Naval Research Lab, Bellevue Anacostia, in 
Washington D.C. The McSorley's became associated 
with the John Burton-McSorley Placer Mine Co. They 
made a 50 ton shipment with a minimum pay of $14 
to $15 per pound. The Rough Diamond tunnel was 
repaired for the operation. The Government used the 
crystals for radio focus oscillators. They were also 
used for the intercommunication of submarines. 
During World War II the government had no need for 
crystals because of advances in radio and electronics. 
This ended the search for crystals. The tunnel has 
caved in; therefore, further mining has not been done.

Also with John E. Burton, the McSorley’s mined 
in a different way. This was hydraulic mining. 
Hydraulicing was a system of mining in which large 
volumes of water were sprayed at very high pressures. 
This would wash away the gravel deposits. The gravel 
and water would go through a flume where the gold 
would be left behind. The remaining materials would 
travel through a tunnel which would carry the heavy 
silt away. For the operation to be successful a person 
needed ore, a huge water supply, bedrock close to softer 
deposits, high ground where the water could gain force, 
and sufficient channeling for the debris to wash away. 
The water was supplied by the Mokelumne ditch which 
was dug by Chinese labor. This operation left behind 
mud, rock and gravel which clogged streams and valley 
floors. In 1892, a law was passed which prohibited 
hydraulic mining in parts of California. The mining 
was said to be ecologically destructive. Scars from 
such mining can be seen in the Mother Lode today.

I hope that you have enjoyed my report. I don't 
think that many people realize what happened during 
their family’s history. I know that I have learned a lot 
about my family and how much my ancestors had to 
go through for me to be here. If you were to get 
anything out of my report, I hope that you would want 
to find out more about your roots.
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LARRY GETCHELL
REMEMBERS THE DAY 
THEY DECLARED WAR

Seventy five years ago this month, World War 
1, ’The War to End All Wars.” was winding down. 
For some 18 months the United States had been 
engaged in that conflict which had touched the 
lives of every American, even those in the 
smallest and most remote communities.

San Andreas native Larry Getchell recalls 
how word of the start of that war reached 
Calaveras County and its effect on local people, 
as seen through the eyes of a 13-year-old-boy.

Following long practiced routine, San Andreas 
telephone switchboard operator Mayme O'Connell on 
April 6,1917, opened her office promptly at 8 a.m. and 
lifted the headphone to her ear to make sure the line 
was open. What Mayme heard caused her to drop her 
headset, rush to the door and shout to all those within 
hearing along Main Street: "Congress has just declared 
war!" From Lev Binum's Bon Ton Chop House across 
the street, from the Metropolitan and American Hotels, 
from Tiscomia's Grocery where the Black Bart Inn 
now stands and from Casey's and Babe Raggio's 
saloons, heads popped through doorways and a crowd 
began to gather in the street.

It is the recollection of a then 13-year-old boy that 
shortly, the town fire bell had begun to toll. By 9 
a.m., most of the community's 700 inhabitants had 
been apprized that our county was at war.

Seventy five years after the fact, one should not 
expect a boy of 13 to recall precisely everything that 
transpired. To begin with, he had on his mind more 
pressing matters, such as the upcoming eighth grade 
examinations that required passing grades in order to 
enter high school. Yet, many of the happenings remain 
vivid. Certainly, we school children were well aware 
that war had been underway for several years in 
Europe between the Allies and the Central Powers. 
Calaveras County had been visited by citizens of both 
France and Germany who had come to America to 
promote their countries' causes. We also learned of 
the war from adults who followed closely, the course 
of events in Europe. Among those was young Earl 
Halley, recent graduate of the University of California,

Telephone switchboard operator Mame O’Connell 
spread word of declaration of war.

Hist. Soc. Photo
who taught at Willow Creek.

Each afternoon at 4 p.m. the Stockton-Angels Camp 
stagecoach passed through San Andreas and dropped 
off the daily papers at Gil Pfortner's barbershop. Earl 
Halley would be there, waiting to scan the headlines, 
and invariably, someone of the hangers-on would ask: 
"Earl, how's the war going over there in Europe?" Earl 
was always willing to oblige.

The barbershop was a natural gathering place for 
townspeople during those late afternoons. Going price 
for a haircut was 25# on weekdays and 50# on 
Saturday, but customers were infrequent. To augment 
his income, Gil had taken up a second vocation - that 
of watch repairing. A roll top desk served as the watch 
repair department. And, while the quality of his hair 
cutting and watch repair were subject to question, rows 
of shaving mugs embossed with the names of their 
owners in old English lettering of bright gold, bespoke 
of Gil's proficiency with a straight razor. A hand 
painted shaving cup with the owners name on it spelled

Please see WAR, pg. 52
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community status.

Although chairs spaced around the walls of the 
barber shop seldom accommodated the bottoms of 
haircut customers, they seldom lacked occupancy. In 
addition, certain retired town statesmen laid claim to 
specific favorites of those seats and woe be to the 
unknowledgeable individual who attempted to usurp 
one of them. He would be informed in no uncertain 
terms, by others present, that the chair was reserved 
for the rightful posterior. It was protocol never 
questioned.

Throughout that day of April 6, the barbershop, 
county courthouse and Main Street, from China Street 
(St. Charles) to Court Street, became scenes of fevered 
activity. Men and women gathered in front of Stewart's 
Grocery, across the street from Matt Zwinge's Saloon 
and people filed in and out of the law offices of Jake 
Snyder and Bill Dower. The saloons, from the Pioneer 
at the head of Main Street to the Metropolitan Hotel 
at Court Street and Main, enjoyed a steady cliental.

Calaveras County at that time probably had a 
population not exceeding 5,000. The county also, due 
to recent closure of the Utica Gold Mine which had 
been its largest employer, was experiencing hard times. 
Nevertheless, its citizens, with their nation suddenly 
at war, felt it their duty to help further the war effort. 
Within days, county officials and business leaders 
called a special meeting in the Metropolitan Hotel. 
Nearly every able bodied person, man, woman and 
child, responded and packed the meeting hall to its 
rafters. It is my best recollection that Superior Court 
Judge J.A Smith, presided.

County officials and civic leaders each in turn made 
suggestions. I remember my father, a man of few 
words when it came to public speaking, offering to 
help in any way. His brother, Clarence, founder and 
editor of the Calaveras Prospect, a man of many words, 
called upon or not, arose and I thought, made some 
brilliant suggestions until he began repeating himself. 
Others who spoke included J.F. Tower, of Salt Spring 
Valley; Thomas W. Taylor of Rail Road Flat; wealthy 
philanthropist Desire' Fricot; Harry Barden and F.G. 
Stevenot, of Carson Hill.

As a result of that meeting a new organization, 
the Progressive Club, which still exists as a leading 
San Andreas civic organization, was formed. The new 
club's leaders decided their first move would be to 

raise funds. They immediately began accepting 
donations, arranged a dance, and the town's housewives 
began planning a cake auction.

The afternoon of the auction arrived and with an 
expectant crowd gathering, traffic was diverted from 
Main Street and the auctioneer mounted the 
courthouse steps. Bidding was brisk, with cakes going 
for from $3 to $5. The auction ended only after Desire 
Fricot became involved in a bidding duel for the last 
cake with an unidentified stranger who ran its price 
up to an unheard of $25.

Many young men enlisted in the Army, Navy and 
Marines, and on May 5, the Prospect notified us that

Pioneer Saloon, one of the five bistros that 
occupied Main Street. Hist. Soc. Photo
Congress had passed a conscription bill. A local draft 
board comprised of F.G. Stevenot, James B. Luddy 
and T.W. Smith was appointed, and on July 28, the 
names of 253 prospective draftees whose names had 
been drawn, were listed in the paper.

The first contingent of Calaveras County draftees 
- a group of 34 young men, were scheduled to leave 
for Fort Lewis, Wash., September 19. They were 
instructed to gather September 18, in San Andreas, 
where arrangements had been made to feed and lodge 
them overnight in the Metropolitan Hotel.

As they arrived on the 18th the prospective 
inductees were greeted by self-appointed welcoming 
committees who had planned a dance for them that 
night.

However, some of the young men did not make it 
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to the dance because of repeated invitations by well- 
wishers during the afternoon and early evening, to 
visit various of the local liquor emporiums. 
Nevertheless, the dance was a success, with the local 
young ladies showing a marked preference for the 
departing soon-to-be soldiers whom they virtually 
danced off their feet.

Next morning, accompanied by a large contingent 
of townspeople, the draftees, traveling by automobile 
and buggy, headed for Valley Springs to board the 
train that would take them to training camp.

The Valley Springs depot that morning was the

John Linn
Frank One to
Peter Bernas
Marko S. Kapor 
W.J. Buckley
Albert Plumb
Albert L. Groves
Louis J. Bacigalupi
O.C. Zwinge
Augustus Airola Jr.
Fred W. Wright 
James Trudgian

John F. Laidet 
George Mirabella 
Clayton R. Ragio 
Emil Chuma
George A. Schrum 
Charles A. Hancock 
Abe A. Hyman 
Columbo Curatto 
Edward J. Emerald 
Carlton J. Daigle 
Charles F. Sanders 
Alvin L. Frioux

scene of tearful partings, but the San Andreas band, 
whose membership included Les and George Stewart, 
Hughie Watt, George Dietz, George Treat, Clarence 
Getchell and John Halley, was there to cheer the crowd 
with John Phillips Sousa marches.

Those who made up that first contingent of 
Calaveras County draftees included:

Risto Krusevich 
James Shelton 
Walter Pettit 
Steve Solari
Ephriam E. Sapp

Laurence Kress 
Hartwell Laurence 
Fred D. Tuck 
Arthur L. Leonard
Pasquali Cheasa

Other Calaveras Draftees who left several days 
earlier for Camp included Thomas Langford, of Milton; 
Thomas Trengrove, of San Andreas; John Dragone, of 
Murphys and Frank Hughes, of Rail Road Flat.

Perhaps the thoughts of many of the departing 
young men was well expressed by Alvin Frioux, as he 
boarded the train. Alvin, something of a loner who 
lived in a cabin beside Murray Creek and never had 
seen the ocean, said, "It’s not the Kaiser or them 
German soldiers that worries me, its getting across 
that big pond." A bachelor who made his living raising

Please see WAR, pg. 54

Gil Pfortner's barber shop was a gathering place for exchange of news and political views.
Hist. Soc. Photo
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Looking East along Court Street toward Main 
Street, in San Andreas. Hist. Soc. Photo
WAR, cont. from pg. 53
chickens and running a trapline in the winter, Alvin 
need not have worried. Because of his culinary arts, 
he became a cook and his was always one of the more 
popular mess halls both at Camp Lewis and in France.

With America feeding its Army and contributing 
foodstuffs to our Allies overseas, there was a resulting 
shortage at home. Basic commodities such as sugar 
and flour soon came under rationing. Housewives were 
asked to bake their bread using a half-and-half mixture 
of white and dark flour. The dark flour consisted of 
we knew not what, and although my mother and her 
friends tried every way to turn out a palatable loaf, 
too often those loaves, when removed from the oven, 
compared favorably with bricks and were about as 
tasty. Those who could affords it, purchased bakery 
bread delivered from Stockton to Lev Binum’s Bon 
Ton Chop House, but quite often due to shortage, the 
expected delivery did not arrive. Over the long haul, 
however, we in San Andreas did not fare to badly, for 
many of our staples were produced locally.

As a 13 year-old, earning a buck now and then 
was pretty important business, but in the foothills, 
there were not too many ways of doing it. One 
unexpected source of revenue that opened up as a result 
of the war was the arrival of junk dealers. They would 
pay hard cash for old iron, and copper brought a 
premium price. The junk dealers, we learned, also 
would buy old bleached bones. Now what in the world 
did they want with old bones? We scratched our heads 
and remembered the skeletons of cows and horses 
whitening in the sun after the coyotes and buzzards 

had done their job. Shouldering our sacks, we rushed 
out into the fields, but surprisingly, there were not as 
many bones as we had thought. We cleaned the supply 
fast. Crown topped bottles brought a good price - ten 
cents apiece - and a barley sack carried the same 
value. Those items were in short supply. The saloons 
and stores in town that handled bottled goods began 
storing their empties in safe places after carelessly 
leaving some where small boys might be tempted. I 
confess to borrowing my father’s barley sacks. I quit 
after discovering that he had started counting them.

After a few months, having well scoured the area 
for any junk items, things got a little tight, so our 
younger set turned their attention to other monetary 
sources. The hills were filled with a variety of big 
oaks that began dropping their acorns as fall 
approached. We found that slaughterhouse operators 
would pay a dollar a sack for the acorns which were 
great food for hogs.

Collecting acorns was slow, arduous work. First 
you filled a coffee can, hopefully, with big acorns -- 
black oak were the best. You dumped the contents 
into a sack, then started over again. Have you any 
idea how long it takes to fill a sack at that rate? I do, 
as I filled many of them. One day my father told me, 
”I’ll pay you a dollar a sack for acorns and you won't 
have to bother taking them to the slaughterhouse. 
Those acorns are good chicken feed.” I picked him a 
sack, then he made me sit down and crack them so 
chickens could eat them. I really earned that buck.

Larry Getchell (L) with buddy, Bob Cavagnaro
Hist. Soc. Photo
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SOCIETY OBTAINS
1860’S ERA DIARY

Clyde Getchell went off to war.
Hist. Soc. Photo

With the end of the acorn season that gold rush 
ran out, but then, so did the war. Just as it ended I 
took on the agency for the Curtis Publishing Company, 
selling subscriptions to the Ladies' Home Journal, 
Saturday Evening Post and the Country Gentleman. 
I did fairly well until I ran out of potential subscribers. 
After all, it was a small town.

One by one, our soldiers began arriving home, each 
with his own story to tell, and I’m sure those stories 
never grew any smaller or less exciting in the telling. 
Some had seen real combat, while others, for one reason 
or another, never left American soil. And of course 
there was sadness, for some did not come home at all. 
But we were glad to see all of them and gradually, 
things in San Andreas began returning to normal.

Alvin Frioux, almost a recluse before he entered 
the Army, returned an extrovert and altogether a

Four volumes of a diary spanning several years of 
the life of a Calaveras County gold miner during the 
1860’s, have been obtained by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society.

Through the cooperation of Amador County 
historian and archivist Larry Cenotto, the Calaveras 
County society's board of directors were able to 
purchase the diary of Addison William Curtiss, which 
until recently had been in private ownership. Curtiss, 
of Gulfport, New York, first came to Mokelumne Hill 
in 1860, then moved to the West Point-Sandy Gulch 
area.

Apparently well educated and articulate, Curtiss 
included in his diary his impressions of California and 
the Mother Lode, as well as incidents of day-to-day 
life in the gold fields. Unmarried, he lived in camp 
and cabin, sometimes alone and sometimes with groups 
of friends, and at times, boarded in camps where such 
amenities were available. The first two booklets of his 
diary cover the years 1860 and 1861. The other two 
cover the period of 1866 through 1869.

Historical Society Office Manager Sheryl Waller 
has transcribed the diary so that our members or other 
interested persons now may read and review it without 
damaging the original manuscripts.

Said Historical society director Willard Fuller, "the 
diary is of significance in that it adds appreciably to 
our knowledge of the early years in and around West 
Point, and particularly, of the Sandy Gulch area, of 
which too little has been written or preserved.” 

different fellow, or so it appeared. All dressed up in 
his soldier suit, he was full of soldiers' lingo and army 
talk. He wore his uniform around town for several 
weeks after his return, while most of the other's 
couldn't wait to take theirs off.

My brother Clyde returned, but in a few days, 
disappeared. I learned he had left for San Diego to 
marry the girl he had met while in boot camp there.

Alvin Frioux returned to his cabin on Murray Creek 
to continue trapping and raising chicken and smoking 
his Bull Durham.

So ended World War I for San Andreas and 
Calaveras County.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
Highlights of the Calaveras County Historical 

Society’s July 22 meeting will be its annual installation 
of officers for the coming year and presentation of the 
society’s 1993 architectural awards. The meeting, to 
be held at 7 p.m. in Black Bart Park, in San Andreas, 
will feature a barbecued steak dinner. Cost of the 
dinner is $13.50.

There will be no meeting in August and the time 
and place of the society’s September meeting is to be 
announced later.

IN MEMORIAM
Alma Hogarth, Angels Camp, March 19, 1993

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:

Mrs. Vicki Geary Sommerfield & Family, Lodi.
Robert Reagan, Pasadena.
William Hathorn, Stockton.
Herb & Mary Collins, Citrus Heights.
Bob Battaglini, Endicott, N.Y.
Allan Miller, San Andreas.
Adam Ray, Mokelumne Hill.
Carl Anderson, San Andreas.
Erandon Fry, San Andreas.
Owen Stephens, Murphys.
Cheri Bitler, Mokelumne Hill.
Melissa Foley, San Andreas.
Kristy Kampcik, Clements.
Kathy Zolmer, Copperopolis.
Helen & Hank Snow, Hathaway Pines.
E. Whittaker Jr., Berkeley.
Mr. & Mrs. Vanderbyll, Templeton.
Mrs. Thea Haussler, Templeton.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.

Thea N. Haussler, Templeton. CA: Loan of photos of 
a gold rush era doctor, Adolph A. Hoerschner, of 
West Point, who operated Calaveras County's first 
hospital.

Robert E. Hill. Riverbank. CA.: $20 donation.
John & Creola Bacon. Qf San Andreas. GA: An i860 

Bible.
Mrs. James Jordan. Greenbrae. CA: New Testament 

which belonged to her Grandmother, the wife of 
Sheep Ranch Mine owner Cap Ferguson.

Barbara Richards. Angels Camp, CA.; linens and 
doilies.

Louis Stout. San Andreas, CA; 1940’s movie projector. 
Lois Rupert, Dillon. CO.: Toys from the Red Top Toy 

Store, Murphys, CA
Linda Agostini, Orinda, CA; $25 donation.56
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IN MEMORIAM
Marguerite Bartoo, Altaville, July 8, 1993 

Warren Tufts, Bremerton, WA
Ernie Hauselt, Murphys, February 26, 1993 

Myrtle Severy, Tracy
Harold Browning, Lodi, August 16, 1993

VOLUME NUMBERS CORRECTION
Readers will note that this issue of Las 

Calaveras is No. 1 of Volume XLII. Over the past 
years accidental mistakes have been made in the 
numbering of certain volumes, and the above 
correction brings our numbering in line, going back 
to No. 1 of Volume I, published in October, 1952. 
We regret any inconvenience that the past errors 
may have caused our members.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:

Pat Franen, Wilseyville.
David Sumney, Oxnard.
Roy McClory, Tempe, Ariz.
William Franz, Altaville.
Mr. & Mrs. Myron Levin, San Leandro.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.

Lavelle Baker. Yolo. CA.: Birth records and 
miscellaneous correspondence from the estate of 
his great grandfather, Dr. Baker, of Angels Camp. 

Maria Romaggie. Thetis Island. British Columbia; $20 
donation

Ed Franzen, San .Andreas, CAj $5 donation. 
Wilma DeMotte. Selma. Ore.: $100 donation.
Randy & Sue Metzger. San Andreas, CA,: Photograph 

of Calaveras County exhibit at the 1912 California 
State Fair.  

MEETING SCHEDULE
The Mountain Ranch Community Club will host 

Calaveras County Historical Society’s October 28th 
meeting with a 7 p.m. dinner in the Mountain Ranch 
Community Hall. The program which will follow the 
dinner is yet to be announced.

The historic Copperopolis Armory will be the scene 
of the Historical Society's November 18th meeting. 
This will be a business meeting which will open at 
7:30 p.m. There will be a guest speaker.

The Historical Society's annual Christmas party 
and dinner will open at 7 p.m. on December 16th in 
the Metropolitan dinner theater in San Andreas.

OUR COVER PHOTO
The recently restored 97-year-old Whitlock 
mansion at 116 Court Street, in San Andreas, 
adds measurably to this old mining town's historic 
atmosphere. (For details see this issue's 
architechtural awards story.)
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PIONEER DAUGHTER
STILL ACTIVE RANCHER

By
George Hoeper

became owner of her family’s Comer Grocery at the 
intersection of Big Trees Road and Main Street, in 
that community. Long before most women had begun 
asserting themselves in the business world or striving 
toward making their lives easier with modem labor 
saving devices and living methods, Ina and her mother
had established themselves as progressive minded

From the shaded porch of her Moran Road ranch 
home, Ina Davies gazes across what many have 
described as the "prettiest meadow in Calaveras 
County". She can look back with pride over a lifetime 
that spans 91 years of busy and productive Calaveras 
County living. Her accomplishments, in addition to 
raising a family, include operating a general store, 
helping her husband and uncle with the ranching 
operation and taking an active part in the community.

A descendant of local gold rush families, Ina's 
maiden name was Batten. Her father John Henry 
Batten, whose family arrived in the mining camp of 
Vallecito in 1853, and after a short stint at gold mining, 
became a successful rancher and fruit grower. Her 
mother's maiden name was Mary Malaspina, and her 
grandparents, Angela Pierano Malaspina and Peter 
Malaspina, also were members of pioneer families 
which after first engaging in mining, turned to farming 
and operation of a dairy on the outskirts of Vallecito 
which supplied milk, butter, cheese and vegetables for 
the Vallecito, Douglas Flat and Murphys area.

Most of Ina Davies' life has been spent in Murphys, 
where, for more than 50 years she worked in and later 

women. They were among the first to take advantage 
of electricity when it was brought to Murphys. They 
had one of the first two telephones in town and were 
quite possibly the first to obtain a washing machine 
("the whole family gathered to watch us do out the 
first load of clothes") and Ina, at age 16, was the first 
girl in Murphys to drive an automobile. And, as the 
1920's arrived, Ina was the first girl in Murphys to 
wear bobbed hair. She had it cut in the then 
fashionable "King Tutt" style.

And even now, as she looks forward to her 92'nd 
birthday, Ina still drives an automobile regularly, 
although she admits she prefers not to drive in heavy, 
urban traffic unless she has to, and she still remains 
active in community affairs.

Today, her home on the Moran Road ranch which 
has been in the family for 83 years, is still a working 
ranch. Cattle still graze in the lush meadow which 
also provides a substantial hay crop which is stored 
for winter feed. And, with the help of her son, John 
and his wife, Pat, Mrs. Davies still takes an active 
part in its every-day operation. Ina's earliest

Please see Ranch, pg. 3

The Davies meadow ranch home, a lovely landmark on Moran Road. Historical Society photo.
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 2
recollections include playing in and around the old 
store, then owned by her grandmother, Mary 
Malaspina, and visits to the ranch, then owned by her 
Uncle Louis, where in summer she swam in the creek 
that runs through it.

The store, which began serving the still raw mining 
camp of Murphys in 1856, came into the family's 
ownership when in 1877, Peter and Angela Malaspina 
seeking to break away from a life of ranching, 
purchased it from business partners and lumber 
dealers Kimball and Cutting. The store building still 
is owned by the family. Peter Malaspina paid cash for 
it and to ensure against loss of his money to bandits 
as he traveled by buckboard from Vallecito to Murphys 
to close the deal, he had his sons Joe and Tony ac
company him, with the cash concealed in their clothing.

The new enterprise, which quickly became known 
as Malaspina’s Corner Store, operated as a family 
affair. The Malaspinas lived in a house behind the 
store and all of their five children, Mary, Joe, Tony, 
Justine and Louis, worked in the store as they grew 
up. During the early years Peter Malaspina and his 
sons hauled their merchandise from Stockton in their 
own wagon or had it brought in on the huge commercial 
freighters drawn by jerk line teams of 14 to 16 horses 
or mules. However, the Sierra Railroad reached Angels 
Camp in 1902, and delivery of goods for the store was 
greatly simplified.

Ina Davies takes pride in her pioneer heritage.
Historical Society photo.

No Neon lights or fancy signs advertised Malaspina’s Corner Store at the start of this century.
Courtesy of Davies family
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In addition to the townspeople the store’s customers 
included miners, trappers, owners of outlying ranches 
and Miwok Indians. The Malaspina family took pride 
in meeting their needs. They stocked everything from 
needles and thread to rifle and shotgun shells, potatoes, 
onions, beans, leather for repairing harness, nails and 
hardware and mining supplies. And, while their stock 
of foodstuff s may seem limited if compared to today's 
supermarkets, they did the best they could. Lacking 
refrigeration, grocery stores of that day carried few 
perishables. Milk, butter and fresh vegetable were 
sold by local dairies and truck farmers. In 
a separate building, the Malaspinas stocked 
hay, grain and other ranch supplies.

In 1889, the original wood frame store 
was replaced by the present stone and mortar 
building, providing more space and better fire 
protection.

Mary, oldest of the Malaspina children, 
married John Henry Batten on June 19, 
1901. John had been working as a black
smith in Mexico, but following their marriage, 
he and Mary agreed that Mexico would be 
a poor place to raise a family. They 
returned to the Murphys-Vallecito area 
where John took up work as a blacksmith 
and Mary worked in the family store. Their 
daughter, Ina, was bom a year later.

During their first years of marriage, 
John Batten often was gone for periods of 

time while he worked in the oil fields 
around Bakersfield. Later, he and Mary,
with their young daughter, lived in Jamestown where 
they managed the Willow Hotel. But, they soon 
returned to Murphys where John worked as a 
blacksmith and Mary again worked in the family store.

Ina grew up in Murphys as a child, and when not 
in school, became equally at home in the store, at the 
Vallecito ranch of her grandparents, and later, at the 
Moran Road ranch her Uncle Louis had acquired in 
1910. Even as a youngster, she helped in the store 
and accompanied her uncles on grocery deliveries with 
the buckboard to outlying areas such as Douglas Flat.

She remembers trips to Angels Camp, via Murphys 
Grade Road, owned at that time by the Oneto family 
and known as Toll House Road. "In the spring it was 
a beautiful ride," she said. The shaded areas were 
covered and maiden hair fern and all kinds of wild 

flowers were in bloom."
As her mother and father had done, she attended 

classes in the old Murphys School, setting a tradition 
followed in later years by her own son, daughter and 
granddaughter.

Those were exciting days for a school girl. The 
store itself was a center of activity and there was 
always something happening in or around town.

Spring and fall saw great herds of cattle and sheep 
come through town and past the store, filling Main 
Street and Big Trees Road from sidewalk to sidewalk.

The Batten Home in Vallecito, built in 1867, still stands 
and is the residence of Mr. and Mrs. F.O. Thomsen. Pictured 
in this early photo are Kate Carley and Catherine Batten.

Calaveras County Archives 
Old Beth, the monstrous iron wheeled, steam powered 

traction engine that hauled logs and lumber to and 
from the mills, also made periodic trips through town, 
attracting great attention.

But, life for Ina and her mother was not without 
tragedy. When she was 12 years old her father, John 
Henry Batten, died, following an accident. Her father's 
death meant that her mother had to depend even more 
upon the store for her livelihood, and Ina also became 
more closely associated with its operation.

When Ina was 16, her mother purchased their first 
automobile, and although Mary Batten was an expert 
at handling horses and driving a buggy, she simply 
could not get the hang of a motor vehicle. "It fell upon 
me to take over the driving, and I loved it," said Ina.

Please see RANCH, pg. 5
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RANCH, cont. from pg 4
The salesman in Oakland, where they bought the 

car taught her to drive during the return trip from 
Oakland to Angels Camp. She drove the new car home 
without incident and the car salesman took the train 

invited several of them to share a hot meal or some 
refreshment.

World War II came, and while economically, times 
were better, there was sadness and worry as the young 
men and women went off to war. And the war with

back to Oakland. ’’The excuse for buying 
the car in the first place was to use it for 
delivering groceries,” said Ina. "But I used 
it mostly to drive back and forth from 
Murphys to Bret Harte High School, in 
Angels Camp."

In 1925, Mary Batten purchased the 
store from her family. Her daughter 
continued to help her, then in 1928, Ina 
married Aldys Davies. "My husband was a 
mechanic, but he also helped Uncle Louis 
run the ranch in the meadow on Moran 
Road. I continued to help my mother in 
the store and we lived in the house behind 
it. The store which quickly became known 
as Mary Batten's Corner Grocery, 
continued as it had in the past years, to 
serve the area not only as a retail outlet, 
but as sort of unofficial meeting place for 
customers and friends."

In addition to local townspeople there 
were a few miners, people from up country 
or from the sawmills, or local ranchers,

Ina Davies led 1986 Murphys homecoming parade in her 
1919 Velie touring car. Courtesy of Davies Family

who stopped in for supplies and to pass the time of 
day. People weren't in such a hurry in those days. 
They’d stand or sit around the stove and exchange 
stories of hunting, fishing or prospecting and sort of 
catch up on the news and local happenings."

As time passed, change came to Murphys. The 
corner grocery, catering to the increasing automobile 
traffic, installed a gasoline pump and as refrigeration 
became available, the store began selling ice cream, 
milk shakes, cold drinks and more perishable foods.

The great depression of the 1930's arrived and 
while it may not have hit the foothills as hard as it did 
the cities - country people were more self-sufficient in 
those days - the people of Murphys and Calaveras 
County felt its impact. Times were tough. People 
sometimes were a bit late paying their grocery bills, 
but everyone scraped by. More and more people were 
prospecting for gold for a living and knowing how tough 
it was for them, Ina Davies and her mother sometimes 

its shortages, also made things difficult for the store 
owners and their customers. With the war's end, the 
lumber industry boomed and in 1948, the people of 
Murphys felt it was time to celebrate.

Under the leadership of Ina’s husband, Aldys (Cap) 
Davies, they organized their town's first homecoming 
celebration, and with Davies serving as grand marshal, 
staged their first homecoming parade, a tradition that 
has lasted, and each year grown larger, for 45 years.

In 1986, Ina Davies, received the honor of being 
selected the Homecoming Queen. She rode in the 
perfectly preserved red Velie touring car which has 
been in her family since 1919. Her only regret was 
that her husband and her mother, both of whom had 
passed on, could not have enjoyed the honor with her.

Ina's mother passed away in 1953, leaving Ina and 
her husband the corner grocery, and her Uncle Louis 
died in 1957, leaving Ina and Aldys the Moran Road 
ranch. The Davies continued to operate the store until 
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1959 when they turned it over to their son and 
daughter-in-law and moved to the ranch. For Ina, the 
move to the ranch was another homecoming.

”1 had spent so much time at the ranch as a little 
girl, and I really loved it," she said. "Because, my 
father died when I was so young, Uncle Louis had 
been like a father to me. In those days what is now 
Moran Road was the main county road to Big Trees 
and Ebbetts Pass. The same big herds of cattle and 
sheep that caused so much excitement when they came 
right past our store in Murphys, each spring and fall 
as they were being driven to and from the mountains 
also traveled the road in front of the ranch. Sometimes 
the cowboys would turn their cattle into the fields at 
the ranch and spend the night there. Old Beth, the 
steam powered tractor, also used to go chuffing and 
puffing along the road right past the ranch house."

However, the old ranch house had been 
considerably changed from its early days when Ina 
and Aldys moved into it in 1959. Over the years, 
Louis Malaspina with Aldys’ help had added many 
improvements, including a second story to the house, 
a broad, roofed porch, a new kitchen and other facilities. 
Certainly it bore little resemblance to the ranch house 
that existed there when Louis purchased the property 
from Ted Shannon in 1910. Shannon had obtained 
the ranch from James Mullonex, but just how long it 
existed there is unknown.

A small orchard contains century-old apple trees, 
and rose bushes which were growing there when Ina 
Davies was a girl, still add color to its yard.

Today, the corner store at Main Street and Big 
Trees Road, still under family ownership but leased to 
other operators, deals in antiques rather than groceries, 
but the old ranch on Moran Road operates much as it 
did when Ina was a girl. In summer, cattle still graze 
its meadow and in winter, its barn is filled with hay.

Actually, only a stone's throw from the busy, fast 
developing town of Avery, a feeling of solitude seems 
to surround the pine shrouded meadow. Wild sweet 
peas, their blooms a riot of color, line both sides of 
Moran Road where it traverses the meadow. On 
summer evenings coyotes raise their voices as they 
hunt mice in the deep meadow grass. Not long ago, a 
neighbor phoned Ina Davies just as dark was settling 
in. "Don’t you folks go outside right now," he said. 
"There’s a bear prowling around your storage shed."

NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED 
FOR 1993-94 YEAR

Charles Stone, of Copperopolis, member of a 
pioneer family of that area, has been re-elected to serve 
as president of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
for a second year. Also re-elected was Vice President 
Sue Smith, of Valley Springs; Recording Secretary 
Donna Shantz, of San Andreas; and directors Barbara 
Beaman, Grant Metzger and Willard P. Fuller, all of 
San Andreas.

Shirley Huberty, of Mountain Ranch, was elected 
treasurer to replace retiring Robert Perry, of San 
Andreas; Mary Jane Garamendi, of Mokelumne Hill, 
was elected membership secretary to replace Rosemary 
Faulkner, of Rail Road Flat, whose term expired and 
Duane Wight, of Lodi, was elected to the board of 
directors to replace Jack Geary, of Stockton, whose 
term had expired.

The new officers were installed during the society’s 
July dinner meeting in Black Bart Park, in San 
Andreas. County Supervisor Mike Dell ’Orto served 
as installing officer.

Historical Society officers and directors who will 
serve through 1993-94 include (L to R) Charles 
Stone, president; Sue Smith, vice president; 
Donna Shantz, recording secretary; Shirley 
Huberty, treasurer; Mary Jane Garamendi and 
Duane Wight, directors. Not pictured are 
directors Barbara Beaman, Grant Metzger and 
Willard P. Fuller. Historical Society Photo.
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MANSION AND STORE
WIN ARCHITECTURAL AWARDS

THE WHITLOCK MANSION
By

Melissa Foley
A recently restored San Andreas mansion and a 

133-year-old stone and mortar building constructed by 
one of Angels Camp’s gold rush era Chinese merchants 
are recipients of Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
1993 architectural awards. Awards of merit went to 
San Andreas attorney Ken Foley for his restoration of 
the historic Whitlock House at 116 Court Street, in 
San Andreas (this month’s cover photo) and to the 
City of Angels Camp for its restoration of the Sam 
Choy store at 1329 Birds Way, in that city.

Oddly enough, both restored buildings continue to 
be used on a daily basis, both serving as law offices. 
Foley purchased the old Whitlock Mansion with its 
use as a law office in mind. The City of Angels restored 
the old Sam Choy Store with federal grant funds, then 
to defray cost of upkeep, leased it to now retired 
attorney Thurman Gray who in turn has sub-leased it 
to attorney Edwin Adams. Adams says the public is 
welcome to visit the historic old structure and view 
the artifacts on display there. During its 133 years 
the old building, in addition to serving as a store, has 
housed a brothel and served as the city jail.

The awards of merit for the restoration were 
presented by historical society past-president Lorrayne 
Kennedy, who serves as chairman of the architectural 
awards committee. In addition to Mrs. Kennedy, other 
committee members include her husband Jack 
Kennedy, Flora Meek, Ozzie and Roberta Kenyon, 
Larry Carlson and Geni Aguilar.

The following article outlining the history of the 
Whitlock House and its restoration was written by 
Melissa Foley, daughter of Ken and Lorraine Foley. 
Miss Foley, an eighth grade student at Toyon Middle 
School, submitted this story earlier this year as an 
entry in our historical society’s annual students' essay 
contest, where it was selected as a prize winner. 
Because of its excellent quality, we have chosen to use 
it in this month’s issue of the Las Calaveras.

Talented writer and news woman Arlene Westen- 
rider, who nominated the Sam Choy Store for 
consideration by the architectural committee, also is 
the author of the article containing its history. A 
former Stockton Record reporter, she now writes for 
other publications including the Calaveras Enterprise.

There is a house in San Andreas known as the 
"Whitlock Mansion" on grounds formerly known as the 
"French Garden". This house is 96 years old and has 
a very interesting past.

The western portion of the grounds where the 
Whitlock house in San Andreas now stands was bought 
by a French immigrant by the name of Paul Doumanc 
in 1871 for $7.40. The following year, Jean Bang sold 
the eastern portion of the grounds to Mr. Doumanc. 
This portion of the grounds had been known as the 
"French Garden". It is thought that produce was once 
grown there.

In June of 1882, Paul Doumanc died and 12 years 
later the property was sold to C.M. Whitlock from New 
York for $300.00. Mr. Whitlock mined in San Andreas 
until 1859, and opened a general store on Main Street 
in partnership with Edwin Rowerth in 1870. Mr. 
Whitlock ordered construction to begin on the Victorian 
house in 1896, and lived by himself in this house until 
his death in 1904. C.M. Whitlock left the property to 
his nieces and nephews in New York.

The property was sold by nine legatees to Charles 
and Theresa Goodell of San Andreas in December of 
1911. In 1914, the Goodells conveyed the property to 
Mary Ann Wesson who, in 1918, deeded it to Henry 
Wesson, her husband. From 1933 to 1936, Mr. Wesson 
conveyed various interests to the Goodells' children, 
Charles, Lawrence, Fred, and Genevieve.

The property remained in the Goodell family until 
September, 1991, when Charles (Wesson) Goodell made 
a joint tenancy by deed to Mondel W. Darling and 
himself. Shortly after that, Charles died at the age of 
85. The Victorian House is now owned by my parents, 
Kenneth and Lorraine Foley, who have fixed it up to 
use as my father's law offices. It is located at 116 
Court Street in San Andreas, California.

The Whitlock House is a Queen Ann style mansion 
with an asymmetrical frame. It has a fish scale design 
on the front. It has a veranda on the second story, 
and a deck. The house has 13 rooms.

In the interior of the house there is an entry hall, 
a parlor which has become a waiting room for my 
dad's clients, and a dining room separated by a 
spindlework frieze which has become a secretary' office
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There are two bedrooms downstairs. The first one 
serves as an interview room, and the second is a second 
secretary’s room. There is a large kitchen in the back 
of the house which will be a disposition room, and a 
bathroom which remains a bathroom. The woodwork 
and four-panel doors in the hallway, parlor, and dining 
room are redwood, painted with oak wood graining. 
The fireplace has an overmantel of oak, with turned 
posts, beveled mirror, and decorative tiles. These 
remain as they were, except the oak wood graining 
will be upgraded. The only new addition to the house 
is off the downstairs kitchen. A small room was built 
off the north end, so my father will have a place to

Attorney Ken Foley -- he doesn’t buy the ghost 
story. Historical Society photo.
store his files.

Upstairs, reached by a stairway from the dining 
room, there is a central large room, originally formed 
by two smaller rooms, which is lined with bookshelves 
and used as a law library. There is a small tower 
deck used as an outdoor lunch place for employees, a 
large closet that has become a law clerk's office, and 
two small bedrooms serve as attorneys' offices. There 
are also a small kitchen and bathroom in the back 
that remain the same.

THE SAM CHOY BUILDING
By

Arlene Westenrider

Among those early day Pioneers, sometimes 
forgotten and given too little credit by that era’s 
historians, were the Chinese of Angels Camp. During 
gold rush days some 200 miners and property owners 
established a community along the Angels Creek and 
did as much for the formation of the city, as did the 
later residents. One of these pioneers was Sam Choy.

The Sam Choy Store, built in 1860 on Birds Way, 
was once the center of activity in Chinatown, as it was 
known then. The store was restored by the City of 
Angels in 1989 to its original state and although leased 
to Edward Adams, Attorney at Law, can still be viewed 
by the public.

The Chinese in Angels Camp, apparently did not 
suffer as much in the early days as did those in other 
parts of the county. In 1851, they were noted by

Please see CHOY, pg. 9

Every room has a decorative plaster picture 
molding which, now restored, has a wallpaper frieze 
above it. The original light fixtures remain, as do all 
window and door hardware.

Some people think the ghost of C.M. Whitlock still 
remains in the house. They believe his spirit returned 
to the house to watch over and protect it forever. One 
possible encounter with the ghost may have occurred 
when my mother was cleaning the downstairs rooms 
in preparation for a Christmas party before the 
restoration of the house began. She saw a fleeting, 
white form out of the comer of her eye. She had a 
feeling of dread and decided to stop sweeping the room 
she was in at the time. Although this account is vague, 
a ghostly presence has been felt on more than one 
occasion. Another incident occured when Judy 
Hibbard, my father's head secretary, entered the 
bedroom, the same room my mother had become afraid 
in, and sensed a presence that made her feel uneasy. 
She left the room immediately.

My parents are currently trying to get the Whitlock 
Mansion accepted into historic preservation. The house 
is being renovated according to their requirements, 
and my parents are restoring the grounds as well. 
They hope with the renovations complete, the spirit of 
Mr. Whitlock will be pleased.
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CHOY, cont from pg. 8
J.D. Borthwick, to number 100, all working the Angels 
Creek area (known as China Gulch).

"The Chinese pitched their tents on a rocky 
eminence by the side of their diggings. They were 
hospitable to anyone visiting their camps,” Borthwick 
wrote in 1851, about his visit to Angels Camp.

By mid-1850's there were 200 Chinese squatters 
in the established Chinese community along both sides 
of Angels Creek.

In 1858, Sam Choy was already a successful 
merchant, having a store on Main Street, Angels Camp. 
He first appears on the assessments in Calaveras 
County in 1858, as owner of a house and lot, (value 
$1,000), on Main Street in Angels Camp.

Sam Choy’s original store must have been 
successful, because in 1860, he purchased a 60’ X 90' 
lot from Henry Mathews for $75. The new store 
building was apparently built immediately, because in 
May 1861, he was assessed for a fire-proof building on 
China Street, valued at $1,000.

The new Sam Choy Store was a typical Mother 
Lode brick classical revival building with a three-bayed 
front of native schist stone walls. The rock used for 
the walls came from the Quarry near Altaville, and 
was held together with a simple lime mortar.

The brick front contained three sets of folding iron 
doors, which during the restoration were repaired and 
rehung. When the iron doors are open, the recessed 
arches still show the original brick fronts, which have 
been left unfinished to give a view into the past.

The fire-proofing by Sam Choy also included a 
barrier of dirt placed between the ceiling and the roof, 
which also served as insulation. This had to be 
removed during the restoration because, during the 40 
years of non-use, water had seeped through the holes 
in the roof causing weakening of the rafters and joists.

Except for the electrical service, the Sam Choy 
Store is restored to look as it did in 1861, when the 
original construction was completed. The building has 
no permanent inside partitions except for the bathroom. 
Under the five year lease agreement, only movable 
partitions could be placed in the attorney’s office.

The Sanborn Insurance Maps in 1895 and 1898 
list the building as a Chinese Merchant Store. Field 
notes of a survey in October, 1871, shows that Sam 
Choy owned lots 17, 23, 24 and 30. There were 20 lots 
with Chinese owners.

Also included in Chinatown along the Angels

Creek, were the Chinese Gardens located along the 
lowlands of the creek, and a Chinese Cemetery was on 
the hill, near the community.

Sam Choy also owned an adobe store with a wooden 
second story across the creek from the Sam Choy 
Merchandise Store, and seven wooden buildings. His 
businesses included gambling houses and opium dens. 
He also controlled groups of Chinese workers who were 
contracted to work in the mines. He furnished the 
necessary supplies needed by the workers.

Sam Choy and his wife and children lived in a 
frame house west of the store. Sam Choy sent his 
family back to China in 1883 but he remained in Angels

The restored Sam Choy Store -- Now a law office.
Historical Society photo.

Camp until between 1905 and 1909. Not too much is 
known about Choy, except that he also owned property 
and a bar along the Stanislaus.

The store was sold, by Sam Choy, in 1892 to Walter 
Tryon who was the owner of the adjacent Angels Hotel. 
Tryon sold it to Fred Pareto in 1897, who added a 
second wooden-frame upper story.

No one is quite sure what it was used for, but 
Pareto sold the building in 1903 to A. Barry, who , six 
months later, sold it to Bastian Solari. In 1908 Joseph 
Monte Verda bought the building and constructed a 
fence around it to provide privacy for the prostitutes, 
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who occupied the premises.
The ’’Red Light District" was always one of the 

popular districts in the Mother Lode towns, and the 
Chinatown brothel was one of the more popular, 
according to some of the old timers interviewed.

The brothel’s lower level had a front parlor, and a 
small room in the rear, converted into a dance area. A 
local artist had decorated the walls with murals. A 
landscape scene covered the south wall of the front 
room, and a cowboy and woman was painted on the 
west wall of the dancing room.

In 1912, Lawrence and Clara Monte Verda, et al, 
bought the property. The business prospered to 1914, 
when the Red Light Abatement law was passed. Early 
in 1915 the place closed its doors.

Clara Monte Verda became sole owner in 1924 
and sold the property to Attilio Giansetto in 1928, 
who in turn sold it to the County of Calaveras in 1930 
to be used by the City of Angels as a City Jail.

The City of Angels removed the second story and 
poured a slab over the rotting wooden floor and two 
iron cells with toilet facilities were installed. The back 
room became the holding tank for drunks.

Even after the jail was no longer in use, in the 
1950’s, the jail doors were kept unlocked so the town’s 
characters would have a place to sleep and sober up.

When the building was restored, everything inside 
had to be removed, including the concrete floor, so 
that the building could be returned to its original state. 
Many artifacts were found under the building, but no 
one seems to know what happened to them.

The interior wall’s original surface were of mud, 
liberally bonded with cow hair.

Replastering of the interior covered up the 
paintings.

The City of Angels obtained approval for the 
building to be recognized as a Historic Resources 
Project and received a $50,000 grant to restore it in 
1985.

Following an archeological investigation by 
Columbia College, the restoration was completed in 
1989 and leased to Thurman Gray in 1990, in order to 
help defray some of the expenses of the project.

Mr. Adams now has assumed Mr. Gray’s lease.
The City Council at the time of the leasing, 

expressed a desire to have the building used as a 
Chinese Museum at some future date, to honor those 
early Chinese pioneers, whose contributions to the city's 
growth, is sometimes forgotten.

EFFORT UNDERWAY
TO SAVE IOOF HALL

by the Editor

Despite the ravages of time and catastrophic fires 
that have periodically reduced many of its neighboring 
buildings to ashes, West Point’s IOOF Hall celebrates 
its 100 birthday this month.

On October 24, from 1 to 4 p.m., members of West 
Point Lodge No. 299 of the International Order of Odd 
Fellows, with its sister organization Blue Mountain 
Rebekah Lodge, No. 187, will conduct an open house 
in the old lodge hall to usher in its second century. 
But, this will be more than a birthday party. The 
purpose of this occasion also is to raise funds for badly 
needed restoration work if the old building is to survive 
the 21st Century.

Even now, only the constant labors of its small 
contingent of lodge members headed by IOOF Noble 
Grand Niel Bang and Rebekah Noble Grand Dorothy 
Burnett, enable them to keep the lodge hall functional. 
In fact, for more than two decades the most critical

Rebekah luncheons raise funds for restoration 
of lodge hall. Historical Society photo.

problems facing lodge members has been preservation 
of the historic, two story building. In 1970 the 
Calaveras County building Department condemned the 
fcld frame structure and banned the holding of meetings 
there. Only through the efforts of Lavonna Mechling, 
of Rail Road Flat, then serving as Rebekah Noble 
Grand, was the condemnation order modified to allow 
continued use of the lodge hall's ground floor. IOOF 
member Bill Kran (now deceased) virtually single

Please see IOOF, pg. 11
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IOOF, cont. from pg. 10
handedly, moved the complete lodge furnishings 
downstairs.

Over the years, vandals periodically damaged the 
building. Windows were broken, the upstairs kitchen 
damaged, and break-ins caused further damage.

"The damage, of course, was repaired,'1 said 
Rebekah Secretary Patricia Bang, but the problem of 
providing upkeep to the old hall always has been lack 
of money due to our lodges' small memberships. This 
was as true in the past as it is now.”

The West Point IOOF Lodge was chartered in 1882 
when several residents of that community decided to 
leave the Independence IOOF Lodge No. 158, of Rail 
Road Flat and form one of their own. On November 
3rd of that year the West Point Lodge brothers, 
consisting of 10 members headed by John R. Smith, 
moved into their new hall at the same Main Street 
location where the present West Point IOOF Hall now 
stands. In addition to Smith, who was a blacksmith 
and the uncle of the late Calaveras County Superior 
Court Judge J.A. Smith, other of the original slate of 
lodge officers included James McNaughton, vice grand;

Thomas R. Smith, brother of John Smith, recording 
secretary and John Hillary, treasurer. District Deputy 
Grand Master Benjamin F. Thompson, of Campo Seco 
Lodge No. 66, of Jenny Lind, instituted formation of 
the West Point Lodge.

The Blue Mountain Rebekah Lodge No. 187, was 
formed November 24, 1892, but less than four months 
later, on February 26, 1893, almost before the ladies 
had settled into their lodge duties, the West Point 
Lodge Hall burned to the ground. However, a 
campaign to rebuild, in which the Rebekahs assumed 
an active role, was immediately launched. On October 
27, 1893, the lodge members moved into the present 
two-story hall.

During those early years with the IOOF and 
Rebekahs using the second story of the hall for their 
lodge ceremonies, the ground floor of the building at 
times, housed a variety of enterprises. For various 
periods it served as a funeral parlor, skating rink, 
movie theater and community meeting place.

However the IOOF and Rebekahs, active during 
the early part of the century, lost membership as the 
area's mining and lumber industries waned, and during 

The West Point Odd Fellows Hall, one hundred years old this year. Historical Society photo.
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the great depression of the 1930’s and the years of 
World War II, the Rebekahs’ membership continued 
to dwindle, until on May 26,1944, the lodge was forced 
to surrender its charter.

But, the war ended and brought with it a 
resurgence of the lumber industry as demands for 
housing grew. West Point's economy boomed as lumber 
mills opened, and on August 29, 1950, Blue Mountain 
Rebekah Lodge with due ceremony, was reinstated.

Today, the Rebekahs with a membership of 31 and 
the West Point IOOF Lodge with its 10 active members 
are resolutely attempting to restore the old hall and 
rectify for its too many years of neglect when there

Rebekah member Ruth Brown entertains with 
tunes on lodge’s century-old piano.

Historical Society photo.

was neither the manpower or money to make needed 
repairs. Basically, said Niel Bang, the old building — 
at least its ground floor — is structurally sound. Its 12 
x 12 foundation timbers resting on huge granite corner 
stones, are as solid as the day they were put into 
place.

"What the hall needs most at this time is a general 
refurbishing inside and out. The upstairs will require 
major work that may cost as much as $20,000," said 
Mrs. Bang. "We know we have little chance of 
obtaining that much money at this time, so its repair 
will have to wait."

WEST POINT’S EARLY YEARS
West Point is located in what is recognized today 

geologically, as the east belt of the Mother Lode. 
Probably the first white men to visit that area were 
Hudson Bay Company trappers who during the 1830's, 
prospected the Western slope of the Sierra for fur 
instead of gold. Gold was discovered there in late 
1848 or early 1849, only months after the first 
discoveries were made in the Melones and San Andreas 
areas of what is now Calaveras County and not more

Please see YEARS, pg. 13

Meanwhile, the two lodges are doing what they 
can to complete smaller repair projects. They already 
have added a protective coat of paint to the hall roof 
and painted part of the building's exterior. A new 
entry porch has replaced a badly deteriorated one which 
at best, provided precarious footing, and Niel Bang 
has poured a concrete walk along the full 60-foot front 
of the hall. Downstairs restrooms have been remodeled 
and painted and a new downstairs kitchen added, 
complete with a range donated by Gladys Hill.

Local electrician, Richard Queirolo continues to 
donate electrical work, and other projects also have 
been completed with donated labor of lodge members. 
Materials used in such projects comes from fund raisers 
sponsored by the Rebekahs, that include monthly bingo 
games, sale of birthday-anniversary calendars, koffee 
klatches, luncheons, salad bars and other social 
functions open to the public.

Through these types of functions the lodge 
members manage to raise sufficient funds to pay 
property taxes on the hall and the $700 to $800 annual 
cost of utilities for the old building. Presently, under 
special dispensation of the Grand Lodge of California, 
the members are selling tickets for a raffle to be held 
October 24th in conjunction with the hall's centennial 
birthday celebration and open house.

"We know we won’t raise the $20,000 needed to 
bring the hall back into full repair, but we'll be quite 
happy if we bring in $2,000. That would go a long 
ways," said Mrs. Bang.

The lodge on September 23 hosted a dinner meeting 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society to help focus 
attention on the need for continued restoration of the 
century-old hall. Proceeds from the dinner also 
bolstered the lodge's restoration fund.
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YEARS, cont. from pg. 12
than a year after James Marshall made his initial 
find at Sutter’s Mill.

The first miners to reach the West Point area found 
a substantial population of Miwok Indians in 
permanent residence and during its first years, 
according to California historian Edwin Gudde, the 
mining camp that sprang up there was known as 
Indian Gulch. Louis Chicard, who had established a 
supply house and trading post in Stockton, was sending 
merchandise laden pack trains to the fast growing camp 
during the late summer of 1849. His mules left with 
valuable shipments of gold.

Among the richest placer diggings around West 
Point was Sandy Gulch, a mile West of West Point, 
and Mosquito Gulch, East of Glencoe. The long trip 
from the valley made prices high. Staples such as flour, 
sugar, salt pork and beans sold at premium prices. 
Calaveras historian Edna Bryan Buckbee said a cup 
of whiskey cost an ounce of gold and medicine of almost 
any kind was worth its weight in gold. Blankets sold 
for $40 a pair and a clay pipe cost two dollars.

Gold seekers also quickly learned that in addition 
to placer gold, the West Point area was rich in gold 
bearing quartz veins, and as easily mined alluvial 
deposits gave out, they turned to hard rock mining. 
Notable quartz mines there included the Black Wonder, 
the Champion, Woodhouse Mine, Lone Star, Yellow 
Aster, Lockwood, Blazing Star and the Heckendorn.

Early arrivals included the Wickham brothers, 
Porteous family, sawmill owner Michael Schmidt, 
Beardsley and Harris brothers and the Herbert, Henry 
and Briggs families. Dr. George Fischer was the town's 
first physician. George Congdon was its first constable 
and George Bell, first justice of the peace. The West 
Point Post Office opened July 31, 1856.

During the late 1850's the town took on new life 
as it became an important stopping place for im
migrants using a branch of the Carson Valley-Big Trees 
Road that came through it, enroute to Mokelumne Hill.

Even today, the tale persists that West Point was 
named by famed mountain man and frontier scout Kit 
Carson in the winter of 1844, as he guided Lt. John 
Fremont's expedition across Carson Pass. Carson is 
said to have operated a trading post in West Point in 
later years, but there is no evidence to support either 
claim. Fremont's journal and the notes of Charles 
Preuss, his cartographer, show that they traveled far 
north of Calaveras County after crossing the summit.

FIGHT WITH A GRIZZLY
(Related by C.M. Wooster during the 1920's)

Grizzly Bears were not uncommon in the thinly 
populated north-eastern Calaveras County area during 
the latter years of the 19th Century. Prominent San 
Andreas rancher Ham Luddy and other livestock 
owners, whose cattle summered in the Blue Creek area, 
reported occasional sighting of grizzlies there well into 
the years preceding World War I. And, like most men 
familiar with them, they assiduously left those huge, 
short tempered beasts alone.

However, trapper and mountain man Pack Hunter, 
who also ranged that area and for whom Hunter Creek 
and Hunter Flat east of West Point is named, was not 
so lucky in attempting to avoid one of the big bears. 
Hunter became one of the few humans to survive an 
all-out attack by a California Grizzly bear.

Hunter, with his wife and teen-aged daughter, 
trapped fur and hunted game for market in the 
mountains north and east of West Point during the 
post-Civil War years. On a fall afternoon around 1870, 
Hunter armed with only a small-bore muzzle loading 
rifle, was returning from a gray squirrel hunt along 
the Blue Creek trail when he happened upon a huge 
grizzly devouring a sheep. Instantly, the bear charged.

Hunter fired, and although the small caliber ball 
pierced its heart, the great bear kept coming. They 
grappled, man and beast in a death struggle. Shoving 
his left arm into the bear's jaws, Hunter drew his long 
bladed hunting knife and before loosing consciousness, 
plunged it into the animal's chest nine times.

With darkness falling, Hunter's wife and 14-year- 
old daughter launched a search for the missing man. 
Hours later, the girl stumbled onto her father beside 
the dead bear. Terribly mauled, but still breathing, 
Hunter was hauled by wagon to the county hospital in 
San Andreas. He remained there for 11 months, and 
during that time, according to Clarence Wooster, 
patches of his daughter's skin were grafted onto her 
father's back and shoulders, in what may have been 
one of the earliest operations of that type.

Pack Hunter finally fully recovered, and with his 
family, returned to hunting and trapping and their 
out-of-doors life.
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in advance. Dinner meetings also are announced in advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 
am to 4 p.m. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors are 
welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10 am to 4 p.m. in the historic county 
courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

CHARLES E. FILIPPINI
With the passing October 2 of Calaveras County 

native Charles E. Filippini, the people of this county 
and this county’s historical society in particular, lost 
a true friend.

A third generation rancher and cattleman, Charley 
was one of Calaveras County Historical Society's most 
staunch supporters. He served on its board of directors 
and he and his wife, Lillian, always willing to do more 
than their share, helped guide its course almost since 
it was formed more than 40 years ago.

Charley Filippini was not only a good rancher and 
good historical society member, he was a good citizen 
in every sense of the word. Moreover, he was a 
gentleman. Those of us who over the years made his 
acquaintance should be thankful for the opportunity 
to have known him.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:

Russell Parks, Lathrop.
Phyllis Dorsey, Campbell.
Evan Howard, Bakersfield.
John Talbot, Lodi.
Angels Camp Visitors Center.
West Point News, West Point.
Joseph & Nelda Fraguero, Angels Camp.
Beulah Yount, Valley Springs.
Warren Finch, Valley Springs. 
Gregory Bourland, Mokelumne Hill.
James Maniery, Sacramento.
Durlynn Garten, Valley Springs.
Dennis Downum, Glencoe.
John T. Hackney, Marina.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Markus, Murphys.
Jerry & Cate Culver, Sheep Ranch.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.

Bernice Vaughan. Lodi, CA $20 in memory of Harold 
Browning.
Bryce &. Elaine. Jasper. San Andreas*. CA; $10 in 
memory of Harold Browning.
Ellen Edwards, LO-di* GA; $50 in memory of Harold 
Browning
Willard & Vera Fuller. San Andreas*. GA; $25 in 
memory of Charles Filippini
Howard Lewis, Stockton, CA; $5 donation

OUR COVER PHOTO
Cattle moving out of the high country in the fall 
have been an integral part of the Calaveras County 
scene for 130 years. Here a herd owned by the 
Joses brothers, of Mountain Ranch, heads out of 
the Meiss Lake country to a holding area where 
they will board trucks to be returned to their 
winter range. See page 20 for story.
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THE SNYDER FAMILY 
CAME EARLY TO CALAVERAS

With his wife recently dead and war clouds 
gathering over Europe, Ludwig Schneider, unwilling 
to see his sons conscripted into the Germany Army, 
fled with his children from their native Bavaria. The 
early 1850’s saw Ludwig with his sons, Peter, Jacob, 
Ludwig Jr. and daughter, Anna, disembarking in New 
York City, ready to begin new lives in America. So 
eager was the elder Ludwig to be accepted, and fearful 
of offending the immigration clerk who was 
interviewing him, that when the clerk asked how he 
spelled his name, Schneider answered, "it really doesn’t 
matter.” Then and there the clerk, whether through 
ignorance of for sake of simplicity, anglicized the 
German name by spelling it "S-N-Y-D-E-R," and it has 
remained so ever since.

Twenty two-year-old Peter Snyder’s first American 
endeavor occurred in Utica, N.Y., where for two years 
he engaged in farming and logging. But in the East 
at that time the excitement of the gold discovery in 
California was stirring the interest of adventurous 
young men and increasingly, tales of the many 
opportunities existing along the Pacific frontier came 
drifting back to the Eastern seaboard.

Some time during 1855 Peter Snyder departed by 
steamer for California, via the Isthmus of Panama. 
However, upon his arrival in San Francisco he did not 
immediately head for the gold fields. Instead, he found 
employment in the bay city and over a period of time 
acquired land holdings there. Exactly what he did or 
in what business he may have been involved, is not 
known. Some time during the 50’s he traded his land 
in San Francisco for 300 acres in the Calaveras County 
mining camp of Murphys and headed for the Mother 
Lode.

Young Snyder began successfully placer mining a 
portion of his Murphys property and in 1859, built a 
home on that part of his land nearest the town of 
Murphys, on what is now French Gulch Road. Today 
the land is owned by Larry and Carla Smith and 
although the original house is gone, the Snyder bam 
still stands and houses the present-day Black Sheep 
Winery.

On May 24, 1860, Peter Snyder married Anna 
Barbara Hauselt in the Tuolumne County town of 
Columbia. Barbara was the 15th child of Johann 
Leonard Hauselt and Charlotte Wilhelmina Gilman

Hauselt. Barbara had been bom in Germany and 
brought to America as a child. Members of the Snyder 
family say that her father, Johann, before coming to 
America fought in the German Army against Napoleon.

Peter Snyder continued to placer mine for nearly 
a decade, but he also planted fruit trees and a vineyard 
and developed a sizable livestock herd. From his grapes 
he produced a good quality wine and brandy. The 
grapes were crushed in a primitive wooden press. His 
and Barbara’s first child, Lewis, who in adult life 
became a successful Stockton businessman and 
structural engineer, was bom in 1861. The other eight 
Snyder children included John, bom in 1864; Mary 
Barbara, bom in 1867; Jacob Phillip Snyder, bom in 
1869; Anna, bom in 1872; Charles, born in 1874; 
William, bom in 1877; George Frederick, born in 1880 
and Louisa Charlotte, bom in 1882. Another child 
bom in the early 1860’s died in infancy.

There was a saying among the townspeople of 
Murphys that every time his wife gave birth to another 
child, Peter Snyder added another room to their house. 
"That may have not been too great an exaggeration," 
one of their grandsons, John Snyder of Valley Springs,

Please see FAMILY, pg 16

Peter Snyder, miner, pioneer rancher.
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FAMILY, cont. from pg. 15
commented recently. "As a child, I remember it as a 
large, rambling structure with lots of rooms."

Apparently all of Peter’s and Barbara's youngsters 
had happy childhoods, for their mother and father were 
caring. The Snyder children attended classes in the 
old Murphys Elementary School and like all children 
of their era, when not in the classroom, were called 
upon to help with home and ranch chores. It appears 
that all were serious minded youngsters and although 
they did not attend institutions of higher learning, all 
furthered themselves through self education.

Upon leaving home, Lewis Snyder found 
employment in a Stockton saddle shop and became a 
saddle maker. As late as the 1940's local Calaveras 
County rancher Gus Vogelsang owned saddles that 
Snyder had built as a young man. But, while working 
as a saddle maker, Lewis continued his education to 
become a successful San Joaquin County building 
contractor and structural engineer. Some of his bridges 
across Stockton area sloughs were in use for many 
years. He died suddenly at age 40, in 1901.

All of the other five Snyder boys went on to become 
attorneys-at-law. John, the next oldest of the Snyder 
children, was the first to take up the practice of law. 
In addition to a many years of private practice, John 
also served as Calaveras County district attorney 
during the 1890's. John and his wife, Rowena, built 
the St. Charles Street mansion that is now the Robin's 
Nest Bed and Breakfast Inn. His brother, Jacob, in 
addition to a private law practice, at one point served 
as his deputy district attorney. Jacob married Elvira 
Salcido and he was the father of the late Peter Snyder, 
San Andreas insurance and real estate broker. Jacob's 
grandsons, Kenny and Gary Snyder, today are San 
Andreas businessmen.

Will Snyder settled in Amador County where he 
also took up law, served as Amador District attorney 
from 1910 to 1918, and again, held that office during 
the 1920's. He married Pamela Stephens, of Murphys 
and they had two sons, Gilman, who was associated 
with a Siskiyou County telephone company and 
Calvert, who became a lawyer with the firm of Mazzera, 
Snyder and DeMartini, of Stockton. Will Snyder also 
served on the Amador County Board of Supervisors,. 
He passed away in 1950 at age 73.

George Snyder, youngest of the Snyder boys, after 
taking up law, was elected in 1906 to the state 
assembly where he represented the Counties of

Anna Barbara Hauselt Snyder
Calaveras, Amador, Alpine and Mono Counties. After 
serving one term in the legislature he joined the San 
Francisco law firm of Hoefler, Cook & Snyder. He 
remained in the bay area until 1935 when he returned 
to San Andreas to become associated in a law practice 
with his brother, Charlie. At the time of his death in 
1945, George was 66 years old. He and his wife, 
Josephine, were residents of Murphys, where he was 
serving as Justice of the Peace. Their daughter, 
Carolyn, was a resident of Hollister.

Mary Barbara Snyder, bom in 1867, the third child 
of Peter and Barbara Snyder, married Augustine "Gus" 
Castruccia. They had three children, Norma, Charles 
and Lucille. Her sister, Anna Catherine, bom in 1872, 
became a school teacher and married Alphonse "Babe" 
Raggio, of San Andreas. Raggio, owner of a San 
Andreas Main Street tavern a few doors from the 
county courthouse, was wounded in 1892 when a bandit 
during a robbery attempt, fired on the stagecoach he 
was driving from San Andreas to Sheep Ranch. The 
shotgun blast also wounded Wells-Fargo guard Mike
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Barbara and son, George Snyder, at Murphys 
home.
Tovey and killed 15-year-old Johanna Rodesino, a 
passenger on the stage. The Raggio’s son, Lawrence, 
followed a naval career and their daughter, Ramona, 
married Charles Lane Jr., son of Charles David Lane, 
developer of Angels Camp's famed Utica Gold Mine. 
Anna still was teaching school when her nephew, John 
Snyder, son of San Andreas attorney and cattle rancher 
Charlie Snyder, of San Andreas, started school. She 
was her young nephew's teacher when he was in the 
second grade in San Andreas. Anna passed away 
shortly after 1950.

Louisa Charlotte, youngest of Peter and Anna 
Snyder's children, was bom in 1882 and did not marry. 
She became a resident of San Francisco where she 
spent her working years employed as legal secretary. 
She was in that city when it was ravaged by the great 
earthquake of 1906, but miraculously escaped injury. 
She passed away in 1970.

Like his brothers, Charles Snyder took up the 
profession of law, but he had ranching in his blood. 
Bom June 25, 1874, after graduating from the local 
school he mined and continued to work on the family 
ranch until age 20 when he passed the examination 
that brought him an elementary school teacher's 
certificate. Before he was 21, Charles had taught in 
Calaveras County schools that included Cave City and 
Mokelumne Hill. He continued in that field for several 
years, while at the same time, studying law. However, 
the Spanish-American war interrupted both his 
teaching and his law career, for in 1898 he enlisted in 
the U.S. Army.

Returning at the end of the war, Charles again 
took up the study of law and in December, 1902, was 

admitted to the bar. He entered a partnership with 
his brother, Jacob, in a law office in Angels Camp. He 
soon was appointed city attorney for Angels Camp and 
from 1903 to 1907, served as Calaveras County deputy 
district attorney. In 1904 he married May Treat, of 
San Andreas. From that union a daughter, Julia 
Agnes, was bom. However, May Snyder's health began 
failing and in 1910, she passed away.

The following year there was more sorrow in the 
Snyder family. Peter Snyder, patriarch of the Snyder 
clan, died at age 79 in his home in Murphys. His wife, 
Anna Barbara Hauselt Snyder, followed him in death 
a year later. Then suddenly, in 1915, Charles Snyder's 
brother and law partner, Jacob, passed away. Charles 
took over the job of County district attorney which his 
brother had held, retaining that position for two terms. 
He resigned in 1923 because of passage of the federal 
prohibition law. He said he no longer wished to hold 
a position which forced him to prosecute his friends.

Meanwhile, in 1917, Charles Snyder had 
remarried, wedding Louise Brockholtz, of Stockton. 
From that marriage three children, Julia, Marian and 
John Jay Snyder were bom. The Snyder family took 
up residence in the home formerly owned by Superior

Please see FAMILY, pg. 18

Lawyer, cattleman Charles Snyder
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Snyder cabin on Post Corral summer range.
FAMILY, cont. from pg. 17
Court Judge C.V. Gottschalk at the southeastern comer 
of Pope and California Streets.

Charles Snyder's law practice continued to expand, 
but he had not abandoned his interest in cattle 
ranching. As early as 1910 he had begun acquiring 
bits of land and building a cattle herd. Among his 
acquisitions was a portion of the Beal Ranch on Central 
Hill, West of San Andreas. He also obtained from the 
Stanislaus National Forest a summer grazing permit 
for 250 head of cattle at Post Corral, in Tuolumne 
County and at Prather Meadows.

Charles Snyder’s son, John, was born in 1921 and 
although the family lived in San Andreas, he was raised 
in an atmosphere of cattle ranching and of a life that 
smacked out the out-of-doors. Among his earliest 
recollections are trips with his father to the ranch to 
look after the cattle and watching herds being trailed 
to and from the mountains in the spring and fall.

"My dad was always attuned to the land. He was 
a lawyer who wore a suit and tie, but the would be 
among the first of the townspeople to drop pen and 
paper and grab a shovel when wildfire threatened. 
He continued to practice law until shortly before his 
death. Sometimes I think he practiced law so that he 
could afford to keep on ranching."

John Snyder remembers as a small boy the delight 
of accompanying his father to the mountains on 
summer weekends to look after their cattle. "We would 
start on Friday night after he closed his law office and 
it would be long after dark - sometimes near midnight 
- before we reached the Post Corral camp. The camp 
and our cattle range was a considerable distance

beyond the end of the road. For a light with which to 
travel after dark Dad rigged an empty two-pound coffee 
can with a wire bail so it could be held horizontally. 
Through the side of the can he punched a hole into 
which he inserted a candle. Its flame, reflecting off 
the shiny interior of the can, threw a quite adequate 
light. We would hike out again Sunday night."

Young John still was several years away from his 
teens when he took part in his first cattle drive to the 
mountains - a six day trip on horseback from San 
Andreas to the Post Corral range.

In 1929 Charles Snyder purchased the 800-acre 
Manual Ranch at Valley Springs which now constitutes 
the Snyder's home ranch, from the Manual Estate 
Company. The Manual Company, originally a 19th 
century lumber firm with a major mill on San Antonio 
Creek near present day Arnold and White Pines, had 
used the Valley Springs property as winter area for its 
mules.

Upon graduation from Calaveras High School, John 
Snyder attended the University of California at Davis 
and it was only natural he should take up cattle 
ranching. He and his sister Agnes (Julia Agnes Raggio) 
began taking over the ranching responsibilities from 
their father, gradually acquiring the ranch properties 
from him. Then World War II exploded, changing 
lives forever, and John Snyder became a member of 
America’s armed forces. He married Betty Baker in 
1944, and when the war ended, John now assisted by 
his wife, returned to cattle ranching.

Century-old log barn on cattle range.
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Cattleman John Snyder in *42.
The year of 1945 also brought death, at age 71, to 

John’s father, Charles Snyder. Calaveras County 
mourned the passing of that well known and well liked 
man. Speaking during a testimonial presented for 
him as the Calaveras County Superior Court opened 
on the morning of October 17, 1945, attorney Joseph 
Huberty stated: "Charlie Snyder was an admirable 
character and a good lawyer; whether as an associate 
and friend or as a foe, he adhered strictly to the ethics 
of his profession. His word was as good his written 
bond. He was courteous, honest, honorable and fair."

Following that presentation, Court Clerk John 
Squellati transcribed the following: "The Court, 
presided over by Judge J.A. Smith, on motion of Mr. 
Huberty, seconded by District Attorney Virgil M. Airola, 
ordered the court to go into recess for the day in honor 
of the memory of Charlie Snyder."

Today, John and Betty Snyder still run a working 
cattle operation on the Valley Springs home ranch 
where they raise registered Herefords.

They still take cattle to the mountains each 
summer and today their range includes Long Valley 
and Eagle Meadows in Tuolumne County, where they 
have a snug cabin, century-old log barn and holding 
corrals. Their range provides spectacular views of the 
Dardanelles, Three Chimneys and the high peaks 
around Sonora Pass. But the Snyders, like the other 
cattle ranchers along the Western slope of the Sierra, 
no longer trail their herds to the mountains. 
Commercial livestock haulers with huge trucks and 
trailers do the job. The cattle truck has eliminated 

the romance of the early day spring and fall cattle 
drives, but for the livestock owner it also has removed 
a great deal of liability. With the foothill and lower 
mountain areas building up more each year and with 
automobile traffic what it is today, driving cattle to 
the mountains has become an impossibility.

John and Betty Snyder have raised four daughters, 
three of whom today are involved in ranching with 
families of their own. Joanne Randall and her husband 
live in a home of their own on the Snyder home ranch 
and help John and Betty, while also operating a ranch 
of their own near Milton.

Mary Anne Strojan and her husband have a ranch 
near Farmington, in San Joaquin county and also lease 
ranch property in Calaveras County. Another of the 
Snyder daughters, Janet Adamek and her husband 
own a pecan ranch near Yoakum, Texas. Their forth 
daughter, Susan Batson, is a public heath nurse in 
Cameron, Texas.

In recent years the Snyder Ranch also has become 
well known for something other than livestock raising. 
For more than 20 years it has been the site of the 
annual Snyder Ranch "Pow-Wow." There on a weekend 
in May, rock hounds from throughout the West gather 
for a gala camp-out featuring a gem and mineral show 
and Western Barbeque and to search for moss agate, 
jasper and other semiprecious stones found on the 
ranch. The Pow-Wow has become a Calaveras County 
institution and John Snyder admits that in the past 
years when cattle prices were down, "proceeds from 
the Pow-Wow helped us over rough times."

name.
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CATTLE DRIVES,
FADING INTO THE PAST

By The Editor

During the first half of this century cattle drives 
along foothill roads to and from the mountain pastures 
each spring and fall occurred as predictably as the 
coming of the seasons themselves. Bawling herds of 
Herefords and Durham hazed along by several 
horsemen and closely monitored by alert Shepherd 
cattle dogs, made their way along the Main Streets of 
San Andreas, Angels Camp, Murphys, Mokelumne Hill 
and West Point.

Chaperoned by their teachers, school children 
turned out from classrooms to watch the first bunches 
of cattle go by. More often than not, the youngsters 
knew the riders and proud was the young man who 
waved and hollered at one of the passing cowboys and 
received a wave and a grin in return. Merchants also 
turned out to keep the livestock off the boardwalk in 
front of their stores, and housewives, armed with 
brooms, stood watchfully in front yards to prevent cows 
from grazing on their lilacs or petunias.

For 50 years before President Theodore Roosevelt's 
signature in 1908 created the Stanislaus National 
Forest, cattlemen each summer had been fattening 
their herds on the rich forage along the Western Slope 
of the Sierra. Early Calaveras County ranchers, among 
them Carlos Filippini, grandfather of the late Charles

The scenery is beautiful, the work hard, and the 
hours long, (courtesy of Doug and Loree Joses)

With an autumn storm brewing, cattle and riders 
head for home, (courtesy of Doug and Loree Joses)

Filippini, of San Andreas, began driving cattle to the 
mountains during the late 1860's. Other early 
cattlemen who summered their herds in the high 
country included David Board, of Salt Spring Valley, 
for whom Board's Crossing on the North Fork of the 
Stanislaus River is named. The Gann brothers, George, 
Jackson and Will (a meadow on Ebbetts Pass, Highway 
4, still bears their name) also took cattle to the 
mountains before 1870 as did Harvey Blood, who 
operated Blood's Station and toll road at what is now 
Bear Valley. Charley Tryon, of Angels Camp, was the 
first to take cattle into Highland Lakes.

Filippini, in addition to ranging beef in the 
Tamarack area which in those days was called Onion 
Valley, also milked a dairy herd at what is now Sky 
High Ranch Subdivision. From the milk he manu
factured butter and cheese which was hauled to Angels 
Camp by wagon. In order to utilize the excess sour 
milk from the butter and cheese making, he and his 
sons trailed a herd of hogs to the mountains. Because 
hogs easily overheat from exertion, the Filippinis moved 
the hogs at night, waiting for the full moon to start 
their trip. During the day they allowed the hogs to 
rest in shaded areas where there was water.

Sheep were also herded to the mountains during 
the early days and did well there. Among the first 
sheep herders was a man known as Turkey Johnson, 
who from his Onion Valley base camp, grazed sheep 
over a wide area. He earned his nickname from the 
fact that in addition to sheep herding, he raised a 
large flock of turkeys each summer at the Onion Valley 
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camp. His numerous children looked after the turkeys. 
In the fall the big birds were herded back to the valley 
in the same manner as they drove sheep. However, 
the turkey rearing venture came to an abrupt end 
when an early October snowfall sent the turkeys flying 
into the trees. There they roosted and nothing short 
of shooting could bring them back to the ground. In 
disgust, Johnson gave up turkey raising, but his 
nickname stuck for the rest of his life.

But, it was cattle during the 1850’s and 
60’s that led agricultural industry in both 
the foothills and the mountains. An 1858 
livestock census listed Calaveras County 
with 1,345 horses, 203 mules, 72 burros, 
3,020 hogs, 4,588 sheep and 7,500 homed 
cattle. Other Calaveras ranchers who were 
among the first to begin summering cattle 
in the mountains were Thomas Moran, Joe 
Whittle, Charlie Walters and M.L. Hunt. 
One of the factors during the 1860’s that 
started more livestock owners sending their 
animals to the mountains was four years of 
serious drought. When the Calaveras River 
totally dried up, Andrew McQuade who was 
related to the present Fischer family of 
Mokelumne Hill, moved his herd of cattle 
to Forest Creek for the summer. He 
continued the practice each year thereafter, 
and when the Stanislaus National Forest 
was created in 1908, McQuade applied for a 
grazing permit. That Forest Creek 
allotment still is held by the Fischer family. 
By the mid-1870’s the list of those who were 
summering their cattle in the mountains 
read like a ’’who's who of Calaveras County 
cattle ranchers."

The Airolas, from the Irvine-Melones 
area; Jacob Tower of Salt Springs Valley; 
the Cuneos, for whom Cuneo Camp, on Blue 
Creek, is named; the Mattley Brothers, 
Mattley Ridge still bears their name; the 
Mitchells of Vallecito; Dave Eltringham and 
the Malaspinas of Douglas Flat; Vogelsang 
and Ellingwood of North Branch, G.S. Joses, 
of San Andreas and Mountain Ranch; 
Gaeton Jelmini, for who Jelmini Basin is 
named; the Lombardis, who ranged cattle 
in the Underwood Valley and Mt. Reba 
areas and the Dell'Ortos, whose family still 

owns Dell'Orto Meadow. Carpenter and Bailey, from 
San Joaquin County, for whom Bailey Ridge is named, 
brought horses to the mountains each year, but finally 
gave it up because mountain lions were taking too 
many of their colts.

Andrew "Jackie" Fischer, whose family’s 
involvement in the livestock business goes back to the

Please see DRIVES, pg. 22

Cattle graze in mountain meadow ... Can anyone identify 
these riders or where this photo was taken? (From album of 
Arthur Wilson, of West Point)
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Even horses run into trouble in a boggy mountain 
meadow, (courtesy of Doug and Loree Joses)

DRIVES, cont. from pg. 21
gold rush years and whose summer cow camp today is 
located on Blood’s Creek, southeast of Tamarack, points 
out that most early-day cattlemen did not have really 
large herds. "They were limited," he said, "to the 
number of head they could cut hay and provide feed 
for on their own land to carry them through the winter 
months. In those days there were no trucks to haul 
alfalfa from the valley or from Nevada for winter feed."

Each year, following spring round-up on the home 
ranches when new calves were branded, marked and 
deemed big enough to travel, the first herds started 
for the mountains.

Some ranchers, generally those whose summer 
range lay in the lower or middle elevations, started 
their drives around mid-May. They traveled slowly, 
allowing their herds to feed their way toward their 
final destinations. At times they stopped for two or 
three days to allow their cattle to feed off an "open" 
grazing area. The main thing was to make sure that 
when they arrived on their summer range the feed 
was sufficiently grown to support their herd. Other 
ranchers, such as the late Tone Airol a, with a lifetime 
of involvement in the cattle industry, chose to start 
later. With their herds traveling from 10 to 12 miles 
per day they could arrive on their summer pasture 
within a week. Airola said he usually aimed at 
reaching his range at the end of June or in early July.

During the early days before formation of the 
national forest, summer cattle ranges had no officially 
set boundaries. Livestock owners selected their grazing 
areas on the first come, first served basis and by 

gentlemen's agreements tried to keep their animals on 
their own range. One or two riders always stayed 
with the herd in the mountains, living in a camp or 
cabin, to keep their animals from straying and to move 
them occasionally to keep them on good feed and where 
water was plentiful.

Trips to the mountains with the cattle involved no 
elaborate chuck wagons. Instead, the cattle were 
generally held at night at a ranch or way-station and 
their drivers were guests of the ranch. Those were 
exciting times for all concerned, for usually, these 
people had not seen each other for many months. It 
was a time to catch up on news and gossip and what 
was going on in other parts of the county.

One of the regular stopping places was Hinkleman's 
Flat, east of what is now Camp Connell. Bill 
Hinkleman maintained corrals, a store and sleeping 
quarters for the cowboys. The only problem was that 
the area was well populated with bears which 
sometimes frightened both horses and cattle. If 
Hinkleman reported recent bear troubles the cattlemen 
often would hang lighted kerosene lanterns around 
the corrals to keep the bears away. A few ranchers, 
those who allowed their herds to feed their way into 
the mountains, did travel with a wagon or pack horses 
so they could camp along the way.

Although they drove their animals to the 
mountains as individual herds, when fall arrived most 
of the livestock owners within a given area worked 
jointly to gather their cattle, said Tone Airola. They

Gathering the herd as fall arrives. (Joses album)
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would bring the cattle together in a central area and 
when the gathering was completed they started for 
the foothills, moving as a single herd of several hundred 
or more. Upon reaching a rancher's home range he 
would cut his cattle from the main herd and take them 
home. The final separation would occur on the gravel 
bottomland beside Coyote Creek at the North edge of 
Vallecito, with each rancher finally going his own way 
with his herd.

There was considerably more hard work than 
romance in the moving of livestock to and from the 
mountains during the early days.
When driving cattle it was hard 
work from dawn to dark. Spring 
and fall storms often complicated 
the situation. There were no 
paved roads, and by fall the 
existing roads were inches deep 
in dust. Airola several years ago 
told a gathering of historical 
society members that at end of 
a day's ride behind a herd of 
cattle, "you could scrape the dust 
off your face."

In the fall, during those final 
days of rounding up cattle and 
hunting strays, the possibility of 
a storm always presented a 
serious threat. One such 
incident occurred early this 
century when Bill Dennis, of
Jenny Lind, was using the
Pacific Valley range. He had 
rounded up his cattle and was 
ready to head them for the foot-

Within hours, horses and cattle were below snowline, 
traveling in warm, autumn sunshine.

Major sheep ranchers who drove their herds to the 
mountains during the late 1800's included Ransom 
and Jackson Dean McCarty, of Copperopolis who 
summered their sheep in Western Alpine County, 
around Bloods, and later took up range in the 
mountains of Tuolumne County. Other sheep raisers 
were Walter Robie, of the Milton-Jenny Lind area; 
Gus Vogelsang, whose home ranch was on Bear 
Mountain; Chester Murphy, of Milton and the Ospitals 

Summer fattened cattle await the ride home. (Joses album)

hills when a violent October storm struck, delaying 
his start. Twenty four hours later, as the blizzard 
blew itself out, Dennis found himself and his hundred 
head of cattle in two feet of snow. He was at a loss. 
Conceivably, he could lose his entire herd. He stood 
there wondering just how long a band of cattle could 
survive without feed. Suddenly, in the distance he 
heard shouts and a dog barking. Up the road came 
Charley Tryon on horseback, driving 80 head of horses 
from Carson Valley to Angels Camp. The horses, long- 
legged and strong, still were able to travel through the 
snow. Up the grade they went - from Pacific Valley 
across the Mosquito Lake summit, and in doing so 
broke a trail over which the cattle could travel, too.

of San Joaquin County.
The number of livestock going to the mountains 

increased annually, hitting its high water mark in the 
summer of 1917 when more than 150 Calaveras and 
Tuolumne County ranchers pastured 20,000 cattle and 
7,800 sheep on Stanislaus National Forest land. In 
those days forest service officials looked upon the forage 
that fed the cattle and sheep as the forest's most 
renewable resource. Timber was so cheap and plentiful 
during those years it was hardly considered worth 
marketing.

From that year on, however, the number of animals 
permitted to use the national forest grazing allotments

Please see DRIVES, pg. 24
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THE LYNCHING OF
ADAM UBER
By George Hoeper

Dawn was streaking the sky over Millersville, on 
the outskirts of Gardnerville, Nevada, that morning of 
November 26, 1897, when the all-night poker game 
finally broke up. Adam Uber, recently of Calaveras 
County, one of the principal players, stood at the table 
methodically stacking his chips. The game had ended 
because Uber, a 32-year-old carpenter, former hotel 
manager and sometimes gambler who had come across 
the mountains from the town of West Point, had hit a 
run of luck. He had cleaned out the other players, 
including a casual acquaintance, Hans Anderson. 
Anderson, 26, was a teamster and younger brother of 
Peter Anderson, owner of the Millersville Hotel and 
Saloon in which the card game had been played. There 
had been considerable drinking during the night and 
all of the game’s participants, including Uber and 
Anderson, were at least partially drunk.

Although the other players left the table before 
Uber finished counting his winnings, Anderson, who 
had been the night's heaviest loser, remained, watching 
him. And, when Uber turned, walked to the bar where

George Frevert was polishing glasses, Anderson 
followed him. He was at Uber's elbow when Uber 
tossed a single 25# piece on the bar and ordered a 
shot of whiskey.

"What's the matter, are you too tight to spend 
another quarter," asked Anderson. "After taking a 
man's last dollar you could at least buy him a drink." 
Uber ignoring Anderson, did not even turn to 
acknowledge the remark. Without warning, Anderson 
swung. The blow knocked Uber completely off his 
feet. He landed on his back on the floor and several 
bystanders later testified they heard Anderson shout, 
"I'm gonna' kick your damned ribs in!"

But, before Anderson could either kick him or 
deliver another blow, Adam Uber, half raising from 
the floor, pulled a revolver from his waistband and 
fired a single shot. The bullet struck Anderson 
squarely in the chest. George Frevert vaulted the bar, 
grabbed Uber’s arm before he could get off a second 
shot, and several others rushed to assist him in 
wresting away the gun and prevent Uber from leaving.

Anderson was carried to a room behind the bar, 
and a doctor was summoned. Gardnerville Constable 
Jesperson was rousted out of bed, and brought to the 
shooting scene. With Uber in handcuffs, the constable 
loaded him into a buggy for the seven-mile trip to the 

DRIVES, cont. from pg. 23 
has gradually declined while timber sales have 
increased to the point that their revenue totally eclipses 
the dollars paid by the livestock industry for summer 
grazing rights.

This past year, 1993, saw 4,300 cow-calf units, 85 
horses and no sheep at all, summered on the Stanislaus 
National Forest. Total revenues paid the U.S. Forest 
Service in grazing fees amounted to only about $30,000. 
Much of the money the ranchers pay in grazing fees 
goes back into range improvement, says Stanislaus 
Forest range specialist Denise Van Keuren. Each 
grazing allotment is inspected and if reseeding, erosion 
control work, fencing or brush control is needed, 
funding can be provided from the grazing revenues. 
In some instances, the forest service supplies the 
materials and the grazing allotment holder does the 
work.

However, over the years, the U.S. Forest Service 
rules have become increasingly restrictive and costly 
for the cattlemen to live with. Many ranchers feel

that demands placed on them today are unrealistic.
Until the 1950's when increasing traffic on 

mountain roads coupled with rapidly growing land 
developments began creating serious liability for 
livestock owners, spring and fall cattle drives were 
commonplace in Calaveras and its neighboring foothill 
counties. Doug and Elliot Joses of Mountain Ranch 
were the last Calaveras County cattlemen to drive 
their cattle to the mountains. Their drive, over lesser 
used roads, went from Mountain Ranch to Rail Road 
Flat, past Schaad's Resort, across Forest Creek to 
Hunter Flat, then crossed Blue Creek to Moore Creek, 
crossed the North Fork of the Mokelumne River and 
up the ridge to their range around Bear River 
Reservoir. They made their last drive in 1978. Today, 
Stanislaus National Forest officials say they know of 
only one cattle operation, that of Tim and Betty 
Erickson, of LaGrange, who drive cattle to the 
mountains. Their route, largely over private land takes 
their herd from LaGrange to its summer range near 
Groveland.
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Douglas County Courthouse and Jail in Genoa 
(formerly Mormon Station). It was not until some 
time later, after they had arrived in Genoa and he had 
been lodged in jail, that Uber learned Anderson had 
died at 8 a.m.

Interviewed later in the day by a Genoa Weekly 
Courier reporter, Uber expressed deep sorrow over the 
shooting. He blamed it on drinking and the fact he 
feared that Anderson, who was a much larger and 
stronger man than he, was about to do him great bodily 
harm. Uber told the 
reporter he was a native 
of Pennsylvania, came 
from a very religious 
family and that he had 
come West when he was
18. He said that he had 
never been in serious 
trouble before, was a 
carpenter by trade, But 
more recently had 
managed the Mountain
View Hotel, in West
Point.

The Calaveras Coun
ty Great Register of 1896 
bears out some of those 
statements, listing his 
birthplace as Pennsyl
vania, his place of resi
dency in 1896 as West
Point, and the information that he was literate had 
followed the occupation of carpenter. He was described 
as five feet, seven inches tall, with blue eyes and brown 
hair. It is surmised that if and when he did manage 
the Mountain View Hotel, he probably operated a 
gaming table in conjunction with it.

The following day Uber was formally charged with 
murder and a Carson City attorney named Chartz was 
engaged to defend him. Douglas County officials 
considering this a routine homicide case, gave little 
thought to the safety of their prisoner.

On Sunday, following the fatal shooting, final rites 
for Hans Anderson were conducted. Anderson had 
been a well known, popular young man and his funeral 
drew a large turnout of townspeople. According to the 
December 3 issue of the Genoa Courier, as the services

closed more than 50 vehicles joined the procession to 
the cemetery. And, apparently it was at the cemetery 
that the first whispers of taking the law into their 
own hands circulated among a group of Anderson’s 
closest friends.

Meanwhile, Uber apparently remained a docile 
prisoner, expressing to his few visitors deep regret 
over Anderson's death. His uncle, Henry Dowler, a 
Pittsburg, Penn, furniture manufacturing plant owner, 
had been contacted by Uber's attorney and had agreed 

to finance his 
nephew's court de
fense. But, Ander
son's friends ap
peared not to have 
given up the idea of 
meting out their own 
brand of punishment 
and a rumor that 
Uber was planning 
to escape from jail 
began to grow.

On the morning 
of December 7, just 
minutes before 2 
a.m., some 20 armed 
and masked men 
came striding up 
Boyd Lane (now 
Genoa Lane) on the 
outskirts of Genoa.

A sharp, chill wind that rattled tree limbs and window 
panes muffled the sound of their movement but they 
were observed by several early morning revelers 
returning home from a party at Wally's Hot Springs.

As they arrived at the combination courthouse and 
jail one of the vigilante group called out to Sheriff 
John Brockliss who was staying at the jail with 
Constable Gray, that the Gardnerville constable had 
arrived with a prisoner. The sheriff and Gray 
jumped from their beds, quickly realized they were 
looking upon a mob, and prepared to defend their 
prisoner. Half clothed, they ran for the main door of 
the jail, but before they reached it they were confronted 
by a half-dozen armed men who had broken into the 
building By smashing the door of the recorder's office

Please see LYNCHING, pg. 26
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LYNCHING, cont. from pg. 25
and making their way into the hall leading to the jail.

One of the men who wore a mask that covered 
most of his face disarmed the two lawmen and 
demanded the keys to the jail.

"You know no one here tonight!" said the 
spokesman as he and several men held Brockliss and 
Gray at gunpoint. Others having found the jail 
keys,unlocked Uber’s cell. After brutally beating the 
struggling man they threw a rope around his neck 
and dragged him from the jail.

Gagged and with hands tied behind him, Uber was 
pushed, shoved and dragged down the road toward a 
row of cottonwood trees that flanked the South side of 
Boyd Lane. There, in front of a tall cottonwood they 
tossed the end of the rope over a large protruding 
limb. Uber was told to kneel and pray. Instead, 
through the gag that only partially inhibited his speech, 
he cursed the mob and told them his curse "will follow 
you through seven generations."

From his kneeling position the unfortunate Uber 
was yanked skyward. And, as he struggled against 
the tightened noose, those not holding the rope fired 
into his body with rifles, pistols and shotguns.

The bullet riddled body was left hanging and the 
lynch party dispersed, after again warning the sheriff 
and constable against identifying anyone and ordering 
them to go home.

Returning to the courthouse, Sheriff Brockliss 
found that the telephone wires linking Genoa with 
Gardnerville and the outside world had been cut. He 
also found in the cell a sledge hammer with a blood 
stained handle and a crowbar, both of which had been 
left by the mob. On the ground under Uber’s body 
which remained hanging after daylight until the 
coroner arrived, was a scarf. Some persons said they 
recognized it, but its owner was never identified.

A coroner’s inquest was conducted but at its 
conclusion jurors found that "Adam Uber, of Calaveras 
County, had died of hanging and gunshot wounds at 
the hands of parties unknown." The Douglas County 
Grand Jury also was called into session, but handed 
down no indictments.

The day after Uber’s death a letter was found in 
his cell which outlined an escape plot. The message 
instructed an unidentified person to "leave a horse at 
the cemetery, then after supper come to the jail,

Mountain View Hotel, West Point, circa 1900. 
Adam Uber managed it and probably ran a poker 
table there before going to Nevada.
keeping a careful watch for the sheriff or constable, 
and use the keys kept there to open the cell. That 
way I will have all night and the next day to get 
away." The note said he would follow an escape route 
through Lake Tahoe, Truckee and Sierra Valley "and 
once back in California they will never catch me."

Some said the letter matched Uber’s hand writing 
but most discounted its veracity and believed it had 
been planted by the lynch mob to throw more discredit 
on their victim. Nevada Governor Sadler offered a 
$1,000 reward (later reduced to $500) for arrest and 
conviction of the lynchers. Uber’s uncle in Pittsburg 
sweetened the pot with $1,000 but no information 
leading to arrest of the lynchers ever was forthcoming.

Nevada newspapers including the Reno Journal 
and Gazette, Virginia Report, Carson Appeal and 
Douglas County publications denounced the lynching, 
calling it a needless and cowardly act. The Reno 
Journal said the lynching "was the work of fiends that 
would make a white cap or blood thirsty Apache 
ashamed of himself." The Gazette stated: "Why should 
20 men step in, take the law into their own hands and 
hang a man awaiting action of a regular tribunal whose 
duty it is to give every man a fair trial. Peaceful 
Genoa has been disgraced."

Carson City papers flayed the lynchers and sharply 
censured the sheriff and district attorney for their lack 
of action. The Carson News commenting on Uber's 
death, said, "Thirty murderers still are at large in 
Douglas County." Other Nevada papers and some 
California papers decried the violence, but of the Uber 
lynching, Calaveras papers carried not a single word.
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LODE HISTORY BOOKS FOR SALE 
AT COURTHOUSE MUSEUM

In addition to its fine display of gold rush artifacts, 
Calaveras County's historic courthouse museum now 
offers for sale a wide selection of books on local and 
California gold rush history. Felecia Sellers, in charge 
of book sales for the county historical society which 
operates the museum, strives continuously to expand 
the number of non-fiction works available.

Among the books available is the 160-page "limited 
edition" Album of Pioneer Schools of Calaveras County. 
This volume, compiled by historical society members, 
contains photos of early day schools and school children, 
teachers rosters and a vast store of information 
concerning schools which operated here during the 
early part of this century and the latter half of the 
19th century. This hard-cover album, of which only a 
small number remain for sale, lists at $22.95

Following, is a full list of the books now offered in
the museum gift shop:
An Album of Mokelumne Hill -
Sketches by Marion Waldon $6.50
An Album of the Pioneer Schools 22.95
An Authentic Wagon Trail Journal -
Wm. Richard Brown 7.50
Bacon and Beans from a Gold Pan -
George Hoeper 7.95
Best of the Gold Country - Martin 11.95
Between the Rivers - O. Henry Mace 24.95
Black Bart - The Last Holdup -
0. Henry Mace 3.50
Bret Harte - Gold Rush Story Teller -
Outcasts of Poker Flat 1.95
Calaveras County 1885 - Hard Cover 13.45

Soft Cover 8.95
Calaveritas Cooks 13.95
California Favorite Cookbook 3.50
California Gold - Zauner 5.95
California Gold Rush - Chambers 2.95
California Gold Rush - Hart 14.95
Califomia/Nevada Ghost Town Atlas 3.50

California Wildflowers 5.95
Captain John Sutter - Richard Dillon 9.95
Celebrated Jumping Frog - Mark Twain 2.00
Child's Christmas Cookbook 4.00
Chinese Clothing and Theatrical
Costumes - Di Franco 4.00
Exploring Gold Country - Schaefer 5.00
49er Irish - Calhoun 6.95
From the Ohio to the San Joaquin,
William Moss - Davis 16.95
Ghost Towns and Mining Camps -
Nadeau 13.95
Gold! Gold!, Beginner's Handbook -
Petralia 9.95
Gold Fever; Art of Panning and Sluicing -
de Lorenzo 5.95
Gold Rush Recipes - Waldner 3.50
Gold Rush Story Teller - Bret Harte 9.95
Great Indians of California - Vallejo 3.95
Heading West - a book for children - Hill 3.95 
How We Find Gold in California - Wells 2.95
Hydraulic Mining - Evans 2.95
Indians of the West - Bains 2.50
Ishi's Journey - Freeman 8.95
It Will Live Forever - Ortiz 11.95
Joaquin Murieta - O. Henry Mace 3.50
Jumping Frog - Mark Twain - Soft Cover 6.95
Keepers of the Word - A book of Miwuk 
words compiled by Miwuk students of
West Point Elem. School 10.00
Legendary Men of the West - Zauner 5.95
Luck of the Roaring Camp - Bret Harte 2.00
Mark Twain of Jackass Hill 6.95
Melones - Julia Costello 5.00
Miners - Steber 4.95
Mother Goose - Kate Greenaway 4.00

Please see BOOKS, pg 28
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BOOKS, cont. from pg. 27
Mother Lode - Wrisley/Moore 14.95
Nelson’s Point - Matusak 19.95
19th Century Clothing - Kaliman 7.95
No Room Of Their Own - Egli 14.95
On the Road With Mark Twain in
Calif. & Nev. - Williams 12.95
Patty Reed’s Doll - Beauregard 7.95
Porno Basket Making - Allen 6.95
Real Joaquin Murieta - Nadeau 9.95
Romance of Mokelumne Hill - Zumwalt 29.95 
Shirley Letters - Klatt 10.95
Simple Methods of Mining Gold - Faulk 2.00
Southwest Indian Recipe Book - Zorasse 4.50 
Spirited Women of the Early West 5.95
Stake Your Claim to the Gold Country -
Billey 10.95
Train Whistles Echo - Zauner 5.95
Tools Are On the Bar - Charles and
Rhoda Stone 13.99
Valley to the High Sierra - Joe Smith 10.00
Wagons West Trail Tales 1848 -
Shellenberger 9.95
Weekend Goldminer - Ryan 4.95
Wet Plate and Dry Gulches - Campbell 2.00
Wit and Wisdom of Mark Twain 4.95
Women of the West - Schaeffer 5.95
Women of the Sierra - Seagraves 11.95
Women Who Charmed the West -
Seagraves 11.95
Yellowstone to Yosemite - Moran 9.95
Yesteryear’s Child - Westwood/Rohrbacher 11.95 
Yosemite Indians - Godfrey 2.50
Samfew, San Joaquin Chinese Legacy -
Sylvia Run Minaick 25.00

O’BYRNES FERRY PLAQUE
DEDICATION PLANNED

A new stone monument and plaque marking the 
site of the historic O'Bymes Ferry Bridge which 
spanned the Stanislaus River at Poker Flat, will be 
dedicated February 5th by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. This is believed by many to be the 
location of the gold rush mining camp of Poker Flat 
around which author Bret Harte built his classic gold 
rush tale, "The Outcasts of Poker Flat."

The original marker placed at the famous crossing 
by the society several decades ago has been destroyed 
by vandals. The new one, built of native stone by the 
Boone Monument Company, of Sonora, is located on 
the Calaveras side of the river, midway between the 
present-day bridge and the Poker Flat Lodge.

Prior to 1853, travelers along this principal route 
between Stockton and Sonora made the river crossing 
on a primitive ferry operated by P.O. Byrnes who 
envisioned greater profit from providing travel facilities 
than from gold mining. By 1853 he had completed a 
cable suspended toll bridge. However, within a few 
months it collapsed, dumping a wagon, six oxen and 
two men into the river. Byrnes replaced it with a 
more sturdy structure which remained in use until it 
was swept away by high water in the winter of‘1876, 
and it was during that period it became known as the 
"O’Bymes Ferry Bridge".

Byrnes’ bridge was replaced by a covered bridge 
built by the Union Bridge Company, of Sonora, and it 
continued to be operated as a toll bridge by Joe Pardies 
and his nephew, Peter Camou, until 1902. At that 
time it was purchased by the Counties of Calaveras 
and Tuolumne at a cost of $4,000 and declared a "Free 
Travel" bridge.

Plans for replacement in the near future of plaques 
stolen by vandals from historic sites at Sandy Gulch, 
near West Point, and at Mountain Ranch, also were 
announced at the November meeting in Copperopolis. 
Society president Charles Stone said our board of 
directors also has agreed to provide the plaque for a 
new monument built by community members at the 
old Rail Road Flat School. Rail Road Flat was one of 
the first successful quartz mining areas of northern 
Calaveras County. It was named for the rail system 
over which mules pulled the cars from mine to mill.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
This month’s meeting of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society (July 28) will be held at 7 p.m. in 
the Black Bart Park, in San Andreas. This meeting 
will feature the installation of new officers, following 
a steak barbeque prepared by Black Bart owner and 
chef, Don Cuneo.

The society will not hold an August meeting and 
the program for the September meeting is yet to be 
announced.

IN MEMORIAM
Winifred Alexander, of San Andreas,

April 28, 1994

Celia Beltramo, of Angels Camp, 
May 9, 1994

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Garner, of Sacramento. 
Larry McFarland, of San Andreas.
Alan & Josephine Duncan, of Valley Springs. 
Copperopolis Telegraph, of Copperopolis.
Larry Meyers, of Vallcito.
Paul & Mary Drag, of Woodland Hills.
Nell Holloway, of Sonora.
Robert Schmauder, of Altaville.
David & Debbie Ponte, of Altaville.
Robert Prindle, of Piedmont.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.
Rae Dragone. of Angels Camp: Back Issues of the 
California Mining Journal.
Hazel Garland, of Pomona: Garland family 
photographs and papers, including those of Mary and 
Warren Garland, Drew and Elmer Garland, Mary and 
Drew Garland, the Garland home in Murphys, the 
Warren and Mary Garland marriage license and 
newspaper clipping of the wedding ceremony.
Ken Airola, of San Andreas: School documents and 
photographs.
Betty Snyder, of Valley Springs: Old school text books.

OUR COVER PHOTO
The historic Mountain Ranch on Whiskey 

Slide Road, as it appeared earlier this century. 
Today, fully renovated into a gracious country 
home, the 143-year-old dwelling has served 
as gold rush store and trading post, way 
station and post office as well as one of 
Calaveras County’s first ranches, home of 
the Joses Family for nearly 70 years, it still 
is the centerpiece of a modern-day cattle 
ranching operation.
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THE MOUNTAIN RANCH 
A LANDMARK HOME

By
The Editor

The house at the original Mountain Ranch on 
Whiskey Slide Road was 80 years old when Margaret 
Joses, as a new bride, joined her husband, Howard, 
there in 1931. That historic dwelling, in which 
Margaret and members of her family still live, was 
built in 1850 or ’51 as a general store to supply gold 
rush miners and the area’s first settlers. Its thick 
stone walls have echoed to the revelry of early day 
gold seekers and its heavy pine floor has known the 
tread of generations of pioneer ranchers.

Howard Joses and his father purchased the ranch 
from Edgar Dale in 1924 and were just beginning to 
realize the financial benefits of their hard work when 
the Great Depression of the 1930's struck. The bottom 
dropped out of the livestock market and there were no 
jobs. Nevertheless, Howard and Margaret married 
and went on and worked the ranch, for they had sprung 
from pioneer stock and simply refused to give up.

Bom on a homestead at Fort Mountain, east of 
Rail Road Flat, on July 6, 1906, Margaret is the 
daughter of Barbara Ellen and L. Fresno Howard. Her 
grandmother, whose maiden name was Martha Park, 
had come west with her family by wagon train from 
Ohio, via Utah Territory, where they stopped for a 
time and her sister married Ebenezer Brice, for whom 
Brice Canyon National Park is named. Then, 
continuing westward, the Park family arrived in 
Calaveras County and settled in West Point, where 
Martha Park married John Porteous, whose family 
was among the first to settle there. Margaret's mother, 
Barbara Porteous Howard and her husband, Fresno, 
reared four children including Margaret and her 
brothers, Reuben, Vernon and Walter, on their small, 
Fort Mountain ranch. With a few head of cattle and 
hogs, a flock of chickens and a garden they eked out 
a living. Fresno Howard worked as a miner and at 
times, as a teamster hauling timbers and lagging to 
the various gold diggings that included the Petticoat, 
Comet, Keystone, Afterthought and Mitchell mines.

"We all worked hard," said Margaret recently, as 
she relaxed in the gracious living room of her 143- 
year-old home. "We, my brothers and I, helped with 
the chores and cut wood. My father worked from 
daylight until dark. A teamster’s life wasn't easy. We

Margaret Joses . . . ambitious gardener.

walked more than two miles to the old Eureka School 
at Taylor’s Lower Rail Road Flat. In winter there was 
sometimes two or more feet of snow and they would 
simply close down the school. Our teacher, Kate Ham, 
taught them all — all eight grades. She was a 
wonderful person and a wonderful teacher and she 
looked after us like each one of us was her own."

Margaret's schoolmates included Effie Schaad, 
owner of Schaad’s Resort, and for whose family 
Schaad's Reservoir, east of Wilseyville is named; and 
Bud Brown, who walked each day from McCarty 
Reservoir to the Eureka School. Effie, whose mother 
died when she was quite young, was several grades 
ahead of Margaret in school. In winter, said Margaret, 
Effie often arrived at school with a small knapsack 
filled with apples for the youngsters who had none.

Another person she remembers for his flamboyant 
ways was Grover Bruce, of West Point, whose father 
was an early-day timber cruiser in the Blue Creek 
area. Margaret said Grover Bruce, who was several 
years older than she, fancied himself "quite a cowboy".

"He carried two revolvers," she said. "He called 
one Sudden Death and the other Six Months in the 
Hospital. I remember he caused quite a stir when he 
rode his horse into a West Point saloon and put several

Please see RANCH, pg. 44
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 43
bullets into a stuffed mountain lion behind the bar."

Grover Bruce later operated Bruce's Crossing, on 
the North Fork of the Mokelumne River near the 
Mouth of Blue Creek and owned several mining claims 
at Garnet Hill.

Crisis struck the Howard family in the form of the 
influenza epidemic of 1919 when Margaret was just 
13 years old. Everyone in the family except her fell 
victim of the disease, leaving only the girl barely in 
her teens, at their isolated ranch to care for her mother, 
father and three brothers. Cooking, washing, providing 
around the clock care for family members and doing 
those necessary outside chores gave her little time for 
sleep or rest.

"I don't really know how long it went on," said 
Margaret. "One day just sort of melted into the next. 
Then, one day our teacher, Mrs. Ham, concerned 
because none of us had been to school, arrived to see 
what had happened.

When I saw her I was so exhausted I passed out 
--1 just fainted. Mrs. Ham helped us out and gradually, 
my mother and brothers got better."

But the real tragedy was yet to come. Margaret's

father, who for some time had been ailing, failed to 
recover and within a few months, at age 44, he was 
dead, leaving a widow, four teen-aged children and a 
ranch that could not support them.

Recognizing how difficult life was for us, our county 
supervisor offered to help my mother obtain county 
aid, said Margaret, "but my mother would have none 
of it. She wanted no part of charity. My brother, 
Reuben, found a job at a gold mine and Vernon began 
cutting and selling wood. Walter, my youngest brother, 
went to work as a "whistle punk" at Schaad's sawmill 
for $1 a day and board. One thing was for sure, we 
all became acquainted with hard work."

Margaret worked wherever she could, helped her 
mother on the ranch and in 1923, at age 17, she 
married, moved to Siskiyou County where her husband 
worked as a logger and she found a job in a box factory.

The marriage did not last. Margaret returned to 
Calaveras County with her daughter Jeanne, found a 
job working for a family with four small children that 
paid $60 per month. In 1931 she married young 
rancher Howard Joses.

Neither the ranch or the old, three-story dwelling 
beside Whiskey Slide Road, which over the years had

The late Howard Joses and his cowboys, Doug, Elliott and Gary, some 40 years ago.
Courtesy of Margaret Joses
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Margaret Joses in front of her home as it appears today.

served as store, hotel, post office 
and residence, appeared as they 
do today. Margaret, Howard 
and eight-year-old Jeanne 
moved into the huge old building 
which suffered from 80 years of 
benign neglect and lived in only 
part of its huge, rambling 
downstairs area. In addition to 
a large basement and the stone 
walled main floor of the original 
structure, the house had been 
expanded in 1881 and a seven 
bedroom second story and loft 
were added. Many of what are 
now cleared fields were only 
brush covered hills in 1931 
when Margaret Joses first saw
them. Pointing to a field of lush 
grass across the road from her
home, she said, "when I came
here that hill was so filled with brush you couldn't 
ride a horse over it. We cleared the land by hand, 
then turned goats in on it and they kept the sprouts 
down and the brush from coming back."

In addition to cattle, Howard, when he and 
Margaret married, maintained a herd of about 2,000 
sheep. "The sheep were a lot of work," said Margaret. 
"We wintered them around Valley Springs and Burson 
and in the Calaveritas area. Each spring we drove 
them to the mountains near the Dardanelles, via 
Parrott's Ferry Bridge and up the hill to Columbia."

The sheep worked their way slowly into the 
mountains and the trip took several days. One day 
always was spent in Columbia because the property 
owners would come out and allow the sheep to feed 
their lots off for them. It provided them summer fire 
protection and gave our sheep something to eat."

When necessary, Margaret rode horseback to help 
her husband handle or herd the cattle, but mostly, she 
said, "I drove the old Model T Ford truck and brought 
up the rear with the camping equipment and hauled 
the occasional young calf or lamb that became 
exhausted. I helped make camp on the cattle or sheep 
drives and did the cooking."

Gradually, the Joses improved the old ranch house 
and in 1932, added the front porch that runs the length 
of the building. There was no indoor plumbing except 
running water from a spring up on the hill, but that 

in itself was a real help, for most foothill ranches in 
those days still depended on wells and hand operated 
pumps for domestic water. The spring still supplies 
domestic water.

There was never a shortage of tasks to keep 
Howard and Margaret busy around the ranch. In 
addition to the constant responsibility of caring for 
livestock, they grew oats, barley and harvested grass 
hay for the large animals and wheat to feed the poultry. 
Howard had work mules for plowing, mowing and 
hauling. The grass hay was stored loose in the barn 
and during its harvest Margaret drove the mule that 
operated the hay fork which lifted the hay into the 
barn. It was a task she was not too fond of, for she 
really didn't trust the mule, whose mood could shift 
from docile to truculent almost instantaneously.

Those were the special or seasonal projects but 
there also were the everyday responsibilities that 
housewives of the 1990's never think about. There 
was bread to bake in the oven of a hot, wood burning 
kitchen range, the cow to milk, butter to chum and 
the vegetable garden to care for. During the early 
years on the ranch Margaret did the washing with tub 
and scrub board. It was a great day when in the late 
1930's she became the proud owner of a gasoline engine 
powered washing machine.

When the price of gold was increased in 1933 from
Please see RANCH, pg. 46
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$18 to $35 an ounce mining activity along the Mother 
Lode quickly increased. And, during the latter 1930's 
several small lumber mills went into operation along 
the edge of the forest. Howard Joses saw an 
opportunity there and with his cattle, sheep, hogs and 
poultry providing ready availability of commodities, 
he opened a slaughter house and began a meat route. 
With sides and cover, the ranch truck became a butcher 
wagon. Three times a week he made trips to 
surrounding towns, mines and lumber mills as far away 
as Melones and White Pines. He sold beef, pork, lamb, 
chickens and turkey, but he did not sell the hearts or 
livers. Instead, he gave those free to the families of 
local Indians.

By the start of World War II Margaret's daughter, 
Jeanne, was a grown young woman, had married 
Milton Jasper, of San Andreas, and in 1942, gave birth 
to a son. A few days later Margaret's and Howard's 
first son, Doug, was born. Their second son, Elliott, 
arrived 15 months later, and their third boy, Gary, 
was born four years later.

The war brought many changes to America, 
including to its ranches. Among the greatest of those 
the cessation of hostilities brought to rural America 
was that of electrification. Electric power came to 
Mountain Ranch in 1947, and with it, life became easier 
for all who lived there, particularly the ranch folk. 
Also in 1947, Howard Joses and neighboring rancher 
Gus Hawver went together and purchased a Caterpillar 
tractor equipped with a bulldozer. With the addition 
of that piece of equipment, brush clearing and land 
improvement on the Joses and Hawver ranches got 
underway. Howard Joses not only cleared additional 
acreage to create more livestock feed, but also reclaimed 
useful creek bottom land west of their home which 
had been torn up and left in tailing piles by early day 
mining operations. With the bulldozer Joses and 
Hawver could do on their ranches in a day what would 
have taken weeks to accomplish by hand.

The Mountain Ranch with its broad, rolling fields 
and landmark home still is a working cattle ranch and 
in addition, provides pasture for smaller herds of sheep 
and Angora goats.

Her husband is gone now, but Margaret Joses still 
lives in the comfortable old ranch house beside Whiskey 
Slide Road. A few years ago her son, Doug, and his 
wife, Loree, undertook the project of restoring the 
second story and loft of the 144-year-old dwelling and

A BRIEF HISTORY OF
THE MOUNTAIN RANCH

The original Mountain Ranch was exactly what its 
name implied, a ranch and store, not a town. The 
ranch house in which the store was located still stands 
on Whiskey Slide Road, a mile west of the town of 
Mountain Ranch. The town, originally named El 
Dorado, took the name of Mountain Ranch after the 
U.S. Postal Department refused to recognize it as El 
Dorado because another California town already had 
adopted that name.

First records of the Mountain Ranch apparently 
were lost when fire, in 1852, destroyed the Calaveras 
County Courthouse in Mokelumne Hill. However, a 
deed, "W.D. Atterbury to McKeon and Sullivan," 
recorded March 22, 1853, in Mokelumne Hill, refers to 
an earlier sale of the property by John Sanford on 
June 7, 1852.

The Atterbury sale to McKeon and Sullivan 
included 480 acres, "all goods, groceries, hardware, a 
wagon, one gray horse and one brown mule." This 
would indicate that the property was in use or at least 
under development well before 1852, for construction 
of so large a stone building in itself, would have 
required considerable time.

Records indicate that Sullivan, a 49'er, and his 
partner operated the store and used the surrounding 

have turned it into a spacious and comfortable separate 
apartment. Margaret still has her home downstairs.

Elliott and his wife, Cheryl, live in their own home 
on a comer of the ranch, and Gary's home is a ranch 
on Highway 49, south of San Andreas.

The Joses family has been sending cattle to the 
mountains each year since 1926. In 1934 Howard 
Joses and his father switched their grazing area from 
the Stanislaus National Forest, on the south side of 
the Mokelumne River, to the El Dorado National Forest 
on the north side of the Mokelumne watershed.

Today the Joses boys still take their cattle to that 
same area. They no longer drive the cattle on foot 
along the back roads and trails to the mountains and 
Margaret Joses no longer follows the herd in the truck 
or serves as camp cook. She is quite content to enjoy 
her flower garden, her friends and her grandchildren. 
But Margaret is just as interested in life and in 
ranching as when she was a girl.
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ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS
FETED AT APRIL DINNER

The nine winners of Calaveras County Historical 
Society's 1994 Students' Essay Contest were honored 
at its April 28 meeting in the Metropolitan Dinner 
Theater in San Andreas.

Cash awards totaling $780, plus certificates of 
merit, were presented to the students from schools 
throughout the county who competed in three separate 
grade categories. First place winners received $150; 
second place winners, $75 and third place winners, 

land for agricultural purposes. The store was a one- 
story, stone building 64 feet long with two-foot thick 
walls, a sod roof, three iron shuttered doors over a 
three-quarter basement. In 1856 Sullivan sold out to 
McKeon, then moved to San Andreas where he opened 
a larger store.

A post office was established at the ranch with 
McKeon its first postmaster. But, on December 18, 
1859, at tax sale conducted by Sheriff D.E. Mulford, 
the store was purchased by John and Charles Rogers.

The Rogers' ownership was brief. Before the end 
of 1860 a merchant, W.H. Holmes, purchased the 
property at another sheriffs sale.

Records of the Mountain Ranch during the 1860's 
and 70's are vague. George McPherson owned it in 
1881, homesteaded it in 1884 and added a second and 
third story that included seven bedrooms, library
sitting room, storeroom and attic. He sold the property 
to Elmer Van Buren in 1886 and two years later it 
sold again to C.A. Frost, who held it only four months.

Charles Cox, next owner of the ranch, kept it only 
a short time and in 1891 it was owned by J.D. Barnett 
who in turn, sold the house and property to Albert 
Reichel, in 1894.

The ranch in 1900 was under the ownership of 
C.H. Kegley, who in 1904 sold to W.G. Craven. The 
Craven family lived there and operated the ranch until 
1914 when it sold to Edgar Dale. It was Dale who 
sold it to the Joses in 1924.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Much of the information contained in the 
article was obtained through research of Calaveras County 
deeds, tax records and newspaper files by Deirdre Flynn, 
then a Calaveras County school student. She compiled this 
information in an essay which was among the winners of 
the Society's 1984 Essay Contest.

$35. Following a pot-luck dinner attended by 
approximately 100 members and guests, the first place 
winners read their essays to the audience.

This year's competition saw two brothers, High 
School Junior Dana Anderson and Seventh Grader Carl 
Anderson, both of whom have been winners in previous 
contests, again listed among the winners. And, Sixth 
Grader Wade Kriletich, whose brother, Sean, was a 
past contest winner, also is among the 1994 winners. 
All of those who read and helped judge this year’s 
essays commented on the high quality of all entries.

Winner of the high school competition was Eleventh 
Grader Dana Anderson, who selected as his subject, 
The Spanish Influenza Epidemic of 1918-19. Dana is 
a student at Calaveras High School. Bret Harte High 
School Senior Tricia Lynn Allshouse took second place 
in the high school competition with an essay on the 
history of the Union Congregational Church of Angels 
Camp. Third place went to Esther Machado, an 11th 
grader at Calaveras High School. Her subject was 
THE ME-WOK INDIANS.

Elizabeth Tryon, an Eighth Grader at Mark Twain 
Elementary, in Angels Camp, was winner of the 
Seventh-eighth grade competition with her essay on 
the history of her family in Calaveras County, titled A 
FAMILY CONNECTION.

Second place in that grade category went to Carl 
Anderson, a Seventh Grader at Toyon Middle School, 
who wrote on the routing of Highway 49 through San 
Andreas, which he titled THE ROAD THAT ATE SAN 
ANDREAS. Third place went to Eighth Grader Grace 
Metzger, also a student at Toyon Middle School, whose 
subject was THE OLD CALAVERAS COUNTY 
HOSPITAL.

In the fifth and sixth grade competition first place 
was taken by Sixth Grader Wade Kriletich, a home 
study student from Valley Springs, whose subject was 
the history of THE CALAVERAS CEMENT PLANT. 
Second place went to Tara Ann McCarty, a sixth grader 
at Copperopolis Elementary School, whose essay title 
was McCARTY HISTORY REPEATS, a history of her 
pioneer Calaveras County family. Third place went to 
Jonathan Radford, a sixth grader at Hazel Fischer 
School, in Arnold, for his essay titled TOMBSTONE 
POETRY, a review on tombstone epitaphs in early- 
day cemeteries.

Arlene Westenrider served as the society's 1994 
essay contest chairperson. Judges included Jack and 
Lorrayne Kennedy and George Hoeper.
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A FAMILY CONNECTION
By

Elizabeth Tryon 
Grade Eight 

Mark Twain Elementary
Sometimes on warm, cozy evenings after a hard 

day I pull myself down a small dust-covered book and 
escape to my room. I imagine myself one of the 
characters in this book which was written by my great 
grandmother, Helen Adele van Loben Seis. Although 
the book is fiction it contains stories that take place in 
the mountains of the Sierra Nevada on Ebbetts Pass, 
the summer residences for both my grandmother and 
grandfather and their families during the early part 
of this century. As I am reading this treasured book 
I remember my grandmother's other stories which 
describe the paths of two families, their fateful meeting, 
and the eventual marriage of two of the members.

The discovery of gold in California in 1848 provided 
a catalyst for the migration of two of my great great 
grandfathers, Pieter Just van Loben Seis and George 
Clifton Tryon. George grew up in the state of New 
York which had been founded by his ancestor, Pieter 
Trioen. At the age of fourteen, George left home to try 
and make it on his own. He left New York permanently 
when he was twenty-one to go to California.

He traveled by boat down to the Isthmus of 
Panama, walked across and took 

diary, "Good fare and 
coffee that a Christian 
may drink without jeo
pardizing his eternal
soul." It was at the
Angels Hotel that Mark
Twain wrote the story 
" The Jumping Frog
of Calaveras County".
George served the county 
of Calaveras as Assistant
Assessor, Assessor,
Deputy Sheriff, and two 
terms as Sheriff in 1862 
and 1864. George mar
ried Adelia Newman in
1856. They had eleven 
children, four of whom 
died of smallpox. Only one of the seven remaining 
children stayed in Angels Camp. His name was 
Charles Tryon and he established the Tryon Ranch.

Like his father, George Clifton Tryon, Charlie was 
a respected businessman in Angels Camp. He took 
over the livery stable after his father's death. Charlie 
was a very well rounded person. He took part in the 
Native Sons and was one of the early promoters of the 
Jumping Frog Jubilee. The first Jubilee would start 
at his house and continue on down through Main

Elizabeth Tryon

another boat to arrive in San 
Francisco in June of 1849. His 
journey consisted of many 
adventures including an incident 
in which his boat capsized and he 
was forced to swim to shore. He 
mined for a brief time in 1850 in 
Mokelumne Hill, but decided to 
settle in Angels Camp in 1853.

An interesting story resulted 
from George's cooking at the 
Angels Hotel. Mark Twain had 
been passing through Angels 
Camp and had been eating what 
he said was "dish water and 
beansHe decided to try out the 
Angels Hotel and found that there 
really was a place where they 
served you food you could actually 
eat or receive, as he said in his The original Tryon cabin.
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Street. He was also the first rancher to take cattle to 
Highland Lakes for summer grazing.

Pieter Just van Loben Seis was a man with a very 
special skill. He had the ability to built dikes. He 
came to the United Stated from Holland in 1880 to 
help recover the Sacramento Delta wetland so it could 
be used for farming. While there he met and married 
Adele Virginia de Fremery, the daughter of the Dutch 
consul. They had five children, four boys and one girl. 
One of their sons was named Maurits.

Maurits was attending college at Cornell University 
when he met Helen Ellsworth. Helen's family lived in 
New York. Her father was president of the Century 
Publishing Company and was a good friend of the 
author Samuel Clemens. Maurits and Helen married 
in 1904 and had seven children, my grandmother Lucy 
being the second oldest. The children were raised on 
the ranch, receiving their early education at home from 
tutors. Lucy learned to speak French fluently from 
her French governess.

Maurits had wonderful Arabian horses; one 
stallion was a descendant of the famous stallion, Man 
O' War. The children rode bareback at a very early 
age. Maurits and Helen took their horses up to Mt. 
Tallac for summer feed. One day Helen and her small 
children had ridden off their range into Alpine county, 
and were fishing and letting their horses graze when 
a man came riding by and introduced himself as 
Charlie Tryon. Helen offered him some coffee. He 
invited their family to camp near his cabin in Tryon 
meadow. They packed up their things, caught the

Charlie Tryon
horses and started on their way. He and his wife 
Catherine were very hospitable hosts and it was the 
beginning of a long friendship.

The van Loben Seis returned the following summer 
and camped in tents above Charlie's cabin. Maurits 
brought goats from the ranch on the running boards 
of his Cadillac. The children rounded them up and 
milked them every night. The goats were not confined 

in a pen so finding and catching 
them was very difficult. One 
time a deer hunter followed what 
he thought were deer tracks into 
their camp. He was surprised to 
find out that he had really been 
following goats. Charlie 
arranged for the van Loben Seis 
to build cabins. Three were built 
overlooking Tryon meadow, and 
were named Hop, Skip, and 
Jump. Two larger cabins for 
cooking and sleeping, the 
"Howlery" and "Growlery", were 
built in the meadow.

Maurits left Helen and their 
increasing family in the 

Please see FAMILY, pg. 50

Into the mountains by horse and wagon. Lucy Tryon views 
road ahead, Kate Tryon (wearing white hat) seated in wagon.

Tryon family album
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FAMILY, cont. from pg. 49 
mountains every summer so they 
could avoid the valley heat, 
returning occasionally to bring 
supplies. The children's days 
were filled exploring the many 
wonders of the high country and 
establishing friendships with the 
cowboys and cowgirls who helped 
with Charlie's and other ranchers' 
cattle.

In 1918, the Century Pub
lishing company published a book 
written by Helen called The Blue 
Jays in the Sierras. It was a 
fictional account of those days 
spent by her children in the

Charlie Tryon (3rd from left) and wife, Kate, take stock of 
another flat tire enroute to Tryon Meadow. At left, on running 
board of automobile is Maurits van Loben Seis. Other two men

Sierras. Each child was given a are unidentified, 
name that began with a "J" and
each was given an adventure. Each summer when I 
return to the mountains I like to revisit some of the 
places mentioned in the book, such as Three Trees, 
Milk Ranch Meadow, Five Lakes, the Golden Staircase, 
Asa Lake, and Half Moon Lake.

My grandmother met my grandfather, Walter 
Tryon, when she was a young girl. Charlie and 
Catherine Tryon had no children so they treated their 
nephew, Walter, like a son. When he was older he

Tryon family album
became partner in Charlie's cattle business and his 
family now owns the house that Charlie and Catherine 
built in 1914. When Lucy was older she attended 
Mills College. After graduation she won a trip to New 
York City. On the way she traveled through the 
Panama Canal Zone. There she was offered a job as 
a secretary to Major General Preston Brown. After 
two years she returned to the U.S. and obtained her 
Master's Degree in psychology from Mills. On another 
trip to the mountains Lucy and Walter became

Original barn built in Tryon Meadow. Tryon Family Album

reacquainted and their friendship 
blossomed into romance. "After 
twenty years, Walter's and my 
paths crossed again, we were 
married the following spring."
By the time Lucy and Walter 
were married in 1941 Charlie was 
in poor health, so he and Walter 
sold their ranges and cattle 
interests to Theodore "Buster" 
Wooster. Lucy has said, "Walter 
loved the cattle as much as 
Charlie did and it was a painful 
decision, but luckily it now 
belongs to someone like the 
Wooster's who cherish it as much 
as we did."

The first few years they were 
married Walter and Lucy lived 
in Chicago. There John and Tom, 
their two oldest sons were born.
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CALAVERAS CEMENT PLANT
By

Wade Kriletich 
Grade Six 

Independent Learning Center
In June, 1926, the first train load of cement left 

Calaveras Cement. In a series of coincidences William 
Mein learned about Kentucky House which launched 
the Calaveras Cement Company. Even in April, 1954, 
Plant Manager Grant Metzger said, "cement is here to 
stay." Forty years later the plant is here but not in 
operation. What happened, how did it happen, and 
why? In this report I am going to tell you what 
Calaveras Cement has done for the County and who 
used CALAVERAS CEMENT.

"Captain" Thomas Mein was bom in Scotland in 
1838. He came to California to seek fortune in 1859. 
At the age of 21 he became the manager of one of the 
largest hydraulic mines in Nevada City. Captain Mein

Their daughter, Mary
Elizabeth, was bom in
California when they
returned in 1946.
Walter began his move 
back to the ranch when 
he became an effi
ciency expert with U.S.
Steel. Living in Rio
Vista and commuting 
to Angels Camp on 
weekends, Walter's 
family came to appre
ciate the ranching 
business.

My dad, Tom
Tryon, leases out part 
of the family ranch to 
other ranchers but
runs his own herd of 
steers. He also runs a large herd of Angora goats as 
part of a range improvement program. I feel fortunate 
to be able to live where so many generations of my 
family have worked and built interesting lives for 
themselves. I can ride my horse up at Highland Lakes 
and know that if it hadn't been for a chance meeting 
between Helen van Loben Seis and Charlie Tryon the 
course of many lives would have been different.

Lucy Tryon

married Mary Swift, and they had four sons. One of 
them was William Wallace Mein who later became the 
founder of Calaveras Cement Company.

William Mein by his teens had already learned a 
lot about mining practices from his father in the gold 
fields. He also got experience from South Africa, New 
York oil and mining enterprise, and our country's 
government in the Department of Agriculture during 
W.W. I. While working in San Francisco, he had a 
series of coincidences in which he learned about 
Kentucky House that is a deposit of limestone 2 miles 
east of San Andreas. He got the idea to open a cement 
company near Kentucky House. He had known about 
limestone before when he quarried for the production 
of it in South Africa.

It would cost $2 million to launch the company 
but first 4 miles of trench had to be dug through the 
various deposits of limestone. There were 4 hills that 
were rich in limestone. They were hills 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
A 7 foot tunnel was drilled through Hill 1 for a distance 
of 700 feet. The first problem was transportation. In 
1923 Southern Pacific Railroad only went to Valley 
Springs, but they did agree to extend the rail eight 
more miles to the Calaveras River. Mr. Mein however 
would have to lay the remaining 5 1/4 miles of track 
to the plant. On May 1, 1925, ground broke for the 
plant and in March of 1925 the first Board of Directors 
met in San Francisco. Mr. Mein was elected president 
of the Board. One year later the plant had its formal 
opening and an open house with 15,000 guests. It was 
the largest gathering ever held in Calaveras County

Please see CEMENT, pg. 52

Wade Kriletich
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CEMENT, cont. from pg. 51
and was also 2 1/2 times the population at that time.

In June, 1926, the first train load of cement left 
the plant. The cement was packed in paper sacks. 
Even though the shipments were small, the plant was 
the most efficient on the Pacific Coast.

By the end of the company's first year in the market 
the list of Calaveras Cement dealers grew to 150. 
Calaveras Cements bags were tan colored with a red 
and green Big Tree for the trade mark.

The next year in 1927 Calaveras Cement got its 
first large order consisting of three quarters of a million 
barrels for Pardee Dam and power house. The cement 
was not actually sold in barrels. It was just a unit of 
measurement for the cement. A barrel would mean 
376 pounds of cement. This first large order helped 
establish the reputation of the company as a 
dependable supplier.

In 1929 the company purchased the Gambetta and 
Seemen properties that lay 15 miles northeast of 
Kentucky House. They did this in order to keep the 
plant in the cement business for 100 years. On July 
26, 1929, Calaveras Cement became the first cement 

company to put stocks on the San Francisco stock 
exchange.

During the depression the company had a fall in 
business. In 1932 to 1933 the company had its two 
worst years in the cement business. Those years it 
operated at one third its original capacity. Then at 
the end of 1933-1934 the company got its largest order. 
It was to supply cement for the San Francisco-Oakland 
Bay Bridge.

Calaveras Cement did not only have regular 
cement, it also had specialty products such as plastic 
early harding, White Portland, and Portland Pozzolan 
cements. Calaveras Cement was one of the four 
companies that had white cement. Some of its large 
projects are Marina Junior High School made of 
Calaveras White cement, the trestle over Highway 49 
that reads Calaveras Cement, and the O'Shaughnessy 
Dam project at Mather, California for Hetch Hetchy 
power. Another big project from Calaveras Cement 
was the Broadway Tunnel that links the San Francisco 
Bay Area with the San Joaquin Valley. Prior to 1938 
Calaveras Cement used the railroad to transport 
cement but after 1938 it had its own fleet of trucks.

Calaveras Cement for many years was the heart of Calaveras County’s industry.
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The Calaveras Cement Company’s day shift at its San Andreas plant during mid-50’s.
Calaveras Cement also built major defense projects 

in the war effort between 1940 and 1945. They were 
Mare Island Navel Repair Dock, Hunter’s Point Naval 
Repair Dock , Rough and Ready Naval Supply, Mather 
Field, Single Corps Depot, Crow Landing Naval 
Airfield, Camp Beale Armored Force Training Center, 
and Navy's Camp Shoemaker.

In 1941 they also built Friant Dam on the San 
Joaquin River which at that time was the 4th largest 
in the world. Also in 1941 there was a record of 
1,339,000 barrels shipped from Kentucky House. In 
1941, Calaveras Cement became the first user of 
natural gas in the Sierra Nevada Foothill Country 
from Rio Vista Gas Field, and later they converted to 
coal in 1970.

In 1945 Calaveras Cement was ready to launch a 
5 year program of installation of machinery for the 
plant. In 1950 they invested $2.54 million in expansion 
of the plant. On Calaveras Cement's 25th anniversary 
they started shipping out 7,500 barrels in a day.

Calaveras Cement shipped to dealers in Northern 
California, Southern Oregon, and Western Nevada. 
They also helped supply cement for U.S. Highway 40 
and 50 two important east to west crossings and 
Northern California's sections of U.S. 99. Calaveras 
Cement put 1 million barrels into Friant-Kern and 
Delta-Mendota canals. These were the two major water 
ways of the Central Valley Project. In 1937 the basic 
wage rate was 63 cents per hour and two weeks 
vacation in a year. Then in 1950 it jumped to $1.38 
per hour with one week vacation. It was believed that 
the kiln burners and shovel operators were paid more 
than the other workers.

From 1950 to the closing of the plant they built 
Bullards Dam and the Stanford University Linear 
Accelerator. In 1975 they used several millions to put 
in a dust collector in the chimneys which are the tall 
stacks you see at the plant.

To maintain the orders the plant got it never
Please see CEMENT, pg. 54
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CEMENT, cont. from pg. 53
stopped unless a major disaster or a power outage 
occurred. But even then it had its own generators to 
keep it going. In the 1960’s the company used up all 
of the limestone around the plant so they built a mill 
at Cataract on Camp Nine Road near Vallecito where 
they had more property with more limestone. Since 
the use of trucks would be too costly to get the 
limestone to San Andreas, they put in a 7 1/2 inch 
slurry pipe line which led from the mill to San Andreas 
where the plant is. The mill turned the limestone into 
slurry so it could be pumped through the pipe line. 
The slurry pipe line was the first in the U.S.

Probably the two most important elements that 
are responsible for the growth of the plant was its 
uniform quality and dependable service. Then in 1983 
the year everyone will remember the Calaveras Cement 
Company closed down. The reason is the equipment 
was getting too old to compete with competitors 
economically, and the technology they used was not 
good enough to stay open when other cement companies 
were using higher technology.

When you drive past the plant now, you see the 
kilns rusting and the moss on the administration 
building and sometimes a car or two inside the fence. 
The plant now is just another Calaveras object, but 
for those who worked at the plant or who know about 
it, it is known to them as Calaveras Cement.

THE SPANISH INFLUENZA 
EPIDEMIC OF 1918 - 1919 

By
Dana Anderson 
Grade Eleven 

Calaveras High School
Spanish Influenza was "the most lethal pandemic 

in history” since the Black Plague of the Middle Ages. 
It has scarred our history and the world forever. At 
first city officials of San Francisco broadcasted their 
feelings of unconcern to calm the people. But how 
could a disease this serious be ignored?

Official sources debate the origin of the Spanish 
Influenza. Perhaps the best documented theory places 
the origin of this epidemic at Fort Rilely, Kansas. At 
this overcrowded army camp great amounts of manure 
were left behind from the calvary units. They tried to 
dispose of this waste by burning it. Consequently ash 
and smoke lingered in the air. A dust storm in March, 
1918, stirred up the soot and ash. As the soldiers 
training at this camp breathed this contaminated air 
many began to report respiratory problems.

This flu traveled quickly through the recruits in 
the crowded military encampment. It effected 1,127, 
killing a total of 46. By May, 1918, the virus was 
thought to have vanished.

New variations of this influenza virus that 

A bird’s eye view of Calaveras Cement’s Cataract Quarry and grinding plant.
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appeared later in 1918 were not fully understood, nor 
how it was spread. Sources suggest that the virus 
was brought to Europe as the U.S. soldiers were 
transferred to the Western Front in World War I. The 
virus arrived at the Western Front in April of 1918. It 
quickly spread through France, Germany and the rest 
of Europe. Spain had eight million cases and it affected 
approximately 80% of its population, thus giving the 
flu its name. It was able to spread throughout the 
soldiers and civilians of Europe by railroads and other 
modes of transportation. As the virus traveled 
Eastward it mutated into more deadly forms. In 
August, 1918, American troops were reintroduced to 
the new and lethal mutations of the original influenza. 
Because of deplorable conditions of WWI warfare, the 
disease spread instantly. As troops returned home to 
the U.S. they brought the new form of influenza with 
them.

The first recognized case of the Spanish Influenza 
in the United States occurred in Camp Devens, 
Massachusetts. A soldier of company B, 42nd Infantry 
was the first victim. His ailment was originally 
diagnosed as Cerebrospinal Meningitis. The flu had a 
domino effect throughout the camp due to 
overcrowding. As new recruits were brought in, they 
too caught the influenza. Aided by our efficient railway 
system, it spread rapidly as soldiers from Camp Devens 
were transferred out to various military stations. The 
flu "exploded” throughout the country. September 1st, 
1918 there was one case in the U.S., while more than 
two weeks later there totalled 1,176 cases. Later a 
total of 6,674 cases were reported at Devens, with 
anywhere from 60 - 90 people dying daily.

The Spanish Influenza was unique, as no other 
influenza had such a propensity for pneumonic 
complications. Shortly after contracting the virus, 
immediate symptoms might seem to be those of an 
ordinary flu. These might include high fever, aching 
muscles, sore throat, sneezing, coughing and a 
headache. After the first contact with the virus a 
person could be ill within a couple of days. They might 
also develop cyanosis, where external features such as 
the fingers, skin, and lips take on a leaden hue. The 
victim usually did not die directly from the virus itself, 
but rather from the complications that followed. 
Pneumonia was the most common cause of death. The 
victims lungs were destroyed in two days or less.

October 24, 1918, the first documented Influenza 
victim of Calaveras County, Frederich W. Clough,

Dana Anderson
passed away at the age of 62. He died of lobular 
pneumonia following the flu. He was a mining engineer 
working in Angels Camp. Throughout November and 
continuing into May of the following year the flu swept 
through the county, claiming many more lives.

The epidemic struck erratically throughout the 
county, but was lethal and deadly. The small mining 
town of Melones suffered a heavy blow. Ann Oneto 
remembers that it swept through, affecting nearly all 
of the residents. Only a few managed not to contract 
this killer. It struck the local towns each with a 
different force. Neither San Andreas nor Valley 
Springs, for instance, felt the full force of this epidemic. 
Many local residents lived in very rural surroundings, 
eluding the flu by merely avoiding the overcrowded 
situations in the towns. Louise Greenlaw can 
remember riding to and from school with a mask. Even 
though is was unnecessary out on the ranch, all of the 
children wore theirs because of fear. Every night they 
boiled and bleached the masks to sterilize them. But 
their greatest protection was staying isolated. Dr. 
Albasio, while not in the county at the time of the flu, 
recalls that his parents moved their family from 
Oakland to a relative’s rural ranch to protect them.

While the Spanish Influenza infected many county 
residents, those who lived did so because they did not 

Please see INFLUENZA, pg. 56
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INFLUENZA, cont. from pg. 55
contract pneumonia. The entire mining town of 
Melones, with no more than 50 residents, came down 
with the flu. Ann Oneto’s aunt, Annie Canvera was 
probably the first one to contract the flu. It then 
spread throughout the family and the entire town. 
Ann Oneto can remember a severe fever, vomiting, 
and being so weak that she couldn’t even sit up without 
help. The flu generally lasted a duration of two weeks, 
unless pneumonia was contracted. Citizens who did 
not receive adequate care soon died after catching 
pneumonia. Despite this large reduction in the work 
force, business continued as usual. The mines were 
kept in operation as were the schools. Those who 
remained in good health either helped with the ill, or 
avoided anyone with the slightest symptoms of the 
flu. Melones Mine superintendent Archie Stevenot 
and his wife were prominent in caring for the ill. Dr. 
Maddox was one of the few doctors available for the 
sick. His typical prescriptions were no more than broth 
of oyster soup, and whiskey. Surprisingly enough, he 
never lost a patient. Because of the scale of the 
epidemic, the dead were buried quickly without a 
church service. Angels Camp, Copperopolis, and Sheep 
Ranch suffered the worst of the November and 
December wave.

A second wave devastated primarily Mokelumne 
Hill and West Point areas. After circulating through 
the crowded mining camps of Melones it next struck 
the lumber camps of this area. The official County 
Death Records list a total of 25 county citizens dead 
after both of these outbreaks. I have reason to believe 
that these figures are very underestimated. For 
example, the death records list only Joseph Schaad as 
one of the individuals that fell victim to this epidemic. 
However, the Schaad family states that Joe's brothers, 
John and Otto, also died as well as their mother 
Appolonia.

Cures ranged from doctor prescribed medications 
and vaccines to those recommended by neighbors or 
other various sources. Some of the more peculiar ones 
included drinking two quarts of hot water while eating 
a diet of milk, bran and fruit, and spraying the throat 
and nose with hot water. Others ranged from boiling 
fresh, hot jalapeno or chile peppers and inhaling the 
vapor, to making a small fire, the adding some moist 
wood or other damp, burnable material and breathing 
the smoke. Despite all of the guarantees and "proven 
cases", a true cure was never found. Surgeon General

Blue issued the following warning from Washington: 
"The Health Service urges the public to remember that 
there is as yet no specific cure for influenza and that 
many of the alleged cures and remedies now being 
recommended by neighbors, nostrum vendors and 
others do more harm than good." Other precautions 
were taken such as closing most public recreation 
areas, restaurants, schools and other high risk 
businesses. The most significant precaution was the 
masks given out by the Red Cross for a grand total of 
ten cents. But in reality, the virus was so tiny it could 
pass through any cloth or woven material no matter 
how tight. These masks proved useless other than 
contributing to the public fear and encouraging the 
people to take as many precautions as possible. Some 
people used the masks to their benefit by selling them 
at inflated prices or simply using them as a disguise 
enabling them to steal buggies or other items. During 
this time the immunity question arose, and it was a 
common public belief that earlier, less serious 
influenzas, many have created antibodies. The 
evidence was contradictory and the immunity inquiry 
never answered.

Today the Flu Epidemic of 1918 -1919, has all but 
been forgotten, except by those whose families were 
devastated during this epidemic. My maternal great 
grandmother and her infant daughter perished in this 
epidemic, as did my paternal great grandmother. This 
pandemic swept the western world, claiming more lives 
that all of the armies lost in World War I. . No 
infection, no war, no famine - has ever killed so many 
in as short a period."
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MEETING SCHEDULE
This month's meeting of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society will be October 27 in the Mokelumne 
Hill Town Hall. It will be a dinner meeting with 
dinner served at 7 p.m. The history of mark Twain 
Hospital will be presented.

The November meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. 
November 17 in the Courthouse Museum in San 
Andreas. The program is to be announced.

The Society's December meeting and annual 
Christmas party will be held at 7 p.m. on december 
15, in the Metropolitan, in San Andreas. This will be 
a dinner meeting.

IN MEMORIAM
Wilma DeMott, of Selma, Ore. June, 1994 

Prof. Clyde Wahrafting, of San Francisco 
Joann Long, of San Andreas August 31, 1991

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:

Golda Lawlor, of San Andreas 
Michael Rush, of Lodi.
Winifred Burke, of Plymouth.
Teresa Bailey, of Valley Springs. 
Esther Strehle, of Mountain Ranch.
Jean Fanucchi, of San Diego. 
Ann Huberty Duncan, of Benecia. 
Mary Ann Ghialieri, of Vallecito. 
Jayne Dunlap, of West Point. 
Wakefield Stometta, of Annapolis, MD 
Larry Cuslidge, of Bermuda Dunes.
F.C. "Bud" Landreth, of Valley Springs.
W.r. & Deanna Littau, of Mountain Ranch 
Judy Howard, of Pioneer.
Wes & Vi Howard, of Linden.
Walter R. Padgett, of Modesto.
Ivan & Yolanda Hamlow, of Stockton. 
Michael B. Arkin, of San Andreas. 
Jack & Gladys Dillashaw, of Altaville. 
Virgina Safford, of Sumter, SC

MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.

Fred Cuneo, of Calaveritas: Photos of Bacigalupi Store 
in Angels Camp and of the original Fricot home which 
burned in 1916.
Kathervn Cuslidge: Cash donation.
Taylor & Ann Howard, of San Andreas: Cash Donation 
Dr, D.L Albasip. Qf Angels Camp; Inmemory of Virgil 
Chialieri, a cash donation.
Cocoa Shearer, of San Andreas: Index to registration 
affidavits
Howard Lewis, of Stockton: Cash donation
Norma Snyder, of San Andreas: 1904 Calaveras 
County map

OUR COVER PHOTO
During the 1880's the steam powered mill at the 
Del Monte Mine on the North Fork of the 
Calaveras River was considered state-of-the-art. 
At lower left is George I Wright. Percy Lamb and 
Jack Etcherveiry stand at ore bin. Trammer, (far 
right) remains unidentified.
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GUY CASTLE, A LIFETIME 
OF MINING MEMORIES 

By George Hoeper

From his South Main Street home Guy Castle can 
view the surrounding hills of Angels Camp where once 
stood headframes of the deep mines in which his father 
worked. Since early gold rush days there has seldom 
been a time when some members of the Castle family 
has not been involved in gold mining somewhere along 
the Mother Lode. And, at age 85, Guy, one of the last 
of the gold country's hard rock miners and life-long 
gold prospector, still is actively involved in the search 
for and extraction of the yellow metal.

Two of his great uncles, Wellman D. Castle and 
Duane Castle, later followed by his grandfather, 
Lemuel Isaac Castle, left Corunna, Michigan, in early 
1849 to join the growing hoard of argonauts headed 
for the California gold fields. They traveled swiftly on 
horseback, and late summer found them descending 
the western slope of the Sierra. Within weeks they 
were mining successfully, first on the American River, 
then on the Yuba River and finally, in an area that is 
now Amador County, west of Plymouth.

But, unlike many 49'ers who continued to try and 
eke out a living from mining after the initial boom 
ended and the cream had been skimmed off, the Castles 
as the easy mining ended, quickly looked to other fields 
of endeavor.

Having given up mining, Wellman D. Castle, eldest 
of the Castle brothers who had brought his wife and 
children West in 1852, settled in northwestern Amador 
County at what had become known as Forest Home. 
There, on the major travel route between Sacramento 
and the town of Plymouth, he operated a hotel and 
way station and became involved in the livestock 
industry. But, he had not forsaken mining. He 
grubstaked various miners and mining enterprises and 
the family prospered.

However, tragedy struck Wellman Castle in 1860 
with the sudden death of his wife, Frances. A year 
later, Castle, then 36, married 16-year-old Mary Reed. 
Castle and his second wife remained at Forest Home 
until 1868, when in order to provide better education 
opportunities for their growing family, they moved to 
the Santa Clara Valley. There, near San Jose, Wellman 
Castle took up cattle ranching on a large scale. His 
younger brother, Lemuel Isaac Castle who in 1867

Guy Castle, hard rock miner.
had married Alice Annette Harsha, of Owosso, 
Michigan, followed him to San Jose and also took up 
cattle ranching.

Isaac and Alice Castle raised a family of seven 
children that included Guy Castle's father, Darling B. 
Castle, born June 25, 1875. Their other children 
included Wellman Doctor Castle, born in 1868; Lewis 
Henry Castle, 1870; Bertram Isaac Castle, 1872; 
Eolene Castle, 1877; Luella Price Castle, 1882 and 
Alice Anette Castle, 1883.

Guy castle's father was bom in San Jose and 
attended public school there, but an urge for 
independence and the interest in mining that had lured 
his family westward, drew him to the mines. Darling 
B. Castle quit elementary school to go to work in the 
quicksilver mines of New Alamaden, in the Santa Cruz 
Mountains, south of San Jose. How long he remained 
there is not known, but he still was in his mid-teens

Please see, MINING, pg. 3
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MINING, cont. from pg. 2
when he left for Calaveras County to work with his 
uncle, Duane Castle, and an older cousin, Christopher 
Graham Castle, who had discovered and were 
developing the Pine Log Gold Mine at Hodson, location 
of the present-day Royal-Mountain King Mine. It was 
there that Darling B. Castle learned the underground 
mining skills that were to bring him employment in 
the deep quartz mines of Angels Camp.

Shortly before the turn of the century, Darling 
Castle married Alice Smith Bayne, of Visalia. Their 
first child, Walter, was bom in 1901. Guy Castle, 
their third child, was born August 24,1910. His other 
brothers and sister included Leota, Beulah, Howard 
and Ruby. All of the Castle children attended Angels 
Grammar School on Finnigan Lane, only a short walk 
from their home on Gold Cliff Road.

The gold mines of Angels Camp were enjoying their 
heyday. The Angels, Lightner, Stickles and the Utica 
Mine were running full blast and the city was enjoying 
prosperous times. Things were going well for the Castle 
family, then in 1915, Darling Castle, employed as a 
shift boss in the Utica Cross Shaft, was seriously 
injured when a ladder broke. Hospitalized for an 
extended period, he never fully recovered and was 
unable to return to work. He died in 1934 at the age 
of 59.

Life was not easy for the castles during those years. 
Walter, oldest of the Castle children, was forced to 
drop out of school in order to help support the family, 
but all the other Castle children completed their 
education and graduated from high school. Guy Castle 
graduated from high school and in 1929, the first year 
the newly competed Bret Harte High School fielded a 
football team, he was its quarterback.

Upon graduation, Guy went to work at the 
Calaveras Iron Works foundry in Altaville, to learn 
the pattern maker’s trade. However, the stock market 
crash of 1929 changed the plans of many, including 
those of young Castle. In little more than a year the 
foundry, feeling the grip of the Great Depression, 
Closed its doors and Guy Castle, newly married to 
Dorothy Quinn, was out of a job. He did not remain 
unemployed for long.

The one industry the depression did not adversely 
effect was that of gold mining. The cost of steel, 
explosives and timber, three of the basic products used 
in gold mining, reduced in price and miner’s wages 
remained at the same level they had been for years.

Guy Castle, age 16, student at Bret Harte High
Castle Family Album 

Mining all along the Mother Lode boomed, and Guy 
Castle went to work at the Calaveras Central, an 
underground placer mine at the northern edge of 
Altaville. It was the beginning of a life-long occupation 
in which Castle would quickly become among the top 
men in his field.

As did most young men, Guy started as a mucker 
- "We were expected to fill 16 ore cars a day and if we 
didn’t, they’d find someone who could.” But, having 
been raised in an atmosphere of mining and eager to 
learn, he did not remain a mucker for long. He began 
learning how to install timbers in stopes, tunnels and 
raises. He worked in raises shafts and tunnel headings, 
learned how to run the big pneumatic drills and handle 
powder. (Miners even today, do not refer to the sticks 
of dynamite they use as "dynamite”. Instead they 
simply call it "powder", probably a throw-back to the 
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days when black powder, dangerous and volatile, was 
the common explosive used in the mines.)

Among those employed at the Calaveras Central 
was Guy’s former schoolmate, Chris Porovich. The 
two of them, lifelong friends, now have mined and 
prospected together for more than 60 years. Today, 
they still are actively engaged in development of a 
small quartz mine of their own.

Among the things that Guy and Chris, as young 
men at the Calaveras Central were learning, was the 
importance of underground safety and the rudiments 
of practical geology. But, Guy did not remain at the 
Calaveras Central. "The company had run into some 
kind of financial trouble and paydays were becoming 
few and far between. Married and with a new son, I 
couldn't afford to stay there, so in 1931 I went to work 
at the Morgan Mine side (the North side of the 
mountain) at the Carson Hill Mine."

At the Carson Hill Mine Guy worked at virtually 
every task to be done in underground mining and honed 
his mining skills. He helped drill and blast new raises 
from 900-foot level to the surface and at age 26, became 
the youngest shift boss along the Mother Lode. I was 
in charge of mining operations on my shift from the 

1,100-foot level to the surface and Jimmy Davis was 
the shift boss from the 1,100 down to the 3,500-foot 
level. At that time John Burgess was superintendent 
of the Carson Hill and Frank Wagner was its 
underground foreman.

"When I was working at the Carson Hill there 
always were what we called tramp miners, coming 
and going from that and all the other mines. They 
were real professionals - had worked everywhere, in 
Butte, and the Home Stake in Lead, South Dakota, in 
Arizona, Round Mountain, Nevada; and in Idaho’s 
Coeur d’Alene. They knew every mining method and 
had encountered every kind of mining problem. You 
could put them anywhere and they knew exactly what 
to do. I learned more from them than anyone, but the 
problem was they wouldn’t stay. They called the local 
miners stump ranchers and poison oakers. They knew 
they could get a job at mines anywhere and after a 
couple of paychecks they'd be gone."

Guy remained at the Carson Hill Mine until its 
mill burned in 1942 and it permanently closed.

"There still is good ore in the Carson Hill," said 
Guy recently, as he and Terry, his wife of 37 years,

Plese see MINING, pg 5

The Utica Mine Cross Shaft was on top of the hill behind the present Veterans’ Building.
Historical Society Photo
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MINING, cont. from pg 4
relaxed on a summer afternoon in their comfortable 
Angels Camp home. "Those lower level stopes are full 
of good rock. There are good spots in the upper levels, 
too. But when the last outfit that tried to mine it got 
down into the sulfide ore they couldn’t save its values 
because they didn't use a ball mill to crush it fine 
enough."

"I remember one night when Jimmy Davis phoned 
me from the 3,500-foot level and said: " come down 
here. I want to show you something.' " So, down I 
went and he was waiting for me with a bunch of sacks. 
We climbed back over the muck pile to this little ore 
shoot and there on the foot wall was a streak of gold 
as wide as my hand. I forget how many sacks we 
filled. We took them out to the main shaft and sent 
them to the top where people were waiting. That's 
the last we ever saw of that stuff. It wasn’t uncommon 
to hit sweet spots like that in Carson Hill."

"There was some highgrading at the Carson Hill. 
There was highgrading at all the mines where gold 
was visible in the rock or deep placer gravels. There 
was a fellow used to come up from San Francisco — a 
lot of people knew him - and he bought up highgraded 
gold at $10 or $12 an ounce. That was before 1933, 
when gold was worth about $18 an ounce at the U.S. 
Mint.

A couple of fellows started a mining operation down 
on the South Fork of the Calaveras River. Pretty soon 
they began showing people the beautiful pieces of gold 
they said they had mined. We all knew where it came 
from. It was highgraded gold from the Calaveras 
Central they had bought at $10 an ounce.

World War II brought an end to gold mining in 
mid-1942 and Guy went to work at the U.S. Vanadium 
Mine, near Bishop. Later, when the Keystone Copper 
Mine reopened in Copperopolis, he went to work there 
as a shift boss in order to be at home with his wife 
and children.

"The focus at the Keystone was on production. 
They wanted tonnage. But the stopes were so 
dangerous -- they were caving so badly - that we didn't 
dare send men into them. Instead, we used the 
shrinkage system. Drilled long holes from the raises 
and blasted down the ore. We produced eleven million 
tons of copper."

In 1946, Guy went to work in the Penn Mine, at 
Campo Seco, and when it closed he worked at the 
Altaville Mine, also known as the Austrian and later, 
as the Schmauder Mine, which reopened in the early 
1950's.

By that time Dr. Dante Albasio had set up his 
medical practice in Angels Camp and he and Guy 
Castle became close friends.

Crew at Carson Hill Mine. Guy Castle, shift boss, stands at center, top row.
Castle Family album.
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"Those were great days," remarked Guy recently. 
Doc and Buster Reidel, Floyd Segali, Virgil Ghiglieri 
and Smokey Airola and I used to deer hunt together. 
Doc's retired now, but he's still my doctor and when I 
go out to his place to say hello, before I leave he'll pick 
up his stethoscope and say, 'get that shirt off --1 want 
to check you out and see how you're doing.' "

But, the mid-1950's also brought tragedy to the 
Castle family with the death of Guy's wife, Dorothy. 
In 1957 Guy married long-time family friend and 
neighbor, Terry Greiner, and that same year, following 
the closure of the Schmauder Mine, he went to work 
at the Central Eureka Mine, in Sutter Creek.

"They wanted me to take a shifter’s job there," 
said Guy, "but I could make more money contract 
mining. (Contract miners were paid by the ton for the 
amount of ore broken or for the number of feet per day 
of tunnel driven.)

"I stayed at the Central Eureka only eight months," 
said Guy. "It was a dangerous place to work because 
its shaft was in swelling ground. They had trouble 
keeping the shaft aligned due to pressure from the 
rock through which it had been built, and often crews 
were forced to trim the timbers so the skip could run 
freely up and down. This young fellow — the skip 
tender - was riding a loaded skip to the top one day 
when its bail hung up and he was killed right there in 
the shaft.

Three of us from Angels Camp were working there 
at the Keystone. '"Come on, Boys,’ I said. 'Let's get 
the Hell out of here,' — and we did."

That was the last commercial mine in which Guy 
worked for any length of time. Within weeks he was 
working at the Calaveras Cement Plant in San 
Andreas, a job he held until his retirement in 1973.

"Of course, Chris Porovich and I kept on 
prospecting and mining together on weekends and I 
helped out for a time when they were trying to reopen 
the Flume House gold mine - an underground channel 
operation, near Mokelumne Hill."

Guy and Chris also, during the 1970's shortly 
before New Melones Reservoir filled, were employed 
by Barden Stevenot to plug the main tunnel of the 
Carson Hill Mine so that its lower levels which extend 
into the earth far below the reservoir itself, would not 
flood.

For some 20 years Guy and Chris have devoted 
considerable amounts of their time to development of 
a promising quartz claim on Chaparral Hill, northwest

WHEN GOLD STILL WAS
KING IN ANGELS CAMP

The deep gold mines of Angels Camp still were in 
full operation when Guy Castle was a small boy. He 
grew up with the constant rumble of the stamp mills 
in his ears. In fact, residents of the city had become 
so accustomed to the sound that they were unaware of 
it unless it stopped. Mining activity halted only twice- 
a-year, on July Fourth and Christmas Day, or, when 
a major mining accident occurred. If, during the night 
the sound of the mills ceased, the entire town 
awakened. The sudden silence sent fear racing through 
the heart of every person who had someone in the 
mines, for they knew that deep underground, 
something bad had happened.

The Utica Corporation owned not only the Utica 
Mine but the Stickles, Lightner, Madison, Gold Cliff 
and others, either within or on the edge of town. The 
original Utica Mine Shaft was located in what is now 
the City of Angels' Utica Park, flanking Highway 49, 
in the heart of the city. The Utica Cross Shaft that 
was used from about 1905 until the mines closed prior 
to start of World War I, was on top of the hill behind 
what is now the Veterans Building. The Stickles shaft 
and headframe was where the Wilmshurst Auto Agency

Please see GOLD,pg. 7.

of the old Carson Hill Mine. Good weather still finds 
them working the claim.

They also served in an advisory capacity during 
the 1980's at the Carson Hill Mine when it went back 
into production for a time, as an open pit mine.

Only a few weeks ago Guy returned from Inyo 
County where, for the past 16 years, he has been 
engaged for several weeks each year to take charge of 
the annual assessment work for the owners of a series 
of claims that comprise the Betty Temple Molybdenum 
Mine, near the town of Independence.

Still in good health, Guy's interest in mining has 
never waned. He and Chris Porovich still spend 
considerable time at their mining claim.

"I had this operation on my arm a while back and 
I can't work as hard as I once did," said Guy, who 
celebrated his 85th birthday on August 24. "But, I 
still can tell them what to do, and I let that fellow 
running the bulldozer do the heavy work." 
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now is located and the Lightner Mine was only a short 
distance north of there. The Gold Cliff Mine was on 
the western edge of town.

”We kids used to play around the mine yards,” 
said Guy. ”On top of Democrat Hill (to the West of 
Utica Park) was the mining company's chlorination 
works. We played there, too. An aerial tram carried 
vats of Chlorine across the canyon to the mill where 
it was used in ore processing. We would jump up, 
catch the bucket carriage and ride our as far as we 
dared before dropping off. If a kid went too far he’d 
find himself 150 feet up in the air. Nobody ever got 
hurt and nobody ever gave a thought about toxic 
materials.”

’’The 120-stamp Utica mill was on Angels Creek, 
about where the Pacific Gas & Electric Company hydro
electric plant is now located. There were no tailing 
piles or tailing ponds in Angels Camp as there were in 
many other Mother Lode mining towns, such as 
Jackson. Instead, here in Angels, mill tailings simply 
flowed into Angels Creek and eventually washed down 
stream to the Stanislaus River. Steve Lavagnino’s 
father caught the tailings on their way downstream, 
ground them even finer in four arrastras he built there, 
then used mercury to extract enough gold to provide 
his family a very good living," said Guy.

The mines operated on a two-shift basis. During 
the early years miners worked a 10-hour day, but in 
1907 that was reduced to nine hours. Whether coming 
off day shift in the afternoon or night shift in the 
darkness, more than a few of those who earned their 
pay working underground observed the ritual of 
stopping for a "going home" drink. There were three 
saloons within a stone’s throw of the major mine shafts. 
The Calaveras bar and Star comer Saloon were located 
in the Calaveras Hotel and the Central Comer Saloon 
was at the southwest corner of South Main and 
Hardscrabble Street. A glass of beer was five cents 
and a shot of whiskey was 15, but for a miner coming 
off shift, the first drink was free. "The saloons didn't 
lose any money by giving away those first drinks, " 
commented Guy.

"When we were kids, Main Street in Angels Camp 
was unpaved. Dust was ankle deep in summer and 
mud was even deeper in winter. There were two board 
walk crossings downtown, one in front of the Star 
Comer Saloon at the Calaveras Hotel and the other in 

from of the Post Office, where the Sportsman's Club is 
now. During rainy weather people who didn't use on 
of the wooden walks might suddenly find themselves 
wading knee deep in mud."

When Guy was a boy the "rustling* line" — 
unemployed men seeking jobs — was as much a part 
of the mining scene as the mine headframes 
themselves. There was an accepted pecking order 
among the rustlers. Those waiting for a job the longest 
always stood first in line. If a new man showed up 
the mine official who did the hiring would question 
him briefly, concerning his experience. If a tramp 
miner arrived he might be hired on the spot, for he 
could be placed anywhere with confidence that he could 
do the job. The rustlers arrived each morning, waited 
silently for the foreman or superintendent who more 
often than not would simply say "sorry, boys, nuthin' 
doin’ today." But sometimes he would pause and say, 
"I want you and you — and you. Be here in the morning 
at seven o'clock."

Contrary to popular belief, the deep, hard rock 
mines of Angels Camp were not wet. In fact, after a 
blast had been set off in a tunnel or in the ore body 
of a stope the first thing a miner did upon reentering, 
was to hose down the muck pile and walls to kill a 
heavy accumulation of dust. With the muck pile 
saturated, the next step was that of "barring down". 
With a long, chisel bitted steel bar every fragment of 
loose rock was pried from roof and walls to make the 
area safe. However, miners did not refer to the top of 
the tunnel or stope as the roof or ceiling. Instead, in 
miners parlance it was called the "back", and anyone 
who referred to it as the roof was recognized as a rank 
amateur in the underground world.

"All of the deep Angels Camp mines had wooden 
headframes," said Guy. Soon after the last of them 
closed in 1918, their headframes, too, were torn down. 
"I guess most of them ended up as firewood. The only 
steel headframe was that of the Calaveras Central, up 
there north of Altaville, where I got my first 
underground job. That headframe still is there and 
there’s still good paydirt in that mine."
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HISTORIC CAMPSTOOL RANCH 
WINS ARCHITECTURAL AWARD

A picturesque 106-year-old Rail Road Flat area 
ranch and former gold producing property is the 
recipient of the Calaveras County Historical Society's 
1994 architectural award. On behalf of her children 
and her late husband, Eldred Lane, Blossom Lane of 
Mountain Ranch, accepted an award of merit for her 
family's effort in preserving and improving the historic 

During the 1920's the Late property lay adjacent to 
308 acres homesteaded in 1919 by Thomas E. Lane, a 
livestockman, butcher and grape grower in the 
Clements area. For several years Thomas Lane also 
brought vegetables, fruit and general provisions to the 
mountains with a team of Percheron horses. He also 
summered as many as 100 head of cattle on his 
Prussian Hill area ranch.

Lane's son, Eldred inherited the property from his 
father and in November, 1946, Blossom Lane and her 
husband purchased the entire Jacob Late ranch. 

During the 1950's and 1960's, they 
acquired other surrounding 
properties. Those included lands 
originally patented for mining or 
ranching by Calaveras County 
settlers such as George Ira Wright, 
millwright and owner-operator of the 
Del Monte Mine and local ranchers 
Orrien and Archie Ames.

Today the Campstool Ranch 
with its 2,400 acres is operated by 
the Lane family as a cattle ranch 
and managed timber stand in 
conjunction with their Mountain 
Ranch holdings.

But, far more than simply 
expanding the perimeter of the 
original property, Eldred and 
Blossom Lane and now their son, 
Tim and his family, have preserved 

Please see RANCH, pg. 9

Architectural Award Chairperson, Lorrayne 
Kennedy (left) presents cetificate of merit to Tim 
Lane and his mother, Blossom Lane, for their 
preservation of the Campstool Ranch.

Stately Walnut tree provides summer shade for foreman’s home at 
Campstool Ranch on Prussian Hill Road. Historical Society Photo

property while retaining it much in its natural state. 
The award was presented at the Society’s July 28 
meeting and installation of officers in San Andreas' 
Black Bart Park.

A blend of field and forest, the 2,400-acre 
Campstool Ranch flanks historic Prussian Hill Road 
and is traversed by headwaters of the Calaveras River 
where 49’ers found rich deposits of alluvial gold. The 
name of the ranch is derived from the design of its 
original cattle brand, an X with a line across the top.

The ranch was officially established May 10,1888, 
through acquisition of a federal homestead patent by 
Valley Springs rancher Jacob M. Late. During the 
next 22 years Late and his wife, Dolly, filed additional 
homestead applications that expanded their holdings 
to 564 acres used primarily for summer pasture.
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RANCH, cont. from pg. 8
its historic sites while continuing to enhance the quality 
of the land itself through range improvement, water 
development and judicious management of its 
timberland. They have maintained and improved 
original pioneer roads that provide access to the interior 
of the property and help provide fire protection. They 
have built some 20 miles of fence, planted experimental 
seed crops of barley, oats and vetch and Campstool 
ranch is one of the few local ranches that has produced 
charcoal as a commercial product. Using 
portable steel kilns that could hold as 
much as four cords of oak, the Lanes 
cleared land and thinned stands of timber 
to promote better growth and provide 
greater measure of protection against 
wildfires.

They have built reservoirs and 
developed existing springs. Using a 
bulldozer equipped D-8 tractor the Lanes 
try to clear at least 25 acres of land each 
year on which is planted red clover, rye 
and other grasses that adapt to the land. 
Range improvement has helped provide 
forage for their cattle herd but they long 
ago learned that the ranch's most valuable 
resource is trees.

"We obtain Ponderosa Pine seedlings 
from the University of California at Davis 
to replace trees lost to bug kill. We 
replant other areas to provide timber 
harvest with an annual sustained cut.
However, under normal circumstances, the trees quite 
successfully reseed themselves," said Tim Lane, 
recently.

Campstool Ranch includes the original site of 
several mining claims within the Rail Road Flat Mining 
District, including the Monte Del, Hazard, Calaveras 
View and Pina Vita claims which eventually were 
consolidated and operated a the Prussian Hill Mine 
and later, the Del Monte Mine. The Del Monte Mine 
was active from 1871 to 1874 and from 1887 through 
1914, included a 10-stamp mill. Reportedly, it produced 
as much as $3,000 per week in gold during the early 
1870's. Also located on the ranch is approximately 
three miles of the Clark Ditch. The ditch, which 
intersected the North Fork of the Calaveras river, 

supplied water to several mines in the Rail Road Flat 
and Glencoe Mining Districts and remnants of a large 
reservoir that it fed is located directly across the 
canyon from the Del Monte Mine.

In the late 1940’s when Eldred and Blossom Lane 
became involved with the property there were virtually 
no improvements on it except a small, dilapidated cabin 
that leaked when it rained and through which the 
wind whistled. Now modernized and expanded, it 
serves the Lane family as ranch headquarters and 

woodland retreat.
Said Tim Lane, "We intend simply to continue 

producing cattle and timber and improving the land. 
We don't plan to subdivide, we don’t plan to destroy 
the timber and we are not going to exploit the mineral 
resources. The cattle and timber at least partially 
cover the expenses of maintaining the land and we are 
going to keep it for the family and the future."

Once a prospector’s cabin, this gracious mountain home 
serves as headquarters and family retreat on Lane’s 
Compstool Ranch. Historic Society Photo
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1909 FLOOD CAUSED
HAVOC IN ANGELS CAMP

The fall of 1908 in Calaveras County had been 
extremely dry. Clarence Getchell, editor of the weekly 
Calaveras Prospect, reported that between July 1 and 
December 31, only 6.4 inches of precipitation had 
dampened its parched foothills. But, January 1,1909, 
ushered in a period of almost constant storm that 
during the next 21 days dropped 16.43 inches of rain 
on the Angels Camp area, much of it arriving during 
the final two days.

By the third week of January central Calaveras 
County already was becoming well saturated by the 
almost steady rain and its normally dry creeks and 
ravines were beginning to carry substantial flows. 
Miners and gold prospectors who had virtually given 
up on having enough water for successful placer mining 
were looking forward to plenty of water for ground 
sluicing. Ranchers who had viewed their hungry cattle 
with alarm now looked forward to a good spring grass 

crop. Then, on January 20 the intensity of the storm 
increased. Rain and hail lashed the lower elevations, 
extending well into the mountains. The already 
swollen streams began to become torrents.

The high water first attracted attention in Murphys 
where Angels Creek flows through it. By early evening 
it had begun rising out of its banks but the creek 
there is fed by a relatively short watershed and the 
volume of the runoff into it was not heavy enough to 
cause any major threat. However, as the storm 
continued with no sign of abatement and with darkness 
falling, a messenger was dispatched on horseback from 
Murphys to warn the residents of Angels Camp of the 
possible flood threat.

Already, the old mining settlement of Vallecito, on 
Coyote Creek three miles South of Murphys, was 
beginning to feel the effects of the storm. The creek 
early in the evening had jumped its banks and was 
threatening property. F.A. Dixon found the flood 
waters had turned his house and yard into an island. 
He managed to get a few personal belongings to the

Please see FLOOD, pg. 11

Angels Camp's 1909 flood not only destroyed the city’s South Main Street bridge across Angels Creek 
but caused extensive damage generally and blocked the intersection of South Main Street and 
Finnegan Lane with damaged and displaced buildings. This photo, looking north along Main Street, 
shows headframe of Utica Mine Cross Shaft at upper right. Historical Society Photo.
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FLOOD, cont. from pg 10
home of Mrs. J. Moyle, which stood on higher ground, 
then carried his wife through the rising water to the 
Moyle home. The floor of the H.H. Tuchsen home was 
covered by two feet of water. At 3 a.m. members of 
the Maletesta family began felling trees and anchoring 
than along the creek bank in a effort to save their 
wash house and milk building. The flood swept away 
bridges, tore down fences and gates and left gaping 
holes in roads.

Although the flow of water in Angels Creek had 
been increasing all night, the crest of the flood hit 
Angels Camp about 4 a.m. on January 21. Rising 
some five feet out of its banks, the water smashed into 
buildings and bridges and overflowed streets in the 
downtown area of the city.

Worst hit was China Town, much of which flanked 
the creek itself along what is now Bird's Way. At 
least one resident of the Chinese community was 
drowned. A number of others saved themselves by 
cutting or breaking through the roofs of their water- 
surrounded cabins and climbing to safety. The bridge 
across the creek on the road to Carson Hill (now 
Highway 49) was carried away, as were all but one of 
the five footbridges that spanned Angels Creek through 
the length of town. Bridges lost included a vehicular 
bridge at Booster Way; the footbridge that connected 
Finnegan Lane to the Annex; (South Main Street) a 
bridge near what is now Tryon Park; another further 
upstream that led to Walsh’s Soda Works, and the 
Sand Pile and Madison Mine footbridges downstream 
from the Carson Hill Road.

In addition to an undetermined number of Chinese 
owned cabins and shops destroyed or washed away, 
flood losses listed by Editor Sam Lewis in the January 
23 issue of the Calaveras Weekly Citizen included: a 
two story house on South Main Street owned by Dr. 
George F. Pache; the building which had housed the 
Powell Restaurant; a two-story hardware store; 
Siegel's Blacksmith shop and several outbuildings and 
private stables. Water stood 18 inches deep in 
Richard's Stable and Livery but all horses and vehicles 
were removed without loss. Electricity and mail service 
was disrupted for several days and the Angels Camp 
school was closed because several inches of water and 
mud covered its lower floor.

The Calaveras Prospect of January 30 carried a 
letter from a young Angels Camp woman to a friend 
in San Andreas, describing her impressions gathered 

during and after the flood. Editor Getchell, ever careful 
not to invade the privacy of either the author or the 
receiver of the letter, omitted both of their names. 
After naming the major buildings lost, the writer 
described a walk taken through the flood stricken area 
later in the day.

"The bridge, blacksmith shop and house where the 
restaurant used to be were completely carried away. 
Other buildings blocked the road and every house that 
had been built along the creek had been taken. 
Chinatown was another scene of wreckage. You 
couldn't get through there and there was a house across 
the remains of the bridge. Several shacks blocked the 
street. They moved one and tore down the rest. On 
one hill, when we walked up to Sequoia Springs, we 
saw where a cloudburst had caused a slide that took 
brush, trees, boulders and everything in its path off 
the hillside and swept it across the creek. It looked 
like a great hydraulic nozzle had played on the hill."

For weeks, crews under direction of County 
Supervisor Warren Garland who represented the 
Angels District (it was three years before Angels Camp 
was to become an incorporated city) labored to restore 
bridges, repair streets and bring order out of the chaos 
created by the flood.

But, Angels Camp was not the only Calaveras 
County area to suffer from the torrential rain. The 
entire county felt its impact. Travel to Murphys was 
virtually halted for several days. Larger creeks were 
so swollen if was impossible to cross them, even on 
horseback.

Flood water washed out large sections of the 
Mokelumne Ditch that supplied much of the 
northwestern area of the county, causing a huge land 
slide near the Queen Mine. Crews directed by J.D. 
Kline were forced to hydraulic the debris in order to 
obtain solid footing for rebuilding the flumes and ditch.

Another landslide caused by the cloudburst 
smashed the Union Construction Company's 
commissary at its Camp Nine powerplant on the North 
Fork of the Stanislaus River with a heavy loss of 
materials and supplies and washed away its Indian 
Creek bridge. Commissary manager Elmer Dunbar, 
sleeping in the building, escaped by jumping through 
a window. He lost all of his personal belongings and 
$300 when the building slide into the river and broke 
up.

The Weekly Calaveras Citizen reported as the flood 
subsided that Union Construction Company
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OLD BRET HARTE HIGH 
DESTROYED BY FIRE

One of Calaveras County’s most familiar 
landmarks, the 68-year-old Bret Harte High School 
building in Altaville, was destroyed by fire July 14, 
presumably the target of an arsonist. The fire broke 
out in its interior during the early morning hours of 
July 14 and despite efforts of several fire departments, 
it was impossible to save it. The old two-story structure 
which fronted on Highway 49 had served as home of 
the Calaveras County Office of Education for 17 years, 
since being abandoned for classroom use in 1977.

Financed by a $60,000 bond issue when the original 
wood frame high school proved inadequate, the concrete 
walled school was completed in 1926 on land purchased 
from Frank Nuninger. It was built by the construction 
firm of Lewis & Green, of Stockton.

Although the Bret Harte District's 1926 graduates 
did not attend classes in the new school it was 
completed in time for them to receive their diplomas 
in its new auditorium. Prior to that, graduations had 
been held in the ballroom of Woods Hall on South 
Main Street, in Angels Camp.

Members of that 1926 graduating class included:

Martin Aroz
Irene Beer 
David Copello
Louis Delaurenti

Cornelia Barden
Theodore Bird
Herbert Davies
Zilda Delucchi

Catherine Ferrando 
Irene Guisto 
Annie Lombardi
Ernest Nora

Mary Gualdoni 
Phyllis Lewis 
Emmet Morley
Amelia Paredes

Bret Harte High School as it appeared when
completed in 1926 Tad Folendorf Collection

David Paredes
Oliver Raggio
Lucille Starcevich

Marie Peirano
Melvin Segali

Bret Harte fielded its first football team in 1929. 
Among those on that first squad were Oliver 
Bemasconi, Earl Brunner, Guy Castle, Sam Giovenetti, 
Ray Lagomarsino, Earl Lewis, Florin McAfee, Tom 
McClure, Paul McNutt, Tom Rolleri and Harry Austen. 
The school’s geometry teacher was their coach.

Superintendent Charles Norcott had hired as many 
men as he could find to begin repair work. The paper 
reported that two stage loads of men had left Angels 
Camp to repair trails to Camp Nine so that pack 
animals could travel them, as large sections of the 
Camp Nine Road had been washed away .

’’Hardly a fence remains intact along the creeks 
and ravines and many creeks have changed their 
channels," said Editor Sam Lewis. "People in the 
flatlands say that since the flood much of their once 
familiar landscape looks like a different area." He 
said a house on the James Wilcox ranch had been 
carried downstream by a flooded creek and that stages 
from Angels Camp, Copperopolis and Jenny Lind were 
unable to reach the rail head at Milton.

Milton itself was isolated, said Lewis, and the train 
still was unable to reach on January 24. Wheeler’s

blacksmith shop and machine shop in Milton, also was 
washed away.

San Andreas apparently was one of the few 
communities not severely damaged by the storm. The 
papers reported only that the town had been without 
electric power throughout Friday and most of 
Saturday. On the bright side, the Calaveras Prospect 
reported that local resident John Nunes had picked 
up a $20 gold piece in the street where it apparently 
had been washed out by the rain.

Editor Getchell also quoted an elderly Chinese 
miner who had lived most of his life on the Calaveras 
River - for more than 50 years - who said the river 
raised higher than he had ever seen it. In fact, he 
said, he never before had been threatened by high 
water, but this time the river forced him to flee for his 
life and the rising water washed his cabin away.
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CHERI FOLENDORF BECOMES 
SOCIETY’S NEW PRESIDENT

Cheri Folendorf, of Angels Camp, whose home is 
the historic Utica Mansion, once the home and 
headquarters of famed Utica Mine owner Charles Lane, 
is the new president of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. She took over the reins of the organization 
from retiring President Charles Stone, of Copperopolis, 
during a July 28 installation dinner in Black Bart 
Park, in San Andreas.

Cheri and her husband, Tad, longtime members of 
the historical society, are responsible for the 
remarkable restoration of the historic Utica House.

Other officers for 1994-95 include Willard P. Fuller, 
vice-president; Shirley Huberty, re-elected treasurer; 
Sheryl Lavaroni, recording secretary and Mary Jane 
Garamendi, re-elected membership and financial 
secretary. Former President Gloyd A. "Bud” Ponte, of 
Fricot City, was elected to the board of directors. Other 
directors who remain on the board include Barbara 
Beaman, Grant Metzger and Duane Wight.

The new officers were installed by Calaveras 
County School Superintendent Robert Bach, who as a 
longtime member of the historical society also is deeply 
interested in the history of this county and of the 
Mother Lode. The July outdoor installation of new 
officers has become a tradition in recent years. Historical Society President Cheri Folendorf

STONE OVEN TO BECOME 
A MUSEUM ARTIFACT

A stone oven once used for bread baking by a 
pioneer Italian family which settled here, soon will be 
on public view in the walled courtyard of the Calaveras 
County Courthouse Museum on North Main Street, in 
San Andreas. The century-old oven from the site of 
the Ratto home, now the property of Bob Matteoli, in 
Calaveritas, an early day mining settlement, will be 
dismantled and moved under direction of Dr. Julia 
Costello, of Mokelumne Hill, an archaeologist
anthropologist who has done extensive work in the 
Mother Lode as well as in the Near East. She is being 
assisted in this project by Society Past President Don 
Cuneo, of San Andreas and other historical society 
volunteers. The moving and rebuilding will also be 
the subject of a documentary film by Vision 
International, for PBS distribution. The society also 
will receive tapes of the film for distribution to local 

libraries, schools and local public TV. The moving 
project is scheduled to get underway on the weekend 
of October 8 and 9, and persons who wish to help may 
offer their services at the historical society office. It 
is expected the project will be completed with the oven 
in place by Thanksgiving.

Pioneer oven, headed for county museum.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS
Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.
Dr, & Mrs, Albert Rohrbacher. of Columbia: Portraits 
of Patrick Masterson and his wife, Ann Miles 
Masterson, of San Andreas. Masterson was owner
operator of the Phoenix Livery Stable in San Andreas 
from 1878 through 1887. He also served as a constable 
and as a deputy sheriff in the Calaveras County 
Courthouse-Museum at 30 Main Street, in San 
Andreas.

IN MEMORIAM
Henry ’’Hank” Somer, Hathaway Pines,

Jan. 28, 1994
Raulin A. Lagomarsino, Angels Camp,

Jan. 31, 1994
Harriet Dent, San Andreas, Feb. 13, 1994 
Marge Mowry, Stockton, Feb. 27, 1994

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:
John Gallagher, Quincy.
Bob Dorsey, Los Gatos.
Tom & Charlene Price, Salinas.
Elsie Ketelaar, Davis.
Ralph & Bobbie Larsen, Arnold.
Holly Wisehart, Mountain Ranch.
Evelyn Carr, San Andreas.
Allen & Bertha Kenyon, Pine Grove.
Robert Caldwell, Angels Camp.
Harold Gowder, Paloma.
Sam & Fay Cook, Mountain Ranch.
Richard Camenzind, Manteca. 
Patricia Reese-Miller, Bellvedere.
Virginia Rees, Tiburon.
William Campbell, Angels Camp.
Michael & Justine ten Z Eldam, West Point

MEETING SCHEDULE
This month's meeting of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society (April 28) in the Metropolitan, in 
San Andreas, will feature winners of the historical 
society’s 1994 Student's Historical Essay Contest. 
Winning students will be presented cash prizes and 
certificates of participation. Following a 7 p.m. pot
luck dinner, first place winners will read their essays.

The May 26th meeting of the society will be in the 
Calaveras County Courthouse-Museum and will feature 
a talk by Kenneth Snyder, of San Andreas, on early 
day law enforcement badges and types of licenses.

Larry Cenotto, of Jackson, Amador County 
historian and archivist, will present the history of the 
Copperopolis and Volcano Civil War cannons at the 
society's June 23 meeting in the Copperopolis Armory.

OUR COVER PHOTO
As did all general stores along the Mother Lode 
during the early 1920's, Wilson's General 
Merchandise Store in West Point served not only 
as supply base but as center of community activity 
and communication for the surrounding area. 
Gasoline for the "tin Lizzies and Chevies" came in 
metal drums. Most commodities arrived in bulk 
instead of boxed or in neatly wrapped packages. 
The store sold everything from horse liniment to 
potatoes, beans, bolts of cloth and double bitted 
axes. If they didn't have it, they'd send for it via 
the next stage to Stockton.
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CALAVERAS COUNTY’S
MAN OF MEDICINE

By
George Hoeper

Four years out of medical school and only months 
out of the World War II Navy, Dr. Dante "Dan” Albasio 
in 1947 opened a medical practice in Angels Camp. 
He has been ministering to the ills of Calaveras County 
people ever since. When he opened his office on Main 
Street, in Angels Camp, there were only four other 
doctors in the county and one of them was planning to 
retire. Medical facilities in the foothills still bordered 
on the primitive. The Calaveras County Hospital, in 
San Andreas, a rambling, wood frame structure with 
no formal operating room, could best be described as 
a fire trap where the county's old people with no other 
place to go, went to live out their final days. The 
hospital's records, according to Dr. Albasio, showed 
that during most of the early years of this century the 
most common medication for patients was quinine, 
castor oil and whiskey. "If you broke a leg, you got all 
three."

A native of Oakland, young Albasio attended the 
University of Chicago and Loyola University Medical 
Schools. He already had applied for voluntary 
induction into the Navy and was taking his final 
medical examinations prior to receiving his Navy 
commission when his draft board directed him to report 
for induction. Later, serving as a ship’s doctor, he 
received another draft board letter informing him that 
unless he reported to them they would take appropriate 
action. His commanding officer told the draft board 
"to go to Hell",

"I don't know . . . They may still be looking for 
me," said the 82 year- old physician.

Released from the Navy at War's end, the young 
doctor and many others like him, faced a major 
problem. The nation suddenly found itself with a 
surplus of physicians. In addition, in most areas of 
California there simply were not enough facilities 
suitable for conversion into doctor's offices.

"I even went to an agency that made a business of 
placing doctors and they gave me three choices," said 
Dr. Albasio. "There were openings in Burney, Shasta 
County, where in those days it was not uncommon to 
be snowed in during the winter; Point Barrow, Alaska, 
about as far north into the Arctic as a person could 

get, or Gustine, in the heat and barren hills of Merced 
County. I went to Gustine, but wasn't very happy 
there. Then I heard about Angels Camp."

Dr. Albasio and Earline, his wife of four years 
whom he had married while attending medical school 
in Chicago, drove to Angels Camp. There they found 
in the Calaveras County foothills exactly what they 
had been looking for. Before they left town the doctor 
had rented an office on Main Street and within weeks 
he was in medical practice there. It was the beginning 
of an association with the medical profession in 
Calaveras County and with its people that has lasted 
nearly 50 years.

"I just sort of fitted in with the people here - the

Dr. Dan Albasio at home
townspeople, the cowboys and the lumberjacks - 
hunting and fishing, poker games, rodeos and the 
annual Calaveras County Fair and Frog Jump. Those 
still were the days when a person could close the office 
in late afternoon and be back before dark with a limit 
of quail or a mess of trout."

Caught up in the fellowship and activities of 
smalltown life, "Doc" Albasio with other Angels Camp 
boosters, took active part in the promotion of the frog 
jump celebration. It was he, in 1949, along with County 
Fair Manager Carl Mills, who helped pull off a publicity 
stunt that drew nationwide attention to the Calaveras 
County fair and Frog Jump Jubilee.

On April 25, some three weeks prior to opening of 
the fair and frog jump, Dr. Albasio informed startled

Please see MEDICINE, pg. 31
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MEDICINE, cont. from pg. 30
newspaper reporters that during the weekend while 
exploring Mt. Dana Glacier in Yosemite National Park, 
he had chanced upon and ancient bullfrog encased in 
a icy crevice. With great difficulty, he told them, he 
chipped and pried loose the chunk of ice containing 
the frog, brought it home and for safekeeping, placed 
it in a deep freeze.

"I believe it is of that now extinct species Rana 
Bovinum Fecalis and although it possibly has spent as 
long as 1,200 years in its icy imprisonment it may 
only be in a state of dormancy. It is possible that it 
may be revived.”

The story was picked up by newspaper and radio 
wire services. A few days later, Dr. Albasio before a 
crowd of newsmen in Angels Camp's Basinett Hotel, 
freed the Glacial frog from its icy imprisonment and 
revived it. The story made headlines from coast to 
coast. It drew even more attention when the doctor 
announced he had entered his frog, which he had 
named Lazarus, and placed on a vitamin-rich diet, in 
the upcoming frog jump contest May 15.

Alas, when it came time for Lazarus to compete, 
he barely managed to qualify. Next day in the finals, 
he simply refused to jump at all. Then to top it off, 
some miscreant leaked the fact that the whole episode 
had been a hoax. The frog had been sealed in the 
cake of ice only moments before the doctor, in front of 
the gathered newsmen, had chipped it free. Unlike 
the fellow who bilked Jim Smiley, owner of the original 
Angels Camp jumping frog, Doc Albasio didn’t have to 
leave town. Everybody got a laugh out of it and the 
frog jump got national publicity.

During his early years as a physician in Calaveras 
County Doctor Albasio sent his patients who needed 
hospitalization, to Sonora. Those included maternity 
cases when the deliveries were not made at home. 
Many a trip he made down the old Melones Grade on 
highway 49 to Sonora with an expectant mother in his 
automobile. "Fastest trip I ever made from Angels 
Camp to Sonora was just 27 minutes," he said. He 
recalled with a chuckle, however, of making one 
delivery in his car ion the Melones Grade because the 
mother-to-be had not arrived at his office in time.

"The Tuolumne County Hospital in those days had 
no doctor's Quarters. While waiting for a birth the 
doctor had either to stay in the room with the expectant 
mother or go up town. I'd go up town, play poker and 
wait for the phone call. I remember one time some 

fellow answered the phone and hollered, ’Hey Doc, its 
for you. They say you had better get over to the hospital 
- she's dialating - whatever that means . .

"If there was a traffic accident the highway patrol 
called us and we went to the scene and did what we 
could." Calaveras County during the late 1940's had 
no ambulance. In cases where an ambulance was 
necessary, a local undertaker loaned his funeral parlor 
limousine with the seats folded down. The charge to 
haul a patient to Sonora was $25. In the Ebbetts Pass 
area, lumberman Doc Linebaugh provided an 
ambulance free-of-charge in the from of a panelsided 
truck. In the West Point area if someone was hurt or 
sick they threw a mattress into the bed of a pickup 
truck and hauled them to the hospital.

"In those days office calls were $3 and house calls 
$5," said the doctor. "Hospital rooms were $15, but 
the wages were pretty low, too," he said. Deliveries 
cost $75.

"There were more promises than there was pay, 
but people didn't abuse credit. If they had the money, 
they paid. It might take a long time, but they paid 
their bills. One doctor used to tell his patients 'pay me 
what you can afford.' We didn't have much money but 
we enjoyed life. I think he was about right."

Dr. Albasio said he decided long before he went 
into even partial retirement that it was time to quit 
taking maternity cases when babies he had delivered 
began having babies of their own. The number of 
babies he had brought into this world, many of them 
now adults with children of their own, would populate 
a good sized foothill town.

Calaveras County's present Mark Twain-St. 
Joseph's Hospital opened in 1951 and if any person 
can be called the patron saint of that now fully modem 
medical facility it is Dr. Dan Albasio. Dr. Albasio 
served as county health officer for 25 years, and in 
addition early in his career, he also served as county 
physician for the County of Amador and for a time as 
health officer for Tuolumne County. During his stint 
with Tuolumne County he was instrumental in getting 
approval of a badly needed sewer project that protected 
much of the City of Sonora's domestic water supply.

But life has not been all fun or pleasure for Dr. 
Dan Albasio. War cost him the life of his son, Capt. 
Tony Albasio, a B-52 bomber pilot who died in Viet 
Nam. The doctor's wife now also is gone. A perpetual 
fund has been set up at mark Twain Hospital in the 
name of the doctor's son.
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Some 10 years ago, after nearly four decades of 
meeting the medical problems of Calaveras County 
residents, Dr. Albasio eased up a bit. Although he did 
not retire he gave up his hospital activities and later, 
closed his office on Angels Camp's Main Street. He 
still retains his doctor's license but today chooses to 
treat only a few of his oldest patients - old friends, 
really, who he says if he didn't treat them, would 
refuse to see a doctor or visit a hospital at all.

But, while he looks with
pride at the constant 
progress of medicine itself, 
he is not that satisfied with
today's new governmental 
medical and Medicare rules.
Limits set on patients’ 
hospital stays - that dictate 
when patients reach a 
certain stage of recovery they
must be moved out, are 
wrong, he says. "The
government doesn't care if 
they live six miles from town 
with no one to take care of
them. That's what disturbs
me. When they're sick, 
they're sick and they should 
have care."

Another thing he said 
disturbed him and hastened
his retirement was the 
inflation that hit health care 
and the medical profession. 
"I guess that had a lot to 
do with my getting out of
it when I did," he said. Dante Albasio is a doctor who 
never turned a patient away for lack of money. Never 
once, in his long career, has he turned a patient’s bill 
over to a collector. No doubt, that is one of the reasons 
he was selected during the 1960's to serve as the 
central figure of a Hollywood documentary film titled, 
"Country Doctor".

"Doc" has slowed down a bit in recent years - taken 
more time to enjoy his ranch and a little more time 
for hunting and fishing, although he does not do much 
hunting anymore. One of the reasons he originally 
settled in Calaveras County, he said, was for the 
hunting and fishing and the outdoor life here. "I 
always was something of a Western buff." he added.

"I was lucky to get here on the tail end of the good 
days when there still was open land to hunt and fish 
and roam and almost anyone would let you hunt or 
fish on their land." For 47 years he has been a member 
of the Angels Gun Club, a Calaveras County institution 
with its clubhouse and trap range on the north edge 
of the county fairgrounds. Today he is one of its four 
remaining charter members.

The doctor's home, Dove Hill Ranch, on the

outskirts of Angels Camp, upon which he raises black 
Angus cattle, has always been a place of gracious 
hospitality. And, to be invited to Dove Hill for the 
opening day shoot of dove season is to know that you 
have been inducted into the old-timers club of 
Calaveras county.

"The people in the county -- I'm grateful to them 
- they're my friends." Some years ago when Doc 
Albasio announced that he was going into semi- 
retirement the people put on a dinner for him at the 
Calaveras County Fairgrounds. His comment was. 
"this dinner they're putting on for me., I oughta' be 
putting it on for them. I owe them a lot."

nr -
Old wood frame county hospital still was in use when Dr. Albasio arrived 
in Calaveras County in 1947.
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THOMAS ALEX WILSON 
WEST POINT PIONEER

By
Kirk W. Smith

The T.A. Wilson family played an important part 
in the growth and development of West Point, 
Calaveras County, for almost 100 years. They 
remained prominent from the early 1870's when 
Thomas, in his twenties, found employment in Ruffino's 
General Store until the mid 1960’s when his son, 
Arthur Wilson passed away.

Thomas was born in Clarion County, Penn., March 
27,1851, one of eight children of John M. Wilson. The 
Wilson family were descendents of early immigrants 
to America in the 1740's. His parents moved to 
Ottuma, Iowa, in the 1850's where they farmed and 
Thomas Wilson lived until about 1867. At age 17 he 
journeyed to California and worked around Jenny Lind, 
Clements and Virginia City, Nev., before arriving in 
West Point around 1870. After serving a short time 
as a clerk in a West Point sawmill, Thomas went to 
work for S. "Ruff' Ruffino. Ruffino's General 
Merchandise Store was one of the first business 
establishments in West Point during its early years of 
gold rush prosperity.

A well educated young man for those times, Wilson 
had briefly attended Iowa State Agricultural College 
before leaving for California. His association with 
Ruffino was to have a lasting impact on his life and 
the community of West point where he lived throughout 
the remainder of his years.

On July 4,1879, Thomas Wilson married Ruffino's 
younger sister, Serafina. Their three children, Arthur, 
Mabel and George Bertram, were born during the 
1880's in the mining settlement of Bummerville, on 
the eastern edge of West Point.

During the 1880's Ruffino sold his store to Shirtcliff 
and Company and moved to San Francisco. Thomas 
Wilson then opened a general merchandise store of 
his own next door to the Ruffino building in what had 
been the old Oasis Dance Hall and Saloon. In his 
new store Wilson continued many of the practices 
carried out over the years by Ruffino, including that of 
grub-staking gold prospectors. If a prospector or miner 
who was down on his luck asked the store operators 
for help a pack horse would arrive at his cabin the 
nest day with a slab of bacon, sack of flour, baking

Thomas A. Wilson, father of Arthur Wilson.
powder, coffee, beans, sugar and other necessities. If 
he failed to hit pay dirt and the going still was rough, 
more often or not he would be given an extension and 
staked again. Ruffino would be quoted many years 
later that he had never lost a dollar on a grub-stake. 
And, although Thomas Wilson supported a number of 
mining ventures during his years in the mercantile 
trade, he never struck it rich.

One of the Wilson family's memorable experiences 
occurred in 1893 when traveling by wagon and train 
they visited Thomas' parents, John McComb Wilson 
and Jane C. Guthrie Wilson at their Wapello County, 
Iowa, farm. While on that trip they even took in the 
Chicago World Fair.

The closest rail heads to West Point were Valley 
Springs, 30 miles, and Ione, 40 miles away. Supplies 
were hauled by wagons, such as those operated by 
Thomas Richard Smith. Freight charges were 1# per 
pound. Everything was shipped in bulk. Sugar and 
Syrup came in barrels; green coffee beans in large 
sacks. Wilson would stock up in the fall, for bad roads
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Mrs. Thomas A. (Serafina) Wilson.

w

often made it impossible to count on deliveries for many 
weeks during winter.

In 1902 a decline forced Thomas Wilson to close 
his store and turn to farming. His son, Arthur, would 
later reopen the store, but after two serious fires in 
March and October, 1933, the Wilson family gave up 
the mercantile business for good. Thomas, from 1902 
until his death in 1926, sustained his family by farming 
the family ranch.

From the 1870’s onward gold mining declined in 
importance along the east belt of the Mother Lode and 
like other towns along the edge of the mountains, West 
Point emerged as a small, sparsely populated 
community with only marginal gold production, 
lumbering and livestock raising to hold its faltering 
economy together. Thomas A. Wilson remained active 
in the local affairs of West Point throughout his 
lifetime. As county supervisor for a term, representing 
the West Point area, he brought the first road grader 
to his district and greatly improved the local road 
system. He was responsible for installation of the 
first telephone line from Mokelumne Hill to West Point 
general store. For years it was the only public 
telephone for the community. For two years he taught 
at the West Point elementary school and served as 
deputy constable under John Gouldson. In the case of 
a gun fighter wanted for murder, he extradited a man 
named Poggett all the way from Texas.

When the first firehouse was built in West Point 
during the late 1800’s Thomas Wilson donated the 
bell that summoned fireman when a blaze broke out.

The bell also sounded curfew each evening at 8 p.m., 
signaling time for the town's youngsters to be off the 
street. The bell is still on Main Street, marked by a 
small plaque commemorating Thomas A. Wilson for 
his many contributions to the town.

Today, downtown West Point remains little 
changed from the early years of this century. The 
local cemetery monuments bear such names as Greve, 
Sterling, Porteous, Phillips, Spink, Reynolds, 
Christensen, Dunlap, Shaad, Bardsley, Smith, Gracci 
and the Wilsons.

The Wilson ranch comprised more than 100 acres 
and extended from the street where the present 
firehouse and veterans' building stand all the way to 
the top of the ridge at the Highway 26 intersection 
and for a considerable distance beyond. Remains of 
the Wilson home are still visible across the now untilled 
fields. The old house, an outstanding dwelling for its 
time, was built by Dr. George Fischer, West Point's 
first doctor and was sold to D. Heurich before becoming 
the Wilson family home about 1890. The house was 
a two-story structure with a full balcony around the 
first story and balconies off the upstairs bedrooms. A 
natural spring provided an ample water supply and 
many people remembered the Wilson's living room for 
its fine Victorian furniture.

A small cottage next to the main house was used 
by Serafina to henna her long dark hair and store her 
personal effects. Behind the house was a stone cellar 
for storage of food and canned foods, including 
Serafina's famous ravioli. Thomas built a barn,

Please see PIONEER, pg. 35

George, Mabel and Arthur, children of Thomas 
and Serafina Wilson.
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PIONEER, cont. from pg. 34
blacksmith’s shop, carpenter’s shop and a new home 
on the property for his son, Arthur. He also planted 
fruit and nut trees, grew hay and produce for canning. 
Serafina Wilson passed away in 1936 and thereafter, 
the Wilson farm deteriorated.

The Wilsons received regular visits from Serafina’s 
relatives from San Francisco. During the San Francisco 
earthquake of 1906 the Icardo, Canovaro and Ruffino 
families came to the ranch to stay until it was safe to 
return to the city and begin rebuilding. Grandchildren 
and other young relatives always were welcome during 
the summer. Willard and Sidney Smith and Ave 
(Wilson) Garcia joined their cousins Blanche and 
George Wilson and George A. Huberty to work, but 
mostly play around the family ranch. The springboard 
swimming hole on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne 
River was a favorite afternoon destination. A trip to 
Jackson in the back of an old Model T Ford pickup 
was a special treat.

The Ruffino and Wilson general store buildings, 
despite three major fires, remain on Main Street on 
the south side of Spink Lane. They are two of the 
oldest buildings in this historic Calaveras County town.

EPILOGUE
Thomas A. Wilson’s son, Arthur, was bom in West 

Point in 1881. He married Edwina A. Folsom, of

The Thomas A. and Serafina Wilson ranch home 
in West Point.
Paloma, in 1907. Arthur remained in West Point all 

his life, following his father’s footsteps in the mercantile 
business. He was a one-man chamber of commerce, 
always promoting the best interests of the town of 
West Point. The records he compiled are among the 
richest sources of latter 19th Century - early 20th 
Century history of the West Point area and of the 
Wilson family.

Arthur (Artie) and Edwina Wilson had a daughter, 
Blanche, and a son, George Alexander Wilson. Blanche 
married Alton F. Switzenbank and they moved to 
Chico, California, where they raised three sons, Gene, 
Ray, and Robert. Gene resides in Conover, N.C., Ray

West Point’s old timers during the Wilson era; (L to R) ”Dad" Wilson, Uncle S. ’Ruff' Ruffino, 
Pete LeGross, John Giles, John Bardsley and Uncle Jimmie Bennett.
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General store operated by Artie Wilson during 
the 1920’s.
in Chico and Robert lives in Lincoln, California.

George Alex Wilson settled in Southern California 
and passed away in 1961. He is survived by two 
children, Joan Boosey, of San Rafael and Ronald 
Wilson, of Fullerton.

Thomas and Serafina Wilsons son, George Bertram 
Wilson married Rosalind Durgan, of Jamestown. He 
became a dentist and he and his wife had a daughter, 
Ave. Their family home was in Jamestown but Bert 
became a familiar figure around West Point by dividing 
his dental practice between Jamestown and the West 
Point community.

Ave married Oliver Garcia, who became a hydro
electric power system manager for Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company and served as mayor of Angels Camp 
for many years. Ave and Oliver have two children, 
Valerie Ann Anderson, of Jamestown and Rosalind 
Ave Cathcart, of Altaville.

Thomas and Serafina’s daughter Mabel, married 
Sidney Andrew Smith, the eldest son of Thomas R. 
Smith, prominent Scottish miner and West Point area 
teamster and freight line operator who had home
steaded on the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River.

Mabel was an accomplished concert pianist and 
taught in several early Calaveras County schools. 
Sidney and Mabel moved to San Francisco, then to 
Walnut Creek in 1920, where he worked as a county 
surveyor and served on the city council. They had two 
sons, Sidney Wilson and Robert Willard Smith.

Willard settled in Palo Alto and Sidney in Menlo

WE WAITED EXPECTANTLY FOR 
THE SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIES

By
Larry Getchell

Calaveras County could boast of but one legitimate 
movie theater during the first quarter of this century. 
Located on Angels Camp’s main street, it showed 
movies on a nightly basis except during the worst 
weeks of winter when the schedule was reduced to 
weekends and holidays. Over the years it survived 
depressions and at least a couple of fires. To those 
from the county's more rural areas that old movie house 
with its seemingly plush seats and sloping floor 
presented an impression of big city living.

By contrast, San Andreas struggled through most 
of those years without the benefit of movie enter
tainment. In fact, not until immediately prior to World 
War I was an effort undertaken to remedy this cultural 
deprivation. At that time - the exact year escapes me 
- John Haley, local Jack-of-all trades, set out to bring 
to our seat of county government the flickering wonders 
of the celluloid world. The time was ripe,,he said, to 
open a movie theater here.

Lacking funds to construct a building, John 
launched a search for suitable rental property. The 
hall in the Metropolitan Hotel at North Main and Court 
Streets was either unsuitable or too costly. Haley's 
own home on North Main, across from the San Andreas 
grammar school, where his wife periodically offered 
piano lessons to aspiring young musicians, was 
definitely too small to house a movie audience.

Finally, for the site of his movie house Haley settled 
on a long narrow structure on lower Main Street, 
opposite the Friedberger Building. It still stands today 
beside the county library, where it houses the office of 
Howard Little Real Estate.

Hardly 20 feet wide, the long room provided space 
for several rows of benches separated down the middle 
by a four foot aisle. Borrowed or rented from the 
Metropolitan, each bench seated from six to eight

Please see MOVIES, pg. 37

Park. Sidney had no children but Willard married 
and had two sons; Kirk Willard Smith and Creighton 
Wilson Smith. This family still maintains a summer 
home at West Point near the Middle Fork of the 
Mokelumne River bridge.
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MOVIES, cont. from pg. 36
people, depending on width of its occupants. At the 
far end of the room, stretching from wall-to-wall and 
floor-to-low ceiling was the screen upon which the 
wavering pictures were projected. The floor being level, 
without the usual theater decline, ladies were not 
permitted to wear hats and men were asked to doff 
their bowlers.

During its early years Johnny’s theater operated 
only on Sunday nights. Shows started at 8 o'clock 
sharp, thus allowing the town's matrons ample time 
to serve Sunday Dinner, wash the dishes and get to 
the theater in time for the bit of visiting before the 
movie started. It also gave rural residents time to 
crank up the Chevy or the Model T and make it to 
town before the 8 p.m. deadline.

As they entered the theater, movie goers were 
greeted by Alice Haley seated at a small table inside 
the door, where she extracted admission of 25# per 
head. On a raised platform between Mrs. Haley's table 
and the first row of benches stood the three-legged, 
hand cranked movie projector operated by her husband, 
sometimes with the assistance of his son Earl. That 
was the era before snack bars and hot buttered popcorn, 
yet there was no shortage of activity in and around 
the theater between the time its doors swung open 
and the start of the show. It was a time for adults to 
exchange greetings, gossip and news of the day.

Youngsters, too hyper and excited to remain seated, 
scurried about and managed to engage in at least one 
jelly bean fight before the show got underway. The 
jelly beans, hard as pebbles, were brought to the 
theater from home by the small boys, specifically for 
throwing. The jelly bean fights came to an abrupt 
halt after one of the flying candies injured a young 
girl's eye.

Then, without warning after it seemed the movie 
would never start, the lights would dim and John Haley 
would begin cranking. The screen would light up with 
the MGM lion roaring or Paramount's volcano erupting 
and the movie finally would be underway.

Movies shown in Johnny's theater during its initial 
years leaned heavily toward older films, including those 
starring Mary Pickford during her girlhood years. He 
showed them not so much because his audience was 
enamored with Pickford's early acting skills, but 
because he could rent older movies at a reduced price. 
But, it really didn't matter to us. We hadn't seen 
them before, anyway. Each Friday night would find 
John Haley at the Post Office waiting for the mail 
stage to arrive with his precious reel of film for the 
Sunday night show. It did not come parcel post, but 
was handed to him personally by the stage driver.

Whether it was the age of the film or poor quality 
of the celluloid of that day, it never failed but that the 
film would break right at the movie's most exciting 

John Haley’s theater was replaced in the late 1920’s by Basil E. Esmond's BEE Radio Service. Today 
it houses the Howard Little Real Estate Office.
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point. When that occurred the light came on and 
Johnny dug out his splicing kit.

We roared with laughter at the antics of Charlie 
Chaplain, Harold Lloyd, the Little Rascals and the 
Keystone Cops; thrilled to the daring exploits of 
Douglas Fairbanks and the Barrymores; sighed at 
the beauty of Theda Bara and Clara Bow and hooted 
and cheered for the good guys as William S. Hart and 
Tom Mix, six guns blazing, galloped their trusty steeds 
across the screen.

In 1921, Dial Motion Picture Company filmed a 
movie in San Andreas - for the life of me, I can’t recall 
its name - but at the end of several weeks when it was 
completed, our townspeople could hardly wait to view 
it. First run movies were expensive, but Johnny's 
customers agreed to pay $1 per ticket for the privilege 
of an early showing. Advance ticket sales which 
guaranteed his revenues, allowed him to show the 
movie on Friday, Saturday and Sunday night. The 
picture itself was a disappointment. Many of the local 
scenes our townspeople had looked forward to viewing 
has ended up on the cutting room floor. Nevertheless, 
it was worth the admission, most agreed, and some 
locals who had worked as extras did make it to the 
screen.

Another movie "Girl of The Golden West", filmed 
a few years later on the Stanislaus River at Melones, 
proved a great hit. Not only was it a great movie, it 
used scadds of extras. The local blacksmith at Melones 
almost got rich replacing the shoes thrown by the scores 
of horses used in the filming as they galloped back 
and forth across the rocky river bed, where the picture 
was being shot.

Eventually, John Haley was able to buy an 
automatic projector and no longer had to turn a crank. 
The new camera didn't stop the film from breaking 
but it helped, and then he bought a second one that 
eliminated the wait for changing reels. When that 
happened — wonder of wonders — the Haleys began 
operating their theater both Saturday and Sunday 
nights.

Just how long John Haley ran the theater I cannot 
say. When I left San Andreas in 1922 it was still 
running full blast. All I can remember during those 
early years was that when things didn't go so good for 
them, John Haley and his wife just bit the bullet and 
held on. And some of today's entrepreneurs think 
they have it tough.

NOT ALL THE MINERS 
ARRIVED IN 1849

By
Gretchen Schmauder

Black Friday struck the American Business scene 
with a devastating impact that changed the courses of 
countless lives forever. For George Schmauder, only 
recently arrived from Germany, the Great Depression 
of the 1930's changed his plans overnight from 
becoming a business
man and lumber pro
ducer to the unlikely 
profession of foothill 
gold miner.

In September, 1929,
Schmauder with two 
associates, Fred Frueh 
and John Rein, pur
chased a small saw-mill 
near Eureka, in Hum
boldt county. Their 
futures seemed bright.
Then, as the stock 
market crashed that
October day in 1929, so 
did their dreams.

A native of Gen
kingen, Germany, 22
year-old George Sch
mauder came to Amer
ica in 1926, following his fiancee, Elise Maier. After 
finding work with a Grand Rapid, Michigan, gas 
company, George and Elise, who changed the spelling 
of her name to the more Americanized "Elsie", were 
married January 23, 1927. In 1929, seeking greater 
economic opportunity, they moved to California.

Collapse of the lumber market forced Schmauder 
and his partners to give up their sawmill plans and 
each went their separate way. Luckier than most, 
Schmauder found employment as a carpenter with 
Oakland contractor Albert Kroll. Shortly thereafter, 
when his contracting business failed, Kroll, who had 
taken a liking to the Schmauders, invited them to 
Arizona where he had leased the Beehive Gold Mine 
near Wickenburg. There in the cactus studded 
mountains George Schmauder got his first taste of 
gold mining. Operation of the Beehive Mine was not

Please see MINER, pg. 39

George and Elsie
Schmauder
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MINER, cont. from pg. 38
overly lucrative, but it provided a living, and then 
from some traveling miner Kroll heard of Calaveras 
County, California, where miners reportedly were 
taking out "buckets of gold".

However, their first Mother Lode mining adventure 
was in Tuolumne County rather then in Calaveras, 
where in 1931, for a time they worked the Ward Mine, 
a quartz operation near Jackass Hill. While working 
in the Ward Mine Schmauder narrowly missed serious 
injury from a pre-mature blast as he was climbing out 
of the mine shaft. He was peppered with fine bits of 
rock thrown by the
blast.

Leaving that
mine, he worked at 
the Carson Hill and
the Calaveras Cen
tral Mine and in
1933, he and Luke
Cepanich, of Angels
Camp, opened the
Golden Queen under
ground placer mine,
near Vallecito.
Meanwhile, George
and Elsie Schmauder
met and became 
friends with Charlie
Preston, old time 
miner and prospector 
who lived at his mine 
on the south side of 
the South Fork of the
Calaveras River,
about two miles
downstream from the
Calaveras Cement Plant and Kentucky House. 
Preston, had owned the property since 1897, trusted 
few people. In fact, for many months when the 
Schmauders would visit him and bring him food or 
dessert, Preston would refuse to eat it until someone 
else had taken a first bite.

As their friendship with Charlie Preston grew, 
Schmauder with his partner, Cepanich, signed a lease 
with Preston to work his South Fork property. George 
and Elsie moved into an old miners’ cabin there and 
their mode of living was little different from that of 

the first miners who came to the area. There was no 
refrigeration, no plumbing. A wood stove was used for 
cooking and heating. In summer, baths were taken in 
the river. In winter, bathing was done on a wash tub. 
There was no road to the property and everything 
used at the mine from food and laundry soap to 
dynamite was packed on their backs. In winter, when 
the river was too high to wade or cross on planks laid 
from rock to rock, they used a cable trolly to get across.

Nevertheless, it was home and they found gold 
there. In fact, their two sons, George and Robert were 
born in the old cabin in 1936 and 1937. Charles 

Preston was a 
good friend but 
his secretiveness 
at one point, cost 
him a consider
able amount of 
money. Schmaud
er and Cepanich 
were bulldozing 
over-burden at 
the mine site one 
day when Preston 
was gone, and 
along with brush 
and boulders they 
pushed an old 
outhouse into the 
river. When he 
returned, Preston 
stared aghast at 
what they had 
done. Unknown 
to anyone, he had 
hidden a con
siderable amount 

of gold in the outhouse. The gold, along with earth, 
boulders and the smashed Chick Sales, had gone into 
the river. Virtually none of it was recovered.

By 1938 with the Preston property pretty well 
worked out, Schmauder went to work at the Altaville 
Mine which had opened that year, a mile north of 
Angels Camp, off of Dogtown Road. The Altaville Mine 
lay on the Central Hill channel, about a mile 
downstream from the famed Calaveras Central. 
Directors of the mining company included Joseph 
Cadematori, of Columbia; E.G. Wenzel, of Sonora;

George Schmauder’s trommel mill on the South Fork of 
the Calaveras River
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George Engelke, of
Columbia; F.E. Wink
ler, of San Andreas and
Luke Cepanich, of
Angels Camp. Earlier
efforts to reach the
ancient, buried gold
bearing river channel
had been unsuccessful.
However, the Altaville
Mining Company, em
ploying a small crew, in
266 days sank and
timbered a shaft that hit 
the channel at a depth 
of 372 feet. While the
shaft was being com
pleted Bill Swendeman 
designed and built a 54- 
foot headframe to be
used in ore hoisting and
the mine's operation.
Other facilities included
hoist house, blacksmith shop, mill, office and change
room for the miners. Within a year the mine was 
producing ore and was in successful operation.

But, within months Europe was at war and on 
December 7, 1941, the United States became fully 
involved. By mid-1942 Presidential Order L-208 closed 
every gold mine in the West. The nation's labor force 
was needed in factories and ship yards to further the 
war effort and young men, of course, went into the 
armed forces.

The War's end in 1945 found George Schmauder 
and his family in Oakland where for more than four 
years he had been employed by the National Iron 
Works. In fact, he continued to work there until 1948 
when a letter from his old friend and partner, Luke 
Cepanich, arrived, suggesting he come to Angels Camp 
and discuss leasing the Altaville Mine. It did not take 
Schmauder long to reach a decision. He was tired of 
the city, wanted to return to mining. Life in Oakland 
had not been pleasant. Because of his heavily accented 
speech he had become the target of suspicion and slurs. 
At one point during the height of the war, owners of 
stores avoided waiting on him and at least one bakery 
refused to sell him bread.

The mine lease was signed in 1949 and the 
Schmauder Mining Company immediately began 

retimbering the mine shaft and repairing equipment. 
George and Elsie Schmauder and their sons moved 
into a cabin on the mine property. Some of the area's 
most expert mining men, including Guy Castle, George 
Baratono, Dick Bardsley and Elmer Canapa worked 
at the Altaville, which quickly was becoming known 
as the Schmauder Mine. The mine was one of the 
first in the southern Mother Lode to reopen after the 
war and by the start of 1950 it was producing ore.

Operation of the Schmauder mine had its 
difficulties. Ore removal involved considerable hand 
mucking and the mine was a wet one, requiring almost 
constant pumping to prevent it from flooding. In 
addition, its cemented gravel required thorough milling 
for proper gold recovery. Even on the weekends when 
the regular crew was not working, pumping of the 
mine was necessary. George would lower his wife, 
Elsie and their son, Robert, into the mine to oil the 
pumps and make sure they were functioning properly.

The price of gold at that time stood at $35 an 
ounce. When Schmauder reopened the mine in 1950 
an ounce of gold would pay a day's wages for three 
men, but while gold prices remained the same, wages 
continued to increase.

By 1956 an ounce of gold would barely pay a day's 
wages for one man. It became increasingly difficult 
for gold mines throughout the West to show a profit. 

"There were good times and bad," said Schmauder. 
"There were spots in that channel that didn't carry

Please see MINER, pg. 41

Schmauder Mine headframe ( originally the 
Altaville Mine).
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SOCIETY DEDICATES NEW 
O'BYRNES FERRY PLAQUE

A new stone monument and plaque at the site of 
historic O'Bymes Ferry Bridge on the Stanislaus River 
at Poker Flat was dedicated February 5 by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. The original ferry 
was little more than a primitive raft on which miners 
and travelers in 1848-49 crossed the river during 
periods of high water. Some believe the area to be the 
early day mining camp of Poker Flat around which 
the author Bret Harte built his classic gold rush tale 
"The Outcasts of Poker Flat".

The original marker built at the old crossing by 
the historical society several decades ago was destroyed 
by vandals. The new one, cost the Society of $1,750. 
It is located on the O’Bymes Ferry Road, mid-way 
between the present day bridge and the Poker Flat 
Lodge.

Historical Society President Charles Stone, of 
Copperopolis, presided over the dedication ceremony 
and among those present was Tuolumne County 
historian Carlo DeFerrari, of Sonora, who presented 
a brief history of the location and operation of the 
bridge and ferry.

P.O. Byrne (there is some controversy concerning 
the spelling of his name) took over the ferry in 1853 
and shortly thereafter built a chain-link toll bridge 
which collapsed and dropped a wagon, six oxen and 
two men in the river. He replaced that with a cable 
suspension bridge that remained until the flood of 1862 
washed it away. The following year Byrnes had a 
covered bridge built by the Union Bridge Company of 
Sonora. It was during that period while he operated 
it as a toll bridge it became commonly known as the 
"O'Byrnes Ferry Bridge."

Later, Byrnes sold the bridge to Joe Pardies who 
with his nephew, Peter Camou, continued to operate 
it as a toll facility until 1902 when it was purchased 
by the Counties of Calaveras and Tuolumne at a price 
of $4,000 and travelers were allowed "free passage". 
That same wooden structure was used for 94 years, 
until 1959, when it was replaced by today's bridge 
near the head of Tulloch Reservoir.

The historical society at this time is arranging for 
restoration of the damaged historical monument at 
Sandy Gulch, a rich, early day mining area on State 
Highway 26, two miles West of West Point.

Historical Society President Charles Stone 
inspects plaque.

MINERS, cont. from pg. 40
enough to feed a canary bird. Then we would hit 
places that averaged an ounce of gold to the ton."

When things got rough, Schmauder told his family, 
"things will pick up. Tomorrow is another day."

George Schmauder was proud of his mine's safety 
record. It operated with never a serious injury or cave 
in. State Geologist Olaf Jenkins, was a frequent visitor 
and he and George became close friends. George's 
was one of the first mines to open after the war and 
one of the last to close.

Until his death in 1987 he still had faith in the 
future of California mining. His wife, Elsie, still lives 
with her son, George Jr., in the house at the mine she 
and her husband built from a one-room cabin. Her 
other son, Robert, lives with his family on the same 
property and still is involved in mining.

Gretchen Schmauder is the granddaughter of 
George Schmauder. A graduate of Bret Harte High 
School, she lives with her father and mother, Robert 
and Kathryn Schmauder, on the mine property and is 
attending Columbia College where she is studying for 
a journalism career.
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IN MEMORIAM
Enid Larson, of San Andreas, Sept. 19, 1994

Catherine Koehler, of Fresno, October, 1994

OUR COVER PHOTO
Surrounded by pine and Douglas fir, this 

Forest Creek ranch has served as head
quarters for summer cattle operations, first 
for the McQuaides and then for the Fischer 
family for 127 years. Water carried from the 
creek by century-old ditch and flume provide 
pasture for saddle horses and irrigates a lush 
vegetable garden. This was Dewey Fischer’s 
favorite retreat.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:
Sandra Buzzini, of Valley Springs
Mark & Winter Leite, of Burson.
Rick Forman, of San Andreas
Craig Nichols, of San Andreas
Clayre Quick, of Murphys.
Shoshanah Ryan, of San Andreas.
Fredda Miller, of San Andreas.
Terri Cantrell, of Copperopolis.
Vince Alimenti, of San Francisco.
Sue Briggs, of San Andreas.
Kristin & John Franceschi, of Murphys,
Shelly Davis-King, of Standard.
Walter Coates, of Concord.
Jalynne Tobias, of San Andreas.
Carl Bjork, of Valley Springs.
France Generali, of Mountain Ranch.
Frank & Jeaniene Romero, of San Andreas.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.
Ruth A, Lundy, of Palo Alto: A cash donation.
Michael Arkin, of San Andreas: Seven ledgers from 
the old Dragomanovich Store in San Andreas, covering 
the years of 1938 through 1943.
Mary Robinson, of Linden: Personal effects of the 
Margaret Evans estate.
Pauline White, of Sonora: A 19th century grand piano 
purportedly used to provide the musical accomp
animent for ’’Swedish Nightingale” Jenny Lind, during 
her practice sessions in New York City while she was 
on concert tour in the Eastern States in 1850 through 
1852. Jenny Lind did not tour the West.
Barbara Beaman, of San Andreas: A postcard photo 
of the old mining town of Jenny Lind.
Jack Geary, of Stockton: An iron mercury flask from 
the Starlight Mine, near Mountain Ranch. The 
Starlight Mine was owned and operated by the late 
Jack Ross, of Mountain Ranch.
Carl & Monica Heller, of Angels Camp: Four framed 
photographs of Melones and Carson Hill.
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THE FISCHER FAMILY 
CALAVERAS PIONEERS

By
George Hoeper

Days shortened, snow continued to fall, and specter 
of the Donner Party tragedy nagged the minds of 
Martin and Katherina Fischer as their wagons inched 
their way across granite strewn Sonora Pass that 
November of 1853. The Bartleson-Bidwell Party had 
opened the trail in 1841, but only after being forced to 
abandon their wagons in the Nevada desert. Not again, 
until 1852, had another wagon train attempted the 
Sonora Pass route. That year the 75-member Clark- 
Skidmore group made it over the summit to Columbia, 
but had to leave their wagons near Fremont Lake.

The Fischers, whose descendants make up one of 
Calaveras County’s prominent pioneer families, 
traveled on the heels of William Duckwall-George 
Trahem wagon train which in September, made the 
first successful wagon crossing, although it was not an 
easy one. The Fischers were members of the last wagon 
train to cross the pass in 1853 and in doing so, endured 
hardships that only a tough, dedicated pioneer people 
could have survived.

A native of Kassell, Germany, Martin Daniel 
Fischer as a youth apprenticed himself for seven years 
to become master butcher and in addition, had served 
a required two years as a conscript in the German 
Army. He also had learned from the writings of Duke 
Paul Wilhelm, German botanist and explorer, of 
opportunities for ownership of land in America and 
the fact the Duke planned to promote a German 
settlement of merchants and tradesmen in California, 
which at that time still was under Mexican rule.

At age 26, young Fischer with his father and at 
least one brother, arrived in the U.S. in 1846, shortly 
before outbreak of the Mexican-American War. He 
arrived in St. Louis, MO., to find that Duke Wilhelm's 
plans for a German colony in the West had been 
delayed. He promptly joined the U.S. Army.

During his enlistment Fischer served as a private 
in the 3rd Regimental Missouri Mounted Infantry, for 
which in later years he received an $8 per month 
pension that in 1907, two years before his death, was 
increased to $20. Discharged from the Army, Martin 
returned to St. Louis and on June 17, 1849, married 
Maria Katherina Schneider. A native of Wunder- 
haussen, Germany, Katherina, 27, had come to the

U.S. several years earlier with her parents. She was 
the 11th of 11 children. She and her sister, Flora, 
were identical twins.

Marriage did not dim Martin Fischer's fascination 
with the Far West, but Duke Wilhelm's plans for the 
California trek to which Martin had subscribed, 
continues to meet with delay. While waiting, Fischer 
returned to butchering. He opened a shop on DeKolb 
Street — apparently with success — for when the 
expedition finally got underway in the spring of 1853, 
Fischer and his wife had two wagons in the train. 
Also, since their marriage four years earlier, Katherina 
had given birth to two children, George Martin, 3, and 
Lizzie, 18 months. And, as they started their westward 
journey, she was pregnant with their third child. 
Throughout the trip Katherina, in spite of her 
pregnancy, cooked, tended camp and her children and 
crocheted a bedspread that today is a family heirloom,

Please see FAMILY, pg. 16

Roseann McQuaide Fischer and her husband, 
Martin Daniel Fischer Jr., (seated) with friend, 
Dick Spence and Martin's sister, Kate Fischer, 
(circa 1887).
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FAMILY, cont. from pg. 15
They left Weston, MO., (near St. Joseph) near the 

end of May, late for a start to California. However, its 
leader expected to make good time in the improved 
summer weather and, because they used mules 
expected to travel faster than ox-drawn wagons. In 
addition to the Fischers, members of the Zwinge and 
Phortner families who would ultimately settle in 
Calaveras County, were also on the train.

But, despite their best efforts the wagon train 
lagged and did not make good time. Livestock forage 
along the trail was scarce, fed off by earlier travelers. 
It was well into October when the train reached the 
Humbolt Sink. When they finally arrived at Rag Town, 
on the Carson River, they met a mountain man who 
recommended against trying the Donner or Carson 
Pass due to the danger of being trapped by storm.

He offered to guide them South to the Sonora Pass 
which he said might offer better weather conditions. 
Feeling they had little alternative, they agreed, turned 
to parallel the Eastern Wall of the Sierra and added 
another 100 miles and nearly two weeks to their 
journey. The trail — it could hardly be termed a road 
— led through the rugged Walker River Canyon, 
following much the same route as the Bartleson-Bidwell 
trip more than a decade earlier. Near the junction of 
the Walker and Little Walker rivers the emigrants 
turned due West to enter some of the most forbidding 
terrain in the Sierra Nevada. The Sonora route had 
been used by a number of wagon trains earlier that 
year but it still was only a primitive roadway.

Traveling even with reduced loads, for they had 
jettisoned everything deemed non-essential, the wagons 
started up the steep, tortuous track that led to the 
nearly 10,000-foot summit. Now it was November and 
to make matters worse, they had hardly started to 
climb when it began to snow. The snowfall worsened 
as they crossed the summit and turned into a blizzard. 
As they began their descent of the Western slope the 
storm pummeled them, made travel perilous, separated 
and stalled many of the wagons.

Gradually the storm abated. Critically short of 
food, the travelers halted to rest and regroup with the 
scattered members of the party. Under the overhang 
of a cliff that formed a shallow cave Martin Fischer 
built a bark hut to provide shelter for Katherina and 
the children, and a stone shelter to protect his own 
goods and cargo. He then began hauling goods for 
other members of the group whose wagons had broken

Andrew McQuaide and his wife, Bridget Mc- 
Sorley McQuaide, in their latter years.
down or stalled while coming down the mountain.

While Fischer was gone, engaged in the hauling 
operation, Katherina in her bark hut, somewhere near 
the present site of Pinecrest, went into labor. It was 
a difficult birth but help arrived in the form of the 
Indian woman who was traveling with their guide. As 
his mother's condition worsened, four-year-old Martin 
George had struggled through the snow to the guide's 
camp for help, and the Fischer's third child, Marika, 
(Mary) was brought into the world.

The half-cave where the Fischer child was born 
was for many years afterward known as birth rock.

Meanwhile, help for the stranded emigrants arrived 
from Stockton. Businessmen from that booming supply 
center, made aware of their plight, offered them 
opportunities in Stockton, where the business 
community had been depleted by the rush of merchants 
to the gold fields.

Martin Fischer unearthed his cached equipment, 
although a bear had gotten into it and scattered parts 
of his sausage grinder, and with his family, headed for 
Stockton. There, with a man named Waggner, they
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Dewey Fischer, as a young rancher, built miles 
of fence along the Calaveras River Canyon.
quite successfully operated the Waggner-Fischer 
Butcher Shop on or near Stockton's Main Street. 
Katherina was delighted. She had a nice home with 
all the amenities of the day and help to care for the 
children, but the lure of gold and excitement of the 
gold country gripped her husband.

Reports of rich diggings on Calaveras County's 
Jesus-Maria Creek near its junction with the North 
Fork of the Calaveras River were reaching Stockton 
with increasing regularity. News of the discoveries 
fascinated Fischer and he longed for the gold country, 
if not actually to mine, to at least be there and cash 
in on the easy money that flowed from the mines. In 
addition, Katherina suffered from asthma and he felt 
the valley dampness and tule fog acerbated her 
condition. She and Martin hoped the dry foothill 
climate would be better for her.

The Fischers remained in Stockton little more than 
a year. In late 1854 or early 1855 Martin Fischer sold 
his interest in the Stockton butcher shop to Waggner 
and moved his family to the mining camp of Jesus 
Maria. Members of the family quoted Katherina as 
stating in later years: "he wanted to find wagon loads 
of gold and I found wagon loads of work."

Although they settled in the roistering mining camp 
on Jesus Maria Creek, Martin Fischer did not take up 
mining. Instead, with a man named Gebhardt, he 

prudently opened a butcher business. He also started 
a freighting operation, hauling meat to various other 
mining camps then made a profit by hauling other 
freight on his way out. His daughter, Katherina, (later 
Anglicized to Catherine) was bom in Jesus Maria in 
1857 and two years later Martin Daniel Jr., their 
seventh and last child, was born in 1859.

Martin Fischer Sr. had a sharp temper and once, 
in a fit of anger after he had overly imbibed, chopped 
the legs off a kitchen table with a sabre he had brought 
home from the Army. But, he was a highly industrious 
man. In addition to his butcher business he continued 
to expand his freighting operation and hauled bricks 
and stone used in construction of several buildings in 
San Andreas, including the county courthouse.

Meanwhile, as the Fischer children were growing 
up, depression brought on by decline in gold mining 
hit the Mother Lode. Placer mining was giving out 
and the deep quartz mines had not yet come into their 
own. Martin Fischer found his business operations 
shrinking and then to make matters worse, one of his 
debtors fled the county owing him $11,000. A second 
debtor whose business failed, deeded Fischer property 
overlooking the North Fork of the Calaveras River 
that became known as Bedrock Ranch. It was that

Please see FAMILY, pg. 18

Cattleman John Fischer, still active at age 97, 
lives in Mokelumne Hill.
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FAMILY, cont. from pg. 17 
transaction the launched the Fischer family into the 
livestock business.

Although times were not easy, all the Fischer 
youngsters attended the Fischer District School and 
continued their studies through the Ninth Grade.

Gradually, the butchering and livestock operation 
expanded. Martin Fischer, now helped by his family, 
every fall, butchered and processed as many as 100 
hogs each week. The swine were purchased in the 
valley and herded to the Fischer Ranch. They improved 
the cattle herd by bringing in blooded stock, including 
bulls driven from Western Nevada, across the Sierra 
to their own ranch.

Martin George Fischer,
Martin Daniel Sr.'s and
Katherina's eldest son, had 
married Amelia Radcliffe, of
San Andreas, and one of their 
children was Hazel Fischer, 
who taught in Avery most of 
her life, and for whom Hazel
Fischer Elementary School in
White Pines, is named.

Elizabeth Fischer (Lizzie) 
married into the Reinking 
family and their home was 
located near where La Con- 
tenta Clubhouse now stands, 
beside Highway 26, South of
Valley Springs. Marika 
(Mary) married John Meyer of
Jenny Lind. They had eleven 
children of their own, plus two 
of Meyer’s from a previous 
marriage. Frank Meyer Athletic Field at Calaveras 
High School, is named for one of their sons who became 
a prominent local banker.

Catherine Fischer married Henry Raab and their 
son, Leland, an engineer, was the designer of the 
massive cables the suspend the Golden Gate Bridge.

Martin Daniel Jr., youngest of the family, married 
Roseann McQuaide, whose father was Andrew 
McQuaide and mother was Bridget McSorley Mc
Quaide. Andrew McQuaide came to America from 
Ireland's County Cork in the 1840’s, during that 
country's potato famine, found work in a shoe factory 
in Lowell, Mass., and met and married Bridget 
McSorely there a short time later.

Like most newcomers to America during that 
period, the McQuaides had heard of California, and 
most of all, they wanted land. Also, the McQuaides 
were pacifists and in 1860, as civil war threatened, 
Andrew McQuaide and his brothers headed West, via 
the Isthmus of Panama. Short of money, Andrew left 
his wife and three children in Lowell. She remained 
there until 1863, when with the children and her 
brother, Hugh McSorely, they came by clipper ship 
"round the Horn." In order to help finance the trip 
Bridget sold her wedding ring. Later, from gold mined 
on their ranch, Andrew presented his wife a new one.

Upon reaching California in 1861, McQuaide 
settled in the Toyon-Central Hill area, west of San

Andreas, known as The Crossing. In 1871 he moved 
his family to a North Fork of the Calaveras River 
homestead, abandoned by brothers Ike and Jim 
Jackson. There, Andrew began developing what 
became known as the River Ranch. He allowed a 
company of Chinese to mine the river there on shares 
and then the Jackson brothers, even though they had 
abandoned the land, returned to lay claim to it. A 
potentially deadly situation arose which included the 
threat of gunplay, but the Chinese armed themselves, 
came to McQuaide's assistance, and the Jackson 
brothers hurriedly fled.

Bridget and Andrew raised six children; Michael 
Edward, 1856; Hugh Alexander, 1858, and Roseann, 

Dewey Fischer hauling ore for the Rindge Mine during the early 1920's.
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1860, who were bom in the East. Andrew and Arthur 
were born at The Crossing in 1864 and 1865, and Jack 
was bom in 1871, the day his parents moved to their 
cabin on the River Ranch.

The Fischers and McQuaides were becoming 
increasingly involved in the cattle business and in 1877, 
with the foothills gripped in a devastating drought, 
Andrew McQuaide and his sons drove their cattle to 
the mountains where there was adequate water and 
forage. They summered the herd in the Forest Creek 
drainage and today, the Fischer family still owns land 
there. They also range cattle there under a U.S. Forest 
Service grazing permit.

Martin Daniel Fischer Jr. married Roseann 
McQuaide in 1888. Martin and his bride lived on the 
Bedrock Ranch, River Ranch, then on their own Nobb 
Hill Ranch. He worked with his father butchering, 
but predominantly, operated their freighting business.

Much of Martin’s freighting involved hauling mill 
concentrates from the Sheep Ranch Mine to Milton 
where it could be shipped by rail to the smelter. For 
a time he and Roseann lived in Sheep Ranch and their 
sons, John, bom in 1897, Dewey, bom in 1898 and 
Fred, born in 1901, were brought into the world in 
Sheep Ranch.

In 1902 Martin and Roseann were living on their 
Nobb Hill Ranch, near the other family ranches, but 
Roseann cared little for ranch life. She had gone to 
school in Mokelumne Hill, boarded at the O'Neil home, 
and much preferred town life. In 1904, Martin 
purchased the LeVette house in Happy Valley, on the 
eastern edge of Mokelumne Hill and moved his family 
there. The youngsters included Martin James Fischer, 
Aloysius, Andrew, Katherine, John, Dewey and Fred. 
As the children grew they worked in the family's 
expanding cattle and freight business and help their 
father furnish timber for the mines. Dewey, age 6, 
when the family moved to Happy Valley, lived all the 
remaining years of his life there. Martin Daniel Fischer 
Sr., the family patriarch, died in 1909. His wife, 
Katherina, had died in 1877.

Dewey Fischer took over the McQuaide cattle brand 
in 1917 and operated out of Happy Valley as his home 
ranch. John Fischer and his wife, Mabie, developed 
their own ranch near Double Springs and Fred, in 
addition to a career with Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company, had the New York Ranch, near Jackson. 
Dewey married his wife, Bertha, in 1935, and the 
Fischer brothers continued to range cattle each summer

’Uncle” Jack McQuaide, the family gardener who 
never visited a doctor until age 96.
in the Forest Creek Watershed.

The McQuaides remained at their River Ranch and 
none of the McQuaide sons ever married. Andrew 
McQuaide, awaiting his wedding date, died as the 
result of a fall from a tree he was trimming. Three 
times, the McQuaides lost their home on the river to 
fire. The third time it burned Jack McQuaide, the 
brother who had remained there, moved to Happy 
Valley with the Fischers. He helped on the ranch, 
became the family gardener and cultivated a huge 
vegetable garden each summer at the family's Forest 
Creek Ranch they had acquired in 1876.

At age 96, Jack McQuaide fractured a small bone 
in his foot and the family insisted he seek medical 
treatment. The doctor could find no medical record 
for him. It was the first time in 96 years he had ever 
visited a hospital. "Uncle" Jack died in 1968 at the 
age of 98.

All of Martin Daniel Fischer Jr.'s and Roseann 
McQuaide Fischer's children married. Martin James 
Fischer's children included Martin Edward and John 
R. Fischer and Rosemarie; Aloysius' family includes 
Leland, Ilamae, Alfred, Wes and Marilyn; Andrew's

Please see FAMILY, pg. 20
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E CLAMPUS VITUS
STILL GOING STRONG

Much of the text of this article was graciously provided 
by historian Earl Schmidt, member ofMatuca Chapter, 
of Murphys, and Eleventh Sublime Noble Grand 
Humbug of the E Clampus Vitus Lodge.

Contrary to popular belief California's early gold 
rush days were not filled with excitement and glamour. 
Gold mining was hard, back breaking labor, cold and 
miserable in winter, sweltering hot and exhausting in 
summer. Camp life was dreary and primitive. The 
glittering dance halls and saloons with the sexy young 
women of Hollywood "B" movies were non-existent. A 
day's work stretched from dawn til dark and the young 
men who populated the ragged tent cities that made 
up the early gold camps found themselves homesick, 
leading dull and lonesome lives.

Certainly, the lives of many of those lonely young 
men were enlivened by the arrival in 1849, of Joseph 
Zumwalt, of Kentucky, bearing the ritual of the ancient 
and honorable order of E Clampus Vitus. There are 
those who claim the Clampers' organization dates back 
to 450 B.C., but most believe it saw its beginning

FAMILY, cont. from pg. 19
children are Patricia, Andrew, (Jackie); John's son 
was Thomas Fischer; Dewey and Bertha’s include 
Clifford, William, Kathleen, Rita, Richard and Mike. 
Fred Fischer's children include Fritz, Rose and Patricia.

Dewey Fischer, who passed away October 10,1993, 
at age 94, as a young man worked in the mines, then 
became involved in cattle ranching. He often told 
members of his family the happiest days of his life 
were those summers spent at the Forest Creek cabin 
on the summer cattle range. His brothers John and 
Fred, with lifetimes of cattle ranching behind them, 
still are living.

Fischer sons and grandsons still are actively 
involved in the cattle industry, many of them on the 
same ranches their fathers and grandfathers operated. 
Their cattle still range the Forest Creek watershed 
each summer as they have for nearly 120 years.

Much of the information and biography of the Fischer 
and McQuaide Families contained in this article was provided 
by Beverly Fischer, wife of Michael Fischer, who is writing a 
detailed family history.

Everything stops when the E Clampus Vitus 
turns out with banners and band to lead a 
parade, particularly in the golf rush town of 
Murphys, where the Lodge annually conducts 
one of its major conclaves.
in the middle Atlantic states and in Kentucky and 
West Virginia. Still others say it was first organized 
in the gold fields by fun loving individuals, to spoof 
members of the more sedate bodies such as the Masons, 
Odd Fellows and Knights of Columbus.

There certainly is reason to believe Zumwalt was 
a Clamper before departing for the West. He mined 
with success on the Yuba River, then opened Heness 
Pass in 1850-51, traveling across the Sierra to Truckee 
Meadows for supplies abandoned by late traveling 
wagon parties and apparently moved about the gold 
country considerably during that period. As he did, 
under the creed: "Per Cartate Viduaribus y 
Orphanibusque, Sed Prime Viduaribus," (For protection 
of Widows and Orphans, but especially the Widows) 
Zumwalt organized the West's first chapters of E 
Clampus Vitus. Their motto today remains: "Credo 
Quia Absurdum," (I believe because it is absurd.)

Actual location of the first chapter of E Clampus 
Vitus in California still is in dispute. Both Downieville 
and Tuleburg (Stockton) lay claim to the honor. 
However, it is recorded fact that a chapter was or
ganized during a meeting in the Mokelumne Hill Jail 
in 1851. Laughingly, today's Clampers ask themselves, 
"was it organized when the jail was filled or empty?"

Originally, throughout the mining towns of the 
Mother Lode the E Clampus Vitus was created as a 
fun organization. Its chapters spread rapidly. Each 
initiate into the lodge was required, accompanied by
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The Murphy brothers, John and Daniel, who in 
1848 established Murphys Camp that later grew 
into the Town of Murphys, were commemorated 
in 1977 by the Matuca Chapter of E Clampus 
Vitus, who erected this monument on Murphys 
Main Street, at the Angels Camp Bridge.

fellow members, to negotiate the bibulous journey 
through "Slippery Gulch".

Early on, the Mother Lode mining camps became 
home to numerous serious fraternal orders, including 
the Masons, Odd Fellows, Knights of Templar and 
others. Each regularly sponsored social and benevolent 
functions and paraded in full regalia with flags and 
banners flying. Taking full opportunity to enjoy the 
frivolity, the Clampers often joined in and brought up 
the rear. They carried a hoop skirt on a pole with an 
ornate sign that declared "THIS IS THE BANNER 
UNDER WHICH WE FIGHT." Their mascot was a 
gaudily bedecked jackass or goat which paraded with 
them as they proclaimed to the world at large, "We 
Meet the Need!"

But despite its irreverent approach to life and 
reputation for fun and hoaxes, the E Clampus Vitus 
had its serious side. The lodge arose to community 
emergencies, supported and helped those in need, 
including widows and orphans.

Virtually every mining camp ultimately heard the 
call of the "Hewgag" as Noble Grand Humbugs 

summoned lodge brethren to meetings - before or after 
the full moon — in a growing number of chapters. 
Chapters of E Clampus Vitus sprang up in Nevada, 
Colorado, Montana and -- half a century later - in the 
Yukon. There were chapters in Sacramento valley 
communities, and in 1915, the Marysville Chapter was 
granted corporate status by the State of California to 
protect the E Clampus Vitus name. The Clampers 
also led the way in promotion of Highway 49 and its 
adoption as a state route that linked together the gold 
producing counties of the Mother Lode. But, the day 
of the big placer mines was gone. The once roaring 
mining camps of the former century had become ghost 
towns, and as the camps faded, so faded the rituals 
and activities of the Clampers' Lodge.

Throughout most of the first three decades of this 
century the E Clampus Vitus continued to decline. 
One-by-one, individual chapters slipped into oblivion 
as their elderly members retired or passed away.

Then, during the latter years of the 1920’s, as 
prominent California lawyer Carl I. Wheat researched 
material for a California History book, he took note of 
the fact that early newspapers carried many references 
to activities of the E Clampus Vitus. To a Sacramento

Please see CLAMPERS, pg. 22

Clamper leaders Horace Albright, second 
director of the National Park Service and Earl 
Schmidt when Schmidt served as the eleventh 
sublime Noble Grand Humbug of the E Clampus 
Vitus.
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CLAMPERS, cont. from pg. 21
Bee reporter he remarked that it was disappointing to 
see such a colorful gold rush organization disappear 
and such an interesting segment of gold county history 
become forgotten. The reporter wrote a feature story 
concerning the threatened demise of the Clampers 
Lodge and it was reprinted in various north state 
weeklies. Adam Lee Moore, then in his 90's, read the 
story in Sierra City, contacted the Sacramento 
newspaper and then Carl Wheat. Moore was the last 
living Noble Grand Humbug of Baalam Chapter, of 
Sierra City. He met with Wheat and brought with 
him the archives, ritual and regalia of his chapter, 
which he had preserved.

At the conclave with Wheat and Moore were like
minded history buffs Leon Whitsell, chairman of the 
state railroad commission and George Ezra Dane, a 
San Francisco attorney who would later author the 
history of Columbia, published under the title, "Ghost 
Town", in 1940. The discussion led to a second meeting 
with Moore in 1930. They later made a weekend tour 
of Highway 49, and, while climbing Parrott's Ferry 
Grade from the Stanislaus River, it was suggested, 
"why don't we revive E Clampus Vitus?"

Proposed revival of the E Clampus Vitus Lodge 
was discussed with others at the Pioneer’s and 
California Historical Society and Bohemian Club. In 
1931, invited by Wheat, two dozen gathered for dinner 
to meet Adam Lee Moore. The end result was revival 
of E Clampus Vitus in 1932 with organization of Yerba 
Buena Chapter No. 1, Redivivus, at San Francisco. 
The membership was heavily salted with serious 
historians who also enjoyed a bit of fun and fellowship 
with their history. Membership of the new chapter 
included Professor Herbert E. Bolton, and President 
Robert Bums of University of the Pacific; Dr. Charles 
Camp and author Neill C. Wilson.

Southern California came into the picture with the 
formation of a chapter, and chapters of E Clampus 
Vitus were revived in Mariposa, Placerville (Hang
town), Sonora, Murphys and throughout the Mother 
Lode. State legislators were initiated into the ancient 
and honorable order, led by the late Sen. Swift Berry, 
of El Dorado County. The organization adopted a 
uniform comprised of red shirts, black hats and black 
pants with suspenders. Boisterous Clampers paraded 
on Treasure Island during San Francisco's 1939 World 
Fair.

But, as the rejuvenated lodge grew, gaining new

Adam Lee Moore, of Sierra City, who preserved 
the Clampers Ritual and at age 93, was instru
mental in rejuvenation of the Lodge.
membership and chapters, it also began assuming a 
new responsibility. From simply a fun-seeking group 
of revelers, stepped forth leaders who also saw their 
lodge, with its roots on the gold rush era, as a 
legitimate history gathering and preservation 
organization. By 1949, on the brink of California's 
Centennial Year, a Clampers' encampment in Death 
Valley spread word and interest in the order. The 
lodge's corporation papers were transferred to a grand 
council of representatives from various chapters. The 
council now meets annually in the town of Murphys to 
grant charters, set chapter boundaries and respond to 
general business matters. The council also supports 
archives maintained at the University of the Pacific, 
the Harrison Center at the University of California at 
Davis and at Huntington Library.
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A LITTLE BIT OF FRANCE 
ON THE CALAVERAS RIVER 

By
Judith Marvin

Only a few stone and adobe buildings mark the 
site of the Esperanza Ranch and Store, settled by 
Frenchmen during the early 1850s on the north branch 
of the Calaveras River. The first written record of the 
store appeared in 1854 when it was assessed for $2000 
in personal property, probably merchandise, in a tent 
store at the same location. At that time it belonged to 
Augustine Vian & Co. Vian, a native of France, was 
engaged in mining enterprises near Whiskey Slide, as 
well as with the store and ranch.

By 1856 Eutrop Hermand, a Belgian, had become 
a partner in the firm of Vian, Hermand & Co.; that 
year the business boasted $600 worth of improvements. 
By 1857 the property was assessed for $2000 worth of 
improvements; undoubtedly the ranch and stone store 
which were noted in 1859. Victor Portron, also a native 
of France, had become a partner by 1860, the year 
that the census taker noted Hermand, Vian, Portron, 
and seven laborers, carpenters, and miners (all natives 
of France) living on the property.

In 1867 Vian sold his one-half interest to Portron; 
the total consisting of 160 acres, a house, barn, fences, 
orchard and vineyard, maintained only by Portron and 
a gardener. By 1876 Portron's assessment was for a 
dwelling, stable, fence, horses, furniture, wines and 
the ubiquitous dog. He had switched from mer-

During recent years much E Clampus Vitus activity 
has centered around the research and preservation of 
gold rush history. And, as a result of that undertaking, 
the lodge today can take credit for the setting up of 
more than 2,000 monuments and plaques recognizing 
historic gold country sites or memorializing various 
happenings or events. In addition, the Clampers have 
aided in the establishment of many official state 
landmark signs in California and Nevada.

Presently, there are 39 Clamper chapters: 34 in 
California, three in Nevada, one each in Arizona and 
Utah, and the lodge still is growing.

The innermost secret of the order is the meaning 
of its name, E Clampus Vitus. Not onto even the most 
Sublime Noble Grand Humbug throughout the long 
and illustrious history of that organization, has it every 
been revealed.

This stone and adobe structure was once the 
center of a thriving French enterprise on the 
North Fork of the Calaveras River.
chandising to farming and was growing cherries, figs 
and walnuts, as well as producing wines. Irrigation 
was provided by a water-right of 400 miners' inches 
from the Calaveras River. In addition to his own wines, 
Portron imported Champagne from France for the 
enjoyment of his brethren. By 1880 his only companion 
was a French miner who boarded with him, a testament 
to the decline of placer mining along the river.

Bom in France on March 3, 1819, Victor Portron 
immigrated to America in the early 1850s with the 
intention of mining for gold. As often occurred, 
however, he found a more prosperous life in mer
chandising and farming. From a booming supply camp 
in the 1850s to a successful orchard and vineyard, 
Portron managed his property well. His obituary, 
written after his death from consumption on February 
21, 1896, mentioned that his extensive orchard and 
vineyard was a favorite site of picnics as people came 
from miles around to visit the garden spot. Portron 
was buried on his beloved property, with a large 
contingent of friends and acquaintances in attendance.

Knowing that death was near, in 1894 Portron 
deeded his property to fellow Frenchman Aime Laidet 
and J. Edmond Lemercie for $400 with all livestock, 
furniture, and everything connected with it on the 
condition that it was to remain in his possession during 
his lifetime. Laidet cared for Portron until his death 
two years later, and then moved to Esperanza with 
his wife Lydia and continued to operate the farm until 
his death in 1929. With no heirs to succeed her, Lydia

Please see FRANCE, pg. 24
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’ SNIPERS” LIVED 
AN INDEPENDENT LIFE 

By the Editor
Tumbled down fireplaces or moss covered foun

dations mark where their camps were located or where 
their cabins stood. They were the last of the individual 
gold miners who employed pick, shovel, gold pan, rocker 
or sluice box to eke out a living along the streams and 
rivers of the Mother Lode. They were gold prospectors 
but the were also known by other names. Most 
townspeople simply called them miners or prospectors, 
but others in a more derogatory vein called them river 
rats. These solitary men referred to their form of 
mining as "sniping” and to themselves as "snipers". 
Over the years they had become adept at locating gold 
and developed skills that allowed them to find and 
recover even minute quantities of the finest "flour gold".

Few ever made much money. Theirs was more 
often a hand-to-mouth existence, but among them lived 
a fierce independence. They had never heard of the 
words dole or welfare, and if they had, they would 
have been affronted. Their kind inhabited and mined 
remote foothill areas for a hundred years or more. 
Some, in the early days, had come as young gold rush 
miners and chose to stay on after the cream had been

Sniper’s cabins may not have been fancy but they 
kept out the rain. This gold prospector’s wife, 
pictured in foreground, even provided curtains, 
skimmed off - after others had found the easily mined 
placer gold - and moved on. They had outlasted the 
companies of busy Chinese miners who moved in on 
the heels of the Caucasians, to rework abandoned 
diggings and sometimes recover as much or more than 
the original gold seekers.

They stayed and mined, those lone prospectors, 
made enough to live on and were content. Periodic 
trips to town provided them with supplies and news of

FRANCE, cont. from pg. 23
sold the property in 1929 and so it passed from French 
ownership for the first time in its eighty-year history.

Constructed in the mid-1850s to serve the French 
and Chinese miners who were working the stream 
placers along the upper Calaveras River, the Esperanza 
store and ranch were undoubtedly the center of the 
commercial and social life of the area. There is scarcely 
an inch of the riverbed that was not turned, ditched, 
flumed, and worked with rockers, longtoms, and sluices 
in the 1850s and early 1860s. All along the river are 
found the stone walls of miners, as well as cabin 
foundations, remains of stone chimneys, and a stone 
bake-oven. But, except for the Esperanza operation, 
there are no signs of agricultural or commercial 
enterprises. When the placer mining boom ended, so 
did the need for a store to supply the miners with 
provisions. Esperanza became simply a garden spot 
on the river, tended to by a lone Frenchman and a few 
boarders from time to time.

From what remains at Esperanza, it is obvious 

that Vian, Hermand, Portron, and other Frenchmen 
at the site were excellent craftsmen. A 30-foot deep 
well, perfectly round and constructed of stone, provided 
water for their operations. The three-room, stuccoed 
adobe house with stone floor has a large fireplace for 
indoor cooking in the European manner. Outside the 
rear door is another long adobe building nestled against 
the bank. Beside it is a stone baking oven, easily 
accessible to the kitchen door. Another adobe house 
was probably a bunkhouse, and is covered with stucco 
and decorated with blue polychrome. Situated along 
the entrance road is a stone stable, but by far the 
largest building was the stone store, now with only its 
walls remaining. Even roofless and exposed to the 
weather, the building stands in its massiveness as a 
testament to the building talents of a small group of 
Frenchmen far from their native land.
Judith Marvin heads Foothill Resources Associates, of 
Murphys. She is a recognized authority on Northern 
California Native American Culture.
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the community and the world. Oddly, many were avid 
readers who coveted a newspaper or magazine and 
more likely than not, their first question to a passerby 
concerned what the news was from the outside world.

As the "old timers," those who had arrived in gold 
rush days, passed on, others took their places, living 
much the same life. In summer they cultivated a 
garden and as water levels dropped along the rivers 
they creviced and cubbyholed for gold in the freshly 
exposed bedrock. During winter, when there was 
sufficient storm run-off, they ground sluiced gravel 
deposits overlooked or forgotten by the original miners.

A new century arrived, then World War I. 
Gradually, the population of snipers declined as the 
older men died and others moved away. The late 1920's 
saw few permanent prospectors living along the rivers 
of the Mother Lode. Then, in 1929, the Great 
Depression changed the way of life across America.

Men who one day had been secure with well paying 
jobs found themselves next day standing in job lines. 
There were those who gave up, turned to bread lines 
and charity, but there were those who gritted their 
teeth and turned to the hills. Once again, the Cal
averas, Mokelumne, Cosumnes, forks of the American, 
Yuba and Feather rivers heard the rattle of pick and 
gold pan on bedrock. Tent houses sprouted up along 
every gold bearing stream. Vacant snipers’ cabins once 
again had occupants looking to mining for a livelihood.

It was not an easy life, many had arrived in this 
Please see SNIPER, pg. 26

Master gold prospector Jesse Coffey and his wife, 
earned a living mining gold during the depress
ion years, but Jesse continued long after retiring 
from Calaveras Cement, because he loved mining.

Sniping along rivers in the Mother Lode was cold, hard work in winter, hot and miserable in 
summer, and the return was small, but during the depression years many chose mining over charity.
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SNIPER, cont. from pg. 25
already much mined country with virtually no mining 
skills. Some went hungry and some went back to the 
city, but many stuck it out and learned how to mine 
and made a meager, but fulfilling living from it.

Not all were men who came to those 1930's 
goldfields. There were married couples, Jesse and 
Dorothy Coffey among them, who without jobs left the 
city to mine for gold rather than depend upon charity.

Jesse and Dorothy were luckier than most, for Jesse 
during his boyhood had learned the skills of placer 
mining and, in addition, was an accomplished outdoors
man. Theirs was a rewarding adventure that saw 
them weather well, what for many were hard years. 
Jesse and Dorothy and most of those who sniped with 
them are gone, but walk the rivers and you can see 
where they and their pre-decessors mined and find 
the foundations, or perhaps the still standing stone 
and mortar wall of some forgotten prospector's cabin.

On the South Fork of the Calaveras River, for 
instance, a short distance from the Calaveras Cement 
Plant, lived Tom Shedman, who mined along the river, 
doing better than most. A man known as "Happy", 
also lived on the South Fork, downstream from the 
cement plant. Reportedly he supplemented his sniping 
income by keeping rattlesnakes which he milked for 
venom that he sold. There is no record of his ever 
having been bitten, but his friends looked upon his 
profession as a hard way of making a living.

Charlie Preston also lived on the Calaveras River 
and during his latter years, leased his mining claim to 
a small company. Once, when he was away the men 
to whom he had leased the claim fired up a tractor 
and bulldozed boulders, brush and an old outhouse 
into the river. Preston returned and was aghast. 
Several years' savings of raw gold had been cached in 
the outhouse. Only a few ounces of gold was recovered.

George Mather, son of a gold rush pioneer, had 
been a successful miner all his life. He raised a family 
and made a good living mining the claim his family 
had worked before him. Mather told of a young man 
from the city who had turned to gold mining, and 
after learning the trade, was doing rather well. He 
was camped on the site of an old gold rush miner’s 
cabin, using remains of the old fireplace for his outdoor 
kitchen. One morning, said Mather, as the young 
sniper cooked breakfast, he idly overturned a loose 
slab of rock in the old fireplace hearth. Beneath it lay 
a rusted can containing $600 in raw gold — a small 

fortune in those hungry, depression era days. "Spoiled 
him," said Mather, disgustedly. "Spoiled him as a 
sniper. From then on, all he did was wander up and 
down the river hunting for old stone cabin foundations 
or old fireplaces to tear apart."

Not all the snipers lived in remote cabins. Jesse 
and Dorothy Coffey, during the years after the 
depression while he was employed by Calaveras

Time and the elements have turned to rubble 
this mud and stone fireplace that once warmed 
a gold prospector’s cabin. Pine trees grow from 
the cabin’s hard-packed earthen floor.

Cement, lived in a modem home in San Andreas. But, 
it was gold they had mined in Mariposa, Sierra and 
later in Calaveras County that helped pay off the 
mortgage on their home. Long after he retired from 
the cement plant, Jesse, a master prospector, continued 
to snipe the rivers and creeks at every opportunity.

On rainy winter afternoons Jesse would be seen 
driving through town with a battered wheel barrow in 
his old, green Chevy truck and everyone knew he had 
been out sniping again.

Referring to their years of prospecting on the Yuba 
River and along Mariposa County's Aqua Fria Creek, 
a young woman visiting Dorothy one afternoon in her 
new home in San Andreas, asked "wasn't it terribly 
difficult living out in the wilds like that? I just don't 
see how you could stand it."

Dorothy smiled. With a far away look in her eyes, 
she replied, "those were the best years of our lives."
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NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:
Peter Dragone, of Sacramento. 
Margaret Davis, of San Andreas. 
Dennis Miller, of Redwood City. 
Delinda Lagomarsino, or Murphys. 
Eric Costa, of Pine Grove. 
Frances Fuchs, of Placerville. 
Lee Ann Gilbeau, of San Andreas. 
Lynda Tusoni, of Angels Camp.
Mr. & Mrs. Larry McGregor, of Mountain Ranch. 
Mr. & Mrs. Merle Ezra, of Valley Springs. 
Neil Hjelmervik, of San Andreas. 
Carolyn Cavalli, of Mokelumne Hill. 
George A. Young, of Mountain Ranch. 
Ann M. Metherd, of Sutter Creek. 
Theresa B. Houghton, of Murphys. 
Kathleen A. Crespi, of Murphys.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.
Betty Hughes Pebley. of Mokelumne Hill: Thirty-five 
photographs of Mokelumne Hill School children taken 
between 1900 and 1950. One photograph of the Dewey 
Fischer home in Happy Valley, in Mokelumne Hill.
Tommy Taylor, of Rail Road Flat: Photo of Calaveras 
High School students, 1906. Catalog, Weinstock & 
Lubin, of Sacramento, 1886. Copy of Centennial Record 
newspaper, Portland, Maine, 1876.
The following persons donated time and/or materials 
to the Ratto Oven Project at the Calaveras County 
Courthouse Museum; Jerry & Cate Culver; Faye & 
Sam Cook; Howard Little; Don Cuneo; George 
Beaman; Charlie Ryan, Charlie Stone; Bob & Mary 
Taylor, Bill Payton, Dr. Julia Costello; Bob Matteoli, 
Marilyn Pence; Blossom Lane; Tim Lane; Bill Nelson; 
Dick Kirschner; Lorrayne Kennedy; John Serra; Fara 
Noble; Ray & Sheryl Waller; Tom Garamendi; Jack 
Geary; Christian Gerike and Aaron Stone. Our 
apologies and appreciation to anyone overlooked.

BREAD BAKING A HUGE SUCCESS
Attended by some 250 members and friends, 

the Feb. 19 bread baking in the historic stone 
Ratto family oven in the museum courtyard proved 
a huge success, as Chefs Don Cuneo and Charlie 
Ryan turned out browned loaves, bread sticks and 
roasted meats. Plans for a similar affair are being 
considered for early summer. The old oven, moved 
stone-by-stone to the courtyard and rebuilt there, 
was donated by Bob Matteoli.

OUR COVER PHOTO
The Calaveras Central Gold Mine, north of 

Altaville, produced nearly a million dollars in 
placer gold during the early part of this century. 
These nuggets and wheat sized grains of gold came 
from the alluvial gravel channels deep within the 
mine during the 1930’s and became a major 
attraction of the Calaveras County Exhibit at the 
California State Fair.
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FATAL SHOTS ENDED 
STAGE ROBBERY ERA

By
George Hoeper

Shortly after sun-up on May 19, 1894, the mail 
stage carrying a pair of passengers and a Wells Fargo 
express box pulled out of Murphys Camp, bound for 
the railroad depot at Milton. Handling the four-horse 
hitch — two more horses would be added at Casoose 
Station, near the half-way mark of the 30-mile trip, 
was veteran stage driver Fred Wesson, of Angels Camp. 
One of the two passengers was a young woman, Maria 
Bunney, returning from a visit in Murphys to her home 
in New Almaden. Also seated inside the stagecoach 
was Wells Fargo Express Messenger William 
Hendricks, a double barreled 12-gauge shotgun 
balanced across his knees. For the 26-year old 
Hendricks this was a banner day. Having served 
something more than a year's apprenticeship on 
various Mother Lode stage routes, he was making his 
first regular trip as a full fledged express messenger. 
He did not take the responsibility lightly.

Notorious highwaymen such as Tom Bell, Milton 
Sharp and Black Bart had been out of business for a 
decade or more and as the end of the century neared, 
stage robbery was in decline. No longer were stages 
that transported Wells Fargo express shipments subject 
to the pressures of banditry that in 1881 caused the 
company's general manager, John J. Valentine, to 
announce that "due to the losses that have become 
frequent and onerous, we have discontinued service 
from Auburn to Greenwood, Georgetown, Todds Valley 
and Michigan Bluff."

In Calaveras County, although express service 
never was discontinued, there were 16 robberies on 
stage routes leading to Milton between 1871 and 1885. 
But, by 1894 robberies along those roads had become 
less frequent, due largely to the increased use of armed 
express messengers and a decline in mining that 
resulted in fewer shipments of gold and other valuables. 
Yet, there still were ill-advised individuals with 
somewhat less than deep regard for the law who were 
willing to gamble a lengthy prison term or the chance 
of receiving a lethal load of buckshot against the 
possibility of quick wealth from a Wells Fargo strong 
box. William Hendricks was determined that any 
shipment over which he stood guard would not enrich

Express Messenger William Hendricks
stage bandits.

Before 7 a.m. Fred Wesson halted the stage in 
front of the Scribner Building in Angels Camp, in which 
the Wells Fargo office was located. Four more 
passengers boarded the stage as Express Agent Carlton 
Wood with considerable effort, tugged a heavy strong 
box onto the board walk in front of the waiting 
stagecoach. The iron bound box, destined for the U.S. 
Mint in San Francisco, weighed nearly 160 pounds, 
for it contained approximately $30,000 in amalgamated 
gold from the Utica, Sultana and Angels gold mines. 
Struggling under its weight, Wood and the driver 
hoisted the box aboard. Then, with a crack of his 
whip, Wesson headed his team toward the rail head at 
Milton, some two hours away.

One of the passengers had climbed up on the 
driver's seat with Fred Wesson but the others, 
including Miss Bunney and Hendricks rode inside the 
coach. The Wells Fargo Company during its latter 
years of express service in the gold country often placed 
its messengers inside the stage rather than on the 
boot beside the driver. Inside the vehicle they were 
less vulnerable to a shot fired from ambush by a bandit 
and also, in event of an attempted hold-up, the position

Please see ROBBERY, pg. 29
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ROBBERY, cont. from pg. 28 
afforded the messenger a chance to fire before the 
robber even knew there was a guard aboard.

From the outskirts of Angels Camp the road was 
mostly down grade for several miles and the stage 
made good time. Some four miles west of town one of 
the passengers familiar with the route, pointed out to 
the others a spot where a few months earlier, another 
stage had been robbed by bandits.

Hendricks was seated in the rear of the stagecoach 
facing forward, shotgun across his knees, when along 
a level stretch about two miles from Casoose Station, 
a man wearing a flour sack mask suddenly arose from 
a tall patch of roadside grass and weeds. He was 
pointing a long barreled shotgun at the stage.

Without waiting for the gunman to issue an order 
to halt, Hendricks raised his own shotgun and fired. 
The twin charges of buckshot felled the bandit, killing 
him almost instantly, but as he dropped a second man 
stepped from behind a digger pine and at a range of 
about 20 yards, fired two shotgun blasts into the stage. 
Buckshot whistled through the stagecoach like a swarm 
of angry bees.

"I had sort of twisted around to reload my shotgun 
and a buckshot that would have hit me if I had not 
changed position, struck T.T. Hume, of Angels Camp, 
in the shoulder,” said Hendricks during an interview 
some 40 years later with Mother Lode historian and

Sacramento Bee newspaper feature writer, Harry 
Bagley. "The second gunman ducked behind the tree 
before I could fire at him. Wesson began slowing the 
stage. He thought the passenger riding beside him 
had been hit, but I hollered, ’give 'em the whip.' He 
poured the leather to those horses and we got away 
from there in a hurry.”

"I heard a low moan, turned to look at the other 
passengers and saw that Miss Bunney had been hit. 
A buckshot had struck her in the forehead and blood 
streamed down her face. She was barely conscious 
and we knew she was badly hurt. Wesson kept the 
horses running at top speed until we reached Casoose 
Station (at the top of the grade on what is now Hunt 
Road). Jesus Barrios, an elderly Mexican, ran the 
place and had a melon patch beside the road. Miss 
Bunney was too badly injured to ride any farther, so 
we left her under the care of the Casoose women and 
hurried on to Milton.

At Milton we reported the attempted hold-up and 
a posse rode out to hunt the second bandit. We counted 
20 holes drilled in the stage by the two buckshot 
charges and realized it was a wonder that more 
passengers were not killed or wounded.”

By early afternoon Calaveras County Sheriff 
George Graves had arrived on horseback at the 
shooting scene and found the body of the man 
Hendricks had shot. He was identified as Johnny
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Keever, of Visalia, who had drifted into the country 
with two others, W.E. Dowdle and Amos Bierce. 
Further investigation revealed that Dowdle had been 
involved in cattle rustling in Pima, Arizona, and Bierce, 
like Keever, came from Visalia.

The search for Dowdle and Bierce continued 
without success. It was becoming general opinion that 
the pair had managed to slip out of the area. Then, 
several days later Copperopolis rancher Harry 
Oxendine surprised a man in his chicken house and 
held him at gunpoint until the constable arrived. 
Taken to San Andreas, the chicken thief turned out to 
be W.E. Dowdle. Under questioning, Dowdle admitted 
taking part in the attempted stage robbery and 
implicated Bierce, who was arrested next day at a 
camp in Grapevine Gulch, near Vallecito.

While they awaited trial, William Hendricks had 
an opportunity to question both men and came to the 
conclusion that it was only by luck that both he and 
Wesson were not killed and the gold shipment stolen. 
Dowdle and Bierce said they had intended to rob the 
stage on Casoose Hill when the horses were traveling 
at a walk, affording plenty of time to fire from 
concealment on both the stage driver and the guard. 
They said their plan was thwarted when the stage 
arrived sooner than expected and they had not yet 
reached the spot where they intended to commit the 
robbery.

Dowdle and Bierce were convicted of attempted 
stage robbery and each was sentenced to serve 18 years 
in San Quentin Prison. Even so, they could have 
considered themselves lucky. They already were 
serving their prison terms when in October, Maria 
Bunney died of the wound suffered during the robbery 
attempt. Calaveras County authorities did not file 
murder charges against them.

Maria Bunney was not the only woman to die in 
Calaveras County as the result of an attempted stage 
robbery. On April 30, 1892, an unidentified stage 
bandit who was never caught, fired into the San 
Andreas-Sheep Ranch stage which was carrying the 
Sheep Ranch Mine payroll. The shotgun blast killed 
15-year-old Johanna Rodosino and wounded stage 
driver Babe Raggio. On June 15,1893, a gunman who 
also escaped, killed veteran Wells Fargo stage 
messenger Mike Tovey when he fired a rifle from 
ambush at the stage on the Ione-Jackson run.

Hendricks continued to serve Wells Fargo as an 
express manager until 1901. During that time he

Calaveras Sheriff George Graves
carried a shotgun over thousands of miles of roads 
throughout the gold country but never again did he 
have occasion to use it. In fact, the death of Johnny 
Keever was the last fatal shooting of a stage robber 
ever to occur in Calaveras County. By close of the 
century stage robbery along the Mother Lode was 
becoming a rarity. James Hume, famed Wells Fargo 
detective chief, said: ’’stage robbery is, comparatively 
speaking, a thing of the past. There no longer are 
sufficient inducements for the higher grade of criminal 
talent to engage in the business."

The Wells Fargo Company presented Hendricks 
with a $300 reward, an engraved watch and gave him 
a pay raise for his defense of the gold shipment. When 
his job with the express company came to an end he 
served as a guard and watchman at various gold mines. 
Hendricks remained in the Angels Camp area 
throughout his life, passing away at age 80, on October 
7, 1948.
Editor's Note: Much of the material for this article comes from an 
interview conducted in 1941 with William Hendricks by gold country 
historian Harry Bagley, of Sacramento, which was published in the 
June 28, 1941 issue of the Sacramento Bee.
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THE BIG NUGGET, ALWAYS 
ONLY A PAN-FULL AWAY 

By
The Editor

The first nugget found by James Marshall at 
Sutter’s Mill on January 24, 1848, did not weigh a 
quarter of an ounce and was valued at less than five 
dollars. The pragmatic Marshall, after having it tested 
by John Sutter and receiving assurance it truly was 
gold, sold it for provisions. Thus, the tiny piece of 
yellow metal that triggered the California Gold Rush 
was forever lost to posterity.

Within the year, pieces of gold that were being 
weighed in pounds instead of ounces or penny weights 
were being washed from alluvial gravels along the 
rivers that drained the Sierra Foothills and extracted 
from bedrock crevices with pocket knives. By 1854 
Calaveras County had yielded the largest chunk of 
gold ever mined in the United States, the 195-pound 
Carson Hill nugget. But long before discovery of that 
huge piece of gold at Carson Hill, lumps as big as 
hens' eggs had become not uncommon. Within months 
after Marshall's first find at Coloma, a young man - 
former member of the recently discharged Stevenson's 
Regiment — picked up a 25-pound nugget while pausing 
for a drink of water from the Mokelumne River at Big 
Bar, where Highway 49 crosses it now.

The discoverer of the nugget, his identity long 
forgotten, hastened to San Francisco and turned his 
find over to Governor Mason for safety. Mason in 
turn, handed it over to General E.F. Beale who shipped 
the nugget East, where it was placed on exhibit in 
New York. There, on public display, the huge piece of 
gold fanned new interest in the far West and helped 
launch the stampede to the California gold fields.

Large nuggets were found throughout the Mother 
Lode and in Nevada, Yuba, Plumas, Sierra and other 
northern counties including the rich diggings of 
Siskiyou County. However, Calaveras County during 
the early gold rush years certainly contributed more 
than its share of the gold country’s mineral wealth.

The amount of gold produced by any individual 
Mother Lode County during the first years of the gold 
rush can at best be only roughly estimated. No 
accurate records of gold production were kept during 
that period. California's total gold production between 
start of 1848 and end of 1993 is believed to have been 
in excess of 111,000,000 Troy ounces. Calaveras

County’s contribution to that figure is estimated to 
have been between six and seven percent - slightly 
less than eight million ounces.

Army Sgt. James H. Carson came to the Stanislaus 
River from Monterey in the summer of 1848 with a 
party of gold prospectors that included the Murphy 
brothers, founders of the town of Murphys, and Henry 
and George Angel for whom Angels Camp is named. 
Carson began mining some four miles southeast of 
what is now Angels Camp, on a creek that still bears 
his name. There he dug out 180 ounces of gold in 10 
days. However, the creek and adjacent mountain that 
also was named for him, continued to produce large 
amounts of gold. On March 23, 1850, the Stockton 
Times reported a 93-pound lump of gold taken from 
Carson Creek. William Redmond Ryan, whose account 
of his visits to the northern California gold fields were 
later printed in London, England, told of an 18 1/2- 
pound nugget found in Carson Creek on August 20 of 
that year.

William Hance and Alfred Morgan were the first 
to become involved in quartz mining at Carson Hill. 
It is reported that over a period of months in 1851, an 
estimated three million dollars in quartz gold was 
mined there from a excavation 20 feet square and 30 
feet deep. The gold deposit was said to have been 
shaped like an octopus, with long tentacles extending 
from a central mass of the yellow metal. One piece of 
gold, according to the Daily Alta California, weighed 
more than 112 pounds. At times, strands of gold tightly 
embedded in its surrounding quartz rock, was cut loose 
from the rock with a cold chisel. A single blast was 
said to have broken loose $110,000 worth of gold. It 
also was the Morgan mine which three years later, 
produced the now famous 195-pound Carson Nugget 
of quartz gold.

During those early years gold that ranged in size 
from that known as flour gold to pieces the size of a 
man's fist were sometimes found at only grassroots 
depth. A Dr. Gillette on his way to Mokelumne Hill, 
while resting in the shade of a tree in May, 1851, idly 
probed the earth beside him with a pick he was 
carrying and turned up a two-pound nugget. He and 
a companion dug out 14 pounds of gold from that spot 
during the afternoon.

In his autobiography titled THE GOOD LUCK 
ERA, gold rush miner Charles Peters tells of a man 
named Gilman who dug up a 16-pound nugget while 
working a claim in Picayune Gulch, near Mokelumne
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Even today the gold country still yields spectacular finds. These 
nuggets, mined during the past decade, were valued at $140,000.

Hill. He also told of two 
miners, Norris and Mc
Fadden, mining beneath
Stockton Hill at Moke- 
lumne Hill, who took out
32 pounds of gold on Feb
ruary 18,1855. Two black 
brothers who had escaped 
slavery in the South, 
during the fall of 1851 
began mining in a some
what unlikely spot that 
had been passed over by 
earlier arrivals. In four 
weeks, according to Peters, 
they took out $80,000, then 
returned to the East.

A man hunting frogs in 
a small pond near Moke- 
lumne Hill in November of
1848, saw a glint of gold at
the water's edge and began digging it out with his 
knife. Within minutes he had unearthed a nugget 
valued at $2,150. It was claimed that a three-acre 
site in Mokelumne Hill produced an estimated ten 
million dollars. The area was reportedly so rich that 
mining claims were limited to only a few square feet. 
At Corral Flat, in Mokelumne Hill, in December, 1853, 
a nugget was found which was an exact replica of the 
hook on the end of a logging chain. It weighed nearly 
seven pounds and was valued at more than $1,400.

Gold found at various locations along the 
Mokelumne River resembled watermelon or cucumber 
seeds in shape and size. However, this was not 
particularly unusual, since the mining camp of 
Melones, on the Stanislaus River, now covered by the 
waters of New Melones Reservoir, was named by 
Mexican miners for the melon seed shaped pieces of 
gold found there.

A party of four miners working a claim at Douglas 
Flat shortly after the start of the gold rush, reportedly 
took out a nugget worth $3,000, then over a period of 
seven months reportedly mined more than 500 pounds 
of gold. The Starling Company, ground sluicing on 
Coyote Creek, near Vallecito, in May of 1854, washed 
out a quartz boulder which weighed 30 pounds and 
contained 22 pounds of gold. John Ward, also mining 
near Vallecito in February, 1853, found a 45-pound 
nugget which he reportedly sold for $9,500.

The Murphys brothers, John and Daniel, who 
employed Miwok Indians to mine for them in the little 
valley that was to become Murphy's Camp, and later, 
the town of Murphys, took out vast amounts of gold 
during the fall and winter of 1848. C.P. Glasscock 
stated that John and Daniel mined at least $1,500,000 
and Henry Walsh estimated the figure at two million 
dollars. It was said that when John Murphy left the 
mining camp in December, 1849, he took out 17 hides 
(pouches) of gold, all that six mules could carry.

But Calaveras was not the only area that produced 
big nuggets or large quantities of gold. In the fall of 
1848 a party from Oregon, led by Benjamin Wood, 
stumbled onto a 60-pound nugget in what is now 
Tuolumne County's Woods Creek near Jamestown. In 
August, 1860, a 133-pound nugget was found at the 
William A. Farrish & Company Mine on Monumental 
Creek, near Downieville, in Sierra County. It sold 
some years later for $21,636. A slab shaped nugget 
was found near Knapp's Ranch, east of Columbia, in 
Tuolumne County, that weighed 50 pounds. A miner 
identified only as Mr. Virgin, found a 360-ounce nugget 
worth $6,500, on Gold Hill, near Columbia.

The Tin Cup Diggings on the Yuba River, near 
Downieville, earned its name during the hydraulic 
mining era from the fact the mine produced enough 
gold to fill a tin cup everyday. Contrary to common

Please see NUGGET, pg. 33.
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Famous Fricot Nugget, owned by Jules Fricot, was mined in El Dorado 
County and ultimately shipped to France.

NUGGET, cont. from pg. 32
belief, the famous Fricot Nugget was not found in 
Calaveras County although its owner, Jules Fricot and 
his son Desire’, were associated with Calaveras. This 
eight and one-half-pound cluster of gold crystals was 
the product of the Grit Claim at Spanish Dry Diggings 
near Georgetown, in El Dorado County. Jules Fricot 
purchased the nugget which he eventually took to 
Paris, France.

California, with other Western states, has produced 
vast quantities of the precious metal, including 
countless large alluvial nuggets and specimens of 
quartz gold. However, the record for large nuggets 
does not belong to the United States. A mass of gold 
from Chile, said to have been ’’three hundred weight” 
was exhibited at the World's Fair in London. If the 
writers who described it meant the English hundred
weight, that chunk of gold would have weighed 336 
pounds, or 4,899.9 ounces.

The second largest piece of gold known to have 
been found was mined at Ballarat, Victoria, Australia, 
in 1859, and weighed 2,688 ounces. Another found at 
Ballarat weighed 2,267 ounces. The large piece known 
as the "Welcome Nugget”, was mined at Ballarat in 
the late 1850's. Large pieces of gold also were found 
in Russia. The Ural Nugget, found near Miask, Russia, 
in 1842, weighed 96 pounds.

To determine the true value of early day gold finds 
is virtually impossible, particularly when quoted in 
dollars and cents. Although gold during the 1840's 
and 50's had an official mint value of $20.67 per ounce, 
for pure gold (1000 fine) more often it sold for far less. 
Sometimes, depending on the time and area, gold 

purchased by individual 
buyers brought as little as 
$12 or less per ounce. Gold 
rush miner Charles Peters 
in his book on gold mining 
during the early years in the 
Mother Lode, quoted the 
price of gold at $17.75 per 
ounce, or $213 per Troy 
pound.

Gold rush histories and 
individual diaries and 
accounts of happenings 
along the Mother Lode are 
filled with tales of rich 
discoveries and of large 

nuggets found. The diaries and letters tell of overnight 
wealth in the form of hand-fulls of nuggets from a few 
shovels of gravel or a morning’s sluicing. But, more 
often than not those accounts were stories heard of 
good luck that happened to someone else. Far more 
common were accounts telling of hardship, back 
breaking labor and bad luck. For every successful 
argonaut who struck it rich there apparently were ten 
who barely eked out a living at gold mining or found 
themselves working for wages in some mining 
operation in order to provide themselves with enough 
to eat.

An example is that of Byron McKinstry who came 
from Illinois in 1850 to mine gold, first at Hangtown, 
then at Mokelumne Hill. His was not an easy life in 
the gold fields. Wet and miserable in primitive camps 
in winter, he was among the many who never happened 
onto one of the area's big nuggets. During his months 
in the Mokelumne Hill area his daily earnings from 
mining ranged from three dollars, to at times, as much 
as twenty-five or thirty dollars. But his twenty-five 
and thirty dollar days were few and far between.

McKinstry left his Eastern home in March, 1850, 
and was back in Illinois in the summer of 1852. He 
had lived frugally and worked hard during his months 
in the gold fields. He found no large, eye-catching 
nuggets but did bring home with him something more 
than $1,200. In doing so, he considered himself lucky 
in that he had done better than many others who had 
mined beside him during his stay in the Mother Lode.

Certainly the majority of the easily found gold was 
mined during the early years of the gold rush and 
large nuggets no longer are commonly found. Yet, the
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STEVENSON’S REGIMENT, 
GOLD RUSH PIONEERS

By
George Hoeper

Few who browse through Calaveras County’s gold 
rush history fail to note repeated references to the 
Stevenson Regiment. The origins of Carson Hill, 
Angels Camp, Mokelumne Hill and even the town of 
Murphys, if not directly tied to the regiment, were 
closely associated with activities of this early day 
contingent of adventurous young men.

Organized in mid-1846, too late to see combat in 
America’s war with Mexico, President James Polk and 
his expansionist cabinet envisioned an even more 
important role for members of this regiment. He saw 
them not only as a military force drawn up to impose 
the will of their nation on the enemy to the south, but 
as instruments with which to carry out its mandate of 
Manifest Destiny - to further their country’s settlement 
of the West.

Under the orders of War Secretary William L. 
Marcy , Jonathan D. Stevenson, a colonel of the New 
York State Militia, ex-state legislator and ward 
politician, was authorized to raise a regiment of 
volunteers to sail around Cape Horn and be employed 
in the prosecution of hostilities in Mexico and upper 
California. The Secretary of War specifically noted 
that: "the President expects and indeed requires that 

rivers and streams of the Mother Lode still yield yellow 
metal to the knowledgeable and persistent. And, not 
all the large nuggets are gone.

Only a few years ago an elderly couple entered the 
shop of a Jamestown gold buyer and after being assured 
he was interested in buying gold, produced from a 
paper grocery sack eleven pounds of nuggets — some 
as large as hens’ eggs - valued at $140,000. Where 
they had mined the nuggets they chose not to reveal. 
The nuggets were alluvial gold, obviously dug from 
some ancient, buried river channel. The owners of the 
gold indicated there was more where that came from.
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great care be taken to have it composed of suitable 
persons. I mean persons of good habits and as far as 
is practicable, representing various pursuits. Persons 
who would be likely to desire to remain at the end of 
the war, either in Oregon or any territory in that region 
that may then be a part of the U.S."

No secret was made of the regiment’s destination 
and prospective service. The enlistees were specifically 
informed that they were to serve for the duration of 
the war and were to be discharged without claim to be 
returned home. Although there was no formal 
publication of the colonization scheme, there was little 
talk of combat. The young soldiers looked upon 
themselves more as immigrant adventurers under 
government protection, bound for a new land.

Following some three months of training, the 
regiment comprised of about 800 officers and men,

Please see REGIMENT, pg. 35

Colonel Jonathan D. Stevenson.
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Artist’s rendering of Mokelumne Hill in 1856. Colonel Stevenson’s recently discharged soldiers 
arrived from Monterey and were among the first to successfully mine gold there.

REGIMENT, cont. from pg. 34
aboard three ships, the Thomas H. Perkins, Loo Choo 
and Susan Drew, sailed from New York Harbor, Sept. 
26, 1846. Another ship, the Brutus, with 40 soldiers 
aboard, sailed November 13. A fifth vessel with 200 
new recruits, left in August, 1847, to bring the 
regiment's strength to approximately 1,000 men.

Although without formal military background 
except training in his state's militia, Col. Stevenson 
was a disciplinarian, a good administrator, and his 
regiment was considered higher quality that the 
average volunteer unit. The regiment was almost 
exclusively made up of young unmarried men, many 
of whom were minors. Mechanics and artisans 
representing various trades were numerous. There 
were at least 13 printers in one company and there 
were clerks and farmers. Captain Seymour G. Steele's 
A Company was said by the New York Herald to be 
comprised of temperance men. "Throughout the 
regiment were men of good education and good family 
and prospects, " said Walter Murray, one of the writers 
of the day.

However, not all were the upright young citizens 
described by the press. In their effort to quickly fill 
the unit's roster, recruiters had not been overly 
selective. Among the enlistees were not a few 

intemperates, ne'er-do-wells and "Bowery boys" who 
formed a rough element that later was to give the 
regiment a bad name.

After a stop in Brazilian ports for water and 
reprovisioning, the flotilla reached California where 
the Perkins landed the first of Stevenson's volunteers 
in San Francisco on March 6, 1847. Next to arrive 
was the Susan Drew, on March 19. The Loo Choo, 
delayed by a calm, anchored at Yerba Buena March 
26. The Brutus with the 40 additional men, made 
port on April 18.

Colonel Stevenson was chosen by General Stephen 
Kearny to command California's Southern District with 
headquarters at Pueblo De Los Angeles, where he 
served with distinction. And, with fighting in 
California already at an end, the soldiers of his 
regiment were assigned to garrison duty at Monterey, 
Santa Barbara, San Diego and the Presidio, at San 
Francisco. Three companies were dispatched to La 
Paz, in lower California where they saw limited combat 
and lost two men. In addition, another company 
stationed at Monterey engaged in a short campaign 
against Indian horse thieves. One contingent of 25 of 
the regiment’s Company C was sent to Sutter's Fort, 
early in 1848 and may well have been the first of 
Stevenson's unit to reach the gold fields.
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News of James Marshall's discovery of gold at 
Sutter's Mill on the South Fork of the American River 
in January, 1848, caused excitement among the 
soldiers, both regulars and volunteers. In fact, by late 
spring when discoveries of rich placer deposits became 
well confirmed, desertions among the troops became 
rampant. The biggest problem occurred among the 
regulars because they, unlike Stevenson’s Volunteers, 
could not look forward to early discharge. An example 
was Company F, of the Third Artillery, stationed at 
Monterey, where by August there had been 33 
desertions, leaving only about 50 men in the company.

To stem the desertions military authorities that 
summer began granting furloughs to trustworthy 
soldiers, allowing them to try their luck in the mines. 
Among the first serious and successful mining 
expeditions was that of Captain Charles Weber, pioneer 
San Jose rancher and developer of Tuleburg (Stockton), 
who in the summer of 1848 led a party into southern 
El Dorado County. There he mined and established 
trading posts on a creek that still bears his name. 
With him, on furlough from the Army was Sgt. James 
H. Carson of Company F, Third Artillery, from 
Monterey. Also with them but not a part of the military 
were John and Daniel Murphy, discoverers of the rich 
diggings which were to become the mining camp of 
Murphys.

Others in the group included brothers Henry and 
George Angel, founders of Angels Camp and quite 
probably, members of the Stevenson Regiment, who 
had been granted furloughs.

From Weber Creek, Carson, the Murphys and 
Angels brothers, along with several more including 
Peter McQueen, said to have been one of Stevenson's 
volunteers, turned south. They crossed what is now 
Amador County, prospected and found gold on the 
Mokelumne River, then again moved southward to the 
Stanislaus River, in the area of what is now Melones. 
There, in the creek that was named for him, Sergeant 
Carson, on furlough, mined 180 ounces of gold in 10 
days, then returned to Monterey.

Meanwhile, hostilities with Mexico had ended and 
signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo paved the 
way for discharge of Stevenson's Regiment which had 
been enlisted only "for the duration of the war". The 
first companies were mustered out on August 7, 1848. 
The last units were discharged October 23, and 24, 
upon their return from Lower California. Apparently, 
some of the soldiers, within days after their release,

Sam Pearsall, as young discharged soldier, 
discovered gold at Stockton Hill.
headed for the mines.

Within weeks about a hundred former soldiers were 
mining on the Mokelumne River in the vicinity of what 
is now Pardee Reservoir, near the mouth of Gwin 
Canyon and up and down the river from Middle Bar. 
During that period one of the young men found a 25- 
pound nugget at Big Bar, which, shipped to New York, 
helped excite gold rush fever in the East.

Exactly when Colonel Stevenson left active duty 
and came to the Mother Lode is not known. He claimed 
that during the autumn of 1848 he served as the 
Mokelumne Hill area's first alcalde and drafted its 
first mining laws. If he did, he apparently was self- 
appointed and served for only a short period. A man 
identified as G.B. Dickenson, who, with his family, fed 
some 20 or 30 miners in a tent at Mokelumne Hill 
during the winter of 1848-49, also reported to have 
served as alcalde of that district during the winter.

Please see REGIMENT, pg. 37
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REGIMENT, cont. from pg. 36
Dickenson later operated a ferry in Tuolumne County.

James P. Martin, quite possibly a soldier on 
furlough with Captain Weber’s party, was among the 
first to discover gold at what was to become Mokelumne 
Hill. But, it was Sam Pearsall, among the youngest 
of the Stevenson Regiment, who was credited with 
finding the first gold on the north side of Stockton 
Hill, overlooking the Mokelumne Hill camp. Pearsall, 
who lived to an elderly age, spent the remainder of his 
life in that community. By fall, 30 or more men, largely 
discharged members of the regiment, were mining at 
Mokelumne Hill and a trader named Syree was 
operating a tent store there.

Members of the Stevenson Regiment who headed 
for the gold fields by no means all went to Calaveras 
County. Within months, former soldiers were mining 
from Nevada City to Hangtown and southward along 
the Mother Lode to Mariposa County. Two who drifted 
into the Amador area were found dead the following 
spring at what was to become the mining camp of 
Volcano. The spot where they were found still is known 
as Soldiers’ Gulch. Many of the better educated 
engaged in other fields to become merchants, lawyers, 
judges, and successful businessmen. Others became 
journalists, among them Pvt. Benjamin Kooser, who 
became a well known California editor. Martin 
DeLong, a member of the regiment, was to become one 
of the state’s early agricultural leaders and a pioneer 
in the state’s apple industry.

However, another element within the regiment, 
upon its discharge, found its way to the mining camps 
only to be quickly recognized as troublemakers and 
thieves. Unwelcome there, they gravitated back to 
the settled areas - largely to San Francisco - where 
they called themselves the San Francisco Society of 
Regulators, but more commonly were known to the 
city’s populace as The Hounds. They robbed and stole 
for a living, operating out of a tent city known as 
’’Tammany Hall”. After robbing and beating many, 
they murdered a woman and assaulted her daughter.

San Francisco entrepreneur and political leader 
Sam Brannan called a citizens’ meeting and within 
hours 17 Hounds were under arrest and most of the 
remainder had fled the city. Their leader, Samuel 
Roberts, drew a 10-year prison sentence which was 
later commuted, but he and others were banished from 
San Francisco.

Colonel Jonathan Stevenson did not remain long

Henry Angel, arrived with soldiers.

in the gold country. He returned to San Francisco 
which he called ’’The New York of the Pacific", and 
became involved in real estate and finance. He 
undertook development of a 10,000-acre tract on 
Rancho Medanos, in Contra Costa County, which was 
surveyed for him by William Tecumseh Sherman, later 
of Civil War fame.

On April 18, 1850, Colonel Stevenson organized 
the first Grand Lodge of the Free Masons in California. 
He also was said to have been a close friend and 
associate of U.S. Senator David Broderick and to have 
helped Broderick when he was in financial difficulty. 
From 1870 until 1885, Colonel Stevenson served as 
shipping commissioner for the Port of San Francisco.
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THE BIG BLAST 
AT GEE WHIZZ POINT

The loudest man-made sound probably ever created 
in Calaveras County occurred June 26,1906, on a ridge 
top called Gee Whizz Point, overlooking what is now 
Melones Reservoir.

Shortly before noon that day a special freight train 
left the Sierra Railroad’s Jamestown switch yard bound 
for Angels Camp over its recently completed branch 
line through Tuttletown and Carson Hill. It was not 
a large train. At the throttle of Sierra’s No. 9 Heisler 
locomotive was veteran engineer, Nick Barton. In the 
cab with him was his fireman, E.R. Corey.

Behind the locomotive, in addition to its tender, 
were five other cars that included an oil car, a flat car 
on which rode a large, iron wheeled traction engine, 
and another flat car loaded with two cords of sawmill 
slabs. Next in line came a boxcar loaded with 15 tons 
- 600, 50-pound boxes of dynamite - manufactured in 
those days under the name of GIANT POWDER, 
consigned to the Angels Camp Iron Works. Behind 
the boxcar was another flatcar loaded with mining 
machinery, on which rode three men.

Two of the riders were recently hired brakemen, 
one of whom had worked for the company only three 
days. The third man was a stranger. He had 
purchased a passenger ticket to Angels Camp the day 
before, then missed the train. On the morning of June 
26, learning that a freight was headed for Calaveras, 
he climbed aboard rather than wait for the afternoon 
passenger run.

The special freight train left Jamestown at 11 a.m.

The fact they were transporting a rail car filled with 
high explosives was dismissed without a second 
thought by engineer Barton, his fireman and crew. 
Major gold mines were operating throughout the 
Mother Lode, using dynamite by the ton. Hardly a 
week went by that blasting powder was not delivered 
in quantity to some point along the rail line.

With his usual professional aplomb, Barton tooled 
his engine and its potentially dangerous cargo through 
Tuttletown and down the McArdle switchback on the 
south side of the Stanislaus River, crossed the river 
bridge, passed the town of Melones without a stop and 
began the long pull up the 3.68 percent grade that led 
to Gee Whizz Point at the crest of Carson Hill.

Gee Whizz Point acquired its name shortly after 
completion of the Angels Camp line in 1902. 
Supposedly, a new engineer on his first run up the 
grade that hugged the steep canyon wall, gazed with 
awe at the imposing ridge top ahead and muttered, 
with trepidation, ”Gee Whizz!" At Angels Camp, his 
fireman told the story and from then on the ridge 
crossing was known as Gee Whizz Point.

As his locomotive neared the top of the grade at 
Gee Whizz Point Barton eased off the throttle to round 
the curve at the top of the ridge. It was at that instant 
the boxcar load of dynamite exploded. It was probably 
the greatest single blast ever to shake Calaveras 
County. The boxcar and the flatcar containing the 
cordwood slabs, reduced to kindling, simply 
disappeared, leaving a gaping hole in the ground.

The cloud of smoke and dust thrown into the air 
was seen for miles and the noise of the blast reportedly

Please see BLAST, pg. 39

For more than three decades the Sierra Railroad provided a transportation lifeline to Angels Camp 
and eastern Calaveras County. This Stanislaus River crossing always provided passengers a thrill.
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BLAST, cont. from pg. 38
was heard in Stockton. The two brakemen were 
instantly killed, but the hitch-hiking passenger riding 
with them, tossed into the air and some 40 feet down 
the hill from the tracks, suffered only minor injuries.

Surprisingly, the locomotive and three cars behind 
it remained on the tracks. Barton and Corey were 
stunned and temporarily deafened by the blast, but 
were unhurt. Train conductor F.A. Hawkins who at 
the instant of the explosion had been checking the 
traction engine to see that it was riding safely, was 
unhurt but the concussion virtually blew his pants off.

One of the steel boxcar wheels was blown across 
the canyon and through the roof of an unoccupied 
building at the Jones Mine. Other wheels were blasted 
two feet deep into the earth and one set of rails was 
blown a half-mile down the hill from the railroad right- 
of-way. Three ovens at the chlorination plant on Angels 
Creek were caved in by the shock waves and 
concussion. The plant owner was one of those who 
sued the railroad for damages. The man who had 
climbed aboard with his passenger train ticket settled 
with the company for $5,760.

Although the cab of the locomotive was twisted 
and battered, Barton still was able to operate the 
engine. The two dead men and the injured crewmen 
were taken to Irvine (Carson Hill) and later to Angels 
Camp. A track crew arrived from Tuttletown. Under 
direction of section boss Joe Azeveda, they filled the 
hole caused by the explosion and laid new sets of track. 
The work was accomplished so quickly that the 
regularly scheduled passenger train arrived in Angels 
Camp that evening only two hours late.

Company officials contended the explosion was not 
their fault and the freight car had not jumped the 
track. The argued that the accident was caused by 
heat and poor handling of the shipment before it 
reached the Sierra Railroad. It was found that the 
boxcar of dynamite had been sidetracked for five days 
in the hot San Joaquin Valley after leaving its shipping 
point in Contra Costa County. They believed the heat 
in the confined space had caused nitroglycerine to leak 
from the dynamite cartridges through their wooden 
boxes onto the floor of the car where heat, friction, or 
possible dripping onto the tracks caused it to explode.

Much of the information for this article was provided by 
Arlene Westenrider, of Angels Camp, gold country writer, 
Mother Lode historian and former reporter for the Stockton 
Record Newspaper.

Sandy Gulch plaque completed.

MINING ERA PLAQUE RESTORED
Restoration of the above plaque which marks the 

site of the once hectic mining settlement of Sandy 
Gulch has been completed by the County Historical 
Society and dedication ceremonies are now pending.

Located two miles southwest of West Point, 
flanking what is now State Highway 26, Sandy Gulch 
was noted for its rich deposits of placer gold. By late 
1849 supply laden pack trains were arriving regularly 
at Sandy Gulch and leaving with thousands of dollars 
in raw gold. Superior Court Judge J.A. Smith, native 
of West Point and noted Calaveras County historian, 
said "old timers” claimed Sandy Gulch to be one of the 
county’s richest placer mining areas. He said the area's 
first school was located near there.

The original Sandy Gulch monument was erected 
in 1941 by the Native Daughters of the Golden West, 
but later, was destroyed by vandals. Charles Stone 
headed the society's monument restoration committee 
and the stone work was done by Louis Fender, of West 
Point.
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OUR COVER PHOTO
How many years this ancient pink rose has 

brightened the Copperopolis Main Street in 
front of the Jack McCarty home is anyone’s 
guess. The McCarty family, whose pioneer 
background dates back to the discovery of 
copper here, know the old rose was blooming 
when horse drawn vehicles were the only mode 
of transportation and the Copperopolis mines 
were operating full blast.

IN MEMORIAM
Chris Porovich, of Angels Camp, May 5, 1995. 
Guy Castle, of Angels Camp, April 16, 1995. 
Clifford Wright, of Stockton, July 3, 1994.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.
Donated by Attorney William Wolfson, of Rocklin in the name 
of the late Geraldine McGall Montgomery. Of Calaveras 
County, the 1907-08 ledger of the historic Dinkelspiel General 
Store in Vallecito.
Donated by Cocoa Shearer. San Andreas Trading Post, 1961 
oil painting of the historic Wildermuth home, at Lake Pardee, 
by Genevieve Thompson Markwood. Her painting won first 
place in the Calaveras County Fair's art competition that 
year.
Harry Lewis. Santa Rosa, cash donation.

Elyse Javeaux Wright, of Stockton, portraits of her great 
grandparents, Mr. & Mrs. Michael Javeaux (circa 1885). Also 
donated was Elyse Javeauz Wright's 1931 Calaveras High 
School diploma and a woman's purse (circa 1885).

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 

the following new members:
Frank Pitto, San Andreas.
Robert & Rose Mulvany, Murphys.
Patricia Ruthrauff, San Andreas.
Arlin B. Jasper, Placerville.
Mary Ann Drag, Capistrano Beach.
Harry Lewis, Santa Rosa.
Mr. & Mrs. John Schippers, Mokelumne Hill. 
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Hinde, Valley Springs. 
Irwin & Polly Steinpress, Farmington.

NEW BLACK BART BOOK 
IN MUSEUM BOOK STORE

Few Western outlaws have stirred the public’s 
imagination as did the stage robber Black Bart, who 
for eight years preyed on Wells Fargo Company's gold 
shipments. A newly published book, BLACK BART, 
BOULEVARDIER BANDIT, by gold country author, 
George Hoeper, editor of Las Calaveras, sheds light on 
this mysterious man who robbed 28 stage coaches while 
masquerading as a respected San Francisco man-about- 
town. It also contains clues to his puzzling dis
appearance at the close of his robbery career.

The new book, published by Word Dancer Press, 
Fresno, is available in the Calaveras County Museum 
Bookstore, 30 N. Main St., San Andreas and can be 
obtained by writing the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. Cost, including shipping, is $12.42.
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PIONEER ROSES, LASTING 
MEMORIES OF THE PAST

By
George Hoeper

Many a woman, before heading West with her 
family in gold rush days had never been more than 20 
miles from her place of birth. Impending departure 
brought with it the realization that behind her she 
was leaving home, friends and all that was familiar 
and dear. She would be beginning a new life, entering 
a new land.

About her, keepsakes and family heirlooms graced 
her home -- framed daguerreotypes of beloved relatives, 
valued china, comfortable furniture she longed to take 
with her. But, she knew that was impossible. Their 
wagon would be crossing the great plains, the 
mountains, meeting countless hardships. Only bare 
necessities could go. There would be no space for non- 
essentials or foofaraw. She had been told the Utah 
and Nevada deserts were strewn with useless items 
jettisoned as the trip worsened.

Then, her eyes fell upon her garden - upon flowers 
and shrubs that brightened her dooryard - that over 
the years she had planted and nurtured with her own 
hands. Roses, lilacs, myrtle, daffodils, that in some 
new place could bloom again. She would leave the

Even constant pruning by cattle does not dis
courage this Murphys Grade Road rose.

Mrs. Richard ,rRusty” Rolleri, with one of her 
favorite pioneer roses, the Perl D'Or (Golden 
Pearl) that is just coming into bloom.
photographs, dishes, the furniture and even her 
Mother’s wedding gown. They would go to her sister 
and other relatives. But, she would take her flowers.

Furtively, she began taking slips of her favorite 
roses, the Lady Banks, Persian Yellow, Pink Hermosa, 
the Cherokee and the great, purple lilac by the gate. 
Carefully, she potted them in moist soil to take root. 
She collected bulbs and dug and potted the tough, 
stringy myrtle roots that would provide ground cover 
and blue blossoms wherever her new home might be. 
Carefully, she watched over the tiny potted plants 
during that six-month journey across half-a-continent. 
And, no doubt at times, she, herself went thirsty to 
make sure they received needed water.

The women planted their roses with the same 
loving care that brought them safely West. In white, 
picket fenced yards fronting on streets of gold rush 
communities and around abodes on lonely homesteads 
they bloomed. But time wrought change. Once vibrant 
settlements became ghost towns and gradually, the 
homesteaders moved on. Only the roses and lilacs 
remained.

Today, crumbling stone walls or house foundations 
overgrown by twining, old fashioned pink or yellow 
roses and patches of creeping myrtle attest to the 
success of those pioneer women who, nearly a century-

Please see ROSES, pg. 42
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ROSES, cont. from pg. 41
and-a-half ago were determined to bring West with 
them some lasting memory of their former homes.

’’Only those pioneer roses that were strong enough, 
were able to survive the years of neglect after the 
homestead was deserted,” said Mrs. Richard "Rusty” 
Rolleri, of Angels Camp. She has devoted much of her 
adult life in Calaveras County to the study and 
preservation of its old roses.

’’They went without water, they went without care. 
They lived only with nature. As the rains came, they 
grew and bloomed, then became almost completely 
dormant during the summer. They just managed, 
somehow, to hang on.

"Those roses that weren’t hardy enough died off. 
Sometimes you will find only a single remaining stalk 
still struggling to survive. I find it phenomenal, but 
dig deep enough and you will find a trunk, perhaps 
four or five inches in diameter. If you keep watering 
it - it is amazing - the life that may come back to it 
after its many years of neglect. We find them, these 
old roses, throughout the foothills. I call them one of 
our treasures of the Mother Lode and it is a pleasure 
to save them."

Much of Rusty's learning concerning roses has been 
obtained from Fred Boutin, of Tuolumne City, an expert 
on old roses who gained his knowledge while employed 
at Huntington Gardens, where rose culture became 
his specialty. Boutin has helped her identify many of 
the old fashioned roses growing in the Altaville 
Cemetery.

Long neglected, each spring this hardy old tea 
rose still blooms.

White Banksia Rose whose ancestor came west 
by wagon train, graces entrance to a Highway 
49 garden.

"Early day cemeteries are fantastically rich sources 
of old roses,” she said. "People, after they lost someone, 
often in those days took special pains to plant and 
care for a favorite rose at the grave site. Today, many 
of those old roses still flourish." Old favorites commonly 
found in Mother Lode communities and on pioneer 
ranches include Hermosa, a small pink cabbage rose 
dating back to the 1840's; Lady Banks, which produces 
scores of delicate, tight yellow blooms; the Cherokee, 
with a single white petal blossom and the Persian 
Yellow rose. The Cherokee bloom resembles that of 
the Western Dogwood. Aunt Mary Lavagnino Tarbat, 
of Angels Camp, said the Persian Yellow also was called 
the Yellow Rose of Texas. Other old fashioned roses 
found in Calaveras gardens are Fortune's Double 
Yellow, Austrian Copper, the Moss Roses, White Rose 
of York and the fragrant LaFrance, first of the tea 
roses.

Many Calaveras residents have made a special 
project of saving early day roses. Helen Thurson, of 
Murphys is among those whose yard is filled with fine 
old roses that each spring turn it into a blaze of color.

Rusty Rolleri has rescued old roses from abandoned 
homes and ranches, from forgotten mining camps and
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Lilacs came West early, too.
from the paths of bulldozers.

"Whenever I see a 'for sale' sign on property where 
pioneer roses are growing," she said, "I ask the seller 
or the realtor or the new owner if they do not want 
them, if I can have the roses."

As a result, she has saved countless rose bushes 
that otherwise would have been destroyed. An example 
is old roses at the intersection of Highway 49 and 
Mountain Ranch Road, in San Andreas, where 
construction of a commercial building was about to 
begin. Working with the property owner's wife she 
was able to find homes for all the old bushes. More 
recently, she salvaged the old roses beside the Apple 
Blossom Inn, in north Altaville, where a new motel 
was about to be built. Some of those transplanted 
roses now add color to the grounds of the Angels Camp 
Museum. Nancy Larson, curator of the Angels Camp 
Museum, aids Rusty by keeping a record of where 
various old roses are growing in and around Angels 
Camp.

"One thing about old roses is they have a beauty 
of their own and the old varieties don't take a great 
amount of care. They don't like pruning — they don't 
like all that fussing with - they need to be left alone. 
They only want their dead wood removed, they do 
much better without it, and, you cannot beat the 
fragrance of the old roses. If you ever find an old 
LaFrance - it was known as the first tea rose -- you 
will recognize it by its silvery-pink bloom and its high, 
sweet fragrance. They start from a slip quite easily. 
The one I have, I started from a slip from a bush in

CAMPING TRIPS WERE 
HIGHLIGHT OF SUMMER

By
George Hoeper

A trip to the mountains during the early years of 
this century, whether by wagon or automobile, was no 
small undertaking. Such ventures in those times were 
not one-day affairs. They required planning and 
logistics. By the time the trip actually got underway, 
particularly if women and children were included, it 
had assumed all the aspects of a major expedition.

For many foothill families an annual camping trip 
to the high country had become a long standing 
tradition. An affair that for the menfolk at least, was 
the focus and highlight of their summer. An event to 
be anticipated and long remembered.

Particularly, for a ten-year-old boy the mountains 
held a special calling. All year long they had filled his 
mind's eye, majestic, shining and a little frightening. 
They appeared on stormy winter nights as he 
reluctantly plodded through his school work by the 
light of the kerosene lamp. The remembrance of lush,

Please see CAMPING, pg. 44

the old cemetery," she said.
"People, including garden clubbers, like to share 

roses. You often can trace a certain variety of pioneer 
rose through a family, although its members may be 
scattered, for they have shared slips of that bush with 
relatives and friends."

But, Mrs. Rolleri pointed out that other of the 
Mother Lode's historic flowering plant which have 
become threatened — some may already have 
disappeared - are the ornamental bulbs, mostly of the 
narcissus type. They once graced nearly every early 
day garden and there were many varieties, she said, 
but today, some no longer are listed in modern nursery 
catalogues. Some of those old plants no doubt, still 
bloom in older gold rush town gardens, but they are 
becoming scarce.

But, there will always be old roses with histories 
dating back to gold rush times, growing around the 
Mother Lode homes as long as people like Rusty Rolleri 
take it upon themselves to preserve them.

"I do enjoy roses. I enjoy them tremendously," she 
said. "Particularly, I enjoy having someone see a rose, 
and say, 'I must have one of those,' for then I know 
that particular rose is going to live a while longer." &
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Big Trees Park drew increasing numbers of 
campers.

CAMPING, cont. from pg. 43
green meadows, the pungent scent of evening campfire 
smoke, the hungry odor of bacon frying in the early 
morning chill as the sun's first rays touched the ridge 
tops with a brush of gold. The shivery knowledge as 
he lay snug in his blankets late at night that this was 
the domain of bears and mountain lions and the 
thought that maybe the distant howl off in the darkness 
was not just a coyote, but some lone member of a wolf 
pack that still roamed the Sierra.

He remembered the big bucks with their broad 
racks and the trout fishing - sparkling streams - lakes 
teeming with leaping rainbows. He shivered with 
delight as he recalled those days spent fishing. 
Periodically, throughout the winter, he reverently 
inspected the trio of battered trout flies his uncle had 
bequeathed onto him upon return from last fall's fishing 
trip. He had never taken a trout on a fly. Worms and 
a willow pole were his stock in trade, but now he 
dreamed of the coming summer and fat, hungry trout 
rising to a black gnat or royal coachman.

Calaveras County native Fred Cuneo, now nearing 
his 90th birthday, remembers well his family's summer 
treks to the mountains during the years following the 
end of World War I.

"We kids, my sisters Gladys and Louise, my 
brothers Don and Vern and I, who was the oldest, 
couldn't wait each year to get started," said Fred. 
"But our parents, Victor and Rose Cuneo, always 
waited and planned our trips so that we would leave 
just as the hottest part of summer was arriving. "The 
months moved glacially, but finally it would be mid

summer and time to head for the high country. We 
arose in darkness and daylight still was an hour away 
when I followed my father to the corral to catch and 
harness the two draft horses. Although by the early 
1920’s automobiles were fairly common and by then 
we had a Model T Ford, during those first years we 
went camping, ours still was an equestrian family. 
With horses and wagon it was always at least a two- 
day trip. We generally camped at Black Springs the 
first night of the trip. There was a meadow that 
provided horse feed, level ground for camping and good, 
clean cold water. Sometimes we camped at Big 
Meadow and at times, went all the way into Pacific 
Valley. We always figured on staying at least two 
weeks," said Fred.

"We took everything with us, including a big tent 
and mattresses for mother and father and we girls to 
sleep on," said Fred's sister, Louise Greenlaw. "The 
boys slept outside on the ground. Putting up the tent 
was quite a chore and it usually fell down at least 
once before we got it set up and properly tied down." 
Don Cuneo said of the sleeping arrangements: "Those 
were the days before sleeping bags. All we had were 
blankets spread on a piece of canvas on the ground. 
We'd wake up in the morning and the ground would 
be white with frost. The dog would be curled up right 
on top of us in order to stay warm."

Cooking, of course, was over an outdoor fire and

Trout were standard camping breakfast menu.
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there was no richer or more enticing aroma than that 
of coffee perking in the morning on a mountain 
campfire. Water for cooking and drinking came right 
from the stream beside the camp and there was never 
a problem or a doubt concerning its purity. Cooking 
equipment and kitchenware were of cast iron and tin. 
The two major cooking utensils were a big iron skillet 
and a Dutch oven, cups and plates were tinware.

"I still have that big old Dutch oven," said Louise 
Greenlaw, "and my dad was a wonderful cook with it. 
He could bake bread or biscuits in it and it was great 
for beans or stew. Early in the morning my father 
would dig a deep hole in the earth, build a fire in it, 
and when the wood had burned down to a bed of coal, 
into it would go the Dutch oven filled with beans, 
strips of bacon and seasoning. Then he would cover it 
with earth. When it was dug up at noon after we 
returned from a hike or a morning’s fishing, it was 
some pretty special eating. Sometimes we baked 
potatoes and roasted fresh com in the husk in the 
campfire coals.

"We girls and mother loved to take walks. The 
flowers were beautiful, and some years way up there 
in the high country, we would find snow plants still 
blooming. Sometimes friends or relatives would come 
up and visit and stay a day or two. There were 

wonderful evenings sitting around the big campfire. 
Sometimes we kids would sing or tell stories, and 
sometimes we played hide-and-seek among the trees 
in the gathering dusk."

For the boys, fishing was the high point of the 
summer trips. They kept the camp supplied with trout 
and usually had fish to give to visitors who stopped 
by. They found that catching trout on flies wasn’t as 
simple as it sounded, but gradually, they acquired skill 
and Verne Cuneo, today, is a master fly fisherman.

For the men, the mountains held another thrill. 
Deer season opened in mid-August, and from the time 
they became old enough to carry a rifle, the boys were 
enthusiastic buck hunters.

"For us, opening day of deer season was Christmas 
and Fourth of July all rolled into one," commented 
Fred Cuneo recently. "My father had promised my 
cousin, Francis Queirolo, who lived at Fricot City, and 
me, he would take us deer hunting the fall of the year 
we graduated from grammar school. The year was 
1920 and we were 14 years old. Let me tell you, that 
was an exciting event.

"We traveled in my dad’s Model T Ford. There 
were four of us, Dad, his friend Norman Terwilliger, 
Francis and me. The old Model T touring car which

Please see CAMPING, pg. 46

In 1914, Calaveras County residents such as the Robie family of Milton (above), still relied upon the 
wagon when they headed for the mountains.
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CAMPING, cont. from pg. 45
had no top, bulged with our tent, grub, guns and 
general camping gear and the dog. Our destination 
was Jelmini Basin, where we planned to camp and 
hunt, but we couldn't drive there in an automobile, so 
we drove to Tamarack — we called it Onion Valley in 
those days - and packed our equipment into Jelmini 
on our backs.

"We had a great time. We were the only hunters 
there. The only other person in the area was Gus 
Vogelgesang, a rancher from Bear Mountain who was 
ranging his sheep there. He was glad to see us, told 
us where he had been seeing some big bucks and made 
me the best lamb stew in the mountains.

"We all killed our bucks. My father and Norman 
Terwilliger each killed a big four pointer and my cousin 
and I, with our 25-35 carbines, each killed a forked 
horn. We had a tough time carrying those deer and 
all the camping stuff back out to the car. Each of us 
had to make a couple of trips, but that was just the 
beginning of our trouble.

"When we finally got loaded up and ready to leave, 
the old Model T refused to start. We tried everything, 
but it just wouldn't get going, and to make matters 
worse, we were running out of food. All we had was 
a little flour and the venison. And up there in that 
country in those days, you didn't just run to the corner 
grocery when you ran short of food.

"Finally, a group from Stockton came by. They had 
food they left with us and we sent word with them to 
Bill Apollo, in San Andreas, to come up and get Dad's 
Model T started. Bill didn't get there right away and 
we kids thought we were going to starve. He finally 
arrived in a day or two, brought some more grub with 
him, and got Dad's Ford running again. We kids went 
through that food like we'd never eaten before.

"We went into Jelmini Basin and Bear Trap other 
times, too, but we took a wagon instead of an 
automobile because although it was slower traveling, 
we could get all the way in and didn't have to carry 
camping equipment or deer. But the roads up there 
were terrible in those days," said Fred.

"We continued to hunt the Jelmini and Bear Trap 
areas until the 1940's, when it began to get too 
crowded," said Fred. "Then we switched to Murray 
Canyon and Golden Canyon, packing in with horses 
from the Highland Lakes. By that time our hunting 
gang had gotten a whole lot larger and we sometimes 
had 18 or 20 horses. Members of the gang included

V.

Victor Cuneo and son Vern, prepare breakfast.

Tucker, the barber, Spud Kravitz, Danny Eckhart, 
Tormy Ward, Hank Lavaroni, Francis, Joe and Dante 
Queirolo, my brother, Don and me. We used to call 
ourselves the Italian Army.

"We really looked forward to those hunting trips 
up there every year. The important thing was on 
opening morning, just about sun-up, for each of us to 
be on a favorite stand - some choice spot — where we 
could sit and watch the country and wait for that big 
buck that we knew was going to show up. We used to 
have some great times up there and we always brought 
back big bucks. A lot of those fellows were real hunters 
and outdoorsmen. And, they were great camp cooks. 
The Queirolos and my brother, too. Dutch oven cookery 
is an art. Everyone was handy and worked hard and 
we always had a clean and comfortable camp.

"Then, the Department of Fish and Game began 
setting the deer season later and sometimes we got 
caught in a storm. Once some of them were hit by an 
early storm that dropped about eight inches of snow. 
They were delayed a couple of days getting out.

"Then that area also began getting too crowded. 
Too many camps. Too many hunters, and we started 
going to Colorado, but it wasn't quite the same.

"Today, camping is trailers and motor homes and 
paved, formal campgrounds, plastic fishing rods and 
planted fish. Somehow, it was more fun when we got 
there in a wagon or Model T Ford and fished for wild 
trout with a willow pole." A
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C.C.C. CAMPS OFFERED 
DEPRESSION DAY HELP

At the height of the Great Depression, on March 
31, 1933, Congress approved formation of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps. Purpose of the act was: "to 
provide healthy employment and practical education 
for unemployed young men."

By mid-year, C.C.C. 
camps were springing up in
rural areas across the
nation, including Calaveras
County, allowing pre
viously jobless young men
an opportunity to work,
earn a few dollars and
above all, to learn basic 
trades and work skills.
They also learned to accept
discipline, built self-
reliance, and many who
were lacking in schooling
were able to improve their 
basic educational skills.
Base pay was $36 per 
month, but with food, 
lodging, clothing and 
medical care provided, they
did not feel deprived. The
enlistees were encouraged 
to send part of their pay 
home to help their families 
which were struggling to 
eke out a living during those hard times.

In the West, C.C.C. projects included road and trail 
construction, flood and erosion control, forest 
improvement and protection, campground construction 
and improvement, stream clearance and fish habitat 
improvement, wildfire suppression and response to any 
number of natural disasters. They also were called 
upon to take part in search and rescue missions.

Many of the mountain and foothill roads traveled 
today by rural county residents and outdoor 
recreationists were built during the 1930's by the 
Civilian Conservation Corps. A prime example, of 
course, is Ponderosa Way, that stretches through the 
back country in the foothills the length of the Mother 
Lode, from Merced through Nevada and Yuba Counties.

The main C.C.C. camp for the Amador-Calaveras 

area was at Pine Grove, at the present site of the 
California Youth Authority camp, there. However, 
there were five spike (satellite) camps established in 
Calaveras County, from which C.C.C. crews worked 
on various projects. They included Lilly Gap, three 
miles east of West Point; Rich Gulch, on Highway 26, 
east of Mokelumne Hill; Chee Chee Flat, on Whiskey 
Flat Road, northeast of Mountain Ranch; at Murphys 
and at Big Trees State Park, near the present state

park headquarters. Each spike camp consisted of 
wooden barracks, mess hall, office and storage facilities 
and a maintenance and repair shop.

In all, there were about 100 C.C.C. corpsmen 
stationed among the five Calaveras County camps. A 
commissioned U.S. Army officer, usually a lieutenant, 
was the commanding officer. He selected one of the 
C.C.C. enlistees, generally one of the older men, as his 
1st Sergeant. The Civilian Conservation Corps 
operated under the same general rules of discipline as 
did the military. Each morning shortly after daybreak 
the 1st Sergeant rousted the crew members out of 
bed. They answered roll call on the parade ground, 
received their work assignments for the day, then after 
breakfast climbed aboard a truck to be transported to

Please see C.C.C., pg. 48

Members of C.C.C. Company 589 at temporary camp near Dorrington, 
where they worked on U.S. Forest Service projects and on gooseberry 
bush removal to eradicate blister mist disease that attacked conifers.
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C.C.C., cont. from pg. 47 
the job. The work uniform was blue U.S. Army 
fatigues. Their dress uniform was wool olive drab 
military clothing, comfortable in winter, but hot in 
summer.

Retired California Department of Forestry Ranger 
John Jackson, of San Andreas, came to Calaveras 
County from VanNuys as a C.C.C. enlistee in 1937.

"We built roads, cut brush, built telephone line for 
state forestry and for the U.S. Forest Service, took 
part in search and rescue operations and in summer, 
we fought fire — lots of
fire fighting on both 
state and federal 
lands. During the 
winter they shipped us 
to Camp Armstrong at 
the edge of Armstrong
Redwood Park, near
Guerneville on the
Russian River, where 
we worked on flood 
and erosion control 
projects. One winter 
our C.C.C. crew built 
the state forestry 
station at St. Helena 
and we also built the
Pool Ridge Road, near Guerneville.”

The U.S. Forest Service and the State Division of 
Forestry planned the projects undertaken by the 
Civilian Conservation Corps and the federal 
government provided the tools and equipment they 
used. The young men learned not only how to work, 
they began to learn trades and working skills. The 
government hired a few key personnel for each camp 
who were known as L.E.M.’s, Local Experienced Men, 
for certain skilled jobs such as mechanics, blacksmiths 
and bulldozer operators. Each of the local skilled 
employees had a helper, "swamper", they were called, 
selected from ranks of the crewmen. Those young 
men were taken in hand by their experienced bosses 
and taught auto repair, how to run a bulldozer tractor 
and the skills of blacksmithing and metal work. A 
man named Carl Lattick was hired as a surveyor to 
map out road grades and the crew assigned to assist 
him began learning the duties of a surveying crew and 
the rudiments of using a transit.

They learned how to run a jackhammer, drill holes 

for blasting and handle dynamite. Those assigned to 
the kitchen learned about cooking and food preparation. 
Those assigned to the camps in the higher elevations 
worked largely on U.S. Forest Service projects and 
many of them worked on blister rust eradication which 
involved grubbing out patches of gooseberry bushes 
which were the host plants for the blister rust that 
destroys conifer forests.

They built the Ponderosa Way across Calaveras 
County from its intersection with the Camp Nine Road, 
near Cataract, all the way to the North Fork of the

Mokelumne River at 
the Calaveras -Amador 
County line. The 
Ponderosa, which in 
places used portions of 
existing roads, crossed 
San Antonio, San 
Domingo and Jesus- 
Maria creeks, then 
finally crossed High
way 26 to dip into the 
Mokelumne River 
Canyon, where the 
C.C.C.’s built a bridge 
to span the river. They 
also built the present 
West Murray Creek

Road that stretches from Quigg's Mountain (Sierra 
Vista Lookout) to San Andreas.

"Although we had the air compressors and 
jackhammers for drilling the blast holes, there were 
only a few bulldozer equipped tractors available for 
our use," commented John Jackson recently. "More 
often than not our crews used shovels to remove the 
earth and broken rock after a blast. In one instance, 
an Amador County C.C.C. crew built more than a mile 
of the Clinton Bar-Mount Zion Road with nothing but 
picks, shovels and wheelbarrows."

The C.C.C. crewmen of the 1930’s had no fancy 
closed busses to ride. Their only transportation was 
stakeside trucks with wooden benches for the men to 
sit on. When it rained they got soaked and when it 
was dry they became coated with dust. But most 
important, they had employment, a roof over their 
heads, three meals-a-day, were learning how to work, 
take orders and learning trades or working skills. 
Their training helped qualify them for jobs in private 
industry or local or state government. Many, upon

Thirty horse-power gasoline engined Caterpillar 
tractor pulled iron wheeled air compressor that 
powered C.C.C. jackhammers. Note that this tractor 
had no bulldozer blade and the young workmen 
removed the blasted rock and earth with shovel and 
wheelbarrow.
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CHARLES WEBER HELPED 
CALAVERAS COUNTY GROW 

By 
The Editor

Although never a resident of Calaveras County, 
his influence on its early growth and development was 
enormous. Charles Maria Weber, founder of the City 
of Stockton, arrived at age 22, in New Orleans from 
Steinwenden, Germany, near the close of 1836.

Well educated, member of a Bavarian family of 
means, Weber's initial goal was to visit an uncle in 
Belleville, Illinois, a few miles northeast of St. Louis. 
However, the country along the Mississippi between 
New Orleans and St. Louis still was largely frontier. 
Winter travel between those two cities either by water 
or land was difficult and young Weber decided to 
postpone his Belleville trip.

He dabbled in various small business ventures, 

leaving the C.C.C., found jobs with the Pacific Gas & 
Electric Company, phone company crews and in various 
fields of construction and private industry.

Before he left the conservation corps, John Jackson 
was promoted to crew leader, and in 1940, using the 
knowledge he had gained, he passed an examination 
for fire captain with the State Division of Forestry. 
He would remain with the state forestry for 34 years, 
not counting time spent in the military during World 
War II, finally retiring with the rank of ranger.

Today, roads built some 60 years ago by the 
Civilian Conservation Corps still provide foothill fire 
protection and are used by hunters, fishermen, gold 
miners, hikers and other recreationists locally and from 
outside areas.

Neglect, however, is taking its toll on many of those 
back country thoroughfares. In recent years neither 
local counties, State Department of Forestry, Bureau 
of Land Management or the U.S. Forest Service has 
taken much interest or expended even minimal funds 
to maintain them.

At the time of its formation in 1933, the Civilian Conservation 
Corps drew more than its share of criticism. Its critics called it a 
hand-out and waste of taxpayers' dollars. Looking back in retrospect 
the C.C.C.'s was one of this nation's wisest depression day 
investments. Today, its myria projects and accomplishments still 
benefit us. Many of the young men who made up the rank and file 
of the corps left that organization to step into the ranks of the military 
and fight for their country. At war's end they returned as solid 
citizens who helped provide stability to our society and add strength 
to this nation during its best and most productive years. The Editor.

Charles M. Weber
none of which proved particularly lucrative. Then while 
waiting for spring, the adventurous Weber became 
increasingly interested and aware of the revolt of 
Americans in Texas against Mexican rule. After 
recovering from a bout with yellow fever, Weber headed 
West to join Sam Houstin's rag-tag army which was 
fighting for the territory's independence. Weber fought 
at Goose Creek and in the Battle of Buffalo Bayou. 
He returned to New Orleans, entered a partnership in 
a coffee house, suffered another attack of yellow fever 
and decided to head North to Belleville where he hoped 
to find a more healthful climate.

St. Louis, a booming, roistering river town at the 
confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, was 
the jumping off place for exploration of the far West. 
Rivermen, free trappers and traders, soldiers, 
missionaries and emigrants headed for Oregon, formed 
a colorful and intriguing backdrop for adventure. 
There, young Weber heard of the Pacific Coast and 
particularly, read accounts of life in California, written

Please see WEBER, pg. 50
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WEBER, cont. from pg. 49
by rancher-unlicensed physician-adventurer John 
Marsh, a Harvard graduate who had established 
himself on a vast acreage at the foot of Mt. Diablo in 
what is now Contra Costa County.

Entranced with Marsh's word pictures of the West, 
Weber heard of an expedition outfitting for a trip to 
Oregon and California. He missed departure of the 
wagon train but on May 23, 1841, joined Joseph B. 
Chiles and James John at the town of Westport and 
they quickly caught up with the main group.

The first half of the trip went smoothly for among 
the party of some 70 people was famed frontier 
missionary Father Pierre Jean DeSmet, who with his 
group was headed for Oregon. He had engaged veteran 
mountain man Thomas "Broken Hand" Fitzpatrick, as 
a guide. But, at Fort Hall, the wagon train split and 
the group that was to become known as the Bidwell- 
Bartleson Party, headed across uncharted wilderness 
for California. Theirs was to become an epic journey, 
for they were the first to attempt to take wagons across 
the Sierra. Its members included numerous persons 
who would carve their names in the history of the 
golden state. John Bidwell would become the wealthy 
founder of the City of Chico, a California governor and 
presidential candidate; Charles Weber achieved wealth 
and fame as developer of Stockton and numerous valley 
and foothill enterprises; Josiah Belden would become 
mayor of San Jose and Robert Thomas would own a 
sprawling ranch that encompassed much of Tehama 
County. There was Ben and Andrew Kelsey, for whom 
Kelseyville is named, and Ben's wife, Nancy and their 
18-month-old daughter, the first white women to reach 
California by land. There was Talbot Green, 
absconding bank clerk for whom Green Street, in San 
Francisco, is named.

Facing almost insurmountable hardship, the 
travelers abandoned their wagons, crossed the Sierra 
at what is now Sonora Pass with only what they could 
carry on their backs. Charles Weber with an eye for 
business, settled in San Jose and quickly allied himself 
with William Gulnac, a New York native who had 
become a Mexican citizen. In San Jose, Weber and 
Gulnac set up a soap factory, a bakery, established a 
general store and blacksmith shop. Weber built a 
hotel he named the "Weber House", and he and Gulnac 
made plans to build a shoe and boot factory, utilizing 
hides of California cattle.

Charles Weber also quickly realized the agri

cultural potential of the San Joaquin Valley and its 
delta lands and saw the Sacramento-San Joaquin River 
system as its doorway to world commerce. With 
Gulnac's help, in 1846, he laid claim to 48,000 acres of 
which the confluence of the two rivers served as a 
centerpiece. His huge expanse of land extended from 
what is now North Stockton to Manteca on the south, 
the rivers on the west and what is now Jack Tone 
Road, on the east. Even then, as he acquired the land 
under Mexican rule, Weber realized the movement to 
free California from Mexico was growing stronger and 
favored the takeover by the U.S.

War did come in 1846 and again, Weber saw 
military service. After refusing a command in the 
Mexican Army he accepted a commission as Captain 
in the U.S. Cavalry and performed in an outstanding 
manner, both in providing horses and equipment for 
the army and in combat, in the Battle of Santa Clara.

Summer of 1847 saw Weber starting development 
of his river port city he called Tuleburg. He built 
corrals, constructed buildings, took up residence there 
and saw the settlement begin to take shape as an 
important trade center. He changed its name to 
Stockton, in honor of Commodore Robert F. Stockton.

News of James Marshall's January 24, 1848 
discovery of gold at Sutter’s Mill reached Tuleburg in 
February when a local Spanish-Californian enroute to 
San Jose stopped for the night. The discovery did not 
unduly surprise Weber. He had received small 
amounts of gold from Mexicans when in San Jose, but 
he was quick to realize the importance of Marshall's 
find on the South Fork of the American River. He 
wasted no time in getting a mining expedition 
underway, and unlike John Sutter, did not take half
way measures.

Weber saw the discovery as the thrust needed to 
bring his settlement to the forefront as a trade center, 
and quickly formed the Stockton Mining Company, 
first corporation in the territory. Fully equipped, his 
party started for the foothills, but instead of Coloma 
which already was filling up, he chose Chowchilla 
Creek, a tributary of the South Fork which was 
renamed Weber Creek. E. Gould Buffum, in his "Six 
Months in the Gold Mines," said Weber in June, 1848, 
employed large numbers of Indians to mine for him. 
He paid them in commodities that included flour, sugar, 
blankets, knives, clothing and trinkets. It was a system 
that paid handsomely and later was copied by others, 
including John and Daniel Murphy, who made the 
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fabulously rich strike at what became Murphys Camp, 
in Calaveras County.

Weber decided to try mining closer to home and 
with a small party, moved south, crossed the 
Consumnes River to the North Fork of the Mokelumne, 
found miners already working there, and also found 
gold. With his party were the Murphy brothers, Henry 
and George Angel and James Carson, member of 
Stevenson’s Mexican War Regiment, for whom 
Calaveras County’s Carson Creek and Carson Hill are 
named. They traveled south to the Stanislaus River 
and made rich strikes there.

But, to Weber, even more important than his own 
mining success was the increasing number of miners 
in the foothills whose needs could ensure his new city 
of becoming a major trade center and supply depot for 
the southern mines.

Weber was a publicist as well as a businessman. 
He spread the news of gold being found in quantity 
along the Mokelumne and Stanislaus Rivers and their 
tributaries. By August of 1848 an estimated 4,000 
miners were reported working the Stanislaus River 
drainage. By fall of that year, Weber's pack trains 
were supplying the needs of miners throughout what 
was to become Calaveras, Amador and Tuolumne 
Counties. James Carson said of Weber’s foothill 
business enterprises, "so great was the income of the 
Captain’s trading operations that he was daily sending 
out mules packed with gold."

Weber's brother, Adolph, who had come from 
Germany to join him, wrote to his parents in 1853 
that Charles had opened 49 stores to provide miners' 
needs. The stores, most likely, were simply tents or a 
corral where supplies and pack animals could be held.

Weber was not the sole provider of supplies and 
equipment to the mines who operated out of Stockton 
during early gold rush years. Louis Chicard, founder 
of Chicard & Company's Dispatch Depot and Importing 
House, was sending pack trains into West Point (known 
as Indian Gulch) by mid-1849. But, regardless of who 
supplied it, merchandise by the time it reached the 
mining camps, was not cheap. A miner, R.F. Peckham, 
who chronicled some of his gold field experiences, said 
mining equipment, picks, shovels, gold pans, cost $50 
or more and butcher knives from $10 to $25. Good 
wool shirts cost $50, shoes and boots up to $125 and 
provisions averaged $2 per pound. Years later, 
Calaveras County writer and historian Edna Bryan 
Buckbee supported Peckham's statements. She said

Helen Murphy Weber

blankets of questionable quality cost $40, clay pipes, 
$2, whiskey was very expensive and medicine and 
gunpowder worth its weight in gold. Any kind of 
lumber sold at a premium.

Pack mules left the mining camps laden with 
thousands of dollars in raw gold. Oddly enough, 
although outlawry was becoming increasingly common 
as the Mother Lode’s population grew and a rougher 
element arrived, few pack trains were robbed. They 
were guarded by responsible, well armed men.

Charles Weber built a brick and adobe vault at El 
Dorado and Channel Streets, in Stockton, in which to 
store his own gold and gold for miners from the hills 
who paid him a fee for its safekeeping.

In 1850, he married Helen Murphy, sister of John 
and Daniel Murphy, who had come to California in

Please see WEBER, pg. 52
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Charles M. Weber’s home at what became Weber Point.
WEBER, cont. from pg. 51
1844 with her family that made up a large segment of 
the Murphy-Stevens-Townsend Party. Guided by 
veteran mountain man Caleb Greenwood, theirs was 
the first wagon train to cross what later became known 
as Donner Pass. In addition to the wealth accrued 
from trading and mining operations at their camp in 
Calaveras County, the Murphys prospered with 
holdings and enterprises that stretched from San Jose 
to ranch property on the Consumnes River, near 
Sacramento.

Weber's own mining operations were shortlived. 
In 1851 he dissolved his mining company and put his 
profits into development of his new city and his 
business of supplying the mines. His supply trains, 
and later wagons, broke trail into countless Calaveras 
County mining camps, including San Andreas and 
Angels Camp.

Weber’s new city, like all frontier communities 
during its early years, felt the ravages of fire. The 
first blaze, on Christmas Day 1849, virtually destroyed 
its central area. Undaunted, Weber located a suitable 
clay deposit and began manufacturing brick. From 
his brickyard went shipments to Jackson, San Andreas 
and other foothill towns. Bricks from Stockton in the 
late 1850's built the San Andreas mansion into which 
Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thom moved his new bride, the 

former Anna Meeks, in 1859.
From Weber’s marriage to Helen Murphy, three 

children were born; Charles II, in 1851, Julia, in 1853; 
and Thomas Jefferson Weber, in 1855. Gifted with 
what seemed boundless energy, Weber continued to 
expand his business interests and continued to improve 
his home and gardens on ’’Weber Point".

Stockton continued to serve as supply center for 
the southern mines, including areas as far away as 
Mariposa County. Charles Weber fought off squatters 
who settled on his vast acreage, promoted agriculture 
and donated land to the City of Stockton. Even in his 
declining years he continued to keep his business 
interests under a tight rein, while at the same time 
maintaining an interest in developments along the 
Mother Lode.

Weber passed away on May 4, 1881, at his home 
in Stockton after falling victim of pneumonia while 
returning from a trip to Virginia City. He was highly 
respected in his home city of Stockton, in San Joaquin 
County and throughout the counties of the Mother 
Lode.

Much of the information concerning the life of Charles M. Weber 
and his influence on Calaveras County and the Mother Lode has 
come from or been substantiated by the 1993 book, Weber, The 
American Adventure of Captain Charles M. Weber, authored by James 
Shabl for the San Joaquin County Historical Society and funded by 
grants from Howard C. Lewis and Frank H. Saunders.
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NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 
the following new members:

Warren M. Caton, Jamestown.
Larry Cornish, Murphys.
Linda Garebian, Fresno
Joni & Warren Manley, San Andreas. 
Donna Queirolo, Murphys.
Janet & Clark Catlin, Mountain Ranch.
Ed & Arlene Ashcraft, Valley Springs.
Tim Folendorf, Angels Camp
Denny Daoust, Sonora.
Murphys Vounteer Library, Murphys 
Linda Miller, Mountain Ranch. 
Jack Roe, Mountain Ranch.
David & Caroline Hendsch, Oakland.
Tricia Allhouse, Altaville.
Loretta Berry, Sutter Creek.
Edward W. Graves Jr., Angwin.

MUSEUM DONATIONS

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 
the following persons who recently made the following 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum.

Janet Catlin, Mountain Ranch: Baptismal dress and 
underskirt,(circa 1890). Collection of American Eagle 
Magazines, dating back to 1945.

Miss Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp: Photograph of 
Ramona School; Antique brass Chinese bowl w/stand; 
Three cassette tapes and binder containing information 
concerning early years of the Calaveras historical society.

Coco Shearer, San Andreas: Collection of magazines 
published by American Box Company, dating back to 
1930.

Helen Guerrero, San Andreas: Hand held com planter.

Justine Cubbage, publisher West Point News: six month 
Subscription to the West Point News.

Bernice Tiscomia, St. Joseph, ML: Cash donation.

Robert & Clelia Pettithomme, Fresno: Cash donation. 

Jean Mietz, Murphys: Cash donation.

Kathryn Demartini Cuslidge, Stockton: Cash donation.

William Lafranchi, Pittsburg, PA: Cash donation.

Robert Pettithomme, Fresno: Cash donation.

Lois Williams, Jamestown: Cash donation.

Thomas & Marie Jones, Arnold: Cash donation.

Harry & Lorene Lewis, Santa Rosa: Cash donation. 

Robert Gilbert, Oakdale- Cash donation.

OUR COVER PHOTO
Old Altaville School, built in 1885 with funds 

raised by gold rush miners. Moved and renovated 
during 1980’s by Calaveras County Historical Society, 
it now is on National Register of Historic Places. The 
late Calaveras County School Superintendent Charles 
Schwoerer taught there early in his 47-year career.
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CHARLES F. SCHWOERER 
COUNTY SCHOOLMASTER

By
Robert F. Bach 

Calaveras Co. Supt. of Schools

Calaveras county's rich heritage of education dates back 
nearly 150 years. During the gold rush, small private schools 
fulfilled the educational needs of the miners. These schools 
were often held in the rustic homes of the women teachers. 
In 1851, the California legislature set up the framework for a 
public school system and soon after, public schools were 
started in Calaveras County. By 1855, there were some six 
schools in the county. The Calaveras County Board of 
Supervisors, as one of its first acts, appointed F. B. Gall 
County Superintendent of Schools and formally adopted these 
schools as the county's initial six districts. The school system 
steadily grew as more and more people arrived. Some 
outstanding pioneer educators began to influence the lives of 
the children of county.

Such a pioneer was Charles F. Schwoerer. a career 
Calaveras County educator who served the students, parents, 
and citizens from 1907 until 1954. Charlie, as he was best 
known, was a true county native. He was born in Murphys 
December 18, 1887, to Fred and Laura Schwoerer. He was 
the oldest of nine children and grew up in a family 
accustomed to hard work. His father worked in the mines, 
and also cut shingles and shakes. The Schwoerer family was 
close-knit and enjoyed a warm, yet strict working family life. 
Laura Schwoerer was a patient and understanding mother 
who always knew' the value of hard work as she diligently 
attended the needs of her husband and nine children.

As the eldest child, Charlie was always curious and prone 
to involve himself in new experiences. He attended Murphys 
Grammar School and at age 14 became a mailman, delivering 
mail on horseback to Camp Nine, a mining outpost ten miles 
down the canyon from Murphys. His love of the outdoors, his 
ease with people, and his insatiable appetite for reading led to 
his decision to become a teacher. He enrolled in Heald's 
College in Stockton and soon developed a strong interest in 
penmanship. This interest and discipline resulted in the 
development of a unique and clear writing style which is still 
evident in the archives of Calaveras County. He expanded his 
interests and studied hard in all academic subjects as he 
prepared to take the State Teacher's Examination. He passed 
easily and, as one of the evaluators commented. "His grasp of 
subject material and his expression of such is unique indeed." 
He returned to Calaveras County eager to put into practice the 
skills he had learned.

Charles and Myrtle Schowerer

His first teaching job was at Washington Flat School, 
about six miles from Murphys He was there from 1907 to 
1909 teaching all subjects, working as janitor, and serving as 
teacher, friend, disciplinarian, and counselor. As one of his 
students wrote, "He was friendly but tough and cared a lot for 
us." He worked hard yet found time to renew his love with 
nature. He hiked, fished, cut wood and hunted, although he 
had an intense respect for the wild game that inhabited the 
rolling hills of the county. One of his students commented 
that his rumpled clothes always had the smell of "mountain 
misery," an aromatic plant native the local mountains.

At a county-wide faculty meeting in 1908. Charlie met an 
attractive young lady from Burson named Myrtle Jones. 
Myrtle was teaching at that time at Murphys Grammar 
School. She also had a deep love to the county and was 
extremely popular with students. Charlie would have also 
loved to teach at his alma mater, and Charlie and Mrtle began 
to spend a lot of time together. It was a classic county mix, a 
neat, well-groomed school miss, and a rugged outdoorsman. 
Charlie and Myrtle were married in June of 1909. They had 
three children: Doris, born in 1910, Geraldine, born in 1913, 
and Wendell, born in 1915.

From Washington Flat, Charlie went to Willow Creek 
School located near San Andreas where he taught for one 
year. Altaville School was his next stop, also for one year, 
and in September of 1911 he took over Angels Camp School 
where he remained until December of 1922.

By that time. Charlie was well known in the educational 
community and in January of 1923 he announced his 
candidacy for Calaveras County Superintendent of Schools. 
Sophisticated campaign strategies were unknown, yet Charlie 
realized that he would need to campaign all over the county.

Please see SCHWOERER, pg. 3
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Willow Creek School, near San Andreas, in 1937. One of the 
county’s historic schools. Charles Schwoerer as a young teacher, 

taught here in 1909. Today it serves as a private home.

Schwoerer, cont. from pg. 2
That is what led to his decision
to purchase his first car, an open
touring five-passenger Nash. He 
covered the county seeking voters 
oftentimes taking his children 
with him so that voters could see 
he was really interested in the
job. and needed to keep those
mouths fed.

His down-home style of 
campaigning paid off; he was 
elected in 1923 and held the post
for 31 years! Today's politicians
could learn a lot from Charlie's
style. According to him, "you
are who you are, you respect
people, you listen, and you act
according to wisdom and good 
common sense." He was an
educator who believed in the
basics and strong discipline,
realizing that people young and
old, want order! As he said it,
"There is a security in knowing
where you stand."

Charlie always maintained
his sense his sense of humor. At 
a faculty meetin or a family
meal, a story would always be
told. One story his children
loved to hear was how he taught
his father, Fred, to drive a Model
T Ford. This is how his children
heard it:

"At the top of a hill, Grandpa started to descend at a very 
fast pace yanking on the steering wheel calling out "whoa!, 
whoa!" as though he was driving his team of horses."

Although Charlie was a great outdoors man who was an 
excellent shot with rifle and shotgun and a master fly 
fisherman, he never lost his love of literature and the arts. He 
taught this writer the unique relationship between Man, God, 
and Nature. I can recall the many times we were seated on a 
granite rock beside the Stanislaus River. As we were 
cleaning fish, he would quote from the 121st Psalm, "I will 
lift up mine yes unto the hills, from whence cometh my Help? 
My help cometh from the Lord, the Maker of Heaven and 
Earth. He will not let your foot slip!" He would always have 
a unique wl^ of involving the great Romantic poets like 
Blake, Browning, and Keats. One of his favorite poems was 
Tennyson's "Lines Composed A Few Miles Above Tintem

Abbey." I can still hear the words bouncing across the 
canyons of the Stanislaus.

"For I have felt a presence that disturbs me with the joy 
of levated thoughts.
A sense sublime of something for more interfused, 

whose dwelling is the light of setting sun and living air, 
the blue sky, and in the mind of man.
Therefore I still am a lover of the meadows, the joy of 
elevated thoughts,woods, the mountains, and from all 
that we behold from green earth."
Charlie spent his retirement years quietly and always 

loved to talk with people. He enjoyed going uptown in San 
Andreas for the mail--he always tipped his hat to the ladies 
and never lost his firm handshake with men. Even when he 
was hospitalized in his later years, he would struggle out of 
bed and wander the halls poking his head into rooms greeting
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THE COWBOY’S OUTFIT 
HASN’T CHANGED MUCH 

By
Beverley Fischer

With good reason, the broad brimmed western hat, 
leather chaps and the high heeled boot became standard 
apparel for 19th century cowboys from Texas to Montana to 
California. Their clothing was adopted not for looks but for 
practicality. For men who spent long hours each day in the 
saddle each item served a purpose, and usually, more than 
one. During the past 130 years their costume has undergone 
little change.

The hat in hot weather kept the sun out of his eyes and 
shaded his head. In winter, it kept rain and snow from 
running down his neck. In addition, a hat could serve as a 
water bucket in dry country when a horse needed a drink and 
the only water available came from a waterbag or canteen.

Shirts usually were of light blue chambre, loose and 
comfortable. The cowboy of the late 1800's often wore arm 

people. He knew knowledge, adventure, lov e and tragedy yet 
he never lost the twinkle in his eye and the warmth in his 
heart. The writer and philosopher, Saroyan, said it best, "In 
the time of your life. Live!" Charlie lived for 84 years, served 
as an educator in Calaveras County for nearly five decades, 
and in the time of his life. Lived!

Upon his retirement in 1954, the Stockton Record 
quoted him as follows: "For all the years that I have been in 
education, my interest has always been for the children and 
the people of Calaveras County. Although I am leaving the 
office of County Superintendent of Schools, my interest in 
them will never be less."

Charlie served his terms as County Superintendent of 
Schools with vigor. He always kept his commitment to 
children because he believed that all educators were 
responsible for the hearts and souls of children. Woodrow 
Wilson once said, "We grow great dreams. All big men are 
dreamers. They sec thing in the soft haze of a spring day or 
in the red fire of a long winter's evening. They dream and 
they learn, and they love children."

Such a man was Charlie Schwoerer—he kept the fire of 
learning alive in his life and it warmed all those who knew 
him.

On October 16, 1977, six years after his death. Charles F. 
Schwoerer was dully honored by the county and a plaque 
bearing his name was placed on the San Andreas Elementary’ 
School. This was a fitting tribute to a great man and 
schoolmaster!

garters and when he went to town, his garters more often than 
not were quite decorative. Many cowboys, particularly in the 
warmer climates, wore a red or blue bandanna neckerchief. 
In colder country, particularly in winter, they traded the 
bandanna for a scarf and the blue chambre shirt gave way to a 
woolen one and a heavy mackinaw coat. But both the 
bandanna and the scarf served a variety of purposes.

Cattleman John Fischer (Circa 1910), 
wore Angora chaps.

The Bandanna could cover a man's face in a dust storm 
or while riding drag at the tail end of a cattle drive. In 
summer it also wiped salty perspiration out of his eyes. In 
winter, particularly in cold country’ the scarf protected his 
face from wind and sleet.

Another favored piece of attire was the vest, most often, 
simply a castoff from somebody's three-piece suit. In the 
saddle, a rider had no easy’ access to his pockets, but the vest 
provided storage space for cigarette makins'. matches, or plug 
of chew ing tobacco and his onc-dollar pocket w atch.

Woolen pants worn by the West's first livestock 
handlers tended to pick up burrs, tore easily in the brush and 
in summer, were hotter than blue blazes. That changed after 
young Jewish tailor Levi Strauss arrived in San Francisco at 
height of the gold rush with a supply of strong light sail cloth. 
He began turning out tough, copper riveted pants. His first 
customers were miners, but cowboys soon found that Levi's 
narrow legged, long wearing pants were well suited to their 
needs. Today, some 140 years later, they still arc the

Please see COWBOYS, pg. 5
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The Montana.

CATALOGUE No.Ila

No. 52384 The Montana. Known throughout 
ihe we»t aa a top-notcher for appearance, dura
bility and quality, and made from selected nutria

Pine Ridge 
Scout.

No. 52380 Co 
boys' Favorite t»o.n- 
brero Hat. Belly nu
tria color; 
crown. ♦ inch; 
brim. 4 inch; 
raw edge.flat, 
•tiff, knife
blade brim; 
l-lncb slik r i b bo n 
band; weight, fl 
ounces. Sizes, from

No. 5*391 >4 Mex
ican Sombrero. 
Crown. 7 inches;
brim. 4 inches; 
bound with silk. 
Elaborate fancy 
trimming. Hide 

nutria color. 
Sizes. 6M to 7K.

Each. .93.00 
If by mail, poet

age extra. 38 
cent*.
The J. B. Stetson Sombrero.

No. 52392 Stetson's Boss of the Plains, meet 
popular Cowboy Hat. made from the finest selected 
nutria fur. Silk band and binding; crown. 4 4 inches;
brim. 4 inches; weight. 6 ounces. The sizes run from 

. Color, belly nutria. What size do you 
Each............................................ ........... ......4^0
If by mall, postage extra, 38 cent*. 

The Texan Chief, $5.25.

Price, each........................... .*..........................95.26
If by mall, postage extra, 38 cent*.

No. 58379 The Cowboys’ Nutria Fni 
•ombrero. 4H-lnch crown, 4-inch brim. Bilk 
band and bindlug. Thoroughly durable and never
hdls to please. Sizes 6X to 7H. Wbat size do yon 
wear? Price, each................................. • • •................92.50

No. 52420 Texan Cuiei Cowboys’ High Crown 
Mexican Stvle Sombrero Hat. 5-in. brim and 6K-in. 
crown; fine’leather sweat band.und handsome satin 
lining; l-inch silk rlblion band or tassel cord braided 
band, if desired. Elat, never-liop brim with raw 
edge. 'One of tiic very l>est as well as the most popu
lar sombreros ever made from best quality clear 
nutria fur.-Full of real goodness and wlli give ex
cellent satisfaction. Color, belly nutria. Sizes. fiV 
to 7%.

fur of a superior grade. Best imiiorted silk band 
and binding. Crown, 4'4 Inches; brim, 4H inches; 
weight, 0 oz. Color, belly nutria The sizes run 
from 6M to 7H. What slxe do you wear?

Price, each................................................................... 93.00
•r by mall, postage extra, 38 cent*.

Cowboy hats offered by Sears-Roebuck in 1900 differed 
slightly in style, but much in price from todays selections.

COWBOYS, cont. from pg. 4
preferred wear of people in the liv estock industry.

While tightly woven linen dusters may have been the 
choice of the affluent, the old black "sheet iron" slicker, stiff 
and unwieldy to wear, kept the cowboy dry. It could be folded 
into a small, compact package and tied behind the cantlc 
board of the saddle where it rode until needed—unless its
owner forgot it. There is more truth than poetry to that verse 
in the old cowboy ballad "Chisholm Trail." that recites a 
cow box 's common predicament.

"Its cloudy in the West
And it looks like rain.
And my danged old slicker's 
In the wagon again."

Tanned leather bat w ing or Angora chaps, as much a part 
of a real cowboy 's outfit as his saddle and horse, protected 
him from brush, cactus and weather. They also were good 
indicators of the part of the country from w hich he came. In 
the far West and Southwest leather bat winged chaps were 
preferred, for they shed cactus spines, protected the rider's 
Levis from damage by brush w ere not so uncomfortably hot in 
summer. In the colder climates, Colorado. Wyoming and 
Montana, and in Northern California and Nexada in winter. 
Angora chaps were preferred for their warmth and ability to 
shed snow and ain. Chaps were not cheap and not every7 
rider could afford a pair of each type. At turn of the century a

OLD SCHOOL GIVEN 
ARCHITECTURAL AWARD

The 121-year-old Salt Springs Valley School in which 
generations of southxvestern Calaveras County ranch 
y oungsters attended classes, is the recipient of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society's 1995 Architectural Axvard. The 
award is presented annually for the restoration of historic 
structures or for nexv construction which retains true 
architectural authenticity’ of the Mother Lode's gold rush era.

A certificate of merit for spearheading restoration of the 
old school xvent to Carolyn Kenfield. of Murphy s, a native of 
Salt Spring Valiev, whose great grandparents. Jacob and 
Mary Tower. xvcrc instrumental in its construction. When an 
earlier school built in 1860 proved inadequate and the Salt 
Spring Valley School District was formed in 1869, Mary 
Tower, who had come by sailing ship around Cape Horn to 
California in 1863. from Ann Arbor. Michigan, helped 
choose a location for it. And. while the school was being 
built in 1873-74. she organized parties and dances to raise 
money for books and furniture for the nexv structure.

Oxer the years generations of children of the Tower 
family and other children of pioneer Salt Spring Valley ranch 
families graduated from the old school. Carolyn's 
grandfather, mother and she herself, attended classes in the 

young coxvboy clad in nexv Angora chaps was xvearing a 
pretty fancy outfit.

The high heeled xvestern boot with its pointed toxv was 
introduced by Mexican vaqueros and because it fit a saddle 
stirrup well and helped prexent a rider's foot from being 

caught in the stirrup if he xvas thrown from his horse, it was 
adopted by the American coxvboy.

Spurs, an essential part of a working cowboy's outfit, 
were used sparingly, mostly to remind a rider's mount to 
change pace and that the fellow in the saddle xvas the boss. 
American spurs xvcrc smaller roxvelcd and their points more 
rounded than the huge, roxveled Mexican spurs xvith their 
needle points. It xvas a poor coxvboy xvho ever drexv blood on 
his horse xvith a pair of spurs.

Other articles that cattlemen seldom rode without xvere a 
fexv horseshoe nails to tack on a loose shoe, a good stock 
knife, a pair of fence pliers and a xvater-proof match box. Old 
time Calaveras County cattleman Louie Lombardi carried a 
pair of empty brass shotgun shells that slid together and made 
a water tight match case that xvas easily carried, in a vest or 
shirt pocket.

Today's working cowboys wear essentially the same 
paraphernalia their grandfathers did and for the same 
reasons. They wear their outfits because the are practical and
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NEW OFFICERS SEATED 
FOR 1995-96 YEAR

• ................ ri n mm.-——-
Salt Spring School, undergoing restoration.

old one-room school. However, following World War II as 
population of the Salt Spring Valley area declined and school 
officials began placing emphasis on school consolidation, Salt 
Spring was among those old schools that succumbed to 
changing times. The old school was closed in 1947 when the 
Salt Spring Valley School District was combined with the 
Copperopolis. Jenny Lind and Milton districts.

Gradually, the school building fell into disrepair and for 
nearly 30 years no action was taken toward its upkeep. Then, 
in 1976-77. Mrs. Kcnficld with other former classmates 
began raising funds to save the old building. With Carolyn, 
the Stcgman family, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Clark and Tony Dutil, 
of Angels Camp, undertook the restoration project.

Ch er the years they have accomplished considerable and 
their efforts have brought new life to the old building. Their 
work has included a new roof, major work on both interior 
and exterior walls, insulation and hanging of the school bell. 
The interior has been restored and pictures and old books 
have been replaced. The San Joaquin County Historical 
Society has aided by donating old school desks to replace 
original ones.

During the 1980's the old school caught the eye of the 
late TV actor/producer Michael Landon, and as a result, 
several episodes of "Little House on the Prairie" were filmed 
there. Also, the old schoolhouse was used for background in 
the filming of commercials for Bumble Bee Tuna, with a 
number of local area children participating.

leave the glitter and fancy togs to the pro-rodeo performers. 
Hat styles may have changed a little and chaps aren't quite as 
common as they once were, but their purpose is still 
functional today. So, in this case, why build a better 
mousetrap?

Cheri Folendorf, of Angels camp, has been reelected to a 
second term as president of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. Cheri, whose home is the historic Utica House in 
Angels camp, took over the society's presidency in 1994, 
succeeding retiring President Charles Stone, of Copperopolis.

Also reelected to serve another year was Vice President 
Willard P. Fuller, of San Andreas; Treasurer Shirley Huberty, 
of Mountain Ranch; Membership and Financial Secretary7 
Mary Jane Garamendi, of Mokelumne Hill. Sandra Brizini. 
of Valley Springs, is our new7 recording secretary. Directors 
are Barbara Beaman and Grant Metzger, of San Andreas; 
Gloyd A. "Bud" Ponte, of Fricot City and Duane Wight, of 
Lodi.

The officers were installed by Merita Callaway, of 
Arnold, chairperson of the Calaveras County Board of 
Supervisors, during a dinner meeting in San Andreas at 
Black Bart Park.

Cheri Folendorf, reelected President.

NEW MUSEUM EXHIBIT
An exhibit of merchandise and other items from the 

nearly century-old Domcnghini Store in Mountain Ranch 
now is on display in the Calaveras County Courthouse 
Museum at 30. North Main Street, in San Andreas.

Included in the exhibit are patent medicines, wearing 
apparel, gum boots of the type worn by miners, a store cash 
register and store ledgers. The exhibit is being shown 
through the courtesy of Phil Alberts, of Mountain Ranch.
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ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS
RECEIVE CASH AWARDS

Students of two local schools have been selected winners 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society's 1994-95 Students 
Historical Essay Contest. Cash prizes of $150 each, plus 
certificates of merit, were presented at the society's June 
meeting to Jonathan Fischer, of Mokelumnc Hill and 
Jonathan Radford, of Arnold.

Jonathan Fischer, a senior at Calaveras High School, son 
of Clifford and Sharon Fischer, won first prize in the high 
school category with an essay on the history of a 139-ycar-old 
Mokelumnc Hill home presently known as the Tyrell house. 
Jonathan himself, is the descendent of one of Calaveras 
County's oldest pioneer families. His essay traces the history 
and present ownership of the old stone building which was 
constructed on Mokelumnc Hill's Center Street in 1856.

In the elementary school category the essay contest 

winner was Jonathan Radford, whose subject was "The 
Miwok Indians of Calaveras County." Young Radford, a 
seventh grade student at Avery Middle School, is the son of 
Norenc and Daniel Radford, of Arnold. Before beginning the 
actual writing of his essay, Jonathan devoted considerable 
time to the research and study of his subject. As a result, he 
turned out an interesting piece of material.

The historical society began sponsoring its annual 
students' history’ essay contest more than 30 years ago and 
hundreds of entries containing a wealth of historical 
information and data now are on file in the society 's archives. 
Without these essays much information concerning the 
county 's pioneer families, places and incidents would have 
been lost.

This year's contest was chaired by Historical Society 
President Chcri Foldndorf. of Angels camp, assisted by 
Shirley Huberty. of Mountain Ranch and Betsy Alford, of 
Angels camp.

THE LIFE OF A
GOLD RUSH BUILDING 

By 
Jonathan Fischer 

Grade 12, Calaveras High

In the heart of Mokelumnc Hill on the corner of Center 
Street and Peek Circle sits a stone and brick edifice that has 
weathered the years from the 1850's to the present time. This 
example of Greek Revival Architecture originally had a flat 
roof. Today it is covered by a pitched metal roof. The front 
of the old building is constructed of dressed rhyolite stone. 
The highly acidic, variously colored volcanic rock yvas 
precisely cut. Two massive iron doors completed the 
building's facade. Today these doors are no longer in 
ey idcnce. The side walls of the original building are made of 
rough irregular pieces of broken stone mingled with mortar.

This structure has had many owners and tenants. It has 
been both a home for businesses and a home for families. In 
1856. H. Sturgis yvas the proprietor of a store in the stone 
building. Sometime in 1861, Gabriel Carricva began 
operating a merchandise store in the same location.

By 1878 ALorenzo Costa yvas the owner. He didn't use 
the building himself, but rented it to Lancaster and Scott, who 
occupied it and ran a shoe store there.

From 1888 to 1890 the stone structure housed a 
merchandise store run by Chas Jacobs. After turn of the

Historic Tyrell Building, Mokelumne Hill.

century’ G. Costa used it as a warehouse.
From 1946 on. the old rhyolite building began the second 

stage of its life. It became not a home for businesses, but a 
home for families. Twila Duff yvas the building's owner from 
1946 to 1958. During her tenancy, she did extensive 
remodeling work. Using brick and mortar construction she 
added two bedrooms and a bathroom to the back side of the 
original building.

During the 1960's this home had a series of owners. 
From 1958 to 1962, it yvas owned by F.F. Butcher. Dorothy 
Remington had it from 1962 to 1964. It was sold to Biddie
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Jonathan Fischer, essay contest winner.

Sandusky in 1964. She retained title three years, then sold to 
Robert Rosenthal and his wife Betsy in 1967.

Upon purchase of the dwelling the Rosenthals found 
themselves faced with an extensive restoration project. The 
house was badly in need of repair due to flooding. There was 
water damaged throughout the stone and brick building. 
Three inches of sludge covered the hardwood floor of the 
original rhyolite structure and there was no electricity 
throughout the whole house. On top of that, there was mold 
growing all over the walls and in the cellar.

Before they could move in . Robert and Betsy had to 
rebuild the walls, put on a new roof, and install new utilities.

After living there for a number of years, the Rosenthals 
added a carport, a den. and a porch. They sold it to Mr. and 
Mrs. Vcm Tyrell in 1978.

During his ownership Vcm Tyrell did further remodeling. 
He enclosed the carport to make a garage, installed a new 
roof, added a new wooden front door with a stained glass 
window, and built wooden porch railings leading to the new 
door. The Tyrells tried to maintain the period flavor of their 
home by furnishing their living space with things appropriate 
to the time in which it was built. Through the lace curtains 
hanging at the front windows one can just perceive the 
outline of the period Victorian furniture arranged around 
their living room hearth Vcm Tyrell still is the owner of this 
139 year old house with the rich historical past that I found so 
intriguing. Its future can only be determined by time.

THE MIWOK INDIANS OF 
CALAVERAS COUNTY

By
Jonathan Radford 

Grade Seven, Avery Middle School

Indians had lived in North America for thousands of 
years before the white man came. The white man brought 
greed and diseases like cholera and measles. He polluted the 
air and the water. He tried to wipe out the Indians. There 
were many different Indian tribes in California. One of these 
was the Miwok. The eastern Miwok or Interior Miwok lived 
in Calaveras County.

The Miwok tribes were foragers. They ate almost 
anything that crawled, walked, crept, or flew, except skunks. 
They lived on acorns, seeds, berries, roots, and other plant 
foods. They also hunted deer, mountain lion. elk. rabbit, 
quail, ducks, geese, band-tailed pigeons, red-shafted flickers, 
jays, and woodpeckers. They stayed away from the grizzly 
bear. The ate salmon and trout from the streams.

The Indians took the kernels out of the acorn shells. 
They were laid in the sun to dry and get hard. Then the 
women pounded the kernels into a coarse meal with stones. 
They poured hot water over the meal to get the bitter taste of 
the tannic acid out. They heated stones in the fire, and then 
they would put the stones in the baskets with the ground 
meal.

When the Miwok were hunting deer, they would wear 
deerskins over their bodies and crouch on all fours, so they 
looked like an animal grazing. That way they could get close 
to the deer to shoot them with their bows and arrows. 
Sometimes they wore the head of a buck on their heads like a 
hat.

They also set fire to the countryside to make hunting 
easier. Before they set the fire, there were thirty deer per 
square mile of land. A year after they burned the brush, the 
count rose to ninety -eight deer per square mile.

The Miwok made very tall storage baskets. They had 
branches around the sides. Branches could be pulled aside, 
and the acorns would roll out. Some of the baskets were 
decorated with feathers. Baskets were woven so tightly that 
water would not leak out of them.

Their houses were really like shelters. They were made 
in a conical shape of poles that were covered with slabs of 
incense cedar bark. The slabs were leaned together, so they 
did not need any binding. They overlaid the cracks with 
other slabs, so it was three or four thicknesses deep. They left

Please see MIWOKS, pg. 9
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MIWOKS, cont from pg. 8
an opening for the entrance. This was covered with a slab of 
bark which could be taken off. A smoke hole was left at the 
center of the roof.

The Miwok built sweat houses mainly for the men. They 
were conical and covered with dirt. They were six to fifteen 
feet in diameter, sweat houses were built over a pit two to 
three feet deep. The roof was made of brush digger, western 
yellow pine needles,
cedar bark, and dirt
layers. The smoke
hole was six inches in 
diameter at the top.
The sweat house was 
heated by fire, not
steam. They used 
white oak. Each man 
would bring in a little
pile of wood for the
fire. They would stay
there for two hours and 
then let the next group
in. The men would
put their faces to the
ground so that they
would not smother.

The deer hunter
would go to the sweat 
house before sunrise
and spend one to three 
hours there. Then he 
would go and jump in
the creek. He did this
once or twice until 
about one o'clock. They thought that this would purify him. 
Il was also supposed to make their legs stronger, so they could 
walk without their legs aching. Sometimes a man would faint 
w hen he came out of the sweat house.

They stored their acorns in a small storehouse. Several 
vertical posts were set in the ground. Heavy grapevines were 
used to bind them. They formed hoops. Inside a small 
vertical poles formed ribs. Inside was a layer of twigs and 
brush, and inside that was a lining of weeds and grass. They 
were so tightly built, that they looked like a bird's nest inside. 
They made a hole in the side to get the acorns and seeds out. 
When they wanted to seal if up again, they readjusted the 
weeds and grass.

The Miwoks did not make their own bows and arrows. 
They traded with neighboring tribes. The Eastern Mono 
Indians wanted shell beads, acorns, squaw berries, 

elderberries, manzanita berries, baskets, and sea shells. The 
Mono tribes traded with pinenuts, the larvae of the Pandora 
Moth, red and white paint, salt, pumice stone, pinon nuts, 
buffalo robes, and rabbit skin blankets. The blankets were 
made with woven rabbit fur, and they wore them over their 
shoulders in the daytime and used them as covers at night

The village chiefs were chosen because their fathers were 
chiefs. They really did not have a lot of power. Mostly the 
chief would set dates for different ceremonies. He would host 

gatherings and dances. 
The Miwok were very 
peaceful tribe.

Four hundred people 
made up the typical 
family group. They 
lived in three or four 
villages. The villages 
held many ceremonies. 
Many of the rituals 

lasted three or four days 
and nights. The guests 
were from many of the 
neighboring villages.
People would gamble, 

eat. dance, and sleep. 
Boughs of pine needles 
were spread around the 
floor.

The Miwok both 
buried and cremated 
their dead. Each area 
decided on how they 
wanted to do it. The 
Mourning Ceremony 
was held for the people

who had died in the last twelve months. The people would 
cry and wring their hands, beat themselves, and tear at their 
hair. They would spend ours chanting their death songs. 
When they buried someone, they put a string of shell beads in 
with them. A widow would cut off her hair or singe it and 
cover the stubble with pitch. She would wear is this way until 
the next mourning anniversary.

They used button-sized white shells for money. They put 
holes in them and strung them together on three foot lengths 
of cord. Cone-shaped Periwinkles shells were only worth 
about one fifth of the button-sized shells when they were 
strung together. When they ground them into shapes and 
strung them on three foot cords, they became worth more 
than five times the value of the button-sized shells.

The Miwok wore sock-like deer moccasins. They had a 
puckered seam up the front and another up the heel. They

Salt Spring (at Salt Spring Reservoir on North Fork of 
Mokelumene River) where Miwork Indians 

collected Natural Salt.
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HARRY SCHIMKE

Jonathan Radford, essay contest winner

did not have any sole, and they were very' soft with no 
drawstring. They were lined with soft grass to make walking 
easier and to keep the warmer. They only wore them for long 
journeys, war. wood gathering or in cold weather.

The Indians used many different plants for medicine. 
They brewed Douglas Fir branches for lung troubles. They 
made a tonic from manzanita leaves for colds, headaches, and 
skin rashes, They used pinon gum. a hot resin, for sores, 
cuts, insect bites, and body pains. The juice from poison oak 
plant was used for warts, bites, and ringworm.

Plants were also used to make baskets or for dyes. 
Douglas fir roots eight to ten feet long were used to make 
baskets. Soot from the gum of the fir was used in tattooing. 
The slender stems from the poison oak plant were used to 
weave baskets, and the juice from the plant was used for the 
black dye in patterns.

Many of the names of our cities and towns come from the 
American Indian language. Mokclumne Hill was a Miwok 
village. The name meant "the people of Mokcl."

The Miwok Indians lived off the land. They ate the 
plants and hunted the animals. They wasted nothing. They 
were peaceful and happy. Because of many of the epidemics 
of the 1830's, there were only about 4.500 Miwoks left in 
1852. In 1856 that number dropped to 3.000 , in 1910 it 
dropped to 670. and in 1930 it was only 763.

According to the 1990 United States Bureau of the 
Census, there were only 2.13 percent Indians in Calaveras 
County. It is very sad to know that the white man succeeded 
in pushing the Indians off their land.

1914-1995

The unfortunate passing July 21 of veteran forester Harry 
Schimke constitutes a loss not only to his family and friends 
but to all who appreciate our mountains and forest lands. 
Harry Schimke was a man of the forest and mountains. His 
death ended a life-long love affair with the Stanislaus 
National Forest, its rugged Mokelumnc River canyon and 
remote wilderness.

A professional forester and steward of our mountain 
environment, a student and gatherer of Sierra history. Harn' 
was a respected member of the Calaveras, Alpine and 
Tuolumne Historical societies. He was honored by the Alpine 
County' Historical Society for his contribution toward 
preserving that area's history' and he provided the Calaveras 
County' Historical Society with information and history of its 
mountain areas.

Harry's first association with the Stanislaus Forest began 
during his teens when he and his brother. Art. wintered at 
Lake Alpine to trap fur. served as the lake's gate regulators 
for P G & E. and conducted snow surveys for the Forest 
Service. He knew well, the enigmatic mountain man Monte 
Wolfe, and prior to Wolfe's mysterious disappearance, 
probably was the last person to see him alive. Harry' joined 
the U. S. Forest Serv ice in 1942. and saw extensive service in 
the Army during World War II. He returned to the Forest 
Service at war's end. As a forester he became a leader in fire 
and timber management theory and techniques, won special 
recognition for his work and was called to Washington. D C . 
to receive a meritorious service award, one of few presented 
by the forest sen ice.

Harry Schimke retired in 1975. after 33 years service 
with the U. S. Forest Service.

Few knew the mountains as did Harry'. For years, an 
annual pack trip with a small group of friends down the 
Mokelumne River Canyon was a Harry Schimke tradition. 
He was an expert trout fisherman, outdoorsman par-excellent 
and loved the mountains and their history.

In retirement. Harry was not a man to remain idle. Most 
recently he engaged in reclamation and silvaculture 
improvement of Blood's Meadow, at Bear Valley, which the 
Schimke cabin overlooks.

On August 5, some 200 friends and family conducted a 
memorial service on the meadow to honor this man who for 
so many years had been associated with the mountains of 
Calaveras and Alpine. In fact. Harry Schimke was a man to 
match our mountains.
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THEY QUENCHED THIRST
OF MEN AND ANIMALS

The Editor

The roadside watering trough was as necessary in the 
days of horse drawn travel and transportation as the gasoline 
station is today. Year round, watering troughs provided 
convenience for individual travelers, but they were a necessity 
even in winter, for the teams of work horses that pulled the 
huge, rumbling freight wagons that brought supplies to the 
foothill mines and communities. Draft horses might well 
travel from daylight until dark without hay or grain with little 
or no ill effect, but water they could not do without.

Wherever there was a roadside spring capable of 
supplying sufficient year-round water there likely was a 
watering trough. In the mountains they were usually fed by 
gravity flow, but in the valley and along the edge of the 
foothills, windmills pumped waler from wells to keep the 
watering troughs filled.

Within towns and communities the watering troughs 
usually were provided by private individuals-owners of 
hotels, inns, livery stables--and even some of the larger, more 
prosperous saloons had their own watering troughs for 
mounts owned by their customers. According to San Andreas 
native Larry Getchell, who remembers when that town had 
more than its share of drinking spots for both horses and 
humans, saloon watering troughs served more than just as a 
place for a horse to quench its thirst. Many a fight that broke 
out in a saloon ended with one or both of the combatants 
taking a bath in the horse trough. And, more than one 
inebriate who had imbibed too heavily was revived by a dip in 
the trough.

In rural areas and between towns, every way station had 
its watering trough. Pool Station, Hawk Eye Station, Fourth 
Crossing, and Carson Hill had water troughs that could 
accommodate a large team of horses. There were several 
watering troughs on Hunt Road between Milton and Pool 
Station. One large watering trough, now overgrown with old 
fashioned roses, still stands beside Hunt Road, west of 
Carmen Peak. At Calveritas there was for many years a big 
watering trough across the road from the old Costa Store. It 
spent its last year filled with earth, serving as a flower bed. 
Eighty Five-year-old Nat Giannini, whose ranch is on 
Mountain Ranch Road, remembers two watering troughs on 
that road. One was east of the stage coach robbery monument 
and the other, east of Michel Road. They were both used in 
their latter days by Louis Haupt, who freighted supplies to 
Mountain Ranch and Sheep Ranch.

Depending upon the builder and the resources at hand 
watering troughs were provided in various sizes. Redwood, 
or course, was the most common building material, but heavy 
cedar planking ran a close second, and at times, red fir was 
used.

Travelers still stop at 78-year-old watering 
trough on Murphys-Sheep Ranch Road.

Some early watering troughs in the mountains were 
simply large, hollowed out logs. The remains of a log 
watering trough lay for years beside Amador County's Iron 
Mountain Road, on the Mormon Emigrant Trail. In latter 
years--watering troughs were built well into the 1920’s— 
concrete became a favored building material.

several concrete water troughs still exist along Calaveras 
County roads. Probably the best preserved stands in the shade 
of a large oak on the Murphys-Sheep Ranch Road, just west 
of San Domingo Creek. There, from a hidden spring on the 
hillside above it, water flows cool and clear into an eight-foot- 
long concrete trough on the side of which is imprinted the 
words "A. Gianelli. Supervisor. 1917."

Al Gianelli served as a Calaveras County Supervisor for 
44 years, retiring in 1954. Probably one of the reasons for his 
long tenure was the fact he took care of the needs of his 
constituents, including making sure they had watering 
troughs.
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MEETING SCHEDULE

This month's meeting of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society January 25, is at 7:30 p.m. in the courtroom of the 
Calaveras County Courthouse Museum at 30, N. Main Street, 
San Andreas. Guest speaker will be Judith Marvin, of 
Murphys, who with associates, conducted historical and 
archeological research for the Greenhorn Creek Country 
Club, golf course and residential development in northwest 
Angels Camp.

The Society's February meeting, February 22, at 7 p.m., 
will feature a dinner gathering in the Mountain Ranch 
community Hall. Guest speaker will be Luellen Del PaPa, 
member of a tum-of-the century Mountain Ranch family, who 
in additiobn to her agricultural background, also served as 
Mountain Ranch Postmaster for many years.

MUSEUM DONATIONS

The Calaveras County Historical society wishes to thank 
the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.

Coco Shearer, San Andreas: Series of 1940 magazines 
published by the American Box Company.
Ted Umbright, Valley Springs: Foot warmer for use in 
wagon, baby shoes, miscellaneous old bottles.
Jerry Ratto, San Andreas: Hand held gold scales which 
once belonged to Charles Ratto, three bound editions of 1915- 
16 Pacific Gas & Electric Co. magazine, old photos of Ratto 
family.
Charles Stone, Copperopolis: Book titled "Mining
Engineers of the West".
Mrs. Walter Murphy: Photograph of Walter R. Murphy at 
age six months, photographs of pioneer cabin near town of 
Milton.

Donald Williamson, Antioch: Cash donations.
Joel Pitto, Walnut Creek: Cash donations.

NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 
the following new members:

Collette Lantzy, Wallace.
Paul & Margaret O'Drain, Richmond.
Donald Woodcock, Loomis.
John Kettelhake, Stockton.
Stacy Kerr, Stockton.
Brad & Linda Mohrmann, San Andreas.
Mr. & Mrs. William Schwoerer, Hathaway Pines. 
Jim & Barbara Poe, San Andreas.

OUR COVER PHOTO
Calaveras county's pioneer days were long past when 

Williams Jennings Bryan Doster was bom in 1898, yet 
"Bryan" Doster, as he was known to his host of friends, was a 
pioneer in every sense of the word. Still a child when he 
came to this county, Doster became a hard working, self 
reliant man who chose to wrest a living for himself and his 
'amity from the soil and the out-of-doors. With gold mined 
from local creeks and ledges he acquired acreage which he 
turned into ranch land upon which his family still lives.
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THE DOSTERS MADE IT
THROUGH HARD TIMES

By
George Hoeper

Luellen Doster Weikum Del Papa remembers as a small 
girl accompanying her grandmother to Domcnghini's General 
Store in Mountain Ranch to purchase the winter's supplies.

"Grandma (Nancy Ellen Doster Shelby) would drop on 
the counter a Bull Durham tobacco sack containing gold she 
had panned in local creeks during the summer." 'Attilio,' "she 
would say." 'I hope there's enough for a sack of flour, a side of 
bacon, a sack of beans and maybe a little baking powder.'"

"Attilio Domenghini would pour the contents of the little 
tobacco sack onto the gold scales that stood on the counter 
and after carefully weighing it, smile and say," 'Ellen, there's 
more than enough here for that, and I have something for 
little Luellen. too.' "Then, he would smile and hand me a 
chocolate Hershey bar. Let me tell you, that was a real treat."

Pioneer blood, inherited from her grandfather and father 
who mined here and took up raw acreage that was turned into 
ranch land, flows in Luellen Del Papa's veins. Doster Road, 
winding along rugged ridges and ravines, flanked by pines, 
oaks and hillsides of manzanita northwest of Mountain 
Ranch, is named for her family. Her father, William 
Jennings Bryan Doster, with a plow and scraper behind a 
team of horses, built the road that serves their area today.

Lucllen's grandfather. James Wilson Doster, was born in 
Alabama, in 1845. Exactly when he came West is not 
known. Her grandmother, Nancy Ellen Davidson, born in 
Oregon, in 1867, was only 15 when she met and married 
Doster, in 1882.

Her mother had died a year earlier and Nancy was living 
in Stockton with an older, married sister, Josie, when she and 
Doster met. The girl was unhappy in Stockton, did not get on 
well with her brother-in-law, and was in the front yard of her 
sister's home, cry ing when James Doster happened along and 
inquired about her troubles. Doster sy mpathized with her, 
they became friends, and soon he proposed marriage.

Because Doster was 16 years her senior, Nancy's brothers 
and sisters at first opposed the marriage, but despite their 
disparity of ages, they were married later in the year.

James and Nancy's first child. John, was born in 
Stanislaus County in 1883 and their second child, Anna, was 
born in San Joaquin County’ in 1885. By 1887, when Theresa 
Doster came into the world, the family was living in Shasta 
County, and by 1890, when another daughter, Rose, was 
born, they were living in Wolf Creek, Oregon. Mary Louise 
Doster was born in Panther Creek in 1891 and their sixth

Bryan Doster was an industrious and successful 
gold prospector along the Calaveras Creeks.

child, Gracie Pearl Doster, was born July 4 1894, at Panther 
Creek. She died in June, of 1995, and missed reaching 101 
years of age by only one month.

However, life for the Doster family was painfully 
disrupted when James Wilson Doster, at age 65, suffered a 
sudden seizure and died on November 8, 1910, while serv ing 
on a Mound, Oregon, election board. Although most of the 
Doster children were grown, the oldest was 27 when her 
husband died, life for the next few years was not easy’ for 43- 
year-old Nancy Ellen Doster. Her two youngest children. 
George and Bryan, were only eight and twelve years old.

Helped by her older children, she managed to eke out a 
living for herself and her two young sons still at home. She 
gardened, cooked, kept school records and did what she could 
to augment their income, including serving as a mid-wife in 
the Panther and Wolf Creek areas, but theirs was a meager 
existence.

However, life changed for the better when on April 11. 
1913, in Eugene, Oregon. Nancy Ellen married Thad Shelby, 
a mining engineer. The marriage brought about many
changes, including a move back to California, w here in

Please sec DOSTER, pg. 14
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DOSTER, cont. from pg. 13
Stockton, Shelby for a time was involved in operation of a 
pipe factory. Nancy Ellen’s young sons, Bryan, now 15, and 
George, 11, came to California with them.

But, Shelby’s interests lay in mining, and shortly he, his 
wife and stepsons left Stockton for Calaveras County. They 
settled at Chee Chee Flat, on Whiskey Slide Road, northwest 
of Mountain Ranch, in a house believed owned by the 
Butterfields, a pioneer Calaveras family. Today the house is 
gone but the site is marked by an ancient almond tree that 
still blooms each spring.

The family remained there until 1917, than moved to the 
fishing port of Cordova. Alaska. There. Bryan, 19, worked as 
a longshoreman and Shelby was employed by the C.R. & 
N.W. Railway Company. But, their Alaskan stay was brief. 
Late 1918 found them back in Calaveras, living in a small 
house on what is now the Zahnizcr Ranch and working at the 
Rindge Mine on Jesus Maria road. They returned once again, 
briefly, to Alaska, but come back to the same house on 
Whiskey Slide Road and reemployment at the Rindge Mine, 
where this time, Bryan was employed as a hoistman.

On December 22, 1922, Bryan Doster married Mary 
Hake, daughter of James and Lula Hake, whose ranch on 
Whiskey Slide Road adjoined ’’Uncle" Jake Deifenbach's 
place (nowz Zahnizer's.) Bryan and Mary’ built a one-room 
cabin on the Southwest side of Whiskey Slide Road, across 
from his mother’s and step-father's house with lumber cut in 
their own small sawmill. They lived in the small house at 
Whiskey Slide and Worden Roads while Bryan continued to 
work at the Rindge, but every’ available hour he had away 
from his job was spent prospecting for gold. Prospecting 
with him was his step-father, Thad Shelby. Nancy Ellen 
Doster Shelby, her family now grown, also prospected and 
mined with her husband along Wet Gulch. Salamander and 
Jesus Maria Creeks and others in the area. And, it was 
during 1923 their prospecting efforts paid off.

Bryan Doster and Thad Shelby each hit substantial gold 
bearing ledges in the Jesus Maria area which produced 
samples of milling ore that averaged more than $10 per ton. 
F. R. Rindge, owner of the Rindge Mine Properties, 
purchased their claims for $4,000 each, a goodly sum in those 
days. The sale was reported in the Stockton Record of 
August 23, 1923.

Thad Shelby celebrated the sale by buying a Model T 
Ford, then with Nancy Ellen, headed for Stockton, where for 
two weeks they luxuriated at the Webb Hotel and he wined 
and dined her in the best places in town. They returned to 
Calaveras County, built a home on what is now West Murray 
Creek Road, a quarter-mile west of Salamander Creek, and 
Shelby began gold prospecting there. He sank several shafts 
following a quartz vein, then drove a prospect tunnel beneath

Nancy Ellen Doster Shelby (R) with daughter- 
in-law, Edna Clanton Doster. Nancy Ellen 
!was among the last of the true pioneer w omen.

the road, so close to the surface that later, during wet winters, 
it would cave in. leaving a hole in the road that had to be 
filled by county crews. The house is gone, as is most of the 
evidence of Shelby's mining, but a roadside lilac bush and 
lavender still mark the spot.

Whether Bryan and Mary celebrated the sale of his 
mining claim is not known. Certainly they celebrated when 
on March 24, 1924, their daughter, Luellen, was bom. Bryan 
still was working at the Rindge Mine and prospecting in his 
spare time. He was mining on four claims, the Bluebird, 
Mary Anne, Last Chance No. 1 and the Last Chance No. 2 , 
all of which he felt held promise. But in 1925 he decided to 
explore another opportunity. His sister Theresa and her 
husband, Harry, some time earlier had purchased the old John 
Zwinge Ranch, behind Quigg's Mountain on what is now 
Doster Road. It was a remote area, Harn did not like 
ranching and Bryan knew he wanted to sell.
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Although acknowledging a desire to sell, Theresa and 
her husband were reluctant to quote her brother a price. She 
told him, "When you find someone with some money, send 
them around." Only after considerable argument which 
ended when Doster told them, "Dammit, I have the money," 
did they offer him the ranch for $2,000. "But each day you 
delay, the price goes up $100," his brother-in-law told him. 
Three days later Bryan bought the ranch, but Harry had 
meant what he said. He charged Doster an extra $300.

Bryan and Mary Doster moved onto the ranch before 
year's end and Luellen Doster grew up there while her father 
planted a walnut orchard and grain and built up a small 
livestock herd. He quit work at the Rindge Mine but 
continued to prospect for gold whenever he found time. 
During the Fall he hauled grapes in Lodi for the Andrew 
Barbera Company. With his team of horses, Mae and Sam, 
Bryan Doster, using a plow and scraper, realigned the road 
from Whiskey Slide Road to their ranch, eliminating the 
steep, uphill grades and draining the low spots to make it 
easier traveling for automobiles.

Luellen as she grew, helped with the household and 
ranch chores. As an outdoor girl she learned to handle 
livestock, to shoot a .22 rifle and hunt and fish. She 
prospected for gold with her dad in the surrounding area. 
Bryan Doster supplied the Woolworth Store, in Lodi, seedling 
cedar trees, toyon bushes, fems and other wild plants which it 
sold, and Luellen earned her first money digging shooting 
star bulbs for the store.

She began her education in 1931 at the old Cave City 
School in Mountain Ranch, but with her home six miles 
away, over roads nearly impassable in winter, Luellen during 
those months stayed with Joe and Anne Josephson in the 
Mountain Ranch Hotel, now the home of Mrs. Eldred 
(Blossoip) Lane.

Luellen Doster's mother and father divorced when she 
was nine, but she remained with her father. Her 
grandmother, Nancy Ellen Shelby played an important role in 
Luellen's life, but she died in 1932. Her husband, Thad 
Shelby, died in 1936.

Upon graduation from grammar school Luellen attended 
Calaveras High School for a year, but before start of her 
second term she went to live with her Uncle John and Aunt 
Lillie in Mapleton, Oregon, and attend high school there.

Quickly, Luellen became an outstanding student, but a 
few weeks later was overwhelmed when informed that 
because her father was not a taxpayer there, she would have 
to leave the school. The school principal solved her problem 
for her by finding her a job in the school libraiy and in his 
office, through which could pay her tuition. She graduated in 
May, 1942, returned to Calaveras County, and in October, 
married Reinie Weikum, an employee of the Barbera 
Company, who within a few weeks
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Four-year-old Luellen Doster with her great-great uncle 
Jake Diefenbaeh beside his home on Whiskey Slide Road.

would be inducted into the Army. That same year Bryan 
Doster remarried. He and his wife, Phebe, tended the walnut 
orchard and he continued to mine for gold.

Luellen followed her husband to Dade City, Florida, 
where he was stationed and where their first child, Bryan, 
was bom in 1944, shortly before Weikum went overseas. 
Luellen returned to California and when her husband was 
discharged from the Army in January, 1946, Bryan Doster 
hired him to run the ranch. Luellen’s and Reinie's second 
child, Susan, was bom in December, 1946.

Ranching in the foothills where life still was relatively
Please see DOSTER, pg. 16
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Luellen Doster Weikum Del Papa, as a young woman, 
lived in the city but longed for return to country life.

DOSTER cont. from pg. 15
primitive—electricity did not reach their area until 1948,- did 
not suit Reinie Weikum. He turned operation of the ranch 
back to Bryan Doster and he and Luellen moved to Oakland, 
where their third child, Edward, was born in 1949. Both 
Weikum and Luellen worked for the Key System Rapid 
Transit, but their marriage was running into difficulty and in 
1952, they divorced.

Luellen continued to work in the city, but always close to 
her father, spent as much time as possible with him and often 
accompanied him on hunting trips. Industrious, always the 
outdoorsman, Doster still operated the ranch, hunted, fished 
and prospected for gold. In addition, in later years, he 
purchased 40 acres of government land on the east side of 
Doster Road, across from the original ranch house.

"My dad loved mining and prospecting," said his 
daughter.

"Even after he gave up operating the ranch and tending 
the walnut orchard he continued to prospect for gold. He 
gave that up only after his eyesight began failing too badly."

It was through a hunting trip in 1957 that Luellen met 
Joe Del Papa. Bryan Doster invited friends to the ranch for a 
deer hunt and Joe was one of them.

"It was raining when they arrived," said Luellen. "Dad 
had trays of walnuts out drying. Joe impressed us by pitching 
in and helping move the trays inside. He and I became 
friends and we were married on the Doster Ranch on

A THUMBNAIL SKETCH 
OF VALLEY SPRINGS

By
Edna Bryan Buckbee

Editor's Note: This hitherto unpublished article, written 
sixty years ago by Mother Lode author, correspondent and 
historian Edna Bryan Buckbee, was found in the files of the 
old Stockton Record office in Angels Camp, operated for 
many years by the late Earl Edmiston. Authored by Mrs. 
Buckbee on April 22, 1935, this bit of history for some 
unaccounted reason did not reach the typesetter. We feel 
this bit of history is of more value and interest now than 
when it was compiled some six decades ago.

Situated in a beautiful valley at the edge of the limestone 
belt, Valley Springs, although a small place, has always been 
an active one. In 1884, this town, throwing off its swaddling 
clothes, moved westward to meet the railroad, and in the 
going, Antone Sheaton, a house mover, was killed.

In the shade of oaks in the old days, mule trains, 
freighters, stages, on their way from Stockton to the towns 
and camps of the foothills, halted for the night in Valley 
Springs.

February 2, 1958. Judge Howard Blewett, of San Andreas 
Justice Court, officiated at the wedding."

As a wedding present, Doster presented his daughter and 
new' son-in-law the 40 acres on the east side of Doster Road. 
The newly married couple quit their bay area jobs, moved to 
the ranch and built a home on their 40 acres. Joe Del Papa 
went to work at the Calaveras Cement Plant and Luellen 
became an assistant at the Mountain Ranch Post office. In 
1974 she was appointed Postmaster, a position held until 
retirement, June 1, 1990.

In 1969, Luellen gave birth to her fourth child. Giovanni 
Del Papa, presently attending Humboldt State University 
where he is majoring in environmental resource engineering 
and mathematics. Luellen's eldest son, Bryan Weikum. 
works for East Bay M.U.D. at Pardee Reservoir. Her 
daughter, Susan Vassey, is a hair stylist and real estate agent 
in San Andreas, and her son, Edward Weikum is a 
distribution operations manager in Stockton for United 
Parcel.

Luellen and Joe Del Papa still live on the Doster Road 
ranch. Bryan Doster's widow, Phebe, still lives on the ranch 
with the Del Papas.

Bry an Doster, who died November 7, 1982, is interred in 
the family cemetery on the Doster Ranch, in the hills he 
loved.
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The settlement at that date was not regarded as a town, 
its serenity was not disturbed until 1884, when the iron horse 
came whistling up the narrow gauge railroad track, to the 
amazement of the countryside. That year a town-site of 18 
blocks, each surrounded by walnut trees, was laid out and 
many attractive buildings were erected.

George Late rounded Cape Hom on the bark Kirkland 
and reached San Francisco on August 22, 1849. He possibly, 
was Valley Springs’ first permanent settler. Miss Rebecca C. 
Shafer was "the girl he left behind him," so in 1853 he 
returned to the East and on February 14, 1854, married her.

The youthful couple returned to California via the Pan
ama route and arrived in Valley Springs the following Au
gust. Their house of lime
stone, quarried from a hill 
near town, served the
Lates for many years and 
remains in an excellent
state of preservation, al
though no family mem
bers still live there to en
joy the roses and other
climbers that twine
around window frames
and doorways.
John Doak, a pioneer of
1847, located at Lunch
Hill, near Valley Springs, 
and lumber not being 
available he erected a 
canvas hotel large enough 
to accomodate 100 per
sons. Doak had had the 
huge canvas house made
in Chicago and shipped
around Cape Hom to

California.
The two Lillie brothers

the town butcher, is his neighbor and both remember many of 
the old guard of Calaveras County.

They remember when Miss Maggie McAllen, of San 
Andreas, taught the local school and when Dr. Marsh, of 
Burson, close by, tied his chestnut sorrel mare to the hitching 
post near the wooden watering trough in front of Purdy's 
Valley Springs Hotel. A small town in its flush days. Valley 
Springs had saloons aplenty. Thomas J. French and F.l. 
Johnson were the first merchants, when it boasted a 
protestant church, schoolhouse, town hall, hotel and several 
dwellings.

Frank Pattee, while still a boy, peddled meat in the town 
and its immediate vicinity. Soon, as an accomodation to his 

Valley Springs Main Street, 1912. Photo: Courtsey of Calaveras Historical Society.

reached this place in the spring of 1850 and opened a 
blacksmith shop. The elder brother, an expert farrier, 
reportedly shod Joaquin Murietta's buckskin stallion and 
received, not only gold, but the Mexican bandit's praise for 
his skillful and rapid work.
Bernardo Reyna, a native of Mexico, reached Stockton 
September 30, 1849, and a few days later left for Valley 
Springs. Ramona, his daughter, married Guadalupe Celaya 
and they became highly respected residents. Their son, 
Nativo Celaya, was bom and reared in Valley Springs. 
Mareclino Granados, bom on the Calaveras River near the 
historic adobe of the Rancheria del Rio Estanislao, now under 
water, is Valley Springs' oldest citizen. His brother, Lincoln, 

customers, he was carrying more groceries from Tom 
French's store than he was meat from the Pattee Ranch. John 
Pattee, his eldest brother, noting this, concluded that a 
general merchandising business might prove more profitable 
than stock raising. A short time later under the banner of 
Pattee Brothers, John, Joseph and Frank Pattee opened a store 
in Valley Springs, where for many years they conducted one 
of the most profitable businesses in the southern mines.

During the early days Valley Springs received water from 
the Mokelumne Hill Canal Company and when water no 
longer flowed through that concern's ditch, John Pattee 
supplied the town with water for all purposes from his

Please see SKETCH, pg. 18
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DEATH OF A CALAVERAS 
COUNTY LAWMAN 

By 
Sheryl Waller

Anticipating a few hours of friendly companionship, 
James Casey, son of Calaveras County pioneers, entered 
Frank Barton's saloon on the pleasant afternoon of July 26, 
1903. Church services and Sunday dinner behind them, the 
townspeople of San Andreas were enjoying the Sabbath in 
quiet contentment. For the older people, porch-sitting and 
relaxation was in order. For at least some of the younger 
males, the afternoon provided an oportunity to converse with 
friends over a social drink in one of the town's several 
taverns.

Casey, a resident of Mokelumnc Hill and a widower at 
age 31. noticed as he entered the saloon that Julius Martinez, 
a local laborer, was among those present and had been 
drinking. Martinez, well known in San Andreas, was a quiet, 
unobtrusive man when sober, but drunkenness changed him 
into a quarrelsome, obnoxious lout. In Barton's Main Street 
saloon that afternoon, he seemed intent on harrassing its 
patrons.

Observing that Martinez was making a nuisance of 
himself, Casey after a few moments, politely asked him to 
quiet down. If he did not, said the deputy constable, he would 
be obliged to take him to jail.

For a few moments Martinez seemed willing to comply, 
but soon again became loud and annoying, and Casey placed 
him under arrest. Despite his earlier belligerency Martinez

reservoir, west of Wheat's Ranch, at Double Springs.
Hiram Ashley Messenger, a discoverer of copper in 

Calaveras County was one of those pioneers, who believed in 
the iron horse. He was one of the promoters of the San 
Joaquin and Sierra Railroad, the terminous of which was 
Valley Springs. As contractor for the roadbed construction in 
1883, he did an admirable piece of road building.

No sketch of Valley Springs would be complete without 
some mention being made of "Pop" McClellan, of 
Woodbridge, who for many years served as conductor on the 
narrow gauge train that ran between Lodi and Valley Springs. 
Small, slim, wiry, with gray, pointed beard, "Pop" was ever 
popular in Calaveras County.

In the eighties Valley Springs was proud of "Casa 
Blanca," the palatial home of Hiram Messenger. That house, 
fashioned after a famous Mexican resort below old Fort 
Buchanan, in Arizona, stood at the head of a beautiful valley, 
two miles from Valley Springs, surrounded by 600 aer.s of 
land. It was one of the show places of the county.

Deputy Sheriff Jim Casey in 1909

submitted peaceably to arrest and walked down Main Street 
tow ard the jail with Casey merely holding him by the arm.

The Calaveras Prospect of August 1, 1903, contained a 
full account of the next sequence of events: He (Martinez) 
was taken to the 'dark hole,' a building about 60 feet from the 
main jail w hich w as the usual receptacle for transient drunks. 
Deputy Sheriff and Jailer A. G. Thom, brother of former 
Sheriff Ben Thom, was in the jail yard when Casey arrived 
with his prisoner and accompanied the constable to the 
holding cell.

Thom pointed out to Martinez a bed where he could 
sleep, remarked that he probably would be thirsty when 
awakened, then picked up a bucket to bring him water from 
the main jail. Meanwhile, Casey was locking the door and 
preparing to follow Thom when he remarked that he had 
neglected to search his prisoner, and was going to do so.

"Oh, I wouldn't bother-I doubt he's got any kind of 
weapon," replied Thom. But, Casey insisted on the search 
and reentered the cell as Thom left to get water for Martinez. 
Thom had not yet reached the water hydrant when two shots 
rang out in quick succession, followed by a smothered 
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exclamation. With little idea of what had occurred, he rushed 
back in time to meet Martinez, pistol in hand, emerging from 
the "dark hole.” Seeing the approaching deputy the gunman 
jumped behind a trash barrel and as they closed, extended his 
arm and fired twice at
point blank range, but both
bullets missed Thorn.
With no other weapon,
Thom struck Martinez in
the face with the bucket,
then grabbed the revolver,
which was raised for an
other shot. But, before
Thorn could actually
grapple with the escapee,
Martinez broke free and
fled through the open jail
yard gate.

Thorn rushed back to
the dark hole to find Casey
fatally wounded, sprawled
on the cell floor.
Realizing he could be of
no help there, he ran to the
saloon a few doors away,
operated by the constable's
father.

Within minutes word
of the shooting spread
throughout the quiet town.
While some rushed to the
jail, many, including
brothers of the murdered
deputy constable, armed
themselves and began
hunting for Martinez.
Sheriff George Graves
arrived and quickly organ
ized a more formal posse,
but by that time the group
which included the Casey
brothers had sighted
Martinez and gave chase.

Martinez fled to the
Dan Bellagora house but
was caught there by Dick
Casey, brother of the slain
James Casey, who dragged him from the dwelling and began 
beating him with a pistol. Two other Casey brothers along 
with several other of Martinez' pursuers were attempting to 
join the physical attack on their prisoner when the sheriff 
posse arrived and intervened.

Will Nuner and Deputy District Attorney Charles 
Snyder, leaders of Sheriff Graves' posse, took charged of the 
prisoner and despite threats and several shots which were 
fired, arrived with Martinez at the jail. The crowd which had 

gathered and was calling 
for vengeance was driven 
back, and a doctor was 
summoned to treat Mar
tinez, who had been 
wounded in the chase. 
Nuner and Snyder were 
credited with preventing 
a lynching on that hot 
July afternoon.

The following day 
Acting Coroner, Judge 
P.H. Kean, conducted an 
inquest into Casey's 
slaying. The coroner's 
jury lost little time in 
finding that ...''The said 
Julius Martinez, on the 
26th of July, 1903, in the 
County of Calaveras, did 
then and there willfully, 
unlawfully, feloniously 
and with malice, kill and 
murder James Casey, a 
human being."

The proceedings 
must have been par
ticularly difficult for 
Judge Kean, as James 
Casey had once been his 
son-in-law—married to 
the Judge's now deceased 
daughter.

Deputy Constable 
James Casey was laid to 
rest two days later, on 
July 28, in the People's 
Cemetery, in San An
dreas, under auspices of 
the Native Sons of the 
Golden West. The fu
neral procession was 
headed by the San 

Andreas Brass Band.
On August 26 local lawyer Ira Reed was appointed to 

defend Martinez, but declined, citing poor health, "notoriety 
and therefore bias of the case," and doubt in his own ability to 

Please see LAWMAN, pg. 20

This excerpt from the Julius Martinez death warrant 
leaves no doubt as to the convicted Man’s ultimate fate.
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Here in 1903, at the jail yard gate of the old 
Calaveras County Courthouse, law enforcement 
men braved gunfire and held off a lynch mob to 
protect murder suspect Julius Martinez.

LAWMAN, cont. from pg. 19
compete against the team of prosecuting attorneys. Judge 
Arthur McSorley found Reed in contempt of court, sentenced 
him to five days jail, and attorney C. R. Hawley was selected 
to replace him. Martinez, now recovered from his wounds, 
entered a plea of "not guilty" to the murder charge.

District Attorney J. P. Snyder, brother of Charles Snyder 
who had saved Martinez from lynching, and F. Solinsky, 
were the prosecuting attorneys. Amador County Superior 
Judge R. C. Rust was called in to preside at the trial, 
replacing McSorley, who felt he was "too close to the case."

Witnesses called to testify at the Martinez trial which 
opened during the final weeks of September, read like a who's 
who of local citizens. Prosecution witnesses included Deputy 
Sheriff A. G. Thom, Louis Cademartori, Mrs. Charles 
Walter, W.S. Coulter, Frank Barton, Jarvi Lloyd, William 
Marquering, Richard Casey, A. F. Wells, L.T. Price, Grover 
Pickier and C. H. Freeman.

THE OLD TIMERS DIDN’T
WAIT FOR FISH TRUCKS

By
The Editor

They nicknamed him "Trapper Smith," after a winter's 
trapping at what is now Calaveras Big Trees State Park netted 
him only a few gray squirrels. But, Andrew Jackson Smith 
who in summer during the 1860's and 70's was employed at 
Peny & Sperry's Big Trees Hotel, was a fisherman par- 
excellent. In addition to his chores at the hotel he supplied its 
guests with fresh trout from the North Fork of the Stanislaus 
River. Even more important, he proved himself something of 
an early day conservationist and fish propagator. He caught 
trout in the Stanislaus and carried them in buckets over the 
ridge to plant in Beaver Creek, which then was barren of fish 
life.

There is a general belief that California's first explorers 
found the western slope of the Sierra teeming with fish and 
game. True, there were deer and bear and a rich population 
of fur bearing mammals in the mountains and tule elk and 
antelope in the valley west of the foothills. Major streams 
that drained the Sierra and flowed into the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin rivers whose waters eventually reached the 
ocean, teemed with salmon and steelhead, rainbow trout and 
other native fish species. The ocean going fish (steelhead are 
merely rainbows that have gone to sea) worked their way up 
the various forks of the Stanislaus, Calaveras and Mokelumne 
Rivers until halted by diminished stream flow, high waterfalls 
or other obstacles.

Those called by the defense were the defendant's mother, 
Mrs. Gentro, his sisters, Mrs. Willis and Bell Martinez, and 
an aunt, Mrs. Salcido, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bellagora, Jerry 
Holland, Getneg Cavagnaro, Rudolph Rathgeb and Johnny 
Dasso.

On October 1 the jury found Martinez "guilty of murder 
in the first degree." The verdict was signed by jury foreman 
Daniel Wright. Judge Rust denied a motion for a new trial 
and on October 7, pronounced sentence.

"You, Julius Martinez," stated the judge, "for the willful, 
deliberate and premeditated murder of James Casey of which 
you have been duly convicted are to be delivered to the 
warden of San Quentin State Prison to be hanged by the neck 
until you are dead, and ...may God have mercy on your soul."

Julius Martinez died on the gallows at San Quentin 
Prison on October 11, 1903. The execution was witnessed 
by five friends of the defendant, designated by him; Dick and 
John Casey, brothers of the slain peace officer and state and 
prison officials including the state attorney general.
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Interior Department of Fish & Game’s fish 
distribution rail car. Ten-gallon milk cans each 
held thousands of inch-long trout. Photo courtesy 
of Barngrover, Calif. Dept, of Fish and Game.

However, the early explorers found that many waters 
which today contain fish were completely without fishlife 
when they first ventured onto them. That was particularly 
true of high elevation lakes that had no streams running into 
or out of them, and of many of the smaller streams blocked by 
high waterfalls.

Rainbow trout, natives of the Sierra, require running 
water for spawning. Thus, a lake without a stream flowing 
into or out of it does not produce that trout species, even some 
of the Sierra’s larger streams had no salmon or steelhead 
migration because of waterfalls. An example was the Middle 
Fork of the American River, part of a major Sacramento 
River tributary, which was blocked by a high waterfall a short 
distance upstream from its confluence with its North Fork. It 
was not until after the discovery of gold in 1848. when miners 
blasted away part of the falls, that salmon and steelhead could 
gain access to some 40 miles of river farther upstream.

The state Legislature
as early as 1852 took steps
to protect migrating 
salmon by adopting a law 
that provided for removal
of barriers or nets placed 
in rivers to obstruct 
upstream passage. But. it 
was men like Trapper
Smith who, during the
1860's and 70's or perhaps 
earlier, with primitive
methods and equipment.

began planting trout in formerly empty’ streams and lakes.
On April 2, 1870 the newly created State Board of Fish 

Commissioners, later to become the California State Fish and 
Game Commission, established trout hatcheries in San 
Francisco and at the University of California at Berkeley. 
Operated by the State Acclimatization Society, both 
hatcheries by year's end, were producing small numbers of 
Eastern Brook Trout and native trout from Lake Tahoe. But. 
individuals such as Andrew Jackson Smith continued to plant 
trout. Col. Sherman Stevens in 1876 carried 14 golden trout 
four miles in a coffee pot from Mulkey Creek to the then 
barren Cottonwood Creek, and commercial trout rearing 
facilities were beginning to appear.

The state fish commissioners in their 1870 annual report, 
noted that "the brothers Comer are operating a trout hatchery 
on the Truckee River which this year has produced a half
million trout." Apparently there also were other trout rearing 
facilities springing up during the 1870's. The Yreka Journal 
reported on March 4. 1877, that J.H. Sisson had built trout 
ponds to provide better fishing in the streams near his tavern.

The hatchery in San Francisco closed within a year, but 
the Berkeley hatchery produced trout in limited numbers until 
1877 when lack of water and general inadequacy of the 
facility itself forced its closure. During the 1870's other state 
hatcheries opened at various locations, including the Me 
Cloud River, San Leandro. Lake Tahoe and other places. 
But, when the first hatchery reared trout were planted in 
Calaveras County remains unrecorded.

Trout generally were moved by rail as close as possible to 
where they were to be planted, then taken by wagon or pack 
animals to streams or lakes. The Stockton-Copperopolis 
Railroad reached the town of Milton in southwestern 
Calaveras County in 1871, but whether fish were moved over 
that line is not known. Trout were shipped into the county 
via the San Joaquin-Sierra Nevada Railroad that came into 
Valley Springs in 1885. and the Sierra Railroad which was

Please see FISH, pg.22

Cans of fingerling trout were transported by pack-train to high Sierra lakes w here 
they were planted. Courtesy of Bruce Barngrover, Calif. Dept, of Fish and Game.
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FISH, cont. from pg. 21
extended from Jamestown to Angels Camp, in 1900, was used 
extensively for transportation of trout.

Brook trout apparently were brought into Calaveras fairly 
early and placed in both lakes and streams. The "brookies," 
natives of the East coast, were particularly desirable for 
planting in the Sierra's high, landlocked lakes. They did not 
require flowing streams in which to spawn and their eggs 
hatched in the clean gravel beds of the alpine lakes. Some of

Board of Supervisors, 
MH. .?• .Garlaud. .Chairman. ............ ?1-9?9P................................... CAL

.................................... Cal.......................Wy. ............. . 
34 rainbow-40 Loch Leven,

Dear Sir: By order of the Board ... 9$. ... cans of. ?P. be
shipped. you, to arrive at Angels Camp on August 1, 1919« 
a t ' 6:41 PM______________ M.

III?Gr.-'.^NT: Tt“is important that all arrangements be made to
receive the fish on arrival of the train. Che Fish Cur •••.ill proceed 
on the same train and fish will not be left ut the station unless you 
or your representative meet the train, wi la. a conveyance ready to 
proceed at once to the waters to be stocked.

The Fish Car ••ill be on the head end of the train, next to the 
baggage car. Should the fish fail to arrive as per schedule, inquire 
at telegraph office for message, whicn will advise you of the date 
and hour of arrival,

Fish are granted to applicants with the understanding and 
agreement that they -.'ill be olAnted only in waters open to the public. 

HAULING FlaH: 1, A’ tides required: a thermometer, a screen 
top diaper holding not les; than a quart, and about 500 pounds of 
ice. Ia screened dipper car. be made by stretching a double thickness 
of -mosquito netting over an. ordinary dipper, tying it seourely around 
the top.)

E. Take the temperature of the water every thirty minutes. 
Keep it at about 50 degrees. In warm weather 4 or 5 pounds of ice 
tg the can will hold the temperature for an hour. Place ice in the 
cans gently; dropping it may*kill the fish. ".’hen not in motion the 
water in each can shoulc be aerated every ten or fifteen minutes; 
when in motion aeration with dipper is not necessary as the jolting 
of the conveyance will provide sufficient aeration of the water,

3. To aerate the water in fish cans: raise a dipper full
of the water about two feet above the can, and pour it back into the 
can, repeating the process five or six times for each can.

4. ..V .'ID D-'. L.Yb in getting under way, and KEEP MOVING, as the 
work of aeration will be lessened, the air supply increased by the 
splashing, a-.c the fish will -arrive at the streams earlier, and in 
better condition.

5. Do not expose the fish to bright sunlight when removing 
covers from the cans for the ourpose of aerating the water or in
specting the fish. Shade the water with the can cover or with your 
body.

6. Fish cans are 16 inches in diameter, z8 inches high, 
and weigh 140 pounds loaded.

PUNTING PloH: On reaching the waters to be stocked, 
equalize the temperature ci the water by placing a oan of fish in 
the stream, then incline the top of can up stream and allow the 
water from the stream to flor, gently into the can. Place the hand 
first in the can, then in the stream, which will indicate any 
difference in the temperature of the water. ..s soon as the temper
ature is equalized the fish may be poured directly into the stream. 

Plant the fish in shallow running water; avoid pools, and 
scatter the fish well; but in most instances it is not necessary to 
plant less than one can of .ish at each place. 

SPaOI. L NOTICE: In planting fish where it is necessary to 
carry the cans any distance from the wagon, it is IMPERATIVE that 
seme one remain with the wagon and aerate the water in the remaining 
cans of iish, during each planting. Also when a stop is made for 
meals or other delay some one must be left with the wagon to giv« 
the water the necessary aeration.

RETURNING C.-.NS: Return the empty cans at once to the 
railway station, placing them in front of the baggage room, so that 
they may be taken up by the a stribution car on return trip. Should 
i t be impossible to" return th... cans withinat once days from the date 
of receiving them deliver them to the so. Pacific baggage
master, instructing him to bill them To the State Fish and Game 
Commission Sisson______________ 'al., on yeatern Pass.Bai--ga£e
No. 26-1_______• This is important, as delay not only interferes witr.
our work, but orcvents others trom getting their fish, 

applicants will be held responsible for the care and return 
of the cans.

Respectfully yours,

California fish ..nd g^me commission

1919 trout plant began with notification 
to county supervisors.

Still having

Opening day of trout season drew wide attention in 1914.
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the waters in Calaveras and western Alpine County that 
received early plantings of Eastern Brook Trout included 
Summit, Elephant Rock, and Woods Lakes, Frog and 
Wheeler Lakes, Upper and Lower Highland Lakes, Highland 
Creek, Blood's Creek, Pacific Creek, the upper Mokelumne 
River and Grouse Creek.

Among those who with pack trains, transported trout into 
the high country lakes and streams were Dave Filippini, 
Louis Lombardi, Mike Hunt, Charley Tryon, members of the 
Robie and Fischer families.
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HATCHERY TROUT
LOR CALAVERAS

Through the efforts of C. W. Getchell 
of the Prospect, the State Fish Upjp- 

have this weak ; supplied, 
trout for the streams 

Last Tuesday Mr.

missioners

shape.

16,000 youug
Calaveras county. 

;i Getchell and Frank Treat Jr., 
’here for Valley Spring where they re- 

j ceived the fish, 8000' Eastern, brook 
trout and 8000 rainbow trout With
out any delay they proceeded at ouce 

i to West Point where the fish were 
! turned over to Wm. Porteous and Tom 
! Smith for' ^istrjljution ip the upper 
| streams of the 'Mbkelumiie. The fish 

arived at their destination in
). None of the eastern trout died 

and pnly a very few ot the rainbow. 
The fish came from the Sission hatch* 

A collection was taken up in
San Andreas to help pay the expenses 

Mr. Getchell of the Prospect 
horses whichof trip.

furnihed a team of four
made the round trip in 36 hours.

San Andreas last Tuesday at 
at 12 o’clock,Leaving

noon and returning
midnight, on Wednesday.

One can of 4000 fiish were left with 
Fred Suessdorf of Mokelumue Hill for 
planting in the Esperanza. Mr. Suess
dorf has manifested great interest in 
tho fish planting, and has readily lent 
his assistance to the replanting and 
protection of the Calaveras streams, 

“tributary to the dal-Tlie Esperanza, a
averas, is a good stream of clear water, 

the Jesus Maria, and’feeding into
should-afford good sport in time.

Eight thousand trout were also con
signed to D.Fricot of Fricot City this 

distributed inwereweek which
O’Neals creek and the San Antone.
This makes about 60,000 trout that 
have been planted in the streams -of
Calaveras this week
to all good citizens 
are taken by illegal

At the same time 
were reoeived for the Mokelumne, 
Supervisor Roberts also secured 40,000 
young fry for the streams about the 
Big Trees. The consignment reached 
Angels Tuesday night and Mr. Roberts 
at once tuok them to their destination, 

consignment comprised both 
and rainbow’.Eastern brook trout

The former were deposited in Beaver,
Griswold and San Antone creeks and 
the latter in the Stanislaus.

tiuui planting, 1^14. Photo courtesy of Bruce 
Bamgrover, California Department of Fish and Game.

In 1884 the first Loch Leven and German Brown Trout 
arrived in Massachusetts from Europe and by early in this 
century were being introduced in California streams. Browns 
were planted in all three forks of the Mokelumne River, in 
the Stanislaus, Blue Creek, Forest Creek, and others. In 
those days all of the trout planted were fingerlings—from one 
to two inches long. Most of them came from the Mt. Shasta 
Hatchery, and were brought to the county by rail Today they 
remain widely distributed in this county.

In 1907 the state purchased a railroad baggage car and 
converted it into a fish carrier, complete with ice container 
and living quarters for attendants The car was equipped to 
carry 125 ten gallon milk cans, each of which could hold 
from 12,000 to 20,000 fingerling trout. In 1925 a second car 
was acquired and the fish and game commission was buying 
trucks to move the trout from hatchery to rail station.

In 1913 the department of Fish and game began 
requiring a fishing license, which cost $1.00, for all anglers 
18 years or older, and set the trout limit at 50 fish per day. 

And, with roads improving and automotive 
transportation becoming faster and more reliable, the state in 
1937, abandoned use of its rail cars. By 1946 the Sierra's 
alpine lakes also had begun being planted by air. 
Experimental planting had proven that fingerling trout 
dropped from airplanes into lakes had a high rate of survival. 
In fact, by the mid-1930's the state's trout propagation 
concept was changing. Until 1933 the Department's trout 
planting program had been directed solely toward release of 
fingerlings. Their use worked well in barren waters or 
streams with badly depleted populations, but it was found 
that larger trout brought a higher return of trout caught for 
the dollar spent. Today, tank trucks transporting catchable 
sized trout to roadside lakes and streams have become a 
common sight in the Sierra.

Please see FISH, pg. 24
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WINTER FUR TRAPPING
FED FOOTHILL FAMILIES

By
The Editor

There still are foothill natives who remember when, 
earlier in this century, fur trapping was a common and 
accepted winter occupation. Nor, docs it seem so long ago 
when country youngsters sometimes earned Christmas money 
and a few dollars for clothes, tending a trapline on the way to 
school. For some rural families, trapping was their only 
source of wintertime cash. The pelts of skunk, fox, raccoon, 
bobcat and coyote bought shoes and put food on the table.

Today, only a sparse few' still trap for fur in Calaveras 
and its neighboring mountain counties. The State of 
California and some individual counties employ a minimum 
of professional trappers for predator control, but their 
operations are limited.

In fact, trapping for profit has fallen into disrepute 
during the latter half of this century. Animal rights activists 
malign trapping as unnecessary and cruel. In metropolitan 
areas they demonstrate at fur auctions and boycott stores that 
sell furs. Often, wearers of expensive fur coats or capes are 
splattered with red paint by shouting, vehement opponents of 
the fur trade. In rural areas in recent years trappers have 
been harassed by proponents of animal rights, who tear up 
their sets and sometimes steal their traps. But it was not 
always that way. Trappers—The mountain men—formed the 
vanguard of the first Americans to travel up the Missouri and 
venture westward, across the Mississippi. They blazed the 
trails that men like John Charles Fremont followed 20 years 
later. Jcdediah Smith, of frontier fame, who in 1827 
somewhere in the vicinity of Ebbctts Pass, became the first 
American to cross the Sierra, was first a trapper and 
secondly, an explorer. He made his way to California in 
quest of beaver and it was his account of plentiful fur in the

FISH, cont. from pg. 23
Planting of fingerling trout now is restricted to the high 

lakes and to meet other special needs. As a result, the native 
Rainbow Trout, faster growing, generally easier to raise under 
hatchery condition, has become the predominate species used 
in the state's catchable trout planting program. However, the 
state is undertaking rcintroduction of the Lahontan Cutthroat 
Trout, native of the Lake Tahoe region, into some portions of 
the high Sierra.

Yet. today's anglers, fishing remote mountain streamlets, 
must thank men like old Trapper Smith, who carried the first 
trout in buckets to populate such waters

Sacramento Valley and along the western slope of the Sierra 
that drew Hudson Bay Company trappers during the 1830's to 
what is now Calaveras County’. French Camp, in San Joaquin 
County is named for them. They wintered in Happy Valley, 
at the eastern edge of Mokelumnc Hill, and also along the 
Calaveras River, south of New Hogan Reservoir. Beaver pelts 
at that time were valued at $5 each or about $3 per pound. 
But, by the early I840's the fur trade, particularly beaver 
trapping, was dying and the big fur companies were through.

A few trappers, hold-overs from earlier times, continued 
during gold rush days to ply their trade along the Mother 
Lode or to winter in the higher mountains. But, as the 
country became more settled, their numbers decreased. 
Mining camps sprang up overnight in country’ where only 
trappers and their prey had once wandered. Ranches 
sprawled across vast acreages of foothill land. The larger 
ranches sometimes employed a trapper to keep sheep and calf 
killing coyote populations in check, but ignored the trapping 
of other species.

Yet, fur trapping persisted as a welcome source of 
income for many country people. For rural residents and

Skunk and racoon pelts provuided cash for many 
Calaveras families during the lean, winter months.
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owners of the smaller ranches, trapping provided not only 
money, but kept skunks, foxes coyotes and other predators 
that preyed on their poultry and small farm animals under 
control.

Walter "Dovey" Valente has trapped fur each winter in 
Central Calaveras County for most of his 94 years. Among 
San Andreas area residents who trapped to augment their in
comes prior to World War I was Alvin Frioux who lived 
along Murray Creek where he raised chickens and ran a win
ter trapline. There also are those in Copperopolis who re
member Walter Pope, of Telegraph City, who hung his 

years prior to World War II. Among the most famous of the 
mountain trappers during this century was the enigmatic 
Monte Wolf, who lived in the remote Mokelumne River can
yon and mysteriously disappeared around the start of the sec
ond world war.

But, trapping was not confined to the male population of 
the county. Steve Wooster, of Copperopolis, recalls that his 
grandmother, May Wooster, who operated a boarding house 
in Sheep Ranch when the mine there was running, also 
made extra dollars by running a winter trapline. And, Nancy 
Ellen Doster Shelby, member of a tum-of-the century

skunk hides to dry in
Charlie Stone Senior's
blacksmith shop.

As a boy, Elmer
Fuchs of West Point,
trapped in that area.
"We set traps around
the edge of our ranch
where they could be
seen from the house,
then checked them each
morning with a tele
scope."

Skunks were easy
to entice into a trap and
constituted the most
common catch of the
juvenile trappers. More
than one old timer still
living remembers tend
ing a trapline enroute to 
school and being sent
home or having to
spend the day sitting
outside the classroom
because his clothes and
shoes smelled of skunk.
A local matron who 

asks to remain anony
mous, said her husband,
during depression years
set several traps along 
the creek near their ranch home. One morning she 
awakened with the air reeking with the smell of skunk.

"Phew, that smells terrible," she complained.
Replied her husband, "it smells like six-bits to me!"
In the higher mountains there were trappers willing to 

brave the snow, extreme cold and the loneliness of Sierra 
winters for the valuable pelts of pine martin, mink and other 
fur bearers. Among those was the late Harry Schimke and his 
brother, Art, who wintered at Lake Alpine and trapped in the

Mountain Ranch family, 
also trapped fur. Helen 
Jones, who once taught 
school at Don Pedro, 
trapped for the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife 
Service.

Trapping is not and 
never was a lucrative 
business for the individ
ual, even during the days 
of John Jacob Astor's 
American Fur Company 
and the free trappers 
who roamed the Rocky 
Mountains and risked 
their scalps for William 
H. Ashley. During the 
early part of this century 
and even today there has 
never been a shortage of 
fur buyers. However, 
prices since inception of 
the fur trade have fluctu
ated from year to year, 
and with rare exception, 
have always tended to be 
low. Companies such as
E. R. Skinner, of Sacra
mento; and Joseph A. 
Garcia, of Hollister; 
were buying fur during 

the I920's. Others included George I. Fox; the Seattle Fur 
Exchange, and Moscow Hide and Fur Company, of Moscow, 
Idaho. For many years, both Montgomery Ward & Company 
and Sears, Roebuck & Company, purchased furs.

Each fall, as trapping season drew near, the buyers 
mailed out price lists, colorful publications filled with glow
ing predictions for a great trapping season. They quoted 
prices for hides of each fur bearing species. Pelts were evalu-

Please see FUR, pg. 26

Each fall, the price lists mailed by fur buyers told foothill 
residents what returns the might expect for their furs.
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ated according to size and general quality, ranging from No. 
1, extra large; to No.l. large. No. 1, medium, etc.; down to 
No. 2 small, with corresponding reductions in price.

”I'd like to know what it would take to qualify7 a hide as 
No. 1. extra large," said one of the trappers, upon inspecting 
a receipt for hides he had mailed to a buyer. "I've been 
trapping for 30 years and I've yet to have a hide receive that 
rating." The answer to his question may lie in the fact that 
central California coyotes do not grow as large as those of the 
great basin and the colder climates of the northern states 
create thicker, heavier fur.

Until advent of the automobile, traplincs of most foothill 
dwellers remained relatively short. Most trappers put out 
only a few sets, since they also had jobs or daily chores, and 
trapping was time consuming. In addition to the daily 
checking of their traps, skinning and care of furs took time. 
However, arrival of the automobile brought change to 
trapping. Traveling back roads, a trapper with an 
automobile could extend his line many miles, and some did 
just that. By the same token, they also had to add the cost of 
tires, gasoline and vehicular maintenance to their operational 
costs. The automobile may have made running a traplinc a 
bit easier, but trappers didn't getTfch.

In addition to those individuals who trapped to augment 
family income, professional trappers hired for predator 
control began appearing on the western scene well before 
start of the 20th Century. Know as "wolfcrs," those generally 
rough hewn men with a lifetime of trapping and outdoor 
living behind them, were hired by larger ranchers to reduce 
populations of wolves, coyotes, bear and mountain lions that 
preyed on livestock. In 1915, Congress responded to pleas of 
ranchers and sportsmen by appropriating predator control 
monies which were allocated to the U. S. Biological Survey, 
forerunner of the U. S Fish and Wildlife Service.

About the same time the states and some counties began 
hiring trappers to help control predators and the independent 
wolfcrs who drifted from ranch to ranch or area to area 
gradually disappeared.

One of the better known state predator control men was 
lion hunter Jay Bruce, who over a period of 40 years, took 
hundreds of the big cats, mostly with the use of hounds. 
Trappers who worked in Calaveras County over the years, 
predominately for coyote control, included Herschel Jones, 
Vince Bcllici, Charlie Jones, Walt Stone, Jim Calvin and-- 
Walt Valente. Today, government trappers still are employed 
in Calaveras and neighboring counties, predominately to 
reduce livestock, poultry’ and pet losses by coyotes. However, 
they are called upon to eliminate nuisance animals, including 
skunks, and increasingly, to handle complaints of kills of 
livestock and pets by a growing mountain lion population.

And. as the 21st Century nears, there still are some, in 
the less settled areas of the county who set out winter

Today, viewed by many as cruel, the steel trap 
helped feed rural families and protected livestock 
and poultry. Photo courtesy of Jim Calvin.

traplines. Fur prices have not increased appreciably, but 
trapping, just as it did in earlier years, still puts food on the 
table and buy clothes for kids. And. although criticized by 
many urbanites, proponents of trapping say it still helps 
control predators, helps reduce the spread of rabies, and just 
as important, keeps alive a tradition that goes back, far 
bexond the earliest years of this state.

Note to readers:
All photos used to illustrate the Doster family story 

and the photo of the animal pelts hanging on the building 
in the trapping story were loaned from the Doster Family 
albums.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Membership ($10.00 per year), includes 
subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of 
Las Calaveras from the office. The original historical material in 
this bulletin is not copy-righted and anyone is invited to use it. Men
tion of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month in various com
munities throughout the county, locations of which are announced in 
advance. Dinner meetings also are announced in advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 
8:30 am to 4 pm. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors 
are welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County Mu
seum which is open daily from 10 am to 4 pm in the historic county 
courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.
Helen Georgi, Angels Camp: Miscellaneous newspaper 
clippings.
Wilda Getchell Plaskett, Sutter Creek: Clyde Getchell's
1908 school report card and 1914 Calaveras High School 
commencement invitation.
Judge Orrin Airola, San Andreas: 1933 Amador Dispatch 
newspaper. Photo of Judge Virgil Airola swearing in new 
citizens.
Bill Eltringham, Avery : Military photos and papers of John 
Henry Kenny, Jr.
Barbara Mohrmann, San Andreas: 1933 Hotel Stockton 
ledgers; Valley Springs postcards.
James & Gladys Matson, Fallon Nev.: Cash donation. 
Larry Cornish, Murphys: Cash donation.
Rod Brand, Southside, W. Va. : Cash donation. 
Coco Shearer, San Andreas: Dora Burris’ 1878 diary; 
Gertrude Markwood school papers.

Experiences involving mining, ranching and way-of-life 
in the Mountain Ranch area during early years of this 
century, which enthralled Calaveras County Historical 
Society members at their February 22 dinner meeting, now is 
available on video cassette.

Retired Mountain Ranch Postmaster and native daughter 
Luellen Doster Weikum Del Papa received a standing ovation 
from some 100 dinner guests at close of her hour-long 
presentation which related colorful stories and events that 
touched the lives of hers and many other Mountain Ranch 
families during the Great Depression years. Mrs. Del Papa's 
taped speech may be obtained by writing the Calaveras 
County Historical Socity, P.O. Box 721, San Andreas, CA 
95249. Cost of $24.40 includes tax and mailing.

NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 
the following new members:

Gloria Beach, Fall River Mills.
Colleen Grant Bare, Modesto.
Daniel E. Thorall, San Andreas.
Robert Boitano, Mokelumne Hill.
Lanie Lochart, Avery.
Geraldine Noblett, Red Bluff, Col.
Troy C. Imsland, Englewood, Col.
Jacilyn Wells, Wilseyville.
David Fedor, San Jose.
Ray Cuneo, San Andreas.
Fred Wiehe, San Jose.
Loren Whittle, Angels Camp.
Bryce Stein, West Point.
S. A. Soliman, San Andreas.
James & Gladys Matson, Fallon Nevada. 
Steve & Geri Conway, San Andreas.
Marsh & Sandy Dragomanovich, San Andreas.

OUR COVER PHOTO
Miners still were active at San Antone Camp on San 

Antonio Creek in 1895, where they sank shafts to reach the 
deep, gold bearing gravel that earlier miners had been 
unable to work. Later, this flat was profitably dredged and 
even today, prospectors still find gold there.
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THE SINCLAIRS, EARLY
JENNY LIND SETTLERS

By
The Editor

Since early gold rush days the Sinclair name has been 
closely associated with history and happenings in and around 
the Calaveras County mining town of Jenny Lind.

Abraham Sinclair was 51 years old when in 1850 he. 
succumbed to the excitement of gold discovery in California. 
He left his wife, Nancy, and several younger children in 
Tennessee and with his sons, John, 19, and William Clark 
Sinclair, 15, headed West. Traveling by ox team they

Some time during those early years John Sinclair 
disappeared. Where he went and what happened to him 
remains a mystery. He simply dropped from sight. Whether 
he died of illness or violence or decided to move on. is 
unknown. The Sinclair family has sought for generations to 
trace him, without success.

William Sinclair continued to mine in the Jenny Lind 
area until sometime in the late 1850’s when he married Anna 
Jane Harris, who had come west with her parents, from 
Missouri. At that time Sinclair gave up mining and the 
newly married couple settled on 160 acres on what is now 
Warren Road, about two miles north of Stone Corral in 
western Calaveras County. Their first child, John A. Sinclair, 
was bom on the ranch in 1858.

reached the Carson River on the eastern side of the Sierra in 
late summer, turned south to the Carson Pass Road over the 
summit and arrived a few weeks later in Sutter Creek.

For at least several months the Sinclairs mined at Sutter 
Creek, apparently with nominal success. Then, in late 1851 
or early 1852, they moved southward again, to a fast growing 
mining camp on the Calaveras River called Dry Diggings, 
which would soon rechristen itself Jenny Lind, in honor of 
the famed Swedish singer, then on concert tour in the East. 
The fact that the famed ’’Swedish Nightingale" never came 
west of the Mississippi proved no deterrent to the renaming of 
the camp for her. For more than 140 years, the name has 
remained unchanged.

Abraham Sinclair was basically a rancher and as he grew 
older, mining and primitive mining camp life apparently lost 
its appeal. Some time before 1860 he returned to Lynn 
County, Kansas, where another of his older sons was living. 
However, John and William Sinclair elected to remain in the 
gold fields. But the two brothers apparently were not close.

Seven more children were born to William and Anna 
Sinclair over the next 17 years. In addition to their first born, 
their children included Andrew Jackson Sinclair, 1860; 
William Francis Sinclair, 1862; James Monroe Sinclair, 
1866; Fanny Sinclair, 1868, who died in childhood; Mary 
Eva, 1870; Nancy, 1873 and Daisy, 1875.

The Sinclair ranch gradually grew to 1,400 acres as 
William Clark Sinclair expanded his grain and cattle 
operation and became one of the community leaders. "Uncle 
Billy," as he became widely known in latter years, acquired a 
grain thresher in 1887. The Sinclair thresher moved from 
ranch to ranch in western Calaveras and eastern San Joaquin 
Counties from the time the first grain began ripening in early 
June until the last was harvested in the fall.

At that time Jenny Lind, which was on one of the main 
traveled routes between the valley and the foothills was a busy 
mining and trade center. At its zenith it boasted three hotels, 
two general stores, one of which was operated by Celeste Ugo

Please see SETTLERS, pg. 29

The Sinclair thresher moved from ranch to ranch along the Calaveras County foothills to process grain crops.
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SETTLERS, cont. from pg. 28
two general stores, one of which was operated by Celeste Ugo 
and his brother and the other by the Orengo brothers and a 

store operated by Chinese merchant which catered to the 
area's several hundred Chinese miners. There were at least 
two blacksmith shops, a livery stable, dance hall, at least 
seven saloons and a Chinese Joss House.

William Clark Sinclair (uncle Billy) along with early 
settlers Benjamin Thompson. John Chapman, James 
Heckcndcn, and later. Jake Meyers and Jacob Shank, were 
among the area's leading citizens. Uncle Billy helped build 
and w as one of the first trustees of the Stone Corral Church. 
He was active in formation of the Chapparal School District 
and construction of the Chapparal "Brushville" School where 
his children attended classes.

The Jenny Lind-Stone Corral area also had its share of 
excitement during the early days. Shortly after the Sinclairs 
moved onto their ranch near Stone Corral, outlaws robbed 
and burned the Stone Corral roadhouse and killed six people 
there, including the area's only black man, a teamster named 
Boss, who worked for the Realy family of Jenny Lind. Cattle 
rustling was prevalent during those early days and the 
ranchers, including Sinclair, guarded against it. However, 
despite crime that included claim jumping and sluice box 
robbery, Jenny Lind was one of the few early day mining 
camps that did not record a lynching by vigilantes.

William (Uncle Billy) Sinclair died in 1893. His wife, 
Anna, passed away in 1910. Both were interred in the Jenny 
Lind Cemetery. For several years following their father's 
death the Sinclair sons continued to operate the threshing

Generations of Sinclair youngsters attended classes in the 
old Brushville School near Stone Corral.

William Francis ’’Frank” and Mary Jane Sinclair

business and the ranch. John Sinclair, oldest of the Sinclair 
sons who married Louisa Little, and his brother Andrew, 
who married Loretta Little, retained portions of the original 
Sinclair Ranch and Andrew devoted his entire life to cattle 
ranching. He was among the first to adopt the practice of 
pasturing his cattle in the mountains each summer.

Meanwhile, the three Sinclair sisters all had married. 
Mary Eva, at age 18, wed local County rancher Thomas A. 
Hunt and Nancy had married Linden rancher Walter 
Witherly. Daisy, youngest of the Sinclair family, bom in 
1875, as a young woman taught at the Jenny Lind School. 
One of her pupils was her niece, Esther Sinclair, daughter of 
her brother, Frank. She married Will Lewis, a prominent 
Linden area rancher, she lived on the Lewis ranch until her 
death in 1961.

At turn of the century Jenny Lind still was a busy 
community with mining, ranching and a major road that 
passed through it, which continued to provide commerce.

Although it was one of the farthest west of the mining 
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areas and west of the true Mother Lode, Jenny Lind was a 
prosperous mining area. Because of its rich river gravels 
worked by bucket dredges and later, by dragline (doodlebug) 

dredges, the area as a gold producer, outlasted many other 
mining camps. Mining started there in 1849 with gold pan 
and sluice box, then progressed to hydraulic mining after a 
2,000-foot tunnel was driven to allow water to be brought by 
gravity from Salt Spring Reservoir. The Jenny Lind 
suspension aqueduct, a 500-foot-long span, was built in 185.7 
to carry water across the Calaveras River.

Quartz gold also was discovered there. The largest hard 
rock mine was the Plymouth Rock, operated by W. A. 
Collins. Other mines included the Whiskey Hill, Bunker Hill, 
Seigrade and the Molly, which was a hydraulic mining 
operation. A bucket dredge operated by the Calaveras Mining 
Company, began operation at Jenny Lind in 1904. The last 
bucket dredge there shut down in 1928, but the doodlebug 
dredges continued to mine the area until World War II. 
Many of the property owners, including the Sinclairs, realized 
a profit when the dredges mined their river properties on a 
share basis, and miners' payrolls kept the community solvent.

In 1900 William Francis Sinclair (Frank) and his 
brother, James Monroe Sinclair, purchased from Alec 
McComber, the Jenny Lind General Merchandise Store. 
McComber, in 1880, had bought out the Ugo and Orengo 
brothers' stores. The Sinclair brothers opened their store and 
provided space for the Jenny Lind Post Office in a large adobe 
building on Main Street, the walls of which still remain 
standing in 1996.

Frank Sinclair, 38 years old when the store opened, had

The Sinclair general store in Jenny Lind in 1933.

married Mary Jane Dickhaut in 1887. Soon after opening the 
store he was appointed Postmaster. James Monroe Sinclair 
married Grace C. Wright in 1904. They had two children, 
Margaret and Keith.

Prior to entering the partnership in the store, James had 
taught school at Jenny Lind and he served as a lay minister of 
the Southern Methodist Church until his death in 1928. 
Always community minded, he was active in the building of 
the Jenny Lind Church and the I00F Hall, which still stands. 
All of the Sinclairs were active in community affairs and 
several Sinclair children, including Paul and Jesse, sons of 
Frank Sinclair, were members of Jenny Lind Band, which 
was organized by Arthur Hunt.

Please see SETTLERS, pg. 31

Bucket line dredges such as this kept gold mining alive 
in Jenny Lind well into this century.
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Despite ravages of time and the elements, adobe walls of 
Sinclair Brothers store still stand in Jenny Lind.



In Memoriam
GEORGE HUBERTY

Not only the Calaveras County Historical Society but the 
County of Calaveras and the gold country as a whole, suffered 
a loss with the recent passing of San Andreas attorney and 
life-long Calaveras County resident George Huberty.

Native son, member of a pioneer family, George quietly 
helped promote and strengthen this county's gold rush 
heritage. Respected in his profession far beyond the 
boundaries of Calaveras County for his expertise in affairs of 
local government and water law, George at one time or 
another served as counsel to almost every major local 
government entity in this and neighboring counties.

He was a busy man. In addition to serving as county 
counsel and legal advisor to many of our local governmental 
districts, it was through his interest and efforts that for many 
years the San Andreas Progressive Club remained a 
functional organization. He did not regularly attend the 
meetings of our county historical society, but he was there 
when we needed him.

If you didn't know of or hadn't met George Huberty you 
hadn't been in Calaveras County very long. George never met 
a person he didn't like. He was always pleasant and helpful to 
newcomer and oldtimer alike.

George Huberty's contribution to this county both as an 
attorney and as a private citizen will be long remembered.

SETTLERS, cont. from pg. 30
The Frank Sinclair family included five children, Jesse, 

Froane, Esther, Paul and Casper. After his brother's death, 
Frank Sinclair with the help of his son, Paul, continued to 
operate the store. In 1933 the store burned, but it was rebuilt, 
still using its original adobe walls, and continued to operate 
until 1943. During its latter years, World War II was under
way and Paul Sinclair, who had taken over operation of the 
store from his father, went to work in the Stockton shipyards 
while his wife ran the store. Paul, who was the father of now 
retired California Highway Patrolman Robert Sinclair, of 
Jenny Lind, also purchased the Rankin Garage at the 
northeast corner of Highways 12 and 26 in Valley Springs, 
which now houses the Busy Bee Realty. Paul Sinclair passed 
away in 1948.

Today, his son Robert, lives in a home overlooking the 
old mining town of Jenny Lind, on property originally part of 
his grandfather William Francis Sinclair's holdings. There, 
from that oak studded hill above the old gold camp and the 
winding river, a viewer gazes down upon some of Calaveras 
County's richest gold rush history.

SAN ANTONE CAMP
RICH IN LEGEND AND GOLD 

By 
George Hoeper

San Antone Camp, located on San Antonio Creek 
southwest of Fricot City, was one of Calaveras County's 
earliest and richest gold rush placer mining areas. Not only 
was it among the most productive of the early day diggings, it 
also was one of the longest lived and during its first years, 
among the more roisterous and least law abiding. While 
many other gold camps sprang up virtually overnight but 
flourished only briefly until their pay dirt gave out, San 
Antonio Creek continued to produce gold and support mining 
operations well toward the end of the 19th Century. Then, 
during the latter years of the Great Depression San Antonio 
Creek and San Antone Camp experienced a rejuvenation of 
gold mining as doodlebug (dry land dredging) was developed. 
The San Antone area was dredged by the Wolhal Mining 
Company, of which Ed Wolin, one of the original doodlebug 
dredge operators of the area, was a partner.1 They profitably 
washed the placer gravels worked by miners of the previous 
century.

Miners apparently reached the San Antone Camp area 
during the summer of 1848, only weeks after the first 
Americans wandered into the little valley west of there that is 
now San Andreas, and found Hispanics from the Mexican 
state of Sonora already mining. Mexican miners may quite 
possibly also have been the first to arrive at what is now San 
Antone Camp.

Quickly, the canyon's rich gravels attracted a growing 
hoard of gold seekers. American, Mexican, Chilean, Italian, 
French and Chinese poured into the gold fields from every 
part of the globe.

Among the early arrivals in 1850 at San Antone Camp, 
from his native Italy, was Frank Cuneo. A shrewd young 
entrepreneur, he quickly recognized the advantage of 
merchandising over use of pick and shovel in the acquisition 
of the yellow metal. Cuneo mined for a brief period but in 
1853 he purchased a store at San Antone Camp from Frank 
(Jack) Monte Verde and Frank Letore.2 San Antone Camp 
had already become something of a trade center and had 
exploded into a rip-roaring, hell-raising camp with a 
population of upward of a thousand miners. Tradesmen, 
gamblers and hangers-on lived in a conglomeration of tents 
and cabins on the flat where the camp was located and up and 
down the canyon wherever there was space for a structure. 
Stone foundations of many of the cabins remained until the 
1930's when the doodlebug dredges mined the area and 
destroyed them. The camp's main street, where it was not 
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cobblestoned with river rock, was knee deep in mud in winter 
and nearly as deep in dust in summer. During the early 
1850's the street was flanked by several general merchandise 
stores, housed mostly in wood and canvas structures. Other 
businesses included a bakery, operated by M.E. Bense, 
jewelry shop, blacksmith shops, livery stable, bocci ball 
courts, dance and fandango halls, countless saloons, and 
gambling joints and several boarding establishments. Miners, 
after working all day with shovel and sluice box were in no 
mood to cook their own meals. And although they had their 
own crude cabins or tents in which they lived and slept, many 
of the young men, if they could afford it, chose to pay for a 
prepared meal, which itself, was probably nothing to brag 
about.

Much of the San Antone Camp population was 
comprised of Chileans who had been among the earliest 
arrivals. They were largely resentful of the Americans' 
presence and their dislike was sharpened by the imposition of 
a foreign miners' tax which they felt was unjust. As a result, 
they opposed American authority generally, and to 
demonstrate their independence, passed up no opportunity to 
fight. Shootings and stabbings became common occurrences 
and claim jumpings were a constant source of disagreement 
and turmoil. The notorious and somewhat mythical outlaw 
Joaquin Murieta, about whom many fanciful tales have been 
woven, is said to have frequented the fandango houses and 

gambling halls there.
Among the early arrivals at San Antone Camp was 

Victor Gottschalk, later to become one of northern 
California's better known jurists and Calaveras County's first 
Superior Court Judge. Another of the first arrivals was 
Charles Vickers, who became a leading citizen and served for 
many years as Justice of the Peace of the San Antone Judicial 
District.

Ben Thom who later became Calaveras County Sheriff, a 
position he would hold from 1867 to 1902, arrived at San 
Antone Camp in 1849 where he began mining and at times 
served on hastily organized posses to help maintain some 
semblance of law and order. Thom, young, tough and 
reckless, apparently did his share of roistering and enjoyed 
the go-to-hell atmosphere of the camp. Owner of two mining 
claims which he worked with hired labor, he worked hard 
himself and played hard.

Informed that a Chilean miner, jealous over his 
attentions to one of the camp women had threatened to "take 
care of him," Thom, who had been drinking, reportedly 
draped himself with an American flag. Then, with a Colt 
revolver in each hand, he paraded down the camp's main 
street, singing the Star Spangled Banner. His challenger 
chose not to make an appearance.3

Please see SAN ANTONE, pg. 33

The Cuneo store, built of native stone and mortar, still stands in San Antone Camp.
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It was at San Antone Camp in 1855 that Ben Thom 

received his baptism as a law enforcement officer when he 
was appointed deputy sheriff, and it was experience gained 
there that led to his election a decade later as county sheriff. 
Thom owned a mine in San Antonio Canyon near the 
southeast comer of Fricot City at which, for many years, he 
usually kept a miner working. A cabin remained there for 
decades, but was tom down after the California Youth 
Authority opened the Fricot School For Boys.

As his store prospered and he acquired land, Frank 
Cuneo became a community leader at San Antone Camp. In 
1853, after fire damaged his store, Cuneo undertook 
construction of the present massive walled field stone 
building that was to house the store for half-a-century and 
which still stands beside what was the main street of the old 
mining camp.

Frank Cuneo married Maggie Gillam in the late 1860's 
and Frank Jr., the first of their four sons, was bom in 1870. 
Their other children included Charles Cuneo, grandfather of 
Raymond Cuneo who still lives at San Antone Camp; 
Columbo, and Victor Cuneo, father of Fred, Don, and Verne 
Cuneo and Louise Cuneo Greenlaw, of Calaveritas and San 
Andreas. The Cuneo store at San Antone Camp operated 
until 1910. frank Cuneo passed away on January 10, 1913.4

During the early days of its operation, Angelo Cavagnero 
was employed as a clerk in the Cuneo store. He was working 
there at the time of the fire but did not return after the new 
building was completed. Instead, he later opened a store and 
saloon at Esmeralda, on Indian Creek, in partnership with 
Paulo Segale.5 The only other original building remaining at 
San Antone Camp is another stone structure which originally 
housed Whiskey Jack's Saloon. Presently, and for many years 
past, it has housed the Cuneo blacksmith shop.

Virtually the entire length of San Antonio Creek paid 
miners well, but as with most Mother Lode streams, some 
areas were richer than others. Deep gravel deposits at San 
Antone Camp carried good value but the miners also quickly 
found that ravines feeding into the main stream were rich and 
that the canyon walls, high above the stream itself, contained 
gold bearing quartz ledges and seams which paid well.

Rich Gulch, downstream from San Antone Camp, lived 
up to its name, and Kelly's Gulch was rich. Bunty Gulch, 
Negro Gulch, an area known as Chase's Crevice, all were 
highly profitable. A Hawaiian miner found a nine-pound 
nugget in Victoria Gulch. Charles Cuneo and his son 
Raymond, took out a $10,000 pocket of quartz gold at the 
Chapparel Mine on the ridge above San Antone Camp. The 
Economic Mine, across the creek from San Antone Camp 
proved rich and the remains of a stamp mill can still be found

Angela and Frank Cuneo

there. Remains of an arrastra in which gold bearing quartz 
was crushed, still stands at the upstream edge of San Antone 
Camp.

William Irvine, an early Calaveras County resident, said 
that in its early days a traveler walking up San Antonio Creek 
between Fourth Crossing (Highway 49) and Sheep ranch, 
would find himself stepping on another man's mining claim 
every one-hundred feet. Today, much of the area along San 
Antonio Creek still is owned by the Cuneo family which 
ranches it and still prospects its gold bearing quartz seams. 
The area also is rich in gold rush history, in memories of 
frontier incidents and violence--and, tales of hidden gold.

Most persistent of the hidden gold stories, one that 
appears well authenticated, is the story of Buster's Gold. Dan 
Buster, reportedly a freed slave, arrived in Mokelumne Hill 
during the early 1850's and was among those who struck it 
rich. Quite possibly, the area there still officially known as 
"Nigger Hill," was named for his discovery.

Apparently a temperate and frugal man, Buster mined 
successfully at Mokelumne Hill until his claim was worked 
out. During that time he accumulated a sizable fortune
enough in fact--to easily allow him to loan a Mokelumne Hill 
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doctor $10,000, which later was repaid in gold coin. Then, 
with his claim depleted. Buster sought new diggings and not 
long after leaving Mokelumne Hill he arrived at San Antone 
Camp. The date of his arrival is not recorded, but he rented a 
cabin a short distance from Frank Cuneo's store.6

Quiet, unassuming, Dan Buster resumed prospecting. 
Within a short time he was successfully working a claim 
upstream from San Antone Camp that still bears the name, 
"Buster's Gulch." And soon, despite his efforts to maintain a 
low profile, Buster's mining success was becoming common 
knowledge among the camp's populace. He traded at Cuneo's 
store, gradually became acquainted with and learned to trust 
Frank Cuneo, and eventually, asked Cuneo to weigh his gold.

Exactly how much gold Cuneo weighed for the Negro 
miner is not known, but it must have been considerable, in 
addition to the $10,000 in coin he was said to possess.

After that, on occasions when there were few people in 
the store, Buster would have Frank Cuneo weigh other 
amounts of gold he had mined. By then, Cuneo estimated, 
Buster's cache of gold had grown to nearly $40,000. Valued 
at $16 an ounce, which was the accepted price of gold at that 
time, a 12-ounce pound of gold was worth $192. Buster's 
$40,000 worth of gold would have weighed approximately 
200 pounds. There were no banks or safe deposit boxes in 
mining camps in those days. The only way to safely conceal 
treasure was to bury it. Buster supposedly kept his gold in a 
large Dutch oven buried somewhere near his cabin.

Quite aware there were more than a few in that lawless 
camp who would gladly make off with his gold if they could 
find it, Buster furtively visited his cache only at night and 
took great pains to avoid being followed. But, as he returned 
from his claim at dusk one winter evening in 1860 or 1861, 
Buster was met by a pair of camp hangers-on who at knife
point forced him into his cabin and threatened to kill him 
unless he led them to his gold. Nearby miners heard the 
mens' shouts and curses, investigated, rescued Buster and

Frank Cuneo and gold rush miner Antone Elich in 
latter days in front of Cuneo Store.

caught his assailants. Each man was sentenced to 50 lashes, 
then banished from camp under threat of hanging should 
they ever return.

A year later, one night during a storm, a miner named 
McCoy, passed Buster's cabin and heard screams and cursing. 
He summoned men from a nearby saloon who ran to the cabin 
where they found the same two men who had attacked Buster 
the year before. They had bound the black miner with rope 
and were burning his feet on the stove in an effort to make 
him tell where his gold was hidden.

There was a brief trial in a nearby saloon. The prisoners 
were identified as the same pair who had been banished a 
year earlier. At daylight ropes were tossed over the limb of 
an oak near Buster's cabin and the sentence with which they 
had been threatened the year before, was summarily invoked. 
They were buried a few yards from where they committed 
their crime.

Dan Buster died in February, 1863, probably never 
having fully recovered from his injuries. His death brought 
about an intensified search for his hidden gold. Visitors as 
well as local residents searched the surrounding area for the 
treasure, believed contained in a large Dutch oven, and there 
were countless theories as to its possible whereabouts.

Some thought the gold was buried beneath Buster's cabin 
and searchers eventually dismantled it and tore up its stone 
foundation. Andrew Pierano with Joe and Antone Gardella, 
even ground sluiced the cabin site, but found nothing. There 
were rumors that Buster had buried his gold in an old 
charcoal pit, and charcoal pits over a wide area were 
excavated. At one point, some noticed that former Justice of

Please see SAN ANTONE, pg. 35Boarding and bunk houses that sheltered miners who 
worked the canyon near San Antone Camp.
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CAMP CONNELL, GATEWAY 
TO EBBETTS PASS

For nearly 75 years Camp Connell on Ebbetts Pass, 
Highway 4, has served as a haven for travelers and trade cen
ter and gathering place for area residents. Named for its 
founders, this tree shrouded complex at the headwaters of San 
Antonio Creek might not be considered old when compared 
to its neighboring Dorrington or nearby Calaveras Big 
Trees, discovered
during gold rush
days. Yet, over the 
years Camp Connell 
has become one of 
the best known 
stopping places along
the Ebbetts Pass 
highway.

World War I was 
fast becoming a 
memory, prohibition 
still was being nomi
nally enforced and 
the automobile had 
become the accepted 
means of travel when
in the mid-1920’s, Jack
and Noreen Connell 
came from the San Joaquin Valley to Calaveras County.

SAN ANTONE, cont. from pg. 34
the Peace Charles Vickers seemed to have come into 
unexplained wealth and suspected he had found Buster's 
hidden cache, but if he did, he never admitted it.

Since Dan Buster's death more than 130 years ago, 
searchers employing everthing from picks and shovels to the 
services of psychics and modem electronic metal detectors, 
have sought his buried treasure without success. Legend has 
it that Buster, queried by Frank Cuneo concerning what he 
planned to do with his gold, replied, "It ain't ever gonna' do 
no white man any good."

Prospectors using gold pans, sluice boxes or today's 
more modem portable suction gold dredges still find gold 
along San Antonio Creek. And, in the vicinity of San 
Antone Camp, there still are those who on warm spring 
days, arrive to continue the search for Buster's gold.
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With high expectations they assumed ownership of the Dor
rington Hotel. The two-story structure which clearly showed 
the effects of time and the elements, stood beside a huge bam 
and stock corrals which until well into this century had 
served teamsters and travelers headed over the summit for 
Alpine County and Carson Valley.

Dorrington, named for a Scottish sea captain and his 
wife who established a ranch and way station there in 1852, 
had very early become a popular stopping place. A spring in 
its broad meadow provided water so cold it hurt the teeth, and 

from it, the area 
took the name, 
Cold Springs. The 
name was changed 
to Dorrington in 
1902 when a Post 
Office was estab
lished there. Its 
initial postmaster 
was John Gardner, 
who had married 
Mary Rebekah 
Dorrington daugh
ter of the sea cap
tain and his wife. 
In 1910, Joseph 

Whittle became 
postmaster. He in 
turn was succeeded 

in 1923, by Francis S. Hodgkins. Jack Connell took over as 
postmaster on July 22, 1927.

By the time the Connells arrived, auto traffic was 
increasing. The Persons brothers' sawmill was operating only 
a few miles away, toward Blue Mountain, a U. S. Forest 
Service guard station occupied a cabin beside the highway 
and Dorrington had become a "jumping-off place" for 
fishermen, hunters and people who had summer camps along 
the Stanislaus River at Board's Crossing. A lodge called 
Bailey's--where reputedly, bootleg whiskey could be 
purchased, was up the highway only a short distance beyond 
Dorrington and it also drew traffic. Jack and Noreen Connell 
believed their hotel would be a financial success.

The Connells were genial hosts and Noreen served fine 
meals. Both she and Jack were friendly, likable, and drew 
people to them. Howard Lewis, of Stockton, whose family 
spent many of its summers in the Sierra, often in the 
Dorrington area, recalls as a small boy helping Noreen 
Connell in the hotel kitchen and drinking cold creme soda 
there. Dorrington at that time had an ice house-a heavily 
insulated wooden building-in which blocks of ice were stored 
in sawdust and would last all summer.

Exterior of Camp Connell Store remains much the same today as 
when Jack and Noreen Connell completed it in 1928.
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Highway 4 at that time was closed to traffic at Dorring
ton meadow from the time snow flew in the fall until it 
melted in the spring. The Connells wintered at Dorrington, 
but sometimes during heavy storms, were snowed in for 
considerable periods. The old hotel was much in need of 
repair, required constant upkeep and although guests came, 
their numbers were fewer than anticipated.

Another factor that had direct bearing on success of the 
hotel was that during the 1920's, as automobile travel became 
easier, family camping was becoming increasingly popular. 
It had become easy to toss tent and camping gear into the tin 
Lizzie or Chevrolet, load the kids in and head for the 
mountains. Camping was fun. It was cheap compared to 
staying in a hotel or mountain lodge, and hostelries all along 
the western slope of the Sierra that once had enjoyed a heavy 
summer tourist clientel, found themselves with empty rooms.

However, Jack and Noreen Connell were not ones to 
give up easily. Adopting the philosophy of "if you can't whip 
'em, join 'em," they decided to cash in on the increased 
summer travel and camping boom. The summer of 1928 saw 
Jack Connell constructing the building beside San Antonio 
Creek that still houses the Camp Connell Store. They 
installed a gasoline pump, stocked the store with general 
merchandise and, among the pines along the west side of the 
highway, developed a campground. They also built a pair of 

rental cabins and at start of the summer of 1929, closed the 
hotel and moved up the road to their new operation, which 
they named Camp Connell. At about the same time, the 
Forest Service vacated the cabin beside the highway that it 
had occupied and the Connells took up residence there.

Quickly, Camp Connell became an accepted stopping 
place for travelers along the Ebbetts Pass Highway. It was 
the last spot where they could buy a gallon of gasoline or a 
loaf of bread and it became a gathering place and message 
center for local residents as well as vacationers. Cattlemen, 
among them the Whittles, Hunts, Lombardis, Tryons and 
Airolas became familiar figures there. The enigmatic 
mountain man and trapper Monte Wolfe, was often seen at 
Camp Connell. The Schimke brothers, Harry and Art, young 
woodsmen, gate keepers and trappers at Lake Alpine, who 
later joined the U. S. Forest Service, were seen there 
frequently. The Post Office was moved from Dorrington to 
Camp Connell in 1934, where it remained until 1978. Mrs. 
Sydney Whiteside served as Camp Connell Postmaster

Summer vacationers kept the campground filled. They 
fished, hiked and hunted in the fall. Howard Lewis recalls 
his family in the evenings, walked from the campground a 
mile up the highway to Hinkleman Flat to buy fresh milk 
from Bill Hinkleman, who kept a few dairy cows there. In

Please see CONNELL, pg. 37

Dorrington Station, in mid-1920’s, was a popular vacation spot for Stockton and San Joaquin County residents.
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Dorrington barn was crushed by snow in winter of 1952.

CONNELL, cont. from pg. 36
1930, Bailey’s Lodge burned. After the fire, youngsters from 
the campground prowled the ruins which were strewn with 
bottles. Jack and Noreen continued to operate Camp Connell 
until September 2, 1947, when they sold store, campground, 
and the Dorrington Hotel to James Grover Anderson and his 
son, Leonard "Andy” Anderson, and their wives.
James Grover Anderson and his wife operated the Camp 
Connell store and campground and Andy and his wife, "Flo," 
ran the Dorrington Hotel. But times were changing. People 
had money and many were seeking recreational land they 
could own. The Andersons closed the campground and 
subdivided the land. Flo Anderson remembers that lots went 
on sale at $600. Andy and his wife also built the A-frame 
motel units that still stand across Highway 4 from the 
Dorrington Hotel.

Despite a series of heavy snow winters, the Dorrington- 
Camp Connell area did well. In 1952, snow banked up over 
the eves of the Camp Connell store and entry was gained to 
its front door via a snow tunnel. In 1959 state highway 
snowplow crews began keeping the highway open to Camp 
Connell.

The Andersons retained ownership of the Camp Connell 
Store and Dorrington Hotel as the area became busier and 
more populated. The lumber industry was rapidly expanding, 
the road to Board's Crossing on the Stanislaus River had been 
improved. Land, including the adjacent Snowshoe Springs 
subdivision, was developing and Girl Scouts of America had 
established a large summer camp on west side of Dorrington 
Meadow. New homes were springing up and traffic and 
tourism was growing rapidly.

The Andersons sold Camp Connell Store and the 
Dorrington Hotel to Ed and Jennie Hoag in 1970.

The Hoags owned and operated the store until 1977. During 
that period Thelma Hall operated a small restaurant in a 
portion of the store building and Ryla Nilan was the Camp 
Connell Postmaster.

Before the end of 1977 Ed and Jennie Hoag sold the store 
to Nicolaus and Marie Tulipani, who in turn, leased it to Dick

Leonard "Andy” Anderson, outside 
the snow tunnel entrance to Camp 
Connell Store in winter of 1952.

and Susie Seaman. The Seamans continued to operate the 
store until a few months ago when they turned it back to its 
owners.

The Camp Connell Post Office, located at the store for 44 
years, was moved back to Dorrington in 1978. It remains 
there today, housed in the Dorrington Hotel building, but it 
still retains the Camp Connell name.

The Tulipanis now operate the store as a family business 
and plan extensive interior and exterior renovation during the 
coming year. However, they are emphatic about one thing 
concerning any exterior improvements. Their daughter, 
Donna, says the old store will retain its rustic appearance and 
atmosphere. She said the improvements also will include a 
new bar and grill.

For some 70 years Camp Connell has served not only as 
a store, but as a community gathering place, and that, said 
Donna, who will help operate it, "is the way we want it to 
continue."
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JUDGE C. V. GOTTSCHALK
A MAN OF INTEGRITY 

By
Sheryl Waller

"I have made my last toilsome trip to my clientless 
office,” wrote Judge Charles Victor Gottschalk on March 2, 
1906, as he sat at the desk of his Main Street office in San 
Andreas. At age 78, the Judge, a Calaveras County pioneer, 
was growing weary of his life, remarkable as it had been.

Bom in New Orleans on July 1, 1827 to Dr. and Mrs. 
James Gottschalk, young Victor graduated from the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1845. Intending to follow his 
physician father's footsteps, he instead drifted into the 
mercantile business. (There is no evidence which shows any 
family connection between the Gottschalk of New Orleans 
and the Gottschalks of present department store prominence.)

In 1850, news of the California gold rush lured young 
Gottschalk west. But, upon arrival in San Francisco, instead 
of heading for the gold fields he found employment as a 
butcher, then for a time, turned bookkeeper. However, as 
tales of gold strikes continued to reach the bay area, 
Gottschalk abandoned San Francisco and the mid-50's found 
him mining on San Antonio Creek, a few miles south of San 
Andreas. For nearly a full decade Victor Gottschalk followed 
mining, apparently with reasonable success, but by that time 
he also had taken an active interest in politics.

He ran for public office and in doing so, began an ascent 
that led him through several positions which included those 
of deputy sheriff, deputy county clerk, deputy assessor and 
road commissioner. And, it was some time during that period 
he became interested in the legal profession.

The late 1860's found Gottschalk studying law with San 
Francisco attorney Paul Neuman and as the 1870's arrived he 
returned to Calaveras County to take up the practice of law. 
Indicating that his practice was successful and he was well 
accepted is the fact that on May 5, 1877, Victor Gottschalk 
announced his candidacy for the office of district attorney. 
He subsequently defeated incumbent District Attorney W. T. 
Lewis, a Republican.

His career on the rise, Gottschalk on March 21, 1878. at 
the age of 49, married the beautiful Charlotte Noriega, 23. 
Victor loved his young wife with all his heart, as 
demonstrated in a letter to her he wrote after 28 years of 
marriage: "...If I did not tell you every day that I loved you, 
your happiness was ever the object of my life, though I kept 
the thought locked in my breast." Later, he wrote to his 
sister, Heline, "...No man ever had a more devoted and loving 
wife than Charlotte has been to me..."

Victor Gottschalk was nominated by the County 
Democratic Convention of 1879 as the candidate for superior

Judge C. V. Gottschalk

court judge, a position created by the state constitution earlier 
that year. He was elected and held that office 23 years.

Judge Gottschalk was highly respected for his fairness 
and integrity. He presided over countless court cases, civil 
and criminal. Few of his decisions were overturned. 
Undoubtedly, the most famous defendant to stand before him 
was the gentleman bandit, Black Bart, who in 1883, he 
sentenced to six years in San Quentin Prison.

Though the Gottschalks had no children of their own, 
they reared three youngsters, Victor, Frankie and Carlo 
Shinn, the children of Charlotte's niece, Anita, who died at 
age 38, in 1896. However, tragedy struck in 1898 when 
"Little Vic." passed away at age 11, following a brief illness. 
Charlotte's mother, Joaquina Noriega, also lived in the 
Gottschalk home. The house, built in 1893, still stands at the 
southeast comer of Pope and California Streets in San 
Andreas.

In 1902 the Calaveras County Democratic convention 
found itself with two candidates for the office of superior

Please see JUDGE, pg. 39
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JUDGE, cont. from pg. 38
judge. Judge Gottschalk's opponent was Arthur McSorley, a 
young ambitious attorney with deep roots in Calaveras 
County where his pioneer family was well known and 
influential due to mining and ranching interests in the Chili 
Gulch area, south of Mokelumne Hill. Although Judge 
Gottschalk had an undeniably excellent record during his 
years on the bench, the Democratic Convention unanimously 
nominated young Arthur I. McSorley. McSorley went on to 
defeat Republican candidate Ira H. Reed.

After Arthur McSorley took office in 1903 the defeated 
Judge Gottschalk, with his eyesight rapidly deteriorating, 
opened a law office in the Whitlock Building on Main Street, 
in San Andreas (now existing as the Black Bart Inn). And, 
though he brought to his new practice extensive knowledge 
and experience, Gottschalk was not successful in his 
endeavor. For three years the former judge struggled for 
enough clients even to pay his office rent. With the added 
handicap of his failing eyesight he grew continually more 
depressed. Realizing that the unavoidable onset of blindness 
would render him unable to pursue his law practice and 
support his family, he stated many times he would never 
allow' himself to become a burden to his wife. If such a day 
came, he stated, he and she would be better off if his life 
would come to an end.

He wrote to his sister: "...My dear devoted wife, may 
God bless her and keep her, is already burdened with more 
troubles than she can bear. Should I add to the load when I 
can do nothing to lighten it? No! Most decidedly, No. My 
manhood revolts at the thought."

Charlotte, frightened by her husband's despondency, 
feared he might harm himself. She decided to hide his 
revolver, but on the morning of March 2, 1906, she searched 
for the weapon and found it missing.

On that same morning Victor Gottschalk entered the 
office of County Recorder J. S. Jack and deeded all his 
holdings and possessions to his wife, which included the 
family home, the Gottschalk Quartz Mine, near San Andreas, 
and various mortgages he held. Then, proceeding across the 
street to his upstairs office, he hung his coat, hat and vest on 
a chair and seated himself at his desk.

There, he penned a farewell letter to each member of his 
family, the most heart-wrenching being the letter to 
Charlotte.

"...Many and many a day I have gone to the office with 
the hope that someone might come and give me some 
business to do: but I have waited in vain. Clients do not 
come. They have no use for an old man. They prefer to take 
their counsel from those who are more physically, perhaps 
mentally also, better equipt (sic)..." People worship the rising 
star, not the setting sun..."

Charlotte Noriega Gottsschalk

He went on to declare his love for his wife, apologizing 
for any "...harsh and unkind words he spoke to her, "and for 
leaving her "almost destitute."

He gave instructions for a simple headstone and asked to 
be laid to rest by the side of his nephew, "Little Vic."

He finished his letter with the following, "...I have made 
my last trip to my clientless office. Good bye love, my time 
has come. God bless you darling."

At approximately 11 a.m., March 2, 1906, while seated 
at his desk, Judge Gottschalk pressed the muzzle off his 
revolver against his right ear and pulled the trigger. He had 
succeeded in his "...long contemplated plan..." to relieve his 
beloved wife of an impending burden, which was himself.

Charlotte complied with her husband's last wishes. She 
continued to live in San Andreas until her mother passed 
away in 1908. Then she moved to Stockton where she lived 
until she joined Victor in death in 1927. She did not remarry.

CORRECTION
The January issue of Las Calaveras, on page 16, referred 

to Edward Weikum, son of Luellen Del Papa, as distribution 
operations manager for United Parcel. That is incorrect. 
Mr. Weikum is distribution operations manager in Stockton 
for the U.S. Postal Service.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 
the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.
Carmen M, Caton, of Jamestown: Photographs of three 
generations of the Romaggi family.
David C. Tufts, Bremerton, Washington: Miscellaneous 
books, papers, newspapers, diplomas and assorted pho
tographs of the John Snyder family.
County of Calaveras: Numerous photographs of 
Mokelumne Hill homes, circa 1890.
Mr, & Mrs, Willard Fuller Jr., of San Andreas: ’’The First 
Emigrant Train To California,” by John Bidwell.

CORRECTION
In the April issue of Las Calaveras it was stated in the arti
cle on San Antone Camp that Angelo Cavagnero worked 
as a clerk in Frank Cuneo's store. That is incorrect. The 
man employed by Frank Cuneo was Angelo Canevaro.

MEETING SCHEDULE

The July meeting of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society will be held at 7 p.m. on the 20th of this month in 
Black Bart Park, in San Andreas. At that time the historical 
society’s new officers for the 1996-97 year will be installed.

This will be a dinner meeting for which Black Bart Inn 
owner and chef Don Cuneo is barbecuing a pig which the his
torical society purchased at the Junior Livestock Auction at 
the Calaveras County Fair.

NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 
following new members:

Carolyn Crosby, Prescott, Arizona.
Robert & Sonja Earl, Mountain Ranch.
Mr. & Mrs. Roy McClory, Tempe, Arizona.
Michael & Beverly Fischer, Valley Springs.
Gary Johnson, Ceres.
Lorene Pucetti, Mokelumne Hill.
Phil & Florence Alberts, Mountain Ranch.
Thom Mowles, Mountain Ranch.
Chris J. Rajzer, Decatur, Missouri.
John & Viola Bulen, Arnold.
Robert Sinclair, Valley Springs.
Boyd Jewett, Camp Connell.
Karen Cox, Wallace.
Brad Quashnick, Acampo.
Bob Bassett, San Andreas.
Kim & Vicki Westfall, San Andreas.
Mike & Linda Wilmshurst, Angels Camp.
Mary Alice Sanguinetti, Seattle, Washington.
Carol Crouch, Camp Connell.
Fred & Vera Oneto, Jackson.
Rene Baylor, Altaville

OUR COVER PHOTO
This is the only known photo of the original McQuade 
cabin, built on Forest Creek during the early 1870's. 
Seated in front of their dwelling is Andrew McQuade, his 
son, John James (Jack) McQuade and Andrew’s wife, 
Bridget McSorley McQuade. This original cabin burned, 
but was rebuilt. The ranch has remained in the McQuade- 
Fischer family for 120 years. This photo was taken circa 
1890.
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the McQuades

By 
Beverley J. Fischer

They refused to fight the English Lairds. They would not 
fight the Irish Orangemen. They could not fight the blight 
that plagued their potatoes. Their decision was to move to a 
new country in hope of a better life and perhaps some land to 
farm.

The McQuade brothers, John, Andrew, James and 
Bernard (Barney) left Fermana, County Cork, Ireland, in the 
late 1840's or early 1850’s. Landing in New York, they found 
conditions not easy for them. There had been such an influx 
of Irish immigrants that signs everywhere read: "Help 
Wanted-No Irish Need Apply." Available work drew them 
north and they eventually settled near Boston, in Lowell, 
Massachusetts. There they found work in shoe factories.

Records show Andrew McQuade married Bridget 
McSorley in Lowell in St. Patrick’s Church, August 17, 1855. 
A son, Michael Edward, was bom in 1856, Hugh Alexander 
(Alec) in 1858, and a daughter, Rosanna (called Rose Ann) in 
1860.

As pacifists, in 1861 rumbles of war between the states 
began to disturb the quiet life of the McQuades. Wishing to 
avoid the coming conflict and in hope of obtaining land, they 
looked westward to California where they heard there was 
free land and gold. Money was carefully saved, and even 
Bridget's wedding ring was sacrificed to finance their trip. 
Barney married Bridget Starr about that time and she joined 
her husband and three brothers-in-law, along with her brother, 
Tom Starr, as they left Massachusetts. Their trip to 
California, via the Isthmus of Panama was not an easy one. 
In addition to storms, monotony and bad food aboard ship, 
during their crossing of the Isthmus they faced swamps, jun
gle, insects, and disease. Lack of funds had forced grief 
stricken Andrew McQuade to leave his wife and children 
behind, with her brothers. She would join him later. Andrew 
and his brothers vowed to save money as quickly as possible 
to allow Bridget and the three children to sail by clipper ship 
"round-the-hom" and avoid the hardships of the Isthmus 
crossing. However, travel by clipper was very expensive.

The McQuade brothers and Barney's wife, "Gidget," as 
she was known, landed safely in San Francisco but stayed 
only long enough to prepare for the trip inland that brought 
them to Calaveras County. There they settled at a place 
known at that time as The Crossing, on Central Hill, a few

Bridget and Andrew McQuade.

miles west of San Andreas. The men found work in the gold 
mines. Gidget took in laundry and kept house for the 
McQuades and her brother. In 1862 she gave birth to a 
daughter, they also named Roseanna (called little Rose).

In the spring of 1863 Bridget McQuade and her children 
left Lowell in the guardianship of her brother, Hugh, to make 
the trip by clipper ship, as promised by her husband. Rose 
Ann celebrated her birthday on July 24, aboard the ship. She 
lived until 1958 and could still relate some of the details of the 
voyage.

The Barney McQuades had a second child in 1864. 
Then, with a growing family they moved in 1868 to Virginia 
City, Nevada, and ultimately, to a ranch near Leadville, 
Colorado. John McQuade left Calaveras County in 1867 and 
James followed him, to be last heard of in the Modesto area. 
One of the brothers operated a nursery there.

Meanwhile, Andrew and Bridget McQuade settled on 
ranch land on the Calaveras River southeast of Mokelumne 
Hill, that two brothers, Ike and Jim Jackson had earlier home-

Please see McQUADE, pg. 42
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McQUADE, cont. from pg. 41
steaded but failed to ’’prove up" on. Proving up consisted of 
building a dwelling and living on the land for at least six 
months of the year for four years.

The McQuades moved onto what became known as The 
River Ranch, on April 26, 1871. Bridget helped pack then- 
belongings, loaded five children into the buckboard and trav
eled the rough miles to their new home. There she unpacked, 
fixed dinner, then went into labor to have their sixth child— 
John James-forever to be known as Johnny McQuade or 
"Uncle Jack."

Andrew McQuade never succumbed to Gold fever. He 
was busy raising a family, building up a cattle ranch and 
working on a life-long project of building a new road into the 
ranch that would bring them closer to Mokelumne Hill. Gold, 
however, proved to be a problem at one point. Andrew 
allowed a company of Chinese to mine his river property on a 
share basis. Ike and Jim Jackson, learned that McQuade had 
moved onto their former homestead and that gold was being 
mined there. They decided to take back their property, appar
ently figuring "one little Mick and a few Chinamen" wouldn’t 
pose much of a problem. They were wrong.

Andrew McQuade had always treated the Chinese miners 
fairly. When they heard that the McQuade family was pinned 
down in the cabin on the river they came running with picks, 
shovels, cleavers, butcher knives and rocks. They routed the 
Jackson brothers and saved the day.

Two of the Andrew McQuade children, Rose and Jack, 
went to school in Mokelumne Hill. Andrew, being between 
them in age, also probably went there. Arthur never attended 
school and nothing is known of the schooling of Alec and Ed, 
who were older. Rose Ann boarded with cousins, the O'Neils, 
on Zumwalt Street, in Mokelumne Hill. When Jack was old 
enough, he rode horseback to and from school.

Jack often related stories of his youth, including one of a 
snowball fight at school. Someone packed a rock or stick in 
an icy snowball and threw it at him. He lost an eye in that 
accident.

A second story involved his older brothers. Their father 
had hired two black men to help build the new road. They 
slept in the bam and one of the boys noticed them using a 
knothole in the bam for a urinal. One day Jack's brothers lay 
in wait for them with a large rat trap. Angry and affronted, 
the two workmen collected their wages and left. The boys 
collected sore bottoms for running off good help.

Jack also told of a wagon accident. The road to the ranch 
was steep and crooked. Once, while hauling a wagon filled 
with lumber down the steepest part of the grade the load shift
ed, slid forward and goaded the horses. The result was a run 
away. Jack managed to jump clear just as wagon and lumber 
plunged down a steep embankment. Metal parts of the wagon

Uncle Jack McQuade, family gardener.

still mark the spot where the accident occurred.
Andrew and Bridget McQuade lived out their lives at the 

River Ranch. Andrew ran cattle with his AM brand, one of 
the oldest in the county. It still is being used by his great
great grandson, Michael Fischer Jr., of Mountain Ranch.

As they reached adulthood the McQuade children parted. 
Ed went to live with his cousin, Hugh McSorley after Hugh 
was crippled in a fall at the McSorley Ranch. Alec lived as an 
adult in a cabin across from the old Nuner house in 
Mokelumne Hill. He grew a long white beard. Margaret 
(Mrs. Howard Joses) said as a girl when she saw him ride by 
she thought he was Santa Claus. Later, he moved to a cabin 
behind his nephew, Andy Fischer's home.

Rose Ann became a seamstress and worked for Judge 
Adams' wife in Mokelumne Hill. She married Martin Daniel 
Fischer Jr. Martin's mother was an invalid and made him 
promise to stay with her until her death. He courted Rose 
Ann for 10 years before his mother's passing released him 
from his promise and he and Rose Ann could marry. 
Although she had sewn many fancy dresses for the town's 
wealthier ladies, she chose a plain brown dress for her own 
wedding.
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They were married in St. Thomas Aquinas Catholic 
Church, in Mokelumne Hill by Father O’Rielly. The reception 
lasted two days at the River Ranch. They barbecued whole 
hogs, lambs and ducks. The newlyweds then honeymooned a 
full week at the posh Leger Hotel. Over the years they raised 
six sons and a daughter.

But there also was tragedy in the McQuade family. 
Andrew McQuade Jr. was engaged to Rose McMannis. Two 
weeks before his wedding, while pruning an apple tree, he fell 
and fractured his neck. Paralyzed from the neck down, 
Andrew told the doctor he would not live that way. The doc
tor, so the family story goes, gave him some medicine, then 
burned the bottle in the fireplace. Next morning, on what 
would have been his wedding day, Andrew was dead. Rose 
McMannis never married.

Jack McQuade never married. He said when he was a 
young man he was engaged to Nettie Porteous, but didn’t have 
enough money to establish a home. Tired of waiting, she 
married another suitor. For years, Jack McQuade and his 
brother, Arthur, lived on the River Ranch, but in 1930, when 
the ranch house burned for the third time, they moved to 
Happy Valley, at the eastern edge of Mokelumne Hill, to live 
with their sister, Rose Ann and her family. ’’Uncle Jack 
McQuade,’’ as he had become known to family members, was 
60 years old at the time. Arthur died at Happy Valley Ranch 
in 1942.

Rose Ann McQuade Fischer's son, Dewey, who during 
the 1930's had married Bertha Sifers, took over the Happy 
Valley home at the end of the 1940's when his mother went to 
live with her son, John, and his wife, Mabie Lombardi Fischer 
and their six children in Happy Valley. Jack McQuade’s 
great-nephews and nieces remember it was like having a 
favorite grandfather living with them. He had the patience of 
a saint.

They remember Uncle Jack saddling and unsaddling 
horses as their whim to ride struck them. Uncle Jack’s horse, 
Ned, had two bad habits that kept the kids on their toes. Ned 
tended to nip people as they attempted to mount him. They 
all remember the warning of: "stand back, now. He bites!" 
Ned's other trick was to swell his belly when the saddle was 
being cinched. As soon as a youngster would climb into the 
saddle, Ned would deflate and the saddle would start to slip.

Bertha, busy raising children, sewing, canning and cook
ing huge meals, appreciated Uncle Jack who had fires going 
each morning before she arose, even though she might get up 
at 5 a.m. However, his fire lighting method left something to 
be desired. He loaded the stoves with paper and kindling, 
then poured a good amount of kerosene on top and tossed in a 
lighted match. With the lids off the stoves and flames shoot
ing up, he would go out on the porch to get larger chunks of 
wood. Sometimes the smoke filled the room, but it was 

warm.
The McQuade gardens were famous. Uncle Jack grew 

two of them each year. In his winter garden at Happy Valley 
he grew garlic, onions, cabbage and other winter vegetables. 
His crowning glory, however, was the mountain garden on 
Forest Creek. In 1876 his father, seeking summer pasture for 
his cattle during a drought, obtained the Forest Creek acreage. 
Each year, thereafter, the cattle were taken to the summer 
range there.

The family built a log cabin with a root cellar and stayed 
there from early autumn until late fall. Water from Forest 
Creek was used to irrigate pasture and water the garden that 
included tomatoes, sweet com, carrots, pole and bush beans,

Alec McQuade and friend.

and of course, Irish Red Rose Potatoes. There is an orchard 
with apples and pears. One special apple tree in the meadow 
is called the McQuade Apple. Just what variety it is, no one 
knows. It remains there, producing sweet and juicy apples to 
this day.

During long summer days water gates were tended, 
weeds pulled, hay cut and vegetables harvested. Fall brought 
bean thrashing and cattle were gathered for the trip home. In 
92 years Jack McQuade never missed a season. Several of 
Andrew McQuade's great-great grandchildren still use the cat
tle range and one great grandson still grows a garden there.

Uncle Jack McQuade was never an idle man. In his spare 
time he could be found with his wheelbarrow out in the fields. 
Sometimes he gathered rocks and stacked them to clear the 
land for plowing or better forage. In the fall he gathered dry

Please see McQUADE, pg. 44
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LIFE WAS NOT EASY 
IN THE MOUNTAINS

By 
The Editor

By the turn of the century, Calaveras County’s once rois- 
terous mining camps had become settled communities offer
ing all the comforts and amenities of small town life. But, in 
its sparsely settled, forested areas to the east, life remained 
primitive, little changed from the days when it was frontier.

It was to this remote and thinly populated mountainous 
area that Louis and Marie Fuchs and their children came in 
1891, seeking land and a means of eking out a living.

Natives of Switzerland, Louis and his wife had been mar
ried 12 years and both were 41 years old when they arrived in 
America in 1887. Emile, their eldest son, was 11, and Paul 
was 8 years old. Eugene was 5 and his sister, Jane, barely 4. 
Samuel, the Fuchs’ youngest, was less than a year old. It was 
Marie's pregnancy with him and the fact she was reluctant to 
leave her homeland for fear she would never see her relatives 
again, that delayed their departure several months. And, a 
lucky delay it was, for the sailing ship on which they were 
originally scheduled to sail from France was over loaded and 
lost at sea.

Louis, a cobbler, earned the family’s living by repairing 
shoes while they waited in France for another ship. Although 
the vessel on which they finally sailed was steam powered and 
made a faster crossing of the Atlantic, the trip was not enjoy-

Fuchs ranch in meadow on the South Fork.

able. The only water aboard ship which was available to the 
immigrants was in barrels that had formerly contained 
kerosene. Many people became ill from drinking it, and some 
died.

Although the Fuchs were fluent in French and German, 
they spoke no English when they arrived in New York, nor 
were they familiar with the American monetary system. From

McQUADE, cont. from pg. 43
cow droppings that would be run through the manure spreader 
to fertilize the land for next year's hay crop.

There was nothing quite like a Jack McQuade stew. 
Great niece Kathy Fischer Weatherby remembers when the 
family left Uncle Jack at the Forest Creek Cabin while they 
went shopping. They would return to find he had prepared 
dinner for them. It was meant to be a treat, but to sit down to 
one of his stews was almost punishment unless you had an 
asbestos tongue. Uncle Jack liked his food spicy and laced his 
stews with hot wax peppers. They ate to keep from hurting 
his feelings.

In latter years, Uncle Jack would cook two pots of stew. 
One for the family and one for himself. He would cat his stew 
with beads of perspiration popping out of his brow.

During the 1950's Jack McQuade's niece, Mabie 
Lombardi Fischer read a Farm Journal story about a Colorado 
rancher named Tom McQuaid. Sure enough, he was a cousin 
whose parents had moved, and changed the spelling of his 
name, before Uncle Jack was bom. John and Mabie Fischer 

took Uncle Jack on the longest trip of his life. He thoroughly 
enjoyed the trip and meeting a distant relative, but soon he 
wanted to come home.

When Uncle Jack reached his 80's the family insisted he 
quit riding horseback. When he celebrated his 90th birthday 
they asked him to quit climbing fences.

When he was 96, Uncle Jack slipped and fell on wet grass 
while splitting kindling and fractured a small bone in his foot. 
Dr. John Wykle, of San Andreas, who treated him, could not 
believe he had never visited a doctor in his life.

Jack said, "While I'm here, I might as well ask you about 
a problem I have. I'm kind of worried. I can hardly walk a 
half-mile anymore without having to sit down and rest."

Early one morning January, 1968, Jack McQuade suf
fered a stroke and never awakened. Jack never made history. 
He never won awards. He wasn't a hero. He was just a small, 
quiet Irishman. The last McQuade of his line. The last of a 
family of pioneers.
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New York they went to Knoxville, Tennessee, where they 
contacted friends of friends, and Louis found work as a team
ster, hauling sugar cane. Emile and Paul worked in the cotton 
mills--long hours and low pay—it was a time when child labor 
laws still were unheard of.

Knoxville did not offer them the kind of life the Fuchs 
had anticipated. Louis, still unfamiliar with the English lan
guage, felt at times he was being taken advantage of. In 
school, his children also found themselves the targets of 
ridicule because of their broken English. In addition, both 
Louis and Marie nurtured the dream of independence—of 
owning their own land. Talk reached them of a better life in 
Oregon and California. In 1890 they abandoned Tennessee 
for Oregon, but the weather there was disagreeable and within 
months, they were in Oakland, California.

In Oakland, with his English improving, Louis tried his 
luck at door-to-door sales. Somehow, he came into contact 
with Leon Ponge, of Calaveras County. Ponge owned a ranch 
in the mountains there and was developing a gold bearing 
property called the Swiss Mine. He needed help on the ranch 
and at the mine, which was located on the South Fork of the 
Mokelumne River, adjacent to the larger and better known 
Fine Gold Mine.

November, 1891 found the Fuchs family on its way to 
Ponge's ranch, via the narrow gauge Ione & Eastern Railroad, 
which terminated in what is now Martell. From Martell a 
stage took them to West Point and from there, they traveled 
by wagon to Ponge’s property which lay on the ridge between 
the Licking Fork and South Fork of the Mokelumne River. 
The family settled in a cabin there, helped on the ranch, and 
Louis and the older boys worked at the Swiss Mine, which 
although not a famous one, was a steady producer of gold for 
several years.

But, while working for Ponge, Louis and Marie Fuchs 
never lost their desire to own land. When they found 160 
acres on the South Fork, adjoining the Swiss Mine, they 
quickly homesteaded it.

In a meadow beside the river they built a bam and other 
outbuildings and set about clearing the unimproved land. 
There were irrigation ditches to dig and fences to build. For a 
time, while getting started on their homestead, the Fuchs still 
lived on the Ponge ranch. Whenever she could find the time, 
Marie would walk the nearly four miles from the Ponge ranch 
down to the homestead to help her husband until dark, then 
walk home again.

They built a small house and moved on to the homestead. 
The dwelling was only a single room with a loft, reached by 
an outside ladder.

"The bam and stable was probably better than the house," 
commented a granddaughter, recently. "But they had to take 
good care of the livestock for that was their livelihood."

Louis Fuchs

Later, the house was expanded and improved into comfortable 
living quarters.

The children worked away from home during summer at 
sawmills, mines or at whatever jobs became available. Paul 
took up a homestead on the eastern side of Blue Mountain 
where in summer, he and Eugene cut sugar pine shakes which 
were sold throughout the county. It was a primitive life in 
what was then a truly backwoods area. At first they simply 
camped and lived mostly off fish and game cooked over an 
open fire. Later, they built a cabin with a fireplace, but game 
and sour dough bread remained their principal food items. 
One evening they returned to the cabin to find a large rat
tlesnake coiled on the table. Paul reached for the always 
loaded shotgun and eliminated the rattler, but the shotgun 
blast also destroyed a large part of their meager supply of 
dishes. During the winter the boys returned to help out on the 
ranch, cutting wood, building fences and other chores.

The two younger boys, Sam, and John who was born in 
1890, rode a burro each day to the Rail Road Flat School, 
some five miles away, until the Fine Gold School which was 
considerably closer, opened in a one-room building. The 
older children had not much formal schooling when they were 
younger, yet Emile pursued an education and earned a degree 
as a mining engineer. In latter years he lived in the Fresno 
area, but his career included dam building projects in Japan.

Paul Fuchs ranched on the Licking Fork of the
Please see LIFE, pg. 46
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LIFE, cont. from pg. 45
Mokelumne and became owner of the Black Wonder Mine 
property. Jane married Nelson Sandoz and they lived and 
ranched on what was formerly the Leon Ponge Ranch. The 
property still is owned by the Sandoz family and Elsie and her 
brother, Louis Sandoz, still live there.

Eugene Fuchs purchased the family ranch on the South 
Fork from his father in 1916 and raised his family there. His 
mother, Marie, passed away in 1915.

It was her wish to be buried on the ranch—and she was— 
on a little knoll in the meadow. However, after her husband 
passed away in 1928, Marie’s remains were moved to rest 
beside him in the family cemetery near Mitchell Mill.

Sam and John Fuchs, youngest of Louis’ and Marie’s 
sons, upon reaching adulthood were the only members of that 
generation to leave the area. Sam became a resident of 
Stockton where he was employed as a blacksmith by the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company and John lived in 
Sacramento where he also worked as a blacksmith, employed 
by the Southern Pacific Company.

Eugene Fuchs married Eunice Sandoz and they raised 
their four children, Eugene Jr., Evelyn, Elmer and Esther, on 
the river ranch where Eugene and his brother and sister had 
grown up. During his ownership of the ranch, Eugene home
steaded another 160 acres which he added to it.

Eugene’s and Eunice’s children all went to the Fine Gold 
School, where others of the family had attended classes before 
them. All three still live in the West Point-Wilseyville area.

“There was seldom more than a dozen, never more than 
20 youngsters in school at one time-most of us were 
cousins," Esther recalled recently. "In addition to my brother 
and sister and me there were the Sandoz and Bosse young
sters, the Kents from Mitchell Mill, and sometimes, children 
of employees of the Black Wonder Mine. If enrollment was 
becoming low, the trustees hired a teacher who had children, 
to bolster the attendance. They also added a room onto the 
school in which the teacher could live. My brother and sister 
and I had it easy. We only had to walk a mile or so to school, 
but some of the others had to walk three or four miles."

Life was not easy on the river ranch, particularly during 
the years of the Great Depression, when the Fuchs children 
were growing up. But it was fulfilling. Each of the children 
had chores to do, before and after school. On weekends there 
was work to be done. Fences to fix, wood to cut, animals to 
be taken care of. Yet, there was fun, too. There were visits to 
and from other families, and as Eugene Jr., Esther, Elmer and 
Evelyn grew older, there were sometimes dances on many 
Friday or Saturday nights.

The Fuchs, like most rural Calaveras County families 
during the depression years, were largely self-sufficient as far 
as foodstuffs were concerned. They cultivated a large garden

Marie and Louis Fuchs in latter years.

each summer, preserved fruit, made sauer-kraut and dried 
those foods that could be kept through the winter. They had 
their own flock of chickens which supplied eggs and meat, 
and Eugene Fuchs slaughtered a beef each fall. There always 
was a cow to provide milk and butter and in the fall, there was 
venison for the hunting. There were always trout in the river.

"We depended on the store only for staples, flour, sugar, 
salt, coffee, rice. We bought only the things we couldn't raise. 
Money was tight everywhere during those years, but basically 
we had a good life and a healthy diet," said Esther.

The Fuchs were a tight-knit, caring family. "We young
sters didn’t realize then, how much our parents sacrificed to 
send us to high school, but they wanted us to have a better life 
and education than they did," she said.

"By that time our father had an automobile. We drove 
five miles each morning to Rail Road Flat, parked the car and 
caught the bus to Calaveras High School, in San Andreas. 
During the winter we left home in darkness and it was dark 
when we got home again at night."

Today, the three remaining Fuchs children still live in the 
same general area in which they grew up. Evelyn Fuchs 
Bracken still lives on the ranch on the South Fork of the 
Mokelumne which her grandfather homesteaded and upon 
which she grew up. Elmer Fuchs, now retired after a career in 
mining and lumber, lives with his wife, Irene, in the town of 
West Point. Eugene Jr., a merchant seaman, died in 1948.

Esther, who married the late Kenneth Whisman, still lives 
in the Wilseyville area where her gracious home high on a 
pine and oak clad ridge top, provides a panoramic view of the 
mountains she has known since girlhood. She and her sister 
and brother are among the last of West Point’s early day fami
lies who were not afraid to face hardship and adversity to 
carve out a home in the mountains.
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CLEARING THE ROAD
ACROSS THE SUMMIT 

by 
George Hoeper

There are more than a few old timers in Calaveras County 
who remember when Highway 4 remained closed over 
Ebbetts Pass until summer sun melted the snow. That seldom 
occurred before the end of June, and following a heavy win
ter, deep drifts often blocked travel over the summit until after 
4th of July. That situation abruptly changed after William 
"Bud" Spence arrived to take over the local state highway 
maintenance crew in 1929.

"I was 23 years old and not even sure I wanted to stay 
with the division of highways when the district engineer 
called me in and said they wanted to send me to Angels 
Camp," said Spence during a recent interview. "Where the 
Hell is that, I asked. Well, he told me, and encouraged me to 
go up there because he said there were things that needed to 
be done. I boarded the bus in Stockton-came up through 
Jenny Lind and Valley Springs--and I wasn't exactly 
impressed. I found a room in the Calaveras Hotel, looked out 
a window and the only things I saw were an Indian and a dog 
crossing the street. If a bus had been leaving town right then, 
I'd have been on it"

"Our highway crew consisted of me and one other young 
fellow-Red Binegar, whom I'd known in the valley. He was 
a nice guy. We roomed together and he really was the one 
who convinced me to stay. It's damned lucky I did, too, 
because it wasn't too long after that when the depression hit 
and jobs were hard to find."

"There were more than enough projects to keep us busy 
year-round," said Spence. "Then, in the spring of 1931 it was 
decided that we plow the road open over Ebbetts Pass instead 
of waiting for the snow to melt off. My snow removal equip
ment was a small, 30-horse power Caterpillar tractor equipped 
with a bulldozer and an old pickup truck. I worked alone and

Plowing Highway 4, east of Murphys, in 1930's

The "Cat" kept road open to Camp Connell.

would start by shoving the snow off one side of the highway 
for quite a distance, then turn around and come back, cleaning 
off the other side. When I got back to the pickup, I'd hook 
onto it and tow it behind me as far as I'd opened the road, then 
drop it off and start the cycle all over again."

"In those days our area of responsibility ended at the 
Mokelumne River, in Hermit Valley. But, under an arrange
ment with the Alpine County District, we plowed the road in 
the spring to a point about two miles east of Kinney Lake, on 
the eastern side of the summit. It usually took about five days 
for me to open the road to that point. I'd meet the 
Markleeville crew at Carruthers' cabin, down below Kinney 
Lake. Traveling up the highway from Dorrington and Camp 
Connell where we started plowing, we'd hit patches of snow 
lying in drifts. The snow would be five or six feet deep 
around Pacific Valley and there would be virtually no snow at 
all on the south slope from Hermit Valley to the top of Ebbetts 
Pass. But, from the top of Ebbetts, going down the eastern 
side-that's where we'd hit the really deep snow-drifts up to 
14 feet in depth."

"Those deep drifts would be frozen into solid ice. To 
break it up, we’d sometimes poke a hole several feet into it 
with a steel bar and shoot it with a half-stick of powder (dyna
mite)."

"Grant Merrill, who ran the Alpine County crew, used to 
do the same thing. But one time he either held the stick of 
powder too long or had a fast fuse. Anyway, it went off and 
he lost part of his hand."

The Alpine County road crew was mostly all Indian boys 
who were employed only during the summer and laid off dur
ing the winter. Merrill, who owned the grocery store in
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ROAD, cont. from pg. 47
Markleeville, used to with-hold every other one of their pay
checks during the summer. Then, when they were out of 
work during the winter he would give the checks to them, and 
they made it through the winter very well."

"Alpine County had even less road maintenance and con
struction equipment than we had over on the Calaveras 
County side. The highway, during those early years was 
unpaved in the upper country, and would get pretty badly 
washed and rutted. The Alpine District hired a couple of 
Indians who, with a team of horses, would pull a heavy, plank 
drag along the road to smooth out the ruts and flatten its sur
face. They would start out in Markleeville with a wagon and 
a tent. The wife of one of the men would come along to tend 
camp and do the cooking. They made a few miles each day, 
smoothing out the road a bit and camping along the way. 
They dragged and smoothed out the road all the way to 
Hermit Valley."

Bud Spence had not been in Calaveras County too long 
when he met and married Irene Beer, of Altaville. Life for the 
young highway maintenance man measurably improved after 
that.

During the 1930's and 40’s the State Division of 
Highways kept Highway 4 cleared of snow only as far as 
Camp Connell. There really was no reason to keep the high
way open beyond that point because virtually no one lived 
there during the winter. The only winter sports area along the 
highway at that time was at Big Trees State Park. Spence and 
his highway crew which had increased in number, plowed 
snow off the entrance road into Big Trees State Park and 
cleared the headquarters area as well as the area which provid
ed access to the Big Trees Hotel. They also cleared snow off 
of what is now the Park's corporation yard area to provide 
parking for winter guests and snow sports enthusiasts.

Bud Spence, Shorty Simmons and Hank Arsoti with 
1930’s grader.

"The people up there appreciated what we did to keep the 
highway open for them," said Spence. "When Jack and 
Noreen Connell, who operated the Dorrington Hotel and later 
Camp Connell, heard us coming-no matter what time of day 
or night it was-there would be ham and eggs and coffee wait
ing for us. The same was true of Edgar and Mrs. Whitesides 
at the Big Trees Hotel."

Snow and winter storms along the upper reaches of 
Highway 4 sometimes created crisis and emergencies that 
resulted in tragedy and sometimes in acts of humanitarianism 
that went far beyond what might have been expected of any 
non-emergency public employee. Bud Spence knew some
thing was drastically wrong one night when, during a fall 
storm, his snow plow lights revealed a stalled vehicle in the 
highway at the south edge of Big Trees State Park. Moments 
later, his headlights picked up an excited man struggling 

toward him, shouting and 
arms waving. "He seemed 
kind of crazy," said Spence. 
"I grabbed a jack handle 
before I climbed out to see 
what was the trouble."

"The man was on the 
verge of hysteria. He kept 
shouting, 'My son!-My son!' 
I finally managed to get out 
of him that his boy had been 
deer hunting and had appar
ently gotten lost in the storm. 
We put out a call for help, 
then spent the rest of the 
night stopping every 20 feet 
and calling. They found theArnold, in winter of 1938, was not a thriving metropolis.
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Plowing snow at Big Trees Hotel, winter of 1932.

boy's remains the following spring, not far from where we had 
searched for him."

On an earlier occasion, word reached Spence that a man 
who was snowed in, up there beyond Dorrington, had appen
dicitis and had to have medical attention. Bud loosened the 
tracks on the little 30-horse power Caterpillar so the snow 
wouldn't pack in them too tightly and break them, then started 
on the rescue mission.

Traveling over five-foot drifts they reached the stricken 
man’s cabin. They got his automobile out of the garage, got a 
toboggan under each wheel, laid him in the back seat of his 
car and hooked it behind the Cat. At Arnold they transferred 
the sick man into another vehicle and headed for the hospital, 
where he was operated on and made a recovery. Rescue oper
ations such as that were not really sanctioned by the state, but 
Bud Spence is the kind of a man who will do what he has to 
do.

"Sometimes I wasn't too popular with those guys down 
there in headquarters in Sacramento because I didn’t always 
go through channels, but I got the job done, and that's what 
was important as far as I was concerned," said Bud.

"During the summer there was always repair work and 
construction to keep us busy. During the 1930's and 40's we 
widened and improved much of Highway 4 from Camp 
Connell to Lake Alpine and beyond, and paved a lot of it. We 
had a crew of about 30 men, among them quite a few of the 
older high school kids who did various jobs, including throw
ing rocks out of the road behind the grader. That was hot, 
dusty work."

"Our families would come up and camp at Cabbage Patch 
where we kept a little wooden maintenance station, or at Big 
Meadow. Everyone had a wonderful time. Often some peo
ple would bring musical instruments and in the evening, after 
dinner we'd hold dances right there in the campground."

During the early years 
snow removal equipment 
was pretty primitive. The 
first rotary snow plow used 
on Highway 4 (its trade 
name was SnoGo) had no 
lights or heater and of 
course, no communications. 
If something went wrong or 
there was a break-down, the 
operator was on his own. 

"Just keeping the snow
plow on the road during the 
night during a heavy snow 
storm wasn't easy," said 
Bud. "We'd listen to the 
sound of the tires and it 

would tell us if we ran off the pavement. We went to work 
when a storm hit, whether it was day or night and worked 
until the job was done. If it took a few hours or all night, we 
kept going and we kept the highway open."

By the 1960's, with larger and more sophisticated equip
ment, the state was keeping Highway 4 open all winter to 
Cottage Springs where there were cabins and Roy Miller 
operated a small ski lift. Then, in 1966-67 as the Bear Valley- 
Mt. Reba development got underway, Bud's snowplow crews 
began keeping the highway open to that point on a year-round 
basis.

But, even with modem equipment, keeping a highway 
open on a 24-hour basis during a blizzard is not easy. As an 
example, one night during a heavy snow storm the SnoGo's 
windshield wipers quit. Bud and his "swamper," (they had

Please see ROAD, pg. 50

Plowing snow is a simpler task today.
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A SHEEP RANCH NATIVE 
REMEMBERS THE OLD DAYS 

by
Sheryl Waller

Only a sprawling mine dump, a few modest homes and a 
scattering of empty, century-old buildings remain of the once 
prosperous town of Sheep Ranch. But 90-year-old Hayden 
Stephens remembers when the rumble of the mill at the 
famous Sheep Ranch Mine never stopped and the streets of 
this remote Calaveras County community thronged with min
ers, tradesmen, townspeople and local Indians.

Hayden Stephens was bom November 4, 1906, in Sheep 
Ranch and lives there still. Only son of Benjamin and Amy 
Merchal Stephens, Sheep Ranch store owners, Hayden and his 
sisters, Amy and Marjorie attended Sheep Ranch Elementary 
School. Hayden's first teacher was Ella Johnson. Leo Valente 
became his teacher in 1911 and continued through the years 
that Hayden was a pupil there.

"Buck,” (Hayden Stephens’ nickname) and his school pal 
and life-long friend Emile Guidici took part in countless 
childhood adventures and later in the social life of Sheep 
Ranch. Recently, they recalled Fourth of July celebrations 
which were always observed with firecrackers, horse races, a 
greased pole and greased pig contest for kids. They recalled 
that a schoolmate, Tom German, won both events one year 
and got to keep the pig.

Baseball was the favorite pastime on the school play
ground and in summer, for adults. In later years Hayden went 
on to play on the Sheep Ranch team, which won 15 of 16 
games one season, competing with teams throughout the 
Calaveras County. Hayden played all positions except pitch
er. "I couldn’t throw," he states. Fights broke out between 
teams occasionally—much as they do during professional 
baseball games today. The will to win and town pride was 
just as strong or stronger than it is today.

Hayden Stephens

Traveling troupes of entertainers were rare in Sheep 
Ranch. However, dances were held frequently and the dance 
hall went into use at an instant's notice. "All you'd need was a 
few people and an accordion," says Hayden. He recalled the 
piano from the Pioneer Hotel being "...packed down the road 
to the dance hall..."

At the time Hayden was a youngster, the stage line to 
Sheep Ranch was still in operation. The stage came through 
town twice a day, the last arriving at 11:00 pm. Sheep Ranch 
had no slaughter house at that time. "If you wanted meat of 
any kind, you told the stage driver what you wanted and the

ROAD, cont. from pg. 49
helpers on snowplows by that time) wrapped their hands in 
rags to keep them from freezing and wiped off the snow. "It 
wasn’t very enjoyable, but we kept the road open."

Bud Spence’s life has been a busy one, and it has been 
touched by tragedy. His wife, Irene, passed away in 1950. 
Later, he married Louise Giannini, a Calaveras County native 
whom, as a county employee, Bud had known for many years.

A rancher at heart who never considered himself a "career 
employee" of the state, (he spent 42 years with state highways 
before hanging it up) Bud and Louise still live in a rural set
ting, west of Altaville.

Today, a crew of not less than five, with a bulldozer, 

rotary snow plow and motor grader that would dwarf the little 
30-horse power Cat that Bud operated alone, take just as long 
to open the highway over Ebbetts Pass as he did, nearly half- 
a-century ago. And today, there are no Indians with a plank 
drag and team of horses to smooth the road surface after the 
snow is plowed off it.

At age 90, Bud Spence is still active and as outspoken as 
he was when he was half that age. He runs his ranch with 
efficiency and careful supervision and still believes that those 
who work for state or local government should perform their 
jobs and carry out their duties with the same care they would 
use if they were running their own businesses.
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next day you’d find it in the post office with your name on it. 
No one ever bothered it." But in the summertime the meat 
often would spoil. At that time, the post office was in the well 
house adjacent to the Eagle Hotel.

Benjamin Stephens picked up his supplies for the Sheep 
Ranch store at the Murphys store. Young Hayden recalls rid
ing next to his father in a buggy for the trip to Murphys. "My 
dad also hauled freight with eight head of goats," he recalls.

Childhood diseases took many children, along with the 
influenza epidemic of 1917-1918. People were required by 
law to wear masks to prevent the spread. The smokers would 
cut a hole in the masks so they could smoke—they had to 
have their cigarettes. An arrest also occurred in conjunction 
with the masks; when lodge members removed their masks to 
perform rituals at a funeral, they were promptly arrested. 
Evidently epidemic precautions were taken quite seriously.

Benjamin Stephens, in partnership with his brother 
James, opened the Stephens Store in Sheep Ranch in 1891 
when the mine was flourishing. James managed the Stephens 
Brothers’ Murphys store. In 1908, the Sheep Ranch store was 
destroyed by an arsonist known as "Austrian John", who 
apparently held a grudge against Ben. The suspect was never 
convicted, though, as Deputy Sheriff Emil Schwoerer was 
forced to shoot and kill Austrian John when he went to arrest 
him. Benjamin Stephens rebuilt the store in 1915 in the loca
tion at which it stands today. In his youth, Hayden held vari
ous jobs, including working in the family store. Though he 
never worked at Sheep Ranch Mine, he did work underground 
at the Marjohn Mine, a few miles out of town on Indian 
Creek. He was nearly killed in an explosion there. A "missed 

hole" (delayed blast) of dynamite which did not detonate at 
the proper time occurred as Hayden approached it. He chose 
never to work underground again following that incident, and 
instead, became a hoistman in order to work above ground.

Hayden married Esther Clements (founding family of 
Clements in San Joaquin County), a school teacher, in 1933. 
The home Hayden resides in today is the same one which he 
built for himself and his bride in 1935. Asked about the cost 
of constructing a home during that time, Hayden replied that 
he built the home from lumber he found in town and around 
the family property. The house has been enlarged twice. A 
large fig tree, planted 60 years ago by Hayden for Esther, 
shades the backyard. Their daughter, Carole Whisman, bom 
in 1935, today lives with her husband, Ed, on the family prop
erty near her father.

Benjamin Stephens suffered a stroke in 1938 and gave up 
operation of the store. Hayden then took over the store and 
position of postmaster. During that period, the mine re
opened and business was flourishing. Hayden remembers that 
"...the mine would ship gold to the San Francisco Mint 
insured for full value—I put a lot of five-dollar postage 
stamps on them—I didn’t often use five-dollar stamps."

The town during the period of 1936-1941 had two 
saloons, two stores (the other being Angels Market), a mine 
hospital (formerly the dance hall), and two hotels. The Sheep 
Ranch Mine attracted a constant flow of job hunters, including 
"tramp miners" who traveled throughout the west. They stood 
in the "rustling line" each day, hoping to be chosen for work. 
"There were a lot of desperate people during the depression,"

Please see OLD DAYS, pg. 52

The Sheep Ranch main street as it appeared in 1885 differed not too much from today’s scene.
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OLD DAYS, cont. from pg. 51
recalls Hayden. "Some were of a bad element—there was lots 
of drinking and fighting—I never sold hard liquor."

Though the store offered credit to local families, Hayden 
did not barter with the miners for gold, as it encouraged "high 
grading," which was the theft of free gold (gold which was 
visible in ore) from the mine. The Sheep Ranch Mine had its 
share of "high graders."

Hayden recalls several incidents of theft involving the 
store. In one instance, children were breaking into the store 
after hours. Hayden locked the deputy sheriff inside the store 
one evening and the young offenders were surprised that night 
by the waiting lawman. Another time, Hayden opened the 
store in the morning to find that thieves had tried unsuccess
fully to steal his safe during the pre
vious evening. They were thwarted 
by the wheel of the safe breaking 
through the plank floor and becom
ing immovable by its sheer weight.
Hayden once was robbed at gun
point. Hearing his barking dog one 
evening, he went out to investigate 
and was met with a gun pointed at 
his face. Forced to open the post 
office safe, he complied. "I knew 
who it was but I didn't squeal. He
would have fixed me for sure."

Because transients were so 
numerous and many were of a crimi
nal element, Sheriff Joe Zwinge 
sometimes sat across the street from 
the saloon waiting to catch someone 
on the run—he would succeed some
times—lots of hard characters.

Local Me-Wuk Indians were still 
numerous in the Sheep Ranch area 
during the days of the Stephens store. Pow-wows, a sort of 
thanksgiving ritual lasting two or three days, were held every 
fall in the center of town where the fire station stands today. 
Indians from Nevada often attended, and were noted for their 
fine beadwork. A roundhouse provided a place for gambling 
games, dancing, eating and trading. Local Indians attended 
school with the white children, Hayden recalls. The whites 
and Indians were friends, and whites often attended Indian 
funerals. Hayden’s last Indian friend, Lena Hodge Shelton, 
passed away only this year. Lena had attended school with 
Hayden and his friend Emile. "She was quite a gal," said 
Hayden.

As Hayden was involved in the store, his friend Emile 
was employed at the mine at various jobs. When the mine 
closed in 1941, Emile assisted with the dismantling. "I 

poured the last gold brick ever produced at the mine," he 
remembers.

Hayden Stephens operated the store until the mine closed 
in 1941. He continued as postmaster until his retirement and 
closure of the Sheep Ranch post office in 1957. The post 
office became a branch of San Andreas post office as it is 
presently.

After the closing of the store, Hayden supplemented his 
postmaster salary by working for the Stockton Box Company 
in West Point until the end of World War II. Esther Stephens 
retired from teaching and had been married to Hayden for 37 
years at the time of her death in November, 1970. Hayden 
remarried Francis Sharp in 1983. She, too, has passed away.

Of the re-opening of the mine, Hayden states: "Another 

depression could make gold worth a lot more than it is now— 
worth opening of the mine again. There is a lot of gold there 
still—3100 feet down with 2800 feet of water on top."

The Sheep Ranch of today is peaceful, quiet. "Not many 
here," says Hayden. "I don't know anybody anymore—looked 
at my pictures the other day and it made me kinda sad— 
everyone's gone."

Stephens store building with vintage gas pump remains on Sheep Ranch main 
street. Until 1941 it was the community’s trade center.
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Shaded by ancient oaks, the El Dorado monument and 
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a part in restoring it.
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THE CELEBRATED JUMPING 
COUNTY SEAT OF CALAVERAS 

By
Larry Cenotto

Calaveras reached the ripe old age of 146 this year and 
the story of its 'celebrated jumping county seat' is yet to be 
told.

In California's first years, government was a transient. 
Perhaps our first tourists were county seats and state capitals! 
The capital moved so often that one Amador wit suggested it 
be tethered to a balloon!

County seats moved often, too. But don't blame the legis
lature. Who knew which camp would be there tomorrow! 
With available maps, lawmakers did their best.

The law allowed citizens to relocate their county seats. If 
a third of the number voting in the April, 1850, county elec
tion petitioned for relocation, the judge had to call an election.

That first legislature, meeting from December 15, 1849, 
in San Jose, decided no mining district should be a county 
unto itself. Why? Form a mining county one day, its popula
tion might race off the next chasing some golden rumor. 
Hence, legislators first put what became Calaveras in a huge 
county named San Joaquin, demarked by the Sierra and Coast 
Range, Dry Creek and the Stanislaus.

That ired mining district representatives. They had most 
of the people. Their protest forced the County & County 
Boundaries Committee to split San Joaquin to create 
Calaveras, bigger then because it included what are now

Amador and Alpine. Also, late amendments made Pleasant 
Valley the county seat of Calaveras, and Stuart—later 
Sonora—the seat of adjoining Tuolumne.

Again the Calaveras bill was amended to make Double 
Springs the county seat Was that the same place?

I believe Double Springs and Pleasant Valley were the 
same, though some Calaveras historians think Pleasant Valley 
was a camp below the old Tremont House on the Stockton 
road near the present Jenny Lind.

Why am I sure? Here are six reasons:
1. The amendment changed the names, not locations, pf 
Pleasant Valley and Stuart;
2. An April 1, 1850 deed—before Governor Burnett signed 
the county bill—said 'Double Springs or Pleasant Valley;'
3. You can’t find Pleasant Valley in early county records. 
Surely any camp considered for county seat would at least be 
a precinct;
4. The legislature selected county seats centrally located. 
Double Springs was certainly closer to a majority of the min
ers. Five major roads intersected there;
5. No Pleasant Valley shows up in the 1851 precinct list for 
the Calaveras elections after county formation.
6. The late Calaveras historian, Judge Smith, is quoted, 
Pleasant Valley better known as Double Springs.’

What facts suggest that Pleasant Valley was a different 
place? Proponents cite a March, 1852, mention in Alfred 
Doten's diary of a Pleasant Valley below Tremont's on the 
Stockton road. They muster no other fact.

Please see CO. SEAT, pg. 3

Jackson, during the 1850’s, served as the seat of Calaveras County government Prominent in this litho
graph of its Main Street is the infamous Jackson " hanging tree.”
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CO. SEAT, cont. from pg. 2
Most evidence tells us Double Springs—aka Pleasant 

Valley—was county seat of. Calaveras from April 18, 1850 
until May 26, 1851.

Amador’s 1881 history created or perpetuated the myth 
that little Jackson's Creek literally stole the county seat from 
Double Springs by getting the county clerk drunk, and escap
ing with the records across the river! Surely yesterday's 
felons had to be more subtle than that! But the myth persists: 
Jackson came to Double Springs and stole the county seat!

Mokelumne Hill always had county-seat envy. It ached 
for the dignity. A wild town, it wanted a veneer of civility. 
Moreover, it deserved the seat. The Hill had more saloons 
than Double Springs had houses!

It was Hill partisans who circulated petitions the winter of 
1851-52 to cause a county seat election. They needed only 
400 signers or a third of about 1,200 men who voted in the 
first county election in April, 1850. They got them. County 
Judge William Fowle Smith verified the count, and on 
January 8, 1851, he set the election for February 22.

The law said any camp with a majority of the vote would 
win. If no majority, the seat would stay put and no further 
attempt could be made for a year.

Moreover, the law required the county judge—perhaps 
with court of sessions concurrence—to canvas the precinct 
tally sheets, deem if they conformed to the 1850 law on elec
tions, tabulate the totals, and determine and proclaim the win
ner.

Who besides the Hill coveted the county seat? Double 
Springs had grown accustomed to its spoils. Developers were 
subdividing the place! A cabal of Whig politicians north of 
the Mokelumne centered in the small burg named Jackson's 
Creek had grand hopes for their camp but seemingly few 
votes and little chance.

The first county seat election was on Saturday, February 
22. Diarist Byron McKinstry wrote: "We quit work before 
night and went down" to the Hill. Probably polls were left 
open until late.

Elections then took time. Precinct officials counted votes 
and sent totals by stage or special rider to the county seat. 
Between vote and canvas, newspapers reported some results.

Though Calaveras had no newspaper, Stockton Times 
editors visited the Hill in early March. They reported on 
March 12 these unofficial vote totals: the Hill, 1,179; 
Murphys New Diggings, 178; Jackson's Creek, 94; Double 
Springs, 75. The Hill apparently had enough votes to elect 
itself!

For unknown reasons, Judge W. F. Smith did not canvas 
and announce the results until March 27—over a full month 
after the election. The judge, enforcing the letter of the law, 
rejected the vote from Double Springs, Rich Gulch, Latimer 
& Co. Store, Buckeye Store, Dudley Store, Drytown, Pleasant 
Spring, O'neil's Bar, Douglas Flat, Hughes Camp, Angels 
Camp, Sutter's Creek, Robinson's Ferry, Mosquito Gulch, and 
Dowling & Smith's Store.

Of camps he rejected, 13 were south of the river, only 

Artist’s concept of Mokelumne Hill in 1856 when it served as Calaveras County seat. 
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two north. He accepted the returns from about 24 precincts 
aggregating 2,014 votes. The Hill, needing 1,008 to win, fell 
short! The county seat remained at Double Springs, com
pounding the Hill’s frustration. And no election for a year!

Hill politicians found the situation intolerable. They cau
cused and decided to go to San Jose, flood the legislature with 
petitions, wine its representatives, and demand a special legis
lation mandating another county-seat election right away!

On April 18, less than a month after Judge Smith’s elec
tion proclamation, Assemblyman John Y. Lind of Calaveras 
rose to present the first Calaveras petition pleading for a new 
election.

He argued: the Hill got a large majority of the February 
vote, notwithstanding the illegal and informal manner some 
precincts reported results; and Double Springs is totally unfit 
and leaving the seat there ’would inflict a great and serious 
injury to the body politic.’

Even in the last weeks of a session, passing legislation 
through two houses and the governor was problematic. But in 
an emergency, rules are made to be waived. On April 26, 
about a week after the first petition, the Assembly read a bill 
three times and passed it. Two days later the Senate read it 
twice, referred it to committee, read it again, and passed it. 
The next day, the 29th, Governor John McDougall made it 
law! Who said government couldn't act quickly albeit expedi
ently.

Chapter 76, statutes of 1851, set a special election on 
May 26, less than a month off. But there were two significant 
election differences: the county clerk and court of sessions 
would canvas the ballots, not Judge Smith; and a simple plu
rality, not majority, of votes would win. Mokelumne Hill was 
a shoo-in!

Campaign time was short. But each contending camp 
sponsored a spectacle to lure miners from claims to polls. 
Jackson campaigned like it would win even though it got less 
than 100 votes in February. William Morgan of Volcano 
wrote, "It will be either Mokelumne Hill or Jackson!"

How could Jackson compete? Logan Fay, at Columbia 
Bar on the Mokelumne, was lured to Jackson by a "Spanish 
bullfight in which all the skill and horsemanship of a Spanish 
rider is displayed." Think you such caballero just happened 
to be there?

Whereas February's election had 39 precincts, May's had 
but 19! Only two north of the river were eliminated, but 
many south were! The court of sessions, Judge Smith, and the 
two associate judges decided.

Whom did fewer precincts favor? Jackson, the underdog, 
for one. Limit the precincts, limit the convenience. Many 
miners would stay in camp. I find no record that San 
Andreas, San Antone, Carson's Creek, Angel's Camp, 
Murphy's New Diggings or any other camp away from the

Double Springs plaque

Mokelumne voted.
Why? Between the February 22 and May 26 elections, 

Jackson forces took control of the court of sessions, designat
ed precincts, and counted ballots. Mokelumne Hill didn't 
object. It knew that outlying southside camps would vote for 
Jackson.

Again, a long wait between vote and result. But less than 
a week after the election the San Joaquin Republican reported 
that the Hill got over 700 votes, and seemed to be the winner.

If clerk Collier and the court canvassed ballots, why did
n’t Judge Smith appear at the June term of the court? And 
why is there no record whatsoever in the court's minute books 
of any tabulation of that election?

Sometime between May 26 and June 23 clerk Collier can
vassed the ballots with the court of sessions looking over his 
shoulder or dictating to him. Finally, on June 23, 1851, 
Collier announced the result. He had eliminated just three of 
19 precincts for irregularities, and allowed 1,934 votes. But 
upstart Jackson, with a Spanish caballero, got 1,013 to the 
Hill's 918! The Hill lost again! Affixed to the results was the 
seal of the court of sessions, probably controlled by Jackson!

Collier testified he wasn't in charge. If he were, explain 
this document preserved in the state archives. In it clerk 
Collier states, "If I had my way, other precincts like Jackson 
would have been eliminated, too, and the Hill would have 
won!" Just enough precincts were disqualified to give the vic-

Please see CO. SEAT, pg. 5
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CO. SEAT, cont. from pg. 4
tory to Jackson, whose vote total between February 22 and 
May 26 had mushroomed about 1,000 percent!

Collier attested that the Hill actually had won by 210 
votes. When Collier et al rejected three precincts, Jackson 
won by 79!

Based on that canvas, Judge Smith on June 28 issued this 
written proclamation, also in the State Archives: ’’Having 
received from the county clerk returns, I hereby declare that 
from July 1, Jackson shall be seat of justice." Thus did the 
county seat of Calaveras and all its patronage go to Jackson in 
1851.

Though Collier and the court clearly controlled the result, 
Judge Smith was part of that court and the Hill again deemed 
him the villain. The San Francisco Alta of July 17, 1851, 
reported, ’When the election results were known, an armed 
party started from Mokelumne Hill in pursuit of the county 
judge to lynch him but the judge was in Jackson.’ Another 
incident was reported, too. About that in a moment.

While Jackson became county seat July 1, the county did
n’t start paying rent on the new clerk’s office on Main until 
July 8.

Did Boynton and Mudge steal the county seat from 
Double Springs? More likely, after the election, associate jus
tice Boynton of the Court of Sessions and friend Mudge sim
ply took a spring wagon to Double Springs to retrieve the 
Archives. Before returning to Jackson, perhaps for ol’ time 
sake, they treated Collier to a round or two. That's a more 
plausible scenario than Mason’s myth.

Ironically, a real theft of records did occur. But the 
thieves weren’t Boynton and Mudge! They were Moke Hill 
men! On July 1, the Alta reported that two Hill partisans, P. 
E. Walden and Frederick Goll, rode to the clerk’s office, prob
ably still in Double Springs, and galloped off with what must 
have been the only records still there, district court minute and 
judgement books!

At the first term of the new county court in Jackson in 
August, Walden and Goll were indicted for "feloniously tak
ing and withdrawing the district court records from the clerk's 
office." Later, however, district attorney Wesley Boucher 
decided not to prosecute.

One last anecdote. Another Jackson grand jury in 
December, 1851, exonerated Judge Smith from blame in the 
May election, asserting that the canvassing duty developed 
onto county clerk Collier. Judge Smith needed that moral 
support He had killed Collier that September on Main Street, 
Jackson, reportedly in self-defense, in a face-off over access 
to general election returns.

Yes, Virginia, Mokelumne Hill finally became county 
seat. This is how it happened.

The countdown began when Hill partisans circulated peti

tions in December, 1851, pleading with the legislature again 
to restore justice and enthrone the Hill as county seat

This time the Hill needed a newspaper to trumpet its 
cause. That's why young men named Ayers, de Courcey and 
Hamilton bought press and type in San Francisco and started 
the county’s first newspaper, the Calaveras Chronicle. Later, 
in January, Charley Boynton retaliated by starting the short
lived Jackson Sentinel.

The last hurrah for sovereignty in old Calaveras began. 
Competing petitions covered the county, some for, some 
against, giving the county seat to the Hill. Others, tired of the 
feud between factions north and south of the Mokelumne, 
opted to seek a new county, Amador, perhaps inspired by a 
petition from Amador City.

That swarm of petitions enveloped the legislature in 
February, 1852! Northern California's worst winter flooding 
in memory delayed their arrival.

Said Moke Hill advocates: "We don’t want no more 
stinking elections! We want the county seat outright! Two 
election, we get more votes each time, each time we lose! 
Besides, we’re centrally located. Why the expense of another 
election? Give it to us."

Jackson denied fraud cost Moke Hill either election. 
Further, it moaned the county was in debt $40,000 and could
n't afford it. The northsiders also observed that higher, more 
permanent class lived north, and the floating, lower, foreign 
class lived south. The best and brightest deserved the county 
scat.

Probably Moke Hill barrister Thomas D. Grant, a fal- 
staffian 400 pounder, proved more effective than all the peti
tions. He camped at the capital that winter, and lobbied the 
Hill cause, exhibiting certified copies of election documents 
on file with the county clerk from the first two elections. 
Objective observers would consider them, well, tainted.

Grant had lubricated quick passage of a bill introduced 
March 5. Northsiders led by Assembly man William McKim 
valiantly sought no election at all or, as a last resort, split 
Calaveras and create a county named Amador. That strategy 
failed.

On March 26, McKim delivered an extended, fact-filled, 
impassioned oration to defeat the bill and prevent Jackson's 
loss of the county seat But, if moving the seat was inevitable, 
he said, combine northern Calaveras, and some territory from 
San Joaquin and El Dorado, and create a county called 
Amador. His lengthy plea was recorded in full but was unper
suasive.

McKim revealed that not Boynton and Mudge but 
Walden and Goll got clerk Collier soused and stole the 
records, an exculpation little known all these years, and thus 
leaving the memories of Boynton and Mudge besmirched.

The inevitable happened. On April 16, 1852, the gover-
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SOCIETY AWARDS 1996
ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS

JOHN McSORLEY, PIONEER
By 

Celeste Bitler Garamendi

Students from both private and local public schools were 
among the winners of this year's Calaveras County Historical 
Society’s annual historical essay contest. Cash prizes, plus 
certificates of merit were presented to four students during a 
dinner meeting June 27th, at the now restored 138-year-old 
Altaville Elementary School. They included Carl G. 
Anderson, son of Richard and Mary Anderson, of Calaveritas; 
Jonathan Radford, son of Daniel and Norene Radford, of 
Arnold; Celeste Bitner Garamendi, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Garamendi, of Mokelumne Hill, and Terese Dell 
'Orto, daughter of Stan and Robin Dell 'Orto, also of 
Mokelumne Hill. First place winners received $150 each. 
Second place received $75.

In the high school category, first place went to ninth 
grader Carl Anderson, a student at Mountain Oaks Home 
School, for his essay titled "Smell The Mash-a-Brewing," 
which told of prohibition days in Calaveras County. Jonathan 
Radford, an eighth grader at Avery Middle School, took first 
prize in the seventh-eighth grade competition for his essay on 
the history of the old mining town of Campo Seco.

Sixth grader Celeste Garamendi took first prize in the 
fifth-sixth grade category with an essay about her great grand
father, John McSorley. Second place in the fifth-sixth grade 
competition went to Terese Dell 'Orto, for her essay on a cat
tle drive. Both girls were students in the Mountain Oaks 
Home School.

Historical Society President Cheri Folendorf chaired this 
year's essay contest committee. The historical society has 
conducted its annual essay contest for more than 30 years.

nor signed the bill. The legislature gave the county seat of 
Calaveras to Mokelumne Hill as a gift! Lobbyist Grant's gift 
from the Hill was $1,320!

Joseph Parks Douglass, who defeated Collier and 
Boynton in the September election for county clerk, took up 
his Mokelumne Hill office in a frame formerly occupied by a 
Mr. Emerson. On May 7, 1852, somewhere on Main, did the 
first court of sessions term begin at the Hill.

The celebrated jumping county seat of Calaveras hopped 
from Pleasant Valley to Double Springs to Jackson's Creek to 
Mokelumne Hill. In 1866 it jumped to San Andreas and set
tled down forever more.

Larry Cenotto, author, Mother Lode historian and 
retired newspaperman, presently holds the position of 
Amador County Archivist. He has specialized in the gold 
rush history of the central Sierra counties and is a recog
nized authority on early day Amador and Calaveras 
Counties.

The house I lived in for the first ten years of my life once 
belonged to my great-great uncle and aunt John and Nettie 
McSorley. The house, in my opinion, is the best house in the 
world. One of the special things about the house was its one 
hundred thirty year history. Another thing was the spirits of 
John and Nettie that seemed to still live in the old house while 
my family lived there. John was a very generous man; his 
generosity especially showed during the Great Depression, 
when times were hard for everyone. Nettie was John's devot
ed wife and companion. This report is about John. It focuses 
on his actions during the Great Depression.

John Joseph
McSorley was 
born March 29, 
1868. He was the 
fourth of eight 
children born to 
Terence & Mary 
Frances 
McSorley. When 
John was a little 
boy he and his 
brothers were goat 
herders and 
worked on the 
family ranch
much of their 
time. Because of

his work John was not able to go to school until he was eight 
(in 1876). He attended Mokelumne Hill School; at this time 
students were to go through nine grades which was the equiv
alent of a High School diploma. During John's younger years 
he worked in the mines and on the family ranch.

John was married twice. His first wife was Frankie 
Bastion from Sutter Creek. They got divorced May 3rd, 
1904. When they were divorced John gave her $1,850 for her 
business in San Francisco as their settlement. His second 
wife was Nettie Porteous from West Point. They were mar
ried shortly after John and Frankie's divorce and remained 
married until John's death. From what I have read John and 
Nettie had a loving, caring and trusting relationship. John 
never had any children with either of his spouses. In 1915, 
Harold McNamara (a developmentally disabled nineteen year 
old young man from an Oakland orphanage) was sent to the 
ranch. John & Nettie cared for him until his death in 1949

Celeste Garamendi

Please see PIONEER, pg. 7
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PIONEER, cont. from pg. 6
(Harold died six months after John's death).

On May 11, 1891, John's father died of pneumonia. The 
work of running the ranch was left to Mary Frances and her 
five sons. It was then that Tom, Hugh and John founded the 
"McSorley Brothers Company—Mining & Ranching." In 
1896 John E. Burton became partners with John and Tom in 
the Green Mountain Mine, a crystal and hydraulic mine. Two 
years later, in 1898, in the Green Mountain Mine, the world’s 
largest crystal cluster was found; it weighed 2,200 lbs. From 
1905 to 1915, John and Nettie gold mined in Nevada and 
Mexico. When they returned to the ranch in 1915, John's 
main focus was cattle ranching. John was also working in the 
Southern Amador Mine and living part time in Jackson.

In 1916, John’s mining career ended in a tragic way. On 
a stormy night in January John heard a new bom baby lamb 
out by the hydraulic pit behind his house. It was midnight 
when he got dressed to go look for it. He found the baby 
lamb and was walking back when he slipped and fell a 75 foot 
drop down into the hydraulic pit. When he told the story to 
Alice Hackett, the granddaughter of his mining partner, John 
E. Burton, it became a four hundred foot drop. He landed feet 
first and broke both legs and one, as he said when he told the 
story, "shattered like a match stick." He had to stay in 
Dameron Hospital for almost two years. His one leg was crip
pled for the rest of his life. As for the baby lamb, John held 
on to it during his fall and four hour wait for help. Later in 
John's story he said that "Nettie took the little fellow in; raised 
him like a dog 'til he was much too big for the house."

In a letter written to Nettie dated Wednesday March 8, 
1916, John's younger sister Annie Cooke expressed how she 
felt. Her concerns were probably similar to the rest of the 
family’s. "And so with John—the months will soon pass and 
think how happy we will be when he can leave the hospital 
and go home again—try and not worry too much and take a 
little rest and you and John read and talk and try and forget 
everything that might worry you and have a little honeymoon 
in the hospital—and thank god his life is saved for you and 
us—Tom writes me it could only be a miracle that saved 
him—that it would seem, to look at the place where he fell, no 
human being could fall there and live—so I feel mother's daily 
prayers for us all and you and John being so good has had 
something to do with saving his life—I had a mass said for 
John on Monday."

During the Great Depression John was very helpful to 
people who needed help. In 1934, there were 40 people living 
in shacks around John and Nettie's house because they didn't 
have homes. John and Nettie would allow them to gold pan 
and garden. John was optimistic and he acted as if this 
depression would just blow over quickly and easily.

Nettie was also helpful and generous but especially so

John McSorley with his dog ’’Dickie."

during the depression years. She always had enough food but 
she didn't ever know how many she was cooking for; one 
night there would be four people and another night there 
might be seventeen. John would always tell people that were 
going hungry, because they didn't have a job, to come over to 
have a meal. John and Nettie would hire poor artists who 
were traveling through the county to come and paint scenery 
on walls inside their house. A May 27, 1934, Sacramento 
Union newspaper article quotes Nettie and R. V. McSorley 
(John's brother). "They said he was a bad one to give away 
everything he owned. Crystals, gold, property or the shirt off 
his back are all one and the same if anybody needs them."

In the peak of the depression, in 1933, Alice Hackett 
wrote to John of her family’s desire to come to California to 
escape the hard times in Wisconsin. John's response to Alice 
is encouraging and optimistic: "...This is the world of oppor
tunities. You ask if there is gold still left. Yes there is plenty 
of Gold still left and you can always go out and pan out one 
dollar of gold in a few hours. Now when you come out in 
September come direct to the McSorley Home and I will do 
all I can to get you settled. And then you can look over the 
state afterwards and pick out your dream home." In his next 
letter he continued. "You ask if there is anything to do here 
where your husband could work at. Yes there is plenty to do. 
We have several big mines here that employ over 2,000 men. 
They need mechanics and electricians and there is lots of 
work that a good steady good man can keep busy. Now
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Mokelumne Hill is only a small town now. But Jackson only 
7 miles away is a town of 4,000 people. That is a busy town. 
Just to show you, they have 39 saloons and gambling places 
going even in Prohibition times. We have big electric plants 
going here employing 1,000 men. So don’t think you are 
going to the end of the world when you come here but you 
must do as President Roosevelt says. You must work and 
help to make a go. You must do the best you can, the best 
you know how, and everything will come out all right. I am 
going to do the best I know how to get you settled here and 
get you and your husband started out right One thing, you 
won't starve here. Now you say that you want to come 
west—well there is no state like California for sunshine, fruit, 
and flowers. But like all the states, the depression hit it hard. 
If you come to California don't go to Los Angeles as times are 
bad there. There are 385,000 people there living on charity. 
San Francisco is the best town in the state and I know you 
will like it John E. Burton always said it was the best city in 
the world. But if you wanted to live in the country and settle 
up the coast say 75 miles from San Francisco is the beautiful 
Redwood forest bordering on the Pacific Ocean. Would be a 
fine place to locate but the state is so big the only way to do 
would be to drive out here and travel over the state. There is 
so many nice places where you could locate and make a living 
and perhaps a fortune. But you would have to look them over 
and see if you would like the surroundings. You ask if there 
was any land that you could homestead. Yes there is but most 
of the land is back in the mountains and is heavily covered 
with timber and would be hard to make a living on it. When 
you come out you might like Mokelumne Hill and Nettie and 
I will be glad to have you. We will show you around and try 
to give you a good time. I think you will make good in 
California...”

One other thing that John did during the depression I 
learned from a letter written by Oliver Adams, a friend of 
John and Nettie's. This is what he wrote: "I didn't know if 
you knew the story of what happened in 1933, when all the 
banks were closed by government edict. Due to lack of 
change and cash, business was grinding to a halt in San 
Andreas, Mokelumne Hill and Jackson. John asked me to 
drive him down to the mint where he converted a gold bar 
into small bills and change. We stopped in Jackson on the 
way back and John went into several stores leaving $200 to 
$500. After about the sixth stop I asked John if he didn’t want 
me to keep a record of the amount as he might forget. He said 
'I probably will but they won't.' After Mokelumne Hill we 
went to San Andreas playing Santa Claus and then John came 
home happy but broke. But thousands of dollars had put both 
counties back in business."

June 6, 1949, John died of heart disease that he had for 
about a year. The Calaveras Prospect announced his death in

HISTORY OF CAMPO SECO
By

Jonathan Radford

During the early years of the gold rush to the Mother 
Lode, Campo Seco was a very rough mining camp called 
Oregon City. Most of the people that lived there had come 
from Oregon. When people found out about the gold, the 
population grew rapidly. Many Mexicans came from Sonora 
to the gold-flecked trail they called Veta Madre. Before long 
there were more Mexicans than there were people from 
Oregon. Because there was a lack of water there, they 
changed the name of the camp from Oregon City to Campo 
Seco or dry camp.

In the winter of 1850, the town had grown quite large 
according to A. Lascy in his book "Reminiscences". But 
since there was not any water, the miners went back to the 
river bars. By the end of that year, more than half of the pop
ulation was gone. And still the camp grew.

Several large lumps of gold were found in the mines in 
February, 1853. One of them sold for nine hundred and forty 
dollars. In 1854, a 93-ounce nugget was found. There were 
three hotels, many saloons, and a brewery. The post office 
was also built in 1854. It is still standing today.

A fire burned out all the wooden buildings in 1854. 
Despite the disaster, new hotels were built, the saloons were 
rebuilt, and the stone buildings were redone. One of these 
buildings was the office of the Adams Express Company.

The Mokelumne Water Company started bringing water 
to the camp in 1856. George Lundy Hunt described the 
quartz mines in his diary of 1867. Campo Seco was the cen
ter of the quartz and drift mines, and it had an out-put of 5.5 
million dollars.

Soon the gold was all gone and quartz veins were also 
dwindling. People moved away and the store closed. But 
then in 1860, someone discovered a new treasure—a piece of

Please see HISTORY, pg. 9

the Saturday, June 11, 1949, edition, which began: "Death 
Monday night closed the career of one of Calaveras County's 
most colorful figures—John McSorley, 81, veteran mining 
man and cattle operator." The eighty-one years he had here to 
live he used wisely. John's love and respect for Nettie was 
expressed in his will dated December 16, 1944, "I bequeath 
everything I have to my wife Nettie M. McSorley for we both 
worked hard together to accumulate what we have..." I am 
proud of my Uncle John. I admire his generosity, his bravery 
during the difficult times of his life, the way he cared for oth
ers, his joyfulness, his love for Nettie and his hard work to 
establish the beginnings of my family's ranch. I am proud to 
be his great-great niece.
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almost pure copper. It would be known as one of the richest 
copper belts in the state of California.

The price of copper was always going up and down. It 
did reach a high point in 1860. It was then that a group of 
financiers called the Penn Copper Company bought the min
eral rights to the property. The company also supplied the 
Union Army with copper during the Civil War.

A group of eleven San Francisco Bay communities need
ed water, so in the early 1920’s they formed the East Bay 
Utility Company. They wanted to put a dam across the 
Mokelumne River to form a long reservoir. Many of the land 
owners had heard rumors about this project, so they raised the 
price of their land. The utility company was forced to pay 
high prices for the land.

Hundreds of workmen came into the project construction 
camps that were near Campo Seco. The shopkeepers set up a 
still in one of the old stone buildings, and soon they were sell
ing liquor to these men. This was happening during 
Prohibition and yet the stills were never raided by the prohibi
tion agents. This ’’moonshining” continued until after the 
Pardee Dam was built in 1930. The shopkeepers had insur
ance on their buildings, and they set fire to the inside of the 
stone building. That was the end of the moonshining.

Today you can find Campo Seco just sixteen miles west 
of San Andreas along Highway 12. Even though it is consid
ered to be a ghost town, Campo Seco still has a post office 
and a few residents. In the summer heat and cool nights you 
can find foxtail grass, lupines and mariposa lily. There are 
scrub oaks with mistletoe. The stone ruins and pioneer ceme
tery remind us of the colorful past of the camp. Campo Seco 
is not through with fame, however, for it boasts of the largest 
cork tree in California.

The shell of the old Adams Banking and Express 
Company build
ing, its iron 
doors intact, 
still flanks the 
old mining 
camp's once 
busy main 
street. The 
stone walls of 
several other 
buildings still 
stand, as does 
the old Campo 
Seco General 
store which 
operated until a 
few years ago.Jonathan Radford

SMELL THE MASH-A-BREWING
By

Carl G. Anderson

During the early 1900's, the American people felt that the 
recent immigrants that came to the United States would be 
considered "more American” if their drinking habits were 
changed. When the United States entered World War 1, most 
Americans thought that prohibition would be an important 
patriotic sacrifice. In December, 1917, the United States 
Congress approved the 18th Amendment to the Constitution.

This amendment prohibited the sale, import, transporta
tion, and export of intoxicating liquors. The states ratified it 
by January, 1919. The 18th Amendment went into action in 
1920 with heavy support.

National prohibition did not eliminate the drinking of 
alcohol, rather it increased the consumption of it. Buying 
liquor was illegal, and still a large majority drank. Drinking 
wine, beer, and other alcoholic beverages had been a tradi
tional part of recent immigrants’ cultures.

During prohibition, many people still made their own 
alcohol at their homes and hideouts. Bars sold "near beer." 
In the back of the bars there were "speakeasies" that sold 
moonshine whiskey. Many physicians gave their patients 
prescriptions for illegal alcohol.

Bootleggers made and sold illegal alcohol. They were 
mainly young men trying to make a living. This was during 
the depths of the Great Depression, and a large part of the

MUSEUM DONATIONS

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 
the following persons who have recently made donations to 
the Calaveras County Museum.
Richard Casey, Lockeford, CA.: Calaveras High School's 
"Skull" yearbooks, 1933-37.
Christina Ursula Hunt, Goleta, CA.: Cash donation. 
Harrv Lewis, Santa Rosa, CA.: Cash donation. 
Ellen Edwards, Lodi, CA.: Cash donation. 
■lane Van TuvI, San .Jose, CA.: Cash donation. 
Michael Dorroh, San Francisco, CA,: Cash donation. 
Ida Mae Tucker, San Andreas, CA.: Program, 1966 
groundbreaking ceremony for Calaveras County Govt. Center. 
Bernice Tiscornia, St, Joseph, MI.: Cash donation. 
Kenneth Hauselt, Murphys, CA.: Commemorative stamps. 
Tom & Marie Jones, Arnold, CA.: Cash donation. 
Irene Swanson, Stockton, CA.: Cash donation.
Adelaide .1, Boitano Nessen, Valiev Springs, CA.: Bible 
and Valley Springs photo.
Eunic Carlow, Valiev Springs, CA.: Letters of Wm. H. 
Carlow, 1849-52.
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population was unemployed. Canada smuggled into the 
United States about one million gallons of moonshine a year. 
Neither federal agents nor state and local officials could stop 
the bootleggers. Many of the agents were paid off by the 
bootleggers.

Anti-prohibitionists argued that the ban of liquor encour
aged crime and anarchy. They also claimed that prohibition 
gave the government too much control over people’s lives. 
Immigrants saw prohibition as an attack on their cultural tra
ditions. People argued that prohibition took jobs and deprived 
the government of badly needed revenues on liquor.

In February, 1933, Congress proposed the 21st 
Amendment to repeal the 18th Amendment. The states rati
fied the 21st Amendment and national prohibition ended on 
December 5, 1933. However, a few southern states kept pro
hibition until the 1950's and 1960's. In 1966, Mississippi was 
the last state to end state wide prohibition. My research has 
shown that bootlegging was active throughout California up to 
and even during World War II.

On January 24, 1920, the "Calaveras Weekly Ledger" put 
out an article stating what was legal and illegal during prohi
bition. It stated that you were allowed to keep liquor in a gov
ernment warehouse and in your own home, but you could 
only serve it to "bona-fide" guests. You could also drink hard 
liquor when you were sick.

It was illegal to buy a drink in the United States and you 
could not carry a flask at the hip. You couldn’t move liquor to 
your home from storage. The article also stated that you 
could not buy fruit juice after it fermented or ship or import 
liquor in and out of the United States. It was illegal to manu
facture your own liquor.

In my research I found out that many families in the 
county were bootleggers during the 1920's and early 1930's. 
The ban of outlawing liquor in the county didn't reduce the 
use of liquor, it increased its use. Families that traditionally 
made wine for themselves started selling the wine after prohi
bition went into effect. Bars were still operating during prohi
bition and they would sell beer and moonshine. The bartender 
kept no more than one quart of moonshine, in case of raids.

The speakeasies (back rooms) would have a chute in the 
floor running down to rocks for safety precautions. If some
one yelled "raid," the bartender would slide the bottle of 
moonshine onto the rocks to get rid of the evidence. When 
the "prohies" (Federal Agents) came in, they wouldn't find 
anything but empty glasses on the bar. More times than not, 
the Prohies wouldn't find anything.

Around the first frog jump jubilee a lot of bars were 
caught bootlegging and they were shut down. They paid fines 
and were back in business in a day.

Joe Zwinge, the Sheriff, used to break up stills on Bear 
Mountain. Those stills were mostly run by people from San

Bootleggers’ bottled goods were much in demand. 
Photo by Sharon Daniels

Francisco and the Bay Area. They usually won the court 
cases because they would hire big time lawyers from the city.

Boscoe Jaich, long time resident of Angels Camp, 
remembers four of the twelve bars in Angels Camp. They 
were the Blue Front, Star Comer, Sam's Place, and Cy & 
Nick's Bar. When people got drunk they were tossed into the 
old jail behind main street, which is now the Sam Choy build
ing. Boscoe recalls when one drunk dug his way out of the 
jail by removing the bricks in the wall. He was found sleep
ing at his house the next morning. Boscoe said that if you 
were to walk down main street Monday morning you would 
see people with patched eyes and broken arms. One day on 
Boscoe's way to school he found twenty dollars in the gutter 
outside a pool hall on Main street. Twenty dollars was big 
money in Depression times.

Louis Derivi, long time Calaveras resident, remembers 
bootlegging in this part of the county. Living near the Jenny 
Lind area during prohibition Louis saw four Italian partners 
come and lease his father's, Charlie Derivi, bam. The partners 
came from Los Gatos where they had been paying off federal 
agents so they could make moonshine. The federal agents 
asked for more and more money, so one night the four part
ners simply packed up their stills and left.

Please see MASH, pg. 11
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MASH, cont. from pg. 10
Charlie Derivi got a lease written by a Federal Judge in 

Stockton saying that he couldn’t be held responsible if the 
partners who leased his barn were caught. Louis was a 
teenager at the time and was anxious to earn some money. He 
helped the partners put black tar paper inside the bam so no 
light would leak out Next, the partners brought in five 1,500- 
2,000 gallon redwood tanks that took up three fourths of the 
bam. Then the partners brought in three big stills. The sys
tem that they had ran nonstop continuously day in and day 
out.

In working for the four Italians, Louis soon learned the 
trade of making moonshine. To make moonshine you first put 
four, thirty-five pound half sacks of barley into one redwood 
tank full of water. The next step was to add forty to forty- 
five, seventy pound bags of ’’Golden D Brown Sugar,” then 
add forty, one pound sticks of yeast to the barrel. You let all 
that sit for a day or two to ferment into mash.

The next day you boiled the mixture in the three stills. A 
slow boil produced the moonshine. It collected in other tanks 
and then was drawn off into five gallon tins for transport. The 
Italian partners mainly shipped their moonshine to San 
Francisco, Oakland, and Half Moon Bay.

The only problem they had was to find a place to put the 
resulting mash. At first they dug a pit in the bam that was 
soon filled full of the discarded remains. At night they dug 
big trenches that they lined with gravel. They had to do this at 
night so people wouldn’t get suspicious. Soon the liquid from 
the discarded mash seeped out and killed the oak trees by the 
trenches.

Back in the 1920’s, one of the most popular things to do 
was dance. Every town had its own five piece orchestra and a 
dance hall. At the dances people loved to drink moonshine, 
even the local officials. One of the most popular dance halls 
in the Jenny Lind area was the Oak Grove. It was one-hun
dred yards away from the four Italians’ operation. On hot 
summer nights at the Oak Grove, Louis would hear county 
girls hollering "smell that mash a-brewing!"

When this happened, Louis and his brother had to go up 
in the hills and trap skunks and then hang them on the fence to 
try to hide the strong smell of the mash. Louis would go to 
school after trapping the skunks and he was usually sent home 
to change his clothes. He went to a one room school with 14 
kids and a crippled teacher whose name was Monroe.

When the bootlegging operation was at its climax, the 
partners bought a two ton truck just to haul brown sugar for 
the moonshine. They did this twice every week, taking a dif
ferent route home every time. Once they got stuck a few 
miles from home with five tons of brown sugar in their truck. 
They ran home and got trucks and ropes to pull the sugar 

truck back onto the road. They were afraid that they would 
get caught.

Whenever the partners came up to get a load of whiskey 
to take to the city, Louis was paid five dollars to pack their 
cars. They had big Cadillacs and Peerless automobiles with 
truck springs that they used to transport the five gallon tins of 
whiskey. The cars held seventy-five to a hundred gallons of 
moonshine at a time. When they went across the bay on a 
ferry, the driver would pay the security guard on the ferry five 
dollars to watch his car.

The four partners' operation lasted for about a year and a 
half before Sheriff Joe Zwinge came and hinted to Charlie 
Derivi that they should stop making moonshine, but Charlie 
didn't catch on. Two days later Sheriff Zwinge and his deputy 
Heiny Zirk came and broke up the stills. Zwinge knocked on 
the door and one of the two workers inside opened a slot and 
saw the sheriffs gun pointed at him. Joe Zwinge arrested the 
man and took him to jail. Charlie Derivi bailed him out by 
paying a fine of one-hundred and fifty dollars. Charlie didn't 
get ipto trouble because he had the lease from the Federal 
Judge.

On June 27, 1933, California voted to repeal the 18th 
Amendment by a three to one margin. The official vote was 
1,019,818 yes and 319,981 no.

On November 18, 1933, Calaveras County had 1,600 
acres of wine grapes, 1,500 acres of barley, 200 acres of rye, 
and 10 acres of hops. Everyone was preparing for the repeal 
of prohibition. These figures rose steadily in the next few 
months.

All of the restaurants, bars, and hotels had to purchase 
new liquor licenses. All of the liquor had taxes on it. During 

the last few 
months of pro
hibition, people 
celebrated in the 
way they had 
become accus
tomed to the 
soon to be 21st 
Amendment to 
the Constitution. 

Prohibition, 
"the noble
experiment," 
ended, but 
memories of it 
live on in lively 
tales of strife 
between the 
bootleggers and 
the "Feds."

Carl Anderson
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MOUNTAIN RANCH BELL
RETURNED TO MONUMENT

Quite possibly, the gold rush mining settlement of El 
Dorado (Mountain Ranch) was the Erst spot in what is now 
Calaveras County where Europeans established a permanent 
camp. Hudson Bay Company trappers are believed to have 
wintered there in the early 1840's as they prospected the 
Western slope of the Sierra for fur.

Gold was found there in 1848—or perhaps earlier—cer
tainly, not long after James Marshall discovered the first 
flakes of yellow metal at Coloma in January of that year. 
And, the area's first post office began operation a mile from 
there in 1856. It was moved to the present townsite in 1868.

The first school opened in 1853 and in 1885 the school
house was enhanced by the addition of a bell tower in which 
was hung a 150-pound bronze bell. That bell summoned 
youngsters to class for nearly 70 years, until 1953 when what 
was known as the old Cave City School was replaced by a 
new building on the edge of the community, which had been 
renamed "Mountain Ranch." The name change came about to 
eliminate a conflict with a larger gold rush town to the North, 
also named El Dorado.

In 1956, members of the El Dorado Union Community 
Club erected a stone monument and plaque, topped with their 
historic school bell to commemorate the colorful history of 
their old gold rush town. For nearly 20 years the bell 
remained in place, a symbol of El Dorado’s golden past. Then 
it was gone—stolen as an inane prank, it was later learned, by 
a group of students—members of a University of Pacific fra
ternity.

No official action was taken at the time to trace the 
thieves, although rumors circulated that the bell had been 
stolen by college students. Later, vandals compounded the 
loss by stealing the bronze plaque from the face of the monu
ment, apparently for its value as scrap metal.

Years slipped by and no recovery effort was undertaken 
until Bill Foster, retired Alameda County Sheriffs division 
chief, settled in Mountain Ranch in 1986. Foster and his wife, 
June, joined the Community Club and subsequently learned of 
the disappearance of the old school bell. The mystery 
intrigued Foster, and with permission of club officials, he took 
up the search for the missing bell.

Working from scant leads, Foster by 1989 had traced the 
bell to a fraternity house at the university in Stockton, but 
found neither fraternity members or university officials partic
ularly cooperative. There were denials, subterfuge, and the 
bell was painted to change its appearance.

Only after Foster, over a period of several years estab
lished positive identification and then went to the San Joaquin

Luellen Del Papa and Thelma Howard at El 
Dorado Monument dedication.

County District Attorney did the situation change. Armed 
with a search warrant and the threat of court action, Foster 
was able to make the recovery. Accompanied by Sheldon 
Bissell, of Mountain Ranch, who had volunteered his assis
tance, Foster went to the fraternity house, and finally in April, 
1996, the bell came home to Mountain Ranch.

Meanwhile, the Calaveras County Historical Society 
arranged for a new plaque to be made and set in concrete on 
the monument at the intersection of Mountain Ranch and 
Whiskey Slide Roads. Then, with steel and concrete, Foster 
and other club members permanently restored the old bell to 
its rightful place atop the monument.

On August 2nd, the historical society in cooperation with 
the community club, formerly the El Dorado Union 
Community Club, following a pot-luck supper in the adjacent 
Mountain Ranch park, rededicatcd the fully restored monu
ment and bell. Thelma Hatch Howard and Luellen Del Papa, 
both of whom had attended classes in the original school 
when the bell was there, unveiled the fully restored monument 
and bell. Others present at the dedication, who also had been 
pupils in the old school, included Donald Costello, Mike 
Cilente and Joan Cilente Baker. Fay Cook served as program 
coordinator.
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RAIL ROAD FLAT SCHOOL 
CELEBRATES 100th YEAR

Some 200 guests, including former pupils who attended 
classes there more than 80 years ago, on August 24th 
observed the 100th birthday of the Eureka-Rail Road Flat 
Elementary School. The old building which still stands beside 
the present day Rail Road Flat school was used for much of 
this century as a classroom and today serves as a community 
clubhouse.

Highlight of the afternoon which closed with a barbecue 
dinner, was the unveiling of a monument and plaque, topped 
by the historic bronze bell which summoned children to class 
for most of the past 100 years.

The original school that served the Glencoe-Rail Road 
Flat area was built at Mosquito Gulch, near Glencoe, in the 
1860’s. In 1885, as large mining operations developed around 
Rail Road Flat (then called Independence), the need for a 
school there became apparent. That year, Edwin Taylor 
donated land for a classroom near his store at what today is 
called Lower Rail Road Flat. That structure served until 1896 
when school officials, seeking a more central location, built a 
school at the present site just north of the intersection of the 
Ridge and Rail Road Flat Roads.

Shortly after the school was completed the citizens of the 
Eureka-Rail Road Flat School District raised funds to pur
chase the school its bronze bell. The old school served the 
Eureka-Rail Road Flat District until a new school was built in 
1941, and even after that at times, on a temporary basis, as the 
new school facilities became overcrowded. And, during the 
many years as it served as a classroom by day, it also served

MUSEUM OFFERS NEW BOOKS

Several new books dealing with the gold country’s histo
ry and culture are on sale in the Calaveras County Museum's 
book store at 30 Main Street, San Andreas.

Book store Manager Mary Taylor said the new additions 
include "Dear Madam," an account of depression-day mining 
ventures of author Stella Patterson, Naturegraph Press, $7.95, 
and "Daughter of the West," stories of Western women, by 
Anne Seagraves, West Anne Publishers, $11.95. Others 
include "Redwoods and Roses," a text on native flowers and 
plants, by Maureen Gilmer, and a reprint of Mark Twain's 
classic, "Roughing It," in which he related his experiences in 
the early West, $7.95.

Mrs. Taylor said the Calaveras Master Gardeners' Cook 
Book will be available for Christmas shoppers. The museum 
and book store is open seven-days-a-week. The Society also 
maintains a reference library for members.

Historical Society president Barbara Beaman unveiled 
newly installed plaque.

as a community meeting place at night. On the Sabbath, long 
before court rulings were handed down concerning separation 
of Church and State, the old building provided a place for 
church services.

The monument unveiled August 24th was built through 
the joint effort of the Rail Road Flat Community Club, Rail 
Road Flat Parents’ Club, Rail Road Flat Elementary School 
Teachers, Taylor Park Committee, Rail Road Flat Elementary 
School Alumni and numerous citizens. The plaque was 
donated by the Calaveras County Historical Society.

IN MEMORIAM

It is with sadness we mark the passing of three outstand
ing Calaveras County women, all descendants of pioneer fam
ilies and members of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

The loss of Effie Schaad and Margaret Joses who once 
had been classmates at the old Eureka School, in Rail Road 
Flat, and of Beverly Jean Fischer (Mrs. Michael Fischer) 
came as a blow not only to their families and close friends, 
but to the historical society and the county as a whole.

Effie Schaad and Margaret Joses were truly pioneer 
women who grew up when this century still was young and 
overcame countless hardships to raise outstanding families 
and help make Calaveras County a better place in which to 
live.

Beverly Fischer, with pioneer blood in her veins, raised a 
family of which she could be proud and in later years, found 
time to become an accomplished writer and gold country his
torian.

All three women were active in community affairs. If a 
family or a community project needed help, they were among 
the first to volunteer. We shall miss them greatly.
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KENTUCKY HOUSE FALLS 
TO BULL DOZER BLADE

By
The Editor

The victim of time and a changed economy, another his
toric Calaveras County landmark has fallen before the bull
dozer blade. The Kentucky House, for much of this century a 
meeting place and guest house at the Calaveras Cement Plant 
on Pool Station Road, and before that a stage stop and way 
station during gold rush days, has been demolished.

Located on the original road from Tuleburg (Stockton) to 
Angels Camp, the old build
ing, as early as 1850, served 
travelers enroute to and from 
the mines. It became the cen
ter and a major gathering spot 
for what was known as the
Kentucky House Mining
District. As early as 18521 a 
miners’ convention was held 
there to draft the district's first 
mining laws. During latter 
years of the 19th Century the
Kentucky House was the 
home of a Calaveras County’s 
ranch family.

Much of the early history 
of the Kentucky House has 
been lost in the passage of
time. Why it was named 
Kentucky House also remains 

miles to the North. Not only was the area surrounding the 
confluence of Calaveritas Creek and the South Fork of the 
Calaveras River as rich in pay dirt as San Andreas, the river 
and Calaveritas Creek probably provided enough water, even 
in summer, for panning and limited use of rockers. During 
summer, San Andreas Creek went dry. Not until ditches 
brought water to San Andreas did it really boom.2

There is no information available today concerning the 
original founder of the Kentucky House. The Calaveras 
County Archives show that when Geramina Peirano and John 
Peirano married in 1869, she listed her home as Kentucky 
House. But, if she meant Kentucky House way station, or 
simply the Kentucky House mining district, is not known.

The refurbished Kentucky House when it catered to guests of the Calaveras 
Cement Company who visited its plant near San Andreas.

unknown, but one would sur
mise that like so many gold rush camps, it probably was 
named for the state from which its founder hailed. The 
Kentucky House also during its early years was known as 
"Third Crossing." The original complex stood on the West 
side of Calaveritas Creek—the third major stream crossed by 
the road from Stockton to Angels Camp. Beyond the 
Kentucky House on Calaveritas Creek stood the Alabama 
House, another early stage stop. From there the road crossed 
the ridge to the East, followed a narrow valley to Moonlight 
Flat—scene of the 1859 Jeff Gate wood - Dr. Peter Goodwyn 
duel—continued on to Fourth Crossing at San Antonio Creek 
and Angels Camp.

What facilities or comforts the Kentucky House may 
have provided its patrons some 140 years ago remains 
unknown today.

The Kentucky House area during the first gold rush years 
probably had a larger population than did San Andreas, two

John Peirano apparently died, for in 1877 Geramina mar
ried John Seiffert, a cattleman in the Kentucky House area. 
County records show that in 1880, Seiffert purchased from 
Joseph Raggio, five acres which appear to have included the 
Kentucky House complex. Lois Hengen, 91, a Calaveras 
native whose family lived near the Kentucky House, recalls 
that the Seifferts were living in the Kentucky House and using 
it as their ranch headquarters when she was a child.

On July 20, 1922, William Macnider, of Stockton, 
acquired the Kentucky House and its surrounding acreage 
from Seiffert.3 Then in turn, title went to William Mein, 
founder of Crown Cement, which later became Calaveras 
Cement Company. Calaveras Cement built its plant at 
Kentucky House. The first shipment left the plant on June 14, 
1926.

During those early years little was done with the 
Kentucky House itself. The entire complex was badly in need

Please see HOUSE, pg. 15
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HOUSE, cont. from pg. 14
of repair. Preparation of the area for construction of the 
cement plant had required extensive earth moving that includ
ed relocation of a portion of Calaveritas Creek. When the 
project was completed the Kentucky House stood on the east 
bank instead of the west side of the creek.

For a time, during the latter 1920’s while Pardee 
Reservoir was under construction, East Bay Municipal Utility 
District engineers used the Kentucky House as a field office.4 
As the company prospered and production increased, its offi
cials felt the need for a facility in which to conduct meetings, 
lodge guests and entertain its larger customers. The historic 
Kentucky House offered a logical location.

Sparing no expense the company rebuilt the old structure 
from the ground up. Included were guest quarters, conference 
area, dining room, all the amenities of a modem foothill 
resort. The company employed Mabie Buckley as a full-time 
chef and housekeeper. The Kentucky House was the scene of 
sometimes lavish parties for contractors and major customers.

The 18th amendment was in force during the first years 
the company operated it, but received little recognition there. 
Only the best of imported spirits were served. Periodically, 
parties also were held in the Kentucky House for the compa
ny’s employees.

"It was a nice thing for the company to have. Our cus
tomers looked forward to spending a weekend there, and it 
was a nice thing for our employees, too," said former plant 
superintendent and company official Grant Metzger.

Dignitaries who stayed there included Herbert Hoover, 
members of the Holt family, of Stockton, Desire’ Fricot, 
Governor Merriam and others. For some 40 years, under 
cement plant ownership, the Kentucky House was in constant 
use.

Calaveras Cement Company was acquired by Flintkote in 
1959 and after that, use of the Kentucky House waned. Then, 
in 1979, Genstar became owner of the plant and Kentucky 
House, and it saw even less use, At one point the company 
considered refurbishing the historic house, but apparently 
dropped the idea as too costly.

In December, 1982, the cement plant closed. As time 
passed the old hostelry fell into disrepair. It was vandalized 
and gradually, became a hazard and a liability.

Today the Kentucky House is gone, but it lives on in the 
memories of hundreds, who over the years, enjoyed its hospi
tality.
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BEAMAN HEADS SOCIETY 
FOR COMING YEAR

Barbara Trew Beaman, of San Andreas, fourth generation 
member of a pioneer Calaveras County family, has been 
elected president of the Calaveras County Historical Society 
for 1996-97. She succeeds Cheri Folendorf, of Angels Camp, 
who has headed the society for the past two years.

Mrs. Beaman’s mother, Dorothy, was a daughter of the 
Robie family, whose ranching history in the Milton area of 
Calaveras County dates back to gold rush days. Her grand
mother was Elizabeth Stroble, whose family also were early 
Calaveras ranchers. Barbara is a graduate of Milton

Historical Society President Barbara Beaman.

Elementary School and Calaveras High School. She also 
attended the University of California at Berkeley.

The new officers were installed during a July 27th dinner 
meeting in Black Bart Park, in San Andreas. The new offi
cers include Donna Schantz, of San Andreas, vice president; 
Ron Randall, of Valley Springs, treasurer; Shirley Huberty, of 
Mountain Ranch, recording secretary; and Sandra Bizzini, of 
Valley springs, membership secretary.

New directors include Cheri Folendorf, Bonnie Miller, of 
Mountain Ranch and John Gibson, of Mokelumne Hill. 
Directors who are serving another term include Mary Taylor, 
of Murphys and Duane Wight, of Lodi.

Ron Limbaugh, history professor at University of Pacific, 
was the installing officer.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Membership ($10.00 per year), includes 
subscription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of 
Las Calaveras from the office. The original historical material in 
this bulletin is not copy-righted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit cor
poration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month in various 
communities throughout the county, locations of which are 
announced in advance. Dinner meetings also are announced in 
advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 
8:30 am to 4 pm. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors 
are welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10 am to 4 pm in the historic 
county courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

MEETING SCHEDULE

Dinner meeting, 7 pm, January 23, Valley Springs 
Veterans Hall. Tri-tip-in-a-barrel, by the Joses family, 
$11.00. Guest speaker, George Hoeper, author and editor of 
Las Calaveras will speak on ’’Black Bart.”

Dinner meeting, 7 pm, February 27, San Andreas Grange 
Hall. Program to be announced.

Dinner meeting, 7 pm, March 27, Rossetti's Restaurant in 
Wallace. Program to be announced.

OUR COVER PHOTO
Looking West across Calaveras County's historic jail 
yard in San Andreas, toward rear of old county court
house and jail. Today’s landscaped scene with its flag
stone walks, shrubs, trees and flowers, presents a vastly 
different view from that of a century ago when it was 
only a bleak and barren enclosure in which men had 
died.

NEW MEMBERS

The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 
following new members:

Charlis Valente, San Andreas, CA.
Sierra Railway Historical Society, Jamestown, CA.
Mary Dudley Snow, Worden, EL.
Bill & Negina Fletcher, Castro Valley, CA.
Kevin J. Ballard, Murphys, CA.
Betty Weatherby, San Andreas, CA.
Keith & Dee Kraft, Santa Cruz, CA.
Earl & Sherry Curtis, Mountain Ranch, CA.
Loretta Kitt, Valley Springs, CA.
Jessica Kitt, Valley Springs, CA.
Coco Shearer, San Andreas, CA.
Jacqueline Dell'Orto, Mokelumne Hill, CA.
Viola Edwards, Burson, CA.
Lori Fraguero, Murphys, CA.
Bill & Beverly Ratterman, San Andreas, CA.
Michael & Anne Flock, San Andreas, CA.
Raymond Crosby, Angels Camp, CA.
Diana Tilley, Murphys, CA.
Lonnie Tryon Ratzlaff, Citrus Heights, CA.
Joe Hernandez, Redding, CA.

MUSEUM DONATIONS

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 
the following persons who have recently made donations to 
the Calaveras County Museum.
Howard C. Lewis. Stockton. CA: Cash donation.
Christina IL Hunt. Goleta> CA: Cash donation.
Darrell Brandon, Mountain Ranch. CA: Photo of his paint
ing of Fricot Mansion.
Kenneth HauselL Murphys* CA: Cash donation.
Richard Casey. Lockeford. CA/ Cash donation.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Cooper. Lafavette> CA: Copies of 
Siskiyou Pioneer year book, Butte Co. Historical Society's 
"Diggins” and other publications.
Janet Hart. San Andreas. CA: Ash tray from Blewett's cafe, 
copy of Tuolumne County 1850-1975 Special Edition.
Dick & Nancy Hansen. Murphys, CA: Cash donation. 
Carol Bennett. Los Angeles. CA: Cash donation.

IN MEMORIAM
Donald Casey, Jamestown, CA., October 8,1995 
Colleen Blue Casey, Sacramento, CA., November 5,1995
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Olivia was a strong minded young woman of 17 in 1861 when 
she balked at family custom by refusing to marry a man to 
whom her father had pledged her hand. Instead, she married 
Gerolamo Rolleri, of Tuolumne County, who like her father 
was a gold miner. During the next two decades Rolleri sup
ported his growing family by mining, ranching and store 
keeping—at times by a combination of all three—but none of 
his endeavors met with any great success. He tried truck gar
dening near Sonora and one night rustlers stampeded a herd of 
cattle through his garden. He opened a general store at 
Moccasin Creek and a bandit gang, said to have been led by 
the bloody outlaw, Tiburcio Vasquez, plundered it. He and 
his wife while attempting to recover, had the establishment 
destroyed by fire.

During that 20 years, 13 children, two of whom died in 
infancy, were born to Gerolamo and Olivia Rolleri. Then, 
around 1880 the family moved to Reynold's Ferry on the 
Calaveras County side of the Stanislaus River. The older 
boys, including 19-year-old Jimmy Rolleri, operated the ferry 
which served traffic traveling between Sonora, Copperopolis 
and Milton. Olivia and her daughters ran the small hotel there 
and Gerolamo continued to follow mining. At that time in 
addition to their mother and father, the Rolleri family consist-

Please see HOTEL, pg. 18

Every area of the gold country during the latter part of the 
19th and early part of the 20th Century had a leading hostelry 
favored by locals and travelers alike.

The historic Sonora Inn still serves residents and visitors 
to Tuolumne County. Jackson and Nevada City have their 
National Hotels. Auburn had its widely respected Freeman 
Hotel and Placerville, (Hangtown) its Raffles Hotel. 
Downieville’s St. Charles Hotel became a Sierra County insti
tution.

From an inauspicious beginning in 1888 until it was 
destroyed by fire 50 years later, Angels Camp's Calaveras 
Hotel enjoyed a reputation for hospitality that stretched from 
Alaska to the Orient. First known as the River House, a 
boarding establishment for miners at Main and Hardscrabble 
Streets, the Calaveras Hotel after 1888, under the ownership 
of Olivia "Grandma" Rolleri, grew until it occupied virtually 
the entire block.

The daughter of gold rush miner Giovanni Antonini,

THE CALAVERAS HOTEL
WAS HOME TO MANY 

By 
George Hoeper

For half-a-century Grandma Rolleri’s Calaveras Hotel (right) provided 
a haven for Angels Camp visitors and locals alike.
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HOTEL, cont. from pg. 17
ed of six boys, John, James, Domingo, Charles, William and 
Andrew. Daughters included Louise, Mary, Matilda, Amelia 
and Adeline. All were industrious and hard working.

That the Rolleris always were capable of ingenuity was 
demonstrated in 1881 as Mary, the eldest Rolled daughter, 
was only minutes away from becoming the bride of John 
Podesta, of Yankee Hill, during a ceremony at Reynold’s 
Ferry. At the last moment it was discovered that the marriage 
license issued in Tuolumne County was not valid in Calaveras 
County where the wedding was to take place. But, out of the 
excitement and confusion came an answer. The wedding 
party boarded the ferry which was pulled to mid-stream— 
which was the Calaveras-Tuolumne County line—and with 
family and friends standing on shore, looking on, the marriage 
ceremony was conducted.

It was while the family was operating the ferry and hotel 
in November, 1883 that the stage robber Black Bart spent the 
night there and that young Jimmy Rolleri, the following day, 
wounded the notorious bandit as he was in the act of robbing 
the Sonora-Milton stage. And out of the incident, which 
resulted in Wells Fargo offering Jimmy a job as shotgun 
guard, came a demonstration of the control Olivia Rolleri 
exerted over her family. As badly as the family could have 
used the money, Mrs. Rolleri considered the job too danger
ous, forbid Jimmy to take the job, and he accepted her deci
sion. Wells Fargo presented Jimmy with a new rifle that blew 
up the first time he fired it.

But life abruptly changed in 1888 for the Rolleri family 
when Gerolamo Rolleri, who had been engaged in hydraulic 
mining, died of pneumonia. Olivia Rolleri suddenly found 
herself a widow in her mid-40's with 11 children and little 
money. Seeking an income to support her family, she pur
chased an Angels Camp boarding house which she soon 
renamed the Calaveras Hotel.

Purchase of the boarding house proved a sound invest
ment Angels Camp’s deep mines, the Utica, Stickle, Lightner 
and others had struck new ore shoots, were expanding and hir
ing miners who had to have a place to live. With true Italian 
industry Olivia, who in late years was known by everyone in 
town as ’’Grandma” Rolleri, began operating the boarding 
house at the comer of Main and Hardscrabble Streets.

She did the cooking, turning out sumptuous meals, and 
directed every phase of operations, aided by her sons and 
daughters. Although she had no business background she 
quite competently handled the purse strings. Quickly, word of 
the fine meals and warm hospitality found at the Rolleri estab
lishment circulated through Angels Camp. Soon, not only 
men employed in the mines, but women also were among 
those seeking lodging there. The female guests included 
school teachers and young women employed in the telegraph

The Lightner Mine, ’’just up the street” from the 
Calaveras Hotel, employed many of its permanent guests.

office.
When the original boarding house filled to capacity 

Olivia purchased adjoining property and began expanding her 
building into a proper hotel. Ultimately it contained 50 rooms 
plus two apartments and a smaller building behind the hotel to 
provide additional space for miners. Eventually, the 
Calaveras Hotel took up virtually the entire block between 
Bush and Hardscrabble Streets. Several rooms always were 
kept open for transients and the others were occupied by fami
ly and permanent guests. Usually, there were about 30 perma
nent boarders.

The hotel when fully expanded contained two dining 
rooms, one for the transients and visiting businessmen and the 
other for the permanent guests, but all were served the same 
food, and diners in both rooms ate at tables with cloth covers 
and cloth napkins.

The hotel boasted a rather elegant saloon. The bar ten
ders always wore white shirts, ties, vests and white aprons. 
Ladies never stepped into the bar-room. Should a lady guest 
wish a drop of sherry or port or a hot toddy on a cold winter 
day, someone would knock on the inside door leading from 
the dining room to the saloon and give the bartender her order. 
If the lady wishing the drink was one of Grandma’s friends, a 
grandchild often was sent to knock on the door and inform the 
bartender that "Grandma wants you in the parlor." The lucky 
youngster was usually rewarded with a lemonade.

Expansion of the hotel included installation of indoor 
bathrooms on each floor. Electricity came to Angels Camp in 
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1898 from a generation plant near Murphys, and the Calaveras 
Hotel was among the earliest to take advantage of it. When 
the Sierra Railroad reached the city in September, 1902, the 
hotel began sending a surrey to the depot each day to meet the 
train. In latter years the surrey was replaced by a small gaso
line engine powered bus.

The hotel lobby contained a long, partitioned desk for 
visiting businessmen and drummers (sales representatives) to 
sit and work on their accounts or reports. At election time the 
hotel also served as a precinct voting place. The Calaveras 
Hotel was always busy, but its parlor was the real gathering 
place for family and hotel guests alike. In winter everyone 
would gather around the big wood stove. Grandma Rolleri 
purchased a piano and if someone was present who could 
play, everyone would sit around listening or singing along. 
More than one romance blossomed there among the young 
men and women who were permanent guests. Mrs. Rolleri 
loved those gatherings. Children were always welcome and 
women arriving from the ranches for a day of shopping left 
babies with Grandma at the hotel.

No one ever was turned away hungry from the Calaveras 
Hotel. If a man was broke while waiting for a job to open up 
at one of the mines he could eat there on credit at the hotel.

Grandma Rolleri also was not unknown to "grubstake" 
some hard working prospector who felt he had a promising 
mining claim. Her reputation for generosity spread far 
beyond the borders of Calaveras County. A visitor in 
Fairbanks, Alaska, mentioned she was from Angles Camp. 
The Fairbanks resident to whom the was talking, suddenly 
began speaking glowingly about the kindness of Olivia 
Rolleri. She said she and her husband had arrived a few years 
earlier in Angles Camp, short of funds and looking for work. 
They took a room in the Calaveras Hotel but had not enough 
money for both of them to pay for meals. She said her hus
band paid for a meal in the dining room and was observed by 
Grandma Rolleri taking the rolls he had been served, back to 
her in their room. Thinking someone was ill, Grandma inves
tigated and found the problem was a shortage of funds. She 
insisted that both man and wife eat in the dining room and not 
worry about money while they looked for work.

As the hotel expanded and Olivia Rolleri became busier 
she hired two young Chinese cooks and painstakingly taught 
them to prepare the Italian cuisine for which she had grown 
famous. One of her cooks, Willie Lee, turned out what were 
said to be the finest raviolis in the Mother Lode. His raviolis 
became a favorite dish not only of hotel patrons and the 
Rolleri family, but of the townspeople, too. Willie Lee 
always prepared raviolis for Sunday dinners and each Sunday 
evening local residents would stand in line at the hotel’s 
kitchen door to buy raviolis to take home to dinner. A five- 
pound lard pail filled brimming full of raviolis cost 25 cents.

Olivia ’’Grandma” Rolleri

On week days hotel meals cost 25 cents and on Sundays, 
50 cents. There was always a wide choice of foods and tran
sients and permanent guests ordered off a menu that included 
steak, pork chops, veal and rich stews. The hotel made its 
own ice cream on Sundays. Also on Sundays, many of the 
town’s families came to the hotel after church to have dinner 
there. Although there always were transient guests, miners 
were the backbone of the hotel’s clientele.

At the height of its operation when all the mines were 
running, the hotel prepared as many as 50 lunches each day 
for miners. Lunch consisted of meat sandwiches and a slab of 
pie or piece of cake. The lunch boxes, called dinner pails, 
were large metal receptacles that included a compartment to 
hold coffee, milk or cooked fruit

Cornelia Barden Stevenot, granddaughter of Olivia 
Rolleri, who was raised at the hotel, remembers the line of 
miners, each carrying his dinner pail, who at the end of each 
shift came walking down the hill to the hotel from the Utica

Please see HOTEL, pg. 20
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HOTEL, cont. from pg. 19
Mine.

Gradually, as the Calaveras Hotel expanded, it became 
more self-sufficient. Grandma Rolleri viewed the hotel opera
tion as she would the operation of a large family home. As 
she became more affluent she purchased the Marks Ranch and 
later, the Slab Ranch which still remains under Rolleri owner
ship. Her sons, John and Domingo raised beef, hogs and 
poultry that provided meat, eggs, milk and butter for the hotel. 
Vegetables also were grown on the ranches and her daughters 
canned them for winter use. Hundreds of quarts of tomatoes 
were preserved each year. Not only did the ranches provide 
meat for the hotel, the Rolleris also opened a butcher shop on 
Main Street.

Although her family helped operate the hotel, Grandma 
Rolleri always employed one ’’swamper,” a handyman for 
upkeep and odd jobs. She also employed several housekeep
ers and waitresses, a laundry man and a woman to do the iron
ing. Set in brick at the rear of the hotel stood two large cal
drons in which sheets and linens were boiled and rinsed. In 
latter years the hotel had its own refrigeration building. 
Grandma Rolleri believed in being independent and the hotel 
purchased only what the Rolleris could not produce. The 
kitchen staff even made its own mayonnaise.

Her employees, as did her guests and townspeople, 
admired and loved Grandma Rolleri. Her Chinese cooks 
made several trips to China while employed at the hotel and 
apparently while in their native country, were highly comple
mentary of their employer. An American visitor to China told 
of being asked by an English speaking Chinese if he knew 
Grandma Rolleri, of Angels Camp.

Grandma Rolleri looked upon her hotel tenants as family. 
Should one of them be ill or injured she took care of them and 
nursed them back to health as if they were her own. Many of 
the miners who lived there considered it their home. One 
young miner, drafted during World War I, left with his pos
sessions in a hotel pillow case. At war's end he came back to 
the hotel and returned the pillow case undamaged.

The miners at the hotel followed an almost unbroken rou
tine. After breakfast, wearing their ’’diggers,” they headed for 
the mines (in later years as the mines provided change rooms 
and showers, they left their work clothes in the change 
rooms). But in the early years they showered and changed 
into their street clothes in a building behind the hotel. Then, 
during fair weather, each would select a chair, carry it to the 
hotel porch where they stayed and smoked, read the paper and 
conversed with passersby. There they remained until the din
ner bell rang, then each would carry his chair back to the din
ing room. In winter they would gather in the parlor or the bar 
where great stories were told of their various experiences. In 
latter years there was less conversation because they sat and

Cornelia Barden Stevenot was reared 
in Grandma Rolleri's hotel.

listened to the radio.
Cornelia Stevenot, bom in 1908, daughter of Harry 

Barden, who married Louise Rolleri, still lives in Angels 
Camp a stones throw from where the hotel stood. She and her 
mother and her pharmacist father lived at the hotel when she 
was growing up, and she vividly remembers life there.

She well remembers Grandma Rolleri, a stout woman 
during her latter years, who always seemed taller than she 
really was because she stood very erect " She enjoyed being 
at the center of activities and was proud of being the matriarch 
of her family,” said Mrs. Stevenot She was happiest when all 
of her friends and relations were gathered around her. Her 
wearing apparel in addition to her long skirt, always included 
a waist apron—gingham on week days and a crisp snow white 
one on Sundays. She spoke with a marked Italian accent and 
when excited or tired, could be very emotional.

If she fell even slightly ill she was sure she was going to 
die. She kept her burial clothes laid out in a dresser drawer 
and instructed family members on the details of her final rites.
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But she liked people and liked fun and was never happier than 
when people gathered around her.

’’Holidays were busy times and the hotel would be 
packed for dinners at Christmas, Thanksgiving and other 
occasions. The cooks, waitresses and my mother and aunts 
would be working until midnight preparing for the next day. 
Also when the holidays arrived relatives from ranches and the 
surrounding areas—aunts, uncles, cousins and other kin— 
came in for the big family dinner. There was fun and laughter 
topped off by good eating. But there was one iron-clad rule at 
the hotel and that was that the paying hotel guests always 
were served first,” Mrs. Stevenot said.

Most of Angels Camp's big mines had closed by the end 
of World War I, and gradually, most of the miners moved 
away. Still, the Calaveras Hotel remained busy and it was 
considered one of the leading hotels of the Mother Lode.

Grandma Rolled died in 1927 at age 83 and the entire 
county mourned her passing. She had been a loving, patient 
and kind person who had gone out of her way to help count
less people. Her hard work and industrious nature had built 
the hotel into a county landmark.

The Sierra Railroad halted service to Angels Camp in 
1935 and that hurt the town and the hotel to an extent, but the 
Rolleri daughters continued to operate it until it burned in 
1938, in a fire presumable caused by faulty wiring.

The Calaveras Hotel has been gone for nearly 60 years 
but the mark it left on Angels Camp still is remembered.

Much of the content of the above article was provided 
by Cornelia Barden Stevenot and writings by historians 
Mary Matzek and Otta Leonard..

SCHOOL ALBUMS OFFERED 
TO OTHER SALES OUTLETS

For the first time since its publication in 1986, the 
Calaveras County Historical Society's pioneer school album is 
being offered at a wholesale price for resale purposes to other 
historical society book stores and gift shops, other museums 
and commercial book stores.

Titled An Album of Pioneer Calaveras County Schools, it 
is a 131-page, hard cover publication that includes 140 pho
tographs and covers early-day Calaveras County school histo
ry, dating back to the 1850's. Included are the histories of 77 
individual schools and history of the county's public school 
system, as well as the role of women in school politics, histo
ry of teachers' institutes and a list of early day teachers.

The number of books available is limited. The albums 
still are available for purchase by individuals at the historical 
society’s courthouse-museum book store at 30 Main Street, in 
San Andreas, at a price of $20, plus tax.

JUST WHERE DID THE FAMED 
FROG JUMP TAKE PLACE?

By
The Editor

Did Mark Twain when he was told the Calaveras 
Jumping Frog story that rainy afternoon in an Angels Camp 
saloon have one too many and get his towns mixed up?

Did that now famous contest in which Dan'l Webster, Jim 
Smiley's champion leaper, was bested by a no-name frog 
backed by some roving city slicker, occur in San Andreas 
instead of Angels Camp?

His ancestor helped make Angels Camp 
and Mark Twain famous.

In the interest of history we quote from the April 19, 
1924, edition of Editor-Publisher Clarence Getchell’s 
Calaveras Prospect which questions Angels Camp's claim to 
being birthplace of the sport of frog jumping in Calaveras 
County.

Certainly, the frog jump tale that flowed from Twain’s 
skillful pen, telling of how a newcomer to the mining camp 
homswoggled $40 out of Smiley, boastful owner of old Dan'l, 
specifically places the contest in Angels Camp. The Stranger, 
according to Twain, put his money on a completely unknown 
frog, hurriedly plucked from a nearby pond. Then when no 
one was looking, equalized things by pouring birdshot down

Please see FROG, pg. 22
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FROG, cont. from pg. 21
old Danis throat. Wisely, the culprit collected his money and 
left town before Smiley discovered why ol’ Dan’l couldn’t 
jump.

The story tickled the funnybone of a war weary nation 
and for ever after, in the public’s mind, Angels Camp has been 
where the jumping frog contest was held.

But in 1924, some 60 years after the epic contest suppos
edly took place, another old timer, son of a Calaveras County 
49'er, stepped forward to take exception to Angels Camp’s 
claim to fame. The dissenter was Henry Wesson, who took 
issue with William Gillis, of Tuolumne County’s Jackass Hill, 
author of an article printed some weeks earlier in the Stockton 
Independent, which said the frog jump was held in Angels 
Camp. Gillis may well have been a descendent of one of the

Fred Wesson said it wasn’t so.

Gillis brothers (Jim or Steve) of Jackass Hill, with whom 
Mark Twain spent the winter of 1864-65 and in whose cabin 
he wrote his famous story of the Calaveras Jumping Frog.

A former newspaperman, Calaveras County Clerk and in 
later years, owner of a San Andreas saloon, Henry Wesson 
was the son of George Frederick Wesson, gold rush miner, 
county official, deputy under Sheriff Ben Thom and also the 
owner in San Andreas, of Wesson's Saloon. Henry Wesson, 
in his rebuttal of Gillis' claim which editor Getchell printed in 
his April 19,1924, paper, said the frog jump contest of which 
Twain wrote occurred not in Angels Camp but in his father's 
San Andreas saloon, with his father as an eye-witness. The 
front page story in Getchell's Calaveras Prospect quoted 
Wesson as follows:

"My father often told the story in my presence and said 
the frogs were brought to his saloon where the contest was 
held. It was written up by that famous editor and editorial 
writer Sam Seabaugh, and the story was published in the San 
Andreas Independent which later was moved to Stockton and 
now is the Stockton Independent. Mark Twain later came 
along and got the idea
for his story from the
Independent write up,
then took credit for the 
story which later
became famous."

Editor Getchell 
went on to say in his 
story of April 19, that
George Frederick
Wesson 'was very pop
ular among the sporting 
fraternity of the
County." He added that
Wesson always kept 
several race horses and 
a number of game 
chickens, "which was
then one of the popular 
pastimes of the day." In those days, he said, "Wesson's place 
was a hangout for all the sporting men and there is no doubt 
but what the frog contest took place in his saloon."

And, according to Getchell's article, Mrs. Kate Cleary, 
another old pioneer, who had passed away, also took pleasure 
in talking about the famous frog contest and told friends and 
relatives many times that she read the story in the Independent 
when it was first published.

Apparently, both Henry Wesson and Clarence Getchell 
were completely serious in their contention that the frog jump 
which Mark Twain wrote about occurred in San Andreas 
instead of Angels Camp. Getchell went on to say that efforts

Mark Twain.
Did he get his towns mixed up?
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REMEMBERING BABE RAGGIO'S 
COURTHOUSE SALOON

(Note: Much of the information contained in the following 
article was compiled by writer-newspaper woman Arlene 
Westenrider, of Angels Camp and by Calaveras County 
Archivist Lorrayne Kennedy.)

Quite probably, Calaveras County’s first liquor dispensary 
was nothing more than a canvas lean-to hastily constructed to 
shelter a keg of rot-gut whiskey and a tin cup.

A far cry from those first stick and sailcloth contraptions 
was the elegant Courthouse Saloon built in the mid-1850's on 
the San Andreas Main street. Despite neglect and countless 
ownership changes the 140-year-old wood frame structure 
that once boasted a mahogany bar and mirrored back bar 
brought by sailing ship 'round the Hom, still stands adjacent 
to Calaveras County’s historic courthouse which now serves 
as the county museum.

Today few people, resident or tourist, who pass it without 
a second glance, realize the old building, tight against the 
courthouse-museum's north wall, was almost as much a part 
of courthouse life as the Hall of Records itself. More than just 
a drinking place, the saloon was a gathering spot for the 
town's businessmen and leaders. Its interior was as familiar to 
most county officials as were their own offices. And, many 
were the serious discussions held and decisions reached with 
the boots of county officialdom resting comfortably on the 
brass rail of the Courthouse Saloon's bar.

The original structure, older by at least a decade than the 
county courthouse, was short-lived. First known as the Hugh 
Mallory Saloon, it was little more than a year old when it sold 
in February, 1858, to William Livers, but it burned in the dis
astrous fire which swept San Andreas in June of that year, 
with a loss to Livers of $2,000. However, Livers apparently 
rapidly rebuilt, for in October, 1859, he sold the building to 
J.K. Doak.

During the ensuing years the saloon continued periodical
ly to change hands, quite possible because there were so many 
saloons in town that none were too profitable. In 1862 Doak 

had been made at various times to locate the old files of the 
San Andreas Independent, but they apparently had disap
peared. He closed his news story with the more than slightly 
opinionated prediction that "it is certain that when they are 
found the matter will be definitely settled, just as Mr. Wesson 
now relates the story."

At least Angels Camp residents can be thankful that 
Wesson and Getchell did not openly accuse them of making 
off with the missing newspaper files.

Alphonse ’’Babe” Raggio

sold to F. Johnson and the following year it was owned by 
Frederick Schwoerer, who apparently rented it to an Edward 
Cassiday. In 1867 when the Calaveras County Courthouse 
and jail was completed beside the saloon, a newspaper article 
informed readers that Cassiday was operating a "commodious 
saloon which he had named the Courthouse Exchange."

In 1869 Schwoerer sold the saloon to Giovanni Dasso 
who operated it until 1885, when he sold it, reportedly for 
$650. Then, in 1893 the county courthouse complex was 
expanded by construction of the Hall of Records which front
ed on Main Street and abutted solidly against the south side of 
the saloon. And, with the new addition to the county build
ings the saloon began to take on new life.

An 1894 newspaper story noted that E.B. Moore had 
newly fitted up the saloon, added a one-room extension to the 
back of it, and was calling it The Branch. With the new addi
tion to the back of the building, courthouse employees could 
quietly enter the saloon through its back door. The back room 
contained several poker tables, and along one wall was a long 
table where meals were served family style t o miners, court
house employees and townspeople in general. Locals, during 
the late afternoon would come in through the back door to buy

Please see SALOON, pg. 24
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The Courthouse Saloon bar (later the Raggio Club), 
was a gathering place for political and business leaders.

SALOON, cont. from pg. 23
a bucket of draft beer. A common trick of the beer purchasers 
was to lightly grease the inside of their buckets with lard to 
prevent the beer from foaming and could be filled closer to 
the top.

Although the Courthouse saloon, under the various names 
it operated during those years was apparently one of the more 
prosperous of the town’s watering holes, Donnelly in 1895 
sold it to William A. Wallace. Wallace leased the saloon to 
the Toon brothers. C.T. Toon managed it and in 1896, built a 
house on the rear of the lot which extended all the way to 
California Street. The Toons operated the saloon until 
November, 1903, when Wallace sold to G. Tiscornia. The 
saloon remained under ownership of the Tiscornia Company 
until 1927 when it sold to Alphonse ’’Babe” Raggio, by far the 
most interesting and colorful of the old establishment's long 
string of owners.

The Raggio family, Calaveras County pioneers, had 
begun operating a stage line in the early 1880's, gradually ex
panding until by tum-of-the-century their stages were travel

ing some 230 miles of foothill 
roads each day.

Under the management of 
John Raggio the stageline 
with headquarters in San 
Andreas, was becoming 
increasingly competitive and 
before the century ended it 
bought out the 40-year-old 
Matteson Stage Company. 
Raggio stages were carrying 
passengers, mail and Wells 
Fargo Company express 
boxes to every town and set
tlement from the rail head at 
Milton to northern Amador 
County. But, it was an inci
dent on the San Andreas- 
Mountain Ranch-Sheep ranch 
run that changed the life of 
Babe raggio and the future of 
the Courthouse Saloon that 
would one day be renamed the 
Raggio Club.

On an April morning in 
1892 Babe Raggio, youngest 
of the Raggio brothers and 
still in his teens, was driving 
the stage from San Andreas to 
Sheep Ranch. Aboard were 
several passengers and the 

payroll for the Sheep Ranch Mine. Beside Raggio rode veter
an Wells Fargo guard Mike Tovey, a shotgun across his 
knees. Suddenly, some two miles east of San Andreas, a 
masked man stood up and fired a charge of buckshot into the 
stage.

Two of the heavy shot hit Raggio in the neck and upper 
body. Tovey was wounded in the arm and 15-year-old 
Johanna Rodesina was fatally wounded by the blast The ban
dit fled and was never captured. Raggio, seriously wounded, 
eventually recovered, but carried one of the buckshot in his 
chest the rest of his life.

Incapacitated for a lengthy period while he recovered 
from the gunshot wounds, Raggio continued working in the 
family’s stage line business, sometimes even driving stage. 
But, in 1927 Babe Raggio purchased the Courthouse saloon 
and renamed it the Raggio Club.

Enactment of the 18th Amendment near the end of World 
War I, which established nationwide prohibition, had closed 
the town’s drinking places, but because of its prominent loca
tion coupled with the courthouse foot traffic, the establish
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ment that had been the Courthouse Saloon, remained open as 
a pool and billiard parlor, serving meals and soft drinks. It's 
ornate back bar had long ago been removed, but poker games, 
some of which lasted three or four days, still flourished. And, 
it was said that certain of its privileged clientele, late at night, 
still could partake of adult beverages at the Raggio Club. A 
bocci ball court behind the building provided entertainment, 
largely for patrons of Italian descent, who had brought the 
sport from Italy with them.

The election of President Franklin Roosevelt in 1932 
brought an end to prohibition and the old saloon went back to 
dispensing both on and off-sale liquor. The saloon continued 
to provide a gathering place for county officials and person
nel. At one time, the old saloon displayed 21 mounted deer 
heads, a golden eagle, a mounted otter, badger, raccoon, a set

The Raggio Club held a prominent spot on 
San Andreas' Main Street.

of big horn ram horns and a powder horn said to have been 
left behind by the Donner Party.

In 1939 Raggio leased the saloon to Jim Kent, who made 
some interior changes and renamed it the Clover Club. 
Raggio and his wife, living in Long Beach, apparently were 
not aware of the change. In 1941, Kent moved the liquor 
license to a newly built Clover Club on West St. Charles 
Street in San Andreas, that later became the '49 Club.

Babe Raggio returned, found he had a bar and no license 
and purchased an on and off-sale liquor license from Ruby 
Taylor, of Rail Road Flat. He reopened the club near the end 
of 1941, but in 1944, sold the property to Harry and Edna 
Shaw, of Stockton.

Shaw paid tribute to Babe Raggio's colorful life as a stage

NEW BOOK TELLS OF 
MADAM FELIX'S GOLD

A hundred years ago, the Madam Felix Mining district 
and the Royal Mine suddenly became big news in Calaveras 
County. Again, in the late 1980's the Royal Mountain King 
Mine leaped into prominence, a reminder of that county’s long 
dependence on its mineral resources, of the colorful history of 
Salt Spring Valley and gold production in its Hodson Hills.

Titled "Madam Felix's Gold", the new book, just out, tells 
the story of this intriguing valley from its occupation for thou
sands of years by Native Americans, through the gold rush 
period, the development of industrial mining and events there 
up to the present day. Although the book's primary purpose is 
to record the long history of prospecting and mining, the part 
played by the Salt Spring Valley ranchers and other residents 
is treated in detail. Outlined is the life of the memorable pio
neer Madam Josephine Felix as well as lives of members of 
the McCarty, Tower, Dutil, Womble, Blazer, Rowe, Howard, 
Parks, and other Calaveras Families. The book is profusely 
illustrated with contemporary photographs as well as with 
maps and diagrams.

Authored by Calaveras Historical Society members 
Willard Fuller, Judith Marvin and Julia Costello, the book is 
published jointly by the historical society and Foothill 
Resources, Ltd., of Murphys. It may be purchased for $21.91 
(tax included) at the Calaveras County Courthouse Museum 
in San Andreas or by mail from Foothill Resources, Ltd., P.O. 
Box 2040, Murphys, CA 95247, for $21.91 plus $3.50 han
dling and mailing, or at local book stores.

driver by having an artist paint on a wall of the saloon, a giant 
mural of the shooting and attempted stage coach robbery on 
Mountain Ranch Road.

Warren and Frances Lane purchased the saloon in 1945, 
and although Warren died in 1957, his wife and son operated 
it until 1959.

Babe Raggio died in Long Beach in September, 1954, at 
age 78. The stage robbery mural that once covered an entire 
wall of the saloon has been painted over, leaving no sign that 
a liquor establishment ever existed there.

Since then, the old building has continued to change 
hands. It has served as a newspaper office, gift shop, art and 
picture framing gallery, and most recently, a wholesale carpet 
outlet. It has felt the tread of miners' hob-nailed boots and its 
walls have echoed their laughter. It has heard the conversa
tions of generations of county officials and politicians.

Today, to passersby it is just another weathered Main 
Street building, but to Calaveras County old timers it will 
always be the Raggio Club and the Courthouse Saloon.
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FLOWERS WILL BLOOM 
WHERE MEN ONCE DIED

By 
The Editor

Thanks to Calaveras County's Master Gardeners the his
toric stone walled jail yard that encloses the eastern end of 
this county's courthouse-museum is undergoing an extensive 
face lift In cooperation with the Calaveras County Historical 
Society which manages the courthouse-museum complex, the 
Master Gardeners have undertaken the general landscaping 
and improvement of the old yard.

The old jail yard that encloses the east end of the historic 
red brick courthouse and jail in San Andreas has witnessed 
more than its share of death and violence. Built to prevent 
public access to the jail which is housed in the back of the 
court building and shield activities there from public view, the 
walled yard originally was simply a plot of barren, sun-baked 
soil where at least three murderers were hanged, a lawman 
died and desperate men were confined in cramped dungeons.

Today the carefully landscaped, tree shaded area with 
flower bordered flagstone walks, rustic benches and native 
shrubs bears little resemblance to the harsh scene it presented 
a century ago. And, few visitors realize as they explore the 
old, mossy walled yard with its fems, flowers and gold rush 
artifacts they are treading on ground that contains the 
unmarked graves of executed criminals or that a young 
defender of the law died there.

The old jail and the courthouse complex which contains it 
was built in 1867 when the seat of Calaveras County 
Government was moved from Mokelumne Hill to San 
Andreas. However, the stone wall that forms the jail yard was 
not constructed until nearly 20 years later.

Not that an enclosed area around the jail was unneeded. 
From the day it housed its first inmates, lack of a wall or fence 
to limit access to the jail posed an ongoing problem. The 
open area invited unwanted foot traffic and provided friends 
of prisoners an opportunity to sneak contraband to them. It 
was not uncommon for a reveler, arrested for drunkenness or 
fighting the night before, to be found in his cell next morning 
drunker than ever, because someone during the night had pro
vided him with another bottle. Also, there was always the 
danger of someone slipping a weapon or tools with which to 
effect an escape to some dangerous criminal.

Finally, in 1885 the county board of supervisors approved 
funds for construction of a wall around the exterior of the jail. 
On October 3 of that year the Calaveras Prospect reported 
that: "The stone wall encircling the jail yard had been com
pleted by Edward Fahey. The wall is 302 1/2 feet long and 10 
feet high, built of schist rock from a local quarry, bound by

Vine covered jail yard gate, witness to 
a century of sometimes violent history.

strong mortar. The contract price was $2,107.30."
Even before the stone wall went up the area fronting the 

jail had been the scene of at least one or more executions by 
hanging. In June, 1873, Jose Coyado died on the gallows 
there for the murder of Elkanah Said, superintendent of the 
Petticoat Mine at Rail Road Flat, during an attempted robbery. 
It is not known if Coyado was buried there, but the late 
George Poore, who for several years served as curator of the 
courthouse museum, said that at least three executed murder
ers were buried in the jail yard in unmarked graves.

One of the graves is believed to be that of George Cox, 
hanged there in 1888 for the shooting of his son-in-law in the 
old mining town of Sheep Ranch. His was the last execution 
conducted there. After that, condemned persons were put to 
death in the state's penitentaries. When Sheriff Ben Thorn 
held office he sent out invitations written on his business
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covHpanij io •zcopectf-ufCty inviteb at tfie 

EXECUTION OE

GEO. W. COX,
Friciau, Aug. 31, 1888.

B. K. THORN,. Sheriff.

Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thorn 
sent invitations to friends

cards to his friends, political associates and the press, to serve 
as witnesses at the hangings. Thom himself served as hang
man.

Some 40 years ago, according to at least one San Andreas 
citizen who wished to remain anonymous, a repair crew called 
in to fix a leaking water pipe in the jail yard unearthed one of 
the graves which was quickly covered, and little was said 
about it. The original wall reportedly only enclosed the rear 
of the courthouse and entrance to the jail. A 30-foot section 
of wall which today forms a shaded corridor along the south 
side of the building was added some years later to protect 
prisoners being taken from jail to court. That was done, said 
George Poore, because of threats against at least one accused 
murderer that he would be shot as he was being moved to the 
courtroom from his cell.

Despite its antiquity, the old jail remained in use through 
much of this century. Containing only five small cells, from 
the day it was built the jail often was overcrowded. To over
come that situation, some time before tum-of-the-century, a 
pair of underground dungeons, capped with heavy logs and 
earth were built in the southeastern comer of the jail yard. So 
small a man could not stand erect in one of them, those 
cramped, stone lined cribs held inmates in almost total dark
ness. Considered even in that day cruel and inhumane, they 
were used only a few years before being replaced by a stout 
wooden building containing two larger cells built on the same 
location.

The new cells, completed in 1895 during Sheriff Ben 
Thom’s regime, were constructed of 2 X 6 planks, laid flat and 
spiked every four inches. They also were fitted with bars and 
heavy iron doors. It was in one of those cells in 1909 that 
Deputy Constable James Casy was shot to death by a drunken 
prisoner who had sneaked a pistol into the cell with him. 
Sheriff Joe Zwinge, in 1927, had the badly deteriorated old 
cells demolished.

The original five small jail cells in the old courthouse 
building, despite their general inadequacy and lack of plumb-

Old courthouse jail yard. Men once died on gallows here.

ing, continued to house prisoners until replaced in 1962 by the 
present county jail on Mountain Ranch Road. However, the 
courthouse itself continued to serve as the seat of county gov
ernment until the present county government center on 
Mountain Ranch Road opened in 1967.

For several years after 1962 the old jail and jail yard went 
unused except for storage of junk and surplus county property. 
Then, shortly after the county government was moved to its 
new site, the initial steps were taken to develop the old court
house complex into a county museum and archives.

First operated by the county under the stewardship of 
retired civil engineer and former Calaveras Cement Company

Please see YARD, pg. 28
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YARD, cont. from pg. 27
official George Poore, the museum area was confined largely 
to the second floor of the old County Courthouse and Hall of 
Records. The county, with Poore serving as curator, contin
ued to operate the museum throughout the 1960’s and into the 
mid-70's, but little was done toward use or improvement of 
the old jail yard. There was some minor refurbishing of the 
yard, and some donated mining artifacts, including a Pelton 
wheel used at the famed Gwinn Mine, were accepted and 
housed there.

During 1975-76 under authority of the county board of 
supervisors the deteriorated old courthouse underwent a major 
restoration. On July 4, 1976, with Mother Lode historian 
"Coke” Wood as guest speaker, the fully restored old court
house complex was rededicated. The following year the 
recently formed Calaveras County Heritage Council, under an 
agreement with the county board of supervisors, assumed cus
tody and management of the courthouse museum and county 
archives.

The first major step toward refurbishing the old jail yard 
occurred in 1977 when a Delta College Landscape 
Development Class volunteered to landscape and clean it up 
as a class project. In October of that year 22 students under 
direction of instructor Mike Schneider devoted several weeks 
to general improvement of the historic walled area. In addi
tion to trimming existing trees and shrubs, planting new native 
shrubs and flowers, and a general refurbishing of the area, 
they brought in several tons of flagstones once used for 
paving San Francisco streets. With the stone they constructed 
walks and a small patio area. Later, a small shed in the yard 
was turned into the replica of an early day mineral assay 
office.

Then, in the summer of 1988 as the Heritage Council 
withdrew from operation of the museum complex and 
archives, the Calaveras County Historical Society signed an 
agreement with the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors to 
take over operation of the courthouse museum. The county 
retained jurisdiction of the archives. The society immediately 
undertook further improvement of the somewhat neglected 
jail yard. The old jail, which had been used largely in recent 
years as a storage area, was cleaned out and opened to the 
public as part of the museum operation. Historical Society 
work parties devoted hours to further clean-up of the jail yard. 
More recently, an authentic stone oven used for cooking and 
bread baking by a pioneer family in the old mining settlement 
of Calaveritas, was moved to the jail yard and rebuilt there, 
where, on occasion, food and bread is baked in it for festive 
gatherings.

But now, as 1997 arrives, the old jail yard thanks to the 
county’s Master Gardeners, is undergoing further beautifica
tion and improvement. Headed by Marcia Wilson, of

Master Gardeners Marcia Wilson and Lennie Beard.

Mokelumne Hill and Lennie Beard, of Glencoe, a group of ten 
master gardeners are participating in an on-going project that 
is turning the old mossy walled yard into one of the county’s 
more attractive garden spots.

In addition to plans for more flowers, shrubs and further 
landscaping, the master gardeners, operating under auspices 
of the Agricultural Extension Service, also are helping better 
arrange the displays of mining and industrial artifacts.

Richard Brown, of San Andreas and Peter Stead, of 
Murphys, are improving the yard’s irrigation system and 
installing timers. Ultimately, explained Wilson and Beard, 
they would like to develop a walking tour of the yard and 
courthouse area. How long will this jail yard improvement 
project continue?

’’We’ve set no time limit," replied Wilson. "We’ll contin
ue until we consider the project complete."
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MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.
Coco Shearer, of San Andreas: Postcards of Calaveras County. 
William J, Lang, Stockton, C A: Photo slides of the old mining 
town of Camanche before it was inundated by Camanche Resovoir. 
Meridian Gold Inc,, of Hodson: Photographs of the Royal 
King Gold Mine.
B onnie Danielson, of San Andreas: An 1880’s women’s dress. 
R.C, Borders, of Danville, CA: Blacksmith’s vice from Coffer 
Ranch, in Burson.
Dr, Durlynn Anema Garton, of Valley Springs: Cash donation.

IN MEMORIAM
Jane Alice Huberty, of San Andreas, February 1, 1997

MEETING SCHEDULE
The April meeting of the Calaveras County Historical So

ciety will be held at 7 p.m. on the 24th of this month at Sierra 
Ridge (old Fricot Ranch School). This will be a dinner meeting 
at which officials of Sierra Ridge will explain the purpose and 
operation of their new school facility there.

Author Gurlynn Anema Garton will be the guest speaker 
at the Calaveras County Historical Society’s May 22 dinner meet
ing in Wendell’s on Highway 49, at Mokelumne Hill. Dr. 
Garton’s talk will center around the life of Harriet Charlmes 
Adams, a Calaveras County native, whose father was superin
tendent of Angels Camp’s famous Lightner Mine. Harriet Adams 
was an explorer and lecturer for National Geographic Society 
and was the first woman to visit “the lines” during World War I.

Details of the historical society’s June meeting are to be 
announced.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

Joel Pitto, Walnut Creek, CA.

Betty Mershon, San Andreas.

Stacey McCarty, Copperopolis.

Beryl and Jeanie Douglas, Camp Connell.

Terry and Linda Parker, Angels camp.

Sandra L. Pack, Angels Camp.

George Treat, Stockton, CA.

Marilyn Fiscus, Angels Camp.

John Bullock, Mountain Ranch.

F. Ted Laskin, Angels Camp.

Mr. and Mrs. Bret Thompson, Murphys.

Rita Harper, Murphys.

Teri Rolled Muller, Littleton, Co.

COVER PHOTO

Sheriff Ben Thorn’s badge, colt frontier six-shooter and 
handcuffs ended the careers of countless criminals, includ
ing the infamous stage robber “Black Bart,” during the 
nearly 50 years he enforced the law in Calaveras County. 
(Photo by Sharon Daniels.)
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BEN THORN, CALAVERAS 
COUNTY’S WYATT EARP

By
George Hoeper

Longer than any other lawman in the Mother Lode, Ben 
Thom carried a badge in Calaveras County for 44 years. He 
served as constable and sheriff, collected controversial taxes— 
by force if necessary-and was the consummate politician.

He was either your friend or your enemy. He viewed the 
world in blacks and whites. There were few grays in Ben Thom’s 
life. He was a brave man and opinionated. And, like most who 
enforced the law in his day he believed crime suspects were guilty 
until proven innocent. By his own admission he was not above 
coercing a confession when he felt the suspect was guilty.

Thom was a complex man—a good provider- a loving 
husband and father. But, he also knew from whence the support 
came that elected him. At times he was not above overlooking a 
bit of law breaking if an arrest might cost him a bloc of votes.

In the face of danger Ben Thom was a fearless man. He 
probably brought as many criminals to justice during his career 
as any lawman in Northern California. An analysis of his life 
and character only proves that like most of us, there was both 
good and bad in him.

Thom was bom in Plattsbug, New York, on December 22,; 
1829, one of six children of Platt and Elizabeth Thom. Oddly 
enough, two of the men who later would figure prominently in 
Thom’s life in California—Charles Boles, the notorious stage 
robber, Black Bart, and James Hume, Wells Fargo’s chief of 
detectives, also were bom in that same area of New York State 
during that same period.

The Thom family moved to Chicago and then to Ottawa, 
Illinois, when Ben was a child. They farmed and lived in a log 
cabin so remote it had loop holes in it for defense against Indians. 
There, young Thom went to school when he was not working on 
the farm. He apparently was industrious and an apt pupil, for 
while still in his teens he clerked in an Ottawa store. At age 16, 
in 1845, he began teaching school.1

How long young Thom taught school is not recorded, but 
he was 19, a tall, raw boned and powerful young man when 
word of the discovery of gold in California reached Illinois in 
late 1848. Hungry for adventure, he quickly fell victim of gold 
fever. Raised in a rural setting, his body hardened by outdoor 
labor, young Thom was thoroughly familiar with firearms and 
was proficient with both rifle and pistol. He joined one of the 
first wagon trains to leave Missouri for California in April, 1849. 
It was not an easy trip. Spring rains hampered them and they 
suffered from cholera, but they traveled fast.

They arrived at Deer Creek, in Lassen County, in September. 
End of the month found Thom mining on the Yuba River, upstcam 
from Marysville, but his efforts met with no great success. He 
later recalled paying $125 for a rocker with which he averaged

Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thorn, lawman for 48 years.

about eight dollars per day, which was just half of what he could 
have made by hiring out to a company where the going wage 
was $16.

Thom abandoned the Yuba River, purchased supplies in 
Sacramento and headed for Volcano, in Amador County. There 
he mined in Indian Gulch until February, then moved to 
Mokelumne Hill. Finding that area too crowded, he mined for a 
short time at Rich Gulch, east of Mokelumne Hill, then moved 
to San Antone Camp on San Antonio Creek, six miles east of 
San Andreas.

San Antone Camp was one of the earliest of the Calaveras 
mining areas. Americans arrived there in the late summer or 
early fall of 1848 and quite probably found Hispanics from 
Mexico’s state of Sonora already mining there.

Quickly, the canyon’s rich gravels attracted a growing hoard 
of gold seekers. In addition to the Mexican miners and the 
Americans from the eastern U.S., Chileans, Italians, French, 
Germans, Australians, Chinese and other nationalities arrived 
from every comer of the world.

When young Ben Thom arrived in the spring of 1850 San 
Antone was a hell-raising, rip-roaring mining camp with a 
population upward of a thousand miners. A conglomeration of 
tents and hastily built cabins housed tradesmen, countless 
saloons, gambling joints and fandango halls along its muddy 
main street and sheltered a motley gathering of miners, gamblers, 
female camp followers and hangers-on.

Much of the San Antone populace was comprised of 
Chileanos who had been among the earliest arrivals. They were 
generally resentful of the Americans’ presence and their dislike

Please see THORN, pg. 31
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THORN, cont. from pg. 30

had been sharpened by recent imposition of a foreign miners’ 
tax which they felt was unjust. To demonstrate their 
independence they passed up no opportunity to fight. Shootings 
and stabbings became common. Claim jumping and disputes 
over water rights were a constant source of turmoil. The 
somewhat mythical outlaw, Joaquin Murietta about whom 
fanciful tales have been woven, was said to have frequented the 
camp’s fandango halls.

Thom acquired two mining claims which he soon began 
working with hired labor, and he quickly became initiated into 
the camp life. Young, tough and reckless, he apparently did his 
share of roistering and enjoyed the “go-to-hell” atmosphere of 
the camp. Informed that a Chileano miner, jealous over his 
attentions to one of the camp women, had threatened to “take 
care of him,” Thom who had been drinking, draped himself in 
an American Flag. Then, with a Colt revolver in each hand he 
paraded down the camp’s main street, singing the Star Spangled 
Banner at the top of his voice. His challenger chose not to appear.

Meanwhile, as one of the camp’s solid citizens, he at times 
served on hastily formed posses to arrest criminals and help 
maintain law and order.

Then, in April, 1855, Ben Thom officially became a lawman 
when Sheriff Charles A. Clarke appointed him deputy sheriff.

Thom added to his authority by being elected Constable of 
the San Antone Camp area in order to serve papers and legal 
notices for the township court, which monetarily, represented a 
rather lucrative sideline.

Even more important from a monetary standpoint, sheriff’s 
deputies duties included collection of the foreign miners tax, 
enacted by the state in 1850. The tax was highly unpopular 
among the large segment of non-citizen miners who paid the $4 
per-month fee under protest, and some balked at paying it at all. 
Thom, who received 15 percent of the tax monies he collected, 
took whatever measures necessary to obtain payment.

Calaveras gold rush miner Wade Hampton Johnston recalls 
Deputy Sheriff Thom bringing to Johnston’s cabin on Willow 
Creek in 1856, “a big Chilean miner whose head was bleeding. 
“He said,” ‘ here’s a man who owes me two tax payments, I 
asked him for them and he showed fight, so I hit him over the 
head two or three times with a six-shooter.’ ”

Thom than pulled a goose quill from his pocket and had 
me weigh it. It contained $5.75. Thom said, “ ‘ Now, I’ll take 
that gold and give him credit for one tax payment, and when he 
pays me the rest, I’ll credit him for the other.’ ”2

Later, when tax collection responsibilities were removed 
from the jurisdiction of the sheriff, Thom ran for and was elected 
township assessor-tax collector, a position he held until he was 
elected sheriff in 1867.

Although deputized, Thom retained ownership of his mining 
claims which he worked with hired labor. Later in life he owned 
a mining claim near Fricot City on which he hired a miner to 
work.

The Thorn mansion, still an imposing structure 
(Photo by Sharon Daniels)

After pinning on his deputy’s badge Thom wasted no time 
in taking up pursuit of criminals wanted for everything from 
horse theft to sluice box robbery and murder. He arrested many 
and ran trouble makers out of camp. One of his first major arrests 
was that of Howard Maupin, who had been wanted three years 
for murder.

Shortly thereafter, Big Sam Brown, who boasted of past 
killings, with his partner Bunty Owens, stabbed two Chileans to 
death during a card game in Upper Calaveritas. They wounded 
another man and shot a third man when the slain men’s friends 
threatened them.

Thom followed Brown to a cabin on O’Neil Creek and found 
him standing in the door with a rifle, ready to fire. Ignoring the 
fact that Brown was a known killer, the newly sworn deputy 
continued to advance, took Brown and Owens into custody and 
they were subsequently sentenced to prison. Brown upon his 
release, went to Virginia City where he was responsible for 
several murders. He finally was killed in Carson Valley by Henry 
Van Sickle, whom he had threatened to kill. 3

With a growing reputation as a peace officer, Thom had a 
number of brushes with death, but continued to run down wanted 
men and rid the area of criminals. Few were the days when 
there was not a cutting or a shooting. Among his early arrests 
was that of Pedro Ybarra, wanted for a string of robberies and 
murders.

In 1861 a convicted murderer being moved from the 
courtroom to his cell attacked Thom and wrestled away his gun. 
With the revolver jabbing him in the ribs, Thom fought for his 
life. Before his prisoner could cock and fire the pistol, Thom 
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jabbed his forefinger up the man’s nostril. With a scream of 
pain his assailant dropped the gun and grabbed the deputy’s hand. 
Thom managed to hold him until help arrived.

As stage robberies became more prevalent, Thorn was 
required to devote more time to running down the bandits who 
preyed on stages carrying Wells Fargo express boxes. He was 
instrumental in the arrest of Ramon Ruiz, said to have been a 
member of Joaquin Murietta’s gang. He arrested “Big and Little 
Mitch,” and their partner, “Old Joaquin,” who robbed the 
Mokelumne Hill-Stockton and the Sonora-Milton stages. He 
followed David Parker all the way to Missouri to arrest him for 
the attempted robbery of “Buster,” a Negro miner at San Antone 
Camp.

He arrested and later presided over the hanging in the jail 
yard, in San Andreas, of Jose Coyado, for the attempted robbery 
and murder of Petticoat Mine Superintendent Kinney Said. He 
also arrested John Thayer in 1878, for robbery of the Sonora 
Milton stage and recovered $1,200. The list of Thom’s exploits 
is far too long to enumerate in this short article.

“Ben Thom never dogged it, “ said David Eltringham, of 
Douglas Flat, who as a boy of 14, assisted Thom in the arrest of 
Amos Bierer, the Arizona Kid, participant in the 1894 stage 
robbery near Pool Station in which a young woman was fatally 
wounded.

On October 30,1859, Ben Thom married 21-year old Anna 
Meeks. Two years later he moved her into the pretentious, three 
story home he built on St. Charles Street in San Andreas, of 
brick hauled from Stockton. The new home, with 13 rooms and 
a spiral staircase, the finest in San Andreas at that time, was the 
subject of much talk among townspeople concerning how a man 
drawing a deputy sheriff’s salary could afford such an expensive 
dwelling.

There was considerable suspicion that more than Thom’s 
share of the tax monies he collected had stuck to his fingers. In 
fact, when he ran for Sheriff in 1867, his alleged siphoning off 
of tax monies became a serious campaign issue. The Calaveras 
Chronicle pointed out that San Andreas Township where Thom 
collected taxes, had 600 registered voters and an assessed 
valuation of $350,000, yet he had turned in only $2,892. Jenny 
Lind Township, with few more than 100 voters and an assessed 
valuation of $127,000 had paid $2,900.

The Chronicle predicted that Thom would make a poor 
showing, but when election day arrived he defeated incumbent 
Sheriff James Oliphant by 158 votes. Thom was repeatedly 
reelected until 1875 when loss of the Democratic Party support 
and an unfortunate incident involving his wounding of former 
County Supervisor A.H. Coulter, with whom he had a long 
standing dispute, resulted in his failure to receive the nomination.

On January 31 of that year Thom, who said someone had 
been stealing his chickens, fired into the darkness when he heard 
a noise in his back yard. Coulter, who lived nearby and was 
crossing Thom’s yard, was hit by a bullet that broke his wrist. 
The shooting created considerable controversy and for a time,

Ornate fireplaces add elegance to the Thorn home 
(Photo by Sharon Daniels)

put the sheriff in a bad light. 4 Thom spent the next two years 
operating his mining properties and as a special agent, assisted 
Wells Fargo’s James Hume in running down stage robbers.

In 1879 Thom ran for sheriff as an independent and was 
elected handily. He continued to be reelected and served as sheriff 
until his retirement in 1903.

Sheriff Thom continued to wage a war on crime sometimes 
traveling considerable distances out of county to track down 
wanted men. During his law enforcement career he killed several 
men. In 1857 he shot and killed a Chileano named Molino who 
had killed a blacksmith, after Molino resisted arrest and attempted 
to escape. He followed a man named Charles Williams, wanted 
for a West Point robbery and shooting, all the way to Princeton, 
in Mariposa County and killed Williams when the wanted man 
attacked him with an axe. He presided over at least three hangings 
in the old jail yard and sent invitations written on his business 
cards, to newsmen and selected local citizens.

Meanwhile, Thom and his wife, Anna, were rearing a family. 
Their daughter Edith, was bom September 15, 1861, and their 
other child Susan, was bom in 1866, Both girls grew into highly 
respected young women. Edith, in 1885, married Adolph Soher,

Please see THORN, pg. 33
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a postal department official in San Francisco. Susan married 
Joseph Tilden, also of San Francisco.

Ben Thom’s brother, Abbott, who had followed him to 
California, in later years, became one of Ben’s trusted deputies. 
Probably Thom’s most publicized case involved the arrest of 
the infamous stage robber, Black Bart (Charles Boles) who 
committed at least 28 stage robberies in eight years. Actually, 
Thom played a small part in Bart’s arrest. He claimed to have 
found Bart’s flour sack mask, a derby hat and handkerchief at 
the scene of Bart’s last robbery in 1883.

Thorn also later claimed to have obtained Black Bart’s 
confession which sent him to prison. However, Charley Fontana, 
of Copperopolis, who arrived at the robbery scene before Thom, 
said it was he who found the handkerchief and other evidence 
which he turned over to the Wells Fargo agent in Copperopolis. 
Wells Fargo Special Agent Harry Morse is credited with obtaining 
Black Bart’s confession. 5

It was the June 15,1893 slaying in Amador County of Wells 
Fargo shotgun messenger Mike Tovey by an unknown assailant 
that ultimately cost Thom respect and the friendship of his 
longtime associate, Wells Fargo’ James Hume. Tovey was killed 
by a rifle shot as the stage was nearing Jackson. The gunman 
fled and investigators found few clues. However, Sheriff Thom 
on July 12 arrested William Evans, an ex-convict, on a ranch 
near Camp Seco and charged him with Tovey’s murder.

James Hume, who had arrived from San Francisco, said he 
had already talked to Evans, and he was innocent. Nevertheless, 
Thom continued to hold Evans in the Calaveras County Jail and 
on August 1, announced that Evans had confessed the killing. 
He turned Evans over to Amador County authorities.

Hume protested, said Thom told him he had furnished Evans 
whiskey and opium and used a fake newspaper article and a 
forged letter to obtain the confession. Thom later admitted the 
accusation, but despite Hume’s protests, Evans was brought to 
trial in Amador County and found guilty after Thom testified 
against him. A judge eventually threw out Evan’s conviction, 
but Thom’s and Hume’s friendship had come to an end. 6

Nevertheless, Ben Thom was admired and looked up to by 
a great majority of the county’s populace. Calaveras County 
Sheriff Joe Zwinge, who held that office during the 1920’s and 
30’s, recalled as a small boy, seeing and admiring Sheriff Thom. 
“He’d come riding down the street on that big black horse and I 
decided right then, I wanted to be a sheriff just like him.”

Thom went on enforcing the law and continued to crack 
down on the few remaining stage robbers. But, there were those, 
including at least one of his former deputies, who said that after 
his break with James Hume he became somewhat more selective. 
Goey Hench, of Copperopolis, said Thom made no great effort 
to solve the robbery of a stage if clues pointed to locals whose 
families represented a substantial bloc of voters. 7

Sheriff Thom, at age 74, and ailing, retired in 1903. In latter

The Calaveras County Jail provided no frills.

years he often walked with a cane. His wife, Anna died on June 
4, 1904, in San Francisco, at the home of her daughter, Edith. 
Ben, who also had moved to that city to live with their daughters, 
died in November, 1905. Both he and Anna were interred there 
in a family plot.

Ben Thom’s brother, Abbott, continued to live in the Thom 
Mansion until his death at age 68, on May 1, 1907. He was 
found dead in his bedroom after he failed one morning to show 
up at the Metropolitan Hotel, where he took his meals.

The home remained in the family ownership for a number 
of years, then sold. It remains a San Andreas landmark, still one 
of the most elegant dwellings in that foothill community.
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THE MINERS WHO 
MOVED MOUNTAINS

Hydraulic mining ceased in Calaveras County nearly a cen
tury ago but scars left in its wake remain starkly visible along its 
hillsides and canyon walls today. Travel any highway or wind
ing road through the Calaveras gold country from Wallace to 
Murphys - from Rail Road Flat to Jenny Lind - and evidence of 
the power of those great water nozzles capable of virtually wash
ing away mountains becomes apparent even to the casual eye.

The hydraulic method of recovering gold from tertiary 
gravel channels (ancient buried river beds) did not come into 
general use early in the southern mines.

Edward E. Mattison on his claim at American Hill, north of 
Nevada City, is credited with being the first, early in 1853, to 
use a pressurized stream of water to wash gold bearing gravel 
through sluice boxes in large quantity. Transporting water by 
ditch, Mattison turned it into a penstock that fed a four or five- 
inch canvas hose to which was attached a sheet iron nozzle.1

The jet of water undercut and caved a 40-foot gravel bank. 
The gravel was washed down a channel cut into the bedrock, 
into the sluice boxes fitted with riffles that caught the gold. The 
same method was introduced a short time later at Yankee Jim’s, 
in Placer County, by Col. William McClure, who had visited 
Mattison’s diggings.

A Maj. Case (no first name) was reported to have inaugu
rated hydraulic mining on his claim at Stockton Hill, at the west
ern edge of Mokelumne Hill, in late 1853. Although it was a 
small operation-he used canvas hose and nozzle-he said the 
hydraulic system did the work of ten men. Where his operation 
on Stockton Hill was located is unknown, and how he brought 
water to it was not explained.2

Mattison’s and McClure’s operations which utilized not 
more than 50 miners’ inches of water and Maj. Case’s, which 
was probably even smaller, were minute when compared to the 
hydraulic mines of the 1880’s and 90’s. The use of canvas hoses 
soon gave way to iron pipe, which by the 1880’s had increased 
in diameter to 20 inches or more at the larger hydraulic mines 
and were capable of delivering 1,000 to 1,500 miners’ inches of 
water to one of the big nozzles.

A miners’ inch of water comprised roughly, the amount 
passed through a one-inch square aperture in a box in which a 
constant water level six inches above the upper edge of the 
aperatute was maintained. A miners’ inch flowing steadily for 
24 hours was estimated to equal from 2,230 to 2,274 cubic feet, 
or 17,000 gallons of water. One hundred miners’ inches would 
constitute in 24 hours, 1,700,000 gallons.3

The iron hydraulic nozzle, generally called “Monitor,” or 
“Giant,” after the trade names given them by their manufactur
ers, came into common use during the 1860’s. Some threw 
streams of water so powerful they would toss boulders about

Hydraulic mining literally did move mountains.

like pebbles. It was quickly found that hydraulicing was the 
cheapest and most effective way of extracting gold from the 
buried river channels and during the 40 years it flourished, it 
virtually washed mountains away.

Miles of ditches and pipeline was built to bring water to the 
mining operations. By 1854, Calaveras County had 17 ditch

Please see HYDRAULIC, pg. 35
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systems totaling 325 miles in length, to supply water for ground 
sluicing and hydraulic mining. As the more shallow, easily 
worked alluvial deposits were depleted, more and more mining 
companies and individuals turned to hydraulic mining to work 
the deeper tertiary channels.4

In order to wash the immense deposits of gold bearing grav
els in and around Mokelumne Hill and Chili Gulch a group of 
investors and mine owners on Nov. 16, 1852, formed the 
Mokelumne Hill (Zanal and Mining Company to bring mining 
water to the area.

They issued 1,500 shares of stock at $100 per share to fi
nance the project and built 16 miles of ditch from the South 
Fork of the Mokelumne River to Mokelumne Hill. The ditch 
was quickly extended to Chili Gulch and Old Women Gulch, 
south of Mokelumne Hill.5

In 1854 the ditch was extended to Campo Seco and more 
miles of ditch were added to bring water to Central Hill, three 
miles northwest of San Andreas. This system eventually be
came the Mokelumne River Power and Water Company that not 
only brought early day mining water, but provided domestic water 
to Mokelumne Hill until it sold to the newly formed Calaveras 
Pubic Utility District in the 1930’s.

The Clark Ditch, built in 1856 by R.V. Clark, a civil engi
neer, took water from the South Fork of the Mokelumne River 
beneath Blue Mountain, to provide water to the Rail Road Flat, 
Independence, Glencoe and Rich Gulch mining areas. When 
completed, it was 55 miles long.6

The Salt Spring Reservoir in western Calaveras County, 
owned by the Boston Hydraulic Mining Company during those 
years provided water for hydraulicing in South Gulch, Whiskey 
Hill, Bunker Hill, North Star and the Molly diggings in and 
around Jenny Lind. Jenny Lind mine owners banded together to 
drive a 2,000-foot tunnel to bring water for hydraulicing to their 
area. A 500-foot aqueduct was built in 1857 to carry waler 
across the Calaveras River there.

Other major ditches in Calaveras County, not including the 
Utica Ditch which bought water to the Murphys area, included 
the Table Mountain Ditch, the old Box Ditch that took water 
from O’Neil Creek at Upper Calaveritas, as did the Pillsbury 
Ditch. The Georgia Ditch took water from San Antonio Creek 
and the Yaqui Ditch from San Antonio Creek, was one of the 
earlier suppliers of water, cut in 1852.

From Maj. Case’s first hydraulic mining efforts at Stockton 
Hill it is believed the method spread to other claims, including 
Chili Gulch, wherever there was adequate water. Water was 
always a problem in Calaveras County.

Most hydraulic mining operations in Calaveras remained 
relatively small because of the lack of water throughout much of 
the year. However the method continued to spread. The miners 
quickly learned that in many of the deep old river channels the 
gravel was tightly cemented by manganese and other minerals, 

making it difficult for even the powerful jets of water from the 
big monitors to dislodge and break it up in sufficient quantity. 
They solved that problem by driving powder drifts, small tun
nels with a T-shaped cross-cut at their ends, which they Wasted 
with great quantities of black powder.

As the hydraulic pipe and monitors grew larger the sluice 
boxes also grew bigger. Often they were more than four feet 
deep and four or more feet wide. Cross riffles, sometimes made 
of iron, or sometimes by laying large, thick pieces of flat stone 
on the bottom of the sluice to form crevices, caught and held the 
gold. And, great quantities of quicksilver (mercury) was used in 
what were called quicksilver traps, to catch the fine gold.

In the larger hydraulic pits two or three nozzles were used. 
One did the undercutting and washing down of the gravel banks 
that might be anywhere from 20, 60 or 80 feet high, and the 
others were used as sweeps, to boom the gravel down the bed
rock races (trenches) into the sluice boxes.

Miles of water ditches and great quantities of large-bore 
iron pipe were needed. It quickly became apparent to both pur
chasers and suppliers of the hydraulic pipe that iron pipe fabri
cated in the San Francisco Bay area or even Stockton or Sacra
mento was too costly and could not be hauled to the mines in 
large enough quantities, lliat problem also was solved. The 
pipe material was shipped to the mines in flat sheets and at the 
mine blacksmith shops, it was placed in machines that rolled it 
into cylindrical form and held it while it was riveted.

Major Calaveras County gold bearing channels included the 
Central I fill, Fort Mountain, Deep Blue I -cad and a host of smaller 
rich channels, a majority of which lay in the Mokelumne Hill 
area. They included the Concentrator, Gopher, Kraemer, Corral 
Flat, Tunnel Ridge and Stockton Hill. There were many more, 
but they were sluiced or drift mineD, rather than hydraulic mined.

The Central Hill Channel was probably the Calaveras area’s 
single most significant producer of deep channel gold. It fol
lowed a circuitous route from the Murphys-Vallecito area to
ward the southwest to a point north of Altaville, then westward 
toward Calaveritas and San Andreas where it took a northward 
course, toward Mokelumne Hill. From the Mokelumne Hill area 
it turned to what became known as the Central Hill mining area 
three miles northwest of San Andreas and went on to Toyon, 
near where the present Middle School is located. There, the 
Central Hill Channel spilled and enriched much of the area to 
the south and west.

The Central Hill was mined in various areas by both hy
draulic and drift mining. And where it spilled its values it fed 
countless small creeks and rills that during early gold rush years 
provided rich ground sluicing. The Calaveras Central Gold Mine, 
the county’s largest underground gravel mine, at the northern 
edge of Altaville, and the Vallecito Western, both are on the Cen
tral Hill Channel. Recreational gold prospectors with gold pans 
or rockers, still can often be observed working in the little creek 
at the foot of North Branch Hill, on Highway 12 west of San 
Andreas, where some Central Hill mines poured their tailings.
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The Fort Mountain Channel stretched from West Point and 
Rail Road Flat across Esperanza and Jesus Maria Creeks, then 
followed a course to Mountain Ranch and on southward to tie 
into the Central Hill Channel near Calaveritas. The El Dorado, 
Lampson and Independence Channels were among its tributar
ies.

Mokelumne Hill probably contained the largest conglom
eration of ancient river channels of any area in the county. The 
rich finds made there during early gold rush days-miners min
ing began there in 1848-came from gold that spilled from those 
channels.

To accurately determine how many hydraulic mining op
erations there were in Calaveras County between the late 1850’s 
and the early part of this century would be an impossibility. Al
though none of the hydraulic mines here began to approach the 
size of those in Nevada,
Yuba, Plumas or Placer
Counties, Calaveras still
had some 20 major opera
tions during its 40-year hy
draulic mining period.

Among the county’s
larger mines was the Sport
Hill, on Old Woman Gulch 
and Shaw-Duryea, in Chili
Gulch. The Duryea, owned
and operated in latter years 
by James Duryea, had
walls 160 feet high. Both
the Sport Hill and Duryea
were open in the 1860’s.
By the time Duryea had 
ceased hydraulicing in
1876, it was said to have
produced a half-million
dollars.7

Early gold mines of
the Mokelumne Hill area

Fourth Crossing, where Henry Angel, founder of Angels Camp 
and his partner, Henry O’Dell, were hydraulicing. The hydrau
lic pit can still be seen from Fricot Road.

The Balaklava, Avalanche and another mine named Central 
Hill, were hydrauliced in the Vallecito area. There were large 
hydraulic mines on O’Neil and McKinney Creeks, in the Cave 
City area and near Sheep Ranch and Rail Road Flat. There was 
some hydraulicing north of Milton and the Barton Mine at 
Wallace, was hydrauliced during its early years.

The amount of gold that hydraulic mining produced in 
Calaveras County is unknown. Records prior to 1880 were in
complete and often inaccurate, and from 1880 to 1896, gold pro
duction statistics did not separate placer and lode gold.

A 1938 State Division of Mines report estimated the value 
of placer gold mined in Calaveras between 1848 and 1896 at

Hydraulic mining near Mountain Ranch, circa 1880. 
(Calaveras County Archives)

included North Star and the Gopher. Their relatively shallow 
pits can be seen from Highway 26 at Happy Valley, a mile east 
of Mokelumne Hill. Both were noted for their course gold. Tales 
passed down by early settlers allege that gold was found there in 
the 1830’s and 40’s by Hudson Bay trappers who wintered there 
long before James Marshall’s discovery of gold at Coloma.

In the Calaveritas area the Bamhardt Mine was operated by 
the Peirano and Cadematori families. The Calaveritas Hill op
erated until 1900, and the Railroad Hill, hydrauliced by Giana 
and Luigi Demartini, ran from 1895 until 1904 under permit 
from the State Debris Commission. The Cuneo-Bartholomew 
Hydraulic mine also operated after tum-of-the century, south of 
Mountain Ranch.

Water from the Ide-Terwilliger Ditch brought San Antonio 
Creek water to the hillside below Fricot Road, upstream from

$75,000,000. Between 1880 and 1905 (during the height of the 
hydraulic mining activity) it is estimated Calaveras produced 
$8,000,000 in placer gold. Of that figure, the hydraulic mines 
probably contributed a substantial share.8

Hydraulic mining was popular among owners of gold bear
ing placer properties where the method could be applied, be
cause it was cheap. It required little manpower, vast quantities 
of gravel and its earthen overburden could be washed away at 
minimum cost, allowing even low grade deposits to be profit
ably worked.

However, hydraulic mining had its down side.
As canvas hoses and sheet iron nozzles gave way to the big, 

commercially manufactured “Monitors” and “Little Giants,” and 
pipelines that fed them increased from eight, ten or 12 inches to

Please see HYDRAULIC, pg. 37
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OLD MINER’S CABIN
IS COMING HOME

Walls of Calaveritas hydraulic pit still stand.

HYDRAULIC, cont. from pg. 36 

two feet or more in diameter, the tailings “slickens” from the 
hydraulic diggings came boiling down the tail races and turned 
the rivers red. The yardage washed down by the big nozzles 
grew to an astronomical figure.

Tiny foothill rills below the hydraulic pits which during even 
historic storms had never been too wide for a man to jump across, 
overflowed with thick, red slickens that spilled onto and cov
ered agricultural land.

The tailings choked streams and actually raised by many 
feet, the level of rivers such as the Mokelumne, Cosumnes, 
American, Yuba and the Feather. They essentially choked the 
Sacramento River, hindered navigation and added to the valley’s 
flood problems. Valley and lower foothill ranchers, valley busi
nessmen and residents, arose in wrath.

The first step to shut down hydraulic mining came in the 
form of the Sawyer Decision, in 1884. In the case of Woodruff 
vs. North Bloomfield Gravel Mining Company, U.S. Circuit 
Judge Lorenzo Sawyer issued a decree prohibiting the dumping 
of debris into the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers or their

A Calaveras County miner’s cabin on exhibit in the San 
Francisco Mint building which a quarter-century ago was turned 
into a gold rush museum, is coming home.

During the mid-1970’s operators of the museum, housed in 
the huge, granite walled mint building at Fifth and Mission 
Streets where beginning in 1854, untold millions in gold and 
silver from Mother Lode and Comstock mines was turned into 
coin, sent out a request for miner’s cabin to become part of the 
museum display. They made public their request through sto
ries in newspapers published in the San Joaquin and Sacramento 
Valleys and the Mother Lode. A story in the Stockton Record’s

tributaries.
Action against hydraulic mines throughout much of the gold 

country soon followed. Some mines continued to operate and 
in 1893, California legislator Anthony Caminetti, of Amador 
County, pushed through a bill creating the California Debris 
Commission. This legislation allowed hydraulic mines, under 
the watchful eye of the debris commission, to continue mining 
while constructing debris dams to hold back their tailings. Some 
mines constructed “brush dams,” which to an extent, held back 
the mine waste, but they usually washed out during winter’s 
high water.

One of the few permanent debris dams constructed to hold 
back tailings was built in this county on McKinney Creek, at 
Cave City, in 1910, by the Baldwin Mining Company, to con
tain waste from the Massenhean Mine. The stone and concrete 
structure, filled with tailings, still stands.

One by one, the mines closed. Some were worked out, 
others became victims of water rights disputes, but most closed 
rather than face possibility of legal action and court litigation.

A few, that contained gravel deposits of sufficient value, 
turned to underground mining. But, long before the start of 
World War I, in 1914, hydraulic mining had come to a perma
nent halt in Calaveras County.
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Mother Lode section drew a quick response.
The late John Huberty of San Andreas, member of a pio

neer Calaveras County family, owned just a cabin that he was 
willing to donate. Through the newspaper, he was put in touch 
with the Mint Museum officials.

The old cabin, located on the south bank of the North Fork 
of the Calaveras River, although built in the early 1930’s, was 
typical of the one-room dwellings that had sheltered miners and 
gold prospectors since gold rush days. Furthermore, it contained 
virtually all the furnishings and artifacts that would have been 
used by a miner living in a remote area during the 19th or early 
20th Century. Museum officials arrived in San Andreas, viewed 
the rustic, clapboard structure and decided it was exactly what 
they were looking for.

Cabin and artifacts were donated by Huberty in memory of 
his mother, Mary Ann Donnallan Huberty and his aunt, Nellie A 
Donnallan Nuner, daughters of John and Ellen Donnallan, early 
day pioneers who purchased land in the Calaveras area in 1861. 
Cabin furnishings that went as part of the donation included an 
early day iron cook stove, kerosene lamps, iron framed bed, old 
handmade quilts, old cooking utensils, wash tub and metal scrub 
board, a table containing drawers and a flour-bin, rough-hewn 
cabinets and a variety of mining tools. The cabin was dismantled 
board-by-board, transported to the Mint and reconstructed, with 
all of its contents, inside one of the huge steel and concrete vaults 
on the ground floor of the Mint building.

There, the old cabin of weather beaten lumber attracted the 
considerable attention of the museum visitors. Other artifacts 
donated from various Calaveras County sources included books, 
an old iron wheeled foundry cart, a huge iron kettle in which 
companies of Chinese miners many have boiled their rice, and 
pieces of period furniture.

However, a decision by the Federal Government’s General 
Services Administration, in charge of the Mint building, to close 
the museum as of December 30, 1994, created a serious ques
tion concerning what was to be done with the artifacts and ex
hibits which the museum housed. From that time until a few 
months ago, status of the various exhibits donated by individu
als, organizations and entities from throughout the West, re
mained in limbo.

Then, early this year it was decided that artifacts not wanted 
by other federal or governmental museums would be returned to 
their original donors or at least, to organizations lying w ithin the 
original counties from which they were donated.

Among the first to become aware of the situation and that 
artifacts donated from Calaveras might be returned to this county 
was long time Calaveras County Historical Society member 
Eloise Ponte. For nearly two years she and her husband, Gloyd 
“Bud” Ponte, a past-president of the historical society, pursued 
return of the local artifacts.

Some two months ago Mrs. Ponte was informed that through 
her efforts, return of the Calaveras artifacts to the Calaveras 
County Historical Society was under consideration. Then, shortly

STEPHEN P. TEALE

He healed rich and poor alike, and he was Calaveras 
County’s elder statesman.

The death in early February of retired doctor and State Sena
tor Stephen P. Teale represents a loss to every resident of 
Calaveras County and brings sorrow to those of us who knew 
him.

Stephen Teale was well known to members of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. He not only was familiar 
with our county’s history, he himself made history here and he 
will be fondly remembered.

He came to West Point during its roisterous post-war years 
when there was no doctor closer than 30 miles and established a 
medical practice there. He treated the injured and the ill, and no 
one can count the number of newborns he ushered into the world. 
And, the last thing he ever asked-if he bothered to ask at all— 
was whether they were able to pay for his services.

Doctor Teale with a handful of others, helped establish 
Calaveras County’s Mark Twain Hospital. He was elected to 
the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors when it appeared 
that the West Point area needed adequate representation. Later, 
elected to the California State Senate where he represented an 
area larger than some of this nation’s smaller states, he served 
for more than two decades with distinction. Stephen Teale was 
a registered Democrat, but his concern for the people of his county 
and his district transcended party lines. In Calaveras County he 
was everyone’s legislator.

Senator Teale’s personal life was not without its tragedy, 
I Ie lost his wife, also a doctor, and two young sons in a fatal auto 
accident some 30 years ago. Grief stricken, he overcame his 
loss, continued to represent his area in the legislature, eventu
ally remarried and helped rear a new family.

“Steve” Teale, as he was known to his multitude of friends 
and associates, has left a lasting mark in Calaveras County. He 
will be long remembered.

after March 1, Society President Barbara Beaman was informed 
by General Services representatives that the cabin, its contents, 
and the other local artifacts, w ere ours.

On March 10, a group led by Historical Society Office Man
ager Sheryl Waller, that included former board member George 
Beaman, Fara Noble of San Andreas, and George Hoeper, editor 
of Las Calaveras, went to San Francisco and returned virtually 
all of the Calaveras artifacts. Plans are underway for a second 
trip to obtain the cabin itself and the few remaining artifacts. 
Volunteers to help dismantle the cabin and return it to Calaveras 
County would be appreciated. It is hoped the cabin can be reas
sembled as a permanent exhibit in San Andreas.
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LION HUNTER JAY BRUCE 
PROWLED CALAVERAS HILLS 

By 
The Editor

In his old screen sided Dodge truck that provided transpor
tation for him and his dogs he was a familiar figure in Calaveras 
County and throughout the Mother Lode. For nearly 30 years 
Jay Bruce served as state lion hunter, to become virtually a liv
ing legend along the western slope of the Sierra.

Periodically-more often if needed- he with his pack of 
hounds drifted through the Calaveras area to take a marauding 
lion here or there and to keep their population under control. 
Those were the days-the 1920’s, 30’s and into the 40’s, when 
cattlemen and other livestock owners along with sportsmen and 
game managers, quoted the axiom that “the only good moun
tain lion was a dead mountain lion.” (Today, many rural resi
dents still agree.)

During his career in a territory that sometimes ranged from 
near the Mexican border to Lassen County, Bruce took a total 
of 669 of the big cats. Woodsman, tireless hunter and 
outdoorsman, Bruce although unschooled in the academics of 
biology and zoology, probably knew as much about the habits 
and life cycle of the mountain Hon (cougar) as any man Hving at 
that time.

Bom of pioneer stock, Jay Bruce was one of five children 
who knew hardship and poverty as they grew up on a home
stead near Mariposa County’s Clark Station (now Wawona) at 
the south edge of Yosemite Park. His father, Albert Bruce, as a 
child arrived in California near end of the gold rush period and 
in 1872, married 18-year-old school teacher Azealia Van 
Campen. By 1880 a road was being built into Yosemite from 
the south, with headquarters at what is now Wawona. Albert 
Bruce brought his family there and went to work for station 
owner and road builder Galen Clark. He homesteaded 160 acres 
nearby, built a crude cabin of log slabs from a nearby sawmill, 
but a dispute with Clark over filing of the homestead cost him 
his job.

Bruce left his family on the remote homestead while he 
worked as a mechanic at various Mother Lode gold mines. 
Sometimes he was gone for months.

“It was pretty meagre living,” Jay Bruce, youngest of the 
five children, recalled in latter years. “We lived on corned beef 
and canned salmon and what we could grow in the garden. My 
mother now and then would give a nearby Indian family a few 
rifle cartridges and then we would have a haunch of venison.”

At an early age young Bruce fell heir to an old Cap and ball 
revolver, and later, a single-shot .22 rifle. From then on, the 
Bruce family’s menu improved as squirrels, quail, grouse and 
sometimes deer, fell to his guns. In winter he and his brother 
trapped fur bearing animals. He also found that guests at the 
newly opened Wawona Hotel would pay good money-some-

jay Bruce, 1932, in uniform he seldom wore.

times as much as a dollar or two—for tanned rattlesnake hides.
At age 15 he gave up a job milking 25 cows twice-a-day to 

provide the hotel a daily supply of trout for its guests, an occu
pation more remunerative and far more enjoyable. However, 
that ended when the state legislature enacted a law prohibiting 
commercial catching and sale of trout. Bruce, out of school, 
found employment in gold mines and when 19, tried the oil fields, 
but it was not steady work.

In 1910 Jay Bruce married Katherine Fournier. He found 
work wherever he could, but jobs were scarce. He tried guiding 
hunters and fishermen but that too, was seasonal, and paying 
clients were not plentiful. An attempt to operate a small sawmill 
ended in disagreement with a partner.

In his early 30’s, Jay Bruce was finding that making a liv
ing for his family in remote Mariposa County was not easy. Dur
ing the fall of 1913, a neighbor told Bruce he planned to shoot a 
pair of young Airedale terriers because he could no longer af
ford to feed them. Bruce, really in no financial condition to 
provide food for two big dogs, rather than see them killed, took 
them off his hands. He named the dogs Eli and Brute.

Winter arrived, snow fell, and Jay Bruce was again out of 
work. One morning he found mountain lion tracks in the snow
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Bruce with biggest lion taken... 160 pounds. 
(Courtesy of Nevada Jim Ornellas)

not far from his home. Having no idea what the two Airedales 
might do, Bruce took a rifle and his dogs and put them on the 
fresh track. Proving himself a natural hunter, Eli took the Ron 
track. By afternoon, Bruce had a mountain Ron for which the 
state would pay $40 bounty and a Ron hide worth another $25.

Eli proved to be an exceptional lion dog and Brute was ag
gressive when a lion was treed or held at bay. During the first 
three winters he hunted Rons, mostly in Mariposa and Tuolumne 
Counties, Jay Bruce and his two dogs took 31 of the big cats. 
By 1915, he was spending most of his time lion hunting. He 
continued to guide fishermen and hunters in summer and faU. 
During the winter of 1917-18 he took another 10 lions. He also 
expanded his hunting area on occasion, to include Calaveras, 
Alpine and Mono Counties. He captured several lion cubs which 
he sold to zoos. A young female lion his dogs captured was 
given to Yosemite Park where she lived for 15 years.

The close of World War I saw Jay Bruce’s reputation as a 
Ron hunter growing. At Yosemite he met National Park Direc
tor Steve Mather and in December, 1918, the State Fish and Game 
Commission appointed him to the newly created post of State 
Lion Hunter. He was placed on a salary and aUowed to keep and 
seR hides of the Rons he took. By that time Bruce had increased 
his pack of bon dogs to include several keen nose traibng hounds. 
He still used Airedales to help hold Rons at bay.

Although his home remained in Mariposa County, Bruce’s 
state job vastly expanded his area of operations. He traveled 
from county to county, foRowing a somewhat loose schedule, 
but he was quick to respond to complaints of lion depredations 
in individual areas. He hunted generally from Fresno and Tulare 
Counties to Tehama and Lassen Counties.

Bruce usually made a late summer trip through Calaveras 
County and almost always took a bon or two. He hunted the 
Arnold-Big Trees, Ganns and Bear Valley areas. He regularly 
took lions in the West Point and Blue Creek country and the 
North, South and Middle Forks of the Mokelumne River. He 
hunted Mattley Ridge and Bailey Ridge, named for the Carpen

ter & Bailey Livestock Company of San Joaquin County, which 
in early days, summered horses there until giving it up because 
mountain Lons were taking so many colts.

Irvin Tanner, of Murphys, recaUs that when he was in grade 
school during the 1930’s, Jay Bruce stopped at the old Murphys 
School to show the youngsters a pair of young Ron cubs he had 
found and planned to turn over to a zoo.

Eighty-three- year old John Burgess of Murphys, remem
bers vividly as a young man, going on a hunt with Jay Bruce. 
Burgess, then living in Sonora, said Bruce often ate breakfast in 
the old Gem Cafe, and he came to know the lion hunter quite 
well.

“One morning a fellow came in and said he’d seen a lion 
cross the road the night before up at Strawberry. Bruce turned 
to me and said, “ ‘Web, let’s go get him.’ “Then he added,” ‘you 
better eat plenty of breakfast because there’ll be no eating until 
we get back.’ ”

“It was barely sun-up when we left town. We arrived at 
mid-morning where the man had seen the lion. The dogs took 
the track right away and that cat—it was a big male-decided to 
leave the country. He headed into the South Fork of the Stanislaus

Jay Bruce with lion dogs Ranger and Eli. 
(Courtesy of Nevada Jim Ornellas)
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The Jay Bruce home near Wawona, (circa 1940)

BRUCE, Cont. from pg. 40

River Canyon, crossed the river and finally treed in a big fir.
It took us four hours to catch up with the dogs. I was about 

26 years old and considered myself pretty tough—a good man in 
the mountains. But, I’ll tell you, I had a hard time keeping up 
with that lion hunter who was 20 years older than I was.

Bruce shot the lion. By then, it was late afternoon and rain
ing. I never saw anyone skin a lion as fast as he did. Still, it was 
dark when we got back to the truck. I was soaking wet and 
exhausted. I decided right there, no more mountain lion hunting 
for me. That Jay Bruce was on tough hombre.”

During the 1930’s the late Dave Dragone, then of Angels 
Camp, and a friend talked Jay Bruce into taking them on a lion 
hunt in the San Domingo Creek area near Murphys. Bruce’s 
dogs picked up a track almost immediately and the chase was 
on. Despite their best efforts, Dragone and his friends began 
falling farther and farther behind Bruce and his dogs. Finally 
gasping for breath and losing ground rapidly, Dragone’s friend 
asked, “do you think if we shot him in the leg we’d be able to 
keep up with him?”

When he hunted Calaveras County’s Highway 4 corridor 
Bruce often stayed at Arnold’s, at what is now the town of Arnold. 
He acquired Spike, one of his better dogs, in a trade with Mrs. 
Bob Arnold, whom he gave a tanned lion hide for the dog.

Lion hunting was not an easy occupation. Once, while fol
lowing the trail of a mountain lion that had treed in steep, rocky 
bluffs, Bruce fell while negotiating a cliff. His serious injuries 
kept him off the trail for months. He lost the sight of his left eye 
when hit in the face by a jagged limb while trailing a lion near 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin in the Rubicon River Canyon.

Bruce’s first marriage ended in 1938 when his wife, with

THREE MINUTE LION HUNT

Not all of Jay Bruce’s lion hunts became grueling, stamina 
testing races through mountainous terrain on the heels of his 
pack of baying hounds. Each fall Bruce visited Placer County’s 
Foresthill area where this writer grew up. We youngsters, then 
in high school, came to know him well. He was an interesting, 
personable man, and of course there were those of us, particu
larly my buddy and I, who pleaded with him to take us lion hunt
ing.

He never quite said, “no,” but managed in one way or an
other without hurting our feelings to postpone any hunt to a later 
date. Then came the morning when my friend, who prefers to 
remain anonymous, was passing the cabin where Bruce stayed 
just as he was loading dogs into his screen sided truck. Appar
ently the old lion hunter could think of no excuse for a refusal. 
My friend had just time enough to run home and get a rifle he 
certainly did not need.

Into the mountains they rolled, the truck sending up a plume 
of the powdery red dust that blanketed the road, inches deep. 
Then, hardly 30 minutes and little more than 10 miles from town 
Bruce suddenly stomped on the brakes, brought his vehicle to a 
sudden halt.

There in the dust, tracks seemingly as large as saucers told 
them a mountain lion had recently crossed the road. Bruce 
climbed out, inspected the tracks, then returned to the truck and 
released a single, battle scarred, ragged eared old hound, vet
eran of countless lion encounters.

“Stay here,” Bruce instructed my friend who still was seated 
in the truck, which remained parked in the middle of the road. 
The dog trotted forward.

Hound and hunter had barely disappeared into the trees when 
my buddy, still in the truck, heard the dog raise her voice in a 
single excited yelp. Her cry was followed by the sharp, spiteful 
bark of the .22 pistol Jay Bruce always carried.

Moments later, Jay Bruce emerged from the trees dragging 
a three-quarter grown mountain lion.

“Well,” he said, “we got our mountain lion, let’s go home.” 

their children grown, became tired of her husband’s wandering 
woods oriented life style. But it was a life that Jay Bruce could 
not or would not give up. The mountains and the outdoors were 
part of him.

During his career, Jay Bruce took a total of 669 mountain 
lions. Approximately 40 of those were taken in Calaveras County 
during the 32 years he hunted.

Bruce remarried, and in 1947 at age of 66, retired. He and 
his wife for a number of years, lived in their home on Bear Creek, 
near Georgetown, in El Dorado County. Later, they moved to 
Hollister, where he passed away in the early 1960’s.
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MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.
Bettv Ascheman. Mountain Ranch, CA: Eight photographs 
of Emery Reservoir taken, circa 1917.
Darrell H. Brandon, Mountain Ranch. CA: A framed color 
drawing by Brandon, which provides an over all view of the 
historic Rico City complex on San Antone Ridge.
Richard Casey. Lockeford, CA: Certificate election of Rich
ard J. Casey to post of Constable, in 1934. A bullet bould and a 
cash donation.
Patricia F. Kissel. Pilot Hill. CA: A 1904 letter to the Mclonc 
Mining Company, in Calaveras County from the Still well-Bierce 
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IN MEMORIAM
Kathleen R. McCartney, Mokelumne Hill, May 22, 1997

MEETING SCHEDULE
This month’s meeting of the Calaveras County Historical 

Society will feature a barbecued dinner in Black Bart Park, in 
San Andreas on July 24, followed by installation of officers for 
the coming year. The 7 p.m. dinner will be preceded by a social 
hour.

The society holds no meetingt in the month of August and 
details concerning its September meeting will be announced at a 
later date.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

Kristin Anne Hilde, San Andreas, CA.

Frank and Judy Brockman, Stockton, CA.

Richard Goodenough, Makawao, HI.

Bruce and Jeanie Douglas, Camp Connell, CA.

Beryl Walker, West Point, CA.

Skip Landry, San Andreas, CA.

Mr. & Mrs. Rico Oller, San Andreas, CA.

Eleanor W. Gales, Alameda, CA.

Keith and Gayle Toon, San Leandro, CA.

Barbara Paden, Valley Springs, CA.

DUES DUE AGAIN
The Calaveras County Historical Society’s annual $10 

membership dues which include a subscription to its Las Cala
veras historical bulletin, become due on August 15. Members’ 
dues help finance publication of the Las Calaveras and promote 
various historical research and preservation projects.

COVER PHOTO

By 1857, Murphys by Mother Lode mining camp standards, 
had become a metropolis. Stages reached it daily from both 
East and West, mining operations continued to prosper and 
the town was growing rapidly. By 1857 a system of ditches 
and flumes had been completed that assured the area of an 
adequate water supply.
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THE MURPHY BROTHERS’ 
NAME LIVES ON IN LODE

By
The Editor

Visitors to the Mother Lode today find the Calaveras County 
town of Murphys among the most picturesque and better pre
served of all gold rush communities. However, few tourists and 
too fewlocal county residents are aware of the role played in the 
growth and development of early California by the family for 
which this old mining camp is named.

The Murphys who made their way to the United States via 
Canada, arrived in California in 1844 not as gold seekers but as 
farmers in search of a better life. They were busily engaged in 
agriculture when James Marshall discovered the first flakes of 
yellow metal at Coloma in 1848. Martin Murphys Sr., 35, and 
his wife, Mary, weary of religious oppression and harsh eco
nomic conditions, in 1820 left their Wexford County farm in 
southern Ireland with their four youngest children and emigrated 
to Quebec, Canada. Their eldest son, Martin Jr., and oldest daugh
ter, Margaret, remained in Ireland until young Martin, at age 21, 
could sell the farm in 1828, just before onset of the potato fam
ine.

In Quebec, Martin Jr. married Mary Bolger, also a native of 
Ireland. He took up farming and by 1836 had fathered four sons. 
The elder Martin Murphy had also added to his family. John 
Murphy was bom in 1825, Daniel in 1826, and Ellen Murphy, a 
year or two later.

But life in Quebec was not easy. Poor climate, crop failure 
in 1836 followed by a depression in 1837, prompted the Mur
phy clan to look southward. In 1840 they migrated to Holt County 
in western Missouri, north of present day Kansas City. Although 
the Missouri soil was productive, malaria was endemic. In 1843 
Martin Senior’s wife, Mary, and Martin Junior’s six-month old 
daughter died of it

Grief stricken and fearing that more family members would 
succumb to the disease, the Murphys again began considering a 
move.

As they sought a new area in which to settle they became 
increasingly aware of glowing accounts of opportunities in Or
egon and Mexican held California, that were drifting back to 
Missouri. Particularly they were attracted to California where it 
was said the climate allowed two crops a year and the soil was 
so rich that wheat never produced less than 70 bushels to the 
acre and oats grew head-high. Furthermore, the Murphys being 
Catholic, felt that in California under Mexican rule, Catholicism 
would be the dominant religion.

On May 18, 1844, as part of a California-Oregon bound 
wagon train, a group of 51 men, women and children in 11 wag
ons which history identifies as the Stevens-Murphys-Townsend

Daniel Murphy with brother, John, gave town its name.

Party, left Council bluffs for the West
Of the 51 people, 26 were members of the Murphy family, 

but the group’s Captain was single minded, taciturn Elisha 
Stevens, blacksmith and former frontier trapper. The third man 
who lent his name to the party was Doctor John Townsend, a 
physician and farmer. Their pilot was lean, ageless mountain 
man Caleb Greenwood, who had prowled the Rockies and the 
West for more than 30 years.

The Murphys included the elder Martin Murphy, 59, his 
younger children Daniel, Bernard, Ellen and John; Martin Jr., 
37, his wife and sons James, Martin, Patrick and Bernard; James 
Martin’s family and several in-laws and children.

The California bound wagons left the Oregon train at Fort 
Hall where old Greenwood led them into uncharted country. For 
a time they followed the 1841 tracks of the Bartelson-Bidwell 
Party, but then branched off to follow Mary’s (the Humboldt 
River) across Nevada to the eastern wall of the Sierra.

Please see MURPHYS, pg. 45
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MURPHYS, cont. from pg. 44

There, with the mountains before them,Greenwood learned 
through sign language from an aged Indian they dubbed “Truc
kee,” of a pass across the summit. With that knowledge they 
forged ahead to become the first emigrants to take wagons across 
the Sierra.

But the crossing was not easy. They were running late as 
the made their way along the winding, torturous shore of what 
would come to be known as the Truckee River. Snow fell be
fore they reached the lake on November 14, that two years later 
would be the scene of the Donner Party disaster.

With the rock walled pass towering above them they paused 
to find a way to take their wagons across it As insurance they 
dispatched a horseback party of six, comprised of John, Daniel 
and Ellen Murphy, Louise Townsend, wife of Dr. Townsend, 
Ollivier Magnent and Francis Deland, to ride to Sutter’s Fort 
for help, if necessary. These riders became the second group of 
Americans ever to view Lake Tahoe. (Fremont reported seeing it 
from a distance earlier that year.) They crossed the mountains via what 
is now Barker Pass and followed the Rubicon and American Rivers, 
arriving at Sutler’s Fat December 10.

Meanwhile, after finding a route through the sheer cliffs 
that guarded the eastern side of the summit, Stevens, the Mur
phys and Townsend succeeded by November 25, in getting five 
wagons to the top of the pass. But, with further stonn threatening, they 
left the remaining wagons at the foot of the pass with Townsend’s 
brother-in-law, young Moses Schallcnbcrger, to guard them. With their 
five wagons they followed the Yuba River West, but on No
vember 28, deep snow forced them to halt at Big Bend. Leav
ing the women and children and the older Martin Murphy in 
this temporary camp, Martin Murphy Jr., and 17 men started for 
Sutter’s Fort, which they reached on December 13. Their in
tentions were to return immediately for their families, but John 
Sutter had other plans.

Sutter was forming a military force to help Mexican Gov
ernor Manuel Micheltdrena put down a revolt led by former 
Governor Alvarado. He impressed the new arrivals into his 
ranks. Not until well into March, after the comic opera war 
ended with Captain Sutter’s humiliating capture and release, 
were the Murphys and other members of the emigrant party 
able to return to their families in the mountains. It had not been 
a pleasant interlude for those in the camp at Big Bend. Al
though there was no starvation such as was to haunt the Donner 
Party two years later, it was a trying and lonely ordeal. When 
the men arrived they found the camp’s population had increased 
by one. Martin Jr.’s wife had given birth to Elizabeth Yuba 
Murphy, the first non-Hispanic child bom to emigrant parents 
in California. Another child, Martin D. Murphy, was bom to 
James and Mary Martin Murphy shortly after they arrived at 
Sutter’s Fort.

While not wealthy, the Murphy clan was far from poor.

Martin Murphy Jr. became one of West’s wealthiest men.
Martin Murphy Sr. apparently was well funded when he left Ire
land in 1820, and he had prospered in Quebec. The sale of his 
land in Ireland had added to his finances and apparently, his 
other family members had done well in Canada. Nor does it 
appear they lost money in the sale of their Missouri holdings.

Martin Sr. with his son, Bernard, purchased land in the Santa 
Clara Valley and operated ranches around the present day towns 
of Gilroy and San Martin. Bernard assisted in development of 
the Santa Clara properties, married Catherine O’Roole, but was 
killed in 1863 in the explosion of the San Francisco Bay steamer 
Jenny Lind.

James Murphy and his family settled in Marin and from 
Corte Madera provided lumber for buildings and docks in fast 
growing Yerba Buena (San Francisco). Later, he took up ranch
ing in Santa Clara, where his Ringwood Ranch became one of 
the show places of the valley. Ellen Murphy married Capt. 
Charles Weber, founder of the City of Stockton.

Martin Murphy Jr. purchased two square leagues on the 
Cosumnes River southwest of Elk Grove, where he raised cattle 
and wheat. It was on the Murphy Ranch on June 10,1846, the 
first overt act of California's Bear Flag Rebellion occurred. There 
a band of firebrand Americans, quite possibly abetted by Capt. 
John Charles Fremont and led by Ezekial Merrit and William B. 
Ide, captured 150 head of horses from Mexican Army Lt Fran
cisco Arse, who was taking them to Santa Clara to serve General 
Jose Castro’s cavalry. The revolutionaries then rode on to
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Sonoma where they captured General Mariano Vallejo on June 
14 and raised the Bear Flag.

Martin Murphy took no part in seizure of the horses nor did 
he try to defend the Mexican flag. His was a passive role in the 
Bear Flag Revolution. Ll Arse simply had stopped at the Mur
phy ranch to rest his men and horses when they were overtaken 
by the party of Americans. Four years later Martin Jr. sold half 
of his Cosumnes River holdings and 3,000 cattle for a reported 
$50,000, then moved to Santa Clara. During the gold rush he 
took no part in the mad scramble for gold, Finding it far more 
profitable to supply emi
grants and miners.

John Murphy, 23, and 
his brother, Daniel, 22, were 
engaged in their family’s 
cattle and wheat trade and 
with merchandise imported 
by their brother-in-law,
Charles Weber, when James
Marshall discovered gold at
Coloma in January, 1848.
Quick to take advantage of 
the discovery, Weber with
John Murphy in charge, 
opened a trading post on 
what became Weber Creek, 
southwest of Hangtown. He 
also formed the Stockton
Mining Company, of which
John and Daniel were mem
bers.

However, by mid-sum
mer Weber Creek was 
crowded and the rich placer
mining there was playing out
Members of the Stockton
Mining Company which in
cluded the Murphy brothers, 
former Sgt James Carson, of 
the Stevenson’s Regiment;
Dr. I.C. Isbel, and man 
named Douglas, for whom Douglas Flat was named; Henry An
gel and others, started from Knight’s Ferry area up the Stanis
laus River where Weber had learned rich gold deposits had been 
discovered.

At what is now Melones they found Mexican miners had 
made a rich strike. James Carson and several companions be
gan taking up to 80 ounces of gold per day from the creek that 
still bears his name. Henry Angel after a time, gave up mining. 
On a meandering creek he established a canvas topped trading 
post that was destined to grow into the City of Angels Camp.

Leaving the main party, John and Daniel Murphy moved a 
few miles east to discover rich diggings on Coyote Creek, near 
the present community of Vallecito. They mined successfully 
there for a time at what was to become known as Murphy’s Old 
Diggings, then moved again to a small valley near the head of 
Angels Creek. There, where a man named Staudenberg had been 
mining, the brothers found rich placer gravels. Then, as word of 
their strike attracted increasing numbers of miners, the Murphys 
set up their own trade center. Living in the valley when the 
Murphys arrived was a sizable encampment of Miwok Indians.

However, unlike the majority of gold seekers in other areas who 
through force if necessary, ousted the Native Americans, John 
and Daniel Murphy befriended them and induced them to mine 
gold. In exchange for their gold the Murphys gave them cloth
ing, blankets, tools, provisions and trinklets. To gain the Indi
ans confidence and cooperation John Murphy brought in cattle 
and killed two animals each day for them. And, to further soldify 
the alliance, John Murphy reportedly married the local tribal 
chief’s daughter.

Please see MURPHYS, pg. 47

By start of the Civil War in 1861 the Perry & Sperry Hotel (Mitchler Hotel) 
had become an institution in the town of Murphys.
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MURPHYS, cont. from pg. 46

Flour, sugar and other staples sold at premium prices in the 
gold camps in 1848-49. A ten-cent clay pipe sold for two dol
lars. A shirt cost $40 and a good blanket, twice that much. But, 
according to various observers and a report some years later in 
the San Andreas Independent, the Murphys charged the Indians 
double the amount paid by emigrant miners.

The mining camp’s population was increasing rapidly, but 
during the first months at least, John Murphy protected his in
terests by strictly maintaining order in the camp. The Rev. Walter 
Colton reported that in October, 1848, when an entrepreneur 
brought in a barrel of whiskey, Murphy gave him exactly five 
minutes to decide whether to leave or have the head of the barrel 
knocked in.

Murphys’ New Diggings, as it was known at that time, con
tinued to yield vast amounts of gold to an ever increasing horde 
of miners. However, the Murphy brothers’ stay in the camp 
named for them was relatively short-lived. With a fortune in 
yellow metal, Daniel Murphy departed the diggings in late 1848 
or early 1849. He had spent little more than six months in the 
gold fields. John Murphy left in December of 1849. According 
to California historian Hubert Howe Bancfoft and to C.B. 
Glasscock, who reportedly was there at the time, John took with 
him 17 hides (rawhide pouches) of gold valued at about 
$l,500,000--all that six mules could carry. Another observer, 
Henry Walsh, set the value at $2,000,000. One of his acquisitions 
that John Murphy did not take with him was his Indian wife.

By the time Murphy had left the diggings it had grown into 
a sprawling tent city of 1,200 or more inhabitants. The early 
orderliness Murphy had encouraged had broken down. The rich 
placers, in addition to miners, had attracted gamblers, opportun
ists of every sort, along with female camp followers and out
laws. The somewhat mythical outlaw Joaquin Murietta is said 
to have gotten his start there, first as a miner, then as a gambler 
who turned to robbery and murder.

From the gold country Daniel Murphy at end of 1848 re
turned to Santa Clara Valley where he began buying land. He 
assisted his father with his ranch holdings, and upon Martin Sr.’s 
death in 1865, assumed ownership of the older Martin’s Rancho 
Las Llagas. Daniel married Mary Fisher who bore him five chil
dren, Julia, Mary, Diana, Dianne and Daniel Jr. He acquired 
cattle and vast tracts of land in California, Nevada, Arizona and 
in Mexico, where one ranch encompassed 1,500,000 acres. When 
he died in Halleck, Nevada, in 1882, he was considered one of 
the largest livestock owners in the world.

John Murphy settled in San Jose and in 1850, married Vir
ginia Reed, daughter of James Frazier Reed, of Donner Party 
fame. John and Virginia raised eight children. He served at 
various times as Sheriff, Recorder and Treasurer of Santa Clara 
County and served on the San Jose City Council. He died in 1892.

SHERIFF LED CALAVERAS
LAW INTO A NEW ERA 

By 
George Hoeper

No local lawman ever experienced greater change during 
his administration than did Sheriff Russell Leach during the 
nearly 30 years he carried a Calaveras County badge. “Russ” 
joined Calaveras County’s tiny contingent of law enforcement 
officers as constable during the post-war years of World War II, 
served as a deputy sheriff and finally for 20 years, as Sheriff. 
At war’s end the Mother Lode counties, including Calaveras 
suddenly found themselves emerging form half-a-century of quiet 
pastoral life-pushed into a new and turbulent era of population 
growth and burgeoning industrial demands.

Russell Leach, 26, recently discharged from the Army af
ter serving in the Aleutians and South Pacific, was employed as 
a diver at Mare Island Naval Shipyard in 1946 when he decided 
to visit friends in the Calaveras County town of West Point 
The nation’s building boom already was underway. The de
mand for lumber was increasing and in West Point the mills 
were working round-the-clock.

I guess it was the smell of sawdust that got me,” said Russ 
recently. “As a kid I had worked in a mill at Loyalton. Sud
denly, I wanted to get back into it. John Parmeter was the boss 
man for the company in those days. We looked him up and he 
put me to work as a faller in the woods.”

West point was a busy, brawling, roisterous town when Russ 
arrived. Not only was it crowded with mill workers and lum
berjacks, PG&E had a major tunnel project going in nearby 
Amador County. The town was full of miners who proudly 
called themselves tunnel stiffs. Those miners and lumberjacks 
didn’t get along. “All you had to do to see a fight on Main 
Street on Saturday night was step outside and look to the left or 
right.”

Russell Leach’s first association with law enforcement came 
in 1950. He had moved from his job as a faller in the woods to 
the mill, where after graduating from planerman’s school he 
was operating a planer on the night shift for the Associated Lum-

Martin Murphy Jr., eldest son of the Murphy clan, also ac
cumulated large ranch holding that extended as far south as San 
Luis Obispo. He was one of the principle financial benefactors 
of Santa Clara College and is considered the founder of the City 
of Sunnyvale. At the time of his death in 1884, his wealth was 
set a $5,000,000-one of the wealthiest men in the wesL His 
wife, Mary Bolger Murphy, remained in San Jose until her death 
in 1892. Their son Patrick W. Murphy, was California’s first 
adjutant general and later served as a state senator.

Descendants of the family were prominent for many years 
in California 
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ber Company at what is now Wilseyville. That was when West 
Point Constable Clarence Kenyon suddenly resigned. Upon the 
recommendation of County Supervisor Stephen Teale, Russ was 
appointed by the county board of supervisors to replace Kenyon.

At the time Russ was appointed Constable, Calaveras 
County’s entire force of lawmen consisted of ten men and a 
woman clerk-dispatcher-Jill-of-all-trades. The sheriff had three 
deputies and the female cleric-dispatcher. There were five con
stables, one in each justice court district, and the Angels Camp 
Police Chief.

Technically, a constable is an officer of the court whose du
ties are to serve summons and other court papers, and when court 
is in session, to keep order in the courtroom. However, a con
stable also is sworn to keep the peace and in the absence of 
sheriff’s personnel—particularly in places such as remote, fast 
growing West Point—the new constable was often called upon to 
uphold the law. Mostly, the trouble involved drunkenness and/ 
or fighting or disturbing the peace.

West Point had a long unused jail, a tiny-two-celled con
crete structure with iron doors, built in 1921. “It stood in a low 
spot beside Spink Road,” said Russ. “When I inspected it there 
was about two inches of water on its floor with frogs sitting in it. 
Well, I poured concrete, raised the floor four inches and put the 
jail back into use. After that, many a drunk ended the night in 
there. Depending upon how much trouble they had caused, some 
went before the judge and others simply went home.”

Russ continued to serve as constable until 1955 when he 
resigned to take the full-time job of deputy sheriff at the request 
of newly elected Sheriff Lester McFall. At that time the Cala
veras Sheriff’s Department personnel consisted of just four of
ficers—Sheriff McFall, and deputies Greg Sanchez, Stanley 
Lombardi and Russell Leach. Because he did not want women 
in the sheriff’s office, McFall eliminated the clerk’s position held 
by Jane Finch. The department still was using its century-old 
jail, had no radios, deputies used their own automobiles and for 
communications, depended upon the area’s scattered telephones.

Crime in Calaveras County in those days was confined 
largely to misdemeanors-Saturday night fights and disturbances, 
minor burglaries and petty thefts. Major crimes included cattle 
rustling, but armed robbery was virtually unheard of. Homicides 
were rarities and Calaveras never had a bank robbery.

But, there were exceptions-and one of those-that for a time 
held the attention erf Central California, will live forever in Russell 
Leach’s memory. On the quiet fall evening of November27,1955. 
Russ was off-duty, at home when the phone rang. The caller was 
Sheriff Les McFall.

There’s three suspicious kids hanging around Mokelumne 
Hill,” said the Sheriff. “Banged up their car-ran it into a ditch- 
-asked a mechanic if he could fix it right away and when he 
couldn’t, offered him $50 to rent a car from him. Pick me up at 
the sheriff’s office. Let’s go talk to them.”

The three young men were standing in front of The Well, a

Russell Leach was a young deputy sheriff in 1956.

Mokelumne Hill drinking place on Highway 26, when Leach 
stopped the patrol car beside them. They identified themselves 
as James Woosley, 20, Ronald Garrett, 18, and Louis Cervantes, 
22, all of Sacramento. They told McFall they were on their way 
to jobs in the mountains, cutting Christmas trees.

“Come on, you better get in the car and take a ride with 
me,” said McFall. What he had not told Russ Leach or the three 
young men was that he had received a phone call from Amador 
County informing him the trio were suspects in a burglary there.

McFall got out of the car, searched two of the men and found 
no weapons. Leach searched the third man and took an ice pick 
from him. All three men got into the patrol car without protest 
McFall told Russ to drive to the Sheriff’s office in Jackson. Not 
until they entered the Amador Sheriff’s Office and were met by 
Deputy Sheriff James Fregulia and Constable Gildo Dondero 
did James Wooslely, who appeared to be the leader of the youths, 
ask why they were being detained.

Burglary-you’re burglary suspects,” replied McFall. “But 
you’ll have to wait until Undersheriff Babe Martin gets here. 
He’s the one who’s handling the case,” said McFall.

How you gonna’ hang a burglary rap on us?,” sneered 
Woosley.

Fingerprints,” replied the Sheriff. “If your fingerprints match 
those at the crime scene, you take the fall.”

Please see SHERIFF, pg. 49
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Constable Leach lodged prisoners in West Point Jail

SHERIFF, coni, from pg. 48

That was when the situation suddenly changed. The next 
instant McFall, Russell Leach and the two Amador officers were 
staring into the muzzles of a pair of .38 revolvers in the hands of 
Woosley and Garrett, whom McFall had earlier searched.

With McFall’s and Leach’s handcuffs the gunmen manacled 
Fregulia and Dondero, but Dondero, a huge man, was so big that 
a handcuff wouldn’t fit around one of his wrists. In frustration 
they hooked the handcuff under the band of Dondero’s wrist 
watch, then shoved him and Fregulia into a closet and locked 
the door. With guns drawn they marched Russ Leach and Mc
Fall back to their patrol car and had just entered it when Under
sheriff Babe Martin came walking down the street.

“Babe didn’t notice us,” recalls Leach, “but the gunman sit
ting beside me said:” ‘Here comes another cop!’ “He drew a 
bead on Martin and was going to shoot Babe was in Civilian 
clothes.

Hey!...Hey!...That’s not a policeman,” I said. “What do you 
want to shoot him for?

The fellow beside me, I think it was Garrett, lowered his 
gun and said,” ‘let’s get out of here.* “With Cervantes in the 
driver’s seat we roared out of town, through Sutter Creek and 
Amador city, toward Highway 16.”

As they reached Highway 16 and turned toward Sacramento 
the car radio began to crackle. Russ had just installed it and it 
was not coming in clear, but he learned that a search was under
way for an escapee from Preston School and there were police 
cars in the area. The information added to the anxiety of McFall’s 
and Russ Leach’s kidnappers.

They kept speeding westward, Russ in the back seat be
tween Wooslely and Garrett, McFall in front beside Cervantes. 
Near Slough House Leach noticed the lights of an automobile 
behind them.

There’s a patrol car back there tailing us,” he told the kid
nappers, “and there’s liable to be trouble.” Indicating the sher
iff, he said, “Why don’t you let this old man out? He’s recover
ing from a heart attack and if he has another one because of this 
excitement, you guys are going to face a murder rap.”

The three argued for a few moments. “Let’s shoot both of 
‘em right here,” said one of the gunmen. But Cervantes stopped 
the patrol car, reached over and opened the doo’.

“Get out. Pop,” said Woosley. He shoved McFall out onto 
the shoulder of the road and vehicle sped away.

Up ahead a red light glowed in the darkness. “You fellows 
have had it now,” said Leach. “That’s a road block and you’ve 
got another car coming up behind you.” Again Cervantes 
stopped. Woosley and Garrett got out

“Give us time to get up to that road block, then drive up 
slowly and we’ll take those cops from the Dark.” They both 
carried revolvers and the shotgun from the patrol car. To Russ 
Leach they said, “One false move and you get the first bullet”

The road block turned out to be nothing more than a red 
warning light at a minor road repair project but Cervantes never 
reached it Leach, alone in the rear seat of the car, located a 
heavy flashlight on the floor. He gripped it tightly and swung. 
Cervantes, unconscious, slumped against the car door. Russ 
grabbed the steering wheel and kept the vehicle on the road until 
it rolled to a stop. Then, using the patrol car radio, he reached 
other law enforcement agencies and apprised them of the situa
tion. Armed with a pistol that had been in the car’s glove com
partment, Leach waited for Wooslely and Garrett whom he be
lieved were headed his way.

But Wooslely and Garrett, frightened and dangerous, had

Calaveras County Sheriff Lester McFall (right) tells 
Sacramento County Sheriff’s Capt Ton Howard (center) 
and Amador Sheriff Carl Jones (left) of his kidnapping.
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Russell Leach was a working sheriff.

changed their plans. After leaving the patrol car they had seen 
the lights of a nearby farmhouse, home of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Montoya. Montoya, wary of their manner, refused to open the 
door, but they kicked it in and took the keys to Montoya’s pickup 
truck. However, as they fled down the ranch road they were 
driving so fast they overshot the highway intersection and 
wrecked the truck in a ditch. The pair escaped into the night, 
toward Sacramento.

Meanwhile, Sheriff McFall flagged down an automobile 
driven by Robert Hoffman who took him to a telephone where 
he could put other lawmen on the trail of the fugitives.

The Sacramento Sheriff’s and Police Departments and Cali
fornia Highway Patrol came to the assistance of the Calaveras 
and Amador County officers. Nevertheless, Woosley and Garrett 
managed to reach Sacramento. Cervantes, in custody, holding 
his aching head, asked Russell Leach, “Why did you hit me so 
hard? I was ready to give up anyway. I never wanted any part 
of this.”

For five days a round-the-clock manhunt continued through
out the Sacramento area. Woosley and Garrett, whose criminal 
records included burglary, car theft and other crimes dating back 
to their juvenile days, were looked upon by police as desperate 
men. Three days after the kidnapping of the Calaveras officers, 
they robbed a north Sacramento service station owner of $120. 
For a time they held a man and wife prisoners in an apartment 
Both men surrendered without a struggle.

Woosley and Garrett pleaded guilty to robbery and kidnap
ping charges that brought them sentences ranging form five years, 

to life imprisonment. Robbery and kidnapping charges against 
Cervantes were dropped after it was determined he had been 
coerced into the crime spree by his cohorts and had acted out of 
fear.

Lester McFall was not a particularly popular sheriff, nor 
was he easy to work for or with. In June, 1957, Russell Leach 
resigned as a deputy sheriff and January, 1958, urged by friends, 
filed as a candidate for Sheriff of Calaveras County. People 
liked Russ Leach’s unruffled, laid-back style. He narrowly 
missed being elected in the 1958 June Primary and in the No
vember run-off, defeated McFall by 1,250 votes.

When Russ took office in January of 1959 Calaveras County 
had seen little change in its sheriff’s office operations in 30 years. 
The county’s population stood at something less than 10,000. 
The sheriff’s office itself was a single, poorly lighted room in 
the rear of the old courthouse. Prisoners still were lodged in the 
antiquated jail that had been in use nearly 100 years. The 
department’s personnel still included only the sheriff and three 
deputies. There was no clerk-dispatcher, but Russ quickly rem
edied that by rehiring Jane Finch. He appointed Don Callison, 
undersheriff.

I guess you might say that when I took over in 1959 Cala
veras still was in the dark ages of law enforcement.” Sheriff 
McFall had not required deputies to wear uniforms. He had 
continued the practice of deputies using their own automobiles 
and being paid milage. There was no radio equipment and if a 
deputy installed a radio in his car he did so at his own expense. 
He could talk to neighboring county lawmen but not to his own 
office. The sheriff’s office closed at 5 p.m. There was no night

Please see SHERIFF, pg. 51

RUSSELL LEACH WAS
NOT AN ARMCHAIR SHERIFF

Russell Leach is proud of the fact that during the 20 years 
he served as Calaveras County Sheriff he never once asked a 
deputy to perform a task that he, himself, wouldn’t do. In fact, 
when a dangerous situation arose, it was Leach, more often than 
not, who placed himself in the danger spot

Sheriff Leach was the one who was lowered on the end of a 
cable from a helicopter into the narrow gorge of the Stanislaus 
River canyon to lift out a fisherman or hiker, injured in a fall. 
He led countless search and rescue operations, including a snow
mobile expedition under blizzard conditions into the snowbound 
Blue Creek area to bring out a stranded family with a critically 
ill child. And, for years Russ did virtually all of the diving in
volved in recovery of drowning victims from local lakes and 
streams.

It was he, also, who often flew as observer on hunts for 
downed aircraft. Then, after locating the crash site it would be 
he who on foot, would lead the recovery party through rugged, 
mountainous terrain, to the actual crash scene.
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Retired in San Andreas, Russell Leach leads an active 
life, enjoys prospecting for gold and the outdoors.

SHERIFF, cont from pg. 50

clerk or jailer. The sheriff took phone calls at home. After mid
night, a person had to go to the telephone operator’s home to 
wake her up in order to make a long distance phone call.

Russ initiated a 24-hour patrol, added a night clerk-jailer, 
put deputies into uniform and talked the county into providing a 
radio communication system and county-owned, radio equipped 
patrol cars. When the sheriff’s Department moved into its new 
office and jail in 1962 Russ installed a teletype which carried 
the latest crime reports, and adopted the standard FBI crime re
porting and filing system.

Aided by state funding, he set up a sheriff’s boat patrol and 
helped form a volunteer sheriff’s mounted posse to assist in 
search-rescue and other operations. All deputies were required to 
be graduates of the state’s Peace Officers Standard Training School.

Quickly, after taking office, Russ set up a jail kitchen that 
saved the county money and assured adequate meals for prison
ers. A garden tended by jail trusties provided vegetables not 
only for the jail but also, Mark Twain Hospital. Russ also initi
ated the county’s first prisoners’ work furlough program.

Calaveras, during the years between 1959 and 1979 experi
enced some of its fastest growth. Its population increased by 
some 20,000, and with that growth had come more problems 
and demand on law enforcement.

Russ Leach took office as sheriff with three deputies and 
himself. When he retired 20 years later there were 22 people in 
his department and he could have used more. But he brought 
law enforcement in Calaveras County into the modem era. To
day in retirement Russ and his wife, Bonnie enjoy a bit of trav
eling, and Russ, ever an outdoorsman, when not busy around 
their home on the outskirts of San Andreas, enjoys prospecting 
for gold in the nearby hills.

AN OLD FASHIONED
FOURTH OF JULY

Editor’s note: There still are Calaveras County natives 
who remember the Fourth of July celebrations of the early 
years of this century. Hayden Stephens, of Sheep Ranch; 
Fred Cuneo, of Calaveritas; Charley Stone, of Copperopo
lis and Larry Getchell, now of San Francisco, whose aggre
gate ages add up to something in excess of 350 years, have 
graciously recalled memories of Independence Days when 
they were small boys.

With the exception of Christmas, no event around tum-of- 
thc-century was awaited with greater anticipation by Mother 
Lode residents than Independence Day—the Fourth of July. It 
provided fun and entertainment for young and old; parades, 
games, races, picnics, dances, fireworks-never forget the fire
works—and orators filled with patriotic fervor.

In Calaveras County and its neighboring gold country coun
ties the Fourth of July and Christmas were the only holidays on 
which industry ground to a halt They were the only days of the 
year the deep gold mines shut down.

Months of planning by community leaders and organiza
tions preceded the Independence Day celebration. Residents 
of the larger towns mutually agreed to joint promotion of a single 
major July Fourth event each year. The celebration moved an
nually, each town having its turn at playing host. By holding 
the single event they could put together a larger parade and 
obtain greater participation in other events that ranged from 
horse racing to pie eating contest for the kids. No Fourth of 
July celebration was complete without its guest speaker-usu- 
ally an out-of-town dignitary-some member of the state legis
lature or visiting judge, There was another advantage to the 
multi-community celebration. The larger the gathering the 
greater the chance of obtaining a really prominent speaker for 
the day.

For weeks prior to the Fourth those who planned to enter 
the parade or take part in the various competitions busied them
selves with practice and preparation. Most towns, including 
San Andreas, had bands and uniformed womens’ drill teams. 
They practiced regularly, preparing for the big day. Those who 
planned to ride horses or enter floats or other rolling stock in 
the parade groomed their mounts and polished harness and car
riages until they shone.

Virtually every town had its race track and Fourth of July 
brought out the county’s fastest horses, upon whose prowness 
their owners and supporters were willing to wager sizable sums. 
Two of the leading baseball teams would meet for an afternoon 
game. There would be horse shoe pitching contests and in the 
mining towns, usually a rock drilling contest For the kids there 
would be games and races and a pie or ice cream eating con
test.

Hayden Stephens, who grew up in Sheep Ranch when the 
famous gold mine was operating there, recalls the greased pig
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contest for the boys. The kid who finally caught the pig got to 
keep it as the prize. The first one to make it to the top of a 
greased pole got the $10 bill pinned there.

Stephens and Fred Cuneo who also recently celebrated his 
90th birthday, remember when in almost every community the 
Fourth really started with a bang. Almost invariably at day
break a dynamite blast, set off by miners on some hill near town, 
would rattle windows and shake local inhabitants out of bed. 
For the kids—and more than a few grown-ups—there was fire
works that began popping before breakfast and continued well 
into the night

Larry Getchell, also in his early 90”s, recalls the “Chinese” 
firecrackers, the kind that had Chinese lettering on them, that 
cost five cents per pack. There were tiny firecrackers called 
Lady Fingers and larger ones called Salutes that went off with 
quite a bang. Then there were the really big ones—four or five 
inches long-called Cannon Crackers, that exploded with a re
port as loud as a rifle shot. Placed under a tin can, one of them 
would blow it a hundred feet into the air.

In San Andreas, the games and races were held during the 
morning on Coulter Flat, on the south side of San Andreas Creek, 
at the foot of California Street. They were followed by the pa
rade which included bands, womens’s lodges, volunteer firemen 

and their equipment. There were floats, groups of mounted 
horsemen and dignitaries in fancy surreys and carriages pulled 
by matched pairs of high stepping horses.

The noon picnic and barbecue which in addition to a great 
variety of food, provided kegs of beer for the men, soda-pop for 
the kids and lemonade and iced tea for the ladies, closed with 
the speech by the guest orator who never took less than an hour 
for his presentation. As an example, in 1900, when the celebra
tion centered in the mining town of Hodson under the auspices 
of its volunteer firemen, guest speaker Walter F. Lanigan, Esq., 
devoted one hour and twenty five minutes to his address. He 
was followed with a reading of the Declaration of Independence 
by Miss Hazel Shepherd. The ceremony closed with singing of 
the Star Spangled Banner.

The afternoon was taken up by a baseball game, horse rac
ing and a trap shoot. Winner of the shooting competition was 
awarded a new shotgun. The Sixth Regemental Band from Stock- 
ton presented a late afternoon concert There was dancing on 
the pavilion, supper at the Hotel Royal, followed by dancing 
late into the evening.

Every town took great pride in its baseball team. Competi-

Please see JULY 4, pg. 53

The San Andreas Cornet Band as it prepared for a Fourth of July parade in 1900, 
was an essential participant in every parade and celebration of that era. 
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Angels Camp’s Fourth of July parade of 1885 was led 
by members of the I OOF Lodge and its band.

JULY 4, cont. from pg. 52

tion between the teams was stiff and community spirit ran high. 
More often than not, before a game ended, an umpire’s disputed 
call, a remark between players of the opposing teams or a pitched 
ball that seemed too close to a batter’s head, ended in fisticuffs if 
not a general brawl with bloody noses and black eyes.

Horae races also were the basis for hard feelings and dispute. The 
late Superior Judge J.A. Smith, historical society past-president, 
Las Calaveras Editor and Mother Lode historian, told of an ore 
cart horse at a West Point mine, widely known for his laziness 
and slothful ways. Miners there some weeks prior to July 4 
found a very fast horse which in size and looks, was almost a 
twin for the ore cart steed.

Weathering the derision of the other horse owners and on
lookers who mistook him for the ore cart horse, the miners en
tered their find in the July 4 races. Needless to say, the new 
horse showed the other entries his heels. However, when the 
other horse owners and bettors found what had happened, the 
miners and their horse hurriedly left town.

Certainly, not everyone in the county attended the main cel
ebration. Local communities still held their own smaller gather
ings, usually foregoing a parade or formally planned program.

THE POCKET HUNTERS
Remote, forgotten by all but a few in the Glencoe-Rail 

Road Flat area, the mine lies hidden deep in the Mokelumne 
River canyon. But there still are those who remember Henry 
Gobleman and his partners who took from it a small fortune 
in raw gold during those bleak years of the Great Depres
sion, around 1932.

Gobleman drifted into northern Calaveras County dur
ing the early depression years, mined local creeks and streams 
without marked success, barely making enough to buy ba
con and beans. Gradually he became acquainted, and those 
familiar with gold mining recognized that he was a knowl
edgeable and experienced gold prospector. His problem was 
that without funds, he was forced to placer mine on a day- 
to-day basis in order just to eat. He had no time for quartz 
prospecting (pocket hunting) that often meant weeks of la
bor without seeing more than a few crumbs of gold.

Gobleman particularly attracted the attention of two Ca
laveras native—ranchers and part-time prospectors-impressed 
by his knowledge of mining and mineralogy. Brief discus
sions with him at the Post Office and the general store led to 
longer talks. They told Gobleman of the potential of the Moke
lumne River canyon as a pocket hunting area. He was inter
ested. Dollars were hard to come by in those days, but they 
agreed to grubstake him on a month-to-month basis to pros
pect the canyon area.

Under terms of the agreement-it was strictly verbal- 
his backers would provide Gobleman food and basic neces-

Charley Stone said Copperopolis always had its Fourth of July 
observance, but many families when he was a boy, hitched up 
their buggies or climbed into the “Model T,” and headed for a 
picnic at Salt Spring Reservoir. There they could swim, enjoy 
their picnic with friends and it was a safe place along the shore
line for youngsters to shoot firecrackers without starting a fire. 
They returned home in the cool of the evening.

Fred Cuneo remembers quiet Fourths of July in Calaveri- 
tas. “They were largely days of rest with a small barbecue and 
picnic enjoyed by family and friends. Everyone had a good time,” 
he said. The kids usually shot a few firecrackers, but mostly it 
was a day for resting and visiting and enjoying the company of 
friends.”

Larry Getchell remembers San Andreas Main Street deco
rated with banners and red, white and blue bunting. He remem
bers the ice cream stands set up by the ladies who ladled out big 
bowls of home-made ice cream, and watching and listening to 
the San Andreas Coronet band, of which his father was a mem
ber.

Those were great days,” he said, “and everyone enjoyed 
them and had fun. And through them ran a strong current of 
patriotism.” 
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sities. He had his own tools. If dynamite was needed, they 
would supply that

A month went by with no positive results. Gobleman kept 
his grubstakers informed during their infrequent meetings 
and a second month passed with no worthwhile prospect found.

Gobleman was prospecting deep in the river canyon. A 
third month was drawing to a close and his backers were 
seriously considering ending the grubstake agreement when 
Henry Gobleman arrived one afternoon. In his knapsack were 
chunks of rust colored quartz rock flecked with gold.

He had located the vein near a large, fem filled natural 
spring. The deeper he dug, he said, the better the prospect 
became. Gobleman’s partners joined him, the vein grew wider 
and they found more gold. However, as their excavation deep
ened, water from the nearby spring flowed into it. And fi
nally at a depth of 12 feet, they were forced to abandon it. 
There was only one thing to do — go down the hill and drive 
a tunnel to intersect the quartz vein at a greater depth. The 
tunnel would drain itself.

Gobleman was camped near the spring. His partners walked 
each day the several miles from their homes to the mine in 
the canyon. With primitive tools, picks, shovels, hand held 
drill steel and a hammer they drove what was to become a 
90-foot-long tunnel. Water soaked them constantly.

With winter coming on they quit mining briefly to build 
Gobleman a small, one-room cabin with lumber carried down 
the hill on their backs to replace his open-air camp.

Slowly the tunnel lengthened. They intersected the quartz 
seam only to find it had pinched down to virtually nothing. 
The gold it carried near the surface had disappeared. Refus
ing to give up, they decided to begin following the vein upward, 
toward the surface. Their first blast proved them right. The 
seam widened, its values returned. Within days they were 
taking pieces of gold flecked rock from a strip of quartz nearly 
two feet wide. They had blasted into a deposit of milling 
ore.

Down the steep hillside, in pieces, they skidded a small, 
two-stamp mill and gasoline engine. It was hardly larger than 
asample mill, but it did the job, crushing pieces of hand- 
sorted orc.

Productive mining ended when the quartz vein abruptly 
intersected a reef of Barren country rock. Weeks of explor
atory digging that grew into months failed to pick up the lost 
vein. Their pay streak gone, the partners divided between 
them, nearly $80,000. Gobleman quietly disappeared. His 
partners, close mouth concerning their good fortune, returned 
to ranch life and other ways of making a living.

The Gobleman cabin, roof caved, walls leaning, victim 
of 60 years of neglect, still stands beside the caved mine workings. 
The mill, stripped and vandalized, also has fallen. Little now 
remains to tell those who might stumble onto it that this spot 
once provided three men, during the depression years, with 
what amounted to sizable fortunes.

SOCIETY AWARDS 1997
ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS

Honors in the Calaveras County Historical Society’s 
1997 historical essay contest went to two students attend
ing Angels Camp area schools. Cash prizes of $150 each, 
plus certificates of merit, went to Skyler W. Waid, an eighth 
grader at Mark Twain Elementary School and to Jonathan 
Radford, a ninth grade student at Bret Harte High School 
in Angels Camp. Each received a cash prize of $150. The 
awards were presented during a May 22 dinner meeting in 
Wendall’s, on Highway 49, at Mokelumne Hill.

Skyler Waid, son of Mr. and Mrs. William C. Waid, of 
Angels Camp, chose for the subject of his essay, “The California 
Indians,” on which he wrote in detail. He was a student in 
the class taught by Mary Cosgrove.

Winner in the high school category was Jonathan Radford, 
son of Daniel and Norene Radford, of Arnold. This was the 
third year in a row that Jonathan was the winner in his grade 
level in the essay competition. In 1995 and in 1996, while 
a student at Avery Middle School, he took first place with 
essays titled “The Miwok Indians of Calaveras,” and “The 
history of Camp Seco.”

This year’s essay contest was chaired by Joan Donleavy, 
of Paloma, a member of the Historical Society’s board of 
directors.

THE ORIGIN OF
CALAVERAS COUNTY

By Jonathan Radford 
9th Grade 

Bret Harte High School

The first white man to set foot on Calaveras soil was also 
the one who gave the county its name. Lieutenant Gabriel 
Moraga of the Royal Spanish Army led an expedition into the 
area in 1808. Moraga and his men found many bones and skulls 
of Indians in and around caves on a river down stream from San 
Andreas. The cave contained over a hundred skeletons, but the 
Indians of the area said they did not know how they got there. 
Many people thought they were the remains of an ancient Indian 
battle. Many Indian skeletons were also found outside of the 
cave along with primitive weapons. On December 12,1883, the 
Calaveras Weekly Citizen, a local newspaper, made a comment 
about the skeletons. It said that the “place had a death-like ap
pearance and anyone who goes there will never want to go there 
again.” Moraga named the river “El Rio de Las Calaveras”, 
which is Spanish for “The River of Skulls”. Calaveras County 
was named for the river.

The very first people in Calaveras County were the Indians.
Please see ORIGIN, pg. 55
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ORIGIN, Cont from pg. 54
They lived in villages the Spaniards called ranchcrias. The In
dians staple food was acorns, and fish, worms, insects, as well 
as bear meat and venison.

Back in March of 1771, Father Juan Crespi, a missionary, 
was one of the first white men to see the Sierra Nevada range. 
He described it as “some high mountains....very far distant..” 
Then in April of 1776, missionaries Pedro Font and Francisco 
Garces saw the range and placed it on the maps for the first time. 
Font wrote in his diary, “..we saw a great snowy range-una gran 
sierra nevada - whose trend appeared to me to be from south
southeast to north-northwest.” The name stayed with the moun
tain range. The Spanish did not go into the mountains for an
other thirty years!

In the summer of 1827, Jedediah Strong Smith, a mountain 
man and fur trader, led a party of trappers into the mountains. 
Using his bible, he named the Sierra Nevada Mount Joseph. It 
took him and his men eight days to cross, because of the four to 
eight feet of snow. They lost two horses and a mule, but the last 
slope into desert He was the first white man to conquer the 
range. He also explored the area near Mountain Ranch.

California gained a population of trappers and traders, be
cause of its good climate, large supply of game, and great farm
ing possibilities. The first Sierra mountaineers blazed trails across 
the passes. There was a western emigration in 1841. The 
Bartleson-Bidwell party claimed to be the first to see the Cala
veras Grove of Big Trees.

The United States engaged in the war with Mexico in the 
spring of 1846. Peace came with the signing of the Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo on February 2, 1848. California was now 
part of the United States. Many of the men who fought in the 
war stayed in California. Soldiers who had been stationed in 
Monterey headed for the Sierras. They were guided by James 
Carson and John Robinson. They went their different ways when 
they reached Melones. James Carson discovered Carson Hill, 
Henry Angel founded Angels Camp, John and Daniel Murphy 
founded Vallecito, then later established a rich mining camp 
known as Murphys Diggings.

The treaty allowed citizenship and property to everyone in
cluding foreigners. Many of the Mexican and Spanish land grants 
were not properly drafted. A large number of the rancheros did 
not meet the requirements for the housing. They did not have 
the required farm animals. Some grants were obtained illegally. 
Many of the newcomers wanted to buy land grants. There were 
many Americans who wanted the land, too. They challenged 
the Mexican grants. Officials had to clear up the disputes. For 
four long years the Land Commission hear all the arguments 
over the land claims. An average case with all the appeals lasted 
over seventeen years, because it could be appealed to the Fed
eral District Court or the U.S. Supreme Court by either the land 
owner or the government. The land owners often lost all they 
had fighting to keep their land.

Before the Mexican War, on December 23,1843, The Mexi-

THE CALIFORNIA INDIANS
By 

Skyler W. Ward 
Grade Eight 

Mark Twain Elementary School

The California Indians were of a simple general culture, but 
had no peers in certain specialized activities which included their 
intricate basket designs, acorn-leaching operation, and their skill 
in flint chipping. While their dependence on acorns as a basic 
food discouraged interest in organized agriculture, their excel
lent basket work possibly accounted for their neglect of pottery 
which was a high achievement by tribes living elsewhere.

The California Indian, living close to the soil were relatively 
isolated from other North American Indian cultures by moun
tain barriers and deserts. They developed a society suited to 
their own geographic needs, forming a culture built around food 
gathering and fishing.

The California Indians were short in stature but some were 
quite tall with fine facial features. Chief Solano of the Suisunes, 
for whom Solano County is named, was six feet, seven inches 
in height. They were not dull-witted as shown by their quick 
ability to acquire use of the Spanish language. They not only 
learned to speak it, the Spaniards taught them to read music, 
sing church chorales, and intone Latin, which they did with as
tonishing accuracy. The remains of California missions testify 
to the Indians ability to learn impressive mechanical arts. In the 
missions, the Indians became fairly skillful carpenters, weavers, 
farmers, and excellent cattle herders.

The California Indians had relatively few crafts and arts. 
Basket making was their chief industry. They also were experts 
in dressing skins and in weaving rush mats for beds. California’s 
coastal Indians built dugout canoes with nothing but wedges of 

can government issued a land grant in Calaveras County. Jose 
Antonio Castro and Francisco Rico became the owners of 
Rancheria del Rio Estanislao. The land grant located Calaveras 
and Stanislaus counties, about eleven leagues. The official sur
vey was 48,887 acres. President Abraham Lincoln sighed the 
patent and said, “My what a big farm!” The American owners 
recorded their ownership in the early 1850’s.

An interesting note to this is that Jose Castro married Maria 
del Merced Ortega, and they had twenty four children. Several 
of the children married Americans who came to the gold rush. 
Carmelita Castro married Andy Jordon of Murphys. The Jordons 
of Arnold are descended from them.

Indians were the first people to live in Calaveras County. 
Soon the trappers, traders and mountainmen came. They were 
followed by the soldiers, miners and gold seekers. Our county 
has many stories to tell, but it all began with the mystery of the 
skeletons in the cave.
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elk horn and adzes with mussel shell blades. Their household 
utensils included basket pots, stone mortars and pestles, horn 
and shell knives, flat spoons or paddles for stirring, and wooden 
trays and bowls. They also had looped sticks for cooking, nets 
of vegetable fiber for fishing and carrying small objects.

The California Indian dwelling varied in accordance with 
the climate. In the northwest and central California, the Indians 
some times excavated portions of their houses, with sides and 
roof of wool slabs. The Mountain Indians, as in Calaveras 
County, preferred bark or wood-slab abodes. The Santa Bar
bara coast Chumash dwellings were built of poles drawn together 
and tied at the top. These were covered with thatched grass, 
foliage, or wet earth. The Sierran Indians sometimes practiced 
cave habitation while, in the warmest parts of California, the 
native Americans were satisfied with a thatch or brush shelter.

The food of the California Indians was mostly vegetable, 
with the major food staple being the acorn. Acorns were stored 
in raised cylindrical cribs and, with dried salmon and pine nuts, 
provided the basic provisions for winter. Before acorns could 
be eaten they had to be hulled, parched, pulverized, and the tan
nic acid leached from them. The ground acorn meal was then 
boiled. The Shastas roasted moistened meal. The Indians also 
ate the green leaves of many plants. Certain mildly poisonous 
roots were made fit for food by long roasting underground. The 
Indians did not have intoxicating beverages, but a mild form of 
inebriation was produced by prolonged smoking of wild tobacco 
and jimpson weed.

California Indians would eat animal flesh whenever they 
could get it They hunted with bows and arrows, and flint-tipped 
lances. They were very deft and skilled in stalking game, using 
contrived disguises and decoys. Whether animal or vegetable, 
their food was provided almost wholly by nature.

Nature also provided the California Indian with the items 
used for clothing. Originally most all the men went virtually 
naked in summer, while the women wore aprons of grass or ani
mal skin. Moccasins, sandals, and (in the north) snowshoes were 
worn. In the winter, the Indians used rabbit or deerskin cloaks 
and skin blankets. On ceremonial occasions the Indians used 
elaborate headdresses of feathers and beads, while some wore 
basketry hats or bound their heads with hair nets.

Women and children did most of the work among the Cali
fornia Indians, while the men hunted and fished. The women 
gathered acorns, wove baskets, trapped small animals, hauled 
water and firewood, scraped animal skins, fashioned robes, 
cooked and constructed dwellings.

California natives gave a friendly welcome to the coming 
of most white men. They were fond of dancing and singing. It 
formed a significant part of the lives of the Indians, and they did 
it not only for amusement but in connection with ceremonial by 
which they celebrated every important public or private event in 
their lives.

In Northwestern California a wife could be purchased for 
strings of shell money or deerskins. Polygamy was practiced by 

some who could afford the purchase of more than one wife, but 
a man was disgraced if he got his wife for nothing.

With the California Indians, each family was a law unto 
itself. Atonement for injury was not unknown, although there 
was no systematic punishment for crime. A murderer could pay 
the family of the deceased in skins or shells as atonement for the 
crime.

California Indian religion and mythology is too extensive 
and complex to detail here. Suffice to say, the Indians, religion 
was primitive with a well-defined system of shamanism designed 
not only to cure disease, but also to serve a formulated religious 
purpose.

The Indians possessed no less than twenty-two linguistic 
families of language that are indentifiable. Within the Califor
nia boundaries, there were 135 regional dialects. California coun- 
ties-Colusa, Modoc, Mono, Napa, Shasta, Tehama, Tuolumne, 
Yolo, and Yuba-have been taken from the language of the Cali
fornia Indian. The counties of Inyo and Siskiyou are thought to 
be possible native origin. These names remain the only monu
ment to the first California natives.

The earliest estimate of the California Indian population 
places it at 100,000 to 150,000. After the Spaniards brought 
disastrous disease to the Indians, their numbers were drastically 
reduced. When the Indians entered the confinement of the mis
sions, they gave up the habit of burning down their “houses” 
every so often, as well as abandoning the use of the sweathouse. 
This removed the only methods of sanitation the Indians had, 
and increased the incidence of disease. Their numbers dimin
ished more severiy as the American conquest for California brought 
new and numerous diseases along with the loss of land and food 
sources.

History has seldom seen such destruction of human life 
through famine, disease, killing and most of all, through the con
fiscation of land, as was practiced upon the California Indians.

EVA ROSE SORACCO

All who knew her were saddened by the April 2 death of 
Eva Rose Soracco, a native of the San Andreas area and de
scendant of a pioneer Calaveras County Family.

Mrs. Soracco, 93, was one of the founders of the Calaveras 
County Historical society and among its staunchest members.

A daughter of the Antone Genochio Family which settled 
at North Branch in the early 1850’s, Mrs. Soracco over the years 
contributed a wealth of information concerning the history of 
her family’s activities and happenings in the local area during 
the 19th and early part of the 20th Century. Even in her latter 
years Mrs. Soracco remained active in historical society affairs 
and regularly attended its monthly meetings.

We shall miss this woman of pioneer heritage.
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MINER’S CABIN HOME 
FROM MINT MUSEUM

The Calaveras County miner’s cabin on exhibit for the past 
20 years in the U.S. Mint Building Museum in San Francisco, 
has returned home. Dismantled so it could be transported back 
to San Andreas, the old board and batten structure and its fur
nishings presently are in storage, pending a decision concerning 
where it is to be located.

Typical of the abodes of 
miners and prospectors dur
ing the early gold mining era, 
the one-room cabin and its 
contents woe donated by the 
late John Huberty in memory 
of his mother, Mary Ann
Donnallan Huberty and his
aunt, Nellie Donnallan
Nuner, daughters of John and
Ellen Donnallan, who settled 
in Central Calaveras County 
in 1861. The cabin furnish
ings include an ancient iron 
cook stove, kerosene lamps, 
iron framed bed and hand
made quilts, old cooking 
utensils, tin wash tub and 
scrub board, a table contain
ing drawers and flour bin, old 
dishes, tools, mining equip
ment and a variety of other 
artifacts.

Huberty offered his do
nation during the 1970’s in 
response to a published re
quest by federal curators for 
a miner’s cabin to become an 
exhibit in the old Mint Build
ing at Fifth and Mission
Streets in San Francisco, which was being turned into a Western 
gold mining era museum.

The museum officials after viewing the cabin on the North 
Fork of the Calaveras River, gladly accepted it and its contents. 
After dismantling it board-by-board they returned with it to San 
Francisco where it was rebuilt inside one of the huge steel vaults 
on the ground floor of the granite walled Mint Building. There, 
for a score of years the old, weather beaten cabin and its rustic 
furniture attracted the attention of thousands of museum visitors 
annually. However, a decision by officials of the U.S. General 
Services Administration, in charge of the old Mint Building, to 
close the museum as of December 30,1994, threw new light on 

the situation.
Learning of the closure, Calaveras County Historical Soci

ety officials led by Eloise Ponte and her husband, Gloyd “Bud” 
Ponte, began negotiating for return of both cabin and artifacts to 
Calaveras County. Finally, culminating nearly two years of dis
cussion, federal officials agreed to release the cabin and its con
tents, plus other valuable artifacts from Calaveras, back to the 
home county.

Three recent trips to San Francisco by Historical Society 

furnishings, but also the other artifacts which in the future, will 
go back on display here. They include books, a century-old iron 
wheeled foundry cart, a huge iron kettle believed used by a com
pany of gold rush era Chinese miners in which to cook rice, 
pieces of period furniture and many smaller items.

Those who helped return the cabin and artifacts from San 
Francisco included Historical Society President Barbara Beaman 
and her husband, George; the Society’s Office Manager Sheryl 
Waller with her son, Jess and Historical Society Board member 
Duane Wight Others who donated their time and labor included 
Fara Noble, Dan Dowdin, Dean Gray, Ron Fuller, Tim Palacek, 
Charles Joiner and George Hoeper.

volunteers have resulted in return not only of the cabin and its 

!/
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Interior of the prospector’s cabin as it appeared in exhibit housed in San Francisco’s Mint 
Building. Now returned to local county it hopefully can be placed on exhibit here.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Membership ($10.00 per year), includes subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of Las 
Calaveras from the office. The original historical material in this 
bulletin is not copy-righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention 
of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County historical Society, a non-profit corporation, 
meets on the fourth Thursday of each month in various communities 
throughout the county, locations of which are announced in advance. 
Dinner meetings also are announced in advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am 
to 4 pm. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors are 
welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10 am to 4 pm in the historic county 
courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.
Adelaide .J. Boitano Nessen, Valley Springs, CA: 1906 dic
tionary from Soracco home on Murphys Grade Road. Photo of 
Soracco home.
Howard A. Huberty, Wilton, Conn.: Cash donation in memory 
of father, Richard August Huberty.
Harry Lewis, Santa Rosa, CA: Cash donation.
Claribel Shideler, Lafayette, CA: Bonnet and shawl worn by 
Ellen Donallon.
Mabie DeMartini Nave, Oakdale, CA: Text books used by 
her mother, Mabel Hogate, who taught at Caledonia School. 
Annie Oneto, San Andreas, CA: 1906 photo of Esmeralda 
School, pupils and teacher.
Perea Lee CarrolL San Andreas, CA: Pre-1940 Japanese pa
per umbrella.
Louise Greenlaw, Calaveritas. CA: Cuneo Family genealogy, 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Cooper, Lafayette, CA: Siskiyou Co. Pio
neer Year Book, etc.
Nancy Andrzeicak, Wildomar, CA: Cash donation.
Howard Lewis, Stockton, CA: Cash donation.

IN MEMORIAM
Dr. Dante Albasio

The death September 2 of Dr. Dante Albasio leaves a void 
in the hearts of all who knew him. He was a peoples’ doctor. He 
treated the rich and poor alike and never did he inquire concern
ing their ability to pay.

“Doc” Albasio was loved and respected by all. If there was 
a patron saint of medicine in Calaveras County it was our “Doc.” 
Newly out of the Navy at the end of World War II, Doctor Albasio 
and his wife Earline came to Calaveras County 50 years ago. He 
was largely responsible for the establishment of Mark Twain 
Hospital. Ironically, his death at age 85 came only days before 
he was to be honored at the opening of a new Mark Twain-St. 
Joseph’s Hospital with a wing named specifically for him. The 
babies he delivered over the years, if gathered in one place would 
populate a fair sized town.

The people he helped medically and through his friend
ship, are myriad. All who live in Calaveras County, even though 
he may not have been their personal doctor, owe him their per
sonal gratitude for his undying effort to promote better medical 
treatment and facilities here.

“Doc” Albasio will be long remembered.

Jack Wilford Kennedy
Following a protracted illness Jack Wilford Kennedy, past 

president of the Calaveras County Historical Society, died Au
gust 29 in Mark Twain Hospital.

With Mr. Kennedy’s passing the Historical Society and the 
County of Calaveras lost one of its most public spirited indi
viduals. A native and fifth generation member of a pioneer Cala- 
veritas family, he headed the Historical Society 1983-1985.

A decorated Air Corps veteran of World War II, Mr. Kennedy 
after retirement from the aero-space industry returned to San 
Andreas where he also became president of the Calaveras County 
Republican Central Committee and a life member of the Repub
lican Presidential Task Force. He was on the Board of the County 
Selective Service System, a director of the Veterans Memorial 
District and a member of the Mark Twain Hospital Foundation. 
His leadership role and his friendly presence will be missed.

MEETING SCHEDULE
This month’s Historical Society meeting will be at 7:30 p.m., 
October 23, in the courtroom of the historic Calaveras County 
Courthouse-Museum at 30 Main Street, San Andreas. Jack Geary, 
of Stockton, will review his boyhood memories of San Andreas. 
Details of the November meeting are to be announced.

COVER PHOTO
The oak shaded Paloma School, last of Calaveras 
County’s one-room school houses, closed in 1963. Its 
last teacher was Mrs. Cahill. Today the old building 
still stands, overlooking the old mining and ranching 
settlement. Owned by Richard Lefesty, the old school 
houses an antique wood stove restoration operation.
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THE ONE-ROOM SCHOOLS 
OF CALAVERAS COUNTY

By
Doris Thomas

The one-room rural school has faded into history—victim of 
progress if it can be so termed—victim of land development and 
population growth. But in the minds of countless older Ameri
cans educated in those rural schools, their loss has been greater 
than the gain. Calaveras County’s last single classroom facility, 
the Paloma School, closed in 1963.

Retired teacher Doris Thomas, of Mokelumne Hill, culmi
nating countless hours of research and personal interviews, has 
drafted these poignant recollections of one-room school days. 
In them she has included the experiences of many of those who 
taught in those isolated little schools between 1916 and 1961.

The Schools Institute of 1902 listed Calaveras County with 
57 schools, 48 of which were one room operations. Their names 
were varied and colorful; Bald Mountain, Pleasant Springs, Ne
gro Gulch, Willow Creek, Chili Gulch, Evergreen, Brushville, 
Mosquito Gulch, Telegraph City, Robinson’s Ferry, Big Trees, 
Cave City, Keystone, Fine Gold, Black Hills, Campo Seco.. .their 
names were varied but their architecture was not.

Almost without exception they were of rough sawed, board 
and batten construction with mismatched windows, no porch 
and a minimum of furnishings. Among the few exceptions was 
the Esmeralda School, built in latter years, of cement block— 

with wonder of wonders—an oil heater and indoor toilets. The 
Jenny Lind School was of adobe brick with a wooden shell. It 
burned many years ago. The elements over the years have re
duced its thick walls to rubble.

Enrollment at the old schools ranged from few more than a 
half-dozen pupils to as many as 36, distributed among eight 
grades.

But, attendance generally averaged well below 20 students. 
In one instance, trustees faced with declining attendance that 
threatened closure of their school, hired a teacher with children 
of her own to bolster the enrollment. Bussing of pupils was un
heard of—children got to school by walking-rain or shine, some 
who traveled long distances rode horses to school, or, where 
several children of a family attended school, a horse and buggy 
provided transportation.

Most of the old one-room schools are gone now. However, 
Willow Creek, south of San Andreas, has been restored, turned 
into a gracious home. Salt Spring Valley School which still stands, 
has served as a movie set for filming scenes of Little House On 
The Prairie. The Wallace School still stands, unused for many 
years. Still owned by the school district, the Burson School house 
was moved to Valley Springs to serve as a storage facility at the 
Valley Springs Elementary School. The old Rail Road Flat 
School, formerly the Eureka School, today serves as part of the 
Rail Road Flat Community Hall.

Few of the old schools had bells or bell towers. Teachers sum
moned their pupils to class or called them in from recess with a 

Please see SCHOOLS, pg. 3

Chili Gulch School provided educations for generations of Calaveras County children from 1854-1923. Date and names of 
those in photo, unknown. Horse beside building demonstrates common means of transportation used by pupils.
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SCHOOLS, cont. from pg. 2

hand held bell or whistle. Many of the schools with bells lost 
them to thieves in later years. School bells were stolen from the 
Campo Seco and Camanche Schools. The old Cave City School 
bell which was mounted on a stone monument in Mountain 
Ranch, was stolen during the 1970’s. Recently, it was recovered 
after being found in a University of Pacific fraternity house.

The one-room school offered few amenities other than pro
viding a place for pupils to obtain the basics of education-read
ing, writing and arithmetic. Yet, through the conscientiousness 
of their teachers, mostly young, single women, youngsters’ fields 
of interest and knowledge were broadened considerably.

Most schools had no music program and virtually no refer
ence library. One teacher found a pump organ for her school. 
Another, with her own money, bought a phonograph. Another 
had her own piano hauled to the school by wagon. Retired teacher 
Zelma Altmeyer, of San Andreas, said when she arrived to teach 
at the Banner School, there was no reference material and she 
provided her own Compton’s Encyclopedia to help broaden the 
childrens’ horizons. She also recalls there were virtually no other 
school supplies, and not enough readers for all the pupils. “I 
ordered $100 worth of supplies-including the books—for the 
coming school year. Later, at a school meeting in San Andreas, 
Walter Huberty complained bitterly about the young teacher’s 
expenditures and proposed that a committee be formed to buy 
the school supplies and dole them out to the teachers.”

Mrs. Altmeyer recalls that on her first morning at Banner 
School she was standing at her desk introducing herself to her 
pupils and opened her desk drawer to find a dead mouse in it. 
As the children waited expectantly for her to scream, she calmly 
picked the mouse up by its tail, dropped into a waste basket and 
went on with her introduction. Her pupils didn’t know that she 
had grown up on a grain ranch and was quite familiar with mice. 
Never again did she have a problem with her youngsters.

Most of the schools were located on sloping ground and many 
had virtually no playground. Margaret Hofstetter, who taught at 
Jenny Lind, said the school was located on a hill and although 
its yard was fenced, it had holes in it. When a ball got away, it 
rolled down the hill to the center of town. At Mitchell Mill, the 
teacher had to walk nearly two miles uphill each morning to the 
school. Playground equipment was virtually nil. The teacher 
said she made balls of rags and bats of old pieces of board.

A number of the schools had no wells and few, if any, had 
running water. Water for drinking was carried from the nearest 
well or spring each morning by a couple of the older children 
who were assigned to the task. Virtually none of the schools 
with the exception of Esmeralda had indoor toilets. Wooden 
outdoor privies served pupils and teachers. Ashes from the wood 
stove that heated the school house were dumped into the toilet 
to help keep down the flies and odor. One teacher reported that 
although her school district was considered financially well- 
off, and money was allocated each year for indoor toilets, her 
trustees seemed to take pride in turning back to the county the 
money that would have paid for the toilets.

Teacher and students at Esmeralda School, 1906. Front row, 
(L to R): Ruth Queirolo, Dorothy Queirolo, Velmith Cuneo; 
second row: Louis Queirolo, Annie Cuneo, Unnamed Indian 
boy; third row: Hazel Mane and Teacher, Amelia Cliffton.

The one-room school was an integral part of community life 
and was used for far more than teaching purposes. In them were 
held community dances, card parties, organizational meetings, 
and one teacher said church services were held in her school on 
Sundays. There was no electricity in the old buildings, but gaso
line lanterns and kerosene lamps brought from neighboring 
homes provided light for the night gatherings.

Most teachers were Calaveras County natives but some were 
sent here by placement agencies. Some married teachers came 
here because their husbands had found industrial employment 
here. Life for the young teachers was not easy. Finding a suit
able place to live was often a major undertaking. Many house
holds near the school to which a teacher was assigned simply 
did not have the facilities to provide for a roomer. Some that did 
offer board and room were not acceptable to the teacher. Trust
ees sometimes boarded a teacher. One reluctant trustee was per
suaded by the district superintendent to board a new teacher on 
the premise that “it will allow you to keep an eye on her.”

Unmarried teachers chose in many instances, when such lodg
ing was available, to stay in local hotels. The Calaveras Hotel in 
Angels Camp always had a few teachers staying there. Not all of 
them were that lucky. Zelma Altmeyer, while at the Banner 
School, found lodging in a log cabin. Her room was the cabin 
loft. And, although its shake roof shed the rain, it was cold. She



The Mayflower School stood beside what is now Blue Mountain Rd. near the 
present Moore Rd. Pupils often trudged through snow to reach classes. Pupils in 
this 1933 photo (L to R) are: John Schaad, Generase Dever, Gloria Marenzonf, 
Annie Schaad and Jimmy Schaad.

warmed the bed with heated soap stones and when she lay there, 
she could see the stars through cracks in the roof.

Most teachers walked to school. A few drove a buggy and in 
the early days, a teacher rode a burro to the Jesus Maria School. 
One young teacher, walking to Keystone School, encountered 
several wild hogs. Fearing they might attack her, she climbed up 
on top of a large boulder beside the road. She remained there 
until the mail stage came by. The stage driver frightened off the 
hogs, but she said he never let her forget the incident. “At least 
he was gentleman enough,” she said, “not to tell anyone else, 
including my pupils.”

In latter years some teachers drove automobiles. Their expe
riences on Calaveras County’s primitive roads with their Model 
T’s and Chevys were varied. Flat tires were a constant hazard. 
One teacher told of a flat tire that made her an hour late for 
school. Worried that her pupils might have de
serted, she arrived to a scene of complete si
lence. The children were seated at their desks 
studying their lessons.

Teachers found the majority of their pupils 
cooperative and well disciplined. When there 
were several children from a family attending 
classes, the older ones assumed responsibility 
for their younger siblings. There were occasions, 
however, when maintaining discipline was a 
problem for the young female teachers. In one 
instance, a teacher recalled that when she 
scolded one of her older students, a boy larger 
than she was, he grabbed her by the shoulders 
and began shaking her. “I responded in kind,” 
she said. “We just had a knock down-drag our 

fight. Finally, I slumped onto a nearby seat 
and burst into uncontrollable sobs. Then I 
felt an arm go around my neck.

‘Please stop crying,’ he pleaded. From 
that time on, he couldn’t do enough to help 
me.

Teachers coped with situations as they 
arose. One young woman from the city was 
appalled when a boy arrived at school with
out shoes. Instructed to go home and put 
shoes on, he informed her he had none. She 
was even further shocked when after bring
ing the subject before the district superin
tendent, he told her, “the boy can come to 
school any way he chooses.”

There were exceptions, however. One 
youth tended a trap line on the way to 
school. One morning he arrived saturated 
with the smell of skunk. That day he went 
through his lessons from the isolation of the 
school’s from stairs.

Furnishings in one-room schools was 
scarce. Several rows of desks graduating

from first grader size to larger ones that would accommodate a 
young adult, a teacher’s flat topped desk, a minimum of storage 
space and, of course, the wood burning stove.

Before start of each school year some local resident hired by 
the trustees would deliver several loads of seasoned pine and 
oak. The stove was the source of heat, the center of comfort. To 
fire up the stove in winter was the first order of the day, often 
taken care of by a couple of older boys who also carried in the 
wood and kept the fire stoked during the day. Rainy mornings 
would find wet clothing draped near the stove and rows of steam
ing shoes around it. At noon, some teachers on their own initia
tive, would heat soup or stew they brought to supplement the 
diets of what they felt were undernourished children.

Teachers in one-room schools learned to cope with almost
Please see SCHOOLS, pg. 5

Keystone School was on the east side of Highway 4 south of its intersection 
with Hunt Rd. Pupils once stood in the school yard and witnessed a stage 
robbery on Hunt Road. The school was unique in that it had its own well.
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THE MOSER FAMILY
OF MOKELUMNE HILL

By
The Editor

Harriett Fisher Solari, last of the Mokelumne Hill’s Moser 
clan, passed away in 1974, but the Moser family’s accomplish
ments still bum bright in the annals of that community. Her grand
father, Samuel S. Moser, an early Mokelumne Hill resident and 
successful mine owner, was bom in Liberty Township, Trumbull 
County, Ohio, on December 9, 1837.

Well educated, Moser as a young man took up the teaching 
profession. But, enthralled by tales of wealth and opportunity in 
California’s Mother Lode, Moser at age 24 sailed from New York 
aboard the square rigger, Champion, headed for the far West. He 
crossed the Isthmus of Panama on the newly completed rail
road, obtained passage up the Pacific Coast on the famous sail
ing ship Golden Age and arrived in San Francisco on April 21, 
1861. Moser left almost immediately for the gold fields. Arriv
ing in Mokelumne Hill with his funds virtually exhausted and 
lacking knowledge of gold mining, he fell back on his teaching 
experience. He quickly found a job teaching school in Amador 
County.

Inherently industrious and inquisitive, young Moser began 
searching for better opportunities. He determined to learn some
thing about mining and within a short time was working for wages 
in a Mokelumne Hill gold mine. There in a mine at Sport Hill, 
south of Mokelumne Hill, Moser met and worked with George 
Harrington. They earned $2.50 for a 10-hour day’s work, but 
more important, while working with George Harrington, Moser 
met George’s daughter, Almena.

Samuel Moser and Almena Harrington were married in the 
Harrington home in Campo Seco in 1868. They moved to Moke
lumne Hill where Moser continued to work in the hydraulic mine 
at Sport Hill, but he was not satisfied working for wages for 
someone else.

Within a few years, the actual date is vague, Sam had ob-

Samuel Moser, successful mine owner.

tained a half interest in the Bonanza Hydraulic Mine from which 
it was claimed he profited in the neighborhood of $100,000. His 
partners were S. L. Prindle and Sam Foreman. They employed 
16 men at the Bonanza which was on the Gopher Channel, on 
the north side of what is now Highway 26, at Buck Eye Station, 
two miles east of Mokelumne Hill. Buck Eye Station is now the 
home of Richard Smith.

By then, mining was in Moser’s blood. When the Bonanza 
was worked out he moved his operation to a claim in Chili Gulch 
where, with another crew he rewashed the tailings from a previ
ous mining effort in which it was said he realized $30,000. There, 
they discovered a gold bearing quartz vein and further explora
tion revealed a ledge of milling ore. Moser bonded his mine in 
the amount of $50,000 with the Stockton Mining Company. He 
installed an eight-stamp mill and ultimately worked the ledge to 
a depth of 500 feet.

SCHOOLS, cont. from pg. 4

any situation. There was no one to turn to should a crisis arise in 
those isolated schools. There was no telephone at the school and 
more than likely, none at neighboring ranches. A teacher learned 
to be doctor, nurse,judge and jury, counselor, psychiatrist, keeper 
of the records and head janitor. She could extract a splinter, stop 
a nosebleed, tape a cut leg or scraped knee. They checked for 
head lice and at times pulled certain children aside to suggest 
that a once-a-month bath might be a good idea. They saw that 
the big stove kept going, and in warm weather, lighted the smelly 
kerosene stove to heat food brought from home.

They tugged overshoes off the small children in the morning 
and pushed them on again in the afternoon. They had to decide 
whether to dismiss school early when a storm was brewing and 

worried about what to do on a cold, stormy morning when a 
child did not arrive at school.

Teachers at one-room schools adopted various ways of open
ing the school day. Some opened with a song, others with the 
Salute to the Flag, and others with a short prayer. One teachers 
said she opened classes each morning with a prayer written by 
her own pupils. She added that one morning, in the haste of get
ting the day underway, she forgot to ask for the prayer. Her chil
dren quickly reminded her, “We haven’t had our prayer yet.”

Many years later after she had retired, she received a letter 
from one of her former pupils, who was serving in Viet Nam. He 
asked her if she would send him a copy of their school prayer.
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The Moser home still stands beside Highway 26 in Moke- 
lumne Hill, East of its Memorial Park.

At their home on the north side of the Mokelumne Hill-West 
Point Road, across from the present Mokelumne Hill School, 
Samuel and Almena Moser raised their three daughters, Eugenia, 
Florence and Mary (known as Marne, throughout her life). They 
had no sons.

Moser and his wife provided the three girls with excellent 
educations. After completing local schools they attended York’s 
Normal Academy, in Stockton. The Moser girls excelled in math
ematics, science and music, and Florence and Marne went on to 
win teaching certificates with nearly perfect test scores. Both 
were popular and highly successful teachers.

Florence taught five years in the Mokelumne Hill Grammar 
School, three years at West Point and a year at Valley Springs 
School between 1899 and 1910.

In 1911, Florence’s marriage to John Suave, of Mokelumne 
Hill, ended her teaching career. Suave as a young man had been 
a barber, but in 1917 he and Florence purchased the A. H. 
McCarty General Store in Mokelumne Hill which remained in 
the family through 1945.

The store stocked a wide variety of merchandise. A1921 news
paper advertisement which announced that “EVERYTHING 
MUST GO!” included such items as Boys’ Russian leather school 
shoes for $2.79; Russian calf pumps, $4.19; a three-tined pitch 
fork for $1.65; heavy ribbed union suits for $1.69; washboards 
for 79 cents; Firestone tires for $12.50; solid pack tomatoes for 
18 cents per can and navy beans for six cents per pound.

John Suave died in the 1930’s but Florence continued to op
erate the store until 1941 when her health forced her to give it 
up. However, her niece, Harriett Fisher Solari continued to op
erate it until 1945 when it was purchased by the Winkler broth
ers.

Mary Moser (Marne) never married. She taught in the Burson 
and Eureka Schools for five years, then moved to San Francisco 
where she continued teaching for 40 years.

The Moser’s eldest daughter, Eugenia, bom in 1873, married 
Wells Fargo shotgun messenger Ely Fisher, a Colorado native, 

in 1894. Fisher, formerly a Wells Fargo agent in the Central Val
ley, was appointed shotgun guard on June 16, 1893, the day af
ter famed shotgun messenger Mike Tovey was fatally shot from 
ambush by an unidentified gunman on what is now Highway 
88, a few miles west of Jackson, in Amador County. Fisher served 
as a shotgun guard for 20 years.

Although they met in Calaveras County, Eugenia and Ely were 
married in Colorado. They returned immediately to the Mother 
Lode where Fisher resumed his duties with Wells Fargo. They 
first lived for a time in the National Hotel in Jackson, then took 
up residence in a house at 111 Court Street, in that city.

Unlike most women of that era who chose simply to be wives 
and homemakers, Eugenia opened an ice cream parlor at 13, 
Main Street, in Jackson. She also was a successful seamstress 
and dressmaker.

Ely Fisher not only served as a shotgun guard on local stage 
runs, he was one of a select few who served as guards when 
$200,000,000 in gold stored in the U.S. Mint in San Francisco 
was moved to Denver to place it out of danger of big guns in 
event of a coastal attack during war.

Fisher died January 29, 1920, at age 58. His wife outlived 
him by 39 years, passing away at age 85, in 1958.

Their daughter, Harriett Almena Fisher was bom in 1900 in 
the Moser home in Mokelumne Hill. She grew up an only child, 
since Eugenia’s and Ely’s other children died in infancy. Harriett, 
like her mother and her aunts, was an attentive student. And, 
following in her aunts’ footsteps she began early, preparing for a 
teaching career.

Please see MOSER, pg. 7

Florence Moser Suave and Mary (Mame) Moser.
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Upon graduation from local schools Harriett lived in San Fran
cisco with her aunt Mary (Marne) while attending normal school 
there and obtaining her teaching certificate. Upon graduation 
she did not return to Calaveras County. Instead, she obtained a 
teaching position at San Francisco’s Jefferson School, which she 
held for 20 years.

However, the Moser women, including Harriett, maintained 
a close association with Mokelumne Hill. As young women not 
only did they excel scholastically, they were socially active and 
interested in the world around them. One of Marne’s and 
Florence’s memorable experiences occurred in 1899 when, with 
two girl friends and an older woman as a chaperone, they left on 
a month-long trip to Yosemite. Florence and Marne already were 
teaching school. It was a five-day trip by wagon — and not an 
easy one - but the young women with their chaperone and a Mr. 
Fred Bissell who did the camp chores and handled the horses, 
enjoyed every minute of it. They stayed at what was known in 
those days as Calaveras Camp in the park. They visited Glacier 
Point, viewed Half Dome and Nevada Falls, were awed by 
Yosemite Falls, Happy Isles and visited Mirror Lake at sunrise.

For the Moser girls it was the beginning of a lifelong associa
tion with Yosemite Park.

During the first quarter of the 20th Century Almena 
“Grandma” Moser and her husband, Samuel, still were living in 
the old Moser home in Mokelumne Hill. Florence Moser Sauve,

Mary (Mame) Moser, devoted her life to teaching.

Harriett Fisher on steps of Moser home, October, 1920.

retired from teaching, and her husband, John, were operating 
the general store. Her sister Mame still was teaching school in 
San Francisco but returned frequently to Mokelumne Hill to visit 
her mother and father and other family members, as did young 
Harriett Fisher, now living with her and readying herself for her 
teaching career.

Samuel Moser died July 16, 1923, in San Francisco, where 
he was being cared for by his daughter. Almena Moser contin
ued for a number of years to live in the old Moser home. She 
later, also was taken to San Francisco by her daughters, where 
she died in November, 1931.

The Moser home where Harriett Fisher had spent consider
able of her childhood with her grandparents stood adjacent to 
the Giovanni Solari home which because of its vineyard and 
huge truck garden, became known as the Italian Gardens. The 
Solari complex is now the site of the Mokelumne Hill Veterans 
Memorial District Park.

As children, throughout their grammar school years, the 
Solari’s son, Gildo, and Harriett, who were approximately the 
same age, became inseparable pals. They were together when
ever possible and even after she moved to San Francisco, when
ever Harriett returned, Gildo was there to meet her at the rail
road depot in Valley Springs. Gildo, who was working for PG&E, 
had not married.

When Harriett’s father died in 1920 her mother moved to San 
Francisco to live with her sister, Mame. Harriett, with her teach
ing job, helped provide for her mother, who for some reason, 
was not receiving her late husband’s Wells Fargo pension.

Still, Harriett returned-often to Mokelumne Hill. Then, in
7



ANGELS GUN CLUB
CELEBRATES FIFTY YEARS

By 
George Hoeper

On July 27, 1997, Angels Gun Club celebrated its 50th anni
versary. Organized following the close of World War II by a 
small group of local county residents — many of them returning 
veterans - its membership presently stands at 600. Many more 
prospective members have applications on file, waiting an open
ing in order to join.

Over the years the club, located at the northern edge of the 
39th Agricultural District Fairgrounds, south of Angels Camp, 
has become a Calaveras County institution. Its membership has 
included state senators, assemblymen, physicians, lawyers, edu
cators, ranchers And other business and professional people, pub
lishers, local politicians and working men and women repre
senting a cross section of the county’s population.

The club has provided countless hours of recreation for lo
cals and visitors alike. Of even more importance in this rural 
area where hunting and use of firearms is part of the way of life, 
the club has provided a training grounds for youth in the safe 
handling of all types of guns.

The shooting sports in Calaveras and its neighboring foothill 
counties extend back to gold rush days and beyond. As the first 
frontiersmen and settlers headed West, their guns went with them 
to provide food and protection. When word of the discovery of 
gold reached the East, touching off a mass-migration, the gold 
seekers also brought their firearms with them. It was only natu
ral that in the recreation starved gold camps that shooting matches 
should become a popular sport. As the country settled and per
manent towns established, formal shooting clubs were organized.

One of the earliest was the Calaveras Sportsmens’ Club, 
formed long before end the 19th Century. The club sponsored 
both rifle and shotgun competition. Turkey shoots were com
mon. A man shooting off-hand with a rifle, who could break a 
six-inch saucer at 200 yards, took home a turkey.

Old timers shot regularly in 1960’s. (L to R): Guy Castle, 
Buck Segale, John Gualdoni, Ike Moore, Babe Stone.

Most club members were avid quail hunters, and, convinced 
that California scrub jays (blue jays) preyed upon quail nests 
and baby quail, they conducted much publicized spring and fall 
blue jay hunts. Sides were chosen and the team that killed the 
most bluejays was treated to a dinner by the losers.

But, during the first quarter of the 20th Century as mines 
closed, the local economy suffered and the county’s population 
declined. The organized sportsmens’ clubs gradually became 
inactive and died. However, the end of World War II brought 
new growth and rising prosperity to the foothills. Game, deer, 
quail and doves remained plentiful and hunting still was very 
much in vogue. Also, clay target shooting with shotguns (trap 
and skeet) was a rapidly growing and popular sport. Thus, it was 
not surprising that with an improved economy and young men 
familiar with firearms recently returned from the armed services, 
interest in the shooting sports was renewed.

But there was a problem. The trouble was — there was no 
place to shoot. That was remedied in mid-1946 when a group, 

Please see CLUB, pg. 9

1942, with her uncle, John Sauve dead and her aunt Florence 
terminally ill, Harriett retired from teaching and moved back to 
Mokelumne Hill to care for her aunt and operate the store. She 
continued to operate the store until the family sold it in Decem
ber, 1945, to brothers Lowell A. and Cyril M. Winkler. The Store, 
which dated back to 1873, was operated by the Winklers for a 
number of years before it finally closed its doors.

Harriett, after moving back to Mokelumne Hill, continued to 
see Gildo. As a young man he had helped John and Florence 
Sauve with chores around the store that were difficult for them 
to do. He continued to help Harriett when she returned.

Finally, in 1946, when Harriett was 46 years old and Gildo, 
49, — it was she who proposed marriage.

Harriett and Gildo, her mother and her Aunt Marne who were 
visiting from San Francisco, were picnicking in the mountains 

on a June day when Harriett said to Gildo, “let’s get married.'’
They were married the next day in Carson City, Nevada, and 

took up residence in the old Moser home on in Mokelumne Hill.
Harriett’s mother, Eugenia C. Fisher, died February 3, 1958, 

at age 85, in the hospital in San Andreas. Aunt Marne, Edna 
Mary Moser, died at age 80 in a San Francisco hospital on Sep
tember 27, 1959.

Harriett Moser Solari died October 20, 1974 in Mark Twain 
Hospital in San Andreas.

Gildo Solari died at age 90 in 1987, bringing to a close a rich 
and rewarding chapter in the history of Mokelumne Hill.

Much of the information concerning the Moser family was 
provided by retired State Forest Ranger Eugene (Pete) 
Peterson and his wife, Jean, of Sonora, former Mokelumne 
Hill residents who were close friends of the Moser family.



CLUB, cont. from pg. 8
largely from Angels Camp and San Andreas, with formation of 
a gun club in mind, held a series of meetings in the banquet 
room of Oliver Bemasconi’s Sierra Club, in Angels Camp.

Among the original organizers was John Guttinger, Bill 
Collier, Mel Sorraco, Ken MacDonald, John Vierra, Bob Raggio, 
Joe Vai, Jim Luly, Wint Whittle, Alvin Pecchenino, Norm 
Hickman, Harry Croshen, Albert Pecchenino and Elwood “Cow
boy” Hutchinson. Albert Pecchenino was the club’s first presi
dent, Martin Errecart was the club’s first vice-president and Jim 
Luly, secretary. Chris Porovich was the second vice-president 
and served for 24 years but would never accept the presidency. 
Jim Luly was the club secretary for 19 years. The club has had 
few Treasurers. Jim Valente served as Treasurer 23 years. County 
School Superintendent Milton Goadridge was Treasurer 12 years 
and George Porovich has been Treasurer for the past nine years.

Other early members included Elmo Meyers, Ken McFall, 
Charles “Buck” Segale, Guy Castle, Adolph and John Gualdoni, 
Ike Moore and the late James Tarbat, who also served as one of 
the club’s early presidents. Doctor Dante “Dan” Albasio was 
the club’s second president. Among the most well remembered 
of all club members is Edwin “Dede” Conrado whose dedicated 
support over the years as president and range officer was instru
mental in the club’s continued growth and successful operation. 
No one devoted more time to making the Angels Gun Club a 
success than did Dede Conrado.

The new club quickly gained the support of merchants and 
businessmen. The new organization purchased property from 
the Canepa family at the southwest side of the county fair
grounds. That land, shortly thereafter, was traded to the county 
fair for acreage at the present club site. Later, seven-and-a-half 
acres was purchased from the Manuel Estate to enlarge the club’s 

holdings, and Bertha Rolleri donated an additional three acres, 
bringing the club’s total to 22 acres.

Plans were drafted for a clubhouse, but by fall, long before 
ground was broken for a building, members of the new organi
zation already were shooting clay targets thrown from a make
shift trap house. Few of today’s specialized target “trap guns” 
were in use by club members in those days. They shot the flying 
clay birds with the same shotgun with which they hunted quail. 
To shoot a round of 25 targets cost 50 cents and a box of 25 
shotgun shells cost something less than a dollar.

The first trap (target thrower) was an old spring loaded me
chanical device that had to be hand-cocked by the target setter 
inside the trap house. Two of the chief target setters during those 
early days were Harold Dillashaw and Howard Castle, then in 
their early teens. Dillashaw, who now is the club president and 
Castle, who is vice-president, recall wearing baseball mitts to 
protect their hands while cocking the trap’s throwing arm. The 
club’s first electric self-cocking trap, was installed in 1948.

Construction of the clubhouse began in 1947, mostly with 
donated labor and material. Local builder-contractor Fred (Fritz) 
Kneiff served as volunteer foreman on the project. The huge 
stone fireplace in the main clubroom that heats the entire build
ing, was constructed by Sid Kobleck.

On May 20, 1947, the Angels Gun Club, with the help of 
Calaveras County Clerk John Squellati, was officially incorpo
rated. The articles of incorporation were signed by Secretary of 
State Frank Jordan.

One of the traditions that began with the club’s organization 
in 1946 in Bemasconi’s Sierra Club was that of the membership 
dinner meeting on the first Friday evening of each month. These 
dinner meetings, featuring some of the best epicurean offerings 
to be found in the Mother Lode, continue to this day, still held 

Gun Club organizers met in 1946 in Oliver Bemasconi’s Sierra Club. They included John Guttinger, Bill Collier, Mel Soracco, 
Ken cDonald, John Vierra, Bob Raggio, Joe Vai, Jim Luly, Wint Whittle, Norm Hichman, Harry Crowshaw, Albert Pecchenino, 
and Elbert “Cowboy” Hutchinson.
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on the first Friday of each month. In recent years the menu has 
run mostly to artfully barbecued steaks with all the trimmings. 
Also, the gun club’s mushroom green beans, served with the 
steak and salad, have become famous. The club also holds an 
annual crab feed and a family day.

Gun club directors originally limited the organization’s’s 
membership to 100 members and the trap range boasted only a 

single trap house. But gradually, as the clubhouse and its facili
ties were enlarged, a second and third trap house was built and 
the club’s membership was expanded. Today the club has five 
trap houses which entitles it to conduct registered league shoots. 
A pistol range has been added, and a 100-yard bench rest range 
was installed for riflemen.

During the club’s early years targets for the rifle competition 
at turkey shoots were raised from a pit dug by Charlie Wells 
near the north end of the county fair’s aircraft landing strip. To
day, turkey shoot competition, commonly called “meat shoots,” 
in which the winners may be awarded a ham or package of steaks 
in-lieu of a turkey, are confined to competition between 
shotgunners on the trap range.

Construction of the clubhouse began in 1947. Stanley “Corky” 
Lombardi, of Mokelumne
Hill, leveled the ground and 
completed the site prepara
tion for the building and trap 
range area. The clubhouse 
was completed in 1948.

The Calaveras Cement
Company donated the cement 
for the clubhouse foundation 
and floor and much of the 
other building material was 
donated. The labor that went 
into its construction was vir
tually 100 percent volunteer.
The original building with its 
meeting room that also 
served as dining area, plus a 

kitchen, office and the bar room, comprised 2,700 square feet of 
floor space. During the early 1950’s the present dining room, 
bar, office and a storage area was added, bringing the total square 
footage of the clubhouse to 6,300 square feet.

During its early years all shooting at the club, by necessity, 
occurred during the daylight hours, but in 1960 lights were in
stalled on the trap range to allow night shooting. In latter years it 

has been the custom to conduct 
practice shoots on Tuesday 
evenings, beginning about 6:30 
p.m. Non-club members are 
welcome to participate. Some 
of the club’s top shotgunners 
during its early years included 
Doctor Albasio, James “Babe” 
Stone and Albert Anderson. 
Over the years the club has 
turned out many really fine 
tournament and league shoot
ers. They range from Babe 
Stone during the early years to 
Bill Hoffman, who more re
cently has won a number of the 

state’s major trap shoots. Now retired County School Superin
tendent Milton Goodridge, another of the club’s most loyal and 
hard working members; former club president and range officer 
Dede Conrado; along with Stone, John Tisconni and Dan Coo
per, competed regularly at Harold’s Club’s famous trap range in 
Reno, Nevada.

Eleven years ago, in 1986, the Angels Gun Club initiated its 
Spring League Shoot — a nine-week competition -- for both lo
cal and visiting shooters. The first year 12 five-member teams 
competed.

This year, 1997, 127 teams entered the competition and to 
accommodate the increased number of shooters, shoots had to 
be held two evenings a week. During those nine weeks this spring, 
10,000 clay targets were shot each week.

Today’s gun club members hold practice shoots each Tuesday evening. (Lto R): Pat Ashworth, 
Ken Thomas, Jack Luce, Les Ray and Jeff Peace. Scorer is Dave Verhalen.
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There has been constant improvement in the club’s facilities. 

During the early 1900’s a new sign-up and storage building was 
added and a new caretaker’s house was built.

But, more important than the physical facilities, says Club 
President Harold Dillashaw, who has served in that position 21 
years, is the opportunity for recreation the club offers and the 
fact the club promotes firearms education and safety among 
young and old. This year a large percentage of those who par
ticipated in the league tournament were of school age. Both Bret 
Harte and Calaveras High School had teams shooting in the 
league.

The late Edwin “Dede” Conrado, past president and long
time range officer. The gun club was his pride and joy.

In addition, retired California Highway Patrolman Bob 
Applegate, longtime gun club member, conducts annual State of 
California Hunter Safety Courses which are required before any 
youngster or beginning hunter can obtain a valid California hunt
ing license.

Range Officer and Vice President Howard Castle is proud of 
the fact there has never been a shooting accident at this club, 
which now has been operating 50 years.

Nor, does he expect there is going to be one. Safety and care 
in the handling of firearms in constantly stressed. He points out 
that while Angels Gun Club continues to prosper and promote 
shooting, which is among America’s oldest sports, firearms safety 
also has become a byword here.

FOR COMING YEAR

Donna Schantz, of San Andreas, partner in the Angels Camp 
advertising agency of Bonnell and Schantz, took over the helm 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society for 1997-98 during 
an installation dinner in Black Bart Park on July 24.

Donna succeeds Barbara Beaman who led the society for the 
past year, accomplishing major projects, including return of a

Donna Schantz, President for 1997-98.

miner’s cabin from the U.S. Mint exhibit, in San Francisco.
A resident of this county for the past decade, Donna has for 

the past 20 years spent considerable time here. She also operates 
Schantz and Associates, which designs web pages and internet 
advertising. A native of Missouri, she attended Missouri State 
University before moving to California where for 20 years she 
was involved in advertising and media production in San Fran
cisco. Since her school years she has held a strong interest in 
western history and in the California gold country.

Other officers installed in addition to Donna Schantz include 
Rosemary Faulkner, of Rail Road Flat, Vice President, and Wil
liam P. Fuller Jr., of San Andreas, who replaced Mary Taylor, of 
Murphys, on the board of directors. Other officers include Ron 
Randall, of Valley Springs, Treasurer; Shirley Huberty, Record
ing Secretary; and Sandra Vizzini, of Valley Springs, Member
ship-Financial Secretary. Directors, in addition to Fuller, include 
Duane Wight, of Lodi and Jan Donleavy, of Paloma.



GOLD RUSH HISTORY-PINS,
MAPS, TAPES ON SALE

The years of 1996 through 2,000 mark California’s 150th 
anniversary—its sesquicentennial-those pivotal years between 
1846 and 1850 that brought statehood and a gold rush that at
tracted attention of the world.

By the summer of 1848, only months after James Marshall 
made his fateful gold discovery at
Sutter’s Mill in Coloma Valley, min
ers reached and were finding gold 
along the Mokelumne, Calaveras and
Stanislaus Rivers in what was to be
come Calaveras County. Today, 150 
years later, Calaveras is rich in gold 
rush history. Descendants of many of 
its oldest families who arrived during 
those early years still pridefully remain 
as owners of ranches, or involved in 
varieties of other enterprises. From its 
foothill ranching and mining areas 
along historic Highway 49—the Golden
Chain Highway—to lonely Ebbett’s
Pass, over which emigrants traveled to 
reach the Calaveras gold fields, the 
area is rife with history.

As one of California’s original 27 
counties and one of the early focal 
points of the 1848-49 gold rush, Cala
veras, through its County Historical Society is taking an active 
part in this statewide sesquicentennial commemoration.

Pleased to have the opportunity to participate, the Historical 
Society has designed a sesquicentennial pin with a logo unique 
to this county. It has also prepared for sale to the public a cas
sette tape of facts concerning historic places along Highway 49 
between the Mokelumne and Stanislaus Rivers which motorists 
may use as they follow that route across the county.

The 30-minute tape, written and produced by Susen Foster, 
of Murphys, and narrated by Modesto broadcaster Rod Kacey. 
concentrates on locations along the highway where the Histori
cal Society has erected historical markers. These include suck 
gold rush mining camps and travelers’ stops as Chili Gulch, which 
was written about by Bret Harte, and Fourth Crossing, locatior 
of the famous Gatewood-Goodwyn Moonlight Flat duel.

The historical markers are located so they can be easily reac 
from the comfort of an automobile. Al
most any paved county road leading ofl 
of Highway 49 can take motorists to his
toric mining locations, past sites of olc 
mining camps or past ranches establishec 
during gold rush days.

The full-color maps are created tc 
highlight points of historical interest foi 
persons touring the county. They include 
locations of the old mines, historic build
ings, and ghost towns as well as cem
eteries and museums. They include con
siderable general historical informatior 
as well as pictures of some buildings. The 
maps and tapes were drafted to compli
ment each other.

The maps are attractive enough thai 
framed, they could even make an inter
esting wall hanging for a den or prove tc 
be a thought-provoking conversatior 
piece for the wall of a mountain cabin

The tapes would be of interest to anyone planning to visit Cala
veras County.

The above items may be purchased in the gift shop at the 
Calaveras County Museum at 30 Main Street, San Andreas. Al] 
profits from the sales go to the Historical Society’s general fund 

Members’ price, including tax, is: Tape-$7.24; Pin-$8.63: 
Map-$2.46. Special price for all three items, including tax, is: 
$16.03, plus $2.00 mailing.

This is an enlarged rendering of the one- 
inch diameter Sesquicentennial pin. This 
pin is an attractive piece of cloisonne’ 
jewelry finished in rich gold, green and 
earth tones.

NEW MEMBERS
Howard A. Huberty, San Francisco, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Charlie Joiner, San Andreas, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Noble, San Andreas, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Mohrmann, San Andreas, CA 
Mrs. Richard A. Huberty, Wilton, CT 
Maria Teresa Huberty, Wilton, CT
Martin Richard Huberty, Beverly Hills, CA
Adell Goggins, Tigard, OR
Cecil Peirano, Anaheim, CA
Mitzi Cunto, San Andreas, CA
Greg Howard, Pioneer, CA
Elizabeth Fischer, San Diego, CA
M. O. Barnes, Mountain Ranch, CA
Thomas Cowgill, San Andreas, CA
Alice Turner Huberty, Sacramento, CA 
Esther Jones, San Andreas, CA

Dale Laitinen, Mountain Ranch, CA
Dewayne & Denise Konz, San Andreas, CA 
Bonnie Bishop, San Andreas, CA
Mr. & Mrs. John Rowan, Fresno, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Stevens, Mill Valley, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Fank Guiffra, Valley Springs, CA 
Carole Cherry, Glencoe, CA
Maynard Segale, Arnold, CA
Candice M. Cowan, Angels Camp, CA
Craig Walker, Valley Springs, CA
Hazel Burt, San Andreas, CA
Richard Thacher, Santa Barbara, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Lackey, San Andreas, CA 
Lucille Hatler, Farmington, CA
Mary Dudley Snow, Worden, IL
Linda Cuslidge Sawyer, Petaluma, CA
Daniel & Denise McGee, Mokelumne Hill, CA
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SOCIETY RESTORES
CIVIL WAR CANNONS

Silent for more than a hundred years, a pair of Civil War era 
cannons sent their thunder echoing across the old gold rush town 
of San Andreas on July 27, a tribute to this state’s upcoming 
sesquicentennial.

The event, which culminated long months of planning and 
preparation, marked the installation of new historical society 
officers for 1997-98. And just as importantly, it heralded Cala
veras County’s participation in sesquicentennial activities that 
mark James Marshall’s discovery of gold and California’s ad
mission to statehood.

The restoration of the old cannons which for 75 years have 
stood guard near veterans’ graves in a comer of People’s Cem
etery in San Andreas, was the project of historical society mem
ber Jack Geary, of Stockton, assisted by Duane Wight, of Lodi 
and George Beaman, of San Andreas.

The old guns, bronze 12-pound field pieces cast during the 
1840’s, have been in Cala
veras County since 1912 
when they were donated to 
the “City of San Andreas,” by 
the 62nd Congress, for the 
use of Chickamauga Post,
No. 115, Grand Army of the
Republic. Actually,
Chickamauga Post was No.
149, located in Burson, and 
the guns, then mounted on 
wheeled carriages, did go 
there. However, as time 
passed and Civil War veter
ans answered the last roll call, 
the G. A. R. posts, including
Post 149, became inactive.
The two cannons, minus their 
carriages, were hauled to San
Andreas by Fred Winkler. For a time they were stored at the 
Masonic Hall, then were mounted on concrete pedestals near 
the Civil War plot in the cemetery. Exactly when that occurred is 
not recorded, but it is believed to have been in the early 1920’s.

Much of the credit for researching the history of the old guns 
must go to Carl Anderson, of Calaveritas. As a Sixth Grade stu
dent in 1993, he delved into their background and wrote award 
winning essays about them in the Calaveras County Historical 
Society’s annual historical essay contest. Young Anderson ob
tained permission to chip away a small section of the cement 
mounts covering the cannons’ trunnions to expose their 
manufacturer’s name and their identification numerals. Then, 
through correspondence with experts on Civil War period arma
ment, Carl learned the guns had been cast in the N. P. Ames 
Foundry in Springfield, Massachusetts.

He learned that both were “12 pounders,” which threw 12- 
pound projectiles. He also learned the number 790 stamped on 
one gun and 777 stamped on the other, referred to their weight 
in pounds. They were sold to the U.S. Government by weight, at 
a cost of 40 cents per pound.

They were, according to Paul Barnett, of South Bend Repli
cas, and Wayne Stark, an artillery historian, that both guns were 
Model 1841 field howitzers. They were East during the 1840’s. 
Both probably saw service during the Civil War.

The refurbishing and moving of the old cannons to a more 
desirable location was indeed the joint endeavor of numerous 
organizations and individuals. Organizations included the his
torical society, San Andreas Cemetery District and State Depart
ment of Forestry which provided a convict work crew to help 
with building of the new cannon mounts.

Historical Society members in addition to Jack Geary, who 
devoted time and effort to the project included outgoing Society 
President Barbara Beaman, Society Board Member Duane Wight, 
of Lodi and George Beaman, of San Andreas. Others who con
tributed work, materials or equipment were John Serra, of San 

Andreas Welding, 
who built by can- 
nons’ trunnion 
mounts designed 
by Wight; Fred 
Miller, of Miller 
Construction, 
who contributed 
material, and 
Cemetery Care
taker Jack Will
iams, who helped 
in many ways.

The big guns 
were moved 
about 15 yards to 
the edge of the 
Cemetery access 
road, where set on 

new concrete and steel mounts, they overlook from the North, 
the graves of former soldiers, including Civil War veterans.

Upon completion of the project, their firing took place at 6 
p.m. on the evening of July 27th, as historical society members 
gathered in nearby Black Bart Park for their monthly dinner and 
installation of the society’s new president, Donna Schantz, who 
took over the organization’s gavel for 1997-98.

Assisting in the firing were Civil War Association members 
and artillery experts Ed Pico and Larry Schneider, of Stockton. 
Both men were clad in authentic Union Army uniforms of Civil 
War vintage.

The throaty boom of the big guns rolled across the town and 
surrounding foothills, marking another accomplishment in the 
preservation of Calaveras County history.

Civil War Association members Ed Pico and Larry Schneider of Stockton 
took charge of firing the refurbished 150-year-old cannons.
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STORIES & TALES WANTED
The Las Calaveras Committee is requesting historic articles and stories from Calaveras County 
and families in the Mother Lode. These tales have been passed down through generations and 
we would like to include them in future publications of Las Calaveras. Help us capture our history 
in print for future generations.

Calaveras County Historical Society
30 Main Street • P.O. Box 721
San Andreas, California 95249

Officers and Directors
President Donna Schantz, San Andreas 
Vice President Rosemary Faulkner, Rail Road Flat 
Treasurer Ron Randall, Valley Springs 
Recording Secretary Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 
Membership-Financial Sec’y Sandra Bizzini, Valley Springs 
Directors Cheri Folendorf, Angels Camp 

Wm. P. Fuller Jr, San Andreas 
Duane Wight, Lodi 

Joan Donleavy, Paloma

Staff
Office Managers Sheryl Waller 
Editor, Las Calaveras

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Membership ($10.00 per year), includes subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies of Las 
Calaveras from the office. The original historical material in this 
bulletin is not copy-righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention 
of the source will be appreciated.

The Calaveras County historical Society, a non-profit corporation, 
meets on the fourth Thursday of each month in various communities 
throughout the county, locations of which are announced in advance. 
Dinner meetings also are announced in advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am 
to 4 pm. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors are 
welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10 am to 4 pm in the historic county 
courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum.
Luellen Del Papa, of Mountain Ranch: Cash donation. 
Janet Hart, of San Andreas: Three Edison Amberol Records, 
1908, featuring the San Andreas Band.
Joan Meyers, of Colfax, CA: Eleven handwritten letters from 
Jacob Messerole of Angels Camp to his wife in Ohio, 1952-54. 
Larry GetchelL of San Francisco, CA: Ale bottle from Sheep 
Ranch Brewery.
Dr. Don Strong, of West Point: Chinese serving tray, hand 
decorated, CA, 1910.

CALENDAR
GENERAL MEETINGS

JAN. 22
FEB. 26 

MARCH 26 
APRIL 23 

MAY 28

Courthouse, San Andreas 
Angels Theatre, Angels Camp 
Wendell’s, Mokelumne Hill
Murphys Hotel, Murphys
West Point

JUNE 25 Valley Springs
JULY Black Bart Park, San Andreas

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

JUNE 1997
Melissa Mae Catanzarite, San Andreas, CA. 

OCTOBER 1997
John & Annette Shimer, San Andreas, CA.
Jon Bemasconi, Angels Camp, CA.
Kathem Hall, Alameda, CA.
Dorothy & Jason Knight, Copperopolis, CA. 
Jack Blakely, San Andreas, CA. 
Doris Freed, Vallecito, CA.
Susan Mitchell, S. Lake Tahoe, CA.
Mark Steichen, Stockton, CA.

NOVEMBER 1997
Edwin & Kathryn Williams, Elk Grove, CA. 
Norma Churchill, Valley Springs, CA.
Mary F. Heath, Murphys, CA.
Ron Dwelley, Murphys, CA.
Ella Darby, Murphys, CA.
Mitzi Cuneo, San Andreas, CA.

COVER PHOTO
Retired San Andreas Postmaster Fred Cuneo was not 
quite 12 years old when this photograph of the gold 
rush settlement of Calaveritas was taken. Many of the 
dwellings pictured here are gone, but on page 24 of this 
issue of Las Calaveras, Fred’s keen mind recalls the 
people who lived there when he was a boy.
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CHARLIE WILLIAMS
MOTHER LODE TEAMSTER

By George Hoeper

Among the first of the gold country’s major commercial en
terprises spawned by James Marshall’s discovery of gold at 
Coloma on January 24,1848, was that of the freighting industry. 
Almost before the first miners reached the gold fields along the 
South Fork of the American River and its tributaries in the spring 
and summer of 1848, pack trains laden with supplies were wind
ing their way along the river canyons to the gold camps.

Initial supply operations involved small strings of heavily 
loaded burros guided over rugged mountain trails by Mexican 
hostlers recruited at Tuleburg (Stockton) or John Sutter’s New 
Helvetia. But as increasing numbers of gold seekers reached the 
foothills, demand for food and supplies grew, and long pack trains 
of horses and mules replaced the smaller burros. By the summer 
of 1849, Louis Chicard, founder of Chicard and Company’s Dis
patch Depot and Importing House in Tuleburg was sending pack 
trains as far as Indian Gulch, which later acquired the name of 
West Point.

Even Earlier, Charles Weber, founder of Stockton, was reap
ing a rich harvest by establishing a trading post on Weber Creek, 
south of Coloma and Hangtown which he supplied with pack 
trains, and by sending strings of heavily laden mules to the rich 
diggings at Melones on the Stanislaus River. Pack trains brought 
supplies to the Murphys brothers in the Calaveras County min
ing camp that still bears their name.

But more rapidly than many of today’s reviewers of gold rush 
history may realize-before the end of summer of 1848, trails 
leading into the Mother Lode were becoming primitive roads.

As early as 1844 the Stevens, Murphy, Townsend Party pi
loted by ancient mountain man Caleb Greenwood, became the 
first to breech the Sierra with wheeled vehicles by bringing wag
ons across Donner Pass. Members of the Mormon Battalion in 
1847, en route to Salt Lake City at the end of our war with 
Mexico, swamped out the first wagon road via Pleasant Valley 
and Iron Mountain, across Carson Pass, which had been crossed 
by John Charles Fremont Expedition in 1844. Pierre Cornwell, 
followed by Joseph B. Chiles on his second trip to California, 
each led sizable wagon trains across Carson Pass in 1847.

And even before gold discovery, heavy, unwieldy bull carts 
with their solid wooden wheels were bringing supplies to Coloma 
where James Marshall, with discharged Mormon Battalion sol
diers, was building a sawmill for John Sutter.

By early summer of 1848, wagons were hauling miners and 
supplies up the American River to Mormon Island and beyond, 
replacing the pack animals. Wagon builders, blacksmiths and 
wheelwrights were busy turning out new rolling stock and there 
was an increasing demand for big, stout American bred horses 
from the East and for big Missouri mules to pull the wagons.

As gold seekers spread along the Mother Lode, roads fol
lowed them. Quickly, roads extended into the foothills to Dry

Charlie Williams

Diggins, (later to become Hangtown and still later, Placerville) 
to Catt’s Camp, Lancha Plana and Campo Seco on the Moke- 
lumne River drainage. Freight wagons followed the Calaveras 
River, crossing at various points to reach what is now Stone 
Corral, Jenny Lind, Petersburg, Kentucky House, San Andreas, 
and finally, Fourth Crossing, Angels Camp and Murphys.

The first freight wagons were anything that could haul sup
plies. Of necessity, during the early years of the gold rush, they 
remained relatively small due to the poor roads. However, as 
roads improved, larger, high sided vehicles with wheels as tall 
as a man were designed specifically for the freight trade.

The big wagons, behind which often was hooked a second or 
third trailer in tandem, were capable of carrying five tons of 
merchandise ranging from flour to flat irons, cast iron stoves, 
blasting powder and barrels of whiskey. They were powered by 
teams of 12 to 16 big horses or mules controlled by a single 
“jerk line” hitched to the leaders. Their driver sat not on a wagon 
seat, but instead was mounted in a light saddle on his left-hand 
wheel horse from which he handled the jerk line reins. He car
ried a whip which he used sparingly and some carried a sack of 
clods with which to “wake up” a horse or mule who might be 
getting out of line or slacking off.

Driving those big wagons and a jerk line team required real 
skill and good teamsters were much in demand.

Typical of the professional freighters who, with those big 
wagons supplied the Mother Lode during latter years of the 19th 
and early part of the 20th Century, was Samuel Williams and his 
son, Charlie, who was to become a longtime resident of Mur
phys. In his mid-20’s, Sam Williams arrived in Amador County 
from the state of Maine in 1869 or 1870. Already a skilled team
ster, he had little trouble finding work. By 1872 he had married 
Katherine Bereau, member of an early Amador family, and from 
that union nine children, three boys and six girls, were bom.

Please see TEAMSTER, pg. 16
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TEAMSTER, cont. from pg. 15

Charlie Williams was bom in 1873 and, as the oldest son of 
the Williams family, at an early age was pressed into service to 
help his father with the draft animals and freight. Sam Williams 
drove freight wagons and at times hauled mine timbers and lum
ber over every part of Amador, Calaveras and much of Sacra
mento and San Joaquin Counties. The steep, narrow grades of 
Carson Pass and the Big Trees-Carson Valley Road were famil
iar to him. His son traveled with him as his “swamper” and, 
although forced to give up school at an early age, he learned the 
ways of horses, mules, wagons and every phase of the freighting 
business like few others.

Although Sam Williams remained a resident of Amador 
County, much of his hauling was in Calaveras, and his son at an 
early age became as familiar with the Calaveras area as he was 
with Amador. In fact, in 1901 at age 28 and an accomplished 
teamster who had been driving the big freight wagons and haul
ing timber for nearly a decade, Charlie Williams moved perma
nently to the Angels Camp-Murphys area of Calaveras County. 
Here he drove wagons for Raggio Brothers, Fullen & Company 
and hauled timber for the Manuel Mill.

The life of a jerkline freight teamster was not an easy one. 
Unlike the job of the stagecoach driver, which was surrounded 
by more than a degree of excitement and glamour, that of the 
freighter contained neither. His days which began before dawn 
and seldom ended until dark, were hot and dusty in summer, 
muddy and freezing cold in winter.

For the stage driver the 40-mile trip from Murphys to Milton 
or Mokelumne Hill to Stockton was an easy one-day run. For 
the driver of a freight team, 14 to 20 miles was a good day’s 
travel. It was for the freighting trade that way stations such as 
Mountain Gate, Buck Eye Station, American House, Pool and 
Bryce Stations sprang up along the way.

Freight wagons began moving at day break. They traveled all 
day, stopping at a station for a noon meal and to water their 
horses. They arrived at another station as darkness fell, but be
fore the driver could eat or rest, his animals had to be cared for. 
There were harness galls to inspect and treat, cracked hooves to 
be greased or a loosened shoe to be reset. If the animals were too

Original Williams Home on Williams Creek in Murphys.
warm, they had to be rubbed down. Only then could the team
ster take time out for possibly a drink or two before supper and 
maybe, after eating, to pause briefly to talk with other teamsters 
before rolling into bed.

It was a ritual among freighters that each night before turning 
in, they made a final inspection of their animals. If a horse or 
mule was sick, the teamster often stayed up all night, or at best, 
bedded down on a bale of hay and slept with one eye open to 
make sure the animal was going to be all right. Men like Charlie 
Williams and other drivers like him, Sam Osbome, Mike Marshall 
and Wes Richards, who drove for Milton Gann, were more skilled 
than most stagecoach drivers who took off in a cloud of dust, 
seldom ever drove the same team two days in a row, and left the 
care of their horses to hostlers.

Charlie Williams quickly established a reputation as one of 
the area’s best and most dependable teamsters. He hauled freight 
from rail heads at Milton and Martell to all points of Calaveras 
County. He also was the teamster who, with a string of 14 mules, 
was chosen to haul the steel outlet works and other equipment 
for Relief Reservoir, up Tuolumne County’s steep, treacherous 
Sonora Pass Road (now Highway 108). For some reason, during

Freight wagons came in all sizes. This driver rode on seat, not on wheel horse.
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Logs from Raggio Mill headed for mines were pulled by true jerkline team.

those early years he acquired the nickname “Charlie Casey” 
and throughout his life as many people knew him by that name 
as they did by the name of Williams.

In 1906 Charlie Williams married Grace Ann Williams, not 
yet 20 years old, whose last name was the same as his. She was 
the daughter of Hugh Price Williams, for whom Williams Street 
in Murphys, is named. The original Williams’ two-story home 
still stands, the property of Rob Eggleston, a distant relative of 
the Williams family.

Charlie Williams and his bride never lived in the Williams 
Street home. Instead, they lived and raised their family in a house 
on Big Trees Road, near the present Murphys Post Office. Later, 
after most of the family was grown, Charlie and Ann Williams 
bought a home on Murphys’ Main Street, where the Native 
Daughters Hall now stands. The six Williams children included 
Esther, Mary, Charlie Jr., who died at age nine; Elmer, Ann and 
Edwin (Eddie) Williams.

The Williams family did not live continuously in the big Trees 
Road home. Often, Charlie Williams hauled timber in the woods 
for the Raggio or Manuel Mill and at those times the family 
lived in Avery. In fact, for a time, the two oldest Williams girls 
attended school in Avery. Elmer Williams was bom during a 
February snow storm in the house on Moran Road now owned 
by Ina Davies. The storm was so severe that a doctor could not 
reach them and Hattie and Nettie Hunter, whose family lived at 
Hunter Reservoir, served as midwives.

At times in summer, Charlie Williams also worked in the 
woods for Jocko Oneto, and during those times Ann Williams 
cooked for the woods crew. The older girls helped their mother. 
The boys hunted and fished and when not engaged in some task, 
roamed the woods. At one point the family lived for a time in 
Pioneer while Charlie drove team in that area.

Ann Williams was an industrious woman and caring mother. 
Each summer in addition to her regular home-making chores, 
she preserved countless jars of fruit and vegetables for winter.

Murphys was a quiet, tightly knit community in those days.
“Everyone sort of looked out for each other,” recalls Ann 

Duda, one of the Williams daughters, whose home today is in 
Murphys. “There were three stores in Murphys in those days— 
Stephens Brothers, John Cadematori’s and the Batten Store. They 
were all wonderful, and I don’t know how many people would 
have eaten if they hadn’t been allowed to put their provisions on 
charge accounts during the winter.”

But the Williams family also knew tragedy during those years. 
Mary Williams, who had married Harry Welsh only a few years 
earlier, was suddenly left a widow with two children when her 
husband was killed in a mine blast.

World War I came and ended and times were changing rap
idly. The big freight wagons and jerkline teams were giving way 
to motorized trucks. The stage coach was fast disappearing, its 
routes taken over by gasoline powered vehicles.

Although Charlie Williams had driven the big steam pow
ered traction engines in the woods, he had never learned to drive 
an automobile. As the era of the big freight wagons ended, Charlie 
turned to mining. He worked at the Red Top Mine on Pennsyl-

Please see TEAMSTER, pg. 18

Sam Williams also hauled mine timbers.
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THE SENTENCING
OF BLACK BART

By
Michael B. Arkin & F. Ted Laskin

The following article is a chapter from the soon to be pub
lished book, FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE MINES CAME 
THE LAW, a History of the Bench and Bar of Calaveras 
County. The authors, both prominent Calaveras County attor
neys, have graciously allowed the LAS CALAVERAS to print 
this chapter of their copyrighted manuscript.

It is Saturday, November 17, 1883, a date summoned arbi
trarily from the files of history. The setting is the red brick Cala
veras County Courthouse on North Main Street, in San Andreas 
which houses the county superior court. Inside the courtroom, 
the clock above the jury box on the West wall registers ten 
o’clock. At the precise striking of the hour, the door to the judge’s 
chambers opens and a dignified, robed figure emerges and strides 
quickly to the bench.

“All rise!” calls the bailiff. “The Superior Court of Calaveras 
County, California, is now in session, the Honorable C. V. 
Gottschalk presiding..

His Honor, Charles Victor Gottschalk, nods briefly to the as
sembled spectators and motions them to be seated, then to the 
Court Clerk, R. M. Redmond, a signal for him to announce the 
case on this morning’s docket.

“The people of the State of California, plaintiff, versus C. E. 
Bolton, defendant,” intones the clerk.

There is a noticeable stirring and murmur of voices among 
the people in the courtroom: Charles E. Boles, alias C. E. Bolton, 
alias “Black Bart, the Po8,” self-styled poet and longtime nem
esis of the Wells Fargo Express Company, is about to be arraigned.

Seated at the prosecution’s table, on behalf of the People of 
the State, are District Attorney W. T. Lewis and Calaveras County

TEAMSTER, cont. from pg. 17

vania Gulch Road and at the Oro Plata Mine. His wife cooked at 
the Red Top while he worked there. Even after the Oro Plata 
Mine closed, Charlie stayed on as a night watchman. Later, with 
various partners, Charlie successfully pocket mined in the Mur
phys and Sheep Ranch areas.

Ann Grace Williams passed away in 1951. In latter years, 
Charlie Williams spent considerable time at the Fallon, Nevada 
ranch owned by his son, Elmer, where he could be near the horses 
and livestock he loved. “He felt good just being around those 
animals,” said his son, Eddie, of Elk Grove.

Charlie passed away at age 93, in 1966. He had seen the com
ing of the automobile and the airplane and watched spacecraft 
reach the moon. But on remote and forgotten roads in the moun
tains, there still are traces of ruts cut by the wheels of the big 
freight wagons that men like Charlie Williams and his father 
drove a hundred years ago.

Black Bart, AKA Charles Bolton. His true name was 
Charles E. Boles.

Sheriff Benjamin K. Thom, who also serves as the district 
attorney’s investigating officer.

At the table reserved for the defense sits the solitary accused, 
with a military bearing. He is a compact, broad shouldered man 
of medium height, apparently in his early fifties.. Instead of the 
customary rough garb of most defendants in foothill courts, he 
is dressed in fashionably, well-cut civilian clothing.

Viewed face-on, Bolton’s most prominent features are a pair 
of piercing blue eyes above prominent sculpted cheekbones, a 
high forehead accentuated by his gray-fringed receding hairline, 
and a sweeping mustache which shelters his faded whiskbroom 
of a beard.

At yesterday’s preliminary hearing, the defendant waived his 
right to be represented by counsel.

Behind the court railing, along the front row of benches, sit 
several prominent lawmen involved in Black Bart’s pursuit — 
and eventual arrest. Now they have come to observe the results 
of their dogged police work. Among this illustrious group are 
James B. Hume, Wells Fargo’s chief of detectives and former 
sheriff of El Dorado County; Hume’s close personal friend and 
professional sidekick, Jonathan (Johnny) Thacker; also, the bril
liant and relentless Harry Morse, another former sheriff (Alameda 
County), hired by the express company as its special agent; and,
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finally, Captain Appleton W. Stone of the San Francisco Police 
Department, who, along with Morse, is credited with Bolton’s 
initial apprehension in the bay city.

Judge Gottschalk leans forward to address the defendant. “C. 
E. Bolton,” he inquires, “is that your true and correct name?”

“That is my name, sir.”
“All right. Mr. Bolton, I am going to read to you the charge 

set forth in the People’s Information, filed by the District Attor
ney on this date...”

In the stilted language of an accusatory pleading, the Infor
mation alleges that on November 3rd, 1883, at the location of 
Funk Hill, near Copperopolis, Calaveras County, the accused 
held up stage driver Reason McConnell; and, by the use of force 
and violence directed at McConnell, did unlawfully and feloni
ously “steal, rob and carry away” 228 ounces of gold amalgam 
having a value of $4,104.00, and several parcels of United States 
minted coins in the sum of $553.00, “contrary to the peace, dig
nity and good order of the State of California.”

“To this charge, sir, how do you plead?”
Asserting their privilege as officers of the Court, a delegation 

of the County’s most prominent lawyers has usurped all twelve 
places in the jury box. They have come to witness these widely- 
heralded proceedings. While waiting for the session to begin, 
they banter among themselves with the easy assurances of guilds- 
men in a familiar workplace.

In the center of the first row, in deference to his seniority, sits 
Ira Hill Reed, former County Judge and Gottschalk’s immediate 
predecessor before the county courts were replaced by new trial 
forums. To Judge Reed’s left is Rienzi Hopkins, who, with his 
brother, Walter, formed the first law firm in San Andreas. On the 
Judge’s right is John B. Reddick, Hopkins’ present law partner, 
the town’s former Justice of the Peace and representative in the 
State Legislature. Eventually he will serve as California’s Lieu
tenant Governor, the highest elected official ever produced by 
Calaveras County.

Sitting directly behind Reddick is the young lion, Frank 
Solinsky, just two years out of law school and now serving his 
clerkship in the Reddick/Hopkins office. After a future term as 
county prosecutor he will become one of the most feared and 
respected defense advocates in the entire region. Next to Solinsky, 
behind his mentor, Judge Reed, sits young Arthur McSorley who 
gained his bar admission while studying in Reed’s chambers. 
McSorley will also take his turn as District Attorney before suc
ceeding Judge Gottschalk (many years later) on the Superior 
Court bench.

Rounding out this eminent “panel” are such notable practi
tioners as Lin Preston Felton, William Henry Leavitt, Homer 
Augustus Rose, the Severance brothers, Atwood and Josiah, 
Rufus A. Wiggins, and Thomas Kingsbury Wilson.

“To this charge, sir, how do you plead?”
The Judge’s question hangs in the courtroom. Once more there 

is an audible stirring, the gallery’s sense that something porten
tous is taking place. All attention is focused on the accused. But 
then, slowly, dramatically, drawing out the moment, District

Judge C. V. Gottschalk

Attorney Lewis rises to his feet.
“Your Honor, the defendant wishes to withdraw his earlier 

plea of ‘not guilty’ and enter a plea of ‘guilty’ instead.”
At this announcement there is a collective expiration of breath 

from the spectators, the sound of air being released from a bal
loon.

Judge Gottschalk, however, does not visibly react, having 
previously been apprised of this plea change.

“You understand, Mr. Bolton, that by changing your plea you 
will be giving up your right to a jury trial, to confront your ac
cusers, and to summon witnesses on your own behalf. Do you 
understand that?”

“I understand, your Honor.”
“—And you could be sentenced to a term of up to fifteen years 

in State prison?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Very well. To the charge of having committed one count of 

robbery in the First Degree, Penal Code Section 211, how do 
you plead?”

“I plead ‘guilty.’”
“Do you enter this plea knowingly and willingly, understand

ing the consequences? In the absence of any threats or coercion, 
or promises of leniency?”

“I do.”
“Do the People concur, Mr. Lewis? And is there a factual 

basis?”
“We do, your Honor, and there is,” replied the district attor- 

ney' Please see SENTENCING, pg. 20
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Glenn Wasson

I
n primitive societies, the most revered member of any community was the elder who was 
the story teller. He or she was often the oldest member of the clan with the widest span of 
memory, and lacking any written records, was a living library of the history and legends 
of the group. Not only did this person provide the main entertainment for the tribe, but also 

kept alive the origins, customs and chronicles to be passed to future generations.
In Calaveras County, no one wore this mantle more deservedly than George Hoeper. George 

successfully mined the Mother Lode for historical nuggets for many years and gathered a 
treasury of lore. His narrations have appeared in hundreds of newspaper and journal articles 
and several nationally published books. He was equally as informative in face to face conver
sations and lectures to groups on any aspect of the Gold Country. To know George Hoeper 
was to be able to tap a living encyclopedia.

George and I shared as fascination for our area’s most famous outlaw-Black Bart. George’s 
last book was a professionally researched effort on the notorious highwayman that will prob
ably become the definitive work on this colorful character. We should be grateful that this 
scrupulous historian has nailed down the facts of Black Bart’s career before I could distort 
them too much in my fanciful portrayals of Black Bart. My only defense is that poets have 
certain license denied historians, and it is suspected that even Mark Twain stretched a point 
now and then to embellish a story.

George, we both know we have unfinished business to perform and I pledge that it will be 
done, however long it takes. Some day, I hope I can report in this journal the nature of the 
project and its successful completion.

I am confident that whatever realm George Hoeper is occupying now, he is busy assem
bling a chronicle for us late arrivals to enjoy. In the meantime, his written legacy continues to 
enrich our appreciation of the Mother Lode and will do so for generations to come.

As we all know, George loved the out-of-doors, and it seems he always enjoyed these experiences more 
when shared with a friend or companion. He had a keen, lifelong interest in the Mother Lode history of gold 
mining and prospecting, having worked in several mines as a young man and being closely in touch with is 
old friend, Jesse Coffee (the subject of his book, Bacon & Beans From A Gold Pari). George didn’t do a lot 
of digging for the stuff himself, but enjoyed trekking off with someone who did, enjoying the experience 
through his knowledge of the country and the “excitement of the hunt.”
Among his latest episodes was a personal challenge to find the rich gold vein that his stepfather, Pete Cook, 
told of locating some 60 years ago, high up on the rugged canyon wall of the American River. George was a 
researcher of fact and he liked nothing more than to trace this type of story out and he went at it with great 
zeal! So, for the past two years, the hunt was on and the prize seemed to be very close at hand, but as with 
his stepfather’s demise, and now his own, another episode must follow.

A close friend and prospector



George 
William
Hoeper

1918-1997

SAN ANDREAS Mother Lode historian and noted author, George W, Hoeper, died Saturday, November 22, 
1997 in his San Andreas home. He was 79.

A native of Auburn, he graduated in 1936 from Placer High School and attended Placer Junior College in 
Auburn. He was a decorated veteran of World War II, having served in the U.S. Army Air Corps from 1943- 
1946.

His journalistic career began in 1946 as a reporter for the San Diego Tribune. In 1947, he joined the 
Sacramento Union as a reporter and progressed to City Editor until his departure 15 years later. From 1962 to 
1964, he worked as a consultant for the California Department of Fish and Game. In 1964, he moved to San 
Andreas and established the Mother Lode Bureau for the Stockton Record, covering Calaveras, Amador, 
Tuolumne and Alpine counties. He continued as Bureau Chief until his retirement in 1986. He was currently 
the Editor of Las Calaveras, the quarterly magazine of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

A noted expert on Mother Lode history and lore, his first book, Bacon & Beans From A Gold Pan, was in 
its second edition. In 1995, he released Black Bart: Boulevardier Bandit. He was working on his third manu
script at the time of his death. Also, he had numerous articles published in magazines and newspapers, includ
ing Senior Lifestyles and Sierra Escape.

He was an avid sportsman.
He is survived by his wife, Alice, of San Andreas, son and daughter-in-law, Dale and Beth Hoeper, of 

Sacrament, brother and sister-in-law, Ralph and Rose Hoeper, of Foresthill, and grandson, Bradly Hoeper, of 
Meminneville, Oregon.



SENTENCING, cont. from pg. 19
“Is there any legal reason why sentence should not be pro

nounced at this time?”
It was then the defendant himself spoke up.
“I should like to be sentenced as soon as possible.” 
“The People have no objection, your Honor,” added Lewis.
Judge Gottschalk paused, gazed intently for a moment, then 

in a flat emotionless voice, said, “the defendant will please stand: 
Mr. Bolton, in light of your conviction of first degree robbery, 
based on the ‘guilty’ plea entered in the Court’s record, I hereby 
sentence you to serve a term of six years in the California State 
Penal Institution, San Quentin, California.”

It is over that quickly! This sudden denoument coming after 
eight years: eight years of false leads, phantom pursuits, and 
dead-end investigations. It is finally over after 27 — or is it 28? - 
- (the authorities disagree among themselves) stage 
robberies.. .The entire pronouncement of sentence could not have 
taken more than thirty seconds.

The spectators seem stunned by this 
abrupt ending. They look at each other, 
as if seeking confirmation of what they 
have just heard. Something more had 
been anticipated. At least a trial, a con
frontation, a clash between the oppos
ing forces that would yield some ulti
mate truth. Certainly not this footling 
anticlimax. Muttering is heard among 
the benches. There is a sense of hav
ing been cheated out of something. In 
a kind of mute protest they are reluc
tant to leave their places.

But the city newspaper reporters 
show no such reluctance. Quickly, they 
scurry from the courthouse in a race 
to the telegraph office.

Members of the local Bar, however, 
remain decorously in place until Judge
Gottschalk adjourns the session. Then, 
with no less alacrity than that shown 
by the reporters, they hurry down the circular staircase to the 
ground floor and out the rear of the building.

Once outside, the lawyers steer a course down California 
Street parallel with North Main, until they reach their haven - 
the Courthouse Saloon. They might have opted for the Metro
politan Hotel, diagonally across Main, but the “Courthouse” af
fords an inconspicuous rear entrance. The new arrivals crowd 
the long mahogany bar, talking, laughing in high spirits - in 
sharp contrast to the solemnity of the morning’s arraignment.

An overcast chill in the air calls for curative potions: hot 
whiskey spiced with raw sugar and cinnamon sticks would be 
medically prescribed. Along with their toddies their host, 
“Gianni” Dasso, displays a free lunch of smoked ox tongue, pick- 
led cabbage, and homemade head cheese supplied by a local 
rancher.

Through the saloon’s windows they observe a damp mist ris
ing from San Andreas Creek, starting to spread across the town. 
This grey emanation inspires another round of drinks. As the 
men imbibe their voices grow louder, the tobacco smoke thicker, 
and their jokes and anecdotes even more boisterous.

(Within a hundred yards or less of where they congregate, a 
transport wagon waits at the rear wall of the jailyard. It is being 
readied for the prisoner’s eventual removal to San Quentin.)

“You could have gotten him off, Judge,” J. B. Reddick at
tempts to make himself heard above the din of voices. His words, 
addressed to Ira Hill Reed, are spoken only half in jest.

“I don’t know, John,” replies the Judge, “with all those ‘pri
ors’ they might have charged...”

The date is November 17, 1883 not long before the onset of 
winter. A single day captured in the freeze-frame of history. On 
this day, be it recalled, gentleman stage robber Charles E. Boles, 
alias C. E. Bolton, alias “Black Bart, Po8” was sentenced to State 
prison.

With the lengthening of time and distance, from this event 
there will evolve many legends, myths, folk tales, speculations 
and distortions of fact.* And Black Bart, himself, will enter the 
fabulous company of such western “heroes” as Cole Younger, 
Butch Cassidy, Billy the Kid, The Clantons and the James Broth
ers, among other celebrated brigands. And the lively confident 
lawyer brethren gathered today in Gianni Dasso’s saloon, in the 
full vigor of their professional careers, will become faded im
ages of themselves preserved in the files of the County archives, 
or lined in formal portraits framed on the walls of the Court
house Museum.

*One early twentieth century “Wild West” magazine had 
shifted the venue of Black Bart’s sentencing to Butte, Montana.

Historic Calaveras County Courtroom appears much the same today as when Black 
Bart was sentenced in it in 1883.
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THOSE PIG HUNTERS
STOLE THE BACON

Excerpted From
OLD MEN IN THE SUN
By Owen Clark Treleaven

EDITOR’S NOTE:
For more than half-a-century Owen Clark Treleaven was 

involved in a love affair with the Mother Lode.
Author and prolific writer, his works found space in na

tional publications and numerous west coast newspapers, in
cluding the San Francisco Examiner, Oakland Tribune and 
Stockton Record. Treleavan ’s literary interests in latter years 
focused on Calaveras County. Specifically, he chronicled the 
county’s turbulent history; its gold discoveries, mining camps 
and the violence that flared around them. He wrote of sprawl
ing ranches and cattle drives to and from the mountains. He 
wrote of stage drivers and stage robberies and of the men on 
both sides of the law involved in them.

Born in 1892, Owen Clark Treleaven grew up in Oakland. 
By 1914 he had left his father’s construction business to begin 
his writing career. He became a friend ofJack London, of Harry 
Golden and Laurel Otis Reese. He was a lifelong associate of 
Josephine McCracken, founder of California’s Redwood Pres
ervation Committee.

Treleaven and his wife, Mabel, first visited Calaveras County 
following the close of World War I and became fascinated with 
its people and its past.

When the Great Depression struck in 1929 he already owned 
property in Calaveras County. The mid-1930’s found him and 
Mabel living in their home at Indian Hills, just beyond Bryce 
Station, on Highway 4. Later, they would live permanently in 
Altaville. He died in Calaveras County on December 27,1980.

Although never a permanent resident of the historic towns 
of Murphys or Copperopolis, Clark Treleaven spent innumer
able hours there. In summer, on porches of old stores, in win
ter, around the stove in the Murphys Hotel, wherever old tim
ers gathered. Treleaven listened to the tales of men who had 
lived those hectic years. Men in their late seventies and eight
ies—miners, ranchers, lumberjacks, teamsters, stage drivers and 
Wells Fargo shotgun messengers who had 'fetched” their man. 
They included Murphys Constable Jack Morely, a retired Wells 
Fargo messenger and Bill Hendricks, another Wells Fargo 
guard who killed a bandit during an attempted stage robbery 
west of Angels Camp, Peter Mitchler, former sheriff’s deputies 
Bill and Goey Hendsch, of Copperopolis; Ben Box and many 
others.

From such sources of raw history, from the mouths of men 
who had lived it, Treleaven drafted a thick manuscript titled 
"OLD MEN IN THE SUN.”

There in 17 chapters Treleaven recounted tales of people 
and events that spanned more than half-a-century of Cala-

Goey Hendsch and author Owen Clark Treleaven.

veras life. Some are comic, some tragic, all are true, interest
ing and informative.

The following account is excerpted from one of the chap
ters of this history rich, unpublished manuscript, now the prop
erty of the Calaveras County Historical Society. The following 
story has been edited only slightly.

On a blustery, late winter morning I found retired Calaveras 
County Deputy Sheriff Goey Hendsch on the back steps of his 
Copperopolis home, washing out his coffee pot. Scudding clouds 
swept bare a little pool of blue sky as we turned in mutual habit 
to a bench beside the door. Each fumbled in his pocket for a 
cigarette, then watched contentedly slow spirals of blue smoke 
curling upward. Near the fence where the land climbed steeply 
to form the Bear Mountain Range, a meadow lark on a swaying 
stalk of last year’s mustard poured liquid gold from a throat that 
pulsated in ecstacy.

“I still make coffee like my mother did—oven roasted coffee 
beans-grind up some each morning boil ‘em in a cloth sack. 
Mother always used an egg in the coffee to make it clear.”

Stinging rain drops began slanting down and we retreated to 
the warmth of the kitchen. “I make my own cereal out of whole 
wheat, too,” Goey announced. “I haven’t much use for some of 
these cereals we buy nowadays. Trouble is, lately I haven’t been 
eating much breakfast—I get this pain and I can’t keep it down. 
But I do eat a good dinner, although I get tired of my own cook
ing once in a while.”

“Tell you what,” I said. “What do you say Mabel and I bring
Please see HUNTERS, pg. 22
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HUNTERS, cont. from pg. 21
down a whole meal one of these days. How about fried chicken 

and all the fixings?”
Goey considered the proposal gravely. “That would be nice,” 

he decided. “That is, if Mrs. Treleaven doesn’t go to too much 
trouble. I sure like chicken—like all kinds of fowl. I used to eat a 
lots of chicken, ducks, quail. You know, there used to be so much 
wildfowl in this country-we used to bring quail home by the 
sack full. Some hunted them for market. We kids hunted them 
with muzzle loading shotguns—there
was lots of wild hogs around here, too, 
the country was full of them.

“Say...” A sudden though inter
rupted his memories and he looked at 
me in wonder. “Why, I’ll bet I never 
told you about the hold-up on Funk
Hill and the wild hog hunt. Would you 
like to hear about that?

“This country was practically over
run with wild hogs at one time. Ev
erybody knew it. And, there was lots 
of stage hold-ups that was.. .Well, let’s 
say they was kind of amateurish, to say 
the least. There was a lot of hold-ups 
that most everybody suspicioned was 
done by men who, afterward, turned 
out to help hunt the robbers. Lots of 
them was never proved...Was never 
solved, even though they looked as 
plain as the nose on your face.

“Old John Ford ran the saloon. A 
man named Milton Honey—he pro
nounced it Hoe-ney-was the telegraph 
operator in Coppertown at that time.
He was in the saloon when these men 
come in. Honey looked in their wagon 
and saw a dressed hog.. .But that’s get
ting things backward. I’ll begin at the 
beginning and tell you the whole cir
cumstances.

“You remember Jimmy Rogers—he was a gulch miner out 
there in Funk Hill country. He was coming into town one day to 
get a little grub to take home and mebbe go in a little tooter, too, 
chances are. Well, he’d scratched out a little dust, was heading 
into town and just as he crossed Black Creek, about a mile up 
the road from here, well, he met these two fellows in a spring 
wagon. They had a canvas stretched across the wagon bed.

“Now let’s not stir up any trouble...Let’s say them two fel
lows was short and fat and lived a thousand miles away from 
Copperopolis.

“Well, of course Jimmy knew ‘em both, so he stopped to pass 
the time of day.

‘Which way you fellows headed?’ he asked.
‘Oh, we’re going up on Funk Hill to hunt hogs,’ they told 

him. Well, that wasn’t unusual. People did that all the time. 
Camped up there and hunted whenever they wanted hog meat.

“But, just as they said that, Jimmy heard a hog grunt beneath 
the canvas that was stretched across the wagon bed.”

‘What are you going to hunt hogs for when you got one al
ready?’ he asked.”

‘Oh, this is a tame hog we’re going to use for a decoy.’ “Then 
them two kinda’ hurriedly drove away.

Well, old Jimmy came on into town and he hunted up my 

brother, Bill, who was one of Sheriff Ben Thom’s deputies, and 
told him,” ‘Bill, I think there’s going to be another hold-up on 
Funk Hill.’ “Then he told Bill about what he’d seen and heard.

Later in the day Bill met up with me and repeated what Jimmy 
told him.” ‘By God, there’s going to be a hold-up,’ “Bill told 
me.

Sure enough, next morning the Sonora-Milton Stage was 
robbed there on Funk Hill. The stage driver, Sam Smith, said he 
was held up by two men in a brushy spot a little this side of the 
apex of the hill, where a blind road leads down into Yaqui Gulch. 
Sam told my brother all the circumstances and Bill told me. Sam 
gave Bill a pretty good description of them two bandits—let’s 
just say they was short and fat and lived a thousand miles from 
here.

Old Men In The Sun ... From these Murphys old timers, Owen Clark Treleaven 
heard tales of the early days in Calaveras County.
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STAGE ROBBERS WERE
BUSY IN CALAVERAS

Black Bart certainly was not the only one who looked upon 
the stagecoaches that plied Calaveras County roads as fair game. 
In fact, despite the best efforts of Wells Fargo Company agents 
and Calaveras Sheriff Ben Thom who during the 1880’s sent 
more than a score of Calaveras stage robbers to prison, stage 
robbery continued here until the early years of this century.

Long before Bart entered the scene with his first robbery on 
July 26, 1875, bandits were preying regularly on local stages 
that carried Wells Fargo express boxes. But, robberies did not 
occur here during the early gold rush years. The first recorded 
Calaveras robbery occurred on February 17, 1857, when three 
miners, turned stage robbers, stopped a stage a mile west of 
Murphys which was carrying $32,000 in gold. They buried their 
loot but were quickly arrested when a hastily formed posse 
tracked them to their cabin and recovered the buried gold. Within 
days, all three were sentenced to prison.

The 1870’s and 1880’s were the years that stage robbers were 
the most active in Calaveras County. In this county alone there 
were some 30 robberies during the 1880’s. Statewide, Wells 
Fargo Detective Chief James Hume reported that between 1870 
and 1884 his company was the victim of 313 stage robberies, 
not counting 34 attempted hold-ups.

The Sonora-Copperopolis-Milton Road over Funk Hill

(where Black Bart’s robberies also took place) was among the 
most often hit by bandits. Notorious among Calaveras stage rob
bers in that area was a gang comprised of Mitchell Brown, alias 
“Little Mitch;” Mitchell Ratovich, alias “Big Mitch;” Ramon 
Ruiz and Antone Savage, “Old Joaquin.” They robbed not only 
Milton-bound stages but also hit Mokelumne-Lodi and Chinese 
Camp-Copperopolis stages.

Bandits held up the stage at Murray Creek as it was leaving 
San Andreas, emptied the express box, robbed the passengers 
and took the stage driver’s last five-dollar gold piece.

As retired Deputy Sheriff Goey Hendsch remarked, not all of 
the stage robbers were professionals. One Copperopolis ne’er- 
do-well, blind in one eye, decided that stage robbery would be 
easier than working for a living. Deciding also to emulate the 
famous Black Bart and use a flour sack mask with eye holes cut 
in it, he held up a stage. However, since he had only one eye, he 
cut only a single hole in his flour sack mask. He had hardly 
returned to town when Sheriff Thom, who had already heard the 
description of the bandit and his mask, took him into custody.

But stage robbery was no laughing matter. Between 1870 and 
the mid 1880’s stage robbers and burglaries of Wells Fargo ex
press offices, according to James Hume, cost the company losses 
of $415,312. Rewards paid for arrests and convictions of ban
dits amounted to $73,451; prosecution of offenders cost another 
$22,000; salaries of guards and special agents, $326,000, for a 
total of more than $837,000.

Well, Bill was satisfied in his own mind who they were, and 
of course, he told me. But, because it was never proved, you 
better not used their names.. .Sheriff Ben Thom was notified, of 
course, and then Bill went up to Funk Hill.

Bill found fresh wagon tracks on the road leading down Yaqui 
Gulch and in less than a mile, near an abandoned cabin, found a 
dry camp and the wagon, with a couple of horses tied up to trees. 
Funny thing about that camp—there had been no fire, but quite a 
lot of stuff, cooked beans and bacon rind was scattered around 
as if someone wanted to make it appear they had been there for 
some time. Bill also found where a hog had been dressed out.

This was Spring of the year, the grass was up pretty good and 
pretty well drenched with dew. He picked up the tracks of two 
men—they was easy to follow in the wet grass. He tracked them 
right back to the place where the hold-up occurred—that is, he 
followed their foot prints and he had a pretty good idea of who 
these fellows were.

To Bill, the evidence was practically conclusive. He came 
back to town and met Ben Thom. Ben asked him what he knew 
and Bill told him what he had found. He told the Sheriff he was 
satisfied who the stage robbers were.

Meanwhile, Jim Hume, head detective for Wells Fargo, had 
arrived and they got together and headed for Funk Hill.

But Bill didn’t like Jim Hume-seems Hume always acted 
contrary and didn’t ever want advice. So, Bill told Thom that if 
Hume was going to be in charge of the case, ‘I’m through.’

“Thom told Bill he’d use his information-that he’d go ahead 

with it on his own. However... You know what came of it? Noth
ing!

“You see, for one thing, Thom and Hume had had some kind 
of a falling out. So, Thom never bothered to tell Jim Hume what 
Bill had discovered. Why they didn’t investigate those circum
stances farther, I’ll never know...”

Goey looked at me shrewdly; exactly like others who have 
told me essentially the same story.

“There was this wagon-it came back to town and there was a 
dead hog in it. Some folks even supposition that besides being 
those fellows evidence that they had been pig hunting, they hid 
the loot inside the pig when they returned to town.

“You see, they tied up in front of John Ford’s saloon with the 
hog in their wagon for everyone to see and they was inside play
ing cards for drinks when Milt Honey went outside, and looked 
under the canvas at the hog. He later claimed he saw a canvas 
sack inside that cleaned hog’s carcass.

However...As I said, the result of all this was just...Plain 
nothing! I always thought Ben and the authorities didn’t go far 
enough with that hunch-not quite far enough.”

As Goey finished he raised his eyes, tired and faded with the 
fatigue of long and strenuous living-and of late, living with pain.

He looked at the dooryard where rivulets of rain formed min
iature sluices in the clay soil. He had been a lawman all his life. 
I wondered if there in the clay he saw the feet of his idols, and 
that they too, had turned to clay.
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FRED CUNEO REMEMBERS
By

The Editor

Fred Cuneo, grandson of gold rush pioneers, will celebrate 
his 92nd birthday in March. One of his grandfathers operated 
the first store in historic San Antone Camp. His other grandfa
ther owned the costa store in Calaveritas.

Bom in 1906 in the Cuneo home on Fricot Ridge, Fred well 
remembers the people who lived around them when he was a 
boy—miners, ranchers, teamsters—elderly men—more than a few 
of whom were original 49’ers. A few weeks ago Fred, a retired 
San Andreas Postmaster, relaxed in his gracious home across 
Calaveritas Creek from the old Costa Store and recalled some of 
the pioneers of the area and the way of life in the Calaveras 
foothills he knew as a boy.

“The first quarter of this century was a unique period. Change 
was taking place in many parts of the nation, but it was slow 
arriving here. Transportation was slow, communications still 
was in its infancy—no telephones—and there were few outside 
contacts.

For most people, just making a living was a struggle. Life 
was not easy, no easier than it had been for the original settlers, 
many of whom were still living. It was their sons and daughters 
who made up a large percentage of the county’s population prior 
to World War I. Those people knew nothing but hard work and 
hardship. Both men and women worked hard all their lives, but 
people were close to each other, helped each other out.

They were good people, good citizens. We owe a lot to them 
because they laid the foundation for our county as it is today. 
There were so many fine people in those days...I only wish we 
could document the lives of them all.”

BIG ROSIE AND BASTOGNE DeMARTINI
“Among those I knew as I was growing up was ‘Big Rosie’ 

and Bastogne DeMartini, whose ranch was on Dogtown Road at 
San Antone Creek. They migrated here in the early days from 
Italy and like so many of Italian descent, chose agriculture in
stead of mining. They homesteaded there, raised cattle and sheep, 
cultivated a huge garden from which they marketed vegetables 
and, of course, made wine.

Big Rosie’s nickname came from the fact that she was big— 
not particularly tall-just big. And, she and Bastogne also had 
the reputation of being the most hospitable couple in the whole 
area. Never did a person arrive at their place who was not asked 
to stop and eat. Rosie was a great cook and her specialty was 
macaroni and gravy. Each Sunday, friends would gather at the 
DeMartini’s for a sumptious meal, a little wine, good conversa
tion and exchange of local news.

There were few jobs in those days, except in the deep mines, 
and making a living on a ranch wasn’t easy. However, in addi
tion to having raised their original family, Rosie and Bastogne 
in later years, were called upon to raise their three grandchildren 
after their mother and father died. The grandchildren were Rose,

Cap and Bosso Roberts. Many of the old timers will remember 
Bosso, for he was a bartender for many years in some of the 
area’s better drinking places.

The DeMartini Ranch had an abundance of water from a fine 
spring and the Terwilliger Ditch that kept most of their irrigatible 
land green. There was also a fine spring in the basement of the 
DeMartini home and it supplied the family’s domestic water.

For some reason, the DeMartini cattle were unusually wild 
and when it came time to gather the cattle, Bastogne summoned 
the local cowboys who were always glad to volunteer. Although 
they knew they wouldn’t be paid in cash, they would sit down to

Fred Cuneo

one of Rosie’s famous dinners.
The DeMartinis had a very nice home there on Dogtown Road 

and they were like and respected by all who knew them. Rosie 
and Bastogne died about 1920.”

LORENZO PARSON “ROD” TERWILLIGER
“Lorenzo Parson ‘Rod’ Terwilliger, from New York, was one 

of the original 49’ers who came to Calaveras County when news 
of gold discovery reached the eastern United States. His ranch 
was on Fricot Road, two miles east of Calaveritas. The reservoir 
in which he stored water can still be seen there on the south side 
of the road. He also owned the Terwilliger Ditch which ran from 
Scott’s place on San Antone Creek, east of Sheep Ranch, all the 
way to the hydraulic mines at Calaveritas. That same ditch is 
still in use today, supplying Fricot City.

Rod Terwilliger married Addie Otis and they raised three sons, 
Harry, Jack and Norman. Following Terwilliger’s marriage to 
Addie, they also inherited the Otis Ranch on O’Neil Creek where 
they raised vegetables for market.

The Terwilliger home was a very fine one with a large orna
mental garden of roses, lilacs and other flowers and shrubs. This 
was made possible because of the abundance of water.
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During the early years Terwilliger operated the ranch, ‘Buster’ 
the black miner who had accumulated a fortune in gold he kept 
in a buried Dutch oven, was still living. Terwilliger made no 
secret of the fact that he used to watch the old Negro though a 
spy glass to try to find where the gold was buried. Buster’s gold, 
as far as anyone knows, is still hidden somewhere the hills around 
San Antone Camp.

Terwilliger acquired the nickname of ‘Rod’ completely by 
accident. He was standing one afternoon in front of San An
dreas’ Metropolitan Hotel when the stage arrived. A passenger 
jumped out, threw his arms around Terwilliger and shouted, ‘How 
are you Rod? How are the folks back home?’ The man left with
out identifying himself—Terwilliger said he’d never seen the fel
low before-had no idea who he was.

However, several of the town wags who observed the inci
dent began calling Terwilliger ‘Rod,’ and the nickname stuck.” 

“The Terwilligers were fine people. Rod Terwilliger enjoyed 
a drink with friends now and then and sometimes gambled a bit 
at cards, in San Andreas.

He passed away in 1922 at age 90 and is buried in San An
dreas.”

EUGENE“GENE” DRURY
“The Drury Ranch was on Calaveritas Creek, a mile upstream 

from the community of Calaveritas. Gene was bom on the ranch, 
which at one time was considered one of the best in Calaveras 
County.

With plenty of water they had a large orchard, a garden in 
which they raised vegetables for market and a big alfalfa patch. 
Sometimes people came out from town on fall evenings to shoot 
deer that came down to earth the alfalfa. Some of the young 
fellows would bring their girl friends with them, but on those 
occasions there weren’t many deer killed.

Gene Drury always served on the local election board. One 
election morning he didn’t show up—apparently he’d overslept. 
Someone was sent to get him and a few minutes later he came 
running down the road. Rod had a deep, sonorous voice, and as 
he came running toward the polling place, he was shouting ‘Yes, 
Oh Yes, the polls are open!’

In latter years the property sold to the Calaveras Cement Com
pany which developed Quarry No. 4 there. Eventually, waste 
rock from the quarry covered all of the fertile ranch land. Now a 
rock company has moved in there and is slowly crushing and 
selling the waste rock. Maybe someday the fertile ranch land 
will be uncovered again.”

AH QUAY, MINER TURNED TRUCK GARDENER
“Ah Quay, an elderly Chinese who in his younger days had 

mined the Calaveras River and its tributaries, lived in a small 
cabin on the Moya Ranch of Calaveritas Creek, four miles up
stream from Calaveritas, near where it is crossed today by the 
Ponderosa Road. He lived quietly and cultivated a large garden 
from which he sold vegetables in San Andreas and other com
munities. He hauled his produce to town with an old horse and 
light wagon.

Ah Quay had another horse which he called Malacho, a Span
ish or Mexican name. He gave Malacho to us Cuneo kids to 
ride to school, but that was the hardest horse to catch I ever saw. 
By the time we finally ran him down each morning and got him 
saddled we’d just as well have walked to school.

Ah Quay had long ago given up his oriental garb, cut off his 
long, braided queue and wore tattered, old western clothes. How
ever, he still celebrated the Chinese New Year. Each year when it 
came around he gave us kids quantities of candy and firecrackers.”

Lorenson Parson “Rod” Terwilliger

LOUIS COSTA
“My uncle, Louis Costa, was bom and lived his entire life in 

Calaveritas. He was the son of Luigi Costa who operated the 
Costa Store in Calaveritas from 1860 to 1905. The store still 
stands as does the Costa home, now the property of my sister, 
Louise Greenlaw. The present home there was originally built 
on Fricot Ridge. My grandfather tore the house down, numbered 
the boards and hauled them to Calaveritas, where he rebuild it 
on the foundation of a previous home that had burned.

Louis spent his entire life on the ranch where he was bom. He 
raised cattle and hay crops and when he had time, drove freight 
wagons, hauling to Fricot City. Each Sunday, he dressed in his 
best, with gold watch and chain, Uncle Louis would go to San
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MURPHYS GALLERY HONORS 
FAMED LODE ARTIST

One of the Mother Lode’s premium artists who passed away 
nearly two decades ago, has not been forgotten. The Surendorf 
Gallery, which displays a variety of Mother Lode art, including 
many originals by the late Charles Surendorf, is now operating at 
472 Main Street in Murphys.

Surendorf, then in his early thirties, discovered the Mother Lode 
and the old gold rush town of Columbia nearly 60 years ago. For 
nearly 30 years, from 1949 until shortly before his death in 1979, 
he maintained his studio and gallery in Columbia which was be
ing restored as a state park.

There he began putting his gold country scenes on canvas. His 
water colors and oils included Columbia’s historic Mississippi 
House, the Michler (Murphys) Hotel, and his paintings helped 
make Sonora’s Red Church famous. He fulfilled individual re
quests for a painting of Angels Camp’s Serbian Church and St.
Andrew’s Catholic Church in San Andreas. His skilled brush
caught untold numbers of foothill scenes and historic buildings.
He became famous for his linoleum block Printers and in latter
years was listed among the top 100 block painters in the country.

Fiercely independent, Surendorf at times conducted a running
feud with the State Park Service, now the Department of Beaches
and Parks. Twice he was ousted from the State Park. The first
occurred when he refused to allow the park service to restore his
studio building. However, he was returned by popular demand.
The last time was in 1979 when he refused the Park Department’s
demand that he dress in gold rush costume. Said observers,
“Charlie lost the dispute, but when he left, the state was the real
loser „ Charles Surendorf

Surendorf’s daughter, Cindy, says she operates the Murphys Gallery “mainly to keep my father’s memory alive.” The gallery is 
open every day except Wednesdays. She rotates the shows every three months.

HUNTERS, cont. from pg. 21

Andreas to meet friends. He al vays kept a fine horse and buggy.
Louis Costa married Rose Prince, of Altaville, who died little 

more than a year after their marriage. He never married again. 
He died at age 87 and is interred in the Catholic Cemetery in 
San Andreas.”

DR. LOUIS MADDOCK M.D.
“A native of Oregon who had attended three universities and 

obtained his medical degree at Jefferson Medical College in 
Philadelphia, Penn., Doctor Louis Maddock arrived in Stockton 
in 1893. After maintaining an office there for a time, he moved 
to Calaveras County where he practiced medicine for nearly 30 
years. He was a graduate of the University of Oregon and stud
ied law at the University of Virginia before going to medical 
school.

Oddly enough, after arriving in Calaveras County, Dr. 
Maddock maintained no office. He carried his medicine and 
medical equipment in a black valise and lived in various places, 

largely at Fourth Crossing Hotel. My brother, Don, has the va
lise that the doctor carried.

Generally speaking, Dr. Maddock was considered a very good 
doctor. He never turned down a call, no matter where it was, and 
in emergencies or extreme illnesses such as scarlet fever of 
dyptheria or other dangerous diseases, he would stay at the home 
of the patient, asking only food and a drink now and then.

In 1906, when my mother was pregnant with me, Dr. Maddock 
was scheduled to make the delivery. The critical time arrived— 
there was no telephone—and a messenger was dispatched to sum
mon the doctor. However, this messenger was a poor selection. 
He galloped away on horseback, failed to find the doctor in Ca- 
laveritas or San Andreas, and finally located him at Fourth Cross
ing.

“Unfortunately, the Fourth Crossing Hotel had a saloon. The 
messenger liked to drink, and Dr. Maddock was not adverse to a 
nip now and then. The first drink was followed by several more. 
When the doctor and messenger arrived at our home, I was three 
hours old.”
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T
he Calaveras County Historical Society has become 
the unexpected recipient of a large piece of local his
tory. In February, the Society was given several large 
boxes of miscellaneous back issues of the Calaveras Califor

nian and the Calaveras Prospect. How did we arrive at such 
good fortune? With the recent sales, mergers, reorganization, 
etc. of the local papers with the Calaveras Enterprise, some 
housekeeping was bound to take place. The extra boxes of 
old newspapers were discovered in storage at the Prospect 
offices. They were offered to the Society, and we gladly ac
cepted them.

Together these papers represent a significant accounting 
of our local history since the gold rush. The Prospect is lo
cally known as the newspaper that has been "the longest con
tinuously published newspaper in Calaveras County,” as it 
has been steadily in print since the 1800’s. This year the Cali
fornian celebrates its 75th anniversary. Today these papers 
are being streamlined to target specific areas of Calaveras 
County and are brought to homes through the mail. With the 
merger with the Enterprise, all of these papers now fall under 
the umbrella of a local publishing consortium called Cala
veras First Newspapers.

Now the work begins. Unfortunately, the papers were 
not cataloged nor even stored chronologically. We have been 
able to determine that they generally range from twenty to 
eighty years old. Issues range from ten cents a copy to two 

dollars for an annual subscription. Volunteers have been work
ing to arrange them chronologically and index them in a neat, 
retrievable condition. But the material is so interesting ,one 
is quickly distracted by the various stories of old and work 
grinds to a halt. Everyone agrees it has been much fun

Some Things Never Change

Common themes throughout the front pages of the pa
pers are quickly recognized. The opening or closing of a mine 
always made front page news, as did mining accidents or other 
catastrophes. The Calaveras Cement Company, so important 
to our local economy, featured prominently in the headlines 
for years. Today, obituaries and high school sports scores are 
more likely to be found on second pages or later sections of 
the paper, but these subjects have fueled news for countless 
years. The activities of our County Fair and participation to 
the State Fair has always been important to us. And highway 
projects or transportation and road problems seem to have 
been significant longer than pavement has existed.

History Isn’t Bunk

Despite what Mark Twain is alleged to have said about 
history, not everyone believes that history is bunk. In fact,

Please see NEWSPAPERS, pg. 2
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UNEMPLOYED MAY MINE FOR
GOLD ON STATE PROPERTY
Sacramento, May 75.-Rebirth of the days 
of '49, this time under a planned economy 
with thousand of unemployed men re
cruited from relief rolls to search for 
California's yet untapped millions in gold, 
is pictured in a bill now pending before 
the State Assembly.

Framed by State Senator Jerrold 
Seawell of Placer County and Assembly
man Jesse M. Mayo of Calaveras County 
to deplete the ranks of depression - bom 
idle and raise additional revenue for the 
State coffers, the measure would place an 
unlimited number at work in abandoned 
mine sites under State support and super
vision.
ON ASSEMBLY CALENDAR

The bill has already won a unanimous 
vote in the Senate. If it is passed by the 
Assembly and approved by the governor, 
California’s gleaming yellow metal that 
once captured the world's imagination and 
brought teeming hordes to the Mother

Lode may soon again become a mecca for 
prospectors. The measure has been placed 
on the Assembly calendar.

All that threatens success of the plan, 
says Walter W. Bradley, chief of the Di
vision of Mines of the Department of 
Natural Resources, and under whose su
pervision the project would operate, is the 
lack of funds with which to initiate work. 
The bill makes no such provision and 
there is no money in the Division of Mines 
available for such purpose.
FUNDS MUST BE FOUND

"Funds must be made available to 
start operations," he said. "Once that is 
done the work will continue of its own 
momentum. I have little doubt but that 
with careful analysis of probable yield, 
the State can select sites that will be real 
revenue producers."

There is about $600,000,000 worth 
of gold in gravel channels and an addi
tional $1,000,000,000 in the lodes, ac

cording to Bradley. This amount is calcu
lated at the old rate of $20 per ounce, so 
that under the current price of nearly $35, 
the value is almost doubled.
WORK ABANDONED MINES

Only those abandoned mines and 
channels where State geologists reckon 
there is gold in paying quantities will be 
exploited. There are hundreds of these 
throughout the State.

"The States owns a great deal of such 
land, acquired through early land grants 
for school districts and also, particularly 
of late, through tax delinquency," Brad
ley said.

"Since 1921 mineral-bearing land 
may be only leased, not sold, by the State. 
These lands are available to private en
terprise, but it is evident that a great deal 
of this property might well be worked by 
the State because unwanted by individual 
prospectors."

NEWSPAPERS, cont. from pg. 1
many people (you included) find history to be fascinating. And 
our rich County provides almost limitless material for histori
cal exploration. These old newspapers often used notes on his
tory as "stories." In as early as 1920, the Prospect printed retro
spections of earlier news events starting with "70 years ago to
day..." And Judge J. A. Smith provided the Prospect with a 
column called "Days of Old In Historical Calaveras County" 
for many years. Much of his material has made its way into 
earlier editions of the Las Calaveras.

Some may feel that, although old newspaper articles may 
be newsworthy, they do not necessarily represent "history." 
Much of what is chronicled in these papers has occurred during 
our lifetimes. We may not be willing to relegate our life stories 
to history just yet, as that would be tantamount to calling our
selves antiques or relics. But the term 'History' means a record 
of events, so we should be grateful that so much of the last 
hundred years has been so thoroughly documented for future 
generations to learn from and enjoy. Perhaps these articles will 

revive a forgotten or fond memory, or spawn a lively conversa
tion. So sit back and enjoy this little indulgence in nostalgia.

Gratitude

The Calaveras County Historical Society is grateful to Mr. 
Ron Dwelley of the Calaveras Enterprise for the generous do
nation of these papers. And we are grateful to Mr. Jon Peterson, 
who recently retired, for his many years of dedicated work pub
lishing the Prospect and the Californian. The following pages 
have excerpts from just a few years. We hope you'll find them 
interesting. And if you get a chance, come by the office and 
browse through some of the papers or help catalog them. But 
be prepared to sit a spell as you'll quickly become fascinated 
with the stories. Perhaps you'll find the paper from the day you 
were bom, or mention of your grandparents' wedding anniver
sary, or a story about the mine that used to operate near the old 
ranch, or...
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Gold Mine Land
Sold For $21,000
Romie Rolleri bought 330 sur

face acres and 460 mineral acres op
erated by gold mining executive 
Harry Sears for $21,000 at a tax sale 
Tuesday and Sears promptly filed 
suit, asserting he had a right to the 
land.

Rolleri’s bid of $21,000 was the 
sole one made on the Calaveras Cen
tral Mining Co. property and just met 
the minimum set in advance by the 
county and the state. But a represen
tative of an Easter group associated 
with Sears in gold mining ventures 
here attended the sale and is believed 
interested in acquiring mineral rights 
to the property.

Also present was a representa
tive of Pacific Gas and Electric which 
is hoping to build a small micro-wave 
relay station on a portion of the prop
erty.

Sears’ suit asserts he has a right 
to remain permanently in possession 
of the land because the county did 
not act in time to seek his removal.

The sale climaxed a long series 

of controversies over the gold min
ing property stretching back to 1930. 
At that time O. H. Lague, and em
ployee of Sears', claimed he was 
owed back wages, sued and in Nov. 
1934 was awarded $3,059. Lague 
acquired an interest in the land in 
execution of judgement and the land 
was assessed to him. However, Sears 
asserted a right to pay taxes on the 
land and did so on and off over the 
years.

The tax delinquency mounted, 
however, and when Rolleri made an 
application to purchase this year, a 
tax sale was called, the property 
meanwhile having been deeded to the 
state for taxes. Sears, during this en
tire period, remained in apparent pos
session.

At the sale Tuesday, Sears had 
one more chance to pay on the prop
erty but did not and the Rolleri bid 
was offered and accepted. Rolleri’s 
price figures out to approximately 
$63 an acre.

Calaveras Californian
July 11, 1940

FIRE ENDANGERS MINE BUILDINGS
Building of the Calaveras Central Mine near Angels Camp were endangered by 

fire Wednesday afternoon, when a grass and brush blaze swept over nine acres before 
being brought under control by the combined efforts of the Angels Camp Fire Depart
ment and fire suppression crews from San Andreas and Murphys.

The fire started near the Broglio residence west of the mine and at one time was 
burning within 20 feet of one of the mine buildings.

Investigation into cause of the blaze is being made by the sheriffs office and by 
State Forest Ranger Jim Mace of San Andreas.

Calao er a£ r o sip ect
May 25, 1935

Slayer Dies After 
Filling Prophecy

Merced, May 20.-One of the most 
remarkable criminal cases in the history 
of California courts came to end here to
day with the funeral of James Westley 
Smalling, 77.

Convicted of murder in 1891, 
Smalling spent 41 years of his life in 
prison and under parole, but he died here 
Saturday a free man. The late Governor 
James Rolph, Jr., granted Smalling an un
conditional pardon in 1932 which restored 
his rights of citizenship, 41 years after he 
was convicted of murdering his brother- 
in-law, Donald Ackton, during a quarrel 
over cattle.

Smalling, a farmer in the Ryer dis
trict near here in the 1880's, was prospect
ing for gold in Calaveras County. He shot 
and killed Ackton, whose body fell into a 
well which became his grave.

Smalling was sentenced to a life term 
in State prison after a second trial. The 
first trial jury failed to reach a verdict. 
Smalling claimed self-defense as a mo
tive for the slaying and declared fear of 
incriminating Mrs. Ackton had silenced 
him.

He began his prison term in 1891. 
Shortly after his commitment his wife 
visited him and killed herself before the 
prison gates. He was released on parole 
in 1908, after serving 17 years.

Governor Rolph's pardon fulfilled a 
prediction made by Smalling to the court 
at San Andreas at the time of his convic
tion.

Smalling said: "Judge, you and the 
jury and most everybody here will be dead 
when I get out of prison, but I'll get out 
and be free again."

When the pardon was ordered the 
judge and all jurors were dead.

Smalling voted at the 1932 presiden
tial election for the first time since 1888. 
After his parole he engaged in small truck 
farming near here.
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STEVENOT GETS 
APPOINTED ON
I!. I!. COMMISSION

Fred G. Stevenot, state direc
tor of natural resources and Cala
veras County’s favorite son, was ap
pointed a member of the California 
Railroad Commission yesterday by 
Governor C. C. Young for a two 
year term.

Stevenot, who was born at 
Carson Hill has served in the state 
legislature for several years and was 
appointed to the post of director of 
natural resources upon the creation 
of that department in 1927 by Gov
ernor C. C. Young. He has served 
in that capacity ever since and has 
made a splendid record in handling 
the various departments under his 
jurisdiction which includes fish and 
game, forestry, gas and oil, state 
parks and mining.

Stevenot succeeds Wm. J. Carr 
of Los Angeles who resigned to 
accept a six year appointment on the 
commission.

The people of Calaveras 
County are especially pleased at the 
action of the Governor in appoint
ing Stevenot, whom they recognize 
as a potential candidate for gover
nor four years from now.

Calauera^Hro^pect
Feb. 9, 1935

Mok. Hill Reservoir
To Be Filled Soon

Unless some unforseen circum
stance arises, water will be pouring 
into the Mokelumne Hill reservoir 
within two weeks, according to W. N. 
Prindle, manager for the water com
pany.

Boxes, of which 36 are required, 
are being built of lumber furnished by 
the government by the CCC boys 
from the Rich Gulch camp, who are 
doing the repair work.

May 25, 1935

Water Pours Into
Mok. Hill Reservoirs

Mokelumne Hill, May 23.- 
Through the efforts of the Mokelumne 
Hill Community Club, water was 
pouring into both town reservoirs 
Thursday. The club which has been 
working toward this objective for two 
months, has bought and installed 850 
feet of pipe. With the aid of CCC boys 
from the Rich Gulch Camp, some paid 
labor and volunteer labor, the ditch has 
been repaired and cleaned and a fu
ture supply of water seems assured.

CalaDeraSiP^rojSpect Feb. 9,1935

Jury Finds Man Guilty; $200 Fine
A fine of $200, payable in eight 

monthly installments, was recommended 
by a jury in Superior Judge J. A. Smith’s 
court Tuesday, which convicted E. M. 
Barnes, Angels Camp, of drunken driv
ing.

Judge Smith set Friday as time for 
passing sentence. Barnes was arrested 
near Altaville November 5 by Capt.

Lauren Wilson after he had backed his car 
into the parked car of Mrs. J. H. Finley of 
Altaville. In the preliminary examination 
Barnes was represented by Attorney Jo
seph Huberty, but conducted his own case 
Tuesday, stating he could not afford an 
attorney. District Attorney V. M. Airola 
represented the people.

BECOME A PART OF HISTORY
You're interested in history, aren't you? Of course you are, oth

erwise you wouldn't be reading this. Why not volunteer 
one day a month at the Museum? New volunteers are 
always welcome. And if you've volunteered in the 
past, wouldn't you like to enjoy another day 
refamiliarizing yourself with our unique displays?
What better way to give back to the Historical Society 
that gives so much enjoyment to you! Interested volunteers should 
contact Ruth Matson through the Society office at 754-1058.
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COUNTY PROGRAM SLATED FOR FAIR
Residents of all Calaveras County communities have been invited to par

ticipate in the special Calaveras County Day program to be held at the Cali
fornia State Fair on Wednesday, September 4.

This information comes from invitations received by D Fricot, president, 
and George Treat, secretary, of the Calaveras County Chamber of Commerce, 
and Mayor John Lemue and former mayor A. D. Mentz of Angels Camp, who 
have been asked to form a citizens committee to promote general participa
tion on Calaveras County Day.

While residents of Calaveras County always have been supporters of the 
State Fair, fair officials insist they are anxious to have a large attendance of 
county residents present on September 4, when a special program will be staged 
for the Calaveras County people.

Calaveras Californian
July 11, 1940 V

Library Returns Novel
Banned in Kern County;
New Copy Is Purchased

Soon after John Steinbeck published 
his book "The Grapes of Wrath" the novel 
was banned by Kern County authorities 
and the copy purchased for use in the li
brary system of that county was loaned 
to the Calaveras County free library.

Last week, the Kern County library 
requested return of the book for their 
shelves, indicating the ban on the book 
has been lifted.

Miss Roxie Hall of San Andreas, 
Calaveras County librarian, announced 
this week a new copy of the much-dis
cussed novel has been purchased and is 
now available to county readers.

While attending the

JUMPING FROG JUBILEE
Try a

Pullman Chef Buffet Luncheon
A POPULAR LUNCH

Consisting of choicest foods, deliciously prepared

Three Sandwiches, salad, desert, fruit candy, 
cigarette, spoon, serviette

COMPLETE CHANGE MENU DAILY 
Fresh Dated — Doubled Sealed

Astounding Price — 36c
Tax Included

LOOK FOR THE PULLMAN CHEF BOOTH

Meet Your Friends at
Pullman Chef’s System 

Stockton
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1938 Ford V-8 De Luxe Sedan
1937 Ford V-8 Pickup. .....
1937 Dodge Coupe
1937 Ford V-8 Fordor . . r...
1936 Ford V-8 De Luxe Fordor
1935 Chevrolet Sedan
1935 Studebaker Sedan
1934 Ford V-8 Fordor .....
1934 Ford V-8 Sedan ......
1934 Dodge Sedan .........
1934 Studebaker Sedan. . . . 2 .
1933 Plymouth Coupe . .
1931 Buick Club Coupe .....
1929 Model A Coupe .......
1929 Pontiac Sedan ............. .

. 1933 Ford V-8 Station Wagon .
1936 Ford V-8 IIX Ton Truck 
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STEV
. GEORGE & DIETZ; Manager ;

PHONE 45 »— - ANGELS' CAMP

WAS IS
$575 $510

375 325
495 435
435 395
410 365
295 260
300 250
225 185
210 170
235 170
300 265
195 - 170
85 70
95 85
65 50

. 185 160
395 295

MP ANY
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JUDGE COSGRAVE TO 
RETIRE SEPTEMBER 1

Federal Judge George Cosgrave, native of Cala
veras County, has announced he will retire September 
1 under the act permitting jurists to quit at 70 on full 
pay after fulfilling 10 years of service.

Judge Cosgrave, who was appointed by President 
Hoover in 1930, is a graduate of San Jose State Normal 
School, and began practice at Fresno in 1895. A repub
lican, he is a trustee of Fresno State College.

Judge Cosgrave is instigator of a movement to re
establish the original spelling of "Vallecito" from 
"Vallecita," as the Mother Lode community is now 
called.

(Calaueras^O rosy pct
December 9, 1940

Post Office Schedule 
For Christinas

The San Andreas and Valley Springs Post Offices 
will remain open for all postal services until 4:30 p.m. 
on Saturday, December 17th. Both offices will also re
main open Saturday afternoon December 24 until 4:30 
p.m. for the delivery of Christmas parcels only.

Postmasters Fred Cuneo and Bob Finnegan urge 
their patrons to mail parcels for distant United States 
Points not later than December 14. Parcels destined for 
delivery for West Coast Points should be in the mails 
not later than December 17 to assure delivery by Christ
mas. The use of the air mail service is suggested for 
parcels mailed after these dates.

The Postmasters also suggest that Christmas Cards 
be sent first class mail by using a 4c stamp. Cards can 
be forwarded or returned, if necessary, providing they 
carry the first class rate of postage.

Postmasters Cuneo and Finnegan state that it will 
greatly assist them and their clerks in their proper de
livery of your Christmas mails if you will mail early, 
wrap securely, and address completely and legibly.
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Historical Society. Membership ($10.00 per year), includes sub
scription to Las Calaveras. Non-members may obtain copies 
of Las Calaveras from the office. The original historical mate
rial in this bulletin is not copy-righted and anyone is invited to 
use it. Mention of the source will be appreciated. Contributions 
of articles is appreciated.

The Calaveras County Historical Society, a non-profit corpo
ration, meets on the fourth Thursday of each month in various 
communities throughout the county, locations of which are an
nounced in advance. Dinner meetings also are announced in 
advance.

The Society’s office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 
am to 4 pm. The telephone number is (209) 754-1058. Visitors 
are welcome. The Society also operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10 am to 4 pm in the historic 
county courthouse at 30 Main St., San Andreas.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

DECEMBER 1997
Jody Taylor, Valley Springs, CA
Rick & Peggy Harray, Carmel CA
John Strohmaier, Lodi, CA
Lori Remington, Stockton, CA
Ray Batt, Angels Camp, CA
James & Eunice Singley, CA
Lois Reynolds, Anderson, CA
Michael & Lynne Fritz, San Bruno, CA
Tom Whittle, Linden, CA
Dave Abdallah, Sacramento, CA

JANUARY 1998
Michael Smith, Glendale, CA
Mrs. Velma Morales, Sacramento, CA
Joan & Walt Patterson, Dorrington, CA
Patricia Burghardt, Hathaway Pines, CA
Earl (Buck) Kelly, San Andreas, CA
Ronald & Sandra Miller, Mountain Ranch, CA

FEBRUARY 1998
Lee & Caroline Rhodes, San Andreas, CA
Ben & Joan Remington, San Andreas, CA
George & Anne Duda, Murphys, CA
Loren Whittle, Angels Camp, CA
Beverly & Robert Fernandez, Dorrington, CA
Al & Yvonne Scolari, Mountain Ranch, CA
James Catanzarite, Mountain Ranch, CA
Robin & Jerry Kechter, Sheep Ranch, CA
Dan & Denise Crichton, San Andreas, CA

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the Cala
veras County Museum.
Kenny Noble, Wilseyville: Autographed copy of his publica
tion; “Local History-Humerous Stories of the 40’s & 50’s in the 
Blue Mtn. Area of Calaveras County.”
Lillian Browning, Lodi: Two spice containers, Sassafras Bark 
& Sienna Leaves.

Harold A. (Buck) Joseph, Concord: 11 negatives, aerial pho
tos of the Rudy Rathgeb Ranch taken in April 1962.
David Abdallah, Sacramento: 1 belt buckle, 3 coins - one dated
1821. The buckel and 2 coins found at Middle Bar, 1 coin found 
at Coyote Creek.
Kathleen Crespi, Murphys: Cash donation.
Charlie Stone, Copperopolis: Commemorative glass.
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Extra Room Inside

r
YOU want a car with really generous

luggage capacity, see the new TUDOR 
and FORDOR TOURING SEDANS, on display 
at your Ford dealer’s.

These two new bodv-types have a built- 
in trunk, 3 feet, 8 incnes long, 2 feet, iM 
inches wide and 2 feet deep! That's ample 
space for several suitcases.

The interiors are exceptionally roomy, * 
too. The Fordor will seat six people com
fortably - •. The Tudor has bucket-type front 
seats ^driver’s seat adjustable) and plenty

A V T H O R i Z E D F

of room in the back seat for three people, 
without being cramped, even on a long trip.

Both body-types bring you all the 1935 
Ford V-8 developments—die improved, 85 
tu p., V-8 engine; the new, Full-floating 
123-inch Springbase with "Comfort Zone” 
seating; new Centriforce clutch and easy- 
action brakes. Safety glass all 'round and 
extra-size, air-balloon tires at no extra cost

If you take long trips, or your business 
calls for a lot of baggage space, see these new 
Touring Sedans at your Ford dealer's today. 

0 R D DE A L E R S

GEO. A. STEWART, San Andreas, Calif.
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CLARKS FLAT ... Viewing northwest at the cabin and bam of Dona Clark, (circa 1907-1910)



CLARKS FLAT
Clarks Flat is a secluded 32.5 acre terrace on the northwest 

side of the Stanislaus River. The flat lies at an elevation of 1160 
feet about two miles south of Darby's Knob. Roughly triangu
lar in shape, the flat is bisected by an unnamed intermittent 
stream. Steep canyon walls to the southwest and northwest form 
the boundaries of the flat, rising to elevations of 2700 feet. On 
the eastern edge of the gently-sloping flat lies in a small knoll 
that rises about 130 feet above the surrounding terrace area. 
The flat enjoys a Mediterranean climate, characterized by warm, 
dry summers and wet, cool winters. Clarks Flat is primarily 
open grasslands, dotted by oak and ponderosa and digger pine 
interrupted by riparian growth
along the unnamed drainage 
and the Stanislaus River.

Investigators have recorded a 
number of prehistoric and his
toric sites on Clarks Flat. The
area contains six prehistoric
midden sites that have been re
corded on the flat along with
one prehistoric rockshelter site
on the hill slope immediately
above and two bedrock mortar
sites along the Stanislaus on the
edge of the knoll. The compara
tive abundance of sites on the
flat no doubt reflects the lack of
other sites available for settle
ment along the steep-walled
canyon of the Middle Fork of
the Stanislaus River.

Two historic period sites were
excavated in 1970 during the
early phases of the New
Melones archeological field
work. The first site lies at the
base of the small knoll over
looking the flat and consists of
the dry-laid stone walls of a
small cabin. Analysis of the re
covered artifacts gave a date
range for the cabin’s use and oc
cupation as 1850 to 1900. The
other site lies on the north side
of the drainage, in the center of
the flat and also consists of the
dry-laid stone remnants of a
second structure dating to the
late nineteenth century.

Clarks Flat has remained a re
mote, marginal area until its
present development as a power
plant site. Access during prehis

toric times would have been along steep trails, coming from the 
ridge line above or reaching the area from upstream or down
stream. Until the completion of the Camp Nine Road from the 
Parrotts Ferry Road to Clarks Flat in 1909, access to the flat 
was probably along the same trails. A trail did exist in 1909 
along the hill slope south of the flat. Access to the flat between 
1909 and the fall of 1985 would have been either along this 
trail or down Camp Nine Road to the Stanislaus Power Plant, 
then on foot across the Stanislaus River foot bridge and along 
the trail at streamside to the flat. Today the flat provides a stop
ping point for white water rafters on the river.

CLARKS FL AT... vie wing north at the cabin of Dona Clark.
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CLARK FLAT...Located on the Northwest side of the Stanislaus 
River in Section 1 of Township 3 North, Range 14 East, MDBM

PREHISTORY OF CLARKS FLAT
The earliest known occupation of Clarks Flat has been dated 

at least 9,000 years before the present (B.P.) and possibly as 
early as 11,720 B.P. These prehistoric peoples pre-dated any 
recognizable tribal affiliation. The project area lies in the terri
tory controlled by the Central Sierra Miwok. The Miwok sub
sisted primarily on the gathering of plant foods and the hunting 
of mammals. The Miwok traveled to higher or lower elevations 
during different seasons in order to procure food not found in 
the vicinity of their permanent settlements.

Early contact with Spanish and Mexican immigrants did little 
to change the lifeways of the Central Miwok, who lived above 
the lower foothills. The discovery of gold in 1848 caused an 
influx of numbers of Euro-American, Chinese, and Hispanic 
immigrants to the Central Miwok territory. As a consequence, 
the environment of the Central Miwok changed rapidly, dis
rupting the Miwok way of life. Mining, farming, and cattle rais
ing activities destroyed the traditional Miwok food sources or 

removed these resources from reach by the enclosure of private 
property. The surviving Miwok subsisted on a mixed diet of 
traditional and introduced foods. Substantial changes in the ma
terial culture also resulted after the time of contact.

No archival evidence has been found for the Miwok habita
tion of Clarks Flat. Three of the prehistoric archeological sites 
excavated have yielded post-contact cultural materials. These 
items include a crucifix, glass trade beads, glass scraper and 
projectile point, nails, staples, and two jew’s harps. Since this 
evidence can be subject to conflicting interpretations, it pro
vides no certain proof regarding protohistoric Miwok occupa
tion of Clarks Flat.

Other researchers have suggested that, due to its remoteness 
from white communities and its lack of gold-bearing deposits, 
Clarks Flat was probably rarely seen by whites after the early 
years of the Gold Rush. The flat could have served then as a 
refuge for Indians displaced by the invasion of their territory.
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THE SETTLERS OF CLARKS FLAT
It has been claimed that Hispanics mined on Clarks Flat at an 

early date. A ditch is located at the north end of the flat and 
cultural resource surveyors reported evidence of mining along 
the intermittent drainage bisecting Clarks Flat. Mr. Harry Clark 
(a nephew of the individual for whom the flat was eventually 
named) reports finding the remnants of an arrastra just south of 
the junction of the Stanislaus River and the intermittent drain
age. In the early 1970s he photographed some of the hardware, 
partially under the water of the Stanislaus River. This site was 
never recorded by any of the archeological teams who surveyed 
the cultural resources of the Flat. Since no claim filings were 
made on Clarks Flat until 1982, the archival record fails to indi
cate who might have prospected in the area or the duration and 
nature of their occupation of the flat.

WILSON

The first documentary evidence for the occupation of Clarks 
Flat is found in the 1874 General Land Office survey notes and 
plat. The survey crew, marking the eastern boundary of Section 
1, Township 3 north, Range 14 east, noted that the line crossed 
the foot of a small flat that lay mostly west of the line, compris
ing five acres. They indicated ’’Cabin of Mr. Wilson West 3 
chains.” This setting, about 200 feet west of the township line, 
corresponds to the remains of a small stone structure at the base 
of the small hill at the edge of Clarks Flat.

Through census returns and newspapers accounts, Wilson can 
be identified as Elijah Wilson, bom about 1835 in Kentucky. In 
the 1870 census he was employed as a ’’coalbumer,” most likely 
in a location somewhere near Avery. He lived with another 
“coalbumer,” Alvah Jones, 50 years old and a native of Maine. 
(A ’’coalbumer” is probably the census taker’s abbreviation of 
charcoal burner. The refining process in the mines used char
coal in great quantities. Timber was burned in pits under care
ful control to create the charcoal, which was then bagged and 
taken to the mines.) The census listed Wilson as having $150 in 
personal property. This notation is not supported by tax assess
ment records, indicating either an error in recording by the cen
sus or Wilson’s success in evading taxation.

The 1870 census does not give definite, fixed locations for 
households. But, by reviewing names of long-term residents 
who patented or otherwise purchased their property, it is pos
sible to approximate household locations. After the census taker 
completed the town of Murphys, he appears to have headed 
uphill to Avery. From Avery, he must have turned back down 
the hill, recording Wilson’s household, then the residence of 
two shakemakers, and the boarding house of a sawmill. The 
next residence recorded was that of Daniel Hart, a 37-year-old 
teamster. Hart held the property at what is now known as Darby 
Knob. Wilson's residence would have been within four to five 
miles of Clarks Flat in 1870.

Between 1871 and 1877, as shown by a series of documents, 
four sons were bom to Wilson and a Miwok Indian woman 

named Lottie. In 1874, Wilson nominally "owns” the cabin on 
Clarks Flat, and it is likely that the family lived on the flat at 
least seasonally.

The cabin site is well-shaded and there is no evidence for a 
chimney. The nearby prehistoric site is similarly shaded, and is 
reportedly cooler in the summer, but with limited insulation in 
the winter. The cabin would have been habitable during the late 
spring through early fall. Cooking must have been done out
doors during these months. The lack of sunlight to provide some 
warming of the cabin may have caused the family to move to a 
different shelter on the flat or elsewhere when the temperatures 
dropped and they needed a heated shelter.

Wilson's means of support are not known. He may have been 
mining, trapping, hunting, or fishing, or pursuing some combi
nation of these activities. Lottie may also have been a source of 
support, knowing how to exploit plant foods. The 1970 excava
tion of Wilson's cabin yielded a mano and a hammerstone from 
within the deposit. These items may reflect Lottie's use of tools 
that were culturally familiar to her, possibly used for the pro
cessing of native foods in a traditional manner. Wilson, with 
Lottie, may have lived off the land, without any substantial re
liance on the Anglo-California commercial system. Mining 
would have yielded a tradeable product. The returns from hunt
ing, trapping, or fishing, beyond what was needed by the fam
ily, could have been sold or traded to procure manufactured 
goods or staple foods.

Although no documentary basis exists that can establish 
Wilson's motive for this backcountry lifestyle, the circumstances 
suggest a few plausible explanations. Wilson may have chosen 
this lifestyle as a result of social pressure due to his liaison/ 
marriage to Lottie, and settled in the remote canyon area of the 
Stanislaus. Or he may have met and married Lottie because he 
had chosen to settle in a marginal area. Within the suggestion 
of the use of Clarks Flat by the Miwok after the time of contact, 
it is possible that Lottie may have lived on Clarks Flat even 
before her liaison with Wilson. If familiar already with the avail
able resources, she may have encouraged Wilson to settle there. 
She and the children may have stayed at the flat year-round, 
with Wilson moving as necessary to mine, hunt or trap.

In early 1878, Wilson died in a brutal murder (see Murder! 
story, pg. 8) The flat was apparently vacated shortly thereafter.

SHORT-TERM SETTLERS

The record of occupation for Clarks Flat is blank for two de
cades after 1874. It is possible that others occupied the site, but 
no record appeared until July of 1894. At that date John S. Sublett 
filed a homestead application for most of the land comprising 
Clarks Flat, along with a small amount of land across the Stani
slaus River in Tuolumne County. The claim totalled 126.6 acres. 
In an affidavit filed at ihe same time, Sublett stated that the land 
was non-mineral land and that he was obtaining it for agricul
tural purposes. Sublett also filed an affidavit that he had settled 
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on the land on April 2, 1893, and was continuing to live there. 
He had made improvements consisting of "dwelling house, well, 
bam, wire fence and clearing," which he valued at $200. He 
further swore that he had never before made a homestead entry. 
Sublett did not go to the Stockton Land office to file the affida
vits personally, "owing to the distance and lack of means."

The requirements for the homestead settler follow:

It is required of the Homestead settler that he shall reside 
upon and cultivate the land embraced in his homestead entry 
for a period of five years from the time of filing the affidavit, 
being also the date of entry. An abandonment of the land for 
more than six months works a forfeiture of the claim. Fur
ther, within two years from the expiration of the said five years 
he must file proof of his actual settlement and cultivation, 
failing to do which, his entry will be canceled. If the settler 
does not wish to remain five years on his tract, he can, at any 
time after fourteen months, pay for it with cash or land war
rants, upon making proof of settlement and of residence and 
cultivation from date offiling affidavit to the time ofpayment.

Sublett first appeared in the record for Calaveras County 1880, 
when he was listed in the Great Register as a native of the United 
States, working as a farmer and living at or near Vallecito. By 
1888 he was working as a miner, with the further information 

that he was bom in Kentucky. In 1892, the year before he moved 
to Clarks Flat, he was again listed as a miner, with a Murphys 
residence and post office. Sublett did not again register to vote 
in Calaveras County, perhaps due to the remoteness of Clarks 
Flat.

In 1895 Sublett was assessed taxes for the possession and use 
of the Clarks Flat parcel. The assessed value of the 126.6 acres 
was $155, and the taxes totaled $3.72. Sublett died on May 7, 
1896, at the age of 57 due to consumption (tuberculosis). Al
though he was homesteading and presumably making a living 
off the land, his occupation was listed as miner. Sublett's estate 
continued to be taxed for the possession and use of the parcel. 
By 1901 the real estate value had dropped to $125. The im
provements, listed as an old cabin and fence were valued at 
$25.

The next owner of record was Charles Pratt Eggleston, a 24- 
year-old from Berkeley, California, who filed an application 
for the land on May 29, 1901. Eggleston's filing is an enigma. 
In 1900, at age 23, he lived with his parents and a younger sis
ter on Dwight Way in Berkeley. According to the federal cen
sus records, he was employed as "manager (sewing machines)," 
and his father’s occupation was listed the same way. In order to 
clarify the title, Pamelia Matlock of Eastland County, Texas, 
the sole heir of Sublett, filed documents at this time to relin

The flat when viewing northeast with the Stanislaus River in the background. The cultivated area is where the flat’s last 
resident maintained a garden.
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quish all rights, title, and claim in the land.
In 1901, Eggleston apparently moved to the property to sat

isfy the homestead requirements. After occupying the home
stead for about five months, he then returned to Berkeley. 
Eggleston appeared before a notary in Alameda County and filed 
a declaration of abandonment on the homestead, requesting that 
his application for entry be cancelled on November 2, 1901. As 
his reason for abandonment, he explained that "it is impossible 
for me to reside on said premises for the period required by 
law."

In 1902 he was working for a real estate firm and, in 1904, 
the Aetna Life Insurance Company. By 1910 Eggleston had 
married and was the father of a three-year-old son. He had al
ready been married twice, and the current marriage had taken 
place in 1905, while he was employed as a real estate agent.

It is puzzling as to how Eggleston found the Calaveras County 
homestead, and why a young man employed in a white collar 
job would choose to try to homestead land quite distant from 
his family’s home. He may have been exerting his independence. 
He may have married the first time and chosen to start a new 
life working the land or the homestead may have been an at
tempt to capitalize on the available free land. In any event, 
Eggleston quickly became disillusioned with his attempt to make 
a living off the land and returned to the urban life. The next 
occupant of the flat was more suited to a wandering lifestyle 
and the rigors of life at the flat.

CLARK

A man with a preference for outdoor life, Dona Clark had 
been bom Joshua Clark in Iowa on February 20,1870. After his 
mother died, Joshua and his older brother, William, could not 
adjust to life with their stepmother. William left home and came 
to California at age 13; Joshua followed about a year later. When 
the Spanish-American War broke out in 1893, Joshua joined 
the U.S. Army and changed his name to Dona (pronounced 
“dough-nay”). He was discharged as a corporal or sergeant.

In 1900, according to the federal census records, Clark was 
living in Alameda County, boarding with the Azariah Darling 
family. Clark and Darling were farm laborers. Darling’s son 
George, age 26, also lived in the household. He was roughly 
the same age as Clark, and the two may have been friends in the 
service. By 1906 Clark had moved to Calaveras County. He 
stated his profession as "engineer"; he had a Murphys post of
fice address and voted in the Murphys precinct. Clark was work
ing with the survey crew that located the Stanislaus powerhouse 
and, undoubtedly, visited the flat and decided to settle there. He 
built a cabin on the flat in late 1906 or early 1907. A small log 
bam stood near the cabin. Clark may have taken over the struc
tures build by Sublett or built new ones. The photograph at the 
right shows Clark on a swinging foot bridge over the Stanislaus 
River at the upstream end of the flat. This bridge may have 
existed prior to Clark’s tenancy on the flat.

Clark planned to grow vegetables and fruit for the construc
tion crews at the nearby powerhouse project. He planted his 
crops south of the knoll and south of the intermittent drainage 

on the archeological site which can be seen in the photo on 
page 5. He raised watermelons and cantaloupes, and the photo
graph of his field shows the stubble of a com crop. By April of 
1907 Clark's ownership or control of the homestead must have 
been generally accepted. He granted a 50-foot right-of-way to 
the Stanislaus Electric Power Company for a siphon line across 
the property.

In 1908 Clark registered to vote in Murphys, which was also 
his post office. He listed his occupation as farmer.

The nearest neighbor to Clarks Flat was Isaac T. Collier. 
Collier and his family came to California in the early 1870s. In 
1880 Collier lived in the Murphys township with his wife and 
five children, and he worked as a miner. By 1884 he had lo
cated a mine on the ridge along the southern edge of Clarks 
Flat. That mine, the Collier Quartz Mine, was patented by 
Harvey S. Blood. Collier filed for a homestead on the land where 
he lived in 1887, with the patent being issued in 1895. His home
stead, in the south half of Section 2 (T3NR14E) overlooks Clarks 
Flat.

In 1909, a conflict over land and mineral rights arose between 
Clark and Collier. Collier held the two mining claims on the 
ridge to the south of Clarks Flat, the Homestake Quartz Mine 
and the Great Western Quartz Mine. To settle the issue, a U.S. 
Mineral Surveyor conducted a segregation survey that estab
lished the boundaries of the claims, even though they lay par
tially on the lands included in Dona Clark's homestead.

The piece of land on which Clark filed was larger than the 
homestead claims made by Sublett and Eggleston. Clark's claim 
for a 156.1 acre parcel included almost the entire flat. Clark 
received the patent for the land in June, 1910.

When the Stanislaus power project was nearing completion, 
Clark faced a change in his situation. He may have planned 
from the beginning to stay on the land just through the end of 
construction or he may have planned a long-term residency. But 
by 1910 he was living in Oakland and working as a laborer for 
the Oakland Gas, Light and Heat Company. The land of the flat 
is not particularly rich for raising crops, and the lack of a nearby 
market other than the eight or ten families at Stanislaus prob
ably made his farming business less than profitable.

The first tax assessment for the property in Clark's owner
ship was in 1911. The real estate was valued at $830 and the 
improvements at $200. Clark's address was still listed as Mur
phys, although he is known to have been living in Oakland in 
that year. Clark claimed exemption from these property taxes 
as a veteran. In 1912 the property value had dropped to $415 
and value of improvements to $100. Clark's address had been 
corrected to Oakland.

By 1915 the land value had increased to $545. The improve
ments, valued at $100, included an old house, two bams, a fence, 
and 500 feet of one-inch-diameter pipe.

From 1911 until at least 1918, Clark was the foreman of the 
poleyard for the Oakland Gas, Light, and Heat Company, a di
vision of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company. Clark retained 
ownership of the flat until his death in 1920. Mrs. Ina Davies of 
Avery recalls the visits of Dona Clark and his nephew Elgin, 
annually or every other year, when they would visit old friends
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Dona Clark, on a footbridge across the Stanislaus River at the upstream end of the flat.

as well as the property at Clarks Flat. Harry Clark recalls that 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company employees living at Stanis
laus began using Clarks Flat for recreation, establishing a vol
leyball court on the cleared site formally occupied by Dona 
Clark’s garden.

Dona Clark travelled from Oakland to San Luis Obispo to 
recover from an illness. In September of 1920 he entered the 
San Luis Obispo County Hospital. Four days later he died from 
typhoid fever. His occupation, interestingly, was listed on the 
death certificate as "Rancher," with the notation "14" after it. 
Fourteen years would reflect the approximate length of time 
since he had first taken up residence at Clarks Flat. He must 
have registered at the hospital with "Rancher" as his occupa
tion, preferring that profession over his PG&E job that he had 
actually worked at for the previous ten years.

The Clarks Flat land stayed in the family's ownership until 
the 1970s. Harry Clark, a nephew of Dona, said that the family 
always felt the site had good potential as a hydroelectric plant 
site, possibly utilizing the water from the Utica Ditch on the 
hill above. A 1927 report, initiated because of the proposed 
Spicer Meadow project, discussed the possibility of dropping 
the excess water (all water not needed for mining, irrigation, 
and domestic purposes) from the conduit to a proposed power
house, designated as the Collierville project. The proposed plant 
site would be 3/4 mile above the Stanislaus powerhouse.

Construction on the Collierville Power Plant began in the fall 
of 1985, almost sixty years after it was first proposed. Comple
tion of the construction and commencement of power transmis
sion occurred in 1990. The remainder of Clarks Flat will be left 
in its natural state, accessible for recreational uses.
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MURDER!
The first known white settler of the area later known as Clarks 

Flat met his fate at the hands of a murderer. Or did he? In Febru
ary of 1878, a Tuolumne County newspaper reported the mur
der of Elijah Wilson in a story fully reprinted here:

Reported Murder.
All this week there has been considerable excitement 
in regard to the reported murder of Elijah Wilson, a 
man residing on either Rose or Crane Creek. Tues
day Constable Smith, of Columbia, lodged in jail three 
Indians, respectively named Joseph Savage, Indian 
George, and Indian Putney, charged with the crime. 
These parties are said to be half-breeds; but two at 
least look as if they were full bloods. Nothing so far is 
positively ascertained concerning the murder, if in
deed there has been one. According to reports on the 
streets Wednesday and Thursday, it was one of the 
most brutal in the annals of crime. It was rumored 
that the body had been found minus the ears, arms 
and legs; and also the saddle and pack-saddle of the 
jack he was driving when last seen. The body was said 
to have been buried at the foot of a tree. This was said 
to have been discovered by Wilson's squaw - a [Modoc] 
he had been living with. Another account says that 
Wilson is a married man, with several children, and 
that his wife is a white woman. Yet another says that 
the place where the body was said to be buried, was 
under water three feet, and that the neighbors were 
about making arrangements to wing-dam and sluice 
out the grave.

Rose Creek enters the Stanislaus River about two and a half 
miles below Clarks Flat on the Tuolumne County side.

A week later the newspaper printed a longer follow-up article. 
The first report of the murder, according to the County, came 
from an old Indian woman, who said she had overheard two of 
the suspects discussing the incidents of the murder - how and 
where both the murder was committed and the body hidden. As 
a result, a volunteer search party gathered in Columbia to go to 
the reported scene of the crime and determine whether a murder 
had been committed. The search party of ten went to American 
Camp on February 10, 1878, where they were joined by eight 
volunteers who came from Murphys. The spot described was a 
point on the trail from American Camp to Wilson's place, where 
it crosses the ridge between Rose and Knight creeks. One of the 
search party who lived near the reported locality of the murder, 
Mr. Waterhouse, reported hearing five shots fired on the day 
Wilson was last seen. At the site, the searchers found bullet 
patches and a broken "pocket looking glass." The searchers then 
followed the old Indian woman's directions to the place where 
Wilson's body was reportedly buried, described as a gulch at the 
base of a precipice, one hundred yards from the bank of the Stani
slaus River on the Calaveras side. It is unclear exactly where the 
gulch is situated, although the account said the party travelled 

four miles to the spot, which was two miles above Duck Bar. 
Cataract Gulch, the only major gulch about two miles above 
Duck Bar, may be the spot described.

The party from Columbia, together with the volunteers from 
Murphys, examined the spot and reported that there was six feet 
of water over where it is said the remains were buried in a hole 
or basin in the gulch. Some members of the group proposed to 
ground sluice a channel up to the hole and drain off the water in 
order to examine the bottom of the hole. But since the water 
continued to rise due to heavy rains, the search was put off until 
the water level dropped again. The search party was reported to 
be "quite well convinced the body will be found in accordance 
with the story of the old squaw."

One of the Indians charged with the crime, Joseph Savage, 
died in mid-February, and was buried in Columbia. The case 
against the other two came up in court on February 16,1878, but 
it was postponed for a week due to a lack of material witnesses. 
The newspaper boldly stated that the Indians "will be kept in 
custody on one charge or another, until something further is de
veloped relative to the disappearance of Wilson.”

On February 25, 1878, the Indians were tried on sheep-steal
ing charges and were acquitted. Wilson's body still had not been 
found, and the high water continued to preclude a thorough 
search. The newspaper reported that another attempt to find the 
body was planned, and "should it be discovered, these Indians 
will probably be re-arrested if they can then be found."

On March 24, 1878, a letter appeared in the Calaveras 
Chronicle expressing the outrage at the freeing of the alleged 
murderers. The author of the letter presented a slightly more 
gruesome account of the murder:

I suppose your readers are aware of the horrible 
murder perpetrated but a few miles from here. It 
is reported that a squaw witnessed the deed, the 
conveying of the man, dying, four miles upon his 
own jack, bringing him to this side of the Stanis
laus; and as he was not dead then, they cut off 
his head, legs and arms, put them in sacks and 
buried them at the edge of the river, about two 
miles from this ranch, where it is overflowed in 
high water to the depth of a number of feet.

The author of the letter bemoaned the freeing of the prisoners 
and the precedent it set:

One would think that the testimony of one of their 
own number should be taken in Court, especially 
when there are other corroborative evidences. For 
instance, wounding of one of the reported mur
derers, who has since died from the injuries in
flicted by Wilson after he was shot in the back, as 
well as the absence of Wilson, who has left a little 
family. The report that the wounded Indian, 
whose name was Savage, confessed where Wil-
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Dona Clark, target practicing by the Stanislaus River.

son was buried, is contradicted. If merely 
the not finding of the body is such lack 
of evidence that no murderer could be 
convicted in any case, we think there is 
a great lack of efficient laws, Moreover, 
that the laws give a great incentive to 
murderers to make a thorough oblitera
tion of the bodies of their victims.

The letter reported that there were hostilities exist
ing between the Indians and Wilson, but the writer did 
not know who had caused the final confrontation. Be
cause a white man named Reed had hired a lawyer to 
defend the Indians, the writer felt there was ’’room for 
suspicions that white men had something to do with 
it." He further concluded that:

When a man has an antipathy against 
another, and wishes to avoid the gallows, 
he can use some of these same "Digger" 
Indians for tools, and not dirty his own 
hands. It is feared that there are many 
in this State who are in heart no better 
than murderers. Hence the danger of 
letting such Indians go free in our midst.

The author of this letter must have indeed been voic
ing the community's attitude toward the alleged mur
derers. In Murphys on March 31, 1878, Indian Putney 
was shot through the head with a charge of buckshot, 
killing him instantly. The person who shot him escaped, 
with supposedly no one knowing who was responsible. 
Reportedly, he had been threatening several white men, 
and "it is supposed some one of them fired the shot." 
Indian Putney was considered extremely dangerous, and 
"belonged in Calaveras County, where he bore a bad 
name from whites and Indians."

In May, 1878, a report came that Wilson's family had 
disappeared. Also vanished was his friend Robert Ross, 
who had lived near the Wilson family.

It appears that a week ago, Robert Ross, 
a friend of Wilson, went from his place, 
American Camp, to Murphys and dis
posed of some furs, received the money 
and then started to return home, so 
writes the informant, and has not been 
seen since - foul play is suspected. The 
family of Elijah Wilson (who was re
ported murdered by Indians four months 
ago) are also reported as not having been 
seen for a week, and it is suspected they 
too have been foully dealt with. The 
grounds upon which suspicions of mur
der are based, are from the circum
stances of the mysterious disappearance
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of Wilson, in connection with what has been 
gleaned from a party of prospectors operating 
near the Stanislaus River, on the Calaveras side, 
opposite of Ross and Wilson 's places that are on 
the Tuolumne side of the river. They state that 
they have seen no persons moving about either 
place, since the day Ross was at Murphys. The 
river being at such a high stage at Murphys they 
are unable to cross over to investigate for them
selves. Therefore, in consequence of the letter 
from Jorden to Smith, officer Davis has gone over 
to American Camp to inquire into the affair and 
ascertain if Ross and the Wilson family have, as 
suspicioned, been murdered. There is consider
able mystery enveloped in the disappearance of 
Wilson and also Ross and Wilson's family, if the 
suspicions cited in Jorden 's letter prove correct. 
We will get the particulars in the return of officer 
Davis this evening. Should it be found there is 
truth in the surmises, it is thought the "Ingins” 
will be might scarce in the neighborhood of 
American Camp.

Officer Davis visited the area and made inquiries into the re
ported murders. He discovered that there was no basis for the 
report. "The suspicions of the residents of that neighborhood 
having been worked up to that degree, owning to the mysterious 
disappearance of Wilson,” reported the newspaper, "that any un
usual absence of any one living in that Camp or vicinity, causes 
them to believe all is not right."

Ross and Wilson must have lived in Tuolumne County, close 
to the Stanislaus River. This may have been their permanent 
homesite or possibly a winter residence, while they spent sum
mers at the cabin at Clarks Flat.

The 1870 census indicated that Ross lived with his family near 
Murphys and worked as a gold miner. In 1878, he would have 
been 33 or 34 years old, eight or ten years younger than Elijah 
Wilson. At some point between 1870 and 1878, he had become 
a friend of Wilson and adopted a less settled lifestyle, partially 
supporting himself by trapping.

It is interesting to note that Lottie and her children continued 
to live with Ross, even after the disappearance of her husband. 
In 1880 Robert Ross resided in Tuolumne with "Indian Lottie,” 
25, and the four Wilson boys - John, 9; Charley, 7; George, 5; 
and Henry, 3. The census taker listed Ross' occupation as gold 
miner, and Lottie was "keeping house." All were living in the 
same household. It would appear that Lottie's relationship with 
Ross had become more than a simple friendship.

A son was bom to Robert Ross and Lottie in late 1880 or early 
1881. The son was also named Robert Ross. In later years his 
daughters reported that his birthplace had been "Four Bay," prob
ably a reference to the modem site of Stanislaus forebay - one 
mile east of Clarks Flat. A structure is shown on the 1880 map of 
the area on the ridge above the Stanislaus. The structure, labelled 

"Ross Dwelling," was one mile south of the Stanislaus forebay 
and about one and one-quarter miles southeast of Clarks Flat.

Robert Ross' role in the disappearance of Wilson is an inter
esting subject for speculation. If he had been involved with Lottie 
prior to Wilson's death, the murder of Wilson may have been 
contrived by Ross. Or Ross may have killed Wilson himself, 
either with foresight or during an argument, and arranged to have 
the Indian men held culpable. He may not have been involved at 
all, so his later relationship with Lottie can be interpreted as the 
result of propinquity and opportunity, possibly encouraged by 
her skills in gathering food to provide year-round subsistence to 
the group. In any event, no report subsequently appeared of 
Wilson's body being found and no one was ever charged in the 
murder. His disappearance will always remain a mystery.

Sometime after 1880 the senior Robert Ross "just disappeared" 
one day, leaving Lottie to fend for herself. She worked for the 
Parsons family in Murphys. Until age eight, the younger Robert 
Ross was raised by two bachelors - William Mullineaux and Nat 
Beattie of Avery. The Wilson boys went to live with Dan Hart. A 
single man, Hart would have needed help on his ranch and may 
have exchanged room and board for work from the Wilson boys. 
Young Ross also lived with Dan Hart when he started school. 
Hart died in 1892. Henry Wilson, the youngest of the four Wil
son boys, then 15 years old, filed a claim for $60 against Hart's 
estate and received a $16.80 settlement.

At the time of Hart's death, the Wilson boys ranged in age 
from 15 to 21, and young Ross was 11 or 12. The older boys 
would have been able to find employment, while young Ross 
reportedly lived with Frank and Mary Fisk, then with Ben and 
Mamie Jones. The Fisks lived in the Murphys area, and the 
Joneses lived near Avery. Lottie's history after the disappear
ance of Ross is totally unknown.

In 1900 the Wilsons all lived in the Avery area. George boarded 
with the James Jones family and worked as a teamster. Charles 
and John Wilson lived in the nearby boardinghouse. Both men 
worked in the lumber business - Charles as an edger in the saw
mill and John as a logger. Henry, also a teamster, appeared in the 
census as a member of the household of Ferdinan Dyer, a farmer, 
but with the notation "no fixed residence." All of the Wilsons 
could read and write. It is notable that all of the Wilsons were 
identified as white, not Indian. Robert Ross is not listed in this 
1900 census, but a Frederick Ross, an Indian man of the same 
age as Robert Ross, was recorded. He worked as a stable boy for 
George Avery, proprietor of the hotel in Avery. This individual 
was undoubtedly Robert Ross.

In a special 1904-1905 census of California Indians, the four 
Wilsons and their brother, Robert Ross, were listed together in 
one household in the Avery area. George had a wife and child. 
Eventually, Ross and his brother Charles Wilson bought the Jones 
Ranch near Avery. John Wilson died in 1906, and Henry and 
Charles are not known to have descendants. Wilson's descen
dants still live in Calaveras County - children and grandchildren 
of George Wilson, and several Ross descendants are also trace
able in the state.
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Stanislaus Powerhouse, viewed from the west side of the Stanislaus River.

STANISLAUS POWERHOUSE
The next episode in the history of Clarks Flat was set in mo

tion by the construction of the Stanislaus powerhouse, a hydro
electric project that made the area a part of an industrial frontier 
important in California's development.

Also known as the Camp Nine Project, the Stanislaus power
house had its origins in the scheme of a gold mine promoter, 
Beach Thompson, who owned the San Domingo hydraulic mine 
near Altaville as well as water rights on the upper Middle Fork 
of the Stanislaus. The San Domingo Mine needed a reliable water 
source, but getting the water from the upper Stanislaus -14 miles 
away and separated from the mining site by a 2700-foot ridge - 
was an expensive proposition. Thompson was able to interest 
San Francisco capitalists, involved in the street railway compa
nies, in his proposal to build a substantial hydroelectric plant on 
the Stanislaus. The San Franciscans would get the power while 
Thompson would get the water at his hydraulic mine. "This water 
was to be siphoned up onto the Calaveras side of the Stanislaus 
Canyon near Collierville, run down a ditch to Cataract Gulch, 
then through a long tunnel to Coyote Creek, and then proceed 
on to Altaville and Dogtown." (Las Calaveras, 1975)

To carry out this project, Thompson and his new associates 
organized two new companies: the Union Construction Com
pany to build the project, and the Stanislaus Electric Power Com

pany to take over the facilities and the operation and distribution 
of the power. In 1906 these firms established a large construc
tion camp and project headquarters at Vallecito on the Meinecke 
Ranch. About 75 full-time employees were based at the head
quarters, 30 employees in the Camp Nine area itself, and several 
hundred more in camps scattered from Camp Nine to Relief Bay.

One of the earliest portions of the projects to be completed 
was the Camp Nine Road. A group of about a hundred immi
grants of Slavic descent were hired to build the seven torturous 
miles of roadway from Vallecito to the power plant site in 1906 
and early 1907. These carefully built rock retaining walls are 
still visible along the Camp Nine Road today. In 1907-1908 the 
Union Construction Company built Relief Dam, high on the 
Middle Fork of the Stanislaus, for primary water storage. The 
dam was constructed of rock quarried from the cliffs near the 
site, with the upstream side faced with concrete. This construc
tion was a major achievement in this era, especially considering 
the remoteness of the location.

When the project was completed, the water dropped down the 
Middle Fork to Sandbar Dam, then flowed through 15 miles of 
wood flumes that literally hung on the walls of the Stanislaus 
Canyon to the forebay above the powerhouse. This flume was 
eventually replaced by eleven miles of tunnels in 1939.
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In 1909, with the project virtually finished, the Stanislaus Elec
tric Power Company/Union Construction Company was orga
nized to take over the nearly-completed physical facilities and 
operation. The Sierra and San Francisco, under the control of 
the Byllesby Holding Company of Chicago, eventually acquired 
a large holding of local utility companies. By 1910 the high volt
age transmission line was completed from the plant to Alviso, 
then across San Francisco Bay to a substation in San Mateo.

During the construction, transportation of supplies and equip
ment was accomplished almost exclusively by draft animal. 
Employees did not commute to the Stanislaus powerhouse until 
the 1920s. Once the project was in operation, about eight or ten 
operators and their families remained to live in the houses near 
the powerhouse.

In 1927 Pacific Gas & Electric Company acquired the Sierra 
and San Francisco Company's holdings, having leased the Stani
slaus facility since 1920. In 1961 the original powerhouse was 
replaced by completely new facilities, just south of the original 
structure. The new powerhouse, essentially automatic, could be 
serviced by personnel from Angels Camp, and so the company 
removed old residences and other facilities.

Ironically, the gold mining scheme that was responsible for 
the origin of the project proved to be a failure. After building the 
siphon, digging several miles of ditches, and driving a half-mile 
of tunnel into Table Mountain, the owners halted the project. 
Test runs at the mine using water from another source showed a 
much lower gold value than predicted, and legal technicalities 
prevented Thompson from taking water from the Stanislaus drain
age and introducing it into the Calaveras River drainage.

The Stanislaus powerhouse project had a major impact upon 
the project region. It made the area accessible and brought con
struction crews into the region. With these developments, it led 
to the occupation of Clarks Flat by the man who became its last 
and best known resident, Dona Clark.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The articles presented in this issue were 

excerpted from the report of the Clarks Flat 
area titled "Cultural Resource Studies, North 
Fork Stanislaus River Hydroelectric Develop
ment Project: The History of Clarks Flat, Ca
laveras County, California." The report was 
written by Melinda A. Peak of Peak & Associ
ates, Inc. of El Dorado Hills. The report was 
funded by the Northern California Power 
Agency in 1990 in preparation for the North 
Fork Hydroelectric Project on the Stanislaus 
River. A copy of this report in its entirety can 
be found at the Calaveras County Library 
should readers wish to research this subject 
further.

The Las Calaveras is grateful to Melinda 
Peak for her assistance in formatting this rich 
material for our publication. All of the photo
graphs in this edition were provided by Ms. 
Peak and appeared in the original version of 
her report. We are further grateful to the NCPA 
for having funded this interesting research 
project in their efforts to document the cul
tural resources of the Stanislaus River affected 
by the North Fork Project.

.. .while looking toward the future. That's what the Calaveras County 
Historical Society is all about. We're preserving history for 
future generations. Since you enjoy history so much,
don't you want to contribute? Besides looking at
the past, we're always looking for volunteers to keep
this effort alive. Remember, if it weren't for
volunteers, the Historical Society and the County
Museum wouldn't be here for us to enjoy now or in the 
future. Volunteers are always needed in ±e museum to 
help out in the office. Won't you consider giving a day of 
your time now and then? Please help by calling the Society 
office at (209) 754-1058. Thanks!

Looking At The Past...
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GEORGE HOEPER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In November of 1997 the Historical Society was saddened to learn of the passing of George Hoeper (see Las Calaveras, January 

1998). George served as the editor of the Las Calaveras for eleven years from 1986 up until his death. George was a journalist who 
had worked in the Mother Lode area for years and had a true fondness for history. In recognition of his work with Historical Society 
and the Las Calaveras as well as his other numerous historical contributions, a scholarship fund has been established. This scholar
ship will be awarded at a future date to a Calaveras County student pursuing studies in history or journalism.

The Historical Society has decided to match the contributions made to this fund which will assure a rich scholarship to a future 
fortunate student. Our thanks go to George's wife, Alice, who provided the impetus for this effort. To date we have received dona
tions from the following generous contributors:

Lillian Filippini, San Andreas, CA
Lucy Williams, Foster City, CA
Richard Cook, Mountain Ranch, CA 
Gene Turner, Hornitos, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Philip Engs, Arnold, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Leach, San Andreas, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Dragone, Sacramento, CA 
Rachel Moffett, Hathaway Pines, CA 
Gladys Shally, Murphys, CA
Nonie Wenchell, San Andreas, CA
Judge & Mrs. Orrin Airola, San Andreas, CA

Rosemary Falukner, Rail Road Flat, CA
Carl Boitano, Stockton, CA
Doug Brodie, Stockton, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Remington, Stockton, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. George Duda, Murphys, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Buron Teale, Murphys, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Lourimore, Sacramento, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. John Snyder, Valley Springs, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. P. E. Butler, Twin Falls, ID 
Carol Kennedy, San Andreas, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Peterson, Sonora, CA

7 ANNUAL ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS
> Every Spring, the Calaveras County Historical Society gives scholarships to graduating high school stu
dents pursuing continuing educations. It is always a difficult decision to determine which students to give 
the scholarship to, and this year was no exception. For 1998, we are happy to announce that $500 scholar
ships were given to the following well-deserving students. We wish them all the best in their future studies.

From Calaveras High School:
Benjamin Joseph Marshall - Ben grew up in Mountain 

Ranch and plans to pursue an education in mechanical engi
neering. His rural background is evident in his enjoyment of 
the outdoors. Locally, Ben has made contributions to Cala
veras High in his work with the Interact leadership club and 
the Engineering Club, to name a few. Ben has also worked 
with the Calaveras County Water District designing computer 
material We are sure Ben will get the most of his college edu
cation at Santa Clara State University.

Allan Zahniser - Allan has had a successful high school 
career in basketball and football, and hopes to carry that win
ning spirit on to college. Allan grew up in Glencoe and hopes 
to attend college in Oregon or Idaho. He plans to study his
tory and education in preparation for teaching and coaching 
at the high school level. Allan already has one Most Valuable 
Player award, and we’re sure he’ll continue to earn such honor 
and respect throughout his college career.

From Bret Hart High School:
Elizabeth Colleen Tryon - Elizabeth grew up in Angels 

Camp and comes from a family with a background in ranch
ing. Elizabeth enjoys music and science and often volunteers 
her time for local projects such as the library. Last year Eliza
beth enjoyed a trip to Italy through the American Field Ser

vice exchange program. Her contributions to her school in
clude work she has done to protect wetlands near the school. 
Her interest in the sciences will be continued through a degree 
in biochemistry from either Stanford or Santa Clara Univer
sity where we're sure she'll continued to do well.

Kecia Marie Bliss - Kecia admires the determination, drive 
and focus of an athlete, and has done well herself as a star 
track athlete. She wishes to continue her studies in sports edu
cation and kinesiology. Kecia grew up in Murphys and appre
ciates her small town roots where she has enjoyed the close
ness to the outdoors as well as a sense of community. Kecia 
has held many jobs during her high school years and is willing 
to work if necessary to continue her education at California 
State University at Fresno, but we hope this scholarship will 
make it easier for her.

Dustan Lee Weaver - Dustan has a strong drive and deter
mination to overcome the odds even when people around him 
don't believe in him. Despite being told that math courses would 
be too difficult for him, or that coming from a single-parent 
family would prevent him from going to college, Dustan has 
maintained a 3.8 GPA and plans to attend UC San Diego in the 
fall and study engineering. With his willingness to do volun
teer work, or work to support his school costs, we have no 
doubt Dustan will succeed at college and life.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS NEW MEMBERS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Membership
Directors

Las Calaveras

Donna Schantz, San Andreas 
Rosemary Faulkner, Rail Road Flat 

Ron Randall, Valley Springs 
Shirley Huberty, Mountain Ranch 

Duane Wight, Lodi 
Cheri Folendorf, Angels Camp 

Willard P. Fuller Jr, San Andreas 
Joan Donleavy, Paloma 

Bonnie Miller, Mountain Ranch 
Bonnie Miller

The Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Cala
veras County Historical Society. A subscription to the Las 
Calaveras comes with membership in the Historical Soci
ety for $ 10.00 per year. Non-members may obtain copies of 
the Las Calaveras from the Historical Society office. The 
original historical material presented in the Las Calaveras 
is not copy-righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention 
of the source would be appreciated. Contributions of articles 
about Calaveras County is appreciated and may be submit
ted to the Historical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non-profit 
corporation. They meet on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the county. Lo
cations and scheduled programs are announced in advance. 
Some meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Calaveras County Historical Society’s office is lo
cated in historic San Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am to 
4:00 pm, and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058. The 
Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum which 
is open daily from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm in the historic county 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas. Visi
tors are always welcome to stop by the office for assistance 
with research, and are encouraged to visit the museum while 
in the area.

The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes 
the following new members:

MARCH 1998
Cleve & JoAnn Haynes, Angels Camp, CA
JoAnn & George Aiello, Pleasanton, CA
Blossom Lane, Mountain Ranch, CA
Barbara L. Campora, San Andreas, CA
Richard & Anita Byrne-Stovall, Valley Springs, CA 
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Wasson, San Andreas, CA 

APRIL 1998
Don Maguire, Copperopolis, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Parks, Lafayette, CA
Anita Stovall, Valley Springs, CA

MAY 1998
Bob & LaQuita DeMarco, Valley Springs, CA
Bonnie Ryder Bliss, San Jose, CA
Murphys Volunteer Library, Inc., Murphys, CA 
Doreen Gott, Rail Road Flat, CA
L.E. Cunningham, Lodi, CA
Larry & Carol Whitehead, San Andreas, CA

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made donations 
to the Calaveras County Museum.

MARCH
Nancy Cross, Murphys: Donated old Chinese Dominoes 
found in Arnold.
Mary Buchanan, San Andreas: Donated a grey & black 
dress with 2 black beaded panels that extend from under the 
collar to the waist.
APRIL
Kathleen Crespi, Murphys: Donated a novel about An
drew & Susan Firebaugh called “Firebaugh: California Pio
neers” autographed by Brenda Burnett Preston and inscribed 
by Kathleen Crespi.
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SHEEP RANCH PIONEERS

CLEMENT VANN MCNAIR

In the almost geographical center of Calaveras County lies a small 
flat between O’Neill Creek and San Antonio Creek. This flat was home 
to Native Americans for a few hundred years until the mid-1800’s when 
it was discovered to be excellent range for sheep. It was at this time in 
history that southern sympathizers were known as “Copperheads.” Many 
Southerners, whether sympathizers or not, found their way to this range 
and settled the community of Sheep Ranch. Although the name of Sheep 
Ranch stayed with the community through its history, the not so flatter
ing nickname of “Copperhead Flat” was used for several decades. As 
late as 1869, the Calaveras County assessment rolls referred to the 15 
acres owned by C. V. McNair as located in Copperhead Flat.

Three pioneers eventually settled in the community of Sheep Ranch 
and contributed to its complex history. Their lives were not only inter
twined by living in the same small community, but through the various 
marriages of their offspring as well. Two Southerners, Clement Vann 
McNair, a part Cherokee bom in Tennessee, travelled with his nephew, 
William Ellis Bean, from Georgia with the gold rush. Shortly thereafter, 
in 1852, George Andrew Fischer, a German immigrant living in Wash
ington DC, came to California with his family. This issue of the Las 
Calaveras is dedicated to the history and legacy of these three pioneers.

The articles about McNair and Fischer were prepared by Elizabeth 
Fischer of San Diego, descendent of George Fischer. Complete accounts 
of Ms. Fischer’s research, including detailed family genealogies, can be 
obtained at either the office at the Calaveras County Historical Society 
or at the Calaveras County Archives. Ms. Fischer has also recently com
pleted an immense project to restore the plots and headstones of the 
Fischer family descendents buried in the Sheep Ranch Cemetery. The 
Las Calaveras is grateful to Ms. Fischer for providing these stories about 
her family, as well as sharing these photographs with us for our publica
tion.



THE LIFE STORY OF CLEMENT VANN MCNAIR, SHEEP RANCH PIONEER
By Elizabeth Fischer

Clement Vann McNair, who played a key role in the found
ing of the town of Sheep Ranch in Calaveras County, was part 
Cherokee and spent his early years in the Cherokee Nation in 
Georgia and Tennessee. He was bom about 1814 in Tennessee. 
His father, David McNair, was of Scots descent and his mother, 
Delilah “Lily” Vann, was three-quarters Cherokee Indian, and 
was the daughter of James Vann, a very rich and prominent 
Cherokee. (Delilah’s cousin Avery Vann was the great-grandfa
ther of Will Rogers, the famous writer and entertainer.) David 
and Delilah were married in 1801 and raised their six children in 
Tennessee. They were very prosperous; their home was the first 
brick house in Tennessee and they eventually owned four farms 
there. David McNair died in 1836.

In the fall and winter of 1838 the U.S. Government forced 
the Cherokees to relocate to the new Cherokee Nation West, in 
Oklahoma. Many died on this journey, which became known as 
the Trail of Tears. One of those who didn’t make it was Delilah 
McNair, who died on November 30, 1838, at the age of 53. Her 
adult children pleaded to be allowed to return and bury her be
side her husband at the McNair place. They obtained permission 
to do this, and erected a tombstone 
that can be seen today in Polk
County, Tennessee.

Clement appears to 
have been a respected 
man in the new Chero
kee Nation West. He
was a member of the
Cherokee National
Committee in the mid-
1840’s. He was also one 
of the men hand-picked 
by Acting Principal
Chief Lowrey to go to
Washington DC to ne
gotiate and sign the
Treaty of 1846, and he
was elected a delegate 
from the Cherokee Na
tion to Washington DC in 1848.

Around 1849, when he was about 35 years of age, Clement 
went west to seek new opportunities in the gold fields of Cali
fornia. He was accompanied by his nephew, William Bean, and 
the two of them spent some years moving around Calaveras 
County. In 1852 they were in Cherokee Flat (named for these 
Cherokee pioneers?), which later became Altaville, and in 1853 
Clement was helping to draw up mining laws.

In the mid 1850’s Clement was married to Martha Smith, 
who had been bom Martha Childers. According to the informa
tion that has been passed down in our family, she was also from 
Tennessee and had been married there to a Robert Smith, with 
whom she had three daughters; Lucy, and twins Celestra and

Cereta. Robert had gone west in the gold rush and disappeared. 
Martha and her young daughters had come to California in 1852 
in a wagon train led by her father-in-law, Ezra Smith, to search 
for her husband Robert, but she could not find him. Her brother 
Harvey Childers had also come west, probably at the same time. 
The marriage between Martha and Clement McNair produced 
six children, three boys and three girls, bom between 1857 and 
1869.

A discovery of gold led to the founding of the Sheep Ranch 
Mine and the town of Sheep Ranch. The accounts of this discov
ery and the development of the mine sometimes vary in the pre
cise sequence of events, although they mention some or all of 
the same names: McNair, Bean, Childers, and Smith. It seems to 
me that the most definitive account is the one that appeared in 
the October 1958 issue of Las Calaveras, the journal of the Ca
laveras County Historical Society. This is the most detailed and 
mentions all of the people that appear in other histories. I have 
relied on this article for my account of this phase of Clement’s 
life, with a few details gleaned from other sources. According to 
Las Calaveras, Clement and his growing family were living on 

their ranch near the present town of 
Sheep Ranch during the late 

1850’s, and he and William 
Bean owned the Wash
ington Mine near Indian 
Creek at this time. Clem
ent took over a nearby 
sheep range when one of 
the owners died. In about 
1867, his brother-in-law, 
Harvey Childers, who 
had come to help him on 
his ranch, picked up a 
rock on a hillside which 
proved to be rich in gold. 
Harvey showed it to 
Clement and William, 
who began digging and 
discovered a fissure that 

contained gold. Word spread and other prospectors flocked to 
the area and began digging and filing claims. Because there were 
a number of competing claims, the various parties made a com
promise agreement in 1868. Clement McNair got a strip of land 
in the contested area, William Bean got a strip, and Tom Smith 
and C. R Ferguson got a strip together. (Family lore states that 
McNair and Smith were the original partners and made the first 
discovery, which is also the way the story is recounted in an 
article in The Oakland Tribune from August 10, 1958.) Smith’s 
interest was bought out by W. A. Wallace, who became 
Ferguson’s partner, and Wallace and Ferguson’s strip became 
the main Sheep Ranch Mine. It was very successful and mining 
became the main business of this area. As a result, the town of

Martha McNair,
nee Childers

Clement Vann McNair,
c. 1814-1897
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Sheep Ranch grew up there and became fairly populous, so that 
by the 1870’s there were two hotels, two churches, a brewery, 
several stores, a post office, a grade school and five saloons. 
Clement’s strip was not as productive as the main Sheep Ranch 
Mine, and he sold it to Chevanne in 1877. Not long after, Wallace 
and Ferguson sold their mine to George Hearst, who eventually 
bought up the Chevanne Mine and all the mining interests in the 
area.

Clement and Martha McNair continued to live at their ranch 
near Sheep Ranch, raising their children and farming. None of 
their sons lived long lives or had children, so this was the end of 
this branch of the McNairs. Their eldest, Clement Alexander, 
lived in Arizona and Mexico. He served under General Nelson 
Miles in his campaign against the Apache and, according to the 
story told in our family, was present at the capture of Geronimo 
in 1886. His brother Ezra also lived in Mexico and died in 1906 
in El Paso, Texas. Nicholas McNair died at the age of 34 in a 
mine cave-in and is buried in the Sheep Ranch cemetery. The 
oldest daughter, Amelia Delilah, married William A. Henry, had 
six children, and moved to Oklahoma. Mary Elizabeth, known 
as May, married Will Carley and had one son and, after Mr. Carley 
died, married William C. Armstrong. They made their home near 
Stockton. Clement and Martha’s daughter Leoda Tennessee, who 
was bom in 1863, was my great-grandmother. She married John 
J. Fischer in 1883 and they had four children.

Clement died on October 3, 1897 at around 83 years of age, 
survived by his wife and five of their six children. Leoda and 
John Fischer purchased the McNair ranch from Clement’s widow, 
Martha, and combined it with John’s adjacent homestead and a 
third homestead, for a total of nearly 500 acres. The property 
was sold out of the family in the 1930’s but it is still there, with 
the farmhouse built by John and Leoda’s son Grover Fischer, on 
Armstrong Road about two and a half miles north of Sheep 
Ranch.

In his long and eventful life, Clement Vann McNair was a 
member of the Cherokee Nation, a survivor of the Trail of Tears, 
a delegate to Washington DC, and a prospector and a rancher in 
the California Gold Country. He helped develop a successful 
gold mine, which led to the founding of a bustling mining town. 
The town of Sheep Ranch is now a peaceful hamlet, and he is 
buried in its quiet little cemetery. The town’s glory days are past, 
as are Clement McNair’s, but I think it is important to preserve 
their stories for future generations.

SHEEP RANCH NEWS
Death and Funeral of an Old Pioneer of That Locality 
SHEEP RANCH, October 5, 1897.-On the night of the 3rd 

inst., C. V. McNair passed away. He was the oldest resident of 
this neighborhood being 82 years of age, and was a resident of 
Sheep Ranch and vicinity for more than 40 years. A widow, two 
sons, and three daughters survive him. The funeral took place 
today at the cemetery here, a large concourse of friends and ac
quaintances coming from all parts of the county to pay their re
spects to the memory of the deceased.
Calaveras Prospect, Oct. 9,1897

WILLIAM ELLIS BEAN
By Bonnie Miller

William E. Bean was an emigrant from Georgia who also played 
a large part in the development of the community of Sheep Ranch. 
Bean was bom on the Cherokee Nation East in Georgia in 1828. He 
was one of six children of Jesse Bean and Elizabeth McNair Bean. 
William Bean married a woman from Tennessee one year his junior, 
Miss Nancy Ann Blythe, whose parents were William Blythe and 
Nancy Fields, also of Tennessee. Together, William and Nancy Bean 
travelled to California and eventually Sheep Ranch and began a large 
family.

The Beans travelled with William’s uncle Clement V. McNair to 
California in 1849 or 1850 to seek their fortune. The 1850 and 1860 
census records listed the Beans as living in the Cave City area, al
though they sold land in Angels Camp in 1851 and in Vallecito in 
1854, so it is probable that they moved around quite a bit. For in
stance, Bean owned property in El Dorado County in addition to his 
Calaveras County holdings. Each time Bean listed himself as a 
“miner” or “quartz miner” so he was undoubtedly a typical Cala
veras County resident searching for the elusive gold. But apparently 
he was moderately successful either as a miner or a real estate dealer 
because by 1860, he listed his personal worth at $ 1000 in real estate 
and $500 in personal property.

FOR SALE
The subscriber offers for sale the well known Cherokee House situated 

on the Stockton Road about one and a half miles west of Angels Camp. A 
small stock of liquors, provisions and clothing will also be disposed of at 
very favorable terms.

The house has a first rate run of customers at present, and teams going to
Murphys Diggings make this house their stopping place.

WILLIAM BEAN
Calaveras Chronicle - December 20,1851

The Beans eventually had seven children. It is possible that one 
additional child, “A.H.,” was bom to them before their arrival in 
California. This child was listed in the 1850 census as having been 
bom in 1850 in Missouri. This child was probably bom during their 
emigration to California but apparently died not long after their ar
rival.

In 1855 the Beans were rewarded with twins, Martha “Athenas” 
and Edmund. They were followed by Emily Jane in 1859, James in 
1861, Robert Lee in 1864, Isabell (“Belle”) in 1867, Mark (also 
known as Martin) in 1869 and George in 1873. Isabell and Mark 
remained in Sheep Ranch for the rest of their lives.

Despite the gold fever in California, the community of Sheep 
Ranch was not a mining settlement in the 185O’s and early 1860’s. 
Sheep Ranch was actually a summer range for sheep. The primary 
sheep ranchers in the area were Jaunty Dickens and George Folsom. 
Upon Dickens’ passing, the sheep range was claimed by C. V. McNair 
as a cattle and horse range (see Las Calaveras, October 1958). Bean 
was visiting his uncle C. V. McNair on his sheep range when they 
made a discovery that changed life forever for the community of

Please see BEAN, continued on page 4
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BEAN, continued from page 3

Sheep Ranch as well as ultimately contributing to the history of 
California.

Bean had come to California as a miner, so searching for the 
Mother Lode was always in his mind. In 1867, Bean must have 
intended to pursue mining in the Sheep Ranch area. He filed for 
water rights from the San Antonio Creek in April of 1867 “...for 
quartz mining purposes,” and claimed the “...first right of water 
from this creek..on Indian Creek in August of that year according 
to the Mining District Records. Surprisingly, no significant pros
pecting had as yet been done in the immediate area. But it was not 
until 1868 that gold was discovered on McNair’s sheep range. Bean, 
Childers, McNair and Smith are all credited with the discovery, ac
cording to varying accounts. Regardless of who picked up the rock 
that proved to have such a high yield of gold, the Sheep Ranch gold 
fissure was no longer a secret. A partnership between McNair, Bean, 
and Childers was quickly formed and the Washington Mine was 
established. Of course, word of the discovery of gold in Sheep Ranch 
quickly spread, and the community was rapidly overrun with new 
miners staking their own claims. Eventually, the community included 
several well known mines such as the Chavanne (named for Desiree 
Fricot’s adopted uncle) and the American.

The next few years were very busy for Bean and his partners. 
Eventually, the Sheep Ranch partners consolidated their various dis
puted claims and changed the name of their operation to the Sheep 
Ranch Mine, for which it was thereafter known. But despite several 
attempts at mining their claim, they always lacked the equipment or 
funds to sink the next shaft deep enough. Although the mine was 
moderately successful, it made none of the partners spectacularly 
wealthy as dreamed. In 1872, they finally sold their interest to W. A. 
Wallace and C. P. Ferguson, who also did not realize what they had 
hoped for in the mine. In 1875, the mine was sold again to George 
Hearst and his partners, Haggin and Lewis. The Hearst partnership 
proved to have the greatest success as they implemented steam power, 
air compressors, and all the latest technologies available at the time. 
Heavy rains caused the operation to slow down around 1893, and 
Hearst died shortly thereafter in 1895. It has been speculated that 
the fortune realized from the Sheep Ranch Mine by Hearst provided 
the financial impetus for the empire built by his son, William 
Randolph Hearst.

William Bean died only eight years after selling his gold mine. 
On March 16, 1880, he passed away in Sheep Ranch at the age of 
52. He was survived by his large family who continued to contrib
ute to the community of Sheep Ranch and surrounding areas. Two 
years after his death, Bean’s daughter Emily married Joseph Raggio 
of Angels Camp. Their relatives continue to five in Calaveras County 
today.

By the late 1800’s, Sheep Ranch had become a bustling commu
nity with all the amenities of an established town, including orga
nized church services. One advertising periodical described it as:

“Sheep Ranch is the most modem town. It sprang up like a mush
room with the discovery of the American and Chavanne gold-quartz 
mines, and maintains its prosperity by their scientific development 
and permanent yield.99

It was in this apparently promising economic climate that the 
Beans’ son Mark, exhibiting his father’s business optimism, chose 
to open a store. On July 13th, 1894 Mark Bean and H. G. Gebhardt 
entered into partnership as the “Sheep Ranch Market.” The market 
was located next to what later became the town’s dance hall.

At least one of the Beans’ other sons maintained his father’s in
terest in mining. James Bean left Calaveras County to pursue his 
career near Sonora. He was living in a cabin near Groveland when 
in October of 1900, at the age of only 38, he died. “His death was 
caused by hemorrhage of the lungs,” reported the Union-Democrat 
of Sonora. It is most likely that he died a miner’s worst death, tuber
culosis. James’ brother, Mark, also died of tuberculosis “.. .after years 
of battling consumption” in September of 1905, despite his spum
ing the career of a miner and choosing instead to work in the market.

Nancy Bean clearly had the gift of longevity. On January 22, 
1908, she celebrated her 79th birthday. “Many residents honor a 
pioneer, friends at Sheep Ranch tender her a big reception,” reported 
the Calaveras Prospect. She was highly regarded by the community, 
who was saddened less than two years later when she passed away 
at the age of 81. The Calaveras Prospect reported:

DEATH SUMMONS PIONEER, WOMAN 
Mrs. Nancy Bean Lived in Sheep Ranch Over Forty Years

SHEEP RANCH, December 2,1909.-Mrs. Nancy A. Bean, one of our 
pioneers passed away last Tuesday evening a few minutes after seven o’clock. 
She was in her 81st year. She had been in poor health much of the time 
during the last few months. About two weeks ago she was stricken with 
paralysis. At times she showed signs of recovering but would relapse again. 
The end came quietly and peacefully.

She leaves many friends and relatives to moum her loss; some of her 
relatives are in this county and some are in Oklahoma. Miss Belle, her young
est daughter who has always lived with her mother, and Mrs. Jos. Raggio of 
Angels, another daughter, were at her bedside during the last hours. 

The deceased came across the plains by team and has been in Sheep 
Ranch for more than forty years. She has four living children living-two 
sons and two daughters.

She will be buried today at two o’clock. Undertaker Carley from Angels 
will officiate.

RAGGIO LUMBER MILL - near Avery. Taken about 1912. 
Man on the ox is George Grover Fischer, man standing to the 
right is Bob Ross.
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GEORGE ANDREW FISCHER
“The Other Fischer Family”

By Elizabeth Fischer

Much has been written about the Calaveras County Fischers 
who are descended from Martin Fischer, and who include the 
well-known educator Hazel Fischer, but I don’t think anything 
has been written about the Fischer family that I belong to. This 
is probably in part because this family does not have very many 
descendents that still bear the Fischer name, but it has neverthe
less played its part in the history of Calaveras County.

We are descended from George Andrew Fischer, who was 
bom in Wurttemberg, Germany, in 1815. He married Eva Hesler, 
who was bom in Bavaria in about 1823. We do not know if they 
married before or after they came to the United States, but we 
know that they were living in Washington DC by 1847. Their 
three oldest children were bom there: Franklin on January 18, 
1847, Richard in about 1848, and William or “Billy” in about 
1850. George A. Fischer was naturalized in Washington DC on 
April 6, 1850. In 1852 the family moved across the country to 
Tuolumne County, California, probably hoping to find prosper
ity in the gold country. Four more Fischer children were bom in 
California: John James in 1856, George Andrew II in 1858, James 
in 1860, and Louisa, their youngest. The family appears in the 
1860 census in Jamestown, minus Louisa, who was not bom 
yet.

By 1880, at least three members of the family were living in 
Calaveras County: Frank, Billy and John. Frank Fischer mar
ried Ella Parmer on February 2, 1876. They appear in the 1880 
census for Calaveras County with two children, Ella May and 
Frank Jr. I don’t know if they had any more children after that. 
Louisa married a man named Carlin and they had a daughter, 
Eva. As far as I know, the only member of this generation who 
had children was my great-grandfather, John James Fischer.

John Fischer married Leoda Tennessee McNair in Calaveras 
County on August 4, 1883. She was the daughter of Clement 
Vann McNair, who had been a founding partner in the Sheep 
Ranch Mine and a pioneer resident of the town of Sheep Ranch. 
John and Leoda Fischer homesteaded in Sheep Ranch, next to 
Clement McNair’s homestead. After Clement died in 1897 they 
bought his ranch from his widow Martha and added it to theirs, 
together with a third homestead that they acquired, so that the 
Fischer ranch contained almost 500 acres. John Fischer built a 
home for his mother-in-law, Martha on the property.

According to his granddaughter Elsie, John Fischer was a 
humorist with a twinkle in his eye, and his wife Leoda was a 
wonderful woman, if a little eccentric in some ways. She was 
given to shooting at people who ignored her “no trespassing” 
signs, but she assured her lawyer, who conveniently happened 
to be the District Attorney, that she was a good shot and only 
aimed at their feet. John and Leoda Fischer had four children: 
George Grover (my grandfather, called Grover), bom in 1884,

Viva Clementine, bom in 1886, Robert McLean, bom in 1895, 
and Dewey McNair, bom in 1898. To confuse matters, the other 
Fischer family of Calaveras County also had a son named Dewey 
who was bom in 1898. Presumably the popularity of this name 
was due to Admiral Dewey’s famous victory in the Philippines 
that year. Grover married Elsie Anne Russell on June 6, 1909, 
and they had two children, Elsie Leoda, bom in 1912, and George 
Grover II (my father), bom in 1914. Viva married Herman Mau 
and had two daughters, Ruth and Maxine. Robert married a young 
woman named Katherine. Unfortunately, Grover, Robert and 
Dewey were all destined to die young.

Grover Fischer and his wife Elsie were a lively young couple

FISCHER FAMILY
Offspring of George A. Fischer & Eva Fischer, taken c. 1878- 
1882. BACK, L to R: Billy, Dick, Frank. FRONT: George, 
Louisa, John.

who loved to socialize. Grover played the fiddle, sometimes ac
companied by Elsie on the guitar. He played music with friends, 
and built a community dance platform so they could have dances. 
He was active in the local Masonic and Eastern Star lodges, along 
with his father. He was skilled in carpentry and turned his hand 
to various kinds of work. He worked for a time for the Raggio 
Lumber Mill near Avery, and as a ditch tender for the Utica Min-

Please see FISCHER, continued on page 6
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FISCHER, continued from page 5
ing Company, maintaining the canal that supplied water for the 
operation. When his mother complained about the inconvenience 

of the two-story house 
on her ranch, he built 
her a new one-story 
house which is still in 
use today on Armstrong 
Road north of Sheep 
Ranch. He and his fa
ther, John Fischer, also 
built the concrete water 
trough that still stands at 
the side of the Sheep 
Ranch Road between 
Murphys and Sheep 
Ranch for their friend, 
County Supervisor A. J. 
Gianelli.

The year 1918 took 
a heavy toll in the fam
ily. In April of that year, 
Dewey, who was not 
quite 20 years old, died 

of a congenital heart ailment. In December, Grover died in the 
influenza epidemic at the age of 24, leaving a large hole in his 
family and his community. His obituary in the December 7 issue 
of The Calaveras Weekly Prospect stated that “.. .as he grew to 
manhood, he gained many friends. He was honest, upright and 
trustworthy in all his dealings, a kind husband and indulgent 
father.” As if these two deaths weren’t enough, nothing had been 
heard of Robert, who was serving overseas in World War I, and 
his parents feared that he had been killed or captured. In fact, he 
survived and returned home, but he was seriously injured in a 
fall on the troop ship coming back and died in 1922. All three of 
John and Leoda’s sons had died within the space of four years.

After Grover Fischer died, his widow Elsie was left with two 
small children. She married Charles Ream and they had a son, 
Charles Jr. However, within four years Elsie had joined her first 
husband in the Sheep Ranch cemetery, succumbing to cancer at 
the age of 31. Her two orphaned children, Grover II and Elsie II, 
were raised by their grandparents, John and Leoda Fischer, on 
the Fischer place in Sheep Ranch, and Elsie spent her high school 
years with her aunt May McNair Armstrong near Stockton. In 
1927, when young Elsie and Grover were still in high school, 
John Fischer collapsed and died of an internal hemorrhage on 
his ranch at the age of 72. Leoda sold the Fischer ranch during 
the 1930s and moved to Columbia. She lived to the age of 90, 
long enough to know her great-grandchildren.

Elsie Fischer II and Grover Fischer II both married and had 
children. Elsie married Ben Lei and had three sons; Ben, David 
and Dennis Lei. Her second husband was Joseph Bums, who 
died in 1997. Elsie Bums lives in Benicia and is very busy with 
volunteer work. Her brother Grover married Jean King and had

JOHN JAMES FISCHER

two sons, one of whom died in infancy, and four daughters, of 
which I am one. I live in San Diego and my siblings all live in 
Washington state. My father died in 1973 and is buried in the 
Sheep Ranch cemetery.
This cemetery on
Armstrong Road is the
final resting place for a
number of Fischer fam
ily members: John J.
Fischer, Robert M.
Fischer, Dewey M.
Fischer, George Grover
Fischer I, Elsie Fischer
Ream, and George
Grover Fischer II. David
Lei Jr., great-great-
great-grandson of
George Andrew Fischer,
recently purchased his
father’s ranch near
Murphys, so that makes
six generations of the
family who have lived
in the gold country, with
five consecutive generations in Calaveras County.

THE FAMILY OF John J. Fischer, around 1900. L to R: George 
Grover, Dewey (little boy in front), John, Robert, Leoda & Viva.

LEODA MCNAIR FISCHER
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NEW VISITOR. CENTER OPENS
A new Visitor Center has opened its doors for visitors to the New Melones recre

ational facility. Although it has been built since 1992, it has taken until June of this 
year to get it ready to open to the public. The new Center is located off of Highway 49 
just south of the Stevenot Bridge. The Visitor Center is right next to the Administra
tive Office, which replaces the facilities formerly located on Old Peoria Flat Road 
south of Lake Tulloch.

There are informative displays about the nature, history, pre-history and settle
ment of the Stanislaus River. One can view a video about the construction of the dam, 
admire a petroglyph or a stuffed bear, or see a model of the famous Calaveras Nugget 
from Carson Hill. Harold Vallee, a resident of Calaveras County, volunteers to work 
at the center as often as he can. He particularly appreciates the local nature and sense 
of familiarity found in the displays. He says that anytime a local resident comes in, 
they always exclaim that they remember, recognize or are even experienced with 
something shown in one of the displays.

The Center has much to offer to the general public as well. In addition to the 
campground, boating and fishing information for the recreational visitor, it sponsors

New Melones Visitor Center.

dependent on volunteers and sporadic fund
ing to keep it going. Volunteers assist the 
Park Rangers by staffing the information 
desk, providing information about the rec
reational, natural and cultural resources for

lectures open to the public every 
Thursday evening at 7:00 pm. 
Prominent guest lecturers speak on 
a variety of topics such as natural, 
historical, cultural and contempo
rary issues. The schedule for the 
lectures is set monthly so you may 
wish to contact them regularly to 
learn of upcoming topics. Addi
tionally, the Center hopes to ex
pand their services to the public by 
providing a variety of books, peri
odicals and other items of interest 
for sale in the near future.

The new Visitor Center is simi
lar to our museum. They will be

VIEW OF CARSON HILL as seen from New Melones 
Visitor Center.

visitors. The Center is looking 
for friendly, courteous adults 
who enjoy meeting people and 
learning and sharing about the 
Mother Lode’s rich history. 
Training and ongoing work
shops are provided, and volun
teers are only asked to commit 
to one day (eight hours) a 
month. If you are interested in 
volunteering, you can drop by 
the Center or phone them at 
(209) 536-9094.

So the next time you go 
south, why not drop by the new 
New Melones Visitor Center?

New Faces...
There are some new faces at the Historical Society. A new 

board of directors was installed on July 23rd by none other than 
Black Bart himself. The bard, or Glenn Wasson as he’s known 
to his friends, playfully installed the new board to an original 
poem. Many laughs and a good time were had by all as the vil
lain installed the following board members: President - Donna 
Schantz, Vice President - Joan Donleavey, Treasurer - Rosemary 
Faulkner, Recording Secretary - Shirley Huberty, Membership 
Secretary - Duane Wight, Directors - Cheri Folendorf Willard 
Fuller, Sue Smith, Bonnie Miller

There have been some changes around the office as well. In 
September, we re-welcomed Dee Tipton aboard full time as our 
new office manager. Remember Dee? She used to be the office 
manager from 1989 to 1993 when she retired. But, fortunately 
for us, she came back out of retirement and has rejoined the 
Historical Society. “Its like coming home,” says Dee, who has 
found most everyone to be pleasant and welcoming.

And the Las Calaveras has a new editor. Bonnie Miller has 
assumed the position after the passing of our former editor, the 
late George Hoeper. Bonnie has been a member of the Histori
cal Society for many years and has served on the board in the 
past as the Treasurer and Vice President, and is currently a Di
rector. Bonnie is enjoying the challenge of creating our publica
tion and welcomes any suggestions or contributions.

Maybe these aren’t such new faces after all. All of the above 
names sound familiar because everyone mentioned here has been 
a steady contributor to the Historical Society over the years. What 
about you??? New faces are always welcome, so please con
sider participating in the Society, either on the board, doing vol
unteer work in the office, or especially helping out once in a 
while at the Museum. If you’re interested in getting involved, 
there are many levels of participation to suit your abilities. Please 
give us a call today and volunteer!!! You can call Dee at the 
office at (209) 754-1058 to discuss your interests. Thanks!
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Las Calaveras 
Office Manager

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Membership
Directors

JUNE 1998
Julia Huddleson, Davis, CA
Dee Tipton, Vallecito, CA
Clifford Car, Colleyville, TX
Mark & Shelley Mutzner, Sonora, CA
Elliott & Cheryl Joses, Mountain Ranch, CA 
Ron & Cindy Fuller, Mountan Ranch, CA 
Warren Hewitt, Coronado, CA

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Donna Schantz, San Andreas 

Joan Donleavy, Paloma 
Rosemary Faulkner, Rail Road Flat 

Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 
Duane Wight, Lodi 

Cheri Folendorf, Angels Camp 
Willard P. Fuller Jr, San Andreas 
Bonnie Miller, Mountain Ranch 

Sue Smith, Valley Springs 
Bonnie Miller 

Dee Tipton

The Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. A subscription to the Las Calaveras 
comes with membership in the Historical Society for $16.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies of the Las Calaveras 
from the Historical Society office. The original historical ma
terial presented in the Las Calaveras is not copy-righted and 
anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source would be 
appreciated. Contributions of articles about Calaveras County 
is appreciated and may be submitted to the Historical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non-profit cor
poration. They meet on the fourth Thursday of each month in 
various communities throughout the county. Locations and 
scheduled programs are announced in advance. Some meet
ings include a dinner program, and visitors are always wel
come.

The Calaveras County Historical Society’s office is located 
in historic San Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. The office 
is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm, 
and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058. The Society 
also operates the Calaveras County Museum which is open 
daily from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm in the historic county court
house located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assistance with re
search, and are encouraged to visit the museum while in the

Calaveras Big Trees, Arnold, CA
JULY 1998

Frank Pozar, Fresno, CA
Doris Freed, Vallecito, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Gerry Galli, San Andreas, CA
Kristin Tiscomia, Geneseo, NY
Frank Perry, Avery, CA
Chris Sears-Gomez, Angels Camp, CA
Gary Peters, Livermore, CA
Jon & Julia Arbaugh, Salinas, CA

AUGUST 1998
Richard Huber, Lufkin, TX
The Alvarez Family, San Rafael, CA
Elizabeth Hayes, San Andreas, CA
Gary & Dottie San Andreas, CA
Cherrill Thornton, San Andreas, CA
Marie Blair, Windsor, CA
Thea Schoettgen, Bear Valley, CA
Robert Myers, Camp Connell, CA
Gary Wassam, Brooklyn Park, MN
Mary Snow, Worden, IL
Hugo Stelte, Angels Camp, CA
Andrew A. Toth-Fejel, Angels Camp, CA
Douglas & Lynette Norfolk, Mountain Ranch, CA 
Janet Clifton, Sunnyvale, CA
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BREAD FRESH FROM THE OVEN:
Memories of Italian Breadbaking in the California Mother Lode

by Dr. Julia G. Costello

CINDERBLOCK OVEN BUILT in the Italian style by Tony and Maria Cilienti in 1941 in the upper 
Jesus Maria drainage. Note the tools used in the operation of the oven: the broom, paddle,

ABSTRACT
A chain-migration in the 1860s-1880s brought rural Ital

ian villagers from near Genoa to the southern California 
Mother Lode. Among other traditions, that of baking bread 
in outdoor ovens preserved over generations until commer
cial bread became widely available in the 1930s. An ar
chaeological study of these ovens, begun in 1979, included 
site excavation, data analysis, detailed measurements, and 

archival research.
Occasional oral in
terviews also re
corded the words, 
expressions and 
feelings of those 
who remembered 
the ovens use, sto
ries that were not 
addressed by aca
demic research. 
These stories told 
by informants may 
constitute, ulti
mately, the more 
valuable record of 
this historic oven 
tradition. Excerpts 
from five stories 
are presented as 
examples of this 
rich source of

kindling and ash can. Photographed in 1984. information.



INTRODUCTION
I have been reporting on the bread-baking ovens of the California 

Mother Lode, where I live, for nearly 20 years. Of the nearly 100 
ovens recorded to date, about half include oral histories. Usually, there 
are only notes from my conversations with informants. Occasionally, 
however, I taped an interview and later transcribed it. It was in tran
scribing that I began to appreciate other stories about the ovens, in 
addition to my questions about technologies, processes, and ethnic 
affiliations. And, I began to learn that the stories that informants want 
to tell about the ovens may constitute, ultimately, more valuable 
records of these historical features than the information I had been 
asking about. They reflect those aspects of breadbaking that were 
important to the people who used the ovens, exactly those aspects 
that anthropologists try to discover and understand.

NARRATIVE
Dramatist Anna Deveare Smith has demonstrated that the words 

that informants use in telling their stories are perfect for conveying 
their message; they are not improved by being paraphrased, con
densed, summarized, or cleaned up. The following script contains 
the words, and stories, of five descendants of Italian immigrants who 
remember their families' bread baking in Calaveras County.

Flossie Sabatini

Giovanni Garavanta came to the United States in 1867 at 
age nine; his parents were from near Genoa. At age 26, he 
married 12-year-old Mary Margaret whose parents were also 
from the Genoa area, although she had been bom in New 
York. Giovanni and Margaret, along with Giovanni's brother, 
Louis, established a ranch on the Mokelumne River. As one 
of their daughters, Bertie Trelease, later related in a letter: 
"We raised our own fruit, vegetables, grapes, turkeys, made 
our own bread, butter, cheese, sausage, bacon,.. .sent to Jack- 
son once a month for coffee, tea, salt, flour, crackers, chicken 
feed when we ran out. That's about all. We were just about 
self sustaining."

Margaret bore 17 children, of whom nine lived to adult
hood. She once had three dead children in bed at the same 
time, from dyptheria. The bread oven on the ranch was built 
by Giovanni and Louis. Granddaughter Flossie Sabatini, bom 
in 1914, remembers it being used: "When I was a youngster 
down on the ranch with my grandparents, we never paid any 
attention how it was made, or whatever, all we would [do 
was] eat it, fresh bread with home-made butter. Then as years 
went on, I got a little older, I used to take my aunt down, and 
my uncle used to build a fire in the oven, so I knew the pro
cess from then as an older person; and it was still good bread."

Costello: Who did you go down to the ranch with?
Flossie Sabatini: "Aunt Lena. Do you remember Lena Fomi 

from Moke Hill? She was of the Garavanta family. We would 
start out in the morning and go down to the ranch from Moke 
Hill; back in the afternoon. It didn't take too long because 
he'd have the oven all ready for us when we got there.

Costello: What did he do to get it ready?
Flossie Sabatini: My uncle used to get up very, very early 

in the morning to build a fire there and pull the coals out.

They used to have a big long stick with a rag or something 
tied to the end. They didn't have a thermometer, at that time. 
He would dip his fingers in water and then flip it in there; and 
certain bubbles, then he would know when the oven was ready.

Costello: And then you put the bread in and sealed the door 
tight.

Flossie Sabatini: A barley sack. We always had a barley 
sack in front and that was half wet. They kept it damp all the 
time because you know it would dry out because it was hot; it 
could catch on fire. I remember that barley sack and they 
would keep it damp, We didn't have doors. There was a piece 
of wood there and a wet barley sack and a pole here that held 
it.

Costello: What kind of bread did you make?
Flossi Sabatini: All I remember is just plain white bread, in 

the round loaves. And then after it came out from the oven 
she used to have a great big, like an ironing board, and they'd 
all be standing in a row. And it was just plain white bread. 
They didn't have a recipe 'cause they couldn't read or any
thing at that time. It was made by memory; by hand; the feel 
of it. And the crust part! We all fought for that first crust piece. 
Oh was that good!

[The families] were humoungous. What could you do with 
those wood stoves? Their ovens weren't that big so you 
couldn't cook that many loaves of bread in them.

And then people always came to visit so you always 
served...you never stepped into anyone's house unless you 
[were given] a piece of bread and salami. Sundays there was 
always people coming to visit. So there was the bread.

All the different kinds of bread now. You go to the grocery 
store there are 6 jillion different kinds of bread. We only 
thought there was one kind of bread.

Costello: When did your family stop making bread?
Flossie Sabatini: When they started making bread and sell
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ing it in the stores is when they quit making bread. Well that's 
only bread you could get is what you made. You couldn't buy 
any bread, you couldn't buy any bread.

Sydney (Babe) Airola

Manuello Airola and Carolina Figura emigrated separately 
from near Genoa, Italy. In Calaveras County they met, mar
ried, and Carolina bore four boys before her husband and 
youngest child succumbed to a contagious illness. She re
married a German-bom fiddler and the two went into cattle 
ranching. Her second son, Antone, married Louisa De Mar
tini and they had four children. The youngest, known all his 
life as "Babe,” was bom
in 1902. He remembers
the family oven.

Babe Airola: I made
bread out of it. My
mother made it and I 
helped cook it. You
make a fire in there and 
heat it, it heats the
oven...You had to have
good wood to warm it
and to heat it. It would
take about an hour or 
and hour and a half to 
make a big fire in there
to heat it. After it heated 
you took an iron hook 
and took all the coals out.
Then you took and wet a 
big rag or sack and, on a 
stick, wij?ed all the ashes out of the bottom.

Costello: And then you put the bread it?
Babe Airola: When it was clean, then you put the bread in. 

It takes about an hour to bake the bread...Mother used it 
maybe a couple of times a week. Once a week anyway. There 
was a door on it. You had to put wet sack around the door to 
seal it tight. And there was an opening in the back end you 
had to seal tight when you put the bread in.

Carmenne Cilenti Poore
Michael Antonio (Mike) and Maria Cilenti came to Stock- 

ton from Benevento, Italy (near Naples), in 1905. They bought 
a ranch in Calaveras County in the 1920s. A fire swept over 
the ranch in the 1930s, and they rebuilt the main house and 
bread-oven outbuilding, in back of the main house, in 1941. 
Their daughter, Carmenne, bom in 1914, remembers grow
ing up on the ranch and her family's bread making.

Costello: Carmenne, who built your oven?
Carmenne Poore: My dad built it. That's the way it worked; 

your own family built it. What else. We lived 18 miles from 
San Andreas, so there wasn't any oven-maker out there. Ev
ery family had to have an oven. If they're going to bake bread; 
if you have a large family.

Costello: So after the fire died down you cleaned the coals 
out, before you put the bread in?

Carmenne Poore: The way they would clean it out: my mom 
would take the garden hoe and scrape those coals out real 
good, then she took a household broom and dipped it in a 
bucket of water, I still remember the bucket of water. Then 
you dip it there and then take out all those ashes, and then 
you put your bread; when the temperature is just right, you 
put the bread in.

Costello: How did you make the bread?
Carmenne Poore: We had a great big—about three feet long- 

- a big trough?, a bread trough?; and my mom and my older 
sister would knead and knead that thing in there. And then, 

when I got big enough, 
I'd help my sister. 
Theirs was a big round 
loaf like that; big. And 
it was plain white bread 
and she put the corn 
meal under as I do now. 
My mom would put 
this huge loaf under her 
arm, I still remember 
with that darn knife, 
that big kitchen knife, 
and she'd slice off the 
pieces for all of us. It 
was all crusty clear 
around. More crusty 
than mine. It was 
harder.

In my folks' village in 
Fiano, Italy, the indi

vidual families did not have their own oven. They used the 
fireplace for cooking meat and so forth, and for heat. But 
they had a town oven, I suppose it was very big. Everyone 
would bring their dough, all shaped, with their mark for their 
particular family. It had to have a mark so that the woman 
that baked the bread would know to whose family that par
ticular loaf went. And I suppose that they did big batches too, 
because they were all big families, same as here. Anyway, 
that's how they did it there, they didn't have individual ovens. 
But when people came out here, of course there were indi
vidual families here and there, and they all had to have their 
own ovens.

Costello: Carmenne married a local man and, in 1973, had 
her husband build an oven behind their home. She cooked 
bread on holidays for her children and grandchildren. She is 
the last traditional Italian bread-baker in Calaveras County.

Carmenne Poore: For a treat for lunch mom would make 
one what she called a pizza, like this. We tear this, we don't 
cut that. And we got that with cheese: or salami and so forth. 
That was our snack: the Party Bread. So that's what I do to
day. Once in a while, I make a big round loaf. Now the kids 
have a popsicle or something when they come home from 
school, but when we came home, that's what we had was 
bread.

THE OVEN BUILT by Antone Airola and Louise de Martini Airola, 
ca. 1902, on their ranch above Melones. Photographed 1984.
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THE CUNEO FAMILY oven built in Calaveritas in 1934, 
photographed in 1984.

Fred Cuneo and Louise Cuneo Greenlaw
Louis Costa was bom in Genoa, Italy, in 1829, and arrived 

in Calaveritas in 1852. Twenty-four-year-old Carlotta 
Sanguinette, also from Genoa, arrived in 1867, and the two 
were married the same year. Carlotta and Louis had seven 
children Their neighbor, Frank Cuneo, also arrived from 
Genoa in 1853. He and Irish Maggie Gillan married and had 
four children. The youngest Cuneo, Victor, married the young
est Costa, Rose, and two of their grandchildren still live in 
Calaveritas: Fred was bom in 1906 and Louis three years later. 
They remember the bread baking.

Costello: Fred, what was Calaveritas like in 1917?
Fred Cuneo: You know, around here in this little village 

there was at least five or six ovens. Each family had one and 
they were all outside. Except one up here of Trinque, who 
was French; he had his inside of kind of an enclosure.

What I'm talking about is, I'm talking about what my grand- 
parents-my grandmother and my grandfather-when they 
used the oven to bake their bread. They always made enough 
to make about 9 or 10 loaves. And they were huge loaves too; 
They were big round ones. Hopefully there was always one 
little one that we had there, so as soon as it was cooked he 
would hand it out—that was old Micholing, you recall that— 
would give it to the kids to break up and eat; very delicious 

that I recall.
Costello: How did your family clean out the oven?
Fred Cuneo: To take the ashes out, you know what they 

had here, they had just a pole with a part of a barrel hoop, The 
iron, they had strapped it to the end of the pole and was kind 
of a curved hook from the barrel hoop. And they used that to 
scrape out the ashes. And of course and then for the cleaning, 
they would have a sack, wet sack, tied to the end of the pole.

Costello: Louise, what do you remember about the bread 
making.

Louise Cuneo Greenlaw: I don't remember the baking at 
all, I just remember the eating of it. When we would come 
home from school, a half mile up the road we could smell the 
bread and know we were going to have hot bread when we 
got home. Hot bread and jelly, I can remember that. Apple 
jelly that mother used to make.

Costello: Why did bread baking die out?
Fred Cuneo: Here, I guess they ran out of any people who 

had any experience in it. They just died out. Well, the time I 
talk about is Michilini. He was meticulous. He would come 
down the hill and help make the bread and cook it. But when 
he passed away my uncle Louie, he had the experience and 
he would supervise the cooking of it. And then my aunt Fran, 
she who lived here, she got married and she moved away and 
that ended everything, do you see.

Ratto Oven
John and Victoria Ratto emigrated to the United States in 

1881 with their two young sons, settling on land near Cala
veritas where they mined and ranched. Three more children 
were bom, Victoria's oven was built just behind the house. 
Well-built, it stood intact into modem times. The children 
attended Willow Creek School, the youngest were Rosa and 
Maria. Rosa died at 19 of typhoid. Maria married into the 
local Italian Joses family, and raised one daughter, Mary 
Louise. Following local patterns, Mary Louise married into 
another Italian family, the Matteolis.

In 1994, Mary Louise's son, Bob Matteoli, donated his great
grandmother Victoria Ratto's oven to the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. We decided to move it to the museum yard 
and restore it for bread baking. As the dismantling proceeded, 
a button was found wedged between the massive stones on 
one side of the doorway, while on the other side a small per
fume bottle was entombed. Bob Matteoli recalled his 
grandmother's story of how her mother, when building the 
oven, had placed a button from her husband's shirt in the wall 
for luck. The perfume bottle was her own talisman.

When we rebuilt Victoria's oven, the two family charms 
were placed back in their original positions, And they seem 
to be working. Traditional Italian bread baking is seeing some
thing of a revival in the county. We are learning, again, how 
to fire up the ovens, clean out the ashes, arrange the bread, 
seal the door with a wet burlap sack and wedged pole, judge 
cooking time, and, finally, enjoy the bread fresh from the oven 
with our friends and family. This is perhaps the most impor
tant story that the ovens have to tell.
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THE STONE OVEN of John and Victoria Ratto, built ca. 1882 near Calaveritas, photographed in 1984 before it was 
removed. This oven has been reconstructed by the Calaveras County Historical Society in San Andreas.

Discussion

Freestanding, domed, bread-baking ovens have ancient 
roots, traced over 3,000 years to the Upper Neolithic in 
Mesopotamia. Adopted throughout the Mediterranean dur
ing the following millennia, outdoor baking ovens are com
mon to Arabian, Turkish, Slavic, Greek, Italian, Swiss, Span
ish, French, German and North African cultures. The ovens 
were first introduced into California by the Spanish, who be
gan colonizing the coast in 1769. When the tidal wave of 
gold-seekers flooded California after the 1848 discovery of 
gold, other oven traditions also arrived.

During the second half of the 19th century, there was a 
distinctive chain migration of Italians from the area around 
Genoa to three counties of the Mother Lode: Amador, Cala
veras, and Tuolumne. In 1870, 27 percent (4,660 persons) of 
the Italian population of the United States lived in California 
(Palmer 1965:360). While most settled in the San Francisco 
Bay area, an extraordinary 25 percent lived in the three coun
ties of the Sierra Nevada foothills (Giovinco 1980). Tuol
umne County historian Carlo DeFerrari has confirmed that 
most of these Mother Lode Italians came from the same small 
province of Liguria, near Genoa. By a process of chain mi
gration, emigrants followed a relative or fellow villager to 

this new land. Those established helped newcomers, and the 
growing community attracted additional folks from the same 
region (Cinel 1982:27-28).

Since 19781 have recorded 96 ovens in Amador, Calaveras, 
and Tuolumne counties (Costello 1981). Detailed recording 
forms and photographs document the physical remains while 
archival research and, where possible, oral interviews fill out 
each site's history. Nearly half of the ovens were undocu
mented ruins
near mining 
sites; the ma
jority of the 
others were on

TABLE 1
BAKING OVENS RECORDED IN 
THREE CALIFORNIA COUNTIES
Nationality No. of Ovens

ranches and Italian 42
homesteads. In French 5
these rural Corsican 1
counties, de- Chilean 4
scendants of Mexican 2
pioneering im- German 1
migrants fre- Unknown 41
quently still Total 96
live on, or near,
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THE OVEN BUILT by the family of Stephano Lavezzo, near the lower Italian Gardens in Mokelumne Hill. Pictured is 
Charlie Lavezzo, ca. 1950.

these early sites and can often provide important historical 
information. For those ovens where family identification was 
possible, the vast majority were built by Italians (Table 1).

Pioneering male miners built simple stone ovens in their 
tent camps. When families followed, Italian ranches and com
mercial gardens always contained, in addition to grapevines 
and wine cellars, a fomo (baking oven) in the back yard. 
Weekly home baking persisted in this rural community until 
store-bought bread was generally available in the 1930s.

Prior to 1900, ovens were built of common field stone mor
tared with mud. When other materials became available dur
ing the early 20th century, brick, cinderblock, and concrete 
were more common, The ovens were round "bee-hive," ob
long, or "D" shaped, ranging from 1 to 3 m (3.3-10 ft.) in 
maximum dimension and standing 1-1.3 m (3.3-4 ft.) tall. A 
single door opened into the low-vaulted oven chamber, which 
most frequently had a floor of baked earth; later, firebrick 
would be common. All of the ovens were covered with simple 
gabled, shed, or ramada roofs for shelter from the elements.

The operation of the ovens is based on radiant heat. A fire 
is built inside and, after several hours, allowed to bum down 
to coals which are then distributed over the floor to insure 
even heating. When the temperature is satisfactory, the coals 

are removed and the floor swept clean with a wet broom. 
Com meal or flour is commonly sprinkled on the floor before 
raw loaves are placed inside. If a flue hole (not required) is 
present in the upper rear of the chamber it would then be 
closed along with the oven door. These doors were initially 
of wood, covered the burlap which was kept damp, and 
wedged in place with a pole. Baking takes 15-20 minutes with 
the temperature at about 450°F. The oven retains its heat for 
several hours, and other dishes were sometimes placed in the 
chamber following the bread baking for long, slow cooking.

Two excellent studies on bread-baking ovens have been 
produced. Lise Boily and Jean-Francois Blanchette's (1979) 
The Bread Ovens of Quebec, detailing French traditions of 
oven construction and use, is unsurpassed. Priscilla Wegars' 
(1991) study of stone ovens on railroad-related sites includes 
a valuable overview of recent archaeological research on these 
features. Important histories of the Italian immigration are 
provided by Andrew F. Rolle's (1968) The Immigrant Up
raised. which addresses the unique experience of the western 
migration, and Dino Cinel's (1982) From Italy to San Fran
cisco. documenting the attraction of this city for Italian Im
migrants.
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IN APPRECIATION

The Las Calaveras gratefully acknowledges the 
journal Historical Archeology. We were fortunate 
enough to obtain their permission to reprint this 
article with the condition that the text be entirely 
reproduced as it first appeared in their national 
publication last year.

Evidence of the stone masonry skills of the Ital
ian Immigrants is evident throughout the Mother 
Lode. Nowhere did this handiwork touch the ev
eryday lives of the early settlers more than with 
their bread baking ovens. This article not only 
teaches us about these fascinating ovens, but also 
gives a wonderful insight into the traditions that 
surrounded their use. Dr. Costello captured these 
emotions through her use of dialog from her ver
bal interviews with her informants. The article 
was recently presented to an archeology confer
ence in the form of a story telling skit, and was 
very positively received by those fortunate 
enough to attend the presentation,. A review of 
the skit stated that "you could taste the bread" by 
the end of the story.

Dr. Julia Costello is a prominent archeologist 
who lives and works in Mokelumne Hill and has 
been most generous with providing photographs 
of local ovens to supplement our printing of her 
article. Readers may recall that Dr. Costello su
pervised the reconstruction of the Ratto oven 
which is now an attractive addition to the jail yard 
at the museum complex (Las Calaveras, April 
1995). Outdoor events at the jail yard are often 
complemented with breads baked fresh from this 
historic oven.

Calaveras County's bread baking tradition is 
gaining national attention. So the next time you 
visit the museum or attend an event at the jail 
yard, take a closer look at the Ratto oven as you 
will be looking at a truly unique piece of local 
history. Or the next time you are hiking across 
what you thought was just an empty field, and 
you stumble upon a pile of rocks, take a good 
look as it just might be a stone oven.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society's is a non-profit 
corporation. They meet on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the county. Lo
cations and scheduled programs are announced in advance. 
Some meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Calaveras County Historical Society's office is lo
cated in historic San Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am to 
4:00 pm, and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058. The 
Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum which 
is open daily from 10:00 an to 4:00 pm in the historic county 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas. Visi
tors are always welcome to stop by the office for assistance 
with research, and are encouraged to visit the museum while 
in the area.

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

OCTOBER 1998 NOVEMBER 1998
Dan & Anne Hadley John Robertson
Pete & Marcy Hosford Harry Hansen

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum:

Reyburn F, Crocker, Selma, Ca.: A book, "The Ancestors 
and Descendants of Johann David Wildermuth." 
Louise Conley, San Andreas: A black beaded dress that 
was her Great Grandmother's.
Mr. Ed Ramsy, Knoxville, Tn.: $50.00 cash. 

Willard Fuller, Jr., San Andreas: 6 copies of the Califor
nia Geology Magazine, copy of "The Cornish Miner in 
America," Articles on "The Rindge Family," and Mark 
Twain, A 1881/1981 Centennial edition of the Calaveras 
Prospect paper.
Willard Fuller, Jr., Calaveras County Cement Plant: 
Several photos of the plant.

A VERY SPECIAL PERSON...
Last Summer a very special person walked into the 

Historical Society office. Elizabeth Braydis came to 
the office and volunteered to do "anything." She had 
never been here before, so we didn't quite know how 
to respond to such an offer. Elizabeth was bom in this 
county but moved away at the age of four and only 
recently moved back and was looking for something 
to do to keep herself busy and out of trouble. So we 
took her word and put her to work. And did she work!! 
First, she swept the breezeway, then she cleaned the 
office, then she started in on the museum and dusted 
exhibits that hadn't seen a dust rag in years. She just 
couldn't get enough! In appreciation for her efforts she 
has been given gift membership in the Society for one 
year, which we hope she will continue in years to come. 
But she still didn't leave, so we hired her! Since Octo
ber, she had been helping Dee part-time in the office. 
So the next time you stop by you may meet this very 
special person.

You're special too, aren't you? Why don't you con
sider volunteering at the museum as well? We promise 
not to make everyone get down on their knees and hand 
vacuum behind the wickiup, but there is always some
thing for everyone to do. There are always tasks for 
anyone of any skill level, and the museum could al
ways use new volunteers. Please contact Dee at the 
office at 754-1058 to volunteer today.



THE WILDERMUTH HOUSE

The Wildermuth House as portrayed in a painting by Genevieve Thompson Markwood, a local 
artist. The painting was recently retrieved from the archives of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. The painting was adorned with a blue ribbon from the 1961 Calaveras County Fair. ‘Built of 
hand sawed sandstone by William A. Watt’was noted on the back of the painting.

Photo by Bonnie Miller



THE WILDERMUTH 
HOUSE

by Bonnie Miller

John and Elizabeth Wildermuth

John and Elizabeth Wildermuth were best 
known as cattle ranchers in the Campo Seco area who 
happened to have lived in a very sturdy house. But the 
Wildermuth story is much more complex than that. The 
story actually began over 200 years before the Califor
nia Gold Rush with the immigration of John 
Wildermuth’s great grandfather, Johann David Wilder
muth. Johann Wildermuth was bom in Germany and 
later sailed from Sweden on the ship Halifax with his 
young family. He had four children, one of whom was 
the grandfather of John. Today the descendants of 
Johann David Wildermuth number several hundred 
across the United States. Upon his arrival in the New 
World on September 22, 1752, Johann signed his oath 
of allegiance to his new country, and he never looked 
back. But he probably never imagined the legacy that 
he would create.

John Hanna Wildermuth was bom to his father’s 
second wife, Elizabeth Hanna Cooper, on January 28, 
1818 in Fairfield County, Ohio. In all, John had four 
siblings and six half brothers and sisters from his father's 
three wives. In 1846, the same year that his father 
passed away, John decided to strike out from Ohio. 
When the California Gold Rush called people to mi
grate from all over the world, John Wildermuth was 
already here. He preceded the forty-niners by three 
years by coming to California in 1846 by ship around 
the horn. Not much is known of John's early years in 
California although he did choose Calaveras County 
as his preferred home. Despite the excitement of the 
gold rush he returned to Ohio in 1856. Due to the se
vere shortage of women in the west, finding a bride 
may have been his motivation for his return home. Ap
parently he was successful as he married Miss Eliza
beth Jane Summers, formerly of Virginia, on March 5, 
1856 in St. Francisville, Missouri. While travelling back 
to the east coast to board another ship to return to Cali
fornia, the newlyweds stopped in Ohio to visit John's 
family. At this time John's younger half-sister, Louisa, 
decided to join them and came to California with John 
and Elizabeth. Eventually at least two other family 
members of John's, an older brother named Eli and a 
younger brother named Isaac, also made their way to 
California to join John in Calaveras County.

John again boarded a ship and undertook 
the arduous journey to California. With his new wife 

and younger sister, they took the more modem route 
via the Panama crossing. Apparently it was this second 
trip by ship that was more adventurous for John as they 
were battered by storms, rough seas, and sea sickness. 
Upon finally reaching firm ground at the Panama Isth
mus, they undertook the next difficult leg of the jour
ney on the overland route. One last ship passage took 
them north on the more calm Pacific Ocean back to 
California. No doubt John was happy to see Calaveras 
County again upon his return.

John Hanna Wildermuth
1818-1893

photo from the archives of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society

John was a charismatic fellow. He did a good 
job of extolling the virtues of the California frontier. 
While in Ohio with his new wife, he managed to con
vince at least three other families to join him on his 
return to the gold fields. Alexander R. Wheat and his 
wife, Ira D. Late and his wife, and William Watt came 
to Calaveras County in 1856 with John Wildermuth 
upon his return trip. All of the families eventually settled 
within only a few miles of each other, and would all 
remain life-long friends of each other. But for the most 
part their's is a different
story.



William A. Watt

Perhaps the most notable of the three gentle
men that John recruited to Calaveras County was a Scot
tish immigrant named William Watt. Watt had become 
naturalized in Iowa in 1842, and after his relocation to 
Calaveras County he set up residence in Petersberg, and 
early mining camp along the Calaveras River now in
undated by New Hogan Reservoir. Watt's trade, learned 
in Scotland, was that of a stone mason.

Elizabeth Jane Summers Wildermuth
1828-1904

These Portraits of John and Elizabeth adorn the 
'Wildermuth House today.

He came to California with the intent of using his skill 
to obtain his wealth in the gold fields. But his luck ran 
differently, and he ultimately returned to his skill as a 
stone mason to make his living rather than as a gold 
miner. He was probably far more successful as a ma
son than he would have been as a miner.

Watt built several buildings in the west county 
area. Each building was built of stone quarried only a 
short distance away so as to reduce the time and effort 
to transport large quantities of heavy stone. Watt per

sonally oversaw the quarrying of the stone after which 
it was sledded to the building site. Each building bears 
the distinct hand hewn markings of his personal handi
work. It was said that the only tools he used were an 
awkward, heavy saw and a stone adze. His adze marks 
were so precise that they were as distinctive as finger
prints. Watt's attention to detail was so careful that stone 
in his buildings fit together with only minimal need 
for mortar. (The heavier use of mortar and minimally 
hewn natural stone is more characteristic of the Italian 
masonry prevalent in the Mother Lode). And Watt's 
buildings have withstood the test of time weathering 
over 100 years and are still quite structurally sound.

Watt is credited with having built some ten to 
twelve homes in the area. Most of his work occurred 
between 1858 and 1862. Although he lived to better 
than the age of 75, he must have been a healthy fellow 
in his late forties when he undertook these construc
tions. Some of the buildings that Watt is known to have 
built are the Wheat home in Double Springs, and the 
Late home in Valley Springs, and the Hill home near 
Paloma (Las Calaveras, October 1956). Longevity was 
built into these walls, as witnessed by the Wheat home 
which eventually consecutively housed eight genera
tions of that family.

The Wildermuth House

John and Elizabeth acquired land for a cattle 
ranch and took up permanent residence near Campo 
Seco. They quickly built a wood cabin and lived there 
between 1856 and 1861 where the first two of their 
eight children were bom. With a growing ranch and 
family, they decided to build a permanent home. Natu
rally they quickly recruited their friend Watt to build 
the house. Since John himself was an accomplished 
carpenter, the construction of the house was a collabo
rative effort.

The stone for the house was quarried from a sand
stone cliff only two hundred yards from the house. Each 
stone was laid carefully in place by Watt. The window 
frames, porches, and steep roof were added by John. 
John's hand was evident in the fine tooling of the heavy 
roof beams that straddled the structure. The narrow 
wood porches in the front and back ran the length of 
the house. The back porch was high enough above 
ground level to provide access by stone steps at either 
end. Inside, the house was divided by a partition that 
ran the full length. Two large rooms in the front were 
heated by large fireplaces, and the rooms in the back, 
the kitchen, and the bedrooms, had coal and wood burn
ing stoves. Interestingly, the flues are not straight up 
and down, but are angled from the offset fireplace and 
stoves that join into one opening which leads to the 

3 continued. ..



chimney located at the ex
act center of the roof 
gables. The interior walls 
were finished in a fine 
plaster made of limestone 
from nearby Lancha Plana 
which was located ap
proximately where the 
present day Pardee Dam is 
now located. The interior 
walls were always painted 
a cool white. John com
pleted the picture with 
careful crafted tongue- 
and-groove wood floors 
and ceilings. Descendants 
fondly remember the fine 
carpenter’s tools that John 
owned and had used to 
build the house.

Other aspects of the 
property include addi
tional buildings such as a 
barn and a granary. A 
stone wall surrounds the 
house and is clearly evi
dent in old family photo
graphs. To reach the front 
door of the house, visitors 

The Wildermuth House ruins as seen by residents of Calaveras County for 30 
years until it was restored in 1971. The solid stone walls built by William Watt have 
remained intact for over 135 years. photo courtesy of EBMUD

climbed a carefully con
structed stone stile over
the wall, which was apparently installed to keep the 
cattle out of the front yard so loved by Elizabeth. This 
wall, the stile, and a large corral were all built of stone 
apparently judged unsuitable by Watt for the house. Al
though sturdy, these other stone features are enhanced 
with mortar or native uncut rocks.

As with all good home sites, the Wildermuth’s 
house was built near a spring. A fig tree, believed to 
have been one of the largest Calaveras County, grew 
next to the spring. Water from the spring was trans
ported to the house via a trough and pipe. Elizabeth 
made good use of this supply of water to sustain her 
many flowers, shrubs, and trees. The homestead even 
included a cork oak, which had been planted earlier by 
the old cabin site to see if it could survive in the Campo 
Seco climate. Of particular note was a special rose 
known as the "Covered Wagon Rose", a very old vari
ety now extremely rare. Cuttings of this rose were 
shared among the residents of the area and can still be 
found at the Wheat home today.

The house was completed in 1861 and bears that 
date in stone on its visage. Prior to moving into the

new house Elizabeth had bom two daughters, Emma 
Elizabeth, bom February 28, 1857, and Theo Susan, 
bom on January 12,1859. Their next child, Mary Helen, 
was bom on May 13 1860, and may or may not have 
been bom in the new house. The remaining children 
were Ada Wing, bom July 31,1862; Isaac Brandt, bom 
June 18,1864; John Andrew, bom July 20,1868; New
ton Perry, bom August 8, 1868 (there is a discrepancy 
in the records of the birth and death dates of John and 
Newton); and lastly Reason Good, bom August 23, 
1870. Other than Emma, who died at only three years 
of age, all of the children outlived their parents. John 
and Elizabeth lived securely in their stone house for 
the remainder of their lives. John passed away on April 
1, 1893, and Elizabeth followed him on December 11, 
1904. Their fourth daughter Ada never married and 
remained at home with her parents until her mother's 
death. After her mother died Ada joined her four broth
ers who had moved to the Selma District near Fresno 
where they continued their ranching tradition. Ada 
eventually outlived all of her siblings and did not pass 
away until 1953. Upon her passing she was fondly re
membered by her surviving nieces and nephews. She 
was considered the last descendant in California bear
ing the Wildermuth name. . ,

continued..



Ada left the stone house in 1906 two years af
ter her mother's death. The house had been a home for 
the Wildermuths for 45 years. It remained vacant until 
1909, however it was eventually severely damaged by 
a grass fire in the late 1940s. But the house had been 
built with permanence in mind by the two master crafts
men, Wildermuth and Watt. Although much of the wood 
features had been destroyed by the fire the stone walls 
remained intact. In fact the stone shell became some
what of a landmark. Eventually the property was ac
quired by the East Bay Municipal Utility District in 
conjuction with the Pardee Dam watershed. In the early 
1970’s EBMUD decided to renovate the famous house.

The Wildermuth Legacy

Descendants of Johann Wildermuth have faithfully 
chronicled their heritage. Although much of the fam
ily remains in the Pennsylvania area, branches of 
Johann's descendants have been documented through
out the United States. Admirable qualities seem to run 
in the blood of this respectable family. As stated in the 
family genealogy:

"The Wildermuth family has a long history in 
this country and its members have been God-fearing 
law abiding people. If none have achieved world fame 
neither has the name been
featured in sensational
news headlines. It’s mem
bers reflect a cross section
of American life, represent
ing a great variety of occu
pations scattered across the
nation. Their emphasis on
education is seen in every
generation. Two interests
which recur so frequently
that they may almost be de
scribed as family character
istics are musical talent and
an interest in the general 
field of medicine. They have
served their county in time
of war from the American
Revolution to the Korean
conflict and lost their lives.
Indeed a true picture of
America can be drawn from
the lives of the generations
of Wildermuths..."

Strength and longevity are two other characteris
tics that could be used to describe this family. These 
features can also be found in the stone home of John 
and Elizabeth Wildermuth in Campo Seco. Similarly, 
such traits can be found in another such building cre
ated by another member of the Wildermuth family. A 
church was constructed at the farm of Daniel 
Wildermuth Jr. (John's uncle's son) back home in Ohio 
some time before 1859. The church was eventually 
moved to the farm of another Wildermuth family mem
ber in 1875 so as to be more accessible in conjunction 
with a new road having been built nearby. Today the 
19 acre complex is known as the Wildermuth Memo
rial Church and Youth Center and has been restored by 
the Wildermuth Association as a gift of E. F. Wilder
muth, sixth generation descendant of Johann. These 
enduring buildings, the church in Ohio and the stone 
house in California, are truly a testament to the legacy 
of Johann Wildermuth.

The Historical Society Connection

In 1971 the Calaveras County Historical Soci
ety joined with EBMUD to celebrate the refurbishment 
of the Wildermuth house near Campo Seco. A picnic

continued. ..

With a new roof porch and window, the Wildermuth House as it appeared after its 
restoration in 1971. photo from the archives of the Calaveras County Historical Society
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lunch was held at the site and various talks were 
given by dignitaries. The event emphasized the 
community's desire to see the important landmark re
main respected and cared for. EBMUD has attempted 
to reconstruct as much of the house as funding permits, 
and is dedicated to its conservatorship of this impor
tant building. By special arrangement the Historical 
Society is periodically allowed to use the house for 
special events or meetings. Long time residents of the 
area enjoy attending these events as it allows for fond 
reminiscing about the good old days of cattle ranching 
and strong craftsmanship, graphs and research for this 
article.

Las Calaveras is grateful to Walt Mellin of 
EBMUD for his assistance with photographs and re
search for this article. Much of the material used in 
this article is based on the Wildermuth family's book 
(entitled Johann David Wildermuth and His Descen
dants 1752 - 1964, 1995 edition), and material com
piled by EBMUD which was based on research ini
tially contributed by George Poore of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society.

WILDERMUTH HOUSE
RUINS
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NEW LIFETIME MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE
In response to several requests, the Directors of the Historical Society have cre

ated a new category of membership. A Lifetime Membership can now be purchased 
for $250 for an individual. This new membership provides generous support to the 
society and guarantees a subscription to Las Calaveras plus all of the privileges of 
membership for the remainder of the Lifetime Member's life. With annual member
ships presently at $16 per year, this new Liftime Member opportunity can really be a 
bargain. Wouldn't it be a great gift idea for your loved one? Or as a house warming 
gift for the recent retiree who is finally returning to Calaveras County? How about as 
a graduation gift for that special grad who is going to college to study history? The 
possibilities are limitless.

For more information, contact Dee at the Historical Society office at 754-1058.

SI,000 REWARD
for information leading to the safe retnrn of a

Civil War Cannon stolon from the
People's Cemetery in San Andreas

Calaveras Connty California
September 27,1888

Is this Reward poster correct? Is the date of the theft actually September of 1998?? 
Regrettably we are sad to inform our members that this theft did in fact occur. One of our 
beloved Civil War cannons was stolen from the San Andreas Cemetery. It is truly difficult to 
comprehend how a #12 Field Howitzer weighing 790 pounds could be stolen, but it was. Law 
enforcement agencies and Civil War organizations across the country have been notified. The 
Historical Society and the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors joined to offer the $1,000 
reward. Anyone with information that could lead to the recovery of the cannon is strongly 
encouraged to contact the Calaveras County Sheriff’s Department at 209-754-6500, or the 
Historical Society at 209-754-1058.

Readers may recall that the cannons have not only stood as sentinels over the cemetery for 
years, but have often been proudly featured on the pages of Las Calaveras. On occasion the 
Historical Society holds functions with the cannon as the centerpiece such as when they were 
recently fired in a re-enactment. Artifacts such as the cannon are our pictures of the past and 
we do not want to discourage our benefactors from bequeathing such treasures to us. Let us all 
join in this effort to preventfurther thefts. Unchecked theft and vandalism can only be prevented 
with more diligent attention to our duties. The easiest way you can help is to volunteer today. 
Increased personnel in the museum will help increase surveillance and reduce the threat of 
theft. Won’t you please volunteer?
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Las Calaveras
Office Manager

DECEMBER 1998
Mike & Heidi Fischer of Mokelumne Hill, CA

Donna Schantz, San Andreas
Joan Donleavy, Paloma 

Rosemary Faulkner, Rail Road Flat 
Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 

Duane Wight, Lodi 
Cheri Folendorf, Angels Camp 

Willard P. Fuller Jr, San Andreas 
Bonnie Miller, Mountain Ranch 

Sue Smith, Valley Springs 
Bonnie Miller 

Dee Tipton

JANUARY 1999
Mr & Mrs. John Armstrong of Berkeley, CA
Debbie Nunes of Mountain Ranch, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Tim Laddish of Berkely, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Robertson, winters in Valley Springs, 

CA and summers in Rochester, MN

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Membership
Directors

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

Calaveras County
Historical Society

30 Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, California 95249

The Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras Country Historical Society. A subscription to the 
Las Calaveras comes with membership in the Historical 
Society for $16.00 per year. Non-members may obtain cop
ies of the Las Calaveras from the Historical Society office. 
The original historical material presented in the Las Cala
veras in not copy-righted and anyone is invited to use it. 
Mention of the source would be appreciated. Contributions 
of articles about Calaveras County is appreciated and may 
be submitted to the Historical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. They meet on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the county. Lo
cations and scheduled programs are announced in advance. 
Some meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Calaveras County Historical Society’s office is 
located in historic San Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am to 
4:00 pm, and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058. The 
Society also operates the Calaveras County Museum which 
is open daily from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm in the historic county 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas. Visi
tors are always welcome to stop by the office for assistance 
with research, and are encouraged to visit the museum while 
in the area.

Mr. & Mrs. Roark Weber of San Andreas, CA 
Mr. & Mrs, Bernard Swanson of Seguin, TX

FEBRUARY 1999
Don & Lois Conklin of San Andreas, CA
Don & Mary Cross of Angels Camp, CA
George Harris of Valley Springs, CA
Fred & Anne Heck of Mountain Ranch, CA 
Elaine Northcote of Burson, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Presley Peek of Mokelumne Hill, CA 
Robert & Jane Steel of Stockton, CA
Tuolumne County Genealogical Society of Sonora, CA 
John Munn of Angels Camp, CA
John & Peggy Hutchinson of Murphys, CA
Dennis Sanfilippo of Angels Camp, CA
Lynn Miller of San Andreas, CA
John Alan Sherman of Hollywood, CA
Barbara R. Powell of Sacramento, CA
Glen Malliet & Patti Raggio of Mountian Ranch, CA

IN MEMORIUM
The Calaveras County Historical Society is sad to 

note the passing of our friend Gladys Shally in January,
1999.

MUSEUM DONATIONS
The Calaveras County Historical society wishes to thank the following persons who recently 

made donations to the Calaveras County Museum:
DECEMBER 1998

William Lafranchi, Pittsburg, PA: $100.00 cash for 
the George Hoeper Scholarship Fund.
Amy Mathis, Stockton, CA: Xerox copy of the 
Keystone School in 1919. Students are named.

JANUARY 1999
Harold & Nadeen Womble, Stockton, CA: $25.00 
in memory of Elsie (Womble) Blazer.
Alice M. Nelson, Rail Road Flat, CA : Various 
magazines from 1906 to 1976, Bible, Photo Album, 
Newspapers.
Fred Cuneo, Calaveritas, CA: 150 year history o 
Andrew’s Parish Catholic church.
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Annual Student Historical Essay Contest
The annual Historical Essay contest made a comeback 

this year. After a decline in student participation and a break 
in the annual contest, the Historical Society offered the con
test to Calaveras County students again this year. The con
test was coordinated through the County Office of Educa
tion with Superintendent John Brophy’s support. We had 
positive results with several students from around the county 
participating.

The contest was streamlined and given a theme to help 
the students find an area in which to focus within the broad 
realm of Calaveras County’s rich history. The theme was 
“The California Sesquicentennial in Calaveras County”. Ap
parently this theme proved to be more difficult than origi

nally imagined. But several students successfully tackled it, 
such as our 8th grade first place winner, Jimmy Boucke, 
who analyzed gold seeking techniques. His essay was titled 
Gold in Calaveras County: People and Things Related to 
Gold in Calaveras County. The second place winner in this 
division also successfully addressed our theme. Amy Gates 
described the growth of Vallecito as seen through the eyes 
of a young girl writing back home to her grandparents, in 
her essay titled The History of Vallecito... As Told in the 
Letters of a Young Girl.

Despite the suggested theme, some subjects are still popu
lar with our students such as Mark Twain, or our famous 
bandit Black Bart, or gold panning. Our fourth grade stu
dents had a tie for third place with an essay on Mark Twain 
by Jennifer Turner of Valley Springs Elementary, and one 
on Black Bart by Todd Adkins of Mark Twain Elementary. 
And, there was another tie in the 4th grade division for first 
place between two students from Valley Spring Elementary.

These were Crystal Lowe who wrote Carol Kennedy - Cala
veras County's First Airport Manager, and Jade Fee who 
wrote A Piece of History From the Snyders. Second place in 
the fourth grade went to Chris Best of Mark Twain Elemen
tary who a “letter” describing the buildings in Murphys, 
which is featured on the cover of this issue.

Our third place winner for the 8th grade was Meghan J. 
Halligan who addressed an interesting subject titled From 
Mine to Vines: Early Viticulture in Calaveras County'. All 
8th grade students were from Avery Middle School. The 
high school participant was Lisa Rusk, a senior at Calaveras 
High School who wrote The History of Jenny Lind. Lisa is 
particularly commended for taking the initiative to enter the 

contest on her own.
Each winning student 

received a cash prize plus 
a one-year membership to 
the Calaveras County His
torical Society which in
cludes a subscription to 
this journal. Several of the 
winning essays are fea
tured in this issue. Others 
may be be printed in the 
future. Our congratula
tions go out to all of these 
fine creative writers.

The study of California 
history does not fit the 
curriculum for every 
grade. However, several 
teachers encouraged their 
student's participation in 
the contest. Teachers who

promoted the contest were Kathy Casas of Mark Twain El
ementary, Joanne Randall of Valley Springs Elementary and 
Patty Shulz of Avery Middle School. Each of these teachers 
has been rewarded for their efforts by a gift from the His
torical Society to help them further California history stud
ies in their classrooms.

The contest was coordinated this year by volunteer Bon
nie Miller. Anyone interested in working with this fun 
project for next year is encouraged to contact the Society 
office. Our thanks go out to Sharon Daniels of the Calaveras 
County Office of Education who coordinated getting the in
formation about the contest out to the schools early in the 
school year. In appreciation of the Office of Education’s 
assistance with the project, they have been given a copy of 
our new Index to Las Calaveras. Thanks also go to our vol
unteer judges, Georgia Everson, Betty Carlson, Glenn 
Wasson, and Frank Orlando. Without these fine volunteers, 
this contest would not have been the success that it was.

Main Street Murphys, as described by Chris Best's “letter” on the cover. 
1861 photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society'
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Black Bart
by Todd Adkins

Valley Springs Elementary

Mark Twain
by Jennifer Turner 

Mark Twain Elementary

Black Bart was the infamous stagecoach robber and the 
poetry writer. His real name was Charles Boles. He really 
hurt the Wells Fargo and Co. with at least 28 stagecoach 
robberies. He was very well known for working on foot 
with an unloaded shotgun and he would never rob the pas
sengers or drivers.

His first hit was at Calaveras County at Funk Hill on 
Sonora Milton Road east of Copperopolis that was July 26, 
1875. It was 25 robberies later he hit in our area again that 
was June 23, 1883. That was his last good robbery. It was 
Amador County on the Jackson Ione Road. Then he hit 
Funk Hill Nov. 3 1883. That was the same spot as the 1875 
robbery. He hid behind the large rock on the lift and placed 
sticks across the top of it to simulate gun barrels.

In November, 1883 when Black Bart was in the Cala
veras County jail in San Andreas he then confessed to all of 
his stage coach robberies. He had to serve 6 years in prison.

In 1888 he disappeared from the Palace Hotel in Visalia 
and no one saw him again. Some say Black Bart died in the 
dry Nevada wasteland in an unmarked grave.

Charles Boles, aka Black Bart
Photo courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society

There is this man named Samuel Clemens but every
body called him Mark Twain. They called Samuel Clem
ens Mark Twain because he chose that it would be for all 
as well. Samuel was famous because he was a newspaper 
writer and a book author.

Samuel Clemens, aka Mark Twain
Photo courtesy of Calaveras County Archives

Samuel Langhorne Clemens was born in 1835. 
He died in 1910. Samuel Langhorne was born in Florida, 
Missouri. When Delano Roosevelt was nine years old he 
was taken to visit Mark Twain in Hannibal, Missouri, where 
he used to live 1839-53. Some of his books are based on 
his life in that town. Samuel Clemens father died in 1847. 
In 1861 the Civil War interrupted river traffic.

In 1866 mark Twain became a traveling correspondent 
of the Alta California. Samuel Clemens’ final illness, death 
and funeral were treated in the front page news across the 
country. Samuel was buried in New York City at the Brick 
Church. When Samuel Clemens died, it became a major 
event in America’s history. It gave writers and readers 
another chance to take a closer look at “Mark Twain” in 
his times and for all time. I think Samuel Clemens had a 
wonderful life as a newspaper writer and a book author.
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THE HISTORY OF VALLECITO ... 
As Told in the Letters of a Young Girl 

by Amy Gates, Avery Middle School

It was a Spring day in 1850 when a small group of Mexi
can miners in search of gold settled Vallecito. Filled with 
shabby tents, makeshift buildings, and dirty miners who 
hadn’t and wouldn’t shower for countless days, it would be
come one of the first towns in all of California.

April 23rd 1852 
Dear Grandfather,

Father, Mother, John, baby Sammy, and I arrived in 
the small town of Vallecito about a month ago. The 
journey from San Francisco harbor was long, yet it was 
joy-filled as we were all extremely happy to be on land 
again after the long sea trip from Vermont.

The small town of Vallecito (meaning little valley) 
was the first town we came to after San Francisco and 
is filled with activity! Everywhere you look there are 
horses, tents, houses, businesses, and dirty, smelly 
miners! I hope father never gets to be like that. Well 
dinner is coming soon and I must go. We are all in 
good health and eager to strike it rich!

Your loving granddaughter,
Sarah Lottie James

Vallecito soon, however, grew in size as many people 
poured in from all over the world in search of that shiny 
mineral that was known to take over men’s lives - Gold! 
And with the growth in people (about 4,000 at one time) 
some 50 businesses came to be (“Vallecito History"pg. 1, 
authors: 1972/73 Vallecito Schools’s fourth grade class and 
Wanda Richards) which provided miners with mining sup
plies, food, and clothing. Vallecito even got a local school 
house, church, hotels, slaughter house, and a post office.

Dear Grandfather,
July 12th, 1852

It’s been about three months since we came to Val
lecito and we are quite adjusted to this new life. It’s rough 
to live here and I discourage you from moving out here, 
Grandfather. We’re all happy thought, and doing well. 
I am aware that I am only thirteen years old, but even I 
have realized that is much harder to strike it rich than 
anyone expected. There are miners everywhere!! Most 
of the miners have been camping out in tents for only 
God knows how long while only those who had some 
luck or travelers passing through stay in hotels.

Father has a claim and pans for gold every day at 
Coyote Creek, yet he only makes enough money to keep 
food on the table and to build us a small home! It is 
white with yellow trim and it has yellow shutters over all 
the windows. I think it is one of the nicest houses in the 
entire town. We live across the street from Mr. and 
Mrs. Homer Wyatt as well as Ms. Mitchell. Below us is 

the newly established Dinkelspiel store owned and run 
by Mr. Moses Dinkelspiel.

We also live just below the local church that we all 
attend every Sunday. John (who turned eleven last 
week) and I are enrolled in the Sunday School program 
as well. Every Sunday after church the entire congre
gation goes down to Natural Bridges by horse and 
wagon. It’s the most beautiful place down there! It’s a 
cave with water flowing through it! I look forward to 
going there each week. John and I have started to make 
friends although there aren’t a lot of children out here, 
and even fewer girls even rarer still to see any adult 
women.

Which reminds me that mother is going to have an
other baby. I do wish that I had a sister. My best friend 
in the entire world is a wonderful thirteen year old girl 
named Amelia Catherine Maladane. We can’t wait to 
start the new school together in the Fall. Her father 
helps run the slaughterhouse with George Rufe on the 
north end of town and he gets paid five dollars a day! 
His wife helps run the post office along with postmis
tress Cloe Lewis. Well, I will write to you again soon. I 
must go and meet Amelia at the swimming hole, which 
is also known as Mitchell’s Pond. You can even go on 
a ferry ride there! It’s nice to get out of my dresses and 
go swimming (don’t tell Mother I told you that)! Tell 
Grandma Sarah says hello and that I love her.

Your loving granddaughter,
Sarah Lottie James

With approximately 4,000 people living in Vallecito and 
the Goldrush slowly fading away, many tempers were short 
and people discouraged, so entertainment was needed. Many 
people found entertainment a way to get away from all the 
stress of the Gold Rush, and so there were dances, entertain
ment affairs, card parties, and magic lantern shows held. Sa
loons such as the Jack Solari Hotel and Saloon, Fred 
Meinecke’s Saloon, and Nuner’s Saloon also were enjoyed 
by miners (Vallecito History, pgs. 27,31, authors 1972/73 
Vallecito School's fourth grade class and Wanda Richards). 
Meanwhile when kids didn’t attend the town’s entertainment 
affairs, they went to school, played games, and in the sum
mer went swimming to keep themselves occupied.

November 9th, 1852 
Dear Grandfather;

School has started up, and John and I are among 
the students attending. It’s nice going to the new school. 
Our teacher is very nice and is a very wonderful lady. 
It’s a one room schoolhouse with rows of benches and 
desks running along the sides and an isle running down 
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the center. It enrolls kids from grades Kindergarten to 
High School. We have a small play yard outside of it 
where we all play at recess. Sometimes the boys toss 
a ball back and forth over the schoolhouse while all of 
us girls play games with each other such as jumping 
rope and sometimes ring around the rosie (Interview 
with Bea Farbotnik). I also love coming home after 
school and opening the door to the smell of Mother’s 
fresh home-baked bread. All of us then sit down around 
the table and eat it with fresh churned butter and fresh 
milk from our cow Isabella. We also have four chick
ens, one rooster, and a cat named Tucker. We keep 
our animals in a field right near our home, except for 
Tucker.

Father and Mother went to a dance tonight! Mother 
put on her longest, nicest, skirt and wore a lovely white 
blouse with a brooch. And Father wore a nice plaid 
shirt. John and I had to stay home and take care of 
baby Sammy, who is two now, and is always crawling 
around. Soon I may have to watch another child since

ing a better life for themselves and becoming rich. And in 
fact some people did become rich, but most just got a little 
adventure and a new home. Many people did stay in Cali
fornia with their families and to this day the goldrush has 
been a major contribution to the population, history, and 
value of California, The Golden State.

June 13th, 1853 
Dear Grandfather,

We have been in California for over a year now and 
are fully adjusted to this new life-style. I have learned 
so much since I came here, and glad we moved. Life is 
hard here but every place has it’s difficulties that we 
must learn to overcome. I hope that one day you and 
Grandma can come and visit us in Vallecito California, 
our new home. You might even decide to live here too. 
In the last year I have seen this town grow so much, 
and I have learned to love it here. Mother had twins on 
January 4th! A week before my 14th birthday. A boy 
named Andrew James and a girl (a sister) named An-

Main Street Vallecito, much as it would have appeared in the “letters” written by Sarah Lottie James, aka Amy 
Gates. Photo views north at Jim Barney’s Livery Stable, the General Store, and Nuner’s Saloon. 

Photo Courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society

Mother’s going to have her baby in the next few months. 
Maybe the baby will be born on New Year’s! I can’t 
wait until I can go to dances and other events. Well, I 
had better be going. Sammy is crying. Much love to 
you and Grandma.

Your loving granddaughter,
Sarah Lottie James

nie May! I’m certain they’re the sweetest babies in all 
of California. All the rest of the family is doing great 
also. Father wants to own his own hotel. The James 
Hotel he said he’d call it. Who know, it might actually 
happen! We moved here, didn’t we? Well, I’ll try to 
write again soon. I miss you all terribly and love you all 
as much as our weight in gold. Write me if you can.

Like all things, the goldrush eventually came to an end, 
though many people still continued to pan in hopes of mak-

Your loving granddaughter, 
Sarah Lottie James
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Carol Kennedy - Calaveras County’s First Airport Manager
by Crystal Lowe, Valley Springs Elementary

In 1954 Carol Kennedy was a flight instructor for a big 
flying club in Los Angeles. The Boss had a brother that 
lived in San Andreas. They flew up to see his brother at 
Thanksgiving. They landed in Jackson because they had no 
airport here in Calaveras County. However, they had al
ready started building one.

While she was visiting here, she asked a supervisor on

Carol Kennedy liked a certain site for a new airport, for a 
long time. One day Reggie Howell and Carol were on a 
flight. On their way back she showed him the site. He liked 
it. They went to the County Supervisors. It came to a vote. 
It was voted down in 1971. Then in 1978 they voted it in. 
The new airport was opened in 1981.

There was a newspaper article that said they were look-

Carol Kennedy, Calaveras County Airport, 1965. Carol is standing in front of a Cessna 206, 
a plane she used for charters and once in an air race where she placed “in the top half of the 

finshers.” Photo courtesy of Carol Kennedy

the board if they were accepting applications for airport man
ager. She was the first airport manager in Calaveras County 
in 1955. They had no money to pay her. She did get a free 
place for her airplane, a free space for a mobile home, and a 
portion of selling airplane fuel.

There were several people that wanted to learn to fly, so 
they all went in and bought an airplane. It started building 
up and up until they needed larger and more airplanes. More 
and more people were getting their license. Which started 
the Calaveras Flying Club and it is still in existence today 
but it’s over in Jackson now. Seventeen years later she was 
finally getting paid as a County employee. She only charged 
$2.00 per hour for flying lessons. She quit after nineteen 
years.

ing for names for the main building and the road. Carol sent 
in Rich Howl’s name for the building. One day someone 
called Carol and said, “You better come out to see if they are 
building your road all right.” She thought they were talking 
about her driveway. She said “There’s nothing wrong with 
my driveway.” They said “No, the road at the airport.” She 
said, “That’s not my road.” They said “Yes it is!”
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society is proud to an

nounce the gift of several academic scholarships to 1999 
graduating seniors. Jake Stone of Bret Harte High School 
and Joseph Shanley of Calaveras High School each received 
$ 1,000 for their college expenses. Jake plans to study Gen
eral Education at Cuesta College in San Luis Obispo and Jo
seph plans to study Liberal Arts at Sonoma State University.

Of special note this year is the George Hoeper Scholar
ship. Last year after the passing of our former editor, a one
time scholarship fund was established in his memory. Funds 
were sufficient to provide four individual scholarships. It 
was our objective to award the unique scholarships to stu
dents intending to further their studies in history or journal
ism or a related field. We are happy to announce the award 
of four individual $250 one-time scholarships to Tiffany 
Perkins of Arnold and Tiffany Frevert of Murphys, both of 
whom attend Bret Harte High School. Winning students from

Calaveras High School were Jessica Gilbeau of San An
dreas and Erin Dudley of Valley Springs. Tiffany Perkins 
plans to attend Sonoma State University and study Educa
tion. Tiffany Frevert plans to attend the California Culi
nary Academy and pursue Culinary Arts. Jessica plans to 
attend Modesto Junior College and study Agribusiness, and 
Erin plans to attend UCLA and study history. We feel very 
lucky to help support such deserving people, and wish them 
the best in their studies.

The Historical Society promotes the education of our 
youth in Calaveras County. Awarding academic scholar
ships is just one way that we pursue this objective. Our 
thanks to Sue Smith and Joanne Randall for coordinating 
the 1999 scholarships. And our deep appreciation goes to 
all of our generous donors who have funded the George 
Hoeper Scholarship.

VOLUNTEERS HONORED
The month of April was National Volunteers Month, and 

the Calaveras County Historical Society celebrated in style. 
Our volunteers were treated to a Spring luncheon on Satur
day, April 10. All of our volunteers were invited to attend the 
luncheon that was held in their honor and to bring a friend 
along as well. Approximately 65 people joined the fun and 
participated.

Everyone was given a tour of the museum complex with a 
talk on the remodel update and how it will effect future tours 
and operations. Everyone received the news enthusiastically, 
and as always many additional good ideas were exchanged. 
The tour was followed with a complimentary luncheon at the 
Metropolitan.

For those who were unable to attend the event, we’re sure 
sorry that you couldn’t make it. But your efforts are always 
appreciated. Everyone in the Society deeply appreciates the 
services our volunteers provide.

Volunteers come in all shapes and sizes. Tasks that can be 
done by volunteers come in all shapes and sizes as well. Per
haps there is a special job that you’d like to try? If you have 
a little spare time that you would like to donate to the Histori
cal Society, we’re sure that we have a job that could use your 

special skills. Won’t you consider volunteering today? 
Please give Dee a call at the office at 754-1058.

You may be surprised how enjoyable being a Society 
Volunteer can be!

Historical Society Volunteers were honered at a meeting 
in the old courthouse followed by a luncheon at the Met. 

Photos courtesy of Donna Schantz
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Calaveras County Historical Society
30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors Museum Donations
President
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Recording Scty. 
Membership
Directors

Las Calaveras
Office Manager

Donna Schantz, San Andreas 
Joan Donleavy, Paloma 

Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson 
Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 

Duane Wight, Lodi 
Cheri Folendorf, Angels Camp 

Willard P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Bonnie Miller, Mtn. Ranch 
Sue Smith, Valley Springs 

Bonnie Miller
Dee Tipton

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Calaveras County Historical Society’s office is lo
cated in historic San Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. 
Visitors are always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit the museum 
while in the area. The office is open Monday through Friday 
from 8:30 to 4:00, and the telephone number is 754-1058.

The Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Cala
veras County Historical Society. A subscription to the Las 
Calaveras comes with membership in the Calaveras County 
Historical Society for $16.00 per year. Non-members may 
obtain copies from the Historical Society office. The origi
nal historical material presented in the Las Calaveras is not 
copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source would be appreciated. Contributions of articles about 
Calaveras County is appreciated and may be submitted to 
the Historical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non-profit 
corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
in various communities throughout the County. Locations 
and scheduled programs are announced in advance. Some 
meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are always 
welcome.

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 
the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum:

March 1999
Gladys Shalley Estate

Various printed items
Lillian Browning. Lodi 

Garments belonging to Irene Ham, 
native of Rail Road Flat

April 1999
Rosemary Faulkner, Rail Road Flat 

Carpet for Museum Complex 
Richard Lenfestey, Campo Seco

Print of Paloma School in Fosteria

May 1999
Drs. Larry & Vickie Sanders, Stockton 

Various gold mining tools given in 
memory of her father, William L. 
Hunter, miner and businessman in 
Calaveras County 1939-1953

R. L. Dyer, Sonora
Six Interview Tapes

Meeting Notice Reminder
July 22, 1999 - Black Bart Park in San Andreas 
August, 1999 - No Meeting
September 23, 1999 - Rosetti’s in Wallace 

Don’t forget to RSVP: 754-1058

New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

March 1999
Ward La Valley, San Andreas, CA
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Howard, San Andreas, CA 
Kay Hubbard, Coronado, CA
David Rice, Bear Valley, CA
Craig & Linda Rice, Angels Camp, CA 
Avery Middle School, Avery, CA

May 1999
Karen Long-Harper, San Andreas, CA 

William E. Brown, Soquel, CA 
Ted Allured, San Andreas, CA 

Mr. & Mrs. Chris Sedlcr, Altaville, CA
Ted Watson, Battle Mountain, NV
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The Getchell Family
by Larry Getchell

As one of the last living descendants of the 
early pioneer family of George Washington 
Getchell, the other being my niece, Wilda June 
Plaskett, presently living in Sutter Creek, 1 regret 
that at this time we do not have a present day resi
dent in Calaveras County. This writer, born No
vember 15, 1903 in Sheep Ranch, treasures those 
first eighteen years of his life and the school day 
memories that will remain with me as long as I 
shall live. San Andreas will always be my home 
town and although 1 have lived in the Bay area 
since 1922, down through the years I have been a 
frequent Calaveras County visitor and at present 
am a member of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. I am proud to make this statement as 1 
am proud to mention being a ninth generation 
American. Let me explain.

My Getchell ancestors were apparently an 
adventurous lot. The first to arrive on these shores 
were two brothers, Samuel and John Getchell. 

They bought and sold property in Salem Massachusetts during the year 1636. How and when they 
arrived from England I am unable to say. Following in direct line was Samuel II, then Joseph I and 
Joseph II. The latter Joseph was born Circa 1726 in Wells Maine. We pause at Joseph II due to 
certain historical facts. What we are about to relate is all well documented at the New England 
Historical and Genealogical Society of Boston, Massachusetts.

As a young man Joseph II, a member of Captain Pool's regiment, assisted the British in the reduc-

Clarence W. Getchell 
founder of the Prospect, 1881



tion of Canada, to repeat the Chronicler's account of that day. 
It leaves one to wonder, did he take part in that early morn
ing battle on the "Field of Abraham", when the British under 
General Wold defeated the French forces under General 
Montcalm and in which both generals lost their lives.

During the year 1764, Joseph II and his family that 
included six year old Joseph III, helped to settle Machias 
Maine where the elder Joseph build a saw mill on Middle 
River. It was in Machias Harbor some eleven years later that 
the first naval engagement of the Revolutionary War took 
place.

Two weeks following the incident at Concord and Lex
ington, British Admiral Graves sent to Machias a lightly 
armed vessel, the Margaretta, there to make sure Machias 
lumber reached Boston where it was badly needed to build 
barracks for incoming troops. The folks of Machias were in 
full sympathy with the Colonists and resisted this action with 
vigor. Following several days of arguments with Captain 
Moore of the Margaretta. they made an unsuccessful attempt 
to capture Captain Moore (on a Sunday during church ser
vice). That afternoon they made a decision. On the follow
ing day, June 12, 1775. two days before Bunker Hill, they 
commandeered one of Captain Jones' lumber schooners and 
prepared to attack and capture the Margaretta. Numbered in 
that group of Machias men was forty-seven year old Joseph 
Getchell II and his sixteen year old son, Joseph III. There 
were also the six O'Brien brothers, the eider Jeremiah O'Brien 
being named commander while the chase was under way.

With but 20 fowling pieces, axes, and what other imple
ments available, they proceeded on what most would con
sider a foolhardy adventure. However when the two vessels 
came together a fortunate shot felled Captain Moore who 
had been tossing hand brigades (sic) from the bridge with 
telling effect. Without a leader the British soon gave up the 
fight and the men of Machias had accomplished the most 
impossible.

On the lighter side, there was always a question of who's 
foot first touched the deck of the Margaretta. that of 47 year 
old Joseph II or that of young John O'Brien. If the name 
Jeremiah O'Brien strikes a cord, it should. Docked at Pier 
32 in San Francisco is the restored World War II Liberty 
Ship, Jeremiah O'Brien, named after he of Revolutionary 
fame. Two hundred volunteers maintain the ship. I, a small 
contributor, am a charter member.

We mentioned that Jeremiah O'Brien was named com
mander by the 40 men aboard the lumber schooner. He would 
later command a 20 gun privateer which was captured by a 
British Man 'O War off the coast of New York. This was late 

in the war after several privateers under Jeremiah's command 
had taken many British prizes. Captured along with Jeremiah 
was Joseph Getchell III who was listed "Ordinary Seaman." 
Released after 18 months in an exchange of prisoners, Jo
seph returned to Machias, married Sally Berry and they raised 
11 children.

Child number 10 is important to our story as he, in 
Circa 1848, sold his Machias property to his younger brother, 
George Stillman and managed to reach California not too 
long thereafter. Washington Getchell settled in Plymouth. 
Amador County. He left behind seven children. California

George Washington Getchell

was much to his liking so he sent for them. Four responded 
and met in New York, Circa 1859. My grandfather. George 
Washington Getchell, his wife Irene and four year old 
Clarence were living in Minnesota. Traveling by the recently 
opened Erie Canal they joined the others in New York and 
together they sailed to Panama. After crossing the Isthmus 
they caught ship passage to San Francisco, arriving there in 
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the Fall of 1859. Elder brother Winslow remained in San 
Francisco where either he or his descendants operated a gro
cery store at 37th Avenue and Clement Street as late as 1916.

Brother William moved to Nevada and was not heard 
from again. Young sister Alice joined her father in Plymouth 
where she married a Gilmore. Descendants of the Gilmores 
still live in the Sacramento area.

George Washington Gctchcll and his family moved 
about the Mother Lode during the first several years. My 
Grandmother Irene once told me "George said that when we 
reached California we would be able to pick gold up right off

Irene B. Getchell 
photos taken prior to 1875

the streets, but George was never able to find the right street."
Clarence often told this story. During 1860 George 

was working at a mine at Forest Hill. As a six year old he 
experienced an exciting 24 hours when the news of the firing 
on Sumpter reached Forest Hill. At the time, sympathizers 
of both North and South were at odds. The Northern sympa

thizers had formed a Home Guard and had been issued live 
arms by the army. The Southern Sympathizers also had their 
club but they had to practice with broom sticks.

Immediately the news of Sumpter was made known, 
the mine men surfaced and rushed to their respective quar
ters. Things were touch and go in Forest Hill for a time but 
with the seven o'clock whistle the following morning, the 
miners reported for work and the danger was over.

The George Gctchcll family, tired of moving hither and 
yon. decided it was time to settle permanently. George was 
working at the Fellowcraft outside of San Andreas when son 
Grant was bom in March of 1867. Shortly thereafter the 
family rented in San Andreas and later built a home on lower 
St. Charles Street. Flanked on the right was the large Snyder 
home and their neighbor to the left was the Dave Casinclli 
family. A sister Noni had been born in 1864 and during the 
year 1874 the last member. Everett Guy would increase the 
number of children to four.

Everett Guy at age four was a precocious little fellow 
and full of mischief so remembered the then eight year old 
Grant Gctchcll. Father George believed in corrective mea
sures where needed but in the case of Everett Guy. Mother 
Irene never permitted her husband to take such steps. My 
father. Grant Getchell. sort of blamed his mother for what 
happened. Regardless who was at fault, arguments mounted 
on arguments. Then one day when Irene prevented her hus
band from correcting his wayward son. George put on his 
had and coat, walked out of the house and did not return for 
six years. When he did return he was a sorry mess with noth
ing but the clothes on his back and a little donkey. He had 
been a heavy drinker and smoker. Right then and there at 
age 50 he swore off both and touched neither the "Demon 
Rum" nor the obnoxious weed the balance of his life.

With George gone, Irene somehow managed to keep 
the family together with some help from Clarence, now twenty 
years of age. Before leaving George had provided Grant 
with a little two wheeled cart and a small donkey. The latter 
it was Grant's job to break. “He must have thrown me a 
thousand times”, said my father. However at last a close 
bond was achieved between a small boy and a trusty little 
Jack. Soon Grant with his donkey and little cart was doing 
yard work and hauling it away. It all helped. Among other 
things, one year they bought water melons at the farm for 5 
cents and Grant with his little cart sold them up town for 25 
cents. They stored the melons in the cellar. One day while 
Irene was attending her club meeting, Noni talked Grant into 
opening a melon which she, Grant and Guy enjoyed. Then 
Guy squealed to his mother. Noni blamed Grant and he re-
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Grant Getchell, circa 1905

ceipted for the whipping.
Clarence in the meantime, some eleven years older than 

Grant, received a taste of newspaper experience when at age 
12 he worked part time for the weekly Citizen. Later during 
his early twenties he worked for a Stockton daily. Then, at 
age 27. having married Tilly Salcido, he. with some financial 
help from his father in law. Louis Salcido, bought a complete 
newspaper outfit from a discontinued Sonora paper.

Things were touch and go with the Calaveras Prospect 
that first year. 1881. Clarence needed help but couldn't af
ford it. With approval from his mother Irene, sixteen year 
old Grant was taken out of school to apprentice at the paper. 
He would receive board, room and clothes, and Clarence 
would help with his mother who was presently raising Noni's 
daughter Lilly. There would be time for Grant to do odd 
jobs for pocket money.

Any number of jobs could be handled by young Grant, 
thus relieving Clarence for more productive activities. The 
paper was once printed where the type forms had to be hand 
picked and the type distributed into the type cases. Each 
type letter and figure had its own slot in the type cases, ar
ranged in order somewhat on the order of type bars on a type
writer. The type would be used over and over again. Re
lieved of this tedious job Clarence was free to put his letter 
press to work and for this he needed letter press orders.

He bid on the County printing contract order but the 
Citizen's price was a bit lower. The following year he sharp

ened his pencil but again the Citizen had a slightly lower 
price. Clarence was determined to land that contract the third 
year. To this end his bid offered to pay the County $19 for 
the privilege of handling the County's printing contract. Sur
prise! He got the business, some would say in more ways 
than one. But it wasn't all that bad. There would be consid
erable other printing business during the year on which he 
would realize his normal profit. From that year on Clarence 
would enjoy the County printing business.

Now a word or two about the printing office. Just be
hind the Clarence Getchell home on lower Main St. was a 
tall three story tank house. It towered above other buildings 
in town and was the home of the Calaveras Prospect. The 
first floor was quite roomy and large enough for the newspa
per press, the letter press and later a line-a-timc type setter. 
There were no stairs to reach the next two floors. Fastened 
to the side wall were rungs similar to those of a ladder. You 
played spider monkey to get to the second and third floors.

The second floor was the composing room, housing 
the type cases. The third floor was quite small with just room 
enough for a desk, chair and a file. It served as his editorial 
room. On top of all this was a large water tank. Later on 
Clarence drilled a deep well some 500 yards distance, lo
cated just across San Andreas Creek at the extreme edge of

Clyde Getchell, 
in World War I Army uniform
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Coulter's Flat and opposite the old Poplar Hotel site. He was photographer must have sold a lot of these photos because

now able to supply water to several of merchants on lower 
Main Street. There was sometimes a problem during late 

there are still a few around.
Clarence and Tilly had one child, Florence. She would 

summer when his well ran low on water and the tank ran dry. 
The merchants of course complained. Clarence would say, 
"Lord Harry, Lord Harry, I'll fix it", but there wasn't much he 
could do but hope for cooler weather and pray for rain.

When we arrived in San Andreas November 15, 1907 
those new gas buggies, referred to as automobiles were prac
tically an unknown commodity. Clarence decided that the 
publisher of the County's leading newspaper should correct 
this. He journeyed to Stockton and bought what the dealer 
said was a good used car, a Studebaker touring type, sans 
roof, sans doors, with just U type openings to enter and exit. 
Clarence managed to drive it to San Andreas but from there 
on he had great trouble getting it started. The crank was at 
the side and it re
quired a strong 
arm to turn the 
thing. Besides it 
kicked like a 
mule and could 
easily break one's
arm. Clarence fi
nally gave up on 
it and gave it Bill
Allen. The Allen 
kids used it to 
play that day's 
race car cham
pion, Barney
Oldsfield.

Clarence 

later marry a man named Gastoguay. They spent two years 
in Alaska but when Florence returned it was without her hus
band and she didn't marry again. She taught school at com
merce High in San Francisco for many years. When she died 
in Marin County she left a considerable fortune to the Chris
tian Science Church.

At age 19 Grant decided to leave Clarence and plan 
his future. He first visited his sister Noni who had remarried 
and was living in Martinez. While there Grant found em
ployment with a local newspaper at an excellent salary of 
$5.00 a day. His mind however was set on learning the car
penter trade to which end he moved to San Francisco and 
apprenticed at “$ 1.00 a day and board yourself’, his words.

Grant 
would spend the 
next six years in 
San Francisco 
pursuing the car
penter trade. 
During that time 
he sent for his 
mother and Guy. 
One day they vis- 
ited Uncle 
Winslow. The 
San Francisco 
fog didn't agree 
with Guy so he 
and his mother 
soon returned to

Historic photo of Clarence Getchell (in motor cap) and his 
open air auto, circa 1908

didn't give up but
made another trip to Stockton and this time bought a later 
and better model. A short time later his new car made a 

San Andreas.
Six year had passed and the carpenter in San Francisco 

was a bit slow so Grant paid a visit to San Andreas. He 
historical trip to Tahoe. Accompanying Clarence was Post
master George Treat, and his brother-in-law, Jake Snyder. 
They had to drive only by daylight as no one trusted those 
carbide lights. On the return trip they stopped at the Sacra
mento State Fair where they picked up some of the County 
booth's agricultural display. Returning via the Jackson Road 
they made a stop at the Leger Hotel in Mokelumne Hill here 
a historic photo was made of them along with a sizable wel
coming crowd. In the photo lawyer Jake Snyder is in the 
driver's seat with George Treat in the back. Clarence with 
his leather driving cap stands just behind the car. Bareheaded 
Tommy McCarty, hotel owner, is standing near the car. The 

planned a two week visit but it turned into a permanent stay 
in the town of his birth. He was shortly joined by his brother 
in-law. Will Austin. What happened to Will's wife Noni I 
never heard. Will Austin and Grant contracted in and around 
San Andreas for the next several years. Grant lost his part
ner who died of cancer. Will was a heavy smoker. One of 
the buildings on which they did the carpenter work was the 
two story Odd Fellow building at the head of Main and St. 
Charles Street.

At age 27 Grant married Johannah Henderson, a local 
girl. A son Clyde was born April 20, 1885. Clyde's mother 
died two weeks following his birth. The task of raising a
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George Washington Getchell with his 10 oxen team logging in the Mendocino Woods. 
George is standing, second from left, holding his yard stick, which is on display at the 

Calaveras County Museum. Photo circa 1860
young grandson fell to mother Irene.

Grant would marry again in November of 1900. His 
bride to be, my future mother, could claim as her ancestor 
Peregrine White, bom during November 1620 on the May
flower while it was riding at anchor at Plymouth Rock. Un
fortunately, the genealogical record of Hattie Mae White's 
ancestral record was not preserved. Peregrine White's father 
did not survive that first terrible winter.

Hattie Mae’s father, Herbert Haskell White, bom in 
Vermont during 1837, left his home at age 19. He managed 
to reach St. Louis during the year 1856. After completing 
two cattle drives for the fovemment he signed on with a wagon 
train, reaching California that same year. Shortly he home
steaded a 160 acre farm outside Stockton. He married Anna 
Webb, just 13 years old at the time and they had a total of 13 
children, ten of whom reached adulthood.

During the 1880’s, because of Herbert Haskell’s poor 
health, the doctor prescribed a high altitude. As a result, 
when harvest was over the White family moved one and all 
to the Calaveras Big Trees area. Here Herbert Haskell was 
instrumental in the establishment of the first Avery School.

The White children daily hiked the mile to that Avery School 
house, through snow most of the time.

Herbert Haskell was a fiddle player and a square dance 
caller of sorts. He arranged social affairs during the winter 
months, usually dance parties out on the Big Trees Father of 
the Forest stump. It was covered with a cone shaped roof for 
protection from the elements.

Anna White lost her husband in 1894 and a few years 
later lost the farm to taxes. At age 60 she one year served as 
cook at the Wiggins sawmill. George Poore, former Presi
dent of the Calaveras County Historical Society remembered 
Anna. He said to me "The boys never ate so good."

The White family now scattered in several directions. 
Hattie Mae White found employment with the Tiscomia fam
ily in San Andreas. It was while here she met Grant and as I 
already mentioned they were married in November of 1900.

Some six months or so following their'marriage the 
couple moved to Sheep Ranch. Here Grant ran a saloon for 
a year or so before being employed at the Sheep Ranch Mine 
as the Mine Carpenter. Then in Sheep Ranch, November 15, 
1903, Laurence Harold Getchell saw the first light of day.
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Eleven months later my father. Grant Getchell suffered a seri
ous leg accident at the mine. Mostly due to the lack of good 
medical attention, blood poison set in. Brother Guy probably 
saved his brother's life. He and the Sheep Ranch miners raised 
a sum of $200. enough for Grant to get attention in a hospital 
in Oakland. They saved his leg but it would be stiff and more 
or less prove a problem for Grant, especially the next several 
years.

When the mine closed in Sheep Ranch our family moved 
to San Andreas. Grant's sole wealth at the time was $25. The 
Pioneer Saloon at the comer of Main and St. Charles had been 
closed for some time. In their cellar was a barrel of whiskey. 
Grant paid his last $25 for that barrel and opened for business 
the following day. Seven years at the Pioneer and his health 
failing. Grant decided to put the saloon business behind him. 
This he did and slowly returned to carpentering. He finally 
retired at age 88.

Grant and Judge Smith had been almost life long friends. 
For years Grant had done the Judge's repair work up at his 
home. They would meet on the street and it would be "Hi 
Judge", "Hi Grant, by the way I have a little job for you up at 
the house when you have the time." Following retirement 
Grant met the Judge on Main Street one day and it was the 
usual and then the Judge said. "I have a little job for you up at 
the house when you have the time." Grant thought a moment 
then said, "Sorry Judge. I can't do it. I've retired." The Judge 
paused, looked up into the sky, wiped a tear from his eye and 
then said, mostly to himself. "An era has passed."

Grant continued to live in
San Andreas until age 96 at which 
time I found it necessary to take 
him with me to Oakland. As we 
started down the highway he 
waved his hand out the car win
dow saying, "Goodbye San An
dreas." I promised to myself he 
would sleep once more in his own
bed and he did three months later.
However his heart finally gave out
and he died just two months short 
of age 97.

Earlier we mentioned that
Grandma Irene raised Clyde as she 
had previously done with Noni's 
daughter Lilly. In 1917 Clyde was 
working for PG&E over at
Electra. With our entry into World
War I, Clyde together with Percy

Peek of Mokelumne Hill enlisted in Captain Solinsky's Cali
fornia Division. After spending several months in Califor
nia they finally were sent overseas where Clyde spent eight 
months. Upon his return he married Buelah Storms, for
merly of Paloma. Their daughter Wilda June Plaskctt lost 
her husband some year ago and now lives alone in Sutter 
Creek.

As to Laurence Harold Getchell. this writer. I have 
been enjoying the "Golden Years" for quite some time. I 
visit my home town. San Andreas, as often as 1 can and 
have managed to keep closely associated with it down 
through the years. During the 'fifties I helped organize a 
San Andreas folk dance club, the Mountain Mixers. My 
wife and I were their instructors for most of two years dur
ing monthly visits. I was president of the Folk Dance Fed
eration of California during part of this time.

For fifty years I lived in the East Bay. a sales repre
sentative of Uarco Business Forms for 46 of those years. 
Upon retirement in 1972 my wife Anna and I moved to San 
Francisco where we have lived these past 26 years. During 
my close to a century of living I have witnessed many, many 
changes. Progress, yes. but one wonders that with all the 
progress are we all that better off today. Life was simpler 
then but for most more comfortable now. One wonders what 

life will be like a century from now.

Hattie and Grant Getchell in front of their San Andreas home
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Larry, pictured with his 
daughter Helen Rose, in

Bakersfield in 1974

Larry Getchell
Las Calaveras is grateful to Larry Getchell for this fasci

nating chronicle of his family. All of the material for this ar
ticle was researched by Larry and reprinted in his own words. 
And he provided all of the photographs. As stated. Larry left 
Sheep Ranch, the town of his birth in 1922. but has remained a 
native of Calaveras County at heart. Larry has been a faithful 
member and supporter of the Historical Society for many years. 
He still often makes the arduous trip from the Bay Area to at
tend our monthly meetings. Perhaps you have spotted his smil
ing face in the crowd.

Larry’s material presented in this issue is only a piece of 
the many contributions he has made to Las Calaveras or the 
Historical Society over the years. Larry has contributed sev
eral items and artifacts to the Historical Society for display in 
our museum which we appreciate. Other stories, always with a 
fun humorous angle, have graced the pages of Las Calaveras 
in the past. We look forward to even more in the future.

Thank you. Larry, and best wishes for a continued long 
and healthy life!

New Historical Society Officers for 1999 I 2000. From left to right: Willard P. Fuller, Joan 
Dunleavy, Sandy Dragomanovich, Rosemary Faulkner, Pat Ruthrauff. Bob Woods, Roark 

Weber and Ron Randall. Camera shy: Sue Smith.
Photo by Bonnie Miller

On a pleasant summer evening on August 26, the Historical Society installed newly elected officers for the 1999/ 
2000 term. A dinner business meeting was held at the Black Bart Park in San Andreas. Entertainment was provided by 
Donna Nunes and another fine meal was prepared by chef (and former society president) Don Cuneo. Everyone in 
attendance had a wonderful time.

Installed as our new officers were President Rosemary Faulkner of Jackson (formerly a life-long resident of Rail 
Road Flat). Vice-President Sue Smith of Valley Springs. Treasurer Pat Ruthrauff of Calaveritas, Director Ron Randall 
of Valley Springs. Director Sue Smith of Valley Springs. Director Sancy Dragomanovich of San Andreas. Directory 
Bob Woods of Mountain Ranch. Directory Roark Weber of San Andreas.

Good food, entertainment, and pleasant company aren’t the only reasons that these dedicated people have volun
teered to serve on our board. These fine people enjoy the gift of giving of themselves. Serving on the board is only one 
way to give. There are many other avenues by which a volunteer can participate with the society. Most notably, we can 
always use volunteers to staff our Museum, which is open seven days a week. Won't you consider giving a little of your 
time? Any volunteer are welcome!! Please call our office any weekday at (209) 754-1508 to discuss the possibilities. 
You’ll be glad that you did!!
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*1 vt yutd ’Wem&iq ...
The Historical Society is sad to note the passing of some prominent citizens of Calaveras County.

William Wallace Mein, Jr.
Towards the close of 1998. the Society lost a long-time member, one whose family had played an important role in the 

history of our County. On December 15. Wm. Wallace Mein, Jr., known to many of us as “Tommy” passed away at his home 
in Woodside, California. His father, Wm. Wallace Mein, a prominent mining engineer, had completed a number of highly 
successful years on the Witwaters Rand gold district in South Africa as manager of one of the big mines there. On the way 
home to America in 1910. his son. W. W. Jr. was bom at London. “Tommy” grew up in the Bay area, while his father and 
several mining associates, including George B. Poore, Sr., founded the Calaveras Cement Company. This company’s plant 
at Kentucky House, just south of San Andreas, began producing cement in May, 1926, beginning a 56 -year-long period of 
profitable operation.

The Mein family sent “Tommy” to Harvard College. Graduating in 1932 he then returned west and went to work for 
Calaveras Cement Company. One of his early assignments was studying the Mother Lode mining area and looking for 
promising mines. In 1941, he became vice-president of the Company. Following World War II, he helped direct the first 
major expansion program of Calaveras Cement Company. In the mid-fifties, Wm. Wallace Mein turned over the position of 
president to his son. but remained as chairman of the board and C.E.O. “Tommy” continued as president until the Flintkote 
Company, affiliate of the Royal Dutch Shell company, merged with Calaveras Cement Company and took over the manage
ment in 1959. He remained as head of the Calaveras Division for a few years, as well as a director of the Flintkote Company, 
retiring before the Flintkote / Genstar merger in 1979.

The impact of the Mein family, including Wm. W. Mein. Jr., upon Calaveras County was most important, as the Cement 
company was the major private employer for those 56 years of continuous operation, with a large number of county residents 
on its payroll, and one of the largest county taxpayers. The huge concrete buildings and foundations, and the rusting 
machinery at Kentucky House, sadly, are all that is left of what once was one of the most productive and profitable of 
California’s cement plants.

Lucy Lois Tryon
On Sunday. July 18. 1999 Lucy Tryon, matriarch of the Tryon family passed on in her home in Angels Camp.
Mrs. Tryon was bom in Courtland on her family's farm. She attended Mills College in Oakland and later taught at Rio 

Vista High School. She married Walter Tryon of Calaveras County in 1941. In 1975 the couple moved permanently back to 
Tryon’s home and lived on their ranch in Angels Camp.

Over the years Mrs. Tryon became an active member of the community in several venues. She will probably be most 
fondly remembered for her innovative contributions to the annual Women in History program. Mrs. Tryon introduced the 
program to Calaveras County in 1988 through her work with the AAUW after she had seen its success in other areas. Mrs. 
Tryon protrayed several notable women in classroom visitations, enlightening young student throughout the county to these 
important women in our country’s history.

Mrs. Tryon’s participation with the Women in History program will be missed. “We’re working to keep her legacy” 
noted Joan Donleavy, another member of the program and currently an officer with the Calaveras County Historical Society.

Bette Ann (Starr) Quierolo
Recently our friend Bette Queirolo of Murphys passed away. Mrs. Queirolo has been an active member of the 

community of Murphys for many years. She and her family have always participated in community events and organiza
tions such as long-term employment with the Union Public Utility District. At one time she and her family owned and 
operated the Murphys Hotel.

In the past several years Mrs. Quierolo has been an active member in the Historical Society. Her happy face 
and regular attendance at our monthly meetings will be missed.
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Calaveras County Historical Society
30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors Museum Donations
President Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson
Vice President Joan Donleavy, Paloma
Treasurer Willard P. Fuller, Jr.
Recording Scty. Pat Ruthrauff, Calaveritas
Directors Ron Randall, Valley Springs 

Sue Smith, Valley Springs 
Sandy Dragomanovich, San Andreas 

Bob Woods, Mountain Ranch 
Roark Weber, San Andreas

Bookkeeper Shirley Huberty, San Andreas
Las Calaveras Bonnie Miller
Office Manager Dee Tipton
Office Assistant Elizabeth Braydis

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. A subscription to the Las Cala
veras comes with membership in the Calaveras County His
torical Society for $16.00 per year. Non-members may ob
tain copies from the Historical Society office. The original 
historical material presented in the Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source 
would be appreciated. Contributions of articles about Cala
veras County is appreciated and may be submitted to the His
torical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non-profit 
corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
in various communities throughout the County. Locations 
and scheduled programs are announced in advance. Some 
meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are always 
welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum which 
is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County court
house located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, 
the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome to 
stop by the office for assistance with research, and are en
couraged to visit the museum while in the area. The office is 
open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the tele
phone number is (209) 754-1058.

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
thank the following persons who recently made dona
tions to the Calaveras County Museum:

June 1999
Estate of Lois Hengen, San Andreas

Photos of Dave and Joe Raggio, 
painting, ladies items

Richard Casey, Lodi 
Cash donation

Ellen Featherston Edwards, Lodi 
Cash donation

July 1999
Estate of Bessie McGinnis, Angels Camp 

.12 school books
Wynema Lavezzo, Mokelumne Hill 

Oak bedroom set, ca 1880, Singer 
treadle sewing machine, Victorian 
feinting couch ca 1900, other furniture, 
bedspread, Rose embroidered shawl, 
ca 1890, jewelry ca 1900’s, other ladies’ 
items, 11 men’s items, spitoon, cut 
glass decanter, milk glass decanter/ 
stopper, Bible, metal rimmed spec
tacles

August 1999
Lillian Browning, Lodi

Scrapbook of Kate E. (Pillsbury) Ham, 
San Andreas, who taught locally

James L. Luly, Angels Camp
Photos

Meeting Schedule
October 28, West Point; Indians in Calaveras County 
November 18, Old Courthouse, San Andreas; Movies 
December 16, Met in San Andreas: Christmas Program 
January 27, San Andreas Grange; 70’s Las Calaveras

New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

June
Paul Bosse, Jackson
Herbert B. Filben, Angels Camp 
Marein Robinson, Moke Hill
July
Ted Allured, San Andreas

l^Mr. & Mrs. Chris Sedler, Altavilie

July, (con’t)
Ted Watson, Battle Mountain
Doris M. Freed, Vallecito
Wayland & Yvette Ezell, Copperopolis
Ed & Myrtle Bratset, San Andreas 
Bill & Kathy Teglia, Los Altos
Jeremiah S. Hume, Tomales

August
Carol Kennedy, San Andreas
Gary & Pamela Grant, Valley Springs 
Margaret Shipley, Greenville
Crystal Low, Valley Springs
Davis & Hallie Studley, Mtn Ranch
Amy Gates, Vallecito
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A Tailor’s Legacy
The Hendsch Family of Copperopolis
By Bonnie Miller

Charles Hendsch was a German tailor who made his livelihood during the California gold rush 
through his skill with the needle rather than the gold pan. Descendent David Hendsch noted 
that “wagon trains, stage coach robberies, murder, family feuds, gold fever, and power,” were all 

themes that wove themselves throughout the family history. But perhaps the Hendsch family 
should be known for the legacy of entrepreneurs, law enforcement officers and successful 
businessmen that Charles created rather than his skills as a tailor. Here is their story...

Augusta Hendsch, matariarch of the Hendsch family of Copperopolis
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Charles August and
Augusta Emma Ertman Hendsch

Charles Hendsch was born in Prussia in 1819 
and trained as a tailor in Dusseldorf, Germany. 
But Charles was restless and wanted to see the 
rest of the world. In 1848 he decided to try his 
skill elsewhere and emigrated from Solingen, 
Germany, to the United States. Charles joined 
the then largest community of German speaking 
people outside of Germany in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
It was in this town that he met his bride and 
lifelong companion Augusta Emma Ertman.

Augusta Emma Ertman was born in the West 
Indies in 1832, and emigrated with her family to 
the United States. She was living with her 
mother Friedricka Erdmann, and two sisters 
Caroline and Amelia in 1850, when at the age of 
eighteen she took Charles Hendsch as her 
husband in a German Lutheran ceremony. 
Charles continued to work in Cincinnati where 
they had established a
home and in a short time 
their home was blessed 
with the arrival of a son,
Emil Henry in February of
1853. If you had asked 
them at the time, they 
probably never would
have speculated that 
would eventually have 
eight children, live out 
their lives in California,
and establish a legacy
ofbusinessmen and law 
enforcement officers in a 
then little known place 
called Calaveras County.

Despite a secure 
economic and family base 
in Ohio, Charles chose to 
leave Cincinnati and move 
his young family. He was 
convinced that they could
make good on all of the
exciting gold mining 

activities in California. In 1856, Charles and 
his three year old son joined a wagon train and 
crossed the great plains on the California Trail. 
This was a time of trouble with the Indian Wars 
so travel by wagon train was still a dangerous 
venture. Meanwhile Augusta made the voyage 
by passage across the Isthmus of Panama while 
pregnant with her second child. The family was 
reunited at a new home in Springfield California, 
near Sonora, in time for their second child, 
Matilda to be born in November of that year.

Mining was the principle economic base in 
California but it was often the case that the 
secondary trades serving the miners were more 
lucrative and successful than mining. Charles 
was a practical family man and realized that his 
income was best to be earned through his trade 
rather than as a gold miner. For awhile he 
followed the mining opportunities and moved to 
Knight’s Ferry in 1858 where son William 
Frederick was born, and later to Vallecito in 1861 
where son Goey Walter was born. While living 

in Vallecito Charles 
decided to capitalize on 
the recent copper mining. 
For $150, he set up a 
tailor shop on Main 
Street in Copperoplis. 
Charles commuted to 
Copperopolis for the next 
three years when his next 
son, Charles August was 
born in 1864. Later that 
year the Hendsch family 
finally decided to move 
permanently to Copper 
where they remained for 
the rest of Charles’ and 
Augusta’s lives.

In 1865 a second 
daughter, Caroline, was 
born to the family. 
Shortly thereafter 
Charles decided that the 
United States and 
Copperopolis were to be 
his permanent home. In

Charles August Hendsch of Prussia, age 31, 
and Augusta Emma Ertman, born of the West 

Indies, age 18. Photo taken in Cinncinnati 
Ohio for their wedding in 1850
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Emil Henry Hendsch, successful miner and 
businessman. Photo taken in 1886 at age 33.

1867 he denounced his allegiance to the King of 
Prussia and became a naturalized citizen. Sadly 
the same year, a fire burned the tailor shop 
completely to the ground. But Charles pressed 
on and rebuilt his business. Around this time 
their next son Henry Herman was born. To 
further their permanence in Copper, Charles 
homesteaded some property and built a house 
on Antelope Street in 1869. The Hendsch family 
had established themselves in the new 
community of Copperopolis in time that their 
first three children, Emil, Matilda, and Bill were 
all graduates of the first class schooled in the 
new Copperoplis School. In 1871, their last son, 
Justice James was born.

Charles had a full family and a thriving 
business. But the lure of mining was still strong, 
and apparently he still hoped to catch some of 
the profits for himself. In 1871 Charles applied 
for and was granted a homestead on 160 acres 

near Copperopolis. But he never got to play out 
his fantasy and pursue the other calling. In a 
surprise and somewhat freak incident, Charles 
was killed in 1872. Accounts vary, but 
apparently Charles was driving a wagon loaded 
with soda bottles near Knight’s Ferry. He was 
traveling either to or from Stockton at the time 
with his load. The wagon overturned and he 
broke his arm. An infection and gangrene 
hastened an early death. Charles’ death left 
Augusta suddenly with eight young children to 
take care of.

Emil Henry Hendsch

With the untimely passing of his father, the 
role of “man of the house” fell to young Emil 
when he was 19 years old. But he took his duty 
seriously and diligently pursued a career in 
mining that was successful enough to continue 
to support his mother and siblings.

Emil was a first generation American and 
grew up speaking both German at home and 
English outside of the home. The mines and 
activities around the mines were significant 
schools for him. He learned the techniques of 
hard rock mining, construction procedures, 
metallurgy, and a variety of processes for 
refining ore. With these skills as a sound 
business base, Emil was able to secure financing 
and eventually fund various successful mining 
ventures around the state.

In 1885 Emil married Ella McGann of 
Mariposa. They set up housekeeping in 
Bakersfield. Their Bakersfield “society” 
connections afforded Emil a capital base to 
finance further large scale mining operations. In 
the 1880’s Emil was joined by his brothers 
William, Charles, Henry and later Goey and they 
mined gold, silver, and other metals in the San 
Diego area. An example of Emil’s achievements 
in mining can be seen in his organization of a 
mining district in the Chuck-A-Walla Mountains 
east of San Diego. It was called “the Union to 
the Pacific Mining District”. An article in the 
tenth annual report of the State Mineralogist in 
1890 indicated that the mine was only in the early 
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stages of development at that time. But is must 
have been successful. Family lore has it that with 
the profits from this venture Emil helped to 
refinance the country of Chile after an economic 
depression by providing $6,000,000 of gold to 
the endeavor. For his efforts he received a 
commendation.

By 1895 Emil was known throughout 
California and British Columbia for his mining 
expertise. He had a partnership in San Diego 
with E. H. Wedekin, providing the services of 
“Examiners of Mines, Mining Engineers, 
Brokers, Assaying, Surveying and Chemical 
Analysis, Metallurgical Process and Mill Plants”. 
He maintained an office in San Francisco as well, 
where with partner C. L. Steger their business 
card stated that they were “Purchasers of all 
kinds of Mines and Milling Property”. There 
was talk of moving business operations to British 
Columbia, but a surprising turn of events 
changed all of his plans.

In 1895 in Dos Palmos Springs, Emil was 
confronted by another miner, Jerry Gardner. 
Gardner was enraged by Emil’s success in 
thwarting his attempt to steal a mine. Emil and 
seven of his financial backers were at the rail 
road siding heading to Riverside to hear a Federal 
Court ruling on their conflicting claims when the 
confrontation occurred. Gardner was armed with 
a pistol yet Emil was unarmed. After a hot 
exchange of words Emil turned to tie his horse 
when Gardner shot him. Moments later Emil 
was dead while Gardner escaped. Newspapers 
in San Diego and San Francisco as well as the 
Calaveras Prospect ran feature stories about the 
shooting. A flurry of indignation was spiked 
when it was learned that the Federal Court had 
decided in favor of Emil. Fortunately a week 
later Gardner was apprehended near Bodie and 
returned to Riverside for imprisonment. But 
another week later, in a mysterious quirk of fate, 
Gardner died in his jail cell after allegedly 
consuming a bottle of hair tonic.

William Frederick Hendsch

With the passing of Emil in 1895, mother

Augusta looked to William “Bill” for leadership. 
She formed a life long bond with her second son 
who never failed to provide for her the rest of 
her life. Like his brother before him. Bill 
received his eighth grade schooling and 
apprenticed in the local copper mines. But the 
“wild west” provided another enticement for a 
career for Bill.

An an excellent horseman and accomplished 
rifleman, Bill was enlisted as a sheriff s deputy. 
In the early 1880’s Bill worked with Calaveras 
County Sheriff Ben Thorn assisting in the 
investigations of the activities of Black Bart. 
Despite the successful apprehension of the 
notorious bandit, Bill chose not to stay with a 
career in law enforcement at that time.

Bill had also learned hard rock mining 
techniques, construction and management skills. 
In the late 1880’s he joined Emil in the 
mountains east of San Diego. In a collaborative 
effort with Emil, Bill applied his entrepreneurial 
skills in the ownership and management of the 
Opulent Mine. For the next several years Bill 
remained unmarried and lived a bachelor’s life 
in San Diego, enjoying his notoriety as a law 
man who had assisted in the capture of Black 
Bart. Eventually the lifestyle began to wear thin. 
In the early 1890’s Bill married a San Diego 
woman named Kate whom he took back home 
to Copper.

The marriage of Kate and Bill was an 
unhappy but short period in Bill’s life. Kate was 
indignant about Augusta’s constant intrusion into 
their lives. And Kate became disillusioned that 
Bill had not lived up to the image of the big 
mining man that he had apparently represented 
himself to be. Records indicate that a messy 
divorce resulted after only two years together 
when Bill learned that Kate had had an affair 
with another Copper resident.

In 1899 Bill and his brothers Justice, Goey 
and Henry decided to venture into the growing 
tourist industry. They purchased a share of the 
Big Trees Hotel in Murphys. Bill met and 
married Mary Baker and together they managed 
the hotel. The other three brothers operated a 
blacksmithery and bar adjacent to the hotel. For 
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several years they supplied services to the 
travelers from all over the world who came to 
see the Sequoia Gigantia, the big trees. In 1906 
a son, William Francis Hendsch was born to 
Mary and Bill. But evidently the stress of family 
life and managing the hotel did not agree with 
Bill. He deserted his wife and son and returned 
to Copper, leaving Mary to raise young William 
without a father.

In the early 1900’s, Bill and his brothers 
mined various claims around Copper. 
Throughout the next thirty years they were 
involved in the Crown Point claim, the Buena 
Vista claim, the Crome Chief, Crome No. 1, 
Black Crome Iron, May Day, Big Bush, Crome 
No. 2 and the Union Crome mines. Notes a 
relative, “their hands were full but their pockets 
were empty”. But Bill was not entirely without 
resources. In 1913 he built a house on Main 
Street in Copper, shown on the front cover. The 
house was located next door to his sister Matilda 
Thompson who had married George Thompson. 
Although it was Bill’s house and he remained 
there until his death, it was largely built for his 
mother. Augusta had a thriving garden which 
she enjoyed tending. With her gardening, the 
care provided by Matilda, and the security 
provided by Bill and her immediate family, 
Augusta lived comfortably in this house for the 
rest of her days.

During these years Bill also worked again part 
time as a deputy sheriff. In 1925 he and brother 
Goey were involved in a notorious gun battle. 
Residents of Copper were celebrating the fourth 
of July when a local Mexican miner, Joe Navas, 
apparently “ran amuck” and began shooting up 
the town. A full account of the “Wild-Eyed 
Mex” is given on the front page of the Calaveras 
Californian for July 11, 1925. Bill and Goey 
were called to subdue the wild celebrant and each 
received several serious gunshot wounds in the 
exchange. Bill and Goey ended up in St. 
Joseph’s Hospital in Stockton after losing much 
blood, and Navas ended up in jail in San Andreas 
after being apprehended by Sheriff Joe Zwinge. 
When interviewed about the event, Bill claimed 
that he was embarrassed about his poor shooting 

performance.
Bill’s reputation as an honored “old timer” 

became respectably established in the later stages 
of his life between 1920 to 1934. A hobby of 
which he was proud was botany which was 
probably prompted by his mother’s love of 
gardening. He boasted an extensive knowledge 
of local plant life. On one occasion he led a 
botanical exploration for scientific members of 
the Smithsonian Institute. Despite his failed 
marriages he was highly regarded by his family 
and well respected in Copper at the time of his 
death in 1934. The Calaveras Prospect reported 
his death at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Stockton 
after a long illness, with the speculation that his 
illness was due to never fully recovering from 
the gun battle wounds he had sustained nine 
years earlier at the age of 67.

Goey Walter Hendsch

Goey was born in 1861 at a time when the 
Civil War was heating up in the east and his 
family was settling down in Calaveras County 
in the west. Undoubtedly these two conflicting 
cultures in Goey’s early years helped to shape 
his outlook on life, but for the most part Goey 
followed in the footsteps of his siblings before 
him.

Goey received the same conventional 
education as his brothers and sister that the 
school in Copper had to offer. And the outdoors 
provided a learning ground where Goey mastered 
and excelled in horsemanship and 
marksmanship. It was for these skills that Goey 
and his older brother Bill were sought to be 
members of the Sheriffs Posse. But for the 
greater part of his working life he was known as 
a miner. His law enforcement duties were more 
of a civic nature than occupational, however, 
those duties undoubtedly provided much needed 
income supplement. Goey’s early life choices 
were much limited by the needs of his mother. 
When older brothers Emil and Bill first left for 
southern California, Goey remained behind with 
his sister Matilda to care for the younger 
children.
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In 1897 Goey married Lillian S. Tinnin, a 
resident of Copper. Sadly, she died in Stockton 
only three years later in September of 1890 of 
an undetermined illness. Goey was named as 
the executor of her estate and was awarded 
approximately 250 acres of land near Copper. 
At the young age of 34 he was widowed but the 
owner of a nice piece of land, yet he chose to 
work with his brothers at the hotel in Murphys 
to distract him from his grief. He befriended 
Ada Noonan, a resident of Big Trees and soon 
they were close companions. In October of 1902 
they were married. Unfortunately this union 
didn’t wok out, and they were divorced shortly 
thereafter.

When the business in Murphys failed, Goey 
returned to Copper and to the land to make his 
livelihood. He and his brother Bill constructed 
a working mine, and eventually worked several 
mines and claims in the area. By the early 1920’s 
Goey was also living in Bill’s house with their 
mother. By this time Augusta was under 
constant care provided by Matilda. In 1921 
Augusta died as a result of a brain hemorrhage 
caused when she fell hitting her head. She was 
nearly 89 years old.

In 1925 Goey and his brother Bill were 
involved in the famous Fourth of July shootout 
with the Mexican miner. It was soon after this 
incident that Goey and his brothers were 
accorded a new distinction. They were becoming 
“old timers” in the sense of being connected to 
the pioneering families of Copper. Their insights 
about historic issues in California caught the 
attention of preservationists who were 
documenting the passing of an era. During the 
1940’s, a group of local citizens saw value in 
preserving the aging landmarks of the town. 
Goey joined with others to establish the 
Copperopolis Community Center. As a charter 
member, he collaborated in saving what little was 
left to teach new generations about the “olden 
days”.

In October of 1946, at the age of 85, Goey 
died in the county hospital after suffering a long 
heart ailment. It appears that he outlived all of 
his siblings. It was noted at his passing that he 

was the oldest living peace officer in the state 
of California.

Charles August Hendsch

Charles was named for his father which 
launched decades of confusion. For the next five 
generations of Hendsches, there was always at 
least one boy named Charles.

Charles Jr. was born in Vallecito, but the 
family moved to Copper later that same year. 
So young Charles always knew Copper as his 
home. In the first eight years of Charles’ life he 
witnessed the population of Copper decline from 
5000 to only 170. Certainly this decline must

William Frederick Hendsch ca 1885
Dec. 25, 1858 - Mar. 16, 1934

have provided a depressing atmosphere in which 
to grow up. Competing with several brothers 
and sisters may have been difficult because he 
seemed to run against the grain for most of his 
life. He received the same eighth grade 
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education as his siblings, as was the convention 
of the time. A school conduct report from 1872 
confirms that he walked a fine balance between 
his mother’s good boy and a rugged individualist.

Charles’ first encounter with the law may have 
been from the wrong side. For unknown reasons, 
Charles and three of his brothers were involved 
in an altercation with Peter Kelly in 1879. 
According to a Justice Court warrant, the Hendsch 
boys drew a gun on Kelly and threatened him as 
well as striking him several times with fists and 
rocks. Emil ultimately spent a few days in jail 
and the other boys were fined $300 each. 
Whatever the offense, it must have been 
significant to have warranted such an attack on 
Kelly and the resulting penalties. Ironically the

Charles August Hendsch, II ca 1885 
1864 - 1929

incident occurred while William and Goey were 
working for the county sheriff.

With mining in Copper playing out Charles 
decided to follow his brothers to southern 
California. But instead of mining Charles became 

an apprentice blacksmith in Tustin. In 1888 he 
married Mary Jane O’Brien, a native of Ireland 
and recent emigrant from Michigan. In the early 
1890’s they moved to Bakersfield where 
Charles worked for the Pacific Gas and Electric 
company who was actively constructing dams 
throughout the surrounding mountains. Oil well 
drilling was also a big business around 
Bakersfield and Charles often invested in “wild 
cat” schemes. As the need for blacksmiths 
diminished in the early 1900’s Charles moved 
the family to Coalinga to try his hand at the oil 
business. After several years, in 1916 they 
decided to return to Bakersfield.

Charles and Mary Jane had four children 
who were raised in the strict Irish Catholic 
tradition. The family was highly regarded by 
the community and their church. Charles was 
known as a good family man and enjoyed a 
strong family life in Bakersfield. He did 
maintain dutiful relations with his family in 
Copper such as to return periodically for his 
mother’s birthday, to attend Emil’s funeral 
service, and to introduce his children. But he 
never had the same bond with his mother or 
Copperopolis as his other brothers had.

Charles and Mary Jane had a son Charles 
the third. He was the first Hendsch to graduate 
from college. He graduated from Fresno 
Normal School which later became Fresno State 
College. Just before the younger Charles was 
to graduate from college in 1928, his mother 
Mary Jane died in April of that year. And just 
one year later in the great flu epidemic that 
swept the nation, Charles died.

The Rest of the Legacy

Very little is known of the last two Hendsch 
boys, Henry Herman and Justice James. They 
followed their older brothers to Southern 
California into mining and later the Big Trees 
Hotel venture. Twenty years after the hotel 
venture, Justice was married in Stockton. No 
details are known of this union. It is the details 
of his death that are so unusual. In 1937, at the 
age of 66, Justice dropped dead as the result of 
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a struggle while assisting his brother, deputy 
sheriff Goey and his nephew George Thompson, 
Jr. Apparently Matilda’s widowed husband 
George Thompson Sr. was in the care of a young 
bride, Mrs. Nellie McCoy James. Her husband 
Gilbert James had gone to bed when at 10:30 
p.m. he apparently “went violently insane”, 
according to the Calaveras Prospect. When 
George Thompson Jr. went across the street to 
seek help from the deputy and his uncle, James 
followed and all four wound up in a violent 
struggle. One hour later Justice dropped dead 
from an apparent heart attack.

Like most early family histories, this one falls 
far short of accounting for what became of the 
women. We know that mother Augusta set a 
strong tone in the family and remained a 
formidable force until her death in 1921. And 
we know that first daughter Matilda had married 
George Thompson and together they had several 
children. But little is known of the second 

The stitches of an immigrant pioneer tailor 
formed the Hendsch family roots. But the family 
revolved around Augusta and the house on Main 
Street that Bill had built in 1913. This house 
remains standing and is in excellent condition. 
Evidence of Augusta’s gardening is still evident 
today in the form of the two trees which can be 
seen in the photograph on page one. Augusta 
probably knew exactly what she was doing when 
she planted such firmly rooted and successful 
trees in the heart of Copperopolis.

David A. Hendsch is a descendent of the 
Bakersfield branch of the family of Charles 
Hendsch. David provided most of the material 
for this article including all of the historical 
photographs. We regret that space does not allow 
us to print all of these treasures he’s shared with 
us. He first learned of his Calaveras County roots 
in 1947 when he traveled with a Boy Scout troop 
to summer camp at Camp Wolfboro at Sand Flat 
on the Stanislaus River near Tamarack. As he 

daughter Caroline. It is presumed that she either 
passed away or married and left Copper at a 
young age due to her absence from the 1903 
family portrait. She must have been fondly 
regarded in her family as the next generation had 
girls of the name Caroline as well.

says, “it took a 40 year slow burn to ignite into a 
passionate search for family lore”. We think he’s 
done a fine job and wish him well on his future 
ventures. Las Calaveras is grateful for the 
detailed research, humorous accountings, and 
speculations that David provided.

Hendsch Brothers Blacksmithery and Saloon ~ located next to the Big Trees Hotel 
on Main St Murphys, circa 1903
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New Book Room Dedicated
Further Honors for Willard P. Fuller, Jr.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is proud to 
announce the opening of our new book room. The room 
has been named in honor of our long standing member, 
Willard P. “Bill” Fuller, Jr. The new book room is an 
extension of our Museum Store, and is located across from 
the Society office in the museum complex foyer. It 
features books of an historical nature, and more 
specifically those relative to California history, the gold 
rush, Calaveras County and mining and geology of the 
Mother Lode. Several books by local authors are 
available. Considering that this immense collection of 
references and local lore is due primarily to the dedication 
of Bill Fuller’s work with the Society, it seemed only 
fitting that this room be named for him.

Bill Fuller has been a resident of Calaveras County for 
most of his life. He first came to the area in 1940 to visit 
his cousin Mary Jane (McSorley) Garamendi and did not 
return again until 1953. In the mean time he continued 
his academic studies in the east and graduated from 
Harvard University. In 1953 he brought his wife Vera

Bill Fuller (seated) displays his book at the recent 
dedication ceremony. Pictured with him are co

authors Judith Marvin (I.) and Julia Costello (r). Photo 
taken by Bonnie Miller

September 25, 1999

and their three children to Calaveras County when Bill 
went to work at the Cement Plant for the Calaveras Cement 
Company. Bill’s personal knowledge of local geology 
and the Cement Company’s history has provided much 
fodder for the pages of Las Calaveras over the years.

When not working as the Cement Company’s mining 
geologist, or working with the Historical Society, Bill has 
taught geology classes locally through the junior colleges. 
Many people have enjoyed attending his lively and 
informative classes which were centered around the 
unique geology of Calaveras County. Bill often mentions 
that he had numerous repeat students ... not because they 

failed the course, but that they enjoyed it so much they 
wished to take it again.

As a teenager Bill wanted to go to sea, which he did 
for a short while. He always thought that having a ship 
named for him would be the ultimate honor. He would 
have preferred a six-masted schooner if he had had the 
choice. But he became a geologist instead when he 
abandoned his sea career. Then the idea of having a 
mountain named for him sounded like a great honor, but 
alas that never happened either. Today he is an historian. 
Having a room named after him “sounds pretty neat” he 
observed at the recent ceremony.

Bill has been active in the Society since its inception 
in the late 1950’s. He has been instrumental in shaping 
much of the organizational structure and direction of the 
Society. He has spent many years of dedicated service 
developing Las Calaveras to be the fine journal it is today. 
He has been on the Board of Directors almost continuously 
for most of 40 years. He has held every office on the 
board save that of president, which he has always felt 
should be handled by someone with more “ambition” than 
he. If only we all could live up to his level of dedication!!

Several years ago the Society gave Bill the position of 
“Honorary Member”. He claims that this means that he 
has “no financial responsibility to the Society”, but it really 
means that he hasn’t paid any dues in years. But the honors 
don’t stop there. It seems only appropriate that our new 
book room be named for Bill. Please stop by and browse 
through the fine collection You’ll find one prominent 
book, featured under local authors, by Bill himself. In 
1996, in collaboration with the Historical Society, Bill 
penned Madam Felix’s Gold with co-authors Julia 
Costello and Judith Marvin; a thorough account of the 
history and legends of the Felix Mining District.

On a sunny day on Saturday September 25, 1999, the 
Society held a luncheon in the old county courthouse. 
The festivities included tours of the newly reorganized 
museum complex, lunch from the stone oven, with the 
highlight of the day being the dedication of the book room. 
In attendance were approximately 80 members of the 
Society and all of Bill’s three children and most of his 
immediate family. Congratulations, Bill, and keep up 
the good work! The Calaveras County Historical Society 
is grateful for all that you have given to us.

On to Better Places ...
It is with deep sorrow that the Historical Society 

informs our membership of the passing of our Office 
manager Dee Tipton. Dee had worded as our Office 
Manager from 1989 to 1993, retired briefly and returned 
again from Sept. 1998 until August of 1999. In 
November of 1999 she passed away after a lengthy 
illness. Dee’s helpful and positive attitude around the 
museum complex is sorely missed. Our sympathies 
go out to the family of Dee. We hope that she has 
moved on to a better place.
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30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors
President Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson
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Recording Scty. Pat Ruthrauff, Calaveritas
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Sue Smith, Valley Springs 
Sandy Dragomanovich, San Andreas 

Bob Woods, Mountain Ranch 
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Bookkeeper Shirley Huberty, San Andreas
Las Calaveras Bonnie Miller
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. A subscription to the Las Cala
veras comes with membership in the Calaveras County His
torical Society for $16.00 per year. Non-members may ob
tain copies from the Historical Society office. The original 
historical material presented in the Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source 
would be appreciated. Contributions of articles about Cala
veras County is appreciated and may be submitted to the His
torical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non-profit 
corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
in various communities throughout the County. Locations 
and scheduled programs are announced in advance. Some 
meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are always 
welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum which 
is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County court
house located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, 
the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome to 
stop by the office for assistance with research, and are en
couraged to visit the museum while in the area. The office is 
open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the tele
phone number is (209) 754-1058.

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank 

the following persons who recently made donations to the 
Calaveras County Museum:
October 1999

Julia Costella, Mokelumne Hill, CA
Photographic images and materials from the His
torical and archaeological Studies at Meridian 
Mineral Mining project, Salt Springs Valley.

George E. Frioux, Carmicael, CA 
(Calaveras County) contract between F. Dunbar 
& W. S. Blood dated Feb. 26, 1866 to saw and to 
manufacture lumber at Dunbar’s Mill

Lillian Browning, Lodi, CA
Photographic equipment

Charlie Moore, Mokelumne Hill, CA
Various Topo and Geological maps of Mother 
Lode area 1900-1920

Bill Fuller, San Andreas, CA
Various photos and maps for the cement plant; 
eight rolls of maps of Calaveras Cement Co., 
Madam Felix-Hodson Mining

Board’s Crossing Campers, San Jose, CA
Book called River Memories

November 1999
Claudina R. Sweet, Murphys, CA

Books - Genealogical Helpers
December 1999

Taylor Family of Rail Road Flat
Items from I.O.O.F. Independence Lodge No. 58 
and from the Taylor Store, Rail Road Flat

CCHS 2000 Meeting Schedule 
Jan. 27: 70’s Las Calaveras - San Andreas Grange 
Feb. 24: History of Odd Fellows - Mountain Ranch 
Mar. 23: Women in History - JoAnne Levey 
Apr. 27: Civil War Re-enactment

November

New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members: 

September
Scott C. Lane Danville Bob Marshall Valley Springs
Walter Herkal Danville Peggy Simons Valley Springs
Phil & Jeannine Ken- Copperopolis David Davis Murphys
Alton C. Wendzel Watervliet Gordon L. Thym Newark
Sandra Becker Murphys Makaline Krska San Andreas
Wally Motloch Mountain Ranch
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Jedediah Smith - Magnificent Mountain Man
Was he the first to discover Ebbett’s Pass?

JEDEDIAH STRONG SMITH was one of those 
magnificent mountain men that legends are made of. Stories 
of his feats still fascinate school children and students of all 
ages today. The mountain men of the unexplored west were a 
wild bunch. They often had no families, and no more 
possessions than that which they could carry on their backs. 
They slept on the ground and lived off of the land and they did 
or did not make their peace with the Native Americans. Smith’s 
parties were often attacked by Indians and he survived at least 
two severe attacks. At one time he had to avoid the southwest 
for fear of being arrested by the Spanish governor of the 
Mexican Territory. He was so tough that he even once directed 
that his own scalp be sewn back on by another member of his 
party after an attack by an angry bear.

But Smith was not the average mountain man. He never 
drank, used tobacco, or boasted. He was also deeply religious. 
At a young age, after having read Biddle’s account of Lewis 
and Clark’s expedition he was prompted to discover the west 
for himself. “I wanted to be the first to view a country on 
which the eyes of a white man had never gazed and to follow 
the course of rivers that run through a new land” he said. And 
so at the age of 22 he answered an advertisement for strong 
young men. He signed on as a trapper and set out to explore 

the west in hopes of discovering new, unexploited lands for fur trapping (see Las Calaveras, January 1996).
When Smith explored the uncharted west in the 1820’s, it is believed that he was the first white man 

to cross the Sierras. This of course was a fairly lofty claim in light of the fact that the Spanish missionaries 
had long since inhabited California. After partially circumnavigating California counter-clockwise from the 
southeastern side, his party had camped in the San Joaquin Valley enjoying the beaver trapping along the 
Stanislaus River. On May 20,1827, he and two other trappers began an ascent over the Sierras from west to 
east with seven horses and two mules. The crossing took only eight days and the party lost only a few 
animals. But it was eight very difficult days of travel. It is now believed that where they crossed the 
mountains was at the point that is now known as Ebbett’s Pass. This claim has been thoroughly explored by 
historian Francis P. Farquhar (see the Sierra Club Bulletin vol. XXVIII, June 1943). However some historians 
believe the crossing actually took place slightly north of Ebbett’s Pass near the Blue Fakes area of the Border 
Ruffian Pass. This second claim seems far more plausible considering the gentler terrain that must have 

Jedediah Strong Smith
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been attractive to the winter explorer of 1827.
Smith never received much credit for this “discovery” of the mountain pass over the Sierras. His 

greatest achievements have always been regarded as his expeditions to the Southwest and the “rediscovery” 
in 1825 of the South Pass through the Rockies. It was Smith who enlightened people of this strategic low 
elevation pass that had been misunderstood due to Pike’s inaccurate label of the plains as the “Great American 
Desert”. Accurate knowledge of the South Pass opened the way for the settlement of Oregon and California.

In 1833 Smith sold his interests in his fur trading company with the promise of procuring supplies for 
the new owners in the following Spring. He purchased a farm in St. Louis and intended to retire after this last 
expedition to fulfill his obligation. While scouting for water near the Santa Fe Trail he was killed by Comanche 
warriors. He died at the age of only 32, and his body was never recovered.

Smith had intended to edit and publish his journals, but never realized that dream. In 1836, Gallatin 
produced a map based upon Smith’s records, but received little interest at the time for his efforts. When 
Charles Fremont’s expeditions later provided the celebrated detailed accounts of the west, people began to 
listen. In 1845 the cartographer Preuss, who was a member of the Fremont expeditions, produced the 
famous map of the west. This map was subsequently amended to include Smith’s records by an Oregonian 
named Griggs. This 1845 map changed forever the perception of the west. Regrettably it wasn’t until 
Smith’s works were full transcribed much later that the extent of his exploration of the west was fully 
appreciated. Once understood, his work dispelled the common erroneous belief that no one (white) important 
had seen the west prior to Fremont’s expeditions of 1842 and 1844.

For further information, readers are encouraged to veaA Jedediah Smith and the Opening of the West 
by Dale L. Morgan, which provides the best overall view of this fascinating mountain man. School children 
interested in the facts and myths are encouraged to consult their libraries where there is an abundance of 
entertaining material on Smith and moutain men. Reproductions of the Fremont Expedition maps are available 
for viewing in the Calaveras County Library.

Las Calaveras is fortunate to present material developed by Richard Dyer of the Jedediah Smith 
Society. The Society is located in Stockton at the History Department of the University of the Pacific in the 
care of the John Muir Center for Regional Studies. Membership and other Jedediah Smith Society information 
can be obtained by contacting them at (209) 946-2169. They offer a quarterly newsletter “Castor Canadensis ” 
to their members, from which the following article has been reprinted by permission. Over the years Las 
Calaveras has explored much material and printed many articles about Ebbett’s Pass. We hope this issue 
further enlightens our readers about the early exploration of central California while learning about the 
complexities of early cartography. Mr. Dyer’s research shows us how difficult it is to substantiate these 
legends while he provides reflections on what it was like for Smith to cross the snowy Sierras almost two 
hundred years ago. Mr. Dyer observes what has changed over time with the western expansion, and reminds 
us that it is also not all that different today.

California’s Central Sierra: 
Mapping and Mountaineering by Dick Dyer

J
edediah Strong Smith’s expectation in leading 
an expedition to Mexican California in 1826 
was “to find parts of the country as well stocked 
with Beaver as some of the waters of the Missouri 

...” True. As a matter of fact, it requires merely a 
little conjecture on our part to significantly extend 
this objective. Smith was anxious to settle the 
bickering over the existence of the long sought Rio 
Buenaventura (River of Good Fortune). Recall, 
some felt the river was an expedient route from 
the Rocky Mountains to the Great Salt Lake, then 
on through a gap in the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
into the central valley of California. Finally, it 

emptied into San Francisco Bay and the Pacific 
Ocean. Another opinion by Hudsons Bay 
Company trappers labeled the Sacramento River 
as a portion of the mythical river. Smith’s 
expedition demolished these myths. Nevertheless, 
early cartographers were not to be deterred by a 
mere geographical fact - they conveniently moved 
their geographical fantasy to other “open spaces” 
on their maps. At the time, mapping was more 
artistic than scientific; too many composed their 
maps as a painting by “balancing” the known 
characteristics with the imagined to complete the 
entire picture. An interesting reflection comes to 
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mind. Did Smith actually seek the Rio 
Buenaventura as an expedient route from the Great 
Salt Lake to San Francisco Bay where he hoped to 
find streams teaming with beaver and a trade 
outpost for the Smith-Sublette-Jackson 
partnership? Another stated reason for the 1826 
expedition was to improve the maps of his 
contemporaries by providing details for the areas 
leveled “unexplored”. Then publish, after returning 

transpose what they saw into accurate maps. Many 
journals contained surprisingly accurate 
fragmentary depictions but most were seldom 
consolidated into definitive maps. Also, grave 
errors were common. Historian Samuel Eliot 
Morison wrote, “We must consider the habits of 
map-makers. They have always disliked open 
spaces.” Even a casual perusal of early maps of 
the Far West, discloses insertions of mountains,

Map of Western America, 1836. Produced by Albert Gallatin based on 
information from the travels of Jedediah Smith. Arrow points to 

Smith’s presumed route over the Sierras, later proven to be inaccurate

to St. Louis, “ a new, large and beautiful map, in 
which are embodied all that is correct of proceeding 
maps ...” His premature death at thirty-two years 
of age and several devastating fires which destroyed 
some of his irreplaceable records, have deprived 
Smith advocates and scholars of information about 
the full extent of his valuable contribution to the 
emerging science of cartography.

It is apparent that during thel820’s, most 
explorers and surveyors lacked the specific 
knowledge and comprehension of physiography to 

deserts, lakes and rivers which have come from 
speculation rather than observation. Hence, we find 
exaggerated depictions of Rio Buenaventura as 
early Spanish conquistadors, Hudsons Bay 
Company brigades and American expedition 
leaders began to complete their maps by filling in 
the “unexplored” areas. Smith had an innate 
aptitude for accurate observation and recording of 
vital trail information. Furthermore, while in new 
territories, he sought specific details from reliable 
trappers who had visited the area to augment his
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Drawing of Jedediah Smith as the mountain man, by 
Jose Cisneros. Drawing courtesy of the

Jedediah Smith Society

records. Author Winfred Blevins believed that 
Smith had “the integrative understanding of a 
geographer.” It is apparent that he was a “genius 
geographer” (a description used by historian Lee 
Davis at a Jedediah Smith Society meeting in 
1991).

The first published map using Smith’s 1826 
expedition records was by Albert Gallatin in 1836. 
His map was a valuable “synopsis of the Indian- 
Tribes” located in the Far West, and included 
Smith’s route into southern California. It 
unconvincingly traced Smith’s crossing of the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains in 1827 to the Lake 
Tahoe region - far north of his actual route. He 
even named a peak in the area to honor the 

mountain man (that peak has been renamed).
Today we know that Smith’s notes 

contributed to the 1839 map of David H. Burr, 
Geographer to the House of Representatives. The 
Burr Map included several “J.S. Smith’s Route” 
notations. Author and cartographer Carl I. Wheat 
believed that the Burr Map was “... the nearest 
thing to Jedediah Smith’s map that had been 
published ...” during the decade of his death. Had 
Smith lived a normal lifetime, historian Francis 
Farquhar believed that he would have advanced 
the knowledge about the Far West from ten to 
twenty years. The Burr Map traced Smith and his 
men’s entrance into southern California in 1826, 
located Mount Joseph in the northern Sierra 
Nevada Mountains and identified the route across 
the Great Basin in 1827. Also, he affixes 
Buenaventura on the Sacramento River as well as 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. Burr does 
not include the mountain men’s route across the 
central Sierra Nevada Mountains.

During the 1840’s, the American West 
enticed restless pioneers and reckless entrepreneurs 
to begin careers anew in the rich frontier 
environment. As settlements grew, an impressive 
accumulation of knowledge about previously 
unknown geographic features was recorded by 
explorers and writers. Also, a naval expedition in 
1841, led by Commodore Charles Wilkes along 
the Pacific coast, apparently used details from 
Smith expeditions in order to assist in developing 
a map showing interior valleys and mountain 
ranges. Unfortunately, Wilkes was like the ancient 
cosmographers in that he always wanted to insert 
a feature into an “open space.”. Once again the 
Rio Buenaventura in conveniently located in space 
that is now the Salinas River near Monterey (this 
mythical river appears and disappears on maps until 
the Civil War). Notwithstanding the map’s 
historical importance, it included an entirely too 
narrow chain of mountains labeled the California 
Range (Sierra Nevada Mountains) and inaccurately 
located a “Smith Track” across the mountains in 
the Lake Tahoe region, just as Gallatin had done 
with his 1836 map.

During the 1840’s, it was the Fremont Map 
of 1845 that fascinated geographers and historians 
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(a Central Sierra segment of the Smith Party’s 1827 
route has been reproduced from the Fremont map). 
This precisely composed map, under the direction 
of cartographer-surveyor Charles Preuss, cost the 
government almost $10,000 but established 
cartography as a recognized science. It was worth 
the price. Furthermore, penciled on one of the 1845 
maps were Oregonian George Gibb’s personal 
notations about Smith’s travels in more detail than 
any surviving maps. These notations indicate that 
before he died Smith had started his “beautiful map” 
for publication. The Fremont Map was completed 
by explorers who struggled with weather and terrain 
conditions that challenged the most experienced 

to the greatest relocation of human-kind in history. 
It signaled the end of one era and the beginning 
of another. It led to the fulfillment of Thomas 
Jefferson’s dream of one nation united from sea 
to sea. Today, diligent researchers have partially 
recreated this remarkable crossing of the Central 
Sierra during the winter of 1827

After unexpected delays and 
confrontations with Mexican authorities during 
the overland expedition to California, Smith 
decided to communicate with his partners about 
their activities in the central valley. An effort was 
made to cross the snow covered mountains by way 
of the American River and through the Lake Tahoe

mountaineers. On 
occasions these 
men simply did 
not know where 
they were nor if 
their endurance 
would last so they 
could find shelter 
and sustenance.
Today students of 
the Sierra
mountain men in 
studying the 
journals and maps 
are convinced that 
Fremont, traveling 
north and south in

Drawing of Fremont crossing the Sierras in 1844, from 
Fremont’s report. The drawing shows us what it must have 

been like for Jedediah Smith when he crossed 
the Sierras 20 years earlier

watershed. The 
men’s ascent 
along the river 
canyon was 
eventually 
halted by snow 
in increasing 
amounts, which 
made the steep 
terrain virtually 
impassable for a 
party with pack 
animals. The 
brigade retreated 
to the more 
hospitable 
valley where a

1844, intersected Smith’s trans-Sierra route as his 
smaller party struggled to the east in 1827 after 
leaving the Stanislaus River.

Jedediah Smith’s crossing of the Central 
Sierra was an example of superior mountaineering. 
It is hoped that eventually researchers might uncover 
records in Washington, D.C. and Mexico City to 
more fully describe Smith’s trek in the late winter. 
But, for the present, cartographers and historians 
owe much to Carl 1. Wheat, Dale L. Morgan, 
Herman R. Friis and a few others who published 
long ignored maps of the western American frontier. 
They were also pioneers during their careers.

It is evident that Smith’s California 
expeditions were early examples of “manifest 
destiny” initiating a migration that eventually led 

winter camp was established near the confluence 
of the Appelamminy and Peticutry Rivers 
(Stanislaus and San Joaquin Rivers). To some, 
this was the western location of the Rio 
Buenaventura where it flowed from a gap in the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains.

On May 20,1827, Jedediah Smith, Robert 
Evans and Silas Gobel began crossing the 
mountains with seven horses and two mules. 
Smith wrote, the plan “was to relieve my party on 
the Appelamminy (Stanislaus River) and then 
proceed further in examination of the country 
beyond Mt. St. Joseph ...” Researchers know that 
the dauntless trio started their journey at the 
brigades’ encampment at about 100 feet elevation; 
they had over 8,600 feet to ascend, most in deep
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Portion of the 1845 Preuss Map of Oregon and Northern
California. This map was developed by Preuss based on 

Fremont’s expeditions from 1842 to 1844 and later amended 
to include information from Smith’s travels of 1826/27. This 

map changed the perception of the West forever
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snow, before crossing the Sierra summit during 
their eight day ordeal. Their first camps were in 
the oak covered foothills below the winter snow 
line (about 2,000 feet). The river led them into 
rugged terrain where an accumulation of snow 
made it difficult for the mountaineers to open trail 
for the animals. The route (near Highway 4) took 
them into a region known for unusually severe 
snow storms where conifer forests were covered 
with snow and the Indian trails were buried beneath 
drifts of snow and ice. On the western slope, the 
average annual snowfall is 450 inches; the record 
is 884 inches (1906-7) - that is, almost 74 feet! (In 
January, 1911, 390 inches was recorded - a North 
American monthly record.) Humanely, Smith and 
his comrades were unaware of what awaited them. 
The recording of daily events and philosophical 
thoughts, common in Smith’s family letters, were 
neglected; extraordinary effort was required as men 
and animals struggled with snow blindness, fatigue 
and hunger in the unforgiving environment. As 
their hardships increased, it required indomitable 
will to carry on. At the summit, the snow covering 
the serrated Sierra crest obscured the best route to 
follow. (The route is thought to be north of Ebbetts 
Pass.) One of Smith’s observations referred to 
“four to eight feet” of snow and ice, which made 
conditions especially difficult for animals. The 
descent was, to some extent, even more stressful 
since the eastern Sierra is more precipitous than 
the western slope (about 20 degrees tilt). After 
eight days, the struggling mountaineers were free 
of the steep high country. They had lost only three 
animals.

To Smith admirers, many questions must 
come to mind. What were his thoughts as his very 
existence was jeopardezed? Was a “mental map” 
evolving? Had the party passed though the Big 
Trees (Sequoia Gigantea) almost twenty-five years 
before they were officially discovered? Were there 
moments during a sunny day when he enjoyed the 
beauty of the mountain landscape? We can only 
speculate about what impressed the explorer. 
Nevertheless, in 1827, Smith and his men were the 
first Americans to cross the lofty Sierra Nevada 
Mountains.

Today, conditions in California’s Central

Sierra Nevada Mountain Range have changed very 
little during the winter. Evidence of man’s presence 
is obliterated shortly after “snow flies” in 
November. All trans-Sierra activity stops. 
Inhabitants in the foothill communities hope the 
road over the pass will be cleared of snow and rock 
slides by Memorial Day, however, even after the 
road has been cleared, it can close again as late as 
June. It is for the most part a rugged wilderness, 
remote but magnificent. John Muir, the consumate 
mountaineer, wrote, it is “the most divinely 
beautiful of all the mountain chains I have ever 
seen.”

Other pioneer mountaineers visited the area 
traversed by Jedediah Smith and his men during 
the winter. Their observations, although brief, 
certainly add to Smith’s standing as a bold and 
brave mountain man.

In 1843 John Charles Fremont, 2nd 
lieutenant in the US Topographical Engineers, let 
his second expedition to the Far West into the 
Sierra. Accompanying him was a professional 
topographer, Charles Preuss. After wandering for 
several weeks through through northwstern 
Nevada, the expedition entered eastern California 
to explore and map the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
between Lake Tahoe, in the north, and Bridgeport 
Lake, in the south. After completeing their survey, 
they planned to descend from the mountains to 
Captain John Sutter’s New Helvetia (Sacramento) 
in the valley where they expected to “place 
themselves in the midst of plenty.” While searching 
for the fabled Rio Buenaventura’s route through 
the rugged mountains, Fremont and his men 
recoinnoitered the snow covered terrain (see 
drawing). Fremont observed “... the days are sunny 
and bright, and even warm in the noon hours ...” 
and if the men had been more favorably situated 
“... we would be delighted here.” Despite his 
inspirational observation, it was early February, 
1844, below zero at night and his men and animals, 
as Smith’s party in 1827, were struggling and 
“restive.” Also, Fremont was lost. An old Indian 
warned the Americans: “Rock upon rock -. rock 
upon rock - snow upon snow - snow upon snow. 
Even if you get over the snow you not be able to 
get down from the mountains”. Nevertheless,
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Fremont, in his “characteristically headlong way,” 
persevered; eventually his scout, Kit Carson, found 
a pass and route (Carson Pass and Highway 88) to 
the warm Sacramento valley.

It is perplexing to read in Allan Nevins’ 
excellent biography Fremont; Pathmaker of the 
West, numerous tributes to Fremont while he 
overlooked Jedediah Smith’s more valuable 
contribution in pioneering western trails. Nevins 
does write briefly about Smith’s travels across the 
Great Basin in 1827, yet maintains that “... no 
white man had ever crossed it [Sierra Nevada 
Mountains] in winter” (p. 152) until Fremont 
accomplished the feat. Smith’s crossing in May 
was equally rigorous.

In January, 1856, “Snowshoe” Thompson 
(John A. Thompson or Thomson) began a 
remarkable twenty-year career of regularly crossing 
the Sierra on ten foot long skis while transporting 
mail, medicine and essential supplies to outposts 
along the eastern Sierra. Smith crossed the 
mountains in eight days; Thompson covered a 
similar route in a mere three days. Indeed, 
Thompson’s crossing was a little shorter, he was 
without pack animals and his rest stops were always 
brief. He carried his precious supplies on his back, 
ate jerky and crackers and rested a few hours each 
night inside a hollowed tree. As Smith, this 
mountaineer wrote very little about his hardships. 
Today most of his adventures have been passed on 
from old timers.

There is a valuable description of the 
Stanislaus River gorge during the winter from 
handyman and writer, Prentice Mulford. As 
Thompson, Mulford traveled alone; unlike 
Thompson, his adventure during the winter of 1865 
was his only trip into the winter wilderness. 
However, his reminiscence does provide yet 
another perspective about human survival during 
an inclement winter in the Central Sierra 
Mountains.

Mulford, as Smith, was born in New York 
and attracted to the Far West while a young man. 
At twenty-one years, he settled in various mining 
camps around Sonora, California, and remained in 
the area during the 1850’s and 1860’s. Initially he 
sought gold; later he collected human interest 

stories for newspaper articles. In late March, 1865, 
after visiting trapper friends in a remote high Sierra 
cabin, he decided to return to his mining 
companions by descending into the Stanislaus 
River canyon. Near the route taken by Smith in 
1827, he describes his laborious effort to travel 
through hummocky snow on snowshoes 
discovering that as the day progressed, the 
freshness he started with in the morning gave way 
to an increasing need for rest. In his autobiography, 
Mulford described his difficulties:

Other troublesome obstacles were the 
little rivulets and brooks, which cutting 
through the snow, left banks on either side 
six or seven feet in height. To climb these 
was difficult. The snow gave-ways, and one 
could only flounder through and up to the 
top. Besides, it was necessary to wade the 
creeks, This wet my feet and caused more 
snow to bunch and freeze on them. Night 
came, and with it an increase of cold, 
which, causing the snow to freeze to a crust 
on top, iced and smoothed the track anew 
forme, (pp 109, 110)

Exhausted, he was unable to reach a remote 
mountain cabin. He spent the night in a roughly 
fashioned ice cave along the frigid Stanislaus River 
where he ate his meager rations. Mulford reflected 
on his predicament: He was isolated from society 
but surprisingly, felt no shortcoming. In this simple 
abode without all “the numberless articles [man] 
brings from all the ends of the earth for his 
subsistence and comfort ...” he actually felt 
relieved. He slept soundly. Was his situation a 
reflection of Smith and his men during an earlier 
encampment? The next day, Mulford continued 
his journey westward to join friends in the foothills 
near Sonora. Earlier, Smith also left a campsite 
near the river but to journey eastward to meet 
friends at the annual rendezvous near the Great Salt 
Lake. Presumably, some aspects of these 
mountaineers’ adventures differed very little.

There are only a few written accounts of 
the forbidden terrain crossed by Smith in the 
southeastern segment of his journey before 
reaching the Great Basin. However, one revealing 
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observation was by John Bidwell. In October, 1841, 
the Bidwell-Bartleson Party of emigrants to central 
California followed many of the river canyons 
visited by the Smith and Fremont parties. Bidwell’s 
diary described the pioneer’s route as they followed 
the Oregon-California Trail - along the Platte River, 
across the Rocky Mountains at South Pass and on 
to California. (Portions of this route had been 
explored by Smith in thel820’s.) However, the 
rugged eastern Sierra was not the gentle sloping 
northern Rockies.

The snow covered California mountains 
must have been an awesome spectacle for a traveler 
in 1827, 1841, or 1844; perhaps a terrestrial 
paradise for some, but not for the mountaineers in 
the midst of winter. There are four peaks above 
11,000 feet and eleven above 10,000 feet in the 
regions. In the winter, with a shortage of supplies, 
this terrain must have been a frightful prospect for 
the three parties. Bidwell wrote, the “naked 
mountains whose summits still retained the snows 
perhaps of a thousand years ...” were a barricade 
to travel across the range. “The winds roared - but 
in the deep dark gulfs which yawned on every side, 
profound solitude seemed to reign.” The Bidwell- 
Bartleson Party struggled to the southwest with the 
vast arid San Joaquin Valley to cross; the Fremont 
Party struggled to the northwest with a mountain 
pass to cross; and the Smith Party struggled to the 
southeast with Great Basin to cross.

On July 3, 1827, Jedediah Smith, Robert 
Evans and Silas Gobel rendezvoused with their 
comrades at Bear Lake. A salute from the company 
cannon announced the end of one of the most 
remarkable mountain expeditions in the annals of 
western history.

AUTHORS NOTE: For over forty years, I 
have studied Jedediah Strong Smith and the 
mountain men. Through the decades, I have 
become increasingly more convinced that these 
intrepid explorers personified the courage and 
character that emerges in American society 
when extraordinary achievements are needed 
from ordinary persons. During such moments, 
Smith was one who accepted each challenge. 
While preparing this article during the 1998 
winter, the following occurred in the region 
Smith crossed: A man and his wife died after 
crashing their vehicle in to the rocky canyon; 
several hunters, hikers, snowboarders were 
lost; a missing man report was announced on 
television; and bones from a previously missing 
man were located. In March, snowflakes were 
falling on the lower Stanislaus River (at 1400 
feet), furnishing distinguishing winter 
characteristics for the rugged Central Sierra 
Nevada foothills. And, the mountain passes 
crossed by Smith were impassable as late as 
June. The winter adventure of Smith party in 
1827 was truly an extraordinary example of 
the indomitable perseverance of men matching 
the mountains.

Correction
Our last issue on the Hendsch family contained 

an error. The photo of the Hendsch Bros. Blacksmithery 
and Saloon in Murphys stated that is was located “next 
to the Big Trees Hotel on Main St. Murphys, circa 
1903”. Main Street is often confused with Highway 4 
and Big Trees Road. The road we know today as Big 
Trees Road has always been known as that, as it was 
the road leading out of town to the “ Big Tree(s)”. For 
a period Highway 4 followed a route from its present 
intersection with Jones Street to the four way 
intersection at Big Trees Road (the section also called 
Main Street today), and on up Big Trees Road to the 
Utica Grade. This former highway alignment only adds 
to the confusion as it has been re-aligned to its present 
location. The Hendsch Bros. Business in 1903 was 

located near the four way intersection of Main/Hwy 4 
and Big Trees Road, fronting the Big Trees Road. The 
business was adjacent to a lodging house called the 
Big Trees Hotel. This hotel was not the Mitchler Hotel, 
which we know today as the historic Murphys Hotel, 
which is located further west up Main Street at Algiers 
Street. The Big Trees Hotel has long since burned 
down. That hotel was located approximately where 
the restaurant The Nugget is located today.

Las Calaveras appreciates the input of several 
people who caught this error, and we thank life-long 
Calaveras County resident Wilma Pechinino for 
bringing it to our attention. Las Calaveras regrets the 
error and apologises for any confusion it may have 
caused.
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Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society 

wishes to thank the following persons who re
cently made donations to the Calaveras County 
Museum:

January 2000

Theodore R. & Alice Shannon, 
Mokelumne Hill, CA

Calaveras Weekly Newspaper Aug 2,
1946

Dennis Caywood, Valley Springs, CA
Carriage blanket made by Violet
Stegora’s mother

February 2000
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Next Meeting of the Historical Society:

April 27, 2000: Civil War Re-enactment in Utica 
Park in Angels Camp. Call the CCHS office for 
details, 754-1058

New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

December 1999 January 2000
Bob Anderson Angels Camp Scott Zellers Glencoe
Susi Lewis Angels Camp James & Linda O’Keefe San Mateo

February 2000
Randy & Sidney Nathan Berkeley
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LIGHTING THE WAY TO WORK
By Bonnie Miller

T
he miner was thought of as a man of few 
means, who required even fewer tools to pursue 
his trade. A simple pick and pan were probably 
the most important tools for the placer miner. By the 

1880s mining in the west had evolved from individuals 
who placer mined to predominantly organized under
ground mining. The underground miner did not care if 
it was day or night as he worked around the clock. He 
was not dependent on summer weather or daylight to 
go to work, but he did need light. No tool was as 
important to
these miners as
the miner’s
candlestick.

The miner’s 
candlestick was
a simple tool
often fabricated 
of wrought or
forged iron or
even twisted
wire, averaging 
about eleven
inches long.
Although this 
tool performed 
a variety of
chores, the stan
dardized form 
of candlestick

had four basic elements: a thimble, a spike, a handle, 
and a hook. It’s foremost function of course was to 
hold a candle. The candle was held in the candlestick 
by a round socket called the thimble. But the candle
stick had to hold the candle, and not the miner hold the 
candlestick. This was so that the miner’s hands would 
be free to do his job. The candlestick was fastened to 
the miner’s clothing or hat by means of a hook. When 
he reached his jobsite, the candlestick was driven into 
a wood beam or crevice in the mine shaft wall by 

means of a 
spike, earning 
the device the 
nickname 
“sticking 
Tommy”. At the 
end of his shift 
or when the 
miner moved 
on, the candle
stick was
removed by 
pulling on the 
device’s handle. 
And the candle
stick was 
fastened to the 
miner’s clothing 
or hat by a 
hook. These

Classic Miner’s Candlestick - A classic miner’s candlestick or 
“sticking Tommy”, 11-1/2” long with the standard elements: a 
thimble, a spike, a handle, and a hook. This model is enhanced 
with the hook acting as a spring lever to keep the candle in the 
thimble under tension. This piece is from New Mexico and is 

owned by Bonnie Miller.
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Reproductions - Two replicas of miner’s candlesticks. The 
one on the left has only a spike with a thimble/handle 
combination. This model is nine inches long and is so 

simple it is sometimes referred to as an abbreviated style. 
It is made of forged iron from a blacksmith in Tuolumne 

County. The right candlestick is only 3-1/4 inches long and 
made of twisted wire. This design is in error as square wire 
was not readily available during the era of the candlestick, 
but is a good example of how the wire around the thimble 
acts like screw threads to hold the candle in place. Both 

reproductions are owned by Bonnie Miller.

four basic elements, the thimble, spike, handle and 
hook comprised the classic design of almost all candle
sticks known in western mining. As we shed some 
light on this unique subject, we will discover that there 
are several variations and deviations from this design.

The origin of the piece we recognize today as the 
miner’s candlestick was probably Cornwall. Most 
underground mining techniques used in this country 
were learned from the Cornish copper miners, recog
nized as the finest underground miners in the world. 
These miners immigrated to this country in the 
1850s and 1860s to work the copper mines 
of upper Michigan and escape the Cornish 
copper mine closures and unemployment 
that was leaving these fine skilled miners 
without a job at home. The Cornish 
miner’s lit their way to work with a candle 
or an oil lamp. When a candle was used, it 
was held in place in the mine usually in a 
lump of clay or mud rather than an iron 
instrument. The iron device, when used by 
the Cornish miners, usually only 
employed the spike with a thimble. The 
quality of the candle had improved 
dramatically when the smokey tallow was 
broken down into is base components and 
stearic acid candles were developed and

mass produced. The better candle quickly 
became the preferred method of lighting 
throughout mining. But the Cornish 
miners in the east remained loyal to their 
oil lamps and did not improve much on the 
design of the candlestick so that the 
candlestick’s evolution in the east was 
very limited. Most of the improvements to 
the candlestick came out of the Comstock 
Lode which is why almost all candlesticks 
are artifacts of western mining.

Despite all of the eventual standardiza
tion of the tool, the truth is that there are 
literally thousands of derivations of the 
instrument and its components. In general, 
candlesticks can be roughly categorized 
into three classes: simple, basic, and stan
dard. The original soft lump of clay that 
was formed around the bottom of the 
candle resembled a sewing thimble that 
covers the end of a finger, thus the name

given to this part of the candlestick. The single 
thimble was the concept used in mines in England 
since the 1700s and was brought to this country by 
the Cornish miners. In an effort to affix the candle to 
the mine walls to bring the light closer to the miner’s 
face and hands, the spike was developed with the 
thimble being made of a metal socket instead of clay. 
The thimble and spike is the simplest design. Around 
1860 to 1865 in the Comstock mines the design was 
enhanced with the handle to aid in removing the spike 
from the mine wall. This next evolution in the design 

Simple Candlestick - This simple model has only a 
thimble, spike and handle. Two small metal pins are 
visible in the center holding together this handmade 

piece. It is from the Comstock mines and is owned by 
Bonnie Miller.
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is known as the basic design. In the 1870s the hook 
was added to what became the standard or classic 
design throughout the west. Anything further embel
lished or extravagant outside of these categories is 
generally thought of as “fancy”.

It is important to recognize that within each of 
these simplified classifications there was much varia
tion which is noteworthy. For instance, within the 
simple classification employing only the thimble and 
spike, there are some designs which are so abbreviated 
that they appear to employ only a handle and spike, but 
it is the handle
which in fact
functions as the 
thimble (see
photograph of 
replica).
Sometimes the 
thimble may be
enhanced with a 
spring lever to
hold the candle 
under tension or
aid in releasing 
it from the thim
ble. Another 
method of
holding the
candle securely
within the
thimble was to
construct the 
thimble out of
twisted wire
which acted like 
screw threads.
The candle was 
twisted into the
thimble effec
tively holding it 
in place.

Holding the candle in the candlestick was very 
important. Several variations on the design employed 
either open or closed bottom thimbles. The open 
thimble usually had a spring lever and allowed the 
miner to feed the candle through as needed. The theory 
behind the closed-bottom thimble was that the candle 
could only bum down that far and would die out. In

fact in later years self-extinguishing models were yet 
another improvement introduced. The concern was 
that if the bottom of the thimble were open, the candle 
could bum all of the way down and even through the 
candlestick and possibly drop the flame. Thus many 
candlestick thimbles had a closed-bottom or bridge to 
prevent the candle and flame from falling through. For 
this reason it was very important that the miner always 
carefully place his candlestick so as to avoid having the 
flame too close to a hazard. This concern became only 
too dramatically real in a famous mine disaster in the 

Yellow Jacket 
Mine in Gold 
Hill, Nevada. 
Apparently an 
unattended 
miner’s candle
stick burned 
through and 
ignited a huge 
fire, possibly 
involving the 
mine’s explo- 
s i v e s , 
eventually 
claiming 37 
lives. It was 
only three years 
after this
famous disaster 
that the first 
patent was 
granted for a 
“safety miner’s 
candlestick” 
which was a 
self-extin
guishing model. 

The flame 
was very impor

tant to the miner in more ways. Of course he needed 
the flame to see in order to work. The dictionary 
defines the light of his single candle, one candle
power, as “the illuminating power of one standard 
candle”. This is scant little light when you consider 
that by today’s standards a dim 40 watt bulb emits 
almost 600 candle power!! Working by the flame, as 
well as reading the flame itself were both part of the

Miners at Work - Miners at the Stickles Mine in Angels Camp 
going down in a skip. Note three lit candles in candlesticks in their 

hands. Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Archives.
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Lightner Mine - These miners are removing an ore cart from the 
Lightner Mine in Angels Camp. A candlestick is clearly visible in the 

timber. Photo courtesy of the County Archives.

miner’s job. Some miners were designated as “candle 
watchers”. These miners were experts at reading the 
flame to determine air flow within a mine shaft, or 
the presence or even level of dangerous carbon 
monoxide gas.

It has often been argued that the hook was added 
to give the miner a place to hang his lunchpail while 
at work. But upon careful inspection, one will find 
that if the hook were underneath the candlestick as 
would be necessary to hold the lunch pail, 
then the closed-thimble models would be 
closed on top and unable to hold a candle 
unless the candle were able to burn from 
the bottom up! The intent of the hook was 
to affix the candlestick to the miner or on 
a wall so as to leave his hands free while 
moving about. There are some candle
sticks which have both a hook on the top 
and one or two on the bottom in a “claw” 
style. These models were generally used to 
further secure the candlestick onto the 
wall by giving it a bigger purchase with 
two or more hooks. Sometimes these may 
have been used to hang a lantern from, but 
the candlestick would have had to have 

been very securely driven 
into the wall to avoid 
having the weight of the 
lantern pull the candle
stick out. There were no 
photographs available 
that showed an upside 
down hook being used to 
hold a lunch pail. There 
are many pictures which 
show the candlestick 
affixed to either the front 
of the miner’s clothing 
(usually unlit) or to his 
hat (lit or unlit). The use 
of the candlestick on his 
hat seems to be a natural 
origin for the carbide 
lamps which eventually 
took the candle’s place in 
later years.

The mine typically 
supplied all of the tools, 

except the candlestick, necessary for the under
ground miners to do their work. The mine supplied 
the miner with three to five standard candles for his 
shift. The standard mine lighting candle was about 
nine inches long by 3/4 inch diameter and averaged 
about twelve to fourteen ounces each. As the 
candlestick became standardized it became mass 
produced. It could be purchased in quantity as an 
accessory to the candles. Candle makers supplied

Fancy Model - This fancy model of a candlestick has 
several accessories. It is a folding model with a hinge in 

the spike, and it has a blasting fuse cutter and cap 
crimper. This elaborate model was “invented” by Dave 

Baratini and donated by him to the Old Timer’s Museum 
in Murphys.
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mines with cases of candles as a routine supply, and 
eventually began to sell the appropriate candlestick 
to hold their product. These mass produced candle
sticks often bore the stamp, name or imprint of the 
designer or manufacturer. Ironically it is these 
marked candlesticks that are eagerly sought after by 
the collectors. Candlesticks were often made by the 
local blacksmith as other iron tools were. But many 
candlesticks were fabricated for extra income by 
miners themselves.
Since the candle
stick was a
personal tool of the
miner, they often
took on the marks,
tooling, and even
tually the
personality of its
owner. They were
customized by
their owner to
include innovative
accessories to
further assist the
miner in his daily
work such as the
addition of a
blasting fuse cutter.
Other features of
the tool that may or
may not have been
useful were a
swiveling thimble
(called a Gimball
model) that
allowed the candle
to always hang
vertically, a flame
snuffer, a
matchbox, a shade
or shield or
reflector for the flame, and disassembling or 
folding models. Since the candlestick was such a 
singly important tool it functioned much for the 
miner then as a pocketknife is carried by people 
today. It is not surprising that over 90 patents were 
issued for features for what could be a seemingly 
simple tool.

Fancy personal models were enhanced with 
artwork such as tooling , a pistol grip handle, or 
miniature models of picks, shovels, etc attached to 
the candlestick as decorations. These beautiful and 
usually rare one of a kind models can be the lifetime 
prize of the collector.

Collectors have found many of their treasures 
from inside mines but this source is fairly exhausted 
today. A novice collector would be lucky to find one 

in an antique store 
and would likely 
pay top dollar for 
the piece. It is very 
hard to get a 
collector to part 
with a treasure so it 
is difficult to 
purchase one 
outright for cash. 
Most collectors 
prefer the thrill and 
satisfaction of a 
trade instead. There 
are many imita
tions and replicas 
to be aware of as 
well. It is difficult 
to place a value on 
a candlestick 
because of the 
myriad of designs. 
Some collectors 
can still find 
replicas for as little 
as one dollar, or a 
genuine piece for a 
bargain of less than 
a hundred dollars, 
or be willing to pay 
several thousands 
for a coveted fancy 

model that they would find to be priceless.
The candlestick enjoyed a variety of other 

uses besides holding a candle for lighting the way 
to work for the miner. Grateful mining companies 
sometimes bestowed a fancy or decorative model 
upon a valued retiring miner, similar to the “gold 
watch” retirement gift of later years. Replicas

Lightner Mine - This photo shows two miners and appar
ently a clergyman just after a blast. Each has a candlestick 

with a lit candle in their hands. The miner on the right 
checking for gold in a rock appears to have an early style 
of lamp affixed to his hat. Photo courtesy of the County 

Archives.
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were used by women of the day instead of a hat 
pin to secure their hats in place. Miniature models 
of candlesticks were sometimes used as promo
tional gifts or even as novelty placecard holders at 
elaborate dinner functions. Sometimes the candle
stick was used for entertainment during their 
non-working hours. Sharp shooters would attempt 
to shoot the flame off of the top of the candle at 
progressively greater distances without damaging 
the candle or the more valuable candlestick. A less 
attractive use of the candlestick was to smuggle 
gold out of the mine. At the end of the shift a 
miner might fill the bowl of the candlestick’s 
thimble with free gold to take home to supplement 
his income. When this practice was discovered, 
mines often
enacted policies 
where the miners
had to be searched 
before they were
lifted out of the 
mine at the end of 
their day.

The most noto
rious alternative 
use of the candle
stick was as a 
weapon. The
simple tool with its 
convenient handle 
and sharp spike was 
a natural weapon.
And it was almost 
always readily
available at the hands of all miners should a dispute 
erupt. A famous murder in Rhyolite Nevada in 1906 
was committed with a candlestick. A drink-crazed, 
wife-beating miner named O’Brien attacked his wife 
when she had him served with divorce papers. He 
stabbed her in the neck with the candlestick. 
Amazingly she dragged herself to the street but died 
shortly thereafter. The drunk miner continued his 
rampage by turning on his wife’s sister, on the 
Justice of the Peace, and even on himself. A deputy 
eventually had to shoot O’Brien killing him 
instantly. The sensational murder was the talk of 
Nevada for months and came to be known as “The 
Candlestick Murder”. In a less dramatic incident in

Colorado, a laborer named John Otto who called 
himself “the ideal socialist” decided that the best 
way to make his point was to assassinate Governor 
Peabody with a candlestick. Otto may have thought 
of himself as ideal, but apparently he was pretty 
stupid. He had sent a threatening letter to Peabody 
which the governor decided to take seriously. When 
Otto arrived to do the assassination, he found the 
sheriff instead, and the governor absent as he had 
chosen to attend a football game nearby rather than 
wait around to be murdered.

Calaveras County is not without its candlestick 
murder as well. In another sensational incident in 
1905, two Mexican miners at the Poley Messer 
Saloon at Melones got into a scuffle in which one 

was killed by a 
candlestick. They 
had been there 
from one o’clock 
in the afternoon 
until six o’clock 
but the murderer 
claimed that they 
were not drunk. 
Alvino Cassillas 
stabbed his
brother-in-law 
Bruno Asata 
several times. 
Unfortunately 
Asata did not die 
quickly but was 
picked up by other 
patrons of the 

saloon and carried home in a chair, bleeding, to his 
wife. The trip home was unpleasant as Asata fell 
out of the chair several times but was always 
picked up and placed back in the chair by his 
faithful friends. Cassillas fled the area but was 
eventually caught and held by the sheriff in San 
Andreas without bail. There was a lurid trial in 
which Cassillas admitted to having kept his 
stiletto-like candlestick always on him and sharp 
should the opportunity arise for him to work in a 
mine for a day. He claimed that he always kept his 
candlestick clean and shiny and did not allow 
candle wax or grease to accumulate on it. Despite 
his sincere attitude and admirable hygiene and care 

Two Authentic Candlesticks Owned by an Authentic 
Miner - The larger candlestick is a standard model 
obtained in San Andreas in a barter transaction. The 

smaller worn model probably had a thimble and hook at 
one time but these features have weathered away until it 

was recovered “while prospecting in a crick”. Both pieces 
are owned by Howard Little.
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for tools, Cassillas was found guilty of second 
degree murder.

Noted western author Frank Norris details life in 
the California mines for a Cornish miner in his book 
McTeague: A Story of San Francisco. Norris 
describes many of the uses of the candlestick in the 
miner’s everyday lives.

The ingenuity of the frontier miner has created a 
true piece of western folk art to be found nowhere 
else in the world. The candlestick was an essential 
part of the underground miner’s workday as well as 
his personal possession. He accented the tool with 
personal artwork or accessories and innovations, 
some of which were useful and some not. The candle
stick enjoyed almost a fifty year life span from about 
1865 to 1915 where it was the sole method of lighting 
the way to work for the miner. It is not surprising that 
when other forms of mine lighting became available, 
many miners clung to their candlestick even when

they were no longer needed. New carbide lamps 
were often resisted by the traditional, loyal candle 
miners. Candles often remained in use alongside 
carbide lamps or in remote areas where supplies 
were difficult to come by. Some creatively styled 
carbide lamps were even designed to resemble a 
candlestick going so far as to include a hook so as to 
appeal to these old die hard miners. The last patent 
for a candlestick was issued in 1917 but was of little 
use by then. By 1909 the carbide lamp had become 
perfected as the method for individual lighting and 
became the standard practice shortly thereafter. The 
carbide lamp did not enjoy the long life that the 
candlestick had seen as the era of the carbide lamp 
was relatively short-lived from about 1915 to 1935. 
Electric lighting inside the underground mines was 
fairly common by the Great Depression. And the 
electric headlamp had been perfected by about World 
War II. Greater availability of electricity and

Gold Cliff Mine - This group of miners are ready to go to work at the Gold Cliff Mine in 
Angels Camp. Several of the miners have candles in their pockets or their candlesticks in their 

hands. Note that two of the gentlemen at the top left of the photo look as though they are 
holding one of their fellow miners at spike point! Photo taken 1899 or 1900, and is courtesy of 

the County Archives.
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increased awareness for mine safety drew away from 
use of a flame and the individual miner’s light. The 
carbide lamps were eventually abandoned as the 
preferred method of lighting as electric lights 
replaced even those powerful lamps.

EDITOR’S NOTE: There are some 
excellent resources on candlesticks and mine 
lighting should the reader be interested in 
learning more about this fascinating subject. 
The foremost being A Collectors Guide to 
Antique Miner’s Candlesticks by Wendell E. 
Wilson and Ted Bobrink. Also The Miner’s 
Flame Light Book: The Story of Man’s 
Development of Underground Light by 

Henry A. Pohs, and 
American Miners’ 
Carbide Lamps by 
Gregg S. Clemmer. 
Las Calaveras is 
grateful for lifelong 
Claveras County resi
dent and prospector 
Howard Little for 
providing the impetus 
for this article.

Museum Pieces - The Calaveras County Museum has these three fine 
examples on display.

Goodbye, Fred Cuneo

L
as Calaveras is sad to report the loss of a 
native Calaveras County resident and 
former Historical Society President, Fred 
Cuneo. Born in 1906 at Fricot City, Fred passed- 

on on June 13 at the age of 94.
Fred served as the postmaster of San Andreas 

for 18 years, but it is his community service activ
ities for which he will be best remembered. His 
accomplishments and contributions to Calaveras 
County are numerous. To name only a few, he 
served as the chairman of the Calaveras County 
Republican Central Committee for 10 years, was 
a life member of the San Andreas Lions, a 
member of SIRS, the National Association of

Retired Federal Employees, the Knights of 
Columbus, The Italian Cultural Society, the 
Calaveras County Chamber of Commerce, the 
Mark Twain St. Joseph’s Hospital Foundation, and 
the Calaveras County Fair Board.

Fred was a true gentleman respected by 
everyone who met him. This was because he 
treated equally everyone that he met with respect. 
He was a dedicated volunteer at the County 
Museum and he genuinely enjoyed meeting the 
visitors who came by.

The Calaveras County Historical Society sends 
their warmest wishes to the large family Fred has left 
behind. Goodbye, Fred. You will be sorely missed.
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ZWINGE BUILDING HONORED

O
n May 10 more than 60 descen
dants of Joseph Zwinge gathered in 
San Andreas for a reunion and 
honored the building constructed by their 

ancestor. In a joint ceremony with the 
Calaveras County Historical Society, the 
Zwinge family enjoyed the ceremony as the 
highlight of their reunion. In keeping with 
our chartered goal to preserve history, the 
Historical Society provided a bronze plaque 
which was affixed to the stone front of the 
building. Great grand-daughters Beverly 
Burton, one of the Historical Society’s 
volunteers, and Francis Larken were instru
mental in obtaining the plaque and 
conducting the commemorative ceremony.

Joseph Zwinge was a Prussian emigrant 
who lived first in New York for two years 
before heading west. He built the first known 
tent restaurant in San Andreas in 1853. It was 
called the American Restaurant. The tent

Zwinge Building - The oldest surviving building in San 
Andreas, a stone building built as a restaurant in 1853 by 

Joseph Zwinge. This building currently houses the 
Calaveras County Archives.

restaurant and its two replacements which were built of 
wood all burned down in fires. Finally Zwinge decided 
to rebuilt in stone as well as add lodging to the premises. 
It is believed that the stone used to build the restaurant, 
the native rhyolite, schist, green stone, and granite, were 
carried by mule from the Zwinge family ranch on East 
Murray Creek Road. The stone building was sturdy 
enough to withstand several subsequent tests of fire and 
years of use. Although the rear of the building has expe-

€
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Dedication Plaque - The newest plaque on the 
building, dedicated May 10, 2000, by the 

decendents of Joseph Zwinge in collaboration 
with the Calaveras County Historical Society. 

Photos by Bonnie Miller.

rienced additions and remodels in the following years, 
the front of the building remains almost unaltered from 
its original appearance. And the building has enjoyed 
continuous use and is still in use today.

Zwinge and Company sold the property to Joseph 
Huberty in 1858 when Joseph decided to pursue other 
interests. In 1887 Huberty sold it to William Jenkins 
who extensively overhauled the building and 
continued to operate the restaurant and boarding 
house. From that time until he sold it, it was known as 
the Jenkins Brothers Hotel. In 1936 it was acquired by 
mining engineer Desire Fricot who eventually gave the 
building to the people of San Andreas.

Have you guessed which fine building in San Andreas 
this is that we’re talking about? This stone building, the 
oldest in San Andreas, is located on Main Street and for 
many years served as the county library. When Fricot gave 
the building to the county it was with the stipulation that it 
be used as a library, museum, or chamber of commerce 
which the county has honored. Today the building houses 
the Calaveras County Archives. The Zwinge family should 
be proud of the fine legacy that their ancestor built, and we 
are all grateful to Desire Fricot for the gift he gave to the 
people of this county.
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Calaveras is not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. 
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The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the County. 
Locations and scheduled programs are announced in 
advance. Some meetings include a dinner program, and 
visitors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, 
the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome to 
stop by the office for assistance with research, and are 
encouraged to visit the museum while in the area. The 
office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, 
and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058.

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society 

wishes to thank the following persons who 
recently made donations to the Calaveras 
County Museum:

March 2000
Estyn M. & Lois Mead, Bellingham, WA

Copies of two letters, a travel log, and a 
story re: Mead/Groot family members

Taylor Family, Railroad Flat, CA
Misc. papers from the Taylor Store

Robert E. Hill, Riverbank, CA
Scale beam from old store at O’Byrnes 
Ferry Bridge; miner’s tool

April 2000
Donna Metzger, Susanville, CA

That Metzger Family and Others book 
by Donna Humphrey Metzger

May 2000
Ray A. L. Douglas, Mokelumne Hill, CA 

Misc. Native American artifacts

Next Meeting 
of the Historical Society

July 27, 2000
Dinner meeting and installation of officers. 
Call for reservations and details, 754-1058.

New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

March 2000
Theda B. White Swift Paso Robles Nick Salvetti Sacramento
Tomas A. Fletcher Arnold Rick Salvetti Carmel
Jim & Joanne Thompson Redwood City

April 2000 May 2000
James Riley San Francisco Genna Hurst Beth Childs West Point

Mrs. Donald J. Fragale Great Falls J
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MAMIE MEINECKE
A Nineteenth Century Calaveras County Teacher 

by Mary Alice Sanguinetti
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Avery School - where Mamie Meinecke taught in 1893 and 1894. Mamie is wearing a dark dress and standing on the school 
porch; the names of the children are unknown. These children rode their burros to school and then sent them home, but on this 

day the burros stayed around long enough to be photographed. Presumably the children walked home at the end of the day.
— Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.
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MAMIE MEINECKE
by Mary Alice Sanguinetti

T
he piece of lined paper had yellowed with age.
It was in a box of old family photographs 
which also contained a letter written in 1897. 

On one side of the paper signs of the zodiac surround 
a birth date and time, April 1, 1873, at 11:40 PM. On 
the other side are the words “blue eyes, flaxen hair, 
sanguine complexion tall... Marriage. No reason for 
delay, nothing to impede, will be likely to marry in 
1898... Occupation, an instructor of others in some 
line, you can become a fine scholar, and have tact.” 
There is no way of knowing who wrote the horoscope. 
Its brown ink, paper and handwriting do not match the 
handwriting on the letter postmarked in San Francisco 
and addressed to “Miss Marie Meinecke, Esmeralda, 
Cal. Co., Cal.”

Marie Meinecke was my grandmother and she 
was the tall, flaxen-haired teacher at Esmeralda in 
1897. The letter was from her friend Enid, who wrote 
“Dear friend Mamie,” and after referring to various 
members of Mamie’s family continued, “When I 
spoke of Henry S. to you I only intended to recall our 
old joke... I must have stumbled right into a secret, 
but I didn’t know I was on that ground. I had not heard 
anything at all except the wee, wee bit you wrote 
about some one’s coming for you Friday afternoons... 
You have an easy time in your school, haven’t you? I 
never got to visit you when you were presiding. And 
there’s not much chance now. I’m here and your plans 
for a prolonged siege of teaching are shattered.” The 
horoscope was wrong about when Mamie would 
marry but she was already well acquainted with 
Henry Sanguinetti; they married in 1900. Both were 
born and grew up in Vallecito, the children of immi
grants who came to California in the 1850s and made 
their homes in the hills of the Mother Lode.

Marie Dorothea Meinecke, known as Mamie, was 
the fourth daughter and youngest child of J. Marie and 
W. G. Edward Meinecke; she was bom in Vallecito 
twenty minutes before midnight April 1, All Fools 
Day, 1873. By the time Mamie was born Vallecito’s 
days as a populous mining town were over and quartz 
mining had replaced placer mining. Vallecito was a 
quiet community of farmers, gold miners, store
keepers, a butcher, a brewer and a couple of hotel 
keepers. Although the community was small it was a

Weirich Gustave Edward Meinecke - Vallecito pioneer. 
— Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.

cosmopolitan home for immigrants from Italy, Chile, 
Germany, Ireland, England and the eastern and 
southern states.

An 1876 map of Vallecito shows approximately 
forty irregularly-shaped lots. The Meinecke home 
was located south of the town’s center in Block Two 
with Church Street on the west side and the Grabe 
family on the south. At the end of the block was the 
hotel owned by the German, Charles Kohler. Across 
the alley on the east lived the Rufes, Mitchells and 
Greenwalls. William Crozier, a gold miner from 
Ireland, lived across what is now called Rufe Lane on 
the north. The Rufes, like the Meineckes, were from 
Germany. George Rufe, a butcher, was from 
Wurttemberg, and his wife, Elizabeth, was from 
Bavaria; all of their children were bom in California. 
Laura Rufe, the oldest, was the same age as Elise, the 
oldest Meinecke daughter, and like Elise she had 
three younger brothers and three younger sisters, 
including Carrie, who was born in October, six 
months after Mamie. Bertha and Carrie Rufe in 
particular were friends with Mamie and her sister 
Amelia. Carrie and Mamie went through school 
together and Carrie later taught for many years in the 
Vallecito School. Another neighbor, Robert 
Greenwall was a blacksmith from England and A.M. 
Mitchell was a gold miner from Kentucky. All were 
near the Vallecito School and the General 
Merchandise store owned by the Italian, John Arata.
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Johanna Marie Bartels Meinecke - who immigrated to 
Vallecito from Germany with her husband Weirich 

Gustave Edward Meinecke in 1858.
— Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.

Mamie’s father, Edward Meinecke had never been 
a miner. Edward and his older brother Frederick had 
immigrated from Hanover to the United States. Their 
widowed mother, Margaret Almeras Meinecke, sent her 
two youngest sons to America to prevent their conscrip
tion into the army. After reaching the United States 
Edward first worked as a clerk at a store in New York 
while his older brother traveled to Wisconsin, joined a 
party taking cattle to California and spent a brief time 
mining. Frederick then returned to the east coast via 
Nicaragua and, joined by Edward, again journeyed to 
Wisconsin. The two brothers left Wisconsin with 150 
milk cows in 1852, spent the winter in Salt Lake City, 
and reached Calaveras County in 1853. Frederick 
engaged in dairying in Murphys for a few years while, 
in 1855, Edward bought a ranch in Vallecito. Edward 
paid Pedro Secondo, Santiago Abella and Santiago 
Samona $500, for approximately 160 acres located 
along Coyote Creek. The purchase price included two 
ploughs, two set of harnesses and a wagon. In 1858 the 
two Meinecke brothers returned to Germany, and there, 
in the town of Altenbruch, Edward married Johanna 
Marie Bartels on October 8, 1858. Frederick also 
married and shortly thereafter the two brothers and their 
brides, accompanied by a nephew, fifteen-year-old 
Henry Wohlins, and a niece, seventeen-year-old Meta 
Van Bronson, returned to California.

One-hundred years later Mamie’s sister Amelia 
Meinecke Shepherd recalled the story of her parents’ 
trip across the Atlantic. Speaking only a few years 
after the end of World War II Amelia expressed admi
ration for her grandmother, Margaret Almeras 
Meinecke who didn’t want her sons, Edward and 
Frederick, to be conscripted into the army.

They went on a steamer and you know if they had 
left Germany the week before, that steamer burned on 
the ocean and everybody was lost, and his old mother 
didn’t want her two sons to be married on the same 
day so Uncle Fritz was married the first Sunday and 
the following Sunday Papa was married and then they 
all went together on the same ship and that ship, they 
had a terrible storm at sea, and, well they lost a lot of 
baggage and stuff, but when they finally landed - and 
they didn’t have anything but cold potatoes to eat for 
a day - when they landed in New York - before they 
landed - they took up a collection among the passen
gers and they bought the captain a beautiful loving 
cup, silver I guess it was. Anyhow at that time that 
was quite a present you know.

They both came together you see, the two sons. 
The old mother, she was quite an old lady. That just 
shows what a wonderful person she was.

She didn’t want her sons to be under that rule 
there. You know how they were. Oh, she hated it. They 
were fighting then all the time in Germany, you know, 
and she hated that. In order to save her boys from 
doing that she sent them to America.

Papa s mother was a widow and I think my father 
was only three years old when his father died. She 
raised her children and she educated them all well.

After crossing the Atlantic to New York by steamer 
the party traveled to Panama. By 1858 the trip from the 
east coast across the Isthmus of Panama was consider
ably easier than it had been at the height of the gold 
rush. In 1855 the Pacific Mail Steamship Company had 
completed construction of a railroad across the Isthmus 
which reduced the time between New York and San 
Francisco to nineteen days. After crossing Panama the 
Meinecke party boarded the John L. Stevens. This 
wooden side wheel steamer was owned by the Pacific 
Mail Steamship Company and traveled regularly 
between San Francisco and Panama from 1853 until 
1861. The John L. Stevens was one of three Pacific 
Mail Steamship Company steamers that were “superior 
in size, accommodations, and speed to anything else on 
the Pacific coast.”1 It was large enough to carry 350 
cabin passengers and more than 550 steerage passen
gers and was “provided with an extensive suite of baths 
for passengers with instant hot and cold water.”

Edward and Marie Meinecke, Meta von Bronson 
and Heinrich Wohlins reached Vallecito on Christmas
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Vallecito School - built in the 1850s, one of the earliest school houses in 
Calaveras County. The Meinecke children attended this school. 
— Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

Eve, 1858. In 1954, Mamie’s sister-in-law, Dora 
Twisselman Meinecke recalled stories of the family’s 
arrival in Vallecito. “On October 8, 1858, these two 
married and arrived in Vallecito Christmas Eve... All 
the way up they were so proud. I think that Uncle 
Fredrick owned those cattle too, because he and 
Grandfather Meinecke were partners there. All the 
way up they would find cattle... ”

Two events marked Edward and Marie Meinecke’s 
first year together in Vallecito. The summer after their 
Christmas Eve arrival, on August 12, 1859, the town was 
almost completely destroyed by a fire which started at a 
store in the center of town. The lower end of the town 
where the Meineckes lived was saved by the force pump 
in the well of Mr. Baker. A few months later, on November 
30, 1859, their first child, Elise Fredericka, was bom.

Edward raised cattle on his land until the floods 
of 1861 -1862. That year in Sonora seventy-two inches 
of rain fell between November 11, 1861 and January 
14, 1862.2 Dora Twisselman Meinecke recalled,

“It was such a wet winter that they could not go 
with horses out to gather up the cattle. They could not 
get any feed for them because the grass was all rained 
into the ground and the cattle all bogged down and 
they lost an immense lot of money. All the cattle died. 
When they went out there they dfind one bogged down 
here, one died there. All the cattle died for eight or ten 
miles where theyd always been running... he never 
did get started in the cattle business again. They 
always had hay. They d sell hay every year on that 
homestead or that piece of land that he owned."

Despite this setback the Meinecke family continued 
to grow and prosper in Vallecito. The peach orchard 

which Edward Meinecke developed became 
one of the most valuable in the area. Much of 
the fruit was dried and the children helped 
with this work. By the time Mamie was bom 
the Meinecke family was well established. 
Her oldest sister, Elise, was nearly fourteen, 
Amelia was seven and Meta was five. Her 
three older brothers, Frederick, eleven, Gus, 
nine and Edward, two, could also look after 
her and introduce her to life in Vallecito. The 
children grew up in the Vallecito house, 
about a quarter mile from Edward’s ranch.

Mamie’s older sister Amelia had been 
bom just a year before Laura Ingalls was 
bom in the big woods of Wisconsin. Laura 
Ingalls Wilder and Amelia Meinecke 
Shepherd would share almost the same life 

span; both died nearly a century later in 1957. During 
the years when the Ingalls family was moving by 
covered wagon between Wisconsin, Indian Territory, 
Minnesota and Dakota Territory, the Meinecke children 
were growing up in Vallecito, attending the one-room 
Vallecito school which had been built in the 1850s and 
was similar to the ones Mary, Laura, Carrie and Grace 
Ingalls attended on the prairie.

Itinerant artisans with horse-drawn studios some
times moved from town to town in the Mother Lode 
country. Perhaps it was an itinerant photographer who 
photographed Amelia and her sister Meta in 1870, three 
years before Mamie was bom. The two serious little 
girls wear similar light-colored dresses, their gathered 
skirts trimmed with dark braid. Matching braid is seen 
at the waist and on the tucked bodice of Amelia’s dress 
and on the short sleeves of both dresses.

There were several mines in the Vallecito area 
including one owned by Italians at Vallecito Flat, near 
the Meinecke Ranch. According to Amelia her father 
allowed Italians to mine on his ranch and they took 
out quite a lot of gold, including one large “chispa” 
which was on display in the Palace Hotel in San 
Francisco for many years. On December 25, 1872, a 
few months before Mamie was born, the Calaveras 
Mountaineer, reported,

The Italian boys on Vallecito Flat are known to 
be doing well. All summer they have been taking out 
dirt (which is laid by to slack in the air) in which gold 
is plainly visible. Our Italian population are gener
ally very reticent as to what they are doing, but 
notwithstanding this enough is known to justify the 
assertion we have made above.
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In 1879 when Amelia was thirteen and Mamie 
was six Vallecito celebrated Christmas with a commu
nity Christmas tree. In Chapter 31 of On the Banks of 
Plum Creek Laura Ingalls Wilder describes Laura’s 
delight when she sees her first Christmas tree at a 
similar community event,

Laura decided it must be a tree. She could see its 
trunk and branches. But she had never before seen such 
a tree... From the branches hung packages wrapped in 
coloured paper, red packages and pink packages and 
yellow packages, all tied with coloured string... Lavish 
strings of white popcorn were looped over all this.

Vallecito children probably felt the same wonder 
and excitement. On January 3, 1880 the Calaveras 
Weekly Citizen reported:

A Christmas Tree for the amusement of the little 
ones of Vallecito was held on Christmas Eve... Santa 
Claus was represented by Mr. John Greenwall, who 
kept the audience in a continuous roar of laughter by 
his witty sayings. After over an hours time the Tree 
being cleared of its contents, the hall was prepared for 
the dancing assemblage in attendance being the largest 
that has congregated in Vallecito for fifteen years.

In the 1880s, when Amelia, Meta, Edward and 
Mamie were probably all attending the Vallecito 
School, autograph books became popular. In Little 
Town on the Prairie Laura Ingalls Wilder writes about 
the autograph albums which Ma brought back from 
Iowa after taking Mary to the college for the blind. 

“I found that autograph albums are all the 
fashion nowadays,” said Ma. ‘All the most fashion
able girls in Vinton have them.” 

“What are they, exactly? ” Laura asked. 
“You ask a friend to write a verse on one of the 

blank pages and sign her name to it,” Ma explained. 
“If she has an autograph album, you do the 
same for her, and you keep the albums to 
remember each other by.”

Amelia’s album, a little brown, cloth- 
covered book suggests who some of her 
friends were as well as possible trips she 
made during this decade. On the cover is the 
word “Album” adorned by birds, flowers 
and leaves. Inside are sentiments written by 
her sisters, her teacher, Mrs. H. A. Morgan 
and various schoolmates and neighbors. 
Most of the names accompanied by the 
word “schoolmate” are dated from 1881 to 
1883 when Amelia was between fifteen and 
seventeen years old and finishing her 
education in the Vallecito School and 
Mamie was just beginning school.

On one page toward the back of the album is a deli
cate drawing of two horses pulling a wagon in which 
there are six passengers. The entire picture is three 
inches across and less than one-and-a half inches high. 
Surrounding scenery includes a leafy bush and what 
might be a creek bed. Several of the passengers, from 
their hats, appear to be women. One, a bit smaller and 
with a braid down her back, may be a young girl. 
Another, holding the reins is probably a man. A sign 
nearby, best read with a magnifying glass, says “to 
Carson.” Underneath the drawing are the words “A case 
for the S.F.T.P.O.C.T.A.,” 3 perhaps indicating that the 
horses had too heavy a load to pull. Also on the page are 
the words, in fine copperplate script, “As usual, Arthur 
S. Harris, Vallecito, July 3-4, 1885.” This page could be 
a remembrance of a particularly pleasant Independence 
Day outing to Carson Hill when Amelia was nineteen.

Several autographs dated 1885 and 1886 include 
the location - Stockton - suggesting that Amelia 
spent some time visiting in Stockton during those 
years. These include members of the Shepherd family 
in Stockton who were probably related to Amelia and 
Mamie’s brother-in-law, James Shepherd.

Mamie and Amelia’s older sister Elise, and James 
S. Shepherd, known as Jim, had married in October 
1884 when Mamie was eleven and Amelia was 
eighteen. Elise and Jim were married in Calaveras 
County and lived in a number of different places, 
including Vallecito and Copperopolis. Elise and Jim 
Shepherd had five children, Hazel, Willard, Harold, 
Carl, and Meta. James Shepherd worked at various 

Eureka School - in Railroad Flat, built in 1866, where Mamie taught in 1893. 
— Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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jobs. For a while, around the turn of the century he 
was a mill superintendent at the Royal mine near 
Copperopolis. Later he worked in Stockton, then Kern 
County and Los Angeles. In Kern County he worked 
in the Kern River Oil Fields and the family lived near 
the Henry Sanguinetti family.

When the Meinecke children were growing up in 
Vallecito there was no high school in Calaveras 
County. The one- and two-teacher schools of the 
county usually offered nine grades. State funds were 
available to support “grammar schools” but not for 
high schools. Eventually rural schools started offering 
a “grammar school course” which was equivalent to a 
high school, but which was funded by the state. 
School terms varied in length, however a school was 
required to provide a
six month term in order
to get its state appor
tionment. The county’s 
newspapers announced
many school openings 
in August and
September and school 
closings in May and
June but a school term 
could start during any 
month and often
schools were in session
in the summer months.
The Calaveras Citizen
noted that “many 
school teachers forget 
that the law requires 
them to notify the Supt.
at least one week
before school closes.”
Uniform textbooks 
were prescribed by the
state and California
was considered to have 
a very progressive education system. An act passed by 
the state the year Amelia was born required local 
districts to provide ink, chalk, pens and paper to the 
schools and to establish a system of school libraries.

Like her brothers and sisters Mamie attended the 
Vallecito school. Mrs. H.A. Morgan was her teacher 
in the 1880s when she received several “Certificates 
of Merit.” One certificate, presented March 26, 1884

when she was eleven years old states “Certificate of 
Merit Presented to Mamie Meinecke for Perfect 
Lessons and conduct.” Another, dated April 23, 1886, 
says “Diploma of Honor. A Merited Certificate for 
Excellence in Scholarship Awarded to Mamie 
Meinecke for diligence and success.” In 1889 the 
Vallecito school closed on June 14. The event was 
marked as usual by an exhibition of the students 
knowledge. The community was pleased with the 
work of Mrs. H.A. Morgan who was retiring.

Two years later Mamie completed her education at 
the Vallecito school. By this time Calaveras County 
schools granted a Diploma of Graduation which was 
equivalent to a high school diploma. Applicants for the 
Diploma of Graduation were required to pass a written 

examination in reading, 
arithmetic, grammar and 
compostion, geography, 
spelling, penmanship, 
history, physiology, 
bookkeeping, algebra 
and mental arithmetic. 
Examples of the exami
nation questions were 
published in newspapers 
to help teachers in 
preparing their students. 
One of the ten history 
questions in the 
Calaveras Weekly 
Citizen on April 4, 1891 
was “What parts of this 
country were first 
settled by the following: 
Quakers, Catholics,
Huguenots, Mormons, 
Puritans.” Potential
spelling words included 
vermicelli, Yosemite, 
manzanita, Stanislaus 

and surcingle. In mental arithmetic a student might be 
asked, “If 5 yds. of cloth cost 62 1/2 cents what will 8 
yds. cost at the same rate:” while grammar questions 
included “Correct the following and give reasons: Rye 
or barley when they are scorched may supply the place 
of coffee. Does that boy know who he is speaking to?” 
In 1891 Miss Etta Gallagher was the Vallecito teacher 
and school closed on June 5. A photograph which may 

The Pupils of Avery District
Carry Out an Interesting Program

Ed. Prospect - Our community was treated to a very interesting entertainment on November 
4th, which did credit to both the pupils and their enthusiastic teacher, Miss Mamie Meinecke. 

The following is a programme of the evening’s entertainment.

Opening Address - Belle Avery 
Song, Greeting Glee - Alta Shepherd 
Recitation, “My Brother” - Maude Avery 
Dialogue, “The Secret” - Belle Avery,

Nettie Martin
Tableau, “Hallowed Be Thy Name” 
Recitation, “Who Made the Species”

- Georgie Avery
Recitation, “The Little Tot” - Mary Avery 
Recitation, “My Little Sister” - Fred Mentz 
Song, “Blame Yourself if You are Sold”

- by the school
Recitation, “Tired of Thinking” - 

Maude Avery
Tableau, “Maude Muller” 
Dialogue, “Gretchen” - Maude and 

Georgie Avery
Song, “In the Fire” - Alta Shepherd 
Recitation, “Keeping His Word”

- Alfred Mentz
Recitation, “Be Polite” - Bertie Miller 

Recitation, “My Best Friend”
- Georgie Avery

Recitation, “Mary’s Best Friend”
- Mary Avery

Dialogue, “Seeing a Ghost” - Hattie Avery,
Effie Miller and Mabel Miller 

Recitation, “A Child’s Prayer”
- Amelia Mentz

Dialogue, “We are Four” - Belle Avery, 
Maude Avery, Amelia Mentz and 
Georgie Avery

Recitation, “The Clown’s Baby”
- Lester Flanders

Recitation, “Guilty or Not Guilty”
- Hattie Avery

Song, “Down on the Farm” - Effie Miller, 
Hattie Martell

Recitation, “The Tale of a Nose”
- Belle Avery

Tableau, “The Gypsy Camp” 
Farce, “Little Angels”
Recitation, “Asleep at the Switch”

- Miss Elfie Miller

Tableau, “A Free Smoke” 
Song by the school
Recitation, “The Polish Boy” - Miss Meinecke

Article from the Calaveras Prospect newspaper, November 25, 1893 
highlighting the program performed by Mamie’s students. 

— Material courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.
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have been taken that year shows forty-eight boys and 
girls gathered in front of the Vallecito school with their 
teacher in the doorway. Mamie stands in the back next 
to her classmate Carrie Rufe.

The Calaveras County Board of Education met in 
San Andreas on June 23, 1891 to examine the papers 
of twenty-four applicants for Graduation Diplomas. 
Schools represented were Bald Mountain, Camanche, 
Chaparral, Evergreen,
Mosquito Gulch, Robin
son’s Ferry, San Andreas,
Sheep Ranch, Vallecito,
Valley Spring, Wallace
and West Point. Fifteen of
the applicants, including
Mamie Meinecke and
Carrie Rufe, met the 
requirements for diplomas.
Etta Gallagher signed
Mamie’s diploma which is 
dated June 25, 1891.

The August after
Mamie’s graduation from 
the Vallecito school,
Amelia, who was twenty-
five, married Henry Wise
Shepherd of Stockton.
Henry Shepherd was the
widowed brother of Jim
Shepherd who had married Elise Meinecke six years 
earlier. He had two children by his first marriage. The 
next June Amelia and Henry’s son, Arthur E. was bom. 
He lived only from June 30, 1892 until September 18, 
1893 and is buried in the Vallecito Cemetery.

Mamie’s father was good friends with Giovanni 
Sanguinetti whose fourth son, Henry, was six years 
older than Mamie. The Sanguinettis lived on, and 
farmed the land next to Edward Meinecke’s. In the 
1880s when Mamie was probably just starting school, 
Henry left Vallecito to live with his older married 
brother, G.B. Sanguinetti, in Mokelumne Hill. Here 
he learned the trade of millwright. Later Henry trav
eled throughout Calaveras County and Kern County 
building stamp mills so Henry and Mamie probably 
knew each other only slightly when Mamie was 
growing up. In 1891 when Mamie was completing her 
education at the Vallecito School, Henry Sanguinetti 
was at Stockton Business College; a picture of his

Business College class dated 1891 suggests that he 
may have graduated that year.

Stockton Business College was established in 
1875 and by 1890 had 600 students, making it the 
largest private school listed in the Fourteenth 
Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. Because of demand Stockton Business 
College added normal school courses to the business 

curriculum and this is 
where Mamie continued 
her education. W. C. 
Ramsey had taken over the 
school in 1886 and built a 
new brick building. 
Nearby was a dormitory 
for out-of-town students. 
In an 1895 issue of The 
Overland Monthly
Ramsey, the school’s prin
cipal, wrote of his college 
that “Much of its popu
larity is due to the fact that 
the students board at the 
college and the teachers 
are men of experience, 
ability and business 
methods.” Mamie could 
have lived there or with 
family friends. Ads for

Stockton Business College and Normal School are 
found in at least one Calaveras County newspaper, 
The County Record. One ad ran:

GIRLS
If you will send us the names and postoffice 
addresses of ten persons between the ages 
of fifteen and twenty-five years who would be 
likely to attend a Business college or Normal 
School we will send you in return an elegant 
ly written personal letter and a fine specimen 
of offhand flourishing fresh from the pen: 
also our new catalogue and circulars giving 
full information about our school.

With her Graduation Diploma from the Vallecito 
School Mamie was eligible to attend any of the three 
California State Normal Schools, located in San Jose, 
Los Angles, and Chico. However Stockton, fifty miles

Esmeralda School - first built in 1888, where Mamie taught 
from 1895 to 1897. the people in the photograph are unidenti

fied. — Photo courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society.
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Mamie Meinecke - This photograph was taken in Stockton so 
perhaps it was taken while she was a student at Stockton 

Business College and Normal School.
— Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.

from Vallecito was much closer than any of the state 
schools. Mamie could travel from Vallecito to Milton by 
stage coach or wagon and then by train to Stockton. 
Normal School courses were generally two years and 
Mamie probably started the course at Stockton Business 
College and Normal Institute in the fall of 1891. She 
completed the course in March 1893 receiving an 
elegant diploma signed by the principal, W. C. Ramsey. 
The diploma, approximately eighteen inches across and 
twenty-two inches long, is ornamented with drawings of 
books, famous people and tools representative of 
various academic disciplines. On May 6 of the same 
year Mamie was granted a grammar grade teaching 
certificate by Calaveras County.

Mamie’s teaching career began soon after she grad
uated. She was granted a Calaveras County Grammar 
Grade Certificate on May 6, 1893 having passed the 
county teacher’s examination with a score of 92%. 
Calaveras County school records show that she was 
paid $204 for teaching in the Eureka School District at 
Railroad Flat in June 1893. Since the average salary for 
a woman teacher in Calaveras County at that time was 
$58.5 l4a month she may have started teaching in April 
and been paid for a three month term in June.

Her next position was in Avery; the Avery School 
had been built in 1886 on land donated by George 
Avery and was located about a quarter mile from the 

hotel. An article in the Calaveras Prospect for 
November 25, 1893 describes an entertainment by the 
students at the Avery school. The Avery correspondent 
writes, “Our community was treated to a very inter
esting entertainment on November 4 which did credit 
both to the pupils and their enthusiastic teacher, Miss 
Mamie Meinecke.” Sixteen students, five of whom 
were probably children of George and Henrietta Avery, 
presented various songs and recitations. Among the 
other students were Alta Shepherd, Amelia Meinecke 
Shepherd’s stepdaughter. This suggests that Amelia and 
Henry Shepherd were living at Avery at this time; 
Mamie may have lived with them or at the Avery Hotel 
which traditionally provided the teacher’s room and 
board.5 The program, reproduced here on page 6, at the 
school concluded with a recitation, “The Polish Boy” 
by Miss Meinecke. Because of deep winter snow the 
sessions at the Avery School began in March and ended 
at Thanksgiving for many years. The school program 
on November 4, 1893 may have marked the end of the 
term. Again it appears that Mamie was paid at the end 
of the term; she received $195 for teaching in Avery on 
December 16, 1893. Mamie returned to Avery in May 
1894, signing the roll for Avery at the May 1894 
teachers’ institute and receiving $60 each month from 
May until November. In January 1895 she was paid 
$75. Students at the Avery school rode burros to school 
and then set them loose to return home on their own. 
We don’t know if the burros came back for the students 
at the end of the day or if the children walked home. On 
at least one occasion the burros stayed around long 
enough to be photographed with the children. Traveling 
back up to her school after a weekend in Vallecito in the 
spring of 1894 Mamie might have enjoyed the 
blooming orchards along the way. On April 7, 1894 a 
reporter for The Calaveras Prospect described the area.

At Vallecito and all along the valley of Coyote 
Creek to the Table Mountain ranch above Douglas 
Flat, is one of the finest fruit sections of the county. 
The outlook this year is particularly good for this 
important product, and the view of well cultivated 
vineyards and blossoming fruit trees extending in 
endless profusion in every direction is enchanting. 
Peach and pear trees are loaded with bloom, and all 
kinds of fruit trees look very well. It is almost one 
continuous orchard and vineyard the whole distance, 
extending form the creek on either side almost to the 
tops of the neighboring hills, and at this season of the 
year the view is charming.

Mamie began teaching at the school on 
Esmeralda Ridge in the fall of 1895. A note in the
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Calaveras Prospect for August 10, 1895 says “Miss 
Mamie Meinecke of Vallecito opened school at 
Esmeralda last Monday.” and she is listed as the 
Esmeralda teacher in the Prospect the next month. 
The salary at this school was $55 a month and she was 
paid for nineteen months of teaching between 
September 1895 and July 1898. The Esmeralda 
school appears to have been open during the summer 
months and closed between January and April or May.

The letter from her friend Enid provides a tanta
lizing glimpse of Mamie’s life as a young teacher in 
Calaveras County
more than a century
ago. She liked to 
read and had
evidently written to
Enid about the diffi
culty of finding
reading material.
Enid suggests,

“I thought I
would tell you how 
to get books from 
the W.F. library if
you wish to do so.
The agents all over
the country can 
join the library and
have books come
to them through
the express free of
charge. You could
join through Ernest and have the books come in his 
name. The terms are twenty-five cents a month; three 
months in advance, though, for members at a 
distance. I don ’t think you would regret it as there are 
over 2000 volumes in the library as well as all the 
magazines. One is allowed to draw two books and a 
magazine or vice versa and keep them two weeks”

The Wells Fargo library had been started in the mid 
1890s to enable employees “to improve their minds and 
fit themselves for promotion in the company’s service”. 
It was located at the Wells Fargo office in San Francisco 
and Wells Fargo employees in remote areas of 
California, Nevada and Arizona could request books 
which were sent without cost by express.

The Esmeralda school was one of the smallest in 
Calaveras County and the students were mostly the chil
dren of ranchers in the area of San Antone Camp, San 
Antone Ridge, Esmeralda and San Domingo Creek. A 
post office had been established in the community of 
Esmeralda, on Indian Creek, in 1887 and the school was 
built the next year. A picture in An Album of Pioneer

Schools of Calaveras County shows a small, roughly 
constructed building. The side facing the camera has one 
window in the middle. It was close enough to Vallecito, 
where Mamie’s parents, Edward and Marie Meinecke, 
her brother, Gus, and her sister, Amelia, lived, to be a 
pleasant buggy ride on a sunny autumn afternoon. Henry 
Sanguinetti was working in Bakersfield as a carpenter 
during part of the 1890s but he also helped his brothers, 
Luke and Charlie build houses in Vallecito.

During these years Mamie and Amelia also spent 
time in fine handwork. Mamie crocheted an elegant 

lace edging for an 
apron which she 
wore while teaching 
and in October 
1894 Amelia and 
Mamie received a 
blue ribbon at the 
Calaveras County 
fair held in 
Copperopolis. The 
prize was given to 
“Mrs. Shepherd & 
Miss Meinecke” for 
“hair work.” Hair 
work meant
creating elaborate, 
and delicate orna
ments in the shape 

of flowers, leaves and other objects from hairs that 
were collected when women combed their long hair. 
After only a few years of marriage Amelia had been 
widowed and left with a step-son and a step-daughter. 
She probably returned to Vallecito at this time. Her 
step-daughter Alta Shepherd, appears in a Vallecito 
school photo dated 1895-1897 but was not living with 
Amelia in 1900.

By the end of the 1890s the Meinecke children 
were spreading out from Vallecito. Meta went to 
Stockton where she was employed as a cook for the 
family of a German carriage maker, Leo F. Salbach. 
The Southern Pacific Railroad reached San Luis 
Obispo in 1894 and San Luis Obispo County became 
accessible for farming. Mamie’s brothers Edward and 
Frederick took up wheat dry-farming on the Carrizo 
Plains in northeastern San Luis Obispo County and in 
1898 Ed ward married Dora Twisselman whose parents 
were from Switzerland and Germany. In April of that 

Henry Sanguinetti and Mamie Meinecke Sanguinetti - This picture was 
taken in Bakersfield, so was probably taken around 1900 shortly after they 

were married. — Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.
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year Mamie’s father, W.G. Edward Meinecke died. Gus 
had taken over the Vallecito ranch and Amelia kept 
house and looked after her elderly mother.

The following autumn Mamie left Calaveras 
County to teach in the Bitterwater Valley near where 
her brothers were farming. Mamie was issued a 
Grammar Grade County Certificate by the Board of 
Education in San Luis Obispo County on December 
24, 1898 after having received a California teacher’s 
certificate on September 10, 1898. San Luis Obispo 
County school records show that she taught in the 
Choice Valley School District for the 1899-1900 school 
year; this district later became part of the Shandon 
School District. At this time Henry Sanguinetti was 
working as a carpenter in Bakersfield. The school term 
may have ended in March as Mamie Meinecke married 
Henry Sanguinetti on March 7, 1900 in Stockton, 
California. The marriage was performed by W.C. Evans 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Mining declined in Calaveras County during the 
1890s and many of those who were involved in the 
mining industry traveled to Nome, the Klondike and 
southeastern Alaska. The Calaveras Prospect often 
printed letters and news from Calaveras County miners 
who were prospecting in the far north. Working as a 
millwright and carpenter at mines throughout Amador 
and Calaveras County as well as in Kern County Henry 
Sanguinetti had many opportunities to meet men who 
were engaged in mining like the mining engineer John 
F. Littlefield. The Littlefield family had lived in 
Amador and Calaveras County for over twenty years 
and John F. Littlefield had married Rose Green of 
Sutter Creek Valley before traveling to southeastern 
Alaska where he was employed as the Mine Foreman 
by the Snettisham Gold Mining Company. In April, 
soon after Henry and Mamie were married, Henry 
Sanguinetti also traveled to Alaska where he was 
employed in building a stamp mill at Snettisham. 
Mamie remained in Vallecito, living near her mother 
and Gus and Amelia until the autumn of 1900. In the 
fall she traveled to Alaska with another couple, joining 
Henry and the Littlefields at Port Snettisham.

Amelia remembered stories of Henry and Mamie’s 
stay with the Littlefields at Port Snettisham. She also 
recalled Mamie’s story of a delicious turkey that was 
cooked while they were in Alaska. “It ought to have 
been good. The woman basted it with a half pound of 
butter.” According to Amelia, while Henry and Mamie 

were at the Littlefield home “the employees gave them 
quite a big shivaree that night and oh, they got a lot of 
nice presents from the different ones there too. Mr. and 
Mrs. Littlefield gave them a beautiful set of table linen, 
table cloth, and a dozen great big napkins about a yard 
square.” The stamp mill was completed but lacked belt 
lacings necessary to make it run. Henry and Mamie 
wanted to return to California so they never did see it 
operate although Henry later received a letter saying it 
worked fine.

From Alaska Henry and Mamie returned to Kern 
County where oil had been recently discovered. Soon 
after they arrived in Bakersfield Henry was offered a 
job as superintendent of some oil wells in the newly 
opened Kern River Oil Fields and he and Mamie 
moved out to the Kern River Oil Fields. Their first 
daughter, Marie was born in December 1901. She was 
followed by Doris in 1905, Henry in 1909 and Jack in 
1915. They lived in the Kern River Oil Fields until 
Henry’s death in 1941. Then when the United States 
entered World War II Jack enlisted in the Navy and 
Mamie moved into Bakersfield.

Mamie’s sister and brother, Amelia and Gus 
continued to live with their mother, Marie, in 
Vallecito until she died in 1906. By this time Meta 
was married to Aaron Eller, a postman, and living in 
Stockton. Jim and Elise Meinecke Shepherd and their 
children Hazel, Willard, Carl and Meta were still 
living at Hodson. Amelia recalled that her mother 
died on the day of the San Francisco earthquake, April 
18, 1906. Amelia was with her at the time.

I know that Mama died at the time of the big 
earthquake. I was sitting at her bedside and all the 
bed and all the furniture in the room shook awfully 
and my mother said, “an earthquake.”

I said “Yes, don’t get frightened”
And she said “Oh no, I wouldn’t get frightened” 
And you know, all that day there was, oh, people 

coming through our garden, and stopping at the door 
and talking to me all day long about... well they d get 
news from San Francisco, about San Francisco 
burning, but of course I never told mama and she died 
that day. She died at four o "clock in the afternoon... 
[Meta] was with me just the last month you see. I was 
all alone. I had all the care of her for several years you 
see and I was just about all in and so she came up and 
stayed with me the last month. Aaron and Willard - 
Willard was living with them in Stockton - they came 
up there but they didn ’t get up there in time for the 
funeral... Willard was living with them and going to... 
the Stockton Business College... Carl was ten years old 
when Mama died... When they left for home after the 
funeral they didn ’t like to leave me alone and Lisa said 
“Wouldyou like to have Carl stay with you? ”
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A reunion of Mamie and her sisters in 1926. From left to right, Mamie, Meta, 
Elise and Amelia. This picture was taken at the home built by Elise’s eldest son 
Willard in Pasadena, California. — Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.

Horses and wagons are no longer seen 
on the roads of Vallecito. The stores, butcher 
shop, lumber yard and hotels of the nine
teenth century are gone. But if you go to the 
cemetery you will find the graves of five 
Meineckes there among the other pioneers. 
On marble tombstones are the names of J. 
Marie and W.G. Edward Meinecke and three 
of their seven children, Fred, Meta and 
Amelia, whose footsteps and voices were 
once heard in the byways of Vallecito.

Carl said “I’ll stay, I’ll stay Aunt Melie.” Really 
he was a godsend to me. He slept in one bed in the 
big bedroom and I in the other. In the evening after 
we 'd go to bed he’d sing one song after another. He’d 
just seem to think he had to keep me cheered up. He d 
say "Shall I sing another song Aunt Melie? ”

Id say “Yes, you can sing another one.” and then 
finally I d say, “ Well I think probably you had better go 
to sleep now”... He was such a thoughtful little kid. He 
didn t want to go off to play with the boys and I’d say 

Now Carl you don’t have to stay with me all the time, 
you go on and have some fun, play with the boys.” 

Oh." he says, “It doesn’t make any difference to 
me Aunt Melie. I’d just as lief stay with you.” I just 
had almost to push him off to get a little exercise, and 
a change. He was always so thoughtful.”

After Marie died Amelia kept house for Gus. “I 
kept house for Gus for a long, long time. Then finally, 
I don’t know. I guess one of you children [one of the 
Sanguinetti children]... your mother [Mamie] wanted 
me to come down to be with her when the babies were 
bom... That’s how it happened.” Eventually Gus sold 
the Vallecito Ranch to Mills Mitchell. Gus died of 
diabetes in 1916 in Stockton. He had never married.

From their nineteenth century childhoods in 
Vallecito Mamie and her brothers and sisters moved 
out into the rapidly changing world of the twentieth 
century. Automobiles, airplanes, two world wars, the 
depression of the 1930s and many other events and 
inventions would be part of their futures. Mamie lived 
to fly in an airplane piloted by her nephew, Willard 
Shepherd. Elise, Fred, Meta and Ed all died in the 
1930s. Mamie died in Bakersfield on June 24, 1947. 
Amelia Meinecke Shepherd lived, in Pacific Grove, 
from the 1920s until her death in July 1957.
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Note

Mary Alice Sanguinetti is the granddaughter 
of Mamie Meinecke Sanguinetti and resides in 
Seattle, Washington. The research that lead to this 
article was propted by a discovery she made in 
her late grandmother’s belongings. Las Calaveras 
is grateful to Ms. Sanguinetti for sharing this 
article with us. Most of the photographs were 
provided by her as well. Some of the photographs 
were from the archives of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society and may have previously 
appeared in their fine publication An Album of the 
Pioneer Schools of Calaveras County, which is 
available for purchase at the Museum Bookstore.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscription to 
Las Calaveras comes with membership in the 
Calaveras County Historical Society for $16.00 per 
year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical mate
rial presented in Las Calaveras is not copyrighted and 
anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source would 
be appreciated. Contributions of articles about 
Calaveras County is appreciated and may be submitted 
to the Historical Society.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the County. 
Locations and scheduled programs are announced in 
advance. Some meetings include a dinner program, and visi
tors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, 
the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome to 
stop by the office for assistance with research, and are 
encouraged to visit the museum while in the area. The office 
is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058.

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made donations 
to the Calaveras County Museum:
June 2000

World Equities LLC, Novato, CA
Cash donation

Dave & Sheryl Hargrave, San Andreas, CA
2 pictures of Louis Family Shop

July 2000
Mr. & Mrs. Crespi, Murphys, CA

Cash donation
August 2000

Velma E. Schneider, Sacramento, CA
Cash donation

Geri deMoss, Mountain Ranch, CA
Cash donation

Meeting Schedule of the Calaveras
County Historical Society

September 28 in San Andreas - Dinner meeting in 
the Jail Yard with guest program on Judges of 
Calaveras County.
October 26 in San Andreas - Program on the 
Ghosts of Calaveras County to be presented in 
Black Bart’s Hideaway.
November 16 in San Andreas - Social Gathering 
at the Courthouse where we can share our special 
potluck treats with each other. Program to be 
announced.
December 14 in San Andreas - Annual Christmas 
Party! Dinner party at the Metropolitan with 
program celebrating Early Day Calaveras 
Christmases.
January 25 - Retrospective of Las Calaveras from 
the 1980s. Location to be announced.
Reminder!! Don ’t forget to call ahead to make your 
reservations!! 754-1058

New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

June 2000
Marcia, Tom & Loro Paterson 
Walter & Virginia Vater

Mountain Ranch
Valley Springs

Ed Haynes
July 2000

Valley Springs

J
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THE GREAT CALAVERAS RELIEF LOTTERY
by Bonnie Miller

The State of California and the County of 
Calaveras were born in the boom of the great gold 
rush. Shortly thereafter mining diminished as new 
lodes were discovered elsewhere and populations 
decreased as miners moved on. Calaveras County 
began to face the typical budget woes that most 
government agencies are eventually confronted with. 
After their prosperous birth in the gold rush, just 
twenty years later Calaveras County found itself 
short of the necessary finances to fund the most 
basic services. In the late 1870’s a popular scheme of 
selling lottery tickets for “relief” was sweeping the 
country. These lotteries promised big prizes and 

almost sure returns. Calaveras County embraced this 
idea enthusiastically. The results were far from the 
expectations. Rather than enjoy financial freedom as 
promised, the entire scheme almost brought fiscal 
ruin upon the county with repercussions reaching as 
far as the state legislature.

In the late 1860’s mine production was declining 
and Calaveras County experienced a drop in the 
overall population. The prosperous conditions of the 
early gold rush were slowing down and easy 
financing was not as readily available. As early as 
1857 Calaveras County had sought fiscal relief by 
conducting bond issues. The county had aggressively 

200,000 Tickets

6,558
PRIZES

of $20,000
of $15,000
of $12,000
of $10,000
of $7,500
of $5,000
of $3,500
of $2,500 This Ticket entitles the holder to admission 1 TinLnio CO narh ftnld Pnin

and to any prize that may be awarded to it. J I lUIKUlO Ut.vv UaUII, vUIU VUIIL

S. L. Prindle,
President. I7RRp| Lewis,

■ V V W | Sct’y of Board of Managers.

$250,000 irTTGJTf^ A T $250,000
AND pWlVAD

FOR °°^ry ---------THE

RELIEF OF CyVLAVEKAS COUNTY. 
On Monday, September 11, 1871,

By the Calaveras County Relief Association.

18 7 1.

Total Gold Gilts
$250,000

25 of $1,000°°
25 of 50000
50 of 25000
200 of 10000
800 of 5000
1000 of 2500
1500 of 2000
3450 of 1000

A reproduction of the ticket from the famous "Relief of Calaveras" lottery scheme of 1871. An original such ticket was found circa 
1960 by Mr. Harry Hengen of San Andreas while he was working on the American Hotel building. That discovery prompted an initial 
study into this subject by noted Calaveras County historian Judge Smith. Original newspaper material for this article was provided 

by the Calaveras County archives.
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constructed costly improvements such as the County 
Hospital and the Big Tree Road with funds garnered 
from bond measures. By 1870 the bond debt just for 
the construction of the Big Tree Road was $250,000.

Calaveras County had steadily increased the tax rate. 
By 1871 the tax rate was $4.60 per $100 of assessed 
value. This was a steep tax indeed. Today in the year 2000 
Calaveras County residents only pay approximately $1.00 
per $100 of value. The high taxes served to drive even 
more people to move out of the county only further 
reducing tax revenue and compounding the county debt.

On February 19, 1870 the state legislature passed the 
Mercantile Library Lottery Act which repealed certain 
restrictions on the Lottery Act of 1851. The new act 
allowed an extremely limited lottery for the Mercantile 
Library of the city and county of San Francisco only. This 
limited lottery instead served to revive an interest in the 
sport. In 1870 many small communities in California 
conducted relief lotteries. Nevada City conducted an 
apparently successful lottery under the ostensible purpose 
of providing debt relief for its school district. The city of 
Yreka was conducting one by the end of the year, and the 
city of Marysville wished to follow suit. The Weekly 
Calaveras Chronicle observed on November 19, 1870, 
that the legal lottery scheme in San Francisco "... has 
revived the gambling mania in this State to an alarming 
extent. Lotteries are being organized all over the country, 
under every possible pretext, and no trouble seems to be 
experienced in disposing of tickets”. Later the paper 
bluntly asked “Why don’t some one institute a lottery for 
the benefit of this County?”

The lotteries were by no means a proven success 
everywhere. Rather, there was much heated speculation 
that the lotteries were no more than a scam or just 
another ill form of gambling. There were still unre
solved issues regarding the constitutionality of the 
Mercantile Library Act. In December of 1870 the Sate 
Supreme Court decided that the Act had not repealed 
the general law against lotteries and in fact lotteries 
were still illegal in California. But a fever was 
spreading fast, and popular opinion was willing to over
look legality, especially when it was for a good cause. 
Calaveras County’s renegade sentiment was obvious as 
expressed by the Calaveras Chronicle when it claimed 
that “... we don’t propose to ask the permission of the 
Legislature... The people of other localities are getting 
up lotteries for local purposes, and thus far there has 
been no interference by the authorities. We have as 

much license to infringe the law as others and we do not 
believe any one would oppose a scheme having for its 
object the payment of a debt that can never be liqui
dated in any other manner. Give us the lottery.”

In March of 1871 the Board of Supervisors issued a 
“Statement of County Indebtedness”. This statement 
detailed the imbalance between funds available, and 
funds necessary to run the county for another year. The 
expenditures for the year were estimated to be $25,635. 
These were primarily to run the County Hospital ($5000) 
and the County Jail ($2000), to provide various services 
such as Elections ($960), and pay various salaries 
(Sheriff, $3800; Clerk, $2000; Assessor, $1500; 
Treasurer, $1200; School Superintendent, $600; and 
Road Commissioner. S400; etc.). Property taxes were 
estimated to produce S7750. Revenues were also 
expected from other taxes and fees for an anticipated 
additional $10,725. These other revenues were from 
traders’, liquor, broker, and bridge licenses; poll and 
hospital taxes; and sheriff and clerk s fees. The property 
taxes and revenues totaled SI8,475, which was still far 
short of the $25,635 of expenditures anticipated for the 
year, plus the hefty bond payments that were due.

The residents were upset with the high taxes. The 
Board of Supervisors was distraught over the responsi
bility of having to meet the bond interest payments and 
continue to provide routine sen ices without having 
adequate funds. The supenisors realized that they 
would have to resort to drastic measures to save the 
county from bankruptcy. The time was ripe for a risky 
venture like a lottery to look appealing. In the conclu
sion of the “Statement of County Indebtedness”, the 
Supervisors offered these final words which illumi
nated their desperation:

“From the statement of our general indebtedness 
and this showing of the amount necessary’ to meet the 
current expenses of the county, it will be seen that some 
extraordinary measures will have to be resorted to to 
relieve the people from the burden with which they are 
oppressed. To increase the rate of taxes would not only 
be oppressive, but nearly ruinous, to every business 
interest. We see no other remedy than to follow the 
fashion of the times, get up a lottery scheme for the relief 
of the county, and pay its debt.”

The statement was submitted by the three 
Supervisors in office at that time, S. L. Prindle of 
Mokelumne Hill, the Chairman of the Board of 
Supervisors; A. H. Coulter, Supervisor of the 2nd 
District; and M. G. Lewis, Supervisor of the 3rd District; 
dated March 22d, 1871.
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The plan was to establish a team which inspired 
“confidence in the management” of the scheme. The 
voters of each township were to select two “reliable 
tax payers” for the purpose of “selecting suitable men 
to be the business managers in conducting the scheme 
to its conclusion”. The Board of Supervisor’s state
ment called for the first meeting to be held the 27th 
day of March, 1871, in San Andreas, which was only 
two days after it appeared in the newspaper. 
Immediately thereafter the Chronicle printed a 
correction, as the date should have been set for the 
3rd day of April. The Chronicle was quick to point out 
that the error was not theirs, but blame lay with the 
Board of Supervisors who had provided inaccurate 
copy of the notice. Was this early mistake an omen of 
bad things to come?

The inaugural meeting was held on April 3rd, and the 
representatives of the townships adopted a rule whereby 
each township would have two votes on all questions 
requiring a vote. They selected William Wells of 
Mokelumne Hill, Alexander Wylie of San Andreas, and 
B. R. Prince of Altaville as the Business Managers, under 
the supervision of the District Judge, the County Judge, 
and the Board of Supervisors.

In the same newspaper (Calaveras Chronicle, April 
8, 1871) that the minutes of that meeting were printed, 
ironically there also appears a letter from the District 
Judge promptly removing his name from that supervi
sory committee to which he had been appointed 
without his consent. Judge A. C. Adams asked of the 
paper, “Would you be kind enough to permit me, 
through the columns of your paper, to say that such 
action was entirely unauthorized by me, and conse
quently improper.” The judge tried to save face for his 
friends by observing that there must have been no 
offense intended by such upstanding people, but he 
clearly states that “... I, of course, decline any connec
tion with the proceedings.” Shortly after the initial 
meeting Mr. Wells resigned from the Board of 
Managers, and J. F. Treat was appointed to fill the 
vacancy. A week later County Judge James Barclay 
returned from San Francisco to read the minutes of the 
initial meeting and discovered that he too had been 
appointed to the supervisory committee without his 
consent. He also printed a formal public withdrawal 
from the project: “That action was without my knowl
edge, and compels me to take this means of notifying 
all persons concerned - of what they ought to have 

known before - that I can have nothing whatever to do 
with it.” (Calaveras Chronicle, April 15, 1871).

This early exodus from the project should have been 
an indication that something was awry. Judge Barclay’s 
stern warning certainly should have alerted people that 
something was gravely wrong with the whole endeavor.

This advertisement for the Calaveras Relief lottery appeared in 
the papers from April until October of 1871.
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But endeavor they did. Fueled by public opinion, rousing 
orations from the newspaper, and a lust for gambling, the 
process continued. Within just weeks of the inaugural 
meeting, advertisements were appearing in the newspa
pers promoting the lottery.

“Well Known Citizens"

The lottery team quickly laid out the guidelines. 
Several meetings were held with potential creditors from 
San Francisco, extolled as business men of good char
acter who had proven investments in Calaveras County. It 
was decided that 200,000 tickets would be sold at the 
price of $2.50 each which was the going rate at the time 
for a lottery. By comparison, that one ticket would cost us 
$32.00 today. The funds garnered from the sales would 
yield $500,000. One half of the revenue would be used to 
fund the prizes, and the balance would go directly to the 
relief of Calaveras County’s debt. The number of prizes to 
be awarded was 6,558, which would yield a win in every 
thirty chances. These were very attractive odds indeed!! 
Prizes were to be distributed as follows:

PREMIUMS:
1 Grand Gold Coin Gift .... $20,000
1 Gift of Gold Coin................ 15,000
1 Gift of Gold Coin................ 12,000
1 Gift of Gold Coin................ 10,000
1 Gift of Gold Coin ............................................ 7,500
1 Gift of Gold Coin ............................................ 5,000
1 Gift of Gold Coin ............................................ 3,500
1 Gift of Gold Coin ............................................ 2,000
25 Gifts of $ 1,000 each, Gold Coin, 25,000
25 Gifts of $500 each, Gold Coin, 12,500
50 Gifts of $250 each, Gold Coin, 12,500
200 Gifts of $100 each, Gold Coin, 20,000
300 Gifts of $50 each, Gold Coin, 15,000
1000 Gifts of $25 each, Gold Coin, 25,000
1500 Gifts of $20 each, Gold Coin, 30,000
2450 Gifts of $ 10 each, Gold Coin, 34,500

6558 Gold Coin Premiums, $250,000

The date of the drawing was set for September 11, 
1871. Each lottery ticket was an admission ticket to the 
drawing, which was to be held at a “Grand Musical 
Festival”. It was the style to hold celebratory drawings 
around an entertainment attraction, modeled after the 
original Mercantile Library Lottery in San Francisco. 
The Calaveras lottery drawing was to be held at the

County Court House in San Andreas with the gala music 
festival to keep spirits high. It is quite doubtful that the 
managers of the lottery expected all 200,000 ticket 
holders to attend, but it is obvious from the newspaper 
accounts that a feverish crowd was expected. Advertising 
appeared vigorously throughout the summer, often next 
to ads for other lotteries being held elsewhere.

The entire team of Business Managers was listed in 
the Calaveras ad, consuming almost one quarter of the 
space allocated for the ad. The ad boasts a list of twenty- 
five business managers who are “well known citizens of 
Calaveras County, and the State at large”. It is interesting 
to note that almost have of the members are not from 
Calaveras County, and there are no less than eleven attor
neys listed, as well as several county officials. It is also 
interesting to note that although Judge Adams had with
drawn his name from the proceedings his name continues 
to appear in the ads. Not so surprisingly one of these 
“well known citizens” was the publisher of the newspaper 
himself. The Weekly Calaveras Chronicle was printed in 
Mokelumne Hill, but edited and published by Charles 
Higby of San Francisco. Higby was an attorney related to 
the Honorable William Higby, a judge from San 
Francisco. Both Higbys practiced law in Mokelumne Hill 
and were listed as members of the lottery team. Perhaps 
this explains the San Francisco connection. It certainly 
explains why the newspaper was such an avid supporter 
of the lottery venture.

“Going Off Like ‘Hotcakes’"

The motivational editorials featured in the Chronicle 
continued to keep the issue alive. Almost every week 
there was another column extolling the virtues of the 
lottery and reminding every citizen of their obligation to 
do their part and buy their share of the tickets. “To assist 
and promote the enterprise by every means in their power, 
then, should be the first purpose of all our citizens” 
chided Higby on August 19, 1871. One group of anxious 
taxpayers were publicly embarrassed for hesitating to buy 
tickets quickly enough to satisfy the publisher. Grape 
growers were tired of the heavy taxes on their vineyards 
and apparently some questioned the credibility of the 
lottery. A $2.50 ticket was a steep price to pay on top of 
already heavy taxes on their vineyards and citizens were 
being urged to purchase books of tickets. The editor 
blasted them in an ugly editorial shaming them for not 
doing their part. Higby even went so far as to remind 
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people of the sanctity of the lottery regardless of the elec
tion that year: “We do not wish to distract the attention of 
the people from the importance of the approaching elec
tion, but the scheme for the relief of this county should 
not be lost sight of in the excitement of the campaign.” 
(August 19, 1871).

A common theme in the verbose editorials was the 
integrity of the system. Higby made grandiose statements 
such as “The enterprise is in the hands of gentlemen in 
whose integrity and business qualifications the utmost 
confidence is reposed... ” (May 27, 1871). And “The 
Board of Managers is composed of practical business 
men, in whom the people have the fullest confidence... ” 
(April 8, 1871). Early in the ticket sales the newspaper 
took it upon itself to educate the ignorant of the county. A 
detailed description explains the inevitability of the 
outcome because of the honesty of the process:

“First - if offers the only possible means by which 
the bankruptcy of the entire community can be avoided 
and the creditors of the county insured against the total 
loss of the claims they hold. Secondly - it is not gotten up 
for the advancement of individual interests, but for the 
purpose of removing the only bar [barrier] to the 
progress and prosperity of a county possessing great 
natural advantages that cannot be developed until taxa
tion is reduced. Third - the scheme is endorsed by and 
will receive metallic support from every taxpayer in and 
creditor of the county, its management is vested in the 
Board of Supervisors and other prominent gentlemen 
chosen by the people, and such an apportionment of the 
money for gifts has been made that the chances of 
winning a prize are much better than in any scheme yet 
presented. ... So far as the success of the lottery is 
concerned, it is assured beyond the question of a doubt.”

Higby was certainly assured of the success of the 
lottery beyond the question of a doubt. He ominously 
stated “If successful - and that it can be made so there 
is no question... “ (August 19, 1871). He almost 
warned the people of Calaveras when he blared “The 
lottery must, and shall, succeed”.

Newspaper Article - Motivational notes such as this appeared 
throughout the pages of the Weekly Calaveras Chronicle 

inspiring citizens to buy their tickets.

LAST NOTICE
$1,000,000!!

Grand Gift Concert

Public Library of Kentucky.

By authority of a Special Act of the Legislature of 
Kentucky, of March 13th, 1871, the Trus

tees of the Public Library of
Kentucky, will give a

The Citizens Bank of Kentucky 
is Treasurer,

AT LOUISVILLE, KY,

On Saturday, December 16,1871
100,000 Tickets of Admission, 

$10 Each in Currency; Half Tickets, $5;
Quarter Tickets, $2.50.

Tickets will be sent by registered letter; the 
money for them may be sent by Postoffice money 
order, greenbacks, or draft.

Each ticket will consist of four quarters, value 
$2.10 each. The holder is entitled to admission to 
the Concert, and to the amount of gift awarded to 
it or its function.

$550,000 in Greenbacks,
Will be distributed in the holders of tickets, in 
gifts of from $100,000, the highest, to $100, the 
lowest—being 721 gifts in all.

The Concert is for the benefit of the

And the Corporators and Supervisors are the Hon. 
Thomas E. Bramlette late Governor of Kentucky, 
and twenty-seven of the most distinguished and 
respectable citizens of the State.

The undersigned, late pricipal Business Manager 
of the very successful Gift Concert for the benefit 
of the Mercantile Library of San Francisco has 
been appointed Agent and Manager of this Grand 
Gift Concern.

The drawing and distribution will take place in 
public, and everything will be done to satisfy the 
buyers of tickets that their interests will be as 
well protected as if they were personally present 
to superintend the entire affair.

For Tickets or information, apply to
M. A. FRENCH, 

Virginia City, Nevada
Enough have been sold to insure a drawing al

ready. The office in Louisville will close November 
30, to clean up. The drawing will take place De
cember 17th and payment of gifts commence De
cember 20, 1871.
nl:3w CHAS. R. PETERS, Manager.

This advertisement was for another lottery held in 
Louisville, Kentucky. Note the numerous similarities with 

the Calaveras lottery. Was there a connection?
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As the summer progressed people were advised to 
not delay and to get their tickets quickly before their 
chance was lost. “The demand for them is great and we 
very much doubt whether there will be any to be had for 
some time previous to the drawing” advised the Chronicle 
on June 24, 1871. The Sonora Democrat reported in 
September that “The sale of tickets has been rapid for the 
past few weeks; those desirous of trying their luck for ten 
or twenty thousand dollars, should secure their tickets 
without delay”. If one only read these editorials, one 
would be led to believe that the tickets were selling well. 
Almost too well. Clearly a lot of money was changing

NO MORE POSTPONEMENTS

J. H. Bernham,
J. Kinney,

Sec., J. H. Burnham.

i'T--

NO TICKETS CANCELLED!
NO REDUCTION IN PRIZES!

Positively the Next Drawing to Take 
Place in the State.

Secure Your Tickets With
out Delay.

$45,000 In Gold Coin!
In 667 Gifts, ranging from $10,000 

to $20. 
30,000 Tickets at $2.50 Each.

TREASURER:
B. F. HASTINGS & Co., Bankers, 

Sacramento,
With whom all moneys will be deposited, and 

by whom all disbursements will be made.

BOARD OF MANAGERS
B. F. Bates,

J. 0. Brown,
President, B. F. Bates,

THE PRIZES IN THE

FOLSOM GIFT CONCERT!
WILL BE AWARDED ON THE 

1st OF SEPTEMBER 1871. 
Agents must make full returns on the 
2 9 TH OF AUG U ST.

This advertisement for another lottery in Folsom was also 
soliciting buyers at the time.

hands. But in August, the undertones of the editorials 
began to take on a different angle.

A New Twist

The sales of the tickets for the lottery for the Relief 
of Calaveras were by all impressions very successful. So 
successful in fact that citizens outside of Calaveras were 
scrambling for tickets. Early in the game neighboring 
counties had taken up the cry of support for our County 
as evidenced by positive articles in the Sonora 
Democrat, the Pacific Coast Advertiser, the Amador 
Ledger, and various newspapers in San Francisco, home 
of the creditors. Sales had extended well beyond 
Calaveras and it was quickly determined that additional 
outlets for tickets could be exploited beyond California. 
Sales offices had to be opened in the east. While the 
impact of the Calaveras Relief Lottery was reaching 
beyond California, advertisements began to appear 
locally for a similar lottery being held in Louisville, 
Kentucky. Apparently the Kentucky lottery was 
modeled exactly after the Calaveras Lottery, right down 
to the wording in the advertisements. The Kentucky 
lottery was being locally administered by a bank in 
Virginia City, Nevada, not exactly convenient for local 
purchase considering all of the attention it was receiving 
by the Calaveras Chronicle. The newspaper was 
bombarding the citizens of Calaveras with articles about 
the virtues of other lotteries, the results of the successful 
drawings, and constant advertisements for the Kentucky 
lottery, the Folsom lottery, and others.

In August the lottery hype took on a different tone. 
The advertisements for the Folsom lottery claimed “no 
more postponements” and “No tickets cancelled! No 
reduction in prizes!”, and yet there was no explanation as 
to why it had been postponed, and why one should ques
tion that lottery’s dates or prizes at all. Then on August 19 
a small article appeared in the Chronicle that mentioned 
that the Louisville, Kentucky lottery “... had been with
drawn from the public... ”. The same article went on to 
note that despite having been withdrawn, the scheme was 
still in “full operation” as evidenced by continued adver
tisements. The Chronicle assured its readers that “... any 
enterprise that Charles R. Peters has the management of 
is bound to succeed.” With endorsements like these, 
readers were sure to have confidence in the lotteries 
despite the obvious undertones. The Calaveras lottery was 
only weeks away.
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Last Chance!
“Do not procrastinate!” and “Last chance!” cried the 

paper in a last pitch to urge citizens to buy their tickets. In 
light of the recent postponement of the Folsom lottery and 
the withdrawal of the lottery in Kentucky people were 
again reminded of the integrity of the Calaveras lottery. 
“No cancellation of tickets, no reduction of prizes. The 
scheme will be drawn as advertised” assured the 
Chronicle of the Calaveras lottery in late August, having 
used wording very similar to that used earlier with regards 
to the postponed Folsom lottery. “Don’t let those glit
tering prizes slip away from you...” urged the paper just 
two days before the date of the drawing.

Amazingly after all the heavy promotion the lottery 
was not held as planned. On September 16 the week 
following the appointed time for the drawing, the paper 
announced that the drawing had been postponed until 
November 13. It was merely explained that this delay 
was necessary to complete sales in the Atlantic cities, 
and to allow other “small fry” lottery enterprises also in 
process to get out of the way for the more important 
Calaveras lottery. On October 14 a lively editorial by 
Higby entitled A Great Good From a Small Sin scoffed 
at some who had begun to question the uprightness of 
the lottery. “Many piously inclined people who think all 
gambling except where the winnings go to a church, a 
sin ... ” he shamed. He claimed that the sinful purchase 
of a lottery ticket was justifiable. “The good result will 
more than atone for the little sin”. Ironically in the very 
same newspaper there also appeared a note about 
Brigham Young’s pending trial for polygamy; an article 
mentioning the heavy losses sustained by insurance 
companies and their stock holders in San Francisco due 
to the Chicago fire; and an article endorsing the Hon 
Wm Higby of San Francisco for political office. One 
certainly could not fault the Chronicle for its variety 
and far reaching news coverage.

Little was said between September and the newly 
appointed date in November. It was not until November 
11, just two days before the revised drawing, that an 
official statement from the lottery managers appeared 
in the paper explaining the delay. Why were they so 
quiet for so long?

Careful inspection of the various lottery advertise
ments reveals that they were all administered or 
underwritten by the same banks such as the B. F. Hastings 
& Co. of Sacramento. Perhaps the business managers of 
the various lotteries were also on the boards of directors

75,000 GOLD COIN
A GRAND

$15,000
$15,000
$15,000
$15,000
$15,000
$15,000

D^The drawing will take place and the 
Gifts be awarded in a precisely similar man
ner as at the Concert given in San Francisco, 
in aid of the Mercantile Library, and under 
the joint supervision of a Committee of well 
known citizens of Sacramento, and the officers 
of said Associations.

US'*Persons at a distance can obtain Tick
ets by sending Checks on any of the Sacra
mento Banks, or Coin by Well, Fargo & Co. 
Ten per cent., commission will be allowed to 
persons sending for Fifty or more Tickets. 
Commission paid in Tickets.

USr’All orders should be addressed to 
CADWALADER, DAVIS & CO.,

Business Managers

Sacramento Pioneers & Sacramento 
Library Associations.

For their joint benefit to pay their ex
isting indebtedness.

TREASURER:
B. F. Hastings & Co., Bankers,

With whom all moneys will be deposited, and 
by whom all disbursements will be made. 

60,000 Tickets will be Sold at 
$2 50, Coin, Each.

This Ticket will admit the bearer to the 
Concert.

GI KT C O TXT C E IT T

During the Concert 1,317 
Gifts will be distributed among 
Ticket-holders, amounting to 
$75,000 in Gold Coin, as follows:

1 Gift of Gold Coin $15,000 
1 Gift of Gold Coin $15,000 
1 Gift of Gold Coin $15,000 
1 Gift of Gold Coin $15,000 
3 Gifts of Gold Coin.
5 Gifts of Gold Coin,
5 Gifts of Gold Coin,

50 Gifts of Gold Coin,
100 Gifts of Gold Coin,
300 Gifts of Gold Coin,
850 Gifts of Gold Coin,
1,317 Prizes, amounting to Sev

enty-five Thousand Dollars.

$1,000 each . . . $15,000 
$500 each
$300 each
$100 each
$50 each .
$30 each .
$20 each .

WILL BE GIVEN AT THE

Metropolitan theater,
SACRAMENTO,

May 1, 1871
—BY THE—

This advertisement for a lottery in Sacramento was also 
appearing in the Calaveras Chronicle.

for those banks? In November it was reported that the 
John Sime & Co. bank of San Francisco had shamefully 
collapsed and could only settle with its creditors at fifty 
cents on the dollar. B. F. Hastings & Co. was associated 
with that bank. Other banks were noted as having diffi
culties due to the losses suffered as a result of the Chicago 
fire. Stock values in local mines were declining. The 
reports in the paper projected a general air of economic 
unease making the success of the Calaveras lottery all that 
more imperative.
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To the Public
Office of the Calaveras County

Relief Association. San Andreas. 
September, 11th, 1871.

A LARGE NUMBER OF TICKETS
our Grand Musical Festival for the 

relief of Calaveras county have been dis
posed of, yet, owing to circumstances not 
under our control, we are obliged to post
pone the drawing till
Monday the 13th, of November
next, when, we feel confident the tickets 
will be sold, as the managers are in reciept 
of information from different parts of the 
Pacific States and Territories, and of the 
Atlantic States, of a ready demand for the 
tickets. Respectfully,

S. L. PRINDLE,
A. H. COULTER,
M. G. LEWIS,
ALEX. WYLLIE,
J. F. Treat,
B. R. PRINCE,

Board of Managers.
[slG:tf]

Notice of Postponement - This notice from the Business 
Managers of the Calaveras Relief lottery offered the only 

explanation as to why the lottery was delayed for two months. 
This notice appeared just days before all six of the managers 

were arrested.

Indictments
Two days after the date appointed for the Calaveras 

lottery drawing, all of the Business Managers of the 
Calaveras County Relief Association were arrested. 
Apparently the drawing was not even held. On November 
15 a bench warrant from San Francisco caused the arrests 
of Supervisors Prindle, Coulter, and Lewis, and Business 
Managers Treat, Wyllie, and Prince. The men were 
rounded up and brought before Judge Adams on a Writ of 
Habeus Corpus. After the judge heard the charges he 
denied their application for a dismissal of the warrant, 
and each was remanded to the custody of the sheriff 
where they gave bonds of $500 each with a promise to 
appear later and answer to the indictments. The Chronicle 
gave no further information. Almost as suddenly as the 
lust for the lottery had been bom, the editorials stopped 
talking. As if to explain the lack of further explanation, 
Higby said “It is not deemed advisable to elaborate at 
present”. Clearly this “well known citizen” was keeping 
quiet due to his own involvement in the scheme.

In the same paper where Higby decided to keep 
quiet there appears a personal article about Prindle. The 

article notes that Prindle had just returned from a trip 
where “... for the past few months has been enjoying a 
visit to relatives and friends in the East... Mr. Prindle 
traveled pretty extensively through the Eastern and 
Middle states during his absence... ” Apparently 
Prindle had returned from his extensive trip only days 
before the appointed day of the lottery drawing, and just 
in time to be arrested for his involvement. Why was 
Prindle traveling so extensively in the east? Perhaps he 
was responsible for the expansion of the lottery that had 
required the postponement of the drawing in September 
so that additional tickets could be sold beyond 
California. What is fair to say is that those remote 
eastern sales offices were operating under far less 
timely or instant communication that we enjoy today, 
and it is doubtful that those offices could have been 
closely monitored.

It is not known whether the other lotteries currently 
underway in California were held either. Other lottery 
schemes apparently had indictments as well that origi
nated from San Francisco. It is surmised that the San 
Francisco banks, the creditors underwriting the lottery 
schemes, had come under question. The collective cases 
were put over until the next term of the San Francisco 
Municipal Court. The Calaveras Chronicle remained 
quiet on the subject for almost two months. Finally a 
small note appeared on January 13, 1872 that mentioned 
that the trials for the managers of the Calaveras lottery 
had been set for January 24th. They were to be arraigned 
on three indictments each before Judge Blake of San 
Francisco. The trial was postponed until February 6, and 
then again for the term of the Municipal court. 
Meanwhile the lottery matters in San Francisco had 
drawn the attention of the California State Legislature.

Legislation

When the state legislation passed the Mercantile 
Library Lottery Act in 1870 the intent had been to provide 
for a one time only limited lottery with very specific 
provisions. The Mercantile Library Association was given 
permission “... to give not more than three public enter
tainments or concerts...” at which prizes could be 
awarded. These prizes could be awarded “... by means of 
chance, raffle or other scheme of like character ...” 
provided that these events were managed and controlled 
by a Board of Managers, with the proceeds applied solely 
toward the debt of the library. Although this act amended 
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the Act to Prohibit Lotteries of 1851, it did not repeal the 
former act. Regardless, many communities in California 
and elsewhere chose to pursue lotteries. Indeed the citi
zens of California and elsewhere went slightly crazy with 
the lottery idea.

What we have gleaned from the pages of the 
Calaveras Chronicle is that lotteries began to fail across 
the country by mid-1871. We do not know if they failed 
from corrupt management, or due to the economic hard
ships of the underwriting bondholders. We do know that 
the six managers of the Calaveras Relief  Association must 
have spent a miserable winter in 1871 -72 awaiting word 
on their destiny.

In February of 1872 Senator Dyer proposed a bill to 
the California State Legislature to dismiss charges against 
lottery managers. By this time Higby had regained his 
voice as evidenced in an editorial where he supports the 
senator’s bill. “It is an outrage to prosecute men for 
violating a statue which the Legislature virtually declared 
a dead letter... let the balance of the lotteryites go and sin 
no more” (February 17, 1872). Interestingly in the same 
paper Higby notes another bill pending before the state 
proposed by Assemblyman J. L. Gibson of Calaveras 
County. Gibson’s bill was for the assessment and levy of 
taxes in Calaveras County, but the particulars were 
unknown to Higby at that time. Higby would have done 
better to research Gibson’s bill than to rave about his 
friends’ innocence.

On April 1, 1872 the California State Legislature 
passed a repeal of the Mercantile Library Act of 1870 
which served to dismiss all charges pending against 
any persons pursuing lotteries ostensibly under the 
authority of that act. This new act was gratefully 
welcomed and known as the “Lottery Amnesty Act”. 
Unfortunately this blanket dismissal of charges 
against the lottery managers did not come without its 
price for Calaveras County. Two days before the 
Lottery Amnesty Act passed, the State first passed an 
act entitled “An Act to Provide for the Redemption of 
the Bonded Indebtedness of Calaveras County”. This 
act provided $100,000 of financial relief from the 
state to Calaveras to assist in their bond debts. Where 
the Amnesty Act required only two simple paragraphs 
in which to conduct its business, the Calaveras Relief 
Act required fifteen detailed paragraphs of instruc
tions over several pages. This relief act provided very 
particular instructions whereby the Auditor was to 
provide refunds for the lottery tickets, as well as the

Board of Supervisors was to levy a tax on the citizens 
for repayment of the $100,000. A new tax was levied 
on the citizens “... of not less than ten cents and not 
to exceed twenty-five cents, on each one hundred 
dollars...” of taxable value. So a grand venture that 
had started out with the intent of lowering the tax rate 
for the citizens of Calaveras instead only served to 
increase it yet more.

The Business Managers remained quiet for six 
months until they issued a final report on August 31, 
1872. The report detailed the funds received ($3440.95) 
versus disbursements paid out ($3615.00), leaving 
everyone with the impression that they themselves had 
even gone into further debt on behalf of the cause. They 
appear to try to redeem themselves as victims of forces 
beyond their control by the following interesting state
ment found in their report:

“This embraces all the transactions of this 
office. Thousands of tickets were distributed to 
agents throughout this State, Nevada, Oregon and 
other places, but as scarcely any returns have 
been made, we can form no idea of the number of 
tickets sold. Our agent at San Francisco reports 
an unwillingness on the part of sub-agents to 
make any settlement. We have paid out all that we 
have received, and a little more, and still there is 
a large amount due on our printing and adver
tising bills.”

Something very wrong had happened with the lottery 
scheme. The tickets sold beyond California could not be 
accounted for. One would have thought that Prindle’s trip 
back east the previous year had assured that all was under 
control, but apparently that was not the case. There 
remain many unanswered questions about the lottery. We 
do know that no drawing was held, no prizes were 
awarded, and the county’s debts only worsened. But what 
prompted the arrests of the Business Managers? And 
where did all of the money go?

The lotteries of the 1870’s kindled a hope for debt 
relief, and provided an interesting distraction from 
that liability. Some lotteries were successful in 
raising the desired funds, and some were not. Some 
were honest, and many more were not so honestly 
operated. But none in the state of California were as 
devastating and far reaching as that in Calaveras 
County. Research into this fascinating subject 
continues, but for now the mystery of the Calaveras 
Relief Lottery remains unsolved.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscription to 
Las Calaveras comes with membership in the 
Calaveras County Historical Society for $16.00 per 
year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical mate
rial presented in Las Calaveras is not copyrighted and 
anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source would 
be appreciated. Contributions of articles about 
Calaveras County is appreciated and may be submitted 
to the Historical Society for consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the County. 
Locations and scheduled programs are announced in 
advance. Some meetings include a dinner program, and visi
tors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, 
the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome to 
stop by the office for assistance with research, and are 
encouraged to visit the museum while in the area. The office 
is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058.

TALENT SHOW!
The Calaveras County Historical 

Society invites you, yes you to come show 
your talent! That’s right, we’re having a 
talent show, with wonderful prizes! Why 
don’t you come strut your stuff?

We know that everyone has a talent. 
Don’t let that talent go wasted and unap
preciated, when there are so many who 
could benefit with what you have to offer. 
Wouldn’t you like to greet those crowds 
with your dazzling smile? Maybe you’re 
the best envelope stuffer that ever got a 
mass mailing out the door. Or maybe you 
are the best house cleaner that ever dusted 
an artifact. Perhaps you lean toward enter
taining and wish to lead eager visitors on 
tours of our County museum. There’s 
always a spot for you if you want to staff 
the museum for a day. Whatever your 
special talents may be why don’t you share 
some of that stuff with the Historical 
Society? The prizes and rewards are 
invaluable. Ask any volunteer why they do 
it, and they’ll tell you how good volun
teering makes them feel. So please give us 
a call at 754-1058 and get involved.

Come on down and strut your stuff and 
share your talent!!

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 

thank the following persons who recently made donations 
to the Calaveras County Museum:

August 2000
Oz & Roberta Kenyon, San Andreas, CA 

Branding Iron

November 2000
Carol Kennedy, San Andreas, CA

Pictures & scrapbood of Calaveras Airport
Ralph J. Merletti, Perris, CA

Merletti family history
John Gibson, Folsom, CA

The Italian Legacy in the Mother Lode
Cate Culver, Mountain Ranch, CA

Antique wood burning heater stove
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MARK TWAIN ST. JOSEPH’S HOSPITAL 
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS AND MORE OF 
HEALTH CARE IN CALAVERAS COUNTY 

by Bonnie Miller

The history of hospital care in Calaveras 
County is as diverse as the gold mining that first 
prompted the need for hospitals. The first 
hospital in the county was located in Mokelumne 
Hill in 1851 and had ten beds. From that meager 
beginning of organized medical care evolved the 
Mark Twain Hospital District almost 100 years 
later. In 1946 the Mark Twain Hospital District 
was formed formalizing the institution that 
launched the 1951 hospital and care system as 
we know1 it today. But the history of our present 
hospital extends far back beyond the fifty years 
of service that we are celebrating this year. The 
Mark Twain Hospital was predated by several 
other efforts to provide medical care. Las 
Calaveras is proud to join the hospital district in 
their celebration of fifty years of service to the 
citizens of Calaveras County. This issue of Las 
Calaveras is dedicated to this golden anniversary 
celebration of the hospital district, and to all of 
our medical care history.

The evolution of the hospital that we know 
today was gradual but occurred in four major 
phases. The first phase of hospital care in this 
county was a crude response to the immediate 
needs of the miners. Most acute care was admin

istered to the miner in his own home or near the 
mine in which he worked. Some mining compa
nies had small hospitals to address this need. In 
the community of Mokelumne Hill, the French 
pioneers organized The Mutual Benefit Society to 
finance and construct a hospital to serve the 
French, Belgian and Canadian miners. This 
hospital was the first constructed in Calaveras 
County and was built for $375. In reality it was a 
tent house with ten beds, a stove, and a nurse. This 
first hospital burned down in 1854. Other organi
zations subsequently built similar hospitals or 
provided various forms of health care to miners in 
the Mokelumne Hill area until 1893, when 
centralized health care had become available in 
San Andreas.

Other mining communities had small miners’ 
hospitals as well. Perhaps most famous is the 
Utica Hospital in Angels Camp. This hospital was 
born of the miners’ strike for better medical care. 
In the case of an accident, it was generally the 
practice to have a buckboard deliver the injured 
miner to his home to secure his own medical care 
from his family. Concern for safety and continued 
lack of medical care led to a miners’ strike in early 
1894. Finally the Utica Mine agreed to construct a 
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twelve bed hospital next to the home of Dr. John 
Dorroh south of Angels Creek. This two story 
building still stands today as a private residence. 
The new hospital boasted all of the latest ameni
ties including built-in wash stands and flush 
toilets, but unfortunately only served the miners of 
the Utica, leaving the rest of Angels Camp still 
without a hospital.

The Calaveras Cement Plant also operated a 
small hospital in San Andreas near present day 
Treat Avenue. This hospital also only served 
employees of the Cement Plant. Other communi
ties throughout the county operated small wards 
for indigent residents or maternity purposes. 
Some of these services received financial assis
tance from the county for their operation. For the 
most part, medical care was administered in the 
home by one’s family (see Las Calaveras, January 
1982), or by the doctor who came to the house 
(see Las Calaveras, July 1973).

The next significant phase in hospital care 
occurred in the late 1860’s. The county seat had 
been moved to San Andreas in 1867, and the citi
zens of that community lobbied to have hospital 

care available in the newly prestigious location. 
The residents of San Andreas donated a house to 
the county to serve as a hospital. The house was 
known as the Gold Hill House located near Pool 
Station Road and Stockton Road (now Highway 
49). This house was the impetus behind a central
ized hospital for the county.

The Gold Hill House was a two story road
house formerly operated by Patrick McAllen. In 
exchange for board for himself and his family, 
plus a nominal $65 per month salary, the former 
proprietor provided firewood, milk, and the labor 
to care for the indigents. Medical care was 
provided by Dr. E. B. Robertson for $50 per 
month (see Las Calaveras, January 1982). In 1871 
the Gold Hill House burned down in a tragic fire 
that killed two of the patients. The residents of San 
Andreas rallied again, and a new hospital was 
quickly built across the road from the old site. 
That hospital dutifully served the population of 
Calaveras County for nineteen years.

The next advancement occurred in 1889 
when it was determined that the hospital located 
on the north end of town wasn’t large enough to 

continue to meet the 
growing needs of the 
county. The county 
purchased 16 acres of 
land on the north end 
of town alongside 
Mountain Ranch Road 
for $1000, and in 1870 
a new county hospital 
was constructed. That 
hospital was located 
on the grounds where 
the Government Center 
lies today.

The “new” county 
hospital was designed to 
be as modern, efficient, 
and self-sufficient as 
possible. The former 
Gold Hill House 
hospital was cut up and 
relocated to the new site 
where the old building 
was reconstructed as

Utica Hospital - this building served as the Utica Mine Hospital in Angels Camp and remains 
standing today as a private residence. Photo by Bonnie Miller, 2001.
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wards in the new hospital. The new 
hospital was a two story building 
consisting of an emergency room, 
dining rooms, patients’ rooms, offices, 
and kitchen, laundry and pantry on the 
first floor, with the second floor 
housing a maternity ward and nurses’ 
quarters. Nurses worked twelve hour 
shifts often six to seven days a week. In 
addition to patient care and midwife 
services they helped with the cooking, 
cleaning and laundry and were paid $40 
a month plus room and board (see Las 
Calaveras, January 1982). Outbuildings 
on the new grounds included the 
steward’s cottage, a tank house for the 
water supply, a tuberculosis ward, a 
ward for patients with contagious and 
communicable diseases, and a jail-like 
ward for unmanageable patients. The 

Dr. John Dorroh who operated the Utica Hospital in front of his office in 
Angels Camp. Photo circa 1900, courtesy of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society.

grounds also boasted a large vegetable garden, 
pig pens, chicken pens, rabbit hutches, a milk 
barn, and a barn for the sheep and cows. The big 
beautiful red barn that served the hospital still 
stands as a prominent landmark in San Andreas 
today. All of the products from the hospital 
grounds were used in their kitchens. Patients who 
were willing and able helped with the gardening 
and care of the animals. It should be noted that at 
that time the county hospital provided all indigent 
and convalescent care necessary for its citizenry. 
Today those services have been transferred to 
other facilities.

That hospital served the county well from 
1870 until 1951.

By 1946 it had become evident that the 
county hospital again severely lacked modern 
facilities, to the extent that some doctors opened 
their own private hospitals. Once again the 
growing county of Calaveras had outgrown its 
hospital. Citizens in West Point were interested 
in a modern hospital but lacked adequate funds. 
Senator Jesse M. Mayo suggested the Local 
Hospital District Act of 1945 as a possible 
course of action for the county to consider. That 
act provided the means by which the citizens 
could benefit from forming a centralized 
hospital district and open themselves to possible

state and federal funding. The 1946 Grand Jury 
recommended that the Board of Supervisors 
take action on the matter. A group of local 
doctors (Dr. Stephen Teale of West Point, Dr. E. 
W. Hill of San Andreas, Dr. Paul Noetling of 
Angels Camp, and Dr. P. R. Allanson of 
Murphys) petitioned the county as well. 
Through the vigorous efforts of the Grange and 
George Poore, the Master of the Grange, the 
matter of the formation of a hospital district was 
brought before the voters of the county. In a 
special election held on August 27, 1946 the 
formation of the Mark Twain Hospital District 
was approved by a vote of 1702 to 111. The 
management of the community medical care 
thus transferred from the County Board of 
Supervisors to the new hospital district.

Funding for the new hospital came largely 
through state and federal grants. In 1947 Senator 
Mayo’s Bill 353 proposed state funding for as 
much as one third of the cost of constructing and 
equipping new publicly owned hospitals. Senator 
Mayo’s measure was supported by Governor Earl 
Warren who signed the bill on May 29, 1947 after 
it was enacted by the state legislature. The 
following month on June 10 President Harry 
Truman signed the corresponding federal legisla
tion which appropriated the additional matching 
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federal funds. The final one third balance of 
$350,000 was obtained by a local bond issue 
approved by the voters of Calaveras County in a 
special election on June 1, 1948.

The period between 1946 when the citizens of 
West Point petitioned the county for a new 
hospital, and 1951 when that dream was realized, 
proved to be an exciting time in San Andreas. 
Construction for the new hospital broke ground on 
the south side of Mountain Ranch Road in early 
1950 after almost two years of drawing up the 
plans, bidding the contract, and then rebidding it 
when the initial costs ran too high for the available 
funding. Soon after construction began, it was 
discovered that the new hospital was being 
constructed on Native American burial grounds 
(see Las Calaveras, January 1953). George Poore, 
who had been a mining engineer and was a retired 
superintendent from the Calaveras Cement Plant 
served as the inspector for the hospital construc
tion. An amateur archeologist with and interest in 
the local Native American cultures, he attempted 
to preserve as much material as possible. Under 
Poore’s watchful eye, construction was completed 
in 1951. On August 26, 1951, Governor Warren 
followed up on his commitment to Calaveras

County and dedicated the new hospital at the 
opening ceremonies.

The new hospital boasted all of the latest 
amenities. Patients were moved from across the 
street and the former hospital was abandoned. The 
formerly picturesque hospital on the north side of 
Mountain Ranch Road continued to deteriorate, so 
that in 1959 the county determined that it 
presented too much of a fire risk and nuisance and 
decided to have it demolished. Advertising ran 
soliciting bids for the demolition of the old 
hospital and adjacent water tank house. On June 2, 
1959 a public auction was held with bidding 
opening at $200. It sold for $325 to James Barger, 
a contractor from Angels Camp. He was given 120 
days to demolish the structure and clear the prop
erty. A few years later the Calaveras County 
Government Center was built on the site.

The “new” 1951 Mark Twain District Hospital 
had twenty medical/surgical beds in ten semi
private rooms. The beds all had hand cranks to raise 
and lower the patient’s head. When the hospital 
became busy, the overflow patients were simply left 
in the corridor with curtains for privacy. Contagious 
patients were segregated and everyone just washed 
their hands a lot! Wards A, B, and C, in their sepa

rate buildings were 
used for elderly 
and indigent care. 
The year 1951 was 
right in the middle 
of the baby boom 
so a whole wing 
was devoted to 
baby birthings. 
The wing actually 
had two nurseries, 
one for babies bom 
in the deliv
ery room and one 
for babies born 
outside of the deliv
ery room. Anes
thesia was provided 
for mothers that 
needed it. The 
department was 
generally staffed 

Calaveras County Hospital - this picturesque Victorian structure served as the County Hospital from 1870 
to 1951. The Calaveras County Government Center sits on the site today. Photo taken just prior to demoli

tion in 1959, courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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Postcard of the County Hospital - This postcard was sent by a visitor named Grace to her friend 
Mae in Stockton. Apparently life in San Andreas was not to Grace's liking as she wrote "I am 

gasping for a breath of cool air - it's so hot up here". The postcard was sent in August of 1928 with 
a one penny stamp. It is a color tinted photograph, and noted as published for J. F. Treat & Sons of 

San Andreas. These postcards of various scenes around the county were used by local busi
nesses for advertising. Courtesy of Bonnie Miller.

with two to three nurses, 
depending on the census.

In the 1950’s 
surgeries were done in 
the two “state of the art” 
suites. Recovery of 
surgical patients was 
done in the surgery suite 
or a nearby patient room 
as there was no specific 
recovery room. At that 
time anesthesia was 
usually ether and was 
administered by another 
surgeon or one of the 
family doctors, and there 
was no electronic moni
toring of the patient. The 
“anesthesiologist” manu
ally monitored the 
patient with a blood
pressure cuff, stetho
scope and by feeling for 
a pulse. There were no outpatient surgeries; in fact, 
the word “outpatient” hadn’t even been heard of.

The laboratory was about the size of a typical 
bedroom and looked like your high school science 
class. Laboratory tests were all done one at a time 
and the technician’s best friend was a dishwasher 
because all of the testing was done in glassware. 
Fortunately the laboratory was next to x-ray, 
because the lab technicians also took the x-rays. 
Processing of the film took about five minutes and 
it involved dipping films in various chemicals just 
like processing camera film.

The original emergency department was 
located just inside the front door. It must have 
been interesting to bring injured and ill patients 
right through the lobby! The department consisted 
of only a single room referred to as the treatment 
room. There was a physician on call but the 
department was staffed by nurses who also 
covered the medical/surgical department from the 
nurses’ station across the hall. There were no 
radios in the hospital so the ambulances surprised 
the staff with the arrival of their patients.

Perhaps the most dramatic change to health
care in Calaveras County came on the heels of

computer technology. When Mark Twain District 
Hospital opened in 1951, intensive care units were 
non-existent; patients received the same level of 
care as medical/surgical patients. Space age tech
nology of the 1960’s brought with it biomedical 
advancements allowing visualization of heart 
rhythms and the first ICU’s. Mark Twain’s ICU 
opened in the May of 1974. The Hospital Auxiliary 
launched the Marcella Kelling Memorial to fund 
the three-bed, $12,000 department (one new ICU 
bed costs this much today). The department had 
the hospitals’ first isolation room for contagious 
patients. In the next few years heart monitoring 
telemetry was added for the entire medical/surgical 
wing. In the early 1970’s the first automatic x-ray 
film processor was brought on where the techni
cian put the film cartridge in and it came back out 
processed. Photo timed exposure was also intro
duced which automatically shut off the x-ray dose 
when the machine sensed the exposure was 
adequate. Over the next years ultrasound (first 
black and white, and then color) was introduced, 
and portable x-ray equipment for use in the surgery 
suites. Calaveras County’s first computer tomog
raphy scanner (CT scan) arrived in the mid 1980’s
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Mark Twain Hospital - After the formation of the Mark Twain Hospital District, this hospital opened its doors to the citizens of 
Calaveras County in 1951. Photo circa 1955, courtesty of the Mark Twain St. Joseph's Hospital Foundation.

and was located in a mobile trailer in the parking 
lot. It was always a challenge on rainy days! 
Nuclear medicine arrived about the same time as 
did the first mammography unit.

The 1970’s brought the natural childbirth 
movement. With Lamaze and LeBoyer being 
taught, there was an emphasis on homelike deliv
eries and a return to breast-feeding. The mothers 
wanted the babies with them in their rooms, so the 
nurseries were not used to capacity. The delivery 
room was used less and less and the laboratory 
needed more room so the lab was expanded into 
these areas. Like all areas of medicine, obstetrics 
became more specialized, malpractice insurance 
costs soared and fewer family practice physicians 
delivered the new babies.

About 1985 the emergency department 
became a “base station” where they directed the 
care of patients with the ambulance providers. The 
department was staffed 24 hours a day with 
mobile intensive care nurses, and the heliport was 
added to the hospital grounds. With the advent of 
vehicle safety belt laws the department saw a 
decrease in trauma cases and a shift to sick 
patients vs. emergency care.

In the late 1980’s it became apparent that 
access to healthcare was a major issue for 
Calaveras County residents. There was a big push 

toward preventive medicine although the diag
nostic tools were just not available within the 
framework of the hospital. The hospital adminis
tration wanted to provide diagnosis and treatment 
in the early stages of the injury/illness at the 
community level rather than provide later more 
costly emergency medicine at the hospital. In 
response to that community need, the Mark Twain 
Hospital District opened its first medical clinic for 
immediate care in Angels Camp in 1988, followed 
by Valley Springs in 1990, Arnold in 1993, and 
Copperopolis in 1994.

In 1984 the ever-resilient citizens of 
Calaveras County once again rallied and formed 
the Mark Twain Hospital Foundation as a fund 
raising organization to support the hospital and 
boost community support. This positive commu
nity spirit gained the attention of the St. Joseph’s 
Medical Center of Stockton. In 1990 the Mark 
Twain Hospital formally became affiliated with 
the St. Joseph’s Hospital Foundation. Although 
the name of the hospital was changed to the 
Mark Twain St. Joseph’s Hospital, it continued 
to operate under the local district board of direc
tors. Subsequently they joined the Catholic 
Healthcare West medical organization which 
provided the additional benefits and resources 
that a large organization could provide which 
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helped to facilitate the expansion to the commu
nity clinics.

The mid 1990’s saw a great fund drive to 
show community support toward yet another 
modernizing expansion project in San Andreas. 
With Calaveras County’s demonstrated support 
for their community hospital, it was not difficult 
to obtain the funding for the latest expansion. 
This project had a twenty three million dollar 
estimate, certainly a far cry from the original 
$350,000 that had been provided by the local 
bond measure when the district was formed and 
the Mark Twain District Hospital was built in 
1951. This latest “new” hospital opened its doors 
in 1997, and the original Mark Twain Hospital 
became the North Wing.

This newest facility provides eighteen more 
beds, a new medical/surgical department, six 
private rooms, an isolation room, and the latest in 
computer facilities. Fully digital x-ray, a new CT 
scan, and nuclear medicine were integrated into 
the new hospital. The new patient rooms have 
showers and handicap-accessible appliances. A 
sophisticated pneumatic tube system connects 
the nurses’ station with the pharmacy, lab and 
emergency departments for efficient transporta
tion of specimens, medications and reports. An 
eight bed intensive care unit offers the latest in 
patient care environments where each patient has 
their own private room monitored fully by the 

critical care staff. The new surgery department 
conducts approximately 100 surgeries a month 
where the patients’ progress is carefully moni
tored with state of the art equipment. The 
comfort of the surgical patient is foremost, right 
down to their personal choice of music and 
specially warmed blankets!

In the year 2001 the “original” hospital, now 
called the North Wing, will be renovated to 
provide even more programs and services to the 
residents of Calaveras County. To keep up with the 
changes in healthcare and the growth of our 
communities, the renovation is dedicated to outpa
tient services. Today, over 95% of the visits to 
Mark Twain District Hospital are outpatient visits, 
whereas in comparison in 1951 the idea had never 
even been conceptualized. What will the future 
bring? There will be a greater emphasis on 
preventive medicine and more technology which 
will result in even earlier diagnosis, faster treat
ments, and better outcomes.

The Mark Twain Hospital District has so much 
more to be proud of than its fifty years of service. 
The Calaveras County Historical Society is 
honored to join the district in celebrating their 
golden anniversary. Las Calaveras is grateful for 
the extensive research by Glenna Johnston. 
Additional material for this retrospective was 
contributed by the Calaveras County Archives, 
and the Mark Twain Hospital Foundation.

Mark Twain St. Joseph's Hospital - Celebrating almost 50 years as the hospital district and represently almost 150 years of service to 
Calaveras County, this expansion opened to the public in 1997. Photo courtesy of the Mark Twain St. Joseph's Hospital Foundation.
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY SAYS GOODBYE 
TO THREE PROMINENT MEMBERS

The Historical Society is saddened to report 
the passing of three of our outstanding members. 
Each of these individuals provided their own 
unique contributions to the success of the 
Historical Society. Our condolences are extended 
to the families of each of these fine people.

Laurence Getchell
of Sheep Ranch, 1903 - 2001

Larry Getchell was born in Sheep Ranch but 
grew up primarily in San Andreas where he gradu
ated from Calaveras High School in 1922 in a 
graduating class of four students. At the time of his 
passing he was the oldest living graduate of 
Calaveras High. He moved to San Francisco where 
he remained for the rest of his life proudly carrying 
the reputation as “the native in exile”. Despite the 
distance between San Francisco and San Andreas, 
Larry remained in constant contact with activities 
in his home town. He was an avid sportsman and 
folk dancer, and he helped to form the San Andreas 
folk dance club the Mountain Mixers where he 
taught dancing locally for many years. Larry was 
the nephew of Clarence Getchell, the 1881 founder 
of the Calaveras Prospect newspaper. Journalism 
must have run in his blood, for over the years he 
contributed many articles to the Prospect, the 
Calaveras Enterprise, and Las Calaveras as 
recently as just last year. His humorous articles 
were always enjoyed by his loyal readers.

Dr. Milton “Ben ” Smith 
of Murphys, 1913 - 2001

Born in Payette, Idaho, Dr. Smith had made 
Murphys his home since 1963. He was a physician 
who served in World War II in Germany and 
France. After the war he practiced for sixteen years 
in Fairfield, California where he also served as that 
city’s mayor. In 1963 he moved to Murphys where 
he completed his medical career of 40 years. He 
served as a Calaveras County Supervisor from 
1971 through 1974 and was fondly remembered by 

his constituents and the county staff for his 
commitment to the county. Other community 
contributions included long time memberships in 
the First Congregational Church in Murphys, the 
Ophir/Bear Mountain Masonic Lodge, the 
Calaveras Big Trees Association, and the Calaveras 
Heritage Council. Dr. Smith was also a founding 
member of the Mark Twain Hospital Foundation as 
well as having served as the hospital’s chief of 
staff In 1976 he served as the First Vice President 
of the Historical Society. As a young man Ben 
Smith’s primary interest had been in geology but 
he was advised by his parents to pursue a career in 
medicine where he would be sure to earn a living 
that could support his family. Prior to leaving 
public life, Dr. Smith carried on with his interest in 
rocks and taught geology for twelve years where he 
was honored by the Columbia College Foundation 
for his service to the college and community.

Charles “Sonny” Stone
of Copperopolis, 1918 - 2001

Charlie, aka “Sonny” Stone was born in 
Copperopolis and that is where he returned to upon 
retiring after 38 years of living and working in the 
Bay Area. Son of a pioneer Copperopolis family, he 
kept that spirit alive with his numerous contribu
tions to the community. To name only a very few, he 
was actively involved as a life time member of the 
Copperopolis Community Center, served as a 
trustee with the Bret Harte High School District, 
was a board member of the Copperpolis Cemetery 
District as well as the auxiliary board of the Mark 
Twain St. Joseph’s Hospital, served as president of 
the Heritage Council, and was a long time member 
of the Angels Gun Club. Sonny is credited with 
driving the following historical preservation proj
ects: the Copperolis Armory, the Reed Building, the 
Copperopolis Congregational Church, and the 
Calaveras County Museum. It is said that no one 
knew more about the history of the old buildings in 
Copper than Sonny. His love of Copperoplis and 
history came together in the lively book The Tools
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Are On The Bar which he and his wife of 60 years 
Rhoda wrote together. In 1992 Sonny and Rhoda 
were named Citizens of the Year by the Agency on 
Aging and are honored with plaques on the Armory 
and the historical church. And if all of the above 
contributions weren’t enough, from 1993 to 1994 
he served as president of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society.

Sonny was often referred to as “a modern day 
Mark Twain” because of his ability to spin a funny 
story out of any situation. He jokingly referred to 
himself as “the vice mayor” of Copperoplis; that is, 
the person overseeing the vice. Sonny claimed that 
if a person survived a summer in Copperopolis, he 
would never be afraid of hell. Regardless of where 
he ends up, his endless wealth of historical knowl
edge, his humorous stories, and the twinkle in his 
clear blue eyes will be missed.

Spuing Sowts
April 26 will be a busy spring day for the

Calaveras County Historical Society!! Please 
join us for one of these two exciting events:

Annual Volunteer Luncheon
Noon on this day will be our annual Volunteer 

Luncheon. This is the lunch where all of our dedi
cated volunteers are honored. These volunteers 
keep the museum and book store open, or help with 
mailers and other office assignments. Our deepest 
gratitude goes to these dedicated people who give 
so much just for the pleasure of the duty. We all 
look forward to honoring these special people.

Monthly Meeting
This evening will be our monthly meeting to 

be held at 6:00 pm at the Metropolitan in San 
Andreas. We will have dinner then an exciting 
program “Remembering the Black Bart Hotel” in 
honor of the great proprietor Don Cuneo. Our 
meeting coordinator Joan Donleavy has done a 
wonderful job assembling a group of interesting 
people who have worked with the Black Bart 
Hotel who will discuss the history of this unique 
establishment and local landmark. Please call 
now to make your reservation at the Society 
office at 209- 754-1058.

Charles Stone, 1992

What’s in a name??
“COPPEROPOLIS”

he name of Copperopolis imparts an image of 
a metropolis of copper, which is exactly how 
the name was derived. In the midst of gold 

mining communities, this area had the distinction of 
discovering copper as its primary mineral.. Prior to 
the discovery of copper, this area of the county was 
referred to as the Gopher Hills area of western 
Calaveras County. In 1860 Hiram Hughes, having 
abandoned his efforts at silver mining in Nevada 
tried to find silver in western Calaveras County 
because he felt the area was extremely similar to that 
of the Comstock Lode. Instead of finding silver, he 
found an “iron rust” which proved to be copper. The 
copper immediately became profitable due to the 
demand of the Civil War. Several copper mines were 
launched and the area boomed to a community of ten 
thousand which ultimately proved to be principle 
copper producing community in the country. The 
new community adopted for itself the lofty name of 
“Copperopolis” which is a combination of the word 
copper plus the word “polis” which is the Greek 
word for city.

To learn more about the exciting community of 
Copperopolis and its unique place in our county’s 
and our country’s history, readers are urged to read 
the book The Tools Are On The Bar by Charles and 
Rhoda Stone, or refer to Las Calaveras, October 
1960 for starters.
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Coco Shearer, San Andreas, CA
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Sue Smith, Valley Springs, CA
76 Victorian Postcards

February 2001
Barbara J. Lusar, Paradise, CA

5 pictures of early Calaveras County 
March 2001

Lloyd Ames, Glenco, CA
Pictures of Danielson family

Kolbet Schrichte, Washington, DC
Cash donation
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THE RUSSELL FAMILY OF MURPHYS
by Elizabeth Fischer

George and Elizabeth Russell and their family 
were long-time residents of Calaveras County. They 
settled there in the 1880s, where they lived for over 40 
years on “the Old Russell Place,” their ranch near 
Murphys, and where their descendants lived on after 
them. They did not settle in Calaveras County until 
they were mature adults who had been married for over 
a decade, and their earlier lives exemplify the pioneer 
spirit that led so many people to the Gold Country.

George Russell was the son of Isaac Russell, who 
was bom on December 30, 1813, in Breckenridge 
County, Kentucky. According to the story told in the 
family, Isaac was the oldest of ten brothers. He moved 
to Illinois in 1831, then to Arkansas in 1839. It was 
probably within a year or two of moving to Arkansas 
that he married Rebecca Price, and they settled in 
Perry County. Their first child was my great-grandfa
ther, George Russell, who was bom on March 9, 1842, 
in Perryville. Two other children soon followed. Isaac 
Russell must have been a well-respected man because 
he held three offices for Perry County: he was county 
clerk from 1840 to 1846, a judge from 1848 to 1850, 
and county treasurer from 1850 to 1852. Rebecca 
Russell died during or some time after the birth of her 
last child in 1845. In 1848 Isaac married a widow 
named Lydia McCain Strong, who brought her young 
son Preston Strong with her into the Russell family. 
Isaac and Rebecca’s two younger children died in 
childhood, so that Isaac and his son George were the

George Russell, 1842-1929.

only survivors of that first family. Isaac and Lydia 
soon started a family, however, and had four children 
during their time in Arkansas.

In about 1860 the family began moving west 
toward California. Isaac’s brother William had already 
settled there, in Sacramento County, and their brother 
Ben came later. Isaac’s eighth child was born in 
Colorado after the family began moving west. They 
arrived in California and also settled in Sacramento 
County, where they began farming. With Isaac and his 
two brothers living in Sacramento County, and with
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Mary Elizabeth Tock Russell, 1849-1935.

most members of the Russell clan seemingly prone to 
large families, the area became heavily populated with 
Russells and their descendants within a couple of 
generations. After their arrival in California, Isaac and 
Lydia produced their last child in about 1864, so they 
had six together, in addition to George, from Isaac’s 
first marriage, and Preston, from Lydia’s first 
marriage. By the 1870 census the family was living in 
Franklin Township near Sacramento. There is a short 
biography of Isaac Russell in Thompson and West’s 
The History of Sacramento County, first published in 
1880, and re-issued by the Howell-North Press in 
1960. Isaac Russell spent the rest of his life in the 
Sacramento area, and died on September 27, 1902, 
followed by his wife Lydia just five months later. They 
and many of their descendants are buried in the Elk 
Grove Cemetery near Sacramento.

To go back to the time of the Russell family’s 
arrival in California, the Civil War had broken out in 
1861, shortly after their journey west. On March 23, 
1865, in San Francisco, 23-year-old George Russell 
enlisted as a private in Company F of the Seventh 
California Infantry. The last Confederate troops 
surrendered in May of that year, however, and he 
probably never saw action. He was discharged at the 
Presidio in San Francisco on April 13, 1866, and he 
subsequently established a homestead in Galt, in 
Sacramento County.

George Russell married Elizabeth Tock, a resident 
of nearby Woodbridge, on February 23, 1875, in 
Stockton. The newlyweds made a disparate couple, 
since George was very tall and Elizabeth was probably 

not over five feet tall in her prime. However, they must 
have been well-matched in other respects, because 
their marriage lasted 54 years, until George’s death, 
and produced seven children.

Elizabeth Tock Russell’s travels had brought her an 
even greater distance than George’s. She had been bom 
Mary Elizabeth Tock on February 8, 1849 in the parish 
of Burton-upon-Stather, in the county of Lincolnshire 
(now Humberside), in England. (Mary Elizabeth was 
called Elizabeth or Lizzy. However, she signed her 
name as “Mary E. Russell,” so it should be borne in 
mind that these names refer to the same person.) 
Elizabeth’s father was James Tock and her mother’s 
maiden name was Martha Wadd. Elizabeth was their 
oldest child, and the only one bom in England. In about 
1853 the family emigrated to New Brunswick, on the 
east coast of Canada, and Elizabeth always remem
bered crossing the ocean at the age of four. They settled 
in the town of St. Stephen, near the U.S. border. She 
eventually had three younger sisters, all born in New 
Brunswick. Their mother, Martha Tock, died when 
Elizabeth was about 12. In 1870, twenty-one-year-old 
Elizabeth is listed in the U.S. census as Elizabeth 
“Tuck.” She was living by herself across the border in 
Calais, Maine, and gave her occupation as dressmaker.

Shortly afterwards, in about 1872, James Tock 
again moved his family, this time to California, 
making use of the transcontinental railroad which 
had been completed in 1869. They settled in the Lodi 
area in San Joaquin County, where the blistering 
summers and arid valleys must have seemed a world 
away from England. I’ve sometimes wondered if this 
move was motivated in part by James Tock’s desire 
to find husbands for his four daughters in the west, 
where the men outnumbered the women. If this was 
James’ strategy, it paid off, because all of his daugh
ters were married within three years.

As mentioned above, Elizabeth married George 
Russell in 1875. They had seven children, all reportedly 
big babies who weight ten pounds or more—the 
diminutive Elizabeth must have been hardy to survive 
this and live on to the age of 86. Their first four children 
were bom in the Sacramento area: Sammy in about 
1876, Henry in 1877, Lee in 1879, and Ross in 1880. In 
about 1882 the family moved to Abilene, Texas, where 
Thomas was bom in 1884, and where Sammy died at 
around the same time, at the age of eight.

The Russell family moved back to California in 
about 1887, where they decided to settle in Calaveras
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County. Their daughter Mary Emma was born there 
that same year, near Sheep Ranch. Since George 
already had a homestead in California, he obtained 
one in Calaveras County, near Murphys, under the 
name of his father, Isaac Russell. On May 20, 1891, 
Elizabeth Russell’s father, the old Englishman James 
Tock, died in the San Joaquin County Hospital in 
Stockton at the age of 74. Two weeks later, on June 
5, Elizabeth and George Russell’s youngest child 
was born—my grandmother, Elsie Anne Russell.

George and Elizabeth Russell’s children were 
spread out over 16 years, so the elder ones were 
growing up by the time the youngest were bom. Lee 
Russell died at the age of 16, possibly of appendicitis, 
in about 1895. Ross suffered from some kind of mental 
disability and spent the last several years of his life at 
the state hospital in Stockton until his death in 1918. 
This meant that, of the four oldest boys, Henry Russell 
was the only one who had survived and was not 
disabled, and he became the de facto head of the next 
generation of Russells. He obtained a teaching certifi
cate and taught at several schools around Calaveras 
County, including the Avery School. He married 
another teacher, Lilith (pronounced Lie-lith) Land, and 
they had three daughters, Hazel, Elsie and Ellen. His 
brother Thomas married Helen Laidet and had four 
children, and Mary Emma Russell married four times 
and had four children. Henry and Tom both stayed in 
California, but Mary eventually settled in Centralia, 
Washington, with her fourth husband, Peter Vivoda.

Two of George and Elizabeth's daughters, Elsie Anne on the 
left and Mary (holding baby), taken about 1906

George and Elizabeth's son Henry who became a prominent 
Calveras County teacher.

The youngest of George and Elizabeth’s children, 
Elsie, married George Grover Fischer on June 6, 
1909, the day after her eighteenth birthday. Grover 
had grown up in nearby Sheep Ranch, but he had been 
working in construction in San Francisco before his 
marriage, helping to rebuild the city after the 1906 
earthquake. George and Elizabeth were very fond of 
their daughter Elsie’s parents-in-law, and formed a 
lasting friendship with John and Leoda Fischer.

George and Elizabeth Russell continued to live 
at the Russell place near Murphys. George was an 
independent-minded man who went his own way. He 
was eccentric in many ways, one example of which 
was his refusal to wear anything but homemade 
clothes. He had a fat old mare named Sally, of whom 
he was very fond, and he would make everyone get 
out of the wagon and walk when she had to go up a 
hill. He had many ideas about horticulture, and he 
devised an ambitious overhead irrigation system for 
his farm, although his house still did not have 
running water. He used his system to grow turnips, 
which do not seem to have been of much practical or 
monetary use. His granddaughter Elsie Fischer 
Burns says that he used to pay his grandchildren to 
haul the turnips over the hill. He hitched up Sally to 
his wagon and drove down to Sonoma County to talk 
to the famous horticulturist Luther Burbank about 
his ideas. It would be interesting to know what Mr. 
Burbank and other people in the more urban areas 
made of this mountain man with the long white 
beard and the homemade overalls.
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George Russell, known by his family as "Pap."

Having already lost three sons, Sammy, Lee and 
Ross, the Russells had yet another loss to endure. 
Their daughter Elsie’s young husband Grover 
Fischer died in 1918 in the influenza epidemic, 
leaving her with two little children, Elsie and Grover, 
Jr. She was remarried to Charles Ream and had a 
little boy, Charlie, before becoming ill with cancer. 
She died at her parents’ home in Murphys on 
December 30, 1922, at the age of 31. Her two older 
children were raised by their Fischer grandparents in 
Sheep Ranch, with help from George and Elizabeth 
Russell, and her youngest son was raised by the 
Ream family.

George suffered from health problems and grew 
increasingly forgetful in his declining years. Of 
course, there was no social security until the 1930s, 
so one resource George and Elizabeth used to 
augment their modest means was George’s Civil War 
pension, which was allotted to disabled veterans. He 
applied for the pension as early as 1891, when he 
was only 49, but he could not prove he was disabled 
and it was denied. It was granted in 1904, at which 
time the payment was $6 per month. In 1928, when 
George’s health was seriously declining, Henry and 
Lilith Russell and their three girls moved in with the 
elderly couple to help out. They built another house 
on the property for George and Elizabeth to move in 
to. Henry had formerly had a homestead next to 
George’s which he had sold, and he bought it back so 
that the Russell place now comprised two home
steads, or 320 acres.

Elizabeth Russell, who was only 4'-10“ tall, and was called 
"Little Grandma" by her family.

George Russell was known to his grandchildren as 
“Pap” and Elizabeth was known as “Little Grandma.” 
She had always been small, but as she became bent 
with age she grew even shorter, and was reportedly 
only about 4'-6” in her last years. Although George was 
a rugged individualist, he could also be a kind grand
father. His granddaughter Elsie Fischer Bums has 
pleasant memories of Pap making wooden toys for the 
children. I don’t know a great deal about Little 
Grandma, Elizabeth Russell, but I feel that, in her own 
humble way, she must have been a woman of strength 
and courage. Her life had taken her from England to

The original George Russell homestead near Murphys as it 
appears today.
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year 2001, since it forms part of the ranch that is 
owned by George and Elizabeth Russell’s great-great- 
grandson, David Lei, Jr.

Elizabeth "Little Grandma" and George "Pap" Russell 
in the 1920s.

Canada, from Canada to California, and from 
California to Texas and back. She was a tiny woman 
and was apparently not considered strong, since one 
reason given for their move to the mountains was for 
her health. Yet she bore seven children and raised them 
with few material resources or comforts. She lived for 
54 years with an eccentric and sometimes prickly 
husband, and tended him devotedly in his declining 
years. She was to outlive not only him, but also her 
three younger sisters and four of her seven children, 
which must have been a devastating loss. Through it 
all, with fortitude and good nature, she did her duty 
and made the best of what fate doled out to her.

George Russell died on October 23, 1929, and 
Elizabeth Russell on April 10, 1935. Because of their 
affection for the Fischers, they had chosen to be buried 
in the Fischer plot in the Sheep Ranch cemetery, near 
their daughter Elsie. Henry and Lilith Russell stayed 
on at the Russell place, where they grew in the love and 
respect of their relatives and friends. Also known as 
“Uncle Henry and Aunty,” they presided over their 
own extended family of children, nieces and nephews, 
and grandchildren there. At least two of George and 
Elizabeth’s grandchildren are still living: Elsie Fischer 
Bums of Benecia, California, and Ellen Russell Gilbo 
of Pacheco, California. In addition, there are many 
more of their descendants, in California and elsewhere. 
A piece of the Russell place is still in the family in the 

This article and most of the photographs were 
provided by Elizabeth Fischer who is a descendent of 
the Fischer family of Sheep Ranch. Ms. Fischer has 
contributed material to Las Calaveras in the past 
(see Las Calaveras, October 1998) and has been 
instrumental in preserving the Sheep Ranch 
Cemetery. The reminiscence by Ellen Russell and the 
two later photos of Pap and Little Grandma Russell 
were provided by their great-grandson Russell Pettit. 
For more information about the area where the 
Russell homestead was located, see Las Calaveras, 
January 1977 regarding the Darby family. County 
Road Number 406, Darby Russell Road still bears 
the names of these two prominent families.

Illy ^landfaihen was 87 when he died .

9 was 10 and only knew/ him in hue senile time/. 
''When we told my Myrandmothenthat hewasyone. she 
only sab veiy still , hands/ folded in hen lap She said. 

“9 amylad 9 could take/ cane cf hint somany yeans/.
9 could not think that she would miss/ him. 9{e/ always 
complained that she was/ in his may and even sometimes, 
swoneabken.

''When 9 was a little olden and had learned ta sew,, 
she said, “9 will/pay you/to/make a/(Less/^on me. 9 
want a/ pink silk d/iess .

Ml nd 9 made the diese, follow iny hen pattern/, milk/ 
a little, lace/ tufle at the, neck.

She/ said, Fly meddiny (Less/ was/ pink silk. ^ap 
always/ liked me in ib.

Token she huny it away and neven wone, it until she 
was/ in ken cofin.

9n those days 0) my youth, 9 could not undeistand.

That now my heait is many yeans, wisen and' 9 
know that inside/ hen ayed, withered Indy, lived the, same 
yinl/ who had worn pink on hen Th tidal/ M)ay. Mind she 
planned to yo ayain to/ meet hen man, weatiny pink silk.

This story was written by granddaughter Ellen Russell in the 
late 1930s. The original handwritten letter is owned by 

descendant Russell Pettit.
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Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society 

wishes to thank the following persons who recently 
made donations to the Calaveras County Museum:

March 2001

Betty Snyder, Valley Springs, CA
21 photos of building a stone oven

April 2001

Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson, CA
Dressmaker’s mannequin,
Picture of shepherd

Kathryn Robie, Farmington, CA 
Various Christmas decorations

Richard N. Anderson, Altaville, CA 
Calaveras Cement sack

Don Cuneo, Calaveritas, CA
3 photographs

Wally Motloch, Mountain Ranch, CA
1-year subscription to the Mountain
Ranch Miner’s Pick and cash donation

May 2001

Sylvia (Hendsch) Armstrong, Fresno, CA
2 pictures relating to the Hendsch 
family history in the Copperopolis/ 
Murphys area

Joan Donleavy, Valley Springs, CA 
School desk

Carmenne Poore, San Andreas, CA 
Antique kitchen items and book

J

March 2001
Mr. & Mrs. Orin Mallett • Stockton 

Edward Price • Avery

April 2001
Melanie Cuneo • Folsom 

Gerald Marquette • Murphys 
Carla McGrogan • Alameda

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

May 2001
Roz & Derek Bray • Bear Valley 

Lori D. Marquette • Tempe
Kathleen M. Zahniser • San Andreas 

Ed Stewart & Pat Derby • Galt 
Genevieve White-Rodby • Oakland 

Walter & Dorise Harper • Deer Park 
Brian Kumanchik • Copperopolis
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THE ODD FELLOWS
OF CALAVERAS COUNTY

By Duane Wight and Bonnie Miller

The three interconnected links enclosing the 
letters F L T found on many buildings around the 
country is the emblem of the IOOF, the 
Independent Order of Odd Fellows. The F L T 
stands for Friendship, Love and Truth. Their 
mandate is “to improve and elevate the character 
of man”. These values carry throughout the heart 
of the order, and are found throughout much of the 
success in the Mother Lode.

The Odd Fellows Lodges originated in 
England. The earliest records of the lodges indi
cate that they first organized in the early 1700’s 
and a century later were thriving throughout 
England. The lodge was suppressed by the church 
for a short time prior to the American 
Revolutionary War, but the spirit persisted. In 
1819 a charismatic coach spring maker and Odd 
Fellow named Thomas Wildey migrated to the 
United States and became a blacksmith. The senti
ment in his new surroundings was not favorable 
toward the English due to the recent War of 1812. 
He missed the fellowship he had had in England 
and advertised for other Odd Fellows who may 
have migrated as well. His efforts to find others 
was successful. Together Wildey and another Odd 
Fellow from England, John Welsh and three others

The symbol of the three linked rings signifying friendship, 
love and truth is found on many historical buildings 

throughout the Mother Lode.

who answered the advertisement formed the first 
Odd Fellows Lodge named Washington Lodge 
No. 1 in Baltimore, Maryland. The Odd Fellows 
flourished in the United States thereafter, and by 
the time ofWildey’s death in 1861 there were over 
200,000 members in 42 states. By 1848 even prior 
to the gold rush members of the order had reached
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California, and by 1865 the first lodge of the 
IOOF was established in Calaveras County.

Why such an odd name, and what is all of this 
“oddness” about? There are many legends as to 
the origin of the name. One opinion is based in the 
history that the fraternity included common 
laboring men not necessarily associated otherwise 
by religion, social status or a singular trade, 
therefor it was a miss-matched group of peculiar 
or odd people. Also prevalent is the myth that any 
person who willingly undertook good deeds for no 
personal gain was indeed an odd fellow. Most 
references state that the true reason for the name 
Odd Fellows isn’t known or documented. The 
intent of the fraternity is to recognize that friend
ship, love and truth are the basic guides to the 
ultimate destiny of all mankind. To that end, the 
Odd Fellow’s Valediction states in part “I believe 
my home, my church or temple, my lodge, and my 
community deserve my best work, my modest 
pride, my earnest faith, and my deepest loyalty, as 
I perform my duty to “visit the sick, relieve the 
distressed, bury the dead and educate the orphan ” 
and as I work with others to build a better 
world...” All of its lessons come from the Bible. 
The Odd Fellows are found at the core of a 
community’s social welfare, both in times of crisis 
and at the foundation of that community. 
Membership in the organization is regarded as a 
point of distinction and honor in their community. 
Upon passing, a member’s burial may be financed 
by the lodge, or his headstone adorned for eternity 
with the symbols of the order. Evidence of this 
highly respected association is found throughout 
the world.

The discovery of gold in California brought 
the great migration to the west. In January of 1849 
the IOOF in the city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
issued a charter for a lodge in California. With the 
help of several others, pioneering Odd Fellow 
James Smiley brought the Charter of California 
Lodge No. 1 around the horn. Unfortunately 
Smiley’s companions immediately left for the gold 
fields to seek their fortunes, leaving Smiley 
behind and for several months unable to garner 
enough charter members to institute the lodge as 
required. Eventually his companions returned and 
found the charter still in his safe keeping, and the 

first California Odd Fellows Lodge came in to 
being on September 9, 1848 in Yerba Buena (later 
known as San Francisco) exactly one year to the 
day prior to California’s admission to the Union as 
the 31st state. This same charter won another 
place in history after the great San Francisco 
earthquake on April 18, 1906. Defying the orders 
of the soldiers, Thomas R. Man became a local 
hero when he darted into the remains of the Odd 
Fellows Temple of California Lodge No. 1 to save 
that original charter. Virtually all other records of 
the order were lost in the fire.

The presence of the Odd Fellows in early 
California’s social welfare was immediately 
evident. California in 1849 and 1850 was 
suffering epidemic health problems due to the 
sudden influx of people. The Odd Fellows did not 
initially have a dues structure but rather allowed 
themselves to be charged high fees to attend a 
meeting so that they could raise money for relief 
programs. A. M. Winn, an Odd Fellow from Texas 
organized several large relief efforts in 
Sacramento to nurse the sick free of charge. 
Together with the Masons, another fraternal 
organization, the Odd Fellows established the first 
hospital in California. Later Winn founded the 
Native Sons of the Golden West.

The gold rush was the impetus of California’s 
history as we have come to regard it. The Mother 
Lode was at the center of the gold rush. The Odd 
Fellows were in the heart of the development of 
the Mother Lode communities. Eventually much 
of California’s fundamental history was made by 
Odd Fellows. Don R. Smith of Linden wrote The 
Odd Fellow in California and noted several 
contributions to California history by prominent 
members of the fraternal organization:

William C. Ralston and Darius Ogden Mills 
were San Francisco Odd Fellows who were a 
western success story in themselves. They built an 
empire including the Bank of California, the 
Virginia Truckee Rail Road, the Grand and the 
Palace Hotels in San Francisco, and the Spring 
Valley Water Company, now known as the San 
Francisco Water Department. The city of Milbrae 
was named for Mills.

Dr. John F. Morris launched the joint project 
between the Odd Fellows and the Masonic 
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fraternal organizations and started the first 
hospital in California. He is also credited with 
bringing Odd Fellow membership to Germany 
which led to the organization’s further growth 
throughout Europe.

Leland Stanford was an American capitalist 
and philanthropist. Stanford’s ventures 
contributed greatly toward expansion of the west. 
He was one of the “Big
Four” who built the 
transcontinental railroad.
In 1861 he was elected as 
the eighth Governor of
California. In 1885 he 
became a US Senator 
where he served until his 
death in office in 1893. He 
had wanted to establish an
Odd Fellows College but 
upon the death of his son 
instead the Leland
Stanford Junior University 
was built with independent 
sponsorship.

Samuel Hale Parker
was the First Grandmaster 
of the IOOF and the second 
president of the Fireman’s
Fund Insurance Company.
His strong management 
saved the company from 
almost a total collapse in 
the 1880’s.

Michael H. DeYoung
is remembered mostly in
San Francisco because of 
the DeYoung Museum in
Golden Gate Park.
Together with his brother
Charles DeYoung, also an
Odd Fellow, they ran the
newspaper the San
Francisco Chronicle.

Reuben H. Lloyd was
a pioneer lawyer in San
Francisco and president of
the Golden Gate Park
Commission. In the course 

of his practice he represented several other Odd 
Fellows such as Elias “Lucky” Baldwin, owner 
of the Baldwin House; Darius O. Mills, a promi
nent San Francisco banker; and William Sharon, 
and James G. Fair who went on to become silver 
kings in Virginia City, Nevada.

Newton Booth was an active member of the 
Odd Fellows who became the eleventh governor

The IOOF Lodge on parade in front of their hall on Main Street, 
San Andreas, 1898. Photo courtesy of the Historical Society
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The Angels Camp IOOF hall houses an antique business today. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller.

of California. Booth had traveled aboard the ship 
the Oregon which arrived in San Francisco on 
October 19, 1850. He had carried with him the 
long awaited news of California’s admission to the 
Union as the 31st state.

Membership in the Odd Fellows exceeded 
tens of thousands of fine people but most were 
not as historically prominent as those mentioned 
above. Most members have done their good work 
in private by helping their fellow citizens in 
every way imaginable, in pursuit of their 
mandate “to elevate the character of man”. One 
of the greatest contributions of Odd Fellows in 
the United States has been the unconditional care 
for and education of orphans, a sentiment 
believed to have resulted from Thomas Wildey’s 
leadership, himself an orphan educated by a 
benefactor. One of the tenets of Odd Fellowship 
is to care for the widowed and fatherless and all 

in affliction or distress. In pursuit of that 
mission, the California Odd Fellows dedicated a 
“Home for the Aged” in the community of 
Thermalite near Oroville in Butte County on 
April 26, 1895. On November 18, 1912 the home 
was relocated to Saratoga in Santa Clara County. 
It has remained in constant operation there ever 
since. Continuing in that same spirit, in 1992 the 
Odd Fellows acquired the “Meadows of Napa 
Valley”, a multimillion dollar three level care 
facility for 350 residents. On November 15, 1998 
ground breaking ceremonies were held at the 
Saratoga facility on a $65 million expansion and 
modernization project. The new facility will 
boast three levels of living: independent living, 
assisted living, and skilled nursing care. The Odd 
Fellows still continue their good works and are 
also very much involved in support of the Heart 
Association. They have recently set up the “Odd 
Fellows and Rebekahs Visual Research 
Foundation” in connection with Johns Hopkins 
University Eye Institute with Odd Fellow 
Professor of Ophthalmology Dr. W. Richard 
Green. The Odd Fellows in California started the 
first lending library in the west. Until it was sold 
in 1896 the Odd Fellows Library remained the 
largest in the west.

The IOOF was the first major fraternal 
organization to establish an organization for 
women. The beautiful Rebekah Degree was 
created in 1851 based on teachings found in the 
Bible. The Rebekah Degree was written by 
Schuyler Colfax, an ardent Odd Fellow who later 
went on to become Vice President of the United 
States. The Rebekahs enabled wives and widows 
of Odd Fellows and eventually all women to 
carry out the principles of the Odd Fellowship. In 
California the first Rebekah lodge was estab
lished on June 30, 1870 in San Francisco as 
Rebekah Degree Lodge No. 1, IOOF. As most 
Rebekah lodges, its membership consisted of 
both men and women. One of those founding 
members, Judge Davis Lauderback had been 
instrumental in getting the legislation passed at 
the Grand Lodge level to allow Rebekah Lodges 
in California. He also aided in forming the 
statewide Rebekah Assembly, and assisted in 
securing the Rebekah’s operation of the Odd
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Fellows Children’s Home in Gilroy. This home 
remains in successful operation today, one of 
only a handful in the country.

• • •

As each lodge gained maturity, they would 
construct a hall for their use if funds permitted. One 
can easily identify these halls in most gold country 
towns as they were often one of only a few two story 
buildings in town. A hall had to have its windows 
open for ventilation, but in the interest of secrecy it 
was necessary to conduct the business on the second 
floor. Therefore the IOOF mandated that a hall be at 
least two stories high when built. Almost all IOOF 
halls in California were two stories.

Ten Odd Fellows Lodges were instituted in Calaveras 
County. The following is a brief history of each.

Hope Lodge #33 - Instituted December 21, 
1854 at Angels Camp. The Charter members were 
Thomas J. Frazier, Benjamin B. Ashberry, Morris 
B. Job, George K. Donnally and C. S. Stevens.

On January 24, 1885 all of their records were 
lost to fire. Just three years later a new building 
was erected on April 5, 1885 at a cost of $3,950. 
This beautiful building with its grand false front 
still stands on Main Street (Highway 4/49) Angels 
Camp. Today it houses an antique business, as so 
many former lodges do, which seems appropriate.

Mokelumne Lodge #44 - Instituted in 1855 
(either September 20 or October 23 by two 
different accounts) at Mokelumne Hill. Charter 
members were Moses Ferguson, Lewis Soher, 
Charles W. Littler, Thomas S. Loutit, James 
Williams, and Judge Silas W. Brockway.

The grand three story Mokelumne Hill IOOF Hall still stands today. 
Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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The San Andreas 100F hall houses a portion of the Calaveras County Museum today. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller.

For the first five years the Mokelumne Hill 
Odd Fellows rented hall space from the Masons, 
another fraternal organization. In 1854 the 
Mokelumne Hill Canal and Mining Company had 
constructed a two story stone building at the end 
of Main Street shortly after the town had suffered 
a devastating fire. Eventually the building came 
into the hands of Dr. Lewis Soher, one of the 
lodge’s charter Odd Fellows. He in turn sold the 
building to the Odd Fellows and in 1860 a third 
story was added to the building. It was a grand 
three story structure on Center Street at the end of 
Main Street, facing in such a way as to greet all 
who came down Main Street into the town. In 
1861 in recognition of the one year anniversary in 
the newly remodeled building, a lavish celebra
tion was held.

This building was so unique in Calaveras 
County that it was featured in the the very first 

issue of Las Calaveras, 
October 1952. For more 
information on Dr. Soher and 
his contributions to Calaveras 
County see Las Calaveras, 
April 1982. Cellars and base
ments not withstanding, this 
building is believed to be one 
of if not the first three story 
building built in California. It 
still proudly overlooks the 
community of Mokelumne 
Hill. There are many amusing 
photographs that survive 
which depict various occa
sions in its life when it has 
been decorated for a variety 
of holidays or celebrations.

In January of 1939 the 
Mokelumne Lodge consoli
dated with the San Andreas 
Lodge #50.

San Andreas Lodge #50 - 
Instituted January 14, 1856 at 
San Andreas. Charter members 
were Adolph Humphreys, 
Gordon E. Slass, E. W. Fitch, 
Arnold Friedberger, and 
William C. Snodgrass.

The newly formed lodge immediately 
launched plans to construct a hall. By September 
24, 1856 the San Andreas Independent newspaper 
said “Odd Fellows Hall: This magnificent 
building is now nearly finished and when 
completed, will add much to the appearance of 
this town - this building will be an ornament to 
any city in the state.” The two story brick struc
ture was built by the contractors Putney and Epply 
for about $8,000. The brick for the building was 
called “hall brick” from a brickyard northeast of 
town. It also had a basement made of stone used 
as a cellar. The first floor was eleven feet high and 
fitted for stores. The second floor was twelve feet 
high from floor to ceiling, and measured thirty 
feet by fifty feet which allowed ample room for 
the main hall, stairs, and anti-rooms.

This building became a centerpiece of the 
social activities for the community of San
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Andreas. A few years after its construction the hall 
was used for a ball to celebrate an important 
anniversary. The San Andreas Independent 
reported the upcoming event to be held April 26, 
1859. “IOOF - PROCESSION, ORATION 
AND BALL!” they announced to celebrate forty 
years of Odd Fellowship in the United States. 
Following an account of the program, listed 
among the managers of the ball was Benjamin K. 
Thorn, beloved sheriff of Calaveras County who 
eventually served two terms as sheriff for a total of 
over thirty years of service.

This beautiful building still graces Main 
Street San Andreas today with its grand visage. It 
is currently owned and maintained by the County 
of Calaveras, with the top half housing a portion 
of the Calaveras County Museum, and the bottom 
half is used for the museum’s Willard P. Fuller 
Book Room and the offices of the Calaveras 
County Arts Council. Upstairs in the museum one 
can find an excellent display of Odd Fellows 
memorabilia and other interesting information 
and accouterments associated with the fraternal 
organizations that were so fundamental to the 
development of the gold country.

The San Andreas Lodge proved to be one of 
the most active in the area eventually assimilating 
several other lodges in to its fold over time.

Campo Seco Lodge #66 - Instituted January 23, 
1857 at Campo Seco. Charter members were Nathan 
T. Root, Stephan Bernard, Jacob. S. Shoemaker, 
Morris Einstein, Joseph Rucker, William Nelson, 
Albert Benjamin Shoemaker, James P. McHenry, 
Isaac Wildermuth and John H. Wildermuth.

The 1870 Townsite Map of Campo Seco indi
cates a lot owned by the IOOF on the south side of 
Campo Seco Road. There are no indications that a 
building stood in this location. Local residents 
believe that a rock wall still standing today on the 
opposite side of the street is actually the 
remaining foundation from the IOOF hall.

By 1873 mining around Campo Seco had 
dried up and most of the lodge’s members were 
living around Jenny Lind. On December 6, 1873

Advertisement for IOOF anniversary ball, printed in the San 
Andreas Independent newspaper on March 26,1859. 

Courtesy of the Calaveras County Archives.

i. o. o. f.
PHOCESSION, ORATION AND BALL I

A Grand Cdebratiouof the Order, will beheld 
in San Andreas, on

Tuesday 90tli, 1859,
It being the Fortieth Anniversary of the intro
duction of Odd Fellowship Into the United 
States.

The several Lodges of this District, together 
with Visiting Lodges and brothers, will as
semble at Odd Fellows’ Hall, at eleven o'clock,
A. M., of said day, and then be governed by 
by the following

PROGRAMME!
A procession of the members of the Order, 

by their respective Lodges, will be formed un
der the direction of the Chief Marshal, iu ac- [ 
cordance with the laws and usages of the Or-
dor, preceded by a Band of Muslo, The pro
cession will march from the Hall at precisely | 
half-past eleven o'clock, proceeding up Main 
streot to the Catholic Ohurcli, counter-march, 
and proceed down Gatewood Avenue to St. 
Charles street; then up to the beud of St. 
Charles street, then counter-marching, will 
proceed down St. Charles street to its junction 
with Court street; then up Court street to 
Main; then down Main to the Odd Fellows* 
Uemelory, which will then be dedicated with 
appropriate ceretnonlos.

After the dedication the procession will re
form In the same order; returning, will march 
up Main street to the new Town Hall, when 
will be observed the following order:

1— Prayer bv the Chaplain.
2— Ode by the Brothers.
3— Heading Proclamation.
4— Music by the Band.
b—Address.
6—Muslo by tho Band,

After which the procession will re-form and 
march to the Metropolitan Hotel for dluner. 

After dinner, the procession will return in 
order to the Hall, when they will be dismissed.

In ths evening a Ball will be given at the 
Metropolitan Hotel—concluding Hie festivities 
of the occasion.

Managers of the Ball:
Hope Lodge JVo. 33—

P. W. Scribner, P. G.;
John R. Snell, P. G.;
W. B. Chaffin, P. G.

Mokelumne Lodge No. 44—
John Hanson,
H. J. Neyman,
M. Raphael.

Son Andreas Lodge No. 50—
Benj. K. Thorn,
J. K. Doak. P. G.;
John Gallagher, P. G.

Cumpo Seco Lodge No. 66—
N. T. Root, P. G.;
J. S. Shoemaker, P. Q.;
J. McNeely.

Floor Managers:
P W. NrmnsKit. Hope Lodge No. 33 ;

W. I.hylkr. Mukrliimne Lodge No. 44;
G. II. Nan Andreas Lodge No. 50;
S llABXAUh, Campo Stro Lodge No. 66.

By Order of the Committee, mar 10-td
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the lodge was moved, and in 1874 an adobe brick 
building was built in Jenny Lind on Odd Fellow 
street. By 1885 several members were living in 
Milton and the lodge then moved there in 1887. 
The brick Jenny Lind building was sold in 1889 to 
the school district for $60. The building continued 
as the Jenny Lind school house until 1950. This 
building is no longer standing although the street 
still bears its name.

By 1903 the membership had shifted back to 
Jenny Lind. At a special meeting to decide the loca
tion for the lodge in 1904 the community of Jenny 
Lind received a majority vote with the community 
of Valley Springs receiving only two votes. On July 
23, 1904 the lodge moved back to Jenny Lind and 
moved in to new quarters in the Sinclair Brothers 
Building with the intent to build a new hall.

A lot was given to the lodge by Francis and 
James Monroe Sinclair. In 1905 the new hall was 
constructed by a Mr. Hansen who lived out on 
Nicholls Road. This building was built at the end of 
Main Street Jenny Lind right before the road crossed 
the Calaveras River. The building is still standing 
and in use today at the end of Main Street as the road 
has been realigned around Jenny Lind with a new 

bridge on Milton Road. Robert H. Sinclair, a great 
grandson of James Monroe Sinclair, is a current 
active member of the lodge along with Duane Wight, 
author of this article.

Big Trees Lodge # 68 - Instituted February 6, 
1857 at Murphys. Charter members were William 
Crispin, Nelson Rogers, George R Crocker, James 
Costello, and B. Raspberry.

By 1876 the IOOF owned two lots in 
Murphys. It is believed that the original meet
ings were held in the lot in Block 8, in the 
building that stood kitty corner to where the 
Murphys Hotel stands today. The lodge later 
moved their meeting hall to Sheep Ranch, and 
eventually consolidated with the San Andreas 
Lodge #50 on June 23, 1894.

Sharon Lodge #86 - instituted June 8, 1859 at 
Vallecito. Charter members were W. H. 
Kattenhorn, John M. Price, Allen Taylor and 
Walter Chaffin.

In August of 1859 all records were lost in a 
fire so that a new fireproof hall was dedicated 
November 22, 1859. The 1876 Townsite Map 
indicates that the IOOF owned a small lot on the 
south side of town, a few lots down from where 

the Dinkelspiel store was built. 
Today only a small weathered 
shed occupies the lot once attrib
uted to the IOOF. On January 9, 
1884 the lodge was moved to 
Murphys only to be burned out 
again though in a rented building 
this time. The lodge continued to 
occupy several rented facilities 
until moving in September of 
1902 to their own new temple 
built on the other lot owned by the 
IOOF in Block 6 of the townsite. 
The new building had a lodge 
room and several anti-rooms 
upstairs and a kitchen and banquet 
hall downstairs. In May of 1969 
the Sharon Lodge consolidated 
with the Hope Lodge #33 in 
Angels Camp.

The hall built in 1902 still 
occupies Main Street Murphys 
today and is privately owned and Jenny Lind IOOF Hall built in 1905 still stands today at the end of Main Street next to 

the fire department. Photo by Bonnie Miller.
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The IOOF hall built in Murphys in 1903 houses an antique plumbing 
supply business today. Photo by Bonnie Miller.

houses an antique plumbing supply 
business. In recognition of its 
historic value, the Calaveras
County Historical Society recently 
helped to re-roof this building.
Three local members Columbo
Segale, Edward G. Thomas and
John Burney were involved in the 
dedication ceremony.

Mineral Lodge #106 - insti
tuted September 16, 1862 at
Copperopolis. Charter members 
were George Peck, James Godfry, 
William Johnson, Nethan S. 
Mikesell, and Wilbur Shaw.

In 1886 the lodge built a thirty 
by fifty foot two story brick 
building for $1400. It is presumed 
that this building occupied the lot 
owned by the IOOF that stands 
vacant today between the Reed
Building and the Armory a few 
doors down. In 1903 the Mineral
Lodge purchased the
Congregational Church building 
and refitted it for a lodge hall. In
1939 the lodge donated the building 
to the community of Copperopolis 
which resulted in the formation of 
the Copperopolis Community
Center. On December 30, 1997 the 
Congregational Church building 
was placed on the National Register 
of Historic Places. Through the efforts of Rhoda 
and Charles Stone (former president of the 
Historical Society), and in conjunction with the 
Historical Society, a plaque was placed on the 
building on June 13, 1998 commemorating its 
place in history.

The IOOF Mineral Lodge consolidated with 
the Campo Seco Lodge #66 while it was located at 
Jenny Lind in November 1938. For more informa
tion about the Mineral Lodge, see Las Calaveras 
October 1960.

Independence Lodge #58 - instituted April 
24, 1869 at Rail Road Flat. Charter members 
were Edwin Taylor, Jason S. Swank, John Ayre, 
Jacob L. Hooper, and George Lovett.

Lodge meetings were held on the second floor 
of the Taylor Store. This building still stands 
today, although most recently known as the Hagg’s 
Store, opposite the Rail Road Flat monument on 
Rail Road Flat Road. The monument notes that 
the community of Rail Road Flat and the Edwin 
Taylor store which was built in 1867 enjoy the 
distinction as registered California Historical 
Landmark No. 286.

The Independence Lodge consolidated with 
the West Point Lodge #299 in July of 1925.

West Point Lodge #299 - instituted November 
1882 at West Point. Charter Members were James 
McNaughten, Thomas R. Smith (uncle of Judge J 
A Smith, historian), John Hillery, Thomas Waters,

9



This rock wall on the east side of the townsite of Campo Seco is all that remains of what 
the locals believed was once the I00F hall in that community. Photo by Bonnie Miller.

John Joseph Reynolds, Fredrick Neidhardt, 
Augustus Pacheco, Malles Steel Porteous, and 
Sidney M. Danielson.

On February 28, 1893 all records of this 
lodge were lost in a fire. A new two story 
building measuring thirty by sixty feet was 
quickly built for $2250 and dedicated October 
27, 1893. Throughout the years this lodge has 
seen various phases of glory, neglect, even 
condemnation and refurbishment, yet continues 
to stand today. In October of 1993 the Odd 
Fellows and Rebekahs celebrated their 100 year 
anniversary at this lodge. For more information 
on this colorful building see Las Calaveras 
October 1993.

By the end of the century 
in just over fifty years, 387 
Odd Fellows lodges had been 
instituted in California. Nine 
of those lodges were located 
in Calaveras County. The 
tenth and final lodge in 
Calaveras County was:

Valley Springs Lodge 
#417 - instituted April 30, 
1910. Charter members were 
John W. Shaw, Alfred S. Pool, 
Edward K. Pool, Charles L. 
Cook, Frederick Sowerby. A. 
K. Herbert, Jasper R. T. Lillie, 
and William Benjamin Marsh. 

This lodge eventually 
consolidated with the San 
Andreas Lodge #50 on 
December 20, 1939.

The Rebekah Degree 
Lodge has been well repre
sented in Calaveras County as 
well. The Sequoya Rebekah 
Lodge meets in San Andreas; 
the Gold Quartz Rebekah 
Lodge meets in Angels 
Camp; the Blue Mountain 
Rebekah Lodge #187 which 
was instituted in November of 
1892 meets in West Point; and 
the Golden Sheaf Rebekah 
Lodge #179 meets in Jenny 

Lind. Some believe that the Rebekah lodges are 
probably more active today than the Odd Fellows.

Other Units of the Order are the Encampment, 
the Ladies Encampment Auxiliary, the Patriarchs 
Militant, the Ladies Auxiliary Patriarchs Militant, 
the Junior Odd Fellows, and the Theta Rho Girls 
Club. In Calaveras County there is the Calaveras 
Encampment #33 in Angels Camp.

The California Odd Fellows were instru
mental in the development of California. The 
fraternity was opened to all who wanted good 
fellowship and to perform good deeds. The frater
nity did not favor any social or religious status, 
nor did it disfavor any who were willing to work 
toward their honorable goals. These codes
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continue to guide the order today. We have 
much to be grateful for in both the founding 
fathers of our state and Calaveras County, 
and for their continued good works. You 
may be surprised to learn that there may be 
an Odd Fellow in your own neighborhood 
or family history.

There is a plethora of material 
regarding the history of the order and its 
accomplishments in Calaveras County. It is 
recognized that this article has only touched 
on a very small amount of what is available. 
Every effort has been made to verify dates 
and name spellings however some errors 
may have inadvertently been transposed. 
Our apologies go to all Odd Fellows and 
their family members as no mis-informa- 
tion was intended. Las Calaveras is grateful 
to Lorrayne Kennedy of the Calaveras 
County Archives for her thorough research, 
and to all the wonderful people who 
contributed thoughts, remembrances, and 
memorabilia to this article. We regret that 
we could not share all of it in the limited 
space of this article.

Headstones in the Copperopolis cemetery of members of the McCarty 
family display the three ring symbol of the I00F, indicating the member's 

involvement in the fraternity and the respect the fraternity held for its 
members. For more information on this pioneering family, see Las 

Calaveras, January 1967. Photo by Bonnie Miller.

NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED

The Calaveras County Historical Society is 
pleased to announce the installation of new officers 
for the 2001 - 2002 term. Elections were held on 
June 28 and the new officers were installed on July 
26, 2001. A warm welcome is extended to the 
following new officers:

President - David Studley, Mountain Ranch 
Vice-President - Joan Donleavy, Valley Springs 
Treasurer - Ron Randall, Valley Springs 
Secretary - Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson 
Director - Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 
Director - Bob Woods, Mountain Ranch 
Director - Lynn Miller, San Andreas

Director - Beverly Burton, San Andreas
Honorary Director - Willard P. Fuller, Jr.,

San Andreas
Hey wait a minute!! All these names don’t 

sound all that new after all!! Maybe that’s because 
we have so many board members that continue to 
serve in various positions year after year. Maybe 
some of them would like a break, or at least a little 
help with the duties. Perhaps you would like to 
volunteer some of your time to help run the society 
or work in the County Museum. There are many 
job opportunities for many skills and interests. 
Please consider volunteering today by calling the 
society at 754-1058.
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f Calaveras County Historical Society^
30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors
President
Vice President
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Directors

Honorary Director
Bookkeeper
Las Calaveras

David Studley, Mountain Ranch 
Joan Donleavy, Valley Springs 

Ron Randall, Valley Springs 
Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson 

Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 
Bob Woods, Mountain Ranch 

Lynn Miller, San Andreas 
Beverly Burton, San Andreas 

Willard P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 

Bonnie Miller
Office Manager 
Resource Coordinator

Elizabeth Braydis 
Cate Culver

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscription to 
Las Calaveras comes with membership in the 
Calaveras County Historical Society for $16.00 per 
year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical mate
rial presented in Las Calaveras is not copyrighted and 
anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source would 
be appreciated. Contributions of articles about 
Calaveras County is appreciated and may be submitted 
to the Historical Society for consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the County. 
Locations and scheduled programs are announced in 
advance. Some meetings include a dinner program, and visi
tors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always 
welcome to stop by the office for assistance with research, 
and are encouraged to visit the museum while in the area. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 
4:00, and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058.

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes 

to thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum:

June 2001
Cate Culver, Mountain Ranch, CA

Photo of Esmeralda in 1900
Marilyn McGowan, Arnold, CA

Copper still used during prohibition; Two photos of still 
in use in 1930’s; One post card of Fellowcraft Mine

Phil D. Albers, Mountain Ranch, CA
Frog Jump ribbon from 1968; A. Domenghini Supervisor 
ribbon 1933; Frog Jump brochure for 1968

July 2001
Lloyd Ames, Glencoe, CA

Eight photos of Logging, Military and Danielson family.
16 photos of sawmills and Glencoe school children

Richard M. Fowler, Belvedere, CA
Cash donation

Susan Bratset, Mountain Ranch, CA
Swimming suits from the 1930’s and a quilt

Beth Childs & Genna Hurst, West Point, CA
Jackson hay fork and approximately 250 feet of ore cart track 

Kevin Lewis, San Andreas, CA
Assortment of small farm implements

August 2001
Elizabeth Fischer, San Diego, CA

Cherokee Trail Diaries
Lloyd Ames, Glencoe, CA

2 photos of local bridges from 1930’s
Elizabeth “Kirby” Hudson, Altaville, CA

2 photos of county officials in front of Hall of Records
Carol L. Blackwell, Farmington, CA

Cash donation
Edna Irene Maxwell, Santa Rosa, CA

Cash donation in memory of Doris Mitchell
John M. Kirk, Brookings, OR

1 court register 1888; 4 Justice of the Peace - Law Books

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

June 2001
Suzanne Kuehl • Arnold

James C. Hegg • San Andreas
Diane Berndt • Wilseyville

Raymond J. Milton • Valley Springs

July 2001
William L. Fischer &

Judy D. Galli • Mokelumne Hill

Patricia A. Huberty • Jackson 
Sandra Peterson • Murphys 

Ken Hauselt • Murphys
Carol Blackwell • Farmington 

Roy & Janet Clifton • Sunnyvale

August 2001
Dennis Steincamp • Woodbridge

Dwain & Mary Baughman • Modesto
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THE ITALIANS OF CALAVERAS COUNTY
by Mary Alice Sanguinetti

Vallecito, California is a scattering of houses 
along a few irregularly platted lanes, but during and 
after the gold rush it and other Calaveras County 
communities were home to many Italian immigrant 
families. Today we can read the names of these 
Italian immigrants in cemeteries, and from the pages 
of the manuscript census we catch a glimpse of their 

lives. Their descendants have spread from this 
mining county throughout the west.

Analysis of census data for Calaveras County 
from 1860 to 1900 demonstrates a large Italian pres
ence before the beginning of mass emigration from 
Italy to the United States (see Table 1). During the 
rest of the century while Calaveras County’s other 

Sanguinetti store in Vallecito owned by Luke Sanguinetti from the early 1890's until his death in 1920. 
Photo courtesy of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.
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immigrant groups declined in number Italians 
continued to immigrate to this region, making them 
the largest foreign-born population in Calaveras 
County by 1900 (see Table 2). Census data indicate 
that while this was initially a very transient popula
tion, comprising mostly male miners, there was also 
a small nucleus of Italian families that remained and 
increased in number throughout the second half of 
the nineteenth century. As mining declined some of 
the Italians who stayed found opportunities in 
farming, trade and other fields, that tied them to the 
golden foothills of the Sierra Nevada. Their families 
joined them, participating in the process of chain 
migration with wives, brothers, cousins, nieces and 
nephews joining the first Italian immigrants.1

The first Italians to settle here, as in most of 
California, were primarily from northern Italy. On

Table 1. Italian-born in the 
United States in 1860

N Percent

Calaveras County 784 7.45
California 2,805 26.68
New York 1,862 17.71
Louisiana 1,134 10.78
United States Total 10,513 100.00

Sources: Luciano lorizzo and Salvatore Mondello, The Italian 
Americans (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1971), 219-220; California. 
Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, Population Schedule. 
Micropublication M653, roll 57. (Washington: National Archives. 
Compact Disc, Heritage Quest, 2000)

the long journey from Italy to California’s Mother 
Lode region, literacy was definitely an asset and 
Calaveras County’s Italian immigrants manifested 
higher literacy rates than the Italian population as a 
whole. Northern Italy had more schools than 
southern Italy in the nineteenth century, but even 
there many men and most women did not learn to 
read and write. According to one scholar, in 1882 
only about 40 percent of those making marriage 
contracts in northern Italy were literate. The 1860 
literacy rate of 82 percent for Calaveras County 
Italians over twenty years old probably reflects their 
northern Italian origins and perhaps greater than 
average ambition and opportunity.2

In the 1850s Italian men were lured to Calaveras 
County by gold; they probably began bringing their 
wives and children to California in 1855 when a 
railroad was completed across the Isthmus of 
Panama. By 1860 there were twenty-five California- 
born children with Italian-born mothers living in 
Calaveras County and ranging in age from infants to 
four and five-year-olds. Eight other children of 
Italian parents had been bom in New York and 
Pennsylvania and there were a few older Italian- 
born children.3

When people establish homes in new regions 
they commonly seek neighbors who share their 
background. In his study of Grass Valley and Nevada 
City during the Gold Rush era, Ralph Mann found 
that most miners lived with others from the same 
state or region.4 Similar patterns are found among 
the Italian miners in Calaveras County in 1860. Of 
the 715 men bom in Italy, two-thirds were living in 

Table 2. The Population of Calaveras County

Census 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900

Total population 16,299 8895 9094 8882 11,200
Total foreign born white 9346 2787 2329 1999 2217
Number of Italian-born 784 437 411 363 513
Percent of Total Population 4.8% 5% 4.5% 4% 4.5%
Percent of foreign-born white 8.3% 15.7% 17.6% 18.2% 23.1%

Sources: Population of the United States in 1860, 28; California. Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, Population Schedule. 
Micropublication M653, roll 57.; A Compendium of the Ninth Census, 89-90; California. Calaveras County. 1870 United States Census. Population 
Schedule. Micropublication M593, roll 70; [Census Reports] Tenth Census. June 1, 1880, 382; California. Calaveras County. 1880 United States 
Census, Population schedule, Micropublication T9, roll 63-64; Eleventh Census of the United States, 1890, 69, 403, 612; Census Reports: Prepared 
Under the Direction ofLe Grand Powers, 11,75, 495,575, 738-739; California. Calaveras County. 1900 United States Census, Population Schedule. 
Micropublication T623, roll 115.
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dwellings with only Italian-born men. Of the thirty- 
four Italian-born men with wives in Calaveras 
County in 1860, seven were married to non-Italian- 
born women; three had Irish wives while the other 
four were married to women from Germany, France, 
Maryland and Mexico.

As mining declined after 1858, the size of the 
Italian population and the county’s total population 
both decreased. Vagaries of orthography and inexact 
ages make it difficult to trace individual miners from 
one census to the next ten years later; not surpris
ingly, it appears that very few of the single Italian 
miners listed in the 1860 manuscript census were still 
in Calaveras County in 1870. Some may have gone to 
mines in Amador or Tuolumne County, to other 
mining counties in California, or to more distant gold 
strikes. Others may have decided that San Francisco 
offered more opportunities or returned to Italy. 
However, the number of women and families 
increased so that by 1870 there were nearly twice as 
many Italian-born women as in 1860 and in 1880 
there were three times as many (see Table 3). The 
Italians who stayed had sent, or returned to Italy, for 
wives, and more families had immigrated. By 1870 
Calaveras County had nearly five times as many chil
dren born in California to Italian parents as there 
were ten years earlier (see Table 4).

Six families can be identified in both the 1860 
and 1870 censuses; there were also three single

Table 3. Italian-born males and females 
of all ages

Males Females Total

N % N %

I860 750 96 34 4 784
1870 371 85 66 15 437
1880 305 74 106 26 411
1900 374 73 138 27 512

Sources: California. Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, 
Population Schedule. Micropublication M653, roll 57; California. 
Calaveras County. 1870 United States Census. Population Schedule. 
Micropublication M593, roll 70; California. Calaveras county. 1880 
United States Census, Population Schedule, Micropublication T9, roll 
63-64; California. Calaveras County. 1900 United States Census, 
Population Schedule. Micropublication T623, roll 115.

Rosa and Giovanni Sanguinetti, great grand parents 
of the author. Photo courtesy of Eunice Carlow.

men who were in Calaveras County in 1860 and 
had married by 1870. In many other cases 
surnames found in the 1860 census were repeated 
in the 1870 census but the family constellation is 
different or given names and ages do not match. 
Four of the persistent families were those of 
Italian-born merchants, B.R. Prince, John Peirano, 
John Arata and Dominic Cavagnaro. The other two 
families were those of Antonio Figaro and

Table 4. California-born children with 
Italian-born Fathers

Ages 1860 1870 1880 1900

Infant-4 years old 29 65 95 107
5-9 years old 1 60 86 87
10 - 14 years old 0 22 58 93
Total 32 147 239 287

Sources: California. Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, 
Population Schedule. Micropublication M653, roll 57; California. 
Calaveras County. 1870 United States Census. Population Schedule. 
Micropublication M593, roll 70; California. Calaveras County. 1880 
United States Census, Population Schedule, Micropublication T9, roll 
63-64; California. Calaveras County. 1900 United States Census, 
Population Schedule. Micropublication T623, roll 115.
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Giovanni Sanguinetti who had both tried mining 
and then turned to farming. In 1860 Lorenzo 
Oneto, Stephen Canepa and Francis Lupardo were 
all single miners. By 870 all three had married and 
changed occupations.

These families illustrate several different 
patterns of family formation and of immigration 
from Italy to California. B.R. Prince and Francis 
Lupardo were single when they immigrated; they 
married women from Ireland and France after 
reaching California. Dominic Cavagnaro and John 
Arata probably brought their wives with them; 
except for an older son of Cavagaro who was born in 
New York, their children were born in California. 
Antonio Figaro, his wife Rosa and their daughter 
Caroline were all born in Sardinia; they immigrated 
first to Pennsylvania where another daughter, Anna, 
was born, before coming to California. Giovanni and 
Rosa Sanguinetti, and their daughter Carolina immi
grated directly from Italy to California. In 1860 
Lorenzo Oneto and Stephen Canepa were sharing a 
dwelling with Lorenzo’s brother, John, and fifty- 
four-year-old Andrew Oneto, who may have been 
their father; all are listed as miners in the census. By 
1870 Lorenzo had married an Italian-born woman 
named Madelena who had immigrated with her 

parents and Stephen Canepa had married Carolina 
Sanguinetti.5 There is nothing to tell us today about 
the social networks between these families; we can 
only wonder if they came to California together from 
the same village, or if they met while traveling or 
after they reached California. However, the pattern 
evident here, of turning from mining to farming, 
continued for the rest of the century.

Mining was the dominant economic activity in 
Calaveras County throughout the second half of the 
nineteenth century; however, during the four decades 
after 1860, as gold production declined, hundreds of 
Italian men mined briefly and then left, or found other 
kinds of work. While the number of Italian-born 
women and families increased, the number of Italian- 
born miners decreased, (see Table 5: Occupations of 
Italian-born men.) In the 1860s, and 1870s the gold 
miners were probably employed by corporations with 
hydraulic mining operations; later they worked in 
quartz mines. Quartz mining started slowly in 
Calaveras County, and the census listed only twenty
eight Italians as quartz miners in 1870. by the end of 
the century, however, quartz mining was prospering 
and many recent immigrants worked in the mines; 
these miners continued to include many Italians. By 
this time Italian immigration to the United States had 

Table 5. Occupations of Italian-born Males in Calaveras County

Occupation %

1860

N %

1870

N %

1880

N %

1900

N

Miners 81.4 611 63.1 234 53.8 164 45.5 170
Merchants 7.7 58 6.7 25 7.9 24 2.4 9
Saloon Keepers 0.9 7 4.3 16 0.7 2 2.1 8
Total Merchants, Saloon Keepers 9.3 65 11.0 41 8.2 26 4.5 17
Farmers, Gardeners, Ranchers 2.4 18 10.5 39 12.4 38 13.9 52
Farmers and Garden Laborers 0.4 3 2.4 9 3.9 12 5.6 21
Total in agriculture 2.9 22 12.9 48 16.3 50 19.5 73
Unskilled Labor 0.3 2 3.5 13 10.2 31 12.2 46
Other 3.7 28 4.3 16 6.2 19 12.9 47
Unknown or Unemployed 2.3 22 5.1 19 4.9 15 5.6 21
Total 750 371 305 374

Sources: California. Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, Population Schedule. Micropublication M653, roll 57; California. Calaveras 
County. 1870 United States Census. Population Schedule. Micropublication M593, roll 70; California. Calaveras County. 1880 United States Census, 
Population Schedule, Micropublication T9, roll 63-64; California. Calaveras County. 1900 United States Census, Population Schedule. 
Micropublication T623, roll 115.
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The house in which the Sanguinetti and Canepa families lived for a few years 
in the 1860's. The house was built over the boundary between the 

two families' land (see Las Calaveras, April 1966.)
Photo courtesey of Mary Alice Sanguinetti.

greatly increased and many more of the 
later immigrants came from central and 
southern Italy. Census data do not indicate 
if the later Italian miners in Calaveras 
County were from southern or northern 
Italy.

Agriculture was the field in which the 
number of Italians most consistently 
increased during these decades, while the 
number of merchants declined and the 
number of saloon keepers fluctuated. The 
number of farmers, gardeners, and farm or 
garden laborers had more than doubled by 
1870, from twenty-two to forty-eight, and 
continued to increase for the rest of the 
century. Many of the Italians raised fruit 
and vegetables which were sold both to the 
miners and in the growing city of 
Stockton. A few Italian merchants pros
pered and their stores and newspaper ads 
were visible evidence of the Italian presence while 
others stayed in business only briefly.

Although less visible in government, at least one 
Italian ran for a local office - that of constable. It 
was not a highly contested election. In 1890 the 
Calaveras Weekly Citizen reported, “N. Cavagnaro 
and Wm. O. Toon have announced themselves as 
candidates for Constables. Both are too well known 
to our readers in this township for us to say much. 
There are two to be elected here and we venture to 
say Toon and Cavagnaro will be the lucky ones, as 
they are the only ones announced.”6 Another served 
as a Justice of the Peace in the late 1880s.7

Italians participated in Calaveras County’s 
increasing economic diversity as mining declined. 
Individual Italians found occupational niches as ferry 
owners, stage coach drivers, livery stable proprietors, 
blacksmiths, shoemakers, barbers and keepers of 
boarding houses and hotels. This occupational diver
sity allowed them to maintain economic stability 
while ethnic groups engaged in more narrowly 
defined occupations, such as the Jewish merchants, 
left when the population began declining.8

Census data provide limited information about 
immigrant culture and social life. From rates of 
literacy, school attendance, citizenship and intermar
riages with other groups, we can only glimpse cultural 
and social patterns. There are no known records of how

these immigrants felt about being surrounded by other 
cultures or about difficulties with a new language and 
different customs. Living in a rural environment prob
ably meant less change for those Italians who farmed 
than for others who had moved to urban areas but they 
were still surrounded by a foreign language and unfa
miliar culture.9 When families are transplanted into an 
alien culture they begin a process of cultural modifica
tion encouraged by the new environment.

While familiar crops could be grown and tradi
tional foods cooked at home, there were constant 
reminders of the new culture. Schools were one of the 
first places where children of immigrants became 
acquainted with the different cultures of their neigh
bors and learned English. In 1860 there were fourteen 
public schools in Calaveras County but only one 
Italian child attended school that year. Most of the 
children were young and the few schools may have 
been at some distance from their homes. By 1870 
approximately three-quarters of the county’s children 
were in school, and among them were fifty-three 
children of Italian parents, ranging in age from four 
to sixteen; another sixty-one children in the same age 
range were not in school. Language and distance 
from schools may have been reasons children did not 
attend school.10 In ten of the fifteen Italian families 
whose school-age children were not attending school, 
both parents were literate. The proportion of children 
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attending school varied greatly by township. With 
only one exception, those under seventeen who were 
not in school were not working.

By acquiring American citizenship Italian men 
confirmed their connection to their new country. 
Italians in Calaveras County were more likely than 
those in the San Francisco area to become citizens. 
Consular reports in the 1860s and 1870s reported 
that few immigrants had become American citizens 
and when La Voce del Popolo encouraged Italians “to 
naturalize in order to have the right to vote” the 
response was negative. The 1910 census showed that 
only 15 percent of the Italians in California were citi
zens. However by 1870 almost 43 percent of the 
Italians in Calaveras County had been naturalized; 
this rate had increased to 53 percent by 1900. Since 
naturalization rates were highest among farmers, 
gardeners, merchants, and saloon keepers there may 
have been a relationship between property ownership 
and citizenship. Over 50 percent of Italian immi
grants in these occupations were naturalized while 
only about 30 percent of miners were naturalized.11

Local newspapers reported that the Italians were 
eager to become citizens and to vote. According to 
the San Andreas Independent, “No class of 
Europeans are more ready to become citizens of the 
United States than the Italians,” and the San Andreas 
Register reported that “When the polls were opened 
at this precinct almost the first man that voted was 
an Italian, and they rolled in, in a continued line till 

nearly noon.” 12 Possibly, having come farther, and 
in some cases having brought families with them, 
more of the Calaveras County Italian immigrants 
expected to stay in California rather than return to 
Italy, as the later San Francisco Italians did, and 
American citizenship expressed their connection to 
their new country.13

Marriage to those of other immigrant groups 
and to the native-born is one sign of cultural assim
ilation.14 The earliest Italian miners found no 
single Italian-born women in California; they 
could marry other immigrant or native-born 
women or return to Italy for wives. In later years 
they married the daughters of Italian immigrants as 
well as non-Italian women. Their children grew up 
with multicultural classmates and companions. By 
1900 approximately one third of both first and 
second generation Italians were married to non
Italians. With the high male/female sex ratio 
Italian men were more likely to marry non-Italian 
women than Italian women were to marry non
Italian men (see Table 6).

Half a century after the gold rush, where once 
hundreds of single Italian miners sought gold there 
were Italian immigrant families participating in the 
economic diversity of a tum-of-the-century California 
mining county. The Italian population was represented 
by a continuum which ranged from the earliest immi
grant families and their descendants through 
immigrants who had arrived in each succeeding 

Table 6. Intermarriage of First and Second Generation Italians

Second Generation

1860 1870 1880 1900

N 68 138 228 346
Husband and wife both Italian-born 79% 87% 79% 61%
Husband Italian-born, wife other 29% 13% 19% 34%
Wife Italian-born, husband other 0% 0% 2% 5%

Sources: Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, Population Schedule. Micropublication M653, roll 57; California. Calaveras County. 1870 United 
States Census. Population Schedule. Micropublication M593, roll 70; California. Calaveras County. 1880 United States Census, Population Schedule, 
Micropublication T9, roll 63-64; California. Calaveras County. 1900 United States Census, Population Schedule. Micropublication T623, roll 115.

N 0 0 4 98
3-4 parents Italian-born 0% 0% 100% 71%
1-2 parents Italian-born 0% 0% 0% 29%
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decade, to the most recent immigrants who were 
attracted to the burgeoning quartz mining of the 1890s. 
While the children of the first Italian immigrants were 
marrying each other and the children of other immi
grants, there were more recent Italian immigrants who 
represented the mass emigration from Italy to the 
Untied States which began in the late 1870s. Many 
Italian immigrants had stayed in Calaveras County only 
briefly, but several dozen families put down roots, 
developed farms and businesses and raised their chil
dren. Many authors have written of the Italian’s love for 
his native land which drew him back to Italy despite 
opportunities in North America, but in the Sierra 
Nevada foothills were found Italian immigrants who 
were an exception to many of the dominant patterns of 
Italian immigration. They found a new land to love and 
some of their descendants still live in Calaveras County 
while others are scattered throughout the San Joaquin 
Valley, San Francisco and the west.

1 California. Calaveras County. 1860 United States Census, 
Population Schedule. Micropublication M653, roll 57 
(Washington: National Archives. Compact Disc, Heritage Quest, 
2000.); California. Calaveras County. 1870 United States 
Census, Population Schedule. Micropublication M593, roll 70. 
(Washington: National Archives, compact Disc, Heritage Quest, 
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(Stanford, Calif: Stanford University Press, 1982), 23-24, 31-33; 
Mrs. John P. Lemue, “The John Peirano Family.” Las Calaveras 
14, no. 2 (1966): 4; A Volume of Memoirs and Genealogy of 
Representative Citizens of Northern California (Chicago: 
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8 Joseph Giovinco, “The Ethnic dimension of Calaveras County 
History” (Calaveras Heritage Council, 19, 30-32.

9 Cinel, 10-11.

10 David Guinn Kenfield, “A History of Education in Calaveras 
County, California, 1850-1900,” (M.A. thesis, University of the 
Pacific, 1955), 26; California. Calaveras County. 1860 United 
States Census, Population Schedule. Micropublication M653, 
roll 57; California. Calaveras County. 1870 United States 
Census. Population Schedule. Micropublication M593, roll 70.

11 Cinel, 279; California. Calaveras County. 1870 United States 
Census. Population Schedule. Micropublication M593, roll 70; 
California. Calaveras County. 1900 United States Census. 
Population Schedule. Micropublication T623, roll 115.

12 Cinel, 248-249; Giovinco, 20-21.

13 Cinel, 46-47.

14 Richard D. Alba, “Identity and Ethnicity among Italians and 
Other Americans of European Ancestry.” In The Columbus People: 
Perspectives in Italian Immigration to the Americas and Australia, 
ed. Lydio F. Tomasi, Piero Gastaldo, and Thomas Row, 21-44. 
(New York, N.Y.: Center for Migration Studies, 1994, 24, 29.

Editor’s Note
This issue of Las Calaveras is fortunate to have 

another article contributed by Ms. Mary Alice 
Sanguinetti of Seattle, Washington. This article is a 
condensed version of a paper which she prepared as 
part of her fulfillment of the requirements for a 
Masters in History from the University of Washington. 
Ms. Sanguinetti is currently on leave from her job as a 
librarian while she pursues her Masters which she 
hopes to accomplish in the near future. For more infor
mation on the Italian settlement in the Mother Lode, 
see Las Calaveras January 1999. Ms. Sanguinetti is a 
descendent of the Meinecke and Sanguinetti families 
of Vallecito (see Las Calaveras, October 2001). She 
has also prepared extensive histories of the Meinecke 
and Sanguinetti families which are available at the 
Historical Society office for review.

In Memorium
With great sadness the Historical Society 

notes the passing of life long Angels Camp resi
dent Cornelia B. Stevenot. Mrs. Stevenot was 
born in 1908 and passed away in October 2001. 
She had been a kindergarten teacher in Angels 
Camp for 21 years. She faithfully read each issue 
of Las Calaveras and often provided information 
and recollections to the editor. She will be missed 
by all who were fortunate enough to know her.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the County. 
Locations and scheduled programs are announced in 
advance. Some meetings include a dinner program, and visi
tors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always 
welcome to stop by the office for assistance with research, 
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Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes 

to thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum:

October 2001

Kenneth Holt
Cash donation

Wally Motloch, Mountain Ranch, CA
History of Mountain Ranch

Don Conklin, San Andreas, CA
4 birds: Bam Owl, Great Homed Owl, Kestrel, Wood Duck

Alice Hoeper, San Andreas, CA
2 photos of George Hoeper

Don Souza, Sheep Ranch, CA
2 bottles

Berneice A. Spence, Valley Springs, CA
Jenny Lind Book

Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson, CA
6 photos of Mountain Ranch

Colma Historical Association
Pat & Dave Hatfield, Colma, CA

2 Folios of Big Trees quadrangle

David Studley, Mountain Ranch, CA
Flag Pole

Amador County Archives
Larry Conetto

Photo of Schaad’s Mill

Don Ball, Canyon Country, CA
Cash donation

November 2001

Geri Demos, Mountain Ranch, CA
2 doilies

Thomas Lennon Films, New York, NY
Cash donation

NEW MEMBERS
The Calaveras County Historical Society welcomes the following new members:

Bob Pence • Sutter Creek
Barbara Comfort • Murphys
Patricia Nash • Santa Clara

Due to recent complications with the membership records, the above list may not be complete. 
The Historical Society apologizes for any errors and appreciates the patience of our new members.
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The Douglas Flat School House, oldest surviving pioneer schoolhouse in Calaveras County. 
Photo circa 1900, courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

THE DOUGLAS FLAT SCHOOL HOUSE
by Bonnie Miller

In the community of Douglas Flat north of 
present day Highway 4 stands one of the finest gold 
rush-era school houses in Calaveras County and all of 
the Mother Lode. This building is believed to have 

been the first school built in the county. It is still 
standing today in fair condition and is still used by the 
community just as it was intended by the pioneers 
who built it almost one hundred fifty years ago.
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A Brief History of Douglas Flat and
Calaveras County Schools

Douglas Flat is named for pioneer Tom Douglas of 
Tennessee who in 1852 settled along the springs in the flat 
below the Murphys diggins. Prior to the arrival of 
Douglas, the flat had long been inhabited by the Native 
Americans. Evidence of their occupancy is still clear today 
with the rich midden soils and bedrock mortars. After 
being settled by Douglas and other immigrants, the 
community of Douglas Flat immediately became a strong
hold in early Calaveras County. Its diggins were rich, it 
had one of the first flour mills in the county, and nearby 
Coyote Creek provided reliable water for mining and agri
culture (see Las Calaveras, January 1959). The farms also 
took water from the abundant springs which continue to 
saturate the community today. As mines played out and 
mining companies moved on to newer diggins, Douglas 
Flat did not lose prosperity as so many boom towns did but 
rather remained viable due to its steady agricultural 
production which often fed neighboring communities. 
Remnants of those early vineyards and orchards are still 
evident today. Douglas Flat enjoys the distinction as 
California State Historical Landmark No. 272.

The community of Douglas Flat was always in 
competition with its neighbor Vallecito. Both commu
nities were rich in local industry including their active 
placer mining, stores, churches and small scale farming 
and ranching. The history of both communities’ schools 
is very similar. It is a testament to the settlement of 
these communities that they were among the first to 
build school houses. It is common history that a boom 
town starts first with saloons and whore houses, then 
develops its stores and services such as smiths and 
public works. The last aspect of settlement is when the 
churches and schools have taken root.

In 1851 there were 110 children in the county but no 
schools according to the county’s report to the State 
Superintendent of Schools. By 1852 there were 430 chil
dren of school age but still no schools. In 1853 there were 
public schools operating in Angels Camp, Campo Seco, 
Mokelumne Hill, and San Andreas. There was a private 
school, the Franklin School, operating in Murphys which 
precipitated the Murphys Elementary School. By 1855, 
the same year that the Calaveras County Board of 
Supervisors was established, the Murphys School District 
encompassed mining camps in the following locations: 
Murphys, French Gulch, Peppermint, Murphys New 
Diggins, Spring Garden Camp, Douglas Flat, Vallecito,

Macaroni Flat and Owlsburg. The new County Board of 
Supervisors approved a petition establishing the first 
school under their watch in Vallecito on November 15,
1855. (Kenneth M. Castro, in a letter to the Vallecito 
School District, June 6, 1972) A few months later the 
Douglas Flat District was established on February 12,
1856. The first actual class was apparently held on 
February 11, the day before the formalization of the 
district. It remains a question as to whether or not 
Vallecito had actually held classes prior to Douglas Flat. 
It is believed that although the community of Vallecito 
established a school district in 1855, it was Douglas Flat 
that held its classes first in early 1856.

When Was It Built?

When a viable public building was built, it tended 
to become the public meeting place for all community 
events. This is true for Douglas Flat as well. The 
building was originally built as a meeting house and 
church. The building first served the community for 
meetings and other functions such as dances. Only later 
did it serve as the school. In all the building served as 
the community hall, school, church, and polling place 
for elections throughout its life. Some believe that at 
one time it housed the post office but it is more likely 
that the post office was located next door in a store.

In the early gold rush communities, one could 
never lose sight of the significance of the gold. 
Amusingly, this building was first constructed upon 
what later proved to be a rich deposit of ore. The 
building was just an inconvenience to the mining, yet it 
was too important to be tom down. Originally located 
along Coyote Creek, it was later dragged one quarter of 
a mile up the hill to its present location on to what was 
then a three acre site. The community dedicated the site 
for public use only for a school, church, community 
center and cemetery and designated it as specifically 
excluded from mining other than one small exception.

There are many conflicting histories as to when the 
schoolhouse was actually built. It is unlikely that it could 
have been built before 1853 since Douglas only arrived 
and settled in the area in 1852. It appears that the building 
was built in 1853 or 1854 at its first location by the creek. 
Given the quality of the original structure, it clearly had 
some thorough planning and craftsmanship in its construc
tion. Such an effort would have taken a while to procure 
craftsmen and materials, so it probably was constructed 
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later, in 1854, rather than earlier, in 1853, when the 
community was still developing itself. Classes were not 
formally held in the building until 1856. So it is fair to say 
that the building is probably the first building built that 
later served exclusively as a school, therefore making it the 
oldest schoolhouse in the county. It was not however the 
first place that school classes were held in the county.

The Building’s Architecture

The original structure was believed to have been built 
for only a few hundred dollars funded by donations from 
the community. The building is a lovely example of neo
classic architecture. The 20’ wide by 24’ long building is 
a simple wood frame structure dressed with lapped 
siding. The wood framing is cedar, similar to European 
construction. The classic rectangular shaped building has 
a pitched roof forming a triangle over the rectangular 
shape of the body of the building. The front of the roof 
gable is accented with a picturesque bell tower. Windows 
run down both sides of the building. The interior walls are 
tongue and groove pine finished with a cloth similar to 
cheese cloth which served the purpose as wall paper. The 
interior finished wood and original windows are classic 
European construction. The floor is soft pine which bears 
the dark color of years of oiling (PH0047279).

Today one can clearly discern two unmatched addi
tions to the back side of the original 24’ long building. 
The first addition was added almost immediately after 
classes began in 1856 when it was determined that the 
building needed to be larger to serve as a 
school. One can discern the difference in 
the building’s siding between the third and 
fourth windows. The second addition at the 
rear of the building houses restrooms which 
were added much later with the advent of 
indoor plumbing. Until that time everyone 
had used an outhouse out back, which still 
stands in the back yard. The building was 
heated by a potbelly stove. As was true with 
most small schools, responsibility fell to the 
community to provide the wood to feed the 
stove. The stove heated the schoolhouse 
until the early 1950’s, yet the stove pipe was 
not removed and can still be clearly seen 
inside and on top of the building. The 
stemwall foundation is made of stacked 
rhyolite stone blocks from the nearby hills.

One silly rumor that passes down through history is that 
at one time when the building served as a church, it was 
blown off this sturdy foundation in a wind storm and it 
landed on a grave. Although the building has undoubt
edly experienced settling over time, there is no evidence 
that it was ever totally dislodged from its foundation. 
Furthermore, there are no graves nearby as the site never 
was developed as a cemetery.

The building still has many of its original leaded- 
glass windows and much of the original school 
furnishings. Many of these features have a unique 
history of their own. Some of the glass windows were 
shot out in an enthusiastic New Years celebration by 
Roland Sutton around 1975 and are now replaced with 
contemporary glass. The teacher’s desk and chair are the 
original School Master’s desk and chair. The slate which 
dominates the front of the school room is the original 
one placed by the community in the 1800’s. Many of the 
slates along the walls are original as well, but are fortu
nate to be there. When the school was taken over by a 
county school district in later years, some of these orig
inal features were removed from the building. The 
community was outraged and demanded that the orig
inal blackboards be returned to their proper place. Due 
to the efforts of Louise Johnson, many of the original 
school furnishings have been retrieved and returned to 
the school. When the flag flies from the school’s large 
flagpole on the west side of the building, one should be 
aware of the fact that this flag has flown over the 
California State Capital. Inside the school room there is

West side of the schoolhouse where one can easily discern the outline of the 
original 24' long building plus the first 16' addition in 1856. Note the change in 

the siding to the left of the light pole. The small addition to the far left houses the 
restrooms which were added much later. Photo by Bonnie Miller, February 2002.
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The original Master's desk and chair still occupy the 
schoolhouse. Photo by Bonnie Miller, May 1999.

a certificate on display to that effect signed by Eugene 
A. Chappie of California’s 6th Assembly.

The bell tower that adorns the front of the building 
houses the original school bell which was purchased from 
the “best” bell manufacturer back East. The bell was the 
result of a spirited competition between Douglas Flat and 
its neighbor Vallecito. Douglas Flat raised enough money 
to purchase their bell before Vallecito could raise enough 
money for their own bell. According to Louise Johnson, as 
a reward to itself the community of Douglas Flat bought 
the finest bell available at the time, “thumbed their nose to 
Vallecito, and never looked back”. Ironically years later 
the bell became the player in another conflict of less 
humor. In 1971 when the Vallecito Union School District 
assumed custodianship of the building, they planned to 
take the bell and place it in a display in Murphys alongside 
the rival Vallecito bell. The idea was to have the “Avenue 
of the Bells” decorating the road to the Michelson school. 
Fortunately this idea never came to fruition, as the 
community of Douglas Flat was sure to have been 
offended and would not have wanted their bell removed.

Today the building sports a small porch and over
hang at the front door. These features were added after 
the original construction. The original shutters were 

hinged and lowered from top to bottom, but they weath
ered over time and have been replaced with a simpler 
design. At one point the school yard was fenced with low 
maintenance barbed wire. Conservators Cliff and Louise 
Johnson had the unattractive fence replaced with classic 
pickets which were constructed by the California 
Conservation Corps as a special project. On the east side 
of the property outside of the pretty pickets are the 
remnants of a stone wall erected along the property line 
by the neighbor Stephen Perry in the late 1850’s. Mr. 
Perry operated a store, served as the postmaster, taught in 
the school, and served as the pastor in the building when 
it served as a church (see Las Calaveras, January 1959).

Today the school lies on a 1.25 acre piece of property 
which has changed very little since the construction of the 
school building. The site lies in what was the central busi
ness area of the community of Douglas Flat. For several 
generations the school was bounded on the east side by 
the Perry store and their family’s lush orchards, and on the 
west side by the Gagliardo store which also served as the 
Wells Fargo stage stop. Despite all of this surrounding 
commerce, one should never forget that the reason for 
settling the flat was for the rich gold deposits. This gold 
was important to the school in unimaginable ways. The 
Douglas Flat schoolhouse has earned a mention in 
Ripleys Believe It Or Not because part of the teacher’s 
contract was the exclusive right to mine the site to supple
ment their salary. This was the one exception for the only 
mining allowed on the site.

The Community vs The School District

This history of the school building’s place in the 
community is as lively as the furnishing’s place within 
the building. The building was built by donations from 
the community and remained under the community’s 
custodianship thereafter. School districts existed in 
Calaveras County since 1855, so over time the county 
school district “assumed” ownership of the school
house although they had not actually built it. By 1940 
it was determined that the building no longer met the 
current state regulations for a school. The community 
and the district had shared the building side by side 
until that time. In 1945 the residents of Douglas Flat 
had formed the Douglas Flat Community Center, a 
non-profit corporation. The organization was specifi
cally formed to prevent the old building from being 
tom down after the school district had determined that 
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it no longer met the current codes. In 1948 the 
Community Center attempted to regain control of the 
school house by purchasing it from the school district. 
Despite extensive title research, the ownership could 
not be clearly defined. The school district stopped 
using the building for classes in 1956 and it was 
formally “turned back” to the community although 
the school district “retained” the title. As a consola
tion, the school district leased the school back to the 
Community Center in 1956 for one dollar per year, 
and the Community Center assumed responsibility for 
maintenance and restoration. This arrangement 
remained in effect until 1971.

In 1971 the Vallecito Union School District was 
formed. Elementary school enrollment in the area 
had exploded to over 400 students crowding all of 
the existing facilities so the new district decided to 
take advantage of the Douglas Flat building. Classes 
were once again conducted in the building. The new 
superintendent Ben Staffon used a trailer on the 
property for his office. With the opening of the new 
Michelson Elementary School in 1973, all classes 
were moved to Murphys. The last public class taught 
in the building was the Kindergarten class 
taught by teacher Mary Denault.

In 1972 the Community Center had again 
feared that the VUSD could demolish the 
building and they renewed their efforts to 
reclaim the building. They stepped up their 
efforts by appealing to the State of California. 
Then governor Ronald Reagan indicated in a 
letter on May 3, 1972 that he had forwarded 
their request on to the Director of the 
Department of Parks and Recreation for his 
consideration. Reagan noted that he did not 
want to see the beautiful building lost, but also 
pointed out that there was no state funding 
available for maintenance.

The State of California was not the only 
entity to note the importance of the old 
building. Locally the Calaveras County 
Historical Society had honored it as well. In 
1972 the building received the Historical 
Society’s Architectural Award.

The Community Center kept up its pres
sure on the school district to return the building 
to Douglas Flat. Finally guidelines were devel
oped for conducting a transfer of the building 

for historical purposes by VUSD Order No. 34104B 
which was passed on July 29, 1974. On October 8, 
1974 the VSUD passed a resolution agreeing to lease 
the building back to the Community Center, while the 
school district still retained ownership. The transfer 
became effective November 14, 1974.

When the Vallecito Union School District had 
resumed occupancy of the school house in 1971 it 
nearly amounted to their stripping the property of its 
valuables, as previously described. There was a 
backlash from the community to restore the furnish
ings. Louise Johnson proved to a valuable link 
between the community and the school district in 
this delicate time. Louise not only lived next door 
and looked after the building, she worked for the 
VUSD as well. Due to her diligence many of the 
missing furnishings were retrieved and replaced in 
the schoolhouse. She spent years researching and 
preserving old school records and carefully turning 
them over to the school district for safe keeping. 
Eventually the school district could no longer ignore 
her valuable contributions, and on May 26, 1977 the 
VUSD passed a resolution commending her efforts.

Portion of an illustration of Douglas Flat from the book, Calaveras County 
Illustrated and Described, 1885.
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Painting of the Douglas Flat School House by VUSD teacher 
and local historian Dave Gano. This painting was donated to 

the Douglas Flat Community Center to produce Christmas cards 
which were sold to raise funds to support the restoration effort.

Courtesy of Dave Gano.

In 1977 the Stockton Record reported that state 
recreation bond funds had become available and the 
schoolhouse was to be restored to as original as 
possible. The VUSD, in partner with the Community 
Center, would allow the building to be opened to school 
children from around northern California to experience 
what school would have been like one hundred years 
earlier in a one room schoolhouse. Restoration work 
was reported to have been done by the California 
Conservation Corps. It is likely that this was when the 
fence pickets were constructed and added to the yard.

A few years later the building received its highest 
honor. After a vigorous joint effort between the VUSD 
and the Douglas Flat Community Center, in 1985 the 
schoolhouse was placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places and received Federal Register No. 
PH0047279, as Historic Building No. 73000397. The 
Douglas Flat School House received this honor along
side its uphill neighbor, the Murphys Elementary 
School House, which was also named in the nomina
tion. Such distinguished honors help to reinforce its 

historic significance to the community, to the county, 
and to the gold rush in the Mother Lode and the 
history of the State of California. Today one can sit in 
the quiet school yard, block out the offensive electric 
wire from view and the noise of the state highway, and 
easily imagine children still attending the school 
surrounded by the bustle of a gold mining town.

In 1987 the California Education Code was 
changed which allowed an opportunity for the 
Community Center to once again pursue full ownership. 
Education Code Section 39381 allowed that the district 
could sell property no longer suitable for school 
purposes to a non-profit organization provided the prop
erty had historic value. The code further allowed that the 
sale could be at less than fair market value if it were to 
be used for public benefit for at least 25 years following 
the sale. As the school district had paid nothing for the 
school and made no substantial capital improvements, 
they could sell it for as little as one dollar (Calaveras 
Enterprise, June 17, 1987). In 1988 the Calaveras 
County Board of Supervisors passed Resolution No. 88- 
508 which allowed for the sale to proceed.

In 1988 the schoolhouse was finally and formally 
sold back to the community. The terms of new contract, 
according to the Education Code, require that if at any 
time in the subsequent 25 years the Community Center 
is unable or unwilling to keep it up, ownership shall 
revert to the school district. Upon the termination of 25 
years, if the Community Center has held up its end of 
the arrangement, the school district will absolve any 
claim to the property and the Community Center will 
get to keep the schoolhouse and it will revert in perpe
tuity once again to the community of Douglas Flat.

The schoolhouse is still used today for a variety 
of non-profit purposes, from painting and exercise 
classes to Boy Scout meetings. The building remains 
available to the public for other uses just as it was 
always intended by the pioneers who built it. The 
Douglas Flat Community Center is a non-profit 
organization dedicated to the preservation of the 
school house. They continue to meet regularly to 
maintain the building and grounds and conduct 
restoration projects when funding permits. 
Participation in restoration projects is gratefully 
welcomed and cash donations are also accepted. For 
information regarding use of the building, please 
contact Juanita Massolo at 209-728-8561. If you are 
interested in participating in this piece of Mother
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Lode history, you can send donations or 
contact the Douglas Flat Community 
Center, Post Office Box 73, Douglas Flat, 
California, 95229.

Information for this article was gained 
in part from the files of the Vallecito Union 
School District and primarily from an 
interview with Louise Johnson on May 24, 
1999. Las Calaveras is grateful for her 
extensive knowledge of the property and 
her dedication to seeing it preserved. Local 
Mother Lode historian Judith Marvin 
provided historic architectural insights and 
extensive title and mining claim history. 
Las Calaveras appreciates the assistance of 
the Douglas Flat Community Center in the 
preparation of this article and wishes them 
well in their continued and noble efforts in 
keeping the spirit of the Douglas Flat 
School House alive.

The Douglas Flat School House as it appears today when viewed through the 
frame of declining pickets in the once-stylish fence that surrounds the site. 

Photo by Bonnie Miller, February 2002.
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LANDMARK LOST
The Calaveras County Historical Society is sad to 

note the loss of one of Calaveras County’s most 
dramatic landmarks, the Milton School House. The 
schoolhouse, pictured below, sat on a small hill on the 
east side of town next to the picturesque cemetery This 
schoolhouse was in fact the second one built on this 
spot. The first schoolhouse was built in 1873 and served 
the community for twenty-two years until it was 
replaced with the larger, sturdier building in 1895. The 
builder Charles Barling would have been proud of the 
longevity of his work. The
Milton School House served 
the community until 1950 
after which time it passed in 
to private ownership. The 
building has stood vacant 
other than for use as storage 
since, and evidence of its 
decline became more 
conspicuous over time. A 
few years ago the Calaveras
County Historical Society 
contacted the owner in an 
effort to save the structure 
but was unsuccessful in 
preventing further deteriora
tion. The old building 
finally collapsed in upon 

itself in a wind storm in December of 2001 after having 
stood grandly in this location for over 100 years.

One of the stated goals of the Historical Society is 
to save landmarks such as the Milton School House for 
future generations. It is a shame that such a beautiful 
piece of Calaveras County’s history has been lost. 
Won’t you please help us to prevent other such losses? 
Your participation with the Historical Society is always 
appreciated. Please call the office at 209-754-1058 and 
volunteer help us continue to meet our goals.

The Milton School House, built in 1895. It is 
another example of neo-classical architecture 
in the Mother Lode, with Victorian embellish

ments. Photo by Barbara Trew Beaman, 
courtesy of the Historical Society from the 

book An Album of the Pioneer School Houses 
of Calaveras County.

Milton School House as it appeared in its later 
years when signs of neglect became more 

evident. This photo was taken by Bonnie Miller 
in February of 1986 against the dramatic back- 

drop of storm clouds.

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to thank the following persons who recently made donations 

to the Calaveras County Museum:

December 2001
Ray E. McDevitt, San Francisco, CA

Courthouses of California: An Illustrated 
History Book

Frank & Patricia Genochio, Santa Clara, CA 
Cash donation

Jordan & Mary Tatter, Watervliet, MI 
Cash donation

Herbert A. Good, San Andreas, CA
Record of Burial; Ex-Union Soldiers,
Sailors, and Marines

Judi Beard, Jamestown, CA
Fruit Press

Coco Shearer, San Andreas, CA
7x9 carpet

January 2002
Douglas & Catherine Mewhinney,
San Andreas, CA

Cash donation
Carmel Barry-Schweyer, Auburn, CA

Cash donation
D. Margaret Studley Foundation, Fresno, CA

Cash donation
Mrs. M.B. Smith, Murphys, CA

Pictures of Oro Y Plata mine, pictures of Indians, 
U.S. Geologic Surv. Mother Lode, photo of 
Carson Hill 1880’s

J
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CALAVERAS COUNTY’S LOFTY LADIES 
LEAVE A LEGACY 

by Durlynn Anema-Garten

Calaveras County and female pilots are synony
mous. Is it coincidence many women pilots call this 
county home?

Juanita Newell was first to arrive — at six 
months old via her adopted parents. She left the 
county for many years, returning in 1973.

Carol Kennedy became the first airport manager 
and a flight instructor, and was instrumental in the 
new one’s formation.

Calaveras County then claimed Joyce Farrell 
from Los Angeles congestion and it was here she 
learned to fly.

Kathy Zancanella, the present airport manager, 
has far reaching roots with great-great-grandparents 
arriving in the county in the late 1800’s.

The present day finds female pilots a permanent 
county fixture. Terry Campbell operates NORCAL 
Aviation, coming to take flying lessons, then staying.

This issue is dedicated to these female pilots and 
all the others who make Calaveras County their home.

Soaring to New Heights — Juanita 
Newell Comes Home

Soaring to the aviation world’s heights for thirty 
years brought excitement and fame to Juanita 
Newell, but when retirement beckoned she and her 
husband returned to her roots — Calaveras County.

Juanita Newell dressed in her flight clothes before a flight, 
standing alongside her dog Patty. Photo taken in Arizona 

in 1942, courtesy of Juanita Newell
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Juanita and friend flying a 1930 Travelaire in the Antique 
Airplanes class. Photo taken over Calaveras County, 

courtesy of Juanita Newell

Those Calaveras County roots were planted 
firmly when six-month-old adoptee Juanita traveled 
with her new parents Otto and Jennie Worden to the 
Mountain Ranch area in 1915. The Wordens were 
homesteaders who thought their 160 acre claim 
would provide sustenance for the family. They did 
not envision the hardships — a lack of money and 
eventual need to return to Stockton work.

They built a log cabin from the trees on the 
property, all by hand with no electricity. Water 
came from a spring and year-round stream which 
now only flows in the winter. “Ma washed clothes 
after Dad carried the water from the spring,” says 
Juanita. Soon her father built a water tank and 
water lines to the house, making household chores 
easier for her mother.

Once a month their big trip was to Mountain 
Ranch for supplies. “That was a highlight of the 
month,” laughs Juanita. Her parents raised apples, 
with some original trees still dotting the ranch. The 
County paid her father to do road work on adjacent 
roads. Worden Road is named for her family.

“Neighbors were few and far between but 
everyone raised vegetables,” she says. They traded 
vegetables and hunted the abundant wildlife.

After six months, Juanita’s father realized he 
must return to Stockton for work. He went during the 
week while mother and daughter remained on the 
ranch. When Juanita was old enough to attend school 
they moved to San Andreas where she attended a one 
room schoolhouse from first to eighth grades.

Juanita’s first airplane experience occurred 
when her father was burning brush piles. Suddenly a 
biplane flew over the ranch. She was fascinated by 

this new sight. Unfortunately for her father the plane 
flew over to see what was burning — and father later 
was cited for burning illegally.

While the airplane brought the outside world, 
Juanita was more intent on school. In high school she 
caught the bus at Whiskey Slide and Worden Roads 
each morning, traveling over an hour each way.

Thirty-three students were in her 1933 class. She 
was class valedictorian, taking business classes to 
prepare for the future as well as working in the 
school cafeteria for extra money. At night she studied 
under a Kerosene lamp because electricity still was 
not available on the ranch.

After graduation she worked as a companion to 
the wife of the Beale Ranch owner but this job didn’t 
last when a dashing young pilot, Elgin Newell, 
entered her life. She still doesn’t know whether it 
was his red Chrysler convertible and red airplane, or 
Elgin himself that attracted her. They started dating. 
He put her in goggles and a leather helmet and took 
her for a ride in a biplane — “a Travelair 2000 with 
an OX5 engine” she remembers. She could not have 
been more enchanted.

Elgin worked at Sears in Stockton, so when they 
married in 1935 Stockton became home. Then 
Sacramento became home when he was offered a job 
as a fixed base operator at the Sacramento Municipal 
airport. He taught people to fly — his main love. He 
also taught Juanita, giving her a lesson “now and then.”

Juanita and Elgin's Beechcraft Bonanza in Arizona in the 1960's. 
Juanita always tried to be "feminine but efficient", which is 
her personal motto for life. Photo courtesy of Juanita Newell
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The Sacramento move changed Juanita’s life 
from spectator to pilot — and she has never 
looked back. She did not want to be an airport 
widow so decided she needed formal flying 
lessons. Her learning vehicle was a Travelair 2000 
with an 0X5 engine. She quickly won a scholar
ship to earn a private license. She then trained in a 
J3 Piper Cub. Only one woman to ten men was 
accepted in flight school — so both her accept
ance and scholarship were accomplishments. In 
thirty days she graduated.

When World War II arrived all private flying was 
curtailed in the United States. A training job was 
offered to her husband in Glendale, Arizona where he 
taught cadets to fly. Juanita went ahead and gained an 
Instructor’s Rating, an Instrument Rating, a Multi- 
engine Rating and commercial pilot’s license.

She then began work for a fixed base operator, 
teaching people young and old to fly. During this 
time she flew charters, an air ambulance and for the 
forest service under contract during the fire season. 
She also trained WASP’s (Women’s Army Service 
Pilots) for their thirty-five hours flight time.

Juanita feels women have a kinesthetic feeling 
for flying and actually are better pilots. She adds, 
“Whatever the men could do we could do: charter, 
barnstorming, acrobatics, flight instructing. My 
husband was proud of me; he wanted me to excel.”

She ended with over 12,000 hours of flying time 
as an executive pilot, an outstanding accomplish
ment because at the time flying was a male bastion.

Two exciting memories concern airplane races. In 
1959 she flew in the Powder Puff derby with Jimmy 
Lou Shelton who owned the Piper dealership in 
Phoenix. They flew a Comanche 180 from Boston to 
Spokane and came in second out of eighty entrants.

In 1968 she flew a 1927 open cockpit Bird 
airplane in the Phoenix 99 Kachina Air Rally. Her 
co-pilot was Melba Bard. They took first place in the 
antique category.

She is a charter member and first president of the 
Phoenix Chapter of the Ninety-Nines — so named 
because ninety-nine initial women were members. 
Amelia Earhardt started this international organization.

After World War II Juanita and Elgin started a 
flying school in Phoenix. They had Cessna 140’s, a 
Stearman PT 17 and a Cessna 190. They lived in 
Arizona from 1942 to 1973, then decided to retire to

Juanita with her shoes off scrubbing the apron of the 
hangar at the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport in front of her 

Cessna 195 (her favorite model of airplane). Juanita claims 
that this scene shows that owning a plane requires a lot of 

work, and it's "not all glammer!" Photo taken in the 
early 195O'sf courtesy of Juanita Newell

the Calaveras County ranch. They sold their last 
airplane, a Beach Bonanza, because there was not 
enough potential in Calaveras County to continue 
their commercial flying and schools.

Their interests went from airplanes to horses 
and dogs. They bought two horses, one a Missouri 
fox-trotter and two German short hair pointers. The 
dogs were used in competitions and bird hunting, a 
hobby Juanita still pursues throughout the state and 
into Nevada.

Elgin died of cancer in 1985. Juanita is a colon 
cancer survivor, conquering it eleven years ago.

Juanita keeps busy. She was on the Mountain 
Ranch Fire District Board of Directors and is active 
in Calaveras County Habitat for Humanity, the 
Mountain Ranch Community Church and the 
Christian Women’s Fellowship.

Many honors have come her way. In 1976 she 
served as judge and timer for the last Powder Puff 
Derby. She was elected into the Arizona Pilots’ Hall 
of Fame in 1985, known throughout Arizona as the 
“Amelia Earhart of Arizona.” In 1990 she was 
inducted into the International Forest of Friendship 
at Atchison, Kansas. And the Calaveras County 
Historical Society honored her in 2000 as 
“Outstanding Woman in Aviation.”

Juanita fondly recalls her life. “All in all I’ve had 
a very colorful life, loved every minute of it and am 
glad to have come back to Calaveras County to live 
out my years.”
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At ten-years-old when she met an uncle who was 
a barnstormer in “Gates Flying Circus” she “just fell 
in love with him.” Or was it the chance to go flying 
with him? Her family was living in Burlingame, 
California at the time. He took Carol, her mother and 
her sister into the air and she couldn’t get enough 
flying time after that.

Her parents encouraged her interest in flying 
with their blessing but never with financial help. 
“They just had enough to sustain the family,” Carol 
says. Then she adds, “But I never paid a penny for 
flying lessons.”

At sixteen, Carol and her parents lived close to 
the New Orleans airport. “I just sort of hung around 
that airport,” she says, “and pestered to find out 
everything I could about airplanes.” Finally, the “gas 
boy” at the airport introduced her to the operator of 

When this lovely picture was taken of Carol in the early 1950's, 
she had already had her license for almost twenty years.
Photo taken in front of a Monocoupe plane in Los Angeles, 

courtesy of Carol Kennedy

one of the flight schools. He took her flying, then 
said, “I can use you in my business. I just started a 
flying school and need someone to keep records. 
Can you type?”

Living and Breathing Airplanes 
—Meet Carol Kennedy

Carol still laughs, “Well, no I didn’t know how to 
type but I taught myself and got the job. I was really 
a go-fer — something 1 loved to do. And remember, 

“Carol Kennedy Drive” Who rates a street name 
in Calaveras County?

Think airplanes. Think Calaveras County 
Airport. Then think Carol Kennedy — the first

then I could learn to fly.”
The man also went to Carols’ parents to get 

permission for her to work because of her age. Flight 
time was her pay, half an hour per day.

airport manager who built its success and 
saw the need for expansion.

Then meet this petite woman with the 
flashing blue-green eyes. An aviator? Yes, 
and also a dynamo!

This is Carol Kennedy who has lived 
and breathed airplanes all her life.

Carol was born in New Orleans in 
1919, an era when airplane combat became 
reality during World War I. Carol says her 
mother claimed the first word Carol said 
was “airplane.” Whether true or not, Carol 
was fascinated by anything with wings.

A “tomboy” who built model 
airplanes and read Popular Science maga
zine, she thought playing with dolls was 
silly. She was the first and only girl in the 
high school mechanical drawing and 
woodworking classes, insisting she didn’t 
need to take Home Economics.

Carol propping the plane for her friend Maury Rasmussan at the Calaveras
County Airport. Maury, for whom the Calaveras County Airport is named, is 

flying his homemade plane called the Midget Mustang.
Photo taken in 1971, courtesy of Carol Kenneday
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A year later the Louisiana State Director of 
Aviation hired her to do secretarial work. “Now I had 
to learn shorthand,” she laughs. She accomplished it, 
making a little more money for flying lessons. For 
extra money she washed airplanes on the weekends.

Constantly, she was at the airport. One great 
memory was meeting Amelia Earhart, who stopped 
in New Orleans prior to her fatal flight in 1937.

Now Carol was completely into aviation. She 
soloed on March 8, 1938 (and soloed again on her 
sixty-fourth anniversary March 8, 2002). After 
receiving a limited commercial license in 1940, she 
started barnstorming through Louisiana, Mississippi 
and Alabama.

Then John “Jay” Kennedy entered her life. He 
was an airline station agent at the airport in charge of 
the station in Muscle Shoals, Alabama. He didn’t 
know how to fly. Nor was he interested. They 
married in December 1940 — a partnership lasting 
forty-eight years until his death in 1988.

During World War II she and her husband were 
transferred from Alabama to Tallahassee, Florida 
where she became a flight instructor. Jay was 
manager of the airline office. She also was asked to 
become a WASP instructor but declined to stay with 
her husband.

The Kennedys moved to California after World 
War II. First they bought and managed a motel in 
Morgan Hill, then moved to Los Gatos and finally to 
El Segundo where Jay worked for Douglas and Carol 
for Northrop. She also became chief flight instructor 
for the Progressive Flight Club.

She bought her first airplane after seeing it at the 
San Jose Airport. She had to fly it to their home in

Carol standing in front of Martin Miller's Skylane at the old 
Calaveras County Airport. Photo taken in 1968, 

courtesy of Carol Kennedy

Carol showing her winning smile from the cockpit 
of her homemade plane named "The Spook". 

Photo taken in 1982, courtesy of Carol Kennedy

Morgan Hill at night. With no lights on the landing 
strip her husband parked his car at the end of the air 
strip to guide her.

Carol quickly gained a reputation as an excellent 
flight instructor. She arose early each morning to 
teach students, and finally taught her husband to fly.

When she and her husband were invited to San 
Andreas for Thanksgiving dinner they flew north, 
only to find Calaveras County had no airport. They 
had to land in Jackson. When she asked about this, she 
was told “Oh, yes, we are going to have an airport.”

At this point Don Cuneo, then a county supervisor, 
showed the Kennedys what looked like a runway. 
Carol asked Don, “Who’s going to run the airport?”

He replied, “We don’t have any money to pay 
anyone.” Then he kept asking her if she was interested.

Carol said yes and Cuneo went to the Board of 
Supervisors. They agreed to let the Kennedys move 
a mobile home onto the old airport property just 
south of San Andreas on Highway 49. Her pay would 
be a percentage of the fuel fees with a tie-down for 
her airplane and space for the mobile home.

This was 1955. Carol’s tenure in Calaveras 
County had begun.

Jay went to work at the Calaveras Cement plant 
as an accountant. Carol started her management 
duties and also a flying school and a flying club. 
During this early period she was the county’s only 
commercial pilot. Among her firsts were the flying 
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club and flying for the sheriff’s department doing air 
search and rescue missions and transporting pris
oners. This contract lasted twenty-five years.

“The flying school went over big,” says Carol. 
So many people wanted to learn to fly she had to 
limit the student numbers. Eventually she bought 
more airplanes to accommodate them. She did all of 
the instruction until the mid-1970’s.

Carol also had contracts with the U. S. Forest 
Service and the State Division of Forestry for recon 
and as a fire spotter. Her charter service was called 
the Calaveras Air Taxi. She filled in for the cement 
plant when their other plane was busy as well as 
flying as co-pilot on busier trips.

Among her favorite memories were her aerial 
photography and her “passenger hops” at the county 
fair. She took passengers flying at the fair, as she did 
years before in Louisiana. “Some days so many 
people were lined up that I only could take time to 
get more fuel in San Andreas before returning to 
‘hop’ more passengers.”

Five Powder Puff Derbies, transcontinental 
air races sponsored by the 99’s, claimed Carol as 

a participant. Her most frightening race 
occurred when the plane engine blew up in 
Montana on the way to the race. They got 
another plane in Massachusetts where the race 
was to start. This plane was “not in tip top 
shape.” However, they did fly it to Spokane, 
where the race ended. The FAA grounded them 
there to have repairs done before returning to 
Massachusetts.

In looking back on her long career, Carol 
fondly remembers when she and Reggie Howell 
were ending a trip and chose the present airport 
site. They flew around it, made some passes and 
decided it was perfect.

But Carol never managed the new site.
She still has her license. She and Juanita 

Newell flew several places together — the last 
time one year ago.

Carol Kennedy’s legacy lives on — not just 
with a street name but with a dream that became 
reality — the present Calaveras County airport.

For more information on Carol Kennedy, see 
Las Calaveras. July 1999.

The old Calaveras County Airport that was managed by Carol Kenneday. 
Photo 1956, courtesy of the Calaveras County Airport
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The new, current Calaveras County Airport named the Maury Rasmussan Field, managed today by Kathy Zancanella. The road that 
serves this airport bears Carol Kennedy's name. Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Airport Website

Calaveras County’s Flying Future
With the growing airplane population at the 

Calaveras County Airport plus the increase in pilot 
training, the future of aviation in Calaveras County is 
assured. Seventy-seven planes currently are based as 
tie-downs or in hangars on the field.

Kathy Zancanella and Terry Campbell see an 
airport devoted not only to the present but also the past. 

“This is a great area for antique planes,” says 
Terry. T’d like to see more antiques here — planes 
that actually can fly but are based here. People could 
come out to the airport to view them.”

Kathy concurs. “The future is bright.”
Female pilots have played a major role in 

Calaveras County’s airport past and will be a big part 
of the future.

Flying for Fun: Joyce Farrell
Joyce Farrell arrived in Calaveras County in 

1959, not because of its flying history but to get 
away from the congestion of Southern California. 
She fulfilled a lifelong ambition in 1977 when she 
took flight training from Carol Kennedy. Joyce has 
never looked back from that day of training — not 
only flying on pleasure trips but also in three Palms 
to Pines Air Races sponsored by The 99’s.

Her interest in flying started at an early age. 
From the time she was little she wanted to be a 
pilot. She still remembers her first plane ride at ten 
years old. A pontoon plane had been pulled onto the 
beach at the San Pedro harbor and was giving rides 
for $10. She pestered her parents until she could 
have a turn.
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Joyce Farrell in front of her Cessna 172. Photo taken in 2002, courtesy of Joyce Farrell

That wasn’t the first time she tried to fly. After 
reading the story of Icarus and Daedalus, she 
decided to imitate them. She made wings of 
plywood and sheet and jumped off an outside 
boarded up bannister early one morning. She 
“flapped and flapped” but didn’t do anything but 
“whoosh to the grass.”

Born in 1929 in Los Angeles, she moved with 
her parents to San Pedro where she grew up. She 
graduated from San Pedro High School. At Santa 
Barbara State College (now University of California 
at Santa Barbara) she majored in art and education, 
graduating in 1950.

During World War 11 she was a member of CAP 
(Civil Air Patrol) Cadets. She joined to be able to fly 
but “only ended up marching up and down and 
scrubbing decks.” She did get an airplane ride from 
a CAP pilot, who took her over urban Los Angeles 
— her only flight while in the organization.

Married in 1951 to Robert Farrell, she also began 
teaching art at the junior high school level in Los 
Angeles. The couple had two sons, Mike in 1956 and 
Steven in 1957. When the Farrells moved to Calaveras 
County she taught at San Andreas Elementary School, 
retiring in 1989 and is now a single person.

Carol Kennedy became Joyce’s flying instructor 
in 1977 at the old airport. Joyce soloed on July 4, 
1977 which “opened doors to exciting enjoyment.”

At first Joyce rented a plane, then bought a used 
Cessna 150 in late 1977. “I would really tear 
around,” said Joyce. Often on a Friday afternoon she 
flew to Ashland, Oregon to catch the plays, returning 
home on Sunday.

Joyce has owned three other planes — two more 
Cessna 150’s and now a Cessna 172 (Carol 
Kennedy’s old plane).

Often she flew with Carol Kennedy: to Victoria, 
B. C. and east through the Canadian Rockies in 
1980; again to the Canadian Rockies in 1982; to 
Alaska with an Anchorage destination in 1983; to 
Vashon, Island, Washington in 1985.

Other trips include again to Alaska, to the Grand 
Canyon for a raft trip, to Santa Fe, New Mexico and 
to Death Valley. Her latest art venture is sculpture 
with a trip to Crescent City in 1996.

Perhaps her most harrowing flying adventure was 
on the ground in La Paz, Mexico. She and a friend had 
flown there and she was ready to start for home. 
Something went wrong with the starter. She got out to 
swing the propeller again, got it started and ran around 
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to her door, which was locked. The plane started down 
the runway, caught a locked down plane, chewed up 
its wing and obviously wasn’t going anywhere else. 
Her insurance agent in San Diego came down to Baja 
to fly them home. A repair man in Mexico bought the 
now ruined plane.

Joyce feels confident about her three Palms to 
Pines races sponsored by The 99’s. In 1982 Joyce’s 
co-pilot was Betty Branson; in 1995, Debbie Shevey; 
and in 1998, Jo Dieser.

Joyce concludes her flying memories by saying, 
“I fulfilled my earliest desires, to a point!”

Seaplane Adventures: 
Terry Campbell’s NORCAL

The new kid on the block in Calaveras County’s 
female aviation group is Terry Campbell who owns 
and operates NORCAL Aviation at the Calaveras 
County airport.

Terry bought the business in 1999. She came to 
the Calaveras County airport to take multi-engine 
training with Rob and Karen Davids, former owners 
of the business. She “really liked” the area. So when 
she learned they were selling their business she 
decided to buy it.

Terry and her Super Cub seaplane, courtesy of Terry Campbell

“I always wanted to fly,” Terry says. Her father 
owned a plane when she was growing up in 
Greensboro, North Carolina. She had plenty of 
flying experiences but did not obtain a pilot’s license 
when she was young.

Her opportunity didn’t arrive until 1990 when 
she was living in Sonoma, California. She put her 
desire into actuality when she learned at the Sonoma 
Sky Park and quickly became a proficient pilot.

“She is a natural pilot,” says Kathy Zancanella, 
airport manager.

Terry arrived in California 
in 1980. She was living in 
Florida and had just watched the 
space launch. She and friends 
wanted to see the first landing of 
a space shuttle at Edwards Air 
Base. So they took off for 
California — and she liked the 
state so much she stayed.

She owned a dog grooming 
and training business in 
Sonoma when she bought 
NORCAL. Now she teaches 
pilots to fly seaplanes and 
“loves it.”

The business offers single 
and multi-engine seaplane 
courses plus training 
customized to specific needs. 
A Super Cub on EDO 2000 
floats is used for single-engine 
training and a Piper PA-23 Terry's seaplane, landing at Spence Ranch in April 2001, courtesy of Terry Campbell
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(Apache) on Wipline 3730 amphibious floats for 
multi-engine training.

Terry Campbell will be a fixture of Calaveras 
County’s aviation scene for a long time.

Five Calaveras County Generations: 
Kathy Zancanella

Five generations encompass Kathy Zancanella’s 
ties with Calaveras County. Her great-great-grandfa- 
ther Drury came from Ireland in the mid-1800’s, met 
a “lady up the creek” toward Murphys and settled 
down in Calaveritas. Her great grandfather Tom Drury 
farmed and ranched three hundred sixty acres in the 
same area. This was on her mother’s side. Her grand
parents on her father’s side lived in Mountain Ranch.

Kathy lived with her parents on the Calaveritas 
property until she was twelve. Then the ranch was 
sold to the Calaveras Cement Company and the 
family moved to San Andreas. She attended San 
Andreas Elementary and graduated from Calaveras 
High School.

Calaveras County has remained Kathy’s home 
throughout her life. She married and had two chil
dren, Elliot Bissell and Terry McBride, who now 
has her own martial arts business in Angels Camp. 
In 1968 Kathy went to work at the Calaveras County 
airport. She also learned to fly, with Carol Kennedy 
as her instructor.

“I learned to fly because 1 thought it was so 
neat,” says Kathy. “My first husband and I had a

Kathy propping a Taylorcraft seaplane at Vancouver. 
Photo courtesy of Kathy Zancanella

small plane. When we were divorced, I stayed 
working with Carol and with the flying lessons.”

She was “totally hooked. There is nothing quite 
like it.”

Today she goes out at the first light of dawn — 
flying low over the trees, around the canyons. “It’s 
the most uplifting thing a person can do,” says Kathy, 
“and there isn’t anywhere you can’t go.”

She once flew a Palms to Pines race with Carol 
Kennedy. They went from Santa Monica to 
Independence, Oregon.

Kathy also has flown 
throughout the West — 
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, 
Calgary, Grand Canyon, 
Colorado and Victoria, B. C. 
These are her vacations, trips 
taken since 1978, either solo 
or with a friend.

Her first plane was 
bought in 1982 — a two- 
seater Taylor Craft BC12D 
which she still owns.

Calaveras County resi
dents best know Kathy as the 
airport manager. She became 
manager in 1989 and has 
watched it expand.Kathy and Terry flying Terry's seaplane over Spence Ranch. Photo courtesy of Kathy Zancanella
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Kathy is famous for giving rides to anyone who is interested in 
experiencing flying. Here Kathy is giving a ride to a young 

friend on a sunny morning in November of 1996.
Photo courtesy of Kathy Zancanella

Her best memory is the move from the old to new 
airport on December 12, 1981. Carol Kennedy, Wes 
Ament, Kathy and the remaining pilots fired up all 
the planes and flew them to the new landing strip.

“It was quite a day,” says Kathy, who has 
numerous plans for the future of Calaveras 
County’s airport.

MEETING SCHEDULE
The July meeting will be held on the 25th at the 

Black Bart Park with dinner by Don Cuneo. The 
program will include the installation of new officers, 
as well as music for our entertainment. Please call 
the Historical Society office by July 22nd to make 
your reservations.

There will be no August meeting. Enjoy your 
summer!

The September meeting will be announced when 
details are finalized. Stay tuned.

The October meeting will be a grand gala bash 
to celebrate our golden anniversary. Check the local 
papers for announcements and watch your mail for 
your invitation.

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
CELEBRATES 

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
The year 2002 marks a special milestone for the 

Calaveras County Historical Society. This year we cele
brate our golden anniversary! Yes, the Historical 
Society has been active now in this county for fifty 
years. In celebration of our success, we have some 
exciting events planned throughout the year. In October 
we will have a very special golden anniversary dinner 
with an exciting retrospective program. Please keep an 
eye out for your invitation, or contact the Historical 
Society office at 754-1058 for more information. If you 
are interested in providing information or assistance, or 
participating in this big event, please contact the 
Historical Society. Everyone’s input is appreciated!

VOLUNTEERS HONORED
On June 4th the Calaveras County Historical 

Society honored our volunteers with a luncheon. 
Our volunteers are those very special people who 
keep the Museum open and running. Without these 
unselfish people, we would not have a Museum 
open daily to the public. We know that these people 
didn’t just volunteer for the luncheon. Every volun
teer finds satisfaction in the fact that they have 
volunteered a little of their precious time from their 
daily lives to help such a worthy cause. Won’t you 
please consider volunteering as well? Please call 
the Historical Society at 754-1058 to learn more 
about volunteer opportunities. And maybe next 
year you can join us at the luncheon!
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30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors
President
Vice President
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Directors

Honorary Director
Bookkeeper
Las Calaveras

David Studley, Mountain Ranch 
Joan Donleavy, Valley Springs 

Ron Randall, Valley Springs 
Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson 

Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 
Bob Woods, Mountain Ranch 

Lynn Miller, San Andreas 
Beverly Burton, San Andreas 

Willard P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 
Shirley Huberty, San Andreas 

Bonnie Miller
Office Manager
Resource Coordinator

Elizabeth Braydis 
Cate Culver

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscription 
to Las Calaveras conies with membership in the 
Calaveras County Historical Society for $16.00 per 
year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copyrighted 
and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source 
would be appreciated. Contributions of articles about 
Calaveras County is appreciated and may be submitted 
to the Historical Society for consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each 
month in various communities throughout the County. 
Locations and scheduled programs are announced in 
advance. Some meetings include a dinner program, and visi
tors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum 
which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the historic County 
courthouse located at 30 Main Street in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always 
welcome to stop by the office for assistance with research, 
and are encouraged to visit the museum while in the area. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 
4:00, and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058.

Museum Donations
The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes 

to thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum:

March 2002
Claribel Shideler, Lafayette, CA

Antique kitchen items: Glass butter churn, sleeve 
board, kerosene lamp, egg beater, cast iron waffle 
iron, log cabin syrup can and Ben-Hur cumin can

Chris Sawyer, East Wenatchee, WA
Cash donation, 1 photo of Emma Louise Berger 
Drew, 1 photo of Charles Henry Drew

April 2002
Barbara Kathan, San Andreas, CA

2 photos of Negro Gulch School

Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson, CA
1 postcard photo of Joaquin Murietta

Norm Wyers, Oregon
A collection of stories by Gus Wurdinger (book)

May 2002
Mr. & Mrs. Petithomme, Angels Camp, CA 

Cash donation
Mr. & Mrs. William Young, Beaver Falls, PA 

Cash donation

June 2002
Judi Beard, Jamestown, CA

Kerosene stove

Jim & Alice Nelson, Rail Road Flat, CA
Antique wheelbarrows & 1 water pump

IN MEMORIAM
The Historical Society is sad to note the passing of our 

dear friend Dick Barger. Although Dick was bom in 
Woodland, he had made Murphys his home for the past 
twenty-five years. Dick led a prestigious career starting 
with his Stanford University degree as well as having been 
an Army veteran of WW II. His contributions to Calaveras 
County and the community were numerous including 
having served as the Chairman of the Calaveras County 
Planning Commission, on the Calaveras Fair Board, the 
Columbia College Foundation, and the Republican Central 
Committee to note just a few of his affiliations. He was also 

a member of the Masonic Lodge and the Native Sons of the 
Golden West. Dick was particularly special to the Historical 
Society. He held various offices and committee positions 
over time, but most notably served for many years on the 
investment committee. Dick’s sound investment advice was 
instrumental in developing the financial strategy that has 
shaped the society in to being the financially successful 
institution that we are today.

Dick is survived by his lovely wife of 58 years, 
Calaveras County native Doris Murphy Barger. Our condo
lences go to the Barger family. Dick will be missed by us all
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Judge James Alexander Smith, first President of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society from 1952 to 1964. Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

T
he Calaveras County
Historical Society was organ
ized in 1952 as a result of 

efforts by the Calaveras Grange. A 
committee was appointed by the 
Grange that consisted of Dr. Richard 
Coke Wood, George B. Poore Jr., 
Amon Tanner of Murphys, and Mrs. 
Percy “Sadie” Hunt of Double 
Springs. Judge J. A. Smith was soon 
added to this group. Coke Wood 
acted as chairman to take the neces
sary steps to get an historical society 
organized. After several preliminary 
and planning meetings, the By-Laws 
were adopted and the Society was 
launched. The first officers were: 
President, Judge J. A. Smith;



STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Written in 1952 by President J. A. Smith

H
istory is a record of past events. Many county in the State of California have their past events 
preserved in a written history of the county., This is not true of the county of Calaveras as its 
history has never been written.

Located in the center of the gold mining district of California Calaveras county is rich in history, 
tradition, romance, and lore. The early growth and development of the State of California to a great 
extent took place in the gold mining districts and Calaveras county contributed its full share. Many 
persons who later became leaders in the state at one time were gold miners in Calaveras county.

It is late to get full particulars of many of the early events in the history of the county. The 
pioneers and Argonauts have gone to their reward. Much valuable material is lost.

However, many descendants of the early residents of Calaveras county are still living, and it is 
possible to collect from them a vast fund of early history of the county. Many of the issues of early 
newspapers are no longer in existence, but some of these early newspapers are available in museums 
and public libraries.

The prime purpose of the Calaveras County Historical Society is to collect and preserve for 
posterity the early history of Calaveras county.

It is inevitable that in a work of this magnitude, the execution of which will be in many hands,

9) hist

there will be many errors and omissions. However, it will be the constant aim of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society to discriminate between the true and the false, to the end that the work of the 
Society will reflect a true account of events in Calaveras county and that as much as possible of its 
history will be preserved.

Secretary, Sadie Hunt; Treasurer, Ella Thompson; and 
Vice-President and Editor, R. Coke Wood.

The first meeting of the charter members of the 
newly formed Society was held at the historic Murphys 
Hotel on the evening of October 23,1952 (see first issue 
of the Historical Bulletin, October 1952). It was prob
ably a heady occasion for all of the original committee 
members to see their dream come to fruition. The 
meeting was punctuated with party favors for all of the 
attendants. Square nails recovered from local buildings 
adorned each place card and “gold nugget” stick pins 
(popcorn painted gold) were given to all who attended. 
Perhaps the highlight of the evening was when a bench 
upon which most of the newly elected officers were 
sitting suddenly gave way tumbling everyone to the 
floor. Monthly meetings have been held regularly since 
that special day almost 50 years ago.

The purpose of the Society was clear from the begin
ning as noted in the Statement of Purpose'. “The prime 
purpose of the Calaveras County Historical Society is to

collect and preserve for posterity the early history of 
Calaveras County”. Judge Smith had the insight to 
observe that much of the early history of Calaveras 
County had never been written. He declared that “To 
reduce some of this [history] to writing and make it avail
able for future generations is one of our goals.” In 1953 
the CCHS became the second society to join a statewide 
organization, the “Conference of California Historical 
Societies” to which Coke Wood had been elected as its 
chairman. After only one year, Judge Smith gave an inspi
rational address to the membership where he cajoled 
more participation from the membership in the interest of 
historical preservation. “Stories of the accomplishment of 
the Pioneers and Argonauts in Calaveras County and of 
those that followed them will be told in our future 
bulletins. Let us strive to make each coming year better 
than the last.” We shall take a look at what the Society has 
accomplished in the next 49 years and see if in fact those 
goals have been successfully addressed.

—continued on page 6
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The sign in sheet from the meeting held October 22,1953 in Angels Camp one year after the Charter Meeting. 
Courtesy of the scrap book of Ella Thompson.
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HISTORICAL MONUMENTS
One of the most visible contributions that the 

CCHS has made in preserving history is the 
construction of monuments and/or the placement 
of plaques to denote historical sites, buildings and 
landmarks throughout the county. The Society has 
also constructed or participated in the dedication of 
several monuments in conjunction with other 
historic organizations as described below.

The first monument noted in the records that 
the Society constructed was in May of 1956 at the 
old town of Camanche. The Society expended $75 
toward this project. Unfortunately the town was 
later inundated by Lake Camanche in 1964 but the 
monument was subsequently moved to higher 
ground. (See Las Calaveras, October 1990).

One of the best known monuments in the county 
was placed in Mountain Ranch on June 17, 1956 to 
commemorate the old townsite of Eldorado. 
(Editors note', the original 1868 townsite map indi
cates that Eldorado was spelled as one word). This 
monument stood guard at the corner of Whiskey

Slide and Mountain Ranch Roads until it was vandal
ized and lost the beautiful bell which had adorned it. 
In 1996 through the diligent efforts of Bill Foster the 
bell was recovered and the monument restored. It 
was rededicated on August 2, 1996 in conjunction 
with the Mountain Ranch Community Club (see Las 
Calaveras, July 1956 and October 1996).

In 1957 the Society worked to place a monument 
at the town of Rail Road Flat under the direction of 
Mrs. Ruby Taylor who headed the Rail Road Flat 
Historical Monument Committee. (Editors note', in 
Calaveras County, Rail Road Flat has always been 
spelled as three words!) This location was given the 
distinction as Registered California Landmark No. 
286. The monument was dedicated at a ceremony 
held on August 4, 1957, however the actual place
ment of the bronze plaque was delayed until October 
5, 1957 due to a machinists’ strike at the factory (see 
Las Calaveras, October 1957).

In recognition of the County Courthouse 
having once operated in Mokelumne Hill next to

Dedication of the monument on January 12,1963 commemorating the Attempted Stage Robbery alongside Mountain Ranch 
Road. Agnes Filipini Gerard (left) survived the incident. Louis Domenghini (center) and Judge Smith (right) look on.

Photo courtesy of the Historical Society.
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where the Hotel Leger now stands, a monument 
was dedicated there on June 14, 1959. The 
California State Historian participated in that cere
mony (see Las Calaveras, July 1959).

Alongside Mountain Ranch Road a monument 
was erected to commemorate the location of the

A monument had once been erected recognizing 
Poker Flat but it had been heavily vandalized. The 
Society was unable to determine who had 
constructed the original monument, but under the 
direction of Charlie Stone the Society worked to 
restore it to honor. A new monument was created 

last stage robbery in Calaveras County. The 
monument was constructed and dedicated with 
along with E Clampus Vitas on January 12, 1963. 
Agnes Filipini Gerard, a survivor of the deadly 
incident, joined the dedication ceremony (see Las 
Calaveras, April 1964). The monument has since 
fallen in to disrepair and is scheduled for refur
bishing in the spring of 2003.

Fourth Crossing was recognized both locally 
and at the state level. On October 23, 1965 a monu
ment was dedicated by the Calaveras County 
Historical Society in conjunction with the State of 
California where it is listed as California 
Registered Landmark No. 258 (see Las Calaveras, 
October 1965 and October 1990).

By 1965 the Society had placed six monu
ments around Calaveras County. The Historical 
Landmarks Committee continued to meet regularly 
(see Las Calaveras, October 1966) however no 
further activity occurred for several years. In 1993 
it was observed by the society’s Vice President, 
Bonnie Miller, that many of the monuments were 
vandalized or appearing neglected and she 
suggested renovating them. This suggestion 
launched a new flurry of monument activities such 
as the refurbishment of the original Mountain 
Ranch site as previously described. President 
Charlie Stone adopted the monument effort as his 
passion and saw through the restoration or estab
lishment of several monuments over the next few 
years. One problem with the early monuments was 
the fact that the plaque on the face of the monu
ment was cast bronze. The plaques were beautiful 
but costly, and unfortunately were easy targets for 
thieves and vandals. Charlie introduced the idea of 
engraved granite which is less costly, very attrac
tive, and in keeping with the relationship between 
history and geology for Calaveras County.

dT— rK

commemorating the alleged Poker Flat site as well 
as the O’Byrne’s Ferry and its subsequent bridges. 
On February 5, 1994 the monument was success
fully rededicated (see Las Calaveras, January 1994).

The Native Daughters of the Golden West had 
erected a monument commemorating Sandy Gulch 
in 1941. Unfortunately the monument was subse
quently vandalized four times over the next thirty 
years. In 1995 the Society was able to successfully 
restore it (see Las Calaveras, April 1995).

In 1996 the Rail Road Flat School celebrated 
its 100 year anniversary. A joint project was under
taken by the Historical Society, the Rail Road Flat 
Community Club, the Rail Road Flat Parents’ 
Club, The Rail Road Flat Elementary School 
Teachers and School Alumni, and the Taylor Park 
Committee. A monument which included the 
school’s bell was dedicated at a grand ceremony 
held on August 24, 1996 (see Las Calaveras, 
October 1996).

The Historical Society continues to explore 
sites of interest which may warrant a landmark.

Society President Charlie "Sonny" Stone at the 
rededication of the O'Byrnes Ferry monument in 1993. 

Photo courtesy of the Historical Society.
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Celebrating Fifty Years—continued from page 2

Membership and Meetings
The original membership consisted of 35 charter 

members and organizations. The cost of membership was 
only $4.00 per year which included an annual subscrip
tion to the bulletin. Of those 35 original members, only 
Carmenne Poore is still with us today, along with two 
organizations that retain active memberships, the 
Calaveras Grange No. 715, and the Native Daughters of 
the Golden West Ruby Parlor No. 46. In the early years 
memberships were offered for individuals, families, and 
juniors. Later the family and junior memberships were 
dropped in favor of one single membership which still 
entitles the member to the annual subscription to the 
bulletin. Today the annual membership dues have grown 
to $16 per year, but this is still a bargain by all means.

Membership varies from year to year. The original 35 
charter members immediately grew to over 80 members 
by the second meeting and has since grown to as high as 
900 members plus, and today averages around 700. 
Several past officers have been awarded lifetime member
ships in recognition of their outstanding contributions to 
the Society. In June of 1999 the Board of Directors voted 
to open this style of membership for purchase, and now 
sells a Lifetime Membership which has proven to be a 
wonderful gift for graduates and retirees. Today we have 
forty Lifetime Members on our rolls.

In the early 1990’s the CCHS created the category of 
Honorary Member which carries all of the benefits of a 
Lifetime Membership and is given by the Society in 
recognition of those few major players whose contribu
tions to the Society have been instrumental in the 
formation or direction of the success of the organization. 
The first honorary membership was bestowed on Willard 
P. “Bill” Fuller, Jr. for his many years of dedicated 
service. Bill has served in every director’s position except 
president and served as the editor of Las Calaveras for 
twenty-two years. Bill’s personal attention was behind the 
development of the society’s extensive history library. 
Other Honorary Memberships have been awarded to 
Carmenne Poore, Lillian Filipini, and Dick Barger.

In addition to the benefit of receiving the quarterly 
bulletin Las Calaveras, the membership enjoys regular 
meetings which highlight a variety of interesting topics. 
The original intent was to hold monthly meetings and 
dinner meetings quarterly and keep the cost to $2.00 
per person. Inevitably the cost rose over time. In 1955 

the Society held its first Christmas party, launching a 
tradition which has been observed every year since.

The Archives and Office of the
Historical Society

The Historical Society’s “office” had modest begin
nings in the home of Secretary Sadie Hunt where she 
faithfully maintained the Society’s business for fifteen 
years. By 1974 it became evident that the CCHS needed 
permanent diggins’, so they negotiated with the County 
for a twelve foot by twelve foot space in the first floor of 
the old Odd Fellows building on Main Street in San 
Andreas (in the building that houses the Calaveras County 
Arts Council today). The office was staffed only by part 
time volunteers and operated there until it had to be closed 
due to the renovation of the Hall of Records in 1979. Upon 
the successful renovation of the complex, the Society 
reopened offices across the foyer and has remained in that 
location since 1980. The first employee, Ella Hiatt was 
hired that year. In 1983 upon his retirement from the 
Calaveras Cement Plant, Willard P. Fuller, Jr. began work 
as the Office Manager, and added a third employee, JoAnn 
Gardiner. Between the three of them they operated the 
office at least two days a week. By 1989 JoAnn had left 
and Ella had moved on to the Angels Camp Museum. The 
office needed a full time staff and Dee Tipton was hired. 
Eventually she hired a part time assistant, Sheryl Waller. 
Although there have been personnel changes over time, 
the office staff has settled at one full time office manager 
and one part time assistant. Additional part time 
employees provide bookkeeping services, assistance with 
the Museum, and as Editor of Las Calaveras. Besides 
running the business of the Society, the office houses the 
archives, artifacts, photograph collections and family files 
collected by the Society. The office also provides research 
assistance to visitors.

The Calaveras County Museum
Almost since the Society’s inception it has main

tained a close relationship with the Calaveras County 
Museum. The original County Museum was established 
in 1937 in the Zwinge Building on Main Street San 
Andreas at the bequest of Desire Fricot. Fricot donated 
the building at his passing to the County for the purpose 
of a library, museum and chamber of commerce (see Las 
Calaveras, July 2000). From 1937 to 1965 the museum 
was operated in the front of the building, while the 
County Library operated in the back of the building. In 
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the early 1950’s Mrs. Juanita Flock became the museum’s 
curator. The museum and library operated side-by-side 
until 1965 when all of the museum’s artifacts were placed 
in storage while the building was renovated.

As early as 1964 the Society began to voice their 
reservations as to the quality in which the county was 
maintaining its museum. The Historical Society was 
determined that the Museum not be overlooked for its 
importance by the County. In 1967 after the Calaveras 
County offices moved to their new Government Center 
out on Mountain Ranch Road,
the old Hall of Records was 
vacated. Through the efforts 
of George Poore, the hall was 
refurbished. George person
ally provided the labor, with 
donated materials, to recon
struct the county’s museum in 
the second floor of the old
Hall of Records. The newly 
reopened museum flourished
in its beautiful, and very 
appropriate, surroundings.
George ran the museum until 
that building was closed for
renovation in 1978 and again
the Museum was packed away 
in to storage.

In 1979 the County hired Judith Cunningham as 
curator to “modernize” the museum and improve the 
records. The museum was once again reopened in the 
newly refurbished Hall of Records. The County also hired 
a weekend attendant to assure full time staffing of the 
facility. During Judy’s tenure the museum saw restorations 
of previously neglected artifacts, and the proper cata
loguing of the county’s possessions. In the mid-1980’s the 
museum received a government planning grant for reor
ganizing the displays. These new displays were much 
more simplistic and easier to understand, but were met 
with mixed reviews. A second grant created the front room 
into the new format as we see it today. Unfortunately the 
grant monies and the County’s matching funds ran out 
before completion of the project, but not before imple
menting the large mural of Main Street San Andreas. Then 
in 1989 in County budget cutbacks the curator’s position 
was eliminated. The County Archivist assumed some of 
the responsibilities of the curator, but the museum itself 
was thrown in to turmoil. Public outcry, plus a concerted 

effort by the Historical Society, kept the County from 
closing the doors of the museum, but only after the Society 
agreed to voluntarily staff the museum thereafter.

The CCHS entered a new era as custodians of the 
county’s museum. By contractual arrangement with the 
county, the Society provides the personnel to staff the 
museum at no charge. The county allows the Society 
the freedom to manage the museum as appropriate, but 
continues to fund the weekend position.

Most successful museums house a gift shop and 
that is true as well for the 
Calaveras County Museum. 
As an extension to operating 
the museum, the Society 
opened a small gift shop 
allowing visitors to purchase 
local publications and 
souvenirs of their visit. This 
gift shop quickly outgrew the 
small confines in which it 
originally opened upstairs in 
the former curator’s office, 
and in 1999 it was moved 
downstairs right off of Main 
Street San Andreas. In recog
nition of the contributions of 
Bill Fuller, the Society 

expanded the gift shop to include a room named the 
“Willard P. Fuller Book Room”. It is a comprehensive 
book room where history books about Calaveras, the 
gold rush, and California history can be purchased. 
Local residents and visitors alike can easily drop by the 
store and book room at 30 Main Street and purchase 
information or mementos of Calaveras history.

Cornerstones
Who were the most significant people in the 

founding and development of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society? Four of these certainly were “Coke” 
Wood, Judge J. A. Smith, Sadie Hunt, and George B. 
Poore, Jr. Each of these special people made their own 
unique and significant contribution to the establishment 
and success of the Historical Society. We cannot possibly 
mention all of the individuals who have contributed 
significantly to the society over the years, but we cannot 
dispute that the following four were undoubtedly the 
ones who most influenced the Society to what it is today. 

—continued on page 10

President Charlie Stone greets Charter Member Carmenne 
Poore at the fortieth anniversary meeting held at the 

Murphys Hotel on October 22,1993.
Courtesy of the Historical Society.
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LAS CALAVERAS
FIFTY YEARS OF RECORDED HISTORY 

IN OUR BULLETIN

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society 

Volume XXVI October, 1977 Number 1

Perhaps the greatest contribution that 
the Historical Society has made on behalf 
of Calaveras County’s rich history and in 
pursuit of their stated purpose “to 
preserve the history” is to record histor
ical articles in their bulletin. Las 
Calaveras is the quarterly bulletin of the 
CCHS that has enjoyed 50 years of life 
alongside the Society. Despite the some
what erratic numbering and occasional 
delays, the bulletin has been published 
continuously since its inception with the 
Society in 1952.

The first issue contained greetings from the 
California Historical Society as well as the 
“Statement of Purpose” of the newly formed 
Calaveras County Historical Society. The early 
issues of the journal were originally called the 
“Historical Bulletin” until October of 1953 
when the name “Las Calaveras" was adopted. 
The first masthead for Las Calaveras was 
introduced in the January issue of 1954. It was

First masthead of the historical bulletin named
Las Calaveras, as it appeared between 1953 and 1993.

drawn by Mrs. Dave Matthews of Stockton and 
Murphys. The familiar stone monument mast
head has graced the covers of the bulletin since 
then, although it was slightly redressed in 
October of 1993.

The journal was an immediate success. 
Clearly there was a strong interest in the stories 
being recorded by the CCHS. Subjects pertaining 
to early Calaveras County history have been 

recorded ranging from pioneer families, 
mines and mining, early ranching, old 

 buildings and stage robberies, just to name

 a few. Many new members have joined the
Society over the years just so they could 
regularly receive Las Calaveras, although 
all issues have been available for purchase 
through the office.

In 1964 the CCHS decided to solidify 
its accomplishment and offered a very 
limited bound edition of all of the jour
nals. The first bound editions contained 

 
the first twelve years of issues and were 

 dedicated to Judge Smith. The bound

editions were immediately out of date as 
new journals were issued every quarter

HISTORICAL BULLETIN
Number 1 October, 1952 Volumne 1

CALAVERAS COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
San Andreas, California

Judge J. A. Smith, President San Andreas 
Coke Wood, Vice-President Murphys 
Sadie Hunt, Secretary ............... Valley Springs
Ella Thompson, Treasurer San Andreas
Board of Directors: George Poore, Mountain Ranch; Amon 
Tanner, Murphys; Frances Lombardi, Mokelumne Hill; 
John Squellati, San Andreas.

Editor of Bulletin, Coke Wood Murphys

Title block from the first issue of the newly formed 
Society's Historical Bulletin.
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thereafter. Today the bound editions have grown 
to three large volumes and are available for 
purchase. This lovely set is often awarded to 
outstanding members who make exceptional 
contributions to the Society. It has proven to be 
a popular item and makes a fine gift for any 
history buff. In 1998 the Society further 
enhanced the collection and developed an index 
of the subjects to assist researchers on locating 
articles on a specific topic.

Only four individuals have served as editor 
of Las Calaveras. Coke Wood was the first 
editor and served from 1952 until 1964. In 
1964 Willard P. Fuller, Jr. took up the task and 
served faithfully for the next twenty-two years. 
Bill Fuller’s work with Las Calaveras was 
clearly a labor of love. He voluntarily gener
ated more than 80 carefully researched issues 
of the journal for which he received no pay. In 
1986 Bill retired and turned the helm over to 
George Hoeper who held the position until his 
passing in 1997. After George’s passing, the 
position was awarded to Bonnie Miller who 
continues to serve as editor today. When 
George began work as the editor he requested 
a stipend for his efforts which the board of 
directors of the CCHS voted to provide. Today 

the editor’s position continues to receive a 
modest monthly stipend for the work

The second issue of the journal contained a 
detailed account of the Native Americans of 
Sheep Ranch. That single issue proved to be 
one of the most popular early issues. It’s popu
larity was only surpassed in 1987 with the 
special issue commemorating the 75th 
Anniversary of Angels Camp. Over the past 
few years the Society has explored some of the 
members’ favorite articles and found that it is 
difficult to definitively determine just which 
one is the most popular. What we do know is 
that visitors to the Society’s office who are 
researching Calaveras County are often 
pleased to find at least one article that Las 
Calaveras can contribute to their family 
history collection.

Las Calaveras has had its share of foibles over 
the years when it has accepted the misstatement of 
contributors, however no inaccuracies have ever 
been intentionally perpetuated. For the most part it 
remains the best record of historical minutiae 
available in the county today. Contributions to the 
journal are still encouraged and willingly 
accepted. The material is not copyrighted in the 
interest of generating use of the material.

Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical Society
Volume L July 2002 Number 4
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Celebrating Fifty Years—continued from page 7

Dr. Richard Coke Wood
It was somewhat by accident that Coke Wood 

became so involved with Calaveras County and its 
history. A native of Oklahoma, in 1918 Coke moved with 
his father, brother and sister to the Owens Valley where 
he was educated through high school at Bishop. He then 
worked in a grocery for five years before enrolling at the 
University of the Pacific in Stockton, receiving his BS in 
1932 and his MA two years later. He began a teaching 
career in Bishop, however ill health from tuberculosis 
soon put him in a sanitarium for a while. In 1936 he 
married Ethelyn Edson whom he had met at UOP. He 
returned to teaching but it was not long before he had to 
re-enter a sanitarium, this time at Murphys, thus he 
became a resident of Calaveras County. Coke then taught 
for nearly a decade at Bret Harte High while working 
toward his doctorate at USC. In 1949 the Woods 
purchased the old Travers building in Murphys and set it 
up as The Old Timer’s Museum. After receiving his PhD 
in 1950 Coke was invited to join UOP’s history depart
ment where he taught for the next quarter of a century as 
well as at Delta College, then just across the street.

Coke was extremely 
active in a large number of 
historical organizations in
California, and even gave a 
course over television. He 
authored a number of books, 
articles and pamphlets. His 
master’s thesis was the basis of 
his publication The Owens
Valley as 1 knew It. Later his 
doctoral thesis provided the 
impetus for his popular book
Calaveras, The Land of Skulls.
Those books and pamphlets 
pertaining to our county 
included the following: Tales 
of Old Calaveras, The Big Tree
Bulletin, O’Byrnes Ferry Covered Bridge, Mark Twain 
and the Jumping Frog, Ebbetts Pass and the Big Trees 
Road, Calaveras Grove of Big Trees, and Murphys 
Diggins. He also edited and published several other works 
on Calaveras history authored by others.

In the early days of the Society Coke was elected first 
vice-president and took over immediately as editor of the

Society’s bulletin where he served for the next twelve 
years. When we look at his long list of accomplishments, 
it is a wonder that he had time for the Society, yet he faith
fully attended most meetings and major activities. Coke’s 
constant presence at the Society’s affairs and his enthu
siasm was a great stimulus to those who were active in 
keeping the Society going as an effective organization. In 
1969 he received the title “Mr. California”, quite an honor 
indeed for a man not bom of this state. He also received 
the state’s highest award for history from then Governor 
Ronald Reagan (see Las Calaveras, January 1980). For 
more information on this fascinating man, see Bernice 
Lamson’s book There s Only One Coke.

Judge James Alexander Smith
Unlike Coke, Judge Smith was a native of our 

county, the son of the prominent Thomas Smith family 
of West Point who had arrived in Calaveras County in 
the late 1850’s. The “Judge”, as he was later called, actu
ally began his career as a teacher, his first post being at 
Hodson. He married Idell Parsons of Murphys who also 
was a teacher, teaching at the Old Gulch School. 
Ultimately he served as a Superior Court Judge for 40 
years. The Judge began his recording of the history of 

Calaveras County some years 
before the founding of the 
Historical Society with his 
weekly column “Days of Old 
in Calaveras County” which 
ran for 30 years in the 
Calaveras Prospect & Weekly 
Citizen. He researched county 
records and newspapers on a 
great variety of individuals 
and subjects for material for 
his column, and made his 
voluminous scrapbook avail
able to Coke when the latter 
was working on his thesis. 
This association developed 
into a very close relationship 

between them and in turn spawned the concept of 
starting a county historical society.

Judge Smith ran the Society very effectively, organ
izing the monthly meetings on a wide range of subjects in 
various localities. He persuaded many persons, members 
or not, who were knowledgeable about these subjects, to 

—continued on page 12

Charter members Coke Wood, Sadie Hunt and George 
Poore at the twenty-fifth anniversary dinner held at the 

Michelson School in Murphys in October 1977.
Courtesy of the Historical Society.
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Message from the President...
It is with considerable pride that we can look back at 

the success of our splendid organization as we celebrate 
our Golden Anniversary. Fifty years of longevity certainly 
qualifies as a milestone worthy of reflection. To quote the 
words of Coke Wood, the first editor of what was then 
known as the Historical Bulletin, from Volume 1, Number 
1, “it seems necessary to trace the brief history of the 
organization and state some of the hopes for the future.”

It was a noble adventure that our founding members 
embarked upon when they established the Calaveras 
County Historical Society and began publication of the 
bulletin in October 1952. The names of many of those 
members are well known among the annals of Calaveras 
County history: Judge James Smith, Coke Wood, Sadie 
Hunt, Ella Thompson, George Poore, Amon Tanner, 
Frances Lombardi, John Squellati and the many others that 
you have long read about in Las Calaveras. Judge Smith 
opines in the inaugural issue that the “prime purpose of 
the... Society is to collect and preserve for posterity the 
early history of Calaveras County.” That Statement of 
Purpose remains the cornerstone of our mission today.

One wonders if our founders those 50 summers’ past 
would have envisioned what the work of the Society has 
become. We operate a wonderful museum, graced by 
artifacts donated by many of you, and visited annually by 
almost 2000 people. Our office collects, catalogues and 
preserves photographs, newspapers and other memora
bilia about our heritage. We operate the Altaville

Schoolhouse. And, with the participation of the County, 
we are now in the process of developing the Red Barn as 
a museum to display equipment from our mining, 
logging and agricultural past.

We currently have more than 600 members. The 
CCHS has one full-time employee and two part-time 
employees. We continue to benefit from the generosity of 
so many of you who volunteer your time to work at the 
bookstore and to perform the many tasks that make our 
organization successful. The Board of Directors meets 
monthly to address the business and administrative issues 
faced by the CCHS. I would be remiss if I failed to mention 
the devotion and expertise that my colleagues on the Board 
bring to their jobs. Like so many of you who have ably 
served the needs of the CCHS as past officers and direc
tors, our current Board works hard to continue the 
traditions that all of you have built.

Let us consider what the future holds for us, although 
I’m not particularly good at predicting the future. Perhaps 
in another 50 years we will have our current office 
computers displayed beside the six-shooter used by Sheriff 
Zwinge to corral felons, and our visitors will marvel at how 
people ever did any work with such antiquated equipment. 
But wherever our future takes us, I do know one thing: the 
journey will be successful because of the enthusiasm and 
devotion that aU of you have brought to the Calaveras 
County Historical Society. Happy Anniversary to us all.

—President

HISTORICAL SOCIETY PRESIDENTS
1952 - 1964 Judge J. A. Smith
1964- 1965 Paul Lewis
1965 - 1967 George B. Poore, Jr.
1967 - 1968 John P. Lemue
1968 - 1969 Otta Leonard
1969 - 1971 Albert E. Gross
1971 - 1972 Robert Heighway
1972 - 1973 George B. Poore, Jr.
1973 - 1975 Fred Cuneo
1975 - 1976 Bessie McGinnis
1976 - 1978 Tad Folendorf
1978 - 1980 Carmenne Poore
1980 - 1981 Robert B. Finnegan
1981 - 1983 Betty Snyder
1983 - 1985 Jack Kennedy
1985 - 1987 Lorrayne Kennedy
1987 - 1989 Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte
1989 - 1991 Don Cuneo
1991 - 1992 John Gomes
1992 - 1994 Charlie Stone
1994 - 1996 Cheri Folendorf
1996 - 1997 Barbara Beaman
1997 - 1999 Donna Schantz
1999 - 2001 Rosemary Faulkner
2001 - present David Studley

Newly elected officers to carry us in to the next 
fifty years, installed for the year 2002. 

From left, Don Cuneo, Lynn Miller, John James, 
Rosemary Faulkner, David Studley, Beverly Burton, 

Joan Donleavy, Bob Woods, and Duane Wight (front). 
Photo by Bonnie Miller, July 25,2002.
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Celebrating Fifty Years—continued from page 10

attend the meetings and add their comments or to write 
them down for the bulletin. He worked closely with Coke 
to bring this information together, resulting in the popular 
historical bulletin, Las Calaveras. Much of the Judge’s 
material from his weekly newspaper column was 
embodied by Editor Wood in Las Calaveras, while the 
Judge continued writing new articles and revising his 
earlier articles for the bulletin. He constantly urged 
members to save old photographs and today the Society 
has one of the finest photograph collections of any of the 
local historical societies in California. Many of the tradi
tions of the Society evolved during the Judge’s regime, 
with, we are sure, his full approval. After a prestigious 
career and the first ten years as the president of the 
Historical Society, the Calaveras County Board of 
Supervisors voted him as “Mr. Calaveras County” in 
1962. A bronze plaque honoring his contribution to the 
Society and to the county as a whole adorns the wall in 
the foyer of the old courthouse and museum complex. 
The Judge served unchallenged as the society’s first pres
ident until his passing twelve years later (see Las 
Calaveras, April 1964). It took a change in the Society’s 
by-laws to fill the vacancy in the position of president.

Coke Wood said of his good friend and associate 
Judge Smith:

“Few men have left a greater imprint upon their 
home community and few historians have done so 
much to preserve and popularize the history of their 
native county. His influence will continue on down 
through the years in his writing. We will miss him very 
much but we are happy that we had the opportunity to 
walk with him for a little ways.”

Sadie Hunt
We must recognize the role another of our founders 

played in the early years of the CCHS. No officer, no 
matter how capable as the Judge and Coke were, could be 
successful if it were not for hard workers behind the 
scenes. Few fledgling organizations could have had a more 
dedicated and hardworking secretary than Sadie Hunt. 
Mrs. Hunt, like the Judge, was a native of Calaveras. Her 
great-grandfather, Alexander Wheat, was a 49er, who 
came to the “Iowa Log Cabin” just below San Andreas. A 
few years later, in 1856, he purchased the historic Double 
Springs Ranch, which is still owned by his descendants. 
The beautiful two and a half story stone house built in 
1860 is the home where Sadie and Percy Hunt lived from 
1932 on. Sadie was secretary for the Society’s first fifteen 

years, and she maintained the Society’s unofficial office in 
her home. The work of both Coke and the Judge was 
greatly facilitated by Sadie’s hard work in keeping up on 
all of the paper work, handling most of the Society’s corre
spondence, and maintaining the files as well as storing the 
artifacts and other possessions of the Society. Sadie did 
this work from her home until the Society was able to set 
up an office in the old IOOF in San Andreas. In the fifteen 
years that she served as the Society’s secretary, she missed 
only two meetings (see Las Calaveras, October 1990). 
Sadie’s thorough record keeping and strong custodianship 
of the Society’s early records provided the foundation 
upon which the Society has grown.

George B. Poore, Jr.
Every organization needs some one who is 

concerned with those matters which are often referred to 
as “bricks and mortar” and “nuts and bolts.” Co-founder 
George Poore was one of those people. George’s constant 
presence in the Society’s activities kept things running 
smoothly. When problems arose, George soon had them 
under control. He served on endless committees, and 
took his turn in each of the officers’ positions.

George was actually bom in South Africa where his 
father had been manager of a large gold mine. He grew 
up and was educated in the Bay Area and was a veteran 
of World War One (he misled the army about his age). He 
first worked as a construction engineer for the Northern 
Pacific Railroad, and then on the Bay Bridge before 
coming up to Calaveras. He came to Calaveras County in 
the mid-1930’s with his appointment as resident manager 
of the Calaveras Cement Company’s Kentucky House 
plant, a company co-founded by his father in the 1920’s. 
George married Carmenne Cilenti in 1940.

After George retired from the cement company he 
was engaged in various engineering jobs for the county 
and district projects. He successfully guided the “new” 
county hospital that was completed in 1941 (see Las 
Calaveras, April 2001), the San Andreas Sanitary District 
system, the new government center, the grange hall 
construction, the re-roofing of the lodge building, and of 
special interest to the Historical Society, the restoration of 
the Old Courthouse, and the old Hall of Records. With 
Carmenne as his companion and aid, he led the effort to 
reestablish the county museum from the Zwinge/Fricot 
building to the Hall of Records. Subsequently he spear
headed the movement to restore the old IOOF and the 
Hall of Records. George then voluntarily ran the museum 
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for a number of years, a post that allowed the public to 
enjoy his vast knowledge of local history, mining, Native 
Americans, and other subjects.

George was one of the most important members of 
the Society, as well as to the several other organizations 
to which he belonged. He brought enthusiasm to what
ever task was at hand. His death in December 1983 was 
at the end of 31 years of dedicated service to the Society.

Financial Background
For the first two decades the Historical Society had 

been forging along on the enthusiasm of the founders 
and members, plus the minimal income from the $4 a 
year membership. In 1964 the Society incorporated 
itself as a Non-Profit Organization.

In 1970-1971 the Society participated in a campaign 
to save the Agostini Building in San Andreas (the building 
where the Black Bart Inn is located today). Unfortunately 
this effort failed but there was a positive side to the venture. 
The financial pledges to the campaign were not collected; 
however most of the donors who had already paid refused 
refunds, and the funds were turned over to the CCHS. This 
small fund became a financial nest egg for the Society.

A few years later Mrs. Eunice (Beal) Van Winkle, 
one of the charter members of the Society and a native of 
Calaveras County, decided to leave some of her wealth to 
the Society. Upon her passing in 1978 her will was 
contested by the CCHS and her other heirs. The Society 
was eventually awarded $50,000 in a settlement. This sum 
received from Eunice Van Winkle, plus the funds from the 
failed Agostini project, became the basis for the future 
endowment of the Society. The Board of Directors 
appointed Dick Barger, Bill Fuller, and Unilda Treat to 
form a committee to evaluate and oversee the investment 
of this capital for the overall good of the Society. This 
original committee of three with the wise insight to 
preserve the capital became the investment committee 
who eventually saw the Society through many years of 
careful financial planning to its strong status today.

In 1981 another longtime member, Kathleen Mitchell, 
bequeathed the residue of her estate to the CCHS as well. 
When these new funds were added to the Society’s capital 
it created a permanent endowment. Strong rules were 
established strictly limiting withdrawal of the capital and 
requires the Society to operate on the endowment’s income 
only. The CCHS has remained financially strong due to the 
careful investment strategy under the continued careful 
guidance of Dick Barger, Bill Fuller, and Oz Kenyon. In 

1999, after careful consideration, the investment 
committee felt the time had come to “retire” from active 
financial management, and recommended to the Society 
that the endowment’s management be managed by a 
professional financial advisor. By a vote of the general 
membership, financial management has been turned over 
to Wulff- Hansen Capital, where it is hoped that the capital 
may continue to grow and provide an income.

Accomplishments and Contributions

Just to name a few...

In 1956 the society sponsored the first School Essay 
Contest, which has been held almost continuously since. 
School children from around the county are invited to 
submit essays on historical subjects of their choosing. 
Participation varies from year to year but has included 
students from as young as kindergarten through high school 
age as well as home-schooled or independent students. 
Cash prizes are awarded to the winners, and sometimes the 
essays are printed in Las Calaveras. The young researchers 
have explored a variety of fascinating topics such as their 
own family history to the story behind the civil war cannon 
in the cemetery. The most popular subject remains unques
tionably our famous bandit, Black Bart.

To perpetuate an interest in history among our 
youth, in the early 1990’s Academic Scholarships were 
introduced. Annually students may apply for cash schol
arships to assist with their advanced education costs. 
Graduating high school seniors with a particular interest 
in history are encouraged to apply for the scholarships.

In addition to the historic monuments, one will 
find a brass plaque sponsored by the society commem
orating a building in almost every small community in 
the county. In recognition of the historic value of these 
buildings, an annual Architectural Award was devel
oped in 1970. The awards have been given to building 
owners who have worked to restore, preserve, or even 
re-create an historic building of note. The annual 
Architectural Awards flourished from between 1970 to 
1994 under the direction of Lorrayne Kennedy until it 
became evident that most every noteworthy building 
had been found and honored. It is hoped that the 
Society may revive the award again in the future.

Building Restoration Projects
The Historical Society has participated on 

numerous occasions in the preservation of historic
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The Altaville Schoolhouse.
Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2002.

buildings. The Society often contributes to a preserva
tion effort through various means such as volunteer 
labor or a cash donation for professional restoration.

The Society worked, under the guidance of George 
Poore, with the County of Calaveras in the restoration 
of the Old Courthouse in 1976 and Hall of Records in 
1978 when these buildings were vacated by the county 
in favor of the new Government Center.

In 1981 the Society began a project to restore the 
beautiful but neglected Altaville Schoolhouse. With 
the impetus of a grant of $22,500 from the Burlington 
Northern Foundation the Society was able to move the 
fully intact brick building to its present location and 
restored it to its original state right down to the furnish
ings. This mighty restoration project, championed by 
Bessie McGinnis and carried out under the direction of 
George Poore and Eldred Lane took several years from 
1981 to 1989 to complete. Today the building stands 
fully restored alongside Highway 49 in Altaville open 
for the public to view. This one project is considered the 
“gem” of restorations in which the Society has partici
pated. For more information on this project, see Las 
Calaveras, April and July 1989.

Over the years the Society has eyed other potential 
buildings for restoration and has seriously researched 
other endeavors, but none have proven as fruitful as those 
mentioned above. Today the Society is once again 
working with the County of Calaveras to preserve yet 
another old county building, the Red Barn in San 
Andreas. This was the old milk bam that served the 
County Hospital when it occupied the site where the 
Government Center operates today. To date the Society 

has already done much restorative work to the exterior of 
the building making it a beautiful landmark beside 
Mountain Ranch Road. The long term goal is to construct 
improvements to the interior and convert the building to a 
self-guided farm implement museum. Under the dedi
cated direction of Rosemary Faulkner and Bob Woods, 
we hope to see this latest dream become a reality in 2003.

Books, Photographs and Library
The CCHS maintains its office in the old Hall of 

Records in San Andreas which is the home to a plethora 
of historical material on Calaveras County that rivals that 
of the official County Archives. And it is widely believed 
that Calaveras County has the most thorough and profes
sional historical archives in the state of California. In the 
Society’s office is a photograph file with photos dating 
back to the beginning of photographed history in this 
county. Most every community, gold mine, and pioneer 
family is represented in these photograph files. People 
are still encouraged to offer family photographs and 
memorabilia to these archives.

Since its inception the Society has accumulated 
many books, pamphlets, manuscripts and other written 
material specific to the history of Calaveras County. 
The society’s office now maintains a modest library 
which has expanded to include California History and 
detailed references on mining and geology. This 
resource library is considered one of the finest collec
tions of early Calaveras and gold mining history 
available locally today, due to the dedicated diligence of 
Bill Fuller’s custodianship. The CCHS continues to 
obtain and add new material to its collections. School 
essay writers, young historians, professional historians, 
or the just plain curious have consulted these references 
for years. Members of the public may view these 
resources during the Society’s regular business hours.

In addition to maintaining its library of references 
and files, the CCHS has further encouraged others to 
contribute to preserving the written word. In accordance 
with a publication policy, the Society has sponsored 
various books to assist authors in their endeavors. The 
Society does not necessarily profit from these arrange
ments, but merely assists in the initial publication so that 
the budding authors may get their works launched. The 
earliest publication that the society sponsored was called 
The Diary of Thomas Matteson. Ironically this book was 
later withdrawn upon the request of the family. Perhaps 
the most popular publication which was both created and 
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The Red Barn, adjacent to the Calaveras County 
Government Center on Mountain Ranch Road.

Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2002.

sponsored by the society is An Album of the 
Pioneer Schoolhouses of Calaveras County 
edited by Bessie McGinnis and Willard P. 
Fuller, Jr. This book can be found in every 
Calaveras County school library today, as well 
as the private libraries of most school teachers. 
The next book sponsored by the society was a 
reprint of an 1885 promotional publication 
that extolled the virtues of the county. The 
book entitled Calaveras County, Illustrated 
and Described was created by the noted 
lithographer and publisher, W. W. Elliott & Co. 
An original copy of this publication was 
provided by Kathleen Mitchell who was kind 
enough to allow the Society to disassemble 
her private copy for reproduction. This publi
cation was also very successful, and has been 
since reprinted and remains popular today. The 
most recent joint venture in publishing was to 
sponsor the book Madam Felix’s Gold, a history of the 
Felix Gold Mining District written by Willard P. Fuller, 
Jr., Judith Marvin, and Julia Costello. The latter three 
books are available for purchase from the Society.

Looking Forward...
The Historical Society has grown from a small 

group of enthusiastic volunteers to operating a fully 
staffed office open five days a week. In all the CCHS 

tors who endowed the Society with the financial nest egg 
upon which the society has grown and flourished. The 
Calaveras County Historical Society is to be heartily 
congratulated for fifty years of accomplishments, and 
given best wishes for their continued efforts on in to the 
next fifty years and beyond.

now employs four full or part time positions who report 
to the elected Board of Directors in accordance with the 
Society’s By-Laws. The office staff assists the public in 
requests for research which are growing steadily. The 
Society continues to assist the county in all aspects of the 
daily operation of the County Museum (for which they 
are continually seeking volunteers!). The Society oper
ates a book store and gift shop which is open seven days 
a week with the Museum. The Society still has stimu
lating and informative monthly meetings which continue 
to be well attended. Academic scholarships continue to 
be awarded annually, and periodically school essay 
contests are still sponsored. In efforts to modernize the 
numerous records and access to the material, the Society 
has joined the computer age and developed numerous 
indeces of their collections. The Society is looking 
forward to the restoration of the Red Barn, and welcomes 
other historic preservation challenges which may be 
waiting on the horizon. None of this success story would 
have been possible were it not for the generous benefac-

Las Calaveras appreciates the assistance of Bill 
Fuller in the preparation of this issue.

IN MEMORIAE
The Calaveras County Historical Society is sad to 

inform the membership of the passing of Lorrayne Kennedy. 
Lorrayne was a dedicated member of the Historical Society 
for many years and often spoke at our meetings on a variety 
of subjects. She served as the President of the Society from 
1983 until 1985.

Lorrayne is best known for having been the Archivist 
for Calaveras County for twenty- two years. She saw many 
moves and changes in the archives and always handled each 
transition with the utmost care for the documents and arti
facts. She saw the archives grow from a small office 
extension of the county courts to a large repository of exten
sive archival materials. Anyone who has ever done research 
in the County Archives appreciated the thorough knowledge 
that she had of the numerous materials as well as her 
genuine enthusiasm for her work. Her dedication to the 
archives was so strong that she actually donated one day of 
her personal time each week to work in the archives for 
which she was not paid.

We will miss you, Lorrayne.
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HISTORICAL NOTE
ON MONTE WOLFE’S LIFE

by James T. Linford, © 2002

M
onte Wolfe’s wilderness cabin is deep in the Mokelumne
River Canyon, about 10 miles north of Bear Valley. For 
many years the Monte Wolfe Society, a California non

profit, has been working to preserve the cabin through both 
maintenance work parties and efforts to regularize the cabin’s legal 
status. The Monte Wolfe Society has been working to place the 
cabin on the National Register of Historic Places and to encourage 
the Forest Service to agree to the preservation of this unique 
historic resource, the pristine wilderness dwelling of the last moun
tain man of the central Sierras.

Monte Wolfe’s significance as the last mountain man of the 
central Sierras adds much to the historic value of the Monte Wolfe 
Wilderness Cabin. However, much of the lore about his life is at 
best unsubstantiated.

For example, a traditional narrative of Monte Wolfe’s parentage is 
often presented as fact, even though it is solely based on a report of 
what Monte Wolfe said to others. The narrative is that his father, also 
named “Ed McGrath” was an Indian agent in the northern Midwest 
and his mother of mixed Euro-American and Native American 
parentage. However, a search of the Federal Civil records for the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century shows no federal employee named 
“Ed” or “Edward” or “Edmund” McGrath.1 U.S. Census records2 
from 1870 do mention an “Edmund McGrath” in LeSueur County, 
Minnesota, but other U.S. Census records show several McGraths in 
Nevada, especially in the Carson Valley (Douglas County), where

Monte Wolf, circa 1939, taken at Tamarack.
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Monte Wolfe might also have been bom. By the 1930s 
Monte Wolfe’s accent, whether acquired or original, 
was a pure western mountain twang.

There are similar problems with accounts of 
Monte Wolfe’s military record. A staple of the Monte 
Wolfe legend is that he served with General Pershing 
during the 1916 mission against Pancho Villa, then 
followed General Pershing to Europe. Monte Wolfe did 
have a campaign hat and a doughboy jacket (perhaps 
cut for a man a bit stouter than he was3), but 80% of 
the military records from this period were destroyed by 
fire in 1973, and the Military Personnel Records 
Center in St. Louis has written that they have no record 
of his having served.4 Furthermore, a search of draft 
board records5 from the World War I Selective Service 
System Draft Registration of 1917-1918 reveal that no 
Ed or Edward or Edmund McGrath6 was registered. 
Those draft records do contain cards for men on active 
service with the armed forces.

Although the unique source for these accounts of 
his military record is Monte’s own story as reported in 
VG Linford’s book,7 these accounts sometimes take 
Monte’s story more seriously than the book’s author:

How many of Monte’s tall tales were a product 
of his vivid imagination we will never know for sure. 
He had the ability to project himself into any story 
he read. Although his actual provable experiences 
were exciting enough to us, his memories of 
personal participation laced by his reading brought 
him more satisfaction, more inner excitement 
perhaps than his real life.8

Monte did read pulp magazines, consistent with 
his claim to a fourth grade education,9 and his story 
about tracking Pancho Villa contains a pulp magazine 
detail: The trail of the desperadoes had almost been 
lost because the horse’s hooves had been covered to 
minimize their tracks, but a scrap of burlap on a rock 
allowed the story’s protagonist to pick it up again.10

One piece of hard evidence of his early life is a 
picture of Monte Wolfe as a Folsom inmate in 1909- 
1911, apparently obtained from the State Archives.11 
However, the inmate is identified as “A. E. Wright,” 
not “Ed McGrath,” the name the cabin-builder went 
by, and nowhere has this anomaly been explored.

In the very early years of the 20th century there 
were apparently two “Monte Wolfes” in the Central 
Sierras, one a tall man with an English accent and the 
other the short man with a Western Mountain twang 

who built the Monte Wolfe Cabin. The most recent 
account of the two Monte Wolfes was an oral history 
interview with 80-year-old Robert Jackson of 
Markleeville in the summer of 2001. Other indications 
include a recollection of a stock drive in 1908 by Ira C. 
Shank, when he encountered a Monte Wolfe at Rail 
Road Flat, 12 miles northeast of San Andreas in 
Calaveras County. The stockmen called him “That 
Crazy Englishman”12 and Mr. Shank described him as 
follows: “... about 30 years old, ...definitely English. 
His manners were faultless and he spoke with a clipped 
English accent. He could talk fluently and intelligently 
on any subject.”13 Mr. Shank’s certainty about this 
Monte Wolfe’s ethnicity strongly implies that he was 
not the man who built the Monte Wolfe Cabin, a man 
who had visible Native American ancestry.

A two-Monte-Wolfe hypothesis raises many 
questions. For example, was the English one named 
Archie E. Wright? Might the cabin-builder have 
erroneously been convicted of the other’s second 
degree burglary, the conviction that resulted in the 
Folsom Prison term for the cabin-builder? A formal 
request to the Criminal Archives of the Stanislaus 
County Superior Court for any record of the 1909 
trial has turned up nothing, not even any indication 
that the defendant was represented at trial.

The Monte that built the cabin was also arrested 
after 1909. In 1961, retired Calaveras County 
Superior Court Judge J. A. Smith14 was President of 
the Calaveras County Historical Society and recalled 
having presided at Monte Wolfe’s trial across the 
county line in Tuolomne County:

He was accused of carrying a pistol after a 
conviction of a felony. [|] At that time he had 
been arrested at Groveland and had a pistol 
on his person, not concealed. The facts of the 
case developed that while a young man he 
had been prosecuted in Stanislaus County 
and sent to the State penitentiary. He felt that 
he had been too severely dealt with and 
became angry at society and lived a life of a 
hermit. At the trial he was defended by Dave 
Bush who is now a Judge of the Superior 
Court in Stanislaus County. [^|] McGraff [szc] 
admitted having the pistol but said he did not 
know it was a crime. The jury acquitted him 
and I think everyone concerned with the case
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was happy. [^|] When men were required to 
register for World War I, Ed McGraff [szc] 
registered in Alpine County.15

There may be a question whether this trial was for 
the charges that led to his arrest on September 12,1927, 
when the Tuolomne County Sheriff arrested “Archie E. 
Wright,” “Ed McGrath,” or “Monty Wolf” at Lake 
Alpine for cabin burglary, presumably in Tuolomne 
County.16 However, Judge Smith’s account refers to a 
different charge and an arrest in a different place: High- 
mountain Lake Alpine on Highway 4 in Alpine County 
is quite a distance from low-mountain Groveland on 
Highway 120 in Tuolomne County. Unfortunately the 
criminal records at the Tuolomne County Superior 
Court only go back to 1935. It may be that a condition 
for Monte’s release on the charge tried in Judge Smith’s 
court was that Monte never return to Tuolomne County. 
This condition might arguably be inferred from Judge 
Smith’s account, especially given the erroneous 
spelling of Ed McGrath’s name and the inaccuracy of 
his representation that Monte had registered for the 
draft in Alpine County. It is certainly conceivable that 
Judge Smith’s historical discourse addressed the over
arching issues of the trial rather than particular details. 
It may be that an earlier court deal implied dropping the 
Tuolomne County charges, perhaps for a burglary that 
had taken place several years before, the charges that 
led to Monte’s arrest at Lake Alpine.

Whatever reading one might give to Judge 
Smith’s article, the late 1920s do seem to be the period 
when the fragmentary accounts of Monte’s earlier life 
cease to associate him with the low mountains of 
Calaveras and, especially, Tuolomne Counties,17 and 
place him instead in the high mountains of Alpine 
County. There were apparently hard feelings toward 
him by the Tuolomne County Sheriff,18 feelings not 
made any softer by Monte’s having, according to 
Judge Smith,19 pulled a gun on the sheriff and his 
deputy to avoid an earlier arrest. Law enforcement in 
Calaveras and Tuolomne Counties had him down as a 
petty thief, and understandably saw their duty as 
protecting others from him.20 In contrast, Monte saw 
the Alpine County sheriff as his “friend.”21

There are sharply contrasting views of Monte’s 
honesty: Many newspaper and other accounts present 
him as a pilferer while the accounts of VG Linford and 
J.A. Linford insist on his honesty and honorableness.

The latter actually knew Monte well as a personal 
friend, and their account should be given more weight 
than opinions based on reputation. However, the favor
able accounts date from 1933 and after, when Monte 
was probably in his forties and fifties. It is certainly

MONTE WOLF IS 
CAPTURED AT 

LAKE ALPINE
Monte Wolf, the "Lone Wolf" of the Sierra has 

been captured at last. For years he has preyed 
upon vacant cabins and summer homes, stealing 
provisions and other valuable articles.

Sheriff J. Dambacher of Tuolumne county 
discovered "Monte Wolf" alias Archie E. Right, 
alias Ed McGrath, working for B.R. Gianelli at Lake 
Alpine, and through the co-operation of Gianelli 
the sheriff was able to surprise his man and capture 
him last Monday, September 12. Wolf was arrested 
on a warrant issued in 1926, sworn to by C. 
Alexander, charging him with robbing his cabin.

He did his raiding on summer homes during 
the late fall and winter months when they were 
vacated for the winter and no one was able to 
catch him at the time of his raids.

Wolf was arrested in Tuolumne a few years 
ago by officers and asked that he change his 
shoes. He reached under the bed, apparently for 
his shoes and brought forth a rifle and ordered 
the officers to hit the trail and he in turn escaped. 
It is believed he has been roaming the mountains 
ever since.

It is believed by the arresting officer that Wolf 
is a war slacker, coming to the mountains to evade 
the wartime draft.

Cattle and sheepmen, tourists and people who 
own cabins in the mountains can breathe a sigh of 
relief for the notorious "Monte Wolf" is now in the 
clutches of the law. It is thought that it will be 
several summers before he robs any more cabins.

Newspaper article from the Calaveras Californian, 
September 22,1927. This article depicted Monte as a 

"pilferer", a charge often later disputed.
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The best portrait of Monte Wolf. Photo courtesy of the
Calaveras County Historical Society. Both photos reprinted by 

permission of the Monte Wolf Society.

possible that as a younger man his behavior could have 
been less commendable, but that his appearance in 
Judge Smith’s court, perhaps when he was in his late 
thirties, succeeded in turning him around.

What comes through most clearly from the histor
ical record as it now stands is that we do not know many 
of the pivotal details of Monte’s life such as when and 
where he was bom, who his parents were, where he 
grew up, and what was in his military and criminal 
records. However, all accounts of him agree that he was 
a mountain man of remarkable strength, endurance and 

independence. By the time he built his wilderness cabin 
in 1933 and 1934, he was living in the wilderness as 
western mountain men had lived for a century, 
supporting himself from hunting, trapping and guiding. 
By the 1930’s subsistence farming was also putting 
food on his table, thus linking him not only to the many 
centuries of Euro-American settlement of the North 
American wilderness but also to the millennia-old 
tradition of Native American subsistence agriculture.

The term “wilderness cabin” might seem self
contradictory to some people today, but it would not 
have seemed so to the founder of the American envi
ronmental movement. As John Muir completed his first 
stay in Tuolumne Meadows during the summer of 
1869, he lamented that he could not remain in the 
wilderness over the winter. In My First Summer in the 
Sierra, his 1911 book based on his field notes, he wrote

If I had a few sacks of flour, an axe, and some 
matches, I would build a cabin of pine logs, 
pile up plenty of firewood about it and stay all 
winter to see the grand fertile snow-storms, 
watch the birds and animals that winter thus 
high, how they live, how the forests look snow
laden or buried, and how the avalanches look 
and sound on their way down the mountains. 
But now I’ll have to go, for there is nothing to 
spare in the way of provisions. I’ll surely be 
back, however, surely I’ll be back. No other 
place has ever so overwhelmingly attracted me 
as this hospitable, Godful wilderness.

THE MONTE WOLFE SOCIETY
Las Calaveras appreciates the contribution of 

this article from James T. Lindford. Mr. Lindford is 
the grandson of Veda Lindford who wrote the difini- 
tive book on Monte Wolfe. Mr. Lindford grew up in 
the shadow of Monte Wolfe and spent his summers as 
a youth hiking in the Mokelumne wilderness to the 
cabin. Today Mr. Lindford works as an attorney in 
San Francisco. Recently he worked in conjunction 
with local historian Judith Marvin to prepare a nomi
nation for the Monte Wolfe cabin to be placed on the 
National Register of Historic Places.

Several years ago the Monte Wolfe Society was 
formed to preserve the memory of this unique man. It is 
the society’s objective to perpetuate the truth versus the 
myth around the legend of Monte Wolfe. The society 

works to preserve the cabin through annual work-parties 
that hike in to the wilderness to conduct restoration proj
ects on the cabin. Individuals interersted in the Monte 
Wolfe Society can contact James T. Lindford at P. O. 
Box 210598, San Francisco, CA 94121-0598.

The life of Monte Wolfe has been thoroughly 
chronicled in the book MONTE Lone Wolf of the 
Mokelumne by Veda Guild Lindford, published by the 
Lindford family in 1985. A copy of this book can be 
reviewed by interested people in the Calaveras County 
Library or at the office of the Historical Society. Las 
Calaveras has noted the legendary figure in articles 
printed in October of 1961 and January of 1993. The 
1993 article by George Hoeper provides a thorough 
retrospective of the myth of the man.
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Muir’s spirituality was deeply influenced by the 
ancient earth-worshiping traditions of his native 
Scotland. Yet for him, a log cabin could exist in the 
wilderness without diminishing his wilderness expe
rience. He knew what it was like to live in a log cabin. 
He had lived in one when he first came to America 
with his family from Scotland in 1849: The first 
structure on his fathers farm in Wisconsin’s Fox River 
Valley was a log cabin. What if Muir had built his 
wilderness cabin and stayed in Tuolumne Meadows 
over the winter or 1869-1870? What if his attachment 
to his fond memories of the hypothetical winter had 
led him to preserve his cabin? What would we give 
today to have that cabin as a National Monument to 
the founder of our environmental movement!

Monte Wolfe’s spirituality derived not only from the 
earth-worshiping traditions of Native Americans but 
perhaps also from the ancient Celtic traditions that 
inspired John Muir. Monte Wolfe also found solace and 
inspiration in a sacred wilderness. If we fail to protect 
Monte Wolfe’s masterwork today, our children and 
grandchildren—and theirs—will bitterly regret our 
short-sightedness. We must protect the wilderness 
dwelling of the last mountain man of the central Sierras. 

—James T. Linford 
October 2002

1 Communication from M. F. Morrow, Reference Archivist, Old Military 
and Civil Records, National Archives and Records Administration 
["NARA"], Washington, D.C.. Archives of the Monte Wolfe Foundation.

2 NARA, Colma, California.
3 From the writer's personal recollection of the jacket.

4 Communication in MWA
5 Records of the following counties searched: Alpine, Calaveras, 
Stanislaus, and Tuolomne Counties, California; Douglas County, 
Nevada. Microfilm records at NARA, Colma, California.

6 Nor was there any "McGraff" registered in Alpine County as Judge 
J. A. Smith may have believed according to his article, "Monte Wolfe, 
Sierra Hermit" in Las Calaveras: Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society, April 1961 (Vol IX, No. 3). Please see the 
discussion of Judge Smith's article below.

7 Monte: Lone Wolf of the Mokelumne, 1985, at p. 46

8 Linford 1985: 46.

9 Linford 1985:
10 Linford 1985: 46
11 See Dana Supernowicz's article in the September 1986 Sierra 
Heritage Magazine (Vol. 6, No. 2) pp. 51-52.

12 Las Calaveras, October 1961 (Vol X, No. 1) "More on Monte Wolfe"

13 Photocopy of excerpt from personal journal, Archives of the Monte 
Wolfe Foundation
14 James Alexander "Alex" Smith was admitted to the California Bar 
in 1909 (sbn 2907). His 1917 appointment Calaveras County Superior 
Court by Governor Hiram Johnson was confirmed by election in 1918. 
He retired in 1956. He was founding President of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Las Calaveras, Vol. XXIV, No. 4, p. 46, July 1976

15 Las Calaveras: Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society, April 1961 (Vol. IX, No. 3), "Monte Wolfe, Sierra Hermit" by 
Judge J. A. Smith. As set forth above, the NARA microfilm records of the 
Alpine County draft registration cards show nothing for "Ed McGraff."

16 Calaveras Californian, October 8,1927, "The Wolf Seems To Have 
Been Cornered"; Calaveras Prospector, September 24, 1927, p. 1, 
"Monte Wolf is Captured at Lake Alpine."

17 In his article in the August 10,1969 Stockton Record, "The Legend 
of Monte Wolfe," George Hoeper places a Monte Wolfe working at 
the Groveland Hotel 1915 for a short while before heading up the 
Clavey River, eventually building a rock-and-wood shelter concealed 
by brush on Reed Creek, about 10 miles east of Twain Harte.

18 Linford 1985: 23,24.
19 Las Calaveras: Quarterly Bulletin of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society, April 1961 (Vol. IX, No. 3), "Monte Wolfe, Sierra Hermit."

20 See, for example, a 1974 interview by San Francisco Chronicle 
journalist Mike Dunne ("Wolf Man's Cabin," October 6,1974) of then 
84-year-old retired Calaveras County deputy sheriff, Howard Collins 
who, while admitting that Monte "was blamed for a lot of thievery he 
had nothing to do with" was firmly persuaded by the volume of 
complaints sworn out against him that Monte was a pilferer. This is 
also the view of Monte that Judge Smith strongly supported in his Las 
Calaveras article.

21 Linford 1985: 23.

HISTORICAL DISPLAY GARDEN PLANNED

A
 group of dedicated local 
gardeners have planned a 
Calaveras County Historical 
Display Garden to show the public the 

various plants that were common to the 
pioneers of this county. These are not the 
California native plants that we know, but 
the traditional imported plants that the 
pioneer families loved so much that they 
brought them to Calaveras County.

These gardeners are enlisting the assis
tance of others to help fill out their garden. They 
would like to know of any historical plants that you 

may have in your family garden. They are inter
ested in both the plants and the stories 

behind them. Does your “homestead’ 
have naturalized bulbs, established vinca 
or lilac? If so, then you probably have an 

historical planting that they would be inter
ested in. Does your heirloom rose or grape 
have a story, and is it greater than 100 years 

old? Would you be willing to share your story, 
and perhaps even a cutting?

If you can help to identify these historical plants, 
and have a story to share, please contact Annie 
Stevenot at 728-0614.
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Debra Lawlor, Mokelumne Hill, CA
Lloyd Ames, Glencoe, CA
Bill & Margarita Todd, Valley Springs, CA

The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes 
to thank the following persons who recently made 
donations to the Calaveras County Museum:

September 2002
Shirley Ellsworth Strong, Fremont, CA

Negatives of Miwok artifacts taken by her father 
Terence H. Ellsworth

George De Bern, Jackson, CA
Three misc mining artifacts from the Peek 
Ranch Mine

Wally Motloch, Mountain Ranch, CA
Photo of Bush Mining Claim at Mountain Ranch 

Mrs. James Wells Jordan, Greenbrae, CA
Two Wells Fargo checks from 1874 and letters 
about Sheep Ranch Mine

Shirley Headley, Golden Rose Florist Shop, 
San Andreas, CA
Huge China Doll house plant for Museum

October 2002
Jill Gray, Copperopolis, CA

One pair of red long johns
Earl Thompson, Stockton, CA

San Andreas Independent newspaper,
October 3, 1857

November 2002
Sandy Dragomanovich, San Andreas, CA

Antique Wooden Breadboard
Don Cuneo, Calaveritas, CA

Two photos of Moonlight Flat

New Office Manager
The Calaveras County Historical Society is happy to 

welcome Jill Gray as our new Office Manager. Jill joined us 
in October, filling the vacancy created when former 
employee Elizabeth Braydis left to pursue other career oppor
tunities. Jill has lived in Copperopolis for the past eleven 
years where she and her husband have raised their family. 
Most recently Jill worked for the Central Sierra Bank for over 
three years until she decided to return to school. In May of 
2001 she graduated from Columbia College with her 
Associate Science degree in Business Administration.

Jill has a love of history and even a business background 
in the antiques retail field. We look forward to her combining 
all of these skills and putting them to use for us at the 
Historical Society. She has already identified several projects 
that she can’t wait to tackle. In her own words, she is “very 
thrilled!” to be here. And we are thrilled to have her. 
Welcome to the Historical Society, Jill Gray, and best wishes!
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CALAVERAS’ NOBEL WINNER
The Story of Albert A. Michelson 

by Bonnie Miller

O
ne may not be aware that Calaveras County 
boasts their own Nobel Laureate. If one 
were to read every historical marker along 
their way, of which there are numerous markers in 

Calaveras County, one may be familiar with the 
name of Albert Michelson. Unless of course one has 
attended Michelson Elementary School in Murphys, 
where such knowledge is compulsory.

Who was Albert Michelson? He was the 
son of an immigrant pioneer family who 
traveled to the mother lode and made 
Murphys their home in the 1850’s. 
Michelson grew up in the small gold mining 
community of Murphys, became interested 
in light and optics and pursued what 
was then a rare advanced educa
tion. This advanced education 
launched a prestigious career in 
science which led to his winning 
numerous distinguished awards 
around the world including the
Nobel prize for physics, the first 
American citizen to do so. From 
a humble gold rush pioneer to a 
successful pioneer of advanced 

principles and applications of science, Michelson saw 
the world leap forward in his lifetime. This is his story.

From Poland to the United States
Rosalie Przylubska married Samuel Michelson, a 

young Jewish man from a merchant family in 
Inowroclaw in Prussian Poland. Together they moved 

to Strzelno where they opened a shop of their own, 
and on December 19, 1852 they had their first 
child, a boy they named Albert. Two girls soon 
followed, Pauline and Johanna. Baby Johanna 

died in infancy.
In late 1855 the young family decided to 

leave Poland. Probably the post-war conditions in 
Poland and the anti-Semitic attitudes influ

enced their decision. With Rosalie 
pregnant they embarked on the three 
week voyage across the Atlantic to 
America. In New York they were 
hosted by relatives of Rosalie’s 
where they were greeted with 

exciting stories of adventures 
and fortunes to be had in the 
California gold fields. Samuel’s 
sister Belle and her husbandAlbert Abraham Michelson as a cadet officer 

at the U S Naval Academy, circa 1871, 
from the book The Master of Light.
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Oscar Meyer had already found success in the small 
mining camp of Murphys in Calaveras County. The 
Michelsons quickly left New York to join their relatives 
in California, choosing to travel by the Panama 
Isthmus route. Under adverse conditions they arrived 
in San Francisco in late 1855 where they next sought 
transport to the gold country. The last leg of their 
journey was finally completed when they disembarked 
from a crowded stage coach in Murphys in early 1856. 
Although only four at the time, the impact of this 
around-the-world journey, especially the Panama 
adventure, was vividly remembered by Albert for the 
rest of his life. A detailed account of the trip has been 
chronicled in his biography, The Master of Light.

With the help of Oscar Meyer, Samuel Michelson 
opened a drygoods store which immediately became 
profitable in the bustling mining camp. The 
Michelson family flourished both 
economically and at home. Born 
to them in the next few years in 
Murphys were Julia, Benjamin, 
Bessie and Miriam. Michelson’s 
store was strategically located 
near the center of town in the area 
that is now landscaping immedi
ately adjacent to the historic
Murphys Hotel. The family 
inhabited living quarters attached 
to the store. The whole structure 
was lost one Sunday afternoon in
1859 when the town was ravaged 
by “the great fire”. Fortunately no 
one in the Michelson family was hurt, and in the 
prosperous surroundings they quickly rebuilt.

While the Michelson family was living in 
Murphys news traveled to the Mother Lode that rest of 
the country was embroiled in the Civil War. The 
community of Murphys chose to support the Union. 
When news finally arrived that the war was over, the 
town celebrated grandly. When President Lincoln was 
assassinated in 1865, Rosalie and Samuel were devas
tated, and they chose to honor the man by giving their 
son his name. Young Albert Michelson adopted the 
middle name Abraham, which he kept for the rest of 
his life as though he had been borne of the name.

Murphys was an active and exciting town with 
many adventures to provide diversions for the 
Michelson family youngsters. Military guards paraded 

the main street, shootings were common, the stage 
came through in a loud flurry every day, and gambling 
parlors and saloons provided entertainment for the 
miners. On a quieter scale, the sequoia big trees or the 
natural bridges provided a pleasant respite for a 
summer picnic. All of these activities provided fodder 
to fuel the young imagination.

An Education for the Immigrant
Young Albert’s education probably began at home 

well before he entered formal school. His parents 
were competent business people who maintained 
strong family values. Rosalie required that her chil
dren learn mathematics, have impeccable manners, 
and learn the basics of music. It is likely that Albert 
assimilated many of these life skills prior to arriving 
in the gold country. Samuel was a successful merchant 

but apparently Albert did not 
gamer many business skills from 
his father. As a young man Albert 
loved to sketch which was a 
favorite pastime of his while a 
young boy in Calaveras County. 
He also played the violin; a skill 
he took in to adulthood. He was a 
very inquisitive young man and 
took an interest in the world 
around him, a trait that is common 
to successful scientists. This 
interest served him well in later 
years as this drive is what fueled 
his detailed scientific research.

The start of his formal education is believed to be 
when he began attending the public school in 
Murphys, the Franklin School, probably shortly after 
his parent’s arrival in 1856. Albert first attended the 
small grammar school on the east side of town until it 
was tom down and replaced in 1860. Until 1864 he 
attended the new school, which still stands in 
Murphys today on Jones Street. His teacher, Miss 
Mary Ann Conway fondly remembered her inquisitive 
young student. By the time Albert completed the 
schooling available locally his parents recognized that 
he deserved to pursue more education than that avail
able in Murphys. His parents urged him to move to 
San Francisco to continue his education there. In 1864 
he moved with his cousins and his aunt and uncle 
Belle and Oscar Meyer to San Francisco where he 

Albert Michelson, age ten, with his sister Julie 
in 1862, from the book The Master of Light.
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attended Lincoln Grammar School for two years, then 
transferred to Boy’s High School (later Lowell High 
School) until his graduation from that institution. His 
principal noted even then that he had a “great aptitude 
for scientific pursuits” and encouraged Albert by 
allowing him to set up the school’s scientific experi
ments. In the evenings Albert practiced the violin and 
learned to box, a sport he enjoyed. While living with 
his cousins in San Francisco, Albert returned home to 
Murphys only once in 1867. By then the town was in 
economic decline and the Michelsons decided to 
move on following the mining to Virginia City, 
Nevada shortly thereafter. They had one more son, 
Charles, bom in Nevada in 1869.

When Albert graduated in 1869 from Boy’s High 
School in San Francisco it was evident that he 
deserved yet more education. Institutions of higher 
learning were scarce in those post-Civil War days 
and his parents were most likely unable to afford to 
support him through additional schooling. The 
greatest opportunity for a university education lay 
with the military academies. Albert wanted to attend 
Annapolis, the Naval academy, as it afforded the best 
opportunity for an education in science. In 1869 he 
tried for an appointment.

The fifty United States we know today had not yet 
been formed in 1869. Although California was a state 
it occupied the “Territory of Nevada.” It was the 
Territory of Nevada that had the right to appoint its 
candidates to the military academies. In all there were 
ten “at-large” appointments that were made of candi
dates from the territories. Albert competed for one of 
those appointments. Surprisingly he did not get the 
appointment. He tied with two other young men only 
one of whom was selected. Despite the set back he 
was not deterred from his goal. Instead he chose a 
rather non-traditional route by which to gain the 
appointment he desired.

Young Albert Michelson, at the age of 17, boarded 
a train and rode one of the first west-to-east transcon
tinental railroads to the east coast. His destination was 
the White House. With a letter of recommendation 
from his high school principal he was granted an inter
view with president U S Grant where he pleaded his 
case as to why he deserved the appointment to 
Annapolis. Unfortunately the president also turned 
down his appeal as the academy was filled. Still deter
mined, Albert attempted to gain the appointment 

directly through the academy by waiting to see if any 
cancellations or vacancies should come up. After addi
tional interviews and disappointments, when his 
money was running out, he set out to re-board the train 
to head back west only to be located by a messenger at 
the last moment. Apparently his appeal had impressed 
the right people after all so that on June 28th the pres
ident granted a rare “over-quota” appointment of 
Michelson to attend the Naval academy. In fact the 
president appointed three extra mid-shipmen to 
Annapolis that year. Ironically later the candidate who 
beat Michelson in the tie had dropped out by the 
Christmas of 1871. President Grant probably never 
regretted his decision to help Michelson pursue his 
dream of an advanced education.

A Distinguished Naval Career
Michelson entered the Naval Academy as a mid

shipman in 1869. He attended the academy until his 
graduation with the Class of 1873 when he gradu
ated first in his class of Optics, and ninth overall in 
a class of twenty-nine. After graduation, as an ensign 
he then served two years at sea in the West Indies. 
After his tour of duty at sea he returned to the 
academy, but this time not as a student but as an 
instructor. For the next four years he served as an 
instructor of physics and chemistry.

It was during this time as an instructor at Annapolis 
that Michelson made changes in his personal life as 
well. Under the settled lifestyle of the college professor

Michelson as a First Classman at the naval academy painting 
a self portrait, from the book The Master of Light.
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he found marriage to be desirable.
Exposure to young women in a 
naval academy was very limited 
yet fortunately his commanding 
officer unexpectedly provided an 
opportunity. His commander’s 
wife had a lovely niece who 
caught Michelson’s eye. In 1877
Michelson married Miss Margaret
Heminway, to whom he remained 
married for the next twenty 
years. Later this marriage proved 
to be a black spot in Michelson’s 
prestigious life.

Annapolis had been good to
Michelson as it had provided the 
means by which he could attain 
his advanced education. The institution was intended 
for learning and not research yet by this time 
Michelson was forming some definitive theories on 
light and he wished to put his theories to the test. 
Michelson wished to conduct advanced research yet 
his primary responsibility was as a teacher. 
Fortunately he had the backing of some of his 
commanders and they were very lenient with their 
young professor and granted him much latitude in 
his research. In May of 1878 their intuition proved 
correct and from experiments conducted in the plaza 
at Annapolis, Michelson awarded the Navy with a 
definitive calculation for the speed of light. 
Suddenly the young man, a navy ensign of 27, had 
dazzled the world of science with his discovery.

At home his life was expanding as his and 
Margaret’s family grew. They had two sons, Albert 
Heminway bom in 1878 named for Margaret’s father; 
Truman, bom in 1879 and named for Margaret’s 
uncle; and a daughter, Elsa bom in 1881 and named 
for a character in an opera that moved Michelson. 
These changes in his family which should have been 
happy were in fact stressful for Margaret. She was 
seeing less of her husband as he became more 
involved in his exciting scientific explorations and she 
was finding herself increasingly raising the children 
without him. His successes were double edged in that 
she thrived on the attentions but she resented that his 
work kept him so pre-occupied.

By special arrangement Michelson was granted a 
transfer within the navy in 1879 to the Nautical

Almanac Office. He hoped to 
continue his research there 
although in reality there were no 
institutions in the United States 
that provided the precise scientific 
environment that he sought. 
Various grants allowed him to 
pursue additional post-graduate 
studies in Europe from 1880 until 
1882. He even received a grant 
through the efforts of Alexander 
Graham Bell. He and his young 
family lived for a short time in 
Paris where he invented the device 
which later became his most 
famous: the “interferometer”. 
While in Europe he had access to 

some of the great scientists of the time who welcomed 
him in to their circles. Coupled with Margaret’s social 
charm, his own sphere in the science world was 
expanding. But Margaret’s and Michelson’s goals were 
often at odds with each other. Margaret strove for social 
attentions, and Michelson sought scientific advances. 
In 1881 he received a special appointment on the 
faculty of the newly founded Case School of Applied 
Science in Cleveland, so the Michelson family returned 
to the United States. This move to Cleveland did not 
appeal to Margaret. By 1883 Michelson realized that 
his work had progressed far beyond the Navy, and he 
formally resigned his commission. Years later the navy 
recruited him back for further instrument development 
during World War I.

A Return Home
In the summer of 1886 Michelson traveled with 

his two sons back to the Mother Lode for a vacation. 
He wanted to show his boys the home of his 
boyhood. Of particular import was his desire to show 
his sons the fascinating big trees. While he had been 
gone for twenty years much about Murphys had 
changed. Most significantly the town had experi
enced two major fires and reconstructions. These 
changes led to one of the great mistakes, in our local 
opinion, that he made. While visiting Murphys and 
strolling down the pretty Main Street, Michelson 
could not exactly place where his family home had 
been. He looked at the home at the east comer of the 
intersection of Church Street and Main Street and 

Margaret Heminway Michelson, Michelson's 
first wife, from the book The Master of Light.
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declared that house to most resemble his childhood 
home. That home has come to be regarded as the 
home of Albert Michelson. Further research by local 
historian Judith Marvin in fact revealed that the 
Michelson family lived in a home located adjacent to 
their store, which would have been located next to 
the present hotel, at the corner of Algiers and Main.

The Great Experiments, 
and the Even Greater Results

The scientific world of the 1880's had yet no 
defined method for evaluating the space which the 
earth occupied. The concept of a round earth trav
eling in a pattern of a solar system was understood, 
but no one knew just how fast the earth was trav
eling. It was assumed that the earth occupied an 
atmosphere of “ether”, a rather undefined medium 
which was assumed to provide the means by which 
light waves could propagate. Michelson studied light 
and optics and their behaviors to prove that this 
substance existed, and to define its properties.

Michelson teamed up with his associate Dr. 
Edward W. Morley, a chemistry professor, to conduct 
complex experiments on the behavior of light. The 
details of these experiments would prove fascinating to 
a physics student, but we shall try to simplify such a 
discussion here. It was Michelson’s theory that the 
ether would create a resistance or interference with 
light attempting to travel through it. This was the 
theory that led to the development of the interferom
eter, a device intended to interfere with, or split beams 
of light so that one could study the light’s behavior. 
Michelson intended to split beams of light and eval
uate their behavior so that he could study the earth’s 
velocity against the ether. By his own words, he wished 
to “illustrate light waves and their uses”. He wished to 
solve the equation and determine the speed of the 
earth’s rotation. What he discovered in fact became far 
more important to science and the world.

In 1887 Michelson and Morley conducted what 
would later be known as the ether-drift experiments 
which proved that the ether was... not there! In fact 
he proved that ether did not even exist. Michelson 
was sorely disappointed and therefore did not recog
nize the magnitude of this revelation. He had hoped 
to solve something with his experiments and instead 
settled for the satisfaction of having developed the 
exquisitely accurate interferometer. Scientists regard 

the ether drift experiment as probably the greatest 
“null” result experiment in science. Subsequently the 
experiments set in motion a set of events that led to 
a chain of scientific breakthroughs.

It was Michelson and Morley’s experiment that 
disproved ether that provided the proof of another great 
physicist’s theory. This other theory, refined in 1905 
provided an alternative explanation for the propagation 
of light and has since been proven to be correct. This 
other theory is known as the “Theory of Relativity” by 
Albert Einstein. Einstein, 27 years his junior was one 
of Michelson’s proteges in the world of physics.

Michelson and his colleagues built several devices 
to study light beams. These devices became the basis of 
optic research and are still in use today. The instruments 
were not always fondly viewed by Michelson, and often 
caused him much consternation as he strove to develop 
the precision that he needed to make the exact meas
urements he was attempting. One device he referred to 
as his “she devil”. Another, the ruling engine, he 
regarded as his personal nemesis. These devices, prim
itive by today’s standards, were often plagued by 
inherent shortcomings which compromised their 
integrity or exactitude. For example, Michelson and 
Morley attempted to use several different types of gases 
to interfere with light waves. The gases were difficult to 
contain and required precisely controlled temperatures

Albert Michelson, 1887, from the book The Master of Light.
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which was difficult to maintain. In spite of these obsta
cles Michelson achieved remarkable precision which 
often stood unsurpassed for many years. Once when 
one device was improved upon by another scientist, 
Michelson set about to best that record yet again.

In 1885 Michelson was made a fellow of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences which began 
to bring both good and bad attention his way. This was 
the distinguished academy where appointment was 
highly coveted by the science community. In later 
years Michelson used his position in the academy to 
object to the appointment of another candidate, 
Thomas Edison. Michelson felt that Edison’s work 
lacked scientific integrity and was motivated by the 
potential for monetary gain. Eventually his opposition 
was overturned by the academy and Edison was 
admitted in 1927, after Michelson completed his term 
as the academy’s president in from 1923 to 1927.

Michelson personally considered that the ether 
drift experiments were his greatest contribution to 
science yet the world of science continued to regard 
him as the young naval officer who had calculated 
the speed of light. Finally in 1886 Michelson 
received recognition for his experiments when he 
received the honorary degree, a doctorate from 
Western Reserve University. This award may have 
been assisted by Morley, but it served to remove a 
curtain and began a series of honorary degrees which 
came to Michelson. In 1888 he received both the 
gold and silver Rumford medals.

In 1889 Michelson left Case and was appointed 
first chair in physics to Clark University in Worcester, 
Massachusetts. Margaret was happy about the move 
as it brought them closer to her family in the east. The 
new contentment was not to last for long.

In the 1890’s Michelson’s career was advancing 
rapidly as he pursued greater and greater advances and 
breakthroughs. In 1890 his optics research was applied 
to astronomy and while working between the Lick 
Observatory on the west coast and Harvard University 
he successfully measured the diameter of a satellite of 
Jupiter. In another venue, Michelson had advocated the 
use of a particular wavelength of light as a standard for 
measurement. Eventually this concept became 
accepted. In 1893 he was able to use the wavelength of 
a light beam passed through heated red cadmium gas 
for precise measurements. This experiment became the 
basis by which the length of the international standard 

meter is defined. By the 1960’s with the advent of the 
computer and advanced technical instruments, 
Michelson’s measurements were ratified.

In 1893 Michelson and over a hundred other 
distinguished professors were offered positions on the 
faculty of a new technical college to be built on land 
donated by Marshall Field, the University of Chicago. 
Michelson had been working in Europe on the meter 
measurement experiment when he received word of 
the appointment and was thrilled to join the faculty as 
first chair of physics as it allowed him to remain in an 
academic environment and continue his scientific 
research. Margaret was not as excited about the relo
cation and resisted by buying a house of her own on 
the east coast where she could be closer to her family. 
The following year the family did finally move in to a 
brick row house in Chicago, identical to the one next 
door, which Margaret found not to be any more to her 
liking than living in Cleveland had been. Little did 
they know that Michelson would remain in Chicago 
for almost the next forty years.

Michelson the Person
As a member of the University of Chicago faculty 

Michelson could go to the Quadrangle Club for recre
ation. He personally preferred tennis and during the 
colder months of the year he played billiards. 
Intellectually he was fond of chess and the mechanics 
of music. He continued to play the violin throughout 
his life and enjoyed music performances at every 
opportunity. The dedicated scientist had little time to 
enjoy music much less sleep. His successes were not 
without hardship at home. His personal life was 
intriguingly complicated. While working with Morley 
on their experiment, Michelson had driven himself 
beyond his physical limits much to his family’s alarm. 
For two months in 1885 he had to be institutionalized 
until he regained his strength. Under the care of Dr. 
Allen Hamilton, a grandson of Alexander Hamilton, 
Michelson was able to regain control of his faculties. 
He never forgave his wife for having had him hospital
ized. He quietly suffered from recurring nightmares 
and bouts of depression while publicly suffering 
multiple humiliations. Less than a year after his hospi
talization for mental illness, in the fall of 1886 his 
laboratory at Case was burned in a suspicious fire. In 
1887 his home was burglarized which was insignifi
cant to Michelson but it was devastating to Margaret as 
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she lost her valued personal treasures that she had 
collected on their travels. Fortunately most of these 
items were recovered. Later that same year a house
keeper attempted to blackmail money from Michelson 
by creating a scandal insinuating seductive behavior on 
the professor’s part. He was cleared of the matter 
which was sealed with a vote of confidence from his 
faculty. But these blows to his psyche continued to 
plague him and could not help but take their toll.

During these years Michelson’s career blos
somed. He became more and more dedicated to his 
work as each successful experiment unlocked a door 
to yet another new dilemma he wished to solve. His 
work was bringing him fame both within his univer
sity circles and internationally. Concurrently his 
home life deteriorated as his goals continued to 
conflict with Margaret’s needs. Finally in 1898 he 
sought a divorce from Margaret, an action which cast 
a stigma on the brilliant professor.

In 1895 a young woman had came to Chicago 
University as a student of literature against her parent’s 
wishes. She was Edna Stanton, bom in 1871 in Bristol, 
England. She was an intelligent person who enjoyed 
the lively conversations of her intellectual colleagues 
but was distressed to see the men she admired throw 
themselves at seemingly silly women. While attending 
a quiet university party in 1898 she met the famous 
science professor who was dealing with the concurrent 
reputation as the professor seeking a divorce. They left 
the party together and became fast friends, both 
admiring each other’s intellect. While Michelson’s and 
Edna’s friendship grew, he was dealing with the 
divorce, had been elected in 1899 as the President of 
the American Physical Society, and was delivering 
eight lectures at Harvard which were to become the 
basis of his first book. When Michelson’s divorce was 
finalized, after a short engagement he and Edna were 
quietly married over the Christmas holidays in her 
parent’s home on December 23, 1899.

Edna revered Michelson and he adored her. In the 
next few years she had their three children, three girls 
whom Michelson cherished. In 1902 their first 
daughter Madeline was bom and Michelson composed 
a lullaby for her on the violin. In 1904 their next 
daughter Beatrice was bom and in 1906 Dorothy 
joined the family. The two older girls couldn’t 
pronounce the complicated name of their younger 
sister, so they said “Dody” which became her name 

thereafter. The marriage and family thrived and it was 
these early years of the marriage that Edna recalled as 
her happiest. The marriage to Edna appeared to signify 
a turning point in Michelson’s life. He continued to 
seek scientific advances and he was a dedicated if not 
exemplary professor. But he no longer allowed the 
work to call him away from his family life as he had 
earlier in his career. Despite his rigorous academic 
work he was a devoted father to his children. He loved 
to spend his summers vacationing with his family and 
pursuing his other interests such as sailing, fishing, 
tennis and painting.

Michelson’s life continued to progress happily 
and his career advanced to one of a solid respected 
university professor. He continued to perform 
cutting edge experiments, often with special funding 
or grants provided by Andrew Carnegie, whom had 
taken a particular interest in the scientist. The rela
tionship between Michelson and Carnegie proved 
useful in later years.

In this happy and somewhat sedate life with 
Edna and his new young family Michelson finally 
achieved the high international acclaim that he 
deserved. He continued to conduct exciting research 
and perform his academic duties. In 1907 he received 
the Copley medal from the Royal Academy. Later 
that year rumors began to circulate that he was being 
considered for the Nobel prize.

Edna Stanton Michelson, Michelson's second wife pictured with 
the family pet dog Domino, from the book The Master of Light.
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The Nobel Foundation 
had only been estab
lished twelve years 
earlier in 1895 and was 
still somewhat young. 
The Swedish Royal 

Academy of Sciences had 
only awarded their first

The Nobel Medal prize for science in 1901. 
The motto of the academy
loosely translates to mean 

“And they who bettered life on earth by new found 
mastery.” Michelson certainly fit this description.

In December of 1907, under secrecy, Michelson 
was summoned to Sweden. He traveled alone and left
Edna and the young girls at home. On December 10 he 
received the award publicly “for his optical precision 
instruments and the research which he has carried out 
with their help in the fields of precision metrology and 
spectroscopy.” For the next two days he was feted by 
the Swedish science community. Much of his celebra
tion was overshadowed by the presence of the British 
author Rudyard Kipling who received the Nobel prize 
for literature that same year. On December 12 
Michelson addressed the Academy and delivered his 
speech “Recent Advances in Spectroscopy”, a speech 
which in later years he felt had been one of his best. 
The year before, U. S. President Theodore Roosevelt 
had received the Nobel prize for peace. Nevertheless, 
in December of 1907 Michelson returned home a hero 
as the first American scientist to win the Nobel prize.

While at the Nobel ceremonies he was reunited 
with his son Albert, then 29, whom he had not seen in 
ten years since before his separation from Margaret. 
The younger Michelson had
graduated from Harvard and
was serving as the
American consular in
Belgium. He had learned
of his father’s award in
Sweden and traveled to
that country to congratulate
him personally. Upon 
returning home, Edna was so
happy to learn of the reunion that she encouraged 
Michelson to reconcile with his other children as well. 
Michelson’s second son, Truman and he reunited soon 
thereafter. Truman had also graduated from Harvard 

and was pursuing a career in anthropology. Margaret 
had since remarried, but Michelson never had the 
pleasure of seeing his daughter Elsa again.

For the next few years Michelson enjoyed the 
prestige of the distinguished professor. He continued 
his work with the University of Chicago and 
continued research which led to more scientific 
advances. In 1911 exchanged professorships and 
served at the University of Gottingen in Germany. In 
1914 he successfully measured the rigidity, and 
conversely the elasticity, of the earth.

World War I called Michelson back to the navy. 
In 1918 and 1919, he volunteered at the age of 65 and 
served as a Lieutenant Commander in Naval 
Research in Washington where he conducted 
research to aid the war effort. It was during this time 
that he perfected the optics binoculars that he 
invented for spotting submarines in poor visibility. 
Michelson was relieved from active duty in the Coast 
Defense Reserve on 13 May 1919 by Acting 
Secretary of the Navy, Franklin Roosevelt. He left the 

A reproduction of the lab book that Michelson kept when 
conducting the famous ether drift experiments, on display at 

the Michelson Elementary School in Murphys. Photo courtesy 
of the staff of the Michelson Elementary School.
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rank of commander and received commendation 
from the chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, Rear 
Admiral Ralph Earle and returned to Chicago.

By 1920 Michelson was actively pursuing the appli
cation of his knowledge of optics to astronomic use. He 
began to conduct experiments at Lookout Mountain in 
the San Gabriel Mountains in Southern California to use 
light to measure distance. He conducted similar experi
ments at the Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton in 
the Bay Area of Northern California.

He worked at the fledgling Wilson Observatory in 
Southern California and in 1922 successfully measured 
the diameter of the star Betelgeuse. For the next few 
years he traveled between Chicago and the west coast to 
work on experiments there. In 1927 he published the 
small textbook Studies in Optics which became a 
classic guide for physics and optics in university 
science classrooms around the world. The book is still 
widely used today and is regarded as the authority of 
the basics of optics. Later that year the Optical Society 
of America dedicated their annual meeting to the 
fiftieth anniversary of his scientific career. Fifty years 
had passed since the young naval officer had calculated 
the speed at the naval academy, and he was still 
performing complex experiments with light and 
teaching full time at the University of Chicago.

By 1929 Michelson’s health was beginning to 
trouble him. With regret he finally decided to retire 
from his exciting career. He left his dear home in 
Chicago and retired from active employment yet 
sought another dream: working in an astral observa
tory. The observatory was Mount Wilson, built with 
funding provided by Rockefeller and Carnegie 6,000 
feet above Los Angeles. At first Edna was reluctant 
to leave the house in Chicago that she had come to 
love, but Michelson assured her that California had 
its own special beauty that she would appreciate. 
They moved to Pasadena where they often enter
tained scientists who came to work at the 
observatory or who just wanted to visit the professor. 
One such visitor was Albert Einstein.

Einstein recognized that Michelson’s work paved 
the way for his own Theory of Relativity, just as his 
theory ultimately proved to open the door for the 
subsequent Theory of Probability. Both scientists 
tried to remain open minded to new breakthroughs 
even if it rendered their own work obsolete. 
Michelson had always advocated greater precision at 

each new venture. He strove to not be offended when 
another scientist was able to improve upon his own 
work. Rather, he regarded it as a challenge to do even 
better. In his own words, he encouraged others to 
always work “toward the next decimal place.”

Michelson enjoyed his retirement in sunny 
Southern California and his work with the observatory 
and continued to make the most of his life. When 
working at the observatory at Mt Wilson, he often 
played billiards in the evenings while waiting for the 
sun to go down until he could observe the stars. In 
1930-31 Michelson worked on conducting studies on 
the velocity of light in a vacuum tube. He offered 
instruction and guidance almost daily to the experi
ments as his health allowed. On the morning of May 9, 
he quietly passed away at his home in Pasadena.

Legacy
Calaveras County never forgot the young man who 

lived here for only a very short time during the gold 
rush. Since Michelson left Murphys in 1864, school 
continued to be taught in the little one room school 
house that he had witnessed the construction of. The 
town had far outgrown the facilities and in the early 
1970’s the new Vallecito School District that encom
passes the Murphys area began construction on a new 
elementary school. A local contest was held to name 
the new school. The final names being considered were

Portrait of Albert Michelson, circa 1915. Photo courtesy of the 
staff of the Michelson Elementary School.
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Sequoia Elementary, Ponderosa Elementary, Murphys 
Elementary, or Michelson Elementary. Local historian 
Kenneth Castro had submitted the suggestion of using 
Michelson’s name with a well-researched biography 
and list of accomplishments to justify his nomination. 
The selection committee was impressed with the 
suggestion and named the new school after Albert 
Michelson when it opened in 1973. The school has 
since been an exemplary showcase of elementary 
education that would make Michelson proud. In 1993 it 
was recognized in a special statewide ceremony when it 
received the California Distinguished School Award.

Prior to Michelson’s passing, at a dinner given at 
the California Institute of Technology, Albert 
Einstein paid homage to his mentor. At the celebra
tion of Michelson’s 100th birthday, Einstein repeated 
the words he said of his friend:

“My honored Dr Michelson, it was you who led 
the physicists into new paths, and through your 
marvelous experimental work paved the way for the 
development of the theory of relativity.”

Ultimately Michelson is credited with inventing or 
assisting in the invention of the interferometer, the ruling 
engine, the harmonic analyzer, and the echelon spectro
scope as well as perfecting the optical glass used in 
periscopes, telescopes, gunsights, and binoculars. In 
particular during WWI he developed binoculars used for 
the detection of submarines in poor light or at night. 
Additionally he either measured or assisted in the meas
urement of the speed of light, the length of the standard 
meter, the rigidity of the earth, the diameter of a satellite 
of Jupiter, and the diameter of the star Betelgeuse. In all 
Michelson developed greater than twenty designs for the 
interferometer between 1880
and 1887. These inventions 
provided the basis of his
Lowell Lectures that he 
delivered at Harvard in 1899, 
and were the substance of his 
first book published shortly 
thereafter. Later with the 
advent of lasers, all of his 
theories on light and optics
were proven to be correct.

The naval academy 
never forgot their gifted 
midshipman who came to
them by untraditional 

means. They named their new science building for him, 
the Michelson Hall of Science. In the plaza fronting the 
hall, brass markers have been set in the pavement indi
cating the line of sight used by Michelson for his 
optical experiments performed while an ensign and 
instructor in 1877 and 1888. These were the experi
ments that led to measuring the speed of light. In March 
of 1985, almost 100 years later, the naval publication 
Shipmate carried a profile on Michelson. Every year a 
distinguished scientist is invited to come to Annapolis 
to present the “Michelson Lecture.” The Naval 
Weapons Center at China Lake California has a labora
tory which was dedicated to Michelson in 1948. China 
Lake also houses the Michelson Museum where his 
research papers are archived.

Much of Michelson’s astronomy and observatory 
work benefitted the space institution, a concept which 
he could hardly have envisioned when he passed away 
in 1931. In 1967 the lunar Orbiter V spacecraft traveled 
around the earth’s moon and photographed its dark 
side, the back side not visible to us on earth. From a 
distance of 5008 kilometers above the surface of the 
moon, a photo was taken by Orbiter V of the lunar 
surface near the feature known as the Hertzspring 
Basin. The photograph artistically captured a large 
lunar crater 130 km diameter by 3.5 km deep (77 by 2 
miles) at 6°N121°W which was named for Michelson. 
This interesting crater was formed more that four 
billion years ago from the impact of a comet or 
asteroid. Since then many smaller craters have been 
formed from subsequent impacts within the basin of the 
main crater. A copy of this photo was presented to the 
Michelson Elementary School from the Ames 

Research Center of NASA 
on 7 April 1976.

In 1987 a centennial 
celebration was held in 
Cleveland, Ohio honoring 
the 100 year anniversary 
of the Michelson-Morley 
ether drift experiments.

Michelson has been 
honored in many ways in 
recognition of his accom
plishments. In addition to 
the Nobel prize he left a 
legacy across the globe. 
Poland honors him as a

Bronze plaque and monument commemorating the house 
where the Michelson family lived while in Murphys from 1856 
- 1867, mistakenly erected in front of the house at the corner 

of Main Street and Church Street in Murphys. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller, February 2003.
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Polish son who won the Nobel. Two countries claim 
Michelson as their hero. Today there is a plaque 
commemorating his birthplace in Strzelno, Poland. Since 
he was bom in Poland, that country recognizes him as a 
notable Polish scientist, and the United States claims him 
as the first US citizen to receive a Nobel prize in science. 
In his lifetime he received ten honorary science and law 
degrees from American and foreign universities. In World 
War II the Navy further named a ship for him, their 
Liberty Ship No. 2254 carried his name. The Michelson 
ship was a surveying ship, ID No. 08487, which actively 
surveyed in the oceans until removed from service on 15 
April 1975. His name has even gone to the moon. Perhaps 
the greatest legacy to which Calaveras County residents 
are most familiar are the house where his family was 
believed to have lived in Murphys, and the elementary 
school which was named for him.

Michelson wasn’t the only success in his family that 
came from the humble roots of the immigrant. He came 
from a family of accomplished merchants. They valued 
education, integrity and success. To that end many of 
Michelson’s siblings as well as his own children found 
successes of their own. Two of his sisters, Pauline and 
Julie became teachers. His sister Bessie married the 
distinguished newspaperman Arthur McEwen and 
became involved in his business. His other sister Miriam 
was a very successful popular novelist. His brother 
Charlie was also successful in literature and became the 
publicity director for the democratic party and wrote 
speeches for Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Charlie went on to 
write the book The Ghost Talks, an 
inside account of the workings of 
the democratic party of the day.
Michelson’s son, Albert Jr, served 
as an international consul. His 
second son, Truman, received a
PhD from Harvard and wrote 
books on linguistics. And his 
daughter Dorothy wrote his own 
biography, The Master of Light.

In addition to his scientific 
achievements, Michelson was a 
complex man. By the time he had 
received the Nobel prize he was 
the father of six children by two 
marriages, had invented numerous 
scientific devices, and been 

hospitalized for a near nervous breakdown. Throughout 
his life Michelson always fondly recalled his early life in 
the gold country. He was particularly attracted to the big 
trees. He was a musician, a sportsman, and he appreci
ated the out-of-doors, and he doted on his later children. 
The father Dody knew did all of the above. But did his 
first family enjoy such attentions from him? His second 
family never heard him speak of his other wife or chil
dren. Several gaps in his personal life prompted research 
by his youngest daughter Dody, Dorothy Michelson 
Livingston, which led to his biography published in 1973 
by the University of Chicago Press. Many of 
Michelson’s biographers have attempted to draw a corre
lation between his roots in the gold rush and his 
successful career in science. We can only speculate at 
what fascinated and inspired the young boy to study 
light. Perhaps his curiosity was sparked or he gained 
inspiration from the glitter in the gold or the light that 
filtered through the big trees that he so admired. We do 
know that he held his boyhood home in high esteem for 
the remainder of his life, and that he regretted having 
only returned once to revisit the community of Murphys. 
Perhaps his greatest accomplishment is the he exempli
fies the true spirit of discovery and western expansion.

And what is the speed of light? It is 186,355±31 
miles per second.

Photo taken by William Kellog in Pasadena in 1931, which shows what esteemed company 
Michelson kept. Left to right, Walter Adams, Michelson, Walther Meyer, Albert Einstein, 
Max Farrand, and Andrews Millikan. Photo courtesy of the American Institute of Physics.
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NEW LIFE FOR UN OLD MARKER

O
ur thanks go to Bill Norris of Mountain Ranch who 
took on the restoration of the historical monument 
on Mountain Ranch Road. After forty years of 
decorating the roadside, the monument was showing 

severe signs of weathering. Bill has spruced up the monu
ment and replaced the picturesque wagon wheel that had 
begun to self-destruct with a more weather resistant 
model, yet has kept its historic charm. The next time you 
drive by take a good look at the revitalized monument.v ____

The monument commemorates the famous last stage 
robbery in the county that occurred at that location. The 
placement of these commemorative markers is a corner
stone of the Historical Society’s stated purpose. For more 
information about the original monument, see Las 
Calaveras April 1964. The monument was first erected in 
1963 and dedicated by the Calaveras County Historical 
Society in January of 1963. Thank you Bill for restoring 
this beautiful monument for all to enjoy!

______ J
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THE MILITARY IN EARLY CALAVERAS COUNTY 
The Mexican-American War to World War 1,1846 - 1946 

by Bonnie Miller

Union Army soldiers on Main Street Copperopolis. 
Photos from the Calaveras County Historical Society.

C
alaveras County has always 
been a patriotic community. Our 
relationship with the military 
been exciting over the years and we 

have contributed many willing volun
teers to the military ranks of the United 
States from as early as before the state 
of California was formed. Since the 
time Calaveras County was established 
in 1851 until today 152 years later, 
Calaveras County has always had 
participation in a variety of military 
duties. We have seen decorated veterans 
return home, armories built, and entire 
units mustered within the boundaries of 
our county. And we have seen trainloads 
of enlisted men tearfully leave our 
county. Our cemeteries inter numerous 
veterans from numerous conflicts or 
military duties. From veterans of the 
Civil War to present day soldiers 
serving in the Middle East, Calaveras 
County has proudly provided support to 
the United States and the world to 
protect freedom.
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First Military Involvement
The first United States military personnel in 

Calaveras County were probably members of the 
Fremont parties surveying the western portion of the 
continent. California was ceded from Mexico by the 
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo after the Mexican War 
in 1846 and the new region of California had a mili
tary government until granted statehood in 1850. 
Calaveras County was a charter county formed when 
statehood was granted and a local, civil government 
was established. Many of the early miners that 
inhabited the area in the early goldrush days were 
veterans of the Mexican War. One notable resident of 
early Mokelumne Hill was such a military man. 
After the discovery of gold, Colonel Stevenson 
brought his decommissioned troops to the goldfields 
(see Las Calaveras, April 1995). These men were 
known as Stevenson’s Regiment, although they 
performed no military duties in Calaveras County.

In 1852 we saw our first military unit in this 
county. It is fitting that this unit was formed for the 
protection of mining interests. In Mokelumne Hill 
the Mexican and Chilean miners were alleged to 
have been murdering and robbing the good citizens 
of the area. Earlier in 1849, the Chilean immigrants 
mining the area known as Chili Gulch had skirmished

Colonel Jonathan Stevenson of Mokelumne Hill. Leader of 
"Stevenson's Regiment" of Mexican War veterans who were 

early miners in Calaveras County.

with the local miners in what became known as the 
Chilean War. By 1952 the residents of Mokelumne 
Hill felt they needed some lawful protection from 
such uprisings and the First Calaveras Guard was 
bom. Unfortunately the new military unit was sorely 
outfitted to perform their peace-keeping duties. 
Comprised mostly of miners the unit had little time 
to develop basic military skills and had no uniforms 
or ammunition. Records indicate that they had no 
more than two rounds of shot and some buckshot to 
discourage the rioting foreigners. In reality the guard 
unit was probably no more than a band of vigilantes 
led by a genuine military man, Captain Arnold C. 
Lewis. The power of their unity appeared to have 
been enough to intimidate against further uprising in 
the mining camp. After a short career of only ten 
months Calaveras’ first military unit was disbanded 
on May 28, 1852.

The “foreign uprising” that prompted the forma
tion of the first military unit was in fact more 
significant than military that quelled it. See Las 
Calaveras, October 1988 for an account of the 
Chilean War. The descendants of the Chilean immi
grants have a far different version of what 
precipitated the hostilities as detailed in the book We 
Were 49ers! by Beilharz and Lopez. It was the 
Chilean War that prompted the California state legis
lature to adopt the “Alien Miners Tax” in 1850 which 
required all foreign miners to pay a license fee of 
$20 per month in order to mine for gold. This legisla
tive act was the first of many such discriminatory 
laws enacted for the protection of United States citi
zens. Eventually these laws were rescinded but not 
until after having bred much discontent between 
those who arrived in the gold country first and 
certain of those who arrived later than first.

After having only been disbanded for sixteen 
months, Calaveras found itself again embroiled in 
conflicts with foreign miners. In September of 1854 
Captain Lewis formed the Jesus Maria Guard and 
implored his commanders to send appropriate arms. 
It was not until 1856 that Captain Lewis saw any 
ammunition which was woefully under supplied. 
Almost immediately the small shipment of supplies 
was confiscated and returned back to Sacramento 
where Captain Lewis’ superiors felt they were more 
necessary to assist the state authorities in combating 
the numerous vigilante forces operating throughout 
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the Mother Lode. Fortunately hostilities in Calaveras 
had again grown quiet, and in 1857 the Jesus Maria 
unit disbanded without formally mustering out.

War Between the States!
Military Veterans of both the War of 1812 and the 

Mexican War became miners who saw California 
grow from the hectic goldrush to a well-established 
state of the union. California was a free state, so when 
the union was threatened by civil war in 1861 
Calaveras quickly responded by sending many 
enlisted men to fight on the union side. Allegiance to 
the union cause was fierce and fighting often broke 
out among communities when one group felt that 
another may have had sympathies for the south or 
confederate side of the conflict. These sentiments 
were behind the nickname “Copperhead Flat” given to 
the community later known as Sheep Ranch (see Las 
Calaveras, October 1998) when it was believed that a 
significant proportion of the residents of Sheep Ranch 
had immigrated from, and therefore by association 
were assumed to be sympathetic to the south.

During the Civil War years Union Meetings were 
held regularly at various communities. These meetings 
served to bring news of the war effort as well as recruit 
new enlistments. The newspaper the Calaveras 
Chronicle would promote the meetings with such 
endorsements as “Some of the best speakers of the 
State will be present” (October 22, 1864); or, “We can 
assure those... that they will never have a better oppor
tunity for enlisting under good officers than at present.” 
(November 1864). Between 1861 and 1865 voluntary 
units were formed throughout the county. These units 
drew hundreds of men from communities such as San 
Andreas, Independence and Murphys. Typical volun
teer enlistment lasted three years although most 
volunteers never saw any active duty. Most notable was 
a volunteer company of 128 men organized by Captain 
Hiram A. Messenger of Campo Seco. Through Captain 
Messenger’s efforts, the volunteer company was 
mustered in to the Union Army at the Presidio in San 
Francisco in November of 1864 as Company E of the 
7th Regiment of Infantry of the California Volunteers. 
The company saw duty in the Arizona Territory. For a 
thorough account of the life and career of Hiram 
Messenger, see Las Calaveras January 1978.

Captain Hiram Messenger of Campo Seco

The January 28, 1865 Calaveras Chronicle noted 
a monthly meeting of the Calaveras Light Guards. The 
company was a volunteer unit formed in 1861 and by 
the end of the Civil War continued to boast strong 
membership despite constant fluctuations in popula
tions in the Mother Lode. The unit had at their 
disposal a fine armory situated on a prominence over
looking the town from the north. Today this location 
in Murphys is known as Armory Hill.

Nowhere is Calaveras County’s involvement in 
the Civil War more evident than in Copperopolis. 
The community is best known for, and in fact named 
for, the copper ore mined there and it is alleged that 
it was used primarily to support the union effort. 
Likewise a copper mine was named the Union Mine. 
The community embraced the war effort and 
constructed the Copperopolis Union Guard Armory, 
a sturdy brick building built for $8000. The muster 
of 1864 indicated an enlistment of 71 men and thir
teen officers. In all, eighteen men who actively 
served in the war listed Copperopolis as their home. 
The Armory was used extensively during the war to 
enlist and train troops. For a detailed account of the 
histories of Copperopolis and their Armory, see Las 
Calaveras October 1960, October 1997.

One of the most notable Civil War soldiers that 
stopped at the Copper Armory while visiting
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Calaveras County was the famous William Tecumseh 
Sherman. The young Lieutenant Sherman had first 
come to California in early 1847 as part of the first 
army unit dispatched to Monterey. The following 
year after the discovery of gold, Sherman was one of 
the few who did not desert his company. By 1862 he 
was promoted to Captain and led a company of 300 
men to the fighting in the east after stopping briefly 
at Copperopolis on his way over Ebbetts Pass. In 
1862 there was not yet the trans-continental railroad, 
so the companies from California had to march the 
1000 mile distance to Utah to get to the closest train. 
Sherman went on to be promoted to General where 
he gained further fame for his roles in the Civil War 
and the subsequent Indian Wars.

In the 1960’s the 100 year anniversary of the War 
Between the States was honored in various events 
throughout the county. Perhaps some of the greatest 
relics of that war are the famous canons. In Copper 
there rests a cannon cast in 1837 and used by the

Union Guard to train troops. The San Andreas ceme
tery was adorned with two fine “Twelve Pound” 
Howitzers until recently when one was stolen. 
Pictured below are the two canons which were fired in 
a ceremony held in 1997 memorializing the Civil War.

Records for enlistment during the civil war were 
vague. Often volunteers signed on only to not show 
up at their appointed position and were quickly 
labeled deserters. Of the 128 men that Captain 
Messenger enlisted, only 84 saw active duty once 
the military surgeon had completed his rejections. It 
is unknown how many, if any, lives of Calaveras 
County residents were lost in the conflict. In 1890 
the US government attempted to quantify civil war 
enlistment and conducted a special census. 
California and by extension Calaveras County did 
not participate in the census. The soldiers who 
enlisted from Calaveras County were probably not 
native sons but had more likely been born else
where. The proximity of the Civil War to the Gold

Two Civil War cannon being fired in a ceremony in San Andreas, 1997.
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Rush was too short for men of fighting age to have 
been born locally. In July of 1989 the late Ray 
Garamendi of the Mokelumne Hill Historical Trust 
attempted to qualify a complete list of civil war 
veterans from the county. His research indicated that 
Calaveras County provided 155 men who saw 
service during the years 1861 to 1865. In 1991 his 
research was confirmed to be correct.

Western Expansion 
and Military Reform

After the ravages of the Civil War and the assas
sination of President Lincoln, Calaveras 
County returned to the boom-bust 
lifestyle of the young state of California. 
There was not a major call to duty for 
another fifty years but the military was 
always present in the wild west. In fact, 
the fifty years following the Civil War 
proved to be the most creative for the 
military. The Civil War had definitively 
resolved the issues of slavery and state 
sovereignty, and an organized and well- 
armed militia that was not dependent on 
the state volunteers was necessary. And 
the regular national army needed to be 
unified and re-organized after the war 
between the states. In 1879 the National 
Guard was established. From 1881 to
1892 each state of the union established 
an organized National Guard unit. Young 
men across the country clamored for the 
opportunity to enlist in this elite branch 
allowing them to dress the part and show 
their patriotism while not necessarily 
being called to duty. As such, the Guard 
drew criticism as actually being a 
fraternal organization which enjoyed the 
pomp of local prestige while avoiding the 
rigors of active duty. Regardless, by the 
end of the century the National Guard 
was the principal reserve behind the 
regular army.

It fell to the military to support the 
activities of the western expansion that the 
country7 was experiencing. In 1867 the

United States purchased Alaska which the military 
oversaw. Ultimately military outposts in Alaska were 
abandoned as they proved far too inaccessible to 
effectively mange. Support services for this new terri
tory were more efficiently run by private 
entrepreneurs. In the south and east the Army Corps 
of Engineers found itself working on the development 
and expansion of the nation’s waterways. In the west 
military presence was required in such arenas as the 
occupation of the western territories, the Indian Wars, 
and with technical ventures such as the Weather Corps 
and the Signal Service (later known as the Signal 
Corps, this was the branch of the military responsible 
for the telegraph system). A network of forts had been 

John Jay Snyder of Valley Springs in his National Guard uniform, 1884.
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established across the west to assist the immigrants’ 
travel and settlement. Concurrently activities were 
increased to deflect the Indian tribes who opposed or 
threatened the immigrants’ goals. Scientific and 
industrial advances provided exciting military assign
ments such as protection of the expansion of the rail 
road, weather prediction, installation of the telegraph 
system, and surveying and wilderness exploration of 
still uncharted lands. Between 1878 and 1899 a period 
of only twenty-one years, the military experimented in 
the west with homing pigeons, telegraph, and a “field
telephone kit” developed by a young inventor named 
Alexander Bell. A young enlisted man from 
California could gain a vast variety of military experi
ences and never travel further east than the Arizona 
Territory. With the quiescence of the Indian Wars, by 
the end of the 1800’s these domestic duties were 
reduced with much of the west settled. The small forts 
were no longer necessary as military outposts, and the 
military could be more effectively managed region
ally. Despite all of the duties the military was 
performing across the country, it was not necessary to 
have a large active military. Backed by the National 
Guard on reserve, the regular army numbered less 
than half of what it entailed during the Civil War.

During the intervening years after the Civil War 
until the end of the century, the military explored a 

variety of internal innovations. In 1866 the Civil War 
had experienced the introduction of the famous rapid 
fire gun, the Gatling Gun. This gun was devastating 
even though it had to be manually loaded. It quickly 
lead to the development of faster loading weapons. 
Dramatic advances were then seen in the development 
of rapid firing and reloading arms. Technical innova
tions effected all aspects of military arms from the 
guns and cannon to the design of the bayonet. Outside 
of the military, the end of the 1800’s saw the industrial 
revolution. Its impact had far greater effect on the 
military than any other innovation. The combustion 
engine revolutionized modern transportation. 
Likewise, military transport leapt forward.

The year 1898 saw the brief Spanish-American 
War between the months of April to August. Believed 
by some to have been bom of, or at least fueled by the 
rampant yellow-journalism of the day, the United 
States popular opinion was whipped to a frenzy. 
Calaveras County was probably particularly attentive 
to the sayings of the press, as the great newspaper 
magnate William Randolph Hearst had lived briefly in 
the area. He obtained his fortune from mining in 
Sheep Ranch (see Las Calaveras, October 1998) 
which provided the funding of his newspaper empire 
from where he could pontificate his inflammatory 
opinions. The United States was urged to rescue Cuba, 

World War I recruits, circa 1917.
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the Philippines and other Spanish territories for their 
own independence. Rather, Cuba gained independ
ence from Spain but the US claimed the Philippines, 
Guam, and Puerto Rico as their possessions thus 
marking the beginning of US overseas expansions. In 
the Pacific Commodore Dewey’s activities proved 
glorious, a fact not lost on the citizens of Calaveras 
County. Several children born in the county that year 
were given the name Dewey. The Spanish-American 
War proved insignificant otherwise to Calaveras 
County but resulted in the United States emerging as 
a world power, a position from which they never relin
quished and in fact formed the basis of their presence 
in every successive war in which they were involved. 
Military spirit had evolved from continental-expan
sion and the domestic duties of a growing country to 
a world-wide presence as a growing world power. 
Veterans of the Spanish-American conflict are known 
to be interred in Calaveras County cemeteries.

California was a state of immigrants and the 
populations of the mining communities were by 
nature constantly moving. Local records of military 
enlistment and service were very vague. By the end of 
the century Calaveras County continued to conduct 
registration for the military but did not have to call 
upon the rolls for more members than those who 
already served in the regular military. The Historical 
Society and County Archives contain detailed lists 
called the Military Roll which were filed annually and 
certified by the county clerk. These rolls registered 
hundreds of men noted as “liable for military duty” 
between the years 1887 to 1913. Between 16 
December 1890 and 1 July 1916 the county clerk duti
fully recorded the burials of military veterans who 
were interred in the county. Known as the Record of 
Burial of Ex-Union Soldiers, Sailors and Marines, 
this document actually listed all veterans whether 
from the Civil War, Spanish American War, or the 
Mexican War. Their service, such as their regiment, 
was noted. We had veterans from the volunteer units 
of Delaware, Ohio, Indiana, and of course California. 
Their burial sites such as the “Soldier’s Burying 
Ground” in San Andreas, or their communities from 
Independence to Double Springs are listed. From A 
(Armstrong) to Z (Zanoli), county records indicate 87 
veterans buried here within this time frame.

During the same time that Calaveras County was 
attempting to be thorough in their records of veterans 

and military registration, the United States was 
attempting to formalize all activities associated with 
the military. The military was enacting their “Root 
Reform”, named for Secretary of War Elihu Root 
who was behind the reform movement, rather than 
any insinuation of reforming the root of the matter. 
The reform called for all aspects of military work to 
be standardized according to strict procedures. Every 
single military function, from enlistment procedures 
to discharge was carefully standardized. Gone were 
the days when a local unit could be mustered from 
volunteers and sent to combat knowing that their 
national government would embrace them as a full 
unit of the regular army. Further, the National 
Defense Act passed in 1916 bolstered the regular 
army during peacetime and allowed for increases 
during times of war. The act established military 
schools and the Reserve Officers Training Corps

Joe Raggio in uniform, 1918.
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(ROTC). It also “obligated” the National Guard to 
respond when called upon, a duty previously 
regarded as somewhat discretionary. Ironically the 
National Guard still functioned as a state entity 
however had to fall in line with strict military proce
dures per the reform. After the advent of war with 
Germany, and after careful study of the effect of 
conscription during the Civil War, congress enacted 
the Selective Service Act in May of 1917. This new 
act made registration for military service mandatory 
and no longer voluntary. The Selective Service Act 
also allowed for local civilian boards to administer 

the military registration as well as the discretion to 
grant exemptions. Although the civilian boards 
administered the registrations, all of the records of 
registration and enlistment were ultimately turned 
over to the military and not retained locally.

The reforms, spanning the early part of the 
century between the Spanish-American War and 
WWI, completely changed the make-up of the 
United States military. The military leapt from a 
domestic, frontier-based force to one of modern, 
global effect. The US military was on its way to 
becoming the most powerful in the world.

WAS THE FIRST
CALAVERAS BOY

TO FALL AT FROW
DANIEL McCORMICK VICTIM 

OF SHELL FIRE

Copperopolis Soldier Fell in the 
Meuse=Argonne Drive—A 

Splendid Tribute

4"
♦ COPPEROPOLIS, April 5.— 4* 
4» “Private McCormick was in-
& stantly killed by shell fire about 4» 
4* noon of September 30, 1918, 4* 
4* near Epinonville, France, dur- <•
♦ ing the Meuse-Argonne offensive. 4s
4* When hit he was fearlessly ad- 4* 
4» vancing with his company 4* 
4* against the hotly contested po- 4» 
4* sitions at this point. He was 4* 
4* buried near where he fell by the 4* 
4* regimental chaplain. 4»
4* “Private McCormick was an 4» 
4* excellent soldier, loved and hon- 4» 
4* ored by all his comrades and the 4* 
4* officers and men of this company 4* 
4* keenly feel his loss. He died a 4* 
4* hero’s death while doing his 4* 
4* duty in his customary manner. 4* 
4* “I extend to you the sympathy 4* 
4* of every man in the company as 4* 
4* well as from myself.” 4*
♦ ♦ 
4’4*4*4»4»4*4*4»'fr4*4‘4»4»4'4'4* zx

Calaveras Hero: Newspaper article from the Stockton Record reporting 
the death of Calaveras' first soldier in World War I
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World War I and Beyond
The successful Spanish-American conflict and 

the performance of the Navy had encouraged 
support for global expansion and modernization of 
the military. Further, the conflict served to illuminate 
the need for expanding our own coastal defenses. 
Strife erupted on our southern border as well. 
Francisco “Pancha” Villa harassed the Mexican 
border between 1911 and 1916 distracting the west 
coast from the issues flaring in Europe. President 
Wilson, at heart a pacifist, was keeping an 
eye on the Mexican border while hoping 
that Europe could find a peaceful resolution 
to the conflicts with Germany. The United 
States supported neutrality and wanted 
peace in Europe but was empathetic to the 
carnage. Finally after German aggressions 
proved too much to endure, we entered in to 
war with Germany on April 16, 1917.

The Root Reform proved useful when 
WWI called up major troops. The formal
ized organization of the military structure 
was necessary for such a large involvement. 
By the time we entered the war the county 
had established a draft board replete with 
instructions from congress as to how to 
enlist enrollees. The 1917 Registration 
Regulations Act by Congress even had 
provisions for registering Indians, provided 
detailed instructions to county clerks, and so 
forth. Whether enlisted in the regular army, 
drafted by selective service, or a National 
Guard reserve called to duty, all three 
branches were absorbed in to active duty.

WWI saw changes never seen before 
in warfare - technical, chemical, biolog
ical, transport, trenches, etc. The military’s 
meteorologic observations made in the 
1870’s had remained dormant until found 
useful in WWI. The automatic weapons 
developed in the previous forty years were 
universally utilized. The new organized, 
highly trained, and well-equipped style of 
warfare was far different than the methods 
employed in the last major conflict.

The solemnity of the European scene 
cast a cloud of despair on the United 
States. Everywhere there were signs of

the times. War was a serious matter, and patri
otism was encouraged at every event. Two months 
after the declaration of war the State Council of 
Defense issued instructions (Bulletin No. 31) as to 
how to conduct an appropriate Fourth of July cele
bration. The bulletin discouraged the use of 
firecrackers, but encouraged rallying speeches 
which covered the following criteria: First, the 
causes of war. Second, the gravity of the situation. 
Third, the duty of all of our people. And fourth, 

Sid Danielson in France in Company F, 27th Engineers, 1918.
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practical ways in which the people can find oppor
tunity for service. Despite these instructions to 
remain diligent to the cause, the citizens of 
Calaveras embraced the war effort with an almost 
festive attitude. Large celebrations were held to 
send “our soldier boys” on their journey to war. 
Their departures included dances, receptions, 
speeches, gift packages, and bon voyage meals in 
their honors. Undoubtedly the intent was to cele
brate the conviction and distract the young men 
from the true horrors of their assignments. The 
Calaveras Prospect described in detail such a 
departure that took place in October of 1917. 
Twenty-eight men were dispatched from the 
county, including notable names as Raggio, 
Cuneo, Oneto and Zwinge. Six months later 
Calaveras County was in morning as we learned 
that our first soldier had made “the supreme sacri
fice” and had fallen in battle. Private Daniel 
McCormick of Copperopolis had died instantly 
under enemy fire while advancing with his 
company in France. The regimental chaplain said 

of the young soldier in a letter to his parents: 
“Private McCormick was an excellent soldier, 
loved and honored by all his comrades and the 
officers and men of this company keenly feel his 
loss. He died a hero’s death while doing his duty 
in his customary manner”.

The records are not clear as to who, or how many 
young men served in WWI from Calaveras County. 
Sadly though, we do know of eleven who did not 
return. A beautiful bronze plaque in relief adorns the 
wall of the main breeze way at the historical Hall of 
Records where the Historical Society office is 
located in San Andreas. The plaque was placed after 
the conflict and is dedicated to those who lost their 
lives and reads:

“Erected in honor of the men and women 
of Calaveras County who served 

with the forces of the United States 
during the World War and in memory 

of those who lost their lives 
in the service of their country."

World War I draftees, circa 1917.
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The Military Presence Today
Calaveras County has many tributes to our military 

history present throughout our communities. Honors 
have been bestowed and memorials dedicated to the 
various military actions in which our citizens have been 
involved, including several subsequent to WWI.

In 1948 the Copperopolis Community Center 
acquired the Copper Armory. Through the efforts of 
the Historical Society’s past president, the late Charlie 
Stone and his wife Rhoda, on 30 December 1997 the 
building was placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places as Building No. 97001588. Today the 
Copperopolis Community Center also houses a six 
foot by seven foot silk flag bearing 36 stars which was 
presented to the Union Guard on April 22, 1865.

In 1988 the Mokelumne Hill Historical Trust 
honored a Civil War veteran buried in the 
Mokelumne Hill Protestant Cemetery. Private 
Edward R Hanford was a farmer from New York who 
had enlisted on the Union side at Harper’s Ferry. He 
received the Congressional Medal of Honor for his 
role in the capture of the Confederate flag at 
Woodstock, Virginia on 14 October, 1862. After his 
military service he moved to Mokelumne Hill where 
he took up the occupation of miner and married local 
girl Emma Nuner. Tragically he died in a mining 

accident at the Quaker City Mine in 1890 and left 
Emma a young widow with four young children. The 
decorated veteran was posthumously honored with a 
21 gun salute and full military honors including re- 
enacters dressed in period uniforms.

The American Legion, which grew from the 
veterans of WWI, has a post in Calaveras County in 
Valley Springs. The Veterans of Foreign Wars has 
four posts in the county, Valley Springs Post #102, 
Murphys Post # 290, Rail Road Flat Post #376, and 
West Point Post #787. In all our county Veterans’ 
Services confirm that Calaveras County is home to 
approximately 8000 veterans. This is a proud number 
indeed when one considers that this represents 
approximately twenty percent of the population.

When you celebrate the Fourth of July this year, 
you may wish to attend a parade. There are many in this 
county which celebrate our patriotic history. We cele
brate not only our independence, but the freedom 
which we gained. And may we not forget those fine 
military personnel who fought for our right to freedom.

Troop train of World War I recruits leaving Valley Springs Depot, 1917.
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The Society operates the Calaveras County 
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

March 2003
DC Betts, Arnold
Lee & Marlen Chapple, Valley Springs 
Richard & Maureen Elliott, Murphys

April 2003
Sidney & Lynne Storm, Valley Springs 
Brian Clemetson, Murphys
Elliott Smart, Murphys
Robert L. Fienberg, Angels Camp
Anne B. Forrest, Angels Camp

May 2003
Gary Hamrich, Acampo
Joseph T. Sanderson, San A ndreas
Marshall & Shirley Atkinson, San Andreas

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the 

following donations:

March 2003
Book from Bonnie Miller of Mountain Ranch 
Logging artifacts from Lloyd Ames of Glencoe

ANNUAL
BUSINESS MEETING

The July meeting will be the annual business 
meeting of the Calaveras County Historical 
Society. The annual reports and installation of 
officers will be conducted in an outdoor cere
mony in the picturesque jail courtyard in San 
Andreas. A dinner prepared by chef Don Cuneo 
will available for the cost of $17.50 per person. 
Please plan to join us for this important meeting 
on July 24th, 2003 beginning at 6:00 pm. Please 
RSVP at your earliest convenience at 754-1058.
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THE ANNUAL BLUE JAY HUNT
By Bonnie Miller

W
hat did the Blue Jay and the Quail have 
to do with prompting one of the most 
rivalrous if not scandalous game hunts 
in the history of the state? What do these seemingly 

innocent birds, the Western Blue Scrub Jay and the 
California Quail have to do with each other? We take 
both for granted as our natural neighbors in the Sierra 
foothills, and it is hard to imagine that at one time 
the two birds were considered 

on his table, were finding the once abundant quail 
harder and harder to locate. Ranches were curtailing 
access to hunting and posting No Trespassing signs 
where hunters had freely gone before. The ranchers 
were taking paid hunters, known as “city slickers” 
decked out in all the latest hunting garb who were 
willing to pay for a little sport. Hunting seasons and 
daily limits were established then severely curtailed, 

major rivals to each other.
Animosity toward the blue 
jay was prompted by the love 
of the quail. Perhaps too much 
love for the quail. Quail have 
always been consid
ered a delicacy of
California cuisine.
As early as the Gold Rush, San Francisco restaurants 
offered fresh game and especially the California Quail 
or “partridge” as a gourmet offering on their menus. 
The quail tasted so good that early Californians would 
do almost anything to feast on a quail dinner.

By the end of the 1800’s the quail population was 
noticeably declining. The frustrated quail hunters, 
whether market hunters supplying the restaurant 
trade or just a hungry fellow trying to put dinner 

Western Scrub Jay (top) and Steller's Jay (bottom), 
from Audobon's Birds of America.
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further reducing legal access to the quail. With 
their hunting grounds diminished and access to the 
quail reduced, the local hunters needed an outlet. 
Something had to be done.

The theory was that the jays were harassing 
the quail and taking their eggs. Fewer eggs in the 
quails’ nests meant fewer quail. The depleted quail 
population was thus neatly blamed on the blue jay. 
The answer to this dilemma was to eliminate the jay. 
The Annual Blue Jay Hunt provided sportsmen with 
a lively entertainment for more than forty years with 
the height of popularity between 1900 and 1940. 
Today it is hard to believe that the blue jay was even 
hunted, but at one time it was considered free for the 
hunting and a bird worthy of extinction. By the turn 
of the century the hunting of blue jays had become a 
major sporting event.

Someone to Blame
An April 4, 1929 article in the Calaveras 

Californian neatly summarized the attitude, “Gun 
Club to Hold Blue Jay Hunt” it claimed. “The 
Calaveras Gun Club will hold its annual Blue Jay 
hunt on Sunday, April 14th. The Club each year 
stages a Blue Jay hunt in an effort to exterminate 
the bluejays as they are considered by sportsmen as 

being detrimental to the propogation of quail.” The 
year of 1929 must have been busy for the hunters as 
they held another hunt in the fall. The Californian 
noted on November 7, 1929 that “More than 1500 
bluejays were slain Sunday in a campaign waged by 
two contending teams composed of members of the 
Calaveras Gun Club, captained by Frank Meyer and 
Earl Jaspar.”

In the early days of the hunt communities formed 
hunting clubs whose responsibility was to eliminate 
the jays. Eventually the clubs were, by extension, 
further charged with the responsibility of protecting 
the communities of all predatory animals. The sport 
of blue jay hunting became so lively that each year 
a fervor grew in anticipation of the annual hunt. As 
each town mustered a team to do the dirty deed, 
anticipation of the event quickly took on the air of a 
festival. Some towns would stage a friendly competi
tion between two teams drawn from the local ranks 
of crack-shot hunters. By the 1920’s the popularity 
and competitiveness of the annual hunt had grown 
so that a club from one town would compete against 
the club of another town.

“Blue Jays Should Take to the Woods” claimed 
the Calaveras Prospect on November 19, 1927. 
“Tomorrow the guns will roar and the blue jays

The California Quail,
from Audobon's Birds of America.
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Newspaper article from the Calaveras Prospect, March 24,1900.

the club. Charlie Dietz brought in 
21 birds; Ponnie Lloyd got 11 with 
a 22 rifle, and Frank La Riviere 
killed 6, with others yet to hear 
from, making the grand total for 
the day 626, not mentioning lost 
birds, which, according to talcs

which all of these sounds were co
mingled in inextricable confusion.

A little later and men might be 
seen stealing quietly out of town, 
singly and in groups of two or 
three, so as to be early on favorite 
ground, and this exodus continued 
till long before daylight the last of 
the twenty-four chosen champions 
were far away, ready to begin the 
slaughter with the first peep of 
dawn. When day did at last come, 
it was as perfect as a hunter could 
wish for. A gentle breeze from the 
west tempered the not too ardent 
rays of the sun, making just the day 
for such work as was before them. 
That they did good work is attested 
by the score which we give below, 
as well as by the fact that nearly 600 
of the noisy pests were destroyed.

The Prospect was well repre
sented and its proprietor, C. W.

What Feats of Valor the Boys 
Performed in the Field and at the 

Trencher Last Sunday.

BLUE JAYS
DID SUFFER

The San Andreas Blue Jay Club 
Makes a Great Kill.

an invited guest, to do the subject 
justice. Suffice it to say that the 
raviolas were never surpassed, 
the chicken unequaled, and the 
other good things, not forgetting 
the wine, were set forth in boun
teous quantity and most delicious 
quality. The way in which the 
good things disappeared testified 
to the appreciation of the diners 
as well as to the efficacy of a blue 
jay hunt for inducing an appetite. 
We could write a volume about 
this dinner, which was the only 
valiant part taken by the reporter, 
but space forbids.

There were many interesting 
events connected with the great 
hunt, many sharp jokes at the 
expense of some of the hunters, 
but we will forbear and spare 
their feelings. We will remark in 
passing that in addition to the birds 

Getchell, proved the king gun of killed by the regular teams Sunday, 
the day - bringing in 51 birds as several of the small boys were out
his share. Frank Treat was a close also, after the bounty offered by 
second, with a total of 47 to his
credit. Altogether there were 588 
birds killed, being an average of
24 1/2, while for the winning side 
the average was only a fraction 
short of 30.

When the hunters began to

The great blue jay hunt which 
came off last Sunday according 
to program proved even a greater 
success than its most sanguine 
promoters anticipated. Nothing 
since the destruction of Cevera’s 
fleet on the southern coast of Cuba 
has created so much excitement in 
town as this hunt. It was the theme 
of conversation with every group 
on the streets for two days before 
it came off, and bids fair to be the 
only subject talked of for some time 
to come.

Saturday was the first real 
serious preparation for the affair 
and all that day excited men might 
be seen hurrying through the streets, 
carrying guns, shooting vests, belts 
of ammunition, hunting garb and 
various paraphanalia of the day, 
or gathered in noisy groups at the 
street corners to discuss the different 
angles of the affair or to lay bets 
on some contrite hunter or on the 
general result. As darkness closed 
down the excitement increased till 
it seemed as though every man and 
boy in town was on the streets, and 
the air was full of “No. 6 is best;” 
“No, take No. 8;” “five grammes;” 
“smokeless;” “four ounce;” “pump 
gun;” “two wads on the powder;” 
“Bear Mountain;” “Murray Creek;” 
“one hundred shells;” “bet yer five 
dollars he don’t;” “he’ll give ’em 
hell,” and finally a perfect babel in 

return, along towards four o’clock, told by the hunters, must aggregate
the hour set for the counting of fully 150 more.
the game, the excitement rose The following is the score:
again to fever heat, and continu- Holland, Capt . .19 Zwingc, Capt . .41

ally increased as each bag was Treat ............... .47 Stewart........... .44

counted. The men who stormed Amon............... .24 Getchell ......... .51

San Juan heights were nowhere, Coulter............. .31 Toon............... .22

compared with these heroes, who I). Casey ......... .12 McAdams .... .28

where cheered and treated till the La Riviere .... .11 Oncto............. .29

town was hardly big enough to Roberts ........... .36 McLaughlin . . .27

contain them. But at least they Redmond......... .12 Snyder ........... .31

were quieted enough to be taken Jack................. .12 B. Casey........... . .4

up to Oneto’s, where the feast was Waters............. .17 Burns ............... .30

spread for the hunters, after having Dower ............. . .9 Allen................. . 16

been photographed by the local Nun er............... ..5 Hertzig............. .30

camera fiends. That supper! Well Total........... 235 Total ........... 353

words fail the reporter, who was Won by ................118
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will drop, as the teams of the Calaveras Gun Club 
will be out to gather in sufficient number to win a 
big dinner. Ralph Treat and Marvin Waters are the 
captains of the teams and the rivalry will be keen.”

The routine was to designate a day early in the 
spring, always a Sunday, on which to mount the hunt. 
Although it was called the Annual Blue Jay Hunt, in 
later years a second hunt was held again late in the fall. 
Team captains were designated, usually by drawing 
names from a hat, about two weeks prior to the hunt. 
The position of a team captain required no other 
responsibility than to carry the prestige of the title. 
Teams were drawn from the local population of hunters 
which often included the sheriff or other town leaders. 
As almost all men hunted at that time it was easy to 
muster a complete team of competent shooters. In the 
earlier years of the shoot interested hunters signed up 
or were enlisted in to the team of their choice. In later 
years the hunt was so popular that team members were 
drawn from a pool. The team members’ names were 
printed in the local newpapers with much fanfare 
and they were feted by their communities in the days 
leading up to the hunt. “The War on Extermination 
Goes on All Over the County” cried the Calaveras 
Prospect in 1900, whipping up enthusiasm for the 
event. The hunters practiced diligently, cleaned their 
guns, and staked out promising hunting grounds.

The actual hunting was allowed from sunup until 
the afternoon when the shooting was called off. Often 
the wily hunters were seen to leave town well before 
sunup to get an early jump on their favorite hunting 
grounds. If they were caught trying to get an early 
start on the action they had to forfeit their birds, much 
to the embarrassment of their team. The whole county 
was considered fair game for the hunting. Almost no 
ranch or homestead was left unchecked in search of the 
pesky bird. Interestingly the same ranches that shunned 
the local quail hunters would openly welcome the blue 
jay hunters. All predatory birds, including hawks, were 
stalked on this day. The air was filled with frantic gunshot 
from dawn until late afternoon. The spectators amused 
themselves throughout the day with grandiose stories of 
the progress of the hunters. Betting on the outcome was 
a particularly popular way for the spectators to pass the 
day. Bets were placed among the hunters, among the 
spectators, or between one club versus another.

At a pre-determined time in the late afternoon, 
usually 4:00 or 5:00, all of the hunters returned to a 
designated central location for the counting of their 

kills. A very careful tally of the day’s spoils was 
compiled by an independent judge. The hunter with 
the most predators, the hunter with the highest tally 
of blue jays, and the team with the greatest number 
of kills were all recognized for their outstanding 
accomplishments. Younger or “junior” hunters, and 
even the occasional female hunter were recognized 
for their accomplishments in the contest. “Lorraine 
Zwinge, daughter of Sheriff and Mrs. Joe Zwinge, 
was the only woman member of the hunting teams 
and reports killing five birds. Miss Zwinge, who is 
an expert shot with firearms, will shortly organize 
a ladies auxiliary of the Associated Sportsmen” 
reported the Calaveras Californian, October 24, 
1935. Two days later Miss Zwinge’s prowess was 
touted in the Calaveras Prospect as well.

After the counting the hunters sometimes assem
bled for a group photograph around their slaughter 
then treated themselves to a well-deserved meal. 
The meal never included blue jay on the menu. Few 
people ate bluejays as they were considered unpalat
able. Thus the spoils of the day were just that. The 
entire bluejay kill was wasted.

Each year communities vied for the honor of hosting 
the dinner. In the early days of the hunt the communi
ties honored their hunters with a potluck dinner at the 
end of the day. As the hunt grew more competitive over 
the years, the “award” for the winning team was to be 
treated to dinner by the losing team. Regardless of who 
won or lost, everyone joined in the festive meal at the 
end of the day. Everyone enjoyed the day’s events except 
the guest of honor, the bluejay. “It was great sport for all 
except the poor bluejay” recalled Larry Getchell, whose 
San Andreas family participated in the event for many 
years. The results of the hunt and details of the dinner 
enjoyed by the fans and hunters were faithfully reported 
in the paper after each hunt. (See inset)

Eventually the clubs put up bounties to reward the 
hunters for their kills. A blue jay brought a bounty of one 
penny, and a hawk or other predator was worth two jays. 
At one time the San Andreas Blue Jay Club paid losers 
two cents per jay, and let the losers pay for the dinner for 
the winners. The cost of buying a winning hunter their 
dinner usually ran about one dollar. Many hunters did not 
have that kind of money to spare. Good hunters could 
enlist sponsors to help offset the potential cost of the loss, 
while the losing team could be assured of at least a few 
good hunters even if they were “bought.” Other than the 
bounties, awards or prizes were rarely ever given.
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1852 San Francisco menu listing partridge as a game item for the dinner. 
Menu courtesy of the Robert B. Honeyman, Jr. 

collection of on-line images of the Bancroft Library.

Changing A ttitudes

“FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION TO STAGE 
BIG HUNT” claimed the Calaveras Californian and 
March 1, 1928, lending the hunt an air of credibility. 
Initially when one reads this account one believes 
that it is a measure taken at a local level to protect 
the wildlife. In fact the hunt turns out to be an 
outright sanctioned slaughter.

“The Bret Harte Fish and Game 
Protective Association held a regular 
meeting last Friday evening... The 
matter of staging another blue jay hunt 
was discussed at length. It was decided 
to appoint a committee to work out 
plans for a hunt of all predatory animals 
and fowls. A prize has been suggested 
such as a fine shot gun or rifle valued 
at about $100. The contest would be on 
for a month, persons bringing in the 
most points would be awarded to the 
gun. It was suggested that one blue jay 
count one point, coyotes, lions, hawks 
and other birds and animals would 
count a certain number of points.” 

“SUNDAY BAD DAY FOR BLUE 
JAYS” noted the Calaveras Prospect on 
March 22, 1930. Showing little sentiment 
toward the hapless jay, the paper stated that 
“Last Sunday was a bad day for blue jays living 
in the vicinity of the county seat. Members of 
the Calaveras Gun Club were on the warpath 
and any blue jay that showed his head above 
the grass was quickly killed.” The hunt that 
spring brought in 922 birds. Continuing the 
same sentiment as the Prospect had shown, 
in the fall of that same year the Calaveras 
Californian stated on November 13th that 
“Regarding bluejays as birds of prey, particu
larly, it is said, because they destroy the eggs 
and young quail, sportsmen in the county 
for several years past have endeavored to rid 
the district of the jays which were formerly 
found in great numbers.” By the fall hunt of 
1930, either bluejay numbers were noticeably 
declining, or else luck was finally on the side 
of the jay. Lower than usual numbers of dead 
jays were tallied from the fall hunt, which may 
have been hampered by poor weather condi
tions rather than any actual lack of enthusiasm 

or prowess on the part of the hunters. “Due to previous 
intensive hunts and because of a heavy fog, fewer birds 
than usual were shot.”

The Californian noted “Buck” Segale of Angels 
Camp was declared as the champion hunter of the 
fall shoot of 1931. He bagged 138 bluejays. Next to 
the column noting the results of the bluejay hunt was 
another article about a hunter charged with killing 
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a doe during the deer hunting season. Apparently 
neither the editors nor the readers saw any paradox 
between these two stories being side-by-side.

By the late 1930’s the enthusiasm for hunting 
predators in Calaveras County had grown to a feverish 
addiction. The sportsmen’s clubs heartily endorsed 
openly hunting every animal whose behavior could 
be construed as “predatory.” Clubs from out of the 
area would travel to Calaveras County to compete 
against local teams in our fertile foothill habitat. 
Hunts were expanded to include raccoons, coyotes, 
foxes, owls, skunks, and bob cats and even “stray” 
house cats. Such hunts proved to be immensely 
popular for entertainment. One raccoon hunt in 1940 
in Murphys drew a crowd of 600 people to a dinner 
and dance held at the Kenny Ranch in celebration of 
the 36 coons and one bob cat killed that day.

In the early days of the 1900’s, the sentiment about 
the correctness of such a hunt was argued before the 
public. Apparently the controversy remained the 
same for the next 35 years. In 1934, the Calaveras 
Californian reprinted an argument that had been 
previously presented on April 16, 1900. “ZEALOUS 
ARGUMENT Vs. JUDGEMENT,” the article cried.

“Now that the bluejay has become recog
nized as a pest and the movement for his 
extermination has become general we hear all 
kinds of reasons why he should be destroyed 
and scores of crimes are laid at his door, in 
many cases we dare say, if the poor jay could but 
have a hearing even under the rigorous cross- 
examination of District Attorney McSorley 
with all the jay hunters sitting as a jury, he 
would prove an alibi. Now comes T. L. Birney 
a well-to-do rancher living near Angels Camp, 
who according to the Record says that the jay 
used to fill up the conduit of his elevated water 
tank with acorns just for the fun of seeing him 
climb to the dizzy heights and dig them out.

“Croff Bryant, formerly of this place 
(Mokelumne Hill) but now of Angels Camp 
says that when he played all night for dances 
at the Hill his slumbers were invariably 
disturbed the following day by the jays who 
entered his cottage through a woodpecker 
hole near the gable and dropped big acorns 
down on his face just to see him bound from 
his bed with the sonambulistic call, “swing

The Annual Blue Jay Hunt, 1902. Note pile of dead jays and happy hunters (such as the man with the striped shirt and bottle).
Photo courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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The Annual Blue Jay Hunt in San Andreas, circa 1910. 
Photo courtesy of the Historical Society.

your partners,” a cry that was always answered 
by derisiv chatter from the jays. 

“While we believe the war of extermi
nation should go on, even to the extent if 
necessary of making “recontrandos” of the 
luckless birds, we should not permit our zeal 
to overcome our judgement in matters of 
argument, for it may be with us as it was with 
the British Lion a short time ago, when Oom 
Paul was shearing him of his man - “Not that 
it hurts so much but it makes me look like the 
devil in the eyes of the world.”

Guilt for the shameless slaughter of the innocent 
wild birds was starting to enter the minds of the 
public, although the following year 1368 jays were 
killed in the annual contest.

By 1938 either the jay population had finally 
succumbed to the relentless hunting and had begun 
to appreciably decline, or the hunting conditions or 
the hunters’ skills were significantly diminished. 
Few jays were killed in what had been advertised 
as “a blue jay and predatory animal hunt” open to 
the public. The January 30, 1938 hunt brought “A 
total 229 bluejays, two hawks and a stray house cat” 

reported the Prospect. In a tongue-in-cheek letter 
to the paper, one of the long time hunters who had 
headed several bluejay hunts over the years, Thomas 
Trengove noted his and a partner’s advanced skills 
in light of poor hunting conditions. “In regards to 
hunting blue jays” he implored of the paper’s editor, 
“I really believe the Fish and Game commission 
should give us some bluejays to put in those rearing 
pens so that we could have some birds to shoot as 
the boys say they could not find any birds. And then 
again maybe there are enough birds here, for two old 
cripples, one with a leg crippled up and the other 
with an arm crippled up went out and killed 42 of the 
229 birds that were killed. Not so bad for cripples. 
Ha, ha. Also killed a hawk and a cat.”

The tide was turning and compassion for the blue jay 
was getting stronger. In the previous decade, thirty years 
of conservationists’ efforts had turned public opinion in 
the midwest in favor of saving rather than slaughtering 
the remaining cranes, long since considered a game bird. 
These attitudes were spreading across the country as a 
better understanding of ecosystems was taking hold. By 
the early 1940’s, it did not seem to make much sense to 
continue to hunt the blue jay. The blue jay was formally
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ANGELS CLUB
MAKES RECORD

They Hunt Blue Jays to Some Purpose.

It Was a Great and Glorious Day for Sport and the 
Boys Cover Themselves with Glory.

Last Sunday the men of the Angels Blue Jay 
club met near the Elkhorn station, Nassan valley, 
for the grand hunt of the season. There were 36 as 
good shots as the county affords that mustered for the 
slaughter, and they worthily maintained their reputa
tion on this occasion, killing in the aggregate of 1155 
birds, being an average of over 32 birds to a man. 
The winning side made a score of 595, or an average 
of a little over 33 birds. Charley Tryon led the list 
with a score of 74 birds.

The sides were under the command of Wm. 
Kelly and Bert Morgan, as the respective captains. 
The start was made about 7 o clock in the morning 
for the scene of the hunt, both sides going together, 
and at 2:30 o clock they met at the old Billings place, 
on the Milton road, where a grand feast was spread at 
the losers expense. All who participated declare the 
occasion was a most enjoyable one, and no accident 
occurred to mar the pleasure of the day. The hunting 
ground was good, birds plentiful, and only for failure 
of ammunition the score doubtless would have been 
greater. The following is the score:

Total.................................................... 1155

Kelly’s side: Morgan’s side:
C.W. Tryon ............... ... .74 Phil Pache........... ............... 26
Sol King . 24 Dr Smith 41
John Tryon ............... ... .23 J. Drew ............... ............... 38
W. M. Meyers........... ... .62 M. Lewis............. ............... 10
R. A. Carter............... ... .40 Ralph Lemue .... ............... 40
Geo. Tryon ............... ... .37 A. Hightower . . . . ...............19
John Calhoun ........... ... .20 H. Turner............. ............... 69
Al Schwarer ............. ... .43 Andy Rolled .... ............... 49
F. A. Gurney............. ... .22 Wm. Rolled......... ............... 38
J. A. Ayala................. .........8 C. Herald............. ............... 24
Andy Crooks............. ....51 Jeff Wilds ........... ............... 41
John Lagomarsino .. . ... .67 Bob Baker........... ............... 45
H. R. Barden............. .........6 A. J. Martin......... ............... 45
Geo. Bennett............. ... .27 V. M. Colt ........... ................. 4
J. Trizona................... ... .23 A. Chapman .... ............... 28
Nick Clindich ........... ... .27 Wm. Caster......... ............... 21
Bert Cosgrove........... ... .27 R. Wallworth .... ............... 14
Wm. Kelly................. . . . .14 Bert Morgan .... ................. 8

Total...................... . . .595 Total............... .............560

Newspaper article from the Calaveras Prospect, 
March 31,1900.

declared to not be a game bird and was legally protected 
from hunting. The last public blue jay hunt held in 
Calaveras County was in 1941. Thereafter the minds 
and possibly the guns of the hunters were turned to more 
pressing matters than a local harmless nuisance.

What’s It All About?
The idea of massive hunts of blue jays sounds 

shameless to us today, but the attitude up until 
about 1950 was one of man’s conquest over nature. 
“Nineteenth- and early twentieth-century sport 
hunting amounted to nothing less than unbridled 
massacre” says Farley Mowat in his book The Sea 
of Slaughter, where he studies the unchecked attitude 
of the slaughter of all kinds of birds. Mowat goes 
on to analyze the demise and near extinction of the 
whooping and sandhill cranes, once popular game 
birds. “Such huge and prepossessing birds could not 
hope to escape the rapacity of European man. Sport 
and market hunters slaughtered them mercilessly.” 
Such was the attitude toward the mild-mannered quail 
in the west. One bird actually hunted to extinction in 
the northeast was the passenger pigeon. It, too, was 
blamed for everything that offended the immigrants. 
Mowat quotes an account written around 1680: “We 
resolv’d to declare War against the Turtle-Doves 
(passenger pigeon), which are so numerous in Canada 
that the Bishop has been forc’d to excommunicate ‘em 
oftner than once, upon the account of Damage they 
do to the Products of the Earth.” By extension, here in 
the west it was justified to kill the blue jay for whom 
the quail decline was blamed.The numbers of birds 
killed annually by local hunters was staggering. Often 
a thousand or more bluejays were slaughtered each 
year. It is hard to believe that such numbers could 
be sacrificed from the population without having a 
devastating effect. But the odd truth was that the blue 
jay population really did not show appreciable signs 
of distress. The blue jay is an amazingly adaptable 
animal, much like the coyote or the rattlesnake. Each 
of these animals has an ability to overcome significant 
adversity in their habitats. Unlike the more frail quail 
which showed obvious population fluctuations, the 
blue jay did not appear significantly harmed by the 
annual dramatic reduction of its numbers. Apparently 
the elimination of a thousand blue jays from the local 
population was truly a drop in the bird bucket. But the 
blue jay hunting was minor compared to the almost 
daily hunting of the quail.
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There were many reasons for the decline of the quail 
population. Most significant is the loss of habitat. Other 
influences which can effect the quail population are 
periodic droughts or the spread of logging. Brush and 
slash piles from logging provide protective cover for the 
quail, but require the quail to relocate due to the logging 
in their habitat. The quail population also fluctuates with 
the coyote population. Over time the pendulum swings 
in nature. A once enthusiastic sport of hunting bluejays 
eventually went by the wayside and lost its popularity. 
Likewise an animal population like the quail’s, once 
threatened, can recover if left without interference. The 
quail population is now recognized to fluctuate every 
few years due to numerous influences as described 
above, but in the long run the population can recover. It is 
a fact of nature that the bluejay will harass the nests and 
attack the eggs of the quail. But it is also a fact of nature 
that these two species of birds are able to live in a balance 
with each others’ behavior. On the aggregate, the effect 
of the bluejay on the quail population is insignificant

In the days of the Annual Blue Jay Hunt, the relentless 
hunting to provide fresh game to feed the hungry restau
rant trade and later the dinner plates of local families was 
the greatest strain on the quail population To supply that 
demand, the quail were hunted mercilessly for almost one 
hundred years to a state of severe depletion. Oddly the local 
hunters never sought to blame themselves for this decline. 
Left unchecked, the jay and quail populations worked in 
balance with each other. It was not until quail hunting was 
curtailed under better management in the 1940’s that the 
population saw a healthy comeback. Today restaurants are 
supplied by farm raised quail, and the seasons and limits 
for quail hunting are very conservative. Farm quail are 
planted for hunting and population enhancement. And the 
bluejays are left alone, for the most part.

The Red-Tailed Hawk, fair game for the blue jay hunters. 
Image courtesy of eNature on-line images.

152 PREDATORS
KILLED IN COUNTY 

BYSPORTSMEN
One hundred and fifty-two predatory birds and 

animals were slaughtered in Calaveras County during 
the month of December by members of the Associated 
Sportsmen of Calaveras County according to the com
mittee on predatory animal control of the organization, 
which made the report at the Wednesday evening 
meeting of the organization held in Angels Camp. The 
total of 152 killed were divided as follows: Hawks, 45; 
coons, 32; coyotes, 7; fox, 9; bluejays, 34; owls, 1; 
house cats, 8; wild bob cats, 4; skunks, 12.

A special meeting of the organization has been 
called for January 19 at San Andreas for the purpose 
of discussing plans for a county-wide bluejay hunt.

At Wednesday evening s meeting, President Al- 
dyn Davies, presided. The meeting was given over to 
general discussion of the proposed plan of securing a 
game sanctuary for the newly reared birds at the as
sociation s rearing pens at Murphys. The birds would 
be liberated in this sanctuary, which would be closed 
to hunting for three years by the State Fish and Game 
Commission. The birds on hand in the rearing pens 
are quail, chucor partridge and Mongolian pheasants.

President Davies invited the general public to view 
the birds at the rearing pens at the Bret Harte hospital 
grounds at any time before they are liberated in the spring.

Newspaper article from the Calaveras Prospect, 
January 15,1938.

Isn’t it ironic that the greatest reason for the 
decline of the quail, which prompted the heady 
Annual Blue Jay Hunt, was actually hunting itself?

Editor’s Note: Las Calaveras recognizes irregulari
ties in historic quotes. In the interest of authenticity the 
author has attempted to remain faithful to the spell
ings and grammar of those quoted. Las Calaveras is 
grateful for the recollections of the late Larry Getchell 
who had contributed many articles to Las Calaveras 
including his version of the Annual Blue Jay Hunt. Las 
Calaveras a&o appreciates the research assistance of 
the Calaveras County Historical Society staff.
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

June 2003
Doug Tribble, Angels Camp
Fairy Gust, Vallecito
John & Jan Matson, Valley Springs
Saundra Hambrick, Mountain Ranch 
Kim Waide, Twain Harte
Leroy & Peggy Dodge, Mountain Ranch 
Frank & Jean Nicol, Pauma Valley
Sam & Susie Vassey, San Andreas
Lee & Kay Wilcox, San Andreas
Dave Sanders, San Andreas

July 2003
Rory Erbeck, Vallecito
Paul A, & Heidi Raggio, Merced
John & Clare Raggio, Farmington
Stuart & Melissa Raggio, Angels Camp 
Stephen & Linda Stocking, San Andreas

August 2003
Bob Foppiano Sr., Roseville
Ted Robinson, Renton, WA
Randy & Ila Norrie, San Andreas

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the following donations:

July 2003
Nineteen historic photos—Wally Motloch of Mountain Ranch 
Miscellaneous personal letters—“Cap” Ferguson & 

Amy E. Jordan of Greenbrae
A letter on Sheriff Joshua Jones’ stationary—Barbara 

H. May of Walnut Creek
A book, Grammar School Geography, and a magazine, 

Cosmopolitan—Ruth Matson of San Andreas
Hand-held school bell and slate from Burson School— 

Herb Filben of San Andreas
HP LaserJet 4200 printer—David Studley of Mountain Ranch 
1962 Skull Yearbook—Larry & Lynda Tusoni of Angels Camp 
Ladies’ compact from WWII in shape of military 

hat—Rosemary Faulkner of Jackson
Coles Airtight Stove from Chicago—George Roessler 

of Valley Springs

August 2003
Mining maps of Thorpe, Baldwin, Alto & Del Rio 

mines; photos of Fourth Crossing & miscellaneous 
papers from the Alfred G. Kirby family; a book 
of blueprints of mining equipment; new display 
panels—Betsy Kirby Hudson of Angels Camp 

Photo of Sheriff Joshua Jones, Jr.—Barbara H. May of 
Walnut Creek

One pair of iron doors—Beth Childs & Genna Hurst 
of West Point

Heavy-duty leather sewing machine—Mr. & Mrs. Bob 
Belmont of Valley Springs

Photo of George Washington Osborn—Mr. & Mrs. 
Burruss of Bakersfield

________________________________J
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TURNER LILLIE’S CALAVERAS TRANSIT, 
1914 TO 1941

by C. R. Haynes

From Horse Drawn to Horse Power

The Calaveras Transit was a bus company for 
passengers and freight founded by James Rufus Turner 
Lillie. Turner Lillie, as he was always known, was 
born in 1869 to an early pioneer ranching and busi
ness family of Valley Springs. Turner’s 
father and uncle had settled in the area 
in the 1860s and were already well 
established businessmen when, in 1885, 
the railroad line came to Valley Springs 
connecting it with Lodi. This provided 
an opportunity for Lillie to start what 
became a successful business. He trans
ported freight and passengers arriving 
on the train that needed to be delivered 
to outlying areas of Calaveras County.

In the late 1890s and 1900s Turner 
Lillie’s enterprises included a number of 
activities that interconnected. He operated 
a butcher business with cattle provided 
from his own ranch and delivered meat 
by wagon. He hauled freight and passen
gers to the mining camps and he took

“drummers” (traveling salesmen) to various places in 
Calaveras County when they came to Valley Springs 
on business. Lillie soon saw that it was the passenger 
and freight delivery service that had the most potential. 
Lillie made the transition from horse drawn wagons to

Raymond Lillie, the son of the man who built the Calaveras Transit bus company, 
with a mail car on Channel Street in Stockton, 1934. The Stockton bus depot is 

visible at the intersection of Hunter Street in the right of the picture.
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A young Turner Lillie on a horse giving a ride to a dog, around 
1888. Photo courtesy of Don Neilsen, Turner Lillie's grandson.

horsepower in 1914 when he acquired his first automo
bile. This was the start of motorized “stages to Stockton”.

The transition from horse-drawn stages to motor car 
was to be slow and frustrating. At first both horse-drawn 
and motor vehicles were needed to mutually support each 
other. Many ironic stories exist about teams of horses 
needed to pull the “new-fangled” automobiles out of the 
mud. It was also not unusual for the auto-stages to rescue

passengers from a horse-drawn stage with a broken axle. 
In fact, Turner Lillie met his wife-to-be, Marie Louise 
Fairchild, during just such an incident when he was stuck 
in the mud with a team and wagon. According to one of 
his six sons, Everett, “Pa was stuck in front of the school 
house and the children, one of them being Marie, were 
jeering him.” Marie Fairchild was bom in Glencoe on 
March 18, 1877. She and
Turner were married on
November 4, 1896.

Turner Lillie purchased
his new Model T in May of
1914. His first trip with
paying passengers trans
ported five ladies out for
a shopping trip from Valley
Springs to Stockton. This
was not a “new service”
as open wagons and even
fringe-topped buggies had
previously taken passengers to
It was the mode of transportation and the passengers 
themselves that had changed. The ladies now traveled in 
an enclosed automobile and were as stylishly dressed as 
any of their Stockton counterparts.

The Sierra Railway had reached Angels Camp from 
Jamestown via the Melones grade in 1902. With the automo
biles and the condition of the roads becoming more reliable 
Turner Lillie’s transportation business expanded at a faster 
pace. In late 1914 he moved his business and his family 
to Angels Camp to be closer to the hub of transportation 

in Calaveras County. Mining 
and the supporting industry of 
logging made Angels Camp 
the logical choice. In Angels 
Camp Turner Lillie purchased 
two adjoining houses on Main 
Street for his large family of 
now eight children (none 
of which were then out of 
school or married). The fact 
that Lillie was already forty- 
five years old when he started 
his new venture was amazing. 
It may not be so surprising 
when we consider his often 
stated philosophy, “When 
lacking in ambition, get in 
debt.” With a heavy debt and Lillie's meat delivery wagon in front of his meat market in Valley Springs, 1895.

Stockton for

Marie Louise Fairchild 
of Glencoe, circa 1897.
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ten mouths to feed Lillie was driven to 
ambition and his dream of a bus trans
portation system became a reality.

Regulation by the 
California Railroad 

Commission

Turner and Marie Louise Lillie, circa 1910.

An early Lillie stage, pictured in front of the Valley Springs Railroad Depot, circa 1895.

The New Buses
As the Railroad Commission worked to regulate the 

bus industry, Lillie worked to expand his operation with 
additional vehicles. In 1917 he ordered two new Packard 
buses through a dealer in Stockton to upgrade his service. 
These Packards, known as “Dream Coaches”, were among 
the finest vehicles available at the time. Unfortunately, 
the buses were awaiting delivery in the dealer’s two-story 
building when the building caught fire. At that time two

Transit. Turner Lillie continued 
to operate as an independent and 
changed the name of his company 
from “Angels-Stockton Stages” to 
Calaveras Transit. However, the 
advantage of a name that sounded 
similar to California Transit would 
only last a few years.

By the early 1920s the Railroad 
Commission rules were well defined. 
All bus companies were required to 
publish their fares and schedules and 

adhere strictly to them. The routes they operated were 
specifically defined. Calaveras Transit had the rights to 
operate their mainline service north from Angels Camp 
to Altaville and San Andreas, then west over Highway 
26 to Stockton. Their main line always ran through 
Valley Springs and continued west serving Stone Corral, 
Bellota, Linden, and Glenwood Road Junction, then on 
to the Stockton main bus terminal on Hunter Square to 
connect with other bus lines.

By 1915 the daily train service 
of freight, passengers, and mail into
Angels Camp was only marginally 
profitable. Automobile transporta
tion had taken most of the train’s passenger business.

From 1914 to 1918 bus service was completely disor
ganized. There was no published schedule or fares and 
operators did not even work together. This created tremen
dous difficulties and frustrations for passengers. The State 
of California threatened to regulate the bus business, but 
had no agency prepared to do so. In 1916 the “Star Auto 
Stage Association” was formed in Sacramento to organize 
smaller independent operators and include operators 
around Sacramento, Stockton, Modesto, Merced and the 
“hill counties” around them. In 1917 “Star” moved its 
headquarters to Stockton at 27 South Hunter Street to be 
near the center of its territory.

The State of California then began regulating the bus 
industry through a new department set up in its already 
established California Railroad Commission. This 
agency established its control slowly because the new 
rules had to be written and the Commission depended 
on the bus industry to help define these new regula
tions. All operating rights
were “grandfathered in” 
back to April 1, 1917. The
question came up at several 
commission hearings as to 
who owned the rights at Star
- the individuals involved or
the association as a whole?
The Commission suggested 
that Star incorporate to settle 
this question. A man named
W. E. “Buck” Travis, who
at the time was the largest 
bus operator in the country, 
solved the problem. Travis 
bought and incorporated Star 
in 1920, and in 1921 changed 
the name to California
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The Stickle Building in Angels Camp as it appeared around 1926. The original Stickle Building is 
the building on the right with the porch, built in 1856. The building in the middle, the garage with the 
archway, was built after 1900. Both buildings were built by Italian stone masons and still stand today. 

The building on the left was built by contractors from San Francisco and still houses a bank today. 
Note the gas pumps in front of the depot and the dirt street. Photo courtesy of Rene Baylor Photography.

Packard. The new Packard 
gave Calaveras Transit the 
edge it needed to compete.

In 1921 Frank Fageol 
built the first vehicle specifi
cally designed as a bus. The 
first true bus came from his 
truck building factory in 
Oakland, California. These 
buses, known as the Fageol 
(rhymes with fragile) were 
painted gray and the name 
“Safety Coach” was attached 
to the radiator grille. Frank 
Fageol could have saved his 
money and material on these 
nameplates, because as soon 
as people saw the new slim, 
trim and streamlined coaches 
they said the buses looked 
as sleek as “greyhounds.” 
Fageol should have patented

Newspaper Ad—Lillie's Bus Schedule 
as it appeared in the Calaveras 

Californian, January 26,1918

this name, but he continued to call his buses Safety 
Coaches. In just a few years he went out of business.

Buses built in the 1920s and 1930s were fascinating 
in their appearance then as they are now. Although not 
built as curiosities, they often were. Up until 1936 
buses appeared in so many styles and shapes that the 
only place you were likely to see several buses that 
looked alike would be on a Greyhound’s main line.

Inside of Stickle Building with Turner Lillie on the right and the 1919 Packard bus in the 
left foreground, and various Ford buses in the background, circa 1926.

Expanding Competition
The railroad never regained its prominence in 

passenger service. Since it was so unprofitable, the rail
road was allowed to abandon service to Angels Camp

SAN ANDREAS (east bound) 
Arrive 10:30 A.M. Leave 10:35 P.M. 
Arrive 4:00 P.M. Leave 4:05 P.M.

SAN ANDREAS (west bound)
Arrive 7:45 A.M. Leave 8:00 A.M. 
Arrive 1:45 P.M. Leave 2:00 P.M.

Sage Stops at All Way Stations. 
Connects with Outgoing Trains.

Direct Road to Big Trees and Dor
rington. Leaves Central Auto. Co., 118 

N. San Joaquin St., Stockton

Stockton Phone 436.
Angels Office, City Garage, Phone 128. 

Angels Res. Phone 33.

LILLIE’S
Angels-Stockton Stage

Star Auto Stage Assn.
Lv. Stockton Lv. Angels

7:30 A.M. 7:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M.

of Lillie’s daughters, Florence and Loretta were living in 
Stockton. Loretta was attending Humphreys Business 
College. Lillie’s daughters as well as others watched in 
horror as the buses fell through the floor of the burning 
building. Turner’s new Dream Coaches were destroyed.

It would be two more years before Turner’s order could 
be re-filled. During these years all buses were either stretch 

limousines or truck 
chassis with special 
bodies. In 1919 
he finally took 
delivery of a new 
twelve-passenger 
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The "Central Garage". Turner Lillie in front of the somewhat updated 
bus depot and Ford Garage in the Stickle Building, circa 1928.

in 1935. This opened the door even further for motor 
service. Passenger service to Stockton from Calaveras 
County using the now proven automobile was provided 
by at least six others trying to capture part or all of this 
business. John Carley and his sons Joe and Earl; Fred 
Winkler and his partner O’Connell; Chappie Eberhardt; 
the Raggio brothers; as well as drivers Dave Foppiano, L. 
S. Hutchinson, Frank Cooper and Thomas Kelly had previ
ously provided service to Melones, Murphys and Stockton 
by horse drawn carts, buggies and wagons. These men 
recognized the opportunity in auto stage transportation 
and they gave Turner Lillie fierce competition. Lillie faced 
this competition head-on and prevailed. He was known for 
his hard work and honesty. With his willingness to back 
his ambition with risk-taking by going into heavy debt, he 
established a transportation system that would endure.

Lillie owned a number of Ford vehicles, because 
he had also become a Ford dealer.
He rented the Stickle Building in
Angels Camp for his stage line busi
ness, Ford dealership, and to use as 
a garage. In 1926 Lillie bought the 
Stickle Building.

In the 1930s Lillie bought one 
of the Fageol buses and it became the 
pride of the Calaveras Transit fleet.
As Greyhound absorbed smaller bus 
companies and combined their larger 
ones they would release some used 
buses for sale. Besides the Fageol bus, 
Calaveras Transit also purchased two
Garford buses to add to the fleet of 

Drivers Everett Lillie on the left and his younger brother 
Raymond on the right. Stylish lady in the center is 

Raymond's wife Nadine. Photo taken in Angels Camp a 
few steps from the Calaveras Transit Depot, circa 1932.

smaller Ford buses. In all, Lillie operated a variety of buses 
totaling seven from the headquarters in the Stickle building.

The U. S. Mail
Calaveras Transit was also allowed to operate passenger 

service through Copperopolis to Stockton. Although this 
route carried few passengers, carrying the mail made 
it profitable, and Lillie was awarded the mail contract. 
“Feeder service” could also be operated to Melones through 
Carson Hill, because this was inside Calaveras County, so 
that a mail contract also made this route viable. East from 
Angels Camp Lillie operated service to Vallecito, Murphys, 
Avery, and Arnold, and until the snow closed the road 
(usually around October) to Dorrington. When carrying 
mail, the bus sign boards read “U.S. Mail” rather than the 
usual destination of the bus.

Two Garfords and a mail car at the Valley Springs Hotel in 1936. The hotel also served 
as the bus depot, the Western Union office, and the phone company office.
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G art ord bus in front of the Altaville Post Office and Bus Depot 
in 1939. The stone building in the right background is the 

easily recognizable Prince-Garibaldi building.

In 1927 Lake Alpine Lodge was built to accom
modate the increasing vacation and tourist trade from 
Calaveras Big Trees State Park and the continued 
development of PG&E lakes such as Lake Alpine. 
The new lodge only stayed open until snow closed the 
road around October. Calaveras Transit was awarded 
the mail contract and the Railroad Commission also 
extended their rights to operate passenger service from 
Dorrington to Lake Alpine from May to October of 
each year. If the bus did not have a passenger destined 
for Lake Alpine, the driver still had to carry the mail, 
stopping at Dorrington, Camp Connell, Tamarack, 
Blood’s Station, and finally Lake Alpine. There were 
no eight hour days for those bus drivers. Fortunately, 
the Forest Service leased cabin sites and Lillie had a 
cabin built at Lake Alpine for his family and for the 
drivers who would have to stay overnight.

The Lake Alpine Lodge was also the post office. In 
some places the depot and post office were in separate 
locations requiring separate stops. In the cases of Felix, in 
the Salt Spring Valley and Eugene the post offices/depots

Buses at Valley Springs around 1936. The bus in the front is 
the Ford with destinations Stockton, Linden, Bellota, Valley 

Springs, San Andreas, Angels Camp and Murphys listed on the 
side. On the right is the Fageol.

were in a ranch house with the ranchers’ wives as the 
postmistresses. In all, Lillie’s depot stops included the post 
offices of Altaville, San Andreas, Valley Springs, Bellota, 
and Linden as well as the main post office in Stockton at 
the back of the Federal Building on Hunter Street.

The mail contracts were so important to a bus compa
ny’s revenues that it was literally its “bread and butter.” If 
there were no passengers the service still operated because 
the mail had to be delivered. The mail contract was up for bid 
every year creating a risk to the dependent company. Losing 
a mail contract could close a bus company in a rural area.

A Family Affair
Turner and Marie produced a tight family. In all they 

had ten children, at least three of whom went in to the 
family business and were involved in the daily opera
tions. Born between 1897 and 1920, their children were 
Florence, Elmer, Loretta, Wilber, Ethelyn, twins Everett 
and Ernest, Raymond, Vivian, and Elwin. Turner Lillie 
personally drove his buses for only the first few years 
until he could afford to hire drivers. Son Everett Lillie 
was a driver and a mechanic in the 1930s. Raymond Lillie 
became a driver right out of high school in 1932. Wilbur 
Lillie and his wife Arlene were the managers of the line 
from 1932 until it was sold in 1941.

Non-family employees maintained a longtime and 
closely connected relationship. Jack Vettorazzi drove 
through most of the 1930s. He was the lead driver and 
usually drove the Fageol. His younger brother Louie 
Vettorazzi sometimes drove relief. Adolph “Dufo” 
Gualdoni was a driver in 1936 and 1937.

A Day in the Life of a Bus Driver
A typical work day for a driver would be to start 

early in the morning from Angels Camp to take a load 
of miners to Melones, via Carson Hill, and return with

Bus #101 with driver Jack Vet standing 
alongside, circa 1938.
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passengers for the Stockton schedule. Or, passengers 
from Angels Camp and Vallecito would go to the 
Sanitarium in Murphys and the bus would return with 
passengers for the “main line to Stockton.”

Leaving Angels Camp 
at 7:30 A. M. this bus 
served Altaville, Forth
Crossing, San Andreas 
and Valley Springs where 
the bus had a connection 
from Mokelumne Hill and 
the northern end of the 
county. The bus would then 
continue on to Stone Corral 
where it would meet the bus 
from Stockton on the side
of the road to exchange 
mailbags. This stop would 
also give the passengers a chance to exchange greet
ings and news and take a few photographs. The bus 
would then continue westbound to Bellota, Linden, 
and Glenwood Road Junction to the main Greyhound 
Depot on Hunter Square in Stockton.

“Dufo” Gualdoni often drove the mail car through 
Copperopolis. The mail run was with a Model A Ford 
two-door sedan or a Ford wood-sided station wagon that 
could also carry one or two passengers. This run served 
Farmington, then Eugene at the Kelliher Ranch where 
the postmistress, Mrs. Groves, might serve him pie 
after he unloaded the mail. Next stop on this schedule 
would be the old rail town of Milton. In the horse and 
wagon days the mail had been brought in from Stockton 
on the Stockton and Copperopolis Railroad. Next stop 
was Felix on the Tower Ranch where Agnes Tower was 
the postmistress, then to Copperopolis where the mail 
was delivered to Mrs. Edna Lane. Postmistress Lane’s 
daughters, Kathleen Lane Supinger and Ina Lane Latin 
were sometimes passengers to Stockton for shopping, 
doctor’s appointments or to attend the theater.

The Altaville stop was next. Mrs. Delia Callahan was 
more than a postmistress. Besides the post office located in 

a small separate building, she 
also operated a gas station, 
store, and lunch counter for 
school children from Bret 
Harte High School, which was 
across the street. Mrs. Callahan 
had a hole cut in the wall of 
the two adjoining buildings so 
she could run back and forth 
from handling mail to serving 
other customers.

Only one mile away at 
the Angles Camp Depot the 
station schedule would end, 

but the driver’s day might not. The driver sometimes 
would be asked to take another bus to Carson Hill or 
Melones, or to go east to Dorrington and sometimes all 
the way to Lake Alpine. There were no regulations on 
drivers’ hours as there are today.

The Fageol and Ford meet on the road. Highway 26. Photo 
taken at Stone Corral in 1939.

In the winter when the road was closed by 
snow beyond Arnold, usually at either Big Trees or 
Dorrington, the driver would make a round trip to 
Arnold, serving Vallecito, Murphys, and Avery as well. 
In the summer this run also included Camp Connell, 
Tamarack, Blood’s Station and Lake Alpine.

More than one scheduled run a day was operated to 
Stockton with an afternoon run operating on most days. 
Jess Arthur drove this run. He stayed overnight at the 
Stockton Hotel, garaged the bus at the Pacific Storage 
Building at 544 North Hunter Street, and operated an 
early morning run back to Angels Camp. The 1930 Fageol bus leaving the Stone Coral stop.
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The Fageol on the mail docks at Stockton's main post office in 
1939. The large building in the background still stands today 

and is the Pacific Storage building where Turner Lillie rented 
space in the garage to store the buses overnight.

Destination Stockton
Buses converged from all directions in Stockton 

around mid-day. After unloading passengers, baggage, and 
freight the driver would take the mail to the main U. S. Post 
Office docks on the rear of the Federal Building at 400 
North Hunter Street. Stockton’s main post office had moved 
from California and Market Streets in 1934. The rear truck 
loading dock with its overhang is still the same today.

Most drivers would have their lunch at the Avenue Inn 
on the comer of Hunter and Miner Street. The Avenue Inn 
is the only business that still exists today that once served 
the bus industry employees in the 1920s and 1930s. All the 
buildings across the street from the Avenue Inn on the even 
numbered side of the block have all been leveled to accom
modate parking lots and now a new theater complex.

In the morning after receiving 
mail at the post office docks,
Calaveras Transit buses would load 
passengers, baggage, and freight in 
the depot at 227 North Hunter and 
then pull out onto the street to await 
any late connections. Stockton bus 
depots were to outgrow themselves 
several times. The Greyhound Depot 
served all the previous bus lines that 
had merged as well as a few inde
pendents. It was so crowded that 
many buses had to park on the street 
after loading in the depot building.
Some independents did not have 
permission to load inside the depot 
and had to load all their passengers 
and baggage on the streets around 
the depot.

Calaveras Transit drivers Ray Lillie (far left) and Jack Vettorazzi 
(far right) flanking two Greyhound drivers. Note that the two 
Greyhound drivers were wearing jodhpurs and high boots, 
the required uniform from 1931 to 1946. When high leather 

boots became too expensive and hard to obtain in the war, the 
uniform was changed to military "leggings", similar to spats.

A lot of people rode buses in the 1930s. Almost 
every family would have some reason to put someone 
on a bus for somewhere. Ferryboats still ran from 
Stockton to San Francisco. If a bus passenger to 
Stockton did not catch a connecting bus, he or she 
could take a ferry or train.

There’s Freight and There’s Freight
Passengers and mail were not the only things 

that the buses carried. Operating rights allowed bus 
companies to transport freight up to 100 pounds. Small 
companies without a local agent to collect packages for 
them would have to make unscheduled stops to pick up 
such things as laundry, car parts, flowers, and medical 

supplies to be transported to any 
destination served by the schedule. 

After the repeal of prohibition 
in 1933, whiskey was picked up at 
a bar in the Stockton Hotel to be 
delivered to bars and other busi
nesses in Calaveras County. Some 
of the more unusual cargo included 
ladybugs in burlap sacks, crickets in 
boxes, and live chicks.

Then there is the story of the 
bear... a story greatly exaggerated 
in the sporting clubs of Stockton. 
One version states that one of Turner 
Lillie’s buses arrived with a bear tied 
to each front fender, or an even more 
preposterous version was that a bear 
was riding next to the driver. A bear 
was indeed kept at the Angels Camp

Transit Driver Adolph "Dufo" Gualdoni in 
front of the Greyhound depot in Stockton at 

Channel and Hunter, 1936.
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Lv. 
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Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

9:15 A.M. 
9:20 A.M. 
9:30 A.M. 
9:35 A.M. 

10:05 A.M. 
10:15 A.M. 
10:25 A.M. 
10:35 A.M. 
11:00 A.M.

2:50 P.M. 
2:45 P.M. 
2:40 P.M. 
2:20 P.M. 
2:10 P.M. 
1:55 P.M. 
1:50 P.M. 
1:45 P.M. 
1:15 P.M. 

12:45 P.M. 
12:10 P.M.

rIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
| STOCKTON DEPOT 

| Pacific Greyhound

New Passenger and 
Express Schedules

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1,1940 
DAILY

Lv. VALLECITO
Lv. DOUGLAS FLAT
Lv. MURPHYS
Lv. AVERY
Lv. ARNOLD
Lv. CALAV. BIG TREES
Lv. DORRINGTON 
Lv. CAMP CONNELL
Lv. BIG MEADOWS

11:30 A.M. Lv. TAMARACK Lv.
12:00 Noon Ar. LAKE ALPIINE Lv.

CALAVERAS TRANSIT
COMPANY, Ltd.

STOCKTON OFFICE
330 S. Aurora

Leave MURPHYS 8:15 A.M. 4:35 P.M.
Leave DOUGLAS FLAT 8:25 A.M. 4:45 P.M.
Leave VALLECITO 8:30 A.M. 4:50 P.M.
Leave ANGELSCAMP 8:45 A.M. 5:00 P.M.
Leave SAN ANDREAS 9:15 A.M. 5:30 P.M.
Leave VALLEY SPRINGS 9:45 A.M. 6:00 P.M.
Leave BELLOTA 10:20 A.M. 6:35 P.M.
Leave LINDEN 10:30 A.M. 6:45 P.M.
Arrive STOCKTON 10:45 A.M. 7:00 P.M.
Leave STOCKTON 1:30 P.M. 7:30 P.M.
Leave LINDEN 1:50 P.M. 7:50 P.M.
Leave BELLOTA 1:55 P.M. 7:55 P.M.
Leave VALLEY SPRINGS 2:30 P.M. 8:30 P.M.
Leave SAN ANDREAS 3:00 P.M. 9:00 P.M.
Leave ANGELS CAMP 3:30 P.M. 9:30 P.M.
Leave VALLECITO 3:45 P.M. 9:45 P.M.
Leave DOUGLAS FLAT 3:50 P.M. 9:50 P.M.
Arrive MURPHYS 4:00 P.M. 10:00 P.M.

SERVICE ON SATURDAYS ONLY
Read Down Read Up
9:00 A.M. Lv. ANGELS CAMP Ar. 3:00 P.M.

Newspaper Ad - Calaveras Transit schedule from the 
Calaveras Californian, June 13,1940.

Depot for a while. According to Tom Osborn, his father 
and uncle had brought an orphaned bear cub down from 
their mountain pastures and kept it at the Osborn Ranch 
near Altaville. When the bear grew too big and rough for 
the Osborn children to play with, Turner took the bear and 
tied it at the bus depot in Angels Camp to entertain passen
gers. There the bear became famous with people coming 
just to see it. Eventually a movie company came to the 
depot and bought the bear. Such things were possible in 
those days, but wildlife laws are more protective today.

Turner Lillie...
The Man and His Legacy

People, however, were the ones that made a bus 
company successful, and Turner Lillie was a very 
personable man. Lillie’s grandchildren relate a number 
of stories about him. At the beginning of World War 
I, a young man named John Macintosh was riding the 
bus to Stockton to go in to the Army. Lillie allowed 
the young man an extra thirty minutes to visit with his 
sweetheart in Valley Springs. After the war, this young 
couple married and one of Lillie’s daughters, Loretta, 
attended the wedding as a witness.

Another story describes Lillie’s acrobatic abilities 
on a bicycle. Lillie, then a stalwart businessman in his 
fifties, noticed a young boy unsuccessfully attempting 
a difficult riding stunt on Main Street. Lillie took the 
bicycle and performed some amazing maneuvers. Lillie’s 
son, Wilbur, observed the scene and was totally awed. 
None of his family knew he could ride like that and some 
members of his family refused to believe the story.

We don’t know if Turner Lillie was a practical joker, 
but there is a least one story of his being literally on the 
receiving end of a joke. Shellacking a toilet seat was 
a common prank in those days. Retired Police Chief 
George Baratono tells of one of Lillie’s employees, Spiro 
Bronzich, shellacking the toilet seat in the ladies room at 
the depot. The intended victim was a businessman from 
across the street who would not use the restroom in his 
own establishment, but preferred the ladies room at the 
depot as he was somewhat of a dandy. Unfortunately 
Lillie was the recipient of the shellacking. Eunice 
Thompson, the bookkeeper at the depot, was a very prim 
and proper lady. Can you imagine her embarrassment at 
being “privy” to this joke?

Turner Lillie was a very active businessman as well 
as active in his community. He once served a term on 
the Grand Jury. In 1925, he was called to a meeting 
with other business leaders to solve a gas war. The gas 
war problem was not solved, but out of that meeting 
came an organization known as the “Angels Boosters.” 
Within a year, the Boosters came up with the idea of 
re-enacting the Frog Jump made famous by Mark Twain 
sixty years earlier. This made Turner Lillie a charter

Jack Vettorazzi in the Fageol waiting on Channel Street 
in the late 1930s.
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member in the organization 
that still exists today.

Although he did not drink,
Lillie often went in bars at the 
end of the workday to discuss 
local news and to promote 
his business. At home, only a 
block or so away, dinner was 
always served at sundown.
It was often the duty of his 
young daughter Loretta to 
knock on the door of the bar 
with a message. Of course, 
little girls were not allowed in
bars, so she would tell whoever 
answered the door to “tell
Daddy his supper is ready.”

Turner Lillie suffered a 
stroke and for the last few years 
of his life he made the trip to 
town with the help of his trusted 
employee, Spiro Bronzich. He
probably watched his son Wilbur 
and his daughter-in-law Arlene
run the business he had built through most of his life. He 
died on January 15, 1935 at the age of 65. According to his 
grandson, Don Nielsen, it rained so hard on the day of his 
funeral that the hearse could not make it up the hill to the 
Double Springs cemetery. His casket had to be carried about 
a quarter mile from the road to the grave site which was remi
niscent of this early days and an ironic ending to a man who

Turner Lillie was a man 
of “firsts.” He was the first to 
have an ice-making machine 
in his butcher shop in Valley 
Springs. He was the first 
to have a telephone which 
he installed at the butcher 
shop. He was the first to buy 
an automobile in his town. 
His was the first bus line 
in Calaveras County which 
provided the best motorized 
transportation system to 
serve the residents for over 
three decades.

Turner Lillie created a 
bus system within the county 
and provided connections 
to Stockton that paralleled 
(though on a smaller scale) 
that of Carl Eric Wickman’s 
building of a nation-wide 
system that in 1931 become 
the Greyhound system.

Both companies improved and expanded dramati
cally through the 1920s and 1930s. Turner Lillie’s 
company served Stockton from Calaveras County 
and Wickman’s served the nation. Calaveras County 
should not forget the stories of local transportation, 
and we are grateful for Turner Lillie’s contribution to 
the local bus industry.

Jack Vettorazzi on the sidewalk outside of the Stockton 
Greyhound depot in 1936. Note the uniform is still used by 
current drivers. Behind him inside the depot you can see 

the buses with the railroad lanterns on them.

had provided motor transportation his whole life.
The year 1935 was a milestone year for Calaveras

Transit. Congress passed the “Motor Carrier Act of 
1935,” which greatly increased regu
lation. These federal laws are still in 
force today. California placed bus
regulation under the “Public Utilities
Commission,” where it remains
today. Calaveras Transit ordered two 
new Ford buses which were deliv
ered in 1936. These buses were less 
expensive to operate and eventually 
replaced the Fageol and both the
Garfords. The new Fords served well
into World War II. Turner Lillie’s bus 
line was sold in 1941 to Jean Vincent 
Fuzere, yet the legacy that Turner 
Lillie built lasted many more.

Bus depot in Angels Camp, the Stickle Building, taken May 30,1941. Note the buses 
would park the wrong way, depending on which direction they were traveling. 

Photo courtesy of Bob Burrowes.
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FAREWELL
TO A FINE LADY

Lillian Filippini, 1906 - 2003

T
his Historical Society is sad to note the passing 
of one of our finest long-time members, Lillian 
Filippini. Mrs. Filippini graduated from Calaveras

High School in 1924 and lived in Calaveras County for 
81 of her 97 years. She married Charles Filippini and 
with him they worked cattle on the Filippini Ranch 
outside of San Andreas for most of her adult life.

Mrs. Filippini was involved in community interests 
as well, and was active for 75 years with the Angels- 
Azalea Chapter of the Eastern Star, Guardian of Job’s 
Daughters Bethel No. 162. She was also involved with 
the Calaveras County Farm Bureau and the Native 
Daughters of the Golden West. For ten years, between 
1979 and 1989 she served as the Membership Secretary 
for the Historical Society. When she declined another 
term opportunity, outgoing society president Bud 
Ponte acknowledged her as “one of the finest ladies I 
have ever had the pleasure to have known.”

The October 1989 Las Calaveras had the 
following commentary about the event:

EDITORIAL, 
BY GEORGE HOEPER

When, at its July meeting, she stepped down 

as financial and membership secretary of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society - a post she 

had held for the past 10 years - Lillian Filippini 

was accorded a standing ovation.

And, it is not without due cause that Lilian 

received that warm round of applause. No one 

could have been more devoted or responsible in 

carrying out her duties for our historical society 

than Mrs. Filippini.

Always pleasant, helpful, filled with concern 
for the growth and welfare of the society and doing 

more than their share, Lillian and her husband, 

Charles, during those 10 years and at the present, 

are among the stalwarts of this organization.

Every member of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society owes Lillian Filippini a vote 
of thanks for a job well done.
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T
his interesting story of the history of the
Calaveras Transit and Turner Lillie came to Las 
Calaveras in a very round about way. The story 

was completely researched by C. R. Haynes, himself a 
professional bus driver of over fifty years, who lives in 
Angles Camp. This story was first produced by the San 
Joaquin County Historical Society & Museum in 1999. 
This article from the San Joaquin Historian is reprinted 
here as a courtesy of, and with the special permission of 
the San Joaquin County Historical Society & Museum. 
The San Joaquin County Historical Society & Museum 
invites comments and appreciates submission of further 
information related to its publications. You may contact 
them by phone at 209-331-2055 (fax 331-2057); P. O. 
Box 30, Lodi, California 95241-0030; or by email at 
info@sanjoaquinhistory.org. Las Calaveras is grateful 
for their permission to reproduce this article.

The story of Calaveras Transit developed truly as 
a labor of love. C. R. Haynes became fascinated with 
the Fageol bus and decided to research its history. 
He became so enthralled in the story that he realized 

that he had several stories developing. Here we have 
the story of Calaveras Transit, a pioneering business 
which relied heavily on the Fageol bus, but therein 
lies another story about the buses themselves. 
Perhaps in the future we will receive more stories 
from Mr. Haynes about these old buses, or perhaps 
a more in depth story on the life of Turner Lillie or 
the history of the Stickle building. C. R. Haynes has 
discovered one of the joys of researching and writing 
about history: the side stories and tangents are just 
as fascinating as the original goal. We appreciate his 
contribution and hope to hear from him again. Mr. 
Haynes dedicates this article to his wife Jo Anne and 
her family, the Vettorazzis of Angels Camp.

All photos produced with this article were 
gathered and provided for our use by C. R. Haynes. 
This story as it appears in Las Calaveras in 2004 
is slightly different than the original that appeared 
in the Stow Joaquin Historian in 1999. Full biblio
graphical information is available at the office of 
the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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THE NATURAL BRIDGES 
OF CALAVERAS COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Daniel S. Snyder

T
he Sierra Nevada range of California is 
justly famous for its towering granite peaks, 
glacier-carved Yosemite Valley, and giant 
Sequoia redwoods—but once upon a time, the 

Range of Light was better known for the mineral 
wealth concentrated in its western foothills. In 
those foothills the California Gold Rush began in 
1848, bringing a great flood of immigrants from 
the eastern United States and all points of the globe. 
The Gold Rush catapulted California into statehood 
in 1850, only three years after the territory had been 
won from Mexico.

Despite the devastation wrought by miners 
searching for gold in all the streams of the foothills, 
the Mother Lode had scenic attractions of its own. 
Here and there throughout the district the miners 
found isolated lenses of metamorphosed limestone. 
Often the limestone contained caves, and a few of 
these were so extraordinary that they inspired reams 
of sometimes-turgid prose.

The largest concentration of lime rock in the 
Mother Lode is that extending from Sonora on the 
south to Murphys on the north. Deeply dissected

Upper Bridge 1908 postcard.
Collection of the author. Pub. City Drug Store, Angels Camp.



Upper Bridge picnic area circa 1880. Murphys Old Timers Museum.

by the Stanislaus River and its tributaries, this 
marble yielded numerous caves in the early days 
of European settlement and even today continues 
to surprise earnest explorers. Here are found 
two of the most remarkable wonders discovered 
during the Gold Rush. Nearly three miles below 
the old placer mining camp of Vallecito, Coyote 
Creek flows through two travertine tunnels a 
quarter mile apart. These are the Natural bridges 
of Calaveras County.

Description
Upon hearing these unusual landforms described 

as “natural bridges,” many imagine them to be rock 
arches like those in western deserts or along the sea 
coast. In fact, the “bridges” are spacious trav
ertine caves, 250 and 180 feet long, over 20 
feet wide and with ceilings up to 40 feet high. 
At no point in total darkness, their interiors 
are slathered in frothy-looking calcite tinted 
pink and green by algae. Crenulated flow
stone, bulbous brimstone basins, stalagmites, 
large stalactites and thick ribbons decorate 
both bridges and give the Upper bridge the 
likeness of the interior of a gothic cathedral. 
Springs flow year-round within both caves, 
and deep pools, once filled with gold-bearing 
gravels, have been carved from the marble 
bedrock. While it is clear that the bridges are 
largely formed in spring-deposited travertine 
derived from the marble pods intersected 
by Coyote Creek, their geologic history is 
complex and now undergoing study.

As the Natural Bridges now stand, the 
openings underneath are large enough to 
carry the creek all year except during the 
highest floods. Though in summer often no 
more than a trickle, every winter Coyote 
Creek rages angrily through its canyon, 
slowing briefly in the tranquil pools beneath 
the Upper Bridge, then rushing a quarter-mile 
further to plunge into the Lower Bridge, at 
such times transformed into a fury of boiling 
waves and tree trunks.

During extremely wet winters now 
attributed to the “El Nino” and “La Nina” 
phenomena, the creek has been known to rise 
to the tops of the bridges. Long-time rancher 
Tone [sic] Airola reported to Ralph Squire that 

in 1906, slash from up-canyon logging washed down 
to form a massive jam at the Upper Bridge, forming 
a lake behind it that poured over the top of the bridge, 
50 feet above the creek’s natural bed. Again, in 1985, 
Columbia resident Max Potter witnessed the creek 
so high that the entrance to the Upper Bridge had 
become a violent whirlpool. During such rare events, 
“water shoots from the lower end of the bridges at 
great pressure, jettisoning logs and boulders down 
the gulch” (Squire 1972).

Prehistory and early accounts
It is hardly accurate to say that the 49ers 

discovered the Natural bridges, for people have 
lived in their vicinity for thousands of years. One

Upper Bridge Dam circa 1880. Murphys Old Timers Museum.
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of the earliest known groups in the area 
utilized local pit caves to bury their dead up 
to about 1,400 years ago, and at least two of 
their burial caves are located in the Coyote 
Creek drainage. Given these people’s use of 
area caves as sepulchers, we may imagine 
that the Natural Bridges, too, held special 
significance to them.

Their culture, however, remains enig
matic, for archaeological evidence suggests 
that before 1,200 years ago they had disap
peared and a different people (probably 
the historic Mewuk) had moved into the 
area, bringing with them the technology of 
grinding seeds and acorns in bedrock mortars. 
According to ethnographers who recorded local 
indigenous traditions at the turn of the 20th century, 
and corroborated by Mewuk elders today, Northern 
and Central Sierra Mewuk held certain caves, 
perhaps most caves, in great dread, believing them 
to be the abode of the Chehalumche, people-eating 
rock giants who were particularly fond of young 
women and children. Told of the human remains 
found in area caves, Stanislaus River area Mewuk 
speculated as late as the 1920s that the bones were 
the remains of these creatures’ meals. However, there 
is archaeological and historic evidence suggesting 
that in some circumstances, Mewuk would utilize 
horizontal caves for shelter and domestic activities. 
In any case, nothing seems to have prevented local 
people from living in the immediate vicinity of the 
Natural bridges, for bedrock mortar holes on the 
banks of Coyote Creek near the Lower Bridge attest 
to the presence of the Mewuk there.

Upper Bridge, circa 1900.
Murphys Old Timers Museum.

Euro-American miners arrived in the Stanislaus 
area mid-1848. Mining commenced that year at 
Carson Hill and nearby Melones and Robinson’s 
Ferry, where Coyote Creek joins the Stanislaus 
River. In 1849 the Murphy brothers found rich 
placers 6 miles up the creek from Melones at the 
place named Vallecita (Vallecito), or “little valley” 
by the Mexican miners who flocked to the discovery. 
These prospectors of 1848-1849 doubtless knew 
about the Natural bridges, the upper being just 2.5 
miles downstream from Vallecita and the lower only 
3 miles upstream from Robinson’s (later McLean’s) 
Ferry. However, it is not until 1853 that we find the 
first published accounts of the bridges.

Many historic accounts of natural wonders are 
so excessive in their praise as to approach religious 
ecstasy, probably because the writers had never 
been exposed to anything like the landmarks they 
described. The difficulties of travel in the mid-19th 
century tended to limit most persons’ experience to 

a narrow region, giving all but the wealthiest 
or most adventurous travelers a provincial 
outlook. Thus writers tended to describe 
points of interest in their locality as if these 
were among the greatest wonders of the 
world. Quite outside that class of writing 
however, is the account left to us by J.D. 
Borthwick, one of the best early chroniclers 
of the mining region. In 1857 he published his 
journal of three years of travels in California, 
including an 1853 visit to the Calaveras 
Natural bridges. Though evocative and even 
poetic, his description in no way exaggerates 
the beauty or significance of the bridges:Upper Bridge and Hermitage circa 1915.

Collection of the author. Published by J.R. Lester & Co.
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I had heard from many 
persons of two natural bridges 
on a small river called Coyote 
Creek, some twelve miles off; 
and as they were represented as 
being very curious and beau
tiful objects, I determined to 
pay them a visit...I traveled up 
the creek for some miles, clam
bering over rocks and winding 
round steep overhanging banks, 
by a trail so little used that it 
was hardly discernible. I was 
amply repaid for my trouble, 
however, when, after an hour 
or two of hard climbing in 
the roasting hot sun, I at last 
reached the bridges, and found 
them much more beautiful 
natural curiosities than I had 
imagined them to be.

...They were about a 
quarter of a mile apart, and their surface was, 
like that of the hills, perfectly smooth, and 
covered with grass and flowers. The interiors 
were somewhat the same style of place, but 
the upper one was the larger and more curious 
of the two. The faces of the [upper] tunnel 
were perpendicular, presenting an entrance 
like a church door, about twelve feet high, 
surrounded by huge stony fungus-like excres
cences, of a dark purple-and-green color. The 

waters of the creek flowed in 
here, and occupied all the 
width of the entrance. They... 
gave a perfect reflection of the 
whole of the interior, which 
was a lofty chamber some 
hundred feet in length, the 
straight sides of which met at 
the top in the form of a Gothic 
arch. At the further end was 
a vista of similarly arched 
small passages, branching off 
into darkness. The walls were 
deeply carved into pillars and 
grotesque forms, in which 
one could trace all manner of 
fanciful resemblances; while 
at the base of some of the 
columns were most symmetri
cally-formed projections, many 
of which might be taken for 
fonts, the top of them being a 

circular basin containing water. These projec
tions were of stone, and had the appearance of 
having congealed suddenly while in a boiling 
state. There was a beautiful regularity in the 
roughness of their surface, some of the rounded 
forms being deeply carved with circular lines, 
similar to the engine-turning on the back of a 
watch, and others being rippled like a shirt of 
mail, the rippling getting gradually and regu
larly finer.. .The walls and roof seemed to have 
been smothered over with some stuff which had 

hardened into a sort of cement, presenting 
a polished surface of bright cream-color, 
tinged here and there with pink and pale
green. The entrance was sufficiently large 
to light up the whole place, which, from 
its general outline, gave somewhat the idea 
of a church; for, besides the pillars, with 
their flowery ornaments, the Gothic arches 
and the fonts, there was...one of those 
stone excrescences much larger than the 
others, and which would have passed for a 
pulpit, overhung as it was by a projection 
of a similar nature, spreading out from the 
wall several feet above it. The sides of the 
arches forming the roof did not quite meet 
at the top, but looked like crests of twoThe author paddling by flowstone in the Upper Bridge.

Upper Bridge cabinet card, 1872. 
eBay auction image Mar. 1999.
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immense foaming waves, between which were 
seen the extremities of numbers of pendants of 
a like flowery form.

There was nothing rough or uncertain 
about the place; every part seemed as if it were 
elaborately finished, and in strict harmony with 
the whole; and as the rays of the setting sun fell 
on water within the entrance, and reflected a 
subdued light over the brilliant hues of the inte
rior, it looked like a gorgeous temple, which 
no art could improve, and such as no human 
imagination could have designed. At the other 
end of the tunnel the water emerged from a 
much smaller cave, and which was so low as 
not to admit of a man crawling in.

The caves at each end of the other tunnel 
[the lower bridge] were also very small, 
though the architecture was of the same 
flowery style. The faces of it, however, were 
extremely beautiful. To the height of fifty 
or sixty feet they presented a succession of 
irregular overhanging projections, bulging 
out like immense mushrooms, of which the 
prevailing hue was a delicate pink, with occa
sional patches of bright green.

In any part of the Old World such a place 
would be made the object of a pilgrimage; and 
even where it was, it attracted many visitors, 
numbers of whom had...sought a little immor
tality for their wretched names by scratching 
them on a large smooth surface...While I was 
there, an old Yankee miner came to see the 
place...He thought [it] was quite thrown 
away in such an out-of-the-way part of 
creation. It distressed him to think that such 
a valuable piece of property could not be 
turned to any profitable account. “Now,” 
said he, “if I had this here thing jist about ten 
miles from New York City, I’d show it to the 
folks at twenty-five cents a-head, and make 
an everlastin’ pile of money out of it.”

In Borthwick’s description we can recog
nize the bridges as they appear today, with 
only a few exceptions. The earliest known 
interior photographs, taken in the 1870’s, 
also show the bridges much as they appear 
now. Yet other accounts, reprinted below, 
refer to innumerable stalactites, noticeably 

absent today. The rapid rate of travertine deposi
tion within the bridges has obscured any stubs of 
such speleothems, and it is difficult to know with 
present evidence whether references to them were 
exaggerated. The occasional violent floods would 
seem to preclude delicate speleothems, except in 
protected pockets.

Aside from the removal of the sand and gravel 
that once comprised the floor of the upper bridge, 
the most notable change from early days to the 
present is the disappearance of a dripstone (or 
possibly cemented debris) “partition” dividing 
the upper bridge. It is described in all the earliest 
accounts of the bridge, but had been removed by 
March, 1857—doubtless to facilitate mining the 
gravels beneath the bridge.

Isaac Baker, a daguerrotypist working in 
Vallecita in 1853, left a lengthy account of his 
visit and a painting of one of the entrances, both 
published in 1951 in the Stanford Grotto Monthly 
Report. He wrote:

...quite an unobtrusive object [the upper 
bridge] seems at first glance; the arch or entrance 
beneath being somewhat hidden from view by the 
surrounding bushes and trees, so much that by 
heedlessly keeping on the steep and narrow trail, 
one possibly might cross it unawares...Arches 
regular and irregular apparently upheld by natu
rally fluted pillars—drapery, novel and fantastic, 
hanging from the surrounding walls—monuments 
sacred to the memory of the departed auriferous

Large flowstones on the east wall, now undercut 
due to removal of gravels during mining.
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gravels beneath as well as from the petrified 
specimens above, tom off and carried away by 
many a depredator...We continue progressing 
znward, carefully wading the muddy stream, 
in rather a crooked route, for about a hundred 
yards, when we are suddenly brought to a full 
stop, for the very reason, that although we can 
look through into daylight, yet the pillars are here 
so thick as to form a solid partition, open only 
at the very bottom, where the water now quietly 
wends its way, whilst perforce we turn about to 
retrace our steps!...We once more emerge into 
“broad daylight” and mounting nearly perpen
dicularly, assisted in part by the branches of an 
accommodating tree are soon at the top of the 
“Bridge”! This we cross immediately, and descent 
to the outlet of the stream. And here we enter in a 
different manner. The top of the Bridge shelving 
over a great distance, and approaching finally so 
near the surface of the creek, that we are obliged 
to stoop to effect an entrance, when immediately 
we are in an open apartment, roomy and spacious, 
much resembling the one already described but 
smaller in every way. In one place here we notice 
a beautiful stream of water, clear and cool, issuing 
from some fissure in the rock, and flowing swiftly 
some distance from the ground.. .The only living 
thing except ourselves...being a reptile of the 
frog species, who being approached a little nearer 
than was welcome, by a sudden spring, and a 
good use of his swimming faculties afterward, 
“vamosed the ranch,” leaving us to follow or not, 
as suited us best!

Upper Natural Bridge, looking at East 985 wall.

Below here on the same Creek about a 
quarter of a mile distant, is another Bridge 
somewhat similar. Though not so large or 
spacious yet there is a passage here completely 
through, and all-sufficient for human naviga
tion! Piles of rocks thrown up on each side, 
show plainly that Gold has at least been sought 
for, in the bed of the stream here as elsewhere, 
and probably with success...Having, according 
to custom, broken off a few petrifactions as 
specimens, we took a “long and linkering look” 
and made tracks for home!

In the early days, the only way to reach the 
Bridges was by following use trails up or down 
Coyote Creek, as Borthwick and Baker did. In 18563, 
a correspondent of the Sonora Herald suggested that 
a trail be built for visitors:

Nothing but limestone rock appears around; 
and so high are the banks of the creek, that the 
approach is steep. Yet by an oblique descent a 
good trail might be made, and these beautiful 
works of nature become easy of approach and 
attractive places of resort.

Within a year, a new road had been surveyed 
from Melones (Robinson’s/McLean’s Ferry) to 
Vallecita, via French Camp on the ridge to the east 
of Coyote Creek. This road appears to have followed 
the route of the present Airola Road up French 
Gulch. Writing in 1854, a writer known to us only as 
A.H.B. took this route to French Camp, where he or 
she turned off to visit the upper bridge (believing it, 
however to be the lower):

Soon after leaving McLean’s we had 
to ascend a hill, situated to the right 
of Carson’s [Hill], with a deep ravine 
between. It was not rough, but so steep 
and high that I grew dizzy when I looked 
down. A road is soon to be made, which 
will be much shorter than the one now 
used [via Angels Camp and Vallecita] 
but, at this time, it was only marked out, 
a narrow path, of a little more than a 
foot wide, winding around the mountain. 
Once fairly started there was no turning 
back, and I sat in terror for nearly half 
an hour, lest the horse should stumble or 
take fright. But we got safely to the top,
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breathed easily once more, and were soon at 
French Camp, where we turned off the road to 
visit the natural bridges on Coyote Creek; we 
soon reached the nearest [bridge].

The Natural Bridges received lengthy notice in the 
March, 1857 issue of the popular Hutchings California 
Magazine. Hutchings’ article included three romanti
cized but nicely drawn illustrations of the entrances. 
He describes the bridges as being located between 
Vallecita and McLean’s Ferry, suggesting that was the 
road taken. Also of interest is the fact that the parti
tion dividing the upper bridge had disappeared. A few 
excerpts follow:

“Here the great Architect
Did, with curious skill, a pile erect 
Of carved marble.”
CAREW

These bridges...hold a high rank among 
the varied natural objects of interest and beauty 
abounding in California. The entire water of 
Cayote [sic] Creek runs beneath these bridges. 
The bold, rocky, and precipitous banks of the 
stream, both above and below the bridges, 
present a counterpart of wild scenery, in perfect 
keeping with the strange beauty and picturesque 
grandeur of their interior formation.

The Upper Bridge
...Along the roof, or arch, hang innu

merable stalactites, like opaque icicles, but 
solid as the limestone, or marble 
of which they are formed...
Stalactites, springing from the 
bottom and sides, would appear 
like waxen candles, ready to be 
lighted, but for the muddy sedi
ment which has formed upon 
them...

Approaching the lower 
section of this immense arch, its 
form becomes materially changed, 
increasing in width, while the
roof, becoming more flattened, is 
brought down to within five feet 
of the water of the creek. The 
entire distance through or under 
this first natural bridge is about 
ninety-five yards.

The Lower Bridge 
.. .Advancing beneath its wide-spreading 

arch, and passing another beautiful fount of water, 
issuing from a low, broad basin, wrought by 
nature’s own hand, we arrive at a point where a roof 
and supporting walls present the appearance of a 
magnificent rotunda, or arched dome, sixty feet in 
width, but with a height of only fifteen feet.

Here, too, are numberless stalactites, hanging 
like opaque icicles from above, while the rocky 
floor, where the creek does not receive the trick
ling water from above, is studded thick with 
stalagmites of curious and beautiful forms... 

[The caves] are objects of peculiar interest, 
and will well repay the summer rambler, among 
the mines and mountains, the trouble of visiting 
them. Our wonder is that so few comparatively, 
have visited these singular specimens of nature’s 
architecture.

Parrott’s ferry across the Stanislaus River was estab
lished in 1860 by Thomas Parrott and A. G. Bradbury, 
and by 1861 served as the scenic road for tourists trav
eling from the Sonora to the Big Trees via Columbia. 
Previously, travelers from Columbia to Vallecito crossed 
the Stanislaus some distance upstream at Abbey’s Ferry, 
which soon fell out of favor and was abandoned.

The new ferry brought the possibility of tourism 
to the bridges, as noted by a correspondent of the 
Sonora Flag in December 1861:

Perennial waterfalls and fluted flowstone in the Upper Bridge.
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UPPER NATURAL BRIDGE
Coyote Creek, Calaveras County, California
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LOWER NATURAL BRIDGE
Coyote Creek, Calaveras County, California
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As [the bridges] are situ
ated directly on the route 
to the Big Trees, they will 
doubtless be visited by 
tourists from all parts, who 
annually visit Calaveras 
County to see its unequalled 
grove of mammoth trees, its 
beautiful caverns, and its rich 
and extensive mines.

At some early time, prob
ably after the establishment of 
Parrott’s Ferry, the lower bridge 
was actually used as a bridge 
on a stage road. Though large 
segments have washed out, the 
route can be followed from the

Old Bach, 1900.
California State Library.

tributary of Long Gulch, cresting 
a limestone ridge to continue up 
Krappeau Gulch toward the Red 
Hill Road. Further research will 
likely demonstrate that this long- 
abandoned road served as a cutoff 
from Columbia to Angels Camp, 
saving travelers the time it would 
take to go by way of Vallecito. 
The reason for its abandonment 
remains unknown.

Only one other brief 1860’s 
reference has been located by 
the author, so it appears that 
the Natural Bridges would have 
to wait another decade to be 
truly discovered by the legions

Parrott’s Ferry road on the east at the point where 
the older Airola Road joins it, around the hill to 
the lower bridge, across Coyote Creek and up a

Old Bach, 1892.
Murphys Old Timers Museum

of curiosity-seekers. This obscurity may have 
been due to the active mining on Coyote Creek 
and beneath the bridges. It may even be that the 
prospectors discouraged visitors, until only one 
miner remained, a hermit calling himself Lorenzo 
Anson Barnes.

“Old Bach99 Barnes
L.A. Barnes was born in Allegany County, 

New York in 1823 and moved to Illinois with his 
family while still a boy. He joined the army during 
the Mexican War, and this experience whetted 
his appetite for wandering. In May of 1850 he 
left Chicago on foot carrying all he owned on 
his back and in a wheelbarrow. Joining up with 
various emigrant trains on his journey, he finally 
arrived in Sacramento on August 26th of the same 
year and spent most of what little money he had 
left on an outfit and tools for use in the mine. 
He left Sacramento on September 1st and spent 
several years tramping through, he claimed, prac
tically every mining camp in the state, making and 
losing “fortunes.”

By his own account, L. A. Barnes had lived 
on Coyote Creek since 1855. Public records 
show only that he arrived sometime before 1866 
(when the Great Register of Voters records him). 
Barnes probably arrived at the Natural Bridges 
as one of a party of miners, perhaps the same 
company who “lived for nine summers” in an 
alcove beneath the lower bridge while working 
Coyote Creek.
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While mining out the creek bed, Barnes found 
that beneath the upper bridge the gravel and sand 
had filled a series of five potholes in the limestone, 
ranging from four feet in diameter and five feet 
deep to 23 feet in diameter and 27 feet deep. “It 
is positive,” wrote the author of an 1885 article on 
the bridges (believed to be Barnes), “that the basins 
were worn before the flow of gold began.”

In other words, he found gold—a lot of it—in 
the potholes. Barnes called his 60-acre mining claim 
at the upper bridge the “Good Luck” and for years it 
provided him with his only income.

A photograph from the 1870s shows Barnes 
standing in Coyote Creek in front of a large 
rock dam, seen from inside the entrance of the 
upper bridge. Modern visitors to the area have 
for years noted a large and rather enigmatic pile 
of angular stones stacked by the trailside high 
above the creek and just upstream from the upper 
bridge. Were it not for this photograph, it might

Old Bach.
Photo from the files of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

never have been guessed that these rocks are 
the dismantled remains of the dam in the photo. 
Surprisingly, no published mention of the struc
ture has been found. From its present position it 
seems to have been a seasonal structure, stored 
during the winters out of reach of high water. It’s 
likely that Barnes constructed the dam after the 
spring rains subsided in order to drain the upper 
bridge as well as supply the water necessary to 
run a sluice box to capture the gold in the sand 
mined from underneath.

THE “OLD BACH”

(Gratuitous advice posted on the Old 
Bach’s cabin door during his absence).

Natural Bridges, Calaveras Co., Cal. 
November 9, 1882.
I say, Old Bach, why don’t you match 

With some Calaveras maiden fair?
If just for you she might spare two 

If you don’t object to color of the hair.

The life you lead must be sad indeed; 
Compelled to sleep by yourself alone.

No don’t think twice, but take my advice, 
And ask some maiden to your home. 
(Signed) “JOAQUIN MILLER,

Poet of the Sierras.”

To which, on his return, the Old Bach good 
naturedly replies (the advice undoubtedly is 
good, and might be pleasant to take, were there 
no impeiments):
Maidens now arc hard to find. 

And what is “worser” still,
Money is what those maidens seek, 

And that void is hard to fill.

But show me the maid with cash in bank, 
And plenty there for two;

Then I will jump for such a trump, 
And not make much ado.

—OLD BACH.
Natural Bridges, November 13, 1882 

—Mountain Echo, Angels Camp, Calif.

From the Calaveras Californian, Nov. 17,1927.
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Upstream entrance of the Lower Bridge.

Upper Natural Bridge.

Upper 
Natural
Bridge.

Laura Marsh by a perennial spring basin in the 
Lower Bridge. A small chamber can be entered 

through the openings above the flowstone.
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Actively forming rimstone dams in the Lower Bridge.
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The Bridges as Picnic Resort
At some point in the 1870s, Barnes decided to 

take advantage of the Big Trees traffic and improve the 
upper bridge as a picnic resort. From the old stage road 
connecting the Parrott’s Ferry Road to the lower bridge, 
he blasted a wide trail to the upper bridge and built a 
gravel and sand path through the tunnel, confining 
Coyote Creek to a narrow channel along the west side 
during the dry season. In the narrows of the bridge (at 
the site of the removed partition) Barnes appears to 
have built some sort of platform or suspended walkway 
anchored to the wall by iron spikes that are still visible 
today under water. On the upstream side of this he 
must have anchored a ladder to the high balcony above 
the formation called the Pulpit, for numerous penciled 
signatures are visible on the west wall near another iron 
spike, high above the water.

The date of these improvements is not 
known, but reference in an 1886 article to the 
accumulation of calcite upon gravel heaped up 11 
years before may indicate that they commenced 
in 1875. The following article published by 
Charles Turrill in 1876 doesn’t mention Barnes, 
but suggests that he had already built the path 
through the upper bridge:

... Some one may notice as the stage passes 
a board sign on a tree, at the right, which points 
down a winding trail, and bears the inscrip
tion, “To the Natural Bridges.” Should you 
be fortunate enough to have a seat with the 

driver, which you should always secure when 
possible, he will probably give you an account 
of the bridges.. .As the stage does not stop, few 
ever visit these spots...

We pass under this stone entrance, 
following the sides of the creek, and soon find 
ourselves walking through a noble and natural 
Gothic vestibule, which opens into a room 
about forty feet wide and fifty feet high...As 
we approach the lower end of the passage, the 
roof gradually nears the water until, at the place 
where we emerge, it is not much over five feet 
above the stream.

Judging by Turrill’s statement that few visited 
the bridges at that date but that a sign had been 
posted to direct visitors, L.A. Barnes had already 
begun his attempts to get the attention of the Big 
Trees tourist traffic.

By welcoming visitors to the bridges, Barnes 
also attracted the attention of the tax collector. 
The Calaveras County Assessor’s Roll first lists 
Barnes, as well as his claim at the upper bridge, 
his cabin, furniture and dog (which was taxable) in 
the 1878-79 roll.

Interest in the Natural Bridges built steadily 
during the 1880s. From that decade through the turn 
of the century several photographs of the interior 
and exteriors of the caves have survived. One even 
appeared recently on eBay! These are usually posed 
outside the picnic platform beneath the downstream 
end of the upper bridge, and show long tables set up 

beneath the bridge and the amiable 
proprietor with a pipe in his mouth, 
leaning on his unusual knothole cane, 
with visitors in Sunday best at his 
side or reclining by the creek in the 
foreground.

In 1883 the Tourists' Illustrated 
Guide to California gave the bridges a 
brief but glowing notice:

A short distance from this same 
road [that from Sonora to Murphys 
via Parrott’s Ferry and Columbia], 
just after crossing the [Stanislaus] 
River, are two Natural Bridges, 
respectively 240 and 180 feet in 
length. The upper, or larger, bridge 
is quite a curiosity, and is less thanA picnic outing to the Natural Bridges, circa 1893. 

Photo from the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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Lower Natural Bridge.

a mile from a point on the regular road, and 
should not be missed by the tourist, who 
can get to it and return in half and hour to 
point of departure.

The Natural Bridges had now become 
a well-known picnic ground throughout the 
central state, and L.A. Barnes, nicknamed 
“Old Bach” on account of his perpetual 
bachelorhood, delighted in regaling visi
tors with his experiences of the Gold 
Rush. Going from hermit to local celeb
rity within a decade, he began appearing 
at county fairs wearing his 1850 miner’s 
outfit, and selling “his books” (perhaps a 
pamphlet version of the description published in 
the 1885 Calaveras County history). He is said to 
have made a decent living from these appearances 
and his picnic resort, though it’s clear he lived 
modestly and at the edge of his means. He had a 
tiny cabin atop the upper bridge, surrounded by 
grape arbors and large fig and mulberry trees. 
When the visitors went home, he lived alone with 
no one but his dog for company.

An account published in 1885 is believed from 
internal evidence to have been written by Barnes. 
It is remarkable for its accurate descriptions of 
features in the bridges, all of which are recog
nizable today, and for its theory of the bridges’ 
formation, the most realistic up to that time. The 
account’s writer had an optimistic plan to discover 
and open for tourists the major cave systems he 
believed existed in the hills adjacent to each of 
the bridges. The portion related to the bridges is 
germane and quoted in full below, but a section on 
the author’s exploration of nearby caves has been 
omitted for brevity.

The Upper Natural Bridge of Calaveras 
County is located 3 miles from Vallecito, and 
500 yards from [the] stage road leading from 
Calaveras Big Trees to Yosemite. Unlike all 
the other natural bridges known in the world 
[ed note—more are now known, e.g. the Tonto 
Bridge in Arizona], the two of Calaveras 
County, California, are a gradual formation 
from crystal spring water, requiring count
less ages to attain their present magnitude and 
grandeur, one writer estimating it 42,000,000 
of years. This, however, is but conjecture; it

is evident that the spring was flowing down 
and parallel with the creek on the east side for 
many centuries before the bridge commenced 
forming. It is also evident that the bridge 
commenced forming at the upper or north 
end, forming across then down the stream. 
The spring water forms a coating on every
thing with which it comes in contact, heavy 
and hard as marble, but void of grit or ice 
[sic] until it reaches the level of the waters of 
the creek where it ceases to leave any trace. 
Positive measurement of 20 years’ increase 
shows a trifle less than 1/8 of an inch. There is 
great reason to believe the mountain to the east 
is one great cavern containing a large subter
ranean lake which the proprietor hopes soon to 
open and explore.

This bridge [the upper] varies from 12 to 
76 feet breadth of span, from 8 to 40 feet high, 
and 240 feet through underneath the arch. To 
see its beauty and magnificence, visitors must 
pass through underneath. It has no equal in 
the world. Underneath the bridge, worn in 
the solid marble, are seven basins, or tanks, 
round, smooth, and true, as if measured with 
square and compass, and turned by rule. The 
two smaller ones, always in view, side by side 
named the “Old Bach’s and Old Maid’s Wash 
Bowls,” are one foot in diameter and one foot in 
depth; the others, in the center of the stream, are 
filled with water, rocks, and sand, varying from 
4 feet in diameter and 5 feet in depth to 23 feet 
in diameter and 27 feet depth. Here is a study 
for scientific men. It is positive that the basins 
were worn before the flow of gold began.
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As you go under this 
bridge [from the down
stream end], you first enter 
a large circular space 76 feet 
in diameter and from 8 to
16 feet high. In one corner, 
as it were, hangs what has 
been named the “Rock of
Horeb,” from which flows a 
living stream to refresh the 
thirsty visitor. Here the eye 
can feast for hours upon the 
over-hanging wonders, never 
tiring. Passing the partition, 
which is six feet high, the 
span becomes narrower, the 
arch rising to a height of
40 feet, and hung in rich 
sparkling festoons, charms 
the vision of the beholder.
Directly overhead is called 
the pulpit, where eight
persons have sat at a time, singing for hours, 
listening to the echo of the voices resounding 
from wall to wall, charming the ear.

Passing on to the right is “Lover’s Retreat,” 
where many a tender pair have uttered tender 
words but could not be seen 
to blush. We next enter the
Gothic dining room. In this 
chamber, upon entering
it, the Right Rev. Father
Ledera exclaimed, ‘7 have 
visited everything great 
and wonderful in the whole 
world that I have ever 
heard or read of except
Calaveras Big Trees, and 
am on my way to them, but 
(clasping hands and, with a 
reverential smile, looking 
to the ceiling above) this is 
the masterpiece of Nature.”

A little further, and to 
the right hand, is the “Infant’s
Bath Tub,” standing full of 
holy water, in which the old
Bach intends to immerse his 
first born. Still further on, 

also to the right, is the “Old 
Bachelor’s Trap,” where 
many a girl has paid toll for 
crawling through it.

Nearly opposite, and 
thirty feet high, is the 
“Bridal Chamber,” which 
the Old Bach once entered 
alone; he remained but a 
short time, being so lonely; 
he descended and removed 
the ladder, resolving never 
to enter again until he 
was old enough to build a 
golden ladder, and enter in 
with his bride, pulling the 
ladder up after them.

No pen can describe 
this vast arch so that one can 
realize it. No artist’s pencil 
can portray its real beauty; 
it must be seen to be appre

ciated. Although but little known heretofore, it 
stands, nevertheless, without a rival in the world, 
the great masterpiece of Nature’s handiwork. 
Our artists have given some sketches of the 
bridge, but its beauties can never be sketched.

Leaving the upper 
bridge we travel down the 
stream 540 yards, then enter 
the lower bridge. The first 
point noted on the left is the 
“Bridal Chamber,” where it 
is supposed Adam and Eve 
spent their honeymoon. 
It now appears cold and 
deserted although in close 
proximity to, and directly 
facing the “Devil’s Oven,” 
in which things are gener
ally supposed to be kept 
warm. This name was given 
the place by the first party 
of miners who ever visited 
the bridge. A vast dome on 
the right resembles a huge 
baker’s oven, hence the 
name. Passing down and to 
the left, is the “Baptismal

Matt Leissring reaches 
the upper-level Bridal Chamber.

The author climbing a ladder up to The Bridal 
Chamber. No historic signatures were found, but 

flood debris was seen.
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Upper Natural Bridge, circa 1912.
Photo from the Calaveras County Historical Society.

Fount,” being a level surfaced tank 
entirely of the same formation as 
the bridge [that is, travertine], 6 
feet long, 3 to 5 feet wide, and 
18 inches deep, always full of 
crystal water. Passing on and to 
the left is a large cove called the 
“Miner’s Cabin,” in which lived 
for nine summers a company of 
miners while working in the creek. 
Passing out from under the bridge, 
and turning around, the eye meets 
a view that baffles all description. 
Unlike the upper bridge, this one 
in its formation rises and projects 
outward, overhanging the stream, 
having many small openings or 
caverns, some of which have been entered a 
distance of 30 feet [confirmed by caver Max 
Potter of Columbia]. From this point can be 
taken one of the finest stereoscopic views 
in the world. This bridge is 180 feet through 
underneath the arch, from 12 to 45 feet breadth 
of span, and from 6 to 15 feet high. This bridge 
is positively known to have formed from the 
water flowing from the mouth of an enormous 
cave, the entrance of which was over 150 feet 
high and the width supposed to be from 60 to 
80 feet; the water, when coming to light and 
heat, evaporating, forms a crust, sloping back

with the surface of the mountain. This crust is, 
apparently, from 6 to 10 feet thick. The propri
etor intends blasting away this crust formation, 
opening the cave for the travel of 1886.

This last hopeful comment clearly refers to what 
we now call Maynard’s Cave, the short open portion 
of a vertical fissure that appears to have supplied 
most of the travertine comprising the lower bridge. 
Viewing the bridge from the old road on the west side 
of the canyon, the grass-covered travertine deposit 
slopes up to this fissure quite noticeably. It isn’t 
surprising that Barnes hypothesized the existence of 
a large cave in the mountain; many cavers have imag
ined it since and it may well exist. The dimensions 

of the hypothetical entrance 
are doubtless derived from the 
height of Maynard’s Cave above 
the stream, and the imagined 
trend of its walls if extended 
to the stream. However, it 
seems unlikely that such a large 
entrance ever existed.

Continuing his description 
of the bridges and nearby caves, 
the writer offers some insight 
into Barnes’ love for the prop
erty in his care:

When the proprietor 
succeeds in opening these 
caves, not one human being 
will ever be allowed to enter 
the place until he has firstNatural Bridges Cave, circa 1912.

Photo from the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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signed his name to an obligation not to scratch, 
write, or in any way disfigure them.

In 1885, prospector Walter Mercer discovered 
another Calaveras County attraction conveniently 
near the Big Trees road: Mercer’s New Calaveras 
Cave, still operated as a commercial cave under the 
name Mercer Caverns. An 1886 article on Mercer’s 
discovery noted the proximity of the Upper Natural 
Bridge to the Big Trees route and adds:

.. .Coyote Creek was once rich in gold, and 
thousands of dollars have been taken from the 
channel under the bridge. The Natural Bridges 
are owned by Mr. L. A. Barnes, familiarly 
known as “Old Bach,” who has lived at the 
south end of the upper bridge for thirty-one 
years. He is a genial, pleasant gentleman, and a 
fine specimen of the days of auld lang syne.

Perhaps as an outgrowth of his visits to the 
county fairs, or perhaps encouraged by the Stockton 
Parlour of the Native Sons of the Golden West (an 
organization of the rising generation of American 
men born in California), Old Bach wore his 1850 
costume to the 1890 Admissions Day festivities in 
San Francisco. A huge street fair and parade orga
nized by the Native Sons, this celebration of the 
40th anniversary of California statehood attracted 
over 100,000 people and prominently featured many 
characters and tableaus of the bygone Gold Rush 

days. Old Bach, as an authentic representative of 
that period, attracted a great deal of attention and the 
San Francisco Chronicle published a drawing of him. 
According to an account of Barnes written 50 years 
after his death by Judge J. A. Smith, who evidently 
knew him,

he told a San Francisco Chronicle corre
spondent that until his trip to San Francisco that 
he had only seen one train, that at a distance! 
That he had not been in San Francisco for 40 
years, and enjoyed his first ride in an elevator.

End of an Era
Various sources, including Judge Smith’s recol

lections, information supplied the state library in 
1955 by a friend of Barnes, Mrs. John Brunton, and 
Barnes’ obituary in the Stockton Record, all agree on 
the basic facts of Barnes’ life.

An oddity they do not mention, for probably 
the old bachelor told very few, is that his given 
name was actually Artemias A. Benjamin. This 
fact didn’t come to light until those charged with 
settling his estate discovered the alias from his 
pension check. The federal government knew him 
by both names, so it appears he had nothing to hide 
from them. The probate officers learned of a sister 
still living, so that a familial estrangement seems 
ruled out. When and why he changed his name 
is a matter of speculation. No shadows seemed 

to cloud Barnes’ brow, for all 
who wrote about him loved 
him. Judge Smith recalled 

He kept the walkways 
in repair and yearly after the 
spring freshets had subsided 
he removed the debris and 
kept the bridges in order. He 
enjoyed sitting in the shade 
of the trees and delighted to 
tell of his early experiences.

As for his bachelorhood, 
Smith claimed that

Around the old pioneer 
and miner there hangs the 
halo of a story of years 
ago—a story of a woman 
loved and a man who left the

Bill Storage at the downstream entrance of the Lower Bridge.
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Lower Natural Bridge, circa 1912.
Photo from the Calaveras County Historical Society.

comforts of civilization to make a 
fortune in the gold fields, before 
he returned to marry his sweet
heart; the story of a woman who 
grew tired of waiting and a letter 
that reached the miner months 
after it was written, telling him 
he had been forgotten. If true, Old
Batch [sic] had outlived it, as a 
cheerier, happier, better-natured 
man never lived.

Barnes’ friend, Mrs. Brunton 
declared that he was a great favorite 
with the Native Sons of the Golden
West, and we see this in photographs 
of him decked out in NSGW pins and 
ribbons, including one donated by 
her to the State Library showing him 
smiling happily and puffing on his pipe.

While attending a Native Sons gathering in 
San Francisco in 1904, L.A. Barnes suffered a 
cerebral embolism stemming from arteriosclerosis 
and was taken from his quarters in the Helvetia 
Hotel to the Veterans Hospital at the Presidio, 
where he lingered 8 days before passing away 
on September 18. He was 81 years old and left 
many friends to mourn him. Being a Mexican War 
veteran, he was buried in the National Cemetery 
at the Presidio.

After his death, a Thomas Bishop and 
company jumped the Good Luck claim and in 
1906 attempted to patent it, calling it the Marble 
Placer Mining Claim. Barnes’ executors took 
legal action and settled two years later for $350, 
not insignificant in those days. The estate’s debts, 
comprised of two small bills for beer and soda 
provided to a picnic party, had been covered by 
Barnes’ last pension check, so his estate was now 
well in the black. Old Bach had lived frugally.

Decades of Neglect
Without Barnes to maintain them, the improve

ments at the upper bridge fell into disrepair. Far from 
being forgotten, however, locals never ceased to visit 
this favorite place to escape the summer heat, and 
the Natural Bridges continued to receive sporadic 
attention from the press. In 1915, the Calaveras 
County brochure for the Panama-Pacific Exposition 
in San Diego featured them:

The upper bridge is flat and the higher 
side is covered with sharp straggling rock, 
while the lower side is carpeted with soft 
luxuriant grass. From here a trail leads down 
to the bank of the stream and then on under 
the slightly arched bridge of white lime
stone... Beautiful ferns may be found growing 
near the entrance. At one time beautiful 
stalactites hung suspended from the arch of 
the bridge, but they have been thoughtlessly 
and ruthlessly broken off by visitors in search 
of souvenirs. The space under the bridge 
makes an ideal picnic ground, and is always 
delightfully cool and pleasant.

The walk along the banks of Coyote creek, 
from the upper bridge to the lower bridge, is 
very rough; but beautiful flowers and other 
forest shrubbery, that border the path, tend to 
make the walk pleasant. The lower bridge is 
not as picturesque as the upper one, and is not 
so easy of access because of the large boul
ders that strew the ground, but to those who 
prefer the wilder aspects of nature, it will be 
very attractive.

When in 1922, Addison Carley and others 
explored Moaning Cave (known to the 49ers as 
Solomon’s Hole) and began preparations to open 
it to the public, the Stockton Record published a 
major feature on the cave and mentioned the Natural 
Bridges as a nearby attraction:
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The natural bridges are only three-quarters 
of a mile away and the cave owners expect to 
feature the combined attractions in order to 
induce visitors to come up into the hills.

Leaving the cave we followed down 
the ridge toward the natural bridges. In the 
Coyote Creek canyon to the right the ruins of 
Gooseberry Town were pointed out to us. This 
was once a populous French settlement, and it 
is claimed that half a million in gold was taken 
from the creek in this vicinity.

We only visited the upper bridge, which is 
the larger of the two. The arch through which 
the stream passes is fully three hundred feet 
long. At its upper end this passageway is about 
15 feet wide, and at the lower end it spreads 
out into a semi-circular chamber about 75 
feet across. The limestone has formed stalac
tites and made a fancy roof which is tinted 
in shades of green and gray. The alders will 
be out soon, and this spot makes an attractive 
picnic ground. It is between 20 and 30 feet 
to the top of the bridge and on the roof is the 
remains of the cabin where L. A. Barnes once 
lived and conducted a little resort. A great 
mulberry tree, a large oleander [still alive in 
2003] and two flowering quinces that were 
in full bloom arc on the top of the bridge. 
A spring flows down to this point from the 
hillside nearby.

Again in 1928, the Stockton paper included the 
bridges in an article on the “resorts and nature-made 
wonders of Calaveras County”;

Probably one of the most attractive, yet 
least exploited spots in Calaveras county, is the 
Natural Bridges, located on Coyote creek...

The upper bridge, the most accessible of 
the two, is reached by a trail from the main 
road. Here is an ideal spot for picnics and 
outings...At the lower bridge it is possible to 
pass under the entire bridge along the creek 
side: this cannot be done at the upper bridge, 
owing to the narrowness of the opening at the 
upper side of the bridge...

After Barnes’ death the place became 
rundown and has never been reopened, yet each 
year hundreds of tourists visit these bridges. A 
movement was recently launched in the county 
to have the State include the Natural Bridges in 
the State Park system.

It appears from the above that much of Barnes’ 
gravel path had slumped back into the creek by 1928. 
Yet even at that late date the wide gravel picnic 
platform beneath the downstream section remained 
intact. By the time of the next recorded description 
of the bridges, published after the Stanford Grotto 
visited in 1951, most of that platform and the gravel 
beneath the upper bridge was gone, cleaned out 
for the last time when the Airola family, owners 

of the bridges up to the 1970s, gave 
friends permission to mine there. The 
upper bridge was transformed into a 
popular, though chilly and sometimes 
dangerous, swimming hole.

The group [Stanford Grotto 
expedition to Moaning Cave 
and the bridges]... visited the 
little-known Natural Bridges of 
Calaveras County. These two 
bridges are among the finest 
examples of limestone solution and 
deposition seen in California...

The explorers...were able to 
make out the ceiling of the main 
room in the upper bridge by the 
light of carbide lamps as they 
paddled through in the boat.Actively forming rimstone dams in the Lower Bridge, from a perennial spring.
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The bridges remain today much the same as 
when the Stanford Grotto visited them in 1951, 
save for the decline of a much-molested Townsends 
Big-Eared Bat maternity colony that in some years 
re-occupies the “Devils Oven” in the lower bridge.

Renewed Popularity
In the late 20th century, the ease of automobile 

travel and the development of a tourism industry 
based on the mining heritage of the region resulted 
in fresh interest in the “forgotten” natural wonders 
of Calaveras County. Three commercial caves delight 
visitors to the county today: California Caverns 
(first opened for tours from 1854 to about 1900 and 
reopened in 1980 by the owners of Moaning Cave), 
Mercer Caverns (open to the public since 1885) and 
Moaning Cave (open since 1922). The latter two are 
located in the Stanislaus River region, and contribute 
mightily to the draw of the historic mining towns of 
Angels Camp, Murphys and Columbia, the tourist- 
oriented wineries nearby, and water sports on the 
New Melones Reservoir. These local attractions and 

* a population boom in the foothills and Central Valley 
have dramatically increased visitation to the Calaveras 
Natural Bridges and other Stanislaus caves.

In about 1970, members of the National 
Speleological Society’s Stanislaus Speleological 
Association became aware of plans to build a new 
dam to raise the level of the Melones Reservoir to 
the 1,088 foot contour, obliterating the sites of the 
Stanislaus River ferries and several mining camps 
and flooding a spectacular whitewater rafting run and 
two caves of considerable recreational and biological 
significance. In opposition to the views of cavers 
who felt that the NSS should try to defeat the reser
voir project, NSS New Melones Task Force chair 
Ralph Squire accepted the new reservoir as a given, 
concentrating instead on developing a cooperative 
relationship with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

Squire believed that the most serious threat 
facing caves of the region (most of which arc well 
above the reservoir take line) was not flooding but 
the increasing population of the foothills and Central 
Valley, expected to bring with it expanded quarrying, 
construction of vacation homes on lands bordering 
the reservoir, and an explosion in unmanaged 
recreational use of the caves. He saw the reservoir 
project as an opportunity to mitigate these greater 
threats, and worked closely with caver and Corps

manager Bob Martin to convince the Engineers to 
purchase additional karst lands on the borders of 
the project. The goal was a regional cave preserve 
unlike anything attempted up to that time, with the 
Calaveras Natural Bridges as its centerpiece.

Several years of negotiation resulted in the 
partial fulfillment of this dream. In addition to the 
Lower Natural Bridge, which fell within the take line 
of the reservoir (elevation 1,098 plus 300 feet out 
horizontally to allow for wave erosion), the Corps of 
Engineers purchased all known cave-bearing proper
ties in the Coyote Creek drainage with the exception 
of the Moaning Cave property, already protected as 
a commercial venture. Also purchased were lands 
owned by the Calaveras Cement Company continuing 
several of the most ancient caves of the region. None 
of this would have occurred had it not been for the 
diligence of Squire, Martin, and the members of 
the Stanislaus Grotto who spent countless hours 
searching for caves in and near the project area.

The New Melones Task Force’s proposed 
management plan for the reservoir caves caused 
a storm of controversy among western cavers. 
The initial draft provided for the construction of 
a visitor’s center near the Natural Bridges that 
would educate the public about caves as well as 
issue permits for wild cave visitation. Members of 
the caving community protested that this visitor’s 
center and the proposed designation of acquired 
lands as the “Stanislaus Cave Preserve” would 
bring unwanted public attention to the wild caves 
of the region. The Task Force relented on these 
points in the subsequent draft, but according 
to Squire (2003) the visitor’s center was in the 
plan adopted by the BLM in 1978. Following the 
Bureau of Reclamation’s successful bid to take 
management of the preserve away from the BLM, 
the 1978 plan was abandoned as impractical for 
budgetary reasons. In the revised cave management 
plan adopted in 1996, the Natural Bridges visitor’s 
center is omitted entirely.

Meanwhile, the Natural Bridges have become 
ever more popular. Hoping to improve access to the 
bridges for families and seniors, Columbia College 
forestry students led a project to build a trail from 
the parking area on a bypassed segment of the 
Parrott’s Ferry Road to the old stage road, rehabili
tating that road and Barnes’ trail along the canyon 
wall to the Upper Bridge. Although longer than the 
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use trail preferred by many visitors, this route has a 
much gentler grade and more shade.

In addition to placing a picnic bench halfway 
down and an outhouse, volunteers planted markers 
on the trail corresponding to entries in a trail 
guide describing various plants along the route. 
(Unfortunately, the outhouse has been removed and 
the trail guides are no longer stocked.) With ample 
parking and a sign prominently posted by the road
side, the bridges are now very easy of access. Too 
easy, in the view of many locals who considered the 
place their private retreat: the sign has been hacked 
down at least once. Now, every summer weekend 
brings hundreds of people to the upper bridge for 
picnicking, swimming, sunbathing, or gold panning, 
putting creek-side space at a premium. Many of the 
curious even wander downstream to the lower bridge.

The Bureau of Reclamation plans additional 
improvements along the lines of the work already 
completed by the Columbia College students. 
According to Ralph Squire, the reservoir project’s inter

pretive specialist means to install railings and picnic 
benches at the Upper Bridge within the next month to 
help cope with the increasing levels of use. Doubtless 
those who prefer to see the bridges kept in as natural a 
state as possible will be annoyed by this development.

Whether one admires them for their beauty and the 
restful environment they create (now best appreciated 
on weekdays or in the off season), or delights in the joy 
they bring to summertime picnickers and swimmers, 
the Calaveras Natural Bridges have regained their high 
rank among the wonders of the Sierra Nevada.

This article is reprinted by permission of 
the National Speleological Society. It originally 
appeared in their magazine, NSS News, in 
October of 2003. Las Calaveras appreciates 
their permission and assistance in reproducing 
this article. Except as noted, all graphics were 
collected by the author.

The Natural Bridges of Calaveras County, California 
Daniel S. Snyder
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T
he first mechanical business 
machine was probably the 
typewriter. Today we take for 
granted the use of computers, photo

copiers and fax machines, but up until 
the 1880s documents were produced, and 
reproduced, almost entirely by hand.

The first patented typing machine 
dates back to 1713, but the first working 
model was developed by Pelligrino 
Turri in 1808 who invented it for his 
blind friend Countess Carolina Pantoni 
da Pivizzono. In 1882 an American. 
John Jones, attempted to mass 
manufacture the typewriter and 
produced 130 models before 
his factory burned down.
It was not until the 1870s 
that a marketable model 
was created. In 1863 a 
mechanical engineer,
Christopher Latham Sholes 

invented the first practical typewriter. 
It took several improvements and patents 
with partners Samuel W. Soule and Carlos 
Glidden to produce an improved model that 
remained remarkably unchanged for many 
decades.

One of the biggest challenges to 
making the new machine work was 
to prevent the keys from constantly 
jamming. Another associate, James 
Densmore suggested splitting the keys 
up across the board so that they were 

prioritized based on how often they 
would expect to be struck. 

In an amusing twist, what 
he suggested was to spread 

apart the keys based on 
their likeliness of being 

used to actually slow down -the 
time between each letter, time 

enough to allow each key to 
return to rest before the next key 
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was struck, which prevented 
the jamming problem. The 
resulting keyboard layout 
became known as the 
"QWERTY” keyboard, so- 
named for the first six
letters. Despite further 
mechanical and eventual 
electric improvements to 
the keyboard, the layout 
of the letters developed 
in 1874 remained unchanged and is still 
what we use today on modern computer 
keyboards.

Sholes did not have the patience 
or business acumen to market his new 
invention, so he sold the rights to his 
associate Dunsmore who convinced his 
friend Philo Remington to produce it. 
Remington had the asset of the Remington 
Arms Company to produce and sell this 
new device which was then first offered 
for sale in 1874.

The first typewriters were met with 
skepticism and were not immediate 
commercial successes as they had many 
cumbersome flaws. Additionally there was 
resistance to embracing the new machine 
as the standardized printing revealed 
poor spellers who could no longer hide 
their ignorance with poor handwriting. 
The keys still tended to jam, they only 
printed in capital letters, and the page 
which was being typed upon could not 
be viewed by the typist. Eventually 
engineers worked out these 
mechanical problems and the 
typewriter gained popularity as 
business tool.

Standardizing the typist 
was another matter. (Early 
terminology referred to the 
person doing the "type writing" 
as the "type writer" rather 
than a typist). Early typists 
followed two schools of thought 
as to how to approach the keys.
One method is what we refer to

today as the two fingered or 
"hunt and seek" method of 
watching the keyboard and 

deciding where to strike 
one of the two forefingers. The 

other method was called "touch" 
or "ten finger" and promoted using 
all ten fingers to strike the
required keys. This second method 
dramatically sped up the output 

of the typist as they could use all 
ten fingers to work rather than rely on 
only two. This productivity was no more 
dramatically displayed that at the first 
known typing contest held informally on 
July 25, 1888 in Cincinnati, Ohio, where 
two gentlemen who each claimed to be 
the world’s fastest typist challenged 
each other. One gentleman used the two 
finger method while the other used the 
touch method. The touch method produced 
far more words in the assigned time and 
thereafter became the preferred method 
of typists but it was not until the 
following year that a standardized method 
was developed which assigned certain 
letter responsibilities to each of the ten 
fingers. Once mastered, the typist need 
not look down at their fingers as they 
could keep their eyes on their assignment 
rather than watch their fingers.

Typewriters were quirky things. 
Early sales promotions called it a cure 
for "pen paralysis" and curvature of the 
spine. Lofty claims, indeed! Early models 

were decorated similar to 
sewing machines with flowers 
and other embellishments, 
and advertised as a piece 
of elegant furniture or a 
complement to any parlor. The 
Sholes 6: Glidden typewriter 
came with its own table and 
used a foot paddle for the 
carriage return. One model 
produced in the late 1800s 
was believed to be the least 
expensive model ever produced, 
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cost only one dollar, and was appropriately 
named The Dollar Typewriter. The smallest 
portable model was called The Junior 
and could fit inside a coat pocket. Over 
400 different brands have produced 
typewriters since their inception.

Perhaps the most famous early convert 
to the typewriter was our own beloved Mark 
Twain. Twain loved to embrace new ideas, 
and the newfangled typewriter fascinated 
him. He was one of the first purchasers 
of a Sholes & Glidden typewriter. He is 
believed to have been the first author to 
have submitted a typed manuscript to his 
publisher.

By the 1890s the typewriter was 
rapidly replacing handwriting as the 
preferred method of document production. 
Typewriters were soon in all offices, 
and the skill of typing was revered and 
even taught in local schools. Both girls 
and boys took the typing classes. Most 
clerks in the late 1800s were men, but 
the introduction of the typewriter in 
the business world promoted women for 
clerical work. A 1933 book on the story of 
the typewriter dedicated a chapter to "How 
Women Achieved Economic Emancipation 
Through The Writing Machine.”

It was not until around 1902 that typing 
entirely replaced handwriting in Calaveras 
County business and it had already been 
available for almost thirty years. Ten years 
later it was being taught as an elective 
course at Calaveras High School. The school 
taught education basics such as history 
and literature, and practical ’’business” 
skills such as shorthand and typewriting. 
In 1913 an enthusiastic business instructor 
Mr. E. J. Pribble joined the staff of 
Calaveras High School. His official 
title was “Master of Accts, Commercial 
Branches.” He taught the business classes 
as well as coached boys’ athletics. But his 
true passion was the typewriter.

In keeping with a growing national 
fascination for the typewriter and the 
skill it took to successfully operate

F. J. Pribble, Commercial Department of Calaveras High School, 
from the 1913 annual The Skull.

it, Pribble created a local contest to 
show off his students’ prowess. Public 
exhibitions were rare and television did 
not even exist, so the idea of a contest 
of any kind provided great entertainment 
for people. The Calaveras Weekly Citizen 
reported that Pribble “inaugurated” the 
contest locally and launched the first 
Mother Lode Typewriting Contest on May 
29, 1913. The rules of the contest followed 
the national lead, which used Rules 
for International Typewriting School 
Contests. In fact, Pribble was credited 
with holding the first such contest using 
the International Rules in the state of 
California. As a check, the results were 
additionally graded under the Business 
College Rules which were much more strict 
in penalizing errors.

There were fifteen entrants from 
three schools, Amador County High 
School, Jackson Union High School 
and Calaveras. Perhaps Calaveras had 
an advantage, as nine of the fifteen 
students were from Calaveras! They 
competed for five prizes: Amateur, 
School, Novice, First-Year Student, and 
Second-Year Student. The top prize went
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The Model 5 Underwood, the standard business typewriter 
of the early 1900s. Internet image.

to Calaveras student Rita Stewart who 
produced 2482 words with only 106 errors 
in 30 minutes. She averaged 65 words per 
minute. Calaveras proudly took home the 
top three honors. The trophies were three 
large and very attractive loving cups.

The first contest was held in the San 
Andreas Courtroom. Imagine the noise 
of fifteen students banging away on 
mechanical typewriters and slamming 
carriage returns and ringing bells in 
that crowded room! The contest was also 
highlighted with a demonstration by a 
Mr. Hammond of the Sacramento office of 
the Underwood Typewriter Company. He 
demonstrated his ability to take apart 
and completely reassemble any model 
selected from the typewriters available 
that day. Eleven year old Peter Snyder in 
the audience selected one of the older and 
more unique models which Mr. Hammond 
promptly disassembled and reassembled 
for the audience in only four minutes 
and fifty-two seconds. The fact that the 
Underwood Typewriter Company provided 
such a demonstration illustrated the 
appreciation that the typewriter industry 
had for Pribble’s efforts.

Pribble’s success with the school’s
Typewriting Department was endearingly 
memorialized in the school’s annual, 
The Skull. Three pages were dedicated to 
reproducing the best one minute test that 
each of the eighteen students produced 
that year. The successful typing contest 
was credited with not only increasing 
an interest in typing, but it encouraged 
speed and accuracy as well. The following 
year the 1916 Skull noted that the high 
school had added "stenotypy" to its 
curriculum, one of the first schools in 
the state to do so. Students were "blazing 
the way in vocational education by the 
adoption of a stenotypy course" claimed 
the Skull. Stenotype was an improved 
method of taking dictation that produced 
better results than shorthand.

In the spring of 1916 the communities 
anxiously awaited the Second Annual 
Mother Lode Typewriting Contest 
which was held in Jackson on May 20. 
The Calaveras Weekly Citizen and the 
Calaveras Prospect each reported on the 
event. The second contest included four 
participating schools, and shorthand was 
included as an additional competition.
Interestingly the Calaveras students did 
not participate in the shorthand contest 
as there were 
objections to 
the fact that 
the Calaveras 
students used 
the stenotype 
machine 
for their 
shorthand.
The four 
participating 
schools in 
the typing 
contest were 
Calaveras, 
Angels, 
Jackson, 
and Sutter

Underwood Typewriter Manual, printed 
in 1919. Internet image.
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Creek, who provided a total of thirty- 
one competing students. Again they 
used International Rules, and the event 
was further sanctioned by the Annual 
Business Show of New York. Trophies were 
given for three typing competitions that 
year described as ’’Novice”, or first-year; 
’’School”, or second-year; and ’’Amateur”, 
or a free-for-all class. The first 
eight places in the School class scored 
higher than the previous year’s overall 
winner, indicating that the second 
year students were showing a marked 
overall improvement in abilities over the 
previous year.

Rita Stewart, the previous year’s 
winner competed in the Amateur division 
and won that class. Rita’s average 
had grown to 90.2 words per minute. 
Doris Treat of San Andreas won 
the School class contest with
68.5 words per minute. Even 
though they didn’t compete in 
the shorthand competition, the 
Calaveras shorthand students gave 
a stenotype demonstration to the 
spectators under the direction of 
a representative of the Underwood 
Typewriter Company, which was 
well received by the crowd. Their 
stenotype demonstration indicated 
that they could take dictation and 
record it on the stenotype at a speed 
of about eighty words per minute. In 
all it was a successful day for the 
Calaveras students.

Later that same year the prowess 
of Doris Treat was further extolled 
in the pages of the Calaveras
Prospect. On December 30, 1916 it was 
reported that Miss Treat, who was a 
1916 graduate from Calaveras High 
School, had gone on to attend the 
Polytechnic College of Engineering 
in Oakland. Her continued study 
and success in typewriting allowed 
her to achieve an average of 101 
words per minute. This rate was 
considered quite remarkable and 

caught the attention of the Underwood 
Typewriter Company of New York. They 
committed to the Prospect that they would 
send a representative on a special trip 
to Oakland to investigate this typing 
phenomenon! The Prospect noted that 
although Miss Treat was attending school 
in Oakland, she "remained loyal to her 
Alma Mater, and would give full credit to 
the Calaveras school and to Mr. Pribble 
her instructor here.”

By the time of the Third Annual 
Mother Lode Typewriter Contest, 
enthusiasm was high for both the students 
and the spectators. The Calaveras Weekly 
Citizen reported that four prizes were

Pribble with the boys basketball team, 1914 Skull.
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Typewriting class trophies, the loving cups won for the typing contest.
1916 Skull.

given at the 1917 event, one of which was 
for "Stenotypy (machine shorthand.)”. The 
students from Calaveras took home all 
four trophies. The individual sensation 
of the event was Minnie McSorley who won 
the Novice class with 58 words per minute. 
She had only started learning typewriting 
the previous September yet managed to 
break all previous records for the class. 
The Citizen and also
the Calaveras Prospect 
also recognized Marian
Tower for her accuracy 
record. "She wrote a 
total of 1051 words 
in the 20 minutes 
with only 10 errors” 
reported the Citizen.
’•That is, in 1051 words
- about 6,3G5 strokes 
on the typewriter - 
she misstruck only
10 keys. Only 10 
mistakes out of 6,305 
strokes is considered 
a marvelous record 
for accuracy.” Marian 
had also entered the
typewriting class
only just the previous
September.

All of the wonderful successes 
of the Mother Lode Typewriter 
Contests must have gained 
much attention for P. J. Pribble. 
Apparently he was offered another 
job away from Calaveras. Shortly 
after the 1917 contest he moved 
to Marysville where he became 
director of that community’s high 
school commercial department 
and he continued sponsoring 
typewriting and other business 
skills contests for students 
both locally and statewide. He 
organized the Sacramento Valley 
Typewriter Contest, and eventually 
served as the judge for the Mother 

Lode contest. His later contests were 
often spiced with visits by world class 
champions who offered demonstrations to 
the spectators. He often attended business 
machine shows and corresponded with 
or was often visited by dignitaries and 
company representatives from the business 
machine industry throughout his career. 
In 1925 he left public education and

Pribble shown with his Stenotypy Class, 1916 Skull.
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started a private school, the 
Pribble School of Business in 
Sacramento. In 1932 he served 
as a Supervisor of Instruction 
for Sacramento High School.

Pribble only taught at 
Calaveras High School for 
four years but his impact to 
the school and the Mother 
Lode Typewriting Contest 
was well documented. What 
we do know about Pribble was 
recorded in the pages of The 
Skull, or lovingly pasted in 
to a scrap book which found 
its way in to the hands of the 
Calaveras County Historical 
Society. The scrapbook 
contains newspaper clippings

Early 1900s postcard glamorizing the 
typewriter with a female typist with 
a lot of leg showing. Internet image.

pasted over manual journal 
entries such as...

Toward the back of the book, 
demurely pasted away from 
the limelight of Pribble’s 
glow, are a few clippings of 
social events in which Mrs. 
F. J. Pribble is mentioned. We 
credit her for collecting the 
clippings.

of his achievements from
1915 to 1926. Amusingly the scrapbook 
is in fact an old handwritten accounts 
ledger. The newspaper clippings are

Bo you know that the 
longest English word believed to be 
spelled using only the top letter keys of 
the typewriter is the word “typewriter?"

A student’s best one minute test, reproduced 
in the 1915 Skull:

“More than this, the time will come and it will not be so very far in the future, when 

shorthand as we know it will be wrapped in its grave clothes and be laid away with all 

the other mummies and in its place will stand a typewriter on which we will be able to 

do all that is now..."

-LOUISE TERRY,

60 words without error

“There are some of the thinks that come to me as I sit in my office and smoke a cigar 

handed to me by a friend and which cigar causes me to take a pessimistic view of When 

I had got to the place spoken of above, where I did wish I had some real good way of 

polishing off my enemies, my attention was drawn..."

-CLAIRE OKETO,

67 words, without error.

This article has been reproduced, by foothill Printing & Graphics/Calaveras Press in an authentic typeface.
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the 

following new members:

March 2004
Robert & Dorothy Buchanan, Murphys 
Gordon & Patricia Gottschalk, Murphys

April 2004
Pat & Eileen Cafferty, Moraga 
Wayne & Gwen Segale, Stockton 
David & Carla Montagner, Woodridge

May 2004
Matilda Soyland, Valley Springs
Loretta Weidhofer, Angels Camp 
Kathleen Zancanella, San Andreas 
Debbie & Scot Kohler, San Andreas 
Victoria Erickson, Valley Springs

Red Barn Museum
Grand Opening July 31

Mark your calendars and be sure to attend 
this grand event—the opening of our new
est museum, the Red Barn Museum in San 
Andreas. Plan on attending the art show or 
participating in a variety of fun activities.

For more information, 
contact the Historical Society at 754-1058.

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the 

following donations:

March 2004
Post car of the Hotel Treat, Mother Lode County 
Pamphlet—Denise Konz, San Andreas

May 2004
1934-40 The Skull Yearbooks—Ruth Matson 
Booklet “A Tour of the Calaveras Cement Company 
Plant”—Harriet “Jo” Sanders, Murphys

J
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THE RED BARN MUSEUM
by Bonnie Miller

T
he Calaveras County Historical Society has 
proudly launched their newest accomplish
ment in preserving our past—the new Red 
Barn Museum!

The Red Barn is the former dairy barn of 
the old county hospital and stands proudly as a 
dominant landmark along Mountain Ranch Road 
on the grounds of the County
Government Center in San
Andreas. After years of plan
ning and hard work, the Red
Barn Committee celebrated 
their Grand Opening of the 
new Red Barn Museum on a 
sunny Saturday afternoon on
July 31.

The celebration gave an 
early opportunity for the public 
to view the restoration of the 
barn plus the day provided a well 
deserved break from the hard
work. The festivities included 
an afternoon of non-stop events, 
pioneer craft demonstrations,
displays, an art show, a raffle, 

and delicious refreshments, right down to authentic 
fresh squeezed apple juice.

The opening ceremony included a few words 
from County Administrator Tom Mitchell who 
noted that the new museum “represents years of 
treasured memories to share with our community.” 
Since the barn sits at one of the main entrances to

The Red Barn as it stands today spruced up with a new entryway and flagpole.
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Raising the flag at the dedication of the Lillian Filipini 
memorial flagpole. Attaching the flag is Lillian's grandson 

Brad, while looking on are her granddaughters Karen 
and Brenda and her daughter Beverly.

the Government Center, Mitchell felt it was impor
tant to put on a good face for the visitors. The 
beautiful barn does just that. He further recognized 
the efforts of former administrator Mary Pitto 
“who helped to keep the project going” over the 
years of fluctuating activity.

The final Red Barn 
Museum represents the culmi
nation of years of hard work by 
many individuals. The idea to 
save the barn was first concep
tualized in the late 1980’s 
when the neglect of the barn 
was becoming unsightly. The 
Historical Society approached 
the County with a proposal 
to assume custodianship of 
the building and use if for 
displaying farm equipment 
to the public. Several years 
followed sometimes with little 
or no activity, but the Historical 
Society kept lobbying the 
county administration to allow 
the society save the barn. The 
society finally gained its first 

foot in the door when they proposed, at their 
expense, to restore the old county dairy wagon 
that had been abandoned in the field below the 
barn. The wagon was rapidly falling apart in the 
weather. In 1991 the county agreed to allow the 
society to pay for the restoration of the wagon, 
while the county maintained claim to ownership. 
The wagon was precariously loaded on a truck 
and taken to Fiddletown where it was authenti
cally and fully restored by Ron Scofield. But 
when the beautifully restored wagon was returned 
to Calaveras County, there was no place to store 
such a fine show piece. The Angels Camp museum 
stepped up and agreed to store and display the 
wagon under protection until a suitable permanent 
location could be found.

Over the next several years the society repeat
edly stepped in and funded emergency restorations 
of the rapidly deteriorating barn such as refur
bishing the roof, installing properly draining roof 
drains, and re-painting the barn in hopes that the 
paint would hold together what remained of the 
original wood sides. Slowly the transition began 
for the county to vacate the space and turn it over 
to the society. Efforts really stepped up about 
two years ago when past-president Rosemary 
Faulkner launched a strong effort to pull the 
project together.

Rosemary Faulkner cuts the ribbon to open the new museum on July 31, 2004 while 
president David Studley and County Administrator Tom Mitchell look on.
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Red Barn committee members standing in front of the mural by local artist 
Dustyn. Left to right, front: Duane Wight and John James. Rear: Historical 

Society President David Studley, Beverly Burton, Rosemary Faulkner 
and Dave Sanders.

Restoration Begins
The first steps in the conversion 

were to clean out the space and shore up 
the failing timbers. After the barn was 
vacant, the San Andreas Fire Department 
volunteers came in and literally hosed 
down the inside of the barn evicting 
many spiders and wasps in the process. 
Next came the structural carpenters who 
reset the main columns and beams that 
formed the skeleton of the barn. Severe 
weathering of the back or east wall 
required the entire wall to be recon
structed. Prison labor from the nearby 
county jail helped to clean out the remote 
corners and repaint where necessary. All 
of the lumber was saved and used else
where in the reconstruction. Once the 
shell was stable the electricians came in 
and re-wired the various rooms inside, 
and then plumbers did their thing.

Much sweat equity was required to get 
the building in shape to begin constructing 
the actual displays. The real fever set in 
once the displays started coming together. 
After years of work getting the barn ready, 
finally the committee could begin cleaning 
up the artifacts that had been collected for 
the displays. Each display is the result of 
several people coming together with their 
skills. Committee members were good at 
finding the right person to do each unique job. One 
day a phone company truck showed up to repair the 
phone lines next to the barn. The barn committee 
members quickly talked the phone workers into 
using their boom truck to hang the hay hook outside 
the upstairs hay loft door!

The outside of the barn had just as much 
activity as inside. The ground surrounding the 
barn was graded and a parking lot constructed 
and paved, courtesy of Calaveras County. Large 
pieces of old farming equipment have been 
placed around the grounds of the barn. Visitors 
can wander outside and see a variety of equip
ment such as a bean harvester, a seed planter or 
a hay rake and the likes. The front of the barn 
was spruced up with a rock staircase accessing 
the main entrance which is accented with a 
grand flag pole dedicated in memory of Lillian

Fillipini. Lillian was a long-time member of 
the Historical Society and served in many posi
tions with the society over the years (see Las 
Calaveras, January 2004).

The highlight of the opening ceremonies was the 
dedication of the flagpole. Dave Sanders, one of the 
restoration workers on the bam project and a life-long 
resident of San Andreas gave a few words in honor of 
Lillian. Lillian’s family was well represented including 
her daughter and son-in-law Beverly and Bill Burton, 
and their children Karen, Brenda and Brad.

After the dedication of the flagpole, Red 
Barn Committee Chairman Rosemary Faulkner 
cut the ribbon to the new entry way. The doors 
were flung open to welcome all the visitors 
who came that day. Grand opening day allowed 
visitors to view, touch and experience the new 
displays at no charge.
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The original dairy wagon in front of the barn as it lay abandoned before rescued in 1991

The Displays
The Red Barn Museum represents several 

economic aspects of Calaveras County such as 
farming and logging. Inside the new museum the 
guest is treated to many exciting displays all clev
erly worked in to the various rooms and nooks 
that a large dairy barn required. Each display is an 
artful collection of traditional local tools of various 
trades such as a blacksmith or butcher shop. Other 
displays include a dairy room, the horse stable

and the feed room, a tool 
room, a sawmill shop, and 
a mining camp. Several 
genuine freight wagons 
used at nearby ranches are 
available for viewing as 
well. The highlight of the 
wagon display is the orig
inal county dairy wagon 
which has been brought 
back to the barn from 
which it came for perma
nent display. The displays 
are all in good condition 
with many interactive 
pieces that the visitor can 
enjoy touching. Be sure to 
ring the cowbell!

The most incongruous, 
but worthy, development 
to the inside of the barn is 

the addition of a modern rest room. Even this change 
is tastefully accomplished without detracting from 
the atmosphere of the big barn.

While meandering from one display to another, 
the visitor needs to keep their eyes (and ears) open. 
Each turn around a corner is rewarded with a new 
scene. One of the most pleasant surprises is the 
view to be seen when one looks up. It’s interesting 
to birds’ nests tucked in the beams or authentic hay 
hooks looming over one’s head. But perhaps the 

most beautiful scene is a lovely new mural 
depicting typical Calaveras County scenes 
painted by local artist and teacher Dustyn. 

Over the years many people have either 
worked on the bam and its grounds, or 
donated their services to the project. In addi
tion to the Red Bam committee, Roark Weber 
and Duane Wight provided engineering and 
labor, Ron Randall and Mark Weibe did 
electrical work, Darrell Giannini and Don 
Steneck and crew did earth moving and 
built the new parking lot. Extensive concrete 
restoration was done by Dave Sanders and 
Brad Burton. Welding was done by Bill 
Burton, Mark Nunes and Eden Sanders. 
Ken Markham reconstructed the back wall 
and provided miscellaneous carpentry with 
Tim Palecek. The flag pole was raised cour-View of the weathered east wall as seen from the front of the barn.
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A Working Dairy Barn
The history of the barn 

itself is a story of its own. 
The bam was originally built 
in 1870 and functioned as the 
dairy barn complementing the 

The San Andreas Volunteer Fire Fighters washed out the interior 
of the barn prior to the start of any restoration.

This photo best tells the story of the decline of the red barn. Light shines through 
the woodpecker holes and weathered boards of the east wall prior to the restoration.

tesy of Frank Gilbo’s crane. Lots of loving labor was 
provided by individuals such as Dave Sanders, Bill 
Burton, Bob Wood, Dick Cowgill, Mark Mathre, Gary 
Herd and many others. Everyone was kept well fed 
and motivated by co-chairmen Rosemary Faulkner 
and Beverly Burton. No matter 
how thorough we try to be, any 
list of donors and volunteers is 
sure to miss someone important.
Any oversight is unintentional as 
everyone’s contribution is deeply 
appreciated.

The Red Barn Committee 
included the following dedi
cated hard workers: Rosemary
Faulkner, Beverly Burton, Duane
Wight, Dave Sanders and John
James. Each committee member 
volunteered their particular
expertise to the project.

working grounds of the county 
hospital (see Las Calaveras, 
April 2001). In the 1800’s the 
hospital served more than just 
the sick and injured. It also 
housed the county indigents. 
In addition to the patients and 
residents of the hospital, a full 
time staff lived on the hospital 
grounds. It was the intent that 
the grounds support the resi
dents of the hospital as much as 
possible. The indigent residents, 
and those well enough in their 
injuries to do so, would work in 
the gardens, poultry and dairy 
operations on the property.

Beside being the dairy barn 
for dairy cows, the barn housed 
a fleet of draft horses. The 
horses were used to pull the 
equipment the “farm” needed 

such as cutting or collecting the hay to feed the 
cows, or to haul the milk cans in the dairy wagon 
to the hospital.

Milton Jasper, lifelong resident of San 
Andreas, recalls working there in the early 1930’s
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Duane Wight replanes the wood siding salvaged from the east wall 
for re-use in the displays while Rosemary Faulkner supervises.

Dave Sanders balances carefully as he resets 
the trusses and beams that hold up the barn.

E

Electrician Mark Wiebe 
rewires the barn.

In the spring of 2004 graders and tractors reworked i
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workers. Rosemary J,*°™* <*Jodies to feed the 
fo--^nof^txranwere

Bill Burton and Dave 
Sanders bring the old 

county dairy wagon home 
for permanent display.

e ground around the barn to construct a parking lot.
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The numbered stanchions used for milking the cows are still in good condition 
on display in the Dairy Room.

with his late brother Bryce. The Jasper brothers 
worked as relief milkers for the full time staff 
member so that he might take a vacation during 
the summers while the boys were out of school 
and available to lend a hand. Milton said the 

pumps from at least three 
different water sources. 
The pumps had to be 
maintained in good order 
so that the water neces
sary to clean the barn, 
water the stock, and 
irrigate the orchard and 
gardens continued to flow. 
Old abandoned pipelines 
from those former irriga
tion operations continue 
to turn up in the dirt 
today as the Government 
Center expands.

The dairy cows had 
to be milked twice a 
day. They had to be fed 
and their stalls and the 
milking room kept clean. 
The milk was taken to 

the hospital and if they were lucky they got 
cream from the top. Below the barn was a calf 
pen. One of the hardest jobs was teaching the 
newly weaned calves “to take to the bucket.”

milking and care of the cows was really only part 
of the work. They also had to keep the orchard 
and gardens watered.

The hospital grounds had been fit with elec
tricity by the time Jasper worked there, so water 
came from electric pumps. Milton recalls several

OCTOBER MEETING

The next meeting of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society will be Thursday, October 
28. It will be a dinner meeting at the historic 
Pioneer Hotel in Sheep Ranch. Guest speaker 
will be Judith Marvin, local historian and part 
owner of the hotel. Judith is the foremost histo
rian on Sheep Ranch and will give a talk about 
the lively history of the community. Plan to 
come enjoy a home-cooked meal in the quaint 
kitchen of the former miner’s boarding house 
and hotel. For more information and reserva
tions call the Historical Society at 754-1058. 
Do you know how Sheep Ranch got its name?

Continuity or Change?
Today the inside of the building still reflects 

the working barn that it was designed to be. The 
floors remain terraced, and the stalls and stanchions 
are still evident as one moves from room to room 
inside the big building. The concrete trench used to 
wash manure out the side of the barn is clean today 
but it’s still there! Once the manure was washed to 
the outside of the barn, it was collected and spread 
across the field below the barn to fertilize the next 
crop of hay. All of the hay grown on the grounds was 
used to feed the stock.

Despite all that remains unchanged, there are 
many changes with the barn that are evident as 
well. If one carefully compares a 1900 photograph 
of the hospital grounds, one will see that the roof 
line of the dairy barn is slightly different than 
today. When the Red Barn Museum Committee 
shored up the interior of the barn, it was discovered 
that there were no square nails used in the framing, 
and that all of the lumber is “dimensional” lumber, 
meaning lumber that was milled to very specific 
dimensions. This was a practice introduced well
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recall that the

between 1920

The county hospital as it appeared in its glory days around the turn of the century.

We submit that the 
original barn probably 
either burned between 
1900 and 1910 or was 
fully remodeled. It was 
also painted red around 
this time, which would 
have been logical to do 
so on an upgrade. What 
we do know is that it was 
significantly remodeled 
sometime, or numerous 
times, after the turn of the 
century. These remodels 
were to be expected in 
older public buildings so 
as to meet new codes and 
to implement upgrades like 
electricity and such. This 
conjecture would explain 
the altered roof line and 
different lumber.

The barn dutifully served the county hospital 
for eighty-one years until it was decommis
sioned in 1951 when the modern hospital was 
constructed across Mountain Ranch Road. In 
1959 the old Victorian style hospital was deter
mined to be a nuisance and fire trap and was sold 

Patients, indigents and staff dressed for a formal picture on the steps of the county hospital, 
circa 1900. Several of the people pictured here probably worked the gardens 

and grounds of the hospital.

after 1920. The construction of the barn is classic 
post and beam framing. This style of framing 
covered many years. But the barn does not have a 
stone foundation which would have been the style 
of 1870 until the late 1800’s. Likewise the concrete 
has been redressed and appears to be only about 
eighty years old.

It is highly likely that 
the barn we see today 
has been upgraded since
1870. We have not been 
able to find anyone who 
remembers the barn not
being where it is presently 
located since 1910, but old 
timers do 
barn did incur multiple 
remodels
and 1950. By 1930, the 
barn would have exceeded
50 years of age and been 
overdue for an upgrade or 
remodel. Also, by 1930, 
public health standards 
were being implemented 
across the country in 
public buildings.
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Photo from the private collection of government land surveyor HWH Penniman taken around 1900. 
Photo is of the Marshal Mine and the tailings from the mine are evident in the right foreground. In 

the rear of the view is the county hospital on the left and the dairy barn on the far right.

at auction for salvage.
The barn survived this 
purge and remained 
standing but vacant for 
a few years until the 
new Government Center 
was built on the former 
hospital grounds.

In the early 1960’s the
Sheriff’s Reserve began 
using the empty space as 
a meeting location. The
Sheriff’s Reserves was 
a branch of the County
Sheriff’s Department.
In the 1970’s, under
Sheriff Claude Ballard, 
the Reserves evolved in 
to the Sheriff’s Posse, 
but continued to meet
regularly at the barn. In 
time they retrofit a small 
restroom in to the upstairs of the barn, where they 
had converted the former mezzanine (hayloft) of 
the barn in to a finished meeting room. Local 
residents can recall seeing their emblem hung 
on the front of the building. The barn remained 
unused, unchanged, and fairly empty otherwise.

Over time the big empty building proved 
too tempting to the ever-growing seat of county 
government. By the 1970’s it was stuffed to the

brim as the county’s unofficial storage building 
where it housed everything from spare furni
ture to vehicles. Over the years the barn housed 
such unusual objects as recovered stolen prop
erty evidence, grave headstones, civil defense 
supplies, and a huge four man toboggan. For 
over thirty years it was used by the County 
Agricultural Department for the storage of agri
cultural products and equipment. In fact, the Ag

An early photo of the hospital and some of its surrounding working buildings prior to the abundant landscaping 
that characterized later photos.
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Photo of the Marshall Mine enhanced to show the dairy barn as it appeared 
circa 1900 prior to its paint job.

capture the essence of the 
whole project.

Won’t you please 
come visit our new 
gem? The new Red Barn 
Museum is now open to 
the public on Thursdays 
through Sundays from 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm 
for a modest fee. The 
Calaveras County 
Historical Society also 
operates the County 
Museum on Main Street 
in San Andreas, and the 
historic Altaville School 
House is open daily in 
Angels Camp for self- 
guided tours.

Dept so needed the space that they were the last 
county department to vacate the building only 
days before the grand opening of the museum.

Historical Society President David Studley 
noted in his Grand Opening Ceremony address that 
the barn and all its exhibits are like “a window on 
the soul of our community.” His words accurately

The photos contained in this article are cour
tesy of the Red Barn Committee, or were taken by 
Bonnie Miller, or are borrowed from the files of the 
Calaveras County Historical Society.

PAVING THE WAY FOR PERPETUAL PRESERVATION

T
he new Red Bam Museum is a real triumph for the 
Historical Society. As the museum moves from the 
building phase to the operation and maintenance 
phase of its life as a museum, we are faced with the next 

hurdle to maintaining this accomplishment. An exciting 
new idea is to pave the entryway with custom tiles. These 
tiles can be “purchased” by donors, and the funding will 
help to guarantee that on-going maintenance costs are 
being covered. There are two sizes of tiles. They are 6” X 
12” available for $150, or 12” X 12” for $300. The donor 
may have the tile inscribed with two or three lines of up 
to fifteen characters per line depending on the size of tile. 
The donor may choose their own name for the inscrip
tion, or perhaps donate the tile in memory of a loved one, 
or perhaps to inscribe their own personal message about 
the bam. If you are interested in purchasing a custom tile 

for the Red Bam Museum, please contact the Historical 
Society at 754-1058. All proceeds from the sale of the tiles 
will directly benefit the Red Bam Museum.

Another way to ensure that the new museum continues 
to live on is to help participate in its operation. If you would 
like to help by volunteering your special skills, or wish to 
be a docent at the museum, please contact the Committee 
Leaders Rosemary at 223-1705 or Beverly at 754-3452. 
Remember that volunteers are always appreciated because 
volunteers are always our most precious asset!

There are many ways to help the new Red Barn 
Museum. Purchase a tile in your name, volunteer some 
time, or just give a cash donation. Any of the above 
will help to assure that historic preservation projects 
such as this continue to exist for perpetuity. Won’t you 
please do your part?
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

June 2004
Greg & Darla Mayer, Copperopolis
Sonja Manos, Copperopolis
Larry & Jane Everett, Copperopolis
Rosemary Wison, Mountain Ranch
Michael & Shannon Van Zant, Altaville 
Bernie & Susan Durant, Angels Camp 
Arturo Salazar, Mountain Ranch
William Dyer, Angels Camp
Joe & Sharon Dearing, Copperopolis

July 2004
Michael Fritz, Angels Camp
Hope Lodge No 33, Angels Camp
Family History Library, Salt Lake City, UT 
Nick & Helen Gonzales, San Andreas 
Tony & Donna Abel, Valley Springs
Mary Jo Porter, Seattle, WA
Ellen McFall, Stockton

August 2004
Ronald & Joyce Copin, Jackson
Ella Jensen, Mariposa
Chris & Maren Sampson, Mountain Ranch 
Steve Jackson, San Andreas
Penny Cavallaro, San Andreas
Mavis Sare, Fremont
Thomas Zehrung, Valley Springs
Mark Cohoon, Arnold
John & Liz Valentine, Mokelumne Hill

J

June 2004
Ledger from the Valley Springs Hotel 1911 
—Jody Taylor, Valley Springs

August 2004
Photos, newspaper clippings of the Wells family.
Mirror from the Fourth Crossing Hotel—Ray Wells, 
Stockton
Indian Pestle—Danielle Littleton, Sacramento
$1000 donation—D. Margaret Studley
Foundation, Fresno

July 2004
US Army Air Force Observer airplane logs, maps and 
miscellaneous geology books—Robert & Lorraine 
Cooper, Lafayette
Ledger for guests of the Double Springs Courthouse 
1934—Jody Taylor, Valley Springs
Brass miner head lamp—John & Remy Konings, 

^Mountain Ranch

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the following donations:

Piano Stool—Coco Shearer, San Andreas
The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft Volume
XVI1I-XXIV—Marilyn Hensdale, Valley Springs
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THE SIERRA’S MOST FAMOUS POSTMAN 
THE STORY OF SNOWSHOE THOMPSON 

By Bonnie Miller

One of the most amazing stories of the early settle
ment of the Sierra Nevada is that of Snowshoe Thompson. 
John A. “Snowshoe” Thompson carried mail across the

mountains in winter for twenty years achieving what no 
other mail service could. He could not have known that 
the service he provided not only assured that miners

Snowshoe Thompson from Thayer's Marvels of the New 1/VesZ, 1887.

maintained mail communication during 
the long winter months, but that he would 
help to launch a major industry in the 
mountains of California.

The story of Snowshoe Thompson, 
Calaveras’ most famous postman, is as 
much a story of an emigrant who left his 
home to seek a new life in America, as it 
is a story of a Gold Rush pioneer.

Amerika
In the early 1800’s a young woman 

named Gro came to care for the mother
less children of Torstein Olson-Rue in the 
tiny hamlet of Tinn in Telemark, Norway. 
Torstein’s first wife had passed away in 
1809 leaving him to care for their eight 
children alone. In 1812 Torstein and Gro 
were married and they went on to have six 
children together. The man later known 
in America as John A. Thompson was



born Jon Torsteinson-Rue on April 30,
1827. Two years later his father died 
leaving his mother Gro a widow with 
five surviving children to feed.

Life in Norway was very harsh 
making it difficult for the Norwegians 
to carve out a living. Gro and Torstein 
had had a difficult time making ends 
meet on his meager farm. When he 
passed away he left Gro with an almost 
hopeless situation. Upper Telemark 
was suffering from a relentless famine 
and a different kind of fever was 
slowly spreading across the destitute 
region. “Amerika” fever was the idea 
of leaving Norway for a better life 
across the ocean in the new country 
of America. In 1837 when young
Jon was ten years old, Gro seized an 
opportunity to emigrate to America.
She only took her youngest son Jon with her when she 
emigrated. Eventually other siblings did emigrate and 
Jon remained loyal to his family in the new country. 
Gro and Jon sailed on the second-class ship Niord

Display honoring Snowshoe Thompson with replica skis 
at Mormon Station State Historic Park in Genoa, Nevada. 

Photo by Bonnie Miller, October 2004.

which carried mostly other passen
gers from Telemark. They arrived in 
New York on 15 August 1837. Upon 
their arrival they adopted the name 
“Thompson” which seemed easier 
for the Americans to grasp, and Jon 
changed the spelling of his name to 
include the Anglicized “h”.

For the next several years Gro and 
John continued to face the kinds of 
hardships to be expected for a small 
fatherless family in a new country. They 
moved about and sought refuge among 
the Norwegian communities in Illinois, 
Missouri and Wisconsin. It is believed 
that Gro passed away in 1846.

The Lure of the Gold
John Albret Thompson matured 

in to a fine young man in his new 
country. He was strong and willing to work hard. 
He was an accomplished outdoorsman and had no 
problem providing for himself. But he was restless. 
By 1851 the lure of the Gold Rush proved too enticing 
for John to resist. He and his half brother Thore (who 
had emigrated in 1843) drove a herd of milk cows to 
California. Half of the cows survived the drive and they 
provided a lucrative income, or their first grubstake in 
their new life. Unfortunately the cows perished in 
their first year when they experienced the harsh Sierra 
Nevada winter. John was not to be dismayed. He tried 
his hand at mining and working as a ranch hand in 
such locations as Placerville and the Sacramento area. 
Eventually he bought a small ranch near Sacramento 
in the Putah Valley with his grubstake. But what he 
longed for was to live in the lovely Sierra Nevada 
mountains that reminded him of his childhood home 
in Norway.

The Challenge
In 1856 an article appeared in the Sacramento 

Union lamenting the lack of mail service across the 
winter-bound Sierra Nevada. People on either side of 
the mountains longed to communicate with each other 
but no one had successfully achieved a reliable winter 
postal service. Several people had attempted to make 
the crossing on horseback or on foot by using Canadian 
style wood and rawhide snowshoes. Those people had 
found the task to be both very slow and dangerous. One

John A. Thompson, from the collection 
of the Nevada State Library.
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unsuccessful party had taken sixteen days to make the 
crossing and had lost their horses in the cold. People 
were still shocked about the tragic Donner Party which 
had lost so many lives trapped in the Sierra snow less 
than ten years earlier. Crossing the Sierra Nevada in the 
winter was not a venture to be taken lightly.

PEOPLE LOST TO THE WORLD 
UNCLE SAM NEEDS A CARRIER
People living east of the Sierra Nevada 

Mountains and west of Salt Lake lose contact 
with the outside world as winter snows cut off all 
communications. The greatest cry from the people 
is for mail. Congress passed a bill August 18, 1856 
providing for a post route from Placerville, Calif, 
to Genoa, Utah Territory. So far no one has come 
to accept the mail-carrying job this year, according 
to Mr. A. M. Thatcher, postmaster of Placerville.

Thompson read the article and was struck with 
an idea. The snow was not an impediment in Norway, 
and Thompson recalled from his youth how the 
Norwegians used skis as a common mode of winter 
transportation to glide across the snow. Thompson 
decided to make his own “snowshoes”.

The ‘‘Snowshoes”
Thompson’s snowshoes were not really shoes at 

all but in fact were skis. Most observers described 
them as “wood snow skates.” He tried to make the 
“Telemark” style of ski that he 
was familiar with from Norway.
The Telemark was a large stable 
ski that was intended to move 
someone across long distances, 
both up and down hills. These 
were long boards with curled 
tips that were very heavy but 
with so much surface area they 
could stay on top of the snow 
just like a snowshoe but they 
could glide as well. To make the 
skis he made long planks split 
from oak trees he was cutting 
in the Sacramento Valley. These 
planks were carefully hewn to 
the right size, then the tips were 
soaked in boiling water and bent 
around a tree to form a curled 

tip. The skis were almost ten feet long and weighed 
as much as twenty-five pounds. He bound them to 
his feet with some leather straps and set off in the 
snowy mountains around Placerville to practice. 
He used a long stout pole held horizontally in front 
of his body for extra balance. With a little practice 
he was quickly proficient at sliding over the snow. 
Then he sought the advise of others who were more 
familiar with the potential routes and the hardships 
of the mountains in winter.

Thompson had grown to love his new country and 
he wanted to show his appreciation by performing a 
service to the citizenry. He also wanted to increase 
his personal income. With his skills honed and his 
knowledge of the mountains as broad as possible, he 
presented himself to the postmaster in Placerville and 
offered his services. The postmaster countered with 
much discussion about the hardship but was willing 
to give Thompson a try. Amusingly he referred 
Thompson to the other side of the mountains to 
secure pay. Since it was the Utah Territory that was 
petitioning the federal government for mail service, 
the Placerville postmaster felt that a contract would 
be more likely to be secured there on the east side.

Thompson was not the first person to intro
duce skis to north America. Scandinavian miners 
in Plumas County had been using skis since 1850 
and had even held races, or the first “ski meets” 
using them. Their skis were also very large or larger 
than Thompson’s, and they all used the single hand

of (Kiizmltip.
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Certificate of Citizenship for John A. Thompson granted in Alpine County on October 16,1866. 
Copy courtesy of the Genoa Courthouse Museum.
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held pole for balance and to 
dig in for extra uphill propul
sion. Thompson was however 
probably the first person to 
introduce skis to the Sierra
Nevada. Unfamiliar with skis, 
the local miners regarded the 
devices as just another type of 
shoe for walking on the snow.
As he left Placerville some 
skeptics called out to him about 
how silly he looked gliding on 
the snow on his funny looking 
snowshoes. They dubbed him 
“Snowshoe Thompson” and the 
name stuck.

Thompson’s first trip was 
in January of 1856. He made 
the 90 mile trip from Placerville 
to Genoa in the Carson Valley 
of Nevada (formerly Mormon Station in the Utah 
Territory). He exchanged mail with a stunned post
master in Genoa then turned right around and made 
the return trip back to Placerville with full bags of 
mail to go west. Gamblers in Placerville had placed 
bets that he would not return. Five
days later he astonished the town 
when he came gliding down the 
west side of the mountains with 
a bundle of mail from Genoa, 
conclusive proof that he had made 
the entire journey.

How and Where He Went
Thompson’s successful 

crossing of the mountains in the 
winter quickly brought much busi
ness his way. He promptly adopted 
a technique that, although stren
uous by any account, assured him 
optimum efficiency. He strived 
to maintain a pace of 25 to 40 
miles per day but he often beat 
that pace with the downhill glides 
in his favor. He found he could 
make the trip east in between
Placerville and Genoa in two days 
and the return trip to the west in 
three days. By rigorously adhering 

to the schedule through any 
weather he was always assured 
of business.

Most of what is known 
of Thompson’s techniques is 
from an interview conducted 
by Dan DeQuille of the Daily 
Alta California newspaper in 
1876. Thompson gave detailed 
descriptions about his methods 
for achieving such prompt 
service. Thompson explained 
that he spent most of his day 
trekking through the snow and 
stopped to sleep only when he 
felt tired. DeQuille’s article 
claimed that Thompson said 
he never wore an overcoat, 
but most people recall him 
wearing a large Mackinaw

style coat for warmth. Interpretive figures of 
him today always show him wearing such a coat. 
He did not carry any blankets to burden his load 
and he relied on the warmth from his physical 
exertion. Thompson claimed that he was never 

cold. He did carry matches with 
which to light a fire when he 
stopped to rest and he always 
carried his bible.

Thompson knew of some 
rock out-croppings under which 
he could seek shelter for resting. 
In later years he would pass 
through the Hermit Valley area 
and attempt to use deserted 
homes for shelter. Otherwise, 
he would rest in the open. When 
he rested he would build a fire 
by burning a dry pine stump 
or even a tree. He was always 
careful not to burn a straight 
tree and to not sit directly under 
it while it burned. He had no fear 
of a forest fire in the snowbound 
mountains. He would continue 
on his journey as soon as he felt 
refreshed whether it was light 
yet or not. In his earlier years 
he would carry a revolver but 

Son Arthur, circa 1871, courtesy of the Carson Valley 
Historical Society.

Thompson's wife Agnes, 1884.
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he eventually realized that this was unnecessary 
extra weight. He only carried some dried meat or 
crackers for food and took water from streams or 
by melting snow in his mouth as he skied. He did 
not burden himself with any other supplies for his 
own comfort in able to be available to carry as 
much mail or cargo as possible.

On warm bright days Thompson would smear 
charcoal on his face to prevent the glare of the 
sunlight off of the snow from bothering his sight. The 
sunny days presented another problem as well. If the 
snow grew soft in the sunlight, his skis would drag 
fruitlessly on the snow Modern skiers fondly refer to 
this condition as “Sierra Cement.” Thompson would 
be forced to stop skiing for the day and wait until the 
temperature cooled down and a crust formed again 
on the snow and then he would resume his skiing. 
This problem was solved in later years by the use of 
“dope” or wax made of pitch rubbed in to the skis.

For the next twenty years Thompson regularly 
crossed the Sierra Nevada mountains twice 
a month throughout the winter months. 
Even the Pony Express couldn’t guarantee 
such reliable service. That swift venture only 
operated from April of 1860 to November 
of 1861 but they found that they could not 
deliver across the snowbound mountains in 
the winter and suspended their service.

Thompson’s primary delivery route 
was between Genoa/Mormon Station and 
Placerville. He would also vary his routes 
depending upon demand. He would attempt 
to catch a ride as far up the mountain as 
possible to where he kept his skis cached 
under a granite ledge, then he would strap 
on his skis and trek the rest of the way. 
When traveling west he would leave Genoa 
and venture slightly south so as to pass 
via Woodfords before crossing over on to 
Placerville approximately following the 
routes that Highways 88, 89, and 50 take 
today. Gradually his range expanded and 
he would also take more southern routes to 
cross the mountains. From Woodfords he 
would continue south to Markleeville then 
begin his ascent of the mountains toward 
Ebbetts Pass, first stopping at Kongsburg 
(Silver Mountain). At Hermit Valley he 
would either turn back toward the north or 

continue on to the west. If he went north from Hermit 
Valley he would use the gentle Border Ruffian Pass 
near Blue Lakes before making the final push on 
to Placerville. If his services were required further 
south, then from Hermit Valley he would continue 
southwest to the Big Trees or on to Murphys Camp, 
his westernmost destination.

By 1860 he was providing regular service to 
Calaveras County via the Big Trees. The Weekly 
Calaveras Chronicle newspaper from February 
15, 1862 honored Thompson’s mail service with a 
description of his technique. “He makes the journey 
over and back on foot, carrying the mail on his 
person. The snow on the heights above the Big 
Trees is several feet in depth. Instead of wearing the 
ordinary snow shoes, the mail carrier uses the long 
wooden skates, common in north Europe.”

For a brief period during the construction of the 
Central Pacific Railroad Thompson provided service 
between Cisco to Meadow Lake where Highway 

John A. Thompson on his Diamond Valley home front porch with a mail bag 
across his lap, circa 1875. Photo displayed in the Mormon Station 

State Historic Park.
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80 traverses the mountains today.
By 1869 the Transcontinental
Railroad was completed and his 
services to the north were no 
longer needed. In later years the 
southern route to Murphys Camp 
became his primary route. He 
would either descend as far down
hill as Murphys or only as far as 
the Big Trees, depending on the 
depth of the snow. His services via
Murphys later provided the vital 
link between the silver miners of
Carson Valley and Stockton.

In all Thompson was known 
to have delivered mail as far 
north as Susanville, as far south 
as Walker, and as far east as 
Virginia City, Nevada.

The Cargo
Snowshoe Thompson is cred

ited with many fantastic feats. On 
many occasion he saved the life of someone stranded 
in an unexpected snow. As described earlier, he 
carried very little for his own use. He dedicated his 
strength to carrying the mail or other packages. He 
used large homemade leather packs as his mail bags. 
His packs averaged between forty and sixty pounds 
but could reach one hundred pounds on occasion. 
He not only carried the mail, but anything else 

that needed to be delivered such 
as medical supplies, tools, books 
and whatnot. Once he carried a 
pack of needles and a glass lamp 
chimney so that a widow could 
continue sewing throughout the 
winter. In several loads in 1858 
he carried the actual fonts for 
Nevada’s first newspaper, the 
Territorial Enterprise so that 
they could begin printing.

In 1859 two men asked 
Thompson to take some strange 
looking blue rock to Sacramento 
to have it assayed. The bluish 
material was diluting the prospec
tor’s gold production. He carried 
the odd material tied up in a 
checkered shirt in his bag. The 
assayed mineral turned out to 
be pure silver and the Comstock 
Lode was launched. Shortly there
after Thompson moved to the east 

side of the Sierra and he was asked to expand 
his route further east to serve the silver miners in 
Virginia City.

The Diamond Valley Life
Five miles southwest of Genoa, Nevada in Alpine 

County, California is a pretty valley shaped like 
a diamond. Thompson found the valley attractive 

and decided to make a perma
nent home there. The mail 
business had not been profit
able so he decided to try his 
hand at ranching again. Using 
the Preemption Act passed by 
Congress in 1841, Thompson 
homesteaded some land in 1860 
and began his ranching career in 
Alpine County. He built himself 
a one room dugout and set about 
clearing the land. Thompson 
loved the land and remained 
deeply involved with it for 
the rest of his life. Despite his 
new ranch life, Thompson was 
persuaded by people to not give 
up his mail service.

By 1940 the Thompson home was falling in to sad disrepair.
Note the turkey vultures in the trees. The homestead burned down shortly thereafter. 

Photo courtesy of the Historical Society of Alpine County.

White marble headstone on the grave 
of Snowshoe Thompson in the Genoa 

Cemetery. The misspelling of his name is 
apparently intentional. Photo by Bonnie

Miller, October 2004.
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In 1864 a lovely English woman came to the Carson 
Valley with her stepmother to visit relatives and they 
fell in love with the area. Agnes Singleton was bom in 
Preston, Lancashire, England on November 4, 1831 
but chose to stay in America. She and her stepmother 
took housekeeping jobs with Thompson and he quickly 
constructed an addition to his home in Diamond Valley 
to accommodate them. Two years later Thompson and 
Agnes were married in May of 1866. Later that year on 
October 16 Thompson and his new wife had another 
matter to celebrate. The Sixteenth Judicial Court of the 
County of Alpine granted John A. Thompson, bom of 
Norway, citizenship to the United States of America. 
The following year on February 11, 1867 their only 
child Arthur Thomas was bom. Thompson carved a 
cradle for his son from a sluice box.

Thompson vigorously embraced his new 
ranching and family life while maintaining his mail 
service in the winter months. On the ranch he grew 
hay, wheat, oats and potatoes. In the winter he cared 
for cattle and horses. He dug irrigation ditches from 
the West Fork of the Carson River to his ranch. The 
irrigation system, known as the Thompson Irrigation 
Ditch, is still in use today.

Despite his winter mail runs and ranch duties 
Thompson always took time to have fun. When little 
Arthur was just one year old and still too young 
to learn to ski, Thompson none the less carved 
him a miniature pair of his own skis. He enjoyed 
teaching his neighbors and many others how to 
ski. For recreation he staged ski
demonstrations for racing and 
jumping. The Alta California
noted on February 20, 1876 that
in 1870 at Silver Mountain he 
had run a distance of 1600 feet 
in twenty-one seconds. “If not 
the swiftest, it is conceded that
Thompson is even now the most 
expert snow-shoe runner in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains.”
Beside racing, he often dazzled 
people with his ability to jump 
long distances in the air with
his skis on. His greatest jump 
measured 180 feet.

Thompson’s southern winter 
mail route took him through
Kongsberg or Silver City as it was 

later known. The March 4, 1965 Weekly Calaveras 
Chronicle carried a correspondence article from 
Silver Mountain describing winter recreation in that 
desolate spot. The article described in detail the fun of 
“sliding down hill on Norwegian snow skates.” Many 
of the residents would daily climb a hill near town to 
enjoy the thrill of gliding back down the hill on their 
skates. It was amazing to see the speed and precision 
by which a practiced person could descend the snowy 
hills. “Among our best performers on these skates, is 
the express man, Thompson, who carried the mails 
and express all Winter, from Genoa, in Carson Valley, 
to Murphys, in Calaveras county, on skates.” The 
article went on to describe what could have been the 
first slalom ski race in California: “He <Thompson>, 
with several others...came down the mountain east 
of the town, for about a quarter of a mile, where 
the descent was at least forty-five degrees, and run 
through a row of posts, set for a fence...”

Once some Norwegian miners from Plumas 
County visited Thompson and challenged him to 
a speed contest on skis. The Plumas miners had 
learned the technique of “doping” or waxing their 
skis which gave them great speed advantage. They 
clearly won the contest much to Thompson’s embar
rassment. Thompson counter-challenged them to 
a ski-jumping contest for the furthest distance. 
When the Plumas miners saw how far the airborne 
Thompson could fly, they declined to try to jump 
with skis on.

Today two monuments mark the side of the road in the Diamond Valley near the 
Thompson homestead, placed by the E Clampus Vitus in 1956 and the Native Sons of 

the Golden West in 1990. Photo by Bonnie Miller, October 2004.
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Thompson was a good neighbor and a good citizen 
of Alpine County. He is known to have helped many 
people upon whom hard times may have fallen. In 
1860 his patriotism for his new country shined when 
he enlisted with Major William M. Ormsby in his 
fight in the famous battle against the Paiute Indians of 
Pyramid Lake. In 1868 Thompson was elected to the 
Alpine County Board of Supervisors and he served 
until 1872. In 1871 he served as a delegate to the

Twenty Years of Mail Service
Thompson provided winter mail service across 

the snowbound mountains reliably for twenty 
years “but on one occasion” noted the Weekly 
Calaveras Chronicle on February 15, 1862. He 
crossed the mountains two to fours times a month 
regardless of the weather. He was so reliable that 
residents of the towns he served knew when to 
expect to see him gliding down the mountain in 

Republican State Convention in Sacramento.
Thompson remained interested in gold mining 

and maintained several mining claims. He would

to town at the end of his run. Despite the variety 
of routes that he used he never got lost. Once he 
claimed that there was no danger of getting lost in

work the claims whenever time away from his ranch the Sierra Nevada mountains if one kept his wits
duties allowed. In the spring of 1876 he casually 
picked up a rock that later assayed to be quite rich 
in gold. He claimed that he could see the exact loca
tion of this rich vein from his bedroom window, but 

about him. The only fright he had in all his years 
of carrying the mail alone in the snow was when 
he came upon some wolves. His only choice was 
to try to outrun the wolves, but apparently they

he never got to return to mine the area further. This were as shocked to see him as he was to see them.
incident spawned one of the more famous legends of He just skied on by.
Thompson’s lost gold mine. For

Monument at Donner Summit of Thompson skiing in perpetuity under the flag of 
Norway, erected by the Sons of Norway in 1976.

Photo by Bonnie Miller, October 2004.

his first year of service Thompson 
collected $23.39 from clients. The 
second year he received $56.83, but no 
government contract materialized. Some 
people thought it was inappropriate to 
pay Thompson as it was US mail that 
he was carrying. Others gladly paid as 
much as a dollar for him to carry a letter. 
He never refused to carry anything that 
was asked of him. By 1869 Thompson 
had been carrying the mail for thir
teen years without compensation so the 
Nevada State Legislature asked Congress 
for six thousand dollars to compensate J. 
A. Thompson for carrying the mail but 
this request was ignored.

In 1872 Thompson was persuaded by 
friends to go to Washington and appeal his 
cause personally. His trip east was every bit 
as adventuresome as one of his winter mail 
deliveries. His train to Laramie, Wyoming 
was interrupted by a blizzard so he walked 
the last twenty miles in the snow on in to 
Laramie. There he found no trains were 
running anyway, so he walked another 
fifty miles in the snow to Cheyenne. In 
Cheyenne he waited two more days then 
caught a train east to Washington, D. C. 
The folks in Washington were pleased to 
see him as his reputation was well known
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Valley pioneer family. In 1885 Agnes 
had a white marble headstone placed 
at Thompson’s grave. The headstone is 
carved with a pair of skis, in the crossed 
and upside down symbol of the injured or 
lost skier. The inscription reads “Gone but 
not forgotten”.

Accounts vary, but some claim that 
Agnes posthumously received a widow’s 
benefit from the federal government 
that gave her a small dispensation for 
Thompson’s mail service.

A graceful bronze statue adorns the front lawn of the Mormon Station State 
Historic Park in Genoa, Nevada. Photo by Bonnie Miller, October 2004.

by then, but they were not pleased enough to give 
him any compensation. The arduous trip east proved 
to be fruitless.

Thompson never received any pay from the 
federal government for the twenty years of mail 
carrying services that he provided.

Thompson cut a striking figure. He has often 
been described as a Viking. He was over six feet tall 
with blond hair, a full beard, and piercing blue eyes. 
He was very strong and in excellent physical condi
tion all of his life. One day late in the spring of 1876 
he was working on his ranch when he was taken ill 
which was most unusual for him. In four days he 
rapidly declined. Thompson most likely suffered a 
burst appendix that developed in to pneumonia. At 
the vigorous age of 49 he died on May 15, 1876. 
Due to the late thaw the ground around the Diamond 
Valley could not be dug for a grave. Instead his body 
was taken to Genoa where he was laid to rest in the 
Genoa cemetery.

Two years after Thompson’s death his only son 
Arthur died of diphtheria. Arthur was buried next to 
his father in Genoa.

Agnes remained single until 1884 when she 
remarried into the Scossi family, a prominent Carson

The Legend Today
Most of what is known of John 

A. “Snowshoe” Thompson’s routine is 
based on DeQuille’s interview. Despite 
this limited first-hand knowledge, 
Thompson’s legend as a postman is 
almost larger than life.

Multiple tributes have been left to 
memorialize Thompson and his accom
plishments. In the 1950’s a Kentucky 
Bourbon Whiskey bottle was fashioned in 

Thompson’s likeness for E Clampus Vitus and issued 
briefly in Kentucky and California. E Clampus Vitus 
placed a monument marking his Diamond Valley 
homestead on June 23, 1956. The Native Sons of the

A pair of Thompson's handmade skis that measure eight feet 
long, and a bronze statue on display in the Alpine County 

Museum in Markleeville. Photo by Bonnie Miller, October 2004.
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Golden West also marked this 
location over thirty years later 
on June 30, 1990. E Clampus
Vitus also placed a plaque 
on his grave in Genoa on
September 18, 1976 then ten 
years later built a monu
ment in front of the Genoa
Courthouse Museum on
September 6, 1986.

The lawn in front of 
the Mormon Station State
Historic Park in Genoa has 
a lovely bronze statue of
Thompson gliding down a 
snow drift. Another statue 
decorates Donner Summit (Highway 80) 
in front of the Boreal Ridge Ski Sport 
Museum at the ski resort. This giant statue 
is atop a tall granite monument with a florid 
engraving noting Thompson as probably the first 
skier of the west, and a Viking who “exemplified 
the spirit of a true pioneer: strong, daring faithful 
and courageous.” This grand statue was placed by, 
fittingly, the Snowshoe Thompson Lodge No. 78 
of the Sons of Norway in Yuba City, on May 15, 
1976. In 1977 a twenty foot high granite obelisk 
was placed at the top of the Carson Pass (Highway 
88) by E Clampus Vitus honoring Thompson and 
symbolizing his life that ended too early.

Thompson’s Norwegian heritage is both 
respected and celebrated. He is remembered and

honored as a Son of Norway. In Norway there is a 
monument to Thompson at the Luras-Rue farm 

of his childhood.
Thompson employed skills for both 

downhill and cross-country skiing. For this 
artistry he is credited with being the “father” 
of skiing in California for both Alpine and 

Nordic styles. When the Olympics were held 
in Squaw Valley in 1960, California 

passed a proclamation opening 
the Olympics and honoring 

Thompson as the father of 
skiing in California and “to 
perpetuate the memory of one 
of California’s outstanding 
historic figures.” Perhaps one 

of the most touching tributes 
to Thompson is a plaque placed 

on his grave by the Norwegian Ski 
Team competing at the Squaw Valley 

Olympics in February 1960. In 1970 Thompson 
was elected to the National Ski Hall of Fame at 
Ishpeming, Michigan.

For many years several events have been 
held commemorating Thompson’s accomplish
ments. On February 15, 1976 a Bicentennial event 
re-enacted Thompson’s mail route across the moun
tains between Placerville and Genoa. Placerville 
declared a Snowshoe Thompson Day on March 12, 
1980 and erected a statue at the site of the former 
post office. In 1988 Nevada’s governor proclaimed 
April 30, 1988 to be Snowshoe Thompson Day 

California 
History Series of 
silver collector 
coins depicting 
Snowshoe 
Thompson.

Envelope with commemorative cancellation from Genoa, Nevada sold in conjunction with the 1992 Snowshoe Thompson Day.
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Stamp cachet developed in 1987 commemorating Thompson's service to Arnold 
and the White Pines Station.

in Genoa. In 2000 memorial bricks 
were sold to raise funds for the Genoa 
monument to Thompson.

Everyone claims John A. 
“Snowshoe” Thompson as their own 
pioneer treasure. Prominent displays 
honoring Thompson can be seen at 
the Genoa Courthouse Museum, the 
Mormon Station State Historic Park, 
and the Alpine County Museum in 
Markleeville. Even Calaveras County 
claims Snowshoe Thompson as one of 
their pioneers. A road in Dorrington 
is named for Thompson. In 1987 a 
White Pines Station postmark was 
issued from Arnold depicting Thompson in honor 
of the fact that one of his routes brought him to 
Big Trees. And a local saloon displays a pair of 
Canadian snowshoes claiming (in error) to have 
belonged to Thompson.

At the Genoa Courthouse Museum there is an 
interpretive reproduction of a leather mail bag based 
on known Pony Express bags. A recently authenti
cated photo of Thompson shows him on his porch 
with his mailbags in his lap. The bags Thompson is 
holding are quite large and shaped entirely differ
ently than expected. An actual mail bag with the 
initials JT has recently been acquired at an auction 
which, when authenticated, could add another valu
able link to the legacy. The legend is so strong that 
some people, wishing to own a piece of his history, 
are duped. Someone recently bought a pair of used 
snowshoes credited to Thompson, not realizing that 
Thompson actually used skis.

Former Calaveras County Historical Society 
president and noted historian Coke Wood said of 
Thompson “He was the pioneer of the modern 
day skiers, but few of the present sportsmen can 
approach his skill and achievements, even on their 
modern, expertly constructed skis.” This winter 
take a moment to gaze up at the magnificent Sierra 
Nevada mountains covered with snow. Try to reflect 
on the achievements of the amazing Norwegian 
immigrant Jon Torsteinson. Maybe you are one 
of millions who partake in winter snow sports, or 
perhaps you would rather stay indoors and comfort
ably read your reliable daily mail in the warmth of 
your home. Either way, you may have Snowshoe 
Thompson to thank.
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Readers who are interested in learning more 
about Snowshoe Thompson are encouraged to visit 
the sites listed herein. Las Calaveras appreciates 
the enthusiastic contributions of several knowledge
able people. Thanks in particular are due to Ranger 
Donna at Mormon Station State Historic Park, 
Dick Edwards and especially Ellen Martin of the 
Historical Society and Museum of Alpine County. 
Las Calaveras is grateful for their assistance.
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dinner program, and visitors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County Museum which 
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The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, the 
Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome to stop by 
the office for assistance with research, and are encouraged to 
visit the museum while in the area. The office is open Monday 
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

September 2004
Terry Riley, Oakland
John & Mary Ann Reichenbach, Copperopolis
Gay E. Mitchell, Angels Camp

October 2004
Nathan & Becky Gomes, Murphys

Regrets

The October 2004 issue of Las Calaveras 
incorrectly noted the Calaveras Sheriff’s 
Posse as having been formed under the late 
Sheriff Claude Ballard. In fact, the Posse 
was formed as a branch of the Sheriff’s 
Department for the purpose of search and 
rescue actions under Sheriff Russell Leach. 
Today the Posse’s main purpose is for public 
relations often participating in parades. No 
offense was intended toward the dedicated 
posse members or the families of either of 
these fine former sheriffs of our county. Las 
Calaveras regrets the error.

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the following donations:

September 2004
Annabel Redding Shankpl County Nurse items—Er
nest Mark Shankel, Union, OR

Photographs—Florence McCauley Deveggio,
Angels Camp

Picturesque America Book—Lillian Browning, Lodi

October 2004
String of Mi Wuk Indian beads—Darrell D. Boyle, 
Merion Station, PA

Four books, a map and photo of children at Paloma 
school—Vickie Hunter Sanders, Stockton

Graduation picture from nursing school of Anabel 
Redding Shankel—Patricia Shankel, Union, OR
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IT WAS A WOW EVENING 
(NEARLY A CENTURY AGO) 

by Larry Getchell
It’s fast approaching a century since that memorable 

Circa 1908 Saturday night affair took place, the W.O.W. 
(Women of Woodcraft) gala entertainment followed by a 
dance that didn’t end until daybreak Sunday morning. Yes, 
this then four year old was there and played an important role 
which you will be able to understand if you follow me to the 
end of this narrative.

that “little Harold” had a musical voice or at least he could 
carry a tune. (During the 18 years before leaving San 
Andreas I was referred to as Harold, my middle name.)

There was a Women of Woodcraft entertainment and 
dance coming up and there was a desperate need and 
search for talent. My mother was asked if perhaps “little 
Harold” might be available for a contribution. Let me say 

November 15, 1907, my birthday, 
the Grant Getchell family that included 
my mother and me, little four year old 
Harold, left Sheep Ranch, conveyed by 
our four year old horse Delly and the 
cart, for residence in San Andreas. My 
father’s brother Clarence, the news
paper man, had rented us a house on 
lower St. Charles Street. Neighbors 
across the way were the James Luddys 
and the George Treats.

It was a custom during that day to 
cordially welcome newcomer families 
to the town, especially the housewife 
who could in due time expect a visit 
from one of the town’s lady representa
tives. This did happen to mother and in 
some way the ladies had been informed

Young Harold Getchell, circa 1907, shown here 
with his lovely blond curls, much as he would 

have appeared in the WOW show. Photo from the 
files of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

that mother, without a minute’s discus
sion with “little Harold”, volunteered 
my services. Mrs. George Treat just 
across the street was a member of 
the entertainment committee and she 
also played the piano. For the next 
several weeks mother trotted me over 
to the Treat’s home where under Mrs. 
Treat’s direction we rehearsed a little 
ditty, titled “Mother is My Sweetheart.” 
Following a few rehearsals I had the 
number down pat and could practically 
perform it forward and backwards. As 
of today the melody has escaped me 
and all I can recall of the lyrics is the 
title which was repeated several times.

The W.O.W. event had been freely 
advertised throughout the County and
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a large crowd was expected. The actual crowd estimated at 
400 greatly exceeded the expectations. It all took place in the 
Metropolitan Theatre and dance hall at the comer of Main and 
Court Street, adjacent to the Metropolitan Hotel. For spectator 
use there were ten foot wide benches, arranged in aisles and 
removable for dancing. All seats were taken on this Saturday 
night with an overflow crowd standing at the back of the hall.

The entertainment, all local talent I should add, had a 
starting time of 8 o’clock. Earlier mother had taken me back 
stage. I was all decked out in starched white with white stock
ings and white shoes. I sported shoulder length blond curls 
to top (pardon the expression) everything off. For reasons I 
am unable to explain, my act was scheduled as the opener. 
1 always supposed it was because it was about time for my 
nap. Mother had me in tow between one of the theatre wings 
located at the extreme right side of the stage. The piano was 
down on the main floor at the extreme left. At eight o’clock 
they raised the curtain. Mrs. Treat took her place at the piano 
and on a given signal mother shoved me out on the stage. I 
waddled across to the other side to be as close to Mrs. Treat 
as possible. The audience applause sort of shook me up. I 
decided it was because they liked my new outfit about which 
I was a bit proud. I now stood waiting for Mrs. Treat to start 
playing. The applause and the importance of the event must 
have impressed Mrs. Treat because without previous warning 
she decided on an introductory vamp, something we had 
not rehearsed, choosing to play several bars of the chorus. 
I thought, what goes here? Without a moment hesitation 1 
sailed right into the chorus and to hell with the verse. A star
tled Mrs. Treat stopped playing immediately and I stopped 
too. She now began with the verse just as we had rehearsed it 
and I followed along without any mistakes.

With the song over I waddled back across the stage 
to mother who was waiting for me with open arms. For 
whatever reason she had tears in her eyes. I figured I must 
have done something wrong but she said I was great. That 
ended my contribution to the evening’s entertainment and I 
don’t recall too much about what took place later. It prob
ably was time for my nap. I do remember an act where the 
men sat around in a semi-circle and each performed in 
turn. The performance I remember best was that of George 
Treat, Mrs. Treat’s husband. He sang a little number titles, 
“If I kick the “L” out of Kelly, will Kelly kick the “L” out of 
me?” Old George, who actually wasn’t that old, accented 
the “L” with a high kick which brought down the house.

Johnny Halley told a joke. He asked, “Why is so and 
so like a young colt?” “Why,” asked one of the others back, 
“is so and so like a young colt?” “Because,” said Johnny, 
“he won’t work until he’s broke.” Most everyone laughed 

but that joke was the subject of some talk in the days that 
followed. The so and so that Johnny mentioned was a town 
dude and it was true that an industrious pursuit was to him 
an unknown quantity. But he head friends and relatives.

As to the affair itself it netted the W.O.W. event a 
neat profit.

Following the entertainment the benches were removed 
with a number of them placed along the wall for the ladies’ 
comfort. The men folk all stood at the rear of the hall, leaving 
only to request the favor of a dance with a lovely partner or to 
step outside for a smoke. The dance selections for that day were 
the waltz, schottische, polka with a Virginia Reel and a John Paul 
Jones on the program at least once during the evening. Every so 
often they formed sets for square dancing but I do not remember 
who was the caller. I slept through the most of this anyway. They 
bundled me up in a blanket and placed me on a comer bench.

The dances I mentioned were those performed in 1908, 
Mr. Fox having not yet introduced his dance. The Vernon 
Castles came along a little later also. There was a break at 
mid-night for a macaroni spread over at the Hotel. Dancing 
was resumed at One o-clock, lasting until the break of dawn. 
It was an affair folks remembered for some years to come.

NOTES ABOUT THE AUTHOR...
Our author, Little “Harold” Getchell, or Larry as we 

came to know him in later years, was bom in Sheep Ranch 
in 1903. The family moved to San Andreas around 1907 
after his father suffered a severe accident in the Sheep Ranch 
mines. The senior Getchell was prompted to give up his 
carpentry job in the mines and instead chose to run a saloon. 
Larry’s uncle was the famous Clarence Getchell, proprietor of 
the Calaveras Prospect newspaper in San Andreas. For more 
info on the Getchell family, please refer to an extensive article 
written by Larry printed in Las Calaveras in October 1999.

In later years Larry lived in the Bay Area but 
always maintained contacts with his roots. He joined the 
Calaveras County Historical Society in 1965 and for over 
thirty years he maintained a vigorous correspondence 
with at least three editors of Las Calaveras. Larry fancied 
himself a writer, and wrote numerous short stories and 
humorous recollections of his youth and life in early 
Calaveras County. Many of his writings swell the files of 
the Historical Society. Several of his musings were printed 
in Las Calaveras or the Calaveras Prospect over the 
years. An earlier, abbreviated version of this W.O.W. story 
was first printed by the Prospect on November 16, 1995. 
Readers interested in perusing more of Larry’s writings 
may consult the extensive files of the Historical Society.
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In another recollection, Larry tells us a story about a child 
living among the adults who frequented his father’s saloon, 
much to his proper mother’s dismay “Some say I had a rather 
good singing voice as a child” boasted Larry in a letter to the 
Historical Society dated March 29, 2000. “On one occasion 
during one of my visits, some customers got me to sing and 
I was rewarded with some five cent pieces. My mother was 
unhappy about this and it didn’t happen again.” Apparently that 
incident put an end to Larry’s professional singing career.

These stories afford us a rare first-hand glimpse of San 
Andreas social life at the turn of the (last) century as seen 
through the eyes of a child. Without the benefit of televi
sions or movie theaters, entertainment was live. A social 
event such as the W.O.W. show and dance would have been 
an exciting and anticipated event not to be missed.

The Women of Woodcraft mentioned in this story were 
an organization of women with a chapter in San Andreas. 
The Women of Woodcraft were the female branch of the 
fraternal benefit organization, the Woodman of the World, 

a group similar to the Elks or Moose. Neither organization 
had anything to do with logging, and both groups referred to 
themselves as the “W.O.W.” Those organizations may have 
their own stories to tell, but their only involvement in this 
story is as the sponsor of the social event. It is interesting 
to note that Larry’s story takes place in 1908, whereas the 
Chronicles of San Andreas notes that the W.O.W. did not 
become established in San Andreas until 1914 although the 
fraternal organization was well founded elsewhere by that 
time. Perhaps this discrepancy merits further research.

Larry always called himself “a native in exile.” 
Although he lived the rest of his life in San Francisco, he 
maintained close ties with his home towns in Calaveras 
County. Just two years short of his one hundredth birthday, 
Larry passed away in 2001.

These recollections illustrate the importance of 
preserving the first-hand accounts of our ancestors and 
pioneers. If you know of an important story in your family, 
please be sure to record it.

MORE HISTORY ON THE RED BARN
In 2004 the Historical Society opened the Red Barn 

Museum. Our October 2004 issue of Las Calaveras explored 
the history of this fascinating monument to our county’s 
past. Since that issue, we have learned more details of the 
construction of the barn and the hospital grounds where the 
present day Government Center resides.

The Calaveras Prospect newspaper noted on February 
3,1917, that the Grand Jury had visited the hospital and issued 
this report: “... found everything in a satisfactory condition, 
except laundry building and we recommend that a new and 
well equipped laundry building be installed on the grounds, 
and also recommend that bam for dairy be overhauled and 
repaired. No complaints were made by inmates.”

Please keep in mind that the “inmates” were the county 
indigents who had no other place to live!

This observation of the Grand Jury regarding the 
laundry facilities is amusing. It is widely believed that the 
laundry building is the only building on the Government 
Center grounds that remains wholely untouched by time. It 
has always been regarded as the only intact building, without 
any modification, that represents the true function to the 
hospital for which it was built. The laundry building does not 
appear to have any major modification from its inception. It 
seems that county officials disregarded Grand Jury recom
mendations then as much as they do today!

Regarding the recommendations about the dairy bam, it 
has always been suspected that the bam received some major 
improvements since it was originally built in 1870. Recently an 
original county document dated 1923 contracting for repairs 
was discovered in archived records. The document is the clerk’s 
record for a claim for twenty-five percent of the contract price 
toward repairs to the Hospital Bam. The claim details signifi
cant quantities of lumber and concrete, which answers the 
original question about the dimensional lumber and modem 
concrete that we find in the barn’s structure today. Moreover, 
the contract lists paint as an item. This claim should help to 
establish the date as to when the bam was painted the red color 
we have known for the last eighty years.

These details help to fill in the blanks in our records. 
No detail should be regarded as insignificant when it 
comes to preserving these stories accurately.

For those who haven’t been fortunate enough to 
see the new museum, be sure to take the time to do so! 
Visiting the barn makes for a lovely way to spend a rainy 
afternoon, or any afternoon for that matter. Visiting hours 
are Thursdays through Sundays, 10:00 am to 4:00 pm and 
other hours and tours are available by arrangement. If 
you’re interested in getting involved with the barn, such 
as hosting visitors, please contact the Historical Society 
office at 754-1058.
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A PIECE OF CALAVERAS HISTORY 
COMES TO PASS

The Calaveras Cement Company has been an icon in 
Calaveras’ rich history for eighty years. Anyone who has 
been in San Andreas for more than a few hours is aware 
of the impressive towers and grounds of the Cement Plant 
just two miles from Highway 49 on Pool Station Road.

Ground was broken on construction of the plant 
on May 1, 1925. One year later the plant was opened 

with much fanfare with an open house and barbecue 
held on a fine Sunday afternoon on May 9, 1926. The 
event was attended by over 15,000 guests, more than 
twice the population of Calaveras County at the time. It 
was believed to have been the largest single event ever 
held in the county up to that date. The first shipment of 
cement left the plant the following month, followed by 

years of vigorous activity. 
The plant is credited with 
supplying cement to such 
milestone projects as 
the Pardee Dam, several 
Bureau of Reclamation 
canal projects across 
California, and many 
military projects such as 
the airport at the Fairfield- 
Suisun Air Force Base.

The Calaveras 
Cement Company was 
founded by Mr. William 
Mein who learned, quite 
by coincidence, of a 
significant limestone 

The mighty Calaveras Cement Company plant in San Andreas in full operation shortly after its 
construction, circa 1927. Photo from the files of the Historical Society.

The Calaveras Cement Company shortly before demolition efforts began, September 2004. Photo courtesy of Wally Motloch.
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deposit in San Andreas. Late in 1922 Mr. 
George Poore, Sr., who shared an office 
with Mr. Mein in San Francisco, had to go 
next door to their neighbor’s office to use 
their phone as their own phone was not 
operating. Through this brief encounter
he learned of the Kentucky House deposit, and the 
gentlemen spent the next two years exploring the 
opportunity and forming the company. Mssrs. Mein 
and Poore were on the original board of founders for 
the company which was signed in to incorporation in 
January of 1925 in Dover, Delaware.

George Poore worked at the Cement Plant from 
its inception. In the 1930’s his son, George B. Poore, 
Jr., came to the plant as the resident manager. The 
junior Poore went on to play a significant role in the 
economic and social development of San Andreas 
and Calaveras County’s history. George, Jr. was the 
driving force behind the San Andreas Grange, the San 
Andreas Sanitary District, our current county hospital 
and our County Museum. He was a charter member 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society and served 
as the society’s president from 1965 to 1967 (see Las 
Calaveras, April 2001 and October 2002).

In 1959 the Cement Plant was acquired by Flintkote, 
and in 1979 it was sold again to Genstar. By 1982 it 
became evident that the equipment had become obso
lete and needed to be entirely modernized to continue to 
compete in the market, so they decided to build a whole 

new plant. After careful economic anal
ysis, it was decided to not build the new 
plant at the Calaveras location. Instead, it 
was determined that it was more feasible 
to build it in southern California and a new 
plant was built in Tehachapi.

The Calaveras Cement Plant officially closed 
its San Andreas operation down in 1983. Since that 
time the plant has stood vacant. Salvage operations 
began almost immediately, and the owners explored 
alternative uses for the facilities but none ever 
proved viable.

Last month if you thought you heard the rumble of 
the mighty plant coming to life again, sadly you were 
mistaken. That rumble was the sound of explosives 
bringing the remaining buildings of the plant down.

The mighty Calaveras Cement Company and its 
monumental plant played a significant role in Calaveras 
County’s economy and landscape for many decades. It 
weathered economic swings such as the Depression, 
wars, and building booms. A captivating talk about 
the plant was presented by longtime employees Bill 
Fuller and Ted Allured to the Historical Society at the 
January meeting. The story of the Calaveras Cement 
Company is fascinating in itself and Las Calaveras 
will attempt to explore more of the legend in a future 
issue. We should never forget those giants that built 
Calaveras County.

Everyone who 
builds a factory 
builds a temple.

—Calvin Coolidge

The changing landscape—demolition of the cement plant, March 2005. Photo courtesy of Wally Motloch.
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

November 2004
Harvey Williams, Stockton
Robert & Carol Ward, San Andreas

Patricia Noll, Glencoe
Abe Bradt, Sheep Ranch
Deneane Ashcraft, Cottonwood
Michelle Bellinger, San Andreas
Dan & Carol Lagomarsino, Murphys
Robert & Dorothy Buchanan, Murphys

Vickie Phillips, Mountain Ranch

Neona Shipp, San Andreas
Robert Garland, Burson
Margo Garland, Burson

December 2004
George Freed, Lodi
Janet Stewart, Murphys
Ken Rose, San Andreas

January 2005
Carol Ann McDaniel, Valley Springs
Raymond Walker, Angels Camp
Daniel Gibson, Murphys
Douglas & Catherine Mewhinney, San Andreas

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the following donations:

November 2004
House plant for museum—Roark & Elizabeth Weber, 
San Andreas

Black quartz and gold shirt stud, gold barrette, gold 
pin and two photos—Amy Jordan, Greenbrae

Wool lap robe with a dog design—Robert Norman, 
West Point

Nine picture postcards—Mary Beth Shideler—Lafayette

Forest Service posters, LP record and set of books— 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Cooper, Lafayette

December 2004
Photo of M.J. Brickley—Barbara Kathan, San Andreas

1978 500-gallon Moke Hill fire truck—John Valentine, 
Newport Beach

January 2005
Gold nuggets—Mary Alice Wooley, Los Angeles

Furniture and household items—Kenneth & Carin 
Cuslidge, Stockton

Transcripts of gold rush letters from 1851—Ernestine 
Ransom, Arcadia
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THE TRUE STORY
OF THE FOUNDING OF BURSON

REVEALED FOR THE FIRST TIME
By Sal Manna

"Burson (Calaveras County)... The name commemorates David S. Burson, 
a railroad man." (California Geographic Place Names, 1998)
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H
is name was not David and he was not a 
railroad man. Equally incorrect is the oft- 
repeated story of the town of Burson failing 
because of a contentious land negotiation between 

Daniel Smith Burson and the San Joaquin and Sierra 
Nevada Railroad—and the railroad thus extending 
its tracks to Valley Spring and also renaming the 
depot. Now, more than 120 years since its founding 
in 1884, exhaustive research into archived County 
and legal documents as well as contemporary news
paper accounts has uncovered the true story of the 
founding of Burson. Much of what follows is being 
revealed for the first time.

In the early 1880s, the land in northwest Calaveras 
County, just east of the San Joaquin County town of 
Clements, promised opportunity but little else. South 
of the copper mines of Campo Seco and gold and 
quartz mines of Paloma and Camanche (what became 
Burson was first considered Camanche) and north of 
the farms of Jenny Lind, the area was plagued by very 
poor, gravelly soil. “Covered with a dense growth of 
chaparral, giant white oak, live oaks and an occasional 
pine...mountain streams...nearly all left dry by the 
last of August” {Valley Review, August 20, 1884), the 
land was unsuitable for large-scale farming.

Those who persisted and built small ranches 
and farms were, for the most part, families who had 
recently emigrated from the Midwest and East as the 
new transcontinental train line made the trip far less 
daunting than in past times. Searching for a better life, 
and with 160 acres offered by the Homestead Act as 
incentive, they headed west. “There is no other portion 
of the State that holds out greater or better inducements 
to the industrious poor man to-day than the foot hills of 
Calaveras” (Lodi Sentinel, September 27, 1884).

One such family was the Bursons. It is unclear 
why they settled in Calaveras County, though two 
other families from Bureau County, Illinois—the 
Sapps and the Dyers—also arrived around the 
same time. What is certain is that at least by 1879, 
Burson, born in Pennsylvania but raised in Illinois, 
a wounded Union veteran of the Civil War, and his 
wife Martha (both 48 years old), were claiming 
a homestead (granted in 1882) on land that today 
largely runs northwest from the intersection of 
Highway 12 and Burson Road. Back then, that 
crossing joined the Stockton Road and various roads 
heading east to San Andreas, south to Jenny Lind, 
northeast to Campo Seco and Mokelumne Hill and 
north to the Mokelumne River. Though Burson 
could not have known it when he staked his claim, 
he was located precisely where a railroad was about 
to come through and change his life forever.

At the time, all roads led to Stockton and its 
Central Pacific railhead—and nobody outside Stockton 
seemed happy about that. Farmers in Lodi complained 
about the high freight rates. Miners in Camanche and 
Campo Seco had no choice but to incur substantial 
costs to haul their products. James Sperry, proprietor 
of the hotel at the rapidly expanding world-renowned 
Big Trees in eastern Calaveras County, wanted to 
expand his tourist business by providing an easier trip 
for visitors than the stage lines that had been operating 
since the 1860s. The timber interests in that region also 
craved better access.

Agitation for a narrow gauge railroad that would 
bypass Stockton and instead connect via steamer 
directly with the more lucrative market of San 
Francisco came to a head in late 1881. December 
meetings among prominent citizens piqued the interest 

"Ettie", named for the wife of the railroad's president Frederick Birdsall, was the original San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada passenger 
car that served the line from Lodi to Valley Springs, including a stop at Burson. Calaveras County Historical Society.
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of Frederick Birdsall, who 
made his money mining 
silver in the Comstock Lode 
in Nevada before moving to
Sacramento where he was 
one of the organizers and 
directors of the Sacramento
Bank. Birdsall became the 
principal investor in the 
venture which was incor
porated as the San Joaquin 
and Sierra Nevada Railroad 
on March 28, 1882. The 
first rail was laid at Brack’s
Landing on the Mokelumne
River near Woodbridge 
in April and surveying, 
grading and construction 
quickly proceeded. By June the tracks reached Lodi; 
Lockeford by August, and newly founded Wallace by 
October, steaming full-speed ahead towards the Big 
Trees and perhaps even the silver mines of Bodie.

Daniel Burson must have imagined he had 
stumbled onto a different sort of gold mine than 
the ‘49ers. In March 1883 he purchased the 160- 
acre parcel south of his homestead for $3,000, an 
extraordinarily high sum, from Gottlieb Graupner, a 
German immigrant. In March of the following year, 
he granted the railroad a right-of-way through his 
original property.

The Valley Review (June 4, 1884) described 
Burson along with neighbor John Peters, who owned 
the 160 acres to the west, as “intelligent, wide-awake 
and progressive farmers who will do much to make 
the place grow in importance and number when it is 
once fairly begun.. .just north of the new town site is a 
beautiful eminence known as ‘Pleasant Hill,’ the home 
of Mr. Burson, where we found a profusion of roses 
in bloom.. .Mr. Burson has set out a row of evergreen 
and other shade trees on the avenue which leads from 
the road up through the field to his residence.”

On September 5, 1884, the first train reached 
Burson, or more accurately, Burson’s, as in 
“Burson’s place” because the place did not yet 
have an official name. In fact, the train station 
was initially christened Hungry Hollow (Calaveras 
Prospect, September 12, 1884). But on September 
22nd, Burson filed with the County an official plat 
of the Town of Burson, as surveyed by Fred Reed,

Chief Engineer of the S.J. & S.N.R.R. From that 
day onward the area has been called Burson.

The plat shows a town just short of 20 acres, north 
of the Stockton Road and on the same side as the train 
depot. Along with 61 lots arranged in five blocks 
designated A through E, the plan featured a two-acre 
plaza and six streets, four 80 feet wide and two 60 
feet wide. The streets—Brack, Langford, Washburn, 
Fitzgerald, Peters and Furness—were named by 
Burson generally with an eye to currying favor 
among the more powerful. Brack was Jacob Brack, a 
native of Switzerland who came to California during 
the Gold Rush. A prominent farmer, he had built 
a landing on a slough of the Mokelumne River to 
create a watery avenue to San Francisco and was the 
prime mover for the creation of the railroad, of which 
he was vice-president. Langford was B.F. Langford, a 
native Tennesseean who also arrived during the Gold 
Rush. One of the most influential men in California, 
he was State Senator for the area from 1880-1899, 
and a Director of the railroad. (The three locomotives 
of the railroad were named the “Ernest Birdsall,” 
after Frederick’s son, the “Ben F. Langford” and the 
“Jacob Brack.”) Washburn was Samuel Washburn, 
Superintendent of the railroad. J.W. Fitzgerald was 
a brief business partner of Burson’s. Furness is a 
mystery, since there was no one by that surname that 
can be connected to Burson. One possibility is that 
this was a misspelling referring instead to James 
Furnish, who perhaps not coincidentally made a loan 
to Burson the next month.
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The plaza in the center of town was planted with 
trees, mainly 50 olive trees, as well as eucalyptus, 
cedar, pine and oleander. The necessary water was 
tapped from a reservoir on a nearby hill, to which 
the water was piped in by the Mokelumne Ditch Co. 
According to a recollection written by Lester King 
March in 1956: “My memory as a very small boy 
was that it was a very beautiful spot.”

March, a son of long-time town doctor William 
Bright March who built a house in Burson soon after 
the railroad pulled in, added that the S.J. & S.N.R.R. 
then wanted to purchase 10 acres of level land from 
Burson adjoining their right-of-way on the south for 
a switching yard. “Mr. Burson set the price above 
a reasonable value,” wrote March, “and the contro
versy finally waxed hot, and the railroad people 
said alright we will build to Valley Spring and also 
change the name of our station to Helisma which 
was not a very good sounding name.” March was 
correct about the latter; for years residents would say 
with a smile to perplexed outsiders, “Burson is my 
post office but Hell is my station.”

However, and more importantly, March, who was 
born three years after Burson was founded, appears 
to have erred regarding the controversy itself. There 
is no mention in contemporary documents or news
papers of any such disagreement. Whether the 

railroad asked to buy property for a switching yard 
and Burson countered with an exorbitant price is 
unknown. What is clear is that any such issue had 
nothing to do with the railroad moving on to Valley 
Spring (where it arrived in April 1885) since that, 
and even to the Big Trees and beyond, had been in 
the company’s plan from the beginning. In addition, 
the railroad could not have been so terribly upset with 
Burson himself given that railroad receipts through 
the remainder of the 1880s show that the enterprise 
continued to make occasional payments to him of $5 
per month for providing water to the station.

As for the name change, the first mention of the 
station being called Helisma rather than Burson in 
the annual Officers, Agents & Stations publication 
of the Southern Pacific (which purchased the San 
Joaquin & Sierra Nevada Railroad in 1886) is 1892, 
years after Daniel Burson owned any land in the 
town or any controversy may have waxed hot. Later 
accounts propose that problems confusing deliv
eries to Burson with those to Benson, AZ, was the 
rationale for the change. The source for the ungainly 
name of Helisma remains unknown.

Blaming Burson for a poor business decision 
that stymied the town’s development is ill placed for 
another reason as well. If offered money from the 
railroad, he surely would have taken it without much

BURSON FOUNDERS DRY
Public Invited To Celebrate Burson’s History 

On Saturday, September 17, 2005

F
or the first time, a Burson Founders Day 
will celebrate the past, present and future 
of the Calaveras County town. At 11 a.m., 
Saturday, September 17, 2005, a memorial stone 

will be dedicated at Daniel Burson’s gravesite at 
Harmony Grove Cemetery in Lockeford. Next to 
his Civil War headstone, the memorial will credit 
his founding of Burson and, for the first time, 
note that wife Martha is buried beside him. The 
Calaveras Co. Historical Society, Calaveras Co. 
officials, Civil War and other historical groups, 
local media and current descendants of some 
of the town’s 19th century settlers will be in 

attendance. At 1 p.m., the event will move to a 
location near the intersection of Burson Rd. and 
Hwy. 12. Along with entertainment, food, booths 
sponsored by local merchants, and a farmer’s 
market, items of historical interest will be avail
able for purchase, including a special framed 
version (with lyrics) of the song “What Kind Of 
Person Could Survive In Burson?” penned by 
renowned Calaveras Co. resident Randy Sparks. 
For info about participation or attendance at the 
first annual Burson Founders Day, sponsored by 
the Wallace/Burson Association, please contact 
Sal Manna at (209) 772-0336.
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of a hard bargain—because little more than a year 
after founding Burson, its namesake went bankrupt.

Burson was a man of modest means, receiving 
what was likely a very small Civil War pension to 
supplement his limited farming efforts. In 1882, 
according to property tax records, Burson owned 
his land, house, one plow, one wagon, three colts, 
two cows, one calf, one dog, poultry, one harness, 
firearms, furniture, a horse, and, extravagantly, a 
thoroughbred worth $300. Per 1884’s assessment, 
though he owns much of the same, he has now 
mortgaged his land to John Storey, a successful 
Irish-born miner dubbed “the Bonanza King of 
Camanche”; to Graupner, for the additional land 
earlier purchased, and to Hattie
Sterling, a German-born widow 
who was a frequent money
lender to area residents. Burson, 
as did a few others, staked his 
future on the railroad ushering 
in an economic boom for the 
entire county.

The small town quickly 
boasted a post office, stores, 
dance hall, saloons, livery stables 
and numerous residences. Daniel
Burson sold lots to Jay Conklin, 
a brickmason from Ohio; to Ed
Caldwell, a miner turned saloon
keeper from Canada; Marcus
Lafayette Cook, a Tennessee- 
born farmer who opened a store 
and became Burson’s first post
master, and storekeepers William Cook (M.L.’s son) 
and Iowa’s Warren Lamb, plus acreage north of 
the site to Fred Walter, a German-born blacksmith 
who became one of the town’s solid citizens, and 
a postmaster, for many years. But despite Burson’s 
efforts, and expense, the vast majority of the lots 
went unsold.

In mid-1884, the Valley Review touted that 
“this new railroad will prove a great blessing to 
these people so long shut off from the commerce 
and manufacturies of the world, and as capital is 
introduced, the resources of the valley and mines 
better developed, towns will spring up, and all the 
advantages enjoyed by the denizens of more favored 
localities will be meted out to those brave pioneers 
who have toiled and reared their families on their 

foothill farms contented with their surroundings nor 
ambitious to enter the arena of fortune to struggle for 
wealth, honors and fame, though surely the first of 
these will come without the seeking.”

In 1884, the narrow gauge carried 21,512 
passengers and more than 19,000 tons of freight. 
The following year, it carried 19,908 passengers and 
12,234 tons of freight. In 1886, it carried 15,706 
passengers and 13,000 tons of freight. Also, per 
revenues and debits, the railroad was in the black. 
The S.J. & S.N.R.R., contrary to popular belief, 
was not a failure. Yet the cost of its building, and 
the interest expense on its bonds, weighed heavily 
on investors. The San Joaquin Historian writes that 

“the crushing blow came with 
the death of its chief financier 
and president, Fredrick Birdsall.” 
That claim is erroneous, however, 
since Birdsall passed away years 
later on April 23, 1900.

Nevertheless, the railroad 
was certainly not as explo
sively successful as everyone 
had hoped and the growth of 
Calaveras County that it was 
supposed to spark never mate
rialized. That the line was not 
extended beyond Valley Spring 
(other than the 1925 expansion 
to the Calaveras Cement Co. in 
San Andreas) spelled the end of 
any potentially major commer
cial advance for the county 

for many decades. One can only imagine what 
Calaveras County would be like today if the rail
road had indeed stretched to the Big Trees.

So what went wrong with Burson’s particular 
dream of a thriving, prosperous new town? Burson 
“flourished while serving as the terminus of the rail
road, with freight bound for the mines being unloaded 
there for transfer onto large freight wagons” (San 
Joaquin Historian, July-September 1975). But within 
a matter of only seven swift months from its founding, 
Burson was simply passed on by. Valley Spring became 
the new terminus (and later became Valley Springs). 
Daniel Burson had known that his hamlet would never 
remain the end of the line. Time was of the essence 
to draw either a substantial population or significant 
added resources before the railroad moved on. Neither

The intersection of Burson and Helisma Roads 
(also known as Railroad Street) in 2005. 

Courtesy of Sal Manna.
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II

SEPT. 1884.

The official plat map of-the Townsite 
of Burson, recorded in 1884.

Courtesy Calaveras County Surveyors.
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3n tljc Superior (Court,

State of California.

rbi .Insolvent Deb lot

County of

or been privy io any act, matter or thing specified in the said diet as ground for

withholding such discharge, or as invalidating such discharge, if granted

insolvent Debtor.

.....188&.Subscribed and worn to before me

1ccAsQjri-

Daniel Burson's court document filing for bankruptcy , bearing his signature, dated December 6,1896. 
Courtesy Calaveras County Archives.

_____ ;

2n the Matter of

Itartc-rofca Blank, N«. 1253.—OATH OF INBOX.YEKT, (0) ^-83-wuj L. Bancroft S Co., tyokMHwnnfl Stnttoneiie. S<w» fiacvtseo. U.

of the Legislature of the Stale of California, entitled, << of n .del for the 7ieltef of

Insolvent Debtors, for the Protection of Creditors, and for the Punishment of 
t

Fraudulent Debtors,” approved April 76th, 7880 : 7hat he has not done, suffered 

of the

Qioiinty of ..

State of California)

, being duly sworn, says:

2 hat he has applied to the Superior Court of Ihejt^^C County of.

Slate of California, for discharge from his debts, under the provisions of an rfcl 
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occurred, for a myriad of reasons, most beyond 
his control—from a national economic recession to 
better prospects for money and people elsewhere in 
California to the lack of a powerful benefactor.

Meanwhile, Daniel Burson was deeply in debt. 
According to his bankruptcy proceedings, he owed 
money for everything from groceries and black
smithing to pipe and powder, a sum of more than 
$7,000. His assets at the time of his filing as an 
insolvent debtor were one wagon, two horses, one 
harness, and household furniture, totaling $295. 
He claimed to own no real estate because a month 
earlier, in October 1885, he cleverly deeded all 
320 acres of his land to his wife. With that appar
ently effective maneuver, they continued to live on 
the property, with Martha as the legal, tax-paying 
owner. Daniel was still considered an upstanding 
member of the community, serving on juries and 
mentioned positively in newspapers. In June 1887, 
the Calaveras Prospect noted that he had a straw
berry patch containing 5,000 plants and that he 
had sold 1,200 pounds of the fruit. However, two 
of those who held mortgages, including Sterling, 
were not so easily put off. They sued the Bursons in 
court and won. By 1888, the Bursons were forced to 
surrender all of their land to the note holders. They 
soon moved to the falls of San Antonio Creek near 
the Big Trees, where Martha Burson claimed yet 
another 160-acre homestead.

Burson the town did not disappear with the 
relocation of the Bursons. In the 1890s, for example, 
Burson was the area’s center for Memorial Day 
activities thanks to residents who had erected 
the county’s first post of the Grand Army of the 
Republic, the organization for Union Civil War 
veterans. Individual Burson businesses and residents 
have continued to prosper through the years. Gold 
Country travelogues notwithstanding, Burson has 
never been a ghost town.

Daniel Burson died on November 24, 1907, at 
the age of 78. Less than three years later, Martha 
passed away at age 80. Both are buried at the 
Harmony Grove Cemetery in Lockeford, with 
Daniel’s final resting place marked by a Civil 
War headstone. His obituary in the Calaveras 
Prospect read: “D.A. Burson after whom the town 
of Burson was named... was a native of Iowa...He 
came to this county in the early days, and at 
the time of the building of the Lodi and Valley

The Civil War headstone at Daniel Burson's gravesite at 
Harmony Grove Cemetery in Lockeford. His wife is buried 
beside him in an unmarked grave. Courtesy of Sal Manna.

Spring railroad, he started the town of Burson as a 
public resort, but was not successful.” In his own 
obituary, his name is incorrect (D.A. instead of 
D.S.) and his birthplace is incorrect (Iowa instead 
of Pennsylvania).

The newspaper does accurately cite that his 
dream did not come to fruition. Yet, 120-plus years 
later, there remains a town named after him, a road 
running through it that also bears his name, and citi
zens proud to live in a small Calaveras County town 
called Burson.

A resident of Burson, Sal Manna is a freelance 
writer who has written for newspapers such as the Los 
Angeles Times and magazines including Time and 
Playboy. He is also President of the areas community 
organization, the Wallace/Burson Association.
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THE CHILDREN OF DANIEL AND MARTHA BURSON
Daniel and Martha

Burson were childless. 
However, the couple unof
ficially adopted two girls in
1885. Clara Belle Posey was 
seven years old and her sister 
Effie Franklin Posey was 
five when their father, the 
wonderfully named General 
Jackson Posey, gave them 
up because he supposedly 
could not afford to care for
them. The Bursons would testify in court docu
ments that Posey gave them to the Bursons 
to “protect, clothe and educate them as their 
own offspring...and they have cared for and 
supported said minors and adopted them as their 
natural children.” But in 1888, Posey knocks on 
the Bursons’ cabin door near the San Antone 
Falls and asks to be given his daughters. The 
Bursons refuse; Posey takes them to court. The 
Bursons lose; the children go home with their 
father. Yet when Posey dies in 1893, it is unclear 
whether the girls go back into the care of the 
Bursons or blood relatives.

But Effie followed the 
profession of her biological 
mother and became a teacher, 
and did return to Burson the 
town. For two years, 1900- 
1901, she taught at the Burson 
School. Later, after marrying 
Corwin Douglass White, 
more than 20 years her senior, 
in 1902, she became the prin
cipal of schools in Clements 
and Lockeford. The Whites

lived in Lodi into the 1920s, after which they 
moved to Santa Maria, Santa Barbara County, 
where he died in 1946 and she the following year. 
They had three children—Emily (who became a 
teacher too), George and Howard. Meanwhile, 
Clara Belle married Samuel Gillingham, died in 
1929, and had no children.

Martha Bursons’ obituary in The Lodi Sentinel 
(July 16, 1910) reads: “Mrs. Martha Farrington 
Burson, mother of Mrs. C.D. White...resided at 
the home of her daughter for the past three years.” 
In the end, at least for Effie, Martha and Daniel 
Burson were indeed her mother and father.

HISTORIC MANUSCRIPT DISCOVERED A

T
he Historical Society has an exciting 
announcement of a recently discovered 
historic manuscript.

Wally Matloch, one of our directors, was 
doing some research with the California Historical 
Society. In a very indirect route, Wally found his 
way to a manuscript that had been donated to the 
state fifty years ago.

The authoress was Edna Buckbee, a known 
local author of Pioneer Days of Angels Camp 
and The Saga of Old Tuolumne. Bom in 1876 in 
Sheep Ranch, Mrs. Buckbee was the daughter of 
Calaveras County pioneers. She made a living 
writing and selling stories that she recalled from 
her youth, or that she collected from eye witnesses.

Wally retrieved the Calaveras County 
material and obtained permission to fff 
publish it. He has spent several months 
collating, transcribing and compiling the collection 
of notes from her unpublished manuscript in to 
a semblance of order. The result is a fascinating 
accounting of several gold rush stories and legends 
as documented by first hand interviews.

Wally is working to enhance the written 
material with historic maps and relevant old 
photos. The result is going to be an exciting book, 
published under the auspices and for the benefit 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society. Keep 
your eyes out for future announcements regarding 
the publication and sale of this book.
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NEW BOOK HIGHLIGHTS 
THE HISTORY OF MURPHYS 

AND MORE

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Look for Around Murphys 
on local bookshelves soon!

A new book entitled Around Murphys has recently 
been published by Arcadia Press. The book is by 
prominent Calaveras County historian Judith Marvin. 
The book features over 200 historic photographs and 
images, accompanied by lively text written by Judith. 
Several of the featured photographs were from the 
Historical Society’s files, and many quality images 
were produced by our own Wally Matloch.

This book is not just another pretty picture 
book. The author used specific detailed research of 
record data to get the stories straight. Drawing on 
her own rich knowledge, combined with the high 
quality photographs she used, Judith has created an 
attractive yet accurate accounting of the history of 
Murphys and other nearby communities from record 
evidence. Her enthusiasm for history is contagious, 
and you too will be drawn in to this captivating book 

This museum is open Thursday through Sundays, 
also from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. If you’re in Angels 
Camp, don’t forget to stop by the Altaville School 
House, located in front of the CDF Station on 
Highway 49. The schoolhouse is always open free 
to the public every day.

While visiting the main museum complex in 
San Andreas, don’t forget to stop by the Willard R 
Fuller Book Room, where the society maintains an 
extensive inventory of historic and gold rush books 
for sale. These books always make for great reading, 
or a thoughtful gift. Members enjoy a whopping 
15% discount on all book and gift shop purchases. 
With such a great discount, you can’t go wrong!

Our members and our volunteers are what keep 
this society running. Thank you again for your 
contributions, and please enjoy your membership 
benefits. If you want to do more, you can volunteer 
by contacting the main office at 754-1058. And 
don’t forget to renew those annual memberships!

once you get a chance to browse through its pages.
Judith’s name is familiar to members of the Historical 

Society. She is the foremost living historian of Murphys, 
Sheep Ranch, and probably all of Calaveras County at 
large. For eleven years she was the Museum Director 
until the society assumed that responsibility in 1987. 
She has presented numerous talks to the society over the 
years. Foothill Resources, Ltd. is a prominent cultural 
resources firm in California, of which she is a principal. 
Judith is an accomplished author, and collaborated with 
the Historical Society on the production of the popular 
book Madam Felix s Gold, which she co-authored with 
Historical Society Honorary Member Willard P. Fuller 
and Julia G. Costello, a local archeologist.

T
he Historical Society again thanks you 
for your membership. For the mere cost 
of a dinner in a moderate restaurant, you 
get to enjoy multiple benefits from your annual 

membership. Your contribution goes toward the 
publication of this journal as well as the general 
operating expenses of the society. Your foremost 
benefit is receiving Las Calaveras quarterly, but 
your membership privileges don’t stop there.

The Historical Society also grants free admission 
for members to both of our museums. Considering 
how often we like to visit our museums, this can add 
up to be a very lucrative benefit, indeed! Why not 
take advantage of this privilege and take your family 
or a guest on an outing to a museum? The Calaveras 
County Museum in downtown San Andreas is 
located at 30 North Main Street and is open daily 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm, except major holidays. Also in 
San Andreas is the new Red Barn Museum, soon 
to celebrate its one year anniversary of operation.
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $22.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical mate
rial presented in Las Calaveras is not copyrighted 
and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the source 
would be appreciated. Contributions of articles about 
Calaveras County are appreciated and may be submitted 
to the Historical Society for consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday 
of each month in various communities throughout 
the County. Locations and scheduled programs are 
announced in advance. Some meetings include a 
dinner program, and visitors are always welcome. 

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museum while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact us 
at: CCHS@goldrush.com.v _____

New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

February 2005
Robert & Barbara Holton, Sonora
Patrick McLaughlin, Lodi
Salvatore Manna, Burson
Mary Dayhoff, Mariposa
Wiley Johnson, Castro Valley

March 2005
Harold Gowder, Valley Springs
Chris Airola, Loomis
Mark Johnson, Arnold
Dan O’Boyle, Valley Springs

April
Gary Giovannoni, San Andreas
Dan Johnston, Sacramento

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the 

following donation:

February 2005
Scrapbook in memory of Ella Jones Berry—Rebecca 
Jones Berry, Prescott, AZ

JULY MEETING
Installation of officers and directors will be 
Thursday July 28 at 6:00 p.m. at the Robin’s 

Nest in San Andreas.

Reservations 754-1058

J
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MEMORIES OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
“RED HOUSE”

IN SALT SPRING VALLEY
By Ella McCarty Hiatt—2005

The Salt Spring Valley School that the author attended. 
Photo courtesy of Frances Tower Henry, 1943; 

from the files of the Calaveras Historical Society.

M
y fondest memories of the Old Original 
Red House are in the years of 1927 
through the 1930’s, when Mr. and Mrs. 
Abner Jack and family came to live there. They had 

a daughter Doris, and a son, Bob. The Jacks were 
related to the Jack family in San Andreas (which 
made it a familiar name to me). Mr. Moreing owned 
the Red House Ranch at that time, and he hired the 
Abner Jack family to be his caretakers.

Doris and Bob enrolled in the eighth grade at the 
Salt Spring Valley grammar school in the fall of the 
year of 1927. My brother Tom and myself were also 
starting in our eighth grade at the school. He and I 
were the last, and youngest, of the McCarty family 
children to attend the Salt Spring Valley School.

Our McCarty Ranch home was on Rock Creek 
Road, about four miles south of the school. My 
brother Tom had a cut down Model T Ford car, 
which was called a “Bug”! It had two seats in the 
front, just back of the motor, and the back end was 
left with a flat bed on the metal frame and over 
the back wheels of the car. It was fun riding in it,
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The Old Original Red House, in snow in 1930. Doris Jack is in the foreground, and a lovely old 
truck is visible on the far left. Photo courtesy of Doris Jack Bates.

instead of walking as we used to do, or sometimes 
we rode with the Copper Ore trucks that went by 
toward Milton, and we got out at the turn off at Salt 
Spring Valley Road.

The Salt Spring Valley School
Our teacher at the Salt Spring Valley School was 

Mrs. (Jake) Tower, (nee Julia Drew of Copperopolis) 
and we loved, and respected her. After we all had 
lined up outside and saluted the flag, we marched 
back inside, two by two, to the tune of “God Bless 
America”. There was a phonograph at the school, 
but our teacher was musical and played the piano. 
She usually played two or three songs for us to sing 
before classes began, then it was time to review 
our homework that she had given us to do. She 
had all eight grades to get started, so it usually 
took up most of the morning (with one recess 
outside, in between, if the weather was good). In 
the afternoon sometimes older pupils could work 
at a table to make maps of places we were studying 
in geography. We mixed some flour and water to 
form valleys and to make mountains, and when it 
hardened, we could use watercolors to paint them 
green or brown.

On Fridays, we all had to help clean the school
room. Older ones could sweep and dust and little ones 

were sent outside with the 
black board erasers (to 
clap the erasers together 
to get the chalk dust out). 
They could do this on the 
porch, if it was raining.
There was a cabinet with a 
glass front that had six or 
eight shelves full of books 
for us to read. Everyone in 
the “Upper Grades” had 
to read at least one book 
a month, as part of our 
schoolwork.

We had special fun 
days also, such as the 
annual Easter Egg Hunt 
across the road, in and 
around the tall rocks! The 
pre-school children in the 
area were always invited to 
the egg hunt.

On Valentines Day, we always had a “Valentine 
Box”. We were lucky to have pretty paper to make 
valentines, as our teacher, Mrs. Tower, had a sister 
in Stockton, who was married to Mr. Clyde Danner, 
and they owned a wallpaper and paint store. They 
gave us sample catalogues of colored flowered 
wallpaper patterns to cut out and make valentines. 
Her niece, Helen Danner, made sure to bring the 
pattern catalogues up to the school the week before 
the “Big Valentines Day”!

At school, the “biggest and strongest” always 
packed the bucket of water from the spring of good 
water just down the hillside from the schoolhouse. 
These years of 1927 and 1928, it was Bob Jack, or 
my brother Tom McCarty.

We all had our own cups with our names 
on them, to keep from spreading “cold” germs, 
whooping cough, chicken pox or whatever was going 
around! We got most of these anyway, even though 
we had a long handled dipper in the water bucket to 
get water for our cups!

This was a one room school, with two rows 
of desks; smaller desks toward teacher, and black 
boards on the wall, with larger desks in back. 
There was a large “schoolhouse clock” up high, so 
everyone could see it to “learn to tell time”, and to 
not be late getting in from recess! On each side of 
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the clock were pictures of George Washington and 
Abraham Lincoln.

We all studied real hard, as I remember, and were 
glad that we did, because some of the questions in 
the eighth grade test were about the “Constitution 
of the United States”. All four of us graduated, and 
looked forward to getting our diplomas. However, 
our teacher (Mrs. Jake Tower) became ill with severe 
migraine headaches, and had to send us to Milton 
to receive our diplomas at the Milton School. Mrs. 
Alvin Prouse was their teacher, and she welcomed 
us to join her graduates. Mr. Charles Schoewerer, the 
“Superintendent of Schools”, was there to hand out 
our diplomas, as well as those of the eighth graders 
of Milton. We were sorry not to have our graduation 
exercises at our own school, but were also sorry for 
our much-admired teacher who was so ill.

This school is still there now in the year 2005. 
The Tower families have taken good care of it, 
along with the help of some of the former students 
with money raising projects and such. We have 
had quite a few school reunions in recent years, 
and it was nice to see Doris and Bob Jack there 
as well as our former schoolmates and some of 
the older people from the earlier years such as the 
Towers, Stegmans, and Wilsons and even some
times a teacher that had taught there.

Mrs. Jack was a very nice lady. Her job was to 
cook for the workers at the “Ranch” and sometimes, 
for people traveling that road from Milton to Angels 
Camp. People all had some sort of automobile by 
1928 or 1929, and didn’t usually stay over night.

It snowed in Salt Spring Valley in 1930, and two 
pictures were taken of Doris Jack standing in the 
snow beside the Old Original Red House, and also a 
picture of her standing by a small building nearby.

Mr. Andy Williams, by this time, had bought 
the whole Red House ranch in 1930, and had started 
to build his Spanish type “Mansion” home. It was 
being built about a quarter of a mile north of the Old 
Red House. A picture was taken of the beginning 
of the construction work on it, and that was also 
covered with some snow.

Mr. Williams had sold his “Piggly Wiggly Stores 
all over the World”, as he was fond of saying. But 
when Safeway Co. bought the stores they were 
simply just called “Safeway”, same as today.

Andy Williams hired Mrs. Jack to cook for the 
thirty men working on the construction job, so she 
stayed on, and did the cooking for them all. She 
cooked and served their meals to them in the large 
kitchen and dining room of the Old Red House. 
She had a couple of girls helping in the kitchen, 
one of which was my older sister Lucile McCarty,

The Red House
Doris and Bob only had 

to come about two miles 
from the Red House to 
school. Sometimes, for fun, 
they came in a horse and 
cart, and I was asked to ride 
home with them a couple 
of times when I stayed over 
night with Doris at the big 
Old Red House.

Sometimes during 
those grammar school 
days, when I was invited 
to stay over night with 
Doris in the big old two 
story Red House, we slept 
in her bedroom up on the 
second story, and it was an 
exciting thing for me, just 
to sleep upstairs!

Doris Jack, in front of the Old Original Red House's wood shed in snow in 1930. 
Photo courtesy of Doris Jack Bates.
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The Red House "Mansion" under construction by Andy Williams during a snow in 1930. 
Photo courtesy of Doris Jack Bates.

who drove back and forth to Red House everyday 
from our home across the Valley to work in the 
kitchen (everyone was glad to have jobs as it was the 
“depression years”, of the 1930’s).

When the construction of Mr. Andy Williams 
New House was finished the Jack family moved 
back down to Ceres, California, where they had 
been living before they came to the Red House. 
Mr. Moreing and Mr. Abner Jack were friends, and 
Mr. Moreing wanted Abner and his family to come 
back down and work with him, at his ranch (we 
certainly missed them!). This was in the late 1930’s 
and the Old Red House still remained, to be used for 
workers homes, for some more years.

Captain John Wright had built this two story 
Original Red House in 1886-87. He built it for 
a “Stage Stop” on this northeast branch of the 
Antelope Trail, in Salt Spring Valley. He painted it 
red, and also painted the roofs of his white barns in 
this same red color. He had acquired so much land 
around the area that eventually people started calling 
it the “Red House Ranch”.

Frances (Tower) Henry, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. 
Frank Tower, knew quite a lot about Captain Wright. 
She informed me that the Captain’s sister married 
Mr. Al Beck, who was an Uncle to Frances and her 
sisters Marian and Alice (Tower). Captain Wright 
and his wife, and the Beck family were all from 
Oakland, California.

One of the Tower family’s favorite stories was 
when Capt. Wright went to visit “Grandma Tower” 
and her husband Jacob. The Captain asked Grandma 
Tower how she liked his new house? And she replied, 
“I don’t like the color!!”

She and Jacob had built their white two-story 
home in the late 1860’s, in about the upper middle 
part of Salt Spring Valley. This is where the old 
“Antelope Trail” came up from below Gopher 
Ridge Mountain from the west and into the Salt 
Spring Valley. It was then called the “White 
House Road”, and had been a stage stop and way 
station for many years. The road went through 
the Tower Ranch and up Carmen Grade to get 
to Angels Camp. In one of Grandma Tower’s 
diary pages she wrote, “The men are working on 
Carmen Grade today.”

Captain Wright was interested in mining, as 
well as having many acres of land. He had included 
the little place called “Lost City”, which was about 
two miles from his main ranch and was separated 
by fences and a dirt road that led past the Pedroli 
Place, the Stegman Ranch, etc. and branched off to 
the northwest, and on down through the DeMartini 
Ranch to Valley Springs. Lost City was believed 
to have been settled by French Trappers in the 
1840’s. It consists of crumbling clay colored rock 
in old buildings, and the same rock type in open 
ovens and chimneys. A small stream of water runs
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The Red House Mansion as it appears today.
Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2005.

through the lower end. Capt. Wright probably 
thought there might be gold or copper ore there, 
but none was ever believed to have been discov
ered. (See Las Calaveras, January 1953, July 1960, 
and July 1961).

The Captain had bought a part of the Alto Mine 
down toward Knights Ferry near the Stanislaus 
River, which was on part of the “Spanish Grant” 
(the Rancheria del Rio Estanislau, see Las 
Calaveras October 1982 and January 1989). He 
bought the part of the grant from Manuel Castro 
in 1863, and eventually was in partnership at the 
mine, with Tom Lane.

The mine was doing quite well, with a 10 stamp 
mill, operated by electric power from an electric line 
that came up from the town of Knights Ferry. This 
same power was eventually extended to the mining 
town of Hodson, and to Angels Camp. Tom Lane 
was associated with the Utica Mine in Angels Camp, 
where his brother Charlie Lane was manager and 
part owner of the Utica Mine.

Captain Wright stayed down at the Alto Mine 
a lot of the time and while there, in 1903, he had 
a bad fall when riding his donkey. This was prob
ably his transportation around the mine. He did 
not recover from this accident, and died in that 
year of 1903.

Mrs. Wright kept the partnership in the mine for 
about three years, then in 1906, contracted that part 

of the mine and the part of the “Spanish Grant”, to 
W.O. Manson. It was in litigation for a while, but 
eventually she received her money for the property 
from the “California-Calaveras Mining Company”, 
organized in January 1907.

It was said that when Captain Wright owned 
some of the buildings and a dance hall at Ramsey 
Flat near the Alto Mine he would not allow any 
saloons. There was a school, a post office, a 
church, and the dance hall, which all provided jobs 
for local residents.

When Mrs. Wright sold the Red House Ranch prop
erty she went back to live in Oakland, California.

“Taking a Step Back in Time” 
The Peach Orchard

There is probably no way of knowing if 
Capt. Wright in 1886 had known about the Peach 
Orchard Farm that had been established in the 
1850’s. It was two miles above the site that Capt. 
Wright had chosen for his Red House Stage Stop. 
The Peach Orchard Farm was on this same north
eastern branch of the Old Antelope Trail. The farm 
was started by Garcelon and Kallenback. They 
planted an orchard and raised vegetables. It was 
just on the edge of the tree line, of that part of 
Bear Mountain that must have had better weather 
for vegetable gardening. Maybe the area had no 
cold frosty weather because of the protection of a 
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few native oak trees there. There was a perpetual 
stream of water that came through the farm, from 
above, from springs on Bear Mountain. They built 
a two story hotel and made it into a stage stop, 
with other buildings and homes for their garden 
workers. It was the only place in Salt Spring Valley 
that was hiring people and paying wages.

When my grandfather Thomas McCarty came to 
California, around the “Hom” in 1850, he pre-empted 
some land in the southern part of Salt Spring Valley, 
on the Stockton Road, then headed for the Peach 
Orchard Farm to earn some money to pay for his land 
as soon as the government released it for sale.

The Peach Orchard Farm hauled their produce 
by horse and wagon, and delivered to San Andreas 
and to the gold prospectors at “Angels Creek”. In 
1848 Henry Angel started a trading post there, 
and it consisted of about 300 people at that time. 
(Later on, as the population grew, it was called 
“Angels Camp”). The prospectors there made 
enough money to buy provisions at the trading 
post. Perhaps some of the workers for the Peach 
Orchard Farm drove the produce wagons to Angels 
Creek. My grandfather seemed to go to Angels 
Creek often through the later years, so he might 
have become acquainted with people there in his 
Peach Orchard days.

In 1852 he decided to go back to New York and 
ask his sweetheart Miss Agnes Dean to marry him. 
They were married at his brother Michael McCarty’s 
Hotel at Elysian Fields, Hoboken, New Jersey, then 
began his return trip to California. They took a ship 
to Panama and after walking across the “Isthmus of 
Panama”, they boarded a ship there that was headed 
for San Francisco. A trip by river boat took them to 
Stockton, and by stage coach to Salt Spring Valley. 
They went to the Peach Orchard Farm again, and he 
got a job, as he needed money. When they finally 
left the Peach Orchard, they went to Angels Creek to 
stay and prospect for gold but eventually came back 
to Salt Spring Valley.

Mr. Jacob Tower had arrived in Salt Spring 
Valley in the 1850’s and he also went to work at the 
Peach Orchard Farm. He then established his own 
ranch on the western center of the valley, which was 
on the main route of the Antelope Trail. Mr. Jacob 
Tower and Mr. Bisbee were partners and they raised 
hay and grain and vegetables for sale. When Mary 
Howard and Jacob married, it became a favorite 

stage stop and way station for travelers on their way 
to Angels Camp, and “Calaveras Big Trees”.

When my grandfather Thomas McCarty had paid 
for his pre-empted land, he built a log cabin with a 
small store on his ranch on Stockton Road (now 
State Highway 4) and used it as a stage stop. He had 
some gold scales and weighed the prospectors’ gold 
that they traded for groceries and supplies. There 
were a few members of the Me-Wuk Indians still 
living in the surrounding area, and they traded their 
Indian rock mortars for bacon, beans, and flour.

McCarty went to the Angels Creek trading post 
to buy new supplies for his store. Later, he raised 
his own livestock and eventually became a large 
sheep and cattle rancher. He and his wife Agnes 
(Dean) McCarty raised nine children at their “Log 
Cabin Ranch”.

There were not many families in Salt Spring 
Valley yet, in the 1850’s, but Madame Felix had 
arrived from France at that time. Her husband, 
Sylvester, had sent for her when he had acquired 
some land on Rock Creek Road, which was on 
the south part of Salt Spring Valley coming from 
Milton, and on to Angels Camp and Murphys 
(and to the Big Trees). Her husband was killed in 
a wagon accident, so she made her place into a 
stage stop and way station on top of a small grade 
on their ranch on Rock Creek Road. Her nearest 
neighbor was Alban Hettick, with his big garden of 
fruit trees and grapes.

My family eventually became owners of the 
large Hettick Ranch, and I can remember the Hettick 
house. It had a long sink counter in the kitchen with 
drains to wash grapes, and a wine cellar downstairs. 
There were two water springs in his garden, and a 
creek so he did not lack for water.

When my father bought the Hettick Ranch 
in 1901 he bought the Hettick Ranch cattle AH 
brand, which is still being used through the years by 
McCarty family inheritors.

Getting back to the 1850’s, Madame Felix’s stage 
stop burned, and she moved to the Hettick House. 
Madame Felix was a good friend of the Tower and 
McCarty families. She acted as a midwife (nurse) 
when their children started arriving, and some of 
the McCarty children were born at the Hettick 
Ranch. Grandma Tower called her son, Jake Tower, 
“Madame Felix’s Strawberry Baby”, because he 
loved the strawberries from the garden when they 
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went to visit her. (“Madame” is a name given to the 
married women of France).

Madame Felix died at the age of 60 years old, in 
1880, and was buried beside her husband Sylvester 
Felix on the lower edge of the Hettick garden. There 
was always a patch of a green “Myrtle” plant, to mark 
the spot where the graves were. Alban Hettick lived 
to the age of 82 and was buried in Murphys Calif 
near his relatives. In recent years when the Meridian 
Royal Mine property came nearby to the graves, they 
were all exhumed and moved to Murphys.

Most of these roads in Salt Spring Valley existed 
from the Mi-Wuk Indian trails, when they made their 
annual trip from the High Sierras down over Bear 
Mountain to Salt Spring Valley. They stayed here 
all winter, to escape the cold weather of the Sierras. 
Just about every stream of water had a least one 
Indian mortar hole worn into rock ledges beside the 
streams. The Indians made the mortar holes by using 
another smaller rock, used like a pestle, until it was 
deep enough to hold a basket full of acorns, to be 
ground, and then cooked over a small fire. This was 
their main meal, except for deer meat, which were 
probably plentiful. They would use the deerskins 
to make moccasins and tents for their camps. The 
“Antelope Trail” was no doubt named because of the 
Indians. It is certain that the Antelope Trail was there 
long before Captain Wright built the Old Original 
Red House in 1886-87.

The Ofenheims and Fires
The Red House and ranch were purchased by 

Mr. and Mrs. William Von Ofenheim in the year of 
1946. They were of a different class of people than 
some of the former owners. He and his ancestors 
were from Austria. He liked using the title of “Von” 
Ofenheim, because it was used as a prefix to Austrian 
personal names and meant a sign of nobility of birth. 
Sometimes he was called “William” by his friends in 
San Andreas, but never “Bill”!

He had a sister who lived in England, and he 
called her on the phone every morning according 
to their trusted housekeeper lady, Mrs. Henley. (She 
was also hired to take care of their home, when they 
made their annual trip to England every year). She 
loved to cook some of his favorite meals, such as 
English food like “Yorkshire Pudding” (and also 
Pheasant, which he himself shot during pheasant 
season). Mr. Ofenheim’s clothing was like that of 

an English hunstman, with jacket and khaki colored 
trousers and high top boots.

The Ofenheims lived in the Red House 
“Mansion”, which they enjoyed very much and it 
suited their lifestyle. They had three children who 
were in boarding school in Oakland but preferred 
“city life” instead of “country”.

Mr. Ofenheim was interested in Calaveras County 
business. He was especially interested in helping the 
Mark Twain Hospital become an upcoming first 
class hospital. He attended many of their meetings, 
sharing advice and suggestions.

The Ofenheims liked living in Salt Spring 
Valley because of its openness, “like a small 
country of all its own”. Among their neighboring 
visitors were Frances Tower Henry, and her niece 
Carolyn Hogan Kenfield. Also invited were friends 
with children that enjoyed being able to swim in 
the swimming pool. Mr. Ofenheim liked to watch 
them swim but they were advised not to splash too 
much water on the plants and flowers around the 
pool. They were told also that they must always 
take a shower before getting into the pool. They 
did so, as the shower was nearby, and they said it 
was really a cold shower! They didn’t mind that, as 
those summer days were so hot!

Mrs. Ofenheim sometimes gave luncheons out 
on the large screen porch at the north end of the 
house and hired local people to help with this type 
of entertainment. They always had someone from the 
area for steady kitchen helpers and housekeepers.

Mr. Ofenheim hired Mr. Darryl Stoddard and 
Mr. Walter Stone of Copperopolis, for his outside 
ranch bosses to take care of the cattle and horses 
and other ranch duties. They lived in the Old Red 
House, with their families. Walter Stone and his 
wife lived on the upper floor, and the Stoddard 
family lived on the bottom floor. On the morning of 
Jan. 4, 1953, sparks or a log rolled out of the huge 
fireplace (which heated the whole house, and was 
on the bottom floor). It started a large fire and Mr. 
Stoddard was unable to put it out. The Stoddard’s 
had two little girls, and they hurriedly got them 
outside, while at the same time alerting Walter and 
his wife to come down and get out as fast as they 
could. The whole two story Red House caught on 
fire, and burned to the ground!

This was such a sad ending for the Original 
Red House! It had been there 67 years and had
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The beautiful Red House Ranch still graces the Salt Spring Valley today. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2005.

sheltered many people through those years. It had 
stood sturdy and strong, and Captain Wright would 
have been proud that he had built such a good 
building for his stage stop!

Mr. Ofenheim built two new Bungalow type 
houses for these two families to live in and for 
future ranch workers. He built them near the tall 
trees where the Original Red House had been, 
where the water spring and well furnished the 
water for the whole ranch. The trees are still there, 
and people can be reminded where the “Original 
Old Red House” stood.

Frances Tower Henry’s list of first owners of the 
Red House Ranch was:

1. 1866: Captain John Wright (the builder)
2. Mr. Cockran
3. Mr. Moreing
4. Mr. Andy Williams
5. 1946: Mr. and Mrs. William Von Ofenheim

Mr. Ofenheim still moved the cattle down to 
their lower ranch near Salida, California, but he 
needed more feed for cattle at home. In the last part 
of May 1961 he decided to have a control burn, 
which the ranchers were allowed to do. This would 
allow green grass to grow for cattle feed the next 
year. The Forest Service brought their caterpillar 
bull dozers to the area above “Carmen City” where 
Mr. Ofenheim wanted it cleared. The bulldozer men 
cleared the thick brush, poison oak bushes, and 
dead limbs of old fallen trees. The brush etc was all 

pushed down in to the steep ravines to be lighted and 
burned there.

The fire trucks and other extra equipment were 
parked down at the bottom of Carmen grade, if 
needed if the fire got out of control. There were 
fire trucks all around the control burn area to keep 
fires from spreading. Two teen age boys, (Howard 
Northington, who was a nephew of Walter Stone, 
and Gary Hiatt) were standing above on a dirt road 
watching the fire in the first ravine, when they saw 
Mr Ofenheim and his guest coming up the hill in his 
jeep with more fuel to be used to start fires. He had 
one man inside the back of the jeep with the fuel 
container; whose name was Roy Cunningham. There 
was a rock covered half with dirt, and the jeep hit the 
rock. Mr. Ofenheim lost control and the boys saw it 
tip over, and the fuel explode in the back. It blew Roy 
Cunningham completely out onto the ground, and 
the jeep with Mr. Ofenheim and guest rolled down 
the hill tipping over a couple of times. Gary quickly 
grabbed Mr. Cunningham and rolled him in the 
dirt, because his clothes were on fire from the fuel 
explosion, and therefore saved his life. Howard ran 
down the hill to help Mr. Ofenheim and guest, as the 
jeep stopped nearly on top of the fire. There was a 
top on the jeep, so they weren’t severely injured, but 
their legs were entangled in the gearshift and brake. 
Howard helped them get out and away from the jeep, 
before it caught on fire. He then ran down to get the 
fire truck crew to help them with Mr. Ofenheim and 
his guest, and to help Gary with Mr. Cunningham.
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Both of these two local boys deserve a lot of credit, 
for their quick thinking in helping these three men! 
Howard lives in Copperopolis, and Gary is from Salt 
Spring Valley (McCarty Ranch). Mr. Ofenheim was 
extremely grateful, and notified the National Court of 
Honor of Boy Scouts of America that Gary had saved 
a man’s life in a forest fire. Gary was a member of 
the local Troop 43 of Boy Scouts of America, and the 
National Court of Honor recommended that he receive 
proper credit. Gary received a “Medal of Merit” from 
the Boy Scouts of America for “Saving the life of Roy 
Cunningham”. I raised Gary as my foster son, and I 
was very proud of him and his friend Howard.

Mr. and Mrs. Ofenheim lived happily on through 
the years in their Red House home, until they both 
passed away in the late 1960’s. Their children have 
since sold the whole ranch, but I think it will always 
be called “Red House Ranch”.

Contributing author Ella McCarty Hiatt is a 
life-long resident of the Salt Spring Valley, and has 
witnessed more than ninety years of rich history 
unfold before her in this beautiful valley.
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NEW OFFICERS FOR HISTORICAL SOCIETY

I
n July the Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomed a new slate of officers at the annual 
business meeting held in San Andreas. In 
a fun ceremony, former society president Betty

Snyder installed the officers in to their new posi
tions. She handed each one a fruit or vegetable 
that held desirable qualities that would be useful 
in their new functions.

Pictured kneeling in front is new "Top Banana" President Wally Motloch and Vice President Duane Wight. Standing, from 
left are Treasurer Don Maguire, Secretary Rosemary Faulkner, and Directors Jeff Tuttle, Gary Herd, Rosemary Wilson, Lowell 

Herbert, and Bob Belmont. On far right, holding her empty picnic basket is former president Betty Snyder.
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HISTORIC CANNON RECOVERED!!

Z
n July the residents of Calaveras County 
learned some wonderful news. This historic, 
pre-Civil War cannon that had been stolen 
from the People’s Cemetery in San Andreas in 

1998 has been recovered!
Most people had given up hope that a relic 

missing for so long could be found. Acting on 
an anonymous tip, the Calaveras County Sheriff’s 
Department obtained a search warrant and dredged 
a small pond on a remote ranch in Mountain Ranch. 
With the assistance of the Calaveras County Road 
Department, the cannon was removed from its 
submerged hiding place with a backhoe. It was 
quickly delivered to the Sheriff’s Department in San 
Andreas where inmates cleaned it up and gave it a 
new shine. It was determined that the bronze cannon 
was surprisingly no worse for wear after its seven 
year hiatus in the pond.

The cannon weighs 790 pounds and is solid 
bronze, cast in 1847. The field howitzer is designed 
to fire a twelve pound ball. It was given to Calaveras 
County by Congress in 1912 and originally displayed 
in Burson. In the 1920’s it was moved to San Andreas 
and mounted in the People’s Cemetery.

The cannon is sister to another howitzer cast 
by the same foundry. An earlier cannon, cast in 
1844 and weighing only 777 pounds, was paired 
with the stolen cannon at the time they were given 
to Calaveras County. It is not known whether 
either cannon ever saw battle. What is known is 
that they both have been fired right in San Andreas 
many times.

The two cannon gained notoriety in 1993 when 
sixth grade Essay Contest student Carl Anderson 
researched and wrote about the history of the 
cannon. Then in the 1990’s the cannon were featured 
in several military displays and re-enactments. They 
were periodically fired to commemorate various 
events, including Historical Society functions.

Sadly, in 1998, the temptation to possess one 
of the great cannon proved too much for a local 
prankster, and it was stolen from the cemetery. The 
Historical Society promptly provided reinforce
ment for the remaining cannon and posted a healthy 
reward for recovery of the missing one. Civil War 
organizations across the country were enlisted to 
watch out for the cannon should it appear for sale, 
yet it had never even left the county. The pond 

proved too good a hiding 
place, and the cannon 
dropped from memory.

Our hats are off to 
those who remember this 
piece of history and chose 
to act on it. Beautiful arti
facts as these could be lost 
to time if not remembered 
by dedicated individ
uals and groups such as 
the Historical Society. 
Thank you to those who 
provided the tip, and to 
the Sheriff’s Department 
for their good work.

For more informa
tion about the fascinating 
history of the cannon, 
readers are encouraged 
to read the October, 1997 
issue of Las Calaveras.

The two cannon were fired in the People's Cemetery in a military re-enactment on July 24,1997. 
On the left is Larry Schneider, on the right (loading) is Ed Pico, of the Stockton, 3rd US Artillery, 
National Civil War Association. Photo from the files of the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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TOMMY TAYLOR, 85, PASSES ON
by Bonnie Miller

T
hird generation and lifelong resident of 
Calaveras County, Thomas A. “Tommy” 
Taylor passed on in July of this year.

Tommy was born in 1919 in Rail Road Flat, and 
he lived there most of his life. He was married for 
more than 60 years to his childhood schoolmate and 
lifelong friend the elegant Mary McPherson Taylor.

Tommy graduated from Calaveras High School 
and attended the College of the Pacific and later 
served in the Naval Construction Battalion (the 
“SeaBees”) during World War II. After his service 
he operated the Taylor Logging Company until he 
retired from the logging business in 1975.

Tommy was always known as a bit of a prank
ster, but always a good friend. Above all, he was a 
friend to Calaveras County. Most recently he was 
known for his service to the residents of Calaveras 
County. In 1980 he was elected to the Calaveras 
County Board of Supervisors where he served four 
successful terms.

At Tommy’s retirement from public life in 
1996, a roaring roast was held at the Rail Road 
Flat Community Hall. Tommy’s contribution 
to several notable public projects was hailed. 
To name a few, a shop for the Glencoe Road 
Department crew, the Rock Creek Solid Waste 
Landfill, a sheriff’s substation in West Point, and a 
new bridge on Rail Road Flat Road over the South 
Fork of the Mokelumne River. He worked hard to 
secure funding for roadways, and was prominent 
in obtaining funding for a new bridge on Highway 
26 over the Middle Fork of the Mokelumne River. 
In 1998 State Assembly Resolution 105 named the 
bridge in his honor.

I’ll never forget the first time I met Tommy. 
When I was just a kid starting out in the Road 
Department in 1986, I was required to photograph 
damage caused by storms during heavy rains. I had 
just barely made it in 4WD out of what remained of 
Summit Level Road. I stopped at the Haigg’s Store 
in search of a hot cup of coffee, even though the 
power was out all over the area. I was approached 
by a kindly fellow from the back room whom I felt 
was surely going to admonish me for tracking mud 

in to his store. Instead, he asked me in detail “how 
bad are the roads out there?” I learned first hand 
that he really cared about the roads, and what the 
residents were up against. From then on I admired 
how he cared about the every day details within 
county government, his community and his beloved 
Calaveras County. I was proud to call him “my” 
supervisor from District 2.

As a supervisor, Tommy was known for his 
long-winded stories about “the good old days” 
when a person’s word was better than a contract. 
His amusing but common sense stories always 
wound up with a good moral applicable to the 
matter at hand.

Tommy was truly a good friend to the residents 
of Calaveras County. He never differentiated between 
one person and another. He treated everyone equally, 
and everyone with respect. Therefore everyone 
considered him their friend, and they could always 
count on him.

Four years ago Tommy and Mary moved to San 
Andreas. He passed away quietly at the age of 85.

Biographical information courtesy of the Calaveras 
Enterprise and personal knowledge of the author

MEMORIAL DONATIONS 
FOR TOMMY TAYLOR
Tom & Lynn Cowgill, San Andreas 

Charles & Ann Fenley, Modesto 
A.Y. Fitzpatrick, Orlando, Florida 

Joyce Schott, San Andreas 
Presley E. Peek, Mokelumne Hill 

Mr. & Mrs. David Lewis, San Jose 
The West Point Benefit Club, West Point 
Michael & Isabel Fortado, San Andreas 
Florence & John James, Valley Springs
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Wally Motloch, Mountain Ranch
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To the General Fund—Roy & Janet Clifton, SunnyvaL
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POWERING THE MINES
THE IMPULSE WATER WHEELS

by Bonnie Miller

G
old mining has always been a process of 
capturing and developing natural resources. 
Numerous inventions and industrial devel
opments came from the inspirations of miners. An 

example of an evolved use of resources that exemplifies 
that theory is the development and use of the impulse 
water wheel. The impulse water wheel garnered the 
strength of California’s water to operate the machinery 
that processed the ore that bore the gold.

With the advent of the industrial revolution, machinery 
began to take the place of extensive manual labor. As 
gold mining became automated, the demand for power 
became more important. The new machines required 
power to operate, which was not always readily available 
in remote mining locations. Remote mines depended on 
steam engines, which in turn depended on fuel to keep 
burning. The steam engines had voracious appetites, and 
the fuel sources were exhaustible. What was abundant in 
California was fast moving water from the mountainous 
streams. Equipment fueled by water, using a water wheel, 
was quickly developed by the enterprising pioneers.

The mechanical power of falling water is a proven 
tool that has been used for many centuries. A water Patent drawing for the Pelton Wheel, circa 1889
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The 48 inch Pelton Wheel on display in the Jail Yard. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller, 2002

wheel uses the energy of the falling water to convert 
it to a mechanical rotating motion along its shaft. The 
rotation of the shaft can be used to do work or generate 
power. The innovative water wheels that were devel
oped in the west are known as “impulse” wheels.

When one pictures a water wheel, what may come to 
mind is the large European style wood water wheel. Such 
a wheel typically hung over a large, slow moving river 
and powered something like a grist mill. By comparison, 
the impulse water wheel was (usually) a much smaller, 
precise piece of metal equipment that bore buckets or 
“cups” to capture high pressure water, rather than flat 
paddles which merely deflected the water. The water 
captured in the cup would swirl around and double back 
on itself, generating more usable power. This action 
caused wheels to actually burst forward or speed up 
faster than the incoming stream of water, thus the term 
“impulse.” The water splashing in the cup became usable 
energy rather than lost as wasted energy. The impulse 
wheel could be driven by a stronger, mountainous, 
stream of water than the typical gentle stream flow used 
to operate standard wood paddle water wheels.

The most widely recognized water wheel that revolu
tionized power generation is the Pelton Wheel. This wheel 
was developed by Lester Allan Pelton, a pioneer to the gold 
country. Pelton was bom in Vermilion Township in Ohio 
on September 5, 1829, and received his early education in 
a one-room school house. Like so many other young men, 

at the age of twenty he, and about ten acquaintances from 
his community, went to California to seek their fortunes in 
the gold fields in 1850. Pelton found himself with friends 
in Sacramento and began his first work in the California 
gold environment selling fish to miners. Pelton was not 
really interested in mining himself, but recognized that 
the business of mining was supported by numerous other 
businesses. Over the next ten years he made his livelihood 
in a variety of jobs including carpenter, tinsmith, and 
millwright. He followed the miners and moved to new 
locations with the new gold strikes, and provided much 
needed skills to support them.

There are two legends that describe what inspired 
Pelton to invent his powerful wheel. One legend has it 
that he was observing a cup style water wheel when the 
shaft slipped, causing the paddles to be misaligned under 
the water stream. The skewed cups split the water stream 
and caused the wheel to burst forward as though given an 
even stronger push. This observation led Pelton to experi
ment with the flow of water against the cups on the wheel. 
He found that if the water stream was split in the cup, it 
would double back on itself twice as often, and then the 
energy of the water was actually enhanced yet more by 
the doubled swirl of the water in the cup.

The other, more interesting legend, claims that 
while Pelton was living in Camptonville, one day he was 
chasing a stray cow from his landlady’s yard. He threw 
water at the cow and struck it in the nose. The water split 
at the two nostrils, swirled in the nose, and then exited 
in a spurt of water. This powerful swirl of the split water 
gave him an idea. He experimented with water wheels 
using double or split cups similar to the nostrils of the 
cow rather than the typical single-cup of an impulse 
wheel. The double or split-cup shaped paddle was far 
more efficient than the flat paddle or single cup, and the 
wheel ran much faster. Whether this version of the inven
tion is true or not, what is indisputable is the fact that the 
split cup design clearly resembles the nose of a cow.

Pelton spent the next several years experimenting 
with and perfecting a design. In 1878 his first wheel 
was used in the Mayflower Mine in Nevada City. But 
he wasn’t the only inventor developing a water-driven 
power source for mining. There were in fact several 
manufacturers of water wheels but certainly the most 
widely known impulse wheel of the gold mining era 
is the Pelton Wheel. Other names of wheels were the 
Francis, Donnelly, Knight, Tyson, or the Banki/Michell. 
Sometimes miners affectionately referred to their early 
water wheels as “hurdy gurdies,” although this wasn’t a 
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brand name. Other types of later water wheels were the 
Doble, Turgo, crossflow, overshot, undershot and the 
breast design, which all captured the energy of water in 
their own unique ways.

By the early 1880s Pelton felt he had perfected his 
design and he began peddling his invention with little 
sales success and a lot of competition in the market. 
Mines had to be innovative to continue to process their 
ore effectively. The more efficient the process, the 
greater the profit, so generally they were open to new 
innovations that could improve their operations. The 
Idaho Mining Company of Grass Valley wanted to buy 
one of the new water wheels, so in 1883 they staged 
a competition between various manufacturers. The 
informal competition made history, in that it proved the 
magnificent efficiency of Pelton’s design. His wheel 
produced power at the rate of efficiency of 90.2%, an 
unheard of success. His next three competitors only 
attained 76.5%, 69.6% and 60.5%. After the success 
of the competition, sales grew rapidly. In 1888 Pelton 
and some partners formed the Pelton Water Wheel 
Company in San Francisco and began to mass produce 
his impulse wheels. It wasn’t until the following year 
before Pelton got around to patenting his invention on 
August 27,1889.

In the more florid language of the day, in his patent 
application Pelton described the invention as:

“My invention consists, essentially, in a novel 
construction of the buckets into which the water is 
discharged, so that the stream of water is divided 
into two parts by a central ridge or apex which 
directs the current of water into the curved bottoms 
of the two halves of the bucket, from which it 
passes out over the flaring or divergent sides of the 
bucket, so as to escape smoothly and utilize the full 
reactionary force of the escaping stream in addition 
to the direct force of the impinging jet.”

Pelton immediately saw the power industry revolution
ized with his improvements to the impulse water wheels. 
Their first application was to provide power to the mines 
such as to operate heavy hoists or stamp mills. Besides their 
use in powering mining operations, they could produce elec
tric power for municipal consumption. Historians believe 
that by 1893 the use of hydroelectric power was prominent 
throughout the west, and the age of hydroelectric power was 
in full operation in the western United States. Prior to World 
War I, more than forty percent of the country’s electricity 
was supplied by hydroelectric power.

Pelton’s factory was destroyed in the 1906 earthquake 
and fire. Despite the setback, he remained determined 
and rebuilt the factory in the same location where it 
continued to produce the huge hydroelectric wheels into 
the 1920s. Pelton’s wheels were sold all over the world, 
although his best customers were always right here in the

The nose of a cow was said to inspire Pelton to re-design the shape of the cups on an impulse water wheel. 
Left photo courtesy internet image. Right photo by Bonnie Miller, 2002
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The Knight Wheel, from the book Supplying the Mining World

California Gold Country. Pelton never married, he lived 
out his remaining years in Oakland, and he passed away 
on March 14, 1908. A monument to Pelton’s accomplish
ments is on display in Camptonville, California along 
with one of his original water wheels. Another is on 
display in the Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C.

All of the above-described history leads one 
to believe that Lester Pelton was “The Father of 
Hydroelectric Power,” as he has been credited. What 
most people do not realize is that Pelton’s inventions 
were preceded by another. Everyone thinks of the 
Pelton as the first efficient water wheel, but...

In 1866 a millwright in the mines near Sutter Creek 
named Samuel Knight invented a water wheel that operated 
with water under pressure. Knight was inspired by watching 
the powerful hydraulic mining that washed away hillsides 
of earth in search of gold. The water was held on higher 
ground in a penstock system which allowed the water to 
be delivered, with the aid of gravity, at a high level of pres
sure. The water’s pressure is measured in feet of “head.” 
The higher the head, the greater the pressure. Knight felt 
that a powerful stream of water aimed at the water wheels 
could speed up the process, and he was right. It was Knight 
who developed the idea of the water wheel with a bucket 
capturing the pressurized water, acting on impulse, thus the 
“impulse” wheel. When a high head of water was available, 
the impulse wheel was the best choice.

Knight is credited with inventing the impulse wheel, 
whereas Pelton is credited with improving its efficiency 
dramatically. Pelton actually conducted his experiments on 
a Knight Wheel. The greatest competitor to Pelton was the

Knight, and the Pelton and Knight wheels dominated the 
market. Amusingly, users who preferred the Pelton design 
often disliked the Knight design, and visa versa. Fans of 
one type of wheel were very loyal to that brand. The rivalry 
between the two types of water wheels was similar to the 
vehemence that Ford vs Chevrolet experiences today.

Locally, the Knight was the preferred wheel, 
although the Pelton became the more efficient model 
over time. This loyalty to the Knight was probably due 
to a sense of local pride, as the Knight was developed 
and manufactured nearby in Sutter Creek, whereas the 
Pelton was from “up north.”

Samuel Knight’s background as a Gold Rush pioneer 
was similar to that of Pelton. Knight also worked in a 
variety of jobs, lastly as a ship’s carpenter before aban
doning that career and trying his luck in the gold camps. 
He worked at a variety of mines and mine construction 
sites throughout Amador and Calaveras Counties where 
he began to experiment with the designs of water wheels. 
In 1866 he, along with several other innovators of the day, 
was attempting to perfect the wooden bucket water wheel. 
In 1868 he made a wood wheel, but with metal buckets. 
It was at this time that he began to experiment with the 
shape of the bucket. And unlike others, he also experi
mented with the delivery of the water. The hydraulic 
nozzle that fed the water to the wheel was also modified 
by Knight. By 1872 the curved cup and the perfected 
hydraulic nozzle were developed to his satisfaction, and 
thus was born the Knight Water Wheel. In 1875 the first 
large scale Knight Wheel of this design was used at the 
Lincoln Mine in Sutter Creek.

The Knight Wheel, on California Historical Landmark 1007. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller, November 2005
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The Knight Wheel was made by the Knight Foundry 
in Sutter Creek. The foundry was originally established as 
the Campbell, Hall & Co. by Knight and some partners in 
1873, but he later bought out the partners and renamed it. 
They manufactured his water wheel as well as heavy equip
ment to the mining and timber industries in the Mother 
Lode. It was here that Knight manufactured the cast iron 
impulse water wheel that became the forerunner to the 
Pelton design. Some of Knight’s wheels from this foundry 
were used in the first hydroelectric plants in California, 
Utah and Oregon. Knight’s catalogs stated that over 300 
wheels were produced in the 1880s and 1890s, and it was 
claimed that they powered over 2,000 stamp mills.

Most of this early innovation was well established 
before Pelton manufactured his first wheel. Despite the 
success of the Knight Wheel, after the 1883 water wheel 
competition in Grass Valley, the Pelton design was providing 
heavy competition for the Knight Foundry. Fortunately for 
the foundry, the water wheel wasn’t their only product. 
They produced other heavy mining and timber equipment 
such as dredgers, pumps, hydraulic engines, and hoists.

This factory was a busy complex of workshops 
including the foundry with two furnaces, a blacksmith 
shop and a machine shop. What is most unique about the 
factory was that it used water power to operate itself. The 
factory used one of their own 42 inch wheels to drive the 
main power line shaft, augmented by seven Knight turbines 
or “water motors” for accessory equipment. The water to 
power this system drops over 400 feet from a reservoir 
above Sutter Creek, which is part of the Amador Canal 
system. The Knight Foundry was the last, and possibly 
the only, water powered foundry and machine shop in the

Bill Burton and grandson Joe installing the Pelton Wheel 
display in the Jail Yard, 2002. Photo from the Calaveras County 

Historical Society archives.

United States, and it operated continuously from 1873 until 
1991. Today the foundry operates periodically and provides 
a unique service to history. It often produces the historic 
castings required by other historic sites such as architectural 
iron work for the California State Capitol. The original 
one-and-a-half story foundry building is still present on 
Eureka Street today where it is undergoing a complete 
historic renovation. The Knight Foundry was placed on 
the National Register of Historic Places and is a California 
Historical Landmark, as well as a designated historic site by 
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

With the advent of the impulse wheel, mines that had 
a good source of water were soon generating their own 
power. They powered their own heavy equipment such 
as the mills and hoists, as well as lights and ventilation 

The Knight Foundry in Sutter Creek today. Photo by Bonnie Miller, November 2005
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systems for the underground shafts. Ironically they also 
were used to power traditional arrastras (drag mills) as 
well as the modern stamp mills. In Calaveras County, 
ore from the Tanner Mine in Murphys was processed in 
an arrastra with a Pelton Wheel using water from the 
North Ditch. Another arrastra was powered by a Pelton 
Wheel with water from the Calaveras River near where 
New Hogan lies today.

In Calaveras County several smaller Pelton Wheels 
were known to have been used. Old timers recall one oper
ating on Carson Creek in an area that was later inundated 
by New Melones Reservoir. One operated in the Jesus 
Maria Creek near the Ponderosa Road south of present-day 
Highway 26. The Fine Gold Mine in Rail Road Flat used 
water from the South Fork of the Mokelumne River to 
obtain power via a Pelton Wheel. Before the Pelton Wheel 
was perfected, the Maltman Mine in Angels Camp, and the 
Sheep Ranch Mine each used a wood water wheel.

Today the Stevenot Winery occupies land along 
San Domingo Creek where the former Shaw Ranch 
was located. An ingenious member of the Shaw Ranch 
used captured spring water flowing to the creek to 
operate a tiny water wheel only seven-and-a-half inches 
across. This wheel was a home-made affair, of small 
Knight-like cups welded on to an old pulley. This tiny 
operation was enough to generate power to operate a 
string of six-volt lights that lit the main ranch house. It 
was a reliable enough power source that it continued to 
provide the only electric power to the ranch house until 
public power was brought to the area in the 1950s.

The Utica Powerhouse, originally built to support 
mining interests, was later converted to public power 
generation. This powerhouse straddled Murphys creek 
and used a powerful Pelton Wheel to operate two 
turbines. The largest hydraulic-powered private opera
tion in Calaveras County was probably the Gwin Mine 
in Paloma. Using water from the Utica Ditch system, 
the mine operated their main hoist with power gener
ated from a Pelton Wheel. Similarly, the ditch system 
that ran alongside Dogtown Road often powered small 
private water wheels.

Sadly, countless water wheels have disappeared 
to time and were scrapped for metal during the war 
effort. Today few wheels remain to be seen, but 
fortunately a few fine examples continue to exist 
within easy reach. Calaveras County residents drive 
past a large Pelton Wheel regularly on Highway 49 
through Angels Camp. In front of the Angels Camp 
Museum is a grand 90 inch wheel next to where 

“OF Beth” greets visitors. This wheel was donated 
by PG&E when they upgraded Camp Nine to a more 
modern Pelton Wheel. Behind the museum is another 
example of a water wheel, an overshot wheel, which 
continues to stand in place over the flume which 
provided the water to power it. It was once used on 
the property to generate power, and is reputed to 
have operated an arrastra as well. Water to power the 
wheel came from the Angels Mine across the street 
via the flume system.

On display in the Historic Jail Yard behind the 
Calaveras County Museum is also an authentic 48 
inch Pelton Wheel. This wheel was recovered from 
the nether-lands of western Calaveras County by 
past Historical Society President George Poore 
and installed in the jail yard for display. In 2002, 
society members Bill and Beverly Burton and their 
grandson Joseph Auld and current Vice President 
Duane Wight rescued the wheel from its bed of 
dirt and mounted it for a more attractive display. 
Museum visitors are encouraged to pay the wheel 
a visit and admire its place in history. It is hard to 
imagine how a little wheel with cups could revolu
tionize an entire industry.

The hydraulic power of the mountain stream was 
held in reservoirs and used extensively to support the 
later mining enterprises. Using the impulse wheels, 
this power source was further developed to mass 
produce hydroelectric power, which was widespread 
by the early 1900s. Like the carbide lantern, the small 
impulse wheel went the way of obscurity when electric 
power became widely available. The engineering that

A home made 7-1/2 inch water wheel (leaning against an oil 
lamp) from the Shaw Ranch, courtesy of the Stevenot Winery. 

Photo by Bonnie Miller, December 2005
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was developed for the end use was transferred back to 
the supply end of the operation. The public power that 
became available was predominantly hydraulic power 
courtesy of a water wheel. Water, California’s other 
gold, had advanced from a handtool for the first placer 
miners of 1849, to a mechanical power source for the 
hardrock miners and ore processors of the 1880s, and 
lastly as a source for electric power for the country 
thereafter. Never underestimate the power of water!
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power, 2003.

Wikipedia, Water Turbine, 2005.
Personal recollections: Bill Fuller, Howard Little, Judith Marvin, 

Dave Sanders, Emily Stemmier, and Barden Stevenot

The 90 inch Pelton Wheel from the Camp Nine hydroelectric 
plant, donated by PG&E and on display in the Angels Camp 

Museum. Photo by Bonnie Miller, December 2005

f---------------------- . —
Donations

The Historical Society is grateful for the 
following donations:

September 2005
IN MEMORY OF TOM TAYLOR
Tom & Lynn Cowgill, San Andreas
Charles & Ann Fenley, Modesto
A.Y. Fitzpatrick, Orlando, Florida 
Joyce Schott, San Andreas
Presley E. Peek, Mokelumne Hill
Mr. &Mrs. David Lewis, San Jose
The West Point Benefit Club, West Point 
Michael & Isabel Fortado, San Andreas
Florence & John James, Valley Springs 
Elizabeth Gallant, Hartford, Wisconsin 
Beverly & Bill Burton, San Andreas

IN MEMORY OF TOM GARAMENDI 
Barbara Beaman, San Andreas 
Beverly & Bill Burton, San Andreas

IN MEMORY OF PAUL BOSSE
Bevery & Bill Burton, San Andreas

To the General Fund—Calaveras Enterprise
Newspaper, San Andreas

October 2005
Box of newspaper clippings, photos, maps and 
other items of historical interest—Susie Vassey

Original oil painting entitled “Deep Enough,” 
depicting underground mining—Lloyd Ames

Photograph of pioneer family members— 
Barbara Kathan

November 2005
IBM Selectric typewriter and accessories— 
Bob Petithomme

Ledger of Sheep Ranch Power, 1940-1942; Daily 
Mine Report, Sheep Ranch Mine; Sheep Ranch 
Post Office receipts, 1870s—Emile Guidici family, 
Sheep Ranch

Photos—Rurik Kalis, San Andreas

Book: Chronicles of Mokelumne Hill by Lirrel 
Starling—Fritzi L. Dorroh, Murphys

Booklet: Calaveras County Information Directory 
for 1978—Jo Sanders, Murphys

Copy of Monte Wolfe’s World War I draft 
registration card—Mark Butler, West Point

V J
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Donald H. Burson, Fresno

Barbara Beaman, San Andreas
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FROM HANOVER TO CALAVERAS COUNTY
An 1858 Journey by Steamship, Railroad, and Riverboat

by Mary Alice Sanguinetti

Amelia Meinecke Shepherd, my great-aunt, was 
eighty-eight that July day in 1954, when she recalled 
her parents’ journey from Hamburg to New York 
nearly a century earlier, and her nephew, Henry 
Meinecke Sanguinetti, recorded her words with his 
reel-to-reel tape recorder. She died three years later, 
but we can still listen to the story of her parents’ 
voyage from Hamburg to New York City. “They 
went on a steamer and you know if they had left 
Germany the week before, that steamer burned on 
the ocean and everybody was lost...” she began. 
“Uncle Fritz was married the first Sunday and the 
following Sunday Papa was married and then they 
all went together on the same ship and that ship, 
they had a terrible storm at sea, and well they lost 
a lot of baggage and stuff, but when they finally 
landed—and they didn’t have anything but cold 
potatoes to eat for a day—then when they landed 
in New York...they took up a collection among the 
passengers and they bought the captain a beautiful 
loving cup, silver I guess it was.”1

Her brief story fascinated me when 1 heard 
the audio tape in 1995. From what port did 
the Meineckes leave? What was the name of

Edward and Marie Meinecke, circa 1860. Photo courtesy of the 
authors cousins, Tom and Helen Shepherd.
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Painting of the Borussia, the ship that carried the Meinecke party to the 
United States. The ship gained fame in later years for serving in the Crimean 

War. Painting reproduced by permission from the Mariners' Museum.

their ship? How did they get from New York to 
Calaveras County? When I was ten, my aunt, 
Doris Sanguinetti Linneman, shared my great
grandmother’s Kringle recipe with us and said 
that Marie Meinecke had brought the recipe with 
her when she came around the Horn. We still 
make Kringle, rich cookies covered with ground 
nuts, sugar and cinnamon, every Christmas, but 
1 now know that my great-grandparents did not 
come around the Horn. Elsewhere in the recording 
Amelia Shepherd tells us that her father, Edward 
Meinecke, had already been to Calaveras County 
and purchased the ranch near Vallecito to which 
he was returning in 1858 with his bride, twenty
eight-year-old Joanna Marie Bartells Meinecke. 
My uncle also interviewed Amelia’s sister-in-law, 
Dorothea Twisselman Meinecke; she said that the 
party arrived in Vallecito on Christmas Eve 1858.2 
My next clue about the Meineckes’ journey came 
from the Native Daughters of the Golden West. 
Amelia Shepherd provided information about her 
father for their “California Pioneer Project,” listing 
the John L. Stephens as the ship on which he 
traveled. This ship, owned by the Pacific Mail 
Steamship Company from 1852 until 1863, and 
named after the president of the Panama Railroad 
Company, transported people and mail between 
Panama and San Francisco in the 1850s.3

However, the John L. Stephens was the 
Meineckes’ third steamer on the two-month journey 
from Hanover to Calaveras County. Since the trip 
from Panama to San Francisco took about two 

weeks and the Alta California newspaper 
notes the arrival of the John L. Stephens 
on December 1, 1858, the Meineckes 
had to have arrived in New York by early 
November. Their names are not in any 
published indices of ships’ passengers 
lists, but I quickly found them in the 
microfilm of New York ship passen
gers’ lists for October and November 
1858. The Borussia of the Hamburg 
America Line arrived on November 1, 
1858. The first name on the second page 
of the Borussia’s passengers’ list is Ed 
Meinecke. He is followed by Maria, his 
wife, Fritz, his brother, Sophia, the wife 
of Fritz, and nine more passengers who 
apparently belonged to the same party. 

Ed and Fritz are listed as belonging to the United 
States which may explain why they are not indexed 
in Glazier and Filby’s Germans to America: Lists 
of Passengers Arriving at U.S. Ports.

The Borussia’s arrival is also noted in the 
November 1, 1858 New York Times which reported 
that after passing Cape Race the ship, under 
Captain Trautmann, had encountered “a heavy 
hurricane from E.N.E.; lay to for 30 hours; lost 
a suit of sails” but had entered New York harbor 
with the same number of passengers as when it left 
Southampton—one person had died and there was 
one birth on board.4

For brothers Georg Friedrich Meinecke, known 
as Fritz, and Wierich Gustav Edward Meinecke, 
known as Ed, this was their second Atlantic 
crossing. Their first trip had been ten years earlier, 
aboard the barque Wieland. The Wieland sailed 
from Bremen and arrived in New York City on 
November 14, 1848. F. and Ed Meinecke appear on 
the first page of the passengers’ list for that ship, 
with Hanover as the “Country to which they sever
ally belong” and “Wisconsin” as the “Country in 
which they intend to become inhabitants.” Both 
gave farmer as their occupation.

In 1849 Fritz joined a party of sixty-five men 
with thirteen wagons which set off from Wisconsin 
for California and reached Placerville in October 
of that year. After a couple of years in California 
he returned to the east by way of Nicaragua. He 
was joined by his brother Edward and together 
with E. Lodtmann, another Hanoverian immigrant, 
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they brought 150 heifers and milk cows from 
Wisconsin to California, spending the winter in 
Salt Lake City.5 Fritz and Ed spent the next few 
years in Calaveras County and in August 1855 
Edward paid $500 for his ranch. The sale included 
two ploughs, two sets of harnesses, one wagon and 
various other farming tools. During these years 
Fritz established a dairy in Murphys. Fritz and 
Ed had spent ten years exploring opportunities in 
the United States and had become established in 
Calaveras County before they returned to Hanover 
to marry in the summer of 1858.

Fritz and Ed were the youngest of Georg 
Friedrich Ludwig and Margaret Allmers Meinecke’s 
six children. No written records have been left to 
tell us why they left Hanover but family tradition 
is that their mother did not want them to become 
soldiers. It was a time of unrest and revolution 
throughout the German speaking states as well as 
Europe in general. According to Amelia Shepherd, 
Fritz and Edward’s mother “didn’t want her sons 
to be under that rule there. You know how they 
were. Oh, she hated it. They were fighting then 
all the time in Germany...In order to save her 
boys from doing that she sent them to America.”6 
As the two youngest sons, Fritz and Edward may 
also have lacked prospects in Hanover. Amelia 
Shepard said her father, Ed, worked as a clerk in 
a dry goods store for a while after he reached the 
United states. In 1848 many German immigrants 
were settling in Wisconsin, which became a 
state in May of that year. The Erie Canal and the 
Great Lakes provided a relatively easy route to 
Milwaukee. According to his citizenship certifi
cate Fritz first filed his intention to become a 
citizen in the Circuit Court in Milwaukee County, 
Wisconsin in the spring of 1849.

Their father, Georg Friedrich Ludwig 
Meinecke, who had fought against Napoleon 
at Waterloo was a forester and was descended 
from a long line of foresters in Axstedt, Hanover, 
east of the Weser River. Their mother, Margaret 
Allmers was first cousin to Wierich Allmers, the 
father of a popular nineteenth-century German 
poet, Hermann Allmers. Margaret was widowed 
when Edward was only three, but according to 
Edward’s daughter, Amelia Shepherd, she saw 
that her children were well educated. Edward was 
“educated in French and English and German” and 

“spoke fluently and he didn’t speak with an accent 
either.”7 Fritz attended forestry school and “He 
had learned to read English before his emigra
tion but could not speak it.”8 The poet, Hermann 
Allmers was two years older than Fritz; he and 
Fritz were taught in the Allmers’ Rechtenfleth 
home. When they were ten and twelve, a new 
tutor, Heinrich Wilhelm von Ronn, who later 
married Fritz and Edward’s older sister, Elise, 
proved to be a particularly stimulating teacher. 
Hermann Allmers recalled that he

was a man of thorough knowledge and 
presented most stimulating lectures, whatever 
the topic would be. Most exciting were his 
geographic and physics lectures, however he 
could make interesting also the languages be it 
the old or the new ones. However, particularly 
his lectures on ancient history were flour
ishing and fascinating, in fact, they often were 
thrilling. Until then I had heard yet hardly a 
word about Greece and Rome... I am not able 
to tell how deep and mighty that all touched 
my young feeling. Now all my enthusiasm and 
dreams were suddenly directed towards Greece 
and Rome; my not so much interested school
mates were caught, too, and I tried to warm up 
even the rest of the youth of the village to my 
beloved heroes.

The rough virtue and heroism of the 
Spartan people were our ultimate standard; 
and as earlier in the ancient German period 
now we again practised hardening and 
suffering pain and troublesomeness. All the 
underclothes were removed even be it cold, 
in fact till deeply into autumn we bathed in 
the outside, once I did not eat any bite for 
two days in order that I was inured to be 
hungry; and in order to become insensible 
to pain, we deeply plunged into our flesh by 
darning-needles and awls. One schoolmate, 
Fritz Meinecke, a real splendid fellow—he is 
now farmer in California—did cold-blood
edly cut his name into his arm such that it 
strongly bled and then he rubbed gunpowder 
into the injury due to the fact that it should 
be for ever. Of course, with delight I ate 
ancient Spartan blood soup, or in German 
Schwarzsauer (blacksour).9
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Even as a youth Fritz Meinecke looked for 
adventure.

Fritz was thirty-five and Ed thirty two when 
they returned to Hanover to marry. Fritz married 
twenty-six-year-old Sophie Hayssen on October 
8, in Rodenkirchen, near the Weser River and 
Ed married twenty-eight-year-old Joanna Marie 
Bartels on October 11 in Altenbruch near the 
mouth of the Elbe river. Fritz and Sophie may 
have known each other through her second cousin 
Ferdinand Hayssen who traveled with Fritz and 
Ed in the United States. Joanna Marie Bartels 
was born in Holstein but her family left her native 
village long before she and Ed became engaged. 
We do not know how they became acquainted.

A few days later, on October 15, Fritz and 
Edward Meinecke, accompanied by their brides, 
Sophia and Marie, and other relatives and friends, left 
Hamburg on the Borussia. Included in the Meinecke 
party were Fritz and Ed’s niece and nephew, nine- 
teen-year-old Meta and seventeen-year-old Fritz 
von Ronn who were the children of their sister Elise 
and Heinrich Wilhelm von Ronn, Sophie’s younger 
brother Wilhelm Hayssen, her cousin, Ferdinand 
Hayssen, and Christian Meinecke who may have 
been another nephew. Sophie Hayssen Meinecke 
wrote her first letter home when the Borussia, which 
carried 466 passengers, stopped at Southampton, 
England, a couple days later. Sophie’s letters during 
the journey and in her new home were preserved by 
her family and provide a personal view of the two 
month-long journey to California and impressions 
of her new home.

From Southampton, Sophie wrote “The steam
boat stays twenty-four hours near Southampton... It 
took us two-and-a-half days to get here and the 
weather was so wonderful and the sea so calm 
that it was a pleasure to stay on deck. No one 
of our group got seasick, only some of the other 
passengers...The meals are quite good. There are 
very many passengers and I think that the ship is 
full...Dearest mother, you have to understand that 
writing is almost impossible as here in the cabin a 
lively conversation is going on. First we could not 
see the British coast because of the fog but now the 
sun is shining and we have a lovely view. Tomorrow 
at noon the journey continues. Our captain and all 
of the officers seem to be very friendly and helpful 
to all of the passengers.”10

During the ten years since Fritz and Ed made 
their first journey to the United States there had 
been significant advances in transportation. In 
1848 there were no regularly scheduled steamships 
from Germany and the railroad across the Isthmus 
of Panama was yet to be built. Steamship travel 
across the stormy Atlantic Ocean was introduced 
in the first half of the nineteenth century with the 
first regular service beginning in 1840 between 
Halifax, Nova Scotia and Liverpool, England. In 
1847 a group of Hamburg merchants started the 
Hamburg-America Line, also known as HAPAG 
(for Hamburg-Americkanische Packetfahrt-action- 
Gesellschaft), to provide regular service between 
Hamburg and North America, with four German- 
built wooden sailing ships. In 1854 the Hamburg 
America Line decided to acquire two large screw 
steamers in order to compete with the Inman Line 
of Bremen and with England. These two iron ships, 
the Hammonia and the Borussia were built by 
Caird & Co. of Greenock Scotland and each had a 
carrying capacity of 1000 tons and a service speed 
of twelve knots. They were called screw steamers 
because a screw propeller replaced the paddle 
wheel of the first steamships. The Hammonia and 
Borussia were soon supplemented by the slightly 
larger Austria and the Saxonia. Like other early 
steamships the Borussia had a full suit of sails, 
ready in case of problems with the engine. These 
ships have been described as looking “like sailing 
ships but with a funnel.”

When Amelia Shepherd said “if they had left 
Germany the week before, that steamer burned on 
the ocean and everybody was lost...” she was prob
ably referring to the Austria which had departed 
from Hamburg on September 4, 1858, on her 
second voyage to New York. On September 12 a 
fire, accidentally started in the emigrant quarters, 
proved disastrous. The entire ship was so quickly 
aflame that only one lifeboat was safely launched; 
the survivors were picked up at 5 PM by a French 
barque which saw the smoke. Only sixty-one lives 
were saved out of the 538 passengers and crew.

From its beginning in 1847 the Hamburg America 
Line provided a high level of service and reliability. 
On the Borussia first class passengers enjoyed 
“red satin, gold embellished furniture and land
scape drawings” in their bedrooms and the second 
class accommodation was “no less convenient and 
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comfortable.” The Hamburg-America line attracted 
passengers by providing “sanitary conditions, and 
courteous treatment, safety and speed, frequency 
and regularity.” Sophie Hayssen Meinecke wrote 
that they were traveling “second cabin.” On the 
Borussia even steerage was better than on many 
other ships since “the steerage passengers had a 
room that was an unusual eight-feet high with fans 
for ventilation.”11

The Borussia entered rough water soon after 
leaving England and many passengers became 
seasick. Arriving in New York city Sophie wrote 
about the Atlantic crossing:

After we passed England the sea became 
so troubled and heavy that the ship turned 
on a side position. A lot of passengers got 
seasick. It is a strange feeling when you are 
tossed from one side to the other and you are 
not able to walk or stand up straight. The 
people staggered around like drunks. The 
sea became rougher and looked beautiful. 
Finally it was very stormy but we didn't feel 
it because we moved along with the storm. 
All the while the air was so pleasant that you 
could always be on deck. My beloved, you 
wouldn 7 believe that I was the only lady on 
board who was not seasick.

I don ’t understand why 1 was the lucky 
one. ..Marie and Meta were only sick for a few 
days and our gentlemen stayed fine. I haven ’t 
experienced it but I can now imagine what it 
is like to be seasick. Some passengers 
were seasick the whole time on board 
and the ones who had it for a short 
time looked very pale and hollow-eyed. 
But they recovered very fast as soon as 
it was gone.

Until the twenty-fifth we had almost 
always a good passage. But we felt the 
fall season quite often. It was foggy and 
cold and sometimes a rough wind blew. 
The movement of the ship was always 
the same. It was extremely uncomfort
able. We weren't able to eat, dress or 
sleep decently because of the pitching 
and the tossing. Anyway, life on a ship 
gets very boring and someone who 
hasn’t experienced it hasn’t got any

idea of it. You once in a while have a conver
sation with one of the other passengers but 
that is only for some moments...

Suddenly in the evening of the twenty
fifth there was a terrible storm, which threw 
us off course. We went to bed but sleeping was 
impossible as the ship often roared so much 
we thought that it would smash into pieces. 
The next morning nothing had changed and 
we went on deck to look at the sea. Days 
before I often tried to imagine what a storm 
was like but I could not believe such a rough 
sea was possible. It was something so great 
and beautiful, impossible to describe. We 
enjoyed the view only for a short time when 
suddenly a huge wave splashed on deck which 
made us dizzy for some moments. Fritz and I 
stood next to each other and got totally wet. 
We went into our cabin to change our clothes 
but it was not possible for one hour. There 
was also water in there and it took a long 
time to get dry. We got over this shock soon 
but I didn’t have the courage to go on deck 
again. It got worse so even our gentlemen had 
to stay under deck.

In the afternoon the waves tossed away 
the rudder house and the water came into both 
cabins. In the first cabin, tables and benches 
were damaged and all things got wet. In the 
second cabin it wasn’t that bad. In the evening 
all rooms were cleaned and dry. During the

Castle Garden, later Battery Park, circa 1880. When the Meinecke party 
entered the United States, Castle Garden in New York served as the 

immigrant entry station. Photo reproduced by permission from Mystic Seaport, 
Steamships and Immigration Vessels Collection, Image #1999.175.848.
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next night the storm calmed down and in the 
morning it was quiet. The day after the weather 
was brilliant and all people got vivacious 
again. Everything was brought on deck to get 
dry and at night everyone slept well.

Everything of my belongings is okay. But 
what you wear on such a journey is ruined, 
so better not wear anything good. Anyway, 
we had a very favorable passage. Fritz, 
Eduard and Ferdinand told us later that 
they had never experienced such a storm. 
Neither had the captain in the last twelve 
years. You might not believe it, but I never 
was scared and felt as fine as possible on a 
ship. But I am very glad that this passage is
over. The next one is said to be much more 
comfortable.12

Reaching New York on November 1, 1858, 
the Meineckes would have disembarked at Castle 
Garden immigration depot near the southern tip of 
Manhattan. A former fort, Castle Garden had been 
designated as an immigrant station in 1855. Since 
Edward and Fritz, as well as Ferdinand Hayssen, 
had been in the United States previously they could 
guide the rest of the party and avoid those who took 
advantage of newly arrived immigrants.

They found New York very noisy but the early 
November weather was beautiful, as were the houses. 
Sophie described the long streets filled with carts 
which looked like omnibuses. They visited a theater 
one night and also a delicatessen and a race course. 
Sophie liked the delicatessen but was not impressed 
by the race course. After a week they were on their 
way to California.

The fastest route from New York to California 
was by way of Panama. In the years between 
1852 and 1867 from 15,000 and 20,000 passen
gers traveled to California by this route annually. 
Two steamship companies, the United States Mail 
Steamship Company and the Pacific Mail Steamship 
Company provided regular service on the Atlantic 
and Pacific coasts of North America. On the 
Isthmus of Panama a railroad linked Aspinwall 
(now Colon) on the Atlantic side and Panama City 
on the Pacific side. The rail trip took about four 
hours so that passengers could leave their south
bound ship on the Atlantic side in the morning and 
board a northbound ship on the Pacific side in the 
evening. Steamer fares fluctuated widely but trav
elers might expect to pay $200 for first class, $175 
for second class and $100 steerage for the entire 
trip. The railroad fare was $25.13

By 1858 a particular type of steamship, called 
the “Panama type” took care of traffic to and from 
Panama. These ships were similar to sound and river 
steamers with side paddle wheels and extensive 
deck houses and promenade decks. From New York 
to Aspinwall, the Meineckes probably traveled on 
the Illinois, a wooden side-wheel steamer with two 
decks and berths for 480 passengers. This steamship 
was one of several operated by the United States Mail 
Steamship Company, which provided regular service 
between New York and Aspinwall. According to the 
New York Times the Illinois departed from New York 
on Sunday, November 7.

The weather was mild although rainy on 
this Atlantic voyage. Arriving in Aspinwall on 
November fifteenth the travelers expected to 

continue the journey immediately by 
railway across the Isthmus. However 
when they went ashore they were told 
there would be a delay. Heavy rain from 
a storm that began on November 14 and 
lasted for three days had caused flooding 
over the railroad and the travelers were 
detained in Aspinwall. Passengers from 
the Illinois finally boarded the railroad 
on November 17, 1858. Built between 
1849 and 1855 the broad-gauge rail
road track stretched forty-seven miles 
on pilings over swamps and through 
mountain passes, running along Navy 
Bay, past Gatun and ascending the river.

The United States Mail Steamship Company ship the Illinois, which 
served the route from New York to Aspinwall (the Panama isthmus). 

Photo circa 1851, courtesy internet image.
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Map of the Panama Railroad route. Courtesy internet image.

With the railroad what had once been an 
uncomfortable journey of many days by 
canoe and mule, was accomplished in 
four hours. From the John L. Stephens 
Sophie wrote,

On the seventh of November we left 
New York. The steamer is more beautiful 
and bigger than the Borussia. The ship 
was booked up. Mainly by Americans 
and only a few German families. The 
equipment and the furniture on this ship 
is American of course, as well as the 
meals. In the morning we get beefsteak 
and fish as well as many strange foods 
with our tea and coffee. Although I am 
not very choosy with food I was not able 
to eat it. But the beefsteak tasted good if 
it wasn "t as tough as leather.

In the morning at 7 o "clock we had to eat 
as much as possible because lunch was at 4 
o "clock in the afternoon. And then they served 
again so many strange meals. I don "t like the 
American way of cooking and I was glad to see 
that our gentlemen don "t like it either.

We had a nice journey, always wonderful 
mild air but every day rain, which made us 
stay often under deck. A few days after we left 
New York we couldn "t see the coast any more 
but on the fifteenth we were able to see land 
again. You could see mountains all covered 
with green in the distance which looked 
beautiful. In the evening of the fifteenth we 
berthed as Aspinwall. Here starts the railway 
crossing the Isthmus to Panama [City]. Next 
morning all passengers went ashore expecting 
to continue the journey. But here they told us 
that we have to stay for twenty-four hours 
because a few days ago there was a storm 
which damaged the railway.

That was very uncomfortable; the place 
was very small and could not give shelter to 
all of the passengers. Moreover a lot ofpeople 
arrived from Havana who all wanted to go 
on the same steamboat like us to California. 
The accommodation was very bad and very 
expensive. But it was pleasant that the winter 
started there already and it wasn "t too hot. 
We visited Aspinwall, which is a very small

and unimportant place. The region is fertile 
but not very interesting. One can see nice 
little woods with wonderful tropic plants and 
fruits. The ground is swampy and not suit
able for cultivation. The natives seem to be a 
little civilized, they wear clothes. They like to 
wear bright colors, which give an individual 
contrast to their dark skin...

The following morning at 8 o’clock we 
continued our journey crossing the Isthmus 
to Panama [City], a very interesting trip of 
four hours. The train was not very fast so we 
had enough time to look at the landscape. 
The wilderness is as beautiful as can be. The 
mountains are covered with beautiful, tropical 
plants up to the top. They eyes never get tired 
as there is always quite a variety of things to 
see. Smaller or higher mountains, closer to 
Panama [City] more rocks, once in a while 
grass-covered spots with Spanish cattle, cows, 
oxen and horses grazing on them. Near to 
these spots are some small, friendly looking 
wooden houses. The region is not much inhab
ited. Mainly next to the railway and that by the 
natives whose small and poor looking huts look 
out of the bushes...

Up to Panama [City] the landscape stays 
the same. I can "t describe the beautiful plants 
we have seen so far. You can see a lot of them 
in Germany in greenhouses but even if they 
have taken great pains the plants don "t grow 
like they do here.
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When we reached Panama [City] a little 
steamboat brought us to our California one, 
so we could see the town only from the ship. 
The town looks very ancient but is situated 
nicely. On both sides of the town there are 
green mountains...

We stayed some days at the coastline and 
enjoyed the wonderful view a little longer. 
In the morning and in the evening the air 
is great. Only at noon is it is unpleasant for 
about three or four hours, a little too hot but 
it is still possible to stay on deck then. It is 
unbelievable how such a huge and terrible 
sea can be so calm and smooth as glass. The 
name "Pacific Ocean” is justified. I have 
never seen something more beautiful than the 
sunrise, the sunset and the rising of the moon 
on this ocean...

Although you could not see any waves, the 
ship was pitching and tossing and some passen
gers got seasick. To me, this last journey on the 
Pacific Ocean was the best. But it wouldn't 
have been that pleasant during an earlier time 
of the year. During the passage from New York 
to Aspinwall I always felt sick, had no appetite, 
could not sleep and felt strange like I didn 7 in 
all of the other time. But on this last part of 
the journey I felt fine and it wasn’t so boring 
because I often saw the coast.

This steamer is bigger and more nicely 
furnished than the last one. Twelve hundred 
people found quarters on the steamer, which 
I couldn’t believe when I first saw them. 
But you can pack a whole bunch of people 
on such a ship. A lot of ladies traveled to 
California, most of them Americans. I have to 
get used to them first because they don't make 
a good impression. They behave free and easy 
and seem to be very fond of their dress. They 
change their clothes every moment and wear 
large crinolines as well as their little two- 
year-old children. All of them, the upper as 
well as the lower class are very elegant. My 
judgment about the American ladies might be 
hard, some of them are said to be nice but I 
haven ’t met one I liked yet. The Germans stick 
together and as we are a little community we 
don 7 need others.14

The John L. Stephens, one of four steamers of 
superior size, and speed, was part of the Pacific Mail 
Steamship Company’s fleet which provided regular 
service between Panama and San Francisco with 
semi-monthly sailings from each port. Built of wood 
the 274 by 41 foot, 1995 ton steamship was about the 
same size as the Borussia but carried nearly twice as 
many passengers. The steamer boasted hot and cold 
running water and comfortable accommodations 
on three decks. “Luxuries more common in later 
times were not unknown on the Panama steamers, 
for the John L. Stephens, built in 1852, provided 
baths for her passengers and was equipped with a 
primitive system of mechanical ventilation...The 
steerage passengers slept in cleared spaces below 
and forward, having no staterooms.”15 W.F. Lapidge 
commanded the steamer which left Panama at 11:00 
PM on November 17, 1858. On November twenty- 
third the ship stopped at Acapulco, Mexico to pick 
up coal, departing at 7:30 that evening. It reached 
San Francisco on December 1.

On Thursday, December 2, 1858, The Daily 
Alta California announced the arrival of the John 
L. Stephens in San Francisco. The weather had been 
pleasant throughout the voyage with northerly winds 
and passengers were in excellent health. The Alta 
California printed the names of over two-hundred 
first class passengers followed by a note that there 
were also 689 passengers in steerage. While the 
Meinecke name does not appear among the first 
class passengers, three names on the list do seem 
to match the Borussia list—“Miss Vonn Ronn, F. 
Hay son and W. Hay son” The Alta California s report 
concluded with “On board the steamer J.L. Stephens, 
a boy saved from the wreck of the Austria named 
Samuel Hess, going to his brother Harris Hess, 
supposed to live in Stanislaus county. His friends can 
find him on application to Forbes Babcock.”

After a few days in San Francisco the party 
continued on to Stockton. In 1858 the California 
Steam Navigation’s steamboats for Stockton left the 
Jackson Street Wharf in San Francisco at 4:00 every 
afternoon. The 127 mile trip up the San Joaquin 
River brought travelers to Stockton the following 
morning. Sophie and Marie spent a couple of weeks 
in a German hotel in Stockton while Fritz and 
Edward traveled to Vallecito to find a house. While 
in Stockton Marie and Sophie looked for furniture 
for their homes but were disappointed with what 
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they found. Sophie wrote to her mother, “We did 
not get any piece of furniture we like. Everything 
is very badly crafted and so clumsy that you don’t 
want to buy it, but we had no choice. Fritz and 
E. were very astonished but in former times they 
did not care about something like that. Marie and 
I are often unhappy about it and we console each 
other that we hopefully get used to it.”16 Stockton 
was home to many German immigrants, including 
Fritz’s friend E. Lodtmann who had started a cigar 
store there in 1850 and also operated a truck garden, 
selling watermelons, muskmelons, cucumbers and 
various other garden produce in Stockton.17 After 
two months aboard ships and in hotels Sophie was 
longing for a permanent home. She wrote that the 
German hotel where they stayed was nice but she 
was worried about the expense. It was a particularly 
cold winter—colder than any of the past eight—with 
snow even in Murphys and Vallecito. Fritz and 
Edward eventually found a little house with a garden 
which Edward wished to buy and on December 20 
they all moved to Vallecito.

During the 1850s Vallecito was a bustling mining 
community with a population which reached 4000. 
The presence of a Wells Fargo station there from 
1853 until 1883 is evidence of Vallecito’s importance 
as a gold-producing and commercial center. German 
immigrants lived throughout Calaveras County; in the 
1850 census they composed fourteen percent of the 
county’s population. In Mokelumne Hill, A. Wagner 
published Die Staats-Zeitung, a German language 
newspaper, from 1854 until 1858. The 1860 census 
shows many German immigrant families living in 
Vallecito township. When Eduard Vischer, a German 
traveler, made a trip through the mining regions in 
the spring of 1859 he observed that “In Vallecito 
flower-festooned doors and windows gave evidence 
of the coming song festival of the Germans.”18

Edward purchased the house in Vallecito and all 
of the Meineckes stayed there until the middle of 
March. On March 2, 1859, Sophie wrote,

Fritz bought sixteen cows which are 
almost still calves on his fourteen days trip. 
Some of the old ones and almost all of the 
new ones are milked, but they give right now 
not so much milk because the fodder is very 
bad. It will be better in a few weeks as spring 
is coming. All people say that it is wonderful

here in spring and I am really looking forward 
to it. In January we planted peas and potatoes 
and sowed many vegetable seeds and most of 
it is coming up.

I would like to have a huge garden bed for 
all vegetables we need but Fritz told me that is 
out of the question as we have no water piping. 
It would be troublesome and everything would 
be ruined without water. I can only plant the 
first vegetables like salad, some pot-herbs and 
flowers. It is cheaper to buy the vegetables. 
Fritz is preparing a small piece of land for me 
but I think it will be too late when it is ready 
because in May it is not raining so much here. 
The seeds from Wiemken are very good and he 
made a good choice with the flower seeds. It 
think they will come out and we will sow them 
soon. This year we will have our vegetables 
from the garden of my brother-in-law. We can 
buy many things in California but I am glad to 
have brought my own seed with me, although I 
cannot sow at the moment.19

Fritz was building a house in Murphys, where 
he operated his dairy, but work was slow because 
of the rainy weather. It rained nearly every day and 
although the air was fresh it was difficult to go 
anywhere because the roads were too muddy for 
wagons. Sophie noted that most families ate fresh 
meat three times a day, however ham was seldom 
available and had too much salt in it. Fritz traveled 
each day to Murphys where some of his cows were 
being milked.

In the middle of March the house in Murphys 
was completed and Sophie and Fritz moved there 
on March 19. Sophie wrote that the four miles from 
Vallecito to Murphys was not far but the elevation 
gain made the trip tiring. By this time she was three 
months pregnant. Sophie was pleased with her white 
house and the veranda surrounding it. The small 
stove in the kitchen allowed her to bake and cook 
successfully. In the summer they would take the 
stove outside because of the heat; this was a common 
practice. The house had two bedrooms, and a parlor 
which were high enough to afford a lovely view. They 
had a green carpet with gray stripes and a picture of 
Sophie’s parents was hung over the sofa. Sophie was 
making butter and selling the extra buttermilk for 
twenty-five to thirty-seven cents a gallon. Fresh milk 
sold quickly for fifty cents a gallon.20
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The Meinecke family in the garden of their Vallecito home, circa 1890. Left to right, Meta, Mamie, Fred, Ed 
(children of Ed and Marie); W G Edward, Marie and Amelia. Photo courtesy of the author.

The long journey from Germany was over and 
Edward and Marie, and Fritz and Sophie were settled 
in Vallecito and Murphys. By the end of the 1850s the 
early mining camps had either disappeared or been 
transformed into small towns inhabited by families, 
with schools and churches. However, they could still 
be devastated by fire. In August 1859 both Vallecito 
and Murphys were largely destroyed by fire.

The Vallecito fire, on August 12, started in the 
center of town at Madame Balzance’s store. It came 
close enough to Edward and Marie’s house to burn 
the fence around the garden. Neighbors had helped 
Marie, who was six months pregnant, move every
thing out of the house but at the last minute the wind 
changed directions and the house was spared.21

The Murphy’s fire, just eight days later, on 
Sunday afternoon, August 20, started at the Magnolia 
Saloon and may have been deliberately started by a 
Mexican woman in revenge for harsh treatment. The 
fire caused $100,000 in damage but Fritz Meinecke’s 
dairy was not among the businesses that were 
destroyed. Sophie had given birth to her first child, 
Hayo Ferdinand, just five days earlier.22

Fritz and Sophie did not remain long in Calaveras 
County. In November Fritz had the opportunity to 
purchase a farm about four miles from Stockton 
from Ernst Lodtmann. At this time mining was 
declining in Calaveras County and the economy 
was improving in the San Joaquin Valley. They were 

living on the new farm in San Joaquin County in 
August 1860 when the census was taken. After that 
Fritz operated a ferry, later known as the Meinecke 
and Taylor Ferry, on the Stanislaus River, about ten 
miles northwest of Modesto for a few years. Using 
the money from the ferry he purchased land about 
six miles south of Oakdale in Stanislaus County. 
Eventually Fritz owned and ranched about 800 acres 
here and the family was quite prosperous. Four of 
their eight children reached adulthood but none of 
them ever married.23

Edward and Marie remained in Vallecito and 
Edward’s niece, Meta von Ronn stayed with them until 
her marriage sometime in the 1860s. According to the 
1860 agricultural census Edward owned seventy acres 
of improved land and twenty-five acres of unimproved 
land and the farm was worth $1500. The livestock 
were worth $800. Edward raised cattle until the floods 
of 1861-1862 when he lost forty head. After that he 
turned to agriculture and eventually had one of the 
most valuable peach orchards in the area. They raised 
seven children there; Amelia Meinecke Shepherd, bom 
in 1866, was the middle child and lived until 1957. The 
youngest, named Marie after her mother, but called 
Mamie, graduated from Stockton Business College 
and Normal Institute in 1893 and taught in Calaveras 
County schools for seven years before she married 
another Vallecito native, Henry Victor Sanguinetti who 
became my grandfather.
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Each generation passes stories on to the next. 
The Austria, which burned at sea, left the month 
before the Meineckes sailed rather than one week 
before as Amelia Meinecke Shepherd recalled. The 
storm during which Ed and Marie Meinecke had only 
raw potatoes to eat for an entire day was a thirty-six 
hour hurricane—the worst that Captain Trautmann 
had experienced in twelve years. Research into the 
Meineckes’journey revealed three ocean going steam
ships on which they traveled during their two month 
journey. Although details may be lost over time, these 
stores serve as guides when we explore our history.

A cknowledgements
This paper could not have been written without 

the help of many people. There is room to name 
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uncle, Henry Meinecke Sanguinetti, sent me in 
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of these letters which are in the archives in Gotha 
and Dr. Helbich of the University of Bochum helped 
me to acquire photocopies of them.

Editor’s note: Las Calaveras acknowledges the 
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Seaport, The Museum of America and the Sea, for 
their assistance and permission to reproduce images 
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CHARLES DARWIN, ALFRED RUSSEL
WALLACE, EVOLUTION

AND THE MAN AFTER WHOM THE CALAVERAS COUNTY 
TOWN OF WALLACE IS NAMED

By Sal Manna

"‘Truth is born into this world only with pang 
and tribulations, and every fresh truth is received 
unwillingly. To expect the world to receive a truth, or 
even an old truth, without challenging it, is to look 
for one of those miracles which do not occur”

—Alfred Russel Wallace, 
The Outlook, New York (1913)

For nearly 40 years, brothers John and Alfred 
Russel Wallace were separated by an ocean and a 
continent. John emigrated from England to Gold 
Rush California; younger brother Alfred ventured 
to the Amazon to collect butterfly specimens. John 
became San Joaquin County Surveyor, chief engi
neer of the San Joaquin & Sierra Nevada Railroad 
and the namesake of the Calaveras County town 
of Wallace. Alfred became one of the most famous 
naturalists of his time, the man who—if Charles 
Darwin had not existed—might today be credited 
with the theory of evolution, with Wallacism taking 
the place of Darwinism. Alfred Russel Wallace, age 24 (1847).
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John Wallace, circa age 49 (1868). 
Courtesy The Haggin Museum.

Then, in 1887, Alfred came to California and 
the two brothers not only saw each other for the first 
time in four decades but Alfred visited Calaveras 
County to write about the Big Trees.

This article marks the first account to detail 
Calaveras County’s connection to the more widely 
esteemed Wallace brother, without whom the theory 
of evolution might never have become popularized 
in the late 19th century. Primary sources include 
the 1908 Revised Edition of Alfred’s autobiog
raphy, My Life: A Record Of Events And Opinions 
(Chapman & Hall, London), contemporary news
papers, and a handful of private letters courtesy 
of the collection of the Natural History Museum 
in London which are referenced here for the first 
time anywhere.

John was born in 1819, the sixth of nine 
children, in St. George’s, Southwark, England. 
Alfred, the youngest, was born in 1823 in Usk, 
Monmouthshire. The middle-class family of 
modest means (their father, Thomas Vere Wallace, 
was an occasional teacher and librarian) later 
moved to Hertford. It was there, when Alfred is 
seven, that our story nearly ends before it begins. 
The brothers and several schoolmates were about 
to bathe in the River Beane when Alfred was unex

pectedly pushed into the water. Unable to swim, 
he sank under the surface and swallowed water. 
John jumped in and pulled him out. “If my brother 
had not been there,” Alfred wrote in his autobiog
raphy, “it is quite possible that I might have been 
drowned.” If not for John Wallace, the history of 
the theory of evolution would have lacked one of 
its major players.

John was important to Alfred as older brother, 
mentor and role model (“my chief playmate and 
instructor,” as Alfred put it). Both young men 
would grow tall, about six feet, and lean. But 
they differed in personality and interests. Alfred 
noted that “John was of a more mechanical 
turn than myself.” John would build toys and 
Alfred would admire his skill and assist him. As 
a teenager, John was apprenticed to a London 
builder and became an accomplished carpenter 
while also learning surveying. When Alfred 
was 14, he joined John in London. There, the 
brothers would nightly frequent a workingmen’s 
club where books and lectures on philosophy 
provided the entertainment alongside games such 
as dominoes. At that venue, Alfred heard utopian 
thinker Robert Owen and became a convert to 
socialism. Brother John, however, would later 
find a different influence—America.

Alfred soon moved in with his eldest brother, 
William, also a surveyor, and began to learn 
what had become the family trade. When he 
reached age 21, he once more shared lodgings 
with John in London but was on his own looking 
for employment. William’s 1846 death in Neath 
in South Wales provided both funds and unfin
ished surveying work to complete. Alfred then 
convinced John to give up his carpentry and 
join him in Neath to start a building-surveying- 
architecture business. During the summers for 
two years, they would also explore the country
side, with Alfred collecting butterflies and insects 
along with insights on the science of biology. In 
1848, the wider world called and Alfred sailed for 
the Amazon, intent upon learning more about the 
processes of nature. He would spend the next four 
years in the South American rainforest.

John, meanwhile, bought a small dairy farm 
but the enterprise failed. In 1849, he joined the 
frenzied hordes rushing to California in search of 
gold. A voyage around the Horn on the Pera lasted 
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eight months and he landed in San Francisco on 
December 12, 1849. After a short stay in Marin 
County, he traveled to Stockton and then walked 
to Sonora. He mined there awhile but, as with 
most miners of the day, was not successful. 
“There is of course a possibility that I might have 
done better,” he wrote in a subsequent letter to 
his mother, “but there is more probability that I 
should have done worse...the few mining specu
lations that I have been engaged in have all turned 
out failures or nearly so.” In July 1851 he found 
a more suitable occupation, as engineer for the 
Tuolumne (or Columbia) Water Co. He remained 
with that company for 12 years, rising from engi
neer to superintendent to president.

John quickly adapted to California life and 
found it fascinating. In his 1854 letter to his 
mother, he comments on how “rare and dear” 
tomatoes are in England but how wonderful they 
are in America: “When 1 first tasted them here 
1 thought I should never be able to eat them but 
I now like them any way, either off the bush or 
sliced up with vinegar or stewed into a kind of 
sauce or stewed up with sugar. They are first 
rate.” He also speaks of the poisonous tarantulas 
and gives a detailed description of the blue-tailed 
fly that eats spiders. Clearly, powers of obser-

Alfred Russel Wallace, age 55 (1878).

vation and an interest in nature were a Wallace 
family trait.

In late 1854, John visited England. Alfred 
though was not there. He had shipped off to explore 
Malaysia, Borneo, New Guinea and Indonesia on 
another scientific expedition, one that would last 
eight years. (Alfred’s books about his adventures 
would be considered among the century’s best 
scientific travel books). When John returned to 
California the following year, he arrived with his 
new bride, Mary Elizabeth Webster.

In 1855 Alfred published an essay entitled “On 
The Law Which Has Regulated The Introduction 
Of New Species,” which essentially laid out the 
theory of evolution. Another prominent naturalist 
of the time, Charles Lyell, even brought it to the 
attention of Darwin. Three years later, Alfred 
penned an essay entitled “On The Tendency Of 
Varieties To Depart Indefinitely From The Original 
Type,” developing the idea of the survival of the 
fittest, and sent it to Darwin directly.

Alfred always acknowledged Darwin’s genius 
and that Darwin had formed the theory of evolution 
before Alfred; Darwin had simply not published a 
major work that coalesced his thoughts. Darwin, 
in turn, did not want it to seem that he had pilfered 
Alfred’s ideas. He wrote in a letter to Lyell, quoted 
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by Alfred in his autobiography, that “I would far 
rather burn my whole book, than that he (Wallace) 
or any other man should think that I had behaved in 
a paltry spirit.”

Satisfied simply with the knowledge that he 
had been on the same wavelength as Darwin, 
Alfred graciously took a backseat and a poten
tially nasty dispute over evolution’s creation 
never seriously materialized when in late 1859 
Darwin published his epochal On The Origin Of 
Species. Alfred justly took credit that the publi
cation of his own work had spurred Darwin to 
write his landmark book.

In an 1863 letter to John, Alfred inquired if 
his brother had read Darwin’s book and offered to 
send him a copy if he had not. He proudly added, 
“I have some little share in the work myself 
having discovered the same principle on which 
the work depends, called by Mr. D. ‘Natural 
Selection,’ and communicated it to him before the 
work was published.”

Alfred and Darwin became friends and 
colleagues, whether differing in their opinions 
or deferring to each other’s expertise. In 1870, 
Darwin wrote him (quoted in Alfred’s autobi
ography): “I hope it is a satisfaction to you to 
reflect—and very few things in my life have been 
more satisfactory to me—that we have never felt 
any jealousy towards each other, though in some 
sense rivals.” When Darwin died in 1882, Alfred 
was one of his 10 illustrious pallbearers at the 
Westminster Abbey funeral. For the next 30 years, 
Alfred Russel Wallace would be the most promi
nent living champion of Darwin and Darwinism.

As for brother John, he moved to Stockton in 
1865 and in 1868 won the elected post of County 
Surveyor, a position he held for eight years. While 
Alfred became a well-known socialist, John was 
a staunch Republican. In an 1893 letter, he wrote 
Alfred, “I suppose you have heard of the general 
stagnation of business all over the United States, 
owing to the Democratic administration.” John was 
a firm believer in capitalism and the optimistic, 
free enterprise spirit of America. The divergence in 
the brothers’ views is evident comparing Alfred’s 
treatises on what he viewed as the deplorable 
state of the workingman and a four-page 1892 
manuscript Alfred asked John to write on the state 
of skilled building workers 50 years earlier. As 

far as John was concerned, the workers of that 
day had been fairly paid, were compensated for 
working overtime and surely were able to support 
their families unless they “lost time through their 
drunkenness and violence.” He went on to propose 
that “aggitators (sic) were frequently trying to 
prove that the lot of the workers were very hard 
and ought to be ameliorated, but they always 
failed to point out any feasible method.” In fact, 
his brother Alfred had become one of those same 
agitators. He never utilized John’s manuscript. If 
the political and social philosophies of the two 
brothers had ever been similar, they surely had by 
now grown far apart.

In the early 1880s, John became chief engineer/ 
surveyor of the newly formed San Joaquin & Sierra 
Nevada Railroad. He laid out the line the narrow 
gauge would take. When the S.J. & S.N.R.R. arrived 
just across the Calaveras County border in October 
1882 on its way east from Lodi, the railroad honored 
Wallace by naming the town it created after him. But 
John never owned property in or lived in Wallace.

Unfortunately, the reference volume California 
Place Names (Erwin G. Gudde, University of 
California Press, 1969) has the issue of the 
naming of Wallace completely wrong: “The place 
was named for an unidentified man by David 
S. Burson, the founder of the town.” Of course, 
Burson (Daniel not David) would found Burson in 
1884 and had nothing whatsoever to do with the 
founding of Wallace.

The townsite was officially recorded on 
January 16, 1883, having been surveyed by the 
newest surveyor in the Wallace Family, John’s 
oldest son, John Herbert. Because J.H. Wallace’s 
name appears on the townsite document, previous 
local historians assumed that the younger Wallace 
was therefore the town’s namesake. But recent, 
more thorough research by this author reveals 
that the town was not named after J.H. Wallace as 
has been claimed for several decades. The Lodi 
Sentinel confirms that the railroad intended to 
honor the father, not the son: “Wallace ex-county 
surveyor of this county is engineer” (March 
4, 1882) and “a station will be located and the 
nucleus formed of a town to be named Wallace 
in honor of Mr. Wallace, the engineer whose effi
cient work as surveyor for the company merits this 
signal honor” (June 24, 1882).
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Avon Theatre, Stockton, 1896. Courtesy Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, 
Historic American Buildings Survey.

In addition, an article in 
the Lodi Review reprinted in 
the Calaveras Weekly Citizen 
(December 16, 1882) stated 
that the railroad company 
“gave it (the town) the name 
of their trusty and faithful 
civil engineer, Wallace.” John
Herbert—who was one of 
the first graduates of Weber 
(later Stockton) High School 
in 1871—was only 26 years 
old at the time of Wallace’s 
founding. While he was no 
doubt “trusty” (he had already 
gained valuable experience as 
a civil engineer working in
Folsom in 1880), the young 
man only recently hired 
could hardly be credited as 
“faithful.” His employment as 
surveyor of the town appears 
to be nepotism courtesy of his father, the long- 
respected chief engineer for the railroad.

Then, in 1885, Alfred was invited to present a 
series of lectures beginning late the following year 
in America. Since he would be on the continent, he 
decided to reunite with his brother, whom he had 
not seen in nearly 40 years. Wrote the Stockton 
Daily Independent on May 20, 1887: “Dr. Alfred 
R. Wallace, the celebrated English scientist, will 
arrive in this State.. .and will visit his brother, John 
Wallace, civil engineer, of this city.”

After giving speeches in the east—from the 
Lowell Institute to Johns Hopkins University— 
Alfred traveled cross-country by train and the 
long-awaited reunion with John took place in San 
Francisco. There Alfred lectured twice, with the 
San Francisco Bulletin (quoted in the May 20, 
1887 Stockton Daily Independent) calling him 
“the most eminent living naturalist in the world... 
(who) arrived at the conclusion of the evolution 
theory, the origin of species and the doctrine of 
natural selection independently of Darwin.”

In Stockton, Alfred stayed with John and his 
family—wife Mary, sons John Herbert, William, 
Alfred, Percy and Arthur, and daughter Mary. He 
gave two lectures in early June, one on evolution 
and one on the origin of islands, both at the Avon

Theater. The reviewer of the evolution speech for 
the Stockton Daily Independent (June 2, 1887) 
enthused: “The speaker was warmly applauded by 
his appreciative listeners, whose close attention he 
had held during his remarks. His delivery was not 
marked by eloquence, but was plain and straight
forward, without any unnecessary flourish, and 
was befitting his subject.”

While in Stockton, Alfred also joined John 
and niece Mary on a sojourn of a few days to 
Yosemite (two hours by rail to Milton then two 
days by stage). On their way back to Stockton, 
they took an excursion to the Calaveras Grove 
of Big Trees. They stayed three days and Alfred 
was unabashed in his autobiography in praise of 
the Sequoia: “Of all the natural wonders I saw in 
America, nothing impressed me so much as these 
glorious trees.” It appears, however, that during 
his visit to Calaveras County Alfred never visited 
the town named after his brother.

Though he marveled at the scenic wonders in 
America, Alfred was not enamored with America 
as a society. He was a vegetarian, believed in 
community ownership of all land, women’s suffrage 
and a minimum wage—all radical ideas at the 
time—and was what today we would call an envi
ronmentalist. In an 1891 essay in the Fortnightly
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Wallace, circa 1900. Courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society.

Review, he decried the American zeal for cutting 
down forests and railed against “defacing our land 
and destroying its natural beauty.” Reflecting on 
the grandeur of the Big Trees, he warned that it is 
“within the power of man totally to destroy (them), 
as they have been already partially destroyed. Let 
us hope that the progress of true education will so 
develope (sic) the love and admiration of nature, 
that the possession of these altogether unequalled 
trees will be looked upon as a trust for all future 
generations, and that care will be taken, before 
it is too late, to preserve not only one or two 

small patches, but some 
more extensive tracts of 
forest, in which they may 
continue to flourish, in 
their fullest perfection 
and beauty, for thousands 
of years to come.”

In 19th century 
America, his views on 
that subject were far more 
radical than his belief in 
mesmerism and spiri
tualism. That belief has 
damaged Alfred’s legacy 
of rational scientific 
inquiry in the years since. 
Yet, at the time, science 

and spirit had not been separated by church or state. 
Alfred’s exploration of the otherworldly was, in fact, 
considered scientific. He even pursued it while in 
San Francisco, where he and John attended a seance 
conducted by a medium named Fred Evans. When 
a message mysteriously appeared on a slate board 
and was signed “Your father, T.V. Wallace,” Alfred 
was wholly convinced he was communicating with 
the spirits of departed relatives. What was the reac
tion of John, a steadfast member of the Episcopal 
Church, is unknown.

f THE SURVEYOR OF WALLACE MAKES A NAME FOR HIMSELF )
The accomplishments of John Wallace’s eldest 

son, John Herbert, require their own explanation. 
In the late 1880s, after having surveyed the town 
of Wallace, John Herbert moved to San Francisco 
and became Assistant Superintendent of the Track 
Department for the Southern Pacific Co. In the 
first decade of the new century he co-designed the 
Southern Pacific’s Berkeley Station and perhaps 
others. He was also a proponent of intra-city electric 
railways and a 1910 prospectus for the Tidewater & 
Southern Railway, an electric railway proposed for 
Stockton, boasts of having J.H. as its Chief Engineer.

He later became an engineer for the Federal 
Telegraph Co., which had been established 

in Palo Alto in 1912 and was the seed from 
which Silicon Valley would sprout. Federal 
Telegraph luminaries included scientists such 
as Lee DeForest (whose vacuum tube made 
possible radio, radar, television and, ulti
mately, computers) and Charles Litton (who 
created the pioneering technology company 
Litton Industries).

In the 1920s, Federal Telegraph was 
contracted to erect and operate one radio station 
for trans-Pacific communication between 
America to China and four others within 
China. The man they sent to lead the effort, at 
the age of 70, was John Herbert Wallace.
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In August 1887, Alfred returned to England. The 
brothers never saw each other again.

For the remainder of Alfred’s life, thanks to 
constant publishing of his work on subjects from 
economics to language to the possibility of life on 
other planets, Alfred Russel Wallace was one of the 
world’s most recognized names. He was a man who 
never attended university but received an honorary 
doctorate from Oxford. He was the bane of the 
establishment but accepted the Order of Merit from 
the Crown. Two years after he died at age 90 on 
November 7, 1913, a medallion bearing his name 
was placed in Westminster Abbey. Today, along with 
his contributions to the theory of evolution, social 
economics and political philosophy, he is considered 
the father of zoogeography and his 1869 volume The 
Malay Archipelago is still the most famous work 
ever written on that subject.

John Wallace died many years earlier, at age 76 
on March 26, 1895. He is buried in the family plot 
at the Stockton Rural Cemetery. The small town of 
Wallace in western Calaveras County is believed to 
be the only place on the globe named after either 
Wallace brother.

Wallace Gravesite, Stockton Rural Cemetery, 2005.
Photo Courtesy Sal Manna.

The Forgotten Naturalist: In Search Of Alfred Russel 
Wallace; and Naturalist In The River: The Life And 
Early Writings of Alfred Russel Wallace.

For further reading about Alfred Russel 
Wallace, several books have been published just 
since 2000, including: Infinite Tropics: An Alfred 
Russel Wallace Anthology; Alfred Russel Wallace: 
A Life; The Heretic In Darwin s Court: The Life Of 
Alfred Russel Wallace; In Darwin s Shadow: The Life 
And Science Of Alfred Russel Wallace; An Elusive 
Victorian: The Evolution Of Alfred Russel Wallace;

Sal Manna is a freelance writer who has written 
for newspapers such as the Los Angeles Times and 
magazines including Time and Playboy. His local area 
of interest is the history of western Calaveras County, 
particularly Burson, Wallace and Valley Springs.

Editors note: the tarantulas in Calaveras County 
are not poisonous.

f
CEREMONY TO HONOR JOHN WALLACE

Commemoration To Be Held September 16 in Stockton

To mark for the first time their contributions 
to the town of Wallace by John Wallace and the 
Wallace Family, a special ceremony will be held 
at the Wallace family plot at the Stockton Rural 
Cemetery at 11 a.m. on Saturday, September 16, 
2006. Expected to be in attendance are direct 

k

descendants of John Wallace as well as repre
sentatives of various local historical societies. 
For more information on the commemoration 
sponsored by the Society for the Preservation 
of West Calaveras History, please contact Sal 
Manna at (209) 772-0336.
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Resources, Mokelumne Hill
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Book: The First Book of the California Gold Rush— 
Kathy Cochran, San Andreas
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THE EDITH IRVINE COLLECTION
100 YEARS AFTER THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE

by Bonnie Miller

T
he year 2006 marked a milestone for 
California as we recognized the centennial 
of the great San Francisco Earthquake of 
1906. Recently citizens of Calaveras County were 

treated to a rare glimpse of first-hand photo
graphs of the devastation in an exhibit featured 
in our own museum here in San Andreas. The 
exhibit traveled on to Mokelumne Hill and 
Amador City and is now currently on loan to the 
North Gate Library in Berkeley. If you didn’t 
get a chance to visit the magnificent exhibit, in 
further celebration of the Earthquake Centennial, 
Las Calaveras presents some of that material to 
you here in this issue.

For those unfamiliar with the Edith Irvine 
collection, you may wonder, what is all the excite
ment about? What does Calaveras County history 
have to do with the great San Francisco Earthquake? 
The interesting fact is that some of the best, if 
not the best, actual photographs of the earthquake 
damage were taken by Calaveras County native 
Edith Irvine. Irvine was, until recently, a severely 
under-acknowledged photographer. Interestingly, 
she practiced photography for only a few short years

Young Edith Irvine (on the right) with her brother Robert 
as children, circa 1890.
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although she was quite talented.
Then her dramatic San Francisco 
photographs were locked away 
unrecognized for more than sixty 
years. Let us explore her story.

Irish Immigrants
The name Irvine is probably 

familiar to Californians. It has 
many ties to Calaveras County 
as well. Two brothers of Scottish- 
Irish heritage, James and William 
Irvine, came from Ireland to New 
York in 1846. Then in 1849 like 
so many others they came to
California in search of gold.

The older brother James 
quickly found mining undesirable and found being 
a merchant more to his liking. He opened a store in 
Mokelumne Hill and shortly thereafter his younger 
brother William joined him there. William quickly 
took to mining and filed a claim in French Hill 
which proved profitable. With his promising early 
proceeds he moved on to El Dorado (later Mountain 
Ranch) and opened the first quartz mill in the state, 
along with a saw mill. He also owned a saloon and 
hotel. It is interesting to note that the first document 
in the chain of title to the El Dorado properties was 
a certificate signed by President Ulysses S. Grant. 
William, one of nine siblings, was briefly joined by 
two other brothers from Ireland, Robert, a clerk, and 
Samuel, also a miner.

The El Dorado sawmill supplied William’s 
lumberyard, the first lumberyard in San Andreas, 
which was where he lived with his growing family. 
When he first lived in the San Andreas area he had 
boarded at a home owned by the Callahans. He 
married their daughter Jane, who had been bom in 
New York prior to her family moving to California. 
William and Jane built their own house around 1858 
which still stands today on Gatewood Avenue, now 
known as the Treat House.

Meanwhile older brother James had left the 
area and moved to San Francisco to open a general 
merchandise store there. Later he invested in real 
estate in San Francisco. He eventually moved to 
southern California. Descendants of that branch of 
the Irvine family are for whom the Orange County 
planned community is named.

A Miner’s Life 
and Family

Over the years William 
Irvine’s name was associated 
with several ventures throughout 
Calaveras County, some good and 
some not. One noteworthy venture 
was the effort to move the county 
seat from Mokelumne Hill to San 
Andreas. This effort was princi
pally financed by Irvine, which 
proved to be a poor investment. 
The most notorious enterprise he 
entered was the Morgan Mine at 
Carson Hill. Irvine claimed an 
owning interest in the reputed 
high-grade mine, and so did 

Senator Fair. They fought a bitter legal battle over 
ownership for several years where more money was 
spent on legal fees than on mining. It is said that the 
matter was not put to rest until the principals, Irvine 
and Fair, were laid to rest, however that is not quite 
true. Rather, William Irvine and Senator Fair had 
lost their will to fight and it fell to their heirs to sort 
it out. The matter was not settled until 1908 by the 
heirs, yet William did not pass away until 1914.

Irvine owned much of the mining property in the 
vicinity of Carson Hill, and the locals disliked him 
greatly. In honor of himself, in 1896 old William Irvine 
changed the name of the post office for the community 
of Carson to the name of Irvine. In 1914 upon his death 
the residents voted and restored the name of Carson Hill 
to their post office. It has been known as such since.

William and Jane had five children, all of whom 
were born in San Andreas. Thomas, bom in 1856, 
Carrie in 1857, William Henry born in 1859, Louis 
born in 1860, and Phoebe born in 1862 but died just 
nine months later.

The oldest boy Thomas followed in his father’s 
footsteps and pursued a career in mining. Thomas 
was not as restless as his Irish immigrant father or 
uncles. He settled in Calaveras County and raised his 
family and remained here for the rest of his life, as 
did his family. In 1880 he married Mary Irene Hill 
(born of Stub Town, a mining camp near Altaville) 
in a ceremony at Fourth Crossing. Two years later at 
Fourth Crossing they had their first son Robin. Shortly 
thereafter the young family moved to Sheep Ranch 
where Thomas worked in the Sheep Ranch mines. On

William Irvine, patriarch of the Calaveras 
County Irvine legacy.
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January 7, 1884, their second child Lizzie Edith was 
born. Two years later the family gained a third child, 
Thomas Clinton who only lived 26 months. Lizzie 
was named for an aunt on her mother’s side, but was 
referred to by her middle name, Edith, for the rest 
of her life. Her brother Robin was known thereafter 
as Robert, or sometimes Bob. The siblings remained 
close companions throughout their lives.

Irene aspired to live a more prestigious life 
than that of a miner’s wife. She wanted to raise her 
children in better surroundings than the wild mining 
camp of Sheep Ranch. Some time around 1890 
the family’s fortunes changed, and they came by 
the means to move to Mokelumne Hill where they 
pursued the life of an aristocrat, which was more to 
Irene’s liking. Irene’s obituary noted that she spent 
her most pleasant hours among her beloved flowers 
in her park-like gardens at their showcase home. The 
source of this turn of fortune is unknown, but there 
is some speculation that it was an inheritance from 
Thomas’ maternal grandparents, the Callahans, to 
whom he was particularly endeared. His uncle James 
who had made his fortune in Southern California had 
also died and left his famous estate to his relatives, 
of which Thomas would have had a share. Thomas 
continued to list himself as a miner on the registers, 
but his financial interests included real estate and 
mineral properties as well. In the early 1900s he 
became the deputy post master of Mokelumne Hill.

Irene quickly capitalized on her newfound status 
of the social elite. She dressed her children better than 
others in their class, and gave them expen
sive toys and articles unusual for children 
in a community still dominated by mining. 
Despite their mother’s social aspirations, the 
children still played just like other children 
and with the other children of Mokelumne 
Hill, who happened to be the children of 
miners. Edith exhibited tomboy tendencies 
which characterized her flamboyant person
ality for the remainder of her life.

The Young Photographer
This well-to-do financial status allowed 

the family to pursue quality education and 
hobbies not readily available to the average 
Mokelumne Hill youngster. Edith acquired 
an interest in photography, probably from her 
friend’s older brother, Frank Peek, who later

operated a photography studio in town. Edith attained 
pieces of the cumbersome photography equipment of 
the day. Her camera generated images on 8" X 10” 
glass plates. She convinced her father to allow her to 
have a dark room behind their house, really more of 
a lean-to. From this meager base she practiced her 
hobby on whatever was at hand by photographing her 
family, friends, home or horse and pets.

Robert and Edith attended Mokelumne Hill 
grammar school, and Edith graduated at the age 
of thirteen. She went on to attend high school in 
Oakland. On September 15,1900, she was granted a 
teachers’ certificate by the Calaveras County Board 
of Education. She was sixteen years old.

Around this time a consortium of partners 
incorporated as Standard Electric of California, 
later to become Pacific Gas & Electric. Among 
their ventures was the Electra Powerhouse located 
on the Mokelumne River, the first hydro-elec
tric powerhouse in California. The project was 
constructed over four years from 1898 to 1902. In a 
romantic twist to the story, one of the partners was 
a real life Polish prince, Andre Poniatowski (see Las 
Calaveras, 4/1975). The company wished to chron
icle their construction, so they hired young Edith 
and her friend Frank to photograph the progress. 
Commercial photographers were rare in those days, 
so her youth was really not so unusual. Edith and 
Frank knew the area and could travel about easily on 
horseback, and were at ease photographing miners 
and others local folks at work, so photographing

Edith's class at Mokelumne Hill Elementary School. 
Edith is on far left, middle row, wearing a black collar.
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Edith and Moke Hill friends. Photo by Edith Irvine. Edith has her hand 
behind her back to activate the camera.

Edith seemed suited to that fate. She main
tained her tomboy streak and often acted 
spontaneously. She was often recollected 
dramatically as people remembered her 
long red hair flying behind her wherever 
she went. Once she outright rebelled and 
acted against her mother’s wishes and 
announced her engagement. The suitor was 
unsuitable in Irene’s eyes. The engagement 
eventually broke off, but we don’t know 
whose decision it was.

San Francisco, April 1906
Edith traveled often to San Francisco. 

She had relatives there and she had gone 
to high school in Oakland. Her father 
had business dealings in the city. She had 
any number of reasons for being in San

the powerhouse construction was easily manageable 
for them. Today almost 80 pristine photographs of 
Edith’s survive, many taken from precarious vantage 
points to optimize the value of each shot. Clearly her 
eye for the craft was developing.

Edith expanded her subject matter as she matured. 
She photographed individuals and families in 
Mokelumne Hill upon request. She often photographed 
her own social events. Her pictures were well composed 
or exhibited an artistic flair. She traveled to Yosemite 
and photographed many of the famous landmarks with 
stunning results. Some believe that the Prince may have 
paid her to photograph Yosemite. Her photographs far 
outshine other famous western photographers who 
wouldn’t be known for several more decades, yet her 
material remained largely unknown.

Francisco in the spring of 1906, and she always trav
eled with her camera. Stories vary as to what brought 
Edith to San Francisco that fateful day in 1906. One 
dark account says she was traveling there to assist 
her father in his court battles over the Morgan Mine 
issue. In fact all of those court records were lost in the 
earthquake and fire, which some speculate was why 
the Irvine heirs settled the matter shortly thereafter.

The more poetic story as to why Edith was in 
San Francisco in 1906 with her photography equip
ment is that she was embarking on a world tour. She 
may have been traveling to Europe, intending to go 
to Paris to meet some acquaintances of her friend 
the Prince from the Electra Powerhouse. The World 
Photography Exposition was to be held in Paris and 
the Prince may have encouraged her to show some of

Despite her interest 
in photography and its 
apparent potential for 
income Edith pursued 
a teaching career. It is 
unclear as to when exactly 
she began teaching but she 
is known to have taught 
over several years in the 
Mokelumne Hill area. 
What is known is that 
she was a vibrant, if not 
flamboyant young woman. 
Oddly her mother did not 
want her to marry and

Half Dome at Yosemite, with fisherman in left foreground 
of photo. Circa 1905.

her Yosemite photographs. 
His Parisian connections 
would certainly have 
opened some doors for 
her and possibly gained 
her the world wide recog
nition her skill deserved. 
Regardless of her agenda, 
Edith was traveling down 
the Sacramento River 
from Stockton on a steam 
packet on the morning of 
April 18,1906 when the 
great earthquake shook the 
Pacific coast.
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According to family lore, when Edith arrived 
in the damaged city only hours after the earthquake 
she immediately commandeered an abandoned baby 
carriage to carry her heavy equipment. She spent the 
day photographing the damage, then re-boarded the 
packet and returned to Stockton where she developed 
the pictures. After a few hours of sleep, she returned 
to San Francisco and continued to photograph the 
damage. She followed this routine for three days 
before she felt she was done.

The photographing of San Francisco imme
diately following the earthquake was very rare. 
Upon orders from the city’s management, police 
and soldiers were told to censor if not outright stop 
people from photographing the damage so as to 
conceal the extent of the damage from outsiders. 
City officials did not want it known that the rampant 
graft and corruption of poor public works and 
building practices could have contributed to the 
extensive devastation. Some photographers had their 
work confiscated and destroyed. In order to conduct 
her photography, Edith had to avoid this obstacle as 
well as the rubble.

Edith abandoned her plans to travel to Europe 
if they had existed. She returned to Mokelumne 
Hill where she developed her dramatic photo
graphs. Interestingly she showed them to very 
few people. Despite their obvious importance, she 
packed them away.

Life in Mokelumne Hill
Edith continued to practice photog

raphy primarily within the limits of 
her community, however it never paid 
a solid wage. Her family’s fortune was 
definitively gone, and Edith remained 
unmarried, so she pursued teaching full 
time. Both she and her brother remained 
living at home with their mother. In 1910 
their father died. In the 1910 Register 
Edith listed herself as “photographer” 
although she continued to practice her 
craft only sparsely over the next few 
years as she was teaching full time in the 
two room school house in Mokelumne 
Hill. By 1920 she had packed up most 
of her photos and equipment where 
it remained apparently untouched for 
almost 60 years.

Electra Powerhouse Penstock under construction. 
The penstock, with a vertical drop of 1220 feet, carried water 

to power the turbines.

Irene raised her children in a coveted environ
ment which may have fed their eccentric and solitary 
behaviors for most of their lives. Edith and Robert 
were their own best friends with few other close 
friends. Edith never got along particularly well with 
her mother, even though she remained in the same

A makeshift restaurant thrown up amidst the earthquake rubble in an 
unidentified downtown area. Over 28,000 buildings were destroyed by the 

earthquake and fire.
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The fluid nature of the shifting fault lines shows up dramatically in this view up Union Street west of Steiner Street.

house. Edith never married although she occasion
ally “kept company” with various men. Whether 
these relationships never matured to marriage was 
of her choosing or her mother’s, we will never know. 
Robert, too, remained unmarried in accordance 
with his mother’s wishes until the 1940s when he 
announced his engagement to Ofa Hayes, a woman 
of 35, 25 years younger than him. Both Edith and 
their mother strongly disapproved of the marriage 
and forbid Robert from bringing her to their home, 
but by then it was too late as the blushing bride-to-be 
was already pregnant. Eventually Edith overcame her 
distaste for her sister-in-law, but their mother never 
did welcome Ofa. Very late in her life at the age of 
86, mother Irene found herself in confusion as she 
was blessed with a grandson by Robert and Ofa.

By 1925, after almost 25 years in education, 
Edith was serving as a member of the County 
Board of Education, and was the principal of the 
Mokelumne Hill school. Her social involvements 
were few, although she was admitted in 1912 and 
remained a long-standing member of the Eastern 
Star, the women’s auxiliary of the Masonic Lodge.

By the early 1930s, in her mid-life Edith became 
afflicted with various illnesses that would plague 
her for the rest of her days. She began to lose 
her hearing. She developed a severe joint ailment 
that remained unidentified. Unable to diagnose the 
malady, her doctors provided her with prescrip
tions for painkillers. In 1939 her doctor diagnosed 
her with hemophilia, which effectively ended her 
teaching career.

Edith remained active intellectually. She was an 
accomplished writer. In 1944 she served as editor 
of the Calaveras Weekly, the newspaper published 
in Mokelumne Hill. In 1946 she had some poetry 
published in Family Circle magazine. (She often 
inscribed poetry in her bible). By this time her 
failing health was severely affecting her daily life.

Eminent archeologist and Mokelumne Hill 
historian Dr. Julia Costello found Edith’s reputation 
as that of an eccentric. She was often characterized 
as a privileged child of Mokelumne Hill, noted for 
her flaming red hair and her love of her dog, her 
horse, and her Model T. The latter two she often 
rode at greater than sedate speeds through town.
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Edith was thought of as opinionated, and noted for 
her strong character, and not for compassion or any 
lasting friendships. She was remembered first for her 
flamboyance and as a long-standing teacher, and was 
vaguely recalled as a hobbyist photographer, but her 
photography was recalled seriously.

By the late 1940s Edith was addicted to the 
painkillers her doctors continued to prescribe for 
the joint pain. At one time she attempted suicide 
and Robert had her admitted to a hospital in San 
Francisco for treatment. The rehabilitation did not 
work, and unfortunately Edith began to combine 
her medication with alcohol. She was treated for 
alcohol addiction but that, too, was unsuccessful. 
She often took her painkillers, or handfuls of aspirin, 
with wine or other alcohol to hasten their effect. 
She sometimes followed the aspirin with hydrogen 
peroxide, believing the peroxide lessened the aspi
rin’s damaging affect to her stomach.

By 1948 Edith’s health had deteriorated to that 
of a severe alcoholic. Robert petitioned the courts 
and on June 8, 1949 they ruled Edith incompetent 
and appointed Robert as her guardian.

Robert and Edith’s mother Irene was still alive 
but living in the hospital in San Andreas, praying 
to return to her Mokelumne Hill home. In August 
of 1949 Edith was visiting her mother in the 
hospital. Edith took a bottle of rubbing alcohol from 
another patient’s bedside and drank it down, probably 
hoping for a euphoric reaction. Instead Edith reacted

St. Francis of Assisi Church at 610 Vallejo Street with its 
Norman Gothic Architecture and twin campanile was rebuilt 

within the original walls.

violently to the rubbing alcohol, and a few days later 
died on August 14, 1949, at the age of 65. Edith was 
buried in the Protestant Cemetery in Mokelumne 
Hill in the family plot. Her mother survived her by 
three more years, and died at the age of 92.

Reviving the Past
Robert assumed possession of his sister’s 

meager estate upon her death. He stored it 
until his passing in 1971. Robert and his wife 
Ofa had one son, Jim Irvine. Jim eventually 
came in to possession of what remained of 
his aunt’s glass plates and photography equip
ment around 1988. Jim had been impressed 
with the photo-archives at the Brigham Young 
University in Provo, Utah, so it was to this 
institution that he donated the material.

The Supervisor of Photo-Archives, 
Wilma “Billy” Plunkett had the glass 
negatives printed. She was stunned with 
the subject and quality of the material. 
Ultimately she was so impressed with 
Edith’s work that she decided to do her own 
master’s thesis on Edith. Plunkett dedicated 
the next few years to further researching 

A view of the destroyed City Hall and its environs. It took 35 years to build at 
a cost of over $6,000,000 and toppled and burned in one day.
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and documenting the impressive life and work of the 
greatly under-appreciated Edith Irvine.

Plunkett visited Mokelumne Hill and interviewed 
many people who had known Edith. Everyone remem
bered Edith as flashy, eccentric, and that she ran a strict 
but fair classroom. She found one particular challenge 
in tackling Edith’s life reputation. People always recalled 
Edith as “just a schoolteacher.” No one imagined Edith 
as an accomplished photographer, or anything more than 
a hobbyist photographer. Edith’s artistic eye in capturing 
her images was clearly lost on the few that saw her 
photographs during her lifetime. Plunkett said it became 
“kind of a compulsion” for her to get Edith recognized 
as the outstanding photographer that she was.

In 1989 the Loma Prieta earthquake rekindled 
interest in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and 
cast light on the newly discovered collection of first 
hand Irvine photographs. In 1990 a group who called 
themselves ‘Friends of Brigham Young University’ 
published a small book edited by A. Dean Larsen 
called The Beautiful Illusion of Substance: Four 
Photographers and the American West. This book 

presented an effusive albeit inaccurate image of 
Edith as a bit of a flighty person, but clearly the 
star photographer in their collection. Although the 
book presented her fine images to the public, the 
text diminished her value by continuing to fuel the 
misperceptions of her as only a hobbyist. “Like many 
early photographers” the book said, “Irvine practiced 
the art and craft of picture taking primarily as a 
sideline or a hobby. She taught school for a living.” 
Yet the collection placed Edith, the “amateur”, 
alongside the great photographers Ansel Adams, 
William Henry Jackson and Charles Roscoe Savage. 
In contrast, in May of 1990 National Geographic 
magazine featured Edith Irvine and her photographs 
exclusively. The article printed one vivid picture of 
harnessed horses killed by bricks that had collapsed 
on them. This image has become her signature 
photograph. Later that year Billy Plunkett published 
her thesis, Edith Irvine, Her Life and Photography.

Many of Edith’s photos have been displayed at the 
Mokelumne Hill library for many years. Brigham Young 
University was kind enough to share Edith’s collection 

Draft horses still in their harnesses lie dead in a fish wholesalers' district along Sacramento Street and Montgomery Street. 
Surviving horses were so scarce that offers of $1000 were made for a team.
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Refugees camped below Russian Hill with the few belongings they were able 
to salvage ahead of the fire. North Beach is in flames in the background.

considered, Edith can no longer be considered ‘just a 
schoolteacher’.” Plunkett’s desire to see Edith’s work 
be recognized among the great early western photogra
phers is coming to posthumous fruition.

with the Calaveras County Historical Society 
and the Mokclumne Hill History Society. 
Edith was known to have taken many photo
graphs but the glass plates are now lost to time. 
Today only 110 images of Mokelumne Hill 
(circa 1915-1920) remain, 79 from the Electra 
Powerhouse, and only 60 from the 1906 San 
Francisco earthquake still exist. Recent atten
tion to these surviving photos and glass plates 
has prompted at least one person to rescue 
their personal treasure and bring them to an 
archivist for permanent preservation.

In January of 1992 Las Calaveras 
featured Edith Irvine and some of her photo
graphs in an abbreviated biography of her life.
In 2003 an historic fiction book was based 
on Edith’s story called Earthquake at Dawn, 
part of the Great Episodes series for young 
readers. Some of Edith’s photos are now on permanent 
display at Brigham Young University. Several periodi
cals, documentaries, and institutions of higher education 
have featured Edith’s work. Plunkett said, “All things

Emanuel on the far right. This was the neighborhood of Edith's uncle.
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The year 2006 marks the centennial for the 
Great 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and Fire. 
Local efforts to highlight Edith’s contribution led 
to a collaborative effort between the Calaveras 
County Historical Society, the Calaveras County 
Arts Council, the Mokelumne Hill History Society, 
and the Calaveras County Library. This effort led to 
direct involvement with the world-wide official 1906 
Earthquake Centennial Alliance. The Edith Irvine 
Exhibition was launched in San Andreas in April. 
From there it moved to the Stone Station Gallery in 
Mokelumne Hill in June, then on to Amador City 
for the months of July and August at the Whitney 
Museum which highlights women’s art. The exhibit 
is currently on loan to the North Gate Library at the 
School of Journalism at the University of California 
at Berkeley, and is due to return to Mokelumne Hill 
in October. The exhibit is designed to be portable so 
that it may easily be loaned to other institutions or 
venues for display and education. Parties interested 
in sponsoring or displaying the exhibit, and keeping 
Edith’s fine work alive here locally, should contact 

the Mokelumne Hill History Society Archivist at 
(209) 286-1182.

Edith is believed to have been the only known 
female photographer of the great earthquake. Billy 
Plunkett feels that Edith’s work was every bit as 
good if not better than that of any of the published 
photographers. Plunkett has speculated that had Edith 
published her work rather than packed it away, she 
would have been famous almost a century earlier. We 
could not agree more. Instead, she is our Mokelumne 
Hill gem. And if Edith’s grandfather hadn’t irritated 
so many people in his day, perhaps Calaveras County 
would still have a community named Irvine, too.

Las Calaveras thanks the Mokelumne Hill 
History Society and Brigham Young University for 
this issue. Las Calaveras is grateful for the efforts 
of the (late) George Hoeper, and the research and 
assistance of Wilma “Billy” Plunkett, and Dr. Julia 
Costello and colleagues, Cate Culver, and the photo 
assistance of Wally Motloch; and most especially 
the Mokelumne Hill History Society who made this 
local exhibit possible. All photos by Edith Irvine are 

Little is left in the vicinity of Chinatown and Telegraph Hill; view is from above California and Stockton Streets. 
Masts of docked ships can be seen behind the steeple of the collapsed Hall of Justice.
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reproduced by special arrangement with the L. Tom 
Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.
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”---- ------------------------ — ALOUISE CUNEO GREENLAW, 1909-2006

T
his past summer Calaveras
County and the Historical

Society lost a dear friend, 
Louise Greenlaw. Louise passed 
away quietly at her picturesque 
Calaveritas home just one day shy 
of her 97th birthday.

Louise Margaret Cuneo was 
born in Fricot City and spent 
most of her life close by in 
Calaveritas. She graduated from 
Calaveras High School in 1927. 
“Young ladies could only be a 
teacher, a nurse, or a stenographer then” she 
recently recalled, which turned out to be fortu
nate indeed. Louise wanted to be a teacher 
and in fact turned out to be a fine one. She 
received a teaching degree from the University 
of California at Berkeley and taught at various 
assignments until she landed right back at 
Calaveras High School where she taught from 
1952 until her retirement in 1973.

Louise was athletic as well as academic. She 
played sports in high school and went on to coach 
sports at Calaveras High. While coaching she 
earned the nickname “Greenie” from her students.

store, or share a glass of wine 
or some vegetable seeds or 
a family recipe with guests. 
Everyone was welcome in her 
home, and everyone left with 
a little more knowledge about 
Calaveras County. She always 
had a piece of wisdom to share. 
She gave useful advise such as 
when to plant your sweet peas 
(November) or how to identify 
your wine glass in a crowded 
room (the full one).

Louise was an active member and 
supporter of the Historical Society. She often 
hosted the society’s meetings in her lovely 
gardens on a summer evening. She was 
often called upon to provide input for Las 
Calaveras and could be counted on as an 
accurate source. But her greatest contribu
tion to the society is probably as the longest 
serving Museum Coordinator, a position she 
held for over a decade. If she couldn’t find 
a volunteer to open the museum she would 
come down and do it herself.

Louise will be remembered for her fun 
Her athleticism proved useful over the years as 
she went on to run cattle on her family property 
in Calaveritas, although it is often said that lines 
of bull run freely in Calaveritas.

Louise loved to show off her beautiful 
Calaveritas home, the family ranch, the Costa

character, her love of family traditions, sense 
of humor, and excellent memory. Everyone 
who had the fortune to have met her felt 
touched by someone special. We will all miss 
this fun, fine lady. Let’s lift a glass of home
made wine to her!
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

June 2006
Hazel Fischer School, Avery

Randy Sparks, Mokelumne Hill
Ken, Liz & Angie Markham, Mountain Ranch

July 2006
Vera Lois Holden, Atascadero

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 
Salt Lake City, Utah
Richard Reynolds, Livermore

M. Kat Anderson, Davis

August 2006
Joan McNamara, Pioneer
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Lincoln & Suzie Russin, Mountain Ranch 

Richard & Maureen Elliott, Murphys
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John & Liz Valentine, Mokelumne Hill 
Mozelle Rolled, Angels Camp

Arturo Salazar & Kitchell F. Brown, 
Mountain Ranch

James R. Valentine, Carmel

Donations
The Historical Society is grateful for the following donations:

July 2006
Papers from the Elsie Burns estate—Elizabeth Fischer, 
San Diego

August 2006
Journal from Hawk Eye House and Selig Brothers 
Wholesale Tailors 1925—Jody Taylor, Double Springs

J
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THE SCHNEIDERS OF BAVARIA
by Michael B. Arkin and Franklin T. Laskin

T
he Schneiders of Bavaria were among the 
common folk of that country who failed to 
share in Prussia’s expansionist ambitions. The 
state’s Realpolitik was of considerably less concern 

than finding food, clothing, and shelter, and providing 
a decent future for their children. Nor were they 
willing to submit to the conscription of their male 
family members for employment in foreign wards. It 
was this general discontent that spawned a major 19th- 
century tide of immigration to the New World.

In 1853, when the army recruiters for Maximilian 
II arrived to claim Ludwig Schneider’s sons, he 
packed up the entire family and fled to America.

At that time of the family’s entry through New 
York’s Ellis Island, the Schneider name, like the names 
of so many arriving middle European immigrants, was 
“Anglicized” by the immigration service to a simple 
“Snyder.” And so they would henceforth be known.

Ludwig’s sons, Peter, acquired 300 acres of land 
bordering the town of Murphys where he successfully 
engaged in placer mining. He next began the produc
tion of fruit, wine, distilled spirits, and the raising of 
cattle. Peter and his wife also reared nine children, six of 
whom would one day enter the field of law: John, Jacob, 
Charles, William, George, and Louisa. John, Charles 

and George Snyder were destined to figure prominently 
in the county’s legal affairs, while the others gravitated 
to the counties north and west of Calaveras.

John Snyder became a successful practitioner, both 
privately and through his public service as county pros
ecutor. During his terms as district attorney his brothers 
Jacob and Charles served as deputies in the office.

On the occasion of John Snyder’s death, in January 
of 1899, the Calaveras County Bar Association 
convened to honor his memory. Significantly, this 
ceremony marked the first time in the county’s history 
that the local bar referred to itself as an “association.” 
However, it was not until 1909 that the bar’s formal 
organization was documented in writing.

On this special occasion, Frank J. Solinsky 
presented a resolution on behalf of the association; 
and Judge Victor Gottschalk delivered some remarks 
from the bench. The lawyer Solinsky delivered the 
following eulogy:

Again this little circle of friends and 
co-workers, constituting the Calaveras Bar 
Association, has been visited by the grim reaper, 
death, and our associate, John J. Snyder, has 
been removed from the busy scenes of life.
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...when on the morning of January 18, 
1899, the tolling bell sent forth the sad tidings 
that John Snyder had breathed his last, there 
was laid upon every heart in this community 
a sorrow that even time will not remove.

...our records should be made to perpet
uate the memory of this young man, so that 
in future years others who may be occupying 
our places, may know by written evidence as 
well as by traditions that will for years live 
in this land, something of the character and 
worth of our departed friend.

During the past eight years he has been 
present in this courtroom at every session... 
even now we feel that our friend, John Snyder, 
should be sitting here in our midst assisting 
this Court in the performance of its duties.

He was an honest and conscientious 
man...unselfish...kind and generous...a 
man of ability and courage...a staunch, fear
less and successful advocate in court...

...a man of sterling character...faithful 
to his every trust...who gained our highest 
respect and trust...

Judge Gottschalk added:

I had come to know our deceased brother 
and to appreciate his qualities of head and 
heart. The longer I knew him, the more I 
became impressed with his honesty of purpose 
and the zeal which he brought to the discharge 
of his official duties...[as district attorney].

...he was honest, upright and kind...His 
heart knew no guile.

Let us hope that he will be judged in the 
spirit by which his own actions were guided 
through life.

John Snyder, who died two months before his 35th 
birthday, had accomplished much in a short lifetime. 
In the course of nine years he had married (Elizabeth 
O’Connell in 1895), and started a family, established 
a thriving law practice, and invested the fruits thereof 
in the “Snyder Mansion,” an ornately constructed 
Queen Anne style Victorian on St. Charles Street, in 
San Andreas (as of this [that] writing the Robin’s Nest 
Bed and Breakfast Inn). In addition, he had served 
the citizens with great zeal and devotion in his role of 
County prosecutor.

Death of a County Lawman
Brothers Jacob and Charles learned well

John Snyder, the young attorney who garnered much praise at his early 
passing, is pictured here with his wife Elizabeth "Sid" O'Connell Snyder. 
They are standing in front of their grand home in San Andreas, circa 1895. 

Today the house is known as The Robin's Nest.

their legal skills under the tutelage provided by 
their mentor, John. It was the younger brother, 
Jacob, who teamed with Frank Solinsky in the 
prosecution of Jules [Julius] Martinez for the 
murder of Deputy Sheriff James Casey.

The case of People v. Martinez is remem
bered, not only for the ethical conflicts it created 
among the principals involved, but also for 
testing the conscience of an entire community.

Martinez was a mild-mannered local laborer 
who became a quarrelsome, obnoxious drunk 
when in his cups. On a hot, humid Sunday after
noon, July 26, 1903, he had been drinking in 
Frank Barton’s saloon on North Main Street, San 
Andreas, when his “Mr. Hyde” persona emerged 
and he began harassing the other patrons.

Deputy Casey happened to be present in 
the saloon. He initially tried to warn Martinez, 
and when these warnings had no effect he was 
obliged to take the offender into custody.
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The constable escorted his 
charge down Main Street and 
placed him in a holding cell for 
transient drunks at the county
jail. Casey was about to leave
the drunk tank—or “hole,” as it 
was commonly known—when 
he remembered to turn back 
to search his prisoner. Deputy
Sheriff A. G. Thom, on duty 
as jailer that afternoon, had 
already preceded Casey out of 
the hole when he was startled 
by two gunshots followed by a 
smothered outcry.

He rushed back to the
holding cell just as Martinez 
emerged with a pistol in hand.
The prisoner fired twice at
Thorn, missing both times, 
and was then disarmed by the
deputy. But in the ensuing struggle he managed to break 
free and escape through the open gate of the jail yard. 
Deputy Thorn, upon entering the hole, found Casey 
sprawled face down on the floor, fatally wounded.

Unable to revive his partner, he ran a short 
distance to the Courthouse Saloon—(the premises, 
ironically, being operated by the victim’s father)— 
and sounded an alarm. Word spread quickly through 
the town and posses were formed:
one, a ragtag group of angry citi
zens; the other, official, convened 
by Sheriff George Graves.

The second group reached
Martinez first, where he had been 
pulled out of a nearby residence.
They found one of Casey’s brothers 
beating the escapee with a pistol butt, 
while two other brothers—among a 
number of assailants—were hoping 
to join the fray. Deputy D. A. 
Charles Snyder, a sheriff’s posse 
leader, managed to rescue Martinez 
in the face of threats against his 
own life. And it was Snyder who, 
along with a brave gentleman name
Will Nuner, thwarted a clamorous 
lynch mob surrounding the jail later 
that afternoon.

Justice court Judge P. H. 
Kean presided over a coroner’s 
jury, the next day, which found 
the suspect to have “will
fully, unlawfully, feloniously 
and with malice...(murdered) 
James Casey, a human being.” 
This was a particularly poignant 
duty for Judge Kean, and a 
doubly-tragic coincidence: 
Deputy Casey had been his own 
son-in-law, the former husband 
of Kean’s recently deceased 
daughter. If this were a modem 
coroner’s jury, it is clear that 
the presiding magistrate would 
have had to recuse himself.

On August 26, precisely 
one month after the murder, 
superior court Judge Arthur 
McSorley appointed Ira Hill 

Reed to defend Martinez. But the former county 
judge declined the appointment, citing poor health, 
the “notoriety” and “bias” engendered by the case, 
and the weight of legal forces arrayed against him. 
Obviously displeased, Judge McSorley found Reed 
in contempt and sentenced him to serve five days 
in the county jail. Local attorney C. R. Hawley was 
then appointed in his place.

Before the trial opened in 
late September, however, Arthur 
McSorley recused himself, “feeling 
too close to the case,” and Amador 
County Superior Judge R. C. Rust 
was brought in to preside. The People 
were represented by Frank Solinsky 
and Deputy District Attorney Jacob 
Snyder, both of whom gave opening 
statements. A total of 12 witnesses 
testified for the prosecution. Defense 
counsel Hawley struggled valiantly in 
a lost cause and against a predictable 
outcome (as well as overwhelming 
firepower on the other side). Called 
to the witness stand on Martinez’s 
behalf were his mother, aunt, sisters, 
some friends, employers, and at least 
one saloon keeper. None of this testi
mony would avail.

Judge Victor Gottschalk, pictured in 1882, who held 
high regard for John Snyder's legal work.

Deputy Sheriff Jim Casey in 1899. Only 31 
years old and already a widower, the young 

deputy met a violent death on a jail cell 
floor in 1903.
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After brief deliberations, on
October 1, the jury found [the] 
defendant “guilty of murder in the 
first degree.” A motion for a new 
trial was denied, and, six days later, 
Judge Rust sentenced Martinez “to 
be delivered to the warden of San 
Quentin State Prison to be hanged 
by the neck until...dead...”

On October 11, 1903, Julius
Martinez died on gallows erected 
in the San Quentin prison yard.
His hanging was witnessed by 
five friends previously chosen 
by the condemned man, by two 
brothers of the fallen deputy, and 
by a number of state officials and 
corrections personnel, including
U. S. Webb, the California attorney general.

Just two and one-half months earlier, the body of 
James Casey, thirty-one-year-old widower, descendant 
of a pioneer family, had been carried to the Peoples 
Cemetery in San Andreas and buried in a plot of honor, 
on a knoll overlooking the township. A memorial 
service for the slain officer was conducted under the 
auspices of the Native Sons of the Golden West.

The all-volunteer San Andreas Brass Band led 
the funeral procession up Cemetery Hill to his place 
of final repose.

A pensive Judge Arthur McSorley shown circa 1903, was 
to have presided over the famous murder trial, but found 

himself "too close to the case."

Six years later, in 1909, having 
reentered private practice, Jacob 
Snyder became one of the founders 
of the newly formalized Calaveras 
County Bar Association. After taking 
time out to fight in the Spanish- 
American War, Charles Peter Snyder 
joined his brother, Jacob, in the prac
tice of law. Charlie, as he was known, 
practiced in both San Andreas and 
Angels Camp, serving the City of 
Angels as its Attorney. In San Andreas, 
he was employed as deputy district 

attorney. When his brother Jacob 
died in 1915, Charlie was elected to 
succeed him as the district attorney 
that same year, holding office until 
1923. He then changed his focus to 

the practice of civil law and began devoting more time to 
cattle ranching. In 1929, he purchased the Valley Springs 
Ranch, where he and his son, John J. Snyder, centered 
their livestock business, with summer pasturing in the 
mountains at Post Corral and Prather meadows.

Like his father who served in the Spanish American 
War, John J. Snyder took time out to serve his country 
in World War II. Unlike the Schneiders who refused 
to serve in the army of the tyrant Maximilian II, their 
descendants did not hesitate to fight for the United 
States when called upon to do so.

When Charles Snyder died of natural causes in 
1945, he was eulogized by Joseph S. Huberty, Sr. 
on behalf of the bar association, as “an admirable 
character and a good lawyer.” Further, it was said 
of Charles:

... he adhered strictly to the ethics of 
his profession. His word was as good as 
his written bond. He was courteous, honest, 
honorable and fair.

Joseph Huberty said further:

Not only does the bench and bar of this 
community lose a splendid citizen, but it is 
also an extreme loss to our community. He 
stood for everything that was good.

When one reflects upon the contribution of the 
Snyder lawyers to the community, the emotion evoked 
is one of awe. Ludwig Schneider’s descendants had 
taken responsibility for prosecuting all of the county’s

Attorney Ira Reed, circa 1885, was 
appointed to defend the murderer. When 

he "declined" the appointment. Judge 
McSorley found him in contempt and 

sentenced him to five days in jail.
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crimes for more 
than 30 years, 
ensuring that the 
laws were enforced 
and protecting the 
body politic against 
its leanings toward 
violence and 
public disorder, 
thereby easing the 
transition between 
centuries.

Brothers Will 
and George also 
became lawyers. 
Will served twice 
attorney. George

Snyder first served in the state 
assembly, his district covering 
Calaveras, Amador, Alpine and
Mono counties. He retired from 
the assembly to practice law in 
neighboring Amador.

After practicing in San Francisco 
for several years, Will returned to 
Calaveras in 1935 and was elected 
justice of the peace in Murphys. 
He continued to serve in that office 
until his death in 1945. His son, 
Cal Snyder, also entered the legal 
profession, eventually becoming a 
partner in the Stockton law firm 
of Mazzera, Snyder, & DeMartini.
Louise Charlotte Snyder, the Snyder brothers’ sister, 
entered the field of law as a legal secretary in San 
Francisco.

The Snyder family established its legal branch 
in 1890, and has continued to flourish well into the 
present [then] century. It was during the heyday of 
their collective practice that the Calaveras County 
Bar was formally established.

Acknowledgements
This story about the Schneider/Snyder family 

legal legacy in Calaveras County is a portion of 
Chapter VI, Family Legal Dynasties, reprinted 
here by permission. This chapter is from the 

book From the Depth of the Mines Came the 
Law by Michael B. Arkin and Franklin T. “Ted” 
Laskin. Both authors are attorneys and lovers of 
history. Their book explored the history of law in 
Calaveras County, and chronicled the establish
ment of the Calaveras County Bar Association. 
Throughout its pages, the book is sprinkled with 
lurid or amusing vignettes of the practice of law 
in Calaveras County. This book was published in 
2000 and is available in our museum bookstore 
and other fine local bookstores.

Michael Arkin currently practices law in 
New Mexico; Ted Laskin is still dabbling in the 
written arts with his most recent literary credit as 
a contributor and the fiction editor of the recent 
edition of Manzanita: Poetry & Prose of the 
Mother Lode & Sierra. He currently practices 

poverty law in Angels Camp.
For a full account of the famous 

murder of gentle Deputy James 
Casey by Julius Martinez, see Sheryl 
Waller’s story in Las Calaveras, 
January 1996.

As one can tell from this brief 
story of the Schneider family and 
their legal legacy in Calaveras County, 
there is more to tell about this fine 
pioneer family. For more information 
on the Schneider family immigration 
to America and to Calaveras County, 
readers are encouraged to see Las 
Calaveras January 1994. This in- 
depth look at the Snyder family 

also reviews their contributions to cattle ranching. 
The name Snyder
should be familiar
to Historical
Society members
as John and
Betty Snyder
have been long
standing members
and periodically
served as officers.
Calaveras County
considers itself
fortunate to have
such fine people
in its community.

Charlie Snyder, circa 1915. In addition 
to his law practice, he served in the 

Spanish-American War, and launched 
a thriving cattle enterprise that still 

exists today.

as Amador County district

Will Snyder, circa 1925, whose legal 
career included two terms as district 

attorney of Amador County, and 
Murphy's justice of the peace."
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FEBRUARY MEETING
Our own office historian Cate Culver 

will give a lively presentation of her favorite 
historic Calaveras County photographs that 
she’s had the pleasure of cataloging over the 
years in her work at the Historical Society. 
Please join us February 22 for a dinner 
meeting, at a venue to be announced. Call 
the Historical Society office at 754-1058 for 
reservations and details.
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APAUTAWILU

N
orth of present-day Glencoe and Highway 
26, and west of Lower Dorray Road the land 
makes a steep descent toward the Mokelumne 
River. Today many people know this area as Alabama 

Gulch. This was the location of one of Calaveras 
County’s last Mi wok villages, Apautawilu.

The village was included in the land homesteaded 
by Dr. Adolph Hoerchner. He later gained prominence 
in the young county by contracting in 1858 to provide 
medical care in his private hospital located in Pleasant 
Springs (see Las Calaveras, January 1982, April 1982). 
The ranch land was later owned by George McKisson, 
who witnessed many
native American rituals 
and customs while the
Miwok still lived there.

Lloyd Ames is a life
long resident of Glencoe 
and is intimately familiar 
with the hills around his
home. He has collected
various materials about
Apautawilu, from the 
people who actually 
observed or recorded the 
society and its ceremo
nies, and assembled this
issue of Las Calaveras.

The introduction is excerpted from a paper 
prepared by noted local historian Judith Marvin. 
She presented the paper in 1985 to the first 
California Indian Conference at the University of 
California at Berkeley.

Charles Grunsky came to our county in 1849 
and wrote letters home to Germany describing his 
surroundings and the people who were here first. 
John Doble kept a diary in 1852 about the things 
he saw while he was here mining. The Doble diary 
proved to be a wealth of eye witness informa
tion to Ames and Marvin. Robert McKisson, who 

later owned the land 
of the Apautawilu site, 
was interviewed in 
1982 by Paula Leitzell 
of the Mokelumne Hill 
History Society.

Las Calaveras 
is grateful to Lloyd 
Ames for assembling 
this collection of first
hand accounts of life 
at the Miwok village, 
Apautawilu. All of the 
photographs herein, 
except as noted, are from 
his personal experience.

Roundhouse depression still evident today at the Apautawilu village. 
Drawing indicates likely size the roundhouse occupied.
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APAUTAWILU
A MIWOK VILLAGE IN CALAVERAS COUNTY

by Judith Marvin

Introduction
Apautawilu is the name of a village site that 

was occupied by local Miwok at the time of the 
Gold Rush. It is located between Mokelumne 
Hill and Glencoe, surrounding the historic site of 
Pleasant Springs.

By 1900, the old village at Pleasant Springs 
was the only Miwok village in the area that was 
still in use. Two noted California ethnographers 
visited the region and recorded the village. In 
1905, C. Hart Merriam (1977) identified the 
village site as Ahp-pan-tow-we-lah, while Alfred

Kroeber (1925) later recorded the village name 
as Apautawilu. During the early 20th century, 
various scattered references provide information 
on the last Miwok residents at this site. The most 
informative, perhaps, being the memories of 
Robert F. McKisson, who was born on the ranch 
in 1897.

In 1848, gold was discovered near the 
American River at Sutter’s mill, setting off the 
greatest mass migration in human history. Some 
of the earliest to discover gold in the nearby 
gulches was the Eutaw party of Alabamans, who 

named Alabama Hill and Gulch. 
By the fall of 1949, one of 
these miners, Charles Grunsky, 
has established a store along
side the gulch, which bisected 
Apautawilu. In late 1850, he 
sold out to another member of 
the party, D. L. Angier.

Dr. Hoerchner, from 
Germany, arrived in the Pleasant 
Springs area in 1849 with the 
initial party of Alabamans. In 
July of 1853, Dr. Hoerchner 
purchased the store and other 
property from Angier for 
$11,500; four months later he 
filed a Land Claim on 160 acres 
that included the site of Pleasant 
Springs and the store, as well as 
Apautawilu.

The Pleasant Springs prop
erty apparently remained in the 
ownership of the Hoerchner 
family until 1879. After several 
transactions, the property was 
deeded to George A. McKisson. 
On January 17, 1887, the
McKisson family began their 
seventy-five year tenancy at 
Pleasant Springs Ranch.
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Diaries and Letters 
Charles and Clotilde 

Grunsky
1823-1891

Pleasant Springs, July 24, 1850
“Pleasant Springs is a beau

tiful spot. Do not imagine large 
and attractive buildings or hand
some gardens. There are none. I 
still live in a tent whose walls, 
however, are made firm by 
means of a dozen or more hewn 
timbers. What I am praising is 
the beautiful scenery.

The air is unusually clean, 
to which fact the healthfulness 

Bedrock mortars at Apautawilu.

of the climate may be attributed. Even when it 
is very warm, 110 to 115 degrees E, it is not 
oppressive as in other countries, because the air 
is dry. For days at a time there is not a cloud in 
the sky, which is beautifully blue as far as the eye 
can see. We are favored with light breezes, which 
contribute much to make the heat of summer days 
bearable. We have no dew during summer. Nights 
are wonderful, cook and very pleasant. There is no 
harm in sleeping the open, which I frequently do, 
particularly when the moon is in the sky.

Here at Pleasant Springs we have a general store 
for the convenience of miners. At Rich Gulch I have 
entrusted the management of the business to Mr. 
Kohlberg, but go down there myself several times 
each week.

It will seem strange for you to think of me as 
living at a spot in the mountains of California, all 
alone, with no one in the immediate vicinity.

The Indians are a very friendly people unless 
they are provoked. Unfortunately the Americans 
frequently treat them unfairly. There are not many of 
them left here. They have a good conception of right 
and wrong, are fairly moral, living in family groups. 
Several of these family groups, uniting, choose a 
captain or chief. Many of those in this neighbor
hood understand a little Spanish, in which language 
I can converse with them fairly well, except in 
figures and numbers and the most common conver
sational requirements. These I have acquired in their 
language. You may desire to know how the language 
sounds. I will give you a few examples:

The numerals are: ludike 1, odihke 2, dolokeshe 
3, oishe 4, masehoke 5, demske 6, kenekake 7, 
kauwinte 8, woie 9, na-atshe 10, ludik-shakena 11, 
odik-shakeha 12, etc.

They are short in stature, generally only four 
to five feet high, of reddish tint, but quite delicate 
and well formed. They have small hands and feet, 
particularly the women. They no longer go about 
half naked as originally, but wear all kinds of bril
liantly colored clothing. They formerly depended on 
hunting, fishing, and the gathering of acorns. The 
latter here are as large as nuts and are obtained in 
great quantities. They are now beginning to work as 
laborers in the mines and purchase bread, flour, and 
especially meat.”

The activities of the Miwok at Apautawilu were 
extensively described in the journal of miner John 
Doble, who worked the streams around Pleasant 
Springs in the winter and spring of 1852. From his 
account, we obtain our most vivid picture of the 
village inhabitants, as well as detailed descriptions 
of Miwok activities and rituals.

JOHN DOBLE, first entry describing Apautawilu 
occurred in February of 1852

Pleasant Springs Indians

“.. .(there was) a large camp of them about 
% mile up the Gulch on a flat at the foot of the 
summit ridge of this Divide. This camp when I 
first came here consisted of 3 huts and a round 
or council house. The 3 huts are made by setting 
up sticks or poles in a circle of from 6 to 10 feet
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in diameter and leaning the tops together and 
covering them with bark skins brush c

On February 14, 1852, Doble mentions Indians 
from other villages arriving for a “fandango”: 

“The Indians are going to have a big 
Fandango here, about 500 came in from other 
places to this camp today. They came in compa
nies of from 20 to 50. They came in Indian file, 
the Men carrying their bows and arrows and 
the squaws the luggage in their conical shaped 
baskets suspended on their backs by a strap 
round over the forepart of their heads and them 
that had children carried them in the basket 
with the balance of the luggage.

Out about 200 yards from camp they had 
built a large fire and 1 supposed as I saw it 
as I came up to the camp that they were only 
amusing themselves at the fire there as the 
wood was all burned in the immediate vicinity 
of the camp. But as I was leaving the camp 
I saw that something else was going on so I 
went by the fire and I found that they were 
painting and feathering three of their number 
for their grand Dance. (I did not nor do I yet 
know what the dance was for only that it was 
one of their amusements had at such meet
ings.) I will try to describe the way they were 
painting and feathering.

The fire was built against a large oak log 
and by the fire was a number of Indians. 3

of the number were being painted black and 
feathered. The paint made of charcoal and 
water and they were entirely naked except the 
breche clout. After being painted they were 
dressed by the others in a coat of feathers as 
follows: on the head from the forhead to the 
back of the neck lay a red and white strap of 
quills. The feather end of the quill (which were 
the quill of the hawk and owl) sticking out 
horizontally each way fastened in this position 
by a band of small feathers round the head 
just above the ears, then below this band of 
feathers hung the hair which they all wear long 
(some of them have hair nearly two feet long 
but the squaws always cue their hair so it never 
hangs below the shoulders). Then across their 
faces was placed several rows of down the soft 
white down of the Owl and Hawk. The rows 
were placed over the face so as to encircle 
the nose mouth and eyes and to hide the ears. 
Then round their necks were many yards of 
beads decked with dangling pieces of the pearl 
Oyster shell which when they moved made a 
rattling noise. Then up and down and round 
their bodies arms legs were places [placed] 
lines and spots of the white down stuck on by 
a thin mixture of pitch and grease which was 
put on the places where the feathers were to 
be and the feathers then carefully places on 
it. When they were thus dressed they began to 
move towards the camp headed by the Master 

of Ceremonies. As they left the 
fire they began singing and the 
Feathered Gents Danced to the 
music which was kept up with 
the voice and each one of the 
singers which were 8 or 10 in 
number had a stick some 18 
inches long split about 2/3 of the 
way so it would snap together 
when they shook in the right 
manner with these sticks they 
beat time to the music while any 
quantity of outsiders danced to 
the music also with frequent 
stops and turnings. They got to 
the camp and entered the round 
house so I could not see them 
any more.”

Basement of the Angiers Store at Pleasant Springs, 
within Apautawilu.
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On Saturday, February
21st, 1852, Doble continues 
his narrative:

“The Indians I thought
had quit their dance
last Wednesday but this
evening they are thicker
than ever around and
the Variety of dress with
the increase of number
is larger if possible than
I have before noticed. A
great many wear bands
around their heads decked
with shells and beads to
keep the hair out of their
faces though a Majority
wear nothing while a few wear hats.

They had during the day got the % of 
a hollow log about 8 feet long and put it in 
the round house for the feathered hombres to 
dance on. This made a hollow noise when the 
bare feet of the Dancers came in contact with 
it with any force. They sung different songs. I 
could notice the change of words but could not 
understand anything said.

Robert McKisson Interview

INTERVIEWER: I’m talking today with Robert 
McKisson at his home in Stockton. This is November 
17, 1982 and I am Paula Leitzell.

Something else that is very 
interesting up in that country was 
that there were Indians living up on 
the top of the hill, weren’t there?
McKISSON: Right up on the 
home ranch, Pleasant Springs.
I: Do you remember them when 
you were little?
M: Sure
I: Do you remember when
McKenzie died?
M: Susie—both of them—went 
to both funerals. You know they 
have their own way. We stood and 
looked on. McKenzie was chief 
you know of the Miwok tribe.
That whole neighborhood clear

to Murphys, West Point, 
Rail Road Flat. He lived 
right on the upper end of 
the ranch.
I: Up where there is
the depression from the 
roundhouse? 
M: Have you been there? 
I: Yes
M: Now there’s something. 
I used to set in there in the 
cold part of the winter and it 
was so warm.
I: They had it facing south. 
M: It was a roundhouse— 
dug down. You went down 
in there.

I: How deep was it?
M: Oh, six feet I guess to the center. They had a 
little fire around there. And rocks setting around the 
fire—maybe half or three-quarters of it. They would 
get hot and stay hot for a long time.
I: And they lived right in there?
M: In the winter—in the summer they had little 
cabins and anywhere outside. There would be 
about—I’d say about twenty or twenty-five. The 
Indians as a rule didn’t stay too many in one place. 
They had that camp about three miles down at Buena 
Vista. Off of the Prindle Ranch, and let’s see what 
was that old fellow’s name—John Bell—John Bell 
lived right below Buena Vista.

Grinding mortars and pestles.

Mortars, pestles, and tools of Apautawilu.
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I: At the time that you say the Indians living up 
there, the women were using, the grinding rock to 
grind acorn meal?
M: I’ve eaten their flour—not bad.
I: Yes, I’ve tasted it too.
M: Yes, there was three places there they would 
grind. They went down maybe 100 yards—half a 
block—in Alabama Gulch. And then further down 
and then way over on the other side of the ranch, 
right out in the open, no gulch. I’ve eaten tu-lah-see 
soup and the wild clover, mullen leaves.
I: Did they ever go down and live down below 
the house?
M: That’s the graveyard. No.
I: There are some grinding rocks down there. 
M: Yes.

M: My grandmother told us kids to be good to 
the Indians because if it wasn’t for the Indians you 
wouldn’t be here—we’d never gotten across those 
plains if those Indians hadn’t helped us.
You know, back to the Indian Roundhouse, I was 
pretty close to the Indians there. In the round
house, they would have rock around. For one half 
of it they dug channels underground, tunnels, you 
know, put the rocks in there and cover it over. That 
whole bank would be warm—because you now 
they just put their blankets down on the ground 
and lay there and it was just as warm all winter 
long. It was warmer in that roundhouse than it was 
in the school house.
I: Do you know the names of any other Indians that 
lived at the ranch besides Susie and McKenzie?

I: But you don’t ever remember seeing them living 
there by the graveyard?
M: No, I don’t believe they ever did. Now whether 
the grinding rocks down below our house off to 
the side—now there were a couple of cabins there, 
but they were white men. Two different cabins. I 
think there’s a kind of a fireplace out of rocks still 
standing. Two white people lived there. The Indians 
were good people.
I: They weren’t understood by most of the white 
people though.

M: Doc, Manuella.
I: Manuella was up there too?
M: Yes, Mokelumne Hill. I knew her. Her hair was 
white as snow.
I: Do you have any idea about when she died? 
M: No. I don’t know what the year would be but I 
was small.
I: Did she die before or after McKenzie?
M: She took care of McKenzie—McKenzie and 
Susie both.
I: Susie died before McKenzie, didn’t she? 
M: Couldn’t say for sure.

I: After McKenzie died, were there any of
the Indians living there or did they just 

go off?
M: No. They were the last

burials. The graveyard was a 
round circle. When they dug 

the last graves they had 
a pile of bones that high 
(indicating several feet). 
I don’t know how many 
must have wnet in that 
area. Then you know what 

they did for a full moon? 
Every evening they come 

down—you been there? Did 
you notice the dirt was all 

black? They come down and 
have their little fires. One

full moon they have their
Queen Manuella panning for gold with her little black dog near Moke Hill, as depicted on a 

postcard; from the personal collection of Bonnie Miller.
little fires, every evening 
just as the sun went down
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Captain McKenzie standing next to some bedrock mortars and pestles near the Rich 
Gulch Hotel. Photo taken October 1906, courtesy Calaveras County Archives.

they’d start their little fires. They 
burn for two or three hours, just 
a little pile of sticks—for one 
full moon.
I: As mourning after someone died.
M: After they were buried—they’d 
do it for one full moon. And they 
buried most every possession of 
any value when they buried Susie 
they had shells, beads and oh, I 
don’t know what all went in there.

Additional notes
off of the tape:

Indians: When they had cele
brations, 100-200 Indians would
come. He remembers seeing
McKenzie speaking to the people, 
standing at the top of the hill and 
looking toward the sun. He would speak for hours 
and hours, until he was so hoarse he could no 
longer speak. People would come and go—stay 
and listen for a while. The fandangos lasted two to 
three days.

He helped Susie trap quail. She used a Figure 
Four trap built of Sticks. If she got four quail, she 
would keep two and let two go. The same when the 
men hunted deer. They would only sheet one deer 
at a time.

Pedro O’Connor: He remembers him. His 
uncle, Bill Burt, took him to the San Francisco Fair 
and put him on display. People stood around and 
marveled at him. Pedro commented: “Why you look 
and look, it just Pedro.”

Pedro lived at Rail Road and Glencoe. He 
was given a while man suit when taken to San 
Francisco. From then on, that was all he would 
wear. He would do chores for the McKissons in 
exchange for the privilege of reading their books 
(he looked at the pictures).

Notes of Telephone Conversation with R. 
McKisson—11/23/82:

Roundhouse constructed of poles covered with 
hides, tin, etc. It came to a point at the center. He 
does not remember bark or slab construction but said 
he could not be certain it wasn’t used.

Very few Indians stayed there in the summer. 
They had two board cabins—more like sheds—that 
they used. Also, a stone cabin down off the side of

the hill toward Alabama Gulch. This structure had a 
stone platform (bed). The McKissons used the stones 
to build fences.

He could not recall any acorn granaries. He 
stated they used baskets to hold acorns. They would 
crack the acorns and then leach out the bitter flavor 
with water and ashes, “I think.” They made bread, 
ta-lah-lee soup of the acorns. They ate mullein leaves 
(raw) and wild clover (like a salad).

He recalls the women making baskets, in fact, 
he used to help. He would hold the stems while 
they scraped them thin with pieces of glass or chert 
(arrowheads). They collected materials at two places 
in the gulch below the ranch.

He does not recall the Indians having a cast- 
iron stove.

Names: McKenzie, Susie, Doc (older), Ben 
(younger, a boy), Johnny and Freddie (boys, but prob
ably not family members of the resident Indians)

An obituary in the Calaveras Prospect of 
August 1, 1908 reports that McKensie died July 25, 
1908 and that his wife Susie had died three years 
earlier. According to Mr. McKisson, after the death 
of their chief, the remaining residents of Apautawilu 
left and went to live at other remaining villages 
around nearby Railroad Flat and West Point.

Another old Miwok village had disappeared.
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ALVIN FRIOUX HELPS DEFEAT THE KAISER
by Larry Getchell

For one who’s life comes close to spanning 
the Twentieth Century there are things that just 
naturally stick out in my mind. During those early 
years while growing up
there were certain happen
ings that I still remember.
In addition to a life style 
much different than today’s, 
there were other things 
that stick in my mind. It 
appears to me that in my 
home town of San Andreas 
we had an abundance of 
unusual characters and it 
is about one such I would
like to share a memory 
with you.

The character I have a 
reference to was a young 
man named Alvin Frioux.
I remember him best 
for an anti-Churchillian 
remark he made that I still 
remember as though it 
were yesterday. But first
I think it would be helpful 

to furnish a little background material that has to 
do with life styles along the Mother Lode during 
those early years.

Our family took up 
residence in San Andreas 
on my fourth birthday, 
November 15, 1907. It 
would be another four or 
five years before things 
material came to my atten
tion. The first of these 
took place during the 1912 
Presidential election when 
Teddy Roosevelt bolted 
from the Republican party 
and ran as an indepen
dent. Backed by important 
personalities, one being the 
well known newspaper man 
Allan S. White, he who 
wrote that famous article 
“What’s the Matter with 
Kansas?”, Teddy tossed his 
hat in the ring using the 
unusual moniker, “The Bull 
Moose Party.” I remember

Judge Patrick Henry Kean, 
who held the admiration of the author.



What’s the Matter with Kansas?
Nothing was the matter with Kansas, if 

you were a member of the Populist Movement 
whose stronghold was in Kansas in 1896. 
William Allen White (not Allen S. White, as 
Larry noted) was the editor of a small town 
newspaper in Kansas, the Emporia Gazette. 
White wrote a fiery editorial in the heat of 
anger, blasting the Populists at the height of their 
movement in the presidential election between 
their choice of candidate William Jennings 
Bryan and his opponent (White’s favored) 
William McKinley. When White cooled down, 
he attempted to withdraw the editorial but it 
had already gone to print. Much to his surprise, 
the piece was reprinted across the country and 
launched White toward national prominence 
in his chosen political party. He is considered 
an eminent Kansan, ironically from having 
denounced the state. The William Allen White 
School of Journalism of the University of 
Kansas is named for him.

because of the large white sign across the front 
of the old Friedberger building reading, “Bull 
Moose Headquarter.” This famous building that 
once housed the watering hole of the legendary 
Pat Keene [Kean], still dispensed liquor but under 
the proprietorship of the Casey Brothers. Voting 
at the time was a man’s-only privilege. It would be 
three more years before women’s suffrage would 
take affect. As a result much of the electioneering 
took place in the saloons of which there were 
several up and down Main Street.

This split in the Republican Party resulted in the 
election of the Democrat, Woodrow Wilson as our 
president. During his term of office war broke out 
over in Europe. Wilson promised to keep us out of 
the war when he ran again in 1916. By now the ladies 
would also be voting. For this one and only time 
mother cancelled father’s vote by voting for Wilson. 
She believed him when he said he would keep us out 
of the war. Of course it wasn’t long thereafter that he 
and the Congress declared war on the Central Powers 
and joined up with the Allies. It’s about how this 
affected the life of Alvin Frioux that has prompted 
me to write this piece.

Jobs in San Andreas for young fellows like 
Alvin were as scarce as hen’s teeth. That didn’t 
bother him a bit. One could say he lived a hermit’s 
life and had no interest in gainful employment. 
His home was a small cabin out on “Merry” 
Creek [Murray], so called by us when I was a 
small boy. It was crossed by a small bridge on 
the old road to Mokelumne Hill about two and 
a half miles out of town just past the slaughter 
house. Below the bridge and to the left was our 
favorite swimming hole during early summer. 
Up stream to the right was Alvin Frioux’s cabin. 
Here he raised a few chickens and planted a 
vegetable garden. His staple needs were few, 
a slab of bacon, some dry beans and a sack of 
flour. These together with a few other items, 
eggs from the chickens and vegetables from the 
garden took care of those needs. For cash he set 
out a trap line in the forest area behind his cabin. 
There was a demand and ready cash for animal 
pelts and from his catch he realized sufficient 
cash to satisfy all his wants. This life style left 
him considerable leisure time most of which he 
spent in town. Taking advantage of the chairs and 
bench in front of the Pioneer Saloon at the corner 
of Main and China Streets, the latter changed to 
St. Charles, the town loiterers daily congregated 
here to discuss important matters? These gener
ally turned to how wonderful it would be to strike 
it rich in gold along with the subject pertaining to 
the feminine gender, not necessarily in that order.

The Honorable P. H. Kean
The “legendary” Pat Kean referred to in 

this piece was the Honorable Pat Kean, a justice 
court judge from San Andreas who presided over 
several notorious cases at the turn of the century. 
Las Calaveras is familiar with Judge Kean. See 
the issue of January of this year. Judge Kean was 
probably somewhat of a local folk hero, at least in 
the eyes of the author when he was a young boy. 
The personal habits, such as his favorite watering 
hole, were probably intimacies relished by the 
young boy. Pat Kean’s name can still be seen 
inscribed in the concrete step fronting the current 
County Archives on Main Street, also known as 
the Zwinger building or the Fricot building.
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Most men of that day were prisoners of the obnox
ious weed tobacco. There were pipe smokers, cigar 
smokers and most commonly, cigarette smokers. 
The pipe and cigarette smokers relied on a fresh 
can of Prince Albert tobacco. There being no tailor 
made cigarettes, these smokers rolled their own 
and the Prince Albert brand was their favorite. But 
frugal folks like Alvin smoked a brand called Bull 
Durham that came in a fully packed little sack. It 
opened and closed by means of a draw string and 
was of a size to fit comfortably in a shirt pocket. 
The circular tab at the end was always allowed 
to hang out. The contents were not moist but dry 
and sort of flakey. There were those who claimed 
the contents were the sweepings from the tobacco 
company floor. The cost of five cents a pack suited 
the users just fine. Cigarette smokers soon became 
adept at rolling their own. Holding a Wheatstraw 
cigarette paper in their left hand, slightly cured 
in a “V” shape, a layer of Bull Durham would be 
deftly shook into the crease and then rolled to a 
cylinder and sealed with a bit of saliva. This was 
the simple life of Alvin Frioux.

I had but recently graduated from the eighth 
grade in grammar school and was looking 
forward to entering high school later in the year

Women ’s Suffrage
Larry would have liked for his mother to 

have voted for Woodrow Wilson, but she didn’t. 
It’s true that Wilson had hoped to keep the United 
States out of the European conflict, but we 
entered the war in 1917 anyway. This was still a 
few years before women had won the vote.

It was not until the nineteenth amendment 
of the United States was passed by congress on 
June 4, 1919, and ratified on August 18, 1920, 
that women were guaranteed the right to vote. 
Wilson’s second term of office ended in 1921.

when news of our entry in the war reached San 
Andreas. It wasn’t too long before there was a 
meeting in the Metropolitan town hall to discuss 
ways for us to assist the war effort. Housewives 
felt they were doing their part when attempting to 
bake a loaf of bread, using a little white rationed 
flour along with that substitute black stuff. 
Mother tried but it was a lost cause. Bakery bread 
was not available.

Shortly there was a draft of young men 21 to 
31. A bit later we were advised that the first group

The San Andreas WWI Band, all members who were known to the author.
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What was “black”flour?
Larry was ahead of himself in this war

effort recollection. Civilian war rations weren’t 
enacted until the second world war. A typical 
family received six pounds of flour a week. 
The inconvenience must have made enough of 
an impression on him that such patriotic spirits 
probably overlapped his enthusiastic youthful 
recollections. It was fair to say that any house
wife would have been inconvenienced by the 
use of the flour substitutions that families were 
required to make do with in lieu of the normal 
wheat flour they desired. Typical substitutions 
were cornmeal, buckwheat, or rolled oats. 
Mothers probably called the less-refined buck
wheat flour “black” flour in frustration.

of draftees would assemble in San Andreas on a 
Saturday and on a Sunday be conveyed to Valley 
Springs, there to board the local to Lodi from 
which point they would be sent to the various 
boot camps. The town went all out to plan a 
proper send off. There would be a Saturday night 
dance and our girls promised the boys would not 
lack partners.

The eventful day finally rolled around and as 
it wore on the boys bean to filter into town. Most 
were accompanied by relatives. Immediately upon 
arrival they were greeted by town folks who lost 
little time escorting them to the nearest saloon. 
Not too many were serious drinkers but they were 
starting on a mission of which they knew practi
cally nothing and without the slightest idea of 
where they were going. So many threw caution 
to the wind. One such was Alvin Frioux. The 
latter had no objection to an occasional libation 
providing he did not have to pay for it. However 
when the liquor drummer hit town he lead the 
procession that followed the fellow as he visited 
each saloon in turn. The liquor drummer would of 
course spring for drinks for the house at each stop. 
By the same token Alvin accepted all invitations on 
the fateful Saturday. On that day some of the boys 
over imbibed and Alvin was one of them. A few 
didn’t make it to the dance but not Alvin. He didn’t 
dance but was much in evidence at the entrance to 
the dance hall. To reach the dance floor one had to 

climb a flight of stairs that made a sharp angle turn 
half way up. At the turn there was a sizeable plat
form and here the men often dropped down for a 
quick smoke while others who did not dance gath
ered to discuss whatever came to mind. Alvin had 
stationed himself on the landing, propping his body 
against the wall but was still not too steady. He also 
was suffering from what we usually referred to as 
a crying jag. That didn’t keep Alvin from talking, 
mostly about the conflict over in Europe. It was at 
this point I heard his remark I referred to earlier. 
There was a tear in his eye and a sob in his voice 
as he said, “It’s not the Kaiser thats got me worried 
it’s the crossing that pond.”

The dance was over by three in the morning 
and we rushed home for a few hours rest before 
journeying to Valley Springs with the draftees’ 
caravan the following morning. Stationed at the 
platform in Valley Springs was the steam engine 
and a couple of parlor cars that would shortly be 
transporting our boys to we knew not where. Hugs 
and kisses lost their identities as the goodly sized 
crowd bid their farewells to the boys. A seven 
[eight] piece band had been hurriedly assembled 
to play for the occasion. Numbered in that group 
was Les Stewart on the coronet, George Dietz 
on his small horn, Clarence Getchell on the bass 
drum and Hughie Watt on his small trumpet.

Time Tricks the Memory
Larry Getchell contributed many articles 

to Las Calaveras over the years, as well as 
wrote for the Calaveras Prospect. One article 
he wrote for Las Calaveras, April-July 1980, 
illuminated the lively community bands, one 
of which is described in this article. In that 
earlier piece, Larry also recalled Alvin Frioux’s 
emotional comment, but slightly differently. In 
that earlier version, Larry recalled Alvin saying 
“It ain’t the Huns that’s gots me worried, it’s a 
‘crossin’ that pond.”

When Larry wrote this piece in 2000, he 
claims the names of three of the seven piece 
band members escaped him. This was not a 
problem, as his memory was just fine twenty 
years earlier when he wrote the earlier article 
and he named all eight members of the band!
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Larry Getchell, proudly showing off an old bottle, in 1992. 
All photos courtesy of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

There were three others but their names 
escape me. Among those bidding fare
well to the boys was pretty Clara Scott. 
She was later married to Warren Scott 
but single at the time and I do not 
know her single name. The Scotts were 
apparently married during 1921 when 
Warren purchased our former Sheep 
Ranch home from my father. Almost 
seventy years later I visited the Scotts in 
our old home.

The boys finally boarded the coaches 
from where from the windows they waived 
at us and we waived right back. Then 
suddenly there was a burst of steam from 
the engine and then it and the coaches 
started moving slowly down the tracks. 
The engine now started belching steam in 
earnest and the engineer was laying on the 
whistle for all it was worth. It didn’t take 
them long to reach the turn at the edge 
of town where it was soon out of sight. A 
stillness now came over the crowd as they 
began slowly moving in the direction of 
their transportation. It was an eventful day 
and one 1 shall always remember.

The war wore on but following the 
signing of the Armistice on November 11,
1918, the boys soon started arriving home. Among 
them of course was Alvin, proudly wearing his 
corporal uniform. Never suffering from any kind of 
inhibitions he was even more garrulous on his return. 
During his stay over seas he found a proper niche for 
his talents, that of mess cook. The dough boys never 
enjoyed more tasty Alvin baked beans. His main criti
cism and one he didn’t hesitate to expound on was 
contempt for his so called “Sears and Sawbuck First 
Lieutenants.” It wasn’t too long before he returned to 
his old stand out on Merry Creek. On frequent visits 
to town he continued wearing his army uniform and 
did so until it was worn out.

I left San Andreas July 4, 1922 and although I 
returned frequently to visit my parents I am unable 
to comment further on the fortunes of Alvin Frioux. 
However I don’t hesitate to say his life was a bit 
unusual. Don’t you agree?

Author Larry Getchell
Author Larry Getchell was bom in Sheep Ranch 

and raised in San Andreas. Although he spent most of 
his life in the Bay Area, he maintained strong ties to 
his home community. His family owned the Calaveras 
Prospect and he later became a vigorous contributor 
to the paper. He also contributed copiously to the 
Historical Society, and maintained a lively correspon
dence with at least three editors over the years.

This story is an entertaining but authentically 
first-hand account of the lighter side of war on a 
community. One can picture Larry in his later years 
recalling the events as they unfolded before the spar
kling but naive eyes of the boy at the outset of the first 
world war, where everything was new and exciting. It 
is amusing that a little comment by an emotional, 
liquor-driven young man made such an impact on the 
boy that it was still recalled as something wondrous 
over eighty years later.

Larry Getchell passed away in 2001, just a few 
years shy of his one hundredth birthday.
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THE CHILEAN WAR
by Bonnie Miller

S
outhwest of Mokelumne Hill lies a gentle ravine 
file miles in length known as Chile Gulch, 
named for the early miners who drew gold from 
its rich flanks. Driving up present day Highway 49 

from San Andreas, one passes a roadside turnout with 
a stone monument on the northeastern tip of this gulch. 
This monument memorializes an event that took place 
in Calaveras County’s colorful, if not dark history 
in the winter of 1849-1850, known as the Chilean 
War. This “war” was not just a battle between claim 
jumpers, but a concern with repercussions reaching 
past Mokelumne Hill and beyond the county lines, 
beyond the state of California, and beyond the interna
tional shores of the fledgling state and country.

On June 14, 1848 the ship J. R. S. returned to 
its home port of Valparaiso, Chile from its trip to 
San Francisco, or Yerba Buena as it was known then. 
While in port in San Francisco, its crew had learned 
the startling news that on May 12, 1848 gold had been 
discovered upstream at a place called Coloma. Most 
people discounted the idea as too incredulous, but some 
did not. Those who chose to gamble on the rumor and 
return to San Francisco were the lucky ones.

Mining gold was not new to Chileans. Chileans 
were very accomplished miners, and particularly adept 
at removing gold from quartz-bearing veins. When

The monument on the east side of Highway 49, California 
State Historical Landmark No.265 memorializing the 

Chilean War of 1849-1850.
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the discovery of gold was confirmed, Chilean miners 
flocked to California. Thousands of Chilean miners 
were extracting the easy gold from the California foot
hills before the end of 1848, well before most of the 
United States had heard that the Gold Rush was on.

Chilean gentry sent ahead their peons, or inden
tured servants to work the mines for them. The profits 
were sent home to Chile, and early gold rush money 
flowed back to Chile long before American pioneers 
were making their way to the gold fields. Chile also had 
shipping ports for the long sea trip around the horn, so 
the port towns were also profiting from the sea-weary 
travelers who were quickly learning to pay any price for 
a comfort or a commodity. Chile was suddenly wealthy 
as a result of California’s gold rush.

Early California Racism
The United States had just “won” California 

from Mexico in the Mexican-American War which 
had ended with the signing of the Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo on February 2, 1848. A residual 

affect of that conflict was 
a racist attitude toward the 
Mexicans who remained 
in California. The Treaty 
granted all Californios 
(native-born Californians 
of Hispanic descent) 
full United States citi
zenship, and promised 
that their property was 
to have been “inviolably 
respected.” Anglos often 
just ignored the protec
tions that were to have 
been afforded the native 
Mexican-Americans born 
of California soil. The 
new Californians brought 
a fledgling sense of 
manifest destiny, without 
really understanding it, 
no matter what the cost. 
Some of their superiority 
came from an attitude 
that no one but an Anglo, 
or an Anglo-European, 
or an English-speaking 
Anglo-European could 

mine gold from California (or “America”). 
Generally the American miner tolerated the non
English speaking European immigrant, but did not 
tolerate the Latinos. The lines were often blurred 
to suit the needs of the bigot of the moment, as 
history tells us. In later conflicts, we see particu
larly nasty conflicts with Chinese (non-Anglo), 
but also against French (non-English speaking). 
Ultimately most pioneers who came to California 
in search of gold were not from the United States 
but were from all over the world.

This superior attitude was recorded through 
the words of a pioneer doctor, John Baker, who 
practiced in early Mokelumne Hill. In a letter 
home to his wife he said “I am still in the land of 
Indians, Chinese, Negroes, Spaniards, Germans, 
French etc. etc.” (Editor’s note: the Spaniards were 
probably Chilean). A few months later he had 
moved to Jackson and found better surroundings 
but still with some reservations. He referred to 
Jackson as a “good and decent camp” with “some 
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very good buildings, but decidedly, too many 
foreigners for my taste.”

Such sentiments were openly acted upon, and 
with apparent governmental sanction. The famed 
Stevenson Regiment, the only military regiment 
in Calaveras County from the Mexican-American 
War, under the command of Colonel Jonathan D. 
Stevenson was specifically charged with the duty 
“to oppose Mexico’s designs (and influence) on Alta 
California and to prosecute hostilities against these 
‘foreigners’ whenever warranted.”

In the case of the Chilean immigrants, the 
racism that struck out at them was also somewhat 
blurred. The Chileans did not speak English. Since 
they spoke Spanish, they might have been 
aligned with the Mexicans who were now 
considered less than American, despite 
the Treaty guarantees. They were gener
ally regarded as being bad, like any other 
Spanish-speaking miner (ie: non-English 
speaking), whether Argentinian, Peruvian, 
etc. Suddenly all Latin-Americans were 
called “greasers”, a term for a Mexican job 
position from the 1830s that had developed 
negative connotations by the 1850s. What 
further inflamed this racial conflict was 
that the Chileans had something the Anglos 
wanted: gold.

The indentured servants would stake 
claims in their own names, then hand 
over their earnings to their patron, or 
master. This method infuriated the single 
Anglo miner who was working alone. They 
resented this vicarious form of labor and 
wealth-gathering. The miners also resented 
a slave-owning miner from the south. The 
prevailing attitude was that a proper miner 
should be a white man, a United States 
citizen, probably single, and free to mine 
for themselves. And since the Chileans had 
reached the gold fields earlier than most 
American immigrants, the Americans felt 
that all the good strikes had been taken 
up by the foreigners, in particular the 
Chileans. As Chilean wealth grew, so did 
the Anglo miners’ anger. This often led 
to gangs of American miners driving the 
Chileans, and later Mexicans, from their 
diggings and camps.

By the summer of 1849, several displaced 
Chilean miners had relocated to San Francisco to 
await further instructions from home. They congre
gated in an area known as Little Chile. Tensions grew, 
and on the hot night of July 15, fueled by liquor, 
anti-Chilean sentiment exploded in to violence over 
a woman, and riots ensued. A group of vagrants 
known as the “Hounds” prowled the lawless San 
Francisco streets brazenly inciting savagery under 
their motto “We can get away with it.” The night saw 
a rampage aimed at Latinos and most particularly 
Chileans. The following morning a meeting was held 
and the first of the famous San Francisco Vigilante 
Groups was formed. The impeccable Sam Brannan 

An insolent Chilean couple, depicted as their enemies saw them in 1849.
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spoke in defense of the innocent Chileans and cited 
their contributions to the city and to California, and 
spoke strongly against the rioters. He identified the 
Hounds, led by the notorious Sam Roberts, who was 
quickly sentenced to ten years hard labor by the vigi
lante judge William Gwin.

Six months later a second incident involving 
the Chilean minors again struck a violent cord that 
had far-reaching repercussions. In Chile Gulch in 
Calaveras County the Chilean minors had steadily 
continued to play out the profitable diggings, much 
to the irritation of the Anglo miners nearby.

The Chilean War
In the winter of 1849, there were complaints 

by Anglo miners that when a single miner found a 
strike, he subsequently found himself forced out of 
his good strike by a well organized band of Chilean 
miners. This process is known as “claim jumping.” 
There are also several accounts of foreign miners 

being forced out of their diggings by Anglo miners 
as well. It is difficult to say who’s claim or jump 
came first in these cases. The Anglo-American 
miners felt compelled to form a code, or draw up 
laws to support their rights as United States citizens. 
On the night of December 9, 1849, a group of miners 
met at Double Springs to do just that.

Most of what is factually known of the subse
quent events, to become known as the Chilean War, 
are based on the diary John Hovey who claims to 
have witnessed the affair; or from the Argentinian 
journalist Ramon Navarro. A possibly more slanted 
view of the affair may be obtained from the memoire 
“Gold and Sunshine” published in 1922 by Colonel 
James J. Ayres, who played a first-hand role in the 
event when he was taken prisoner by the Chileans.

The miners who met at Double Springs devel
oped a series of articles establishing their rights as 
American citizens, the first of which was to expel 
all foreigners and declare that no foreigners would 

be permitted to work the mines of the 
Calaveras. They elected as their district 
judge Lewis Collier. Their first order of 
business was to expel all foreign miners 
beginning the following day. The Chileans 
chose to ignore the order.

In December of 1849 in Chile Gulch, 
the Chilean miners were loosely governed 
by a leading figure, Dr. Concha. He had 
about him about ten top men, his “lieuten
ants.” The remaining population was the 
indentured servants or peon class. The 
Anglo miners, led by their new leader 
Judge Collier, stormed the Chilean camp 
and bound the leaders with rope and 
proceeded to loot the camp. The hope was 
that it would scare the Chileans in to aban
doning the camp and moving on. It did 
nothing of the sort.

As history has proven time and time 
again, the perpetrator of a rash act of 
racism often underestimates the adversary 
against whom it was aimed. The Chileans 
did not move out as hoped, but chose to 
fight back. What surprised the Anglos was 
that the Chileans did not take up arms, but 
chose to fight through legal channels. The 
Chileans were by and large educated men, 
and led a civilized life which played out 

Colonel James J. Ayres, one of the sixteen Anglo prisoners 
captured by the Chileans.
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in their systematic and thereby profitable method 
of mining which so infuriated the Anglos. The 
Chileans formed a party that went to Stockton where 
they complained to the authorities that they had not 
been treated fairly by Judge Collier. The Chileans’ 
complaint was taken seriously, and they were granted 
a warrant for Collier’s arrest. The warrant was severe 
indeed, as it blasted the authority of the insolent 
act of the miners who had met on December 9th at 
Double Springs to declare their citizenship rights. 
The warrant authorized the Chileans to bring Collier 
to Stockton “either freely or by force all of the indi
viduals residing in Calaveras who have defied the 
legal authority of this sub-prefecture and who have 
recognized Mr. Collier as a judge.”

The Chileans returned to Calaveras County on 
December 26th and asked John Scollan, the local 
judge recognized by the Stockton authorities, to 
enforce the arrest. Scollan was also the local alcalde, 
and proprietor of the trading post at the South Fork 
of the Calaveras River. But he was reluctant to read 
the warrant to Collier, as Collier had threatened to 
kill him and had sworn to hang Scollan as a traitor 
for aligning with the Chileans.

The dispirited Chileans left Scollan and returned 
to their diggings. Some of the miners chose to give 
up on the matter and left the area. Others chose to 
take matters in to their own hands and retaliated by 
invading a neighboring Anglo camp called the Iowa 
Cabins. A poker game was in progress and this was 
broken up by a gang of armed Chilean marauders. 
A brief gun battle ensued. One first hand account 
claims that one American and one Chilean were 
killed in the brief battle, and another claims that two 
Americans Endicott and Starr were killed. The Alta 
California newspaper reported that eighty armed 
Chileans “killed several and injured others.” The 
Chileans bound several of the Anglos to trees and 
then proceeded to loot the cabins. After the looting, 
the Chileans took sixteen men prisoners, bound them 
with rope, and hauled them to Judge Scollan.

Scollan still refused to have anything to do with 
the Chileans, so the Chileans continued to seek 
their own justice. They decided to take the prisoners 
all the way to Stockton, as of course they had the 
authority to do so as granted by the warrant. But the 
march to Stockton was a long one, and before they 
could reach Stockton, word of the Chilean “battle” at 
the Iowa Cabins had flared tempers among the Anglo 

miners in western Calaveras County. A posse was 
mounted and sent after the Chilean party. Fifteen 
miles short of Stockton the group was overtaken by 
the posse sent to rescue the sixteen prisoners. Again 
accounts vary. Some say the prisoners escaped, some 
say that the Chileans were overpowered, and others 
claim that they surrendered peacefully. Regardless, 
instead of being captors, the Chileans had them
selves became captives.

The Chileans were brought back to Calaveras 
County on December 30th under heavy guard. A 
heated trial ensued. The impropriety of the December 
9th articles of citizenship were overlooked, as well as 
the legal authority of the warrant the Chileans had 
for Judge Collier’s arrest. The fact that a Chilean 
miner may have lost his life in the battle was also 
disregarded. After much legal wrangling, a final 
sentence was proclaimed on the Chileans where 
three were sentenced to death for murder, five were 
sentenced to 50 public lashings and shaved heads, 
and three were sentenced to 30 lashings and cropped 
ears. The sentences were carried out swiftly on 
January 3, 1850. Thus ended the Chilean War.

The Foreign Miners9 Tax
The gruesome ending to the Chilean conflict 

in Calaveras County did not end the racial senti
ments that continued to pervade the growing mining 
culture throughout the burgeoning mother lode. One 
must remember that the Chilean conflict occurred at 
the very beginning of the Gold Rush, and many more 
foreigners were yet to flock to the gold country. The 
Chileans quietly left the gulch they had so success
fully mined near Mokelumne Hill in early 1850. But 
only a few months later, legal racism lashed out at all 
foreign-born miners to an even greater extent.

Two violent events involving Latino miners had 
occurred in less than a year: the San Francisco riots 
with the Hounds, and the Chilean War in Calaveras 
County. These events were cited as justification for 
the greatest act of legal racism yet, the establish
ment of a tax on the foreign miners. The influx of 
foreigners obviously could not be stopped in the 
tide of people wishing to seek their fortunes in the 
gold fields, but the English speaking Anglos thought 
they could at least slow down the competition. 
Anglo miners were complaining that foreign miners 
were taking gold that “belongs to the people of the 
United States.” On April 13, 1850 the newly formed
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California Legislature passed the Foreign Miner’s 
Tax. The tax required all foreign-born miners to pay 
a fee of $20 per month to mine gold in California. 
The tax was specifically designed to eliminate 
Mexican competition in the mines. California gained 
statehood just five months later.

The outrageous tax served its purpose and did 
indeed drive many Latino miners from the gold 
fields. Despite the blatantly discriminatory tax, 
the Anglos did not feel adequately vindicated, and 
racism continued to infiltrate the mining camps. 
Those Latinos that continued to mine in spite of the 
tax still faced daily criticisms. Only a few months 
after the passage of the new tax, another conflict 
flared in another mining camp which led to the only 
female known to have been lynched in the gold 
camps in California.

In Downieville to the north a Mexican woman 
known as Juanita (nee Josefa) stabbed a drunk 
miner who stumbled in to her cabin late in the night 
after heavy Fourth of July revelry. Although she 
was clearly involved with another man and had no 
interest in the drunk Anglo miner, it was alleged that 
she had lured him in none-the-less. According to her 
testimony she stabbed him out of fear for her life, 
in self defense. Her testimony, as a Latino woman, 
carried no value, and she was found guilty of murder. 
She was hung for her crime dramatically from the 
town bridge over the Yuba River on July 5, 1850.

The Foreign Miners’ Tax of 1850 proved to be so 
unreasonable that it was repealed just one year after 
it was established. Regrettably the underlying senti
ment did not die with the repeal. Just two years later 
another tax was established but this time aimed at the 
Chinese. A second Foreign Miner’s Tax was estab
lished in 1852, whereby the foreigner had to pay the 
fee of $4 per month. By this time Chinese immigra
tion comprised approximately twenty percent of 
California’s incoming population. One would have 
expected some semblance of justice or civilization 
to have crept in to the social structure of the state by 
this time, but alas it was not to be. (The Chinese in 
particular had a difficult time fighting legal racism 
in California, but that is another story). Two years 
later the fledgling California Supreme Court ruled 
that a white man charged with murder could not be 
convicted on the testimony of a Chinese witness. 
In fact, all foreign miners did not gain the right to 
testify in their own defense until 1872.

Chile Gulch Today
Everyone knows that the early gold mine towns 

were often lawless, liquor-fueled camps of men 
without boundaries or rules. It was nearly impos
sible for the provisional governments to maintain 
justice in the fluid, emotional population. Early 
“justice” reacted to the situation and sentiment at 
hand, which could change with the wind. Today it 
is hard to believe that our state at one time actually 
sanctioned a racially discriminatory tax, not once 
but twice. But such was the attitude of gold-fevered 
early California.

In the early years of the formation of California’s 
justice system, there were 380 cases of lynchings 
held between 1849-1902. Half of those occurred 
between 1849 and 1853, and most were Latino 
victims. The Anglo California miner was often 
backed by the law, or certainly backed by the power 
of the mob. Ultimately the discriminatory attitude 
was backed by the state of California, in that the 
Anglo miners found legal recourse to discriminate 
against the diligent Chilean or other foreign miners 
through such laws as the Foreign Miners’ Taxes. 
Whether we wish to admit it or not, overt racism 
has played a prominent role in shaping California’s 
history, and Calaveras County has done its part to 
contribute to that history.

What was so unique about the Chileans is that 
they were among the first immigrant miners to 
reach California at the first sound of the cry of 
gold! The Chileans had the misfortune of stumbling 
in to the mother lode country just after the Mexican 
American war and being mistaken for Mexicans, 
the people who had just been at war with the new 
conquerors of the land. And the Chileans had the 
audacity to fight back, sometimes with guns and 
knives, and sometimes through legal recourse. 
In retrospect some legal experts question the 
authority, much less the wisdom, of the Stockton 
authorities for having granted the warrant to the 
Chileans to carry out. Regardless, what is known is 
that the Chileans attempted to resolve the conflict 
first rather than through violence, yet they were 
punished as the criminals.

Some Chileans moved to other locations in 
the county. Descendants of the original Chilean 
miners lived for generations in Campo Seco (see 
Las Calaveras, January 1956). On a more sour note, 
Calaveras County’s legendary sheriff Ben Thorn is 
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credited with having shot a Chilean during his term 
(see Las Calaveras, 4/97).

The area around Chile Gulch continued to attract 
miners and other businesses for many years. Chile 
(or “Chili” as it is sometimes spelled) Junction at the 
southwest end was a thriving crossroads.

The grand Ambuster Hotel was built in 1851 in 
Chile Flat near the junction. Several stone buildings 
were constructed in the area. The first school was 
established there in 1857, and attempted to change 
its name to “Pine Grove” in 1866. Recollections 
of the first miners were too strong though, and 
the historic name was restored to the Chile Gulch 
School in 1873. The district supported the school, 
two polling locations that served over 2000 voters 
each during elections, two hotels, and a “resort”, 
among other things.

After the affects of hydraulic mining in the late 
1800s, the shape of the ravine had changed and is 
much different today. The hydraulic mining led to 
another product from mining: aggregates. The largest 
known quartz crystals were mined from this gulch. 
They were of such a high quality that they supplied 
radio crystals during World War II. Road rock and 

other refined aggregate products were extracted 
from the gulch until as recently as ten years ago.

As for the scurrilous Judge Collier, he remained 
quite a colorful character in early Calaveras County 
history. He was a founding officer in the new 
county as one of the original 27 counties when 
California gained statehood in 1850. It is amusing 
in retrospect to see that early in his “legal” career 
he lashed out against foreigners, yet when he served 
as County Clerk he seemed to embrace them. Or at 
least he embraced the potential for wealth that they 
represented. Later in his career as County Clerk he 
was reputed to have naturalized as many as sixty 
foreigners in one day, all of whom paid a tax for 
the privilege. He personally pocketed those fees, 
as well as many others, not to mention miscounted 
many an election return. Such irresponsible deeds 
on his part were what led to his demise. He met his 
fate in 1852 when he again stole too many of his 
fees and was shot by another infuriated judge. See 
Las Calaveras, July 1991. Odd that a judge who 
threatened to hang another judge for carrying out 
the law should later himself be shot by a third judge 
infuriated that the first one was in fact a thief.

Chili Junction as it appeared in 1930. Little has changed since then, and the stone buildings appear much the same still today. 
Photo courtesy of the Historical Society.
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Forty years after the Chilean War, memories of 
the events were still raw and far-reaching. Back on 
the home shores of Chile, the native Chileans had 
not forgotten the way their adventuresome ances
tors had been mistreated in California. In October 
of 1891 some U.S. sailors from the naval cruiser the 
Baltimore were on shore leave. They were attacked 
by a mob of Chileans, in an apparent act of aggres
sion on the part of the Chileans. Two sailors were 
killed and the event set off an international backlash. 
Newspapers attributed this violence in Chile to a 
lingering animosity over the hatred and mistreatment 
that the Chileans had experienced in the California 
Gold Rush. United States and Chilean relations were 
severely strained and war seemed imminent. After 
much delay, Chile finally agreed to reciprocity and 
made settlements to the injured and families of the 
dead totaling $75,000.

Calaveras’ Chilean War touched on many lives, 
and extended further than the Foreign Miner’s Tax 
at the state legislature. The players were honest men 
turned victims, or new judges corrupted by power. 
The legal system found itself justified in racial 
discrimination. The affect of the local “war” crossed 
international boundaries and emotions for decades. 
Our story began and ended with a ship in the harbor 
of Valparaiso, Chile. Such were the twists behind the 
affair known as the Chilean War.

For a full account of the Chilean War, 
readers are directed to the piece by 

Algierian journalist Ramon Jil Navarro 
from the book We Were 49ers!
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NEW BOOK BY LOCAL AUTHORS

T
hree local writers have collaborated to 
produce a new history book concentrating 
on Calaveras County’s northern communi
ties including Burson, Camanche, Campo Seco, 

Jenny Lind, Mokelumne Hill, Paloma, San Andreas, 
Valley Springs, Wallace and West Point. Northern 
Calaveras County by Judith Marvin, Julia Costello 
and Sal Manna is published by Arcadia Publishing 
in Mount Pleasant, S.C., and is another edition in 
their popular Images of America series.

The northern part of Calaveras County has 
historically been tied together by two resources: 
water and trails. The region stretches eastward from 
the valley towns of Wallace and Jenny Lind, through 
the Campo Seco and Mokelumne Hill gold country, 

reaching the county seat in San Andreas, and 
extending to the up-country mining camps and 
logging settlements of Railroad Flat and West Point. 
It was the Mokelumne River and its tributaries, 
diverted into flumes and ditches, that brought water 
to the river bars, mines, ranches, settlements, and 
towns, and provided their lifeblood. Trails first 
followed Indian paths and then developed into stage 
roads, state highways and, to the west, a railroad. 
These routes connected the valley to the mountains 
and carried men and women seeking gold, water, 
fertile land for agriculture, timber, and recreation, 
to new lands on which to build new lives.

Historian Judith Marvin, archeologist Julia 
Costello, and writer Sal Manna, with the assistance of
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local geologists, ranchers, researchers, 
and descendants of pioneer families, 
selected their favorite photographs 
and stories to reveal the historic matrix 
of this region and the character of its 
citizenry. Depicted along the way are 
the lives of Mexican, Chilean, Irish, 
French, Italian, German, Chinese, 
and American miners, as well as 
the stories of settlers, ranchers, 
loggers, and merchants. The result is 
a fascinating portrait of the northern 
portion of one of California’s orig
inal and most storied counties from 
prehistory to the Gold Rush to the 
twenty-first century.

Readers of Las Calaveras are familiar with 
all three authors of this new book, as each has 
contributed articles to this journal in the past, 
as well as being a local historian of note. Judith 
Marvin, for many years the curator and director 
of the Calaveras County Museum and Archives, 
has served as historian for a wide range of cultural 
resource projects throughout California, for public 
and private agencies including the California 
Department of Transportation and the National 
Park Service. A graduate of the University of 
California, Berkeley, she is a recognized expert on 
the State’s architectural resources.

Archaeologist Julia Costello, an authority on 
cultural resource management of historic sites in 
the Western U.S., has served on the California State 
Historical Resources Commission, and as President 
of both the Society for Historical Archaeology 
and the Society for California Archaeology. She 
received her Ph.D. from the University of California, 
Santa Barbara. Marvin and Costello are partners in 
Calaveras County-based Foothill Resources, Ltd., 
a cultural resources firm they founded in 1983.

Writer and journalist Salvatore Manna has 
written features on a wide variety of subjects 
for magazines such as Time, Playboy and Los 
Angeles, and newspapers from the Los Angeles 
Times to the Boston Herald. A graduate of the 
Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern 
University, he is the President of the Society for the 
Preservation of West Calaveras History, which he

founded in 1996. Manna currently 
writes the popular “Something 
From Nothing: The Early History 
of West Calaveras County” histor
ical series published the first 
Wednesday of every month in The 
Valley Springs News.

All three authors are pleased 
to note the valuable contributions 
of local residents Don Ames of 
Glencoe (another Las Calaveras 
contributor), and Pat McGreevy 
of West Point. The book features 
approximately 200 photos from 
sources such as the Calaveras 
County Historical Society and 

private and personal collections. “Some of the photos 
will be found no where else”, says author Manna. All 
of the photos have been re-mastered to look as good 
as they ever have or ever will.

“Anyone who is interested in Native Americans, 
gold mines, logging, ranching, farming, early 
family life and railroads will find something of 
interest in the book,” Manna said. “Residents, 
longtime or new, should be interested in this book 
because it tells the story of where they live and no 
other book does that,” Manna said, “and I hope 
they will also give it to friends and family outside 
of this area to tell them about the place they live in.” 
Although primarily a book on the area’s history, the 
final chapter also takes a look at the present, and 
speculates on the area’s future as well.

Of particular note is the fact that the authors 
have chosen to donate their proceeds from the sale of 
the book to their historical endeavors of choice. The 
book will be available through the authors and at area 
bookstores and retailers. One can obtain a copy from 
the Society for the Preservation for West Calaveras 
County History, by calling 209-772-0336. The book 
is also available at the Willard P. Fuller Book Store of 
the Calaveras County Historical Society, and it will 
make a fine holiday gift to be proud of.

These authors have donated their proceeds 
specifically to the Calaveras County Historical 
Society, the County Archives, The Society for the 
Preservation of West Calaveras History and the 
Moke Hill Historical Society.

Northern
Calaveras County
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PUTTING DOWN ROOTS
The Plants of Calaveras ’ Pioneer Homesteads

By Bonnie Miller

more comfortable. The things 
that traveled with them to 
their new homes were not 
always utilitarian. One thinks 
of the pioneer family toiling 
across the planes strug
gling in their covered wagon 
train to carry the important 
cast iron cookware or the 
precious family furnishings 
such as a spinet or a piece 
of porcelain that dated back 
to their European ancestry. 
The wagons or luggage also 
carried plant cuttings or 
seeds to start their home
stead garden as well.

The Wildermuth House in the west county, circa 1851 was well adorned with fruit trees, roses 
and bulbs, several of which are visible in this recent photo. Docent efforts have kept the 

property and its landscape thriving for hikers to see today. Photo May 1,2005 by Bonnie Miller.

T
he pioneers who settled and populated the 
gold country started a new life in a new 
territory. Their surroundings may have been 
unfamiliar to them, but they

still brought with them those 
things that made their new 
lives seem familiar and feel 

The recommended amount of food for one adult 
to make a wagon train crossing was 150 lbs of flour, 
20 lbs of cornmeal, 50 lbs of bacon, 40 lbs of sugar,
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10 lbs of coffee, 15 lbs of dried fruit, 5 lbs of salt, 5 
lbs of rice and 15 lbs of beans. When you consider 
that the average covered wagon carried 2000 pounds, 
and it had to carry all of the supplies for a family to 
start a new life, it didn’t leave much room for luxury. 
Imagine how much the iron stove and iron cook
ware alone weighed. When you add the clothing for 
the family, and furnishings, suddenly 2000 pounds 
hardly seems reasonable.

Oversight
In our last issue of Las Calaveras we 

mentioned a new book about Northern Calaveras 
County by Judith Marvin, Julia Costello, and 
Salvatore Manna. Unbeknownst to Las Calaveras 
at that time was that another significant contrib
utor to the book was the Historical Society’s own 
Wally Motloch. In fact Wally worked directly with 
the publisher to produce all of the fine graphic 
materials found in the book, giving the book its 
exceptional visual appeal. Wally’s contribution to 
the book and his graphics skills cannot be under
stated. Las Calaveras regrets the oversight.

The following is only a partial list of minimal 
supplies a family in a covered wagon had to carry at 
the start of their journey:

dried apples 45 lbs butter chum 45 lbs
bacon 100 lbs coffee grinder 6 lbs
coffee 20 lbs water barrel, full 355 lbs
cornmeal 50 lbs spare axle 23 lbs
beans 50 lbs hoe 4 lbs
flour 100 lbs hammer 4 lbs
onions 12 lbs pitchfork 6 lbs
potatoes 100 lbs plow 63 lbs
raisins 10 lbs rifle 8 lbs
salt 20 lbs lantern 3 lbs
sugar 50 lbs bucket 8 lbs

The plant cuttings and seeds that were carried to 
California were determined to be as precious as the 
food or the heirloom dishes. The first priority was to 
bring a plant that could in fact provide a food, such 
as com to plant or a fruit tree. The next priority was a 
plant that was utilitarian or provided a benefit such as 
a curative tea. Lastly would be the pleasurable plants 
such as the flowers. But we know that many rose 
cuttings and flower seeds found their way west early 
in the gold rush, so perhaps these plants held a higher 
place in the immigrant’s prioritization after all.

It may be surprising to learn that the heirloom 
rose that we so covet may actually be a latecomer to 
the California landscape scene. California has evolved 
through phases of landscape history to reach its present 
appearance. Before 1542, the Native Americans had 
worked with the native plants. After European contact in 
1542, the Native Americans began to interface with the 
plants differently. With Spanish colonization between 
approximately 1769 and 1833, European plants and 
plant management styles were introduced to the Native 
Americans. During the Mexican/Califomio period up 
until Mexican independence, even more new plants were 
introduced to California. So one should not be surprised 
that some non-native plants such as the olive, fig or 
grape were well established in California long before 
the gold rush. The California landscape is still growing 
in its present phase, known as the American Period, as it 
continues to absorb influences from around the world.

Historians look back on these special gardens as 
“cultural landscapes”, or defining our heritage through 
gardening and cultivation within the resources at hand. 
“Cultural Landscapes give us a sense of place. They 
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reveal our relationship with the land over time. They 
are part of our... heritage, and part of each of our 
lives.” The Cultural Landscape Foundation describes 
four distinct types of garden landscapes that are signif
icant for their cultural resources: the Historic Site, the 
Historic Designed Landscape, the Historic Vernacular 
Landscape, and the Ethnographic Landscape. These 
are more particularly understood as:

77ze Historic Site: The landscape or garden desig
nated as an historic site that has an association with 
an historic event or person, such as a battlefield or 
the home of a prominent person. An historic garden 
site on a grand scale is Monticello, home of Thomas 
Jefferson, third president of the United States.

The Historic Designed Landscape: This land
scape is one that was specifically laid out to a plan 
or design, in accordance with particular principles. 
In California we recognize San Francisco’s Golden 
Gate Park that dates back to the 1860’s.

The Historic Vernacular Landscape has “evolved 
through use by the people whose activities or occupancy 
shaped that landscape.” Examples may include villages 
or similar styled homesteads forming a landscape. The 
function of the landscape is significant in the evolution 
of its final design. This definition certainly applies to a 
mining community, and one might infer this definition 
upon any one of our local historic mining towns.

Lastly, the Ethnographic Landscape contains a 
variety of natural and cultural resources that define 
the occupant. Such landscapes often contain reli
gious significance, and incorporate natural (such as 
geologic) structures. Most Native American sites, and 
perhaps our own Lost City fit this definition.

The first immigrants intended to make their fortune 
from gold, however the first settlers made their liveli
hood from the economy of the gold trade. By the end 
of the first decade of the gold rush it was evident that in 
order to put down roots, settlers had to plant roots. All 
homesteads included farming. The basic farm required 
a minimum of plants to support the family. These 
plant seeds had to carefully be carried to California, or 
hopefully obtained from someone already there. Local 
nurseries supplied these needs.

On Yankee Hill Road in Columbia, Schilling’s 
Garden sold the following in 1859: apricot, nectarine, 
plum, almond, African Acacia, Malaga vines, goose

berry, and clove trees. The following year Schilling 
offered “quince, trumpet flowers, Victoria currents, 
Reinclarde and Reindenece vines, early July grape 
vines, raspberry bushes, Imperial Gage plums, 
Greengage plums, peaches, grapes, apple, cherry, 
currents, double Chrysanthemums, fig, trumpet plum, 
running roses, sweetwater grapes, German Prunes, and 
pink Carnations.” By the next year his efforts had paid 
off and he was offering 21 barrels of wine as well.

At the same time Calaveras County boasted of a 
profitable nursery, too. About a mile out of San Andreas 
up Murray Creek lived an Ohio farmer named Joseph 
Kerns. Kerns farmed the land with some other Ohio 
immigrants and operated the Murray Creek Nursery 
using water from a ditch system from the north branch 
of Murray Creek. A local newspaper advertisement 
listed the exceptional variety of trees available:

Kerns Ranch, 1-1/2 miles
from San Andreas

MURRAY CREEK 
NURSERY

Near stage road from

San Andreas to Mokelumne Hill

Selling fruit, apple, pear, peach,

nectarine, plum, apricot, cherry,

almond, quince, and fig trees

. . .

San Andreas Independent, October 3, 1859

The following month, according to the San 
Andreas Independent on November 12, 1859, Kerns’ 
trees were in even better condition as his ad read:

“Fruit Trees, budded and grafted; apple, pear, 
peach, nectarine, apricot, plum, cherry, almond, quince, 
and fig—gooseberry, currant, raspberry, monthly and 
climbing roses, strawberry and grape vines.”

By the following year it was evident that his 
business, too, was profitable, and he had competi
tion. A local store was willing to bring in outside 
products to compete against the locally grown ones:
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Hawthorn

“FruitTrees, GrapeVines, and Garden Seeds—A.P. 
Smith, Sacramento. Sold locally by L.F. Sanderson & 
Co., H.G. Pittman, San Andreas.”—San Andreas 
Independent, Jan. 26, 1860. Competition from the 
A. P. Smith nursery was particularly significant, as 
they were probably the second established nursery in 
California, and certainly the best known in the mother 
lode. The grounds of the A. P. Smith nursery were 
purchased from the famous Captain Sutter.

Ten years later in 1871 the Calaveras Citizen 
ran an ad that read “Thousands of Choicest Varieties 
in State, Mountain Trees 6-10 feet high. Yellow 
Newtown Pippin, Green Newton Pippin, Spitzenburg, 
White Winter Pearmain, Limber Twig—C.T. House, 
West Point.” Even then it was obvious that West Point 
was the perfect place to grow apples and walnuts.

A garden was a sign of prosperity. The basic kitchen 
garden merely supported the immediate food needs of 
the home, but an expanded garden provided fresh food 
year round and abundant vegetables for preservation. 
A well-appointed garden was adorned with fruit, shade 
trees, and flowers, which explains why not all plants 
carried to California were entirely intended to support 
the family farm. Every family wanted to maintain that 
special keepsake plant to remind them of “home.”

One hundred and fifty years later, we can 
still identify the pioneer homesteads by those 
telltale plants which were carried here by those 
early families who settled our Mother Lode. 
Those plants were lovingly nurtured, and they 
were not indigenous to this area yet they thrived 
none the less. The three most common and the 
first to be identified are a hardy rose, a vinca 
or periwinkle groundcover, and an old lilac 
bush that blooms a lovely fragrant purple spear. 
Should you ever visit an old home site in the 
spring and see all three of these old plants in 
bloom, take a closer look. It should not surprise 
you to find nearby three or four of the other 
plants from the following list growing at the 
same location, and you are probably at a heri
tage home site that dates back to the gold rush. 

These plants, known as the pioneer or 
heritage plants, are:

• bulbs, especially scilla
• old-vine grapes
• hawthorn
• honeysuckle
• lilac

• quince
• roses
• Italian rosemary
• spirea
• trumpetvine
• vinca major
• wisteria

Popular fruit, nuts, or landscape trees that are 
also a clue to a homestead are:

• apple
• black locust
• fig
• mulberry
• nuts
• olives
• Osage orange
• pomegranate
• persimmon
• poplar

Let’s examine a few of these plants more closely: 
The abundant wisteria we see hanging so 

heavily from the porches of older homes has an 
interesting history. This plant took a very long trip
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around the globe to reach California. Wisteria is 
actually from China and Japan, but was introduced 
to Europe around 1800. It was a popular garden 
adornment in Europe and especially England in 
the early 1800’s. In Victorian England the wisteria 
meant “welcome”, and symbolized youth and 
poetry. This was the generation that produced our 
gold rush pioneers. And the whole idea of the 
pioneer or “heritage” plant was that it represented 
that which was familiar to them. So the pioneers 
brought what was popular in their home in their 
day. Thus the popular Asian wisteria took a long trip 
across Asia, through Europe, across the Atlantic, 
over North America, and took root in California 
during the gold rush. Perhaps in more ways than 
one it also symbolizes great migrations.

The hawthorn bush is a thorny character 
whose history dates back to classic English hedges. 
Its name is literally taken from the words meaning 
“thorny hedge”, although botanically it is 
closer to a rose. The leaves, flowers and 
berries can all be harvested and used for 
various medicinal purposes. Historically 
it has been used as a diuretic and as a 
heart tonic to “calm the heart” or lower 
high blood pressure. People will chew 
the leaves to revive energy and suppress 
their appetite. The young buds can be 
cooked such as added to a soup and are 
said to taste like lima beans. Despite all 
these attributes, the hawthorn were used 
mostly ornamentally as a garden hedge 
just as they were when the pioneers’ own 
ancestors brought the bush from England 
generations before. And if it got out of 
hand, a strong person could brave the 
thorns and cut it back and burn it. The 
tight wood burns hot, hotter than oak, hot 
enough to melt iron.

The fig is as ancient as the Bible. Some 
scholars believe that the forbidden fruit 
that Eve picked was actually a fig and not 
an apple. The first figs came to California 
in 1769 to the San Diego Mission garden 
and were the source of figs in the string 
of Franciscan missions up the California 
coast. This is the source of the common 
name “Mission” fig attributed to the dark 
purple fig. The 1850’s brought the white or

Adriatic figs which are found in the older orchards of 
the Sacramento Valley. The fig is used as a diuretic 
or a laxative, and symbolizes abundance and fertility. 
Gold rush pioneers appreciated the fig tree for its 
abundant late summer fruit which was easy to dry 
or preserve. Children love the tree for its abundant 
cool shade. Many a mother lode homestead is shaded 
with stately fig tree.

The quince is a relative of the hawthorn, and 
a native of Persia, Greece and the Crimea. In 
ancient times it was believed to ward off the evil 
eye! Today it symbolizes love and happiness and 
it is often shared by a married pair as a token of 
their love. It produces an astringent fruit high in 
Vitamin C and potassium. The pioneers and even 
contemporaries prize the fruit for its jams and 
jellies, and it requires no pectin which was espe
cially beneficial to a pioneer kitchen. Most of the 
year this shrub seems like a thorny bush, but every
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"The innumerable vineyards and orchards in luxuriant growth" found in Douglas Flat were a matter of local pride i
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the 40 acre homestead of Ansil Davis, as displayed in the 1883 book Calaveras County, Illustrated and Described
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Quince

spring the homestead is rewarded with a brilliant 
display of pink and salmon colored flowers.

The persimmon is a fruit native to north America 
but not to the west. The eastern Native Americans 
introduced this fruit to the first English settlers of 
Jamestown, who described the fruit as “very sweet 
and pleasant to the taste, and yields on distilla
tion, after fermentation, a quality of spirits.” The 
famous Captain John Smith is quoted as saying, “If 
it be not ripe it will drawe a mans mouth awrie with 
much torment; but when it is ripe, it is as delicious 
as an Apricock.” Pioneers brought the fruit west 
around 1850, and later Chinese immigrants brought 
their version of the fruit to California as well. 
Today several varieties of persimmons can be found 
throughout the west.

Another fruit introduced to this country and to 
the west is the pomegranate. The name literally 
means an apple with many seeds. This fruit also 
dates back to the old world, and was brought to the 
new world first with the Spanish conquests of the 
1500’s. Eventually it reached California with the 
missionaries in 1769. For many centuries this ever
green plant has been used as a contraceptive, and a 
paste made from the leaves can be used to treat a 
soar throat or conjunctivitis. Like the fig, this fruit 
was not native to California and predated the gold 
rush, but was embraced by the pioneers. A gold 
rush family cherished their pomegranate jelly, and 

what child didn’t enjoy the sweet burst 
of flavor and crunch of seeds and the 
unavoidable stain and mess from the 
experience of breaking in to one of 
those fun fruits?

The Italian immigrants that popu
lated the mother lode brought many 
plants and herbs from their native 
land. One of the most notable is the 
Italian rosemary, the plant that grows 
the tall spires of the pungent herb 
that compliments beef so well. This 
plant symbolizes constancy, loyalty 
and fidelity, all attributes which in turn 
describe the herb.

The black locust tree is a native to 
the east coast of North America but not 
the west. Native Americans knew of 
its pest resistance, hardness and value 
for homebuilding and canoes. Early 

p TRADITIONAL QUINCE JELLY 1
“Pare and core some ripe Quinces. Cut them up, 

weigh them and put them at once in to part of the 
water in which they will be cooked. Put the Quinces 
on the fire, with one pint water to each pound of fruit 
and let it simmer, but not long enough to change the 
colour to red—it should be quite pale. Strain through 
a jelly bag. Weigh the juice the next day and put it in a 
preserving pan and boil it quickly for 15 minutes. Then 
take it from the fire and stir into it 12 ounces of sugar 
for each pound of juice. Boil again for another 15 or 20 
minutes, till cooked, stirring all the time, and remove 
the scum. Then pot.”

v J
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eastern settlers quickly learned of its value as a wood 
for shipbuilding. When settlers came west, they 
brought this tree and were delighted that it thrived 
in the arid climate. The black locust was planted in 
abundance, and foresters were paid to grow it as a 
source of hardwood for wagon wheel spokes and 
tool handles. Gold rush settlers planted the tree as 
an adornment to their community, as it was such a 
fast grower and also had nasty spikes, that it proved 
impractical for a family garden.

In 1804 Meriwether Lewis of the Lewis and 
Clarke Expedition visited the Osage Indian Nation. 
He was introduced to an unusual fruit which resem
bled an ugly mottled orange with a greenish tint. He 
sent the fruit back to Thomas Jefferson and called it 
the Osage orange. Lewis explained that the wood of 
the tree was extremely hard and resistant to pests, and 
the Osage coveted it for their bows. At the time it was 
relatively scarce, native sparsely to the bottomland 
territories of Arkansas, Texas and Oklahoma, but the 
tree was found to propagate quickly from either its 
seeds or cuttings. This thorny relative to the mulberry 
grows extremely nasty spikes that prove a formidable 
barrier. Post-colonists in their western expansion 
quickly learned to plant this tree as a natural hedge 
to keep their cattle in and razorbacks out. The Osage 
orange fence was the west’s first barbed wire fence. 
When the pioneers brought the Osage orange to 
California it was for no other purpose, as the fruit 
proves fragrant but inedible otherwise. With the 
advent of wire fence, the need for the Osage orange 
was lost, so the tree remained a prickly reminder of a 
former day. Should you ever encounter one you can 
be assured of a painful prick and a true brush with a 
remnant from our pioneer past.

When an immigrant established their precious 
cutting in California, it was a moderate accomplish
ment which was proudly shared with their neighbors. 
It is a well established fact in Murphys and Douglas 
Flat that when one type of rose or fruit tree was 
introduced, within a year or two most every home of 
that date had the same rose or tree as well. You can 
still find these heirloom roses and the descendent 
trees struggling today. These gold rush era roses that 
continue to survive have proven themselves hardy 
over the years with little or no care.

Today Judy Dean of Mountain Ranch collects 
specimens of these old roses from across our county. 
In only ten years she has collected and cataloged 
over 300 individual roses that date back over 100 
years. She will gladly share young cuttings of these 
roses with those who share her enthusiasm and want 
to perpetuate the tradition, much as Rusty Rolled 
has done for many years as well (see Las Calaveras, 
July 1995). In addition to the roses, Judy notes that 
the old homesteads, schools and cemeteries often 
contain bulbs of the old style iris, narcissus, and the 
daffodil “Van Scion” (Telemonius Plenus), which 
dates back to the 1600’s. This intense double daffodil 
is easy to identify due to its lime green center.

The Euro-American immigrants weren’t the 
only ones to bring plants to populate the mother 
lode. The Mexicans brought their Nopales cactus,

Wisteria
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which yields the tasty prickly pear. A beautiful 
display of these hardy cacti can be seen along
side Lime Creek Road just east of Valley Springs. 
Likewise, with the construction of the rail road, 
the Chinese brought many plants and herbs. Most 
obvious today is their Tree of Heaven, or the 
Ailanthus. These trees grow almost as a weed 
throughout the mother lode today, and can be seen 
in abundance along Murphys Grade Road.

These plants that were brought by the pioneers 
are referred to today as “heritage”, “antique”, or 
“heirloom” varieties. People may use these terms 
interchangeably, or some may casually refer to 
them as “old” or “historic” varieties. Today some 
of these plants have been hybridized to be more 
hardy or resistant, but the plant still represents the 
intention of our ancestors. If you are a stickler for 
historic accuracy, then you will need to dig deeper 
in to the plant’s roots, so to speak. It will be impor
tant to discern if the plant can reproduce itself 
(a hybrid will not), and a true antique will self
pollinate. You should be able to trace its history at 
least 100 years. Don’t let its size fool you. There 

is a vineyard in Douglas Flat that is well over 130 
years old that on first impression looks only a few 
years old due to its scrawny appearance. Upon 
closer inspection, you will see that the vines have 
never been trained or irrigated, but have a very 
strong and healthy trunk.

Why were these plants so important? Because 
they reminded the pioneer of home. They may not 
have been the most practical plant for the new 
environment. Consider the trumpetvine. At first it 
took a lot of water, but eventually it could grow to 
16’ and be quite drought tolerant, and it brought a 
lot of beauty and shade in the summer and pleasure 
to the owner. These pioneer plants were gener
ally easy to take care of, and they usually adapted 
well and thrived. All of the shrubs were probably 
reminiscent of the English hedges. The vines, roses 
and bulbs were what the immigrant had grown 
up with, and the fruits were from their native 
cuisines. Surrounding themselves with familiar 
plants hastened a sense of comfort in a new land. 
These plants literally helped the immigrant to put 
down roots and establish the homestead.

This lane leading to the old Lombardi Ranch, circa 1850 south of Mokelumne Hill is well guarded by Osage orange trees on both sides. 
One large orange clings to a branch, barely visible above the white fence post on the right side. Photo December 2007 by Bonnie Miller.
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Perhaps you have some of these plants in your 
garden already, or you wish to incorporate them in 
to your landscape plans. Whatever terminology or 
cultivar you choose, you can be assured that if you 
choose one of these varieties mentioned here, your 
garden will have that pioneer gold rush feel.

Las Calaveras appreciates the assistance of histo
rian Judith Marvin, and acknowledges the efforts of 
the 2003 Douglas Flat Schoolhouse Preservation 
Project. The author also appreciates the input of heri
tage rose enthusiast Judy Dean, the efforts of rose 
enthusiast Rusty Rolleri, and native plant conserva
tionist Mary Anderson.
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THE F08 STRIKESAGAIN! j
The Calaveras County Historical Society is excited 

to announce the release of a book of poetry, writings, 
and musings about local life, lore and such. The soci
ety’s own Glenn Wasson, aka Black Bart, has created 
a collection of his poetry and writings, sprinkled with 
lovely photographs and drawings. Society members 
are familiar with Glenn’s performances as Black Bart 
throughout the county where he wows audiences with 
poems about the famous bandit’s exploits, all while in 
costume. His book is appropriately titled Tales Mark 
Twain Would Have Loved to Steal

In typical Wasson fashion, the cover jacket says 
“Ignoring old age, lack of talent and the well-meaning 
advice from family and friends, Glenn scraped together 
a number of his experiences since his retirement in the 
Mother Lode.” You know this book is sure to be a hit.

Between the pages you will learn the truth behind (no 
pun intended) that dadgum nugget, what drove the bear 
through the roof of Monte Wolf’s cabin, and just what is 
an underwater squatter. The book also includes practical 
advice such as how to dispose of suspect mushrooms. If 
you don’t find yourself pulling it out at delicate soirees 
so as to accurately recite Too Much to Swallow, then 
you just don’t know how to host a tasteful event.

Copies of the book can be obtained for a small 
ransom from the Historical Society, or directly from 
the author himself, or other such low establishments. 
Congratulations Glenn, on finally committing yourself 
not only to memory, but to print to share with all of us.

And for those who don’t know, the “PO8” was 
the nom de plume of the masked man himself. Black 
Bart signed his poems “The PO8” (ie The Poet).
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A VISIT TO FUNK HILL
By Bonnie Miller

Calaveras County’s most famous robber was 
unquestionably Black Bart. Most school children know 
that he committed his first and last robbery at a remote 
location called Funk Hill, near Copperopolis. But how 
many people have ever been there, or better yet, could 
you even find this famous location on a map? It’s been 
a long time since the exploits of a stage coach bandit 
graced the pages of Las Calaveras. Let’s take a narra
tive trip and rediscover that famous location.

Picture yourself in the bustling goldrush era of 
1883. Transportation was by way of true horsepower, 
as the iron horse hadn’t reached the Mother Lode yet. 
If you wanted to get somewhere, you either walked, 
rode a horse, or took a stage. The stage coach provided 
the transportation for the important cargo, like people, 
the mail, and the gold upon which the economy was 
based. If you couldn’t afford the exorbitant stage fees, 
then you were back to walking, riding a horse, or riding 
in an uncomfortable “buckboard” style wagon such as 
those used to deliver goods to the mining towns.

The Mother Lode was criss-crossed with a network 
of stage routes. Despite popular opinion, Wells Fargo 
did not actually run most of the stage lines, but in fact 
merely contracted with local stage companies to provide 
the services. A well used stage route in Calaveras County 
was the “Sonora-Milton” route, which brought passen-

Charles E. Boles, gentleman bandit, aka "Black Bart" circa 
1883. Calaveras County Historical Society photo.
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Wells Fargo's famous stage coach, the Concord Stage, 

gers from Sonora, via Tuttletown, then north by way of 
Reynold’s Ferry and then west to Copperopolis, then back 
northerly again on toward Milton. This is the route that 
passed the landmark known as Funk Hill, where Black 
Bart committed his last robbery that led to his capture.

It was the morning of November 3rd. After leaving 
Reynold’s Ferry north of Tuttletown, the stage began the 
arduous climb up from Angels Creek. It was an unusual 
stage that morning, in that there were no passengers, 
and the Wells Fargo box had been bolted to the floor to 
confound any robbers who wanted it thrown down in a 
robbery. The driver Reason McConnell was travelling 
alone. There had been a breeze the night before, and 
young Jimmy Rolleri hoped that the crisp fall air would 
make hunting conditions favorable and encourage the 
deer to begin to move. Jimmy flagged down the stage 
and caught a ride part way up the hill, then jumped off as 
the stage neared the top. This remote location 
is where our story takes us.

“Black Bart”, of course, was not his 
real name but his alias. In the early 1870’s 
the Sacramento Union had run a serial of 
adventure stories about a villain dressed 
in black who robbed Wells Fargo stages 
who went by the name of the famous pirate 
Black Bart. This is probably where our 
bandit got his idea for his name.

Charles E. Bowles, later Boles, aka 
Charles E. Bolton, aka Black Bart, was 
regarded by all who knew him as a real 
gentleman. He was bom in 1829 in England, 
and he had a fine command of the English 
language. He was a Civil War veteran who 
sported a tattoo on his upper right arm, he

was married, and he was a dandy with a thirst for 
the finer things in life like good food and the better 
boarding houses and hotels. He had tried his hand 
at farming and mining and found them to be too 
much effort. He did not want to be constrained by 
the ties of lawful employment. To support his high 
lifestyle, he passed himself off as a mining engi
neer who had to travel in his work, and instead he 
took to robbery. His first attempt occurred in July 
of 1875 and was conducted at Funk Hill and it was 
a success. Emboldened, he went on to commit 27 
more holdups in the subsequent eight years.

Black Bart was famous to Calaveras County 
because he was captured, tried and sentenced 
here, making him the county’s most famous 
outlaw from the gold era. But of his colored 

career, only the two robberies were actually conducted 
here in Calaveras County, both his first and his last. 
And both occurred at Funk Hill.

Notoriety surrounded the man from his elegance, 
fine language and poetry. He worked alone without a 
gang. He staked out his robbery location and camped 
in the area the day before the intended holdup. This 
limited his robberies to only months of good camping 
weather. Since he never rode a horse, a stage could 
never suspect when a man wearing a flour sack over 
his head would just step out from behind a tree or rock 
on to the stage road in a remote location. After his 
robbery, he would disappear into the scenery just as 
mysteriously as he had appeared. Although he bran
dished a 12 gauge shotgun, he never fired a shot and it 
was subsequently learned that he had never loaded it.

Funk Hill lies in remote terrain west of New Melones Reservoir.
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Climbing the Reynold's Ferry stage road to Funk Hill, one can still discern 
the wheel ruts in the hard rock today. Photo by Bonnie Miller, May 2004.

Where did that funky name come 
from?

Funk is a German or Prussian name. Many 
immigrants of that heritage lived in Calaveras 
County by the 1860’s, by which time the name 
Funk had affixed itself to the hill. The hill is 
closer to Copperopolis than it is to Angels Camp, 
so one would assume that the Funk family 
aligned itself with that community. However the 
Funk name did not show on the 1860, 1870 or 
1880 registers or census records for Copper.

Funk is a nickname for a smith, or can mean 
someone who works with fire or has a spark 
or flame to their character. The community of 
Copperopolis had a few blacksmiths but they 
went by far different names. There were certainly 
other Funks in California, but whether Funk 
ranchers or smiths in the Copper-Angels area were 
around in the early days has not yet been defined.

Do you know where that funky name came 
from? Perhaps a miner whose nickname was Texas 
Charley had the surname of Funk.
Or perhaps a cowboy looking for 
lost cattle on this lonely ridge top 
was stuck in a funk, which seems 
as good a reason as any to name 
this location.

Our modern-day Black Bart is San Andreas’ Glenn 
Wasson. Glenn has been endowed with the secret knowl
edge of how to find Funk Hill, via the scenic route. The 
reason the route is scenic is that this route was described 
to him after the inundation of New Melones Reservoir, 

which presents its own obstacles. 
First one must cross the reservoir 
over what would have been Angels 
Creek in Black Bart’s day. Prowling 
the shoreline, one must locate the 
saddle between Barth Mountain and 
Bostick Mountain, at its convergence 
with Texas Charley Gulch. Although 
the terrain is steep here, it provides 
the most direct access to Funk Hill. 

After disembarking from a 
leisurely boat ride, one must begin 
an almost mountain goat like ascent 
up the steep bank. This part of the 
adventure is where the less-sturdy 
soon drop out. It is necessary to 
scramble up the steep loose shale 
and duck and thrash through the 
thick foliage for over half of a mile, 
all while trying to remain upright. 
The distance of this scramble varies 
from year to year, depending on 
the water level at the time of one’s 
lake crossing. Suddenly the hiker 
crests a slight shoulder in the hill
side and discovers they are on an 
old roadbed running southeast to 
northwest. While catching one’s 

Jimmy Rolleri, the young man who was 
hunting deer and encountered more than he 
expected that cool November morning. For 
his efforts in capturing Black Bart, Wells 

Fargo awarded him a "cheap" rifle. Calaveras 
County Historical Society photo, circa 1890.

Funk Hill Today
The top of Funk Hill looks today 

pretty much like it would have 125 
years ago. It is a knoll on the Bear 
Mountain Range, just northeast of 
what we know today as Fowler Peak, 
or Lightner Peak as it says on the 
map. Today it is privately owned 
ranch land. It is now surrounded by 
New Melones Reservoir and Bureau 
of Reclamation land to the east, and 
the Bar XX subdivision to the west. 
To reach this landmark today, one 
has to pursue some serious cross 
country escapades. Although Jimmy 
Rolleri and Reason McConnell are 
long gone, one may also still have 
to dodge bullets today, but for tres
passing. Fortunately for this writer 
and her gang of hiker pals, we knew 
the right people.
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breath, it is quickly taken 
away again to realize that 
the past half mile was just 
spent crawling through, and 
often hanging on to for dear
life, none other than our 
beloved poison oak.

After coming this far, 
what is to be gained by going 
back? It is preferable to stop 
this nonsense of crawling 
through brush and instead 
take this nice road. It is in fact
the old stage road coming up 
from the former Reynold’s
Ferry, which would have been a few miles back on Angels 
Creek, had there not been a lake in the way.

One continues to ascend north and west up the hard 
rock flanks of the Bear Mountain range. Wheel ruts are 
still easily discerned in the roadbed, even today Despite 
the encroaching foliage, it is easy to follow the road for 
another mile or so before it turns sharply to the west. The 
road roughly follows a level contour for about a half a mile, 
then turns abruptly right back on its northwest path again. 
Leaving the sporting noises of the reservoir behind, one 
can almost imagine the clop of the horse’s hooves along 
this ridge top. On the cool morning of November 3, 1883, 
this would have been a dry ridge top exposed to sunlight 
for most of the day. It is in this relatively quiet stretch of 
road between the two curves that Black Bart conducted his 
Calaveras County holdups. This is Funk Hill.

Funk Hill sits at 1736’, so the view is panoramic

Jack Morley, Wells Fargo shotgun messenger and Constable of 
Murphys, drives an iron stake into the ground in 1950 to mark the 

holdup site on Funk Hill. Calaveras County Historical Society photo.

in all directions. Today the 
hiker is rewarded with a 
bird’s eye view to the east 
of New Melones Reservoir, 
and yet further the great 
mountains of the Sierra 
Nevada. To the west one 
must look closely through 
the brush to discern modem 
residences encroaching the 
manzanita choked hillsides. 
It is still remote enough to 
imagine life here as it was 
in 1883, as long as one 
does not look south at the

myriad of radio towers sprouting from atop Lightner 
Peak like quills on a giant porcupine.

On the north side of the road sits a large rock, 
about the size of a small car. Black Bart hid himself 
behind this rock and propped sticks over the top to 
make it appear as though gun barrels were aimed 
at the stage. Then with his flour sack mask on, he 
stepped out from behind the rock and confronted the 
stage.

Bart requested that McConnell throw down the box, 
but since it was bolted to the floor of the stage, it was not 
possible. Thinking quickly, he instead politely requested 
that McConnell unhitch the team of horses and lead 
them away from the stage. Bart then spent a good half 
hour wrestling with the box until he had it loose. The 
effort apparently spent him. Later he told his arresting 
officers “I was so overcome with surprise and fatigue, 

that a ten-year-old could have captured me.”
As history has recorded, although he success

fully robbed the stage, he was wounded in a 
subsequent rain of bullets. There are varying 
accounts as to whether or not the stage driver 
Reason McConnell, or Jimmy Rolleri, the young 
man hunting deer actually made the injurious shot 
that connected with Bart’s body. What is known is 
that the injury caused him to leave the scene hastily 
without covering his tracks. Evidence was found 
at his campsite (the famous handkerchief with the 
San Francisco laundry mark) that ultimately led to 
his arrest. Allegedly he also wrote a poem to have 
been left at the robbery scene which was seized as 
evidence, but was subsequently lost.

In 1950, Jack Morley, a former Wells Fargo 
shotgun messenger drove a stake at this location 

Black Bart staged himself behind the rock on the left, awaiting 
the stage as it approached from the right. Photo courtesy of 

Wally Motloch, taken September 2007.
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to be sure it wasn’t lost to time. George Hoeper, who 
wrote the biography of Black Bart, made sure that 
the location wasn’t forgotten, and endowed Glenn 
Wasson with the knowledge of the spot. In 1998 
Glenn placed a brass plaque on the rock behind 
which Black Bart hid himself. Glenn later admitted 
that drilling and adhering the plaque to the rock took 
about as much work as it must have taken Black Bart 
to wrestle the Wells Fargo box from the stage. The 
thoroughly cemented plaque reads:

(V £
HERE ON FUNK HILL. ABOVE REW FERRI

BLACK BART ICHARLES E. BOLES) 
■TMfMlOTSIMBHES. 
MnNEMBWIELLSFmfflEtt

S G

While in prison, newspaper reporters investigated 
Boles’ past and discovered that he had abandoned his 
wife of many years. When she learned the truth of his 
demise (she had thought him dead after years of her 
own investigations that left her nearly penniless), she 
none the less forgave him and resumed communication 
with him. They corresponded until his release from 
prison. His abandonment of his family was consid
ered by some to have surmounted his glamour as a 
gentleman poet bandit. Some who knew him thought 
less of him after learning the truth of his past. Yet others 
forgave him his misdeeds and continued to befriend 
if not admire him. One local rumor claims that he 
returned to Angels Camp to visit acquaintances before 
his mysterious disappearance.

After the sea sickness of the lake crossing, and the 
strain of climbing the nearly vertical hillside, as well as 
thrashing through the poison oak for miles, each visitor 
to this site is rewarded with their trip back in time. Or, 
if one looks further along the road, it is evident that the 
road is still in use today as access to the land for the 
ranchers. We realize that we could have foregone the 
adventure of the boat ride, the climb, and the guarantee 
of a future severe case of poison oak, if we had just 

come to the site from the west and used the road. But 
we didn’t want to impose on our hosts so much as to 
ask permission to bring in vehicles, and we wouldn’t 
have missed the adventure in arriving here for all the 
gold under Black Bart’s rock on Funk Hill.

For a full account of the bandit’s life and exploits, 
readers are encouraged to read the biography of Black 
Bart, Black Bart Boulevardier Banditty the late George 
Hoeper. George was editor of Las Calaveras from 1986 
until 1998. He had a particular enthusiasm for stage 
coaches, robberies and the perpetrating bandits. In his 
prolific career as editor, one of his most meticulously 
researched articles was an account of the history of the 
stage coaches and their robberies in Calaveras County 
for the April 1991 issue of Las Calaveras. For more 
information on this subject, readers are encouraged to 
look up that richly detailed piece.

An itemized conjecture of the trial-turned-sen- 
tencing of Black Bart was developed by local attorneys 
Ted Laskin and Michael Arkin. This narrative appeared 
in the January, 1998 issue of Las Calaveras, and also 
comprises a chapter of their book on local legal history, 
From the Depths of the Mines Came the Law.

Curious tourists are reminded that if they wish to 
locate the rock and plaque on Funk Hill, this is privately 
owned property. Would-be historians are strongly advised 
to obtain permission before entering the property. As all 
good hikers do, take only pictures, leave only footprints, 
and leave all gates open or closed as you found them.

Black Bart's holdup rock has a plaque on it today, placed by 
Glenn Wasson in 1998, in memory of Bart's biographer George 
Hoeper. This photo, and the previous photo of the plaque, taken 

in September 2007, courtesy of Wally Motloch.
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THE BULL AND BEAR FIGHTS 
California’s Grizzly Past

By Bonnie Miller

B
efore the European explorer and the Spanish 
(Mission) period, California wildlife was 
abundant and different to what we know 
today. The Native Americans knew plentiful salmon 

and condors, copious mosquitoes and abundant 
grizzly bear unlike what we can imagine. Yes, the 
grizzly bear once roamed the coastlines, valleys and 
foothills of California as plentifully as gray squirrels 
can be spotted in any locale today.

The Grizzly in Native American Culture
The grizzly bear is generally regarded as the 

greatest carnivore in the world, should it ever be put 
to the test. In fact the grizzly is an omnivore, and 
it will eat just about anything that it fancies. The 
grizzly actually is a poor predator and prefers easy 
meals to come his way. This is why most people 
summon images of the mighty grizzly standing in a 
stream effortlessly grabbing spawning salmon out of 
the water. The rest of the year the bear has to work 
a little harder for food, so it usually picks off unsus
pecting wildlife or forages for roots and tubers. The 
high fat diet, compounded with the strength required 
for den building and root digging have allowed 
the grizzly to evolve into a brute with incredibly 

powerful shoulders and a dense skeletal structure. 
This is why one swat from this animal is usually 
deadly for its foe.

In California the Native Americans revered the 
grizzly for its might and strength. Anyone who lived 
through an encounter was believed to posses the 
special powers of the bear. The grizzly was rarely 
hunted, but the bear’s fat, innards and especially its 
warm fur were highly coveted. Grizzly parts were 
used ceremoniously.

Locally the Miwok people were the Native 
Americans that inhabited the region that has

Original Bear Flag raised in Sonoma in 1846. The Native 
Americans said the grizzly bear looked like a pig
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become Calaveras County. O-se-mai-ti, 
(pronounced u-zoo-mi-tey) is the Miwok word for 
grizzly. It is similar to some other western Native 
American words for grizzly. Some believe this is 
also the root word of Yosemite, although others 
dispute this definition.

The Grizzly in California History
On June 14, 1846, near Sonoma, a group of 

American settlers took exception to Mexican rule 
in California and staged a revolt. Every California 
school child knows this as the Bear Flag Revolt. 
The details of the actual flag raised at the revolt 
may be obscured by history. What is known is 
that the rebels chose as their symbol of strength 
in their newly adopted land the mighty California 
grizzly. The original bear flag was crudely painted 
by William Todd on a piece of new unbleached 
cotton. The bear, representing the abundant bears 
roaming California, stalked a white field facing 
a red star inspired by the red star of Texas. The 
words “California Republic” were placed beneath 
the bear to indicate the autonomy of the land being 
claimed by the feisty Americans. Unfortunately 
Todd’s artwork was rough, and the original bear 
was mistaken by the Native Americans for a pig. 
Later versions of the flag enhanced the shoulder 
hump for which the grizzly is known. The original 
flag perished in the fire from the
Francisco Earthquake.

The “Bear Flaggers”, as they 
came to be known, were a little 
ahead of themselves. Although
Congress had declared war 
on Mexico on May 13, one 
month earlier, it was still 
another thirty days before 
word reached Sonoma. But 
their spirits were in the 
right place, as ultimately 
the United States did fight 
with Mexico in the Mexican 
War between 1846 and 1848. 
Eventually California and what 
was to become a good portion of 
the southwest was annexed to the
United States in the Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo on
February 2, 1848. And just 

a few days earlier, on January 24th, gold had been 
discovered, which really changed things in California. 
But what has all that got to do with bears? The bears 
were still around to greet the forty-niners, and had 
imprinted themselves into the landscape to the point 
that the bear was engraved on the Great Seal when it 
was designed the following year for the Constitutional 
Convention. The first version of the Great Seal was 
adopted in 1850 when California became the thirty- 
first state of the United States on September 9th. 

“Bear Creek, near the Calaveras County 
line... took its name from the large number ofgriz
zlies that made it a feeding ground in acorn time. 
It is related that in 1851 John Stryker and other 
on a hunt had killed some deer and hung them in 
a tree. On going the next morning to bring them 
to camp the venison had disappeared, evidently 
having been taken by grizzlies, whose tracks were 
abundant. They concluded they would have their 
revenge, so hanging a quarter of beef in a tree, just 
at nightfall, they got into another with their rifles 
and awaited the sport. But the bears came in such 
numbers, like a drove of cattle, that our Nimrods 
did not dare to fire, and were obliged to remain on 
their perch all night. Bears were also numerous on 
the Mokelumne bottoms, the thick undergrowth of 
willow and brambles affording a fine shelter. It 
was not unfrequent for our early ranchers to erect 
platforms in the larger oaks, and sleep there, to 

be out of reach of the grizzlies.”

—Frank T. Gilbert,
History of San Joaquin

County, 1879

If the great grizzly 
bear was so abundant, and 
so endeared to the early 
settlers and the gold miners, 
then where is it now? Once 
abundant, the mightiest 
of all carnivores became 

extinct almost overnight. The 
animal presented a paradox 

to the immigrants. On the one 
hand, and in the opinion of the 
Native Americans, the animal 

was admired and revered. 
Yet on the other hand, this 
lumbering beast was killing

1906 San

The original Great Seal designed for the state's first 
Constitutional Convention in 1850. The grizzly must have 

been a cub.
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their livestock which presented easy prey to this lazy 
carnivore. This ferocious beast was becoming a 
nuisance. Bear hunting, and bear baiting, were two 
ways to eliminate this problem.

The idea of staging a fight between animals for 
sport was not new. The sport of Elizabethan Bull 
& Bear Baiting is well documented, and traces its 
origins back to the 1200’s. Most towns in England 
had an arena for Bull & Bear Baiting, as they called 
the sport. One could argue that this concept of 
fighting with animals went as far back as the gladi
ators of ancient Rome. Regardless of the origins of 
the sport, it had reached California, and the effect 

Gambling, of any sort, was their 
favorite pastime. Before organized 
traveling shows reached the gold 
country, the innovative miners used 
what was at hand. The vaqueros of 
the early rancheros had been staging 
the bear and bull fights for decades, 
so the miners joined in the fun. Soon 
bear and bull fights were happening 
all around the gold region. Many of 
the miners were from England, and 
could freshly recall that the Bull & 
Bear Baiting had only been outlawed

by parliament in their home country in 1835. Hungry 
to revisit a familiar form of entertainment, they were 
probably quick to encourage the fights among their 
fellow miners.

The Spanish miners were ever-ready to stage 
a cock fight or a bull fight if beef could be had 
from a valley connection. But the bear and bull 
fight was a particularly exciting and satisfying 
spectacle. Satisfying? Yes, it satisfied the miners’ 
lusts on many levels. It satisfied their unvoiced 
bloodlust, their need for entertainment, and their 
addictive need for gambling. Whatever else took 
place that day, the bull and bear fight was the 

was devastating on the mighty grizzly.
The Bear and Bull Fights, as they were played 

out in California, were based on the traditions 
of Spain. The Spanish routinely fought a variety 
of animals for entertainment: cocks, dogs, bulls, 
etc. Prior to the Gold Rush, California was under 
primarily Spanish occupation when the sport was 
introduced during the Mission period prior to 
Mexican Independence. The earliest known staged 
fight between a Spanish bull and a California grizzly 
bear took place in Monterey in 1816 to honor the 
newly appointed governor. Suddenly this brute of 
a beast that was usually left alone by the Native 
Americans was being dragged out of his environ
ment and taunted and enraged into action against 
unnatural enemies. The bear was pitted against a 
Spanish bull, an animal introduced to California 
around 1769. The Bear and Bull Fights became the 
highlight of the Spanish and Mexican Ranchero 
rodeos. Although the mighty bruin usually won, the 
effect on his species was ruinous.

The miners wanted entertainment and a diversion 
from the drudgery of their daily mining activities.

main event. Spectators gladly paid one dollar or 
more to see the fight, to say nothing of the cost 
of their side bets. On the day of the event, enthu
siasm for the big fight was built up with other 
forms of entertainment. There were often displays 
of horsemanship, trick riders, rodeo feats, rooster 
grabbing, etc. The whole event was a grand affair 
attended by both men and women wearing their 
finest Sunday attire.
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the bear, as bulls are wont to do. The bull 
always charged and attempted to gore the 
bear, and sometimes succeeded. And the 
bear always got off a few good swats with 
his mighty forepaws. If he was lucky, the 
fight was over in one swing. Usually the 
bear used his massive paw like a huge club, 
and could shatter the skull or shoulder of 
the bull, and the fight was over quickly 
and the betting was poor. If not, the fight 
raged on much to the thrill of the spectators 
and the gambling increased. In the end, no 
matter which beast won, much blood was

“The puny efforts of cocks, dogs, and men 
are tame and insipid compared to the fierce 
struggle of the bull-pit as seen in California.”

—R. Guy McClellan, 1874

Descriptions of the actual bear and bull 
fights are particularly gruesome, and will not 
stain these pages for those light of heart. But 
a brief description is in order in the interest of 
historic preservation.

The art of the American cowboy had still not 
been refined, and livestock work fell to the Mexican 
vaquero. The strongest and bravest, or perhaps 
most gullible vaqueros, were enlisted to rope a wild 
grizzly. They often went out at night to bait the bears 
with fresh carrion. They were encouraged to find the 
largest specimen possible. They carefully dragged 
the beast to the place appointed for the battle. The 
enraged bear was chained to a tree or a post driven 
securely into the ground. The angry bear was taunted 
but kept fresh, as wild bears refused food or water 
when captive, which only fed their rage. At the 
time appointed for the fight, an equally angry long
horned Spanish bull was brought forth. By now the 
fight promoters had whipped up enthusiasm and 
gambling on the bear and bull was intense.

Details vary from one location to another. 
Some fights chained the bear and the bull to the 
same post or tree, and some chained them to each 
other. Sometimes the front leg of one animal was 
chained to the rear leg of the other. Regardless, a 
nasty battle ensued. It is at this point that bloodier 
details of the battle will be omitted from this narra
tive. Our delicate readers will be spared the gory 
points and grizzly mess. The basic outcome was 
always the same, however. The bull always charged 

shed and at least one animal died.

Rooster Grabbing

A live rooster was buried in the arena up to his 
neck. All that was exposed was his head. The 
unlucky foul would look around without the 
slightest idea why he was in the middle of open 
field surrounded by so many people. Then he 
would feel the earth he was buried in begin to 
tremble, and upon craning his neck around (as 
birds are good at doing) he would see a horse 
with a rider thundering down upon him. Except 
the rider was not astride the horse, but rather 
hanging on the side of the horse. When the horse 
and rider were only a few feet from the trapped 
bird, suddenly it would dawn on the rooster that 
his unlucky day just got worse. The horse would 
suddenly veer away from a collision course with 
the bird, the rooster would try to bury what was 
left of his exposed self further into the dirt, and 
the trick horseman would try to pluck the rooster 
from the ground. The idea was to come back 
home with an intact rooster. The horseman who 
successfully grabbed a whole rooster was the 
winner of the Rooster Grabbing.

Eventually the fights represented more than 
just a good opportunity to gamble. It came to repre
sent a culture clash before the uncivilized miners 
even knew what a culture clash was. Remember 
that California was “taken” from the Mexicans, 
who had in turn taken it from the Spanish. The 
bull came to represent the Spanish and Mexican 
heritage. The bear came to symbolize the later 
Americans, the Bear Flaggers, the miners who so
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rudely took over the countryside. The elements 
were there for everyone to pick a side to bet on. It 
is said that the Native Americans, who love to play 
games, were particularly enthusiastic spectators 
at the bear and bull fights. Although they did not 
like seeing their countryside ripped up by mining 
activity, this author suspects that they sided with 
the bear in the contest.

Did such bloody gambling ever stain the pristine 
soils of our beloved Calaveras County? You bet it did!

One of the most famous, and lurid, first hand 
accounts of bull and bear fighting memorialized from 
the gold rush period was by the author and artist John 
David Borthwick. J. D. Borthwick wrote and drew elab
orate pictures of his adventures in the west in his book 
Three years in California, published later in 1857. 
In it he describes a famous battle which took place in 
Moquelumne Hill in 1852. The bull and bear fight was 
well publicized in flyers plastered about town:

WAR! WAR!! WAR!!!
The celebrated Bull-killing Bear, 

GENERAL SCOTT
Will fight a Bull on Sunday the 15th inst., at 2 p. m. 

At Moquelumne Hill

“The bull will be chained with a twenty-foot 
chain in the middle of the arena. The Bull will be 
perfectly wild, young, of the Spanish breed, and 

the best that can be found in the country. The 
Bull’s horns will be of their natural length, and 

‘not sawed off to prevent accidents.’ The Bull 
will be quite free in the area. And not hampered 

in any way whatever.”

Present-day Mokelumne Hill resident Sally Tuttle 
has researched the area to locate where these fights took 
place, as it was common for each community to have an 
arena area set aside for such entertainment. She believes 
she has located a natural flat spot on the northeast side 
of Sport Hill that was ideally suited for an arena.

When a promoter could not afford a bull and a bear 
(of which he was sure to lose at least one contestant), 
he sought less expensive fodder. A donkey was easier to 
come by. One entrepreneurial entertainer who travelled 
the Mother Lode had a feisty donkey who put on a good 
show when he kicked his opponents. He was known as 
the “Champion Jackass of California” and he gained 
notoriety when he began to win his fights against bulls. 
After beating a bull in Sonora, he came to San Andreas 
where he killed his opponent. His career took him 
north to Hangtown where he knocked out a mountain 
lion. His owner was thrilled and ready to fight this 
nasty kicker against the real thing, so the donkey was 
pitted against a grizzly. The “grizzly” turned out to be a 
medium-sized black bear in its brown phase. Naturally 
docile, the bear took one kick and high-tailed it out of 
the arena never to be seen again. The fight proved that 
you couldn’t mess with nature, just like the promoter 
shouldn’t have pushed his luck and tried to swindle the 
crowds. Often fights did end poorly as one or both of 
the animals would escape or worse turn on the crowd.

In the gold camps the lovely Lola Montez enter
tained miners with her pet bear. That is until one 
day in 1854 when her bear decided to bite her hand 
severely crushing it. The incident was celebrated in 
a famous poem. Furious, she allowed her bear to be 
fought against a mountain lion in a well-publicized 
battle in Placer County. Later she had it killed, as she 
felt she could no longer trust it as a pet.
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"Bull & Bear Fight" as sketched by J.D. Borthwick, of the famous battle 
between the bear General Scott and a Spanish bull in Moquelumne Hill in 1852.

In later years, as the sport became more “refined”, 
the bears were pitted against more and more exotic 
animals. The proud California mountain lion gener
ally proved too elusive to be caught and brought to 
a public spectacle, so foreign cats were imported 
at great expense. By the time such extravagant 
measures were being pursued for entertainment, 
public outcry had begun to bring disgrace upon the 
fights. As California became more civilized, such 
sport was no longer regarded as acceptable entertain
ment. In 1860 the city of Los Angeles outlawed the 
bull and bear fights all together.

In 1868 the St. Louis Dispatch newspaper in 
Missouri gave a lengthy description of a bull and 
bear fight that was staged with circus fervor in their 
fair city. “The whole affair was a burlesque on 
civilization and a farce. To see it was to 
become disgusted.”

Just a few short years later, 
such sentiments had turned in 
California as well. “Among 
the relics of barbarism which 
prevail in some portions of 
the State” cried the now 
civil citizens of 1871 San
Francisco, “bull and bear 
fighting, as a pastime, is a 
favorite... these disgraceful 
exhibitions------ pandering to 
the lowest and most depraved 
tastes... If the local authorities 
will not interfere” provoked the
San Francisco Chronicle on 8
November 1871, “... the

Grand Juries of the counties in which the bull
fights take place ought to act by indictment.” 

The lazy grizzly continued to help them
selves to the easy meals of the cattle ranches. 
The bears were declared to be a problem. 
The governor actually appointed expert bear 
hunters to rid the ranchers of this nuisance. 
The exploits of these famous men comprise 
a story in itself. Suffice it to say that by 1880 
they were successful in nearly eradicating 
the bear from the California landscape. By 
the time that the University of California 
decided that it would be a good idea to have 
a specimen of the mighty grizzly, no mighty 
specimens could be found, but just a few 

small stragglers that seemed rather inadequate.

Not a Very Trivial Bear
Where is the mighty grizzly today in California? 

The last grizzly bear recorded in Calaveras County 
was in 1875. The last native California grizzly was 
shot and killed by a rancher in Fresno in 1922, but it 
had endeared itself forever into the state of California 
none the less. Californians may be relieved to know 
that the grizzly lives on to the north, in northern states 
and in Canada. In Alaska the grizzly’s cousin is known 
as a Kodiak bear. The Grizzly and the Kodiak, both 
identified by their big shoulder hump, are both sub
species of the American Brown Bear. What makes the 
Grizzly and the Kodiak different from a brown bear 

is their diet, rich in fat. These large bears are 
distinctly different than the smaller black 

bears (which sometimes appear in 
brown phases) that are prevalent 

today and harass picnickers and 
campers in the Sierra Nevada. 

In 1866 a small town 
east of Carlsbad was 
harassed by a huge grizzly. 
The bear was finally shot, 
and weighed between 1950 
and 2200 pounds on the 

local cattle scale (accounts 
vary). Its skull was found to 

have more than a pound of 
lead in it. It is believed to have 
been the largest grizzly ever in 

California, and responsible for 
the community changing itsCurrent version of the Great Seal as adopted in 1937
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name from Valley Center to Bear Valley and 
back again over the subsequent years.

Bret Harte published The Overland 
Monthly, a periodical “devoted to the 
Development of the Country” beginning in 
1868. For its cover he chose a picture of the 
grizzly and explained that all the fine char
acters of the bear made for a fine masthead 
for his publication as well. He prophetically 
cautioned in his first issue “...Look at him 
well, for he is passing away. Fifty years and he 
will be as extinct as the dodo or dinomis.”

In 1872 the University of California 
commissioned a logo employing a golden 
grizzly bear and blue and gold colors, thus 
establishing their mascot and college colors, and 
what is believed to be the first use of the image of a 
“golden bear” in California history.

The current flag of California was standardized 
and adopted in 1911. In 1937 minor changes were 
made to the Great Seal, bringing the grizzly forward 
to a more prominent position at the feet of Minerva. 
But it wasn’t until long after the state adopted the 
poppy as its state flower (1903) that the mighty 
grizzly, ursus californicus, an animal extinct in 
California, became the official state animal in 1953.

Early fur or hide traders got into the act unknow
ingly. A bearskin middleman would sell skins he had 
not yet received, hoping or speculating that the price 
would drop by the time trappers had delivered them. 
These middlemen became known as “bears”, short 

Current California State Flag adopted in 1911

the organized bull and bear fights. The great author 
Larry McMurtry surmised what a natural confronta
tion would have looked like had one occurred if the 
two animals had happened upon each other. For his 
version of an unstaged bull and bear fight, readers 
are encouraged to revisit the Pulitzer Prize winning 
novel Lonesome Dove,

The mighty grizzly had foraged unchecked side 
by side with the Native Americans for centuries 
before the advent of the European explorers. As with 
most of nature, the Native Americans had respected 
their neighbor and lived amicably in balance with the 
great carnivore with little interaction or conflict. The 
first European settlers in the state estimated more than 
10,000 grizzlies roamed California peacefully. Yet less 
than 75 years after the discovery of gold, every grizzly 
in California had been tracked down and killed.

for “bearskin jobbers”, for the men who hoped for 
a downturn in the market between price speculation 
and actual product delivery. The term came to be 
associated with a falling market. The terms “Bear” 
and “Bull” market or strategies in the stock market 
are believed to be based on the bloody Bear and 
Bull fights, first coined by journalist Horace Greeley 
after he witnessed a fight in Columbia in Tuolumne 
County. When one considers the personalities of the 
animals and the manner in which each attacks the 
other, it is easy to see the connection. The bear is 
generally mild and sluggish, and will swipe down 
with its paw. The bull is feisty and will charge on, and 
thrusts his horns up. A downward market is bearish, a 
bullish market is on the upswing.

Cattle are not native to North America, so our 
grizzly would not have naturally encountered a cow or 
bull. The Spanish forced the confrontations through
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“FIRING THE ANVIL”
By Bonnie Miller

M
iners loved entertainment and the more 
boisterous the better. Any excuse for a 
celebration was fine, but probably the 
most lively (and loudly) celebrated events were 

the Fourth of July, or the Ninth of September. The 
Ninth of September? Oh that’s right, California 
Statehood, in case you have forgotten. Regardless, no 
proper celebration was
complete without a lot
of noise. Choirs sang,
children screamed,
guns were shot, cannon
discharged, and anvils
were fired.

In our last issue
of Las Calaveras we
explored one of the
more gruesome aspects
of entertainment
that came from early
California, the Bull
and Bear Fights. There
is no question that the
early Californians and
miners loved any type

of competition or entertainment. Fandangos, horse 
racing, rooster grabbing, monte, you name it. But 
fired anvils? Just what was that all about? It was a 
tradition that traced its noisy roots back to the black
smiths of England.

Let’s look at this unique sport. Blacksmiths give 
themselves a well-earned holiday, Saint Clement’s 

Day. It is celebrated 
after the harvest but 
before Christmas to 
honor their patron saint 
of metal workers and 
smiths. Some say he 
was the first to refine 
iron from ore, and thus 
to shoe a horse. The 
day was marked on old 
calendars with an iron 
cauldron, one of the 
tools of the smith. The 
other tools of the trade 
were the tongs and the 
hammer, which were 
paraded about town 
during the celebration.
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Anvils come in many shapes and sizes, but this is the classic 
shape. This 150 year old forged, 100 lb Peter Wright model is 

particularly favored by anvil shooters.

But the most precious of the blacksmith’s tools was 
his anvil. The climax of the day’s celebrations was 
the firing of an anvil, whereby a new anvil was 
packed with gunpowder and shot into the air. Yes, 
the heavy anvil was actually shot up into the air like 
a cannonball. Such firings tested the strength and 
durability of the anvil. A weak one would shatter 
under the explosion (producing, one would assume, 
much injury’ in the event). The resulting explosion 
would also produce a wonderful celebratory bang 
for the occasion.

Historically in the United States
The tradition came to America with the immi

grant blacksmiths. Black powder, or gunpowder, 
being a precious commodity, was probably not 
squandered, so firings were rare. But as the 
adventurous miners flocked to California, the 
fun of the anvil firing was not far from their 
minds. Weight and space were important factors 

towns. Firing an anvil became an indispensable 
component of the day’s raucous entertainment. 
Fireworks were rare, so an anvil was an excellent 
substitute. An 1852 diary of an attorney trying his 
luck in California breathlessly described the noisy 
parade scene in nearby Jamestown:

“A wagon with flags and streamers and 
drawn by four white horses in which was seated 
the Committee on Arrangements, the Reader 
of the Declaration of Independence, and the 
Orator of the Day, headed by a brass band and 
followed by hundreds of miners who amidst 
the boon of anvils, for we had no cannon, the 
strains of music, and the patriotic shouts of the 
crowd marched up, down, and around the town, 
and finally halted in the large open space in 
front of the speakers stand.”

One wonders if he meant that the anvils were 
booming, or if they were an added boon to the 
celebration.

The Fourth of July was perhaps too passionately 
celebrated in nearby Fiddletown, Amador County in 
1854. The anvil firing was so enthusiastic and noisy 
that one resident reported being convinced that some 
sort of battle was underway.

Down south, San Diego was particularly keen 
to anvils and fired them wholeheartedly at any 
excuse. On August 31, 1857, the first overland 
mail arrived in their city from San Antonio, Texas 
in only thirty-four days. This event kicked off a 

in items carried in wagons, so only 
items that served more than one purpose 
were carried in the great overland cross
ings. The anvil was a necessary tool 
on many accounts in any community, 
so it worked its way west with the 
pioneers. The fact that it could be used 
for entertainment as well was an added 
bonus. It is documented in the diary of 
Keturah Belknap who made the overland 
crossing in 1848, that when her wagon 
party crossed the Green River, the anvil 
met this purpose:

men, have got out the anviles 
and are celebrating the fourth ”

The Fourth of July was traditionally 
celebrated in a noisy fashion in all western 

Keturah Balknap, Oregon Trail pioneer of 1848 who noted anvil firings in her 
overland diary. Shown with her family circa 1910.

Photo courtesy Oregon Pioneers Photo Gallery.
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day long celebration which required much noise, of 
course. Deeming the local cannon unsafe for firing, 
anvils were used instead. Anvils were used so regu
larly in San Diego that the local paper got tired 
of discussing it and began to report it with a sour 
note. When an anvil was fired in response to favor
able news about the railroad, instead of embracing 
the good news the The Union of San Diego acidly 
reported on February 14, 1875:

“Some very smart practical jokers got out 
an anvil last evening and fired a salute, the 
object being to humbug the community... but 
as a joke it was about the biggest failure of the 
season. It was a performance that cannot be 
safely repeated.”

Sometimes even the military got into the act. 
One would assume the military to be the best 
outfitted when it came to gunpowder and iron things 
that go bang, but it was not always so.
In the early days of our California 
Volunteers, the volunteers were pretty 
much responsible for outfitting them
selves. In 1864 when Abraham Lincoln 
was re-nominated, Fort Miller in the 
San Joaquin Valley felt it necessary to 
fire a salute in his honor. [Fort Miller 
was one of the earliest military posts 
in California’s interior, located under 
what is now Lake Millerton near Fresno]. One 
officer stationed there wrote to his friend lamenting 
their lack of proper armament:

“We fire a salute at this post tomorrow... 
using anvils for want of something better— 
anything to make a noise and let the
Copperheads know we are here...

Gunpowder was a rare commodity in the west, 
even though it had been around for a long time. It 
had been around for hundreds of years in fact. It was 
invented around 850 AD by the Chinese accidentally 
as an elixir for immortality. Regardless of its potent 
past, firing an anvil gave gunpowder salesmen a 
nifty way to demonstrate their product. Producing 
a big bang and tossing an anvil gave a much more 
exciting display of the powder’s value than just firing 
it out of a standard gun.

Firing more than one anvil at a time was great 
fun as well. One report from San Diego claimed that 

100 anvils were fired at one celebration. In fact, two 
anvils were fired fifty times. There are, however, 
photographs (of which Las Calaveras was unable to 
obtain a copy) which depict eight anvils being simul
taneously fired in Texas in 1911.

Some sources say that anvils were fired as a 
way for the Union armies to destroy southern metal 
works, and claim that this is the origin of the sport. 
This is unlikely as the practice precedes the Civil 
War. What we do know is that it is enthusiastically 
practiced still today in many southern states.

How it’s Done
How the anvil is actually fired is a precise 

science. First, consider the anvil. An anvil is a 
solid piece of metal that should give a good solid 
ring when struck soundly. Historically anvils were 
forged from metal, and not cast as they are today. 
That is to say that they were formed by repeat

edly pounding the hot metal into the 
desired shape. This pounding gave the 
metal both its shape and strength. In 
order to work the metal, a small hole 
was left in the bottom of the future 
anvil This hole was used to turn the 
anvil through its forging and shaping 
process. (This hole in the bottom 
should not to be confused with the 
“hardy hole”, which is the hole inten

tionally formed in the top of the anvil, used for 
mounting tools). This resulting bottom hole left a 
dandy spot to fill with gunpowder.

It takes two anvils to fire one. The first, or 
bottom anvil, called the shooter, forms the base. 
It is turned upside down and stands as level as 
possible, on dirt ground, and its forging hole is 
filled with black powder. A lot of black powder. 
Maybe three pounds of black powder. The second 
anvil, called the flyer, stands on top in the upright 
position with a fuse between them. The two anvils 
are now standing base to base. The professional 
anvil shooter knows exactly how to place the 
anvils against each other so that just the right 
amount of energy from the blast is transferred 
between the two masses so as to optimize the 
flight of the top anvil. In other words, it is desir
able that the top anvil fly as straight up and down 
(and high!) as possible so that no one is hurt in 
the explosion, but also so that it falls clear enough 
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from the bottom anvil that it doesn’t strike the 
bottom anvil upon its fall back to earth. Handling 
the black powder is delicate at this point as the 
powder is vulnerable to a spark and static elec
tricity. It would not be a good idea to slam the two 
anvils against each other. It is also imperative that 
no loose metal parts be near the black powder that 
can become projectiles, yet a seal must be formed 
between the two anvils to take up any gap. The 

“To see the loading, gasketing and 
lighting, using fuse or forge-heated iron rod, 
to witness the explosion, and floating top 
anvil amid the billowing cloud of dense, white 
smoke, while the concussion of the low level 
shock wave hits your chest with a friendly 
thump as you try to listen for the humming 
ring of the flyer’, is indeed inspirational, 
if not singularly stupendous! ”

space is removed with the traditional precision 
gasket material: playing cards.

A pound of black powder or gunpowder 
takes about 700 grains. A .44 caliber bullet 
requires about 30 grains. Thus a 125 pound 
anvil requires the fire power of about 70 
bullets from a Colt .44.

A fuse must be lit. Wisely, traditionally the fuse 
was lit with a hot poker. This allowed the lucky fellow 
who got to light the fuse the added benefit of a few 
more feet of extension
on to his arm’s length.
Once lit, the traditional 
blaster’s call of “Fire 
in the hole!” is yelled 
as warning for all to be 
aware of the pending
blast. From the tremen
dous cloud of smoke 
improbably rises the 
top anvil. Traditionally
no one tries to catch 
it on its descent. The 
resulting blast is not 
only heard but felt as
a gentle thud to the
chest, and sometimes
as a good whollop to 
the ears.

One of today’s 
more accomplished 
anvil shooters is Deke
Sonnichsen of Menlo
Park. His love of the 
sport almost borders on
reverence. He describes
a shot with adulation:

Anvil Firing Today

The sport of anvil firing remained popular at 
celebrations during the gold rush era. With the 
advent of the Chinese firecracker in the mid to 
late 1800’s, the boom of the anvil began fade to 
the rapid fire of its Chinese explosive cousin. By 
the early 1900’s it had become an obscure event 
practiced mostly in California, Arizona, and a few 
parts of Nevada. Today it is practiced in only a few 
humble locations. In California private events held 
today in Mariposa, Arroyo Grande and Coaling

Station-A (Coalinga) 
may stage a good anvil 
bang for their guests. 
In Hamilton, Texas,
American Legion 
Post 222 shoots anvils 
every Veteran’s Day 
holiday at dawn. The 
public is invited to 
join in and stay for 
breakfast. They’ve 
enjoyed this tradi
tion for almost ninety 
consecutive years.

Anvils are still 
regularly shot at black
smith conventions.
The contemporary 
anvil firer still uses 
forged anvils, which 
are probably well 
over 100 years old, 
as the modern anvils 
are cast today and not 
up to the demands of 
blasting away with 
them. The “sport” 
is not only a show

Fire in the hole! An anvil flew in Sheep Ranch recently, entertaining 
(most of) the town. The arrow points to the anvil.

Photo courtesy of Bob Leitzell, July, 2008.
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but can be competitive. Anvils are 
fired for height (range) and accu
racy in the descent. Anvils that top
200 feet in height are considered 
stupendously accomplished shots.
Anvils may be drilled out or modi
fied to accommodate more powder, 
but these techniques often offend 
traditionalists. Modern surveying 
equipment is used to determine the 
height of a shot, and some anvils 
have been determined to go higher 
than 500 feet, with only a few feet 
of “drift”, or sideways movement. 
These incredibly accurate shots owe 
to the professionalism and experi
ence of the shooter.

An anvil firing today requires 
significant pre-planning. The blaster 
must contact the local fire department and the sher
iff’s department to advise them of the blast. The 
firing should not be undertaken lightly, and only an 
experienced or apprenticed blaster should attempt a 
firing. Despite all of the fun surrounding the event, 
there is much potential for injury.

Recently the local cultural resources firm Foothill 
Resources celebrated their twenty-fifth anniversary. 
To mark the occasion in a style appropriate to the 
celebration, the owners arranged to have an anvil 
shot at the event at the Pioneer Hotel in Sheep 
Ranch. Donn Marinovich, a contractor from Sonora 
is an accomplished anvil firer and conducted the 
shot. So that the spectators do not lose the steel-gray 
anvil in the smoke, Donn paints his shooting anvil 
with yellow and black stripes like a bee and calls it 
“The Stinger”. He gave a brief talk on the history of 
the sport, lit the fuse and properly yelled “Fire in 
the hole!”, and away flew his bee. It was a smashing 
success and a wonderful spectacle.

Like the 1875 San Diegans, even some Sheep 
Ranch residents today take exception to having 
had the anvil fired. Despite living in an histori
cally rich community, some residents just couldn’t 
see fit to join the spirit of an historic re-enactment. 
They felt compelled to complain rather than just 
enjoy the fun.

On July 4,1976 (appropriately), theTrinitarianus 
chapter of the E Clampus Vitus placed a monument 
in Weaverville, California. There is a lovely anvil 

on top of the stone monument, and 
it is dedicated to the fine art of 
anvil firing.

Anvils have reached other 
heights of entertainment as well. 
A ringing anvil is used to accom
pany several classical, operatic, 
and popular compositions. 
Visually an anvil is used as the 
heavy object to drop (comically) 
on the unsuspecting victim, such 
as between cartoon characters 
Wile E. Coyote and the Road 
Runner. In the Broadway musical 
The Music Man, the bad guy is 
an anvil salesman. “It takes a real 
salesman, I can tell you that,” he 
says. “Anvils have limited appeal, 
you know.” The early pioneers 

would be justified in seeing their precious anvils 
serving so many duties today.

There are many examples on the modern cyber 
highways of anvil shots gone awry, should readers 
wish to view a shot in action. Regrettably there are 
more films of bad shots than good. Apparently a lot 
of people have attempted to do an anvil shot without 
knowing what they’re doing, and proudly filmed 
themselves in the act. As if that weren’t bad enough, 
they’ve had the further foolhardiness to post the film 
onto the world wide web where anyone can now 
witness their stupidity in action. Just like children 
with fireworks, readers are cautioned to not try this 
at home without proper supervision.

Once you witness a shot yourself, and the smoke 
clears, and the applause and laughing subside, you’ll 
agree with Deke. Watching an anvil firing can be “... 
indeed inspirational, if not singularly stupendous!”

Bibliography:
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Monument dedicated to anvil firing 
placed by E Clampus Vitus in the town 

of Weaverville on July 4,1976. 
Photo courtesy ECV.
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New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

June, 2008
Fred Baker, Sheep Ranch
Jim Fletcher, Angels Camp
Joy Roberts, San Andreas
Dominic “Nick” & Diane Guidici, San Francisco 
Robert Lawton, Valley Springs

July, 2008
Sherrie Sperry, Angels Camp
Dona Queirolo, Murphys
Chamette Boylan, San Andreas
Harmon Shragge, San Francisco

August, 2008
Rudy Garcia, Stockton
Megan Aguilar, Angels Camp
Mario & Teresa Marian Boggiano, Linden
Mark Francis, Berkeley
Charles Cady, Stockton

Donation

June, 2008
Door from the original Auditor and Recorder’s Office, 
with a glass window and mailing slot—Howard Little, 
San Andreas

Correction
Our last issue of Las Calaveras quoted 

numerous sources, including census data, that 
apparently incorrectly have perpetuated a belief 
that the “last native grizzly was shot and killed... 
in Fresno in 1922.” Reader and retired San Joaquin 
Delta College Biologist Steve Stocking knew 
otherwise and sent a correction to the Historical 
Society. The true location was in Tulare County, 
about 60 miles east of Fresno. Further, grizzlies 
were believed to have been sighted as late as 1925 
in Sequoia National Park. Las Calaveras regrets 
the error and thanks Steve Stocking for his input.
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SAVING THE UTICA POWERHOUSE
MARTIN HUBERTY BRINGS NEW LIFE TO AN OLD STRUCTURE

by Bonnie Miller

T
he Big Tree Road and later Highway 4 ran alongside
Angels (later Murphys) creek at one time. Today 
the highway is cut further in to and above on the 

northern hillside, and the old route is rarely used. It is still 
passable, and clearly marked as Utica Powerhouse Road. If 
a motorist is detoured, or chooses to take the side road paral
leling the highway, you
will see a large multi
story block building
alongside the creek. This
unique building next to
the road always manages 
to catch the attention of 
passersby. This was the
Utica Powerhouse.

The Utica Power
house was originally
built as that: a power
house. It mightily
served that purpose for
over fifty years until it
was decommissioned 
in 1952. Suddenly the
forces that had brought it

into being turned their backs and no longer wanted it. Sadly 
it lay abandoned. Even the road that served it was rerouted 
around it to a new alignment. The shell of the once produc
tive powerhouse lay neglected and dormant. It became an 
eyesore, an “attractive nuisance”, as the law enforcement 
types like to brand these unused relics from our past. 

For several decades the 
building lay empty and 
vulnerable to vandals, 
with no more adornment 
than the colorful graffiti 
that layered its walls. The 
location was researched 
as a possible commercial 
venture. Everything from 
a bed and breakfast to a 
restaurant over the creek 
was investigated. But no 
one wanted to undertake 
the effort to finish the 
interior of the building 
to a habitable state, or 
modernize it with facili
ties such as sewer or 

Utica Powerhouse, constructed of rhyolite block quarried from the 
Adams Ranch, under construction, 1899.



water. Despite the many creative attempts by developers 
and real estate agents, no one could pawn off this shell of 
a building onto someone with the naivete or funds to do 
something about it.

In 2003 along came Martin Huberty, whose roots are 
in this Calaveras gold country. He was struck by pictur
esque setting of powerhouse alongside the creek, the quiet 
road, and the grand structure itself. Perhaps it was his 
Hollywood background that had taught him to dream big 
dreams, where anything is possible. But Martin did make 
the impossible happen. He took the abandoned shell of 
that once-magnificent building and brought it to life 
again, but in a new light. He not only restored the Utica 
Powerhouse, but the grounds around it, and the historic 
Huberty Cabin which has a long history in this county 
as well as a connection with the San Francisco Mint and 
our own Historical Society. Thanks to Martin Huberty 
the great Utica Powerhouse now enjoys a new life as a 
splendid private residence. This issue of Las Calaveras 
celebrates the salvage, restoration and grandeur of one 
of Calaveras County’s great historic buildings that could 
have been lost to time.

History of the Powerhouse
The Union Water Company was organized in Murphys 

on January 29, 1852. The limited supply of water from the 
creeks was tapped through a variety of small ditches and 
dams. This company was the culmination of two competing 
water efforts serving the multitude of miners stampeding 
the Murphys and Angels areas, and brought water to 
those areas in 1853. The combmed efforts of the Union 
Water Company eventually became the complex system 

of ditches, dams, flumes and reservoirs that reach as far as 
Elephant Rock Lake in Alpine County.

The Union Water Company successfully provided 
water to the mines and communities of Murphys, Vallecito, 
Douglas Flat, Carson Hill, Angels Camp and Altaville until 
acquired by the Utica Mining Company in 1888. The Utica 
Company then modified the system to serve the needs of its 
owners rather than its customers.

In 1895 the successful Utica Gold Mine wanted to 
be even more productive and competitive. They chose 
to embrace an exciting new technology to advance 
their mining techniques: electricity. Strings of electric 
lights were rapidly replacing the miner’s candlestick and 
carbide lantern. Electricity was also powering the mighty 
crushers that processed the ore, replacing the traditional 
steam engines. To provide this new commodity, the Union 
Water Company capitalized on its extensive hydraulic 
systems and built the first powerhouse in Calaveras 
County in Angels Camp. This was only the fourth power
house to be built in California, and just the eighth to have 
been built west of the Rockies.

Later that same year the company built a second power
house just above Murphys to provide power to mines, mills 
and residences of Angles Camp. Power to the Utica Mine 
in Angels was transferred via a huge power cable, remnants 
of which can still be seen today along the side of the creek. 
Electricity had caught on like lightning. The demand for 
power was so great that four years later in 1899 a new solid 
stone powerhouse was constructed upstream of the first 
Murphys location. This was the Utica Powerhouse.

Stone for this new powerhouse is rhyolite tuff, quarried 
from the Adams Ranch on Pennsylvania Gulch Road in 

Murphys. The stone was hauled to the site by wagons 
pulled by 26-mule teams. Other notable buildings 
in Murphys that used this stone were the Malespina 
Store which today houses the Gold Country Coffee 
Roasting Company, and the Valente Bakery (circa 
1890) across the street.

A huge state-of-the-art Westinghouse generator 
was installed inside the new powerhouse. This robust 
generator was powered by water not from the bubbling 
creek, but from water fed through a Pelton water wheel 
from a penstock, from a tank reservoir far above the 
creek. Today if one stands upstream of the powerhouse 
building and looks up to the southeast, the trail of the 
penstock can still be clearly seen in the canyon wall. A 
large footing is built into the canyon wall in line with 
the powerhouse floor. The footing acted as the energy 
attenuator, or “kicker” to prevent the water hammer
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Dan Dyer, first operator of the new powerhouse, watches the new 

Westinghouse generator, circa 1900.
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The Utica Powerhouse under full operation, spills water into Murphys creek 
from the penstock, above left (out of view). Circa 1910.

from lifting the penstock off of its moorings after its long 
drop from the water tank above. This was the might of the 
hydraulic power that ran the generators that launched the 
west’s electric age. (For more information on the impulse 
water wheels, see Las Calaveras, January 2006.)

In 1902 a second generator was added in the power
house to provide power to the residents of Murphys. In 
1903 the powerhouse was modified so that it could provide 
power as far away as the Royal Mine in Hodson near 
Copperopolis. By this time demand had shifted from the 
Union/Utica Water Company to not just providing water to 
the mines, but rather electric power to the mines. And there 
was a growing demand from residential and agricultural 
customers as well, so that most of the customers 
of the original Union/Utica Water Company were 
now ranches and homes demanding agricultural 
water or residential electricity.

Two years later, fifty years after its incorpora
tion, the Union Water Company was dissolved on 
May 3, 1904. However, they retained the rights to 
generate power, still serving the remaining mines 
at Melones and Sheep Ranch and the communities 
of Murphys and Angels and those in between. All 
mines closed in 1942 due to World War II, and the 
company began negotiations with the Pacific Gas 
& Electric Company. In 1946 PG&E purchased the 
entire remaining electrical system, and decommis
sioned the mighty Utica Powerhouse in 1952. 

} Eventually the powerhouse became outdated 
and PG&E built a modem facility downstream 
after an investment of $1,335,000. In January 

of 1954 it was time to shut down the Utica 
Powerhouse and replace it with the new 5100 
horsepower plant.

PG&E recognized the historic importance 
of shutting down the Utica Powerhouse and held 
a ceremony to mark the occasion. More than 
forty dignitaries attended the event, followed 
by a luncheon at the historic Murphys Hotel. 
Selected to conduct the honor of turning off 
the flow of water through the powerhouse was 
Al J. Gianelli, who was the Dean of California 
County Supervisors, and had 40 years of service 
to the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors. 
He was selected to shut off the water because, 
besides being a dignitary, he had been an oper
ator of the plant for seventeen years from 1911 
until 1928. Furthermore, as a young man he had 
helped to build the powerhouse when he worked 

on the construction crew in 1899, and helped install the 
second generator in 1902. Said the Calaveras Prospect: 

“Countless times during his years as operator he 
turned the big wheel controlling the water which he 
tugged at for the last time today. As the water ceased 
flowing, the deafening roar of the machines died 
down, the great generator wheels slowly came to a 
stop and swinging needles on the dials of the control 
board fell dead.”

At the time the Utica Powerhouse was retired by 
PG&E, it was the oldest hydroelectric plant in the compa
ny’s system of 57 plants.

The interior of the powerhouse was thoroughly vandalized 
and full of graffiti by 2003.
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Bullet and shotgun holes had destroyed the roof, 
albeit artistically.

The following year the 15 ton generator was moved 
out of the Utica Powerhouse by tractor. It was relocated 
to the back of the Angels Camp Museum next to the large 
overshot waterwheel where it resides today. The move was 
witnessed by Wash Bums, then 81, who wistfully recalled 
that he had driven an 18-mule team over half a century 
before. In 1895 he had brought the first generator from the 
railroad terminal in Milton to a Mother Lode power plant 
owned by the Utica Mining Company.

The shell of the beautiful building was stripped of its 
valuable components
and it was abandoned
to natural forces where
it lay dormant for
almost fifty years. The
powerhouse building
sat vacant and rela
tively neglected. It
became an eyesore, a
party destination, or a
romantic getaway over
the babbling creek for 
teenagers, depending
on your perspective.

In 1989 it briefly
caught the attention 

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. They 
investigated nominating it as an early example of a National 
Engineering Landmark for the ASME and the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers. The powerhouse 
employed “two phase, 400 volt revolving armature genera
tors representative of the early Westinghouse practice.”

In 1991 the powerhouse was again researched for 
designation with the National Register of Historic Places. 
Despite its unique history it did not gamer either of these 
awards. Rather, the powerhouse remained vacant for more 
than ten more years when it began its rebirth.

Martin Huberty
In 2003 Martin Huberty had enjoyed over fifteen years 

of achievements in the fast paced life of Hollywood movie 
production. He had seen numerous successes with such 
movies as Fried Green Tomatoes, You Can 7 Hurry Love, 
The Mighty Ducks, and Up Close and Personal, to name 
just a very few of his projects. But Hollywood had taken its 
toll and Huberty was ready for a break.

He came to Calaveras County, as he said “to restore my 
soul.” He wanted to return to the land that had been home to 
his family for many generations.

Martin’s great-great-grandfather John Huberty had 
emigrated from Luxemburg in 1854 and settled on a 
ranch on Fricot City Road. John Huberty raised eleven 
children, and his family and their offspring continue 
to live and work in and around Calaveras County yet 
today. Two of Martin’s relatives were Joseph Huberty 
Sr, a barrister, and Joseph Huberty Jr, a Jurist, both 
of whom had an association with PG&E shortly after 
it assumed electrical operations of the Union Water 
Company. The Huberty family has a rich history in this 

county, and much 
has been docu
mented in the pages 
of Las Calaveras 
over the years.

Martin’s father 
was Richard Huberty. 
He ran a store and 
the tent camp at 
Lake Alpine around 
1960. This is where 
he met the glamorous 
Manhattan girl named 
Jesse who became his 
wife. Together they 
had three children.

Careful blasting of the soft rhyolite with walnut shells was necessary 
to preserve the hewn blocks.
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Little was left of 
the downstream 
wall of the building 
when Martin 
Huberty purchased 
the powerhouse.

The family lived in Sacramento but Martin always looked 
forward to their summer adventures to the Fricot City ranch 
or to Lake Alpine. It was in search of these peaceful foothill 
memories in 2003 when he stumbled across the neglected 
Utica Powerhouse. There must have been a strong pull, or 
it must have been serendipitous, as the waters from Lake 
Alpine are part of the complex Union Water system that 
flow under the Utica Powerhouse.

The Restoration Project
What Martin Huberty saw in the Utica Powerhouse 

was a unique home. In reality what he was buying into was 
the abandoned shell of a former industrial building, and a 
monster fixer upper project. But Martin had the vision and 
drive that few home owners can imagine.

It was important to Martin that the building retain its 
historic character. As a result of his vision, the three foot 
thick rhyolite block walls remain intact, as well as the hand 
hewn beams, iron bars and pipes that were all part of the 
original structure. Restoring these features to an attractive 
appearance took almost two years.

“You would not believe what we had to cart away.. 
recalled Martin as he reminisced about some of the more 
unique debris that had to be removed just to gain access to 
the building.

Martin needed a creative approach to allow a retrofit of 
modem upgrades while maintaining the original character 
and skeleton of the powerhouse. To achieve the desired 
affect, Martin worked with local architectural historian 
Judith Marvin and architect Rudy Ortega. Along with 
contractors and friends who had an interest in seeing the 
powerhouse restored, and who were caught up in Martin’s 
enthusiasm, the team worked to bring Martin’s dream to 
fruition. However most of the work was still done by hand 
by Martin himself.

One of the more complex aspects of the reconstruc
tion was exposing and preserving the block walls. After

Martin's vision is realized in this photo almost three years later 
where the light shines through the same wall in a new way 

on the antiques he's used to furnish his new home.

years of layers of graffiti, they were no longer attractive 
and would not make a pleasant wall covering even in the 
most cosmopolitan of settings. However sandblasting would 
have damaged the chiseled look on the stone, according 
to Martin, so the blasting was done carefully with walnut 
shells instead.

Martin worked carefully around the building’s original 
features, such as the hand-hewn wooden beams, rather than 
remove or replace them. This was more time consuming 
and costly, but maintained the building’s authenticity. Iron 
braces used to hold the building square were left in place. 
The concrete split-level floor needed to be restored, but it 
was retrofitted with radiant heat first.

From the outside the building looks little changed other 
than the addition of landscaping, with occasional whim
sical accents reflecting Martin’s humor. But on the inside 
the building is finished as a home. The vast space is now 
divided into rooms and furnished with antique pieces and 
period as well as contemporary lighting. The large arched 
opening in the front, or the upstream end of the building has 
been fitted with fifteen foot high 1870s era doors that Judith 
Marvin found in San Francisco.
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Much of the original downstream walls had been destroyed by 
the time restoration began in 2003.

The Huberty Cabin

Historical Society members may remember an inter
esting project years ago whereby another relic of the 
past was saved by the Society. A miner’s cabin on 
Nellie Nuner’s property in Angels Camp was loaned 
for display to the San Francisco Mint. Nellie Nuner 
was Martin Hubery’s great-great-aunt. The Mint was no 
longer minting coin, but was functioning as a museum. 
The cabin was displayed as an authentic gold-rush era 
example of a miner’s domicile. When the Mint Museum 
closed its doors to the public in 1994 it came to the atten
tion of the Calaveras County Historical Society that this 
cabin could be lost. Fortunately the Society was able to 
obtain permission from the Mint to bring the cabin back 
home to Calaveras County.

Regrettably the Society may have acted in haste. Now 
that we had this cabin, just what were we to do with it? 
Clearly it was as big as a house, albeit a small one, so it 
needed room to squat. With the good will of our neighbors 
at Frogtown, the cabin found new ground as a small display 
building on the ^grounds of the County Fairground. The 
cabin enjoyed that home for several years until again it, too, 
became neglected and began to fall into disrepair. Despite 
its colorful, well-traveled, and most recently public life, this 
little wooden board and bat building was possibly seeing 
the end of its life.

Shortly after Martin Huberty had purchased the Utica 
Powerhouse he learned of the demise of the Huberty 
Cabin at the fairgrounds. He went to visit the sad little 

It took a lot of vision and perseverance to turn the damaged 
old powerhouse into this beautiful new home while 

maintaining the building's historic lines.

building that he was related to. The building was full of 
cobwebs and vermin.

“I was embarrassed it had the Huberty name on it” 
said Martin. He made a proposal to save this building and 
provide it a permanent home. At his expense he moved it 
onto his new grounds at the Utica Powerhouse. The tiny 
cabin is now thoroughly stabilized and secured on a stone 
foundation that once supported a transformer behind the 
building. It is now nestled into the hillside between the old 
road and the creek, looking as though it had always been 
there. One can almost imagine it as the original powerhouse 
caretaker’s home. In fact it proved so natural a fit for the 
property that Martin was able to live in it until the power
house was habitable.

Restoration of the powerhouse was completed in 
2006 as a home. Martin decorated it with antiques he had 
collected throughout his life. The antiques coupled with 
contemporary accents inside the restored block building 
prove a winning combination.

Today Martin enjoys a different busy life. He shares 
his time between the beautifully restored powerhouse and 
England. He continues to observe the movie industry but 
only vicariously through his partner, Grant Armstrong, who 
works full time as an artistic director in the business. Rather, 
Martin has redirected his boundless energies toward new 
endeavors. He has a two new jobs, one as the Chief of Staff/ 
Creative Director for Sarah Ferguson, the Duchess of York; 
and the other as the father to a new baby boy.
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The Huberty Cabin finds a permanent home.

Over One Century Later
Symbols of the powerhouse’s former life and 

function are still evident around the structure in the 
protruding pipelines, stone footings, pieces of the 
electrical cable. Subtle residential improvements have 
been added such as the landscaping and a patio beside 
the creek. Homage is paid to its past with the presence 
of electrical insulators decorating the vigas. An under
stated slate sign decorates the mighty doors advising 
visitor that this isn’t any old stone house they’re 
visiting, this is “THE OLD POWERHOUSE.”

Some people complain about changing the use of an 
historic structure, but ask yourself this, just what do you 
do with an old hydraulic powerhouse? The skeleton has 
been faithfully preserved. Martin arrested the degradation 
and turned around what had become an eyesore. Today the 

building serves a new purpose and has new life, 
and is as grand if not better than it used to be. 
This project may prove that restoration of some 
of our greatest treasures may lie at the hands of 
private benefactors.

“I really believe that people should take 
care of historical buildings and care that they 
are not destroyed” says Martin. We couldn’t 
agree more.
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(may have been used in gold processing)—Ross & 
Marilyn Bewley, Stockton

Calaveras Cement Plant Files—Study of Limestone 
Reserves; Clearing Title of Holland Property; Quarry 
Plans 1956-1971; Diamond Drill Holes #1-8; Study 
of Mineable Limestone; Mining Plans for #4 Quarry; 
Annual Mineral Reserves Reports; Cost Studies 
of Cataract Quarry & Clay and Sand from Valley 
Springs & Campo Seco Deposits—Willard P. Fuller, 
San Andreas
_________________ y
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“THE HARDEST WORK THAT EVER 
MORTAL MAN DONE”

J
ohn Kellogg Pattee was born September
26, in 1821 in Fort Covington, New York, 
the second of six children. He was one of 

thousands of young men who came west to seek 
their fortune in the gold rush. He traveled with 
a company from New York across the Panama 
Isthmus and on to Calaveras County. By great 
fortune Las Calaveras has been 
given a copy of his original letter 
that he sent home to his family 
detailing his travels when he first 
arrived in this county.

We are unable to discern the 
exact date on the letter, however 
biographical information claims 
that he arrived in 1849. Given the 
hints within, it’s clear that he was 
a very early pioneer. He preceded 
state hood or at least the word of 
it (September 9, 1850), he was 
here when grizzleys were abun
dant, and cattle ran wild in the
San Joaquin Valley. Regarding San
Francisco, he observed that “The 
city is small”; at his diggins, there 

are only 400 miners, which was an unusually 
small number for a gold camp, so he probably was 
a true forty-niner.

John Pattee was the son of a doctor. He was 
an educated man as is evidenced by his language 
and quality of script. He shows his homesickness 
when he begs for return mail, but bemoans his 

Castle Rock, northeast of Valley Springs.



inability to write more often as he cannot obtain 
proper writing paper.

As he laments in his letter, he quickly found 
mining to be hard work and he gave up that occupa
tion in search of another. Despite promises to return 
home to his family, Pattee never left California. He 
found mining to be difficult work, “the hardest work 
that ever mortal man done.” He gave it up and ulti
mately settled in the Valley Springs area in 1852 and 
pursued ranching. He was a good family man and 
married an Irish wife in 1859 and together they had 
seven children on their ranch. Two of the sons estab
lished the Pattee Brothers General Merchandising 
store that sold the family’s beef and was well known 
for many a year in the area. Pattee’s own father came 
to Calaveras County to join his successful son at his 
Valley Springs ranch until his passing.

The land northeast of town, marked promi
nently with the rock formation fondly referred 
to as Castle Rock, was the land the Pattee family 
ranched. Descendents of the family still own this 
land today. On the north slope of this hill is a 
water tank which stores water from wells installed 
by the Pattee family. When the dry town of Spring 
Valley (as Valley Springs was first known) needed 
water, the Pattee family piped water from their 
reservoir system to town. This water system 

became the Valley Springs Water Works, the 
impetus for the present day Valley Springs Public 
Utility District.

John K. Pattee contributed to the community on 
many fronts. In his early years he got up a posse to 
chase Joaquin Murietta when he stole Pattee’s horses. 
Pattee later served as the Valley Springs Postmaster 
and Justice of the Peace, and was appointed by two 
governors to serve as a notary public. John Kellogg 
Pattee passed away at the age of 82 on January 19, 
1904, regarded as a highly respected citizen, and a 
true pioneer of the gold rush.

The Castle Rock land has been leased over 
the years by the other prominent Valley Springs 
ranching family, the Snyders. It is through Betty 
Snyder that we came by this letter, and Las 
Calaveras is grateful for her sharing this connec
tion to the past with us.

John Kellogg Pattee and the legacy he left 
are both detailed and intriguing. Perhaps in the 
future Las Calaveras can document more about 
this prolific family that contributed so much to the 
founding of Valley Springs and Calaveras County. 
Until then, readers are encouraged to see Las 
Calaveras, January 1996; and Sal Manna’s column 
Something From Nothing in the Valley Springs 
News, March 7, 2007.

The only known photo of John K. Pattee. He is the gentleman on the far left with the white beard. Photo circa 1895 from the files of 
the Calaveras County Historical Society.
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(J [Letterfrom tKe Past .dan Francisco
{Dearest (Parents, Jlugust 2 -, 1$ - -

cffcccrding topremise and duty, after arriving at my destinedpert, fnew address you. [am well, fleshy andruggedat present 
andfairprospects efremaining sc. [n my fetter frem Janama, [didnet state tKat [Was very sick because [ thcugKt it migKt 
causeyeu seme uneasiness efmind, But J fay sicken tKe [stKmusfive weeks Before [ceufdprccure a passage Kere. ZfdCy wKefe stay 

tKere Was ef seven weeks. JKenprecuredone on BeardtKe ^yfpK [witK] Capt fpardner and paid750.00 deffars. fpaidloo andtKe 
nertKern cempany assisted me andpaidtfie Bafance and after a voyage cfg^> daysfrem Panama encountering a storm tKat fasted 
two days and nig fits carrying away tKeferetepsgaff antgiBccn [jiBBecm]and sail, arrived at ‘San Francisco. Jfte city is smaff But 

ffeurisKing—tKe adjacent ceuntry has net tKeffeurisKing appearance tKat was stated But fecks mere fike a Barren sea ceast and[ 
must say tKat [ am mucKdisappeintedin tKat respect, Ufter remaining tKere tWe days teckpassage witKtKis ccmpany on BeardtKe 
fzmify f£ane to ^Stockton up tKe ^Sanffoaguin 750 mifesfrem *San Francisco. jffter staying at ‘Stockton—a smaff viffage composed 
mostly efcamp tents a few steres and taverns. For ene Week to rest and{proceeded/ in fandprecuredprcvisicns andpackedtKem 
on mufesfer tKe [cefcnists ] diggings wKere [ am at present. (fW°e [startedfor ]Stockton on feet [by a ] different route frem tKe 

mutes carrying only a cKange ofcfetKes and tKree days previsions on cur Backs, eff distance ef60 mites and arrivedtKe tKirdday 
efter. C)urp revisions net coming as seen as expected we Kadtefast two days aftKcugK tKey are plenty andcKeap at Stockton and 
San Francisco, [Kave Been digging ten days and a Kaffandget 750 deffars and a cKance ef faffing in a ten strike. Seme days [ 
take cut But fittfe andethers doing weft. Cine day [dug yj deffars efgefdeut and didnet Werkvery KardeitKer But ingeneraf it 
is tKe Kardest wcrktKat ever mertaf man dene. fffter a fittfe fsKaff get in seme Business, ‘Clerks Wages are from 750 to jZOO deffars 
per mcntK. ‘Common work from 3 to 70 deffars per day. ^Carpenters and joinersgetfrom 12 to 75 deffars per day. SKceing a Kcrse 25 
deffars. Getting a tire on a deuBfe Wagon 750 deffars, Beard can Be procured at 2 deffars per day,ffeur leper eB, - Pcrk2e. Put ifa 

person set cut to come to California Ke assuredly takes Kis fife in Kis Kands. [fJ knew aff tKe triafs andKardsKips [Kave encountered 
since leaving Kerne BefereKandaff tKe cfdin Cafifemia Wcufdnct tempt me to start [as such ]. [Kave slept in tKe epen air and for 
days Kave cfimBedse steep tKat [ceufdBut draw myseffup By tKe rugged recks, J&t tKis moment [am sitting guite cemfertaBfe in 
my tent at tKe feet efa mountain fve er six Kundredfeet high and tKe top net wider across tKan tenfeet. [sKaffBe in tKis cemfertaBfe 
for a sKert time, ^cfdsells Kerefor 76 deffars per ounce, But in tKe states it is WertK20. ITKere are four Kundredpeepfe in tKe mines. 
Stealing is rarefy known, c/kman may leave anytKing wKere Kepleases an no ene wiff disturB it and aff is guietness andgeedorder, 

^er [arrivedat Stockton [saw a young man aBcut 20 years efdKung By tKe necktiff he Was dead dead dead, kfis name was^im 
flym an 7 [from state of\f[ [ de net tKinktKe cempany wiff keep tcgetKer feng andtKen [sKaff return to San Francisco er
^Stockton. [Kave net Keardfrem FfJisKa find since [came. Jeff Z\Fr. Jreadweff tKat [left tKe fetter at tKe fest Office in *San 
Francisco for ZCCr. J/Caccn Kis nep Ke W and after returning sKaff endeavor tefind Kim cut. (FFages can net Kcfdeut very feng at tKe 

present KigK rates on account eftKe immense emigration tKrcugK tKe immensegold region wiff cKecktKeir faff in seme degree. Coming 
up frem tKe mcutK eftKe San^oaguin [ ceufd see droves ofwifdcattfe witKfve and six Kundredin ene drove. C^tKergame is plenty 

in tKe mountains witK apfenty offfrisfy Bear. JKe tKermemeter stands at present in tKe sKade 102 degrees at fve c cfcck JKe same 
in tKe morning 102 deg, no deer in tKe part eftKe ceuntry andwerter verygecd. [ am net at ‘San Francisco atpresent. J dieted my 
fetters sc Because wKenycu write directyeur fetter to San Francisco. [ wisKyeu Weufdimmediatefy and Write aff tKe news andKeW 
everytKing is andfecks at Kerne andwKat aff tKe peepfe are akeut if tKey are cutting eacK etKers tKrcerts in a reBeffien. Jeff fF) avid
6]rifcex tKat ifKe starts for California net te start witKfess tKan tKree Kundreddeffars te come easy. uFCy fetter passes Calvin 
fPattee s Kands sc [ make cne fetter defer mere tKan ene. [wisKyou Weufd Write te me. [ am ready te receive fettersfrem anyone But 

cannot Write new tiff next mentK wKen [ intendte Write to many, But in my present situation am deprived eftKe privilegefor tKe Want 
efmere paper wKicK cannot Be precured Kere. ^[pu can sKew tKis fetter te aff wKc wisK te see it. [sent apampKfet te Calvin wKicK 
Ke wiff forwardte yeu By mail containing a account efcur voyage frem anama. J de net tKink [sKaffBe aBfe te return Before tKree 
years at feast Because [ den t WisK to take anetKerjourney fike tKis. ^cme eftKe party are cut prospecting But as it is Sunday [fay 
stiff andrest myseff frem faBers. JeffJdCefissa sKe must kiss [[annafor me and[fucinda 7 ] and in fact aff tKe family. Jdg Keart 
yearns te see yeu aff andaff friends. JeffJDavidkKifds.^oKn^osiaK  /Jdt, — ] and every Body te write te me and write aff tKe / 
stories J for [ have net Kearda [fist ]since [ started. JefF^randfatKer J Kave tKe watcKyet andsKe keepsgecd time. [ feek at tKe 

name on tKe Back every day andmakes me tKink ofKerne. Jff^oscpK te take four er fve eftKe Biggest potatoes Ke canfnd andtKreW 
tKem towards Californiafor mefor [\Kave net seen ene since [fef jfew ^[erkner vegetaBfes ofany kind except onions andg arlie.

Farewell for tKe (Present

J
'cur affectionate ^on
cKn (Pattee
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WALLACE AND 
LAS CALAVERAS MAKE 
CALIFORNIA HISTORY

“SOMETHING FROM NOTHING” 
MAGAZINE FEATURES WEST 

CALAVERAS HISTORY

A
rticles related to Calaveras County in
California History, the scholarly journal of 
the California Historical Society published 

quarterly since 1922 are rare. But last fall it featured 
the community of Wallace and La? Calaveras. Readers 
may remember the interesting story about the connec
tion between Alfred Wallace, after whom the town 
of Wallace is named, and Charles Darwin, which 
appeared in Las Calaveras in 2006. The California 
Historical Society wanted an expanded version of the 
story by west county author Sal Manna. So Manna 
went to work again and further developed his story 
to a full 22-page essay that became the lead story for 
the fall issue of California History, Volume 85, No. 
4, titled “A Brother’s Reunion: Evolution’s Champion 
Alfred Russel Wallace and Forty-Niner John Wallace.” 
Las Calaveras is credited in the article.

The final story was subjected to significant 
historian peer review before acceptance for publica
tion. Congratulations to author Sal Manna for taking 
Calaveras County history to the California spot light. 
Copies of the expanded California History article 
may be purchased and downloaded at Amazon.com. 
Copies of the entire issue are available through the 
California Historical Society.

D
o you know that the first California 
native to become an admiral was born 
near Valley Springs? Or that Wallace 
was named after the older brother of one of 

the most famous naturalists of the modern era? 
Or that a poet-soldier of the Civil War was a 
Burson postmaster? All that and more, accom
panied by dozens of photographs, comprise 
“Something From Nothing, The Early History 
of West Calaveras County, Vol. I,” a collec
tion of the first 20 installments of the popular 
monthly column penned by Sal Manna for 
the Valley Springs News and now entering its 
fourth year. The 48 page, full color magazine 
adds numerous photographs to the originally 
published columns.

Most of the subjects have never before written 
about before. “Something From Nothing, Vol. 
I” is the only color publication ever produced 
about the west county’s history. The publication 
is only $10, and all proceeds go to benefit The 
Society for the Preservation of West Calaveras 
History. To obtain your copy, you may find one 
at the office of the Valley Springs News, or call 
772-0336.

ANOTHER CALAVERAS COUNTY RESIDENT’S LETTER...

I
n December 2008
Las Calaveras 
received the following 

letter from a resident 
and long time member 
of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. Las 
Calaveras strives to keep 
the members informed, and 
appreciates the feedback.

bear Las Calaveras, 12/12/08

1 want to thankyou for the many tales of Calaveras County history 
you have researched and written. Those of as who have moved here 
and even old timers would never have known about all the many 
places, people and “things” that you have written about.

Now we know more about the small towns that have disappeared, 
the mines, the people, bridges, barns, roads, events, etc.

Thankyou,
Joan bonleavy
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NEW BOOK TO BENEFIT 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

L
ocal authors Judith Marvin, Julia Costello 
and Salvatore Manna have produced another 
stunning book, this time of the story of 
the west side of Calaveras County. This new 

book in the Images of America series produced 
by Arcadia Publishing is entitled Angels Camp 
and Copperopolis. All profits from this book are 

Look for copies of the book at local 
bookstores or pick one up the next time you 
visit the County Museum next to the offices 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society. 
The Society is grateful for these authors 
and their fine preservation work and their 
generous gift.

being donated by the authors 
to local historic endeavors 
including our own Historical 
Society, the Calaveras County 
Archives, the Angels Camp 
Museum and the Calaveras 
Heritage Council.

Highlights from the book 
include numerous photographs 
rarely seen before or never 
before published. The fine 
graphics work was produced 
or enhanced by the Historical 
Society’s own Wally Motloch. 
The book also includes many 
stories from pioneer families, 
and the stories behind the 
almost forgotten settlements of 
Hodson, Milton, Felix, Carson 
Hill, Dogtown and Lost City, 
and the ferries and railways that 
served them. Also in this region 
is one of the nation’s earliest 
Native American settlements. 
The western edge of Calaveras 
County had more to contribute 
than just a link to a railroad. 
It gained national prominence 
in both the Gold Rush and 
the Civil War. And what story 
would be complete without 
Black Bart or Mark Twain? 
You’ll find both the authorita
tive text and the photographs to 
be fun and engaging. The book 
would make a fine gift.
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I Calaveras County Historical Society |
30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Directors

Honorary Director
Las Calaveras Editor

Jeff Tuttle, Mokelumne Hill 
Laurie Giannini, San Andreas 

David Studley, Mountain Ranch 
Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson 
Pamela Taylor, San Andreas 
Bill Claudino, San Andreas 

Gary Herd, Mountain Ranch 
Beverly Burton, San Andreas 

Duane Wight, Lodi
Willard P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas 

Bonnie Miller
Office Manager
Administrative Assistant

Kathy Cochran
Danny Johnson

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $22.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of 
the source would be appreciated. Contributions of 
articles about Calaveras County are appreciated 
and may be submitted to the Historical Society for 
consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is 
a non-profit corporation. It meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various communities 
throughout the County. Locations and scheduled 
programs are announced in advance. Some meet
ings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
which is open Thursday to Sunday, 10:00 to 4:00.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museums while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact 
us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum 
(209) 754-0800.

New Members
The Historical Society welcomes the following 

new members:

December, 2008
Ray Malerbi, Angels Camp

Paul Louis, Newberg, Oregon

January, 2009
Judy Ospital, Murphys

Marie Tagliabue, Manteca

Ruby Minard Hibbert, Angels Camp

Renee Minard Menzes, Angels Camp

February, 2009
Roberta L. Powell, San Andreas

Pleasant H. Hill III, Valley Springs

Ginger Rasmussen, Angels Camp

Susan Kravitz, San Andreas

Donations

December, 2008
White Cotton Bonnet—Joan Donleavy, San Andreas

February, 2009
Family Photos—Carmenne Poore, San Andreas

Family History Binder and Wedding Dress of 
Minverva Louise Houston Reed; Family Histories of 
the Houston Family, Reed Family, Wickham Family 
and Storing Family, including many photos—Sandra 
Wallace, Aptos

_________ J
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THE BANANA RANCH
The Last Little Whorehouse in Calaveras County

by Bonnie Miller

“What kinds of crops are grown in Calaveras 
County?” asked the school teacher.

“Bananas!” responded the young schoolboy 
confidently.

When the teacher
corrected him and explained 
that bananas couldn’t grow 
in this climate, he begged 
to differ.

“My father talks about the
Banana Ranch all of the time” 
he explained.

It must have taken a lot 
of self-control for the teacher 
to keep a straight face. She 
knew of the famous Banana
Ranch south of Angels
Camp. Everyone for several 
counties around knew of
the “Ranch”, but they didn’t 
grow bananas there. The
Banana Ranch was the last 
true brothel to operate in 
Calaveras County.

Prostitution through the ages
They say prostitution is the oldest profession, 

well, perhaps next to motherhood and politics. 
Regardless, it was in the Bible, 
the Code of Hammurabi, and 
has been government subsi
dized in many cultures. By the 
time the Gold Rush reached 
California the prostitutes were 
here to greet the new miners. 
With an average demographic 
of ten men to one woman 
business was always good in 
the brothels.

One saying had it that 
you could judge the economic 
value of a town not by the 
number of saloons, but by the 
number of bordellos. Likewise, 
you could judge the moral 
value of the same community 
by the presence of schools and 
churches and the absence of 
those brothels. And they said 

When people think of a western bordello, they think 
of this kind of typical gold rush town bordello with 
prostitutes beckoning customers. This was not the 

case in Angels Camp.
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the prostitutes always knew when the money was 
gone. When the girls moved on, the gold had played 
out. That town had gone bust and the girls were 
looking for the next boom.

What made a woman become a prostitute? In 
the early Gold Rush, it was often a choice of money. 
In the west woman for the first time 
could call their own shots. They 
could own their own businesses 
and choose whatever man they 
wanted, and they certainly 
had plenty to choose from. 
Many women made it rich 
with a little ingenuity and a 
lot of hard work. But a lot of 
women, out of their element 
in the unfamiliar west, chose 
instead to embrace the life of 
the prostitute. Perhaps they 
had always been a bit of an 
outcast, maybe they wanted 
to try something a little wild, 
or maybe they wanted the protection of working in 
a sheltered community of close associates.

Historically it was not a glamorous life. “It has 
been said that the social disease and unwanted preg
nancy were the occupational hazards of prostitution, 
but in reality it was loneliness.” said Anne Seagraves 
in her famous study of Gold Rush prostitutes, Soiled 
Doves. “The ‘soiled dove’ by her own choice, cut 
herself off from her family and was isolated by 
society.” Although they made good money, most 
were poor money handlers and failed to save for 
their future. As their looks and health declined 
over the years, they moved farther down the line 
of desirability. The smart ones invested in property 
or a business for retirement, or maybe became a 
madam themselves. The lucky ones got married. The 
unlucky ones found themselves continually abused 
by men and ultimately turned to other women for 
companionship. “Many became so tired of being 
victimized” said Seagraves, “they took it upon them
selves to end it by suicide.”

Madam Gayle
Vera Gayle Reynolds was born one day shy of 

Halloween in 1890, probably in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
By the time she reached Calaveras County in 1928 
she was a well educated thoroughly mannered, 

proper lady who had already out-lived one husband. 
It is doubtful she had any children. She told some 
friends she had been raised in a Catholic convent 
in Canada.

Gayle had most recently moved from the Bay 
Area where she had managed some hotels, so she 
understood the hospitality business. She purchased 
a small vacant ranch near Albany Flat south of 
Angels Camp. There wasn’t much to it, just an old 

unpainted house, a pump house, and a building for 
a generator for electricity. It was surrounded by 
a stone fence. Gayle liked it that it was unpreten

tious, but it was also always tidy.
Gayle herself was a tidy person. 
She was tall, almost stately. She 
was always well dressed and 

well coifed. In her later years 
people fondly recalled her 
elegant manner, erect posture, 

nice clothes and perfectly 
arranged gray hair.

Gayle didn’t drive so she used 
Carley’s Garage in Angels Camp as her taxi service. 
When she or one of her girls needed a ride to town she 
called up the phone operator and asked for Carley’s 
Garage to send out a car. Carley would even go all 
the way to Stockton to pick up a new girl coming to 
the Ranch. Gayle and her girls always gave Joe and 
his mechanics good tips for their driving. Joe Carley 
recalled that she was “quite a lady... she ran a real 
nice clean place there.”

Gayle ran her business in a tidy fashion, too. 
She always paid her bills on time. She ran a strict 
business that depended on her neighbors and did 
not compete with the community. She was known 
for supporting all the local activities. She shut 
down her business for local events such as the 
Frog Jump or the Fourth of July so as to not detract 
from the importance of the local affair. She ran 
a lot of money through town, so she was treated 
kindly by most business folks. Some say they 
treated her well in return so she wouldn’t point the 
finger at them for doing their personal business 
after hours with her, but she was far too discreet 
to name names.

The Banana Ranch did not serve alcohol so 
a liquored up young man ran the risk of being 
turned away. The Ranch also did not cater to the 
military, and in the war years it was a require - 

A token good for $2.00 
at the Banana Ranch 
with the familiar 
153 phone number. 
Owned by Historical 
Society Director 
Gary Herd but never 
redeemed.
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ment that any man home on leave must wear his 
uniform while in public, so it was easy to see who 
was a military boy or not. Gayle would also not 
admit a minor. A young man that had finally got 
his nerve up to go to the Ranch ran the embarrass
ment of being asked who his father was, so that 
Gayle could judge for herself if the young man 
were truly as old as he claimed to be. She was too 
discreet to mention the encounter to the father, but 
by then any desire in the poor embarrassed boy 
had probably wilted.

The Girls
The modern and stylish Angels Camp Girls 

of Gayle’s Banana Ranch were far better off than 
the depressed and lonely Soiled Doves of the 
early Gold Rush. Gayle made sure of that. She 
only had about three or four girls working at the 
Ranch at a time. Her girls were always happy, 
healthy, and spoiled.

No local girls ever worked at the Ranch. All 
Banana Ranch employees were brought in from 
out of the area. When a new girl came to the 
Ranch, Gayle made sure to parade her around to 
all the livelier businesses so that she would get 
a good review. Gayle always exhibited extreme 
discretion and never put any townsfolk at any 
discomfort. The girl might be taken to the drug
store and introduced to the gentlemen there 
as Gayle’s cousin or niece, come to town for a 
visit, or she’d be staying in Gayle’s charge for a 
while. On the surface these introductions were 
completely innocent to any bystander, but they 
had the intended affect on the men: a new girl was 
out at the Ranch! If Gayle and the girl went into 
a bar, Gayle always bought the house a round, but 
she never spoke first. She always allowed the men 
to initiate the conversations.

The girls always dressed well and had all the 
latest cosmetics they desired. Cosmetics were quite 
a luxury in those days. Alan Correl remembers 
as a young boy when he worked at McDonald’s 
Drugstore in downtown Angels Camp next to the 
Bank of America. When the girls would come to the 
store, Mac the druggist would give him a nod to open 
the locked cosmetics counter and let the girls have a 
go. Often times they would ring up a bill of $150, a 
substantial sum back then, but Mac knew that Gayle 
was always good for it.

Gayle made sure the girls maintained good health 
as well, both for the sake of the girl and her clients. 
When natural monthly occurrences prevented a girl 
from working, Gayle politely took her off work and 
informed the clients that that girl was unavailable 
for a few days because she had received a delivery 
of “flowers.” Apparently Gayle had a good network, 
because she could bring in a substitute during these 
absences, like a vacation relief. The girls always 
looked the picture of health, probably from their 
nude sunbathing on the front lawn of the ranch 
house. Many a young man remembers trying to 
sneak a peek at the nude girls.

The famous Angels Camp doctor ‘Doc’ Albasio 
had the job of conducting regular health checks on 
the girls. One evening he got to joking with the girls 
too much and Gayle had to regain his focus to the 
tasks at hand. She politely asked him not to wash his 
instruments in the sink near her giblet gravy while 
she was preparing dinner.

Everyone knew when the girls came to town 
since they were chauffeured in that big car from 
Carley’s Garage. It didn’t matter what errand they 
were on, they had to be on their best behavior. 
Gayle would not tolerate her girls misbehaving 
or being rude in the community. Even though 
everyone knew who, or what, those girls were, one 
thing they could count on was that the young ladies 
were always well mannered and left good tips at 
whichever establishments they visited. At least 
one young lady made such an impression on the 
community that she gave up her job and married 
into a local family.

The phone connection
During WWII the phones were connected by a 

switchboard operator. The phone number 153 was 
well known as that of the Banana Ranch. The young 
operator had just moved to town to marry a local 
rancher and soon found herself handling a lot of 
calls to the 153 number. She still remembers her first 
exposure to Gayle beyond the phone lines. One day 
in town she saw an “older well dressed woman who 
comported herself quite well; the younger women 
were more flamboyant. I wondered if this wasn’t the 
local madam. It was.”

Over time the young phone operator and Gayle 
became good friends down the phone wires. When it 
came time for the operator to quit her job to have a 
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baby, Gayle invited her and a friend out to the Ranch 
for a goodbye drink. The phone operator and her friend 
boldly drove out to the Ranch, probably two of the very 
few women who ever had. Gayle surprised them by 
throwing a mini baby shower as she and her girls had 
bought gifts for the future baby. The phone operator 
and her friend giggled over hot buttered rums until 
4:00 in the morning while the working girls came and 
went from the kitchen to retrieve hot water, as no hot 
running water was available in the rest of the house.

The girls may have come and gone, but Gayle 
and the phone operator remained friends for life.

Too close to home
One time a fire from Tuolumne County was 

headed in the direction of the Banana Ranch. A vast 
amount of volunteers headed out to the Ranch to 
help save the place. Gayle rounded up her beloved 
cats and stuffed them into a pillow case while men 
rounded up horses and saved at least two of the 
girls. In the mayhem several of the men and two of 
the girls disappeared, but the fire turned away and 
the Ranch was unharmed. When the smoke cleared 
and everyone was accounted for later, everyone was 
quite giddy and pleased with themselves, although 
no one had fought a fire.

A San Andreas rancher recalled the time his 
friend finally got the nerve to visit the famous 
Ranch. It took him all summer to talk himself into 

making the drive out there, but when he pulled into 
the parking lot all hope faded. He had pulled up 
next to his father’s pickup truck. Perhaps he should 
have gone to the other brothel that operated near 
Paloma, but it just didn’t have the same cachet as 
the famous Banana Ranch. Another young Angels 
Camp rancher went to visit Gayle’s girls to partake 
of some entertainment. He was told to keep his 
enthusiasm quiet as his father was in the next room!

A group of young men were out having a good 
time one evening and had a little too much to drink. 
One of the boys fell asleep in the back seat of the 
car. His friends drove him “home” and dropped him 
off in the front yard of the Banana Ranch, much to 
his surprise upon waking. He did not stick around to 
enjoy the hospitality, but years later he served two 
terms as a county supervisor.

If Angels Camp was too close to home for 
comfort, comfort could be found just a river crossing 
away. Amador County’s famous Red Light District 
continued to thrive well into the 1950s, while 
another brothel operated near Chinese Camp in 
Tuolumne County.

The Ranch finally shut its doors
Maintaining a brothel had always been illegal 

in California, or at least since 1872. Fortunately for 
the Ranch no local authorities would shut the place 
down. Whether Gayle contributed to some sher-

Carley's Garage in Angels Camp provided taxi service to Madam Gayle and her girls.
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iff’s fond, or the local police 
frequented her establishment, 
we do not know, but no local 
law authorities would take any 
action against her. Gayle had 
started the Banana Ranch in 
1928 and thrived through the 
Great Depression and WWII. 
By 1949 she had been in the 
business over twenty years and 
was ready to retire. She sold the 
ranch to another woman who 
painted the quaint stone fence 
white and renamed the place the 
White Wall Ranch, but the new 
name never caught on. The new 
owner never ran as tight a busi
ness as Gayle had so the new 
ranch didn’t prosper.

Another typical western bordello was not the 
scene at the sedate one story ranch house 

known as the Banana Ranch.

with the assistance of friends she 
moved in to a retirement home 
in Oakland. She never stopped 
communicating with her friends 
from Calaveras County, many of 
whom maintained regular corre
spondences and visits with her 
throughout the succeeding years. 
Remember our phone operator? 
She fondly recalls visiting Gayle 
in Oakland over the years.

Farewell
When a good friend finally 

mustered the nerve to ask Gayle, 
such a fine lady, just why did she 
do what she did, being the madam 
of a brothel? The polite and lady 
like Miss Gayle answered in all

Brothels had been illegal since 1872, but more 
definitively so since the Red Light Abatement Act. 
This act that originated in San Francisco was passed 
by the California legislature in 1913. Historically it 
became one of the first major political movements 
organized by women, specifically women’s clubs. 
It was a portent of the suffragette movement in 
California. The result of the legislation was that it 
served to push the brothels out of the big cities and 
into the rural areas where it was only loosely enforced.

By the 1950s times had changed. California had 
a new, tougher Attorney General. It took changes in 
Sacramento to make an affect out at Albany Flat. 
In 1951 California had Edmund G. “Pat” Brown as 
their Attorney General who vowed to enforce the 
laws that were already on the books. In Calaveras 
County the District Attorney and the Sheriff got 
the message and in the late 1950’s succeeded in 
closing the Ranch. Across the river the Amador DA 
lacked the courage to take on the local madam, and 
it required the state police acting under the authority 
of the State Attorney General to come in and finally 
shut down their notorious red light district. The 
Attorney General, Pat Brown, went on to serve 
two terms as California’s 32nd governor, and in 
1962 further tightened the California Penal Code 
regarding brothels.

By then Gayle was comfortably in to her retirement. 
After Gayle had sold the Banana Ranch in 1949 she 
returned to the Bay Area to live out her years. Eventually 

wide-eyed honesty, “For the money, why else?” Social 
graces aside, Gayle knew a good thing while she had 
it. And she knew the end of the line when she saw it 
coming. With all the business acumen of those at the 
top, and the fine social graces that her alleged Catholic 
upbringing gave her, she clearly knew how to run a 
well respected business. Maybe not respectable, but by 
most bank accounts it certainly took in a respectable 
amount of deposits.

On May 23, 1968, Gayle passed away at the age 
of 77 leaving no known family.

The local landmark, known as the Banana Ranch, 
had the most unlikely name. It was not named for the 
fruits of the labors within the Ranch, but for a rich 
banana tree that grew in the front yard. It had come to 
pass. The ranch lay dormant for another twenty years 
until it became a victim of yet another act of progress: 
the New Melones Project. The new reservoir required 
an access that widened the old ranch road and wiped 
out the last of the stone fence, the last remnants of the 
last little whore house in Calaveras County.
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EARLY CALIFORNIA WRITERS
By Bonnie Miller

Calaveras County was one of the original 
eighteen charter counties when California gained 
statehood in 1850. We were right in the heart of the 
activity. Some of the oldest Gold Rush-era build
ings, artifacts and California’s success stories are 
from right here in our own neighborhoods. What is 
often overlooked is that some of the best documen
tation of the miners’ experiences came from this 
area as well.

We can never underestimate the value of a 
single letter home or the diary of a homesteader. 
Recently Las Calaveras looked at a rich letter home 
detailing a miner’s journey to the gold fields (see 
Las Calaveras, April 2009, regarding John Pattee). 
In his letter he expressed his interest in returning 
home as soon as possible, yet he never did. He never 
expected to become a successful lawman, rancher 
and founding father in his adopted county. We will 
continue to explore these documents as they become 
available. These records are not only entertaining 
but are invaluable first-hand accounts of actual 
details of the day.

When one thinks of early California records, 
what comes to mind may be a sensational newspaper 
article, a mining claim, or Mark Twain’s Jumping 
Frog story. This issue of Las Calaveras looks at 

three early California writers who wrote more than 
a decade before Twain when only one newspaper 
barely existed. What is so unique about these writers 
is that they all visited and documented their travels 
in the young county of Calaveras. Sometimes the 
writer’s personal story, or how his writings came 
to be published, are every bit as interesting as the 
words he wrote.

Felix Paul Wierzbicki
Recently one of our members and Red Barn 

volunteer Janet Langton re-discovered a long 
forgotten book written at the early days of the 
Gold Rush. What is so unique about this book 
is that it is believed to have been the first book 
to have been published in English in California. 
Yes, there were many printed in Spanish, but 
none in English.

The original of Wierzbicki’s book may only be 
found as a rare book, probably in the Library of 
Congress. The most recent reprint of it with an intro
duction by George Lyman was published by Burt 
Franklin of New York in 1970. Columbia College 
Library has a copy which is available from any local 
library as an interlibrary loan. Please enjoy Janet’s 
review of the book.
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The Forgotten Immigrant, by Janet Langton
On the brilliant spring day when I took 

photos at the Mokelumne River I remembered 
a forgotten immigrant miner who had worked 
the river in 1848.

He was Felix Paul Wierzbicki, a Polish 
exile. If he was here in April, he must have been 
dazzled by the riot of wildflowers on the banks 
of the river and the wild water plunging over the 
rapids. Did he recall the landscape of his native 
Poland, lost to him when he fled for his life?

Felix was bom in 1815 to a noble family in 
Chamiawce, Poland. In his youth he and many 
other young Poles rebelled against the cruel 
tyranny of Russia. He was five years younger than 
his countryman, Frederick Chopin who also fled 
to France to escape the revolution. At 16 Felix was 
imprisoned for three years when the Revolution 
of 1830 failed. Fearing for his life, when he was 
released he emigrated to the United States. There 
he was befriended by a couple who took him in, 
then worked as a French teacher until he could go 
to medical school. He had been well-educated in 
Poland and was ambitious to succeed in life.

When Stevenson formed his rag-tag regi
ment to go to California to fight in the Mexican 
war, Felix joined up hoping to be an army doctor. 
He was disappointed however, because he was 
assigned other menial tasks until a position as 
doctor was available. In California Stevenson 
didn’t seem to remember that he had ever prom

ised Felix a position as doctor. Felix asked to be 
released from the army. Stevenson said he wasn’t 
much good as a soldier anyway and that was fine 
with him so he was discharged. Felix then trav
eled to Calaveras County where he panned gold 
on the Mokelumne River, not very successfully.

When he returned to San Francisco Felix 
began practicing medicine. He did not believe 
in the common remedies of the day: opium and 
mercury, preferring instead the healing powers 
of water, hydrotherapy.

What Felix really did for the Gold Rush in 
1849 was to write a book, California As It Is and 
As It May Be: A Guide to the Gold Region. This 
book was the first book to be published in English 
in California and west of the Rockies. It sold like 
hotcakes! A second printing was soon sold out 
as well. It contained the unvarnished truth about 
California and what was going on there at the 
time: advice to miners, health, ranching and 
geography, everything a newcomer needed to 
know. It also deplored the lack of women who he 
believed would cement and crystallize the wild 
and brutal society. Although Felix wrote other 
articles, apparently they have been lost.

His early impression of the Calaveras area 
was favorable for mining:

“The Mokelamy diggings are distant from 
Sacramento City about from 50 to 60 miles—a waggon 
road leads to them. The banks and dry diggings 
of the Mokelamy have been rich in gold, and may 

be so still; some 
diggers passed 
last winter there 
[1848-1849], 
and were not 
sorry for so 
doing. This 
summer there 
have been many 
digging, but 
their labors
have been 
disturbed by 
hostile Indians. 
We think there 
may be yet rich 
diggings there.”

'A Ball in the Mines' by J. D. Borthwick
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'Chinese Camp in the Mines' by J. D. Borthwick

In the winter of
1860 Felix fell ill 
with a fever. A doctor 
prescribed medicines 
for him, but because 
of his aversion to using 
such harsh remedies, 
he instead took a steam 
bath and felt better. Then 
he relapsed and after 
another steam bath died 
alone on December 26,
1860. He was only 45.

Mourned by his 
friends who found him, 
he was buried at Lone 
Mountain Cemetery
which fell into ruins and his grave was lost 
for many years. In 1933 George D. Lyman was 
asked to write an introduction to a reprinting of 
his book by Grabhom Press, but neither he nor 
the publisher knew anything about Wierzbicki. 
Lyman was lucky enough to find the location of 
his grave by contacting N. Gray and Company, 
funeral directors since before the Gold Rush. 
However, the cemetery had fallen into ruins 
and Lyman and the cemetery caretaker had to 
dig to unearth the lost grave. On his gravestone 
was the inscription:

“Highly esteemed by all who knew”
If you are on Highway 49 between San Andreas 

and Jackson, turn on Electra Road at the border of 
Amador and Calaveras Counties and drive along the 
Mokelumne River. While there give a thought or two 
to an exile who mined the gravel banks of the river 
and made a fine contribution to the history of our 
state in the upheaval of its coming of age.

Author’s Note: All of the old pioneer cemeteries 
have disappeared from San Francisco, the coffins 
having been moved to other locations and the land 
used for building sites.

John David Borthwick
Our second exploration into early writers is 

another look at J. D. Borthwick’s book Three 
Years in California. Unlike our miner John Pattee 
mentioned before, Borthwick did return east home.

While he was in California for his allotted three 
years he kept a detailed diary.

Borthwick was bom in Edinburgh, Scotland in 
1824 to a gentleman’s life where he received a well 
rounded education which included schooling as an 
artist. He received a healthy inheritance when he 
turned 21 which allowed him to travel the world. His 
first stop was Canada in 1847. While travelling the east 
coast of the United States gold fever caught him and 
he diverted his travels westward via the Panama route.

Borthwick had an observant eye and loved to record 
things in detail. He also had a wonderful sense of humor. 
Whether by accident or design, he traveled nearly all 
of the gold country that was actively mining during 
his time in California. He made a point of attending 
festivities, chasing rumors, visiting attractions and expe
riencing everything obligatory a miner in California 
must do. Despite his approximate itinerary, he was often 
sidetracked in search of a rumor or another adventure. 
He clearly wanted to see it all and get it all down in 
expressive detail. And a fine job he did of it at that. He 
accented his diary with eight fine drawings of the events 
he witnessed, such as the Bull and Bear fight in Moke 
Hill previously reproduced in Las Calaveras in July of 
2008. His drawings of Gold Rush life are famous and 
rich in detail.

In the spring of 1853 Borthwick grew restless 
with his California experience and felt ready to move 
on. There were accounts of gold being discovered 
elsewhere in the world, so he chased those rumors and 
sailed on to Australia to continue his world travels. It 
was not until 1857 that he returned to Scotland that 
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he produced his book Three Years in California. He 
wrote several magazine articles about his travels as 
well. At the age of 34 he retired to a life of painting.

Please enjoy what he had to say about 
Calaveras County.

J. D. Borthwick:
After witnessing bear fights at a fourth of 

July celebration in Columbia, Borthwick decided 
to see if a rumor of a “natural bridge” over Coyote 
Creek were true. He boarded M’Lean’s Ferry and 
hiked up the creek to see for himself. He was 
awestruck by what he saw, but managed to give 
a very accurate account of the Natural Bridges. 

“In any part of the Old World such a place 
would be the object of a pilgrimage; and even 
where it was, it attracted many visitors, numbers 
of whom had, according to the established 
custom of snobhood, acknowledged their own 
insignificance, and had sought a little immor
tality for their wretched names by scratching 
them on a large smooth surface by the side of the 
entrance to the cave.

While I was there, an old Yankee miner came 
to see the place. He paid a very hurried visit—he 
had not even the time to scratch his initials; but he 
was enthusiastic in his admiration of this beautiful 
object of nature, which, however, he thought was 
quite thrown away in such an out-of-the-way part 
of creation. It distressed him to think that such a 
valuable piece of property could not be turned 
to any profitable account. ‘Now,’ said he, ‘if I had 
this here thing jist ten miles from New York city, I’d 
show it to the folks at twenty-five cents a-head, and 
make an everlastin ’pile of money out of it.’ “

In one of Borthwick’s adventures he travels 
from Volcano to Moke Hill. Imagine yourself 
walking this route from Clinton, south of 
Jackson on the Mokelumne River. Let’s follow 
in his footsteps:

“I struck the Moquelumne River at a point 
several miles above the bridge where I had 
crossed it before.

The river was still much swollen with the 
rains and snow of winter, and the mode ofcrossing 
was not by any means inviting. Two very small 
canoes lashed together served as a ferry-boat, 
in which the passenger hauled himself across the

river by means of a rope made fast to a tree on 
either bank, the force of the current keeping the 
canoes bow on. When I arrived here, this contriv
ance happened to be on the opposite side, where I 
saw a solitary tent which seemed to be inhabited, 
but I hallooed in vain for some one to make his 
appearance and act as ferry-man. There seemed 
to be a trail from the tent leading up the river; 
so, following that direction for about half a mile, 
I found a party of miners at work on the other 
side—one of whom, in the obliging spirit univer
sally met with in the mines, immediately left his 
work and came down to ferry me across.

On the side I was on was an old race about 
eighteen feet wide, through which the waters 
rushed rapidly past. A pile of rocks prevented the 
boat from crossing this, so there was nothing for 
it but to wade. Some stones had been thrown in, 
forming a sort of submarine stepping stones, and 
lessening the depth to about three feet; but they 
were smooth and slippery, and the water was so 
intensely cold, and the current so strong, that I 
found the long pole which the man told me to 
take a very necessary assistance in making the 
passage. On reaching the canoes, and being duly 
enjoined to be careful in getting in and to keep 
perfectly still, we crossed the main body of the 
river; and very ticklish work it was for the waves 
ran high, and the utmost care was required to 
avoid being swamped. We got across safe enough, 
when my friend put me under additional obliga
tions by producing a bottle of brandy from his tent 
and asking me to ‘liquor’ which I did with a great 
deal of pleasure, as the water was still gurgling 
and squeaking in my boots, and was so cold that I 
felt as if I were half immersed in ice-cream.

After climbing the steep mountain-side 
and walking a few miles farther, I arrived at 
Moquelumne Hill, having, in the course of 
my day’s journey, gradually passed from the 
pine-tree country into such scenery as... charac
terizing the southern mines.

I went on the next morning to San Andres by a 
road which winded through beautiful little valleys, 
still fresh and green, and covered with large 
patches of flowers. In one long gulch through 
which I passed, about two hundred Chilians 
[Chileans] were at work washing the dirt, panful 
by panful, in their large flat wooden dishes...
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A few miles in from San Andres I cross the 
Calaveras, which is here a wide river, though not 
very deep. There was neither bridge nor ferry, 
but fortunately some Mexicans had camped with 
a train ofpack-mules not far from the place, and 
from them I got an animal to take me across.”

Borthwick did not think favorably of San Andreas: 

“If one can imagine the booths and penny 
theatres on a race-course left for a year or two 
till they are tattered and torn, and blackened 
with the weather, he will have some idea of 
the appearance of San Andres. It was certainly 
the most out-at-elbows and disorderly-looking 
camp I had yet seen in the country.”

One day while in San Andres he expressed great 
regret at having missed a lynching in Moke Hill. 

“I unfortunately did not know anything 
about it [the lynching] till it was so late that had 
I gone there I should not have been in time to 
see the execution : not that I cared for the mere 
spectacle of a poor wretch hanging by the neck, 
but I was extremely desirous of witnessing the 
ceremonies of an execution... and though I was 
two or three years cruising about in the mines, 
I never had the luck to be present on such an 
occasion. I particularly regretted having missed 
this one, as, from the accounts I afterwards 
heard of it, it must have been worth seeing.”

A one-sentence observation about Moke Hill char
acterized mining in general in the Mother Lode, and 
foretold California’s woes for generations to come:

“The want of water was the great obstacle 
in the way of mining at Moquelumne Hill.”

In an 1857 edition of Harper’s Weekly he summa
rized the growing society of western life in California: 

“Woman, too has not been unmindful of 
her mission in California,... hard-featured, 
harder-working Western woman, who boasts 
that she does more work than her laboring 
husband, and whose daily routine of house
hold duties comprise a work-list that would 
appall any but a California woman. These are 
the real pride and hope of the country, and to 
their noble presence is due the thousands of 
comfortable cottages, or humble cabins, where 

the miner repairs with a light heart after the 
healthful labors of the day. These are the true 
homes of California, whence is springing up 
the finest and most robust generation of chil
dren on this continent.”

John Doble

Our last look at one of our early writers is a little 
unusual. As explained earlier, we can never under
estimate the value of a diary. John Doble was bom in 
1828 in Indiana. He was a blacksmith by trade who 
came west after serving in the Mexican War. Doble 
was a “common-educated” man by his own admis
sion, but well-read with an interest in the classics. He 
was also a compulsive diarist. With no supplies to be 
found in the early days of the Gold Rush, he was often 
writing home pleading for new blank diary books to 
be sent to him. Apparently he wrote on anything he 
could find. At times he wrote only short notes on a 
“daily diary” and expanded them to a full journal later 
when the luxury availed itself.

Doble attempted to pursue the California expe
rience but stayed primarily in the Moke Hill, 
Volcano and Jackson areas. He served as Justice 
of the Peace in Volcano when it was still part 
of Calaveras County and for several more years 
thereafter. Among his achievements he was an 
accomplished Notary Public, a member of the Odd 
Fellows, ran for judge of Calaveras County, and 
was appointed Deputy Sheriff in Amador County. 
For three years he carried on a robust letter writing 
campaign with a woman he never met (a cousin of 
his sister in law). It was almost understood that they 
would marry should he convince her to come west. 
He never did, and she married someone else, and 
they broke off their affectionate correspondence 
soon thereafter. He died a bachelor in 1866 in San 
Francisco at the young age of 38 leaving a prolific 
200 volumes of personal journals.

Unlike our two previous authors, Doble never 
intended for his work to be published. Yet, his writ
ings are considered one of the best early accounts 
(and most accurate) of the Miwok Native American 
lifestyle before soiled by the miners’ arrival. He also 
accurately documented the early mines along the 
Mokelumne and Cosumnes Rivers. His hardworking 
sidekick Tom that he wrote about almost daily
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was not a person but a Long 
Tom sluice box. Let us look at 
what he had to say about early 
Calaveras County.

John Doble:

Doble walked from Double 
Springs toward Glencoe where 
he eventually staked a claim. At 
his first sight of the Moke River 
he said:

“... on the road we passed 
in sight of the Moquolumne 
River which was about 1800 
feet below us... we passed 
along the side of the Mountain 
next the River which looked 
from that height like a large 
serpent winding along among 
the Mountains”

John Doble

However being a miner 
he was vulnerable to the good 
times a miner could find in any 
poor situation:

Pleasant Springs 
February 8th 1852

"Yesterday being the 7th 
was my 24th Birth Day & as 
some times happens the Boys 
made me treat pretty freely 
& consequently we were all 
last night rather Elevated 
or in other words somewhat 
corned as in this country 
where Liquors are to be had 
of every description & but 
little that is made of corn we 
were at least 1/2 drunk & to 
day a heaviness in the brain 
with a curious singing in the 
Ears & an apparent propen-

In January of 1852 Doble wrote a detailed 
account of his first day as a miner:

"The next day after I arrived the Men all 
went to their work & I boug [bought] some 
tools which were an Iron shovel for 2.00 A 
small pick with handle 2.50 1 Tin pan for 
washing Gold 1.50 and I went to work sinking 
a hole on a small flat below Latimers I worked 
all day but could get nothing but small specks 
which I did not save I worked very slow as I 
knew nothing about it & the ground was hard 
to dig being full of stones by night I got a hole 
about 3 feet square & 4 feet deep & was very 
tired at that "

Working conditions and his outlook didn’t much 
improve in the next few weeks...

"...during these two weeks we did not 
make enough to pay our board... ” 

"We are now working on a rotton Granite 
Ledge which looks verry much like sandstone it 
being so soft that for several inches we can pick 
it up with ease we have worked 3 or 4 days & 
not found any thing worth naming just above us 
has been a company working all winter & they 
have taken out several lumps”

sity in every thing visible for a rotary motion is 
a part of the consequences”

His first wildlife encounter in Moke Hill 
occurred when two other miners brought home a 
“cat” they encountered in the flooding waters of the 
Mokelumne River:

"They brought up with them what they 
called a Mountain or California Cat but 
1 think it is really a Martin. It is about 15 
inches long from the nose to the tail & its 
tail is about 18 inches longs it[s] feet ears 
and eyes were like the cats only its eyes were 
larger & rounder its tail shaped like a cats 
but ringed with black like the racoon it[s] 
face & nose shaped nearly like the coons its 
feet and body shaped like the cats only the 
legs were a little shorter & the body more 
slim the color was gray something like the 
gray squirrel it was very tame & gentle & was 
not verry wild when caught”

What Doble had described in perfect detail was 
the ringtail cat, a cousin of the raccoon. This animal 
is very tame and came to be adopted by miners in 
the absence of domestic cats for keeping mice under 
control, earning the animals the nickname ‘the 
miner’s cat.’
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The following day, March 7, 1852, Doble experi
enced yet another California phenomenon: 

“Last night we were awakened sometime 
after midnight by a shock a shaking of the 
tent & a low short rumbling noise we were 
all awake at the same time & each asked at 
the same time what is that but neither got an 
answer we speculated awhile & concluded it 
was an Earthquake so went to sleep again ”

“This morning frosty the day clear & warm 
We had a pan of Egg Nog this morning we paid 

for Eggs $2.50 pr Dozen A great many of the 
Miners are taking their Christmas that means 
getting Drunk I have felt for some months past 
as contented as I ever have been in life I believe 
that a person to be happy must take the world 
as it comes & make the most of it There is no 
happiness in a continual strife with all that we 
meet for us...

Doble’s first hand accounts of the Mi wok he 
observed in the Glencoe area (see Las Calaveras,
2007) is often cited by contemporary archeologists 
and historians.

The easiest way is the best & the mottoe 
Do as ye would that other should do unto you’ 
is the best to follow as near as may be or as 
circumstances will permit us to do...

“There is a small berry grows here that 
they dry & pound then licking it off their fingers 
sometimes making a spoon of the 4 fingers of 
the hand and dipping the soup with this natural 
spoon and in a peculiar & comical (comical

I believe that to do nothing to others that 
you would not like to have done to you is the 
true definition of the word Honor”*

to me but I suppose natural to them) manner 
pouring it into the mouth & from thence I will 
leave it to phisiologists and physicians to tell 
what becomes of it while passing about the 
camp I noticed hundreds eating in this way 
while many were roasting meat by laying it 
on the fires in pieces of all sizes up to 50 lbs 
or thereabouts & eating it as soon as cooked 
or half burned with

Readers who are interested in the first-hand 
accounts of our early pioneers may wish to look 
further into the three pieces highlighted herein. 
Copies of these books are usually kept in California 
collections in good libraries. Doble’s Diary can often 
be found in bookstores in Calaveras and Amador 
Counties. The other two books may occasionally be 

found in their reprint 

out seasoning of any 
kind The squaws as is 
usual among Indians 
do all the work while 
the Men look on & 
see that it is well 
done They carry 
their children whil 
young bound to a 
board made of sticks 
on their backs.”

Despite all the 
hardships of mining 
that young Doble 
encountered, within a 
short time he had grown 
fond, if not philosoph
ical, of his new life. On 
Christmas day of 1853 
he observed:

John Doble, Justice of the Peace, at his office 
on Soldier's Gulch in Volcano

form as a classics 
reproduction in quality 
antique bookstores.
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A FAIR HAIRED BOY FROM COPPEROPOLIS
THE STORY OF EMIL HENDSCH

by David A. Hendsch with Bonnie Miller

U
p and down the Mother Lode in 
California there are historic markers 
for history buffs and genealogy enthu
siasts to view. Copperopolis represents a major 

marker and a mystery for me. Little did I know 
about the township until I heard stories from my 
Bakersfield relatives in 1947. Since then, I have 
made a quest of searching for clues illuminating 
my ancestors’ lives.

Copperopolis attracted my great-grandfa
ther Charles, when he opened a tailoring shop 
in 1861 (see Las Calaveras, January 2000). His 
family followed, taking up residence in 1864. 
The family lived in two locations in Copper, on 
Main St. and/or Antelope St. As far as I know, 
until the death of my great-uncle Goey in 1946, 
there was a continual presence of Hendschs in 
Copperopolis.

One family story of high interest to me high
lights my great-uncle Emil Henry Hendsch, first 
born of Charles and Augusta Hendsch in 1853. 
Charles had immigrated to Cincinnati, Ohio in 
1848 from the Solingen area of Prussia. Augusta 
was born in the West Indies to German speaking 

parents in 1832. Charles and she were married in 
1850. The new Hendsch family at first seemed 
intent upon settling down in Cincinnati, but a 
clarion call, perhaps one of gold or free land, 
beckoned them to relocate to California.

In the springtime of 1856, Charles and 
young Emil traveled overland by way of the 
California Trail. Meanwhile mother Augusta 
used the Panama route to arrive in California 
during the fall bringing their new baby Matilda. 
They began their California life in Springfield, 
near Shaws Flat in Tuolumne County. The lived 
briefly near Knight’s Ferry where their second 
son William was born. By the end of the 
decade of the 1850s the family was primarily 
settled between Copper and Vallecito, and the 
Copper community became the major influence 
in young Emil’s life.

When Emil grew up in the Mother Lode, 
he developed the talents and skills for mining. 
Instead of being attracted to the high life of 
the San Francisco area as an adult, he followed 
his own drummer across the Sierras and down 
the east side to the Chuckawalla Mountains to 
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the Colorado Desert. Gold 
and precious metals were 
his focus. For a while his 
zenith ascended in repu
tation and in success, 
struggling in a volatile
U.S. mining industry, from
1880 to 1895.

His story of growing 
up in Copper follows.

The Young Pioneer
Emigrating from the

east, Emil Henry Hendsch 
was more than a product 
of Copperopolis. Unlike 
his siblings who were 
born in Copperopolis 
or in the surrounding 
communities, Emil’s first memories were gener
ated in Cincinnati, Ohio. It was a vibrant 
center and heartland of the U.S. in the 1850s. 
Trade, commerce, culture and affluence marked 
Cincinnati’s urban lifestyle. The significant 
social subgroup was German speaking, 50,000 
strong. Emil, the infant, was nurtured in an 
enriched, upwardly mobile, urban environment. 
Emil, the toddler, was ripped away from these 
plush conditions to join his father on a trans
continental trip by wagon to California. His 
experience was fraught with outdoor adventure 
and excitement living on the trail and later in a 
copper mining town.

The collective impact of an emigrant’s 
experience on Emil would have enormous 
consequences for his future life. Independent to 
a fault, overly aggressive in relationships, defen
sive when challenged, and practical in problem 
solving skills, he adapted to his new California 
surroundings with skills and social traits far 
different from his siblings.

Copperopolis burst with life and industry 
after 1860. The Civil War’s demand for the 
copper metal fueled the economic engine of the 
community.

After 1861, the family resided in nearby 
Vallecito and Charles commuted to Copper. He 
shared a rental with a partner on Main Street, a 
combination barberand tailorshop. Whilethe family

was living in Vallecito, 
two more boys Goey and 
Charles were born. In 
1864, the Hendsch family 
relocated back to Copper 
from Vallecito, as the 
center of family life in the 
1860s was the Hendsch 
tailoring services. A baby 
girl Caroline joined the 
family in 1865. Sadly, 
she only lived three short 
years and was buried in the 
Copper Cemetery. Shortly 
thereafter the family was 
expanded again when two 
more boys joined them, 
Henry in 1869 and Justus 
in 1872.

At the impressionable age of nine Emil 
was sizing up future opportunities and adjust
ments living in the midst of a booming mining 
culture. One can imagine the excitement of 
being surrounded with the sights, sounds, and 
smells of Copper in its heyday: a constant 
surge of people coming and going through the 
town on stage coaches while the local citizens 
conducted their business along Main Street 
creating a purposeful buzz. The tailor shop 
attracted clients with exciting stories and with 
news of the day. Frequent attention was given to 
ceremonial military events employing members 
of the National Guard and the pomp and fuss 
of military protocol. Smoke belching from 
chimneys, whistles blasting, donkey engines 
grinding. The clatter of horses and wagons 
all added to Emil’s informal sensory educa
tion—the stuff to fuel the imagination of a 
pre-adolescent boy.

Facing new realities after the Civil War 
ended, Emil learned to deal with economic hard
ships and social limitations. He learned to act 
as a buffer between his immigrant parents and 
non-immigrants, moderating potential conflicts. 
Copper’s disastrous fire in 1867 leveled the 
Hendsch store leaving the family nearly desti
tute. His father was burdened with finding new 
employment, as his tailoring services were no 
longer needed by a dwindling population in

Emil Henry Hendsch
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Copperopolis—ranging
from Boom Town (8,000) 
to Ghost Town (200).
Equally tied down was
Emil’s mother. She was 
coping with seven chil
dren, three below the age 
of three.

Emil was stuck at
home, but increasingly 
he felt a need to range far
and wide, searching for 
meaningful engagement 
and excitement. This 
conflict in his desires 
caused him tension for 
he was subordinated 
by duty to his family.
Other younger siblings 
superseded his need for 
parental attention. But, 
with freedom of mobility
and of temperament, he compensated by devel
oping extraordinary social networking skills 
with his peers and elders that far exceeded the 
myopic world of his family.

Calamity struck in 1871. Emil suddenly 
became head of the Hendsch family when his 
father died from an untimely accident. Charles 
had pricked himself with a contaminated sewing 
needle which caused blood poisoning. Only 
seventeen, Emil inherited the responsibilities of 
maintaining a homestead, of providing his mother 
economic security, and of supervision for six 
siblings, ages one to fourteen. As the new family 
manager he faced the daunting and unexpected 
task of filling his father’s shoes during a time of 
national depression.

At the age of 18, Emil was something 
to look at. He was 6 feet 4 inches in height, 
about 200 pounds, very muscular, biondish 
hair. Gregarious to a fault, he intimidated 
others with a sense of power and self-deter
mination. His first step was to abandon his 
father’s trade as a tailor and took up work at 
local mines instead. Working in various mine 
sites, he observed current methods of solving 
both the physical and mechanical problems 
and management issues related to mining. He 

learned to make do with 
used mining equipment 
and embraced novel new 
technologies and a wide 
assortment of materials. 

His first test of 
adulthood was a giant 
one. Initially his mining 
lessons were gleaned 
from the experience of 
working for other miners. 
Throughout the 1870s in 
Calaveras County gold 
strikes had occurred, but 
across the U.S. the hard 
and precious metals econ
omies were in a depression 
cycle. It was a risky time 
to establish a mining 
career. Furthermore, in 
California a depopula
tion occurred due to gold

and silver strikes in other regions like Oregon, 
Montana and British Columbia which drew away 
the California population.

It is clear that Emil followed a pattern of 
work that cut across the grain of the times. 
His peers were flocking to urban centers of 
California, especially San Francisco, or valley 
farming areas, or to the railroads for work. Few 
were pursuing hard-rock mining which curried 
disrespect relative to past abusive individual 
and corporate mining practices. To that end, he 
chose not to work for the local corporate mining 
groups such as in the Felix District which were 
active at the time.

Social attitudes toward mining were 
changing. The flavor of social bias toward 
degrading the miners and the mining industry 
is caught in the writings of Rodman W. Paul, 
California Gold, the Beginning of Mining in 
the Far West. In chapter xv, his message supports 
this notion. He quotes from the Mokelumne 
Hill Weekly Calaveras Chronicle, “the only 
occupation in which men appear to engage 
without the least preparation and foresight, is 
mining.” The article, written in 1868, dimin
ishes the hyperbole of the 1850’s miners’ image 
about being “a free miner.” Another reference 

Ella McGrann Hendsch
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to miner attitudes used the term “manic” to 
describe their mind set.

Hendsch Mining Efforts
By 1876, Emil was ready to test out his skill 

and knowledge on the Mountain Queen
Mine of the Ophir Mining District, south of 

Copper. He approached this endeavor as a family 
business. He engaged his brother Bill, at the time 
18 years old, as his right hand man, and their 
younger brother Goey, age 14, as an apprentice. 
Meanwhile, a series of gold strikes down the 
Sierras lured them southward. Thereafter the 
Hendsch homestead in Copper, a legal entity in 
1969, became a place of rest and of refuge for the 
young miners during slack times.

After 1880, Emil set his path towards 
becoming a high profile businessman. First, 
he welded together the physical and occupa
tional assets of his brothers William, Goey and 
Charles Junior into an itinerant family company. 
They proceeded to leave Copperopolis for long 
periods of time to pursue mining activities 
in Riverside, San Bernardino and San Diego

Counties. Along the way, Emil forged relation
ships with businessmen in Bakersfield, a product 
of his marriage to Ella Coffman McGrann in 
1885. Her older sisters were married to influ
ential Bakersfield men. These men bankrolled 
Emil’s mining activities and set him up as their 
man in the field heading a new company, the 
Granite Group.

During this decade, sister Matilda married 
George J. Thompson in Copperopolis. She 
doubled her role as care giver to her imme
diate family by taking in their aging mother 
Augusta. It also fell upon Matilda to provide 
boarding services for her traveling brothers 
whenever they were back in Copper. This 
arrangement freed Emil to travel south in 
the Colorado Desert, in Riverside and in San 
Diego. However, his mining influence was also 
felt as far north as Spokane, Washington, where 
he maintained a business office and dabbled in 
mines located in Montana and Vancouver B.C. 
In all he maintained offices in Spokane, San 
Diego and San Francisco. His business activi
ties included assaying, metallurgy, mine sales 
and brokering mining equipment (See Mining 
Claims listing).

Emil was 42 years old in 1895, in the prime 
of his life. He seemed to have many things going 
right, but there was a fly in the ointment. For 
those few persons who challenged his defensive 
side, he could become belligerent and aggres
sive. Emil was unafraid of others. Previous 
Calaveras County arrest warrants testify to this 
quirk: for instance one arrest was for the assault 
and battery of a Copper businessman, while 
another arrest was for a politically charged brawl 
in Angels Camp.

In another dramatic dispute, he had mining 
business with a miner named Jerry Gardiner 
during the early 1890s. Jerry was an indepen
dent prospector who contracted for work in the 
Colorado Desert area. He was a Civil War veteran 
and a drifter of sorts. During 1894, Jerry and

Emil had a falling out. Jerry had filed mining 
claims for himself that Emil contested.

Meanwhile, in the autumn, 1894, J.W. 
Crawford and Felix Lohrer were partners with 
Emil in discovering the Granite Mine (south 
of Desert Center off present-day Highway 10).
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Their lead came from a couple of miners, Adams 
and Bailey. They were returning to Riverside 
from the Chuckawallas, and met Emil’s buddies 
on the desert. Adams told Crawford and Lohrer 
about a site in the southwest Chuckawallas which 
seemed promising, but it turned out to be disap
pointing. Emil’s friends checked the mining site 
out, and concluded after a brief analysis that the 
mine was workable. They requested Emil come 
and give his professional assessment. Emil’s 
assessment was also positive.

Proper papers were recorded in the Riverside 
County Recorder’s Office by Emil in April, 1894. 
With excitable energy the Granite Group rolled 
up their sleeves and began the hard work of 
developing the mine site. Unfortunately, for the 
original discoverers, their claim papers were filed 
months later after the mine revealed its treasures, 
($150,000 was one public estimate).

Adams and Bailey were indignant over their 
misfortune. A civil suit was lodged in the

Riverside County Superior court in February, 
1895. Their allegation asserted Emil was guilty 
of claim jumping. Jerry Gardiner was associ
ated with the contesting miners, acting like a spy 
in Emil’s midst. Once he had pulled a gun on a 
fellow miner, Felix Roher at the Granite Mine in 
late 1894. Fortunately Bill Hendsch had stepped 
in and prevented misfortune for Felix. Then he 
was caught red-handed in the mine collecting 
material evidence for Adams and Bailey.

Emil had no choice but to dismiss Jerry, and 
six months of hard feelings intensified between 
the two. Rumors from various bars and watering 
holes in the area warned that Jerry was out 
gunning for Emil. Eventually, the situation came 
to a head.

Emil’s Fall
On July 16, 1895, Emil and several of his 

group rode westward from the Granite Mine to 
Dos Palmos Springs. They intended to catch a 
train to Riverside to hear the judge’s verdict. 
But, while watering their horses, up rode Jerry. A 
hostile exchange occurred between the two adver
saries. Emil, unarmed, tried to make light of the 
angry remarks. Jerry was brandishing a hand gun. 
When Emil turned to climb on his horse to leave, 
Jerry pulled the trigger. One shot tore through

Emil’s armpit and heart, lodging on the oppo
site side of his chest. He died in seconds. Jerry 
escaped into the nearby desert. The Hendsch 
party was left to clean up the death scene and 
telegraph the county sheriff for assistance.

Surprisingly, society was not on their side. An 
evolution of perceptual change had taken place 
in the minds of civic Californians. In 1884 there 
had been a legal ruling supporting Marysville 
agriculturalists over Yuba County hydraulic 
miners. Absolutely, the political clout and social 
status of miners had reversed. Economic devel
opments in agriculture, railroads, petroleum 
and water replaced a dwindling, dysfunctional 
industry. Miners were swallowed up in the 
process. By the 1890s, miners were considered 
uncouth and very low brow.

A featured front page article about a recent 
incident between miners plays on the current 
stereotype of miners. On the fourth of July, 
1895, just days before Emil’s death, the Riverside 
Enterprise newspaper opened a feature spread 
by saying:

“The mines of Riverside County, and 
particularly those located in the eastern 
section are attracting capitalists. Almost 
every day new claims are being located, 
and the amount of time, labor and money 
that is being sunk into them is now bringing
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returns; first in the yields of the mines them
selves, and secondly, by the inquiries that are 
being made by capitalists always on the look 
for predictable investments.

Naturally the difficulties incident to 
mining elsewhere are apparent in this 
county. While some of these are inseparable 
to the industry, there are others that severely 
handicap mining men and are the main 
causes, perhaps, for mining and swindling 
as being in the minds of people as synony
mous terms.”

The article continues to lay out the 
conflicting circumstances between my great- 
uncle Emil Hendsch and the two men contesting 
his claims to the Granite Mine. The matter was 
brought to the local California Superior Court, 
and in weeks to come, periodic updates by the

Enterprise were printed. Then, on July 16th, 
1895, a shocking article revealed the details of 
my great-uncle’s murder.

In my retrospect more than a century later, 
as the great-nephew of the murdered man, I am 
struck by this leading article and its transition 
to the murder. The reporter depicted miners as a 
social grouping marked by dangerous risk-taking 
and social misgivings. A certain odor of contempt 
is smelled among the printed words. Even in 
Copperopolis, when the Hendsch boys returned 
to Copper from six months of labor, trouble was 
expected. Social perceptions had changed. Where 
once miners were heralded as the highest form of 
citizen, now they were viewed as undesirables.

After the murder, the opinion was that Emil 
had become a high-minded leader of the mining 
capitalist. The reporter made a clear distinc-

LIST OF HENDSCH FAMILY MINING CLAIMS
1876 Mountain Queen Mine, Location 

Notice Ophir Mining District,
Calaveras County, CA.,
April 19, 1876.

1887 Rising Sun Mine, Location Notice, 
Belmont Mining District, San Diego 
County, CA., Jan. 1, 1887.

1887 Great Western Mine, Location Notice, 
Belmont Mining District, San Diego 
County, CA. Jan 1, 1887

1888 Red Rock Lode Mine, Location 
Notice, San Diego County, CA., 
June 6, 1888.

1888 Pay Day Mine, Location Notice, 
Belmont Mining District, San Diego 
County, CA., Jan. 1887.

1890 Republic Mine, Location Notice, 
unknown mining district, San Diego 
County, CA., Oct. 11, 1890.

1890 Hematite Iron Mine, Location Notice, 
Mt. Moreno Mining District, San 
Diego County, CA., Nov. 8, 1890. A 
joint discovery with C.A. Hendsch.

1890 Good Enough Mine, Location Notice, 
Mt. Moreno Mining District, San 
Diego County CA., Nov. 8, 1890.
A joint discovery with W.F. Hendsch.

1891 Ella Tin Mine, Location Notice, Pine 
Valley Mining District, SanDiego
County, CA., Dec. 8, 1891

1891 Emil Tin Mine, Location Notice, Pine 
Valley Mining District, San Diego
County, CA., Dec. 8, 1891.

1891 Mammoth Mine, Location Notice, 
Pecacho Mining District, San Diego 
County, CA., June 18, 1891.

1894 Granite Mine, Location Notice, Pacific 
Mining District, Riverside County, 
CA. April 30, 1894.
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tion between Emil and Jerry Gardiner, the 
shooter—one evil and the other good. Reading 
the story, I sensed a dichotomy between classes 
of miners: Emil representing the capitalist/ 
exploiter class and Jerry, the drifting free 
miner—a social pariah.

Emil’s Legacy
On July 22, 1895, Emil was buried in the 

Pioneer section by the Knights of Pythias in the 
Riverside Evergreen Cemetery. His family was 
left with emotional devastation and physical loss.

Eventually the law caught up with Jerry. He 
surrendered to a deputy sheriff securing his safety 
from Hendsch vengeance, and he was jailed in 
Riverside. On July 25th he was found dead in his 
jail cell, an empty bottle of hair tonic with lead 
found underneath his cot.

After returning from the desert, he complained 
about pains in his stomach. Apparently his discom
fort came from drinking tainted desert water. 
Ironically, the county coroner upon examining 
Jerry reported he died of natural causes.

Abruptly and completely Emil was taken 
away from his loved ones, leaving a huge and 
depressing void. Ella, his wife, took over opera
tions of his mining assets, where she earned the 
nickname the “Queen of the Chuckawallas”. Two

DAVID A. HENDSCH
David Hendsch is a native Californian. He 

resides in Oakland with his wife. For 31 years he 
served in various California public schools as a 
teacher. Now retired, he enjoys family history and 
research, playing with his grand kids, traveling and 
volunteering in underperforming local schools.

Calaveras County provides many areas oppor
tunities for him to explore and seek inspiration 
for his writings. This is not the first time Las 
Calaveras has enjoyed his work. In January of2000 
the journal featured another story by David about 
Charles Hendsch the emigrant tailor and the legacy 
he left to Copperopolis and Calaveras County.

For further information, you may email David 
Hendsch at c.dhendsch@comcast.net.

years after Emil’s death the courts made a final 
ruling on the Adams and Bailey appeals regarding 
their allegation that Emil had jumped their claim. 
On April 9, 1897, a California Supreme Court 
decision allowed Ella Hendsch and her partners 
to own the Granite Mine free and clear.

In 1897 Ella sold the rights to a different 
mining interest called the Red Cloud Mine to 
another mining group. Later, she was a victim of 
embezzlement and was swindled by a newly hired 
lawyer and an accountant, bringing a sad end to a 
painful struggle.

Eventually Ella and the Hendsch boys sepa
rated to create their own livelihoods. She and 
her two sons Laurence and Harold relocated to 
Los Angeles where she in time remarried. Ella, 
Queen of the Chuckawallas, continued a life of 
many interesting twists and turns, but that is 
another story.

William and Goey returned to Copperopolis, 
joining younger brothers Henry and Tex to 
pick up the loose ends of their lives. For a 
time they shared in the management of the Big 
Tree Hotel in Murphys. Later in life, William 
and Goey became esteemed and honored 
lawmen in Calaveras County. Brother Charles 
learned blacksmithing, married and drifted to 
Bakersfield. Subsequently, the three Hendsch 
brothers, Bill, Goey and Charles hooked on 
fifteen years of mining thus far, continued to 
prospect and develop new mines until the 1930s. 
Emil’s legacy—Once a miner, always a miner!
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $22.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of 
the source would be appreciated. Contributions of 
articles about Calaveras County are appreciated 
and may be submitted to the Historical Society for 
consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is 
a non-profit corporation. It meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various communities 
throughout the County. Locations and scheduled 
programs are announced in advance. Some meet
ings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
which is open Thursday to Sunday, 10:00 to 4:00.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museums while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact 
us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum 

754-0800.

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomes the following new members:

October, 2009
Eileen Barry—Hillsborough, California
Brian Crawford—Stockton
Linda Dreblow—Vallecito
Wayne Fuller—Angels Camp
Ted Robinson—Valley Springs
Elizabeth Saint Iver—Valley Springs
Mick & Judy Serra—San Andreas
Jeanne Castle—Douglas Flat (Lifetime member)

November, 2009
Earl & Marcia Adams—Santa Cruz

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

Isabel Neilsen—“Education in Calaveras 
County” 1991 editions—October

John and Jean Reinking—Marcella Avery’s 
handwritten story—October

Colleen Parks—Photos, letters, documents from 
the Earl “Buck” Kelly estate including John Serra 
papers, Sheriff’s Reserve papers, San Andreas 
Fire District paperwork and Kelly’s Drug Store at 
original location on Main Street—October

Sandra Wallace—small photo album which 
belonged to Jessie Edora Lemieux Bruce with 
descriptions of photos, red glassware

Barbara Kathan—cash donation—October

Jim & Deana Murchison—cash donation—October

Abe Bradt—post office stamps from the Sheep 
Ranch Post Office

Dave & Toni Ann Fischer—journals and notes 
from Eunice Fischer, daughter of Hazel Fischer
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SAVING THE DOUBLE SPRINGS COURTHOUSE
Part 1 of a Two Part Series

by Bonnie Miller and Wally Motloch

O
n Feb 18,1850, six months before California was 
admitted to the Union, California held a provi
sional legislature. This legislature established 
the first counties, and Calaveras was determined to be one 

of them. These original counties have come to be known 
as California’s Twenty-seven Charter Counties. Over 
the next hundred years the boundaries of these counties 
have changed consid
erably and today 
the state contains
58 counties. The
land mass originally
known as Calaveras
now encompasses
areas of the counties 
of Amador, Mono
and Alpine and even 
a portion of Fresno
as well as Calaveras.
When Calaveras
County ceded land
to Fresno County,
Frezno was spelled
with a Z.

The original county seat established for the fledg
ling County of Calaveras from the 1850 Provisional 
Legislature was the community of Double Springs. 
The county seat remained there for the next 14 
months until it moved to the more cosmopolitan 
community of Jackson, north of the Mokelumne 
River. Originally Calaveras County was in the 

fifth judicial district 
which embraced San 
Joaquin, Mariposa, 
Tuolumne and 
Tulare Counties.

Double Springs 
was selected for a 
variety of reasons. 
Five roads inter
sected at this 
juncture so it was 
easily accessible 
from the valley as 
well as other gold 
country regions. 
There were reli
able cool runningArtist's rendering of the Double Springs Courthouse by Dave Gano.
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springs to provide water to travelers meeting at this 
crossroads. And quite likely, considerable land in the 
area was owned by Thomas Van Buren, the son of a 
powerful southern senator.

The new county immediately held itself an elec
tion and elected its first officials. Unfortunately 
Statehood, Charter County status and the honor of 
being the county seat fell upon the small community 
faster and sooner than they were ready for it. They 
had no place in which to conduct such important 
business befitting such a high honor. The first court 
was held in a tent, and the first grand jury met under 
an oak tree. The community of Double Springs was 
proud of the fact that they were the county seat of a 
new county in a new state at the heart of the activity. 
Something more dignified than a tent and an oak tree 
had to be done.

Led by one of their finer citizens, J. P. Douglas, 
they set about to procure a fine courthouse worthy 
of the honor. But there were no carpenters for 
hire, no mills to provide them lumber anyway, no 
masons seeking work and no quarries either. What 
was to be done? An odd solution presented itself in 

the form of an import. 
The best thing avail
able at the time were 
pre-fabricated houses 
being advertised in 
the papers. These were 
arriving by ship from 
China. They were 
reputed to be hewn of 
light weight but hard 
grain wood and easily 
assembled at their 
final location. The 
houses were advertised 
as twelve feet wide by 
twenty-four feet long 
by eight feet high, 
and came in easy to 
assemble panels.

Mr. Douglas, who 
later became a clerk 
of the district court, 
arranged the purchase 
of three of the houses. 
The ones purchased 
for Double Springs 
measured thirteen feet 

by twenty-six feet. Fitted together, the three houses 
formed one long house which encompassed the 
community’s post office, the courthouse, and the 
inevitable saloon.

Among those first officials elected were a 
cantankerous fellow, William Fowle Smith as 
the new county’s judge, with Lewis A. Collier, 
a Colonel from the south, serving as the first 
County Clerk. These two gentlemen would share 
quarters in the new building for the purpose of 
conducting business and having a place to live. 
Actual ownership of the building is unclear. 
Perhaps the men funded the building or paid rent, 
but ultimately they earned half ownership of the 
building during their tenure in Double Springs. 
Both men served colorfully in their public posi
tions and ultimately left reputations of fraud and 
pilfering of public funds.

The first term of the Court of Sessions for 
Calaveras County was held at Double Springs on 
10 June, 1850. One of the first items of business 
was to order a poll tax of five dollars on every 
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prominent citizens of its Early map of Calaveras County shows five intersecting roads at Double Springs.

governance, the judge himself, and the county’s 
clerk, Lewis Collier. Smith was leaning toward 
Jackson and had sold his half-interest in the 
Chinese building and had moved to Jackson. 
Collier saw such a move as tantamount to losing 
his own job. Although Collier himself had moved 
to Mokelumne Hill, he had at least maintained his 
fifty-percent ownership of the Chinese Building 
in Double Springs. Collier wanted the county seat 
to stay south of the Mokelumne River closer to 
his own power base. He preferred the seat to be 
moved no further than Mokelumne Hill.

When the votes came in, acting in his duty 
as clerk, Collier counted the votes and declared 
them as favoring Moke Hill for the new seat. 
Acting as judge, Smith certified that the tally 
really favored Jackson. Accounts get murky in 
alcohol fumes at this point. Remember, the court
house served as a saloon as well as the place of 
official county business. Some counts claim that

male citizen in the county between the ages of 
twenty-one and fifty; and levy a tax of fifty cents 
on each hundred dollars of taxable property. 
Although poll taxes do not exist today, property 
taxes have existed for Calaveras County’s citizens 
since its inception!

Double Springs only served as the county seat 
for Calaveras for fourteen months, yet it probably 
died one of the most bizarre deaths in political 
history. Calaveras County was not immune to its 
share of crime. Shootouts and even murder, often 
liquor induced, occurred too frequently in the gold 
camps over such trivial matters as cards, women 
and gold claims. Yet perhaps one of the strangest 
stories in Calaveras’ colorful past is the shootout 
over the county seat.

Early maps of California and the gold country 
clearly show Calaveras as being in the heart of 
the activity of California. But the boom and 
bust attitude was strong across the young state. 
A gold camp could grow
up or blow away faster 
than a ship could sail from 
the east to bring a miner’s 
young bride to join him in 
his new digs. Despite the 
fact that Double Springs 
seemed so ideally located, 
there really wasn’t much 
else going for it than it’s 
great location for a cross 
roads and some beau
tiful, reliable cool running 
springs. Bigger strikes were 
to be found elsewhere, and 
stronger stakes were being 
put down in communities 
further to the east. Jackson 
and Mokelumne Hill began 
to vie for the position of 
county seat.

Eventually the matter 
was put to a vote of the 
county’s citizens and
Judge Smith declared an 
election for February 22,
1851. Leading the argu
ments were the two most 
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folks from Jackson arrived and treated Collier to 
several drinks and got him well inebriated, then 
relieved him of the county records and took them 
north. Subsequent historic investigations have 
proven that it was Mokelumne Hill residents that

actually relieved Double Springs of the county 
records. Regardless, at the time, charges were 
filed but no actions were taken on the charges. 
At the next election the votes appeared to favor 
Moke Hill yet Judge Smith declared Jackson as 

the winning county seat. Collier suspected 
Smith of voter fraud in the moving of the 
county seat, and he refused to certify the 
ballots and locked them up in his desk in 
shame. Judge Smith broke in to the desk, 
declared Jackson the county seat and certi
fied such to the state.

Collier was thoroughly devastated. Being 
a proper southern gentleman, he threatened to 
shoot the judge on sight. Judge Smith heard 
of the threats and quickly armed himself. On 
September 14, 1851, when he came upon 
Collier in the street, he immediately shot 
at Collier several times before any words 
could be exchanged as he so feared for his 
life. Collier was dead within hours. It turned 
out Collier was unarmed, but because of the 
well-witnessed threats, the judge was not 
prosecuted.

Since the Judge had wandered off to 
Jackson in a cloud of fraud, and Collier had 
chased after him and the records with the 
Sheriff and charges of fraud, Double Springs 
had fairly been abandoned. The last term of the 
Court of Sessions in Double Springs was held 
on 13 June, 1851. The brief minutes merely 
state that:

%

■W/
Transcript

State of California. Calaveras County. SS 
“To the Sherriff of said county or cither of his 

Deputy Greeting
You are hereby ordered to summon a grand 

Jury of Twenty four citizens to assemble at the Double 
Springs in said County on Monday the first day of 
July next the same being the day when the first term 
of the District Court of the fifth judicial District will 
be holder within and for said County for the purpose of 
transacting such business as may lawfully be presented 
to them LA Collier Clk District

Court for fifth Judicial
Double Springs 10th June 1850 District, Calaveras Co.
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Eighty years of neglect was becoming apparent on the Chinese building 
in this 1932 photo.

final boundaries of Calaveras had been 
determined, approximately one half its 
original size.

Calaveras has a checkered past when 
it comes to nailing down that county seat. 
Besides jumping the river, it has tied for 
second in the state as a county with the 
number of times it has changed its county 
seat. This interesting past is detailed in 
a fun story by Amador County Archivist 
Larry Cenotto who wrote the piece “The 
Celebrated Jumping County Seat of 
Calaveras” for Las Calaveras in October of 
1996. This story covers all the juicy details 
of the elections and moving seats, and 
formation of Amador.

While all this land grabbing and seat 
jumping was going on, the community of 
Double Springs lay mostly undisturbed.

cjn consequence ej? tfie absence rf 
C'W°. "f. ^mitKan<f tKe ^Keriff er /vis cT&yuty, 

t/ie court Was ad/jeurnecf witKeut (Cay

The mean judge was losing popularity, and in 
shame he resigned from office a few months after 
the shooting incident. He left the county shortly 
thereafter. It is said that he became a minister 
later in life.

The next court session was held in Jackson on 4 
August, 1851. Jackson served as the county seat only 
briefly from 1851 to 1852 as the next vote quickly 
showed that the population had indeed shifted to 
Mokelumne Hill. So, the records were carried back 
across the river and never went north again, as 
Amador County was formed in 1854. Mokelumne 
Hill served as the county seat until a vote shifted it 
again to San Andreas, but it didn’t physically make 
the move until 1866.

In 1854, on July 17, Amador County was 
created taking the area of Calaveras north of the 
Mokelumne River and a portion of El Dorado 
County. Two years later more of the extreme 
easterly portion of Calaveras County was nipped 
off to form the new Fresno County. Also to the 
east the new Mono County was formed in 1861, 
further reducing the size of Calaveras, and again 
in 1864 when tiny Alpine County was formed. 
Fourteen years after the establishment of the new 
State of California and its charter counties, the 

The reliable springs and surrounding hills 
proved more suited to cattle ranching than gold 
mining. Smith and Collier had sold their half-

Minulc Book - Court of Session
August term 1850
We herby certify that we haw attended the number of days 
and traveled the number of mi lex affixed to our name 
respective signatures us Jurors at the August term of the Court 
of Session for the Calaveras County.- August 13th A.tX 1850 
Signed Joseph Ashley two days attended $6 $12.—

Trave led 2 miles $1.00
John Winslow l\vo days attended 12 Travel 2 miles $13.00 
George H. Daves* two days attended 12 Trawl 2 miles $13.00 
Nicholas Stark two days attended 12 Travel 3 miles $13*50 
Stephen I. Shove 2 days attended 12 3 miles travel $13.50 
Sylvester Cummins 2 days attended ‘travel 3 ms $13*50

'totals 80X10
??? to this thirteenth day of August A.D. One thousand 
eight hundred fifty before me I..A Collier Clk
Certificate of Attendance and travel approved to each Juror 
with the sum due specified therein. Attest L.A. Collier Clk
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In 1932 this roadside historic monument was erected to commemorate the original courthouse.

owned by tHe county, 
except tHe courtHouse. 
<THe courtHouse stood 

on tHe soutH side of tHe 
main roadnear a wHite 
oafc tree, 3zvedentfy 

it Was not a Huildiny 
Suift for tHe jjuiyioses 
it was used Hut looked 
more like a House you 
can see on deck of 
farye saifiny sHijj, for 
Housiny and accomoda
tion of yassenyers and 
sailors.... oTHe House 

Was used. . . for cout 
House. ..

For the next ten years 
the Chinese building no 
longer served as the court

interests in the building when they were forced to house, it served as the area’s Post Office.
move north to Jackson. A rancher named Wheat 
had purchased the surrounding land.

In 1898 the Gillam family (for whom Gillam 
Road in Double Springs is named) offered the 

So what had happened to the Chinese building 
that Smith and Collier had occupied when the 
county seat had been located there? The building 

building back to the county. They recognized it as 
a unique building, and felt an obligation toward 
its custodianship, however recognized its roots in 

remained there, looking exactly like a pre-fabri
cated building plunked down after a tornado. In 
fact a fellow named Lascy walked by the location 
and noted in his diary:

^THere was no town or settlement at fyouHle

county government. But, government being what 
it is, could not find a place suitable to relocate 
the building to. The Chinese building stayed in 
Double Springs.

By the 1930s the Chinese building had begun 
okyrinys sHo winy 
any evidence of 

jsermenent location.
^s well f 

remember, two or 
tHree caHins set on 
tHe flat and a smalf 

ysatcH of yround 
Had Seen fanced in 
near tHe sytrinys 
and cultivated for a 

yarden tHe previous 
season, wHere at 
present tHe ('W°Heat 
House is located, f 

don t remember of 
seeiny any Huifdinys In twenty more years of neglect, degradation was accelerating at an 

alarming pace.

to show eighty years 
of weatherization. It 
no longer served as a 
domicile but merely 
as a storage building 
on the ranch prop
erty. The successive 
generations of the 
Wheat family (now 
Hunts) continued to 
maintain the building 
as best they could, 
and the original plank 
boards from China 
had begun to sprout 
numerous square 
nails in attempts to 
hold the building
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together. In 1930 Judge J. A. Smith (not the first 
Judge Smith who lived in the building) and Joseph 
H. Huberty mounted an effort to construct a road
side monument to memorialize the building and 
the location of the county’s first courthouse. The 
Calaveras County Chamber of Commerce erected 
a stone monument on the 8th of June, 1930, which 
became California Historical Landmark No. 264. 
The Hunt family again offered the building to the 
county, but again the county could find no suitable 
location for it to reside.

Photos show that by 1952, in only twenty more 
years the building had significantly declined even 
more. In 1956 the San Andreas Grange stepped 
up to the task. The once-lovely Chinese building 
was now over one hundred years old and looking 
every day of its age as it continued to weather 
away. The Grange raised funds and raised a roof.

State <4* ('alilbmia Transtripi
Calaveras For the Justices of the Peace and
All other Civil Off icers of said County

! am directed by the Honorable 
William Fowle Smith. County Judge to call your attention to section
15 <4'an “act for the government and protection of Indians” passed as the 
Last session of the legislature of this Stale, to wit “If any person in 
This State, shall sell. give, or furnish to any Indian, male or 
female, any intoxicating liquors (except when administered in sickness 
for good cause) he. she. or they offending. shall on conviction thereof 
Be fined not less than twenty dollars for each offence, or be imprisoned 
not fess than five days, or fined and imprisoned as the 
Court may determine” Il is your duty to sec that the above 
Law is strictly enforced, so far as it is in your power, by making 
And accesing complaints for the vilatfon thereof, and by using 
All lawful means to effect the conviction of offenders

Double Springs 8th July 1850 LA Collier, (’Ik
To Charles Bkxtm. Justice of the Peace, District Number Five

You are hereby commanded to post written copy 
Of the above order in each precinct, within you district

IA Collier. Ok
Double Springs 12th July 1850 Calaveras Co.

A weather protection cover was erected over the 
roof of the building to prevent further rain damage 
to the building. Still the county balked at finding 
a permanent home to place this fragile relic. If 
nothing could be done to save it, at least something 
could be done to slow its degradation.

The building remained dormant and the 
highway between Valley Springs and San Andreas 
was relocated slightly to the south. The road no 
longer passed directly in front of the Wheat family 
ranch or in front of the historical monument. 
Visitors had to take a side trip to see the landmark. 
The Chinese building was slowly fading away into 
oblivion, with only a few caring citizens recalling 
its importance.

In the 1980s the Historical Society tentatively 
approached the descendents of the Wheat family, 
the current families occupying the ranch. Was 
there any hope in saving this precious building?

To be continued in the next issue of Las Calaveras...

Editor’s Note: Historical Society members may 
remember the Honorable James A. Smith, long 
serving judge from West Point and faithful member 
of the society. The latter Judge Smith often penned 
notes on the history of the county, many of which 
were correct, for the local papers. But it is impor
tant to note that our friend, the Judge James A. 
Smith was not a relative of the first Judge Smith 
who committed murder over the county seat. The 
Judge James A. Smith from West Point spent a life
time deflecting questions about any relations to the 
first, brutal Judge Smith.

Bibliography:
Arkin, Michael B. and Laskin, Franklin T., From the Depth of 

the Mines Came the Law; Word Dancer Press, 2000.
Las Calaveras, Quarterly Journal of the Calaveras County 

Historical Society; 10/52, 10/88, 7/91, 10/96, and 
various archival material of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society.

Motloch, Wally; personal research, including numerous 
historic periodicals.

Wheat Family recollections and memorabilia.
Wood, Richard Coke,Calaveras, The Land of Skulls; The 

Mother Lode Press, 1955.
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TRIBUTE TO BILL FULLER

O
n February 25 the
Historical Society

dedicated their 
monthly meeting to hon
oring one of their finest 
members, Willard P. “Bill”
Fuller, Jr. who passed away 
in December.

Bill Fuller was born in 
the east but his heart was 
in the west where he lived 
most of his life, like so 
many gold rush immigrants.
He graduated from Harvard
University in 1940, then 
received a Master’s degree 
in economic geology from 
the California Institute of
Technology in 1942. His interest in mining and 
geology was piqued, and he wished to stay in the 
west to pursue those interests.

Bill worked briefly in Nevada but was 
called to service during WWII when he served 
in the Navy. He returned to the field of mining 
geology in Utah for a while until he settled 
in Sierra County, California at the famous 
Original Sixteen to One gold mine. It was there 
that Bill contracted polio forcing him to leave 
underground mining and take an office posi
tion, but his sharp mind and interest in geology 
never faltered.

In 1954 the Fuller family moved to San 
Andreas when Bill accepted the position of 
assistant geologist with Calaveras Cement. In his 
lengthy career he saw several name changes to the 
company and he rose to the position of manager 
of geological and environmental services.

Never an idle man, Bill kept busy pursuing 
his many interests in mining, geology, natural 
science and local history. He also turned these 
talents toward greater benefit for others as he 
served on many boards and associations including 
the California State Mining and Geology Board. 
Bill had a talent for writing and wrote numerous 
magazine and trade publication pieces, as well

as co-authoring Madam 
Felix’s Gold—The Story 
of the Madam Felix 
Mining District, in 1996; 
and Calaveras Gold—The 
Impact of Mining on a 
Mother Lode County, in 
2003. The writings of which 
Historical Society members 
are most familiar are An 
Album of the Pioneer 
Schools of Calaveras 
County which Bill 
co-authored in 1986, and 
the quarterly journal of the 
society that Bill produced. 
Bill lovingly served as the 
dedicated editor of Las

Calaveras for twenty-two years, a position he 
held without pay. Today the position receives a 
modest stipend, to which he was opposed, and 
never missed an opportunity to remind me of his 
position on that matter even if he had a twinkle 
in his eye.

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
was formed in 1952 and Bill joined the society 
shortly after his arrival in San Andreas. He 
became an active member in the society almost 
immediately. He saw the society through the 
fledgling years and was instrumental in seeing 
the society become financially independent when 
it received a substantial bequest. Bill has helped 
to shape much of the structure and direction 
of the society’s success over the years. In his 
forty years of service to the society, he has held 
every position on the Board of Directors except 
President, saving that for “someone with more 
ambition.” Although he didn’t step down from 
any of his involvement, in 1999 the Society 
honored him by naming their book room for him. 
He had been instrumental in selecting the fine 
library of resources and materials that support 
the society today.

I first met Bill about twenty-five years ago 
when I took his geology class that he taught with 
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the late Ben Smith through Columbia Junior 
College. I wanted to learn more about the local 
geology, and through Bill I was immediately 
hooked on the local history as well. He arranged 
for the classes to have access to several places 
generally not available to the public, such as the 
inside of a water diversion tunnel, or the Spicer’s 
Dam under construction. Saturday field trips 
with Bill were better than a trip to Disneyland!

I didn’t grasp then that the field trip meant 
as much to Bill as it did to the students. As 
Bill’s role as an independent consultant thrived, 
historian Judith Marvin and archeologist Julia 
Costello would often call on him for background 
material in local mines. He couldn’t wait for 
them to take him into the field. He never let his 
walking sticks hold him back.

—Bonnie Miller

“Bill Fuller was the premier historian of 
Calaveras County, one of the California’s leading 
experts on historic mining practices, and our 
mentor in teaching us the art of researching 
and writing about the past. Although a master 
at archival research, as a former mining engi
neer, Bill was also deeply appreciative of the 
importance of studying physical remains of the 
past. Abandoned features such as quarries, mine 
tailings, and stamp mill foundations held unique 
clues to reconstructing the stories of long-gone 
enterprises. Bill loved a good field trip. Arriving 
at a mining site where access to a mill or glory 
hole was beyond a barbed wire fence, Bill never 
hesitated to lay down his canes and scoot under
neath. In later years I would pack brown-bag 
lunches, Vera would see us off in my Subaru, and 
we would do windscreen inspections of long- 
abandoned water systems, geologic landmarks, 
dredged creek beds, and homestead ruins. I count 
myself very fortunate for the time I spent with 
Bill: A brilliant historian, an eloquent writer, and 
a delightful companion.”

—Julia Costello

“Somehow I thought he would live forever, 
that he would always be only a telephone 
call away, explaining some esoteric mining 
machinery or technical aspect of milling. 
Things like the difference between ore cars 
(four wheels) and carts (two wheels), between 
adits (horizontal mine entrances) and tunnels 
(which come out the other side). Or correcting 
my reports and mentoring me in my writing: 
The first report I gave him came back with the 
notation that I wrote like Charles Dickens. I 
loved Dickens. Bill soon disabused me of this 
approach and my tendency to include too much 
“machinery,” meaning I was explaining too 
much about the process. “Just get to the point,” 
he said, “no one wants to know how you got 
there.” As his son Tim stated at the Historical 
Society tribute, Bill taught him to “beware 
the vertical pronoun (I),” which is what Bill 
always did. He was brilliant, but self-effacing, 
humorous, generous with his information about 
geology and history and always kind. We shall 
not see his like again.”

—Judith Marvin

• • •

(Historian Judith Marvin was the Director of 
the Calaveras County Museum and Archives from 
1975 to 1989; and archaeologist Julia Costello 
was Co-Director of historical Studies for New 
Melones Reservoir Project from 1978 to 1981. In 
1982 Judith and Julia formed Foothill Resources 
which has been conducting historical archae
ological and architectural studies throughout 
California for twenty-eight years.)

Bill left his wife Vera of 67 years and a sister 
who lives in Maine. Bill and Vera have three children.

Bill loved history, reading and boating. 
Whenever you visit his and Vera’s home you 
always find the Scrabble board ready to play. 
He was proud of the fact that he could trace 
his ancestry to signers of the Declaration of 
Independence. He was a seventh-generation 
graduate from Harvard University, and he never 
lost that lovely eastern Harvard accent despite all 
his years in the west. We will sorely miss him.
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Officers and Directors New Members
President
Vice President
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Honorary Director

Donna Shannon, San Andreas 
Jeff Tuttle, Mokelumne Hill 

Pam Taylor, San Andreas 
David Studley, Mountain Ranch 

Beverly Burton, San Andreas 
Bill Claudino, San Andreas 

Rosemary Faulkner, Jackson 
Gary Herd, Mountain Ranch 

Duane Wight, Lodi 
Willard P. Fuller, Jr., San Andreas

Las Calaveras, Editor
Office Manager
Administrative Assistant

Bonnie Miller
Karen Nicholson 

Marie Larsen

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $22.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of 
the source would be appreciated. Contributions of 
articles about Calaveras County are appreciated 
and may be submitted to the Historical Society for 
consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is 
a non-profit corporation. It meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various communities 
throughout the County. Locations and scheduled 
programs are announced in advance. Some meet
ings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
which is open Thursday to Sunday, 10:00 to 4:00.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museums while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact 
us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum

754-0800.

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomes the following new members:

January-March, 2010
Jeanne Boyce, Mokelumne Hill—
Gift membership

Sally Maxwell and Dean Santner, Mountain 
Ranch—Gift membership

Mike & Liz Airola—Angels Camp— 
Gift Membership

Rick Darby—Murphys—Gift Membership

Mike & Maria Peirano—Altaville—
Gift Membership

Rusty Otto—Copperopolis

Gary Rose—San Andreas—Gift Membership

Michael Broffman—San Anselmo

David Segale—Sacramento

Cathy Morris—Valley Springs

Ed & Gwen Stokes—Altaville

Vem & Beth DeValle—Altaville

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

Jerry Urbanis—West Point—Hay hook, spikes 
and nails, horse bit, electrical insulator

Correction:

In the January issue of the Las Calaveras, 
it was noted that Eunice Fischer was the 
daughter of Hazel Fischer. Eunice Fischer 
was actually the sister of Hazel Fischer. We 
apologize for the error.
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SAVING THE DOUBLE SPRINGS COURTHOUSE
Part 2 of a Two Part Series

by Bonnie Miller and Wally Motloch

I
n our last issue we reviewed the history of the 
original Calaveras County courthouse. The 
first courthouse was a prefabricated building 
imported from China at the early days of the Gold 

Rush. It was hastily erected as the only avail
able structure at the time. Being as there were no 
carpenters, no lumberyards, and no mills to make 
the lumber, the best source of a building was the 
imported prefabricated houses from China.

This unique building only served as the court
house for fourteen months. It briefly continued in 
public service as a post office. The Double Springs 
Post Office was first listed in the Postal Guide on the 
first of May, 1851 and the postmaster was confirmed 
in Washington on July 10 of that year. The six post
masters who served out of this building served from 
six months to two years until service was discon
tinued on 31 March 1860.

The building transferred ownership and ulti
mately became a vacant storage building on a 
family cattle ranch. The family always recognized 
its rare historic value and in fact over subsequent 
generations offered the building back to the 
county for permanent storage. No agreement was

Even under the protective cover structure, severe 
weatherization was taking its toll on the Double Springs 

courthouse by 2006.
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Severe shrinkage of the wall panels had rendered the sides no longer tight and well 
fitted. Nails were required to hold the structure together.

directly to the county. The agree
ment was made in memory of Percy 
and Sadie Hunt. The Hunt family 
had resided on the ranch in the 
1930s and attempted to transfer the 
building to the county’s custodian
ship seventy years earlier. Longtime 
members of the Historical Society 
may recall that Sadie Hunt was one 
of the founding members of the 
Historical Society. The agreement 
met with the approval of the family 
and the transfer was finally, and 
formally executed and notarized on 
16 May 2006.

A giant step had been made 
toward realizing the dream of 
salvaging this poor relic from the 
past. What to do with it now? It 
had to be dismantled and relocated

reached between the Double Springs ranchers and to... somewhere. Wally had the support of the
the county for one hundred years.

In 2005 Calaveras County Historical Society 
elected as their new president Mountain Ranch 
resident Wally Motloch. He had learned of the 
fascinating Chinese building when he moved to 
Calaveras County. The mystery of the building 
intrigued him, but more so was the importance 
of saving the relic before it was thoroughly lost 
to time.

Wally drafted a simple agreement regarding 
transfer of the building. The building would be 
transferred from the legal owners within the family

Double Springs Post Office

Postmasters

David Shall appointed July 10, 1851

Alexander Borlean appointed February 20, 1852 

Joseph L Hunt appointed August 20, 1852

Daniel Thompson appointed November 25, 1853 

Nelson Norcross appointed February 19, 1855 

David W. Briant appointed September 4, 1857

Post Office Service discontinued March 31, 1860

Historical Society, and public support never 
hurts a good project. Then famous folk singer 
Randy Sparks got into the act. Or rather, put on 
an act. In January of 2006 Randy Sparks and 
The New Christi Minstrels performed a lively 
musical show of original Calaveras songs written 
by Randy himself. The show was complemented 
with a dinner by chef Don Cuneo, former presi
dent of the Historical Society.

Randy lives in Mokelumne Hill and has 
a keen interest in local history. The concert 
was performed to a sell-out crowd, and 
patrons enjoyed Randy’s good humor, his love 
of Calaveras County, and his famous music. 
The funds from the show were earmarked for 
the Chinese building. His generous fundraiser 
helped to raise more than the needed restoration 
funds, but also raised public awareness about the 
declining historic building. So the project was 
already funded with a generous starting budget. 
The building’s reputation was reaching beyond 
the county seat.

A Maritime Connection
The Chinese building had reached Calaveras 

County by way of the Pacific Ocean, and after 140 
years, the ocean still maintained a tenuous connec
tion to Double Springs.
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In 1850 several of the Chinese homes had 
been imported and erected in California, most 
of which found their way to their new lives as 
homes in San Francisco. Newspaper accounts of 
the day often advertised a variety of imported 
goods from China. These were often the most 
readily available household goods for the time. 
Included in those Chinese imports were often the 
prefabricated houses of two rooms each. Some 
were advertised as measuring 13 X 26, others at 
12 X 24. Soon the construction of these buildings 
became a common sight about the growing city. 
Bayard Taylor, a ‘49er who wrote of his time in 
California in his 1859 memoir Eldorado wrote:

XZhz my way to caff uyon cofonef Premont, 
w/iom J pouncf focatecf witfi iris pamify in tfie 
'Hayyy Paffey [op^an Francisco], f saw a 

corny any op Ffiinese c ary enters yuttiny ty tfie 

prame op a Pfanton-macfe fiouse.

Taylor was referring to the famous California 
personality John C. Fremont. Fremont himself later 
lived in one of the Chinese buildings for a period. 
His wife, the prolific author Jessie B. Fremont, 
described the house in her book A Year of American 
Travel, published in 1878:

ft was yut uy witfiout naifs, exceyt tfie 

sfiinyfiny on tfie roop, aff tfie restpittiny in toyetfier 

fife ayujcjJe, ancf was opsmootfi Woocf maffny a 
very yoodf temyorary fodyiny. . . 'Qur fittfe fiouse 

fiadffjut two rooms, fiut tfiey were farye andfcfean. . .

Most of the wood structures built during 
the early days of the gold rush perished in 
the numerous fires that ravaged San Francisco. 
Diligent research by subsequent scholars

RANDYSPARKS
of the New Christy Minstrels

BENEFIT FUNDRAISER
For the Historic Double Springs Courthouse

Folksinger Randy Sparks will perform his 
original Calaveras County songs.

Thursday, January 26th at 6pm
At the Metropolitan in San Andreas 
Dinner prepared by chef, Don Cuneo
Dinner: $35 per person. Please prepay. 
Send your check to CCHS, P.O. Box 721, 
San Andreas, CA 95249.

Help the Historical Society 
save this Historic Courthouse

Architectural rendering of a Chinese house with an 
exploded view of a side panel. Based on the Double Springs 
courthouse. From the book Gifts from the Celestial Kingdom 

by Thomas Layton.

determined that all of the imported Chinese 
prefabricated buildings that were known to have 
been erected in the San Francisco area did indeed 
perish in fires.

By 1852 China was exporting a different 
kind of building: those constructed of prefab
ricated granite blocks. These block buildings 
were granite stones hand cut by skilled Chinese 
masons. The granite blocks were shipped to 
California then reassembled in an inter-locking 
pattern. The most famous of the Chinese granite 
block buildings was the three story Parrot Block 
Building in San Francisco. It survived the 1906 
Earthquake but was later demolished to make 
way for the Financial Center Building in 1926. 
The Parrott Block Building location is California 
Historical Landmark No. 89.

In an odd twist, bounty from a shipwreck along 
the northern California coast began to surface, 
sparking the interest of Professor Thomas Layton 
of San Jose State University. In 1984 Dr Layton 
began working on identifying some incongruous
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Chinese pottery shards found in the Mendocino 
coastal area and their relationship to a Native 
American site, when he learned of the shipwreck. 
Over ten years he researched the shipwreck and 
found more was wrecked than the ship. The social 
impact of a British ship on a previously undis
turbed community of Porno Native Californians 
proved to be a turning point in their culture. You can 
read about his fascinating research in his books, 
noted in the bibliography.

What Layton learned was that the wrecked ship, 
the Frolic, had left China loaded with numerous 
household items intended for sale in the bustling 
gold rush-commerce city of San Francisco. The 
Frolic was a two-mast clipper, a fast ship originally 
intended for drug running. With the opium trade 
waning, her last voyage was to have been this load 
of Chinese goods. Included on the ship’s inven
tory was a complete Chinese prefabricated house, 
appointed with oyster-shell windows.

The ship never made it because it relied on 
inaccurate maps produced by the famous naval 
explorer George Vancouver. The Frolic wrecked 
off of the coast on the hazy night of July 25, 1850, 
near what would one day become Mendocino. 
Today the point of land is marked with the Point 
Cabrillo Lighthouse which was constructed in 
1908. Although decommissioned, the lighthouse 
serves as a museum today with a fine display on 
the wreck of the Frolic.

Layton learned of the Double
Springs courthouse through a
1988 California State Department 
of Parks and Recreation publi
cation entitled Five Views: An
Ethnic Historic Sites Survey for
California. He recognized that the
Double Springs courthouse was 
probably similar, if not identical, to 
the prefabricated house listed on the 
Frolics inventory.

Meanwhile, Richard Everett 
of the Maritime Museum of San 
Francisco was constructing a 
display commemorating the wreck 
of the Frolic in conjunction with 
California’s sesquicentennial activi
ties. Layton’s work on the Frolic 
had discovered one of the greatest 

detailed accounts of actual gold rush era commerce 
from China. Coupled with the Frolic s sordid drug 
history, the sesquicentennial display was sure to 
be fascinating. Yet he knew that there were no 
Chinese prefabricated houses that survived the 
gold rush era in San Francisco, as all had perished 
in the numerous San Francisco fires.

Layton advised Everett of the Double Springs 
courthouse in 1997. Over the next few years 
Everett researched the Double Springs court
house, the Calaveras County Historical Society 
records, and befriended the Taylor family of 
Double Springs. Using the Calaveras Chinese 
house as a model, an architectural rendering was 
developed. Formally the building was recorded as 
an historic feature.

A Team of Experts
When Wally became involved in the project, 

he had immediately recognized the depth of value 
of the building. He knew that the scope of the 
project was far beyond his elementary archeology 
skills. In order to give this project the service 
it justified, he would have to call in a team of 
historic and archeological experts. Locally he was 
able to tap into the skills of Judith Marvin, gold 
rush architectural historian, and archeologist Dr. 
Julia Costello both of Foothill Resources, and the 
Historical Society’s historian the late Bill Fuller. 
But Wally went beyond our local expert talent.

Peeling away the layers of time...
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Using Richard Everett’s Maritime Museum 
connection they gathered together a team of experts. 
Along with Richard Everett and Tom Layton, 
they brought in Mabel Miyasaki from the Asian 
Art Museum, John Burke from the
Oakland Museum and Phil Choy 
of the Chinese Historic Society of 
America.

Wally convened a meeting of 
his team of experts in August of
2006 to review the condition of the
Chinese building. The goal of their 
meeting was to determine what 
the best course of action would be 
to preserve what was left of the 
building. Various members of the 
team had seen the building previ
ously between the years 1992 and
1994. Those who had were shocked 
to see the accelerated level of dete
rioration that the building appeared 
to be experiencing.

The outcome of the 2006 evaluation 
of experts determined that there was not 
enough viable wood left in the structure 
to reconstruct the whole building. The 
best that could be done would be to use 
the remaining pieces to reconstruct thirty 
to fifty percent of the building, possibly 
supplementing it with replica components 
supplied by the Maritime Museum.

Wally gave his report from his experts’ 
findings to the Board of Directors of 
the Historical Society soon thereafter. 
Everyone was in agreement that the building 
should be dismantled and salvaged as soon 
as possible. Wally was given the go-ahead 
from the Historical Society to begin the 
dismantling process. He understood the 
significance of removing a landmark, so 
he first conducted an appropriate cere
mony prior to the building’s removal.

On September 15, 2008 the Historical 
Society Board of Directors, together with 
descendents of the Wheat family and the 
current Calaveras County Clerk Recorder held 
a de-commissioning ceremony. In a final act 
of civil duty the old Chinese building hosted 
the joint meeting. Wheat family descendents 

Carol Gates, Jody Taylor, and Don and Sharon Clark 
helped to say good-bye to the building.

The gathering was largely ceremonial, but 
it served the purpose of properly retiring the

Johnny James carefully cleaning and wrapping each disassembled piece 
in the summer of 2006.
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Shrinkage of the fitted joints required supplemental nails, 
not intended as an original requirement.

structural components were removed, 
this left the framing vulnerable to 
gravity, necessitating securing the 
building lest it fall down. Securing 
the building during disassembly was 
accomplished by using the existing 
cover structure frame as support. As 
pieces of the building were removed, 
the skeleton of the building was 
suspended from the cover structure. 
The ensemble resembled a spider 
web of ropes inside a carport.

As each piece of the Chinese 
building was removed, it was meticu
lously photographed, hand cleaned 
and numbered, laid against a sheet of 
plywood to discourage warping, then 
hand wrapped in clean butcher paper. 
These packages were neatly stacked

building from public and private use, while 
enlisting public support for the project. The 
county clerk, Karen Varni, even signed a proc
lamation declaring it so. The mock resolution 
found and stated:

“Now, Therefore, he it resolved by the 
Calaveras County Clerk that the Double 
Springs Courthouse be, and hereby is, decom
missioned as a Calaveras County Court, and

Let it further he resolved by the Calaveras 
County Clerk that the Double Springs 
Courthouse be, and hereby is, relinquished 
to the Calaveras County’ Historical Society to 
preserve it for the benefit of current and future 
Calaveras County Citizens.”

The following day Wally and his hard-working 
partner Johnny James began the arduous task of 
disassembling the building.

Piece by Piece
The concept of the Chinese construction was 

that the building was entirely held together with 
fitted joints; there were no nails in the construc
tion. Since the building was almost 160 years 
old, it was very dry. Shrinkage had occurred and 
the joints no longer locked together securely 
as they had when the building was originally 
fitted together. As the wall panels or non

inside a weatherproof cargo trailer for 
storage. Wally removed the components, photo
graphed them, and Johnny carefully cleaned and 
packed them for storage. The two worked side 
by side, in the waning hot days of the summer of 
2008, for two solid weeks.

Extreme weatherization and shrinkage of the wood had left 
much of the original structure vulnerable to time.
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As Wally and Johnny worked, they peeled 
away the layers of the Chinese building as though 
it were telling a story. The roof of the building 
had a corrugated metal roof, but that had been 
added much later in its life by the ranchers who 
had used the building for storage. Under the sheet 
metal were years of abandoned yellow jacket 
nests, but they had done their damage. The nests 
had caused rot to the original roofing material. 
When the buildings came from China in 1850, 
they were only fitted with board ceilings, and it 
was incumbent upon the buyer to supply shakes. 
There had once been shakes on this building, but 
when the metal roof was lifted, it was discovered 
that the wasps’ nests had rotted away most of the 
original shakes. The missing shakes became a 
personal project for Johnny to recreate.

The wood from China is camphor. All of the 
components of the Chinese building are made of 
camphor wood which naturally repels termites. This 
is part of the secret to the longevity of the building. 
The cedar shakes were added later in this country. 
When the courthouse was dismantled, years of non
Chinese features and embellishments were removed. 
Everything that was not camphor wood showed signs 
of termite infiltration. The bottom eight inches of the 
frame and corner posts were rotted as this was the 
area closest to the ground.

Wally confirmed that the building was in fact 
entirely held together with fitted joints. However,

Samples of original Chinese assembly instructions discovered 
inside the fitted joints.

he found plenty of superfluous nails that were 
added over the years. He and Johnny carefully 
removed several jars worth of square and round 
nails that adorned the building as though it were 
a porcupine.

Some areas of the walls had 
escaped direct weatherization 
and still depicted red paint from 
China. As the wall panels were 
removed, intact Chinese writing 
on the bright red paint was found 
inside the joints. Wally later had 
the writing translated. He learned 
that the red paint was made from 
a mixture of linseed oil and pig’s 
blood, and that the writing was 
assembly instructions.

The cargo trailer went into quiet 
storage while the fate of the building 
was determined.

For the next eighteen months 
no definitive location could be 
pinpointed as to where a recon
structed permanent display couldOriginal Chinese writing was discovered on the fitted floor joists.
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Shingles versus Shakes

Have you ever wondered what the difference 
between a wooden shingle and a wood shake is? 
Sometimes you may hear the two terms used 
interchangeably, and that may be in error. There 
really is a difference between the two types of 
historic wooden roofing or siding materials.

A wood shake is split. A shingle is sawn. A 
shingle has relatively smooth sides, whereas a 
shake has fairly rough hewn sides. In the days 
before sawmills, it was easier to split the wood by 
hand (called “riving”) than try to saw it. The tool 
used for splitting the wood and making the shake 
is called a froe.

Most shakes and shingles are made of cedar 
wood, because the wood splits easily and is 
resistant to insect damage and weathers well. 
So there is quite a difference, but nothing to get 
shaken up about.

be housed. Finally after careful study of the 
minimum required space, it was determined 
that the best available location would be inside, 
upstairs in the museum complex where the 
geology display was located. However installing 
the courthouse display would necessitate relo
cating the geology display. Once again the 
Historical Society had to call upon
the county for their consent.

The Historical Society presi
dent at the time was Jeff Tuttle. 
He was also the county’s District
Attorney. Being an attorney by
day, but an historian at heart, the 
courthouse project had become a 
personal goal for Jeff to see built. 
He worked quietly behind the scenes 
at the government center to obtain 
the county’s consent to relocate 
the geology display at the museum 
for the purpose of constructing the 
courthouse display. On March 6,
2008, Jeff wrote a letter to Wally 
advising him that all permissions 
had been obtained and the project 
was to proceed.

In the spring of 2008, Wally pulled some 
pieces of the courthouse building from the 
storage trailer and took them to his home in 
Mountain Ranch. He has a wood shop in which 
he could work at the meticulous task of reas
sembly with minimal distraction. He dedicated 
the next several months to the work of reassem
bling a Chinese building.

Reassembly could not be conducted in the 
same order as the original house had been 
constructed. This irregularity was due to the 
fact that there were so many rotted pieces, or 
“missing links”, so to say. As recommended by 
the experts, the reassembly was to be an opti
mization of the best of the available parts. The 
objective was to fabricate a building of about 
one half the size of the original, without a back 
wall. Since the bottom eight inches of every post 
and panel was missing due to rot, Wally had to 
use the best of all of the parts just to get the fifty 
percent complete that he needed. To reconstruct 
the required ten floor-to-ceiling panels took 
almost the whole summer.

Wally learned much about Chinese construc
tion, pig’s blood, camphor wood, and many things 
associated with the building. One of the more 
unique discoveries was that camphor was better 
than catnip! Every time he cut into the camphor 
wood, his cats would come out of their sleeping 
quarters for the privilege of rolling in the sawdust.

Reconstruction of a rotted corner post required the skillful fitting of numerous small 
pieces together to form a new whole one.
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The pleasant smelling sawdust was set aside. June 
Downum fabricated small pouches of the sawdust 
for a future use.

The floor of the original building had been 
replaced with a pine floor around 1900. As this 
flooring was not original, it did not make sense to 
re-use that lumber. The roofing presented another 
problem, though. The original roof was cedar 
shakes installed by the buyer. Auspiciously for 
the courthouse, Johnny James had experience in 
cedar shakes. Using a salvaged roof shake from 
dismantling the courthouse as a guide, Johnny 
went to his family cabin in Hermit Valley along 
the Ebbetts Pass Highway. Johnny had recently 
had to replace some cedar shakes and believed he 
had an historically accurate source for replace
ment parts. Fortunately for everyone involved, 
Johnny’s old cedar shakes accurately matched 
those from the courthouse. Johnny was able to 
provide the cedar shakes to adorn the recon
structed courthouse exhibit.

Johnny’s contributions to the project did not 
stop there. Besides assisting Wally in the disman
tling and providing the shakes, he also constructed 
the podium stand for the graphics display. Many 
times throughout the arduous reconstruction 
process when Wally felt he 
was overwhelmed, Johnny 
provided the positive direc
tion and inspiration needed 
to see through to the next 
phase. Johnny’s quiet but thor
ough assistance to the project 
cannot be understated.

The summer of 2008 
wore on and the pieces came 
together. Many a long hot day 
was completed with Wally’s 
partner Lillian bringing 
him a cold beer and calling 
“enough!” They would sit 
down to watch the sunset 
together while the cats rolled 
in the camphor sawdust. In
October Wally had finally 
constructed enough of 
the building to invite the
Historical Society board over 
to see the product of his hard

work. A brief meeting was held in his driveway 
where the half-building stood. After months 
of not knowing what he was actually doing, 
they could finally see and touch the wood he 
had so carefully brought back to life. Then 
it was hastily covered with blue tarps as rain 
came splattering down on his handiwork.

Taking Shape
As the reassembly neared completion and the 

building began to take shape, attention turned 
toward construction of the final display. An 
empty wooden box of a building would mean 
nothing to a visitor without the history behind it. 
A flip-chart display was created to inform visi
tors of the history of the county seat, the county 
boundaries, and this unique building. Once one 
starts to turn the pages of the informative display, 
one cannot help but keep reading through to the 
end, the present, to find the final fate of the 
building standing before them.

Local artists Lori and Pete Kelly were hired 
to develop and paint a perspective of the record
er’s office on the back wall inside the building. 
The trompe l’oiel painting does just that, it tricks 
the eye into believing that the viewer is peeking
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The reconstructed courthouse building, adorned with the 31-star flag, 
in the fall of 2008. Left to right, Johnny James, Jeff Tuttle, Duane Wight, 

Wally Motloch and Gary Herd.
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The final display in the County Museum, with the perspective painting providing 
a glimpse of the 1850 working courthouse.

inside the building during business hours. With 
period furniture in the foreground, the illusion 
is complete.

When the State of California was formed 
in 1850, it became the thirty-first state of the 
United States, and Calaveras was one of the 
original twenty-seven charter counties. From 
the beginning it could proudly fly the United 
States flag with thirty-one stars. Wally set out 
to find such a flag to adorn the reconstructed 
courthouse. He did in fact find an authentic flag 
but it exceeded the project’s budget. Rather, he 
used his persuasive skills to obtain photographs 
of the true flag. He then asked our local VFW 
hall to use a decommissioned flag and a good 
seamstress to reconstruct a “new” old flag, based 
on the photographs. So a fairly authentic and 
slightly used flag of thirty-one stars was born for 
the courthouse display.

The heavy rocks of the geology display 
were removed to their new location. The court
house was reconstructed in its new home, inside 
the County Museum. Remember the camphor 
sawdust the cats loved? June Downum’s bags 
of sweet smelling sawdust were presented to 
the board members as gifts of “Double Springs 
Gold”, and Wally said it was time to open the 
refurbished building to public display.

Dedication
By special invitation, the 

Calaveras County Historical 
Society held a dedication 
ceremony to unveil the new 
display. Members of the 
Society got a sneak preview 
on the ninth of June, 2009. 
The following day was the 
159th anniversary of the orig
inal Court of Sessions that had 
been held in Double Springs. 
That Court of Sessions had 
had to be held in the tent 
under the oak tree since the 
Chinese building hadn’t been 
erected yet. The 159th anni
versary in 2009 was far more 
comfortable.

The display was completed 
and opened to the public with

much attention from the local press. The final 
product far exceeded anyone’s vision of the 
display. Wally had brought the project in early 
and under budget.

Several quality museums across California 
have vied for the remaining scraps of camphor 
wood. They wish to own a piece of this unique 
history to enhance their own displays of gold 
rush-era Chinese artifacts. The significance of 
Calaveras County’s first courthouse, the only 
surviving gold rush-era pre-fabricated building 
from China, is immeasurable.
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Historical Society loses dedicated friend,

JEFF TUTTEE 1952-2010

T
he Historical Society is sad 
to announce the passing of 
longtime member and board 
member Jeff Tuttle. Jeff Tuttle 

proudly called Mokelumne Hill home 
since the age of six.

Jeff attended Calaveras High
School then obtained a degree in 
anthropology from UC Berkeley.
Later he attended the McGeorge 
School of Law and pursued a distin
guished year career in law in Calaveras 
County spanning more than thirty 
years. He worked a variety of legal 
positions at the county from deputy 
district attorney, county counsel, public defender, and 
most recently as the county’s district attorney.

Our work required us to cross paths often while we 
were both in the service of the county. When I entered 
his office he would show me his latest find, usually 
something petrified, then he would dispatch promptly 
with the business at hand. We would then step outside 
while he snuck a forbidden cigarette and we would 
laugh at the silliness of the county bureaucracies and 
egos in action. Then his assistant would come find us 
and remind him of a pending appointment.

Jeff knew exactly how not to take the job too 
seriously, yet he was always very professional in his 
legal work. Many colleagues praised Jeff for his thor
oughness and rarely found fault in his legal analysis. 
And many more admired Jeff for the courage to wear 
Hawaiian shirts to work every Friday.

Everything in the world around him fascinated 
him, from his natural environment to local history. 
He particularly loved geology and reptiles. I got to 
know Jeff best when he and his wife and I took Bill 
Fuller’s amazing geology class together. We had 
so much fun picking up conglomerate rocks that 
held fast (cementite), or ones that held no interest 
and we quickly dropped them (leaverite). Over the 
subsequent years Jeff would use his fancy rock 
cutting tools to cut rocks open for me just because 
I wanted to see what was inside and he understood 
that curiosity.

When Jeff left the county the first 
time for private pursuits 1 participated 
in the mass government center photo
graph of 100+ employees wearing 
Hawaiian shirts in his honor on his 
last Friday. A good-bye party was 
held at the Pioneer Hotel in his honor. 
I stayed behind long after the crowd 
was gone with a few close friends and 
his life-long guitar playing partner 
Phil McCartney. We sang Marty 
Robbins songs long past 2:00 am. It 
was the worst hangover I’ve ever had. 

We continued to cross paths over 
the following years in a variety of 

venues and eventually Jeff returned to county employ
ment. I often heard he and Phil play music, or would 
invite Jeff over to play Mah Jongg (he was the only 
male guest to ever join us). Once he agreed to adopt 
some geckos that I was fostering. They had to be snuck 
into his District Attorney office early one morning, but 
he was thrilled. When he first ran for public office, 
it seemed as though every home in Moke Hill had a 
Tuttle sign in their yard. A friend remarked, “Now 
Calaveras County has their own Tuttletown.”

Jeff joined the Historical Society as a Lifetime 
Member in 1981. It was just a matter of time before he 
increased his membership participation to active board 
member, and served as President from 2007-2009. He 
brought good humor and level insight to the board. He 
was serving the current Vice President’s term.

Jeff had recently remarried and was raising a 
young family. A neighbor told me that he loved having 
Jeff bring his kids home, because he always heard Jeff 
singing old rock ‘n roll lyrics to all the kids in the car.

Jeff was having a leisurely spring Sunday, doing 
a little prospecting, when he was struck with the heart 
attack that took his life. When Jeff left the employ
ment of Calaveras County this time, he was running 
unopposed for his fourth term as the county’s District 
Attorney. The CHP had to close down the town of 
Mokelumne Hill to accommodate his funeral, which I 
attended, and I wore a Hawaiian shirt.

—Bonnie Miller

Jeff Tuttle, as we remember him, 
happy to be playing music, in this 

case singing cowboy ballads on the 
sidewalk in San Andreas.
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by Bonnie Miller

T
he year 2010 marks several reasons for us to 
remember Mark Twain. It is the 175th anni
versary of his birth, the 100th anniversary of 
his death, the 145th anniversary of the publication 

of the jumping frog story, and the 125th anniver
sary of the publication of his book Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn.

To all of this ballyhoo, Twain would have said:

A/t-e

Perhaps the jumping frog story’s 145th anniver
sary doesn’t have such distinction with the number, 
but it is always worth taking a second look at it, 
especially in our neighborhood. There are several 
things afoot this year that Angels Camp and the 
Mother Lode are to be proud of, and residents should 
be sure to visit.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens came from humble 
beginnings, and his fame never outgrew that



upbringing. He scratched 
his way to fortune, lost 
it and won it again many 
times over, but never forgot 
what it was like to live in 
poverty and shame.

He loved the freedom 
afforded children. He 
loved living alongside a 

thriving river, although he
recalled being pulled from the water at least nine 
times “in a substantially drowned condition.” His

Let us take another look at the wit and wisdom mother scoffed it away, explaining “People who are
of Mark Twain. Every school child knows the legend 
of the young boy from the south, Samuel Clemens, 
who grew up on the banks of the Mississippi. Those 
childhood experiences became the basis for the great 
American classics, The Adventures of Toni Sawyer. 
and Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. But before 
all of that, Clemens was just a young newspaper 
reporter who made his way west to seek his fortune, 
like so many young men of his day. One hundred 
years after his passing, he is still as viable as he was 
then. He was a most unique man.

In the small town with the big sounding name of 
Florida, Missouri, Samuel Langhorne Clemens was 
born on November 30, 1835 while Halley’s Comet 
blazed in the night sky. He was born two months 
early to John Marshall and Jane Lampton Clemens, 
the sixth of seven children. The boy was named 
Samuel for his paternal grandfather, and Langhorne 
for an old friend of his father’s. Florida had 100 
inhabitants at the time, and Sam’s birth increased the 
population by one percent, a greater achievement 
than most men could claim about their own home
towns, he would later recall.

When Sam was four the family moved fifty 
miles to the larger town of Hannibal, Missouri 
where they hoped to improve their poverty-like 
living conditions. They didn’t. John Clemens was 
always scraping to get by as a local attorney, judge 
and justice of the peace when an opportunity to run 
for County Clerk arose. He was sure to win the elec
tion, but while out campaigning one night he was 
caught in a storm and succumbed to pneumonia. 
John Clemens passed away when Sam was only ten, 
leaving Jane widowed with four children.

His mother was surprised that Sam had survived 
early childhood. Besides being born early, he seemed 
destined to get into trouble from a young age. He 
would pull pranks such as memorize bible verses so 
as to convince her that he had been to church when 
he hadn’t.

born to be hanged are safe in the water.”
The Clemens family owned a slave but Sam 

didn’t realize it. When she had to be sold he cried, 
because he had thought she was one of the family. 
He recalled seeing slaves in the town square to be 
sold, and always remembered they were the saddest, 
sorriest people he ever saw. These impressions from 
his youth stayed with him for the rest of his life and 
provided the vivid substance of his literature.

By the time Sam reached the age of thirteen, 
the family financial situation was dire. Jane appren
ticed Sam at a printer’s shop, effectively indenturing 
him for wages for the family to live on. His formal 
schooling was terminated.

Life Presses On
Hannibal, the town along the Mississippi, had 

grown to greater than 3000 people while young 
Sam grew up there. When he was seventeen he had 
become highly skilled at the printing business. He 
had continued to read books on his own, and when 
the editor was out of town he would fill in writing a 
few items to fill the spaces. He left Hannibal to join 
his older brother Orion who was also in the news
paper printing business. Although he continued to 
dabble in writing pieces in Orion’s paper, his efforts 
were not appreciated. Sam tended to poke fun at 
people who took life too seriously, while Orion felt 
Sam didn’t take things seriously enough. In truth, 
Sam was an excellent and tidy typesetter. He was 
bored with his work and not challenged.

Orion’s newspaper struggled as much as life at 
home in Hannibal had been a struggle. Sam bounced 
around working as a printer and correspondent in St. 
Louis, New York City, Cincinnati and Philadelphia 
as well as for Orion’s struggling paper. While 
working in the larger cities Sam attempted to further 
his education by visiting the public libraries. His 
membership in a printers’ union gained him access 
to libraries. He felt he had access to wider sources 

When Clemens looked back, he recalled that he 
loved growing up in Hannibal, despite the poverty.

of material than he would have had he stayed in a 
traditional school.
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At the age of 21 Sam was tired of being a type
setter and occasional correspondent and was ready 
to move on in life. He boarded a river steamship in 
February of 1857, one of the almost 1000 steam
ships on the river at that time. He intended to sail to 
Brazil for the purpose of trading profitably in Coca 
plants. While on the ship he was reminded of a child
hood ambition to be a riverboat pilot—a glamorous 
well paying job. Many of his childhood friends had 
realized this dream and were successful steamboat 
pilots. He abandoned his Brazilian quest and appren
ticed himself to a riverboat pilot who agreed to take 
him on in the training position of cub-pilot.

Sam thoroughly enjoyed the riverboat life. He 
envisioned himself living out his days sailing up and 
down the mighty Mississippi, knowing every twist 
and turn of its 1200 mile course by heart, and drawing 
the high wages of $250 per month. It was at this time 
in his life that he began to pay 
special attention to his clothing 
and appearance, although he did 
not start wearing his trademark 
white suits until after 1904. He 
had inherited a full head of red 
hair from his mother, as well as 
her sunny disposition, although 
only three of her children would 
live to see adulthood.

Sam talked his younger 
brother Henry into joining him 
as a river pilot, and they agreed 
to meet at a certain location, but 
fate intervened. Henry was killed 
in a boiler explosion in June of
1858, and Sam never forgave 
himself for getting his brother 
into the mess in the first place.

Sam did obtain his license 
the following year, in April of
1859, and began piloting his 
own boat. In his career he 
piloted six different boats. He 
loved his job, and he was finally 
in a position to send real money 
home to help his mother. He 
took particular satisfaction in 
knowing that he earned as much 

money as the Vice President of the United States. He 
enjoyed his job for three years until fate intervened 
again and the Civil War broke out in April of 1861, 
stopping all commercial traffic on the river. Sam 
dutifully went home and joined the local militia.

Sam didn’t really care for politics or fighting, 
and only joined the Hannibal Militia out of a sense 
of duty. Since Missouri was a Confederate State, it 
had no organized military, so all militias were local 
affairs. He claimed that they went out to the woods 
and marched around for about two weeks. They 
didn’t even have any uniforms. But when talk came 
around to actual fighting, he “skedaddled.” That was 
the end of his military career.

Meanwhile, despite Sam’s abhorrence for poli
tics, his brother Orion was a Union abolitionist. 
Orion had obtained an appointment as the new 
Secretary to the Governor of the Nevada Territory. 
Sam didn’t want to have anything to do with the 
war and begged his brother to take him along, even

Press room of the Territorial Enterprise newspaper in Virginia City, Nevada. 
Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2010.
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The desk that Mark Twain used at the Territorial Enterprise. The desk was 
disassembled and displayed at the San Francisco World's Fair. 

Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2010.

offering to pay both their $150 stage tickets. Orion 
agreed, and off they went. The rugged two week 
stage ride across the country inspired some of his 
later writings, Roughing It. The Clemens brothers 
went west instead of to war.

Go West
Sam’s newfound wealth from his pilot’s job 

was quickly gone. He tried his hand at gold mining 
but found the work difficult, tedious, and not very 
rewarding. By 1862 he was destitute again. He 
decided to try for a “regular” job, in journalism, for 
a reliable income. This cycle of prosperity and near 
poverty became a pattern in his life ever after.

The newspaper in Virginia City, Nevada, the 
Territorial Enterprise decided to hire Sam when 
they learned that he had penned several humorous 
letters under the pseudonym “Josh”. The editor 
Joseph Goodman and Sam got along, and Goodman 
afforded Sam many leniencies in his writings. On 

his first day of work at the Territorial 
Enterprise, he met the famous jour
nalist Dan DeQuille, of whom he would 
develop a fond friendship. DeQuille 
gave him some friendly advice: “Get the 
facts first, then you can distort them as 
much as you like.” Another fellow he 
met at the Enterprise was a man named 
Steve Gillis, whose acquaintance would 
ultimately change his life.

While reporting for the Territorial 
Enterprise, he reported on anything 
from silver strikes, local weddings, 
small pox outbreaks, fires and firemen’s 
balls, and he had a local column which 
reported legislative proceedings, social 
events, and a shipment of salt in 1863 
via camels from Walker River. While 
reporting in the Owens River Valley 
in 1865 he witnessed some disagree
able military actions against the native 
Indian population.

It was the newspaper style of the 
times to fill the columns, and not neces
sarily with the truth, so Sam had a 
lot of leeway to exercise his comic 
writing style. He could cover, or even 
create, burlesque pieces, satires, and 
even hoaxes. Sam loved to twist words 

and jerk the stories around for amusement, and he 
was forever amused at the gullibility of people.

The year 1863 is the first known record where 
the byline “Mark Twain” appeared. That writer was 
a distinctly different persona than Sam Clemens. The 
Twain writer was for comic writing; he was unpre
dictable. Mark Twain could be a drunkard, he may 
be gullible, innocent, a fool, etc. The reader never 
knew when the joke would come, or who the joke 
was to be played upon. Twain may have been the 
writer, and Clemens the man behind that person, or 
interchangeably.

The name Mark Twain has always been believed 
to have come from the call of the depth finding 
on a riverboat. A mark of two (twain) fathoms 
is the full depth necessary for the steamboat to 
pass without running into obstruction or running 
aground. Clemens himself explained in his story 
Life on the Mississippi that he lifted the name 
from a fellow boat captain who abbreviated notes 
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from his ship’s log. Recently Twain scholars have 
suggested another source for the name came from 
Clemens’ running a bar tab at a saloon in Virginia 
City. All of these versions have their own appeal 
and romance.

His first hoax was about a petrified man; it 
made fun of an incompetent coroner, but appealed 
to a budding national interest in science and a 
strange zeal for “petrification.” The desert provided 
the right atmosphere for something to be petri
fied. On 4 October, 1862, Mark Twain reported 
on the finding of a petrified man with a wooden 
leg. The description of the location is very exact, 
and very wrong. He figured that anyone remotely 
familiar with the area would recognize the mistake. 
Secondly, the position of the petrified man, should 
one pay attention to the great detail in the writing, 
clearly shows that the man is frozen in the posi
tion of thumbing his nose at the world. Twain did 
not regret his newspaper piece, and it did serve to 
embarrass the local coroner.

His second hoax was a sensational murder that 
proved to be a little too believable. He described a 
sensational story of a man who galloped into town, 

bloodied from the murder of his family while baring 
the slash of his own knife across his throat from ear 
to ear. He allegedly carried the warm, bloody scalp 
of his wife, screaming about his own dead children 
at home. Such tales were believable, as pioneers 
were known to crack under the pressures of frontier 
life. Yet the man in question was found to be living, 
and so was his family. The following day Clemens 
merely printed the correction, “I take it all back.” 
Such writings may seem preposterous today, but they 
did sell papers.

Another situation that did not turn out so well 
was when he got into a poison pen campaign with 
the editor of a competitive newspaper. As the words 
escalated, Twain jokingly challenged the other editor 
to a duel. He fully expected it to be declined as 
dueling was forbidden by law. To his surprise the 
challenge was accepted, and Clemens found himself 
having to leave Nevada as a fugitive.

Mark Twain relocated to the more civil city of 
San Francisco. His humorous letters had preceded 
him and he had a reputation among newspapers of 
the west. He soon landed other employment but 
again found himself at odds with political figures.

Jim Gillis' cabin on Jackass Hill in 1895. Gillis is seated with his legs crossed.
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His reporting of corruption and graft in the fire 
and police departments was not appreciated. He 
witnessed many incidents of harassment toward the 
Chinese population. When he wrote of mob violence 
toward the Chinese he was dismayed that his own 
editors would not print about it.

A Cold, Wet Fortuitous Winter
Clemens had bailed his Territorial Enterprise 

colleague Steve Gillis out of jail one night in San 
Francisco after Gillis got in a fight with a bartender. 
Later he met Gillis’ his older brother Jim. Not anxious 
to come up with the $500 bail, Clemens set out 
with the older Gillis brother 
to escape the San Francisco 
situation. Jim Gillis had 
built a cabin on Jackass Hill 
near Tuttletown in Tuolumne
County, and that’s where 
they headed. Later they were 
joined by Jim’s brothers
Steve and William, and 
another miner Don Stoker.
The Gillis brothers, Stoker 
and Clemens became fast 
friends, a friendship that
Clemens maintained for the 
rest of his life.

(The Gillis family was 
from Georgia. In addition to 
the three boys, their parents 
lived in San Francisco.
Occasionally the boys would 
go to the city to visit.)

Jim held a degree from the Botanico-Medical 
College of Tennessee which trained him in herbal 
medicine. He was considered a naturalist before 
the term naturalist existed. Dan DeQuille regarded 
Jim Gillis as the “Thoreau of the Sierras.” Jim 
was extremely well read in English, Greek and 
Latin. In later years Clemens called his old friend 
an “old philosopher.”

The winter of 1864 and 1865 proved to be 
miserably wet, often trapping the miners inside 
on Jackass Hill for days at a time. Fortunately for 
the rest of us, they got to telling stories amongst 
themselves. Jim Gillis was a lively, amusing story 
teller, and Don Stoker was the model for Twain’s 
character Tom Quartz in Roughing It. Clemens 

wrote down many of the humorous sketches that he 
heard throughout that cold, wet winter.
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Some days Clemens ventured out of Gillis’ cabin 

and made his way to Angels Camp. It is believed that 
he had a sweetheart in that town. He certainly believed 

that he would be around 
long enough to consider 
the area home for a while. 
Clemens was a member of 
the Angels Masons, Bear 
Mountain Lodge No 76. The 
lodge minutes of 8 February 
1865 listed Clemens as a 
Junior Deacon.

It was during one of 
those Angels Camp visits 
that Clemens is reputed to 
have visited a saloon where 
he met his old acquaintance 
Ben Coon. Coon had been a 
riverboat pilot on the Illinois 
River. Coon recounted to 
Clemens a quirky story he 
had heard about a fellow 
who would bet on anything, 

and bet on his own jumping frog. Clemens later 
jotted down the story amongst his notes of Gillis’ 
humorous stories and sketches. He later surmised 
that if wrote the frog story well, he could get that 
story to jump around the world.

The Jumping Frog Story
Clemens’ acquaintance Artemus Ward had sent a 

letter to him asking for a short story to be included 
in a book that Ward was producing. Clemens thought 
by the date of the letter that he was too late, but 
Ward asked him a second time. Clemens perfected a 
version he felt satisfactory for printing, but by that 
time Ward’s book was too close to its date of publica
tion. Instead, Ward submitted Clemens’ story to the 
New York magazine The Saturday Press.
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Twain’s first draft placed the story in a fictitious 
town called Boomerang. It was based on Angels 
Camp but he renamed it to reflect the swings in the 
economy: it had initially boomed with the gold rush 
in 1850 then fallen to ruin. When Clemens was in 
the area in 1865 he was witnessing a resurgence in 
the economy from heavy corporate investing from 
the hard-rock capitalists from back east. This up 
and down economy gave Twain the idea to rename 
the town Boomerang in his first, odious draft of the 
story. He later abandoned that draft and much of that 
story altogether. He instead used the true name of 
Angels Camp in which to base his story.

It was in this era of capitalists’ development 
when small miners like the Gillis brothers, Stoker 
and Clemens himself couldn’t make much of a 
living out of their own placer mining anymore. The 
individual miner turned toward employment at the 
company mines instead. This economic backdrop 
shaped much of Twain’s character in later years.

The frog jump story first appeared in the 18th 
of November edition of 1865 of The Saturday Press. 
The story was titled “Jim Smiley and His Jumping 
Frog.” It was soon reprinted many times over. When 
Bret Harte printed it on the 16th of December 
in his magazine The Californian, the title had 
been changed to “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of 
Calaveras County” and Smiley’s name was changed 
to Greeley. Another, later version was called “The 
Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveras County.”

In all Twain wrote five versions of the jumping 
frog story, only three of which were actually published. 
This year, as an anniversary special, the Angels 
Camp Museum Foundation, in collaboration with the 
Bancroft Library, is publishing a consolidated book 
of all five versions of the jumping frog story. The 
book was sponsored by local mining interest Pacific 
Fareast Minerals, Inc and Mother Lode Gold Mines 
Consolidated. This book is sure to be 
an exciting collector piece for 
any Mark Twain enthusiast.
It is the only collection of j 
all five versions of the story, 
including the unpublished
Boomerang draft.

Another version of the 
jumping frog story can be 
found in Edna Buckbee’s |
book, Calaveras County Gold

Rush Stories. There have been later claims, with much 
authoritative documentation, that the actual frog jump 
contest that Clemens heard about took place in a saloon 
in San Andreas. Apparently it was even reported in the 
paper. Clemens probably understood that the event 
took place somewhere else than where he heard it, but 
he chose to place his story in Angels Camp. Besides, 
Angels Camp sounded better than Boomerang.

In later years Twain discovered a French trans
lation of the jumping frog story. He did not find it 
amusing, so he translated it back to English to prove 
why it was not well received in France: it did not 
make sense. Of course he had translated the exact 
French grammar which doesn’t translate word for 
word. He then published all three versions under the 
title “The Jumping Frog: in English, then in French, 
and then Clawed Back into a Civilized Language 
Once More by Patient, Unremunerated Toil.”

Early California Writings
California in the 1860s was starved for news so 

newspapers proved to be a good match in providing 
employment to the verbose Clemens. He was fortu
nate to have met and worked with many famous early 
California literary figures such as Bret Harte of the 
magazine The Californian, Dan DeQuille of the widely 
distributed newspaper the Alta California as well as 
Artemus Ward, Ambrose Bierce, and Joaquin Miller. 

After the wet winter in Gillis’ cabin, Sam returned 
to San Francisco when he learned that the Civil War 
was over. He wanted to return home, having had 
enough adventure in the west. He was deeply despon
dent over his failure as a miner and a writer. He 
wrote to his mother that he contemplated suicide, just 
weeks before the jumping frog story was published. 

Communications from the east to the west were 
very slow, weeks at a time due to the overland mail. 
To Sam’s surprise, he learned that the

Twain’s story in the Strtwr&iy Preiaof
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Portion of a letter written to a lady in Angels Camp dated October 
2,1880. Original letter property of the Angels Camp Museum, 

reproduced by permission.
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jumping frog story had been a moderate success. 
Suddenly he was in demand again, and he was 
enlisted in March of 1866 to sail to the Sandwich 
Islands. Upon his departure he penned a quick letter 
to his friend William Gillis, where he claimed he 
was going as a special correspondent to the Alta 
California. He noted that he hoped to see Gillis and 
the boys again at Jackass Hill.

While Clemens was in the Sandwich Islands 
he sent home several travel letters to the Alta 
California and the Sacramento Union about Hawaii. 
He witnessed the sudden funeral for the Hawaiian 
Princess Victoria Kamamalu, and the landing of 
the survivors of the shipwrecked Hornet. While 
suffering saddle sores, he was carried on a stretcher 
to the hospital to interview the survivors of the ship
wreck and produced what was the most serious piece 
of work in his series, and a scoop for his papers.

He reported on nude native ladies, volcanoes, 
and surf-bathing, all things exciting and new to 
readers back home. He also gave uncomplimentary 
comments about the missionaries and the passing of 
the Hawaiian native way of life. When he returned to 
California a friend suggested he give a lecture about 

his adventures. Twain was thoroughly reluctant to do 
so, but borrowed the money to rent the Maguire’s 
Academy of Music in San Francisco to give a lecture 
on 2 October 1866. He was such a success that he 
went on to give lectures throughout the gold country. 
In addition to writing humorous sketches, he proved 
to be an excellent lecturer.

Suddenly Mark Twain was attractive and he was 
in demand as a travelling correspondent. He was 
then enlisted in 1867 to travel to Europe. His expe
riences there provided material for his books The 
In n ocen ts A broad.

Z/i-eyt-

At Home
By 1867 Clemens was using the name Mark 

Twain. He was fully engulfed in his lecturing life. 
Another newspaper funded a trip to the Mediterranean 
where he penned more humorous travel writings. 
Those correspondence letters later were compiled 
as Innocents Abroad. During these travelling years 
Twain declared that he wanted to settle down and 
find himself a good wife. A couple of them if they 
were particularly good. On that trip he met Charles 
Langdon, the man who was to become his brother- 
in-law. Langdon showed him a picture of his sister 
Olivia, and Twain claimed it was love at first sight.

The Langdons were from Elmira, New York. 
Twain considered their family wealthy but liberal, 
and thoroughly enjoyed their company. Through 
them he would meet such dignitaries as Harriet 
Beecher Stowe and Frederick Douglass, of whom he 
was proud to make their acquaintance.

Twain and Olivia “Livy” Langdon were married 
in February of 1870. He advised the Gillis brothers of 
his pending marriage and invited them, but knew that 
they probably could not make the overland journey 
from California to New York. The newlyweds eventu
ally settled in Hartford, Connecticut where they built 
a home. They had four children, a boy who died of 
diphtheria at the age of nineteen months, and three 
daughters. Twain’s family life was deeply saddened in 
later years by the passing of his eldest daughter when 
she was only twenty-four. He also saw the passing of 
his third daughter, and his wife in his lifetime. It was 
after the death of his third daughter that he started 
wearing white suits full time.
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1 n 18 8 5 Twai n’s book Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn was published in the US (Twain was adamant 
that there was no “the” in the title). It is still 
believed to be one of the greatest American novels, 
probably the first ever written in the vernacular, in 
the first person. The book was controversial from 
the outset, but has outlasted the controversy. Twain 
found censorship of the book amusing, and specu
lated that it would increase sales (it did). Once in 
response to a school board that had chosen to ban 
his book from their library, he wrote them and said: 
“But the truth is, that when a Library expels a book 
of mine and leaves an unexpurgated Bible lying 
around where unprotected youth and age can get 
hold of it, the deep unconscious irony of it delights 
me and doesn’t anger me.”

Twain believed that he had two true callings in life 
that he had wished to pursue: being a riverboat pilot and 
being a preacher. He succeeded at the first and found 
the second to be disagreeable to his character, although 
he liked to talk to an audience. When he began 
to court Olivia, she made it her mission to make 
a Christian man out of him, but he did not like 
to go to church. His daughter claimed, somewhat 
in jest, that her father could not stand to hear 
anyone else but himself speak for any length of 
time. When it came to lengthy oration, he could 
go on and on.

Financial Woes
Mark Twain was plagued by financial 

problems throughout his life. From early child
hood until his death he experienced periods of 
prosperous wealth and robust living, followed 
by poor investments, only to come crashing 
back down again to near poverty levels. He 
was ashamed of his poor financial situation 
and tried to hide it. Once in a down time in his 
Virginia City days he told his mother that he 
had mastered the art of slinking so as to avoid 
detection by his landlord and other creditors.

Twain’s colleague Bret Harte was equally 
poor with money and went to Europe to avoid 
his creditors. Twain had no desire to avoid his 
creditors. He actually felt quite ashamed of 
his situation. He tried to put up a good front, 
which often led others to believe that he was 
better off than he really was. Regarding his 
lack of finances, he once lamented:

When he found himself in deep debt to his 
creditors, he would quickly generate more written 
material or embark on another lecture tour which 
was quite lucrative. Fortunately he was considered 
the foremost lecturer of the day, and his lectures 
were always in demand to sell-out crowds. The down 
side of this financial cycle was that his rapid writing 
during these demanding periods was probably not 
his best, according to Twain scholars.

Mark Twain the Person
He loved billiards, cats, sported a mustache all 

of his adult life, and he disliked Teddy Roosevelt.

VZ-Z£ Z£e <^Z ZZ 
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This 1869 photo was titled The American Humorists. Left to right. Josh 
Billings, Twain, and Petroleum V. Nasby (all are pen names). The other two 

never gained the same fame that Twain achieved.
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He was fascinated by science and technology 
and in 1894 paid a visit to the laboratories of 
Nikola Tesla (for whom the modern electric car is 
named). Twain himself owned three patents for his 
own inventions: one was called “an improvement in 
adjustable and detachable straps for garments” to be 
used instead of suspenders; another was a game of 
history trivia; and the most commercially successful 
of his inventions was a self-pasting scrapbook that 
used a dried adhesive that only had to be moistened 
before usage. Licking an envelope comes to mind.

Twain’s faith in technology at one point in his 
life almost proved to be his undoing. During a period 
between 1890 and 1894 he sank almost his entire net 
worth, $300,000 or the equivalent of greater than 
$7.5 million today into the endeavor. Twain’s back
ground as a typesetter convinced him of the value 
of the highly-engineered Paige typesetting machine. 
Regrettably the machine was rendered obsolete by 
the Linotype before it was perfected.

The Paige typesetter failure and other poor 
investments again found Twain in financial ruin. 
Fortunately a growing friendship with Standard Oil 
executive Henry H. Rogers saved Twain. Rogers 
became a close confidante for Twain in later life, 
and helped him get his financial house in order. With

Rogers’ assistance, Twain filed for bankruptcy and 
was relieved of his debts. But Twain didn’t feel right 
about walking away from his debts.

Again with Rogers’ assistance, Twain arranged 
another profitable international lecture series to pay 
off all of his debtors even though he didn’t have to.

Strengthening Principles
The 1873 book The Gilded Age was an early 

hint of his personal beliefs and rhetoric to come. 
The story was jointly written with Twain’s neighbor 
Charles Dudley Warren, mostly out of a challenge 
from their wives to write a novel together. The book 
poked fun at the excesses of Washington politicians 
and their lust for money. Although the book was not 
a commercial success, the term “the gilded age” has 
become synonymous with the post-civil war greedy 
politicians.

As much as people loved to meet him, Twain 
loved to meet other interesting people. Such encoun
ters broadened his worldly view. Of particular note 
was his deep friendship with his next door neighbor, 
fellow author and famous abolitionist Harriet 
Beecher Stowe. In 1895 he befriended Helen Keller.

Mark Twain with his family in Hartford, Connecticut, 1884.
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In 1896 he met Mahatma 
Gandhi, and in 1898 he met 
with Sigmund Freud. These 
encounters led Twain toward 
a continually pacifist outlook 
in later life.

As Twain aged, his prin
ciples matured. Some say he 
grew increasingly bitter with 
age. He was forever amused at 
the gullibility of people as his 
hoaxes and the responses to 
his humorous writings proved. 
Therefore he was equally 
disgusted that the populous 
could be so easily duped by 
politicians and government. 
The time and age when he 

Twain visited the laboratory of Nikola Tesla in 19O4.Despite 
his own failures, he never lost his faith in technology.

the prayer will be published 
in my time. None but the 
dead are permitted to tell 
the truth.” The story goes 
that a church is praying for 
their soldiers going to war, 
for victory and honor. An 
older, wiser visitor enters, 
claims he is a messenger 
from their god, and advises 
them that they are praying 
for death even if it is to their 
enemies; in essence, think 
about the cost of war. The 
church members ignore his 
as a ranting lunatic. In later 
generations, Viet Nam war 
protestors and others have

grew up in the south and west allowed him to witness 
many atrocities perpetuated upon many peoples. This 
was when he was embracing writing as a career. These 
experiences shaped the mature man in later years. He 
grew more outspoken against discrimination of any 
kind. He strongly supported labor unions, for example, 
and he came to resent American Imperialism across 
the globe.

Olivia counseled Twain to withhold some of his 
more provocative writings as she thought they may 
damage his reputation. He was leaning more toward 
satire than toward humor, poking at the ridiculous
ness than the frivolity of government, economics, or 
politics. He took her advice as long as she was alive, 
but when she passed away he began to publish some 
of his more opinionated material.

J off fatCdhe/L ww/."

Twain fell into a deep depression after the 
passing of his first beloved daughter and his wife. His 
surviving daughter surmised that it was at this point 
that he “created the habit of vituperating the human 
race.” Perhaps it was this low point that caused him 
to generate one of his more controversial pieces in 
1905, The War Prayer, a short piece considered so 
inflammatory that it was not to be printed until after 
his death. His own publisher refused to print it, and 
contractual obligations prevented another publisher 
from doing so. Even he recognized that it would not be 
printed, as he stated to a friend in a letter, “I don’t think

used this timeless piece of Twain’s as an example of a 
common sense argument against war.

As Twain aged his opinions solidified. In one of 
his most memorable reversals is the issue of women’s 
right to vote. He was an early, although humorous, 
opponent to the suffragist movement. Yet later as he 
expanded his worldly views and gained friendships 
with people like Beecher Stowe, he reversed that 
position. In 1901 he gave a famous speech in support 
of women’s right to vote. In it he said of the women 
there, “If all the women in this town had a vote 
today... they would rise in their might and change 
the awful state of things now existing here.”

Women did not gain the right to vote until 1920.

Twain in the Twentieth Century
Samuel Langhorne Clemens left school at the age 

of thirteen but he never quit learning. He never went 
to college and yet he received numerous advanced 
degrees such as the Master of Arts (1888) and Doctor 
of Letters (1901) from Yale. He actually found all 
of the attention around Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn to be somewhat of a surprise. He found it 
amusing that it was called the first Great American 
Novel or a “classic” of American Literature.
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Samuel Clemens as the writer Mark Twain was 
an extremely prolific writer. He wrote twenty-four 
volumes of fiction, short stories and prose. Clemens 
wrote greater than 2600 known personal letters in his 
lifetime. In the thirty year period between 1853 and 
1880, he wrote more than 2300 letters.

When he looked back on his own writings he 
was continually amazed at some of his successes. He 
was also amused at the gullibility of people. Yet he 
was a writer ahead of his time. Newspapers, letters 
and lectures were his medium. Twenty percent of 
the country was still illiterate. All aspects of science 
were intriguing to people. It is a wonder to us today 
that something as elemental as the Petrified Man 
could dupe so many people, and Twain thought it 
incredulous that he perpetuated such a silly hoax.

Li Li
affleek^—Utah Li ike ajtb faxat
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Twain had lost his first daughter in 1896, then 
his wife passed away in 1904. In May of 1909 his 
close friend Henry Rogers died suddenly, and later 
that year his second daughter passed. Twain’s depres
sion deepened. He said:
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His wish was granted. Twain died of a heart 
attack on 21 April, 1910, in Redding, Connecticut, 
one day after the comet’s closest approach to Earth. 
His grave is marked with a twelve foot monument, or 
two fathoms high, the depth of the mark of a twain.

Back in California sixteen years later in 1926, 
in Calaveras County, the Angels Camp Boosters was 
formed. Its purpose was to promote business in the 
community which had slackened due to the rise in gas 
prices. In the spring of 1928 Angels Camp wanted to 
do something special to celebrate the paving of Main 
Street (now the highway). A visiting minister Reverend 
Brown suggested that the Boosters re-enact Twain’s frog 
jump contest. The idea was a hit and the first frog jump 
was set for May 19 and 20 right on the newly paved 
street. It was called the “Jumping Frog Jubilee.” The 
first winning jump was 3’ - 9" by a frog named “Pride 

of San Joaquin.” The event was so successful that ten 
years later it had to be moved to the fairgrounds, but it 
is still run by the Boosters to this day.

History rarely talks about the downside of Mark 
Twain, such as his constant battle with finances and 
depressions. Or the time he put a gun to his head 
when he wanted to go home to Missouri but he was 
so ashamed to go home a failure at gold mining and 
writing. Or that he was put in jail for public drunken
ness. Some of these demons he overcame, and some 
plagued him for the rest of his days. What we do 
know is that he experienced the early west and saw 
it before most of it was settled. His time in the west 
shaped him and his attitudes and values for the rest 
of his life, as clearly evidenced in his writings.

His enduring legacy is that he could always look 
at us, at people, at human nature, and find humor in 
humanity. He found people to be infinitely amusing and 
entertaining even though he had fewer nice things to say 
about humanity as he aged. What he did say is ageless.

This is the man whom the country embraces as its 
greatest humorist. There are numerous towns and build
ings that bare his name, and awards given in his name. 
The Mark Twain Prize for American humor is given 
annually at the Kennedy Center to people who have had 
a positive impact on American society through the use 
of humor. This award is given to prestigious comedians 
such as Bill Cosby and George Carlin.

Mark Twain Today
The year 2010 marks several significant anniversa

ries regarding the man we know as Mark Twain. We in 
the west feel particularly close to Mark Twain. Where 
he lived in Virginia City and the Mother Lode are the 
least changed locales of all the places that he lived.

In Calaveras County those anniversaries have 
been celebrated throughout the year at various func
tions such as the County Fair and the unveiling of a 
new exhibit at the Angels Camp Museum on May 
first. The new Angels Museum exhibit was devel
oped in cooperation with the Mark Twain Boyhood 
Museum of Twain’s home town of Hannibal Missouri, 
the U.C. Berkeley Bancroft Library, and leading 
Mark Twain scholar, Dr. Gregg Camfield at U.C. 
Merced. The final display is adorned with exceptional 
archival materials obtained through cooperation with 
the Bancroft Library. A trip to Angels Camp should 
include a visit to this outstanding new display of mate
rial on the author everyone thought they knew so well.
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The Angels Camp Museum exhibit honoring Mark Twain in 2010. Photo by Bonnie Miller, August 2010.

Visitors to the new exhibit are greeted with a 
three foot bust of Mark Twain. This magnificent 
sculpture is by artist Ushangi Kumelashvili of Tbilisi 
(Russian) Georgia, on loan from the Calaveras 
County Arts Council.

The entire display was dedicated in honor of 
the late Paul Raggio, lifetime resident of Angels 
Camp (1931-2009). The display was made possible 
through donations made in Paul’s honor.

In October the community will further honor 
our most famous writer with the Mark Twain 
Motherlode Festival, or the “Censeptquintennial 
Celebration.” This three day event will be held 
October 15, 16 and 17 at Greenhorn Creek in 
Angels Camp, celebrating Twain’s eighty-eight days 
in the California foothills between 1864 and 1865. 
For more information, visit www.marktwainfestival. 
org The celebration will include the unveiling of 
Twain’s “autobiography”, compiled one hundred 
years after his death, as he requested. This work 
has been completed by Twain scholars from the 
Bancroft Library. It includes previously unpub
lished material written by Clemens, such as his 
true religious beliefs. Volume I will be available for 
purchase at this pre-publication release.

Jive jf&Ce—J

Letter to his brother Orion Clemens, October 
19, 1865; just prior to the publication of the Jumping 
Frog story
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New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society 

welcomes the following new members:

July-September
Aaron Plunk, Valley Springs
Sallie Harlan, San Luis Obispo
Donald DeYoung, Walnut Creek
Terry Clark, Valley Springs
Ken Mason, Mokelumne Hill
Francia Webb, Visalia
Clyde and Judy Weddle, San Andreas 
Geraldine Hatler, Farmington
Don and Patricia Payne, Sheep Ranch
David and Kelly Reimer, San Andreas
Barbara Hunter, Keizer, Oregon
Paul Quent and Kathy Martinez, San Andreas 
Michael Main, San Andreas
William Sawtelle Osborne, Longville, Louisiana
Gary D. Lowe, Livermore

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

July-September 2010
Wally Motloch—Donation in memory of Jeff Tuttle 
Gary Lowe—Donation of two books, Before the Works 
—The Mammoth Tree—A Gold Rush Adventure 
Hal Mintun—School registers from Keystone School 
from 1885-1907
Beverly Burton—Man’s suit and hat from pre-1920s 
Bill Wennhold—Photographs of dairy man and milk 
house, house on Court Street, farming equipment, 
cowboy rounding up animals
Jo Anne Sadler—“A First Book of Composition” 
belonging to Verna Cuslidge, found in a bookstore in 
Glendale, California
Patricia Sparacino—Copy of The San Andreas 
Independent dated October 3, 1857
Michael Vosganian Sr.—Marriage License of Edward 
F. Walker of West Point and Louise E. Shipley of 
Mountain Ranch dated May 1, 1918 signed by Judge 
J.A. Smith
Jeanne Boyce and John McDonagh—Donation in 
memory of Jeff Tuttle J
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WALKING THE ANTELOPE TRAIL
by Bonnie Miller

D
irectly north of present day Copperopolis 
lays a hidden, peaceful valley. Long before 
planes flew over it, before cars rapidly 
traversed it, or horses’ hooves had trod upon its 

soil, Native Americans crossed this valley in their 
journeys between California’s central valley and the 
mountains. The valley even geologically predates the 
Sierra Nevada mountain range to the east. Today the 
valley is partially inundated with a reservoir. Before 
the water was impounded, numerous creeks and 
springs fed natural tule lakes across the almost flat 
valley floor. Some of these springs leach minerals 
from beneath and make the water salty in nature. 
This is the Salt Spring Valley.

This valley exists because of the unique 
geologic formation we call the Bear Mountain 
Range. This odd small range of hills lies almost one 
hundred and eighty degrees opposed to the strike, 
or direction of the flow from the Sierra mountains. 
This is because the Bear Mountain Range is almost 
solid ferrous (iron) rock, harder, stronger and even 
older than the Sierra. (Geologically this formation 
is known as a monadnock; there is possibly only 
one other such formation in California, the Sutter 
Buttes.) When the Sierra range was formed, the

Bear Mountain Range stood in its way like a granite 
boulder in the middle of a stream. Everything else 
had to move around it. What it left or carved out 
on the “downstream” or western side was this quiet 
little valley.

Changes in climate and geology have ranged 
considerably over the millennia and western 
Calaveras County has seen its share of diversity from 
ice ages to droughts. This area has known swamp
land, conifer forests, and dry summers with plentiful 
oaks as we know it today. Regardless of what climate 
existed in what previous decade, this protected 
valley has always been attractive to someone. Life 
in this valley has been dated back to nine thousand 
years before present time.

Approximately seven thousand years ago, it has 
been determined that those who inhabited this valley 
engaged in trade with people from the other side 
of the mountains. This cross-cultural exchange is 
significant in that it proves people were on the move. 
They had to have a route, like ancient trade routes 
that existed with other cultures across the globe, 
such as the Silk Road or the Amber Trail. The Native 
Americans of California also had their preferred 
route to travel.
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This 1853 survey commissioned by Ben Marshall of his 160 acres shows 
the Antelope Trail passing through his ranch and by his house. Courtesy 

Calaveras County Archives.

Jedediah Smith, that great trapper, bear fighter 
and mountain man, is credited with being the first 
non-Native American to cross the Sierra range. 
Scholars have analyzed his notes and debated this 
issue for years. Most likely he crossed over the point 
we know as Ebbetts Pass. How exactly he got from 
the central valley to the mountains is unknown, 
but likely he followed the path of least resistance. 
Following a river canyon upstream seems logical, 
but canyons can be prohibitive. They may be precipi
tously steep or inadvertently change directions, 
adding danger and delay to one’s travel. Smith was 
clearly looking for a manageable route through the 
mountains. He was attempting to transport 1500 
pounds of beaver pelts to a fur rendezvous by the 
Great Salt Lake. Well worn Indian trails would have 
clearly marked a way for Smith to follow.

When the foothills of California became inun
dated with Argonauts, they too wished to take the 

fastest, easiest route and followed the estab
lished Indian trails. It is certainly the goal of 
any trail to minimize climbs and work with 
the terrain in the walker’s favor. One such 
trail climbed from the hot, central valley and 
allowed for a respite in the cool Salt Spring 
Valley before proceeding into the steeper 
mountains to the east. Like the Argonauts 
after him, Smith probably took this trail. This 
trail was the Antelope Trail.

Early Inhabitants
The Miwok and Yokut from the central 

valley of California annually trekked over 
the mountains. They traded and intermar
ried with the people of the Great Basin area, 
the Mono and the Paiute. Some of these 
were the people who inhabited the area 
around Mono Lake, and they had a valuable 
resource. Until cross-mountain exchanges 
were established, the Miwok of California 
fashioned their elegant tools from native 
greenstones. There were several sources 
of greenstone, actual quarry sites, located 
within the Salt Spring Valley. When trade 
with the Great Basin people was established, 
there was the introduction of a new material 
for their tools: obsidian.

Western tribes traded their valuable 
acorns, while eastern tribes traded pine nuts 

from the high elevation pinyon trees. (The natives 
of the Salt Spring Valley captured salt from the 
salty springs, so they did not need to trade for salt 
with either their western or eastern neighbors.) The 
mountain’s high elevations were not inhabitable year 
round, so the natives only visited during the dryer, 
warmer months. Each spring or summer, depending 
on the weather, the Miwok embarked on an annual 
trek to the top or over the mountains. They followed 
the deer herds to obtain meat for their own subsis
tence as well as for trading.

It is probable that early French and American 
fur trappers traversed the Salt Spring Valley after 
Smith and before the gold rush. And likely the 
Spanish visited the area during the Spanish period. 
The first non-native inhabitants of the Salt Spring 
Valley were the gold seekers who came with the 
gold rush. They reached the area by following the 
well established Indian trails. The Antelope Trail 
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was the most significant route between Tahoe to the 
north and Yosemite to the south.

One of the area’s earliest settlers was a man 
who would later become the county’s second 
sheriff, Ben Marshall. He established a ranch on 
160 acres west of Milton and named it the Antelope 
Ranch for the plentiful game available on the valley 
plains. The Indian trail leading from the delta area 
and up into the mountains passed by his ranch. He 
wanted to promote traffic by his ranch and on in to 
Calaveras County by this route, so he named it the 
Antelope Trail after his ranch. Despite its cachet, 
the name is not native in origin but was introduced 
by this early settler.

The Trail’s Route
When the early traveler left the delta area, 

between the Stanislaus River to the south and the 
Calaveras to the north, there was a well-traveled 
trail bearing east toward the mountains. As the 
foothills began to rise out of the eastern 
edge of the valley plains, an abrupt ridge 
with a small dip in its horizon made for a 
visual target. This ridge was later named 
Gopher Ridge. The trail aimed directly for 
this swale through this lower ridge of hills. 
It was along this trail, west of this ridge, that 
Marshall built his ranch, just west of where 
Milton lays today.

Proceeding east toward Gopher Ridge, 
the trail continued ascending toward the 
gap in the ridge, tracing the course of Rock 
Creek. After passing through the gap in 
the ridge, one has entered the Salt Spring 
Valley. Looking northeast, the next ridge 
comes into view, the Bear Mountain Range. 
Again a saddle in the horizon presented 
an apparent low spot for crossing this next 
obstacle. The old tule lakes required the trail 
to veer slightly south in order to cross the 
valley’s brief expanse.

Along the horizon of the Bear Mountain 
Range there are two taller peaks. It was 
between these two peaks that the trail 
ascended and scaled this range with rela
tive ease of climbing. Today we know these 
peaks as Carmen Peak to the south, and Mt 
Ararat is the pointed one to the north. The 
Antelope Trail left the valley floor and began 

following a natural, gentle draw that originated 
between the two peaks.

When the traveler reached the top, he found 
himself standing in a relatively flat saddle between 
the two peaks. This low spot where one crosses the 
mountain range came to be named the Bear Trap 
Gap. From this vantage point, the traveler could 
look back behind himself and see the Salt Spring 
Valley that he just left, and beyond the Gopher 
Ridge all of California’s central valley. On a clear 
day if no fog settled in the big valley, he could see 
all the way to the coastal range, with Mt Diablo 
jutting up on the horizon slightly to the north. 
Turning back to the east, the mountains of the 
mighty Sierra Nevada range would now be in view. 
On a bright winter day the snow topped mountains 
would appear within reach.

The Antelope Trail descended the Bear Mountain 
Range on the east side rapidly, into another small 
valley called the Nassau Valley. At this point the

The Antelope Trail followed the rugged Rock Creek canyon up from the 
valley plains, east of Milton toward this low point in Gopher Ridge.
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Today when one enters the Salt Spring Valley from the west, much of the valley floor 
appears inundated with the reservoir over the old tule lake beds. The Bear Mountain 

Range is only three miles away.

trail split and either went north toward San Andreas 
or south and east on to the mining camps of Angels 
and Murphys. Today we know this north-south route 
as Pool Station Road. The Native American traders 
went south and east and proceeded up into the moun
tains toward present day Ebbetts Pass to meet their 
trading partners from the Great Basin.

Marshall simplified the description of the route 
in 1849:

"Old Antelope Trail from Stockton to 
Murphys New Diggings and vicinity. Take 
Antelope Trail to Antelope Ranch and Rock Creek 
and Salt Spring Valley, connecting with Bear 
Trap Trail over Bear Mountain to Valley east of 
Bear Mountain... to Murphys New Diggings... ”

At first travel to the diggings was by foot or 
horse. However the gold seekers got there, the 
Salt Spring Valley provided a pleasant respite to 
the otherwise uncomfortable travel. The Antelope 
Trail became the foremost route from Stockton and 
Milton and on to Angels Camp and Murphys. It was 
also the most direct route from the central valley to 
the Stanislaus diggings.

As the gold seekers rushed in, travel routes 
became more established. The Salt Spring Valley 
lay between two major rivers in the southern mines, 
the Mokelumne and the Stanislaus. The formidable 
Bear Mountain Range lay right at the gentle foot
hills of the mountains, obstructing easy east-west 

travel. One of the earliest roads 
established in the new county 
of Calaveras was a north-south 
route that bisected the valley. 
It connected the travelers from 
the northern mines coming from 
Stockton and the Calaveras River, 
to the routes further south over the 
ferries to the southern mines. 

Roads follow necessity, 
linking communities together. 
Road names often referred to their 
destination, depending on one’s 
direction of travel. Over time the 
Antelope Trail route was also 
known as Marshall’s Trail as it 
passed by Marshall’s ranch, or the 
Stanislaus Trail as it led to the 
Stanislaus River ferries accessing 

the southern mines. If one was westbound, the route 
may have been referred to as the Stockton Road, and 
later the Old Stockton Road.

By 1854 the Antelope Trail had been improved to 
accommodate wagon traffic. It had also been improved 
where the road left the east side of the valley and began 
the ascent up Bear Mountain, called the Carmen Grade. 
Here the road was referred to as the Angles Road.

A Typical Settler
In the first ten years after the discovery of gold 

in California, the Salt Spring Valley was settled by 
approximately twenty different farmers, on mostly 
160 acre plots. Most were hopeful single men 
or young families from back east, or emigrants 
primarily from France, Switzerland, Germany or 
England. Few of these early hopefuls stayed beyond 
those first ten years. One exception was Conrad 
Hizer and his family.

Conrad Hizer (later spelled Heiser) was born in 
1835 in Darmstadt, Germany. He immigrated to the 
United States where he met his future wife. Aubrett 
Wilson was born in 1840 in Missouri and married 
Conrad and they moved west. Aubrett’s name was 
later altered to “Orbita”, and ever after she was 
known by her descendents as Grandma Orbita.

The Heisers moved to the Salt Spring Valley 
and established their farm alongside the north
eastern edge of the valley. Where the Antelope 
Trail left the eastern side of the valley and began 
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its ascent up the Bear Mountain Range, the Heisers 
built their home alongside the drainage course that 
the trail followed. This draw came to be known 
as Heiser Canyon. The family lived in a spacious 
two story house that had six rooms for their large 
family. The house was located about one mile from 
the valley floor. They used newspapers to insulate 
the walls, but had the luxury of many windows. 
Between 1858 and 1880 Orbita bore ten children. 
During this timeframe Conrad became a natural
ized citizen, at the District Court of Calaveras 
County in the summer of 1860.

The Heiser’s life as early settlers in the valley 
was probably typical or indicative of the difficult 
lifestyle that other families endured to live in 
this remote valley. Most families agreed that the 
location was beautiful, but the life of subsistence 
farming was one of long hours and hard work. They 
carved out a rugged life on their meager ranches. 
Many families chose to operate way stations or road 
houses. One of the more famous neighbors in the 
valley was the endearing Madam Felix.

As life wasn’t particularly profitable for the farming 
families of the valley, they often found themselves in 
debt. On July 10, 1883, a $150 judgment was levied 
against Conrad Heiser. He must have made good on 
the debt, for two months later on 17 September of that 
year, he filed for a Declaration of Homestead on their 
farm, and valued it at $4000. The Heisers were one of 
the more well rooted families in the area as shown by 
their longevity. At least one of their children married 
locally and remained in the
area, and lived to celebrate
their own 30th wedding 
anniversary in the valley.
Descendants of this family 
continued to participate in
Salt Spring Valley reunions
for several generations.

In July of 1902 Conrad
Heiser was helping a 
neighbor on Carmen Peak.
He attempted to stop a
runaway team and his leg 
was crushed, requiring
it to be amputated. For
a while he appeared to 
be convalescing well in
Stockton, when suddenly 

he “took a turn for the worse.” On 30 September 
1902 the Calaveras Weekly Prospect reported that 
he had passed away as a result of the accident, at 
the age of 68.

The family maintained the homestead for some
time thereafter, but eventually the property was 
absorbed into the neighboring Red House Ranch. The 
Heiser house was abandoned for several years, until an 
employee of the Red House Ranch moved in in 1931. 
The employee gained permission to tear down the 
Heiser’s original two story home and rebuild a sturdier 
one story home. They reused most of the lumber and 
windows from the original home, and built the new 
home on almost the same location alongside the creek.

Ben Marshall and his heirs had maintained a 
sporadic presence in the valley and surrounding 
area as well. Marshall’s primary business, besides 
his later checkered career in law, was that he ran a 
butcher business in Murphys. To supply that busi
ness he raised beef cattle on his properties in the 
west county area. He owned several large parcels 
in the west county. Apparently he lost interest in his 
original Antelope Ranch, and in 1851 advertised it 
in the San Joaquin Republican for sale. But it did 
not sell, and he allowed it to become delinquent in 
taxes by 1857. On 22 August 1859 the ranch house 
burned down. He ultimately lost the Antelope Ranch 
in a sheriff’s sale of delinquent properties.

Another early settlement in the valley that had 
a lasting affect was the Peach Orchard Farm. It 
was established in 1850 by two gentlemen, Harris

When looking back to the west, the low swale through which Rock Creek flows 
in Gopher Ridge is clearly evident.
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Garcelon and Ossian Kallenbach along the eastern 
flank of the valley. They grew crops to sell to miners, 
and built a hotel to serve travelers through the valley. 
The Peach Orchard employed two young men, 
Thomas McCarty and Jacob Tower, both of whom 
would have a lasting presence in the valley.

Many early settlers and later inhabitants noted 
the abundant duck, geese and quail that lived about 
the valley. Market hunters heavily hunted the Bear 
Mountain Range and Salt Spring Valley for quail 
to sell to Stockton and San Francisco restaurants. 
Some hunters boasted daily minimum bag limits 
of 144 quail. At the price of $3.00 per dozen, the 
quail hunting business was quite lucrative, as well as 
devastating to the quail population.

Roads, Gold and Copper
Traffic through and around the Salt Spring Valley 

in its first ten years had significantly improved the 
Antelope Trail to a road that could almost be called 
comfortable, considering the wagon travel standards 
of the day. On 17 February 1858 the roadway was 
specifically described as the route across the valley 
floor between Madam Felix’s ranch and the Bear 
Mountain Range: “following valley and grade of 
mountains to its base at Carmen’s Ranch in Salt 
Spring Valley.” Later that year, the county board of 
supervisors’ minutes reflected a petition from the 
citizens requesting that the board establish a road, 

to be declared a public highway, from San Joaquin 
County to Murphys. The board acted accordingly 
and appointed a road commissioner and filed a 
$1000 bond to fulfill that purpose. The Antelope 
Road was described as the primary route from 
Murphys to the San Joaquin County Line (with a 
short piece through a portion of Stanislaus County) 
and declared a public highway on 13 May 1858.

The Salt Spring Valley and its surrounding 
usable land was almost entirely settled with farmers 
by the end of the 1850s. The farmers grew crops 
such as peaches, figs, grapes and hay, and raised 
stock such as cattle and hogs. The first cattle brand 
issued in Calaveras County originated in the valley. 
The farmers sold their crops and stock to the mining 
camps, or operated roadhouses to serve the travelers 
on their way to the mines. The firmly established 
road, the roadhouses, and somewhat peaceful life of 
the meager farms were all to change dramatically in 
1860. The valley was no longer just a cross-roads or 
way-station. Both copper and gold were discovered 
in the hills south of the valley, changing the nature 
of the valley ever after.

The community of Copperopolis sprang up in 
response to the copper industry which vigorously 
served the Civil War effort back east. A more direct 
route for transporting the ore was established. The 
road was rerouted to go directly to Copperopolis 
rather than detour through the Salt Spring Valley. 

Today this newer road is known 
as State Route 4. Although it has 
been reengineered to modern stan
dards, it significantly follows that 
original alignment. With the reloca
tion of the Copper to Stockton route, 
travel through the Salt Spring Valley 
diminished rapidly. Likewise, north 
to south travel was accomplished 
more easily by roads on the eastern 
flanks of the Bear Mountain Range. 
Travelers were choosing to go around 
the small, hard mountain range rather 
than scale it.

So what happened to the Antelope 
Trail? Portions of it evolved into the 
roads that traversed the valley, roads 
that served the Felix mining district 
and later a reservoir. Some segments 
are called Salt Spring Valley Road 

The Bear Trap Gap is the low point seen directly over the roofs of the Red House 
Ranch, as viewed from the west side of the valley. Mt Ararat is the high point to the 

left, and Carmen Peak is the low rise on the far right.
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Today the Bear Trap Gap can be seen from Pool Station Road as the low spot in the 
Bear Mountain Range where power lines cross, in the center of the photo. All photos 

by Bonnie Miller, December, 2010.

today. The portion that descended
Gopher Ridge alongside Rock Creek 
toward the community of Milton is 
called Rock Creek Road today.

The section of the trail that 
ascended the Bear Mountain Range 
on the northeast side was abandoned 
for public travel in favor of alter
nate routes, but the ranching families 
continued to use it for their own 
ranching purposes. They used the 
trail to drive cattle between the Salt 
Spring Valley and the Nassau Valley 
when moving cattle on up to the 
higher country. Many of the ranchers 
grazed their cattle and hogs along the 
slopes of the Bear Mountain Range. 
Many of those pigs got loose and 
went wild, wreaking havoc on Bear
Mountain for generations to come.

The Bear Trap Gap, sometimes referred to as 
Antelope Pass, is that unique low spot in the Bear 
Mountain Range. It is one of the few vantage points 
where one can view all the way across the central 
valley to the coastal mountains in one direction, and 
all the way to the Sierra summit in the other direc
tion. It can easily be distinguished from either the 
Salt Spring Valley or the Nassau Valley, should one 
look up at the crest line of the Bear Mountain Range. 
Today the Bear Trap Gap is traversed by power lines, 
and is no longer accessible to the public. The iron 
core of the Bear Mountain Range will not allow 
radio waves to pass through it, so radio towers now 
sprout from its higher peaks. A trail that once carried 
the annual footfalls of travelers for thousands of 
years, now only occasionally sees service personnel 
checking on modern technology.

Wild game was readily available in early 
California. The presence of such game was behind 
the grizzly bear on our state flag as well as the name 
of Grizzly Peak, northeast of the Bear Trap Gap. 
Grizzly Peak, also shown on maps as Joaquin Peak, 
gained its name because it is believed to be the last 
location where a grizzly bear was trapped in Calaveras 
County The Salt Spring Valley was named for the 
salty springs that emanated in the valley. The rugged 
Bear Mountain Range was named for the numerous 
bears, both brown and grizzly, that roamed its slopes.

Despite its importance in the county’s early

transportation and history, no portion of the old 
Antelope Trail still bares that name today.

Notes
Las Calaveras is grateful for the extensive notes 

of Frances Bishop on file at the Calaveras County 
Archives, and the book Madam Felix's Gold. Readers 
who wish to learn more about the fascinating history 
of the Salt Spring Valley are encouraged to read the 
book Madam Felix's Gold, The Story of Madam Felix 
Mining District. The book was produced as a joint 
effort between the Calaveras County Historical Society 
and and Foothill Resources, Ltd and can be viewed at 
the Historical Society or Calaveras County libraries.
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New Members
The Calaveras County Historical Society 

welcomes the following new members:

October-December 2010
Linda Dougherty—Des Moines, Washington
Dave & Eden Sanders—San Andreas
Mr. Lynn Thompson—Valley Springs
Carol Blackwell—Farmington

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

October-December 2010
Sheriff badge belonging to Harry James, Deputy 
Sheriff badge, pistol belonging to Sheriff Joseph 
Zwinge and sawed off shotgun from early 1900s, and 
original jail cell key—on loan from the Family Trust 
of Charles and Denise Allured
Anonymous donor—cash donation for Red Barn 
Museum Annex
Donna R. Shannon—cash donation for Red Barn 
Museum Annex
David and Hallie Studley—cash donation in honor of 
Bill & Beverly Burton, cash donation for Red Barn 
Museum Annex
Donna R. Shannon—donation of new printer for office 
Otter stole, fur collar, assortment of leather and silk 
gloves, antique girl’s shift—on loan from Pru Starr, 
West Point
Roxi Berlin, West Point—donation of dress from 1949 
Rosemary Faulkner—antique striking clock originally 
belonging to Elsie Tiscornia, and then given to Juanita 
Worden Newell. This clock dates back to the mid to 
late 1800s and is exquisite in detail.
Anonymous donor—Cash donation in honor of 
Rosemary Faulkner for completion of Red Barn 
Museum Annex projects
F. Ted Laskin—Copy of book, Wild Edges, Manzanita 
Book Volume 6, and The Tools Are On The Bar 
Susan and Randy Metzger—Books from the library of 
Grant and Betsey Metzger from 1907-2000
Wally Motloch—Reward postcard issued by Sheriff 
Joshua Jones, October 3, 1909
Wally Motloch—Copies of the County Atlas of 
California, July 1904
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GOLD FEVER!
DR. JOHN W.H. BAKER IN MOKELUMNE HILL, 1853-1855

By Timothy Takaro, M.D.

T
here were four ways
to reach California

during the gold 
rush: two by sea, one by
land, and the last, mostly 
imaginary, by air. In 1849, 
the year after gold was 
discovered at Sutter’s Mill, 
the founder of Scientific
American sold shares in 
a scheme to construct an
“aerial locomotive”—a diri
gible-type aircraft—to fly 
passengers to California in three days. His idea was 
only six decades in advance of its time.

By one means or another, more than 90,000 
people made their way to California in the two 
years following the discovery of gold, and 300,000 
had headed west by 1854. One of them, in August 
of 1853, was Dr. John W.H. Baker. He chose what 
was then the quickest and best route—by way 
of the Isthmus of Panama. He’d graduated from 
Dartmouth Medical School in 1843 and decided 

to join the westward migra
tion not to pan for gold 
himself but to doctor to the 
thousands of people seeking 
their fortunes in California. 
He hoped to improve on 
the meager income he’d 
been able to realize from 
his 10 years of practice in 
Meriden, N.H.

At best, the trip was 
perilous—a fact of which 
Baker was aware. He wrote 

to the wife he was leaving behind, along with their 
three children, on the eve of his departure from 
New York City: ‘7 am feeling quite resigned to 
my prospect and think 1 must make the best of the 
hardships of our separation, hoping that by the 
mercy and goodness of God we may be permitted 
to meet again some day not too far distant.” He 
ended—as he did all his letters—on a formal note: 
“With this I must bid you good night from your 
husband, John W.H. Baker”

When a Dartmouth Medical School 

graduate ran across a cache of letters 

written 150 years ago by a fellow 

DMS alumnus—from the goldfields 

of California back to his family in 

New Hampshire—it was like finding 

latter-day gold. Here s an insider s view 

of that feverish time in American history.



The steamship Illinois, owned by the United Mail Steamship Company, carried 
Dr Baker and his cousin Mary from New York to Panama. Circa 1850.

cation of the hazards, not just the discomforts, 
of the journey] this p.m. and start on the way 
to California, where we shall probably arrive 
in 15 or in 18 days. Our journey has thus far 
been full of interesting incidents, but I cannot 
relate them now. Mary displayed a great deal 
of courage and most excellent skill at keeping 
in the saddle while passing through the deep 
ravines and gulches from Cruces.”

Encampment
Baker was met in California by his 

younger brother, Oliver, who had an encamp
ment about four miles from the town of Mokelumne

Journey

Baker—who was escorting a cousin on the way west 
to join her husband—booked passage for the two of them 
on the Illinois, a wooden side-wheeler with berths for 500 
passengers. “By the way, I ought to say that Mary and 
myself had had a severe time of it with seasickness... so 
much so that the stewardess on board the boat from New 
York predicted my death before my arrival at the Isthmus. 
By the Providence of God I was spared to see the end of 
my journey and to recover my health.” Baker kept that bit 
of information from Julia until a letter written 10 weeks 
later, however.

The journey across the Isthmus was also difficult and 
dangerous, but again Baker kept the de tails from Julia. In 
Panama City he wrote: “We arrived here day 
before yesterday, having made the passage from 
the Atlantic side to the Pacific in two days. We 
spent the night at Cruces,” which was as far as 
boats could navigate on the Chagres River. He 
added that 400 prospectors returning east had 
arrived in Cruces the same day, “which made 
the accommodations at the place very poor. 

“We took mules at Cruces,” he went on, 
“and came through the distance of about 
25 miles in about 10 hours. ...We got along 
very well from the fact that we got no rain 
that day, but mud was abundant. Our trunks 
came in about dark last night in a terrible 
muddy condition externally but pretty well 
off within. They look as though they had 
encountered some hardships.

“We are expecting to go aboard the 
steamer Winfield Scott [which was lost off the 
California coast a few months later—an indi-

Hill, Baker’s ultimate destination. This was, at the time, 
one of the most important gold camps in the area. “I can 
say that 1 am very well pleased with the appearance of 
the Hill for a place of business,” Baker wrote his wife. 
“I think you perhaps would think different of the place 
as a residence, but everyone here lives to make their 

‘pile,’ as they call it, and for that reason live just as they 
choose, whether in a tent or cloth houses or wooden 
houses. But a wooden house when well finished is not so 
good as my barn was at our house in Meriden.”

In that same letter, Baker also put his finger on 
a significant and lasting effect of the gold rush—the 
development of an ethnically diverse populace in 
California. He explained to Julia that “the population 
consists of Chileans, Mexicans, Americans, Peruvians,

The steamship Winfield Scott was operated by the Pacific Mail Steamship 
Company and carried passengers, mail and provisions from the Panama 
Isthmus crossing to San Francisco. It was shipwrecked off the California 
coast on 1 December 1853 just months after it had Dr Baker and his niece. 

Lithograph courtesy Santa Barbara Maritime Museum and NOAA.
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Dutchmen, Italians, and Indians. And they present 
to me a mixed mass, I can assure you. The principal 
language is Spanish.”

Even before setting up his practice in Mokelumne 
Hill, Baker embarked on what would prove to be one 
of the most lucrative of his activities: dentistry. ‘7 have 
done one day s work at dentistry, which gave me $48 at 
a cost to me of only $3 or $4, making my labor about 
$43 or $44. I have some more work engaged here and 
shall probably be doing it during the present week. I get 
$5 per cavity, $5 for cleaning. Holbrook [his partner
to-be] says I can obtain a good quantity of work of that 
kind at the Hill.”

Baker bought out the interest of Holbrook’s former 
partner, who was leaving for the East, and took up prac
tice with the older man in Mokelumne Hill. Between 
the two, they cornered the market on medical, dental, 
and apothecary services in the growing town. “To be 
sure, ‘quacks ‘abound,” Baker wrote to Julia, ‘‘but I have 
a better library of medicine than all the other physi
cians at the Hill and probably better experience of any 
of them, with the exception of Dr. Holbrook... I see no 
reason why I cannot do well here, and if business turns 
up as good as presented I shall be able to send you all 
the funds you will want within a few months.”

In fact, in buying out the departing physician’s 
share of the business, Baker had had to borrow $1,500 
from his brother, Oliver. “So you see I am in debt 
again, but with the prospect of working it out in a few 
months... You will be obliged therefore to get along for 
the nextfour orfive months with the means I left you, or 
if you come short I want you to get Father to assist you 
in obtaining money for such things as you need. After I 
have paid my debt, I will send drafts of money in such 
amounts from time to time as you may need.

“We are obliged to do most of our business on 
Sunday,” he explained, “as that is the day when the miners 
come for prescriptions and medicines, and we must of 
course do our business on that day. I did about $40 worth 
of dentistry yesterday, and it was a very good day for our 
office business. Aside from that I filled three cavities for 
a man yesterday, for which I received $18. The man went 
out three times and drank a glass of brandy each time, 
and by the time he was through he was quite drunk. But 
such men are not uncommon... Almost every house in this 
place is furnished with a bar and full supply of liquors, 
and such places are well patronized on the Sabbath and 
tolerably well supplied with customers on other days of 
the week. Liquors are sold at 25 cents per glass.”

Department of serendipity

The author of the adjacent feature, a 1942 DMS 
graduate, explains here how he came across the 
collection of letters on which this article is based.

W
e were visiting our son Mark and his 
wife, Charis, in Chico, Calif., where they 
were spending a year’s leave of absence 
from their jobs at the library of the University of 

California at Berkeley. Charis was able to retain 
her post as an archivist for UCBerkeley’s Bancroft 
Library by telecommuting. She dutifully placed 
herself in front of her computer each morning after 
breakfast. I was curious to know just what archivists 
do, and she let me watch her at her work.

It was much more interesting than just lovingly 
dusting off old documents, not to mention the fact 
that you can’t do that from 150 miles away. The 
Bancroft Library, which specializes in California 
history, had recently acquired a collection of letters 
written by a doctor who had worked in California 
during the gold rush. It was Charis’s job to read 
those 150-year-old letters and to summarize and 
categorize the subjects they alluded to.

John W.H. Baker, as he unfailingly signed himself 
in his long letters, wrote to his wife, Julia, every two 
weeks—in time to catch the fortnightly steamers that 
carried mail between the West and East Coasts. Baker 
was a conscientious correspondent, if not, as it turned 
out, a totally candid reporter. (He tended to shield 
Julia from the more sordid details of his experiences.) 
Unfortunately, Julia’s letters to John, apparently equal 
in number, do not seem to have survived.

Meriden, N.H., where his family remained, 
is not far from Hanover, N.H. I wondered if 
by chance Baker was a graduate of Dartmouth 
Medical School. Sure enough, I found that Baker 
and I had an alma mater in common. I learned 
that his father had been a DMS alumnus as well 
(Dr. Oliver Baker, Jr., Class of 1807), and that his 
father (Oliver, Sr.) had also been a doctor.

I decided to transcribe the letters—there are 
nearly 50 of them—and to mine them for whatever 
latter-day gold I might find. Mark undertook the 
tedious task of copying the handwritten letters and 
sending them to me. I owe many thanks to both Mark 
and Charis for their contributions to this project. T.T.
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Reputation
“1 have already made 

quite a start on my old reputa
tion for pulling teeth,” he went 
on. “We received $11 today for 
tooth-pulling. So you see we are 
bound to make money... Dr. Teall 
[Holbrooks former partner] left 
this place on Thursday last for 
home, with from $6,000 to $10,000 
which he has made here in the last 
three years.” This appears to have 
been only a wild guess on Baker’s 
part, but the prospect and hope 
of making that much money kept 
him going for nearly two years.

A couple of months later he 
wrote: “I returned from Jesus 
Maria [Oliver’s camp] about 
noon. 1 received the call about 
10 o’clock last evening. It was to 
see a Chilanian who had received 
an injury from the fall of a bag 
of earth upon him. The principle 
injury was a partial dislocation 
of the hip joint and a contusion 
of the ribs. The dislocation was 
easily reduced and the applica
tion of some linament to the side 
and administration of an anodyne 
powder completed the treatment. 
(I did not go over until early this 
mom, as I did not like to travel 
much at night.) For my services in 
that case, I obtain $25. At the same 
time I saw another Chilano, for 
whom 1 prescribed and received 
$5. In fact I am in the way to do 
quite a business in Jesus Maria.”

Industriousness
“The more I see of this 

country,” Baker went on, “the more 
impressed I am with the idea of the 
beauty of it, and the many facili-

1850 lithograph entitled 'Gold washers 
at Moklemne River in California', 

courtesy Bancroft Library.
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ties for accumulating a fortune if a man is contented, 
industrious, persevering, and economical. Andfor once I 
should be all of those, but from necessity I am obliged to 
omit one of the qualities, and that is the industrious one. I 
used to think of my life as a very sedentary one at times in 
Meriden, but when I look at the amount of labor I used to 
perform there and compare [it] with my labor here, I am 
astonished and think I was unusually industrious there. I 
never began to lead so lazy a life as I now lead. But it is 
a necessary laziness, which almost all professional men 
are obliged to undergo, as professional business is most 
essentially a home-business. But no matter, I say, if I do 
not get rusty and in the end obtain a competency." Back 
then, "competency" meant sufficient resources for the 
necessities and conveniences of life—especially in the 
sense ofproviding for ones family.

"Some of the miners about this town have been 
having good luck of late," he told Julia. "One man 
found a single piece [of gold] last week worth $1,500; 
another a piece weighing 22 ounces; another a piece 
of 14 ounces; and another a piece worth $85. But those 
were offset [by] hundreds who did not obtain much 
more than enough to pay their board. Thus you see an 
occasionally lucky one, while the mass of people are 
enjoying small success." Indeed, although $465 million 
of gold was discovered in California from 1848 to 
1856, many prospectors found little more than hard
ship, danger, and even death in the mining camps.

Baker’s sense of justice was often offended by 
events in Mokelumne Hill. "I have just returned from 
giving testimony before a jury of inquest held upon the 
body of a Spaniard who was shot by the under officer of 
the sheriff while attempting to escape after having been 
arrested for disorderly conduct. The affair happened in 
town night before last, or Christmas Eve. I was called 
to see the man immediately after the man was shot and 
found him with a wound made by a pistol ball entering 
at the back below the ribs and passing directly through 
the body. The ball was lying just beneath a small opening 
upon the abdomen, having made a small opening in the 
skin but not sufficient to pass out. 1 was satisfied that 
there was no help for the man, but still removed the ball 
and gave him stimulants, etc. He lived about 30 hours.

"The man who killed him was an American," Baker 
went on, "and that fact would free him in the case. 
And 1 presume to say that nothing will be done in the 
matter further than the little show of an inquest, which 
I consider almost a mockery. But the thing shows how 
little the life of a foreigner is estimated to be worth here.

While should an American of the class calling them
selves men of authority be killed even accidentally by 
a Spaniard, there would be no end of the matter until 
the unlucky foreigner suffered death. I see no reason 
for shooting this man. He had been arrested for a petty 
disturbance, and if he had escaped no law would have 
suffered and no base crime have been committed, but 
men having little authority committed to them are very 
great people here and can shoot a man with perfect 
immunity. Woe! To consequences so hardened. The 
murderer, I understand, rejoices at his shot, for if he had 
not killed the man his reputation as a good shot would 
have been injured."

A few weeks later, Baker described another case 
to Julia. "One of the visits I made a few minutes since 
was to a Spanish woman. She was in a family way’ 
and thought she was about to ‘loose her hold.’ I found 
her exercised with severe pain, which I judged to be 
more like colic than labor, and asked them if she had 
had a movement from her bowels lately. And they said 
she had none for six months. And you may imagine 
that about that time 1 laughed. And with a long talk, 
after getting one or two interpreters, I at last beat it 
into their numbheads what I wanted to know. I can get 
along with most of them very well, but when 1 asked 
them that question they were in a quandary. I gave her 
some powders of calomel and opium and think she will 
be better tomorrow. The Spaniards brought her over to 
this village upon a litter carried upon their shoulders... 
The distance is some four miles. How would you like 
such a ride as that while in severe pain all the time? ”

Bonnets
"But that is Spanish," he went on, making it clear 

his view of “foreigners” was not wholly open-minded. 
"Most of them are miserable and ignorant creatures, 
enjoying themselves so long as they have enough to 
furnish them with smoking, drinking, and dancing. All 
the women are smoking constantly their cigaritas (made 
of tobacco rolled up in small pieces ofpaper to about the 
size of a common quill). The Spanish women always go 
bareheaded. 1 do not know that I ever have seen one with 
a bonnet upon her head. It would be quite a sight to see 
one of them walking in the village of Meriden with her 
cigar in her mouth and a shawl thrown over her shoul
ders,... but here it is so common that we mind nothing 
about it but rather seem astonished, or at least have our 
attention attracted, when a lady passes wearing a bonnet 
and dressed ‘a la mode’ New England."
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Sometimes the doctor became the patient. “Since 
writing my last date of this letter previous to this, I 
have had an attack of sick headache; was very much 
in the condition that I have frequently been in Meriden. 
But after vomiting and resting overnight felt better. I 
should feel quite well today had I not been called up 
some four times last night to wait upon a patient who 
is having a slight attack of delirium tremens.”

A month later, he wrote: “I have been troubled 
with headache several times within some two months 
past and I then think if I was at home I should have 
some attentions that I do not obtain here. I should today 
have enjoyed having my head thoroughly combed and 
wet, in order to remove the slight headache which has 
troubled me the whole day—but so slight a thing is not 
to be had here.”

But by the next day, he wrote, “my headache 
has disappeared and the pure invigorating air of this 
mountain country gives me a new vigor and energy.

This is the most delightful season of the whole year 
in Cal.” This was in late May of 1854.

Soon after, Baker reviewed his progress, both in 
expanding his horizons and in improving his financial 
condition. “I am still in the land of Indians, Chinese, 
Negroes, Spaniards, Germans, French, English, etc., 
etc. In seven days more, a space of time marking 
the lapse of one year will have gone since I left my 
dear wife and much-loved children for the purpose of 
obtaining the means for our mutual advantage and 
support in life. I have passed through many scenes 
since that time which were new and wonderful to me. 
I have become acquainted with some of the customs 
and habits of various nations; in fine, I have received a 
very enlarged view of the manner in which other people 
than those of my native state live and flourish and in 
some cases die. I had very little idea of the difference 
of climate, soil, and productions (in fact, no one can 
realize the actual difference in those things without 

This 1855 lithograph shows what buildings in Mokelumne Hill looked like after the 1854 fire, but did not show the stone building 
built by Dr Holbrook for his practice with Dr Baker. Perhaps they did not find it worth the investment, as one had to pay for their 

buildings to be represented on this advertisement. Courtesy Bancroft Library.
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actual observation)—of the different portions of the 
earth previous to my leaving my N. England home.”

But despite his expanded worldview, he missed his 
family: ‘7 have seen times when I could have given all 
I had of earthly goods to have been with you and my 
children,” he wrote. “Again, I have thought it my duty 
to persevere in my undertaking, hoping it would prove 
success. So far, I must say I have been more successful 
than 1 thought 1 might when I left home... I now reckon 
myself worth about $2,000, whereas when I left Meriden 
I could only reckon myself at $600 or $700, which was 
the amount I had cleared over and above my support 
and necessities for the long space of nine years, accom
panied by the severe labor and many hard usages of a N. 
England physician. 1 now think if my life is spared and 
prosperity given me, I shall be able to return in a year 
and a half from this time with a property worth from 
$3,000 to $5,000, with which I think I can locate myself 
very comfortably.”

Disaster
Soon after this optimistic appraisal, disaster struck. 

“Our town was about entirely destroyed by fire on 
Sunday morning last. And among many others, I have 
suffered by the same calamity. Our store and contents 
were entirely destroyed. The alarm was given about 
2-1/2 o 'clock in the morn, and I had only time to save 
my trunk and a part of my clothing, with my dental 
instruments and library—our beds and bedding and 
everything else being burned up. We lost about $4,000 
by the fire as near as we can calculate. But I am 
thankful for one thing, which is that I am not so destitute 
as many of my fellow sufferers are. For I have enough to 
establish myself comfortably again, while many are left 
without either money or property. I had about $600 or 
$700 in money on hand at the time, which I saved... I 
shall remain at the Hill at present or until we can make 
some collections. Where I shall locate is very uncertain. 
I believe I wrote you that I had some idea of going to 
Camp Seco, a camp 12 miles distant, but that camp 
suffered the same ordeal only a few days before the Hill 
and left the place a heap of smoking ruins.”

Proposal
The next day, Dr. Holbrook made a proposal to Baker. 

The older doctor said he would put up a new fireproof 
stone office building at his own expense and furnish half 
of the required new medicines, and would give Baker half 
of the proceeds from the business, if Baker would furnish

Timothy Takaro, MD, a 1942 DMS graduate, is a retired 
thoracic surgeon and the former chief of staff' at the 
VA Hospital in Asheville, N.C. He is also the author 
of two previous articles in Dartmouth Medicine—an 
essay about the VA health system and a feature about a 
1939 expedition on K2 that included three Dartmouth 
climbers. He would like to acknowledge the help of the 
following individuals in gathering material for this article: 
Eunice Schlichting, curator of history at the Putnam 
Museum of History and Natural Science in Davenport, 
Iowa; Amy Groskopf, special collections manager at 
the Davenport Public Library; Barbara Krieger, archival 
specialist at Dartmouth’s Rauner Special Collections; 
Daryl Morrison, head of the Holt-Atherton Special 
Collections at the University of the Pacific in Stockton, 
Calif.; and William Moran of La Canada, Calif. A few 
changes in punctuation and capitalization have been 
made in the passages quoted from Baker’s letters, in 
order to enhance modem readers’ comprehension of 
them; no changes were made in wording or spelling, 
however. The Historical Society has transcripts of these 
letters should readers wish to view them further.

the other half of the medicines and stay for at least three 
to six months. Holbrook also promised to buy out Baker’s 
half of the business. This persuaded Baker to remain for 
an additional eight months.

The town was rebuilt immediately, with many more 
stone buildings, which served as firebreaks between the 
remaining wooden buildings. Baker soon wrote: “Our 
town is growing up rapidly It is now only a little more 
than three weeks since it was burned, and we have now 
a large number of houses finished and many more nearly 
so... Dr Holbrook has an office almost done. We shall 
probably move into it tomorrow or the next day The office 
stands on the old ground, but is a much better building 
than the old one and will render us much better situated 
for business than before. We have a nice lot of furniture 
for our medicines and etc. in the shape of jars, tincture 
bottles, gallipots, scales, weights, etc., etc.; in fact we are 
going to keep a better variety than ever we kept before.

“I now consider my investment pretty safe,” he told 
Julia. “Since 1 own no buildings... whenever I am ready 
to leave I can do so without a sacrifice of money invested. 
I shall be able to send $300-$400 by the next mail, and 
nothing new occurring you may expect a draft by that 
mail...Iam much grieved that 1 lost my diploma, with all 
my certificates of commendation, and many other papers 
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which I valued were burned... But as I 
said in my last, I shall not count on quite 
so extensive a pile 'as I had counted on 
before the burning of my possessions.
We are doing some business every day
now, and might have done more since 
the fire had we been supplied with medi
cines. But a doctor is not much account 
in a place where he cannot obtain so 
much as a dose of salts."

Baker took an inventory after a 
visit to San Francisco to replenish their 
supplies and equipment: “My share of 
the medicines which we have on hand 
now cost me $300 in San Francisco.
These are in the same amount owned 
by Dr. Holbrook. I then own my dental 
instruments ($50) and nice case of 
amputating instruments, containing in the same case 
two trephines; the whole cost me $50 in San Francisco. 
I own the pocket case of instruments, for which I paid 
$24; one scarificator and cup worth $15; one injecting 
pump and a case of dissecting instruments worth $10... 
1 own an anal speculum for which I paid $8."

A month after the fire, Baker could focus on other 
matters. “You speak of the scarcity of potatoes... We 
have very nice ones here. Only four cents a pound. 
‘Very cheap.' Apples, pears, oranges, and peaches are 

plenty here at 12-1/2 cents each. Very nice grapes at 50 
cents per pound. I indulge but little in any such luxury, 
as it tastes a little too strong of money. Still, I must have 
a bite of some of them occasionally when I can earn 
from $3 to $5 by extracting a tooth; we could hardly 
buy a single pound of grapes with the amount received 
from pulling a tooth in N.H. While here for the same 
service we can purchase some six or eight pounds."

About California in general, though, he was equiv
ocal: “The climate as a whole is far better than that of 
my native state. If I was well located to remain here in 
the country, where society was of a good cast, I should 
think of having you come and try life in California. But 
as it is you need never fear that I shall do it. For I much 
prefer subjecting my own health to all the influences of 
an eastern climate to that of placing my children under 
the immoral influence of a California life, for children 
in California, with very few exceptions, become in the 
course of a year's residence very expert in swearing, 
and talk and act as I hope I may never hear any of my 
children talking and acting."

Misgivings
Soon after, Baker confirmed 

his misgivings about the region’s 
morality. “I suppose you recollect 
of my writing some time since of the 
trial and sentence of two men here 
to be hung on the 10th of this month. 
That date came on Friday last and 
previous to the time, through the 
exertions of a portion of the citizens, 
a commutation of the sentence was 
obtained for one of the men: that 
one was a gambler by the name of 
Thompson and probably the worst 
kind of man. A fter his commutation, 
he boasted of the hairbreadth escapes 
he had undergone in his life and 
showed some individual five balls 

which [were] remaining in different portions of his 
body where he had been shot in the course of his life.

“The other man was an Irishman by the name 
of O 'Brien. He killed an Irishman with whom he had 
been having a fight (while intoxicated)... He made a 
confession of the crime and in a few words spoken to 
the multitude previous to his execution he said he was 
willing to suffer the penalty. He suffered the penalty of 
this crime between the hours of 1 and 2 o 'clock on the 
10th of Nov, and I assure you it was a melancholy spec
tacle to see a young man in the prime of life and in good 
health die upon the gallows. It is the first execution of 
the kind I have ever seen and I hope it may be the last. 
I think he would have been as fortunate as Thompson 
had he possessed either money or influential friends or 
even had he been an American, 1 think he never would 
have been hung for that offense. Thus we see the distress 
caused by drunkenness, poverty, want of friends, and 
foreign birth in this land of crime and gold."

In an effort to increase his own share of that gold, 
Baker set up a drugstore and office in the nearby town 
of Jackson—but this enterprise was not successful. In 
a despondent mood, he wrote: “I can picture my little 
family sometimes of a winter's night seated around the 
stove talking of the absent one, and, as you say, wishing 
he would come home and see them; in the same way, I 
think I can hear Fred [the Bakers 'young son] rejoicing 
over his anticipated ‘house and horse.'I, too, could enjoy 
a house and a horse of our own and undoubtedly would 
feel quite as thanlful, as he would, and hope ere long to 
come and buy a house and a horse.

—

Dr John W. H. Baker, as he appeared 
later in life. Photo courtesy Timothy 

Takaro and the Davenport Public Library.
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“I sometimes think I shall 
return and settle in Meriden," 
he went on, "and I now really 
think I shall do so. I think our 
old house can be purchased and 
I believe I could enjoy myself 
as well there as anywhere in 
the world. I am thinking that 
a snug little house such as 
ours was will answer as well 
as a large mansion, and [it] 
certainly is less work to take 
care of such a place than to 
have the care of a large house. 
A few improvements such as 
I had intended making could 
be made at a small cost, and 
with those I could be satisfied. 
If Dr. Sam [the current owner] 
is dissatisfied there, I wish you 
would in some round about 
way find out what he will take 
for the house."

The next day, feeling

Cover page of Dr John W H Baker's 1842 Thesis from 
Dartmouth Medical School where he was an 1843 

graduate, written in his own elegant hand. Courtesy 
Timothy Takaro and Dartmouth College Archives.

There, he established 
himself as a very successful 
general practitioner, with 
special expertise in obstet
rics. His practice flourished, 
as did his family, which grew 
from three to six [children] in 
short order.

Baker’s professionalism 
was recognized early on. He 
helped to organize the Scott 
County Medical Society 
within a year of his arrival 
and eventually served as its 
president and was elected 
president of the Iowa State 
Medical Society in 1866.

When Baker died in 
1905 at the age of 84, after 
four decades of professional 
service in Davenport, the 
local newspaper ran a four- 
column obituary on his long 
and productive career. Three

more cheerful, he added: "I was somewhat troubled 
with the 'blues’ last eve. But am feeling somewhat 
better today, although have a pretty bad cold."

of his sons carried on the family tradition of medi
cine into the fourth generation. Clearly, John W.H. 
Baker led a golden life figuratively, if not literally.

In his last letter from Mokelumne Hill, after 
receiving notice that their old homestead was to be sold, 
Baker wrote to Julia: "Since the reception of this letter, 
I am more inclined to think I shall make a tour into the 
Western States before I locate anywhere, or at least 
before I give any positive assurance of locating myself.

"You say the children have altered very much 
and I expect I shall see the change which has taken 
place much more readily than you do. And I could 
but expect that a wonderful change would take place 
in a family of such children."

Epilogue
By the time Baker returned home in May of 

1855, a rail line had been completed across the 
Isthmus of Panama—so presumably his return trip 
was much less arduous. He did not resume his 
practice in Meriden but instead, as he had planned, 
explored the Midwest (the “Western states” to him) 
to seek other options. He eventually decided on 
Davenport, Iowa, and moved Julia and their three 
children west in November of 1855.
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Takaro and the magazine Dartmouth Medicine for 
kindly granting us permission to reprint his article 
here for the people of Calaveras County to enjoy.
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a non-profit corporation. It meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various communities 
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programs are announced in advance. Some meet
ings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
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January-March, 2011
New Members

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomes the following new members:

Brian Lane—Ventura—Gift membership
Eric Lane—Beaverton, Oregon—Gift membership 
David & Elizabeth Wagner—Mountain Ranch 
California State Library Serials Unit—Sacramento 
Mike Schroven—Valley Springs—Gift membership 
Ronald Kemp—Clements
Ruth Huffman—Angels Camp
Yvonne Stefan—Stockton—Gift membership

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

Ted Laskin—copy of his newest book, George A. Custer, 
Please Conte to the White Courtesy Phone, framed 
Black Bart Reward Poster, framed “Wanted” Poster 
for Frog Jump, and framed copy of the Declaration of 
Independence, copy of the Bill of Rights
Joanne Koenig—Photo album belonging to Lillian 
Browning dated 1930-1932
Napa County Historical Society—Copy of West Point 
Centennial Plus Celebration, 1968
Judy Dean—copy of Where We Lived, Discovering the 
Places We Once Called Home—The American Home 
From 1775 to 1840, as well as numerous plants and 
materials for the Jail Yard at the Downtown Museum 
Virginia Freeman—Cash donation for Red Bam Museum 
Leo & Sharon Quintana—hand made ladle, small 
smelting pot, and larger pot
Martha Bernie—letter written June 2, 1896 from 
Copperopolis found in a box of photographs
Roger Withers—monetary donation, letter to A.B. 
Sherwood, Jenny Lind, dated July 8, 1871
Cliff & Janet Jepsen—various newspapers pertaining 
to historical events from 1880s to 1950s, copies of 
Life Magazines from 1960s
Dean White—antique high chair, antique fire 
extinguisher, needlepoint chair, 2 hand saws, antique 
dining chair, upholstered chair, 1920s Brunswick 
“phonograph”, drill set, clock, wash boards, antique 
fire stove, and two hitching posts
D. Margaret Studley Foundation—monetary donations to 
the Downtown Museum and to the Red Bam Museum 
Eric Jung—copy of book, Jedediah Smith—First 
Crossing of the Sierra Nevada Hiked
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FROM POKER FLAT TO WINGDAM 
BRET HARTE IN THE MOTHER LODE 

by Bonnie Miller

W
hen one recalls famous
American writers spawned

by the gold rush, Mark
Twain always comes to mind.
Equally, and even earlier, Bret
Harte should come to mind. Bret
Harte was, during his gold rush 
tenure, every bit as successful as 
Mark Twain. The two men shared 
many similar characteristics.
Both were prolific and humorous 
writers and both carried money 
problems all of their lives. Both 
writers even sought fame and even 
refuge in Europe when their problems 
exceeded their wits. Unlike Twain, Harte 
remained in Europe for the latter 
half of his life.

Twain left his mark, in the form of a frog, on 
Calaveras County. What is rarely acknowledged 
is that Bret Harte also left a literary trail here. Yet 
Harte has never been discussed in the pages of Las 
Calaveras, so in this issue we are going to look at 
the other author.

Francis Bret Harte was bom on the 25th 
of August, 1839, in Albany, New York. 

His parents Henry and Elizabeth Hart 
found it necessary to move the 
family often due to Henry’s vari
able work as a teacher. At one 
point Henry changed the spelling 
of their name to Harte with an e 
to differentiate it from another 
Hart in their town. Another story 
says that Henry Hart fathered 

another child out of wedlock, and 
his son Bret changed the spelling 

out of embarrassment.
Young Bret was sickly as a child 

and found himself confined indoors often. 
He turned to reading to occupy his 
mind. In-depth study of the Bible,

Byron, Dickens and Poe fed his imagination and fueled 
his literary interests. Harte’s father died young, and his 
mother moved west in 1853. Bret’s older brother Henry 
had joined the army and thrilled his brother with stories of 
fighting Indians and conquering the west. Young Bret and 
his sister followed their mother to San Francisco in 1854.

Young Bret Harte, circa 1860.
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Bret and his sister started west in February of 
1854 on board the ship The Star of the West. The 
eastern ship left them in Nicaragua. They continued 
their journey through Panama by wagon, river boat 
and mule. On the western coast they boarded the ship 
Brother Jonathan for their last leg to San Francisco, 
but the ship kept breaking down en route. After the 
ship had been given up as lost at sea, it limped into 
the harbor. These travel experiences fed Harte’s later 
writing, much as Roughing It did for Mark Twain.

Harte toured the gold fields but had little luck at 
mining and even less at gambling. For a while he worked 
a claim that yielded little wealth. Unrealized at the time, 
Harte’s wealth was gained from the experiences he had 
rather than any gold that he found. Destitute, one after
noon he stumbled into a cabin along the Stanislaus River. 
The cabin was owned by the Gillis brothers, the same 
who later befriended Mark Twain. Jim Gillis took pity 
on the hapless miner who dressed like a dandy in patent 
leather shoes. He fed Harte and gave him money to get 
“back to the bay” which is all Harte wanted to do. He left 
the area in 1855, almost exactly one year from when he 
began his gold adventure. By all accounts, he had prob-

i868.j Z//A' LUCK OF ROAKIXG CAMP. 183

Flax, castor bean, hops, tobacco anil 
many such things might lie mentioned. 
Wood-planting in this treeless country 
would pay largely, and ten years give 
growth that other climates and soils 
would not give in tweuty years; for all 
winter long the growth keeps on with 
little interruption. The dairy farm pays 
at once and handsomely. We still im
port butter and cheese. Farm hands 
and miners would find steady work at 
large wages in gold. Miners get three 
dollars a day.

In conclusion, California is especially 
recommended to persons whose health 
demands a genial atmosphere. Drink 
no spirits ; but domestic wine in mode
ration. Eat sparingly of meat, take your 
coffee weak, and avoid speculative ex
citements. Then, if you bring a liver 
not entirely leathered and lungs not 
over half-consumed, aud choose from a 
variously-distributed climate the locality 
best adapted toyourcomplatokyoumay 
live yet long in die land.

THE 1-VCK OF ROARING CAMP.

THERE was commotion in Roar
ing Camp. It could not have 

been a fight, for in 1850 that was not 
novel enough to have called together 
tiie entire settlement. The ditches and 
claims were not only deserted, but 
“Tuttle’s” grocery had contributed its 
gamblers, who, it will be remcndiered. 
calmly continued their game the day 
that French Pete and Kanaka Joe shot 
each other to death over the bar in the 
front room. The whole camp was col
lected before a rude cabin on the outer 
edge of the clearing. Conversation was 
carried on in a low tone, but the name 
of a woman was frequently repealed. 
It was a name familiar enough in the 
camp; •• Cherokee Sal.”

Perhaps the less said of her the 
better. She was a coarse, and, it is to 
be tearwl, a very sinful woman. But at 
that time she was the only woman in 
Roaring Camp, and was just then lying 
in sore extremity when she most needed 
the ministration of her own sex Disso
lute, abandoned anti irreclaimable, she 
was yet suffering a martyrdom—hard 
enough to bear even in rhe seclusion 
and sexual sympathy with which custom 
veils it—but now terrible in her loneli
ness. Tltc primal curse had come to 
her in that original isolation, which

must have ntade die punishment of the 
first transgression so dreadful. It was, 
perhaps, part of the expiation of her 
sin, that at a moment when she most 
lacked her sex’s intuitive sympathy ami 
care, she met only the half-contemptuous 
faces of her masculine associates. Yet a 
few of the spectators were. J,think, touch cd 
by hersuffefings. Sandy Tipton thought 
it was “ rough on Sal,” and in the con
templation of her condition, for a mo
ment rose superior to the fact that he 
had an ace and two bowers in bis 
sleeve.

It will be seen, also, that the sit
uation was novel. Deaths were by no 
means uncommon in Roaring Camp, 
but a birth was a new thing. People 
had been dismissed the camp effect
ively, finally, and with no possibility of 
return, but this was the first time that 
anybody had been introduced ah initio. 
Hence the excitement,

“ You go in there. Stumpy,” said a 
prominent citizen known as •• Kentuck,” 
addressing one of the loungers. “Go 
in there, and see what you kin do. 
You've had experience in litem things.” 

Perhaps there was a fitness in the se
lection, Stumpy, In other climes, had 
been the putative head of two families ; 
in fact, it was owing to some legal in-

The first printing of "The Luck of Roaring Camp" appeared 
in the second edition of the Overland Monthly.

ably completed his experiences in the rugged west at that 
time, ten years before Twain came to California.

Harte only spent one year in the gold camps, yet it 
provided him with material for the rest of his life. “To 
me it was like a strange, ever-varying panorama, so 
novel that it was difficult to grasp comprehensively. In 
fact, it was not till years afterwards that the great mass 
of primary impressions on my mind became sufficiently 
clarified for literary use.”

Harte tried his hand at a variety of jobs over the 
next two years. He worked as a pharmacist, a teacher, 
a private tutor, and as a clerk in a law office. He may 
have served a short time in the military, including as 
a reserve in San Francisco during the Civil War. For a 
time he worked as a guard, riding shotgun on stages for 
the Adams Express Company. Two weeks after he lost 
that job his replacement was shot in a holdup. It was 
the job as a typesetter and printer that finally oriented 
Harte to a future in writing. In 1867 he finally landed 
a job with the Northern Californian, a newspaper 
produced in Union, later Arcata. He did typesetting as 
well as contribute minor pieces.

A theme in Harte’s writing was his general discon
tent and the disgust he held regarding the abuse he 
witnessed upon minorities. He was offended with the 
way the white settlers used the labor of Chinese and 
Mexican immigrants to their own advantage. When he 
truthfully reported a massacre of Indians while editing 
the newspaper up north, he was run out of town. He 
had said: “Today we record acts of Indian aggression 
and white retaliation. It is a humiliating fact that the 
parties who may be supposed to represent white civi
lization have committed the greater barbarity.”

Ten years later he wrote a poem “The Heathen 
Chinee” about a wily Chinese man in a gold camp. The 
poem admires the cleverness of the Chinese man. To 
Harte’s horror it backfired and fueled public discontent 
against Chinese. It became one of his most famous works.

After being run out of town up north Harte returned 
to San Francisco where he worked for various news
papers and magazines. In 1862 he met Anna Griswold 
and they were married. His income was barely adequate 
to support them, so he sought additional employment. 
He applied for and was appointed the Secretary for the 
United States Branch Mint in San Francisco in 1864, 
and held the position until 1870. He conducted his 
secretarial duties during the day, and pursued his literary 
passions during his slack hours. He started to write 
under the pen names Bret or The Bohemian, which was
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a common moniker for reporters 
and journalists of the day.
Through his writing he was able 
to meet other literary figures. He 
was befriended by Jesse Fremont, 
the wife of the famous cartog
rapher John C Fremont. Charles
Dickens became a fan and ardent 
supporter of Harte’s.

Harte worked on the
San Francisco magazine The
Californian. It was while working 
there in 1866 that he met Mark
Twain. Although the jumping frog 
story had been published a month 
earlier, it was not until Harte 
published it in The Californian 
that Twain gained recognition and 
fame for his story. Harte always 
vividly recalled the first time he 
met Twain. He described him as
“a young man whose appearance was unmistakably 
interesting. His head was striking. He had the curly 
hair, the aquiline nose, and even the aquiline eye... His 
dress was careless, and his general manner was one 
of supreme indifference to surroundings and circum
stances.” Yet despite his odd first impression, Harte 
went on to admire Twain. He always fondly recalled the 
first time he heard the jumping frog story, orally before 
it had been written down. .. it will never be as funny to 
anybody in print as it was to me, told for the first time 
by the unknown Twain himself, on that morning in the 
San Francisco Mint.”

For a while Harte fancied himself a literary critic. 
His unfairly harsh reviews made him unpopular with 
other writers. Regardless, in July of 1868 Harte was 
selected as the best candidate to head a new maga
zine, the Overland Monthly. It was considered to 
be California’s first literary journal of high quality, 
intended to rival the Atlantic Monthly. Harte himself 
designed the magazine’s logo, a California grizzly 
bear with its paw holding down a railroad track. The 
logo symbolized Harte’s disdain for the encroachment 
and abuses of the railroad.

When Harte proposed the story “The Luck of 
Roaring Camp,” it met with cool acceptance in the 
west. He published it reluctantly in the second issue 
of the Overland Monthly. As editor, it was his impres
sion that this classy new literary magazine was only 

getting conventional submis
sions, and nothing about their 
rich surroundings. Harte found 
it strange that “not one of the 
writers had felt inspired to treat 
the fresh subjects which lay ready 
to his hand in California.” Then 
an eastern magazine picked up 
the story. Publication of his story 
“The Luck of Roaring Camp” 
had vindicated him and he was 
quickly propelled into fame. 
Thereafter readers from both 
the east and Great Britain were 
thrilled with his heartfelt stories 
from the west.

Harte’s literary creations 
were fueled by the exciting mate
rial of the early gold rush. He 
claimed that he had come to 
California with no better equip

ment than an imagination, one expanded by reading such 
works as Don Quixote or the story of the Argonauts. 
He maintained a deep interest in his classical educa
tion. When news of Charles Dickens’ death reached 
California, Harte held the printing of his magazine so 
that he could write a passionate obituary to the man.

Magazines and papers across the country soon 
offered whatever terms he dictated should he write 
for them. He was offered jobs as an editor, publisher 
or columnist. He was regarded as a master of short 
stories and poetry, but his fame became his undoing.

Calaveras fodder
Most of Bret Harte’s stories take place in 

Calaveras and Tuolumne counties and the area around 
La Grange. Two stories are believed to have been situ
ated specifically in Calaveras County. “The Outcasts 
of Poker Flat” is alleged to have taken place along 
the banks of the Stanislaus River near where Lake 
Tulloch is today. This theory is dispelled when one 
reads about the terrain described therein. “A Night at 
Wingdam” is a story of Harte’s visit to a hotel in the 
town of Wingdam, a mythical destination he uses in a 
few pieces. Years later he explained that the story was 
based on his own experience at Murphys Camp.

“The Spelling Bee at Angels” is a poem that tells 
of a fanciful impromptu spelling bee. The contest is 
held between miners in a saloon in Angels. In two

Bret Harte and his signature, circa 1870
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Bret Harte pictured at his desk at the 
Overland Monthly, circa 1870.

other pieces he describes a shooting and a lynching 
that happened in Angels Camp. All of these stories 
came from his experiences while staying over in 
Murphys or drinking whiskey in saloons in Angels.

In 1870 Harte wrote the humorous poem “To the 
Pliocene Skull” which was published the following 
year. The poem pokes fun at scholarly men who are 
duped by the Calaveras Skull. A fellow involved in 
the skull ordeal was a man by the name of Coon from 
Angels Camp. He is believed to be the same Coon of 
Angels Camp that told Twain the jumping frog story.

In all, Calaveras County is mentioned twelve 
times in Harte’s work. He also had a character named 
Brown of Calaveras who was prominent in many of his 
poems. By contrast, Twain only mentioned Calaveras 
twice (“Roughing It” and the jumping frog story) plus 
his autobiography.

The best and most productive period of Bret 
Harte’s life were the days spent in California. It was 
here that he discovered his literary skills and found 
fame. When he left the west to embark on a lecture tour 
he disappointed his audiences by often being late to or 
missing performances. When he did get on stage, it was 
said that his performances were lackluster as he often 
just read from prepared material. Although he couldn’t 

verbalize it in front of an audience, he recalled his gold 
rush days with a bitter-sweet wistfulness. It was “a 
kind of crusade without a cross, an exodus without a 
prophet,” he said. He summed up early California by 
saying that it was “...a life of which perhaps the best 
that can be said is that it exists no longer”

Moving east and beyond
The new University of California at Berkeley 

opened in 1869 and offered Harte a literature profes
sorship. He taught there briefly, then turned away 
seeking greater offers for his skills. In 1871 Harte was 
offered the astronomical salary of $10,000 per year to 
write for an eastern literary magazine. In exchange for 
the exorbitant fee, he was to submit twelve stories in 
the year. At the time it was the highest fee ever paid to 
an American writer. Harte jumped at the money and 
moved his family east, back to his home state. By now 
his family consisted of Anna and two young boys. 
Harte sorely disappointed the magazine. His submis
sions were dull, often late, and did not contain the 
excitement and flair his readers had come to expect. 
Fame had killed his success.

Harte probably suffered from addiction to alcohol. 
He never went on stage without fortifying himself 
before a performance, and he was known to sleep with

Photo taken in London for McClure magazine, 1894.
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a bottle of whiskey at his bedside.
When aggravated, he would blame 
others for his failures and threaten 
to sue anyone who maligned him. 
He began to fret over his health. Yet 
Harte was also a charming man and 
a bit of a fashion dandy. He claimed 
to possess the wherewithal necessary 
in selecting the appropriate clothes 
for talking associates into lending 
him money. He was never known to 
repay his debts.

In the fall of 1876 Harte part
nered with Mark Twain to write a
play. Harte needed money badly 
and felt that collaboration with
Twain would bring greater attention 
and credibility to the project. The 
play was called Ah Sin about an 
enterprising Chinese man from the
California mining camps twenty- 
five years earlier. The endeavor 
soured the relationship between the two writers. They 
quarreled bitterly over Harte’s drinking, womanizing 
and poor spending habits. The play was only moder
ately successful, and mostly due to the reputations of 
its authors than to any real accomplishment.

In public Twain spoke admirably about Harte. 
Perhaps it was from a sense of obligation as Harte 
had given Twain his own literary start with the 
jumping frog story. Or maybe it was out of a sense 
of shame over their shared failed endeavor with the 
play. In their early years of acquaintance, Twain had 
admired Harte and said “...though I am generally 
placed at the head of my breed of scribblers in this 
part of the country, the place properly belongs to 
Bret Harte." Regardless of his public image, after the 
failed joint project Twain wrote about his impression 
of Harte in a letter to a friend, “Harte is a liar, a 
thief a swindler, a snob, a sot, a sponge, a coward, a 
Jeremy Diddler, he is brim full of treachery... ”

Twain felt that Harte had fabricated most adven
tures from vicarious knowledge. Twain felt strongly 
that Harte’s portrayal of the miners’ vernacular was 
not authentic. He questioned, in error, the truth 
behind Harte’s work. Harte experienced much more 
time in early California than Twain did, and saw 
different things. Harte’s one year of experience in the 
gold country in 1855 was vastly different from the 

three months that Twain spent there 
ten years later. Harte admitted that 
his characters were not exactly one 
single person, but rather “...there 
is not one of them who did not have 
a real human being as a suggesting 
and starting point.”

Years later Twain allowed his 
personal opinion to surface in an 
interview in Sydney, Australia in 
1895: “I detest him, because I 
think his work is ‘shoddy.’ His forte 
is pathos but there should be no 
pathos which does not come out of a 
man s heart. He has no heart, except 
his name, and I consider he has 
produced nothing that is genuine. He 
is artificial.” In his autobiography, 
Twain confessed: “In the early days 
I liked Bret Harte and so did the 
others, but by and by I got over it; so 
also did the others. He couldn’t keep 

a friend permanently. He was bad, distinctly bad; he 
had no feeling and he had no conscience.”

Exile and escape
Readers were no longer interested in Harte. 

He had a hard time selling his material, or meeting 
obligations. He was destitute and struggling to keep 
his family afloat. In desperation, he appealed to his 
friends in Washington, DC. In 1878 Harte obtained 
the appointment as consul to Germany. It is widely 
believed that he fled to Europe to escape creditors 
and the bad will he had created in his wake. His 
family had grown with two additional daughters, but 
he left them all behind. His consul salary was too 
little to accommodate the family joining him.

Twain felt that Harte was fleeing money prob
lems. In his autobiography, Twain said of Harte’s 
suitability for the foreign post: “...he was a man 
without a country; no, not man—man is too strong 
a term; he was an invertebrate without a country. 
He hadn’t any more passion for his country than 
an oyster has for its bed; in fact not so much and I 
apologize to the oyster.”

Harte did not like Germany and was unprepared 
for the cold weather. He despaired of his failing health. 
Despite making his office exceptionally efficient, he 
did not enjoy his work and never realized any increase

Caricature of Harte for Vanity Fair 
magazine, 4 January 1899.
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WHAT’S A WINGDAM?
Bret Harte’s stories were often placed in loca

tions with whimsical names. His stories had their 
basis in his own factual experience, but he rarely 
referred to a person or place by their proper name. 
The town of Wingdam did not and still does not 
exist. Wingdam is a name Harte used for the 
Murphys gold mining camp as he experienced it 
in 1855, but it wasn’t too far from the mark.

A wingdam is a real thing. It is a kind of dam 
that was popular with miners for diverting stream 
flow. Once diverted, the exposed gravel bed could 
be more easily mined. The dam didn’t obstruct 
the flow or cross the streambed. Rather, it was 
constructed in line with the stream so as to just 
divert a portion of its flow. It looked like a large 
wing gathering the water in its journey.

Wingdams were used extensively around 
Murphys at the time Harte was in the Mother 
Lode. He referred to Wingdam often in his writ
ings, actually meaning Murphys. Today Murphys 
has a subdivision named Wingdam.

in pay. He wanted to move on. While convalescing in 
Switzerland he read of his appointment to Glasgow, 
Scotland. He preferred the second appointment as it 
afforded him the opportunity to pursue writing and 
glamour in the London literary circles. Again he did 
not realize an appreciable increase in pay, and advised 
Anna that he could not afford to move her 
and the children to Europe to be with him. 
But he did regularly send home money for 
their support.

While working in Scotland he discov
ered the graves of nineteen US seamen 
from a shipwreck in 1865. Harte was 
touched by the compassion of the Duke 
of Argyll, who saw to their proper burials. 
He applied for and obtained permission 
to erect a monument which reads: “To 
commemorate their loss and the kindness 
of their benefactor... ”

In one official report, Harte wrote of an 
odd discovery whereby Scottish tenants were 
being sold individual tenement flats. It is 
probably the first written account of the future 
concept of shared, or condominium owner

ship. But Harte’s heart wasn’t in his work. He preferred 
the London literary scene. The home consulate began 
to question his excessive absences from work. In 1885, 
with the election of Grover Cleveland, political attitudes 
had changed back home. Not surprisingly, one morning 
Harte read in the paper that he was relieved of duty. He 
retired from his foreign service.

Harte moved to London permanently that year. 
He lived in the home of a consular colleague, essen
tially a kept man. He devoted himself to his writing 
and to avoiding his family. In 1898 Anna came to 
London with two of their children in an attempt to 
reconcile their family. One biographer noted that 
although Harte and his wife had no discordant differ
ences to keep them apart, concurrently they held no 
great passion to hold them together. By this time 
Harte had begun to entertain the wife of his host.

On the fifth of May, 1902 Harte died in 
Camberley, England of throat cancer. He is buried in 
Frimley at St Peter’s Church. His burial was arranged 
by his longtime lady friend. The gravestone is 
engraved with the message “DEATH SHALL REAP 
THE GRAVER HARVEST,” a line from one of his 
more famous poems, “The Reveille.” Three months 
after his passing his wife died. Although married 
forty years, the couple had four children yet had only 
lived together for sixteen of those years.

Harte had proved to be a prolific writer. In the last 
seventeen years of his life in London, he produced 
almost a volume of short fiction material annu
ally. Between 1855 and his death forty-seven years

This image of Mark Twain and Bret Harte 
was created for an Old Crow Whiskey ad.
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later, he produced eight 
novels, fifteen novellas, 
two hundred short 
stories, and more than 
one thousand poems 
and minor pieces.

In a surprising 
turnaround, Twain 
wrote a warm and 
complimentary eulogy 
upon Harte’s passing. 

Bret Harte’s legacy 
endures today. At the 
famous Bohemian 
bronze relief of Bret

Harte and his most famous characters is mounted 
on an exterior brick wall. The private men’s club 
was formed as a place for journalists, artists and 
musicians to meet. Harte, the journalist who once 
called himself The Bohemian, is commemorated 
in the bronze plaque for his contributions to early 
California literature. The club was founded in 1872 
and gave both Harte and Twain honorary member
ships. It is doubtful that either enjoyed the benefits 
of that society as both had left California by then.

Seven schools across the United States are 
named for Bret Harte including a high school in 
Angels Camp. When the school was built in 1905, 
the name was suggested by resident Harry Barden. 
In 1927 Calaveras and San Joaquin Counties sought 
a location to build a hospital for tubercular patients. 
They chose Murphys, and constructed a sanitarium 
named for Bret Harte. Numerous roads across the 
country bear his name, and a performing arts center 
in Angels Camp is named for him. A community in 
Tuolumne County paid respect to both Twain and 
Harte and named their town Twain Harte.

The Stockton Chamber of Commerce developed 
a map in 1988 called The Bret Harte Trail. It said it 
was a “MAP SHOWING THE LAND OF ROMANCE 
AND GOLD, IMMORTALIZED BY BRET HARTE 
& MARK TWAIN.” It noted several points in the 
gold country that Twain and Harte visited and wrote 
about. The map covered portions of San Joaquin, 
Amador, Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Merced 
and Mariposa counties.

In August of 1989, one hundred fifty years 
from Bret Harte’s birthday, the United States Postal 
Service honored the author by issuing a five dollar 

Club in San Francisco. a

This $5 stamp was issued 
in honor of Harte's 150th 

birthday in 1989.

stamp with his image. The stamp was launched at 
a celebration held in the gymnasium of the Twain 
Harte School in Tuolumne County.

The late Coke Wood, esteemed UOP professor and 
historian of Calaveras County, admired Harte. Harte 
is featured in several of Wood’s small books about 
the Mother Lode. Former Calaveras County attorney 
Michael Arkin collects first edition books by Bret 
Harte. He finds Harte more interesting than Twain. In 
fact, everyone’s library should have a little Harte.
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This drawing was created of Bret Harte from his last known 
photograph at the approximate age of sixty-six.
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April-June, 2011
New Members

The Calaveras County Historical Society 
welcomes the following new members:

Yvonne Wooster—Copperopolis

MaryLee Levy—Fresno

Mary McNamara—Mokelumne Hill

Phil & Chris Castelluccio—San Andreas

Jeffrey Womble—Stockton

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

Judi Bowman—Stenographer machine, Royal 
typewriter, organ scrolls

Irmgard Temple—Walking stick with emblems from 
Austria and Germany

Chris Castelluccio—Chinese tea set from 1800s, 
Hungarian paprika container, embroidered tea towels, 
brown embroidered purse, women’s gloves, black satin 
shawl, black and gold metal matchbox

Dr. Steven Guemann—photo of Mizpah Manuel 
Allen and friends on horseback (daughter of John 
Manuel, Murphys), information on piano on display 
in music room

Roger Withers—cash donation

Scott Hermann—photos of Grand Opening of
Calaveras Cement Plant

Gary Lowe—Cash donation

L.F. Hunt—Cash donation

Marilyn Alice Cutting—pulley and well bucket from 
home of George and Ellen Folsom, Paloma. The 
Folsom’s lived in the cottage from 1916-1932, copy of 
letter from June 25, 1905 found in John Randolph Cory’s 
Family Bible. The letter was written by Alice Folsom 
Louttit Lawson to her sister-in-law, Jessie Louttit.

Charles Maher—cash donation

Mary Lee Levy—cash donation
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“Pick out a girl for me... ”
THE LETTERS OF WALTER KNIGHT

by Bonnie Miller

ick out a girl for me... I am on the 
marry” implores Walter Knight in one 
of his early letters home to his brother 

in Iowa. His request echoed the sentiments of many 
early Calaveras County bachelors of the time.

Walter Knight was one of many a young 
man who came to California to seek his fortune 
and his future in gold. He was born in Allegany, 
New York on the thirtieth of April, 1833. On 19 
April 1852 he left at least two brothers behind in 
Iowa. Apparently he settled in the San Andreas 
area around 1860. Through a confusion of letters, 
handwriting, and mail delays, his brother Joseph 
lost track of him and became seriously concerned. 
At least one of the brothers’ letters remained 
unclaimed in Placerville. Apparently Walter had 
mistakenly been corresponding with their older 
brother Stewart, who did not keep Joseph apprised 
of their sibling’s whereabouts.

Walter had been moving about the gold 
country seeking his fortune. He posted letters from 
Calaveritas and San Domingo before settling in San 
Andreas. By 1860 he was fortunate enough to have 
acquired an estate valued at $4000 according to that 

year’s census records. He was sharing a residence 
with another miner named Louis Simpson, and they 
lived within a hundred yards of their claim. The two 
were partnered with two others in the claim. Using 
hydraulics, they had opened their claim to 50-60 feet 
deep. Their efforts were sometimes richly rewarded, 
and at other times they found themselves in debt.

f if
The miners supplemented their livelihood by 

hunting the plentiful small game nearby. Quail and 
rabbit were particularly abundant and satisfying. To 
aid in Knight’s hunting, he proudly owned a shotgun 
and a “number one setter dog.”

Walter was the first of his Iowa family to move 
west. His brothers wanted to know if they should 
join him and repeatedly asked for positive informa
tion. Walter painted a bleak picture of the miner’s life 
instead. “I do not like this country to settle for life,” 
he had stated in a letter written to his brother Joseph 
in 1863, yet the following year he was making efforts 
to do just that. He remained in California.
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“Don’t come & 
never think of coming, 
advised Walter to his 
other brother Stewart 
in 1864. “It is no 
country for a man to 
make money, with or 
without a family” He
went on to describe 
the back-breaking
hard work of looking for copper underground. In twelve 
years of mining in California he felt he had not even 
enough money to buy his passage back home. Concerns 
for the war attitudes brewing back east overshadowed 
his talk. Two years later, despite his defeatist attitude, he 
registered to vote in Calaveritas.

Determined to make the best of it, he found himself 
wishing to marry and make a comfortable home life, 
even if not permanent. In 1864 he asked his brother 
Stewart to have the women back home find him a suit
able girl to marry. “Pick out a girl for me & send me a 
description,” he asked. Then he went on to give his own 
description of his ideal candidate: “Not under sixteen 
nor overforty. The color of eyes and hair, general dispo
sition & habits, capabilities as a housekeeper, not stoop 
shouldered nor squint eyed, to get up in the morning 
before brealfast, to do the washing before Saturday, if 
not a better cook than I am to be willing to be instructed. 
Weight not over one hundred & fifty-four.”

A few years later Walter received a surprise. Rather 
then send a wife, his brother Joseph sent his own son. 
Walter quickly dispatched a letter back to his brother 
advising him that the boy had arrived in California 
safely. Walter praised the boy for his potential as a good 
worker, but went on to admonish his brother. “Please 

send the wife next 
time,” he concluded.

When Walter 
was mining in San 
Andreas, he experi
enced the boom and 
bust of claims that 
paid and those that 
didn’t. Gold mining 
in California had

shifted from the easy surface, or placer mining that 
Walter had first known when he arrived years earlier. To 
make mining profitable, miners often joined forces or 
formed companies so that they could attack claims as a 
group. Methods had shifted to more extreme measures. 
In an 1863 letter home, he described his new technique, 
“... working dirt is from 30 to 50 feet deep and we work 
with a hydraulic.” Although his claims appeared to have 
been profitable, he continued to advise his relatives to 
not join him. His livid descriptions of the hard work 
were often coupled with the fruitlessness of their labors, 
“Three years hard work tunnel in three hundred & 
seventytwo feet no lode part of the company discouraged 
the balance of them disgusted abandon claim.” Yet he 
continued working the claim, “... run a tunnel on a level 
tap the vain at one hundred & fifty feet do the job in six 
months then take out money enough to buy all necessary 
machinery...” Despite his perseverance, he fell into debt.

At one point he was personally five hundred 
dollars in debt and the company owed more. He 
felt obliged to do something about it. He decided

The Sheep Ranch Mine in 1880. Knight probably lived behind the three stacks 
in the center of the photo, where foremen were housed. 

Courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society.

to abandon the hard life of the miner and 
turned toward regular employment for his 
income to pay down his debt. “I have laid 
down the pick & shovel & have an easy 
job working for wages,” he described of 
his fifty-dollar a month job at the jail 
that included board. “Deputy sheriff on a 
small scale but it pays better than mining.”

Portion of Knight's 14 October 1864 letter imploring relatives back home 
to find him a girl. Courtesy Terry Knight.
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Walter gave up 
on getting a wife from 
his family. While 
working as a jailer, 
he had met a woman 
named Rachel and 
they claimed to 
have married. They 
decided to leave San
Andreas and moved to Sheep Ranch. Rachel was 
a woman of little record. She was the daughter of 
Adelphine Armbruster. Rachel was born in either 
Wisconsin or more likely Missouri but it is not known 
how or when she arrived in California. Before she 
was twenty she had married a man sixteen years her 
senior named Lyman Benson. They had two children, 
Albert and Glendora. The 1860 census noted Benson 
as a miner, yet by 1870 he had taken the job as Justice 
of the Peace. Lyman and Rachel lived in San Andreas 
apparently with Lyman’s brother Andrew, a local 
farmer. Sometime prior to 1870 Lyman and Rachel 
divorced, and Rachel had met and married Walter.

Walter and his new wife Rachel moved to Sheep 
Ranch with her daughter Glendora. Her son remained 
in San Andreas with his father. Within ten years the 
divorced man had given up his Justice of the Peace job 
and had resumed mining, but was living alone in the 
San Andreas area. In 1885 Lyman passed away in Lake 
County, although he left an estate in Calaveras County. 
He had owned at least seven parcels of land around San 
Andreas, as well as three water ditches. The three water 
ditches had great potential for profit. His son Albert 
filed for probate, listing himself and his sister 
Glendora as the sole heirs to their father’s 
estate. Oddly, Albert had considerable debts 
against the inheritance. He relinquished his 
claim to a third party. This third party and 
Glendora each inherited fifty-percent inter
ests in the estate left by Lyman.

In Sheep Ranch, Walter’s life hit a low 
point when he described his situation to his 
brother in 1871. His health began to trouble 
him, as he experienced problems with his 
throat and lungs. He may have been suffering 
from the early stages of “miner’s lung.” He 
travelled to San Francisco for medical atten
tion and was advised by doctors to avoid cold 
wet winters. With that in mind, he returned 
to Calaveras County where the winters 

were drier. His 
brother Joseph still 
wished to join him 
in California in the 
spring of 1871. He 
advised Walter that 
he may come across 
country and be in 
Salt Lake City by the

following winter. Walter agreed to meet him in Salt 
Lake if the winter proved favorable. Salt Lake was 
appealing to Walter, as he said ‘7 believe that is far 
better country than this.” It is not known whether they 
met up in Salt Lake or not.

Walter seemed determined to discourage his 
family from coming to California. He felt that true 
wealth was reserved for only the wealthy capitalists. 
Early in his California tenure he had noted that “... 
it requires capital of from 5 to 50 thousand dollars 
to make it profitable... the paying business here is in 
the hands of capitalists,” and, "... as a general thing 
here, money makes money.”

Meanwhile, Walter and Rachel had established 
their new life in Sheep Ranch. Apparently the “easy 
job” of working as a jailer did not really suit Walter. 
Within ten years he was back to working as a miner. 
He regarded his home, and listed his return address, as 
the Washington Mining District of Calaveras County. 
That was the area that included Sheep Ranch and San 
Domingo Creek. He held an interest in at least one 
hard-rock mine, and owned property in the commu
nity. Walter purchased all or part of Lot 5 of Block 3 in

Mining claim of Walter Knight and his partners, Indian Creek and Washington 
Mining Districts Records, 12 May 1871, Calaveras County Archives.

Walter Knight's autograph, 1864. Courtesy Terry Knight.
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Main Street, Sheep Ranch, circa 1885, much as it must have 
appeared to Walter Knight when he moved there. 

Historical Society photo.

Sheep Ranch. This property was located directly across 
the street from the Sheep Ranch Mining Company. It 
is likely that he worked or at least partnered there, as 
Walter listed himself as a mining foreman in the 1890 
census. His obituary years later noted that he had been 
an honorable employee of the mine.

In the 1871 letter to his brother, Walter was 
living in Sheep Ranch, fretting about his health. He 
had described his travels for his health and settling 
upon Sheep Ranch. ‘7 came here whar I have 
aquaintences... I spent part of the winter here part 
at San Andreas which is sixteen miles from here. This 
is a quiet plase three thousand feet above the level of 
the sea good water pure air in summer” In this letter 
he considerably downplays his role in Sheep Ranch. 
It appears he may have joined the capitalists. He had 
partners in what eventually proved to be a profitable 
mining claim, but he did not inform his brothers of 
that venture. Further, he never mentioned Rachel in 
any of his letters. There remains somewhat of a ques
tion as to whether or not Walter was actually married 
to Rachel. Although she claimed to be his wife, and 
her first husband Lyman claimed to be divorced, 
there is no divorce record from that first marriage.

Walter had bounced around Calaveras County before 
he married Rachel and settled down. Records indicate 
that he lived in Calaveritas, San Andreas, San Domingo,

Sheep Ranch, and the Washington Mining District which 
was probably his Sheep Ranch residence. His census 
records are amiss; Walter often placed himself and/or 
his parents as natives of both New York or Iowa. Most 
interestingly, his age changes over the years. In 1860 he 
listed himself (correctly) as aged thirty-one. Yet at the 
next census ten years later, he had only aged five years 
and he declared his age as only 36. At least his obituary 
correctly stated his birth in the year 1833.

By 1888, Walter listed himself as a 55-year old 
miner, living in Sheep Ranch, but having come from 
New York. He was still listed in Sheep Ranch in the 
1890 census, when he listed himself as a mining 
foreman. Walter’s letters home never mentioned his 
nephew, Joseph’s boy, again. And he continued to 
write disparaging descriptions of the life of a miner, 
discouraging his brothers from coming to California.

In an 1892 letter home to his brother Joseph, 
Walter reminisced about his forty years in California. 
“I have had the usual ups & downs of a miners life,” 
he described. "... have had enough to eat drink & wair, 
my constitution is pretty good yet for a man of my age.” 
He must have felt generally satisfied with his life, even 
though he happened to have been on crutches at the time.

Early in the year 1907 Walter Knight began 
putting his affairs in order. Perhaps he anticipated his 
pending death. His eventual obituary noted that he had 
been suffering a lingering illness of several months. 
Additionally it appears that he had gained control of 
Glendora’s estate, perhaps as he was the head of his 
household and had raised the girl. He and Rachel had 
never had children of their own, but he had acquired 
property and amassed an estate. He transferred all of 
his interests in Glendora’s estate to his wife Rachel on 
February 7,1907. Continuing in that vein, he then trans
ferred all of his own holdings, all property and cash, to 
Rachel on April 14. This action allowed Rachel to fully 
own the house where they lived in Sheep Ranch as well 
as have complete access to the money that he had in 
the bank. She was also able to avoid probate, possibly 
avoiding the inconvenience that she had witnessed her 
own children suffer at the death of their father.

Walter passed away on the 29th of September, 
1907. The Calaveras Prospect of 5 October gave an 
obituary, describing him as having been a Sheep 
Ranch pioneer, aged 73, originally from New York. 
“To nearly all of the old residents of the county Walter 
Knight was known as a loyal friend and splendid type 
of American citizen,” the obituary noted. The obituary
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Portion of the 1878 Sheep Ranch Townsite Map; 
Knight was an owner of Lot 5 of Block 3.

failed to mention a wife. Elsewhere in the same 
edition of the paper Rachel, distinguishing herself as 
Walter’s wife, had printed a thank you to friends for 
their kindness. Undertaker McElhany arranged to have 
his body shipped to Los Angeles for burial where he 
was believed to have had relatives. Ultimately he was 
buried in Sebastopol. Perhaps Walter’s nephew had 
moved there, or one or more of his brothers did indeed 
come to California after all.

Rachel wasted no time in disposing of her and 
Walter’s properties. In late October she sold part 
of the land for ten dollars in gold coin. Two weeks 
later she sold the lot in Sheep Ranch for another ten 
dollars in gold coin. She probably left Sheep Ranch 
as she had sold her home.

The following year Rachel entered a guardianship 
plea at the court in Calaveras County regarding her 
daughter Glendora. Glendora was declared incompetent, 
and Rachel was appointed her guardian. Glendora had to 
be admitted to an asylum. She is believed to have lived 
out the remainder of her life in the Asylum for the Insane 
in Stockton. In order to pay for her care, her mother 
found it necessary to liquidate her estate, the inheritance 
from Lyman twenty-three years prior. The properties 
were sold to another long-time Calaveras family.

Rachel seems to have disappeared after her husband’s 

death and taking care of her daughter’s busi
ness. Descendents of Walther’s family did not 
know her or what became of her. There are 
no death records for her, but she is believed 
to have passed away in 1913. Likewise, we 
know no more about her son Albert, other 
than he may have moved to San Francisco. 
Interestingly, the County Administrator 
brought a probate against the estate of Walter 
Knight ten years after his death. In 1917, the 
administrator looked into his estate, and found 
that there was none. No action was taken. This 
is not a surprise as Walter had transferred his 
estate, and Rachel had disposed of the prop
erty. What is unique is that the county looked 
into it at all. It is presumed that a possible heir 
sought any remaining estate, but found none. 
Walter left no heirs.

Acknowledgement
Letters between Walter Knight in California’s early 

gold country and his relatives in Iowa were passed down 
through the family members. They eventually landed with 
Terry Knight, great-great grand niece of Walter. Terry had 

once visited the old jail yard in San Andreas, and until she inherited 
Knight’s letters, she had not known that her ancestor had worked in 
that jail yard. Terry is descended from Walter’s brother Joseph, whose 
descendents did not reach California until the 1940s. Terry’s brother, 
also named Joseph, owns the distinction of being the seventh in line 
of those named for their ancestor Joseph Knight. Las Calaveras thanks 
Terry Knight and her family for sharing these letters with us.

Thank you to Maureen Elliott for bringing these letters to the 
attention of Las Calaveras, and sharing her extensive research with us.

Women posed with the great water wheel located on W H 
Clary's property in Sheep Ranch. At one time Walter worked 
for Clary. Rachel M Armbruster Benson Knight is standing on 
the left, just above the children, wearing a light colored dress 

with a dark scarf. Courtesy Calaveras County Archives.
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July-September 2011
New Members

Roger & Judith Haughton—Twain Harte
Bill Wennhold—San Andreas
Patrie Heffernan—San Jose
Gene & Sharon Mintz—Arroyo Grande
James & Joanne Nims—Valley Springs
Robert Pentz—Manhattan Beach
Margi Fields—Valley Springs
Dana Dee Carragher—New York, New York
Patty Marzi—San Andreas
Suki Tutthill—Murphys
Sharon Clark—Valley Springs

Donations
The Historical Society appreciates the 

following generous donations:

Gary D. Lowe—Paper entitled “Big Tree Bulletin and 
Murphy’s Advertiser”, paper entitled, “The Mammoth Trees 
of California”, copy of photo and Sperry’s Hotel registry 
page dated 1887, book entitled “Carleton E. Watkins, 
Photographer of the American West” with additional photo 
and Sperry’s Hotel registry page dated 1882

Jeanne Gibbens—wedding dress belonging to her 
grandmother Henrietta (Hattie) LaRiviere when she 
married George Stewart (1894), and Jeanne Gibbens 
wedding dress from 1946

Irmgard Temple—painting of Sophie Schwab, her 
mother’s governess, from early 1890s

James & Joanne Nims—Two maps of the McKisson 
Ranch/Pleasant Springs

Dan O’Boyle—Photographs of Highway 26

Karen Dustman—Copy of her book, Ghost of the 
Sierra—Silver Mountain City

Tuolumne County Museum—Court papers dated 
November 22, 1895 from Murphys Township

Tillie B. Pullen Neill—World War II Air Force 
Uniform and medals belonging to her late husband, 
Robert H. Pullen

Richard Lenfestey—assorted newspaper clippings

Roger & Judith Haughton—Cash donation

Carin Cuslidge—Cash donation

Patrie Heffernan—Cash donation

Wayne & Sandy Fuller—Cash donation

J
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
By Bonnie Miller

traibblaz-ing (tral-.bla-zing) Evolution of 
the Indian s small mark on a tree to a definitive cut; 
refined to an actual symbol. Suggestive of one that 
blazes a trail; setting out in a promising new direc
tion; pioneering or innovative.

In the early days of exploring and settling the 
west, finding the path was difficult. There were no 
signs or phones for asking directions, and certainly 
few accurate maps. Or maybe there were some signs, 
if one just knew where to look.

When a path became indistinct or a junction 
became confusing, it was necessary to mark the trail for 
future travelers. In the west, Native Americans marked 
preferred routes with an unnatural scar on a tree. To the 
trained eye, the mark was clearly a deliberate cut in the 
bark, in a location not likely to be scarred by nature. In 
an advanced system, the scars were in fact elaborate 
symbols to indicate direction or deliver a message, such 
as a warning should the wrong path be pursued.

The idea of marking a pathway has existed for 
thousands of years. Staying on the correct course 
could be critical, as evidenced by the forty-niners 
who perished at the misrepresented Hastings Cutoff 
route. Had they stayed with the more established

An old blaze marks the historic Emigrant Trail and route 
of the Pony Express.
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A description from an 1853 deed notes a blazed tree as a reference point. Courtesy of the Calaveras County Archives.

route, they would have had an easier path. Many 
pioneer diaries have stories of tragedies when their 
party lost their way in the great salt flats.

Nature could fool the eye or obscure the obvious 
trail. A trail could be covered with snow or obliter
ated by spring runoff. A falling tree might tumble a 
boulder against the tree, leaving a natural mark. It was 
necessary to leave a permanent mark that would be 
visible to the next traveler. Purposeful marks had to be 
different from a natural mark, but not so outrageous as 
to damage the tree or be offensive. Or the mark had to 
be clandestine, with the symbolization aimed at only 
a few people designated to follow. These elaborate 

markings were called blazes. The ones who scouted 
the trails and left the message for those to follow on 
that route were called the trailblazers.

Many of our routes, either backcountry trails or 
modern roadways, evolved from earlier use by the 
trailblazers before us. Historic tree carvings have been 
recorded in the west from the Chumash Indians on the 
coast to the Basque sheepherders in Idaho. Whether a 
Native American, a trapper, explorer or cattle rancher, 
the best routes were often marked for future travelers. 
Today backcountry hikers follow a graduated system 
of trail markings. To the purist, the most basic method 
is to follow the blazed trees. The next more obvious 

delineation is the sign post. If a hiker missed 
that indicator, they could look for tags or 
more signs, or they could employ an accurate 
topographical map. In the modern world, 
hi-tech walkers resort to satellite GPS signals 
that accurately pinpoint their locations.

Trail Signs
Sometimes Native Americans mounted 

the skull of an animal in a tree to be grown 
over and assumed by the bark of the tree. 
These special monuments became revered 
medicine trees. The Native Americans also 
employed an elaborate sign language using 
broken branches or woven grass. These 
marks could become obliterated due to 
weather. The blazed tree has always been 
the most reliable.A small unlikely pile of rocks, resembling a duck, denotes the side of the trail.
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These aspen trees bear modern day graffiti unlike the eloquent 
messages left by Basque sheepherders.

Trail markings vary considerably from 
one culture or region to another. Today 
there are many ways to mark a trail. 
Other semaphores include posting a sign, 
installing a short marker post, or painting 
the tree. Some cut blazes are even painted 
with colored paint, indicating individual 
trail systems. Sometimes a metal or plastic 
tag is nailed to a tree.

Intentionally marking or cutting trees is 
considered vandalism in most jurisdictions. 
Regrettably such graffiti is readily evident 
in many public areas. Others consider it an 
artistic expression. Regardless of the view
point, it can damage the tree, and it is not 
favored in most forests.

Conversely some wilderness areas 
discourage the use of synthetic signage, 
such as paint or a plastic sign hung in the tree. 
They find that the tree gently scarred with a blaze 
to be the most environmentally friendly method 
and as such tree blazing continues today. Usually 
trail maintenance personnel or volunteers blaze 
desired routes. The number of blazes depends on 
the complexity of the path that is being delineated. 
Blazes usually occur at or slightly above eye level, 
facing the traveler who should walk toward and 
beyond the blaze. If the trail is actively used in 
both directions, a tree may be blazed on both sides 
for two different directions of travel.

When an area is devoid of trees, there are 
still ways to mark the path. This may occur in 
open grasslands, or more commonly when a trail 
is higher than the tree line. An unnatural pile or 
stack of rocks, a cairn, may be employed to signal 
the way. In high altitudes where the landscape is 
predominantly barren, a smaller stack of rocks is 
used. When viewed from a distance, these unnatu
rally stacked rocks very much appear as a duck 
sitting on the horizon. This appearance gave the 
rock pile the obvious name of “duck.” A cairn is 
likely to exist at significant points in the land
scape, such as a summit, intersection, or boundary 
line. By contrast ducks are employed in lines along 
barren landscape. One should always be able to 
see from one duck to the next so as to not lose the 
direction of the route. Perhaps this is the origin 
of the term “ducks in a row,” as opposed to the 
shooting gallery image.

Surveyors’ Marks
Surveying is the vehicle that European settlers 

used to divide up land. Individual parcels of land 
were created with invisible lines. The lines existed on 
maps, and could be described in deeds, but had to be 
tied physically to the ground. Terrain barriers such as 
mountain peaks or rivers provided natural boundaries. 
Early surveyors used landmarks, or created marks for 
reference. The simplest form of a surveyor’s mark 
was a tree blaze or unnatural pile of rocks. Most of 
early Calaveras County was divided in this manner. A 
stack of rocks was often used to indicate a claim or 
property corner. Many of those early stacks may still 
be found somewhat intact, so long as cows or other 
passersby have not disturbed them.

Many early mining claims carried descriptions 
no more detailed than “a tree with a blaze on it,” but 
the mark was valid and carried weight in court. Those 
marked trees were appropriately called “witness 
trees.” The best description and marking was a stack 
of rocks with an offset measurement to a nearby 
tree with a blaze. Even today surveyors working in 
difficult terrain may still employ the tree blaze. The 
blazed tree indicates that a survey pin is close by.

The A rb or glyph
Another aspect of carving images or messages 

into trees comes from the Basque culture. Basque 
immigrants came to the west between approximately 
1860 and 1930, and many found work in the high 
country. The names of the carvers have been traced
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Boy Scout pioneer Ernest Thompson Seton documented 
many trail marks and blazes in 1912.

in detail. It is estimated that as much as 95% of the 
Basque shepherds were never recorded in any census 
or even immigration records.

The Basque shepherds that dutifully watched 
livestock in remote grazing lands often carved 
heartfelt messages into trees, typically aspen trees. 
Basque tree carvings were not messages or sign 
posts. Their carvings were often intended to be 
private, often borne of the loneliness of working 
alone for long periods of time.

The Basque culture is relatively private, and few 
records exist of their impact in this country. There is 
no record of the Basque having carved trees in their 
own country, although their heritage can be traced 
directly to that area of Europe famous for Paleolithic 
cave paintings. This is why the tree carvings are so 
unusual, and a unique cultural gift. The carvings 
are a significant break from their cultural traditions, 
as most of their lore is oral rather than written. For 
the shepherds to have committed their thoughts to 
writing, albeit tree vandalism, was unusual. Almost 
all emigrant shepherds admitted to carving trees at 

some time during their job. Many would be aghast to 
learn that people may have read their private musings.

Basque carvings did not gain attention as a 
form of western art until only recently. The Basque 
shepherd and his lore did not capture the same admi
ration as other western groups, such as the miners or 
cowboys. They were not popular culture. Today the 
carvings, and the contributions of the Basque, are 
recognized for their value.

The study of the tree carvings is likened to studying 
petroglyphs, and in fact the carvings are called arbor
glyphs. An arborglyphs is the archeologists’ term for 
a culturally modified tree. Such manmade affects on 
the trees include the Basque carvings, blazes, or trees 
where their bark or some wood is cut away for another 
purpose from kindling to bows.

Most shepherds merely carved their names 
but many others carved simple or complex poems 
lamenting the loneliness of their job. By far the most 
common Basque carving was a record of their name 
and date. The star was the most common symbol 
found. Next in importance was a record of shep
herding information, such as good grazing or an 
unusual weather event. The most common emotion 
expressed was loneliness. Even erotic images 
were carved, probably a further expression of their 
memory or longing for female company.

The Basque’s carvings were as much a descrip
tion of their life as they were a piece of art. A 
carefully crafted message would heal over in time 
revealing the message. An overly aggressive carver, 
such as vandals, can irritate a tree. The tree’s response 
is to aggressively fight back by healing over with 
excessive scar tissue, and the heavy scarring obliter
ates the picture. The artistic carvers were very careful 
about cutting sharply through the bark and just lightly 
touching the cambium layer. They found that this 
method produced the best image but rarely damaged 
the tree. A healthy aspen with careful carvings could 
last greater than seventy years. There are no known 
trees in our forests carved with such definitive arbor
glyphs prior to the Basque immigration.

Other ethnic groups also herded cattle or sheep 
for a living. Scottish, Irish or Chinese workers were 
not unusual, but they did not carve trees outside of 
an occasional directional blaze. Earlier trappers, 
explorers or scouts also merely left directional 
blazes, and rarely any further information as found 
in the Basque writings.
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The Depression
Historically marking one’s route has had many 

reasons. The Depression ushered in a whole new 
outlook on trail marking. Many of our national trails 
and roads were constructed during this time as the 
federal government created jobs for the unemployed. 
Trail blazing or laying boundary markers were such 
jobs. Many of our public trails still bear the marks 
from that effort.

Another form of symbolism surfaced during 
that time. Tree blazes are not to be confused with an 
elaborate alphabet, a hieroglyphics of symbols and 
semaphores employed by vagrants. These symbols 
advised their hobo friends of all kinds of information 
or situations. Their symbols advised the next traveler 
of things such as a good place to get a meal, a meal 
that could be had for work, beware of dog, or a man 
in the house was mean.

Tramp signs, as they are called, were in fact well 
documented not only decades but centuries before 
the Depression. They are believed to have originated 
with gypsies. Perhaps this background explains 

This tree bears first (top) an old diamond blaze, in the middle 
a later poorly cut blaze, and down the bottom of the trunk 

natural scarring likely from lightning.

the origin of many tree blazes used in the past few 
centuries. Regardless of the origin of tramp signs, 
it was revived and widely practiced by hobos and 
vagrants, or just plain unemployed homeless people 
during the Depression.

The blazes that we see
Different jurisdictions employ varying blazes 

today. A blaze can be a simple rectangle, a triangle, or 
even a circle with a dot in it, although those are diffi
cult to cut. Or it can be a complicated group of shapes.

The most commonly found blaze in the west 
resembles the lower case letter i. The lore is that this 
blaze is not an i for information, but the symbol of a 
lit candle. The lower portion of the blaze is approxi
mately four inches wide by eight inches high, with 
a second higher mark up to four inches wide by two 
inches high. As the scar heals and the tree grows, the 
dimensions may adjust over time revealing the image 
of a candle with a flame. “Blaze” means a bright 
light, so following the lighted path is the derived 
meaning. Whether this origin is true or not, it makes

The diamond blaze is used extensively throughout Yosemite 
National Park. This one has recently been carved above an 

earlier slash blaze.
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This older, healed candlelight blaze marks the trail to summer 
grazing grounds used by generations of Calaveras County 

ranching families.

for a romantic story. Today the US Forest Service 
has widely adopted the blaze resembling the letter 
i They follow elaborate instructions for dimensions 
and preparation of the blaze.

The T is used by many agencies to mark 
trails. It has been used extensively in Yosemite. 
The joke was that many of the early inhabitants 
or cavalry in Yosemite were Irish, and they needed 
the simplicity of the T for trail, to find their way 
home. Most historic blazes in Yosemite are found 
along historic Indian routes that were adopted 
later by sheepherders. After the herders came the 
cavalry. Cavalry were charged with the respon
sibility of keeping trespassers out of the park, 
especially stock herders. They often followed stock 
trails and marked the routes again for themselves. 
Today much of the extensive trail system within 
the park follows those routes, as they were best 
suited for travel. In some cases one, two and even 
three blazes may be found on a particularly ideally 
located tree.

In addition to the T, Yosemite also employs a 
diamond shaped blaze. Some believe that this blaze

A supernatural image carved above a candlelight blaze, 
above an older slash blaze.

can trace its origin to the days when the US Cavalry 
ran horses in the valleys of Yosemite. When seen 
from afar, the diamond blaze resembles a chevron. 
It is believed that this diamond blaze, possibly a 
military chevron, is a vestige of that former mili
tary presence.

The Appalachian Trail, the eastern equivalent 
to our Pacific Coast Trail, is actively marked with 
a painted white rectangular blaze. Their blaze may 
be painted on carefully selected trees, or in the 
absence of trees, painted directly on to prominent 
rocks. Their trail maintenance guidelines contain 
detailed instructions as to how to paint the blazes, 
using a template, and advising not going outside 
of the lines. The blazes are repainted every two to 
three years. Apparently the efforts are appreciated, 
as one Appalachian Trail enthusiast waxed about 
the white blaze: “... in some locations they are the 
only clue to the thru-hikers life and it commands 
an idol-like presence, a beacon towards Mecca, 
a divine guidepost.” Such adulation for a trail 
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marker seems a bit extreme. The reader is left to 
wonder if perhaps that hiker had once been lost. 
Maybe he lost track of the precious blazes, and 
found himself asking “Just where in the blazes 
am I? ”

Fifty percent of the land area of Calaveras 
County is public or forest land. It is highly likely that 
a cattle herder or hiker in these forests will at some 
point come across a blazed tree. Foresters for Sierra 
Pacific confirm that blazing of trees still continues 
in logging operations today. The i blaze is primarily 
used. Others who have used tree blazing in our 
forests, especially the i, were the Native Americans, 
Basque shepherds, cattlemen, and the California 
Conservation Corps. Many of these groups continue 
to use the blaze today.

After decades of tree growth and weatheriza
tion, cut blazes may have grown (healed) over to 
an indistinct impression. In areas where blazes 
are actively used, trail maintenance personnel may 
recut or freshen old blazes. If done properly, the 
blaze will not harm the tree. In areas where there

“The Indian in making it may nick off an 
infinitesimal speck of bark with his knife, the 
trapper with his hatchet may make it as big as 
a dollar, or the settler with his heavy axe may 
slab off half the tree-side; but the sign is the 
same in principle and in meaning, on trunk, 
log or branch from Atlantic to Pacific... 'This 
is your trail,’ it clearly says in the universal 
language of the woods. The signs... are used in 
the whole country from Maine to California.”

—Ernest Thompson Seton, 
Boy Scouts of America pioneer

is a complex system of primary and secondary 
trails, there is a correspondingly graduated system 
of blazes with varying meanings. When the blazed 
tree dies, or trails are relocated, new blazes are cut 
on neighboring trees. Today many jurisdictions 
have abandoned the practice of blazing trees over 
concern for the trees’ health. Those agencies have 
adopted high-maintenance sign systems over the 

inconspicuous blaze.
The blazed tree stands as a 

living witness to those who passed 
by. Whether a Native American’s 
notch, the herder or trapper’s knife 
mark, or the deep cut of a settler’s 
hatchet or axe, the meaning is the 
same. With a little assist from 
nature, the marked tree, the blaze 
continues to stand as the beacon 
marking the correct path.

Blazes and Marker Tags

Marker tag

Distance from
the ground:
1.5 m (5 ft) 
for foot trails

Vertical 
space _ 
between 
blazes:
50 to 100 mm 
(2 to 4 in)

Top blaze:
100 mm (4 in) 
wide and 50 mm 
(2 in) tall

Lower blaze:
100 mm (4 in) 
wide and 200 mm 
(8 in) tall

“The standard Forest Service blaze should always be used to differentiate it 
from the freeform blazes and antler rubbings that appear on nonsystem trails.”

Detail from the USFS Trail Construction and Maintenance Notebook 
on how to properly blaze a tree.
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THE CELEBRATED JUMPING SONG
of the Calaveras County Frog

by Bonnie Miller

C
alaveras County loves Mark Twain, and espe
cially his jumping frog. The world around loves 
the jumping frog story, in all its humorous 
written versions. What is not well known is that the 

story has also been put to music.
Twain wrote the story in 1865 and it propelled him to 

fame. He produced five versions of the story in his lifetime 
before he passed away in 1910. Regrettably he did not live 
long enough to hear the first song about his jumping frog.

The Jumping Frog Jubilee
The Angels Camp Boosters was formed in 1926 to 

promote businesses in Angels Camp. When the main 
street was paved two years later, they staged the first 
frog jump, right in the middle of the road. Within ten 
years the event had outgrown downtown and was moved 
to the fairgrounds.

A San Andreas man, Clarence Winchell, thor
oughly enjoyed watching that first Frog Jump Jubilee. 
Winchell lived in San Andreas with his wife and four 
children, but his heart was in entertainment. He was 
always striking up a song or creating something new 
and dazzling for entertainment. He had written songs 
and plays. He even had a tamed pet deer that did tricks.

Cover of the first known Jumping Frog Song 
by Clarence Winchell, Copyright MCMXXIX, 1929.
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THE JUMPING FROG 
OF CALAVERAS

Words by Clarence Winchell
Music by Hugh Watt

I’ll sing to you a verse or two 
of a tale of long a-go

To Old Mark Twain, you must lay the blame, 
For ‘twas he who said, “Its so.”

Its just a little episode,
That once occurred on the Mother Lode, 

In Angels Camp the Frog’s abode,
The home of the Jumping Frog

Chorus:

O, the Jumping Frog, the Jumping Frog,
The Jumping Frog of Calaveras

Come and see the Froggies there,
They are jumping ev-‘ry where.

The Jumping Frog, the Jumping Frog.
The Jumping Frog of Calaveras

Come to Calaveras, To the Froggies Jubilee. The lee.

To days each year are set aside,
for the Froggies Jubilee.

Brings back the days of “Forty nine,”
And folds you will all agree.

In Angels Camp, Frogs celebrate,
And represented from ev-‘ry State,

Though ev-‘ry doggie has his day
But frogs have theirs in May.

Chorus

We all know well the Jumping Frog,
Twain’s story of by gone days

Bets were won on leaps they made 
‘Way back in the bar room days

Buck shot played its part in the game,
But Froggies made the story fame

The country is dry and not the same,
But think of the good old days.

Chorus

The Jumping Frog of Angels Camp
Was considered to be the champ

They brought a Frog from Jackass Gulch,
And you bet he was no tramp

They laid a track, when all was set
And every one put down his bet

The frogs they jumped and jumped and jumped 
By heck they’re jumping yet.

International Copyright MCMXXIX
By C H Winchell

Winchell’s friend, Hugh Watt, thought that Angels 
Camp needed some music to accompany their frog jump. 
Judge Smith gave Winchell and Watt a copy of the frog 
jump story, and the two got busy creating a song. Winchell 
wrote the words, and Watt wrote the music. Winchell’s wife 
Elena drew some artwork for the cover, and the song was 
published the following year. They sold copies of the song 
at the 1929 Frog Jump.

Winchell wrote his song in the middle of the prohibi
tion years. The lyrics make reference to the dry days at the 
time rather than good old days of saloons and gambling that 
existed during Twain’s time. The lyrics are reproduced here, 
with all of the original nuances of spelling and punctuation.

Winchell ended up leaving town. He left his wife and 
four children, and the song, behind. Elena remained in San 
Andreas and operated a service station with her son for many 
decades after. She always retained the rights to the song.

The music for this version is available for viewing 
in the county museum. Talented docents may greet visi
tors with a piano recital of the song.

The Opera
Twenty years and two thousand miles away another 

composer put the story to music. In 1949 the famous 
German composer Lukas Foss wrote a musical score 
of the jumping frog story. Foss was known for trying a 
variety of musical styles, giving the impression that he 
only dabbled in his work. He loved to compose for the 
theater. He was an accomplished and talented composer, 
and it is quite a compliment that he leant his superior 
musical skills to this funny story. Critics came to regard 
his Jumping Frog composition as a coming of age piece 
in his career. The music was said to be full and mature.

Foss partnered with Jean Karsavina, who wrote a 
libretto to accompany his music. The result was a two- 
scene comic operetta that runs about fifteen minutes. It 
debuted May 18, 1950 at Indiana University.

“/ heard of pet cats and roosters
And rats and seals and pedigreed hogs,
There’s many contend a dog’s man s best friend,
But whoever keeps pet frogs? ” mocks the stranger, 

sung in bass, in the opera.
Smiley replies in his tenor voice, ’’Some not only 

keep ’em, some train ’em.”
Smiley’s friends, or “crapshooters,” are the opera’s 

chorus. They watch the exchange and remark ’’Listen 
to him mockin' Dan! Ain’t he just the meanest man? ”

In 1970 the score was published. The piece has 
been copyrighted by the Carl Fischer music company.
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Lloyd’s of Hollywood
Ten years later another version surfaced. In April of 

1959, a small record label in Los Angeles cut a 45 rpm 
record, with a single on each side.

Lloyd’s of Hollywood was a smaller record 
company that existed in the 1950s and 60s. They typi
cally issued singles and 45s. That year they made the 
recording called “The Ballad of the Jumping Frog.” It 
was issued in a green paper jacket, and given out that 
year as a souvenir of the fair.

On one side of the 45 was the jumping frog song, 
performed by Ed Hennessy. On the flip side was a single 
by Flora May called “California Night.” Both cuts on the 
record were noted as penned by Hennessy. The jumping 
frog song is a folksy western song accompanied with a 
guitar. It has lively lyrics and a catchy melody.

This version occasionally appears at records sales. 
Las Calaveras has been unable to determine any more 
about Ed Hennessy or this record.

The One-Man-Band
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a performer 

named Bob Wade was making the fair circuit around 
California. Wade went by many names. He was born 
Robert Waite, but could be found performing under the 
name Bob Waite, Bob Wade, or even Pappy Wade.

Wade was an army veteran. He began his career in 
1942 acting and performing for the USO. He wrote and 
sang numerous country songs. By 1970 he was already 
considered a 30 year veteran performer from nightclubs, 
on the radio, then television, and in numerous movies.

ED HENNESSY SINGS: ' FLORA MAY SINGS:

The BALLAD of the JUMPING FROG CALIFORNIA NIGHTS

c/z /1/focy.

SOUVENIR RECORD

amgels camr
CALIFORNIA

* LOYDS of Hollywood • 6272 Sunset Blvd. • Hollywood 28, California

He claimed the movies “Play it Again Sam”, “Harold and 
Maude,” and “What’s up, Doc?” in his experience.

Wade lived in Burlingame in the Bay Area and toured 
to the various venues where he performed. He played at 
Cal Expo twice, opened the Lodi Grape Festival in 1972, 
and performed at numerous California County Fairs. He 
even sang at the Black Bart Inn in San Andreas. “ Where 
Pappy plays, attendance soars,” boasted his resume. Wade 
had a great act. He was literally a one-man-band.

Wade could vary his performance depending 
upon the event. He could tackle anything from hobo, 
western, or story teller to white tie and tails singing big 
band tunes. His instrument was a home-made affair. It 
included among other things a dobro, a harmonica, a 
guitar, drums and even pie tins attached to his feet. One 
(unreproducable) old photo shows Wade dragging an odd 
structure into an event. The machine was his one-man
band musical instrument, lovingly named “Betsy Trash.”

At one time in Wade’s schedule he was booked at 
the Calaveras County Fair. In addition to playing his 
one-man-band performances, Wade got the privilege of 
enjoying the fair. He was awestruck with the jumping 
frog competition. He so enjoyed the competition that he 
decided to put the event to song.

Wade claimed to have written the “official” song 
of the jumping frog contest in 1972. His was also called 
“The Ballad of the Jumping Frog.” He sang the song in 
a competition in Auburn in 1972. It was the state cham
pionship for amateur country and western music, and he 
took second place.

Wade also mentioned that the song had been 
selected for a songbook of country tunes. Regrettably
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The Jumping Frog of Calaveras
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A page of music from the song written by Clarence Winchell, 1929.
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To Ellie 5

The Jumping Frog
of Calaveras County

Libretto by
JEAN KARSAVINA

after a story by
MARK TWAIN OVERTURE
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THE BALLAD 
OF THE JUMPING FROG

By Ed Hennessy

Jim Smiley was a friend of mine, and faithful as a dog 
He dug for gold in forty-nine, and drank his share of grog 
But best of all he loved a certain celebrated frog 
The jumpin' frog of Calaveras County

This leapin’ little critter w as the pride of Angels Camp 
He never was a quitter and he acted like a champ 
His name was Daniel Webster, this amphibious little scamp 
The finest frog in Calaveras County

We’d holler “Jump! Daniel, Jump!” and he’d fly right 
off the stump

He didn’t even need a bit of pokin'
When the other frogs was beat by a half a dozen feet 
Old Daniel sat there blinkin’ and a croakin’

Jim Smiley poured ten whiskeys down one afternoon in May 
And met two men from New York town who just got 

in that day
And then he started braggin’ that he’d bet his life away 
On the greatest frog in Calaveras County

These fellers dressed so neatly both were more than 
Smiley's match

They said they’d bet complete on any frog that Jim 
could catch

And when he was gone they loaded buckshot down 
poor Daniel’s hatch

The heaviest frog in Calaveras County

We hollerd “Jump! Daniel, Jump!" but he stayed there 
on that stump

He didn’t even show what he was thinkin’
When the other frog let fly with an amateur’s try 
Old Daniel sat there croakin’ and a blinkin'

Jim smiley was a busted man with nothing in his sock 
He picked up Daniel Webster and he got an awful shock 
The former champion’s belly was as solid as a rock 
The hardest frog in Calaveras County

Them slickers took their booty and a trail we couldn’t find 
Then Smiley got so moody that he nearly lost his mind 
And just last week he passed away and all he left behind 
Was a famous frog of Calaveras County

We hollered “Jump! Daniel, Jump!” but he laid there 
on that stump

He didn’t mind the drinkin’ or the jokin’
And when Jim was laid to rest as the sun sank in the west 
Old Daniel sat there blinkin’ and a croakin’

rihbet, ribbet

Las Calaveras has been unable to confirm this, nor find 
a copy of his song. It is not known if this is the same 
song sung thirteen years earlier by Hennessy or not.

Bob Wade and his wife eventually retired to 
Calaveras County. He passed away in 2004.

Dr. Elmo
The frog jump of 1990 was never the same after the giant 

frogs of Cameroon visited Angels Camp. The huge Goliath 
frogs left quite an impact on the visitors’ idea of a frog. One 
person amused by the giant frog ordeal was Elmo Shropshire.

Elmo Shropshire was a veterinarian who moved to 
San Francisco from Kentucky. He became an avid long 
distance runner, and played music and sang with a blue 
grass band. Like Twain, Shropshire had a great sense of 
humor. Like Clemens and Twain, Shropshire performed 
under a stage name. He is known as Dr Elmo. Twelve 
years ago he had recorded the now classic Christmas 
song, “Grandma Got Run Over by a Reindeer.”

The raucous over the large African frogs invading 
bucolic Angels Camp got Dr Elmo’s creative juices 
flowing. In 1992 Shropshire wrote and recorded his 
version of a jumping frog song. He had never been to the 
frog jump, but had always pictured it as an unspoiled 
and verdant place welcoming springtime in a youthful and 
callow fashion.” That youthful perspective is evident in his 
lyrics, reprinted here by permission from Dr Elmo himself.

Today Shropshire is retired in Novato, and continues 
to play music and write amusing songs. His song, also 
titled “The Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” is the 
one we hear every year on the radio around fair time.

Bob Wade proudly holds one of his trophies in front of the 
offices of the Calaveras Prospect, 1972.
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The frogs keep jumping
There have been many recorded versions of the jumping 

frog story. When spoken, but accompanied with music, these 
renditions are called story songs. Probably the best known 
recording of the jumping frog story was done by master 
story teller Walter Brennan. Brennan’s folksy voice commu
nicated the story to the listener like no other rendition could.

Walter Brennan recorded many of Mark Twain’s tales. 
In 1956 he issued an album just of Twain stories. The 
American Heritage project included some of those record
ings in an audio collection of Twain produced in 2001.

If a Calaveras old timer is asked about a jumping frog 
song, they’ll probably recall the one written by Winchell. 
Many families still have copies of that music sold at the 1929 
Jubilee. If a new comer is asked about it, they may recall 
having seen it at the museum. Or they may think of Dr Elmo’s 
version that they hear on the radio. The 1929 song appears to 
be embraced locally as the favorite among the older genera
tions, with Dr Elmo’s being most familiar to the younger 
folks. Most people are not aware of the other renditions.

“The King of Rock ‘N’ Roll” is a pop song by Prefab 
Sprout. It contains the oft-repeated lyrics “hot dog,

JUMPING FROG OF
CALAVERAS COUNTY

Words & Music by Elmo Shropshire

In the heart of California where the angels always camp 
An a frog named Dan’l Webster was the legendary champ 
In Calaveras County you can hear all nature sing 
And a man may be a prince there, but every jumpin’ 

frog’s a king

Chorus:

I'm a jumpin’ frog in calaveras county
I can jump a mile and if you saw me you would swear 
That I’m a jumpin Frog in Calaveras County California 
It’s spring time, won’t you meet me at the fair

Come out of hibernation and join the celebration 
Sunshine open up the door and let spring fever in 
An when those good vibrations, permeate amphibiations 
The jubilee of jumpin’ frogs is ready to begin 

Chorus

Bridge:
I’m comin to California, Calaveras I want to warn ya 
Ain’t a fly safe when I come hoppin’ in
An there ain’t no toads allowed, I’ll sing it right out loud 
Green is the color of my true love’s skin

Chorus
© 1992 Elmo Publishing

jumping  frog, alberkirkie." It has nothing to do with Mark 
Twain’s song. There are also numerous children’s songs 
about jumping frogs that are not related to Twain.

Most recently, yet another version of Brennan’s 
renditions of Twain’s stories was released in 2008. 
Whether spoken or accompanied with music, it proves 
that good renditions, or songs about those stories are as 
timeless as the stories themselves.

It is springtime in the Mother Lode. The annual county 
fair and Jumping Frog Jubilee are just around the corner. 
Listen carefully and you may hear one of these songs. 

“By heck they re jumping yet! ”

Editor’s note
Las Calaveras appreciates the assistance of Laurie 

Giannini, manager of the Calaveras County Fair, for her 
assistance with historic information for this story.

The editor has gone to extensive effort to trace the 
songs and the songwriters, and their stories described herein. 
It is recognized that there are gaps in the various chapters. 
This story has been around for more than 150 years, and the 
Jumping Frog Jubilee has been in existence since 1928. No 
oversight was intended. It would not be a surprise if additional 
songs or stories came to light.
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THE STAGECOACH
By Bonnie Miller

G
old was discovered in 1848 and in less 
than eighteen months the new frontier 
of California had achieved statehood. 
By 1852 it was obvious to even the stodgiest 

of Easterners that the upstart young state of 
California, far off in the West, 
was there to stay. Serious 
commerce could be capitalized
upon. Two such enterprising 
businessmen were Henry
Wells and William Fargo. On
March 18, 1852 from the lofty
Eastern vantage point of the 
Astor House in New York, they 
formed a company to do busi
ness in the West.

A few months later the 
gentlemen opened their offices 
on Montgomery Street in San 
Francisco. The Wells, Fargo
& Co. was born, establishing 
itself as one of the West’s most 
innovative, dependable and ulti
mately prosperous companies 
born of the gold rush era.

A San Francisco business directory listed the 
extensive services provided by the new company, 
for the transportation of "gold dust, bullion, specie, 
packages, parcels & freight.” They used stage
coaches to haul the cargo. Eventually that cargo

The Concord stagecoach was considered the height of luxury for early California travelers.
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WELLS, FARGO COMPANY
STAGE PASSENGER RULES

• Abstinence from liquor is requested, but 
if you must drink share the bottle. To do 
otherwise makes you appear selfish and 
unneighborly.

• If ladies are present, gentlemen are urged 
to forego smoking cigars and pipes as the 
odor of same is repugnant to the gentler sex. 
Chewing tobacco is permitted, but spit with 
the wind, not against it.

• Gentlemen must refrain from the use of 
rough language in the presence of ladies 
and children.

• Buffalo robes are provided for your comfort 
in cold weather. Hogging robes will not be 
tolerated and the offender will be made to 
ride with the driver.

• Don’t snore loudly while sleeping or use 
your fellow passenger’s shoulder for a 
pillow; he or she may not understand and 
friction may result.

• Firearms may be kept on your person for 
use in emergencies. Do not fire them for 
pleasure or shoot at wild animals as the 
sound riles the horses.

• In the event of runaway horses remain calm. 
Leaping from the coach in panic will leave 
you injured, at the mercy of the elements, 
hostile Indians and hungry coyotes.

• Forbidden topics of conversation are: stage
coach robberies and Indian uprisings.

• Gents guilty of unchivalrous behavior 
toward lady passengers will be put off the 
stage. It’s a long walk back. A word to the 
wise is sufficient.

expanded to include passengers in addition to 
the mail or other precious items such as payroll 
under armed guard. No matter what the parcel, the 
carrier somewhere along the route was always a 
stagecoach, giving rise to one of the greatest iconic 
images of the West.

The company aggressively acquired or 
contracted with existing stage lines throughout the 
West. Sometimes they developed and constructed 
new routes. Contrary to popular belief, the company 
actually owned only a very few of their own 
wagons. It is believed that greater than seventy-five 
percent of their stage service was contracted out to 
local providers.

By 1857 the company had created the Overland 
Mail Company and was providing mail service 
across the continent, predating the famed Pony 
Express. In 1864 they acquired the Pioneer Stage 
Company and took over trans-Sierra operations 
during non-winter months.

Trains were introduced to California in 
1856, but the trans-continental rail road was not 
completed until 1869. The Wells Fargo Company, 
as they had come to be known, was not to be 
outdone by the iron horse. Rather, they shifted 
operations to include rail service for the long 
hauls and stage service for the short runs. These 
changing business strategies allowed the company 
to remain prosperous with each new development 
in the West.

A customer could confidently bring their gold to 
a Wells Fargo assay office, or put payroll on a stage 
for delivery to the next town. The company always 
delivered, guaranteed. If the stage was held up and 
the payroll lost, the company made good on the loss. 
They sent their own investigators such as in the case 
of Black Bart, or hired outside investigators such as 
the famed Pinkertons. It was this reliability that gave 
clients faith in the company.

Traveling by stagecoach was mostly a byproduct 
of the mail operation. From the business of mail 
and express delivery it was only natural to expand 
to carrying passengers. Without the money from 
government mail contracts, stagecoaches probably 
would not have operated solely for the benefit of 
passengers. But people had to move about from 
one location to another. When travel to, from and 
about California became necessary, stage travel out 
West became a booming business. Travelers sought
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Having made advantageous arrangements with the United States ar 
Steamship Companies, for transportation. we are now prepared to far^Cd
GOLD DUST, BULLION, SPECIE, PACKAGES, PARCYJ^ & FREIGHT, 

Of all kinds, to and from NEW YORK and SAX FRANCISCO:^. Tence to Sacramento, 
Marysville, Nevada, Stockton. Sonora. ColumMn, Mukelumne Hill. Portland, Oregon 
City, and all the principal towns of California and Oregon.

^OfR Rkhvliii £i: mi-Monthly Exfwksa. is despatched from San Francisco, 
on the 1st ami Idth, and from New York on the 3th and 20tli, of each month. iy 
Mail Slramer9thi charge of our own mkmknger through to destination.

Received for Shipment up to the latest moment before the departure of the Steamers.

Under open Policies in some of the best New York Companies, or at Lloyds, in London, 
at the option of Shippers.

Our Hegular Semi-Monthly Express for Oregon* is despatched by the Steamers of 
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.

UVLA3VB ROITES.
An EXPRESS for Sacramento and Marysville is despatched daily, (Sundays ex* 

copied) al 4 o’clock. P M.. in charge of careful and trusty MesHenecm, connecting at 
Sacramento with ltnoi>» and Lu*k'< Daily Express, to ShnatR and Yurok*, and with 
Hvktwr & C«/» Daily Kmws to Placerville and all parts of El Dorado County. 

A Daily Exprcet i« aeiit from our office hi Sacramento, to Rough and Ready. Grass 
Valley, and Neva-Lu Also, a daily express to Auburn, Qphir, Yankee Jim’s,-and all 
parts <»f Placer County.

Tddd’m Exrni:** for Stockton, Sonarn, MokeltimnoHilt, Mariposa.nndnil the principal 
Campa in the Southern Mines, is despatched daily from our office in San Francisco. Our 
Messengers are supplied with tnov »ams for the security of treasure entrusted to their 
ore. Our connections on the Atlantic side are equal if not superior to those of any other 
California Express. We connect at New York, with the following well known lines, vis ;— 
TAe American Exprerx Company* running via Buffalo ami Dunkirk, to Cleveland, San
dusky. Toledo. Cincinnati. St. Louis. Detroit. Chicago, Galena. Ac. Th? ilamdm Ex- 
prefix to Rostoa, Philadelphia, Baltimore. Wsishington. Ac Pullen* Virgil <f- Co.*# Ver
mont and Cmxadn Express. Xtaernport, Maxon Caf* New Bedford Express, and Lin- 
ingeton, IFcl&r 4 Co/a European Express.

WELLS, FARGO & CO^
OFFICES, J -1,6, WaU Street, New York. 

( No. 114 Montgomery Street, San Francisco. 
October, 1832. (see next page.)

Pacific Mail
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A Concord stagecoach leaving Valley Springs, date unknown. 
Photo courtesy of the Historical Society.

out the mail companies for transportation, much 
as they had turned to the express stages for expe
dient delivery of mail. It took only three weeks to 
deliver a letter from New York to San Francisco, 
and people wanted to catch that ride.

The Concord
It is believed that the first Concord Coach 

arrived by sea at San Francisco as early as 1850. 
The giant covered wagon, pulled by a six horse team 
was produced by the Abbot-Downing Company 
of Concord, New Hampshire. The luxurious coach 
proved to be far superior to the common spring 
wagon.

The coach was two stories tall, weighed 2,500 
pounds and could carry sixteen passengers. It 
quickly became known for its modern innovations, 
attention to detail and for providing a pleasant 
ride. The Abbot-Downing Company used only the 
finest materials to manufacture the fine coaches. In 
reality, it meant that the wheels were protected by 
dust flaps, and leather seats and a smooth ride were 
promised to the traveler.

The Concord, by itself, weighed a ton or more, 
but was strong enough to carry nine passengers 
inside the coach. Sometimes as many as a dozen 
more, plus luggage, would ride on top. Yet its very 
weight and top-heavy design gave it a tendency to 
get bogged down in mud, making it less desirable for 
travel during winter months. Many Concord coaches 
had to wait out the winter in barns while traditional 

wagons resumed business.
The coach’s most important innovation was a 

superior suspension system. It was based on two 
leather bands called thorough braces, which were 
strips of strong leather stacked and bound together. 
The coach was suspended on these braces. While the 
old spring wagons bucked over the road ruts, the new 
Concord cushioned the ride. The riders felt the coach 
swing and sway on the leather straps.

The swinging and swaying ride, rather than the 
bumpy experience of a wagon, is what prompted 
Mark Twain to describe the Concord as “a cradle on 
wheels” in his 1872 story Roughing It.

X^)ur ccacfi was a yreat swinyiny anrf 
swayiny staye, cf tRe me st sumjotueus 
rfescriytien—an imjwsincj cracTfe en 
wReefs, said Twain.

Most travelers took exception to Twain’s glorious 
account of his travel in the Concord. Twain had 
enjoyed the luxury of only three people in a coach 
designed to hold sixteen passengers. The bumpy 
roads and chance of bad weather assured that travel 
by stage would be anything but comfortable. When a 
stagecoach reached an impassable section of road or 
steep mountain pass, passengers were required to get 
out and walk. Even worse, they were also required to 
get out and push the coach if it got stuck. But it was 
the fear of bandits that fostered the greatest discom
fort to the traveler.
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The threat of highwaymen or holdups was not 
new to a stage traveler as holdups were just as 
common in the East as they became in the West. 
Stages were threatened in the East especially 
during the Civil War. Southerners attempted to 
interrupt mail traffic by waylaying stage routes, 
much as bandits robbed stages in the West. But 
the stakes were much higher in the West, what 
with the possibility that the stage may carry 
payroll or strongboxes full of gold.

Many tall tales and true stories have been 
written about stage robberies. In actuality few were 
truly held up at gunpoint. Of the thousands of stage 
rides between 1870 and 1884, the Wells, Fargo 
Company stagecoaches were only robbed 347 times. 
And 226 of those robbers were brought to justice.

Stagecoach travel proved to be an exciting 
adventure for many travelers such as Twain. The trav
eler was exposed to beautiful scenery and enjoyed 
generous hospitality along the way. New towns 
quickly grew up along the stagecoach routes, many 
which shaped the modern roads and routes that we 
know today.

The Travel Truth
The Wells, Fargo Company honestly tried to make 

the travel as comfortable as possible for the passen
gers. Yet for both the passenger and the company, 
the goal was to deliver the cargo in as short a time as 
possible. To help travelers endure their ordeal together, 
coaches were posted with rules for the passengers. 
Experienced overland travelers knew otherwise. In

TIPS FOR STAGECOACH TRAVELERS,
Omaha Herald, 1877

Never ride in cold weather with tight boots or 
shoes, or close-fitting gloves.

Bathe your feet before starting, in cold water, 
and wear loose overshoes and gloves two or 
three sizes too large.

When the driver asks you to get off and walk, 
do it without grumbling. He will not request it 
unless absolutely necessary.

If a team runs away, sit still and take your 
chances; if you jump, nine times out of ten you 
will be hurt.

In very cold weather, abstain entirely from 
liquor while on the road; a man will freeze 
twice as quick while under its influence.

Don’t growl at food stations; stage companies 
generally provide the best they can get.

Don’t keep the stage waiting; many a virtuous 
man has lost his character by so doing.

Don’t smoke a strong pipe inside, especially 
early in the morning.

Spit on the leeward side of the coach.

If you have anything to take in a bottle, pass it 
around; a man who drinks by himself in such a 
case is lost to all human feeling.

• Provide stimulants before starting; ranch 
whisky is not always nectar.

• Don’t swear, nor lop over on your neighbor 
when sleeping.

• Don’t ask how far it is to the next station until 
you get there.

• Never attempt to fire a gun or pistol while on 
the road, it may frighten the team; and the care
less handling and cocking of the weapon makes 
nervous people nervous.

• Don’t discuss politics or religion, nor point out 
places on the road where horrible murders have 
been committed.

• Don’t linger too long at the pewter washbasin 
at the station.

• Don’t grease your hair before starting or dust 
will stick there in sufficient quantities to make 
a respectable “tater” patch.

• Tic a silk handkerchief around your neck to 
keep out dust and prevent sunburns.

• A little glycerin is good in case of chapped hands.
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1877 the Omaha Herald expanded on the company’s 
rules, creating their own “word to the wise.”

In reality, chapped hands were probably the least 
of a passenger’s inconvenience. The tight conditions 
were truly exhausting. The coach held three bench 
seats. The two back seats faced forward while the 
front faced back. The middle seat had no backrest, 
requiring passengers to rest against a mere leather 
strap. Three passengers were assigned to each seat, 
allocating just fifteen inches of seat space per person.

While Twain endured only two other passengers 
on his journey, his coach was also filled with over 
two thousand pounds of mail. As the number of 
passengers increased in a coach, they were required 
to carry their personal baggage on their laps and 
store mail pouches under their feet. The swaying 
motion of the carriage brought on motion sickness 
for some, compounded by the constant banging of 
their head against the roof or sides of the coach. All 
of these conditions led one passenger to state that the 
only decent seat on the coach was the driver’s.

The overland trip from East to West took twenty- 
two days under the best conditions. The stage 
traveled day and night, stopping only to change or 
rest the horses. Passengers disembarked at every 
stop to stretch their weary limbs, but if they failed to 
get back on they may have had to wait up to a week 
for another stage with room to take them on. Until 
towns and way stations were built, services along 
the route were poor leaving the passengers with little 
food for the journey.

Regardless of the discomforts and inconve
niences, travel across the country in a stagecoach 
was in high demand. In 1868, Wells, Fargo purchased 
thirty of the Concord wagons, representing one of 
the largest orders ever for the manufacturer. Yet 
travel by coach was still expensive. In 1867 the 
cost to ride in a Concord stage from Omaha to 
Sacramento cost $300.

Calaveras County’s Express Offices
It is doubtful that this quality coach often saw 

the dust of the California gold country as its luxu
rious service was reserved for long distance routes. 
The remaining short hauls were contracted out to 
local companies. In Calaveras County most of the 
express services were conducted through contract 
haulers, while Wells Fargo operated fifteen offices 
within the county.

Not all stage operators could afford the steep 
cost of a Concord, either. The price to deliver a 
new Concord to California ranged from $1,200 to 
$1,500 each. This cost represented an enormous 
investment for a smaller company.

The height of the express business occurred 
between the years 1852 to 1918. During that time, 
Wells, Fargo and Company operated hundreds of 
offices in California offering express services 
and connections to the smaller towns. The loca
tions and dates of operation within Calaveras 
County were:

Angels Camp 1853-1918
Big Trees 1875
Camanche 1863-1888
Copperopolis 1861-1897
Jenny Lind 1859-1872
Milton 1873
Mokelumne Hill 1853-1912
Murphys 1856-1898
San Andreas 1853-1912
Sheep Ranch 1880-1894
Telegraph City 1864-1871
Vallecito 1853-1883
Valley Springs 1885
Wallace 1883
West Point 1887-1894

In 1905 Wells Fargo separated express delivery 
from their banking operations, and the following 
year they survived the San Francisco Earthquake. 
They rebuilt their headquarters on the same loca
tion that they still occupy today in that city. In the 
Mother Lode, numerous buildings that served as 
their offices still exist as evidence of yesteryear. 
The stagecoach is as much a part of the West as the 
telegraph, the rifle or barbed wire. More than the 
railroad, the stagecoach represents both the glamour 
and hardship of Western expansion.
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Historical Society’s last Charter Member passes on

CARMENNE CILENTI POORE, 1917-2012

C
armenne Cilenti grew up on her family’s 
ranch between Mountain Ranch and Rail 
Road Flat. While her family worked in the 
logging business she attended the Banner School 

just up the road. Pupils drank from a community 
cup, something that would be frowned upon today. 
Her family baked their bread in an Italian bread 
oven out back. She learned cooking skills that 
served her well for the rest of her life. Some of her 
fondest childhood memories recalled Saturday 
night dances at neighbors’ homes. “It was not too 
dull living in the country,” she explained in 2002.

In November of 1939 her father held a turkey 
shoot. The charming George Poore won three 
turkeys that day and stole her heart. Carmenne 
and George were married the following year by 
the Honorable Judge Smith who would become a 
lifelong friend to them.

George was working as the superintendent of 
the Calaveras Cement Company in San Andreas. 
The couple lived at the company house for their 
first four years together where two sons were 
born to them. Soon thereafter they returned to 
the Mountain Ranch area to a place of their own. 
Electricity had not reached the remote locations 
yet, so they made do with a gas cook stove and 
unpleasant coal oil and gas lamps. What little 
power they did need they obtained from a gener
ator rigged to their tractor.

As the boys grew so did their activities, 
prompting them to move back to San Andreas in 
1961. Carmenne and George were equally busy 
with community activities of their own. One 
project that they worked on was establishing and 
building the Grange Hall in San Andreas. Other 
organizations that they belonged to and were quite 
active in included the Farm Bureau, the Masons, 
and the Eastern Stars. George also worked on the 
effort to create a county hospital district, opening 
the way for the construction of the Mark Twain 
Hospital. George was on the first hospital board, 
and Carmenne was involved in the auxiliary.

One of the greatest accomplishments that the 
couple could claim was that they were an integral

Carmenne Poore was honored at the Historical Society's 
50th anniversary party held in 2002.

part of the formation of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. In 1962 a committee from 
the Grange explored the creation of a society for 
the preservation of the county’s unique heritage. 
George was one of the first directors of the new 
society, and Judge Smith the first President. The 
society held its first regular membership meeting 
in Murphys in October of that year. It had been 
decided that anyone who attended that meeting 
and joined the society would be forever a charter 
member. George and Carmenne each signed the 
guest book as new members that night.

After 43 years of marriage George passed 
away yet Carmenne remained active in many 
of her interests such as the hospital auxiliary. 
Recently the Historical Society honored her 
for her status as the last Charter Member, and 
now that milestone is past. She leaves her two 
sons, eight grandchildren, fifteen great-grand
children, three great-great-grandchildren, and the 
successful Historical Society as her legacy.
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Richard Panzarino—Valley Springs
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Clifford Edson—San Andreas
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The Historical Society appreciates the following 

generous donations:

West Whittaker, Jr.—Book—The Whittakers 
of Robinson ’s Ferry or The Secrets in the 
Wooden Box by E. West Whittaker, Jr.

Rurik Kallis—photos of Southern Pacific 
engine #2521, once used for excursion from 
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Gary D. Lowe—Book—The Original Big 
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THE TOURIST TRAIN TO NOWHERE
by Bonnie Miller

F
rom ore cars to passenger and freight trains, 
Calaveras County has had its share of railroads.

We even have a community named Rail Road Flat 
although it never saw a railroad. Today all of those trains 
and their tracks have faded into oblivion.

Calaveras County by nature is considered a “termi
nation point” in terms of transportation.
The county has reasons for either origi
nating traffic, or as a destination point 
for traffic, but not as a through route.
Geographically we are too far south to 
have provided the best route for the great
Transcontinental Railroad, which crosses 
the Sierra alongside present-day Highway
80. Yet in the early days of the county ore, 
lumber and later cement were shipped by 
rail away from the county. The railroads 
also provided efficient transportation of 
people wishing to travel to or from the 
valley and other points further west.

Today Calaveras County and the foot
hills continue to harbor numerous reasons for 
people to either return home or visit the area. 
What happened to all of the trains that could 
have been? At one time there were three rail
roads that served the county.

The Stockton 
and Copperopolis Railroad

The first railroad constructed in Calaveras County was 
intended to reach Copperopolis but it never did. On 21 July 
1861 the Central Pacific Railroad was incorporated, serving 
much of California. Eighteen months later, on 3 December

This photo believed to be of the excursion train, the "Calaveras Special,"' 
as it steamed up the hill by Toyon. Photo dated 3/21/1956, although the excursion took 

place one month later. Donated by Wally Motloch.
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Portion of the 1884 map of the San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada RR showing its rail and water connections. This map shows the line to 
Valley Springs, with future lines to the Big Trees, Sonora and Yosemite that were never built. Courtesy Bancroft Library.

1862, Articles of Association were drawn for the Stockton 
and Copperopolis Rail Road for the purpose of connecting the 
community of Copperopolis with Stockton and points in the 
San Joaquin Valley and beyond.

Copper was in high demand, and Copperopolis was the 
principal supplier in the United States. The new railroad 
company received a subsidy from the federal government to 
assist in construction of the rail
line which began in February 
of 1871. The grading of the 
roadbed was only moderate until 
construction reached an eastern 
terminus named Milton. It was 
named in honor of the engineer 
who laid out the road.

On the fourth of July the 
first passenger train arrived at 
the Milton terminus. Since there 
was no town there at the time, 
the welcoming celebration was 
held one mile east of the future 

town at the Rock Creek Grove. More than 2000 people attended 
the festivities, riding in on the trains from Stockton that ran 
hourly. It was only the fourth train line to operate in the young 
state of California.

Freight for most of Calaveras and Tuolumne counties 
was then shipped via this line through Milton. Shortly after 
the line reached the Milton area, the price of copper began to 

Wagons await the train at the Valley Springs Depot, circa 1885. Historical Society photograph.
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decline. Further construction of the line into the hills to the 
east was abandoned. Passengers wishing to visit the Big Trees 
were transferred to a stage for the remainder of the trip. Both 
passenger and private cars brought tourists who had traveled far 
and wished to see the wonders of the Big Trees.

In May of 1888 the line was assumed into the Southern 
Pacific Rail Road Company.

In just a few short years, train service had also reached 
Valley Springs and Angels. With the additional advent of the 
automobile, service to and from Milton declined to just a daily 
trip. In 1933 the position of Agent was eliminated in Milton. 
Intermittent service continued until 1940 when it was cancelled 
all together. The tracks to Milton were removed.

San Joaquin and
Sierra Nevada Railroad

By the early 1880s narrow gauge fever had hit the west 
coast. While the Big Four were gobbling up the railroad business 
and fixing high prices across the west, rebellion was afoot in the 
fertile agricultural land of California’s inner valleys. At the Port 
of Stockton, a wheat tax was levied on wheat shipments through 
the port. Farmers were tired of the exorbitant freight charges 
for moving their product by rail to the ships. Authorities in San 
Joaquin County decided to fight back. They figured that if a 
narrow gauge rail line were constructed, it would be within their 
control and not likely to be gobbled up by the railroad octopus. 
The attitude was reflected in a rebellious folk song of the day, 
printed in the Valley Review in January of 1882:

“Come one and all, 
both great and small. 

In union there is strength, 
By working altogether, 

we ’ll overcome at length. 
And we will show today boys, 

The powers with whom we wage, 
That we have grit and pluck enough, 

To build the narrow gauge.”

From this sentiment was born the San Joaquin and Sierra 
Nevada Railroad. It was incorporated on 28 March 1882 by seven 
partners who formed the initial company. One of the partners 
who funded the company was Jacob Brack, a San Joaquin County 
pioneer and farmer. He purchased delta land east of Woodbridge. 
He dredged the land, constructed a steamer landing, and it became 
the western terminus for the rail line. Product could be shipped to 
his landing and loaded on to ships to go to San Francisco without 
having to go through Stockton. Regarding the little railroad, Brack 
vowed “no monopoly shall ever get hold of it.”

The line would serve two purposes. First, it could transport 
ore and agricultural goods to shipping points in the delta and

What is gauge?

Rail gauge is measured as the distance between the 
insides of two rails. The standard gauge is 56-1/2” wide, 
as determined by the British engineer who designed the 
gauge. The standard gauge accounts for more than half 
of the world’s rail lines. Anything wider is called a broad 
gauge. Broad gauge is used where substantial loads need to 
be accommodated, such as where cranes operate at loading 
docks transporting extreme loads. Anything narrower than 
standard is called a narrow gauge and is typically 36" 
wide. A monorail, by comparison, is theoretically only a 
single rail. Monorails are strong single rails that the car is 
attached to. The single rail both guides and supports the 
cars, coupled with an exterior power source.

Sometimes a rail roadway will have three or four rails. 
These rails are used for transfers to new directions or changes 
in gauge. Whatever the gauge, the rails can only support up 
to a maximum load, so gauges are rated for strength as well. 
Details of the various gauges may vary in other countries but 
the concept is the same.

bypass the big railroad and port. Secondly, the train could bring 
passengers from the delta to the gold communities.

Much of the expertise for the project came from Frederick 
Birdsall of Nevada. Birdsall had a successful quartz mine 
there which used a narrow gauge rail line. He brought both his 
narrow gauge experience and financing to California. Birdsall 
heavily promoted the new narrow gauge railroad around 
Stockton and Lodi, claiming it would take passengers from the 
valley floor all the way east to the Big Trees. With a new rail 
road, he claimed that people could more readily reach the Big 
Trees, which lay seventy miles further to the east. It was thought 
that the line might even one day provide a connection to the 
silver mines of Bodie.

The Big Trees in Calaveras were a huge tourist attraction 
in California. Birdsall quickly befriended Calaveras County 
businessman James Sperry. Sperry owned several business inter
ests around Murphys and Ebbett’s Pass. His most noteworthy 
enterprise was the grand hotel at the Big Trees. Sperry took an 
early interest in the railroad project, busily selling the stock to 
prominent Calaveras County residents.

Another Calaveras County businessman, Daniel Burson, 
also speculated heavily that the rail line would reach the Big 
Trees, and he wished to capitalize on the idea. He purchased 
land in the west county hoping that a roundhouse could be built 
in that area. He also purchased land around the San Antone 
Falls on the theory that tourists who visited the Big Trees would 
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also wish to see the nearby falls. Birdsall worked with these 
Calaveras businessmen and others to secure rights-of way, some
times for as little as just one dollar.

On July 8, 1882, the first portion of the line was completed. 
It was celebrated with an excursion train enjoying the western
most end of the line. The new narrow gauge had an immediate 
impact on the central valley. In response to the competition, the 
Central Pacific Rail Road dropped shipping prices, but it was 
too little too late. The new San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Rail 
Road was steaming ahead toward Valley Springs.

Construction to Wallace was accomplished readily enough, 
while construction between Wallace and Valley Springs proved 
more difficult in the hills. Eventually the line did reach Valley 
Springs. In fact it arrived in Valley Springs before the depot was 
built and the first customers used a canvas tent. No one minded, 
as soon enough the line and depots were completed and regular 
service was available.

The turntable was constructed in Valley Springs thereby 
dashing Burson’s dream of selling property to the project. Burson 
also never realized any tourist traffic via the planned extension 
of the train as he had hoped. Within a few years he was heavily 
mortgaged and destitute. In 1888 he and his wife moved to the 
San Antone Falls. The train was never extended, and the falls 
never developed into the tourist draw as he had speculated. 
Burson passed away in 1907 and his widow retained the land, also 
hoping to realize his dream. But tourist traffic to the falls never 
materialized and she passed away three years after her husband.

In 1885 Frederick Birdsall had suddenly passed away. 
It has always been speculated that Birdsall’s untimely death 
derailed the plans to extend the train to the Big Trees. Without 
his connection to Calaveras County, further interest in extending 
the route dropped off. Had the line been extended, it would have 
opened the way for developing a thriving lumber industry up the

Ebbett’s Pass Highway, much as the Sierra Railway in the 1890s 
provided such a boost for Tuolumne County. In fact, Birdsall had 
been involved in a nasty, expensive divorce. By the time of his 
death he had long divested himself financially from the railroad. 
Whether the loss of his financial support or his death caused the 
decline in interest in extending the line, it is unknown.

The little railroad steamed on in the foothills with its 
wood-fueled steam engines. There were four narrow gauge 
steam engines that primarily served the line. Most were built 
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Engine No. 1 was named 
the Ernie Birdsall for the son of the founder. It had been built 
in 1881 and worked for one year in Nevada before it came to 
California. Engine No. 2 was named B F Langford for another 
of the company’s owners. No. 3 was named for Jacob Brack. The 
fourth engine on the line was numbered as 1026. Later a fifth 
engine was the 1027. The star of the line was the pretty little 
passenger car named Ettie. She was named for the wife of one 
of the company presidents.

Despite its early success the new railroad was never a major 
financial success. Only two thirds of the $400,000 construction 
cost had been raised through the sale of stock. The remaining 
capital had been raised with bonds, and the railroad was having 
trouble paying the interest on those bonds. With the withdrawal 
of Birdsall’s support, in 1886 the young company started facing 
financial problems. Contrary to Brack’s wishes a majority of 
the company stock was sold to the Southern Pacific Railroad 
Company. On 15 March 1888 the San Joaquin and Sierra 
Nevada was consolidated into the SP’s subsidiary, the Northern 
Railway Company. The following year the Northern Railway 
abandoned the track between Woodbridge and Brack’s Landing, 
while it converted the central portion of the line to standard 
gauge. Then one year later the Northern Railway was consoli
dated into the Southern Pacific.

The SP must have expected the line 
to run for many years because in 1908 
the remaining rails to Valley Springs were 
upgraded to standard gauge rail, ending its 
unique status as a narrow gauge railroad. 
The SJ&SNR provided passenger and freight 
service daily until bus service and automo
biles became more prevalent in later years.

The Sierra Railroad
Before the end of the century it 

became evident that yet more rail service 
was needed to serve the mining commu
nities. On the first of February, 1897 the 
Sierra Railroad was incorporated, again 
with the intent of connecting the valley with 

The SJ&SN engine was rotated on a turntable in Valley Springs for the return trip, 
circa 1885. Historical Society photograph.
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This excursion train carried passengers on a tour of the new Quarry No. 1 
at the Calaveras Cement Company's dedication ceremony, 9 May 1926. 

Historical Society photograph.

the foothills, but this time more to the south. The 
new line would connect Oakdale to Jamestown in 
Tuolumne County.

In 1900 the line was extended twenty-one 
miles to the north, from Jamestown to Angels 
Camp. Fifty-four years later Archie Stevenot, “Mr 
Mother Lode”, recalled the enthusiasm with which 
Angels residents looked forward to the new line. 
"People were so glad to have a railroad, they just 
about gave them the land for rights of way through 
their ranches and mines in Calaveras County.”

Construction of the Angels line was diffi
cult in that the terrain required the train to 
struggle with difficult elevation changes and 
steep grades. A system of four switch-back 
spurs, trestles and bridges were required to carry 
the little train over the nineteen difficult miles of 
track. A special Heisler engine was required to 
navigate the steep grades.

The first train to arrive in Angels was on 10 September 
1902. The new Angels Camp branch then regularly brought daily 
freight and passenger service to the southern communities and 
gold mines in Calaveras County. The quirky little passenger cars 
required the interiors to be lit by lantern. Passengers themselves 
were often required to keep a small wood stove going for warmth 
in the winter months. While the train had to negotiate the windy 
grades and trestles, it often had to stop for cows on the tracks or 
to conduct repairs. Despite its peculiarities passengers loved the 
little train. In 1954 Elizabeth Kaier of Angels Camp penned the 
following rhyme:

“Oh you little railway of the yesterdays, 
We keep your memory clear;

Though we often smiled at your oddities,
Yet in our hearts we hold you dear.”

Daily service to and from Angels Camp operated until 1932. 
On the first of March, 1939 all service on this spur was discon
tinued. Shortly thereafter the tracks to Angels were removed. Later, 
the remaining portion of the Sierra Railroad became the set for 
many movies, earning it the name the “movie train.” Eventually 
the remaining train line and turntable in Jamestown became the 
Railtown 1897 museum complex and California State Park.

The San Joaquin and
Sierra Nevada Railroad’s later years

Meanwhile, the SJ&SN train that served Valley Springs 
gained new life. In 1902 SP briefly studied the feasibility 
of constructing the additional thirty miles of rail to the Big 
Trees. They chose not to. Although passenger service had been

dropped, the line continued to provide freight service three times 
a week. Calaveras County had emerged as a major source of 
cement, supplying the world with its famous mineral product. To 
ship out the heavy loads, between 1925 and 1926 SP extended 
the branch line twelve miles further east into the foothills to a 
new ending point known as the Kentucky House. The Kentucky 
House had originally been a stage stop and trading post but had 
been absorbed into the property now owned by the Calaveras 
Cement Company.

The Cement Company paid $255,000 toward the construc
tion of the new extension. A dedication with ceremonies and 
a barbecue was held in honor of the new track on the 9th of 
May 1926. It is said that 15,000 people attended the festivities, 
roughly two-and-a-half times the total population of the county.

The first load of cement was shipped on the new line in 
June of 1926. This spur immediately proved profitable for both 
the Cement Plant and the railroad. Construction of the new 
Pardee Dam, the highest dam in the world at the time, was 
completed in 1929 and also provided a boost to the tiny railroad. 
The last four miles of the branch at Kentucky House were sold 
to the Cement Company on 28 April 1929. The line continued to 
transport lumber, cement and ore for years. SP timetables listed 
it as the Kentucky House Branch, and operated three freight 
trains per week. The train ran between the Kentucky House and 
Lodi where cars interchanged with the SP mainline that ran from 
Stockton to Sacramento.

The Excursion Train
In April of 1956, the movie Rebel Without a Cause was 

playing at the Calaveras Theater in San Andreas. On Sunday
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Crews built a five mile rail spur to the Pardee Dam construction site in 1928, 
confirming the importance of the Kentucky House line. Historical Society photograph.

the 22nd one thousand people gathered at the high school 
gymnasium for the Calaveras Music Festival. Across town the 
Calaveras Special was chugging in to the Cement Plant.

On the morning of 22 April, 1956, the Southern Pacific 
ran a one-time excursion train from San Francisco to San 
Andreas. The event was purely social, provided primarily for 
employees, friends and guests of SP. The adventure began 
and ended in San Francisco, providing only small oppor
tunity for involvement on the other end. The train left the 
Ferry Building in San Francisco at 7:20am and proceeded 
to Sacramento. There it changed engines then traveled south 
down the valley to Lodi where it stopped to pick up further 
passengers. If there was room on board, an adult could board 
the train with a round-trip ticket
back to Lodi costing $3.20. After 
dropping those passengers off, the 
train would return to San Francisco 
that evening via Stockton and Tracy, 
making a full circle.

The morning train turned 
east from Lodi and continued past 
Lockeford and Clements. It stopped 
briefly in Valley Springs were an 
informal ceremony took place. 
Calaveras County Historical Society 
president Judge J A Smith gave a brief 
history of the railroad. The final desti
nation was the Kentucky House where
Wm Wallace Mein, the president of 
the Cement Company took passengers 
on a tour of the plant. One account of 
the excursion train event claims that it 
was held to celebrate the construction 

of the new No. 5 kiln. The following week the 
Cement Company announced quarterly divi
dends of twenty-five cents per share.

The excursion train, called the 
“Calaveras Special,” was a joint effort spon
sored by the Calaveras County Chamber 
of Commerce, the Historical Society, the 
Cement Company, and the Railway and 
Locomotive Historical Society. The event 
was said to have commemorated the 75th 
anniversary of the San Joaquin and Sierra 
Nevada Railroad. It was in fact the 74th 
anniversary, but 75 must have sounded better. 

The excursion train was a great success, 
according to those that rode it that day. Was 
it the portent of greater things to come? 

Possibly the resumption of passenger service, maybe a perma
nent tourist attraction? Regrettably no, the SP excursion 
train was a onetime affair, aimed primarily at those in the 
higher echelons of the company, with no regard for the folks 
at the destination point, in fact the reason for the line in the 
first place. It was the last time a train carried passengers to 
Calaveras County.

Two years earlier Elizabeth Kaier predicted the demise of 
rail service to Calaveras County. She speculated, “Doesn’t it 
seem strange that Calaveras County has lost all its passenger 
trains? Does it mean we are deteriorating or progressing. 
I wonder.” Although freight service to the Kentucky House 
continued for thirty more years, other than the one excursion 

The excursion train brought hundreds of tourists from San Francisco and Lodi to visit the Cement 
Plant in 1956. Photo courtesy of the Society for the Preservation of West Calaveras History.
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train, the tiny spur track never carried 
passenger service again.

The Calaveras Cement Company 
closed the plant at Kentucky House in
1984. After the plant closed, the railroad 
branch was used intermittently to store 
freight cars on the empty rails. In about
1998 the tracks were removed by a salvage 
company. The right-of-way for the railroad 
bed was offered to Calaveras County. The 
county declined the offer.

One hundred years after construction
In 1986 a growing movement began crawling along the 

former railways of the country. The conservancy named Rails- 
to-Trails started bringing new life to former rail roads. The 
organization’s objective is to create a nationwide network of 
trails, constructed on former railroad beds. Since the bulk of 
the construction has already been done, it takes only minimal 
work to convert these gentle rolling roadbeds to pleasant trails 
for hiking and biking. The Kentucky House line seemed ideal 
for this purpose.

Many California trains have gained new life as tourist 
attractions. One of the most famous re-invented trains operating 
in California is the Skunk Train of Mendocino County, which 
began tourist operations in 1987. Two years later the Napa 
Valley Wine Train began service as a wine tourism attraction. 
Closer to home, the Sierra Railroad, mother of the Angels spur 
line, is a state park and robust tourist destination and operates 
several excursion trains throughout the year. Further south 
the narrow gauge Yosemite-Sugar Pine Rail Road was rebuilt. 
Originally a transport for timber, when the company went out of 
business they took up the tracks. Thirty years later enterprising 
developers rebuilt the tracks and operate the train today as a 
popular tourist destination. To the north, the Amador County 
Historical Society has purchased a half-interest in the former 
Ione and Eastern Railroad. Now renamed the Amador Central

Railroad Corridor, the new owners hope 
to re-open this line for tourist use in 
the future. There are numerous bustling 
museums across the state dedicated to 
trains. The year 2012 has been a busy year 
for these museums as it is the 150th anni
versary of Union Pacific Railroad.

In 1940 the Stockton and Copperpolis 
Railroad that went to Milton was discon
tinued and the tracks taken up and the 
roadway itself absorbed back into the land
scape. That same year the Sierra Railroad 

discontinued service to Angels when that line was abandoned 
and those rails were also removed. That roadway was absorbed 
into the surrounding ranches or inundated under water. But 
the line that served Valley Springs and the Kentucky House 
remained viable for another fifty years beyond the life of the 
other lines that had served Calaveras County. What happened to 
the little train with the big dreams?

Fortunately some of the beautiful little rail cars from the 
SJ&SN narrow gauge line did go on to enjoy new lives. Several 
years ago Rurik Kallis, who later became a resident of San 
Andreas, found an interesting narrow gauge passenger car in 
the Owens Valley desert. It was from the SJ&SNRR. He was 
curious what a car from the San Joaquin Valley was doing in the 
desert. Apparently in the 1930s SP transferred all narrow gauge 
cars east to work in the Owens Valley. The life of the Carson & 
Colorado Railroad is another story in itself.

All of the narrow gauge cars were assumed into the 
Northern Railway and later SP. Engine No.2, the B F Langford 
was scrapped in 1906. The standard gauge engine that pulled 
the 1956 excursion train today resides in the city of Yuma, 
Arizona on display, a gift from SP. Possibly another is working 
today in Alaska. The little narrow gauge has been thoroughly 
disbanded and Calaveras County chose to decline the offer of 
the roadbed right-of-way.

The organization Rails-to-Trails wishes to ensure “a 

One of the SJ&SNR's engines resides 
today in the city of Yuma, Arizona, bearing 

this plaque. Photo by Gary Close, 2012, 
courtesy Rurik Kallis.

All that is left of the train that served Milton is this cut in the 
hillside. Photo by Bonnie Miller, September 2012.

better future made possible by trails and the connections they 
inspire.” The Kentucky House branch traverses some of the 
most scenic land in the county alongside the Calaveras River. 
But when the opportunity to convert the old roadbed and right- 
of-way to public use arose, it was forsaken. Adjacent residents 
did not want to see hikers or bicyclists traveling alongside their 
property lines. The dream of a passenger train bringing tour
ists to the Big Trees was never realized. There would be no 
hiking trail, no bicycle path, and no tourist train to anywhere in 
Calaveras County.
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CHEE CHEE FLAT
by Bonnie Miller

N
orth of the community of present day 
Mountain Ranch, in almost the geographical 
center of Calaveras County once lay a remote 
valley. It wasn’t a dramatic valley in the sense of a 

bowl at the bottom of a canyon, but more like a gentle 
basin or shelf in the foothills. The flat was nestled in 
the pines and oaks that come together at the Sierra’s 
two-thousand foot elevation, similar to 
the basin that cradles the community 
of Murphys. The flat shelf of land was 
affectionately called Chee Chee Flat.

It is believed that gold was mined 
from this locale before 1848, before 
the famous discovery of gold at Sutter’s 
Mill. The residents were the Mexicans, 
or Californios, who lived here before 
Mexican Independence. A ravine one 
half mile to the northeast of the flat still 
bears the name Mexican Gulch. These 
first residents were likely the source of 
the name Chee Chee.

Mining waxed and waned over 
the years after the initial rush for 
gold yet the camp in the small flat 
persevered. Ultimately it became a 
major contributor to the development

of Calaveras County. It had the distinction of being 
strategically located to accommodate through trav
elers and became a significant crossroads. Mining 
was profitable during many phases, from placer to 
hydraulic. But the community of Chee Chee Flat 
remained viable for several decades even after the 
easy placer gold played out. Residents continued

This USGS benchmark, set in 1945, notes the elevation of Chee Chee Flat at 2199 feet. 
Photo courtesy Wally Motloch.
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The shelf of land that makes Chee Chee Flat can be seen where encroaching timber 
is kept at bay. Photo by Bonnie Miller, December 2012.

to farm and mine gold from the area for almost a 
hundred years more. And Chee Chee Flat contributed 
to the development of the county’s water systems.

Where did the name come from?
There are many local legends as to the source of 

the name for Chee Chee Flat. It is generally thought 
to have come from the Mexican residents. The term 
chichi is Mexican slang for loose women or breasts. 
It is likely that the name referred to the ladies of the 
night who worked the early gold camp.

Another possible source for the name is Chinese 
rather than Mexican. It is believed that two Chinese 
men, possibly brothers grew extensive vegetable 
gardens in the flat. There were Chinese who lived 
there, unfounded estimates are as high as one 
thousand at a time, and gardening was a common 
occupation for Chinese during the gold rush. They 
sold their crops to the miners and surrounding 
camps. It is understandable that referring to the area 
as the Chee and Chee Brothers’ Flat could create the 
name Chee Chee Flat. It has also been surmised that 
the names were Chee and Chi.

One historian believes the source for the name of 
the community can be found in early tax records that 
could not be definitively located for this account. 
Regardless of the origin of the name, Chee Chee, 
ChiChi or even Chee and Chi Flat has appeared on 

claims and deeds in Calaveras 
County since before El Dorado 
became Mountain Ranch.

Geologic Importance 
The flat that made up the 

area called Chee Chee included 
old stream gravels, soil deposits 
and a tertiary channel. These 
deposits were shallow but easily 
worked through simple placer 
mining techniques. For this 
reason it appears that Chee Chee 
Flat enjoyed a very early pros
perity in the county’s history.

Much of what we know of 
the early history of activity in 
the flat is from the county’s 
first mining claims and tax 
records. Chee Chee Flat and the 
surrounding communities that 

would make up the area of Mountain Ranch and the 
Mountain Ranch Mining District were bustling and 
prosperous mining camps in the 1850s and 1860s. 
Those records describe the extensive placer mining 
activity of several miners in the area. Numerous 
claims in the El Dorado Mining District were made 
either on the flat itself or nearby. Close landmarks 
such as Mexican Gulch, or Dutch Hill to the south
east and Negro (Nigger) Flat to the northwest were 
cited as locations for claims near the flat.

Like all mining communities, prosperity rose 
and fell over the years. The 1860 census indicated 
twenty miners lived there six of whom were Chinese. 
By 1870 and again in 1880 the number of miners 
had dwindled to only ten and none were noted as 
Chinese. Within twenty years only two men in the 
area listed their occupation as miner. Local lore 
claims that as many as five thousand miners, plus the 
one thousand rumored Chinese resided in or near the 
flat but these claims have never been substantiated.

As new strikes were found elsewhere, miners 
moved on and abandoned the flat. Some men filed 
only one claim, while others filed on three or more. 
By the 1860 and 1870 census none of the original 
names were repeated. This suggests that the first 
miners filed claims, worked them for a short term, 
then moved on to richer strikes as the shallow work
ings played out.
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The flat’s fertile shelf of soil was conducive to 
agriculture. The flat eventually became the home 
of several gardens that supplied the miners. Early 
residents who did not mine the ground instead devel
oped the productive land for agricultural purposes.

In 1868 a rich quartz vein on the East Belt of the 
Mother Lode at Sheep Ranch was discovered. Most 
of what little was left of the community of Chee Chee 
Flat picked up and moved on to that more prosperous 
mining camp, leaving behind only the farmers, 
ranchers, and a few miners. The heyday of mining the 
flat appears to have ceased by the mid-1870s.

Residents and Businesses
In New York 1855 Norwegian native Jonas 

Mauritson jumped ship in 1855 to head west and 
try his luck at finding gold. He changed his name 
to Charles Anderson to avoid being caught and sent 
back to Norway. When he came west he first settled 
in the community of West Point where he operated a 
brewery. In 1867 he established a saloon in Chee Chee 
Flat called Anderson’s Saloon and Dance Hall. Tax 
records indicate it was valued at $100. In November 
of that year Anderson sold one-half of his land at Chee 
Chee Flat, just 300 feet square, bounded by unclaimed 
land on all sides, to G. P. Landquin. Further west of 
Anderson’s Saloon lay the Cleveland Quartz Mine, 
undoubtedly the primary source of his clientele.

The following year Anderson was assessed for 
the saloon and hall valued at only $25. Mining had 
dwindled considerably with folks moving over to 
Sheep Ranch. By then he also had a house and lot 

with another saloon there. He also called the Sheep 
Ranch business Anderson’s Saloon. It was valued at 
$50 with stock in trade valued at $20 plus one horse.

Anderson moved the dance hall from Chee Chee 
Flat to Sheep Ranch for his new saloon. That establish
ment was the predecessor of what would become the 
renowned Pioneer Hotel in Sheep Ranch. Thirty years 
later the hall was jacked up and another story was built 
underneath it. Anderson operated the establishment 
there until his death in 1904. His widow then oper
ated it until her own death in 1941. The Pioneer Hotel 
remains a famously recognizable landmark in the 
county with strong connections to Mountain Ranch.

Other early residents in Chee Chee Flat included 
Joseph Warren, Philip Foley and Dennis Burns. Foley 
and Burns remained prosperous and influential on 
the flat for more than thirty years. Early businesses 
included McGowan’s Store, Martin Fisher’s ranch 
and stable and John Francil’s (Franzil’s) garden. Of all 
of the businesses that operated, the most famous was 
the Red Light Saloon. Neighbor Luellen Del Papa 
described it as an establishment that catered to “all 
the needs of men.” The only remaining evidence of 
this once thriving business is a hole in the ground at 
the intersection of West Murray Creek and Ponderosa 
Roads where the cellar was excavated years later. In 
the early 1950s a young Jerry Howard, who grew up 
north of Chee Chee Flat recalls walking by the hole 
by the intersection early one morning on his way to 
the school bus stop. In those days the roads were not 
paved that far from Mountain Ranch and the county 
road crew was grading the road. The road worker 

Anderson's Dance Hall was moved from Chee Chee Flat to Sheep Ranch around 1869. Photo circa 1878.
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was kicking the dirt along
side the road ditch prior to 
starting the day’s work as the
road grader warmed up. His 
toe kicked up a twenty dollar 
gold piece!

Joseph Warren was an
English mariner who also 
left his life at sea. When he
settled in Chee Chee Flat he
became a farmer. He devel
oped a sizable farm about 
a mile northeast of the flat 
on a stretch of land called
Negro Flat. In 1860 his real
estate was valued at $1000, 
indicating considerably 
larger and more profit
able holdings than that of
Anderson. Warren and his 
wife Mary had a daughter 
who married Anderson/
Mauritson in 1875. She 
settled with Anderson in
Sheep Ranch where they raised their own family at 
his hotel and stable operation.

Dennis Burns and his wife Mary came to 
Calaveras County from England. By 1870 he was 
actively mining at Chee Chee flat and held real estate 
and property worth $500. The couple raised seven 
children on their land that included a house, barn 
and orchard. By 1880 Burns had abandoned mining 
in favor of farming but remained at the flat with 
Mary well into the next century. All of their children 
moved away. Dennis Burns passed away at his Chee 
Chee Flat home in 1906.

The Burns’ neighbors were Philip and Bridget 
Foley, emigrants from Ireland. In 1868 the Foleys 
bought John Franzil’s claim and cabin valued at 
$460. Burns and Foley patented adjacent mining 
claims and partnered in business ventures over the 
years. The Burns and Foley claims and ditch, or 
the Chee Chee Flat Gulch as it came to be known, 
appeared on maps for many years. Philip Foley also 
died in 1906. The two friends had both emigrated 
to this country in 1849 and passed away fifty-seven 
years later within months of each other.

Of the families that remained in the flat after the 
1870s, most pursued ranching and farming. Later

residents of the flat included 
the Butterfield family and the 
ancestors of the Doster family. 
The Butterfields and Dosters 
both lived and successfully 
mined the area well into the 
1920s. Other later residents 
included Zwinges, Cuslidges, 
Canaveros, Howards and 
Sherwoods. Descendents 
of some of these fami
lies continue to live in the 
area today.

One later resident, 
considered a reliable source, 
recalled a story to a young 
boy who grew up in the area 
during the 1940s. The old 
timer told the boy about a 
cave that existed near the 
flat. It was definitely a cave 
and not one of the many mine 
tunnels or shafts like those 
in the nearby Salamander 

Mine. Miners had found eleven skeletons in the 
cave, some with bullet holes in their skulls. Many 
of the skeletons had large buttons indicating fancy 
clothing, assumed to belong to women. The old timer 
had always assumed that the cave held the disposed 
bodies of the prostitutes from the saloons. Although 
the boy, now grown, clearly recalls peering into the 
cave, he never saw the skeletons. The location of that 
cave has been forgotten.

The exact locations of the businesses and dwell
ings of early Chee Chee Flat are also unknown. As 
recently as fifty years ago at least one small board 
and batten cabin, understood to have been owned by 
a miner, was still standing at the center of the flat. 
Danny Elzig, another lifelong resident of Calaveras 
County, recalls the house to have been made of 
slabs. He remembers that the house had been old in 
1946. He knew that several generations of the Frye 
family as well as Ed Pickett had lived there. A “slab 
house” it was called. The walls were made from 
the outside rounded slabs cut from timber at the 
nearby sawmills. The slabs were considered waste 
so proved to be an inexpensive building material. 
Nothing remains of any board and bat buildings or 
the slab house as they have been absorbed by time.

Fatal Accident.—On 'Saturday night 
last, a resident of Chee Chee Flat, named 
Cary, fell into a shaft while going from El 
Dorado to his cabin, and was killed. The 
circumstances of the sad occurrence, as near 
as we have been able to learn are as fol
lows : The evening was very dark, the trail 
narrow, and shafts on either side. Mr. Cary 
was on horseback. In the utter darkness 
the horse wandered from the trail. It is 
supposed that the first admonition Mr. Cary 
had of his dangerous position was the sight 
of a yawning abyss directly in his path, and 
that'by suddenly checking his horse he 
backed into another shaft close by. The 
shaft in which both rider and horse fell, was 
sixteen feet in depth, with four feet of water 
tit the bottom. Not making his appearance 
as usual, search was instituted for him on 
Monday, and his body recovered. Mr. Cary 
was repeatedly urged to remain in El Dorado 
by his friends, on the night of his death, but 
would not yield to their entreaties.

This newspaper article describes the untimely death of a 
Chee Chee Flat miner. When one reads between the lines 
it can be surmised that the miner had likely been a hearty 

but unlucky client of a nearby saloon on a cold night. 
Calaveras Chronicle, 25 January 1868.
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Crossroads
Like Double Springs to the west, Chee Chee Flat 

enjoyed the geographic distinction of being located 
at a prominent cross roads to the economy and life 
blood of the young county. In the early days of the 
state there was no Highway 49 or Golden Chain 
Highway linking the gold camps. Rather, transpor
tation between the camps was via crude trails and 
wagon roads. When express service reached San 
Andreas, the mail and goods had to be carried from 
there on to the camps. The route worked its way 
north out of San Andreas to Jesus Maria then south 
to the camps along the foothills including El Dorado, 
Cave City and Calaveritas.

During its heyday the flat served as a major 
juncture on this prosperous express route. In the 
late 1850s and early 1860s William “Pony” Denig’s 
Express, located in San Andreas, ran to Chee Chee 
Flat and other nearby locations. Mail was deliv
ered to McGowan’s Store in Chee Chee Flat every

Wednesday, Friday and Sunday where it was retrieved 
by the residents. Pony Denig was a pioneer who had 
the smarts to capitalize on the needs of the miners by 
providing the express service. Pony Denig began his 
express company before the national pony express 
service existed and his lasted long after the national 
express had terminated.

Chee Chee Flat was located at the intersection of 
three early-day transportation routes: the route from 
Jesus Maria to El Dorado; the Mokelumne Hill to El 
Dorado Trail; and the road to Salamander Gulch and 
San Andreas. Today these roads are called, from east 
to west, Whiskey Slide, Ponderosa or 44-Ranch, and 
West Murray Creek Roads. The intersection of these 
important roads provided a waystation for travelers, 
and, for a few brief years, was the trading center for 
the nearby mines.

Although the roads continue to be used to 
this day Chee Chee Flat abandoned all of its 
commercial activities by the 1870s. Rather, folks 

This map created in 1874 by the Surveyor General's Office in San Francisco shows the complexity of the disturbed ground 
surrounding Chee Chee Flat, Section 32, labeling it as 'Mineral Land'. Calaveras County Archives, T5NR13EMDBM.
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just traveled a bit farther, just under two miles to 
Mountain Ranch and El Dorado for their supplies. 
Sadly the Chinese were not welcome to bring their 
business to town. Jerry Howard recalled one story 
told by old timers about the time a Chinese man 
walked to Mountain Ranch to visit a saloon. The 
other patrons made it clear that he should have 
stayed at Chee Chee Flat with his own kind. They 
tormented and tortured the man who eventually 
died because of their actions.

The significance of the intersection of those 
three roads at Chee Chee remained important for 
generations. During the Great Depression the flat 
housed a satellite California Conservation Corps 
camp. The purpose of the crews staged there was to 
construct the vital Ponderosa Road which crossed 
directly through the flat. They also likely constructed 
the Sierra Vista Lookout nearby at that time.

Confluences and Hydraulics
Hydraulic mining was first introduced in 

California to Nevada County in 1853. By the time 
the easy placer gold had played out around 1860, 
hydraulic mining was booming. The idea was to 
shoot blasts of pressurized water at the hillsides. 
Enormous amounts of gravel could be washed away 
inexpensively to reveal hidden gold. Chee Chee Flat 
employed the technique, but to do so meant they had 
to have water.

The flat was not only the intersection of many 
crossroads, but also the near-confluence of two 
sources of water. One of Chee Chee’s greatest 
contributions to the development of Calaveras 
County was its construction and promotion of 
ditches and water sources. Developers of the water 
systems that served the El Dorado and Mountain 
Ranch Mining Districts proved that the transporta

tion and impoundment of water could 
be profitable indeed.

Ditches from the northeast brought 
water from the Jesus Maria Creek to the 
flat. Jerry Howard’s family believed that 
the extensive dirt ditches and flumes 
along the northern perimeter of the flat 
had been built by Chinese laborers.

Burns and Foley conducted some 
of the first hydraulic operations in the 
flat. Water for their mining was brought 
to the area via a system of ditches and 
flumes from the San Antonio Creek to 
the southeast. On 3 September 1853 
the Table Mountain Flat Company was 
formed to hold water east of El Dorado. 
On 15 September 1853 the Table 
Mountain Water Company, a joint stock 
company, was formed. Their purpose 
was to bring water to El Dorado and 
Cave City and eventually on to San 
Andreas by 1856.

The water company cut a ditch from 
below San Antonio Falls into O’Neil 
Creek, thence from O’Neil Creek at 
Table Mountain Flat (what is now the 
M24 Ranch) to El Dorado, McKinney’s 
Diggings, and on to San Andreas. Water 
was impounded in a reservoir near the 
present Emery Reservoir at M24. Ditches 
proceeded westerly to a reservoir on the 

Portion of mining claim of Philip Foley in Chee Chee Flat, 2 August 1879; 
Mining Claim Book F Page 193, Calaveras County records.
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The effect of hydraulic mining and the deep gulch that crosses Chee Chee Flat 
can still be seen through the trees. The gulch and former reservoirs still 

impound rainwater. Photo by Bonnie Miller, December 2012.

present Mobley Ranch (3M Ranch) just 
east of Mountain Ranch. From there the 
water could be taken from its eastern 
end for Cave City, Washington Ranch, 
and Old Gulch. From its western end the 
water was conveyed to Chee Chee Flat 
and beyond to San Andreas.

Much washing and hydraulicking 
was done from this water system. During 
the early 1860s, several “fluming” claims 
were filed on Chee Chee Flat and Gulch, 
obtaining water from both the Jesus Maria 
Creek to the north and the abundant Table 
Mountain ditch from the south. The result 
of these activities was a significant gulch 
bisecting the flat that is still evident today.

Both Burns and Foley continued to 
purchase surrounding ground and file 
claims in the Chee Chee Flat area for 
thirty more years. By the early 1900s the
Table Mountain Ditch no longer extended to Chee 
Chee Flat, bypassed the area, and just proceeded on 
into San Andreas.

The hydraulic operators in Chee Chee Flat 
employed a technique called “spot hydraulicking.” 
This method used slightly smaller water nozzles 
than the bigger operations and worked the existing 
channels. When a small area was exhausted, the 
operation was picked up and moved to a new spot. 
This technique, while devastating, did not wash away 
entire hillsides. Rather it created numerous pockets 
and gulches in its wake, still evident today.

The heavy hydraulic activity permanently 
changed the landscape. Numerous land surveys 
over the years lay testimony to the fact that property 
corners and boundaries are ambiguous in the highly 
disturbed grounds.

Evidence of the former hydraulic activity is 
still visible today though camouflaged by extensive 
overgrowth. At one time the rolling hills around 
El Dorado and Chee Chee Flat were covered with 
mighty stands of excellent pine and oak timber. 
Several sawmills in the area saw to the removal of 
those trees. The trees that we see today are second 
growth replacements to those once huge forests. 
Logging in the 1980s confirmed all tree growth 
exactly 100 years old at that time. From this data we 
can speculate that the present vegetation covers an 
area once devoid of growth.

Chee Chee Flat is too far east of the Golden 
Chain Highway to see much vehicle traffic anymore. 
Modern roads have bypassed the former routes 
between the isolated communities. All of the busi
nesses of the past have disappeared and now the area 
is home to unchecked second-growth timber and 
ranchland. The flat remains only as a quiet remote 
home to a few fortunate residents. No historic monu
ment adorns the location, not even a sign declares 
the name. The early crossroads with the funny name 
has passed into history.

Las Calaveras is grateful to the following indi
viduals who took time to discuss and share their 
research and recollections of Chee Chee Flat: Danny 
Elzig, Mike Falvey, Jerry Howard, Judith Marvin, and 
Wally Motloch.
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“Putting People to Work” 
The Civilian Conservation Corps in Calaveras County 

by Bonnie Miller

T
he Civilian Conservation Corps was a work 
program born of the Great Depression. It was 
highly criticized at the time as a handout yet 
proved to be one of the greatest accomplishments of 

this country. The CCC crews built roads, constructed 
power lines and fire fighting facilities, and launched 
our National Park System. Numerous crews were 
located in California with several right here in 
Calaveras County.

By 1932 the country was fed up with the economic 
chaos of the depression. They voted Herbert Hoover 
out of office and voted for a man who promised a 
better life, Franklin D Roosevelt. Roosevelt quickly 
got down to business with proposals to put people 
back to work and revitalize the nation’s economy. 
The purpose of the act was “to provide healthy 
employment and practical education to unemployed 
young men.” In his New Deal proposal he outlined 
several programs:

The Public Works Administration was a 
program created to provide economic stimulus and 
jobs during the Great Depression. The program 
was designed to create public works projects by 
issuing contracts to private construction firms

The Diablo camp stove, made of stone native to the sight, 
became a signature CCC improvement found in state 
campgrounds. Photo courtesy California State Parks.
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CCC crew at Big Trees, circa 1934. Photo courtesy California State Parks.

that did the actual work. It created an infrastruc
ture that generated national and local pride in 
the 1930s and remains vital eight decades later. 
The PWA was much less controversial than its 
rival agency with a confusingly similar name, the 
Works Progress Administration.

The Works Progress Administration or WPA 
was created in 1935 and focused on smaller proj
ects and hired unemployed unskilled workers. As it 
provided jobs across the nation the WPA impacted 
millions of Americans. It was renamed the Works 
Projects Administration in 1939.

Of all the New Deal programs, the most colorful 
and successful was the Civilian Conservation Corps, 
or CCC. In March of 1933 Roosevelt outlined his 
proposal for this agency during his New Deal speech: 

“I propose to create [the CCC] to be used 
in simple work, not interfering with normal 
employment, and confining itself to forestry, 
the prevention of soil erosion, flood control and 
similar projects. I call your attention to the fact 
that this type of work is of definite, practical 
value, not only through the prevention of great 
present financial loss, but also as a means of 
creating future national wealth.

That year the Civilian Conservation Corps 
was established. The corps was structured after 
the military model, following the same rules of 
discipline and command. Most of the unemployed 
men who entered the CCC workforce were located 
in the east. Most of the projects requiring their 
labor were located in the west. The crews had to be 
mobilized and the National Defense System was 
employed to move them to their new camps.

Unemployed workers from all over the finan
cially weakened country streamed into California. 
In the beginning the program didn’t have adequate 
funds, so men worked four to six hours a day but 
they received food, tobacco and clothing. Still the 
unemployed came. Eventually the workers were 
paid between $19 and $94 per month depending on 
their assignments and skill level.

This work relief program had the desired effect 
and provided jobs for many Americans during 
the Great Depression. The primary objective of 
the CCC was conservation projects, from erosion 
control, tree planting, and pest management to fire 
prevention and suppression. Quickly their talents 
were expanded to include other major public works 
projects such as the construction of trails and facili
ties in parks across the nation.
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Eligibility requirements for the CCC entailed 
only a few simple stipulations. Congress required 
U.S. citizenship only. Sound physical fitness was 
mandatory because of the hard physical labor 
required. Men had to be unemployed, unmarried, 
and between the ages of 18 and 26, although the 
rules were eventually relaxed for war veterans.

Veterans’ programs did not exist during 
the Great Depression. Veterans of WWI and 
the Spanish American War had been prom
ised a bonus but it was not to be paid until 
1945. In frustration the financially strapped 
veterans who could not find employment during 
the Depression marched on Washington in 
May of 1933. Roosevelt then decided to add 
veteran companies to the CCC by authorizing 
the immediate enrollment of veterans with no 
age restrictions. The early bonus was finally 
approved but the CCC companies of veterans 
continued. The protesting veterans came to be 
known as the Bonus Army.

The massive conservation program enjoyed 
great public support. Once the first camps were 
established and the CCC became better known, 
they became accepted and even sought after.

In 1934, Calaveras County’s newspaper the 
Californian noted the record of the crews’ first 
twelve months of work as “amazing.” The paper 
noted the “corps program has been of tremendous 
economic benefit.”

The CCC camps stimulated regional economies 
and provided communities with improvements 
in forest activity, flood control, fire protection, 
and overall community safety. Many politicians 
believed that the CCC was largely responsible for 
a 55 percent reduction in crimes committed by the 
young men of that day.

Life in the CCC
CCC camps were modeled after and operated 

similar to a military camp. Workers received a 
uniform of blue Army fatigues. In the winter 
they wore wool olive drab clothing that was suit
able for California winters but too hot for our 
summers. The day began at 6:00 am with revelle. 
After calisthenics, breakfast and bunkhouse 
chores, the crews were trucked to their worksites 
in the back of slat-sided trucks. They typically 
worked an eight hour day, forty hours a week 
unless weather or fires interfered.

Camp Calaveras, SP-22 was stationed at the Big Trees between 1934-1941. Photo courtesy California State Parks.
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Enlistment was for a duration of six months, 
although many re-enlisted after their allotted time 
was up. Corpsmen could serve up to two years. 
Of their pay of $30 a month, $25 was sent home 
to their parents. Schooling was provided at most 
camps. In all, more than 90% of CCC enrollees 
took advantage of educational opportunities. The 
CCC is credited with teaching at least 40,000 illit
erate men how to read and write, and providing 
the education for many men to complete their high 
school requirements.

Camps were set up in all states, as well as in 
Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 
Enrollment peaked at the end of 1935, when there 
were 500,000 men located in 2,600 camps in opera
tion in all states. California alone had more than 
150 camps which saw more than 30,000 enlistees 
pass through. Each camp averaged about 50 workers 
overseen by an officer from the army.

The condition and quality of the camps 
and amenities available to the corpsmen was 

carefully monitored. CCC records indicate that 
camps were routinely inspected for sanitation, 
safety, nutrition, and recreational and educational 
facilities available to the crews. The inspec
tors also logged the number and race of crew 
members and the names of military personnel. 
Complaints or allegations of mistreatment or 
fraud were quickly investigated. Rarely were 
problems found as crew members were grateful 
for the work and sustenance.

In Calaveras County
The Forest Service planned the projects, and 

the federal government provided the tools, supplies 
and funding. Crews used native stone and materials 
whenever possible.

Numerous camps were built throughout the 
foothills and forested lands of California. The 
primary camp serving Amador and Calaveras 
Counties was located at Pine Grove where the 
present California Youth Authority resides. From 

The beautiful Jack Knight Hall at Big Trees was built by the CCC in 1937. Photo by Bonnie Miller, April 2013.
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The fire lookout built by the CCC on Quiggs Mountain still stands 
alongside the more modern equipment in the foreground.

Photo by Bonnie Miller, April 2013.

this central point, five satellite or “spike” 
camps were operated in Calaveras County. 
They were located at Big Trees, Lily Gap, 
Mokelumne Hill, Chee Chee Flat, and 
Murphys. Possibly there was an additional 
camp at Camp Connell, where CCC records 
indicate another camp separate from the Big 
Trees site. Each spike camp had wooden 
barracks or tents for housing, a mess hall, 
office and storage facilities and mainte
nance and repair shops.

The CCC camp located at the Big Trees 
was the very first camp in a California 
State Park. It opened in June of 1933, just 
two months after Roosevelt created the 
CCC. The camp was called Camp Calaveras 
SP-22, and it was staffed by 210 corpsmen 
of Company 590 from Kentucky. The 
following year a company of veterans, the 
CCC 1921 -V joined the camp.

The camp was located approximately 
where the present park headquarters lies 
today. The crew worked on the construc
tion of several improvements to the Big 
Trees State Park. Improvements credited 
to the corps include construction of the 
Big Trees Hall, a CCC Dispensary (now a 
residence), the Administration Building, the 
steps to the Big Stump, a weather station 
shelter, and a comfort station. Campground 
improvements included the construction of 
twenty-five camp stoves, two group BBQs, 
four wood picnic tables, and several utility 
buildings and shops. In the winter this crew 
moved to Mt Diablo to work on projects in that 
area. In the summer they returned to the Big Trees 
for park construction and fire fighting duties.

The most beautiful accomplishment of the 
Big Trees CCC crew was construction of the Big 
Trees Hall which was completed in 1937. Today 
it is called the Jack Knight Hall. The grand hall 
boasts a massive stone fireplace and rough hand- 
hewn beams and boards and a covered porch. The 
windows perfectly capture the beauty of the big 
trees by bringing the outside view in to the hall. All 
of the rustic hardware and ironwork in the hall was 
crafted at the crew’s blacksmith shop.

In August of 1934 the national director of 
the CCC visited the park to review the corps’

progress. He said he was “awed by the beauty and 
natural splendor” of the park, and impressed by 
the corps’ accomplishments.

Lily Gap is located three miles east of West 
Point. The Lily Gap crew was in the heart of the 
forest and its fire prevention activities. There are 
three fire lookouts in the area, at Blue Mountain, 
Devil’s Nose and Garnet Hill. Likely these look
outs and the supporting road systems were built by 
the Lily Gap CCC crew.

During the same timeframe, a PWA contract 
had been issued for construction of public improve
ments in Mokelumne Hill. Specifically, the PWA 
awarded $3500 for construction of major improve
ments to the community’s town hall. A twelve 
man crew dug out the basement and constructed
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This log cabin built by the CCC was typical of the housing constructed for workers stationed at 
the fire lookouts. Photo by Bonnie Miller, January 2013.

the kitchen, banquet hall, window, door, facade 
and restrooms. The crew had to excavate an area 
thirty-five by sixty feet. Then they constructed 
a stone wall mortared with Portland cement to 
enhance the earlier, more fragile foundation. They 
never did construct downstairs restrooms, but the 
improvements they did make endure today.

A CCC crew is documented as having been 
located in Mokelumne Hill. They were camped at 
Rich Gulch, east of town. This CCC crew should 
not be confused with the PWA work at the town 
hall. Rather, it is more likely that the CCC crew 
worked on construction of the bridges and the 
northern end of the Ponderosa Way.

The crew located at Chee Chee Flat in Mountain 
Ranch constructed the fire lookout on Quiggs 
Mountain, known as the Sierra Vista Lookout. 
Additionally the crew worked on the construction 
of Ponderosa Way by improving the existing roads 
and cutting new ground where necessary. They 
also built the West Murray Creek Road that runs 
from the Sierra Vista Lookout all the way to San 
Andreas as a secondary line of fire defense paral
leling Mountain Ranch Road.

The Murphys camp was located near the inter
section of present-day Highway 4 and Pennsylvania 
Gulch Road. All signs of this occupation have been 

obliterated although this was 
a fairly robust camp. The 
camp had all the requisite 
recreational and education 
opportunities for corpsmen 
and even produced their 
own camp newspaper called 
“The Skull.”

The Murphys crew likely 
built the Oxendine Trail 
and Ponderosa Way. The 
Oxendine Trail is a former 
stock trail near Candy Rock 
in the Stanislaus canyon, 
below present day Hunter 
Dam. The CCC improved 
the trail with a footbridge, 
good grades and reinforced 
switchbacks. The trail 
is no longer maintained 
but clearly visible today 
although the footbridge has

been lost to time. The trail is named for the 
Oxendine Camp on the south side of the river, 
named for the families near Copperopolis who 
maintained the camp.

Ponderosa Way
In 1911 Congress had passed a law which 

provided funding for fire protection work between 
the National Forest Service and various states. 
The 1919 California Legislature appropriated 
money for this fire prevention and suppression 
work. Ten years later a forester had the foresight 
to envision an extensive firebreak, a permanent 
defensive line, nearly the length of the state. It 
would protect the valuable timber of California’s 
forests from fire from the lower valley elevations. 
It was to be called the Ponderosa Way Firebreak, 
but it would take a tremendous workforce to 
build such a firebreak. Forestry labor camps were 
formed in the winter of 1930-31, but then came 
the Great Depression.

After surveying in the fall of 1933 crews 
began the clearing and construction for the massive 
Ponderosa Way firebreak. The roadway measured 
between fifty and two hundred feet in width. By just 
May of 1934, only eight months later, 440 miles of 
the eventual 768 miles had been completed.
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The route started in the north from above 
Redding in the Cascades, and proceeded south along 
the western slope, for the entire length of the Sierra 
Nevada mountains and ended at the Kern County 
line. The road bisects Calaveras County at about the 
1500-2000 foot elevation. It starts in the north after 
crossing the Mokelumne River between Moke Hill 
and Glencoe, then leaves the county in the south by 
crossing the Stanislaus River near Camp Nine. In 
many cases the adopted route used existing road
ways. In other areas raw ground had to be cut and 
cleared for the new road. The road crossed numerous 
creeks and rivers requiring countless bridges and 
culverts, almost all of which were constructed by 
hand labor. Construction of the massive roadway 
employed 4800 CCC workers, and was completed in 
1935, just two years after its commencement.

Since public funds were expended on the road 
it is a public road. It continued to be maintained 
by the Department of Forestry although a rumor 
developed that it was actually built during World 
War II as part of a national defense system of roads 
on the west coast. This may be true of 1-5, with the 
Ponderosa Way providing back-up, but Ponderosa 
Way has always been a firebreak. Rather, during 
World War II it was again improved as part of 
our national defense for use as a secondary line 
of roadway in case the major highways were 
destroyed.

Today seventy-five years later 
the Ponderosa Way can still clearly 
be seen traversing the foothills.
Legal access rights cases have been 
both won and lost over this road, so 
if hikers or prospectors try to use it 
they will encounter many a locked 
gate. Regardless of the legitimacy of 
those locks, we can be assured that 
in case of wildland fire, the road will 
be used again as originally intended.

Legacy
The PWA spent over six billion 

dollars in contracts that kept companies 
working throughout the Depression.
The PWA continued functioning until 
the country diverted its energy to 
wartime production for World War II.
The agency was eliminated in 1941.

The WPA was ultimately the largest agency 
that came of the New Deal. Numerous roads, public 
buildings such as schools, and other public facilities 
and projects were completed under its purview. The 
WPA officially ended in 1943.

Nearly 250,000 veterans served in the CCC. In 1936 
they did eventually receive their promised bonuses.

Of all of the New Deal programs, by far the most 
successful was the one with the acronym of three 
interlocking Cs, the Civilian Conservation Corps. 
The CCC met Roosevelt’s objective of massive 
conservation programs coupled with widespread 
employment and economic growth. They followed 
their slogan, “Putting People to Work”

Nationally more than three million men served 
in the CCC. They constructed over 3400 lookout 
towers and employee housing, joined by hundreds 
of miles of service roads and firebreaks. They 
installed about 9,000 miles of telephone lines, 
almost 1.2 million miles of forest roads and trails, 
and constructed numerous fire stations and public 
buildings. Hundreds of campgrounds were either 
built or improved by the CCC across the country.

One of the corps’ primary conservation goals 
was to plant trees. They planted more than three 
billion trees throughout the country, reforesting 
national park lands, and re-securing the lands 
decimated by the winds of dust bowl.

The CCC built West Murray Creek Road, connecting the fire lookout at Quiggs 
Mountain with San Andreas. Photo by Bonnie Miller, April 2013.
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In the summer months construction activities 
ceased and the workers turned toward fighting 
fires. In addition to planting trees they saved untold 
millions more trees through their fire fighting work. 
Because CCC corpsmen were also fire fighters, they 
were considered the largest wildland fire fighting 
force ever assembled in US history.

The California Conservation Corps
The CCC disbanded in 1942 yet their success 

lived on. California’s monumentally successful 
relief effort during the Great Depression became 
the model and showcase for all of the work 
programs under Roosevelt’s presidency. In 1976 
Governor Jerry Brown created the California 
Conservation Corps for youth, modeled after 
the original CCC. Based on a strong work ethic, 
young men and women between eighteen and 
twenty-three years of age enlist for a year. Project 
work was also similar to the CCC of the 1930s, 
emphasizing conservation work on public forests, 
state and federal parks and emergency assistance.

The California Conservation Corps once had a 
presence in Calaveras County. Between 1977 and 
1981 the corps briefly operated a camp housed 
in the former hospital facilities at the Bret Harte 
Center in Murphys. In 1981 the crew moved out to 
Fricot City when that property became available. 
The young workers were embraced by the county 
for their outstanding work such as their vigorous 

assistance during the floods in 1986. Regrettably 
the corps moved the crew out of Calaveras soon 
thereafter. The Fricot school still displays the 
mural that boasts their slogan: “Hard work, low 
pay, miserable conditions... and more!”

Today the California corps is thirty-seven years 
old and Governor Brown, founder of the CCC, is 
once again governor. It is the oldest, and largest, 
conservation corps active in any state. There are 
twenty-seven permanent camps where members work 
on thousands of projects throughout the year. Since 
inception, more than 100,000 young Californians 
have been a part of this program.

The New Deal was a Good Deal
The New Deal Civilian Conservation Corps 

crews are credited with constructing our national 
park system. The dramatic stone walls that adorn 
Yosemite are examples of the corps’ contribution 
to the national parks. They are also credited with 
building California’s state parks.

The California State Park system was adopted 
in 1927 yet received no significant funding. With 
an annual operational budget of $279,000 and 
dwindling in the 1930s, the state had not provided 
funds for construction or maintenance. For eight 
years the CCC pumped two million dollars annually 
into California’s parks. Between 1933 and 1941 the 
CCC built more than 1500 buildings, structures and 
landscape features. These were the first visitor facili

ties within the new state 
park system. The CCC 
was largely responsible for 
launching our state parks. 

In what was consid
ered the largest public 
works project in the 
state, the CCC worked 
on the reconstruction of 
the historic La Purisima 
Mission in Lompoc.

The “lodge style” 
of architecture, such as 
the Jack Knight Hall and 
other improvements at Big 
Trees, represents the style 
of architecture adopted for 
our state park system. The 
California park system

The CCC crew that worked at the Big Trees in the summer worked at Mt Diablo in the winter. Here 
the Mt Diablo crew builds a stone camp stove, circa 1939. Photo Courtesy California State Parks.
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Footings of the former bridge built by the CCC are still visible on the Oxendine Trail. 
Photo courtesy Dave Gano.

calls the distinctive architecture “park rustic” in recog
nition of the native wood and stone features endemic 
in our parks today. The “Diablo stove” style of camp
ground cooking fireplace, made of locally available 
stone, became a signature CCC stamp on a park.

CCC projects in the west included road and 
trail construction, forest improvements, conservation 
projects such as flood and erosion control, camp
ground construction, fish habitat enhancement, fire 
prevention and suppression, and support for disasters 
such as search and rescue, floods or fires. The CCC 
planted more than 30 million trees in California 
and constructed more than 300 fire lookouts. State 
park improvements included visitor centers, comfort 
stations, picnic tables and landscape features.

The industrious CCC also led to a greater public 
awareness and appreciation of the outdoors and the 
nation’s natural resources. Their success illuminated 
the continued need for a carefully planned, compre
hensive national program for the protection and 
development of natural resources.

The benefit of having served in the CCC was 
invaluable. Service in the CCC helped the men 
economically as well as improving their physical 
condition and morale. For decades following the 
depression employers preferred to hire men with 
CCC experience. Employers believed that anyone 
who had been in the CCC would know what a full 
day’s work meant, and how to carry out orders in a 
disciplined way.

Many corps members who had been brought 
to California to work during the Great Depression 
chose to stay. Because of the skills gained through 
their conservation and construction work, former 
CCC crewmen obtained positions working for the 
forestry, utility companies or construction firms 
throughout the Mother Lode.

By the time the economy had recovered the 
New Deal programs were winding down. Funding 
for most programs was discontinued in response to 
growing tensions in Europe. When the world turned 
from economic depression to world war, the United
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States was ready. The CCC corpsmen proved to be a 
ready-made army of men who understood diligence 
and discipline. Many CCC workers left their civil 
service to join the military service.

The New Deal had been a good deal for 
California. The CCC had existed for fewer than 10 
years, but left a legacy of strong roads, bridges, and 
beautiful buildings across the country and specifi
cally throughout California and the Mother Lode. 
This year 2013 marks the eightieth anniversary of 
the Civilian Conservation Corps. Structures like the 
Jack Knight Hall stand as testaments to the skills and 
contributions of this fine organization.
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sterling silver chain purse, musical powder box
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Museum in honor of Rosemary Faulkner’s birthday
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Betty Snyder
of Pow Wow fame passes away

Betty Snyder, 1925-2013

B
etty Snyder, longtime 
friend of the Historical

Society and resident 
of Valley Springs passed away 
on February 1st. Betty is most 
famously remembered for creating 
the Snyder’s Pow Wow, although 
many people today refer to it as 
the Valley Springs Pow Wow.

Betty was born in Oakland in
1925 but came to Valley Springs
70 years ago. Although born a city
girl, she quickly countrified when 
she moved to Calaveras County 
while she was in high school. 
Soon thereafter she met her future 
husband John during WWII 
volunteer activities. She and her 
husband John lived on the Snyder 
Ranch where the couple and their 
family raised cattle. “There were
50 people in Valley Springs when I came here,” 
Snyder once was quoted as saying. That’s quite a 
difference compared to the 3,500 individuals who 
currently make up Valley Springs area.

Nearly 40 years ago the Snyders allowed 
some rockhound friends to comb their property. 
From that simple beginning was born the famous 
Snyder’s Pow Wow, an annual gathering for rock 
and gem enthusiasts that draws thousands of visi
tors each year.

The couple was also extensively involved 
in other community events, helping to found 
Calaveras County’s 4-H and Future Farmers of 
America programs. For many years Betty served 
on the Calaveras County Fair Board. Betty’s 
husband passed away in 2008 yet she carried on 
with her community activities. In 2010 she was 
nominated for Senior of the Year.

Betty also served on the Mark Twain Hospital 
District board, and was an active member of

Mark Twain Hospital’s Ladies Auxiliary. She 
helped to promote Valley Springs through her 
work with the Valley Springs Boosters and 
the Valley Springs Area Business Association. 
She was also a member of the Valley Springs 
Methodist Church and the Historical Society 
where she regularly attended the society’s dinner 
meetings. “She was such a pleasure to know,“ 
recalled one member. “I never heard her say a 
bad word about anybody—she was definitely a 
special lady.”

In her 87 years, Betty clearly led an active 
life and gave much of herself to her commu
nity. She certainly left a legacy with her 
involvement in many organizations plus the 
creation of the Pow Wow, yet she considered 
her greatest accomplishment knowing and 
serving Jesus Christ.

Many people fondly refer to Betty as the First 
Lady of Valley Springs. She will be missed.
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October-December 2012
MaryLee Levy—converted to Lifetime membership 
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Kelsey and Ty Busi—Jackson (gift membership)

Linda McMillan—Placerville

Tom Cole—San Andreas

Denise Ratterman Jackson—Yountville

Eli Kersh-Oliva—Oakland

James Santens—Mountain Ranch

Fred Starr—West Point

Joel Pitto—Valley Springs

Kathy Cochran—San Andreas (gift membership)

Florence White-Hocking—Murphys 
(gift membership)

John Turner—San Andreas (gift membership)

Robert Gilbert—Converted to Lifetime membership 

Brian & Stella Ballard—Glencoe

January-March 2013
Randy Klassen—San Andreas

Mark Trent—Murphys

Patricia Tomajan—Mountain Ranch

Dan Hadley—Novato

Steven Cilenti—San Andreas

Terry Beaudoin—Valley Springs

Jeff & Jenn Olson—San Andreas

Gene & Sonny Quarton—Valley Springs

Sanders Lamont—Murphys

Skip Skyrud—Mariposa

David Bono—Fremont

Duane Bygum—Apple Valley
J
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PLAY BALL!
AMERICA’S PASTIME IN CALAVERAS COUNTY

by Bonnie Miller

T
he origins of baseball are murky.
Some believe that a similar game 
played in Britain, “rounders,” was 

the basis of the game. Others believe that 
a Civil War soldier invented the game in 
this country. Still others believe it was 
formalized by a Colorado mining engineer. 
Regardless of its origin, by the end of the 
1800s the game had gripped the country as 
the primary form of entertainment and the 
single most widely played sport.

There were no televisions, no computers 
or game devices in those days and children 
had to make their own play. Baseball was 
what everyone did and everyone under
stood. Whether people played it or watched 
it, baseball was how the country passed 
the time. Hence it came to be known as 
America’s Pastime.

The country was enthralled with base
ball and so was California. In the 1800s 
the Stockton area was often a delta
land of mudflats, giving it the nickname 
“Mudville”, yet residents still managed to

F.0. Washburn, J.F. Treat Jr, Sam Redmond and Al Francisco are pictured circa 
1890. Note the non-tapered "barrel" shaped bat, and only one glove among 

them used by the catcher. The dapper neckties were a baseball uniform 
fashion up until the turn of the century. Calaveras Archives photo.



play ballgames. It is believed to be 
the origin of the great poem “Casey 
at the Bat.” The poem’s author in 
fact grew up near Stockton and 
never disputed the perceived origin 
of the poem despite others’ later 
interpretations of his poem.

The sport was embraced by the 
communities of the Mother Lode 
and heartily here in Calaveras.
Baseball was the favorite pastime 
for school children during the week 
and adults on the weekends. This 
was the time of hard rock mining, 
ball doping and segregation. Paradoxically, a 
“strike” meant the opposite for baseball than 
it did for mining. Regardless the miners of 
Calaveras played the game with gusto every 
summer. Bailgame headlines and stats were front
page news.

There were A Leagues, Junior Leagues, Minor 
Leagues, Night Softball Leagues, Divisions, etc. 
Generally each county held games between their 
communities and determined a winner for their county. 
The best teams went on to compete in the Mother Lode 
League. The foothill teams were considered semi-pro, 
just short of minors. They didn’t earn a salary but they

often won purses. The Mother Lode 
League included the best of the county 
teams plus all of the other teams that 
could get up the entrance fee to join 
the league. The winner of the league 
would go on to play the winner of 
the Central California or the Coastal 
League in their own championship 
series. The best ball players from these 
games were recruited into the minors, 
and hopefully on to a career in the 
Pacific Coast League.

The ball clubs around the Mother 
Lode were amateur clubs just for fun. 

In theory the players never received pay for their play, 
but teams often received prize money if they won 
a particular game. Sometimes a team would resist 
playing until the purse was big enough. Players were 
also rewarded with uniforms or equipment to outfit 
their team, or lavishly entertained by their community. 
Mary Taylor of Rail Road Flat recalled that the ball 
players were the hard workers, the champions, prized 
and admired by their communities.

Amateur status was not a stumbling block toward 
making it into the minors and did not have the stigma 
that it has today. There were no restrictions regarding 
players and it was not unusual to see teenagers

“The game was 
all kinds of ball— 

good, bad and 
indifferent with the 

noise, confusion 
and wrangling of a 
Donnybrook fair.”

—Calaveras Prospect, 
6/9/1900.

The San Andreas Hayseeds strike a casual pose in the summer grass, circa 1895. Calaveras Archives photo.
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A San Andreas team poses in front of the jail yard. Left to right, F Treat, Geo Stewart, Bill Coulter, Bill Toon (umpire), 
Frank Thomas, Frank Washburn, Al Francisco, Sam E Redmond. Front, Hugh Gillen on the left was the pitcher, 

Bob Thomas on the right was the catcher; circa 1900. Calaveras Archives photo.

playing with older men on the same team. Some 
enthusiastic players even played for more than one 
team in a season.

Highlight of the Weekend
Social life in the hot foothill summers 

revolved around the weekend baseball games. One 
community would host the game while another 
community’s team and fans were the visitors. 
Festivities often started Saturday evening with a 
dance. The host would be sure to provide the best 
food and a band for entertainment. The following 
morning the game would start after church. Fans 
went directly from church to the game to support 
their team. If they hadn’t gone to church they 
dressed in their Sunday best none the less.

“Everyone went to the baseball 
games,” recalled Elaine Segale, when 
asked what attendance was like.

Teams typically consisted of 
just nine or ten players. An injury 
or absence could severely hurt a 
team’s performance. Each team was 
also required to supply one umpire 
for their games. Originally only 
catchers were outfitted with gloves.
Later all outfielders began wearing 
rudimentary gloves to protect their 

hands. When teams changed places at the end of 
the inning the outfielders always left the glove at 
their position by throwing it down on the ground. This 
tradition came from the lack of equipment, so that any 
fielders who had gloves readily shared them with the 
opposing team. Even if the oncoming player had a 
glove, the first player left his glove as though claiming 
his spot in the field. The habit was quickly abandoned 
in the pros as the players found they could trip over 
the glove, yet the tradition carried on in the minors 
for a few more years.

Games had to be played during the long summer 
days as there were no lighted fields. Later, games 
were lit with the headlights of automobiles. Baseball 
was almost a year-round sport, weather and daylight 
permitting. Ball players began practice in large open 

fields such as out at Frogtown as early 
as March in anticipation for opening 
day. “FFfe're born again—there’s new 
grass on the field” enthused John 
Fogarty in his famous baseball song 
‘Centerfield,’ echoing the enthu
siasm of earlier years. Regarding the 
pending season opener, “...exciting 
games will be played,” predicted the 
Calaveras Weekly Citizen on 14 April, 
1900. Such was the confidence and 
enthusiasm for the sport.

“Oh boy; oh boy; 
oh fan; oh fan!

Wasn’t that game last 
Sunday a humdinger 

and a whopper? ” 
—Calaveras Prospect, 

10/22/25
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Baseball games were great 
fun and usually boisterous and rife 
with the infusion of alcohol. The 
ballplayers were highly regarded 
members of their communities 
like local folk heroes. Those who 
did not imbibe were considered 
even more gallant. A ballplayer 
who could withstand his alcohol 
until the completion of the game 
was particularly admired. “77ze 
Murphys lads deserve great 
praise for keeping away from evil 
influences,” crowed the news
paper in 1900, “and remained a 
moral, temperate crowd until the 
close of the game.”

Baseball was originally 
strongly segregated. Black
players did not play with the

Nine players from a Sheep Ranch baseball team pose with their bat boy, circa 1900. 
pros. They had their own 
teams and sometimes their 
own leagues. There were many 

instances though where men of color passed them
selves off as Cuban or Native American. Even Babe 
Ruth was suspected of having African blood.

Fortunately such class rules were more relaxed 
in the amateur leagues. Black or colored teams regu
larly played within the amateur leagues. In some 
cases a team might have had a black player. One year 
a visiting team from Stockton had a black pitcher.
The newspaper felt obligated to point out that the 
team had a “negro-hurler” pitching for them.

Eventually baseball rules and traditions stabilized, 
and baseball had seeped into every comer of American 
culture. Sayings such as ‘getting to first base,’ ‘striking 
out,’ ‘he’s a hard hitter,’ or ‘hitting a home run’ all have 
their origins in baseball. Today one only has to look at 
the ubiquitous baseball cap to understand

Names and Nicknames
The numerous ball clubs that dotted the Mother 

Lode towns had a variety of sponsors. The sponsor 
could be the town itself, a local business or a mine. The 
winning teams from Angels Camp in the mid-1920s 
were sponsored by the local businesses. Calaveras
Cement, the Big Tree Hotel, the Boosters Club, Shell 
Oil, Associated Oil and the Stockton Record all 
purchased a team shirt (with their advertising on the

Calaveras Archives photo.

Any excuse would suffice to get up a game. 
Regular scheduled games were played as part of the 
annual ball season. Other games came from friendly 
rivalries between communities or mines. Fourth of 
July activities almost certainly included a ball game, 
whether part of regular play or just for fun for the 
holiday. And then there were the exhibition games. The 
1921 Fourth of July celebration in Sheep Ranch hosted 
the team from San Andreas. Gate proceeds were split 
60/40 between the host and their guest. The game was 
charged with rivalry, billing it as the battle “For the 
supremacy of the southern mines.”

The best of the players from the Mountain Ranch 
and Sheep Ranch area made up the Sheep Ranch team, 
sponsored by the mine. It was said that so long as the 
team had their fans loudly rooting for them they couldn’t 
lose. Sheep Ranch fans rang the dinner bell at the nearby 
hotel until their opponents were rattled. Before the auto
mobile the team traveled by wagon donated by the Sheep 
Ranch livery. On their return trip in the evenings they 
always stopped for dinner at the Mountain Ranch Hotel.

Some exhibition games ran on all day, as a triple 
header or more. The entertainment was designed to 
appeal to the entire family and captivate their interest 
for hours. The early games were three-inning spectacles 
with grammar school students then progressing in age 
and game length from there.
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Artie Wilson, Charles Ham and Tony Legaggi of the West Point 
team, circa 1900. Historical Society photo.

back) to outfit the Angels players. With several leagues 
to play in, a community might have two teams.

During the Depression the Civilian Conservation 
Corps had a camp at the Big Trees. The corps got up 

their own team that competed heartily in the Mother 
Lode League.

The team names reflected the town, mine or busi
ness that sponsored them. When more than one team 
represented a community then there had to be two 
team names. Often the names were creative expres
sions reflecting the driving economy (mining) or other 
influences of the day. Some amusing names were:

Altaville IronWorkers
Calaveras Diggers
Angels Camp Angels
Calaveritas Cripples
Sheep Ranch Giants
Angels Cherubs
Groveland Excavators
Patterson Panthers
Calaveras Cement Hot Clinkers
Copper Gilt Edges
San Andreas Hayseeds
Sheep Ranchers
Copper Pioneers
Tunnel Camp
White Pines Nine
Stockton Warehousemen
Wallace-Camanches

The County Hospital sponsored a team for San Andreas in 1914. Photo courtesy Sal Manna.
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BASEBALL
BASEBALL

Sunday, October 18th Babe Periotti pitching for Anges

Best Game of SeasonGAME CALLED AT 2:30

ANOTHER FAST GAME

George Stewart, 
circa 1895.

HOI
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Sunday, September 6
GAME CALLED AT 2:30

Hon 
days i 
at An?

In 1 
traded 
boys a 
the le; 
10-9 vi 
in. two 
and th 
ley Sp 
went i:

L CllS

MODESTO REDS
Champion of San Joaquin Valley

VS.
ANGELS

Champions of the Mother Lode

Oakland Colored Giants
VS.

ANGELS
Champions of the Mother Lode

Home run—A. Carley; 3 base hits— 
E. Segale, “Keyser”; struck out by 
Segale, 7; by Carley, 7.

INNINGS.

The second half of the race for the 
pennant in the Mother Lode League 
is nearing its close, and there is going 
to be some hustling to see who can 
carry off the prize.

There are but two more games and 
on. the evening of August 26 the peo
ple will know who and what and all 
about it. Conjectures are many but it 
would take a Missouri lawyer and a 
corps of expert accountants to figure 

■lout the many things that could and 
might happen.

di

R
G 
al
.01 
;+.

from the tall timber were unable to01 
,U1 come so a pick-up nine was formed , 

from the visitors and gave battle to 
the El Dorado team. The regulars4/ 
won by a large score, but the Yanni-a* 
gan’s gave them a lot of good practice.^ 
Will Cleary from San Andreas umpir-di 

' ed the game in big league style. ThcAn 
following is the box score:

■

A Lively Ball Game at.the Little Town

at the Head ot.Murray Creek. 1

■r.

MT. RANCH, April 5, 1917. 
Quite a base;, ball game was held 

here Sunday the-slst. A large .'crowd 
of people fmml the surrounding 
country coming! in to witness it. A 
game was billed to take place-that 
day between the team from Railroad » * * * Jit aFlat but for some reason the boys ' 
from the tall timber were unable to . 
come so a pick-up nine was formed ,
> — 4v. • -x j xxi ~ a d(

' RUNS BY
Murphys.............. 1

Runs................. 0
■|Hits .... .........1

Vallecito .............. 1
Runs................. 0

nHits .................  .0*

ab r. a. PO e
0. Wermuth, 1st b........ . .4 1 oo 12 1
L. Edwards, s. s.......... ..A 0 3 nO 0
A. Carley, p.................. . .4 1 4 6 0
Saunders, 2d b.............. . .4 0 0 0 0
A. Sletten, c.................. ...4 2 6 5 3
J. Oneto, 3d b................ ..4 0 1 1 28
F< Fuzher c. f.............. ..4 0 0 0 oi
Eltringham, 1. f. .... . .4 1 0 0 o|
Carley, r. f.............. . . .4 0 0 0 °ir < • - — — -

32 5 17 27
■ MURPHYS

ab r. a. po e b
“Keyser” c. f................. • >4 1 0 2 o|
Keilbar, 1st b.............. A 4 0 0 15 0|
G. Mitchler, r. f.......... . .4 0 0 0 0 1
J. Segale, p.................... . .4. 0 2 3 o|
J. Morley, 3rd b.......... . .4 1 1 0 o|
G. Segale, s. s.............. . .4 0 6 1 o|
E. Mitchler, c.‘...... ..3 1 5 2 o|
E. Segale, 2d b............. o 1 2 1 ♦j ■

L. Mitchler, 1. f............ . . 3 o 0 0 J I
— — — - |
33 6 16 24 4 I
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E RUNS ARE
I

A

The Bleachers.

By DAN TERZICH
by the big bat of Marvin

Elliot, p.

Babe Periotti pitching for Angels

Best Game of Season

/

Fast. Ball Game as Doped From

0
0
1
1 
0 
0 
0 
0
0

000—2
011—8
000-1
110—8
Ham-

ip

0 
1
2
1
3 
1 
0 
0 
0

Sunday, August 9th
GAME CALLED AT 2:30

Segale’s home run with two me® on,
9 A Angels stepped out into a lead and
4 5
3
2
2
9
5
0
2
0

Total ................................ 33 2 8 27 12
Colored Giants 002 000

Base hits 112 011 
Angels .001 000

Base hits .................. 012 021
Errors—Lumpkins 2. Collins.

ENTIFUL. V. S.
WINS OVER CC€

It was a dandy game, attended by 
the largest crowd ever assembled at 
the local ball park but, sad to relate, 
the Colored Giants won the game by 
a score of 2 to 1. This make the 
games 1-1 between the clubs and a 
third one will be played at a date

 to be selected later. Two errors in the
third inning gave the_ vistors the .vic- 

runs were :as plentiful as hot tor>'- Lumpkins singled with two out.
Collins made first on an error by 

August in the softball games Segale and Lumpkins reached home.
Is Thursday night. Collins later made the rounds on a

single by Hamilton and an error in 
3 first game Valley Springs the outfield by Pic.

laces with the Big Tree CCC

Qwas never headed. The final score was 
19 to 5.
2 A great deal of credit should be 
q given to George “Buck” Segale for 
.handling the team for the past three 
0 years. In the face of a lot of discour-

 

SAN FRANCISCO’S
Fastest Semi-Pro Team

VS.
ANGELS

Champions of the Mother Lode

The outfield did all the feature play
ing, Reese grabbing a lin edrive by

I shoved them in the cellar in Periotti and Pic grabbing a long onv 
a . .by Walker. /US Standings by nosing out a This is the way it looks in figures, 

ory. CCC did all their scoring angels

names, the first, with six runs
seventh with three runs. Val- 
lgs spread out their runs and
o the seventh with a 10-6 lead.

ded to call off the game.
le Stockton side with Babe Ruth 
irst won the game by a score of 
en to four. , Frank Crespi and Ed- stolen 

jolob were among the players go-

dozen balls had been lost it was flton (Colored Giants 4) Segale, Pic 
(Angels 2). Two base hits—Lumpkins 
Paredes, three-base hit—Hamilton. 
Sacrifice hits^-Richards, Beasly. First 
base on balls off—Elliot 3, Periotti 1 
Struck out by—Elliot 3, Periotti 7 

i bases—Meadows, Lumpkins, 
Collins, Allen. Double plays—Lump
kins to Hamilton. Left on bases—Col
ored Giants 6, Angels 10. Umpires— 
Castle, Baker and Ford.

Led
f “Smoky’’ Airola, who crashed out a 

home run, triple and a double in four 
! attempts, Angels defeated the Cala-
3 veras Cement Club Sunday for the
1 title of the second half. As Angel-s had 
^already won the first half, no playoff 
1 will be necessary.
* Landing hard on the offerings of 

__Bill Priest chuckar of the Cementers 
......... 31 l 8 27 io in the first inning, climaxed by Floyd
GIANTS

AB R H
4 
4 
4
4

.... --4
3 

............2
.„__.;.4
..... .... 4

Base Ball ileros 
On Angels Diamond

SEBALL BOYS PLAY 
dTH RUTH AND GEHRIG

■ r ■ * -J— • I

number of the Angels baseball' 
> went down to Stockton last Mon- 
and played in the game with Babe 
d on the Stockton side and Lou 
rig on .the Angels side. The boys 
report that it was a good game 

they ran/ out of balls. Every 
: one of the big league boys would 
i ball some ardent fan would race 
and nail It as, a souvenir. After

Crespi 3b ...................
AB R H O 

....... 5 0 0 0
Golob s.s........................ .... ...5 0 1 2
Segale 2b ...... '............ ....... 5 1 2 0
Paredes, lb. -............ . ........4 0 1 10
Allen, cf...................... .... ....... 4 0 2 0
Periotti, p....................... ...... 2 0 0 1
Custi, c.............................. ....... 4 0 1 8
Pic, rf........................................3 0 1 4

| Cardini, If. ................... ........4 0 0 2
•

TotaL ....
CO!

Walker 2b.
■Dedws, If.
Lpkins, ss.
Collins, 3b.
Hmltn., lb.
Rchrds., c.
Beasly, rf.
Reese, cf.
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It’s easy to mistake past base
ball stats with those of today. 
Some of the names haven’t 
changed. Familiar names such 
as Segale, Eltringham, Airola,
Raggio, Stewart, Jasper, Winkler 
and Castle have dominated game 
rosters for eighty years.

The ballplayers and the fans 
alike favored nicknames for the 
players. The players earned their 
nicknames because of their skills 
or reputations as players. One long evening full 
of game fun and excess liquor left Copper player 
Frank Reddick incapable of speech. When asked 
about the game he could only respond “putt, putt, 
putt.” Ever after his name was Putt Reddick. Judge 
Connell and teammate George Treat were referred 
to as the Jesse James Brothers. Other amusing 
player names were HomeRun Beyer, Mugsy 
McGraw, Bonehead McFall, Tug, Juice, Chappie, 
Lank and of course a player called Miner.

Local Action
An amusing rivalry came from two civic 

groups. The Angels Boosters played the San 
Andreas Progressives in a series of three games. 
The players from the two organizations had to all 
be men over forty years of age. The purpose of the 

games was to raise money for the 
Boy Scouts of each community. 
In another game, the outstanding 
citizens of San Andreas dressed 
as women. The games provided 
immense amusement to the fami
lies and communities of the players. 

Most foothill communities 
had a ball park. In Calaveras 
County San Andreas, Wallace, 
Sheep Ranch, Angels, El Dorado 
and West Point all maintained ball 

fields plus many more. Several locations were 
used in Murphys, on land owned by Mitchler 
or Heulard including one referred to as the 
“Murphys Ball Orchard.” The field in Rail Road 
Flat, called Taylor Field, has hosted baseball for 
more than 150 years. The wooden backstop and 
bleachers are still standing.

George Stewart, later of Stewart’s Garage in 
San Andreas, loved sports. He loved fly fishing, 
deer hunting, or participating in America’s 
pastime. In the 1890s he organized a team 
of “younger” players, called the San Andreas 
Hayseeds, to take on the regular San Andreas 
team. The Hayseeds won and went on to win 
many more. Stewart and his catcher offered a 
strong incentive to try to beat them: they put up 
a cash prize to any member of the opposing team 

who could steal second base 
behind them.

By the 1920s automo
biles were making their way 
into the Mother Lode. Fans 
and players alike could travel 
more easily between towns 
for games if they were lucky 
enough to have a car. One year 
the Angels team played a team 
in Bodie, likely the result of a 
wager between two mining 
companies. The Angels Camp 
undertaker offered a ride to 
the team in his pallbearer’s 
limousine, adding an ominous 
pallor to the trip. Imagine the 
looks on the Bodie ballplayers 
when the Angels showed up in 
a limousine! The Angels need

Amusing exhibition games were played to raise money for community causes. Here 
the players dressed as women. The tall man in the rear is Sheriff Ben Thorn, sporting a 

particularly fetching bonnet and apron, circa 1890.
Calaveras Archives photo.

“Both teams showed 
plenty of pep and 
gave the lusty fans 

plenty of chances for 
lung display.” 
—Calaveras Prospect, 

5/22/15
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The 1921 Sheep Ranch team was known throughout the Mother Lode. 
Lester Canevara is second in the rear with the untucked shirt. 

Photo courtesy Phil Alberts.

not have feared, as Smokey
Airola’s homerun won the
game. The ball he blasted
into the thin mountain air was 
never found. Some say his 
nickname Smokey came from 
his hard batting, but he really 
earned it because his Italian 
skin was so dark.

Lee Raggio was a well 
known player from Calaveras
County. “Of more than local 
fame” noted one newspaper 
account. Raggio played for
Sheep Ranch and Angels
Camp but his reputation 
spread far wider than the 
foothill leagues.

Another Calaveras hero 
was Hy Lester. He lived at
Alabama Hill and played for
the Rail Road Flat team. He was the team’s star 
for several seasons in the 1930s. The list of 
Calaveras luminaries was seemingly endless.

Lester Canevara made it to the minors in 
San Francisco in 1920. After a successful career 
pitching for Sheep Ranch he was picked up by 
the minors. He joined spring training with the 
San Francisco Seals, the same
team where Joe DiMaggio started.
Charlie Stone of Copperopolis 
recalled that when Lester first 
wrote home from his new job 
he asked his parents to send his 
shoes. Apparently the teams and 
the league were so financially 
limited that players had to furnish 
most of their own gear. Lester 
did not make it past that spring 
training, but his roommate Lefty
O’Doul went on to professional 
baseball fame. Nevertheless
Lester Canevara was ever after a 
hometown hero.

Another contribution to base
ball from the Mother Lode was
George Metkovich. His parents 
were immigrants from Autstria 
who lived in Angels Camp when

George was born in 1920. He went on to graduate 
from high school in southern California, and was 
signed into the majors straight out of high school.

Metkovich played ten seasons in the majors 
in addition to time in the minors. He played 
on the winning minor Oakland Oaks team, 
considered one of the greatest minor teams 

of all times. During one stint in 
Boston he went fishing one day. 
He wrangled with a hook caught 
in a catfish and ended up injured 
in the foot as a result. He missed 
several games due to the subse
quent infection to his foot. From 
then on he was known as George 
“Catfish” Metkovich.

Because of Metkovich’s ethnic 
background, today he is regarded 
as a favorite son of Croatia.

An interesting rivalry came of 
the 1925 season. The team from 
Angels Camp won the Mother 
Lode League. Their next match
up was with the winner from the 
Coastal League, a team from 
Oakland, the Colored Giants. The 
two teams played each other in a 
series of three games. The equally 

“The day was all the 
could be desired, and 

the sun smiled askance 
upon the players who 
became warmed up to 

their work in good style 
and also gave the boys 

the proper 'pep’ and 
speed necessary to keep 
the onlookers engaged 
to full tensions all the 

way through.” 
—Calaveras Prospect, 

4/5/19
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matched teams promised exciting 
games and did not disappoint. The 
Angels won the first game 8-7 
in the eleventh inning, shattering 
the eight-game winning streak for 
the Giants. The following game 
the Giants struck back and after 
a grueling game managed to win 
over the Angels at just 2-1. With 
both teams tied in their series 
the game was guaranteed to be a 
sensation. Sadly the Giants won.
The newspapers reported that the 
“Giants Take the Cake” disap
pointingly winning the last game
6-5 and bagging the series.

Regardless of the outcome, 
in the foothills the Angels Camp 
team of 1925 was a winner. At 
the end of their season the Angels 
Camp Boosters decided to host 
the team, the “Champions of 
the Mother Lode” at their next 
meeting. Seventy members of 
the Boosters proudly showed 
up for their monthly meeting in 
December to host the ballplayers.

The Angels continued their winning streaks 
over the next several years. In 1936 they again took 
the league for the third straight year. The Angels 
took the series by defeating the 
team from Calaveras Cement.
Smokey Airola of Angels Camp 
was again the Angels’ star.

National baseball fame 
touched our Calaveras players. 
National heroes often played 
exhibition games with players 
from the minors or semi-pro 
leagues. In 1927 the winning
Angels team went to Stockton 
to play in such a game. Babe 
Ruth played on the Stockton 
side and Lou Gehrig played for 
the Angels’ team. Good fun was 
had by all but the game was 
never finished. Each time one 
of the pros hit a ball a fan would 
run onto the field and retrieve it.

Stockton was declared the winner 
as they were ahead when the game 
ran out of balls.

There is a long standing rumor 
about baseball great Ty Cobb and 
Calaveras County. It is believed 
that he had a friendship and main
tained ties with a family from 
Angels Camp.

Babe Ruth changed the image 
of baseball across the country. 
His slugging brought attention to 
the skills of the hitters. In the 
1920s the image of national base
ball stars changed from pitching 
prowess to hard hitting.

Baseball to Softball
By the mid-1930s softball 

had emerged as another avenue 
for ballplayers. The San Andreas 
Progressives proposed a night 
softball league and staged a game 
to generate interest. The 1936 
Mother Lode Softball League was 
launched and eventually expanded 
to include Divisions I, II and so 

on. The first teams were from the Big Trees 
CCC, Angels Camp, Jackson, Skull Creek, San 
Andreas and Union Oil of Sonora. Over the 

subsequent years the CCC team 
proved to be better than good. 
They were often a game winner 
and leader in the league.

From Iowa came a comedy 
softball team called the Sioux 
City Ghosts who travelled the 
country playing exhibition 
games, similar to basketball’s 
Globetrotters. “They dance, 
sing, wise-crack and have a 
burlesque show that will have 
you holding your sides with 
laughter,” promised the paper. 
In the fall of 1936 the Ghosts 
visited Calaveras County and 
played a game against Angels 
Camp. The game was coordi
nated with the dedication of the

“And just take a look 
at the stolen bases! 
It is a wonder those 

old cripples have kept 
out of jail as long 
as they have. Had 

the District Attorney 
Snyder been there, he 
would doubtless fded 

an information against 
them for grand larceny, 
and Sheriff Cosgrave 
would have had them 
all locked up. Eleven 
stolen bases, against 

two for their opponents, 
was certainly some 

larceny.’’
—Calaveras Prospect, 

8/30/1919

George Metkovich was born in Angels Camp 
and played in the pros from 1943-54.

Internet image.
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newly lighted field at Bret 
Harte High School.

In June of 1937 the
Progressives again staged a 
game to observe interested 
players who could field 
a team. Essentially the 
game was a tryout for the 
players. The Progressives 
pitted the married men of
San Andreas against the 
single men and selected 
the best players for the 
town’s team. The married 
men “ain ’t what they used 
to be,” reported the paper, 
noting the single men’s 
win of 17-6. The game 
was entertaining and did 
its job. The best nine made 
it to the town team.

San Andreas decided 
it was not to be outdone by Angels’ new lighted 
field. The Progressives raised money for lights, a 
grandstand and backstop. Citizens dug the holes 
for the field poles. Angels softballers came to 
town to play under the new lights with a ceremo
nial dedication game. Unfortunately for San 
Andreas the visiting team won.

Also that year the softball league was 
expanded to include women. To kick off the new 
league a triple-header series was played between 
the single women of San Andreas against the 
married ladies. The singles took the series with a 
final 13-8 win.

The year 1941 again saw the team from 
Angels as an all-around winner. They bagged the 
county title 13-6 over Murphys, but it seemed to 
be the end of an era. With the onset 
of war across the globe attention 
moved from sports to more serious 
matters. In an interesting twist, 
the newspaper column celebrating 
the Angels victory lies alongside 
another article about the war draft.
Twenty-four local young men 
were called up to serve the day 
after the big game. The following 
week nineteen more men were 

called to action. The war 
depleted the ranks of the 
pros and amateurs alike 
and baseball declined for 
several years.

The men that made 
up the ball teams of the 
Mother Lode were miners, 
rural businessmen, ruffians 
who lacked the polish of 
the easterners or the Ivy 
Leaguers. But they were 
hardworking men and the 
soul of their town. Those 
who made it beyond the 
Mother Lode League to 
the minors and the pros 
were considered home
town heroes. At the time 
the west coast players were 
regarded as rookies, yanni- 
gans or bush-leaguers. 

That image changed over time as latter day base
ball observers found that the west coast semi-pro 
teams were every bit as talented as the east 
coast pros.

Baseball eventually recovered after WW1I 
and continued to provide entertainment, but 
things had changed a lot in just a few short years. 
Many rules had altered the game and it became 
more structured, more “professional.” College 
experience became as important as skill. In 
1947 segregation in professional baseball ended. 
Lighted fields allowed for games to be played 
in the evenings, any day of the week. The radio 
and later the television brought ballgames in to 
the home. America’s favorite sport had perhaps 
passed its time.

Las Calaveras is grateful for the 
research of old newspapers conducted 
by Cate Culver, and the extensive photo 
collections available at the Calaveras 
County Historical Society and the County 
Archives. We regret that we could not 
include all of the fine photos and stories 
from our neighbors.

The 1907 Wallace Camanches included in the rear Louis Arata, 
Walt Haddock and Bernie McGorray, center Ern Gooding, 

Gene Zimmerman, Geo Reinking and Jack Derivi, and front 
Lee Dean and Elmer Gooding. Historical Society photo.

“A community fields 
a team. These players 
were hard workers and 
the sold of the town.” 

—Brent Harrington, 
baseball enthusiast
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THE SOLE TRADERS
by Bonnie Miller

T
he legal system in this country is based 
on English Common Law. When pilgrims 
and emigrants populated the new world 
that was the system that they employed. Through 

the years it came to be practiced as American 
Common Law.

Society assumed that all women would be 
married. Upon marriage, all of her personal assets 
transferred to her husband. Control of her assets 
prior to her marriage had lain with her father. A 
married woman only conducted business as a partner 
bound to her husband. She did not do business as an 
equal, but as an extension of him.

What society never assumed 
was that a woman would not be 
married, be widowed, or be aban
doned by the husband. A single 
woman, free of the bondage of her 
father once he passed away, could 
control her own assets and conduct 
business as she saw fit without 
question. The question arose when 
a married woman became widowed 
or chose to act independently from 
her husband.

Early American sentiment fell upon the Bible 
as their guiding law. Those who wished to deny 
women property rights quoted the Bible as their 
justification. They claimed that the husband was the 
ordained ruler of the family. He owned everything, 
and he could do with it as he wished. Opponents 
said that to go against the divine doctrine would 
threaten the very stability of social order. A woman 
not aligned with her husband, acting on her own, 
would be partnered with the devil. Besides, she 
needed to be “protected” from the business of busi
ness. What the opponents did not address was the 

husbands who failed to maintain 
their households in order.

The laws regarding married 
women’s property rights in this 
country have a variety of interesting 
origins. A unique Maryland law from 
1674 required an interview between 
a judge and a wife to confirm her 
consent to her husband’s selling of 
her property.

In Pennsylvania a surpris
ingly progressive law was passed 
in 1718. The idea was to prevent

“The trades and 
professions are all open 
to us; let us quietly enter 
and make ourselves, if 
not rich and famous, at 
least independent and 

respectable.” 
—Elizabeth Stanton to the Akron Falls 

Women’s Convention, 5/16/1851



$olc Craters.
An Act to authorize married women to transact btianeas in their own name as sole traders. 

Approved April It, 1M4, 101
6915. Sectiov 1. Married women shall have the right to carry on and transact 

business under their own name, and on their own account, by complying with the 
regulations prescritxjd in this act.

6916. Sec. 2. Any married woman, residing within this State, desirous to avail 
herself of the benefit of this act, shall give notice thereof, by advertising, in some 
public newspaper of general circulation in the county in which sbo resides, for four 
successive week; provided, if any newspaper be published in said county, said publi
cation shall be made in the paper so published in said county. Such notice shall set 
forth that it is her intention to make application to the. district court of said county, 
on the day therein named, for an order of said court, permitting her to carry on 
business in her own name and on her own account, and it- shall specifically set forth 
the nature of the business to be carried on. On the day named in the notice, or at 
such further time as the court may appoint, on filing proof of publication, the court 
shall proceed to examine the application, on oath, as to the reasons which induce her 
to make the application, and if it appear to the court that a proper case exists, it shall 
make an order, which shall be entered on the minutes, that the applicant be author
ized and empowered to carry on, in her own name, and on her own account, the busi
ness, trade, profession, or art, named in the notice; but the insolvency of the hus
band, apart from other causes tending to prevent Lis supporting his family, shall not 
be deemed to be sufficient cause for granting this application. Any creditor of the 
husband may oppose such application, and may show that it is mode for the purpose 
of defrauding such creditor, and preventing him from collecting his debt, or will occa
sion such result, and if it shall so appear to the court, the application shall be denied. 
On the hearing, witnesses may be examined on behalf of either party. Before mak
ing the order, the court or judge shall administer to the applicant the following oath:

“ I, A. B., do, in presence of Almighty God, truly and solemnly swear, that thia 
application is made in good faith, for the purpose of enabling me to support myaclf 
and my children, (if the applicant liave minor children), nud not with any view to 
defraud, delay, or hinder, any creditor or creditors of my husband; and that of the 
moneys so to be used, in said business, not more than five hundred dollars has come, 
either directly or indirectly, from my busband. So hclo me, Gtd/’

widowed women with children from becoming a 
financial liability upon her community. The law 
specifically cited the real life cases 
of the wives of mariners, deserters 
and adulterers. Through this 
law needy Pennsylvania women 
could conduct business and make 
an independent living, thereby 
supporting herself and her family.
The law also allowed that an aban
doned woman was no longer liable 
for her absent husband’s contracts.
When the husband was found to be 
healthy and just shirking duty or 
perhaps engaging in adultery, his 
estate could be sold to settle the debts left behind 
with the wife.

New York in 1771 also required that a judge 
meet privately with a woman to confirm her approval 
of the sale of her property. It also required that her 
signature, as well as her husband’s, be on the deed 
being transferred.

Married Connecticut women in 1809 were 
permitted to execute wills regarding their property.

One of the more unusual laws passed, and 
oft-cited, was based on Native American tradi

tion and had to do with slavery. In the 
Chickasaw culture, a woman owned her 
own property. In 1839 in Mississippi a 
Chickasaw woman sued her husband over 
the ownership of a slave she had owned 
prior to their marriage. The court ruled 
in her favor, recognizing the woman’s 
cultural traditions and rights. The ruling 
became a landmark case for women’s 
property rights.

The single case that most directly 
affected California women was from New 
York in 1846. One of the reasons cited by 
the New York proponents was the idea of 
taxation without representation. They felt 
it inappropriate for abandoned or widowed 
women to be responsible for paying taxes 
when they had not been involved in the 
business matters that brought about the 
tax. They drafted a law giving women the 
right to conduct business.

Western thought
The earliest California pioneers must have 

been forward-thinking individuals. The Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo specifically 
laid out instructions mandating 
that American Common Law be 
blended with the civil laws being 
practiced in California at the time. 
The existing Civil Law was greatly 
influenced by the Spanish or 
Californios who inhabited the area 
prior to statehood. In the Spanish 
culture, the woman was allowed 
to own her own estate and conduct 
business. The instruction from the 
treaty laid the ground work for 

allowing women to conduct their own business in 
the new California.

Will Support Herself.

Cecelia Keesing has asked the Superior 
Court to be appointed a sole trader on the 
ground that her husband, who has become 
financially embarrassed, does not provide 
sufficient support for her. She will open a 
millinery store._____

San Francisco Call, 4/4/1891.

“Any married woman 
availing herself of the 

benefit of this act, shall 
be responsible for the 
maintenance of her 

children.”
—1856 Amendment to the 

Sole Trader Act
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At the same time that a nugget 
of metal from the American River 
was being tested at Sutter’s Mill, 
thereby launching the great Gold 
Rush, a convention of women was 
again meeting in New York. The 
feisty New York women who had 
been so instrumental in their 1846 
law were continuing to convene 
and work to further women’s rights. 
While the rest of the country viewed 
the property of women as under the 
control of her father or husband, 
California chose to be different, 
more like New York.

When the first representatives met 
in Monterey in 1849 to draft California’s 
constitution, several of the members 
felt the New York law had merit in the 
new society. The driving force was a 
group of bachelors, led by an attorney 
from Monterey named Henry Halleck. 
He argued that allowing married 
women to do business would entice 
the right kind of women to the state. 
Married women, he felt, possessed the 
skills and acumen needed in the terri
tory. Opponents argued that allowing 
women to do business would 
undermine the very nature of 
marriage, fearing “two heads 
in one family.”

The bachelors won the 
argument. They used the 
progressive 1846 law from 
New York as their model 
where women’s property 
rights were concerned. They 
did not, however, grant her 
the right to do business in 
her own name. She could 
not operate alone, or be a 
sole trader.

The Sole Trader
A young inexperi

enced senator from the 
Shasta County area, Philip 
A Roach entered the

“In the new Code of Laws 
which I suppose it will 
be necessary for you to 

make I desire you would 
Remember the Ladies, 

and be more generous and 
favourable to them than 

your ancestors. Do not put 
such unlimited power in 

the hands of the Husbands. 
Remember all Men would 

be tyrants if they could.
Ifperticular care and 

attention is not paid to the 
Ladies we are determined 
to foment a Rebelion, and 

will not hold ourselves 
bound by any laws in 

which we have no voice, or 
Representation.” 

—Abigail Adams, in a letter to her 
husband, March 31, 1776

California Legislature early in 
1852 and quickly went to work. 
Within two months he had intro
duced a bill which passed on April 
12, 1852, as the Sole Trader Act. 
Representing Calaveras County 
was Assemblyman William P Jones, 
a Whig, and George E Young, a 
Democrat. In the senate was John 
Y Lind. It is not known how these 
individuals voted, but we must 
assume that they supported the act. 
Calaveras County was in the heart 
of the gold action, and the skills 
of any and all women who chose 
to work in the gold fields were 
appreciated.

What exactly did being a regis
tered sole trader mean? It meant 
that a married woman could 
conduct business in her own name. 
She could earn a living and keep 
her earnings, and she could incur 
her own debts. She could sue and 
be sued. The law only applied to 
married women and had no affect 
on the marriage.

The new law allowed women 
to engage in business 
in their own name. She 
was required to petition 
the court and be granted 
the designation of “Sole 
Trader.” She could not 
invest more than five 
hundred dollars (some 
accounts say five thou
sand dollars) toward her 
venture, but she could 
retain all proceeds from 
her business without the 
consent of her husband.

The original intent 
of the law was to address 
women who were widowed 
with children. The idea was 
that the orphaned family 
could become a burden 
upon society. It was also

Henry W Halleck of Monterey drafted major portions of 
California's first constitution and proposed progressive 

rights for women. National Archives image.
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recognized that most women had 
saleable skills. If the woman was 
allowed to work for pay, then 
she could become self-sufficient 
and support her children, thereby 
avoiding being a financial burden.
The law by no means intended 
to provide more flexible financial 
opportunities for women. Rather, 
the law was written for women 
to pursue honorable skills such as 
opening a restaurant, or operating a 
laundry or boarding establishment.

It was also recognized that some 
women were abandoned rather than 
widowed. Most common were the 
wives of seamen who risked being 
lost at sea. Others were women flat 
abandoned by a husband no longer 
interested in his family. They faced 
the same plight.

The law radically changed how 
women did business in California.
It provided the necessary stop-gap 
measure to allow a widowed woman 
to provide for her family, and it 
allowed the woman’s skills to be 
available to society. What it also did 
was permit abandoned women to 
keep their selves afloat.

Four years after its passage the
Act was amended to require the married women to 
advertise their intentions in the paper. There was 
a flurry of legal notices posted as they had to be 
completed within six months of the passage of the 
new law.

The reasons women gave for 
their need or intention to conduct 
business were as interesting 
as they were varied. The most 
common reason cited was that the 
husband had been unsuccessful 
at mining and could not support 
her or the family. Or, "Husband 
wants to go into another business 
separately by himself” claimed 
one applicant. Another wanted to 
support her child from a previous 
marriage. One woman stated that 
her husband had become "finan
cially embarrassed.”

Auguste Sandrough petitioned 
the court in San Francisco in 1892 
to allow her to open a restaurant. 
The newspaper reported "She says 
that her husband has been uniformly 
unsuccessful in business ventures.” 
Margaret Trestler in Sacramento 
gave no reason as to why her husband 
could not support her in 1856. She 
just wanted the Sole trader designa
tion "for the purpose of serving up 
coffee... and oysters...”

It wasn’t only the wives that 
advertised matters in the papers. In 
one account, an aggrieved husband 
resented the new direction his wife 

had taken. In 1854 he placed the following ad in the 
Daily Alta California: “NOTICE. My wife, Mary 
E J Barrett, having unjustifiably left my bed and 
board, I do hereby forbid all persons harboring or 
trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no debts 

of her contracting from 
this date.”

The amendment 
passed two years later 
addressed exactly his 
concern. In addition to 
advertising, the 1856 
amendment reiterated that 
the husband could not 
possess her income, but 
also clarified that he was 
not responsible for any 
debts she incurred.

Elizabeth Smith, 
do in presence of 

Almighty God, truly and 
solemnly swear, that 

this application is made 
in good faith, for the 

purpose of enabling me 
to support myself and 

my children and not with 
any view to defraud, 
delay, or hinder, any 

creditor or creditors of 
my husband; and that the 
moneys so to be used, in 
said business, not more 

than five hundred dollars 
has come, either directly 

or indirectly, 
from my husband.
So help me, God.” 

—The oath sworn by sole traders, 
according to the 1856 amendment 

requiring advertising
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Married women who had ne’er 
do well husbands took advantage 
of the law. Technically the women 
were not widowed and perhaps not 
even abandoned, but the husbands 
were unable or unwilling to finan
cially provide for the family. Under 
the common law, all of the woman’s 
earnings ended up in the hands of 
her husband, at the expense of her 
family. Her golden dreams were 
going up in smoke, or more likely 
in alcohol vapors. These women 
were driven to commence a busi
ness in their own names and legally 
be allowed to keep their income for 
their own purposes.

The architects of California’s Sole 
Traders Act probably never under
stood the possibilities unleashed by 
the new law. The law itself was passed 
just prior to another Act requiring 
ranches to conduct annual rodeos. 
This prioritization almost indicates 
the insignificance with which the 
issue was regarded. Yet the Act fore
told major significance in women’s 
business rights in California.

An 1858 legal notice in 
Sacramento announced a woman’s 
intent to conduct business as a Sole 
trader. In the notice she claimed 
ownership of one half of the family’s 
farm. This action indicated the tone 
that was to dominate sole trader status 
thereafter. Women wanted half of what 
they had worked for in the marriage, 
setting in motion California’s new 
community property laws.

With their new status as prop
erty owners, married women 
pursued not only business interests 
but social causes. Mrs A B Taylor 
in San Francisco chose to establish 
a beneficiary society. The primary 
employment of women during the 
gold rush was prostitution and she 
wanted to reverse that trend. She 
opened an office that provided refer-

Aa Important Doetefca—-Th* BlgUte of 
Mair ted Woman as SoU Trod.ta.

-Mvvks v*. H'bs. S. If Utt*-- Upoa Ito
If 1*1 vf thu caac At jury rctarovd a v-rdwl <■ 
favor vt tto A aaw tnai i» aakvJ for, us
«to groatvd Qml tto vvrdtet » ag«ia»t Ito tvtoawcu 
aod contrary to tto tewoeimm A tto C-art.

Tfce >rvmrrty i« eMUvnrqr Uvtefl apo** by 
tto Arfefedasi sadw-asd by ’ lrtu« <4 aa eavcattoa | 
matted to tovw <&t Ttoosaa and agaim*

K-pjatciO. Tto ptoofaff, wto is tto w»fe <4 
Jacob K’pprtets, claims that tto jwujwrtr beloa/a 
to bar; that #to i» a trader, and *• rtteh *$■ 
<joir«d it la the nw of Mary Jfotta* v». l>. X. 
Hunt, I er<tm«ol«d briefly tto art aatb>f
>n»g married sromsra too«nd*K» batons** >a ttoir 
C*»B a»d aadsaVoVad U> rail pubbc alteutwa
to tto real latent sad d*tog» <A tto net. I rvausrfc- 
rd that it was fergwod, laadvblr and toaer-
otent purposes, tot resorted to, 1 feared, io too 
a nay cases. tor ttopwp1’** *4conrtwlrog property 
• nd porpacral ng wrossg; that it was tateodsd to 
pr&i.Ti tto buaeat a»d i»d«siri«us wife ag>>n«t aa 
>»pe>>e ideal, Win and husband, to *a»r
to tor tor •srosog*, Ito «4 tor labor and
indaatrv. **• A* to etsabte tor to s«j>p»rt torsel! and 
tlotto, bed, vdnetfe M*d mtetMtt tor children, 
that >t pot. intended to tod »«*d aaatat ba«b*ad« 
in noecsalieg ttoir j.rojwrlr—n«4 f Mended to Je- 
Srade tto hastobd wto toeosoioj tto aiaro of bte 

i* wife. t told Ant, in order to proven! fraud, 
Ito few wwld not vntor tto wife to aasumn tto 
prorioe* oerapatwn aad to«io**s «4 tor bus toad, 
and yet permit tto bmtoml to ewMnt la «to 
maaageOHtal aad evnduel <A il under tto aaautoed 
name of agent, nor r eU it »«<#r a buatoto in 
toitorraMed circamateMM* to taro>«b mean* to bis 
wife b» coabfe tor to civvy aa buwoe»« a* a note 
tranter, and *>’ defeat Ito rightsif creditors; that 
Ito l>K»baod stouM to ja*t toforo be yrtxcoua, 
and that tto statute bad trot ctocgrd Ate nite tA 
AneMMMB tow.

Tto fact that» warned wuatMi decbww toe i»- 
teatron of carrying un a tomartB wwr«>ng*toal, »»• 
toewtoog and nnwiud to a wmnao, dtooof itself 
afford grto# A*'** emto&cn of frauduhtul ‘«* 
toat. VfioMn are rattor wsotottd f>»r the hard’ 
ware, blaei«uitoi»jt, earjswtortog and bficliwuit- 
tag boaioeaa, vet w fi»d, m rtfem-acv to wr pub- 
i c oaahmaprtt, ttoi i^*y pnetrtid to to 
each and rrerr uf ttow purwiita and «cew- 
jmVoea. »» itoir agent, tbctr husbands,
wbo pretixjsiy earned r*u tto aanw busioeaa m 
ttoir own names.

The iavr waa ixtt intended to aid and aaaiat a 
man wto» tod toO'-n - uafortonate iu towoesa. Tto 
law was e*»t pamed tor tto toosfit of Ito husband ; 
il wax not enacted for tto purp,M’' °f saving to 
him or to bis wife 4»» oartoog* and tto pnxwd* »«f 
ki» labor. It wss •«nly intended enable tto wife 
to sate for toiwtf or childtto result* ’»< tor 

industry, to cnabte tor to engage in busiore#, 
to build it np to tor own ecerty, by tor ‘-wn labor 
and work, nto by that rf tor toad. I f to a»d« 
and towsate tor itt ito-lf h fes a tosinwa ia wMcfe 
to was prwrtiMtsly esgagW—-«f to enanageu, »apef‘ 
lateada aod eoatrufe sa tto ws«b« manner m he did 
wton to earned it w in hi# «w» name, H atfvrda 
atrong, if md conclusive, eridcoca of fraud. In 
my npiaio*. for tto puryoaoof pvrrewtiog fraud, 
tto husband ought not te> to pertnitted to ir.terfere, 
to aid, aaasat, i»»w»ge or oustnd in any way or 
manner, tto tosiaea.% whsc*» the wife is •>ir.d»c’ing 
<« » xto trader, ao matter wtottor it is • feiworsa 
ia which tto b»>*torid wax prerituMly n.gsged «r 
not; and I am not prepared to say that auch »« »-*d 

i tto law If it ia not, ttoa the a«t upeoa a w ide 
i door to fraa I. and it should to e»ttor rsymsled <*r 

amended If ttoboaband cau kgslly act ■* tto 
agent rd bis wife nod auprtmtend and manage a 
bnainae* which tto is carry wg o® a* a sole trader, 
a very con ventral war U nlfirdcd, and without 
much chance of defeetkuj, fur the husband to con* 
real his property and avoid the payment of bis 
debta.

In this case, it appears from the evidence, that 
Jacob Rippatein, aemit two yearn since, kept a 
public boose * few mites from thia city, known as 
the Tivoli House. He toauuo unfortunate in Vusi- 
tieaa, and failed. Shortly thereafter bis wife de
clared tor intention of carrying on the bmmro A 
farming, buying,welling and rwuiae »/<«•! , tovitig, 
selling and trading in ; keeping a hotel
and doing jpwwdtn moat, if nut m all, 
of which occnpatinns tor ltu<«tot.<l had toe® en
gaged previous to hi* failure. Il Joes not appear 
tbat the wife entered npoo any of those various 
pursuit* until about May Jaat, aa abe bad accoin- 
Canted and remained in the mines with her bus- 

tod until about that date. In May last, however, 
they both rrtsrned to tfei* ptecr, and shortly after- 
ward* tbe Tivoli Hwm b opened in tto name of 
Mr*. Rippstem. and *ht baa eter since pretended 
to carry it on. The etitott sh iwa that Jacob 
Kippatein manages and controls tbe biurioess, tbe 
same now as be did when the house was carried 
<>n id his own name. He receive* the money, pays 
the bills, purchases mod nf the arlicies warned for 
tbe bouse, hires tto tor-keeper# and employees, 
and superintends everything except the kitchen 
department. In all this be pretends to to acting 
as tto agent of bis wife. This, I bare eodeavured 
t<> show, the law will not permit, and. moreover, I 
am saltaficd that tto agency is a mere pretence; 
that Kippsteia is conducting tbe to* in tom io the 
name of bis wife, f»r the purpose of hiding and 
concealing bi* property from his creditor*. If tbe 
jury i* this €Me bad to*d tto slightest regnnl to 
the instr actions ©f the Cowrl, they would have re- 
turned a diflereot vrtdicl, and ttoreby asred to 
both parties much additional expense and litiga
tion. As il is, 1 am compelled to interfere and set 
th* verdict aside.

A new trial is granted • emits to abide Use etept, 
A. C. Moxsox, District J udg>-.

Sacramento Union, 12/1856.

rals to distressed women who desired 
respectable employment.

Not all cases of sole traders were 
good for business. In a few rare 
cases couples tried to take advan
tage of the law. The wife registered 
as the sole trader but the husband 
conducted the business or even other 
businesses. Assets were hidden from 
creditors between the various enter
prises. When debts accrued the 
two got to pointing at each other 
in order to avoid responsibility. 
Later amendments attempted to 
discourage such collusive behavior 
in unscrupulous couples.

Calaveras County Women
The Calaveras County Archives 

has two books that list the women who 
registered as sole traders between the 
years 1854 and 1906. Within those 
volumes are several names that stand 
out in our county’s history.

On October 23, 1854, Elizabeth 
Spicer registered her intent to 
conduct business in ranching and 
dairy operations. So did Nancy Ann 
Bean of Cave City in 1855. This was 
a common occupation of women who 
registered as sole traders.

February 19, 1868, Zelia Dennis, 
wife of Napolean Dennis, listed an 
inventory of her personal property 
prior to their marriage. This registra
tion of her properties functioned as a 
pre-nuptial agreement.

Elise Gatinelli of Happy Valley 
opened a tavern and store. Mary 
Antonia Green in Moke Hill brewed 
beer and ale for sale. Christina 
Oppenheimer, also of Moke Hill 
opened a general trading post in 
1856, and two years later Mary Musto 
too opened a store for merchandizing 
in nearby Mosquito Gulch. In Angels 
Camp Fredericka Barkhorn opened a 
billiard saloon, provided lodging and 
sold liquor.
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I/XOW ILL MW Bl TMBMB PML. 
Ilk BEMTB, that L BABBAR.A M. WlLWM,
Witham W ib«*» feMdMMr *• l*® cBy aad earni? «bT Baa 
Fr<»e»*ro and Mtate or California, do hereby malto and mate 
ltd thta »jr «iectoratioo, ttao* and after ttoa date to tom* 
a «®te trader, **a*tor and by virtaa < as Art MttW, “ .<» 
Act to authorise aiarrtrd *<*a«ra to tatotot bu«iar m< in ihwr 
ew tann mi eote tndtn,H farm'd Afol 1^ IK&: and I fw- 
tibar drclare, that the btw«ie*» MtUth I itHai tn carry ua m 
heeptaf aB«r ait* Mm» etmmsrtml therewith, nod that I 
wilt be rwpmiibb ismy <wi mb* tor all debt* cuauwied 
by me to? Mbt « attauai M Mtol tamam s sad I timber 
declare that the rod tniainera will be roratoetod by me ta 
*>«d tawny, ««4 that the oaaat of eMBftMg »wc»ted m »a«d 
be«la*M h hwa thaa taoib^mad doth^

MIS RABBJHA JL WILSUM.

ST1TB OF CAMFO1XIA, CWMTY OF SAM RUM
OBCU-Oa lht« Wb day < February. l£M, ywwaaMy a^ 
peered before w BAMBABA M WILSOY ta am k no w a ta 
•a the |NMWNI wlto rivaled the ioto*oiMf dec lar-atom. and 
bwibff by me e ram wed *eyarair and a^art frvm bar hatband. 
derUred that aha rwded the M*«»e Irwlr aad totamtordr, 
sad fw the am* thereto coatotaad.

la teetfaammr whereof, 1 km«e hereaato mt my hand and 
aBUed my «cW teat

BAWL. H. OWIMBIX 
f Wktl Motary Fabhc.

Alta, 10/15/55.

Catherine Fischer of Jesus Maria conducted 
butchering and ranching. Adaline Holland, Mary 
Dorsay, Delila Scroggins, Celia McNichols and 
Eliza Dowling all raised poultry or had dairies for 
making milk and cheese for sale.

Margaret O’Neill opened a store and oper
ated the O’Byrnes Ferry. Eliza McCoy stated she 
was going to do blacksmithing and mining, while 
Bridgit Rice of Chili Gulch stated she was going to

On Her Own Hook.

Auguste Sandrough has asked the Superior 
Court to give her permission to carry on a res
taurant and bakery as a sole trader. She says 
that her husband has been uniformly unsuccess
ful in business ventures.

San Francisco Call, 1/3/1892.

do ditching and wood cutting. Mary Eliza La Forge 
went into the business of loaning money, while 
Eliza Osborn went into real estate. In all almost one 
hundred women in Calaveras County registered to 
conduct business as sole traders.

Tuolumne County had equally robust married 
women pursuing their own businesses. In the first 
eighteen years after the Act was passed, 131 women 
registered as sole traders in that county.

Economists have determined that the Sole Trader 
Act was a significant component of California’s 
early growth. Married business women contrib
uted significantly to the economic stability of the 
burgeoning territory.

Modern Views
Women have gained many business rights over 

the subsequent years. An 1856 law dictionary did not 
recognize the term Sole Trader, yet over the intervening 
decades many states passed such laws. By 1900 all states 
had given women substantial control over their own prop
erty, a far cry from the colonial attitude. In 1911 women 
in California gained the right to vote yet it was nine more 
years before the Nineteenth Amendment passed giving 
all women in this country the right to vote. In 1964 the 
Civil Rights Act assured that women could no longer be 
subjected to legalized discrimination thereby nullifying 
the need for the 1852 Sole Traders Act.

Conflicts in California still existed as late as 1971.
The California Business Professions Code 
mandated that women could not tend bar 
(again for their protection). Violators were 
guilty of a misdemeanor, subject to imprison
ment for up to three months in a county jail or 
a one-hundred dollar fine. The only exception 
was if she owned the establishment as a sole 
trader. The California Supreme Court had to 
address the legality, and silliness of invoking 
the code. These sorts of conflicts were finally 
put to rest when California fully rescinded the 
Sole Trader Act in 1980.



Senator Roach, the man who brought the Sole 
Trader Act to fruition in California went on to a long 
career in the legislature. Sadly his landmark efforts 
to gain women property rights were overshadowed 
by the fact he was also very active in the anti
Chinese sentiment.

Abigail Adams, wife of President John Adams, 
wrote many letters to her husband while he worked 

LEGAL NOTICES.

STATE OF CAJL1FOH5IA, City and
Cooaiy of SacrMBcnto,

I, MKLMA BARTON, wife of David L Bartos. of 
laid city, do hereby make thio cay declaretioa that I la* 
und from tbit date to carry oa aad traaaact bualcen la 
my own name aad on my own account, la accordance 
with the law of thii State entitled “An act to aatheriae 
teamed women to transact taulacM I a their own names 
ai sole tradera,’’ patted April 12u>, 1SX2; that the boat- 
ce«i the intend! to follow ii Teaming, dealing in Lom- 
btr, Prodace aad CoaJ. aad that the Intends to inveit 
the proflu of her said boainess and the rents and hiues 
of her separate property in building* and uaprorement*: 
aad that the amount of capital employed in said bash 
neat is n^t exceeding five the stand dollars.

MRL1A8A BARTON
Stalo of California, County of Sacramento, i«.—Tb'.f 

lSth day of Anae, A. O. lb%, personally appeared before 
me. the undersigned Notary Public. Mrs. Melissa Bar* 
ton. wife of Daval L. Bartos, to ms periosaLy knows to 
be the person who subscribed and made the abovs de
claration. and personal/ made and declared her inUu- 
tlom as a sole trader, as above set forth.

)—. Witness my band and notarial seal the day 
u s. • and year last above written.
— * N. R. WILSON.
JelS-W Noury Patdie.

Sacramento Union, 7/7/1856

at the country’s Continental Congress. In 1776 she 
implored him to "Remember the Ladies” while he 
drafted the laws of the country. Her astute advice 
was insightful, yet it took almost two hundred years 
for the ladies to be considered equal.

Such discriminating laws that limited women’s 
power and participation in business were done 
with the argument of “protecting”
them. It was thought they would be 
trading their soul to the devil to go 
against such unnatural rules of the 
household. In truth such discrimina
tions served to stigmatize women as 
inferior. It also eliminated half of the 
business competition.

The California Gold Rush 
afforded pioneering women new 
opportunities never experienced 
before. With the help of a little law 
called the Sole Trader Act married 
women could save their families 
as well as contribute to the socio
economic fabric of their community.

Today all business people are on 
the same level playing field. Women 
no longer need to differentiate them
selves by publicly declaring their 
intent to earn a living.
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profits of her business 
belong exclusively to her 
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FIRPO OF SAN DOMINGO CREEK RANCH
by Bud Ponte

Editor’s note: The border collie or shepherd dog 
has long been a favorite working dog and companion 
of Mother Lode ranchers. In this 
reminiscence Bud Ponte explained 
the importance of the dog in the 
life of a ranching family. He also 
gave us a thoughtful window on 
the daily lives of early Calaveras 
County residents in the 1920s. 
Through his memories we can 
learn much of the details of the 
norms or hardships of that life.

Gloyd A. “Bud” Ponte was 
the eldest of Louis and Mabel 
Pontes six children and a third 
generation Ponte in Calaveras 
County. The Pontes were among 
the early gold rush settlers in this
area. Bud was born at the San
Domingo Creek Ranch in 1917 
where his family ranched. He 
attended the Esmeralda School 
with his brothers until the sixth 
grade. He then lived with his aunt 
and uncle in Salem, Oregon and 
later completed his education in

Washington. Eventually he and his wife Eloise returned 
to the area. He liked to say that his family had had the 

same neighbors for over 150 years. 
But Ponte served two terms 

as President of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society from 
1987 to 1989. During his tenure 
he worked to successfully expand 
the Calaveras County Museum. He 
was particularly proud of his part in 
preserving the only one-room brick 
school building remaining in the 
Mother Lode area. He also served 

The collie shepherd is a favorite among 
ranchers for their hard work and loyalty. The 
dramatic black and white coloring attracted 

young Bud Ponte. Share image.

as an advisor to the Smithsonian 
Museum in Washington DC on 
replicating an early California 
miners cabin for exhibition.

Bud Ponte wrote this story in 
1992for his grandchildrens enter
tainment. It was found by his family 
years later among his papers. Las 
Calaveras is grateful to Dana Dee 
Carragher for submitting this to 
us for consideration. Bud was well 
respected and today we fondly miss 
him. He passed away in 2007.



Firpo of San Domingo Creek Ranch

S
ometimes in the evening after the day’s work 
is done I will sit and think of the times of 
my youth.

It was my privilege to be born three quarters of 
a century ago on the family ranch on San Domingo 
Creek. It was then a large working ranch with several 
families, all related, in residence. Older members of 
the family had lived there since 1851, sixty-six years 
before my birth.

On the world scene it was a quieter time. California 
was comprised of mostly regional communities with 
few large cities. Many families lived on farms and 
ranches that were nearly self supporting. We went 
to town perhaps twice a year. Radio, television and 
electricity on the ranch were far in the future. Because 
of this, my whole life consisted of the ranch and its 
happenings. That remained so until I became a student 
at the Esmeralda Grammar School.

Our livestock was diversified. There were horses, 
cows, goats, sheep, pigs and many types of fowl. Cats 
and dogs stand out in my memory. Dogs and cats were 
not usually kept on as pets on ranches those days. 
They were expected to perform duties. Cats caught 
rats and mice and hunted 
ground squirrels and gophers 
in the field. Dogs guarded 
or herded the livestock and 
since they performed various 
assignments a number of dogs 
were kept.

When I was just a little
boy, the ranch dogs were 
Mertoo, Airdale, Dick, Shep,
Reno, the goat dog with no
name, and Firpo.

Mertoo was a big dog 
who did not work the stock. 
His job was to patrol the 
barns and pens where stock 
was kept and protect them 
from coyotes, foxes and other 
varmints. Sometimes at night 
when I was tucked in bed, a 
coyote would howl way up 
on Thompson’s Ditch. Mertoo 
would answer him with a long
howl and barks, letting the 

coyote know that harm would befall any coyote 
entering the barnyard.

Airdale was a cattle dog. He was a herder which 
means that he worked cattle from the front. In 
contrast, Dick and Shep were heelers, working from 
the rear. They nipped the cows’ heels or pulled their 
tails so that they would move forward. With Airdale 
in front and Dick and Shep behind, stock of all kinds 
could be easily moved about the ranch.

My grandfather was quite old but very active. His 
work day included moving some distance in overseeing 
the ranch. Reno was acquired to be his companion. He 
was at Grandpa’s side or heel at all times. Should an 
accident occur somewhere on the ranch, Reno would 
be sent for help. If there was a pet dog on the Ranch, it 
was probably Reno. If an accident had occurred, Reno 
would have done what Grandpa told him to do.

The goat dog remained with the goat herd at 
all times. He was not allowed to come to the Ranch 
House or be petted. He was taken from his mother 
before his eyes were opened and nursed on a goat 
and grew up with their kids. The goats accepted him 
as a member of the flock and he no doubt thought 
of himself as a goat. He was given food at the goat 
corral each evening. He guarded the goats on pasture 

all day, brought them to the 
corral in the evening to get his 
food and remained guarding 
them throughout the night. 

In those days, everyone 
living on the ranch had 
work assignments. The men 
worked the fields or with 
livestock, the women in 
the homes or gardens, with 
teenagers helping wherever 
assigned according to their 
interests and capabilities.

Young children from four 
to seven years old were allowed 
to play in designated areas, 
checked on from time to time 
by the adults. Domesticated 
and wild animals were present 
in the pastures used as play 
areas. Not all animals could be 
trusted around small children. 
Years before, a seven year old 
boy, a family member, was

Luis Angel Firpo of Argentina gained fame in the United 
States when he fought Jack Dempsey in 1923.
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struck in the back and killed by a sheep ram. Parents 
were especially concerned about the danger of mean 
animals, snakes, and old mine shafts. A well trained 
dog serving as a companion and guard added a great 
deal to children’s safety. It was for that reason that 
Firpo came into my life. This is his story.

Firpo’s mother and father were owned by my 
aunt and uncle who also lived on the ranch. He was 
a collie Sheppard mix and had he not been selected 
for me, he would have become a stock dog on some 
ranch. My parents took me to see the litter about two 
weeks before the puppies were ready to wean. Dad 
said that I could select a puppy for my own when the 
time came to wean them. That would be in another 
two weeks. Those were the longest two weeks of my 
life. Dad reserved the right to overrule me if he did 
not agree that the puppy selected would be trainable 
to serve as a child’s companion-guardian. Dad was a 
very good dog and horse trainer.

When the time came, 1 was a four and a half- 
year old standing before the litter prepared to make 
a selection. It was not easy because the puppies 
all looked good. Dad probably encouraged me in 
making the proper selection more that I knew but 
finally Firpo was selected and taken home. The 
bright black and white color won out. We did not 
name him for a long time. We just called him Pup, 
but when he was finally named we called him Firpo. 
About that time there was a heavy weight boxing 
champion from Argentina fighting in this country 
whose name was Firpo. Dad was a boxing fan and 
knew all about him. He was called “Firpo, the wild 
bull of the Pampas”. Our puppy was named after 
him. Unlike the fighter, our dog was always quiet 
and sedate, gentle in all respects. That is, unless he 
felt that danger was eminent. When the circumstance 
presented itself, he would immediately assume his 
protective role and act accordingly. He was my 
protector friend and companion for many years.

During the latter part of April or early May each 
year, children shed their shoes and went barefoot 
until the fall months. Boys and girls went bare
footed to school and it would have been unusual to 
see children wearing shoes. The soles of our feet 
became like leather and we could walk miles over 
rough ground without being hurt. There were dangers 
though, the primary one being rattlesnakes. Snakes 
shed their skin each year and during part of the shed
ding time they are partially or totally blind. They are

The well camouflaged rattlesnake has long been a threat to 
Mother Lode ranchers, even if they are partially blinded when 

they shed their skin.

highly unstable during the shedding and will strike at 
anything without warning. Snakes are cold blooded 
animals and respond to hot and cold weather. When it 
is cooler they love to stretch out in the warm dust of 
a trail and sun themselves. There is a danger of bare 
feet stepping on them during this time. A rattlesnake 
bite is always a serious injury and can be fatal. Firpo 
always walked ahead of us on the trail and on at least 
two occasions saved us from being struck by snakes. 
The first time a large snake had swallowed a wood rat 
and was lethargically lying in the dusty road digesting 
his food. Since he was not moving and blended with 
the dust so well it was hard to see him. We would have 
stepped on him if Firpo had not blocked our way. He 
would block our way by turning sideways in front of 
us and not allow us to pass. We knew something was 
wrong and when we looked closely the snake could be 
seen. Firpo received many hugs and pats for saving us. 
He was a dog that loved to be loved.

The second time that Firpo saved me from a rattle
snake was on a part of the ranch called Gold Hill. The 
coyotes had been bothering the goats and I was sent 
out with the band to protect them. Firpo and 1 were 
following the goats along a narrow mountain trail. 
The trail passed a rocky ledge which was the home of 
a big rattlesnake. Mr. Snake was perturbed with all the 
goats passing, their bells ringing and probably struck 
at them several times. Because of all the noise created 
by the goats, I did not hear him buzzing, but Firpo did. 
He blocked my path and dashed forward, causing the 
snake to strike at him and allowing me to observe his 
whereabouts. Had Firpo not taken this action 1 would 
almost certainly have been struck. Being very young
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The George Washington lunch pail was popular with young 
children in the 1920s, but was actually a tobacco tin covered 

with advertisements.

and small at the time, and a long way from home, 
there is good reason to believe that I would not be here 
today to tell this story if he had not taken the action 
that he did.

Firpo and I first visited the Esmeralda School one 
year before we were actually enrolled. Each year Miss 
Moore’s students presented a Christmas program to the 
entire neighborhood. Each one of the students received 
a dictionary for participating. The candy and cookies 
were excellent and even a gift was received. My part 
in the program was to relate the story of the Fox and 
Goose. Firpo and I both seemed to like the school and 
I looked forward to going the following year.

During the first year the walk was easy for me 
as my older cousin, Cecil, who was 12, walked with 
me. The walk to school was over mountain trails 
and about a mile and a half each way. Firpo went 
along and played with everyone at noon and during 
recesses. When we were in class, he slept on the door 
mat at the front door. The school was moved at the 
beginning of my second year, from High Mountain 
to Esmeralda. My older cousin had graduated and 
Firpo and 1 were left to walk to and from school 
alone. Firpo became even more important to me as 
I was only six. We followed an old Indian trail from 
the ranch to the school. It led over the mountain 
through a part of Pozar’s pasture.

The Pozars had a young bull in the pasture. He 
was part Holstein and part Herford. Holstein bulls 
are known to have fiery tempers and can be very 
dangerous. That young bull soon found out that it 
was great sport to scare a young boy and his dog on 
the way to school. He would sometimes bellow and 

paw the earth, then charge us part way and back off. 
During this display my hair would be standing on end 
with fright. Sometimes he would stand behind bushes 
along the trail and as I passed would snort and charge 
off through the brush. It is said and it is true that 
should a human be afraid of an animal that the person 
will exude an odor which tells the animal of that fear. 
The bull and Firpo knew my fear. Firpo reacted to my 
fear by being very reserved, perhaps confused, when 
the bull became more aggressive. The family told me 
to carry rocks in my pocket and throw them at the bull 
and show him that I was aggressive. It didn’t seem 
to be a fair fight but I would give it a try. The next 
time the bull played his game I ran at him, throwing 
the rocks and yelling. He seemed very surprised and 
confused by my action. He stood shaking his head 
without moving and Firpo, taking his cue from me, 
flew at the bull in a rage. He bit the bull on both hind 
legs and pulled his tail. They went flying down the 
trail ahead of me. After that Firpo was especially alert 
on the trail through the pasture and more than once 
punished the bull with a bite for his misdeeds.

There were a number of donkeys at the school. 
Our teacher and some of the students rode them to 
school. During recesses and noon we were allowed to 
ride them. The donkeys did not enjoy our game and 
soon learned to balk or buck us off. Firpo accepted 
the responsibility to correct their misbehavior by 
nipping their heels. When we were bucked off he 
sympathized with us and rounded up the donkey so 
we could get on again.

Firpo shared lunches with all of the students. We 
took lunches from home in those days. I carried mine 
in a George Washington lunch pail. The large tobacco 
companies sold their pipe tobacco in lunch pails for 
advertising purposes. Firpo sometimes had a more 
tasty lunch than I because he received bits of lunch 
from all the students. Sometimes my sandwich was 
made with Crisco and sugar filling. Firpo didn’t always 
eat so well at home. Dog food as we know it now was 
not available. Dogs ate scraps from the table and special 
foods prepared for them at home. Sometimes our dogs 
only had boiled potatoes to eat for several days.

During my school years Firpo stayed with me 
throughout the day, and only one time did he leave 
me. I was seven at the time, and when we were sent 
out for the afternoon recess he could not be found. 
I panicked. The thought of going home along the 
trail was horrifying. My tears became sobs and my 
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sobs became wails. My teacher said that that was the 
loudest noise ever heard in Esmeralda. No one knew 
why he left me and went home. My parents were 
concerned when he came home alone and they came 
over the trail to get me.

When 1 was in the 4th grade our Angora goat 
herd numbered over 100 head. Angora goats are quite 
fragile and require a great deal of care. They often 
present problems such as not returning to their home 
corral at night. They like to establish beds in the 
pasture where they would like to begin feeding the 
next morning. That is a problem and almost always 
results in a tragic loss to coyotes, bobcats, mountain 
lions and owls that like to dine on tender goat meat. 
Coyotes usually kill one to eat, but mountain lions 
will kill several during an attack. They think it is 
great fun. Such losses soon reduce the goat herd and 
are very costly to the rancher. On those days that the 
goats did not come home in the afternoon it was my 
chore to go find them and bring them in. The goats had 
made several beds about the ranch. Their favorite was 
on a mountain that we called “the Rocks”. One late 
afternoon Firpo and 1 were dispatched to bring them 
in. Just prior to reaching the mountain where the bed 
was located, we passed along a slope called a bench. 
On the bench there were several
large boulders, one of them being 
the size of a small cabin. As we 
walked along the bench we could 
hear the goat bells ringing. We 
knew that something was wrong, 
that something or someone was 
bothering the goats. They were 
moving about in confusion and 
we did not know why.

Firpo was upset. He was 
growling and pushing against
me. We did not think it was a 
good idea to rush up to the goats 
not knowing what was causing 
the problem so I decided to climb 
the big rock to see the goats from 
the top. When I climbed to the 
top and looked at the goats, this 
is what I saw.

There was an old coyote 
among the goats. He was acting 
very oddly. He was whirling 
around, chasing his tail. He 

would jump up in the air and yelp, fall on the ground 
and roll around, whining and gritting his teeth. The 
goats were fascinated by his actions and seemingly 
in a trance moved continually closer to the coyote. I 
knew that he would soon select one of the goats for 
his dinner, so coming down from the rock Firpo and 
I ran toward the goats. Firpo made a run at the coyote 
that started away. Firpo jumped on the coyote and as 
they passed me, Firpo was riding on the back of the 
coyote. Oddly, the goats did not wish to move or act 
as they should for some 10-15 minutes. I think that 
the coyote had them mesmerized. Some older rela
tives on the ranch were convinced that coyotes could 
hypnotize animals and have them follow them to 
their dens where they were killed to feed the coyote’s 
puppies. Some of them had seen coyotes do what this 
one did and also saw large bones at the dens. I don’t 
know if that is true, but I did see the goats in a state 
of confusion as they watched the coyote that day.

A cousin watched a large gopher snake charm 
a bird so that the snake just picked it up and swal
lowed it. I have saved a small rabbit from a snake 
and found the rabbit wanting to go right back where 
the snake was. I have also seen sheep that have been 
attacked by stray dogs, been saved from them and 

then if not restrained want to go 
back to the spot where the dogs 
attacked them.

Firpo and I were inseparable 
friends and companions for quite 
a few years and then one day we 
moved from the ranch to the State 
of Washington. Firpo could not 
go with us so he remained on the 
ranch in the care of my grandfather. 
Grandfather took good care of him 
but he missed us very much. He 
lived for two years after we left the 
ranch. During this time he went to 
school every day and came home 
alone in the evening. I never saw 
him again but have never forgotten 
him either. He is not remembered 
as a dog but as one of the family. 

If there is a dog heaven, I 
know he is there, a companion 
to some little boy or girl, 
walking the mountain trail and 
that he is happy.

Gloyd "Bud" Ponte was a fourth generation 
rancher in Calaveras County and served two 
terms as the Historical Society's President.

Historical Society photo, 1989.
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ARTHUR EARL HADDOCK 
CALAVERAS’ LANDSCAPE ARTIST 

by Bonnie Miller

F
rom the golden hills of western Calaveras 
came one of the West’s greatest artists. The 
offspring of two pioneer families who settled 
western Calaveras County, Arthur Earl Haddock 

was introduced to his life’s passion in the one-room 
schoolhouse where he first held a box of paints. He 
would go on to study under Maynard Dixon 
and produce thousands of painting in his 
lifetime, most of which he never sold or 
showed. He was an intensely shy man who 
worked for years at a job he hated so that 
he could pursue his painting. Inspired by 
the simplicity and charm of the foothills 
around Wallace, Haddock would become 
one of the West’s most accomplished and 
prolific artists few have heard of.

“Painting and living were for Arthur 
Haddock, languages whose meanings he 
contemplated in reclusive and shy existence, 
guided only by his feelings. He understood 
art as self creation; a diary on canvas 
which recorded the cycles of his psyche. The 
act of painting was a private transaction. To 
keep it that way he decided early on not to 

depend on the sale of his art for support. To make a 
living, which he called making coins, he worked for 
thirty years as a railroad man. The night ticket and 
baggage clerk at the Stockton Santa Fe Depot was a 
job he despised.”

—Ernesto Mayans

Some ruins and a spring at the base of a tree are most of what is left of the 
historic site of Catt's Camp, now shadowed by the Lake Camanche dike. 

Photo by Bonnie Miller, 3/2014.



The first home built by Arthur's parents, William and Emma Haddock. William 
is on the far left while Emma sits on the porch with baby Arthur, circa 1895. 

Calaveras County Historical Society photo.

Settling Wallace
The origins of this amazing painter are the pioneering 

families who settled in early California. On his father’s 
side, the Haddocks came from sturdy English folk. 
George Haddock was a stonemason who married Rosetta 
Holt, a dressmaker in his hometown of Newcastle. They 
married in 1852 in London and set out on their journey 
that brought them to California. After crossing the 
Atlantic to North America, they headed south and crossed 
the Isthmus of Panama. Next they travelled up the west 
coast of North America to California. Lastly they trav
elled by steamer to Stockton, eventually settling near the 
western edge of Calaveras County. They had 
two sons, Ezekiel Charles and William.

Arthur’s maternal ancestors followed a 
different route to California. English emigrants 
in Belfast, Maine gave birth to a son Charles 
Henry Little. He married a woman from 
Pennsylvania, Angelina Metz. The couple trav
eled to California by the overland route. Little 
was a wheelwright by trade so had no problem 
securing a position in a wagon train. Forever 
after he would regale his offspring and their 
children with vivid stories of this adventure. 
Charles and Angelina had three daughters, 
Lecta Loretta, Lizzie and Emma, and a son 
Henry. The family settled in a place called 
Catt’s Camp, an area also near the north
western border of Calaveras County. Little 
built the family home with lumber sawn from 
sugar pine logs, topped with a cedar shake roof.

Catt’s Camp was a trading post supplying 
miners who travelled from Stockton, about two 
and a half miles west of the town of Camanche. 
Little raised and sold horses to the stage opera
tors who transported people and goods through 
Catt’s Camp on their way to the mining commu
nities further east. The camp was located along 
the route that followed the southern banks of 
the Mokelumne River. Eventually this route 
was abandoned in favor of a more southern 
road where a railroad would run. Today we 
know this newer road as Highway 12.

George and Rosetta’s older son Ezekiel 
Charles married the Little’s older daughter 
Lecta. This union would produce five children, 
including Walter Haddock who remained in the 
area. Walter would become his own family’s 
informal historian, to whom we are grateful for 

much of the family history. Walter himself was somewhat 
of a local hero, such as his successful career in baseball. 
But it was Walter’s cousin who became the artist.

In 1883 the community of Wallace was established 
as a railway station with the construction of the narrow 
gauge San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada Railroad. The 
railroad owners felt it was inappropriate to name the 
new community Catt’s Camp. Instead, the town was 
named for the surveyor who laid out the rail line.

The Haddock and Little families were significant 
contributors to the settling of Wallace and western 
Calaveras County. The two families were joined by the

Members of the Haddock and Little families gathered in 1895 for this photo in 
front of the Little home. Arthurs mother Emma is to the left of the baby buggy, 

Arthur is the baby on the right, and his grandfather Charles Henry Little is seated 
to the right of the buggy. Historical Society photo.
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union of Charles and
Lecta. Interestingly the
couple’s siblings also
chose to marry. So 
two Haddock brothers
married two of the
Little sisters. William
Haddock and Emma
Little were married
on June 28, 1893.
They decided to build 
a house across from 
her father’s ranch, just
north of the little town
of Wallace, closer to 
the old Catt’s Camp.
Two years later their 
first and only child,
Arthur Earl was born 
on April 10, 1895.

Arthur grew up near the communities of Clements 
and Wallace and never forgot the hot, dry foothills, “... 
a foot of dust in the summer, and a foot of mud in the 
winter...” was how he described it. Yet despite such 
cynical words, he enjoyed the foothill communities and 
their raw beauty.

Wallace served primarily as a rail stop on the line 
between the valley and the gold communities further 
to the east. By this time Wallace was a busy commer
cial outpost, and a community of nine homes plus two 
saloons, a livery, a grocery and a blacksmith. Arthur’s 
father William worked as a teamster driving a wagon 
pulled by six horses, no doubt furnished by his father 
in law. He delivered supplies and garden groceries 
from Wallace to the gold camps.

Arthur’s mother Emma also contributed to the 
support of their little family making clothes and lace to 
sell. For entertainment she played the organ. Emma’s 
brother Henry was a blacksmith in Wallace but also 
talented on the violin. And so was her husband William. 
With Emma’s organ music, and William and Henry’s 
violins, they made a fine musical trio. Occasionally 
they would play for hire. They would load their small 
orchestra of three, along with Arthur tucked safely 
inside, into a buckboard wagon made by William, and 
would travel to play for square dances.

Despite the apparently lively home life and upbringing, 
Arthur was a quiet and shy child. He was known to hide 
under the bed when visitors came by the house. But 

he adored his parents 
and loved doing 
things with them. He 
recalled waiting by 
the window, gazing at 
the horizon for hours 
in the afternoons 
while waiting for his 
father to come home. 
He fondly remem
bered going for walks 
around the country
side with his mother. 
When they spotted 
the higher ground to 
the east called Bear 
Mountain, she prom
ised that the bear 
would never come any 
closer to harm them.

In 1901 William purchased three lots of Block B in 
the Wallace Townsite, next to the school. He paid $50 
to Mary Ives Crocker of San Francisco for the land. It 
appeared that the family wanted to move to town.

When Arthur was about seven his father quit 
hauling for a living. Henry had taught blacksmithing to 
William and sold him the business. William was kept 
busy repairing the iron wheels that moved every kind of 
cart, buggy or wagon necessary for the transportation 
and commerce of the day. By the time Arthur was eight, 
he was working alongside his father. He reconstructed 
the wheels needing repair, and built wagons with his 
father, each wagon finished with eight coats of paint. 
He worked this way for three years.

His father “.. instilled in his son a sense of devotion 
for things well made, an unerring wit, and a dry sense 
of humor” explained Ernesto Mayans, Arthur Haddock’s 
biographer. These traits learned in the hot or muddy foot
hills of Calaveras County remained with Arthur.

The Young Artist
Arthur attended a little one room schoolhouse, the 

same one his mother had attended. It is understood to 
have been the school called Washington Elementary, 
built on the county line. No trace remains of that school, 
however an identical school still exists in Wallace that 
was built around the same time. The only difference 
between the two schools is the number of posts on the 
front porch, and a side porch on the Wallace school.

Arthur Haddock is the only child not looking at the camera in this photo of 
Washington Elementary School in 1905. Photo courtesy Ernesto Mayans.
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Over the years the 
county boundaries 
and populations have 
changed, confusing 
the matter further.

When the railroad 
built Wallace land had 
been set aside for a 
school but the rail
road company failed 
to build the school. 
Arthur’s grandfather 
Haddock was one of 
the first trustees who Ira Crouch and Arthur Haddock, circa 1928. Photos courtesy Ernesto Mayans.

Arthur was a 
typical boy growing 
up in the early days 
of the century. 
When he had lived 
in the country he 
had hunted game 
with his father. He 
liked to play base
ball and build model 
airplanes. And he 
liked to draw. He 
helped his father 
build their new

worked to obtain
funding for the construction of the school. In 1886 it had 
been completed with labor donated by the community. 
The original building was one room with an asymmet
rical porch wrapping around two sides. The building was 
constructed on a small rise, well above ground for protec
tion during floods. Five tall steps led up to the entrance. In 
the summer the building was shaded by a large oak tree.

It is likely that young Arthur attended both of 
these schools during his youth, depending upon where 
his parents were living at the time. The Wallace and 
Washington schoolhouses made a lasting impression on 
the boy and he revisited those memories continuously 
throughout his life.

“His work has its origins in the quiet valleys and 
mountainsides of California” explained Mayans. Arthur 
vividly remembered the day his interest in painting was 
sparked. When he was nine, the school children were 
given a box of watercolors to paint with. It changed his 
life. Many years later he could still describe that day: 
“They gave we students a little watercolor box, and then 
the teach would go out in the school grounds right up to 
the hillside in back and get a wild buttercup and put that 
up in a vase and expect the students to paint that buttercup 
in watercolor, the most difficult media of all. It was ridicu
lous, but anyway, thats the first thing I ever tried to do.”

Unfortunately Arthur’s painting, and his time in 
Wallace, came to an abrupt halt three years later. 
Arthur’s father had sold the blacksmith business for 
health reasons and turned instead to working as a 
traveling salesman selling hardware. In 1905 William 
and Emma sold the lots in town for only ten dollars, 
leaving no evidence that they ever built a house there. 
The Haddocks moved to Santa Rosa two years later to 
accommodate William’s new job.

house, providing the 
preliminary drawings. Once the house, and much of 
the furniture, was constructed by the boy and his father, 
his father noted that the new walls were too bare. He 
encouraged his son to abandon his pen and ink draw
ings and try his hand again at color. Arthur created a 
painting that hung proudly in the new Haddock home. 
Over time several paintings by Arthur adorned the walls 
of the Santa Rosa home.

In 1915 the Panama Pacific International Exposition 
showed in San Francisco for nine months. Arthur visited 
the show several times throughout the year. He was 
particularly drawn to the paintings exhibited in the Palace 
of Fine Arts. Arthur began to explore deeper with colors 
and pigments in his paintings, yet again his interest in art 
was derailed.

William Haddock passed away in 1916 in a nursing 
home near Placerville leaving his widow Emma and 
his only son Arthur alone. Arthur escorted his father’s 
body back to Wallace for burial. Emma’s finances were 
severely strained after William’s illness and she was 
forced to put the beautiful Santa Rosa house up for sale. 
Arthur dutifully sought employment to support them 
and obtained a job with the Southern Pacific Rail Road 
as a clerk. They moved to a modest house in Stockton.

Arthur performed various jobs in various locations 
for the rail road, establishing for himself a pattern that he 
maintained for the next thirty years. The job suited him 
and served him well. He purposely worked the night shift 
so that he would have his days free to paint. He was also 
exempted from service in WWI due to his work with the 
rail road, a job considered essential to the war effort.

A friend of Arthur’s from Santa Rosa introduced him 
to Maynard Dixon in 1917, launching a 30 year friend
ship. Dixon encouraged Arthur to paint nature by viewing
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Wallace Depot circa 1910. Historical Society photo.

it, not imagining it. For one month Arthur attended the 
San Francisco Art Institute, but for the most part his 
training was from working informally with Dixon. He 
immersed himself into a dedicated career as night-time 
rail road clerk, and day-time artist. His rail pass allowed 
him to travel to western locations to study landscapes 
up close, producing an immense body of work almost 
entirely of landscapes. During the day his favorite places 
to visit to paint included Valley Springs, Farmington, 
Wallace, Jenny Lind, and Camanche, among others.

One evening in 1928 while working at the Stockton 
Depot Arthur met a teacher traveling 
through. He slipped her his card with a 
handwritten apology that he was unable 
to secure a desired berth for her on the 
train. Ira Crouch had been teaching in 
Nevada and was heading to her home 
in Wortham, Texas. Apparently Ira 
was not inconvenienced with the berth 
she received and was intrigued by the 
polite, tall thin man whose card simply 
stated that he was an artist. A friend
ship ensued and they corresponded 
throughout the following year.

That next year Arthur and his 
mother travelled to Santa Fe and Taos, 
New Mexico to vacation and for Arthur 
to paint. Ira met them there. They would 
return again the following year and were 
married in Santa Fe on August 18, 1930. 
For the next twenty years they would 
periodically travel to Santa Fe and Taos 
to vacation and paint. But life in Stockton 
was becoming uncomfortable for the

Haddocks. Ira and Arthur continued to 
share the house with his mother, while 
he maintained a separate studio. "Money 
goes out, and there is no return. Just 
canvas," his mother observed.

The Painter Evolves
Arthur continued to paint and study 

under Dixon, and occasionally showed 
some of his work, but for the most part 
he kept his paintings to himself He did 
not seem interested in selling his paint
ings. One time he submitted a glamorous 
painting to a Hearst publication for consid
eration for a cover and was rejected. "You 

are a rail road man. Paint those mountains with the solidity 
they need to hold a train," Dixon advised his protege.

He primarily created landscapes, painted with oils. 
Although he preferred natural landscapes, he would also 
paint hundreds of scenes of rooftops or buildings. Over 
one ten year period he painted the same view out his 
studio window 200 times, emphasizing various aspects of 
his view. He kept meticulous notes, logging every painting 
carefully in notebooks. On the backs of paintings he might 
note if it were painted from a photo, or which paints and 
pigments were used to create the piece. If he felt a painting 

Haddock painted this oil of Wallace with its railroad crossing in 1946. 
The schoolhouse with the large oak tree is in the rear. 

Reproduced by permission of Ernesto Mayans.
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was not ready, he would not sell it, 
no matter if he were offered a high 
price for the piece. He was known 
to purposely destroy a painting if 
he felt it incomplete or inadequate.
He was not bound by the demands 
of commercial success since he 
had his night job. He explained 
that his paintings were an educa
tion rather than a finished product.

The 1930s were strained 
for Arthur as he continued to 
balance his rail road work at 
night and his pursuit of painting 
perfection in the day. In 1936 
he again took up the frustrating 
medium of watercolors. But the 1940s threw even more 
twists into Arthur’s life. WWII prompted Ira to get a 
job so as to contribute to the national effort, while the 
war continued to darken the national mood. Despite the 
convenience, Arthur was tiring of his job. He had grown 
to dislike it, and despised "the cruel ways of the rail
roads ” he explained. He watched too many employees 
treated unfairly by the big company. Arthur suffered 
bouts of depression and destroyed much of the work 
that he created in this time.

In 1941 Arthurs mother passed away while he and Ira 
were on a painting journey. He returned home to see that 
she was buried near Wallace alongside his father. In a short 
span Emma Haddock passed away, Ira’s father in Texas 
died, Arthur lost the lease on his Stockton studio, tension 
with the railroad escalated, and then his friend and mentor 
Maynard Dixon died. In 1947 Ira and Arthur decided to 
make the move to Santa Fe permanent.

Later years in the
Southwest

Arthur occasionally displayed 
his paintings in various shows 
between Stockton, Santa Fe and 
Taos, but he never saw any great 
commercial success during his 
lifetime. This may have been in 
part due to his deep shyness, or 
because he did not produce paint
ings that he felt were commercially 
appealing. He painted art for 
himself, producing material that 
he felt was not appealing or desir
able to consumers. "They want 
a small, inexpensive oil with an 

adobe in it," he said. He suffered many rejections from 
galleries and artists’ associations that blackened his 
opinion of the art world. He was leery of galleries and 
their motives. Once a gallery dealer had assisted him in 
a move and several paintings disappeared. The paintings 
reappeared later on the market. Haddocks fastidious 
habits of journaling his own works came in handy.

Despite his obvious lack of commercial success Arthur 
spent the next thirty years expanding his art for his own sake. 
He and Ira built a house in Santa Fe that they named Calle 
Pena. They spent their time between Santa Fe, Taos and 
Prescott as Arthur continued to paint the fascinating south
western landscape. In time he opened a frame shop, and Ira 
went to work at a bank for additional income. He was happy 
to highlight the work of other artists while downplaying 
his own art. Throughout his entire career he continued to 
employ the fastidiousness, detailed organization and work 
ethics that he learned from his father. The diaries where he 

noted his paintings and travels employed the same neat 
handwriting and were said to resemble the logs he had 
maintained as a rail road clerk.

In 1969 EBMUD destroyed or buried under 
reservoir dike construction most of what remained 
of Catt’s Camp and the Little Ranch. The cemetery 
that contained William and Emma’s remains was 
removed, and they are believed to have been rein
terred in Lodi. The construction of Lake Camanche 
required that most of Arthur’s childhood memories 
be inundated. One would think that such acts of 
desecration would infuriate him. yet the memories 
and appeal of the foothills remained intact. In 1946 
he had painted the Hogan Dam during one of his day 
trips while he worked nights. It was one of the few

This bird’s eye view of Valley Springs was created by Arthur using oils 
in 1929. Reproduced by permission of Ernesto Mayans.

Arthur painting in Taos in 1929. 
Photo courtesy Ernesto Mayans.
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The Washington Elementary School was the subject of numerous 
paintings produced by Haddock late in life. Watercolor #1199, painted in 

1977, reproduced by permission of Ernesto Mayans.

paintings that survived that dark period in his life. That 
painting remained hanging in Calle Pena in a quiet comer 
near Arthur’s favorite chair, for the rest of his life.

In Santa Fe Arthur befriended Ernesto Mayans who 
began to accumulate biographical information about 
Haddock. In 1971 Mayans corresponded with the Calaveras

of the painter, from the impetus of his bleak childhood 
surroundings to the fully developed landscape artist.

Arthur Haddock of Wallace was an amazing painter 
and an unusual man. He was the only member of his two 
pioneer families who attempted to retrace the routes his 
grandparents took to reach California. He saw only one 
movie in his life, and he felt that the necessity of eating 
took time away from painting. All his life Haddock 
considered himself a student of his art, and his paintings 
each a learning experience. He pursued his art solely for 
himself without concessions for others. Today western 
art experts believe that Arthur Haddock was every bit as 
good as his mentor Maynard Dixon. Arthur’s views of 
the western foothills and eastern Sierra are particularly 
stunning. And we remain grateful that today the foothills 
and the mountains continue to inspire great artists.

Note: Las Calaveras is grateful to historian Judith 
Marvin for preserving the memory of Arthur Haddock 
in Calaveras County. We are also grateful for the assis
tance and permission of Ernesto Mayans of Santa Fe, 
NM, for making this project possible.

County Museum while conducting research for a book 
he would write about Arthur. Arthur’s relationship with 
Wallace was again renewed in 1977 when he was contacted 
by his cousin Walter. Walt was requesting a painting of 
the schoolhouse that they had attended as boys. Nothing 
had changed, he reported, except the big oak tree that had 
shaded the school was now gone. This request possibly 
sparked a new trend in Arthur’s later work. He spent most 
of his last years repainting his earlier works, continuing to 
pursue perfection. His numerous studies of the Wallace and 
Washington schoolhouses became an important compo
nent of his later work. His biography contains three 
versions of this view that meant so much to him.

Ira and Arthur had no children of their own, save a niece 
of Ira’s who lived with them for a short period in Stockton. 
Through every twist and turn, Ira had remained by his side. 
“If Arthur sacrificed everything in his life for his art, he 
could not have realized any of his accomplishments without 
Ira s loyalty of fifty years. She made it her role to provide him 
with stability. One of the measures of her grace was that she 
never regretted the sacrifice,” summarized Mayans.

In their last years Arthur and Ira moved to a smaller 
apartment. They converted two rooms into a studio for 
Arthur and he continued to paint there until his last day. On 
August 28, 1980 Arthur Haddock passed away. In 1989, 
with Ira’s assistance, Arthur’s biography was published. The 
book beautifully presents Arthur’s art. It explains the journey 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN MARSHALL
CALAVERAS COUNTY’S FIRST ELECTED SHERIFF, PART 1 OF 2

by Bonnie Miller

B
enjamin Franklin Marshall, Calaveras County’s 
first elected sheriff was one of our most 
fascinating and possibly controversial historic 
figures. His public service and personal documents 

tell the story of a fearless pioneer lawman. The same 
records also describe a tale of conflict, confusion and 
controversies. Balancing family lore with 
first-hand accounts and public records, we 
will try to set the record straight.

The mystery behind the man started with 
his birth. Over the years he claimed a variety 
of hometowns and ages for himself. Little is 
definitively know about Marshall prior to his 
military service. There we know he served in 
the US Cavalry, listing Kentucky as his home 
state. In subsequent census records Marshall 
listed himself as born in Ireland.

His family often repeated that he was 
born in 1798 in Louisville, Kentucky. That 
would make him fifty years old when he 
arrived in Calaveras County in 1848. That 
is not unreasonable, as the only known 
early picture of him indeed shows a mature 
man. However the California state census

of 1852 that listed Marshall as a sheriff conflicts 
with that story. He noted that he was 32 years old 
and had most recently lived in Kentucky although 
a native of Ireland. Likely he thought of himself as 
Irish, with his father being the native of Ireland. This 
would place him as born in 1820. Many other sources

This tattered 36-star flag belonged to the Marshall family and today resides in 
the Calaveras County Museum. Photo by Bonnie Miller, January 2014.
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confirm that later birth date, 
although noting that he was born 
in Tennessee and not Kentucky. 
Tennessee and Kentucky were 
fully formed states by this time. 
Many residents considered them
selves as natives of the general 
area and not specific to the state.

Las Calaveras and Marshall 
fam i ly descendents have attempted 
to confirm his family’s genealogy. 
Detailed research by descendant
Barry Schwoerer has confirmed 
many points. He has graciously 
contributed many of the facts and 
dates that we acknowledge herein.

We do know that Benjamin
Marshall enlisted with the US 
Cavalry and served during the
Mexican American War. Perhaps he was escaping 
an uncomfortable family situation, perhaps he was 
a grown man on an adventure, or maybe he had just 
felt a patriotic call to duty. This is where we begin 
the story of his life.

Marshall’s Military Service
One of the most exciting mementos of Marshall’s 

is his flag. Today it is proudly on display upstairs in 
the County Museum in the old courthouse.

The Marshall family lore claims that the flag was 
from Marshall’s service as a Kentucky Cavalry soldier 
in the war against Mexico. The flag is clearly old and 
tattered. The legend is that the damage was from battle 
and the holes caused by flying bullets. Marshall’s 
grandson recalls the flag being flown ceremoniously 
at their family home for all annual events. The problem 
with the legend is that the flag has thirty-six stars. The 
thirty-six star flag did not come into existence until 
1864, almost twenty years after Marshall arrived in 
California, long after the Mexican American War. 
Marshall did however serve in politics in Nevada 
during his later years. When Nevada gained statehood 
the thirty-six star came into effect. The flag on display 
was likely from his Nevada service and became a 
family memento, but did not see any military service.

Marshall served in the 1st Kentucky Cavalry with 
Captain Heady during the Mexican War. Marshall 
claimed to have served under three generals: Scott, 
Taylor and Perry. After his military service he found 

himself in Southern California. 
Years later Marshall was given a 
medal from the war or veterans 
office recognizing his military 
involvement. The bronze medal 
acknowledged his service in the 
battle of Vera Cruz. It noted that 
Marshall did in fact serve under 
the three prominent generals. 
Today that medal remains in the 
family’s possession.

One family account notes that 
Marshall first came to California, 
serving with John Fremont and 
Kit Carson, “charting a trail to 
California.” This service has never 
been validated. This error likely 
originated from a note found in 
Marshall’s personal belongings. 

Marshall maintained meticulous notes in a small 
diary where he detailed his activities that brought 
him to California. His diary never mentioned, nor 
did the Fremont expeditions note any involvement.

Marshall was discharged from New Orleans 
on 7 June 1847. According to his diary he chose 
to travel west, arriving in southern California the 
following year. Family lore claims that he stopped 
at a ranch to rest and water his horse. There he met 
a lovely lady, recently widowed, who owned the 
ranch. A romantic courtship ensued.

Nicolasa Loreto Carriaga was born in Puebla Los 
Angeles. Based on her confirmation records, her birth 
date is believed to have been in November of the year 
1819. She had grown children and owned substantial 
properties by the time she was widowed and met 
Marshall, but she did not own a ranch. Rather, she 
owned property in the city. At that time Spanish law 
allowed widowed women to inherit their husband’s 
property. Early documents use this shortened spelling 
for her name, but the family later adopted the spelling 
as Nickolosia or Nicalausa Carriaga. Likely she didn’t 
care how it was spelled as apparently she may have 
been illiterate. When required to sign documents, she 
neatly marked an X.

Like many Mexican War veterans finding them
selves in California at the onset of the discovery of 
gold, Marshall joined the migration to the foothills. 
By 1849 he had arrived in Murphys and the following 
year Nicolasa had joined him there. Perhaps he had 

Benjamin Franklin Marshall, circa 1850.
Charcoal sketch, courtesy of the Marshall family.
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felt an affinity for a community 
established by Irish descendants.
Apparently Nicolasa left her chil
dren from her previous marriage 
behind. Nicolasa was then about
30 years old and Marshall was 
either 32 or 52.

There is no record that they 
were married at the time and 
their union appears to have 
been common law. Subsequent 
documents, produced decades 
later, claimed Ben and Nicolasa 
legalized their union in January 
of 1853. Regardless of their 
marital status, Nicolasa often 
referred to herself as Nicolasa
Carriaga, whereas everyone
else, including many legal docu
ments, referred to her as “that Spanish woman,” or 
just “Marshall’s woman.”

The family believes that Marshall initially 
attempted mining but found the work unpleasant. His 
Kentucky upbringing had exposed him to ranching, 
and his military service in the cavalry continued to 
refine his skills with livestock. Farming or ranching 
seemed to be more appropriate for him and indeed 
he eventually did pursue ranching. Or, perhaps his 
military service sparked his interest in the law, for 
when the chance arose Marshall became a lawman.

The Call to Law
Early in 1850, six months before California 

became a state a provisional legislature was held. 
The provisional government appointed men to fill 
the public positions anticipated to be needed in the 
new state and its twenty-seven original counties. 
Calaveras County’s first sheriff was John Hanlon 
appointed by the provisional governor.

Covering the lawless territories of the county 
proved difficult for the new sheriff and the small 
mining camps soon needed additional law enforce
ment. The minor positions of Constable and Justice of 
the Peace were created to assist the sheriff. Murphys 
Mining Camp held a special election to fill the new 
position. With his prestigious military record Marshall 
ran for and easily won the election for Constable of 
Murphys in May of 1850. Calaveras County Clerk 
Lewis Collier commissioned and certified Marshall 

as the Murphys Diggings Justice 
of the Peace and Constable on 10 
June 1850. Collier himself would 
later become a nefarious character 
in the history of Calaveras County. 

Perhaps Hanlon was not 
really interested in performing 
his duties as sheriff or perhaps 
he was overwhelmed by the 
magnitude of his new position 
as he only served a short time. 
He appointed Marshall Deputy 
Sheriff then disappeared. Within 
just a few months he had gone 
missing and was presumed to 
have abandoned his duties. The 
position had to be filled. When 
Sheriff Hanlon failed to respond 
to summonses from the judge to 

return to duty, Marshall was appointed to fulfill the 
vacancy. He completed the first sheriff’s term and 
decided to run in the subsequent election to remain 
in the post. In 1852 he won the position by popular 
vote becoming Calaveras County’s first elected 
sheriff. Later allegations claim that Marshall just 
assumed the duties after the election and another 
candidate W H Nelson had actually been certified 
as the winner. The legality of Marshall’s election as 
sheriff was contested for several years. Regardless, 
Marshall took control of the job, and took the 
job seriously. He quickly earned a reputation for 
controlling crime with an iron fist. He doggedly 
pursued miscreants, and rode a sure-footed mule 
named Nancy instead of a horse as she was much 
steadier on the uneven mountain trailways.

When Marshall first entered law enforcement 
he had one of his most famous situations. While 
he was the Constable in Murphys he had many 
occasion to break up fights at the local saloons and 
gambling houses. One place in particular was the 
blue tent where Joaquin Murrieta and his girlfriend 
dealt Monte. Marshall often intervened when unruly 
miners harassed the young Mexican couple.

“Let it be honestly admitted," said Marshall in 
some 1853 notes, “that the rough miners were guilty 
of gross wrongs to Joaquin Murrietta and his wife... ” 
Murrieta befriended Marshall and they maintained a 
mutual respect. Marshall’s papers of 1853 described 
Murrieta as having “...the splendid daring courage

Nicolasa Carriaga Marshall, circa 1850.
Charcoal sketch, courtesy of the Marshall family.
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This 1853 survey indicates School Land Warrants 215 and 217 that comprised the 
Antelope Ranch. Calaveras County Archives.

of this remarkable youth, as 1 knew him well, appeal 
strongly to me and, bandit as he was, I am bound to 
say, I have a great respect for his memory... ”

When the head of Murrieta was on public display 
in 1853 as proof of the capture of the bandit, Marshall 
went to see it. He claimed that it was not the man he 
remembered but another unlucky Mexican.

History often cites the Murrieta affair as an 
example of a calm lawman, dedicated to keeping 
the peace. Numerous conflicting reports claim 
just the opposite, instead painting him not as the 
benevolent lawman but as a man with a violent 
temper. The truth probably lies somewhere in 
between. It is likely that Marshall felt compassion 
for the Mexican miner, reminding himself that his 
own wife was Spanish.

Legends claim that Joaquin Murrieta, grateful for 
being treated decently by Marshall, gave him a copy 
of the only known photograph he ever had taken.

Years later this photograph was heavily 
questioned.

Another example of Marshall’s benev
olence was an incident with his mule. She 
had been stolen from his ranch in Milton 
and he sorely missed her. One evening 
a delivery wagon pulled into Murphys 
being pulled by his mule. When he ques
tioned the merchant the man explained 
that he had honestly purchased the animal. 
Marshall struck a deal. If Nancy walked 
of her own free will down the street to 
her regular paddock, the man would agree 
that the mule belonged to Marshall. When 
released, she then calmly walked home in 
search of her dinner. Thereafter Marshall 
kept her locked in her paddock with a 
keyed padlock. Today the key to that 
padlock is on display in the Murphys Old 
Timers’ Museum.

Public Service
Marshall ran for reelection in 1855 

but was defeated by Charles Clarke. In the 
mean time he had taken an appointment 
as an Indian Agent. Since he had been 
in the state since before the discovery of 
gold, he was familiar with the plight of the 
Indians. In a letter to the Superintendant 
of Indian Affairs dated 31 December 1854 
Marshall explained that he had found the 

Indians to be wanting. He recommended that they be 
moved to another location. When the Indians learned 
of this plan he promptly gave them beef to assuage 
their fears. ‘7 deemed it my duty to issue Beef to the 
infirm old men, women and children..." he explained. 
His superiors did not see it that way, and Marshall 
was admonished for his efforts. In a detailed report of 
his affairs, he described the current situation among 
the Indians of El Dorado, Amador, Calaveras and 
Tuolumne Counties. He again suggested that he gain 
their confidence by providing them with beef and 
then relocate them to Nevada. ‘7 am decidedly of the 
opinion that the Indians ...should be removed to a 
reservation... he said, but his opinion had a humani
tarian attitude. He said he would feed them all if he 
could afford to do so, but that the government ought 
to. “We have taken their country, have deprived them 
of their means of sustenance, and the Government 
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must take care of them or they will all die... ” For the 
most part Marshall’s concerns were ignored, however 
the incident led to another of his controversial affairs.

Marshall supplied beef to the Indians. Either 
he had attempted to exploit an opportunity when it 
arose, or he was fulfilling duties he felt his position 
as an Indian Agent warranted. Marshall never got 
paid for this service, and he harbored anger about 
the matter for years. Repeatedly over the next few 
years he billed the state for the beef he had supplied, 
only to be denied compensation.

Marshall began to show political aspirations beyond 
Calaveras County. In 1856 the county’s Democratic 
Delegation unanimously nominated him as their candi
date for Delegate to the National Convention. His 
service there was brief. He then decided to run for the 
State Assembly, partly in pursuit of his beef compen
sation. He won the election and served as a California 
Assemblyman from 1858 until 1860. "Grandpa was a 
staunch Democrat," recalled his grandson Manny in 
1980, "and very controversial, I'm told." Marshall ran 
for reelection after his one term but was 
defeated "by a Republican," a defeat that 
irritated him for the rest of his life. The 
“Republican” would later return and play 
a major role in Marshall’s life.

In 1858 Marshall’s continued claims 
for compensation for beef for the Indians 
finally prompted a review by a judicial 
committee. Perhaps he was using his 
influence as an assemblyman to gain 
attention or seek some definitive action. 
The committee in fact recommended, 
and the state legislature agreed to his 
claim. But the governor failed to sign and 
authorize the payment, further fuelling 
Marshall’s anger.

Over the subsequent years Marshall 
performed a variety of public services. In
1860 he served as a judge and performed 
“inspection services.” This work was likely 
as a public official assisting in conducting the 
public elections. For this work he was paid 
six dollars. Two years later he performed 
“election services” in Murphys and this time 
he was paid nine dollars. His name repeat
edly appeared on various rolls in official 
capacities, however he never held a public 
office in Calaveras County again. He relied 

on the living he and Nicolasa made from their ranching 
and business interests.

Throughout his years in public service Marshall 
and Nicolasa operated a butchering business in 
Murphys. It was located between Church and Main 
Street, near the western end. To supply this business 
they established a ranch southwest of Milton.

Rancher and Developer
Marshall likely only initially dabbled in mining 

and quickly abandoned the career. He turned instead 
to the more profitable business of supplying the 
miners rather than being one.

Marshall’s early arrival placed him in California 
well before the influx of gold seekers. He was familiar 
with how to traverse the state and access the gold 
fields in the foothills. An ancient Native American 
trade route traversed the central valley, crossed the 
Salt Spring Valley, and ascended the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains. This was likely the route Jedediah Smith 
took when he crossed the mountains in 1824. It 

This 1853 Antelope Ranch survey map shows where the Antelope Road crossed 
the ranch near the roadhouse. Calaveras County Archives.
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was also the first established “road” into Calaveras 
County. By 1850 the road was being heavily used by 
Argonauts travelling from the Stockton area to reach 
Murphys Camp, then the center of gold mining activi
ties. Marshall wished to capitalize on that traffic so he 
purchased land that straddled the road.

In the earliest days of California’s statehood 
various lands had been set aside for public use such as 
courthouses and schools. These locations often proved 
infeasible as the population swelled and moved along 
with the latest strikes. Like the original county court
house in Double Springs, a large tract of land intended 
for schools near Milton quickly proved infeasible for 
serving the true population. Marshall purchased two 
tracts of this land through School Land Warrants 
numbers 215 and 217, in 1850 (320 acres) and 1853 
(120 acres) just southwest of Milton.

Marshall named his property the Antelope Ranch 
for the plentiful game available on the valley plains. 
To promote traffic by his ranch and on in to Calaveras 
County by this route, he named the road the Antelope 
Trail after his ranch. Despite its cachet, the name is not 
native in origin but was introduced by him. On 18 May 
1853 County Surveyor Marlette surveyed and certified 
Marshall’s land as the Antelope Ranch. It is interesting 
to note that a stream depicted on the map of the Antelope 
Ranch was named for his neighbor Collier, the clerk who 
certified Marshall into public office three years earlier.

Marshall understood the importance of good 
roads accessing the gold fields. He also knew how 
difficult travel was which was why he rode a mule. 
And he recognized the strategic location of his ranch 
between the valley and the foothills. By 1854 the 
Antelope Trail had been roughly improved to accom
modate wagon traffic yet it remained barely passable.

In 1858 or 59 Marshall petitioned the county to declare 
certain roads leading to and through Angels and 
Murphys as public highways. The county board of 
supervisors thus appointed Marshall and a commis
sion to investigate these options. Not unsurprisingly 
the commission returned with the recommendation 
that the road through Marshall’s ranch leading to 
Angels and thence to Murphys should be declared 
public and improved and maintained as such. This 
route directly linked Marshall’s Milton ranch with his 
house and other business interests in Murphys.

Marshall and Nicolasa ran a busy roadhouse at the 
Antelope Ranch serving the eager travelers. The road
house was located on the north side of the Antelope 
Trail, across from the residence. He captured wild 
cattle roaming in the valley establishing a profitable 
cattle business at the ranch. The cattle in turn supplied 
their butcher business in Murphys. Their businesses 
were quite lucrative, as evidence by the 1858 tax record 
indicating a value of $5000 for the Antelope Ranch. 
But there was another side to this appearance of wealth.

Between 1850 and 1860 Marshall spent his time 
between the Milton ranch, his public duties and the 
house in Murphys. It appears that the couple was often 
apart, with him running the ranch and roadhouse, and 
her running the butcher business in Murphys as well 
as raising a family.

Marshall again briefly pursued an interest in 
mining. In 1854 he invested in a hard rock mine in 
Angels Camp, appropriately called the Marshall Mine. 
The mine proved to be not profitable. Despite its poor 
performance, some sources claim that the Marshall 
Mine was early proof of the potential for hard rock 
mining. Hard rock mining was still in the future for 
Angels Camp and California, but sources claim that 

the Marshall Mine had shown that 
such methods could pay out.

Fortunately the ranch continued 
to be productive but their wealth 
appeared to be coming to an end. 
Perhaps he had given too much 
beef away, although no records indi
cate that he did so after 1855. Or 
perhaps he had gambled it away at 
the gaming tables or in the Marshall 
Mine investment. In just a few short 
years he was almost penniless.

The house and lot in Murphys 
were valuable, and were assessed

In 1861 Nicolasa Carriaga made a Declaration of Homestead on her Murphys house, 
marking the document with an X. County Archives.
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Murphys Townsite map from 1876 shows Mrs Marshall's homesteaded lot 
between Main and Church Streets. County Archives.

in March of 1859 for a value of $450. Yet their other 
Murphys properties appear to have been neglected. 
On 11 August 1859 most of their Murphys properties 
were lost due to a decree of foreclosure. Nine days later 
several of the properties, not including the house, were 
burned in a fire, listing losses of $1000. The properties 
were sold the following year at public auction.

Two days after the Murphys fire, during the hot 
night of 22 August 1859 the Antelope Ranch roadhouse 
burned. It was completely destroyed. The following 
year Marshall began selling off portions of the ranch. 
By 1860, state agricultural records indicate that he had 
100 of 160 possible acres under production with cattle 
and swine, yet he couldn’t seem to pay his taxes.

On 8 April 1861 Nicolasa made a Declaration 
of Homestead of the Murphys house and lot. She 
declared herself head of the house and responsible 
for their children, specifically citing the provision 
in the homestead law that provided exemption from 
a forced sale of homesteaded land. After the embar
rassing foreclosure of the other Murphys properties, 
she was attempting to retain ownership of her house. 
She marked the document witji an X.

Two weeks later Marshall homesteaded the 
ranch in Milton in his name. He declared the 
Antelope Ranch for use by him and his (unnamed) 
family in accordance with the California Homestead 
Act. His homesteading the ranch merely saved a 

portion of the total ranch. Fdte 
months later, on 7 September 1861 
most of the Antelope Ranch was 
sold, ironically, at a sheriff’s sale 
to satisfy a judgement.

The man who had run 
successful businesses, who had 
worked to tame the lawless west, 
couldn’t take care of his own 
affairs. The apparently successful 
foundation that Marshall built 
was overshadowed by violence, 
gunfights, and domestic prob
lems. In our next issue we will 
further explore Marshall’s family 
and Nicolasa’s role. We will look 
at the documented business deal
ings and unpredictable personality 
of Benjamin Marshall, and the 
controversial manner in which the 
remainder of his life played out.

Acknowledgement: Las Calaveras is grateful 
to Barry Schwoerer for the extensive research 
he has conducted of the Marshall and Carriaga 
families. To date he has amassed more than 250 
documents substantiating his ancestors’ lives in 
early California. He has kindly shared his data 
with us for use in this publication. Schwoerer is a 
fifth generation descendant of Ben Marshall and 
Nicolasa Carriaga.
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN MARSHALL
CALAVERAS COUNTY’S FIRST ELECTED SHERIFF, PART 2 OF 2

by Bonnie Miller

I
n our previous issue we looked at the pioneer 
lawman Benjamin Marshall who came to

California before the gold rush. His story of 
enforcing order in the lawless gold camps has often 
been peppered with accusations of intimidation and 
violence. First hand records often conflict with lore, 
and we’re trying to separate fact from fiction. We 
resume our story of his career as we evaluate his 
public service, while privately he was about to lose 
his business holdings.

The family man 
with the explosive personality

Benjamin Marshall the pioneer had a distin
guished record of public service and as a prominent 
businessman. He also had a reputation for being 
aggressive, yet perhaps the lawless communities 
needed a strong hand.

Marshall had gained a reputation for being a 
firm lawman but many citizens took exception and 
felt he was taking advantage of his position. He was 
described as explosive, irritable about politics, and a 
violent drinker. He was known to pull a gun for the 
simple reason that a man refused to take a drink with 

Benjamin Marshall, seated alongside his son Frank (age 14) or 
George (age 12), in the last known photo of Ben, likely taken 

when he last visited his family in Murphys in 1869. 
Photo courtesy of the Marshall family.
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him. The letters and diary of Leonard Noyes describe 
in detail Marshall’s willingness, if not eagerness, to 
pull a gun in a volatile situation which earned him a 
reputation for being trigger happy.

It is well documented that Marshall often drank 
to excess. Subjects such as politics or religion could 
incite him to argue or challenge his opponents 
with a gun. There is no question that as sheriff 
he was trying to maintain a lawful community 
under difficult circumstances. The fact that the first 
appointed sheriff abandoned his duties supports the 
theory that Marshall stepped into a volatile environ
ment. Whether extreme force was necessary or not, 
Marshall was involved in a high number of violent 
confrontations for a lawman in the wild west.

In 1852 while serving as the sheriff, Marshall 
was involved in a shootout in Murphys. One scene 
described where Marshall intentionally provoked a 
gunfight in a store. One witness told how a group 
of six concerned citizens had grown disgusted 
with their violent sheriff. They began caching guns 
strategically around town and made a pact to shoot 
Marshall himself if he ever pulled a gun in public 
again. Marshall had been hit with buckshot in the 
shooting and it had rattled him. For a while he toned 
down his own gun wielding.

In a letter to his brother, Noyes quoted a descrip
tion of Marshall as "notorious for shooting men, 
and has been a terror to the whole county since 
'49, by his Bulleying around with pistoles, and 

picking fusses with every one that he does not like."

Apparently the sheriff liked to enforce his own form 
of Marshall law.

Noyes described several confrontations with 
Marshall, all of which cast Marshall in a bad light. 
We do not know if Marshall was as violent as 
Noyes portrayed him, or if Noyes just particularly 
detested Marshall. We know that the two severely 
disliked each other. Once Marshall struck Noyes in 
public after the latter had challenged some election 
results. These are first hand witness accounts, and 
likely based in truth. One entry of Noyes’ is particu
larly disturbing: "This ex-sheriff has shot a dozen 
men since I knew him," claimed Noyes, "and the 
Democrats being in power he could not be touched." 
The local newspapers substantiated Noyes’ claims. 
The papers from Calaveras County to Stockton 
often held articles describing the various scrapes 
the sheriff got in to. But the newspapers were 
often sensational with lurid details. They were in 
the business of selling newspapers, not necessarily 
reporting the news.

At some time during his term as sheriff Marshall 
travelled out of the county. On 9 August 1853 
San Joaquin County issued an indictment against 
Marshall for assault and intent to commit murder. 
Records note that Marshall failed to appear, but how 
the matter was resolved remains unknown.

Two years later another indictment was levied 
against Marshall, this time for having challenged 
another to a duel. Dueling had been outlawed in 
California the previous year, so the county took 

action to prevent the duel. Marshall 
and his opponent, John C Scribner, 
a local businessman, were served 
indictments for challenging one 
another to a duel. Again the outcome 
of the indictment is unknown. In 
another incident, Marshall and a 
Mokelumne Hill lawyer named W 
L Dudley were reported to have 
dueled, but the result is unknown. 
Perhaps the fact that Marshall 
was the county’s sheriff, their top 
lawman, or a Democrat, afforded 
him some protections. This is likely 
why Noyes referred to Marshall 
as untouchable. Noyes noted that 
Marshall appeared above the law, 
"the Democrates are in power in 
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Ben Marshall sent money from Nevada to his family in Murphys. This $100 money order 
was dated 11 December 1867, sent to his fourteen year old son Frank.
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this county, and it is of no use to bring him up 
(on charges) here, it has been tryed too often, to 
no effect.”

In the course of his duties Marshall often 
conducted tax sales. This was not unusual for a 
sheriff to do. Yet he often sought to collect taxes as 
well. Some citizens felt he overstepped his bounds. 
Records indicate that Marshall acquired some of the 
lots of land that he and Nicolasa owned in Murphys 
under the title of “Sheriff’s Deed” or “Constable’s 
Bill of Sale.” It is unclear if Marshall strong-armed 
these land sales in his direction, but the land acquisi
tions certainly had an unethical taint. One newspaper 
account describes a lengthy conflict with the man, 
calling to question the legalities of the tax sales, his 
assumption of duties, and even the validity of his 
election. Clearly citizens found reason to question 
the man’s behavior over a period of years.

A judicial review in 1858 could have addressed 
some of those allegations. The committee found 
that Marshall had been lawfully elected sheriff 
when he had assumed the duties. But they would 
not comment on other citizen complaints. So we do 
not know definitively whether Marshall was acting 
outside of the law, or whether he was just disliked by 
several disgruntled citizens.

Records detail numerous violent confrontations 
with Marshall. Whether criminals or residents who 
didn’t see eye to eye with the man, he was involved 
in several gunfights. The family even believed that 
Marshall had once assaulted John Bigler, California’s 
governor while Marshall had served in the assembly. 
Bigler was the governor responsible for withholding 
the state’s payment to Marshall for the beef he had 
supplied to the Indians.

During these tumultuous years Marshall and 
Nicolasa had three children. Their first was a girl 
born in 1852 they named Mary Charlotte. Later the 
following year they had a son, Frank Benjamin. Four 
years later they had a third child, another boy, named 
George. The children loved their stern father, but 
lived in Murphys with their mother.

Marshall attempted to perpetuate the figure of 
an honest businessman, but record accounts often 
conflicted with that image. For example, although 
he called himself a married man, census records 
continually showed him registered in one house
hold and Nicolasa and the children registered in 
another. In yet another contradictory record and 

by Marshall’s own hand, the 1860 census listed 
Marshall as having come from Ireland with no 
mention of his Kentucky roots. This may be the 
result of inconsistencies in the census-taking as 
well as the reporting by the individual.

In 1860 Marshall again listed himself as a farmer. 
Agricultural and assessment records repeatedly indi
cate land and business values, yet he could not pay 
his taxes and lost his properties in foreclosures and 
tax sales. The 1862 Amador County tax assessment 
noted that Marshall had returned to the business 
of butchering. According to one family member, 
around this time Nicolasa decided to fully separate 
from Marshall. There are hints that she considered 
leaving Calaveras County. Despite Marshall’s profes
sional veneer of respectability, the Marshall family 
and its holdings were crumbling.

Miner, gone to Nevada
Marshall decided to leave town. Either despite 

his failing land holdings, or maybe in spite of his 
affairs, he felt it best to move on.

The latest strike had occurred in Austin, Nevada. 
A group of citizens from Calaveras County decided 
to travel together to try their hands at the new 
location. Marshall joined the group who called 
themselves the Murphys Colony. He did not take his 
family with him.

At the end of 1862 Marshall was documented as 
living in Clifton, Nevada running a mine. Accounts 
vary as to exactly where, and which mine he was 
involved with. The following year he may have been 
involved with another miner on a claim in Eureka 
County, Nevada.

Marshall’s family was certainly of the impres
sion he would return to them in Murphys one day. 
Young Mary Charlotte wrote letters pleading for her 
father’s return. On 13 January 1863 she said:

“Dear Father, I set down to write you 
these few lines hopeing that they may find 
you in good health as mother and George 
and Frank and myself is well at present. 
Dar Father I wish you would come home 
in the spring as we would like to see you 
very much”

The following year the girl again repeated her 
pleadings in another letter to her father dated 23 
April 1864:
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“Murphys Camp, My
Dear Father, I shall set
down to rite to you that
you are well and I hope
you will come home we
are all well and Frank and
George are well and tey
wish to see you fery much
and Mother said if you
are coming home and you
arnt comingmother want to
go... (unreadable)... and
mother think of leafeing
this country. Dear Father
do come. Mister Mackie...
said that you was well and
said you had long white
whiskars and fery fat and I
hoe you will come home as 
quick as you can. I would
like to see you very much!1

Marshall’s time in Nevada 
was immediately tumultuous and 
as fraught with violence as his 
time in Calaveras County. Leonard Noyes claimed 
that throughout the next few years Marshall was 
involved in even more gunfights.

Early in 1864 Marshall appeared to have been 
involved in a sensational killing. The incident 
was widely reported from Carson City, Nevada to 
Stockton. The claim was that Marshall had shot 
and killed two men in Carson City that he had 
known during his early days in law enforcement in 
Murphys. The men were Wilson and Bradley, the 
father and son-in-law who had succeeded Marshall 
as Justice of the Peace. Wilson once had a confron
tation in Murphys with an inebriated Marshall, and 
on another occasion questioned Marshall’s actions as 
sheriff. Wilson and Bradley were also his Antelope 
Ranch neighbors, and Wilson had succeeded 
Marshall in the State Assembly. The history was ripe 
for a confrontation, however it did not occur. Or, it 
did not come to a bloody end as reported. Both men 
went on to live fruitful lives and disputed any claims 
to their death. Apparently the story had been a hoax.

Marshall expanded his work beyond mining. By 
1866 he was again working in law enforcement as a 
police officer in Austin, Nevada. In July of that year 
he assisted the sheriff in arresting a man accused of 

stealing ore from a mine. The 
following year he again assisted 
in the capture of some rustlers 
and a murderer. His employment 
offered him enough income that 
he sent $100 to his son Frank 
in Murphys.

Around the year 1868 young 
Mary Charlotte Marshall died in 
a house fire in Murphys (dates 
and details are vague). Perhaps 
this trauma reached Marshall’s 
paternal instincts, as later the 
following year he decided to 
briefly return to Murphys. In 
December of 1869 he visited 
with his family. While there, he 
had a photograph taken of him 
with one of his sons, likely the 
older boy Frank. Thereafter he 
returned to Nevada. It was the 
only time he was known to have 
returned to California.

Marshall briefly returned to 
the business of meat butchering. In 1870 he was 
working in Shermantown, Nevada. The census listed 
him as a butcher, sharing a house with a business 
partner. Yet the following year he again returned to 
law enforcement.

Marshall was appointed to the position of 
Captain of the Guards at a Nevada prison in Carson 
City on 14 January 1871. His name only appeared on 
the payroll for the months of April through June. It is 
alleged that he quit the position because he advised 
his superiors that he believed there was a pending 
prison break. His story was not believed so he quit 
his position in frustration. In September of that 
year there was indeed a famous prison break. Some 
accounts claim that Marshall was actually suspected 
of having been in on the break although his name 
was eventually cleared of any wrongdoing. The pris
oners were tracked for several days to their hideout 
in the frozen eastern Sierras. This location has since 
been known as Convict Lake.

The following year Marshall ran for the Nevada 
State Assembly but he was not elected. He did remain 
active in Nevada politics for the next several years. 
He also retained some pride in his military service, 
as he was a member of the National Association of

This photo has often been cited as the only 
picture of Joaquin Murrieta. Allegedly the 

bandit gave it to Sheriff Marshall in friendship. 
The photo is likely that of Marshall's son Frank, 

circa 1875, long after the bandit's death or 
disappearance. Photo courtesy of the Marshall 

family.
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Veterans of the Mexican War.
In 1876 this organization, not 
the United States government, 
issued bronze shield-shaped 
medals to members who had 
fought in the Mexican War.
Marshall received a medal for 
his service noting his unit and 
the battles he fought and the 
commanding generals. This 
medal remains in the Marshall 
family possession today.

Marshall was involved in 
another sensational shooting inci
dent that was widely reported by 
both Nevada and California news
papers. Apparently Marshall still 
could not keep his anger under 
control. The scene was described 
by the Sacramento Daily Union 
on 15 June 1877:

“Another shooting scrape also occurred 
yesterday on Ruby Hill. Ben Marshall and
J. Fleming, the former night watchman, and 
the latter underground boss at the Richmond 
mine, got into a religious discussion, which 
culminated in Marshall firing two shots at 
Fleming, one of which grazed his abdomen 
though, inflicting but a slight wound.
Marshall was placed under bonds to await 
examination on Saturday Marshall was
Sheriff of Calaveras county some years ago.”

Later Years in Nevada

The 1880 Nevada census noted that Marshall 
was working as a miner in Eureka, Nevada. Yet 
another census noted a B F Marshall that same 
year as a 55 year old single man, unemployed, 
living in a boarding house. Mining, unemployed or 
not, we do know that Marshall remained fervently 
active in Nevada’s politics. When the Democratic 
State Convention was held on 23 May, 1880 at 
Winnemucca, Marshall was listed as an At Large 
member of the State Central Committee for the 
Democratic Party.

Back in Calaveras County Marshall’s aban
doned family was moving along without him. It is 
not known exactly what Nicolasa did to occupy her 

time, but we know she remained 
in the Murphys house at the west 
end of Main Street. Sadly, on 15 
September 1881 their younger 
son George died while working 
on a well. George worked for the 
San Andreas Stage Company 
and was cleaning a well at the 
North American House. While 
working in the 150 deep well 
something went awry. He called 
to be hoisted out but did not 
make it and fell to his death. 
Interestingly, the following 
day Nicolasa agreed to carry a 
mortgage and signed over one 
of her lots in Murphys to John 
Heard. Perhaps she was feeling 
a financial strain, especially 
with the passing of her son who 
could no longer contribute to 
her household.

On a lighter note, Ben and Nicolasa’s elder son 
Frank married Hoveta Morales of Robinson’s Ferry 
in March of 1883. Young Frank undoubtedly drew 
on skills he learned at home as he went to work 
for the other meat packing company in Murphys, 
Cutting and Kimball’s. The couple eventually had 
nine children, perpetuating the family for genera
tions to come.

In Ben Marshall’s later years he appears to 
have attempted to divest himself of his estate. He 
made overtures of transferring his affairs to his 
surviving son Frank. Marshall attempted to give 
the Antelope Ranch in the Salt Spring Valley to 
his son. On 14 June 1884 he deeded a portion of 
the ranch into Frank’s name for the sum of five 
dollars. Unfortunately the transfer was ineffective 
as the property description was inaccurate. Also, 
the ranch had long been out of Marshall’s owner
ship as it had been sold for back taxes more than 
twenty years earlier. Frank did try to assume owner
ship of the property and attempted to forcibly evict 
the current owners. He lost his battle to regain the 
property in a subsequent court battle.

The following year, on 9 May 1885 Marshall 
sent $500, a significant sum, to Frank in Murphys 
by Wells Fargo Voucher. This was not the first 
time he had sent money to his son, but it was likely

Marshall's son Frank married Hoveta Morales. 
Note the resemblance between this man and the 

opposite photo allegedly of Joaquin Murrieta. Photo 
circa 1882, Calaveras County Historical Society.
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the last. The original of this voucher 
is on display at the Murphy’s Old 
Timer’s Museum.

Marshall and a partner owned a 
mine in Ruby Hill, NV where he played 
out his years. On 22 October of 1886 
he was listed as a registered voter for 
Precinct 3. A few days later his family 
claimed that his bank records indicated 
that he withdrew $10,000 in gold coin 
from the bank. Perhaps he knew he was 
dying, as the newspaper reported on 30 
October that Marshall was seriously ill. 
He died the following day.

Frank Marshall immediately set out to Nevada to 
see his father when he received word of his illness. 
Apparently the train became snowbound in the 
mountains delaying his arrival until seven days after 
his father’s death. Frank immediately arranged for a 
funeral at the headquarters of the Grand Army of the 
Republic. Marshall was interred in Eureka County 
Nevada, and Frank proceeded to settle his father’s 
affairs. Frank swore to being his father’s only heir 
and laid claim to the estate.

According to the newspapers Marshall left 
considerable holdings, although cash value was 
thought to be less than $2000. The estate consisted 
of, among other things, $1000 in gold coins, two 
pistols, two rifles, a saddle bridle and horse blanket, 
a gold watch, and his cabin valued at $75. Frank 
never found the $10,000 but believed it to have been 
stolen by the coroner, undertaker or another official. 
The gold has never been recovered and the culprit 
never identified.

The Eureka newspaper reported on 2 November 
1886 that Ben Marshall had died in his Ruby Hill 
cabin on 31 October after a brief but serious illness. 
It is interesting to note that the paper reported 
Marshall as a widower rather than a man who left a 
wife behind in California.

The Sixth Judicial District Court of Nevada 
administered Marshall’s probate. The probate records 
indicate several posthumous bills that Marshall 
owed and had to be settled. They included probate 
expenses of local fees and advertising amounting to 
approximately $135, as well as outstanding debts to 
the livery and feed store. P H Hjul provided under
taking services totaling $212. A Dr G H Thomas 
attended to Marshall in his last days and visited him 

nine times at $10 per visit. His $90 bill 
had to be paid from the estate. Another 
doctor, Dr. J R N Owen also attended 
to Marshall but in a livelier manner. He 
only made three visits but charged for 
his horse and livery expenses as well as 
providing two bottles of wine, presum
ably medicinal.

Setting the Record Straight 
“He came to California with the 

first rush of gold seekers, coming 
through northern Mexico, and 

after almost incredible hardships, with 
encounters with hostile Indians, following 
uncharted trails, with lack of water 
and other terrors of the trip, arrived in 
California early in 1850, and the same year 
located in Murphys,” boasted the breathless 
Calaveras Prospect in a retrospective 
seventy years later. “His strong character, 
and intrepid courage, brought him to the 
front, among the sturdy founders of that 
bustling mining camp, and he was elected 
the first constable, an office not without its 
dangers, and responsibilities.”

Many such complimentary stories and legends 
about the mighty Ben Marshall have been published 
and perpetuated over the years. But the public 
records tell another story.

Most of the myth and legends that surround 
Benjamin Marshall can be traced to the stories 
propagated by his son Frank. Frank Marshall must 
have admired his father and was proud to have been 
descended from such a prominent figure. He appar
ently wished to maintain an idyllic image of the 
man. In that light, Frank apparently rewrote some 
of his father’s diary to create a positive image of the 
pioneer lawman. Frank may also have been trying to 
record some stories passed along to him. The validity 
of the diary comes to question. Just how accurate 
were the recollections of a boy who only knew his 
father for a few years?

The copy of the diary that exists today is in 
fact transcriptions rewritten by Frank. The stories 
perpetuated over the years were complimentary 
of his accomplishments and service, cleansed of 
negative details. The diary resides today in the safe 

In 1886 Marshall received this 
medal for his service in the 

Mexican War. Photo courtesy 
Barry Schwoerer, circa 2011.
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keeping of the Tuolumne County museum, a gift 
from the family.

Marshall’s personal papers, mementos, and the 
alleged Joaquin Murrieta photo were believed by 
family members to have been stored in a trunk which 
passed on to his son Frank. The trunk was either 
passed through family members, or the items therein 
disbursed among the descendents. In 1922 Frank 
loaned or donated many of the original documents to 
the State Library. In 1934 Frank Marshall gave the 
thirty-six star flag to Calaveras County. It has been 
reported that the war medal was also given to the 
county, yet in fact it remains in the family’s custody 
along with the trunk. The original diary and Joaquin 
Murrieta photo survived in the family’s care until 
lost in a house fire in Sonora in 1938.

The thirty-six star flag that belonged to Marshall 
today hangs in the Calaveras County’s old court
house. Frank Marshall’s story claimed that the flag 
bore tatters and bullet holes from battle from his 
father’s service in the Mexican American War. That 
flag did not exist at that time. Nevada became a 
state on 31 October 1864 which created the nation’s 
flag of thirty-six stars. This flag likely came from 
Marshall’s service in politics in Nevada at the time of 
their statehood, and was passed
on to his son.

The alleged photo of Joaquin
Murrieta that exists today was 
not of the bandit. If one had 
existed, it was lost in the fire.
Historians also argue that the 
bandit would not have himself 
photographed as he would not 
have wanted his image captured.
The photo on display today 
in the Murphys Old Timers
Museum is of a young Frank
Marshall, taken at least fifteen 
years later than the bandit’s 
disappearance. The photo had 
been donated by the family, as a
joke, as the famous photo of the
bandit. The other possible photo 
of Murrieta, allegedly given to a 
woman in Angels Camp, has not 
been located.

Marshall’s family explains 
that Ben Marshall believed

Murrieta had escaped California and gone to Brazil 
to live out his life. He believed the bandit had 
returned to California later in life, and was perhaps 
recognized when he revisited the gold country. Local 
lore claims that Murrieta was recognized many years 
later when he sought to retrieve gold he had buried 
in the hills.

Another myth around Marshall and Nicolasa 
was that they had, and lost, a Spanish land grant. 
Frank, on Nicolasa’s behalf, sought to reclaim her 
property in Los Angeles that had passed on to her 
heirs by her previous marriage. Frank Marshall 
attempted to claim ownership of the valuable land 
but failed to wrest it from his step siblings. The court 
found that his mother had abandoned the land and 
thus forfeited it to her older children. And the land 
was not part of a Spanish land grant like a ranchero 
but was property within the city. The age of Spanish 
land grants had long since passed prior to Nicolasa 
or Marshall being in California. The only grants for 
land in the family were the school land warrants that 
Marshall purchased from the state that formed the 
Antelope Ranch.

The case of the unpaid bill for beef remained 
open for years after Marshall’s passing. In 1890 

a man housed at the county 
hospital for the infirm, Billy 
McLish, claimed that he had 
been Marshall’s partner and 
the two had never received 
the payment due them. The 
value of the claim, according 
to McLish, was almost double 
that approved by the state in 
1854. History records no such 
partner until this gentleman’s 
claim over thirty years later. 
Oddly McLish did not ever 
feel compelled to pursue the 
payment on his own.

Frank Marshall however 
did pursue it. In 1927 Frank 
sent a passionate letter to Fred 
Stevenot who had recently been 
appointed the first Director 
of California’s Department 
of Natural Resources. Frank 
complimented Stevenot’s 
success and the good he had 

Ben Marshall's death was noted in this Eureka 
newspaper article, 11/2/1886.
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done for Calaveras County, his home base. But 
Frank may have insulted Stevenot when he offered 
to split the proceeds fifty-fifty with him should 
he successfully obtain the funds. Apparently no 
further action occurred on the matter.

The Marshall Family
Marshall’s widow Nicolasa and their surviving 

son Frank remained in Calaveras County. Frank and 
his wife Hoveta originally lived in Sheep Ranch but 
in due course moved on to and assumed her family’s 
ranch at Robinson’s Ferry. In 1881 Nicolasa moved 
in with her son and his family and lived out her days 
in their company.

In January of 1887 the Mexican War Pension 
Act was signed into law. This law allowed veterans 
or their widows to receive pensions for their service. 
Nicolasa felt she was entitled to such benefits. With 
Frank’s help, on 15 August 1892 she submitted an 
application for a Mexican War widow’s pension.

The documents note some interesting facts about 
her relationship with Ben. She claimed she married 
Ben under her first (deceased) husband’s name 
Padilla rather than her maiden name of Carriaga. 
Her marriage to Ben appears to have been by mutual,
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Eureka County's probate inventory of Ben Marshall's 
estate, 11/1886.

common law, consent; formalized in January of 
1853. This date is conveniently ten months prior 
to the birth of her only surviving son by Marshall, 
but at least three years after her arrival in Murphys. 
Nicolasa seems to have been trying to create a union 
of respectability. She even had neighbors swear that 
she had lived with Ben as man and wife, together 
until his passing. She also claimed to have born five 
children by Ben, only one of whom survived (Frank). 
There are no records of these two other children who 
may have died young. Nicolasa did not mention her 
children from her previous marriage in her appli
cation yet she had remained close with them. At 
least one of her earlier children lived in northern 
California and was in communication with Frank.

The reason Nicolasa gave for needing the 
widow’s pension was that she claimed she was para
lyzed and blind. Indeed, she signed the application 
with an X, but she had always signed as such. She 
said her son was grown with a family of his own and 
did not need to be burdened with supporting her. 
The application for a pension was denied, the reason 
being that her marriage to the veteran was common 
law, and the war department did not feel compelled 
to recognize such unions. Thus she did remain in 
Frank’s care until her passing in 1896.

Nicolasa Marshall died on 21 May 1896 at 
Frank and Hoveta’s home. At the time of her passing 
the newspaper noted that she was the oldest living 
California native (pre-gold rush) living in Calaveras 
County at the time. She was a Californio, living in 
California before the Mexican War and before the 
gold rush. Her story is every bit as detailed and 
fascinating as that of her common-law husband Ben. 
Perhaps one future day her story may be told in the 
pages of Las Calaveras as well.

Many years later Josephine Marshall, daughter 
of Frank and Hoveta erected a monument to her 
grandparents Benjamin and Nicolasa. The monu
ment stands over the Marshall family plot at St 
Patrick’s Catholic Church in Murphys. Nicolasa and 
her son Frank and his family members are buried 
there. Regrettably several of the dates noted on the 
monument are incorrect.

John Heard, who had bought the Murphys lot 
from Nicolasa, subsequently built a house on the site 
of what had been the Marshall slaughterhouse. The 
Heard house has been nominated for the National 
Register of Historic Places.
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Benjamin and Nicolasa Marshall 
made a lasting impression on 
Calaveras County and early California 
history. The importance of their story 
continues to fascinate people, and in 
1922 the family loaned or gave many 
family papers to the Bancroft Museum 
for preservation. Today many descen
dents of this couple continue to live in 
the foothills. Although Frank Marshall, 
Ben and Nicolasa’s son, always called 
himself the last of the Marshalls, he in 
turn had nine children. Four genera
tions of Marshall family descendents 
gathered in 1943. Five generations of 
Marshall family descendents gathered 
in 1981, and they continue to reunite 
every few decades.

Benjamin Franklin Marshall was 
one of the most interesting gold rush 

Barry Schwoerer, descendant of Marshall stands behind the monument to Ben 
and Nicolasa Marshall. The monument guards the Marshall family plot at the 
St Patrick's Catholic Cemetery in Murphys. Note the birth and death dates are 

incorrect, and that Marshall himself is buried in Ruby Hill, Nevada. 
Photo courtesy Barry Schwoerer, 1/2007.

characters that shaped early Calaveras
County. He had a varied, some would say checkered 
career in law enforcement and public service both 
here and in Nevada. He was a decorated war veteran, 
a successful rancher, a friend of the Indians, and had a 
family in Murphys. He was active in politics and ran for 
public office several times yet was only elected once 
as Calaveras County’s first elected sheriff. There is no 
question that he was a strong man of strong opinions, 
foremost which was his patriotism. He was appointed 
to and entrusted with several public duties and involved 
with numerous political activities. He even once got 
up a troop of volunteers in January of 1885 in case the 
threatening Mormon War came to light.

Was he a humanitarian, or a swindler, or a 
murderer? Was he an egalitarian who could diffuse a 
racial conflict, or a gunslinger himself? Had Marshall 
set fire to his own properties, coincidentally within 
days of foreclosures? Was he an arson, an alcoholic, 
and a thug? Or was he a lawman trying to maintain 
order under extremely lawless circumstances? Perhaps 
he was the victim of disgruntled politicians and 
libelous newspapers. He certainly had strong opinions 
and rapid mood swings. We know that he had a violent 
streak with an explosive personality, and that he aban
doned his family. Did alcohol control him, whereby 
he could not maintain consistent employment? Or was 
he a man caught in the changing tides of the changing 
times? We may never definitively know. His story

is as unique and elusive as the gold in the foothills. 
Rancher, law enforcer, butcher, public servant, family 
man or miner, Ben Marshall did it all.

Acknowledgements: Las Calaveras is grateful 
for the assistance of fifth generation Marshall 
descendent Barry Schwoerer. Schwoerer’s exten
sive research into the lives of his grandparents 
have helped to separate fact from fiction. We 
thank him for kindly sharing his research and 
insights with us.
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July-September, 2014
New Members

Larry & Jane Everett—converted to Lifetime Members 

John, Winifred & Sallie Edwards—Mountain View

Stanley Evans—Citrus Heights

Nancy Hansen—Murphys

Gerald Marshall—Sonora

Patricia Jo Gutierrez—Murphys

Michael Taylor—Hamilton, Montana

Barbara Vietmeier—Lodi

Donations:
Barbara Brooks—antique curling iron, autograph book, 
coin purse, flag, bank note from Ohio

Susan Conner—handmade blouse, Chinese panel skirt

Colette Lantzy—antique Chinese motif porcelain bowl 
from 1800s

Geri de Moss—clothing, books, costumes

Carolyn Soderstrum—antique photo of Alex Casey 
Halley, son of John and Alice (Casey) Halley

Sharon Quintana—antique tea setting

Yvonne Tiscornia—cookbooks donated for holiday 
dinner meeting last year (our apologies for this oversight)

Barbara Grogan—cancelled check from the Raggio Club 
dated July 14, 1953

Joanne Snyder Randall—clothing, wedding dress worn 
by Annie Bockholtz Carter and Joanne Snyder Randall, 
purses, rope making machine and accessories that was 
demonstrated by John Snyder at the County Fair, saddle 
belonging to John Snyder, chaps and saddle blanket

Mary Lee Levy—cash donation

Donna R. Shannon—one year advertising in 
Calaveras Chronicle

Phil Alberts—picture frames for displays

J
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EARLY DAYS AT JESUS MARIA
By Eric J. Costa

O
ne of the earliest known documents referring 
to the mining camp of Jesus Maria is the 
diary of Ramon Gil Navarro, an Argentinean. 
He departed Chile in February of 1849, arriving at the 

placers of the Calaveras River in July of that same 
year. While traveling to Jesus Maria in September of 
1850, Navarro recorded the following incident:

“We have come back to the mines 
[from Stockton]. On the way to
Jesus Maria today we came across a 
horrible spectacle. Moyano and I were 
immersed in a good conversation when 
we ran across the bodies of men who 
had been murdered moments before...
What were we to do? I only had my 
knife and Moyano no weapons at all.”

It is unfortunate that the first mention 
of Jesus Maria should record such a 
violent incident. Yet it seems as though 
it merely sets the stage for what was to 
occur in forthcoming years. As we shall 
see, Jesus Maria had more than its share 
of crime and violence.

Within a very short time, Jesus Maria 
transformed from a temporary placer camp 

to a more permanent settlement. In June of 1852, the 
Calaveras Chronicle reported on the town:

“This place, which a short time ago was but 
an inconsiderable camp, consisting of a few’ 
scattered tents, presents now the appearance of 
a fine and flourishing village. Large numbers 
of miners are daily arriving, and houses are 

This 1859 assessment was for a house and lot valued at $45 owned by Jesus 
Maria, living in Jesus Maria. Was this the man for whom the town was 

named? Courtesy Calaveras County Assessment Archives.
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springing up with surprising rapidity. Hill 
diggings have been struck, and tunneling is 
carried on to a large extent. We know of scarcely 
a single instance of a tunnel in operation there 
which is not paying something, while some are 
said to be remarkably rich."

Being conveniently situated in a small valley and 
at the junction of several gold-rich ravines, the town 
of Jesus Maria developed into a local trading center. 
It was also a place of general recreation for the 
hundreds of miners who had built cabins or pitched 
tents along the banks of Jesus Maria Creek, the 
nearby Calaveras River or in the surrounding hills.

It is generally recognized that the southern 
mines were far more diverse than many other 
portions of the Mother Lode, and perhaps there 
is no better example of this [diversity] than Jesus 
Maria. Within the confines of a few square miles, 
miners from many different countries could be 
found working in close proximity to one another. 
In addition to the American Argonauts, there were 
also large contingents from Chile and other South 
American countries. Mexico, France, and Italy also 
contributed miners who were active in the area at a 
very early date. Not to be overlooked, there were also 
a considerable number of California-born Hispanics, 
or the Californios.

In July of 1852, the Calaveras Chronicle 
reported that the river in the neighborhood of Jesus

Maria had already been turned at several places 
by "Mexicans, Frenchmen and other foreigners" 
who were uncovering very rich gold deposits in 
the exposed river bed. Reliable population figures 
for this time period are unavailable, but what can 
be determined is that in June of 1854, some 213 
votes were cast in Jesus Maria. If we assume there 
were at least as many non-voting Chileans, French, 
Mexican, Italian and other foreign-born residents 
in the immediate vicinity of Jesus Maria, it seems 
reasonable to estimate that there may have been 
around 400 to 500 people in the area.

It must also be remembered that during this 
period the population was extremely transitory. If 
word of new diggings or a rich discovery reached 
a camp, then many miners simply moved on. Local 
mining populations could fluctuate widely. In addi
tion, if seasonal creeks dried out, and water for 
mining became scarce, many miners simply moved 
back to the larger rivers or other areas where there 
was yet water available for placering. If not having 
enough water for mining could be a problem, then 
so too was too much water. In the fall of 1852 the 
newspaper reported:

"Although this camp is not in so flourishing 
a state as it was during the summer month, 
there is still a fair amount of trade trasacted 
in it. Water is beginning to trouble those who 
are working in the bed of the Jesus Maria 

stream, which is rapidly rising. 
We may expect soon to see the 
main branch of mining in these 
diggings deserted for the gulches."

Another reason led to Jesus 
Maria becoming a larger and more 
important camp. In addition to the 
gold deposits that occurred in the 
creeks and river, very rich gravels 
were also discovered in the hill
sides. In 1852 a tunnel driven 500 
feet into a hill contained some very 
rich ground. According to reports at 
the time, some wheel barrow loads 
contained up to $25 in gold, which 
at that time was probably just under 
two ounces.

Two years later, hillside or drift 
mining was still an important source

Children of Jesus Maria attended the Negro Gulch School. Celestina Lagomarsino 
Bonfiglio Guiffra was the teacher in the picture. Celestina rode the donkey to school. 

She was crippled and school was too far away from her home for her to walk. 
Calaveras County Historical Society photo, circa 1890s.
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angry lynch mob. Although Lewis was 

unsuccessful in his attempt to prevent 
a hanging, the incident speaks well 
to the character of Lewis.

By 1857 the Jesus Maria 
Guards had disbanded. Lewis 
remained in Calaveras County 
until around that time. He later 
became a Major in Company 
C of the 46th Pennsylvania and 
died in 1861 during the Civil 
War when he was killed by one 
of his own men.

A good example of the senti
ment that existed at the time is an 
editorial written by an American 
quoted in Limbaugh and Fuller’s 
book Calaveras Gold. His words 

John Gnecco was born in Italy in 1851 and 
chose to live out his years in Jesus Maria.

were directed at the Chilean 
miners working on Jesus Maria

Historical Society photo, circa 1870. Creek. He claimed they were 
“merely coyoting here and there

where they find a rich crevice.” Further he wrote, 
“This class of foreigner are very expert in finding 
rich deposits, and work without regularity, thus, in 
most cases, spoiling a claim which otherwise would 
have afforded regular and profitable employment to 

of gold in Jesus Maria. The Calaveras 
Chronicle reported the following:

“Five different companies are
funning tunnels into the hills
bordering on Negro Gulch, near
Jesus Maria, in order to cut off 
a rich lead known to exist in
the vicinity. The Wiggins tunnel 
on Jesus Maria Gulch is still
paying extraordinarily. Fifty
dollars to the wheelbarrow
load is considered an average
of its yield.”

These rich discoveries inevi
tably led to competition among the 
local miners. “On Wednesday, some
Americans in Jesus Maria jumped 
a claim belonging to a Chilean who 
had not paid his Foreign Miners
Tax,” reported the paper.

As claim disputes became 
more and more common, violence in the local saloons 
and crime escalated. In response, in September of 1854 
the American miners formed a militia, known locally 
as the Jesus Maria Guards. According to the news
paper, the militia was required because “nine-tenths of 
the population was turbulent and evil-disposed.”

At first organization the Guard contained some 
51 men, mostly miners headed by a few ex-military 
men. Selected as Captain was Arnold Colt Lewis, 
a former Pennsylvanian, local Justice of the Peace, 
and veteran of the Mexican-American War. Two 
years earlier, Lewis had organized another militia, 
the First Calaveras Guard at Mokelumne Hill. 
Other officers in the Jesus Maria Guards were 
Nathan Holmes who was 1st Lieutenant and a local 
store keeper, and R. A. Wiggins, 2nd Lieutenant, 
being the same Wiggins mentioned previously who 
tunneled in Jesus Maria Gulch.

The Jesus Maria Guards participated in a wide 
range of activities, from escorting a condemned man 
to the gallows in Mokelumne Hill, to settling a dispute 
between an Italian and a Chilean in a Jesus Maria 
dance hall. In addition they were also involved in 
helping local officials collect the Foreign Miners Tax.

In 1855, Captain Lewis put himself between 
a Mexican miner accused of murdering William 
Joyce, one of Jesus Maria’s first residents, and an 

other miners.”
Despite the volatility that permeated this period, 

time could still be made for various festivities and 
celebrations. In September of 1855, the Chilean 
citizens of Calaveras County, some 200 strong, 
gathered in “Chilecita,” the Little Chile portion of 
Jesus Maria, for a celebration of their country’s 
Independence Day, which included feasting, games 
and dancing.

Placer mining remained profitable around Jesus 
Maria until at least as late as 1857. Tn April of that 
year the Daily Alta California reported that Orin 
Plum and Foley, who were ground-sluicing above 
town at Boston Flat, had recovered in excess of 300 
ounces. R. A. Wiggins was also still involved in 
mining and had recently “washed out” some twelve 
ounces of gold, the paper reported.

Local tradition asserts that one of the early 
saloons in Jesus Maria was once the favorite haunt 
of outlaws, dry gulchers, and a wide variety of 
generally unsavory characters. It is also believed 
that unsuspecting miners were lured there to be
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The Lagomarsino-Guiffra house, restored in 1987, evokes grand images of Jesus Maria's past. 
Historical Society photo.

robbed of their gold, and sometimes murdered. 
While most local legends begin with a least a grain 
of truth, perhaps the following article that appeared 
in the Sacramento Daily Union in March of 1884 
can offer an explanation for how this apparently 
true tale began.

“Last Sunday, while Paul Lancelie and John 
Platt were engaged in mining at the foot of 
Negro Gulch, in Jesus Maria, they unearthed 
ten human skeletons about five feet from 
the surface, and within a space of eight feet 
square. One skull was found with a bullet hole 
through it. In the early days the camp was full 
of the roughest characters to be found in the 
mining region, and the general impression 
is that the parties were foully dealt with, 
although a few persons are of the belief that 
is an old cemetery; but from the facts that the 
skeletons were found in what is supposed to 
be an old cellar, and that on the very ground 
where they were taken out once stood a large 
building, formerly used as a dance-house, 
lead others to believe that the whole party 
were murdered at various times and secretly 
buried there.”

By the early 1860s, the residents of Jesus 
Maria had already started to rely more on agricul
ture than on mining, and things had started to calm 
down a bit. By consulting the 1860 census records 
and comparing them with the tax rolls for that 

year, a pretty good picture 
of what Jesus Maria was 
like during that time period 
can be obtained. Specific 
homes and businesses are 
noted. On the north side of 
Main Street there were a 
wide range of businesses. 
The Jacob brothers, Eugene 
and Henry originally from 
France were operating a 
butcher shop. Ah Tong, a 
Chinese gardener had his 
house next door. In addition, 
Jose Maria from Mexico 
was operating a dance hall 
in one building and a bakery 
and butcher shop in another.

Other buildings on the same side of the street 
were Fulco’s “fire proof store,” Phillip’s fruit 
store, Oliver’s restaurant and the Mauna residence. 
Across the street to the south were Frenchman 
Joseph Gayou’s stone store, Fulco’s house, Phillip’s 
storehouse, Alfred Norton’s saloon, Bartolo’s 
“billiard saloon,” and Shipley’s saloon. On the 
eastern edge of town was Elias Craig’s blacksmith 
shop and L. Delaney’s house. Joseph Dotta and 
Alexander Beffa from Switzerland had opened a 
nearby dairy. Just east of town below Boston Flat 
was Frank Dauphin’s Ranch. At Boston Flat proper 
was the ranch owned by Agostino Eagomarsino, 
and farther up the hill toward Whiskey Slide was 
the Hughes’ Ranch.

In February of 1861 a destructive fire ripped 
through a portion of Jesus Maria. It apparently 
started near the center of town at Ah Tong’s resi
dence and burned in a westerly direction on both 
sides of the street. The fire finally stopped at Fulco’s 
building near the west end of town. Later that same 
year, Gayou’s store, which had escaped the fire, was 
broken into and $300 in money and jewelry were 
taken from the safe.

By 1865 many of the remaining businesses 
and residences had changed hands and several new 
names begin to appear. Francisco Necco’s house was 
located to the west of Fulco’s “old store” and L. W. 
Tanner was operating a hotel opposite Gayou’s store. 
While mining had diminished greatly by 1870 it had 
not, nor would it ever, totally disappear. That year 
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eleven Chilean miners were still at work in the area, 
and Manuel Mauna still listed his primary occupa
tion as miner.

Grape growing and winemaking had become 
popular with several of the residents of Jesus 
Maria during the late 1860s. By 1870, according to 
the agricultural statistics gathered in conjunction 
with the census, Frank Gnecco produced some 
2,000 gallons of wine, and B. Ratto & Co. another 
2,500 gallons. Agostino Lagomarsino was one 
of Jesus Maria’s most dedicated grape growers, 
and as early as 1870 he listed his primary occu
pation as vineyardist. In 1873, the Calaveras 
Chronicle reported:

“On Saturday last Mr Lagomarsino 
proprietor of an extensive vineyard near Jesus
Maria presented us with a basket of grapes 
that were the finest we ever saw. The grapes 
were the Flaming Tokay variety grown upon 
grafts two years old. Mr. Lagomarsino informs 
us that he does not irrigate his vines, work 
upon them being confined to trimming and 
cultivating the soil. So far Jesus Maria is 
ahead in the production of grapes.”

Also growing grapes and making wine in the 
area was Guiseppa Guiffra and B. Cavanna. By 1889, 
John Gnecco was producing some thirty tons of 
grapes from his ten acre vineyard, and Lagomarsino 
had established some seven acres from which he 
produced twenty-one tons of grapes. Gnecco would 
later go on to establish a bonded distillery for the 
production of brandy.

Gradually, Jesus Maria had settled into a quiet 
agricultural community. In a directory published in 
1876 just four businesses are listed: J. Gayou, general 
merchandise; F. Gnecco, general merchandise; E. 
Jacobgs, butcher; and A. Lagomarsino, wine grower. 
However, even as late as the early 1900s, mining 
still retained some importance for the residents of 
Jesus Maria. The Mauna brothers continued work 
on their lode mines just outside of town, and report
edly milled some nineteen tons of quartz containing 
around $15 to the ton. By and large, most people 
in the area were engaged in a wide range of activi
ties, including cattle grazing, vegetable gardening, 
planting fruit and olive trees, and drying prunes.

In 1938, the Jesus Maria precinct contained 27 
registered voters. Some of those included on the 

list were blacksmith Frank Bartlett and his family, 
ranchers Maurice and Edith Fischer, farmer James 
Gambetta, stock raiser Alvin Guiffra and his family, 
rancher Roy Gnecco and his family, stock raiser 
Willard Hughes and his family, and miner Adam 
Kramer and his family.

Acknowledgement: Las Calaveras is grateful to 
Eric Costa who contributed this article. He reminds 
us that the small communities of Calaveras County 
once enjoyed a thriving, if not boisterous past. 
History has often overlooked Jesus Maria, consid
ering it instead to be a suburb of its larger neighbor 
Mokelumne Hill. For example, the 1902 voter register 
for the Jesus Maria precinct lists the residents as 
living in Mokelumne Hill. Few maps exist of this 
once bustling community. Fortunately records indi
cate otherwise. We know the community had several 
profitable mines, farms and businesses, and supported 
a number of families.

Costa has provided numerous statistics about 
early Jesus Maria that shed light on California’s early 
ethnic conflicts and violence. We also learned of early 
observations on hard rock mining, and about early 
mining methods in general. Fortunately the commu
nity evolved from a violent enclave of miners to a 
quiet valley of agriculturalists. For additional infor
mation on the community, readers are encouraged to 
read Las Calaveras, July 1990.

Today a casual traveler may not notice the small 
community as they pass through. Upon closer inspec
tion one can detect the cemetery, rock walls and ruins 
and numerous terraces of earlier homes or agricultural 
pursuits. Descendents of the pioneer families noted 
herein continue to live in the area today.

Jesus Maria today enjoys the distinction as California 
Historical Landmark No. 284. The description declares: 
“The community, the center of a large placer mining 
section, was named for a Mexican who raised vegetables 
and melons for the miners. It was settled in the early 
1850s with a large population of Mexicans, French, 
Chileans, and Italians. Now it is only populated by a few 
families who live together and work for common goals, 
including a large community garden, basketball court, 
jungle gym for children, and a windmill to pump water.”
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THE ANCIENT AND HONORABLE ORDER OF 
E CLAMPUS VITUS

by Bonnie Miller

J
oseph H. Zumwalt left his home in Kentucky 
and brought his family to California by wagon 
in 1849. In his trunk was a pamphlet he 
had purchased while provisioning for the trip. 

The pamphlet, printed in Pike County, Missouri, 
described the ritual of the Ancient and Honorable 
Order of E Clampus Vitus.

Zumwalt mined in Hangtown (Placerville) 
and the Yuba River before finally settling in 
Mokelumne Hill. This man is credited with the 
creation of the order in the west. E Clampus 
Vitus, the rowdy and possibly inebriated historical 
society had its western roots in the Gold Rush, and 
many believe that it found its true birthplace here 
in Calaveras County.

The exact origin of the ECV remains unclear. 
We know that Zumwalt brought the ritual with him 
from the east and indeed several states in the east 
claim a history with the ECV with active chapters 
prior to the Gold Rush. When Zumwalt traveled to 
California he hung a banner on his wagon that read, 
“Per Cartate Viduaribus y Orphanibusque, Sed 
Prime Viduaribus” which roughly translates as ‘for 
the protection of widows and orphans, but espe-

Joseph Zumwalt of Kentucky is credited with bringing the E 
Clampus Vitus ritual to California during the Gold Rush. Plaque 

from the Wall of Comparative Ovations, Murphys.

_ CALIFORNIA 1899
HLWA5 SUCCESSFUL LN MINING, AND PROSPERED IN BRANCHING ACTIVITIES

’JOSEPH Z UMWAlT
H£ INTRODUCED E CLAMPUS VITUS TO CALIFORNIA DURING THE 
GQLP RUSH. IN THE 1B5O'S IT SWEPT THE GOLD CAMPS. REVIVED JN J9M.
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A miner of the ECV, possibly inebriated, claims to have witnessed this scene on his way to 
the gold country. This tile is on the Wall of Comparative Ovations, and representative of the 

absurdities of the organization.

cially the widows.’ It is clear that Zumwalt had a 
sense of humor and had adopted the absurd outlook 
of the ECV early in his California career.

Mining camps could be boisterous commu
nities as young men expelled their frustrations 
through drink. When mining proved unprofitable, 
the men became restless. Zumwalt repeatedly 
witnessed dispirited young men unable to extract 
a profit from their mining labors, and he thought a 
diversion was in order. The more serious members 
of the communities found refuge in fraternal 
organizations. Organizations such as the Masons, 
the Odd Fellows and the Knights of Columbus 
thrived in the gold camps. But what about the rest 
of the folks, especially those who could not afford 
dues? Zumwalt felt the situation was ripe for ridi
cule. Creating an organization based on nonsense 
provided the distraction the young men needed.

Zumwalt’s idea for a satirical fraternal organi
zation finally took root on his second attempt in 
Moke Hill in 1853. He used the E Clampus Vitus 
ritual outlined in his pamphlet. He established his 
new lodge as No. 1001 of the organization. In the 
spirit of absurdity, there was and still is no logic to 
the numbering.

The Moke Hill lodge met in the Van Pelt 
building that was later used as a jail. It is believed 

that this was the building 
where the Hotel Leger is 
today, although there was 
another jail in the town. 
Early members included 
prominent Calaveras citizens 
such as District Attorney 
Charles Spires, editor of the 
Calaveras Chronicle George 
Schuler, Judge Brockway, 
Judge Porter, Dr. Hoerchner, 
Judge Grant and Deacon 
Peek. These fine gentlemen 
were often members of the 
other serious fraternal orders 
but sought some fun with the 
ECV as well.

Membership into 
the order required a poke 
of gold and a humiliating 
but humorous initiation 
ceremony. How much was 

required to be in the poke was unclear, but if a 
candidate couldn’t afford it, he was allowed to 
join anyway. Until he was enlightened, he was 
considered blinded from the truth of the order. 
The ‘poor blind candidate’ was blindfolded and 
subjected to a humiliating task, called ‘going down 
the slippery gulch,’ clearly a reference to diffi
cult placer mining. Everyone enjoyed watching 
the new member perform some ridiculous task to 
gain admission. Alcohol was always present and 
heartily enjoyed at these times. Indeed, playing 
a hoax on the candidate seemed to be high sport 
among the miners. The tradition continues today. 
It was said that if a candidate could survive the 
initiation process, he could take anything the order 
required of him. When successful, the new initiate 
became a brother for life.

Credo Quia Absurdum
The name E Clampus Vitus and their motto 

“Credo Quia Absurdum ” sound vaguely Latin, and 
translate even more vaguely as ‘1 believe because it 
is absurd.’ The motto is still used today and clearly 
represents the attitude of the members of the E 
Clampus Vitus, or “Clamper,” as they are called.

Absurdity abounds in all of their activities. One 
example is the hewgag. The hewgag, historically 
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a trumpet, was also a gag. The music that went in 
sweet came out sour. When the hewgag sounded 
it was the call to meet. Many late shifts in the 
mines were interrupted with the braying trumpet 
of the hewgag, calling miners to meet that evening, 

head guy as the Noble Grand Humbug. What is an 
Iscutis? It is rumored to be a hill wolf, whose legs 
are shorter on one side of his body. And then there is 
the Gyiscutis, a beetle. The Gyiscutis was also one 
of the early placer mining machines.

although meetings could be held any time before or 
after a full moon.

“The organization was, by nature, a spoof 
on the more dignified, straight-laced and 
deeply ritualistic fraternal orders of the day”, 
explains ECV Historian Skip Skyrud.

Clamper membership peaked around 1870. 
Their activities in mining camps became so bois
terous that towns often shut down for business 
when the Clampers were in town. Many stories have 
been told of hilarious activities or about prominent 
members of the clan, all the way back to Hannibal 
(yet another example of their absurd claims). One 
account asserts that even Sam Clemens was an 
ECV member, which seems plausible considering 
his propensity for absurdity. The ridiculousness of 
the organization likely appealed to Clemens’ wry 
sense of humor. The ECV story goes that he even 
first heard the frog jump story while attending an 
ECV meeting. This too is plausible as it is well 
known that Clemens heard the story in a saloon, 
and it is quite likely that the ECV also used the 
saloon for meeting.

Meetings were rowdy affairs often including 
joke telling, song singing, and of course much 
drink. When a community required a parade, such 
as for the Fourth of July, all local organizations 
turned out in their finery to strut their uniforms. 
Fraternal organizations such as the Masons and 
Odd Fellows proudly paraded down the street 
wearing their sashes and waving their banners. 
Bringing up the rear was often the miners of the 
E Clampus Vitus sporting the classic miner’s red 
shirt. They waved a woman’s hoop skirt over their 
heads like a flag, with a banner declaring “This is 
the flag we fight under.” Adorning their shirts, in 
jest to the finery worn by the higher class organiza
tions, the Clampers wore medals cut from tin cans.

All members of the organization were equal 
although some were more equal than others. All 
members were officers, and all officers were of 
equal indignity and were bestowed with grandiose 
titles. The president of a lodge or chapter is called 
the Iscutis, although today many just refer to the

The ECV constructed this monument to Mark 
Twain at Frogtown, the Calaveras County 

Fairgrounds. Dedicated May 21,1966.

MARK TWAIN 1335-1910 
(.SAMUEL L. CLEMENS') 
GREAT HUMORIST OF AMERICAN 
LITERATURE- LECTURER
WORLD TRAVELER.DEDICATED | 
IN HONOR OF THE HERITAGE J 
HE CREATED AND LEFT 
iTO
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The other Side of Clamperdom
All of the practical jokes and absurdities 

were more than just a spoof aimed at the serious 
orders and an outlet for stress. The ECV also 
had a serious side. Like all fraternal orders it 
provided a social service. Although they joked 
about serving the widows, they did indeed help 
out distressed children and widows as well as 
fellow ECV members. Food and other provisions 
were often anonymously left at the doors of desti
tute widows, or delivered to fellow miners down 
on their luck. When a fellow miner fell sick or 
was injured, his Clamper friends were sure to see 
that he received help. Clampers were known to 
be some of the first to respond to mine disasters. 
They often worked long hours after their own day 
of mining to assist fellow citizens displaced by 
fire or flood waters.

One famous story about the Clampers tells of 
the time a travelling entertainer came to a mining 
camp. He was distraught over his pending perfor
mance. Apparently a low turnout was expected, 
spelling financial doom for the theater man. A 
dutiful Clamper took the man aside and explained 
that if he joined one of the local fraternal orga
nizations in the town then he was sure to draw a 
crowd. The entertainer promptly bought all the 
Clampers present a round of drinks. In turn, they 
filled his theater full that evening, ensuring his 
financial success.

Booming and Busting
Populations in the gold camps were fluid, 

growing or shrinking according to the boom or 
bust cycle of the gold strikes. Memberships in 
the fraternal organizations were no less immune 

to those changes. As the economy moved 
from placer to hard rock mining or other 
means of employment, the need for the 
ECV waned. Socially the west was settling 
down and no longer needed entertaining 
diversions. By the late 1800s interest in the 
ECV was almost non-existent. In 1915 only 
one lodge remained.

Fortunately the organization was revital
ized in the early 1930s. California historians 
decided to revive the brotherhood before 
all historic recollection of its rituals and 
purpose were lost to time. It is believed that 
the launch of the modern movement took 
place again here in the Mother Lode, on 
Parrotts Ferry Road. The needs of miners’ 
widows and children no longer existed. 
Rather, the purpose of the organization 
evolved to recognize and commemorate 
the west’s lively historic past. The ECV 
reemerged as an organization dedicated to 
preserving the memory of the Gold Rush 
and the settlement of the west.

Today the ECV operates as a fraternal 
brotherhood, dedicated to historic preserva
tion. But not without some fun. Clampers 
are still inclined to play practical jokes, 
create wild initiation processes, and gener
ally have a good time while working 
toward their modern goal of historic pres
ervation. Whether booming into town for

This stone monument, adorned with a miner's pick, shovel and pan was 
constructed and dedicated by the ECV in 1964. It is located in front of the 

Pioneer Hotel and acknowledges the Sheep Ranch Mine.
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a Clampout gath
ering, or busting 
up over their 
follies, Clampers 
are sure to have a 
good time at their 
events.

The EC V began 
to place monu
ments throughout 
California and even
tually across the 
west at locations of 
historic note. They 
often partnered 
with local historical

Two prominent leaders in the modern era of the ECV were Coke Wood on the 
left and Archie Stevenot on the right. Both were from Calaveras County and are 

memorialized on the ECV Wall of Comparative Ovations in Murphys.

Mother Lode 
where the Ancient 
and Honorable 
Order of the E 
Clampus Vitus 
was both born and 
revitalized.

The Matuca 
Chapter has a 
sometimes-realized 
goal to honor 
about three loca
tions a year, one 
in each member 
county. They 
especially thrived

State of California’s in the 1960s. Throughout the decade, across 
the Mother Lode, the Clampers, armed 

with their antics, were active and 
fruitful. Numerous monuments and 
commemorative plaques were estab

lished. “Plaquing,” as they like to call it. 
Funds for expensive monuments were and

organizations or the
Office of Historic Preservation. Today visi
tors can see numerous historic monuments 
that have been created and placed by the
dedicated members of the E Clampus Vitus. 
Calaveras County has been the recipient and has 
especially benefited from the attentions and efforts
of the Clampers.

Plaques, Monuments 
and Matuca

E Clampus Vitus Redivivus, 
the revived organization 
as we know it today, has a 
prolific chapter in our area. 
On September 24, 1948, one 
hundred years after the discovery 
of gold in California, the Matuca 
Chapter No. 1849 was chartered. 
This unique chapter encom
passes Mariposa, Tuolumne and 
Calaveras Counties. The name 
Matuca is derived from the first 
two letters of the involved coun
ties. For a short time, Amador 
was a part of the chapter and it 
was called Amatuca.

The Matuca Chapter is 
particularly unique as it involves 
much of the area of the southern 
mines which is steeped in Gold 
Rush History. The chapter also 
encompasses the area of the
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ECV Directors as listed in April 1962 in 
The Clamper, the official publication of the 
ancient and honorable order of E Clampus 

Vitus, the publication created by Coke Wood.

are still raised through Clamper 
events and donations.

Travelers passing through 
or even residents of Calaveras 
County pass by these promi
nent monuments daily. Of note 
is a beautiful marble plaque on 
the front of the Hotel Leger in 
Mokelumne Hill, honoring Joe 
Zumwalt and the origin of the 
movement, placed on 26 March 
1966. Later that same year, on 
21 May 1966 the ECV dedicated 
a plaque honoring Mark Twain, 
located at Frogtown. This monu
ment was designed by world 
famous sculptor and official 
Clampartist William Gordon Huff.

In 1964 the ECV teamed up 
with the Historical Society on a 
joint project. They constructed 
the stone monument with the 
wagon wheel commemorating 
the location of the attempted 
stage hold up on Mountain 
Ranch Road.
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With pistols blazing behind him, Archie Stevenot, left, accepts the plaque at Carson 
Hill on October 14,1961. The ore cart was donated by Dick Holman of the Tuolumne 

County Foundry. Stevenot is holding his Staff of Relief which was a gift of admiration 
from his fellow Clampers. The staff resides today in the Old Timer's Museum. 

Photo by Earle Edmiston, used by permission of the ECV, Matuca Chapter.

We know Archie Stevenot as 
“Mr. Mother Lode.” Archie was 
founder of the Mother Lode Highway 
Association, the organization respon
sible for creating Highway 49 linking 
the golden communities of the Mother 
Lode. The Clampers were proud to 
call him a member of their organiza
tion. In fact, Stevenot was a member 
of the installation team that formed 
the original Amatuca chapter in 1948. 
He went on to serve in many of the 
chapter’s positions including as on the 
Venerable Grand Council of Venerable 
Clampatriarchs. Not to be outdone 
by the state’s having named him Mr. 
Mother Lode the ECV ultimately 
bestowed him with the title of Mr. 
Clamper of All Clamperdom. In 1961 
the ECV honored Stevenot by placing 
a plaque, attached to an ore cart, along 
Highway 49 by the Carson Hill Mine. 
On it the plaque stated:

Just as Calaveras County has benefited from the 
attentions of the Clampers, the ECV has benefited 
from Calaveras County as well. Two of the orga
nization’s most prominent members were Archie 
Stevenot and Coke Wood.

Historical Society members will recall that 
Coke Wood was a founding member of our 
Calaveras County Historical Society. He later went 
on to help establish the Conference of California 
Historical Societies. Here in Calaveras County he 
created the Old Timer’s Museum in Murphys. He 
also created The Clamper, the newsletter of the 
ECV. In 1969 he was named “Mr. California” by 
the California State Legislature.

In 1970 Wood allowed the creation of the E 
Clampus Vitus Wall of Comparative Ovations on the 
side of his Old Timer’s Museum. Today this grandly 
decorated rock wall stands as a shrine to the ECV 
movement. Likenesses of prominent ECV members, 
or other amusing things, adorn the wall. Visitors to 
Murphys are often seen amusing themselves reading 
the various plaques on the wall. Clampers often 
conduct events near this wall, supporting the obser
vation that the community of Murphys has become 
an unofficial capital of the ECV.

“TO OUR SUPREME NOBLE GRAND 
HUMBUG OF THE GRAND COUNCIL OF 

E. CLAMPUS VITUS, INC., THIS MARKER 
IS AFFECTIONATELY DEDICATED THIS 

14TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1961.”

In 1976 another monument was created 
honoring Archie Stevenot. Working with the Golden 
Chain Council, the Matuca ECV constructed a 
stone monument overlooking the beautiful bridge 
on Highway 49 linking Calaveras and Tuolumne 
Counties. In 1968 the state had named it the Archie 
Stevenot Bridge and the ECV felt it warranted a 
monument. Buried inside the stone monument is a 
100-year time capsule.

The Clampers Today
Judge Ross A Carkeet spoke as the Master of 

Ceremonies at a Clamper dinner in Sonora on 29 
January 1966. He summarized the nature of the ECV 
as mysterious, humorous and benevolent.

"It is an organization of fun and was 
founded on satire and the deepest needs 
for entertainment and fellowship in a world 
then filled with separation, loneliness and
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hardships. Its strength was built by poking fun 
at the artificial, the unreal, and the phoniness 
of certain parts of society that had placed 
themselves above and apart from the less 
fortunate. And so, its names and honorary titles 
emphasized its exposure of all things artificial 
or phony or of a nature to hoodwink the public.”

“The Clampers Creed tells us that as we go 
through life we should be humble, never take 
ourselves seriously, appreciate a little of the 
ridiculous, always be a two-fisted Clamper 
when the bottle passes our way, and that 
we must never forget the men and women 
of the western wilderness and never fail to 
appreciate a bit of western lore.”

Today ECV functions include many amusing 
activities such as Clamperades, Clampouts, 
or Clampilgrimages to other chapters. When 

necessary, the Grand Noble Humbug might issue 
a Camproclamation. With a nod to moderniza
tion, today the hewgag is written and mailed 
rather than blown. Meetings still include singing, 
accompanied by copious liquid refreshment. And 
they are still plaquing the Mother Lode so that 
we won’t forget our interesting and historic past.

Drink has always been a part of their rituals 
and still plays a large role in their gatherings. 
They do not know if they are a historical drinking 
society, or a drinking historical society. Crowds 
continue to be entertained by rowdy groups of red- 
shirted men, some being carried in wheel barrows 
signifying the poor blind candidate going down the 
slippery gulch toward enlightenment, bringing up 
the rear of a Mother Lode parade.

By 1990 membership in the organization had 
grown to over 50,000. There are currently more than 
forty chapters in the west. More than 2000 monuments

Coke Wood, creator of the Old Timer's Museum in Murphys allowed the ECV to establish a Wall of Comparative Ovations on the 
building, memorializing prominent aspects of the ECV. The wall has become somewhat of a shrine to the ECV, and a point of 

historic interest in itself.
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The ECV placed, and replaced, this plaque noting the origin of the ECV order during 
the Gold Rush. This plaque adorns the exterior of the Hotel Leger in Mokelumne Hill.

detailed description of Zumwalt’s path 
to California and Calaveras County, 
and the history of the ECV ritual and 
its revival, readers are encouraged to 
see Las Calaveras, January 1995.

In 1985 the ECV repaired the 
Archie Stevenot monument and 
replaced the plaque that had been 
stolen from Highway 49 by vandals.

All photos, unless otherwise noted, 
by Bonnie Miller, Feb-March 2015.
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Editor ’s Note:
Las Calaveras is grateful to 

Clamper JT Bauder for enlightening 
us about this fascinating organiza
tion, and for the assistance of Larry 
Wesson, Noble Grand Humbug, 
Matuca Chapter. Our thanks to Skip
Skyrud, Matuca Historian for the list 
of monuments and plaques. For a more

In 2013 the ECV constructed this monument in the community of Sheep Ranch, 
apparently to the pleasure of the resident sheep.
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When
October 14, 1961 
June 13, 1962 
January 12, 1963 
July 25, 1964 
March 26, 1966 
May 21, 1966 
April 7, 1970 
April 27, 1974 
May 31, 1975 
July 23, 1976 
1977
October 22, 1977 
September 20, 1980 
May 29, 1983 
August 22, 1987 
April 9, 1988 
May 29, 1988 
September 14. 1991 
May 24, 1992 
May 30, 1993 
March 26, 1994 
September 9, 1995 
April 1, 1997 
June 6, 1998 
April 3. 1999 
June 17,2000 
September 14. 2002 
September 13, 2003 
September 18. 2004 
August 13,2005
September 10, 2005 
September 9, 2005 
September 15, 2007 
September 12, 2009 
September 25, 2010 
September 17, 2011 
July 28. 2012 
June 8, 2013

A PARTIAL LIST OF MONUMENTS 
AND PLAQUES

Placed by ECV Matuca Chapter 184 
throughout Calaveras County

What Where
Honoring Archie Stevenot Hwy 49 at Carson Hill
Honoring Judge James Smith Historic Courthouse, San Andn
Attempted Stage Robbery Mountain Ranch Road
Sheep Ranch Mine Pioneer Hotel, Sheep Ranch
Moke Hill and the ECV origin Hotel Lcgcr, Moke Hill
Honoring Mark Twain Frogtown
Wall of Comparative Ovations Travers Building, Murphys
James Carson Hwy 49 at Carson Hill
Dr Albert A Michelson Murphys
Archie D Stevenot & 100 year time capsule Hwy 49 at the Stevenot Bridge
The Compere Store Murphys
The Murphy Brothers Murphys
Chinatown of Angels Camp Angels Camp
The Dorrington Hotel Dorrington
Camp Tamarack Tamarack
Black Bart at Funk Hill Copperopolis
Joe Zumwalt Hotel Leger, Moke Hill
I lappy Valley Happy Valley
Madame Josephine Felix Salt Spring Valley
Valley Spring Valley Springs
Macaroni Flat San Domingo Creek
Boards Crossing Boards Crossing
Old Comer Saloon Copperopolis
The Avery Hotel Avery
Calaveras Telephone Copperopolis
Copperopolis Copperopolis
Dinkelspiel Store Vallecito
Mountain Ranch Mountain Ranch
Altaville Block 5 Altaville
Black Bart at Funk Hill, rededicated Copperopolis
Camp Nine Bell & Vallecito P O Vallecito
Copperopolis Cemetery Copperopolis
Calaveras County Hospital Cemetery San Andreas
Claussen’s Corner Angels Camp
Joe H Zumwalt, rcdcdicated Hotel Leger, Moke Hill
Avery One-Room Schoolhouse Avery
Black Bart Inn San Andreas
Sheep Ranch Sheep Ranch
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Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $25.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from the 
Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of 
the source would be appreciated. Contributions of 
articles about Calaveras County are appreciated 
and may be submitted to the Historical Society for 
consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is 
a non-profit corporation. It meets on the fourth 
Thursday of each month in various communities 
throughout the County. Locations and scheduled 
programs are announced in advance. Some meet
ings include a dinner program, and visitors are 
always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
which is open Thursday to Sunday, 10:00 to 4:00.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museums while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact 
us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum 
(209) 754-0800.

January-March, 2015

New Members:
Marlene Weeks—Farmington

Dave Codoni—Lodi

Bill & Gail Stark—Mountain Ranch 
(gift membership)

John & Lois Land—Mokelumne Hill

Shirley Ryan, C.A.O.—San Andreas 
(gift membership)

Thomas Pitta—Angels Camp

Ken Johnson—San Andreas (gift membership)

Michelle Bollinger—San Andreas 
(gift membership)

John Morse—Mountain Ranch (gift membership)

Mary Anne Garamendi—Mokelumne Hill 
(gift membership)

Bill & Carolyn Edwards—Valley Springs

Jan Schmidiger—Sheep Ranch

Calaveras County Chamber of Commerce

Kris Payne—Diamond Springs

Donations:
Randy Klassen—Painting of historic Zwinge 
Building, current location of the Calaveras 
County Archives

Dave Codoni—Cash donation

Sally Tuttle—Trunk of war memorabilia from 
Judge Richard E. Tuttle

Barbara Berger—Clothing, paperwork and artifacts 
from Bud and Louise Spence

Bill Wennhold—School pin from the Calaveras 
Union High School (skull with ruby eyes) J
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THE BOOM AND BUST AND LEGACY OF
SIX MILE BAR

by Bonnie Miller

A
long the southern boundary of Calaveras 
County, on the northern banks of the Stanislaus 
River, lays a remote stretch of land known 

of the first settlements in the Gold Rush were located 
along this stretch of the river. The gold-bearing gravels 
ultimately proved to run as deep as twenty feet.

as Six Mile Bar. This river
bank supported a community 
of a few dozen gold miners, 
merchants and ranchers for 
just a few years, yet left a 
legacy lasting well into this 
century. Today Six Mile Bar 
lies between the shadows of 
the Tulloch and Goodwin 
Dams, narrowly having 
escaped inundation. The now 
abandoned community has 
a unique place in history in 
Calaveras County, is adjacent 
to the famous Spanish Land 
Grant, and maintains an inte
gral relationship with modern 
Stanislaus County.

The easy placer mining 
and the rich gravel bars drew 
the earliest gold seekers. Some

Six Mile Bar once resided on the north bank (right) of the Stanislaus River, under the dramatic 
shelf of Table Mountain. Viewing west from the Tulloch Dam. Ptoo by Bonnie Miller, April 2015.



Two miles upstream of Knight’s Ferry in 
Stanislaus County was a gravel bar called Two Mile 
Bar. Six Mile Bar was located six miles upstream of 
Knights Ferry, hence its name. Next upstream was a 
small bar called Spanish Bar as it was first mined by 
the Chilean miners. Further up was the settlement of 
Scorpion Gulch. Although referenced from Knight’s 
Ferry, these bars and gulches were past the county line 
and lay within the boundaries of Calaveras County.

The communities were fed by the bountiful 
waters from the confluence of Black Creek and the 
Stanislaus River. To the north runs Littlejohn’s Creek 
almost parallel to the river. North and west of the river 
runs the prominent Gopher Ridge. Further to the east 
was the important river crossing of O’Byrne’s Ferry, 
located under the dramatic wall of Table Mountain.

When Calaveras County was established this 
general area was designated at Township 8. It 
encompassed the other nearby gold camps such as 
Angels, Robinson’s Ferry, Albany Flat, Copperopolis, 
Reynold’s Ferry, Telegraph City, O’Byrne’s Ferry, 
Scorpion Gulch, Six Mile Bar, and Carson as well.

Six Mile Bar was strategically located within the 
commerce of the area. The community was easily 
accessible in those days as it lay near several cross
roads. The O’Byrne’s Ferry Road, the Copperopolis 
and Knights Ferry Road, and the Copperopolis 
and Sonora Roads all crossed the Stanislaus River 
at O’Byrne’s Ferry and were within easy reach of

Six Mile Bar. The road and later stage connecting 
Knight’s Ferry to Sonora ran through Six Mile Bar.

The community of Six Mile Bar constructed a 
small bridge over the river yet it was unable to support 
the demands of mining traffic inundating the foothills. 
Significant loads required the services of Knight’s Ferry 
downstream, or the O’Byrne’s Ferry which was estab
lished in 1852 by Patrick O. Byrnes further upstream.

The O’Byrne’s Ferry proved to be an essential 
link in all aspects of commerce and transportation 
for Calaveras County and the southern mines. The 
ferry provided an integral link connecting eastbound 
traffic from the valley, or southbound traffic from 
Calaveras County with Tuolumne County, Sonora, 
Yosemite and others.

Because of its location along the important routes 
in the area, the residents wished to see that the roads 
serving Six Mile Bar were passable and desirable 
for transport. The community of Six Mile Bar peti
tioned the county to improve the road linking them to 
O’Byrne’s Ferry and Copperopolis, and in February 
of 1858 the Calaveras County Board of Supervisors 
appointed William Daily of Six Mile Bar as the Road 
Overseer or commissioner for Township 8.

The county boundary lines had little influence 
on the miners or early residents of the gravel bars 
as evidenced by the fact that Six Mile Bar was 
named for its distance from a community in another 
county. The closest store to Six Mile Bar was in 

Knight’s Ferry, and the Knights 
Ferry Post Office served 
Six Mile Bar and Scorpion 
Gulch, yet the residents of the 
smaller communities voted in 
Calaveras County.

The Residents 
of Six Mile Bar 

Native Californians lived 
along the banks of the Stanislaus 
River for centuries before the 
arrival of the Europeans. The 
first Europeans were likely the 
Spanish explorers who eventu
ally yielded to the Mexican rule. 
It was not until gold was discov
ered in California’s streams did 
the area experience the boom 
in population.

Possibly the first claim filed on the Stanislaus River, claiming the riverbed and deep water in front 
of Six Mile Bar, filed by the Rocky Bar Fluming Company, 11/30/1852. Calaveras County Archives.
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First the native Californians and then the miners 
and settlers drew their sustenance from the moody 
river and its shores. Every winter the river threatened to 
flood its banks, endangering the communities. When 
tame, the river provided water, abundant fishing, and 
the power to wash their gold. Quail were plentiful and 
easy to hunt. Good deer hunting could be had in the 
saddle to the north of Six Mile Bar, or herds could be 
found tucked under the rim rocks that lined the bank 
between Six Mile Bar and Scorpion Gulch. Wild 
ducks frequented the numerous natural springs.

The years 1858 to 1860 appear to have been the 
height of placer mining activity for Six Mile Bar. One 
visitor described the area as a “succession of claims 
worked with * wheels \ elevators of water, ditches, 
conductors and such which so characterize the scenery 
of the Stanislaus River” He noted that the area had 
the sound “...of the gratings of shovels and the sharp 
ringing of picks, incident to mining live.” The 1858 
census indicated about a dozen miners were living in 
Six Mile Bar. Within two years another half dozen 
Chinese miners called Six Mile Bar home. Further 
upstream several Chinese miners worked the tailings of 
Spanish Bar, yet lived on the opposite side of the river. 
There, every morning the Chinese crossed the river to 
work the north side, while the white miners crossed the 
river to work the south side. Each evening the miners 
passed each other again as they returned to their camps.

A few children were born in Six Mile Bar. We 
know of William John Peterson, born 18 May 1858. He 
was the son of German immigrants Charles and Dora 
Peterson. Thomas and Bertha Gatzman, also German 
immigrants, owned a house and lot in the community 
according to tax records. They had a son, Edward 
Gatzman, born 13 February 1860. Edward later played 
a prominent role in Stanislaus County Schools, serving 
as a member of their Board of Trustees.

Assessment records tell us that in 1858 Henry 
Van Horn owned a house and lot and had a successful 
slaughterhouse at O’Byrne’s Ferry. While at the 
same time, the San Andreas Independent reported on 
15 November 1858 that residents G. L. Fisher and 
Thomas Gatesman (Gatzman) were both delinquent 
on their taxes, each of whom owned a house and lot 
at the time. Yet they remained in the area. Gatzman 
must have paid his taxes, as he expanded his holdings 
to include an 80 acre cattle ranch in Scorpion Gulch.

Six Mile Bar was a significant enough commu
nity within Township 8 to warrant its own election

H Afl a mining district, Knight’s has but few 
| superiors; her river banks and deep bars are 

being worked, and by the aid of the late great 
improvements in mining, arc paying most excel
lent wages. The hills and gulches, for several 
uulea around, have recently been prospected 
and found to contain rich deposits. The great 
and astonishing Table Mountain terminates 
here, dips into the planes, and is lost A com
pany of enterprisiag miner’s have just comple
ted a Ditch that conveys a large stream from 
6 mile Bar, to the high lands and*-flats in this 
vicinity, as well as supplying a number of local
ities on its line above and below the Ferry.

Description of the mining district and its potential for water 
from the 1856 Miners and Business Men's Directory.

precinct. The 1859 election records indicated that 
three men served as elections officials for the 
precinct. The San Andreas Independent reported on 3 
September 1859 that J. Mason and W. E. Peck served 
as the judges for the precinct and John Buling as the 
inspector. The Independent reported on 9 August 
1860 that McEnzey served as inspector, while John 
Tayson and W. G. Taylor served as judges. The elec
tion results posted on 20 September 1862 noted that 
25 ballots were cast in the precinct. Two years later 
only 22 ballots were cast, apparently being the last 
year that Six Mile had a precinct. The following year 
a new precinct was opened at O’Byrne’s Ferry.

Calaveras County operated a school located 
between Copperopolis and O’Byrnes Ferry on the 
Mark McCormick Ranch. This school served the 
children of the surrounding ranching families and 
settlements along the river. This was the closest 
school available to the children of Six Mile Bar. (The 
school operated for 46 years until closing in 1921). 
Given the distance, it is likely that any children of 
Six Mile Bar were schooled at home if at all.

The Driving Commerce
Knight’s Ferry was an important community in 

early Stanislaus County history which in turn influ
enced the other gold camps up stream. Indeed, the 
community was so important that it served as that 
county’s seat for ten years. A few thousand people 
lived there in the earliest days of the Gold Rush, so 
the miners of Scorpion Gulch and Six Mile Bar trav
eled downstream to secure their supplies there or to 
read their newspaper called the Ferry Bee. In 1850 a 
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scythe purchased in Knight’s Ferry cost $85 in gold 
dust. Six ounces of gold dust could buy a beef cow. 
A laborer earned $5 a day, while a skilled carpenter 
earned $12 a day. If there was housing to be found 
in Knight’s Ferry, a twenty-foot square building with 
dirt floors rented for $500 a month.

Much of the commerce and success of Knight’s 
Ferry was inspired by Abraham Schell. His expertise 
included being a Wells Fargo agent, gold assayer, 
lawyer, banker, builder and general benefactor of 
the community. Additionally he made wine and 
maintained a 75 acre of vineyard. His Red Mountain 
Winery and vineyard was likely one of the earliest 
established large scale agricultural enterprises in the 
area. His investment in the community provided much 
of the infrastructure that maintained its viability.

Everett’s Express brought goods from Knight’s 
Ferry, serving the communities of the north Stanislaus 
River: Two Mile Bar, Six Mile Bar, Scorpion Gulch, 
O’Byrne’s Ferry, Central Ferry and Ramsey’s Flat, 
to name a few. The express left Knight’s Ferry 
every Wednesday and Saturday, and provided return 
service each Tuesday and Friday.

Within a few short years enough people were 
living in Six Mile Bar to justify a store of their own. 
Charles Peterson of New York formed a partnership 
with John Hubbard and John Tyson as merchants in 
Six Mile Bar on the first of January, 1855. Operating 
under the name Hubbard & Co, they conducted busi
ness in merchandising, teaming and ranching. Peterson 
must have been immediately successful as his name 
appeared in the 1856 Miners and Business Mens 
Directory. However just a year later the partnership 
chose to move on. In November 1857 the partner
ship was dissolved by mutual consent and Tyson and 
Peterson continued cattle ranching further east.

In April of 1859 Henry Dufrain applied to the 
United States Postal Service to provide postal service 
from Knight’s Ferry to Six Mile Bar. Later that same 
year, on 31 October Hiram Bartels deeded to James 
Anderson a lot and saloon in the community. The 
1860 tax records indicate a thriving commerce 
throughout Township 8 and a strong community 
for the residents of Six Mile Bar. Several homes 
and lots were taxed, and there were at least two 
saloons, two merchants and one ranch. Additionally 
there was a six-stamp mill processing ore. And 
several individuals or companies were assessed for 
water improvements, specifically ditches, dams and 

flumes. The remnants and products of this indus
trious period are still evident today.

The Spanish Land Grant
Vestiges of the river’s history continued to play a 

role in the social structure of these early settlements. 
Despite the Spanish influence and the gold rush, 
the native Californians continued to live in the area. 
Above Two Mile Bar was an Indian burial ground.

Two Indians got into trouble in Six Mile Bar in 
1859. The San Andreas Independent reported a grue
some lynching on 3 September 1859. Two Indian 
boys were accused of having shot a peddler who 
subsequently died of his wounds. A vigilante group 
seized the boys and hung them from a tree. The 
corpses were further mutilated by the angry crowd.

Despite such misgivings the Indians continued 
to live in the area. Records indicate a “reservation” 
east of Gopher Ridge, and an Indian settlement near 
Ramsey Flat as late at 1890. (These may have been 
the same location with two different reference points).

It is the aura of the Spanish Land Grant that inter
ests people still today. El Rancheria del Rio Estanislaus 
dates back to 1843 and was named for an Indian that 
came from this river area. The original grant exceeded 
48,000 acres running along the north side of the river. 
It encompassed most of the land between Knight’s 
Ferry and Black Creek and Scorpion Gulch, which 
would include Two Mile and Six Mile Bars. Much of 
the history of this area has been memorialized in the 
book El Rancheria del Rio Estanislaus by Margaret 
Gaylord Ruppel. Ruppel’s family acquired much of the 
land from the grant in 1940. Approximately 11,000 
acres of the original grant remains intact.

The River Sustained Them
The river sustained the communities along its 

banks in several ways. As late as the 1940s residents 
claimed that wild salmon choked the water, sometimes 
as many as two or three deep and weighing as much 
as 35 pounds. But most importantly, the river provided 
the water that drove the mining operations. Numerous 
small dams and extensive ditches and flumes redi
rected the river’s water to more profitable enterprises.

Possibly the first “river claim” in the area was 
filed on 30 November 1852. The Rocky Bar Fluming 
Company pompously claimed for itself three miles 
of the river beds below Table Mountain and all of the 
deep water fronting Six Mile Bar.
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Articles of Incorporation of the Stanislaus River Fluming and Mining Company, 
filed for Six Mile Bar on 2/10/1859. Calaveras County Archives, Box 115.

The year 1855 proved to be a difficult 
one as the communities struggled against the 
whims of the river. Spring runoffs caused 
damage to several of the water ditches. 
Abraham Schell provided the necessary finan
cial assistance to conduct repairs. Later that 
year, the Sacramento Daily Union reported on 
1 August 1855 that a fire occurred at Six Mile 
Bar on July 28th. The fire destroyed all of the 
lumber and tools of the Jenny Lind Fluming 
Company for a loss of $2500.

Historian Roger Werner has noted 
several accounts of extensive tunnels in the 
Table Mountain area, notably one called 
the Calaveras Tunnel. He believes the first 
use of hydraulic mining on the Stanislaus 
River occurred here as described by the San 
Joaquin Republican on 24 April 1856. The 
Republican again reported promising quartz 
leads at Six Mile Bar on 19 March 1857.

Tax Assessment records for the year 1858 
tell us that the San Joaquin County Water 
Company operated a ditch taking water from 
the Stanislaus River. The ditch commenced 
at Spanish Bar two miles above Six Mile 
Bar and ran to the county line on Yours Hill 
near Knights Ferry. It was valued at $6000. 
Another ditch and flume in Township 8, was 
known as the Stanislaus Water Ditch, valued 
at $10,000. Much of this waterway included what 
was referred to as the “hanging flume”, the wooden 
flume that was suspended above the river, taking a 
circuitous route toward the northwest. Many decades 
later the routes of those wooden flumes can still be 
traced by the trail of nails littering the hillside.

Two years later Henry Truett was assessed for a 
twelve mile ditch he was credited with building. This 
ditch conveyed water from Littlejohn’s Creek. Yet 
another miner, known as Lane, damned a portion of 
Littlejohn’s Creek and created a reservoir. He charged 
miners so much gold dust for a “miner’s inch” of 
water (a flow of about 8.5 gallons per minute).

In 1861 the Stanislaus Water Company ditch 
from Six Mile Bar to the county line was valued 
at $2500. That same year the San Joaquin Water 
Company was also assessed for a mining ditch at Six 
Mile Bar, valued $5000. Yet another report indicates 
that the company’s improvements could have valued 
$8000. The ditch provided water to the Stanislaus

County line. Up at Tyson’s Flat the cliffs of Table 
Mountain rise above the river. Iron rods hold 1200 
feet of a wooden flume suspended from the cliffs.

The 1861 assessment for F. McKenzie indicates 
extensive agricultural improvements at Six Mile Bar. 
He maintained a house and lot, a fenced five acre 
orchard, a butcher shop and slaughterhouse. That 
year he noted his holdings to include 25 hogs, three 
horses and a mule. Interest in the river was changing 
from mining operations to developing agricultural 
concerns and exploiting a water resource. Then 
the following year the river experienced one of its 
greatest floods.

The flood of 1862 caused significant damage to 
the riverbanks and the miners’ improvements. Few 
people recovered from the devastation. After the 
flood David Tulloch of Knight’s Ferry purchased 
the devastated flour mill and rebuilt it. His son 
Charles subsequently inherited the mill and oper
ated it with water from the Knight’s Ferry Ditch.
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This was the ditch originally 
built by miners to divert water 
from the Stanislaus River near
Six Mile Bar. Later young 
Tulloch constructed a hydro
electric power plant adjacent the 
old flour mill. This was the first 
power plant on the Stanislaus
River. Initially it provided power 
to the community of Knight’s
Ferry, then extended on to
Oakdale and eastern Modesto.
Eventually this plant provided 
power upstream as well back to 
the Alta Mine and the asbestos 
mine and on into Copperopolis 
and beyond.

Although mining at Six
Mile never thrived again, the
Copperopolis Courier reported 
on 7 October 1865 that investors 
were still regarding Six Mile Bar 
as viable for mining. As stamp 
mills were being constructed 
around the Copperopolis
area, samples from Six Mile 
continued to be assayed for 
their potential, showing posi
tive results. Yet earlier that 
year nearby, tax liens had been 
placed on the Scorpion Gulch
Mining Company. Still enough 
residents clung to the banks of 
the river to justify continuing 
traffic and the road remained an 
important thoroughfare. Indeed, 
a young Chinese man born that 
year in Knight’s Ferry drayed 
merchandise from Knight’s
Ferry, through Six Mile and on 
to Scorpion Gulch and the Alta
Mine until 1914.

The Altered Landscape
The Stanislaus River spawned numerous 

enterprises such as the Stanislaus River and 
Tunnel Manufacturing Company, Stanislaus 
River Fluming and Mining Company, the San 
Joaquin Water Company, the Central Water

Ditch, the Stanislaus Water 
Company, the San Joaquin 
Land and Water Company, and 
the Stockton Table Mountain 
Tunnel and Mining Company. 
As late as 1890 ditches from 
Littlejohn’s Creek were still 
being expanded.

Water ultimately proved to 
be the most precious commodity 
for the gravel bars of the 
Stanislaus River. Water was so 
important to the community 
of Knight’s Ferry that descen
dants of their pioneers insisted 
in 1929 that each grave in their 
cemetery be supplied with a 
source of water.

The flumes and ditches that 
drew water from the river for 
mining also turned that water 
into electricity, as well as 
providing agricultural/irrigation 
water. The first ditches from 
Six Mile Bar were the impetus 
for the subsequent Oakdale 
Irrigation District. The water 
systems built from mining were 
the basis of Stanislaus County’s 
modern irrigation and water 
supply systems. In 1897 the old 
(first) Tulloch dam was built.

The year of 1862 was 
momentous for the miners of 
the foothills and residents of all 
of California. Record rainfalls 
caused damaging floods across 
the gold country. In January of 
1862 more than 30 inches of 
rainfall was recorded. The subse
quent floods on the Stanislaus 
River swept away the mill and 

bridge at Six Mile Bar. Downstream, the store at Two 
Mile Bar was completely destroyed and carried away 
by the raging waters. The store was reputed to have 
been swept away with a safe full of gold dust that has 
never been recovered.

The communities of the mining bars along the 
Stanislaus River were inundated and destroyed 

From the Stockton Independent of 
Tuesday, we learn the following sad 
facts:

The flood of Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday were terribly disastrous to life 
and property all along the Mokelumne, 
Calaveras, Stanislaus, Tuolumne, Mer
ced and San Joaquin rivers.

The Stanislaus was fifteen higher at 
Knight’s Ferry on Saturday than in the 
flood of 1852.

The towns ef Pon Pedro’s Bar and 
Jacksonville, on the Tunlumne. have 
been completely washed away; and 
when we hear from the lower valleys 
of the Tuolumne and Merced, the fear 
is that the word will be, u All is gone !”

The entire plains between Stockton 
and the San Joaquin was one vast lake. 
The flouring mill and bridge at Knight’s 
Ferry have been carried away; and 
fully one half the town with every
thing the houses centained, went down 
the current. The waters rose so fast 
that the people had only time to run 
to the hill in the rear to save their 
lives. Tom, a restaurant keeper, was 
drowned.

At Two-Mile Bar, a man by the 
name of Proctor, while bus’;ly engaged 
in removing the goods from Mr. Flow
ers’ store, floated down stream with the 
building, the latter having left its foun
dation without giving him any oppor
tunity to save himself. He climbed on 
the roof of the house, aud was seen 
from the bank in a praying attitude, and 
as the house was about going down the 
canon, he waved a farewell with his 
hat. There was no possible hope for 
his life, as he must have been dashed 
to pieces with the building. Another 
man was missing, supposed to have beeu 
drowned.
Byrne’s ferry-boat was fastened in the 

stream, the water extendinga half a mile 
on each side, and the boat was occupied 
by three families who were driven out 
of their housesby the flood, and had 
been on board twenty-four hours, un
provided with anything to eat.

The Calaveras Chronicle described the 1862 
floods that ravaged the banks of the Stanislaus 

River. Calaveras Chronicle, 2/1/1862.
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by the raging waters. Where Six Mile Bar once 
housed miners, one can still see where the road 
once meandered, where the stage faithfully passed 
by. Today the only other evidence of that former 
community are the chimneys and rock founda
tions, and miles of rock walls that still cling to 
the riverbank. The land is no longer divided into 
communities and taxed as individual lots, but all 
lies together under one ownership in one parcel 
contiguous with the old Spanish Land Grant.

Most of the town of Knight’s Ferry, including 
all of its Chinatown, were destroyed in the flood. 
Knight’s Ferry had boasted of a sturdy bridge 
that had supplanted the need for a ferry crossing. 
That bridge held tight to the riverbanks during the 
flood until it was knocked from its foundation by 
another bridge from upstream that rammed against 
it. That floating bridge was likely the less signifi
cant Two Mile Bar bridge.

Knight’s Ferry rebuilt their bridge in a higher 
location the following year, and it still stands. Today 
it is distinguished as being the longest covered 
bridge west of the Mississippi. The Army Corps 
of Engineers operates the bridge as a National 
Recreation Area, while the community itself is 
designated a California Historical Landmark.

At one time Scorpion Gulch was rumored to yield 
one ounce of gold per panful,
which would have been extraor
dinary. The drainage continued 
to produce gold and was the 
site where the profitable Alta
Mine was later established.
Yet most other south western
Calaveras communities along 
the Stanislaus River slowly 
converted to cattle ranching or 
other agricultural purposes. Six
Mile Bar never held more than 
a few dozen miners at its peak.
It didn’t see the huge influx of 
thousands of Argonauts like 
some camps did. Rather the 
inhabitants of the bars chose to 
mine California’s other golden 
product: water.

In 1862 the river had 
fought back. The record 
floods across California 

wiped out many bridges and riverside settlements 
that never fully recovered, and Six Mile Bar was one 
of them.
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RINGING IN THE SEASON 
DURING THE GOLD RUSH

By Charity Maness

T
he Christmas season could be harsh and 
lonely for many miners, filled with fond 
memories of days gone by and hardships 
ahead. Yet the very same tenacity and strength 

that brought them to the California Motherlode 
to make their fortune in gold also carried them 
through the season.

Only five years prior to the 1848 discovery 
of gold in Calaveras County along the Calaveras 
River and its tributaries, Charles Dickens wrote 
the famous story, ‘A Christmas Carol’ which 
brought Christmas into seemingly every home 
in America.

While Christmas celebrations had been 
gaining momentum since the early 19th century, 
the Christmas tree gained popularity in 1841 
when one was erected in Windsor Castle. America 
followed suit in 1889 when the first Christmas 
tree was erected in the White House under direc
tion of President Benjamin Harrison.

The evolution of the season mixed with the 
myriad of ethnicities within mining camps and 
the variety of cultural celebrations led to an 
interesting and eclectic holiday mix.

The first hurdle many mining camps had to 
navigate was the lack of a calendar. Being depen
dent on mail or news, which crept in at a snail’s 
pace in the winter months, many miners were left 
to ‘guestimate’ the actual time to celebrate. While 
this may have been considered a hindrance to 
some, to others it created a much larger window 
with which one had ‘permission’ to celebrate; and 
celebrate they did.

Alfred Doten recalled his motherlode mining 
camp Christmas Eve celebration of 1852 in 
his journal:

“...afternoon we had a heavy squall of big 
hail stones—evening Spicer and the rest of 
the boys were here and it being Christmas 
eve we had a grand jollification... we 
fired all the guns and pistols we could 
muster and blew up two or three old glass 
bottles...we played and danced and had 
a fine time... Smith (visiting from San 
Francisco) reports the roads as very bad 
and impassable for teams and nearly so 
for animals near Stockton...we kep up our
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spree with the assistance of a bottle of 
Brandy until I o "clock when we all turned 
in for the night in a field bed on the floor”

By Christmas 1854 Doten’s ways hadn’t 
changed much, though his location had. Now 
at Fort Grizzly in Amador County he looked 
forward to, “a "kick up ’ at Indian Diggins and 
a ball at the Union House (with) a lot of women 
from Fiddletown—$5 a ticket supper extra.”

Others weren’t quite as exhilarated as the 
holiday season neared.

A young miner from Canada, William Perkins, 
wrote in 1849, “My first Christmas in California 
I spent up to my knees in mud... walking from 
Stockton to Sonora in the rain.”

The following holiday season left Perkins 
in no greater spirits. “Christmas Day! But why 
mention it in this country! It makes me sad to 
write the words, for they bring memories of home 
and civilization and household affections.”

Some letters home held out hope for a 
Christmas celebration in the distant future with 
family, but with the stark realization that a 
miner’s life expectancy is not a long one.

“I wish 1 could be home today,"" echoed 
Mud Springs miner Andrew Gilmore, native of 
Indiana, in an 1851 letter to his brother James. 
“We would have a Christmas party with turkey, 
hens and pound cakes. Best of all would be the 
pleasure of seeing you all. If we live, we may be 
with you next Christmas.""

Over 100 mining claims were held by Jews. 
Morris Cohen, known as the ‘Merchant Prince 
of Calaveras’ in the 1850s, held large mining 
and business interests as well as stores in Angels 
Camp and San Andreas. The Strauss family also 
immigrated to Angels Camp and sold food and 
supplies to miners. Both families would have to 
travel over 20 miles to attend synagogue only 
open during High Celebrations.

The smattering of Scots found in the mines 
would find Christmas celebrations to be a new 
concept as the tradition of celebrating Christmas 
had been banned in Scotland from the 1580s as 
it was thought to be supporting Romanism. In 
1958 Christmas Day was restored and made a 
public holiday.

While celebrations by the Chileans mirrored 
those of the Anglos, it left many confused as they 
would oft times refer to Christmas as Pascua, 
which translates to Easter.

Many Chinese immigrants were poor peas
ants who had not only come to seek their fortune 
in gold but had fled their own country which was 
in the midst of a rebellion; the Taiping Rebellion, 
led by Hong Xiuquan a self-proclaimed second 
son of God and brother to Jesus Christ. The small 
communities comprised of Chinese would often 
have a mixture of Confucianism, Buddhism, 
Daoism, and Christianity weaving its way through 
their daily lives which only added to the confu
sion for the Anglo miners and caused criticism of 
the Chinese for their religion. While author Alan 
Peto explains that Buddhists recognize Jesus as a 
Bodhisattva, one that forgoes their own benefit 
to help others and has compassion, kindness and 
love for all beings, it is unclear if any celebrations 
were held in the mining camps during this season. 
However, author Dottie Smith wrote:

(a reminder of the Chinese presence during 
the gold rush) “are the thousands of Chinese 
lilies that grow wild....the Chinese generously 
gave these bulbs as gifts on holidays to white 
people, especially at Christmas time.""

However bleak and dismal the season was, 
many miners, no matter their ethnicity, tried to 
add some Christmas sparkle to their lives, if even 
for a few hours, reminding them of better days, 
brighter futures and hope.
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TALES OF CHRISTMAS DURING THE GOLD RUSH 
LEAD TO FAMOUS SHORT STORY BY BRET HARTE

T
hough tales are few 
and far between with 
regards to a miner’s 
Christmas during the Gold

Rush, the season and the trials 
and tribulations that ensued 
had a profound effect on
American author and poet Bret
Harte (August 25, 1836-May
6, 1902). Profound enough for 
him to write a fictional short 
story titled ‘How Santa Claus
Came to Simpson’s Bar’.

Published in 1872, the 
story told of the unforgiving 
nature of the winter season, the 
camaraderie of miners and the 
gentleness and strength of the 
human spirit in spite of seem
ingly insurmountable obstacles.

“It had been raining in the valley of 
the Sacramento. The North Fork had 
overflowed its banks, and Rattlesnake 
Creek was impassable. The few boulders 
that had marked the summer ford at 
Crossing were obliterated by a vast sheet 
of water stretching to hills. The upstage 
was stopped at Granger’s; the last mail 
had been abandoned in the tules, the rider 
swimming for his life. “An area,’’ the Sierra 
Avalanche, with pensive local pride, (’as 
large as the Massachusetts is now under 
water. “The mud lay deep on the mountain 
road; wagons that neither physical force 
nor moral obligation could move from the 
evil ways into which they had cumbered 
the track, and the way to Simpson’s Bar 
was indicated by broken-down teams and 
hard swearing. And further on, cut off and 
inaccessible, rained upon and bedraggled, 
smitten by high winds and threatened by 
high water, Simpson’s Bar, on the eve of
Christmas Day, 1862 clung like a swallow’s 
nest to the rocky entablature and splintered

capitals of Table Mountain, 
and shook in the blast.”

The story continued to tell 
of the bonds of friendship, 
the ties to kin and the love of 
a small child; bringing hope 
of a Santa Claus to a dismal 
little life.

“Wot’s Chrismiss, anyway? 
Wot’s it all about? ”

Asked little Johnny while 
his father rubbed his body 
with whiskey to calm the 
aches of illness.

“Oh, it’s a day.”

This exhaustive 
definition was apparently 
satisfactory, for there was 

a silent interval of rubbing.

Presently Johnny again:

“Mar sez that everywhere else but yer 
everybody gives things to everybody 
Chrismiss, and then she jist waded inter 
you. She sez thar’s a man they call Sandy 
Claws, not a white man, you know, but 
a kind 0 ’ Chine- min, comes down the 
chimbley night afore Chrismiss and gives 
things to chillern-boys like me. Puts 'em in 
their butes! Thet’s what she tried to play 
upon me.”

The miner’s friends, upon hearing poor 
Johnny’s pitiable questions, took it upon them
selves to bring little Johnny some Christmas 
cheer. As the story unfolds it becomes quite clear 
the task at hand is not easily accomplished, yet 
one man proves that determination and love can 
conquer all.

The Old Man started and woke. The fire 
on the hearth was dead, the candle in the 
outer room flickering in its socket, and

Bret Harte. Internet Image.
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somebody was rapping at the door. He 
opened it, blit fell back with a cry before 
the dripping, half-naked figure that reeled 
against the doorpost.

“Dick? ”

“Hush! Is he awake yet? ”

“No. but Dick— ”

“Dry up, you old fool! Get me some 
whiskey, quick.”’ The Old Man flew and 
returned with n empty bottle! Dick would 
have sworn, but his strength was not equal 
to the occasion. He staggered, caught at 
the handle of the door, and motioned to the 
Old Man.

“Thar’s suthin ’ in my pack yer for Johnny. 
Take it off. I can’t.”

The Old Man unstrapped the pack, and laid 
it before the exhausted man.

“Open it, quick.”

He did so with trembling fingers. It 
contained only a few poor toys—cheap 
and barbaric enough, goodness knows, 
but bright with paint and tinsel. One of 
them was broken; another, I fear, was 
irretrievably ruined by water, and on the 
third ah me! there was a cruel spot.

“It don’t look like much, that’s a fact,” said 
Dick ruefully... “But it’s the best we could 
do. ...Take ‘em, Old Man, and put ‘em in 
his stocking, and tell him—tell him, you 
know—hold me, Old Man—” The Old Man 
caught at his sinking figure. “Tell him,” 
said Dick, with a weak little laugh—’’tell 
him Sandy Claus has come.”

HISTORICAL FLOOD PAINTS 
THE CANVAS FOR FICTION

A
s with many fictional pieces, there often 
lay within some morsel of truth. In the 
previous excerpts of ‘How Santa Claus 
Came to Simpson’s Bar’—a work of fiction 

by author Bret Harte—the story mirrors some 
historical aspects of the great storm of 1862.

No matter how you traveled to the gold 
country of Calaveras in the late 1800s you 
were destined to cross a water source; a tribu
tary, stream, or river. Most often in the summer 
months with its notably high heat the passage 
was easier as many of the waterways would 
be nothing more than a narrow band of mud 
and parched earth, yet in the winter it could 
be a torrential flood zone whipping with a 
fury savage enough to wash away a team of 
oxen and its coach of precious cargo—mining 
supplies and food.

The storm, that became known as the Great 
Flood of 1862, began November 8, 1861 and 
did not subside for months. Locals referred to 
it as the Noachian Deluge as it rained for more 
than forty days and forty nights.

At the time of the ‘Great Flood of 1862’ 
California, with a population of 500,000, 
had been a state for 12 years and the Gold 
Rush was in its thirteenth year. Dreams of 
connecting the nation via railroad were getting 
closer to a reality and the Civil War was in its 
first year of violent infancy. Just months prior 
to the great flood, the pony express had run its 
final run and the transcontinental telegraph 
had begun.

The crossing of the Stanislaus at what 
is now known as Parrotts Ferry—between 
Columbia and Vallecito/Murphys—originally
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established as Bradburys Ferry, was swept away 
by high waters in 1862. Those same waters 
washed the nearest competitor’s ferry, Abbey’s 
Ferry, a ferry that operated a bit upstream, 
down to Walkers Bar, where it was quickly put 
into service.

The bridge crossing just downstream 
from Walkers Bar, known as O’Byrnes Ferry, 
was built by the Table Mountain Bridge 
Company in 1856 to cross the Stanislaus 
between Tuolumne and Calaveras Counties 
from Jamestown to Copperopolis. The bridge 
was described in the Calaveras County Book 
of Agreements as, “a strong abutment with a 
pyramid upon the same on each side of the 
river with two wire cables extending across 
the river over said pyramids from which 
cables the bridge floor shall be suspended by 

iron ropes or wire.” Yet, just six years after 
this bridge was built, the high flood waters of 
1862 washed it downstream.

This historical storm took the valley and the 
foothills by surprise, plunging much of the land 
into a sea of mud and raging waters and taking 
an untold amount of lives. With bridges washed 
out, telegraph services down and mail service 
all but halted, the foothills suffered greatly.

By January 16, 1862, one month into 
the storm, news from the foothills was dire. 
According to the Sacramento Daily News 
a dispatch received from Mokelumne Hill 
stated: “Hell has broken loose here, look out 
down below in Stockton. And then the tele
graph went dead.9'

A January 18, 1862 article in the Union 
Democrat titled ‘The Storm of 1862’ sums up

1

Thomas Hill painting of the O'Byrnes Ferry crossing prior to 1862. The Gorham Ranch buildings seen in the painting were destroyed 
by the 1862 flood. Calaveras Historical Society Photo.
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The inundation of K Street, Sacramento during the 1862 flood. Internet Image.

the totality of the dire situation the residents of 
Motherlode endured:

“...cities and towns flooded or swept away: 
stores, goods, merchandise of every description, 
ranches, stock, grain, flour, lumber, and quartz 
mills, either totally destroyed or greatly injured. 
Bridges innumerable and ferries without number 
have been carried off, roads broken up and 
washed away, and all communication stopped 
between one town and another, of only a few 
miles distant. The mining interest has suffered 

heavily. On the rivers, the miners have been 
drawn out, and wheels, sluice, etc. have suddenly 
disappeared. In the various creeks, gulches and 
ravines, deep claims, which had cost years of 
labor to open, are filled up, flumes and derricks 
blown down and washed off... general destruc
tion marks the tracks of the storm. Large numbers 
of miners and others have been thrown out of 
employment, nearly all business has ceased, and 
very many have been left in a destitute condition 
in consequence. There is scarcely any chance to 
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make money, and yet everything in the fuel and 
provision line has gone up to a high price. Much 
suffering must result, and it behooves everybody 
to husband their resources.”

According to Dr. Snell of Sonora, “...from 
November 10, 1861 to January 23, 1862... 
there were 69 rainy days.” This was, to date, the 
greatest flood California had seen, but certainly 
not its last catastrophe, as this was followed on 
its heels by a drought which began in 1862 and 
continued to 1864.

With the Civil War raging, the storm of 
1862 saw little coverage beyond local news. 
However, as the news of the widespread destruc
tion slowly made its way across the nation the 
hardships the storm brought to the state’s chosen 
capitol city of Sacramento did make for a splash 
in the headlines of the New York Times on 
January 21, 1862:

THE GREAT FLOOD IN CALIFORNIA; 
Great Destruction of Property

Damage $10,000,000.
The Pacific slope has been visited by the most 

disastrous flood that has occurred since its settle
ment by white men. From Sacramento northward 
to the Columbia River, in California, Nevada 
Territory, and Oregon, all the streams have risen 
to a great height, flooded the valleys, [inundated 
towns, swept away mills, dams, flumes, houses, 
fences, domestic animals, ruined fields and 
effected damage, estimated at $10,000,000. All 
Sacramento City, save a small part of one street, 
part of Marysville, part of Santa Rosa, part of 
Auburn, part of Sonora, part of Nevada, and part 
of Napa, not to speak of less important towns, 
were under water.

January 31, 1862 from the journal of William 
Brewer, researcher and author, from his loca
tion in San Francisco he wrote, “in this city 37 
inches of water has fallen, and at Sonora, in 
Tuolumne, 102 inches, or 8 feet, at the last 
dates...all the roads in the middle of the state 
are impassable, so all mails are cut off...the 
telegraph also does not work clear through...in 
Sacramento Valley for some distance the tops of 
the poles are under water.”

The effects of the flood which ultimately 
created an inland sea in California’s Central 

valley at least 300 miles long and 20 miles wide 
were felt for years after as communities rebuilt, 
farmland began to regenerate and mines were 
dug out.

According to early estimates of the time, the 
damage cost was approximately $ 10,000,000.00, 
however, according to the World Heritage 
Encyclopedia “later it was estimated that 
approximately one-quarter of the taxable real 
estate in the state of California was destroyed 
in the flood. Dependent on property taxes, the 
State of California went bankrupt. The governor, 
state legislature, and state employees were 
not paid for a year and a half. 200,000 cattle 
drowned, and the state's economy shifted from 
ranching to farming.”

Editor’s note: Author Bret Harte oft used the 
reference of the 1862 flood in his work, most 
notably his work of fiction titled ‘The Luck of 
the Roaring Camp’; a tale of a group of rag tag 
miners who adopt a bastard child of a prostitute 
who passed away just after giving birth, naming 
him Tommy Luck. Though following this good 
deed the camp seems to prosper all good luck 
comes to an end when the camp is washed away 
during a great storm and the child’s main charge, 
‘Kentuck’ is found drowned with the child 
clutched in his arms.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?
By Charity Maness

H
ow does a town get its name? A creek 
become christened? A valley forever 
saddled with a moniker?

Some may have noticed that the names of places 
in Calaveras County can vary from relatively normal 
to outrageous and pretty much everything in between.

With this said, I decided to do a little research 
on how some of these places received their names, 
whether ill gotten or well deserved. However, it 
proved to be a relatively daunting task.

Take Hog Hill, for instance. Hog Hill lay just 
south west of Grasshopper Hill and just across a little 
valley from Quail Hill. Were there, at one time, a herd 
of hogs, swarms of grasshoppers and flocks of quail?

History will remain a mystery for some 
locations, yet 1 was successful on a few other 
interesting locations.

Latimer Gulch—Located near the junction of the north 
and south fork of the Calaveras River approximately 
three miles from San Andreas, Latimer Gulch took 
its name from one of its local residents. According to 
accounts in the Stockton Record, Latimer owned a store 
at this location. A small town grew up around the store, 
a town of approximately 60 homes, populated with 
mostly Irish or those of Irish descent. Latimer was said 

to have been of a good disposition and was well liked, 
which in turn made him the victim of many practical 
jokes by the youngsters of the growing community.

“One of these pranks will bear repeating, as it 
reveals Latimer was as shrewd as he was good natured.

It appears the first of April that year fell on Sunday 
and some of the miners decided to have a little fun with 
the storekeeper, at his expense, of course. Procuring a 
wicker bound demi-john, they very skillfully broke the 
bottom into tiny fragments, which they just as skillfully 
managed to work out through the wicker covering. It 
was a fine piece of work and nobody but an expert would 
have noticed that the container was minus its bottom.

All headed straight for the store. The leader 
asked for two gallons of “red likker ”, Latimer looked 
innocent but suspected something was wrong. “All 
right, boys,” he said, cheerfully as he lighted a 
candle and went downstairs with the jug. Once there, 
out of sight, he turned it upside down and discov
ered the trick. He managed to insert the end of the 
whiskey barrel spigot through the wicker stuff, and 
with the demi-john upside down soon filled it.

Without a change of countenance he emerged 
from the cellar and standing the big jug upside down 
on the counter said with a wide grin, “There you are 
boys. I never spilled a drop either.”
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Well, the boys laughed heartily and acknowl
edged the joke was on them.”

Murderer’s Gulch—Located south west of Vallecito 
(based on a 1949 project topographical map), the 
gulch was named after the local bar, aptly named, 
‘Murderer’s Bar.’ According to the book, California 
Places and Names, “The bar itself takes the name from 
the killing of three men, by the people (Indians) living 
on the creek opposite.” The creek in Murderer’s Gulch 
was said to have been called “Yoteh” by the natives.

Gann’s Meadow—Located just north of Salt Spring 
Valley near Valley Springs, Gann’s Meadow was 
founded by cattle rancher William Gann in 1872. 
William arrived in California in 1853 from Missouri 
along with this two brothers, George and Jackson. 
The trio quickly began work in the booming cattle 
industry in San Joaquin County. As gold continued 
to be pulled from the ground in the Motherlode, the 
need for beef to feed the miners grew exponentially. 
Beef prices were said to have soared from $6 to $500 
per head in the early 1850s.

Gann’s Station—The camp, located 15 miles above 
Arnold between Cottage Springs and Big Meadows, 
was a summer cattle camp originally established by 
George and Jack Gann. Each summer the brothers 
made the trek from the valley to the lush government 
owned rangelands with their cattle. By 1893, George 
and Jack retired and William and his oldest son 
Charlie took over the Gann’s Station cattle camp. For 
a short time, it was also known as Mountain Fountain 
where one could stop for a cool drink in the summer.

Gann’s Trespass—The 160-acre ranch was 
homesteaded by Charles A. Gann in 1902 and 
patented in 1910. A summer home tract, the 38-Mile 
Tract, consisting of six lots along the western side 
of the Ebbetts Pass Road, was laid out by the Forest 
Service in the 1920s. It later became known as the 
“Gann’s Trespass,” where homes were built on land 
sold by Charlie Gann in good faith, but actually on 
national forest lands.

Liberty Point—(now Liberty Vista) a name with a 
patriotic story attached.

“One morning during World War I, Charlie Gann s 
sister, Susan Gann Berry and her sister-in-law, Mrs.

Henry Gann, while on a morning horseback ride east 
of Ganns Station, came upon a strikingly beautiful 
view of the Stanislaus River Canyon.

Feeling that the spot should be marked, they rode 
back to Gann s, and Susan, using green paint and her 
brothers shaving brush, painted the words “Liberty 
Point” on a sign which she posted at the lookout spot. 
She chose the word “Liberty ” because of the campaign 
which was underway for the sale of Liberty Bonds.

The sign remained for many years, and today, 
although he State Department of Transportation 
has changed the name to “Liberty Vista ” it is still a 
designated scenic highway view spot.”

Poison Springs—Located along Highway 4 about two 
miles west of Gann’s Station, Poison Springs was said 
to have gotten its ill fated name due to some suspi
cious circumstances surrounding the poisoning death 
of a large number of sheep. According to the late 
Louis Lombardi of Mokelumne Hill, Poison Springs, 
sometimes called Poison Flat, “got its name when a 
large number of sheep belonging to a John Stringer 
of Jenny Lind were poisoned before 1890. He said 
there was confusion as to whether the sheep died from 
drinking medically treated dip water or were poisoned 
by cattleman on whose range they were infringing.”

Licking Fork River—According to author Erwin 
Gudde, it is presumed that this river located on the 
south fork of the Mokelumne was “probably named 
after salt licks for cattle.”

Brewery Hill—As the demand for beef grew with 
the influx of miners, so did the demand for “liquid 
gold”. As quickly as towns grew out of the dust, so 
did breweries. The earliest brewery in Copperopolis 
was the Copperopolis Brewery located one-mile north 
of town below a hill, aptly named Brewery Hill, as 
the road from Copperopolis to both San Andreas and 
Angels Camp wound up the hill behind the brewery. 
It was operated by a person named Mukielson. The 
Copperopolis Brewery was purchased by G.B. Zaiss, 
who was said to be “an old and experienced brewer” 
who “thoroughly understands the art of making good 
wholesome lager.” Zaiss later moved the brewery to a 
site near the Union Church and renamed it the Zaiss 
Brewery. An ad appeared in the Copperopolis Courier 
on February 9, 1867 for the Copperopolis Brewery, 
G.B. Zaiss. The brewery building was eventually 
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purchased by, and became the home of, the Drew 
family. It is still not known if this brewery bottled on 
site, but evidence points to storage in kegs or barrels.

Blood Station—Blood Station was a stopping place 
and supply center for travelers and teamsters between 
Murphys and the Sierras. It was named after Harvey 
Blood, a man who is attributed with turning what once 
was a trail over the Sierras into a well traveled wagon 
trail. From 1864 until his death in 1910, Harvey Blood 
and his family operated Blood’s Station in Bear Valley 
and maintained the new wagon trail called the Big 
Trees-Carson Valley Turnpike as a toll road.

Lost City—Located on private property 7 miles from 
Milton in Salt Spring Valley at the confluence of two 
small creeks, there lay a town time forgot; the Lost City. 
Lost City is today nothing but crumbling rock founda
tions of a once thriving yet small French community. 
The small town boasted two acorn mills, a mine shaft 
(without a claim on record) and ten stone foundations. In 
1877 the land was equally owned by Marion Eubank and 
Eugene Barbe, each owning 160 acres. Eventually Barbe 
became full owner. The Frenchmen lived in the town, 
living off the land and peddling home grown vegetables 
from 1877 to 1895, when Barbe’s horse knocked him 
down, pulled the wagon over him, and killed him while 
he was unharnessing it. The town remained vacant and 
ultimately time and the elements left nothing but the 
stone foundations to tell of the town’s existence.

Jesus Maria—Located approximately 5 miles east of 
Mokelumne Hill, the town, once the center of a large 
placer mining section, was named for a Mexican who 
raised vegetables and melons for the miners. Jesus 
Maria was originally settled in the 1850s with a large 
population of Mexicans, French, Chileans, and Italians.

Bear Mountain—A range of peaks which lay north of 
Pool Station and Hunt Roads, and south of Calaveras 
River (Hogan Lake) was reported to have gotten its 
name due to the high number of bears who roamed 
the mountainous area, some of which were thought to 
be California Grizzlies. The last bear was said to have 
been shot on a ridge near an old trail that wandered 
to Salt Spring Valley. Bears from this mountain were 
often trapped for the sport of bull fights, where bulls 
would be pitted against bears in an arena as miners 
looked on waging bets on the gory spectacle.

Joaquin Peak or Lookout (also known as Grizzly 
Peak)—This high peak, located on Pool Station, 
was said to have been named after Joaquin Murietta, 
who was reputed to have used Bear Mountain and its 
surroundings as refuge in a time of need. According 
to one account, Murietta, who passed away in 1853, 
would use the high peak as a watch tower of sorts and 
a means of communication to his friends, be it fire at 
night or reflection by day.

Hope, Faith and Charity Valleys—According to 
the diary of Leonard Withington Noyes, in 1885 
Noyes had volunteered to help find a “road acrost 
the mountains’’ from Calaveras to Carson Valley. 
His passage took him from Murphys to Big Tress 
and then to “country (that) was unexplored’’ naming 
them as they went. After passing through Hangtown, 
“we found a ceres of valleys connecting Hope Valley 
to Indian Valley that we had already been in. We 
called them Faith and Charity Valleys.”

Greasertown—Once a bustling mining town located 
four miles west of San Andreas along the Calaveras 
River, Petersburg (also known as Greasertown) is 
now but a memory that lay beneath the waters of 
New Hogan Reservoir in a murky watery grave.

The town was rumored to receive its name due to 
what one-time resident and school teacher Margaret 
Blanc described as “a straggling settlement... with 
canvas tents and wooden shanties of which it consisted 
the abodes of the Mexicans who packed and drove 
mules up to the mines with provisions for the diggers at 
work on the banks on the Mokelumne and Calaveras.”

However, according to Blanc, the town was much 
more diverse, with many nationalities represented.

“About thirty children made up of all classes, 
nationalities and ages,” wrote Blanc, “the variety 
and nature of their studies kept me interested and 
busy all day long.”

Limerick—Limerick, also referred to as Clays Bar, 
was said to have been named after the many Irish 
immigrants who settled there. Limerick is now 
located under the Camanche Reservoir.

In a letter dated March 17, 1858 and reprinted 
November 11, 1937, in the Calaveras Californian 
the unknown author wrote:

“Mr. Editor, Perhaps you don’t know ‘whar’ 
Limerick is, if not, just come out of your kennel and 
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place your delicate self in the charge of “Dick” 
and he will transport and transfer you at the Spring 
Valley House to “John ” (Jehu of Dillon & Cos U.S. 
Mail Stage), who will land you safely at Poverty Bar 
one mile north of the City of Limerick.

This is a lively little town with about 400 inhabit
ants. The mining at this place is very extensive and 
pays good wages. Last week I was out on the flat 
between his place and the river and I counted 44 
sluice companies.”

Poverty Bar (one mile north) is rapidly improving. 
At present there are six stores, four boarding houses, 
two bakeries, two express offices, nine shops, four rondo 
saloons and fandango houses, until you can’t rest.

One of the most notable features of Poverty Bar 
is the wire suspension bridge (spoken of some time 
ago by the State Journal). It is a superb arrangement 
and reflects the enterprising citizens of Poverty Bar 
and Lancha Plana.”

Lancha Plana—A town settled along the Mokelumne 
River in 1848 by Mexicans was originally named Sonora 
Bar, but was renamed after the flatboat ferry that crossed 
the north bank of the Mokelumne River nine miles south 
of Ione. In Spanish, lancha plana means “flat boat”. The 
population grew to 1000 by 1858 and by 1860 boasted 
its own newspaper, the Lancha Plana Dispatch. By 
November of that same year, the newspaper moved to 
Jackson, the Amador County seat, and was renamed the 
Amador Dispatch. Today the town of Lancha Plana lay 
beneath the waters of the Camanache Reservoir.

With growth came crime. In an article written in the 
Daily Alta California July 27, 1860 the reporter wrote:

“San Andreas, July 26, 1860—9 PM. A fight 
occurred between a constable and his men, and some 
Indians near Lancha Plana, three miles from Campo 
Seco, in which the constable was killed and several 
others wounded; several Indians also were killed. 
Many were engaged on both sides. The constable was 
after stolen horses.”

Now that 1 have highlighted some interesting 
names of locations and towns in Calaveras County, I 
thought I might take a moment to point out a couple 
obvious locations but, of course, with a little more 
history to go with them.

Stone Corral—Located approximately 9 miles 
south of Valley Springs on Hwy 26, the Stone Corral 
was named after the large stone corrals erected at 

the location. It was one of the stopping places on 
the road from the mines to Stockton. The travel from 
the mines to Stockton was long and arduous. The 
stone corral offered amenities to the weary travelers, 
offering a hotel and a large barn as well as the stone 
corrals for their livestock.

What began as a stopping point for miner’s in 
the late 1800s morphed to a designated road loca
tion reference for the improvement of transportation 
through the area.

By 1905 the railroad had made its way to 
Stone Corral.

The Amador Ledger March 13, 1905 headline read, 
“77ze Railroad Progress—the track laying on 

the railroad has advanced to the stone corral some 
distance this side of the Mountain Spring House... 
a strong force is at work on the road, and if reports 
are to be believed, the road as far as Martell s will 
be finished in a few weeks.”.

Major roads improvements to the area were on 
the horizon by 1921.

The October 30, 1921 Daily Alta California 
article read:

“Stockton Delegation Promises to assist in Raising 
Funds for Road—Improvement of the road from the 
San Joaquin county line to Valley Springs via Stone 
Corral in Calaveras county was discussed at a gath
ering held in San Andreas a few days back. The meeting 
was attended by a large delegation from Stockton, 
comprising representatives of the Progressive Business 
Mens Club, the Board of Supervisors of San Joaquin 
County, the Native Sons, Central California Fish and 
Game Protective Association, the American Legion 
and the two Stockton daily papers. The meeting was 
so largely attended that the Calaveras supervisors 
room, in which it was to have been held, was not large 
enough, so the courtroom was utilized instead... The

Telegraph City Barns and Blacksmith Shop c. 1925. 
Calaveras Historical Society photo.
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road from Stockton to the Calaveras 
county line is an improved road, San 
Joaquin county recently completing 
a fine surface road from Linden to 
Stone Corral... ”

Telegraph City—Located along
Highway 4 in the south west 
corner of the county, Telegraph
City received its name and fame 
for being the first town in the 
county to have a telegraph line. 
However, when the town was first 
settled in the 1850s it was known 
as Grasshopper Hill. With the 
discovery of copper in the area, 
immigrants began to arrive to work 
the mines. During this time the 
town prospered. As copper was 
discovered in other areas of the 
county, the workers began to move 
on and the city slowly changed 
from a mining community to a ranching community. 
Field rock was soon discovered and according to 
researchers with Red Apple Ranch “the ranchers 
hired the workers still in the area—mainly Irish and 
Italian—to build rock walls on their properties to 
serve as fire deterrents as well as a means to confine 
their livestock” from the plentiful field rock.

And then there is always that story that is so odd it 
causes one to scratch their head in puzzlement. Here is 
just such a story from Telegraph City in 1863.

According to a report in the Daily Alta “a 
man shot a rat on a shelf in a store at Telegraph

All that remains of the once bustling Telegraph City are crumbling 
stone foundations and the stone walls of buildings which once 

stood at the site of the town with one lone sentinel windmill 
which still creaks with the wind though riddled with bullet holes 

and rusted with the passage of time. Charity Maness photo.

City in Calaveras County. The 
ball passed through the rat and 
the side of the house, continued on 
its course about 50 yards, struck 
Samuel Eldridge of Stockton, 
on the temple, glanced off, went 
through the glass of a window, 
lodged into the hat ofWm. Morris, 
of San Francisco.”

Telegraph City also made the 
news in a bit more serious light. 
The Sacramento Daily Union 
reported on May 22, 1888 that the 
Governor had appointed Henry 
H. Saunders from Telegraph City, 
Calaveras, as a Notary Public. Mr. 
Saunders also held a land patent 
issued 8-8-1889 directly over 
Telegraph City, listed on the Public 
Land Survey System as, “Mount 
Diablo Meridian IN 1IE 13 XX? 
105569252.”

When writing about Telegraph City, I would be 
remiss in not mentioning the names that began this 
particular historical journey; Gopher Ridge, Hog 
Hill and Quail Hill. While I have yet to ascertain 
whether there were indeed herds of hogs and flocks 
of quail, I was able to locate some interesting history 
on their locations.

Just above Telegraph City and approximately 
six miles southwest of Gopher Ridge, where copper 
was first discovered at Quail Hill by Hiram Hughes 
in 1860, there lay a place known as Hog Hill and the 
Napolean Mine. When these mines were in opera
tion in the late 1800s, there existed a town named 
Napolean City which boasted stores, businesses and 
housing. Napolean Mine, one of the oldest known 
major copper mines in California, was established in 
1860. Between 1860 and 1927 it had a total reported 
production of $ 1.2 million worth of copper and silver.
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Stone walls of Telegraph City built in the 
late 1850's still stand as a testament to the 

craftsmanship of the immigrant laborers 
who traveled from foreign countries to seek 

their fortunes in the Motherlode. 
Charity Maness photo.
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THE EVER CHANGING LANDSCAPE 
OF CALAVERAS COUNTY

By Charity Maness

O
ften times the history of Calaveras County 
is confined to what we know of its current 
borders. However, I would be remiss in my 
duties if I were not to research for you the full extent of 

our land mass in the early days of our existence.
The idea to research our historical boundaries 

came to me after researching and penning the last Las 
Calaveras. Some members/research enthusiasts ques
tioned the inclusion of locations which currently were 
not located within the boundaries of Calaveras County. 
This, of course, piqued my interest and caused me to do 
a bit more digging of my own.

This is where the history of our county can become 
a bit confusing.

While many of us are quite accustomed to the 
current map of Calaveras, this map was not the original, 
nor was it the second or the third for that matter.

Calaveras County, formed February 18, 1850, 
was one of the first of 27 counties signed into law 
by California’s first governor, Peter Burnett, when 
California became a state in 1850.

It only took six weeks for California’s first consti
tutional convention to create the boundaries of the first 
27 counties of California.
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According to the California Association of Counties:
“On January 4, 1850, a committee of California sfirst 

constitutional convention, chaired by General Mariano 
Vallejo, recommended the creation of eighteen counties. 
They were Benicia, Butte, Fremont, Los Angeles, Mariposa, 
Monterey, Mt. Diablo, Oro, Redding, Sacramento, San 
Diego, San Francisco, San Joaquin, San Jose, San Luis 
Obispo, Santa Barbara, Sonoma, and Sutter.

Between January 4 and February 18, 1850, the 
California legislature added nine counties to the list 
recommended by General Vallejos committee, some 
of the changes based on additional recommenda
tions by the committee. The nine added counties 
were Branciforte, Calaveras, Coloma, Colusi, Marin, 
Mendocino, Napa, Trinity, and Yuba.”

Finally the 27 counties were set and named—with 
final current names in parenthesis: Butte, Calaveras, 
Colusi (Colusa), Mount Diablo (Contra Costa), 
Benicia (El Dorado), Los Angeles, Marin, Mariposa, 
Mendocino, Monterey, Napa, Sacramento, San Diego, 
San Francisco, San Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, Santa 
Barbara, San Jose (Santa Clara), Branciforte (Santa 
Cruz), Redding (Shasta), Solano, Oro (Tuolumne), 
Fremont (Yola then Yolo) and Yuba.

In 1850 Calaveras County’s land mass stretched far 
and wide.

The state Legislature described the original bound
aries of Calaveras County as:

“Beginning at the corner of Sacramento and San 
Joaquin Counties, thence up the middle of Dry Creek to 
its source; thence following the summit of the dividing 
ridge between Mokelumne and Consumnes Rivers; thence 
due east to the State boundary line; thence in a south
easterly direction along the boundary line of the State 
to the parallel of 38 degrees latitude; thence due west to 
the summit of the Sierra Nevada Mountains; thence in a 
westerly direction along the summit to the North Fork of 
the Stanislaus River; thence down the center of the North 
Fork of the Stanislaus river to a point one mile north of 
Knights Ferry; thence down the eastern boundary of San 
Joaquin County to the place of beginning. The County 
Seat shall be the town of Double Springs.”

To summarize, the county extended from Yolo 
and San Joaquin’s borders to the west, to El Dorado 
border on the north, Tuolumne and Mariposa’s borders 
on the south and reaching to the Utah Territory border 
(Nevada) at its farthest eastern border.

But this land mass was to be short lived.
By 1854 the county of Amador was formed by 

carving a large northern swath of Calaveras County from 
its origins as well as some land from El Dorado County.

The whittling away at the borders of Calaveras did 
not stop with the formation of Amador County.

Again in 1861 and 1864 large sections of the 
territory were reassigned to create part of Mono and 
Alpine Counties.

Calaveras County gained territory from no other 
county since its inception.

The Calaveras County Seat—
Hotly Debated History Rife with Alleged 

Voter Fraud, Theft and Corruption.

Of the 27 original counties, Calaveras, Alameda, 
Butte, and Yolo, each boasted a total of four different 
county seats.

However, among some history records, even that 
history is contested.

Calaveras County’s original county seat was desig
nated by the state legislature as located in Pleasant Valley. 
Records show that elections were to take place April 1, 
1850 for county officers. One week after the elections 
were held Assemblyman Drury Baldwin introduced bill
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AB-130 changing the name of Pleasant Valley to Double 
Springs, (“Dos Aqua”). The bill was passed and signed 
by the Governor on April 18, 1850 and the county seat of 
Calaveras became Double Springs. Whether this is to be 
considered a change of county seat or merely a change of 
town names is left to interpretation.

The county seat changed locations again in 1851 
by moving to Jackson.

By 1852 the county seat was located in Mokelumne 
Hill and moved to its permanent location of San 
Andreas in 1866.

While moving a county seat may seem a reason
able thing to do depending on population, access, etc. 
the stories behind the moves are often times the things 
made of legend.

Jackson as the Calaveras County seat is a prime 
example of the many versions of history.

Election for County Seat 
(Alleged Voter Fraud)

In late 1850 citizens of Mokelumne Hill petitioned 
then Judge Smith, to hold an election to locate (or relo
cate) the county seat, currently located at Double Springs. 
An election was held February 22, 1851. After votes were 

cast for county seat and ballots were counted and over 600 
were thrown out for various violations, it was determined 
that Double Springs would remain county seat.

Another request was made and another election 
was held on May 26, 1851. After the ballots were 
counted Mokelumne Hill received more votes than 
Jackson, yet county clerk Collier threw out 308 ballots 
thereby declaring Jackson the new county seat, to take 
effect July 1, 1851.

A plaque resides on Main Street in the historic area 
of Jackson summarizing the tale of the town’s history:

“Judge Smith proclaimed Jackson the seat of Justice 
after Clerk Collier canvassed the votes of the May 1851 
election in which I,224 votes were cast for Moquelumne Hill 
and 1,014 for Jackson. An armed party from Moquelumne 
Hill pursued Judge Smith to lynch him. Another party stole 
the records from the Clerks office. Later Judge Smith shot 
and killed Collier on Main Street over another disputed 
election count. A perfect example of Mother Lode politics ”

How Does One Steal the County Seat? 
(Theft)

In the following version of history apparently one 
steals a county seat with “fine alcohol

When Double Springs was designated as the 
Calaveras County seat, the one tent building in town held 
the court, saloon, store and hotel. With growth of the town 
not as expected for a county seat, some folks in Jackson 
(a town which possessed a few huts near the local spring) 
felt the county seat should be brought to Jackson.

Jackson Justice of the Peace Charles Boynton and 
Jackson resident Theo Mudge were rumored to have 
concocted a plan to do just that.

Deeming the proper channels of elections and 
acts of legislature to be too slow, the duo took it upon 
themselves to remedy the perceived issue of the correct 
location of the county seat.

“One morning while Double Springs was resting 
quietly on its dignity as a shire town, the enemy 
appeared, smiling as usual. They walked up to the county 
seats bar, and throwing down a coin, according to the 
custom of the country, invited all hands to imbibe...”

This offer was not missed by Colonel Collier, county 
clerk, who was well known for his love of fine alcohol.

“While one detachment of the enemy artfully engaged 
the attention of Colonel Collyer, who was county clerk 
and in that capacity custodian of the archives, another 
detachment at the other end of the room gathered the 
archives under his arm, tumbled them into a buggy, and 
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ran away with them to Jackson... a shake shanty, at the 
foot of Court Street, had been prepared for the bantling, 
and on the arrival of Boynton and Mudge at Jackson, the 
archives were deposited with the proper ceremonies... 
and Jackson became the center of Government for the 
great territory of Calaveras... ”

The True Power Lay in 
Manipulating the Numbers (Deceit)
However, Larry Cenotto in his historic book 

Logan’s Alley, questions the thievery under the nose of 
an inebriated, posing the question, “Why steal records, 
when you can control who voted, change, deface or lose 
ballots, and, if the last resort were necessary, corrupt 
the canvassing or count of the votes itself? ”

Whichever story or tale holds the truth is hard to 
determine, however, Jackson did become the county 
seat and remained so until 1852.

Calaveras Towns of Note 
During the Early 1850s.

While Amador County was still just a twinkle in the 
legislature’s eyes, there existed a few towns of interest that 
lay within the area that was to be cut from Calaveras.

Fiddletown:
At one time Fiddletown, named for the many 

fiddlers in the mining camp, lay between El Dorado 
County and Calaveras on a thin strip of territory known 
as Oleta. While votes from Fiddletown counted in El 
Dorado, Fiddletown declared itself neutral territory 
when taxes were in question.

Being a neutral territory they created their own 
legal system.

Crime and punishment in no-man’s land— 
“home rule” courts and lynch mobs

In 1851 the residents of Fiddletown formed their 
first court under 'home rule’ in 1851. The first case 
heard before the home rule court was for a horse thief 
by the name of West. West was arrested and tried by 
appointed judge Major Shipman. Witnesses were sworn 
“and the whole proceedings conducted with the form 
and spirit of the law, without its technicalities.” The jury 
found West guilty and handed down a sentence of 100 
stripes. “His fortitude gave way at this severe sentence, 
and he agreed if they would mitigate the punishment to 
thirty stripes he would make such a statement as would 
expose the whole gang, enabling them to convict them 
all.” His request was approved.

Jackson:
Jackson was originally discovered by Mexican and 

Chileans miners who named the town “Bottileas” due to 
the high number of bottles found at the local spring which 
supplied water for many traveling miners and locals.

While the naming of Jackson is hotly debated, 
research shows three possibilities. The town was named 
after local prominent miner Colonel Jackson, or New 
York native Alden Appola Moore Jackson, or possibly 
Andrew Jackson. However, the name was garnered; it 
stuck and replaced Bottileas forever, and renamed the 
water which ran from the spring as Jackson’s Creek.

The Oneida Mine, two miles from Jackson, was 
highly productive quickly making Jackson the hub for 
miners in search of supplies, booze and women.

Soon after becoming the county seat in 1851 
Jackson’s first post office was open for business; a sign 
of a prosperous and thriving community.

Jackson, which was said to have held the county 
seat by “shotgun force” and an ever watchful eye, 
was to hold its designation when Amador County was 
formed by vote on June 17, 1854.

Punishment for those not abiding by the law was 
not limited to “stripes” during the early mining years.

In June of 1850 blacksmith Allen Thompson was 
found dead in his camp in Jackson.

Two Indians, Coyote Joe and Coyote Jim were 
accused and put on trial. While awaiting trial and with 
the town lacking a jail, the two were escorted to a ship 
anchored in Stockton harbor and housed in the ship’s 
brig. After being released the pair steered clear of the 
area until the following spring, when Coyote Joe was said 
to have wandered back into the area and was arrested by 
Justice of the Peace Charles Boynton. A lynch mob 
“liberated” Coyote Joe from the constable and held its 
own trial. The next day he was hung from what was to 
become the most famous hanging tree in the mines.

The hanging tree of Jackson reported by the 
Stockton Independent as “the most remarkable tree in 
the State and merited preservation ” had the notoriety 
of not hanging three men at a time like that of the tree 
in Dry Diggin’s, aka, Hangtown in El Dorado County, 
but of taking ten souls between March 1851 and August 
1855; the first Coyote (Injun) Joe.

The final lines in a poem authored by William 
Logan II summarize Coyote Joe’s death and of those 
to follow:

“Besides, no sense to waste more words ‘cuz 
Injun s soul was loosed;
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By Jackson s famed tree, ultimately, nine heads 
more were noosed.”

The infamous hanging tree of Jackson was cut 
down in August of 1862.

Volcano:
Volcano was discovered in 1848 with stories pouring 

out from the area of picking large nuggets of gold from 
the surface gravels 'with only fingers as tools ”.

The population of Volcano was such that the Post 
Master General established the Volcano post office the 
week of October 11, 1851 with the first Postmaster 
being E.W. Gemmel.

In 1852 the town boomed when the Volcano cutoff 
off the Carson Route was completed.

"The Emigration is coming in rapidly at the rates 
of 10 to 20 wagons a day and every two or 3 wagons a 
family sometimes two or three... Many of them are stop
ping here and going to mining so our town is quite lively,” 
wrote John Doble in his diary. By 1853 his diary read, "... 
There is now in this Town Eleven stores, 1 Restaurant 3 
Bakeries 6 Hotels 3 private Boarding Houses & 3 Bars 
& Gambling Houses one of the bars is in the Apothecary 
shop which only leaves two Gambling Houses.”

Volcano was such a thriving town that they also had 
sought to unseat Jackson as the county seat when Amador 
became a county; yet failed by a small margin. Again voter 
fraud was suspected and use of alcohol to manipulate 
possible dissenters was prevalent, yet Jackson was named 
victor with 1002 votes to Volcano’s 937 votes.

Much like Jackson, and other mining towns, Volcano 
was not immune to crime and murder; news from the 
mining town made headlines across the country.

According to the August 26, 1853 Daily Union in 
Washington D.C.

"A most foul murder was committed at Volcano 
on Sunday night. Mr. Charles Beekman, a merchant of 
Volcano Calaveras County was murdered in his bed. The 
deed was done with an axe; several blows were struck, 
mutilating his head and face horribly. He was discovered 
about nine o 'clock the next morning. It is supposed his 
murderer was a German who entered the store to rob the 
premises. The fellow had not been apprehended.”

Amador County’s Independence 
Came at a Price.

When Amador County (originally to be named 
Washington County) was formed from Calaveras 
County a provision was made that the new county 

should assume a just portion of the common debt. This 
matter was not addressed until Calaveras brought suit on 
January 27, 1857 against the Amador County Auditor. 
After a commission was formed to determine the coun
ty’s indebtedness, the amount of $26,517.32 was agreed 
upon and warrant No. 103 was issued for this amount.

At a December 26, 1861 Amador County Board 
of Supervisor’s meeting, it was noted that there was a 
sum of $6,155.04 in the Calaveras County Fund, it was 
the “opinion of the Board that the object for which said 
fund no longer exists” and that the remaining funds be 
transferred to the general fund.

However, in 1864 the District Court required the 
Supervisors of Amador County to levy a special tax for 
the payment of the balance of indebtedness, amounting 
to $7,556.16. The matter was appealed yet the initial 
decision was upheld.

By the time the debt was satisfied over $50,000.00 
had been paid toward the warrant and attorney fees.

The Last Bits of Land
Taken from Calaveras County

Following on the heels of the formation of Amador 
County from Calaveras County lands, both Alpine and 
Mono Counties cut large land masses from Calaveras.

Mono County was formed from sections of 
Calaveras, Fresno and Mariposa Counties. Mono 
County’s first county seat was Aurora from 1861 to 
1864, and Bridgeport from 1864 to present.

Alpine County was formed from sections of Amador, 
Calaveras, El Dorado, Mono and Tuolumne Counties. 
Her first county seat was Silver Mountain City from 1864 
to 1875. Silver Mountain was founded by Norwegian 
Miners who originally named the location Konigsberg. 
The town was renamed Silver Mountain in 1865, yet 
ceased to exist by 1886. Markleeville (first settled in 
1861) became the county seat in 1875 and remains so.
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CALAVERAS COUNTY SHERIFFS
1850 to 1902
By Charity Maness

T
he Gold Rush brought a massive migration 
of non-indigenous people to the foothills.

In 1846, the non-Indian population of what 
was to become the state of California was esti
mated at 8,000; within eight years that number 
exceeded 300,000.

While many were seeking their fortune in 
gold, others with less commendable goals slith
ered through the mining camps; crooks, thieves, 
professional gamblers, claim jumpers and more. 
These all had one common objective, to lighten the 
pockets of the miners.

Prior to 1850, California was not yet a state and 
therefore no laws existed except for those set up in 
the mining camps. Camps oftentimes set up claims 
officers to patrol the mines and settle disputes, 
yet violence permeated the mines. For those who 
stepped outside of the camp’s rules, justice was 
swift and sometimes permanent. Small crimes were 
punished by public flogging, while other, more 
serious crimes such as robbery and murder resulted 
in hanging. Lynching was common, oft times 
without a trial.

The first officers of Calaveras County in 1850 
were William Fowle Smith, County Judge (who 
beat out his opponent, attorney Richard Daley, 
by 20 votes at the first election under the state 
government); John Hanson, Sheriff; Colonel Collier, 
County Clerk; A. B. Mudge, Treasurer; H. C. Carter, 
Prosecuting Attorney.

Pleasant Valley, also known as Double Springs, 
was designated as County Seat with the first grand 
jury held beneath a big tree. Justice of that time 
was in question and according to all accounts it was 
anything but a blind goddess. Justice was handled 
by the Sheriff, Justices of the Peace, and Constables. 
If none of these were available, it was often meted 
out quickly by miners’ laws and sometimes through 
vigilante justice.

John Hanson (Hanlon) 1850-1851
Research brings to question the spelling of 

Sheriff Hanson (Hanlon). Newspaper records of 
the time, as well as publications, name Hanson as 
Sheriff. With this said, Hanson will be the name used 
for this article.
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Hanson became Sheriff in 1850. While some 
historical information claims he was elected via 
a state election in 1850, other information states 
he was appointed at the county elections for 
offices held on April 1, 1850, as reported in the 
Stockton Times.

Whether appointed or elected, as one of the 
first officers of the newly formed county of 
Calaveras, Sheriff John Hanson was said to have 
been honest, however he did not serve a complete 
term. Whether he left his post unmanned inten
tionally or promoted his successor to Sheriff in 
order to pursue other interests is not clear. Some 
accounts claim that he died, while others claim he 
failed to respond to a judge’s request to return to 
duty and therefore surrendered his position.

Records of a political career of a John Hanson 
follow shortly after the position of Sheriff was 
vacated and subsequently filled by the Deputy 
Sheriff. A John Hanson was elected as a delegate 
at the Calaveras County Whig convention in May 
of 1852 to represent the county at the Whig State 
Convention to be held June 7, 1852. He was also 
appointed to the County Central Committee repre
senting the south side of the Mokelumne River.

In August 1852, at a grand Whig convention 
held in Calaveras County, Hanson was appointed 
as Chairman of the Calaveras County Whig 
party, yet at this time he was referred to as John 
Hanson, Esq.

Whether the addition of “esquire” to his 
name was added as a term of esteemed position 
within a community or to poke fun at what the 
Whig party considered to be an extinct line of 
British aristocracy is not known. The term esquire 
originally meant an apprentice to a Knight who 
was aspiring to noble rank. In America, however, 
where noble titles are constitutionally forbidden, 
the designation is usually a professional one or 
one of esteem.

By the time the next Sheriff was elected in 
1851, the California Legislature had given perma
nent form to the statute of crimes and punishments 
and to the general laws affecting personal and 
family relations and to the civil, probate and 
criminal practice in our courts, thereby creating a 
standard of law.

Ben Marshall 1851-1853

Ben Marshall had a career as conflicted as his 
life, one made of fact mixed with fiction.

A certainty is that Marshall served with the 1st 
Kentucky Cavalry during the Mexican American War.

However, his birth place is in question, with 
records from Marshall himself stating he emigrated 
from Ireland, and also that his birthplace was 
Kentucky. Family records state that he was born in 
1798 in Louisville, Kentucky, yet even his birthdate 
is in question as Marshall is listed as thirty-two in 
an 1852 California census.

Whenever he was born, he eventually migrated 
to Murphys in 1849, to be followed by his wife, 
Nicolasa Carriaga Marshall, the following year.

In 1850, with a need for law and order in the 
diggins, Marshall ran for Constable of Murphys 
and won. In June he was certified as the Murphys 
Diggings Justice of the Peace and Constable.

As Constable, Marshall was known to inter
vene when miners harassed Joaquin Murrieta 
and his girlfriend who dealt Monte (a Spanish 
gambling card game).

"Let it he honestly admitted” wrote Marshall 
in notes penned in 1853, "that the rough miners 
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were guilty of gross wrongs to Joaquin Murrieta 
and his wife... ”.

His position as Constable was relatively 
short lived, as he was appointed Deputy Sheriff 
and soon thereafter assumed the position of 
Sheriff in the absence of his predecessor, Sheriff 
John Hanson.

During the elections of 1851, Marshall faced 
opposition for the office of Sheriff from a nominee 
of the Whig party by the name of William Faqua 
of Vallecito. Marshall won the election, and served 
until 1853.

Marshall went on to be the county’s Democratic 
Delegate to the National Convention in 1856, 
serving a short time with his eye on larger political 
offices. He served as a Californian Assemblyman 
from 1858 to 1860.

Ben Marshall eventually moved to Nevada, 
without his family, and dabbled in politics, mining, 
and justice. While in Nevada, he made the news on 
occasion. A news dispatch from Eureka, Nevada 
which ran in the Calaveras Chronicle June 23, 
1877 published the following:

“Another shooting scrape occurred yesterday 
on Ruby Hill. Ben Marshall and J. Fleming, the 
former night watchman, and the latter underground 
boss at the Richmond Mine, got into a religious 
discussion, which culminated in Marshall firing two 
shots at Fleming, one of which grazed his abdomen, 
though inflicting but a slight wound. Marshall was 
Sheriff of Calaveras County some years ago.”

Subsequent bids for the office failed, yet 
in October, 1861, Charles Clarke became 
Deputy Auditor.

Mokelumne Hill was one of the first towns to 
organize a militia known as the Calaveras Guards; 
Clarke served as Captain. The militia, at one point, 
was ordered by the county judge to quell an ethnic 
disturbance in Campo Seco. San Andreas had sent 
out 100 men to help the Americans in the quarrel 
and the Italians sought aid from the Mexicans 
and Peruvians with over 1,000 men participating 
in this ethnic dispute. It was reported that when 
the Calaveras Guard arrived on scene, the sound 
of fife and drums filling the air, not a shot was 
fired and both sides cheered their arrival. Later it 
was found to be an issue of horse thievery, not an 
issue of ethnicity.

Clarke had accrued an enormous amount of 
debt throughout his life. According to a Calaveras 
Chronicle report from January 4, 1858, “The 
Board of Supervisors of Calaveras County have 
discovered that Charles A. Clarke, late Sheriff, is 
a defaulter to the amount of $23,834 (for the years 
1856 and 1857).”

Clarke was able to pay off a small portion of 
the debt with funds he received from the state 
legislature for reimbursement for his involve
ment in bringing members of the Tom Bell Gang 
to justice.

Charles Clarke died February 2, 1863.

Charles Clarke 1853-1857

Charles Clarke wore many hats.
After serving as a Lieutenant with the Texas 

Rangers during the Mexican American War, Clark 
came to Calaveras County in 1849. He worked in 
the mines for two years, was appointed Deputy 
Sheriff in 1851 and elected to Sheriff in 1853, 
receiving the nomination from the Democratic 
party. He was re-elected in 1855 and served until 
October 1857.

Clarke is credited with arresting four of the 
notorious Tom Bell Gang members; Tom Bell being 
a highwayman and leader of an infamous gang of 
stage robbers.

David Mulford 1857-1859

Mulford was a native of Saratoga County, New 
York. He moved to Alabama, then on to Texas, 
before ultimately settling in California in 1850.

Mulford, a Mexican War veteran, assumed 
the office of Sheriff in October 1857, and by the 
following spring, he was the target of a foiled 
assassination attempt.

The San Andreas Independent dated March 6, 
1858 published the following:

“Attempted Assassination—we have been 
unable to learn any further particulars in relation 
to the cowardly attempt to take the life of Sheriff 
Mulford, than what is given in the following 
dispatch to the Sacramento Bee:
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David Mulford

D. L. Mulford, Sheriff of Calaveras County, was 
assaulted by one or more ruffians at Mokelumne Hill 
about 2 o "clock on the morning of the 2nd inst., while 
on his way to jail, whither he had gone at the request 
of a stranger, who said the jailer desired to see him. 
He started for the jail, but being a light, moonlight 
night, observed two men in advance of him. His 
suspicions being aroused, he returned and requested 
Martin Rowan to accompany him. Supposing it to be 
some movement upon the jail, he requested Rowan to 
take the left, and meet him north of the jail, handing 
him a revolver, at the same time instructing him to 
order any person he might meet, to halt until he 
(the Sheriff) came up. They parted in the vicinity 
of Blackfords residence, and Mulford proceeded 
to the street running east of the jail and west of 
the residence of N. L. Broughton; from there to the 
northeast corner of the street adjoining the jail, and 
seated himself to await the arrival of Rowan. He was 
then attacked by some persons unknown, receiving 
a severe and dangerous wound with a knife across 
the forehead, about half an inch above the eye. 
He grappled with his assailant, the blood flowing 
freely, and nearly blinding him, when he received 

another wound across the back of the head, about 
two inches in length. He was armed with a knife 
and two revolvers, and in attempting to use one of 
them it exploded, when his assailants took to flight. 
There is no clue to the perpetrators of the deed; all is 
wrapped In mystery; nor could the Sheriff recognize 
the assailants, although it is supposed to have been 
some of the Tom Bell gang.

Mr. Mulford suffered much loss of blood, but is 
now able, we learn, to attend to business.”

After his tenure as Sheriff, David Mulford 
moved to the Boise River area of Idaho and served 
as Mining Recorder and later as Sheriff.

David Mulford passed away of consumption in 
February 1865 in San Francisco.

Robert Paul 1859-1863

Born June 12, 1830 in Massachusetts, Paul 
was rumored to have, at the young age of 12, 
boarded a whaling ship with his older brother, 
and served a couple years as a merchant sailor. 
When his ship put in dock in San Francisco in 
1848, he went to seek his fortune in gold, landing 
in Mokelumne Hill where he mined a relatively 
successful mining claim.

In 1854 he was elected Constable of Campo 
Seco, and soon after was appointed Deputy Sheriff. 
At 6 feet 6 inches tall, Paul was an imposing man 
who took justice seriously.

In 1857, Robert Paul was appointed 
Undersheriff. As Deputy Sheriff in 1858, one of 
Paul’s duties was to ensure the safe delivery of 
prisoners, tried and convicted in the Calaveras 
Courts, to their destination at San Quentin. This 
skill set would benefit him later in life. In 1859, 
he was elected Sheriff.

In 1862, Sheriff Paul married Margaret Coughlan 
of Mokelumne Hill. They had ten children, of which 
only six lived to adulthood.

Following his term as Sheriff, Robert Paul 
tried his hand at mining once again, with limited 
success. By 1870, he took a job as a shotgun 
messenger with Wells Fargo, where he employed 
his previous law enforcement skills as well as his 
experience handling stage coaches; he proved to be 
an asset to the company.
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Robert Paul

By 1878, Paul was relocated to Arizona to 
handle a series of stage robberies. He ran for 
Sheriff in Pima County and lost, but was convinced 
that it was due to illegal “ballot box stuffing”. 
He filed a law suit, and ultimately the Arizona 
Territorial Supreme Court found in his favor. He 
held the office of Pima County Sheriff until 1886. 
At one point during his term he held a warrant for 
the Earps, yet failed to execute the warrant as he 
alleged himself to be friends of the Earps.

Robert Paul died March 26, 1901.

George Tryon 1863-1865

Tryon was born in New York on March 27, 1828 
and migrated to Californian in 1849 in search of 
gold. He mined for some time in and around the area 

of Angels Camp, serving in various public offices, 
and was the proprietor of the Angels Hotel from 
1863 to 1887.

Tryon, who served the county as a Deputy 
Sheriff and County Assessor, had run for the 
position of Sheriff in 1859, yet lost to incumbent 
Robert Paul with 2,651 votes for Paul and 1,992 
votes for Tryon. He ran again in 1863 and was 
successful.

The Stockton Daily Independent stated that he 
took office on March 7, 1864:

“Calaveras Sherifalty—Geo. W TRYON, sheriff 
elect of Calaveras county, took possession of his 
office, on the 7th instant. Frank MOORE, of Angels, 
and A.F. ADAMS, of Mokelumne Hill, are his depu
ties. C. PEEK succeeds Pink SMITH as jailer.”

In March of 1864, Alpine County was cut from 
the fabric of Calaveras, thus reducing the vastness 
of the area with which Tryon was responsible for 
law and order.

Married to Adelia Newman, the couple had 
eleven children. George Tryon passed away in Napa 
on March 9, 1901.

George Tryon
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James Oliphant 1865-1867
James Oliphant was born January 10, 1833.
In August 1865, the Sacramento Daily Union 

reported Oliphant’s nomination for Sheriff under the 
heading “Calaveras Union County Convention”.

On February 28, 1867, the same newspaper 
reported that he had welcomed a son.

Elected Sheriff in 1865, he completed one 
term. He went on to become active in politics, and 
by December 1867, he was nominated at the Union 
Assembly Caucus as Sergeant at Arms.

James Oliphant died March 8, 1870, leaving 
behind a wife, Mary Adams McNeil, and two chil
dren; the children who soon thereafter followed 
Oliphant to their deaths, presumably from 
consumption. Mary moved in with her sister and 
brother-in-law, who ran the Metropolitan Hotel 
in San Andreas. There she met an older, wealthy 
miner, Amsa Parker “Cap” Ferguson, a one-time 
owner of the Sheep Ranch Mine. She married 
Ferguson and they had two daughters.

the law and bringing bandits and outlaws 
to justice.

Proof of Thorn’s tenacity was published in the 
Calaveras Chronicle April 24, 1869:

“Last week we inadvertently neglected to 
mention the fact that another of the Said murderers 
had been captured. On Wednesday the 14th inst., 
Sheriff Thorn, who has been indefatigable in his 
efforts to discover and bring the blood thirsty scoun
drels to justice, arrested a Chileano named Jose 
Cayou, near Fiddletown, Amador County, whom it 
is more than suspected was one of the perpetrators 
of a crime the commission of which thrilled this 
community with horror. We are informed that the 
prisoner has confessed his guilt to the Sheriff but 
cannot vouch for the truth of the statement. There 
were four persons concerned in the murder. Two 
Chileanos have been arrested and are not confined 
to jail; the others are still at large, but a clue to their 
whereabouts has been obtained, and there is a strong 
probability that the whole gang will be brought to 
justice. Too much praise cannot be awarded Sheriff 
Thorn for the activity, perseverance, and ingenuity 
he has evinced in ferreting out the murderers.”

Benjamin Thorn
1867-1875 

and 1877-1902

Born December 22, 
1829, Benjamin Thorn was 
raised on a farm in Illinois. 
Thorn traveled to California 
in the spring of 1849, landing 
in Mokelumne Hill in 1850 
where he mined, before 
moving to San Antone later 
that year to continue mining 
until 1857.

In 1855, Benjamin Thorn 
was elected Constable of 
San Antone. That same year, 
he was appointed Deputy 
Sheriff, and was elected as 
Sheriff in 1867. He seemed 
to be held in high esteem for 
his diligence in dispensing

Benjamin Thorn
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And again in the San Francisco Call (date 
unknown):

"During his half century of service (he) 
guarded lives and property of Calaveras County 
as few men could have stood against evil doers. 
In the days when laws were loose, when the 
bandit, the stage robber, and the horse thief 
abounded, when life was cheap and men lived in 
the frontier stage of existence, Thorn s name was 
terror to the criminal."

In 1888, the last hanging in the county jail yard 
in San Andreas occurred under Thorn’s direction.

George W. Cox was found guilty of murdering 
his son-in-law. Cox shot him as he ate his dinner at 
their home in Sheep Ranch. Sheriff Thorn sent out 
250 invitations to witness the hanging.

Married to Anna Meeks, Benjamin Thorn and 
his wife had three children. He was proud of his 
affiliation with the Democratic Party, as well as 
being a Mason.

Benjamin K. Thorn died November 15, 1905.

Benjamin Hawes 1875-1877

Hawes was born in Kentucky in 1830 and 
later moved to California. At the age of twenty- 
two, he landed in Calaveras County in order 
to mine in Murphys. He relocated to mine at 
Campo Seco from 1853 to 1875, eventually 
holding a third ownership in the Campo Seco 
Copper Mine.

In 1859, Benjamin Hawes married Mildred E. 
Syme and had six children.

In 1873, Hawes was appointed as Constable 
of the Campo Seco Township, and held that posi
tion until 1875 when he was elected Sheriff. 
Unfortunately, he was not held in high regard 
during his tenure as Sheriff.

"Popular opinion among all classes of our 
citizens is unanimous upon one point, and that is 
that Hawes is not making an efficient officer. The 
general complaint is that he is inactive and inert; 
that although the mere clerical business of the 
office is well enough performed, the more impor
tant executive duties are scarcely attended at all. 
People point to the fact that robbery and murder 
are by no means infrequent, yet, criminals appear 

to be in no danger of arrest unless they go to 
sleep in the shadow of the county jail." Calaveras 
Chronicle September 1, 1877.

As with much of our early history, fact is often 
blended with fiction or folklore to create a unique 
tapestry of our county’s formative years. This is 
only a small sampling of the rich Calaveras County 
history that makes our past come alive.

April-June 2016

New Members:

Matuca Chapter E Clampus Vitus—Mariposa

Cheryl Hoag—Altaville

Danny & Sandy Elzig—San Andreas

Duane Tucker—Stockton

Ted & Rosa Towle—Stockton

Gene & Becki Morrison—Mountain Ranch

Earl Henley—Woodland

Dixie Glover—Angels Camp

John Morse—Converted to Lifetime Membership

Larry Hadley—Converted to Lifetime 
Membership

Yvonne Wooster—Converted to Lifetime 
Membership

Jared Zeretzke—Wilseyville

Michael Taylor—Converted to Lifetime 
Membership

Dana Nichols—Converted to Lifetime 
Membership

Joana Motiu—San Andreas
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April-June 2016

Donations:

Matuca Chapter E Clampus Vitus—Cash donation

Mike Schmitz—Avery Hotel sign

William Lafranchi—Photos of West Point, 
and West Point residents

Steve Cilenti—Stock certificate from the 
Sheep Ranch Gold Mining company

Michael Fritz—1923 hand crank wall phone from 
the Sinclair General Store in Jenny Lind

Katherine Van Cleave—Poster from 1940 
Calaveras High School play

Kenneth Jones—Cash donation

Leo & Sharon Quintana—Cash donation

John & Juanita Poore—Cash donation

Betty Raggio—Cash donation

Ted Shannon—Cash donation

Charles P. Maher—Cash donation

William A. Schwoerer—Cash donation

John Mac Pherson—Cash donation

Rich & Kelly Panzarino—Cash donation

Bob & Ginny Ghiradelli—Cash donation

Marci Biagi—Antique birthing stool with leather 
and hob nail trim

Elizabeth Staples—Cash donation

Mary Lee Levy—Cash donation

Keith & Jane Wishon—Cash donation
J
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THE HANGING TREES 
OF CALAVERAS COUNTY

By Charity Maness

B
y the early 1850s, the gold rush had attracted 
many seeking their fortune in gold, yet slith
ering among them were those with less than 
honorable intentions; crooks, bandits, claim jumpers, 

professional gamblers and others who came to take 
advantage of the miner’s and the instant wealth the 
mines often produced.

California was not even a state yet and as such, 
no concrete laws existed. Anyone who found gold was 
quickly surrounded by other prospectors. Soon claim 
laws were set in camps. In some camps, a claim was on 
10 square feet and each person was allowed one claim, 
yet rules varied from camp to camp. Many camps set 
up claims officers to patrol mines and settle disputes.

Taking someone else’s claim, or “claim jumping,” 
was common. Swindlers would also “salt” the 
ground, scattering a little gold around and then sell 
the land for quite a bit more than it was actually 
worth. Violence and crime were on the rise. Law and 
order was in the hands of the people.

Violence in the mines cut across all races and 
ethnicities leaving many to question if the best of the 
worst had come to seek their fortunes.

Punishment for crimes was often swift. Small 
crimes were punished by flogging with a whip. For 
more serious crimes, such as robbery and murder, 
the punishment was hanging.

Lynchings were seemingly commonplace 
throughout the mines, often with stories of mobs getting 
out of control and hanging someone without a trial.

Lynch courts or popular courts began to pop 
up in mining camps. Commonly set up by the local 
merchants, these courts were the only law that 
existed in the camps; the military government was 
incapable of keeping order, so the camps attempted 
to rule by lynch law.

However, these courts commonly carried with 
them a mob-like mentality, intervening on behalf of 
the “people” when guilt was presumed.

“A tree allowed two methods of killing. Most 
commonly, the accused stood on a movable object—a 
bench or a horse—with the tree-bound noose around 
his neck In the absence of such a removable platform, 
he might be convinced to climb the tree and jump off. 
All too often, the branch s height was insufficient for the 
force of gravity to snap the poor man s neck. Desperately, 
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he grabbed at the rope as he choked to death, while 
onlookers tried to restrain his hands. To avoid excessive 
unpleasantries, careful vigilantes pinioned the victim s 
arms in advance. The second method of tree hanging 
inflicted even crueler agony. The executioner jerked the 
roped person up and down, like a pihata, until the neck 
finally broke. Sometimes a kangaroo court strung up the 
accused, then let him down temporarily for the purpose 
of extracting a coerced confession, andfinally killed him 
with the satisfaction of justice served." —Witness to a 
Hanging: California s Haunted Trees

However, lynching was not the only punishment 
meted out by the lynch courts.

These courts, when set up in a mining camp, 
could hand down a punishment of banishment, 
branding, whipping, ear-cropping, or any combina
tion thereof. In many cases, the accused would be 
tied to a tree while the lashes were administered.

When the lynching courts handed down a punish
ment of hanging, the trees from which the souls hung 
became somewhat of a legend themselves. Often 
times the trees became notorious/famous tourist 
attractions and for some residents the trees repre
sented an odd sense of pride in ownership. Though 
it appears to be a commemoration of violence, many 
towns boasted of having one and would often invent 
or exaggerate the number of people killed.

Hanging Tree of Moun tain Ranch
Mountain Ranch, often referred to as El Dorado, 

had a hanging tree which reportedly hung just 
one soul, convicted, tried
and sentenced for stabbing a 
store keeper.

In 1864, Cave City 
merchant Michael Bierny 
was well known in the 
community for his love of the
Christmas season. Business 
had been good that year with 
plenty of tourists visiting the 
caves. The mines were still 
producing gold and the gravel 
bars were still good. As the 
story goes, that Christmas 
eve day the weather was cold 
and wet which didn’t dampen 
the joy of the townspeople as 

they were still in a festive spirit, except for the town’s 
large Chinese Buddhist population.

On that fateful day a Chinaman came into 
Bierney’s store for some bacon. As the storekeeper 
stooped over to get the bacon the Chinaman allegedly 
stabbed him three times. Bierney was able to retrieve 
his pistol and fire one shot at his attacker hitting him 
square in the face. The Chinaman escaped into the 
bushes but was captured a short time later.

Bierney died the evening of December 24, 
1864. When Bierney died, the Chinaman was taken 
a short distance out of town and hanged from a 
large oak tree.

Hanging Tree of Jackson
In the town of Jackson, which was once the 

county seat for Calaveras County, there was a hang
man’s tree with the death of ten souls to its name.

The Native Daughters of the Golden West erected 
a plaque on July 24, 1937 at the site where the tree 
once stood, on downtown Main Street, commemo
rating the tree’s dark history.

Some of the men recorded as having swung to 
their death on this hangman’s tree:

3-19-1851, Coyote Joe for the June 1850 murder 
of blacksmith Thompson.

6-23-1851 An unidentified Mexican for stabbing 
his brother-in-law to death.

6-11-1852 Cheverino and Cruz Flores for the 
murder of M. Pontainer and fatal stabbing of another 
Frenchman in May 1852.

Hanging Tree of Jackson
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2- 15-1853 Antonio Valencia for multiple 
robberies and murders of unidentified Chinese 
miners and the murder of butcher Joseph Lake.

7-27-1853 Chilean, unidentified, for the robbing 
and murder of a Chinaman.

3- 23-1854 Swartz, alias Christopher Bennett, or 
Black, for stealing a horse in Jackson March 15,1854.

By May 11, 1854 Jackson was no longer in 
Calaveras County as Amador County had been 
created by the California Legislature. However, a 
few more men were launched into eternity from the 
infamous tree after Amador County was formed.

Three young Spanish surnamed men were 
lynched in Jackson in August 1855, among up to 30 
hanged in Amador in Anglo Saxon revenge for the 
Rancheria Massacre of August 6, 1855. An unidenti
fied Mexican was hanged August 8, Manual Garcia 
hanged August 9, and Rafael Escobar was hanged 
August 15, 1855.

After a fire in 1862, the townspeople cut down 
the blackened tree. In response, a regional newspaper 
printed an opinion piece stating that California’s 
“most remarkable tree” should have merited preser
vation, claiming that a pioneer-era historian informed 
them that this plant (an interior live oak) was “never 
very beautiful, but was a source of so much pride to 
the citizens” that they engraved a likeness of it on 
Amador County’s first seal.

Lynching in the Mines—Ione Valley
In a letter written in the Sept. 18, 1852, edition of 

the Sacramento Daily Union an unknown writer tells a 
tale of two Mexican horse thieves hung at Ione Valley; 
prior to Ione becoming absorbed by Amador County.

“Messrs. Editors:—In my communication of the 
14th, I mentioned that two Mexican horse thieves 
had been arrested and brought into this town, and 
that there was a probability of a 'change of venue ’ 
being had, which would transfer them to the tender 
mercies of Judge Lynch. Such has been the case. On 
Tuesday night the prisoners underwent an examina
tion before Justice Dunham, and were committed for 
trial. Yesterday morning as the officer having them in 
charge was about to remove them to Mokelumne Hill, 
a party from Ione Valley rescued the culprits from his 
custody, and hurried them to that place, where they 
were summarily executed last evening. There was no 
doubt, about their guilt, as the stolen horses were 
found in their possession, and they confessed the 

whole. The horses were stolen in Ione Valley, and 
the farmers in that vicinity have suffered so severely 
recently in the loss of stock, that they are certainly 
to some extent, excusable in making an example of 
these two miscreants. The names of the Mexicans 
were Antonio Duarte, and Jesus Brisano. They were 
each between twenty and thirty years of age.

Jackson and its vicinity are perhaps somewhat 
notorious in the annals of California, for the prompt 
manner in which the decrees of Judge Lynch have 
been carried into effect; but this is, I believe, the first 
execution that has ever taken place for any other 
crime than that of deliberate murder.”

A Hanging in Fiddletown
The residents of Fiddletown, which was once 

conveniently located between El Dorado and Calaveras 
Counties, played both sides of the coin, voting as 
residents of El Dorado but claiming to be residents of 
Calaveras during tax collections for El Dorado County.

One story from Fiddletown is told that 5 men 
were arrested for the alleged theft of $9,000.00 
from the local Wells Fargo office. The “boys” (local 
vigilantes) took it upon themselves to attempt to 
coax a confession from the accused by repeatedly 
hoisting them by the neck. Unfortunately, by the 
time the Sheriff arrived there were no confessions, 
no evidence, and no longer any prisoners.

The Jail Yard Gallows
Sitting in the back corner of the jail yard at the 

Calaveras County Museum, there sits a lone plaque 
under the boughs of a beautiful young tree, desig
nating the location of where the gallows once stood.

Hanging Tree of Jackson
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If a prisoner was awaiting their final day, they 
could hear from their jail cell as each nail was driven 
into the gallows as it was being built. When the 
hammering could no longer be heard, the prisoner 
had no doubt that he was getting closer to meeting 
his maker.

Jose B Coyado was executed June 7, 1873 on the 
gallows in the jail yard in San Andreas almost four 
years after the murder of Mr. E. Said, the note holder 
of the Petticoat Mine.

In 1888, the last hanging in the county jail yard 
in San Andreas occurred under Sheriff Benjamin 
Thorn’s direction.

George Cox was found guilty of murdering his 
son-in-law. Cox shot Henry Cook as he ate his dinner 
at his home in Sheep Ranch.

Thorn sent out 250 invitations to witness the 
hanging and the jail walls were extended to prevent 
uninvited guests from viewing the event.

To Hang or Not to Hang in Volcano
In 1850 when a stabbing occurred in Volcano 

justice was dealt out at the hands of a group of vigi
lantes without due process as the alleged culprit was 
lynched within a half hour of the crime.

If a victim was stabbed and the wound was not 
fatal, the culprit could receive lashes with the victim 
and townsfolk as witnesses. However, if the victim 
were to later die, the culprit could be hung the 
following day, creating a double punishment.

The Chilean War in Moke 
Ends with a Noose

With an American miner body count reportedly 
reaching 13, rumors of an uprising of Chilean miners 
just south of the Copenhagen Mine in Mokelumne 
Hill threw Calaveras County into the media spot
light as the Chilean War of Calaveras County made 
newspaper headlines from San Francisco to South 
America in the winter of 1849.

The Chileans, functioning in a loose govern
ment led by Dr. Concha, who was protected by 
Lieutenants, proved time and time again their skill 
with extracting gold from their mines.

The Anglo miners in the area were not happy with 
the Chileans’ success and formed a group of disgrun
tled miners, under Judge Collier, to pen a series of 
articles and laws to establish their rights as American 
citizens. The first law was to expel all foreigners.

In December 1849 Dr. Concha, armed with a 
warrant from Stockton to arrest the Americans and 
sixty of his men, marched to Mokelumne Hill, killed 
two miners and took thirteen prisoners. Before the night 
was over the prisoners broke free, changing the tides. 
They captured the Chilean band and brought them to 
Mokelumne for trial; three were hanged, the rest given 
lesser punishments. The Chilean War was over.

Calaveras Hanging Creates 
a Notorious Bandit

Joaquin Murieta lived and mined with relative 
success near San Andreas. When the richness of the 
San Andreas area was discovered by Americans, they 
drove the Mexicans out.

When the Americans came to Murieta’s mine 
they hung his brother for a crime he didn’t commit, 
ravished his sweetheart and horse whipped Joaquin. 
Swearing vengeance he created a band of bandits 
who preyed on American settlements up and down 
the Motherlode.

All 21 murderers of his brother were brought to 
justice; 19 at Joaquin’s own hand.

Murieta robbed where and when he pleased, with 
little respect for the law; taking from the rich and 
giving to the poor.

Hanging Tree of Copperopolis
On March 8, 1896 the San Francisco Call head

lines read: A natural gallows—Oak Tree in Calaveras 
County on Which Forty Men Have Been Hanged. 
Telling what some call a legend that over forty 
people “passed into eternity” from the largest limb 
of Hangman’s Oak near Copperopolis.

“On a level tract of land close to the side of the old 
road between Milton and Copperopolis, in Calaveras 
County, is still standing a venerable oak that earned 
for itself in the early days the title of “Hangman s 
Tree."And it well deserved the namejudging by stories 
told by some of the ‘old timers ’. Not many men living 
today recollect things that happened when the old tree 
was doing its best to give justice to horse-stealers and 
murderers who did not shoot in self defense according 
to the men who sat in judgment. The late Captain 
Weber of Stockton was a man who remembered nearly 
every hanging that took place on the tree in the early 
‘50 s and could tell some grim tales offrontier justice.

When the tree first sprang into fame Stockton 
was known to miners as “Tuleville” and the hills
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San Francisco Call artist rendering of the Hangman's Tree of Copperopolis.

around Copperopolis were filled with camps that 
bore musical names such as “Ragtown” or “Whiskey 
Chute ”. The tree was an old one then, so that it must 
by this time have seen nearly a century of life.

Just who was the first man hanged on it is unre
corded, but he committed his offense in Copperopolis 
and paid for it the same day. One trial of the old tree 
was enough to convince the hangman of its merits. 
It was located in a handy place and its largest limb 
reached out over the road as beautifully as though it 
had been grown for executions. It was a natural gallows 
and did its work for a large section of the county.”

“The culprit was taken to the spot in the hand
iest way. Sometimes in a wagon and at others he was 
compelled to sustain his balance on the soft side of 
a rail carried on the shoulders of the executioners. 
When the spot was reached, the man who who was 
to be made to “shuffle off” was placed on the end of 
the wagon with a rope around his neck, one of which 
was fastened to the limb above his head. Sometimes 
when they wanted to give the man a good “drop ” he 
was made to stand on a box or barrel placed on the 
end of the wagon.

At a signal from the man in charge of the 
hanging, the horses attached to the wagon were 
whipped up and then he had paid for the crime 
against the opinions of the community. If the offense 

had been very serious the occasion 
was enlivened by the offended popu
lace drawing their six-shooters and 
filling the swinging body with bullets. 

...On one occasion a man had 
been executed just as a party of his 
friends, who believed him innocent, 
came up to rescue him. A fierce fight 
ensued, and the rescuing party, being 
the best shots, came off victorious. 

Twenty men shed their blood on 
this day. At the end of the fight five 
of the hanging party who executed 
the first man were left alive. They 
surrendered and asked for mercy, 
but were not given it, and in less 
than five minutes their bodies were 
swinging beside that of their victim. 
Fourteen dead bodies strewed the 
ground around the tree. At least a 
dozen fights of this kind have taken 
place beneath the old tree, and people

say the ground is “soaked with blood”.”

The Death Notice Tree
A lone elm tree stands on Main Street in San 

Andreas, a twisted and ancient witness to many lives 
lost and people mourned, though not by hanging 
from her limbs.

Some refer to the tree as the Death Notice Tree, 
or the Obituary Tree, others, as the Tree of Death; 
by whichever name it came down to one thing, a 
place for the community to receive the news of who 
has passed on. It was said to be the main tree where 
death notices were posted of locals who met their 
maker during the Gold Rush days and is still in use 
by the local mortuaries.
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TELEGRAPH CITY
GRASSHOPPER CITY

By Charity Maness

A
ll that remains of the once bustling copper 
mining town of Telegraph City (Grasshopper 
City) just west of Copperopolis off CA-4 
are miles of rock walls, a creaking windmill and the 

stone wall remnants of a once grand barn where one
time residents of the area, the Parks and Murphys 
families, would quarter their livestock.

Though the area around the Gopher Ridge range 
had been used as winter range land for years, it was 
in May of 1860 that Hiram Hughes was rounding 
up strays on the Gopher Range when he discovered 
a ledge which produced gold. Experienced in gold 
mining—Hughes had spent time in Virginia City’s 
Comstock Lode—Hughes staked the claim with 
J.E Treat of San Andreas, formed a small mining 
company, and named the claim Quail Hill No 1.

Within months of his gold discovery, Hughes 
was out prospecting near his claim with his 
10-year-old son, William Napoleon Bonaparte 
Hughes, when his son struck his pick in what 
looked to be a producing ledge and unearthed 
heavily mineralized ore. After confirmation that 
the ore was indeed high-grade copper ore, Hughes 

turned his main focus to copper mining. At one 
point during the transition from gold to copper 
mining the Quail Hill No. 1 mine was rumored to 
have one wall of the ledge producing gold and the 
other wall producing copper.

“When he was bringing in rocks and pounding 
them up, looking for copper, the people around there 
thought he was going crazy,” said Wade Johnston 
in biographical notes taken by his daughter Effie 
Enfield Johnston. “He struck gold on one wall and 
copper on the other. 1 saw that myself... ”

By 1863 a town had grown around that first 
claim and the many claims that followed. According 
to Johnston the town was first called Grasshopper 
City. When the telegraph running from Stockton to 
Sonora came in, Eaf Gatewood changed the name to 
Telegraph City.

Telegraph City grew in size and population 
boasting several stores, a hotel, post office, an 
express office, blacksmith shop, restaurant, billiard 
saloon, shoemaker and livery stable, as well as large 
ranches owned by well known families of the time, 
the McCartys, Shafers, and Suits/Beardslees.
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The grand barn in Telegraph City, circa 1925. Calaveras Historical Society photo.

In 1861 Johnson recalled that the recorder, Ed 
Laughlin “reported on his Bancroft questionnaire 
that 150 persons voted in the last election, but there 
were now at least 500 people in the locality.”

According to Elsie Flower in a 1963 Las 
Calaveras, the stone walls of the once grand barn 
were built by stone mason Jimmy Sykes.

Flower further claims that the last known 
authority on the rock fences was Fred Burnham 
who died in 1951. Apparently Burnham had actu
ally watched the fences being built by Jimmy 
Sykes and two Wirth brothers; uncles of Mabie 
McCarty Manuel.

A glimpse of first-hand history of the town was 
found in a letter written in January 1961 to then Las 
Calaveras Editor and County Superior Judge J.A. 
Smith from long time resident of Telegraph City 
Robert B. Parks:

have been told the name of Telegraph City 
originated through the telegraph line going from 
Stockton to Sonora. The city was established in the 
early 1860s and was on Reeds Turnpike.

The buildings which I remember being there 
were the Telegraph City Hotel, which was oper
ated by my father and mother, Mr. E. Parks and 
Mrs. Mary Parks, and a general merchandise store 

The stone wall is all that remains of the once grand barn in Telegraph City. Photo by Charity Maness.
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Telegraph City palm tree planted by Robert Parks in 1900 that dwarfs the rock wall remains 
that snake across the open fields. Photo by Charity Maness, 2016.

owned and operated by
C.S.S. Hill. There was also 
a large mine about two miles 
from Telegraph City, known 
as Quail Hill Mine.

In the early days, the
60s, there was a great many 
miners prospecting for 
copper, several hundred.
This was during the war and 
copper was selling for about 
fifty cents a pound, which 
brought a great many people 
to the city.

The old palm trees near 
the side of the road were 
planted in about 1900. I had
these planted there... ”

Yours very truly,
Robert B. Parks.

Local Roadways
To and From the Mines

In the early 1850s, a road from Stockton to the 
mines was built. This road was known alternately 
as the Stockton and Copperopolis Stage Road, or 
the O’Byrnes Ferry Road, Reynolds Ferry Road or 
Shirley Road, depending upon the destination of 
the traveler. It followed the approximate route of 
State Route 4, came over Hog Hill from Shafer’s 
Store in Telegraph City and continued as far as 
McCarty’s Log Cabin Ranch, where it turned 
southeasterly toward the ferries.

By the 1860s the need for a good road to the 
many mines within the Gopher and Copperopolis 
mining regions was imperative. Reed’s Turnpike 
was constructed as a toll road in 1864-1865 to 
connect the mines to the main Stockton Road. 
Built by William K. Reed, co-owner with Thomas 
McCarty of the Union Mine, the toll road existed 
until 1885, when it was taken over by Calaveras 
County. In the 1930s State Route 4 was constructed 
slightly north of, and replacing, Reeds Turnpike. A 
small section is still in use today connecting CA-4 
to O’Byrnes Ferry Road.

Telegraph City Cemeteries
Just east of Telegraph City on what was once 

Reeds Turnpike, now Telegraph Road sits a small

cemetery on the private land of Wagner Ranch with 
one lone headstone visible from the road. This ceme
tery is known as Beardslee Cemetery. Though some 
sources surmise there may be multiple graves, there 
exists only the one headstone engraved with “Robert 
Beardslee born Feb 18, 1826, died May 11, 1888, 
aged 62 years. Pioneer of CA and native of PENN.”

The Shafer Place cemetery is recorded as being 
located on a hillside just north of CA-4 at the junc
tion of the road to Quail Hill Mine on the Murphy/ 
Barger Ranch.

The Napoleon Mine cemetery is recorded as 
being located just south of CA-4 and Telegraph City.

According to the current Wagner Ranch foreman, 
Bill Harvey, an additional cemetery lays back in the 
hills south of Telegraph City near a mine he recalls 
as Independence Mine. The cemetery is located 
along Church Springs Road which, according to 
Harvey, was the old wagon trail to Knights Ferry, 
connecting Telegraph Road to Sonora Road.

Additional cemetery information at the Calaveras 
Historical Society, found in data compiled by Edith 
Jensen and Bernice Olsem in the mid 1960s, lists 
the Telegraph City Cemetery as a private cemetery. 
The following are listed as buried at the Telegraph 
City Cemetery:

James Lewis Bolton—miner—Tennessee Born 
1833, died November 13, 1905.

Silas Shumake—stockman—Tennessee—Born 
1838, Died October, 11, 1910—age 72 years.
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The Beardslee Cemetery. Photo by Charity Maness, 2016.
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In the News
Telegraph City was no stranger to the news 

during her formative years; some stories stranger 
than most.

Daily Alta California, July 13, 1863—Telegraph 
City—A man shot a rat on a shelf in a store at 
Telegraph City in Calaveras County. The ball 
passed through the rat and the side of the house, 
continued its course about 50 yards, struck Samuel 
Eldridge, of Stockton, on the temple, glanced 
off went through the glass of a 
window, and lodged in the hat of
Wm. Morris, of San Francisco.

However, much more coverage 
was given to the success and seem
ingly endless expansion of the 
mining area and the more than
100 mining claims being worked.
The Daily Alta broke down the 
copper mining area into two 
districts, the Gopher District and 
the Copperopolis District. The 
following italicized mining snippets 
are taken directly from an overview 
of the region in the Daily Alta
California, December 17, 1862

The Calaveras Copper Mines, 
(from an occasional Correspondent)
Telegraph City, Dec. 15.

...Calaveras county is divided 
into two mining districts; one
lying 35 miles from Stockton,

around Copperopolis, and the 
Gopher District, situated 29 miles 
from Stockton, in the vicinity of 
Telegraph City. Both are on one 
great copper belt, but are divided 
by a range of foothills and, of 
course, are in some degree rivals.

The Gopher District
The copper mines of the 

Gopher district are six miles nearer 
Stockton than the Copperopolis 
belt. A long and tiresome mountain 
road is thus avoided, and a saving 
of two dollars per ton effected in 
hauling the ore.

Napoleon Mine... it is the
great leading mine, and the only one regularly 
shipping ore from Gopher...A village has sprung 
up around it; and the company's houses, machine 
shops, and steam works have gone up like magic... 
The Napoleon is taking out about two hundred 
tons per month at a depth of forty five feet, and 
of this, over one hundred and twenty five tons are 
shipped... The workmen employed are principally 
Cornish copper miners, and everything moves like 
clockwork... the work is prosecuted day and night, 

giving employment to fifty miners, 
teamsters, woodcutters, etc. 

(Napoleon Mine: 1.2 km (0.7 
mile) SE of Telegraph City, on the 
lower N slope of Hog Hill and 
NW of Quail Hill (6 miles SW 
of Copperopolis) discovered in 
1860, first produced in 1865. The 
Napoleon Mine was considered the 
largest producer of copper in the 
district’s mines with an estimated 
production of one million dollars 
worth of copper.)

Camp and McNulty Claim... 
This lode is situated three-fourths of 
a mile from Napoleon. Very rich ore 
has been struck at a depth of twenty 
five feet, and fifteen tons shipped to 
test its quality. It will doubtless be 
a valuable mine; but the true lode 
has not yet been reached, and the 
terrors of litigation hang over it.

The headstone of Robert Beardslee.
Photo by Charity Maness, 2016.
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Star Claim... This mine is also undeveloped 
blit there is every indication that the lode will be 
reached. It lies between the Napoleon and McNulty.

Live Oak Mine... In that portion of Gopher 
District, on the rancho of Henry Botcher, is another 
well managed mine, principally owned by San 
Franciscans. The shaft has been sunk some eighty 
feet, and from this the miners are drifting to the lode... 
Superintended by Mr. Botcher, the original locator, 
the value of this mine is but a question of time. 

(Live Oak Mine: 5 miles E of Jenny Lind.)
Hughes Mine—Quail Hill... principally owned 

by Hiram Hughes, and is mined for gold as well as 
copper. Mr. Hughes is developing this valuable 
claim according to his own views... At present the 
workings are limited, but at a future period the 
value of this large deposit of mineral wealth will be 
fully appreciated.

(Quail Hill Mine: 3.1 km (1.9 miles) NNW of 
Telegraph City, and about 10 km (6/2 miles) WSW 
of Copperopolis, near the Stanislaus County line. 
Quail Hill Mine operated during the periods 1888 to 
1916 and 1917 to 1945.)

Additional Gopher District Mines
Telegraph Mine (Diamond J): 2.8 km (1.7 

miles) SSE of Telegraph City, S of Hog Hill, near 
the Stanislaus County line. Production in 1865 
and 1914.

Pioneer, gold and copper mine, located 2 miles 
NE of Telegraph City. Operated intermittently from
1933 to 1940 by G. C. Copp of Copperopolis.

Quail Hill No. 2—Eagle Mine...
Gopher Hill Mine (Gopher Ridge): N of 

Telegraph City, on the divide between Buckham 
Gulch and Copper Gulch, operated during 1921 and
1934 to 1936.

Copperopolis District Mines
North Keystone Mine: 0.6 km (0.4 mile) NW of 

Copperopolis, E of the Copperopolis Reservoir dam, 
Operated during the periods 1861-1866, 1867, 1942, 
1943, 1944 & 1945.

Union Mine (Calaveras Copper): in the town 
of Copperopolis. Operated during the period 1861 
to 1946.

Empire Mine (Cleveland; Jumbo; Royal): located 
in Copperopolis believed to be a continuation of the 
Union lode.

Jackson McCarthy Mine (Old Calaveras Mine): 
S end of Copperopolis (S of the Empire claim).

In 1862, the Daily Alta also listed other mines 
of the time in the Copperopolis District: the 
Webster Mine (SSW of Lightner Peak; 3!4 miles 
SE of Copperopolis), the Kentucky Mine and the 
Calaveras Mine, which would become the Jackson 
McCarthy Mine.

Wade Johnston recalled working as a sub
contractor sinking shafts at $3.00 per foot in mines 
such as Lochinvar and Wee-Wee-Antic.

According to the Hudson Institute of 
Mineralogy, the total production of the 
Copperopolis copper mines—primarily from the 
Keystone and Union mine—for the period 1861 
to 1946 was approximately 73,000,000 pounds of 
copper. This amount of copper had a value of over 
12 million dollars.

During the Civil War much of the copper ore 
mined in the two districts was smelted on the Atlantic 
coast. From the Telegraph City and Copperopolis 
mines the copper was sent to Stockton, then San 
Francisco, loaded on ships and taken around the horn 
to the east coast.

It is estimated that more than 100 mining 
claims dotted the hills of Gopher Ridge during the 
copper rush.

History Marker
Work began in earnest by the members of the 

Calaveras Historical Society in the late 1970s to 
erect a historical marker near Telegraph City. By 
1980, all permits and permissions were granted and 
a dedication took place at the vista overlook just 
west of Copperopolis. According to the dedication 
pamphlets of the time, the marker commemorated 
the discovery of Copper in Calaveras County by 
Hiram Hughes, the establishment of Telegraph 
City and the opening of the Copper Mines as a 
result of the discovery.
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October-December 2016

New Members:
Ted & Rosa Towle—Converted to 
Lifetime Membership
Leroy & Sandra Rader—Converted to 
Lifetime Membership
Joseph Celentano—Converted to 
Lifetime Membership
Ted & Lucile Fenner—Converted to 
Lifetime Membership
Pat & Kathy George—Mountain Ranch
Jenai Marinkovic—New Lifetime Membership 
(Mokelumne Hill) 
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Donations:
Katie Clark—American flag flown at U.S. Capitol 
Building the day the Butte Fire broke out
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CALAVERAS COUNTY JAIL
DUNGEONS, HANGINGS, ESCAPES, AND FOILED PLOTS

By Charity Maness

W
ithin one year of California becoming a 
state in 1850, the California Legislature 
had given permanent form to the statute 
of crimes and punishments, and to the general laws 

affecting personal and family relations and to the 
civil, probate and criminal practice in our courts, 
thereby creating a standard of law.

The newly formed Calaveras County held its 
first court hearing under an old oak tree at the county 
seat of Double Springs, under the watchful eye of the 
newly elected Judge William Fowle Smith and Sheriff 
John Hanson.

When the courthouse at Double Springs was 
finally constructed, made of prefabricated panels of 
camphor wood imported from China, it also func
tioned as the local saloon, hotel and store.

Not long thereafter the county seat was moved to 
Jackson where it remained until 1852 at which time 
a petition was filed to hold an election to relocate 
the county seat to Mokelumne Hill. The election was 
held with a record number of people casting their 
ballots, so many in fact that votes exceeded the actual 
population of the county. Regardless of the suspicious 
election, the county seat was moved to Mokelumne

Hill; yet another county seat without an initial court
house in existence.

According to the Pacific newspaper, June 18, 1852, 
“The US Post office is kept in a large public drinking and 
gambling saloon, and the court judge, recently appointed 
by Governor Bigelow, keeps and holds court in one end 
of the dram shop.” There were rumors that the newly 
appointed judge also oversaw the operation of the saloon.

By 1855, $8,100.00 was appropriated to build a court
house with an additional one room, free standing stone 
building equipped with an iron door to serve as the jail.

By 1863 an election was held to move the county 
seat once again, this time to the quickly growing 
town of San Andreas. Of the 6,914 ballots cast, 3,567 
were in favor of the new county seat. However, the 
election result was met with resistance by the county 
officials who tied up the impending move with liti
gation which went all the way to the Supreme Court. 
The decision to move the county seat was rendered 
in October 1866 and the disgruntled county officials 
were forced to relocate their offices to San Andreas.

One of the provisions of the election was that 
if the county seat move to San Andreas were to win 
approval of the voters, the citizens would be required 
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to raise $15,000.00 to offset the cost of the move and 
provide temporary county office buildings. With the 
new county seat decided and no courthouse provided, 
the officials creatively utilized the local theater for 
the first court hearing held December 12, 1866.

After a call for bids for the new courthouse building, 
William Maloney was awarded the contract to build the 
new courthouse on April 19, 1867, and by May 25, 
1867 the stone foundation for the courthouse was laid. 
Included in the original construction of the courthouse 
building was a new jail, boasting five cells with iron 
doors, a trustee’s room, a kitchen and an office.

Prior to the jail being built in San Andreas, 
prisoners were housed in the Mokelumne Hill jail. 
According to many newspaper recounts of the time, 
there had been a jail break in the last days of 1867 
from the Mokelumne Hill jail in which three convicted 
murderers escaped with only one being caught. The jail 
being removed from the town was most likely a relief 
for the townsfolk. The prisoners were moved to the San 
Andreas location with little fanfare in March 1868.

The Calaveras Chronicle, March 14, 1868, noted: 
“ Mokelumne Hill: ...We do not regret their departure. 
They were neither profitable, ornamental nor useful.”

A massive amount of ironwork was used to build 
the San Andreas jail’s iron doors and iron and steel 
reinforced roof and floors. The Calaveras Chronicle, 
March 1938, claimed that approximately 4,000 rivets 
had been used.

The stone wall surrounding the jail yard was 
completed in 1885 by Edward Fahey. It was 302 !6 
feet long and 10 feet high at a total cost of $2,107.30.

In 1894 two new cells were added in the 
southeast corner of the jail yard to house the more 
dangerous criminals. These were moved in the 
1940’s to the northwest corner of the yard.

By 1904 it was noticed that the county was not 
in accordance with the state law for housing of the 
criminally insane. A contract followed for two padded 
cells, yet only one was built with the remaining money 
suspiciously used for painting of woodwork in the 
courthouse and the detention center, a painting contract 
awarded to none other than Supervisor Roberts who 
was overseeing the building of the cells, or cell.

At one point there were three insane inmates 
admitted to jail at the same time. One was put in the 
padded cell. During the night one of the other two 
men became violent and proceeded to bash his head 
back and forth against the bars of his cell until it was a 
bloody mess the next morning. An investigation ensued 
regarding the lack of a second padded facility; a second 
cell was completed soon after the investigation.

According to the recollections of Charles 
Filippini, the detention cells for the insane were in 
a small building just outside of the regular jail yard, 
in the corner of what is now Winkler’s parking lot.

The jail’s inadequacies at housing prisoners 
remained to the end of its service in 1966, with the 
opening of the new County Government Center.

In 1967 the courthouse building and jail were 
renovated to eventually become the Calaveras 
County Museum. In 1978 the many levels of the 
jail yard were refurbished and a sloping ramp was 
constructed by Delta College students, the Garden

The Calaveras County Jail, looking towards the trustee room.
Calaveras Historical Society photo.

Club and the Heritage Council.

Dungeons
At one point during the jail’s 

interesting history, dungeons were 
apparently in existence in the jail 
yard. In 1927, an old woodshed was 
torn down and a new woodshed and 
garage were built for Sheriff Joe 
Zwinge. During the demolition of 
the old shed the workers found what 
appeared to be dungeons.

From the San Andreas 
Independent, November 1927: “As 
improvements were being made 
around the Sheriffs Office and 
County Jail the work crew found
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The entrance to the jail yard. Charity Maness photo.

two dungeons in jail yard under old woodshed... 
the dungeons were dug into the earth and only big 
enough for one man to crouch in, no standing room, 
and lined with stone and rock.”

Hangings
It is unclear how many hangings actually took 

place in the jail yard, besides the executions of Jose 
B. Coyado in 1872 and George W. Cox in 1888. It is 
believed that two individuals, whose names have been 
lost, were hung and then buried in the jail yard.

Jose Coyado was hung June 21, 1872 for the 
1868 murder of the Elkanah Said, superintendent of 
the Petticoat Mine, in Mokelumne Hill.

The Calaveras Chronicle, dated June 22, 1872, 
summarized his journey to execution with a head
line that read: “Fatal Noose! Patibulary Expiation! 
Execution of Jose B. Coyado for the murder of 
Elkanah Said... the murder—the search—the confes
sion—the trials and conviction—the execution.”

At Coyado’s home, Coyado, along his newly made 
acquaintances and soon-to-be partners in crime, Andrea 
Molino, Paul Tibeaux, and Baptiste Denny plotted the 
robbery of a Petticoat Mine carriage; a carriage known 
to carry shipments of gold from the mine.

On September 30, 1868, using guns stolen from 
a miner’s cabins, the men lay in wait for the carriage. 
The plan—two men step in front of the oncoming 
carriage and two men come from behind in hopes of 
preventing any escape.

Paul Tibeaux stepped in front of the carriage, 
yelled “Stop” and fired two shots, killing Mr. Said. 
Daniel Keese, a mine employee, seated next to Mr. 
Said quickly grabbed the reins and without a barri
cade to hinder his getaway he was able to escape to 
Mokelumne Hill with his life, the body of Mr. Said 
and the mine’s precious cargo of gold.

The robbers threw their stolen guns into the 
‘first stream they crossed” as Coyado ran north and 
the other three accomplices ran south. Coyado hid in 
the brush until nightfall then crossed Indian Ladder 
Bridge into Amador County where he was eventually 
arrested by Sheriff Benjamin Thorn.

In 1872, after numerous motions, appeals, 
reversal of judgments and continuances Coyado 
was eventually tried for murder, found guilty and 
sentenced to be hanged until dead.

After being led to the gallows by Sheriff Thorn, 
Coyado was asked if he had any last words, he 
replied through an interpreter, “that he was being 
hung unjustly... because he was poor and ignorant.”

George Cox, a native of Tennessee, was hung 
March 23, 1888 for the murder of his son-in-law as 
he ate dinner on November 3, 1887. Cox was tried 
January 23, 1888 and found guilty two short days 
later on January 25, 1888, at which time the court 
ordered punishment of death by hanging.

Most media accounts claim Cox was not repen
tant for his crime. As the Calaveras Prospect of 
March 24, 1888 showed: “Cox is not at all discom
fited, to all appearances, by the gloomy preparations 
of death, but seems to manfully resigned to his fate... 
whatever torturing thoughts, if any, fill his mind, to 
outward appearances they give no indication... he 
has never expressed the least regret for his crime... 
and has often said he would do it again under the 
same circumstances and take the penalty.”

Approximately 250 handwritten invitations to 
witness the hanging, written on Sheriff Ben Thorn’s 
calling card, were extended to representatives of the 
media as well as prominent citizens and Thom’s friends. 
Special gallows were erected in the southwest comer of 
the jail yard; the construction of his impending doom 
heard by Cox as he sat within his jail cell.
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The hanging of George Cox 
was reported with grisly clarity 
by the Calaveras Prospect.

A clean shaven and well fed
Cox ‘ ‘was far from being low 
spirited and weak at the approach 
of death upon the gallows. At 10 
o'clock the Sheriff read the death 
warrant, and just before half past 
ten the Sheriff and prisoner walked 
out to the scaffold; Cox walked 
with a quick and steady step, and 
reaching the floor of the scaf
fold he stepped upon the trap. He 
looked at the sea of upturnedfaces 
in the jail yard, and said, “Take a 
good observation gentlemen," he smiled and laughed 
... (as) the rope encircled his neck and the black cap 
was being adjusted over his face, Cox became slightly 
impatient and said to the Sheriff, “For Christs sake, 
give me a little air." In another moment the trap was 
sprung, and Cox dropped 5 V2 feet with a heavy thud 
at precisely 10:30. He did not move a muscle, his neck 
was broken by the fall and death was instantaneous. 
The rope cut his neck severely and the blood trickled 
down his suspended form."

Within eight minutes the doctors pronounced 
Cox dead and his lifeless body was unceremoniously 
cut down and lowered into an awaiting casket for 
quick burial.

Escapes, Foiled Attempts, 
and a Jail House Murder

Throughout the jail’s rich history of housing 
notorious criminals such as Black
Bart and walking others to the 
gallows, there were a handful of 
prisoners who attempted to escape
Their brilliant plans were often 
foiled, yet a few had some success.
The most brazen escape, though 
short lived, occurred in 1903 
when Jules Martinez escaped the 
jail yard after fatally shooting 
Deputy James Casey.

Jules Martinez was known as 
a mild-mannered local laborer who 
became quarrelsome and obnox
ious when drunk. On July 26, 1903, 

he was drinking in Frank Barton’s 
Saloon on Main Street in San 
Andreas when he began harassing 
other patrons. Deputy Constable 
James Casey happened to be in 
the saloon and after several failed 
warnings he was obliged to take 
Martinez into custody.

Martinez was escorted down 
the street and placed in a holding 
cell for transient drunks at the 
county jail. Casey was about to 
leave the cell when he remem
bered that he had not searched 
the prisoner and turned back. 
Deputy Sheriff A. G. Thorn, on 

duty as jailer that afternoon, had just left the cell 
ahead of Casey when he was startled by two gun 
shots and a smothered cry. He rushed back in as 
Martinez emerged holding a pistol.

The prisoner fired twice at Thorn, missing him, 
and was then disarmed by the deputy. Martinez 
managed to escape through the open gate of the jail 
yard. After checking on Casey and finding him dead, 
Thorn ran to the saloon of Casey’s father to sound 
the alarm.

At the saloon was Will Nuner and three of 
Casey’s brothers. A pursuit of Martinez ensued and 
the murderer was captured a short time later, only 
after being shot and beaten by the victim’s brother 
Dick Casey. Martinez was escorted back to jail by 
Will Nuner and District Attorney Charles Snyder.

Judge P. H. Kean presided over a coroner’s 
jury the next day, which found the suspect to have 

“willfully, unlawfully, feloniously, 
and with malice " murdered James 
Casey. Casey had in fact been 
Judge Kean’s son-in-law. Martinez 
was sentenced to “be hanged by 
the neck until dead.” The execu
tion took placed at San Quentin 
State Prison on October 11, 1903. 

A more humorous tale of a 
failed attempt at freedom comes 
from the Sacramento Bee, October 
1967, and the story of Jack 
Whadig (date of event unknown). 

Whadig had been arrested, 
tried, found guilty of murder, and 

George Washington Cox.
Calaveras Historical Society photo.

Deputy Constable James Casey.
Calaveras Historical Society photo.
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sentenced to hang at 7 am the morning following 
his sentencing. He wasn’t especially surprised at the 
verdict, and had actually planned on the outcome 
“and so, in the four weeks he had been confined in 
the San Andreas jail, he had done what he could to 
circumvent the courts anticipated decision.”

Whadig had spent his time behind bars working 
said bars loose from their adobe mortar. All he had to 
do was to wait for the jailer to turn in for the night.

However, Whadig had “been well cared for 
during the month he had been locked up. The food 
was ample and the women of the camp sympathetic 
to a handsome male in trouble, had contributed fine 
pastries and other tidbits. Even a daily pitcher of beer 
had been provided. And as customary, a large last 
meal had been ordered... and he ate heartily and then 
relaxed on his bunk. He felt no concern. He would be 
far away when the Sheriff came for him at 7 o ’clock.”

Whadig awaited the jailer’s snores to make his 
getaway. He removed the jail bars and wiggled his 
shoulders through the opening, yet no matter the 
amount of wiggling, pushing or pulling, he could 
go no further. “He was half way to freedom, but 
that was all.”

And that is where the Sheriff found him the next 
morning, halfway in and halfway out of the small 
jail window. His indulgences over the past four 
weeks added with his last hearty meal had been his 
hefty demise.

While Whadig failed, an interesting story of a 
successful escape exists in the February 12, 1931 
edition of the Calaveras Californian.

This story tells a tale of a young poetic inmate 
destined for the “Outlaw Trail.”

Grover Fischer was sixteen when he was arrested 
by Sheriff Joe Zwinge and sent to await trial in the 
county jail. With little to no desire to remain behind 
bars, Grover made quick work of his mattress, tilting 
it against the cell wall and scaling it to the barred 
windows, set nine feet high. He pried the bars loose 
and scaled the jail wall to freedom.

All that he left behind was a poem for his captors 
titled a ‘Prisoners Dream’.
On February Fourth I was thrown into jail 
And now I’m escaping to hit the lone trail
They thought they could hold me in this stuffy hole 
In plain words they judged me to be a damn fool. 
But I was not destined to stay long in jail, 
Far better to me is the outlaws trail.

I paced around the cell, (just six feet by eight) 
And gloomily thought of my future’s sad fate.
I looked at the window all strengthened by bars 
And through them were twinkling the heavenly stars, 
I climbed to its height, for a minutes short length 
I grasped a good hold and exerted my strength, 
The bars were all bended, and needless to say 
I will soon leave here and hasten away.
So I’ll take the Lone Trail and be an outlaw, 
I’ll make a damn good one as some of you saw, 
I’m sorry to do this, I’m sorry to say
That without your permission I’m going away. 
But it cannot be helped, so your officers three 
Had best stir around and just try to find me. 
Now I’m not a poet, and don’t care to be, 
But wait yet a minute and listen to me.
And I’ll try to explain in this confounded rhyme 
The thought that I’ve held in check up to this time. 
To Mr. Airola I’m grateful. Also,
To Mr. Joe Zwinge, the Sheriff, you know, 
And also H. Collins, the good deputy
I’d like to thank all for your kindness to me. 
But of a reform school I can’t bear the thought 
And to stay in a jail-house I’ve never been taught 
I’d much rather be out “on the dodge ” they say 
Than be cooped in a damn cell all day.
I guess I will have to be signing off now
I’m sorry to raise such a bit of a row.
Well, you may catch me, and then you may fail 
But at least for awhile I will be free ofjail. 
And now I must crawl out and hit the old trail
So this is the end of my sorrowful tale, 
(signed) GROVER
P.S. Now let me remind you for our friendship s sake 
That prison walls do not a prisoner make.

A great deal of thanks goes to Danielle Ballard 
for her extensive research aid for this edition.
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LIQUID GOLD OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 
THE DITCHES OF CALAVERAS COUNTY 

DURING THE EARLY YEARS OF THE GOLD RUSH
By Charity Maness

W
e often read of the Gold Rush in Calaveras 
County with regards to the massive influx 
of people in search of their fortune in gold. 
What is often overlooked in this equation of mines, 

towns, and agriculture is the ever present need for 
water or “liquid gold”, without which there would be 
no town, no agriculture, and less gold to be found. 
Some gold could be found with little to no water, yet 
the process of removing gold from the earth without 
water was a very difficult and dirty job.

Thousands of years before the Gold Rush in 
California, the indigenous people of South and 
Central America had been extracting gold from the 
ground using large shallow wooden bowls called 
bateas. Those same people brought their skills to the 
gold fields and surrounding areas in search of placer 
gold. The miners would fill the batea with dirt and 
toss it into the air, allowing the wind to carry some 
of the fine dirt away while catching the heavier gold 
and dirt back in the pan. They would repeat this 
process again and again until they were able to pick 
the small gold nuggets from the dirt left in the pan. 
If billows of dust were seen wafting from an area, the 

local miners knew the Mexican miners were working 
with their bateas.

While a small profit could be made with bateas, 
the more preferred methods involved the use of 
water, and sometimes, a lot of it.

During the mid-1800s, Calaveras County swelled 
in population. Towns sprung up along tributaries and 
spread out throughout the area, yet the further the 
miners spread out from the water source, the more 
creative they had to get in order to have access to water.

With many creeks, streams and lakes in the 
county, to the untrained eye, water seemed readily 
available. However, getting the water to a mine 
not located along a waterway was a bit of an early 
engineering feat, one that required ingenuity and 
back-breaking work. Though ditches were dug, 
and reservoirs filled, many mining communities 
throughout the county were still dependent on rain.

Daily Alta California, January 24, 1852—
Calaveras Chronicle'.

There has not fallen a drop of rain at this place 
for more than two weeks. The ravines and holes 
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which had water in them are gradually becoming dry 
and the miners pray for rain...

At Chilean Flat, nearly the whole flat is at present 
dug up, and troughs or trenches are cut into which the 
water is led from the surrounding hills by ditches. Being 
at high elevation the water soon gives out after a rain...

Another water company just finished their 
canal from Calaveras to San Andres where are 
said to be the finest sluicing grounds in the county. 
Notwithstanding, however, the benefits to be derived 
from the numerous canals at San Andres, rain is as 
much needed there as elsewhere.

The early self-taught hydrology engineers created 
a series of ditches and flumes, a revolutionary advance. 
Man-moved water was delivered where needed, allowing 
miners to seek their fortune in areas previously thought 
inaccessible due to a lack of water. The water delivered 
by ditches and flumes was measured by a miner’s inch; 
a measure of volume flow rate. This measurement was 
defined as the amount of water passed through a one- 
inch square aperture in a box in which a constant water 
level of six inches above the upper edge of the aperture 
was maintained. A miner’s inch flowing steadily for 24 
hours was estimated to equal from 2,230 to 2,274 cubic 
feet, or 17,000 gallons, of water. It was this ingenuity 
and hard labor that rearranged nature, creating a series 
of ditches and flumes that would lead the way to the 
formation of our current water companies. Many of 
our modern day water companies were borne on the

Miner's Measure at Ross Reservoir. 
Calaveras Historical Society photo.

backs of miners, ditch diggers, and their creation of a 
network of ditches.

While often water claims were made under the 
auspices of betterment of the County coffers via devel
opment of mineral and agricultural wealth, the sought 
after wealth was often found in the pockets of the 
company shareholders, not the County nor the pockets 
of the miners or ditch laborers.

Maintaining the network of ditches was a job 
in its own right. Depending upon the length, camps 
would be set up along the ditch up to 16 miles apart 
for ditch tenders. This was a difficult job made more 
difficult by winter weather. If the weather dropped to 
freezing, the ditches could freeze causing chaos for 
many of the mining areas receiving water from them. 
Additional workers were often needed to break the 
ice and clear the ditch to keep the water flowing. This 
practice was referred to as ‘whomping ice’. If the ice 
was not broken, water flow could be interrupted to the 
mines for days or weeks.

Though some miners chose to simply divert 
water where they wanted, the wise miner would form 
a company with some trustworthy partners, purchase 
water rights and then dig their network of ditches.

The following is an excerpt from a water rights claim 
filed June 9, 1888, by business partners V B. Smith and 
Joseph Raggio. The recorded claim reads in part:

Notice is hereby given to all whom it may concern 
that in the undersigned claim of water flowing in 
O 'Neil s Creek at the point where this notice is posted 
in Calaveras County, California to the extent of two 
hundred (200) inches measured with four-inch pressure 
that we claim said water for mining, milling and irri
gation purposes... we intend to divert said water from 
said creek by means of a dam... and we intend to divert 
and convoy said water by means of a ditch...

With or without water rights in hand, digging 
ditches and building flumes to transport water to the 
mines began a new wave of engineering ingenuity 
that would eventually not only affect Calaveras 
County, but also the entire state of California.

The Battle Over Water Rights 
Reaches State Level

The race to get water to the many mining claims 
created a bit of a water rights frenzy with the devious 
practice of ditches being dug just upstream from the 
other ditches, thereby effectively relieving the lower 
ditch of any water and causing an almost constant 
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battle in and out of the courts to 
retain and enforce water rights. 
By February 1858, the thirty-nine 
ditches in Calaveras County, valued 
at $1,242,300, came under some 
scrutiny at the state level with a bill 
submitted questioning if the canals 
and ditches crisscrossing the mining 
areas of the state should be compre
hended under the term “public use”.

Daily Alta California, February
12, 1858:

Mr. Merritt on the Committee 
on Corporations submitted a report 
stating that many of our citizens, 
as well as foreign capitalists, are 
engaging in building canals and 
ditches to develop the hidden wealth 
of our state. Without the means of 
disembodying the staple commodity 
of California, an immense are of the
State must remain idle and worthless 
to her citizens? Nearly $12,000,000 are invested in 
these enterprises, and the canals for mining purposes 
now dug or in the process of completion, extend 4,405 
miles in length. Shall this capital be protected by the 
Legislature? Have the persons engaged in these enter
prises a claim upon the States protection?

The majority of the committee felt that such a law 
would be unconstitutional based on the Declaration 
of Rights, section 8, 'nor shall private property be 
taken for public use without just compensation ’.

Yet the report insists that the Legislature should 
extend fostering care to the large interest involved in 
the bill and so intimately connected with the future 
development of the state.

If the report is a new one of constitutional 
construction the enterprises are entitled to the benefit 
of the doubt until the courts pass upon the question.

Ditch Strike
In the fall of 1858, the miners held a ditch strike 

against the San Antone Ditch Company claiming 
first rights to water on the San Antone. The miners, 
many of them Irishmen, tore down flumes, some 
fighting to the death. The remaining miners marched 
to the County seat of Mokelumne Hill with a brass 

band preceding them, demanding 
the rights to the creek. The court 
decided against them. Not happy 
with the verdict, the miners took 
their fight to the Supreme Court, 
where once again the court decided 
against them, claiming that the San 
Antone Ditch Company had first 
water rights to 180 inches of water 
under a four-inch pressure.

Early Calaveras
County Ditches

Copperopolis
Knights Ferry Ditch was used 

by early miners for diverting water 
from the Stanislaus River six miles 
upstream from Knights Ferry near 
Six Mile Bar for placer mining and 
domestic purposes.

When mining and milling opera
tions began to close down in Knights 
Ferry, Charles T. Tulloch, son of David

Tulloch whose family name was given to Tulloch 
Reservoir in Copperopolis, began to exploit the old 
Knights Ferry Ditch with its valuable water rights, 
some rights extending back to 1853. He built a hydro
electric power plant which furnished electric energy to 
the copper mining operations in Copperopolis.

In 1902, Tulloch constructed a diversion dam 
on the river, which is now referred to as the ‘Old 
Tulloch Dam’. Local lore has it that the cement used 
to build the dam was shipped from Holland on ships 
which sailed around Cape Horn to San Francisco and 
then hauled by freight team to the dam site.

Tulloch was slowly forced out of the power busi
ness by larger companies, but utilizing his tenacious 
resourcefulness, he extended his ditch system down 
into the valley to the farmers, becoming a pioneer 
in the irrigation production. In 1909, the Oakdale 
and San Joaquin Irrigation District was organized, 
ultimately purchasing the entire Tulloch system and 
its water rights for $650,000, yet keeping the name 
in memory of Tulloch and his entrepreneurial spirit.

Salt Spring Valley Reservoir Ditch
Water from this reservoir ran through a ditch 

to multiple mines along its way to Jenny Lind. 
By 1871, a company comprised of “Stocktonians” 

Water Claim of V. B. Smith 
and Joseph Raggio.

Calaveras Historical Society Document
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purchased several hundred acres in the Whiskey 
Hill area to mine, yet more water was needed to be 
successful. The company appointed engineer R. M. 
Wilson as Superintendent to oversee the reservoir, its 
ditches, and its anticipated growth.

Daily Alta California. October 7, 1871:
San Joaquin Republican... the ditch from the 

Salt Spring Valley Reservoir toward South Gulch and 
Jenny Lind is to be greatly enlarged and improved. 
The demands for water in the vicinity of Whiskey Hill 
the coming season will be much increased over any 
previous demand...

West Point
Bear Creek Ditch was described as “taking 

water from Bear Creek about two and one-half miles 
above the village of West Point, thence running in 
a Southerly direction.” The ditch system was sold 
at a Sheriff’s sale in 1858 and traded hands many 
times before being purchased, with water rights 
included, by the Calaveras County Water District on 
December 23, 1954.

Consolidated Ditch was located just above West 
Point and was put on the market in June of 1861.

Daily Alta California. July 1867—“Rare Chance 
for Investment”:

FOR SALE CHEAP
All the Consolidated ditch property in West 

Point, Calaveras County. A saw mill and water 
power, 2 miles above West Point, together with the 
stock, wagons, lumber and logs on hand.

3 Quartz Mills one mile above West Point, doing 
a good business in crushing quartz from the vicinity.

All the above named property will be sold cheap 
as the owner intends to go to Europe. Inquire of 
Louis Levinson, 83 Battery Street, or Mentzel & 
Fisher, West Point, Calaveras County.

Mokelumne Hill and Campo Seco
During the mid-1800s, a short-lived company 

by the name of Boston & Plymouth Damming 
Company was created to bring water to Mokelumne 
Hill miners. It was limited, however, bringing water 
only to mines adjacent to the river, leaving a need for 
water to the other miners of the area.

On November 16, 1852, the Mokelumne Hill 
Canal and Mining Company began construction 

on a ditch system that would ultimately consist of 
a large mountain reservoir, with smaller reservoirs 
where needed and a line of ditches and branches 
that would eventually extend to Mokelumne Hill, 
Campo Seco, Camanche, Grain Mine, Pine Peak, 
Central Hill, Chili Gulch, Old Women Gulch, 
Poverty Ridge, Cat Camp and more, which would 
allow residents, businesses and miners along the 
line to wash quartz or placer mine, irrigate their 
lands and run machinery.

The first of the network of ditches was the 
Mokelumne Ditch, which brought water from the 
South Fork of the Mokelumne River. The ditch, 
measuring two feet wide and three feet deep, was 
constructed with an estimated Chinese labor force 
of 500 and had multiple siphon pipes and wooden 
flumes. This was so successful that the company 
opted to expand yet another sixteen miles to the 
Campo Seco area. The Mokelumne Ditch went to 
Wallace and over Flumehouse Ridge to Paloma 
where it separated, with half the water going to 
Valley Springs and the other half flowing to Campo 
Seco. Within a year, the fledgling company was 
supplying water to the entire district with fees of up 
to $7.00 per day for enough water to work a claim 
with lesser charges downstream where the flowing 
water was filled with mud and debris from use 
upstream. In 1854, the company changed hands and 
began an expansion under the new name Mokelumne 
and Campo Seco Canal Company. The company 
was reorganized in the 1860s and extensions were 
completed to Chili Camp, Valley Springs and 
Burson. In the 1870s, the company was the largest 
water supplier to the Gwin Mine owned by Senator 
Gwin, thus assuring the company some success. The 
Mokelumne Ditch was finally abandoned in 1973.

The Clark Ditch, built in 1856, began on the 
Little Mokelumne River, which fed into the South 
Fork. This ditch went from Blue Mountain to Rich 
Gulch. Clark Ditch eventually began taking so 
much water that the Mokelumne Ditch was lacking 
adequate water supply. A court battle ensued over 
the water rights, with the Mokelumne Hill Canal and 
Mining Company winning, as they had the previous 
water rights.

Lancha Plana and Poverty Bar
The Lancha Plana and Poverty Bar Ditch took 

its water from the main branch of the Mokelumne
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River at Italian Bar. The demand for water in the 
area taxed the canal system as the population of the 
town founded in 1848 blossomed to 1,000 by 1858. 
Waters that were not used continued on to serve area 
in Amador and San Joaquin counties. Lancha Plana 
is now but a memory as she lay beneath the waters 
of Lake Camanche.

Murphys
In January of 1851, a group of men including 

Captain William H. Hanford, Dr. William Jones 
and W. H. Coddington organized a small water 
company to bring water from an upper tribu
tary in the Stanislaus River to the mines around 
Murphys. The route for the ditch was surveyed by 
T. J. Matteson, owner of a local stage line. Within 
a year, J. Curtis, Volney Shearer, William Griffith, 
N. L. Fidler, E. C. Stone and Louis Robinson began 
digging a ditch which would bring water from 
Angels Creek two miles above Murphys to placer 
mines in the area.

On January 29, 1852, the two groups joined 
forces as the Union Water Company with a capital 
stock of $150,000. The newly formed company was 
able to complete a fifteen-mile ditch in less than a 
year; rumored to have been completed with Chinese 
labor using picks and shovels as well as a mule and 
plow. In January 1853, through a series of ditches, 
flumes and reservoirs, water was finally delivered 
the fifteen miles to Murphys.

The Union Water Company began to absorb 
small water companies and within a few years 
became the major water supplier for Murphys, 
Douglas Flat, Vallecito, Carson Hill, Albany Flat, 
Angels Camp and other mining areas.

The growing company was not immune to the 
constant battle for water rights. After the company 
had built sawmills and cut lumber for flumes, had 
several miles of ditch and flumes constructed, and 
was often referred to as one of the finest ditches in 
the county, they began to lose flow on their Angels 
Creek Ditch. Apparently, Mark Torrey, of French 
Gulch, had built a dam across Angels Creek above 
the ditch the Union Water Company had dug to take 
water to Angels Camp. A lawsuit commenced as 
described by Captain Leonard Noyes in his diary:

Captain Leonard W. Noyes of Murphys recorded the 
event in his diary:

The suit was commenced in 1854, before Judge 
Alexander H. Putney, Justice of the Peace at Murphys 
camp. The court was held in a big tent say seventy 
to one hundred and sixty feet kept by Bob Patterson 
in which he had a bar of choice liquors, a billiard 
table, two monte tables, and a Rolet table, all of them 
in full blast. The Union Water Company had three 
lawyers as also had the Torrey Company...

The Court was held in the south end of the tent, 
right in front of the bar where sat Judge Putney, his 
left hand to the bar and facing the door between 
which the judge and the judge was table say ten by 
twenty-five feet. Along the south end and against 
the side of the tent was a bench for the 12 jurors, 
front of the judge. At his back and close to him was 
the billiard table, extending to the end of the bar, 
at the north end of the tent were two Monte tables 
and between the Billiard table and the front of the 
tent was the Rolet table. The lawyers occupying the 
side of the table on which the judge sat and the end 
nighest to the door, leaving the end of the table next 
to the bar empty, so that customers could get up to 
the bar to drink.

The first thing in order was the selection of a 
jury of 12 honest miners, no others would do, who 
the law allowed $5.00 per day for their service and 
they had to pay a man $8.00 to work in their place 
in the claim, making $3.00 per day out of pocket. Of 
course the jury must be kept good natured, so one 
party to the suit suggested that it was not right that 
the miners should serve at $5.00 and pay $8.00 per 
day and proposed that they be allowed $8.00 cash 
per day. The other party not wishing to have a march 
stole on them in that way raised them to $12.00, they 
saw him and went $3.00 better finally they settled 
down at $16.00 per day for each juror and they 
selected 12 to try the case...

The jury selected, an adjournment was had for 
the purpose of allowing the Court to get his wind, 
and a drink.

As soon as the adjournment was had the plain
tiffs invited all the jurors up to drink, then to take 
cigars; as soon as the Plaintiff had got them all 
right, Defendant not wishing to be beat in generosity, 
also asked all the Jurors up to drink and take cigars; 
the Judge and Lawyers doing likewise. Finaly the 
examination of witnesses began; for the first day 
every one was attentive, the next day it began to be 
tedious. Jim Pearson who was Constable, would lose 
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his dinner any time to play billiards. He kept tip one 
continual game all the time the case was going on; 
every few moments Judge Putneys head would he in 
the way of Jims cue, when he would call out, “move 
your head Judge so 1 can make this lick ”; shortely a 
witness was wanted, Judge Putney would say; “Mr 
Pearson call Mr. So and So ”, Jim would say, “hold 
on a minute Judge until I play this string out ”; the 
court would wait to accommodate him...

Shortly an objection to something would be 
raised and some law point discussed... the Judge 
would slowly open his big eyes, half laughing and 
looking at the 12 jurors would say “Gentlemen 
the Jury looks dry, suppose we adjourn for a few 
moments ”, as soon as said one of the lawyers would 
snatch Judge Putney by the arm walk him up and 
down the street a few moments, then take the Judge 
up to the bar and treat him.

The Judge immediately shaking him and allow 
himself to be buzzed by another lawyer, shaking him 
as soon as he got his drink and picking up another 
lawyer, until the whole had buzzed and treated 
Judge Putney.

Meantime the jury were not neglected for the 
same old game of treating them first by plaintiff and 
then defendant was always attended to by the proper 
persons both to drink and cigars...

Add to this a hundred miners and gamblers 
around the gambling tables cursing their luck and 

as many more passing in and out of the door... all 
having on old ragged clothes, broadrimmed hats, 
pistols and knives slung to them cursing and talking 
aloud, as many as can stand in front of the bar two 
deep 5 or 6 barkeepers waiting upon them and you 
have some idea of what kind of a place this was to 
hold a court...

The case lasted about a week costing them an 
enormous sum. Finely the case went to the jury who 
were taken to Sperrys first hotel (then unfinished) 
to deliberate, after being left to ourselves, someone 
proposed that each put a P or D on a piece of paper 
and drop them in a hat to see how we stood, those 
putting a P gave verdict for plaintiff and those D for 
defendant. If fell to my lot to take these papers from 
the hat and open them. After reading our decision all 
hands went on a spree. Judge, Lawyers, Constable, 
Jurors, Plaintiff and Defendants, all but a few were 
on their high horses that night.”

In 1888, the Utica Mining Company acquired 
controlling interest in the financially failing Union 
Water Company, utilizing the water for its mills 
and hoists.

A north ditch and south ditch were also 
constructed. The South Ditch furnished water to the 
mines in Missouri Gulch and Pennsylvania Gulch, 
as well as to some of the gravel mines in Douglas 
Flat and Vallecito. The North Ditch furnished water 
for the Owlsboro District, which was the gulch 

extending north from Murphys to the Oro 
Plata Mine, and the Central Hill Mine 
District just south of Murphys.

Within a few years, the massive amount 
of water produced by the ditches caused a 
problem for the miners, flooding many of 
the mines. In September 1857, the ever 
resourceful Murphys miners created the 
Murphys Flat Fluming Company to etch 
a deep cut in the limestone underlying the 
bedrock to drain the excess water from the 
mines. The Deep Cut or Bedrock Flume, 
as it was often referred to, measured 4,000 
feet and was completed in 1859 with exten
sions continuing into 1860.

Douglas Flat and Vallecito
Though some water was brought to 

the area by the Union Water Company 
Ditch, other ditches were constructed to 

Water ditch near Murphys c. 1905. 
Calaveras Historical Society photo.
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reach even farther. The Placer
Mining Ditch headed south
westerly from Coyote Creek 
carrying water to the nearby 
placer mines, and near Wild
Goose Gulch to the mines of
Wild Goose, Missouri, Dolly 
Varden, Texas and others.

The Hitchcock/Davis
Ditch was approximately one- 
half mile long and took water 
from Coyote Creek through the
Hitchcock Estate Ranch to irri
gate the estate orchard. The 
property and water rights to the 
ditch were purchased by Ansil 
Davis in 1880.

The Malespina Ditches 
were a series of ditches taking 
water from Peppermint Creek 
around the northwest-facing 
hillsides below Table Mountain 
to placer mines in the area.

San Andreas and Calaveritas Ditches
There were many ditches bringing water 

to the San Andreas area in the 1850s, yet they 
all had one thing in common; they often would 
see a reduction of water, some to less than a 
trickle, some completely dried out, during the 
hot summer months. This forced a large portion 
of the town to rely on wells for domestic water 
and fire protection.

The ditches that did supply some water to 
miners in the area were: The Cap Pope Ditch, 
Silver Ditch, Cold Spring Ditch, Green Mountain 
Ditch, Table Mountain Ditch, Old Gulch Ditch, 
Yaqui Ditch, Georgia Ditch, Dan Pillsbury Ditch, 
Old Box Ditch and more. These ditches were dug 
to extract water from O’Neil’s Creek, Willow 
Creek, and San Antone Creek.

Table Mountain Ditch, owned by the Table 
Mountain Water Company, was cut in 1856 and 
1857 with a flume just higher than the Scott Flume 
across Upper Calaveritas Road. It was also known 
as the Old Gulch Ditch and the Cold Spring Ditch. 
The ditch brought water from the San Antone 
Creek to Cave City and San Andreas. It was not 
without water right infringement issues, as the

Georgia Ditch Company, with 
a ditch located just down
stream of Table Mountain 
Ditch, brought suit against 
the Table Mountain Water 
Company. The Georgia Ditch 
Company was victorious in 
establishing their right to 180 
inches of water.

The Cap Pope Ditch 
(Silver Ditch), named after 
Captain Robert Pope, was 
dug in 1852, bringing water 
from the east side of Willow 
Creek to Gold Hill. While in 
1856, Scott Ditch was dug 
on the west side of Willow 
Creek, diverting much of the 
water originally used by the 
Cap Pope Ditch. A water right 
lawsuit ensued, with Pope 
being the victor.

Today, three primary 
water districts serve most of

Calaveras County. The oldest, the Utica Water 
and Power Authority, was established in 1852 as 
the Union Water Company, with the powerhouse 
built above Murphys in 1895, supplying the 
mines, mills and residences of Angels Camp and 
Calaveras County with their first electricity. The 
Calaveras Public Utility District was established in 
1934, primarily serving San Andreas, Mokelumne 
Hill and the outlying area. In 1946, the Calaveras 
County Water District was established, serving the 
water needs for over 12,000 residents and business 
throughout the district.
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THE CAVES OF CALAVERAS
THEIR SECRETS, HOAXES AND GEOLOGICAL BEAUTY

By Charity Maness

S
ince prehistoric times, caves have been used 
by man and animal alike for shelter. The caves 
dotting the landscape of Calaveras are no 
strangers to being inhabited.

While the majority of the caves in the area were 
found during the gold rush by miners searching for 
prime real estate glistening with gold nuggets, the 
native Americans made use of the caves centuries 
before leaving behind archeological artifacts that 
would tell a tale of their existence.

As time progressed caves began being used 
for storage of foods, churches, community gath
ering places and here in Calaveras County, people 
even used them for bar-b-ques and dance parties.

Many of the Sierra Nevada region caverns 
are believed to have begun their early formation 
some sixty million years ago, prior to the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains being lifted to their present 
height. Lazy streams flowed through the area 
for thousands of years allowing the formation of 
caverns out of limestone beds. As the mountains 
rose the water levels dropped and caves were left. 

“Rainwater, acidized, and percolating down
ward through the limestone to find groundwater 
level, dissolved calcium carbonate and other 

substances,” wrote Willard P. Fuller Jr. in the April 
1964 Las Calaveras. “Some of this mineralized 
water dripped into the cave chambers and started 
precipitating on the walls commencing the build-up 
of the beautiful speleothem formations.”

Over time formations of stalactites, stalagmites 
and other mineral formations began to take shape. A 
stalactite is a structure hanging like an icicle from 
the roof of a cave, formed of calcium salts deposited

Cave dining was all the rage in Calaveras County in the early 1900s. 
Calaveras Historical Society Photo.
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by dripping water. A stalagmite is an 
upward-growing mound of mineral 
deposits that have precipitated from 
water dripping onto the floor of a cave.
Some caves have such beautiful and 
delicate formations that if touched by 
the human hand they can break or the 
oil from the skin can stop the forma
tion from growing.

Moaning Cavern
Originally called Solomon’s Cave, 

the cave is a complex vertical solution 
cavity deeper than 140 meters in a 
band of permeable limestone west of 
the Stanislaus River near Vallecito. It 
is believed that Moaning Cavern was 
entered and used as early as forty to 
fifty thousand years ago.

Human remains, as well as those 
of animals, were found in the cavern; 
some possibly lost, some perhaps 
having fallen to their death, with 
the chance remaining that some may 
have been deposited there intention
ally. The remains were found in 1851 
by J. B. Trask.

On October 31, 1853 the Daly Alta California 
carried a story from explorers of the cave, “at a 
depth of 300 feet... came upon a collection of

Exploring Moaning Cavern by ropes circa 1920.
Calaveras Historical Society Photo.

over 300 human bodies perfectly 
petrified; that the hall contains an 
immense number of stactytes (sic), 
some of which were incorporated 
with the bodies.”

As gold mining waned in the 
area, the cave was abandoned, 
later to be rediscovered and named 
Moaning Cavern; the name derived 
from the moaning sounds which 
emanated from the mouth of the 
cave due to air currents and steep 
entrances. The indigenous people 
claimed the ghostly sounds caused 
by air currents within the cave were 
the eerie wailings of lost souls and 
avoided the cave.

On Christmas day 1921, 
Addison Carley an early adventurist 
and spelunker, went to explore the 
cave that moaned on his friend Dan 
Malatesta’s claim. With the help of a 
windlass—a type of winch—Carley 
was able to make it to the bottom of 
the big chamber.

Legend has it that soon after 
Carley’s spelunking adventure, tours of the cave 
began and the thrill-seeking tourists were lowered 
into the cavern in ore buckets with only candles or 
whale oil lamps to light their way.

In 1922 a spiral stairway, rumored to have 
come from a World War 1 battleship, was installed 
in the cavern so that visitors could descend to its 
depths with greater ease. There also exists news 
reports stating that Mr. Tangerman of the Stockton 
Iron Works was contracted to design and build the 
circular staircase which contains 150 steps and is 
enclosed in metal guardrails.

In the early 1950s, R. F. Heizer and A. E. 
Treganza of University of California Berkeley inves
tigated Moaning Cave and found long bones and 
cranial parts of nine adults and two children. Along 
with these they found hundreds of bones and bone 
fragments as well as Haliotis (mollusk) ornaments, 
Olivella (small marine snail) beads, a cup shaped 
pipe bowl and an obsidian point. The deposits were 
estimated to date back to 1000 BC and 500 AD. By 
the 1960s it was estimated that approximately 100 
human remains had been found.

The spiral staircase in Moaning 
Cavern. Calaveras Historical 

Society Photo.
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Exploring Moaning Cave circa 1920. Calaveras Historical Society photo.

of the floor in mining pans, by which any 
prehistoric implements would have been 
discovered, had any existed, no discovery of 
interest was made. This cave near Cave City 
was named The Cave of the Catacombs.

Though Hanks had visited the cave in 
1881, names of other visitors were found 
dating back to 1850.

Some of the bones found in the Cave of 
the Catacombs were brought to San Francisco 
and placed in the State Museum. The cave’s 
discovery and subsequent displaying of the 
human remains created a bit of a media 
frenzy with unfounded stories about the 
cave at one time being a prison where men, 
women and children starved to death.

Explorations of the cave have been made to the 
depth of 450 feet, the bottom remains to be found 
and it is believed that up to 16 “rooms” may exist.

The Cave of the Catacombs
A report by California State Mineralogist Henry 

G. Hanks for the year ending May 15, 1884, claimed 
there existed a cave known as the Cave of the 
Catacombs near Cave City.

He wrote:
The caves of California have been in past times 

used as sepulchers, as attested to the human bones 
found in them. This was noticed by those who first 
came to the State after its acquisition by the United 
States, and it is probable that the Calaveras River was 
named from the finding of skulls in some of the caves 
on its banks. D.C.F. Winslow, writing to the California 
Farmer as early as 1854, mentions a small cave on the 
Stanislaus River in which human bones were found. 
An old Indian informed him that the bones had been 
placed there in a recent period. In August, 1881, 1 
visited a cave then rediscovered in Calaveras County 
which contained a large quantity of human bones. I 
had hoped to find some relics that would throw some 
light on the history of the human race in this country... 
but was disappointed, for nothing was discovered to 
show that the bones were not those of Indians which 
had been laid there within a period not exceeding 
a century. Besides these, nothing was found beyond 
some charcoal which formed, probably, the torches 
of those who came to deposit the dead; although two 
men worked for a number of days washing the earth 

California Cavern
California Cavern was discovered in 1850 by 

Captain Joseph Taylor, a miner, who named the 
great cavern and its extensive passageway system 
Mammoth Cave.

Its location was described in 1851 as situated on 
Wadie s Creek, one of the tributaries of Cooti Creek, 
and is six miles distant from Carsons Hill, with 
exploration at that time by geologist J.B. Trask.

While some believe the cave may have been used 
by the native Miwok due to the grinding rocks found 
in the vicinity, there are rebuttals to this thought. 
Stories related to author C. Hart Merriam by Miwok 
elders explained the lack of use by the Miwok.

The Miwok believed in the existence of “Che-ha- 
lum-che, the rock giant who carries on his back a big 
basket, which, like himself, is of rock. He lives in caves 
and comes out only at night and wanders about seeking 
Miwok to eat. He prefers women. Of these, he catches 
and carries off all he can find. Sometimes he makes 
a crying noise like a baby to lure them. If they come, 
he seizes them and tosses them into his big basket and 
carries them to his cave, where he eats them.”

By 1894 Mammoth Cave became known as 
Cave City Cave.

Mercer Caverns
Mercer Caverns was originally called the New 

Calaveras Cave. The cave was discovered by down 
on his luck gold miner Walter J. Mercer when he 
stumbled upon the subterranean wonderland on 
September 1, 1885.
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The next day, accompanied by friends Emile K. 
Stevenot—a mining geologist/assayer from Carson 
Hill, and E. F. Floyd—Murphy school master, Mercer 
began exploration of the cave in earnest.

During the early exploration of the caverns 
human skeletal remains were found: four adults, one 
child and one infant. Further down in the caverns 
remains of what was thought to be a prehistoric bear 
were found, but later discovered to be that of a long 
extinct Sierra Ground Sloth, Megalonyx sierrensis\ a 
grazer during the last ice age.

In 1902 the cave was excavated by W. L. Sinclair, 
who indicated that due to the position of the bones 
the bodies had been thrown into the upper chamber 
of the cave through a small entrance.

Soon after the discovery cave tours began with 
a price tag of 50 cents per tour. The visitors used 
candle boards called glims to light their way. Each 
glim held 6 candles. The first visitors toured the 
caves by fixed ropes and ladders, holding the glim 
in their teeth as they descended the ropes careful of 
the flame and the hot wax dripping from the candles.

By 1885 tours were in full swing with a 
September 1885 news report in the Calaveras 
Prospect describing the cave and its wonders:

The first chamber in the cave is about two hundred 
feet long, extreme height sixty feet, and extreme width 
sixty feet. From the roof hang stalactites perfect 
in form and grotesque formation, particularly one 
called “Calveras Daisy”. The space between the 
stalactites around the coral-like formations, some of 
which are as white as snow and delicately formed, 
glisten as if powdered by diamond dust as the light 
shone on them. The southern wall is white as if it 
were painted so; is perpendicular, and would claim 
the admiration of the architect for its regularity, for a 
distance of over one hundred feet... We satiated our 
thirst in full in the beauties seen in this apartment.

Shortly after the caves discovery Mercer built 
a home by the cave’s entrance, followed by stairs 
plunging into the cave which made for an easier 
decent for visitors. In later years the home served as 
a gift store and ticket booth.

In 1888 while working on an exit in the caverns 
Mercer’s rope broke and he fell approximately 
30 feet, suffering neck and back injuries that are 
believed to have been the beginning of the rapid 
decline of his health. He succumbed to spinal menin
gitis on November 1, 1900, at the age of 46.

Calaveras Cave
The Daily Alta heralded the beauty and wonder 

of the Calaveras Cave in a July 26, 1860 article:
Everybody has heard of the Calaveras Cave. It 

is worthy of a visit from everyone. We were kindly 
escorted through its labyrinth chambers... we have 
not space to elaborate on its description. Its cham
bers are numerous and its curiosities as wonderful 
and striking as those usually found in marble 
caves... Some three hundred feet from the entrance 
is a small lake, never yet explored by boats, of the 
clearest water in the world... Two hundred feet from 
the entrance in the famous chamber of the Know 
Nothings, in which their dark councils and political 
complots were held during the year 1855.

It further advised cave explorers to set aside at 
least half a day for exploration, wear old clothes and 
carry no less than three candles.

The Know Nothing party was aptly named as 
when asked about the party’s specifics members 
would reply “I know nothing.” The Native American 
Party (Know Nothings) was an anti-Catholic and 
anti-immigration movement supporting native born 
protestant leanings defending what they perceived to 
be traditional religious and political views.

Natural Bridges
Though some refer to Natural Bridges as a 

tunnel, it is in actuality a cave with two entrances. 
Coyote Creek runs through the cave, which is deco
rated with stalactites and eerily prehistoric or alien 
looking calcite deposits.

While its exact date of discovery is unknown, 
James Hutchings wrote of Natural Bridges in his 1862 
book “Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity in California”: 

“The entire rock formation of the vicinity is lime
stone, and various are the conjectures relative to the 
firstformation of these natural bridges or tunnels. Some 
believing them to have been formed by the rocky deposit 
contained in, and precipitated by, the water of countless 
springs, issuing from the banks of the creek, that, gradu
ally accumulating and projecting, at length united the 
two sides, forming these great arched passages.”

The consensus among many geologists seems to 
be that they were formed by calcium carbonate-rich 
springs emerging from the side of the ravine that 
contains Coyote Creek. The springs flowed from 
the walls of the ravine, and as the water evaporated, 
minerals were left behind. These calcite deposits (or 
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travertine) eventually built up to the point that they 
spanned the ravine and temporarily blocked the flow 
of the creek. The water eroded a path through the 
bottom of the deposits, eventually carving a creek 
bed into the underlying marble.

A second cave exists just downstream from 
Natural Bridges with only one access and egress.

Canal Cave
Near Lake Camanche, on East Bay Municipal 

Utility District property lays a cave made of a shelf 
of softer rock protected by an over-hanging layer of 
sandstone. The cave could hold up to 20 people and 
was thought to provide protection from the elements 
in the summer and winter. A spring that ran near the 
east side of the cave provided water.

This cave was believed to have been used by the 
Yokut, with either the Yokut or their ancestors creating 
the cryptic pigment pictographs between 500 to 700 
years ago. The pigments for the art could be made 
from local materials. Yellow was made from limonite, 
red or orange was made from hematite or iron oxide, 
white was gleaned from kaolin clays and black was 
often made from charcoal or manganese oxide. Once 
the materials were crushed they would be mixed with 
wild cucumber seeds, milkweed sap, or animal fat to 
produce the pigments presumably mixed in mortar 
holes found near the back of the cave.

While circles, water and snakes are prominent in 
the art, the interpretation of the art varies among arche
ologists but most base the art on spiritual designs. One

Cave art—pictographs—adorn the walls of the Canal Cave 
near Camanche Reservoir, now owned and protected by 

East Bay Municipal Utility District.

school of thought for the art was based on the foothill 
tribe legend of Guksu. Hundreds of years ago Guksu 
was thought to be the main powerful spirit of the foot
hill tribes. He was good or evil depending upon the 
manifestation of the ritual or story. In the first drawing, 
he is interpreted to be in the negative form. The story 
portrayed in the pictograph could be of Guksu, the 
evil spirit, inhabiting the cave and then leaving. This 
is depicted by one symbol of Guksu, his footprints 
at the entrance to the cave, the comet above the cave, 
and then circles representing the spirit leaving. The 
comet most likely was used as a symbol of evil. Many 
believe that the center of the comet was struck with the 
point of a spear to cause the evil to leave. This ritual 
may have been performed at the beginning of each 
ceremony. The center of the pictograph comet is much 
deeper than the surrounding rock.

Another thought was that the tribal Shamans 
may have produced rock art at the conclusion of their 
vision quest to illustrate the spirits they had seen and 
the supernatural events in which they had partici
pated. The rock art may have depicted a shaman’s 
spirit helpers, portrayed his supernatural alter ego, and 
graphically illustrated the manipulations and rites he 
may have conducted while in the sacred realm, which 
might include curing, rain making and sorcery.

The shaman’s rock art site may have been a 
sacred place that served as his portal. During his 
altered state of consciousness, the cracks in the walls 
of the site were believed to open to allow him to 
enter the sacred realm.

Further proof of previous Native American use 
of the caves are the several mortar holes at the base 
of the spring. While the mortar holes could have 
been used for the grinding of food products as well 
as pigments, there is a belief that they may have also 
been used as divining pools.

The water trapped in the mortar holes would 
dissolve minerals from the surrounding rock, 
combined with algae and other chemical reactions a 
sheen would be produced on the top of the stagnant 
water. It is believed that the native peoples used these 
as scree dishes, looking into the patterns and colors 
of the surface to foretell the future.

When miners discovered the cave during the 
Gold Rush era they constructed a flume line to 
carry water to mining operations further down 
the Mokelumne River basin, destroying the lower 
portion of the cave.
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Calaveras Mortuary Caves/Chanibers
Winslow Cave

Considered a mortuary chamber, Winslow Cave 
was explored in the 1950s.

Located approximately 2 kilometers northwest of 
Murphys a small pit dug by University of California 
archeologists into sticky black clay 15 m below the 
cave entrance produced 1735 disassociated and 
mineralized human bones and fragments repre
senting 12 adults, 3 children, and an infant. It is 
estimated that no fewer than 100 individuals had 
been dropped into Winslow cave. Charcoal found 
on the deposit surface may be attributed to torches 
tossed from above by Indians, early gold seekers, or 
just curious passerby.

This cave, like Moaning Cave, produced a 
number of Haliotis shell ornaments and some large 
projectile points, yet it also held quartz crystals, 
a human-femur implant and fish vertebrae beads. 
They also catalogued 4,300 Olivella shell beads. 
These finds date the cave’s use to 300 AD.

Cave of Skulls
In 1867 a number of crania were removed from the 

Cave of Skulls just west of Abbotts Ferry, which lay 
just above Robinson’s Ferry on the Stanislaus River.

Much like the bones found at the bottom of 
Mercer’s and Moaning Caves, it was believed by 
the science community that the calcium carbonate- 
encrusted skulls reposed on the cave floor had not 
been buried deliberately.

O’Neal Cave
Located near the Cave of Skulls, the O’Neal 

Cave was described in a 1951 exploration as a 15 
meter deep vertical shaft “choked” with human 
remains and animal bones along with some unspeci
fied artifacts.

Cave Skull Hoax
On July 18, 1866, Josiah Whitney presented a 

paper to the California Academy of Natural Science 
telling a tale of how, what appeared to be an early 
human skull, was found at the bottom of a 130 foot 
mine shaft in Angels Camp, buried in gold bearing 
gravels that were later buried beneath million year 
old volcanic deposits.

The media captured the story the following day 
and it was reported in the San Francisco Alta that, 

“The skull is, therefore, not only the earliest pioneer 
of this state but the oldest known human being.”

The skull was found by miner James Matson 
(Matteson or Mattison) who had sunk a mine shaft 
in the area beneath Bald Hill in hopes of making his 
fortune in gold. At approximately 130 to 150 feet, 
with no gold to show for his efforts, he found what 
he thought was a petrified tree root. Once he has 
extracted the object, he brought it to a friend in town 
who in turn brought it to a local merchant by the 
name of Mr. Scribner.

Mr. Scribner, in turn gave it to Doctor Jones in 
San Francisco. Jones sent it to the State Geologist 
Josiah Dwight Whitney as, at the time, the published 
volume of the State Survey on the Geology of 
California stated that man existed contemporane
ously with the mastodon, but Jones felt this fossil 
proved that he was here before the mastodon was 
known to exist.

Whitney claimed it to be of Pliocene age, 
making it one of the oldest human fossils found. This 
claim would usurp Europe’s position as having the 
oldest human fossils.

The skull and it’s possible age was batted about 
from college to college, professor to professor, 
pitting creationists against evolutionists and 
scholar against scholar until, well, until the man 
truly responsible for the skull and hence the 
finding of said skull came forward with the truth; 
it was all a hoax.

While the hoax was well known throughout 
the town of Angels Camp, the skull had long since
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disappeared into the hands of esteemed profes
sors, which while specialists in their field, forgot 
to come back to the town and do a little investiga
tive journalism.

Apparently, it was well known in town that 
Matson would continue to dig in his mine even if 
gold was not to be found. Scribner decided to take 
advantage of this by placing a skull at the bottom 
of the mine. As expected Matson found the skull 
and when it made its way back to Scribner he kept 
his lips sealed. Whether he meant to play the joke 
as far as it went is unknown, but none-the-less, the 
hoax was revealed.

Historian Ralph Dexter concluded about the 
entire affair:

“The desire on the part of miners to play a 
practical joke, the anxiety of archaeologists to 
prove the existence of early humankind in North 
America, the firm convictions and good faith of 
those involved in an honest mistake, and the confu
sion resulting from a mix-up of skulls, led to this 
long drawn-out controversy, unique in the annals 
of American archaeology."

Bret Harte (1836-1902) penned the poem “Ode 
to the Pliocens Skull” about the incident:

Speak O man less recent! Fragmentary fossil! 
Primal Pioneer of Pliocene formation
Hid in lowest drifts below the earliest stratum 
Of volcanic tufa!
Older than the beasts, the oldest Palaeotheruium; 
Older than the trees, the oldest Cryptogamia; 
Older than the hills, those infantile eruptions 
Of earth’s epidermis!
Eo-Mio-Plio—whatsoe’er the ’cene’ was
That those vacant sockets filled with awe 

and wonder,—
Whether shores Devonian or Silurian beaches,— 
Tell us thy strange story!
Or has the professor slightly antedated
By some thousand years thy advent on this planet, 
Giving thee an air that’s somewhat better fitted 
For cold blooded creatures?
Wert thou true spectator of that mighty forest, 
When above thy head the stately Sigillaria 
Reared its columned trunks in that remote and distant 
Carboniferous epoch?
Tell us of that scene,—the dim and watery woodland,

Songless, silent, hushsed, with never bird or insect, 
Veiled with spreading fronds and screened with tall

club-mosses,
Lycopodiacea—
When beside thee walked the solemn Plesiosaurus, 
And around thee crept the festive Ichthyosaurus, 
While form time to time above thee flew and circled 
Cheerful Pterodactyls.
Tell us of thy food,—those half-marine refections, 
Crinoids on the shell, and Brachipods au naturel,— 
Cuttle-fish to which the pieuvre of Victor Hugo 
Seems periwinkle.
Speak thou awful vestige of earth’s creation,— 
Solitary fragment of remains organic!
Tell the wondrous secrets of thy past existence,— 
Speak! Thou oldest primate!
Evan as 1 gazed, a thrill of the macilla
And a lateral movement of the condyloid process, 
With the post-pliocene sounds of healthy mastication 
Ground the teeth together;
And from that imperfect dental exhibition,
Stained with expressed juices of the weed Nicotian, 
Came these hollow accents, blent with softer murmurs, 
Of expectoration:
Which my name is Bowers, and my crust was busted 
Falling down a shaft, in Calaveras County,
But I’d take it kindly if you’d send the pieces
Home to old Missouri!

Rumors and tales of yet even more caves found 
along the Stanislaus River have been passed down 
through the oral history of locals, some tales larger 
than others, but many local youths recall swimming 
in underwater caverns as well as tunneling through 
previously undiscovered or unrecorded caves along 
that waterway.
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ETHNIC INFLUENCE ON GOLD RUSH 
ARCHITECTURE IN CALAVERAS COUNTY

by Charity Maness

W
ith the gold rush came a massive influx 
of immigrants to the area, each bringing 
with them their customs, their culinary 
delights and their architectural influence. When 

mixed with the customs and designs of the locals, 
Calaveras County began to take on an architec
tural flavor all its own with styles ranging from 
Neoclassical to Craftsman, Italianate to Queen Anne 
and with many variations on the styles and multiple 
revival themes.

While early buildings in the county were often 
built from wooden frames and canvas, as time 
moved forward, and many fires razed the small 
canvas communities, the need for permanence 
began with the incorporation of buildings built of 
adobe, stone, brick, or concrete. The camps began 
taking on the appearance of small towns, often 
touting schools, churches, stores, blacksmith shops 
and such.

Building began in earnest when materials 
such as rhyolite—a rock composed principally of 
quartz and feldspar minerals resembling granite— 
became readily available from local quarries. 
There are rhyolite buildings still standing in

Angels Camp, Altaville, Murphys, and San 
Andreas. The grand Utica Mansion in Angels 
Camp was constructed of dressed rhyolite blocks 
in 1882.

Other local stones that were used include schist, 
marble, greenstone and granite. The American 
Hotel building, now the County Archives, was 
constructed using all these types of rock. The 
beautiful marble across the top and along the sides 
of the Hall of Records, one of two Romanesque 
Revival buildings in San Andreas, was quarried 
in Valley Springs and San Andreas. Lava rock 
was another important building material and it 
was commonly used in Angels Camp. The Angels 
Hotel, John Peirano Home with its 1 Vi foot thick 
walls, Carpenters’ Union Hall, and the Stickle 
Hotel were all built with lava rock.

Italian Stonemasonry in Angels Camp
During the period of the 1880s through 1910s, 

often referred to as ‘the second gold rush’, most of 
the buildings constructed in downtown Angels Camp 
were frame buildings with false fronts, yet a few 
were built by Italian stonemasons.
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The Calaveras County Bank building on Main Street in Angels Camp. 
Calaveras Historical Society Photo.

Italian stonemasons Bartolemeo and Geobatta 
Gazzola’s creations still stand today as a testa
ment to their masonry skill. Their buildings were 
easily noted by their stone side walls, framed 
facades and interiors. The Gazzolas built Woods 
Hall, which burned in 1941; the Central Park Hotel 
with a 1930s first floor facade; and the Barantono 
Building which was remodeled with a slumpstone 
facade in the early 1970s.

Calaveras County Bank, located at 1239 Main 
Street Angels Camp, is a testament to the creation of 
elegance through immigrant influence. The building 
was specifically constructed as a bank, shortly after 
the Calaveras County Bank was incorporated, as 
noted in the Amador Ledger of March 30, 1900:

‘Articles for incorporation for a bank, to be 
known as the Calaveras County Bank, and to be 
established at Angels Camp, were filed with the 
County clerk last Saturday. The capital stock 
of $50,000 has all been subscribed, the stock
holders being George C. Tryon Sr, Warren Rose,
D. D. Demarest, F. J. Solinsky, John Raggio and 
Joseph Peirano of this county and H. Brunner of 
San Francisco.”

The building was designed by French architect
E. Depierre and Italian architect Persea Pighetti. 
The contractor A.G. Borbe was from Germany. The 

building itself was constructed of native stone by 
Bartolemeo Gazzola.

Seemingly no detail was overlooked in the design 
of this bank. The bank is a two-story Classical Revival 
stone building; the first floor measuring 12 feet 6 
inches in height and the second floor measuring 11 feet 
6 inches in height. Gracing the tiled entry stoop are 
green mosaic tiles spelling out the word ‘bank’. The 
bank also featured an outside bathroom in the rear yard.

The Calaveras Community Bank was nomi
nated to be placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places in 1982 by Judith Marvin and was 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places on 
August 1, 1985.

According to detailed research by Marvin 
of the Foothill Resources, “The interior of the 
bank is furnished with the original vault, hexagon 
white tiles with green tiled Greek Key perimeter 
design on the floors, white marble wainscoting with 
green marble baseboard, marble topped banking 
table... the stairway leading to the upstairs was 
of Mendocino Pine, the newels were fancy turned 
Spanish Cedar. Walton ’s Lincrusta wallpaper wain
scoted the stairway and the second story hallway 
and offices. The trim was oak grained, and the 
trimmings were shellacked and rubbed with oil. The 
hardware was brass and the door butts figured iron
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St. Basil Serbian Orthodox Church.
Calaveras County Historical Society Photo.

with acorn tips... A skylight lit the upstairs hallway 
and plaster rosettes held the lighting fixtures. The 
upstairs bathrooms had marble molded sinks with 
nickel plated faucets.”

Note: The Classical Revival style was popular 
during the Gold Rush in Calaveras County and 
throughout the Mother Lode. These stone buildings 
featured French doors and iron shutters.

Serbian Orthodox Church
Directly across 

from the historic
Lightner Mine in
Angels Camp sits the
Serbian Orthodox
Church. The church
and its unmistakable
sky-blue cupola and
stained glass windows
welcome visitors to 
the historic section of
Angels Camp with clear
immigrant influenced
architecture. During
Lightner Mine’s opera
tional years—1850s to
1915—a high number
of immigrants, many 

from Serbia and the surrounding 
countries, worked the mines and set 
down roots.

Whether the Slavic peoples 
immigrated to America in the late 
1800’s to escape their war torn 
country in search of a better life 
or they intended to strike it rich in 
the gold mines, they each brought 
with them a strong connection to 
their God and a desire to worship 
their God in their way. The Slavic 
immigrants of Angels Camp chose 
to invest in their culture and their 
people by purchasing land for a 
church on November 17, 1909. By 
December 6th of that same year the 
church, built by parishioners, was 
completed with its first consecration 
celebration and dedication held the 
following year on August 14, 1910.

The church was named for patron saint St. 
Basil of Ostrog, more commonly known as St. 
Basil. It held the name of Sveti Vasilije Ostoski, 
Cudotvora (St. Basil of Ostrog the Wonderworker) 
and served the masses of Serbian miners in Angels 
Camp who emigrated to America from areas such 
as Serbia, Hercegovina, Montenegro, the Bay of 
Kotor and Croatia.

The church was built for worship, not neces
sarily for comfort. For many years the lengthy 

Looking towards the alter inside the Serbian Church. 
Photo by Charity Maness, 2017.
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services were held without the comfort of chairs. 
Today chairs are available for parishioners yet 
restrooms still remain nonexistent. There is no 
hall for gathering before or after a service and heat 
and air conditioning was only installed in the last 
decade. The sparse surrounding notwithstanding, 
the gentile and hushed reverence of the building 
calls to those who follow.

The entrance to the historic church boasts two 
sets of heavy double doors. Through the first set 
one enters a small vestibule the area where memo
rabilia of the church's humble beginnings adorn 
the walls. Through the next set of double doors, 
the parishioner enters the hallowed sanctuary. 
The sanctuary is softly lit during the day through 
multiple paned stained glass windows and the 
walls are adorned with paintings of saints within 
the Serbian Orthodox religion.

At the front of the church is a curtained and 
saloon style swinging door entry in a false wall 
to a room where only a few are allowed to enter; 
never women. In front of the false wall stands a 
simple wood podium and a table on either side 
carrying a series of candlestick holders. Hanging 
from three hooks near the center door on the 
false wall are three ornate incense censers each 
hanging by four chains. The four chains in various 
orthodox churches represent evangelists Matthew, 
Mark, Luke and John, who wrote the four gospels 
that are in the Holy Bible.

While the inside 
could be considered 
a common scene for a 
church, it is the outside 
that makes St. Basil stand 
alone. Atop the church 
is a sky blue cupola,
often termed a crest or 
summit, constructed
of sheet metal over a 
wooden frame. According 
to many orthodox reli
gions the presence of a 
single cupola signifies
Christ, the sole head of 
the Christian community.
Blue within orthodox 
churches is often a color 
associated with the “God 

bearer,” or mother of Jesus, Mary. Atop the 
cupola a cross stands regal.

While the church, in its heyday, was home 
to more than 40 families, the doors are closed 
most of the year, opening only for special 
services and special occasions such as weddings 
and funerals.

Chinese Architectural Influence
Fiddletown was founded by Missouri miners in 

1849, and was located in Calaveras County from 
1850 up to May 11, 1854, when swaths of land were 
torn from El Dorado and Calaveras counties to create 
Amador County.

From its beginnings the community became 
prominently Chinese and with it Chinese architec
ture lead the way. The historic buildings remaining 
in Fiddletown tell a tale all their own.

On the Main Street of Fiddletown there can 
be found a few different architectural designs; 
each with their own distinction. Some examples 
of these various designs are: a rammed earth 
adobe Chinese herb doctor store; an iron door 
laden Chinese gambling hall made from locally 
manufactured brick and gathered stone; the 
Gothic Revival style of the Cooper House; and 
the well constructed Blacksmith and Wagon 
shop made of rectangular hewn blocks of Valley 
Springs rhyolite tuff.

The Chew Kee Store in Fiddletown.
Photo courtesy Amador Gold, unknown date.
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Coming to America was quite a change for 
Chinese immigrants. Work was hard, pay was low 
and often they were forced to live outside the main 
camp with little to no running water and very few 
natural provisions. However, this did not hinder the 
forward progress of some.

In 1850 the rammed earth adobe building that 
housed Dr. Yee Fan-Chung, local Chinese herb doctor, 
was completed. It was his home, office and store. 
When Dr. Yee Fan-Chung’s rammed earth herb store 
was first completed it had two doors and four 16 pane 
windows with iron shutters. The home measured 34 
feet long by 21 feet wide with walls ranging between 
22 and 24 inches thick. The mud packed walls 
allowed for a cool interior during the hot summer 
months. The roof, now made of corrugated metal, 
originally was covered with wooden shingles. The 
wood flooring was made from hand hewn wood.

Research shows that rammed earth buildings 
date back to pre 79 AD in China. In fact, parts of the 
Great Wall of China are reported to have been made 
from rammed earth. The ramming of adobe earth 
takes a series of considerations to create a building 
that will withstand the test of time.

Soil composition, form creation, special tool 
design and thermal considerations all play an impor
tant role. Soil compositions must contain sand/ 
gravel, silt, clay, lime, cow manure, salt, and a very 
small percentage of organic matter. To construct 
a rammed earth building, the soil is shoveled into 
forms and packed down to at least 50% of its original 
height. This process is recreated over and over until 
the desired height is reached.

The Chew Kee Store is now open to the 
public as a museum operated by the Fiddletown 
Preservation Society.

The Sam Choy Store, while not a rammed earth 
building, is one of only two remaining Chinese build
ings left in Angels Camp and is significant to Mother 
Lode history. The brick and stone Classical Revival 
building was built in 1860 by Sam Choy, a prosperous 
Chinese merchant. Choy occupied the building until 
1892 when it was sold to Walter Tryon. The building 
has also served as a brothel and the city jail.

Other Architectural Styles
The Gothic Revival was a prominent archi

tectural style in California during the Gold Rush; 
from San Francisco to the towns along the major 

waterways, and in the gold fields. The features of 
this style include steeply pitched roofs, decorated 
vergeboards or bargeboards (carved ornate boards 
placed along the gable of the roof), and pointed 
arch windows. The stately Thorn Mansion in San 
Andreas is a notable example of this type of archi
tecture. The three-story brick home was built in 
1861 for Sheriff Benjamin K. Thorn. The Sperry 
House in Murphys is a Gothic Revival home, which 
features a central arch window, over the front door 
and under the steeply pitched roof. The home was 
built in 1857 by Judge Alexander H. Putney, and 
purchased by James Sperry in 1862.

After the Gold Rush, California’s new
found wealth created a rise in Victorian and 
Neo-Classical architecture. Though limited in 
Calaveras, the trend blossomed in San Francisco 
and Sacramento; major trade routes for the gold 
found in the earth and mines of Calaveras. The 
Victorian homes in Calaveras County are of 
the Queen Anne style. There are several Queen 
Anne style homes in San Andreas including the 
Whitlock Mansion and the Snyder House, which 
is now the Robin’s Nest Bed & Breakfast.

Even today, while other state capitols adorn 
their rooftop with a statue, the California State 
Capitol is ornamented with a gold-plated copper 
ball, a vivid reminder of and tribute to California’s 
Gold Rush history.

I wish to thank Judith Marvin for allowing 
me to access her expansive historical architectural 
knowledge.
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THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY 
JUSTICE IN EARLY CALAVERAS COUNTY

by, Charity Maness

W
hen California became a newly formed 
free state in 1850, those elected to repre
sent the people faced many challenges in 
creating the envisioned utopia; crime and punishment 

was one such challenge. The discovery of gold caused 
the fledgling state to begin bursting at the seams 
with people traveling over land and sea to find their 
fortunes in gold. Along with those searching for a 
better life came those who slithered in the shadows 
of society, those who fed off the innocent; those with 
criminal intent. Calaveras County was no stranger to 
the seedier, greedier and needier side of humanity and 
over time developed a justice system that served all.

The state’s first constitution, drafted in September 
1849 in Monterey, included Article VI covering the 
judicial branch, providing for a Supreme Court 
consisting of a Chief Justice and two associate 
justices. The Constitution provided that the first three 
justices would be elected by the state Legislature and 
subsequent justices would be elected by the voters 
for six-year terms in contested elections. Though the 
constitution allowed for such a thing as organized 
justice, this practice took years to trickle down into 
the mining camps of Calaveras County.

Vigilante Justice 
and Bloody Bill Higby

Without a formal Superior Court, nor a district 
court, mining towns often dealt with miscreants and 
criminals with their own form of justice; vigilante 
justice, a justice that was swift and often came at the 
end of a short rope. In some mining camps when a 
crime was committed the miners elected a judge and 
jurors at the time of an arrest to provide a hearing 
and sentencing. Elections were not based on experi
ence or degrees, often times providing a tainted and 
prejudiced form of justice.

Some towns prided themselves on their own form 
of justice, such as Mokelumne Hill, which drafted 
the first Code of Laws for Miners in Calaveras 
County in 1851 and soon thereafter formed a 
company of militia called the “Calaveras Guards” to 
keep the peace. The Daily Alta California, August 3, 
1852, reported:

First Calaveras Guards—The Guards held a 
meeting on the 24th of July for election of officers 
and the organization of the Company, previous to 
an application to the government for arms. Arnold 
C. Lewis was elected Captain; Charles A. Leake,
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First Lieutenant; Charles Clarke 
and Thomas Stephenson, Second
Lieutenants. Orderly Sergeant, 
David Pollock.

Mokelumne Hill resident
William Higby noted the form of 
justice meted out by the vigilante 
committees left the justice bar very 
low for the community at large 
and planned to make a difference.
Higby, a graduate of the University 
of Vermont, was admitted to the 
bar in 1847. He practiced law for 
three years prior to making his 
trek to California in search of gold.
Upon his arrival in the mining 
town of Mokelumne Hill he found 
that law enforcement was regarded 
as unfair, unreliable and oftentimes 
seeped with corruption.

One example of vigilante justice cited by Higby 
involved a California statute imposing a death 
sentence on burglars. On one occasion a burglar 
was caught in the act one night at 9 p.m., a quick 
vigilante trial was held, followed by sentencing and 
execution, the execution taking place at 2:30 a.m., 
less than six hours after the crime was committed.

In 1853 Higby became District Attorney of 
Calaveras County in hopes of helping the justice system 
with a well thought out process and not something to be 
handled by mobs/vigilante committees. Higby proved 
to be a strong DA and vigorously prosecuted criminals. 
However, much to his disappointment, old ways die 
hard and during his first four years in office, vigilante 
committees still operated in Calaveras County.

In 1854, the vigilante committee promptly 
executed a man accused as a horse thief, something 
Higby was loathe to accept. After the execution he 
took to the town and publicly lectured the citizens 
about such a questionable form of justice. He later 
wrote to his father, describing himself as “possessed 
with mixed emotions to find such a total disregard 
of law, of right, of justice, of humanity, of public 
decency and morality, in the village I had resided for 
so long, and when too I had done so much to punish 
crime, as was admitted generally.”

Higby responded to this form of justice by pushing 
harder for convictions of criminals and harsh sentences 
which gained him the moniker Bloody Bill Higby, 

while also gaining him a reputation 
among criminals as his courtroom 
was to be avoided at all costs. 

After six years Higby went on 
to serve in positions of Judge and 
Senator. He also won three terms 
in the House of Representatives. 
As an avid supporter of Lincoln 
he was often a guest at the White 
House. His obituary in the Boston 
Record, December 1, 1887, noted 
that among his many achievements 
he also received another prominent 
position. “At the close of his second 
term in Congress he was appointed 
by President Grant as Collector 
of Internal Revenue for the first 
district in California, which posi
tion he held with credit to himself 
and the satisfaction of the govern

ment during that and the succeeding administration.”
Vigilante justice was not limited to one mining 

camp; it was relatively common and often rampant. 
In 1850, when a stabbing occurred in Volcano, 
justice was dealt out at the hands of a group of 
vigilantes without due process, as the alleged culprit 
was lynched within a half hour of the crime. If a 
victim was stabbed and the wound was not fatal, the 
culprit could receive lashes; the victim and towns
folk witnessed the punishments. However, if the 
victim died later, the perpetrator could be hung the 
following day, creating a double punishment.

In the early 1850s Jim Hill, a man known for his 
bad character, entered a Campo Seco store with his 
cohorts and held a pistol to the head of the proprietor 
while his partners emptied the safe of its contents. Not 
one to lay low, soon thereafter Hill showed up at a low 
Spanish house in Sonora where he got into a fight with 
a stranger, stole his gun and beat the man about the 
head with his own gun and fired at him as he ran into 
the street crying for help. Soon Sheriff George Work 
found Hill and took him to the Sonora jail.

In the morning a crowd of citizens took Hill from 
the jail and brought him to Campo Seco for a lynch- 
law trial with a predictable verdict of guilty and a 
sentence of death. Hill addressed the crowd which had 
eagerly congregated to witness his death and asked 
for mercy. The crowd was torn, pistols were drawn, 
and confusion ensued. During the chaos Sheriff Work 

William Higby. Unknown Source, taken from the 
"Adirondack Almanac" with no source noted.
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absconded with the prisoner in hopes of returning him 
to the Sonora jail. Yet word of Hill and his crimes had 
traveled to Sonora before Hill’s arrival creating a call 
to arms for the citizens of Sonora.

E. Linobergh, a prominent merchant, called the 
citizens utilizing a gong as he walked through the 
streets. Tired of what they perceived to be a lack of 
qualified law enforcement, due to recent escapes of 
prisoners, the crowd surrounded the jail to thwart 
the entrance of the Sheriff with Hill. Again, chaos 
ensued, this time the Sheriff would not get his 
man. Local merchant, Frank Cheatham, blocked the 
entrance to the jail, pointed his weapon at the Sheriff 
and said, “Let the man go George, or I’ll shoot.” 
Within fifteen minutes vigilante justice was meted 
out and Hill was hanging from the oak tree behind 
the El Dorado Hotel.

Judicial Channels Gone Awry: 
the Chilean War of Calaveras County

Sometimes, even with the law on their side, 
miners—often immigrants—were left holding the 
short end of the stick. Chileans immigrated in large 
numbers to the Mother Lode, bringing with them 
years of mining expertise. The Chileans who lived 
near Mokelume Hill, functioned in a loose govern
ment lead by Dr. Concha, who was protected by 
Lieutenants, proved time and time again their skill for 
extracting gold from their mines.

The Anglo miners in the area were not happy 
with the Chileans’ success and formed a group of 
disgruntled miners, under Judge Collier, to pen a 
series of articles and laws to establish their rights 
as American citizens. The first law was to expel all 
foreigners. This tactic did not have the desired effect; 
claim jumping and looting ensued the very next day. 
While the Anglos expected the Chileans to fight 
back with fists and weapons, they were surprised to 
find they chose to fight back through legal channels.

A group of Chileans traveled to Stockton to the 
authorities there and told them of their mistreatment 
at the hands of the Anglos under Judge Collier. They 
were taken seriously and granted a warrant for Judge 
Collier’s arrest. However, upon returning home, 
Judge Scollan, the judge recognized by Stockton 
officials, accompanied two of the patrones (guard
ians) to the Anglo camp to serve the warrant, but 
when the Anglos refused to comply, Judge Scollan 
claimed he would do no more. The Chileans returned 

to their camp disheartened but not beaten. Some of 
the miners chose to take up arms and take care of 
the Anglos themselves and invaded Iowa Cabins, a 
digging nearby, in hopes of capturing the criminals 
and taking them to justice. Records of the fight that 
ensued are as varied as the miners.

“Suddenly our tent flaps were thrown aside and 
a dozen guns were pointed at us,” wrote Colonel 
James Ayers in his memoirs. “We were ordered to 
come outside, and each one as we reached the door 
was seized and his arms bound together behind with 
cords... There was such flourishing of pistols and 
knives that I feared some of us would be killed by 
accident if not design.”

Another report from the diary of John Garland 
Ricker stated that the “Chileans came in large numbers 
and broke down the doors of cabins where they found 
miners sleeping or playing cards and overcame them.”

Ramon Jil Navarro, a native Argentinean raised 
in Chile, claimed that the Chileans showed their 
good hearts by not taking anything from the camp; 
even items that had been stolen from their own camp 
by the Anglos. They also administered first aid and 
fed their prisoners.

Either way, the captured Anglos were marched 
to Judge Scollan’s residence. With little aid from 
Scollan, the Chileans’ had no choice but to march 
their prisoners to Stockton. Within hours, the 
Chileans were overtaken by an angry posse of 
Americans. The captors became the captured.

The Chileans were taken back to Calaveras 
and put on trial on December 31, 1849. Not 
taken into account during the makeshift trial were 
the illegal laws penned and unlawfully enforced 
upon the Chilean miners, nor the legal warrant 
from Stockton for Judge Collier’s arrest, nor the 
effort of the Chilean’s to use legal avenues prior 
to force, nor the humane treatment the Chilean’s 
administered to the Anglos during their captivity. 
Heavy sentences were handed down and admin
istered January 1, 1850: 3 sentenced to death by 
firing squad, five to receive 50 public lashings and 
shaved heads, three sentenced to 30 public lash
ings and cropped ears with the remaining tied to 
tree limbs and “whipped so the blood spurted from 
their lungs,” as recounted by Navarro, not even the 
“sobbing pleas ” of the son of one of the dying men 
could “inspire pity ” among the Anglos, “such men 
as they were.”
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New justice arrives in the Mother Lode 
—Superior Court Judge comes 

to Calaveras County
Since 1864, county judges had overseen much 

of the judicial needs of the community. However, in 
1879, per the newly adopted California Constitution, 
nominations were being accepted for the recently 
formed position of Superior Court Judge of Calaveras 
County. Charles Victor Gottschalk was nominated by 
the County Democratic Convention that same year 
and elected as the first Superior Court Judge of 
Calaveras County; a position he held for 23 years.

Born in Louisiana in 1827, Charles Victor 
Gottschalk graduated from the University of 
Pennsylvania in 1845 in the hopes of following in 
his father’s footsteps and entering a life of medicine, 
yet found himself a merchant. By 1850, news of the 
gold finds in California had Gottschalk packing his 
bags in search of his share of all that glitters.

After ten years of mining Gottschalk opted for 
employment within county government. He held the 
positions of Deputy Sheriff, Deputy County Clerk, 
Deputy Assessor and Road Commissioner. By the late 
1860s Gottschalk had developed an interest in law, even
tually being admitted into practice and began practicing 
law in Calaveras County in the early 1870s. Before 
becoming a Superior Court Judge, he ran for District 
Attorney on the Democratic
ticket in 1877, defeating
incumbent District Attorney
W.T. Lewis, a Republican.

While the Honorable
Charles Gottschalk certainly 
presided over many trials,
both civil and criminal, he is
best known for the sentencing
of Charles E. Boles, aka,
C. E. Bolton, aka Charles
E. Bowles, aka Black Bart; 
gentleman bandit.

Though Black Bart had 
many aliases, he also fancied 
himself a poet and was known 
to use the moniker the Po8.
Black Bart stood accused of 
holding up Wells Fargo stage 
driver Reason McConnell on
November 3, 1883, at Funk
Hill near Copperopolis. It was

alleged that Black Bart made off with an estimated 228 
ounces of gold amalgam having a value of $4,104.00 
and some United States minted coins valued at $533.00.

Though Bart stood accused of the aforementioned 
robbery, it was alleged that he was responsible for 
multiple Wells Fargo stage coach robberies across 
Northern California. It was rumored he robbed the stages 
with an unloaded shotgun and used manners not akin 
to the ruffian lifestyle he was pursuing. At some of the 
robbery sites he left poems; a bold calling card of sorts.

For the crime he was standing accused of, Bart 
had received a gunshot wound, causing him to drop 
some of his personal belongings including a handker
chief with a laundry mark F.X.O.7. That handkerchief 
was his undoing. With the handkerchief in hand Wells 
Fargo detectives James Hume and Henry “Harry” 
Morse scoured seemingly every laundry service in 
San Francisco in search of the one that used that mark. 
They hit pay dirt when they located Ferguson & Biggs 
California Laundry on Bush Street and were able to 
trace the handkerchief back to one C. E. Bolton.

At Black Bart’s arraignment hearing he waived 
his right to be represented by counsel. When Black 
Bart appeared in Gottschalk’s courtroom, he wore 
clothing not of a miner, but of a man of some stature, 
seemingly prepared to take on District Attorney W. 
T. Lewis, and Calaveras County Sheriff Benjamin

K. Thorn as the District
Attorney’s investigating 
officer. The courtroom held 
local spectators as well as 
many legal parties such 
as James B. Hume, Wells 
Fargo’s chief detective; Harry 
Morse, Wells Fargo special 
agent and one-time Sheriff 
of Alameda County; and 
Captain Appleton W. Stone 
of the San Francisco Police 
Department, the department 
credited with the discovery 
and capture of Black Bart.

When asked by 
Gottschalk how Bolton would 
plead, Lewis rose to his feet 
and responded that the defen
dant “wishes to withdraw his 
plea of ‘not guilty’ and enter 
a plea of ‘guilty’

Judge Charles Victor Gottschalk c. 1882. 
Historical Society Photo.
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Gottschalk questioned if
Bart understood to change 
his plea would also be giving 
up his right to a jury trial, to 
summon witnesses as well as 
to face his accusers. All this
Bart claimed to understand:

“I understand, your Honor.""

“And you could be
sentenced up to a term
of fifteen years in State 
prison?”

“Yes, sir?"

“Very well. To the charge 
of having committed one 
count of robbery in the First
Degree, Penal Code Section
211, how do you plead?""

“Iplead, "guilty".""

Bart received a six-year 
sentence to San Quentin
Prison. Just eighteen days
after committing the Funk Hill robbery Bart was 
in the custody of San Quentin Prison as Charles E. 
Bolton; prisoner number 11046.

After serving four years and two months, Bolton 
was freed on January 21, 1888—the Goodwin Act 
of 1864 allowed prisoners time off their sentence for 
good behavior, a probable explanation for his early 
release. Reporters awaited his release. When asked 
by reporters if he was going to rob anymore stage
coaches, Bolton, with failing hearing and eyesight, 
responded, “No, gentlemen, 1 am through with 
crime."" Wanting more information, another reporter 
asked if he would continue to write poetry at which 
Bolton replied, “Now didn"t you hear me say 1 
am through with crime?"" Shortly after his release 
Bolton disappeared without a trace.

Gottschalk continued to serve as Superior Court 
Judge until his defeat in 1903, at which time he 
opened his own law office in San Andreas. His 
eyesight was failing and he lacked enough clients 
to cover the office expenses. He worried he was 
burdening his beloved wife, who was twenty-six 
years younger. On March 2, 1906, Gottschalk 
went to the county recorder and deeded all his 

holdings and possessions 
to his wife. He then went 
to his office and carefully 
penned farewell letters to 
his family, and a love letter 
to his wife with instruc
tions for his burial. He 
pressed the muzzle of his 
revolver to his right ear 
and pulled the trigger.

Judge Gottschalk was 
highly respected, with a 
reputation beyond reproach. 
Few of his decisions were 
overturned. The Calaveras 
Prospect, January 10,1903, 
noted a resolution which 
was passed by the Bar 
Association of Calaveras 
County at his retirement 
ceremony:

“Resolved, That during 
his long term in office 
Judge Gottschalk has 
displayed in a high degree 

the attributes of a Judicial mind and by his breadth 
of understanding, his fidelity to the law of the land, 
his impartiality and farness of purpose, he has 
gained the respect of litigants and attorneys alike. 
That his career has been an active one, for during 
his experience in presiding over this Court he has 
finally disposed of 800 cases in probate and 1450 
civil cases, of which 812 cases have been contested 
and passed to final judgement.""
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Stories in Stone—Part I

THE STORIES BEHIND CALAVERAS 
COUNTY HISTORICAL MARKERS

by Charity Maness

Editor’s Note:
This is the first in a series of bulletins covering 
our county’s historical markers. I sincerely hope 
you enjoy the stories in stone. All information 
gleaned for these articles was found within the 
many files at the Calaveras Historical Society, as 
well as resources such as Calaveras History.org 
and the California Digital Newspaper Collection.

On any given day as you travel on the beau
tiful highways and back roads that wind through 
Calaveras County you may be fortunate enough 
to come across a historical marker or two. 
Whether you choose to stop or not is a personal 
preference. But if you choose to stop you will 
learn the most interesting tidbits of our county’s 
early history.

The historical markers have been carefully 
researched and lovingly constructed throughout the 
county by organizations such as (but not limited 
to) California State Parks Office of Historic 
Preservation, Calaveras County Historical Society, 
Native Sons and Daughters of the Golden West,

Calaveras Chamber of Commerce and E Clampus 
Vitus Matuca Chapter.

While much research and work goes into these 
markers, space often limits the ability to tell the 
complete story. And with Calaveras being no stranger 
to early California history—its mining history woven 
into the very fabric of the fledgling state—it’s no 
wonder the county boasts dozens upon dozens of 
registered landmarks and historical markers within 
its county lines.

This Las Calaveras series will pick up where the 
stories in stone left off.

Valley Springs
Marker No. 251:

Inscription: The original three foot narrow 
gauge line was built by the San Joaquin and Sierra 
Nevada Railroad, extending from Bracks Landing 
on the Mokelumne River, East to Valley Spring. 
The depot and turntable were built around the time 
of the completion of the last section, which was 
finished in April 1885, ata total cost of $409,570.00. 
The line was changed to standard gauge by the
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Southern Pacific around
1904. It was then extended
13 miles further east to
Kentucky House to service 
the Calaveras Cement
Company in 1925. But the 
line continued to serve as a 
freight line until the closure
of the cement plant. The last
rail shipment of cement was 
in 1983.

Located at the intersec
tion of State Highways 12 
and 26, Valley Springs.

As towns often carried 
the name of its post office, 
the first choice was rumored 
to be that of Spring Valley 
after the nearby Spring
Valley Hotel, yet that post 
office name was already 
taken. So the names were 
reversed and the town 
became Valley Spring or
Valley Springs, depending 
upon which historian is 
authoring the research text.

In 1855 George Late 
arrived in Valley Springs, 
with his young bride
Rebecca, and began construction of a home built 
from limestone quarried from a hill near the 
town. Warren Lamb was an early entrepreneur in 
Valley Springs building and operating a saloon, 
restaurant and stables. At this time the railroad 
had yet to reach Valley Springs, but it was the 
perfect location for mule teams and stages headed 
for the mountain towns to rest and stay the night. 
The blacksmith shop, owned by Harvey Smith, 
was a booming business as the horses and mules 
used to draw the stages and freight to the various 
mountain towns needed his expert blacksmith and 
farrier skills.

In 1884 the town moved about two miles westerly 
of Pattee’s Place (Pattee Ranch) in anticipation of the 
soon-to-come railroad. That same year a town-site of 
more than 20 blocks was laid out, lots were quickly 
sold and building began in earnest. The few build
ings that had remained at Pattee’s Place moved to the 

new town location including 
the post office, a general 
store and a saloon. Soon, 
a hotel was built, as well 
as Paulk Bros & Johnson 
Farmers’ and Miner’s Store. 

In 1889 Englishman F. B. 
Lewis bought the Plummer 
House and operated it as 
a hotel. Unfortunately, 
Lewis became an example 
of how crime often follows 
growth. The August 17, 
1890 edition of the Daily 
Alta California reported 
that on, "August 16th.—E 
B. Lewis, a hotel keeper at 
Valley Springs, Calaveras 
County, the terminus of the 
narrow gauge railroad, was 
seriously stabbed in the 
stomach this evening by a 
man whose name could not 
be learned... ” Dr. Clark of 
Stockton was summoned via 
telegraph and traveled the 
forty miles to tend to Lewis. 
No mention was made if the 
wound was fatal or not. 

The first San Joaquin 
& Southern Nevada Railroad train pulled into the 
Valley Springs station tent on April 25, 1885. Later 
in the year the train depot was constructed. Valley 
Springs became the freight distribution center for 
the county after the railroad did not uphold its 
promise to extend the line to Big Trees. The railroad 
discontinued passenger service in 1932 and freight 
in the 1980s.

San Andreas
Marker No. 252:

Inscription: “Heart of the Southern Mines— 
Settled by Mexicans in 1848 and named after 
the Catholic parish of St. Andrew. First news
paper published here Sept 24, 1846. Destroyed 
by fire June 4, 1858, and in 1863. County seat 
of Calaveras County since 1866. Rendezvous of 
Joaquin Murietta, Black Bart, notorious stage 
robber tried and sent to prison from here. Noted 

Photo by Charity Maness.
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mining camp since early days. Gold from the 
surrounding ancient river channels and placer 
mines contributed greatly to the success of the 
Union during the Civil War.”

Located at the northwest corner of Highway 49 
and Main Street in San Andreas.

San Andreas holds a veritable web of historical 
stories and locations, but this issue of Las Calaveras 
will focus on the journey of the courthouse and jail 
to its location in San Andreas.

During the Gold Rush the Calaveras County 
Seat seemed to have as many homes as miners 
had shovels. The first county seat was located at 
Double Springs (Marker No. 264), between San 
Andreas and Valley Springs, with the first court 
of sessions being held in a canvas tent. Soon a 
‘kit’ courthouse was imported from China, with 
instructions printed in Chinese on each panel. 
This prefabricated building has been preserved 
and now resides in the Calaveras County historical 
museum; reconstructed and reduced in size to fit 
in the museum.

In 1850 the county seat was moved to Jackson— 
which lay within the borders of Calaveras County at 
that time—even though there was a desire among 
many to move the court to Mokelumne Hill.

Local lore has it that the presiding Judge at the 
time, Judge William Fowle Smith, described as ‘a 
miserable concentration of meanness’, tried to rig 
the vote as he wanted the county seat to remain in 
Jackson; more votes were cast than the actual popu
lation at the time. The County
Clerk, Colonel Lewis Collier— 
said to have naturalized 60 
foreigners in one day charging 
an ounce of gold each which 
lined his pockets—wanted it 
moved to Mokelumne Hill. A 
fight ensued in which some 
records state Collier threatened 
to shoot Smith on sight.

Mokelumne Hill
Marker No. 269:

Inscription: “Mokelumne 
is an Indian word, first applied 
to the nearby river. Earliest 
settlement was at Happy Valley 
by French trappers. Gold was 

discovered by discharged members of Stevenson s 
regiment in 1848. Mokelumne Hill was the center 
of the richest placer mining section of Calaveras 
County and one of the principle mining towns 
in California. Corral Flat produced over thirty 
million in gold. Sixteen feet square constituted 
a claim. The so-called "French War’ for posses
sion of gold mines occurred in 1851. "Calaveras 
Chronicle’was established in 1850. Fights between 
grizzly bears and bulls amused early residents. The 
town was destroyed by fires in 1854, 1864, and 
1874. County seat of Calaveras County from 1853 
to 1866.”

By 1853, the county seat had moved to 
Mokelumne Hill. The Hotel Leger gained some of its 
early fame because a portion of the original building 
was used as the county courthouse and jail.

The vote to move the courthouse to San Andreas 
took place in 1863, with 3,567 of the 6,914 votes 
cast in favor of the move. However, the results 
were met with resistance and litigation. Finally, in 
October 1866 the county seat was officially moved 
to San Andreas and the Mokelumne Hill court
house, purchased for $8,190.00 in 1854 was sold 
at auction for $400.00. The first court session at 
the new county seat was held in Sharp’s Theater on 
December 12, 1866, while construction of the new 
$14,300.00 courthouse was underway. The court
house was completed in February 1868.

In November 1883 the San Andreas courthouse 
made its mark in gold mining era lore as it is the

Double Springs Courthouse circa 1930. Calaveras Historical Society Photo.
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Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society, Calaveras County Courthouse prior to construction of the Hall of Records in 1893.

court where the legendary gentleman bandit, Black 
Bart went on trial for the Sonora-Milton stagecoach 
robbery at Funk Hill on November 3, 1883. On 
November 17, 1883 Bolton (aka Black Bart) waived 
his right to a jury trial, confessed to the Sonora- 
Milton stage robbery and was sentenced to six years 
in San Quentin.

While the location is not known, somewhere on 
the grounds outside the jail, there reportedly once 
existed a dungeon; a pit in the ground large enough 
for one man. An additional small building just 
behind the jail is said to have housed the insane. In 
a lonely, shaded corner, surrounded by the old rock 
wall and shrubbery exists the setting of where the 
gallows were once constructed. Close enough to 
the jail cells that each hammered nail hit into the 
boards was heard by those awaiting their ultimate 
end. George Cox, convicted of killing his son-in

law, was the last inmate to be hung in San Andreas 
in 1888. For the hanging of Cox, Sheriff Benjamin 
Thorn had special gallows built and sent out 250 
handwritten invitations.

Sandy Gulch
Marker No. 253:

Inscription: This monument was erected to the 
memory of pioneers of Sandy Gulch, 1849 trading 
center for miners of northeastern Calaveras 
County. The settlement, in an area that was home 
to many Miwok Indians, was named after the 
gulch where William and Dan Carsner found large 
nuggets of gold embedded in the coarse sands. 
Water for mining was brought from the middle 

fork of the Mokelumne River through Sandy Gulch 
and Kadish Ditches—quartz mining began in the 
early 1850s, and the first custom stamp mill in the 
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district was located at the head of Sandy Gulch. 
School and election precincts were established 
early, and one of California’s many Hangman's 
Trees stood near the center of town.

Located on State Highway 26, 2.1 miles west of 
West Point.

“Sandy Gulch, how that name rings a bell in 
my memory,” wrote Cecille Vandel McMilltion in 
a letter written in 1961. “Sandy Gulch; where my 
mother Laura Mabel Breve Vandel Bennett was 
born... July 2, 1869.”

Sandy Gulch, once the thriving trading center 
for miners of northeastern Calaveras County, was 
founded by William and Dan Carsner, two of 
the thirteen Carsner boys who had all ventured 
to California with the dream of striking it rich. 
It was simply named after the gulch where the 
brothers had found large gold nuggets imbedded 
in the sands.

Prior to the Carsner boys founding the area, 
it had been populated for approximately 500 to 
1000 years by the Northern Miwok. When the gold 
seekers came in droves to the area, the game that 
had been hunted for centuries to feed the tribes 
virtually disappeared.

“There were many Indians around Sandy Gulch 
at the time (my mother was born),” wrote McMilltion, 
“and my grandmother (Mary Eliza Dillon Greve) 
was scart to death of them.”

According to a cultural resources study 
conducted by Foothill Resources, “by the 1890s 
the Miwok who had traditionally lived in Sandy 
Gulch moved to West Point, building their village on 
the site that is now occupied by West Point School.”

Water was supplied first to Sandy Gulch from 
the middle fork of the Mokelumne River through 
the Sandy Gulch ditch and later by the Kodish ditch, 
which was built by Mr. Kodish, one-time operator 
of a store in Sandy Gulch. The Kodish ditch was 
utilized for water use at higher grounds than could 
be reached by the Sandy Gulch ditch. However, since 
the Kodish ditch had a lower water right, it was aban
doned at low seasons when water supply was not 
enough for both ditches.

It was rumored that in the center of town there 
stood a hangman’s tree. The following is an excerpt 
from an article written by J. A. Smith about the tree:

“On one occasion several Mexicans 
attempted to rob Mrs. Kodish who was in her 

home. A gardener ran to the store and gave the 
alarm. Several men went to her relief and in 
time to catch one of the culprits. He was taken 
to a large tree across from the store and a rope 
tied around his neck and he was pulled up 
but told he would be released if he named the 
others. He gave the names and a search immedi
ately begun for them.” (Another account of this 
incident told by Smith states that the Mexican 
was “strung up ” multiple times before he told 
of his accomplices.) “The local constable went 
to the old Grapevine bridge believing they 
would attempt to flee into Amador County. It 
was a dark night and long past midnight when 
a man approached the bridge on foot and 
lighted a cigarette. The constable called out to 
him asking who he was, when he received no 
response he shot and killed the Mexican who 
proved to be one of the gang.”

At its height, Sandy Gulch boasted a school, 
miners’ cabins, stores, saloon/town hall, shoe 
shop, and even a china shop. Following the decline 
of placer mining, quartz mining saw a rise in the 
Sandy Gulch area and the first stamp mill in the 
district was built.

By the early 1940s, the Associated Lumber 
and Box Company was built on the mountain 
top above Sandy Gulch under the supervision of 
Lawrence Wilsey; with the vision of a ‘company 
camp’ where the employees worked together, 
played and lived together and believed in a 
philosophy ‘what is good for one of us, is good 
for all of us.’ The company built homes for their 
employees with families and a boarding house 
for single men. They built a town hall, a general 
store, and provided utilities to their employees. 
Wilsey became a role model for many of the 
employees and was well liked by all. Soon, Paul 
LeTeer, the Sandy Gulch reporter for the ‘Eagle’ 
began sending his news items from ‘Wilseyville’; 
a moniker that stuck.

Camanche Reservoir Towns
Lancha Plana, Poverty Bar, Limerick and 

Camanche all succumbed to a watery grave in 
1963 when the Camanche Reservoir was created 
following the construction of the Camanche Dam on 
Mokelumne River by East Bay Municipal Utilities 
District (EBMUD).
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Lancha Plana 
(Big Discovery Diggings)

Marker No. 30
Settled in 1848 by Mexicans, Lancha Plana held 

previous names of Sonora Bar and Big Discovery 
Diggings but was renamed after the flatboat ferry 
that crossed the Mokelumne River to Poverty Bar 
on the opposite bank. By 1858 the town’s popula
tion was estimated to be 1,000. Just two short years 
later on March 3, 1860 the town began circulation of 
its own newspaper, the Lancha Plana Dispatch. By 
November of that same year the newspaper moved to 
Jackson, the Amador County seat, and was renamed 
the Amador Dispatch.

Once again, crime followed growth, as reported 
in the Daily Alta California, July 27, 1860:

“San Andreas, July 26, 1860—9 P.M., A fight 
occurred between a constable and his men, and some 
Indians near Lancha Plana, three miles from Campo 
Seco, in which the constable was killed and several 
others wounded; several Indians also were killed. 
Many were engaged on both sides. The constable 
was after stolen horses.”

Lancha Plana made the headlines once again on 
July 11, 1902, in the Amador Ledger with a headline 
“Lancha Plana Sensation: A Chapter of Violence 
Shakes the Little Burg—J.R. Blackman the Victim 
of a Serious Assault.” The story tells of hydraulic 
mining done without permits, an elderly whistle 
blower, some alcohol and the ensuing battery of the 
whistle blower:

“On the evening in question, some of the 
guests (at the hotel dance party) managed to get 
liquor and became boisterous and quarrelsome. 
Blackman was seated in front of the hotel about 
ten o'clock and a personal encounter occurred 
between him and James Crail and Wilson Crail. 
Blackman was severely beaten and injured. He had 
a small cane in his hand, and this he used to defend 
himself as best he could. He has been confined to 
his bed ever since. He was in feeble health before 
the assault, and was only able to get around a 
short time before this occurred...” The Crails 
were held on $50 bond each. One month later the 
case for Wilson Crail, which also included use 
of threatening language, was heard before Judge 
McCauley “with the result that the testimony was 
deemed insufficient to hold the accused, and he 
was discharged.”

Poverty Bar
In 1855 teamsters held a meeting in Sacramento 

and created charges for hauling freight to what they 
termed the ‘interior’. While the cost was often based 
on accessibility, heavy freight to Poverty Bar was at 
a cost of 3.5 cents per pound and light freight at 2.5 
cents per pound. Within a few short years Poverty 
Bar was heralded by a few local newspapers as not 
only ‘the’ place to be, but a place where hundreds 
of dollars worth of gold could be found in your pan.

“In the riverbank just above Poverty Bar, dirt 
has been found that pays in places as high as $300 
to the pan. For several nights during this the owners 
of the claim slept by it, to guard it from light fingered 
gentry.”—Amador Ledger, August 1858.

Quickly following on the heels of the Ledger 
article Poverty Bar was touted as ‘the’ place to be.

“Poverty Bar—Considerable excitement has 
prevailed for many months in reference to the 
diggings in this place and vicinity, and it now 
appears to be a fixed fact the Poverty Bar is to be 
the place in Calaveras County; every day adds to 
the stream of emigration, and this place is at present 
filled with persons of every trade, and avocation 
of life—indeed Poverty Bar is a moving, animated 
tableau, reflecting in a high degree the flush times 
of '49 and ’50.”

—Mokelumne Chronicle, October 1858.
By the end of 1858, Poverty Bar saw a new surge 

of employment opportunities as more and more 
excavations were underway as well as the fortune 
of having a greater water supply through new ditch 
construction.

Cat Camp
Near Poverty Bar there was rumored to be a 

small town by the name of Cat Camp with a popu
lation of approximately 300. Its discovery by a 
prospector is one of local folklore, retold in the Lodi 
Sentinel, June 1954: “...discovered by a prospector 
who camped there for the night. He was awakened 
by the cries of his cat, caught and killed by a wild 
animal. Next day, when he buried the cat, he turned 
up over $100 worth of nuggets.”

Limerick (Clays Bar)
There is little written of the town of Limerick, 

just a mention here or there and one letter to 
the editor of a newspaper with an invitation to 
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visit the town. Located south of the Mokelumne 
River in West Calaveras Limerick, also referred 
to as Clays Bar, was said to have been named 
for the many Irish immigrants who settled there. 
In a letter dated March 17, 1858, and reprinted 
November 11, 1937 in the Calaveras Californian, 
the unknown author wrote:

“Mr Editor, Perhaps you don't know 'whar’ 
Limerick is, if not, just come out of your kennel and 
place your delicate self in the charge of “Dick" 
and he will transport and transfer you at the Spring 
Valley House to “John " (Jehu of Dillon & Cos U.S. 
Mail Stage), who will land you safely at Poverty Bar 
one mile north of the City of Limerick. This is a lively 
little town with about 400 inhabitants. The mining 
at this place is very extensive and pays good wages. 
Last week I was out on the flat between his place and 
the river and I counted 44 sluice companies."

Whether the editor ever took advantage of the 
invitation or not is not known. However, just five 
days later the town carried news of those slightly less 
willing to work the many claims or those just down 
on their luck.

“New Dodge—A correspondent of the 
San Andres Independent, writing from Limerick 
Calaveras county, says: The 'sports’ have adopted a 
new system of living when they are 'hard up;’ it is by 
bumming around all night to save the rent of a bed, 
and sleep all day to save board."

Camanche (Limerick)
Marker No. 254:

Inscription: “Named Camanche in 1849 after 
Camanche, Iowa. Once called Limerick. Peak popu
lation 1500. Rich mining at nearby Cat Camp, 
Poverty Bar, and Sand Hill. Mokelumne River water 

brought in by Lancha Plana and Poverty Bar ditch. 
Fire June 21, 1873 destroyed large Chinatown. 
Buhach manufactured on the nearby Hill Ranch."

As gold mining became less and less profitable 
in Limerick, the Irish immigrants began to abandon 
the town moving on in search of greener pastures. 
In the 1860s, other settlers from Iowa moved to 
the site and named the town Camanche. While the 
marker states the name was changed from Limerick 
to Camanche as early as 1849, multiple newspapers 
reported stories from the town of Limerick as late 
as 1858 and research by local renowned historians 
place the name change in 1860.

Camanche continued to grow and a number of 
additional claims were struck with the access to 
water through extensions made by the Lancha Plana 
Ditch Company.

The successful Hill ranch was run by Mrs. E. 
A. Hill, who, on January 1, 1877 entered a partner
ship with G. N. Milco to cultivate a plant known as 
‘Milco’s Universal Insect Exterminator’ or Buhach 
(Chrysanthemum Turreanum).

Cave art was also found near Camanche during 
an early attempt to mine a cave. Now preserved and 
protected by EBMUD, the cave is believed to have 
been used by the Yokut. The cave holds cryptic picto
graphs created by either the Yokut or their ancestors 
between 500 and 700 years ago.

Prior to the inundation of the mining towns 
East Bay Municipal Utility District was tasked with 
the relocation of some 400 grave sites. The oldest 
known grave in Camanche being that of H. M. Rose, 
H. Williams and T. J. Briley. The three young men 
buried side by side with a common headstone, all 
passed between September 5th and 12th in 1852; 
cause of deaths unknown.
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STORIES IN STONE PART II
by Charity Maness

S
tories in Stone Part II continues the journey 
through the beautiful highways and back
roads of Calaveras County, visiting historical 
markers along the way. Each marker offers a tasty 

tidbit of historical information; just enough to whet 
the appetite.

It is important to note that not every historical 
landmark has a marker and not every historic site 
is recognized at the state level. There are over nine 
hundred registered historical landmarks in California 
and Calaveras County is home to forty-two of them.

Glencoe (Mosquito Gulch)
California Historical Landmark 

No. 280:

Citation by the California Office of Historic 
Preservation: Glencoe was formerly called Mosquito 
Gulch. The business portion of the town was on the 
north side of Mosquito Gulch, but not one of the 
old buildings remains. The mines were first worked 
by the Mexicans in the early 1850s—quartz mining 
predominated but there was some placer mining.

Glencoe was founded in 1849. It was originally 
called Mosquito Gulch—named so by a prospector 
by the name of Fosterling. The area at the time was 

said to have been filled with swamps and water 
holes left behind from prospectors in search of gold, 
making it a perfect breeding ground for mosquitoes, 
and breed they did.

A story about the discovery of Mosquito Gulch 
comes from an article dated May 29, 1875 and 
reprinted in the Calaveras Enterprise in 1976:

“...it was discovered in the early rush by a 
young Irishman. As was often the case, the discovery 
was far more the result of an accident than it was 
serious prospecting.

This young son of the Emerald Isle had a lucky 
day and proceeded to seek a drinking booth with the 
full intent to reduce his purse to its original state. He 
was completely successful and by midnight he was 
most delightfully off his legs. He retained enough 
consciousness to know that he was not at his own 
home, and that it ight be time to now return. As is 
understandable, he was not too sure of his direc
tion and soon turned off into the woods. Now we 
know that he went up to Steep Gulch and as could 
be expected lost his footing and tumbled down into 
the ravine. As is often the case with those who do 
overuse the whiskey toddies, he was safe from harm 
and fell asleep even as he tumbled to the bottom. 
Young Paddy slept soundly in his rocky bed and did 
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not awake until the sun hit the bottom of the gulch, 
which happened about ten o "clock

The sun woke him and he felt as if his bones were 
broken. His head was more muddled than usual and 
he just layed in the same spot for some time. As he 
sprawled there the only real concern was his loca
tion; he was worried how far he might be from a 
drinking booth.

He started stretching himself and lolling about 
and began to pass his time scraping and digging 
with his knife. Soon he felt he could find the 
strength to go in search of some relief for his 
parched throat. As he scratched around with the 
pocket knife, he reached a depth of about five 
inches when he spotted something shining at him 
from the hole”

This young hapless prospector soon had multiple 
nuggets in hand. Not one to waste a good opportu
nity, he told no one of the rich location, pocketed 
his wealth and headed to San Francisco in hopes 
of seeing his good fortune increase at the gambling 
tables. His good fortune was short lived as he 
returned to his secret location with empty pockets 
and found, much to his dismay, that it was being 
worked by other prospectors.

How Glencoe finally got its name is a story 
in itself, as there are at least two different 
claims. One claim is that an employee of the 
Mokelumne Ditch Company, by the name of Mr. 
L. P. Terwilliger, named the town in the late 1850s 
after a town he’d read of in a novel; Glencoe in

Argylshire, Scotland. Another claim is that Mr. G. 
W. Berry, the first post office operator, changed 
the name to Glencoe around 1879. The post office 
had operated under the town name of Mosquito 
Gulch from 1873 to 1878.

In 1879 the town was bustling with multiple 
stores, boarding houses, a butcher shop, a livery 
stable and a hotel. Jerome Burt owned a two-story 
building that served as a general store and post 
office on the ground floor and a dance hall upstairs. 
Glencoe was also utilized as a stopover for freight 
and logging wagons en route to West Point and 
Railroad Flat.

The school district in Glencoe encompassed 
Railroad Flat and Independence until it was 
divided in 1866. In 1881 the original school house 
burned to the ground. The following excerpt from 
the Calaveras Citizen dated July 15, 1881 tells the 
tale:

“The school house at Glencoe in the Mosquito 
Gulch School District was destroyed by fire 
last Sunday. The building, which is a compara
tively new one, stands quite a distance from any 
other building and no fire had been built in it 
for months. These facts with several suspicious 
circumstances indicate that the burning was the 
work of an incendiary.""

The town supported the employees of local 
mines, their families, and many prospectors as 
well. Most of the area’s mines were active in the 
late 1800s but some were active into the early 

1900s. The Good Hope Group, 
which included the Good Hope, 
Monte Cristo, Oriental and 
San Bruno claims, produced 
up to $10,000 per month in the 
1860s and 1870s. The Glencoe 
Mine, by the south fork of 
the Mokelumne River, was a 
consolidation of the Valentine, 
Mexican, Sierra King, Sierra 
Queen, Ridge View and 
Stoetzer claims. It was worked 
in the 1870s and 1880s. One 
of the first quartz mills in the 
area was built by Fred Greve, 
at what was then known as the 
Vance Mine. The mill became 
known as the Garland Mill Glencoe store, post office and dance hall c. 1926. Calaveras Historical Society.
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after it was purchased by C. J. Garland, who had 
the eight-stamp mill customized to run on steam. 
Other mines in the area included the Fidelity, 
Aetna, Blue Bell, Banner (Grasshopper), Poor 
Man and Stonewall Jackson.

Another mineral found to be plentiful in the 
area was soapstone. At one time, southeast of 
Glencoe, there was a mountain that contained a 
large soapstone deposit. The soapstone was sawed 
into blocks and used by local sawmills to encase 
the boilers. Often ranchers would use soapstone 
to make fireplaces in their homes. Local resident 
Ruby Taylor wrote that coal pits were also plen
tiful in the area in the late 1800s. One coal pit was 
located about two miles out of town on Three- 
Cent Flat. Coal was made by burning oak wood 
under the ground for several weeks.

West Point (Sandy Gulch)
California Historical Landmark 

No. 268:

The West Point marker dedicated on July 3, 1949, 
placed by the California Centennials Commission, is 
inscribed: Named by famous scout Kit Carson while 
searching for a pass over Sierras. One emigrant 
road forked at Big Meadows and north branch came 
directly to West Point. A thriving trading post prior 
to gold discovery. Bret Harte, famous author lived 
here for a period.

Though gold was discovered in late 1848 or 
early 1849 in what is now known as West Point, 
California historian Erwin G. Gudde claims the 
town was originally named Indian Gulch and was 
discovered in 1852. (Indian Gulch was a gulch about 
a half mile from town with a branch draining the area 
where the town of West Point is located.)

Legend has it that in 1844 Kit Carson was tasked 
with guiding John C. Fremont’s second expedition 
down the Sierra mountains from what is now known 
as Carson Pass. Judge J. A. Smith, former President 
of the Calaveras County Historical Society, wrote, 
“In 1844, Kit Carson, seeking a pass over the Sierra, 
came down the south side of the Mokelumne River 
canyon and finding the main Mokelumne River at 
flood stage, named the point where he had come 
farthest west, West Point.”

However, according to Gudde, Lieutenant 
Fremont’s journals of his 1843^44 expedition to

West Point historical marker dedicated July 3,1949.
Photo by Charity Maness.

California and the maps and field notes of his 
cartographer, Charles Preuss, make no reference 
to the West Point area or any crossing of the 
Mokelumne River. Those records indicate that the 
route taken by the expedition followed the north side 
of the American River, following the general direc
tion of the south fork until they arrived at Sutter’s 
Fort in March of 1844.

Regardless of how it received its name, West 
Point became a prosperous mining town with a 
surge in its growth in the late 1850s, due to a 
branch of the emigrant road from Carson Valley 
being routed through town. The West Point Mining 
District was formed in November 1857, with 
rules handed down quickly. The first rule limited 
quartz claims to 200 feet of vein, including its dips 
and angles. West Point’s mines became profitable 
enough to warrant a Wells Fargo office, which 
operated from 1888 to 1894.

The first post office was established July 31, 
1856. The West Point School District—School 
District Number 2, Township 7—formed the same 
year with fifty-six pupils. The first Odd Fellows Hall 
was completed November 3, 1882 and destroyed by 
fire eleven years later. A new hall was completed 
October 27, 1893.

In 1858 the area in West Point known as 
Chinatown was almost completely destroyed by fire 
and subsequently rebuilt. Again, in the 1860s most 
of the buildings along Main Street were destroyed by 
fire, with only the adobe buildings left intact.

In the fall of 1940 West Point had enough 
‘potential’ customers for Pacific Gas and Electric 
to begin construction of a new power line. By the
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Main Street West Point c. 1892. Calaveras Historical Society Photo.

spring of 1941 the line was complete and supplied 
fifty homes and businesses with electricity. A 
celebration was in order and was quickly spon
sored by the West Point Progressive Club. They 
held a dance program and midnight supper at the 
Odd Fellows Hall.

The small mining camp of Bummerville 
(Bumtown) was just on the outskirts of West Point. 
When the area was first scouted for potential as a 
mining area in 1847 it was primarily a Mexican 
and Indian settlement. While the origination of 
the name Bummerville is not known, J. A. Smith 
had wondered publicly if it was due to the type 
of people the area attracted. As with many towns 
that have disappeared from the landscape, stories 
of their inhabitants and mysteries are still passed 
down through generations.

One such story from Smith was about a one- 
armed man named August Marion. According to 
Smith, Marion was working alone at the Water Lily 
gold mine as a hoist engineer when his arm became 
entangled in machinery. To free himself he took a 
jackknife from his pocket and cut off his arm.

Then there is the mystery of McClease’s hidden 
gold. Mrs. Golta, a onetime resident, remembers her 
grandfather, Bill Davis, was gold mining partners 

with a man named McClease. After accumulating 
approximately $60,000 in gold nuggets the men 
dissolved the partnership and went their own ways. 
Davis turned in his gold for cash, yet local legend 
has it that McClease buried his share of the gold. 
Over the years, many people have searched for 
McClease’s gold to no avail.

During its heyday Bummerville boasted several 
boarding houses, many homes, a general store and 
a small schoolhouse just outside of town. The area’s 
profitable gold mines were the Blazing Star, Water 
Lily, Wide West and Matrimony.

Camp Tamarack (Onion Valley) 
E Clampus Vitus, 

Matuca Chapter Historical Marker:

The inscription reads: For more than 80 years, 
the area was known as Onion Valley due to the 
profusion of wild onions growing here. It was mainly 
used as a summer stock range. In the late 1860-7Os 
a sawmill was operated by C. Brown. Later a man 
called “Turkey” Johnson came every summer with 
sheep, pigs, chickens and turkeys. Once, during an 
early snowstorm, the turkeys took to the pines and 
Johnson could not get them down. Dave Filipini 
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received the first land patent. Later he sold to Will 
& Chas. Gann who used it as summer pasturage. 
W.H. Hutchins built the first store in early 20s and 
changed the name to Camp Tamarack. His large 
building also housed a dance hall and saloon. After 
several owners and various locations, the lodge was 
moved to its current location by the State to make 
room for the present Hwy 4.

The Camp Tamarack historical marker, located 
on CA-4 just west of the Alpine county line in 
Calaveras County, was dedicated by the Clampers on 
August 22, 1987.

Dave Filippini held the first land patent for 
Onion Valley, where he ranged his beef cattle like 
his father Carlos Filippini had for many years before 
him. During the time that Carlos ran his cattle in the 
area the land had been federal forest reserve land, so 
Carlos had made no effort to acquire the land. Later 
Will and Charlie Gann purchased the property to use 
as their summer range.

The man known as “Turkey” Johnson was 
among the first sheep herders in the area in the 
1860s. From his Onion Valley base camp, he 
grazed sheep over a wide area. Johnson came by 
his nickname honestly, as he also raised a large 
flock of turkeys each summer at his Onion Valley 
camp; the operation being overseen by his children. 
Local lore has it that inclement weather came early 
one year, prior to Turkey Johnson being able to 
herd his turkeys to the valley for sale or slaughter.

Apparently the turkeys took to the trees and would 
not set foot in the snow under any circumstances. 
At which point Johnson gave up turkey ranching but 
the moniker stuck.

W. H. Hutchins’ store was originally located 
at Big Meadows and consisted of a canvas tent 
pitched on a wooden platform. Fire consumed this 
structure and Hutchins rebuilt in the 1920s, this 
time relocating his store to Onion Valley, which he 
renamed ‘Camp Tamarack’. The new store at Camp 
Tamarack also housed a large dance hall with 
dances held every Saturday night. Unfortunately, 
in 1934 this store was also consumed by fire. After 
the fire, the Ganns sold the property to William 
and Ruby Bracey. In 1934 the Braceys built a store 
and two rental cabins. This store burnt down not 
long after it was built. The land and buildings then 
passed through a myriad of owners.

Snowfall in record amounts was recorded 
in Tamarack during the 1906-1907 winter. In a 
letter dated June 28, 1967, Grant Merill wrote, 
"Between the years of 1899 and 1911 the P. G. & 
E. maintained a weather station called Tamarack 
Station at the foot of Lower Blue Lake in Alpine 
County. It was at this station that the record 
seasonal snowfall of 73 2/3 feet was measured for 
the winter of 1906-1907.”

Note: In the Tamarack-Onion Valley section 
the name Filippini had three different spellings 
throughout the many research documents utilized; 

Filippini, Fillippini and Filipini. 
Filippini is the correct spelling. 

All information gleaned for 
this bulletin was found within 
the many files at the Calaveras 
Historical Society, and resources 
such as Calaveras History.org, 
Calaveras Enterprise and the 
California Digital Newspaper 
Collection.

Additional copies of 
the Las Calaveras, as well 
as back copies, are available 
for purchase at the Calaveras 
County Historical Society.

Camp Tamarack c. 1934, showing the Bracey's first store and rental cabins. 
Calaveras Historical Society Photo.
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STORIES IN STONE PART III
by Charity Maness

T
his Las Calaveras edition continues our trek 
through the historical markers dotting our beau
tiful county and the rich history behind each one. 
I hope you enjoy the journey.

California Historical Landmark 
No. 262—Milton:

The town of Milton sprang to life when the 
Stockton-Copperopolis Railroad Company, which

Photo taken of a photo displayed in the Milton Masonic Lodge 
by Charity Maness 2015.

later became part of 
Southern Pacific Railroad 
in 1888, came to town in 
1871 bringing with it jobs, 
workers and an express 
route to move copper from 
the booming copper mines 
of Calaveras County. The 
town garnered its name 
from one-time California 
Governor Milton Latham.

Latham, a native of 
Columbus, Ohio, was born 
May 23, 1827. He gradu
ated in 1845 from Jefferson 
College in Washington, 
Pennsylvania. After being 
admitted to the bar in 
1848, Latham held the 
position of circuit court 
clerk for Russell County, 
Alabama until his move
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to California in 1850 where, one short year later, he 
was appointed to the position of District Attorney of 
Sacramento.

On January 9, 1860 at the young age of 32, 
Latham became the 6th Governor of the State 
of California; a position that would last a record 
mere five days. Latham resigned his position to 
be appointed by the California legislature to fill 
the U.S. Senate seat vacated by the death of David 
C. Broderick. Broderick had been killed in a duel 
by David S. Terry; former Chief Justice of the 
California Supreme Court. Latham was the Senate’s 
youngest member at the time.

After one term in the U.S. Senate, Latham 
became manager of the London and San Francisco 
Bank and began investing heavily in railroads and 
steamers. However, according to the California office 
of historical preservation Latham was more than a rail 
‘baron’ as he was credited with being a construction 
engineer who helped to build the railroad to Milton.

While some may argue that Milton is a ghost 
town, Milton was a hub of business for many years.

Though the railroad began business to Milton 
on May 1, 1871, Milton was not intended to be 
the last stop. The tracks were to extend all the 
way to Copperopolis, however with the copper 
mining declining and the cost of grading increasing, 
the project became financially prohibitive and left 
Milton as the end of the line.

Stage lines with mule 
teams were used from the
Milton depot. The Angels
Camp stage took passengers 
and goods to Murphys, Angels
Camp, and Mokelumne Hill 
while the Sisson’s stage served
Copperopolis, Tuttletown and 
other towns in the neighboring 
county of Tuolumne. Mule
teams with up to 18 mules 
would carry the copper from 
the mines in Copperopolis to
Milton for transport to Stockton 
then on to San Francisco. At 
times the loads were so heavy 
it would take up to two days to 
deliver to Milton.

Gold shipments which 
made their way success

fully to Milton, not stolen by Road Agents or 
stage robbers, were transferred from Wells Fargo 
Company strong boxes in their stage coaches to 
awaiting trains.

With the coming of the railroad to Milton, 
crime soon followed. To deal with this some 
residents organized into a Vigilance Committee 
with the intention of protecting themselves from 
“unprovoked and barbarous assaults of the class of 
roughs who infest the town and to deal out justice 
to miscreants”. However, some of the citizens 
disagreed with the committee seemingly taking 
the law into their own hands and a Justice of the 
Peace and Deputy Sheriff were appointed to reside 
in the town.

The town’s population swelled and a public 
schoolhouse was built in 1873 and by 1875 a total of 
33 students were enrolled.

As with many mining towns Milton was not 
impervious to the fury of Mother Nature and was 
victim of her destructive force in December 1873.

The story was retold by the Californian on 
December 30, 1937, ‘About one o’clock of the after
noon Tuesday last, the town of Milton in this county 
was visited by a tornado that resulted in the injury 
of several persons and the destruction of a consid
erable amount of property. Several buildings were 
destroyed, others unroofed and a number moved 
from their foundations.”

Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society.
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Photo by Charity Maness, 2015.

The tornado was estimated to 
be a quarter mile wide and was 
said to have left “half the town 
in ruins”. The scene described by 
those who witnessed it told of 
the air being filled with flying 
timbers and winds at speeds never 
witnessed before. The force of the 
storm seemed to divide the town 
leaving Milton Hotel, McDonald’s
Livery Stable, Bund and Hendrick’s
Store and the Big Tree Saloon 
uninjured.

Yet by August 1875 business was 
booming.

Ads in the August 5,1875 Foothill
Democrat read (in part):

Tornado Hotel—“The proprietor 
of the Tornado Hotel respectfully informs the public 
that having fully recovered from the effects of the 
cyclone he is now prepared to furnish first class 
accommodations to travelers.”

J. G. Pollard—“Justice of the Peace and Notary 
Public. Particular attention paid to collections. 
Office, Milton, Calaveras County, California.”

Milton Masonic Lodge—
Keystone Lodge #161.

Photo by Charity Maness, 2015.

Though the once proud Keystone Lodge #161 
in Milton was destroyed by fire January 23, 2016, 
its history lives on; a one-time tribute to the early 
miners and their godly beliefs.

According to the dedication plaque which rests 
where the lodge once stood,

“Keystone Lodge No. 161, F. & A.M., insti
tuted in Copperopolis Dec. 19. 1982, at the 
height of the copper mining boom. Moved to 
1881, to Milton, the terminal of the Stockton 
& Copperopolis Railroad, which, because of 

the collapse of copper mining, 
never reached its intended goal. 
Dedicated to those who sought to 
perpetuate the moral teachings of 
Freemasonry. To them we gratefully 
acknowledge our debt."

The Keystone Lodge was 
founded in 1862 in Copperopolis. 
On April 12, 1881 the Mason’s held 
their last meeting in Copperopolis 
as they had all agreed to sell 
their lodge in Copperopolis and 
purchase the Milton Hall from M. 
W. Hendricks for $600.00. The 
lodge also bought the neighboring 
cemetery in April 1885 from B. 
F. Foster and J. W. Oildick for 
$200.00.

A saloon operated on the first 
floor of the lodge, run by proprietor 
W. C. ‘Bulldog’ Smith.
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Milton Cemetery:
The Milton Cemetery is located off Rock Creek 

Road near Milton Road with headstones dating back 
to an era long forgotten.

Little Hellen Abbott, born March 30, 1867, was 
laid to rest in the Milton Cemetery just 5 months 
later on September 12, 1867.

Some souls in residence at the Milton cemetery 
were born prior to California becoming the 31 st state 
on September 9, 1850:

James DeWitt Beckwith enjoyed a fairly long 
life for the times; born February 1, 1824 in Ohio, he 
passed away at the age of 84 on December 20, 1908.

There is a gravesite listed at the Masonic 
Cemetery, as the final resting place of one Rebecca 
Langford, born 1810, died June 11, 1894.

Another, Sally Reed, must have witnessed 
massive changes in her life being born in January 
1800 and passing away August 26, 1866.

California Historical Landmark 
No. 255—Calaveritas:

Calaveritas is located 4.5 miles from San Andreas 
on Calaveritas Road

The historical marker reads: Calaveritas: 
Settled in 1849 by Mexicans, was a flourishing 
mining town complete with stores, saloons, 
gambling houses, and fandango halls, the latter 
two said to be frequented by Joaquin Murieta. The 
town was destroyed by fire in 1858.

Translated as “little skulls” this is the site of a 
small placer mining town that once boasted a diverse 
population of about 800 at its height in 1857.

Lower Calaveritas was founded along the banks 
of the Calaveritas River in late 1849 by Mexicans 
seeking their fortune in gold.

By the early 1850s, Lipper Calaveritas was 
founded about a mile upstream from the Mexicans 
location along the creek and soon boasted a livery 
stable as well as multiple stores, gambling halls, 
restaurants, saloons and fandango houses.

Early Calaveras pioneer Wade Johnston recalled 
a visit to Upper Calaveritas in his memoir titled 
“Wade Johnson Talks to his Daughter.”

“One time when the boys were in Upper 
Calaveritas,” wrote Johnston, “we saw a terrific 
fight between two Mexican women at a fandango 
house. First one then the other would have the 
best of it. The boys refused to interfere, finally 

one got the other by the hair and was twisting her 
head down on the banister and she was taking aim 
behind her ear with a revolver when one of the men 
present rushed in, threw up her arm and separated 
them just in time to save the woman s life.”

During its short existence Calaveritas was rated 
among the top two roughest towns in the mining 
area, sharing that distinction with Vallecito.

On Aug. 3, 1858, local lore passed down through 
generations tells of a malicious gambler named 
Shelton who had lost his gold dust in a card game 
and then set fire to a vacant building next to the 
gambling hall. The fire was disastrous for the little 
town and destroyed most of the businesses. Only 
a handful of establishments were able to evade the 
flames fanned by heat and dry lumber.

Judge J.A. Smith recalled the night in a news
paper column “The Days of Old in Historic Calaveras 
County” from an article originally in the San Andreas 
Independent dated August 8, 1857:

“The fire broke out at half past 2 o "clock in the 
morning, and when first discovered by Mr. Hatfield the 
north end of the building in which the fire originated 
was entirely enveloped in flames. In a moment every
thing was confusion and all hands were busily engaged 
in saving their property and themselves. The fire origi
nated in a vacant building owned by Mr. Freidberger 
and was no doubt the work of an incendiary. The flames 
spread rapidly up and down the street, destroying 
everything until the entire camp except Mona Comeres’ 
fireproof building was in ashes. Fifty-one buildings 
were destroyed at a loss of over $35,000.”

At the time of the destructive fire, many of 
the mines were no longer productive, many miners 
moved on and the majority of the burned-out build
ings were never rebuilt. Those that remained faced 
another destructive fire in 1865.

Calaveritas never fully recovered.
After Luigi Costa lost his store on the south 

side of the creek in the 1857 fire he partnered with 
Antonio Palma to purchase a burned out store on the 
north side of the creek. In 1866 he bought Palma out 
and ran the general store until 1905. He raised cattle 
and goats and had a small vineyard with which he 
made wine and brandy to sell in his store.

In a memoir by Fritzi Cuneo Dorroh she tells 
of stories passed down through generations that the 
“Indians sometimes camped on the hill above town 
and traded their hand woven baskets for wine”.
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Today all that remains of the once booming 
town are a few old buildings and the crumbling 
adobe remains of the Luigi Costa Store; the second 
building erected in the small mining town.

California Historical Landmark 
No. 266—Jenny Lind:

Located just between the towns of Milton and 
Valley Springs lay the historical placer mining town 
of Jenny Lind.

A historical marker erected on April 4, 1987 
by the Native Daughter’s of the Golden West, 
Joaquin Parlor No. 5 reads, "Settled in the 1840s 
as a flourishing gold mining, cattle ranching, and 
farming community.”

Located on the north bank of the Calaveras River 
Jenny Lind was predominately a placer mining town 
with much of the mining done along the hillsides 
above the river. As time went on the river itself was 
mined with dredgers.

The town, founded in the late 1840s, carried 
many names before the name of Jenny Lind stuck.

The town originally held the name of Dry 
Diggins due to the lack of water to wash its gold 
bearing gravel. It also was rumored to hold more 
creative names such as Slumgullion and Hell’s Half 
Acre; names which were held at other camps.

One story is that the town garnered its name from 
the Swedish songbird Jenny Lind, also known as the 
Swedish Nightingale. After gaining great attention 
and fame in Europe as the Swedish Nightingale, Lind 
was approached by the famous American showman 
Phineas Taylor Barnum, who offered Lind a contract 
of one thousand dollars per night for 150 nights if 
she would come to the United States to perform, 
which she accepted. Records show, however, that 
Lind never had a performance on the west coast. 
In a 1954 correspondence to the Calaveras County 
Historical Society from the California State Library 
comprehensive research regarding Jenny Lind’s 
various performance locations in the United States 
confirmed that "there is no evidence that she was 
out in California.”

Yet another tale passed down through genera
tions recounts a different story:

"I was reading a new book just the other day,” 
said D. C. Demarest, "about the names of places 
in California and it emphasized the statement that 
Jenny Lind was never in the state. I know she was 

here, for my father told me about her appearance 
at Stickles Opera House in Angels Camp. There she 
was presented with the largest gold specimen or 
nugget of all that were showered upon her triumphal 
tour of the early mining camps.”

D. C. Demarest was born in in Altaville on 
September 5, 1866. He attended college studying 
engineering and returned to Calaveras in 1890 where 
he succeeded his father D. D. Demarest in operation 
of the Altaville foundry.

It is possible that a great ‘con’ may have been 
performed in lieu of an actual performance by 
Jenny Lind as an imposter carrying the name of 
Jenny Lind may have graced the stage at the opera 
house in order to collect a large fee as well as gifts 
bestowed upon her.

Another theory is that the town was founded by 
Dr. John Y. Lind, an active member in the California 
Democratic convention and Senator of the 8th 
District in the early 1850s, who was said to have 
ultimately left the community in June of 1854 for an 
appointment as assistant surgeon to the Chief of the 
United States Marine Hospital.

Whether it was named after the songstress or 
after early resident Dr. John Y. Lind depends on 
which historical document is being referenced.

By 1856 Jenny Lind had four General Stores, 
two billiard halls, two hotels, a ten-pin alley, black
smith shop, saloons, churches and many dwelling 
houses. At the time the town residents were listed 
by Jenny Lind native Fred D. Realy in the Stockton 
Daily as: "Bill Dennis Sr, Louis Dennis Sr, Chester 
Jenkins, Bill Fenton, Joseph Realy, Captain Tyler, 
Max Rosenberg and brother George Conrad, Claus 
Lowden, Dave Paxton, Tom Sullivan, Charley 
Perrine, Celeste Ugo, Jimmy Thompson, Pat Barry, 
William Wolf, Hiram Tyrrer, Mr. Kennison, Mr. Boss 
(the only Negro in town, who was killed by bandits 
at Stone Corral when they burned down the hotel), 
Jake and John Meyers and about 500 Chinese, 50 
Mexicans and 50 Yaqui Indians.”

Fred’s father Joseph Frederick Realy relocated 
to Jenny Lind in 1856 from Ann Arbor, Michigan 
and opened a general blacksmith shop creating hand 
forged wagons. It is rumored Mr. Realy won the land 
that is Jenny Lind in a raffle.

Jenny Lind’s mining district was a very active 
gold mining area into the 1940s producing approxi
mately 100,000 ounces of gold.
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California Historical Marker 
No. 257—Campo Seco:

The Campo Seco registered landmark monu
ment inscription reads: Settled in 1849 by Mexicans 
who worked placer on Oregon Gulch. Rich Copper 
deposits discovered in 1859. Largest living cork tree 
in California planted here 1853. Ruins of the Adams 
Express building with iron doors still standing." The 
monument was dedicated September 1950; placed 
by the California Centennials Commission with the 
base furnished by the Campo Seco Community Club.

As with many early mining camps the actual settle
ment dates and names vary in historical references.

One story has the town settled in 1848 by hopeful 
miners from Oregon who named the camp Oregon 
City. In a short time the town began to receive a large 
number of Mexicans from Sonora, soon their numbers 
were greater than the Oregonians and the town was 
renamed Campo Seco, Spanish for “dry camp”.

Another has the area founded by Mexican 
miners in 1849 who named little mining camp Dry 
Diggin’s due to the lack of water to wash the gravel 
with the name soon changed to Campo Seco.

By 1850 the town had grown and was flour
ishing yet the constant lack of water had many of the 
miners returning to various river bars in the area and 
the town began see a decline in its population.

The Mexicans, however, had skill with extracting 
gold from dirt without the need for water.

For thousands of years before the Gold Rush in 
California, indigenous people of South and Central 
America had been extracting gold from the ground 
using large wooden, flattened bowls called bateas. The 
miners would fill the shallow wooden bowls with fine 
dirt and toss them into the air allowing the wind to 
carry some of the dirt away while catching the heavier 
falling gold and dirt back in the pan. They would repeat 
this process again and again until they were able to pick 
the small gold nuggets from the dirt left in the batea.

The camp continued to prosper with many large 
lumps of gold being found in 1853 and 1854. Yet, as 
with many early mining camps and towns, fire was 
seemingly an unavoidable fact of life.

On August 17, 1854 a fire destroyed the town in 
just a few short hours.

As reported by the Calaveras Chronicle, “The fire 
commenced about half past twelve o "clock, this day, 
Thursday, August 17, in Campo Seco Exchange, an 
unoccupied house and is supposed to be the work of 

an incendiary. A man known as Scottie, is suspected 
to have committed the felonious deed, and parties are 
now out in search of him, as he decamped immedi
ately on seeing the success of his hellish deed.

The principal sufferers are the Messers. Root, who 
had just erected a large house and laid in a very heavy 
stock of goods, estimated at $10,000.00. The Washington 
Hotel, a large building, $5000.00. Arnold and Co, a 
hotel, just finished, $8000. El Dorado Saloon, lately 
enlarged, $3,500. Snyder & Woolly "s Restaurant, $3,000.

A lot of the goods which had been carried to the 
chaparralfor safety were also burned up, the fire having 
communicated with the bushes in the rear of the town.

About fifty good substantial frame houses, with 
their valuable contents, have thus been destroyed, 
not a vestige remaining. A large number of canvas 
houses were also destroyed.

The loss estimates are at $100,000, at the lowest 
calculation.

The office of Adams & Co. suffered with the other 
buildings, but their treasure is secure in the safe!"

As the European and American miners vacated 
the area Chinese soon began to move in developing 
a Chinatown with stores, a gambling hall and other 
businesses.

The town was almost completely destroyed by 
fire once again in August 1859 leaving the town 
with a population of about 300 the following year 
including approximately 50 Chinese and some 
Mexicans.

While it looked as if the town was headed for 
demise in 1859 rich deposits of copper were found 
and the town was reborn. Copper was the new gold.

On April 14, 1865 the Stockton newspaper 
reported that 50,000 pounds of copper had arrived, 
on muleback, from the mines in Campo Seco.

With the closing of the largest copper mine, 
the Penn Mine, in 1919, the town began yet another 
slow decline. Another fire in 1928 left much of the 
business district in ruins and little hope for the town 
to ever fully recover. Though the Penn Mine was 
reopened for a time during World War II it doors 
closed permanently in 1957, thus effectively closing 
the doors on the existence of Campo Seco.

Campo Seco IOOF:
Campo Seco IOOF was originally instituted 

January 23, 1857 in Camp Seco, yet the Odd Fellows 
Lodge #66 called many locations home.
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In 1870 local site maps showed that the lodge 
owned property on the south side of Campo Seco 
Road, however, it is not known if a lodge was ever 
built there and locals believe the crumbling rock wall 
located across the street is what remains of the actual 
foundation of the original hall.

By 1873 the population and membership began 
to drop in Campo Seco. As many of the remaining 
members were from Jenny Lind the lodge was 
moved and by 1874 an adobe brick building was 
built in Jenny Lind on Odd Fellow Street.

Once again, in 1885, membership declined and 
since the majority of the members were now coming 
from the Milton area the lodge was relocated to Milton 
in 1887. The old adobe building was sold to the local 
school district and used as a school until 1950.

As per the lodge’s habit of following the popula
tion, the lodge moved again in 1904 back to Jenny 
Lind. In 1905 a new hall was built on land donated 
by Francis and James Monroe Sinclair. This hall is 
still in use today.

Jenny Lind is also home to the Odd Fellows 
Lodge #66 cemetery located at the end of Main 
Street in Jenny Lind.

Interestingly, according to Helen Lewis in the 
October 1960 Las Calaveras, on February 26, 1875 

the Union Guard who owned the Copperopolis 
Armory failed to pay the taxes on the building and 
the Calaveras County Judge conveyed the property 
to the Mineral Lodge, International Order of Odd 
Fellows. In 1939 the Armory was transferred to the 
Campo Seco Lodge of Odd Fellows in Jenny Lind. By 
1940 the newly organized Copperopolis Community 
Center regained possession of the building.

There are over 125 historical markers throughout 
Calaveras County, but they all have a story to tell.
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The Calaveras County Historical Society wishes to 
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their hard work and faithful service.

Jerry and Betty Howard will be starting a new 
adventure in their lives, while Danielle has moved to 

Reno and has taken a position with Tesla Motors. 
We wish them the very best!
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CALAVERAS COUNTY SHERIFFS
1903 TO 1954

by Charity Maness

The July 2016 issue of Las Calaveras began 
recounting the history of the Calaveras 
County Sheriffs who served from 1850 until

1902. This issue continues looking at the men who 
held the position of Calaveras County Sheriff from 
1903 until 1954.

George Christian Graves elected 1902 
Served 1903-1906

George Graves succeeded Sheriff Ben Thorn, 
who along with other lawmen was credited with 
the capture of the infamous stage-coach robber, 
Black Bart.

According to a news item in the Calaveras 
Prospect January 3, 1903:

“In the Sheriffs Office George C. Graves, will 
succeed Sheriff Thorn, who with the exception of 
two years term has filled the office so long that 
the memory of the present generation runs not to 
the contrary.”

Filling Ben Thorn’s boots was going to be a chal
lenge, a challenge supported by an article in the San 
Francisco Call after Thorn’s death which stated, “In 
the days when laws were loose, when the bandit, the

stage robber, and the horse thief abounded, when 
life was cheap and men lived in the frontier stages of 
existence, Thorn s name was terror to the criminal.”

Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society



Thorn served as Sheriff from 1867 to 1875 
when he chose not to run for re-election; instead 
he took up work as a lawman for Wells Fargo. 
Benjamin Hawes was then elected and held the 
position with little notoriety until 1877 at which 
time Thorn ran again for the position and held it 
until 1902 at which time Graves was elected.

George Graves’ election to Sheriff was not his 
first foray into law enforcement. Graves became 
a constable of Jenny Lind Township in 1885 and 
served in that capacity until 1887 at which time 
he became a Deputy Sheriff serving the county 
in that position until 1892. From 1892 to 1895 he 
served as undersheriff to Ben Thorn with the title 
of jailer added in 1895. He held both positions 
until 1902 when he was elected Sheriff.

Soon after Graves took office, he was tasked 
with forming an official posse to hunt down the 
killer of James Casey, Deputy Constable for the 
San Andreas Township.

On July 26, 1903 a local laborer, Jules 
Martinez, had had one too many drinks in Frank 
Barton’s saloon in San Andreas when he began 
to harass others at the saloon. Deputy Sheriff 
James Casey was also in the saloon and issued 
Martinez verbal warnings regarding his behavior. 
When those warnings had no effect, Casey took 
Martinez into custody and placed him in the 
drunk tank, known as “the hole”. After placing 
Martinez in the cell, Casey realized he had failed 
to search the prisoner; a mistake with lethal 
consequences. Casey returned to search Martinez 
and was fatally wounded by a pistol in Martinez’s 
possession.

Deputy Sheriff A. G. Thorn was duty jailer 
that fateful afternoon. After hearing what he 
believed to be shots fired from the jail yard, he 
ran toward the area only to be confronted with 
Martinez leveling a pistol at him. Thorn was able 
to disarm the prisoner but Martinez managed to 
break free and made a getaway.

While the town folk formed a renegade posse 
Sheriff Graves formed an official one.

Martinez was found by Graves’ posse, led by 
Deputy D. A. Charles Snyder, and delivered to 
the jail. At trial Martinez was found guilty of the 
murder of Casey and sentenced to “be delivered 
to the Warden of San Quentin and hanged by the 
neck until dead”.

George Graves was active in the Freemasons 
and held the position of Master of the Calaveras 
Masonic Lodge #78, founded in 1855, from 1897 
to 1898. As a past master he held the position of 
Junior Warden in 1898 with saloon keeper William 
Casey holding the position of Senior Warden.

Joshua Jones elected 1906 
Served 1907-1914

Joshua Jones, Jr. was one of ten children born 
to Joshua Jones Sr. and wife, Catherine Parks, 
who emigrated west before the Civil War. Joshua 
Jr. became a teamster with his older brother, Bill, 
hauling freight into the mountains and trans
porting logs back down to the sawmill at Angels.

Jones later married and his wife, Sarah 
Land, had three daughters; Leonora, Emma 
and Henrietta.

Elected to office in 1906, not much is recorded 
about his stint in office. Sheriff Jones was said to 
have a Great Dane/Russian blood hound mix dog 
at the jail to “scare a prisoner out of all desire to 
escape.” When his little niece Pearl—daughter of 
brother Ben Sr. and wife Mamie Bryant—would 
visit, he would let her ride on the large dog’s back 
as if it was a small pony.

Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society
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According to the State Board of Charities and 
Corrections, which oversaw prison conditions, 
during the first two years of Jones term as Sheriff 
the jail averaged 32 inmates per year. The jail was 
deemed by the inspectors as “insecure and unsafe. 
It is also dark and unsanitary... no water supply, 
no toilet, no plumbing... blankets reported washed 
once per year...”

In 1913 at the 40th session of the Legislature 
of the State of California an appendix to the jour
nals of the Senate and Assembly was recorded 
for the years 1910-1912. In that appendix it was 
reported that little to no changes had been made 
to the conditions at the jail, built in 1867, under 
Jones supervision, with a recommendation that 
a new jail was needed within the county stating, 
“The present jail is not only unsafe, but unhealthy 
and unsanitary and has no redeeming features and 
should be condemned.”*

*The jail continued to operate until 1964, and is 
part of the Calaveras County Museum displays.

John Cosgrave elected 1914 
Served 1915-1922

John Cosgrave was elected Constable of the 
Angels Township in 1902 and served in that 
capacity for three full terms, leaving that office 
to run for the office of Sheriff. Cosgrave hit the 
ground running with no shortage of a variety of 
crimes with which to investigate.

Cosgrave developed a reputation for eliciting 
confessions and catching the bad guys.

In mid-June 1915, Cosgrave was called to 
action when a felony complaint of desertion 
was issued against Reverend William A. Watts, 
a South Methodist Pastor, postmaster and store
keeper in Milton. Watts had apparently abandoned 
his posts and eloped with the school teacher, Miss 
Genevieve Bunds.

In early May 1916, Cosgrave solved a murder 
via confession of a killer and subsequent finding 
of the murder weapon, a two and half foot- 
long pipe, at the bottom of a well. The woman 
confessed to planning the crime and assisting one 
Jack Silva in the murder of her husband, George, 
a Melones mine teamster, by “beating out her 
husbands brains" in her bedroom where one of 
the couple’s five children lay sleeping. Later the 
eldest child, a boy of 13, told Cosgrave about his 

mother and him taking meals to Silva in a tent 
hideout up on the hill of the property for a few 
days prior to the murder.

Within days he was once again trying to solve 
a murder, this time of an 8-month-old child and his 
grandmother, as well as the attempted murder of 
the child’s young 17-year-old mother. JackTreanor, 
a Fosteria miner, came home a bit tipsy one night 
and suffered a tongue lashing from his mother- 
in-law. Not too keen on this treatment Treanor 
decided to take matters into his own hands. He shot 
his mother-in-law, his child and slashed the throat 
of his wife, leaving her for dead.

Sheriff Cosgrave and Constable Cliff Nuner 
trailed the suspect to the top of Golden Gate 
Mountain near Valley Springs where Treanor took 
his own life. He had left a note to his partner Joe 
Whitman advising him to avoid his mother-in-law 
claiming that she was the cause and to blame for 
his actions.

Joseph William Zwinge elected 1922
Served 1923-1950

Calaveras Weekly Prospect, January 13, 1923
“A bloodless revolution occurred in Calaveras 

last Monday and scarcely caused a ripple in the

Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society
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surface of the community. The center of the affair 
was the county court house. John Cosgrave and 
George Graves were ousted from the Sheriffs 
Office, where for eight years they had resided as a 
terror to evil doers, and Joe Zwinge and Joe Serra 
marched in.”

Joseph William Zwinge was born March 29, 
1881 to William Zwinge and Harriet Eltringham, 
the first of seven children born of this union. His 
younger brother Melvin, born March 6, 1892, 
proved that lawmen ran in the family blood lines 
as he had held the office of Jenny Lind Constable 
from 1938 to 1950.

During Sheriff Joe Zwinge’s tenure, times 
began to change drastically and law enforce
ment had to mature and adapt. While mining was 
still prevalent, crimes were being committed on 
larger scales and lawlessness began taking on a 
different form.

With prohibition in full swing when Sheriff 
Zwinge took office, there existed a County ordi
nance No. 129—illegal possession of intoxicating 
liquors. This was a major issue faced by Zwinge 
during his early tenure with raids and search 
warrants being served the relative norm. Zwinge 
became known as the kind of Sheriff that would 
not turn a blind eye to bootleggers, prostitution 
or gambling. For example, in Melones in 1923, 
five residents were arrested in a liquor raid 
carried out by Sheriff Joe Zwinge, assisted by 
Constable J. T. Morley of Murphys and Constable 
Jerome O’Connor of Angels Camp, and Deputy 
Sheriff Philip Ortez of Melones. They confis
cated “hundreds of gallons of wine, genuine beer, 
jackass brandy, real champagne, and absinthe”, 
along with a twenty gallon still. “Curious crowds 
have been visiting the city hall since the raid to 
look over the stock of wet goods taken in.”

Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society
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On August 16, 1929, Zwinge assisted law 
enforcement agencies from across the country 
in bringing in a wanted fugitive from Colorado. 
Herbert L Royston was a member of a gang 
that held up the First National Bank of Lamar 
in Colorado on May 23, 1928, shooting and 
killing three of the bank officials and a doctor 
and making off with $100,000.00. Royston was 
tracked down and found working as the night 
engineer at the Calaveras Cement Plant in San 
Andreas and was arrested at his home there.

A few years later Zwinge was handsomely 
rewarded for his efforts in the capture of Royston.

According to the Calaveras Prospect January 
30, 1932, Sheriff Joe Zwinge “will receive 
$1,625.00 as his share of the posted reward for the 
capture of Howard L. Royston and for furnishing 
information leading to the capture of the balance 
of the notorious Fleagle gang, who held up the 
Lamar Colorado bank and killed four persons.”

In August of 1930, Zwinge formed a posse 
with Tuolumne county Sheriff Dambacher in 
search of wanted fugitive and murderer Joseph 
Balado who was accused of murdering his wife. 
Balado admitted to the slaying, stating, “she was 
the meanest women I ever knew” while going on 
to claim she was trying to steal his money.

Joe Zwinge’s reign as Sheriff was not without 
multiple jail escape attempts. In February 1931, 
a young prisoner being held within the county 
jail under Zwinge’s watchful eye had no wish to 
remain there and made his plan to escape.

At 16 years old and with only one day in jail 
under his belt, young Grover Fischer tore up his 
bed and used the springs to reach the window of 
his cell. He pried off the bars and escaped over 
the jail yard fence. However, seeing as how he 
fancied himself a poet in his own right, before 
he made his daring escape he penned a poem for 
Sheriff Zwinge.

“On February fourth I was thrown into jail, 
and now I'm escaping to hit the Lone Trail.

They thought they could hold me in this stuffy hole, 
in plain words they judged me to be a plain fool.

But I was not destined to stay long in jail, 
far better to me is the outlaw trail.

I paced around the cell (just six feet by eight), 
and gloomily thought of my future s sad fate.

I looked at the window all strengthened by bars, 
and through them were twinkling the heavenly stars.

I climbed to it's height; for a minutes short length, 
I grasped a good hold and exerted my strength.

The bars were all bended, and needless to say, 
I will soon leave here and hasten away.

So I'll take the lone trail and be an outlaw, 
I'll make a damn good one as some of you saw.

I'm sorry to do this, I'm sorry to say, 
that without your permission I 'm going away.

But it cannot be helped, so you officers three, 
had best stir around and just try to find me.

Now I 'm not a poet and don't care to be, 
but wait yet a minute and listen to me.

And I'll try to explain in this confounded rhyme, 
the thoughts that I've held in check up to this time.

To Mr. Airola I'm grateful, also, 
to Mr. Joe Zwinge, the sheriff you know,

And also H. Collins, the good deputy, 
Id like to thank all for your kindness to me,

But of reform school I can't bear the thought, 
and to stay in a jail house I've never been taught

I'd rather be out “on the dodge ” they say, 
than to be cooped in a damn cell all day.

I guess I will have to be signing off now, 
I 'm sorry to raise such a hell of a row.

Well, you may catch me, and then you may fail, 
but at least for a while I will be free ofjail.

And now I must crawl out and hit the old trail, 
so this is the end of my sorrowful tale.

Grover
RS. Now let me remind you for our friendship s sake, 

that prison walls do not a prisoner make.”

In another daring escape, on May 10, 1939 
two inmates, Wallace Rodgers, 23, and Burnett 
McFarland, 21, escaped and chose to use Sheriff 
Zwinge’s own official car as their getaway vehicle.
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In May of 1936 the office of Sheriff took on 
yet another role.

Sheriff Joseph Zwinge’s position as an elected 
official took on a new look as he was now the 
voice and the face of the Sheriff’s Office, a poli
tician so to speak, and was the principle speaker 
May 9th on KLX radio promoting the Calaveras 
County Eighth Annual Jumping Frog Jubilee.

In a rather humorous account during his 
career, on October 18, 1937, in an embarrassing 
case of mistaken identity, Zwinge picked up what 
he believed to be a ‘vag’ or a vagabond. He was a 
black-bearded, rough-looking stranger, and it was 
relatively well known that Zwinge preferred to 
keep his county free of less than desirable folks. 
The man was picked up while looking under the 
hood of an expensive vehicle. The man identi
fied himself as Frank “Lefty” O’Doul, manager 
of the San Francisco Seals’ baseball club, but 
Zwinge was not willing to take his word for it and 
took him from Angels Camp to San Andreas, the 
county seat, where the Seals’ pilot finally proved 
his identity.

When election time came around in 1950, 
Zwinge declined re-election due to ill health. He 
passed away April 27, 1956, just six short years 
after leaving the office of Sheriff of Calaveras 
County; an office he held for almost three decades.

Harry James elected 1950 
Served 1951-1954

Harry James was born March 2, 1889 in 
Grass Valley. He was drafted during World War 
I and worked as a machinist during World War 
II. After the wars, he spent some time mining in 
Nevada, selling mining equipment and running 
his own company before throwing his hat in the 
ring for Sheriff.

James had thrown his hat in the ring to run for 
Sheriff in 1938 with little success.

The Californian June 30, 1938 story read: 
“Harry E. James, Mokelumne Hill mining 
machinery dealer, last Saturday filed nomina
tion papers in the office of county clerk John 
Squellati for county sheriff, subject to primary 
election in August.”

“James, native of California, and son of 
pioneer parents of the Mother Lode, has been in 
the mining machinery business since 1914 and

Photo courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society

for the past five years has been a resident of 
Mokelumne Hill. His parents operated a hotel in 
Copperopolis in the early days. He was born in 
Grass Valley.”

Harry James competed again for the seat in 
1950 against multiple hopefuls: Deputies George 
Wadsworth and Arthur Rundle of San Andreas; 
James H. Ish, Constable Jenny Lind township; 
Lester McFall, constable San Andreas township; 
Ted Mossman, West Point transportation operator; 
Fred Stanley Day, Angels Camp logging operator; 
Charles J. Stone, Angels Camp garage owner and a 
resident of Copperopolis; Clarence Monte Verda, 
Angels Camp laborer; Herbert J. Caton of Angels 
Camp. This time, his bid was successful, and he 
was named as Calaveras County Sheriff.

During his tenure, thieves with outdated infor
mation invaded the White Wall Ranch in Angels 
Camp in July 1953, making off with only $27.00 
in cash. The youthful thieves had robbed a noto
rious house of prostitution hoping to make some 
money, yet were unaware that the house had been 
raided by James and his men in April of that year 
and was no longer in operation. All four were 
caught and charged with armed robbery.

James was known to take a hardline stance 
against gambling as evidenced by the 1951 
picture of him and his deputies displaying confis
cated slot machines.
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Sometimes Sheriffs didn’t just hunt for crimi
nals. In August 1952 Sanford Hass, 29, of Stockton 
and his 11-year-old son David had headed to Lake 
Alpine for an overnight camping trip. When they 
failed to return home, James formed a mounted 
posse of sheriff deputies and local Boy Scouts to 
comb the rugged wilderness. Four days after heading 
out for the overnight camping trip the duo was 
located near Big Trees Grove, with blistered feet, but 
alive and well.

In another case, while out for a drive in June 1954, 
James picked up a young hitch hiker by the name of 
Jack J. Reynolds. While driving along, James heard 
the description of Reynolds over the radio. Apparently, 
Reynolds had just escaped from the California Youth 
Authority in Pine Grove. Fortunately for Sheriff 
James, and unfortunately for Jack Reynolds, he found 
himself heading right back to where he came from; 
the California Youth Authority.

James was unseated in the 1954 election.
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Correction to Las Calaveras Stories in 
Stone Part III, January 2019:

Page 3, Keystone Lodge plaque should read 
“Keystone Lodge No. 161, F. & A. M., instituted in 
Copperopolis Dec. 19, 1862... ”
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MEMOIRS OF LOWELL ANTHONY “BUZZ” AIROLA 
LIFE IN THE EARLY 1900s IN ANGELS CAMP

Submitted by Daniel A. Airola • Edited by Charity Maness

Lowell Anthony "Buzz" Airola, 2-28-1926 to 
10-19-2004, was a member of a long-time Calaveras 
County family who lived and ranched in and around 
Angels Camp. In the 1990s Buzz wrote a personal 
memoir for family members. This article is a 
slightly edited version of the portions of his memoir 
pertaining to his life growing up in Angels Camp and 
his life as a child in the ranching business during 
the 1920s to early 1940s. Buzz contracted polio in 
1937 at the young age of 11; this changed his life. 
1 have inserted several comments based on things 
told to me by Buzz, but not included in his personal 
memoir—Daniel A. Airola

Family History
was born and raised in Angels Camp, Calaveras 
County. My mother, Bessie Donovan Airola 
lived all her life on the “Hawkeye” ranch, near

Cosgrave Road on Highway 49 north of Angels 
Camp, except for the years raising her four children 
in town. Her grandparents, David and Margaret 
Maloney, emigrated from Ireland in the early 1850s. 
Maloney worked a mining claim at Chili Gulch near 
Mokelumne Hill with his cousin John Donaldson, 

where they struck a gold pocket worth about $ 15,000. 
They split the money and bought ranches. Maloney 
purchased the Hawkeye, which contained about 700
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acres of pasture, and later his daughter Lucy home
steaded an additional contiguous 100 acres.

My maternal grandfather, Bill Donovan, sailed 
to San Francisco from New Zealand in the 1890s 
when he was 20 years old. He was a surveyor. While 
in Angels Camp surveying a mine, he met my grand
mother Kate, and they subsequently married. They 
lived on the Hawkeye, raising sheep and cattle. The 
ranch also was a stage coach stop. The large ranch 
house had six rooms downstairs, nine bedrooms 
on the second floor, and a large third floor attic. A 
separate building was used as a store and dance hall.

My mother told us a story of the notorious stage 
coach robber, Black Bart, who stayed at the ranch 
when she was a young girl. He got up early and 
robbed the stage of its gold shipment near Fourth 
Crossing at San Antonio Creek. He was remembered 
as quite a gentleman.

My father, Antone “Tone” Merlin Airola (12-2- 
1893 to 7-15-1989), was one of two sons of Giovanni 
“John” (4-14-1868 to 2-2-1940) and Emma Yokum 
Airola (1870 to 9-1-1965). John’s father Emmanuel 
“Manuelo” Airola (1-1836 to 5-26-1872) emigrated 
from near Genoa, Italy, in the early 1850s. He 
married Caroline “Charlotte” Figaro (5-8-1848 to 
11-29-1929) who came from the same region in 
Italy. They lived in Melones on the Stanislaus 
River, which is now inundated by the New Melones 
Reservoir. Caroline operated a boarding house and 
Emmanuel ran a bar. They had four boys: Augusto, 
Antonio, Giovanni “John”, and Luigi. Luigi died at 
15 months old, and Emmanuel died shortly there
after, perhaps both of an epidemic.

Caroline was apparently a resourceful and 
good-hearted business-woman. My father told me 
that she took care of a number of older miners at 
her boarding house in exchange for title to lands that 
they homesteaded, which became the ranch she sold 
to her grandson, Tone Airola.

After Emmanuel’s death, Caroline married 
Balthasar Riedel, a fiddler, and had three more chil
dren: George, William, and Josie. Caroline traded 
her boarding house for property on Red Hill Road 
near Carson Hill. My grandfather John Airola got 
one of the parcels, 300 acres called The Frenchman’s 
Ranch where he ran several hundred cows. He gave 
names to every cow and could recognize each one 
by looking at them. He kept track of them in a small 
spiral tablet he kept in his shirt pocket. John and his 

wife Emma lived there until he died in 1939; the 
house burned down in 1940.

John and Emma Airola had two sons. The oldest, 
Virgil (5-17-1892 to 12-1-1980) graduated from the 
University of California in 1914 and Boalt Law school 
in 1916. Virgil served as Calaveras County District 
Attorney for 24 years (1927-51), and Superior Court 
Judge (1956-1964). The youngest, Tone, left school 
after the 4th grade to help his father at the ranch.

I have a vivid memory of my grandparents’ 
house from when I visited there as a young boy. My 
grandfather John had a pet buck deer that he raised 
after he found him abandoned as a fawn. During 
the deer hunting season, John put a bell on him and 
kept him in the yard of the house. When he was in 
the yard, a trip to the outhouse was risky because he 
would charge you. My grandmother had a long stick 
with a small pitch fork attached, which she would 
use to fend him off. As I recall, he never injured 
anyone though.

My parents, Tone and Bessie Airola, were 
married in 1922. They purchased a home in Angels 
Camp (now on Highway 49 south of downtown) and 
lived there until 1956 when they built a home on the 
Hawkeye Ranch. I was born in 1926, second in a 
family of four children; Robert, John William “Bill”, 
Lowell “Buzz” and Beverly.

Shortly after marrying, Tone bought 3,000 acres 
of grazing land from his grandmother Caroline. This 
acreage was a combination of a number of home
steads. For years afterwards, we referred to these 
properties by the names of the original homesteaders 
such as Rolled, Marshall, etc. Before Tone bought a 
car in the late 1920s, he rode horseback about four 
miles each way to his ranches; ranches which are 
now under the New Melones Reservoir and in the 
adjacent recreation lands.

My parents had mortgaged the ranch after Tone 
suffered a serious back injury while riding his horse 
which caused him to be bedridden for nine months. 
Fortunately, he made a complete recovery, yet soon 
thereafter the Great Depression came, and it was 
never clear until many years later if the debt would 
be paid off.

Buzz told us that the bank threatened to foreclose 
on the loan many times, but Tone argued with them 
saying that he doubted that they could find anyone 
else during the Depression who could afford to buy 
the ranches, since the cattle business was so bad. And 
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he told them that they would never find anyone else 
who would work harder to make a go of it in the cattle 
business. So they let him carry the note for many 
years with payment of only the interest on the loan.

Early Years in Angels Camp
The Depression years of the 1930s in the Mother 

Lode region were unlike much of the rest of the 
country. The gold mines continued to operate so 
towns did not see the severe conditions of else
where. The cattle business, however, was hit very 
hard. The income from the cattle sold would not 
cover the interest on our mortgage. We had about 
400 cows plus yearling heifers and steers. To add 
insult to injury, the weather during that period was 
horrible. Winters were cold and dry, so cattle had 
to be fed, if hay was available. Fortunately, we were 
able to put up hay because we had water to irrigate 
clover, which was cut and stacked. When the ranches 
were purchased, there was a free right from Angels 
Creek for about 100 miners-inches of water—with 
a miners inch equaling approximately 1.5 cubic feet 
per minute. In addition, the cattle were taken to the 
higher mountains in the Sierra Nevada for summer 
pasture, which allowed us to maintain the dry grass 
on the home range to winter the cattle.

I have fond memories of my boyhood in Angels 
Camp. The town had a varied population of about 900. 
The Italians lived in an area called Purdyville. There 
were Serbs and other southern Europeans, referred to 
as “Austrians”. There were also some Welch, English, 
German, and Irish. Many of the men worked in the 
mines, where they earned $4.00 per day per shift. 
Otherwise, cattle ranching was the predominant liveli
hood as logging was at a standstill at that time.

Angels had two hotels, several bars, a livery 
and garage, several restaurants, a movie theater, 
drug store, meat markets, grocery stores, and a few 
offices. You could get a haircut for 25 cents. There 
were many mines nearby, some of which are well- 
known such as Utica, Gold Cliff, Lightner, Stickles, 
Calaveras Central, and Carson Hill (Morgan). When 
the miners got off their shifts, many headed for the 
bars, where the first drink was always free.

Grade School
Our house was in the town area called “the 

annex”, which was across Angels Creek south of 
town. The Angels “grade” (elementary) school was 

on Back Street, now called Finnegan Lane. There 
was a foot bridge I would use to cross over the creek 
to get to school.

The school was built in 1912 and had four class 
rooms with two grades to a room. The grounds were 
rough; some flat and some hilly. The janitor, Bob 
Snow, kept some sheep on the grounds to keep the 
grass down. There were four teachers, three women 
and one man, who served as both a teacher and prin
cipal. Each class had 15 to 25 students

Some of the older students were difficult to 
discipline. Students were not automatically passed, 
so some of the 7th and 8th graders, mainly boys, 
were 15 or 16 years old. The discipline was usually 
physical in nature. The principal, who we called 
behind his back “Baldy Giraffe”, would take the 
offenders behind the school to the sheep shed and 
apply corporal punishment.

Most of us were afraid of the principal because 
of the stories the big boys told us of what happened 
there. I remember going there several times. He 
would have you place your hands in front of you, 
palms up, and he would strike them with a “cat-of- 
nine-tails”, a stick with nine strings of buckskin 
attached. If you flinched or cried out, he would 
double the dose. We never complained of this 
punishment to our parents, because it would be 
likely that you would then get worse punishment 
at home.

We played a variety of games at school, during 
which there was much arguing and fighting. The 
school yard was not well supervised. Games included 
spinning tops, marbles, and ball games. The boys 
had to be careful not to play “sissy games” such as 
hopscotch or “Tom ball”, or they would get teased.

Baseball was a big favorite, which I played a lot 
with my best friend Charlie (“Cha-cha”) Segale. We 
spent as much time as possible playing. Cha-cha 
was a Yankees fan and I was a Tiger fan, which 
were the best teams in the American League. We 
followed them closely in the newspapers. Only 
the World Series games were on the radio then. I 
had many disputes with my father over baseball, 
because he wanted me to help at the ranch during 
non-school time.

I got in trouble at school sometimes because I was 
aggressive in trying to control the other kids, perhaps 
because I was applying the harsh techniques I had 
learned from my father and grandfather in control
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ling horses and dogs. I was sent home on several 
occasions, but my mother would march me right 
back to school and after a heated discussion with the 
Principal, I was usually allowed to return to classes.

Ranch Life
Goat-raising

There were many jobs on the ranch that took 
the romance out of cattle ranching. I helped with 
branding, dehorning, castrating, and marking the 
calves. We had fences to build and repair, clearing 
rocks from the hayfields, loading manure by shovel 
and spreading it on the hayfields, as well as count
less other chores.

By far the worse chore for me was caring for 
our angora goats. We had about 200 animals that 
were mainly used to clear the land. Goats required 
special “hogwire” fencing, which was more difficult 
and expensive to build than typical 4-strand barb
wire fencing for cattle. After the live oaks were 
cut for wood, they prolifically grew sprouts, which 
would shade the ground and prevent the grass from 
growing. The goats would eat these sprouts and 
eventually kill the trees, which would increase forage 
for the cattle.

Their mohair also was a small cash crop and 
goat kids were a popular meat at Easter for many 
families. When the goats were sheared, I usually 
got the job of helping the shearer. The goats were 
penned, and I would catch one by the leg and drag 
it to the shearer. After the goat was fleeced, I would 
take the mohair and stuff it into a burlap bag. This 
was a dirty, smelly, sickening chore, after which I 
could “smell goat” for many days.

Another major problem with goats occurred 
during the kidding season. Goats travel in herds and 
where the leader goes the herd follows. The nannies 
would drop their kids in the field and continue to 
follow the herd. Every evening, 1 would have to go 
over the field to pick up the kids and take them to 
the shed where the goats were locked up at night. 
(The coyotes would kill them if they were left out 
overnight.) I used a horse with four barley sacks 
attached to my saddle to carry the kids to the shed. In 
the process, my smell would get on them, and many 
times the mothers would refuse to claim them. They 
were dumb and stubborn. I always had a group of 
orphan goat kids that I fed at the barn where I also 
milked several cows for home use.

Wood-cutting
Because the cattle business was so bad during 

the Depression, we made our money selling fire
wood for stoves in town. Wood was the only source 
of energy available locally, used for both cooking 
and heating. My father always needed help hauling 
wood and other chores after school and on week
ends. He had a 2-ton stake-side Chevy truck for 
wood hauling. He would be waiting at the school 
gate when I got out of school. We would go to the 
ranch, load the wood on the truck, and drive to town 
to deliver it there for $7.00 per cord.

Wood cutting was year-round work that was fit 
in around other tasks. The work was mainly done by 
family members, with some hired help, including 
some of the local Miwuk Indians.

One Miwuk, Romie Dixie, lived in a cabin on 
the ranch and worked for Tone for nearly 50 years, 
mainly doing irrigating of the summer pasture 
during later years.

In early years, wood choppers would cut down the 
trees, saw it, and stack it in tiers (4 x 8 ft stacks). The 
length of cut wood would vary from 12 to 16 inches, 
to fit the various customers’ stoves. In later years, Tone 
rigged up a 24-inch circular saw powered by a large 
gasoline engine. The wood choppers would cut the 
wood limbs into 6- to 8-foot lengths, which were put 
on a sled and pulled by horses, and the limbs would be 
stacked in a line so they could be placed along side of 
the saw. Some of the stacks were hundreds of feet long. 
My dad worked the saw, the wood choppers picked 
up the limbs and placed them on the table for the saw 
and I would take the cut pieces of wood and throw 
them away from the saw. The wood was then split and 
stacked into tiers. The work was very noisy, boring and 
exhausting. My ears would ring for days afterward.

Although wood cutting was dangerous work, 
only my father sustained injuries of any consequence. 
Once, he was sawing a very small limb that caught 
between the teeth of the saw and flipped his hand up 
and over into the saw. His ring finger was splintered, 
and his middle finger nearly cut off. He wrapped it in 
his handkerchief and we went to town for the doctor. 
I helped him drive to town by shifting of the truck’s 
gears, as his right hand was useless. The doctor 
wanted to amputate the middle finger and expressed 
little hope of saving the ring finger. Tone would not 
agree and directed the doctor to place the fingers on 
splints and do as much suturing as possible for the 
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nerve, blood, and tendon supply. The doctor said that 
infection was certain, but the fingers healed without 
infection and, although there was some limited 
motion in several joints, the hand was about 80% 
useful. Subsequently, Tone made a metal frame for 
the saw that prevented sticks from catching.

Cattle Ranching
Working cattle was my favorite ranch activity. 

Although it was work, it was also fun. I especially 
liked riding the horses.

On the ranch I had to handle a number of animals, 
including horses, cattle, goats, and dogs. Good horses 
and dogs were highly valued. One good cow dog could 
take the place of several cowboys, especially in rough 
brush-covered terrain. At a young age, I was always 
fascinated with how my grandfather John and father 
Tone handled and controlled animals, especially horses 
and dogs. They were severe disciplinarians, but not 
cruel. They made the animals mind them but relied 
on them for help. I learned early on this was a way of 
controlling the animals. For example, we had a stud 
horse named Joe that had to be kept isolated from the 
other horses. We did not have a water source at the barn 
where he was kept, so he had to be led to water several 
times a day. When being led there, he would become 
excited and jump and rear up, and whinny loudly. He’d 
try to pull the rope to run away. At a very early age, I 
was able to control him by yelling and swearing at him 
to keep his attention while yanking on the lead rope.

Spring was a busy time with the cattle. Several 
times the herds would be brought in to “do up” the 
calves. This involved putting the calves down, using 
ropes around their hind legs and around their necks 
to stretch them out, and then several men or boys 
(or on occasion, my sister) would mark their ears. 
Our mark was a slit in the left ear and an under
slit in the right ear. We branded them with a hot 
iron with our “lazy H” brand, vaccinated them for 
black leg disease, castrated the males, and dehorned 
them. Dehorning often resulted in a lot of blood loss 
before we used a hot iron to singe the cut area, which 
cauterized the wound and stopped the bleeding.

The Spring Cattle Drive
The Airolas drove their cattle to the mountains 

every summer, where green grass was available. 
Although Buzz did not note how old he was when he 
began going for the summer, it was clear that he went 

for at least several years before he contacted polio 
at 11 years old. He probably began going around 
1934-1936, at ages eight to ten.

Every year, we took the cattle to the mountains 
for green grass from early June (just after school let 
out) through early October. The “mountain cattle” 
(those who we had taken before) started to walk the 
fences in May, anxious to get started for the moun
tains. My grandfather even told stories of cows and 
calves going to and from Angels Camp to the moun
tains on their own.

The cattle drive was a 4- to 5-day trip and getting 
the cattle ready for the trip to the mountains took 
several weeks. Many cows calved in the spring, so 
the smallest calves would not keep up with the herd. 
They had to be cut out of the herd to be hauled and 
matched with their mother each night. We strapped 
bells onto the necks of many of the cows so they 
could be found at gathering time in October.

The cattle would graze for the summer in open 
forest lands between the North and Middle Forks of 
the Stanislaus River, an area of hundreds of thou
sands of acres. When cattle were assembled at the 
ranch south of Angels, there would be about 600 
“head,” including calves. It required six to eight 
cowboys and three to four dogs to drive them.

The first day was an easy drive from Tone’s 
ranch to his father’s ranch on Red Hill Road, which 
connected with Highway 4 near Vallecito. Most of 
the roads were fenced, so the only complication 
was bringing in the calves that could get through 
the fences. If you rode at the tail end of the herd, 
you directed the dogs by voice and hand and arm 
commands. We put a dog on the calf to get it to 
return it to the herd, but never more than one dog, as 
they would “down” the calf. Usually, when the calf 
saw the dog coming after him or her, it would return 
through the fence to its mother.

The second day was a 15-mile drive on Highway 
4 to Avery, where there were corrals. The major 
problem on the highway was getting cars through the 
herd from the tail end. Many drivers were impatient, 
cranky, and belligerent. The riders on the tail end had 
bull whips, which they used on the “dog-fighters” 
(cows that would turn around and try to hook the 
dogs). If a car drove into a cow or calf, I would crack 
the whip over or on the hood of the truck or car. This 
usually took care of the problem, although there was 
much cursing and threatening by some.
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From Avery to the cattle range at the Grohl’s 
Meadow camp was a two-day drive, depending on 
the route. In the earlier years before 1935, there 
were no roads to Grohl’s. The cattle were driven to 
“Squaw Hollow” on the North Fork of the Stanislaus 
for crossing. This area is now in the North Grove of 
the Calaveras Big Trees State Park. There, the cattle 
were herded to the river, swelled from snow melt and 
spring rains, to cross.

It was a herculean job to get the cattle to enter the 
river. Once you were able to get one into the water 
and swimming, all, including the little calves, would 
follow. At the tail end, you had to be very careful that 
no calves got separated from the herd and ran back. 
The dogs would have major problems getting a single 
calf to cross if the herd was already across.

One year we had 20 head of cattle get caught in 
the swift river, but they all got out downstream and 
caught up with the herd. It was then a 15-mile trip 
from the river to the summer cow camp at Grohl’s.

Buzz often told us of a mishap he had crossing 
the North Fork as a young boy. He entered the 
river on his horse to discover that the horse could 
not swim and went to the bottom of the river. The 
rushing water knocked Buzz off his horse. With quick 
thinking, he saved himself by grabbing the horse s 
tail and holding on for dear life. The horse crossed 
by bouncing several times off the river bottom and 
eventually dragged Buzz ashore, wet, cold, scared, 
but otherwise all right. On they rode to camp.

In 1935, “Roosevelt’s boys”, the Civilian 
Conservation Corps (CCC) completed a 25-mile 
road from Dorrington on Highway 4 to Grohl’s. We 
then drove the cattle on that route, as there was a 
bridge across the river. Getting the cattle across the 
bridge was similarly difficult to crossing the river, 
but there were log fence wings on either side of the 
bridge approach, which helped steer the cattle.

Summer in the Mountains
Before the road was built, we had to use pack 

horses to bring our supplies for the summer. We did 
not go back and forth, but rather stayed at Grohl’s 
most of the summer. After the road was completed 
and we could drive to camp, we went back-and-forth 
to Angels Camp during the summer.

The CCC’s not only built roads, but also spent a 
lot of time digging out gooseberries (Ribes roezlii\ 
which were said to host a beetle that could kill the fir 

trees. (Actually, gooseberry is a host for white pine 
blister rust, (Cronartium ribicola) which kills sugar 
pines (Pinus lambertiana).) These young men laid out 
a string to mark their work progress, to be sure that the 
ground was thoroughly covered. These strings were 
seen all over the mountains. For several summers the 
CCCs maintained their camp at Grohl’s. They allowed 
us to eat at their commissary, which served first rate 
food. It was interesting to talk to these boys, who were 
from all walks of life and all areas of the country. Most 
of them had a deadly fear of rattlesnakes and bears; 
both of which were plentiful at the time.

Before the roads were built, trout were plentiful 
in all the creeks, including Beaver, Skull, Griswald, 
Soap, and McCormick creeks. I remember riding 
my horse into pools along these creeks and catching 
fish off the horse. Once the roads were completed, 
however, the fishing deteriorated.

During the Depression, cattle were worth only 
$30.00 a head or less. Why would my dad spend so 
much arduous time and effort under these circum
stances? I don’t think monetary value was the key 
concern. It was that he was in the business of raising 
cattle, and it was his responsibility to act accordingly.

Fall Cattle Gathering
In mid-September and for about a month there

after, the cattle were gathered into small pastures and 
driven home in several trips. Maintaining enough 
“feed” in the gathering pastures was always a concern, 
so you had to get the first gathered bunch out as soon 
as possible. The river was never a concern in the fall 
because the water was very low at that time of year.

Gathering the cattle in the fall was difficult 
because of the vast area over which they were scat
tered. The belled cows were easy to locate. The real 
trick to gathering cattle was to train them to come to 
certain areas where we could gather them. We would 
train them to come by calling them when we put out 
salt. Cowmen’s cow calls varied. Ours were some
thing like this: “Whooey; sak, sak, sak the cows; 
come boss, come boss; come bally salt the cows”. 
Starting in mid-summer, we would stop providing 
salt so by fall they were very salt-hungry and would 
rush to answer your calls.

As a young boy, I had mixed feelings about 
gathering the cattle on the summer range. It required 
long hours of riding, usually alone, over a large area 
of heavily timbered mountains. My dad would send 
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me off in the morning with instructions as to where 
I should ride, what to do if I found cattle, and where 
I should meet him at a specific location hours later. 
An example of his early morning instructions might 
be: “I want you to take the main trail to Griswold 
Creek, look up and down the creek in the green 
spots, then take the trail to the South Grove. There, 
ride that area that looks good for cattle. Then go to 
Shumake’s, the Brown Boy’s cabin to Skull Creek, 
and on to Oxidine Meadow, where I’ll meet you.”

I always had trouble remembering the instruc
tions, and somehow the routes and places I travelled 
through didn’t match his descriptions. But God help 
me if I didn’t show up where I was told to be, although 
I know of many besides myself that did get lost. He 
could backtrack to find me, but he couldn’t afford 
time to look for a lost cowboy However, you were not 
really completely lost, because you could always find 
your way back to camp eventually, if need be.

If I found cattle along the way, I would salt 
them, in hopes that they would stay there until we 
came back on the way to camp. After searching for 
and finding cattle while riding alone, your problems 
had just begun. Driving cattle in the forest off of the 
main trials required much skill and some luck. You 
had to drive them but then also get ahead of them 
so you could turn them toward the home pasture. If 
you were driving young animals, calves or yearlings, 
they were fast and unpredictable. Sometimes it was 
smart to give them salt and hold them together until 
my dad showed up to take charge. Although this 
work was tedious, stressful, and tiring, it was also 
enjoyable and rewarding. It taught me to be indepen
dent and resourceful at a young age.

After Buzz was stricken with polio he spent more 
than a year and a half in Shriner’s Hospital. When he 
returned to school after he recovered he found it to be 
emotionally and educationally stressful. Yet with deter
mination he graduated from Bret Harte High School, 
followed by U. C. Berkeley and finally Hastings School 
of Law to become one of the states first specialists 
in the practice of Workers Compensation defending 
injured workers. Though he lived in Marin County he 
maintained close ties with his home town eventually 
passing his ranch and legacy on to his children.

April-June 2019
Donations:

Native Daughters of the Golden West—Framed photo 
of Utica Mine South and North Shafts

Mary Anne Garamendi—Photos of Ray Neilsen 
at Neilsen Gravel Plant

Frank & Lee Ann Gilbeau—Cash donation to the 
Red Barn Museum in memory of EJ Winkler

Frank & Lee Ann Gilbeau—Cash donation to the 
Red Barn Museum in memory of Marshall & 
Sandy Dragomanovich

Jeffrey Chambers—Framed color wood engraving of 
“The Mammoth Trees of California” c. 1875

Bea Whitten—Women’s boots c. 1920’s

Carolyn Reed Humphreys—Framed photos of 
Wilbur Graham “Bud” Hendron and Berenice 
Elizabeth Mello Hendron and trophy from the 1942 
Whiskerino competition

Anonymous donor—Cash donation

Erich & Paulie Sender—Cash donation in honor of 
Rosemary Faulkner’s birthday

Yvonne Tiscornia—Ten copies of the Tiscornia 
Ranches Cookbook

Dillon Cowan—Cash donation

Rick Darby & Marcia Thompson—Cash donation

David & Karen Johnson—Cash donation

Erich & Paulie Sender—Cash donation in “thanks and 
admiration of Karen Nicholson”

Jack & Gladys Dillashaw—Cash donation

Mrs. Paul D. Raggio—Cash donation

Will & Laura Jean Tower—Cash donation

Carmella Weintraub—CD of Edna Snyder’s history of 
the Dickhaut/Hildebrand families, books

Ken Doniger, Susan Doniger, Michael Doniger— 
Henry Troemner Large Double-pan assay scale on 
wood base with brass weight set

Maria Kent Romaggi—Cash donation

Charles P. Maher—Cash donation

Ted Allured & Erin Allured—phone used at the 
Calaveras Cement Plant

Tom & Connie Pitta—Cash donation
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April-June 2019
New Members:

Doug & Loree Joses—
Converted to Lifetime Membership

Daryl & Laurie Giannini—San Andreas

Bob & Judy Dean—
Mountain Ranch, Lifetime Membership

Nancy Burton—Angels Camp

Daniel Airola—Sacramento

Richard & Nanete Tanner—Murphys

Nadine Martin—San Andreas

Bud & Shelley Shinkle—Mountain Ranch

Ella Silva—Norwalk, California, Lifetime 
Membership (gift of William Lafranchi)

La Von Marshall—Salt Lake City, Utah, Lifetime 
Membership (gift of William Lafranchi)

Pat Gulyas—Murphys (gift membership from 
Ken & Liz Markham)

Gooney’s Bar & Grill—San Andreas

Marcia Y. Wilson—San Andreas

Leo & Sharon Quintana—
Converted to Lifetime Membership

Scott Ratterman—Converted to Lifetime Membership

Dave & Diane Trent—Murphys (gift membership 
from Kimberly Trent)

John & Betsy Moreland—
Converted to Lifetime Membership

Kirk Smith—Converted to Lifetime Membership

Jerry Perkins—Mountain Ranch

J
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STORIES IN STONE 
PART IV

by Charity Maness

This Las Calaveras edition of Stories in Stone 
continues the journey through the history of our 
amazing county via the many historical landmarks 
dotting our hills, valleys and towns. The history 
of each marker is but a tempting glimpse into the 
richer vein of the areas history.

California Historical Marker 287 -
Angels Camp

The inscription on the Angels Camp historical 
marker, dedicated May 16, 1931 by the Calaveras 
County Chamber of Commerce, reads:

“Angels Camp
Home of the Jumping Frog
Romance - Gold - History

Founded in 1849 by George Angel, who 
established a mining camp and trading 
store 200feet below this marker. A rich 
gravel mining area and one of the richest 
quartz mining sections of the Mother Lode. 
Production records of over $100 million for 
Angels Camp and vicinity. Prominent in early Photo by Charity Maness - Angels Camp historical marker
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day California history. Townsite established 
in 1873. Locale of Mark Twain's famous story,
The Jumping Frog of Calaveras. Frequented 
by Joaquin Murietta, Black Bart and other 
early day bandits. ”

Though the marker states that the town was 
named after George Angel, many historical sites 
claim it was named after his brother Henry Angel, 
who operated an early trading post in the area.

Brothers George and Henry were born in 
Rhode Island. They came to California as soldiers 
serving under Fremont during the Mexican 
War. In May of 1848 the brothers joined the 
Carson-Robinson expedition to the goldfields. By 
September that year Henry was placer mining at 
the junction of Dry Creek and Angels Creek, yet 
by November he gave up mining due to illness and 
opened a trading post to serve the miners in the 
area. He was soon joined in the business venture by 
his brother George.

The little town boasted a population of 
approximately 300 by the time it received its 
name in 1849 and boasted a ‘real’ hotel by 1851; 
the Angels Hotel. Though originally a canvas 
structure, it was quickly replaced soon-thereafter 
with a wooden structure and once again in 1855 by

Henry Angel, date unknown,
courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society

Downtown Angels Camp circa 1890 
courtesy Calaveras County Historical Society.

a stone structure. As the hotel was such a success, 
the owner, C. C. Lake, hired stonemason, Allen 
Taylor, to add another story in 1856.

The town began its mining history in placer 
mining yet by 1854 quartz mining was where the 
riches were being found.

As mining camps were wont to do, their 
populations rose and fell at the whim of mother 
nature unveiling her riches. Angels Camp was no 
exception to this mining ebb and flow.

According to the 1850 United States 
census, Calaveras County had a population of 
approximately 16,884 - counting whites, free 
colored, domesticated Indians and foreign residents. 
By 1860 this number fell to 16,299 and by 1870, 
the number had almost halved to 8,805. Of that 
reduced population in 1870 the Angels Camp 
population was 1,748; 222 Chinese, 4 blacks and 3 
domesticated Indians.

Chinatown - E. Clampus Vitus 
historical marker

Across from where the historical marker is 
located is Bird Way, once home to a thriving 
Chinatown known for its gambling dens, opium dens 
and red light district, as well as laundry and grocery 
businesses selling fresh homegrown produce.

By 1870 more than 20 lots in Chinatown 
were owned by Chinese, with prominent business 
owners being Sam Choy and Lien Sing.

The plaque on what remains of Sam Choy’s 
building in Chinatown was dedicated September 20, 
1980 by the Matuca Chapter of E. Clampus Vitus.
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Photo by Charity Maness - Sam Choy Store, Angels Camp

The inscription reads:

“This building, once owned by Sam Choy, 
is the only building remaining from a large 
Chinese settlement here in the early gold rush 
days. Now owned by the City of Angels Camp. ”

Sam Choy built his store in 1860 with 
motherlode brick; three sides being made from 
native schist stone.

Choy was considered to be the most prosperous 
of the local merchants as he owned not only the 
brick store but many gambling dens.

According to a 1982 nomination form for 
National Registry of Historic Places, Choy also 
“controlled groups of Chinese workers who were 
contracted to the mine owners, and he furnished 
them with food, clothing, lodging, tools and girls. 
He collected the pay from the contractor and 
controlled the finances of the coolies”.

Choy occupied this building until April 1892, 
when he sold it to Walter Tryon. From the 1930s 
through the 1950s the building was used as the 
Angels Camp Jail.

Purdyville
Snuggled within the town limits of Angels 

Camp lay a unique little suburb named Purdyville.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, Purdyville, 

now a neighborhood off of Bret Harte Drive and 
Purdy Lane within the city of Angels Camp, was 
a town filled with miners, cat houses, saloons and 
large numbers of immigrant families. Today, all 
that remains are a few buildings, stories passed 

down through generations and a small amount of 
written history.

According to ancestry records, Edward and 
Dora (Doris Hickman) Purdy once lived in the 
area with their two children: Emory, born in 
1866, and Rose, born in 1868. Edward passed 
of apparent suicide in 1899 and Dora passed in 
1933, leaving her property to her son Emory and 
grandson Victor Perino.

It is rumored that the miners used to call the 
area Purdyville and the moniker simply stuck.

Historical records show the Dead Horse Mine 
was once active on Stork Road, just a block off 
Main Street, not far from where the Serbian Church 
stands on Main Street in Angels Camp.

According to the Mining and Scientific Press 
edition for January through June of 1897, an 
article ran in the Angels Press regarding Dead 
Horse Mine. “Huston and Mercer have leased the 
Codrington Mine in Purdyville, formerly the Dead 
Horse, and have extended the tunnel about 20 feet. 
This tunnel was first opened in 1858, and is still in 
good condition.”

Why it was named Dead Horse Mine is a 
mystery. However, fifth generation resident Sam 
Marshall (born in a birthing house in Purdyville 
in 1938, yet passed away in 2017) was able to 
shine a little light on the subject from a 2016 
interview in the Calaveras Enterprise. He claimed 
that just up the road now known as Bret Harte 
Road, there is a small hill that in the old days was 
known as Dead Horse Hill. While records don’t 
exist to say which had the name first, Marshall 
believes it was the hill.

“That hill, Dead Horse Hill, well, that’s where 
everyone would bury their horses,” said Marshall. 
He said it was not just horses that were laid to rest 
there.

“One time there was an outbreak of hoof 
and mouth real bad. Well they had to bury
cows, horses, deer, bear, all kinds. There 
were large burials all over. They learned 
real quick to bleed 'em out cause they would 
explode if you didn’t. There were plenty of 
exploding gravesites for animals before they 
figured that out. ”
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All that remains of Dead Horse Mine is backfill 
from multiple building projects within the area. And 
Dead Horse Hill is now covered in housing.

“My grandfather told me there were six cat 
houses and nine saloons in Purdyville. Most of 
’em were canvas but they had wood floors. If you 
wanted a good time, everyone knew Purdyville was 
the place to go,” said Marshall.

Though things calmed down a bit by the time 
Marshall was born, he remembers a story of a 
man who had a tooth ache but who didn’t want to 
go to the dentist. “He walked into Jack’s (which is 
now Gold Digger’s Saloon - previously Claussen’s 
Corner - in downtown Angels Camp) and asked 
anyone if they had pliers. The bartender poured 
a little whiskey on the pliers and gave him a shot 
and the tooth was pulled. He shot 100 proof to 
dull the pain and to wash his mouth out. Jack’s 
was closed down a bit after that as there were too 
many fights.”

Mark Twain's ‘mark’on Angels Camp
Though Samuel Clemens tinkered with 

multiple apprenticeships throughout his young life 
he began his writing career in the early 1860’s, 
writing satire and humor with the Territorial 
Enterprise in Virginia City, Nevada. It was 
there that he used the pen name ‘Mark Twain’. 
It is rumored that he used his life experiences in 
Virginia City as a muse for his book ‘Roughing It’.

MARK TWAIN
1OO YEARS AGO. IN 1864, SAMUEL CLEMENS 
LEFT THE TERRITORIAL ENTERPRISE, 
MOVING ON TO CALIFORNIA AND WORLD
WIDE FAME.HE WAS A REPORTER HERE IN 1863 
WHEN HE FIRST USED THE NAME. MARK TWAIN. 
HE LATER DESCRIBED HIS COLORFUL 
ADVENTURES IN NEVADA IN “ROUGHING IT.’’

NEVADA CENTENNIAL MARKER NO. 27 

PLACED BY

JAMES LENHOFF, 1964
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

TERRITORIAL ENTERPRISE

Photo by Charity Maness - plaque on the 
Territorial Enterprise building in Virginia City

According to a pamphlet written by Ivan 
Benson - one time Associate Professor of 
Journalism with the University of Southern 
California - Mark Twain was forced to leave 
Virginia City in May of 1864, preemptively 
avoiding potential arrest, after writing a piece in 
the Enterprise that “aroused the antagonism” of the 
editor of the competing news source, the Union.

In June that year he took a position as a 
reporter with the San Francisco Call but did not 
care for the more metropolitan journalism and left 
his position in October.

By December 1864, Twain traveled to Jackass 
Hill to reside with Jim Gillis, the brother of his 
friend Steve Gillis, a printer at the Enterprise. 
And in 1865 Mark Twain found his way to Angels 
Camp. Unbeknownst to the little town, this aspiring 
author would lead the town to fame.

Legend has it that while visiting the Angels 
Hotel from that cabin on Jackass Hill, Twain 
overheard a fantastical story of swindling, cheating 
and frog jumping, thereby creating a muse for 
his short story “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of 
Calaveras County”.

Yet in April of 1895, the Placer Herald ran a 
short piece on the ‘true’ author of that all American 
great story; Samuel Seabough.

The detailed article claims that Seabough 
wrote “...the “Jumping Frog of Calaveras” for 
the Independent, a paper published in Stockton 
California and the “Great North American 
Pie Biter” for the Chronicle, published in 
Angels Camp, Calaveras County. Mark Twain 
subsequently transferred them from their rural 
burial place to further publicity by means of 
the San Francisco Alta...a copy of the Stockton 
(cal) Independent for December 11, 1858, which 
published in San Andreas, Calaveras County... 
contains the original jumping frog story.. .written 
by Sam Seabough fully a year before Mark Twain 
blossomed as a humorist.”

Years after the stories became world renowned 
Sam Seabough, then Editor of the San Francisco 
Evening Bulletin, said, “it was true that he had 
originally written both stories for the papers named 
but that Mark Twain had taken them and made them 
humorous and famous” adding that he considered 
Twain to be the rightful owner at that point.
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Photo courtesy Calaveras Historical Society

Regardless the ‘true’ author, Angels Camp 
embraced the legendary humorist with gusto and 
pride and in 1928 the creation of what is now 
known as the Calaveras County Fair and Frog 
Jumping Jubilee was born, complete with frog 
jumping contests.

A statue of Mark Twain was constructed 
by P.C. Manuelli, an Italian sculptor living in 
southern California, in connection with a movie 
made by Warner Brothers, “The Adventures of 
Mark Twain.” The statue was dedicated Sunday 
May 21, 1944 during the annual Jumping Frog 
Jubilee. Streets now herald his name and festivals 
carry his moniker where dopplegangers and 
storytellers abound.

Twain also left his mark in Angels Camp 
within the brotherhood of Freemasons.

Samuel Clemens began his Masonic career in 
December 1860, when he presented his petition to the 
Polar Star Lodge No. 79 of Saint Louis, Missouri; a 
lodge primarily comprised of River Pilots. Clemens, 
himself, was a steamboat pilot for many years. This 
vocation is where it is believed he picked up his 
moniker - Mark Twain - as it is a boatman’s call 
noting that the river was only two fathoms deep, the 
minimum depth for safe navigation.

He received the first degree on February 18, 
1861. Yet shortly after being raised to Master 
Mason July that same year, Twain left for the 
Nevada Territory and fell away from the craft.

However, according to Mark Twain’s notebooks 
and journals, he had served as a junior Deacon in 
February 1865 in the Angels Camp Lodge.

California Historical Landmark 370 - 
Vallecito

At the corner of Church Street and Cemetery 
Lane in Vallecito stands a historical monument 
with a bell adorning the top.

The monument was placed by the Native Sons 
of the Golden West in October 1939.

The inscription reads:

“One of California s important early day 
mining towns named by Mexicans meaning 
little valley. Gold was discovered here by the 
Murphy brothers in 1849. It was originally 
called Murphy s Old Diggings. This bell was 
cast at Troy, N. Y. in 1853. After being brought 
around the horn, it was purchased from the 
ship with funds contributed by early day 
residents then brought to Vallecito and erected 
in a large oak tree in 1854. It was used to 
call the people together for all purposes until 
February 16, 1939 when a severe wind blew 
the old tree down. ”

Vallecito historical monument and Union Church, 1965 courtesy 
Calaveras County Historical Society
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The bell atop the monument, according to some 
historical accounts, has a tarnished past.

Historians offer a number of conflicting 
accounts of the origins of the Vallecito bell, also 
called the miner’s bell.

Vallecito, Spanish for “little valley,” was 
originally named Murphy’s Diggins by the 
Murphy brothers who first found gold in the 
valley in 1848. After they moved on to Murphys 
in 1850, Mexican miners settled into the valley 
and renamed it Vallecito.

By 1852, gold nuggets were being pulled from 
the ground at a rapid rate.

The town grew quickly with an approximate 
population of 4,000 by the end of 1852.

The bustling town had a Masonic Temple and 
Odd Fellows Hall and some 50 or more businesses 
that catered to the miners’ needs.

During this time it was common for miners 
to pay for many purchases with gold dust. Since 
many newly opened businesses had no scales, 
they developed methods to measure payment that 
ranged from pinches of dust between the fingers to 
spoonfuls. It was rumored that the counters of those 
canvas-covered businesses were dusted with gold.

Vallecito made national news when The New 
York Times ran an article in 1853 that stated, in 
part, “Vallecito is now one of the most flourishing 
camps in the southern mines. The miners here are 
doing unusually well and some heavy strikes are 
being made daily. Mr. Isabell and company took 
from their claim, on Friday last, a piece of pure 
gold weighing 10 pounds and one-quarter ounces. 
Besides this, they picked up, as they have dug 
the ground during the last 10 days, over $5,000 
in beautiful specimens. This is no isolated case, 
but can be taken as an average of what the greater 
claims are paying.”

With the town growing, residents needed a 
way to call meetings, warn of fires, call children to 
school or call impromptu outdoor Sunday Masses. 
The answer was a bell.

According to the historical information on the 
monument, the bell, cast in 1853 in Troy, N.Y., was 
brought around South America’s Cape Horn by 
ship. And it is here that the story begins to unravel 
and travel a few different paths.

Vallecito marker detail courtesy
www.californiahistoricallandmarks.com

The historical marker states the bell was 
purchased with funds contributed by early residents 
and erected in an old oak in 1854.

An account from “Legends of Calaveras 
County,” a book held in the county archives, tells a 
story of the settling miners being “of a somewhat 
religious mind” and wishing to hold church. But 
they saw no sense in holding church without a 
bell to ring, as a bell would inspire other miners 
to attend. This group allegedly collected $700 and 
elected a committee to travel to San Francisco to 
obtain a bell.

Once in San Francisco, the committee was not 
able to locate a bell for $700.

“The first place they could find to consult 
was a nearby saloon and after a good deal 
of consulting with the aid of the friendly 
bartender they found the answer to their 
problem. They didn 7 need a $700 bell 
because they didn 7 have $700 anymore. The 
bartender had it and he wasn 7 going to spend 
it on a bell. ”
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Without funds and feeling an urgency to 
return to their claims, the men snuck aboard one 
of the many vacant ships in the harbor and “stole 
a ship’s bell. This was returned to Vallecito where 
it was accepted in good faith” and was hung in an 
old oak.

Another version of history, which appeared 
in the Stockton Record on Aug. 11, 1928, is a tale 
about a crew with gold fever and a captain with a 
heart of gold.

After finally putting into harbor in San 
Francisco after a long trek around the horn, “Capt. 
Howard’s crew, learning of the ease at which gold 
was being won in the Sierra, promptly deserted and 
began a land-lubbery trek to the new El Dorado.”

With no crew, the captain soon followed suit, 
landing in Vallecito.

Hearing of the town’s plight, he sent a trusted 
emissary to San Francisco to retrieve his ship’s 
bell. The legend continues that Howard sold the 
bell to the town for a mere $300.

Author Joseph Henry Jackson wrote of the 
Vallecito bell in his book, “Anybody’s Gold,” and 
claims to have climbed the tree himself and thus 
debunked the tale of a ship’s bell.

“It is not a ship’s bell at all,” he wrote. “Its 
size would make it out of place even on the Queen 
Mary. It was not rung by a lanyard made fast to the 
slapper; it is hung on a rocker arm as ship’s bells 
are not.” He wrote of the bell maker’s name cast 
into the metal as opposed to inscribed as further 
proof that it was not a ship’s bell.

Ship’s bell or not? Pilfered or purchased? Only 
those long gone know the truth.

After the great oak that held the bell was felled 
in February 1939 by a great storm, a monument 
was erected in its place before the abandoned 
saloon was turned into a church.

The Union Church, which still stands today, 
has the honor of the monument placed at its 
entrance, adorned by the legendary miner’s bell.

Information for this edition was gleaned 
from the Calaveras County Museum, minedat. 
org, scottishritenmj.org, Calaveras County Mines, 
multiple newspaper sources cited as well as news 
clippings and books found within the shelves and 
files of the Calaveras County Historical Society.

t A
July - September 2019 

DONATIONS

Callan Family Fund - Cash Donation

Margaret O’Drain - Pictures of Dorrington/ 
Camp Connell Cemetery, posterboard with 
photos, Ancestry.com listing of names for 
the archives in the Downtown Museum

Mary Matzek - diary of J.C. Hawver, 
Columbia Hill, Nevada Co., Cal. year 1876; 
collection of modern calendars, newspapers 
for the archives in the Downtown Museum

Gloria and Barbara Stewart - ‘The Skull’ 
yearbooks - Calaveras County High School
- 1908, 1913, 1915, 1935, 1944 (x2), 1945,
1946 (x2), 1947 for the archives in the 
Downtown Museum

Mike Cilenti - Collection of books on 
the Mother Lode; family bible; National 
Geographic from 1913; war ration books; 
History of WW11 book; photograph, for the 
archives in the Downtown Museum

Aly McMullen - A washer/ringer from 
the 1850’s, which will be on display in the 
“wash room” at the Red Barn

Judy and Clyde Weddle - A lunch box used 
by Fred Zahniser at the Calaveras Cement 
Plant and “Memories and Reflection” 
written by Larry Allsman, with photos, to 
be displayed in the Cement Plant Exhibit in 
the Red Barn Museum

Mike Flock - 1837 Spinning Wheel (wood), 
to be displayed in the sewing and fiber area 
of the Downtown Museum

L _J
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The Society’s office is located in historic San Andreas, 
the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are always welcome 
to stop by the office for assistance with research, and are 
encouraged to visit the museums while in the area. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 am 
to 4:00 pm, and the telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or 
contact us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum

July - September 2019 
NEW MEMBERS

Catherine Brady-Brown - San Andreas

Gary & Kim Brusseau - San Andreas

Deb Schoeman - Copperopolis

Penny Hurley & Harry Marcos - San Andreas 

Kathy Martinez & Paul Quent - San Andreas

Carolyn Christian - Northridge

Jess & Marla Sanders - Mountain Ranch

Chris Airola - Roseville

Kelsey Busi - Jackson

Danny Bauder - Coarse Gold

David L. Dutton - Coarse Gold

Ed Hawkins - Columbia

Kathy & Mark Campbell - San Andreas

Patty & Jan Schulz - Murphys

Joel and Emily Metzger - Vallecito

Linda Stocking - San Andreas

Brenda Cumberlege - Angels Camp

Fara Roberts - Valley Springs

LIFETIME MEMBERS
Carole Ward - San Andreas

Julia Costello - Mokelumne Hill

J
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LAKEMONT PINES, ARNOLD
History and Memories

By, Charity Maness

The area known as Lake Mont Pines is a 
quaint little community nestled in the pines along 
Highway 4 just west of Hathaway Pines in Arnold, 
California. It lies at an elevation of 3,786 feet 
and holds within its acreage a small lake known as 
Tanner Lake.

For many years in the late 1800s through to 
the 1900s, cattlemen would travel over the pass, 
leave their cattle at the meadows just above what 
is now Lake Mont Pines and head to Avery to 
the half-way house for a hot meal and maybe 
a nice place to lay their heads. The hotel and 
stagecoach relay station were named the half-way 
house as it was halfway between Murphys and 
Big Trees.

The half-way house in Avery, built in 1851, was 
originally owned by Joseph and Sarah Goodell, 
who began operating it as a hotel in the mid- 
1850s. After the hotel was purchased by the Averys, 
it was renamed and continued in operation for 
three generations of Averys: Peter and Nancy, 
George and Henrietta, Morton and Louise; finally 
leaving family hands in 1944.

A very Hotel, formerly The Half- Way House 
Photo Courtsey of Charity Maness

The Avery’s expanded on their hotel and stage 
business and soon operated a store, bar, dance 
hall, three large barns, wagon shed, blacksmith 
shop, and an icehouse, thus becoming the center 
of commerce and activities for the area. The 
surrounding lands were used for cattle and highcountry 
stock grazing.



Evidence of the Lake Mont Pine area being cattle 
country in the near past is found in the amount 
of barbed wire pulled from various home sites 
throughout the subdivisions when building is 
underway.

“Just recently I found barbed wire when working 
the land around my home,” said Lynn Glocker, 
resident of Lake Mont Pines.

Local landowners, the Tanner Family, purchased 
the meadows and surrounding acreage in 1948. 
Ormund Tanner was born Ormund Torgeson in 
Stavanger, Norway in 1831. The first trade he 
learned was that of a fisherman, but when he 
emigrated from Norway to America, he learned to 
be a tanner. This trade lent him the nickname 
‘tanner’. On September 13, 1869 he legally took the 
last name of Tanner.

Ormund came west in 1859 to join the Pikes 
Peak rush and then went on to Dutch Flat in El 
Dorado County the following year. Following the 
silver rush, he then headed to Silver Mountain.

Ormund tried his hand at mining at Silver 
Mountain for several years but was injured when he 
fell down a hundred-foot mine shaft. He was 
partially disabled the rest of his life, yet this didn’t 
stop him from trying his hand at yet another 
career, that of law enforcement. He ran for Sheriff 
of Alpine County and lost by a mere 10 votes.

In 1873, he gave up mining and hopes of a 
career in law enforcement and went to Chicago to 
marry Anna Gertina Magnusen, a friend of his 
sister. He returned to Silver Mountain for a short 
time and then moved to Murphys, where he settled 
on the 160-acre ranch he had purchased from 
Charles Fisk in 1871 for $1200.00.

Charles Fisk’s brother, Frank Willis Fisk, was 
the proprietor of the Fisk Hotel at Silver Mountain 
during the time Torgeson (Tanner) worked at the 
mine. Frank Fisk moved to Murphys in 1869 to 
work the placer mine he owned.

Charles Fisk had purchased the squatter’s right 
from “Gassy” Miller, who had originally settled

1960s Lake View Court...lone home on the lake. Courtesy of Lynn Glocker
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the land in the 1850s and had planted a small 
orchard. Ormund took great delight in the orchard 
and expanded on it.

By 1875, the Tanner Ranch had grown to include 
255 acres, with approximately 25 acres developed 
into orchards, gardens and vineyards. Ormund 
would bring his fruits and vegetables to local 
towns; Murphys, Angels Camp, Carson Hill. 
At times he would pick up more produce at 
Robinson’s Ferry and continue his deliveries to 
Copperopolis and Milton. Ormund would also 
deliver his fruit and vegetables into Alpine County, 
the trip taking up to eight days.

Ormund and Anna had many children: Karlotta 
Marie, 1874; Minna Tarina, 1876; Amon, 1878; 
Tina, 1880; Annie, 1883; Olive, 1885; and 
Martin, 1887. Ormund passed away in 1912 and 
his wife Anna in 1925.

Their son Amon, the third child yet first son, 
spent all his eighty-four years on the Tanner Ranch 
enlarging the holdings as well as expanding 
on the orchards. Amon was also the local mail 
carrier, carrying mail between Murphys, Big 
Trees and Dorrington. During the winter months, 
snowfall would not hinder the delivery of mail 
for Amon, as he would use skis to deliver to the 
higher elevations.

Amon’s sons Irvin, Norman and Norval continued 
the family tradition of adding to the family 
land holdings and producing choice fruits as well 
as adding logging to the family’s long list of 
job skills.

According to historical records, the land where 
Lake Mont Pines is located was once a portion of 
the expansive land holdings of the Tanner family, 
hence the name of the pristine lake in Lake 
Mont Pines, Tanner Lake.

The lake was created when the Tanner brothers- 
Norman, Norval, and Irvin- dredged a section of 
Cowell Creek in January 1960, with the first lots 
on McKenzie Avenue being part of the Tanner 
Lake Subdivision, unit 1, and comprised of lots 1-34. 
In the process of creating the subdivision, this 

family, with deft skill as lumber jacks, clear cut 
the area and planted yet more apple trees, some, 
according to Glocker, are still visible by the lake 
today.

Tanner Lake Subdivision was sold to Marc- 
Land Development Corporation in the early 1960s. 
The subdivision name changed to Lake Mont 
Pines and more homes began being constructed.

The first board meeting of the newly formed 
Lake Mont Pines was held September 2, 1962. 
According to the minutes, the two board 
members present constituted a quorum: Kenneth 
DeMeuse and James K. Strachan. Absent was 
David Spurgeon.

The minutes addressed the fact that original 
articles of incorporation of the corporation had been 
duly filed with the California Secretary of State 
on June 18, 1962, with a fee of $5.00 collected 
from each property owner for “benefit of the 
corporation”, thus creating the official Lake Mont 
Pines Home Owners Association.

In 1964, the corporation entered into an agree
ment with the Homeowners Association, turning 
over approximately 20 acres of land and recre
ational facilities. In 1968, Ken DeMeuse 
(owner of Marc-Land Development Corporation) 
was released from any financial responsibility for the 
property and Lake Mont Pines continued to grow. 
Soon after the sale, the lake had to be dredged 
once again, as sediment through Cowell Creek had 
begun to cause a flow issue.

By the late 1960s, Lake Mont Pines was no 
longer a hidden gem within the foothills, as 
vacationers would flock to the area to enjoy the 
beauty of nature and the pristine waters of the 
lake.

The Argus, in Fremont, California, ran an ad 
June 29, 1969 luring visitors to the area with 
inexpensive vacation cabins, “CABIN in Calaveras 
County, Lakemont Pines, modern, fishing, 
swimming, golf. $100 wk”.
Within a few years, the Oakland Tribune 
was touting the beauty of the area to hopeful 
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vacationers with an ad that ran June 4, 1972, 
“Cabin, modern, Lakemont Pines, Calaveras 
County, sips 6, fishing, swimming & golf. $110 wk.”.

In the summer of 1967, Janet and Albert Glocker 
built a home in Lake Mont Pines; the shell was 
built by Hugo Stelte.

“We were given one year to enclose the home, 
so we spent every weekend here,” said Glocker. 
Lynn Glocker began living in the home as care giver 
to her father in 2004 and took ownership in 2009, 
becoming a permanent resident.

“When I grew up, there were only a handful of 
rental vacation homes,” with many of the homes 
owned by extended families who vacationed with 
regularity, creating a family atmosphere where 
“everyone knew everyone,” said Glocker. 
“In summer of 2004, I was swimming in the 
lake with another friend who had spent summers 
and weekends at Lake Mont Pines, and we 
wondered at what had happened to so many of the 
families we had known.” The idea of a reunion was 
hatched.

“I presented the idea of a reunion at 
a board meeting and it was approved.” 
The reunion was held in August 2005. 
“We had almost 190 people who came back for the 
reunion.”

The following are memoirs of those who once 
were residents of Lake Mont Pines in the early 
years:

Doug Shackley responded to an info mailer 
from Marc-Land Development Corporation in 1961. 
“I got the impression we responded to their 
first mailer. At that time, the roads in the 
development had not been installed yet and it 
was dusty and there was still a lot of barbed wire 
fencing....my brother and I purchased lot 
42 with $50.00 down and $30.00 per month 
payments...$25.00 applied to principal, 
$5.00 per month were the property dues.” 
“In September of 1962, I met the girl I would 
later marry and in January of 1963, on her 19th 
birthday, she and I went up for the day. At the 

time the lodge was under construction. Tipton 
Lodge was still across Highway 4 and that was 
where we had lunch. The lodge was a big room 
with a fireplace, bare wood flooring. 
Lake Mont Lodge was opened in the 
summer of 1963.”

After many years of vacationing at the lake, 
either via motor home, rentals or camping Shackley 
finally purchased a home in September 1981. 
“All four of our children have spent every summer 
in Arnold from 1969 until they were out of 
high school,” remaining friends with many of the 
children they met over the years at Lake Mont 
Pines.

Albert Glocker was told by friend 
Lillian Staple about Lake Mont Pines. 
“My wife Janet and I took a drive and fell in love 
with the area. We purchased our lot on Valley 
View Drive in 1965.” The Glockers then built a 
family vacation home on the lot with daughter Lynn 
becoming a fulltime resident in 2009.

Greg Stone remembers a fun and adven
turous youth growing up at Lake Mont Pines. 
“Bass fishing in the little Meadowmont pond near 
Lake Mont ...frustrated about never catching 
that big bass I knew was in the little pond. I 
went after it with my mask, snorkel and speargun 
late one afternoon and speared one of its smaller 
buddies.”

“Chasing the trout truck on our dirt bikes early 
Wednesday morning with Jim to the Tuolumne 
past White Pines Lake so we could catch 
and bring home our limit for breakfast.” 
“Lifeguarding at Meadowmont pool and getting 
three free lunches per day from kids’ kind 
grandmothers. We would do flipping and twisting 
dives of all types at the pool. We got more air 
if someone was behind us jumping up and down 
on the diving board at the same time; the record 
was 3 !6 forward somersaults.”

“We used to go into Meadowmont golf course 
pond late at night with our wetsuit bottoms on to 
retrieve golf balls. A catfish nibbled on some
one’s navel scaring them half to death; we never
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The erosion of Tanner Lake in 1971 required the lake to be dredged. Photo Courtesy of Lynn Glocker

returned. That was the same night the police 
search light started across the golf course from 
Highway 4, we held our breath under water for 
some time. And bare footed feeling for golf balls 
we stepped on hundreds of tiny tree frogs that 
made weird noises with each step.” On the way 
out of the pond “we’d get methane gasses coming 
up from the cattails roots’ into our wetsuits.” 
Undaunted by his failed golf ball hunt and his 
frog experience, Stone was open to old timer 
stories and fables. “An old timer told us we could catch 
bats [by its claws] by throwing up a rock inside a wool 
sock. After three continuous nights and not 
catching a single bat, we concluded we were lied to 
and that bats didn’t think a sock/rock combination 
was really a mosquito.”

As with most residents Bob Griffin 
fell in love with the area at first sight. 
“We first heard about Lake Mont Pines about six 
weeks after it opened for lot sales...we fell in 
love with the new development the first time we 
saw it and bought a lot on our first visit in 1960 
or 1961.”

Unable to build a cabin first and with retire
ment from the Oakland Fire Department in the near 
future, the Griffin’s began looking for a home in 
Lake Mont Pines.

“In 1974, Norval Wyrick showed us a cabin for 
sale right on the lake. We loved it and bought it; 
we moved to Arnold one year later. Phyllis was 
so excited she jumped into the lake with all her 
clothes on, in October!”

The Griffin’s built a successful jewelry business 
which required lots of traveling. They sold their 
cabin and lot yet couldn’t truly leave the area. 
So, in 1989, they built a cabin on Pine Knoll 
Drive. However, they ended up selling again in 
1997, continuing with short visits to the area. 
“We still have our love affair with Lake Mont 
Pines,” and look forward to every visit “seeing old 
friends and swimming in the best lake we know.”
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Arnold reminded Archie Lowry of home. 
“We bought the lot from Carl Johnson and started 



building in 1968. He had seen a picture I had 
of North Idaho and he said he had two lots in 
Arnold that looked just like it. Same trees, except 
oak. We had maple so it reminded me of home.”

Bud Bresnahan discovered Lake Mont Pines 
with his parents in 1965 when they purchased a lot 
and built an ‘A’ frame the following year. 
In 1969 Bresnahan married his wife 
Mary and she also fell in love with the area. 
“I married my wife Mary, in June of 1969 and 
since I was going into the Army in early August, 
we spent time living in the family cabin. Mary’s 
father had given us a wedding gift and we 
decided we liked Lake Mont Pines so much we 
wanted to buy a lot.” Though it wasn’t 
until 2006 a cabin was built on the lot, 
the Bresnahan’s spent as much vacation 
time as they could at the lake with their children 
making memories too. “Over the course of forty 
years we have had many memories: summer activi
ties; movie night, arts and crafts for the kids, 4th 
of July weekend volleyball and horseshoe tourna
ments. They always had great activities for the 
adults and kids.” 

Dick Rosso found Lake Mont Pines from a door- 
to-door salesman. In the 1960s “a representative of 
Lake Mont knocked on our door in Oakland, asking 
to show a film in color of Lake Mont. We were 
delighted and signed up for lot 180. We went up 
every weekend while our cabin was being built and 
barbequed by the lake.”

“Our children are now bringing their children 
and the third generation is beginning to enjoy 
going up. We loved every minute of all these years 
at our cabin.”

Memories that the forefather of the area, 
Ormund Tanner, might have enjoyed were the Glogg 
parties held by some of the residents during the 
winter months leading up to Christmas.

A Glogg party is a Swedish tradition, yet also 
has Norwegian roots, where people gather to drink 
mulled wine infused with spices such as cardamom, 
cinnamon, ginger, dried Seville orange, and 
cloves. Delicious foods also add to the celebra

tory atmosphere. Delicacies like ginger biscuits, 
marzipan, saffron buns, toffee, nuts and more.

“I remember the Glogg parties my parents 
would have around Christmas,” recalled Ellen 
Anderson Jimerson. “It was cold and snowy 
outside, and so cozy and warm inside that the 
windows would steam up. It seemed interesting 
to me at the time that grown-ups could be so 
noisy. The yearly Glogging stopped however, 
when Kathe Scoggins’ aunt (I believe) sprained 
her ankle leaving the party. What I liked best 
was waiting until the party was over so I could 
collect the used cups and eat the soggy almonds”.

Information for this article was gleaned from 
historical documents at the Calaveras County 
Historical Society, memoirs of residents, HOA 
Board meeting minutes dating back to the 
original meeting in 1962, records and photos 
in Lynn Glocker’s personal possession. 
If you have any additional information regarding 
Lake Mont Pines; history, personal memories, 
photos, etc., please contact Lynn Glocker at: 
lynnglocker@gmail.
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October-December 2019
New Members:

Stacie Albright - Mokelumne Hill

Kathey Dietrich - Mokelumne Hill

California State University, Stanislaus Library - 
Turlock

G. Tanner Boone - Columbia

James Boone - Sonora

Gordon Boone - Sonora

Dan Gomez - Jamestown

Mark Hall-Patton - Henderson, NV

Ken Jaques - Colorado Springs, CO

Tom Tompkins - Turlock

Gary Morgan - Sonora

Elbert L. James - Sonora

Don Snelgrove - Orange

James Dean - Elk Grove

Christopher Gerstel - Elk Grove

H. M. Olson - Mariposa

Kevin A. Souza - Columbia

Larry Wesson - Mariposa

Ed Drechsler - Mariposa

Stephen Galarneau - Atwater

Greg Dauh - Lakewood

Rick Adams - Catheys Valley

Chris Chase - Mariposa

Eddie Hawkins - Granda Hills

Ken Homestead - Sonora

John Vienop - Jamestown

Albert Garcia - Merced

Thomas Willis - Sonora

Robert Bell - Sonora

Gary Poober Britt - Sonora

Lester Lowe - Sonora

Jerry Hein - Jamestown

Richard Henry - Jamestown

Rudy Aramburu - Merced

John Hatfield - Sonora

Phillip Sargent - Atwater

Dave Boatright - Jamestown

Jayson Hein - Jamestown

Michael Tremye - Merced

James Lillie -Sonora

Emery Nelson - Sonora

David W. Cox - Twain Harte

Karen Baca - Valley Springs

Reggie Baca - Valley Springs

Pat McGreevy - Glencoe

Tim Tate - Mountain Ranch

Patty Raggio - Mountain Ranch

Pamela Schueler - Reno, NV

Bill Blackwood - Reno, NV

Lifetime Members:

John Lavaroni & Denise Langley - San Andreas

Ray Goodpastor - Sheep Ranch
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' Calaveras County Historical Society ]
30 No. Main Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors
President Roark Weber, San Andreas

Vice President Jennifer Brock, San Andreas

Secretary Donna Shannon, San Andreas

Treasurer Gary Herd, Mountain Ranch

Director Carole Ward, San Andreas

Director Dennis Downum, Valley Springs

Director Cheryl Joses, Mountain Ranch

Director Cherie Campbell-French, Angels Camp

Las Calaveras, Editor Charity Maness

Office Manager Rose Rinker

Admininstrative Assistant Savannah Muldering

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $25.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from 
the Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source would be appreciated. Contributions of articles 
about Calaveras County are appreciated and may be 
submitted to the Historical Society for consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday 
of each month in various communities throughout 
the County. Locations and scheduled programs are 
announced in advance. Some meetings include a 
dinner program, and visitors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
which is open Thursday to Sunday, 10:00 AM to 4:00 
PM - Spring & Summer Hours. Saturday & Sunday 
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM - Winter Hours.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museums while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact 
us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum 
(209) 754-0800.

October-December 2019
Donations:

Larry Allsman - “Esco-Ladle” Magazine; 
Photographs of Calaveras Cement quarry and 
personnel

Kathy & Kevin Skinner - 3 photo albums from 
Mountain Playschool in Arnold, CA

Calaveras Geneological Society - San Francisco 
Chronicle Newspaper Collection

San Andreas Fire Protection District - Wooden 
Bar (Blewett Bar) from Blewett’s Cafe (and a lot of 
man and woman power helping to move this large 
and heavy bar into the Red Barn Annex! Thank 
you, volunteers!)

DanaDee Ponte Carragher - Cash Donation in 
memory of her loving parents, Gloyd & Eloise 
Ponte

Phil and Florence Alberts - Mountain Ranch Post 
Office (The “World’s Smallest” Post Office), on 
display at the Red Barn Museum

Correction from Oct. 2019 Las Calaveras 
Donations:

Steve Cilenti - Collection of books on the Mother 
Lode; family bible; National Geographic from 
1913; war ration books; History of WWII book; 
photograph, for the archives in the Downtown 
Museum.

Thank you for the donation Steve!
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THE SPANISH FLU IN THE LAND OF SKULLS
By Noah Berner

I
n the fall of 1918, Calaveras County was hit hard 
by the Spanish flu, arguably the most destructive 
pandemic in human history.
Scholars still debate where the virus first appeared, 

but many believe that it arose in Kansas in March of 
1918 after passing to humans from a bird species.

Aided by the massive movement of troops 
during World War I, the virus quickly spread around 
the world, infecting an estimated one in three people. 
The pandemic killed an estimated 50-100 million 
people and between 3-5% of the world’s population.

It wasn’t just the high death toll that alarmed 
people at the time. While most influenza epidemics 
tend to kill the young and old, the Spanish flu more 
commonly killed those in the prime of life.

Today, experts believe that the high death rate 
among those aged between 16 and 40 was due to a 
massive response of the immune system that killed in 
an attempt to cure.

Those who perished in this manner died quickly, 
and sometimes with bizarre symptoms like turning 
blue and coughing up blood that led the public 
to fear that they were witnessing a return of the 
Black Death. At the time, there were no effective 
treatments for influenza or the resulting pneumonia, 

which was usually the cause of death. Though 
certain viruses had been identified, the world’s 
leading scientists knew very little about them. Over 
the course of the pandemic, most members of the 
scientific community believed that a bacterium was 
responsible for the Spanish flu.

In North America, the pandemic hit in three 
major waves beginning in the spring of 1918, the fall 
of 1918 and the winter of 1918-19. The first wave 
was relatively mild, the second extremely virulent, 
and the third intermediate between the two.

The worst of the first wave of the Spanish flu 
in the United States was mostly limited to military 
facilities and nearby urban areas. But the second 
wave swept over the entire country, leaving almost 
no community untouched.

Even as the flu raged through U.S. cities and 
military camps in September of 1918, the county’s 
local newspaper, the Calaveras Prospect, was silent on 
the issue. However, this was not unusual. During the 
war, the belligerent countries feared that reporting on 
the pandemic would decrease morale and incite a panic.

Through government censorship or self
censorship, most newspapers in Europe and the 
U.S. reported little, if at all, on the outbreak at 
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first. The pandemic became known as Spanish Flu 
because Spain was neutral during World War I and its 
newspapers extensively reported on the crisis in that 
country beginning with the first wave.

As the second wave of the virus spread, the 
silence of the press did more to stoke fear than to 
quell it, and newspapers increased their coverage.

The Prospect first reported on the second wave 
of the Spanish Flu in a short article on Oct. 5, 1918.

“The call for the entrainment of seven soldiers 
from Calaveras county on October 7th has been 
called off by the Adjutant General on account of the 
epidemic of influenza that is spreading throughout the 
training camps,” the article reads. “The army doctors 
have evidently found a remedy for the disease, and 
have it under control now.”

Missing from the article was the news that the 
entire round of the draft had been canceled across 
the country.

By Oct. 19, the optimism of this initial report had 
proven to be unwarranted.

“The nation-wide epidemic of Spanish influenza 
has hit this State and is now spreading over the 
interior towns,” a Prospect article reads. “In San 
Francisco and Stockton the health authorities have 
ordered all schools, churches, theatres and places 
of amusement closed. It is reported that the city of 
Sonora has placed itself in quarantine as there are 
several cases there. Reports come from Angels that 
there is one case there.”

The Stockton Daily Evening Record reported on 
the situation in Copperopolis on Oct. 24.

“School has been closed for the week on account 
of Spanish influenza,” an article reads. “There are 
several cases of the disease in town and precaution 
is being taken by Dr. Cooper, the mine physician, to 
prevent its spread.”

The Prospect carried the news that San Francisco 
had passed an ordinance “making it a misdemeanor 
with a punishment of 10 days in jail or $100 fine 
for not wearing a mask,” and that the governor had 
requested that all Californians wear masks.

By Oct. 26, the school had been closed and 
no public gatherings were being held in Mountain 
Ranch. “We miss the sound of the school bell,” 
a Prospect correspondent wrote. “No Flu, but no 
chances.” Though few flu cases in the county had 
been reported by the Prospect, on Oct. 26 the City 
of Angels passed an ordinance requiring the wearing 

of face coverings in public, and two days later, the 
county board of supervisors followed suit.

“Every person appearing within the townsite 
limits of any town, or in any public place where two 
or more persons are congregated, except in homes, in 
the County of Calaveras, and every person engaged 
in the sale, handling, or distribution of foodstuffs, 
liquors, refreshments or wearing apparel shall wear 
a mask or covering, except when partaking of meals 
or refreshments, over the nose and mouth,” the 
ordinance reads. “Every person who shall violate 
any of the provisions of this Ordinance shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be 
punished by a fine not to exceed fifty dollars, or by 
imprisonment in the County Jail of the County of 
Calaveras not to exceed fifty (days), or by both such 
fine and imprisonment.”

The day that the ordinance was passed, a 
Prospect correspondent in Murphys reported, “There 
is quite a scare of the epidemic, and yesterday quite 
a few donned the flu masks. There are a few cases of 
influenza but they are very light.... The school has 
been closed for the present.”

On Oct. 31, the Record carried a dispatch from 
Mokelumne Hill.

“Although there are no cases of influenza in town 
so far, still the public school was closed Monday 
last as a precaution. Now the next thing in order is 
for the parents to keep their children at home and 
not let them roam around on the public street,” an 
article reads. “Quite a number of people have passed 
through town during the last few days, leaving the 
places where the influenza was prevalent, and going 
up into the mountains above us.”

On Nov. 2, the Prospect reported that Postmaster 
Geo. H. Treat had contracted the first flu case in San 
Andreas. The same issue also carried a short message 
from the Prospect’s Mokelumne Hill correspondent. 
“The Red Cross ladies in this place have been engaged 
for the past four days in making ‘flu’ masks,” it reads. 
“They charge five cents apiece for them.”

The Red Cross expanded dramatically over 
the course of the war—from 107 chapters to 3,864 
chapters—and played a leading role in responding to 
the pandemic.

In the Nov. 9 issue, a Prospect correspondent in 
West Point reported, “So far we have had no cases of 
the Influenza. Everybody is seen with a mask on and 
are doing all they can to prevent the epidemic getting
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in our midst. I really think 
the gentlemen are finding it 
a pleasure in wearing them, 
as so many looks as though 
razors are a thing of the past.”

A Nov. 12 letter to 
the editor from a reader in
Melones suggests that the 
county’s mask ordinance 
was lightly enforced.

“The authorities appear 
to think that the fact of having 
passed such a law is all that 
was necessary, and that the 
law would enforce itself,” 
it reads. “That law is a dead 
letter, it is a joke. I have this
12th day of November, seen 
a barber at his occupation, 
without a mask, several 
storekeepers and numerous 
saloon frequenters passing in 
and out of saloons without masks.”

The board of trustees of the City of Angels met 
with the board of health in a special session on Nov. 
13. “After some discussion it was ordered by the 
board of health to have removed at once all chairs 
and card tables from all saloons and pool and billiard 
halls until further notice as a precautionary measure 
to prevent the spread of the present epidemic of 
Spanish Influenza,” an article reads. “The City 
Marshall was instructed to enforce the order at once.”

During the war, the Prospect often printed letters 
from local soldiers stationed on the Western Front.

“Our regiment is made up entirely of miners, 
many of whom have worked on the Mother Lode,” 
one letter reads. “France is a beautiful country 
behind the lines but the districts which have seen 
fighting are pretty badly wrecked, but not beyond 
repair, except some of the older master work, such 
as churches or cathedrals. However, from all the 
country I have been through, I think I’ll choose 
California for mine.” Over the course of September 
and through the end of the war on Nov. 11, not one 
letter from Europe printed in the Prospect mentions 
the Spanish influenza, although the soldiers were 
likely painfully aware of it. More American soldiers 
would die of the flu than from battlefield injuries. 
The omission was likely due to a combination of 

the censorship of soldiers’ 
letters and the young men 
not wishing to worry their 
loved ones back home.

On Nov. 16, the public 
school in San Andreas 
reopened after having been 
closed for two weeks, though 
the paper reported one new 
case in town.

“Constable Henry F. 
Zwinge was taken down 
with the malady and for 
several days was very low, 
having a high fever most 
of the time,” an article 
reads. “It is reported that 
there are eight cases at 
Mokelumne Hill, and that 
a new outbreak is running 

at Sheep Ranch. Thursday 
we were informed that City 

Health Officer Weirich reported twenty-seven new 
cases in Angels Camp.”

The Prospect reported that three county residents 
had already succumbed to the flu, and that the Red 
Cross was setting up temporary hospitals in Angels 
Camp. According to the Nov. 16 issue of the Record, 
“The Red Cross ladies have opened up the old Central 
Park hotel as a hospital for influenza cases and will 
very shortly be ready for patients.”

Just down the road from Angels Camp, Melones 
was also being hit hard.

“Reports from the mining town of Melones 
state that there are twenty-nine cases of influenza in 
that place,” a Prospect article reads. “The saloons 
are now closed and a strict quarantine is being 
enforced.” A death from Spanish influenza was 
reported in Sheep Ranch.

“(Ralph O. Gale) was employed in the Sheep 
Ranch mine and a few days ago visited the home of 
his parents at Paloma, who recently lost their home 
by fire,” an article reads. “While in that town he 
evidently contracted the disease as there were several 
cases in that place.... He leaves two small children, 
besides a widow.”

Several deaths were reported in Tuolumne 
County, including that of a mother who had lost her 
daughter to influenza a week earlier.

Dr. Elmer Weirich, Angels Camp.
Photo courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society
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“This double sorrow is a hard blow to the 
husband and father whose home has been completely 
wrecked by the cruel invader,” an article reads.

It was reported that a soldier from Milton had 
died “from an attack of the influenza” while at Camp 
Fremont near Palo Alto.

“The young man was an exceptionally bright lad 
and was well liked by all who became acquainted 
with him,” an article reads. “He leaves to mourn his 
death a wife, a father, a sister and brother.”

The Prospect’s Murphys correspondent reported 
that “no meetings are being held by our local 
fraternal organizations on account of the influenza.” 
In addition, the semi-annual meeting of the Calaveras 
and Alpine Livestock Association was “indefinitely 
postponed” due to “the prevalence of the Spanish 
influenza throughout the county.”

A short article highlights some of the questionable 
medicinal practices that were employed in combating 
the epidemic.

“An old doctor of European training in practice 
of over forty years, had never lost a patient with 
pneumonia: his treatment gave immediate and 
permanent relief, and was so simple as to be within 
the reach of all without calling in a physician,” the 
article reads. “It was as follows: Make a ball of 
cotton about as large as a small marble, saturate it 
thoroughly with alcohol, then drop about six drops 
of chloroform on it, then cover it lightly with dry 
cotton, hold to the mouth and inhale the fumes, 
inflate the lungs and it will open and expand every 
lung cell instantaneously.”

The paper also carried the news that “the great 
world war” had come to an end.

“The news of the signing of the armistice by the 
German representatives was received in San Andreas 
early that morning by telephone,” an article reads. 
“When the morning papers were received confirming 
the report the ringing of the fire bell, church bells 
and school bells were kept up for about an hour. 
Subscriptions were taken up and giant powder was 
purchased for saluting. The glad news was received 
with joy. The youngsters carried on the noise making, 
well into the night.”

After detailing the celebration of the armistice in 
Mokelumne Hill, in which the “old town ‘whooped 
‘er up,’” and “the streets were thronged with people 
and the enthusiasm was kept up until after midnight,” 
a Prospect correspondent reported on the flu situation.

“The public school was opened Monday, but the 
teachers on learning of the ‘flue’ cases at once closed 
it down,” the article reads. “Constable Ratto has given 
notice that he will arrest any one that he finds on the 
street who is not wearing a mask and Judge Burce 
is liable to give the offenders the limit. Seriously 
though, the mask is almost a sure preventative.”

The flu was spreading in Copperopolis as well.
“There is quite an epidemic of Spanish influenza 

in the Copper City at the present time, tho’ no very 
severe cases,” an article reads. “Clarence Questo, 
a young man bom and reared in this place met his 
death from the ‘flu’ on the 2nd of this month at the 
Naval Hospital in San Francisco and was buried on 
the 5th from the I.O.O.F. hall at this place.”

Like other towns in the county, Copperopolis held 
a large celebration when the armistice was signed.

“The town was in an uproar all day yesterday,” 
the Prospect reported. “The whistles were blowing, 
bells were (rung) and every youngster in town that 
could find a tin can was banging away on it, and 
in the evening the band played, and a dance was 
given at the hall—Spanish Influenza being at the 
time forgotten.”

On Nov. 18, an article appeared in the Stockton 
Daily Evening Record titled “The ‘Flu’ in Angels 
Camp Keeps Everybody on the Jump.”

“The Red Cross has had to open three different 
places for influenza patients as there were up to 
Saturday evening at 8 o’clock 65 cases in Angels, 50 
in Melones, and the Red Cross is trying to take care 
of all,” the article reads. “A state health attache came 
to Angels on Saturday evening to take charge of the 
hospitals of which there are three in full swing. The 
high and grammar school teachers are acting nurses 
and are commended for their efforts. Dr. Weirich, the 
city health officer, is a very busy man and is on the 
go day and night.”

Two days later, an article in the Record provided 
more details on the situation in Angels.

“Fifteen new cases of‘flu’ and 35 in hospitals,” 
an article reads. “The high and grammar school 
teachers are all to be commended for their service. 
They are making fine nurses. A trained nurse from 
the coast is here in charge, and has an apprentice 
with her and with the teacher staff they are getting 
along fine.”

Melones reported Monday that the entire 
town had the ‘flu’ but none in such form as to be 
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dangerous. Angels saloons have closed voluntarily 
until the disease is checked. Business in town is 
greatly depressed.”

The same day, the Record reported that several 
tourists had been arrested in the county.

“Five tourists were held up Sunday by Sheriff 
Cosgrave for violating the ‘flu’ mask ordinance,” an 
article reads. “Justice Walter in dismissing the cases 
of two, instructed them that the masks should be 
worn on the face and not in the coat pocket.”

In some parts of the county, the flu situation was 
much better. A letter to the editor from Mokelumne 
Hill chafed at the continuing mask ordinance.

“Now that all of our flue patients are normal 
we can see no reason why the Board of Supervisors 
cannot rescind the wearing of the masks in this 
town,” the letter reads. “We never would have 
had a case in the first place if it had not been 
brought here from the outside. But when the 
local physician pronounced that we had cases in 
the town we immediately took the ‘bull by the 
horns.’ A telephone was at once sent to the County 
Health officer at Angels, asking for permission to 
quarantine the cases. The
permission was granted 
and a strict quarantine was 
established and will be 
maintained until there is 
absolutely no danger.”

On Nov. 18, the public 
school in Camanche reopened 
after having been closed for 
two weeks, and the schools 
in Murphys and Milton 
reopened the same day.

But with cases still 
increasing in Angels Camp,
Melones and Copperopolis, 
the authorities arrested 
several people for violating 
the mask ordinance.

“Bob Rafolovich of
Angels Camp was sentenced 
to ten days in the county jail 
by Judge McClory, Friday 
morning, for failing to wear 
a mask as provided by law,” 
an article reads. “Constable
O’Connor brought him 

down this afternoon, and he now languishes in 
duress vile. Sheriff Cosgrave made a whole-sale 
catch at Copperopolis Thursday when he arrested ten 
violators at that place.”

Significantly more deaths were reported by the 
Prospect in Tuolumne County than in Calaveras 
County during the second wave.

“Disease and death that is running riot through 
the country has claimed its victims here. Among 
the more recent to give up his life to the so-called 
Spanish influenza was Alfred Terzich, a young man 
bom and reared in this city,” a Nov. 23 article reads. 
“The disease rapidly developed into pneumonia of 
that peculiar undefinable kind not (responsive) to the 
best treatment known to medical science. With the 
great vitality of his vigorous constitution he fought 
bravely against surrendering his young life, but 
without avail.”

On Nov. 30, the Prospect reported that the 
flu situation was rapidly improving in Calaveras 
County. “The prevailing epidemic of so-called 
Spanish influenza in this county is pretty well under 
control,” an article reads. “Mokelumne Hill reports 

all its cases out of danger 
and no new ones. San 
Andreas is entirely free from 
the disease. The situation at 
Melones and Angels Camp 
is most encouraging and the 
doctors have the epidemic 
well in hand. Copperopolis 
has a few cases. The (worst) 
place now is Campo Seco 
where the malady has taken 
a new hold and there are 
quite a few cases there. The 
large cities of the State have 
suspended the wearing of 
masks and no new outbreaks 
are reported.”

In the same issue, a 
headline reads, “Death Claims 
Promising Young Man At 
Copperopolis.”

“The death is one of 
extreme sadness in that the 
young married couple had 
just furnished a new cottage 
at Copperopolis and had 

Sheriff John Cosgrave, 1914-22.13th Sheriff of
Calaveras County. Photo courtesy of Calaveras County

Historical Society
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scarcely moved into the little home about eight days 
ago when he was stricken with illness,” the article 
reads. “The young husband had the care of two 
trained nurses and a physician who were constantly 
in attendance, but notwithstanding all that could be 
done for him, he passed away during the night.”

A soldier’s letter brought the news that Calaveras 
County native Miss Elizabeth Lee had died in France 
while nursing influenza patients.

“It nearly broke the bunch up,” the letter reads. 
“She was the favorite with the boys in the short time 
we had known her, and her death was so sudden. She 
took sick one afternoon, the next morning she died. I 
ordered the best bouquet I could get in the dinky little 
town, and the unit sent a wreath along with several 
others from the boys. Major Bryant in his fine way 
took charge and secured the best coffin he could. It 
was only hard polished wood. She was laid away 
here in France next to the very boys whom she had 
nursed and for whom she had died.”

The Prospect reported that the school had 
reopened in Mokelumne Hill on Nov. 25 after having 
been closed for four weeks.

“The flu is now a thing of the past in so far 
as this town is concerned,” an article reads. “The 
quarantines were raised Monday, and the public 
school was opened. We had ten cases in the town, 
but we nipped the epidemic in the bud by a strict 
quarantine.”

Calaveras High School in San Andreas and the 
public school in Milton reopened on Dec. 2, and 
school was once again in session in Altaville by Dec. 
8. While there had yet to be any influenza cases in 
Rail Road Flat, the school remained closed through 
the end of the year.

“Last Friday the trustees decided to keep the 
school in this district closed until after the holidays,” 
an article reads. “Much uneasiness is felt here on 
account of the different diseases that are prevalent 
in the county. There have been no cases of influenza 
among us yet, and we are taking every precaution to 
not have any.”

On Dec. 5, the Spanish flu claimed another 
victim, a 33-year-old man with a wife and two small 
children. “Grover Fischer is dead,” an article reads. 
“Influenza that has been reaping its harvest for the 
tomb came to our dear young friend and he wrapped 
the ‘drapery of his couch about him and lay down 
to pleasant dreams.’ Grover died at the Angels Red

Cross hospital on Tuesday morning... (He) was a 
trusted employee of the Utica Mining Company of 
Angels and was stationed at the Ross Reservoir, one 
of the stations on the big water ditch.”

On Dec. 7, the Prospect carried a report from 
State Health Officer Edward A. Ingham on the flu 
situation in Angels Camp.

“The influenza situation in Angels Camp has 
improved rapidly during the past week and City 
Health Officer, Weirick, has had no reports of new 
cases for three days,” Ingham wrote. “At a meeting 
of the City Board of Health, Wednesday night it was 
decided that in view of the improvement in conditions 
the bars should be allowed to open.”

The Prospect noted that some Angels Camp 
residents had called for the removal of the hospital 
from the city as the epidemic waned there.

“In view of the fact that the cost of establishing 
and maintaining the hospital had been shared by 
Red Cross members from Copperopolis, Campo 
Seco and other parts of the county, it would have 
been decidedly unfair and foreign to the spirit of the 
Red Cross to have the hospital out of Angels, simply 
because that city no longer had use for it,” an article 
reads. “If the situation in the county continues to 
improve it is probable that the hospital will close 
in about two weeks, or that those cases which may 
remain may be transferred to the (County) Hospital. 
The space at the County Hospital is very limited, 
however, and the recent epidemic has emphasized the 
need of a good sized (modem) hospital somewhere 
in the county.”

On Dec. 9, the Record reported a series of arrests 
under the mask ordinance.

“The sheriff of Calaveras, his deputies and the 
city marshal of Angels, have been conspicuously 
energetic during the past week, skipping through the 
county and appearing at different points as suddenly 
as Banquo’s ghost and then and there making 
arrests,” an article reads. “Sheep Ranch fell for some 
13 delinquents on the ‘flu’ mask regulation, while 
Murphys, Vallecito and all along the line arrests were 
made and fines imposed upon unsuspecting people. 
Some of the very first violators of the mask ordinance 
witnessed in eastern Calaveras were men close in 
touch with the framing of the drastic measure that 
today separates man from his money.”

On Dec. 11, the Record reported that life was 
returning to normal in Angels Camp.
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“Angels is beginning to creep out again,” an 
article reads. “The county trustees still have the ‘flu’ 
masks on the people, but will soon permit them to 
be discarded. The ‘flu’ surely did up Angels to a 
standstill. Business was paralyzed.”

While Angels Camp rescinded its mask ordinance 
on Dec. 13, the second wave of the flu would claim at 
least one more victim in the area.

“The Indians from Railroad Flat have been 
scouring the hills here looking for Ike the Indian that 
had the ‘flu’ and was in the hospital at Angels, but 
while (delirious) wandered away,” an article reads. 
“Up to the present no (trace) has been found.”

Over a month later, the man’s body was located in 
a grove of pine trees east of Los Muertos, “still clothed 
in the night shirt that he wore when he escaped.”

On Dec. 18, a Prospect correspondent reported 
that there were still no cases in Mountain Ranch.

“No cases of ‘flu’ but the mask is still a feature,” 
the correspondent reported. “No delinquents Sheriff.” 
The second wave had come to an end in Camanche.

“The ‘flu’ has all disappeared from here now,” 
a Prospect correspondent reported. “We all hope 
that no more cases will break out. Dr. Geo. F. Pache 
was here Saturday and ordered the saloons to open 
up again.”

On Dec. 21, the Prospect carried a letter from a 
reader in Melones.

“It is well to let the outside world know how 
we attended to the sick during the recent epidemic 
here,” the letter reads. “We fitted up two houses for 
hospitals and kept most all the patients there. Had a 
doctor from Sonora to stay here and hired a trained 
nurse from Stockton. All the ladies of the town 
assisted in one way or another; some helped the 
nurse, others cooked for the sick and the help. Mrs. 
Stevenot of Carson Hill, who formerly was a trained 
nurse, was a faithful worker until she contracted 
the disease and was compelled to go to her bed. 
All worked harmoniously and accomplished good 
results. We are now free from the ‘flu’ and are 
congratulating ourselves on the efficient work done 
in such a short time. In all 100 cases of influenza 
were treated.”

The county’s mask ordinance was rescinded 
a few days before Christmas after having been in 
effect for almost two months.

“The Calaveras Mask Law was declared null 
and void,” an article reads. “The Sheriff’s office was 

instructed to inform the public that evening that the 
(masks) could be taken off.”

On Dec. 24, a headline in the Record read, “‘Flu’ 
Conquered, Masks Off At Angels Camp.”

“The ‘flu’ is now a thing of the past,” the article 
reads. “The county lifted the ‘flu’ law last Saturday 
and people now rejoice at being again free. Christmas 
trade had been dull as people were afraid to come 
to town. The weather has been bitterly cold for two 
weeks past. The movie picture show opened up again 
a few days ago, and had record houses, people being 
hungry for entertainment.”

While the worst was over, the third wave of 
the Spanish flu would hit the county from early 
January to the end of May, bringing with it more 
illness and death.

“Is there anything to be gained from the havoc 
caused by the epidemic?” an editorial in the Feb. 
15, 1919 issue of the Prospect reads. “There surely 
would be if it made us get at the causes behind it. 
They might teach us how to avoid such a calamity in 
the future.”

A version of this article was originally published 
in the Calaveras Enterprise and has been republished 
here with the express permission of the Calaveras 
First Company.

Bibliography:
Barry, John M. The Great Influenza: the Story of the Deadliest 
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Changed the World. Public Affairs, 2017.

July-August-September 2020
New Members:

Tim Connacher—Riverside
Eric Costa—Pine Grove
Marsha Redding—Murphys
Phil & Michele Poblano—San Andreas
Barbara Kathan—San Andreas
Matt Hazen, Sr.—Fremont
Lifetime Members:
Jerry Perkins—Mountain Ranch
John Gibson—Folsom
Kathy Zancanella—San Andreas
Catherine Brady-Brown—San Andreas
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July-August-September 2020
Donations:

In memory of Colette “Coco” Shearer—2 narrow 
gauge ore cars, 1 narrow gauge tool car, rail tracks, 
railroad switch sign and a monitor, to be displayed 
at the Red Bam Museum Mining Display

Patrick Johnson—copy of The Haight 1967, 
written by Patrick Johnson, for our library 
collection; monetary donation

Patricia Young—Quilt comprised of strips of silk, 
made by Louisa Mary Peirano in Angels Camp, 
c.1800-1900

Pat, Patrick & Alysia McLaughlin—Cigar box 
doll bed; 2 wooden dolls; wooden boot jack, 
signed: Big Trees, Mrs. Job Whiteside, 1903; 
woven basket; Kerosene Can; ice cream maker, 
hand crank; vintage backpack frame; Quilt, 
Circle Chain pattern, c. 1900; crucible and 
base—from Whiteside cabin, Tamarack

Don Cuneo—Photograph, Lee Hudo, 
Belle of the Camp, 1970

Jeffrey Mariotte—Monetary Donation

Rick Darby—Monetary Donation

Robert Loeffler—Monetary Donation

Ted & Rosalie Shannon—Monetary Donation

Mrs. Paul D. Raggio—Monetary Donation

Tom & Connie Pitta—Monetary Donation

Karen & David Johnson—Monetary Donation

Charles. P Maher—Monetary Donation

Phil & Chris Castelluccio—Monetary Donation

Cedar Creek Realty—Monetary Donation

Linda Stocking—Monetary Donation

Margaret O’Drain—Monetary Donation

Ramona Phillips (Perira) & Carmela Martell 
(Perira)—Paper roll holder, 3 ledger books from 
c. 1920s, 3 receipt books c. 1930s from Perira 
Store in Campo Seco J
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THE CHILEAN WAR OF
CALAVERAS COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

DECEMBER 1849 - JANUARY 1850 
By Leland E. Bibb • Edited by Charity Maness

I
t was not a ‘war’ but any international dispute 
or conflict in the Diggings seems to have been 
thought of as such. The Chilean War which 
occurred at Chili Gulch - a two to three mile stretch 

of land south of Mokelumne Hill - was brief and had 
little or no long term effect on the area.

In 1849, a flood of men deemed undesirable 
American men came to the Diggings, men who 
wanted to make money without working for it - 
not digging for gold. These sowed the seeds of the 
conflict with the foreigners.

Americans resented the presence of the thou
sands of foreign gold hunters, especially from Chile 
and Mexico. Those from Chile were mostly parties 
of peons who had been hired to work for a patron. 
Americans saw this as the equivalent of a Southern 
man bringing slaves to California - a free state 
- to dig gold. Although there was talk of barring 
foreigners from the diggings, there was no practical 
way to do this. In 1849 and 1850, Mexicans came 
to mine during the summer and went home during 
the winter, taking their gold with them. Americans 

resented the loss of ‘American’ gold to the Mexicans, 
Chileans and others who were from other countries.

The story of the Chilean War is best told by three 
accounts:

The diary account of Ramon Gil Navarro, a 27 
year old Argentine merchant at Calaveritas, tells 
the story from the Chilean side. He knew the men 
involved and was sometimes directly involved.

Chilean captive, James Ayers, just 19 years old 
at the time, was trained as a printer and spent his 
whole life working in printing and publishing. He 
was one of the captives of the Chileans. Many years 
later he wrote his account.

And finally, the three newspaper accounts by 
Robert Wilson in the San Francisco Daily Alta 
California, which mostly agree with Navarro and 
Ayers, but are more general. Wilson was a newspaper 
man from Louisiana and was in Stockton to gather 
information of those coming from Calaveras, and 
witnessed those events which took place in Stockton. 
Taken together, these three accounts provide a story 
that has not previously been told in detail.
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In 1853, Ramon Navarro also wrote an account 
of the Chilean War that was published in a Chilean 
newspaper. In that article he is so partisan, so pro
Chilean and anti-American, that his objectivity 
is compromised. It appears that his almost daily 
diary entries are of more value than his later article 
(Beilharz & Lopez 1976:101-149).

In late 1849, some American miners had built 
huts in which to spend the winter at a location known 
as Iowa Log Cabins. This place was north of the 
Calaveras River and perhaps 2 or 3 miles northwest 
of the present town of San Andreas. The Chilean 
miners were organized into companies located in 
Chili Gulch. The Chilean and American camps were 
2 or 3 miles apart.

The initial steps which led to this conflict appar
ently were taken in late November or early December 
1849 when American miners complained to the 
local alcalde, Lewis A. Collier of Double Springs, 
that whenever they located a rich area, a group of 
Chileans moved into it and dispossessed them. The 
judge called a mass meeting of the Americans of 
the district and it was decided that the Chileans 
must leave the area. The Americans marched to the 
Chilean settlement and presented them with an order 
to leave the district by 25 December (Ayers 1922:47- 
48).

On 10 December Ramon Navarro noted that 
Chileans came to his camp in the Calaveritas district, 
7 or 8 miles southeast of Iowa Log Cabins, saying 
“...that a band of Americans came by to evict them 
on the order of a judge that only Americans had 
chosen...the 100 or so Chileans who are there and 
who have their winter houses, their supplies, and 
their companies...” refused to leave. The next day five 
Americans went into Chili Gulch to work and were 
thrown out by the Chileans, who then barricaded 
themselves in. The displaced Americans sounded the 
alarm and asked for help from all over. Any move
ment by the Americans or Chileans was then halted 
due to a heavy cold rain (Navarro 2000:68-69). The 
Americans were outraged that foreigners resisted 
them and refused to relinquish their mining grounds 
due to threats from the Americans.

Things remained quiet for a few days. On 15 
December, 22 Americans went to the Chilean camp 
professing friendship and had coffee with them. 
While there the Americans quietly collected all the 
weapons of the Chileans. “When they were fully 

disarmed, [the Americans] surrounded them all and 
tied up the owners of the companies.” “One of the 
Chileans...grabbed the fellow who acted as alcalde 
and threatened to stab him with...” his dagger. He 
was disarmed. “The Chileans were taken to the 
house of the judge [Col. Lewis A. Collier], who 
extorted 150 ounces of gold from them” by charging 
each one an ounce of gold. The Chileans were again 
ordered to leave the area by 25 December. Judge 
Collier quietly pocketed the gold for his own use. 
“While this was happening, other Americans were 
sacking the tents [of the Chileans]..., leaving nothing 
untouched” (Navarro 2000:70).

On 16 December a group of Chileans led by 
M. Maturano and Dr. J. Concha went to Stockton 
to file a complaint with the San Joaquin district 
alcalde. At first, they were concerned about the 
“American bandits” who had threatened them and 
stole their belongs. While passing through Double 
Springs they took Judge Collier prisoner and took 
him with them. At Stockton, instead of complaining 
about the “bandits,” they filed a complaint against 
Collier for treating them unfairly. Collier was to 
be tried by a jury at Stockton. He vowed “...that if 
he is acquitted...he will exact a painful price from 
those who brought him in.” Navarro felt that the “... 
poor Chileans are going to lose more because of the 
way they lodged the complaint” (Navarro 2000:72). 
Despite the narrative above, there would have been 
no need to issue a warrant for the arrest of Collier 
if the Chileans had taken him to Stockton. There is 
no evidence that Collier was with them. Much about 
this story does not neatly fit together.

This is where the incident became more serious. 
Chileans appealing to the American authorities was 
the step that led to the later fighting. On 22 
December “W. Dickenson, G. Belt” issued an order 
for the arrest of “...all of the individuals residing 
in Calaveras who have defied the legal authority 
of this subprefecture and who have recognized Mr. 
Coller [sic] as a judge” The document also autho
rized the arrest of all those “...who took part in the 
robbery, violence, and expulsion carried out against 
the aliens living in Chile Gulch” (Beilharz & Lopez, 
1976:125). The governor, General Bennet Riley, 
had appointed Gallant D. Dickenson the prefect for 
San Joaquin District (US Government, House Exec. 
Doc. 17, 1850:827). Dickenson and his family had 
spent the winter of 1848-49 at Mokelumne Hill.
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George G. Belt, the former quartermaster sergeant 
in Stevenson’s Regiment, was probably also in 
Calaveras district during the winter of 1848-49. At 
this time he was a merchant in Stockton serving as 
Judge or the First Instance. Ayers incorrectly stated 
that the order had been issued by “Judge Reynolds of 
Stockton and the sheriff” (Ayers 1922:51, 57 &60).

There was much rain and river flooding that 
delayed the return of the Chileans to the Calaveras 
diggings. The order that they took with them was 
for all district judges [alcaldes] to help the Chilean 
men to take the American bandits dead or alive, and 
to provide the Chileans with whatever they needed, 
such as weapons and horses (Navarro 2000:74). It 
was as if the men in Stockton had given the Chileans 
a bomb and lit the fuse.

These Chileans, none of whom spoke English, 
went to Navarro’s tent in the Calaveritas area for 
help and advice. Navarro called on the alcalde of 
Calaveritas, John Scollan, who had a tent store over 
the next ridge, to come and meet with the Chileans. 
Scollan was alarmed when he read the order from 
Stockton. His concern was that “American citi
zens can never be arrested by foreigners” (Navarro 
2000:74). An attempt to arrest them was sure to lead 
to conflict. Navarro translated the warrant for the 
Chileans. Scollan and the three Chileans went “... 
to try to arrest the bandits, who replied that ‘they 
are not subject to the authority of Stockton or that 
of anyone else in California. They say they are the 
people...’ [That is, the people are paramount in the 
US Constitution over the government.]. Scollan... 
[was] frightened by the entire affair” (Navarro 
2000:74). The bandits were the local miners who had 
plundered the Chilean camp while they were away.

That night, 27 December, at about 8 o’clock, 
the Chileans descended upon the American camp 
known as Iowa Log Cabins. “...About eighty armed 
Chileans, [sic]...went from cabin to cabin, seizing 
the inmates, most of whom were in bed, and binding 
them with ropes.” Some were tied to trees and left 
under guard. The other Chileans proceeded to other 
cabins and tents in the neighborhood. In one a card 
game was underway. The Chileans “broke open the 
door, and attacked the inmates with pistols, guns and 
knives, killing two Americans, one of their own party, 
and wounding four others” (Daily Alta California, 2 
January 1850). The Americans who were shot and 
later died were older men named Starr and Endicott.

Starr was said to be from Texas but no further infor
mation is given for either man except they had wives 
and children back in the States. Tirante, who had 
killed Endicott, gloated over his body because he 
thought he was Judge Collier. Ayers “assured him 
it was not [and “Tirante”] seemed greatly disap
pointed” (Ayers 1922:49). The Chilean who was shot 
was Joaquin Jara. The leaders of the Chileans were 
Juan del Carmen “Tirante” Teran, M. Maturano, and 
Dr. J. Concha. The latter two had gone to Stockton 
to get the warrant.

James Ayers was one of the men captured by 
the Chileans and, at first, tied to a tree. Ayers could 
speak Spanish so was made an interpreter for the 
Chileans. The American captives numbered 13 per 
Ayers (Ayers 2000: 50), 16 per Wilson (Daily Alta 
California, 2 January 1850), and 20 per Navarro 
(Navarro 2000:76). Now the leaders of the Chileans, 
realizing the enormity of what they had done and 
their, now, great peril, conferred as to their next 
move. They were fearful that all the Americans in 
the district would be out in force. They took their 
captives, all with their arms bound, to the Calaveritas 
diggings to have alcalde Scollan verify that the 
Chileans had acted legally based on the warrant 
from Stockton. Scollan refused to take any part in 
the affair, advised them to release their captives, and 
that they would be held responsible for their acts 
(Ayers 1922:51). Wilson states that “This Alcalde 
[Scollan] refused to see them, or to have anything 
to do with them...” (Daily Alta California, 2 January 
1850). Ramon Navarro said that Maturano brought 
the American captives to him and asked for his 
advice. Navarro replied that they should take them 
to Stockton (Navarro 2000:76). John Scollan was 
so concerned about the growing violence in the 
diggings that he had left before the fall of 1850.

The Chileans saw no alternative but to take the 
captives to Stockton. They first returned to their 
camp in Chile Gulch and then were on their way to 
Stockton. They somehow avoided Double Springs, 
where Judge Collier resided and where it was said 
that there were many Americans. “At about 7 or 8 
o’clock next morning [29 December], they arrived at 
the six mile tent, ten miles [west] of Double Springs.” 
“They then marched twelve miles farther towards 
Stockton, and at the tent, late Lemon’s, had a biscuit 
each and some cheese” (Daily Alta California, 2 
January 1850). Lemon had recently sold his ranch.
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Ayers concurs: “When we got to Frank Lemon’s 
tent at the lower crossing of the Calaveras, we 
were allowed to get some coffee and food” (Ayers 
1922:51-52). Here, Ayers met McKee Raney, who, 
with David F. Douglass, had a ranch on the road just 
to the west. When Raney heard what had happened 
he said that he would ride into Stockton and bring 
out a rescue party.

Further down the road to Stockton, “at about 
three o’clock, an American rode by with a gun, who 
remarked, ‘take care of yourselves, boys.’ Although 
the Chileans did not understand English they were 
now on the alert and left the road (Daily Alta 
California, 2 January 1850). James Ayers says that 
as they had passed Douglass and Raney’s ranch:

...we could see [Raney] and several others 
loading their guns in full sight of our wary captors, 
who lost no time in taking us away from the main 
road, and marching us across the plains... The 
Chileans were not at all at their ease. They acted 
like men who felt that they might at any moment 
be confronted with most serious difficulties (Ayers 
1922:52).

As the group continued on its way toward 
Stockton, Ayers noticed that the number of Chileans 
was diminishing. The Chilean peons were dropping 
out either due to exhaustion or fear of what was to 
come. It was intermittently raining and everyone 
was tired and wet. Late in the afternoon they came 
to a grove of large oaks and stopped to rest. One 
of their scouts came there and said that there was 
an armed party of Americans on the road looking 
for them. Tirante and the other leaders discussed 
what to do. Ayers could hear them and heard that 
Tirante suggested that they kill their captives and 
they would return to Calaveras. Another of them, 
Maturano, replied that he “...opposed the proposition 
not only as cruel and inhuman, but as one that would 
surely bring upon them the vengeance of the whole 
American people.” After a debate they all voted 
against Tirante’s plan (Ayers 1922:53). Ayers kept in 
mind Maturano’s position.

The march to Stockton was resumed in the rain. 
Ayers thought that only about half of the original 
contingent of Chileans was still with them. It rained 
heavily and became dark. A sheltered location was 
found; they stopped, built a fire, and all stretched out 
to rest. Late in the night the guards fell asleep. The 
Americans helped each other untie the ropes from 

their wrists. Slowly they collected the weapons of the 
sleeping Chileans and then rushed the leaders and 
took them. The leaders were bound and the peons 
made no move to help them.

The morning of 30 December was approaching 
and it appeared to be a clear day. They only knew 
that they were somewhere south of the Stockton 
road. Now the Americans with their Chilean pris
oners started northwesterly to intercept the road. 
They reached the road at O’Neal’s ranch [tent], about 
ten miles from Stockton. Coincidentally, the armed 
party, called the Stockton Rangers, that had been 
searching for them, had spent the night at that tent 
and were preparing to continue the hunt. The two 
groups came together and a meal was prepared for 
the American and Chilean party. Ayers appreciated 
that Maturano had counseled the other Chileans to 
not harm the American captives. While others were 
distracted, Ayers told Maturano to escape. They 
walked away from the tent to the edge of the over
grown plain and Maturano melted into the landscape 
(Ayers 1922:56-57).

Back at Calaveritas on 30 December, Ramon 
Navarro and John Scollan wondered what was 
happening with the Chileans and their American 
captives. A Chilean came to camp and reported that 
the Americans around the Iowa Log Cabins area 
were burying their dead. Also, that ten men had 
left to follow the Chileans and their captives. When 
they had learned that he was a Chilean, their first 
impulse was to kill him. But he knew English and 
convinced them that he was just learning of all that 
had happened (Navarro 2000:77-78).

At noon, Navarro and Scollan decided that they 
should take two men and go to Stockton to learn 
what had transpired. They also thought to get another 
warrant to capture any of the American “bandits” 
who were still in the area. They left Calaveritas 31 
December at midnight with just one man, “Jim,” and 
detoured to avoid the areas where the Americans 
camped, which probably means Double Springs. 
Weeks later, they learned that two hours after they 
left Calaveritas, Americans had come looking for 
Scollan. “Later they returned two or three times with 
an order from [Judge Collier] to take him as the sole 
guilty party for everything that happened that night” 
(Navarro 2000:88). One alcalde ordering the arrest 
of another alcalde appears to be a very odd situation.

On the road, Navarro, Scollan and Jim came to a 
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tent where a large group of Americans were standing 
around a fire. These included the ten men who had 
left the Iowa Log Cabins to follow the Chileans. 
Navarro and the others were quickly surrounded 
by about 15 Americans. The leader asked them 
who they were. Jim answered “And who are you?” 
“Where are you going?” asked the leader. “None of 
your business,” replied Jim, and he spurred on his 
mule. Navarro and the others followed Jim and were 
not molested. By 5 in the morning they were at the 
Indian rancheria near Lemon’s Ranch at the first 
crossing of the Calaveras River.

After resting for a while, Navarro and his 
companions continued riding toward Stockton. When 
they arrived at O’Neal’s ranch [tent] they found that 
the Americans who had stopped them on the road 
were there with the Chileans, who were now their 
captives. That morning, the Stockton Rangers had 
taken the Chileans and the freed Americans toward 
Stockton but within a few miles were overtaken by 
the Americans from Calaveras. The Chilean captives 
were turned over to the men from Calaveras, and the 
former American captives continued to Stockton. 
The Chileans, now just eleven men, were taken back 
to Double Springs.

At 4 o’clock on 31 December, Navarro and 
Scollan arrived at Stockton, where the people were 
greatly excited over the attack by the Chileans upon 
the Americans at the Iowa Log Cabins. According 
to Ayers, they also became angry when they learned 
that Judge Reynolds [Gallant Dickenson is not 
mentioned by Ayers] and the sheriff had given the 
warrant to the Chileans after no American had 
volunteered to take it to the Calaveras district. 
Ayers says the judge and sheriff took a boat for San 
Francisco (Ayers 1922:57).

On the night of 2 January a mass meeting was 
held in Stockton. A delegation of four prominent 
men of Calaveras had arrived in town to provide 
evidence of what had transpired in Calaveras. These 
men were “Robert Hart, Esq., of Virginia; Col J. C. 
Gilman, of Wisconsin; Dr. L. L. Battle, of Tennessee; 
and S[amuel] A. Booker, of Virginia” {Daily Alta 
California, 7 January 1850). How they person
ally knew of what had happened is not recorded. 
However, the resolution that was passed by the mass 
meeting suggests that the four gentlemen had come 
to Stockton to whitewash the role of the Americans 
in their treatment of the Chileans.

The resolution stated that the “American miners 
[in the Calaveras diggings] have acted with a high 
regard to the good order and welfare of this District.” 
Also, that “...the Judicial Officers of [the Calaveras] 
District... [will take] prompt and energetic action 
as they may deem most conducive to the peace 
and welfare of the people of the District” (Daily 
Alta California, 7 January 1850). Ominously, the 
“judicial officer” who would mete out justice turned 
out to be Judge Collier, who had started the whole 
affair. On 16 December he had vowed that he would 
“exact a painful price from” the Chileans. It is also 
perhaps no coincidence that one of the four delegates 
from Calaveras, Samuel A. Booker, was a nephew of 
Judge Lewis Collier.

James Ayers and a Dr. Gill, both of whom had 
been prisoners of the Chileans, made affidavits in 
Stockton, describing the events that had transpired. 
They soon returned to the Calaveras district. When 
they arrived they found that:

...a large delegation of miners from Mokelumne 
Hill had organized a court to try the Chileans engaged 
in the recent lawless and murderous acts. Tirante and 
two others, to whom were traced directly the murder 
of Endicott and Starr, were sentenced to death; some 
four or five of the other most active participants in 
the affair were sentenced each to receive from fifty 
to one hundred lashes on the bare back; and two, 
whose culpability was held to have been exception
ally flagitious [guilty], were condemned to have their 
ears cut off (Ayers 1922:58).

Ramon Navarro learned on 8 January the results 
of some of the trials at Double Springs. “...Maturano 
is safe and sound, Herrera and Picarte had their 
heads shaved and were whipped, and some of the 
other men had their ears cut off...” “...another six 
or eight are to be tried tomorrow or the day after... 
(Navarro 2000:82-83). On 12 January, while still 
in Stockton, Navarro was told that “some of the 
men were freed, but they were forced to witness the 
execution of the three condemned to be hanged. Two 
of those hanged were Chileans [Juan del Carmen 
“Tirante” Teran and Damian Ursua], and another was 
Mexican [Francisco Cardenas] (Navarro 2000:84; 
Beilharz & Lopez 1976:140). In 1853 Navarro 
corrected this story of the executions. He said that 
the three men were used as “target practice.” Prior 
to their burial it was noted that each man had been 
penetrated by about 15 bullets (Beilharz & Lopez 
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1976:148). Sam Prindle agreed with Navarro’s story 
from 1853 on this point. Prindle noted in his diary 
on 6 January 1850 that “three Chileans have been 
shot. Others cropped and heads shaved, all ordered 
to quit the mines under penalty of death” (Zumwalt 
1990:146). In early February, Robert Wilson, upon 
his return to Stockton from the Merced River, also 
stated that the Chileans were shot; “The ringleaders 
of the gang of Chileans who perpetrated the outrage 
upon the Americans of the Iowa Camp were shot...” 
(Daily Alta California 10 February 1850).

The execution by firing squad appears to be 
unprecedented. During this period in the diggings 
hanging was the usual penalty for murder. The 
Americans used a firing squad as a not so subtle 
message to the Chileans and other Hispanics in the 
mines. It may have worked for a while, but many 
Chileans remained in the diggings.

Navarro was not known to be a Chilean and that 
protected him. He was a well-educated Argentine 
who had come to California with Chileans. He had 
many Chilean peons working for him. But he was 
fluent in French and had learned English during his 
time in California. After the events of the Chilean 
War he said at Stockton, “I have always passed as 
French. When I return there [to Calaveras] I will 
only speak French” (Navarro 2000:85).

The “court” that tried the Chileans was what we 
would now call a kangaroo court. All the Americans 
who were involved in the trials had wanted the 
removal of the Chileans from Calaveras. Since the 
county government was not yet organized, these 
local men could do whatever they wanted and there 
was no one to countermand their actions. On 26 
January Navarro noted that “an American who was 
part of the Calaveras bandits came here and told us 
the details of the conflict with the Chileans.” He did 
not realize who Navarro was. He thought the whole 
episode was funny (Navarro 2000:87).

James Ayers later described the punishment as 
“barbarous and inhumane.” That “mutilation can at 
no time nor under any circumstances be justified” 
(Ayers 1922:59). Navarro said that “...seeing a man 
mutilated enrages you against those barbarians [the 
Americans] even more than seeing him hanged” 
(Navarro 2000:82). Many of the Americans who 
had arrived in California during 1849 were not the 
same class of men who had been there digging in 
the fall and winter of 1848-49. As the supply of gold 

dwindled, violence became more common in the 
diggings, and chaos continued for two years until 
local government was well-established. Even then, 
men often fought, and duels were frequent.
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January-April 2020

Donations:

Pat Gulyas—Collection of 9 historic 
post cards from Calaveras County for the 
Post Card Collection in the Downtown 
Museum Archives

Jim Respess - High quality scanning 
of ECV artifact for future display purposes

Tim Spencer - 2 books about E. 
Clampus Vitus for the office library, 
written by Tim Spencer

Phil and Florence Alberts - Post 
Office artifacts and photographs from 
Mountain Ranch Post Office; on display 
at the Red Barn Museum

Marlynn Blake - Collection of 
photographs, including Parrotts Ferry 
Bridge dedication, Murphys Hotel, and 
unidentified mining photographs; 3 
obsidian points found on Dogtown Rd; 
obsidian needles; 2 obsidian hand tools; 
grinding rock with pestle; to be displayed 
in the Downtown Museum Native 
American Display

Laurie Norfolk-Robertson - Modern 
print on canvas of the Hawver Ranch 
barn, along Hawver Road, San Andreas; 
on display at the Red Barn Museum

Vickie Stephens - Metsker’s Calaveras 
County Map

Bill Wennhold—Postcard of Blewett’s 
Cafe, San Andreas

Friends of Oakdale Heritage c/o 
Barbara Torres - Collection of letters and 
post cards related to Fred & Elizabeth Beal, 
and proof of purchase receiepts for ads run 
in the Calaveras Weekly Citizen regarding 
claims made by Fred Beal, Fred Vogelgesang, 
Thomas Feldman and Archibald Campbell- 
found in the collections at Oakdale Museum 
during an inventory (unknown source).

George Mencini - Fruit Crusher, used 
by Mencini for wine making in San Andreas, 
unknown date

Nakagawa Ranches - Livestock scale 
c. 1950, used at the Nakagawa Ranches in 
Acampo and Valley Springs areas for FFA 
show steer, livestock and even produce

Fred and Jacqueline Dennis - Cedar 
wood milled in Mountain Ranch for new 
wooden gates at the Red Barn Museum
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30 No. Mam Street P.O. Box 721 San Andreas, CA 95249

Officers and Directors
President Roark Weber, San Andreas

Vice President Jennifer Brock, San Andreas

Secretary Donna Shannon, San Andreas

Treasurer Gary Herd, Mountain Ranch

Director Carole Ward, San Andreas
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Director Cheryl Joses, Mountain Ranch

Director Cherie Campbell-French, Angels Camp

Interim Director Dave Sanders, San Andreas

Las Calaveras, Editor Charity Maness

Office Manager Rose Rinker

Administrative Assistant Savannah Mulderrig

January-April 2020

New Members:

Michon & Wayne Rinehart - Valley Springs

Linda Field - Mokelumne Hill

Paul A. Raggio - Merced

Irene Perbal - Mokelumne Hill

Charyl Annette - San Andreas

Jim Fraguero - Angels Camp

Las Calaveras is published quarterly by the 
Calaveras County Historical Society. A subscrip
tion to Las Calaveras comes with membership in 
the Calaveras County Historical Society for $25.00 
per year. Non-members may obtain copies from 
the Historical Society office. The original historical 
material presented in Las Calaveras is not copy
righted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention of the 
source would be appreciated. Contributions of articles 
about Calaveras County are appreciated and may be 
submitted to the Historical Society for consideration.

The Calaveras County Historical Society is a non
profit corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday 
of each month in various communities throughout 
the County. Locations and scheduled programs are 
announced in advance. Some meetings include a 
dinner program, and visitors are always welcome.

The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 to 4:00 in the 
historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Barn Museum 
at 891 Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, 
which is open Thursday to Sunday, 10:00 to 4:00.

The Society’s office is located in historic San 
Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assis
tance with research, and are encouraged to visit 
the museums while in the area. The office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8:30 to 4:00, and the 
telephone number is (209) 754-1058, or contact 
us at: CCHS@goldrush.com; Red Barn Museum 
(209) 754-0800.

Chuck & Linda Turner - Mokelumne Hill

Caitlin & Louis Ponick - Lodi

Elizabeth Staples - Linden

Elizabeth Fischer - Seattle, WA

Lifetime Members:

Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Spenser - Sacramento

J
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INTERVIEW WITH DON CUNEO
By Charity Maness

Don Maddock Cuneo was born March 27, 1924, 
the fourth of five children born to Rose (Costa) and 
Vic Cuneo; Fred, Louise, Gladys, Don and Vern.

Don and his younger brother Vern were born at 
the family home next to the Costa building in the 
little town of Calaveritas. His older siblings, Fred, 
Louise and Gladys were born at Otis Ranch, a site 
near Fricot City. His own mother had also been born 
in Calaveritas while his father had been born in San 
Antone camp. With a bloodline heralding from 
Genoa Italy, the family’s customs and traditions ran 
deep with the old country roots.

Vic was a jack of all trades, supporting his large 
family by mining at the Hearst Mine in Sheep Ranch 
until it closed in 1942 as well as farming. Vic also 
had a great passion for hunting. While Rose had her 
hands full at home with the five children.

Don’s fondest memories of his childhood were 
hunting with his father, brother and friends.

“My dad took us hunting as soon as we could 
walk. I remember my little brother Vern killed his 
first deer when he was nine and I killed my first 

when I was eleven. We loved hunting and fishing. 
We would hunt dove, pigeons, ducks, quail and deer. 
But deer hunting was my favorite. We lived on deer 
meat out there. I remember one time we went to 
check our trap line for coon or fox and we caught a 
skunk!” His father was left to deal with that particu
larly smelly catch.

As the boys got older they were allowed to hunt 
on their own. One trip the boys came home with two 
deer. “I got one and Vern got one, but when we got 
home he told our dad that there were three deer but 
we only got two.”

Growing up he had spring water yet no indoor 
plumbing.

The residents of Calaveritas all had outdoor 
toilets each “with a Sears or a Montgomery Ward 
catalog in there,” laughed Don.

Don attended the one room schoolhouse in 
Calaveritas for first through the fifth grade.

“There were a lot of kids when I started school 
in first grade. I remember the older kids would ride 
their horses to school. I thought that was pretty
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Rose (Costa) Cuneo at the Cuneo home circa 1912 - photo courtesy Fritzi Cuneo Dorroh

good, all I had was a fishing pole and a gun, but they 
had horses.”

The school had no running water, no plumbing 
and one outhouse for both boys and girls.

“With no running water we would have to go to 
the spring to get a bucket each morning. The water 
was so good, but it was scarce so we had to watch 
our water use.”

In the fifth grade the amount of students had 
dwindled from fifteen when he was in first grade 
to four but the school received a new teacher; Mrs. 
Royston.

According to Don, Mrs. Royston was the wife of 
the notorious bank robber Howard “Heavy” Royston 
of the infamous Fleagle gang.

May 23, 1928, Ralph Fleagle, his brother Jake 
Fleagle, George J. Abshier, (a.k.a. Bill Messick), and 
Howard "Heavy” Royston descended upon the First 
National Bank in Lamar, Colorado with the inten
tion of committing a bank robbery. In the frenzied 
attack Royston was shot in the face and the gang 
killed the bank president, A.N. Parrish, as well as his 
son Jaddo Parrish. The robbers made off with more 
$220,000.00 in cash, Liberty Bonds and commercial 
paper, as well as two hostages.

Back at their hideout in Kansas, with one 
hostage released and one killed, and in an effort 
to get Royston medical treatment, the gang lied to 
a local doctor from Dighton, Kansas stating that a 
young boy had his foot caught in a tractor so that 
he would make a house call. Once Royston was 
treated, they blindfolded and gagged the doctor, 
shot him in the back of the head and put his body 
in his own car and shoved it down a ravine north of 
Scott City, Kansas.

Royston took his portion of the cache and 
headed to San Andreas, California where he worked 
as a night engineer at a power plant. He was even
tually caught more than a year later, in August 
1929, by multiple law agencies including Calaveras 
County Sheriff Joseph Zwinge. He, as well as his 
cohorts, were found guilty and sentenced to hang.

Regardless of her affiliation with Howard 
“Heavy” Royston, Don thought Mrs. Royston was a 
good teacher but as a young boy he still yearned to 
be doing anything other than schoolwork, wanting 
to be outside as often as possible.

“Vern and I grew up together, we were only a 
few years apart but we were inseparable, we slept 
out on the porch all summer and halfway into the 
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winter along with our dog Scrappy before we went 
into the house.”

Scrappy was a Scottish terrier that had been sent 
to the family by railway from relatives in the Bay 
Area. When he arrived he was dressed in a Scottish 
plaid coat, but quickly incorporated into the country 
life. He received his humble name as he was fed the 
table scraps.

“He was a great dog. He was very good at 
hunting too. When you heard him barking you knew 
a deer was coming and he would drive it to us. He 
was a nice dog.”

As a child Don enjoyed playing in the creek, 
hiking in the surrounding hills and just being a 
country kid.

“We learned to swim in the Calaveritas creek 
with the Sweeney boys. The four of us we went 
camping up the creek together often.” Explaining 
they would hike for hours with no tent and simply 
camp out in the countryside.

Though sometimes a young boy’s curiosity can 
get them in a bit of trouble.

“When I was young I snuck into the dance hall 
in Calaveritas and went under the benches and stole 
all the gum stuck to the bottom of the benches. I was 
so sick. I had spasms for about a month and no one 
could figure out what was wrong.” Don believed he 
had gotten some illness from chewing the discarded, 
previously chewed gum.

Holidays were fun times for the families of 
Calaveritas.

“Every July 4th we would roast a goat and cele
brate with a couple of the other families.”

New Year’s Eve was another exciting celebration.
“I remember one New Year's Eve we heard 

dynamite charges being set off all over the county. 
That was the custom in the old days since we 
didn’t have fireworks or anything so most folks 
would set off dynamite. Every New Year's Eve we 
would hear this. There was so much mining you 
could buy dynamite everywhere. Well one year my 
dad decided to join in on the celebrations and at 
midnight he put twenty eight sticks of dynamite in 
the creek and blew out the windows of our house 
and the Cadamatri and Bacigalupi homes and 
rattled the DeMartini’s home too. The neighbors 
were not impressed. Needless to say my dad did 
not do that again.”

Don and Vern Cuneo circa 1938-39 
-photo courtesy Fritzi Cuneo Dorroh

Dynamite had other uses in the county too. 
“I had seen some folks use dynamite for fishing, 

but they didn’t get any fish, so I never tried it.”
After completing the fifth grade Don attended 

school in San Andreas. Often he would get a ride to 
school from a teacher but had to walk home.

About this time electricity came to Calaveritas.
“We didn’t have any electricity out there, just 

kerosene lamps and candles but when the cement 
plant opened, we finally got electricity. Around 1938 
my mom got a washing machine and a refrigerator.” 
This leap into modernization didn’t seem to have 
any effect on Don because he was such an outside 
boy.

Don attended Calaveras High School and was 
able to take a bus.

“A cracker box bus would come to pick us up 
and we would always encourage the bus driver to 
cross the creek. One day we got our bus driver Nick 
Wiebee stuck in the creek for half a day.”

High school provided an opportunity to partici
pate in sports. Don enjoyed tennis and track. He
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Don Cuneo USN1942
-photo courtesy Fritzi Cuneo Dorroh

recalled taking Latin yet stated, “now that I’m older 
I should have paid more attention.”.

As a freshman Don was taught to dance by 
senior Doris Barger and thoroughly enjoyed this 
form of entertainment throughout his life.

Soon Don had his own car, a Model A “with 
a rumble seat. I paid $50.00 for that car and sold it 
three years later for $50.00. I would take my girl
friend Betty Gould to the cemetery to ‘park’”. He 
would also take her to dances when he could.

“One time I drove to Fricot City to visit some 
friends when the left rear wheel came off the car 
and we plowed in the ground until we stopped. We 
stayed the night with our friends and the next day 
found my wheel down the ravine.”

He enjoyed driving to the dance halls, especially 
the Oak Grove Dance Hall just outside of Valley 
Springs.

The longest drive he took was to Sacramento 
where he went to junior college to study aeronautical 
engineering after graduating high school.

“I was only at Sacramento junior college for 
about two months when I noticed all my friends 

were getting drafted and I didn’t want to wait, so 
I enlisted in the United States Navy. My mother 
cried.”

Don enlisted in November 1942 with the job 
description of Fire Control. “When I enlisted I 
thought it was fire fighting but it ended up I 
was shooting guns. It actually worked out perfect 
because my spot was way up high and I could see 
all the islands we were going to.”

Don’s first assignment was aboard the USS 
McCord; a Fletcher class destroyer first launched 
January 10, 1943. “The McCord was 370 feet long 
with 350 sailors, 5-inch .38 caliber guns along with 
40mm guns, 20mm guns. It was also equipped with 
21-inch torpedo tubes, depth charge projectors and 
depth charge trackers.”

As soon as they were out to sea Don discovered 
his country boy body wasn’t quite ready for the open 
ocean.

“I was feeling really seasick so I went up top 
side to get sick. It was really rough waters, just as I 
was getting sick a huge wave came over the deck and 
I just hung on. That was scary.”

“We took our shakedown cruise to San Diego 
and then on to Pearl Harbor.” (A shakedown cruise 
is a performance test completed before a ship enters 
service.)

On November 27, 1943 after supplying at Pearl 
Harbor the USS McCord was set to sail to the 
Marshall Islands where Don would see his first 
action at Kwajalein Atoll.

Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall Islands was 
a Japanese held island with an estimated 8100 
Japanese soldiers on the island set to defend it as the 
outermost defensive perimeter in World War II.

The invasion began January 31, 1944 with 
the USS McCord providing close support fire and 
ended in Japanese defeat on February 3, 1944. This 
was one of the first Marshall Islands to be captured 
by US troops allowing the Pacific Fleet to advance 
towards the Philippines.

“At the island of Kwajalein I hyperventilated and 
I had to take a lot of deep breaths after it was over, 
it seemed dangerous and exciting, we were shooting 
at the islands, softening it up for the guys going on 
to shore, we also dropped a lot of depth chargers. I 
think we got one, if we thought they were there we 
would fire off of both sides and the fantail.”
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A young Don at his butcher shop in Winkler's Grocery Store. Courtesy photo, date unknown.

To some accounts the island was decimated.
There was no rest for the weary; by February 

17, 1944 the USS McCord used her ability to hunt 
submarines and sweep for mines at the Invasion 
of Eniwetok Atoll, a circular atoll in the Marshall 
Islands approximately 330 miles northeast of 
Kwajalein. The main objective was to take the 
atoll in four stages: the invasion of the two islets 
adjoining Engebi, Eniwetok and Parry Islands to 
the south, Engebi to the north, and the remaining 
small islets with the heaviest Japanese resistance on 
Eniwetok and Parry Islands. The atoll was secured 
in five days; February 22, 1944.

“Only after we made the islands safe could 
we relax a little. We would get some kind of beer, 
2.2 or some weak beer. We also got to swim in the 
lagoons. But we had motorboat patrols around us 
with machine guns just in case sharks were around. 
I only remember doing this about two times during 
my whole time aboard the USS McCord.”

The USS McCord was used almost continually 
in support of landings providing mine sweeping, 
escort, and patrols. “We did a lot of submarine 
patrol. I recall the longest we were out on submarine 
patrol was 40 days.”

During his first patrol over the equator Don 
learned a painful naval tradition.

“We were known as pollywogs until we passed 
the equator. Once we passed the equator they would 
shave your head and you had to crawl on your hands 
and knees through a group of sailors all with a rope 
in their hands ready to beat you with the rope. I tell 
you, I crawled pretty fast. After I made it to the end 
of the line I was no longer a pollywog, I was a shell 
back. I sure had lots of welts. Luckily we only had to 
become a shellback once, most of us were pollywogs 
and the older guys couldn’t wait to beat us up.”

“From patrol around Bougainville we headed to 
Saipan and Tinian.”

On June 15, 1944 the USS McCord was involved 
in the invasion of Saipan in the Mariana Islands; the 
goal to gain control of the island’s air base to allow 
launching of B-29 bombers. The McCord took part 
in the shelling of Tinian.

Though Don saw much more action, the memo
ries are better left to him.

After two years serving aboard the USS McCord 
“I was transferred to the USS Columbus in Boston. 
We were getting ready to go around to the invasion 
in Japan when it ended; the war ended.”

“I wrote my mother all the time, every chance I 
got out there.”

According to Don’s cousin, Fritzi Dorroh, Don 
would write to her father Fred - Don’s older brother 
- with a short code at the bottom of almost every
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Don Cuneo standing next to a photo of his family home in Calaveritas, a gift from the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. As a young boy he recalled “I hauled a lot of rocks from the creek to build the chimney".

letter letting Fred know if he was seeing action or 
not. If his ship saw action he would finish his letter 
with “I sure wish I was hunting at Bear Trap.”

“I don’t remember any letters that didn’t end 
with that,” said Fritzi.

“Though almost all of the guys I served with are 
gone I still keep in touch with Chuck Genovese, he 
lives in Seattle and he’s 100 years old. But the rest of 
them, they are all gone.”

Younger brother Vern followed in Don’s foot
steps and enlisted in the United States Navy as “fire 
patrol like me, because he knew what it was.” Vern 
served during the Korean War.

Don went from making $80 a month to “standing 
in the unemployment line in San Andreas.”

“But as luck would have it Danny Queirolo 
asked me how I would like to work in a butcher shop. 
That was the start of my career, I went on to own my 
own butcher shop in Winkler’s for twenty years.”

“I loved working in the butcher shop. The only 
downside was when we would all go hunting and my 
friends would leave me dressing and skinning all the 
deer while they would go out drinking.”

Before Don was even thirty years old he “decided 
to run for Supervisor, I was the youngest one in the 
state when I was elected, and I served five terms. 
I enjoyed helping people, but being a supervisor, 
someone is always for something you are for or 
against you.”

As Chairman of the board for two terms Don 
helped “get the mental health program started. We 
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were the welfare department too. We would go out 
and talk to welfare people. I remember one visit we 
visited a guy in a little cabin who only had kerosene 
lamps. The fumes were so bad we tried to get him to 
leave but he refused. He passed away the next day. It 
was heart breaking some of the people, the way they 
lived out in the boon docks.”

While serving on the Board of Supervisors 
he aided in getting wild turkeys introduced to 
Calaveras County.

“We had a fish and game committee that 
thought our terrain was perfect for wild turkeys. So 
we got about forty or fifty from Texas and left some 
at the quarry in Calaveritas, some in West Point and 
some in Copperopolis. Now there are wild turkeys 
everywhere.”

In 1964 Don bought the Treat Hotel in San 
Andreas and renamed it the Black Bart. He managed, 
cooked and did whatever else needed doing, but 
enjoyed cooking the most.

Don is now retired in San Andreas and is 
active in the Veteran of Foreign War Post 2600 in 
San Andreas. He has served in multiple capacities 
including Commander.

Not one to let grass grow beneath his feet, he 
caters and cooks for many local charity events and 
enjoys playing Santa during the Christmas holidays 
in San Andreas.

“He was a lot of fun,” said Fritzi, “he still is.”
He is the proud father of three daughters, three 

grandchildren, three great grandchildren and one 
great-great granddaughter.

iT
May-July 2020

Donations
Patrick Martin, Calaveras County 

Building & Grounds - Reclaimed wood 
from the old AG building, which was 
torn down at the Government Center in 
June 2020.

Eric Smith volunteered his time to 
help gather the reclaimed wood from the 
Ag Building.

A special thanks to all who have 
helped with the long-awaited head frame 
for the mining exhibit at the Red Barn 
Museum! Dave Sanders, Gary Herd, 
Jerry Perkins, Bob Kovacs, Ken James, 
Jesse May, Rick Dietrich, James Mann, 
the Sender Family, Carson Hill Rock and 
Herd’s Machine Shop.

Gary Herd purchased lunch for the 
volunteers who helped with the Red 
Barn Mining Exhibit.
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ROSEMARY FAULKNER
By Noah Berner

W
hile the Red Bam Museum and Annex in 
San Andreas is home to many important 
historical artifacts, some hold special 
significance for Rosemary Faulkner.

An old apple cider
press and a large, rusted
road grader are among the
many items at the museum
that were once used on the 
ranch where Faulkner spent 
her youth.

Faulkner was bom on
the 4,800 acre Bosse Ranch 
on the South Fork of the
Mokelumne River near Rail
Road Flat in 1924.

“The acreage on the river
was about 80 acres,” she
said. “And then we owned
the mountains around us.”
A third generation resident 
of the area, Faulkner’s 
grandfather on her father’s
side arrived in Calaveras
County from Germany

in 1880. Working as a shake-maker in the higher 
elevations, he quickly saved enough money to send 
for his wife and children. Faulkner’s father, Henry 
Bosse, arrived in the county in 1882 at the age of 10. 

Faulkner’s mother’s side 
of the family came to 
Calaveras from Switzerland 
around the same time, and her 
mother, Louise Sandoz Bosse, 
was bom in West Point.

At the age of twelve, 
Faulkner’s father went to 
work in the mines in Angels 
Camp, and he soon saved 
enough money to purchase the 
first piece of land that would 
grow into the Bosse Ranch. 

“He started out with about 
80 acres in the beginning, and 
then he raised a few cows, 
and they saved the money 
from the cattle sales, and 
every time there was a piece 

of property for sale adjacent 
to his, he bought it,” Faulkner 

Rosemary Faulkner holds up a photo of the Bosse Ranch 
during an interview in Sutter Creek.

Photograph by Noah Berner.
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said. “Then, occasionally there were homesteaders 
who moved away, who couldn’t make a living, and 
the homestead went back for taxes, and he would get 
the property for back taxes.” Faulkner’s parents met 
while her mother’s family was living on the nearby 
Licking Fork River.

“My father was working for a miner on a piece 
of adjacent property, and the miner was my mother’s 
uncle,” she said. “My mother and her sisters would come 
over and visit the uncle, and that’s where he met her.”

Before the two could marry, Faulkner’s father 
had to come up with a dowry.

“He had to have a house, a team of horses, and 
other things they might have needed,” she said. 
“Then, they married and had the six Bosse kids. I 
was bom to the ranch in 1924, and I was greeted by 
four brothers, and a sister, and my parents, of course. 
And that is where I grew up.”

While the family made their living primarily 
through cattle ranching, they didn’t eat the beef 
themselves. “We had a joke around home that after you 
were sixteen, they told you that people did eat beef, but 
we sold the beef and ate venison,” Faulkner said.

Truck farming supplemented the family’s income.
“We raised dry beans, potatoes and apples for 

sale,” Faulkner said. “You sell it to the stores in 
exchange for merchandise—that’s what we did—and 
you park your truck and sell it on the street.”

The family raised other 
animals at the ranch, including
hogs, sheep, chickens and turkeys.

“In cold weather, they 
killed six pigs, and five or six
deer, and they made sausage 
with venison and pork, and they 
put up the hams and bacons,” 
she said. “They smoked all of 
that meat in a smokehouse, 
and that preserves it, and then 
they would have that for the 
whole summer.”

Faulkner’s mother was in 
charge of a vegetable garden.

“She raised every kind 
of vegetable you could think 
of that would grow in that 
climate—cabbage and carrots 
and beets and lettuce,” she said.
“We had seven or eight acres of 

apple trees, and my mother canned a lot of that. They 
had a root cellar where they kept produce, and it kept 
quite a while. Then in the loft of that building they 
had a lot of straw, and that’s where they stored the 
apples, so we had apples until February or March of 
the next year.”

Ranch life required a lot of labor, and the kids 
pitched in to help out.

“We all had chores to do,” Faulkner said. “We 
had to get wood in, and we had to feed the pigs and 
the chickens and gather the eggs, and that was stuff 
that little kids could do.”

The ranch was almost completely self-sufficient, 
even producing enough hay to feed the livestock.

“We didn’t ever have to go rent pasture someplace 
else,” Faulkner said. “We were totally self-sufficient, 
except for flour, sugar and coffee. And then when my 
mother would make mince-meat, they’d buy raisins.”

Because the family lived a significant distance 
from town, their social life was somewhat limited.

“We didn’t have much social life with the people 
in town, except to go to church,” Faulkner said. “As 
far as going out with other kids or going to town 
dances, that was out of the question.”

Not many families in Rail Road Flat were able to 
make a living from ranching.

“There was a dairy, and people worked in the 
mines and the sawmills,” Faulkner said. Electricity 

didn’t come to Rail Road Flat 
until 1950.

“We didn’t have PG&E 
and didn’t miss it,” Faulkner 
said. “We didn’t have radio and 
we didn’t have television.”

But the family did have 
two things that were luxuries at 
the time—indoor plumbing and 
an automobile.

“We were the only family 
in the area that had indoor 
plumbing,” Faulkner said.

Shortly after the family 
purchased its first automobile 
in 1915, Faulkner’s mother had 
to rush to Sutter Creek to take 
her baby to the doctor.

“We did have a car, but 
my mother never learned to 
drive, and so she hooked up the 

This apple cider press, once used on the Bosse Ranch, 
is now displayed in the Red Barn Museum Annex.

Photograph by Noah Berner.
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The road grader that sits in front of the Red Barn Museum was once used 
on the Bosse Ranch. Photograph by Noah Berner.

buggy, and she went to Sutter Creek to 
take the baby to the doctor,” Faulkner
said. “She had to have a whole day 
(each way) to make that journey, and 
when she was coming back to Rail 
Road Flat, a rain storm overtook her. 
She was drenched, and she stopped 
at Taylor’s Store (in Rail Road Flat). 
Mrs. Taylor came running out, and 
she said, ‘Oh, Louise, where’s the 
baby?’And mother said, ‘She’s in the 
suitcase, under the seat.’”

Without electricity, the family 
used coal oil for lighting.

“We had lanterns to go to the 
bams and do the chores, and we had 
coal oil lights for the kitchen and the 
household, and that was pure coal oil,” Faulkner 
said. “Eventually, they started putting additives into 
it, and it got the name of kerosene. My mother just 
hated it. She said, ‘Oh that stuff is terrible. It smokes 
up the chimneys terribly.’”

Faulkner remembers an early experience of 
electric lighting when she visited the dentist in San 
Andreas for the first time as a small child.

“The office was in an old streetcar, and the doctor 
had his office up in the front by the street where he 
could get better light, and then in the back was his lab 
where he made the teeth, or whatever he had to do,” 
she said. “When my mother was in the dental chair, I 
played in the lab.”

Following her appointment, Faulkner’s mother 
asked the dentist to have a look at her daughter’s teeth. 
“Dr. Turner was an elderly man. He had a long, white 
beard and long hair, and he put me up in the big chair. 
There was a lightbulb hanging down over your head, 
and we didn’t have electricity, so that was very novel 
for me,” she said. “He said, ‘OK, we’ll look in your 
mouth.’ He put a monocle in his eye, and when he did 
that, it frightened me, and I screamed and kicked, and 
I broke that lightbulb. He said, ‘Get her out of here!”’

Faulkner was five years old when the Great 
Depression hit the county. Her father had ordered 
some seed from a company in the Midwest that came 
COD, and when he went to the Bank of Calaveras 
in San Andreas to withdraw money to pay for the 
package, the bank was closed.

“That was the first of the Depression in our house,” 
Faulkner said. “He wrote to them and told them that

the bank was closed, and he couldn’t pay for the seed. 
They wrote back and told him to keep it.”

The family weathered the national economic 
downturn relatively well.

“We didn’t really have a depression,” Faulkner 
said. “We had plenty of food, and outside of not 
having money, we were fine.”

At age six, Faulkner began attending the Fine 
Gold School two miles from the ranch.

“It was on top of a mountain, because the children 
came from another river to the same school,” she 
said. “Then, there was such low enrollment, because 
there wasn’t any local employment, the schools were 
consolidated with Rail Road Flat. That was the Eureka 
School, and it was five miles from where we lived. So, I 
rode my horse to school in seventh and eighth grades.”

When it was time for high school, Faulkner 
attended Calaveras High in San Andreas.

“That was 30 miles away, but we could catch a bus 
in the town of Rail Road Flat,” she said. “I graduated 
from Calaveras High, and that was in 1941.”

By that time, World War II was heating up.
“In 1942, I married my high school sweetheart, 

his name was Roy Taylor, and we established 
ourselves in Rail Road Flat and he worked in the 
lumber industry over in West Point,” Faulkner said. 
“When he was drafted, he went to war, of course, and 
Judy was bom in 1943.”

Faulkner lived with her sister in the Bay Area 
while she was pregnant, and her daughter was bom 
in Berkeley.

“Then, I came back to Rail Road Flat, and there 
was just nothing to do there but take care of my 
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baby in a little three-room cabin with no power,” 
she said. “I went back to the Bay Area and stayed 
with my sister, and my baby stayed for a while with 
my parents. I found some odd jobs to do, different 
things, and nothing was to my liking, but I went to a 
hairdresser a couple of times, and she did such nice 
things with my unruly hair, that I decided maybe that 
would be a good career.”

Faulkner decided to attend a private beauty 
school in San Francisco, and received her first license 
in 1948.

“I went to work in a beauty salon, and eventually I 
bought my own salon on the campus at Mills College 
(in Oakland),” she said. “I catered to the employees 
there and to the students that came to me, and a few 
people from the neighborhood.”

During this time, Faulkner furthered her 
education by attending junior college in Hayward, 
where she received her AA degree. After running her 
own salon for about 10 years, she decided to sell the 
business and go into teaching her hairdressing skills 
to students, which required returning to school and 
passing an exam.

“I heard about this position at Peralta (then 
called Laney Trade School), and so I applied and 
I was employed there,” she said. “I worked in the 
junior college for 18 years.”

Faulkner continued her education while teaching, 
attending the University of California, Berkeley and 
the University of California, San Francisco, where 
she received a degree in industrial arts.

When Taylor had returned from the war, the 
couple had decided to separate. “We were just a 
couple of kids when we got married,” Faulkner said.

In 1970, Faulkner married John Faulkner and 
resettled in Rail Road Flat.

“We bought a piece of property back there and 
we bought a few cows, and we established ourselves 
on a little ranch, and we built a nice home there,” 
she said.

After moving back to Rail Road Flat, Faulkner 
found that she missed her work.

“When I came back, I just couldn’t seem to give 
up working out of the home,” she said. “I was looking 
for something to do. I didn’t have to work—I had a 
good pension. The first thing I did as a volunteer, I 
went once a week down to the convalescent home 
in San Andreas, and I did their hair for a day, once a 
week, and there was no charge.”

Faulkner soon became involved with the ladies 
auxiliary at Mark Twain Medical Center and the Rail 
Road Flat Community Club. Over the years, she has 
served as a director for the Bank of Central Sierra 
and as a planning commissioner for the county.

In the 1980s, Faulkner was appointed by 
Governor Ronald Reagan to the Board of Consumer 
Affairs for Barbering and Cosmetology.

“I served in that position for about eight years,” 
she said. “I enjoyed it, too. We got our expenses paid 
and we traveled up and down the state.”

While Faulkner was a member of the Calaveras 
County Historical Society even when she lived in the 
Bay Area, she became increasingly involved when 
she moved back to Rail Road Flat. She eventually 
joined the board, served as president, and played the 
leading role in establishing the Red Bam Museum 
and Annex, which is dedicated to preserving the 
county’s history in agriculture, mining, logging and 
ranching. “I attended the historical society meetings, 
and that’s how I got involved with the bam,” she 
said. “We read in the paper, or heard somewhere, that 
they were going to tear down that old hospital bam 
that sits right on the road where you turn in to the 
government center, and it was going to be tom down 
to straighten Calaveritas Road.”

Faulkner and others, including Beverly and Bill 
Burton, John James, Duane White and Dave Sanders, 
decided to approach the county board of supervisors 
about the issue.

“We were all ranch people, or had a ranch 
background, but were all for saving history,” she 
said. “We went to the board of supervisors and asked 
them not to tear it down, and let us take it over for a 
museum. It wasn’t a difficult process at all. They put 
us on the regular agenda, and we were assigned with 
the other supervisors to draw up a lease, and then we 
could take over the bam and start work.”

The barn was built in 1870 and was originally 
used as a dairy bam by the old county hospital.

“It was the county farm bam, and it was part 
of the hospital,” Faulkner said. “Before they had 
a private hospital, it was a county hospital, and 
anybody could go there. If you didn’t have a home, 
you could live there, and if you were capable—men 
and women both—you were expected to work at the 
farm or work in the hospital.”

The farm included a garden, an orchard, horses 
and cows.
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“They milked the cows and the milk they didn’t 
use for the hospital, they sold it in town,” Faulkner 
said. “That’s what the bam was used for. It had 
stables in it, and horse stalls and a loft upstairs.”

Before the historical society took over the bam, 
the loft had been used as a meeting room for the 
sheriff’s posse. Various county departments had also 
been using the building for storage over the years.

“The only thing I can think of that’s still there 
from their farming days is the huge almond tree 
that’s out front,” Faulkner said.

The first step to setting up the museum was 
cleaning out the bam.

“There were so many wasps and spiders and 
cobwebs—you wouldn’t have walked in there, it was 
so bad,” Faulkner said. “We asked the fire department 
to come in, and they washed down the whole inside 
of the bam so that we got rid of all of the critters, and 
then we could go to work and start doing things in 
it.” Along with many volunteers, inmates from the 
local jail helped to provide labor.

“They would take out prisoners that were trusty, 
and they, of course, were happy to get out, and they 
would come over and work,” Faulkner said. “They 
were good workers. We furnished the tools and 
gloves and whatever they needed to work with, and 
we got a lot of free labor.”

After renovating the bam, the group requested 
artifacts from county residents.

“The county responded to us beautifully,” 
Faulkner said. “They started bringing in equipment 
and hand tools and all kinds of things, and it was no 
time at all until we were short on space. It just filled 
up and it looked good. ... I’m 
extremely proud of it.”

Once the bam was full, the 
historical society began to raise 
funds to build the Red Bam
Annex, which was completed 
in 2010.

“That’s full now, too,”
Faulkner said. “I don’t know 
what we’ll do with anything 
else that’s given to us.”

Throughout the project to 
establish the museum, Faulkner 
was often the one who would 
attend county board meetings 
and make requests on behalf 

of the organization. “Bosse by name, and bossy by 
nature,” she said, with a laugh.

“They gave me credit for everything, but I was 
just a good organizer,” she said. “I had a great group of 
people that were anxious to get in and do something.”

The members of the original Red Bam 
Committee included Faulkner, Beverly Burton, 
Duane Wight, Dave Sanders and John James. Many 
more volunteered their time, including David Studley, 
Roark Weber, Don Winn, Ron Randall, Mark Weibe, 
Darrell Giannini, Don Steneck, Brad Burton, Bill 
Burton, Mark Nunes, Eden Sanders, Ken Markham, 
Tim Palecek, Frank Gilbo, Bob Wood, Dick Cowgill, 
Mark Mathre, Gary Herd, Dale Briski, Donna 
Shannon, and many others.

“I sincerely hope I didn’t leave anyone out,” 
Faulkner said. “You’re all very important people to 
the bam.”

Faulkner said that agriculture and ranching have 
played an important role in the county’s history.

“It lasted,” she said. “The mining petered out, 
and so did the sawmills.”

In 1990, Faulkner separated from her second 
husband, and for the next 10 years, she managed the 
ranch by herself. Afterwards, she moved to Jackson, 
where she lived for almost two decades before 
recently moving to Sutter Creek.

Though Faulkner has lived many places and done 
many things, her early years spent on the family ranch 
near Rail Road Flat hold a special place in her heart.

“I had a very good heritage,” she said. “I feel 
very fortunate to have grown up during that time.”

The Bosse Ranch. Photograph Courtesy of Rosemary Faulkner.
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CHUNG KEE’S SHUTTER
Julia Costello *17 Dec 2020

A
n iron shutter, namesake for Mokelumne
Hill’s Shutter Tree Park, came from 
prominent Chinese merchant Chung 

Kee’s stone store. Surviving the fire of 1898 and 
exodus of the local Chinese population, Kee’s 
store fell into ruin by 1910. One of its fallen 
shutters became encased within ailanthus trees 
(Chinese trees of heaven) which grew together 
to become a landmark on the corner of Main and 
Center Streets. When the town turned the corner 
lots into a park in 1977, the imposing tree and 
its relic inspired the name Shutter Tree Park. 
Twenty years later the tree died. The rescued iron 
shutter is now fittingly featured in a sculpted art 
mural overlooking the site of Chung Kee’s store 
(Figure 1).

Chung Kee’s Store Shutter
The historic ailanthus tree with its iron 

shutter was located next to the historic site of the 
largest store in Chinatown owned by successful 
entrepreneur Chung Kee (Figure 2). Initially 
purchasing a store in San Andreas in 1868, Kee 
moved to Mokelumne Hill by 1872, establishing 
himself in his stone building in the heart of 
Chinatown. Over the next two decades, Chung Kee

Figure 1: The shutter from Chung Hee's Store regained its place 
of honor in Shutter Tree Park in December of 2020. 

/Courtesy of Julia Costello)
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Figure 2: Frank Peek captured this portrait of Chung Kee 
around 1882. /Courtesy of Mokelumne Hill Historical Society)

expanded his original store and purchased virtually 
all of the Chinatown frontage on East Center Street 
including a lumber yard, stable, warehouse, the 
Taoist temple, and more than
a dozen wooden dwellings.
In 1887, he also obtained 
ownership of the prosperous
What Cheer mine in nearby
Chili Gulch. Chung Kee’s wife
Kim had joined him in 1870, 
along with their 10-year-old
son, and bore at least two more 
children in Mokelumne Hill.
Chung Kee, Kim, and their 
children apparently returned to 
China in the mid-1890s as legal 
transactions after that time were 
conducted by an agent.

Although Chung Kee’s 
store and lumber yard on Center
Street survived the fire of
1898, most of Chinatown was 
destroyed and the community 
never recovered. While nearly 

100 Chinese were recorded in Mokelumne Hill in 
1880, only 14 were counted in the 1900 census. By 
1912, the stone store was in ruins (Figure 3) and 
by 1930, all Chinatown structures on this block 
were gone. Only the ailanthus tree and its enclosed 
shutter remained.

The Park
Reaching almost 50 feet high by 1970, the Shutter 

Tree was a landmark on the comer of Center and 
Main Streets (Figure 4), then an open space featuring 
popular horseshoe pits and serving as a venue for 
local celebrations. When the town decided they 
wanted an official and improved community park, 
the work of transforming the vacant lot was taken up 
by the Mokelumne Hill Community Club. In 1973, 
Bob Rosenthal, former owner of Hotel Leger, and 
his family agreed to trade their two downtown park 
parcels to the Mokelumne Hill Veterans Memorial 
District for a portion of donated Marredda land on 
the east edge of town.

San Francisco landscape architect John G. 
Grace, residing in his renovated Mokelumne Hill 
Peek Inn with daughter Stephanie, volunteered to 
design the park. He featured the Shutter Tree—the 
park namesake—within an open lawn bordered on 
the west and south by retaining walls and benches 
(Figure 5). The southern elevated park section 

Figure 3: This photo of the backside of Chung Kee's Store taken from the south looking 
north towards French Hill was captured by Edith Irvine around 1910. 

/Courtesy of Mokelumne Hill Historical Society)
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was reached by a wide stairway leading to play 
equipment and horseshoe pits, with a restroom 
facing China Gulch. Labor was supplied by the 
County’s Comprehensive Employment Training Act 
(CETA) crew. Rhyolite stone for the retaining walls 
was donated by Ray Garamendi, while 30 historic 
cut stone blocks from the old Mokelumne Hill Soda 
Works property were donated by Chester Stegman 
and placed around the park perimeter. An historic 
stone wall just north of the Main Street arbor was 
incorporated into the design.

Grading during construction unearthed an 
abundance of artifacts from historic Chinatown 
and Main Street enterprises which were collected 
by workers and locals (Mike Falvey donated an 
exquisite small jar he found, now on display at 
the Mokelumne Hill Library/Archives). Key 
local leaders in the park effort included Alice 
and Tim Cannon, Mike Dell’Orto, Mary Jane 
Garamendi, Roxi Hertzig, Lee Hess, Marcy 
Hosford, Roger Pitto, Fred Wilke, Hazel Yocom, 
and Eve Zumwalt.

Costs for the new park totaled $32,336, with 
$9,000 obtained from a State Recreational Fund

Figure 4: This photo of the Shutter Tree appeared in the 
Calaveras Enterprise in 1986. (Courtesy of Julia Costello)

Figure 5: Architect John Grace drew this rendering of Shutter Tree Park in 1977. (Courtesy of Mokelumne Hill Historical Society)
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Figure 6: Park construction volunteers gather for a photo in the new park in 1977. Back row standing (left to right): Hazel Yocom, 
Valerie Yocom, Jim Yocom, Ken Thompson, Tiffany Meyer. Sitting (left to right): Unknown, Axex Quinanes, Neil Edwards, Lee Hess, 
Jan Harper, John and Stephanie Grace, Bill Macaw, Tayna Meyer, Leslie and Lisa Harger, Daryl Carter, Eva Zumwalt, Tim Cannon, 

MaryJaneGaramendiandRoxiHertzig. /Courtesy Mokelumne Hill History Society)

Figure 7: Chung Kee's shutter was excavated by volunteers in 1998. 
/Courtesy of Julia Costello)

grant (championed by Senator John Garamendi), 
about $17,000 from CETA work, and $6,500 in 
donated real estate. In addition were uncounted 
volunteer labor and contributions from the 
Community Club and other town residents 
(Figure 6). Construction began early in 1977 with 
the dedication ceremony held on May 30.

While the park was enjoyed by the townsfolk, 
the Shutter Tree suffered. The graded and 
leveled lawn area had added several feet of 
earth to the base of the trunk and watering the 
surrounding grass caused the tree’s roots to rot. 
In 1995, the dead tree was nearly consumed by 
a fire extinguished by volunteer firefighters. The 
following year the hazardous tree was cut down 
to a seven-foot height, its still-trapped shutter half 
buried underground.

Saving the Shutter
The Mokelumne Hill Veterans Memorial District, 

owners of Shutter Tree Park, became increasingly 
unhappy with this historic relic in the middle of 
their park’s lawn. The stump and shutter were safety 
hazards and generally unsightly, and the shutter could 
be stolen or, perhaps worse, rot away underground.
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The historic importance of the icon, however, was 
universally agreed upon. The solution was an 
archaeological excavation to rescue the shutter, so a 
volunteer participation day was advertised: Saturday 
June 27, 1998. Archaeologists Julia Costello, Tim 
Kennedy, and Alice Olmstead oversaw the efforts of 
some 40 townsfolk, ages one to 80, including Katie 
May Aldrich, Kevin Brady, Jane Canty, Casey and 
Nick Klotz, Brady McCartney, Lori Brown Noyd, 
Ron and Sean Pitner, Emelio and Hazel Prunetti, 
Malila Szabados, and Barry Young.

A five-by-five-foot excavation unit was dug 
around the shutter. Removed earth was screened for 
artifacts, yielding clear, black, and aqua-colored bottle 
fragments, square-cut nails, ceramic shards, and a 
kaolin pipe stem. The shutter base rested on the historic 
ground level, some 20 inches below the park’s lawn 
surface (Figure 7). The shutter measured nearly seven 
feet tall and 20 inches wide, was constructed of three 
sections joined by riveted iron strips, and hung on two 
pivot hinges. It was in surprisingly good condition.

As part of the excavation project, long-time 
residents were interviewed about the history of the 
Shutter Tree. Both Hazel Lloyd Yocom (b. 1921 in

West Point) and Flossie Casaretto Sabatini (b. 1915 
at Middle Bar) recalled that the shutter was wrapped 
up in the tree since the 1930s, most of it quite visible. 
Ivy Dahl (b. 1921 in Mokelumne Hill) recalled that 
in 1929 or 30 there were two small trees next to 
the ruins of the Chinese buildings and that the iron 
shutter, associated with the store’s basement, was 
placed between the two trees intending for it to be 
grown around. When Ivy was asked what should be 
done with the shutter once it was removed from the 
ground, he responded: “Preserve it! Maybe make 
a concrete trunk, like the Shutter Tree, and put the 
shutter in that. You could put up a plaque and say 
what it was and then preserve it.”

Amazing how closely Ivy Dahl’s idea is playing 
out. After some twenty years of waiting, the shutter 
now has a place of honor in Anne Cook’s Shutter Tree 
Wall Project. It is encased in the base of a plaster tree 
crafted by Scott Greer, with limbs spreading over 
the library wall and eventually sheltering mosaic 
scenes of the town’s history. Chung Kee’s shutter 
has regained its place of honor in Shutter Tree Park.

Julia Costello, third from right, and artist Anne Cook, third from left, stand with other locals in front of the mural in Shutter Tree Park. 
/Courtesy of Noah Berner)
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A BULL-AND-BEAR FIGHT IN MOKELUMNE HILL
By Noah Berner

J.D. Borthwick drew these sketches after witnessing a bull-and-bear fight in Mokelumne Hill in 1852. /Courtesy image)

A
s J.D. Borthwick, a Scottish journalist and 
artist, walked the wagon road between 
Jackson and Mokelumne Hill in March of 
1852, he came across numerous advertisements 

posted to rocks and trees.

“War! War!! War!!!,” they read. “The celebrated 
Bull-killing Bear, GENERAL SCOTT, will fight 
a Bull on Sunday the 15th inst., at 2 P.M., at 
Moquelumne Hill. The Bear will be chained with a 
twenty-foot chain in the middle of the arena. The
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Bull will be perfectly wild, young, of the Spanish 
breed, and the best that can be found in the country. 
The Bull’s horns will be of their natural length, and 
not ‘sawed off to prevent accidents.’ The Bull will 
be quite free in the arena, and not hampered in any 
way whatever.”

Borthwick was well aware that there were grizzly 
bears in California. Passing through Jackson earlier 
that day, he had almost tripped over a grizzly cub that 
was chained to a stump in the middle of the street.

“He was the pet of the village,” he wrote, “and 
was delighted when he could get anyone to play with, 
though he was rather beyond the age at which such a 
playmate is at all desirable.”

But Borthwick had never seen a bull-and-bear 
fight, and on Sunday, curiosity getting the better of 
him, he made his way to the arena.

The arena was 40-feet-wide and enclosed with 
an iron fence. Surrounding this rose tiers of seats 
for the audience. The arena and bleachers were both 
enclosed by a 100-foot-wide wooden structure 10 
feet in height.

The bear sat in a wooden cage, reinforced with 
iron, at the end of a 20-foot chain that was pinned to 
the center of the arena. A bar was located under the 
bleachers, as well as pens containing two bulls.

“The scene was gay and brilliant,” wrote 
Borthwick, “and was one which would have 
made a crowded opera-house gloomy and dull by 
comparison. The shelving bank of human beings 
which encircled the place was like a mass of bright 
flowers. The most conspicuous objects were the 
shirts of the miners, red, white and blue being the 
fashionable colors, among which appeared bronzed 
and bearded faces under hats of every hue.”

“(R)evolvers and silver-handled bowie-knives 
glanced in the bright sunshine, and among the crowd 
were a number of gay Mexican blankets, and red and 
blue French bonnets, while here and there the fair sex 
was represented by a few Mexican women in snowy
white dresses, puffing their cigaritas in anticipation 
of the exciting scene which was to be enacted.”

“Over the heads of the highest circle of spectators 
was seen mountain upon mountain fading away into 
the distance, and on the green turf of the arena lay 
the great center of attraction, the hero of the day, 
General Scott.”

While the bull seemed to be the favorite of the 
crowd, betting was mostly in favor of the bear. A 

man sitting next to Borthwick remarked, “nary bull 
in Calafomy as could whip that bar.”

Borthwick estimated the bear’s weight at 1,200 
pounds, and thought he was probably worth $1,500.

To get the bear to leave his cage, it was rolled 
backwards on a small track until the length of his 
chain forced him into the open.

At this point, the bull was also driven from 
its pen. “The bull was a very beautiful animal,” 
Borthwick observed, “of a dark purple color marked 
with white. His horns were regular and sharp, and his 
coat was as smooth and glossy as a racer’s.”

After surveying his surroundings for a moment, 
the bull made a mad dash back for his pen, breaking 
through the gate “with as much ease as the man in the 
circus leaps through a hoop of brown paper.”

A stronger barricade was quickly erected, and 
the bull was forced back into the arena.

“By this time he had made up his mind to fight,” 
wrote Borthwick, “and after looking steadily at the 
bear for a few minutes as if taking aim at him, he put 
down his head and charged furiously at him across 
the arena.”

“The bear received him crouching down as low 
as he could, and though one could hear the bump 
of the bull’s head and horns upon his ribs, he was 
quick enough to seize the bull by the nose before he 
could retreat.”

The beginning of the fight was greeted with 
uproarious applause.

“In the meantime, the bear, lying on his back, 
held the bull’s nose firmly between his teeth, and 
embraced him around the neck with his fore-paws, 
while the bull made the most of his opportunities in 
stamping on the bear with his hind-feet.”

“At last, the General became exasperated with 
such treatment, and shook the bull savagely by the 
nose, when a promiscuous scuffle ensued, which 
resulted in the bear throwing his antagonist to the 
ground with his fore-paws.”

This was met with another round of enthusiastic 
applause. The bull eventually struggled to his feet 
and retreated to the side of the arena.

After resting for a few minutes, the bull charged 
again. “Again poor bruin’s ribs resounded, but 
again he took the bull’s nose into chancery, having 
seized him just as before,” Borthwick wrote. “The 
bull, however, quickly disengaged himself, and was 
making off, when the General, not wishing to part 
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with him so soon, seized his hind-foot between his 
teeth, and, holding on by his paws as well, was thus 
dragged round the ring before he quitted his hold.”

Afterwards, the bull’s “nose and lips were a mass 
of bloody shreds, and he lay down to recover himself.”

The bull “showed no inclination to renew the 
combat; but by goading him, and waving a red flag 
over the bear, he was eventually worked up to such a 
state of fury as to make another charge.”

After charging two more times, the bull 
“seemed to be quite used up, and to have lost all 
chance of victory.”

At this point, the master of ceremonies climbed 
the barrier and addressed the crowd. He asked if the 
bull had been given a fair chance, and the crowd 
agreed that he had. He went on to say that for $200 
he would let in the other bull, and “the three should 
fight it out till one or all were killed.”

The funds were quickly secured, and the second 
round of the fight commenced. Upon entering the 
arena, the second bull immediately charged the bear.

“The bear, as usual, pinned him by the nose,” 
wrote Borthwick, “but this bull did not take such 
treatment so quietly as the other: struggling violently, 
he soon freed himself, and, wheeling around as he 
did so, he caught the bear on the hind-quarters and 
knocked him over.”

The other bull, seeing his opportunity, quickly 
charged the bear from the side before he could recover.

“The poor General between the two did not 
know what to do, but struck out blindly with his fore
paws with such a suppliant and pitiable look that I 
thought this the most disgusting part of the whole 
exhibition,” wrote Borthwick.

Several charges later, the crowd agreed that the 
bear was the victor, and the fighting finally came to an 
end. Both wounded bulls were put down with rifles.

Borthwick, along with many ofhis contemporaries, 
was somewhat repulsed by the spectacle, writing, “so 
long as the animals fought with spirit, they might have 
been supposed to be following their natural instincts; 
but when the bull had to be urged and goaded on 
to return to the charge, the cruelty of the whole 
proceeding was too apparent; and when the two bulls 
at once were let in upon the bear, all idea of sport or 
fair play was at an end, and it became a scene which 
one would rather have prevented than witnessed.”

Bull-and-bear fights were held in Spain for 
centuries before the practice was brought to California.

Held on Sundays, fiesta days and feast days, the 
battles were likely staged in every Spanish settlement 
in the state.

During the American period, the fights 
degenerated into garish spectacles held mostly 
to make money, and public opposition led to the 
banning of the practice across the state in the latter 
years of the Gold Rush.

Bibliography:
Borthwick, John David. The Gold Hunters: a First-Hand
Picture of Life in California Mining Camps in the Early Fifties. 
Outing Publishing Company, 1917.
Snyder, Susan. Bear in Mind: the California Grizzly. Heyday 
Books, 2003.

A NOTE FROM YOUR
INCOMING PRESIDENT...

On July 1st, 2021, the Historical Society began 
a new fiscal year, and with a new year, an election 
to select and elect the new members of the Board 
of Directors. The list on the following page reflects 
the newly elected Board for fiscal year July, 2021 
through June, 2022. Some of the Board Members 
you will recognize, the new members, Erich Sender, 
Donna Queirolo and Tad Folendorf we welcome 
wholeheartedly! We are looking forward to turning 
the page to the new year and putting the difficult 
past year behind us. The museum has remained 
closed for visitors since March of2020, but we have 
resumed member meetings beginning this past May, 
June and July with Society business, elections and 
an interesting program in July at the Red Bam & 
Annex where we burned our brands onto the wall!

The new board and office staff bring a depth 
of knowledge about Calaveras County which will 
provide ideas and energy to the Historical Society 
in its efforts to preserve and develop our museums 
and displays to inform the public about the rich 
and interesting heritage found in our county. We 
anticipate opening the doors on September 1st and 
we look forward to seeing you in the museums and 
at the meetings we have planned for the coming year.

—With best regards,
Jennifer Brock
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April-May-June 2021

Recent Donations:

Historical books and documents from the 
Harleigh Winkler estate

NOTE: The Historical Society is grateful for 
donations of artifacts and documents relating 
to the history of Calaveras County. However, 
we will not be able to accept any donations 
until November due to a large backlog of 
documents and items still being processed. 
Thank you!

Membership
Meeting Schedule 

for 2021:

August, no meeting

Thursday, September 23

Thursday, October 28

Thursday, November 18

If you have a suggestion for a venue 
and/or subject of interest for a 

meeting, let us know!
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CALAVERAS CEMENT COMPANY
By Noah Berner

A New Enterprise During Tough Times William Wallace Mein

T
he 1920s were a difficult decade for Calaveras 
County. While much of the country thrived 
during the years that came to be called the 
“Roaring Twenties,” the population of Calaveras 

County declined to its lowest level since the 
beginning of the Gold Rush.

By the early years of the decade, almost all of the 
major gold mines in the county had closed down due to 
a combination of factors including 
rising production costs and a fixed 
gold price. While those involved 
directly in mining operations lost 
their jobs, all of the subsidiary 
industries that catered to the 
mining industry were also hit hard.

In a period of economic 
decline, there was one encouraging 
development—the opening of the 
Calaveras Cement Company’s
Portland cement plant in San
Andreas in 1926. In the following 
years, the plant would grow to 
become the largest private-sector 
employer in Calaveras County.

The Calaveras Cement Company was 
founded by William Wallace Mein, a man whose 
life and career had previously centered around 
gold mining.

William Wallace Mein was the son of “Captain” 
Thomas Mein, who was born in Scotland in 1838 
before moving to the United States with his parents 
at the age of 3.

The Calaveras Cement Company plant in San Andreas in 1960. 
/Courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society)
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In 1859, 21-year-old Thomas Mein left his home 
in St. Lawrence County in New York to seek his 
fortune out West. He soon found himself in Nevada 
County, where he quickly made a name for himself 
in mining circles.

At the age of 29, Thomas Mein became the 
manager of the Wigham Mine outside of Nevada 
City, one of the largest hydraulic mines in the area. 
He married a local girl and had four sons, the third 
of which was William Wallace Mein, bom in 1873.

From Nevada City, Thomas Mein went on to 
develop the El Callao Mine in Venezuela and to 
supervise the operation of the Treadwell Mine near 
Juneau, Alaska, in the 1880s.

After gold was discovered on the Rand at 
Johannesburg, Thomas Mein relocated to South 
Africa in 1891 and was placed in charge of the 
Robinson Mine, the largest gold-producer in the 
world at the time.

Although William Wallace Mein was only a 
teenager, he had already spent many years with his 
father in the goldfields. He began working in the 
milling department at the Robinson Mine before 
being placed in charge of the chlorination of ores at 
the age of 21.

In 1896, the family returned to California. 
Thomas Mein was in ill health after having spent 
years inhaling large quantities of rock dust while 
working underground. Thomas Mein passed away 
in 1900, the same year that William Wallace Mein 
graduated from the University of California with a 
Bachelor of Science degree.

Mein decided to return to South Africa, 
eventually becoming the manager of the Robinson 
Mine, the position once held by his father, at the 
age of 30. In his four years on the job, production 
doubled and profits almost tripled.

In 1907, Mein married Frances Williams, the 
daughter of a leading figure in the South African 
diamond industry and associate of Cecil Rhodes. 
The couple had two children in South Africa, and 
another two after relocating back to the United 
States in 1911.

In the following years, Mein served as consulting 
engineer to the International Nickel Company, 
the Dome Mines and the Canadian Mining and 
Exploration Company.

During World War I, he served his government as 
an assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture and as the 

director of fertilizer control. After the war, he lived 
in New York City for four years and engaged in the 
development of various oil and mining enterprises.

In 1922, Mein once again returned to his home 
state to raise his children and be closer to his aging 
mother. He expected business to boom in California 
in the coming years.

A Chance Conversation
It was through sheer coincidence that Mein went 

on to found Calaveras Cement Company.
In the early 1920s, William MacNider, an 

industrial salesman active in Northern California, 
optioned several limestone deposits in San Andreas 
with the idea of developing a cement industry in the 
area.

MacNider happened to have an office in a San 
Francisco business building adjacent to an office 
shared by Mein and George Poore, another man 
whose career was centered around mining.

When the phone in Mein and Poore’s office 
stopped working on Dec. 15, 1922, Poore went next 
door to use MacNider’s phone. He noticed several 
limestone samples on MacNider’s desk, and asked 
about them following his phone call.

MacNider informed Poore that he had control of 
the finest limestone deposit in the state of California, 
and that he represented a group of businessmen in 
Stockton who were looking for financial backing to 
establish a cement manufacturing company.

It turned out that the deposit was located two 
miles south of San Andreas, at Kentucky House in 
Calaveras County. The two men called Mein into the 
discussion. Intrigued, he visited the deposit with a 
former classmate and mining engineer on the day 
after Christmas.

Calaveras Cement Company 
and the San Andreas Plant

During the Gold Rush, Kentucky House served 
as a trading post and a center of mining activities. 
Its location on the third crossing of the Calaveras 
River between Stockton and Murphys made it an 
ideal stopping place for stage coaches passing 
through the area.

The Kentucky House building was located on a 
500-acre parcel held under option by the Stockton 
businessmen, and the deposit was named after the 
old frame landmark.
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The property contained three limestone 
deposits—Hills Number 1, 2 and 3. A smaller 
property was held under option about five miles to 
the east of Kentucky House near Calaveritas, which 
contained a deposit known as Hill Number 4, or the 
Old Gulch Deposit.

Mein began an extensive program of sampling 
and testing, which included digging three miles of 
trenches and driving a 7-foot-wide, 700-foot-long 
tunnel through Hill Number 1. Pleased with the 
results, he acquired a 50% interest in the real estate. 
His good standing in mining and financial circles 
allowed him to secure the $2 million necessary to 
start the company in a short period of time.

In 1923, rail transportation was necessary to 
both build the plant and transport materials, as 
trucking was still in its infancy. Talks soon began 
with Southern Pacific, owners of the closest rail 
connection about 13 miles away in Valley Springs.

Southern Pacific agreed to extend its line eight 
miles to North Branch on the condition that Mein 
and his associates would build the remaining five- 
and-a-quarter miles of track. The parties reached an 
agreement and plans began to fall into place.

Official incorporation papers were signed on 
Jan. 13, 1925, and the first meeting of stockholders 
was held two weeks later. Mein was elected to sit on 
the nine-member board of directors, and was picked 
as president at the first board meeting.

While ground was broken for the San Andreas 
plant on May 1, 1925, work proceeded slowly 
until the railway was finished several months later 
on Christmas Eve. Afterwards, heavy machinery 
was brought in and the plant was completed by the 
following summer.

On May 9, 1926, the company held an open 
house and barbecue that drew an estimated crowd 
of 15,000 people—more than two-and-a-half-times 
the county’s population at the time. It was the largest 
gathering ever held in Calaveras County up to that 
point.

Attendees were treated to a tour of the plant’s 
two-kiln, wet-process cement mill, which could 
produce 3,000 barrels (a barrel contains 376 pounds) 
of cement a day. At the time, it was the most modem 
and efficient cement mill on the Pacific Coast.

A few weeks later, gasoline locomotives began 
transporting rock from Hill Number 1 to the crusher. 
The first batch of cement was shipped by rail on June 

14, 1926, and shipments grew slowly but steadily 
in the following months. Fewer than 100 workers 
were employed when the plant began producing, 
but that number would more than quadruple in the 
coming decades.

A new wing was added to Kentucky House itself 
that year. In the following years, the historic building 
would be used as a meeting place and lodging house 
for company officials, customers and guests.

Shortly before the first batch of cement was 
shipped, the company hosted the Angels Boosters 
Club at Kentucky House, and Judge J. A. Smith 
was one of the Boosters present. He would go on to 
serve as the first president of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society in the 1950s.

“Judge J. A. Smith expressed the pleasure it was 
to the people of Calaveras to have the plant erected 
here and also stated that he believed that the new era 
of the mining of non-metallic minerals had arrived, 
and that the next few years would see wonderful 
extensions in this line,” a June 10, 1926 article in the 
Calaveras Californian reads.

By the end of the plant’s full year of operation, 
the number of Calaveras Cement dealers totaled 
150. Over 636,000 barrels of cement were sold in 
1927, and the plant achieved capacity production in 
October of that year.

Towards the end of 1927, the company received 
its first large order—to supply the cement for the 
358-foot Pardee Dam and its powerhouse on the 
Mokelumne River. Over 750,000 barrels of Calaveras 
Cement were used on the project.

A Dec. 27, 1927 article in the Calaveras 
Californian reflected on the shift from gold to 
limestone production in Calaveras County.

“Time was, of course, when the Mother Lode 
mines employed many men,” the article reads. “Those 
days are gone forever, more’s the pity! ‘The days of 
old, the days of gold, the days of ’49’ are merely 
memories. The Calaveras Cement Company’s works 
will, however, do not a little to bring back some of 
the prosperity that prevailed when old Amador and 
Calaveras were in the height of their mining glories.”

Construction was booming across the country 
in 1928, and Calaveras Cement Company delivered 
over 1 million barrels and netted $642,000 that year. 
Total shipments of Portland cement across the nation 
reached a peak of 176 million barrels, a record which 
wouldn’t be surpassed until 1942.
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With the success of the business established, 
Southern Pacific agreed to purchase Calaveras 
Cement Company’s railroad line for $255,000, the 
actual cost of construction.

In July of 1929, Calaveras Cement Company 
listed its shares on the San Francisco Exchange, the 
first cement company to do so.

The Great Depression
The construction industry was hit hard by the 

Great Depression, and Calaveras Cement Company 
was no exception. In 1932 and 1933, the San Andreas 
plant averaged only one-third of production capacity, 
and the operation lost about $96,000 during those 
two years.

Mein met the challenge head on by giving orders 
to sell cement at bare manufacturing cost if necessary 
in order to maintain production and employment, 
and embarked on a policy of making substantial 
expenditures in maintenance and development to 
increase efficiency.

Help came in 1933, when the company was 
hired to supply cement for the San Francisco- 
Oakland Bay Bridge. The massive center anchorage 
and deep water piers alone used 400,000 barrels of 
Calaveras Cement.

As part of its plant improvement program, in 
1935 the company completed a five-and-a-half- 
mile private road from the plant to Hill Number 4 
in Calaveritas.

By that time, Hill Number 1 was only producing 
70% calcium carbonate, while Hill Number 4 averaged 
98% calcium carbonate. The increased purity of the 
deposit offset the additional transportation costs.

The project cost $200,000 and led to the 
abandonment of Hill Number 1 and a shift from 
transporting raw materials by rail to transporting 
them by truck.

The bridge reading “Calaveras Cement” which 
passes over Highway 49 between San Andreas and 
Angels Camp was constructed for the new road.

Sales and shipments continued to climb after 
1933, with shipments in 1937 reaching over 1 million 
barrels for the first time since 1929.

During those years, Calaveras Cement was 
used in the O’Shaughnessy Dam project on the 
Tuolumne River, which impounds Hetch Hetchy 
Reservoir, as well as the Broadway Tunnel linking 
Oakland and Orinda.

The 1930s saw the beginning of a shift from 
rail transportation to truck transportation. While 
Calaveras Cement Company had moved almost all 
of its product by rail prior to 1934, by 1937 almost 
20% of shipments were made by outside trucking 
firms, and the company made the decision to operate 
its own fleet of trucks the following year.

Despite the depression, Calaveras Cement 
Company doubled production during the 1930s. The 
gold mines boomed as well due to an increase in the 
price per ounce, with gold production in the county 
reaching a record 123,500 ounces in 1939.

World War II
With German troops storming across Europe, 

the United States began expanding its military 
facilities even before its entrance into the war. Many 
projects took place in California, which offered a 
strategic location relative to the Pacific theater and 
an ideal climate for training. Cement was crucial 
for these facilities, and the industry was put on a 
complete war footing.

Calaveras Cement was used in almost every 
major defense project in Northern California 
during the war, including McClellan Field, the 
Fairfield-Suisun airbase, Mare Island and Hunter’s 
Point, the Rough and Ready naval supply annex, 
Mather Field and the Signal Corps Depot, the 
Naval Airfield at Crows Landing, the Armored 
Force training center at Camp Beale and the 
Navy’s Camp Shoemaker.

With cement diverted for military purposes, 
Calaveras Cement Company had to request the 
government’s permission to reduce shipments to 
the Bureau of Reclamation’s Friant Dam project on 
the San Joaquin River. The dam, the fourth largest 
in the world at the time, would consume 800,000 
barrels of Calaveras Cement.

As demand rose, the company began a four- 
year program to expand and improve its facilities in 
1940. This began with the construction of a 40-mile- 
long, 8-inch pipeline to bring natural gas to the 
plant from the Rio Vista gas field. The switch from 
oil to natural gas lowered fuel cost and improved 
kiln operations, and the plant became the first user 
of natural gas in the Sierra Nevada foothills.

Calaveras Cement Company shipped over 1.3 
million barrels of cement in 1941, a new record 
which wasn’t broken until 1947.
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By 1945, Calaveras Cement Company’s truck 
fleet had grown to eight units. In that year, the plant’s 
product was shipped 74% by truck and 26% by rail.

Expansion and Improvement
Following the end of the war in 1945, Calaveras 

Cement Company embarked on a five-year, $2.5 
million expansion and improvement program to 
meet increasing demand.

The biggest capital improvement was the 
addition of a third kiln, which was 50% larger than 
the original two kilns. The 360-foot-long kiln was 
purchased from the Defense Plant Corporation, and 
had previously been used in war production by the 
Manganese Ore Company at Henderson, Nevada.

The massive kiln had to be cut into nine pieces for 
shipment, and the railroads provided special routing 
to bring them into California. Dedicated in 1946, the 
new kiln increased burning capacity by 100%, and 
other phases of manufacturing were increased in turn 
to match the kiln’s increased capacity.

The company’s truck fleet was also expanded to 21 
truck and trailer units. The company’s trucks traveled 
over 1.4 million miles in 1949—a total distance that 
amounts to about 57 trips around the world.

From 1946 to 1949, total shipments of Portland 
cement in the United States grew from 106.4 million 
barrels to 206.2 million barrels, and Calaveras 
Cement Company broke company records each year 
in 1947, 1948 and 1949.

From 1926 to 1950, the capacity of the San 
Andreas plant more than doubled from 3,000 
barrels to 7,500 barrels per day. From 1945 to 1958, 
production capacity tripled.

In the postwar years, Calaveras Cement was 
used on Highway 40 (now Highway 80), Highway 
50 and Highway 99, as well as Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company’s Cresta and Rock Creek Dam 
installations on the Feather River.

Over 1 million barrels of Calaveras Cement 
were used in the construction of the Kern and Delta- 
Mendota canals, the major irrigation waterways of 
the Central Valley Project.

Many industrial plant expansions during those 
years used cement from the San Andreas plant, 
including the Columbia Steel Company plant 
addition in Pittsburg.

About 1.6 million barrels of Calaveras Cement 
helped to build the Pine Flat Dam near Fresno. The 

dam was built by the Guy F. Atkinson Company, the 
builder of the Pardee Dam. While that project led to 
Calaveras Cement Company’s first large order, the 
Pine Flat Dam project led to its biggest order in its 
first 25 years of operation.

During the building boom of the 1950s, Calaveras 
Cement was used in highway projects in Manteca 
and the Lafayette Bypass and Roseville Freeway, 
the Travis Runway Extension, the parking aprons at 
Castle Air Force Base, and the facilities for the 1960 
Winter Olympics at Squaw Valley.

The company continued its policy of constant 
modernization in all departments and enlarged its 
sales force. By 1958, the plant employed 450 people, 
with five kilns producing 650,000 tons (3.5 million 
barrels) of cement annually.

Rock was dislodged with the help of ammonium 
nitrate, which could blast loose more than 100,000 
tons of rock at a time. During production, the rock 
underwent about 80 separate processes and about 
350 physical and chemical tests.

The final product was ground finer than flour, 
allowing it to pass through a screen with 100,000 
openings per square inch and capable of holding 
water. It took about 1.6 tons of raw material to 
produce one ton of cement.

In 1959, the original owners sold out to the 
Flintkote Company, a nationwide manufacturer of 
building materials.

The company expanded its distribution network 
and completed a state of the art one-kiln cement plant 
north of Redding in 1962. While the San Andreas 
plant used the wet process, the new plant used the 
dry process and had a capacity of 280,000 tons (1.5 
million barrels).

By 1971, the company’s limestone quarries 
around San Andreas and Calaveritas had played out, 
and a new source of raw materials was needed.

A new quarry with crushing and grinding 
facilities was developed at Cataract Gulch on Camp 
9 Road outside of Vallecito in the early 1970s. The 
company estimated that the deposit contained 90% 
pure calcium carbonate and could supply enough raw 
materials for the plant for 100 years at the current 
rate of usage.

The deposit is part of the Columbia-Sonora 
limestone belt, which encompasses about 20-square- 
miles and constitutes the largest limestone body in 
the Sierra Nevada.
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The limestone was transported to the San Andreas 
plant through a 17.4-mile underground pipeline built 
by Bechtel Corporation for $1.5 million. Through the 
pipeline, a mixture of limestone and water—known 
as slurry—was conveyed through 8-inch pipe at 2,500 
pounds of pressure. The pipeline was the first underground 
limestone slurry pipeline built in North America.

On the weekends, the pipeline was shut down 
and flushed with 200,000 gallons of water. During 
operations, a 3-foot-long scraper device—called 
a “pig”—was driven through the line by water or 
slurry to brush the pipeline clean.

With the price of natural gas on the rise, both 
the San Andreas and Redding plants were converted 
to use coal. In San Andreas, this involved the 
installation of over 3,000 feet of railroad track and 
new storage facilities.

During the 1970s, Calaveras Cement was used 
in freeway projects in Stockton, Eastridge Shopping 
Center in San Jose, and the Social Services Building and 
Market Street beautification project in San Francisco.

In 1979, a Canadian company, Genstar, bought 
out the Flintkote Company’s cement manufacturing 
operations in Calaveras County.

Over the years, Calaveras Cement Company 
gradually introduced new products to the market, and 
by 1980, the company was producing 11 different 
types of cement.

Working at the Cement Plant
Bruce Langley began working for Calaveras 

Cement Company in October of 1954 shortly after 
graduating from Calaveras High School.

Hired first as a laborer, he went on to hold a 
variety of positions, including slurry operator, kiln
oiler, lab analyst, safety engineer and personnel 
manager.

“It was noisy and dusty,” he said. “There’s an old 
saying that the cement plant was the only place you 
could be ass-deep in mud and get dust in your eye.”

While it was hard work, Langley looks back 
fondly on his 23 years of working at the plant.

“It was a good employer, they took care of their people 
very well, and they were stable,” he said. “Everybody 
knew everybody, and we all kind of got along.”

Besides providing good wages for locals, the 
company gave back to the community in other ways 
as well, often volunteering labor and other resources 
for projects in the area.

“They were very generous with their equipment 
and their people,” Langley said. “All you had to do 
was ask. They were very, very willing to do whatever 
the community needed that they could help with.”

Langley stayed with the parent company through 
several changes in ownership, eventually retiring in 
1999 as a vice president of human resources.

“I never looked for another job,” he said. “I 
worked for them for 44 years.”

The End of an Era
By the early 1980s, increases in the costs of 

production, the availability of cheaper cement clinker 
and finished cement from Asia and a variety of other 
factors combined to close down the San Andreas 
plant in 1983.

Though Langley had left the plant in 1977 to 
take a managerial position with the plant’s parent 
company in Los Angeles, he played an instrumental 
role in the closure.

“The decision wasn’t made without great 
thought,” he said. “I would think the impact was 
great, because you have a large number of people— 
it was no longer 450—but a large number of people 
who were making a lot less money, and therefore paid 
a lot less taxes, and purchased a lot less merchandise 
in the county.”

By the time of its closure, the plant had been in 
continuous operation for 56 years. During 40 of those 
years, it had been the largest private-sector employer 
in Calaveras County.

At its height, the San Andreas plant employed 
450 people. By the time it closed, that number was 
down to only 136. Following the plant’s closure, the 
heavy machinery was sold off. Demolition of the site 
didn’t begin until 2005, and wasn’t completed until 
2013.

In that year, a row of 100-foot-tall silos, which 
could be seen from Pool Station Road since the plant 
expansions of the 1950s, finally came crashing down. 
Kentucky House itself had already been demolished 
in the 1990s.

During its more than five-and-a-half decades 
of operation, the San Andreas plant provided high 
quality cement for projects across the state of 
California.

The construction of the Parrotts Ferry Bridge in 
1980 was one of the last projects to use cement from 
the plant. The bridge’s 640-foot center span was the 
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longest bridge span in the United States that used a 
segmental cantilever construction method.

While Calaveras County is best known for its 
gold, no single gold mine ever contributed more to 
the county’s regional economy than the San Andreas 
cement plant.

Although the end of cement production was 
a big blow for Calaveras residents, the county was 
able to quickly bounce back. Between 1979 and 
1990, Calaveras County’s population grew by three- 
fifths, finally matching and exceeding its peak of 
20,183 at the height of the Gold Rush. Since then, 
the population has more than doubled to over 45,000 
residents.

Though Calaveras County was built on extractive 
industries, the economy now revolves around service 
industries, trade, real estate, agriculture and tourism.

The closure of the San Andreas plant was a big 
blow to the county, but it was ultimately able to 
recover by embracing new industries. As has been 
the case in the past, Calaveras County will likely 
thrive in the years to come as it continues to adapt to 
a changing world.

For more on Calaveras Cement Company and 
the San Andreas plant, visit the Red Barn Museum in 
San Andreas.
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30 June 1934.
Clark, William B., and Willard P. Fuller. “Quarry to Mill by 
Pipeline.” California Geology, Sept. 1973.
Eddinger, Nancy. 75 Years Serving the Community. Calaveras 
Cement Company, 2000.
“Flintkote/Calaveras Limestone Slurry Pipeline a U.S. First.” 
Pit & Quarry, Jan. 1972.
Fuller, Willard P., editor. “The Exploitation of Limestone in 
Calaveras County.” Las Calaveras, XIII, no. 3, Apr. 1965. 
“Local Cement To Be Used For East Bay Dam.” Calaveras 
Californian, 29 Dec. 1927.
Limbaugh, Ronald H., and Fuller Jr., Willard P. Calaveras 
Gold. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2004.
Marvin, Judith, et al. Northern Calaveras County. Arcadia 
Pub., 2007.
Nichols, Dana M. “Boom Goes Bust in Calaveras.” Stockton 
Record, 23 Oct. 2013.
Ross, Arnold M. Twenty-Five Years of Building the West: The 
Story of Calaveras Cement from 1925 to 1950. Calaveras 
Cement Company, 1950.
Taylor, Mike. “Cement plant demolition stirs San Andreas
past.” Calaveras Enterprise Jan. 2005.

Workers gather at the cement plant in San Andreas in the mid-1900s. (Courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society)
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2021-2022
Coming Events

Thursday, October 28
Membership Meeting

Calaveras County Airport

Saturday, November 6
Open House, Red Barn 

Bring your branding irons

Thursday, November 18 
Membership Meeting

Mountain Ranch Community Club

NOTE: Reservations are required for 
Membership Meetings (209) 754-1058.

There is no Membership 
Meeting in December

Volunteers
The Historical Society is fortunate to have a 
roster of enthusiastic and talented volunteers! We 
would welcome anyone who would like to help 
the Historical Society by volunteering to work in 
the Society office, museums and bookstore doing 
various kinds of activities. Please contact the 
Society office at (209) 754-1058 or email 
cchs@goldrush.com

NOTE: The Historical Society is grateful for 
donations of artifacts and documents relating 
to the history of Calaveras County. However, 
we will not be able to accept any donations 
until November due to a large backlog of 
documents and items still being processed. 
Thank you!
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AN ARTIST-ARGONAUT IN THE GOLDFIELDS: 
J. D. BORTHWICK AND THE ART OF THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH 

By Kristopher Mandell

J
ohn David Borthwick (1824-1892) arrived in
Calaveras County on the tail end of a grand 
and arduous adventure through California’s 

goldfields. With his book Three Years in California, 
illustrated by the author, and first published in 1857, 
the artist/joumalist-tumed-argonaut captured a 
Zeitgeist with his firsthand account of the California 
Gold Rush in the years 1851-1854. Borthwick 
was intent on seeing all of the Motherlode region: 
he traveled north to south and then east as far as 
Nevada. On the return trip, while making his way up 
through the southern mines, he comes to Calaveras 
County after hearing a rumor about a natural bridge 
in the area. After finding that rumor to be true, he 
continued to travel the county documenting the 
early settlements of San Andreas, Mokelumne Hill, 
and Angels Camp. In consideration of Borthwick 
the artist, more so than Borthwick the journalist, 
this edition of Las Calaveras looks closely at the 
artworks he included in Three Years in California, 
and considers the importance of these images in the 
broader context of the art of the Gold Rush itself.

Bom in Scotland to a well-to-do family, 
Borthwick was educated and trained in art. He made

the trip to North America where he first lived in 
Quebec for about a year. He then moved on to New 
York, but he was only there a short time before setting 
out on the Panama route to California in 1850. He 
arrived in San Francisco nearly a year later. The lure 
of gold was an important motivator for his journey, 
but he was also extremely curious about what was 
going on out West. He romanticized the journey of 
the 49ers, and he went out to follow in their footsteps.

Borthwick created hundreds of drawings during 
his time in the goldfields. Most of these were sold 
to miners and various collectors, or they were sent 
off for publication from the field on a pack horse— 
never to be seen again. There are eight images that 
illustrate Three Years. They were derived partly 
from drawings he had retained from the field and 
partly from the memories of his adventures. These 
illustrations make up the principality of Borthwick’s 
known artworks. In 1856, immediately after he had 
returned home to Edinburgh, he set to work compiling 
a new manuscript based on his prolific notes from 
the field and producing the eight illustrations to 
accompany the text. The manuscript was accepted 
for publication before its completion, and he worked 
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tirelessly to finish it. The drawings were converted 
to lithographic plates for mass publication, and the 
book was published a year later.

First Impressions: A New Way of Life
Borthwick left San Francisco and made his 

way to Sacramento by way of river steamer. He 
then traveled by stagecoach towards the Sierra, first 
landing in Placerville—then called Hangtown. It was 
in this vicinity that Borthwick first tried his hand at 
mining, learning from those around him that were 
experienced miners. He was not afraid of hard work 
in the least for he wanted the whole experience. He 
became known in the camp as an artist, and soon 
realized that he could make as much gold drawing 
images commissioned by the miners as he could make 
working in the placer mines. By day he worked in the 
mines. In the evenings he would make time to draw. 
Borthwick left Hangtown and decided to make a go 
of it, with a new partner, a ways up Weaver Creek. 
He had developed enough confidence in mining that 
he was able to go out on his own; it was a significant 
moment, so much so that he chose the subject for the 
first illustration of his book.

Our Camp on Weaver Creek is an intimate 
portrait of life in the goldfields. The work has a great 
sense of time about it. It is evening, and the sun is 
going down over the mountains in the background. 
The image portrays a well-deserved meal after a 
long day working in the mines. The seated figure, 
holding a pipe and stirring the fire, is purported 
to be Borthwick himself—in a rare self-portrait. 
This is not the refined man we would expect; here, 
he is portrayed with a scruffy beard, seated on an 
overturned bucket next to a fire pit, sleeping in a tent, 

and eating what could only be bacon and beans or 
something of the like. Both figures are wearing the 
same clothes: the standard uniform of the miner. All 
classes of people made their way to California: the 
practical, standardized clothes were a great equalizer. 
He does not mention his partner in the image by 
name, but we know that this man left him shortly 
after they arrived at Weaver Creek to seek out rumors 
of great wealth in other regions.

The Chinese were some of the first to arrive in 
the goldfields, but by the time that Borthwick set 
foot there, in 1851, the Chinese had already been 
marginalized and segregated to the outskirts of towns. 
The Chinese had mined gold in China for centuries 
and are credited with the invention of the cradle— 
which they continued to use throughout the Gold 
Rush even when other technologies had advanced. 
Borthwick’s drawing, Chinese Camp in the Mines, 
may have been inspired by his neighbors on Weaver 
Creek. Borthwick recognizes the oppression and 
double standards being forced upon the Chinese in 
his text; however, it must be stated that Borthwick 
is often problematic, to say the least, in reference 
to race. His description of anyone non-European 
in general is at best off color—if not wholly 
racist. Borthwick’s rendering of the faces of these 
individuals, with exaggerated features, borders on an 
inappropriate caricature; yet, still, this is one of few 
artistic representations of the Chinese experience in 
the goldfields.

The image here could be any such “Chinese 
Camp”: such as the ones that were known to have 
existed in Southern Tuolumne County, Mokelumne 
Hill, Angels Camp, San Andreas and many others. 
Sheep Ranch allowed no Chinese people to live in 

their township. There is a story of a 
Chinese man who was hired as a cook 
and, upon entering Sheep Ranch, was 
subsequently removed and left on the 
other side of O’Neil Creek. Borthwick 
notes that the Chinese were taxed heavily 
and were forced to work the claims that 
had been abandoned by others. The 
Chinese persevered and worked these 
claims with slow success. The Chinese 
were industrious, as can be seen in the 
image by Borthwick; in the background 
you can see figures hauling, washing, 
and swinging picks down at the creek.J. D. Borthwick, Our Camp on Weaver Creek, c. 1856. Lithographic print.
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J. D. Borthwick, Chinese Camp in the Mines, c. 1856. Lithographic print.

Borthwick often liked to present contrast in his art. In 
this drawing, he presents the contrast between work 
and leisure. We get the sense that someone is always 
working in this camp. While at the same time, in 
the foreground, there is a meal, a conversation, and 
several figures are portrayed grooming. Despite 
adversity, the Chinese endured the Gold Rush. It is 
estimated that by 1860 the Chinese population of 
Calaveras County was 23%.

On the Trail of the 49ers
After roughly a year at Weaver Creek, moving 

from claim to claim along the water, Borthwick 
decided to continue his exploration of the Motherlode 
and headed north to Coloma to see where it had all 
begun near Sutter’s Mill. In fact, Borthwick’s intention 
was to take the same trails as the 49ers that had gone 
before him. He went by foot for much of the journey; 
literally following their footpaths and all the while 
romanticizing their lifestyle. It is important to note 
that tall tales were just as much a part of 
the mining culture as they were a part of 
the art of the day. To take the drawings by 
Borthwick as fact may not be completely 
accurate, as they may have been contrived 
by his romantic perspective of the 49ers 
and therefore exaggerated. Not only did 
this impress upon the viewer a wild view 
of the West, but also it attracted others 
to join the adventure. Artworks, and tall 
tales, which featured the exaggeration of 
claims, trees, and the rough-and-tumble 
life of the miner, did as much to further 
the colonization of California as did the 
discovery of gold itself.

Bending the Landscape: 
The Miners at Work

Borthwick gives us the Gold Rush 
in 1851-1854, a firsthand account in the 
years when an entire world had come up 
from the ground around the pursuit of 
gold in the Motherlode. If he had been 
there two years sooner, at the discovery 
of gold, there would have been a lot 
less of a world of which to draw his 
images. We are fortunate to have his 
account precisely in this time: when the 
gold was still in the hills, and you had 

to work unbearably hard pushing yourself 
to create, and finance new innovations to glean what 
was left in the placers.

Borthwick’s most substantial contribution to 
Gold Rush history is his firsthand view of the mining 
practices of the times. He thought that this was the 
aspect of his art and writings that would be of most 
interest to a publisher. It was essentially his hook; 
it spoke to some of the world’s curiosity in regards 
to the methods and lifestyles of those who went to 
strike it rich in far-off California. His drawing Flume 
on the Yuba River is an image of work at the mines 
as well as an example of the elaborate mechanisms 
created by the miners. Borthwick made a point to 
document the great lengths the miners had to go 
to in manipulating water for their claims, and he 
impresses upon the viewer how essential water was 
to that work. The river has been diverted by a flume 
so as to expose the river’s bend, where gold would 
have collected over millennia, and the miners in 
the foreground are working steadily digging down 

J. D. Borthwick, 4 Flume on the Yuba River, c. 1856. Lithographic print.
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to reach the gold that has settled to the bedrock. 
To the left in the composition there is an immense 
pole tethered with ropes. These ropes add support 
for the mechanisms that extend from the paddle 
wheels. The paddle wheels are harnessing the motion 
of the water to power various implements that are 
attached to these extensions—such as the hoist in the 
foreground that is removing material from the large 
hole. It could be interpreted that the miners are in 
the throes of finishing the immense task of erecting 
and fine-tuning the equipment they have constructed. 
It is really quite fascinating the way Borthwick has 
captured all these elements in one image.

Willard Fuller makes a point in his book 
Calaveras Gold that the miners did not necessarily 
invent anything new but instead combined the 
innovations that they had learned in their homelands. 
Europeans had been diverting water for centuries: 
you can trace the practice back to the building of the 
great aqueducts. Native Americans had also been 
diverting water for centuries, yet they always put 
the river back on its original course in the fall after 
they had channeled the water to support their crops 
during the hot days of summer. Flumes, such as the 
one depicted by Borthwick, went up everywhere in 
the Motherlode. A notable example is the suspension 
flume that crossed over a ravine south of Murphys in 
1857. This flume took three months to build but only 
two days to wire with the cables to support it, and 
the construction was carried out by a small number 
of men. This is true also in this image by Borthwick, 
where only a few miners have built the entire flume 
and constructed the equipment. Borthwick has 
emphasized the difficulty of this task by showing the 
miners to scale with the entirety of the operation: it 
is a monumental feat of engineering. Although these 
constructions may not have been new inventions, 
their applications for a new purpose coupled with the 
challenge of an unforgiving environment make the 
miners seem as if they were geniuses of innovation 
in many respects.

The landscape in the background denotes 
evidence of clearcutting: the forest becomes more 
sparse as it fades into the distance. Deforestation 
was necessary to supply the wood to create mining 
equipment, reinforce the mines, divert water, as 
well as the tasks of daily life. Before the Gold 
Rush, timber was the primary commodity in the 
area. The timber industry continued accelerating to 

keep up with the demand of wood to support mining 
projects. Borthwick had come to the goldfields intent 
upon documenting the environmental devastation 
caused by mining. In the image, the calamity that 
has ensued on the land is evident in the deep holes 
the miners have dug into the ground as well as the 
number of trees it has taken to build and operate 
their equipment. It should be stated, however, that 
the landscape that Borthwick has represented in 
the image may just have been the state of the land 
when the miners first encountered it. The land would 
have been highly manicured and well taken care of 
from the start—as was the practice of the Native 
Americans who tended it for centuries. The land that 
the miners worked so hard to destroy for gold, was, 
in most regions, highly cared for, if not completely 
landscaped. California before and after the Gold 
Rush are completely different worlds.

Borthwick in Calaveras County
According to Borthwick, there was a distinct 

difference between San Andreas and Angels Camp. 
He describes San Andreas as being a brawly, 
bawdy, disorganized type of place; whereas, Angels 
Camp is described as being much more refined and 
upscale. These distinctions are interesting when 
you consider that at the time San Andreas was a 
town of tents and only one wooden building, and 
Angels Camp was not much more. Borthwick 
emphasizes the Mexican presence in San Andreas, 
although we know that there were many different 
types of people living in the area. He comments 
on the Mexican methods of horseback riding, such 
as riding with straight legs instead of relaxed. He 
notes also the extreme skill by which the Mexican 
residents could wrangle animals. He notes that San 
Andreas had three saloons on one street, and close 
by one could get a cot in a tent to stay the night. 
Borthwick’s biggest regret while he was visiting 
Calaveras County was that he missed a hanging 
in Mokelumne Hill. He laments that he had been 
sidetracked while in San Andreas and received the 
news too late to make the ride to Mokelumne Hill in 
time to witness the execution. It must be stated that 
it is not Borthwick’s intention to present a happy 
narrative: the book is fraught with horrors where 
he tells the tale of a harsh world full of chaos and 
excruciating labor. Yet he also gives us a glimpse of 
the miners in moments of leisure and excess.
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Drinking, Dancing, and Gambling: 
The Miners at Rest

Images of miners in their off hours were common 
subjects for Borthwick. He liked very much to study, 
write about, and draw the miners having a good time. 
Maybe too good of a time. A Ball in the Mines is 
described at length in Borthwick’s account of his visit 
to Angels Camp. He noted that these dance parties 
would just break out in the drunkenness, often with 
only one or two violins, and the whole room would 
turn into a caterwauling affair. What you can’t miss 
in the image is the chaos; it almost seems as if it is 
all about to go unhinged. The dancers spiral out and, 
in the background, there is a man who can’t even get 
the door open to enter the ball. Borthwick’s written 
account states that men would add a patch to their 
clothing to indicate themselves as women and then 
they would pair off dancing. He also states that there 
was a particular man in the camp that would do an 
impression of a woman, and would be encouraged to 
provide the miners the spectacle of his performance 
of the dances of the day. In this way he presents an 
Angels Camp with a fantastically riotous nightlife.

If you look closely, you may notice that in 
Borthwick’s depiction of a miners’ ball that there are 
no women. A particular exaggeration that comes up 
incessantly in accounts of the Gold Rush, both in art 
and literature, is the misrepresentation that the early 
mining camps were completely devoid of women. 
It was not an all-male event as has been taken to be 
truth. In the early days of California, while the territory 
was under Mexican rule, entire families ventured to 
California seeking a better life. From as early as 1841, 
there are accounts of many women on the wagon trains 

to California. Women went through the same trials and 
tribulations as men—adding to the gamut caring for 
children and giving birth over the course of the long 
journey. This is not to mention the Native American 
women already present in the area of whom there has 
not been adequate mention in our history—considering 
the atrocities they endured during these years. There 
were also Mexican women living on ranchos. Perhaps 
many women simply didn’t want to go to a miners’ 
ball, but it is highly possible that many did. There were 
definitely women in California, yet in the art of the Gold 
Rush, outside of portraits, you would be hard-pressed 
to find an image of a woman among the paintings and 
drawings. California was very much, according to the 
art and literature of the time, a man’s adventure. It is 
ridiculous to assume that women were not present, for 
it was women’s own pioneering spirit that ensured the 
survival of the colonists after the Gold Rush had ended 
and whose children became the women who bore and 
raised the ranching families of the Motherlode—such 
as those that endured for many generations in Calaveras 
County, some to this day. These women’s stories are the 
great epilogue to the Gold Rush itself.

Picture It: 
A World Without Pictures

Art plays a very important role in the early days 
of the Gold Rush, when we are reminded that it was 
a world devoid of images—something that is nearly 
impossible for us to grasp today. In present times, we are 
constantly inundated by pictures: on cell phones, social 
media, and billboards in every direction one might 
look. In a world without images, there is only memory. 
One had to remember or write down their experiences. 

Artworks were rare reflections that 
documented an important place, person, 
or event that would otherwise be but a 
memory—easily forgotten. Borthwick’s 
drawings were sold extensively to other 
miners. They would have been prized and 
highly sought after, because they carried 
the power to secure a memory. It was a 
way to take the experience home, proof 
of your travels, and a way to bum the 
experience into one’s own mind.

Art in the time of the Gold Rush is 
complex and of its own incomparable 
context. The pioneers of California, before 
the Gold Rush, were not in the process of J. D. Borthwick, A Ball in the Mines, c. 1856. Lithographic print.
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creating drawings or other artworks to document their 
journey; they were in a state of forward motion, and 
they needed every moment of the day to stay alive. If 
they created objects, they were ones that would ensure 
their survival. Within the California Gold Rush, there 
was a different context for art. Art was necessary to 
document the fantastic and often abysmal experience. 
Art was actually alive and well in California at the 
time. Whereas other pioneering exploits, in other parts 
of the country, did not have the added importance of a 
world rushing in to make fortunes in unknown lands. 
These images by Borthwick reflect an understanding 
by the artist, as well as those whom he depicts, of being 
a part of something bigger than themselves, as playing 
a role in a movement of great importance to history 
and the “progress” of mankind. In consideration of 
the art of the Gold Rush, it is not an art of portraits 
of famous people. It does not feature battles or the 
downfall of great kings. It is an art of the everyday man. 
What makes the art relevant is the search for gold in 
California and how that search reshaped the landscape 
and the destiny of the United States in general. In 
effect, the artworks romanticized the life of the miner 
and enticed the viewer to join the adventure and strike 
it rich in California.

The invention of photography was still in its 
early stages in the years when gold was discovered 
in California. Daguerreotypes, the antecedent to the 
photograph, were invented in 1841 by Louis Daguerre 
in France. The invention was not highly regarded by 
the Europeans, but it caught on like wildfire in the 
United States. Daguerreotypes were created 
on highly polished copper surfaces, they were 
one of a kind, and went through a process of a 
wash of expensive corrosive chemicals to attain 
the finished image. It must be stated that this 
was not a time when miners were wandering 
around with Brownie cameras: photography 
was a complicated, toxic, and process-ridden 
endeavor. You would have needed a cart horse, 
or oxen, just to carry the equipment. These works 
were treasures, highly accurate, with wonderful 
detail, and they have preserved well through the 
years. Throughout the 1850s photography was 
improved and by the end of the century we have 
many photographs that document the lode mines 
and the miners who worked them. Photography 
is regarded today to be a fine art and rightly 
so, yet at the advent of photography it was not 

considered art because a photograph was the product of 
a machine and not a person. However, in the context of 
Borthwick’s adventures at the time, it is highly doubtful 
that there were any miners practicing the process of 
creating daguerreotypes in the field. To say that the 
world of the miners was completely devoid of pictures 
would not be completely true. There were of course 
“wanted” posters, images in books, and it is known that 
many miners from the East Coast took daguerreotypes 
of their loved ones with them on their journey into the 
goldfields.

Charles Christian Nahl’s painting, Dead Miner. 
shows the dead figure clutching a daguerreotype. The 
dog raises its head to the sky, in a mournful howl, 
where there are storm clouds closing in on the bleak and 
horrific scene. The daguerreotype in his hand signals 
that he was thinking about someone close to him when 
he died in this unforgiving place, isolated, somewhere 
in the snow, next to his pick, while his dog fights the 
predators off his body. The painting was made in 1867 
in a year when most of the placers had been depleted 
of their gold. In this way, the painting can also be taken 
as a metaphor for the end of the Gold Rush itself. It is 
a strikingly dramatic image full of high contrasts and 
intense emotion. However dramatic the image may 
be, there is a sad truth here regarding the fate of many 
miners. Borthwick’s works are not concerned so much 
with this kind of drama. To be fair they are romanticized 
representations, but Borthwick’s work is from a more 
documentary hand. Borthwick was by no means the 
first, or last, artist of the Gold Rush. The themes, such 

Charles Christian Nahl, Dead Miner, 1867. Oil on canvas, 20 x 30 in. 
Autry Museum of Western Heritage, Los Angeles.
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as miners at work and at leisure, 
were themes presented by 
other artists before Borthwick.
Paintings like this by Nahl were 
created in studios, whereas
Borthwick was actually out in 
the field prolifically turning out
work. It was only such artist
argonauts that gave the world 
images based directly from 
experiences in the field.

This image by E. Hall
Martin, The Prospector, was 
created in the same year (1850) 
that Borthwick set off for the
Motherlode. The painting is 
exquisitely executed. Here 
is the quintessential miner/ 
pioneer. He carries everything 
he needs on his back. He rests 
his folded arms on his gun
as he looks out over a wide
expanse that is implied by his
gaze directed outside the confines of the image. I think 
everyone that has lived in, or visited, the Motherlode 
can relate to this picture; it is that feeling of awe that 
comes over you when you catch the perfect moment 
to see the land with perfect light, from a hill over wide 
open space, such as when the sun goes down over the 
mountains, lending beautiful color to a single oak tree 
amidst a rich landscape. Here there is the same feeling 
of awe in the painting, where the figure looks out over 
the landscape that is rich in both wealth and possibility.

To fully grasp the importance of these images it is 
essential to understand their analogous nature pertaining 
to the lives of the miners themselves. In many ways, the 
artworks were a part of the same life and experience as 
the themes and individuals they depict. What we don’t 
see when we look at the images is the work it would have 
taken to keep them intact. In the case of Borthwick’s 
works that he created and sold in the field, they would 
have traveled in the possession of the miners incredible 
distances back to their home countries. The painting of 
the prospector here, by Martin, is known to have made 
such a journey. The artist died shortly after the painting 
was completed; whereupon it was acquired by the 
captain of a ship named “The Invincible.” The painting 
was installed in the ship’s main salon and traveled its 
maiden voyage around the Cape of Good Hope of Africa.

How interesting it is to consider 
the possibility that the painting 
made a similar journey as the 
many prospectors it depicts?

In the case of the works of 
art that remained in California, 
many of these works made 
their way to San Francisco 
where they were consequently 
destroyed in the fires of the 
Great Quake of 1906. Many 
artists saw the entirety of their 
work completely destroyed 
and lost to history. The works 
that we have today are but 
few in number; we are lucky 
to have the artworks that have 
survived. With Borthwick’s 
works specifically, we are 
fortunate to have an account of 
the Gold Rush so well-written

and so wonderfully illustrated. 
Borthwick’s works give us 

insight into the life of the miners, the impact of mining 
on the environment, and miner race relations amongst 
other aspects of life in California at the time. He takes 
us with him on this incredible journey—where he 
approaches the world with an artist’s eye, a journalist’s 
quest for documentation, and a pioneer’s spirit for 
determination and survival—that we might witness 
this complex and crucial history.
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E. Hall Martin, The Prospector, 1850. Oil on canvas,
36 x 25 in. Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Phillips Jr.
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2022 Coming Events
Membership Meeting

Thursday, February 24 • 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM

Open House 
“Night At The Museum” 

Downtown Museum • 5:00 PM to 6:30 PM

Member Preview of a 
Brand New Exhibit: 

“A Patchwork Of History” 
The Quilts Of Calaveras County

Movies of Old Calaveras County
by Judge J.A. Smith

Visit “New” Exhibits & Old Favorites

Browse on Your Own 
or Take a Guided Tour

Members Only Special Pricing 
at the Bookstore

Jailyard “Saloon” with Beer and Wine

Buffet Dinner 
at the Black Bart Restaurant 

6:30 PM to 8:00 PM 
Reservations are Required: 

$25 Per Person
Includes Museum Admission and Buffet Dinner 
Call (209) 754-1058 or email cchs@goldrush.com

Recent Donations

From P.A.W.S.—donation—THANK YOU!

New Members
Sally Byrd, Louie Galli, Jerry Galli, 
Kathleen Lange, Fara Roberts, Michelle Roman,
Mike Walker, Mona Walker, Sue Walker

J
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JUMPING FROGS IN TIMES OF TURMOIL
By Noah Berner

A
lthough the Calaveras County Fair and 
Jumping Frog Jubilee was canceled in 
2020 and replaced with the Calaveras 
Homecoming in 2021 due to the novel coronavirus 

pandemic, it wasn’t the first time that the event had 
to adapt to worldwide events.

Both the Great Depression and World War 
II had significant
impacts on the annual
celebration.

The first Jumping
Frog Jubilee drew a
crowd of 15,000 to
Main Street in Angels
Camp in 1928. While
the annual event was
a huge success, it was 
canceled only five years
into its brief history.

In 1933, the
Angels Boosters Club
reluctantly decided to
cancel the event due to
the Great Depression.
By then, the Jumping

Frog Jubilee was known across the country, and 
newspapers from as far as the East Coast relayed 
the news.

“Jumping frogs of Calaveras County, famous 
since the days of Mark Twain’s buckshot handicap, 
may be destined for platter this year instead of athletic 
fame,” an article from a New York newspaper reads.

A parade wends its way down Main Street during the first Jumping Frog Jubilee in May of 1928.
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Thousands of people flood Main Street in Angels Camp for the first Jumping Frog Jubilee.

“The committee in charge of the annual jumping 
jubilee admitted as much today. With many sighs and 
headshakings, it was generally agreed the financial 
prospects for a 1933 renewal of the amphibian games 
were not bright. In fact, members of the committee 
indicated, even funds for the red flannel used by 
trainers to entice their entries into bigger and better 
jumps appear doubtful.”

The event was officially called off a few days later.
“There may be mournful croakings among the 

marshes from Florida to Washington yesterday for 
business conditions have caused the cancellation 
of this year’s annual jumping frog jubilee,” a 
Washington, D.C. newspaper reported. “The 
Boosters’ Club, which has sponsored the contest 
that drew amphibian contestants from all over the 
United States and even Europe, met tonight and 
decided conditions did not warrant continuance of 
the feature.”

By 1934, economic prospects had improved in 
Angels Camp, due in part to the increase in the value 
of gold to $35 an ounce earlier that year.

“The spirit of carnival for the 1934 jubilee 
is heightened by the higher gold price that has 
reopened nearly all of the old diggins famous in 
the history of the Mother Lode,” the Stockton 
Independent reported.

A letter to the editor in an Illinois newspaper 
described the event.

“We attended the most 
picturesque and colorful 
event in California the 
other day when we visited 
the notorious Camp 
Angels,” the letter reads. 
“Most of the people were 
dressed in real western 
clothes and it took one 
back in reality to the 
‘Days of Old and the Days 
of Gold,’ and they are 
again days of gold here in 
California because gold 
mining is on the boom 
everywhere. California 
is truly the Golden 
State—golden poppies

everywhere now—and gold 
mines everywhere—all 

employing full capacity shifts.”
A crowd estimated at 20,000 returned to Main 

Street that year, and the former champion jumper, 
“Budweiser,” of Stockton, was defeated by a 
hometown frog.

“‘Budweiser’ was sluggish in today’s 
competition and, after a heartless effort, wiggled 
against the sunny side of a rock and went to sleep,” 
the San Francisco Examiner reported. “The new 
champion, owned by Louis Crispi, Angels Camp 
civic leader, is a lusty bullfrog, reared from a 
tadpole in Crispi’s backyard.”

In the following years, the Jumping Frog Jubilee 
continued to grow, and in 1937, the event merged 
with the Calaveras County Fair and moved away 
from Main Street, landing in Frogtown in 1938.

But worldwide events again impacted Angels 
Camp after the United States entered World War II 
in December of 1941. Although the fair and jubilee 
were almost canceled, the crowds once again 
gathered in Angels Camp in May of 1942.

“Despite the wartime ban on most large 
gatherings in California, the annual jumping frog 
jubilee at Angels Camp, immortalized in Mark 
Twain’s celebrated ‘Jumping Frog of Calaveras 
(C)ounty,’ will be ‘biggah and bettuh’ than ever 
this year,” an Oklahoma newspaper reported. 
“More than 300 limber-legged croakers, entered 
by army posts, governors, movie stars and 
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ordinary citizens, are scheduled to compete in 
the Derby.”

War restrictions weren’t the only factor that 
almost hindered the jubilee that year.

“Booster President Bill Wion is all smiles again 
after recovering from the frog scarcity scare of 
last week,” a Calaveras Californian article reads. 
“For awhile the Boosters thought they would have 
to stage a Frog Jubilee without frogs but with the 
nights getting warmer, frog catching experts have 
announced the supply will be plentiful shortly.”

The entertainment on Saturday evening featured 
a two-hour show with a national defense theme, 
which included patriotic songs and a speech from 
five-year-old Mokelumne Hill orator John Cuneo, Jr. 
The program climaxed with a demonstration from the 
state fire marshall on methods used in extinguishing 
incendiary bombs.

The 1942 Calaveras County Fair and Jumping 
Frog Jubilee went on as planned, but this wasn’t the 
case the following year, when fuel shortages brought 
about by the war led to the cancellation of the fair 
and a scaled-back version of the jubilee, which was 
billed as the Horse and Buggy Picnic.

“Although the Angels Camp Booster Club’s 
annual event is not being sponsored this year on its 
usual elaborate scale, efforts are being made by club 
members to keep the traditional event ‘alive’ by the 
holding of a ‘horse-and-buggy’ picnic at Frogtown 
Sunday,” an article in the Calaveras Prospect reads. 
“As part of the committee’s program to keep alive 
the spirit and traditions of the Jubilee, all residents of 
Angels Camp are urged to ‘dress up’ in their forty- 
niner Jubilee clothes, starting next Monday morning, 
and continuing through to the following Sunday.”

The Oakland Tribune lent its perspective on the 
event in a brief article.

“But for the war, Angels Camp this weekend 
would be going in for hilarity in a big way, turning 
back the pages to the days of the original jumping 
frog,” the article reads. “Denied the chance to invite 
the world to their fun, the people of Calaveras County 
are going to get better acquainted with one another. 
The frog will jump to an intimate and neighborhood 
applause.”

A parade of old-time vehicles had been a 
prominent feature of the Jumping Frog Jubilee since 
the beginning. In order to conserve gasoline and

A group gathers for a photo at the Jumping Frog Jubilee in 1928.
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This postcard shows a sidewalk scene during the Jumping Frog Jubilee in the 1930s.

tires, the event’s organizers came up with a creative 
way to address the transportation issue.

“Transportation, mainly by hay wagons, horse- 
drawn buggies and other early-day vehicles, is 
planned for all attending,” a Calaveras Prospect 
article reads. “It is particularly requested that 
automobile transportation to the grounds be reduced 
to an absolute minimum and the committee requests 
all attending to take advantage of the transportation 
to be provided.”

A parade of horse-drawn vehicles led by the 
Angels Miners’ Band began transporting picnickers 
from Main Street in Angels Camp to the fairgrounds 
at 10:30 a.m. on May 16.

Visitors were encouraged to bring “plenty of 
eats,” as only soft drinks would be on sale at the 
fairgrounds.

The highlight of the event was the 
frog jumping competition, which saw
Roy Weimer, of Angels Camp, take 
first, second and third place.

Weimer reportedly had a side 
business providing frogs for the event, 
raising his prices from $1 a frog 
before the war to $5 a frog during the 
war years.

“Thunderbolt” came in first, 
followed by “Submarine” in second 
and “War Bond” in third.

“War Conscious Frogs Win
Jumping Contests At Booster Club 
Picnic,” a Calaveras Prospect 
headline reads.

About 600 people attended the 
event, which lasted from noon to 
6 p.m. In addition to frog jumping, the 
festivities included other competitions, 
races and games for all ages.

Four horse events were staged, 
which included ring-lancing, 
musical chairs, potato spearing 
and obstacle racing. A horseshoe 
tournament and a bingo game were 
held, along with a baseball game 
between men and boys that ended in 
a 6 to 6 tie.

Among the events was a marble 
gathering competition, in which 60 
children scrambled to collect 1,000 

marbles tossed onto the racetrack.
For women, a husband-calling contest and a 

rolling pin-throwing contest were staged, as well as 
a softball game between married and single women, 
which was won by the married team 14 to 5.

“I’ll never forget how mad some of the girls on 
the single girls’ baseball team got when the married 
ladies won,” Calaveras Californian editor Hildred 
Mayo Cooper recounted years later. “I was on that 
married team, and it was hard work.”

The Jumping Frog Jubilee was scaled back again 
in 1944 and 1945, and the Calaveras County Fair was 
again canceled during those years.

In 1944, the jubilee featured the special showing 
of the Warner Bros, film “The Adventures of Mark 
Twain” and the dedication of a life-size statue of the 
famous humorist.

An ox team moves down Main Street during the Jumping Frog Jubilee in the 1930s.
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Guests of the Booster’s Club included 
30 representatives from leading California 
newspapers, radio and newsreel organizations, 
as well as representatives from Warner Bros, and 
actors in the movie.

The film was shown Saturday, Sunday and 
Monday at the Angels Theater. Among the stars of 
the film was “Sugar,” an amphibian actor who had 
secured a movie deal by winning the 1942 frog 
jumping competition.

On Sunday, the Mark Twain statue was 
dedicated in Utica Park. The statue was constructed 
by Italian sculptor P. C. Manuelli and features Twain 
surrounded by frogs jumping from bullrushes.

In the frog jumping competition, Merlin 
Fischer, a 13-year-old from Stockton, set a new 
world record with a 16-foot, 2-inch jump by his 
frog, “Maggie.”

Instead of cash, winners received war bonds and 
war stamps, with first place awarded a $50 war bond.

On May 15, the Calaveras Californian carried 
a letter to the editor from a local soldier named 
Lester Osborn. He said that he was having trouble 
explaining the jubilee to his new acquaintances.

“People just can’t figure out what the Jumping 
Frog Jubilee is,” the letter reads. “I have told them 
about it but some won’t believe me. I sure wish 
some of the people I have met could see the Jubilee 
some time.”

In 1945, the frog jumping competition was again 
won by Weimer, who had swept the competition in 
1943. Though his frog, “Can’t Take It,” fell short of 
capturing the record, he did secure a $25 war bond.

Following the end of the war, the Calaveras 
County Fair and Jumping Frog Jubilee returned 
in full force in 1946, and in 1947, the Calaveras

A statue of Mark Twain is dedicated in Utica Park in Angels Camp during the 
Jumping Frog Jubilee in May of 1944.

Californian reported that the event had 
drawn the largest crowd in its history.

With the exceptions of 1933 and 
2020, a frog jumping competition has 
been held in Angels Camp every year 
since 1928.
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2022 Coming Events
April 28—“Mastodons Among Us”

by Greg Francek of EBMUD
Jenny Lind Veterans’ Hall—Valley Springs 

5:00pm—Welcome 
6:00pm—Dinner 7:00pm—Presentation

May 26—The Legacy of Wells 
Fargo & Calaveras County

Michelle Bollinger Manager Wells Fargo 
San Andreas Town Hall 

5:00pm—Welcome 
6:00pm—Dinner 7:00pm—Presentation

June 23—CCHS Annual
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Recent Donations
Catherine Brady-Brown: Ceramic toiletry set
Fred Secada: Various documents, one involving 
Standard Oil Co. and the Sierra Railway Co.
Lupe C. Amess: Family photographs and a 
newspaper article
Jennifer Brock: Mark Twain book set
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New Members
Rachelle, Jeff and Abby Whiting 
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Fara Roberts
Paul & Cary Camilleri
WELCOME! J
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UNFATHOMABLE DEPTHS:
THE MANY LAYERS OF MOANING CAVERNS

by Theodore Rossier

t makes the average cave look like a rat hole,” 
claimed a Stockton Record correspondent 
after descending into Moaning Caverns in 

Vallecito in the early 1920s. Although he was referring 
to the physical size of the caverns, this quote holds 
true in several other aspects. Many tourists visit the 
caverns each year, and as they walk down the elaborate 
100-foot-tall spiral staircase and step onto the stone 
floor of the main chamber, what they may not realize 
is that the very ground they stand on is rich in history 
and legend.

Throughout the Ages
Spanning thousands of years, many different groups 

of people have come into contact with Moaning Caverns. 
The first discovery of Moaning Caverns is attributed to 
those who first populated California. Being home to more 
Native Americans than any other state, it likewise was 
also the most tribally diverse.

Among the many tribes which populated California, 
those that had the most influence in the region were the 
Me-Wuk. The “Old Ones,” believed by the tribe to have 
inhabited the area since the very beginning, laid the 

groundwork for the Me-Wuk, and are still revered by their 
descendants as the architects of their culture.

Some of the old villages around the Moaning Caverns 
area were A-Nuk-Ta and A-Koo-Ta-Nuk-Ka. These and

The original entrance to Moaning Caverns is explored with ropes. 
/Courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society)
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other villages housed the Me-Wuk 
foothill population. The Me-Wuk 
population totaled 33,000-50,000 
before large-scale foreign contact.

The Me-Wuk were able not only to 
survive, but thrive, in part by utilizing 
routes and trails connecting to other 
areas. In the Sonora Pass and Mono
Lake areas, the Me-Wuk traded with 
their eastern neighbors in the higher 
country for goods such as obsidian.

Similar to the arriving Argonauts 
years later, the Native Americans heard 
the moaning sounds emanating from the 
caverns, which inspired the Me-Wuk 
legend of the Che-ha-Jum-che, a stone 
cave monster which emerged from the 
cave at night to feast on humans.

C. Hart Merriam, the author of
Dawn of The World, states that the 
Che-ha-Jum-che “makes a crying noise 
like a baby, to lure them. If they come he seizes them and 
tosses them into his big pack basket and carries them to his 
cave, where he eats them.” According to a Desert Magazine 
article titled “Lost Souls of Moaning Cave,” Moaning 
Caverns was thought to be an “entrance to the underworld,” 
and the moans were the “eerie wailing of lost souls.”

The Me-Wuk legend of cave monsters is a tale 
told common to other caves in the area. Many names 
are attached to this Mother Lode monster, but Yayali 
is the most common. While the Che-ha-Jum-che seems 
to be attached almost exclusively to Moaning Caverns, 
Yayali is a monster that knows not just one cave, but 
several. As told by Julia Reed of the Tuolumne Me- 
Wuk, interviewed in the book Ghost Town, this creature 
was “built more or less like a man except he was about 
three times as big, was all covered with shaggy hair 
like a grizzly... Yayali would sleep all day in his cave, 
and after nightfall he’d go out... from one rancheree to 
another, looking for pine nuts and Me-wuk meat, the 
only things he would eat.”

Those who later explored Moaning Caverns found 
another explanation for the moaning sounds. Bottle
shaped holes in the ground, ranging from 4-10 inches in 
depth and formed naturally due to erosion over millions of 
years of dripping water, were responsible. Water dripped 
down into these narrow holes and created noise, the natural 
acoustics of the caverns amplifying and reverberating the 
sound all the way to the surface, distorting the sound into 

a moan. These noises were reportedly 
heard up to a quarter of a mile away. 

The first written account of 
Moaning Caverns dates from 1851. At 
that time, the caverns were referred to 
as “Solomon’s Hole” and rumored to be 
long-abandoned Spanish gold mines. 
When the miners attempted to lower 
themselves to the bottom, the depths of 
Moaning Caverns appeared to be never 
ending. Even when flaming torches 
were thrown into the cavern, it was 
impossible to distinguish the bottom. 

Moaning Caverns was explored 
by John Trask, a mineralogist under 
contract by the California State 
Legislature, later in 1851. This venture 
is detailed in the December 7, 1851, 
issue of the Daily Alta California. 
Trask made note of the torches dropped 
by the exploring miners before him, as 

well as a vast array of human skeletons scattered across 
the stone floor, but made no “attempt to speculate on these 
remains, or the age in which they may have been deposited.” 
However, due to the shape of the skulls, Trask stated that 
they were “strongly presumptive of high antiquity.”

The French were another documented group to delve 
into its depths. In 1853, a man named Alhine and several 
others in his company descended into the caverns, which 
they referred to as “The Cave of the Sepulchre.” The 
details are covered in the October 31, 1853, issue of the 
Daily Alta California. Like Trask, they also reported 
finding skulls that were of “a race distinct from the 
Indians.” They claimed to have found over three hundred 
human bodies, perfectly petrified, some even partially 
encased by stalactites. Several of these skulls, as well as 
other curiosities found, were removed from the caverns, 
and displayed in local businesses and homes, many in 
San Francisco.

There were likely several undocumented 
expeditions carried out in the following years, but all 
discovered the same truth. These dangerous adventures 
yielded very little gold, and as a result the practical 
appeal of the caverns was nonexistent to the Argonaut.

Between 1871-1921, miners gradually abandoned 
the area, and took with them their experience and 
knowledge of the caverns. Superstition filled this 
vacuum, and for several decades the history of Moaning 
Caverns became as dark and mysterious as their depths.

of Moaning Caverns. /Courtesy of University of
California, Berkeley!
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What Lies BelowAlthough no official expeditions took place, some 
old timers recalled descending into these caves with 
a rope ladder as youths. One piece of evidence is a 
whiskey bottle dated 1886 that was discovered in the 
caverns sometime after 1921. Although it may simply 
be aged whiskey left by one of the original spiral 
staircase constructors in the 1920s, it isn’t outside the 
realm of possibility that its date reflects its deposit.

In mid-August of 1921, locals Addison Carley and 
his two friends, Clarence Eltringham and Dan Malatesta, 
set out to explore the cave on Malatesta’s claim. Aware 
of the rumors and legends, Addison descended into the 
cavern, and soon came to the conclusion that his hand
made lowering apparatus, a rope tied to an oak tree, was 
insufficient. A second attempt, on Christmas Day that 
same year, proved a success. Using three hundred feet of 
rope, run through a windlass, Addison reached the bottom 
first, followed by his two friends. Although the legend 
of the Che-ha-Jum-che had been disregarded, fear and 
uncertainty still festered in the air as they came across the 
ancient human remains and derelict mining equipment.

Although ignored by past miners, the three explorers 
found another method of finding their fortune—tourism. 
By 1922, it was no longer a rare venture to descend into 
the caverns because of commercial investment. On 
anchor points in the stone walls, the remains of which 
are still present to this day, there was a winch with a 
bucket attached. For a small fee, a candle-bearing 
sightseer could be lowered to the bottom of the cavern 
in the bucket.

When asked of the price of this original bucket 
tour, Serena Barth, current manager of the Moaning 
Caverns Adventure Park, humorously states, “We don’t 
really have any records of that. We like to joke that it 
costs five cents to go down, and twenty-five cents to 
come back up.”

Later that same year the spiral staircase was 
completed, fashioned from parts of a World War I pre
dreadnought battleship, likely the USS Wisconsin. Only 
when this phenomenon of architecture was installed 
could it truly be said that humans finally rose past the 
depths of Moaning Caverns, but at a cost.

Because of the addition of the spiral staircase 
and other renovations including lighting and modem 
fixtures, as well as the moaning holes being stuffed full 
of trash and welding debris, the natural acoustics of the 
cavern shifted, altering the infamous moaning sound. 
Although these holes were later cleared, what caused 
Moaning Caverns’ fame was compromised forever.

Almost as notorious as the moaning sounds are 
the vast array of human remains found both on and in 
the cavern floor. The skeletons bring up two particular 
questions. How, and why, did so many people find their 
final resting place inside Moaning Caverns?

Possibly the most popular theory, as well as most 
controversial, is that it was used as a cemetery or burial 
site by Native Americans. The steep vertical shaft 
above ground could receive a body quite easily, sliding 
downwards 45 feet until it would free fall another 125 
feet to the main chamber’s floor.

The Me-Wuk in the area were unlikely to have 
explored the depths of Moaning Caverns, as the caverns 
were seen as very sacred, holding great spiritual 
significance, a physical remembrance of the Old Ones. 
In fact, Moaning Caverns is still held in this regard by 
the local Me-Wuk, and many refuse to enter its depths, 
viewing such an act as disrespectful.

Likewise, those who inhabited the area believed 
that the Che-ha-Jum-che, the stone cave monster, 
feasted on human flesh, so it is unlikely that the Me- 
Wuk would have chosen Moaning Caverns as a burial 
ground. Merriam reports that when asked of this, the 
Me-Wuk would “look with horror on the suggestion 
that they or their ancestors might ever have put their 
dead in caves. They ask: ‘Would you put your mother, 
or your wife, or your child, or any one you love, in a 
cave to be eaten by a horrible giant?”’

It is important to note that with thousands of years 
of human activity, and extensive trade networks, many 
people came into contact with the area, all with their own 
cultures and belief systems. Some may have believed in 
the cave monsters while others may have not, and thus

A group of men explore Moaning Caverns during the 1920s. 
(Courtesy of Calaveras County Historical Society)
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Moaning Caverns may have been used for the purpose of 
burial in isolated instances. However, the likelihood of it 
being used recently for such a practice is slim.

In September of 1950, Moaning Caverns was surveyed 
by two archaeologists, William J. Wallace and Donald W. 
Lathrop of the University of California Archaeological 
Survey. Wallace reported that it would have been physically 
impossible for anyone to reside inside. He found many 
bones embedded in layers of dripstone or encrusted with 
stalagmite, but found no evidence of burials.

It is likely that the vast majority of human remains 
found were the result of people sporadically falling in 
over thousands of years. Alternative theories that have 
been passed around include murder or disposal of the dead 
during plague and wartime. In combination with the amount 
of remains found below and the extended time frame, it is 
difficult to narrow it down to one single explanation. In 
spite of this, due to the cultural beliefs and customs of the 
area, some theories take precedence over others.

The oldest human remains found at Moaning 
Caverns are the skull of a young adolescent female 
found in the 1950s and dated to be 12,000 years old. 
The skull, formerly on display for public viewing, 
was returned to the caverns after much effort from the 
local tribes. Tribal frustration towards the displaying of 
ancestral human remains is not uncommon.

Wayion Coats, the cultural resource specialist of 
the Chicken Ranch Tribe of Me-Wuk
Indians, speaks on this issue, asking 
“How would you like it if someone 
found one of your ancestors and put 
their skull and bones on display?”

In a similar fashion, Barth states 
that she would not want to “display 
indigenous human remains without 
permission,” adding that “the last 
thing I would prefer to do would be 
to offend our local indigenous people, 
or any indigenous people. I wouldn’t 
want to do that.”

Echoes of the Past
The region became populated with 

more and more gold seekers as the Me- 
Wuk were gradually driven out, and 
the old tales of the indigenous were 
slowly replaced with the new legends 
of the miners. By 1920, the cave was 
rumored to be a bottomless pit to the 

center of the Earth, a vacuum where no air could exist, 
or perhaps even full of poisonous gasses, making it 
impossible to enter.

One story recalled by Barth is that of “Maggie’s 
Comer,” a small hollow located near the midway point 
as one descends the staircase. Like most legends, there 
are many versions, the most popular of which is that 
“Maggie” was married to someone who helped build the 
spiral staircase. While waiting for her husband to finish 
for the day, she got bored and decided to explore, crawling 
into the comer which would come to bear her name. After 
squeezing herself beyond her limits, Maggie’s dress was 
caught on sharp rocks. Stuck, she had to wait for someone 
to eventually find her and pull her out.

Another interesting subject Barth brought up is that 
of the “Missing/Hidden Chamber.” John Trask wrote 
about several different rooms and chambers of Moaning 
Caverns, all of which have been documented and verified, 
except for one. There was one chamber mentioned which 
no one seems to be able to locate; it exists only in this 
report. Old timers in the area will occasionally speak of 
this hidden chamber, claiming that it is indeed real but 
collapsed years ago. Barth offers her own explanation on 
this matter, stating that “Trask was probably describing a 
different cave in the area,” and that he “put it in as a part 
of the Moaning Caverns cave system.”

The stories of Moaning Caverns, whether told by 
the Me-Wuk or by the miners, are an 
essential component of its history. 
Exotic mystery swirls in its chambers, 
just as it has for thousands of years. 

Barth wraps up with this 
conclusion: “I try not to pass on 
anything that I haven’t at least read in 
an article, or read in a journal, heard 
from sources that are more trustworthy 
than just word of mouth. That’s how I 
tend to approach it as a manager, and 
how I encourage my staff to approach 
it; try not to pass on too many rumors.”

An Interview 
with Wayion Coats

Similar to the tourists and 
scientists, the Me-Wuk hold the 
caverns with great interest, but for very 
different reasons. Moaning Caverns is 
seen to this day as a very sacred place 
to the indigenous people.

Moaning Caverns is home to many 
interesting geologic features, such as 
this 27-foot-high formation. /Courtesy of

Calaveras County Historical Society)
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Although religious and cultural beliefs vary around 
the world, respect for one’s ancestors is near universal. To 
the Me-Wuk, the prospect of people entering into Moaning 
Caverns could be compared to someone treading on top of 
a grave. Rather than venturing down into its depths, Coats 
recommends instead to simply let the remains and cave rest.

Coats speaks for many tribal members by stating 
that Moaning Caverns should not have become a tourist 
attraction in the first place. Although it is very unlikely 
that such a change in course could be made, at least not 
in the near future, that’s what the tribes wish to see. 
Besides the points previously discussed, one reason 
why indigenous views of certain parks may be poor is 
due to the monetization of Me-Wuk beliefs and history, 
often without the consent of local tribes. Perhaps it is 
this communication vacuum between the two parties 
that has caused such a variety of myths and legends to 
be bom. With the recent removal of indigenous remains 
from display, at least some progress has been made.

Many aspects come together to form this unique 
feature in Calaveras County. History, legends, human 
remains and geologic noises create and enhance the 
story of the caverns. Whatever you choose to focus on 
is your choice, and as Coats states, “Whatever you get 
from it is what you get from it.”

Because much opinion and speculation has been 
brought to the table, it is difficult to find universal truths. 
Coats responds, “The opinions happened way before our 
time, and those are a part of the Old Ones, and how they 
had to take care of the lands, and so whatever they did, 
we leave alone. It’s not for us to change. Leave it be.”

During the course of the interview, Coats addresses 
not only Moaning Caverns, but the area as a whole.

“I think we’re missing a bigger picture here of 
‘What about the indigenous people of our area?’ 
We are focusing too much on Moaning Caverns and 
Yosemite... but we’re not tackling the main problems... 
Two generations ago, my grandmother’s grandma could 
go outside and look at grizzly bears and wolves and tule 
elk. Two hundred years, that ain’t nothing. Can you 
imagine what’s going to be around two hundred years 
from now if we keep going the way we’re going?”

Moaning Caverns is a cave like none other found in 
all of the Mother Lode, and is rich in geologic and human 
history. The caverns have received perhaps the largest 
share of attention among the caves of Calaveras County, 
both from the average sightseer and academic scientist. 
However, an essential component is often neglected; the 
views of the Me-Wuk. By seeking their counsel, a new

This artist rendition depicts Che-ha-Jum-che, a giant that the 
Me-Wuk believed inhabited Moaning Caverns. 

/From Dawn of The Worlds

perspective comes to light, and a new layer is added to 
the unfathomable depths of Moaning Caverns.
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THE LEGEND OF “ERNEST”: 
MURDER, INCEST AND GOLD

By Maureen Elliott and Shannon VanZant

I
t’s an incredible story. It is both legend and 
historical truth supported by scientific findings. 
It’s a story made up of murder, incest and gold... 
It’s the incredible story of “Ernest,” the skeleton 

that has fueled many rumors and whose identification 
has long remained uncertain. It is also the story of 
Ernest, a merchant who came to Gold Rush California 
and was murdered for his gold.

“Ernest”: The Legendary Skeleton
The legend of “Ernest,” the skeleton, begins in a 

small village in Southwestern France at the Chateau 
de Montcigoux, built in the 12th century in Saint- 
Pierre-de-Frugie, Dordogne, France. The medieval 
fortress was the setting for a battle between the 
English and French during the Hundred Years’ War 
during which some major damage occurred to the 
property. The residence became the stronghold 
of the Rolle family around 1540, an important 
family whose influence stretched from Martinique, 
Firbeix, Miallet, and Dournazac to Montcigoux. 
Around 1750, they had to demolish the former lair, 
keeping the partially leveled tower. Afterwards, 

they built the current chartreuse, or charter house, 
adjoining the tower, which is what we see today. 
The land and chateau were acquired in 1826 by 
Pierre Paignon de Fontaubert and his wife Sophie. 
Here they raised five children.

At the beginning of the 20th century, the new 
owner, Henry de Lamoignerie, decided to remodel 
the centuries-old building. In December 1913, 
during the remodel, workers looking to dig a 
cellar under a sharecropper’s house adjoining the 
Chateau de Montcigoux made a grisly discovery: 
human skeletal remains. The bones were buried in 
a shallow grave under the floor near the fireplace— 
the skull was just 10 inches beneath the surface. 
There was no clothing or objects of any kind that 
might help identify the deceased. There was no sign 
of decomposition in the soil and the bones were 
bleached white. No one was sure whose skeleton 
it was or why it had been buried on the grounds of 
the castle. The discovery did make the news but 
nothing was done to pursue an investigation at the 
time. The skeleton was placed in a glass case and 
put on display.
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This photo from 2009 shows Chateau de Montcigoux, Saint-Pierre-de-Frugie, 
Dordogne, France. The tower on the right is the remains of the 12th century 

fortress. The chartreuse on the left was built around 1750. 
(Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons)

Twenty years later, in 1933, a local French 
newspaper Le Courrier du Centre did an investigation 
into the identity of the skeletal remains and claimed to 
have solved the mystery. In a series of seven episodes, 
journalist Antoine Valerie wove a story of murder, 
incest and gold. According to the newspaper, the bones 
were of one of the sons of the De Fontaubert family, 
Francois Ernest Paignon de Fontaubert, who had left 
for the California gold fields in 1850 accompanied 
by his younger sister Ernestine. That part of the story 
was correct as Ernest and his sister Ernestine did leave 
France to go to California. The story soon became 
more complicated when the newspaper claimed that 

several skeletons of infants that were also 
found buried near the chateau were the result 
of an incestuous relationship between Ernest 
and his sister Ernestine. According to the 
articles in the newspaper, Ernest and Ernestine 
supposedly had lived in the manor house as 
a couple and had forced their brother Arthur 
to live in the small sharecropper’s house. The 
newspaper claimed that Ernest and Ernestine 
had five children together and that they had 
killed the babies and buried their bodies, 
but with no proof of any kind except for the 
skeletons’ existence.

Le Courrier du Centre claimed that 
Ernest and his sister were believed to have 
returned from California with a fortune 
in gold, and that younger brother Arthur 

decided to slay Ernest and take the gold for himself. 
According to the story published in the newspaper, 
Arthur hit Ernest in the head with a hatchet and 
buried the body under the floorboards in his room 
at the sharecropper’s cabin. Arthur then slaughtered 
two steers at the entrance to the manor, in hopes that 
the smell from their decomposition would hide the 
stench from Ernest’s body. The story continued with 
the claim that Ernestine went mad when she realized 
what had happened to Ernest, and Arthur locked her 
in the tower, the only remaining structure of the 12th 
century fortress that once stood on the spot.1

Skeleton "Ernest" as displayed in Chateau de Montcigoux in a small glass coffin. 
(Photographed by Anne LeRoy for M, Le Magazine du Monde)
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This juicy story got a foothold in local lore and 
soon it was considered the factual truth. The skeleton, 
encased in a glass coffin and put on display, was 
named “Ernest.” In 1958, Robert Margerit wrote a 
novel based on the account, “La Terre aux Loups” 
(“Wolf Country”), which became a bestseller in 
France. In 1987 a documentary was filmed, “Histore 
d’ un crime,” which translates to “Story of a Murder,” 
about the purported murder. In 1989, Bertran Visage 
wrote the book “Rendez-vous sur la terre” inspired 
by the 1933 news articles. The result was a renewed 
interest in the bones, and tourists queued up to visit 
“Ernest’s” remains. The town took full advantage of its 
notorious resident, promoting the chateau and hosting 
all kinds of Ernest-related events and tours. Basically, 
“Ernest’s” skeleton supplied a lot of the income of the 
townspeople. The boost was significant, because the 
Chateau de Montcigoux is a comparatively modest 
manor house, not the kind of palatial mansion that 
people think of when they think of French chateaux.

In 2011, Bernard Aumasson, a French man, 
like so many before him, visited the small town 
and toured the Chateau de Montcigoux to see the 
infamous remains of “Ernest,” killed by his brother 
for his incestuous relationship with his sister and 
the riches he had acquired in the California Gold 
Rush. Two years later, while looking around on 
the internet, Bernard discovered something that 
contradicted the legend of “Ernest.” Bernard found 
a memorial for Ernest de Fontaubert on Findagrave. 
com that claimed Ernest had been murdered in Cave 
City, Calaveras County, California, in 1862 and was 
buried there. If true this would mean that the skeleton 
displayed at the Chateau de Montcigoux in France 
could not be the remains of Ernest.

So, who was Ernest 
de Fontaubert? Was he 
murdered by his brother in
France and buried under the
floor or was he murdered 
in Cave City and buried 
there? Bernard contacted the
Calaveras County Archives 
asking for verification of
Ernest’s death and burial. The 
documentation on the death 
and burial uncovered a tale of 
tragedy and triumph in Gold
Rush California.

Ernest: The Gold Rush Merchant
Francois Ernest Paignon de Fontaubert (Ernest) 

was bom on July 5, 1813, in Jumilhac-le-Grand, 
France. He was the oldest child of Pierre and Sophie 
de Fontaubert (nee De Brie). Following the birth of 
Ernest his parents had four more children: Hortense 
(1816-1903), Arthur (1821-1879), Ernestine (1823- 
1867) and Victorine (1828-1897). Ernest married 
Therese de Teyssieres in May 1840 in Nantheuil, 
France, and they had one daughter, Rose, who died 
in infancy at four days old.

Leaving behind his wife, Ernest and his younger 
sister Ernestine left France in 1850 for California. 
Days before their departure they gave Ernest’s wife, 
Therese, full rights to manage their properties in 
France. They sailed from Le Havre harbor on the 
French ship “Jonas,” arriving in San Francisco after 
a voyage of 165 days.2 It is unclear why Ernest and 
Ernestine came to California. The legend in France 
claimed that they had an incestuous relationship and 
left to hide their affair, but like many before them, they 
may have dreamt of riches beyond the imagination, 
or maybe they just had a sense of adventure.

Ernest and his sister spent one month in San 
Francisco before heading to the gold fields.3 By 
1854, Ernest owned a store and a restaurant next to 
the Cave City Hotel on the northside of Main Street 
in Cave City. Ernest’s store seems to have been 
well stocked and he appears to have been respected 
by his neighbors. He was described as a “most 
estimable gentleman, highly educated, and polished 
in his manners.”4 He sold everything from boots and 
whiskey to bacon, coffee, flour and butter.

Cave City would have been a prosperous mining 
town in the 1850s, when Ernest and Ernestine

The passenger list for the ship "Jonas" shows that Ernest and his sister Ernestine sailed from 
France to California in 1850. (Courtesy of Ancestry.com)
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Bill of Henry Horkless and Co. in the Fontaubert Store at 
Cave City. In De Fontaubert vs. Horkless, 1864, Civil Cases, 

Calaveras County Archives, San Andreas, CA. 
/Courtesy of Calaveras County Archives)

Bernard Aumasson drew this map of Cave City in 2013 based on 
his research. /Courtesy of Calaveras County Archives)

were residents. In 1850, the cave was accidentally 
discovered by Captain Taylor. In 1853, Magee 
and Angel erected a large and substantial hotel 
adjoining the cave. It was said that 200 feet from 
the entrance, “is the famous chamber of the Know 
Nothings, in which their dark councils and political 
compacts were held during the year 1855.”5 In 
1855, “Cave City was in the heyday of its career. 
No less than 400 miners made it the center of their 
trade and frolic.”6 In 1858, the company Campbell 
& Co. was taking out a pound of gold a day and 
made $2,000 a week with four men working. The 
company Parsons and Ross took $125 a week and 
the company Conkins & Co.’s claim paid over an 
ounce per day.7 The men who were instrumental 
in constructing the Table Mountain Ditch and the 
Cold Spring Ditch were residents of Cave City. The 
town was laid out along a main street and consisted 
of hotels, stores and saloons. It was described in 
1858 as “what was once, perhaps the most wealthy 
mining district in central Calaveras.”8

Ernestine wrote home to her sister-in-law, 
Therese, in 1855, lamenting the troubles that 
managing the family property in France was causing 
her. Ernestine assured her that she would not be 
held responsible for the losses incurred by Therese’s 
management of the property, but instead Ernestine 
expressed gratitude towards Therese for her efforts. 
She closed the letter by saying “while waiting the 
pleasure to see you again, receive the farewells 
of your sister-in-law who will never forget your 
kindness.”9 The letter seems to establish a friendly 
relationship between the two women, not one marred 
by an incestual relationship. Therese would die in 
France in 1860 never seeing her husband or sister- 
in-law again. In fact, Ernest would never return to 
France as he would be brutally murdered in Cave 
City. On Feb. 26, 1862, Ernest left his house in Cave 
City with the intention of going to San Andreas by 
way of Gaston Hill. According to his sister Ernestine, 
“he had eighty-four ounces of gold dust with him.”10 
He also carried provisions that he was taking to a 
camp of French miners on “Gascon” (Gaston) Hill 
on the way to San Andreas, but he would never make 
it there. The horse came home later with part of 
the pack of provisions, but Ernest was nowhere to 
be found. William Woody organized a search party 
and found Ernest’s body about four rods from Cave 
City on the road to “Gascon” Hill under a manzanita
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Murder at Cave City.—A French mer
chant named De Fontambert, who has for 
years done business at Cave City in Calaveras 
county, was early last week murdered by 
some ruffians for $1,500 in gold dust which 
he was carrying to San Andreas for exchange. 
This is the second time within two years that 
Mr. De Fontambert’s life was attempted by 
jobbers. He was a most estimable gentle
man, highly educated, polished in his man
ners, and a member of a distinguished French 
family. The murderers had not been taken 
nt the time our information was sent.—Inde
pendent,

The murder of Ernest de Fontaubert was reported in the Calaveras Chronicle on 
March 8,1862. /Courtesy of Calaveras County Archives)

bush. Ernest de Fontaubert had been 
stabbed and the gold was gone as 
well as some of the provisions that he 
had been carrying.11 The newspaper 
stated that this was the second time 
someone attempted to kill him for 
his gold.12 Ernest was buried the next 
day in the graveyard at Cave City.13

Ernestine stayed in Cave City 
after the murder of her brother and 
continued to run the store and collect 
the money owed Ernest. In January 
of 1864, she filed a lawsuit to obtain 
payment of a large debt that was owed 
to the store by Henry Horkless.14
Because she had not understood that 
she had not automatically become 
the owner of the property after her 
brother’s death, she now had to file 
a probate so ownership could be 
assigned to her before she could sue 
for payment of the debt.15

Ernestine did not remain in California for long 
after the probate was settled. On June 28, 1864, 
Ernestine sold the store to Michel Biemey, a store 
owner and friend in Cave City, and she was in San 
Francisco by mid-September of 1864.16 On Dec. 13, 
1864, Ernestine boarded the “SS Golden City” and 
sailed to Panama.17 From there she continued to 
France, meeting her older sister Hortense in Paris on 
Jan. 28, 1865. Her sister would later claim that the 
authorities in San Francisco sent her back to France 
because “she was mad and unable to manage herself,” 
although no documentation of this has been found.

Ernestine had appeared completely capable and 
competent when she was taking care of the California 
lawsuit and probate in 1864, but she might have 
seemed a bit odd to her family when she returned to 
France after spending 14 years in a small mining camp. 
Hortense claimed that Ernestine was insane and a legal 
suit was filed to have Hortense declared the guardian 
of Ernestine and her estate. On March 15, 1866, a 
judgment deprived Ernestine of her legal capacity.18 
One of the claims in the insanity hearing was that she 
refused to wear anything except rough cotton dresses 
“even though she was in a position of sufficient fortune 
to dress in a proper manner.”19 That may have been a 
hold-over from her life in California but not a firm 
sign of insanity. Hortense also claimed that Ernestine

“stubbornly refused to talk about the business she left 
in California and to show the titles she owns, in spite of 
it is certain that she left a small fortune in California.”20 
In reality, from all records, Ernestine completed 
all business in California, including the sale of the 
property in California which had been sold to Michel 
Biemey for $400 before she left.

Another claim by Hortense was that Ernestine 
“distributed her money without proper judgement... 
that thus, in particular, she spent mindlessly a sum of 
about fifteen hundred francs... [and] that it would be 
too long to list all her acts of extravagance.”21 There 
was a large amount of wealth at stake so possibly her 
sister was motivated by that. Except for the younger 
brother Arthur, most of the witnesses listed at the 
insanity hearing were maids, butlers and local farmers 
in the village, all of whom might have been dependent 
on the family for their income and motivated to 
testify on their behalf. On Jan. 16, 1867, Ernestine de 
Fontaubert passed away in the family home at Chateau 
de Montcigoux at the age of 43. Legend claims that 
she escaped from the tower her brother Arthur had 
locked her in and walked throughout the country, until 
she died of cold in the snow. According to her official 
death act, she died at home of natural causes.22

Encouraged by this evidence found in Calaveras 
County, Bernard Aumasson began poking holes 
into the received wisdom, and has inspired several 
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history buffs to join his quest for the truth. In 2016, 
the Gendarmerie Nationale Laboratories at Cergy- 
Pontoise, near Paris, examined the remains. “After 
all, there was a corpse, and it was in a strange place 
for a dead man,” said local police colonel Patrick 
Chabrol, who took it on himself to drive the remains 
to the forensic lab in his own vehicle. The experts 
at Cergy-Pontoise analyzed the bones to establish 
their age and sex and possibly determine the cause 
of death. They found that many essential bones 
were missing, and the damage to the skull was 
assessed as being from natural deterioration over 
time, not blunt force trauma to the skull. X-rays and 
chemical tests could not date the skeletal remains 
due to contamination of the soil in which they were 
found, and dental examination proved impossible 
as the teeth from the skull were missing.23 However, 
carbon-14 dating has dated the skeleton between 
the years 1278 and 1388.

Gilbert Chabaud, who has owned the 
Montcigoux manor since 1977 and is the mayor of 
the hamlet of some 400 inhabitants, said he was sad 
to say goodbye to “Ernest.” But Chabrol reassured 
the townsfolk: “As soon as he has had these little 
tests, he will return to his place. We will return him 
to the village.”24

In the Dordogne area of France, the legend is 
collapsing. “I’ve been telling this same story for 
40 years that my father always told me,” regrets 
Alain Vignol, a local man, surprised to see this 
“truth?” transmitted orally for 103 years. “We are all 
disappointed to discover that the story is ultimately 
false,” admits Sophie Didet, who lives where the 
skeleton was found.25 If the family of De Fontaubert, 
accused of infanticide, fratricide and even incest is 
now cleared in its honor, a question remains for the 
moment insoluble: of whom is “Ernest” the skeleton?

“Was there previously a cemetery on this site? 
Is it a soldier since we are on the Franco-English 
border of the Hundred Years’ War? This will be the 
next twist, we are not going to stop there,” said Marc 
Wilmart, author of the film “Stories of a Crime,” 
around this legend.26 Bernard Aumasson is convinced 
that the skeleton cannot be Ernest de Fontaubert, but 
there are still some that believe that Ernest’s death in 
America was faked and that the horror story is true. In 
any case, the skeleton dubbed “Ernest” is now back 
in its glass case in the manor tower at Montcigoux, 
where visitors can see his toothless grin.

Cave City, once home to the De Fontaubert’s 
siblings, is now all but a ghost town. The graveyard 
on the hillside above the town is all but forgotten. It 
once contained 16 graves, one of which is Ernest de 
Fontaubert, “15 of them filled by men who died with 
their boots on. The graves at one time were enclosed 
by neat fences, but these have rotted away like the 
bodies they enclosed, and soon not a trace of the poor 
fellows will remain.”27
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A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR

T
his issue of Las Calaveras marks the 
70th anniversary of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society. For 70 straight years now, 
the Society has maintained its operations and upheld 

its mission as it was set down by Judge J. A. Smith, 
the Society’s first president, in 1952. In the first 
edition of Las Calaveras (Oct. 1952), Judge Smith 
included the Society’s statement of purpose and it 
only seems a fitting marker and reminder that his 
eloquent and simple statement be reprinted here on 
this great occasion.

“The prime purpose of the Calaveras County 
Historical Society is to collect and preserve for 
posterity the early history of Calaveras County.”

We must keep in mind that it was in the 1950s 
when Judge Smith wrote these words and from his 
perspective, at that time, he was referring to the 
history of the county that took place in the mid- 
to late-1800s. Since this time, the Society has 
widened its scope to include the ancient history of 
the Miwuk—whose people belonged to the First 
Nations of these lands—as well as the many events, 
places, and industries that have come to be part of 
the ongoing story of our illustrious county.

When the Society was created, the primary 
need that was of greatest concern to the founding 
members was that the history of the county had 
yet to be written. Since that time there have been 
many authors who have addressed this need: Judge 
Smith, Dr. Richard Coke Wood, Willard P. Fuller 
Jr., George W. Hoeper, Judith Marvin, Dr. Julia 
Costello, Maureen Elliot, Salvatore Manna, and 
Shannon VanZant, to name a few. Their works 
are indispensable and their diligent life’s work is 
so very much appreciated. Where this history has 
been most thoroughly documented is right here, 
in the pages of Las Calaveras, where for the last 
70 years, consistently and quarterly, its long list 
of tireless editors has brought you, piece by piece, 
the long-needed documentation of the history of 
our county.

How wonderful it is to consider seven decades 
of historical talks and dinners, the campaigns to 
save and preserve our historical sites and buildings, 
as well as the creation and endurance of our county 
museums. Now in our 70th year we look back on 
all the friends and loved ones that have carried this 

mission through to the present day, with great pride 
in the knowledge that we have kept true to the 
original intentions of the Society’s founders and 
that those intentions have come to pass and have 
been made reality.

This issue of Las Calaveras comes to us from 
the staff of the Calaveras County Archives. Maureen 
Elliot is a lifetime member of the Society and a long
standing volunteer of the County Archives where 
she has worked since 2006. Shannon VanZant has 
been the county archivist since 2004. VanZant is also 
a professor of history at Columbia and San Joaquin 
Delta colleges. Both authors have published books 
on the history of Calaveras County.

The archives, the museum, and the Society 
have a long history together spanning several 
decades. Many people don’t know that when the 
new government center was built in 1967, they 
wanted to level the Old Courthouse and the Hall 
of Records buildings to create a parking lot. 
George Poore Jr. petitioned the county supervisors 
to repurpose the buildings as a museum. George 
was successful, and the County Museum was set 
up in the second floor of the Hall of Records and 
the County Archives was set up in the bottom 
floor of the Old Courthouse. In this fashion, the 
archives staff managed the museum’s collection 
and supported the museum curators in the creation 
of exhibits. These two sister entities shared space 
for several decades until the historic American 
Restaurant building became available, a few doors 
down from the museum, and the archives moved 
in. Today, you can still find the archive’s doors 
open to the public Mondays and Wednesdays. The 
relationship between the Society, the museum, 
and the archives continues to this day; while the 
archives is a county office of primary-source 
documents that answer specific questions, the 
Historical Society has in its collection a varied 
general history of the county. Both entities, 
although now separate, support researchers in 
their quest for the history of the county. It is 
with great pride in this long history between our 
county’s historical entities that we bring you this 
collaborative edition of Las Calaveras—in the 
publication’s, and the Society’s, 70th year.

—Kristopher Mandell
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Historical Society for $35.00 per year. Non-members 
may obtain copies from the Historical Society office. The 
original historical material presented in Las Calaveras is 
not copyrighted and anyone is invited to use it. Mention 
of the source would be appreciated. Contributions of 
articles about Calaveras County are appreciated and may 
be submitted to the Historical Society for consideration. 
The Calaveras County Historical Society is a nonprofit 
corporation. It meets on the fourth Thursday of each month 
in various communities throughout the County. Locations 
and scheduled programs are announced in advance. Some 
meetings include a dinner program, and visitors are always 
welcome. The Society operates the Calaveras County 
Museum which is open daily from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
in the historic County courthouse located at 30 Main Street 
in San Andreas; and the historic Red Bam Museum at 891 
Mountain Ranch Road, also in San Andreas, which is open 
Friday through Sunday, 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM, except for 
major holidays. The Society’s office is located in historic 
San Andreas, the Calaveras County seat. Visitors are 
always welcome to stop by the office for assistance with 
research, and are encouraged to visit the museums while 
in the area. The office is open Monday through Friday 
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at: historicalcalaveras@gmail.com; Red Bam Museum 
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Museum Hours of Operation
Downtown & Bookstore Red Bam

Daily FR-SA-SU
10:00 am—4:00 pm 10:00 am-4:00 pm
Remember! Historical Society Members Pay

2022 Coming Events
Membership Meetings

Thursday, October 27
San Andreas Town Hall

24 Church Hill Road
70th Anniversary Celebration 

“Tribute to our Founders”

Thursday, November 17
Mountain Ranch Community Club

8049 Washington Street 
Tribute to our Veterans 

Irene Perbal will be speaker, 
“The Invasion of Normandy”

Angels Camp Museum
Lecture Series

Fossils in Mokelumne Hill
Greg Francek—November 6

MiWuk Tribe Presentation
Rollie Fillmore—December 4

Help Wanted

Brick mason to reassemble the brick powder house 
at the Red Bam Museum.

Dues Reminder

Thank you to all who have paid your membership 
dues for the year. If you have not paid, or did not receive 
or misplaced the reminder, please send your check to 
the office in the amount of $35 per household. Don’t 
forget, your membership includes: Las Calaveras, 
invites to dinner meetings, free admission to the county 
museums, and 20% off in the bookstore. Feel free to 
call the office to check your membership status if you 
are unsure as to if you have paid dues or not. Your 
membership is greatly appreciated.
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	2023-01-25-15-51-44-01
	2023-01-25-15-52-01-01

	1963 Vol. 11 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-15-53-16-01
	2023-01-25-15-53-35-01
	2023-01-25-15-53-52-01
	2023-01-25-15-54-10-01

	1963 Vol. 11 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-15-55-09-01
	2023-01-25-15-55-31-01
	2023-01-25-15-55-45-01
	2023-01-25-15-56-01-01

	1963 Vol. 11 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-15-57-01-01
	2023-01-25-15-57-28-01
	2023-01-25-15-57-40-01
	2023-01-25-15-57-56-01

	1963 Vol. 12 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-15-59-30-00
	2023-01-25-15-59-30-01
	2023-01-25-16-01-36-01
	2023-01-25-16-02-13-01
	2023-01-25-16-02-48-00
	2023-01-25-16-02-48-01
	2023-01-25-16-03-06-01
	2023-01-25-16-03-21-01

	1964 Vol. 12 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-16-19-14-01
	2023-01-25-16-19-39-01
	2023-01-25-16-20-05-01
	2023-01-25-16-20-23-01

	1964 Vol. 12 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-16-21-27-01
	2023-01-25-16-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-16-22-08-01
	2023-01-25-16-22-27-01

	1964 Vol. 12 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-16-23-28-01
	2023-01-25-16-23-52-01
	2023-01-25-16-24-06-01
	2023-01-25-16-24-23-01

	1964 Vol. 13 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-16-25-54-01
	2023-01-25-16-26-13-01
	2023-01-25-16-26-30-01
	2023-01-25-16-26-49-01

	1965 Vol. 13 No. 2 January
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)

	1965 Vol. 13 No. 3 April
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)

	1965 Vol. 13 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-16-29-19-01
	2023-01-25-16-29-44-01
	2023-01-25-16-30-06-01
	2023-01-25-16-30-23-01
	2023-01-25-16-30-43-01
	2023-01-25-16-31-01-01

	1965 Vol. 14 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-16-32-10-01
	2023-01-25-16-32-30-01
	2023-01-25-16-32-44-01
	2023-01-25-16-33-00-01

	1966 Vol. 14 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-16-34-10-01
	2023-01-25-16-34-34-01
	2023-01-25-16-35-01-01
	2023-01-25-16-35-19-01
	2023-01-25-16-35-35-01
	2023-01-25-16-35-51-01

	1966 Vol. 14 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-16-36-55-01
	2023-01-25-16-37-17-01
	2023-01-25-16-37-32-01
	2023-01-25-16-37-46-01
	2023-01-25-16-38-02-01
	2023-01-25-16-38-22-01

	1966 Vol. 14 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-16-39-38-01
	2023-01-25-16-40-04-01
	2023-01-25-16-40-21-01
	2023-01-25-16-40-35-01
	2023-01-25-16-40-57-01
	2023-01-25-16-41-23-01

	1966 Vol. 15 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-16-42-23-01
	2023-01-25-16-42-45-01
	2023-01-25-16-42-59-01
	2023-01-25-16-43-13-01
	2023-01-25-16-43-33-01
	2023-01-25-16-43-51-01

	1967 Vol. 15 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-16-45-13-01
	2023-01-25-16-45-32-01
	2023-01-25-16-45-54-01
	2023-01-25-16-46-08-01
	2023-01-25-16-46-30-01
	2023-01-25-16-46-48-01

	1967 Vol. 15 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-16-48-51-01
	2023-01-25-16-49-09-01
	2023-01-25-16-49-31-01
	2023-01-25-16-49-49-01

	1967 Vol. 15 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-16-50-56-01
	2023-01-25-16-51-17-01
	2023-01-25-16-51-39-01
	2023-01-25-16-51-55-01

	1967 Vol. 16 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-16-52-52-01
	2023-01-25-16-53-14-01
	2023-01-25-16-53-32-01
	2023-01-25-16-53-49-01

	1968 Vol. 16 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-16-54-55-01
	2023-01-25-16-55-22-01
	2023-01-25-16-55-38-01
	2023-01-25-16-56-02-01
	2023-01-25-16-56-19-01
	2023-01-25-16-56-37-01
	2023-01-25-16-56-54-01
	2023-01-25-16-57-13-01

	1968 Vol. 16 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-16-58-24-01
	2023-01-25-16-58-47-01
	2023-01-25-16-59-07-01
	2023-01-25-16-59-26-01

	1968 Vol. 16 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-17-00-36-01
	2023-01-25-17-00-58-01
	2023-01-25-17-01-16-01
	2023-01-25-17-01-38-01
	2023-01-25-17-01-54-01
	2023-01-25-17-02-12-01
	2023-01-25-17-02-28-01
	2023-01-25-17-02-46-01

	1968 Vol. 17 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-03-55-01
	2023-01-25-17-04-19-01
	2023-01-25-17-04-34-01
	2023-01-25-17-04-47-01
	2023-01-25-17-05-04-01
	2023-01-25-17-05-22-01

	1969 Vol. 17 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-17-06-40-01
	2023-01-25-17-07-04-01
	2023-01-25-17-07-20-01
	2023-01-25-17-07-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-07-57-01
	2023-01-25-17-08-15-01
	2023-01-25-17-08-33-01
	2023-01-25-17-08-50-01

	1969 Vol. 17 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-17-10-10-01
	2023-01-25-17-10-34-01
	2023-01-25-17-10-49-01
	2023-01-25-17-11-15-01
	2023-01-25-17-11-34-01
	2023-01-25-17-12-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-12-19-01
	2023-01-25-17-12-44-01
	2023-01-25-17-13-04-01
	2023-01-25-17-13-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-13-38-01
	2023-01-25-17-13-56-01

	1969 Vol. 17 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-17-28-10-01
	2023-01-25-17-28-34-01
	2023-01-25-17-28-48-01
	2023-01-25-17-29-07-01

	1969 Vol. 18 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-30-08-01
	2023-01-25-17-30-29-01
	2023-01-25-17-30-49-01
	2023-01-25-17-31-12-01
	2023-01-25-17-31-36-01
	2023-01-25-17-31-59-01
	2023-01-25-17-32-23-01
	2023-01-25-17-32-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-32-58-01
	2023-01-25-17-33-16-01
	2023-01-25-17-33-32-01
	2023-01-25-17-33-50-01

	1970 Vol. 18 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-17-35-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-35-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-35-40-01
	2023-01-25-17-35-57-01

	1970 Vol. 18 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-17-36-54-01
	2023-01-25-17-38-28-01
	2023-01-25-17-38-54-01
	2023-01-25-17-39-16-01
	2023-01-25-17-39-52-01
	2023-01-25-17-40-12-01
	2023-01-25-17-40-31-01
	2023-01-25-17-40-49-01
	2023-01-25-17-41-14-01
	2023-01-25-17-41-32-01
	2023-01-25-17-41-58-01
	2023-01-25-17-42-15-01

	1970 Vol. 18 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-17-43-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-43-47-01
	2023-01-25-17-44-01-01
	2023-01-25-17-44-18-01

	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part1
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01


	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part2
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01


	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part3
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01


	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part4
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01


	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part5.5
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part5
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01


	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part6
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01


	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October_Part7
	1970 Vol. 19 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-45-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-45-43-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-06-01
	2023-01-25-17-46-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-47-39-01



	1971 Vol. 19 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-17-49-04-01
	2023-01-25-17-49-27-01
	2023-01-25-17-49-47-01
	2023-01-25-17-50-07-01
	2023-01-25-17-50-25-01
	2023-01-25-17-50-42-01
	2023-01-25-17-50-58-01
	2023-01-25-17-51-15-01

	1971 Vol. 19 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-17-52-22-01
	2023-01-25-17-52-42-01
	2023-01-25-17-53-03-01
	2023-01-25-17-53-20-01
	2023-01-25-17-53-35-01
	2023-01-25-17-53-54-01
	2023-01-25-17-54-08-01
	2023-01-25-17-54-24-01

	1971 Vol. 19 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-17-55-26-01
	2023-01-25-17-55-46-01
	2023-01-25-17-56-05-01
	2023-01-25-17-56-25-01
	2023-01-25-17-56-46-01
	2023-01-25-17-57-00-01
	2023-01-25-17-57-19-01
	2023-01-25-17-57-37-01
	2023-01-25-17-58-02-01
	2023-01-25-17-58-21-01

	1971 Vol. 20 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-17-59-27-01
	2023-01-25-17-59-52-01
	2023-01-25-18-00-15-01
	2023-01-25-18-00-46-01
	2023-01-25-18-01-03-01
	2023-01-25-18-01-42-01
	2023-01-25-18-02-02-01
	2023-01-25-18-02-19-01

	1972 Vol. 20 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-18-04-01-01
	2023-01-25-18-04-24-01
	2023-01-25-18-04-44-01
	2023-01-25-18-05-05-01
	2023-01-25-18-05-35-01
	2023-01-25-18-05-55-01
	2023-01-25-18-06-08-01
	2023-01-25-18-06-27-01
	2023-01-25-18-06-47-01
	2023-01-25-18-07-05-01
	2023-01-25-18-07-25-01
	2023-01-25-18-07-43-01

	1972 Vol. 20 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-18-22-58-01
	2023-01-25-18-23-21-01
	2023-01-25-18-23-43-01
	2023-01-25-18-24-05-01
	2023-01-25-18-24-27-01
	2023-01-25-18-24-48-01
	2023-01-25-18-25-08-01
	2023-01-25-18-25-31-01
	2023-01-25-18-25-44-01
	2023-01-25-18-26-02-01
	2023-01-25-18-26-29-01
	2023-01-25-18-26-45-01
	2023-01-25-18-27-10-01
	2023-01-25-18-27-28-01
	2023-01-25-18-27-52-01
	2023-01-25-18-28-09-01

	1972 Vol. 20 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-18-29-33-01
	2023-01-25-18-30-00-01
	2023-01-25-18-30-22-01
	2023-01-25-18-30-45-01
	2023-01-25-18-31-09-01
	2023-01-25-18-31-29-01
	2023-01-25-18-31-43-01
	2023-01-25-18-32-00-01
	2023-01-25-18-32-23-01
	2023-01-25-18-32-43-01
	2023-01-25-18-33-06-01
	2023-01-25-18-33-26-01

	1972 Vol. 21 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-18-34-30-01
	2023-01-25-18-34-53-01
	2023-01-25-18-35-24-01
	2023-01-25-18-35-48-01
	2023-01-25-18-36-10-01
	2023-01-25-18-36-24-01
	2023-01-25-18-37-12-01
	2023-01-25-18-37-31-01
	2023-01-25-18-38-00-01
	2023-01-25-18-38-17-01

	1973 Vol. 21 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-18-43-50-01
	2023-01-25-18-44-18-01
	2023-01-25-18-44-38-01
	2023-01-25-18-45-01-01
	2023-01-25-18-45-33-01
	2023-01-25-18-45-59-01
	2023-01-25-18-46-17-01
	2023-01-25-18-46-38-01
	2023-01-25-18-47-05-01
	2023-01-25-18-47-23-01
	2023-01-25-18-48-01-01
	2023-01-25-18-48-19-01

	1973 Vol. 21 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-18-49-25-01
	2023-01-25-18-49-48-01
	2023-01-25-18-50-09-01
	2023-01-25-18-50-31-01
	2023-01-25-18-50-54-01
	2023-01-25-18-51-17-01
	2023-01-25-18-51-39-01
	2023-01-25-18-51-58-01
	2023-01-25-18-52-18-01
	2023-01-25-18-52-41-01
	2023-01-25-18-53-06-01
	2023-01-25-18-53-26-01

	1973 Vol. 21 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-18-55-54-01
	2023-01-25-18-56-16-01
	2023-01-25-18-56-36-01
	2023-01-25-18-56-59-01
	2023-01-25-18-57-19-01
	2023-01-25-18-57-45-01
	2023-01-25-18-58-01-01
	2023-01-25-18-58-36-01
	2023-01-25-18-59-03-01
	2023-01-25-18-59-21-01
	2023-01-25-18-59-44-01
	2023-01-25-19-00-02-01

	1973 Vol. 22 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-19-01-12-01
	2023-01-25-19-01-36-01
	2023-01-25-19-01-58-01
	2023-01-25-19-02-22-01
	2023-01-25-19-02-46-01
	2023-01-25-19-03-02-01
	2023-01-25-19-03-25-01
	2023-01-25-19-03-46-01
	2023-01-25-19-04-09-01
	2023-01-25-19-04-31-01

	1974 Vol. 22 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-19-05-42-01
	2023-01-25-19-06-04-01
	2023-01-25-19-06-27-01
	2023-01-25-19-06-49-01
	2023-01-25-19-07-18-01
	2023-01-25-19-07-44-01
	2023-01-25-19-08-40-01
	2023-01-25-19-09-10-01
	2023-01-25-19-09-30-01
	2023-01-25-19-09-48-01
	2023-01-25-19-10-09-01
	2023-01-25-19-10-27-01

	1974 Vol. 22 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-19-20-35-01
	2023-01-25-19-20-58-01
	2023-01-25-19-21-19-01
	2023-01-25-19-21-38-01
	2023-01-25-19-22-01-01
	2023-01-25-19-22-22-01
	2023-01-25-19-22-38-01
	2023-01-25-19-22-56-01
	2023-01-25-19-23-22-01
	2023-01-25-19-23-41-01
	2023-01-25-19-24-04-01
	2023-01-25-19-24-22-01

	1974 Vol. 22 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-19-25-35-01
	2023-01-25-19-26-16-01
	2023-01-25-19-26-38-01
	2023-01-25-19-27-02-01
	2023-01-25-19-27-28-01
	2023-01-25-19-27-53-01
	2023-01-25-19-28-16-01
	2023-01-25-19-28-39-01
	2023-01-25-19-28-54-01
	2023-01-25-19-29-13-01
	2023-01-25-19-29-34-01
	2023-01-25-19-29-54-01
	2023-01-25-19-30-15-01
	2023-01-25-19-30-38-01
	2023-01-25-19-31-03-01
	2023-01-25-19-31-24-01

	1974 Vol. 23 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-19-32-43-01
	2023-01-25-19-33-04-01
	2023-01-25-19-33-26-01
	2023-01-25-19-33-47-01
	2023-01-25-19-34-08-01
	2023-01-25-19-34-28-01
	2023-01-25-19-34-44-01
	2023-01-25-19-35-03-01
	2023-01-25-19-35-26-01
	2023-01-25-19-35-43-01
	2023-01-25-19-36-05-01
	2023-01-25-19-36-22-01

	1975 Vol. 23 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-19-38-26-01
	2023-01-25-19-38-56-01
	2023-01-25-19-39-17-01
	2023-01-25-19-39-35-01
	2023-01-25-19-40-00-01
	2023-01-25-19-40-24-01
	2023-01-25-19-40-40-01
	2023-01-25-19-40-57-01
	2023-01-25-19-41-15-01
	2023-01-25-19-41-34-01
	2023-01-25-19-41-59-01
	2023-01-25-19-42-17-01

	1975 Vol. 23 No. 3 No. 4 April July
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (8)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (9)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (10)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (11)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (12)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (13)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (14)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (15)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (16)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (17)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (18)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (19)

	1975 Vol. 24 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-19-44-18-01
	2023-01-25-19-44-40-01
	2023-01-25-19-45-01-01
	2023-01-25-19-45-26-01
	2023-01-25-19-45-49-01
	2023-01-25-19-46-12-01
	2023-01-25-19-46-27-01
	2023-01-25-19-46-45-01
	2023-01-25-19-47-04-01
	2023-01-25-19-47-21-01
	2023-01-25-19-47-42-01
	2023-01-25-19-48-00-01

	1976 Vol. 24 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-19-49-14-01
	2023-01-25-19-49-39-01
	2023-01-25-19-50-03-01
	2023-01-25-19-50-29-01
	2023-01-25-19-50-54-01
	2023-01-25-19-51-21-01
	2023-01-25-19-51-43-01
	2023-01-25-19-52-03-01
	2023-01-25-19-52-23-01
	2023-01-25-19-52-40-01
	2023-01-25-19-53-34-01
	2023-01-25-19-53-51-01

	1976 Vol. 24 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-19-55-15-01
	2023-01-25-19-55-37-01
	2023-01-25-19-55-59-01
	2023-01-25-19-56-30-01
	2023-01-25-19-57-08-01
	2023-01-25-19-57-31-01
	2023-01-25-19-58-02-01
	2023-01-25-19-58-17-01
	2023-01-25-19-58-43-01
	2023-01-25-19-59-01-01
	2023-01-25-19-59-23-01
	2023-01-25-19-59-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-00-13-01
	2023-01-25-20-00-32-01

	1976 Vol. 24 No. 4 July
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (8)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (9)

	1976 Vol. 25 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-02-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-02-27-01
	2023-01-25-20-02-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-03-07-01
	2023-01-25-20-03-20-01
	2023-01-25-20-03-37-01
	2023-01-25-20-03-57-01
	2023-01-25-20-04-14-01

	1977 Vol. 25 No. 2 January
	2023-01-25-20-05-58-01
	2023-01-25-20-06-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-06-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-07-13-01
	2023-01-25-20-07-33-01
	2023-01-25-20-07-54-01
	2023-01-25-20-08-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-08-26-01
	2023-01-25-20-08-47-01
	2023-01-25-20-09-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-09-27-01
	2023-01-25-20-09-47-01

	1977 Vol. 25 No. 3 April
	2023-01-25-20-10-58-01
	2023-01-25-20-11-21-01
	2023-01-25-20-11-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-12-06-01
	2023-01-25-20-12-27-01
	2023-01-25-20-12-43-01
	2023-01-25-20-13-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-13-19-01
	2023-01-25-20-13-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-13-56-01

	1977 Vol. 25 No. 4 July
	2023-01-25-20-14-54-01
	2023-01-25-20-15-13-01
	2023-01-25-20-15-35-01
	2023-01-25-20-15-54-01
	2023-01-25-20-16-17-01
	2023-01-25-20-16-38-01
	2023-01-25-20-16-51-01
	2023-01-25-20-17-09-01
	2023-01-25-20-17-33-01
	2023-01-25-20-17-51-01
	2023-01-25-20-18-14-01
	2023-01-25-20-18-33-01

	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part1
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part2
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part3
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part4
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part5
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part6
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part7
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part8
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part9
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part10
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part11
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01


	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October_Part12
	1977 Vol. 26 No. 1 October
	2023-01-25-20-19-40-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-03-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-20-46-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-08-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-39-01
	2023-01-25-20-21-52-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-04-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-24-01
	2023-01-25-20-22-41-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-05-01
	2023-01-25-20-23-25-01



	1978 Vol. 26 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-08-53-03-01
	2023-01-26-08-53-40-01
	2023-01-26-08-54-02-01
	2023-01-26-08-54-28-01
	2023-01-26-08-54-51-01
	2023-01-26-08-55-17-01
	2023-01-26-08-55-34-01
	2023-01-26-08-55-56-01
	2023-01-26-08-56-25-01
	2023-01-26-08-56-45-01
	2023-01-26-08-57-18-01
	2023-01-26-08-57-44-01

	1978 Vol. 26 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-09-04-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-04-59-01
	2023-01-26-09-05-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-05-39-01
	2023-01-26-09-06-00-01
	2023-01-26-09-06-16-01
	2023-01-26-09-06-38-01
	2023-01-26-09-06-56-01
	2023-01-26-09-07-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-07-35-01

	1978 Vol. 26 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-09-08-36-01
	2023-01-26-09-08-56-01
	2023-01-26-09-09-17-01
	2023-01-26-09-09-30-01
	2023-01-26-09-09-49-01
	2023-01-26-09-10-06-01

	1979 Vol. 27 No. 1 No. 2 October January
	2023-01-26-09-11-14-01
	2023-01-26-09-11-33-01
	2023-01-26-09-11-55-01
	2023-01-26-09-12-14-01
	2023-01-26-09-12-34-01
	2023-01-26-09-12-56-01
	2023-01-26-09-13-16-01
	2023-01-26-09-13-36-01
	2023-01-26-09-13-52-01
	2023-01-26-09-14-05-01
	2023-01-26-09-14-23-01
	2023-01-26-09-14-39-01
	2023-01-26-09-14-58-01
	2023-01-26-09-15-15-01
	2023-01-26-09-15-36-01
	2023-01-26-09-15-52-01
	2023-01-26-09-16-13-01
	2023-01-26-09-16-30-01

	1979 Vol. 27 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-09-18-28-01
	2023-01-26-09-18-50-01
	2023-01-26-09-19-10-01
	2023-01-26-09-19-28-01
	2023-01-26-09-19-44-01
	2023-01-26-09-20-00-01
	2023-01-26-09-20-19-01
	2023-01-26-09-20-35-01

	1979 Vol. 27 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-09-21-47-01
	2023-01-26-09-22-06-01
	2023-01-26-09-22-26-01
	2023-01-26-09-22-45-01
	2023-01-26-09-23-01-01
	2023-01-26-09-23-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-23-36-01
	2023-01-26-09-23-52-01

	1979 Vol. 28 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-09-31-59-01
	2023-01-26-09-32-22-01
	2023-01-26-09-32-39-01
	2023-01-26-09-32-59-01
	2023-01-26-09-33-20-01
	2023-01-26-09-33-45-01
	2023-01-26-09-34-02-01
	2023-01-26-09-34-23-01
	2023-01-26-09-34-36-01
	2023-01-26-09-34-54-01
	2023-01-26-09-35-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-35-33-01
	2023-01-26-09-35-55-01
	2023-01-26-09-36-11-01
	2023-01-26-09-36-32-01
	2023-01-26-09-36-47-01

	1980 Vol. 28 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-09-38-21-01
	2023-01-26-09-38-40-01
	2023-01-26-09-38-59-01
	2023-01-26-09-39-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-39-56-01
	2023-01-26-09-40-13-01
	2023-01-26-09-40-32-01
	2023-01-26-09-40-49-01

	1980 Vol. 28 No. 3 No. 4 April July
	2023-01-26-09-42-02-01
	2023-01-26-09-42-22-01
	2023-01-26-09-42-49-01
	2023-01-26-09-43-08-01
	2023-01-26-09-43-44-01
	2023-01-26-09-44-02-01
	2023-01-26-09-44-18-01
	2023-01-26-09-44-37-01
	2023-01-26-09-44-54-01
	2023-01-26-09-45-10-01
	2023-01-26-09-45-31-01
	2023-01-26-09-45-48-01

	1980 Vol. 29 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-09-47-29-01
	2023-01-26-09-47-48-01
	2023-01-26-09-48-04-01
	2023-01-26-09-48-25-01
	2023-01-26-09-48-38-01
	2023-01-26-09-48-54-01
	2023-01-26-09-49-10-01
	2023-01-26-09-49-26-01

	1981 Vol. 29 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-09-50-34-01
	2023-01-26-09-50-52-01
	2023-01-26-09-51-12-01
	2023-01-26-09-51-31-01

	1981 Vol. 29 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-09-52-45-01
	2023-01-26-09-53-03-01
	2023-01-26-09-53-20-01
	2023-01-26-09-53-38-01
	2023-01-26-09-53-54-01
	2023-01-26-09-54-14-01
	2023-01-26-09-54-35-01
	2023-01-26-09-54-56-01
	2023-01-26-09-55-19-01
	2023-01-26-09-55-37-01
	2023-01-26-09-55-54-01
	2023-01-26-09-56-10-01
	2023-01-26-09-56-29-01
	2023-01-26-09-56-45-01
	2023-01-26-09-57-04-01
	2023-01-26-09-57-22-01

	1981 Vol. 29 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-10-02-52-01
	2023-01-26-10-03-11-01
	2023-01-26-10-03-29-01
	2023-01-26-10-03-52-01
	2023-01-26-10-04-07-01
	2023-01-26-10-04-22-01
	2023-01-26-10-04-59-01
	2023-01-26-10-05-15-01

	1981 Vol. 30 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-10-06-21-01
	2023-01-26-10-06-40-01
	2023-01-26-10-07-02-01
	2023-01-26-10-07-21-01
	2023-01-26-10-07-40-01
	2023-01-26-10-07-56-01
	2023-01-26-10-08-14-01
	2023-01-26-10-08-30-01
	2023-01-26-10-08-50-01
	2023-01-26-10-09-06-01

	1982 Vol. 30 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-10-10-10-01
	2023-01-26-10-10-29-01
	2023-01-26-10-10-48-01
	2023-01-26-10-11-00-01
	2023-01-26-10-11-17-01
	2023-01-26-10-11-33-01

	1982 Vol. 30 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-10-12-45-01
	2023-01-26-10-13-03-01
	2023-01-26-10-13-20-01
	2023-01-26-10-13-34-01
	2023-01-26-10-13-54-01
	2023-01-26-10-14-10-01

	1982 Vol. 30 No. 4 July
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (8)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (9)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (10)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (11)

	1982 Vol. 31 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-10-16-08-01
	2023-01-26-10-16-27-01
	2023-01-26-10-16-47-01
	2023-01-26-10-17-05-01
	2023-01-26-10-17-22-01
	2023-01-26-10-17-36-01
	2023-01-26-10-17-57-01
	2023-01-26-10-18-12-01
	2023-01-26-10-18-30-01
	2023-01-26-10-18-46-01

	1983 Vol. 31 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-10-19-55-01
	2023-01-26-10-20-15-01
	2023-01-26-10-20-32-01
	2023-01-26-10-20-54-01
	2023-01-26-10-21-13-01
	2023-01-26-10-21-37-01
	2023-01-26-10-21-54-01
	2023-01-26-10-22-08-01
	2023-01-26-10-22-25-01
	2023-01-26-10-22-41-01
	2023-01-26-10-23-02-01
	2023-01-26-10-23-18-01
	2023-01-26-10-23-40-01
	2023-01-26-10-23-55-01

	1983 Vol. 31 No. 3 No. 4 April July
	2023-01-26-10-25-23-01
	2023-01-26-10-25-42-01
	2023-01-26-10-26-00-01
	2023-01-26-10-26-20-01
	2023-01-26-10-26-39-01
	2023-01-26-10-26-58-01
	2023-01-26-10-27-14-01
	2023-01-26-10-27-28-01
	2023-01-26-10-27-47-01
	2023-01-26-10-28-02-01
	2023-01-26-10-28-20-01
	2023-01-26-10-28-36-01
	2023-01-26-10-28-56-01
	2023-01-26-10-29-14-01

	1983 Vol. 32 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-10-34-08-01
	2023-01-26-10-34-30-01
	2023-01-26-10-34-48-01
	2023-01-26-10-35-07-01
	2023-01-26-10-35-28-01
	2023-01-26-10-35-59-01
	2023-01-26-10-36-15-01
	2023-01-26-10-36-32-01
	2023-01-26-10-36-50-01
	2023-01-26-10-37-06-01

	1984 Vol. 32 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-10-38-17-01
	2023-01-26-10-38-36-01
	2023-01-26-10-38-53-01
	2023-01-26-10-39-13-01
	2023-01-26-10-39-29-01
	2023-01-26-10-39-48-01
	2023-01-26-10-40-04-01
	2023-01-26-10-40-19-01
	2023-01-26-10-40-37-01
	2023-01-26-10-40-53-01
	2023-01-26-10-41-12-01
	2023-01-26-10-41-28-01

	1984 Vol. 32 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-10-42-30-01
	2023-01-26-10-42-47-01
	2023-01-26-10-43-07-01
	2023-01-26-10-43-28-01
	2023-01-26-10-43-45-01
	2023-01-26-10-44-02-01
	2023-01-26-10-44-17-01
	2023-01-26-10-44-37-01
	2023-01-26-10-44-55-01
	2023-01-26-10-45-15-01
	2023-01-26-10-45-37-01
	2023-01-26-10-45-53-01

	1984 Vol. 32 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-10-54-19-01
	2023-01-26-10-54-37-01
	2023-01-26-10-54-57-01
	2023-01-26-10-55-20-01
	2023-01-26-10-55-33-01
	2023-01-26-10-55-48-01
	2023-01-26-10-56-04-01
	2023-01-26-10-56-20-01

	1984 Vol. 33 No. 1 No. 2 October January
	2023-01-26-10-57-20-01
	2023-01-26-10-57-40-01
	2023-01-26-10-57-59-01
	2023-01-26-10-58-19-01
	2023-01-26-10-58-38-01
	2023-01-26-10-58-57-01
	2023-01-26-10-59-28-01
	2023-01-26-10-59-43-01
	2023-01-26-11-00-13-01
	2023-01-26-11-00-30-01
	2023-01-26-11-00-50-01
	2023-01-26-11-01-05-01

	1985 Vol. 33 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-11-02-43-01
	2023-01-26-11-03-01-01
	2023-01-26-11-03-19-01
	2023-01-26-11-03-37-01
	2023-01-26-11-03-53-01
	2023-01-26-11-04-07-01
	2023-01-26-11-04-25-01
	2023-01-26-11-04-42-01
	2023-01-26-11-05-01-01
	2023-01-26-11-05-16-01

	1985 Vol. 33 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-11-06-19-01
	2023-01-26-11-06-36-01
	2023-01-26-11-06-53-01
	2023-01-26-11-07-13-01
	2023-01-26-11-07-34-01
	2023-01-26-11-07-52-01
	2023-01-26-11-08-10-01
	2023-01-26-11-08-29-01
	2023-01-26-11-08-42-01
	2023-01-26-11-08-57-01
	2023-01-26-11-09-15-01
	2023-01-26-11-09-31-01
	2023-01-26-11-09-50-01
	2023-01-26-11-10-06-01
	2023-01-26-11-10-25-01
	2023-01-26-11-10-41-01

	1985 Vol. 34 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-11-13-14-01
	2023-01-26-11-13-40-01
	2023-01-26-11-14-01-01
	2023-01-26-11-14-25-01
	2023-01-26-11-14-44-01
	2023-01-26-11-15-05-01
	2023-01-26-11-15-19-01
	2023-01-26-11-15-36-01
	2023-01-26-11-15-54-01
	2023-01-26-11-16-11-01
	2023-01-26-11-16-31-01
	2023-01-26-11-16-50-01

	1986 Vol. 34 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-11-17-59-01
	2023-01-26-11-18-24-01
	2023-01-26-11-18-42-01
	2023-01-26-11-19-05-01
	2023-01-26-11-19-18-01
	2023-01-26-11-19-34-01
	2023-01-26-11-19-53-01
	2023-01-26-11-20-12-01

	1986 Vol. 34 No. 3 No. 4 April July
	2023-01-26-11-27-12-01
	2023-01-26-11-27-36-01
	2023-01-26-11-27-55-01
	2023-01-26-11-28-14-01
	2023-01-26-11-28-33-01
	2023-01-26-11-28-47-01
	2023-01-26-11-29-06-01
	2023-01-26-11-30-42-01
	2023-01-26-11-31-01-01
	2023-01-26-11-31-17-01

	1986 Vol. 34 No. 5 October
	2023-01-26-11-33-02-01
	2023-01-26-11-33-21-01
	2023-01-26-11-33-40-01
	2023-01-26-11-33-57-01
	2023-01-26-11-34-20-01
	2023-01-26-11-34-36-01
	2023-01-26-11-34-53-01
	2023-01-26-11-35-09-01
	2023-01-26-11-35-29-01
	2023-01-26-11-35-45-01

	1987 Vol. 35 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-11-37-36-01
	2023-01-26-11-37-57-01
	2023-01-26-11-38-22-01
	2023-01-26-11-38-40-01
	2023-01-26-11-38-59-01
	2023-01-26-11-39-18-01
	2023-01-26-11-39-36-01
	2023-01-26-11-39-56-01
	2023-01-26-11-40-09-01
	2023-01-26-11-40-25-01
	2023-01-26-11-40-46-01
	2023-01-26-11-41-05-01
	2023-01-26-11-41-23-01
	2023-01-26-11-41-40-01
	2023-01-26-11-42-03-01
	2023-01-26-11-42-16-01
	2023-01-26-11-42-37-01
	2023-01-26-11-42-53-01

	1987 Vol. 35 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-11-56-20-01
	2023-01-26-11-56-56-01
	2023-01-26-11-57-16-01
	2023-01-26-11-57-34-01
	2023-01-26-11-57-56-01
	2023-01-26-11-58-16-01
	2023-01-26-11-58-29-01
	2023-01-26-11-58-45-01
	2023-01-26-11-59-03-01
	2023-01-26-11-59-19-01
	2023-01-26-11-59-37-01
	2023-01-26-11-59-55-01

	1987 Vol. 35 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-12-01-09-01
	2023-01-26-12-01-29-01
	2023-01-26-12-01-46-01
	2023-01-26-12-02-05-01
	2023-01-26-12-02-23-01
	2023-01-26-12-02-48-01
	2023-01-26-12-03-01-01
	2023-01-26-12-03-17-01
	2023-01-26-12-03-34-01
	2023-01-26-12-03-49-01
	2023-01-26-12-04-15-01
	2023-01-26-12-04-33-01

	1987 Vol. 36 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-12-05-58-01
	2023-01-26-12-06-16-01
	2023-01-26-12-06-38-01
	2023-01-26-12-06-55-01
	2023-01-26-12-07-13-01
	2023-01-26-12-07-37-01
	2023-01-26-12-07-53-01
	2023-01-26-12-08-09-01
	2023-01-26-12-08-25-01
	2023-01-26-12-08-41-01
	2023-01-26-12-08-58-01
	2023-01-26-12-09-15-01


	Las Calaveras Part II_Compress
	1988 Vol. 36 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-12-33-14-01
	2023-01-26-12-33-30-01
	2023-01-26-12-33-48-01
	2023-01-26-12-34-07-01
	2023-01-26-12-34-24-01
	2023-01-26-12-34-41-01
	2023-01-26-12-34-54-01
	2023-01-26-12-35-14-00
	2023-01-26-12-35-14-01
	2023-01-26-12-35-29-01
	2023-01-26-12-35-47-01
	2023-01-26-12-36-02-01

	1988 Vol. 36 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-12-11-58-01
	2023-01-26-12-12-23-01
	2023-01-26-12-12-45-01
	2023-01-26-12-13-11-01
	2023-01-26-12-13-30-01
	2023-01-26-12-13-49-01
	2023-01-26-12-14-08-01
	2023-01-26-12-14-28-01
	2023-01-26-12-14-42-01
	2023-01-26-12-14-59-01
	2023-01-26-12-15-20-01
	2023-01-26-12-15-36-01
	2023-01-26-12-15-55-01
	2023-01-26-12-16-11-01
	2023-01-26-12-16-30-01
	2023-01-26-12-16-46-01

	1988 Vol. 36 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-12-18-16-01
	2023-01-26-12-18-34-01
	2023-01-26-12-18-52-01
	2023-01-26-12-19-10-01
	2023-01-26-12-19-30-01
	2023-01-26-12-19-47-01
	2023-01-26-12-20-01-01
	2023-01-26-12-20-16-01
	2023-01-26-12-20-33-01
	2023-01-26-12-20-49-01
	2023-01-26-12-21-09-01
	2023-01-26-12-21-24-01

	1988 Vol. 36 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-12-28-34-01
	2023-01-26-12-29-01-01
	2023-01-26-12-29-21-01
	2023-01-26-12-29-42-01
	2023-01-26-12-30-02-01
	2023-01-26-12-30-22-01
	2023-01-26-12-30-36-01
	2023-01-26-12-30-53-01
	2023-01-26-12-31-11-01
	2023-01-26-12-31-27-01
	2023-01-26-12-31-47-01
	2023-01-26-12-32-04-01

	1989 Vol. 37 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-12-41-04-01
	2023-01-26-12-41-22-01
	2023-01-26-12-41-41-01
	2023-01-26-12-41-58-01
	2023-01-26-12-42-14-01
	2023-01-26-12-42-42-01
	2023-01-26-12-42-55-01
	2023-01-26-12-43-11-01
	2023-01-26-12-43-27-01
	2023-01-26-12-43-44-01
	2023-01-26-12-44-09-01
	2023-01-26-12-44-28-01

	1989 Vol. 37 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-15-21-03-01
	2023-01-26-15-21-39-01
	2023-01-26-15-21-59-01
	2023-01-26-15-22-19-01
	2023-01-26-15-22-42-01
	2023-01-26-15-23-02-01
	2023-01-26-15-23-15-01
	2023-01-26-15-23-33-01
	2023-01-26-15-23-50-01
	2023-01-26-15-24-08-01
	2023-01-26-15-24-28-01
	2023-01-26-15-24-45-01

	1989 Vol. 38 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-15-32-27-01
	2023-01-26-15-32-48-01
	2023-01-26-15-33-11-01
	2023-01-26-15-33-36-01
	2023-01-26-15-33-53-01
	2023-01-26-15-34-14-01
	2023-01-26-15-34-28-01
	2023-01-26-15-34-44-01
	2023-01-26-15-35-05-01
	2023-01-26-15-35-21-01
	2023-01-26-15-35-45-01
	2023-01-26-15-36-01-01

	1989 Vol. 38 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-15-26-02-01
	2023-01-26-15-26-21-01
	2023-01-26-15-26-40-01
	2023-01-26-15-27-00-01
	2023-01-26-15-27-24-01
	2023-01-26-15-27-46-01
	2023-01-26-15-28-03-01
	2023-01-26-15-28-15-01
	2023-01-26-15-28-34-01
	2023-01-26-15-28-51-01
	2023-01-26-15-29-10-01
	2023-01-26-15-29-27-01
	2023-01-26-15-29-49-01
	2023-01-26-15-30-20-01

	1990 Vol. 38 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-15-37-23-01
	2023-01-26-15-37-47-01
	2023-01-26-15-38-06-01
	2023-01-26-15-38-27-01
	2023-01-26-15-38-45-01
	2023-01-26-15-39-09-01
	2023-01-26-15-39-26-01
	2023-01-26-15-39-43-01
	2023-01-26-15-39-59-01
	2023-01-26-15-40-16-01
	2023-01-26-15-40-39-01
	2023-01-26-15-40-56-01

	1990 Vol. 39 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-15-42-01-01
	2023-01-26-15-42-19-01
	2023-01-26-15-42-36-01
	2023-01-26-15-42-56-01
	2023-01-26-15-43-20-01
	2023-01-26-15-43-40-01
	2023-01-26-15-43-56-01
	2023-01-26-15-44-09-01
	2023-01-26-15-44-27-01
	2023-01-26-15-44-43-01
	2023-01-26-15-45-06-01
	2023-01-26-15-45-22-01
	2023-01-26-15-45-41-01
	2023-01-26-15-45-57-01

	1990 Vol. 39 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-15-48-26-01
	2023-01-26-15-48-55-01
	2023-01-26-15-49-16-01
	2023-01-26-15-49-37-01
	2023-01-26-15-49-59-01
	2023-01-26-15-50-19-01
	2023-01-26-15-50-36-01
	2023-01-26-15-50-52-01
	2023-01-26-15-51-09-01
	2023-01-26-15-51-25-01
	2023-01-26-15-51-46-01
	2023-01-26-15-52-03-01
	2023-01-26-15-52-22-01
	2023-01-26-15-52-38-01

	1990 Vol. 40 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-15-53-48-01
	2023-01-26-15-54-15-01
	2023-01-26-15-54-36-01
	2023-01-26-15-54-55-01
	2023-01-26-15-55-14-01
	2023-01-26-15-55-35-01
	2023-01-26-15-55-55-01
	2023-01-26-15-56-26-01
	2023-01-26-15-56-50-01
	2023-01-26-15-57-08-01
	2023-01-26-15-57-28-01
	2023-01-26-15-57-45-01

	1991 Vol. 39 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-16-14-16-01
	2023-01-26-16-14-37-01
	2023-01-26-16-14-56-01
	2023-01-26-16-15-14-01
	2023-01-26-16-15-33-01
	2023-01-26-16-15-55-01
	2023-01-26-16-16-13-01
	2023-01-26-16-16-25-01
	2023-01-26-16-16-42-01
	2023-01-26-16-17-00-01
	2023-01-26-16-17-21-01
	2023-01-26-16-17-37-01
	2023-01-26-16-17-56-01
	2023-01-26-16-18-13-01

	1991 Vol. 40 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-16-32-50-01
	2023-01-26-16-33-18-01
	2023-01-26-16-33-37-01
	2023-01-26-16-33-59-01
	2023-01-26-16-34-19-01
	2023-01-26-16-34-41-01
	2023-01-26-16-35-07-01
	2023-01-26-16-35-28-01
	2023-01-26-16-35-44-01
	2023-01-26-16-36-00-01
	2023-01-26-16-36-21-01
	2023-01-26-16-36-38-01
	2023-01-26-16-36-56-01
	2023-01-26-16-37-12-01
	2023-01-26-16-37-30-01
	2023-01-26-16-37-46-01

	1991 Vol. 40 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-15-58-52-01
	2023-01-26-15-59-09-01
	2023-01-26-15-59-27-01
	2023-01-26-15-59-46-01
	2023-01-26-16-00-04-01
	2023-01-26-16-00-22-01
	2023-01-26-16-00-38-01
	2023-01-26-16-00-53-01
	2023-01-26-16-01-15-01
	2023-01-26-16-01-34-01
	2023-01-26-16-02-21-01
	2023-01-26-16-02-38-01
	2023-01-26-16-03-00-01
	2023-01-26-16-03-17-01

	1991 Vol. 40 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-16-08-53-01
	2023-01-26-16-09-11-01
	2023-01-26-16-09-29-01
	2023-01-26-16-09-46-01
	2023-01-26-16-10-08-01
	2023-01-26-16-10-26-01
	2023-01-26-16-10-40-01
	2023-01-26-16-10-56-01
	2023-01-26-16-12-07-01
	2023-01-26-16-12-28-01
	2023-01-26-16-12-46-01
	2023-01-26-16-13-04-01

	1992 Vol. 40 No. 1 October
	2023-01-26-16-55-15-01
	2023-01-26-16-55-34-01
	2023-01-26-16-55-51-01
	2023-01-26-16-56-11-01
	2023-01-26-16-56-29-01
	2023-01-26-16-56-48-01
	2023-01-26-16-57-02-01
	2023-01-26-16-57-18-01
	2023-01-26-16-58-20-01
	2023-01-26-16-58-46-01
	2023-01-26-16-59-08-01
	2023-01-26-16-59-24-01

	1992 Vol. 40 No. 2 January
	2023-01-26-16-39-09-01
	2023-01-26-16-39-28-01
	2023-01-26-16-39-45-01
	2023-01-26-16-40-08-01
	2023-01-26-16-40-28-01
	2023-01-26-16-40-53-01
	2023-01-26-16-41-09-01
	2023-01-26-16-41-24-01
	2023-01-26-16-41-44-01
	2023-01-26-16-42-01-01
	2023-01-26-16-42-23-01
	2023-01-26-16-42-40-01
	2023-01-26-16-43-00-01
	2023-01-26-16-43-17-01

	1992 Vol. 41 No. 3 April
	2023-01-26-16-44-38-01
	2023-01-26-16-44-57-01
	2023-01-26-16-45-15-01
	2023-01-26-16-45-35-01
	2023-01-26-16-45-58-01
	2023-01-26-16-46-21-01
	2023-01-26-16-46-44-01
	2023-01-26-16-46-59-01
	2023-01-26-16-47-17-01
	2023-01-26-16-47-34-01
	2023-01-26-16-47-56-01
	2023-01-26-16-48-12-01
	2023-01-26-16-48-36-01
	2023-01-26-16-48-54-01

	1992 Vol. 41 No. 4 July
	2023-01-26-16-50-18-01
	2023-01-26-16-50-40-01
	2023-01-26-16-50-59-01
	2023-01-26-16-51-20-01
	2023-01-26-16-51-37-01
	2023-01-26-16-51-58-01
	2023-01-26-16-52-12-01
	2023-01-26-16-52-29-01
	2023-01-26-16-52-47-01
	2023-01-26-16-53-03-01
	2023-01-26-16-53-26-01
	2023-01-26-16-53-56-01

	1993 Vol. 40 No. 2 January
	2023-01-27-09-41-47-01
	2023-01-27-09-42-06-01
	2023-01-27-09-42-24-01
	2023-01-27-09-42-46-01
	2023-01-27-09-43-02-01
	2023-01-27-09-43-23-01
	2023-01-27-09-43-40-01
	2023-01-27-09-43-55-01
	2023-01-27-09-44-12-01
	2023-01-27-09-44-29-01
	2023-01-27-09-44-49-01
	2023-01-27-09-45-05-01
	2023-01-27-09-45-40-01
	2023-01-27-09-45-56-01

	1993 Vol. 40 No. 3 April
	2023-01-27-09-47-31-01
	2023-01-27-09-47-49-01
	2023-01-27-09-48-07-01
	2023-01-27-09-48-26-01
	2023-01-27-09-48-43-01
	2023-01-27-09-49-01-01
	2023-01-27-09-49-16-01
	2023-01-27-09-49-29-01
	2023-01-27-09-49-50-01
	2023-01-27-09-50-07-01
	2023-01-27-09-50-29-01
	2023-01-27-09-50-46-01
	2023-01-27-09-53-40-01
	2023-01-27-09-53-59-01

	1993 Vol. 40 No. 4 July
	2023-01-27-10-04-32-01
	2023-01-27-10-04-59-01
	2023-01-27-10-05-19-01
	2023-01-27-10-05-40-01
	2023-01-27-10-06-00-01
	2023-01-27-10-06-18-01
	2023-01-27-10-06-38-01
	2023-01-27-10-06-58-01
	2023-01-27-10-07-14-01
	2023-01-27-10-07-30-01
	2023-01-27-10-07-48-01
	2023-01-27-10-08-04-01
	2023-01-27-10-08-27-01
	2023-01-27-10-08-44-01
	2023-01-27-10-09-05-01
	2023-01-27-10-09-22-01

	1993 Vol. 42 No. 1 October
	2023-01-27-10-11-58-01
	2023-01-27-10-12-16-01
	2023-01-27-10-13-02-01
	2023-01-27-10-13-19-01
	2023-01-27-10-13-40-01
	2023-01-27-10-13-58-01
	2023-01-27-10-14-16-01
	2023-01-27-10-14-31-01
	2023-01-27-10-15-20-01
	2023-01-27-10-15-39-01
	2023-01-27-10-16-06-01
	2023-01-27-10-16-22-01
	2023-01-27-10-16-43-01
	2023-01-27-10-16-59-01

	1994 Vol. 42 No. 2 January
	2023-01-27-10-20-59-01
	2023-01-27-10-21-17-01
	2023-01-27-10-21-36-01
	2023-01-27-10-21-56-01
	2023-01-27-10-22-15-01
	2023-01-27-10-22-34-01
	2023-01-27-10-22-52-01
	2023-01-27-10-23-12-01
	2023-01-27-10-23-25-01
	2023-01-27-10-23-41-01
	2023-01-27-10-24-05-01
	2023-01-27-10-24-22-01
	2023-01-27-10-24-43-01
	2023-01-27-10-25-00-01
	2023-01-27-10-25-32-01
	2023-01-27-10-25-52-01

	1994 Vol. 42 No. 4 July
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (8)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (9)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (10)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (11)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (12)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (13)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (14)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (15)

	1994 Vol. 43 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-10-00-45-01
	2023-02-02-10-01-19-01
	2023-02-02-10-01-52-01
	2023-02-02-10-02-22-01
	2023-02-02-10-03-03-01
	2023-02-02-10-03-28-01
	2023-02-02-10-03-50-01
	2023-02-02-10-04-04-01
	2023-02-02-10-04-31-01
	2023-02-02-10-04-51-01
	2023-02-02-10-05-22-01
	2023-02-02-10-05-41-01
	2023-02-02-10-06-02-01
	2023-02-02-10-06-24-01

	1994 Vol. 43 No. 3 April
	2023-01-27-10-28-35-01
	2023-01-27-10-28-52-01
	2023-01-27-10-29-11-01
	2023-01-27-10-29-28-01
	2023-01-27-10-29-46-01
	2023-01-27-10-30-09-01
	2023-01-27-10-30-24-01
	2023-01-27-10-30-38-01
	2023-01-27-10-31-00-01
	2023-01-27-10-31-16-01
	2023-01-27-10-31-34-01
	2023-01-27-10-31-50-01
	2023-01-27-10-32-11-01
	2023-01-27-10-32-26-01

	1995 Vol. 43 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-10-09-01-01
	2023-02-02-10-09-39-01
	2023-02-02-10-10-00-01
	2023-02-02-10-10-28-01
	2023-02-02-10-10-55-01
	2023-02-02-10-11-25-01
	2023-02-02-10-11-44-01
	2023-02-02-10-11-59-01
	2023-02-02-10-12-36-01
	2023-02-02-10-12-58-01
	2023-02-02-10-13-27-01
	2023-02-02-10-13-50-01
	2023-02-02-10-14-14-01
	2023-02-02-10-14-37-01

	1995 Vol. 43 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-10-16-11-01
	2023-02-02-10-16-47-01
	2023-02-02-10-17-15-01
	2023-02-02-10-17-38-01
	2023-02-02-10-18-00-01
	2023-02-02-10-18-22-01
	2023-02-02-10-18-42-01
	2023-02-02-10-19-02-01
	2023-02-02-10-19-50-01
	2023-02-02-10-20-13-01
	2023-02-02-10-20-39-01
	2023-02-02-10-20-59-01
	2023-02-02-10-21-24-01
	2023-02-02-10-21-45-01

	1995 Vol. 43 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-10-23-31-01
	2023-02-02-10-24-04-01
	2023-02-02-10-24-38-01
	2023-02-02-10-25-01-01
	2023-02-02-10-25-26-01
	2023-02-02-10-25-48-01
	2023-02-02-10-26-29-01
	2023-02-02-10-26-44-01
	2023-02-02-10-27-13-01
	2023-02-02-10-27-32-01
	2023-02-02-10-27-59-01
	2023-02-02-10-28-19-01
	2023-02-02-10-28-43-01
	2023-02-02-10-29-07-01

	1995 Vol. 44 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-10-58-44-01
	2023-02-02-10-59-07-01
	2023-02-02-10-59-30-01
	2023-02-02-11-00-03-01
	2023-02-02-11-00-26-01
	2023-02-02-11-00-46-01
	2023-02-02-11-01-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-01-41-01
	2023-02-02-11-02-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-02-23-01
	2023-02-02-11-02-48-01
	2023-02-02-11-03-07-01

	1996 Vol. 44 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-11-25-54-01
	2023-02-02-11-26-15-01
	2023-02-02-11-26-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-26-57-01
	2023-02-02-11-27-18-01
	2023-02-02-11-28-11-01
	2023-02-02-11-28-34-01
	2023-02-02-11-28-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-29-11-01
	2023-02-02-11-29-31-01
	2023-02-02-11-30-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-30-18-01
	2023-02-02-11-30-43-01
	2023-02-02-11-31-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-31-31-01
	2023-02-02-11-31-52-01

	1996 Vol. 44 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-11-33-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-33-40-01
	2023-02-02-11-34-14-01
	2023-02-02-11-34-48-01
	2023-02-02-11-35-14-01
	2023-02-02-11-35-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-35-56-01
	2023-02-02-11-36-10-01
	2023-02-02-11-36-30-01
	2023-02-02-11-36-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-37-23-01
	2023-02-02-11-37-47-01
	2023-02-02-11-38-10-01
	2023-02-02-11-38-28-01

	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part1
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part2
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part3
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part4.5
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part4
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part5
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part6
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part7
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part8
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part9
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part10
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part12
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part13
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01


	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July_Part14
	1996 Vol. 44 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-11-46-55-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-47-59-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-06-01
	2023-02-02-11-49-37-01
	2023-02-02-11-50-04-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-29-01
	2023-02-02-11-52-49-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-17-01
	2023-02-02-11-53-36-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-02-01
	2023-02-02-11-54-38-01
	2023-02-02-11-55-26-01



	1996 Vol. 45 No. 1 October
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (8)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (9)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (10)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (11)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (12)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (13)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (14)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (15)

	1997 Vol. 45 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-11-59-00-01
	2023-02-02-11-59-28-01
	2023-02-02-11-59-54-01
	2023-02-02-12-00-19-01
	2023-02-02-12-01-48-01
	2023-02-02-12-02-31-01
	2023-02-02-12-02-58-01
	2023-02-02-12-03-17-01
	2023-02-02-12-03-49-01
	2023-02-02-12-04-12-01
	2023-02-02-12-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-12-05-07-01
	2023-02-02-12-05-29-01
	2023-02-02-12-05-51-01

	1997 Vol. 45 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-12-07-14-01
	2023-02-02-12-07-37-01
	2023-02-02-12-08-07-01
	2023-02-02-12-08-31-01
	2023-02-02-12-08-59-01
	2023-02-02-12-09-22-01
	2023-02-02-12-09-44-01
	2023-02-02-12-10-03-01
	2023-02-02-12-10-27-01
	2023-02-02-12-12-13-01
	2023-02-02-12-12-48-01
	2023-02-02-12-13-09-01
	2023-02-02-12-13-34-01
	2023-02-02-12-13-55-01

	1997 Vol. 45 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-12-22-54-01
	2023-02-02-12-23-20-01
	2023-02-02-12-23-44-01
	2023-02-02-12-24-10-01
	2023-02-02-12-24-33-01
	2023-02-02-12-24-57-01
	2023-02-02-12-25-19-01
	2023-02-02-12-25-43-01
	2023-02-02-12-26-02-01
	2023-02-02-12-26-26-01
	2023-02-02-12-26-51-01
	2023-02-02-12-27-12-01
	2023-02-02-12-27-39-01
	2023-02-02-12-28-03-01
	2023-02-02-12-28-26-01
	2023-02-02-12-28-47-01

	1997 Vol. 46 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-12-30-06-01
	2023-02-02-12-30-41-01
	2023-02-02-12-31-06-01
	2023-02-02-12-31-34-01
	2023-02-02-12-31-57-01
	2023-02-02-12-32-18-01
	2023-02-02-12-32-40-01
	2023-02-02-12-32-58-01
	2023-02-02-12-33-21-01
	2023-02-02-12-33-43-01
	2023-02-02-12-34-08-01
	2023-02-02-12-34-28-01
	2023-02-02-12-34-51-01
	2023-02-02-12-35-11-01

	1998 Vol. 46 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-12-38-27-01
	2023-02-02-12-38-53-01
	2023-02-02-12-39-17-01
	2023-02-02-12-39-41-01
	2023-02-02-12-40-06-01
	2023-02-02-12-40-30-01
	2023-02-02-12-40-55-01
	2023-02-02-12-41-20-01
	2023-02-02-12-42-09-01
	2023-02-02-12-42-29-01
	2023-02-02-12-42-55-01
	2023-02-02-12-43-16-01
	2023-02-02-12-43-40-01
	2023-02-02-12-44-01-01
	2023-02-02-12-44-25-01
	2023-02-02-12-44-45-01

	1998 Vol. 46 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-12-55-44-01
	2023-02-02-12-56-07-01
	2023-02-02-12-56-31-01
	2023-02-02-12-56-55-01
	2023-02-02-12-57-15-01
	2023-02-02-12-57-36-01
	2023-02-02-12-57-57-01
	2023-02-02-12-58-18-01

	1998 Vol. 46 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-12-59-52-01
	2023-02-02-13-00-19-01
	2023-02-02-13-00-42-01
	2023-02-02-13-01-05-01
	2023-02-02-13-01-29-01
	2023-02-02-13-01-52-01
	2023-02-02-13-02-15-01
	2023-02-02-13-02-32-01
	2023-02-02-13-03-09-01
	2023-02-02-13-03-55-01
	2023-02-02-13-04-18-01
	2023-02-02-13-04-38-01
	2023-02-02-13-05-00-01
	2023-02-02-13-05-39-01

	1998 Vol. 47 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-13-07-01-01
	2023-02-02-13-07-24-01
	2023-02-02-13-07-44-01
	2023-02-02-13-08-06-01
	2023-02-02-13-08-25-01
	2023-02-02-13-08-46-01
	2023-02-02-13-09-06-01
	2023-02-02-13-09-26-01

	1999 Vol. 47 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-13-10-46-01
	2023-02-02-13-11-08-01
	2023-02-02-13-11-30-01
	2023-02-02-13-11-52-01
	2023-02-02-13-12-12-01
	2023-02-02-13-12-33-01
	2023-02-02-13-12-54-01
	2023-02-02-13-13-14-01

	1999 Vol. 47 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-13-14-20-01
	2023-02-02-13-14-42-01
	2023-02-02-13-15-03-01
	2023-02-02-13-15-25-01
	2023-02-02-13-15-40-01
	2023-02-02-13-16-00-01
	2023-02-02-13-16-22-01
	2023-02-02-13-16-41-01

	1999 Vol. 47 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-13-27-27-01
	2023-02-02-13-27-52-01
	2023-02-02-13-28-14-01
	2023-02-02-13-28-37-01
	2023-02-02-13-28-53-01
	2023-02-02-13-29-15-01
	2023-02-02-13-29-36-01
	2023-02-02-13-29-57-01

	1999 Vol. 48 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-13-31-29-01
	2023-02-02-13-31-51-01
	2023-02-02-13-32-14-01
	2023-02-02-13-32-46-01
	2023-02-02-13-33-14-01
	2023-02-02-13-33-31-01
	2023-02-02-13-33-52-01
	2023-02-02-13-34-13-01
	2023-02-02-13-34-36-01
	2023-02-02-13-34-55-01

	2000 Vol. 48 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-13-36-17-01
	2023-02-02-13-36-40-01
	2023-02-02-13-37-03-01
	2023-02-02-13-37-27-01
	2023-02-02-13-37-46-01
	2023-02-02-13-38-05-01
	2023-02-02-13-38-28-01
	2023-02-02-13-38-48-01
	2023-02-02-13-39-11-01
	2023-02-02-13-39-33-01

	2000 Vol. 48 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-14-20-43-01
	2023-02-02-14-21-10-01
	2023-02-02-14-21-40-01
	2023-02-02-14-22-05-01
	2023-02-02-14-22-39-01
	2023-02-02-14-22-55-01
	2023-02-02-14-23-18-01
	2023-02-02-14-23-40-01
	2023-02-02-14-24-11-01
	2023-02-02-14-24-32-01

	2000 Vol. 48 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-14-25-53-01
	2023-02-02-14-26-18-01
	2023-02-02-14-26-43-01
	2023-02-02-14-27-09-01
	2023-02-02-14-27-30-01
	2023-02-02-14-27-47-01
	2023-02-02-14-28-09-01
	2023-02-02-14-28-32-01
	2023-02-02-14-28-55-01
	2023-02-02-14-29-16-01

	2000 Vol. 49 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-14-30-46-01
	2023-02-02-14-31-11-01
	2023-02-02-14-31-34-01
	2023-02-02-14-31-58-01
	2023-02-02-14-32-20-01
	2023-02-02-14-32-46-01
	2023-02-02-14-33-04-01
	2023-02-02-14-33-26-01
	2023-02-02-14-33-50-01
	2023-02-02-14-34-11-01
	2023-02-02-14-34-35-01
	2023-02-02-14-34-57-01

	2001 Vol. 49 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-14-46-57-01
	2023-02-02-14-47-27-01
	2023-02-02-14-47-50-01
	2023-02-02-14-48-16-01
	2023-02-02-14-48-40-01
	2023-02-02-14-48-59-01
	2023-02-02-14-49-22-01
	2023-02-02-14-49-44-01
	2023-02-02-14-50-16-01
	2023-02-02-14-50-37-01

	2001 Vol. 49 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-14-56-35-01
	2023-02-02-14-57-00-01
	2023-02-02-14-57-24-01
	2023-02-02-14-57-48-01
	2023-02-02-14-58-09-01
	2023-02-02-14-58-27-01
	2023-02-02-14-58-51-01
	2023-02-02-14-59-13-01
	2023-02-02-14-59-37-01
	2023-02-02-15-00-00-01

	2001 Vol. 49 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-15-01-32-01
	2023-02-02-15-01-57-01
	2023-02-02-15-02-20-01
	2023-02-02-15-02-38-01
	2023-02-02-15-03-01-01
	2023-02-02-15-03-22-01

	2001 Vol. 50 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-15-04-43-01
	2023-02-02-15-05-08-01
	2023-02-02-15-05-30-01
	2023-02-02-15-05-55-01
	2023-02-02-15-06-15-01
	2023-02-02-15-06-41-01
	2023-02-02-15-07-10-01
	2023-02-02-15-07-30-01
	2023-02-02-15-07-53-01
	2023-02-02-15-08-15-01
	2023-02-02-15-08-45-01
	2023-02-02-15-09-09-01

	2002 Vol. 50 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-15-10-36-01
	2023-02-02-15-11-03-01
	2023-02-02-15-11-26-01
	2023-02-02-15-11-53-01
	2023-02-02-15-12-11-01
	2023-02-02-15-12-34-01
	2023-02-02-15-12-58-01
	2023-02-02-15-13-18-01

	2002 Vol. 50 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-15-14-31-01
	2023-02-02-15-14-58-01
	2023-02-02-15-15-21-01
	2023-02-02-15-15-48-01
	2023-02-02-15-16-06-01
	2023-02-02-15-16-28-01
	2023-02-02-15-16-49-01
	2023-02-02-15-17-11-01

	2002 Vol. 50 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-15-18-31-01
	2023-02-02-15-18-57-01
	2023-02-02-15-19-21-01
	2023-02-02-15-19-47-01
	2023-02-02-15-20-10-01
	2023-02-02-15-20-34-01
	2023-02-02-15-20-34-012
	2023-02-02-15-20-56-01
	2023-02-02-15-21-26-01
	2023-02-02-15-21-47-01
	2023-02-02-15-22-12-01
	2023-02-02-15-22-34-01

	2002 Vol. 51 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-15-42-36-01
	2023-02-02-15-43-00-01
	2023-02-02-15-43-26-01
	2023-02-02-15-43-54-01
	2023-02-02-15-44-17-01
	2023-02-02-15-44-44-01
	2023-02-02-15-45-07-01
	2023-02-02-15-45-33-01
	2023-02-02-15-45-49-01
	2023-02-02-15-46-10-01
	2023-02-02-15-46-32-01
	2023-02-02-15-46-52-01
	2023-02-02-15-47-32-01
	2023-02-02-15-47-54-01
	2023-02-02-15-48-19-01
	2023-02-02-15-48-39-01

	2003 Vol. 51 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-15-50-09-01
	2023-02-02-15-50-34-01
	2023-02-02-15-50-56-01
	2023-02-02-15-51-19-01
	2023-02-02-15-51-41-01
	2023-02-02-15-52-05-01

	2003 Vol. 51 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-15-53-32-01
	2023-02-02-15-53-56-01
	2023-02-02-15-54-18-01
	2023-02-02-15-54-43-01
	2023-02-02-15-55-03-01
	2023-02-02-15-55-27-01
	2023-02-02-15-55-58-01
	2023-02-02-15-56-20-01
	2023-02-02-15-56-52-01
	2023-02-02-15-57-18-01
	2023-02-02-15-57-45-01
	2023-02-02-15-58-06-01

	2003 Vol. 51 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-15-59-20-01
	2023-02-02-15-59-45-01
	2023-02-02-16-00-08-01
	2023-02-02-16-00-32-01
	2023-02-02-16-00-58-01
	2023-02-02-16-01-25-01
	2023-02-02-16-01-44-01
	2023-02-02-16-02-05-01
	2023-02-02-16-02-28-01
	2023-02-02-16-02-49-01
	2023-02-02-16-03-13-01
	2023-02-02-16-03-34-01

	2003 Vol. 52 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-16-05-17-01
	2023-02-02-16-05-43-01
	2023-02-02-16-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-16-06-29-01
	2023-02-02-16-06-51-01
	2023-02-02-16-07-10-01
	2023-02-02-16-07-33-01
	2023-02-02-16-07-57-01
	2023-02-02-16-08-37-01
	2023-02-02-16-08-59-01

	2004 Vol. 52 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-16-20-44-01
	2023-02-02-16-21-08-01
	2023-02-02-16-21-32-01
	2023-02-02-16-21-57-01
	2023-02-02-16-22-17-01
	2023-02-02-16-22-41-01
	2023-02-02-16-23-04-01
	2023-02-02-16-23-25-01
	2023-02-02-16-23-50-01
	2023-02-02-16-24-11-01
	2023-02-02-16-24-35-01
	2023-02-02-16-24-57-01

	2004 Vol. 52 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-16-26-24-01
	2023-02-02-16-26-51-01
	2023-02-02-16-27-15-01
	2023-02-02-16-27-48-01
	2023-02-02-16-28-11-01
	2023-02-02-16-28-36-01
	2023-02-02-16-28-58-01
	2023-02-02-16-29-22-01
	2023-02-02-16-29-45-01
	2023-02-02-16-30-09-01
	2023-02-02-16-30-32-01
	2023-02-02-16-33-09-01
	2023-02-02-16-33-46-01
	2023-02-02-16-34-18-01
	2023-02-02-16-36-09-01
	2023-02-02-16-36-39-01
	2023-02-02-16-37-03-01
	2023-02-02-16-37-23-01
	2023-02-02-16-37-46-01
	2023-02-02-16-38-06-01
	2023-02-02-16-38-30-01
	2023-02-02-16-38-50-01
	2023-02-02-16-39-15-01
	2023-02-02-16-39-38-01

	2004 Vol. 52 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-16-41-17-01
	2023-02-02-16-41-42-01
	2023-02-02-16-42-03-01
	2023-02-02-16-42-27-01
	2023-02-02-16-42-45-01
	2023-02-02-16-43-08-01
	2023-02-02-16-43-29-01
	2023-02-02-16-43-50-01

	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part1
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part2
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part3
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part4
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part5
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part6
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part7
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part8
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part9
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part10
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part11
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01


	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October_Part12
	2004 Vol. 53 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-01-31-01
	2023-02-02-17-01-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-02-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-03-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-13-01
	2023-02-02-17-04-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-19-01
	2023-02-02-17-05-40-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-05-01
	2023-02-02-17-06-25-01



	2005 Vol. 53 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-17-07-36-01
	2023-02-02-17-07-57-01
	2023-02-02-17-08-25-01
	2023-02-02-17-08-47-01
	2023-02-02-17-09-07-01
	2023-02-02-17-09-29-01
	2023-02-02-17-09-53-01
	2023-02-02-17-10-15-01
	2023-02-02-17-10-37-01
	2023-02-02-17-10-57-01
	2023-02-02-17-11-25-01
	2023-02-02-17-11-45-01

	2005 Vol. 53 No. 3 April
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)

	2005 Vol. 53 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-17-13-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-13-41-01
	2023-02-02-17-14-04-01
	2023-02-02-17-14-27-01
	2023-02-02-17-14-48-01
	2023-02-02-17-15-20-01
	2023-02-02-17-15-37-01
	2023-02-02-17-16-06-01
	2023-02-02-17-16-27-01
	2023-02-02-17-16-57-01
	2023-02-02-17-17-20-01
	2023-02-02-17-17-41-01

	2005 Vol. 54 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-19-06-01
	2023-02-02-17-19-29-01
	2023-02-02-17-19-52-01
	2023-02-02-17-20-15-01
	2023-02-02-17-20-35-01
	2023-02-02-17-20-58-01
	2023-02-02-17-21-15-01
	2023-02-02-17-21-35-01
	2023-02-02-17-21-57-01
	2023-02-02-17-22-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-22-49-01
	2023-02-02-17-23-10-01

	2006 Vol. 54 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-17-24-30-01
	2023-02-02-17-25-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-25-39-01
	2023-02-02-17-26-01-01
	2023-02-02-17-26-25-01
	2023-02-02-17-26-45-01
	2023-02-02-17-27-06-01
	2023-02-02-17-27-27-01

	2006 Vol. 54 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-17-28-38-01
	2023-02-02-17-29-00-01
	2023-02-02-17-29-21-01
	2023-02-02-17-29-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-30-03-01
	2023-02-02-17-30-26-01
	2023-02-02-17-30-50-01
	2023-02-02-17-31-10-01
	2023-02-02-17-31-37-01
	2023-02-02-17-31-57-01
	2023-02-02-17-32-21-01
	2023-02-02-17-32-41-01

	2006 Vol. 54 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-17-34-17-01
	2023-02-02-17-34-39-01
	2023-02-02-17-35-01-01
	2023-02-02-17-35-23-01
	2023-02-02-17-35-43-01
	2023-02-02-17-35-43-012
	2023-02-02-17-36-10-01
	2023-02-02-17-36-29-01

	2006 Vol. 55 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-17-39-32-01
	2023-02-02-17-39-54-01
	2023-02-02-17-40-18-01
	2023-02-02-17-40-42-01
	2023-02-02-17-41-03-01
	2023-02-02-17-41-24-01
	2023-02-02-17-41-49-01
	2023-02-02-17-42-11-01
	2023-02-02-17-42-32-01
	2023-02-02-17-42-52-01
	2023-02-02-17-43-17-01
	2023-02-02-17-43-40-01

	2007 Vol. 55 No. 2 January
	2023-02-02-17-54-56-01
	2023-02-02-17-55-21-01
	2023-02-02-17-55-45-01
	2023-02-02-17-56-08-01
	2023-02-02-17-56-35-01
	2023-02-02-17-56-58-01

	2007 Vol. 55 No. 3 April
	2023-02-02-17-59-10-01
	2023-02-02-17-59-38-01
	2023-02-02-17-59-56-01
	2023-02-02-18-00-19-01
	2023-02-02-18-00-42-01
	2023-02-02-18-01-02-01
	2023-02-02-18-01-28-01
	2023-02-02-18-01-49-01

	2007 Vol. 55 No. 4 July
	2023-02-02-18-03-11-01
	2023-02-02-18-03-33-01
	2023-02-02-18-03-53-01
	2023-02-02-18-04-12-01
	2023-02-02-18-04-34-01
	2023-02-02-18-04-55-01

	2007 Vol. 56 No. 1 October
	2023-02-02-18-12-07-01
	2023-02-02-18-12-31-01
	2023-02-02-18-12-54-01
	2023-02-02-18-13-17-01
	2023-02-02-18-13-35-01
	2023-02-02-18-13-54-01
	2023-02-02-18-14-22-01
	2023-02-02-18-14-43-01
	2023-02-02-18-15-05-01
	2023-02-02-18-15-27-01

	2008 Vol. 56 No. 2 January
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (8)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (9)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (10)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (11)

	2008 Vol. 56 No. 3 April
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (12)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (13)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (14)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (15)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (16)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (17)

	2008 Vol. 56 No. 4 July
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)

	2008 Vol. 57 No. 1 October
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)

	2009 Vol. 57 No. 2 January
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)

	2009 Vol. 57 No. 3 April
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)

	2009 Vol. 57 No. 4 June
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)

	2009 Vol. 58 No. 1 October
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (1)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (2)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (3)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (4)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (5)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (6)
	Scan Feb 03, 2023 (7)

	2010 Vol. 58 No. 2 January
	Scan Feb 03, 2023
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